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Power DeveloDment on the Canadian

Company had
isfacilnn,

Side at Niagara Falls.
Bv Orrin E. Duni.ap.
ywirs JiRO

'I'cMi

Niagara

ir.ward

Falls,

installation

the

of

anticipation

in

the

w.ns

rniil

directed

power honse

,V...

k/jj

lliat

ihc<c qucttion> to iM tatday ground wa« broken (or

New York

side at Nianara.

Work

progressed niffht and day, «o that on April 4, 189s,
Kiidolphc Baiimann, a Swim engineer, turned the
hand wheel that controlled Ihc first of Niagara'*

N. Y., with intense intertst
ontconie of the lc)t of the

wheelpit

in

world

7.

nettled all

and on

the tnnnci on the

allcntirai of electrical cnuirc^rs

tlii-oUKliuiit

scientists

:iii(l

ihc-
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.io,<ji]<)

test

wan a

The world

nucccjn.

time
lir,rM|>f)wcr of the ntalion should
looked

forward

to

the

'I'he 10 year* referred to have \xtn i'u
relive for electrical engineer*, .ind cvfry .!

record

of

advancement
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front
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stand* today in advanci of ail
for the Iraniminiii'm of j^jwer
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—
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Niagara,
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:

thin

lime the nceiic
of the Niagara
power development has bee.i
n n the

now

«i

at

but

electrical

the

have
same gen-

eral

interest in

engineers

soon to
start
on the
Canadian side
plants

(he Niai'.'ira

.if

Falls Power
C o m p a y,
I',

which

c

pany,

on

ni-

O'

rcc-

mm

endation

an

interna-

of

comniish a d
o n,
adopted a nnit
of 5.000 horse-

tional
s

i

power

for

its

d c V e lopmcnt.

Th

adoption

e

of this nnit of

d

V

e

was

e

opmcnt

1

far in ad-

anything, tliat had
been attempted

vance

of

at that lime. Tn

addition to tli^
question of the

success

that

be atby the
method adopted
\vas

to

tained
for

devel-

the

opment

of

there
was also a

po\yer,

01

u e

s

t

i

on

tending

at-

the

transmission of
the generated

power
able

Horseshoe Fall in the Grasp of Winter,
Wheelpit ot Electrical Developmet
1

Park.

to avail-

markets.

The

question

of

transmission

was

also considered by the International Niagara Commission in 1890, only 15 years ago, and that commission had presented to it four ntethods of delivering

developed power to consumers. These were by wire
or manila rope, by compressed air, by hydraulic pipes,
or by electricitj'. Compressed air was then thouglit
by many to be the coming advantageous method of
transmitting power, and even when the inspiration
of developing the power of the Falls of Niagara
was arousing the enthusiasm of capitalists, there
were men who pointed out that the use of water-

at

erected a second great station at Niagara Falls.
N. Y., in which the development is 55,000 horsepower, giving it a total power output from its two
wonderful
105.000 horsepower. These
plants
of
power plants have been visited by about every elecone
the
world,
in
prominence
of
trical engineer

of

to

pcwer was on the decline because the factory had
go to the power plant instead of the energy being-

might say. Every facility for their inspection has
been afforded, and it is but fair to say that the
success of the Niagara development has made it
easier to enlist capital in many other power projects

carried to the factory.

that

By October

4,

1890.

the

Niagara

Falls

Power

Niagara as they had in connection with tlie
mission in 1890. only 15 years ago. and that commisOn the New York side the establishment of the
New York state reservation in 1885 had the effect

he completed, and the energy sent to distant consumers. The installation and the electrical transmission were a success in every particular, and the
Niagara Falls Power Company has gone on and

have benefited various parts of the country.

thus giving vigor to the electrical industry.

forcing the site of the big power development
mile back from the falls, but on the Canadian
Victoria Park has been thrown wide open
to the development of the power of the Horseshoe

a

side

Fall.

The

C.sn".\dhn Nhc.\ra

Power

first company to secure an
the commissioners of Victoria Park
ment of power was the Canadian
Company. For years this company,

The

10 the

Comp.\.n-y.

agreement with
for the develop-

Niagara Power
which is allied
Niagara Falls Power Company, held the ax-
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elusive rights for

tlie

development of power

in

Vic-

York

side,

and 5,000 horsepower more than the two

Canadian Niagara Power Company was
It located
to select a site for its development.
about 2,200 feet back from the brink of the Horsedevelopment
plan
of
decided
that
its
Fall
and
shoe
should be very similar to that of the Niagara Falls

combined. The generators will be wound for threephase current at about 12,000 volts, 25 cycles, at 250
devolutions per minute.
Tliis frequency will give a
uniformity with the plants on the New York side
and w-ill permit parallel operation.
When transmitted to the New York side this three-phase
12,000-volt current will be passed through stepdown transformers and changed to 2,200 volts, two-

Power Compan3\

phase,

Park, but after several years and before the
its development it relinquished the
Having obtained the first conexclusive privilege.
toria

commencement of
cession, the
first

OF WORKS. OF ONTARIO POWER

The

development being
but 2,200 feet back from the gorge has made it possible to economize to a considerable extent, especially
in the construction of its tunnel, which is but 2,200
feet long, as compared with the tunnel on the New
York side, which is about 7,000 feet long.
The same general conditions of rock were found in
driving the Canadian tunnel and in sinking the
site

of

its

wheelpit as on the New York side. Water is diverted from the river by a short canal emptying into
a forebay, from which it flows into penstocks that
discharge into turbines near the bottom of the
wheelpit.
So accurately and carefullv has all the

work

of

the

Niagara Falls Power Company been

of the unit
pow'er is the lower cost of generator
and the lower cost of turbines per
a io,ooo-horsepow'er unit calls for

of 10,000 horse-

per horsepow'er
horsepower, as
but little more

space in wheelpit or station than a unit of 5,000
horsepower.
The diameter of one of the 10,000horsepow-er generators is about 19 feet.
The generators are of the vertical-shaft type, with internal
revolving field, the revolving parts weighing nearly

This company has the right to run
150,000 pounds.
its cables to the American side over the upper .steel
arch bridge.

It

1905

7,

plan of development
is notably different from that of eitlref of the other
companies on the Canadian side.
This company
takes its water supply at a point on the river above
the other power companies, where it has constructed
an outer and an inner forebay, the outer forebay
having an area of about eight acres and the inner
forebay an area of about two acres.
In flow'ing
from the river into the forebay the water will pass

AT NIAGARA

the transformer plant to be located on the

New York side.
Among the advantages

January
Power Company, whose

tario

has also secured a complete right-

ice curtain and will be screened in passing from
the outer to the iimer forebay. At the lower end of
the inner forebay the gate house will be located,

an

and here the

ivater will flow into

that

steel pipes

spillway near Table Rock, from
be carried by penstocks to the
turbines located in the power house at the water's
edge in the gorge, a short distance below the Horse-

carry

will

it

which point

to a

it

will

shoe Fail.
From the time ground was broken the
of the Ontario Power Company has been

work

most
and quite an
area unw-atered, the spectacle being one that called
eminent geologists to visit Niagara to investigate
An immense
the section of river bed laid bare.
amount of concrete work has been done, and even
new islands created. At one point the river bed
was broken away over a large section in order that
the required depth of w-ater might be obtained m
interesting.

Large dams were

built

the forebay, but when the water is again allowed
to flow over the scene of the work much that has
been done will be hidden. The screen house, which
will be over 300 feet long, and the gate house in
its lengtli of 120 feet, are not expected to in any

manner mar the scene of their location.
The Ontario Power Company contemplates

a de-

velopment of 180,000 horsepower, which would call
for the diversion of nearly 12,000 cubic feet of water
per second through its proposed three pipe lines,
each of which is expected to carry nearly 4,000 cubic
feet of water per second.
These pipe lines are to
start from the gate house and run to a point on the
over the power house, the .distance being a
over 6,oco feet. The pipes are, to be 18 feet
diameter and made of steel plates that have a
thickness of half an inch, being reinforced every four
feet by eight-inch deck beams riveted to the upper
section.
Each pipe is expected to furnish sufficient
water for the development of 60,000 horsepower.
The first of the big steel pipes was laid during the
bluff

SECTION THROUGH POWER HOUSE AND DISTRIBUTING STATION OF ONTARIO POWER COMPANY AT NIAGARA

little

in

planned that the Canadian Niagara Power Company
has found reason to make few changes in its development.
In general appearance the power house is very
similar to the big stations on the

New York

side

and has a covered forebay. This station will be
notable, however, from the fact that the generating
units are to be of 10,000 electrical horsepower each,
which is double the size of the unit that attracted
so much attention on the New York side 10 years
ago, and which, it may be remarked, has not yet
lost interest.
The wheelpit and pow'er house have
been planned for 11 of these units, making a total
output capacity

of

110,000

horsepower,

or

double

the capacity of either of the stations on the

New

of-way along the Canadian side of the river for a
transmission line to Fort Erie opposite the city of
Buffalo.

A

portion of the installation in the sta-

tion of the Canadian Niagara Power Company is
about ready for operation, and it is altogether likely
that the first Niagara power to be delivered in Toronto, Ont, will come from this power house. This
transmission may begin in the spring. M'r. H. ^V.
Buck is the electrical engineer of the Canadian
Niagara Power Company and Mr. A. H. Van Cleve
is the resident engineer, having recently succeeded

Mr. Cecil B. Smith

in this position.

.

The Ontario Power Company.
The second company
ers of Victoria

to apply to the coniinission-

Park for power

rights

was the On-

last

In

summer, the work commanding much
order that

it

may

not

detract

the beauty of the park the pipe

the excavation of which

When

was

was most

attention.

or trespass

on

laid in a trench,
difficult at times.

in position it w'as sheeted with concrete in
orjer that there might be no unequal pressure of the
earth covering, care being taken to first sandblast
and paint it to prevent rust. Conducting terminals
were also attached at short distances to gather electric currents that might cause damage bv electro-

JaiUKiry

7,
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lysis.
Ucl wccn the Iwo ends of the big pipe there is
.1
drop of nearly 30 feet.
Al Ihc iowcr end of the pipes the water from each
liipe will lie taken from the spillway by eight pcnslnrks, six of which will have a diameter of ahont
nine feet and two a diameter of ahont i'/i feet, the
l;iri,'er iienstocks carrying water to the tnrhincs of
llic main generators and the smaller supplying the

prominent among Ihem Iwing Frederic Nichollt,
William Mackenzie and II. M. Pellalt, The tile of
the development is at Tcmpe»t Point, above the
power house of tlic Canadian Niagara Tower Company and Iwlow the foreljay« of the Ontario Power
Company. Work on the development ii now progressing.
There is, so far, practically nothinic new
ill
this company's plan of development, at it hai

In

flation

thi«

They

will

will

make 250

he

''f

revoh:

crate curroit of 25 cycles.

The cofnpan/t

;_.

plan calti fur

ii

ttoKtiior* of ihta

»tylc.

In connection with lhi< companjr ihe Toronto and
Niagara Power Comitanjr hat been incorpora'xiJ for
Iranimimion purpoie*. .\ right-of-way ha« hern (xir-

allached to the exciters. In the erection of
Ihc penstocks the commissioners have been very
careful to see to it that the huge pipes were conliirliines

cinlcd from view, and for this reason in order that
llicir presence nuglil not interfere with the natural
hiaMly of the cliff when viewed from the New York
side the penstocks are being erected in shafts and
Unincis as indicated in the plans presented here-

with.

Isvery possible effort was made during the fall and
winter to get the first section of the power

I'.irly

so far advanced that it might be roofed in
before severe weather came. This was accomplished
larly in December, the work being of concrete. The
location of this power house is very close to Ihc base
of the Horseshoe Fall, and it will be subject to a
heavy ice deposit during the majority of winters,
lirpiise

However, the engineers have given careful consideration to this question and they anticipate no diOiculty.
The installation of the power house will
consist of twin turbine wheels mounted on a horizontal

shaft

and direct-connoct''d

lo.ooo-liorsepower capacity.

generators of
operating at 187

to

When

rcwiu lions pcFTTiTmilr' the generators

will

deliver

A gallery
three-phase 25-cycle 12,000-volt current.
provide room for the
operation
of the
the
exciters, governors, etc., for
at the rear of the station will

station,

each exciter to be of 500 horsepower and

make 300 revolutions per minute.
In .some respects the development of the Ontario
Power Company will be similar to that of the Ni-

to

Falls Hydranlic Power and Manufacturing
Company on the New York side of the river a short
but in the fact that the condistance down stream

agara

CANADIAN NIAGARA POWER CQMPA

;

trolling apparatus of the generators
in

is

to be located

the transformer station, which will stand on the

bluff in the rear of Victoria Park, over 500 feet back
from and over 250 feet above the power station, a

feature in the Niagara power development is
found.
The power house and distributing station
The power cables
will have telephone connections.
will be carried in the exciter penstock tunnels to
the top of the cliff and from there to the transformer

new

station in conduits.

Indications are that the Ontario

Power Company

adopted Ihe wheelpit and tunnel method of obtaining
power. The tunnel that is being driven will have a
length of about 2,100 feet and its portal will be
located behind the sheet of water of the Horseshoe
Fall.
The section of the tunnel will be somewhat
larger than either of the other Niag.ira tunnels, its
dimensions being about 24 feet wide and 26 feet
high. The wheelpit will be about 415 feet long, 22
feet wide and over 150 feet deep, and from either
end will run a discharge tunnel which will discharge
into the main tailrace about 165 feet from the wheel-

chased between Niagara Falls and Toronto and stetfl
towers are being erected along it, so that this transmission line will probably be first to carry Niagara
power to Toronto. As sites for factories the Electrical Development Company of Ontario. Ltd., has
purchased over 500 acres of land on the Welland
River, two miles back from the falls.

How THE Power

is

\

to be Used.

be observed that the Canadian Niagara
Power Company contemplates a development of
110,000 horsepower, the Ontario Power Company a
development of 180,000 horsepower and the ElecDevelopment Company of Ontario, Ltd., a
trical
development of about 125,000 horsepower, or a total
development by the three companies of 415,000 horsepower. Naturally the question will arise as to the
manner in which this immense am nnnr ot «-n.-riTy ig
It

will

be used. I t is known that a portion of it is to
to Toronto and that some of it will
be used in the immediate vicinity of the development
Li nder the term s ot the agreements all of the power
is
to be transmitted outside the park boundaries,
and It IS provided that it may be transmitted to
th e Ui II l J GULesMjUl s hould there Be a demanJ.
to

be_transmitted

i

each ot the companies is bound to supply at least
haTT Of ilb pi uduLL ~To' customers on the~

power was ready there would be s everal large indus ready to avail themselves ot the new source
Britis h teiiitury, but as )'et no larg e
are b uilding at Canadian JNiagara." 1 he \\ elland Canal is hut a few

tries

of po\ver in

niariiilacturi ng es tablishments

niHes distant from~fhe power houses, and it wotJd
appear likely that this might coa.x industries located
thein

wjpi

a

,

t

ii

the v

would "liavFTlii eel walei

tuiiiiectiuu s

he sea bqarj

announced that the Ontario

It__ii:asonly recently

Power^Company had made

a c ont r act wi th thS~
Niagara, Lockport and (Ontario I'ower Company to
deliver 30,000 electrical horsepower to it at the international boundary line at or near the Whirlpool xm
J uly 1, lljOj, and an adJilioiial 3U,Liou hui bep trwei-

ty

SCENE NEAR POWER HOUSE OF CANADIAN NIAGARA POWER COMPANY.
next summer. The
engineers of the company are Mr. P. N. Nunn and
Mr. L. L. Nunn. Mr. Banker R. Paine, who has
long been an ardent advocate of Niagara power, is
resident manager of the company.

In shape this tunnel will also resemble a horse-

will get its station in operation

pit.

The

The power house will cover the wheelpit and will
have a length of nearly 500 feet and a width of 70
It will be built of stone, but its general apfeet.
pearance will differ from the big stations now at
Niagara.
Not only in connection with this company's development but with all the industrial work
being done in Victoria Park, the park commissioners
are using every effort to see that none of the works

Electrical Development

Company

of

On-

tario, Ltd.

Development Company of Ontario,
Ltd., was the third company to seek power rights
in Victoria Park.
It was organized by men who

The

are

Electrical

interested

in

the

street

railways

of Toronto,

shoe.

or buildings is allowed seriously to mar the natural
beauty of the park. The generators to be installed

January I, 1907. This contract was made for a pcre newal
'riod extending io April I. lOsO. witn
Lender the
rigTiTs^foTTSo years more, or to 2010.
agreement the l\Tagara, Lockport and^Ontano CompaiTy io tu eieel a tiaiisformer station on the Ainerican side n^ar the point of crossing and tcTconstruct
a Tranfimission line as tar as Koc hesfer. NT Y..~ by
Tujy I, 1905. These contracts indicate that so me
of the prod uct of the

Ontano Fower Company

will

nd its way to a marke t~Q n the New York sideB etween Niagara Falls and R ochester th ere ar e
many thri ving villages and cmes.'an g'it is TitSly th at
thS^^wHTSe furnished j<ia^ra__BOB^- In the fact
fi

—
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Concrete

Work

~'^
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January

for Ontario

:

Company
Power Company

for 60,000 horsepower

found a
reason for beheving that there will be no Niagara
power development at Lockport as has long been

On December

talked.

1

iSth

the

is

Common

Coimcil

of Niagara Falls, N. Y., granted the Niagara, Lockport and Ontario Power Company a franchise to
its power cables through the streets of that
under the same restrictions placed on the other
power companies, while it also granted permission
to the Niagara Falls Gas and Electric Light Company to place its wires in conduits. This latter company is now supplying gas, but it holds a franchise
for electric lighting from the former village government. So far as electricity is concerned, both companies are newcomers iit the field and their plans
will be developed by future events.
Quite naturally, Niagara as a source of electric
power is destined to have important connection with
the contemplated electrification of the steam railroads
of New York state, especially the New York Central.
On this subject much unauthorized matter has
been printed connecting the New York Central with
Considering the service
this or that power company.
that the public demands from a railroad like the New

string
city

I

Other sources of revenue have given the
commissioners over $100,000,
Based upon the expenditures of the last 15 years, the average amount
required for maintenance and permanent improvements in the park has been $48,000,
$110,000,

On

the

subject of the final

effect

12 o'clock unit No, 2 was successfully started, making 20,oco horsepower available for use. In honor

last report say:
"All of the works and structures iconnected with
the electrical power projects have been designed
with the object not only of doing the least possible
injury to scenic conditions, but the commissioners are

when the

being installed,
this will give 50,000 horsepow'er available at that

Electrical Exports for

>f

—

—

Source of Large Revenue.

;

—

856.

In looking over the destination of the electrical

The Canadian Niagara Power

—

3ut in addition to this $30,000 a year as a minimum
jiayment for any quantity of power under 20.000
Icctrical horsepower the Ontario Power Company
pay $1 per horsepower for all sold above 20.000
ip to 30,000; 75 cents per horsepower for all above
RO,ooo up to 40,000. and 50 cents per horsepower for
ail sold or disposed of above 40.000 horsepower.
The agreement of the Canadian Niagara Power
Company, in addition to the annual rental, calls for
payment at the rate of $1 per annum for each electrical horsepower generated, and used and sold or
disposed of over 10,000 electrical horsepower up
to 20,000 electrical horsepower, and the further payment of the sum of 75 cents for each electrical
horsepower over 20,000 and up to 30,000, and the
further payment of the sum of 50 cents for each
electrical horsepower over 30,000 horsepower.
This
W'Ould make the company's gross rental on 30,000
horsepower $32,500 per year, payable half yearly,
and this applies to power used in the United States
or Canada,
It is understood that the third company's agreement is similar to this.
In addition to
all this revenue the park commissioners get $io.coo
a year from the Niagara Falls Park and River railway, and up to 1902 that company had' paid
(

1,'ill

machinery exported from the United States during
November last it is interesting to note that Japan
heads the list of all importers of this class of goods,
having taken during the month $205,091 worth of
an exceptionally large amount.
electrical machinery
This is Japan's largest figure for any one month, and
the third time in 1904 that it has headed the list of
importers of American electrical machinery in February, with $119,856, and in March, with $201,617.
The following-named countries were the principal
buyers of American electrical machinery in the
Japan, $205,091 British
month of November, 1904
North America, $176,162; Mexico, $85,840; United

—

Development Company of OnThe Ontario Power Company pays an
making the annual rentals
power companies no less than $60,000-

Electrical

rental of $30,000,

the three

appliances and electrical machinery, the
former including telegraph and telephone instruments show a good gain. In the export of electrical
machinery the figures are nearly double those for
November, 1903. The figures in detail are as follows: Electrical appliances November, 1903, $346,005 November, 1904, $459,476. Electrical machinery
November, 1903, $367,030; November, 1904, $729,electrical

its charter in 1892, and up to 1902
had paid the commissioners the sum of $215,000.
This company now pays :$I5,000 a year, as does

Ltd.

November.

The electrical exports for the month of November.
1904, amounted to a total value of $1,189,332, as compared with $713,035 in November, 1903. This increase of $476,297 is the largest of aviy month in
the year 1904, compared with the corresponding
month in 1903. Both classes of electrical goods

the three great installations controlled

the

director.

J.

time.

ICompany obtained

ario,

a

Henderson of the Bank
Three additional units are
which will be ready by May ist, and

'

inniial

Stetson,

;

Messrs. D. Coulson and

In connection with the development on the Canadian side at Niagara electrical engineers and others
W'ill be astonished at the revenue received by the
commissioners of Victoria Park for the power rights

ilso

Lynde

of Toronto, and others.

it

have granted.

Francis

Power Company, W. H. Erouse,

ara

source of power.

Ithey

Edward D. Adams,

;

several works

Central,

A

quite a notable party of guests present, includ-

ing

;

decision as promising a steady, constant, reliable

its

units of the station there

first

was

William B, Rankine. directors, of New York;
George Urban, Jn, and Chai-les R. Huntley, Buffalo de Lancey Rankine, Niagara Falls while from
the Canadian side came J. F, Langmuir, chairman
of the Victoria Park Commission. C'-.mmissioners
A. W. Campbell, James Bampfield, George H, Wilkes,
Superintendent James Wilson also A. Monro Grier,
K. C, secretary and solicitor of the Canadian Niag-

of the power

development on the park the commissioners in their

confident in the belief that

Power Company.

of the starting of the

it would seem highly probable that
comes to western New York for electric
by the
Niagara Falls Power Company and the Canadian
Niagara Power Company will be likely to influence

York
when
power

1905

"'^

-

for Ont:

Niagara. Lockport and Ontario Power
has made a contract with the Ontario

the

that

7,

are completed the consensus of opinion by the vastly
increased number of visitors that are expected to

park

abundantly sustain them in their
contention that the park, as a whole, with its wealth
of electrical machinery, will then be of tenfold greater
interest to the great majority visiting it; and in
addition not only will the immediate locality beyond
the park be built up into one of the great manufacturing centers of the world, but the quickening
impulse and vivifying effects of the world's latest
visit the

will

and most perfect form of

forth by the Falls of Niagara
to end of the province,"

Generating set No,

— created and sent
—will be
from end

energj'

felt

Canadian Niagara
motion at 11:30 a. m,
'William H. Beatty of
Toronto, Ont,, president of the company, operated
the wheel that governed the flow of water from the
penstock to the turbine, and in a few minutes the
mighty generator responded. It was speeded up to
its capacity of 250 revolutions per minute, and at

Power Company was

on Monday, January

2,

I

of the

set in

1905,

;

:

Islands, $44,072; BritBritish Africa, $28,032;

Kingdom, $78,887; Philippine
ish

Australasia,

$38,627;

Germany, $17,042; Hongkong, $5,807; France,

$4,-

3S4; Brazil, $4,157-

The Arc Lamp on
The
station

British
for

the Battlefield.

army has adopted

use

on

the

a portable first-aid
kjiown as the

battlefield,

Motor First Aid Station. This consists of a
large armored electric automobile van in which the
surgeons may be moved from place to place and
work comparatively safe, from rifle balls at least.
The operations of the medical corps are facilitated
Ivel

by the use of sn arc lamp in the van, which derives
"Fhe lamp is placed
its' current from the batteries.
behind a shield, with the carbons low down, ',n
such a manner that the light is thrown up to a large
shade hung above, whence
and shadowless form.

it

is

reflected in diffused

J;Lim;iry 7.
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ELECTRICAL PROGRESS
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A

II,

survey of the ficlil of elcclrical ciigithe last year creatcn the impression

({i^ncriil

nciriiiK

iliiriiiK

while lackiiiK in llie sensational discoveries of

lli.il,

iirc<l<c<:-.sors, the year 1904 has hccn one
ami commercial devclopnicnl.
hetn rich in experience for the observant
ilcilrical engineer, and svill nndoubtedly Rj dowT
III liislory as one of the Rrcat years, in spiti of the
f.H-i lliat no astonishing inventions have lieen made.
The cnmplelion of the Louisiana Puichase Kxposition

rciitil

ils

Milisi.iiiiKil M-icnlific

rjf

has

]|

has attracted more atAt St. Louis
were hrouRht loKelhcr, in .1 comparatively small
space, a collection of exhibits which typified the
Not only
sl.iUis of engineering at the present time.
III
material results was the Exposition an important
fi:ilLirc of ihe year, hut its educational value through
conventions was even greater.
lie congresses and
Tlnough Ihe medium of this exposition a remarkable
ii|i|iiirlunily has been presented for the study of contiiiiporary electrical engineering, which study develops first of all, the fact that electrical engineering,
oiiie an apparently distinct science, is no longer such,
been the feature

lias

that

tention than any other single event.

I

now forms an

liiit

integral part of all engineering.

lulled, so evident has this

I

liming the

last

become

UNITED STATES

IN

ll/M.

IN 1904.

.S01.1-1-..

upon the Canadian tide that the Brcaled acli'iiy
now evident, a« rcadcrt of llic Weiiern Electricuu
arc aware. Tliin great acitui and propcrtt><l diversion of (lie water of ihc Fall* hat aroiiicd much
iit

in

resentment on the
it

the

ultimate

wlio tec in
natural

icirl of Ihe public,
ruin of the JK'auly of

lliif

wonder. The prosurc bri/iiKht lo bear by the volcr»
of New York ulatc has already bail in cfTcct in
restraining the promoter* of thcjc cntcrpr)»«». In
the meantime Ihc industries which have been built
up around the Kails appear to prosper under Ihc
reign of cheap power, and Ihc city of Buffalo show*
ils appreciation by an increased niic of the privilege.

The

present

liiilTalo

iraiisfnriners

a7.ooo

of

limit

mitted into

amount of priwcr

Ihc

lran<-

by Ihc rapacity of thwhich is at present alKiiit

set

is

installed,

horsepower, and

demand now

the

nearly

reaches the capacity.
While Niagara, the great eastern walcrpower center, is prospering, so also arc ihc power center.*
in the Far Wesl.
The western plants distribute their

power over much greater areas than do the Niagara
I*'alls plants and
ihey employ consc(|ucntly higher
pressures.

The importance

of

Ihc

high-pressure

Ir'/pii'
'111.

lo f.M
iraini
ciiy

li;.

Ihc

haiidhrig

for

lhi«

<

pur|Krtc

>

m'

-

Kleclric Com|iany, an''

on Novcml/cr
65 miles an hour was aiiaii'
was hauling a heavy train
the hKomotive is 2,300 hor^c(i*i'Atr, ^iod u
of maintaining heavy rnerloadt for a iihor'
direct current is taken from a third rail.
tors arc a marvel of drMgn and cjnstnieiii
public

trial

1

I

that several times

summer prominent speakers

at the ex-

position predicted that at no future universal exposition
its

would

department of

a separate

electricity,

with

own building, be a possibility. Even at this expomany of the most important electrical exhibits

sition

were

the palaces of Transportation, Machinery,
and elsewhere. Hence it is becoming

in

Education,

increasingly

made

tn

difficult

in the science

difFerentialcd

as

and

review

the

advancement

art of electrical enginccrim;.

sncli.

(iENERATION .\ND Tr.VNSMISSION.

An

indication of the ir.creasing use of the electric

found in the demand
Plants of 50,000 horsepmvcr no longer attract great attention, these larpe
installations being the result of the tendency to do
away with the many small and uneconomical staThere
tjons and to concentrate in a few great ones.
for

iiiirent

many purposes

fur very large

power

is

units.

is also manifest a desire lo utilize more fully the
available waterpowcrs so that the benefits of cheap

energy may be more generally enjoyed.
noticeable that many of the very large stacompleted or projected during the last year
have employed steam turbines as the power units.
It is therefore evident tliat this type of engine may
now be considered as beyond the experimental stage.
The fact that the New York Central Railroad Company will use turbines in its two power houses at
Yonkers and Port Morris for supplying power for
electric
It

is

tions

operating

its

trains in the vicinity of

New York

city

upon this type of engine the stamp of approval
most emphatic manner. The Boston Edison Il-

places
in a

luminating
tion to

Company

is

also installing a turbine sta-

have an ultimate capacity of 60,000 kilowatts

with Curtis turbines of 5,000 kilowatts each. Even
larger are the engines under construction by the
Westinghouse Machine Company for the Pennsylvania railroad for use in the latter's New Y'ork tern inal. These are of a capacity of 5.500 kilowatts, or
7.400 electrical horsepower each. These giant installations are being imitated upon a smaller scale by numerous public and private plants throughout the

At the same time the reciprocating engine is
not going out of fashion altogether, as is plainly indicated by the use of this type in the new station
of the New York subway, the largest steam-driven
plant ever built, which has been placed in regular
service in the last few months. Enough has been
said, however, to show that this is a period of pros-

country.

perity for the steam turbine, and this is farther
indicated by the fact that most of the great enginebuilding firms are now launching into the turbine

business.

Public interest in waterpowers has to a large extent centered in Niagara Falls during the last year.
The several companies which are now investing large
sums at that place have overcome construction difliwell-nigh appalling. This money has been
invested with great faith in the future demand for
power, as there is not in sight at present the necessity for producing such amounts as will be developed.

5,000-KILOWATT STEAM-TURBINE SET
transmission problem
of attention given to

So.ooo-horsepower enlargement of its
is an indication that some such demand exists.

present plant

The

present plants have a combined capacity of nearly
150,000 horsepower, while those in process of construction

represent nearly a half million more.

It

indicated by the large

L STREET STATION OF BOSTON

amount

meetings of the elecconventions of the year.
While nothing radical has been attempted in the
use of extremely high pressures, the service has been
improved and its scope extended. The Northern
California Power Company is one of the new comers
in this line, and it has already organized a comprehensive system. It has now about 250 miles of
transmission line and employs 25,000 volts as the

trical associations

line

pressure.

that of the

is

employs a

and

it

in the

in the

Another new and interesting plant
Puget Sound Power Company, which
and is in-

line pressure of 55,000 volts

stalling a capacity of 20,000

doubled.

The

plant supplies

horsepower, to be later
Seattle

and

Tacoma

being 48 and 32 miles, respectively, from the power house on the Puyallup
River. Service was begun from this plant on April
14th, and it was put into full operation on July
with power, these

cities

underground plant at
1904. The interesting
Snoqualmie Falls has been enlarged, and its new
is nearly taxed, which is still another indi-

23,

capacity

cation of the increasing
in

demand

for electric

power

the Far West.

Electric Tr.-\nspoktation.

culties

However, the fact that the Niag.ira Falls Hydraulic
and Manufacturing Company has under way an

is

After a general survey of power generation, the
utilization

of

this

power demands attention. The
power generated is used

largest portion of electric

In this field the year
1904 has been one of great development. The year
began with the prospect of the immediate introducfor transportation purposes.

tion of a single-phase alternating-current series

mo-

Although this introduction has been slower than was expected, yet great
progress has been made. The attitude of the raiitor for traction purposes.

They are four in number, of two poles each, and th;
armatures are mounted directly upon the driving
axles.
The locomotive frame forms part of the
magnetic circuit, thus- economizing weight.
In the larger cities the congestion of traffic has
forced the railways underground, resulting in such
undertakings as the Boston subway, the Oiicago
freight tunnels and the New Y'ork subway. The
first named has now been in operation for a sufficient time to demonstrate its efficiency. A recent
report shows that it has cost up to June 30. 190J.
somewhat over $4,000,000. The Boston Elevated
railroad pays for its use a rental greater than $200,000 a year. A new section has been recently completed and another is under way.
The Chicago freight tunnels form another example
of the tendency mentioned. In order to facilitate
the handling of freight traffic, a number of horseshoe-shaped tunnels have been constructed beneath
business streets of the city for the purpose of handling freight and merchandise and diverting this
business from the congested streets. The tunnels,
of which about 32 miles have been completed, are of
two sizes six feet wide and 7,' 5 feet high and >t
They are
feet 2'J/j inches wide and I2.tS feet high.
comparatively deep-level, the floors being from 35
to 40 feet below street grades. Electric locomotives
of special construction will pull narrow-gauge freight
Quite recently, and
cars on tracks in these tunnels.
significantly, the steam-railroad interests of Chicago,
through the Oiicago Subway Company, have secured

—

of this interesting tunnel system.
great interest this year has been tlie opening

control

Of

in the New York subway, and although
tbe roar has been in operation such a short time, it
doing a large business and has taken
is already

of traffic

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN
most important feature of transportation in New York city. Regular operation was
begun on October 27tli, since whicli time upward
of 200,000 passengers a day have been liandled.' The
power for this road is supplied from a plant conits

place as

the

sisting of nine engines, directly connected to 5>ooo-

kilowatt generators, which produce the power current.
The lighting current, which is separate, is
generated by three steam turbo-alternators of 1,87.5
kilowatts
the

each.

The

reciprocating engines

well-known Manhattan

type.

TWO 1,000-KILOWATT STEAM-TURBINE

are

SETS IN RAILWAY

horsepower motors, two for each car, both mounted
on one truck. The control system is of the multiplethe motorman operating the main conby means of solenoids, the current for which

type,

is handled in a small controller located in the cab.
This is the latest type of the General Electric Company, and it embodies a number of interesting features, among which the most important is the automatic acceleration. This is described later in connection with the exhibit of the General Electric
Company at the World's Fair.
While the city roads have been actively developing, a great deal has also been accomplished by

the interurban railways.

In

fact,

This station embodies those
features desired in a union station, comprising a
commodious train shed, waiting rooms, ticket offices,
and all of the conveniences expected in a well-designed steam-railroad station. The train shed has
a capacity of 50 cars at one time, and several thousand passengers can be easily handled. From this
station hourly trains can be taken for most of the
important points in central Indiana and a fev; in

300 horsepower

is

a

1905

in their

several branches of the art, while the ex-

position

management made a

special

so

effort

group the exhibits that they would convey a

to

distinct

impression of progress in each department. Hence
it mas possible to cover the field of electrical engineering systematically and with economy of effort.

AT ELYRIA, OHIO.

ELECTRIC BRAKE FOR 20 PASSENGERS (WITH CANOPY TOP REMOVED).

neighboring states. Limited service, in which speeds
of 60 miles per hour are frequently reached, alternates with the local or accommodation service, providing for through passengers as well as those who
desire to ride but a short distance. The rates on
these roads are much lower than upon steam lines,
and they are well patronized.

The Alumino-tbermic

While such undertakings as those already described
could not be represented by material exhibits, there
are a number of achievements which lend themselves
particularly well to this purpose.
general survey
of these will be helpful in connection w'ith this review. In order to systematize this survey it will be
well to divide all of the exhibits into the following
classes:
Power generation and distribution, transportation, mechanical applications of electric power,
communication, and lighting.
The power plant of the Exposition, which served
both for exhibit and for the furnishing of the necessary power about the grounds, was the largest
ever installed for temporary use, and it was in every
way a model plant. Naturally, one would have expected to see the steam turbine as a prominent
feature in the service plant, but while some excellent

A

Process.

Among

the developments of the year in the line
of electrometallurgy, the one of greatest interest
to the electrical engineer, especially if he is interested
in railway work, is the alumino-thermic process of

Dr.

Hans Goldschmidt.

This process involves the

examples were shown as working exhibits, the main
dependence for power supply was placed upon the
reciprocating

uncommon

value.

of

The

engine.

large

service

with direct-connected generators of a total capacity
of 8,000 kilowatts, generating three-phase alternating
current at 6,600 volts and 25 cycles per second. This

power for operating the 2,000-horsepower induction motors used for driving the turbine
pumps which supplied water for the cascades. It
was also connected with a high-pressure distributing
system which furnished current to the various subplant supplied

The

"interurban" has taken its place as a competitor of
the steam railroad, and it is absorbing a large amount
of business. There are already a number of interurban-railway centers, large cities with radiating

stations

the

about the grounds.

power was converted

required

railways connecting with the smaller cities
within a radius of 100 miles. In the Middle West
and in the Far West the development is most rapid,
Ohio, Indiana and Illinois being three of the most
important interurban states. Possibly the most famous of these roads is the Aurora, Elgin and Chicago railway, connecting the cities named and the
electric

surrounding territory. One of the largest systems
in the country now is the Indiana Union Traction
Company, which operates about 260 miles of line
with an equal number of cars, including the city
cars, which are operated by the same company in
During
a few of the smaller cities along the line.
this year the company has completed the Indianapolis
and Northern Division, comprising about no miles
of track and connecting Indianapolis, Logansport
and Peru, cross-connecting with the lines formerly
owned by the Union Traction Company of Indiana.
This division of the road is supplied with power
at 315,000 volts, three phase and at 25 cycles per
second, from the power station at Anderson. There
are seven sub-stations on this division, each located
near one of the smaller cities through which the
road passes. The sub-stations contain rotary converters, each of 2SO-kilowatt capacity, and they also
have regulating storage batteries of 320 amperehours' capacity. The Indiana Union Traction Company connects at Indianapolis with several other
important interurban roads, all using, as the Indianapolis terminal, the new station completed about
three months ago by the Indianapolis Traction and

type

power plant installed by Westinghouse, Church,
Kerr & Co., consisted of four marine-type engines

the present time

is a period of great activity in this direction.
The
character of the cars put into operation this year
is a distinct advance, both in weight and power allowance. As high as 500 horsepower per car is
used on roads containing considerable grades, while

not

7,

afforded than that presented by the exhibits at the
World's Fair at St. Louis. Naturally the exhibitors
strove to show the recent advances made by them

of

A

troller

January

Company.

The three-phase

current is distributed at 11,000 volts and 25 cycles.
This current is received at eight sub-stations, which
number may ultimately be increased to 12. Here
the current is transformed to 625 volts for use in
The converter units have a capacity
the third rail.
complete system of car
of 1,500 kilowatts each.
control is one of the most important features of
The cars are equipped with 200this new railway.

unit

Terminal

for

the

local

At

into

service.

these sub-stations
the particular form

One

of

the

most

was located in the
the alternating current

interesting of these sub-stations

Palace of Electricity.

Here

was reduced in pressure and part of it was converted into direct current in rotary converters and

motor transformers for use about the
ELECTRIC-RAILWAY TERMINAL

Utilization of the energy stored in metallic aluminum
for the production of high temperature. The substance known as "thermit," consisting of powdered
aluminum and iron oxide, is used already to a considerable extent for welding steel rails. The simplicity of the process enables it to be employed where
the more elaborate methods of welding would be out
of the question. For the welding of rails a steel

mold

clamped about the joint, and into this is
poured the molten metal directly from the crucible,
in which a small amount of thermit has been ignited.
is

Many

other applications of this jnaterial are being
developed, and this is very fortunate for the aluminum industry, which is said to feel already a stimulation, due to the demand for aluminum to be used
in the manufacture of thermit.
As the demand for
aluminum has not been increasing very rapidly, a
new development of this kind will be very welcome

to those interested in producing this metal.

Electrical Exhtbits at St. Louis.

No
status

better

of

way

of becoming acquainted with the
engineering in 1904 could be

electrical

building.

A

complete conduit system connected the power plant
with the sub-stations, so that no wires were visible
about the grounds except in out-of-the-way corners.

TON AT INDIANAPOLIS.

One

.

of the

most interesting features of the power

plant, all of which was located in the Palace of
Machinery, was the large Allis-Chalmers combined
vertical and horizontal engine driving a
Bullock
generator. This engine may probably be said to be
the largest single unit ever operated at an exposition.

The

capacity was rated at 3,500 kilowatts, but this
was frequently exceeded when th.e unit was carrying
approximately 6,000 horsepower of lighting load

used to illuminate the buildings at night.
The third section of the plant was the directcurrent installation, furnishing power to the Intramural Railway. It consisted of seven CrockerWheeler generators of the railway type, directly
connected to various tj'pes of engines and one to a
waterwheel, the whole forming not only a useful
power plant, but an instructive exhibit.
Aside from the machinery described, which furnished power to the Exposition for general purposes,
a lai-ge number of other engines supplied power
for exhibitors' use. The gas engine did not make
the showing at the Exposition that was expected in

:

January
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view of its recent rapid devclopiticnt, .although ihcri;
were some very satisfactory workiiiR cxhihiH in thin
line.

received a Rrc'it deal of attention
at the Fair, and the importance of this xrcat industry was stronKly emphasized. Alxint the groinids
'I'ransporlatioii

conld

seen

l)c

demonstrated

examples of electric transthe lagoons, the electric launches
of this mode of loco-

several

Upon

portation.

llie practicaliilily

launches v/cre each equipped with 24
(ills of storaRe battery, each of the rated capacity
of 140 ampere-hours.
These operated Iwo-horseliower motors and the hoats were huilt to maintain
a moderate speed and to travel as much as 100 miles
Mirjtion,

on

a

'J'hc

single charge.

On

the roadways various types of automobiles
gave satisfactory service carrying up to 40 persons
each, in a few cases. These vehicles made about
25 miles on a iKittery charge.
The Intramural Kailway was another exhibit on
a grand scale, while at the same time it was a profi:aliie investment for the Exposition company.
The
cars were supplied by the Si. Louis Car Company
and had a length of 44 feet over all. They were
ccpiipped with four G. K. No. 70 motors, and the
luultipli'-uiiit control sy.stem was employed.
At certain hours of tlir day two or r.inri^ rnrs wrrr iT^rd

house No. 8s motors of the raird capacity of 75
horsepower e.'ich. and the conirolling syUcm wa* of
the pneunuilic lurrel type, recently perfected by the
Weslinghousc ICIectric and .Manufacturing Company
This car was a working exhibit vinm the test track,

direct-current nv.i

located north of the Trans|>ortalioii Building.

utually

these

tracks

Up</fi

was alvj shown a small single-truck
L<juis Car Ccmipany with We«t-

clats

thii

in

<>{

<Jeman4e4, llic dir
employed. Il is
arc used in hue
•

more ic"

laMiihmrfilt

ar?

city car of the St.

At the Wortd'f

ingliouse No. 56 molori.
The most interesting feature of this equipment was the magnetic track brake

iianliated

of the Wcslinghousr Traction Brake Company.
In
this brake a powerful electromagnet grips the track

when

the

motor current

is

turned

into

it.

Thij

magnet, through the system of levers, applies the
wheel brakes and automatically regulates the pressure thereon. 'Hie amount of current furnished to
the solenoid by the motors is determined by the
voltage controller, which diverts part of the motor
field current in case the armature voltage becomes
excessive.
In this system the braking is produced
by the wheel brakes, by the track brakes and by
the back torque of the motors.
The Palace of Electricity also contained a numlicr
of examples of recent progress in Iransporlaiion.
The three companies which are manufacturing electric-railway motors at the present time the General
Electric Cnmpnny, the WcslinKhnii-e Electric and

—

10

I

a

was paid t'<
drive for machine iwjIs,
syslenij were shown, ghr

alleftlion

t

'

^

:

the

popularity

of this
gained by the study of
that the electric motnr i
large proportion of the

Among

alt

the fields

,

::

<:

r.

'

:
,

that in

recent

which the mi/sl

months

;

potsibly

msdc

;

the sci.
no subject attracted mor
The De Korcsl syttetn

.ji

everywhere present, and

was given in a
sending stations were h
tions, where the public h.id

in

iu4

is

,|y

service

.

:.<:

...i..n

.

;

|.-.r'i!iiiiy

i'.

Irani

the fundamental features of thu mndem an. All
kinds of aerial supports for the anicnnx srere employed, in order lo give variety to the exhibit and
for experimental purposes. Tbe "wireless" Kmtf
from which the press dispatches were sent daily, was
a center of great interest, and the hissing sound ;•{
the signals could Im: heard for a long disunce. On
Electricity Day, Septemljcr lOlh, the Dc Forest company dispatched messages between St. Louis and
Oiicago, probably the longest bud transmission up
to that date.
The Marconi company also had ar.
instructive exhibit on a much smaller scale.
The telephone was most instructively exhibited, as
several of the companies had in operation regular
exchanges of considerable size. The most recent
nnprovements in manually operated switchboards
Were shown and the automatic telephone was represented by a complete exchange connecting various
pomts in the Palace of Electricity.
The field of telegraphy was leprcscnted also in
a commercial way. Both the Western Union and the
Postal Telegraph-cable companies had large working
exhibits which did a regular business at the same
time. The Yetmah typewriter and device for sending telegraphic messages was well represented. This

invention is making rapid progress in replacing the
simple Morse key still used in large numbers. The

Yetman machine resembles an

ordir.ary ts-pewriler

in appearance and action, but, in addition to writing
out the mess.ages, it also transmits to the circuit the
dots and dashes of the Morse code much more rap-

idly than is possible by hand.
It is becoming increasingly popular with operators. >rr. P. B. Delaney was present at his exhibit in the Palace of

showing in operation his automatic system of machine telegraphy. In the Delaney system
is prepared by means of a special
punch, and this is fed into the sending machine at
Electricity,

a perforated tape

RECENTLY COMPLETED POWER STATION OF INDIANA UNION TRACTION CO.MPANY AT
each train, so that the multiple-unit control, as
well as the Qiristenseii multiple-unit air-brake system, was given a satisfactory public trial.
The Palace of Transportation contained a number
of electrical features. Each of the large car building companies had instructive exhibits, notable among
these being that of the St. Louis Car Company, which
showed by actual models the development of the
street-railway car from its earliest days to the present time.
The John Stephenson Car Company, with
an eye to the future, had designed and constructed
a car for the speed of 120 miles an hour.
This was
noticeable, on account of the sharp ends, intended
to reduce the head air pressure.
The body was
mounted upon six-wheel trucks, and it is the intenin

tion to install

of

capacity
built

the

for

upon each car four motors of a
Another
Soo horsepower.

total

about

Scioto Valley Traction

Company

car

uy

Manufacturing Company and the Bullock Electric
Manufacturing Company all showed examples of
the most recent types of motors.
The General Electric Company, among its interesting features, had
a working exhibit of an equipment similar to that
furnished for the New York subway. The 200horsepower motors were controlled by the latest
automatic system with an accelerator, in which, the

—

rate of acceleration is limited by the draft of current,
being entirely independent of the will of the motor-

man.

The Westinghouse company

solenoids.

The Westinghouse company

a

double set of contactors.
The exhibit of the J. G. Brill Company was very
complete, showing several new types of street-railway
cars.
very modern type of interurban car was one
of an order of 20 recently built by the Cincinnati

a satisfactory type.

A

Car Company for the Indiana Union Traction Company. The body is divided into two compartments,
the forward one being for smokers, and luxuriously

The fittings were arranged for buffet
This car was equipped with four Westing-

furnished.
service.

its

automatic system of control knov.-n as the turret type,
so called from the arrangement of the switches in
turret form. This system differs from that of the
General Electric Company in that the switches are
operated directly by air cylinders and pistons, while
in the latter case the motive force is furnished by

American Car and Foundry Company, was the
most liberally supplied \\ith motor power of all the
cars upon the grounds.
The four 125-horsepower
General Electric motors were controlled by the new
multiple-unit system of this company, the very large
currents handled making necessary the use of a
the

also exhibited

alternating-current motor

series

in

also

showed

operation,

a

fact which may be taken as typical of one of the
most important advances of the year. The Bullock

company
railwaj^

a newcomer in the field of electricit was able to show its
equip cars with direct-current motors of

is

motor building, but

ability to

In the application of mechanical power for the
driving of machinery, particularly in moderate and
small sizes of units, it has come to be a general

motor will be used in one way
or another. If the machine tool is large, it will have
one or more electric motors of its own. If a number of small machines are to be driven, they may
have individual motors, or, more probably, they will
be driven in groups. The induction motor and the
rule that the electric

a verj' rapid rate. The circuit contact is made by
spring fingers which press upon the paper and complete the circuit through tne perforations.
The message is received upon an electrolytic tape, and it is
possible to send as many as 2,000 words per minute.
The interior of the Palace of Electricity at night
a revelation to those who were not familiar
with the rapid strides electric lighting has made
within the last year or two. The most conspicuous
was the Cooper Hewitt mercur>' arc vapor light with

was

its green color.
Mercurj-vapor lamps were shown
both by the Westinghouse and General Electric com-

panies.

This

light is

meeting with favor in

locali-

where its actinic value can best be appreciated.
For photographic purposes it is unequaled, and
ties

photographers are
sunlight.

The lamp

now
is

absolutely independent of
simple of operation and sur-

prisingly economical of power.

It is

much more

effi-

as a lighting source than the arc light, or
even than the Geissler tube. The claim is made,
and apparently well substantiated, that but one-half
watt per spherical candlepower is required. The
commercial application of this lamp is progressing
satisfactorily, and it will undoubtedly be one of the
features of the lighting of the near future. Another
novel, interesting and efficient light source which is
just beginning its commercial life is the magnetite
This light, invented by Mr. C. P. Steinmetz,
arc.
employs one copper and one magnetite terminal.
The arc has a bluish color, and it is a highly efficient
source of light. It differs from the carbon arc in
that the arc is the light source, while in the latter
case the light comes from the positive carbon almost
The consumption of the magnetite is veryentirely.
slow as compared with that of carbon in the open
cient

;
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carbon arc, and the luminous efficiency produced
is very great.
The yellow light of the Bremer flaming arc was
conspicuous by the side of its whiter neighbors.
This lamp has also a very high efficiency, the light
being produced by the consumption of luminous
substances in the arc. This light is also one of the
newcomers in this field, and it emphasizes the demand for a better light source than the ordinary
incandescent lamp or even than the fairly efficient
carbon arc. The Nernst lamp has made the progress
^vhich was predicted for it upon its appearance a
few years ago. It is now a considerable feature in
the lighting business of this country, and it can

gress

January

American Chemical

another, that of the

still

;

Society with the electrochemical section. Still another joint meeting was held between the Municipal
Electricians

and the section upon electric communiand most important of all, was the
American Institute of Electrical

Finally,

cation.

Engineers, the Institute of Electrical Engineers of
Great Britain and the section, dealing with electric
transportation, the time of this meeting being devoted to the practicability of alternating-current elecevident from these remarks that
the Congress was by all means the most successful
ever held.
In connection with the Congress, a very successful
tric

motors.

It is

visitors,

has been the perfection of the rnultiple-glcv/er type
for operation upon iio-volt circuits. Another im-

engineers and teachers, such as Dr. Svante Arrhenius.
from Sweden Professor jM'oise Ascoli, from Italy

provement has been the introduction of a device for
switching part of the glowers cut of the circuit
when a reduced light is desired. Tlic extent of business in Nernst lamps can be seen by the statement
that there have been nearly 400,000 glower units

Professor Luigi Lombardi,

the fact should not be overlooked that the standard
arc and incandescent lamps have been improved in
quality until they are well-nigh perfect in their several classes.

Electrical Congress and Other Gatherings.
In the preceding paragraphs the attempt has been
made to show by the study of the exhibits at the
World's Fair the most conspicuous electrical id-
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tory theses in our technical schools.

joint meeting of the

no longer be considered as in the experimental stage.
The most recent improvement in the light source

placed in service in this country for various classes
of lighting. The newer lights just described represent the important novel recent developments, but

7,

per year in this country. The founding of the medal,
the custody of which was assumed by the American
Institute of Electrical Engineers, wilT undoubtedly
have great influence in the production of satisfac-

tour was conducted for the benefit of the foreign
among whom were very, many distinguished

;

from

Italy;

Lieut-Col.

Crompton, from England; Dr. H. T. Barnes, from
Canada Professor John Perry, from England, and
Professor Guido Grassi, from Italy and many others

Electrical Exports of 1904.
With an estimate for the month of December,
total value of tne electrical exports

States for the year just closed can

The amount

is

the

from the United

now

be presented.

$10,960,231, the largest of

any year

on record.

In 1903 the amount was $9,856,047; in
$9,997,195, and in 1901, $7,452,783. The following table shows the value of electrical exports
1902,

from the United States by months for the year
1904, with December estimated.
The first column
of figures represents goods classified as electrical
appliances, which includes telegraph and telephone
instruments; the second column is for electrical machinery, and the third gives the totals.

;

Electrical Exports ey

;

The

action of the

Chamber of Delegates of

the

Congress was simple, but very satisfactory. It was
so recently taken that it will not be necessary to
recapitulate

here.

it

In addition to
mentioned, there
neering congress,
with all branches

January
February

$ 375,044
370,88o
334,224

March

congresses

which, as the

name

implies, dealt

of engineering, including electrical

engineering. There were also a number of conventions of the technical societies and of the business
associations, which were enthusiastically supported.

311,440
292,997
374,557
369,614
340,254
349,421
352,404
459,476
413,000
$4,343,311

$6,616,920

April

June
July

August
September
October

November
*December
Total

in 1904.

Machinery.

$ 455,091
510,707
596,073
530,276
517,96:
598,541
493,372
486,361
492,415
661,267
729,856
545,000

May

which have been
was held a most successful engithe

Months

Appliances.

equally distinguished.

Totals.

$

830,135
881,587
930,297
841,716
810,958
973,098
862,986
826,615
841,836
1.013,671
1,189,332

958,000
$10,960,231

'Estimated.

The

figures for the year 1903 were as folAppliances, $4,751,545; machinery, $5,104,502;
Goods classified as electrical ap$9,856,047.
pliances thus show a slight falling off for 1904, as
compared with 1903. Electrical machinery, however,
shows the large gain of $1,512,418. As official figures are not yet available for the month of December, further comparisons will be for the first
II months of 1904.
Considering the department of electrical machinery
only, the large gain in electrical exports for the year
1904 over previous years may be attributed to the
exceptionally strong buying of Japan. That countryalone imported electrical machinery during the first
total

lows:

total,

II

months of 1904

pared

to the value of $1,104,290, as

"with $272,103 for the

com-

corresponding period in

For the first ii months of 1904 British North
America was the largest purchaser of electrical machinery from the United States, having imported
$1,499,480 worth. Japan was second; the United
Kingdom third, with $1,100,022 Mexico fourth, with
$605,591, and British Australasia fifth with $321,980.
1903.

WELDING A RAIL JOINT BY THE GOLDSCHUnDT ALUMINO-THERMIC PROCESS.

;

vances of the year. The contribufions which have
been made through the medium of the Exposition of
the science and art of electrical engineering are of
great importance. The material exhibitions, however, are not of more importance than the gathering
of the scientific workers in the congresses and conventions.
The most far-reaching and general congress, the climax of all the conventions of the summer, was that of the arts and sciences. The method
pursued in the organization of this monumental
gathering was to secure from a recognized master
in each of the various arts and sciences a resume
of the recent progress in his particular field of research.
This undertaking was carried out precisely
as it was planned, no expense being spared to make
it a complete success.
Engineering and the scientific aspect of electrical engineering were included
within the scope of this congress.
Of greatest immediate interest and practical use
to the electrical engineer was the Fifth International
Electrical Congress, with its Chamber of Delegates
appointed to officiallj' represent the several countries

which unite to promote scientific progress. The
president of the Congress was
Professor Elihu
Thomson, with Dr. A. E. Kennelly as general secretary, and Mr. W. D. Weaver as treasurer.
The
vice-presidents were Mr. B. J. Arnold, who was president of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers; Professor

W.

E. Goldsborough, chief of the

Department of Electricity of the Exposition Professor H. S. Carhart, Dr. S. W. Stratton and Mr.
The remarkable number of upward of
C. F. Scott.
2,000 members were accepted by the Congress before
the sessions began. The papers for the Congress
were written upon invitation, and the responses
reached over 150. In connection with the Congress w^ere held several joint meetings, one being
Institute
of Electrical Engiof the American
another of the American Physical Society
neers
corresponding
section
of
Conwith
the
the
;

;

During the summer the Electric Railway Test
Commission, appointed by President Francis, for the
purpose of utilizing the exceptional opportunity afforded by the presence of the large collection of
railway apparatus, was at work testing the performance of the various exhibits. The commission
was composed of Messrs. J. G. White, H. H. Vree-

H. McGraw, W. J. Wilgus and George F.
McCuUoch. The executive committee consisted of
Professors W. E. Goldsborough, H. H. Norris, B.
V. Swenson and H. T. Plumb. These were assisted
in an advisor}' capacity by a large number of operatland, J.

ing engineers and manufacturers, and in the actual
number of young men from the technical
schools. The report of this commission will be issued shortly, comprising the results of the various
lines of tests.
This review would not be complete without mention of the Edison anniversary and the founding of
the Edison medal. Tiie year
1904 included the
twenty-fifth anniversary of the introduction of the
incandescent lamp.
large number of those who

testing b}' a

A

had been associated either directly or indirectly with
Mr. Edison proposed to celebrate this event by the
founding of a medal to be awarded to a student from
a university or college of the United States or Canada, in which there exists a regular course in electrical

engineering,

thesis

upon an

the production of the best
original subject.
This medal was
for

instituted at the annual dinner of 'the

American In-

of Electrical Engineers, held on February
nth, at the Waldorf-Astoria in New York, at which
Mr. Edison was the guest of honor. This dinner
proved to be one of the most noteworthy meetings
stitute

in the history of electrical engineering.

guests

met

to

do honor

About 500
The

to the great inventor.

importance of the incandescent lamp to the welfare
of the country was made evident by the statement
that in the 25 years since its introduction, the consumption had grown from nothing to 30,000,000 lamps

Ohio Interurban Meeting.
The regular monthly meeting of the Ohio Interurban Association was held at the McKinley Hotel
in Canton last week.
About 25 roads were represented. The subject that took up the greater part
of the time was "interline ticketing," or a longdistance ticket that could be used over a number
of

roads.

A

rather

sented, but this

was

complicated ticket
simplified in

was

pre-

many ways, and

the contract, or rather rule, was made brief and
to the point.
The suggestion that the class of the
ticket be printed thereon was not well taken. Noth-

ing on the ticket will show that it is limited to any
certain time, but the general rule will make it good
for 30 days after the date stamped on the back.
Some privileges will be allowed passengers that
steam roads do not permit. The purchaser will not
be required to sign it.

Each coupon will show what road sold the ticket
and over what line it maj' be used. All accounts
will be settled by balance at the end of each month,
this being considered the best manner of disposing
of the matter for the present, at least." Two colors
of paper will be used for tickets gray for round
trip and blue for single trip.
Like everything else

—

been done by the association, the use of
the ticket is not compulsory on the part of the
members, but it is recommended that all use the
form as the best and most convenient that can be
that has

devised.

It is believed it will

promote business and

prove a good plan.
The uniform baggage question

is
causing considerable difficulty, and the association has not yet
been able to settle upon a satisfactory method of
handling it.
Five more roads have become members of the association and nine new members have
been admitted. The next meeting of the association
will be held in Dayton.
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ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING DURING

BRITISH

1,1

yearn

several

I'or

iiuUislry

i-leclrical

in

one pariicnlar liraiich of the
Great Hrilain has called for

mention, lint clnring roo4 interest lian liein
ninrc generally siinlained. Upon the commercial and
iiiilnslrial
side a not pnrticnhrly happy slate of
For some reason several of lh»
^iffairs has existed.
larKc firms have hccn in low water compared with
sjieclal

I

hut

past,

III-

is

il

satisfactory to note that

toward

end of the year a change for the hetter set i'l.
seeking for a cause for this depression there is
;iii
old friend, "foreign compel ition," to fall hack
n|M>ii, IjuI there is reason to hclicvc otherwise '.his
hull'
It
lias been stiggcslcd that the great publicity
Kiviii lo Mr. Chanilierlain's fiscal policy has crealcd an uncertainty as to the future, which has
lie

I

Ill

lended to disturb the etiuilibrium; but little weight
need be allached to this so far as electrical engineering is concerned. One effect, perhaps, of the Chanilierlain propaganda has been lo stay the hand of proiniilcrs of electrical schemes, for the parliamentary
session of 1904 was probably the dullest on record for

many

years.

There has been a great outcry again
with

municipal

direction,

viz.,

trading,

but

an agitation

in
is

in

rather

growing

connection
a
in

different

volume

Ihr Wr.lr,,. Kl.

.

I.„

1904.

1

llic
only electrical Kcncraling malum in <irrsjl
Britain to employ the Niclauii<« Ixjilm which are 10
exlcn»ivcly nurd in the French ni.vy. 'I1ii» «lation,
logclher with ihc other% of the •ame company, Icndi

views ol
re-

t

Tb-

given.
1.

•

to cmphatize the general tendency of the policy of

ihc cnKinccr« to the large

imwcr comi>anir».

The

equipped with VVillant engine* and Ganz threc-phaie generalora working at
11,000 voll». Thin company would appear lo be the
first to fulfill Ihc anlicipationf ol the pionceri of
"bulk" supply companies, inasmuch as at present the
majorily of its consumers are l.irgc works anil ollicrics which have never hilherin been afforded (he
opportnnity of realizing the advantages of a cheap
supply of electric power.
That the methods of the power companies in
central-station design as well as generation and
distribution of electrical energy are likely lo he
followed by the large municipalities is evident by
the opening of the new high-precsure single-phase

Pontypridd station

i«

lurliinc station of the ShcfTicId corporation, and as
other corporations find themselves of necessity
forced to build new stations lo cope with their increasing demand, the same result may be looked for.
Il
is
quite unlikely, however, that many of tlic

tnarkrT

1

n.r

1,1

made »ome very
eMr
of Mr. Druin

lion with the
lirjrn
il

being staled

ll

.

'

pounds of
by Ihe w-.
The Curtis Im-

12,000

(ifiunds

iitrrMjucrd

into this country

Company,

-HcnnUjn
ttilh

I

Yorkshire
sets

of

stalled.

I>een

.r-«,

Son." very

made upon

a

,1.

500

the

wlicrc

Ving
'

I,--"

in-

-..:\r
'>

Cork, and in addition 10 n
of similar machines is now im orl-r
provinces and abroad.
'

f-jr

I>

Elictuc TiAcrioK.

The question of the conversion of our

against the reckless expenditure now being indulged
in by local authorities all over the country, and as
a consequence everything points to a suspension of

but absolutely neccs.sary public works in the near
further curb lias been put upon municipal
expenditure by the great vigilance of the oflicials
all

future.

A

of the Local Government Board, who, when called
upon to investigate applications for loans for elecliical purposes, now test the estimates put before
ilicm in a manner somewhat disconcerting to the

concerned, but, it must be confessed, to
be benefit of the ratepayers. The eminently satisfacfeature .of the year has been the enormous
progress which is being made in the colonies, and
a large proportion of the orders for which, happily,
have found their way into the bands of home manuDetails of the technical progress are
facturers.

.uilborities
I

iniy

given below.

Supply of Electric Current.
a few years ago of the large

The advent

power companies

electric-

for supplying electrical energy over

areas demonstrated the necessity for paying
greater attention to the question of high-tension
generation and transmission than has hitherto been
the case. The year 1904 has probably seen the first
large

signs of what the electric-supply [central-stationj
business in Great Britain will evolve itself into, at
any rate for some years to conie. To mention only
a few typical instances, one has only to refer to

power station erected by the Newcastle
Supply Company for the purpose of supthe North Eastern railway, the

the Carville
Electric

plying current to

Chelsea power station for supplying current lo the
District railway as well as the tube railways conby Mr. Yerkes, the Neepsend station of the
Sheffield corporation and the Dublin three-phase
Probably, however, we shall have to look
station.
to the power companies' stations for guidance as

WILLESDEN STATION OF NORTH METROPOLITAN POWER COMPANY (SHOWING DOUBLE-CURRENT GENERATORS).

trolled

what the future electric power station is likely
and the two views given of the North MetroPower Supply Company's generating
stations may be regarded as more or less tj'pical
of what has been accomplished during the last
lo

to be,

politan Electric

twelve months.
The Willesden station probably contains the most
interesting features, as it is one of the very few
instances in this country where double-current generators are employed, and certainly the only one
from which any considerable area is supplied. This
station as a matter of fact was first designed in behalf of the Willesden Urban District Council and
was put into operation some 18 months ago, but it
has since been acquired by the power company and
is now gradually being brought into use as a portion of their larger scheme, of which the Brinsdown power house forms another unit. This latter,
it will be seen, differs in its equipment, containing
it does a number of Brush-Parsons turbine sets.
The generating pressure is 11,000 volts three phase

as

50 periods per second, this being transmitted direct
to

sub-stations.

Of the remaining power companies only the South
Wales undertaking has come into operation duriilg
the year.
This company, apart from the Newcastle
undertaking, has gone ahead much faster than its
contemporaries and at present has no less than four
main generating plants under construction, and all
of them are supplying a certain number of consumers.
The largest is at Pontypridd and is, I think.

municipalities

smaller

powers
unless

will
it

is

which

have

parliamentary

attempt to erect their own works,
absolutely impossible to obtain a supply

from a power company. That there must be a number of small continuous-current stations erected is
inevitable.
Many local authorities are still enamored of the financial advantages of a combined dustdestructor and electricity works, and a few have
been opened during the year.
There is also the
prejudice that still exists against companies of any
in
description
certain quarters to be broken down.
possibility open to local authorities in the generation and distribution of electrical energv- which
has only been put into practice in one instance is a
combination of municipalities for the purpose in
question.
few years ago the Stalybridge, Hyde.
Mossley and Dunkinfield local authorities, all in the
neighborhood of Cheshire, obtained powers from
Parliament to undertake a scheme of electric supply' and traction in the four districts named, and the
first portion of the installation was opened this year.
The generating plant in this instance consists of
750-liorsepower
triple-expansion
engines
driving
500-kilow'att alternators generating 6,000 volts three
phase at 40 periods per second. Up to the present
the scheme has not reached any great magnitude,
but only the initial portion has as yet been inaugu-

A

A

rated.

In the matter of the details of station equipment
one or two points of interest may be mentioned. In
the power stations for the London County Council,
for Mr. Yerkes' series of railways and for the Northeastern
railway the
remote-control
switchboard
has been installed. I believe the principle of this is

steam railways to

electric traction

has again occj-

pied the attention of traction engineers to a very
great extent. The year opened with the inauguration
of electrical ser\ice upon the Northeastern and

Lancashire and Yorkshire railways and will
probably close with the operation of electrical trains
upon the District raihvay. The exact position and
height of the conductor rails having now been mutually agreed upon by all the steam-railway companies of the kingdom, it only remains for the increased
financial prosperity of those few old steam lines now
working electrically to be sufficiently demonstrated
for a large development in this direction to take
place.
That success ha? attended the conversion of
the Northeastern railwa.v. the Lancashire and Yorkshire raihvay and the Mersey raihvay in respect of
their suburban lines is undoubted, but the skeptical
are no doubt still arguing that "novelty" traffic has
been responsible for much of the increased traffic
and prefer to wait for results extending over a
longer period. At the same time it is unlikely tliat
anything but suburban lines will be taken in hand
for the purposes of electrification in the immediate
future, the reason for this being the various opinions held by the responsible engineers as to the
most suitable system for the long-distance main
lines of the countrj-.
To mention only one instance,
a well-known electrical engineer advising one of the
the

South of England companies favors the single-phase
system with overhead wires, and in this he has many
but until either one particular system
demonstrates its superiority over its fellows or in
some waj- a greater degree of unanimity among
traction experts is brought about, no movement on
supporters,

—
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an extensive scale by the railway companies as regards their trunk lines may be looked for.
of the Lancashire and Yorkshire
Northhas already been described in
which
eastern railway,
The District railway,
the Western Electrician.
however, differs in some respects, ririncipally in
In the first
relation to power-house equipment.
place, the tmdertaking attracts attention by reason
of there being several tube railways, which will be

The equipment

railway

is

in all respects similar to that of the

All
less in conjunction with it.
motive i)Ower from the same genwhich consequently will be the largest

worked more or
will derive their

erating station,
of its kind erected purely for railway purposes.
The design of the power station is due to an Ameri-

January

of the locomotive given herewith, however, shows the overhead attachment tied down as
it will be when passing over the passenger lines.

The view

The development

gi electric tramways in Great
nowadays follows such standard lines that
mere repetition to deal with it at any length.
One of the outstanding features of the year, however, has been the prominence given to and the sucBritain
it

is

cess achieved

generative

by Mr.

control

J.

for

S.

Raworth's system of

ejectric

tact system.

tramway motors.

principle of this system is that the current generated by the motor going down hill, in addition to
braking, also returns to the line.
In a description
of the system given before the Society of Arts it
stated that the regenerative

motor

differs

1905

The Board of Trade, chiefly with a view of minimizing danger to the public, has issued certain new
regulations.
The carriage of goods upon tramways
has been developed to a degree hitherto considered
impossible, while the adoption of double-deck covered-in cars is spreading rapidly.
Glasgow, Liverpool, Sheffield and numerous other places have them

re-

The

was

7,

has entered into an agreement to adopt the
Dolter system, and the Lincoln coJ^oration has
signed a contract for the installation of the Griffiths-Bedell system.
In this connection it may be
mentioned that all the old Wolverhampton horse lines
have now been converted to the Lorain surface-conlion

from

in use

very extensively.

The Power Compames.
Apart from the technical questions concerning the
power-supply companies dealt with in the early portion of this article, there has been considerable progress on the commercial or business side. The transfer of the municipal works at Willesden to the North
Metropolitan Electric Power Supply Company has
placed this concern in an advanced position so far

means for the supply of energy are concerned.
although at present the bulk of its supply is taken

as the

by the North Middlesex tramways and the Willesden Council.
Away from London, the Yorkshire
and South Wales schemes are well forward. The
former is particularly well favored, owing to the
number of small local authorities owning powers to
supply electricity, but with whom it would not be
good policy to erect their own works. These authorities are coming to agreements with the company
rapidly, while the cotton and other industries in
Yorkshire will also prove a fruitful source of revenue
to the company.
The South Wales scheme is noteworthy by reason

AN ENGLISH HIGH-PRESSURE SWITCHBOARD
can,

Mr.

J.

R.

Chapman

Cliicago.

of

Eventually

than So Babcock & Wilcox
an unusual feature for this country

there will be no less
boilers,

which

—

are arranged on

two

floors.

Westinghouse-Parsons

turbines are installed, the generators being 5,500kilowatt three-phase machines generating at 11,000
volts, the frequency being 22 1-3 periods per second.
There will, of course, be numerous sub-stations in

connection with the various railways served by this
power house. The equipment of the tracks of the
District railway is almost complete and the new
trains are expected to be running early in 1905.
The construction of the various tube railways is
also in an. advanced stage.
The Metropolitan railway (which has no connection with Mr. Yerkes,
but which is joint owner of some of the District
Company's lines) is also well forward with its reconstruction for electrical working, trial trips having

The power station
been made some weeks back.
which this company has erected at Neasden, although
designed in a somewhat different manner, contains
the same type of machinery, viz., WestinghouseParsons sets. The Great Northern and city electric
railway, running from the northern suburbs of London to the city, was opened in February. Although
called a "tube" railway, the tunnels are as a matter

the series motor principally in the field windings. As
far as its general construction is concerned, it is a
series motor, and the details of construction in many

of the numerous collieries, iron works and the like
already taking a supply. In this case also evidence
is already at hand that the very small municipaHty

of the motors in use for series control are said to be
exceedingly well adapted for regenerative requirements and give excellent results in practice. The
field windings are composed of shunt and series coils,
wound and insulated separately from each other.
Another event of the year in the tramway world
was the fight between the Newcastle corporation
and the local company outside its boundaries on the
question of whether there should be reciprocal run-

can deal profitably with the company and another
has just received parliamentary powers on the understanding that it take its energy from the company.
Early in the year a huge scheme for the

There are several instances in this
ning powers.
country where mutual running powers have been
arranged, but at Newcastle no agreement could be
come to, and the company took the matter to Parliament. The affair lasted for many months, and although eventually the company was victorious in
carrying its point, the proceedings showed in a strong

The competition of the all-British Pacific Cable
with those of the Eastern Telegraph Company has
been a source of some discussioii. The financial re-

l:

Switchboard

,i;-,,iv.

TWO EXAMPLES OF
of fact 16 feet in diameter, the full size of a steam
railway.

and

The

electric

object originally
trains

was

over these

to

lines,

run both steam

A

reason the arrangements between the two companies
were not concluded. Before completing this section on railway traction mention should be made
of the enterprise of the Northeastern railway in
During the year
dealing with its freight traffic.
locomotives have been delivered upon the Newcastle
lines for dealing with this traffic which are equipped
with both the third-rail shoe and an overhead attachment, the object being to run the same locomotives over the passenger lines, which are equipped
with the third rail, and also over the purely freight
lines, which are now fitted with overhead wires.

between munici-

unhappy
and private enterprise in this country,
matter over which many people find cause for

complaint

is

the belatedness

Royal Commission on London

the

report of the

Traffic.

The commis-

01

sion ceased to take evidence in June last, but up to
December loth, when this is written, the report

The reason for complaint
years schemes of locomotion in
back, and the Royal Commission has added another three years to the delay already occasioned by other circumstances.
During the year two other towns have emulated
the example of Wolverhampton and decided to
Torquay corporaadopt a surface-contact system.
had not been presented.
is

that

for

Telegraphy, Telephony and Space Telegraphy.

of the working of the Pacific cable have occasioned serious consideration by the home country
and the colonies and a conference has been called,
There has been an
but once or twice postponed.
sults

!

Power House

of North Metropolitan

Power Company,

BRITISH ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING.
relations existing

light the

pal

but for some

at Brinsdoiv

North of Wales stone quarries, etc., was authorized,
and here overhead wires have been authorized for
the first time under such circumstances.
Energy
will be generated by means of waterpower.

many

London have been put

actual loss of

some

$500,000,

and during the present

year a further deficiency of $+50,000 is anticipated,
and this will have to be borne by the contracting
parties in certain agreed proportions.
Further improvements in the communication between the south of England and Scotland have to be
recorded. This is a question upon which almost
incessant complaints are heard, but the extension
of the underground mains will eventually give all
the required facilities.
great deal was said during the parliamentary
session as to the acquisition, either by agreement

A

or arbitration, of the National Telephone Company's
telephone system by the government, and, owing to
various anomalous statements made by ministers,
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the piiUic stcnicd to I'xik for a dcrmitc pronounce-

ment concerning

this toward the ini'ldic of the year.
Confusion arose as to wiicthcr it was proposed to
imrchasc the Ijjndon system only or the system
ihronghoiit the country, and it is doubtful whether
anyone outside the cabinet has any clear idea of
The only
wliat is in the mind of the government.
drfinite promise extracted from the government was
that no agreement or arrangement would be entered
inio will) the company without it being placed beJ louse for full discussion.
municipal telephone systems under the act
of 1H99 have not been conspicuous by their number,
only Swansea and Hull having opened their cxihangcs. At Glasgow it was proposed to change
the system of working, but I do not know how far
llie idea progressed.
Certain it is that the financial
results in almost all cases have met with much

fore the

New

and much

'criticism,

is

made of

the fact that the pe-

and the period of the loans for
erecting the exchange do not, in some cases, corriod of

tlic

license

respond. It may fairly be staled that municipal
telephony has not progressed to the extent antici-

pated by the originators of the 1899 act.
The wireless-telegraph act, which was more 01;
less rushed into being at the very end of the last
session of Parlianu-nl, was tlic first attempt on the
part of Ihr iMn.riiiiHni r>f Great Hrilaiii to se<Mire

ELECTRICIAN

COLONIAI,

The

work which

electrical

Britith

colonici

being done in the
tuch maitnitudc
i« devoted to it.
progre«« during the

i>

now reached

liaf

that a little greater notice than uiiual

Crobably pride of place (or
year should go to South Africa, where quite a large
ninnbcr of inttallalions are now in hand. The Ca|x:
Town generating Malion, originally itarled in itv^;,
has had to lie continually reconftruclcd and enlarged,
and thin year a new station wan opened, the machinery Iwing for the most part of liritish manufacture.
In addition, however, it is proposed to spend some
$i;oo,ooo upon the electricity undertaking in Cape
Town. The number of other towns in South Africa_
installing either electric lighting or tramways, or
both, woubl Ik- loo great to give in detail, but a
few sani[>les will serve to show the slate of Ihi:
industry there— a condition of alTairs which has
largely come alniut during the year. A large and
interesting gas-engine scheme is in hand for Johannesburg, and the same lown has received sanction
to Imrrow $7.1.000 for Ihc erection of a 10,000-subscriber telephone exchange. At Port Elizabeth a
scheme involving the employment of three 400-kilowatt steam-turbine generators has been accepted,
and at IBIoemfonlein a system of electric tramways
has been sanctioned.
In a similar way, although perhaps not upon such

workt in a
and revi»i'/i
of Tr
ind

(r,

,^
,j

.

.

•''

le

l*rn

hrfi-.tj

in>\cii

li

y

u

iiillucnlial

training.

made

by

1y,ri!

Ijy

>

U'.-.l'-

:

fresh intercit
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which arc no
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minoi.
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etc.,

amnunt of
now make
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for pumpirii-

of electric coal fiuirr

most rapidly.

Only a

a novelty for a colli' ry
of electric power

magnitude

One

of

the

in

,j

i:

(< v.

,,,

-,

i

in

ihc

.,..

now
lale»t

building

„

,,,

driving in

.".Icclric

^

.

,
appli. .iii'.n

Iraile,

for

at

j^

i

.,[

now

building

being erected in I
-ir
mixers are driven electrically, \ in t cmplcic
installation of harUjr plant has l)cen erecie«l
at Heysham, on the northwest coast of lingland. by the

Midland

Railway Company, while the Admiralty ha?
in hand an equally complete scheme
for the whole
of the naval dockyards and workshops.
With regard to lamps and lighting, quite a numlier of new types of arc lamps
have been introduced.
mostly, however, of foreign or American

origin!

A good specimen of an English lamp has been
put on the market in the shape of the
Foster
arc lamp which is said to work equally
well on
iKjth
alternating and continuous-current drcuits.
The Gilbert are lamp has also tjcen improved
and
a new attachment added for cmplo)-ment
on tramway poles. Improvements on the Nemst lamp have
also been efltccted, and although perhaps
not quite
so much public lighting is now being
carried out
by this lamp, yet the prospects for the sale of
the
lamp generally continue to improve.
In the motor-car industry
little
progress

has
again to be reported, and the motor-car
act of 1904
seems hardly to have niinimiz,:d the number
of
accidents, through furious driving.
For the reason
stated above, the electric car is seldom
a culprit

The Engineering Standards Committee has concontinued its useful work, and in electrical
engineering has evolved a series of stan-Iards for
generators.
motors and transformers, after a lengthy conference
with manufacturers, consulting engineers
and

other?.

The bill which was introduced into the House of
Lords, to legalize the metric system of
weights and
ION OF

NORTH METROPOLITAN POWER COMPANY.

any sort of control over this branch of telegraphy,
although, at the same time, many people hold the
view that such control really existed under the
monopoly granted to the Postoifice concerning means
of telegraphic communication. The act was also
noteworthy in being one of the few exceptions in
connection with which an explanation is published
by the government of the intention and scope of the
of course, unnecessary to say that the
purport of the act is to insure that all installations
of wireless telegraphy on British territory shall be
licensed, and even experimental apparatus have to
It

act.

is,

secure a

license,

somewhat modified

in

character.

Following the lead of the mother country, the remainder of the colonies which had not already issued
This being so,
a similar edict, have now done so.
the position of the British delegates at the next conference in Berlin will no doubt be modified to come
into line with the act of 1904.
The position of the Marconi company, so far as

with the British government are concerned, took a turn for the better at the early part
of the year, when it was announced that the Postoffice had intimated a readiness to conclude an agreement which would not only give the greatest satisfaction to the public generally, but would also
its

relations

duly

safeguard

the

interests

of

the

Such an agreement, it was pointed
of a most complicated

negotiations

shareholders.
out,

A

few further instances must also suffice so
is concerned.
There are now 125
miles of electric tramways in Nev/ South Wales,
and a scheme for the electrification of all the South
Australian railways and tramways has just been
presented. The city of Melbourne has sanctioned an
additional expenditure of $125,000 upon its electrical
undertaking, $150,000 is to be borrowed for the
Launceston undertaking, while the Newcastle scheme
000.

far as Australia

is

to be reorganized.

In

the

above

some of those

and

have merely picked at random

I

places

where progressive movements

have been manifested during the year, not with the
idea of giving a complete account, but just to give
a

general

idea of

how

the colonies are

following

adopted at home and abroad in
In fact, a few years will probably suffice to bring all the important colonies on
level
with
Great
Britain
in the matter of electrical
a
closely the policy
electrical

matters.

measures was abandoned by the government,
after a
committee of lords had spent several days
considering it. Lord Kelvin being a member.
Beyond sharing in the gcner.d industrial depression,

the electrical

industry has had

little

to

plain of during 1904.

com-

q

Annual Dinner of the

Institute.

The annual dinner

of the .American Institute of
Engineers will be given in the ballroom
of the Waldorf-Astoria, New York city,
on February 8th and promises to be a most interesting
occasion.
In view of recent clcctric-railwav developments the Institute has decided to devote this dinner to emphasizing the triumph of electric traction.
Electrical

-A

number of pioneers and

original

leaders will he present, an

menu has been designed and some

features will be introduced, while the
ers includes men of national and

list

novel
of speak-

international

reputation.
The dinner will be served for $5 per
cover without wine or cigars, and, as is usual on
these occasions, ladies will be present. Notices will
be sent to the members forthwith, and it is requested
that an early response be made in order that proper
care can be taken of all applications.
Over 400
were seated at the Edison dinner last year, and the
attendance in February promises to be equally large.

supply.

Miscellaneous.

involved

character,

can be the only reason which can be assigned
for our not having heard more of this matter since
Quite late in the year the Marconi comearly April.
pany was reported to have sent messages from Cornwall to Italy. In the middle of the year there was
some rumor as to the formation of an English De
Forest company, but nothing further seems to have
been done in this matter.
this

an extensive scale from the point of view of number
of installations, great progress is being made in
Australia, where the huge scheme of electric supply
and traction for the Sydney corporation is nearing
completion. The new works which have recently
been opened are again the work largely of British
contractors, the total cost amounting to over $900,-

The

fact

that

the government

for the much-desired

amendment

introduced a bill
of the electric-light-

ing acts, and after putting many people to much
expense, abandoned it for a second time, caused

much

dissatisfaction, especially as one of the evils
which the new bill would have removed had cost
two electric supply undertakers, just previously, several thousands of pounds.
This was as regards vibration from electricity works, the law concerning

The utilization in France of the mountain streams
and glaciers for furnishing power in the development of electrical energy is attaining large proportions.
.\ late achievement is the lighting of the
entire city of Grenoble by electricity generated 27
miles away. Oma,te standards. 30 feet high, with
curving pendants terminating with powerful arc
lights, have been erected in the streets.
Sixty dolis tlie cost of installing and lighting a single
lamp for a year, but the subsequent cost, for lighting simp!}'-, will be comparatively small, it is said.
lars
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in electrical affairs lias been generally
Europe during the
both from a commercial and an engineering

Progress

good

in the leading countries of

last year,

From

standpoint.

the

number

new

of

enterprises
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Courcy.

power

for supplying the latter city, nnd another projis a 400-mile suspended electric railway from St.
Petersburg to Moscow. Electric motors have proved

ect

so successful in the

Baku

oil region-

that the leading

which are starting up, we may aigue a greatly increased market for ;;lectrical apparatus in the ensuing period. This is especially to be noted in the
case of electric traction and space telegraphy, as

companies propose to adopt

well as the use of hydraulic power.
As regards France, the American companies are
This is
securing a good share of the business.
mostly divided between the Westinghouse and the

region of France may be mentioned that of Bournillon.
It is located on the Bourne River, from which
it
obtains a fall of 320 feet.
Power is transmitted

theiri

on a large

1905

extensive region.

scale.

The new station at Zurich, Switzerland, contains
some unusual features, as It uses .steam engines combined with hydraulic power. The hydraulic part of
the plant consists of 10 turbines driving a common
shaft, with two 200-kIlowatt steam engines as a
reserve.
The shaft drives four 200-kilowatt .alter-

Stations and Power Transmission.

Among

7,

by the Thomson-Houston company. It is Ibcated
at Plan du Var, and \\orks in connection with the
Mescla and Levens stations. A 90-foot fall is secured for the three 600-kilowatt groups which are
to be Installed before the end of the year.
Turbines
of the Francis (Swiss) type, of poo horsepower, are
used to drive three-phase alternators, giving 11,000
volts and 25 cycles.
These three plants supply an

the large hydraulic plants in the Alpine

Thomson-Houston companies. The former is now
well established in the large works at Havre, and recently

part

built

subway.

It

with the
success.

equipment for the Paris

the

of

making

is

new move

a

gasoline automobile;, and

Is

in

the

just entering the

way

of

market

new Schmid car. which promises to be a
The Thomson-Houston Company also

turned out considerable apparatus for the subway
Besides tramway outfits for the
at its Paris factory.
French market, it Is building a considerable number
of machines for its Mediterranean branch compan3\

which is making installations in Italy and Greece. A
group of French and Chilian capitalists has lately
formed a company at Paris for operating the extenThese gentlemen are desive copper mines of Chili.
signing an electric blast-furnace method, using a
waterpower plant for the current. The lighting of
Paris is a question which the uiunicipality is now
considering, as the contracts of some of the leading
companies will soon expire, and a new regime "will

have to be looked for. To this end a technical commission has been formed, headed by Professor Mascart.

The electric companies of Germany have now almost entirely recovered from the effects of the recent crisis, and trade is reported to be generally
good, although the profits are not large. One of
the leading commercial events Is the combine between the Allgemeine company and the American
General Electric Company. The working territory
of each is to be defined, and in some cases they will

work

The European Thomson-Houston

common.

in

companies are naturally included in the agreement.
Besides, the Allgemeine is to go extensively into
the manufacture of steam turbines, and for this
purpose

made

a

It has also
it Is forming branch companies.
combine with the Brown-Boverl concern, and

expects to buy up a great

number of steam-turbine

at 3S,ooo volts to the towns of Vienne and Romans,
lying at 24 and 42 miles, respectively. The station is

1,250

receive

(see

turbine- dynamo groups

six

horsepower each.

installed

The

ternators are built at the

some new

especially

in

Italian

Milan,

enterprises

are

starting up,

where three large firms

ha\^e

turbines

new

Co. and deliver 3,800 volts, which
transformers for the long-distance line.
in

Portugal

which

supplies

tramway running from

current

The Societe Biterroise uses a turbine-dyof 330 kilowatts, giving 1.500 voits. One of
Paris gas companies has lately installed
three turbine groups of 400 kilo\vatts, which deliver
500 volts for operating the motors throughout the
works. The Marly waterworks, near Paris, has a
300-kilowatt turbine and alternator set, working at
volts.

namo

the large

for

on the

cycles.

new plants may be mentioned: The
MontluQon Gas Company has one turbine-dynamo of
1,100 kilowatts which delivers direct current at 280

lately installed a plant

Cintra,

and 50

conOerlikon

outtit

three-phase

to

following

raised by

is

coupled

The use of the new Brown-Boveri-Parsons steamturbine sets is on the ir crease in Europe, and the

an

are

of engines

alternators giving 2,000 volts

factory of Schneider

&

The Westinghouse company

Electrical trade in Italy has been very satisfactory
during the year. It has been so far divided mainly
between the American, German and Swiss companies,

sists

At present three groups are

illustration).

The steam

nators, delivering 2,coo volts.

of

example of the latest French manufacture, and are
furnished by Bouvier & Co. of Grenoble. They have
a new form of automatic speed regulator.
The al-

patents.

but

out to

laid

the

new

coast,

to

Praia das Magas, eight miles distant. The station
here illustrated contains two generators of 270 kiloThese groups supply current at 550 volts
watts.

500 volts.

While on the subject of power transmission,

I
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made

a combine.

ratus

is

For

enterprises.

An

Increasing market for appaview of a number of ne^v
Instance, the government is to con-

promised,

in

struct five long interurban telephone lines.

Electric

traction will be used on part of the Adriatic railroad,
and this company is also to buy a large number

The m-unicipality
number of motor boats.

of accumulators.

purchase a
Russia is

cow are on the Increase.
add two steam turbines and the

to

three.

A

leading question

is

to

The
St. Petersburg and MosThe Moscow station is

showing considerable

electric-lighting plants of

of Venice

is

progress.

St.

Petersburg

the use of hydrauhc

may mention

a very successful mining plant which
one of a number that the Allgemeine company
Germany. The plant here illustrated, the
Zeche Recklinghausen, uses an endless cable to ele-

An alternator group also furnishes 2j200 volts for the local lighting of Cintra.
Mention should be made of a new gas-engine plant
in Russian at Walthamstow, which uses Westinghouse gas engines. Two Dowson gas generators are
for the traction line.

used here.

The

three gas

engines are

is

installed in

vate the load. The pulley for the cable is driven
by a 50-horsepower, three-phase motor, for which
current is supplied from a neighboring station.

coupled to

Westinghouse and Helios generators of So horsepower, which give 560 volts and 150 amperes. The
plant contains two large batteries of 140 Tudor cells
each.
Current is distributed for local use by five
feeders working at 230 volts.
An important hydraulic plaht has been lately installed in the Mediterranean coast region of France

'

Electric Traction.
sho^vs important developments
during the year along all the different branches.
Electric traction

Especially notevi^orthy is the interest which the different governments are taking in the question of
electric

traction

on the main

lines

of railroad or
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of

ci|uj|)jiiciit

il)i;

railroadn of coniiid-

tlcclric

r.i'w

length. 'Jims ilic Swedish Rovcriimcnt has
authorized ihc oonstruclioii of a central slalion and a special track
for t(!itinK altcrnalini;nirrcnt systems. 'Ihe Rcncralinf; plant at Tomlclioila will have two Dc I.aval steam-turbine 8ct«, furThis will be raised to 20,ooj
nishinf? 3,000 volts.
volts for the line.
One of the electric locomotives
is to be furnished by the Wesiinghousc company,
and it will carry the transformers for lowering the

iiablc
l.itoly

Siemcns-Schuckcrt Company is alto
and it is expected that the
AllKcmeinc company will furnish a passenger train
of two motor cars and two trailers.
'Ihc .Swiss government is alio to make a scries
voltage.

'I'he

to provide a locomotive,

olTicial

<<f

]ioses

and

tests,

apply

to

these arc successful

if

country.

on

traction

electric

upon the railroads and

utilize

a

it

large

proscab)

watcrpower of

the

The Oerlikon company

already
its nc.v
a short section of track
locomotives. These will lake 1,500 volts single phase
llic

has
for trying

built

from a

directly

trolley wire.

In Italy a scries of comparative tests arc soon
made on the Valtclline lines, between the Ga'i/,
Ihrcc-phasc and the Finzi monophase systems. The
l.iltcr has been very successful on the Milan tramway
lo be

lines.

The new

motor car has four motors

Finzi

latnp, as

is called, ami on,
it
i.uni,
Both these lamps have the c
lancc of
and the currcnt-il
A recent improvement is a lamp wm
nj,
i..k.
Miwllr
volume, as llic resistance is mounted in a icparai'case which can be placed at any (Kjinl oti the wirinK.
Another type is a tlircc-burncr lamp which worlts
at either 160 or 2^0 volts maximum pressure.
It
gives a powerful light and can be used lo replace
the arc lamp in many c:scs.
As to the osmium lamp, it does not seem to have
'

'

'

.

'

cffvert a

.

iron wire

n

^1

.

1

il

.-ilJ.

Aniiv.
ing lo ncir

•

llic

!.

new Colu:
lo

l« Uie

England :i';-;
United Slate* an
mainly lo work ^
lo

M.v
be

been very successful so far. Indeed, it is slated that
the Alter Company of Vienna slopped making Ihc
lamps several months ago, as it found that the difliciillics of producing llic filaments were too great

nni
'ITie

German

Trie funk, n

Compmy, which

op<T»tei

commercial success. On
the other hand, the Siemens & Halskc company ha,
brought out a new lamp with a filament of lantaluni,
or an alloy of this mclal, and asserts that it is much
to

make

thcni a

practical

superior to the osmium lamp. A Berlin company
has recently commenced to manufacture a mercuryvapor lamp on a new principle. It consists of 1
glass lube with a bulb at the central part. The
lower part of the lube contains an arc carlmn surroiuided by mercury. The upper corresponding carbon is moved vertically by a solenoid lo produce an
arc between the carbrms. The arc thus burns in
the mercury vapor which is formed.
It starts rtp
rapidly and gives a very good light, which has the
advantage of containing red rays. Only 0.5 wait per
candlepowcr is used, and Ihc carbons burn very
slowly.

Another new mercury-vapor lamp

made

is

by Ileraeus & Ilanau. It uses an inverted U-lube
of quartz, with mercury in each branch. The arc
is formed in the bend of the tube.
A special brancli
tube, also containing mercury,

is

used to aid

in start-

ing up the lamp.

Space Telecrapky.
Considerable progress has been made in space
telegraphy during the year in the leading countries
Europe. In France the government decided to
take control of all such operations in the future, in
the same way as the telegraph lines, and it is now
taking measures to establish a number of stations
along the coast. The first of these, at Porqueralles.
on the north coast, has already been opened for
traffic, and messages can be telegraphed here from
the interior and transmitted to vessels at sea.
Later
on the different coast stations will form a network
of connnunication which will prove of great value
.

of

NEW
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TAN RAILWAY.

using from 200 to 400 volts.
'I'he Ganz Company has already delivered three new
locomotives for the Valtelline system. One of the
novel features is a double motor, consisting of
^high and a low-voltage motor placed side by side
on the same shaft. They are coupled separately or
loRclher, lo give diffcroiit speeds.
Russia is not behind hand in the movement, and
the owners arc now preparing to use electric locomotives on the St. Pctersburg-Oranienbaum line,
one of the Baltic railroads. Electric trains will he
run along with steam trains, and an interesting comparison will be afforded. This will help to decide
the t|uestion as to the use of electric traction in
the future, especially upon the St. Petersburg-Mosof

horsepower,

joo

'

r.

from

a military

and a commercial viewpoint.

Mean-

while, experiments are being carried out near Paris

between two stations 20 miles apart.

Here

the op-

the Slaby-Arco-Braun patents,

is said to have no
less than 88 posts in Germany alone, besides many
others in different countries,
rhe German government expects to install a number of new posts in
'

different parts of the country, especially along the
frontier, so that in case of war il will have a sj-stem
which is independent of land lines. The Russian
Siemens & Halskc company has now formed a special branch for constructing space-telegraph apparatus, and recently made a combine with the Berlin
Aerial Telegraph Company. The former company
controls the Popoff system, while the latter' owns a
number of patents and has a wide experience. All

the vessels of the Russian

war

fleet

arc said lo be

cow railroad.
As to recent progress in Germany, I may mention
a new accumulator car which now runs on the Dresden suburban line. The car has 1S4 cells placed
under the seats, and uses 370 volts on the four moThe Allgemeine company has recently contors.
structed a very complete testing car for use on the
extensive Berlin system. It contains a swdtchboard

with testing instruments and also
set of

Weston instruments.

low the inspectors to make
the lines.
In France, the

work on

a

table

with

a

Different apparatus althe needed tests upon

all

subway continues
new branches
opened, and it has
proved a great convenience. The next section is
well under way, and it will have a long overhead
portion, besides two bridges across the Seine, which
are now building. To provide for the increased
traffic, the
Metropolitan central station is nowdoubling its capacity, while two new sub-stations
have lately been built. One of these is shown in an
accompanying illustration. It receives high voltage
from the main line and lowers it to 500 volts by
be the most important.

to

of the

a

set

new
its

subway has

of

the Paris

One

Thomson-Houston

feature

is

asbestos,

the

rotaries.

A

specially

the fireproof motor car, wdiich

appearance not long ago.

taining

of the

lately been

apparatus,

and an

is

built

front cabin, conof sheet iron and

air space separates

the body of the car.

made

The

it

entirely

.\

from

(or

Laree Si/e).

GERMAN NERNST LAMP

The Westinghouse company

has furnished a fireproof motor for these cars, designed by Mr. Albert Schmid, which uses an asbestos-covered winding.

Electric Lighting.

The Allgemeine company has had very good sucwith the Nernst lamps in 1904. At present

erators of the future stations will be trained and all
the new devices will be tested.
The stations non-

use the
the

city

Mors

(Paris) apparatus. Captain Ferrie of
engineering department has been making

experiments on the

Eiflrel

Tower.
mast

A

long wire hung

cess

from the tower serves

manufactures two standard types, one of these
being a large lamp for independent suspension, w^hile
the second type, which is in more common use, can
be inserted in an ordinary lamp socket. Two pictures show one of the new chandeliers with the B-

can be sent at great distances.
Italy has made a great advance during the year
and is installing a number of large stations. Several
of these are about completed and are to be used for
official and private messages.
Of these, the Ban

it

as a

w-ire,

and signals

equipped nitli Popoff apparatus, ilessages will soon
be sent across Lake Baikal, which will be an advantage for the Trans-Siberian road. The distance
here is but 25 miles and can be easily covered. The
Slab3"-Arco-Braun system of apparatus, constructed
by Siemens & Halske of Berlin, is used in this case.
Each of the posts consists of a central building with
two high masts placed 100 feet on either side and
connected bj' a wdre. Current will be supplied from
a station near the railroad.

[Continued on page
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Other
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of
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of

Rocky Mountain region and

about
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Coast, in the

Mexico and other

in

Coast Electric Transmission

cific

miles

transmission

The annual meetings

foreign countries.

of the Pa-

Association and

the two-day Transmission Convention held in Chi-

cago in June indicate the importance to which

this

branch of the electrical industry has attained.

The year has brought

forth nothing startling in

although the magnetite arc lamp

lighting,

The steam turbine

improved.

pressing

steadily

is

forward; gas engines are employed to an increasing extent, and there
ity of a

renewed talk of the

is

gas turbine.

possibil-

shows some

Electric heating

In electrochemistry the

progress.

constantly

field is

Transmission

the

convention

In the domain of communication there

the

Boston convention of the National Electric Light
of

the

Institute of Electrical Engineers in

cago and the Vienna tramway conference.

Chi-

Rapid, telegraph

report.

to

promise well

compared with
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much

not

is

systems

—and not to be used

The telpphone-manufacturing

Then,

continue

meetings of the technical societies of Great

Britain,

France,

Germany and

United
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States
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were perhaps of more than ordinary value.
Louis Exposition embraced much of

electrical

very striking illumination.

interest, including a

In pure

science

business shows

due
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continued researches into the phenomena of radio-

no

partially,
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erected exchanges in so large a proportion of the
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larger cities that not

There

taken.
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exists,
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year
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discussion
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of every fairly comfort-

the United

in

ephony appears

Automatic

States.

tel-

be advancing steadily but not

to

for

was
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DATES AHEAD.
Michigan Engineering Society (annual meeting), Lansinci,
Mich., January nth to 13th.
Nebraska State Independent Telephone Association (annual meeting), Lincoln, Neb., January iSth and 19th.
Northwestern Electrical Association (annual convention),
Hotel Pfister, Milwaukee. Wis., January iSth and 19th.
Independent Telephone Association of Wisconsin (annual
convention). Hotel Pfister, Milwaukee, January 25th and 26th.
Ohio Independent Telephone Association, Columbus, Ohio,

the

in

section of

United

theory.

Thawing

terminals

of

"electrification"

concede

generally

large

in

that

process
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very
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ing the year, and
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we mistake
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An important event was the
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much
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WESTERN ELECTRICIAN'S ESTIMATES OF THE VALUE OF ELECTRICAL AND AUXILIARY MANUFACTURES

IN

THE UNITED STATES.

Fob thb Ykab1908.
.\re lamiJS
.'\u.\iliary

and appurtenances
steam plant for electrical installations, such as pumps, condensers, separators, feed-

water boaters, injeetor.s, piping, etc
Bells, buzzers, push-buttons, call-boxes, annunciators
Belting used in electrical plants
Boilers for electrical plants (water-tube)
Boilers for electrical plants (other than water-tube)
Cables, underground, aerial and submarine
Carbons for lamps, batteries, brushes or other
Cars and trucks for electric railways

electrical

S 2,025,000

02,200,000

1,850,000
720,000
600,000
6,000,000

2,000,000
815,000
615,000

2300/nO

l,8.-i0,000

2,400,000
18,650.000

1,950,000
800,000
575,000
4,500,000
2,000,000
19.700,000
2,600,000
7,500,000
1,200,000
2,350,000

.5,100,000

2,.300,000

.3,700,000

Circuit-breakers

Conduits (underground) and similar material
Conveyors, coal and ash, used in electrical plants
Cranes and hoists, electrically operated
Dynamos and motors, including parts of machines, boosters, rotary converters, motor-generators,
etc., and all motor applications, such as automobiles, not specifically enumerated in this list
Electroplating and other electrolytic apparatus not elsewhere specified
Electrostatic machines, induction coils, medical sets, etc
Elevators, electric (mechanism only)
Engines, gas, gasoline or oil, used to drive electrical machinery.
Engines, steam (reciprocating), used to drive electrical machinery
Fans, electrically operated and direct-connected

7,.500,fX)0

2.'50,000

300,000

1,700,000

1,925,000

&tO,000

7.50,000

3,500.000

4,750,000

48,000,000

52,000,000

.325,000

27.5,000
.325,000

.300.000

250,000
1,800,000
950,000

2,000,000
1,300,000
17,000,000

10,42.5,000
1,.350,000

1,.500,000
9.50,000

.

4,100,000
185,000
500,000
a30,ooo
5,000,000

Glassware, electrical

Heating and cooking apparatus, electrical
Incandescent lamps
Instruments for measurement and meters of

285,000
4,150,000

all kinds; also ground detectors, scientific and
laboratory apparatus, photometers, Leyden jars. X-ray oulitits, etc
Insulating material, fiber, tape, etc
Insulators (glass and porcelain)
Interior wiring supplies, as tubing, interior conduit, molding, junction boxes, rosettes, outlet
boxes, etc

Lightning arresters
Nernst lamps
Poles, cross-arms, brackets and pins
Primary batteries
Railway supplies, electric, such as trolleys and other contact devices, strain insulators, cross

3,250,000
1,1.35,000

1,600,000
1,050,000

390,000

•

1.950,000

1,975,000

42.5,000

470,000
450,000

450,000
425,000

4.700,000
775,000

4,850,000

2,150,000
3,400,000
400,000
3.675,000
250,000
1,200,000
5,000,000

1,900,000
2,850,000

Sockets, switches, cut-outs

1,850,000

•

685,000

200,000
500.000
4,500,000

200,000
21,000.000

500,000

300,000
3,250,000

4,200,000

1,125,000
16,200,000
5,750,000
8,500,000
1,725,000

1,300,000
17,500,000
6,425,000
8,750,000
2,000,000

1,500,000

2,000,000

Vapor lamps
Waterwheels, used to drive electrical machinery
Wire, bare..
Wire, rubber covered.
Wire, weatherproof
Wire, all other electrical
Miscellaneous, including switchboard frames and panels, signs and flashers, automatic stokers
for electrical plants, wire guards, electrical toolsiand toys, projectors, solenoids, igniters for
gas engines, waterwheel governors tor hydro-electric plants, commutator compounds, lamp
.

adjusters, etc

Total

$192,(t70,000

1,200,000
1,100,000
4.125,000

1,000,000

2,150,000
3,200,000
425,000
3,500,000

railways
Transformers, stationary

1,800,000

3,850,000
1,600,000
1,550,000

1,575,000
1,050,000

rail for electric

2,ooaooo
14,50a000

5,400,000

overs, rail-bonds, etc
Rheostats, car controllers, motor starters, etc
Shafting, pulleys, clutches, etc., used in electrical generating plants

Third

950.000
4,250,000
250,000
450,000

51,000,000
250,000
550,000

3,850,000
1,400,000
1,900,000

4350,000

4,500,000
120,000
18,750,000

16,.tOO,000
1,4.50,000

7,500^00
1,^0,000
2,650,000
800,000
3,875,000

3,750,000
1,250,000
1,750,000

350.000

475,000

425,000
2,000,000
1,500,000

9ooxno
500/XO
5,600,000
2,800,000
16,500,000
3,100,000

300,000
600,000
425,000
5,750,000

3,875,000
550,000

Space-telegraph apparatus
;
Steam turbines used to drive electrical machinery
Storage batteries, including those used on automobiles
Telegraph instruments and apparatus
Telephones and telephone-exchange apparatus, including telephone switchboards

7.50,000

2,7.30,000
41,.->00,000

800,000
4,200,000
175,000

Fire-alarm apparatus, also burglar alarms, crossing indicators, etc
Fixtures for electric lighting

Fuses

S 1,935,000

18,000,000
1,985,000

purposes

I9M.

S 1,725,000

3-25,000

800,000

285,000
3,800,000

380,000
2,500,000
5,000,000

200,000

265,000

19,500,000
500,000
4,500,000
30,000
1,500,000
13,350,000
8.250.000
9,000.000
2,700,000

17,200,000
715,000
4,450,000
60,000
1,230,000
18.000,000
8,200,000
8,500,000
2,500,000

2,150,000

3,500,000

S234,750,000

§230,510,000

;
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BUSINESS OF THE YEAR
The following symposium is based on responses to
the Western Electrician's request for expressions
of opinion from representative concerns in the elecindustry reviewing the business of 1904, with
These
a forecast, where practicable, of that of 1905make interesting reading; they are far from
being merely a dry chronicle of business routine;
trical

letters

not a few give insight into the deeper philosophy
They come from various localities and
of trade.
represent the diversified branch's of the industry.
They are almost uniformly cheerful in tone and
presage a good year in 1905.

Belting

Main Belting Company,

(W.

Philadelphia

T.

We have been busy through the year
Plumnicr. sccretarv)
1Q04 and consider that prospects today are better than they
were a year ago. W'c hope and believe they will be realized.
:

Shuitz Belting Company, St. Louis (J. A. J.
In the year E904 we sold more dynamo
Shultz. president)
than we have for any vear for a long: time, and we
It seems
think the outlook for another year is very good.
to us that more people are using belts for dynamos now,
especially in the plants that are not limited for room.
:

belts

REVIEW.

1904 IN

partment of that company.
This department has enjoyed a
year of prosperity during 1904, and begins the new year
with its shops so crowded with work that additional room
is imperatively needed, although a two-story building, 300
feet long and 10 1 feet wide, was but recently completed
and added to the equipment. Another addition to the plant,
a building four stories in height and to measure 210 feet
in length by 55 feet in width, is already under contract
and ground has been broken for the foundations. Bids are

now

being, considered for an addition of 12,500 sriuare feet
machine shop known as No. 3. The constant expansion of the fields of electrical application assure
to the electrical industry continued and increased prosperity.
The indications are that the shops of the Bullock company
will be called upon to take care of a great volume of business during the coming year.
Not only has the volume of
the electrical business been large during the last year, but
there has been a marked increase in the size of the units
built.
Several generators of from s.ooo kilowatts' to 6,000
kilowatts' capacity have been turned out and installed, and
there is now being finished a motor-generator set of 8,000
horsepower.
This contains the largest electric motor ever
built
The company's facilities for handling large work are
exceptional.
It has tools and appliances for turning out
promptly units of any size up to 10,000 kilowatts' capacity.
plant the largest directIt has already installed in one
current generator ever built, having a rating of 3,000 kilowatts and the largest 60-cvcle encine-type generator in the
world, with a' rating of 3.200 kilowatts.
The Allis-Chalmers
Company is now making a feature of producing steamelectric units complete in its own shops, every part of*
which has been designed and built for a part of such unit.
to the area of the

Crocker-Wheeler Company, Ampere, N.

Centr.\l-st.\tion He.ming.

January

J.

siderably,

Simplex

American

District

Steam Company,

Lockport,

Our business during the
treasurer):
Hall, treasu
l.ave inexoectations.
iir
last year has far exceeded
stalled a great many new ( haust' steam-heating plants for
cities of the country, besides
electric companies in variou
built.
Iready
.
making extensive additions ..
,t
j
ing to the large amount of work which we had on hand
we were unable to complete some of the plants before the
cold weather set in and stopped operations in some of the
In several towns farther south we will
northern cities.
One
be able to continue work during the winter months.
of the principal considerations on the part of the electriclighting companies in putting in exhaust steam- heating plants
is
the advantage it gives the company in securing the
electric lighting and poMer in large office buildings which
By
have their own engines, boilers and lighting equipment.
being able to supply steam heat in addition to electric light
and power, the company can secure contracts for the heat,
light .and power in these buildings which they otherwise
At the present time, when fuel is becould not obtain.
coming higher in price every year, it is necessary for elec(W. D.

We

-

tric

companies

in

order to compete v/ith other methods of

lighting and other electric companies, that they should utilize
their by-product, which, in their case, is the exhaust steam
The outlook for business .the coming
from the engines.
vear is very bright, and from the number of inquiries we
are receiving the probabilities are that we will be very busy.

Evans,

Almirall

&

Co.,

New York

(F.

N.

Central-station heating allied with
central-station electric plants passed
through a boom period in 1002, waned in 1903, and in
was about 60 per cent, of i()03volume
of
business
1904 the
Central-station managers have found that the badly designed
and badly executed plants, both from an engineering and
previous
years were not profitstandpoint,
of
commercial
able, and the central-station managers arc now more cautious
It is now
in entering the field of central-station heating.
plants and to place
central-station
finance
more difficult to
bonds thereon than it was in the boom days, investors
With careful design, the
realizing the failures of the past.
best appliances and material, and proper rates for service
rendered (being considerably higher than rates advocated
in the past), the central-station heating business is placed
The prospects for the coming
on a more secure footing.
year are fair; business should equal but not greatly exceed
1904.
Tewett.

post

190S-

Chicago agent):

and supplementary

Emerson

to

Construction and Supplies.
Arnold Electric Power Station Company, Oiicago (George A. Damon, managing engineer): Our business last year was much better than during the previous
one and prospects were never brighter than at present.
The single-phase traction motor is now on the market, and
this should make possible the construction of interurban lines
which haVe been held back awaiting development. The interurban electric line has found its place and is winning favor
among investors, particularly in Chicago, so that it will
not be long before good propositions in the western states
Steam-turbine and
can be financed without "going East."
also gas-engine improvements make it unwise to plan a
power plant without considering both of these prime movers,
for considerable
and the coming year can be counted on
Good waterpow'er properties are
progress along these lines.
now being sought by those who have watched the success of
transmission plants already in operation, and the wayside
grist mill is now being replaced by pretentious hydro-elecThere is aptric properties on
many western streams.
parently enough prosperity in sight for all of us.

Commercial Electrical Supply Company,

St.
Louis (J. P. Casey, sales manager): The year just closed
has been very satisfactory from an electrical supply point
considerably
in
of view, and the volume of business was
excess of that of any previous years.
While prices have
been down somewhat, still, trade has been steady, and with
the business placed in St. Louis, through the World's Fair,
we did not feel the general depression of business, due to
The great Southwest has
the presidential election year.
no doubt bought more of its goods in St. Louis in the past
year, and is nov/ at that point where it has faith in the
ability of St. Louis to take care of its entire wants.
The
railroads have also contributed to business success recently
through their interest in, and efficient service rendered in
and out of, the city, the result of which has been increased trade in isolated and central-station equipment and
supplies, and new installations of telephone apparatus and

Hodge-Walsh Electrical Engineering" Company, Kansas City (R. W. Hodge, president)
The

We

Boveri & Co. of Switzerland
This has enabled us
rent designs and patents in America.
skip the experimental stage in this line and to take
to
at once a position with the foremost builders of alternatecurrent apparatus in the world. One of our most important
territories in that of our Chicago office, where we carry our
largest stock of machines except at the works at Ampere, N.
In taking up the manufacture of alternating-current maJ.
chinery, we have by no means neglected our older line.
We have reinforced the successful efforts of our own engineers by retaining the engineerng firm of Dodge & Day,
"experts in shop equipment," whose services are now at
It will thus -be seen that we
the disposal of our customers.
have made elaborate preparations to handle the business of

Electric

Company,

Manufacturing"

Business in the line
St. Louis (H. L. Parker, president):
of fan motors and ceiling fans is largely deoendent on the
weather, and the season of 1904 was not a favorable season
coldest in 35 years, as
for such business, it being
the
per report of government weather service; add to this the
fact that it was the third consecutive cool season, and,
further, that while the cost of material and labor have both
increased, the tendency has constantly been toward lower
prices for our product in this line, and some of the trials
and difficulties of the fan motor manufacturer can readily
The outlook for 1905, owing to above cirbe understood.
cumstances, is not pleasing, but if favored by a generally
hot, or even a normal season, will doubtless prove satisIn our line of small
factory as far as sales are concerned.
power motors, both alternating and direct, the results were
very satisfactory, and we look for a steady and permanent
increase in this business^ as the country at large is in
prosperous shaoe and the use of electricity in small units is
are constantly adding to our lines
rapidly increasing.
new styles and adaptations in order, as nearly as possible,
to be ready to meet any call we may have for small power
motors for either alternating or direct circuits. We. therefore, predict for 1905 a generous and satisfactory increase

We

Fort

Wayne

Works, Fort Wayne,

Electric

Ind,

(F. S. Hunting, sales manager):
The business of the last
year suffered very materially during the first half from
causes which produced the depression the last half of last
year.
Many enterprises depending for their completion upon
the sale of bonds or other financial schemes were held up,
with the result that new business was very greatly diminished. In the latter half of the year, how'-ever, the financial
conditions of the country seem to have improved, with a
Business
resulting improvement in the electrical business.
conditions seem very materially improved over the corresponding time last year.
The outlook for business next
year we feel is very good.

Manufactiiring Company,
Electric
Troy, Ohio: Our labors have been largely along the line
of standard motors and dynamos from one to 75 kilowatts.
Our trade has not been indicative of the condition existing
generally, for we have been able during 1904 to increase

Hobart

This may be
our volume over that of any previous year.
attributed in part to the fact that we have not heretofore
enjoyed the fulness of our privileges because of inadequate
manufacturing facilities. " The enlargements and improvements which we have made, following our re-organization,
have permitted the onward flow of that current of trade
Our new and imwhich was retarded by our limitations.
So
proved type of machines has also been contributory.
far as we are able to scan the horizon of 1905, the outlook
seems very hopeful and encouraging.

N"orthern Electrical Manufacturing Company,
Madison. Wis. fOtto Kney)
The business of this company has been of a very satisfactory character. The volume
Prosoects for 1905 are
exceeds that of any previous year.
excellent, though void of any boom indications.
:

:

business year just closed has been, as a whole, a satisfactory one.
The number of electric-lighting plants and
telephone exchanges in Kansas City territory has been
largely increased during the year, though the new installations have not
equaled
the
number installed in 1903.
During the latter part of the summer of 1904 the sale of
lighting and telephone supplies was rather light; yet the
early fall brought a substantial increase in the demand,
which continued well up into December.
Our engineering
department has been busy all the season, having had a very
profitable and successful year.
The outlook for 1905 is
good, and Kansas City jobbers and engineers will surely
have a satisfactory year.
•

Dynamos, Motors, Electrtc.\l Machinery.
Allis-Chalmers Company, Milwaukee (F.

Electric

Company,

Cincinnati, O.

(W.

manufacturers, not
only
in
other lines, we have suffered
somewhat from the lack of business, '>r in other words our
business during the last year, or in 1904, was not quite up
We might,
to what it has been for the last several years.
however, say that during October and November business
picked up materially.
In November we closed more contracts than we had done in any two previous months during
the year.
This is also true for December, so that, judging
from this, as well as the inquiries that we are receiving and
the orders that we have in view, business for 1005 is going
to be far ahead of the last year.
all

other

lines, bjjt all

Electric-he.^ting

Prometheus

F.

Coleman)
The Bullock Electric Manufacturing Company
has, within the year just passed, come under the control of
the AlHs'Chalme.'-s Company, and is now the electrical de;

Triumph

H. Jacob):
Like
our own particular

Electric

Appliances.

Company,

New

Company, Cam-

Heating

We

better.
Two years ago we made very extensive
additions to our plant, looking, as we felt, far into the
future; we are beginning,- however, to approach the limits
of our capacity and have much exceeded tliat of our equipment, so as to compel us to run overtime most of the last
60 days, notwithstanding a considerable increase in our force
and machinery. The faith of the country in the assurance
of President Roosevelt that the people will get a square deal
is undoubtedly largely responsible for the general conditions
existing and the extremely satisfactory outlook.

were never

ElECTROTHERAPEUTICAL Ari'LTANCES.

Mcintosh

Battery

and

Company,

Optical

Chicago
(C. Alfred Smith, president):
You ask for a brief
review of the business as concerns the manufacturers of
apparatus for the therapeutic application of el^ctricitv during
the year 1904, and a few words on the outlook of 1905. With
this company there has been more of satisfaction attending
the prosecution of this branch of electrical manufacture dur-*
ing the last year, 1904, than at any time in the quarter of a
century during which we have prosecuted this work.
The
satisfaction comes from the fact that the medical colleges
are doing more each year for the mental equipment of their
graduates along the line of electrotherapeutical instruction
and in consequence there is less of empiricism and more of
well-directed mental guidance on the part of purchasers and
users of this apparatus. The demand for X-ray diagnosis and.
the broadening of the field for the real, as well as the
imaginary, helpful application of this wonderful penetrating
ray has caused a very rapid growth of small as well as
larger manufacturers of coils, tubes, fluoroscopic screens and
the various paraphernalia of X-ray generation and application.
At the same time there has been vastly more of intelligent appreciation and intelligent use of the galvanic current
for electrolysis, general galvanism and galvano-cauttry.
The
most annoying feature in this branch of electrical work lies
in the simplicity of construction of the cheaper forms of
batteries and electrodes, together with the almost culpable
ignorance of many of the physicians or self-styled "electrotherapeutists" who make use of these various devices.
This
cause a demand for low-priced goods and has brought into
the market many manufacturers who seek only the commercial
end. without any care or feeling of responsibility for the
quality of that which they offer to the would-be purchaser
who makes his selection frequently from a picture, without
either knowledge or ability to judge as to the scientific or
practical features of the instruments.
The outlook for 1905
promises an increased interest on the part of physicians and
a correspondingly more satisfactory condition of trade with
those manufacturers who are putting day by day more of
brains and careful method into the prosecution of their business.
The day of low-prtced, cheaply constructed trash will
never pass.
There will always be a multitude of purchasers who will seek for something cheap, instead of looking
for something good; but the results of the last two years,
and particularly the correspondence and orders of 1904, indicate that physicians, either through their unfortunate experience in the past, or perhaps more largely through the better
instruction offered by the medical colleges and the special
schools of electrotherapeutics, are better qualified to judge
the quality of the apparatus they are seeking.
They know
what results to e.xpect; they know that the results which can
be obtained are governed by immutable laws; they know
that if the results which thev ought to obtain are not worked
out, the cr.use lies not in failure of the law, but in fault of
the means of application.
The development during the last
year in the therapeutic application of the alternating-dynamo
current has been very great and the manufacturer of correct
applicators and electrodes for the adaptability of this current
to purposes of massage, sinusoidal vibration and stimulation,
galvano-cautery, and the lighting of diagnostic lamps, has
very greatly broadened the somewhat narrow field of past
years.
The West, Southwest and Northwest seem still a
more fertile field for this branch of manufacture than the
East; but the more expensive apparatus finds its most satisfactory purchasers in the East. The foreign demand, as indicated by inquiries and also by orders, is developing rapidly.

Engines^ Gas and Steam.
Fitchburg Steam Engine Company,
Mass.
(F.
through the

Fosdick,
year

last

president)

:

we have had

In
all

our

Fitcliburg,
engine business

we could do with

full

force and full number of men, approximately one-third being
for the electrical line of business; and while general business
has fallen off some, the electrical demand has been pretty
nearly as large as heretofore.
In the last six weeks the
inquiry for this class of work has been constantly increasing,
and we anticipate for the coming year quite as large a business as for any of the last six years of pushing business.
The larger part of our work in the electrical line has been
for direct-connected units, and we find a constant increase
in the average size of these.
are not making the largest
units, taking only as high as 1,200 horsepower, but our
average in this direction is constantly rising.

We

Harrisburg
Harrisburg,

Pa,

Foundry and Machine Works,
(

W.

R.

Fleming, president)

:

This com-

pany has been exceedingly fortunate and gratified on having
been able to operate its entire plant day and night without
interruption now for over five years.
\\'e take this as an
indication that machinery well built
and of reputation,
although higher in price, finds a more steady demand from
the best purchasers than other policies. The gross business of
this company for 1904 was only seven per cent, lower than
that of the high-water-mark years of 1902 and 1903. and
prices have been fairly satisfactory.
view with distrust
the policy which seems to be prevalent among other manufacturers in our line wherein they are continuing to quote
machinery'' at lowest ebb prices, notwithstanding a considerable
advance all along the line in raw and crude materials, and
feel that some reckoning must accrue and business troubles
engender by a lack of reasonable conservatism under present
conditions. Looking forward to 1905 we find, while inquiries
for delivery into the next year are numerous, there is a
disDosition to hold off until business results are determined
and prices finally adopted for the future.
can see, however, no reason preventing a reasonabk; expectation for a
very large business during the coming year, and this company is preparing to increase its manufacturing capacity

We

We

York

Max Loewenthal, electrical engineer): Everyone who has
watched the progress of the electric-heating industry during
]ast yegr wJU s,^mt that it ha§ b.eeq au^ented con-

Marinette

1

the

Electric

bridge, Mass.
(James I. Ayer, manager):
are pleased
to state that business during the last year has been very
satisfactory, and, in some directions, beyond our expectations.
As to the outlook for 1905 we feel that the prospects

:

N. V.

1905

only received the support of the electric-supply dealers to a
marked degree, but the electric-light companies also have
manifested a wholesome desire to assist mSlerially in the
introduction of these up-to-date appliances.
In many cases
special rates have been given to customers who use electriccooking apparatus or irons in considerable number, and some
of the lighting companies have instituted an electric-heating
department, with a canvasser in charge of the same.
Publication of live articles on electric heating in the various Edison
bulletins has also been of great service to the industry; and
if the manufacturers, supply dealers, contractors and central
stations will work in harmony with the common end in view,
to acquaint the public with the advantages of electric cooking
and heating, by getting the circular matter into the homes, by
reducing the cost of apparatus, as well as current supply, and
by demonstrating to the public the use of these devices,
there can be no doubt that the electric h-iating and cooking
industry will be largely benefited during the coming year.

(Rod-

man Gilder)
We are entering the new year with every
prospect of doing a heavy business, although during the last
few months there has been a marked depression in the field
of electrical manufacture.
We believe that the times of
prosperity, which are confidently expected, will bring such
results as to justify our elaborate preparations during the
last few months.
We have been establishing new branch
offices and making new connections,
and are now in a
position to do business in every state of the Union, in
Canada, Mexico, Cuba, etc.
Having entered the field of
have
virtually doubled
manufacture
we
alternating-current
16
our possibilities of doing business. For more than
years we have been holding and successfully marketing direct-current motors and generators for every industrial pur-

7,

and the manufacturers of these apparatus have not

Heights.
a

fairly
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Company,
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Franklin Electric Manufacturing Company,
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heltcnnent purposes have been ([ui'le heavy within the last
year, and arrangements arc being carried forward for additional enlargements for 1905
a share of which business we
expect to receive.

—

Shelby Electric Coiupnny.
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"Useful Light" lamps.

Invention.

Thomas A. Edison,

Orange, N.

J.

:

my

I

beg

stale that I am so very busy with
various enterprises
liave no chance to do any writing whatsoever.

Poles,

Ties_.

to
I

Cross-arms.

Lumber Company, New

Eccleston
York (J. B.
Ecclcston, president)
The largest consumers of poles have
been experimenting eonsiderably during the last two or three
years, realizing that the supply of Northern cedar and chestnut poles is becoming scarcer and higher-priced all the time;
and the result of their experiments has been a frank acknowledgment that the southern white cedar or juniper poles are
in every way as desirable and more economical than the
northern cedar.
During the last year there has been over
400,000 of these southern cedar or juniper poles used, whicli
was all it was possible to get out in the swamps south, and
at no time did the supply anywhere equal the demand.
It is
the opinion of those best posted that 1905 and the year to
follow will see a tremendous quantity of southern red cypress
poles universally used, as the supply of cedar or juniper is
very limited, and there is practically no limit to the amount
of cypress than can and will be used for the purpose of
:

H. M. Loud's Sons Company, Au Sable, Mich.
(H. Kimball Loud): We would say in regard to the trade
Michigan white cedar poles that the demand has been
very good with us during the entire year. We have shipped
more in 1904 than any year in the last four years, at fair
prices.
The demand for short poles has been especially good
and we believe the market is pretty well cleared of the
shorter lengths.
The outlook for 1905 is very good. We
believe that there will be a very good demand at fair prices,
but nothing in the shape of a boom.
in

C.

H. Worcester Company, Chicago:

The cedar

pole business during 1904 has been what we would call an
off year.
The large telegraph and telephone companies
usually heavy consumers of poles during the last year have
limited, their requirements to supplies in our line actually
needed, resulting in cuttin": off of about 50 per cent, of the
usual trade. The Independent telephone trade has, however,
been fairly good, the demand coming along fairly steadily, but
in nearly every instance light in character, indicating that orders were being held to immediate requirements only. Prices
on a few sizes have declined somewhat, but, as a whole, the
price situation has held up remarkably well considering the
lighter demand. The majority of the dealers are entirely out
of such sizes as seven-inch 35-foot and seven-inch 40-foot poles,
and very few of the dealers have much stock on hand 35 feet
lung and up.
The outlook for business during 1905 appears
to us very encouraging, although there is nothing yet in the
situation to indicate any marked increase in the general
requirements of the trade. The production this year will be
lighter than usual, but this fact will be offset by somewhat
larger stocks than usual being carried over by the dealers.
With a good healthy demand for poles during 1905 there
will probably be a slight stiffening in prices, but we do not
look for any pronounced advance unless the demand should
increase very greatly.
notice a marked tendency among
the better class of trade to discriminate against slim poles.
Companies which heretofore have bought "woods run'' poles
are now applying butt measurements and refusing poles which
will not fulfill these requirements.
This is largely due to
the fact that a great deal of slender stock from the Northwest has been coming into the market and, where no measurements are specified in purchase of poles, these slender poles
go in at the same price as poles which have greater girth,
strength and stability.

—

We

Space Telegraphy.
American De Forest Wireless Telegraph Company, St. Louis CLee De Forest)
The develop:

ment

of

the

American

De

Forest

Wireless

Company,

Chicago

(L.

F.-

Green Fuel Economizer Company, Maltcawan,
N. Y, (A. II. IJlackburn, general manager):
Whereas our
business in 1904 in the cleclrical line was not of as large a
volume as in 1903, at the same time it was very satisfactory,
consitU-ring the conditions of general business.
From the
amount of new work wc are working on and which there
seems to be prospects of closing, we arc very well satisfied
lliat the prospects for 1905 are very bright.

H,

[|ie

-Irnvvn

.

,.|
Im-.m,
.n.',
|.;
I'Lling
anticipate lliat liiere will be a correspondiiip: gain
year.
during the year 1905.
do nut. know wlielher to attribute
this to our advertising or to the natural advantages of the

lriii-':is.'

-.-.

Electric

:

We

tiKiiiriurr)
The outlook
..'..nrll'- liriRht.
Tlic year

1

I

h.i.k

Lamp Company,

::<itii

Ii

II.

past wil

Federal

Itrucc)
During (he lant year Ihc elcclricsign and specialty
business with ub has been most encouraging.
We find that
central illations IbrouRhout the country are giving a great
deal of lime and thought lo Ihe selection of revenue-producing fipccialtics, which arc easily handled, and which increase
their revenue.
Judging from' the general trend of businesA
during the last year, wc are led to believe ihat in the year
of igos the electric-sign field will be considerably cnbirged.
Our numerous sources of information have shown to us that
there is from 10 to 18 cents per kilowatt-hour net, which
can be easily gotten from the electric-sign field alone.
also note the general tendency to buy a higher grade of
goods than formerly. Tliis^is especially gratifying lo us, as
we arc manufacturers of high-grade products, which if put
into competition on a price basis alone would Ik; hard to sell.
It seems to be an age of high (juality at a moderate expense.

Telegraph

W. Johns-Manville Company, New York
Wc

W. Perry, manager electrical department):
(.1.
are
pleased to advise you that the year just closed has been
a period of unequaled prosperity in our electrical business.
have turned out more material from our factories by a
very large percentage than during any previous year.
Notwithstanding that there has not been a great deal of new
electric-railway work throughout the country, our cnclosedfuse business has developed to a wonderful extent, closely
followed in proportion of increase by our line material.
The outlook for the coming year in this country, particularly
in railway work, seems to be more promising than at any
time within tlie last decade, and our European business also
justifies us in an optimstic view.
Our factories, notwithstanding constant additions and improvements, are rushed
have every
to the utmost lo keep up with our orders.
reason to bLlic\c that the year 1905 will be an exceptionally
all
kinds of electrical supplies; and feel, fron
6j:ne
will have no fault to find with the

We

We

shai

lot.

McRoy Clay Works,
Patrick, sales manager):
of the United States for

Brazil, Ind. (E. F. KirkThe underground conduit business

1904 did not reach the record of
1903 and 1903 by many million feet, but, compared with
years previous to those mentioned, it sliows an increase and
a growth, although prices were lower than in any other year.
More underground conduit work was completed in 1902 and
1903 than in any previous several years, exceeding 1904 by
about 40 per cent.
expect to return in 1905 to the
"normal" of the years previous to the conduit boom of 1902
and 1903, added to the natural "new" business which
comes from new corporations and through ordinances
by municipalities in smaller towns ordering wires underground, and from other sources.
And with no presidential
nominations and national election, with the uncertainty of
their results staring us in the face, and with a far more
rosy sky financially in sight than at this time last year,
the

We

.

in

-

.

t

1905.

Pass

&

Seymour, Solvay. N. Y.

(J.

W.

Brooks,

sales manager)
The year just closing has been exceedingly
satisfactory to us, particularly the last few months, when
our factory has been running with a larger force than ever
before in our history.
We certainly think that the outlook
for 1905 is exceedingly bright, and are increasing our manufacturing capacity to take care of the same.
:

D. M. Steward Manufacturing- Company, Chattanooga, Tenn.
(R. B. Steward):
Tn the sale of our lavite
insulation we deal direct with the manufacturers of all
kinds of electrical apparatus in all parts of the United
States and many foreign countries. When their business is
good, ours is good, and when theirs is poor, ours is poor.
Our business in 1904 shows considerable increase over 1903.
The months of September, October and November, 1904, are
almost double the corresponding months last year.
now
have more unfiled orders on file than ever before at the same
time of the year.
believe that 1005 will be a splendid
year for electrical business, and are preparing to take care
of an increased trade.

Wc

We

Yale

& Towne

Manufacturing- Company,

New

(C. W. Beaver')
Present indications point to a very
substantial increase in our sale of electric hoists for the
year 1905.
At least 50 per cent, of the chain blocks in use
today in the United St.-ites are of Yale & Towne manufacture.
expect to achieve that same record with regard
to our portable electric hoists during the coming year.

York

:

We

Telephone Apparatus.
Automatic Electric Company, Chicago (H. H.
The Automatic Electric Company has enjoyed
a most prosperous and satisfactory year.
We have equipped
within the last 12 months nearly 50 exchanges large and
Woodwortb)
small

—with

:

our automatic telephone

—
equipment.

We

have

built and installed additional apparatus for large exchanges
at Chicago, 111., at Dayton and St. Marys, Ohio, which were
put in service in 1903; W'e have completed and put in service
exchanges at Grand Rapids, Mich., Portland, Me., Columbus,
Ca., and Cleburne, Texas, all of which were begun late in
have installed and placed in service tliis year
1903.
exchang;es at Rattle Creek, Rjich., I^ewiston, Me., Lincoln,

We

The rural
demand is
outlook

is

lie
Tbe

.rjn.

for the

ceruinly

ide.

hii(l

and supply

1

dealers.

International Telephone Hannfacturln^ Company,
Chicago
( Hcni^
Shafcr)
Independent
:

telephony lias had a more healthy growth the Um year than
during any previous »milar period, and the outlook for the
future is very promising.
While ihe rush for unoccupied
territory by new companies has not been as great as in
previous years, the existing companies lu%c. ho-c-.<-r, trytt
thoroughly and perfectly covered the trr:
,-1
greatly increased their lies with one :..'1
trunk lines and lons-diftancc toll linr«.
ni
upon a much sounder basis.
The c .:
,;;
demand by the Independent opcraiintt
..
cry
highest class of equipment, which gives (hr ir..^* rriuble
and efficient service, with the greatest poidble convenience*
to the users, has inspired the manufacturers to developing
the apparatus to the highest point of perfection and
modernity that money and skill could advance it. This has
placed the Independent manufacturers of tlie United Sutes
;

in the lead in foreign countries as well as fully protecting
them in the home market Our company has had remarkable
success in applying the "Monroe Doctrine" to the telephone
field, and is also making a subsUntial headway in getting
through the "open door" and into the old world.

Vought-Berger

Company,

La'

Wis.

Crosse,

CM. I. Bcrger, secretary and treasurer): December opened
with a boom.
Orders and prospects came in far better than
in any other December in the history of our concern.
We
cannot but feel that this presages splendid activities for the
year 1905Wc expect this next year to prove to be the
banner year of Independent telephony. TIic year 1904 held
its own in spite of the usual lull preceding a presidential
campaign.
Our shipments to the South and Far West, indicate that these sections of the country have been successfully
exposed to the fever, and have taken on the spirit of Independent telephony.
In regard to the clcctrie-Hghting field,
would state that our experience is confined to the sale of our
two-balls adjuster for incandescent lamps.
It is apparent
that the popular demand for an automatic cord adjuster is
steadily increasing.

Water\\heel5 axd Go\'ERNORS.
Abner Doble Company, San Francisco (W.

A.

Doble)
Our business in Ihe watcrwhccl line during 1904 has
been very satisfactory, the volume being greater than wc
anticipated at the beginning of the year.
The business has
shown a substantial increase over the previous year and the
outlook for the coming 12 months is very encouraging. Our
present works have been overtaxed, and in order to pro\*ide
facilities for our growing business, wc ha\Te purchased a
three-acre site
with railroad connections near the commercial center of San Francisco, where we plan to erect a
most modern plant equipped with the latest tools and
appliances for the manufacture and testing of everything
in the hydraulic line.
An interesting feature of the last
year's business on the Paci6c Coast is the increase in sire
of
hydro-electric
units
installed in
watcrpowcr plants.
During the year the De Sabla power house has been completed, in Which are installed two 3,700-horscpowcr and one
8.000-horscpowcr waterwheel units.
The waterwheels arc
of the Abner Doble Company's manufacture and operate
under 3 head of 1,561 feet.
The S.ooo-horsepowcr waterwheel is the largest ever manufactured on a single runner
and is giving excellent ser\'ice.
We are now constructing
three 8.000 horsepower waterwheels for the Electra plant
of the Standard Electric Company.
Another order filled
during the last year was for two 75-horsepowcr units for
the Pike's Peak Hydro-Electric Company of Colorado Springs,
for operation under a head of 2,100 feet, the hichest in the
:

United States.

Piatt Iron

Works Company,

Dayton. O. (W. H.

Ingraham)
We entered the year 1004 with a sufficient
amount of business in our shops to keep our entire force and
equipment employed for a period of four to five months,
and the alleged decrease in the volume of trade was not
in evidence until the months of June and July.
Unfortunately there has been a diminution in our trade owing to the
fact that the erection of contemplated power plants has
been deferred.
During the last 60 days there has been a
marked increase in business, notwithstanding the fact that
during the fall and winter there is always a falling off
of orders, and because of this fact we begin the new
year with abundant confidence.
:

Eeplog-le Governor

Works, Akron,

O.

(Mark

A. Replogle, chief engineer) :
Our business changed liands
Several months later Mr. Mark A.
about one year ago.
Replogle returned to his old post as chief engirjecr for the
-.-j..'
works.
During the year we hri.
facture of electrical governors .\
';cs
dered by our old patrons.
\>c
.- ^ ~
...c
of new mechanical governors ba,^
\\ - :.
_
_ i.iies
been testing for the last five year;.
of four governors that fully covers ihe rield from the smallest impact wheel to the largest turbine plant that has yet
Our business is rapidly increasing, and our
been built.
The outlook for 1905 is
plant is being run night and day.
very promising.
.

.

'

'

;

-

.;

Woodward

Crovernor Company, Rocktord.

111.

Our interest in the electrical industr>(E. E. Woodward):
confined entirely to the development of hydraulic power

is

:

;

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN
trnnsmissun or lighting.
clictiical power
gam
IJur Imsincss in this line is constantly incrcasnig; the
previous year.
for .cj„4 was about so per cent, over any
The use of walerpower for electrical purposes seems to Keep
electrical developments, and we look fortu

!,>;

f.ir

uSL-d

other
ward to greater activity in this line in 1905.

with

pace

Wires and Cables.
Safety Insulated Wire and Cable Company,
In looking over
New York (Ira W. Henry, vice-president):triumphant
CO unrin

the battlefield of sales for 190,1, another
was erected by this company in the completion of the Alaska
This cable, which is the longest ever
deep-sea ocean cable.
length to an
manufactured in America, and is equal
field
Atlantic cable, marks a direct line of progress in a
European njanuthat has heretofore been covered solely by
leads
achievement
this
gained
by
The confidence
facturers.
will
take
cables
Safety
year
190S
us to hope that in the
another step toward the girdling of the earth.

m

Standard Underground Cable Company,
I am pleased
(T. W. Marsh, vice-president);

burg

Pittsto

say

m

underground and
our business for the year 1904
rubber-covered wires
aerial cables, bare and weatherproof and
ot
and accessories has been a most satisfactory one in view
In fact, it lias conits having been a "presidential year."
We are pleased to say
siderably exceeded our expectations.
that

that the indications for the year 1905
large and successful year's business.

point to a

all

Mortuary Record of

1

very

904.

1904 was a fortunate one in that coinfew of the world's prominent scientists

The year
paratively

As a
or engineers died during the twelvemonth.
contributscientific man and at the same time one
ing a great deal toward the deviation of human
suffering perhaps the late Dr. Niels R. Finsen of
Copenhagen was the one whose death was most
His discovery of the Finsen rays
conspicuous.
and their application to the cure of various diseases
of a malignant nature gained for him the Nobel
prize in 1903 for the most noteworthy discovery
medical

in

Major-general

science.

Charles

E.

Webber of London, Eng., was a inan well known
the electrical fraternity and was a consulting
William Wallace, an
engineer of much ability.
Ainerican pioneer electrical inventor, died during
Independent telephone men in the United
the year.
States lost one of their stanchest supporters in
Judge James M. Thomas. The inen whose names
to

stand out most prominently in the industrial side
of the electrical business who have died during the
last year are, perhaps, William O. Garrison of St.
Louis, General Andrew Hickenlooper of Cinciimati
and Richard S. Waring of Pittsburg.
list of the men connected with some phase of

A

who

development
year follows
electrical

died

during

the

last

—

January 4th. Frank H. Clark of Chicago, connected with the Helios-Upton Company as receiver,
had large e-xperience in Hghting work and electrical
manufacturing; aged 55 years.
January 8th. F. von Hefner-Alteneck of Berlin,
Germany, one of Gerinany's most eminent electrical
engineers and connected for many years with
Siemens & Halske, and an inventor and scientist in
the truest sense; aged 59 years.
January loth. General C. Henry Barney of New
York, connected with a number of eastern telephone companies and prominent in the electrical
supply business, superintendent of the Electric
Launch and Navigation Company at the Chicago Exposition; aged 60 years.
January 17th. William O. Garrison of St Louis,
president of the Columbia Incandescent Lamp Company, St Louis; aged 42 years.
January 23d. Alfred G. Bowers of Des Moines,
Iowa, representative for the state of Iowa for the

—

—

—

—

Electric Works; aged 34 years.
February 2nd. John L. Kebler of New York,
vice-president and general manager of the Ward
Leonard Electric Company.
February 3d. F. E. Perry of Cincinnati, salesman
for Bullock Electric Manufacturing Company.

Fort

Wayne

—

—
27th. — Andrew

Howard

of Wilkinsburg,

Pa., president of the Phosni.x Glass

Company; aged

February
(i^

years.

February

29th.

president of the

—William

A. McGuire
McGuire Manufacturing Company;

of Cliicago,

aged 64 years.

—
—

John B. O'Hara of New York, a
electrical journalist; aged 38 years.
Chester D. Crandall of Chicago,
22d.
manager for many years of the Western Electric
Company; aged 50 years.
April i6th.— Frank W. Sabold of Albany, N. Y.,

March

13th.

well-known

March

well-known telephone and telegraph man and contract agent for the Hudson River Telephone Company; aged 47 years.

—

April 17th. Frederick W. Nolker of St. Louis,
president of the Missouri-Edison Electric Company
aged 29 years.
May. General Andrew Hickenlooper of Cincinthe lighting interests of Cincinnati, combined
nati into the Cincinnati Gas and Electric Company,
becoming its president elected lieutenant-governor
of Ohio in 1879.
May I2th. Nelson Perin of Baltimore, Md., the
first president of the United Railways and Electric
Company of Baltimore.

—

;

—

May 2ist.— William Wallace of Washington,
D. C, a member of the well-known firm of Wallace
& Sons of Ansonia. Conn., and one of the pioneers
aged 79
in the electrical business in this country
;

years.

May

26th.

January

—James

Electrical Progress of

A. Myers of Springfield, Ohio,
Robbins & Myers Company of

president of the
Springfield; aged 55 years.
June 4th. W. A. Vail of Minneapolis, a wellknown telephone man and assistant general manager of the Northwestern Telephone Company; aged

—E.

B. Chandler of Chicago, first superaged
intendent of fire-alarm telegraph in Chicago
(:^ years.
June i6th.— Charles M. Stebbins, Berlin, Germany, one time president of the St. Louis and Missouri River Telegraph Company .and pioneer in
western telegraph construction; aged 75 years.
Parker F. Morey of Oswego, Ore., forJuly.
merly president of the Portland General Electric
Company aged 60 years.
York, an elecJuly 2ist. E. K. Adams of
trical itiventor of ability; aged 30 years.
August 23d. Richard S. Waring of Pittsburg,
connected with many electrical enterprises, founder
of the Standard Underground Cable Company, also
of the Fowler- Waring Cable Company in London;
aged 71 years.
September 2nd. Clark Caryl Haskins of Chicago, pioneer telegrapher, inventor, writer on electrical subjects and an electrical inspector for many
years aged 77 years.
September 26th. Dr. Niels R. Finsen of Copen-

June

6th.

;

—

;

—

New

—

—

;

—

noted

hagen,
rays,

scientist,

recipient of the

most notable discovery
years.

discoverer

of

the

Nobel prize

in 1903
in medical science;

Finsen
for the

aged 44

—

September 23d. Major-general Charles E. Webber of London. Eng., managing and consulting engineer, once chief engineer of the City of London
Electric Lighting Company, and juror at various exaged 66 years.
hibitions
October ist. B. E. Greene of Brooklyn, N. Y.,
formerly electrical journalist; aged 42 years.
October 2nd. Prof. Charles Selim Lemstrom of
Helingsfors. Finland, distinguished Russian scientist
aged 66 years.
October 4th. Henry C. Payne of Washington,
D. C, postmaster-general of the United States,
identified with telephone, lighting and street-railway
;

—
—

;

—

aged 61 years.
gth.
Desmond G. Fitzgerald of Suffolk.
inventor, contributor to the electrical press
and scientific investigator ap"ed 71 years.
October 14th. Prof. B. S. Lanphear of Aines,
la., assistant professor of electrical engineering in
Iowa State College.
October 15th. A. B. Cornell of Ithaca, N. Y.,
identified with the Western Union Telegraph Company and for some time its vice-president, governor
aged 72
of New York state from 1880 to 1883
years.
October 26th. Max Osterberg of New York,
interests

;

—

October

Eng.,

—

;

—

[Continued from page
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Telephony.

Among the new inventions in the way of telephone
transmitters may be noted the system devised by
Sheers of Brussels. It consists of a diaphragm
which is provided with an ivory button in the rear.
The latter is caused to press against a kind of pouch
of flexible material which contains granulated carbon. Inside the pouch are placed two carbon plates
which form the electrodes, and the line wire is connected to them. The advantage of this arrangement
is that the granules of carbon have a certain free-

dom of movement between the electrodes, and are
not unduly compressed. Besides, there is no rigid
connection between the diaphragm .7nd the carbons.
A thin wood plate forms the diaphragm, and the
bag containing the granules is generally suspended
between two such diaphragms, which are braced
across by a strip. It is said that the transmission
is"

exceptionally good, and, besides, the device

is

of

the cheapest

An improvement

microphones has been brought
out by Stosberg, a German inventor, who, upon examination, found that the ordinary carbon contacts
became covered with a deposit of powder after long
use, and this interfered with the working of the
instrument He succeeds in preventing the spark,
which he considers as the cause of the deposit, by
in

using a resistance in parallel. The latter he finds
is best made of 0.15 millimeter nickel-steel wire, having 25 ohms resistance. It is well insulated and

pkced

in a coil inside the instruinent.

he found a great improvement
microphone.
Nearly all the large cities

marked

increase

in

their

in the

of

In this way

working

of the

Europe show

telephone

systems.

Budapest the four main telephone stations

a

At

soon
be replaced by a handsome central station which
will be one of the most complete in Europe.
The
inain part of the plant is the large hall, which contains the switchboard for io,GOO subscribers.
Its
capacity can be increased to double this number.
A second outfit of lijce capacity is to occupy the
other half of the

hall.

The

station

in

will

general

is

laid out for 40,000 subscribers.
It uses the centralbattery system, with lamp signals. The underground
cables leading from the station are laid in beton

;

—

well-known consulting

electrical

engineer

;

aged 35

years.

—

November 8th. Jaines M. Thoinas of Irvington,
N. Y.. at one time vice-president and general manager of the Telephone, Telegraph and Cable Company, and also connected with other telephone enterprises, a lawyer and probate judge and the first
president of the Independent Telephone Association
of the United States.

November

—Frank

H.

Bristol
of
Conn., vice-president of the Bristol
21st.

bury,
of Waterbury.

December

—W.

Water-

Company

Forman

Collins of Chicago,
vice-president and general manager of the Western
Electrician
aged 37 years.
21st.

;

Generators for Lockport Power Development on Chicago Drainage Canal.
Proposals for furnishing and installing alternatingcurrent generators and exciter generators will be
received by the clerk of the Sanitary District of
Security Building. The generators
Chicago,
foi' which tenders are invited consist of four 4,000kilowatt, 6,600-volt, three-phase, 60-cycle machines
designed to run at 164 revolutions a minute. In
addition, there are to be two 2SO-volt, direct-current
exciters running at 300 revolutions a minute.
Proposals will be received until February 15, 1905, at
noon, and will be opened by the board of trustees,
which will hold a meeting on that daj'. Each bid
must be accompanied by a certified check or cash
to the amount of $3,000, which will be held by the
Sanitary District until all bids have been canvassed
and the contract awarded and signed. Bids must all
be made upon blank forms furnished by the Sanitary

mo

District.

The California Gas and Electric Corporation ot
San Francisco has just ordered from the Stanley
Manufacturing Company two frequency-

Electric

changing outfits of 5,000-kilowatts capacity each.
These outfits are for use in connection with the contract which the California Gas and Electric Corporation has secured from the San Francisco Street
Railway Company, and will change the 60-cycle current from the Bay County long-distance line to 25
cycles for further distribution among the sub-staThe contract
tions of the street-railway company.
awarded the Stanley company also includes transformers of 12,000 kilowatts.

conduits which represent 35 miles length. The underground system runs to 60 distributing points,
where the wires pass overhead. There are no less
than 3,000 miles of overhead wires. In Italy it is
proposed to experiment with the Pupin system on
the Naples-Rome-Turin line, which the government
is to construct soon.
The project will therefore be
modified to this effect, and Parliament is to be asked
for a credit of $200,000 to carry on the tests.

Steam and Electric-railway Competition
in Indiana.

Alarmed by

advances made by the traction
steam roads are casting about for
some means of competition whereby they may hold
local traffic, says the Indianapolis correspondent of
the Western Electrician. The most feasible plan is
said to be the adoption of gasoline motors to draw
local trains. The Lake Shore road, crossing Northern
Indiana, has contracted for a nuinber of loo-horsepowe gasoline engines so as to compete for local business v/ith the interurban companies no\v paralleling
the system.
The Big Four is also making an effort to
meet the trolley competition and regards the gasoline
engines with favor. The traction coinpanies are
providing cars to be used next summer to deliver
meat at points along their lines and are promised
a good business by the packinghouses. There are
indications of great strife between the steam and
interurban roads to control the local freight and
passenger traffic, and the year promises interesting
coinpanies,

the

the

developments.

Time Signals Announce the New Year.
The usual tiine signals announcing the new year
were sent to all quarters of the globe at midnight
December 31st by telegraph from the naval observatory at Washington, D. C.
At the observatory a
wire was attached to the time clock and by special
arrangement with the Western Union and the Postal
Telegraph-cable companies the minutes as they
ticked off were given a wide distribution.
Owing to the pressure of business on the su.bmarine cables occasioned by the Japanese-Russian
war the signals this year did not encircle the globe
as ^completely as last year, when„ accurately timed
they reached the Lick observatory in .05 second;
Greenwich
National

observatorj', England, in 1.33 seconds;
of Mexico, in 0.19 second;
in Australia, 3.5 seconds, and

observatory

Sydney observatory,

the Wellington observatory.
seconds.

New

Zealand, in four

'

Jyiniary
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Independent Central Hot-water Heating
Plant.

by 18 duplex Sniilh-Vaili- |.uiiip> of »iK<bl dc
ign and fiiiitli, liuill i« handle Mai
lrn.p<
lure of 250 dexrei ». '1 he plant
I.)

:.

he Citizens' MuliKil IkaliiiK Conip.-iiiy of 'I crii;
1,'iulo, Ind., a company orKuiiizcd aniunK the iesiiiiiiK citizens of 'i'crrc ilaiile to jjuild and operate
L
cjiitral-station heatinK plant, has recMilly started
lie
operation of a hot- water heating plant whicii
li:is many features of interest to the nnuiicipal engineer.
Primarily, it is an independent heating plant.
This in itself is a new venture in this now incrcaiiii><
branch of the piihlic-service field, and to the
lieplical engineer would seem a doubtful venture.
A plant liiiill fur healing alone, operating only seven
months of tlic year, and not having the advantages
III exhaust slcani, as when operated in conjunction
will] an elerlric-light or street-railway plant, would,
williniil ^ll|.|'ln^; 111.
liiinn
-eem to Ik of doubtIV, ,,1-.,
ful iililily,
li
,1
,|i
i,,i„ a straight, coalbiniiiiir |.Mi|,M jiii.ii, ,iii.| iIm
veying of this heat
I

1

I

,

,

lo
I

P-M.I.'nre, .-iimI l,n ni, ,, li.. ll.es.
he eiMidili<;ns in 'leiie ll.uile, such as the large

'

lighting hyMi'in, omiilHlinK oi
unit.
I'hc Ileal of r;
the iiiinips and engine it ki.
tern by mcaiii of a tpeeini .,:.,.
piping is Ml arraiigrd lli.it cllher iiiic ;i four Uiln,
may \k u«cd for llic generation of ttcain for punip>.
etc., while the Ixilancr, or any i»ortion of ii, im, 'used an circulaiing b'jilcr> for the
The Ixiilcr plant at present iiislallrl
capacity to handle 185,000 feet of
vision having been made for the a<l'l>.rK. ,! .imj.
tional boilers as Ihe demand rc(|uires.
Temperature rcgiilaiioii of llie buildings i< «ecured by means of ihennostalic control of valveojieraled by compressed air fiirnlslicd by 3 Wesiingliousc air pump at ilic power house and dislrilv
uted over the system by means of a galvanized air
line laid in the same trench with the liealing mainv
There was, at Ihe starling of o|ieralion, in cxce^.
of to,ooo feet of radiation coniiictcd to the main-,,
giving promise of a very rapid growth.
The scrvic
has been satisfactory in every respect, and the many
.'idvanlages of regulated cciilral-slalion heating are
duly appreciated by the patrons. The complete plant
<

:

eonneclcd

'

I

:ind

house equipment was designed

W. H.

and

built

.«l^

fully

nainr .mpli.-..

l^

wiili.,ii(

ibr.jdi

aij-1

u

held tifaUj

by

Schott of Chicago.

Recent Direct-current Integrating
Wattmeter.
priueiiial features involved in llie recent dein nitcgrating
watlmelers have been
the lines of increasing the driving lorque, and,
incidentally, the retardation, so that the accuracy on
very small loads may be depended upon to a degree
not attainable heretofore. Another important change
recently accomjilished is one of design, whereby the
bearings may be readily inspected and renewal of
spindle points and jewels made with the greatest
1

lie

\el(ipineuts

billing

INSULATION OF HOT-WATER HEATINf. MAINS IN

territory to be covered, character of the buildings
111 be heated and the economical and efficient operalion necessary, made it essentially a hot-water proposition.
To intensify these were the absence of hills
and elevations and tall buildings, the distance of thir
plant from the heating district, and the large number of individual hot-water plants installed. The
system installed is the Schott balanced-column hotwater system, and a brief description of it will be
of interest.
There is at present installed 25,000 feet of doubleI>ipe street mains, varying in size from 12 inches to
'four inches, having a capacity of 250,000 square feet
of radiation. By installing "tie lines" this will give
the plant an ultimate capacity of 400.000 feet of
radiation.
The insulation of the underground mains
is
known as the Schott special insulation. The

ATTMETM.—
position by a wire spring. lis insertion or removal requires but a moment and no trouble is experienced from the stripping or binding of threads.
To prevent successfully the brushes from gelling
out of alignment, ihey are mounted upon a suitable
molded lava support, and, being firmly secured
thereto, their tension upon the commutator is also
maintained constant.
No part in the make-up of a commutator meter
is productive of more trouble than the commutator
itself.
The Duncan Electric Company has made
numerous experiments during the last two years in
an effort to produce an alloy that would not be heir
to all the troubles whicli direct-current motor meters
have possessed since their adoption. The composition of the commutators of these meters prevents
tarnishing and they do not turn black after being
in service for a short time.
To overcome effectually the friction of the bearin

drawing gives

details.
It is built up of two-inch
seasoned hemlock, with one-half-inch spaces, tilled
with a special insulator. The spaces between th-.;

ease, without having to use special tools.
The most recent type of Duncan direct-current wattmeter embodies, to a marked degree, the foregoing
improvements, together with others equally interesting and up to date.
Fig. I shows the direct-current meter with its
cover in position. This cover is removable from
the front, thereby permitting the meter to be in-

possible

stalled quite close to the ceiling.
It also fits closely
into a felt-lined groove and is dust and insect proof.

s
pipe and insulation are filled with soft-wood shavings, thus giving a dead-air-ceil effect.
The pipe
supported every 10 feet by a special roller and
cast-iron roller plate. The top of the insulation is
given a heavy coat of tar and covered with a heavy
asbestos paper saturated with asphaltum. Expansion
is taken care of by a metallic packed expansion joint
of special design, ranging approximately 350 feet
apart, surrounded and protected by a brick manhole
with double covers. Service connections are taken
off the street mains by means of a special fitting.
The power house or central heating plant, shown
in the accompanying illustrations, is of modern brick
and steel construction, thoroughly first class in all
its
details.
It has installed at present four 250horsepow^er Wickes water-tube boilers and two 16 by
is

By way of testing the dustproof qualities of the
meter, the makers installed one of them in a flouring
mill II months ago and upon being inspected three
weeks ago, it was found to be as clean arid free
from dust within as when first installed.
Fig. 2 shows the meter with cover removed, while
Fig. 3 is a side view.
The series field coils are
machine-wound, then thoroughly taped to insure perfect insulation.
The manner in which they are
clamped to and held on their supporting rods is of
striking simplicity. The armature is wound with
10,000 turns of No. 41 magnet wire. Its torque is
from 20 to 25 per cent, higher and does not consume
as much energj- as the older types.
The retarding magnets are put through an artificial
aging process, requiring six months, and by the time
they are put into the meter they are fully guaranteed to be proof against becoming weak, even in
the presence of strong external fields. This quality
accounts for the meter maintaining its accuracy indefinitely, and does not change its characteristic after
being calibrated at the factor)'. The retarding disk
is made from the purest aluminum obtainable and
is accurately
weighed ajid balanced before being
assembled.

and enable the meter to measure accurately
very small loads, the Duncan meter accomplishes the
desired result with simple and reliable means. The
compensating coil employed is rigidly and securely
fixed within tJie front series-field coil and in close
proximity to the armature, and its supplemental
torque effect upon the armature is \'aried by cutting
in our out of circuit a portion or portions of the
turns comprising it. The terminals of the various
ings
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groups of turns or windings of the coil are connected
switch
to corresponding contacts of a "multipoint"
having a small lever or arm, which makes conneccircuit
into
brings
and
contacts
of
the
tion with any
any number of turns desired. To compensate for
switch is
friction, the lever of the "multipoint"
moved so as to cut in turns of the compensating coil.
To compensate for creeping, the lever is moved so
These changes
as to cut turns out from the coil.
require but an instant and are absolutely permanent.
There is no pushing in or out of a loose compensating coil which changes its position every time an
attempt is made to fasten it, neither is there any
change of position to contend with every time the
series-field coils are subjected to abnormal rushes

a continuous current of no amperes for 10 minutes
with a further increase of not more than 20° C. If
at the end of this period the load is again reduced to
the equivalent of 50 amperes, the temperature will
then gradually fall off to its former value of 55°
The time-temperature curve thus
C. above the air.
shows what may be termed the safe overload capacity of the motor.
The frame of the motor is of cast steel, in two
parts.
It is roughly cylindrical in shape, and is

1"

5c oVoi. rs,

of current.

.

They are made of porcelain and
large.
constants and read direct in kilowatt-hours.
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representative of the gradual improvement in design which is the result of constantly accumulating
data and experience. It supersedes the No. 56 motor, retaining those features which have made that
motor successful, and adding many elements of
design which constitute the best and most modern
Fig. i shows the general appearance of
practice.
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Motor for Railway Service.
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I.

MOTOR FOR RAILWAY SERVICE.

to one-fourth mile in length, a two-motor equipment
with a gear ratio of 16 to 71 will produce a schedule
speed of 10 to 13 miles per hour, assuming a pressure of 500 volts and ,1 straight, level track.
In suburban service, .1 four-motor equipment will

operate cars from 40 to 45 feet over all, and weighing from 30,000 to 35.000 pounds without equipment
or load. In this service, with average runs of from
one-fourth to three-fourths mile, the four-motor
equipment will maintain an average speed of approximately 17.5 miles per hour with gear ratios of
19 to 68 under the conditions previously stated.
In interurban service, with an average run of from
three-fourths to i}i miles in length, and with equipment and weight of car as above, schedule speeds
of 23.5 to 28.5 miles per hour may be attained.
The general performance of the motor is shown
by the curves in Fig. 2. The motor has a nominal
capacity of 50 horsepower at 500 volts for one hour.
The curves show the speed, tractive effort, and the
brake horsepower which it will develop with currents of from o to 200 amperes at 500 volts. There
The motor has
is also a time-temperature curve.
a continuous capacity of 50 amperes at 300 volts,
or 46 amperes at 400 volts. Under the usual conditions of railway service, it will carry safely any
loads within the range shown on the curve sheets,
provided that the integrated heating effect does not
exceed the heating effect caused by the continuous
application of the above currents at the corresponding voltage.
In a shop test with SO amperes at 300 volts or
46 amperes at 400 volts, the rise in temperature of
the windings of the motor during an all-day run,
will not exceed 7$° C, as measured by thermometers.
With the motors mounted under a moving car much
better ventilation is obtained than in a shop test,
and thus the temperature rise in service with the
equi\alent of these loads should be considerably
less, and will usually not exceed 55° C.
The time-temperature curve shows the allowable
amount and duration of such loads. The curve is
based upon a rise in temperature of 20° C. in the
interior of the coils under service conditions, after
the motor is already heated to its ordinary running
temperature. Thus, if the motor has been working
for 10 or 12 hours at a load equivalent to 47 amperes
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to

''chattering,"

Bearings for the armature shaft consist of solid
cast-iron shells lined with babbitt metal. The bearings are carried in housings of cast iron which are
of cylindrical form and are held between the halves
of the frame. The housings have finished flanges
on their inner ends, which are clamped between
finished surfaces on the field frames
they are held
from turning by tap bolts in both the upper and
lower frames. The method of lubrication is by means
of oil and waste. The bearing housings contain oil
and waste reservoirs, which extend around one side
and below the armature shaft and allow the saturated
waste to come in contact with the shaft through
large openings in the low-pressure side of the bearings.
Separate oil wells are provided, so that oil
can be added in quantities to the bottom of the waste.
:

A

rectangular suspension bar supported on the
truck frame is bolted to special lugs on the front
corners of the upper field frame. The pinion is cf
forged steel, with machine-cut teeth, and is taperbored to fit the shaft. It is lield in place on a
tapered seat by a special sj-'j-inch nut and lock
washer, and is secured by a steel key. The pinion
is
countersunk to receive the lock washer, so
that the end is flush. The gear is of cast steel,
in
two parts, which are bolted together and
keyed to the axle. The face is five inches wide.
Gear ratios of 16:71 to 30:57 may bi used; 16:71.
19:18, 24:63 and 30:57 are standard.
The gear case
is made of malleable iron in two castings, divided
in a plane passing through the axes of armature

and axle.
Every part of each motor is rigidly tested for
material or workmanship while in process

om.

faulty
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element and allows it to follow the surface of the
commutator very closely, avoiding apy^.sparking due

shaft
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double equipment of these motors is suitable for operating single or double-truck
cars of almost any size ordinarily used, that is, cars
not exceeding 35 to 40 feet over all, and weighing
without equipment or load from 23,000 to 30,000
pounds. In this service, with runs from one-eighth

In

1

/

]
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of the compensating coil is great, and,
with its switch arm set for any given turns or commay
he depended upon for permanency.
pensation, it
The binding posts in the meter are made fireproof
and mark a great improvement. No wood or other
combustible material is employed, but, instead, a
specially prepared insulating fiber that is chemically
treated with tungstate of sodium.
The appearance of the meter is particularly pleasing since its finish is that of a semi-dull hard-rubber
black with the name plate silvered. The dials are

The range

The new Westinghouse No.

January

at 300 volts, and has attained a temperature of 55°
C. above the air, it may then, as shown by the
time-temperature curve, carry loads equivalent to

CURVES OF OPERATION OF RAILWAY MOTOR.

divided in a plane through the axis of the armature
shaft and ,car axle. The two halves of the frame
are hinged together on one side, and are further
held together by four bolts. The edges of the castings are carefully milled, so that a good Joint between them is secured. Four pole pieces are built
up of soft-steel punchings riveted together between
wrought-iron end plates. They project radially inward, at angles of 45 degrees with the horizontal,
and each is fastened to the frame by two bolts
secured by lock washers. These bolts penetrate well
into the stampings, but do not pass entirely through,
thus leaving a smooth, unbroken pole face. The
poles have projecting tips, which serve the double
purpose of giving a proper distribution of the magThe coils
netic field, and retaining the field coils.
are held rigidly in place, and all vibration is prevented by flat steel springs placed between the coils
and the frame. The coils are formed of copper
strap, wound on the flat, the turns and sections being
well insulated from each other by treated asbestos
sheets.
The coils are heavily taped and repeatedly
dipped and dried and impregnated with special insulating compounds, which makes the entire coil

of manufacture. After being assembled, a run under full load is made on cverv motor, as well as
a breakdown test of the insulation, at an alternating
potential of 3,000 volts.
The approximate weights are as follows
Motor,
without gears and gear case, 2,975 pounds; motor,
complete with gears and gear case, 3,335 pounds;
armature, complete, with commutator and shaft,
i,co5 pounds.
Tlie appioximate weight of a twomotor equipment with two controllers and the usual
:

details is 7,870

pounds.

A

of four motors, controllers,
mately 15,940 pounds.

corresponding equipment
etc., will weigh approxi-

Sign Flasher with Double-pole Switches.
After many years of experimenting the Reynolds
Electric Flasher Manufacturing Company of Chicago
has placed on the market an electric sign flasher for
controlling circuits of from 10 to 100 amperes, which
operates satisfactorily. It is made with one, two,
three, four, five, six or more double-pole switches
having a capacity of 15, 35, 50, 75 or 100 amperes
each., Thus from 50 to 500 four-candlepower lamps
may be flashed on and ofif with one switch, and as
many sw'itches can be added as desired.
The switches are controlled by cams, which close

them automatically

in any desired manner, producing any combination or flashing effect. With this
electric signs can be flashed as a whole;

flasher

moisture proof and practically indestructible.
The armature core is made up of soft steel punchings, carefully annealed and tested, built up on a
cast-iron spider.
Air ducts are provided between
the punchings, which connect with ventilating spaces
in the spider; this arrangement provides an excellent circulation of air, resulting in a uniform temperature, which is the best condition for the radiation of heat. The armature is wound with machineformed coils, carefully insulated and embedded in
the slots. They are held in place by fish-paper

wedges, forced in between V-shaped grooves near
Canthe top of each slot, and also hy band wires.
vas caps are fitted over the front and rear ends of
coils, so that the entire winding is protected
from any dust or dirt from the street or other
sources.
On the pinion end of the armature spider
is a bell-shaped flange, upon which the windings

the

rest.

The commutator is of the straight-bar type, withThe wearing surface is lo^i inches in

out neck.

diameter by 4 11-16 inches long, and the wearing
depth is about seven-eighths inch. There are 135
bars of hard-drawn copper, insulated with specially
prepared soft mica, and built up and clamped on
a cast-steel bushing. The commutator bushing is
then forced on the armature spider, and securely
keyed to it. This arrangement prevents any vibration between commutator and armature core, which
so often causes broken leads and short-circuits; it
also allows the shaft to be removed if necessary
without disturbing the connections or relative position of armature core and commutator.
Sliding-t^t^pe brush holders are used with shunts.
Two cast-brass arms, well insulated with treated
fullerboard, are fastened by insulated bolts to the
upper frame. The arms are arranged for radial adjustment to allow for wear of the commutator.
Each arm carries two spiral phosphor-bronze brush
springs, each of which bears upon a brush, the
two brushes being placed side by 'side in the slot,
each extending half way across the commutator.
This arrangement reduces the inertia of each moving

SIGN FLASHER WITH

may

POLE SWITCH.

be flashed alternateb', each
side as a whole
in signs containing a number of
words or lines each \vord or line can be flashed separately, then all at once.
The construction avoids a multiplicity of circuits
running through the flasher, as the division of circuits can be made at a cut-out box- located in the
The switch
circuit between the sign and flasher.
jaws are provided with lubricators in the shape of
grease cups or pockets, as seen in the accompanying
illustration, which holds sufficient grease to keep
the sHding contacts clean and* w^ell lubricated for
weeks without refilling. The switch blades drop
from the jaws by gravity action as soon as they are
released by the cams, thus insuring an instantaneous
break and avoiding undue arcing.
The Reco flashers, as they are called, are easily
connected to signs. They require but one lead from
each side of the sign and one return wire, or one
positive and one negative from "each word or line,
besides two or three mains from the service, according to the system. In other words, the flashers
are simply cut in between the sign and the service
and can be quickly installed to signs that are already up.
double-face signs

;
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Portable Wattmeter Calibrator.
Modern methods of conducting the bu«inc»s of a
central station selling electrical energy through integrating wattmeters include periodic calibrations of
customers' meters with an assuredly accurate standard.
This is as much in justice to the customer as
it is to the company, as is rccogni/.ed fully hy progressive central-station managers. Calibration is not
a complete test, hut simply a comparison of some
characteristic by which the relative accuracy of two
N]iiiDriI'lietiTs ran he dfHrriiimrd.
Tile simplest

wo

The dial* register rcv.^m
lions instead of kilowatts. This is a much simpler
device than the ringing calibrator, but i> much nv^rc
restricted in its adaptability.
I

dials instead of five.

I'or

carrying

purposes

a

handle

it

aiuchcd

lo

the meter frame.
Two adjusting screws art pro
vided on the bottom of the frame for leveling it for
use, the third supiwrl being on the bottom of the
case. The jewel-bearing screw is extra long and
projects through the case at the Ixjllom w* that the
shaft can be raised or lowered without removing the
rase, which can he sealed and the adjustment of
the standard protected from outside disturbances.
The calibrator terminals can !«: reached by removing the terminal cap.
Line connections arc
made the same as with the ringing calibrator, and
arc shown in Kig. 4. the current leads going into
the large binding posts and the voltage leads into
the small posts.
In use the calibrator is levele<l f>y
a small level placed on a milled surface on the lop

:

C.ilibr,ilor.

I-'ie.

Horizontal C«nt«r-crank CencratlnR
Set.
In resfionte (o the gro«ing den,
ifn'ra'ing '.n ui 1 rtavmil.It

!ri--

Uotum,

.(

••d

the

M:,

bcrrwtrh.

l^'-

rccipr'

counter
of conMriw
si'lid

A

in

ti'.r.

1,

ih:.i

'i

one piece and %i\rr
arrangement of li

siKcial
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ABLE WATTMETER CALIBRATOE.

method of

calibraliou is a comparison of speeds
under the same conditions of operation.
The Fort Wayne Electric Works of Fort Wayne,
Ind., have developed a portable wattmeter calibrator
for calibrating mctcr.s without removing them from
service.
These calibrators are made in two forms,
one known as the ringing calibrator (Fig. i) and

the other as the registering calibrator (Fig. 2).
]n the ringing calibrator a standard wattmeter
of proper capacity, voltage and frequency, but without registering mechanism, is mounted on the inside
of a wooden carrying case. The case is provided
with leveling screws and a small spirit level set into
the base. In the case, besides the meter, is a doublepole, double-throw switch, by means of which the
series coils of the standard can be connected either
in. multiple or in series for double or normal rated
current.
For normal calibration of five-ampere meters with
switch down the coils are in series; for double this
current, or lO-ampere meters, the switch is thrown
This prepares the calibrator for use with five
up.

nf the base. The shaft is then lowered to the jewel.
.'\fter the connections are made and the proper direction of rotation verified through the dial window
the calibrator is ready for operation.
The dials of the calibrator will register no revolutions, which is equivalent to nearly three minutes
running at full load. Therefore, if the revolutions
of the meter to be tested are counted and compared
with the difference in calibrator readings before and
after counting an exact comparison of speeds is
obtained. This can be done very handily by one
man. For first approximation one-half minute counting is sufficient, but for final accurate adjustment the
duration of comparison should be increased to 2V2
minutes.

regulation within one to lyi per cent, from full
load to no load, and by a modification of the Marvalve gear an adjustment of the cut-off from
zero to 70 per cent, is attained. The main body of
the engine is enclosed on both sides by removable
plates, as may be seen from the picture, and the
crank webs are enclosed by a cast-iron hood having
two holes with removable covers, one for the purpose of cleaning the crank-pin box while it is in
motion and the other for removing the box without taking off the large hood.
There are two oiling systems for this type of
engine, the gravity or tank system, and that by
forced pump lubrication.
The generator is of the eight-pole type, and is
capable of carrying momentary overloads of 50 per
cent, without any shifting of brushes or flashing
itf the commutator and an overload of 25 per cent.
for a period of two hours without undue heating.
.'\fler a continuous run of 10 hours at full load, the
increase in temperature above that of the surrounding air does not exceed 40° C. upon the armature
and lield coils, and 45° C. upon the commutator.
The average temperature rise is about 33 to 35° C.
Before being shipped, the generator is given a breakdown test of 1.500 volts, alternating, for 60 seconds
between the conductors and the frame of the machine to test the insulation.
The magnet frame is of the best grade of cast
iron, split horizontally.
The pole pieces are of
wrought iron, with cast-iron shoes or horns, an:l
a

shall

Receptacle for Temporary Decorative
Wiring.
is a new

Illustrated herewith
for

receptacle intended

temporary decorative wiring that has just been

and lO-ampere meters by direct comparison without
a speed constant, the change in connections making
no change in total ampere turns or speed.

The scope of the calibrator is further magnified by
using a speed constant of two for calibrating 15, 20
and 25-ampere meters. To calibrate 15, 20 or 25ampere meters the series coils of the calibrator are
connected in multiple by throwing the switch up, in
which case the calibrator will run twice as fast as
these meters when it is in calibration. The calibrator will be accurate under these conditions up to
15 amperes' load.
For comparing the speeds of the two meters a
bell circuit is connected with the standard through
a two-segment commutator on its armature shaft in
place of the registering train. At everj' revolution
of the standard armature the bell circuit is closed
through a dry-cell battery mounted on the left side
of the case, thus ringing the bell. This bell circuit
may be permanently opened when not in use by a
two-point switch to prevent leakage of battery current should the armature come to rest with the com-

5

^,«iife
r

-'

mutator closed.
In calibrating a wattmeter the calibrator should
be carefully leveled. The various binding posts are

marked "volts" and "amperes" for the pressure and current leads respectively. These connecshown in Fig. 3. With a heavy load the
meter should be adjusted in step with the standard
by means of its permanent magnet so the spot on
the meter cup will always come to a certain point
every time the standard bell rings for five or lo-ampere meters or every other time for 15, 20 or 25ampere meters. If the meter is slow, the magnet
should be lowered if fast, it should be raised. For
light load or one lamp the adjustment is made with
plainly

tions are

:

starting coil arm.
The registering calibrator has the regular registering train replaced by a double-reduction train and

the

RECEPTACLE FOR TEMPORARY DECORATIVE WIRING.
placed on the market by Pass & Seymour of Solvav,
N. Y.
This is a simple receptacle, and it is not necessary
to take the device apart to wire it up, or to remove
or in any way affect the insulation of the wire.
By inspecting the illustration it will be noticed that
an unusually simple method of wiring is made possible.
The device is designed for an Edison base
only, and is to be used on standard stranded wire.
The receptacle is carried in stock by Pass & Seymour, at all of their branches, and in addition to
^

'

HORIZONTAL CENTER-CRANK GENERATING SET.
are secured to the magnet frame by through bolls.
Any of the pole pieces may thus be removed to
repair the field coils. The latter are wound up in
two sections, with an air space between the shunt
and series coils. The shunt winding is of double
cotton-covered magnet wire of highest conducti\-ity.
thoroughly insulated and so treated as to be practically waterproof.
The series winding is of solid
copper bars, insulated in the same manner as the

shunt

coil.

The armature

is

of the ironclad, form-wound, ven-
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drum

having a core built up of charcoaliron plates, which plates, after being thoroughly
japanned, are mounted upon a cast-iron spider and
securely held in position by end flanges. No bolts
pass through the armature laminations. The armature spider has an extension, upon which is mounted
the commutator, making the armature and commutator one unit.
Armature conductors are solid copper bars, withtilated,

type,

out joints except at the commutator end. When
these bars are formed they are insulated by material
not perceptibly affected by heat or ordinary atmospheric moisture.
In the construction of the commutator only dropforged or drawn segments are used, these being secured in a cast-iron shell of spider construction
and clamped in place with a steel ring. No cast
segments of any nature whatever are used. The
segments are insulated with the best quality of carefully selected mica of a degree of hardness to allow
the mica and segment to wear uniformly, obviating
trouble from high mica. The end insulation consists of micanite rings, and the whole commutator
is assembled while hot, under great pressure.
Carbon brushes only are used, the commutator
being so proportioned and the brushes of such size
as to allow at least one square inch of brush area
These brushes are
to every 30 amperes carried.
carried in holders of the most approved construction,
each mounted upon a self-contained brush rigging,
so arranged that the entire set of brushes may be
rotated completely around the commutator.
Hand wheels are furnished for adjusting the
brushes in position, these hand vvheels being so located that the brushes may be adjusted from either
side of the generator.

Compound

Starting and Regulating
Rheostat.

The type of controller here illustrated is intended
for the operation of machine tools or similar apparatus, in which the operator is within reach of the

January

located just below the armature contacts. When
the two levers have been moved to the position in
which all resistance is cut out of the armature circuit, a keeper on the starter lever is attracted by
the retaining magnet, and the starter lever is held
in this position.
At this time also the auxiliary contact above referred to has left the curved sector,
thus removing the short-circuit from the field resistance.
The field lever is now free for movement
over the field-rheostat buttons at the will of the
operator, and may be left at any desired point, thus
regulating the speed of the motor as desired.
If
the retaining magnet is de-energized either by failure of voltage or by operation of overload-release
devices, the starter lever is released and returns to
the starting position, carrying with it the field-rheo-

REGULATING

stat lever.

These rheostats are m.anufacturcd by the CutlerManufacturing Company of Milwaukee.

Hammer

American Association for the Advancement of Science.

;

More than i.ooo scientists from all over the
country were in Philadelphia last week attending
the fifty-fourth annual meeting of the American
Association for the Advancement of Science and the
meeting of the American Physical Society. During
the entire "convocation week," from December 26,
1904, to January 2, 1905, the various meetings were
in progress.
On the first day the business session
of the association was held at the Hotel Walton, at
which the best means for increasing the association's
membership in the various colleges and universities
was discussed.
After the meeting luncheon was
served by Provost Harrison and the trustees of
the University of Pennsylvania, at which place the
subsequent meetings were held. On taking up the
programme the convention resolved itself into 34 separate meetings or, sections, each being of one of the
societies which comprise the association or those
affiliated with it.
At these meetings many papers on
a broad list of scientific subjects were read.
The general convention was held in College Hall
Chapel and was opened by the retiring president,
Mr. Carroll D. Wright, who introduced the newly
elected president. Prof. William G. Farlow of Harvard University. Provost Harrison made the address
of welcome on behalf of the local committee, of
which he is chairman, calling attention to the former
meetings of the association in Philadelphia and the
names of famous scientists, now dead, who made
Philadelphia their home.
short address was made
by Professor Farlow, in which he thanked the members for the honor conferred upon him.
In the
evening at the gymnasium Mr. Wright made his
lie
farewell address on ''Science and Economics."
called attention to the great change in the attitude
of religion toward science, the latter being no longer
a menace to the former, as it was considered some
years ago.
He took up the relation which science
bears to everyday life, calling attention to the great
progress made by modern people through its infiuence and calling attention to the constant effort of
science to overcome natural laws as well as apply
them.
The newly elected heads of the various councils
Prof. Alexander
composing the association are:
Ziwet, University of Michigan Prof. W. F. Magie,
Princeton; Prof. L. P. Kinnicuit, Worcester Polytechnic Institute; Prof. D. A. Jacobus, Stevens Institute; Prof. Eugene A- Smith, University of Alabama Prof. C. Hart Merriam, United States Department of Agriculture; Prof. B. L. Robinson, Harvard; Dr. Walter Hough, United States National
M'useum Prof. Martin A. Knapp, tlnited States InProf. H. P. Bowterstate Commerce Commission

;

from Radium," H.

Square,

OFF

POSITION OF STARTING AND REGULATING RHEOSTAT.

mounted on the same hub post as the starter lever
and co-operating therewith.
In operation, the motor is started and brought
to speed by moving the handle to the right, this
handle being attached to the field regulator lever,
which is mechanically connected to the starter lever
so as to move them as one piece in starting the
motor. During this operation of starting the field
resistance is short-circuited by an auxiliary contact
mounted on the starter lever and a curved sector

city,

to

Scol-

Maverick

It cost, approximateb"", $3,300,000.

Work began on May 5, 1900. The length from
Maverick Square to ScoUay Square is 1.4 miles. The
width under the harbor is 23 feet; in the upper
part of State Street and in Court Street it is 23.67
feet.
The height, from the top of the rail to the
roof in the upper part of State and Court Streets.
is 14.17 feet; in the lower part of State Street and
under the harbor it is 17.3 feet. The depth at the
lowest point is 82.3 feet below mean low water, in

;

;

;

heart of the

in

as chief engineer.

Harvard.

:

the

East Boston, the route from ScoUay
Square to the water front being under State Street,
was formally opened on December 29th, by Gov.
John L. Bates and a group of distinguished guests.
Regular service by the Boston Elevated railway
system, lessee of the tunnel, was inaugurated on
Friday. The principal station in Boston has been
constructed at the head of State Street, beneath the
old historic State House.
East Boston is located on an island, and has been
reached hitherto by ferry. The event, therefore, is
regarded as an occasion for great jubilation by the
residents there. At a banquet in East Boston, following the opening, many prominent men were present.
Among others who spoke were George G.
Crocker, chairman of the Rapid Transit Commission, and William A. Bancroft, president of the
Boston Elevated Railway Company.
The East Boston tunnel was constructed by the
Boston Transit Commission, with Howard A. Carson

The

proximately standard construction, and a series of
field buttons controlled by a field-resistance lever

Dawes.

The new tunnel under Boston Harbor, from
lay Square, in

;

association covers every branch of science
and at the meeting matters of the latest developments in all branches were discussed. In the case
of the members of the Mechanical Science and Engineering Section the programme was varied with a
series of visits to the principal mechanical plants in
the city. Tlie high-pressure fire-service station, the
Philadelphia Electric Company's new power plant,
the League Island N'avy Yard, the Belmont filtration
plant and the Rapid Transit Company's subway
were all inspected. In the evening the new features
of some of these plants were explained in lectures
delivered by Chief Hill of the bureau of filtration,
Chief Engineer Twining of the Rapid Transit Company, and Chief Webster of the bureau of surveys.
Chung Hui Wang, a Chinese student at the Yale
Law School, made an address before the Society of
Social and Economic Science on the "Present Status
He said that he confiof Railroading in China."
dently beHeved that the present method of railroading in China constituted one of, the prime factors in
the shaping of the future destmy of the country.
Among the papers read were the following of
"Experimental
especial interest to electrical men
Study of the Use of Weston Instruments, for Bnllistic Magnetic Testing," A. F. Ganz, Stevens Institute of Technology; "Explanation and Demonstration of the Poulsen Telegraphone." Z. B. Bab"Electric Double Refraction
bitt, New York city
in Liquids Under Low Electric Stresses, and also
at the Boiling Point," D. B. Brace, G. W. Elnien
and L. B. Morse, University of Nebraska; "The
Electromagnetic Theory and the Velocity of Light,"
Henry T. Eddy, University of Minnesota; "A Ten-

F.

Street-railway Tunnel under Boston
Harbor.

;

ditch,

1905

Tlieory of Thermo-electric Action," address
by Edwin H. Hall of Harvard Unive^^^ity, retiring
vice-president of Section B; "The Distribution of
Energy in the Visible Spectrum." Edward L. Nichols,
Cornell University; "Objective Method for
Showing Distribution of Nuclei Produced by XRays or Other Radiation," C. Barus, Brown University; "Experiments on Resonance in Wirelesstelegraph Circuits," G. W. Pierce, Harvard University; "The Ratio of Electrical to Gravitational
Forces," Bergen Davis, Columbia University: ''A
Measurement of the Thomson Thermo-electric Effect
in Iron," Edwin H. Hall. Harvard University: "A
Contribution to the Theory of Thermo-electromotive
Force," C. B. Thwing, Syracuse University; "Ne\/
Phenomena of Fluorescence," Harry W. Morse,
Harvard University; "The Tuning of Thermo-electric Receivers for Electric Waves," A. D. Cole, Ohio
State University; "The Capacity and Resistance of
Aluminum Anode Films," C. McC. Gordon, Central
University; "The Chemical Combination of
Oxygen and Hydrogen Under the Action of Radium Rays," Bergen Davis and C. W. Edwards, Columbia University
"Use of Sensitive Quadrant
Electrometers," J. C. McLennan, University of Toronto
"Decay of the Excited Radioactivity fro.n
Natural Causes," Miss L. B. Johnson: "Secondary
Radiation Excited in M'etals by the Gamma Rays

A

controlling handle, the speed regulation being effected
entirely by means of shunt-fiield control.
The objects, sought in design were the provision of a large
number of field-regulating points, the elimination of
possibility of the motor starting on weakened field,
the operation of the device with a single lever in
a simple and natural manner and the returning of
all parts to the starting position automatically under
conditions necessitating this action.
The apparatus consists of a motor starter of ap-

7,

tative

.

the middle of the harbor; the top of the rail at that
point is yy.z f^et below mean low water. No great
obstacles were encountered anywhere. There were
no large rocks requiring blasting inside the tunnel,
and only one or two small pockets of quicksand.
For the most part the material pierced by this tunnel is blue clay, which was easy to work in and
safe for the workmen.
The number of passengers who traveled between
Boston and East Boston last year by means of the
North and South ferries is 12,846,367, and this gives
an idea of what will be required of the tunnel service.
It will cost one cent, in addition to the regular fivecent fare, to pass through the whole or a part of
the tunnel, this toll to be collected at toll offices on
the Boston side.
Light may be obtained from four dift'erent sources,
but at present light comes from one of the Boston
Elevated power houses. If that fails it may be
taken from another power house, or from the trolley
wires, and if all fail the Edison -wires will be tapped
by automatic action. All through the tunnel there
are three lines of lights one along the middle of
the roof and one line on each side. Little shades
cover the lights from the side on which the cars
come. From one end to the other the tunnel is
white, with tilings 'of a high gloss al the stations.

—

Northwestern Electrical Association.
The thirteenth annual convention of the Northwestern Electrical Association will be held in the
Hotel Pfister, Milwaukee, on January iSth and 19th.
Reports and papers of special interest to centralstation and street-railway men will be read and
discussed.
An attractive entertainment programme
is being arranged and a pleasant and profitable time
anticipated.
President T. F. Grover of Fond du
Wis., and Secretary Thomas R. M'ercein of
Milwaukee are putting forth much effort to make

is

Lac,

the convention a success.

The City Council of Abilene, Texas, has granted
a franchise to Fred Cockrell of Dallas and associates to build an electric street-railway system there.

;
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Telephone News from the NorthweBt.

Ohio
I

Ilngiljoom
IiIjkhi:
I

he

rjfliccs

Mcf-anc

Hi

liavc

installed a

new

Itlc-

bysU-rn at Krjckhani, S. U.
Iowa 'Iclcplionc Company's cxcliangc and
at Fort IJoilgc, Iowa, have been totally

dcslroycd by

fire.

The Commercial Telephone Company

of Belgrade,
Minn., has filed articles of incorporation, with a
capitalization of $50,000. 'I'. J. Anderson heads the
list of stockholders.
The Sherman Mouse of Applcton, Wis., will install a telephone .system of 125 connections, rcacliing

every room.
The City Council of Superior, Wis., has accepted
a proposition from the Hell company to furnish 14
connections to the city oflices free. 'ITie Independent
company there has enjoyed a monopoly of the city
connections.

The

Telephone Kxchangc Company'.s statement for the year ended November 301I1
shows earnings of .11984,834, on which a three per

Korthwestcm

cent, tax goes to the state.

K.
the?

was

II.

manager of the St. I'aul oflice of
'Jelcphone Exchange Company.
handsome gold watch and fob by

Wotjlfnlk,

Norlliwe-iirn
prescnicil

a

employes.
J. J. Cook, manager of the Sioux Falls, S. D.,
exchange of the Northwestern Telephone Exchange
Company, was presented a handsome Elk charm from
the employes of the exclianpc.
The new telephone line between Dccring and
iMcihall, N. D., is completed and in working order.
'I'lic
West Hotel in Minneapolis is to have an
exchange, installed by the Northwestern Telephone
Exchange Company, giving connection with every
room.
The local exchange at Clearwater, Minn., has arranged for long-distanCc connections with the Northwestern Telephone Exchange Company.
The Great Western Telephone Company of Milnor, N. D., has replaced its switchboard, which was
recently destroyed by fire.
The Lismore Mutual Telephone Company has been
granted a franchise by the council of Lismore,
the

(illice

M'inn.

The Newburg and Grinnell (Iowa) Telephone
Company has been reorganized. J. L. Burroughs
was elected president and Thoinas Mason secretary.
The Manitowoc (Wis.) National Bank will erect
a new exchange building for the Wisconsin Telephone Company.
The Central Telephone Company of Broken Bow,
Neb., has increased its capitalization from $35,000
to $100,000.

The recent storm which swept over the Northwest has greatly handicapped the telephone and telegraph companies. Lines are down everywhere and
R.
the loss will be large.

Indiana Telephone Items.
The granting

.

of a franchise to the Central

J.

li.

Nclton Grini»l)y,

counties.

II.

N.

liccch

C.r.,..-

0,m,|.

T.-!.|,I.'„,.-

,io-

Telephone Company and John M. Griest, principal
owner of the plant, asking for $2,000 damages for
an alleged breach of contract.
The Whitley County Telephone Company has entered into a contract with the Wilmot Mutual Telephone Company, with exchanges and 300 subscribers at Wilmot. North Webster and Cromwell, whereby the subscribers of both companies will have the
right to free service with the exchanges at ^^tna and
vice versa.
The Wilmot subscribers will have free
communication with the exchanges of Columbia
City and Larwell.
The companies agree to build
trunk lines to accommodate the new service. The
Whitley company has also closed a free-communication contract with the company operating at South
Whitley, Luther and Beppus.
The commissioners of Marion County have contracted with the New Telephone Company for telephone service during 1905 at a cost of $1,250.
The Farmers' Co-operative Telephone Association
of Dearborn County has filed articles of incorporation.
The capital stock is $1,000. The company's
declared purpose is to establish and operate telephone exchanges and lines in Dearborn, Ripley and

fit'

I

I

an exchange

in

of

Wavoir.

t.

creek Towmihip ,i^
cock County. GeurKc

,

,

W.

president.

;.

,

,

u

Ciiidcri of OaJcinntJuii
S.

I lie

Telephone Notes from Texas.

Ut;.
'

I

ulsa,
'ITie

I.

ImJejici,

.

^.^

,,...,

,

Kan., ha< been liKofpofiitol with

opitai Mock o(

$150,000.

Preliminary

•ilcps

have been taken' to merge

all

of the private telephone linen in a larijc acciion of
West Texas into one system and to operate it under
the direction of a corporation to be organized for
that purpose.
The exchange will Ik Iwatcd ai Alpine from where a number of the>c private lines
radiate.
There arc several hundred miles of poles
and wire exclusive of many miles of wire fence
which is used by some of the lines.
'i'lic Head
Telephone Company has been organized
for the purpose of establishing a telephone system
at Grandview, Texas.
I he
company hat a capital
stock of $20,000.
T. E. I'iltman is one of the in.

corporators.

The Gulf

and Interstate railroad, which runs
Beaumont, Texas, to Port Bolivar, situated

from

opposite Galveston, uses the telephone in its operation.
The distance is 80 miles, and there is quite a
heavy traflic over the road. The road has no telegraph service whatever, and the movement of
trains is handled entirely by means of the telephone.
It is said to be the longest road in the
United
States to be operated exclusively by telephone.

H.

Bell

The

Telephone Output.

on

•

and Telegraph Company for November
and It months of the year 1904 make the following
comparative exhibit
'i'clcphonc

Noveinbor—

igo4.

1903.

103,922
39.034

06,963
32,207

91,487
36,838

8S,497
27.510

63,988

64,666

56,649

60,987

1.004,291
465,631

1,020.941
441,013

994.422
420,682

867.323
352,173

Nut output
628.660
Outstandini; Nov. 30... 4.408.177

570.928
3,730.248

573.740

315.150

3.OW.346

2.467..(66

Gross output
Koturnod

i

—

1002.

I'/JI.

The Statement

for the ii months ended November 30, 1904, is the best ever issued for a similar
period. The Bell system has grown from 583,506
instruments outstanding in 1894 to 4,408,177 on November 30, 1904. The increase in the net earning
capacity of the stock of the company, owing to the
growth of the system the last year, is said to be ove.one per cent, on the stock outstanding.

for

New

England.
Lewis A. Goudy of Portland, Me., general manager of the Northeastern Telephone Company, is
said to have acquired the charter of the Granite
State Telephone Company,
issued
by the New
Hampshire Legislature, 10 years ago, but never
operated.
He has just made contracts, it is said,
for an installation of the automatic telephone service in New Hampshire, to begin in the early spring
in the capital city of Concord, and to be extended
to Manchester and Nashua, thence across the New

Hampshire border toward Lowell. Mr. Goudy will
be assisted in this enterprise by R. W. D. McKay,
an experienced telephone promoter, formerly of the
West, now of Manchester. Local capital is to be
utilized in the several New Hampshire cities.
It
is the intention of the projectors to eventually connect with the Northeastern Telephone Company's
trunk lines in Maine, and extend through central
Massachusetts to connect with New York and the
West.

EXTENSIONS AND IMPROVEMENTS,
A new

telephone line has just been inaugurated
between the towns of Tlazazalco and Pureparo, state
of Michoacan, Mexico,

A telephone line has been built and placed in
operation between San Luis Potosi and the town
of Villa de Arriaga, Mexico.
The Rocky Mountain

1

-

i:.

•-

' '---nilem TeU^)hor'

'

rting in Lincr.

J.i^

Thr

rjijvc TclcTihcinc i^ir.

:

hit been incorporalnl

frany

with

:

-I

W. li I-.
A. W. .McA.
(Mo.)

The

Iclcph

Peojile^

i.i

Mo., has just been

ii

W. H.

The annual convention '.:
telephone companies, as pr'
be held in Xniwaukcc on J
The Colorado Telephone

'

stock from $5,00^'
add to its g'
Denver next spring.

its capital

company

will

Construction will S4x>n he commcn<:ed bjr the HomiTclephonc Company of Canton, III., on telephone
lines to connect with Galcsburg, Peoria, Havana and
other places in adjoining counties.

telephone instrument figures of the .\merican

Net oulDUl
Since January
Gross output
Keturuod

'Ihe V-i
ciaii'/i.

of $40,000.

More Automatic Telephones

with equally liberal provisions to the Lebanon Telephone Company at its last meeting. The new franchise contains no restrictions as to rates and is
for 20 years.
The old franchise, which w^ould not
liave expired for four years, was canceled.
The Laporte Independent Telephone Company is
completing a line to Chicago with the idea of ultimate connection with the automatic system in Chicago.
There is also a line being constructed from
Kendallville-to Goshen to connect with the Toledo
line at Kendallville.
Such a plan completed there
will be a direct connection between Chicago, Toledo, Qeveland, Pittsburg and other eastern points.
The New Long-distance Telephone Company made
its patrons a unique Christmas gift in the shape of
Many Christmas greeta free talk over its lines.
ings were exchanged over the wires.
The telephone trouble in Hendricks County continues.
George D. Foote, an expert telephone electrician, formerly of New Haven, Conn., has filed a
suit in the Circuit Court again.st the Consolidated

h.^--

articles of ineori.
The capital •,!<,<

Union

Telephone Company by the Lebanon City Council
aroused opposition to the extent that the council,
in order to even up matters, granted a new franchise

GENERAL TELEPHONE NEWS.

anj

Cliritty

CIcnncrt are the incori>orator<,

'llic

Telephone Company's
exchange in Ogden, Utah, is to be enlarged and
a new switchboard will be installed at a cost of

The work of a citizens' committee recently appointed for the puri>ose has resulted in a general
reduction of the rales of the Rocky Mountain Be'I
Telephone Company at Salt Lake City, Utah.

A

representative of the Empire d:
Cal., has pi
Council of Portland, Ore., for a frar
an automatic telephone system, and
bonus of $37,000 for the franchise.

pany of Los Angeles,

•

.,.,.

.,.,....

<'i

Citizens of Kilbourn, Wis., and neighboring farmers have former a farmers' mutual telephone company, with a capital stock of $5,000. 1he farmers'
line is now into Kilbourn and has about 40 business
telephones in sight already. This will give Kilbourn
two telephone systems, the Kilbourn Telephone Company already operating a system in the city.

The Pleasant Hill Telephone Company has been
incorporated at Pleasant Hill, Ore., for the purpose of constructing a telephone line to connect
with the Pacific States line at Springfield and have
The officers of
free connection with Eugene, Ore.
the company are: W. L. Wheeler, president; William Ellis, vice-president; H. H. Ruth, secretary;
L. E. Parker, treasurer.
The Board of Trade of Vernon, B. C, has under
consideration a proposal from George Williamson
to put in a long-distance telephone system connecting Enderby, Armstrong, Vernon and Kelowna.
The cost would be about $20,000 or $30,000, and
Mr. Williamson will undertake the project as a
personal venture if he can secure the support from
the requisite number of people in the valley.

A

New York telephone company expedites the
laying of its cables in street conduits by using a
large electric truck which not only transports the
spools, but hauls the cables through the conduits
from one manhole to another,
.^n iron pulley
projects from the frame of the vehicle at the front,
over which runs the cable or the rope attached to
it.
to give a vertical pull, the cable then passing
through an aperture in the front of the body to
the windlass.
Two uprights extending down into
the manhole are for the purpose of relieving the
strain on the pulley support and upon the springs
one-horsepower motor
and axle of the vehicle.
is geared to the windlass which performs the work
of several men.

A

MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS.
The Vought-Berger Company of La Crosse. Wis
maker of telephones and switchboards, is giving
away a handy little souvenir in the form of a cel-

Bell

luloid folding pocket rule measuring both in inches
and in the metric system and bearing the 1905
calendar on the reverse side.

Superintendent Miller of the Rocky Mountain Beil

Company of Cleveland. Ohio, and are devoted 10
"Divided Circuit Two and Four-party Selective Magneto Telephones" and "Cut-in Stations." The fourparty selective telephones are equipped with biase.i
ringers, while the two-party telephones have the
ordinary alternating ringers. The cut-in station apparatus is used to separate rural or toll lines into
sections so that sections may be used independently
of each other. At such dividing points it is necessan.' to use in addition to the telephone a switch

$3S,ooo.

Telephone Company at Helena, Mont., states that
work is to be commenced immediately on the construction of a rural system to extend all through
the

Bitter

Root

The telephone

'Valley.

line between Vancouver, B. C. and
t^ancouver Island, has been opened for
business.
The length of the system is 100 miles of
land line and 14 miles of cable. The toll will be
50 cents for one minute's conversation and 10 cents
for every additional 15 seconds.
The British Columbia Telephone Company built the line.
\^ictoria.

Two new

and
are

ringer.

known

bulletins

come from

the North Electric

These are mounted in a neat
as the cut-in station.

box and
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Preservation of Telephone and

January

CORRESPONDENCE.

Tele-

graph Poles.
two years the bureau of forestry has
been co-operating with the American Telephone
and Telegraph Company and recently with the
Postal Telegraph-cable Company also, in an ex-

For the

perimental study to increase the durability of teleThe interest in this
graph and telephone poles.
matter taken by these corporations promises an
important forest economy through the possibility
of using much smaller trees than are now used for
This means a new market for these smaller
poles.
trees, liberating the larger ones for other uses.
The length of service of a telegraph or telephone
pole is determined in a section of the pole not more
than a foot or a foot and a half long. In a standing pole this section extends about six or eight
inches above and below the top of the ground.
This is the universal point of attack upon the life
of the poles. Decay sets in at the ground line and
reaches both up and down the pole, but only so far
as the conditions exist which promote the growth

A

few inches below the
ground there is lack of the necessary oxygen and
heat, while at the same distance above ground the
The exact time at which
requisite moisture fails.
decay begins its work depends upon the climate,
the character of the soil and similar conditions- In
of wood-destroying fungi.

a hot. moist climate it ordinarily sets in with great
rapidity.
But at best, in a very few years after the

The decay
is set, the struggle has commenced.
soon girdles the pole and gradually eats into it
deeper and deeper, until it is so weakened that it
breaks under the weight of its equipment.
The experiments already made by the bureau
show conclusively that poles can be subjected to a
which insures materially
treatment
preservative
This treatment consists in imlengthened service.
pregnating the wood with antiseptics which prevent
pole

The
growth of the fungi that cause decay.
treatment of telephone and telegraph poles, when
attempted at all in this country, generally has been
applied to the whole pole, requiring the use of airThe poles
tight cylinders lOO feet long or more.
are" subjected to live steam for some time, when
Creosote is then run in and
a vacuum is created.
pressure is applied to force it into the wood. Manithe

Yet for telea laborious process.
phone and telegraph poles only about one foot of
the entire length needs to be made immune from
If this foot at the fatal ground line can
fungus.
be preserved from decay, the rest of the pole can
Experiments will now be
take care of itself.
made in treating the butts of 'the poles for a distance of eight feet, thus carrying the antiseptics
just beyond the zone of decay attack.
The creosote
method will be used and dead oil of coal tar forced
through the butt of the poles.
Antiseptics prevent, for the time of their effectiveness, the starting of the decay, and thus permit
at the outset the selection of an eight-inch diameter rather than a 12-inch.
The four inches saved
represent a great difference in the size and age of
Both the companies and the
trees used for poles.
owners of the forests will be gainers by the economy, with its shortening of the length of time
necessary to grow a pole.
Another feature of the co-operative work will be
treatment of the cross-arms. The companies have
been treating them, but they report too much absorption in some cases and not enough in others.
The
bureau will more carefully grade the different kinds
of wood, and treat each class separately.
In this
it
is
expected to secure a more equal absorption
and more satisfactory results. These are the main
points covered by the contracts, though in addition the bureau will furnish information on the
supply of pole timber and such general advice as
may be suggested by the co-operative work.
festly

this

New

last

is

York.

—

New York

The proposal to
Cit}', December 31.
a municipal-lighting plant was advanced a
step yesterday when the Board of Estimate after
hearing legal opinions appointed a commission to
prepare general plans and specifications. The commissioners will be Nelson P. Lewis, chief engineer
of the board
Prof. George G. Sever of Columbia
University and Cary T. Hutchinson, consulting electrical engineer.
The utilization of the city's waste
for boiler purposes will be considered. Much opposition to the proposals is being organized.
It is interesting to note that today's New York Tribune
contains the substance of the report on lighting
which appeared in abstract in the Western Elechave

;

on December 24lh.
Lighting Commissioner Oakley,

trician

nally

responsible

for

the

report

although

nomi-

recommending

a

has made statements this w^eek
which show that he does not endorse the scheme.
in particular he maintains that the figures relating
to the comparative cost of lighting in other cities
refer to so many differing conditions that it is not
fair to base any conclusions upon them.
He pleads
also that he cannot be held responsible for the exWith regard to Mr.
isting lack of competition.
opinions
Oakley's statements and the
of Mayor McClellan, William R. Hearst, who obtained the Supreme Court injunction which has brought the
newspapers,
head
in
his
alleges that
matter to a
both these gentlemen are friendly to the local gas
municipal

plant,

interests.

On Thursday

Chief Engineer W. B. Parsons, on
the eve of his retirement, presented to the Rapid
Transit commissioners an elaborate report on a large
scheme of additional subways. The total estimated
cost for the carrying out of all Mr. Parsons' recommendations is $40,000,000, and provision is made
so that there would be real competition among rival
bidders for the franchises.
The chief competitors
would probably be the Interborough, Metropolitan,
Brooklyn Rapid Transit and Hudson Tunnel companies.

The subway now
persons daily.

It

is

from 300,000 to 350,000
estimated that 150,000 of this

carries

come from the older systems of the elevated
and surface cars. Frank Hedley, general manager
total

of the Interborough company, believes that the
200,000 additional riders are people who have now
been induced to ride for the first time because they
find tlie new system so convenient.
May 1st is the date set for the opening of the
subway under the Harlem River. Both tunnels have

been completed and rails have been laid through
them most of the way.
If the grant of $300,000 is made by the Board of
Estimates for New York city. Bridge Commissioner
Best will be able to complete the plans for running
360 cars an hour over the Brooklyn Bridge in time
for next season's summer traffic.
The Bush Terminal Railroad Company has made
application to the Board of Aldermen for a grant
of a franchise to construct a double-track railway
operated by the overhead system of electricity on the
site of property which this and an allied company,
the Bush Company, Ltd., own in the neighborhood
of the water front between Fortieth Street and Second Avenue, Brooklj-n.
xA.lderman Ware has introduced an ordinance for
the granting of a franchise to the Manhattan and
Bronx Electric Company to construct wires and
other conductors with the necessary poles, pipes
and fixtures in and under the streets and public
places in Manhattan for conducting and distributing
electricit3^
The franchise is asked for 25 years,
with the right of renewal for another 25 years on
a fair revaluation.

The General

Company announces

Electric

that

has received an order from the New York Cenand Hudson River railroad to furnish the company with Curtis steam turbo-alternators consisting of eight units of 7,500 horsepower each, with a
total of 60,000 horsepower. This will be the first
large steam-turbine installation used for supplying
the motive power over nearly 300 miles of track,
now operated by steam locomotives.
it

Unusual Method of Laying Electric
Cables.
in
London an unusual
method of laying electric cables has been employed
in which the cables are laid separately in a corresponding number of light steel pipes instead of be-

In the

Poplar

district

ing put down in the usual conduits. ITiese pipes
are coated upon the exterior with a special preparation in which paraffin wax predominates.
They are
made in five-foot lengths, and are jointed by ends
which screw into one another, leaving a flush surface, until a tube of 200 feet has been formed.
This length of tubing is then laid in the trench, and
covered all around with a layer of concrete, which
is allowed to set.
This accomplished, the steel pipes,
which only serve as a mandrel on which to form
the concrete duct, are withdrawn by the application
of steam, which is driven into them under pressure.
The heat thus applied melts the preparation around
the pipes, and as this also acts as a lubricant, the
pipes can be withdrawn quickly and easily by winch
and rope. As each five-foot section of piping is
withdrawn, it is unscrewed and coated again for
further use.

The Independent Telephone Company of Seattle,
Wash., has been granted a franchise over the roads
of Kings County. The lines will be extended to
Kirkland, Port Townsend and Port Angeles.

tral

The New York Edison Company and the Brooklyn Edison Company were the only bidders for the
lighting of Brooklyn Bridge.
The contract is divided in halves one-half going to Manhattan and
the other to Brooklyn.
The bids were $130 a lamp
a year for the 2,000-candlepower arc lights and $iS

—

for incandescent lamps.
Sixteen electrically lighted Christmas trees were
seen in the hospital on North Brother Island at the
Christmas celebration.
D. W. W.

Dominion

of

Ottawa, Ont., December

Canada.

—

31.
By a vote of 422 to
the ratepayers of Calgary, Northwest Territory,
have decided in favor of installing a municipal electric-lighting system in the town.
The Montreal Electric Street Railway Company,
instead of giving each of its emploj'es a turkey, as
in former years, has handed over to the Mutual
Benefit Association, existing for the employes, a
check for $3,000. This sum makes a handsome addition to the association's capital, vdiich is called upon
46,

1905

j,

from time to time for payment of sick benefits to
the men.
Navigation on the new Welland-^Canal being
closed, preparations are being made for the improvements which are proposed to be undertaken before
the opening next spring. The wiring for the electric
lighting of the canal is being proceeded with, and
when the canal opens again the new electric-lighting
system will be in operation. Lights will be placed
every 200 feet along the canal, which is at present
illuminated by gas lamps at the locks.
At a meeting of the shareholders of the Hamilton,
.\ncaster and Brantford Electric Railway Company,
held in Hamilton, Ont., the contract for building
the road was let to Haines Bros, of New York, w-ho
are to accept the stock and bonds of the company,
amounting to $500,000, in pa>Tnent. The new road
will be operated with power from
the Cataract
Power Company and will run into the city of Hamilton on existing tracks. The road is 23 miles long.
Montreal capitalists will undertake to supply the
towns of Fort William and Port Arthur, Ont., with
electric power and lighting.
The sum of $50,000
has been deposited with the town of Fort William
as a guarantee.
F. W. Thompson, vice-president of
the Ogilvie Flour Mills Company, in company with
H. S. Holt, president of the Montreal Light, Heat
and Power Company, inspected the Kakabeka Falls
waterpower, which was recently secured, and is impressed with the magnitude and availability of the

W.

power.

New

England.

—

Boston, December 31. The Massachusetts railroad
commissioners have authorized the consolidation of
the Worcester and Southbridge, the Southbridge and
Sturbridge and the Worcester, Rochdale and Charlton Depot street-railway companies, all of w^hich
are owned by the New York, New Haven and
Hartford railroad. The Worcester and Southbridge
will be the operating company.

The

Pittsfield Street Railwaj'^

Company

is to

erect

a new power house.
The Pittsfield Electric Company furnishes the railv/ay's motive power at present, but the system's growth causes the directors
to believe that their best plan will be to erect a
plant of their own.
The fact that Charles F. Choate who is president
of the Old Colony steam railroad, which is leased
to the New York, New Haven and Hartford railroad, Mr. Choate being a director also of the latter
is at the head of the syndicate which purchased
the Middleboro, AVareham and Buzzard's Bay and
the Bristol County electric railways, is taken to
mean that the steam road intends to utilize the trol-

—

—

ley lines in Southeastern Massachusetts for feeders
just as it has acquired and used Western Massachusetts and Connecticut lines in that manner.
Further acquisitions are anticipated in the same territory now that a beginning has been made.
J. B. Judge has been appointed superintendent
of the entire Consolidated Street Railway Company's
system in Connecticut, succeeding T. R. Hull, resigned.
The same order, issued by General Manager J. K. Punderford at New Haven, creates two
new positions under the title of official dispatchers,
and M. W. Gaffney and F. P. Landey are assigned
B.
to the new" duties.
'

Ohio.

—

Cleveland, December 31.
Plans had about been
completed by the Cleveland Electric Railwaj' Com-

pany to give the three-cent-fare plan a

trial

on

cer-

tain lines in the city when a hitch occurred between
Mayor Johnson and General Manager Andrews.

Mr. Andrews expressed himself as of the opinion
that a railroad cannot be operated in Cleveland on
a three-cent fare, but was willing to give it a trial
of two weeks on lines that pass through the most
densely populated sections of the city with a view
to ascertaining whether the travel would increase
in the proportion claimed by Mayor Johnson.
It is said that arrangements are being made to
close up the gap between Pittsburg and Bellaire, so
From
that a through trolley service may be had.
Bellaire to Zanesville the Appleyard people have
the Bellaire, Zanesville and Western, which is to be
operated as a trolley line. At Zanesville connection
will be made with the Appleyard
lines
through
Columbus to Springfield and Dayton, and from
there to Cincinnati the Cincinnati, Dayton and Toledo will take passengers.
Other roads in the system are the LTnited Powder Company: of East Liverpool, the Steubenville and Ohio Valley Traction
Company, the Beaver Valley Traction Company of
Beaver, Pa., and the Pittsburg Railway Company.
During the last year the Columbus Railway and
Light Company collected 36,000,000 tickets.
It is
estimated that transfers were issued on one-sixth
The receipts will be between $1,450,000
of these.
and $1,500,000, an increase of about 8 per cent,
over the year before.
When the receipts reach
$1,750,000, the company wdll give eight tickets for
twenty-five cents, and it is estimated that that
amount will be received in 1907. The company has
made good profits at the rate of- seven tickets for a
quarter, and the officers are perfectly satisfied with
the results.

The Lake Shore (steam) has completed a spur
between Elyria and the steel works at Lorain, and
it is announced that a passenger train will be put

J;iiiu;ii7
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tlic

I^rain Slnct

k.ui.s..,

(..m-

irany

p.-iny.

been reported that Mayor 'loin I,. Johntoii
nf f'Icvel.in'l liaH invented a 'Icvlcc for i.lrect ear*
lli.il
docs away wllli wheels. The |iro[iellinK power
1

inaKncts, and the car* will lie larrierl
I.iitle lias ever
oil slides alonK a system of tracks,
I11CI1
said of the plans of the mayor, and at this
liiTic it is impossible to say anytliinK in detail alKiiit

said to

ii

Charles K. Cory has been appoinlerl receiver of
lie books, accounls and collections of the
Millcm-

I

ICIectric

biiin

tile

The

Company.

I.iRht

affected by

nr.i

plant

itself

in

move.

Irrll,

hire daniaKcd the

Western Union telegraph

ofliir

Cleveland lo some extent a few ilays ago.
A coniniillee of the City Conncil at Colnmlius has
luiri appoiiiied to co-operate with the companies
iisiiin overhead wires in the city to formulate some
jilaii
to pill Iheni in conduits so they will be out
nf the w.iy in case of fires.
The firemen were
Hreally hindered in their work at the last fire by
ibe network of wires along High Street.
in

().

i\f

C

Indiana.
.iiid I'owcr Company
W.iler Healing Company have merged and
The capital stock
into a single corporation.
is $1,000,000.
The new company will be known as
he Indianapolis Light and Hvat Company.
Professor Rslcrlinc, with a force of 20 students
fiiini
I'lirdiie I'liiversity, made a 48-hour test of
last
llw Ci'.iwforrlsville cleclric-light plant
week.
The i-n.il w.is larofully weighed and llic water tneleied.
Hy knowing the capacity of the boilers, the
.inioiuit of energy iu the form of steam was readily
enm[nited.
.'Vftcr the current war. generated it was
recorded. Instruments registered both voltage and
All these records were kept for 48 hours.
.inipcrage.

l.inbl
I'M

iiiiiled

I

electric-light plant will be installed iu Zioiis\illc.
The power will be furnished by the ludi.inapolis and Northwestern Traction Company.
."Xii

Kokonio Electric Construction Company has
The principal office
articles of incorporation.
be ill Kokomo. G. W. Norwood, C. O. Scott
.ind G. H. Marlgolf arc the incorporators.
I'be

tiled

will

Wayne and Northern

'I'raction

Company

of incorporation with tlie secretary
stock is $100,000. The corto construct, purchase, rent or
acquire lines and systems of street and interurbau
connecting
Ft. Wayne, Auburn,
railroads in and
has
of

filed articles

The

state.

[loration

tiarrctt.

cipal

capital

proposes

Butler,

oftice

will

Waterloo and

H. E. Vondermask,
are the

J.

.iXngolia.

Wayne.

The

prin-

H. Cutshall.
W. Wessell and T. H. Schmidt

be in Ft.

F.

officials.

At a recent meeting of the directors and stockIiolders of the Consolidated Traction Company the
capital stock was increased from $300,000 to $1,500.000.
The company will complete its road between
Indianapolis and Crawfordsville at once, and is now
in

the

market for rolling

.stock.

It

was

also decided

extend the road west to Covington and Danville
and build a branch to Almo into the coal fields
nearby. W. H. Hawkins is secretary, with office
in the Indiana Trust Building.
The rumor emanating from Cleveland, Ohio, to
the effect that the Elkins-Widener syndicate, which
is largely interested in Indianapolis and Cincinnati
street-railway lines and in Ohio and Indiana traction lines, has brought about a plan to unite the
interurban companies operating in western Ohio
and ea.stern Indiana, thereby bringing hundreds of
miles of electric railway under one management and
in one system, is strenuously denied by the Indiana
interurban men supposed to be parties to the arrangement.
the' Indianapolis and
J. H. Larimer, president of
Ohio Valley Traction Company, incorporated last
week, with office in Indianapolis, is now contracting
for the right-of-way for a line from Indianapolis
Tlic first link built will be between
to Rockport.
Rockport and Grandview.
The Ft. Wayne and Wabash Valley electric traction line, announces that it has arranged for a
through car service between Ft. Wayne and Indianapolis.
The cars will run over the Indiana LTnion
Traction lines from Wabash and will reach Indianapolis via Marion. Alexandria and .A.ndcr.son. This
line is going after the freight, iu competition with
Spurs are .being built from
the Wabash steam road.
An offithe main line to warehouses and factories.
cial of this road is authority for the statement that
the line would be built between Logansport and
10

Lafayette early in the spring.

S. S.

Northwestern States.
Minneapolis, December 31.— The Hennepin County

commissioners have released the Minnesota Power
and Trolley Company from its bond guaranteeing
the construction of an electric railway from MinneThe company will use a
apolis to Anoka, Minn.
private right-of-way instead of the county roads.
of the company, deJ. L. Kiichli, general manager
clares that the road will be completed within a year.

.\cb.

The
oolil

.It

(Iowa)

CoriiiriK

auction

liy llic

elcclric-llKht

pUnt

!•

In

!»•

receiver u> ulitfjr mortgagci
ciui

SlOfiUU.
Kliclric Vehicle

III

illHIIIt

llic
ami Supply G/iniBiiy of
.Milwaukee, Wi«, lia« Iwcii incorporalr<l i>y Jm
/ifiinierman anil olhrri, with a cafilal iNK-k nf

Lami'
Xhr

(>.

$25,000,

Mailiton fVVin.) Ga* aiiil Rlmric Conipanjr
a (ioo-hor»c|iowrr Wrttinglioiiitc tirant
at in (Miwrr home.
Hiil» will be recnviril at fjcononiowoc, Wi«.. by
the City Council until January 0<li tor » la hy li
cnKine and a 60-kilowall dynamo.
I'hc Great Nnrlhrrii I'nwcr Conipatiy lta< let mo«l
of the contract* for the proinxnl ilrvelopmrnt of
the |K>wcr of the Si. I»ui< River, near Ouluih,
Minn., anil .nclivr work will Iw ittarlcil within .1
'I'he

Inalallcil

liirliiiic

few monlliv.
and a

000,

may

The

rompittiy

i*

Ki>'
Ivrti'

vill-

ager
J

aciK

San
pur
Cal

capilali/nl at $>4/X¥).

i^siic of upward of $.«)«K).noo
be dccideil on. 'Pie l)uliitli-Sii|M--

lionil

iiltiinately

rior Traelioii Company has already conlracteil for
a maxiniiini of ii>/>iio lior«ci)owcr to ofieralc its
system, which will be only a small pari of the jiowrr
10 Ik- developed.
.'\
prri[K>sition is Immuk agilalcil at Racine. \Vi«.,

municipal elect ric-li^ht plant.
The Central Construction Company

for

,11.— The
liidiaii.ipobi
and the Marion County

necember

Iiiili.iiiapolis,

|'he Ft.

fraiiil

folk.

lin»

Cars have been placed in operation on the SprinRlicld,
Sonlh Charleston, WashinRloii anil Chillicolhe line between Springfield and Srmtli Charles-

I

a

lie

llienl.

:,

riic

li.is

1

—

The m;

;i

may

apply

and power franchise at (Jslikosli, Wis
The ordinance aulhori/ing the Twin City Kapid
Company to construct an extensive new U>fy\i

|1,'

Cal..

system in the business section of Minnc;ipolis has
been passed by the City Council, and it is thought
that it will be signed by the in.ayor shortly. Construction work will be started as early in the spring
as the weather will permit.
R.

Rocky Mountain States.
20—

Salt I^nke City. Utah, December
Barney Mahchief promoter of the proposed intenirban line
between Logan and I'ayson. Utah, has returned to
Salt Lake, after an extended eastern trip made in
the interests of the enterprise. He is nov/ actively
at work negotiating for a franchise for the undertaking.
ler,

The Washoe Power and Development Company's
Reno, Nev., is rapidly ncaring commaiwgemcnt expects to be furnishing power for electric lighting and other purposes
within the next three or four months.
Plans have been completed for the installation of
an electric power plant at Fort Douglas, Utah, at
an estimated cost of $40,000.
As soon as weather conditions are favorable, th*;
Utah Light and Railway Company of Salt Lake City
will commence work on important extensions of its
electric-railway system, including branch lines to
the towns of Sandy and Bingham Junction.
The Ox Bow Tunnel Company of Boise, Idaho.
has completed arrangements for the installation of
its electrical equipment and will place an order for
machinery within the next few weeks.
special election, at which the citizens of P.ayson.
Utah, will determine upon the proposed bonding of
the city for $12,000 for the im.provemcnt of its
electric-light system, will be held on Linuary 21st.
The Union Gold Dredging Company of Centcrville, Idaho, is making arrangements to commence
work on the installation of a power plant on the
Payette River, to furnish energy for that and other
mining companies.
The Glendivc and Lower Valley Transit Company
has submitted to the board of county commissioners
at Glendivc, Mont., a petition asking for a franchise
for the construction of an electric railroad from
that city to Buford, N. D„ a distance of 80 miles.
The proposed line will traverse the celebrated Lower
Yellowstone \^alley. The capitalization of the comelectric plant at
pletion, and the

A

pany

$i,ooo,oco.
Articles of incorporation ofi liie .Amador Railway
Company, with a capitalization of $1,000,000, have
been filed with the secretary of state at Helena,
Mont. Besides other branches of business, the new
incorporation is authorized to operate a telephone
is

and telegraph system.

G.

Paolflo Slope.

—

San Francisco. December 30. A. G. Wishon, representing the Fresno Traction Company, has received information from Vice-president KerckholT
to the effect that the Fresno-Vosemite electric road
It
will be built. The surveys are almost completed.
is expected that the actual work of construction will
begin in a few months.
"The city of Azusa, Cal., has purchased the franchises, lighting plant and property of the .\zusa
Electric Light and Power Company at Azusa for
$2,300.
C. Moore Company of San Franfor furnishing
for the municipal electric plant "l
The same firm will also
."Mameda, Cal., for $",719.
be given, the contract for providing the plant with a
generator to cost $4,888.
The interests -of E. W. Haines and others in the
electric-light plant at Forest Grove. Ore., have been
taken over by the Haiiies Electric Power Company,

The

Charles

cisco has been
a new engine

awarded the contract

i

1'

I

maintain fr
along the r

for a lighting

Transit

luii

Nfoiinlain

Capl. Jol

Power ami
announce* iL..:

'\

..

commence con-;
new line will travrr
to

touchinf? at M:-t.
Crystal City and Reard.u
2S-ycar franchiw has lieCTi Kranlrd by the council of Forest Grove. Ore., to the Ofc«on 'Traction
Company for an electric railroad from Portland lo
Forest Grove, via Hill'boro.
The franchite re(|uircs the completion of the line hg Seplembrr 1.
try,

.

A

1905.

President F. A.

Blackwcll of the Cfltor d'Alrne

and Spokane Railway Company and Jay P. Grave*
of the Spokane Traction Company, have incorpiv
rated the Spokane and
Interurban Company for
the purpose of building an electric line from Spokane
10 Moscow and ultimately to Lrwiston and the
Snake River.
-V

PERSONAL.
J. E. Henderson, wiio has 'ne-ii i'-cai mniUKcr at
Fort Worth, Texas, of the Southwestern I'elegraph
and Telephone Company, has Ijccn made superin-

tendent of that division.

Sidney R. Sheldon, professor of elcclrical engineering at the University of Idaho, Jfoscow. Idaho, was
transferred from associate to member of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers at the recent
directors'

meeting

in

New- York.

On

the afternoon of the day liefore Christmas, at
his Chicago oflSce, Western .\fanager E. H. Haughton of the Bryan-Marsh Company was given a surprise of a very gratifying nature
nothing less ihan
the presentation by his staff of a gold walchchain
for attachment to fob.
This Christmas gift from
the Bryan-Marsh salesmen and the office employ-s
in appreciation of Mr. Haughton's many kindnesses
to his employes was presented by Miss Jacobs, Mr.
Haughton's chief assistant.

—

E. H. Keating has severed bis cr.nnccti.m with
the Toronto (Canada) Railway Company and has
gone to Mexico, having licen appointed consulting
engineer for several extensive Wvirks in which William Mackenzie and other directors of the Toronto

Railway Company are financially interested. It is
in connection with the concessions for electric and
steam railways, electric power, light and heat whi-h
the Mackenzie and Mann interests have recently
secured in Mexico that Mr. Keating has gone to that
country.

Louis R. Swift, toll manager of the Oiicago Telephone Company, died of the grip at his home, 095
Dakin Street, Irving Park, on December 31st. Mr.
Swift was bom in t8;8 at Baton Rouge. La. He
was for some years in the service of the Chicago
and Eastern Illinois railroad, and when he left he
had charge of all of its telegraph lines. He came
to Chicago 10 years ago and filled the position of
toll manager of the Chicago Telephone Company
and held that position until his death. Mr. Swift
is survived by a widow and one cliild, and by his
parents, three brothers and one sister.

A

dinner was recently given in honor of Mr.
M. Keeble of St. Louis at the Missouri Athletic
Club, by the electrical fraternity of that city. The
banquet was a tribute to Mr. Keeble, for the high
esteeni in which he was held by his many friends,
and was occasioned by the fact that he will shortly
leave the Frank Adam Electric Company, with which
he was connected as chief of switchboard and electrical department, to take up his duties as general
sales man.iger of the Cutter company, manufacturer
of the I.T.E. circuit-breakers. He carries witli him
the best wishes of all with whom he has been connected in business. He was presented a gold watch
S.

;
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and chain by llic Adam company and a diamondstudded Masonic emblem by other friends.
Elmer M. White of Hartford. Conn., has been
selected by a committee of the Street Railway Accountants' Association to the position of secretary.
It will be remembered that at the St. Louis convention last October Mr. Walter B. Brockway, who
lias faithfully performed the duties of the office
for seven years, accepted re-election only with the
understanding that a successor be appointed before

the

of the year.

first

E. S. Lea, who is widely known as an authority
on the subjects of turbines and centrifugal pumps,

has resigned his position as sales manager for the

De Laval Steam Turbine Company and has opened
an office in New York as a consulting engineer.
Mr. Lea, prior to his four years' connection with
tlie De Laval company, had a wide experience in the
designing and construction of power plants and
w-aterworks and in the manufacture of general ma-

Members of

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.

The Mineral Wells (Texas) Light, Power and
Heating Company has been incorporated with a capital

A

stock of $50,000.

committee headed by

gating the proposition to
plant at Canadian, Texas.

J.

F. Johnson

install

an

investielectric-light
is

Cassville, Wis., has voted to put in a new elecThe contract was let to the
tric-lighting plant.
Galena Iron Works at $4,310.

The Choctaw Cotton and Power Company
Caddo, L T., has been succeeded in business by
Caddo Light and Power Company.

of
the

John Riley and F. H. Springer have succeeded
the electric-light plant of the Davenport Machinery Company, Davenport, Wash,
to

Electric and Water Power ComNeb., has been incorporated to
build an $85,000 plant near Gering, Neb.

The Pathfinder

pany of Lincoln,

R. B. Cunningham, J. A. McGillivary and others
incorporated the Cadott Light and Power
of Cadott, Wis., with a capital of $4,0<X),

have

Company

Consolidated Electric Light Company of
Waterloo, Wis., has been incorporated, with a
capital of $75,000. Alexander Archie is president,

The

president.

Bonds to the amount of $80,000 have been authorized by the City Council of Aberdeen, Miss., for
the construction of an electric-light plant and a system of waterworks and sewers.

The Saugatuck Light and Power Company is to
be incorporated by Charles A. Floyd and B. Van
Raulto of Holland, Mich., to establish an electriclight and gas plant at Saugatuck, Mich.
Heise Bros. & Co. of Orleans, Ind., have been
granted a franchise to construct and maintain an
electric-light plant in the town of Orleans.
They
propose to begin operation at once and have the
plant in operation by April ist.

the

state

Legislature

of

Tennessee

from Shelby County have decided to urge the passage of a law compelling street-railway companies
provide separate cars for the races in Shelby
County, which includes Memphis. The street-railway people of Jfemphis are opposed to the plan.
to

It is stated that M'. D. Watson and J. R. Bickerdike of Chicago are making good progress with
their plans for building an electric railroad from
the Rosa Amarilla copper mines, which they own,
It is the intento the port of Manzanillo, Mexico.
tion of the promoters of this enterprise to also extend the road east and north from the mines into
The road is to be oprich agricultural districts.
erated with electric power, which is to be obtained
by constructing a large generating plant on the
Cusalpa River.

POWER TRANSMISSION.

chinerj'.

,

January

of the roads and the entry of immediate judgment
with the consent of the representatives of the roads.

The Victor Fuel Company of Florence, Cofo., is
building a transmission line to carry electric power
from (^nyon City. Colo., to the new Radiant coal
mines, where it will use electric power exclusively.
The annual meeting of the Mexican Light, Heat
and Power Company, held in Montreal, recently,
showed that steady and satisfactory progress had
been made toward the completion of the plant in
Mexico, and that it was expected that the company
will be producing 20,000 horsepower by the middle
of next summer.
The United Gold and Platinum Company, which
has claims on the rim of Cataract Canyon in the
Grand Canyon neighborhood west of Bright Angel,
Ariz., has located for power purposes the Falls of
Cataract Creek, and proposes to secure from them
power for developing electricity for a railway line
into the Canyon! from a connection with the Grand
Canyon line of the Santa Fe company. H. J.
Beeraer of

New York

is

have been awarded. The electrical work is to be
done by the General Electric Company. The main
work will be commenced about February. The cost
of machinery, warehouses and mills will be about
$500,000. The immediate installation will be about
9,000 horsepower, with a capacity for 18,000 horsepower.

SOCIETIES

A

The proceedings of the seventh annual meetirig
of the Kansas Gas, Water and iilectric Light Association, held in Leavenworth, Kan., in October last,
have been published by the association. The book
contains 58 pages and has sevenal papers of interest

A

A

recent

fire

destroyed the repair shops of the

Chicago Union Traction Companj^

inflicting a loss
firemen lost their lives and several

of $50,000. Two
others w-ere injured by a falling wall. Capt. Paul
Ditt of Engine Company No. tj, who was killed,
was one of the 21 surviving firemen of the Chicago
fire of 1871.

Frank Jay Gould, who now controls the entire
railway and lighting properties in Richmond and
Petersburg, Va., and the interurban line between the
cities, will invest about $5,000,000 more in a trolley
line from Richmond to Ashland, on the Richmond,
Fredericksburg and Potomac railroad, and thence
through the fertile and remote territory to the north-

men.

east,

When the lease expires the lessee shall have the
option to purchase the road for $75,000, subject to
the mortgage bonds then outstanding.
Receivers have been appointed by the Circuit
Court at Cincinnati, Ohio, for the Central Market
Street Raihvay Company of Columbus, the Da3-ton,
Springfield and L^rbana Electric Railway Company
and the Columbus. London and Springfield Railway
Company, all of Ohio. Jacob H. Schmidlapp, president of the Cincinnati Union Trust Company, and
Myron H. Wilson, treasurer of the Cleveland Trust
Company, were named. Preliminary to the applica-

was the

filing of a suit against

The Railway and Engineering Review of Chicago
has issued an elaborate World's Fair Souvenir number with 200 pages of reading matter, devoted to
the industrial features of the Exposition, which are
of especial interest to engineers. The work
executed and is a credit to all concerned in
large wall card

each

it.

from the Speer Carbon Comis especially neat and attract-

Electric

and

Manufacturing

Company has issued in pamphlet form three of the
papers read at the Sandusky meeting of the Ohio
Electric Light Association last August, prepared by
"Points
engineers of the company. The papers are
for Consideration when Purchasing Series Alternating-current Arc Lamps," by G. Brewer Griffin
Lighting,"
by K. C.
''Notes on Incandescent Street
Randall, and "Instrument Equipment of a Testing
Department," by F. Conrad.
:

In accordance with its custom, the Indiana Rubber
and Insulated Wire Company of Jonesboro, Ind., is
distributing an exceedingly tasteful and richly colored hanger that is highly artistic. This company
has in the past sent out some high-class w-ork in
this line and the fortunate recipients of their newest
efforts will appreciate its artistic merits.

The

printed

matter, which consists of the name and address only,
is unobtrusive and detracts in no way from the value
of the picture.

An
ing

of

and handsome

little

catalogue treat-

Fremco incandescent lamps

manufactured

interesting

meager

descriptions.
It has endeavored, in this new
catalogue, to classify the fuses and fittings for the
and types in such a manner as
greatlyto facilitate the selection of a device to fill
the existing requirements. It will be found that
all commercial and technical data pertaining to the

various voltages

articles listed

can be obtained with very slight

effort.

Each particular form of fuse or fuse device is
shown on a separate chart, on %vhich the catalogue
number, code word, standard package, carton quantities and list prices are given
also general information for their use.
The chart also shows in red
;

print all the dimensional information descriptive of
the charted devices.
Particular attention is drawn
to the
complete line of National Electric Code
standard fuses and fuse devices.

CALENDARS.
The enterprising Electric Light and Water Works
of Chillicothe, 111., sends out a particularly dainty
little calendar, which should serve to keep recipients
in mind of the giver throughout the year.

A

calendar card for Januar;', February and March
has been issued by the Crocker-Wheeler Company
of Ampere, N. J., and announces that this is the
seventeenth year of the company's experience in
building electrical machinery.

The annual

report of the State Board of Labor
shows that the coal output of Illinois for
the year ended June 30, 1904, was 37,077,879 tons,
produced from 932 mines, an increase over the year
of 1903. The total number of tons shipped was 31,Statistics

778,260.

A

colonial exposition will be held in Marseille in
1906, for which preparations are being made with
great energy.
site has been selected, and 1,500,000
francs ($289,500) has been voted by the department,
city,
and chamber of commerce. The various
French colonies have already appropriated 5,000,000
francs ($965,000) to meet their expenses in this
exposition, and further financial aid is expected.

A

At Grenoble, in France, the local chamber of
commerce has opened an industrial museum or permanent exposition of the special products and diverse industries of this region. This is to be supplemented later b}' an agricultural museum and
bourse to show the progress of science as applied to
soil cultivation and the best implements for field
w'ork, and to facilitate business transactions on the
part of farmers and cultivators.

is w'ell

pany, St. Marys, Pa.,
The representation of a hig'n-grade Speer brusii
ive.
in a lower corner of the hanger is not so large as
to detract from the striking grace of the beautiful
woman in artistic pose and yet serves its purpose as
a neat advertisement.

The Westinghouse

stretching to the Chesapeake.

lease of the Adamstown and Mohnsville elecrailway to the United Traction Company of
Reading, Pa., was placed
on
record recently.
The lease is for 999 years from January i, 1905,
and provides that the lessee is to pay quarterly to
the lessor ziV^ pei" cent, of the gross receipts until
the annual gross earnings shall reach $25,000, all
over that amount to be retained by the lessee.

The

tric

tion for receivers

of loose-leaf bulletins from the CutlerManufacturing Company of Milwaukee describe numerous forms of starting rheostats and
controllers, together with list prices and ratings and
an inde.x of the company's various publications.

number

Hammer

A

Enclosed fuse devices having established themselves
as permanent and important elements in electrical
construction, this company has felt that the time
is opportune for the publication of more than the
ordinary list of prices, accompanied by the usual

MISCELLANEOUS.

PUBLICATIONS.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
President E. S. Babcock announces that the San
Diego and LajoIIa fCal.) railroad will be changed
from steam to electric power.

The H. W. Johns-Manville Company of New
York has ready for the trade a new catalogue of
Sachs Noark fuses and fuse devices, for all voltages.

AND SCHOOLS.

The annual meeting of the Michigan Engineering Society will be held in Lansing, Mich., on Jangood programme has
uary nth, I2th and 13th.
been arranged and the papers and discussions promise much oi interest.

to central-station

In addition to the regular type of reflector lamp,
illustrated in the catalogue.
One
of these embodies a lamp equipped with a detachable
opalescent shade which produces a diffused and softened light. The other type is especially adapted
for use where strong reflected light is desired, such
as at the cornices of rooms, and is equipped with
a special form of base, permitting the lamp to be
inserted so that the reflecting surface may be placed
in any desired position.
To some of its friends
and customers the Franklin company is sending out
little tokens of the season, among them being a
neat vest-pocket cigar case.

two new types are

interested in the enterprise.

contracts for the electric and hydraulic machinery in the new plant to be built b}' the Washington Water Pow-er Company at Post Falls, Idaho,

The

1905

7,

by the Franklin Electric Manufacturing Company of
Hartford, Conn., is being sent out by the company.

—

A course in a new culinary system cooking by
is about to be opened by the School of
Domestic Arts and Science in Chicago. A complete
electric cooking outfit, consisting of ovens, broilers,
electricity

—

saucepans, frying pans, vegetable kettles, portable
warmers, etc., will be available. The ovens
are provided with switches whereb.v three different
degrees of warmth can be utilized. The-apparatus is
to be installed by the Chicago Edison Company.
plate

Major George O. Squier of the United States
Signal Corps is said to have discovered that trees
be utilized in space telegraphy to take the place
of the usual antenna, and that the trunks while acting
as the natural towers seive also to collect the ctheric
waves as would an ordinary wire. The healthier
the tree, the better it serves as a conductor. At
Fort Mason, Cal., Major Squier attached his telegraphic apparatus to the trees and communicated
with the wireless station on Alcatraz Island, about
two miles distant. It is thought the "tree system"
will 1)e of advantage in army field' operations.

may

TRADE NEWS.
The Southern Electric Company of Wilmington,
N. C, has been incorporated by J. O. Brock, J. M.
Hall, L. E. Hall and others. "The capital is $25,000.

A

on December
W. H. Gough
Wyckoff Company,

petition in bankruptcy was filed
28th, at Syracuse, N. Y., against the

Electric

Company by

the E. G.

the Davis Electric Manufacturing

Company

of

New

Jaimai-y
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7,

York and llic
The nominnl

J. II.

White Manufacdirinfl; Company.
and the

assets arc $11,000,

liabilities,

$15,000.
rile ncparlmctil of the Interior, throiiRh the hiirenu of Indian affairs, is inviting scaled proposals
JnniKiry 241I1 for constriictinK the extension
of ihc cliciric-linht system at the Riverside (Cal.)
Iiiiliaii
siliDol.
Full information will be furnished
r.ii appliialinn to llarwood Hall, ruperintcndent, RiviMilil

Cal.

erside,

The Tray

Company

of BinRhamtoii,
N. Y., has acriiiircd by purchase the equipment,
patents, riKlils, franchises, etc., of the Smith Storaxe
Battery Company. The company, with a largely increased capital and factory plant, is now prepared
to fill promiJlly all orders on Tray Plate sloraKc
liatteries aiitl also the ctll-typc battery.
Plate Battery

The Allis-Chalmcrs Company opened new

sales

unices in Philadelphia on January ist in the Land
itic
BuildinR. The offices heretofore maintained
by the elcclriral department of the company, the
liiillock ICIectric
M'annfactnrinB Company, in the
North American HiiiidinR, have been removed also
lo the Land Tide HuildinK, wiierc they have been
of
the parent company.
consolidali-d with those
The new ollires are under the charge of Mr. W. A.
Wood, who will look after each of the interests
of the company. These interests include the power
department, the electrical department, pumping-engine departnieiil, hydraulic department, sawmillmachinery dep.irlineiit. Ilour-mill-niacbinery department, and ritbers wliieli produce, rock-crushing machinery, cemeul-niaking machinery, wood-prcservin);
machines and plants, mine hoists and machinery of
all other kinds for tnining and recovering gold, silver, copper and other metals.
I

Turbo-generator contracts closed by the Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company during
last

27

85 per cent, power factor. Thi» it
in addition lo three other machine* o( «imdar type
which the WcstinKhoiite Company is fnrnithinK for
this plant.
The Kenrrators arc of the rcvolvinKfield two-hearing type, designed for direct cnnne;lion to waterwhceK; tlu-y generate ihree-pliasc current at 12,000 volts and 25 eyelet and run at a tpecd
of 187^^ revolutions per minute.
at

Barry & Benton, producers r.ml wholesalers of
Idaho cedar [KjIcs, have been succeeded, since Decemlicr 1st, by George P. Kenton & Co.. who arr
continuing the business at the s.imc |r>ealion, I300
Old Colony Building, Qiicago. The management
of the company is under the direct supervision of
Mr. George P. Benton, who says that the firm i«
better prepared than ever to furnish the needs of
cedar-pole users.

The Culler-Hammer Manufacturing Company
Milwaukee, referring to

between

litigation

01

and the

it

Electric .Manufacturing Company in relation
to the Blades starlingl)OX patent, desires to correct
what it believes may be a false impression in relation to a recent decision.
Following is the CutlerHammer statement: "Some time ago the court issued an injunction restraining the Union I^lectric

:

;

which the manudclurer in«tu< th« ut«titioa o(

lite

trade.

'-

Mr. J.J. r->-

"

«

"-

«

-.-..

ufacturer lA

porn a

coiit

1

looks forwar

coming
Tlte

.!
•

!

-

year.

W.

C&mpjDy

S. Hill

Electric
tialet that in

ford, Ma»i,
cellent and hai

been «o
hai iisued %
twiiehef, s«iichboard< anu
very complete.

company

pr^'^iit

oi

New

i.u-rn.-'-

EwJ\\

»i.
e

i

..<.

:

n

Peerless rubber-covered wire, manufactured by the
J?tilih<-r
and In'atated Wir'' Crrr.-.jry of

Indiana

Jonr
pary
is

1

•

|,r

;,

Union

Company from

infringing our Blades starting-box
patent; whereupon they made a slight change in
the design of their starter and continued lo market
the same.
An application was then made by us
that they be .adjudged in contempt of court for
having violated the injunctional order.
This the
court refused, on the ground that it has not yet

proved

been

that

the

Union

Company's

Electric

present form of starter infringes the Blades patent,
.and that, therefore, the entire matter must be left
for final hearing.
It is needless to s.ay that the
suit will be pushed to an issue as rapidly as possible."

week of 1904 included two

i.ooo-kilowatt
outfits for the Haverhill (Mass.) Electric Company,
lo be used in lighting and power work in that city
two 1,500-kilowatt outfits for the Rochcster,^ Syracuse and Eastern railroad, and one i.ooo-kilowatt
outfit with exciter for the Springfield Electric Light
Company, Springfield, Mass. also a 300-kilowatt
turbo-generator with exciter for the Northern ElecThe
tric and Manufacturing Company of Montreal.
Westinghouse company has also closed a contract
with the Ontario Power Company for an alternatingcurrent generator, with, a rated output of 10,000
the

horsepower

BUSINESS.

A

year

the

several

of

its

manufacture is reported by the .Mbert and J.
•Anderson Manufacturing Company of Boston.

M'.

satisfactory

in

lines

The leather specialties, such as nail heads, linemen's belts, safety and climber straps, manufactured
by Otto Bungc. 1130 St. Peter Street, Indianapolis.
Ind., are becoming widely known and are in growing
demand by the electrical trade. Attention is called
to the strength and lasting qualities of the belts, to

the

V.'

The corps

ui

einpiu>r!>

of

liir

Kolcr

Eicctric

Manufacturing Company of Chicago received lome
hand.some Christmas gifts from .Mr. \ J WithereSl,
the president of the company. Se..:
~\,
l>ooks and $10 bills were the rul'
ft
was a gold watch, given to V. ',
.e
secretary of the company. On liic •..k : an '%•
cellent engraving of the clock of pini which .Mr.
Dickerson built for the company for its St. Loaii
exhibit.

United States Consul F. B. Ke«ne at Florence,
says that energetic and practical .\merican
mechanics or engineers are wanted in Italy to explain how to move and to use engines lit for different purposes, so as to impress upon the Italian
mind the superiority of the genuine American machinery. That result can easily be attained, he says,
by the co-operation of several manufacturers of the
same city or state, or producers of the same line
of goods. "More results could be had through a
few months of activity here by two competent .Ajneritans than through a dozen general European agents
or 10 years of advertising. The local commission
Italy,

agents,

who may

represent several firms of different

do not seem to exert themselves much
advancing the interests of the firms they repre-

nationalities,
in

sent."

ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.
Issued (United States Patent Office) December

Automatic Current Regulator for Electric
Alexander Churchward, New York,
Motors.
N. Y., assignor to the General Electric Company,
Appli:ation filed July i6,
Schenectady, N. Y.

778,222.

778,238. Electric Brake.
N. Y., assignor to

Edwin R.
the

Company. Application
An electromagnetic clutch

New

York,
Developing

Gill,

Invention

filed

October

6,

1900.

has one m»:mber fixed

to

a

A

Electrical

method of producing metallic magnesium consists
clectrolyzine a fused bath of magnesium fluoride containing a chloride of an alkali.
in

Incandescent Lamp Socket.
78,280.
Clarence C.
Sibley, Perth Amhoy. N. J., and George A. Lutz.

New

York, N. Y.

Application filed

November

24, 1902.

A

car axle and the other member loosely sleeved thereon,
the members always operating without actual contact.
mechanical connection between the loose member and
the brake gear completes the apparatu*..

H.

1904.

A

1903-

An overwound series electric motor has a shunt around
the field coils, the shunt being adaplcd to increase its
resistance automatically when the current exceeds a predetermined value.

778,242.

.

Production of ^fetallic Magnesium. Isaiah
L. Roberts, New York, N. Y.. assignor of onehalf to James Turner Morehead, New York,
N. Y. Application filed M'ay 31, 1904.

78,270.

frame for an incandescent lamp socket key shaft
comprises two sides connected by strips respectively bent
in opposite directions, forming a bearing for the key
^

shaft.

Attachment.
Application

Kohn.
January 19,

778.322.

NO. 778,269.

— ELECTRIC-WELDING

PROCESS.

Incandescent Lamp Socket.
Clarence C.
78,281.
Sibley, Perth Amboy, N. J., and George A. Lutz.

Yorkj N. Y.

Application filed December

II, 1902.

Electric Railway.

Joseph de

la

York. N.

Y., assignor of one-half to

Lazareff.

New

March

York, N. Y.

Mar. New
Mathias A.

Application

filed.

1904.
In an electric railway are combined a hollow contact
rail having a rigid top, the conductor extending lons'Laterally moving switch arms entudinally within it.
gage the conductor and switch the current through the
top of the contact rail.
8,

Process of Electric Welding. Adolph F.
778,269.
Rietzel, Lymi. Mass., assignor to the Thomson
OrigiElectric Welding Company, Lynn, M'ass.
nal application filed October 15, 1903. Divided
and this application filed February 6, 1904.
Improvement in welding links or other endless forms
hy an electric welding process applied to one side of the
link, consist in, drawing out the welded side to remove
the stress developed in the bended side by the pressure
applied to effect the weld.
(See cut.)

J. Stein, Louisville,

13,

1904.

Telephone Circuit.

Park Ridge, N.

New
778,256.

George H. Day and
Ky. Application filed

Therapeutic Electrode.

A

-William
filed

April 26, 1904.
A rocJdng device with the circutt-clostng terminala
dipping into mercury cups when the device is operated
by the weight of a coin is described.

Therapeutic electrodes of a receptacle, preferably of
glass, are shaped at one end so as to fit neatly against
the body.
conducting rod carries a disk having projecting points from which the electric currents are discharged and to which may be attached absorbent material
completes the apparatus.

Successively operating magnets arc connected with a
Means effect
controlling circuit by a master switch.
automatic progression of the magnets. A checking device out of the controlled circuit acts with the successive
temporarily,
at least, the
adapted
to
check
magnets and is
operation of the succeeding magnet whereby control at
"
'
'of progression of the

1904.
An electromagnet in a circuit controls the valve and a
thermostat arranged near the flame expands when the jet
burning to control the circuit of the valve-opening

Apparatus for Phonographs.
Arthur \V.
West Hobokcn, N. J. Application filed

Cole,

Frank

George
Controlling Apparatus.
N. J., assignor to the Sprague
Application filed June 27,

Gas-burner
Brooklyn, N. Y.

Coin-controlled Circuit-making-and-break-

ing

July

Company.

778,252.

778,305-

778,?o8.

Hill, Glenridge,

Electric
1902.

cricuit and
two single-conductor eulb-completed telegraphic circuits having for ihcir nuin-Iine conductor*
the two conductors, respectively, of the telephone circuit.
Bridge-duplex connections are supplied for one of tbe
telegraphic circuits and an electromagnetic resistance or
reaction device having a coil in each of the station arms
or branches of the bridge is arranged to offer greater
impedance to incoming than to outgoing current.

John W. H. Maclagan,
filed June 23,

Application

77S-333- Electric-current Governor. Walter J. Riciiards, Milwaukee, Wis.
Application filed April
II, 1903.
In an electric-current governor are combined a switch,
laminated field provided u-ith coils, a plunger or
armature movable axially in the coils and connected
with the movable part of the switch, and a primary
switch controlling the supply of current to the coils.

a

Mechanical features are described.

Manipulation
of
Refractorj'
Material.
Elihu Thomson, Swampscott, ilass., assignor to
the General Electric Company. Schenectady,
N. Y. Application filed August 28, 1902.
A method of forming articles from quartz in a di\'ided

78,286.

state consists in partially surrounding a highly refractory
conducting body with the quartz, generating heat elecconducting body such as to produce fusion
of the quartz in contact therewith, then allowing the mass
to cool and when cold separating the fused mass from
the conducting body without destroying the form imparted to the mass by the conducting body.
trically in the

Composite System Duplex Telegrapli Ci'^William E. Athearn, New York, N. Y..
assignor to the American Telephone and Telegraph Company. Application filed May 13, 1904In a system of composite or conjoint telegraphy and

78,297.

cuits.

telepliony are a double-conductor

T.

1900.
Telephonic apparatus as described in the patent embodies a transmitting circuit including a low-wound
primary coil, a secondary coil connected to the line and
to 3 low-wound coil forming i>art of a receiver and in a
shunt around the primary coil in the transmitter drcmL
The resistance of the receiver coil is approximately equal
to that of the primary coil.

or

raelallic

telephontr

Automatic Train-stopping System. Charles
L'^nderwood, London, Canada. Apphcation
July 24, 1903.
In an automatic train-stopping s>*stem are a track cipcuit, a car circuit, wnth mechanism in the car circuit for
sounding an alarm, operating the air brakes, the whistle
and the steam throttle of locomotive.

778,343-

M.

filed

773,356.

Railway

Signal.

Charles S. Banghart,

Frank L.

New

Fuller and
Appli-

York, N. Y.

cation filed March 21, 1904.
grounded track block, a section of one rail at one
end of the block being insulated, is operated from 3
source of electricity grounded on one side.
circuit
including a circuit controller and connected at one end
with the source and at the other with the instilated rail

A

A

section permits the circuit to be closed through the wheels
and axles of a car.
signal is operated by the circuit

A

J

:
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insulated track section is at
of the block, with means contrpllcfl
thereby whereby a train having first operated the signal
will then reverse it.

controller and a
the opposite end

second

Stephen G. Rey-

778,376. Trolley Harp and Guard.
Easton, Pa., assignor
nolds.

of one-half 'o
Application filed

Nathan Freeman, Easton, Pa.
June 29, 1903.

A

to

keep

the wire in place.

trcll

III,

half to Necter Rousseau, Sr.,
plication filed August 14, 1903.
Details are described.

Electric

Motor.
assignor

Mo.,

Louis,

James H.
to

Manufacturing Company,

the

Bryson,

Wagner

St. Louis,

St.

Electric

Mo.

Appli-

support

shifting
described.

battery

automobile

the

for

Electric lamps are arranged to be thrown into circuit
by the movement of the car-brake lever.

Electromechanical Apparatus for Vibratory
Massage.
Charles Adams-Randall, New York,
N. Y., assignor to the Randall & Carey Vibral-

Supervisory Apparatus for Telephone Systems. William W. Dean, Chicago, 111., assignor'
to the Western Electric Company, Chicago, 111.
Application filed July 7, 1902.

A

source of current connected with the plug circuit
controlled by means at the sub-station of one of the
determining the flow of current.
coil of low
and self-induction is included in the nluc
circuit in the path of current.
magnet in the field
in which the coil is mounted is excited by means controlled by connection of the plug circuit with a line.
mounting for the coil permits it to move relatively to
the pole piece of the magnet under the influence of cursupervisory signal is conrent traversing the coil.
trolled by the movement of the coil.
(See cut.)
is

A

lines for

One member has a circuit locally closed and operative
at starting, a second circuit for the member being inMeans are supplied for rendering
operative at starting.
the second circuit operative and for short-circuiting the
first-named circuit after the motor has started.

A

Application, filed

Vibratory-massage apparatus comprises a rotary electric
motor, an eccentric fixed on the armature shaft of the
motor and an oscillatory lever pivoted at one end to
one side of the armature shaft and provided at its
other end with a massage pad or contact piece.
The lever
intermediate its ends is formed with an elongated collar
to snugly receive the eccentric.

Thermostat. Albert Goldstein, New York,
N. Y., and Horace E. Rice. Philadelphia, Pa.

778,779.

resistance

A

cation filed April 21, 1904.

massage Machine Company.
February 9, 1904.

is

778,569.

1905

778j77i-

Application

A

Socket.
Lutassignor of oneChicago, 111. Ap-

Electric-light

Incandescent

H. Stuart, Chicago,

778,400.

Supporting and Shifting Battery for AuAllan H. Whiting, Orange, N. J.
filed September 19, 1903.

778,560.

7,

778,729. Brake-Operated Signal or Tail Light. Samuel N. Wilcoxson, Collinwood, Ohio.
Application filed June 7, 1904.

tomobiles.

U-shapcd voke on the trolley harp serves

778,383.

January

adapted to engage the circuit terminals when the members arc together and to be disengaged therefrom by
separation of the members co-operate with means on
the other member engaging the projecting fuse terminals
to removably secure the fuse to its member in accurate
co-operative relation to the terminal contacts on the
other member.

filed May 23, 1903.
A thermostat provided with circuit interrupters of
varying sensitiveness to heat, relatively to each other,
is combined with a circuit in which the interrupters are

Application

A

Quick-break High-tension Electric Switch.
Henry K. Gardner, Providence, R. I. Applica-

778,575.

tion filed December 21, 1903.
An intermittingly rcvoluble quick-break high-tension
electric
switch having a normally stationary springpressed escapement wheel movable in unison with the
switch contacts embodies also an escapement lever in
engagement with the wheel member and manually controlled mechanism through which the yoke is actuated
to release the wheel and permit a partial revolution of
the switch.

NO. 778,435.

778,409.
St.

— MOTOR-D

BOAT PROPELLER.

Telephone Apparatus. Oscar M. Frykman,
Application filed April 20,
Paul, Minn.

Telephone-exchange
Switchboard
Appa778,599.
ratus. James L. McQuarrie, Chicago, 111., assignor to the Western Electric Company, Chicago, 111. Application filed February i, 1902.
A line relay is adapted when actuated to provide a
through to temporarily short-circuit or
local
circuit
shunt the line. A cut-off relay of the cord circuit is
adapted to be connected in series, the relay being also
adapted to act as a switch when actuated, to throw current

1903.
A diaphragm is associated with two relatively stationmechanary electrodes and an intermediate electrode.
connection unites the diaphragm and the interical
mediate electrode and a tube of insulating material surhas
at
its
ends
intermediate
electrode
and
rounds the
screw-threaded engagement with the relatively stationary

778,602.

electrodes.

778,618.

A

Railway Block-signal System. Rector _E.
778,418.
Application
Land, Mount Washington, Mo.
April 25, 1904.

filed

Opposite track rails are divided into blocks insulated
each other, opposite rails of each block being
adapted to be electrically connected by the wheels and
Branch conductors connect, reaxles of the cars.
spectively, opposite rails of each block with opposite
feed conductors.

from

An

11,

carried on the end of a vertical
shaft above the propeller and drives the screw by means
of a bevel gear.
(See cut.
electric

motor

is

William P. Car-

Electric Cigar Lighter.
starpheh, Jr., Denver, Colo.

778,444.

April

Application

filed

Shadeholder.

Louis H.

An

Lamps and

In a device for illuminating the pressure gauges of an
automobile are an electric lamp, a lamp support provided with means for attaching it to the support of the
gauges, a socket to removably receive the lamp and a
shield to reflect a light upon the gauges and shield it
from the eyes of the operator.

filed

March

15.

filed March 16, 1904.
hook of the suspension device
carrying member-

A

Trolley.

Application

is

Application

insulated from the

John S. Weckman, Carnegie, Pa.
September 22, 1904.

filed

Spaced plates to hold the trolley
pivotally attached to the trolley head.

on

the

wire

are

Material and Process of ProFrederick H. Bruening, Pittsducing Same.
burg, Pa. Applitation filed November r, 1904.

778,529.

Insulating

A

I

process for producing insulating material consists
in subjecting cork or cork wood to sufficient heat to
drive off the volatile matter, then incorporating it in
a cement or coalescing material comprising pitch or tar
"boiled or subjected to heat, flint, comminuted or ground
clay, ground feldspar, oil of rosin and litharge thoroughly
mixed in the presence of heat sufficient to reduce the
compound to a fluid condition, and finally pouring the
compound into molds.

Switch
Box.
Louis
W.
Downes. Providence, R. I., assignor to the D.
& W. Fuse Company, Providence, R. I. Ap-

778,531.

The

Electric-fuse

May

plication filed
20, 1904.
An electric switch or fuse switch box contains two
Circuit-terminal contacts are placed
separable members.
on one member and a fuse having projecting terminals

lubricating device of the wheel is described.

Stereopticon.
Albert Schweitzer, Pittsburg; Pa., assignor to the Automatic Illuminating Advertising and Manufacturing Company,
Pittsburg, Pa. Application filed January 5, 1903.

778,803.

Renewed May
Electromagnets

1904.

1904,

10,

operate

the

mechanism by means of

ratchet wheels.

An

interconnection strip for electrical conductors comprises an insulated strip, a line of binding posts thereon,
a number plate connected to each binding post, the
plate and strip having openings through them, a wire
passing from the back of the strip through the strip
and plate and connected to the binding post and an outgoing wire also connected to the binding post.

System of Motor Control.

778,825.

Schenectady,

-

Electric

June

27,

N.

George H.

Hill,

assignor to the Sprague
Original application filed
Divided and this application
Y.^

Company.
r.902.

July 25, 1904.
In a system of electric control, a series of circuitgoverning electromagnets and a master switch provided
with an independent connection to each electromagnet,
the energization of certain of the electromagnets being
dependent upon the energization of another of the
filed

'

electromagnets, are the principal parts.

Electric Traction.
Henr}^ B. Greenwood,
Buenos Ayres, Argentina. Application filed
July 16, 1904.
Combined with a main conductor arc a succession of

778,832.

Electric-arc Lamp.
Albert W. Hendricks.
Pittsburg, Pa. Application filed March 30, igoi.
In an electric-arc lamp are a ftxed upper carbon, a
movable lower carbon, a rod on which the lower carbon
is suspended, a base in which the rod is slidably mounted
and a spring arranged to move the lower carbon rod
upwardly. A suspended solenoid, a downwardly depending solenoid core, a level- connected to the solenoid
core, a clutch mechanism arranged to one side of the
solenoid and connected to the lever and means connected to the lever for retarding the upper movement
of the carbon rod are the other parts.

Company, Hartford, Conn.

the electrical feature of the

Wheel. Elijah D. McLos Angeles, Cal.. assignor of onefourth to Laurin Dewey Clark. Los Angeles,
Cal.
Application filed December 8, 1903.

4,

Insulating and Suspending Device. Joseph
778,507.
Saces, Hartford, Conn., assignor to the Johns-

is

Donald,

Electrical Connector.
Hubert Krantz and
W. Miiller, Brooklyn, N- Y., assignors to

Application

26, 1903.

alarm

Self-oiling Trolley

778,793.

H. Krantz Manufacturing Company, BrookN. Y.

December

electric bell

invention.

Ernest

778,489.

778,520.

Holmok,

tion filed

for Supporting Electric

1904.
An exposed incandescent lighter is centrally located in
a casing with reference to a transparent plate on one
side.
An incandescent lamp is concealed by the casing
and a movable device is connected witli the casing and
adapted when actuated to close the circuit in which
the lighting device and lamp are located.

Pratt

Charles
Safety Device for Gas Pressure.
Cleveland, Ohio, assignor to John
Mathew O'Connell, Cleveland, Ohio. Applica-

778,784.

1904.

Means

lyn,

1904.

18,

— COMPENSATOR.

NO. 778,714.

Lamp and

April 29, 1904.

the

March

line.

Energizing and Lighting Same.
William H.
Wilkinson,
Boston,
Mass. Application filed

778,681.

tion filed

the

Details are described.

George F. Atwood,' Wake-

Boat Propeller.

to

Electric

May

field, Mass., assignor, by mesne assignments, of
Applicaone-half to Herbert C. Hall, trustee.

778,435.

ou

Perkins. Meriden, Conn., assignor to Edward
Miller & Co., ^Meriden, Conn. Application filed

separated conductor sections having parts for engagement
witli a contact carried by a railway car.
cable comprising a succession of links lies upon the main conductor and out of contact with the sections and liftable
into contact with the latter by a magnet upon the car.
Each link has the form of an S and hooks into the adjoining link.

A

NO. 778,569.
78,693.

— SUPERVISORY TELEPHONE

Electrical Outlet Box.
N. Y., assignor

Brooklyn,
Brooklyn,

N.

Y.

APPARATUS.

Ernest
to

Application

W.

EXPIRING PATENTS.

Muller,

Hubert Krantz,
filed

April

23,

1903.

An outlet box having a flaring rim and a coyer with
beveled edge to fit therein is provided with means for
carrying a bracket on the cover.
Igniting Device for Internal-combustion
Engines.
Fritz
Reichenbach,
Charlottetiburg.
Germany. Application filed February 26, 1904.

78,707.

A

rotatable
magnet' having its poles arranged at
diametrically opposite points and separated from each
other has a stationary wound armature embraced by the
magnet.
End pieces formed on the armature are long
enough to completely bridge the spaces between the
ends of the armature poles during tlie rotation of the
magnet so that no air gap occurs during the rotation of
the magnet.

Compensator.

Edmund

O.
Schweitzer, Chicago, 111., assignor of one-half
to John J. Schaycr, Chicago, 111.
Application

78,714.

Electric

December

1903.
An electric compensator comprises two members, one
of excessively variable resistance and the other of adjusted fixed resistance, arranged in parallel in the instrument circuit and whose summative conductivity is
reversely responsive to changes of temperature to the
extent of the detrimental temperature-induced
(See cut.)
filed

14,

Following is a list of electrical patents (issued by
the LTnitcd States Patent Oflice) that expired on
Januar}^ 3, 1905
375.727. Electrical Synchronous Movement. H. C. Bridger,
New York, N. Y".
Permanent Magnet for Electrical Apparatus. \V.
375.749Humans, Cambridge, Mass.
Armature for Magneto-electric Machines.
375.750.
W.
Humans, Cambridge, Mass.
Magneto-electric Machine.
375.751W. Humans, Cambridge, Mass.
Telegraph Register. J. G. Noyes, New York, N. Y.
375,766.
Apparatus for Electric AVelding.
375,784.
E. Thompson.

Duplex Telegraphy. C. Selden. Baltimore. Md.
Regulating Alternate-current Electric Generators.
K. Zipernowsky, Euda-Pesth, and M. Peri, Vienna.
Austria-Hungarv.

S/.S^SqS.

375.910.

Electrical Heater. J. P. Barrett and J. F. Mehren,
375.915Chicago, 111.
Telephone System.
375-925Crawford, Reading
and
J.
T. B. Ker, Harrisburg, Pa.
Covered or Insulated Wire or Conductor. L. F.
375,952.
Requa, New York, N. Y.
Electric Arc Lamp.
376,007.
W. 11. Miller, New ^'ork.

N. Y.
Electric Therapeutic Dev
Johnsbury, Vt.

376.018.
376.019.

Mold

Purposes.

E. R.

for Forming Pieces of Carbon
C. H. Wilder, Natick, Mass.

Whitney,
for

St.

Elcctri

,
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Electrical Plant of the Brooklyn Eagle.
The last of tlic five new sextuple perfccliiiR presses
iif

Urooklyn Eagle was started on December
These presses are electrically op-

the

,)isl

at midnight.

erated,

and,

worth,

are

in

the

of Sir Alfred Harmsworld.
They have a
uo.ooo 24-page papers, or

the opinion
finest

in

capacity of
eight-page papers

combined
,^60,000

JANUARY

CHICAGf),

XXXVI.

Vol.

the

an hour,

all

folded and

counted ready for distribution, and with the rest
of the equipment of the plant are of much interest.
Each of these presses (one of which is illustrated
in Fig. 2) is driven by a so-horsepower main motor, and has a ro-horsepowcr slow-speed motor for
starling purposes. The lilnw speed motors are geared
to all.-iin Ihe RK'MrsI -larliuK imll svilh the lowest

.It

lift.

the

a time, to the

main

floor,

14,

1905

by 3 compressed-air

The lift is entirely automatic, and the moment
man steps off of it, the pl.ite falls l>3ck again

ready for use. There are six of these lifts operated
by a motor-driven air compressor.
The presses are controlled by the Kohler pushbutton system. .Attached 10 each press arc a number of sets of special switches. On each switch a
white button is used when the power is on, a black
button when the power is off, .ind a special red
button, used for emergencies, stops the machinery
instantaneously in event of accident, llicrc are also
two .safety buttons, which' are used by the pressmen
when they are oiling the bearings. When one of
tht-sc

buttons

is

pressed, the current

is

entirely cut

spot

and utlng a short

a cost of S62 apiece.

On

the ninth floor

well-cr|uii/ptd

bell,

the

work was done

at

Vig. 3 thowt thit miihod.
the cngravinif ronm and a

i*

machine shop, with two lathe* and a
The lathe« .iri- ',< 2<, •.:.
ind

big planing machine.

12-inch swing, operated by Gencr

The comfK)sing

ii

'

r«

rofim ;rnd %tereot>:

it

on the eighth floor. Each of the 3Ij
e»
on this floor has its individual nvjiur, a lew >' the
newer machines being direct driveiL The autophtc
machine (Fig. 4) in the stereotyping department 1%
driven by a motor. Between the proof-reading rootn
and the linotype machines is a Lamson "pick-up"
c.irrier, driven by a Holtzer-CatxJt motor.
The editorial department is on the seventh floor.
'.

.:

.
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possible consumption of

current,

and

to

move

press slowly, in order not to break the web.

subsidiary motors
various purposes.

the

Three

are attached to each press for
The motors are stowed away be-

each press in the manner shown in Fig. i.
is also equipped with an ingenious paper
is an innovation in newspaper practice.
In the ordinary way, the press has to be stopped
to insert a new roll of paper, but in the Eagle office
the paper feed is in the basement beneath each press,
and so arranged that when a roll is exhausted a
new roll can be fed while the press is slowed down,
but not actually stopped. Each individual paper feed
accommodates three rolls of paper, so attached that
the new roll can be moved into position by means
of a one-horsepower motor when the time comes
to use it.
The end of the new roll is ingeniously
cut with a zigzag streak and prepared with paste,
and, by the mere operation of a switch, the new
roll is brought into contact
with the exhausted
roller and the web is caught up and carried through
the press. This method is a great time-saver, the
five presses equipped with this new paper feed being

neath

Each

press

feed,

which

able to do the

work

of six under former conditions.

Sliding poles, similar to those used for fire-engine

down into the
basement, and they come back again by stepping
on a plate which automatically shoots them up, one
houses, enable the pressmen to drop

off

to

from the motors, and It Is impossible for anyone
start the machine until this particular button has

been released. When the press is brought to the
desired speed for threading paper the "safe" switch
can be pushed and as long as on "safe" It is Impossible to Increase the speed, thus reducing the
liability of accident
to
the pressmen. The safe
switch can also be used to prevent an increase above
any desired speed, as, for instance, a moderate speed
for color work, but it Is always possible to decrease
the speed or stop. It Is Impossible, no matter how
the pressman may push the button, to start or stop
the press with a jerk. The time required to bring
the press from standstill up to maximum speed or
from maximum speed to standstill can be adjusted
to suit the pressman the usual time Is 20 seconds.
Each piece of machinery' on each of the nine floors
of the building is driven or controlled by electricity,
More
the total number of m.otors exceeding 250.
than 200 of these were Installed by the Milwaukee
Electric Company.
All motors are series-wound.
In most cases the motors are belt-connected, to save
the expense of attaching them direct, many of the
machines having been previously driven by belting.
Considerable economies were thus effected. To attach a motor direct to a linotype composing machine,
for instance. Involves an outlay of $150, but by
placing the motor on the floor, at some convenient
;

between which and the composing room

is

a push-

button elevator, capable of carr\'ing three persons.
This elevator Is operated by compressed air from
The fifth and sixth floors
a 15-horsepower motor.
constitute the job-priming department, where there
are a large number of fiat-bed and other presses.
bookbinding machines, folding machines, paper cutters,

etc.

In the basement are pumps of the standard triplex
outslde-plunger pocket t>-pe for circulation,' fire
protection and for the heating and boiler feed.
These are all motor driven. The steam from the
heating boilers is the only steam employed in the
building.

A five-horsepower motor in the basement operates
machine for baling waste paper. The main air
compressor (Fig. 5) is also in the basement, and
is driven by a 25-horsepower Crocker-Wheeler motor.
Beneath the floor Is a tank built to hold 20
barrels of ink. The ink is forced by air pressure
to the press fountains, and there is an ingenious
filtering arrangement which can be cleansed without
cutting off the air pressure. There is also used a
system of piping to distribute throughout the building two kinds of oil, for lubricating and for wash-

a

ing rollers.
For passengers there are five elevators, all motordriven and electrically controlled by the usual
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method. Four are of the Otis type, and the fifth
^vas put in by the Marine Engine Machinery Company of Harrison, N. J. There is also a system
of lifts for conveying paper and plates throughout
the building, worked on a 15-pound air pressure.

Pneumatic tubes worked at a two-pound pressure
convey "copy" from floor to floor where needed.
Throughout the building there are 42 clocks, all indicating precisel}^ the same time. These are controlled by a series of electric wires leading from
standard clock in a cabinet in the basement.
building is wired for 5,000 lights. Current

a

The

Electrical

January

Equipment of the Navy.

Many facts and figures of interest to the electrical
fraternity are contained in the annual report of
H. N. Manney, chief of the bureau of equipment,
with accompanying subordinate reports, which has
just been made to the secretary of the navy. Among
other things it is stated that the work of the office
of inspector of electrical appliances has greatly increased, and a larger force is considered necessary
for the satisfactory performance of the duties devolving upon it. For alterations, additions and repairs to vessels the sum of $3"79.6i8 has been expended during the year. One or two searchlights
of eo-inch diameter will probably be installed in
battleships and armored cruisers new under construction.
Conduit is now generally used in place
of molding, as it fulfills the requirement on ship-

Panama

service.

It

is

recommended

that

a

corps

Electrodes.
which the carbons converge or are
parallel, the arc being formed between, have been
the subject of considerable attention by inventors, and
numerous types have been developed, the light being
yielded for the most part by the arc as distinguished
from the incandescent crater of the carbon. Afr.
Hugo Bremer of Neheini, Germany, whose work in
the line of arc-lamp development is well recognized,
has recently patented a lamp of the class described
above, which is intended to be used with electrodes
of a particular kind v hich were the subject of
earlier patents by Mr. Bremer.
The accompanying
illustration is a diagram showing the general rela-

or

of installing space-telegraph stations on
shore and on ships has continued during the year
In addiuntil a total of 58 has been established.
tion contract has been made for the installation of
two lightships, which relieve each other on Nantucket shoal, and the work of installation is under
wa3'.
It is intended to communicate froni the lightship on its station directlj' to the torpedo station
Material has been assembled
at Newport, R. I.
at Mare Island for the equipment of a station ^^.l
the Farallon Islands, off the Golden Gate, CaliforThe apparatus for establishing wireless stania.
tions at Cavite, P. I., and Cabra Island, .P. I., has
been forwarded, and it is probable that the former
is

now

in operation.

Referring to the diagram, (i) and (2) represent
tubes designed to receive the electrodes
in their proper relations to each
other.
When the lamp is used as a continuouscurrent lamp- the t-ube (i) may be regarded as the
positive tube that is to say, for containing the positive electrode^and the tube (2) the negative.
For convenience of description the lamp will be
described more particularly as adapted for use in a
continuous-current circuit, although the various
features are also applicable for use in ah alternatingcurrent lamp.
The positive binding post (3) is connected by a
conductor with one coil, of an electromagnet (6).
A conductor (7) leading from the coil (5) is connected with the positive carbon rod. A second coil
electrode

and guide them

—

jMasts have been for-

A

FIG.

CHINES OF TH

3.

BROOKLYN EAGLE.
supplied for the entire building from the mains
of the Brooklyn Edison Company. There are two
is

separate connections, working through two doublethrow switches. Current is taken on the three-wire

system at no and 220 volts. In the basement also
are two Wright engines, which were put in as recently as i88g, and which at that time drove all the
shafting

in

the

old

building.

These engines, and

A

in

tion of the various parts of the apparatrs.

The work

warded to Honolulu and Guam for the establishment
contract has been entered into proof stations.
viding for the conversion of the stations at Pens-acola and Key West into long-distance stations. The
same contract provides for the establishment of
long-distance stations, with a maximum range of
communication of about 1,000 miles at the following places, viz., Porto Rico, the naval reservations
Guantanamo Bay and the Panama Canal
at
zone.
The bureau, however, has the option of
designating other locations if it is considered adSeven ships on the Asiatic station have
visable.
been supplied with space-telegraph apparatus. There
which it is proposed to equip
ships
are
65
with space-telegraph apparatus at an early date.
and to the list the bureau believes it may be advisable to add colliers, torpedo-boat destroyers and
long list of shore stations ha^
torpedo boats.
l)cen proposed for installation. .-.> the requirements

Canal.

Arc lamps

warrant electricians be established.

station,

1905

Bremer Arc Lamp with Converging

Large dynamos driven
board more satisfactorily.
by steam turbines are installed in many shore plants
and operating successfully. Various types of telephones will soon be tested with a view to installing
on shipboard such tj'pes as meet the demands of
the

14,

and bring the chain of communication to
Washington; also to connect the city in a similar
manner with the Southern Atlantic and Gulf coasts
of the United States, Porto Rico, Cuba and the
stations

(8)

is

wound upon

the magnet in a reverse direc-

from the coil (5), one terminal of the latter
being connected with the conductor (4) and
the remaining terminal through itie coils of an electromagnet (10), thence by a conductor through a
resistance (12), with the conductor (13), leading to
the negative binding post of the lamp.
The poles
of the magnet (6) are provided with soft-iron extensions, w-hich extend below a baseplate and partially embrace a reflector within which the arc is
formed. These poles serve as a magnetic regulator
for controlling the position of the arc and aiding in
causing it to be of the desired length and steadiness.
tion
coil

.

m

"''^^^^'

's

Jty^

'

S-''*^

y^^l

Fig.

5.

Air Compressor.
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method of power distribution by shafts and
from floor to floor, were adopted 13 years
as the acme of perfection, but today they are
out of use and regarded as hopelessly antiquated.
the

pnl]e\'s

ago

D.

A

W. W.

Slight Difference.

An amusing correction was printed in the Chicago
Daily Tribune of recent date. It was in the form
of the following note, dated December 12th, from
Albert J. Atkins, M. D., of San Francisco: "In
the Associated Press news of December 8th of your
paper you have quoted me as registering in the wall
of the human stomach 10,000.000 volts of electricity,
when it should have read 10 milli-volts. This is
unfortunate, and I hope that it may be corrected."
The
rebuild

Jefferson City Electric Light
its plant at
Jefferson City,

damaged bv

fire.

Company
Ky.,

will

recently

of the navy and the merchant service warrant their
construction.
During the last summer the space-telegraph board
has conducted tests of various systems between the
New York navy yard and the Highlands of Navesink and between the latter and a ship at sea.
The
bureau has awaited the results of this test before
purchasing a large supply of apparatus in order that
it may be thoroughly conversant v.ith the latest im-

provements.

The bureau

has,

however, purchased

three sets of space-telegraph apparatus from one
of the leading manufacturing companies for installation in the Newport-Nantucket Shoal lightship, provided the apparatus now installed proves unsuccessful on trial.
In case the latter is satisfactory the
three sets are to be installed at Cape Cod, Montauk
Point and the Highlands of Navesink. The contract
guarantees a chain of communication from Cape
Elizabeth, Maine, to Cape Cod; thence to Montauk
Point, and thence to the Highlands of Navesink
The
without going through intermediate stations.
bureau hopes soon to add one or two additional

The coil (5), which may be conveniently termed the
series coil, tends to give to the poles a degree of
magnetization varying directly with the amount of
current flowing from one electrode to the other,
while the coil (8) connected in shunt acts in oppoIn a constant-potential cirsition to the coil (5).
cuit the tendenc}- would be for ihe coU (8) to have
an approximately constant effect, which may, if desired, be superior to that of the coil (5), so that the
res .Thing magnetism- exhibited at tHe extensions will
be diminished with increments of current through
the arc, and vice- versa.

The magnet (10) has a polar extension
downward toward the points of

jecting

which

(20) prothe elec-

the arc
the points of the electrodes
conjunction with the extensions on magnet
Should the arc
(6) to regulate and steady the arc.
become too long by reason of the burning away of

trodes,

the

effect

of

downward away from
and

in

is

to

project

)

j;inii;iry
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o( the
iliiIr.wci i-ml» iif llic- tIcclrodfS,
the
piil.ir ixlc-nsinii (20) will be to aid in riipluriiiB
tlfcol

llio

MIX

lliiis

:iiiil

electrode

iirevcnliiiK injury In the

ttiljcs.

The

resistance (r2)

nii-t;il

is

of

thr.

of suOicient

(inanlity to prevent an excess of current from Irav
ersint? the coils of the inaRnet (10),
The electrodes desceiidinR tliroiiKli llic electrode
are controlled
tul.is are held by clutches, which
lie armature (22) of a maRnet (23), the coils of
l.y
I

which are cniniecled
eliclrorles.

I'"iir

shunt circuit around the
conductor (24) lead'-.

a

in

this |inrpose a

31

Tbereiipon tlie elcctroniaKiicl (.'z) becomes cncrRiztd, the
mafcnet (23) ilu-cnerKi/ei), Ihe clinches (21) ar«

Electromagnetic Valve.

fore they dencctid into llicir proper [Kwilion.

released

and the

arm (35) drawn

slrikiiig

liack-

by Ihe action of a spriiifj or olhcr suiulili:
Should for any reason the arc (ail to be
means.

manner descril)cd—as,

inaKrict

for in

cently issued to .Mr.

(37), the correcontact point Ix-inK

a contact

1

is
shown at fl) with the shell (2) ri>inK
it.
The lifting nt'ignel is shown at i^) with
core f4) connected lo the vaivc (5). To iinurc
perfect and quick seating of the valve a pr<-s«u-c
spring (6) is employed within the shell (2) and

from

its

so doinft

penducon-

bearing on the upper end of the core, and an annuhr
groove f7) is provided on the core which defines a
shoulder (8).
Projecting laterally from Ihe lower portion of

point

may

(.(7)

luae

'<

casing

The point
(38).
also be mounted
n|ion a weighted arm so as to
yield when struck by llic cohact

1

-

tlif

The accompanying illustration is a vertical xction
showing the valve raised and locked. The valve

aclion of

the

iim

to seat itself.

it

connected by a ctmduclor vi'ilh
.\ seconil
a conductor (26).
armature is applied lo Ihe
magnet 123), adapted lo re-

a

i',

!

provided lo the maxnct (23),
consisting of a conductor leadfr(»)i the conduclor (24)
:n^;

spond slowly to the
that magnet and in
!. strike an arm of
lum (42), carrying

10

;•:
Barbara, Cal., llie object ti
aulomalically locking or (ccurinK
ll
has Ijeen opened. I>y sending a
Ihe coil, thereby presenling ''
I'
lainiiiK current in the coil.
for elect rbmagnclicatly relea- .,

is

s|ion<ling

»hi:l>

»ihi-l:

I

which are deleterious

(ailiirc

to

windinRs.

a considerable IctiKlh nr

of the electrodes lo feed forward— then oilier means should Ik present for
willidrawinK the arm fss) and causinit in aclion
For this purpose a shunt circuit
(o he repealed.
stance, by a

»»lvi«
!,..

'

vvard

re-established in Ihe

In uime types j)f rkclromaitunir
lieen exploiinl (li<- •>f>ly -,•••
valve can be held in
c'inliniious passage >'!

have

be
will
point (38). It
the
if
therefore, that

t.acl

seen,

magnet (23) remains energized
for any predetermined pericKl
I

rewill
(40)
thereby short-circuiting
(23), causing the

armature

he

s|iiind,

magnet

Ihe

(35) to be drawn away,
when the operation will be re-

.irm

For better insuring the

pe;ited.

NG ELECTRODES

of the arc the arm
be connected by a conductor with the co.v
so that the arm (35) is in electrical
connection with the positive side of the lamp. Conintact, therefore, with the negative electrode will
striking

conduclor 17) through the coils of the
niagnel In a conductor (2=), which is connected lo
a resistance (26). the remaining terminal of which
resistance is connected by a conductor with a conAn armature (:jo), having a contact point (28).
tact point (29), is employed for making and breakfriMii

tlie

ing the connections 6f this shunt circuit, the point
-'())
being connected by a conductor with one terminal of an electromagnet (32), the other termiby a conductor witii
nal of which is connected
Ihe conductor (13) leading to tlic negative pole of
The magnet (32) is employed for operthe lamp.
ating the armature, and when it is vitalized separates the points (29) and (28), thus interrupting

(35)

may

diictor

sure

(4),

an arc being

draws away, and

started

this

arc

as the armature (35)
transferred from the

is

to the positive electrode during the further movement of the arm.

arm

(35)

the shell is a tube (9), at whose base is a stationary
coil (fl), provided
circular flangfd disk (10).
with suitable heads (12) and wound on a brass

A

(

When
conneclions of the magnet (23).
magnet is thus demagnetized the armature

the

the

away,

i)ermitting

the

clutches

of Central-station

Lighting

in

at one
end against the di.sk (10). The coi! is enclosed bv
an iron shell (14), closed at its outer end (15)
and having its inner end fitted against the disk
(10), within the flange. This shell can be held
by fastenings, if desired, or by frictional contact
only. The shell ( 14) increases the magneiic action
of the coil (11). The wires (16) from the coil are
led out through suitable openings in the end of the

Japan.
The growth
since

18S8,

as

of

lighting

central-station

shown by

statistics

in

Japan

compiled by the

Nippon Denk Kiokwai, the Japanese Electric Light
.\ssociation,

has

been

almost

phenomenal.

Thii

falls

engage their

to

Growth

re-

and hold them in position.
traversing the arc to the electrode
tube (2) passes through a conductor (34), thence
through the magnet (32) and by way of conductor
to the negative terminal of the lainp, so that
i:^,^)
when the lamp is in normal operation the circuit

spective electrodes

The current

the

lliriiugh

magnet

(23)

is

interrupted

at

(28).
•

and releases the clutches, thus permitting the
electrodes in the tubes to feed forward and come
into closer proximity. As soon as contact is made a'
the point (28) the lamp terminals are connected

ture

is

avoided.

It is

In order to prevent the electrodes from descending too far and also for the purpose of insuring
presence of an arc between the two, an arcstriking arm (35) is connected with the annature
(22) in «uch a manner as to be thrust forward be-

the

neath the ends of the
ture

drawn toward

is

position to arrest

electrodes

its

magnet

when

the armaand to thus be ui

the further motion

of

the elec-

to close a short-circuit between them.
of the armature (22) with the
(21) and the arc-striking arm (35), reare
such
that the arm accomplishes all or
spectively,
movement before the
the major portion of its

trodes

and

The connections

clutches

by rea-

completely release the
son of which fact the end of the arm {35) is
always sure to have passed the electrode points beclutches

electrodes,

in

of the coil or magnet (3) can be inelectric circuit and the wires

any suitable

(11) in any other circuit.
-A temporary current of electricity having been
sent through coil (3) the core is attracted and the
\'alve opened, wdiereupon the core (17) is projected

of coil

(S).
its spring into engagement with shoulder
and though the current in coil (3) has ceased the
core (4) is held up and the valve is open. Whenever current is sent through coil (11). its core
is retracted, and the core
(4) and valve drop assisted by the pressure of spring (6).
Thus it becomes unnecessary to maintain a current in coil (3)

by

circuit

culty.

on the tube.

The wires

also true that the re-

current is on the
for the starting of
line,
the circuit of every lamp in the line without diffi-

over the tube (9) and seated

hold the valve raised off its seat after the core (4)
has been drawn upwardly on sending a current
through the coil or magnet (3). To accomplish
the projection of the core (17) for this purpose, a
spring (18) is provided, interposed between the end
of the core and ascrew (19). which is threadeil
The head of the
into the end of the tube (9).
screw bears on the outer head of the coil and keeps

cluded

when no
whereby provision is made
in

(14).

it

through a circuit including the resistance (26).
which is thus thrown into the circuit. In this way
disturbance of the other lamps in the circuit
all
during the feeding and regulating operation of a
is

shell

fitted

Movable within the tube (9) is a core cr arma(17), whose end is positioned to project into
ihe groove (7) and engage the shoulder (8) and

however, the resistance of the arc has exceeded a predetermined amount the current flowing
ihrnngli ihe conductor (34) and the magnet (32)
will diminish sufficiently to allow the armature {30I
III
fall away, tlnis closing the circuit through the
magnet (23), which thereupon attracts its arma-

sistance

is

ture

W'licn,

given lamp

tube,

CENTRAL-STATION LIGHTING

IN JAPAN.

well illustrated by the accompanying curve
reproduced from the F.lectrical Engineer of London.
The association was founded in 1S92 for the purpose of investigating and reporting on matters of
importance to the electric-light industry, to represent the industry before the government and to
popularize electricity and maintain in Tokio a permanent electrical exposition. Only members of the
association are allowed to exhibit their goods at the
exhibition. All expense connected with the arrangement of exhibits for special electric lighting or for
operating machinery is borne by exhibitors.
library is also maintained in the building for the
In case of
benefit of members of the association.
applications for purchase, the authorities in charge
of the building offer every facility toward bringing
the purchaser in communication W'ith the seller. The
total area occupied by one exhibit is not allowed lo
exceed three cubic feet, and the total weight cannot

growth

is

A

be over one ton.

in

order to keep the valve open.

Electric Lighting near Pittsburg.
J. G. Splane, president of the Pittsburg and Allegheny Telephone Company Shirley P. Austin and
George K. Anderson have formed a syndicate which
secured charters from the state of Pennsylvania for
the furnishing of light, heat and power by elecTlie
tricity to five towTis in Allegheny County.
companies which will be controlled by the syndicate
Fremont Light Company, .Allegheny, capital
.".re
$5,000: Wilkinsburg Light Company, Wilkinsburg,
capital $5,000; Colonial Light Company, Braddock,
capital $5,000: Tube City Light Company, McKeesport. capital $5,000; Home Light Company. Home;

:

stead, capital $5,000.
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Electric Railways and Telegraphs in

Cuba.

'

A

recent consular report from United States Consul-general Steinhart of Havana, Cuba, briefly reviews some of the public utilities in Cuba. The
following, interesting notes are taken from the report.

The Havana

Electric

Railway Company operates

a mileage of 48.22 and gives an excellent street-car
service.
The company is operating 161 closed motor
cars, and is now building in its shops nine open
motor cars and has 15 freight cars. The employes of

company number 1,100. They are principally
natives of Cuba, and their neat appearance and
politeness are so apparent as to cause, complimentary
remarks on the part of every tourist visiting Havana. The Americans employed by the company are
heads of departments. This company has purchased
in the United States practically all of the materials
used in the construction and maintenance of its
road, and has expended for construction $4,233,786.
The yearly purchase of materials in the United
States for maintenance is $70,000. The gross receipts of the company for the year ended June 30,
1904, amounted to $1,161,295 United States currency.
G. F. Greenwood is general manager of the
this

company.
It is the intention of the board of directors of
company to proceed wuth the building and
equipment of the insular railway. The Insular Rail-

this

way Company

is

company of the HaCompany, chartered under

;

terial

for

of

erection

the

14,
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Characteristic Plants of Germany and
Russia.
By Frank C. Perkims.
M'any of the central stations in Europe operated
under municipal ownership as well as by private
corporations supply current not only for light and

power service

in their respective cities but generate
current for operating electric street railways in the
suburbs as well as within the city limits. In many
cases alternating current is supplied, and trans-

former stations are required at various points for
changing the current for use in direct-current motors
which are mostly used for railway service.

a

station, and the Fessenden
is
now completing

company

arrangements for the

installa-

tion of stations.

In

the

larger

towns

and

telephone systems are in
and permits are
granted from time to time for
construction of privatethe
telephone
lines connecting
plantations, etc., with railroad
stations, stations of the rural
guard, nearest city hall, or adjoining plantations.
cities

operations,

a subsidiary

vana Electric Railway

,

reaching from Santiago de Cuba to Cienfuegos and
connecting with Havana by land line. The United
States and Haiti Telegraph and Cable Company
maintains and operates a cable from New York
city to Haiti, and messages between Santiago and
New York can be sent via the French Cable Company to Plaiti, and from thence via the United
States and Haiti Telegraph and Cable Company to
New York, or vice versa.
Permits have been granted for the erection of experimental stations to several space-telegraph companies, including the Marconi, the De Forest and
the Fessenden. The Do Forest company has erected
a station at El Vedado, a suburb of the city of
Havana the Marconi company has imported ma-

January

the railway laws of Cuba, to extend its lines through
So
the province of Havana for about 100 miles.
far, about 5.J/^ miles have been built and have been
in operation since November 15, 1903, and the company now contemplates making an extension of
possibly 30 or 40 miles in the direction, most likely,
of Guanajay, thus passing through the center of
The Ilnt^s of the
the pineapple-growing district.
Insular Railway Company will be built in accordance
with the specifications of a first-class interurban
The company will
railway of the United States.

DissiDation of

Fog by

Electricity.
Sir Oliver Lodge has written
an interesting letter to the

London Times on the question
of the electrical dissipation of
fog.
He points out that an
electrical method of dissipation is not the right remedy
for this artificially intensified
evil,

though

it

is

a

hopeful

of the Central Sta-

Landsberg. Germany.

CHARACTERISTIC PLANTS OF GERMANY ANC

endeavor

to

use American materials and machinery

throughout.
It is

said that a considerable portion of the

wood-

work of the cars sent from the United States to
Cuba deteriorates very rapidly, and it has been
found necessary to adopt the native woods of
Cuba in place of the woods of the United States.
The American wood that apparently lasts longest
in Cuba is the long-leaf yellow pine, which costs
considerably less than Cuban woods^ the prices being about $35 per thousand feet for first-quality
long-leaf yellow pine and $70 per thousand feet for

Cuban hard woods.
Commercial telegraph messages are accepted

first-quality

for

transmission over the government lines at the rates

from two to five cents a word for exchange
between the various provinces. A message of less
than 10 words is rated and charged as a lo-word
message, and the address and signature are included.
When a message passes first over a local line, second
over a foreign line and third over a local line, two
of

local

rates

will be charged.

Concessions were granted during the Spanish dominion to the International Ocean Telegraph and
Cable Company, the French Cable Company, the
Cuba Submarine Telegraph Company and the United
States and Haiti Telegraph and Cable Company.
The International Ocean Telegraph and Cable Company maintains and operates a cable between the
United States and Cuba and claims the exclusive
right of telegraphic communication between the two
countries until January, 1906, by virtue of a concession from the Spanish government dated December 5, 1S66, and May 13, 1S67.
The French Cable Company maintains and operates a cable from Haiti to Cuba, landing at Santiago de Cuba, under a concession granted by the
Spanish government April i, 1S87. The Cuba Submarine Telegraph Company maintains and operates
a submarine cable along the southern coast of Cuba,

and proper method of attacking natural mist
in places where it interferes with navigation or
commerce. The proper remedy. Sir Oliver remarks, is the removal of the cause, which is imperfect methods of combustion and the habitual employment of crude fuel. But, although it is not the
right remedy, any more than free meals and free
doles are a sound remedy for the problem of poverty, yet, like them, it may have to be used as a
temporary palliative. The cost of applying such a
method to a wtiole city is probably prohibitive, but
there are important centers where any means of
mitigating the nuisance would seem to be legitimate.
Sir Oliver offers to show his method at work in
Birmingham to any deputation of municipal or other
engineers with a view to experiments being tried

on an adequate

scale.

The necessary expenditure

resolves itself into initial equipment and maintenance, the actual running expense being only occasional, and, moreover, quite insignificant compared
with the power already expended in artificial illumination during daylight fog. Sir Oliver refrains from
expressing an opinion as to whether it is worth
while for any municipality to try the experiment;
but, he adds, it- is within the scope of the electrical
engineering profession, and his assistants are competent to give the specific supervision and advice
necessary to insure its being tried properly, if any
authority chose to attempt it.

An agreement to submit to arbitration all disputes which may arise between the company and
the union has been signed by the Chicago City Railway Company and representatives of its train-service
employes.
The men are members of the Amalgamated Association of Street and Electric Railway
Employes of America. The agreement expires April
30, 1906, and during the period no change is to be
made in wages.

Motor-generator

sets at the sub-station at Diissel-

Germany, consist of three-phase induction mo-

dorf,

coupled to multipolar generators constructed by the Helios Company of Cologne.
Diisseldorf has a population of about 200,000 and is
served by four electric-railway systems, including
the municipal lines, the Bergische Kleinbahnen, the
Rheinische Bahngesellschaft and the DiisseldorfDuisburg road, the total length of tracks being retors

directly

kilometers,

kilometers,

spectively

S3.25

kilometers

and 24.59 kilometers, the current being
power plants at Rath, Benrath and Ober-

supplied by

34.21

60.4

cassel.

At

the chief generating plant of
one of the units include

seldorf

t4ie

city of Diis-

two multipolar

direct-current generators connected to a cross-compound horizontal engine with a heavy flywheel
the armatures of the two dynamos.
output of this station for lighting and

mounted between

The

total

power

is

stallation

4,820 kilowatts with

a

storage-battery

having a capacity of 1,008 kilowatts.

mThe

lighting service includes 5,684 incandescent lamps of

50 watts and 1,977 lo-ampere arc lamps, while th*j'
circuits supply current for a large number of
small motors having a total capacity of 1.330 horse-

power

power. The three-phase current is transmitted at a
pressure of 5,500 volts to the sub-stations, where it
is transformed to a direct current for use on the
trolley lines.

At Landsberg on the Warthe the central station
not only supplies current for the lighting and power
service but also the street-railway service and is
operated bv a local company.
The plant serves a
population of about 40,000 with current for about
6,000 incandescent lamps and about 100 arc lamps

January
as

14,
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niolors

as

well

liaving

a

total

capacity

1O6

of

station has a total output of 300
provided with a storage battery for
The engines
arc of the vertical-compound type directly coupled
to direct-current machines installed by the Helios
company. The three imits have each a ca[>acity of
120 horsepower at nine atmospheres steam pressure,
the steam being provided by three boilers, each havThe highifK 750 s(|uare meters healing surface.
pressure cylinders of the engine measure 350 inilliinetcrs in diameter and the low-pressure cylinders
570 millimeters, while the stroke is 350 millimeters
Tig. 2 is
diagram of ihc connections
in
length.
of this station.
In Russia many American cars arc in operation,
llie motor cquipnients, trolley poles and track construction being ahfiost identical with American prac-

horsepower.

kilowatts-

and

'I'lic

is

reserve and regulation of 06 kilowatts.

.1

As shown

tice.

in

of the Kicflf-Swjatoschin
a

accompanying

the

illustration

railway

electric

(Fig.

i),

somewhat unusual form of bridge construction

found
Isiissia

near Swjatoschin.
are largely of the

The

central

stations

alternating-current

is

in

sys-

M

Urbaiia went to »up|Kjrt these new cnterpriKS, which
had not yet attained a paying basis. 'I hit probably

had something

to

do

the

witli

trouble.

Manager

Slebbins is rciwrlcd as saying that the rates of fare
were too low, also, and not enough was charged
for handling freight.
J. G. Sclimidlapp of the Union Trust Company of
Cincinnati and Myron II. Wilson of the Cleveland
Trust Company of Cleveland were apiKjintcd receivers by Judge rbonii)son.
Both men are experienced in the traction business. Theodore Stel»'bins, who has been the general manager of the roads
for some time nniler Mr. Appleyard. has been continued in the position by the receivers. He says
that he has already m.-idc all the reduction possible
in the operating e.tpenscs, and the properties can be
rini on an economical basis.
The receivership is [irimarily for the protection
of eastern creditors and bondholders, it is said, and
there is a probability of a new syndicate or corporation taking over the entire list of Appleyard roads.
The lines included in the receivership have all made
money, and the plans of Mr. Appleyard arc considered good if they coubl have been entirely consi-.nunatcd.
It

is

a report
reverted to
tvd been rr
a narrow-g..
a connection at Z..
ark and Zanrsvill'
with Brilaire ..11.!
Zanesviltc
IS

-J

,

,„|

I

opening
mciils

-,,

f'.r

lu<l

gaps in

iImi

M

'

nmouiil of the st^jcks

,,

,

ICi.i.,..

,..-.

,

.:.„.,,„..,

,:,;.,

,.„„...

vania.

The Appleyard lines have all been well budl. will.
the intenlion of making thetn dural.:^ -u ! !;!:•. i:p
to the best grade of construction
1%
arc good and the cars arc large
-d
The roads have Ijeen 3 boon tr,
^,.
<

field

that

and Dayton. It may
he was ambitious' t'.

and the
played

largest system
a large part in

'

'

-d
-,

r
lli..

a»
.

icy

;

interests.

Manager Stebbins belietes. that all the debts
against the roads will be paid'withf.nt ironUrMr.
Appleyard has protwbly

said

^

.

'

licen

iir

.-)«

much from Ihtm

as he should, b'
y
weight of the other new and unfu.
;|.
posted men say that the trouble >..imj' ujihi^-ji 110
fault of the roads that have been in operation for
some time. All are good properties and have lieen
.

.

doing

well.

C.

Middleboro's Experience.
Referring to Middlel)f>ro, Mass., a news ilein
published in ihe Boston Herald last month is to ihc
following effect:
"The investigations made by ihc
Business Men's Club into the condition of the mu-

and the report of the special
made at its annual meeting, is opcnin-r
up the whole question of street lighting and commercial lighting here as it has not been done bef'.rc
since the town went into the bu:nness of making
light for its own use and for sale to the public.
The estimates given show that if the town today
abandoned gas-making and electric lighting it would
have cost the town marly $i50,coo for its outfit,
together with the expense attached sinqc it has begun to operate by the municipality. Men of good
judgment think that it would be difficult to find a
purchaser for the plant as it stands at $30,000, and
it would require not less than $20,000, it is estimated,
ic p1.~.ce it on a basis to do effectual work in accordance with the demands of the day in street
and commercial lighting. It has been a very costly
plaything for Middleboro and promises to become
more 'o rather than less."
nicipal-lighting plant

committee,

iIRECT-CURRENT MACHINES IN WITKOWITZ
motor-gciK'r:Uors being required for transforming current to direct current where required for
operating motors for street-railway service and operterns,

At the St.
motors for industrial purposes.
Petersburg central station (Fig. 4) there are in
operation seven alternating-current gener.-'.tors of the
Helios type, each directly coupled to a i.ooo-horscpower tandem-compound steam engine. Large direct-current machines are also utilized, however, even
without additional flywheel for regulation, as noted
ating

accompanying illustration (Fig. 3) cf the
power plant at Witkowitz in an important Russian
in

the

plant.

Electric

railways

are

rapidly

throughout Russia and there

is

industry will
great impetus in that country.
that

the

electrical

Financial

P.

WER PLANT

IN RUSSIA.

and bonds are held in Columbus or Cleveland.
People of Dayton have about $200,000, and there is
some in Cincinnati, but not a large amount. Measures will be taken to protect the local investors as
far as possible, but it is said that most of them
will be glad to see a reorganization.
There seems
(o have been some dissatisfaction over the manner
in which the small investors were treated.
The bonded indebtedness of the Dayton. Springfield and Urbana is $750,000.
Under a gg-year lease
it operates the Urbana, Bellefontaine and Northern,
which has a bonded indebtedness of $500,000. The
Springfield and Western, which is operated by the
Dayton line, has an indebtedness of $250,000. Bonds
of the Columbus, London and Springfield amount to

Bay Counties Plant Damaged by Landslide.
In a landslide at Colgate, Cal., on

December

29th.

a part of the big hydro-electric plant of the Bay
Counties company was put out of commission. One

being constructed
reason to believe
shortly

receive

a

Troubles of the Appleyard
Railways in Ohio.

—

Cleveland, January 7. Not much surprise was
occasioned by the troubles which overtook the Appleyard companies a few days ago, as there had been
vague rumors in the air for some time. The closing
of two banks in Buffalo some weeks ago that held
about $6oo,coo of A. E. Appleyard's paper caused
still further surmises, as well as a suit brought by
an insurance company for premiums, through which
an attachment was issued on the depot of the Dayton, Springfield and Urbana road at Springfield.

The

receivership

resulted

from

suits

brought

to

collect judgments that bad been entered in the courts
at Columbus, the petitions being filed by Horace

W.

and the General Electric Company. Mr.
Porter's suit is against the Dayton, Springfield and
for $io.cco on a promissory note, while the
General Electric Company asks for the collection
of $5,982 from the Columbus, London and Springfield, and $10,000 from the Central Market Street
Railway Company of Columbus. In all, six suits
Thompson of the United
were filed with Judge A.
States Circuit Court in Cincinnati. The latter has
additional suits pending in the courts at Columbus
for $38,000, $33,000. $43,000 and $1,044 for unpaid
contracts against several of the companies.
While the Columbus, Grove City and Southwestern, the Springfield and Western, the Kenton and
Southern and the Urbana, Bellefontaine and Northern are all either owned or leased by the Dayton.
Springfield and Urbana and the Columbus, London
and Springfield, the receivership does not directly
affect them, nor does it reach several others in
which Mr. Appleyard is interested. It is said by
some that the profits from the Columbus. London
and Springfield and the Dayton, Springfield and
Porter

Urbana

C

FIG. 4.

and there

SEVEN

HORSEPOWER ALTERNATING UNITS

a floating debt of $100,000.
Street Railw'ay Company is
bonded for $500,000. Altogetlier the debts amount
to $3,500,000.
The securities held by eastern capitalists amount to about $2,000,000.
Negotiations had been under way by which the
$1,500,000,

is

The Central Market

Columbus Railway and Light Company might have
taken over the Central INIarket lines, it is said. This
is the only competitor of the city lines.
Dr. J. E.
Low'es of the Dayton and Northern Railroad Company had been negotiating for the Dayton, Springfield and Urbana, and had not the receivership come
at this time a deal might have been made.
There

IN ST.

PETERSBURG STATION.

big pipe line that supplies the water w'as destroyed

and others were damaged below the point where
they connect with the penstock. The machine shop
was wrecked, and debris was piled over the ground
about the plant to a depth of 10
the w^ires of the

two power

feet,

lines.

carrying away
It

will

require

damage. The big stone
building w-here the machinery- is housed withstood
the force of tlie slide and w-as not damaged mateseveral

weeks

to repair the

rially.
The plants in other places are helping to
supply power for the bay cities.

a

.

::

!
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fore

should consider well beembarks on the uncertainties of a municipal

it

By

continued by the local company, which

the better

is

New

By A

York.

typographical error in the introduction to the

Trade Supplied by Western News Co.

cordially invited,

and the

—

The Western Electrician the only
general electrical paper published In the West thorougtily
covers a territory exclusively its oivn. This ib a claim which

—

CAN BE MADE BT NO OTHER ELECTRICAL JOOKNAL IN THE
Electrical merchants and manufacturers
United States.
desiring western trade will api>reciate the unequaled value
of this journal as an advertising medium in its special field.
Advertising rates are moderate, and will be furnished on
application. ^
REMITTANCES.— AH checks, drafts and other remittances should be made payable to the order of the publishers,
the Electrician Publishing Company, and addressed to the
offices of publication, Suite 510, Marquette Building (204
U. S.
Dearborn Street), Chicago, Illii
,

Some

Klcctrical

Plant of

tlie

Brooklyn Eagle.

Illustrated.

.

jg,

Lam?

,

.

of

with

the

was

it

for electrical heating ap-

finicky people object to the almost universal

word

critic

indiscriminate

use.

Navy

Converging Electrodes.

"It

:

a telephone salutation.

as

''hello"

Says a recent

word

not a pretty

is

but that

the

is

use

of

sort

for
it

—

from most of us over the telephone, though
nowhere else. A name can commonly be substituted
at the beginning of a telephonic conversation, and in
case the connection is broken and then made again,
as so often happens, it would be vi^ell to imitate the
gets

English

which

custom,

not

is

This

too

you there?'"

"Hello"

simply zoilism.

is

the

repeat

to

familiar 'Hello,' but to ask, 'Are

well

is

;

strictly

impersonal, conventional and tech-

and with no thought of familiarity. It is
round and mellow, easy to speak, pleasing to the

nical sense

when gently uttered, as it should be, with rising
and coming distinct over the wire. What
word or phrase could take its place? Certainly not
Three
the three-word sentence "Are you there?"
words for one would be an almost criminal waste
ear

Illus-

ated

inflection,

Growth of Central-station Lighting

in

Japan.

Illustrated
Electromagnetic Valve.
Lighting Near Pittsburg
Electric Railways and Telegraphs in

Ill-^strated.

Electric

Dissipntioti of Fog by Electricity
Cliaracterislic Plants of Germany
Illustrated
C- Perkins.

Cuba
,

and Russia.

By Frank
32,

Financial Troubles of the Appleyard Railways in Ohio..
Middleboro's Experience
Bay Counties Plant Damaged by a Landslide
Editorial
for Synchronous Machines.
Illustrated
Programme of Northwestern Electrical

Dampers

By

E.

L.

Wilder.

Convention

.

.

38,

Municipal Lighting in New York Advccated by Mayor
McClellan
Oliio Telephone Notes
Telephone News from the Northwest
Indiana Teleplione Items
Telephone Fish-shoal Signal
General Telephone News
Philadelphia-New York Electric-railway Project
Space Telegraphy for Train Service
Mythical Plans and Absurd Inventions"

DEPARTMENTS,
Dominion of Canada
New England States
Ohio
Northwestern
Mexico

42
...

Railways
Automobiles
Power Transmission
IClectric

4'.

States

Pacific Slope
Pe onal
Electric Lighting

.

contrast the mellifluous "Hello

murmuring

the

there?"

.

—a

"Hello"
it

!

Hello

!"

like

ever be spoken

Are you

Are you there?

with

the right

is

Hello

from which one

staccato

dismay,

in

!

of a mother's lullaby, with the pro-

posed "Are you there?

fingers

word

tempted to
No, no.

is

ears.

in

in the right place.

May

and with the accents of

softly

peace

tion

of

the

German

Electrotechnical

Association.

Mr. Frank H. Mason, the very efficient consul-general of the United States in Berlin (and, by the
way, we hear with regret rumors that M'r. Mason
is

transferred

be

to

account of the

and

ception

to

furnishes

a

brief

There were meetings, a

affair.

an

Paris),

The

exhibition.

re-

although

last,

gratuitous and open to the public during specified

German

German

professional breth-

This plant was deWestern Electrician

capacity of 3,000 kilowatts.

and

scribed

illustrated

the

in

After some discussion, Mr. Fed-

four months ago.

den was deputed by the municipality by which he
is

employed

the party of British electrical

join

to

engineers which attended the St. Louis International
Electrical Congress of last

tour"

"circular

and Canadian
his report, and

it

of

of

is

September and made the
number of American
Fedden has now made

a

Mr.

cities.

some

After allud-

interest.

ing to the great increase in the size of generators

and engines, as well as the extended employment
of electric motors for the driving of all kinds of
machinery, and the large number of engineers engaged in experimenting with new forms of lamps
for use on electric circuits, all tending to decrease
the cost
of consumption, Mr. Fedden remarks

"Our own work has made such

strides In the

last

few years that today we need fear no comparison
with American methods In point of scientific development, and although in the nature of things most
of our undertakings are on a smaller scale, there is
undoubtedly a high average of excellence to be
found In English practice, and greater consideration
for the comfort and safety of^ the general public.

Much

work

of the

to be seen In the States is ob-

viously designed to meet as cheaply as possible the

sentence

last

and American engineers face problems of a character different from those met elsewhere, and the
demands of a rapidly growing country, without
traditions and with few "vested rights" and vested
abuses, should be considered in passing judgment
on the engineering work exhibited. Ours Is a prac-

The engineer is forced to demonstrate
work will pay in dollars and

cents.

electrical manufacturing companies of Germany and
by professors and students from the universities and

for the greatest

technical schools,

all

eager to see the latest inven-

so obviously a generalization,

been omitted, or at least qualified, by a thoughtful
engineer. It would have been more pertinent half
American managers
a dozen years_ ago than now.

tical

'-

is

based on the observations of a hurried tour of perhaps a month's duration, that it might well have

was simply a collection and display by
the members of the society of their latest and most
interesting inventions, or so much of them as they
were willing to submit to the inspection of their
Naturally this made up an exposition of
colleagues.
much interest for electrical men, and the tastefully
decorated exhibition rooms were thronged from morning until night by young engineres from the great
but

nation.

that the results of his

tials.

We

seek

Thus,

rather

essentials

rather

than

sacrifice

than non-essenthe

benefits

of

widely extended electric-railway, electric-lighting and
telephone service,

ceded

to

we

construction

have, in

work

many

that

instances, ac-

could

certainly

have been Improved by greater capital expenditure.
Private enterprise has been allowed a comparatively

But wc believe that this policy has made
good of the greatest number. Is it
little book very recently published in
England, and written by an Englishman well qualifree hand.

not so?

In a

.

and to hear the

word

in

the

various

tions

branches of electrical science, as apprehended and
exemplified by the vigorous intellects of the Father-

and Schools
Telegraphy

Societies

.

.

,

ella

The

land.

Ne

last

exhibits included a steam turbine, meas-

uring and testing instruments, improved arc and incandescent

DATES AHEAD.

lamps,

storage

batteries

new

of

cells,

electrical

instruments for surgery, a typewriting

electrolytic

apparatus,

photometers,

Sth.

Messrs. Siemens and Halske exhibited the

n,

Columbus, Ohic

National Electric Light Association (annual
Denver, June 6th, 7th and 8th, and Colorado Springs. Jun
oth. Toth and nth.
Ohio Electric Light Association, Hotel Victory. Put-in-Ba\
iSth.

tel-

many other electrical appliances.
German Electrotechnical Association was orDr. Werner von Siemens and HeinStephan then postmastei-- general of Germany

egraph and

Ohio Independent Telephone /
March, 1905.

types,

selenium
State Independent Telephone AssociE
nual meeting), Lincoln, Neb., January 18th and igth.
Northwestern Electrical Association (annual convention).
Hotel Pfister, Milwaukee, Wis., January tSth and 19th.
Independent Telephone Association of Wisconsin (annua!
convention), Hotel Pfister. Milwaukee, January 25th and 26th.
American Institute of Electrical Engineers (annual dinner),
ballroom of the Waldorf-Astoria, New York city, February

Nebraska

A-ugust 16th to

a

hours of both days, was not arranged as a popular
display.
It had no commercial organization or pur-

Calendars

Trade

it

a steam-turbine generating station

The

—

Publications

Mi;

suppose that

book,

demands of the moment."

Berlin was the scene on November 22d and 23d
the comlast of an interesting electrical celebration
memoration of the 2Sl:h anniversary of the founda-

pose,

New York

Again,

of time over the congested telephone wire.

run

Chicago Street-railway Situation
Hydro-electric Power for Venice
Northwestern Ccdarmen's Association
36,
M. K. Bissel!. Portrait
New Single-phase Intejrrnting Wattmeter. Illustrated..
Electromagnetic Clutch.
Illustrated
Death of C. M. WiiKes
Death of William H. Baldwin, Jr
New Members of the Institute
Waterpowers in New Zealand
Annual Lecture Series for Western Electric Salesmen
Time Switch for Electric Signs. Illustrated
Illustrated.
Electricity in the New York Times Building.

is

and it
might

S. E. Fedden is the city electrician of ShefEngland, which recently erected at Neepsend
having at present

Mr.
field,

flying

estab-

it
serves a usein the telephone vocabulary
purpose and it is well-nigh indispensable. It ir>

li.shed

used in a

A

and

1884,

of exhibitions,

ren on the success of their anniversary celebration.

ful
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bounds to

within

quite

in

This society has already

way

the

in

return to the idea, taking a leaf out of the
association's

"

tnunieations. views, news items, local newspaper clippings, or
any information likely to interest electricians, will h>e thankfully received and cheerfully acknowledged.

Slight Difference
Electrical Equipment

is

founded

21st year.

its

congratulations to their

use of the

ADVERTISING.—

Engineers was

Electrical

as

Institute of

show.

demand

that "the

stated

pliances exhibits an interesting decrease." "Decrease"

OOBRESFONDENOE relating to electricity or any of its
is

American

should read "increase," as the figures in the table

Auxiliary Manufactures in the United States

OOPYRIQ-HT.— Not only the title hut the entire contents of
each number of the Western Electrician are copyrighted.
This paper is entered at the Chicago postofBee as mail matter
of the second class.
STTBSORIPTIONt in advance, postage prepaid, 83.00 for a
tuilyear of 52numbers; in clubs of four or more, $2.50, with free
extra copy for eight subscriptions; foreigp countries, $5.00
year; single copies, 10 cents. When change of address is requested, tne old address as well as the new should be given.

were represented.

societies

and give a pure exhibition of
American electrical advancement on a more elaborate scale than anything It has yet attempted. But
whether this is undertaken or no, we are sure all
.American electrical engineers will extend hearty

Estimates of the Value of Electrical and

trician's

practical applications

week giving the Western Elec-

table published last

1905

interesting to note "in this connection."

is

done something

Telephone. 3806J Cortlandt.

14,

are not informed whetlier

the newspapers say, that the

therefore in

arrangement.

TELEPHONE, MAIN 1746/
Eastern Office, 193 Times Building,

any other foreign
It

we

Engineers, but

Irical

on both sides

conciliation

should be arranged to have the street lighting

it

CHICAGO.

-

January

New York

city of

electric-lighting plant.

PUBLICATION offices:
510 Marquette Building,

The

Tlie

ganized by
rich

—in

—

November,

1S79.

the

same

year

in

which

fied to

"In

speak with knowledge,

New

we

find this sentence

York, Brooklyn, Boston and Chicago, four

having approximately an aggregate population
and area equal to those of London, there are now
more than there are
in use over 320,000 telephones
Nearly every good-in the whole of Great Britain."
cities

—

sized

village

has

electric railway,

Its

with

electric-light
its

plant,

while the

30,000 miles of. track, has

become almost a national institution. It Is thus that
the "demands of the moment" have been filled. If
it has been done "as cheaply as possible." we must
rest content with the knowledge that the United
States possesses the useful advantages' of electricity

which was yet of great historical interest. The reAlexander
cent meeting was entirely successful.

any other nation. We
achieved this pre-eminence by methods and
means which were sometimes uncouth and unfinished; but the larger benefits that we sought were

Siemens represented the British Institution of Elec-

attained.

tric

street-railway

motor and

train

—a

first elec-

tiny

affair.

to a far greater degree than

may have

"
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Dampers

Synchronous Machines.'
liy

lliiiiliiiK
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igo^

for

'!

:

K.

I..

WiM.KK.

synclirfjiKHis inacjiliu;

is

a pL-riodical

varialion in llic speed above and 1)elnw synchronous
speed.
'J'his may occur either between alternators
which arc working in parallel supplying current to

i-onuuon fccrlirs, or it may occur between an alternator ncni-raiinK power and a rotary converter or
synclnotious motor to which its power is supplied,
I'nyisidir the case of two alternators operalini? in
parallel:
When they arc in synchronism the elcciniinolive forces in the circuit including their two
armatures arc in direct phase opposition, and there
will be no interchange of current, if the two maI'liines have similar wave forms and the excitation
is the same.
If, however, one machine lags, a resultant electromotive force will be developed which
will cause a current to flow.
This current takes
power from the machine which is leading and supplies it to the machine which is lagging, the obvious
effect of which is to raise the speed of the tagging
machine and to lower the speed of the leading maIf on account of the inertia of the moving
chine.
parts the machitic which was lagging now forges
ahead the conditions are reversed, and thus begins
an oscillation of current and speed which under
certain cnndilions may become troublesome.
Tln-se furn-nls which flow between two machines,
Ihin-liy holding their average speeds to the same
value, are called corrective currents.
It is these
which react upon the field flux and cause it to shift
Thus,
I'lrst
in one direction audi then in the other.
in Fig. I, let Ihe full line represent the normal ficldllux form.
'Mie dotleil lines will represent roughlv
limiting forms between whid) the llu.x will vary
.IS
the machine nsrilhks belwern a lagging and a
leading position. This oscillation in speed may be
restricted by the action of copper dampers placed
ii])on the poles.
For the sake of simplicity, disregard the presence of the flux set up by the field and
assume the armature to be in rotation. When the
machine is in synchronism the flux set up by the
armature rotates with respect to the armature at
the same speed at which the armature is rotating,
but in the opposite direction, so that the flux is
sUilionary with reference to the frame of the machine.
The armature may then be considered as a
stationary e!rctrrininiiii.:i excited by direct current,

in the form
greatly increased the
IHilc

of a

lip

lip.

damping

form is illustrated in Fig.
the shape of a grid which

4,

Thi^

cflfccl.

the

modific-ilioii

A

still

later

damper (wing

Pa|>cr

in

into <lots in the
pole face.
I''ig.
5 is a modific.Tlion of this form.
Fig. 6 .shov/» a very efTcclivc <lam|>cr, which consists simply of a heavy coi;i>er sheet fastened lo the
Thi-i form can lie used only with
face of the pole.
partially closeil armature slots on account of Ihe
eddy currents which would otherwise Ik' set np,
owing lo the lack of uniformity in Ihe flux.
'I'hc forms illustralcd in Figs. 3 and 4 are not
niticli liable to eddy-current lasses and .ire used with
open armature slots when a fairly large air-gap is
The form illustrated in Fig, 5 is set slightly
used.
track of the surface of the pole and is Ijut little siihis

ncl

ginc,"

civciiil
is
completed through the
frame of the machine. When Ihe condition of hunting prevails the armature may be considered as an
electromagnet which A'ibrates from its normal position, changing its strength as it swings back and

and becoming strongest when it is farthest renio\cd from its normal posilioii. If now we regard
forth,

of the niolnr as excited, the resultant field
field flux and armature flux will still vary
the field flux proper is constant for a given
constant field current.
jf
p-^i-,- sheet or copper grid is placed so that
Ihe

field

chic

to

since

.,

,.

"Ec/Jiiofiiy

Vaudcsillc smoker,
F«iD,\y

Milwaukee

at

DAMPER FITTED TO ROTATING-FIELD ALTERNATOR.
eddy-current losses. Ttie above dampers are
used with poles built uji of laminated iron. Where
solid poles are used the surface of the pole itself
acts as a damper, but it is subject to eddy-current
jecl to

losse.~.

When machines are operated synchronously there
is always the liability that oscillations will be set up
between the rotating parts.
If these are damped
out quickly no harm is done.
E.xcessivc pumping
not only rcdliccs the stability of the system and
renders the machines liable to be thrown out of
step, but the resulting corrective currents occasion
large copper losses.
The function of the dampers
is to ofifer a resistance to the oscillations when they
first start and thus prevent their growing lo the

of Northwestern Electrical

11:30

a.

m.

—.Association

Reading of minutes.
of secretary-treasurer.

called to order. RoH-call.

President's

address.

Report

all

committees

except

nominating.

Miscellaneous

—"Alternating-current and Direct-current
Distribution," by O.
Ran, Mihvaukee.
—
Paper "Successful Joint Utilization of Several
Paper

From The

.Mil-

for

Chi-

is

reported

that

there

is

a

new

deal

in

ihe

Side systems.
In the matter of the Union Traction accounting
this week delivered an oral decision relative lo the issuing of a large amount of

A\'est

Judge Grosscup

certificates.
Judge Grosscup said he
would authorize the issue of receivers' lien certificates to the amount of $500,000. only on the condition that the Union Traction Company shall make
good the amount of $421,000 which represents the
deficit of the receivership.
Then the court went
on to say that to the extent that the receivers had
purchased new cars and constructed roadbed, they

receivers'

were

entitled to receivers' certificates, subject to
that in the case of reconstruction
the certificates should issue only to the extent that

such

reconstruction represents a betterment o\-er
former conditions. He said he was satisfied that
such betterment represented 40 per cent, of Ihe cost
reconstruction.
For this proportion certificates
might therefore be is.=ued, but the remaining 60 per
should be charged to operating expenses or
maintenance, and to that extent decrease the de-

of

cent,

preciation fund.

Hydro-electric Power for Venice.
Reference has been made recently to the use of
waterpower of the River Cellina. in Italy, for
electrical purposes.
The work is not yet terminated, but the company definitely promises the comthe

at

business.

I.

The

Chicago traction situation, whereby, instead of ihe
Chicago City I^aiiway Company being l>oughl by
the Chicago Union Traction Company, the former
company is to buy Ihe North and West Side companies, the underlying properties of the Union Traction company.
The carrying out of this i)lan is
said to be the decision reached at a meeting in New
York of John J. Mitchell, Marshall Field and P. A.
Valentine of Chicago and J. Picrpont Morgan, who,
it is
said, will head a syndicate which is soon to
come into control of the South Side, North and

pletion of the

Wedneso.w .\fteenoon.
Appointment of nominating and membership committees.
Applications for membership. Reports of

A

is

m. on January i8lh.
lo go on this train

the qualification

Wednesday Morning.

Electric Club Journal.

a.

Chicago Street-railway Situation.
It

R. Mercein has prepared carefully for the
meeting, as usual, and announces the following prois subject to changes and additions:

it. the pumping or vibration
be dampened by the eddy currents set up
therein according to Lenz's law.
This is the function performed by the copper dampers placed on
the poles of alternating-current machines which are
intended for parallel operation.
Hunting is very much like the swinging of a
pendulum. If there is httle friction a small force
will keep up the vibration.
The addition of the
dampers is analogous to immersing the bob of the
pendulum in a heavy oil which resists the motion of
the pendulum.
One of the earliest forms of dampers is illustrated
in Fig. 2.
It consisted merely of a heavy copper
ring surrounding the pole tip. Its eftectiveness as a
damper is rather low.
later form is shown in
Fig. 3, the copper here being extended under the

9

cago conlingeni

Thomas

will

M<«Mi,sc.

Unfinished business. Adjournment,
The present officers of the association arc; I'rr.i
dent, T. F, Grovcr of Fond du Ije, Wis.; vice pre^idents, George H. Uikcs of Hvanslon, III., and K
.\. Daniell of Menominee. Mich.
wcrclary and Ireasiirer, 'Hiomas R, Merciin of Milwaukee: dircctort.
W. H. Scholt of Chicago. Prof. D. C, Jackson of
Madison, Wis., and Harold Almerl of Oak Park.

gramme, wdiich

the flux will cut across

Wis

Schiirfrr,

TllUUOAY EvcMixa

has arranged for a special car on the Chicago,
waukee and St. Paul road, leaving Chicago

On Wednesday, Thursday and Friday, January
18, 19 and 20, 1905, the thirteenth annual convention
of the Northwestern Electrical Association will be
held in the Hotel Pfister, Milwaukee.
Secretary

6.

W,

III.

Convention.

Fig.

Prof. J.

l>y

The programme provi'led is a goo<l one, and all
mcmlwrs and friends arc urged lo allend the meeting.
Mr James Wolff, the master of transportation,

Programme

RONOUS MACHINES.

\

In.l

;

dc.i:gcr point.

DAMPERS FOR SYN

and

K. McCarly,

Paper— ".Molors,"
cnnsin Univcrtily.

llie

whose masnclic

—

l>y

I'aijcr— "[Jii.lrilnilion and U'lllar-,' by C. IL VV;!!
lams, Madivjn, Wis.

il.

Small Waterpowers," bv W. B. Jackson, Madison,
Wis.
Paper "Electricity at the St. Louis Exposition,"
by E. B. Ellicott, Chicago.

—

dam

early in

1905.

when

the

Venice will be 7.000 horsepower, while the

power
utiliza-

which will shortly follow
the completion of the dam, will give at \'enice 10,000 horsepower and 13.000 at the generating station.
tion

of the

The

later

first

rapids,

utilization

of the second rapids

will,

of

give an added power. At Venice 1,500
horsepower will be used for illuminating, and the
remainder for industrial purposes, .\long the line
of conduit are towns and populated districts where
already contracts for supphnng power have been
made, and
others
are
being undertaken.
On
the completion of the works, the price for electric
energj' will be a fraction over g}4 cents per kilowattcourse,

hour.

Wednesday Evening.
Theater party.

Thursday Morning.
Questions and answers.
Paper— "High-tension Practice," by W'. T. God-,
dard, Victor, N. Y.
Paper "Single-phas; Raihvaj'S and Their Possibilities," by Clarence Renshaw. Pittsburg.
Paper "Series Alternating Arc Lamps," by E. P.
Warner, Chicago.
Report of nominating committee and election of

—
—

officers.

United States Consul R. W. Bliss at Venice says
"The starting of this plant naturally opens a market for electrical machinery, articles of installation
and bouse fixtures.
carload of catalogues, however, will serve no purpose toward securing the
sale of goods.
Merchants want to see the article
for sale to be convinced that it is better than wdiat
the Germans and English are selling; this can only
be done by a salesman canvassing the district. The
electrical manufactures of the United States, by
reason of their excellence, could easily predominate
in the market of Italy, where the industry is making
rapid advances, and it would be but a neglect of
an excellent opportunity should this occasion not
be seized by Americans,"

A

:
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Northwestern Cedarmen's Association.
The Northwestern Cedarmen's Association held
ninth annual convention at the Hotel Pfister,
Milwaukee, on Tuesd.13^, January 3d. The meeting
proved to be one of the most enthusiastic ever held.
The forenoon was devoted to a meeting of the board
of directors, meetings of standing committees and
mutual greetings and interchange of opinion among
The formal session was called to
the delegates.
order at 2 p. m. in the clubroom by President H. W.
its

Reade of Escanaba.
Secretary John F. Hayden of Minneapolis read
the minutes of the last annual meeting, which was
held at the Auditorium Hotel, Chicago, on January
6, 1904, and also the minutes of the special meeting
held at the Nicollet Hotel, Minneapolis. Tuesday,
March 29, 1904. The minutes of both meetings were
approved.
President Reade then delivered his annual address,
in the course of which he said:
'The past year has not been as prosperous for
dealers in cedar products as we anticipated, The invasion of the western timber and curtailment of
building operations have had their effect upon the
shingle market. It is a hard matter to account for
the falling off in the demand for posts during the
Although the crops in some sections
past season.
have not been up to the average, there has been no
widespread crop failure, and the great majority of
farmers in the agricultural districts where we find
our market for posts are in good financial condition.

made

of great benefit.

January 14^ 1905

Many

of these have already
been assumed, and it is unnecessary to estimate the
value of the classification books, the unity of action
on such matters as the terms of sale, the possibilities
for securing fair treatment from the railroads in
the matter of freights and the handling of claims
for overweights and the adoption of uniformity in
specifications.
Evai the official price-list has its
value, though it may not at times represent the
market.
Further than these your secretary would
repeat the statement made by your former secretary,
that if it were possible to occasionally gather statistics of the amount of stock in the hands of each
member and issue this information to all the members, it would do much -to establish stability in the
market and would serve as a guide to the committee on values.
"While your secretary lays no claims to qualifications as a prophet, he- believes that the coming year
will not be a repetition of the last.
It is not necessary to review the conditions and circumstances that
have made the last year a bad one for the cedar
trade.
You are all familiar with them, for you have
been up against them. But 3'ou are also familiar
with the signs of the times that give bright promise
for the new year.
$5,000,000,000 crop raised by
the farmers of the country in 1904 will go a long

A

us to the conclusion that the farmers in the older

now have

their farms fairly well
fenced.
I think that farmers in the older locahties
have their farms fairly well fenced, but they still
require an immense number of posts for renewals
and extensions, and there is an endless demand for
states

posts in the newer agricultural districts.
/'The trade In poles has not been as active nor
prices as firm as in the past few years, but stocks
of short poles, 20-foot in particular, are pretty we'l

cleaned up.
I wish to say a word in regard
the inspection rules adopted by the association
In the words of the showman.
ago.
'This feature alone is well worth the price of adIf for nothing else, I am proud of the
mission.'
association for the good work it has done in this
line.
The most of you will remember the difficulties
we had to contend with before these rules were
established, and now they are used and recognized
as authority from the Atlantic to the Pacific and
south to Mississippi and Texas.
"Everything points to a very active and prosperous

"Before closing

to

some time

year in all industrial lines, and it is my hope and
belief that all of you may and will benefit by the
general revival of business, and when we meet again
at our next annual gathering you can report j'our
measure of prosperity as full, heaped up and running
over."
In the course of his annual report Secretary Hayden said that the membership was 68. He also said,
among other things: "In July your secretary received a communication from the secretary of the
Northwestern Lumbermen's Association stating that
some of his members were complaining that producers of white cedar -were filling out cars of poles
with posts, or shipping full cars of posts to the
He claimed that posts are
rural telephone lines.
a regular part of the stock of the retail dealer and
urged that our members be asked to desist, or to
charge prices for the posts that would enable them
to recompense the retail dealers for their loss of
trade.
You are all familiar with the circular the
directors of this association authorized the secretary
As stated in that circular,
to send to the members.
and also to the secretary of the retailers' association,
the members of this organization have no desire
to act contrary to any of the so-called rules of trade
ethics, but at the same time we do expect in return that the retail trade shall buy supplies from those
who are regularly engaged in the wholesaling of
white cedar, and shall not go up into the woods and
secure white cedar posts and shingles from the
small jobbers who do not pretend to be carrying on
During the
a regular business of that character.
year the secretary received from a member of the
association a communication inquiring the meaning
of the n.ile that admits of 10 per cent, of butt rot in
The rule states distinctly that rot to the
poles.
extent of 10 per cent, of the area of the butt is
allowable, but the question was as to what is the
diameter of such an amount of rot. On inquiry the
secretary found that controversy over this matter
was not uncommon. Of course a geometrical solution of the problem is possible at all times and
for all sized poles, bur for convenience in measurement it might be set down that the diameter of a
rot area amounting to 10 per cent, of the area
of the butt of any pole is approximately equal to
three-tenths of the diameter of the butt.
'Tn closing this review of a somewhat unsatisfactory year to the producers and wholesalers of
white-cedar products, it might be appropriate to say
that this association or any similar association cannot hope to have the power to regulate the demand
And where the members
for what it has to sell.
do not constitute the entirety of the producers it is
equally impossible to regulate the supply. But there
are other functions of the association that can be

appointed from the Northwestern Cedarmen's Association to meet with the representatives of other
associations in considering this question. Mr. Worcester moved that a trade relations committee be
appointed by the chair with authority to act. This
motion being seconded, discussion ensued, all of
which was favorable to the project and the motion
was carried unanimously.
President Reade appointed as a trade relations committee C. H. Worcester of Chicago, H. S. Gilkey of Minneapolis and
R. H. Downing of Minneapolis.
R. H- Downing was appointed as representative of
the Northwestern Cedarmen's Association to attend
the annual meeting of the Northwestern Lumbermen's Association at Minneapolis, and also the annual meeting of the Illinois Lumber Dealers' Association at Chicago in the same capacity, that of discoursing on the white-cedar business.
The election of officers being in order, the chairman appointed as a nominating committee E. H.
Valentine of Chicago, C. H. Worcester of Chicago.
F. J. Lang of Hermansville, Mich., M. K. Bissell of
Escanaba, Mich., and R. H. Dowling of Minneapolis.
The convention took a short recess during the absence of the nominating committee, on whose recom-

mendation these officers were elected
President^M. K. Bissell of Escanaba.
Vice-president M. H. Coolidge of Minneapolis.
Treasurer W. B. Thomas of Manistique, M'ich.
Directors for one year, E. H. Valentine of
Chicago and H. S. Gilkev of Minneapolis; for two
years, H. W. Reade of Escanaba, M'ich., and George

—
—

The farmer has. therefore, been in a position to
buy posts provided he needed them, which brings
farming

way toward healing the sores that have made you
uncomfortable."
Treasurer W. B. Thomas of Manistique, Mich.,
showed total receipts of $746.06 and disbursements
of $441.25
The report of the treasurer was greeted with applause, as it showed a healthy balance in the treasury.
Reports of committees being called for, R. H.
Downing, chairman of the post and shingle commitannounced that the members of his committee
had concluded after a careful survey of the situation
to recommend a list that would be nearer the selling
tee,

value of cedar products than the old one. The recas follows

ommendation of the committee was
Price of cedar posts and piling
ville,

6
3

4
5

6
7

8

4
5

6
7

8
4
5

6
7

8

o.

f.

b.

cars at

Hermans-

Mich.

7 to 9 inch quarters, 7-foot, 7c,
5
7

inch
inch
inch
inch
inch
inch
inch
inch
inch
inch
inch
inch
inch
inch
inch
inch
inch
inch
inch

halves,
halves,
halves,

round,
round,
round,
round,
round,
round,
round,
round,
round,
round,
round,
round,
round,
round,
round,
round,

7-foot,"

i2-foot,
6 inch round, 12-foot,
7 inch round, (2-foot,
4 incli round, 14-foot,

7-foot, loc.
7-foot, 9c.
7-foot, 7!'2C.
7-foot, 9c.
7-foot, 11 J^c.
7-foot, 15c.
7-foot, 17c.
7-foot, 25c.
8-foot, 13c.
8-foot, 17c.
S-foot, 19c,
8-foot, 25C.
8-foot, 40c.
lo-foot, iSc.
lo-foot, 28c.
10-foot, 30c.
lo-foot, 40c,
lo-foot, 65c.

5

inch round,

6 inch round,
7

4
5
6
7

4
5

6
7

4
5

6
7

inch
inch
inch
inch
inch
inch
inch
inch
inch
inch
inch
inch
inch

round,
round,
round.
round,
round,
round,
round,
round,
round,
round,
round,
round,
round,

r.|-foot,

33c.
36c.
41c.
27c.
38c.
41c.
4SC.
40c.
45c.
goc.
sSc.
50c.
60c.
70c.
85c.
55c.
70c,
8oc.

14-foot,
14-foot,
16-foot,
16-foot,
16-foot,
T6-foot,
i8-foob,
iS-foot,
:8-foot,
18-foot,
20-foot,
20-foot,
20-foot,
20-foot, $1.

Telegraph Poles.
4 inch round, 25-foot, 70 cents.
5 inch round. 25-foot, go cents.
5 inch round, jc-foot, $1.30.

inch
inch
inch
inch
inch

top, 12
top, 12
top, 22
top, '22
top, 32

to 20 foot, 10
20 foot, II
to 30 foot, 11
to 30 foot, 12
to 40 font, 13
to

cents
cents
cents
cents
cents

Members and Guests.

Among

those in attendance at the meeting were

the following-named:

H. W., Torrey Cedar Co
W. L., Wittenberg Cedar Co

Wis.
Wittenberg, Wis.
Chicago.
Escanaba, Mich.
Duluth, Minn.
Brooks, Hall L
Tomahawk, Wis.
Bruett, T. A.. Wilbur Lumber Company
Milwaukee.
Bulgren, G. H., The R. Connor Co
Marshfield. Wis.
Clark, E. L., Valentine-Clark Co
Chicago.
Coolidge, Marshall H., Marshall H. Coolidge Co. .Minneaprlis.
Dixon, H. M., Cloqnet Tie and Post Co
Cloqnet, Minn.
Downing, R. H., Bradley- Watkins Co
Minneapolis. Minn.
Elmore, Eltinge, Elmore-Fowlcr-Jacobs Company. .Milwaukee.
Farnsworth. Geo. J., Bav DeNoquet Co
Xahma, Mich.
Forbrich, C. W., Western Electrician
Chicago.
Fowler, John H., Elmore- Fowler-Jacobs Co
Chicago.
Fuller, F, A., The Morgan Company
Oshkosh, Wis.
Fuller, L. E., American Lumberman
"T
Chicago.
Genge, R. R., Francis Beidler & Co
Chicago.
Cicrich, J. E., MacGillis and Gibbs Lumber Company.
Milwaukee.
Gilkey, H. S-, Pendleton & Gilkey
Minneapolis.
Graffis, W. H., Telephone Magazine
Chicago.
Hayden, J. F., Mississippi Valley Lumberman. ..Minneapolis,
lloilis, W. G., N. W. Lumbermen's Association.. Minneapolis.
Hooper, J. R., American Lumberman
Chicago.
Huebel, C. J., C. J. Huefael Company
ilenoramee, Mich.
Lang, F. J., Wisconsin Land and Lumber Company....
Hermansville, Mich.
Leitch, J. G., Francis Beidler & Co
Escanaba, Mich.
Littman, Max, T. M. Partridge Lumber Co. .MinneapolisMacGillis, Daniel, MacGillis S: Gibbs
Milwaukee.
MacLeod, M., Bay de Noquet Company
Chicago.
McDevitt, J. A., Cloquet Tie and Post Co
Cloquet, Minn.
.\nthes,

Arnold,

Clintonvi'lle,

Bailey, F. M., Sound Waves
Bissell, M. K., Erickson & Bissell
Bradley, T. P., Duluth Log Co

.

Cedar Piling.
8
9
8
9
8

—

Nicholson, Jr., of Manistique.
President Reade at tins juncture surrendered the
chair to his successor, ^Mr. Bissell, who, upon assuming his new duties, thanked the members gracefully for his preferment.
It was moved and seconded that the thanks of the
Northwestern Cedarmen's Association be extended
to ex-President Reade for his efficient services during the last year, which was carried unanimously.
Mr. Gilkey advocated the employment of a paid
secretary, who could devote his entire time to the
affairs of the association, compile statistics, visit the
plants of the members and keep the cedar men thoroughly posted on the condition of the market, stocks
and other points of vital interest. After discussion, it
being found that the constitution empowered the directors to employ a secretary, fix the salary and
virtually make all arrangements necessary, it was
moved that the directors retire and endeavor to
formulate a proposition for employing a permanent
secretary and bring it before the meeting for adoption.
This was unanimously agreed to and a short
recess was taken while the directors conferred.
Upon being called to order again the directors submitted a recommendation for a change in the constitution, raising the initiation fee from $10. to $25
and the annual dues to $75. This w^as to secure the
necessary funds. After some further discussion by
^Messrs. MacGillis, Gilkey and others, the amendment was put to a vote and carried unanimously.
As there was no further business to come before
the meeting the convention, on motion, adjourned.
Daniel MacGillis and T. A. Bruett, representing
respectively the ilacGillis & Gibbs Lumber Company and the -Wilbur Lumber Company, the two
Milwaukee members of the association, entertained
the delegates at a banquet which was held in the
red room of the hotel at eight o'clock in the evening.

4 inch round, 12-foot, 23c.
5 inch round,

j'Ac.

'

:

per
per
per
per
per

foot.
foot.
foot.
foot.
foot.

In commenting on the report. Chairman Downing
said that the list had always been higher than the
actual selling prices and that the committee had
endeavored to formulate this list in that way.' Although slightly higher than present prices, he believed that before the fall trade sets in the full hst
would be easily obtained.
M. K. Bissell moved that the report be adopted.
This being seconded, some discussion ensued, but in
the end the report was adopted unanimously.
Secretary W. G. Hollis of the Northwestern Lumbermen's Association, Minneapolis, was given the
privilege of the floor to address the members on the
question of reciproccity in trade relations. Mr. Hollis
went into the subject with his usual clearness
and enthusiasni and suggested that a committee be

MCMeal, H. B., Teleohony
Morse, A. W., American Lumberman

'

Mueller, Wm,, William Mueller Company
Naugle, A. T., E. E. Naugle Tie Company
.\icholson,

George

Jr.,

Chicago.
Chicago.
Chicago.
Chicago.

White Marble Lime Company....

:
Manistique, Mich.
O'Callaghan, Jas., O. C. Lumber Co
Vulcan, Mich.
Partridge, T. M., T. M. Partridge Lumber Co. .Minneaoolis.
Perrizo, Paul Jr.. Perrizo & Sons
Daggett, Mich.
Reade, H. W., Pittsburg and Lake Superior Iron Company
Escanaba, Mich.
Schalck. Frank R., Western Electrician
-Chicago.

Frank
Thomas, W.
Snell,

V'alentine,

N

Milwaukee.

li

E. H., ValenUne-Clark

Co

Manistique, Mich.
Chicago.

January

14,
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Walion, A, D., Kahcr & Wnlwri
WorccHtcr, C. H.,
H. Wurcotcr

C
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Oihkonh, Wll.

Clinloiivillc,

Clll(M«o.

Company
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Convention Notes.
A.

NaiiRlc of

r.

was on

ri-.lcaKo
iiifii

l.ir

tlie

K. E. N.-iiiglc

He

liand.

is

'I'ic

Company

of

one of the most popu-

pole business.

llic

ill

II.
Kowlcr, so well known among users of
ties, was, of course, a conspicuous fiRure
he convention, as was also his partner, Elting

Jcilin

linics :iui\
;ii

I

courteous manner, he

is

a

man whom

it

37
i«

a rral

who cisily makes and retains
friends.
Mr. liradley distributed a much-souKhlaftcr "capsule" in the shape of a good cigar enclosed in a transparent case.
pIcasMre to meet ami

Paul Pcrrizo of Pcrrizo & Sons, Daggett, Mich.,
was among the early arrivals. Mr. Pcrrizo anticipates a greatly increase! business in poles and tics
this year and feels confident that the choice stock
Jiis company has on hand will enable it to receive
a good share of this patronage.

A. McDevitt and II, M'. Dixon did the -honors
Cloquel Tic and Post Company of Cloquct,
Minn., and did lliem well. Cloquct interests are
nid ruul well-known f)ncs in the cedar line.
J.

New

fur the

W.

h. Arnold, nianaRcr of the WitlenberK Cedar
Company, Wittenlierff, Wis., a new member of the
a.ssocialion, made his appearance for the first lime

Ihe cedarmen's convention

Singla-phase Integrating Wattmeter.

The newest development in Wcstinghouse integrating wattmeters is the lypc-B, for use upon singlephase circuits of 7.200 and 16,000 alternations, which
shows improvements in a number of features that

and was warmly wcl-

time in many years H. W. .Anthes
.iihI Tom R.
Wall of the Torrey Cedar Company.
Clinlonville, Wis., attended Ihe cedarmen's convention.
These pentlemcn are well known amoiip the
.nlarmen of the Nnrlhwem and received a hcarlv
the

first

welcr.mc.
,,f llie T, M. I'ailridKC
Company, Minneapolis, was amonp the newthe convention. Though a youuK man.

T. M'. ParlridRe, pr.sidenl
I.iindiev

eiiiners

at

Mr. Partridge
and his work

company

is

well

In:^

known

as an energetic worker,
in :>ecurini: fnr his

been elTective

a large trade.

Of course, Hall L. Brooks, Ihe popular " !'oni,ihawk" man, was on hand and mingled with his many
Mr, Brooks' poptilarity
in the cedar line.
by no means confined to his friends among the
customers have found him one

friends
is

cc'dar dealers, as his

of the most genial

men

in

1,

The

iliuni

connecti'.n

it

made Iniide the meter.
The internal construction and charartrriitirs rejH
—1 - '
retcnt the best skill of men <"
-rk
<
and a factory devoted u-.lr-I.
electrical initrumenls.
Thr
•:•,
the lightncsi of that of previ..
increased torque. The magncn are ..-•I :•// ', and
mounted upon one bracket, which insures perfect
alignment. The use of two magneti p'r-rr-"- <h»
adoption of a wider air gap, thu'
danger of the disk rubbing. Adj
permanently

'

ATTMETER WIT
it an increased efficiency and long-lived calibraIn every essential it follows the Westinghot;se
standard designs, employing the principle of shunting the gi-eater portion of the field, due to the shunt
winding, and allowing cnly a small portion of it to
combine with the series field to produce a torque
on the disk. By this means good load-voltage and
frequency curves are obtained. By a change in the
design of the electromagnet the etTect upon the disk
is made double that produced in the type A. with
the same small shunt loss, the same accuracy upon

give

ciates

"No cedarmen's con\'ention would be complete withMarshall H, Conlidge, one of the pioneers in
industry.
Mr. Cnniidge, who is president of
the Marshall H. Coolidgc Company of Minneapolis,
during the
anticipates a greatly increased
trade
present year, and is making the necessary preparations to meet it,

out
the

M". K. Bissell, the newly elected president of the
association, is one of its oldest .and most highly
esteemed members. He is the junior partner of the
firm of Erickson & Bissell of Escanaba, Mich., dealers in poles and tics.
Mr, Bissell was formerly
mayor of Escanaba and his executive ability wdll
no doubt prove useful in the performance of his

quency, speed and friction are c<.i
and easily made. At full load lli25
revolutions a minute.
All the workmx pifu are
secured to a single casting, aa shown in Fig. 2.
TTie essential features of the boll licaring are retained in Ihe new meter.
The lower end of the shaft,
!

upon which the rotating disk
with

a

sapphire

jewel,

is

slightly

mounted,
cupped.

fitted

is

A

corre-

On

S,

li,u;lits"

new

circuit.

fect that no friction effects are perceptible.
meters of less than 3.84-kilowatt capacity the first dial
reads in the tenths of kilowatt-hour; in larger capacities the first dial records units.

the business,

Gilkey of Minneapolis, one of the "shining
of the association, was warmly greeted by
in
his many co-workers
the cedar line. During
last year's convention Mr, Gilkey was seriously ill.
and the welcome he received this year demonstrates
the high esteem in which he is held by his asso1

the

sponding jewel is placed in the end of the adjusting
screw, which forms the lower half of the bearing,
and into the hollow space between the jewels a
hardened steel ball is introduced. The polished steel
surface of the ball is slightly less in radius than the
jeweled cups, reducing the friction to an inappreciable amount, owing to the smallness of the points
of contact.
The upper bearing is new and presents some excellent features.
The shaft which supports the disk
is drilled out at its upper end slightly larger than
the pin which is attached to the upper screw. The
diameter is reduced at one point in its depth to
form a bearing for the pin. At the bottom of the
hole is placed a small piece of felt which is impregnated with oil. Capillary attraction causes the
lubricant to creep upward, oiling the bearing.
Friction is thus reduced to a minimum, decreasing the
wear and eliminating noise.
A four-dial counter is employed, its construction
and the connection with the disk shaft being so per-

liiMlcd.
I'"(>r

to

:

lOniorc.

.M

ruption

tion.

light work and a minimum amount of variation in
performance due to changes in voltage and frequency.
Fig. I shows the wattmeter with glass cover, it
being also made with a metallic cover. It is compact in form and can be installed in a small space,

The meter records directly without the use of a
constant.
The accuracy is not affected by reasonable variation in voltage and it records correctly
from two per cent, of full load to 50 per cent, overload, and under all conditions of power factor and
wave form.

Electromagnetic Clutch.
One

entries into the field of elecoperated machinery is the Williams electric
clutch, shown herewith, which is made by the Williams Electric Machine Company of .\kron. Ohio.
The driving principle of the clutch consists in the

of the latest

trically

clamping of a number of dislcs by magnetic action.
The multiplied disks brought in intimate contact

duties.

William Mueller of the William Mueller Company,
good-natured and affable as ever, was as
much in demand as usual. Mr. Mueller is one of
the best entertainers in the cedar business, and it is
safe to say that no more popular man exists in that
The William Mueller Company is one
industry.
of the oldest in the cedar line and enjoys its quota
Cliicago,

of business.

H. W, Reade, secretary and treasurer of the Pittsburg and Lake Superior Iron Company of Escanaba,
Mich., one of the largest concerns in the cedar busi-

BLECTROMAGNETIC CLUTCH.
by the magnetization give these clutches great driving power as compared with their size, the consumption of current in the energizing coil being
almost negligible. A 50-horsepower loo-revolutionper-minute clutch consumes approximately one-half
an ampere at no volts.
The actuating coil is mounted concentric with the
shaft bore of the clutch and is enclosed in an oil
and waterproof metallic case, which in turn is
enclosed in the clutch proper, which saves it from
damage from external sources. This coil is insulated in accordance with the best electrical manufacturing practice, being given a breakdown test

did more than his share in looking after the
welfare of the delegates.
Mr. Reade received many
congratulations for the able manner in which be
performed the duties of president of the association,
and added greatly to his well-earned laurels.
ness,

Among those who are held in the highest esteem
by the members of the association is E. H. Valentine, of
the
Valentine-Clark Company, Chicago.
Although not in the best of health. Mr. Valentine
would not be denied, and his presence, together with
his usual stock of anecdotes and reminiscences, were
most welcome. Mr. Valentine was ably assisted by
his partner, E. L. Clark, in looking after the com-

of 2,200 volts alternating current for no and 220volt work and 5,000 volts alternating current for
500-volt service.
The objectionable feature often pertaining to magnetic clutches of the residual magnetism causing the
clutch to hold for a short period after the current
has been cut off, is said to have been entirely overcome, and they will take hold and let go more

pany's interests.

Every delegate to the convention was pleased to
see C. H. Worcester, president of the C. H. Worcester Company of Chicago.
No convention would be
complete without the presence of this popular dealer,
and his sound advice and wise counsel have been a
feature of every meeting held thus far.
Though

young man,

Sir. Worcester is one of the largest
cedar poles, and the success of his
due to his conscientious treatment of his
customers and bis untiring efforts.

a

producers

company

of

is

The Duluth Log Company of Duluth, a new member of the association, but a pioneer in the pole and
lumber business, was ably represented by Secretary
and Manager T. P. Bradley, who took time to run
down from Duluth to look after the interests of his
company. Besides exploiting the Duluth Log Company's product in a capable way, it can safely be
said that Mr. Bradley went away with a materiallv
increased list of personal friends. Of frank and

the front connections on the top of the meter case
adding materially to the convenience in installation.
The fact that it is a sealed meter, with the original
calibration preserved" under the manufacturer's seal,
and requires no adjustment when put into service
also reduces the cost and the labor of installation.
It is only necessary to fasten the meter securely to
its supports by three screws, to connect the line wires
to the four terminals and to take the initial reading of the meter, work which an intelligent lineman
can do as well as a meter expert. It will be noted
that the use of four binding posts and the connecting
of both sides of the circuit to the meter prevent its
stoppage by removing a shunt lead, without inter-

promptly than any mechanical clutch.

Two

—

types are built those in which the current is
on while the clutch is in operation and those
which the current is used only to throw the
clutch on and off. -The same principle is also made
use of in a safetj- device for stopping hea^T tools
or machines in case of accident to the operator.
The pressing of a button or the least pressure on
left-

in

a safety cord enables tlie heaviest machinerj- to be
brought to an almost instantaneous standstill in
case of a workman being caught, and at the same
time it indicates, through an enunciator in superintendent's or manager's office, the machine or
section of factory affected.

:
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OBITUARY.
C. Wl. Wilkes.
M. Wilkes, mechanical engineer

diaries

&

Burnhani

H.

The second annual
tor

died

Chicago,

architects,

Co..

ply

in

Company was

January loth and was attended by the entire office
force of the firm and by many prominent men with
whom he had business relations.
Mr. Wilkes was born in Connecticut on May 28,
Massachusetts
1858, and was a graduate of the-'
Before his conInstitute of Tedinology of Boston.
nection with the firm of Burnham & Co.. which
dated from i8gi, he had charge of the laying out
the system of sewerage and water supply of
Chicago World's Fair. His executive and engi-

of

the

neering ability may be judged from the fact that
during all the years of his connection with Burnham
& Co'! he had the entire charge of the electrical
and mechanical work done by his firm upon the
many large buildings designed and superintended
known
by the concern, and he was therefore well

men in
to the electrical fraternity, as well as to
the mechanical field.
liked
well
nature,
cheerful
Personally he was of a
by his associates; he made friends everywhere.
Outside of his work he found time to indulge his
a
natural liking for music, and he was himself

member of the American In-

musician. He was a
Socistitute of Electrical Engineers, the Am.erican
Society
ety of Mechanical Engineers, the American
Northof Heating and Ventilating Engineers and the

western Association of the Massachusetts Institute
Technology. He was also prominent socially,
of
belonging to the Apollo, Kenwood and University
clubs in Chicago. A wife and two brothers survive

W. H. Baldwin,
Jr.,

Long

bis
bis

presidency the

for

the

of

electrification

Long Island railroad were brought to compleThe deceased was also president of a number
tion.
the

of electric railways
Long Island road.

which acted as feeders

to

the

Samuel Rea, fourth vice-president of the Pennsylvania railroad, who has charge
the Pennsylvania tunnels
building
task
of
of the
and terminal in New York, is mentioned as a probable successor to

Mr. Baldwin.

New Members

of the Institute.

of
S.,

talks

by representatives of many leading

Among

the devices showai were electric ovens, broiland utensils of various kinds which
all that could be accomplished upon a
Icitchen range.
Besides these, there were electric
flatirons. curling-iron heaters, small water heaters,
chafing dishes, table sets, etc. Perhaps one of the
most useful and most appreciated electric heating
devices shown was a heating pad intended to take
the place of a hot-water bag. The pad is made up
of a network of insulated resistance wires with
connections for attachment to an electric-light fixture.
Two thermostats are connected in series* with
the resistance inside the pad and so arranged as to
open the circuit when the ternperature reaches
180° F.
soft outer covering is provided for the
pad and the whole may be wrapped around the
body, applied to the head or feet, and used in many
ways for the alleviation of pain or for warmth.
When exposed to the air the pad will not reach a
120° F., but when buttoned
temperature above
ers,

kettles

would do

inside the clothing or placed in the bed it will reach
a temperature of 180° F., which cannot be exceeded
on account of the thermostats. This temperature
is about as hot as can be comfortably borne.
Following the lecture, a well-prepared and substantial luncheon was served to those present, cooked
on the spot entirely with Simplex electrical culinary
apparatus, and fully demonstrating all the claims
made by the speaker.
On 'Tuesday afternoon four lectures were delivered, as follows
"Gladstone-Lalande Batteries," by
:

;

Br.

«s'M, J.

included

manufacturers and supply dealers upon the various
classes
of apparatus which the Western Electric
salesmen handle, besides lectures by men prominent
in their own company upon Western Electric products.
Morning and afternoon sessions were held,
and the salesrnen were given helpful hints in relation to the apparatus by men thoroughly familiar
with the details of construction and which will
enable them in the future to present the goods to
their customers in the most advantageous light.
The meeting was opened on Monday morning with
introductory remarks by W. F. Hessel, followed by
H. R. King, who talked upon "New Type Motors."
"Holophane Glassware," by C. A. Howe, concluded
In the afternoon arc lamps
the morning session.
were discussed by E. P. Warner, one of the Western
Electric Company's best authorities on this apparatus.
The concluding lecture for the day was by
P. T. Ackerson, upon "American Transformers."
Tuesday's session was begun by L. W. Downes
upon "D. & W. Specialties," after which J. R.
Fletcher alluded to what he thought to be the most
important of the various devices listed in his company's catalogue. James
I.
Ayer of Cambridge,
Mass., then gave an interesting lecture upon Simplex electric heating apparatus, and by way of illustration had the various appliances at hand to exhibit.

W. Gladstone "Cross-arms," by A. K. Crosby
"Westinghouse Details," by W. R. Pinckard, and
"Exhaust Fan Motors," by W. Robbins.
Six lectures were delivered on Wednesday, as
follows
"Thomas Porcelain," by J. E. Way "Duncan Wattmeters," by Thomas Duncan; "Stombaugh
Guy Anchors," by W. N. Matthews; "Poles," by
R. A. Griffin; "Habirshaw Wire," by J. B. Olson,
and "Hubbell Specialties," by a representative of
the Hubbell company.
J.

the directors' meeting of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers in New York city
on December 23d, 27 applicants were admitted to
associate membership in the Institute, as follows

At

Three Rivers Electric

lectures to the sup-

A

Jr.

president of the

Company, died on January ^d in
summer home at Locust Valley, N. Y. During

Island Railroad

plans

series of

department salesmen of the Western Electric
held at the Chicago factory on Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday of this week and

D.

Philadelphia on January 7th while in that city snpcrinlending work for his employers. His death
came unexpectedly to his many friends, for he had
hecn actively at work up to within a few days of
The funeral took place at Joliet, 111., on
his death.

William H, Baldwin,

January

Annual Lecture Series for Western
Electric Salesmen.

Works, Tliree Rivers,

Micli.

Ensign, O. H., Edison Electric Company, Los Angeles, Cal.
Eorsythe, W. C, Tallahassee, Fla.
Foster, F. P., superintendent of fire alarm, Cornmg, N. Y.
Hamner, C. S., General Electric Company, .Schenectady,
N. Y.

Manufacturing
J. S., Westinghouse Electric and
Company, Pittsburg, Pa.
James, Philadelphia Rapid Transit Company, Phila-

Henderson,
lley-.vood,

delphia, Pa.

Kent, James, F"ort Wayne Electric Works, Boston, Mass.
Ivroger, F. H., University of Colorado, Boulder, Colo.

McCuUough, Homer, Bismarck Nugget Gulch Mining Com-

:

;

:

Time Switch

for Electric Signs.

The accompanying illustration represents a form
of time switch manufactured by the American Electric Sign Company of Boston.
The progressive merchant who makes use of electrically lighted signs

pany, Sheridan, Mont.

Monjo, D.
Pahl.

A.

L., Elizabeth, N. J.
J.,

California

Gas and Electric Corporation, San

Cal.

H. W., Westinghouse
Company, Pittsburg, Pa.

Peck,

Ele.

nd

Manufacturing

W. G., Lisbon, Portugal.
Pressey. H. A., Washington, D. C.
Pope,

Norman, Guanajuato Power and

Howe,

Electric

Guanajuato, Mexico.
Metropolitan West Side Elevated

See, P. V. C,
Chicago, 111.

Company,
Railway,

Shane, Adolph, Iowa State College, Ames, Iowa.

H. C, Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing
Company, East Pittsburg, Pa.
Spiegel, A. S., Chicago Telephone Company, Chicago, 111.
Stitt, F. S., New York city.
Talbott. W. M., Havana, Cuba.
Williams, J. R., Birmingham Equipment Company, BirmingSpecht,

ham, Ala.
Woltz, Roscoe, General Electric Companv, Lynn, Mass.
Wood, Walter, R. D. Wood ft Co., Pjiiladelphia. Pa.

Waterpowers

in

New

is

if

a

man were

1905

14,

detailed

for-

the

builder

of

duty.

The American company is also the
niany original moving window designs
lighting effects, and Mr. Wilson, who is

in

electric-

head
of this department, is said to have designed and
built more moving window pieces than any other

man

at the

in the country.

Electricity In the New 'York
Building.

Times

employed in a great variety and
New York Times Building,
and occupied in New York city. The
building is 362 feet high and sinks 51 feet below
city datum.
There are 25 stories above the ground
and three below, besides two galleries, and a pumping plant 61 feet below the street. The building is
located at Forty-second Street and Broadway. In
the basement and on several upper floors is located
tire model printing plant of the Times.
The basement also contains the Times Square station of the
Rapid Transit Subway.
Electricity operates all the moving machinery in
the building from the large lOO-ton perfecting printing presses and the elevators to the drop of the annunciators which summons office boys.
Current is
not generated in the building, and for a large part
of the year there is no steam in the building.
In
the structure are 109 electric motors with 1,175horsepower capacity, 2,441 outlets for lights, 257
outlets for telephones, and 246 outlets for other purposes.
The lighting system consists of 6,205 incandeseents, 15 arc lamps and 26 mercury-vapor
Electricity

number of

is

uses in the

just completed

lamps.

Besides

these

there

glower lamps, searchlights,

are

signs,

vacuum
bulletin

lamps,
service,

elevator flash, cigar lighters and a carriage call.
It is calculated that the building will use current,
supplied by the New York Edison Company, amounting to more than 500,000 kilowatt-hours per annum.
The installation has been, divided into three distinct
parts practically that of three buildings.
Each
part is fed from its own service connection supplied
from separate feeding stations of the Edison system.
Through the medium of specially designed switches
on the main switchboard these sections are made
interchangeable, which means practically the triplication of the entire service. The important item in
the installation, and therefore receiving the greatest
thought and consideration, was that the possibility
of interruption of service must be absolutely elim-

—

inated.

The

switchboard, located in the second sub-base18 feet long and seven feet 10 inches high.
of gray Tennessee marble two inches
thick and is divided into three principal panels, each
panel being connected with approximately one-third
of the building; that is, the various floors are divided nearly equally among the three, as are also
the various power circuits. Each of the three panels
is controlled by a 2,000-ampere switch.
Should any
one of these services be cut off through an accident
or otherwise the switches can be thrown on to
either of the other two services.
To obtain the utmost advantage of the duplication of the service a
special three-throw^ kiss switch had to be designed,
which can be thrown in three directions, and as these
switches are of very large size they constitute an
interesting study in themselves.
Thej' are arranged
on an axis which allow-s them to be swung from
one position to another.
The meters are located where the various services
enter the building.
Separate meter boards are
located at these points with large service switches.
From each of these meter boards 10 large cables of
Soo.coo circular mils capacity carry the current to
the main switchboard, \vhere it is distributed. Each
of these cables has a diameter of about 1% inches

ment,

is

It

made

is

of solid copper.
All of the lighting circuits in the building are
taken from the 'top of the board, and each lighting
circuit
is
controlled by a laminated three-pole
circuit-breaker.
These
double-coil
type
circuitbreakers are so arranged that the neutral and one
outside leg may be thrown out together, the remaining leg being independent.
By this is secured a
combination switch and circuit-breaker instrument.
The power circuits in the building are all taken
from the bottom of the board and controlled by
double-pole knife switches of a substantial pattern
and serviceably constructed.
The instruments on the board are all of the
recording type, thus furnishing a complete record
of the service to the owners of the building.
There are on the switchboard 25 three-pole circuit-breakers for lighting, which are arranged to'
feed parts of the building.
Separate cables supply
the sub-basement, basement, first and second fioors.
A-bove the second floor each cabl^ supplies two floors
i.
e.,
the third and fourth are on one cable,
fifth and sixth on another, and so on up to the
fifteenth floor.
The fifteenth and sixteenth floors
The tower floors are
have each a separate feed.
provided with three feeders one supplying the seventeenth, eighteenth and nineteenth floors, the second, the twentieth, twenty-first and twenty-second
floors, and the third the twenty-third floor and ob-

—

Zealand.

reported the government of New Zealand i.s
taking steps to utilize as far as possible all the
available waterpower in the islands for the producAlthough the project has not
tion of electricity.
yet taken definite shape, experts from the United
States and Switzerland have been invited to come
and study the subject. They will have to report on
likely hj'draulic sources not yet in use, and on their
report will depend the government's decision. There
will no doubt be large contracts to be undertaken.
Tt

even more surely than

TIME SWITCH FOR ELECTRIC SIGNS.
to display his goods after the regular closing time
at night is confronted, unless by arrangement with
the central station, with the problem of letting the
lights burn all night, hiring a man to go at a specified time and shut off the current or of installing a
time switch. The switch here shown is well adapted
for the purpose indicated.
Upon setting the clock
for any desired hour the lamps will be shut ofif

—

servatories.
Fig. I is a diagram of the switchboard, which is
explained as follows:
(i) Two-light brackets; (2)
to (,26), circuit breakers for sen'ice on the various

;

;;

j;irm;irv
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iKiscmciiH; fz?), recording vnltmclcr
(jH), rcciirdiiiK iimmelcrs, 500 amperes; (29), 2,000Czoa), 2,000;iniiMri: ciriiiil l>ri-;iki.T'i, -icrvice No. i
.iiii|j<irecnrditiR aipinelcrs; f.io), press switch;
fifteenth-floor
power
press
switch;
(.12),
(,T).
switch; (33), spare switch; (34), press switches;
(.i'5)i elevator switches; (3(1), hoiise-pmnp switches;
(37), Iieatiii(?-apparaliis switches; (,iH). scarchliRht
switch; (3y), six swilclics for two hoists cacli
(41), switch for vent motor
(40), vciit fan switrli
at roof; (42), switcli for exhaust fan; (43), switch
for air compressor; (44), switch for paper <himhwailer; (4S), switches for autoplate macliines; (46),
switclics for plate shaver; (47), switches for tail
culler;
(40),
(48), switches for machine shop;
•-wilrhes for elevators;
(50), switches for motor
Rcnerator (hells); (51). switch for Kenney vacuum
swcepinR s-ysleni; (52), switch for inatrix healer;
(53), swilcii fur nioUliUR machine and steam tables;
(54), spare switches ;. (X), fulison service No, [;
flours

.iinl

;

;

shafts intended for this class of service.
At various
points the asceiidinK wires arc lapped for lateral
connections with the flfors. These coimcclions arc
so ordered tlial there may 1« at least one telephone
ill
every room of the structure from sub-cellar to
lower. There are 257 telephone outlets in the huildiiift with opportunity for four telephones from each
outlet.
The groups f»f wires supplying the i\nt,r connections arc installed so that one group serves the
flr)ors from the first to the ninth, aiiolher from the
tenth to the fifteenth, and a third from the fifleenth
upward. All arc separate and distinct from liglilinR
and other high-tension wires, and all arc protected
hy fireproof coverings not only in the perpendicular
shaft hut also as they diverge into the dilTerent
floors.
Kach wire into a room is concealed under
a cornice or in a partition, so that there are no visihlc strands to make the rooms or hallways un••it-htly.

The Western Union's telegraph cahic entering Ihc

nnnn nnnsB raBBH
u
^^^Miki^iikii

i^rirtf^i^J^!^!^!^rt

VITCHBOARD
(\), Edison service No. 2; (Z), Edison service
No. 3-In order to supply power for Ihe various hell
systems throiigliLUt the building there has been
installed a motor generator.
The motor is run from
siroel current at 220 volts and drives a generator
which supplies a low-voltage current suitable for
bell work.
This motor generator is controlled from
a special switchboard located in the motor-generator
room. Connected with the motor generator is a
storage battery, which supplies a current of similar
voltage to the motor generator and which is to be
used when the motor generator is shut down. The
charging and discharging of the storage battery
is
controlled through the special motor-generator
switchboard mentioned above. This arrangement of
generator and storage battery assures the operation
of the bell system in a satisfactory manner and entirely does away "with the defects due to the local batteries and the consequent trouble and annoyance of
charging and cleanin.g these batteries.
The illumination of tlie building will attract widespread interest.
It will be done by seven kinds of
light as follows;
Three makes of arc lamp, Edison
incandescent lamps. Cooper Hewitt mercury-vapor
lamp, Moore vacuum lamps, and Nernst glower
lamps.
Besides this a cable carries 400 amperes to
the top of the tower, where is located one of the
searchlights in the world.
There will be
elaborate outside ornamental illumination, but the
chief ornamental lighting feature w'ill be the arcades
in connection with the subway station.
The Moore vacuum light (Fig. 2), as it is installed in the Times Building basement, consists
of a glass tube 100 feet long, which, when in use.
has a uniform brilliancy throughout its entire length.
The lube has a diameter about the size of one's
wrist.
It is run near the ceiling and walls, and its
general shape conforms to the area lighted. The two
ends of the tube extend into a small terminal box.
which is supplied with an alternating current. The
electricity flows over a minute quantity of a special
gas manufactured for this special purpose and contained in the tube. For this light the claim is made
that it has perfect color values and that it is artificial
daylight, a reproduction of diffused Jight,
wdiich has many characteristics different from artificial light.
50-foot tube has been operated for
1,800 hours at. a commercial brilliancy without any
change detectable either in efficiency or color. No
lamp renewals are necessary.
The elevators rise to a height of 326 feet and are
electrically operated, having all the latest safety devices.
Instead of call bells the elevators are fitted
witli electric lamps placed near the starting lever.
These lamps give the proper signal when a button
is pressed by a person wishing to use the car.
Four hundred pairs of telephone wires run into
the SLib-basement. The main cable of the New York

IN

^ti^tiiitit^t^ti^

NEW YORK TIMES

BUILDING.

Fifty of these go
100 wires.
through fireproof ducts inside the walls to the Times
telegraph room. While 24 have been used for the 12
loops of this company, the remaining 13 pairs are
ready for immediate connection with instruments
if any occasion requires it.
The wires are for the
exclusive use of the Times, except for two used
by the Associated Press in the same room and one
for the correspondent of the Philadelphia Public
Ledger.
The Postal company has 62 wires running into
Thirty of them go up to the telethe sub-cellar.
graph room of the Times, and 12 are arranged into
six loops ready for six instruments at the start.
The sextet table provided by the company is on
the opposite side of the room from that of the Western Union, and is equipped with the latest conveniences, including patented extension-arm resonators that may be adjusted in a position several feet
away from the table, so that the operators may
lean back in their chairs.
.\
direct wire has been laid by the time-clock

building

contains

A

Company under Broadway was tapped

the southeast corner of the Forty-second Street
crossing, and from there a special cable was laid
into the Times Building's sub-cellar to carry the
800 copper wires.
An iron pipe Avas laid to hold
these wires, which are contained in paper-insulated
lead-covered cables.
In the cellar there is a crossconnecting box from which the wires are run upward through the building in one of the fireproof
at
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cables throughout the building arc run in iion fiif>e
to the panel iK^ards and motor*.
Owing to the great height of the building it it
necessary 10 support at intermedialc
poinu the
cojiper cables which supply the lop flr>or« of ihe
,

building,
'i'o
accomplioh this, «p<^.illy d'-igned
'
pull lx>xcs were instilled on the
f,(.
tcenlli flfKjrs, into which feeder
vn
and attached to [lorcclain insuln'
on
an iron rcxl attached to the st"
i.f
the building. The result of this is the rciiioial of
all abnormal strain from the cables, and they are
rendered more accessible. Most of the power if
in the second sub-liascmcni, and is taken directly
from the main switchlK.ard
The remainder of the
'

power

is taken
from the sixteenth floor, and for
purpose a special feed for the power has been
run to the power-panel l>oard, located on the south
side of the sixteenth floor.
From this beard are
controlled all of the small machines on the sixteenth

this

floor, these comprising 38 linotype machines, elevator hoist, scorcher, planer and many other devices.
The wiring for the various linotype machines runs
from the power board to a fuserl branch block located at each machine, four machines being run on
each circuit, but each machine is on a separate fuse
located at the machine, thus assuring that trouble
with one motor will not interfere with the remaining
motors.
The main battery of presses for the Times consists of four octuple Hoc presses which will produce
144,000 papers of 16-page size per hour. There are
12 motors, aggregating 380 horsepower to operate
the presses, and eight electric trolley hoists lift the
paper rolls into place. The motors are placed beneath the presses, and operation is by push buttons.
The Kohlcr system is used. There are 12 push
buttons on each press at convenient points. At each
station there is a safety switch which protects the
pressman against the sudden starting of the machine.
If he pushes that switch to "safe" he locks
the press so that no one can move any part of
the machine until that particular switch has been

turned to "run" position.
By the use of the mercury-vapor lamp all wiring
on the presses was avoided. In fact, there are no
lights attached to a press except in the pits, where
28 incandescent lamps were installed ^even in each
pit, including one portable lamp with wire guard.
Over the four presses, as well as suspended in the
space between them, are 22 of the vapor lamps.
Light penetrates ever>' comer, high or low. The
four lights in the stereotj-ping room make it easy
to see each, minute contrivance of the "wonderful
autoplates or plate-casting machines.
Besides the principal electrical features mentioned
herewith, there are many others which are of interest, such as the electrical cooking outfit in the
restaurant, the equipment for the barber shops and

—

dental offices, press
for autoplates, etc.

signals,

ventilation,

controllers

Municipal Lighting in New York Advocated by Mayor McClellan.
Mayor McClellan. in his New Years message to

brge.^t

Telephone

'

Board of .Aldermen, advocates
ment of a municipal lighting plant,
because he is personalh' in favor of
ship, but on account of the peculiar

the

Western Union Telegraph
its headquarters to the Times Buildwhere it regulates clocks located in the pressroom, composing room, stereotype room, news
room, publication office and delivery departntent.
.'\t noon each day a signal from the United
States
Observatory in Washington sets the Western
Union's clock. The different clocks in the Times

service department of the

Company from
ing,

Building will have this direct connection with Washington, and on the stroke of every other hour in
the day they will be synchronized from the Western
Union headquarters.
The entire wiring of the building has been so
arranged that alternating current may be used as
well as direct current for the lighting, it being only
necessary to change the instruments and circuitbreakers. All wire used throughout the building is
of special high-grade rubber-covered make.
This
wire was tested at a voltage of 5.000 before being
installed.
Twenty-one miles of conduit run through
the building from the main switchboard to the thousands of electrical appliances, through 50 panel
boards.
Thirty-nine miles of wire carry the current to do its work at 2,248 outlets.
From this
rentarkable electrical community SoS telephone mres

the establishnot primarily
public ownerlocal

circum-

stances of the situation in respect to deficient servHe pointed out that
ice and lack of competition.
the city had the advantage in the option of using
many existing conduits free of charge. Last week
the mayor introduced a: .Albany a measure embodying his ideas. Maior Woodbury-, the street-cleaning commissioner, has reported on the utilization of
city refuse for generating purposes, and he makes
refuse,
citj-'s
that
the
the astonishing estimate
wdiich exceeds 5,500 tons a day. would suffice, as
fuel, to produce three times as much electrical enHe contends
ergj- as is needed for street lighting.
that there is a large percentage of carbon in the

New York

refuse.

The lighting question is also being pursued in
resolution, is being prepared
other directions.
for presentation at Albany demanding an investigation into the cost of city lighting, and Comptroller
Grout is again calling upon the officials of the lighting companies to reveal details of the cost of ga.s
and electricity. To this end, also, be has arranged
for the attendance in New York city of electrical
experts from several other cities, including Edward
B. Ellicott. city electrician of Chicago. The local
companies are being attacked by W. R. Hearst, as
well as by a number of bodies of taxpayers.

A

The Norwegian steamer Atlas reported recently
on her trip up the coast from the West Indies
beam of electric light that is thrown skyward
from the deck of the Diamond Shoals lightship was
The longest distance previously
visible for 24 miles.
reported at wdiich the beam was seen is 21 miles.
that
the

;
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Ohio Telephone Notes.

new

Citizens'
D., by
F.

Tri-state Telephone Company proposes condemnation proceedings at Fargo, N. D., in order to
procure a right-of-way through the city for its longdistance line to Grand Forks.
ludge Dibell at Moorhead, Minn., has dissolved
the temporary injunction restraining the Tri-state
Telephone Company from stringing its wires across
the streets of the city. The company arranged for
a right-of-way with the Great Northern railroad, but
the city held that the wires could not be strung
across the streets, although the poles could be set
on the railroad property.

of Comfrey,
Minn., will build lines from Mountain Lake, Minn.,

agreement has been entered into by the CitiTelephone Company of Batavia and the
zens'
Thomas J. Donald Telephone Company of Felicity
for free connections. Half a dozen towns are thus
brought into communication without extra cost to

The building is three stories high, of brick.
stock company is being formed in ^Minnesota
Lake, Minn., to install a local exchange and connect
with the Northw'estern Telephone Exchange Company's long-distance lines.
DeSmet, S. D., has a growing telephone exchange
and a larger switchboard will soon be necessary.
The recent change
ownership and reorganization of the Mississippi Valley Telephone Company
has resulted in litigation of considerable magnitude.
J. C. Hubinger has filed a suit in equity against
S. S. Thorpe, J. E. Andrus and Thomas Peebles,
asking for an accounting and judgment for $225,000.
I. W. Sherrick has sold his interests in the telephone business at Pine Citj', Minn., to R. B., W. R.
and H. O. Sherrick.
Application has been made for a receiver for the

A

m

(Kan.)

Telephone Company
Kan.

is

The Central Telephone Company
Neb., has increased

of Broken Bow,

capital stock to $100,000.

its

The Windom (Kan.) Rural Telephone Company
has been incorporated with a capital stock of

$:r,ooo.

The Ash Valley Telephone Company of Earned,
Kan., has been incorporated with a capital stock of
$2,000.

With

a capital of $2,000, the Stockton and Sugar
Company of Stockton, Kan., has

Leaf Telephone

just been incorporated.

The Independence Telephone Company is preparing to incorporate at Independence, Ore. The capital stock will be $io,cco.
J. R. Craven is chairman
of the board of directors.
The Michigan State Telephone Company has secured a right-of-way from Manistique to Rapid
River and the work of construction of the newline will be begun shortly.
Mr.

Home

F. C. Toepleman, general manager of the
Telephone and Telegraph Company, Hender-

son, N. C, recently received from the employes of
the entire system a fine leather-covered easy chair.

The Home Telephone Company of Louisville, Ky..
reported to have secured an option on the People's
Independent Telephone Company of Paducah, Ky.
is

It

also stated that the Home company will enter
section of the state.

is

the

Paducah

,

cities.

Columbus
responsible for the death of John Weed, wdio was
Coroner

S.

M. Voris holds

the

cit5'

of

killed recently while attempting to use his telephone,

a live wire being permitted to remain on one of
the city poles and coming in contact with the telephone wire.

The Spiceland Co-operative Telephone Company
is

seeking a franchise in Rushville to compete with

the local

ness.

City

line to Bucklin,

The Pioneer Telephone and Telegraph Company
has announced that it will put in a new telephone
system at Tulsa, L T., with a switchboard capacity
of 2,200 telephones.

Kentucky.
The Majenica Telephone Company is preparing
to establish an exchange at Mt. .<Etna, the oldest
town in Huntington County.
J. K. Johnson, formerly of Louisville, Ky., and a
few business associates have leased the plants of
the Home Telephone Company, comprising the big
exchanges at Goshen and Elkhart and smaller systems at New Paris, Wakarusa and Middlebury.
The Home Telephone Company is headed by Messrs.
Braley and Barber of Cleveland, who have large
telephone interests in Kansas City and other western

service.

rators.

its

a franchise at Spirit Lake, Iowa.
The Beii Telephone Company will seek admission
R.
to Earlham, Iowa.

Indiana Telephone Items.

capital stock from $75,000 to
An
$100,000 has been made by the Belmont Telephone
Company of Bridgeport.
T. P. Cagwin of the Bell telephone interests says
that the growth of the Bell business in the state has
He is espebeen enormous within the last year.
cially gratified over the extension of the system to
the rural communities and the use of private systems in the hotels of the large cities.
D. C. Miller, V. E. Weaver. G. C. Smith and
others have incorporated the New Lebanon Telephone Company of New Lebanon, with a capital
stock of $10,000.
A system of telephones will be established by the
Between SalineCleveland and Pittsburg railway.
ville and Cleveland telephones have already been
placed at the ends of the sidings, with wires to the
In this way the trainmen
nearest telegraph office.
may secure communication with Cleveland or any
of the stations without trouble and receive orders
where there are no telegraph offices.
It is reported that the Hocking Valley railroad
has entered into a contact with the Bell telephone
company to string a long-distance wire on its poles
from Toledo south through Columbus to the river.
All the larger stations will be connected with this
line and arrangements will be made so that the trainmen may use it to advantage.
The plant of the Collinwood Telephone Company,
together ivith the bonded indebtedness, has been
taken over by the Cuyahoga Telephone Company
The
of Qeveland and made a part of its system.
rates will be adjusted to conform to city rates and
Collinwood people will get the benefit of the city

The Dakota Central Telephone Company has
bought the Western Farm Mortgage Buildin.g in
Aberdeen, S. D., and will remodel it for its busi-

The Dodge
extending

The Pacific States Telephone and Telegraph Company will begin work in the spring on a new line
from Lind, Wash., to Pasco.

The city administration of Evansville has decided not to enter into any terms of settlement
of the telephone question, but will wait and abide
the decision of the Federal Court.
The city officials say they are satisfied with the situation, having
disproved the claim of the Cumberland company
to an alleged perpetual franchise
The Princeton Telephone Company has ordered
plans for a new exchange building two stories high,
The new building will be inof brick and stone.
stalled with an additional switchboard and other
modern facilities. The company has recently inaugurated a long-distance service with Vincennes
and many other cities of Indiana, Illinois, Ohio and

subscribers.
increase of

(M'inn.) Telephone Company has
filed articles of incorporation with $150,000 capital.
D. M. Neill of Red Wing and E. H. Moulton of
Minneapolis, the latter of the "Iri-state Telephone
and Telegraph Companj', are among the incorpo-

1905

to

Delft, Bergen and Odin; from Butterfield to
Darfur and from Darfur into the country.
The Midland Telephone Company has been voted

An

The Red Wing

14,

The North Star Telephone Company

buildings.

Telephone News from the Northwest.

January

GENERAL TELEPHONE NEWS.

Falls,

The

Traffic

The Catlettsburg and Ashland Telephone Company, whose lines connect Catlettsburg and Ashland.
Ky., has sold its properties to the Southern Bell
Telephone Company and the connection will be
made in a short time.
It is reported that the Bell interests have abandoned their attempt to purchase and merge the comThe owners of the plants at
panies about Lima.
St. Marys and some ether towns in that section
refused to sell and this so disarranged matters that
would have been little use to take over those
it
that Mere willing to go.
The Rome Telephone Company of Rome has
been incorporated, with a capital stock of $2,000,
by S. R. Reeve, A. G. Reynolds and others.
Raymond E. Mattison has accepted the management of the contract and business departments of a
company at Lincoln, Neb. He was for three years
a special agent of the Cuyahoga Telephone Company
of Cleveland.
C.

Sioux

diflferences out of court.

arrangements have been completed
among the long-distance companies and a system
of standardizing equipment, rules and accounting
has been inaugurated. Failures were fewer in 1904
than the year before. As an evidence of the belief
that the movement is on a permanent footing many
of the companies are preparing to erect their own

the

at

S.
L. Bills, the
heaviest bondholder.
Steps are being taken toward a settlement of the

J. B. Hoge of Cleveland, president of the National Independent Telephone Association, takes a
very encouraging view of the telephone situation
All the large companies in the country
this year.
made good gains in both the number of new instruThe
ments installed and the amount of income.
long-distance companies have completed several lines
that were partially constructed and other entirely
new ones have been built. This enabled them to
increase their income and gave the local companies
a better opportunity to originate long-distance busiMany companies have readjusted their rates
ness.
and are now in a better position to make fair

profits.

Telephone Company

^

Albert

company.

W. Hammer

word from

of Ne^v Castle has received
Office that his application
party-line telephone device, subtime ago, has been favorably passed
apparatus is designed to prevent the

the

for a patent

mitted some
upon.
The

on

Patent

a

eavesdropping nuisance on party lines. It is understood that an offer of $50,000 has been made for
the exclusive right to the patent. Mr. Hammer is a
business man in New* Castle.
The Macy Telephone Company has increased its
Extensive imcapital stock from $2,000 to $10,000.
provements will be made in the plant. T. Y. Savage is president and E. B. Sutton, secretary'.
The Crawford County Telephone Company has
articles of incorporation.
The capital stock is
The company will construct and operate
telephone lines in CraW'ford and Orange counties,
with the principal 'exchange in Wickleffe.
T.
J.
Zimmerman is president and George W. Flick secfiled

$2,000.

retary.

S.

Telephone Fish-shoal Signal.
Under date

of

November

7,

1904,

Lhiited

States

Consul E. Theophilus Liefeld, of Freiburg, Germany, reports that a German patent has been taken
out for an electrical apparatus whereby the presence
and extent of shoals of fish can be ascertained. A
microphone, inclosed in a water-tight case, connected wath an electric battery and telephone, is
lowered into the water. So long as the telephone
hangs free no sound is heard, but on its coming into
contact with a shoal of fish, the constant tapping
of the fish against the microphone case produces a
series of sounds which at once betrays their presence.
The rope attached to the microphone is
marked, so that the exact depth of the shoal is at
once ascertained.

At the annual meeting of the Christian Co-operative Telephone Association, at Sunnyside. Wash.,
the question of extending the line to North Yakima.
Wash., was discussed, and A.
Webber appointed
to take the matter up with the residents along the

C

proposed

line.

The Mexican government has declared forfeited
the concession which was held by J. Woessner of
Saltillo, Mexico, for the construction and operation
of a system of long-distance telephorie lines in northern Mexico.
part of the system was constructed
and is in operation.

A

A

recent report states that the Chicago Telephone

Company gained 1,520 new subscribers during the
month of December. The gain for the year was
16,547 telephones, making an average increase of
The company now
1,379 instruments per month.
has in service in city and country 117,734 telephones.
T. F. Maguire, general manager of the Mexican
Telephone Company, says that the work of placing
the telephone cables in the City of M'exico underground will be commenced some time this month.
It is stated that the plan of the proposed underground system calls for an ultimate accommodation
of 10,000 subscribers. A new switchboard w-ill be
installed in the company's headquarters on Calle del
Arco de San Agustin, where its entire central plant
was recently placed. The switchboard at present in
this building is only temporary and wnll be shipped
back to Oiicago, where it was obtained, as soon
as arrangements have been made for the installation
of the

new

one.

The American

Electric Telephone Company of
Chicago reports a brisk demand for private branchexchange switchboards.
Four equipments of this
kind have recently been shipped to Topeka. Kan.,
and one equipment to Fort 'Worth, Texas. Among
recent shipments of 100-line exchange switchboards
of the magneto t3'pe the following destinations are
Lebanon, Ind. Berne, Ind. Atkins, Ark.
given
Hamilton, Ga. Tallahassee, Fla.,
Brookville, Kan.
and Waverly, 111. The American company has recentlj' shipped an additional section of central-energy- switdiboard equipment to Jackson. Tenn.
The
Jackson exchange now has an immediate capacity
for 1,260 lines, which represents a 50-per cent, in:

;

;

;

;

crease over the original installation.

Judges Lurton, Severns and Richards of the
United States Circuit Court of Appeals of Cincinnat'
handed down their opinion on January 3d in the
case of the Western Electric Company of Qiicago,
complainant, vs. the North Electric Company of
Cleveland, in favor of the complainant. The case

Some sensation has been caused in German
medical circles by the announcement in the Qinische
Wochenschrift that Dr. Cohn, the celebrated oculist, has succeeded in curing ophthalmia by means
of radium. A quantity of radium salt weighing one
milligram was inclosed in a glass tube and passed
over the e5-es of a patient during a period of from
10 to 15 minutes. Three cases are reported as being

was brought up from the United States Circuit
Court of Cleveland, where it had been dismissed by
Judge Wing. The suit involved three patents of the
Western Electric Company on spring jacks, Nos.
357,538 and 552,729, by Scribner and 488,033 by
Scribner and Warner, and in the opinion of the
judges these were held infringed by the defendant.
Barton & Tanner of Chicago were attorneys for the
complainant and A. L. Lawrence of Cleveland for

absolutely cured.

the defendant.

January
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York

Philadelphia-New

way
•|

m

hr:

known

lie

ns

New Y.nk

llie

At one terminus of

cities.

conncctinp;

large

the "trial track"

there

line

a city of over .1,000,000 inhabitants and at
llie other one of appro.xiniately 1,300.000, with large
Two steam railroads are
rilies scattered between.
is

now

MOW carrying

yearly 1,500,000 round-trip passengers
and Philadelphia, and still the

New York

belwcen

demands are not adctiuately met.
With the completion of the electric-railway tunnel under the North I'iivcr at New York another

iralTic

demonstration of the utility of the "trial track" will
be made, and it is dccl.nred that an electric railway
direct between the cities named will he in operation
the New York and Philadelphia Electric Railway.
It is hoped
tliat
1,000,000 round trips per annum
belwcen the termini of the electric line will be
made by its patrons, .-.nd though some of this will
nndouhlcdly be traffic diverted from the steam roads,
nnicb of it will also be new traffic originated by
reduced rates. Much interest attaches to the comliletion of this road, which, when accomplished, will
lie the shortest electric line in the world connecting

—

two

cities

of such tnagnitude.

Space Telegraphy for Train Service.
A report is current that the New York Central
and

Lake

about to establish
space-telegraph service for sending and receiving
messages from the trains. Preliminary tests have
been made and President Newman is said to be
satisfied that the scheme will prove practicable.
To provide communication at will with trains in
motion is only part of the plan. Experiments have
been made with the present automatic block signals
in combination with the eqfiipment for space telegraphy, whereby signals of danger have been given
in
the engine cab. It is believed this system of
double warning to engineers will be a valuable safe-

Shore

railroads

are

Tliere is now in use on
railroads a cab-signal system which notifies
an engineer whether thf track ahead of him for a
certain distance is clear or occupied by another train.
I'be new system is said to be an improvement on
the system now in use.

guard against accidents.

some

Another object
system

is

in

installing

the

space-telegrapli

to be independent of the present telegraph

Storms which blow down telegraph poles
cause immense loss to the railroads by delaying
train service and increase the risk of accident.
In order to have telegraphic communication with
the limited trains, the Lake Shore and New York
system.

Central w-ill require tov.'er stations located probably
about 200 miles apart. The latest experiments have
demonstrated tliat it is not necessary to have the
towers so high and as near together as was formerly
believed.
Experts now incline to the belief that
eventually towers will not be required at all.

"Mythical Plans and Absurd Inventions."

A

Chicago judge

recently

for the

Whitney

talized

for $56,000,000,

Electrical
to

appointed

a

receiver

Company, which is capipromote the alleged in-

ventions of Albert Gallatin Whitney.

The

tions,

and absurd inventions." One of tlie invenwas alleged, consists in "Ejecting or shoot-

it

ing above and beyond the atmosphere of the planet,
commonly known as the earth, four brass balls,
which are supposed to gently and peaceably remain

beyond said atmosphere after once having been shot
or thrown up there."
This appears to be the last chapter in the history
of a freakish plan for drawing electricty from the
upper regions of the atmosphere for power purposes,
which attracted the attention of followers of "newslaper science" some time ago.

Edison Light of Boston tells a rather amusing
story of a man from tbat city who, in New York,
noticed in a store window a gas stove that kept
lighting np and going out, thereby attracting attention.
The spectator aUo noticed that while the gas
stove was lighted it did not flicker as gas usually
does. Then he found out that the gas stove was
not a real gas stove, but an imitation one with a
bank of electric lights concealed inside of It.
'

New York

city,

January

7.

—

It

is

.nmouriccd that

the extension of the subway along Lower Broadway
will be opened for IrafTic on Wednesday next as far
south as Fulton Street. Only two tracks will be
in operation.
William Barclay Parsons has been retained as chief
consulting engineer of the New York, Westchester
and Bostcn railway, which has a franchise for an
electric line which is practically a northern cxtcnTliis is taken to mean
£ioii of the existing subway.
that the Westchester and Inlerborongh people arc
now hand in glove, and that the Interliorough com-

pany will have a much stronger reason for bidding
for an cast-side subway. Another apixjintment relating to the same project is that of William A.
Rapid Transit Company, who is to he chief engineer
for two years to the Westchester company.
The New York City Interborough Railway Company announces a plan for a subway from the Oneliundrcd-and-eigbty-first Street st,ation of the InterRapid Tr.ansit Company's subway, to proreed norlbward, and cross the Washington Bridge
The company, which is a part of
into the Bronx.
the Belmont syndicate, has this week placed some
of its men on the directorate of the Union Railway
Company, which holds at present a monopoly of the
Bronx surface traffic. This circumstance makes
the coming struggle interesting, for it has hitherto
been conceded that there was an intimate understanding between the Union and Metropolitan combiiri>ugb

work*

An

important

electric hoist

worked by

a

24-horsepower mo-

and used during the erection of a new
57 Liberty Street, lifts 1.800 pounds at
of 150 feet per minute. It is claimed to be
at a cost one-third that of a steam hoist
at

building
the rate
operated
of equal

capacity.

The Westinghouse company has just delivered to
John Wanamaker two 300-kilowatt direct-current
generators as part of the electrical equipment of
the new Wanamaker store at Broadway and Ninth
Street.

The New York Edison Company has recently
organized a special department to deal with orders
for electric heating and
coo'King apparatus, for
which there is a growing demand.
The Seaboard Electric Equipment Company of
New York city was incorporated on December 31st
at Albany with a capital of $50,000.
The directors
are S. B. Smith, New York; D. H. Patton and
D. G. Patton of Yonkers.

D.

W. W.

Dominion of Canada.

—

Ottawa, Ont., January 7. At the civic elections,
held en January 2d, the property owners of the
city of Ottawa rejected the proposal to purchase
the Ottawa Electric street railway for the sum of
$,^.ooo,r,<'o.
Only about 25 per cent, voted in favor
of the proposition.
The leceipts of the Toronto Electric Street Railway Company for the year 1904 amounted to $2,This shows an increase of $257,306 over
411,747.
the total receipts for 1903, and an increase of $599,091 over 1902.
The Grand Trunk Railway Company is again considering the installation of electric motors in Samla
tunnel, according to information given the Dominion
Railway Conunission by Mr. M'cGuIgan. The proposed change will necessitate an outlay of betw-een
$300,000 and $400,000. There will be required a
power plant, storage system, third rail and four
electric motors.
The Marconi Wireless Telegraph Company has
been awarded a contract by the Dominion govern-

ment to erect new stations, one at Whittle Rock, on
the coast of Labrador, and one at Point Rich, New-

--;;any

will

pr>
..

hai ic-

.

in

Canadian electrical trust jcheme
Ottawa, contemplates the amalganu-

Power Company of Dcschcne and the Hull
and Ottawa power companies. It is the
matter
cf waterpower that will make the proposed merger
an economic move for all concerned, as the scheme
involves the development of the waterpower of the
Chaudiere. It has been noted of late that compcliiion

tor

-

Capital

come

214 Broadway, will have a very complete electric
equipment. The ventilation of the building will be
accomplished by means of a blower in the basement
driven by a 20-horsepower motor at 150 revolutions
The cleaning of the building will be
a minute.
dene on the vacuum system by means of a vacuum
pump driven by a lo-horsepower motor.
Specifications call for nearly 18,000 incandescent
lamps, and motors aggregating 200 horsepower, for
Hippodrome Building which Thompson &
the
Dundy are putting up on the entire block betw'een
Forty-third and Forty-fourth Streets and Sixth Avenue. When finished this will be the largest amusement building in the city.

•

lion r[ s ime seven or eight electrical and power
interests, operating in
the Ottawa district. The
joint capi'alization of the companies to pool their
interests approaches $10,000,000.
The names of the
companies mentioned as likely to form the combine
are the Ottawa Electric ComfKiny, Ottawa Electric
railway, Consumers' Electric Company, Hull Electric Company, the Hull electric street railway, the

The first through car from Manhattan to Brooklyn crossed the Williamsburg Bridge last Saturday
with officials of the Metropolitan Street Railway
Company on board. Brooklyn Rapid Transit cars
have been running from Brooklyn to Manhattan for
several weeks, and at the rush hours they are relatively as crowded as those over the older bridge.
Electrical contractors outside the Building Trades
Employers' Asscciaticn have organized as the Independent Electrical Contractors' Association. The
president of the new body is J. T. Whitehead, with
M. F. Fleck, secretary. These contractors will employ the members of Electrical Workers' Union No.
3, which is now lockid out by the Electrical Contractors' Association.
The new building of the National Park Bank at

-!-

r.f

mooted

nov,'

panies.

An

w

r
plant at
the Canada C.ar C'..nipiny of Montreal.
This new plant will be the firit of the kind
10 be erected in Can-ida.
The lyilem of lurbinct
will be almoft similar to that in the new Allan line
steamer, and it is expected that this new plant will
prove successful.
A. P. Caron, C. B. Powell, E. B. Eddy and other,
of Ollawa, Ont., have incorporated to crpcrate a
dam across the southern outlet of Lake Temixa
mingue, near the terminus of the Canadian Pacific
railway, and to construct works for the generation
and di'-tribulion of eli-ctric light and energy. The
name of the new company is the Temiscamingut
and Mechiskan Dam Company. The capital stock
is $100,000, and chief place of business is at Ottawa.

the

formerly chief engineer of the .Statcn Island

Piatt,

thin

The Canadian General I
curcd a i-onlract to intlatl

York.

petition-

ers allege the assets principally consist of "mythical
plf.ns

New

J'liila.lclpliKi

Bciidct

and improve the

enli-.rife
.-ui.!

"Irinl lirick,"

telephone

long-dislance

first

4«
foundland.

Project.

miles licUvuni

inasmuch as it
has been a sort of proving gronnd for methods for
the annihilation of space from the days of road
coachinB until the present time. Upon this path the
practicability of the relay stage-coach system was
demonstrated. Over it Col. Kohert I.. Stevens constructed one of the earliest steam railroads in 1832
and the first paying electric-telegraph system was
operated over this same 88 miles, as was also the
iiiiKhl

KLRCTKICIAN

CORRESPONDENCE.

Electric-rail-

between these organizations has suddenly be-

divested of its keenness.
The initial step
amalgamation was taken last session of
Dominion Parliament, when the Ottawa Elec-

toward
the
tric

Company sought
companies.

electric
city of

sion

Ottawa and

of

F-irliament

to acquire other
was opposed by the
but at the present sesapplication is to be re-

authority

Its

bill

failed,

this

newed, and will probably pass.
The Montreal street railway has arranged for
the expenditure of $500,000 during the year 1905, in
securing and distributing additional electrical power
and making improvements over its system. An important project, which will greatly improve the
company's power facilities, calls for the erection of
three sub-stations at different terminals of the system. Each sub-station will have 1,000 horsepower,
thus enabling the company to put any number of
cars on all parts of its system at any time during
he day.
project which will ultimately revolutionize manufacturing in Ontario is the marketing of Niagara
The plans of the Toronto and Nielectric energy.
agara company contemplate the delivery of power
The
in Toronto during the last months of 1905.
circulars announcing the sale
of this company's
bonds stated that satisfactory contracts had been
made w'ith the Toronto Railway Company and the
Toronto Electric Light Company, which companies
have, however, recently added to their plants and will,
therefore, not be so urgent in pressing for an early
completion of the Niagara company's plant
The
changes In plants, which will be necessary, are expected to furnish an extensive demand for electrical)
appliances.
New manufacturing industries are pro-|
jected for the Niagara district and all along thq
W.
line of the supply of energ>'.
I

A

New

—

EnKland.

Boston, January 7. Under the terms of the release of the property In Head Place, off
Boylston Street, this city, occupied by the Edison
Electric Illuminating Company of Boston, an eventtual sale of the property- to the corporation is contemplated. The new lease just filed at the registry
of deeds stipulates that the company may, on three
months' notice, obtain title to the estate, valued by
the assessors at $200,000, by paying $iSo,ooo therefor, or purchase it at the expiration of the new
lease, which has five years to run at $7,200 rental
annually.
The annual report of the Boston Elevated Railway
Company has pleased the stockholders better than
the reports of many of the other street-railway properties of this state in which some of them are interested.
It shows a w'ell-sustalned earning power,
excellent management and good prospects. The annual meeting was held on Monday. January 2d. in
this city.
The board of directors was re-elected, as
follows
Frederick -^yer, William A. Bancroft.
John J. Bright, Samuel Carr. T. Jefferson Coolidge.
Jr., Francis H. Peabody, James Phillips, Jr.. James
M. Prendergast, Nehemiah W. Rice, Quincy A.
Shaw, Jr., William S. Spaulding, Walter S. Swan.
Robert Wlnsor. During the year it was determined
to extend the elevated structure from the present
terminus on Washington Street, near Guild Street,
The increase In the total number
to Forest Hills.
of revenue passengers for the entire system was
about 3l2 per cent., as against an increase of five
per cent, for the pre\'ious year. The operation of
the elevated lines was continued with good success.
As against a sV^ Per cent, increase in total revenue
passengers, the receipts at main-line elevated stations,
exclusive of subway. Increased 9.1 per cent, and at
Atlantic Avenue .elevated stations 17 per cent. The

newed

:

:

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

42
stations for elevated service alone
increased 7.2 per cent. The extension of the surface
tracks amounted to 1.91S miles. The total length
of surface tracks controlled by the company, includreceipts at

subway

ing that leased from the Old Colony Street Railway
Company, is now 428.811 miles. This, with the elevated mileage of over 16 miles, makes a total mileIt has added to its equipage of 444.S26 miles.
ment during the year 61 surface cars and 24 elevated
cars.
The gross earnings from operation was $12,The
S9'i<353- and the operating expenses $8,631,553.
surplus for the year, after paying dividends, taxes,

was

rentals, interest, etc.,

$31,772.
The Boston Young Men's Cliristian Association.
^vhich surprised people a while ago by securing the
confer
degrees upon students
right from the state to
taking the association's law course, substantially as

the colleges are permitted to confer them, has started

nn another innovation. The School of Applied Electricity is its title, and William L. Puffer of the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, which has
its principal buildings right across the street from
ihe association building, is at the head of the school.
The term opens January loth.
Negotiations are imder way for the sale of tlie
Medway Electric Light and Power Company's plant
The
to the Medfield Light and Power Company.
mill privilege of the Medway company has been sold,
and light and power for Medway will at once be
obtained from the adjoining mimicipality of Medfield.

Judge Shumway of the Superior Court of Connecticut has granted a petition of the East Lyme
Street Railway Company for a change of name to
New London and East Lyme Street Railway Company. The road is to run between the two places
B.
via Waterford and Niantic.

Ohio.

—

7.
A proposition has been
submitted to a numbi;r of the Ohio traction lines
,

Cleveland,

January

by H. N. Rockwell of ilassachusetts for the organization of a central bureau to handle accident claims.
It has been considered by the officials of a number
The plan
of lines and may be given a trial.
is to have each of the roads pay into the bureau
each quarter 3J2 per cent, of its estimated earnings,
and from this amount all claims are to be settled.
In the case of a particularly hea\*y accident the
bureau may call for i^/i per cent, additional, but no
more. Most of the roads now set apart three per
cent, for this purpose, and the operation of the bureau would require but little more.
Some of them
have been able to accumulate quite a fund in this
way. while others have used most of it.
Officials of the Cleveland Electric Railway Company have been conducting car-heating experimenting with stoves that will throw out a large amount
of heat through a funnel that runs to the top of
the car from a Russian-iron covering, and from
there it is evenly distributed over the car. It is said
all the cars will be equipped with this style of stoves
l)efore next winter.

The Springfield and Xenia Railway Company is
ihe new name of the Springfield and Xenia traction
line that was recently purchased on foreclosure sale
by the bondholders

in

Cleveland and other finan-

Edward Hobson of Flushing is interested in a
proposed traction line that will connect Canton and
Barton, connecting at the latter point with the line
from Wheeling. W. Va. The new line will pass
through Canal Dover, New Philadelphia. Lfhrichsville and a number of other good towns.
The bid of the Cleveland Electric Illuminating

Company

furnishing the arc lighting for the
city this year is $73.56, or $1.44 per lamp less than
for

last year.

Electric

Company

of Cincinnati has
a capital stock of $15,000

been incorporated with
by W. L. Kerlin, F. L. Hoffman and others.

The first .car from Da^'ton to Indianapolis made
the initial trip a few days ago over the Dayton
Officers
and Western and the Indianapolis lines.
of the companies made the trip and are satisfied
with the prospects.
Arrangements are being made by the Northern
Ohio Traction and Light Company and the CantonAkron Company to inaugurate a through ClevelandCanton senice, the cars stopping only at Akron.
There is some probability that the Miarhi and Erie
Canal Transportation property will be sold within
a short time and the bondholders will probably
purchase it. Claims represented by H. R. Probasco
have been settled and he has resigned as counsel
for the Cincinnati, Hamilton and Dajiion Railway
Companj-.
Fire destroyed the car barns of the Cleveland
and Southwestern electric railway at Elyria last
Wednesday afternoon, with a loss of about $3,000.
Several cars were saved by the barn crew. J. W.
Guileman. a motorman. who was asleep in the barn,
was badly burned before the others succeeded in

him

line, the Dayton and Troy and the Dayton and
Western. The trip can be made from Lima with one
change of cars.
E. S. Nichols, receiver of the Sandusky South-

western, has filed a petition in Common Pleas
Court asking that an order of sale of the property
be issued.
list of claims amounting to $41,000
has been filed. The company owns the roadbed and
right-of-way from Wapakoneta to Kenton and from
Lima to Bellefontaine, with franchises in several
towns.
Promoters of the proposed Canton and Youngstown road have decided to equip it for handling
both passengers and freight.
Private right-of-way
will be used and it is said that active work will
begin in the spring.
Cars will be run into Toledo
over the new entrance line by the Toledo, Bowling
Green and Southern within a few days.
O. M. C.

A

Indiana.
January 7. With

—

Indianapolis,

A

Schott, Job Freeman, W. H.
Riggs are the incorporators.

Crowder and

J.

R.

The Central Electric Traction Company of Indiana has been incorporated, with principal office in
Peru. The capital stock is $25,000. The company's
declared object is to build and operate an electric
line through Miami, Fulton, Marshall and St. Joseph
counties, connecting Peru and Rochester and intermediate towns.
O. Cole, Jerome Herff and
J.
H. F. Masters are the incorporators.
The Indianapolis Board of Public Works has
imposed the following conditions on the Indianapolis, New Castle and Toledo Electric Traction Company, w'hich is seeking a franchise for an independent entrance to Indianapolis
Contribute $5,000 for
grade separation $500 r. year tax for use of streets
furnish eight lights of 125 candlepower accept regular street-car tickets and furnish transfers to all
:

out.

John Sherwin and associates ha^-e purchased the
Washington, Baltimore and Annapolis traction property, which has been partially completed between
Washington and Baltimore.
The road was promoled by W. H. Lamprecht, Fred T. Pomeroy, Will
Christy and others of Cleveland. The deal includes
Ihe Washington, Berwyfi and Laurel and a steam

:

parts of the city: erect a freight station; stop
cars at all crossings for local passengers and construct 15 miles of tn ck from the city outward
within 18 months.

The commissioners

of Huntington County have
the Interstate Interurban
to build an electric railway to connect M'arion, Ind., and Lima, Ohio. The
company obligates the completion and operation of
granted, a

franchise

to

Company, which proposes

the line in

two

Bend

IQ05

14,

proposes

to manufacture automobiles and
electric specialties of all kinds.
B. E. Tritt, A. M.

W. B. Pershing are the incorporators.
friends of the municipal lighting plant at
are greatly encouraged over the December report. The company has had the street lighting since Julv. For a few months the plant ran
behind, but during December the income exceeded
the expense by $1,000.
It is now believed that the
municipal plant will turn $i,oco into the city treasCalvert and
Tlie

Richmond

ury every month.

S. S.

Northwestern States.
Minneapolis, January

7.

—A

special

election

will

be held at Escanaba, Mich., to decide whether or
not to sell the municipal electric-light plant. The
plant cost $7o,coo, but its value is said to have depreciated.

The North Dakota association of electricians has
had a bill prepared which will be presented to the
Legislature to establish rules and regulations governing tlectric-light wiring and insulations.
new ordinance has been proposed at Burlington,
Iow;a, providing for the placing of ah wires in tli;
business section underground within three years
Dr. E. C. Sw^arthout has filed an application for
an electric-light and power franchise at La Crosse,
Wis. This is the second application within a month
for a franchise to compete against the La Crosse

A

Gas and Electric Company.
new engine and dynamo has been installed in
the electric-light plant at Princeton, Minn.

A

The Cadott (Wis.) Light and Power Company

interurban
electric railways of Indiana the year just closed was
one of unexampled prosperity.
While the number
of new lines placed in operation during the year
was not large, the development of the public's inclinatfon to travel on electric lines was remarkable.
During the year 1903 2,347,936 passengers were carried into and out of Indianapolis in interurban cars,
and this number w'as increased to 3,500,000 during
Other parts of the state showed proportional
1904.
groW'th in the traffic of electric lines.
Over 300
cars are now passing daily through the new interurban station and transport passengers over 800
miles of electric raihvay in Indiana.
Important
traffic agreements have been made betw'een the Indiana and Ohio interurban lines and through interchangeable mileage tickets are being used with
popular success.
number of new lines are being
projected and several are nearing completion.
The
outlook for the present year is very bright.
The Terre Haute and Indiana Southern Railway
Company, with a capital stock of $1,500,000, has
been chartered to construct and operate an electric
line through Vigo, Clay and Sullivan counties, connecting Terre Haute and Jason\-ille and numerous
intermediate towns and cities, and to distribute and
supply electricity to persons, firms and corporations
for private and public lighting and power.
W. H.
the

;

The Marshall

getting

January

road that was to be used in connection with it. A
companj' witli a capital stock of $3,000,000 will be
organized and $3,000,000 bonds will be issued, a
part of the proceeds to be used in completing the
road and the remainder to be paid to those holding
claims and bonds against the various properties.
It is reported that several southern cities have
made a bid on the lewett carworks at Newark and
they may be moved if the inducements are great
enough. The company received a bonus when the
shops were located at Newark and have remained
there five years, according to agreement.
The Western Ohio is now selling through and
round-trip tickets to Indianapolis by way of its own

years.

The Rushville City Council refused to grant the
Indianapolis and Cincinnati Traction Company an
extension of time to Februarj' 2Sth to complete its
line under the franchise.
To avoid forfeiture. General Manager Henry is running a car through the
city every two hours.
The new car is the center
of attraction.
C. G. Conn of Elkhart, builder and promoter of
the Elkhart Citj' Electric Company, has filed a
mortgage on all bis property in favor of the Westem Trust and Savings Bank as surety for a bond
issue.
Mr. Conn org"anized his company to oppose,
the St. Joseph Power and Electric Company and
the electric combine of Northern Indiana. While he
has been successful, it has proved a very expensive
CNperience.
Two new- electric companies have incorporated.
The Maier-Oliphant Electric Company of Indianapolis will establish a plant to do all kinds of electrical
and mechanical construction, with Frank L. Maier
The Tritt Electric Company of South
as president.

has been incorporated by R. B. Cunningham and
others with a capitalization of $4,000.
The Galena (111.) Iron Works has received the
contract for an electric-light plant at Cassville, Wis.
The new plant will cost $4,110.
J. J. Henry of Den\er, Colo., has purchased the
Black Hills Electric Light Company's plant at Deadwood, S. D., and the Belt Light and Power Company of Lead, S. D. He will consolidate the two
under the name of the Black Hills Electric Light
and Power Company and will enlarge the system at
a cost of $250,000.
It is the intention to furnish
power for the different mining companies- in the
district.

A

franchise may
Minn., to the Twin
The question
taken up shortly by
panj'.

be granted at South St. Paul.
City Suburban Raihvay Comof electric lighting will also be
the council.

The Minnesota Power and Trolley Company has
been granted a franchise at Minneapolis for furnishing electric light and pow'er. The proposition was
fought hard by the Minneapolis General Electric
Company, which has operated in the city for many
years.
The city has the right of purchase after 10
years and a bond of $25,000 is required. Within
a year $200,000 must be expended and 5,000 horsepower must be available by November i. 1907.
R.

Mexico.
City of Mexico, January 5.— The work of constructing the new electric-railway system at Giiay-

mas, Mexico, has been commenced.
An American syndicate has obtained a franchise
to establish an electric-light and power plant in the
town of Fresnillo, Mexico.
Local citizens ha\e taken steps toward the construction of a street railway from the town of Santa
Rosalia, Mexico, to the hot springs, a distance of
three miles.
Paul Ginther of Santa Rosalia is interested in the project.

H. W. Campbell, general manager of the Columbia
River and Northern Raihvay and Steamship Company of Portland, Ore., has been making an investigation of the waterponer afforded by the different
streams of Mexico, with the view of establishing
electric pow-er plants and manufacturing concerns.
Negotiations wdiich were in progress between a
company which proposed to establish an electriclight plant at Progreso, Mexico, and the City Council for lighting the city streets have fallen
through.
It is stated that the company's rates were too high
and that it produced no funds to guarantee the
,

fulfillment

of its obligations.
The owners of the San Ildefonso woolen factor}-,
situated near Tlanepantla, Mexico, have applied to
the Mexican government for a concession to establish an additional power plant for the operation of
its factory.
The factory and tlie Monte Alto railroad are owned by the San Ildefonso Manufacturing
Company, which has a capital stock of S3.ooo,ooo

H.

Pacific Slope.
San Francisco, January 6. A new

—

police system is to l)e installed at
C. Steger and C. T. Tuttle have
supply store at Bakersfield, Cal.

fire-alarm

and

Sacramento soon.
opened an electric-

The A. J. Coffee Company is to install a firealarm system at Berkeley, Cal., for $r,20o.
An electric supply store has been opened at Santa
Barbara, Cal., by Bradbury & Howard.
The California Gas and Electric Corporation
is reinsulating its power line between Santa
Rosa
and Napa and hopes to complete the work before
the heavy rains set in.
The North Mountain Power Company has
concrete

foundations

laid

for

its

power house

the
at

i.|,

J;iiiii:irv

Cal.,

iMiiL-ka,
in
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i'/>S

lias

:iii(l

llic

ready to be put

ciiKiiics

place.
he electric

elevatDrs for the biiililing in course
ireclion at 576 Mission Street San Francisco,
are IjeinK installed liy the Molinc Elevator Oimpany,
of which J. (J. I'eltilt, 33 Iknlc Street, is the local
I

i.f

.igcnt,

.

The National Park I':iectric I'ower Company has
been incorporated at Sag Jose, Cal., by M. E. I'aRC,
W. H. Baugh, G. I". Hull and others. The capital
.stock

$250,000.
Jose.

is

San

is

I'bc

place of business

principal

understood that the Fortnna Electric Light
Company of Eortuna, Cal., will run a wire to I-oleta,
whcTc it will connect with a line from Eureka by
It

is

North Mountain Tower Company.

llii'

.Xinemirc & Morgan have applied to the City
Council of Aberdeen, Wash., for a franchise to confor a
struct and operate an electric-light plant
period of 15 years.
'Ihe County Commissioners of Thurston County,
Wash., have granted r. franchise to the Olympia
Light and Power Company to operate an electric
railway over certain poitions of Thurston County,
providing certain conditions are fulfilled.
L. V. Brewer has turned over the franchise recently granteil him liy Ihe City Council of Seattle,
Wash., to the Seattle Electric Company, which will
run a service line into the city and make extensions
The company is to furnish 2,500
all over the city.
16-candlepower lights within 60 days.

Company, which
is erecting two huge warehouse buildings at Townsend and Seventh Streets, will have two large elec'I'hc

Hardware and

Pacific

Steel

traveling cranes installed to handle the heavy
stock as well as five electric freight and one elec-

tric

passenger elevator.
constructing quartermaster at Walla

tric

The

Walla,

receive sealed bids in triplicate up to
.list for material and labor
necessary to install interior conduit and wiring for
the electric lighting of two double barracks at Fort
Walla Walla, Wa.sh. Noble H. Greagcr is captain

Wash.,

will

two

ni.

p.

on January

43

under the
control of the secretary to the president, and no
new detail from the Signal Corps jvill be made to

House

will hereafter be

vacancy.

the

fill

bureau

lcl<'Kra|ili

Mr.

Ellicott's

tlior-

ougli

electrical

train-

bim

into

prominence

in

con-

New

went

wny~ by

Company

County

Gas and

Electric
plant so that

the scctionizing of the
current can be supplied to the different circuits from
one or all of the three machines having a combined
Tn case of mishap to
capacity of 700 horsepower.
any one machine it will tlicn be possible to furnish
current from the other two to all parts of the distributing .system, which has also been rearranged.
Monterey, Del Mbntc, Pacific Grove and the Presidio have been placed on separ.ite circuits, while the
The day
arc street lamps are on still another.
is

service will he

commenced January

lotb.

A.

PERSONAL.
Russell Robb has been admitted to partnership in
the widely known firm of Stone & Webster of

Boston.

M. LittcU of Chattanooga. Tenn., has succeeded Reagan Houston as president and general
manager of the San Antonio (Texas) Traction ComH.

pany.

of

George H. Peirce, the well-known representative
the L. M. Ericsson Telephone Manufacturing
of Buftalo, was in Chicago last week. Mr.

Company

Peirce states that the

demand

for telephone apparatus

increasing.

is

Dr. Benjamin W. Frazier, who for 25 years had
been professor of mineralogy at Lehigh University,
was stricken with apoplexy while returning from
Neiv York city recently and died at his home in
Bethlehem, Pa., on January 4th. He was 65 years
of age and leaves a widow.

The

Controller and Supply Company of
Ohio, has placed George Magalhaes in

Electric

Cleveland,
charge of

Mr.
eastern office in New York city.
Magalhaes is a graduate of the Columbia University
•and has been connected with the engineering department of the company for some time.
its

Charles R. Morley, general manager of the Stark
Electric Railway Company, Canton, Ohio, has started
on a four-month trip to Egypt with a party of
For three years Mr. Morley has been enfriends.
gaged in superintending the construction of the line
which is now operating successfully. The employes
presented him a handsome watch before he sailed.

Employes of the Cleveland Electric Raihvay Company presented George G. Mulhern with a huge floral
horseshoe on his induction into the office of sheriff
Mr. Mulhern had been
of Cuyahoga County, Ohio.
superintendent of the city lines for many years and
some of the men had been employed under him for
years.
dress.

.10

He

accepted the gift with a pleasing ad-

Major Montgomery, who for 28 years has been
the White
at
in charge of the telegraph bureau
House in Washington, has been transferred to the
The White
Pacific Coast on Signal Corps duty.

i-.
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il

it

a

in

i>aid,
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......1

mIkic

p<.>tiiiuii

iI

cither sell out or fight.

Lawson. author

of "Frenzied Finance," is said to be the financial backer of the
Manhattan and Bronx Electric Conipaiiy. New York,
which has made apidicalion to the cily for a franchise to establish lighting anil power plants in llio*e
Imroughs.
The petition was recently presented to
the Board of Aldermen by Franklin B. Ware. wIki
has not since stated who is behind the enterprise.
.

wide
range of knowledge in the electrical field has been
^Irawn upon from sources outside of Chicago on preEllicott's

IJecemher.

1903,

it

will

be re-

membered, he was chosen to fill the responsible position niadc vacant by the resignation of Henry Rustin,
chief electrical engineer of the St. Louis World's
Mr. Ellicott
Fair, whose health was unsatisfactory.
was also frequently consul'.cd as an electrical expert
during the construction of the Chicago World's
Fair.
He is 38 years old and a native of New York
Since June, 1897, be has been at the bead
state.
of the Department of Electricity of the city of
Chicago, and at the time of this appointement held

The Culiacan Electric Company has
ized

San

in

Francisco with a
incorporators are

organ-

t)een

stock of
Gutte, F. G.
Brane, H. Hacke, Henry Eichoflf and Sidney Sproin.
This company has three valuable concessions in
the state of Sinaloa. Mexico, and agrees to complete an electric-lighting plant for the city of Culiacan within one year. All of the equipment for this
plant will l)c shipped from San Francisco.

The

$.300,000.

W. Mumper

J.

c.-ipiial
I.

of York, Pa., has liecn awarded

of Fordsville, Ky.,
Hartford, Ky.

the contract for lighting the streets of Hanover,
Pa.
The Hanover Light, Heat and Power Com|)any
ofTered to light the streets from dusk until midnight for $60 per light. The Welsbach Company
of Philadelphia offered gas lamps on an all-night
service for $35 per lamp, while the Mumper bid
was for 2.000-candlcpowcr electric lights on an allnight service at $6+92, provided he be given a 10year contract.

An electric-light plant for Morganfield, Ky., is
proposed. Henry Oliver of Fulton, Ky., is promoting the enterprise.

The St. James and Pall Mall Electric Light Company of London rccentlx was summoned at Marlborough Street Police Court for permitting water

George Armstrong has purchased a site in Fort
Worth, Texas, upon which, it is said; he will build
an electric-light plant.

The summonses, 20

the responsible position of superiiUendent of con-Iruelion for the Western Electric Company.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
It
is

is

reported that

to erect

J.

W. Hale

an electric-light plant

at

heated

170°

to

The Waterloo and Cedar Falls Gas and
Company of Des Moines, Iowa, has been

Electric

The

into

the public sewer.

magistrate

said

that

the

defendant

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.

will soon be commenced on the new electricplant for the village of Georgetown, 111.
franchise has been granted to John Searl of Chicago.

A

The city officials of Appleton City. Mo., are negotiating a franchise with S. J. Culbertson of Vandalia, Mo., whereby Appleton City may have eleclights.

W. B. Head, R. E. Pitts and T. E. Pitman of
Grandview, Texas, who recentl}' incorporated as the
Grandview jMill, Light and Ice Company, have also
incorporated the Head Telephone Company of Grandview, with a capital of $20,000.

Carson, Pirie, Scott & Co. signed a five-year contract with the Chicago Edison Company after taking figures on an electric-lighting and power systemm to be installed in the basement of their new
building at State and Madison Streets, Chicago.

The Chicago University is asking for estimates on
coo-horsepower water-tube boilers, which are required for the enlargement of the present centralheating and power plant on the university campus.
Bion J. Arnold is the engineer in charge of the improvement.
2.

The towns

The

"Electricity Versus Gas" is the title of a pamphlet just issued by the National Electric Light -Association for the use of its members who are threatened with Wekbach competition for street lighting.
This paper •\\'as originally written by Mr. W. F.
White for the 1900 meeting of the Ohio Electric
Light Association. Mr. White has practically rewritten the paper and has brought it up to date by
adding data recently collected from cities and towns
all over the country.
The pamphlet is illustrated

reproductions from photographs showing graph-

in

Churchill

(Mo.) Traction Company, here-

Springfield

B. Sanford

owned in St. Louis, has
capitalists of Springfield.
interested.

is

been ac-

William

The .Amador Railway Company has begun construction work on an electric raihvay from the point
where the Cceur d'Alene branch of the Xorthen>
P.icific railroad crosses Cedar Creek to the Amador
mines in Montana, a distance of about 20 miles.

The Ballston (X. Y.) terminal railroad, the elecfreight line operating between Ballston and
Middle Grove, a distance of 12 miles, was sold last
month by William E. Butler under foreclosure prc»ceedings.
The property was bid in by Thomas F.
Barrett, representing .A. S. and .A. N. Chandler of
tric

Philadelphia.

keeping with

In

its

Railway and Electric

usual

custom,

Company

of

the

Georgia

.'\tlanta

enter-

300 electrical employes with a sumptuous
New' Years dinner. Every man engaged in the electrical department of the company, including practically every official, was present at the plant anii
enjoyed the dinner.
of

pany of Baltimore.

Hazen

tofore, principally

The LTnited Electric Light and Power Company of
Baltimore has purchased a majority of the stock
of the Consolidated Gas Company of Baltimore.
This is the first step in the plans which contemplate
a consolidation of the LTnited Electric Light and
Power Company and the Consolidated Gas Com-

in Cincinnati recently

and

Fallon

quired by local

& Lundy. Chicago,
and tested the big engines
in the new power house of the Gas and Electric
Company. These engines are of 6,000 horsepower
each, and with a 50-per cent, overload are said
to have worked with entire satisfaction.
Frederick Sargent of Sargent

of

County, Nevada, will soon be connected by an electric railroad.
The route of the road has already
been surveyed.

tained

W'ith

(low

incorpo-

Work

was

to

had to work under considerable disadvantage, anil
under the circumstances a fine of £5 on one summons, a nominal penalty of is. on the other 19. and
i2i costs would meet the justice of the case.

rated with a capital of $595,000.

light

F.

in number, covering several
were taken on behalf of the London County

dates,

Council.

The City Council of Lake Charles, La., has under
consideration plans foi the erection of an electriclight plant to cost about $60,000.

tric

Charles A. Chapman, consulting electrical and
mechanical engineer of Chicago, who was recently
confined to his bed by 5 rather severe attack of the
grip, has recovered and is again at his desk.

—1

••.''<

1

Thomas W.

who is conducting the investigation.

In preparation for the furnishing of local consumers with a day-lighting and power service at Monterey, Cal., the principal improvement now under

Monterey

\

;

must

to

In

I'a ;

(

which furnithct liKhl and
Di,. r: n
Stcclton and the adj'/ininK i<.v.ri
1; •::
deal for the Slreltoii plant i» finally comumtnaiol. it
I* proposed to
fiirnr«li in fiower from the Y'/tk

lion, lieing placed,

aiul (luarlermaster.

the

York Havni

paiiy lia« procnrcrl a <o<i:i:
Ibc Slceltoii
Heat and 1

r

city,

vious occasions.

lb*
two inriliod*. It will prove of ureal value 10 the
riirinl>er» of the a«ujcialion.

Ihe lighting of .San Francisco, Ih'
pany, the San FraiKiwo Ga» and i,k

York at the
request of Controller
E. M. Grout of that
Mr.

by

illuininaliun

Ilavrn plant.

nection with the municipal-lighting ques-

He

tlrcet

in

The entire utock and control of llic San FranctKo
Coke and Ga« Comiiany ha» been pur.-hi-rt! it ,.
said, by the SlaniLir<l Oil Compau.
sirucd to mean anolh>rr conlcil f.

ing and his experience in the operation
publicof a
large
lighting plant h a v e

brought

difTcrcniT

Itic

Ilic

I'Ulward H. ICIIicoll, city electrician of Chicago,
for New York city this week to act in an advisory cap.acity in the inveiligation into rdbucd
gas
:.nd
exorbitant
elect ri c-light bills
rendered to lliat city.
left

tion.

ically

A

its

paper at Manteno. 111., says that a force
Central railroad sur\-eyors has establieadquarters in that city while they are
surveying an e.xtra line for the Central from Kankakee to Chicago. It is sa;d that th.e object of the
additional trackage is to prepare for extending the
suburban service to Kankakee as a means of competing with a prospective electric road covering the
local

Illinois

lished

same

On

territory.

petition

a

filed

in

the

LTnited

States

court

by H. H. Hall, attorney of the New York SecuriCompany, the New Orleans Railways Company,
comprising all the street railways of New Orleans,
was put in the hands of receivers on January 2d.
E. C. Foster, president of the company, and Pearl
AVhyte, one of the largest local stockholders, are apties

pointed

the receivers. The New Y'ork Securities
says that there are now more than $400,000
on the bonds of the company, due and

Company
in

interest

:

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN
unpaid, that early in this month
000 of bonds will fall due.

more than

$2,500,-

M. D. Watson and J. R. Bickerdike, who are interested in the Rosa Amarilla copper mines in the state
of Jalisco, Mexico, have applied to the government
for a concession to construct an electric railway
from the mines to the Pacific Coast; also to operate a telephone and telegraph system in that section.
telephone line will be constructed from the mines
Power is to be obtained
to Manzanillo at once.
from the Cusalpa and Santa Maria Rivers.

A

Application has been made in Camden, N. J., for
the incorporation of the New York- Philadelphia
Company, with an authorized capital of $4,000,000.
The incorporators are H. D. I-ong, A. N. Chandler
and Norman Grey, the latter of Camden. The purpose of the new company is explained to be the
consolidation of electric railways in New Jersey be-

tween Camden and New York. A. N. Chandler &
Co. have been interested in several country trolley
enterprises.

The New York Central engineering commission
made a trip through Ohio a few days ago for the
purpose of looking over some of the electric railways and large electrical manufacturing plants. The
visitors went over the Scioto Valley traction lines
and inspected the power plant in order to inspect a
third-rail system.
At Cincinnati the Bullock plant

was

The party consisted of J. F. Deems,
B. Katte, B, J. Arnold, George Gibbs and

visited.

Edward
J'rank

Sprague.

J.

with a capital stock of $500,000. The company proposes to build a steam-railroad, electric-railway, highway and toll bridge over the Arkansas River and
to operate an interurban electric railway between
the towns of Van Buren, Alma, Dyer and Mulberry
in Crawford County.
The officers are National
World's Fair Commissioner Phil D. Scott, president;
L. H. Southmayd, vice-president; Charles H. Drennan, secretary, and J. S. Dunham, treasurer.

brought some months ago demanding
the removal of the Union Elevated Loop structure
in Chicago, has been dismissed by Judge Tuley. The
proceedings were begun in the name of Attorneygeneral Hamlin and charged that the frontage consents for the construction pf the elevated structure
had not been properly obtained. The Northwestern
Elevated Railway Company, chief defendant in the
suit, made charges that certain property owners
and lawyers had started the proceedings as part of
suit

a plan to harass the elevated-railway com.panies.
Traffic on the Chicago elevated railways for December shows a decrease, compared Avith December,
1903, except the Northwestern, which shows an in-

crease in the daily average of passengers of 2.004.

The South Side company had a decrease in the daily
average for December of 5,148 passengers, compared with December, 1903, and the Metropolitan
shows a decrease of 106 passengers daily for December. The Chicago and Oak Park company experienced a loss in the total number of passengers
carried in December, compared with December, 1903,
of 5.752 on the main line, but on the whole system
there was an increase of 284 passengers. The daily
average of passengers for the year 1904, compared

George R. Sheldon of

granted.

is

said to be one of the
the project.

w-ith

1903.

is

as follow^s:

Northwestern

Metropolitan

— 1904,

South

— 1904,

70,-

115,196: 1903,

Side— 1904, 83,323;
Chicago and Oak Park 1904, 43,730;
113.434.

men

New York

Philippines—in

Owens River

The

Nev.

Work

calendar from McLeod, Ward & Co.,
is attached to a large card bearing
IS fine half-tone illustrations of Kinsman and Ward

on the tunnel

already in

is

specialties

city,

in

The waterpower property at Bluett -Falls, on Pee
Dee River, about eight miles from Rockingham,
N. C, has been purchased by Hugh McRae & Co.
of Wilmington, N. C, for $120,000.
It is proposed
to form a company and build a plant for developing
be transmitted to industries within a
30 miles. About 30,000 horsepower is

electricity to

of

available.

of Tren-

ton, N. J., the well-known manufacturer of wire
and wire rope, has issued a useful wall calendar
for igo5, ornamented with pictures showing hcrw its
products are used in electrical and other work.

An appropriate wall calendar which is being distributed by Charles C. M'oore & Co., engineers of
San Francisco, Los Angeles, Seattle and Salt Lake,
bears a map of the territory embraced by machinery
sales and engineering business of the company.
As
indicated on the map, this territory includes all the
Pacific Coast from Alaska to Lower California.
In
the United States a number of inlend states are also
covered.

The Bourbon Gold Mining and Electric Power
Company has been incorporated at Tucson, Ariz.,
by W. E. Howell, J. J. Pollard, Walter N. Brunt
and others. The capital stock is $60,000. The principal place of business is Tucson, Ariz., with offices
at San Francisco.

electric lights.

The John A. Roebling's Sons Company

plant at Milton, Ore., which will have

a capacity of 480 horsepower, is almost completed
and operations will begin with the arrival of two
24-inch Victor water motors. For the establishment
of the plant $15,000 bonds were recently voted by
the city.

radius

book.

1905

New York

progress.

The power

little

1905

is

for the installation of a power plant
power for the mines of Tonopah and

provide

Goldfield,

a valuable

14,

Rico and the

CALENDARS.

Contracts have been awarded by the
to

all

Stales, Cuba, Porto

financially interested in

Power Company

In connection with the lighting question at Covington, Ga., it is rumored that local capitalists are
considering the feasibility of developing the waterpower known as the White's Shoals, on Alcovey
River, 10 miles distant, where there is believed to
be sufficient power to light nearby towns and furnish
power for a large part of the machinery of the
section.

PUBLICATIONS.
A

reminder of the new year in the shape of a
neat folder comes from the Ewing-Merkle Electric
Company of St. Louis. It extends to all a hearty

and happy

New

—

1903,
1903,

82,478.
44,312.

greeting.

small folder has been issued by the National
Carbon Company of Cleveland. Ohio, making announcement of the award of the grand prize for
all the company's carbon products, including Columbia enclosed-arc carbons, by the jury of awards
of the St. Louis Exposition.

"The Ammeter" is a little pamphlet issued by the
Manufacturing Company of
Electrical
Niles, Ohio, to "boost" the Star lamp, and deserves
to be read, for it is full of humorous anecdotes, the
lessons from w"hich, it is needless to say, all emphasize the fact that one should buy these lamps.
It is published "with the hope thai it may while
Standard

away

a

moment

of your spare time and cause you
Stars."

to see brighter things

The

—

'

AND SCHOOLS.

SOCIETIES
The Ohio

Electric Light Association will hold
next meeting at the Hotel Victory, Put-in-Bay
on August i6th. 17th and i8th. The officers and executive committee are planning a complete proits

An international automobile exhibition will be
held at Berlin from February 4th to February 19th.
The duke of Ratibor will be the president of the exhibition, which will be under the patronage of Prince
Henry of Prussia. Terms of entry, a programme
and general regulations can be had on application
at the Department of State, Washington, D. C.
will be held

in the Coliseum during the week of February 4th
to iith.
Among the attractions this year will be
novelties in exhibits, several manufacturers planning to give reproductions of their factories, while
workmen will demonstrate the methods employed in
the manufacture of parts. Externals and accesories,
it is said, will be given the most attention at the
coming show. There will probably be no great developments in the treatment of either the motors
or running gears of foreign machines, but considerable advancement in accessories and novelties.
There is a hopeful outlook in the automobile industry for the coming season.
Samuel A, Miles, general manager of the show, said
"Automobile manufacturers are now settling down to a long, steady
pull for settled business, with the fad features entirely eliminated."
:

POWER TRANSMISSION.
The Commonwealth Electric Company of Philadelphia has been granted a charter and proposes to
produce electric light, heat and power. The incorporators are Mark Hyman, R. A. Mackey, H. S.
Eville, Graham Sumner, J. H. Ingham, E. D. OakThe company desires to
ford and W. M. Clifft.
obtain a franchise to do an electric-lighting, heating

is

the

title

and interesting pamphlet written
by Olin D. Wheeler and issued by the Northern
Pacific Railway Company.
It treats of the expedition of Lewis -and Clark and the discoveries in
the
Northwest Territory, in commemoration of
which the Exposition is to be held. Handsome
illustrations are scattered throughout the pamphlet,
showing the beautiful scenery through which the
railroad passes on its way to the coast.
The show
itself, in some respects, will surpass any other ever
held.
Probably there was never before such a magof an

will be instructive and entertaining.
D. L. Gaskill of Greenville, Ohio, is secretary
of the association.

The rapid rise in" importance of the engineering
profession which has taken place within a comparatively short period has nowhere been more thoroughly appreciated than at the University of Michigan.
In the engineering department the attendance
rose from 609 in 1902-3 (which was a gain of 120
over that of the preceding year) to 823, an increase
of 114.
And at this time there is a prospect that
at least 1,000 students will be registered in the department for the year 1904-5.
If this movement
continues for three or four years the number of
engineering students will equal, if not surpass, that
in tlie literary department.
At the annual meeting of the Engine Builders'
Association, held in New York last month, papers
were read as follows
"Costs." by C. M. Lauer
:

"The Steam Turbine," by

F. C. B'ates

:

"Employers'

Association," by C. I.. Eidlitz. and "Salesmanship
as an Applied Science," by R. U. Conger. Following the discussion of the papers. Prof. J. E. Sweet
reported for the committee which had been sent to
Washington to oppose the adoption of the metric
system by the government. The House committee
was unable to agree on a report and the matter will
probably come up later. Mr. Sweet believed that
the arguments of his committee had prevented a
favorable report. The officers elected were: President, C. A. Gates (re-elected)
vice-president. T. C.
;

of the Massachusetts Institute .of
Boston, has appeared, containing a
catalogue of the officers and students together with
a statement of the requirements for admission and
The
a description of the courses of instruction.
undergraduate
Institute now
offers
distinct
13
courses of four years' duration.
A feature of in-terest in the curriculum is the prescribed courses of
non-professional reading which each student is required to complete during the vacation months.
bulletin

Technology,

"The Lewis and Clark Exposition"

AUTOMOBILES.

The annual Chicago automobile show

Year

A

,

401; 1905. 68,310.

maps of the United

in Philadelphia, and, it is said,
will put $io,ooo,oco into the enterprise if a franchise

gramme, which

The Van Buren Electric Railway and Bridge Company of Van Buren, Ark., has been incorporated

The

January

and power business

instructive

nificent natural setting for an exposition as is to
be had at Portland, with its beautiful river and
magnificent mountain views. The varied products,
too, of the great Northwest were probably never
exhibited as they will be at the Portland exposition.

Friends of the Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company are indebted to that company
for a very convenient and useful vestpocket diary
and memorandum book. In addition to blank pages,
calendars and the information usually published
in books of this character the donor has included
about 40 pages of valuable engineering information.
There is valuable information in condensed forni'
concerning train resistance, car heating, drop in line
and rails, electric motors for driving various machine tools, Nernst lamps. Cooper Hewitt lamps, arc
lamps, line losses, alternating-current and other
formulas, wire tables, lightning arresters and choke
coils, hints on operating electric apparatus, rules for
giving first aid to the injured, notes on boilers and
various fuels, the performance of gas engines and
the performance of steam turbines.
There are also
tables of the population of various cities, weights

and measures, interest laws in different
similar commercial memoranda.
There

states

and

are

also

Wood;

secretary, N. B. Payne; treasurer, .A.. L.
council, W. C. Kerr, S. F. Bagg,
B.
Payne, C.^A. Bonsall, H. C. Nichols, J. I. Lyle.

Merriam

N

;

The first convention of the Canadian Street Railway Association, the formation of which was announced in the Western Electrician recently, was
held in Montreal, beginning December 20th.' Following the consideration and adoption of a constitution and by-laws as drafted by W. G. Ross, managing director of the Montreal Street Railway Company, and W.
Moore of the Toronto Railway
Company, several papers and a number of important questions incident to street-railwa)^ operation
were discussed.
Short addresses were made by
Messrs. Ross, Brockway, White and Fleming, after
which several matters relative to the completion
of the organization were adjusted.
The officers
elected were;
President, W. G. Ross, Montreal;

H

W.

H. Moore, Toronto
secretary
Allan Royce, vice-president of the
railway; executive committee.
C. E. A. Carr, general manager London street railway; E. A. Evans, manager Quebec street railway;
D. McDonald, manager Montreal street railway.
H. H. McLean of St. John, N. B., was chosen attorney.
After the meeting the members visited the
power stations and repair shops of the Montreal
vice-president,
and treasurer,

Toronto

;

suburban

Street Railway

Company.

SPACE TELEGRAPHY.
G. Simmons of Kenosha, Wis., who owms a steel
tow-er on the top of Pike's Peak, has granted permission to the American De Forest Wireless Telegraph Company to use the tower for an experiment
station,

and elaborate preparations are being made

by the compan}^ for

tests.

Tests are to be made by the De Forest Spacetelegraph Company in Chicago in receiving wireless

messages from an automobile running at full speed.
An automobile has been equipped with the necessary apparatus and has already received messages
while at rest. At the office of the company in Michigan Avenue an official said
"All that is necessary
for the success of this experiment is that a wire
be trailed upon the ground.
Hereafter- we hope
it
will be possible for business men, even while
;

'
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14,
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Salle Stri-ct."

Work

oil

a spacc-tclcgrapli stalioii In

the Brook-

navy yard will soon lie begun, it is said, to
enable Commander Robert E. Peary lo keep in
touch with civilization diiriiiR bin ncx' ailcinpl to
It is said that Commander
reach the North Pole.
Peary will erect wireless stations alter he leaves
the Labrailor coast, lo keep in touch with the nearest station on the mainland as he proceeds northI'Vniii there cfjiiimunication with New York
ward
lyn

will

Ik-

Mlinnpli-.l.

MISCELLANEOUS.
IVnnission has been granted the Macdonald Turbine Company of (ilasgow, Scotland, to test- one
of its turbines at the Port Dundas generating station.
In the year 1904 there were imported at the port
New York 602 automobiles of all descriplion.s,

of

In
their total appraised valuation being $2,209,492.
the nninbiT was .";25 and Ihc value about
iCo.i
$1,300,000.

Radium

is

said

lo

been discovered

b.ivc

in

great
estate

abundance in alkaline metallic earth on an
called Carlsro, a few miles from Skofde, Sweden.
The metallic earth in which it is found also contains

uranium and polonium.
Sixty

thousand

dollars

gold

in

was divided up

among

the 4,000 cmplnyes of the Boston Elevated
Raihv.iy Company as a Christmas gift, each employe going home with $15.
A similar distribution
look place a year ago, which was at that time said
to be an unprecedented action on the part of a
.street-railway

A

company,

cocker spaniel dog owned

in

North 'I'oiiawanda,

have swallowed two colored
Imlbs that had been used to decorate
Shortly afterwaard the little ania Cbrislmas iree.
mal while playing in front of the house playfully
snapped at the heels of a pedestrian, who turned
and kicked the dog. The l)iilbs exploded, killing
the spaniel.
N.

Y.. is said recently to

clcclric-ligbl

TRADE NEWS.
Kimball tV liiinuiic hijve cngagcu
supply business at Parsons, Kan.

in

Hx- clcctricai

Electrical Construction Company of VVellins;ton, Kan., has decided to mo\'e its office to Winfield,

The

ICSTKK .\

KI.IXTRICI.W

45

Aiidr.ic & .Son* Company, which,
however, will continue in the elcclrlcal <iipply butincsH.
The incorjiorators arc Merman Andrar, llcr

work of the Julius

man Schmidt and Jacob
The Boardman

Tellicr.

Electrical

Coniitruclion

Company

of Memphis, Tcnn., has liecn organized with F. E.
Boardman, prcsideul, and J. M. Hart, vicc-prcnidcnt.
The company also handles electrical supplier.

announced

is

It

that

the. Illinois

.Steel

Company

about to l>cgin an extension of
its works at a cost of $100,000 to accommodate the
business of the Continuous Kail Joint Company of
America. The latter company is a New Jersey corIt
poration, with headquarters at Newark. N. J.
lias extensive works at Troy, N. V., but ha» found
that its western business requires a plant nearer
the center of trade.
of

JolicI,

An

III.,

increase

is

is

taking place in the expfjrtation of

machinery from the United Kingdom.
shipments during November last were the

electrical

The

largest so far recordefl, amounting to £64,514, as
cimtrasted with £51,268 in the preceding month, and
For the first 11 months
£23,889 in November, 190.3.
of the year the aggregate exports attained a value
of £470,288, which Cfmipares with only £394,170 in
the corresponding 11 months of 1903.

Paul Letheule, recently chief of the French elecdepartment at the St. I^uis Exposition, and
Rebekah Hospital in St. Louis, believes
that American electric il manufacturers will do well
lo avail themselves of the opportunities for extension of trade afforded by the Liege Exposition of
He points
1905 and the Milan Exposition of 1906.
out that the St. Louis Exposition attracted comparatively few visitors from Europe, and so far as foreign trade is concerned the American exhibitors
did not reap the reward of their efforts. Liege and
Milan are in close proximity to the capitals of the
Old World, and the expositions will undoubtedly
In certain cases it will no doubt
be well attended.
pay American concerns to send exhibits in charge
of a special representative familiar with European
In other cases this expense will not be war
trade.
ranted, but an arrangement may be made with a
Mr. Letheule offers his
resident exhibitors' agent.
services to American exhibitors in connection with
to
the
these expositions, and indeed in relation
whole subject of foreign agencies, sale of patents
trical

at present at

and the

like.

BUSINESS.

Kan.

Company of Milof $10,000, was incorporated January sth to take over the construction
The Herman .^ndrae

waukee,

with

a

Electrical

capital

A round-trip rate of $56.50 has been made bv the
Northern Pacific Railway Company from Chicago
to Portland, Ore., on account of the Lewis and

Clark Expotiiioti.- Thr
Roing one route and f

The Brown
Wi«„ has ju»i

^.-..

ii.

Corlitt
receive:
for a
horizrmlal

,-.

-j
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,,. .t-.j«,
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rlit*.
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Steel

and
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Fowler

C»iii|<.>i,>

.,i

(.i.iJKo.

lii*

v.cll-knoun pro<lucer lA pole* and ties, announce*
that It has opened a new mill on the northern peninsula of Michigan, where it will turn out cedar
(loles and lies.
This will enable the Fowler c</mpany to handle its constantly increasing buiinets
tf. better advantage
than heretofore.

The Lindslcy Bros. Company. Chicago, say* that
it
has been making active preparalimis fur taking
care of this year's pole misiness, which, il i«
expected,
will
lie
larger
than
that
of
many
years.
The company has been operating three yards
in Dickinson County, Mich., since last Sepicmtirr.
and has thus far produced a large number of pole*
of exceptional quality. The Lindsley company expects to be in belter position lo handle pole orders
than at any time in its history. The company is
also producing a fine assortment of Idaho pole*
at its Idaho headquarters.
investig:itioii

.•\n

of the entire

field

of cedar-pole

offerings was recently made by southern interests
and resulted in recommending the slock coming
from the northern firm of W. C. Sterling & Son,
Monroe. Mich., which has 11 sorting yards in that
state, having liccn in the cedar busines; for the last 20
years.
This company's cedar poles are of superior
<|uality for telephone, telegraph and electric-light use,
and show an unusual knowledge of the requiremenU
of such articles on the part of those intrusted with
their selection.
Nothing approaching them in excellence, it is said, is to be found within Ihc borders

of the southern states.

The H. W. Johns-Manville Company of New York
has just placed on the market two additions lo its
complete line of aslMrstos packings, known as Kcarsarge spiral high-pressure piston and valve rod
packing, and International hot-water pump packing.
The Kearsarge spiral packing is the asbestos
and rnbber-wound cloth coil packing, so well known
to the trade, put up in spiral form lo meet the
growing demand for that type of packing. The Inlernaiional is a specially prepared and treated packing for use on pumps handling water at high temperatures and on piston and valve rods of engines
against wet steam. The manufacturer has prepared
attractive literature descriptive of these two packings
which it will be glad to send to anyone interested.

ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.
Issued

Boveri & Co., Baden, Switzerland.
Application filed December 7, 1903.
The stator of the dynamo has passages between its

Brown,

Telephony.
Application filed

Albert Meinema, Chicago,

May

A

igos-

New

Automatic Suspension and Contact Appliance for Electric Arc Lamps. John Stevenson,
Portobello, Scotland. Application filed De-

cember

22,

1903.

111.

A

Hair-drying Apparatus. Otto Peter and
Herbert von Kempski Racoszyn, Osnabriick,
Germany. Application filed July 29, 1904.

device comprises a sectional annular supting material having a groove and a coil
tire removably mounted in the groove, the
coil having depressions to reduce the contacting portions
of the coil with the support.
port of

778,888.

Electric incandescent lamps are placed in two concenThe cylinders
cylinders with orifices at the ends.
are so connected that air is drawn into the outer cylinder
by a fan, heated by the lamps, and expelled from the
inner cylinder for the purpose of drying out the hair.

Electric Arc I-amp.
Bernard A. Stowe,
Cleveland, Ohio, assignor to the Jandus Electric
Cleveland, Ohio. Application filed
April 30, 1904.

778.914.

Company,

tric

Galvanic Battery. Charles J. Reed, Phila778,893.
delphia, Pa., assignor to the Security Investment Company. Application filed July 12, 1901.

A

oluti
of on
galvanic battery comprise
ferrous salts, an iron electrode located in the solution, a
solution of one or more ferric salts, a partition having
a high degree of porosity between the solutions and an
electronegative electrode located in the solution of ferric
salt.

Process of Making Spongy Lead for SecReed,
Electrodes. Charles -J.
ondary-battery
Philadelphia, Pa., assignor to the Security Investment Company. Application filed May 7,

778,894.

1903.

Spongy or finely divided lead for secondary battery
electrodes is formed by mixing one or more compounds
of lead, with finely divided metallic zinc, then subjecting
the mixture to a liquid which will convert the lead compound into metallic lead and the zinc into a soluble zinc
salt and lastly washing out the zinc salt.

A main shell or casing of the lamp is associated with
lamp frame, a ring removably attached to the frame
and holding the shell or casing in place, a supplemental
shell adapted to receive, and hold a globe, and means for
removably attaching the supplement shell to the ring.
a

778.915.

Electric

Arc

Lamp.

Bernard A. Stowe,

Cleveland, Ohio, assignor to the Jandus Electric
Company, Qeveland, Ohio. Application filed

May

19,

1904.

In a lamp casing are a hood, a floor, and a rigid connecting device between the hood and floor.
A vertically
movable shell carries devices co-operating with the lamp
for forcing the upper end of the shell ngainst the

floor

J.

assignors to Heyl & Patterson. Pittsburg,
Pa. Application filed December 19, 1903.
Two motors have independent starting and stopping
means, a single operating means and connection between
Pa.,

Combined with a central station and the guarded structure are a single electric protective circuit connecting
them, and two sources of electric potential common to the
central station for energizing the circuit at will by cither
of them.
A variable resistance is located in the circuit
at the central office in series with a variable resistance

Electric

778,984.

Lamp

Bracket.

Edwin H. Lux.

Logansport. Ind.

A

Bus.Liisioii

Trolley.

778.987-

Application filed
bracket for ckclric lamps

William

W.

Va., assignor of one-half to

Washington, D. C.

June
is

10, 1904.
described.

Mercer.

Benjamin

Application

filed

Norfolk.
Cady,

J.

May

28,

1904.

The

trolley

the socket.

in

head has a socket with a spindle joumaled

The

spindle has a transversely disposed
shoulder arranged on one side associated with a wheel
journaled in a bracket.
spring is secured to the bead
and located longitudinally of the spindle, the spring having an inturned free portion that rests against the shoulder and normally holds the bracket in a fixed position
though permitting the partial rotation thereof.

A

Automatic Magnetic Circuit-breaker. William M. Scott. Philadelphia, Pa., assignor to the
Cutter Electrical and Manufacturing Company.
Application filed. June 28, 1901.

779.003.

The device embodies a tripping mechanism, switchrestraining means, a number of coils connected in parallel
with each other and in series in a circuit, one of the coils
operating to control the restraining means, and a potential coil connected in shunt with the circuit and co-operating with another of the coils to control the restraining
means.
(See cut on next page.)
Multiple-transfer Switchboard. Charles B.
New York, N. Y. Application filed May

779.004.

Smith.
Illuminated Advertising Apparatus. Alexander Stumm, Offenburg, Germany, assignor to
Simtnler & Venator, Offenburg, Germany. Application filed July I, 1904.
Electric lamps behind a partly translucent and partly
opaque surface illuminate figures upon the surface.

778.916.

Trolley Catcher and Retriever. Charles F.
Wilson, New York, N. Y. Application filed

-78.933.

Motor Control for Hoisting Buckets. Lewis
Robb and William M. Rosewater, Pittsburg,

778,897.

S.
filed

located in the circuit at the guarded structure, and means
at the central
station simultaneously change both re-

Rheostat for Electric Arc Lamps. Bernard
A. Stowe, Cleveland, Ohio, assignor to the
Jandus Electric Company, Cleveland, Ohio. Application filed October 28, 1903.

1904.

closed.

Frankhn
.\pplication

May

778,913-

switch device at a sub-station of the telephone line
bodily
controls the telephone and signal circuits.
movable actuating appliance actuates the switch device,
and electromagnetic mechanism at the sub-station operates
The
switch
when
actuated
appliance.
the switch-actuating

maintains the circuit

Jan tiary ^,

starting means so arranged that by a
Electric
Burglar
778,971.-Marni.
the operating means in one plane both
Holmes,
York, X. Y.
be put and maintained in operation,
advance of the other.
17, 1904.

Jr.,

'

2,

United States PaUnt Office)

778,911.

Rotor is provided
windings and an inclosing casing.
Means establish a forced
with one or more air outlets.
circulation of air from the center of the casing about the
axis of rotation of the rotor to the periphery of the stator
through the passages between its windings to the rotor
and through passages between the windings of the stator
to its periphery and to the air outlets in the casing.

778,877.

f

the latter and the
single movement of
of the motors may
one being started in

Means

for Ventilating Electrical Machines.
Albert Aichele, Baden, Switzerland, assignor to

778,834.

August

A

ig,

1903.

hinged latch for engaging a disk attached to the
trolley-cord drum is provided with a spring for actuating
tlic latch, the spring being mounted so as to be moved
from one. side to the other of the hinge pin of the latch.

8,

1900.

a switchboard with several sections are metallictrunk lines, each terminating at a section in a
a receiver normally bridged across the trunk lines
at each section associated %vith the
trunk lines of the other sections adaoted to establish
telephonic communication with the receiver.
In

circuit

plug,

and switching devices

Electric Generating Unit.
Sterling Shaw,
Jacksonville, 111.
Application filed August 29.

779,054.

1899.

An

electromagnetic

friction

coupling means

connects

the energizing coil in shunt with a low resistance in an
electric- current- carr>-ing conductor so as to pass through

C
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Insulated Railway Rail Joint.
Braine, New York, N. Y., assignor to the Continuous Rail Joint Company of America. Ap-

779-066.

plication filed March 29, 1904.
An improved insulated rail joint comprises the rails,
connecting plates and bolts, insulation interposed between
the rails and connecting plates and protecting plates
interposed between the rails and insulation.

Headlight. Frank Buchanan, Dayton, Ohio.
Application filed May 31, 1904.

779,068.

descent lamps.

Safety Gas Cock. Benjamin F. Clarke, San
March 14,
Francisco, Cal. Application filed

779,072.

1904.

An

is provided by -which an electric alarm
when the supply key of a gas jet is
allow of the escape of unignitcd gas.

arrangement

circuit

is

closed

turned so as

to

Block

7797075-

moli,

Italy.

System. Antonio Fiorini, PontreApplication filed April 13, 1904.

In a block system are combined an electrical conductor
connecting two stations, a source of electricity in one
station, another source of electricity in the second station
and a switch located in the first station the throwing of
which puts the first source of electricity into circuit and
A second switch
sends the current to the second station.
near the second station is thrown by the current to
'break the first circuit and to throw the second source of
the
conductor an-l
into
communication
with
electricity

and

Application
;

cember

lating

block.

in the

frame and above the

Albert L. Marsh,
Lake Bluff, 111., assignor to William A. Spinks
& Co., Chicago, 111. Application filed June 4,

Thermoelectric Element.

779,090.

1904.
In a thermoelectric couple are a metallic element formed
of an alloy electronegative to an alloy of copper and
nickel and having a melting point in excess of the melting
point of pure copper.

Plug.
Nelson
H.
Raymond,
Brooklyn, N. Y., assignor to Stanley & PatterApplication filed April
son, New York, N. Y.
Electric

779,098.

13,

1904.

779.206.
tadj',

Control System. Frank E. Case, SchenecN. v., assignor to the General Electric
Y^.
Application filed

1901.

II,

September

24,

a motor controller of the separate
actuated contact type, a master controller, conductors connected with the master controller
and adapted to be connected to the actuating coils of the
contacts of the motor controller, and an auxiliary switch
or switches independent of the master controller and
operatively connected with motor-controller contacts for
connecting the actuating coils of certain other contacts
to the conductors.

Sparking

Igniter

4,

filed

April

12, 1902.

filed

May

xo,

partment.

(See cut.)

Dustproof Automatic Circuit Closer and
Opener. Ulysses G. King, Harlan, Iowa, assignor of one-half to William H. King, Des
Moines, Iowa. Application filed April 9, 1904.

A casing having contacts thereon included
with a source of electricity and an alarm has connected

—

:-C0NTR0LLlN& APPARATUS,

Slides are mounted in
a hollow revcluble device.
the device and extend therefrom, being adapted to bear
Weighted bell-crank levers
upon one of the contacts.
within the revoluble device are connected to and adapted
to operate the plungers.
to

it

Coil.

tion filed

August

4,

John

tion filed

A

12,

May

Elihu

Application filed April

12,

1903.

An

electrostatic influence machine is made with substantially no space for containing ozonized air around
its active parts.

Motor

Charles
E.
Barry,
Schenectady, N. Y., assignor to the General
Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y.
Appli-

779.199-

Controller.

cation filed September 24, 1903;

Renewed May

A

Electric-railway System. George L. CampNyack, N. V., assignor to the American
Construction Company. Application filed October II, 1902.

779,204.

bell,

An
with

a

insulating block for electric railways is
pocket, an armature vertically movable

formed
in

the

C.

Divided and

appHca-

this

11, 1904.

process of electrolyzing solutions consists in passing

with the cathode.

Signaling for Railways.

779,390.

William

S.

Berry,

Pittsburg, Pa. Application filed May 25, 1903.
In a signaling system for electric railways are combined a circuit branching from the trollev circuit, a
signal, electrically operated mechanism controlling the
signal, a make-and-break mechanism controlling the branch
circuit and means for changing the amount of current
in the branch cij-cuit controlled by the signaling magnet.
_

Apparatus
779,247.
ances. John B.

for Testing Electrical ResistWest and Frederick M. Du Bois,
Syracuse, N. Y. said Du Bois assignor to said
West. Application filed January 2, 1904.

Two

induction coils have their primary windings electrically connected in series, one of the primary

Trolley-pole Controller.
779,401.
rison and Eugene H. Fosdick,

._

Arthur

W. Har-

Los Angeles, Cal.
1904.
A trolley-pole controller comprising a base havine an
air chamber contains also a solenoid magnet secured to
the base, a plunger for the magnet projecting into and
forming a piston in the air chamber, a cap rotative upon
the magnet, a trolley pole pivotally secured to the cap
and a_ pitman pivotally secured to the trolley pole and
operatively connected to the magnet plunger.
Application

filed

June

2,

-

Reissue.
Process

of Electrolytically Refining Lead.
G. Betts, Lansingburg, N. Y. Application
filed April 22, 1903.
Original application dated

12.301.

Anson

November

11,

1902.

A process of electrodepositing lead consists in subjecting to electrolysis an electrolyte containing a lead salt
of a fluorine acid, and an agent capable of restraining the
crystallization of the electrodeposited lead.
NO. 779,390.

RAILWAY SIGNAL SYSTEM.

Design.

being adjustable to vary the current strength in its secondary winding.
Means indicate the degree of the adjustment and a current-strength indicator is electrically
connected in parallel with the secondary winding of one
of the coils.

Time Circuit-controlling Apparatus. Johan
M. Andersen, Boston, Mass., assignor of one-

779,249.

half to Albert Anderson, Boston, Mass.
Application filed December 14, 1903.
Motor mechanism operates a circuit controller. Associated with the clock mechanism is a rotatable device controlled by the clock mechanism and governing the operation of the motor mechanism.
Gearing actuated by the
echanism rotates the device in conju
the clock
echa'
:

779,267.

21. 1904.
resistance-controlling device and a series-parallelcontrolling device with means for causing the seriesparallel device to be maintained in one of its operative
positions, and means for causing it to be moved into
another of its operative positions as the operating handle
of the' resistance-controlling device is moved forward
from its "off" position are the patentable features.

D.

1902.

CiSLL.

Clinton P. TownsOriginal application

an electric current through the solution to a cathode,
recovering a cathode product of electrolysis by means of
a liquid whicli is substantially immiscible with and inert
toward the product, and circulating the liquid in contact

1904.

induction coil embodying a primary winding divided
sections connected in series includes an electrical
controlling device connected in the primary circuit between the

Process.

Washington,
April

filed

An

into

Electrolytic

end,

.G.

ELECTROLYTIC

NO. 779, 183.

779,384-

Meyers, East
I., assignor to the Varley Duplex
Magnet Company, -Providence, -R. I. Applica-

Induction
Providence, R.

779,231.

779,182.

cut."!

1904.

779,222.

features.

(See

C.

An electrolytic cell comprising a vessel having two
compartments is provided with a pervious cathode between the compartments, an anode and a body of electrolyte in one compartment, and a body of a liquid
which is substantially immiscible with and inert toward
a cathode product of the electrolysis, in the other com-

A

Static Influence Electrical M'achine.

D.

1903.

A

Thomson, Swampscott, Mass., assignor to the
General Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y.

Clinton P. TownsOriginal application
Divided and this application

Washington,

end,

Details are described.

1Q04.
In a third rail for motor cars, brackets having Banges
the cross-ties.
girdler is secured to the
bracket and a filling block secured to the girder, the
girder and filling block having apertures for a bolt.
second filling block and girder through which the bolt
extends, a rail clamped between the filling blocks and
suitable means for insulating the parts are. the remaining

the off position of the arm.

latter

circuit.

Electrolytic Apparatus.

779-383-

for Internal-combustion
Philadelphia, Pa. Ap-

Henry Devlin,
November

plication filed

12,

779,190.

magnetic

thi

1903.

The system embodies

Engines.

The

flow.

inding and a potential winding
co-operating upon

electroniagnetically

779.207.

trolling the
rsed energy

upon low voltage o

Company, Schenectady, N.

Third-rail
Giosue D'Esposito,
System.
Pittsburg, Pa., assignor of one-half to Stuart
Patterson, Pittsburg, Pa. Application filed March

Combined Circuit-breaker and Starting
Rheostat. Robert H. Read, Schenectady. N. Y.,
assignor to the General Electric Company. SchenApplication filed October 28, 1903.
ectady, N. Y.
An automatic circuit-breaker and rheostat are provided
with means for disconnecting the operating handle from
the movable contact of the circuit-breaker and means
controlled by the rheostat arm for establishing a connection between the handle and movable contact only in

1905

Renewed De-

1899.

In an automatic electric switch separable co-operative
possess means for restraining them in normal
an overload coil for controlling the restraining

779,150.

embrace

27,

contacts

;

An electric plug comprises a binding plate, a terminal,
a connecting member, a longitudinal clamping post and
insulating material between the plate and the terminal
clamped into place by the post and surrounding the clamping post and connecting member.

May

filed

14,

position,

NO. 779,207.

thereby send a current back to the first station. An electrical signal at the first station is actuated by the second
current, and means, whereby the electrical conductor may
be interrupted for anj' cause are also provided.

January

Current-controlling
System.
Arthur
Cleveland, Ohio. Application

Eastwood,
August 9,

C.
filed

1904.

Current-limiting means for a motor include automatic
switches having a winding or windings connected so that
their operation depends on the current flow through the
limiting means, with mechanism for cutting the means
into circuit with the motor when the current fow reaches
a predetermined maximum and subsequently cutting the
means out of circuit when the current has fallen below
the maximum.
(See cut,)

Automatic Magnetic Circuit-breaker. WillM". Scott. Philadelphia, Pa., assignor to the
Cutter Electrical and Manufacturing Company.

779.376.

iam

Casing for Telephone Toll Apparatus.
George A. Long, Hartford, Conn.7 assignor to
the Gray Telephone Pay Station Company, Hartford, Conn.
Application filed February 6, 1004.

37,283.

Term

of patent, seven years.
The ornamental design of a telephone-casing

is

shown.

EXPIRING PATENTS.
Following is a list of electrical patents (issued by
the United States Patent Office) that expired on
January 10, 1905
:

Telephonic Transmitter.
376,060.
E. Eeedv. FarmingS.
ton, Me.
Electrical Circuit-breaker.
376,071, 376,072.
Wm. R. Cole,
Detroit. Mich.
Dynamo Electric Machine or Motor. E. Thomson,
376, .20.

Lynn, Mass.
Lighting Cars by Electricity. A. D. .Stevens, Min376,116.
neapolis, Minn.
Electric Clock.
376,121.
C. A. Tucker, IsHp, N. Y.
Fire-alarm Circuit.
376.133.
T. P. Barrett. Chicaso, 111.
376.171- Annunciator. J. P. Tirrell, Somerville, Mass.
Pole Indicator for Electric Conductors.
376,281.
A. P.erghausen, Elberfeld, Germany.
Dynamo Electric Machine. F. Jchl, Paris. F.ance.
376,307.
Electric Lamp.
L. H. Leber, "^'ork. Pa.
376,323.
Armature for Dynamo-electric Machines-. H. Lemp,
376,326.

.
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Schevenlngen Space-telograph Station
of the Dutch Telegraph Department.
liv

Al.illKII

number of

rc-

spacc-teleKrapli stations

Dutch Telegraph Department which present

fur the

new

scinie

Okmiknwit/.

Telegraph Company of Berlin

Wireless

Tlic

reiitly installed a

features

in

the art.

I'ig.

I

is

a picture

showing the apparatus of the .Schevcningcn

station.

In the first place the transmitter is designed Imth
for single excitation (in case great distances are
to he traversed with a given amount of primary
energy) and for jar excitation, which I'lan allows
of a sharper tuning and a larger
wave lengths.
The capacity of the Lcydcn jars

v:iri.ilicin

is

al«iul

in

ihi-

quiva-

diirinK telegraph work,

ji,

1905

and on contact (Ci) durinK

the cleclromaitnct. In cate the key be opened at
a lime when the altcrnatinK ctirrcni tut a^umcd a
cert.iin inlrfifity the arnuturc of the «mall levrr
will remain in (KMition until the current ha* rrachrd

charging of the haltcry, when the receiving
apparatus i» switcheil off. The direct-cnrrcnt motor
following way: The receiver
is .started
in
the
switch is thrown in and the handle of (he starting
the

a zero intrntiiy,
arc separated.

to the blind conl.ict (\>) of
In ibis position current flows through
the coil of the maxiinnm-current relay, so that, the
armature being attracted, connection is established

resistance

Is

.idjusled

when

(Ci) and fCj). By turning the handle
round, the motor is adjusted to the proper number
revolutions.
The object of this switching is to
allow of the motor being started slowly, and to
produce in switching off only a small spark at the
receiver switch, as the latter controls merely the
current traversing the coil of the Inaximum-currcnt

two terminals of

rel.ay.

spark gap and earth cable, can

helwccn

pole,

so

into

antenna

the

the spark gap

slightly

the

tliat

direct

eight

(A)

excitation

from the

h

i

The

in-

i

re mounted on
linrd

rubt)cr sup-

-

These

I'orts.

'iectrodes are hol-

w,

containing
ich a small Lcy-

'

•

len jar

which

is

-witched in paralto each spark

lel

sap.

and which

is

intended to cqual1

accurate

the

z e

In

inning.
\-

gap

an

i

of

i

spark

dated casing on
b c h the clec•r^Kles of the indid u a 1 sparkers
'

smaller capacities
also proved'neccssary to obtain a

r e c c

i

•nsists of

by the use of subdix'ided spark
gaps and by the
discharging
large
tensions thus
The apavailable.

The

increased by in-

l)o

was

plication

effected

is

cable.

possible only

more

antenna

m

in

hereto-

result

s

the

serting a self-induction in the antenna or else dln i s he d
by
switching in a capacity in the earth

on

made

of

gap.
The wave length dewhen connecting the antenna,

viiark

sired at Ihe antenna,

account
(if
the small capacities concerned.

T

sep-

at

A
arrangements.
arrangesimilar
nunt has been imfore.

ii

subdivisions.

of the two

possible

(Sp), that

The spark gap of
one pole, and, at ihe other
the earth cable (E), are simultancotuly closed,

arated

of

lent to that of the

either

two plalinum contact*

3 show* the simple Iransmiller of the hi((htcnsion circuit. From the lerminalt of the tecfindary
of the induction coil high-tension cablet lead to the
I-'ig.

that
antenna, so
the resonance of
the inductor only
dilTers

the

the resistance.

tension.

the upper part

of the casing there
are eight hard-

c r

contains both recording and hear-

rubber

ing devices, which

spring bolt at its
lower end. When
pressing these

are

switched

series,

allow

gram
ceived
at

the

so

of

as
a

in

to

tele-

same
is

dowTiward

spring bolts are
i n t r o d uced
between the spark

time.
re-

loosely

FIG. I.
IN
OF SCHEVENINGEN SPACE-TELEGRAPH STATION OF THE DUTCH
coupled with the
antenna and allows of the wave length of the
For protecting the source of energy and the intelegram being measured, one man taking care of
sulation of the direct-current motor, incandescent
the receiving and another of the measuring work.
lamps are inserted between (Ai) and (A2) and the
Considering first the low-tension transmitter, the
ground, so as to cause any possible supertension to
source of current consists of a storage battery that
be counterbalanced, between the low-tension conis charged by a direct-current dynamo, driven by a
ductors and the earth.
petroleum motor. During telegraph work the moThe alternating-current dynamo is driven through
tor is uncoupled and
the
direct-current dynamo
a rigid coupling, the excitation of the inductor magswitched on to an alternator. As the direct-current
net being effected direct from the temiinals of the
machine now receives current from the battery it
source of energy. The alternating current which is
runs as motor, driving the alternating-current dygenerated in the armature flows through a resistance,
namo, which supplies its current direct to the ina choking coil with three sections, the primary of
duction coil.
the induction coil, the blocking of the high-tension
The arrangement of the low-tension circuit is
switch and the Morse key, back to the armature.
shown in Fig. 2. The terminals of the battery are
Low-tension energy is transformed to high-tension
designated by (Ai) and (A:). One cable (-|-) leads
energy by means of a special transformer (induction
to a blind contact (b) of the starting resistance, and
coil).
These induction coils are constructed for
at the same time to the contact (Ci) of the maxispecial capacity loads and special tensions, and are
mum-current relay, while the contact (Cj) of the
so calculated as to produce electrical resonance with
same relay is connected to the handle of the starting
a given secondary capacity load and a given freresistance.
The last contact plug of the latter comquency of interruption in the primary, so that no
municates with one motor brush, while from the
transformer can be exchanged unless proper arother brush a cable leads direct to the negative pole
rangements be made. The choking coil inserted to
of the battery. One of the poles of the inductor
control the sparking is subdivided into three secmagnet is connected to the middle contact of the
tions.
starting resistance, and the other to the negative
For the purpose of giving the Morse signals a
'

battery terminal.

The coil of the ma.Kimum-current relay is joined
on one hand to the handle of the starting resistance
and on the other, through an incandescent lamp
(L), a commutator and a switch placed on the receiving apparatus,

handles,

each with a

liandles

rebeing
with both

The recording
ceiver

fitted

to

the

negative terminal.

The

commutator should be placed on the contact (Ci)

key closes the main current on being pressed down,
and opens it on being lifted. In order to eliminate
sparking, the platinum contact is applied to a small
lever borne by the working lever and carrying an
armature that stands opposite to an electromagnet.
By a downward pressure on the main lever the
current is made to (low through the %vindings of

DEPART.MENT.

gaps,

short-cir-

cuiting

them,

so

as to allow of diof energy without the wave

.

minishing the amount
length being altered, The maximum energy is attained when switching
11
the spark gaps, each
of which is five millimeters
length.
Most important of the points relating to the individual spark gaps is that they should all have equal
lengths.

The

closed-oscillation-circuit transmitter

sented in Fig.
e.xactly in the

is

repre-

The induction coil is switched in
same way as with the simple trans-

4.

mitter.

The capacity of the Leyden jars (LC), the eight(Sp) and part of the self-induction
form together the closed oscillating circuit to which
is
connected the antenna (A) on one hand and
the terminal (E) on the other. \\"ith a given capacity of the Leyden jars, the self-induction is confold spark gap

as to give the required wave length of
the antenna by switching in a self-induction. The
closed oscillation circuit and the antenna are next
coupled together in a proper way. By short-circuiting the individual spark gaps the radiated energ>trolled so

can again be decreased without any change in the
wave length. Care should, however, be taken that
the sparking distances be accurately equal.
An eightfold spark gap, the Leyden-jar battery
and the self-inductive coils comprise the excitation
The spark gap has been described above.
circuit.
The Leyden-jar battery includes four sets of Leyden
jars which are series-connected and each of w^hich
contains 16 jars, switched in parallel. The jars
are arranged so as to be readly exchanged.
The sjTitonizing or self-induction coil consists of
all

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN
a glass cylinder having a wooden foot and cover.
arc placed outside
of two fixed terminal

The bare copper-wire windings

By means

on the cylinder.

contacts any desired connection at the coils

may

be

high-tension commutator consists of a hardrubber plate with a hard-rubber lever. At the center of rotation of the lever is the blocking of the
alternate current, which is switched in if the position

The

the

Engineers held its monthly meeting at the society's
in Chicago on January 13th.
At this meeting the annua] election of officers took place, which

rooms

effected.

of

January 21, 1905

Electrical Section of Western Society
of Engineers.
The Electrical Section of the Western Society of

lever

perpendicular

is

the hard-rubber

to

was the

the history of the section.

in

first

M.

F.

Holbrook, one of the members of the executive comThe nominees

mittee, called the meeting to order.

the various

for

offices

as

named

at the

December

4'Sm|i|i|i|i|-h|i|(©^

LOW-TENSION TRANSMISSION CIRCUIT OF SPACE-TELEGRAPH APPARATUS USED AT SCHEVENINGEN.

W.

West-

and switched out if the lever lies close to
the plate. At the free end of the lever is a plug

meeting were

joined to the antenna. In receiving, the lever is applied to the foundation plate
in a forked contact, which is in connection with the
receiving apparatus.

Meen, consulting telephone engineer; executive comr
mittee, W. G. Carlton of the Chicago Edison Company, George A. Damon of the Arnold Electric
Power Station Company, and Prof. P. B. Woodworth of Lewis Institute. The secretary was instructed to cast the unanimous vote of the Electrical
Section for the gentlemen named. Of the members
of the executive committee, Mr. Carlton is to ser\'e
one year, Mr. Damon two years and Mr. Woodworth three years. The regular term of office of
members of the executive committee is two years,
but in order that in the future one new member
may be elected each year the members were elected

plate,

connection

that

is

Edison Medal Competition.
The Edison medal committee

of

the

American

Institute of Electrical Engineers has published in
complete form the conditions governing the comThis
petition for and award of the Edison medal.
medal was established by the Edison Medal Association, and the gift was formally made and the
responsibility of c.onferring the medal assumed by
the Institute at its annual dinner in New York on

February nth

ern

Chairman,

of the

G.

Mc-

Western So-

of Engineers has been appointed.

It

consists

M. Wisuer, Walter H. Baldwin,
J. R. Cravath, the last named
member from the Electrical Section.

of Messrs.

G.

H. Cartlidge and
ing the

S.

terms mentioned.

The membership committee
ciety

B. Hale of the

Company; vice-chairman,

this time for the

last.

The by-laws and general working machinery governing the competition and award have been perfected, and the committee is in every way prepared
The medal shall be
to make the award for 1905.
awarded to a single qualilied student only of some
institution of learning who individually shall have
regularly submitted to the Edison medal committee,

:

Electric

C.

Some New

Rectifying Effects
ducting Gases.'
By p. G. Nutting.

in

Con-

7"he passage of electricity from a metal to a gas,
or from a gas to a metal, occurs in a manner not
yet well understood,
'j'he present investigation was
undertaken to determine what conditions of the
metal or gas favor the transfer of electricity from
one to the other, and, if possible, to throw some
light on
the mechanism of surface conduction.
While the results here presented are crude, they
bear directly on the theory of metal-gas conduction,
and the method, though very simple, is believed to
be new. The work suggested itself during some
spectroscopic work with Pliicker tubes.
If we use a direct current in studying the electrode drop in potential, we are confronted by the
great difficulty in keeping the condition of the surface, temperature, pressure, etc., constant, and in
reproducing these conditions in successive, tests.
But if we use an alternating current of a maximum
voltage just a little above the maximum total drop
in potential between electrodes, conditions cannot
appreciably change between successive alternations,
and the excess of current in one direction may be
taken as a rough me'asure of the relative surface
conductivity at the two electrodes. It is hardly conceivable that there can be any rectifying effect due
to the gas itself away from the electrodes, for this
would require not only molecular or atomic dissymmetry, but a fixed orientation of these particles.
Hence we must regard rectification as due to conditions existing at the metal-gas surface and in the
immediately adjacent metal and gas. The general
form assumed by a single-phase alternating-current
wave when a conducting gas is included in the circuit is discussed later on in relation to the dissymmetry of the wave caused by partial rectification.
The greater part of the work here described was
done with the current from a transformer of ico:
2,000 volts and 600 watts capacity. Occasionally
some of the work was repeated on smaller 100:1,000
volt transformers of 100 or 300 watts capacity.
To
control the current in ihe secondary, a variable noninductive resistance of about loo ohms was placed
in the primary of the transformer.
The current in
the secondary varied from 10 to 40 miHiamperes,
according to the density of the conducting gas.
Most of the work was done with ordinary Plucker
tubes, slightly altered according to the conditions
desired.
They were of the short, stout form now
preferred and had either rod or disk aluminum electrodes.
The tubes were connected with rubber pressure tubing to a Geryk pump and hydrogen generator
by a three-way cock, so that they could be quickly
exhausted and filled or washed .with hydrogen.
direct-current milHameter in series with the tube
gave the amount of current rectified, while an alternating-current voltmeter used in series as an ammeter gave the total current. In this way rectifica-

A

be-

After the election Mr. Hale took the chair and

through the secretary of the Institute and chairman
of the committee, the best thesis or record of research on theoretical or applied electricity or magnetism, of which the committee shall be the judge,
and who shall have complied with the specifications
for competing theses and records of research as set
forth in the by-laws.

The committee

requests

the

such institutions of learning as

of all
seem, to such

authorities

may

compete for the medal under
the by-laws, to send, through their proper channels,
their names to the Edison medal commattee of the
authorities, qualified to

American

Institute of Electrical Engineers, 95 Lib-

erty Street,

New York

city,

on or before April

i,

desirous of competing this year. The committee will promptly attend to communications from
institutions of learning deeming themselves qualified and desiring to compete, and will notify them
1905,

if

early'of their qualification to compete, or disqualification, as the case

may

John W. Howell of

be.

New York

is

chairman of the

Edison medal committee.

Washington- Baltimore Electric- railway
System.
The Bishop-Sherwin

Cleveland has
concluded negotiations by which it purchased the
Washington, Baltimore and Annapolis Traction Company, the Annapolis, Washington and Baltimore and
the Washington, Berwyn and Laurel railway companies.
The plan is to put all three roads into one
big modern traction company. Whi^n completed the
system will furnish the only traction connection between Washington and Annapolis. There will be
120 miles of track in the system. The line from
Washington to Baltimore will be constructed wholly
on right-of-way owned by the company and will be
double-tracked. The other Hues will be single-track
for the present.

syndicate

of

introduced the speaker of the evening, Mr. C. A. S.
Hewlett of the Western Electric Company, who
read an instructive paper upon "The Commercial

Aspect of Engineering," which subject was afterward well discussed. The paper is given further
attention elsewhere in this issue.
The next meeting of the Electrical Section will
F. Burgess
be held February loth, at which Prof.
of the University of Wisconsin will read a' paper
upon the '"Present Status of the Electric Furnace."

C

Intramural Railway at

St.

Louis Expo-

sition.

The intramural
St.

railroad which

was

in

use at the

Louis Fair earned $566,477 above operating ex-

tion as small as half of one per cent, could be easily

measured and a tenth as much detected.

It is diffi-

cult to prepare a tube that will not show as much
as one per cent rectification. The effects here recorded are a^ large as five to 40 per cent, and decidedly reversible.
The principal rectifying effects obtained are indicated diagrammatically in Fig. i. The number at
the left corresponds with the number of the descriptive paragraph in the context.
The percentages
at tlie right indicate the maximum percentage of the
current rectified, while the intermediate arrow indiExcept
first,
the effects
cates its direction.
the
showed but little variation in percentage of rectification with the 'density of the conducting gas, as the
pressure of this was varied from six to o.i milli-

meter.
I.

The

difference in pressure of the gas about the

Manager Thomas Murphy reports that the
cash fares collected amounted to $627,473.80. The

two electrodes was accomplished by constricting the
tube to a fine capillary between the electrodes and

operating expenses, including salaries of officers and
was $52,62^.95, and the total expense, including' cost of maintenance, was $60,995.88, leaving
a net balance turned into the Exposition treasury of
The average number of passengers car$566,477.92.

rapidly exhausting.

licnses.

clerks,

ried daily

is

given as 35.452.

If the
rapid, complete rectification
current wave fails to pass
width of the cathode dark

exhaustion
occurs,
at

all.

i.

is
e..

sufficiently

half of the

Judging by the

space, the corresponding
pressures in the two bulbs are about four millimeters
I.
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Smldfii admission of k:i» into
reverses the rcctificalion.
lo anv i!i(lliis cfTcct
ferences within llic elictroiles nor to the case of
Bnt if wc
escape of elecMroiis frciii metal to (jas.
consider llie current carried l>y the iieKativc electrons
alone, then the cnrrent will lie ahle to <,tarl much
more easily from the electrode snrroniidcd hy the
more rarefied Kas, for here the electrons will have
a Krealer free path and will lie more easily alilc lo
Hence the (ncRativc) curattain ionizinK velocity.
rent will travel most easily from low to high pressure
A crnder and less leiiahle explanation
as ohserved.
is
iiossildc if we consider the ciirrenl carried liy
The strong
liolh jiiisitivc and negative elei-lroiis.
cnrrent of gas ihronRli the capillary from high to
low pressure would tend to sweep the larger positive electrons with it rather than the much smaller
negative electrons. Hence the (positive) current
would (low from high to low pressure as observed,
2. The relative size of the electrodes is an imporo.i

aiirl

niilliniilcr.

ixlwii:slr(|

nil

We

c.in

Uilic

liardly

c

atlriliile

most easily. They hiivc a longer free jiaili
and produce ionization, and Ihit nime.
incnt l» less ohstrncled by the presence of jioiitive
electrons,
Ketice wc sIioiiM expect a negative rnrrcnl from hot to cold, the reverse of that observed.
4. Gas Aliout the Kkclnxlc—When one bulb ol
a Pliicker tube is filled with mercury vaiwr and
the other with air or hydrogen there is a decided
rectifying effect from the mercury vapor toward
the hydrogen.
In spectroscopic work I have frc(|uently observed complete rectification under similar conditions.
In some previous work on the spectra of niixeil
gases (this bitlli-iiii) it was shown that in a mixture,
other things being eipial, gases or vapors of great
atomic weight agipear to give always greater spectral
energy than those of lower. If wc take this to mean
that they carry current more readily or are more
readily ionized, wc have a simple explanation for
the atiovc rectifying crtect,
'Hie current Is more
easily started in the Inilb containing heavier vapor, so
that half the alternating-current wave is reduced
In area, according to the diagram di<;cussed later.
5. The conrliiion of the surface of the electro*Ies
appears to determine a slight but decided rectifying
.Muniiiuini fllsk electrodes were used, one
effect.
polished and the other cut in ridges, like a file,
with a sharp knife. An excess of current passed
from the smooth to the rough electrode. Whether
this effect was anything more than that due to a
the metal

be produced

to Kel started

mftrr

b'-atr,'

\hf

I

!

Ihc

liy

b'

Or

u-'

I.'
b.U',.

tial

lmprc>«
having Ml,
'

cuit

lliat

till-

bill-

I.

,|;.

;

I

rated, Ihcii
(tj, here \,
the form of ihc corn-

^tw

I

through

who
how

'the

lulx-

.as

--n-

:

a

luis e\cT plotted i:
entirely Iheif form

change

In the form of ll.'
curves change in form ;
tube arc varied. For in
,'
prcMurcs the • <i) curve
.•\l
high pressures it j,\..

«

(\)
In the

.

larly

the clectrr.dcs

If

.,-a.

ihc

1

be lllurninaled by
curve will Ik- •.I,;,
placed toward the left. If
tnlic

t

1.,

low
Mod.

i'-

'•.

:

l\)

.

ilicn

ibc

i\\c
<ii*-

.,

cl<:elri.«lc%

arc

under difTereiit condilL-^ns, the • (I) curve will vary
in form with the direction of the current through
the lube, and therefore Ihc current curves i ft) will
no longer be symmetrical about the horizontal axis.
The reversed (lower; part of ihe curve will be more
flattened or

rounded, s.'iy, than the upper, and the
will \x shown as partial rectification.
tube having one Internal and one external electrode showed no trace of rectification. This might
have been expected, since In this case the « (i)
curve rises steeply and continuously and the current
curve
(t) is a low, broad sine curve, which woubl
show little, if any, dissjmmetry
cflFect

A

I

Chicago Street-railway Amalgamation.

A unification of the traction Interests In Chicago
seems now to be in sight. By the present plan the
control of the Giicago City and Union Traction
Companies passes into the hands of a syndicate composed principally of Chicago men. Marshall Field,
John J. Mitchell, P. .\. Valentine and John A. Spoor
are the principals from Chicago, and to this list is
addetl J. Pierpont Morgan of New York.
This syndicate has issued an offer to buy 90,001
shares of stock in the Chicago City company for
$200 each. This is a majority of the 180,000 shares
outstanding. The offer is conditional upon (he renumber of shares being deposited with the
Trust and Savings Bank by February 15th.

quired
Illinois

At

time it Is said that the majority of shares
be forthcoming. Plans for acquiring the conUnion Traction's North and West Side
lines by the syndicate have been perfected.
It is
this

will

trol of the

RECTIFYING EFFECTS IN CONDUCTING GASES.
taut factor in producing rectification.
The excess of
current Hows from the small to the large electrode.
When the large electrode was three times the area
of the smaller, a rectification of 12 per cent, was
observed
when it was 10 times the area, 35 per
;

observed.
The tests were made with
electrodes in Pliicker tubes. When the
pressure is so great and the current so small that
the glow covers only a portion of the larger electrode the effect is null or reversed. After the current has been passing for some time the heating
effect next described (3) may mask the effect of
relative size.
I'here appears to be little, if any, difference in size of the cathode dark space at the large
and small electrodes.
The current density being less at the larger electrode, any competition between the electrons carrying the cnrrent will be less at this electrode. At
the larger electrode negative electrons starting out
would be less interfered with by the pressure of
positi\'e electrons.
The effect can hardly be traced
to the difference in capacity of the large and small
electrodes, for connecting one electrode to a large
capacity or even to earth produces but a slight rectifying effect.
difference in temperature of the electrodes
3.
gives a partly rectified current from the hot to the
cold electrode. When one bulb of a Pliicker tube
was heated to about 250 degrees and the other bulb
kept cold by a wet cloth, and protected by v.n asbestos screen, a rectification as large as 25 per cent,
This dewas observed on starting the current.
creased rapidly as the current heated the cold electrode.
Usingtubes with disk electrodes, the cathode
dark space was at least 50 per cent, larger at the
hot electrode than at the cold. At the same time the
qanal ray glow withir. the dark space was scarcely
perceptible, wdiile at the cold electrode it nearly
filled the cathode dark space.
continuous current heats the cathode much
more energetically than the anode. Hence when an
alternating current passes between a hot and a cold
electrode we should expect the rectified portion to
pass in such a direction as lo heat the cold electrode
more than the hot, and so produce equilibrium. This
is what actually occurs.
But the electron theory
would lead us to expect a current from cold to hot.
At the hot electrode negative electrons escape from

was
aUmiinum
cent,

A

A

greater
6.

exposed surface could not be determined.
electrode mercury and the other iron,

With one

but a slight rectifying effect from
mercury to iron was observed on starting the current.
After the current had been running some
time mercury vapor over the mercury electrode
tended, by (4), to increase the recification, wdiile the
much hotter iron electrode, by (3), tended to decrease it. It would appear that the action of the
Cooper Hewitt rectifier on a three-phase current is
largely due to the much greater surface exposed by
the mercury electrode and the greater density of
mercury vapor in its inimediate neighborhood.
cathode drop of potential played an important role,
^ve should have obtained greater rectification with
the tube just described and a single-phase current.
When aluminum was used against iron in atmospheres of air and hydrogen, a rectification of 20 per
cent, was again
observed. When hydrogen was
used, the rectification v;as just perceptibly less than
cf the same

size,

H

in air.
7. Placing a metallic hand about one electrode and
connecting this band with the other electrode, a
strong, often complete, rectification is produced, the
current passing toward the electrode having an external band.
It has frequently
been noticed that
placing the hand near a discharge tube steadies the
discharge. Ao earthed metallic band about the tube
near one electrode was much more effective in
strengthening the discharge. Finally, this band was
connected with the opposite electrode, and complete
rectification obtained.
similar device has been
used to facilitate starting in mercury-vapor lamps,
'a metallic covering being placed about the cathode
and connected to the anode.
Throwing an intense beam of sunlight on the
front face of one of the (disk) electrodes by means
of a lens produced no perceptible rectification. The
eft'ect of exposing one electrode or the adjacent gas
to the action of X-rnys was not tested, but from
(4) and (6) we should expect the side exposed to

A

become anode.
Tests 8 and 9 were made with tubes provided w-ith
three mercury electrodes. One of these was connected to one 2,ooc-volt terminal, and the other two.
through different resistances, to the other. Current
was found to enter through the low" resistance and
leave by the high.
Such an effect by (3) would

understood that the present consolidation does not
mean a complete unification of management. This
to come about when It Is known definitely, and
agreed upon, what the city will demand of the unified
is

interests for franchise extension.
It

given out that the s>iidlcate expects to give

is

to the city within 60 days a definite, good-faith franchise proposition, emliodying a liberal compensation,

an unconditional 20-year term with no provision for
municipal purchase before its expiration, complete
rehabilitation of the combined system on modem
lines, and a "one city one fare" agreement.
It Is
said that the new interests will not favor, for
present at least, any plan for a subway for the
lines in the heart of the citj-.
Their argument
this point is that the recent developments in

the
car

on
the

Chicago freight-tunnel project give sufficient assurance of relief from congestion on the streets to permit of the developing of a comprehensive surface
system for the street-railway lines.
At this week's meeting of the City Council the
ordinance recommended by the local transportation
committee for universal transfers was passed without comment, as was the one prohibiting the traffic
in transfers.
The former was drawn to apply to
the South and West Side lines. The principal West
Side lines were originally part of the Chicago City
railway. If they had remained a part of that system transfers between the South and West Sides
could have been demanded under the Supreme Court
decision.

A

new feature has been added to the traction
tangle in the form of injunction proceeding instituted in the state Circuit Court by Edward Roby,
wdio seeks to restrain the City Council from passing
the proposed City Railway ordinance pending a decision on the constitutionality of the 99-year act.
Mr. Roby's attack is upon the validity of the acts
of February 14, 1859; Februan' 21, 1S61, and Feb-

ruary

and

6.

void.

which,

it

1869.

He

declares all are unconstitutional

The last-named
is

claimed,

the

is

the 99-year act. under

street-railway

Chicago passed to the companies

until

rights
1968.

of
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Protection and Control of Large Hightension Alternating-current Distribution Systems.'
Bv George N. Eastman.

A

system may have overhead and underground
supplying step-down transformers operating
induction, motor-generators, synchronous motor-generators or rotary converters, or it may have induction motor-generator sets or synchronous motorgenerator sets directly connected to the primary disThe combination of nearly all
tribution system.
these conditions is obtained in a few large hightension transmission systems now in operation in
some of our large cities. It is evident that the
contingencies which will arise on such a system
will be more varied than the contingencies arising
on a system supplying only one class of transmission
lines and only one type of translating apparatus.
The system of the Chicago Edison Company and
lines

Commonwealth

the

Electric

Company

is

representa-
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representing the condenser plates are drawn to scale,
so that a relative comparison between two conductors and between each conductor and ground is
graphically represented. It will be noted that the
capacity between conductor and ground, which is
'the factor determining the relative potentials which
will exist between ground and system, is several
times greater than the capacity between conductors.
The distribution of condensance in overhead lines
is shown in Fig. 2.
In this diagram it is assumed
that the line c&nductors are properly transposed so
that the capacity between conductors, considering
It will again be
the entire system, is balanced.
noted that in the overhead system the capacity between each conductor and ground is greater than
the capacity between conductors.
It is interesting to make a comparison between the
capacity of a system with underground cables and
the equivalence with overhead lines.
If all the
lines of the Chicago system were overhead, assuming a distance between -conductors of 16 and 25

until,

Fig.

3.

Effect of Inductive Ground.

the grounding

reactance

is

zero,

(C)

be at ground potential.
an inductive ground could be obtained having
no ohmic component, a ground of 199 ohms on the
underground system of Chicago would produce an
infinite voltage, and if the system were overhead
a ground of 3,206 ohms would produce the same
effect.
Thus, it will be seen that the factor which
determined the relative potential to ground depends
both on the grounding impedance and the condensance of the system.
Fig. 4 is a diagram showing conditions which
would be obtained when the ground is on the primary of one transformer of a star-connected set of
transformers.
The transformer on which the
ground is obtained is connected between (A) and
the neutral.
The curve shown is plotted for a
solid ground on the primary for different points
along the winding.
Condition (M;) would be obtained when the ground occurred in the center of
the transformer.
Condition (M^) would be obtained when the ground is on the primary, onequarter the distance between (A) and the neutral.
(AL) represents the pressure which would be imwill

If

^

e in

when

.
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ON AND CONTROL OF ALTERNATING-CURRENT DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS,
tive of the former class, and as examples and conditions presented throughout this paper will refer particularly to this system, a brief description of the
principal features relative to the examples and conditions cited will be given.
The high-tension system of the Chicago Edison
Company and the Commonwealth Electric Company
consists of a three-wire, three-phase, 25-cycle, 9,000volt primary distributing system fed with but one

exception by three-phase star- wound generators.
The system is operated from two generating plants,
the Fisk Street station having at present a normal
capacity of 15,000 kilowatts, and the Harrison Street
station having a normal capacity of io,ooo kilowatts.
The neutral of the 9,000-volt generators is brought
out and connected to a common ground bus in each
station.

The primary distributing lines consist of 43 lines
of
three-conductor,
paper-insulated^
lead-covered
cable and one overhead line interconnecting-generator stations and sub-stations. With few exceptions
the cables are made up of No. 0000 conductors with
insulation of six-thirty-seconds-inch paper concentric
with the conductor and four-thirty-seconds-inch paper wrapped over all, jute or hemp filler being used,
and the whole treated with a resin oil. The length
of underground cables connected to the system is
63 miles. The length of overhead lines, 9.4 miles.
The translating apparatus in the sub-stations consists of 9,000-volt. tliree-phase synchronous motors
direct-connected to 6o-cycle generators; step-down

inches, respectively, and a height of 35 feet above
ground, the total capacity of the system between
tv;o conductors would be 0.57 microfarads and between each conductor and ground 0.65 microfarads.
The condensance at 25 cycles between two conductors would be 11,300 ohms and the condensance
between conductors and ground 9,620 ohms.
The
ratio of capacity in the overhead system to that in
the underground system would be one to 1*6.4 heiween conductors and ground and one to 4.9 between two conductors.
The effect of a ground on any conductor is to
shunt the condensance of the system between that
phase and ground, and it is evident that the relative
potential which will exist between the system and
ground will depend upon the nature and value of

the grounding impedance and the relation it bears
to the shunted condenser reactance.
An idea of the effect which will be produced by
an inductive ground can best be obtained by an
inspection of Fig. 3.
In diagram Fig. 3 it is as-

static transformers operating rotary converters and
step-down static transformer driving an induction
motor for operating exciter generators.
On any alternating-current system' the relative potentials which exist between any part of the system
and ground will depend upon the distribution of the
electrostatic capacity throughout the system.
The
insulation resistance is necessarily so high that its
effect in determining the potentials which will exist
between the system and ground will not be notice-

able.

The condensance

of the system performs the
of elastic ligaments, connecting the sysground. The elastic limit of the ligaments
the potential at which the dielectric is broken

sumed

that the condensance of

function

by inductive

tem

ponent.

is

to

down and

a

direct

short-circuit

established.

The

ground on the system depends upon the
nature of the ground and the value of its reactance
in
relation to the condenser reactance.
An appreciation of the above statement can be best obtained by the presentation of a few examples which
might occur in actual^ practice.
The total capacity of the overhead and underground transmission circuits of the Chicago system
is
2.79 microfarads between two conductors and
microfarads between each conductor and
10.64
ground. The capacity reactance (condensance) between two conductors at 25 cycles equals 2,285 ohms
and the condensance between each conductor and
ground is 598 ohms.
Fig. I represents the distribution of capacity in
a three-conductor underground cable.
The lines
effect of a

ric Liiifat Association.

(C) phase

is

shunted

reactance having no resistance combe readily conceived that if the inductance is equal to the condensance that the impedance of the circuit between (C) and (G) will
be infinite, and the relative potential to ground will
be determined by the capacity between the phases
(A) and (B)
If these two condensers are of
equivalent value the ground will be located at the
point (Gi) midway between (A) and (B), and
the potential from (A) and (B) to ground will be
one-half of the delta potential of the system; the
potential from (C) to ground will be 86.6 per cent,
of the delta potential of the system.
As the inductance Is decreased it will be evident that the
potential between the system and ground will be
increased
since the condensers between (A) and
(B) are in series with an inductive reactance. The
potential will increase as the inductance is decreased,
until the latter is one-third of the reactance of each
conden.ser.
For this value of grounding reactance
the potential between system and ground will be
infinite.
With a further decrease in the Inductive
reactance, line (G G^) will swing through infinity
and the potential will decrease along the line (GG3)
It

will

.

;

pressed upon the transformer when the ground occurred at the center of the primary winding and
(C L) and (B L) represent the potentials which
would be impressed on the other two transformers.
The remedy adopted for the Chicago system for
eliminating the possibility of obtaining high potentials between the system and ground was the solid
grounding of the neutral of all the star-wound generators in the generating stations.
It is universally
admitted that grounding the neutral will eliminate
the chances of obtaining excessive electrostatic disturbances on the system. Fear Is expressed by some
engineers that with a grounded system, a ground on
the system which directly becomes a short-circuit
between neutral and one conductor of the generators
will result in surging throughout the system, thereby
producing results which would be as disastrous as
the trouble which it was aimed to eliminate.
In
some instances a resistance has been installed between the neutral and ground to. limit the flow of
current to ground.
It is hoped that in this manner
the short-circuit -could be so dampened that surging
would not result. In a large high-tension system it
would be impracticable to Install a resistance for
the purpose of dampening short-circuit oscillations
on account of the enormous current which the resistance would have to take care of.
It would seem that a better system would be the
operation of only one generator at a time with the
neutral grounded, thus limiting the current which
would flow on the occurrence of a ground to the
short-circuiting current capacity of that machine.
It should be borne in mind that with the occurrence of a short-circuit which is limited to one conductor and ground that the energy which Is furnished the short-circuit will be supplied by the
generators in the generating station and that the
synchronous apparatus in the sub-stations, unless
their neutrals be grounded also, will furnish no
energy until the short-circuit has been translated to
Thus, if a ground can be deother conductors.
tected and removed from the system before it has
had time to develop mto a short-circuit between
conductors, the effect on the system will be greatly
decreased.
In the operation of the Chicago system,
in nearly all cases the short-circuits in the underground cables have occurred between conductor and
ground, and when the overload relavs were not retarded in their action by time-limit devices, the circuits on which the trouble has occurred have been
opened before the short-circuit was transmitted to
other conductors.
The above fact has led to the investigation of a
means for obtaining a ground detector which could
be used for the purpose of indicating a ground or
operating a relay controlling the "circuit-breaker of
For this
the circuit on which the ground occurs.
purpose the Chicago Edison Company is experimenting with a device, a diagram of which is shown
in Fig. 5.
This device consists of a laminated iron
ring having three independent windings of an equal
number of turns, uniformly distributed over the
core, and a fourth winding of any desired number
of turns which is connected to a meter or relay for
Each of the
providing the desired indications.
three similar windings is connected to the secondary
So long as there is
of a line-current transformer.
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no
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Ik-

current from llic line lo ground
cniriiils thronKli the three wln(linR« will neu-

csi.ipi'

of

line

iralizo «icli olliir

As soon

core.

as

and no flnx
llic ((roiuirl

will result in the iron
is

otilaincd part of the

rnrrent fed IhrouKJi the transformer will ri-lurn to
indication
llw Kinerator through the ground and an
fourth winding.
will he ohlainid hy means of the
this with the combiIf
is hoped that hy means of
relays, the
nation if instantaneous and time-limit
will he automatline on which the ground occurs
located and its circuit-breaker opened inically
In this manner the ground may be cut off
stantly.
before the trouble has been transmitted to other

londnitors and the trouble limited to one line and
only that |)art of the system which is alTectcd by its

operation.
The introduction

.
,

,

,.

of an overhead line operating
multiple with a large system of cable introduces
necessary
it
a very hazardous clement and makes
.itniosphcric charges.
l"i' .l^Mil'
to safegii.ii'I ill'
I"''ild be taken with a
ilil.
i-i"
Every i,o,
potenview of pic.rntni... 111. M,.ii iMi sion of .a high
underground system.
tial on the uicilu.ul liiiL- lij 111.!
to the
'I'herc is but one overhead line connected
Chicago system, and although it has been in service
only a few months several cases of trouble have ocin

^

1

installed
curred on it and the protective apparatus
of
transmission
the
has successfully prevented
This overhead
trouble to the underground system.
Fisk Street
line is connected to the bus bars at the
station through a f)00-foot length of underground
\t the junction of the underground cable
cable
house
the overhead line a lightning-arrester
•iiul

was

built, in

which were

installed

choke

coils, light-

ning arresters and a circuit-breaker on the line.
The choke coils installed had .an inductive equivalent
'l"wo banks of lightof 200 feet of overhead line.
connected
ning arresters were installed, one being
the other on
to the center of the choke coils and
the line
Besides
coils.
the
of
side
overhead
the
lightning-arrester hou.se, a
the
circuit-breaker in
circuit-breaker was installed in the switch house.
Each precaution was taken to adjust the overhead
line the
relays so that in case of trouble on the
the
switch in the lightning-arrester house would be

SI

paratus should be arranged, wherever possible, so
that rotary conveners do not operate in multiple
with synchronrius molor-generalor nets on the same
line,
T he opening of the line switch in such a
case would result in the dropping out of step of the
motor, thereby causing the speeding up of the rotary converter, due lo the demagnetizing action of
the hcivy bagging current set up in the rotary arnu-

River or from any of the caiuU of the Male (or
the purpo«c of power clher than iteam power fhall
pay anniully lo 'the treasurer of the (tale a Ux
thereon as follows:
Upon each ami ev.r> h.,fv^|>,A.f --, titru and
used up 10 and m
ro;
on each and evr
«1

turc.

alKive 30,01x1,

any system care should be taken to prevent
manual operation from interfering with the
automatic.
The combination of hand and auto-

in

In

the

matic-operated devices should t)c avoided as far as
possible, thus minimizing the tendency of the operators lo rely upon automatic devices.
For example,
when certain cases of trouble arise the automatic
devices may be deprived of their means of automalic control and hence fail to perform iheir functions of protection.
In such a case an attempt 10
operate these <levices manually would also result in
failure and a loss in lime, which may cause the
wrecking of the apparatus involved, whereas if the
operator had performed the regular routine of manual operation the damage would probably have been
prevented.
Every precaution should be taken in the installation of automatic controlling devices to make their
operation independent r.f the normal-service conditions of the system, lints insuring their successful
operation under any conditions which may arise.
In conclusion, too nuich stress cannot be laid on
the careful testing of all pieces of apparatus to be
installed on the system.
All lines and apparatus
should be periodically inspected and tested and no
expense should be spared in obtaining correct explanations of the causes of all trouble which arises
on the system.

Electrical

Power Development
Niagara

at

Falls.

engineers will watch with increasing
interest the operation of the new inslallation of
the Can.adian Niagara Power Company, w'bich was
Electrical

started

on Monday.

l^Miii.irv

2d.

as

related

in

the

:

up

*rr

!•.

aggregate, $1
/.i
excess of .10,000, up 10
power in the aggregatr.
iKjrsejKjwer above 40,000
Such payment shall -k
in llie

't

:

..•,.-

:

ry
h',r

'-(„.Arr,

nude

>in

'o

':,'-

an assessment by

Annual reports as 10 the quantity
of horsepower developed must be made try each
[lerson or concern lo the comptroller between November 1st and 25tli. Any person or concern rethe coniplroller.

fusing lo make such report shall forfeit to the slate
treasurer an amount equal to 30 per cent, of the

proposed tax. Unpaid Uxes under this act may be
by a comptroller's warrant, directing a
sherilT to levy upon and sell the real and personal
property of the person or concern.
If taxes are unpaid for one year and the omission
collected

the attorney-general on application
complrollcr shall bring an action for the
of the concern's charier
It
is
specifically stated in the act that the tax imposed for the
use of the water shall not Ik construed or deemed as
in lieu of any other tax payable by any such person
or concern.
The bill in conclusion states: "But this act shall
not alTect the rights of any party under any existing
contract between such parly and the slate for taking
waters from any of the canals of the state."
It is estimated that the passage of this bill would
increase the revenue of the state from $700,000 to
is

intentional

of

the

forfeiture

$1,000,000.

For the purpose of comparing the proposed New
^'ork charge with that now made on the Canadian

open.
One of the most important parts effecting the conoverload relay
trol of a high-tension system is the
line
which controls the automatic opening of the
These relavs should be capable
circuit-breakers.
occurs and
of selecting the line on which trouble
opening the line instantly. For this purpose, a comelement is
bination of a time limit and instantaneous
protect
necessary, the time-limit feature being set to
dangerous overloads
the cable or apparatus against
operand the instantaneous device being adjusted to
grounds. The
ate only in case of short-circuits or
without the
time-limit devices which have been used
in
combination of these two elements have resulted
of lines on which
the operation of circuit-breakers
shutting
no trouble has occurred, in some cases
down the entire system. In laying out the system
relay should be borne
the application of the overload
the lay-out should
in mind and wherever possible
receives its energy
line
each
that
be so arranged
else directly from
either over a number of lines or
first to

.

in this manthe bus bars of the generating station,
grounding curner causing the short-circuiting or
occurs to exceed
rent in the line on which trouble
other line on the sysin amount the current of any

has played
'^The application of no other device
the operation
such an important part in making
possible as has that
svstem
high-tension
large
of a
Experiincnis have shown that
of the' oil switch
capacity the open
with the presence of electrostatic
Instances
destructive effects.
very
has
air
arc in
the circuit
opening
upon
'where,
iiavc been obtained
from 20 feet to 30 feet have
in air, arc lengths of
Confining the arc in oil, the phebeen obtained.
ai^c ''P"
nomenon which is obtained with the oPe"
This fact should be borne
par"ntly ceases to exist.
throughout the sysin mind and precaution taken
space
possible to limit to a confined

tem as far

as

which are apt to occur.
the short-circuiting arcs
with auxiliary
Everv precaution should be taken
which the operation of
upon
devices
circuits and
The opening of a
the circuit-breaker depends.
switch into a closed
switch or the falling back of a

damage to the system
position may result in as much
The switch should
as the most severe short-circuit.
through a very
be capable of successful operation
the control wil
that
order
in
voltage
in
wide range
on the circuits
trouble
when

not become inoperative
secondary system
causes a drop in pressure of the
from the
The apparatus in the sub-station feeding
protected with
primary distribution system should be
both on
overload relays operating circuit-breakers,
With a sudden
the primary and secondary system.
shuntor
a
series
a
either
reversal of current in
weal5wound rotary converter the field is apt to be speed
dangerous
ened to an extent such that a
speed-limit
a
this
prevent
To
would be obtained.
circuit-breaker
device controlling the direct-current
the speeding
should he installed. To guard a.gainst
specd-limit
the
which
on
converter
up of a rotary
translating its exdevice has failed to operate and
machines in
cessive speed to other synchronous
also
multiple with it, the speed-limit device should
circontrol the operation of the alternating-current
cuit-breakers.

To reduce the liability of obtairang excessive
speeds on converters the sub-station translating ap-

SCENE IN STATION OF CANADI,

FIRST

Western Electrician of January 7th. The adoption
of a unit of 10,000 horsepower is expected to result
in the reduction in cost of development per horsepower.
The Canadian development was less expensive than the development on the New York
side because of the shortness of tunnel and with the
lower cost of generator per horsepower and with
the Io\ver cost of turbine per horsepower the Canadian development should be able to show some gratifying economies.
At the start the commissioners of Victoria Park
placed an assessment on companies to whicb they
granted franchises, so that, as the Western Electrician has told, they are now^ in touch with a source
that promises considerable revenue. That the legislators of New York state are also alert to the possibilities of the state receiving a revenue from the
Niagara and other power developments is clear from
the fact that Assemblj-nian Wade of Jamestown,
chairman of the committee on taxation and retrenchment, has introduced a bill that provides that
every person, partnership, company, joint-stock association or corporation taking water from Niagara
;

TWO

lO.OOO-HORSE-

may

be stated that the power companies at
Canadian Niagara pay an annual rental and also pay
at the rate of $1 per annum for each electrical
horsepower generated and used and sold or disposed of over 10,000 electrical horsepower up to
20,000 electrical horsepower, and the further payment of the sum of 75 cents for each electrical horsepower generated and used and sold or disposed of
over 20,000 electrical horsepower up to 30.000 electrical horsepower and the further payment of the
sum of 50 cents for each electrical horsepower generated and used and sold or disposed of over 30.000
electrical horsepower; that is to say by way of example that on generation and use and sale or disposal of 30,000 electrical horsepower the gross rental
would be $32,500 per annum, which is parable half
side

it

yearly.

There are now 30.000 kilometers of land-telegraph
and 3.290 kilometers of submarine cables conby the Spanish postoffice and telegraph auThere are 1,588 telegraph offices in the
thorities.
country, which in 1903 dealt with 3,45^,000 messages.
lines

trolled

..
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Another portion of the

public,

more

favor of a settlement with the

in

is

them a franchise not

comj>anies, giving

to

as

rebuilding

to

the

CORRESPONDENCE

relating to electricity or any of Us
practical applications is cordially invited, and the co-operation
all electrical thinkers and workers earnestly desired. Clear,
concise, well written articles are especially welcome; andc
atio
local newspaper clippings, or
"
any information likely to interest
electri
will be thankfully received and cheerfully acknowledged.

of

plants,

are, in truth, in a pitiable condition of neglect.

The "settlement" people

saj' that municipal ownerbut that it is certainly imIn addition, there is a small band
of faithful souls opposed to municipal ownership an

may be

ship

right,

all

practicable now.

,

"

ADVERTISING.— The

'

.

Westeen Electrician— the only

—

general electrical paper published in the West thoroughly
covers a territory exclusively its own. This is a claim which
CAN BE MADE ET NO OTHER ELECTRICAL .lODRNAL IN THE
Electrical merchants and manufacturers
United States.
desiring western tirade will appreciate the tjnequaled value
of this journal as an advertising medium in its special field.
Advertising
moderate, and will be furnished
application, j
All checks, drafts and other remittances should be made payable to the order of the publishers,
the Electrician Publishing Company, and addressed to the
ofBces of publication, Suite 510, Marquette Building (204
Dearborn Street), Chicago, Illinois, U. S. A.

REMITTANCES.-

and the

principle,

who would

socialists,

"municipal-

ize" everything as a step directly in line with their

The

theories.

situation

complicated by

further

is

receiverships and litigation in which one. of the

two

companies is involved; by the famous "99-year Act"
under which the companies lay claim to rights in
the streets

of

60

for

years

the franchises

that

fact

and

dates

relate

streets,

come,

to

expiring

different

to

and

are

by

of

the

different

and parts
companies

streets

and were often granted to
those which now control the grants.
the fact that there are two com-

"underlying"
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with
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interests

that

are

present

will

be

seems
and

it

likely

effected,

that

an

possible

is

it

hammered into shape in
have more confidence than

that a combination will be

which the public will
one of the existing companies.
In this situation Mr. John M. Harlan is an avowed
candidate for the Republican namination for mayor,
and he has received assurances of support from
nearly all the w-ard organizations, so his nomination
seems practically a foregone conclusion. He is acin at least

cused by the municipal-ownership people of being
in favor of settlement with the companies, but, although he has been connected with the "traction

one way or another for several years, he
has not as yet made -a public pronouncement of his

fight" in

present attitude on the question.

Mayor Carter H. Harrison

not a candidate for

is

renomination, so the Democrats will find
to unite

it

necessary

Judge Edward F. Dunne,

on another man.

.

DEPARTMENTS.

of the Chicago street railways.

be seen to

It will thus

figure

how

great an extent the

the

in

case.

•Practical commercial education shows an interStates
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turing and supply companies.
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gers, either
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Telephone

Association

(annual
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ing). Columbus. March 30th.
National Electric Light Association (annual conventior
Denver, June 6th, 7th and 8th, and Colorado Springs, Ju

commended, they should be encouraged
in number and usefulness.

to

Much

interesting

information

statistical

con-

is

tained in the

Census Bulletin in relation to telephones and telegraphs, which was dated last month
and of which advance sheets have been issued. The
figures given, however, are as of December
31, 1902,

and are therefore two years old

at the time of

pub-

lication.

It is to be regretted that the good work
of the Bureau of the Census in collecting, digesting

and tabulating these statistics cannot be further
enhanced by more prompt presentation.
It would
seem that a year or less ought to suffice for the

and compilation of the

collection

although

data,

it

will be readily admitted that the task is one of large
proportions and that the Census Bureau must carry
it on concurrently with much other work.
It might

be well, perhaps, to sacrifice exhaustive detail for
greater promptness.
Then, too, it may be expected that succeeding bulletins will be more easily

and quickly prepared, taking advantage of existing
experience, methods and channels of information.
But we think every effort should be made to get
out the advance bulletins as quickly as possible.

Our own experience

giving annual estimates of

In

the value of electrical

and auxiliary manufactures
in our New Years numbers inclines us to have a
high opinion of the value of promptness in the

The present

presentation of statistical information.

bulletin relates to statistics of operation rather than

of manufacture,
the

electrical

and

confined to one section of

is

but

art;

of

December

1904,

the A-alue

those
30,

the

if

1903,

31,

given were
still, Jime
would have

figures

better

or,

the compilation

o'f

been increased.
Nevertheless, while the Census report would have
been even more acceptable if the figures given were
of

later

date,

it

as

is,

it

of great interest

stands,

and no little importance, particularly to the telephone industry, which owes its thanks to the government and to Mr. T. C. Martin, the special agent

who

aided in the preparation of the report.

It is

compayearly

To

this

gathering addresses are

de-

and operation

and appliances which the salesmen

to offer to their customers.
it

may

A

general discus-

be supposed that the appa-

in

the

Bell licensee companies.

placed

i-Bay,

of the art in

noted,

is

considered

with

if

which they are

interested,

and they

The

total miles of

wire

is

and the number of public ex-

4,900,451

at 10,361.

Of -a

total of 2,315,297 telephones

commercial and mutual systems, 886,152 were on
The total revenue of the telephonecompanies in 1902 was $86,522,211, of
which $14,981,649 was paid in dividends.
It is interesting to obser\-e that on November 30,

in

party lines.

operating

company reported

1902, the parent Bell

that

3,099,346 telephone instruments "outstanding."

it

had
Con-

sidering each transmitter and receiver as one tele-

mean

phone, this would

1,549,673 telephones,

com-

pared with the 1,317,178 Bell telephones actually in
service, according to the Census Bureau, on December 31, 1902. This would seem to show that quite
a number of "outstanding" Bell telephones are not
in use.

Telegraph statistics are not so interesting, nor
perhaps really so important, as those of the telephone, and this explains w^hy a comparatively small
p^.Tt

of the bulletin

The

competitors
defects

at

changes

which

of
its

~

Bell instruments, while 1,053,866

attention,

and

number of telephones in use
on December 31, 1902, was

that the total

2,371,044,

any can be found, while
all the points of the particular appliance under disare
carefully
brought
out.
The affair usucussion
ally winds up with a dinner, and has pleasant features of social reunion which are not to be disregarded. Thus the salesmen are thorotighly informed
of the year's development in the particular branch

ratus

Independent Telephone Association of Wisconsin (anni
Dnvention), Hotel Piister, Milwaukee, January rsth and 26
'
"cal Engineers (annual dinnei

a

from the whole country or a considerable
at some convenient center, often the

sion follows, and

DATES AHEAD.

of

it,

office.

of the machines

have

Business

it

or sales mana-

livered by experts in the manufacture

Trade News

Independent

electrical

practice to assemble their salesmen

Publications

Ohio

lectitre

courses given for the salesmen of large manufac-

Lighting
Railways
Transmission

Societies

annual

the

in

States

Rocky Mountain States
Pacific Slope

Personal
Electric
Electric

modern development

esting

Mieliigan

be

to

expand

United States
of which it appears that 1,317,178 were
were connected to
Independent systems.
But in the latter number
the Bell people contend that there is ''probably included" Bell instruments leased by 84,021 subscribers and operated by- sub-license arrangement with

office

straight fight

New York
Southeastern
Indiana

in all parts

by some of the municipal-ownership adand he promises, if nominated, to make a
on the public-ownership issue, as he
strongly favors municipal ownership and operation
the

vocates,

Correspondence

Ohio

demands of the industry

They show in a striking* manner
the educational tendency of the age, and as whatever tends to the diffusion of practical knowledge is
of the country.

shown

forthcoming Qiicago mayoralty
campaign. If this debate were conducted free of
selfish intrigue, on the high plane of public good
alone, it would be of great interest and importance.
But, in view of the "record of American municipal
politics, we can hardly hope that this will be the

!

distances, give their quota of information about the

conditions and

a jurist of high character, has been mentioned for

to

Illustrated

Business Opportunities Abrcad
Telegraph Systems in the United States

loo,

not always identical, adds another element of em-

question of public versus private ownership promises

Westinghouse Railway Motor. Illustrated.
Proposed Indiana Legislation
Benjamin "Arc-Burst." Illustrated
General Electric Salesmen Meet in Chicago.
"Firefly"

Then,
panies

.

Portrait

and reinforced intelligence. These gatherings are
undoubtedly highly profitable to all .engaged in them,
for the salesmen, coming often from considerable

exceed

tuil

which

1905

on another year's work with reanimated zeal

start

20 years, with liberal compensation to the city and
stringent provisions

i

year of 52 numbers;
extra copy for eight subscriptions; foreign countries, $5.00 a
year; single copies. 10 cents. When change of address is requested, the old address as well as the new should be given.

this result

brought about in the present state of the

to be

is

conservative,

COPYRIGHT.— Not only the title hut \he e?itire contents ot

unsettled,

still

how

without realizing very clearly

lines,

city's, finances.

Trade Supplied by Western News Co.

chosen.

to be

and a large section of the community is undoubtedly
in favor of the immediate "municipalization" of the

Terephone, 3806J Cortlandt.

SUBSOBIPTION,

railways,

street

a mayor and other city officers are
The interminable "traction question" is

CHICAGO.

-

TELEPHO NE, MA IN

of

campaign

puBLiCATroN offices:
510 Marquette Building,

Public ownership

is,

devoted to

is

Xn*t

older invention,

notwithstanding, of vigorous

report contains

many

vitality.

other facts of interest,

and the reader is referred to the abstr.^cls of the
two parts of it published in this issue. The figures
of financial returns from telephone-exchange operation are particularly valuable, while the whole forms
a valuable addition to the literature of "that most
magical

phone

of

modern

service."

electrical

industries

—the

tele-

;

:

;imi;irv

2r,

Indiana

Electric

riic orK.uiizalion

Assrjcintion

VVKSTICRN

I'/i,

was

of

Railway Association.
llic

Indiana KItclric Railway
animal nitclinn,

cfli-ctcd at its first

the amlitorinin of the Traction and Terminal
The meetI'.iiildiiiK, Indianapolis, r,n Jannary I2lh.
ing'
was called to order liy A. T-. Drum, Keneral
Company,
'Traction
Union
Indiana
r.Mnager of the

In III

in

who,

in a felicilons speech,

iiiternrban

people

inlcresling

and

on

llic

profitable

eon«ratnlated the Indiana
hri){ht prospects of an
association.

On

rcconi-

inendalion of the committee on nominations and
arrangements, these officers were elected
President— Charles L. Henry, |iresid<-nl and genand ('ineinnali
eral manaRcr of the Indianapolis

Traction Company.
Vice-president— J. W. Chipman, general manager
of the Indianapolis and Eastern Traction Company.
Secretary— Panl M. While, general manager of the
Indianapolis and Martinsville Kapid Transit Coml)any.

Treasurer— W.

1'".

Millwilland, Ireasnrer "f

dianapolis Traction and Terminal Coin|iany.
Execnlive commitleL'— A. L. Drum, general

ilu-

In-

mana-

ger of the Indiana Union Traction Company; C. C.
Reynolds, general manager of the Indianapolis and
Northwestern Traction Company, and (Jardner F.
Wells, general manager of the Terre Hantc Trac-

and Light Company.
Finance conmiitlce— Charles M'urdock, president
of the Fort Wayne and Wahash Valley Traction
Company, and William G. Irwin, general manager
of the Indianapolis, Colnmlms aiul .Sonthcrn Traction Company.
Mr. Henry thanked the nicmhers of the association
for the honor conferred on him, and pledged his
endeavors to make the Indiana Electric Railway
tion

Association the best in the country.
Constitution

and by-laws were next adopted,

the effect that the object of the association shall be
to promote knawdedgc of all matters relative to the
construction and management of electric railways
alid

their

equipment which may be brought before

53

Northwestern Electrical Association.
Allliougli llic alic-ndancc wai not l.-irRC at llic fir<t
day's session of Ihc crmvciitioii of the N'orlhweslcrii
[electrical Association in Milwaukee on January iHili,
those ill atlendanri- were cvidetitly there for the purpose of deriving liciicfit from the excellent pro-

graniine which

an

had Ik-cii prepared, anil maiiifi^tird
which promised well for the two succccil-

interest

among

members, and
It was deto promote the interchange of traffic.
cided that any' person engaged in the construction,
operation or maintenance of an electric railway, or
encourage social relations

tlie

persons of distinction in the electric-railway world,

and any others whom the association may wisli, shall
be eligible for active membership. The regular meetings of the association will be held on the second
Thursday of each montli, and these meetings will be
held in the various cities of the state, so that the

members of the association may visit the various
power houses and other electrical plants of interest.
The annual meetings of the association will be held
on the second Thursday of January of each year.
An interesting paper on "The Cost of Electricrailway Power Production and Transmission in the
State of Indiana" was read by A. S. Richey, electrical engineer of the Indiana Union Traction Company. This paper was generally discussed by the
members present, and it was shown to what extent
modern appliances have reduced the cost of production and transmission of power' since the pioneer

road was constructed.
Immediately after the lunch hour there was a trip
on a special car furnislied by the Indianapolis Traction and Terminal Company, to its power house and
barns west of the river. Upon the return of the
excursionists a paper was read on "Track and Roadbed Construction and M'aintenance. with Particular
Reference to the Life and Chemical Preservation
of Ties, Poles and Cross-arms," etc., by T. B. McMath, chief engineer of the Indianapolis Traction
and Terminal Company. Many questions were asked

.

during the discussion of this paper, which was regarded with so much favor a resolution was
adopted providing for its publication. The next paper, on "The Construction and Alaintcnance of Cars
and Equipment," was read by L. M. Clark, master
mechanic of .tlie Indianapolis and Northwestern
Traction Company. This paper also brought out an
interesting discussion.

The meeting was attended by S2 members, and
the interest manifested was such as to greatly en-

A«|.'

•>„:

of a patter rcn:

inlijcct

of

.-,<.

\V<^lcm S<k:i<-.j
nary ijth liy Mr. C. A. .S Ho»:

lirjll

llie

.

W

B

Ihc spcakrr Cliairnun
ihat an engineer it .-in
dollar what any fool ,.

I

,n
nit

-v.!

I!

much appreciated.
The following-named gentlemen were upon

man was rmc who could tell for Iwo dollars what
any ffxjl could sell for one.
Mr. Mowlelt, in the course of his paper, rcnurked

the

which arrived in Milwaukee shortly before
noon
Harold .Mniert, superintendent Cicero Light,
Heat and Power Comp.iny, Oak Park. 111.: John W.
Brooks, Pass & Seymour, Solvay, N. Y.
Harry
Byrne, Allis-Chalmers Company, Chicago; George
Cutter, George Cutler Company. Chicago; V. E.
Davenport, Porter & Berg. Chicago; Locke EtlierElectric
idge,
Stanley
Manufacturing Company,
Chicago; Leon Ely, Porter & Berg, Chicago; George
A. Gray, Thomas G. Grier Company, Chicago; G,
Brewer Griffin, Westinghouse Electric and .Manufacturing Company, Pittsburg, Pa. J. H. Harding,
treasurer and superintendent Laporte IClectric Company, Laporte, Ind. George H. Lukes, North Shore
Electric Company, Evanston, 111.
Julian S. Jackson, Pass & Seymour, Chicago:
Charles Mcsser,
president Dearborn Electric Company. Qiicago; A.
A. Morton, Stanley Electric Manufacturing Company, Pittsfichl, Mass.
H. B. McMeal, Telephony,
Samuel Mankowitz, president Monarch
Chicago
Electric and Wire Company, Chicago; L. W. Marshall, Electrical Review, Chicago: Llewelyn Owen,
train,

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

Peoria,

111.
;

;

Frank

Charles

L.

W.

Perry, Western

Electrician,

Price, Electrical Review,

New

Adams-Bagnall Electric ComFrederic S. Richmond, Oak Park,
pany, Chicago
Francis Raymond, General Incandescent Arc
111.;
Light Company, Chicago; E. K. Seymour, Wagner
Electric Manufacturing Company. Chicago
James
Wolff, New York Insulated Wire Company, Chicago
George P. Westover, superintendent Cummer Electric
Light Company, Cadillac. Mich.
George S.
Whyte, president Macomber and Whyte Rope Com-

York;

J.

G. Pomeroy,
;

;

Chicago : W. P. Upham, Electric Appliance
Company, Chicago; J. M. S. Waring. Electric Storage Battery Company, Chicago; H. W. Young,
pany,

Western

A

Electrician, Chicago.

was held

short session

in

the

club

room of

Hotel Pfister Wednesday forenoon, at which
President T. F. Grover of Fond du Lac, Wis.,
delivered his address and Secretary Thomas R. M'ercein read his report, lifter which the meeting was
adjourned.
President Grover called the meeting to order
promptly at 2 p. m., and a short business session
was held before taking up the papers of the afternoon. This consisted of the appointment of committees, reading of applications for membership, reports of committees and miscellaneous business.
The business session over, Mr. W. B. Jackson of
Madison, Wis., read a paper upon "Successful Joint
Utilization of Several Small Waterpowers," in which
he gave the results of some interesting work which
has been carried out by the Janesville (Wis.) Electhe

tric

Company.

0. M. Rau of Milwaukee followed next with a
paper upon "Alternating-current and Direct-current
Distribution," which drew forth considerable discussion.

The secretary then read the paper of Prof. George
D. Shepardson of the University of Minnesota upon
"The Rating of Arc Lamps."
The last paper of the afternoon was by Mr. C.
H. Williams of Madison, Wis., upon "Distribution
and Dollars," which was received with much apand

its importance and the
its discussion was deferred
Thursday morning.
Just before closing, ilr. Poage of the Sheldon

preciation,

lateness

of

oil

account of

the hour,

until the first thing

School of Scientific Salesmanship gave a short address upon the principles upon which the courses
of the school are based, which

was

interesting

and

This closed the session.
A number of exhibits were installed by Wednesday noon and a number of others were in various
stages of completion. These took up most of the
second floor of the hotel and made an excellent
showing.
A full report' of the convention w'ill be given in
the Western Electrician next week.
well received.

courage the promoters of the association. Interchangeable mileage tickets and the baggage and
freight questions were lightly touched on and will
be taken up at the ne.xt meeting. It is a matter of
local pride that the Indiana interurban roads have
developed so many young engineers and mechanics
along electrical lines. Papers prepared and read by
them are sought after as being eminent in authority.
Future papers will be prepared in duplicate and
sent to the members for examination before each
meeting. In this way members hope to be prepared
to ask questions and discuss the papers when read

The United Railroads of San Francisco has commenced work on changing the present steam-dummy
line from Central Avenue to the Cliff House into

in the meetings.

an

S, S,

"Ihc Commrrcjal

Aspoi.t of Ent/ineerlng.

alonir comes the commi r.
aw.iy from the dollars lliii* -.ivi
., iir
i.xr i.u
in the discuttion, Prof. Morg.-in l!r<xiks of L'rlana.
III.,
replied thai in his estimation the crrnimercial

A

:

the associatioir for consideration and discussion; to

The Commercial

ing days of the convention.
jolly parly went up from Chicago on a special
parlor car wliicli was chartered for the rKcasion by
the II. T. Paistc Company, which courtesy was

Chicago
to

F.I.HCTKICIAN

electric

railway.

i

.

Ihc conlracliiig or sales engineer nuy Ik ei-miparcd to the moiive power of a machine— he Is Ihe
Mcam and smoke, as ii were. In Ihe securinx of
contracts he placed sale«nianship ability higher llan
enKinccring ability, as there are certain trails of
human character which will do more lo mold Ihe
opini>;n of a purchaser than any amount of technical knowledge of the intricacies of the apparatus.
Paramount in importance of all ihesc traits is lact:
and a man without tact is very liable In be unsuccessful as a salesman.
The college-bred engineer may be ever »o well
grounded in the theories of the profession, and his
mind may he trained to grapple with the engineering
problems thrown in his way, but as a rtjic he is
utterly unfit to grapple with the problem of securing a contract, for the knowledge he has obtained
docs not fit him to be proficient in the persuasion
of men. In order to develop the commercial inflincls and better lo fit college men to be able lo
make a success in the selling end of the business,
which must necessarily go hand in hand with Ihe
engineering work, the speaker suggested that technical and professional schools should incorporate in
the_ courses of the senior year a series of lectures
upon salesmanship, and that the students be given
practical work in the way of "talking" up various
classes of apparatus before the classes as if making
a demonstration to a prospective customer.
Professor Brooks was called upon during Ihc
discussion, and he said that they were doing work
along this line at the University of Illinois. He
has prepared for his students from time to time
specifications of various pieces of construction work
;.nd has had them prepare estimates and submit bids
for the work.
All manner of practical work of this
kind is given to them, even to sending for the catalogues of various companies and studying up the
se'ling points of various makes of apparatus, Ihe
students then acting as salesmen and endeavoring
to secure orders from their classmates. The plan
thus far has been productive of much good.
Others who entered into the discussion of the
paper were Harold -Mmert, W. S. Hine, W. G.
Carlton, C. E. De Crow and W. J. Warder. Jr.
that

New York

Central Extends
Holdings.

Its

Traction

newspaper says
"The report is out that
the Andrews-Stanley syndicate has extended its traction holdings in the East by the purchase of the
Schenectady street-railway system. This movement
was merely the formal closing of a deal which has
been in anticipation for a long time. It has been
.\ daily

:

known that the New York Central did not intend
to stop with the electrical adaptation of a small
part of the West Shore railroad, but that it was
going

to follow the lead of the

New Haven

pleting a system of traction lines that

main

in comwould com-

has determined
that if there is any virtue in the system and any
gain which might accrue to the New Haven or any
pletely

parallel

the

line.

It

other road, it is going to get in on the game.
"The plans for the new station for the New York
Central at New York indicates something of these
intentions.
This station shows arrangements for
all of the business that will be done by
service as far up as Albany. It has
been supposed that the electric connections with the
New Y'ork Central station, via the subway, would
be only the suburban business, on which quick service is desired.
The plans, however, indicate something else to be the intentions. The road wants
quick service and all that, but it wants more. It
wants the low-rate business which is going into the
hands of other companies. The Schenectadi^ road
has a line from that citj^ to Albany, another to
I'roy, and a third to Ballston, which is to be extended to Saratoga. The company has a capitalisation of $6co,ooo and a bond issue of $2,000,000 bear-

handling

electric-line

ing 4!4 per cent. The price which was paid for the
is not stat?d,"

control

.

,

-

—

-

-
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Telephone Systems

Cansus Report

of
at the Close of

1

902.

Department of ComMr. S. N. D. North
merce and
is direetor, has issued (under date of December 15,
1904) bulletin No. 17 on "Telephones and Tele-

The Bureau

of the Census.
Labor, of wliicli

graphs," bringing together statistical information
upon the equipment, service and operation of this
class of electrical apparatus up to the close of the
year 1902. The bulletin is to be followed later by
a report in which the statistics will be presented in
detail, together with historical and descriptive text
prepared by Mr. T. Cummerford Martin of New
York city. That part of the bulletin relating to
the telephone is of especial interest and the following extracts relate entirely to that branch of the
art.

The statistics, as shown separately in the report,
are divided into three classes, as follows:
1. Commercial systems, including all systems operated by individuals, firms or corporations primarily
for revenue.
2. Mutual systems, including all systems operated
through a mutual arrangement between the persons
deriving benefit from the service, primarily for the
benefit of the owners, revenue being incidental .to the
operation of the line.
3. Independent farmer or rural lines having no
regular exchange or centrals. These lines are often
operated under conditions similar to those controlling mutual systems.
Table i is a summary of the statistics for commercial and mutual systems (exclusive of Independent farmer or rural lines).

The

phone.
phone.

net

January 21, 1905

income averaged $9.36 per

New

tele-

In

Of the $56,867,062 reported for operating expenses, the sums paid as salaries and wages form
the principal item, amounting to $36,255,621, or 63.8
per cent, of the total. Next in rank is tlie $13,332,343 shown for maintenance and legal expenses,
which includes all expenses for repairs and renewals

of the expenditures for repairs, renewals and
extensions, but the $51,903,021 may be accepted as
a close approximation of the amount expended for
new construction and equipment. Of this amount,
$"066,365, or 14.6 per cent., was expended by the
systems of New York state, and $6,114,696, or 11.7
per cent, by those cf Pennsylvania. In Illinois
$4472,060 was expended. Ohio, Missouri. NewJersey and Massachusetts each reported over $2,000,000 added in new' construction, and Iowa, Indiana,

and

legal services.
Statistics show that

while only

194,

or 4.7 per

of all telephone systems reported 1,000
phones or over, yet these 194 systems operated
cent.,

Cokstruction.

some systems an exact separation was not

made

tele-

72.5

per cent, of the telephones shown for all systems.
The gross receipts from operation for these systems
aggregated $71,374,134, or 87.5 per cent, of the total
for the United States.
Their income from other
sources was $5,193,807, or 99.4 per cent, of the
amount of such revenue. Their operating expenses
were $50,806,748, and their fixed charges $7,562,950
89.3 per cent, and 91. i per cent, of the respective
totals.
The dividends paid by these systems
amounted to $14,357,918, or 95.8 per cent, of the
dividends paid by all systems. The surplus for the
year reported by these large systems as a whole was
$3,840,325. or 57.5 per cent, of the net surplus of
all telephone systems.
But 11 of these 194 systems
operated at a loss during the year covered by the
report, the total deficit amounting to $217,527, hence
the actual surplus for the 183 earning companies was
In the case of all but two of the ir
$4,057,852.
companies operating at a loss the deficit was due
to the high fixed charges, while with the other two
it was caused by the payment of a higher rate of
dividend than the yearly net income warranted.
Table 2 shoAvs by states and territories the average number of messages and talks, gross and net
income and expenses per telephone.

California,

Minnesota,

Michigan,

Texas each reported over
.

Kentucky

and

$1,000,000.

Salaries and W.\ces of Esiployes.

Of the total number of employes, 14,124. or 17.9
per cent., were salaried ofiicials, general superintendents and clerks, and 64,628, or 82.1 per cent.,
were wage-earners.
The salaries and wages paid
during the entire year amounted to $36,255,621 of
which the salaries formed $9,885,886, or 27.3 'per
cent., and the wages $26,369,735, or
72.7 per cent.
In many instances one employe reported sometimes as an exchange manager, sometimes as a line-

—

man—is

engaged at a specified annual compensation
to care for an entire exchange, keep the line in
repair, and perform all duties incident to its
operation
no operators are reported, as his family at;

tend to the switchboard. This practice is followed
many mutual systems, and is in use also in some
small commercial companies. In the smaller systems the same employe perform.s the duties of a
foreman, inspector, lineman, wireraan, batterv man
and trouble man in fact, attends to the entire plant.
in

—

Physical Equipment.
Table 3 shows at a glance a summary of the physequipment of all systems.

ical

88.52Q

Number

of systems
Switchboards, total number

89.316

^

.rt'e^c
"'•°"'

Manual:

Number of public
Number of priva

Common
M>8-!°

batterv
'

h,::.:;;-. ::-::;;.•;:;;:;

Automatic
United States..

Switchboards, total number-

Common

battery

*

Magneto
Automatic
Messages or talks during

.

35.13
33.45
38. 39

21.44
21.80

California-

Colorado-

46.36

31.23

25.82
33.86
46.16

36.66
16.65
21.26
34.79
23-73

-

yeaj

34.61

.^

-nt
^'t-i

? 1.1'.'.
.

Dynamos, horsepower
Electric motors, horsepower

.

V.'.

,[

Auxiliary cross-connection boards, etc
Magneto generators, ringers, etc.. in e:iznRngeV.::..\\\

number of cells
Storage, number of cells
Stations or telephones, total number
Total miles of wire
Underground construction:
Primary,

164-4Q

Milesofcable

Preferred stock

Bonds
Total revenue
Operating expenses and fixed
charges, except

S4.869,62t
573.981,361
$86,825,536

^Maryland

. .

Net surplus

Michigan

47.28
63.49
26.01
30.30
32.95

Nebraska.
Nevada....

56.26
30.63
30.05
39-87

30.67

21.94
66.47

12.98
39-79

34.8r
27.80
25.83

20.20
17.06
16.37

Massachusetts.

S6l.37I,002
53.511.768
S14.981.649
56.657.7Q2

Interest on bonds.

Dividends paid

S3+7.366.793
S268.5i8,8i!
54,869,621
573.9-8.361
$86,522,211

5281,821

SiSo
S2Q.254

*Includes assessments.

The number

of Independent rural lines and sysmiles
31, 1902, is given as 4.985
of wire, 49,965; number of telephones, 55,747.

tems on December
Co.MP.\RisoN

;

Between

Ye-\R5 1880 .^nd 1902.

NewYork
North Carolina
North Dakota..

34.47
43-58
18.31

.'

20.10

There

7.46
12.53
6-87

South Carolin!
South Dakota

50,155.783.

Rextxce
The

total

.-^xd

revenue

Oper-\ting Expenses.
of

all

telephone

systems

in

from operation and from all other sources,
amounted to $86,825,536. or a yearly average of
$37.50 per telephone, and of 1.7 cents per message
or talk. Of this amount, $81,599,769. or 94 per cen"t..
was derived from the .^-Clual operation of the systems, and $5,225,767, or six per cent., from dividends and interest on investments, lease of lines,
etc.
The total operating expenses amounted to $56,867,062, or an average of $24.56 per year per tele1902.

Utah .'.'.'.'.'.'..;!
Vermont

38.60
51.26

Assets .and Liabilities.

The value

of the construction and equipment of
telephone systems was $349,287,462, or 77.3 per
cent, of the total assets; the value of the telephones
in use was $17,274,232, or 3.8 per cent.
of the real
estate owned, $22,716,538, or five per cent.: of the
stocks and bonds of other corporations held by the
telephone systems, $9,938,342, or 2.2 per cent. The
other assets, consisting of machinery, tools and supplies, bills and accounts receivable, cash on hand
all

;

deposit, and sundries, amounted to $52,955,1 1.7
per cent, of the total.
the total liabilities, $274,049,697. or 60.7 per
cent., represented capital stock outstanding, and $73,981,361. or 16.4 per cent., outstanding bonds; the
total for reser\'es and surplus combined was $52,364,858, or 1 1.6 per cent.: the amount reported for
bills and accounts payable. $44,302,999, or 9.8 per
cent.; the cash investment. $6,161,299. or 1.3 per
cent.
and unpaid dividends, $188,067, or less than
one-tenth of one per cent. Sundrj' liabilities, representing in many cases the value of telephones, etc..
owned by individual subscribers, and also additional
cash investment for incorporated companies showing
stock or bonds, amounted to $1,124,265, or twotenths of one per cent, of the total.

Of

;

g

9.540'

approximately 2,190 messages or talks
and 34 persons per telephone, in
an average, therefore, each person used
the telephone 65 times during the j-ear. It should
be noted, hoivever, that in accepting' averages based
_on the mimber of messages the fact that this number
is an estimate must be given
consideration.
In the states where there is a high population
per telephone the same instrument is used more frequently, but the number of messages per capita is
necessarily low.
For instance, in South Carolina
there are on the average 132 people to ever\- telephone, 2.283 messages to each instrument, and onlv
17 messages per capita.
The number of telephones depends upon the density of the population and upon the character and
extent of the business and industries of the locality
served. The highest number of persons per teleper

1902.

H-ere.

telephorm,

On

134, shown for .Alabama, and the lowest,
14, for California.
Mississippi. North Carolina and
South Carolina had, with .\lahama, more than 100
persons per telephone, while Indiana, Iowa. Ohio
and Washington had, with California, less than 20

tincludes District of Columbia.
^Includes Rhode Island and Wyoming.

and on

.,52

......

phone was

'Deficit.

972, or

- ,6o 014
S 104
78o!530

Telephones, Messages and Population in Various States.

Pen

In 1880 the population of the United States was
and the number of telephones of all kinds
reported in that year was 54.319, giving an average
of 923 persons to everj- telephone. In 1902 the population had increased to 78.576,436 and the telephones
to 2,315,297, the average being 34 persons per telephone.
Between 1880 and 1902 the total number of public
exchanges increased from 348 to 10,361. and the
number of employes from 3.338 to 78,752. The total
revenue in 1S80 was $3,098,081. or an average of
$57-03 per telephone, as compared with $86,825,536.
or $37.50 per telephone in 1902. The amount of
capital stock authorized in 1880 was $17,386,700,
while that for 1902 was $384,534,066, or a little
more than 22 times as great.
Few, if any, industries have had such a development during the last 25 j^ears. The extension of
the long-distance service, the introduction of the
commercial systems into rural districts, the establishment of Independent rural lines, the development in some instances of such lines into mutual
systems with an exchange and more extensive service, and the rapidly increasing use of the telephone
in private dwellings, all point to a growth of the
industry that can hardly be realized.

UlZltl
7'
290.6
i
1.090.302
690I02

;

Submarine
Miles of cable
Circuit miles of wire in cable

iI.qbi

lo'ooi
.

Miles of single wire
Circuit miles of wire in cable

q2^'

2 11^ '207
'.

Milesotduct
Miles of cable

.

-'4-01
i'zoo 8

no 648
.

Milesofwire
Overhead construction

Indian Territory.

10.^5

*

Total capacity of switchboard^......!.
Engioes, horsepoiver

Number of all other pay stations
Number of party lines
Number of stations on party

persons per telephone.
The average number of messages per person for
the United States was 65. This average varied
from 17 for South Carolina to 131 for Ohio. The
only states or territories besides South Carolina
showing an average of less than 20 messages per
capita are Indian Territorj' and North Carolina. In
addition to Ohio, the states of California, Colorado,
Illinois, -Indiana and Washington show an average
of 100 or more messages.
While there has been a wide extension of the
telephone service in the rural districts, the industry
naturally shows the greatest development in the
states having the greatest population and is carried
to the highest point in the large cities.
Of the 1,051
incorporated places in the United States having a
population of 4,oco or over, 1,002 are provided with
telephone facilities. Irt 137 of these places there is
located only a telephone exchange controlled by a
company operating independently of the American
Telephone and Telegraph Company, in 414 there
is located only an exchange controlled by that company, and in 451 there are exchanges controlled by
both classes of companies.
The North Atlantic and North Central divisions

.

January

reporli-d

tORCllicr
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1905

21,

(a.i

pi:r

cent, of

tile

population,

per cent, of tin: lelirplioncs, and 72.1 litr cc-iil.
The ninnl]cr of messancs
of the messages or talks.
per capita was greatest in the North Central and
Western slates, and least in the South Atlantic

75.1

slates.

CoMMEUCtAI. Sy»TE.MS.

Taking np the three classes of telephones, as laid
out in the Ijeginniiig of the report, separately the
commercial telephones come first in rank. Some interesting data as to the localities where this class
of service predominates is to he found in the bulletin.

Central stales had the largest number
of commercial systems, i.S.S'j, or 5S.8 per cent, of
the tola! number, and they controlled i,yS7.25" niiles
of wire, or 41 per cent, of all wire reported by
commercial systems. The highest average number
of messages per telephone, .1,031, is shown for the
Soulh Central states, and the lowest, 1,840, for the
western.
The Norlh .Xllanlic stales showed an average of 1,872; the Soiiili .\il;iiili.', 2,508, and the
North Central 2,32y. Itiilinii.i ripnrlcil 261 commercial svslcms, tlic larg>;st nuiiiliur lonnd in any one
Slate;' Illinois ranked second, with 243; Iowa third,
Missouri
with 241; Ohio fourth, with 236, and
with 227
fifth
In miles of' wire New York slate ranked first.
with 621,31s miles; Ohio second, with 511,118 miles;
Pennsylvania third with soo,2iy; Illinois fourth,
with 407 -tq?- Massiichusetts fifth, with 257,461, and
iiuliana sVxtli with '00379.

Thc Norlh

In'

number

'of

tclepho'nes

New York

state

ranked

first, with 243,iW>; Ohio second, with 216,731; I'liuois third with 194,356; Pennsylvania fourth, with
185,089; Indiana fifth, with 122,799, and California
No other state or territory
sixth, with 106.181.
rcporicd as manv as 100,000 telephones.
Of ihc 2,089,846 subscribers to commercial teleplume companies, New York state reported 219,745.
and Ohio 207,215; all other states reported less than
200 000 subscribers.
"
Income.— '\\k total revenue derived by conmicrcial telephone systems from all sources was $86,Of
522,211, or an average of $58.87 per telephone.
this amount $81,296,444, or 94 per cent., was realized
from the actual operation of the commercial telephone systems. 'The net income amounted to $21,639,441, "or an average of $9.72 per telephone, being
somewhat higher than for all systems, $9.36.

OpcraWng Expenses.— 'X\\t:

total operating

expenses

$56,591,746, or $25.42 per telephone.
.\1! iiiIkt dediK-lions from gross receipts comprising
fixed charges and divitiend's, amounted to $23,272,Hence the total net
671, or $10.46 per telephone.
surplus, after deducting charges of all kinds, was
$6,657,792, or $2.99 per telephone, as compared with
$2.88 for all systems.
Table 4 is an analysis of the operating expenses
of commercial systems for 1902.

aniouiik'd

to
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s;6.5.)i,745

.j-^ijl

General operation and maintenance,

inchi.liiu:
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penses.......
Salaries of Keneral and other oOicers
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rtt^l,systems in large cities are operThe telephone
*
,..
.r^^
,
rQ:„
fiirtcn
ated under conditions entirely different trom those
surrounding the systems in small places and rural
While there were 2,627 commercial sysdistricts.
terns, or 83.2 per cent, of the total number, which
had their principal e."cchange or central in rural
places, they controlled only 8.8 per cent, of the wire
and 18.1 per cent, of the telephones. Their gross
receipts formed only 7.6 per cent., and their expenses, including dividends paid, only 5.6 per cent.
of the respective totals for all commercial systems.
In other words, the systems located in the urban
districts do nearly all of the commercial business.
The relative activity of the urban and the rural
systems is indicated by the fact that the average
number of messages per telephone per year was
2.3S6 and 1. 541, respectively. The net surplus shown
for the rural systems is, however, in striking contrast with the other items, being $2,066,004, or 31
per cent, of the total for all systems.
The average gross receipts per telephone for urban
systems amounted to $43.84, or nearly three times
as much as the average for rural systems, which
was $16.31 per annum. This wide difference between these two classes of commercial systems is
due to the considerably higher rate for service
charged by urban systems, because of the greater
facilities furnished to Ihe subscriber, the wider field
for intercommunication, and the greater expense incident to the conduct of an urban system.
For urban systems the yearly average expense per
telephone, including dividends, was $41.32, or nearly
four times as great as the average for rural sysSalaries and wages
terns, which was only $11.17.
form 44.6 per cent, of the total expenses for the
urban systems, as compared with 55 per cent, of
But there are
the expenses for the rural systems.
many items peculiar to the urban systems such as
underground construction, licenses, franchise charges,
special taxes, difficulties in wiring, and the large
force required for the supervision of the numerous
employes, etc. which rdd greatly to their expenses.
In some instances an entire rural system i? cared
,

,

,

,

—

—

for anrl operated l<y a man and his family, whilr
an nrhaii system ri'ipurcs a force of Ixilh day and
night operators, as well as :i large f^rce Mt repair
the line, connect and disconnect in^lrnnlcnls, etc.

The net surplus for rural systems was %2/Mtfia^,
or $5.14 per lelejihone, as compared wiih $4.5'Ji,7H8,
or 1^.52 per telephone for urban system*.

Indrpnidml

TJic

and

!inr:

iii(anie«

<

incliwlc

ijrtir

all

r.,iiir.,||,.,|

Muti;al Systkhs.
'I he
mutual telephone system is the inlcrvenmg
stage of development between the indepriulenl farmer
I his
or rural line and tlie conunercial system.
group includes all svlcnn that have an exchange
or central, but are operated primarily for the convenience of the owners, and not for revenue. Any
deficit in the cxpen.se of o[)cration is met, as a rule,
by assessments on the owners, and the surplus, if
any, is usually expended in improving the system.
Extensions are made by connecting with indejiendent farmer lines or at the expense of the parly desiring the service.
The systems included in this

group had

exchanges in cities of
and are therefore rural

their

all

4,000 inhabitants,

less th:ui
In cliar-

ac'c'r.
,

,

,

,

,

,

I be
growth of the mutual systems has Iwen one
of the mlercstmg features of the development of
telephony.
To assist ;n tracing this growth, each
system was requested to report the year of its cstab-

hshment.
,,
,
Accepting the numbers reported for each year as
indicating the growth of mutual systems, it appears
''•'" between 1881 and 1895, inclusive, there were
V! such systems established, and from 1896 to 1891),
In 1900 there was a large
inclusive, 212 systcm.s.
increase in the mutual ownership, i8r systems being
established.
But ihe great increase began with the
present century, 269 mutual systcm.s being estab-

"

1902 Iowa—
probably one of tlic first states lu which a mutual
system was established— had 170 systems, or 17.I
per cent, of the total number of these systems; 159.
'" 93-5 P'^'' cent., were established between 1900 and
lislicd

in

and 295

1901

In

I902.-

There were no mutual systems reoperation during the year covered by
Arkansas, Delaware, the District of

IV

,.

I<j,.

,

,

:

telcj.hoim.

.,.;-.,

,

,.

.

iddilr^i..

Ill

.-

-

..ir.-

1

and 1,051-'

-,-'y24
1

by

;*»ny

r

and

10

'

\\m\ reported nfjf'i m^t\ of
phonet, rn.diint.,: d
.,f
i,miles of
ihc Ani'

I

ll.e

in 1.
and
Telegraph C..iii|.,iiiy tei
ihc
telephones operaird b;.
'here
were probably included
,-'t\ti
by Independent companu', I'.. II m.-nimctiit Icated
by 84,021 subscrit>ers and o|>cr3tcd umlcr sub-licenic
arrangements with \U licciiwe?.
The relative importance of the American Telephone and Telegraph Company'* tytiemt and Indc[icndcnt systems is indicated \ry TaUc S..

.

,

Taiilk

i.

Iad«pw4S'ljtnbcr of tyitetna

kind

Number
Number

of public exchanses.
of private branch

Number

of

automatic

paj

Number

of

other

fta-

vitchboardft, total

par

number.

Manual:

1902, inclusive.

ported as in
report in

H'c

Columbia, Indian 'lerritory, Massachusetts, New
Hampshire, Ne\v Jersey, New Mexico, Rhode Island,
Utah or Washington.
/iicomc—The actual revenue derived by mutual
systems from operation was $165,789, and the operating expenses amounted to $275,316, causing an
operating deficit of $109,527.
The gross receipts from operation averaged $1.86
per mutual telephone, while the operating expenses
iiveraged $3.08 showing an operating deficit of $1.22
per telephone. In addition to the operating deficit,
the fixed charges were $6,685, making a total operating deficit of $116,212, which was covered by asscssment. The assessments amounted to $137,536,
or 45.3 per cent, of the total revenue, leaving a net
surplus of $20,254. after deducting $1,070 paid in
dividends by the seven companies declaring dividcnds.
Ohcrating Expenses. Of the operating e-xpenses
c
:
*u
loi" mutual Systems, salaries
and wages .together
amounted to $177,960, or 64.7 per cent. maintenance
including legal expenses, $77,384, or 28.1 per cent.;
rentals of ofRces and other real estate, $6,138, or
2.2 per Cent.; telephone traffic paid or due other
companies, $5,594, or two per cent.; rentals and royalties on instruments and apparatus, $4,652, or 1.7
, ,
.,„„,.;.„„,,
-oq „,per cent., ana „„.,,
or 1.3
sec laneous
items, «,
$•3,500,
j
ro
j
P

—
1

\

..

•

1

;

m

,

'

'

.
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Rur.m. Tklephone Service.

The telephone

lines
considered as independent
farmer br rural lines have, as a rule, no independent
exchange; are operated usually on a grounded,
though sometimes on a metallic circuit, wire fences

being utilized in some cases. Many of them couwith the exchanges of commercial systems.
thus, while preserving their independence for
local communication, they at the same time secure
the benefit of exchange facilities.
These lines have
had a wonderful development during the last six
years, especially in the North Central states
Illinois,
Indiana, Iowa, and Missouri containing 3,758 lines
of this character, or 75.4 per cent, of the total number of such lines reported. Their comparative insignificance, however, made it difficult lo locate them
and the absence of a controlling representative rendered it almost impossible to secure definite information concerning their operation. Hence, the
number enumerated cannot be accepted as the entire
number in operation during the year,
The total number of lines operated primarily in
nect

and

—

rural

districts

was

21,577.

Of

this

number

15,598,

or 72.3 per cent., were lines owned and operated by
cornmercial systems 994. or 4.6 per cent., were the
mutual systems, all of which are rural, and the remaining 4,985, or 23.1 per cent., were independent
farmer or rural lines.
The total length of wire was 259.306 miles, or an
average length of about 12 miles per line. The corresponding averages for commercial rural and for
independent rural lines were 8.9 miles and 10 miles,
;

respectively.

The

number of telephones was

266.96S. giving
an average of about 12 telephones to each line and
a little less than one mile of wire to each telephone,
total

of telephones per line numbered about
eight for commercial rural lines, and about 11 for
independent rural. The length of wire per. telephone

The number

Automatic
Mcs»at;e5 or
year, total

durt

talks

number

Local exchange
1-ons-distancc and

toll.

3,o;4.syM]6o

i

2.W8.JM.V33
7*.l55.ir

t

Wane-.
Average number..

The systems controlled by the American Telephone
and Telegraph Company operated 69.8 per cent, of
the wire mileage and 56.9 per cent, of the telephones
reported by all systems their wire mileage was more
than twice as great as that of the Independent systems.
The Independent systems operated 7,076 switchboards of all kinds, as compared with 3,820 operated by the Bell systems of the 54 automatic switchboards reported, 53 were operated by the Independent systems.
During the year covered by this report there were
;

;

5.070,554,553 messages or talks. Of this number,
3.074,530.060, or 60.6 per cent., and an average of
2,334 messages per telephone, were reported by the
.\merican Telephone and Telegraph Company's systems, as compared with 1,996,024,493, or ^_t per
cent., and an average of 2,000 per telephone, by the

Independent systems.
The .American Telephone 'and Telegraph Company's systems reported a far gn'eater number of
pay stations than did the Independent systems, but
the latter operated nearly twice as many public exchanges as the former. The average amount of line
controlled per exchange was considerably greater
for the .\merican Telephone and Telegraph Company's systems, being 902.7 miles, as compared with
221.3 miles for the Independent systems.
Of the total number of public exchanges or central
offices, the Independent systems operated 6.608, or
63.8 per cent., and the .\merican Telephone and
Telegraph Company's systems 3.753. or 36.2 per cent.
The Independent systems operated exchanges in
all the states and territories with the exception of
the District of Columbia and Utah, and the American Telephone and Telegraph Company's systems
operated exchanges in all save Indian ferritory.
There were 20 states and territories in which the
exchanges controlled by the .\merican Telephone
and Telegraph Company's systems predominated,
numbering 1.992. or 76.2 per cent, of the 2.615 exchanges operated in these slates and territories.

TELEPHONE MEN.
J. S. McComb of Humansville, Mo., has applied
for a franchise to operate a telephone svstem in Rich

Hill,

Mo.

Tony

Schaflfer,

phone exchange

manager of the Independent teleWaxabachie, Texas, has been

at

transferred to Ennis. Eldridge McCanless of Ennis
takes the \\*a-xahachie exchange.

H. J. Pettengill, vice-president of the Northwestern
Telephone Exchange Company. Minneapolis. Minn.,
will assume the duties of president of the comoany
on Februao' ist. C. E. Yost, the retiring president,
is to be transferred to Omaha, where he will have
charge of the Bell interests in that district. Mr.
Pettengill. who
to Minneapolis.

now

resides in Boston, will

remov?
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The Telephone

COMMUNICATION.
the Telephone
Vocabulary.

The Word "Hello"

in

Editor of the Western Electrician:
in the
Concerning the word "hello" and its use
that it must
telephone vocabulary, permit me to say
of this term are
be evident that the use and misuse
timedeal every day to destroy the

To

the

doing a great

The man

in

saving qualities of telephone service.
and in a very short
a hurry makes a telephone call
andthe other
time hears a voice and says "Hello,"
and the
yoiirse f,
"Hello
perhaps
or
says "Hello,"
This may
said hello."
first man may say, "Well, I
before it ocgo back and "forth a number of times
whereupon each
curs to either one to say who he is,
loss of time
proceeds to make himself known after a
Now, if the person
and probably some patience.
had immediately
called in answering the telephone
of his
responded bv giving his name or the name
the way
Co.,
firm for example, "This is Jones &
transaction
have been cleared at once for the
,

would

of the necessary business.

The word

hello

would

out of place
have been an interloper and as entirely
face-to-face conversation
as it would have been in a

users will save a lot of
I believe that telephone
give it up.
time and annoyance if they will
expresNow as to the value of "Hello or thethe
telewhen
used
be
to
there?"
sion "Are you
phone connection is broken.
intricate
All who are familiar with the necessarily
telephony
<;ystems of signaling in^olved in modern
sigunderstand that from accidental causes wrong
occasionnals may be given to operators whereby
the conversation
before
disconnected
are
lines
ally
note that stahas been finished. It is gratifying to
trouble never has
tistics indicate that while this
it
reached a greater average than one call in 1,000,
One of the most aggravating
is now decreasing.
occur, in a
features is the fact that, when it does
majority of cases both telephone users attempt
.

larc^e

You
simultaneously to re-establish the connection.
are cut
and I have been talking by telephone.
and you immediI immediately try to get you
ofif
The fact that I am thus maktry to get me.

We

ately
ing' a call

makes my line "busy." The fact that you
line 'busy.
are doing the same thing makes your
unable to get you and yon cannot
therefore
am
I
If in such
get me because we are both "busy."
proceed
cases telephone users will proceed as we
avoided.
face-to-face conversations this will be
in
am addressing
If in a face-to-face conversation I
to cut
or calling you, and something interferes
me off, after the interference has ceased I go ahead
times
many
occur
may
This
and address you again.
by teleevery day. In the case of a conversation
been
phone, if' I have called for you and we have
for you
cut off, you will know that I will call
the
again to re-establish the connection and finish
your

conversation. If you will, therefore, hang up
will
telephone and leave your line disengaged it
make it possible for me to reach you. When this
is
done and you are again called if you respond
that
with your own name, I have instant assurance
again the
the connection is re-established, and here
use of the word "hello" is superfluous.

A.
Chicago, January

16,

S.

HiEDARD.

1905.

in

January

Kansas.

The Portland Mutual Telephone Company of
Portland has made arrangements with the farmer's
mutual company for connections at South Haven.
The citizens of Coldwater are organip^ing a company to build farmers' lines to connect the country
surrounding.
The Medicine Lodge Telephone Company expects
It
to build several rural lines in Barber County.
has a toll line to Coldwater and Lake City.
The St. Johns Telephone Company has moved its
office since the late fire and is connecting up about
nine rural lines.

The Mulvane Mutual Telephone Company has
been organized by the business men of Mulvane to
build an exchange in the city and connect with the
farmer's rural lines that are being built in the surrounding country.
The Southwestei-n Telephone Company, with
headquarters at Anthony, is rebuilding its exchange
at Harper, having completed the work on the home
exchange. It has an exchange at Enid, O. T., of
2,000 subscribers.

George W. Brown, general sales agent of the
Chicago Telephone Supply Company, Elkhart, Ind..
has been working in the territory of Oxford and
Burton this week, meeting with good success.
H. B. Hewitt, western representative of the
Stromberg-Carlson Telephone Manufacturing Company, with headquarters at Chillicothe. Mb., spent
Sunday in Winfield looking after his interest in this
section.

A fire in the Colorado Building at Arkansas City
destroyed six loo-pair Cables for the Missouri and
Kansas Telephone Company and seven for the Independent company. An estimated damage of about
$100,000 was done by the fire.
In addition to its new' 5,oco-section board at
Wichita the Missouri and Kansas Telephone Company is installing a 200-section central-energy-type
board at Mulvane. Power will likely be furnished
at Wichita and transferred to Mulvane. a distance
of about 15 miles.
Manager Pettyjohn of the Dod.ge City Telephone
Company of Dodge City is overhauling the entire
system and expects to replace nearly all wires with
cables.
He expects to extend the toll line to Ford
Citv and Bucklin.
Final contracts have been signed for a trunk line
of the Union Telephone and Telegranh Company to
extend from Abilene south through Marion, Newton,
Hutchinson, Wichita and thence to Oklahoma. This
company has at present a direct line into Kansas
City and its proposed line will give all Independent
companies of Southern Kansas and Oklahoma direct
K.

connections with the East.

Telephone News from the Northwest.
The City Council of Fargo, N. D.. has refused
the Tri-state Telephone Company permission to establish an exchange or a toll station in that citv.
The company can build a line through the city only
after costly condemnation, proceedings.
Tlie city
will resist, bavins" filed a demurer.
The Citizens' Telephone Company of Montevideo,
M'inn., has declared a semi-annual dividend of three
per cent.

The Northwestern Telephone Exchange Company
cxpectiuE lo extend its lines west from Jamestown.
N. D., to Bismarck (bis season.
The Rhiiielander Mutual 1 elephonc Company of
Rhinelander, Wis., announces a new schedule of
rates, addinsr 25 cents a muntli lo all business and
is

[Mr. Hibbard speaks as an expert, of course, and
But it will
his views are entitled to much respect.
be diifieult. we fancy, to eradicate the familiar and
homely "Hello" from the telephone service. Is it
not the lubricant on the ways of the telephone conWill not its abolition, telephomcally,
more cumbersome phrases? We shall be
have the views of other telephone managers
and users on this subject, which is not only of genimportance as
eral interest, but of considerable

Tt is expected that the projected telephone line
will be built in the spring to connect Pierre, .S. D.,
with Rapid City.
The Red River Valley Telephone Company has
bought the exchan.ire at Mayville, N. D., making

well— Ed.]

eight stations owned bv this company.
rural telephone line is proposed
Falls, Minn., through Belle Prairie and

versation?
result in
<rlad to

Trusteeship.
release of the Everett-Moore syndicate from
the hands of trustees, which was formally agreed
upon a few days ago, places the telephone business
in Ohio upon a different basis from what it has
been for the last three years. The debt of the
Federal Telephone Company is now less than $3,000,oco and the entire liabilities of the syndicate have
been reduced from $17,000,000 to $4,000,000. To
Col. F. S. Dickson is due in a large measure the
success of the plans to emancipate the syndicate, but
other members, including Messrs. Everett, Moore,
Mahler, Wason, Hanna and Hoge, have carried forward a great part of the business and took the lead
in the various transactions that have made it posThe propsible to reduce the debts in this manner.
erties of the Federal Telephone Company will now
be looked after by the syndicate, and all that can
be done in the way of development will be done.

The

The South McAlester-Eufaula CTexas) Telephone
Company has been reorganized with William Busby,
C. E. Foley, vice-president; L. H.
secretary, and D. M. Hailey, treasurer.

president;
erts,

company owns

Rob-

The

several hundred miles of telephone
Indian Territory, and will expend $50,000
in improvements, installing the central-energy syslines

tem,

in

system at Oskaloosa, Iowa,

at

The Sheldon (Iowa) Telephone Company has been
granted a franchise.

R.

Indiana Telephone Items.
The Otter Creek Telephone Company, which proposes to construct, maintain and operate a telephone
system in Vigo County, with the principal exchange
and office in Edwards, wias incorporated recently.
The capital stock is $12,000. W. T. Carty, G. L.
Stevenson and S. D. Humphrey are the incorporators.

The Home Mutual Telephone Company

of Stoney

Point has increased its capital stock from $10,000
to $30,000.
William B. Anglin, president, announces
that the company will make extensions and install

modern
John

appliances,
L. Homey, owner of the
Telephone
at Clinton, has asked permission of the
City Council to put in an underground system. The
business of the exchange has grown so rapidly that
sufficient wire room cannot be fotnd in the city.
Mr. Horney says he will organize a stock company
and greatly increase the business in that territory.
radical competition is expected to be waged
in Crawfordsville with the opening of the new exchange of the Central Lhiion company. It is estimated that the Central Union will have spent
$100,000 by the time the new system is completed.
Solicitors are offering citizens free telephones for
two months and other inducements.
Before the

Home

exchange

A

Central

Union company commenced

its

improve-

Home company had 1,500 telephones in
operation and the sympathy of the citizens generally.
The Home company has executed a coup on
the opposition by assuming control of the Co-operative company's system, which has some 500 telephones in the county, thus giving a complete county
service without toll charges and at greatly reduced
monthly rates.
There is considerable speculation
.as to where and how the Central Union will obtain
its patronage.
The New Long-distance Telephone Company of
Indianapolis has completed its line to Bloomington.
The company will now build a line from Bloomington to Bedford and thence to French Lick Springs.
The Wabash City Council at' its last meeting
rejected the franchise submitted by the Central
ments the

Union Telephone Company.

The Home company

ordinance limits the rates to $2 and $1.50, respectively, but there was no rate limit in the ordinance rejected.
The council called up the ordinance granting the Central L^nion company a franchise on the
same terms as that granted to the Home company,
and a resolution passed directing the Bell people
to accept its terms or vacate the streets.
Encour-

aged by the action of the council, the Home company increased its capital stock from $20,000 to
$50,000, and will put in a $10,000 switchboard at
once.

The Indiana .\ppellate Court has rendered a decision holding a telephone company liable for a personal injury when it extended its wires across private property in such a manner as to come in contact
with electric.^1igbt wires. The fact that the contact
was due to a storm did not relieve the company from
liability for its negligent omission, since such companies must reasonably expect storms and their
action should be guarded against.
S.

Ohio Telephone Notes.
The Cleveland Telephone Company (Bell) has
begun a new system of rates wdiich is a cut from
former figures, but it is not believed that the Cuyahoga conipan}- will attempt to meet the competition.
Some time back tlie Cleveland Telephone Company

made a

rate of 50 cents a month for residence extension-set service, and this last move is said to

from Little
Green Prai-

still lower rate.
The Cuyahoga Telephone Company has for some time gone on in its
own way securing business and has given little

The City Council of Faribault. Minn., has granted
a franchise for a local exchange to the Rice County

attention to other than this. The management realizes that it is necessary to make a certain profit on
the business, and it seeks to make the service worth

A

Everett-Moore Syndicate Released from

.

residence telephones.

entirely remodel its
a cost of $15,000.

21, 1905

contemplate a

Rural Telephone Company.

A

local telephone

eompanv has been organized

at

Minnesota Lake, M'inn., by E. A. Brecht and others,
and a franchise has been granted.
John A. Peterson, proprietor of the local e.xchange at Wimbledon. N. D., will build a line to
Spiritwood Lake, and also to connect with the longdistance system of the Northwestern Telephone Exchange Company.
The directors of the Marquette County Telephone
Company at Ishpeming, Mich., have declared a
dividend of 10 per cent.
A company is being formed at Buffalo Gap. S. D.,
to construct rural lines to the various ranches.
New Amsterdam, Wis., a small town near La
Crosse, Wis., is to have a local exchange installed, to
connect with the La Crosse Telephone Company.
The South Dakota Legislature will consider a bill
which requires telephone companies operating in the
same territory to make joint rates and connecting
arrangements.
Tri-city Telephone and Telegraph Company
has been granted a franchise through Buffalo. Minn,
B. C. ^^^ay and others have incorporated the Flat

The

Independent Telephone Company of
with a capital stock of $12,000.
Tlie Iowa Telephone Cornpany is

Britt,

Iowa,

planning

to.

what is charged.
Within the last year the United States Telephone
Company has added about 150 miles of new lines
Connections have been made with
its system.
the Indiana lines and with Wheeling, W. Va.
telephone system has been established at Austin-

to

A

burg and connections made with Ashtabula. Connections may also now be established through a

number of other lines with
At the annual meeting of

several other towns.
the stockholders of the
P-eninsular Telephone Companj^ of Florida, held at
Wapakoneta, a few days ago, it was decided to
enlarge the exchange at Tampa and several ot'ner
^owns and to build more toll lines. Senator W. G.
Brorein was elected president." The lines will likely
be extended to Jacksonville within the next year.
An increase of capital stock from $3,000 to $5,000
has been made by the Newcastle Telephone Company,

Newcastle.
The Marietta Telephone

Company

of Marietta has
increase of

notified the secretary of state of an
capital stock from $50,000 to $100,000.

A

private exchange, connected with the Bell system, has been installed in the offices of the Ohio
Central Railway Company at Columbus. This will
be connected with the outside service by eight trunk
lines, and is probably a part of the private long-

.uuiary 21,
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Iin.l

Slock

delay.

ArranKcments have been made by the Belmont
Tekplione Com|iany of BridKeport to make imporThe
lanl exletisiiins to Ms lines in the near fntiirc.
Ohio Valley Ti'lephonc Comi)any of Bellairc will
become a part of this system on April 1st.
11. M. Shelhamer, A. F. 'rnrner and others lyivc
iiKorporaled the Bremen Telephone Company of
Bremen, with a capital slock of $5,000.
The Rnsbvillc Telephone Company of Rnshville
has lieen incorporated with a capital stock of $5,000
by B. A. Thomas, C. E. Linvillc and others.
O. I'. Scoll, W. O. Oownini; and others are the
r], plione Company
incorporators of Ihc Ilnni 'illr
1-1
..f $5,000.
of llnnlsville, with a i;,|.ii,il
niiMiiy ,if New Lyme
The New Lyme Teleph
has increased its canilal >i'i, k li.iiii $600 to $-i,coo.
I

1,

'

1

C.

Michigan Telephone Matters.
of J,,li,;-lowii T.iwiisliip. near Batel;, li: ve .iruani/id and l.nill a Icwiisbip tele..f their (wn. which will have a cenI'll
nid coni'ecl with other lines via the
lii.l. IHihl, III
lale teleplione line at Battle Creek.
It
is iniiler.sloiMl that other townships are ready to try
this plan as soon as it once proves a .snccess.
It is understood th.at the Michigan State Telephone
Company will cnt rates at Marshall in competition
with the Independent telephone companies now located there.
rs

I

The Livingston Mutual Telephone Company has
just held its

annual meeting at Howell and the

fol-

President,
iowiim-named ofticcrs were elected:
II.
\V. Norton of Marion; vice-president. E. A.
of Gregory; secretary, H. E. Reed of Marion;

Kuhn

treasurer, A. J. Van Patten.
The company has 240
stockholders at present.
The directors of the Michigan State Telephone
Company met in Detroit last week and declared a
quarterly dividend of iV^ per cent, on the preferred
The company has, it says, expended over
stbck.
$6co,ooo in the maintenance of plants in the various
parts of the slate in addition to the operating expenses. It declares that it has also paid out for new
construction and betterments $1,000,000 to meet the
growing demands upon its system. N. W. Harris.
the banker-broker of Chicago, who is chairman of
the board of directors, asserts that the company is in
a prosperous condition and that the growth of the
telephone business throughout the state has been
remarkable.
The new Home Telephone Company of Cassopolis
has been incorporated v.ith a capital of $2^,000.

W.

Southeastern Telephone Developments.
It is given out tliat ihc Bell Telephone Company
at Jacksonville, Fhi., has been granted the right to
ab.sorl) the defunci Jack-nin ille Telephone Company,
and that $jO,ooo will lie ix|icnded by the Bell com-

in iniproveincnts in
the city.
The enlarged
capacity will be 5,000 telephones.
The town of Opelika. Ala., has refused a franchise
to a .second applicant tor telephone privileges, stating that the use of one system was regarded as
more satisfactory. The Bell company owns the local

pany

exchange.
The Common Council of Lynchburg, Va., having
granted a .35-year franchise to the Southern Bell
Telephone Company in that city, the matter is now
rewith the Board of Aldermen for a decision.
striction of rates is stipulated according to the numhcr of telephones in use.
The local telephone company at Chester, S. C,
has circulated a petition, which has been largely
signed, against the entrance of another company.
The concern seeking admission is the Bell company.
The Southern Bell Telephone Company is extending its lines from Bessemer, .\la.. to Virginia mines.
Ihe Piedmont Telephone Company at Lincolnton,
N. C, has effected a compromise in the proposed
increase of rates by agreeing to allow rates lo remain as at present until a metallic circuit is put in.

A

Telephones for Train Dispatching.
Many

railroads are successfullly
transmission of train orders
At a recent conference of the dispatching forces of the
Baltimore and Ohio railroad a set of rules and
forms was arranged to reduce the method of handling trains by telephone to a standardized system.
Charles Seldon. superintendent of telegraph, was
chairman of the conference, and it is the expectation
that every non-telegraph station that has a passing
siding will be fitted up with a telephone connection
This will enable the
to the nearest telegraph office.
transmission of train orders from the telegraph oftice
of

the

using telephones

steam

in the

and messages relating

to the train

crews

at

nsc

Ihe

of the

lele|ilinnc

for

Ihe

lran«mi««ion

direct,

or to an

employe stationed there for that purpose. For some
time the Baltimore and Ohio has been extending

The

lir'mkAeM

<Kan.)

clLingcil il»

tion of the systi^ni.

Tclcplionc Oimpany.

the

The Soiilh Itakrila lileiihonc .Associalion mel in
Ihe
Sioux Kails on January iilh, I2lh ami I.Jlh.
meeting was to have ipened in the afternoon, but
Ihc delayed trains delained a number of dclcRale',
and Ihe association did not convene until considerably after the hour set. There was a fair alRoutine busileiidance from all parts of the stale.
ness matters occupied Ihe first meclinf;.
In the evening of January Illh there was an adupon
"Automatic
dress by I. J. Kusel of Chicago
•Apparatus and lis Relation to the Manual, and Vice

Menhennick of Sioux City, Iowa,
and Electrical
"Cable
Construction
These
EiiRineering as Applied lo the Telephone."
two papers aroused much interest. Other addresses
''Telephone Construction," by J. T. L. Zielwere:
low of Aberdeen, S. D., of the Dakota Central Telephone Company "Farmer Lines," by J. A. Stciiinger of Parker; "Forecast of the Future Life of
Telephone Construction as Applied to Local Exchanges," J. J. Nate of Minneapolis; "Cedar Poles,"
H. S. Gilkey of Minneapolis. Two unassigned sub"Central
Energy" and "Care of Switchjects
boards"
had been named for discussion. These
were handled by Mr. Clark of Chicago.
Versa." H.
spoke upon

J.

;

—

—

The morning

of the I2th and most of the afternoon were devoted to an inspection of the apparatus
which was on exhibition at the convention by various manufacturers. 'I'hc final business session resulted in the selection of Sioux Falls as the place
of holding the next annual convention, to meet on
the second Wednesday in January, 1906. The election of officers resulted as follows
President, C.
B. Kennedy of Canton
vice-president, J. A. Steninger of Parker; secretary-treasurer, H. B. Hartwell
of Irene (re-elected).
The convention closed with a banquet at the Cataract Hotel, at which there was an attendance of
:

Omipany

hai

The We«trrn

Indcvciulcitl Tclrijlvinc Oimpany lu^
natne lo ihc Kaiuat City l^jng-diiuncr

The Irxas

South Dakota Telephone Association.

'leleinhoiir

iiic»ri>oraud wiih a capital •UjcW of isjaua.

Iwrii

com|iosllc Icleplioiic nietlwMl. Such
cii;cuils have been estalilislicil 011 a coiisidcrible por-

means of

Kurkevillc,

anti I^uultiaiu Telcpli^jnc Crjfnpany of
lu< been incorporated wiih a

Tcxa<,

capital «l»ck o( $S/X».

'I

The Montana and WyominK Teleiihofl? Co«npany
Red l»dKC, Mxiil., has told ii« liusineu lo ihr
Telephone Com(iany of

.Miilual

liillinKS.

the recently formed Iclephone companicv
the Clarksvillc Telephone Company of Cittiuvllle. Ark., incoriHjrated with a capital of $5/x» by
C. E. Robinson and .issociaie*.
.Xni'iiig

is

A

bill has licen introduced in Ihe Houte of Representatives of Mis«<uri re<{iiirinK telegraph and Iclephf»nc companies, whether incorprjrated or no!, operating lines in the state, lo keep their afficc^ open all
day and all night in cities of 9,000 or more inhalji-

lants.

The

joint

meeline of commillccs representing the

and the Interstate Independent teleph'jne
which was lo have been held at the
Claypool Hotel in Indianapolis on January 14th, was
postponed one week. The object of the meeting is
to adopt plans for merging Ihe two associations.
Nation?)

associations,

A meeting of the executive lx>ard of the Ohio
Independent Telephone Association was held in Columbus a few days ago. and arrangements were
made to hold the annual meeting on March joih
An interesting programme will lie arranged for the
it is expected that some excellent addresses will be made.
President James B. Hoge of
the National association is spending quite a Uttlc
time in Ihe advancement of the association work,
both in Ohio and over the country.
occasion and

Senator Clark of Kansas City has a

bill

before

;

about 40 telephone men. Addresses were made by
President Kennedy, I. J. Kusel of Chicago, H. j.
Menhennick of Sioux City, J. J. Nate of Minneapolis
and R. R. Crothers of Hetland, S. D.

EXTENSIONS AND IMPROVEMENTS,
The city of Tuscuuibia, Ala., is said to have
granted a 25-year franchise to John C. Monteith of
Chicago, giving the power to erect and operate a
telephone system in the city.
reported that the telephone company now
being organized in the L'nited States by Dr. Bourns
will be ready to begin operations in Manila, P. I.,
not later than May 1st of this year. It is the intention to put in a conduit system.
It

is

The Southern

Bell Telephone

and Telegraph Com-

pany, with general offices at Atlanta, has secured
a 30-year franchise to operate a telephone system
at Lynchburg, Va.
It is said the company will
erect an exchange at a cost of $100,000.

Ihe Missouri Senate giving cities in the st.ite of
100,000 population and over the right to fix charges
to be made for the use of telephones.
The bill
affects Si. Louis, Kansas City and St. Joseph.
In
the same bill the right lo regulalc the price of water
and electric lights is given in the same cities. The
principal clause is directed at the telephone companies, it having Ijeen charged that the rates on
telephones were exorbitant in view of the cheapness

with which they are now constructed and operated,
and in view of the valuable franchises they hold,
from which the cities derive little revenue.

Gasoline-engine Unit for Lighting
Service.
The

use of gasoline engines for operating inde-

pendent

electric-lighting

plants

is

becoming more

and in some cases they have proved to be
strong competitors of the best type of steam engines.
The improvement in regulation in both engine and
dynamo has made it possible for the best type of
gasoline engine to meet the exacting specifications
required for satisfactory electric-lighting ser\'ice.
general,

A

The county commissioners of Thurston County,
Wash., have granted a permit to the People's Cooperative Telephone Company of Centralia, Wash.,
for the use of count}' roads for a period of 40 years,
between Chehalis and Olympia. and between Chehalis and Otikville, to construct and maintain telephone

lines.

The Suburban Telephone Company

of

Clayton,

Mo., has completed making its connections with the
Kinloch system in St. Louis, thus bringing the residents of Clayton in direct communication w'ith all
telephones belonging to the KinlocH company. The
service in the county will be free, with a toll of
10 cents for connection with St. Louis. The Suburban company has in use exclusively automatic
telephones, similar to the system in Chicago.
Superintendent J. W. Lindsay of the Patersdn,
Passaic and Suburban Telephone Companj' of Paterson, N. J., announces that about March 1st the
new telephone exchange and offices of the company
will be opened in the Smith Building.
A modern
switchboard and telephone plant of 5,ooo-snbscriber3
capacity is now under construction and being installed.
The instruments at the subscribers' stations will be changed as rapidly as possible, which
is also true of the wire and cable svstems.

GASOLl.NE-ENGINE UNIT FOR LIGHTl.NG SERVICE.

of engine and dynamo, direct connected, as shown by the accompanying picture, was
installed a short time ago in one of the forts of
the L^nited States government and successfully met
all
the requirements specified by the government
engineers. The engine is of the four-cycle type and
manufactured bv the Charter Gas Engine Company
of Sterling, III.

combination

The campaign

to railroad business.

such sidings

GENERAL TELEPHONE NEWS.

of

iffdinary business inesiiaKcs, roiincctiiifi the division
liead(|ii.-irlcrs with the tcnnitials of tlie divisionn by

MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS.
Among recent Illinois incorporations is the Guarantee Telephone and Equipment Company of Chicago, capitalized at $2,500. The company purposes
to manufacture telephones and electrical supplies.
L. Anderson, Albert Duce and D. E. Turner are the
incorporators.
"Telephones and Telephone Apparatus" is the
of a tasteful bulletin just issued by the Utica
Fire-alarm Telegraph Company of Utica. N. Y.
A
complete line of all manner of telephone apparatus
and supplies is listed and the various types .ire
clearly described and tlie bulletin is well illustrated.
title

recently inaugurated by

Mr, Henry

L. Doherty, committee on membership for the National Electric Light .-Association, is accomplishing
the prompt and satisfactory results that usually follow Mr. Doherty's undertakings. Among those recently added to the membership list are Sidney
Hosrner. \\'illiam H. Atkins. W. P. Hancock.

G. M. \\". &?ettling and La Rue \'redenburgh of
the Edison Electric Illuminating Company of Boston,
Prof. George D. Shepardson of Minneapolis, Frank
W. FrueaulT of the Denver Gas and Electric Company, and Frank H. Tavlor. G. B. Griffin. B. G.
Lamme. C. F. Scott. K. C. Randall (all of Pittsburg), T. P. Gaylord (Chicago) and W. S. Rugg
(New York) of the Westinghouse Electric and

Manufacturing Company.

;:

;
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to Fort Wayne from Brooklyn, where he was manufacturing his arc dynamos and lamps, when the
Fort Wayne company purchased the Brooklyn plant
and Mr. Wood transferred its machinery and men
for making his arc-lighting apparatus to Fort
Wayne. He immediately assumed charge of designing new- electrical apparatus and redesigning the
old apparatus and electrical devices already in production by the company. Numerous new designs
were the result of his inventive genius, and electriclighting supplies were made in a more perfected form
than ever before. The company advanced rapidly
in the electrical manufacturing field and ''Wood"
systems became widely used in electric lighting and
power. That they are today in such extensive use
is due primarily to the thorough and skilled designing ability of Mr. Wood. It was in recognition of
this that the district managers of the company presented him the beautiful testimonial mentioned.

Fort Wayne Electric Agents' Convention.
The Fort Wayne (Irid.) Electric Works is one
of tlie oldest concerns in the country now engaged
the manufacture of electric-lighting and power
It is probably best known to the elecapparatus.
United States, if not the world,
as the manufacturer of the "Wood" system.s of elecin

trical interests of the

lighting and power, which may be found in
use in a large number of plants. "Wood" electriclighting generators and arc lamps were among the
pioneers in the industry and have always maintained the distinction of receiving a ready reception
from the users of that class of apparatus.
The original company from which the present concern has been developed was formed in Fort Wayne
in iSSi to manufacture electric-lighting apparatus
and was called the Fort Wayne Electric Light Company. Its history has been marked by successive
changes in name from the original name to Fort
Wayne Electric Company in 1889, Fort Wayne Electric Corporation in 1894, and to the present name
tric

Westinghouse Railway Motor.

A

design the Westinghouse No. 92
closely resembles Nos. 93 and loi B, and
incorporates the many improvements which were
Fig. i gives a good
first introduced in those motors.
The motor is deidea of its general appearance.
In city servsigned' for city and suburban service.
ice a double equipment of these motors is suitable
for operating single or double-truck cars not exceeding 30 feet over all and weighing without equipment
or load from 14,000 to 15,000 pounds. In this service,
with runs from one-eighth to one-quarter mile in
length, a two-motor equipment, with gear ratio of
14 to 6S, will produce schedule speeds of 10 to 13.5
miles per hour, assuming a pressure of 500 volts
four-motor equipand a straight, level track.
ment in the same service w-ill operate a doubletruck car not over 40 feet in length and weighing
30,ood pounds, attaining practically the same schedule and maximum speeds, as stated above.
The nominal rating of the motor is 35 horsepower
for one hour, but this rating is onl}' an approximate
indication of its suitability for a given service.
decision in regard to the proper motor for anv^ particular set of conditions requires a careful studv
and a knowledge of the characteristics of motors
of each capacity.
The curve (Fig. 2) shows the

In

has taken in the develop-

general

motor

ness, due to shrinkage.
The coils are protected by
leatheroid ^and oiled-duck washers and are held in
place by the spreading tips of the poles.
The armature is of the slotted drum type. It is
built up of circular punchings of soft steel on a castThe steel
iron spider and held between end-plates.
in every armature is carefully annealed by a process
which gives it permanent magnetic qualities. The
punchings rest on ridges on the spider, and the'
grooves between the ridges are open to the air at
the pinion end.
Air ducts between the stampings
connect with these grooves, and thus air is continually drawn in through them and forced out against
the pole-pieces and field coils, producing a uniform
temperature throughout. The diameter of the armature is 13 inches.
Hard-drawn copper is used for the commutator,
which is of the straight-bar type, without necks, and
is built up with 123 bars, separated by segments of
soft amber mica, and clamped on a bushing betw^een
V-shaped surfaces, from which they are insulated by
The wearing surface is nine
specially molded mica.
inches in diameter and 3 9-16 inches long. The wearing depth is fully five-eighths inch. The complete
commutator is forced on the armatnre spider under

A

A

J.

WOOD.

J.

manufacturing industry of this
no small w-ay due to the thorough and skilled designing ability of Mr. J. J. Wood,
who is today recognized as one of the foremost in-

ment

of the electrical

country has been

in

ventors in the arc-lighting field of this country, in

which he was a pioneer in 1879. Modern demands
on electrical engineers, both in the lighting and the
power applications of electricity, have been met and
often anticipated by his tireless genius and strong
personality showing in the products of the Fort
Wayne Electric Works.
The extent of territory' covered by the sales organization reaches from Boston to San Francisco
and from St. Paul to Atlanta. The modern meth-

performance characteristics for one-gear ratio, and
the performance curves furnish the proper data for
judging of the operation of the motor in a given
service.
The motor has a continuous capacitj^ of
30 amperes at 3C0 volts or 28 amperes at 400 volts.
In service it will safel}^ develop any output shown
on the curves, provided the integrated heating
effect does not exceed that produced by continuous
operation at a load requiring either of the above
currents at the corresponding voltage. At the close
of a shop run of 24 hours at either of the loads
stated above the temperature rise in the windings,
as measured by a 'thermometer, will not exceed
75° C.
In actual service under a car the better
ventilation will usually reduce this rise to 55° C.
Heavier loads may be carried for periods of varying length, as determined by the time-temperature
curves, these curves being based on a rise of 20° C.
in the interior of the motor coils.
For example, if
the motor had been running under a load of 28 amperes at 400 volts for a sufficient time for the temperature to rise to 75° C, it may then be operated
for two hours at a load of 3;iy2 amperes, or' for onequarter hour at a load of 59 amperes.
The tem-

of a progressive business enterprise are well
Fort
at
illustrated by the periodical conventions
of the district managers of the various sales
territories with the home-office organization of this

ods

Wayne

company.
Beginning Tuesday morning, January

loth,

and

closing Friiday following, "the daily business sessions
of the sales forces were relieved by evening social
functions of an enjoyable nature. Representatives
from Boston. New York, Philadelphia, Syracuse,
Pittsburg, Atlanta, Cincinnati, Grand Rapids, ChiPaul and St. Louis discussed matters
cago, .St.
of common interest on the ground of the "central
organization. The social features of the convention
were distributed over the period covered by the
sessions, several of the Fort Wayne hosts entertaining the visitors at their homes.
The closing feature of the convention was a banquet at the Anthony Wayne Club, at which over
50 of the sales force joined in disposing of a good
dinner, presided over by Judge R. S. Ta3"lor. who
has been counsel for the company ever since its
infancyGuests from Fort Wayne included the local
directors and others interested in local electrical orThose from the district offices attendganizations.
ing the banquet were J. Allen Smith, Boston; J. C.
Lott. New York: T. L. Sturgeon, Philadelphia;
C. A. Woolsey, Philadelphia; E. H. Porter, PhilaF. S.
delphia
A. E. Dresser, Syracuse, N. Y.
Nicholson, Syracuse, N. Y. J. E. Hall, Pittsburg
G. B. Edgar, Cincinnati
T. J. Ryan, Cincinnati
James O. Spear, Atlanta, Ga. W. S. Goll, Chicago
Frank McMaster. Chicago C. E. Sedgwick, Chi;

;

;

;

;

;

W.

Knight, St. Louis; A. H. Savage, St.
Paul, Minn.; A. L. Searles. Grand Rapids, Mich.
During the evening the district managers, as an
expression of their appreciation and esteem for the
one w-ho is responsible for the products the^'" handle,
presented to Mr. J. J. Wood a handsome loving cup

cago;

C.

through their spokesman. Mr. W. S. Goll. manager
Mr. Wood has been with
of the Chicago office.
the Fort Wayne company since 1890, when he went

it by a
key.
cast-brass arms firmly fastened to the upper
frame by bolts carry the brushes. The}' are well
insulated by means of washers of treated fullerboard
and radial adjustment is provided to compensate for
wear of the commutator. The holders are of the
Each arm carries two spiral brush
sliding type.
springs, each of which bears upon a separate brush.
The armature bearings are of liberal size. The
bearing at the commutator end is 6'i inches long
with three-inch bore, and that at the pinion end
714 inches long with three-inch bore. Each bearing
consists of a cast-iron bushing in one piece lined
.with babbitt. Each bearing is carried in a housing
of cast iron, the seat of which is turned to a cylindrical shape and is clamped between similar surfaces
on the two halves of the frame.
The motor is designed for cross-bar suspension.
.\ rectangular suspension bar supported over the
truck frame is bolted to special lugs on the front
pinion of forged
corners of the upper field frame.
steel unth machine-cut teeth is keyed to the shaft
and held on a taper seat by a nut and lock \\asher.
two
parts, which
The gear is made of cast steel, in
The
are bolted together and keyed to the axle.
face is five inches. Gear ratios of 15 to 69 to 26 to
58 may be used; 15 to 69, 18 to 66 and 22 to 62 are
standard.
Approximate weights of the motor are as follows:

pressure and prevented from turning upon

steel

Two

A

.

;

TINGHOUSE RAILWAY

FIG.

I.

WESTINGHOUSE RAILWAY MOTOR.

Motor alone, without gears and ^ear case, 1,995
pounds motor complete, with gears and gear case,
pounds armature complete, with commutator
and windings, 475 pounds.
The approximate weight of a two-motor equipment with two controllers and the usual details is
A corresponding equipment of four
5,680 pounds.
motors, controllers, etc., will weigh approximately
;

peratures assumed are entirely safe and do not subject the insulation to injury or rapid deterioration.
The frame is approximately cylindrical in shape
it consists of two castings of high-grade steel, accurately milled on the common surface to secure a
good joint. Ready access to the commutator and
brush-holders is provided by a large opening in the
upper frame; this opening is closed by a "dustproof
lid held in place by a cam-locking device.
There are four poles projecting inwardly at angles of 45 degrees with the horizontal. Each is built
up of carefully annealed soft-steel punchings, riveted
together between end-plates of wrought iron and
bolted to the frame.
'The retaining studs pass well
into the punchings and terminate in a special rivet.
This arrangement holds the pole firmly, yet leaves
the pole face smooth and unbroken.
The field coils are wound with copper strap insulated with asbestos and mica and protected by sevThey are repeatedly dipped and
eral layers of tape.
dried and thoroughly impregnated, the process resulting in a solid coil, thoroughly weatherproof and
practically indestructible. The coils are straight and,
Flat
being machine wound, are interchangeable.
steel springs between coils and frame prevent loose-

2,320

;

10,900 pounds.

Proposed Indiana Legislation.
introduced in the Indiana Legislature last
One to repeal the law auas follows
thorizing towns, cities and townships to vote subthree sepsidies to steam and' interurban railroads
arate bills to limit the speed and regulate the use
of automobiles on the public highways one to give
cities power to require railroads and interurbans to
sprinkle the street crossings, and a bill providing
that no cit}' will have the right to grant a franchise
telephone, telegraph, water, gas,
for
heat, light,
power, electric or steam railroads for more than 25
years, and every city will have the right at the end
of this time to purchase such utilities at a price
based on the actual value of the tangible property.
Bills

week were

:

;

;
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The
and

ilhiMralfil herewith ripirsents a novel
of the lleiijainin wireless
upplicatioii

fixliiri!

Ubctnl

It is called the "Arc-hiirst Cluster" and is
manufactured by the Benjamin P.lectric Manufacturins Company of Chicago and New York. By
grouping a number of 2S-caiKllepower Meridian
lamps in a circle under a double porcelain sliade
with a 55-cnndlrpower Meridian type lamp located
pri-iiin reflector, a powerful and
centrally iinilir
ir lilts.
li.'lii
The lamps are frosted
wcll-dislriliiil.
and ihiTclr.iv III, ,|,i,,liiv of liRht is excellent. The
mil as to produce an ornaform of this (in 1.1
mental and |)lea.sin« effect. This device is said to be
replacinjj arc lamps, as the energy consumed is much

chistcr.

:i

-I

1

le.ss

than

that

of nn

enclosed

rirdinnry

Lamp

"Firefly"

Benjamin "Arc-Burst."

arc

lamp.

Telegraph Systems

Flasher.

A

unique, simple and inexpensive little device
automatically Hashing a number of ordinary
electric light* has recently been invented by Dr
It
C. O. Schneider of fM Adams Street, Chicago.
for

flash from one to a dozen four-candlcpowcr
lamps, six or less eight-canrlleiKiwer lamps, one, two
or three i6-candlep>jwer lamps or one 32-candlep<<wcr
lamp from 20 lo 30 times a minute on either diricl
The lamps remain bright
or alternating current.
consideralily longer than they arc out and the flash
can be partially regulated by means of an adjustment
screw.
There is, as shown in the accompanying illujtration, a coil of fine wire surrounding two pieces of
metal having ditTcreni coefficients of expansion.
will

Hiillctin

This
aniotint of ekeiricity is still passing.
line i;i tile O'il cre.ites heat, which causes the
strips to expand kiigthwi.se. but being riveted

liuhi

nici.il

logether and the top piece expanding most the motion
IS

of necessity

downward, thereby causing

the con-

nection to be made between the screw in the free
end with the binding post below. The effect of this
to short-circuit the coil, cutting out all resistance,
the current passes through the metal strips,
There is now no more current
lighting the lamps.
passing through the coil, .so it begins to cool, the
metal contracts and the connection is soon broken,
so the lamps go out.
When the contact is broken
the current immediately passes through the coil
is

and

is produced, causing expansion and
is again completed.
nothing to get out of order and as the
contacts are heavy platinum it should continue to
alternately make and break the current indefinitely.
It is easily connected: all that is necessary is to cut
a wire leading to the lamp and fasten an end under
each nut. After waiting a minute or two for the
coil to warm up the lamps will commence to flash.
Then without any more attention the device will
continue to perforin its function for months. sa\ing
current and at the same time attracting a great deal
of attention.
On account of the intermittent flashing the device, which is for sale by the inventor,
has been called the Firefly flasher.

again and heat
the connection

BENJAMIN "ARC-BURST.

There

cheaper in first cost and is considered
Actual experience has demonthe excellence of this light for displaying
goods of various kinds. Tliis is especially true in
art galleries.
A furllior advantage is that while the
cluster is ordinarily furnished in six or seven lights,
it can be furnished » ilh as few as four lights efifcctively, which furtiicr reduces the cost of operation
and is especially adapted for places where less
amount of light is required than that furnished by
an ordinary arc light.
it

also

is

more ornamental.
strated

General Electric Salesmen Meet
Chicago.

in

The annual meeting of the western salesmen of
the General Electric Company, attended also by a
number of technical men from the factory, w-as held
at the Grand Pacific Hotel, Chicago, last week, beginning on Monday and ending Friday night. The
meeting was an educational one, nearly all branches
by
represented
of the electrical industry being
speakers. At the meetings technical papers were
read by men especially versed in the subjects assigned to them, and the discussion, being on the
details of modern electrical machinery, and covering a wide range of commercial conditions, brought
out an interchange of knowledge and experience
of much value to those present.
Those who attended the meetings from out of
town included W. G. Corey, F. G. Vaughn. P. D.
Wagoner, H. W. Hillinan and E. P. Edwards of
Schenectady, N. Y. S. D. Gilbert and H. C. Houck
of Cincinnati, Ohio L. M. Paige of Grand Haven,
Mich. J. H. Livsey and M. B. Beattie of Detroit,
Mich.; J. B. Tingley of Oshkosh, Wis.; W. F.
Smith and C. W. Halsey of Minneapolis, Minn.:
G. D. Rosenthal, C. R. Croiiinger and William Hand
George
of St. Louis
C. W. Hough of Joplin. Mo.
F. Schaefer of
A. Seabury of Omaha, Neb.
J.
of Helena,
Kansas City, Mo.
C. H. Alexander
Mont. O. E. Turner of Oklahoma City, and H. L.
Monroe and A. H. Feineman of Dallas, Texas.
Among those who participated in the meeting
from the Chicago office were Western Manager B.
E. Sunny, J. W. Johnson, manager powder and mining department; S. F. Dibble, small motor department James Lyman, engineer J. Scribner, manager lighting department, and F. N. Boyer, manager
supply department.
The meeting was brought to a close on Friday
evening with a dinner at the Grand Pacific, presided over by Mr. Sunny. After dinner a theater
party was enjoyed.
;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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Business Opportunities Abroad.
The

of Reichenberg,

city

Bohemia, Austria,

will

erect large electric works.

A

large electrical central station is to be built at
Stanz, on Lake Lucerne, Switzerland.

The municipality of Oberurnen, Switzerland, contemplates the erection of electric works.

The city of Lugano, Switzerland, has just voted
$372,000 for establishing an electric plant.
The

municipality of Valladolid, Spain, will receive
bids to erect an electric plant for lighting the city.

The construction of an electric plant for lighting
the city of Salamanca, Spain, is to be awarded by
contract.
construction bureau of Servia
Belgrade will contract for a large quantity of
telephone materials and cement, plates, etc.

The government

of Victoria, Australia, plans the

of an electric -tramway between St.
Kilda and Brighton Beach, to cost $455,000.
An electric power station for the Danube Canal
is to be built.
Application for information should
be made to the Danube Commission, No. i Kaiser
Ferdinandplatz, Vienna, Austria.
construction

"Haag Tamway

l^Iaatschappy,"

at

The Hague,

Netherlands, will receive bids for supplying 25 elec-

;

;

;

motor

The

director of this
furnish particulars to inquirers.

tric

cars.

company

will

Concessions for the building of electric railways
have been asked for by the city- of Vigo, Spain, by
the Sociedad Colonia Sanatorio de la Playa de la
Malvarrosa, and by the Compaiiia Electrica Madrilena de Traccion, for city tramw-ays in Madrid. Particulars may be obtained by addressing "Direccion
An
General de Obras Piiblicas," Madrid, Spain.

tramway is to be established between Badaand Cuesta de Castilleja, and another is to be
between Azcoita and Zumaga.
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only cctitut reporiiiiK .ijiiiiu...
that of iSto, which coiercd llit
a
ncarcit to June I. itflto.
But a> 1I..
;
>So
eonlnint no data relative 10 douietiu: uccau uMc
system*, the itatislict are not tiriclly comparable
with those for 1902.
'Ihc numlxrr of settar.-ite syslcm.s in 1S80 wa» 177
and in i<>)2 only 25. 'Ihc striking decreatc betwcm
1880 and 190Z in the numljer of separate hotdinut,
due to tlie numerous contolidaiiont which have
taken place, has been accompanied by a very great
1

!

the magnitude

In

At

of equipment

and busi-

present

time the telegraph busincis
two companies, yet the
number of miles of wire in operation is more than
four times, the number of messages almost three
times, and the receipts from messages more than
twice as great as in 1880.
The wire mileage in operation in 1902, exclusive
of 16,677 nautical miles of cable, was i,<K7,i37 miles
greater than in 18S0, or I,3i8»350.
The number of messages sent in 1902 was 91,655,,

tlic

practically controlled by

which the

receipts were $2Q,1 18/169.
This
for which receipts
The average rale per message in
1902, after deducting the number of caMc messages
and receipts therefrom, was 31 cents, as compared
with 43 cents in 1S80.

for

287,

includes 820,498 cable messages,

were $1,326,967.

The number
an increase of

Of

the total

of telegraph offices in 1902 was 27J77,
14,867, or 118.8 per cent, over 1880.
in 1902, 20,809 w'erc in railway

number

stations.

Between 1880 and 1902 the number of salaried employes increased from 337 to 829, or 146 per cent.;
the number of telegraph operators from 9,661 to
'3.093, or 35.5 per cent., and the amount paid in
salaries and wages from $4,886,128 to $15,039,673. or
207.8 per cent.
There were 684 railway companies that reported
the operation of telegraph or telephone lines in connection with the transportation business.
In connection with their reports to the Interstate Commerce Commission the railway companies furnished
considerable information concerning their telegraph
and telephone systems. This information was supplemented by data obtained by the bureau of the
census through correspondence with the companies.
The 684 railway companies operated 204,503
miles of single track and liad I,i27,r86 miles of
single wire along their right-of-way.
Of this wire
mileage, which includes both telegraph and telephone
lines, no segregation being possible, only 242,837
miles, or 21.5 per cent., was owned by the railway
companies.
large proportion cf the telegraph and telephone
wire along the right-of-way of railway companies
and a considerable proportion of that operated by
the railway companies is owned by commercial telegraph or telephone companies and included in their
reports.
Hence an unknown portion of the wire
mileage reported for railway telegraphs and telephones is a duplication of that shown in the report
Moreover,
on
commercial-telegraph
companies.
many of the commercial messages reported are included also among the messages reported by the
commercial-telegraph companies ; but few railway
companies maintain telegraph lines for other than
railway business, the commercial privileges, as a
rule, being 'granted to commercial telegraph com-

A

panies.

The railway companies reported 31,278 telegraph
but only 30,336 telegraph operators. It is
probable that in a number of instances the railway
companies reported as station masters, agents, etc.,
employes wiio also performed the duly of telegraph

offices,

operator.
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These strips are riveted together and fastened to the
The other end is free and conbase at one end.
tains a platinum tipped screw directly above a platiinim disk, which is mounted on a binding post below.
These form the points of contact that are
One end of the fine
operated by the mechanism.
wire is fastened to the fixed end of the metal strips,
while the other is secured to the binding post below, thus forming the circuit while cont.ncts arc
The fine wire coil resists the current to
-.parated.
u Ii ,,11 extent that the lamps do not glow, although

17

.N'o

parlmimt of 0,iiiu,<:i'
net of m'jfe than
graph fy»tctnii of il

Too True!

sort of a spell upon the
municipal-ownership people that prevents them from
so keeping their books as to show the exact financial
This is not less to be
results of their operation.
lamented by those who hope to find in such ownership of public utilities a remedy for many existing
evils tlian by the antagonists of the hopeful ones,
who think the plan dangerous and chimerical. The
common tendency of the innovators was well illustrated by a Cliicago man, called as a witness last
week by Controller Grout. This expert declared
that with a municipal plant arc lights have cost
Chicago about $55 per year, but when he was questioned by a representative of one of the local companies, he admitted that the $55 did not include any
allowance for the taxes a private concern would
have paid, none for depreciation, and none for return
Possibly with reasonable
on the capital invested.
amounts added for all these things, the Chicago price
would still not be brought up to the New Y'ork price,
but it was very evident that the witness did not know
what Chicago is really paving for her arc lights, and
he hurt the municipal-ownership cause instead of
helping it. New Y'ork Times of January i6th.
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—

to be

some
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CORRESPONDENCE.
New

and accessories are being exhibited
nual automobile show which opened

Madison Square.

York.

York, January 14,— Controller Grout's offiinquiry into the cost of city lightmg has been
during the week, but the official representative of the Neiv York Edison Company, who
was examined, did not furnish any real mformaMr.
tion, declining to divulge the facts desired.
Grout is still determined to obtam the details he
wishes, and meanwhile has heard the testimony of
The Balelectricians from Baltimore and Chicago.
timore expert, Charles E. Phelps, testitted that New
York is paying alxiut 40 per cent, more than his
those
being
city, the figures given by Mr. Phelps
which appeared in the Western Electrician of De-

On Friday Edward B. Ellicott, city
24th.
electrician of Chicago, testified that the cost of
Chicago's city lighting plant was $152,000 and supThe cost per lamp for the
plied about 13,000 lights.
been respectively,
last three years, he said, has
At the request of Mr.
$56.52, $52.54 and $5354cember

Grout a sum of $25,000 has been allocated for the
purpose of defraying the costs of his investigation.
A committee of the Brooklyn League has passed a

worded resolution calling for municipal
lighting and the acquirement of conduits.
W. B. Parson's plans for rapid-transit extensions
appear to have threatened a large number of public
and private interests. The rapid transit commissioners have been listening to arguments and protests
all the week, especially as to a proposed subway
extension through Bronx Park, and the commission
has rejected this particular proposal. Brooklynites
also are particularly angry over the plans affecting
strongly

borough and are demanding a subway under
Fourth Avenue.
There was a rear-end collision between two subway trains on the uptown local line at Worth Street
Three persons were
early on Wednesday morning.
hurt, but the trains proceeded on their way within
No alarm has been occasioned on ac10 minutes.
count of this accident, but the fact has become public
that the much-vaunled safety devices have so
far been fitted only on the express tracks.
The explosion of a steam pipe in the Seventyfifth
Street power house last Saturday evening
led to a stoppage of the dynamos and the complete
tying up of all the elevated traffic in Manhattan for
nearly 30 minutes.
Passengers who had paid their
fares and desired to leave the platforms were given
an accommodation ticket available within 48 hours.
The stock of the Interborough Rapid Transit
their

Company

has risen nearly 100 points in less than a
it rose 23 points in a single week.
are afloat that some large deal is pending
that will materially improve the position of the
company. Some kind of amalgamation will probably come in the future, but there are no clear signs
that any vital negotiations are actually pending.
new concern, to be known as the Hudson Companies, was incorporated at Albany on January 8th
with a capital of $21,000,000 to take over and operate the two tunnels no\v being constructed under the
Hudson River between Manhattan and Jersey City.
These tunnels will not, it is thought, have any
physical or financial connection with the Pennsylvania Railroad scheme, and it is also denied that
the Interborough company has any interest in them.
The tunnels will be completed toward the end of

and recently

year,

Rumors

A

1908.

New bills are being introduced at Albany by the
dozen, mostly of the freak variety. Those affecting
the electrical industry call for a new elevated staon Eighth Avenue and One-hundred-and-thir-

tion

teenth Street; illuminating gas of a certain standard
at 70 cents per 1,000 cubic feet in cities of 400,000
population, and the abolition of advertising signs
in the subway and other public place's.
Assemblyman Wade is reviving a scheme to tax companies
who take water for power purposes from the Niagara River.
The report of the New York Fire Department for
1903 has been issued after a full year's' delay. Of the
6,787 fires in the city in 1903 only 83 were caused by
defective electric fixtures, but 211 fires occurred on
street and elevated cars from various electrical
causes, it is said.
new regulation of the building department requires that in future all elevators shall be provided
with automatic speed governors. The precise regulation can be had from Isaac A. Hopper, superintendent of buildings, Cily Hall, Manhattan.
The West End Association, an organization of

A

taxpayers

in

New York

city, is

calling for lower telephone
of conduits is also urged.

demanding

rates.

legislation

City ownership

W. W.

D.

Ohio.

New

cial

proceeding

January 21, 1905

at the fifth anthis evening at

14.— Attorney William M.
Cleveland, January
Reynolds has brought two more injunction suits
against the cily and the Forest City Railway Company of Qeveland to prevent the latter from taking
possession of the Woodland and Central Aveuiie
lines, now in possession of the Cleveland Electric
Railway Company.

The intention of the Fort Wayne, 'Van Wert and
rumored, is to move
Lima Traction Company, it
is:

general offices from Fort Wayne to Lima, space
having been secured in the Stamets Block, where
its

the Western Ohio offices are located. It is further
said that these two roads will inaugurate a through
service between Dayton and Delphos, thence over
the Clover Leaf into Toledo.
Officers have been elected by the Toledo Urban
and Interurban Railway Company, with George B.
mortgage for $1,000,000 in
Kerper as president.
favor of the Union Savings Bank and Trust Company has been filed to secure a bond issue of that
amount. This company has leased the Toledo,

A

Bowling Green and Southern, Wvhich is owned by
Mr. Kerper and other Cincinnati capitalists.
Nine trains will be operated by the Hocking Valley Railroad Company between Logan and Marion
through Columbus to meet the competition of the
trolley lines
the Scioto "Valley and the Columbus,
Delaware and Marion. Family (Commutation tickets
will be issued and the management has asked farm-

—

who have property to sell to list
with the company, that it may be bulletined for
the benefit of city people who want country homes.
The management of the Toledo Railways and.
Light Company has denied that the new City Council
at Toledo will be asked to grant it a franchise at
once.
Something may be done later on, but at the
present time the company seems to be satisfied to
continue with the franchises it already holds.
New York and Toledo men interested in the Toledo, Columbus and Cincinnati line held a conference
with W. H. Luctenberg in Columbus a few days
ago.
Mr. Luctenberg is to build the road and is
interested in it himself.
Of the $10,000,000 bonds, it
is said that half of them have been sold in New
York, and the remainder will soon be disposed of.
F. C. Schinness of Toledo is the president of the
road.
The Citizens' Electric Company will be organized at Mt. Vernon to build and operate an electricers along the line
it

light plant.
J. G. Schmidlapp and Myron H. Wilson, receivers
for the Appleyard roads, made a tour of inspection

over the line a few days ago.

The

general

belief

now

is

that

the

Sandusky

Southwestern will have to be sold at receiver's sale,
although Manager F, O. Oleson is in the East endeavoring to form a syndicate to take it over.
The Buckeye Street Railway Company of Canton
has changed its name to the Traffic and Transportation

Company.

Cleveland men,

who

be composed of
are planning to build a line from
It

is

said to

Akron

to Canton over the old Everett-Moore route.
Theo. Fluhart, S. H. Carr and George W. Wood
of Dayton have been appointed by the stockholders
of that city as a committee to examine into the
affairs of Arthur E. Appleyard to ascertain what
disposition has been made of the earnings of the
Dayton, Springfield and Urbana and other roads in
which they are interested. The claim that the profits
of the Dayton, Springfield and Urbana have been
used to support other roads will receive special attention.

The Electric Storage Battery Company of Chicago has brought suit to enforce the statutory liaagainst the Central Market Street Railway
Company of Columbus, claiming that it has a bill
for $23,000 for batteries furnished the company. The
also made that the company is insolvent and
is asked.
Dillonvale Heat, Light and Power Company
of Dillonvale has been incorporated with a capital
stock of $50,000 by William D. Dager, Frank Alex-

claim

is

a receiver

The

ander and others.

The line of the Lake Erie, Bowling Green and
Napoleon from Pemberville to Woodville will be
placed in operation within a short time.
The Baker Motor Vehicle Company of Cleveland
has increased its capital stock from $200,000 to $400,-

The company manufactures electric vehicles.
County commissioners are considering the advisaof building a lighting and heating plant for
the county buildings at Bowling Green.

000.

bility

O.

8th published an
telephone system
account of the
of the Brooklyn Rapid Transit Company, which has
no less than 175 miles of wires and is possibly the
largest private exchange in the world. The company
also a large subscriber to the local telephone
is

M'. C.

A

suit

is

pending

in

the

New York

city circuit

court between the Marconi and De Forest wireless
telegraph companies, ihe former alleging infringement of patents. On Monday a demonstration of
space telegraphy was made before Judge Townsend,
who is himself familiar with the technical side of the
question.

A

number

Southeastern States.

private

service.

Charlotte, N. C, January 14.— One of the largest
contracts ever reported in North Carolina for electrical development is that at the falls of the Yadkin
River, near Salisbury, N. C, where D. A. Gillespie
and associates of New York have been awarded
the contract for the erection of a dam to cost in all
The work will be done for the Whitney
$1,700,000.
Reduction Company and will require about two
years' time.

Ladshaw & Ladshaw of Spartanburg,

S. C, have
hand the construction of a lighting plant at SumS. C. for lighting the town, it also being proposed to furnish powder for manufacturing purposes.

in

ter,

of old

and new

electric

automobiles

Indiana.

—

Indi?.napolis, January 14.
The Holland Interurban Sleeping Car Company has arranged to run
Holland sleepers regularly between this city, Dayton, Columbus, and Cleveland.
The service will be

inaugurated in a short time.
The Central Indiana Railroad Company has made
the rather unusual concession to an electric railway
by posting at all its stations a timecard and rate
sheet, showing its connections and rates from all
points on its line to Indianapolis and return by
way of Lebanon over the Indianapolis and North-

western Traction Company's line. The Clover Leaf
railroad has taken similar action by announcing rates
and through service from stations on its line to
Indianapolis,

Dayton and other Ohio

cities

and

St.

Louis over interurban lines via Frankfort, Through
tickets for this service will soon be on sale.
The Columbus, Greensburg and Richmond Traction Company, which proposes to begin construction
early next spring, has made arrangements to enter
Richmond over the Richmond Street and Interurban line from Centerville six miles west.
The Fort Wayne and Wabash Valley Traction
Company is arranging its power house in Huntington so that both engines may be worked together.
In a few days there is to be furnished from this
power house and the power house in Logansport
power for the electric line between Fort Wayne
and Logansport, power for the Wabash city lines and
some of the power for the Fort Wayne city lines.
The company is soon to receive six new 56-foot cars
for use in through service between Fort Wayne and
Indianapolis via Peru.
The City Council of Marion in special session
granted a franchise to the Kokomo, Marion and
Western Traction Company to enter the city over
Fifth Street. The council granted the franchise over
the veto of the mayor and over the petition of the
property owners of Fifth Street.
The government has sent inspectors to examine
the Indiana Electric Railway Company's line with
If
a view of establishing a mail route thereon.
the company secures a contract for carrying the

Wayne and Wabash

mail by trolley the Fort
ley Traction
contract.

Company

will try to

Val-

secure a similar

Willard F. Warner, superintendent of the city
company of Muncie, has incurred the
displeasure of the municipal-ownership advocates by
stating in his annual report that the city could save
$5,000 a year "by contracting with a private electriclighting company for its street lights instead of ownHe
ing and operating a municipal-lighting plant.
shows by figures that that sum is wasted annually
by the city because it does not keep its equipment
up to the standard maintained by private companies.
The Perfection Magneto Company of Anderson
has been incorporated for the purpose of engaging
in the manufacture of dynamos, magnetos, sparkers,
electrical machinery and general electrical supplies
The capital stock is $20,000. F. G.
of all kinds.
Borden and R. E. & M. K. Creighton are the inelectric-light

S. S.

corporators.

bility

The Brooklyn Eagle on January
extensiv.e

is now operating a big plant on the Catawba River, has bought
the electrical plant of the Highland Park Manufacturing Company at Charlotte, N. C, for a reserve
plant.
The plant which has just been bought is one
of the largest cotton-mill steam-electric plants in
this section and is furnished with the latest machinery.
Contracts have been prepared for the construction
of the long-talked-of electric line from Asheville to
Weaveryille, N. C. It is stated that New York
capital is interested in the scheme and
will aid
financially in the work as funds may be needed,
L.

The Catawba Power Company, which

Michigan.
Detroit,

January 14,—The village of Northville

has granted

a

franchise

to

C.

A.

Ward

of

Ann

Arbor for the furnishing of electric light and power.
The new company will put in three dams in the
Huron River and the power house will be built at
Hamburg. It is expected the" company will furnish
the public lights by July at the rate of two cents
per kilowatt-hour.

Wallace Franklin, Michigan manager for Westinghouse. Church, Kerr & Co., has returned from
an eastern business trip.
The city of South Haven has granted a franchise
to 'an electric railway company covering the principal streets of the city and work will be commenced at once upon the construction of several
Henry Bardeen of Otsego. C, W,
miles of track.
Williams of South Haven and S. J, Dunkley of

Kalamazoo are the promoters of the

line, whicli ulti5iately expects to build to Kalamazoo,
The Detroit, i'lonroe and Toledo Short Line electric road has been unable to effect a satisfactory

basis for carrying on its through-passenger business
with the Detroit United Railway between Cleveland
and Detroit, The Detroit United has placed a
high rate for terminal service on freight cars and
asks that the Short Line handle no freight from
Tl^e Short
Ecorse, Wyandotte, Sibley or Trenton,
Line will, however, go ahead with the developm.ent
of the propert}', and it has been decided to doubletrack the road the entire distance between Detroit

and Monroe.
The farmers

along

the

Grand

Rapids,

Grand

M'liskc-Kon

:iM(I

li..n,is

li'lii

ili.ii

nii,"

mil. hilt-

Ml.

..II

.•iiiil

ilnilric line :<rr. boRinninir to
Iri
cloclric power in riiii-

uw

the f;inn.
of Si. Johns arc afjitatinK the

men

I, II

-hii.i.iii

.
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aiuiiiry 21,

ll.ncM

and St. Johns i-ltclric
ihc
UeprL";cnlalivcs
that point northward.
I,an:-inK

1,1

from
fi.irn Alma, Si. Louis, Ith:ica and Maple Kapids rc.iitly alleiidcd a mcctinK of the St. Johns linsincss
Men's Association and a committee was named to

i:iilw:iy

.

invesliKHle the matter.

A

railway employes' association has
been formed in Detroit and the first meeting was
Committees were appointed for
held this week.
the coming year, .ihont half of the executive board
being conipnseil of ni".v nuMnbers.
III.
Si, Joseph Valley
It is n.iw cl.l.Tiiiiii -.1 ili.il
^^|ll
n. .iin^ link for a
i"
i..iii\
Traction
.[..1111
iilniad
lii.li.iiin Mi. Ih'-mh
system.
great
H. E. lin.kl.ii .,i l.lkL.ul J, ic|...ii.d 10 be back
of a proposition to build an eleelric railway from La
It
Grange, Ind., through l.:ikharl to Soulli Bend.
is also planned to liave the line run through Cas-

new

street

'

I

sopoHs and tliencc to Benton Harl>or.

Within the

last eight years about six electric lines have been
projected into Benton Harbor, but this one is regarded as a surety and will be a great help to the
soulhwoslern part of Michigan.
The Detroit Public Lighting Commission expects,
it is .said, to cut Ihe cost per arc light down to about
rate about
$,l.o() per light per month, making the
$36.70 a year per light. The lowest approach to this
figure was the cost about two years ago, when it
was reduced as low as $39.15. This decrease in cost
is accounted
for by Ihc increased number of new
lights which have been put in, as it costs but little
more to put on extra lights once the machinery is
going.
Coal is also cheaper this year, which materially affects the cost.

The

flrand Rapids Railway Company has placed
,i.iii
three
new cars which arc the
iiiN ever lirought to the city of Grand
III'
windows are four feet in width, not
unlil.r .1 riiUiiian drawing-room coach.
The bodies
are partly of steel and represent the most modern
pattern' of surface-car construction.
The Grand Rapids Public Lighting Commission is
experiencing some difficulty with the schoolljoard in
regard to the sub-stations which are located in the
sdiool buildings, on account of alleged insulficicnt
insulation of the wires carrying 5,000 volts.
In an address to the Common Council by the
ill

fill.

.iiiiiiii

I

1

11..

1

]\:i].i.l

newly

mayor, George P. Codd, he recommends that the board of estimates allow an issue
of $150,000 in bonds to enlarge the capacity of the
present lighting plant from 2,900 arc lamps to about
5,000 lainps. He also takes the stand that no further
concession be given the street-car company until it
complies with the ordinances covering sanitation
and the protection of lives.
The Pere Marquette railroad will equip all the
cars of its system with electric lights to take the
place of oil and acetylene lights now in use on the
majority of cars.
The equipment consists of a
eleclecl

to the car axle.
When the car is
stopped the current is automatically switched to a
storage battery which is charged from the axle dy-

dynamo attached
namo.
There

considerable strife over the ownership of
the electric alarm factory now located at Muskegon Heights. William F. Braum and C. H. Shaffer are the principals in the controversy.
C. G. W.
is

61

generated on Big Pine and I»nc Pine Crecki, Oil.
Almul 10.000 liorse|H>wi.T will lie generated.
The citl^tens of lluntsville, Utah, an- aKllalirig
the rinestion f>f Intntling the town to rainc Hufficicnl
money to establish a municipal elcclric-lighlint{ plant.
The plant is to be loculcd at tlic mouth of Ihc South
Fork,
It is the intention of T. L. Oddic and capitalists
of California to construct a power plant near Mono
I-akc, 120 miles from Tonopah, Ncv., and 4S miles

from

Goldfield,

Nev.

A.

future.

Paolfio Slope.
San Francisco, January 13— Secretary Mctcalf of
the Department of Commerce and Labor, in setting
forth the need of a detention station at San Fr.ancisco for the examinalion of immigrants, has submitted a detailed estimalc of the cost of such an
to

institution,

Francisco Bay.

be

located

Included

on Angel Island,
in the

estimate

is

San
power

control of the water in the river at Prosscr,
Wash., can be secured. President E. F. Benson of
the Prosscr Falls L;uid and Power Company will
erect a power plant to furnish electricity for lighting,
manufacturing and all purposes.
President Goode of the Portland General Electric
Company of Portland, Ore., states that his company
has decided to build a 40,000-horsepower electric
If

Oregon

City, Ore.

It is understood that a force of men will leave at
once for Martin Rapids, Ore., on the McKenzie
River, to clear a right-of-way for a canal to be built
by the Willamette Valley Electric Railroad Company, with which to supply power for a power plant
to operate its proposed electric-railway system.
G.
C. Diers, chief engineer for the company, verifies
the report that work will begin at once.
E. D. N. Lehe, representing the Bay Counties
Power Company, has applied to the Board of Trustees of Winters, Cal., for a franchise to construct
poles, wires, transformers, etc., along the streets of
Winters.
Plans are now being drawn in San Francisco to
replace Station A of the Eureka Lighting Company
at Eureka, Cal., which was recently destroyed by fire.
J. W. Eddy, who is one of the promoters of the
incline railway up Mt. Hollywood, and the Broadway Land Company of Los Angeles, Cal., are grading the roadbed of the Mt. Hollywood railway. It
is probable
that the roadbed will be completed
through Griffith Park tc the foot of the incline at
an early date. The plans include an electric railway
to extend from Sunset Boulevard to Los Feliz Avenue, and to connect with the Los Angeles-Pacific

It

is

from Kenosha

proposed to
to the lakes.

build

an

electric

line

The Interurban Railway Company has begun the
survey of a new line from Des Moines to Perry,
Iowa.

The Milwaukee (Wis.) Electric Railway and
Company has secured a site at Mukwonago on
which to build a power house to furnish power for
the new line from Milwaukee to Elkhorn.
The Rhinelandcr (Wis.) Power Company has let
the contract for erecting a new dam and power
house at Hat Rapids to P. B. Faragher of Cleveland, Ohio.
Both dam and power house will be of
Light

and 13.000 horsepower

be developed.
The total cost will be $26,650, and the work is to
be completed September i, 1005.
Tlie Omaha (Neb.), Decatur and Northern Interurban Railway Company has let the contract to
C. B. Pierce and L. F. Wakefield of Sioux City,
Iowa, for the construction of 17 miles of the new
It is thought
line between Decatur and Tekamali.
that the road will be in operation by October 1st.
The Great Northern Power Company of Duluth,
Minn., has amended its articles of incorporation,
increasing its capital I0 $2,000,000. It is claimed
that power will be delivered within 18 months.

concrete,

will

R.

Rocky Mountain

—

States.

January 13. The California-Nevada Mining, Milling and Power Company has been
incorporated at Salt Lake, Utah, by Hon. George
S. Nixon, Pierce Evans, John S. Cook and others
with a capital stock of $5,000,000, Power will be
Salt

Lake

City.

yr:,T,-

trip

:,Tl.-,rt:

,,f

,1,,-

devoted to

to itc

„

.

>„

:•

Burton E. Lucas, fom
elcciric liijhl and walerw.tk
the St. 1 ori» (Mich.) plant,

'ich,)
•:.. r.u.
rr.'-itljr of
hat .icccptcd » jyyii(Mich.}
I

manager of the Harbor Springs

nr.

cli-elric-ii({hl
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Frank R. Mistertky, who ha» been chief electrician of the lightingr commission of Detroit, Mich.,
has Ijccn promoted to the ponition of assistant cuperinlcndcnt, to take the place of A. S. Hatch, resigned.
The position of chief electrician will be
t.ikcn

W.

by

C. J.

A. Andrews.

Purdy has severed

his connection with the
Cbmi.-any and has accepted ihe
of general manager of Ihe American Incandescent Lamp Company. The general offices of
Ihc latter company arc now located at No. 26 Cortlandt Street, New York city.

Mundcr

Electric

position

Friends of Mr. E. Kuhlman, president of the
Kuhlman Electric 0.>mpany of Elkhart, InA, are
extending their condolences on the occasion of the
death of his lo-year-old daughter on January lilh.
The little girl had lx:cn ill for about three years
with rheumatism, which finally attacked the heart
and ended her suffering.

Henry

Mortimer, Jr., of the General Electric
Company has joined the New York office
the (^rockcr-Whcclcr Company.
He will
assist F. B. DcGress, manager of that office, and
will succeed A. J. Thompson, who has accepted a
position with the New York branch of the Bullock
Electric Manufacturing Company.
C.

Inspection

staff

of

Another matrimonial rumor is connected with the
of Mr. Marconi. This time the lady in Ihc
is an Italian and a princess.
The Patria of
Rome reports that the inventor is engaged to marry
Princess Giacinia Ruspoli, aged 21 years, the young-

name
case

daughter of Prince Francesco Ruspoli, master
of the holy hospice, a high hereditary Vatican posiest

tion.

Prof. \V. E. Goldsborough of Purdue University
has been decorated by the king of Italy with the
Order of the Knights of the Crown, one of the
highest honors ever conferred by the crown upon a
foreigner.
The decoration is a white maltese cross.
having the crown of Italy on one side and the royal
arms on the reverse. This distinction arose out of
Professor Goldsborough's work while at the' head
of the electric department at the St. Louis Fair.

William F. Potter, vice-president, has been elected
to succeed the late W. H. Baldwin, Jr., as president
the Long Island railroad.
Resolutions were
passed at the meeting praising the work of Mr.
Baldwin in building up the railroad and Ihe residential parts of Long Island.
Mr. Potter is 49 years
of age.
is a member of the Atlantic .Avenue

of

He

Improvement Commission and the Brooklyn Grade
Crossing Commission, and also a
Engineers' Qub.

A. L.

member

of the

Drum

H. Smith and others, with a capital stock
The route of the proposed road is from
Jamestown, Cal., through Mariposa County, and
thence into the Yosemite Valley. It is to be a
standard gauge. There is to be a main line of 40
miles and a branch line of 35 miles. A bill is to be
introduced in Congress providing rights-of-way into
the valley.

his resignation.

The Jamestown and Yosemite Railway Company

$25,000.

Ihe

^n/m

'.

a

of $100,000.

railroad.

man,

—

Minneapolis, January 14. Tlie electric-light plant
at Osceola, Iowa, is to be enlarged at once and a
24-liour service will be started.
The Kenosha (Wis.) and Lake Geneva Railway
Company has been incorporated with a capital of

'

I

•

of Anderson, Ind., for the last two
.years general manager of the Indiana Union Traction Company, has resigned and will retire from
duty February 1st. Mr. Drum is said to have accepted a similar position with the Chicago and Milwaukee Electric Railroad Company.
ifr.
Drum
came to the Union Traction people from Terre
Haute, Ind., where he was reared. He soon rose
to assistant manager and then to general manager.
He is a young man of exceptional executive ability,
and the Union Traction people reluctantly accepted

has been incorporated by T.

Northwestern States.

R.ii.

in

a

for lighting to cost $58,000.

station at

of

f>nii

lioii

The Ncva<la Power Company, which hai recently
been organized by Denver (Colo.) and Quincy (III.)
capiLalists, announces that it will begin at once construction work on the electric plant on Bishop Creek,
near Bishop, Inyo Coimty, Cal., from which it proposes to derive power for Goldfield and Tonopah,
Ncv.
L. R. Ames and Frank Simpson have organized
a company in .Smith Valley, Nev., with sufficient
capital subscribed to build a telephone line from
Wellington to (jardnerville, Ncv. It is probable that
the erection of the line will commence in the near

plant

Ihr

S.

Bullock, S. D. Fresh-

S.

.It is announced that the Spokane Traction Company of Spokane, Wash., is arranging to build a
branch electric line to the interstate fair grounds

The City Council has
granted the company a franchise.
It is reported that the Fortuna Lighting Company
of Fortuna, Cal., will extend its lines into Ferndale,
Cal., in the near future.
The Siskiyou Electric Power Company has leased
from Charles Kappler his entire electric-light and
power plant at Etna, Cal., and the new company will
hereafter manage the business in connection with
its own.
The Pacific electric railway of Los Angeles. Cal.,
will begin the construction of its branch line to
Covins, and thence to Pomona next April. Engineers arc now in the iield making the final survey.
A.'
in time for the fair next fall.

PERSONAL.
C. A. Barney, superintendent of the electrical department of the Western Tube Company of Kewanee, 111., was in Chicago this week in the interest
of his company.

Alfred R. Wolff lias been appointed consulting
engineer for the heating and ventilation of both
the United Engineering Building and the Engineers'
Club, to bi erected in New Y''ork city under :he
Carnegie gift to engineering of $1,500,000. C. O.
M'ailloux was selected as the consulting electrical
engineer for the LTnited Engineering Building, and

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
James Beezley has sold out his
business at Paonia, Col.

electric-lighting

The town

of Homer, La., has under consideration
the establishment of an electric-light plant.

The city of Anthony, Kan., is preparing to install
system of electric lights. W. A. Miller of Anthony heads the committee having the matter in
a

charge.

The commissioners at Manila, P. I., have passed
act granting to Tgnacio Amalot authority to
channel Albay River for the purpose of generating
light and power.

an

On January 24th the city of Ocala, Fla., will
vote on a proposition to issue $45,000 of bonds, a
portion of the proceeds of which will be used to
improve the

electric-light plant.

The Denver Gas and

Electric Company, Denver,
Colo., in a circular letter, says that it is going to
keep on pounding until it has convinced storekeepers
that there are a dozen reasons why they should
outline their windows with electric light.

The Sumter Electric Light and Railway Company
of Sumter, S. C, has been incorporated with $200,000 capital by J. L. Alniett. H. F. Wilson of Sumter,
W. C. Brister, Albert De Haven of Philadelphia,
Pa., and E. M. Bad of Lewisburg, N. C, to con-
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struct

electric-light

and power

had previously applied for a

plants.
franchise.

is reported that the city of Knoxville, Tenn..
considering the municipal ownership of the elecplant, and has appointed a committee to

It

Work on the sub-station that the Spring River
Power Company is building near Joplin, Mo., is
complete and arrangements will be made to turn
on power early in February. This is one of four
sub-stations, each of 750-kilowatt capacity, that are
to be supplied from a power plant at Lowell, Kan.,
where a generator capacity of 3,000 kilowatts, direct
connected to waterwhecls, is installed. Power is to
be supplied to the zinc mines near Joplin. The engineering, as well as the work of construction in connection with this development, was done by the
Arnold Electric Power Station Company of Chicago.

investigate the advisability of the proposition.

At the annual meeting of the M'erchants' Electric
Light, Heating and Power Company of York, Pa.,
Presithe following-named officers were elected
vice-president, George C. Campdent, C. H. Bear
bell
treasurer, Henry Washbers secretary, Thomas
B. Loucks; manager, William L. Bear.
:

;

;

In a paper "On the Temperature of the Arc,"
presented in the Bulletin of the Bureau of Standards, C. W. Waidner and G. K. Burgess conclude
that in the light of the best evidence that is at present available it would seem that the true temperature of the hottest part of the positive carbon is
between 3,900 degrees and 4,000 degrees absolute.

The Knoxville Traction Company
ijl20,ooo

addition

to

its

power house

is

in

The Hamilton Cataract Power, Light and TracCompany has recently started the two 5,000kilowatt Westinghouse generators in its De Cew
Falls power station in Ontario.
Power is supplied
from Welland Canal feeders, tapped in about 14
miles above the power station, and at the station the
water has a head of 267 feet. The Westinghouse
generators are of the two-bearing type, direct connected to F^cher-Wyss waterwheels and run at a
speed of 286 revolutions per minute. They generate
three-phase current at a frequency of 66 cycles and
a pressure of 2,400 volts.
The power is transmitted
to the cit}' of Hamilton, Ontario, where it is used
for lighting, street railway and manufacturing purposes.
reserve steam-driven station is located at
Hamilton, which contains two 1,000-kilowatt Westinghouse generators. The company has two separate three-phase transmission lines to Hamilton, a
distance of about 35 miles.
The high-tension apparatus is designed for a pressure of 40,000 volts,
but will be operated for a time at 20,000 volts. Mr.
William Hawkins is 'general manager of the Hamilton company and is also engineer in charge of the

building a
Knoxville,

Tenn.

The Northwest Arkansas Electric Railway Company has been incorporated to build an electric railway in Siloam Springs, Ark., and also from Siloam
Springs to various towns and villages in Benton
County. The incorporators are L. D. Moore of
St. Louis, D. J. Godbold, Fort Smith, and John P.
Logan, A. W. Perrine and Thomas Williams of
Siloam Springs.
Clifford D. Bebee of Detroit, M'ich., has purchased
the franchises of the Bluegrass Consolidated TracCompany of Lexington, Ky., for $2,457. They
were sold at public auction by Master Commissioner
Webb on the strength of a receivership brought by
creditors on claims for ?20,ooo.
Senator George B.
Davis of Detroit promoted the enterprise and lost,
is

said,

The

City Council of Cleveland, Ohio, has authorthe Cleveland Electric Railway Company to
begin an experimental service for an indefinite length
of time to determine the profitableness of a threecent fare within a radius of two miles from the
center of the city. No transfers will be given on the
three-cent cars.
The cars will go only the length
of the three-cent zone.
The street-car company
has the right to abandon the experiment at its disized

.

cretion.

Apparatus will be erected on land belonging to
the state, between Tomteboda and Vartan, in order
to carry out the experiments in electric traction,
for which a grant of 500,000 crowns ($134,000)
has been made by the Swedish government. At
Tomteboda station the double-trolley system will be
used and at Vartan the third-rail system will be
employed. For these experiments a hia^h-tension,
single-phase, alternating current will be used, the
tension and frequency of wdiich will vary according
to requirements.

The ordinance

allov/ing the proposed extension
Northwestern elevated railway to Ravenshas been passed by the Chicago City Council
by an almost unanimous vote.
Mayor Harrison,
who had vetoed the ordinance on a previous passage,
stated that he was in favor of the grant and explained that his refusal to sign it was on account
of the bribery charges made by Alderman Butler
in connection with the passage of the ordinance.
These charges, it was shown, were unfounded, and
he recommended the extension.

of

the

The proposed

electric

highest of the Alps,

may

railway up Mt. Blanc, the
be constructed by a com-

just formed in Paris.
The railway, if built,
will start at the Fayet, on the Paris-Lyon-Mediterranean line, at a 1,500-foot level, and will have nine
stations.
Mr. Duportal, the official engineer of the

French government, has made plans for obtainmg
necessary electrical energy from some of the
to be found in the locality. The
line will end at Aiguilles du Gouter, 14,430 feet
above the level of the sea. The cost of the whole
line, which will have a length of 20 kilometers, will
be $2,000,000, which has all been subscribed.
It is
calculated- that 90,000 tourists go every year to
Chamounix to try the ascent and that instead of
paying $60 for the service of guides they will be
glad to make the ascent by railroad at the cost of
only $10 each. The Jungfrau line, which is nearly
completed, arrives at an altitude of 12.498 feet
above the level of the sea, but has the disadvantage
of running mostly through tunnels.
The Mont
Blanc railway, on the contrary, will have only one
the

numerous waterfalls

scale to care for several thousand members and
The advertising committee has been hard
work. Before the time for the meeting of the
convention hundreds of thousands of pieces of literature will have been sent out.
Sets of souvenir
cards giving views of Colorado scenery will be
mailed by the Denver Gas and Electric Company
for the advertising committee.
A booklet will also
be sent out containing detailed information regarding
°
visitors.

PUBLICATIONS.
The Mica Insulator Company of New York has
withdrawn all its former prices and has now issued
a

new

'

price

for 1905.

list

products are listed in the

All the company's various
new book.

hotels in

The Wagner

Electric Manufacturing

Company

of

Louis has issued in pamphlet form a paper
presented at the October meeting of the Kansas
Gas, Water and Electric Light Association by G.
Percy Cole, entitled "Answers to Some Central-station Questions About Single-phase Motors."

all

portions of the state and other data.

St.

TELEGRAPH.
The Postal Telegraph-cable Company
an office at Vinita, I. T., using the pole
Pioneer Telephone Company.

A

new^ and interesting publication of the United
States government is the Bulletin of the Bureau of

The

number, dated November i,
pamphlet of 124 pages, conamong other things, articles by K. E. Guthe
on the "Silver Voltameter," Frank A. Wolff on
"International Electrical Units," P. G. Nutting on
"Rectifying Effects in Conducting Gases," and C.
W. Waidner and G. K. Burgess on the "TemperaStandards.

1904, is
taining,

an

ture of the Arc." In a prefatory note Director S.
W. Stratton of the Bureau of Standards says that
the bulletin will embody the result of the investigations, researches and other work
of the bureau
which may be of importance to the scientific, technical and manufacturing interests of the country.
It will be issued at intervals as frequently as the
number of papers ready for publication may require.
Schedules of fees, regulations and other matter pertaining to the testing work of the bureau will be
issued in the form of circulars of information.

CALENDARS.
The Resinol Chemical Company of Baltimore has
beautiful art calendar for 1905.
Six sheets of
heavy enameled paper contain on one side six fine
color designs of babies and children, while on the
reverse sides are drawings depicting child life, with
spaces for the notation of baby's "sayings and doings."
The calendar is distributed by the comp,anv
by an arrangement of which it will no doubt send
particulars on application.
a

W. H.

Schott, engineer, of Chicago, is distributing a fine wall calendar, accompanied by a sight
draft duly drawn in favor of the recipient to the
amount of 365 days of health, happiness and prosperity, charged to the account of W. H. Schott.
The picture on the calendar represents two newsboys, small, but capitalists nevertheless, who are dividing up the proceeds of their work, or, in other
words, declaring a dividend.

w-ill put in
lines of the

Two gangs of men have been put to work removing the Western Union wires along the line of the
Philadelphia, Baltimore and Washington railroad

first

illustrated

wood

pany

on a

at

way

before superstructure work is commenced.
President Leslie Carter says the proposed express service
will be running next fall.
There is nothing detinite
with regard to the Stockyards extension of the road.

Much progress has been made by the committees
arrangement for the annual convention of the
National Electric Light Association, which will
be
held in Denver and Colorado Springs the
week of
June 6th. Both Denver and Colorado Springs are
doing everything in their power to com.plete the
arrangements early. Preparations are being made
of

installation.

probably $50,000.

Extension work on the South Side elevated railin Chicago is progressing slowly.
The foundation between Twelfth Street and Forty-third
Street, where the new third track will be built, has
been completed, but it may be the end of February

The first annual meeting and banquet of the Ohio
Interurban Railway Association wih be held at the
Algonquin Hotel in Dayton, on January 26th. In
the forenoon a business meeting will be held, followed by the election of officers. In the afternoon
the subject, "Steam Power," will be taken up,
and
the opening addresses will be made by able speakers,
fhe banquet will be served in the evening. As this
is to be the first annual banquet
of the association.
Secretary J. H. Merrill requests that every member
attend and also bring a friend with him interested
in interurban matters.

A

tion

it

The Iowa Engineering Society held its seventeenth annual meeting in Iowa City, Iowa, last week.
During the meeting interesting papers on engineering subjects were read by B.
J. Lambert of Iowa
City, J. B. Marsh of Des Moines, C. A. Baughraan
of Marshalltown, C. R. Allen of Ottumwa, C. T
Wilson of Waterioo and C. P. Chase of Clinton.
The officers elected were: President, J. D. Wardle
of Cedar Rapids; vice-president. Prof. L. E. Ashbaugh of Ames; secretary and treasurer. Prof. B.
J.
Lambert of Iowa City; directors, A. J. Cox of Iowa
City and W. H. Jackson of Des Moines.

tion

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.

AND SCHOOLS.

The central department of the Young Men's
Christian Association is bringing Lieut. G. L. Carden to Chicago for a lecture on "The American
Invasion of Europe." The lecture will be of importance to all who are interested in mechanics and
engineering. It occurs Saturday, January 21st, at
8:15 p. ra., in the association auditorium, 153 La
^-^
Salle Street.

Ala., are the engineers in charge.

tric-light

;

SOCIETIES

Eastern capitalists are about to form the Tallapoosa Waterpower and Electric Company for the
purpose of erecting a $500,000 electric power plant
to develop power for manufacturing purposes in
Alabama. Ashfield & Chapman of Montgomery,

George Page has succeeded to all the stock of
the Gallup Electric Light and Power Company of
Gallup, N. M.
is

January 21, 1905

POWER TRANSMISSION.

Mr. Alniett

between Wilmington,
Western Union wires

Del.,

and Philadelphia.
All
branch

will be taken off this

of the Pennsylvania road.

SPACE TELEGRAPHY.
In pursuance of an agreement entered into between
the Marconi Wireless Telegraph Company and the
British postoffice authorities, it is now possible to
dispatch from every Postal Telegraph office in the
tinited Kingdom messages for transmission by the
wireless system from the company's coast stations
to ships at sea.

MISCELLANEOUS.
is much activity in rubber culture in Ceylon,
Sumatra, Borneo and the Maylayan Peninsula.
Since the United States is a large consumer
of rubber and the Philippine Islands possess in climate, latitude and soil even better conditions for the
production of rubber than do the domains mentioned,
the wisdom of planting Para rubber in the Philippines is strongly urged by Consul-general O. F.
Williams of Singapore.

There

Java,

In electric hair cutting the cutting instrument is
comb over which is stretched a platinum wire
connected in circuit with a source of current which
may be obtained by screwing a plug into an electric-light socket.
Upon closing a switch in the
handle of the comb the wire is brought to a bright
heat and as the comb is drawn through the hair
the wire burns off the ends evenly, singeing the
hair at the same operation.
Since the hot wire is
not a live flame, the hair cannot be set on fire, as
with the ordinary singeing apparatus.
a

'

tunnel.

One of the handsome wall calendars of the season comes from the National Carbon Company of
Cleveland, Ohio.
The picture of the young lady
which adorns the calendar bespeaks the good taste
of the National company and upholds its reputation
of advocating only the best. A moonlight schedule
for the year 1905 is also a feature and the schedule
for each month is placed on the corresponding leaf
of the calendar.
With each date is given also the
rising and setting time of the sun and moon.

The Societa Elettrotecnica Italiana of Turin. Italy,
has invented and constructed devices for the application of electric power to plows and other farm
machinery which is quite similar to methods that
have been tentatively employed in this country. The
device consists of two power cars, which ate stationed at each side of the field and between which
are stretched cables attached to the plow. The electric current is taken from a trolley line; a current
of about 500 volts is said to be needed.
The plow

'

January 21,
it pulled by
to the rillicr.
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GcoiKc Bell/ was instaully
the Laclede Gas Conipany

llic

field

killed at the plant of
in
St. I^ills recently

while using a Ii-IiijIiomc nf ihe company's private
syslcm. It is IIhjiikIiI pi.ssiiiic that an elcctric-light
wire which had broken and fallen over the lelophonc
wires produced the fatal electric shock.

A

news dispatch

fron;

Siiaron,

Pa.,

relates

that

Superintendent Warren Clifton, Assistant Manager
William Kromlish and Chief lilcctrician W. McKee
of the Carnegie Steel Company, while using the
electric arc recently to burn out an obslrnction in
a furnace, were overcome and rendered unconscious.
I^hysicians who were called diagnosed the case as
"electric sunstroke," the men sufifcring from sympto sunstroke.

toms similar

In conclusion of the lecture series given

salesmen of
tiniirrl
<ini
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ill
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Palmer, E. W. Rockafellow, IC. M. Scribner, O. C.
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TRADE NEWS.
Walker & Co. have succeeded to the electrical
contracting business of the Brown-Walker Company
at

Memphis, Tenn.

The

electrical supply firm of

Cramer & Rosenthal,

Houston, Texas, whicli is now in voluntary bankruptcy, hopes to resume business again.
Neclcy Bros, have purchased the business of the
Ross Electric Company of Lincoln, Neb. Mr. Ross
will move to Chickasha, L T., where he will assume
the management of the Chickasha Light and Power

Company, and

alto engage in the
busincsi he has followed In Lincoln.
will

tame
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tine of

supply firm of Miller & Vou of
I'ort Worth, Texas, has been diitolvcd, and Mr.
Miller will continue the busincis.

The

electrical

The Cascade Gas and Electric Fixture Company
of Seattle, Wash., lias been incorporated with a capital of $15,000 by G. U. Swinhart and others.
Samuel Levy and J. C. Kimball, composing the
Reliable Electric Company of Louisville, Ky., have
dissolved partnership. The business will be conducted by Mr. Kimball.
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firm has branch
cofmections in al:
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Webb Gty,
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L.ai t ;,n.| ! '/wer
succeeds to the position of

electrician.

the salesmen of the ''
Company of Chicago were callri
were given the opp<jnuniiy of
of lectures by experts of ilii-ir
those of other concerns
by the Electric Appliain
customary practice of tht
lecture week the salesmen oKfam
which help them in their work.

of

All

'

nice
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Ties
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The Virginia Electric
Company of Petersburg,

'tool and
Va., is to

Manufacturing
l>e

incorporated

manufacture an electric reciprocating hammer
vented by Louis Paulero.
to

in-

& Sons aimouncc that they have estabNew York office at II Broadway, through
all export, New England and Middle States

A. L. Idc

nd
lied

..

the
^ the

nun/

[<oinlers

lished a

which

will be transacted hereafter, the management being entrusted to Mr. J. G. Robertson, ide
& Sons make the Ideal steam engine, and their works
and general office are at Springfield, 111.

BUSINESS.

business

Sealed proposals will be received at the oflSce of
the supervising architect of the Treasury Department, Washington, U. C, until February 4th for
the installation of an electric passenger elevator in
the United States custom house and postolficc at
Nashville. Tenn., in accordance with the drawings
and specification, copies of which may be obtained
at the office mentioned.
It is announced that Henry S. Manning had sold
to his partner, Cliarles A. Moore, his entire interest
in the firm of Manning, Maxwell & Moore and in

the various manufacturing concerns owned and controlled by the firm, including the Shaw Electric
Crane Company of Muskegon, Mich., which Mr.
Moore now owns and controls. There is to be no
change in the name or character of the firm of Manning, Maxwell & Moore, except that it is now owned
and its business conducted entirely by Mr. Moore

The Haberkorn
Ind., says that

linginc

Company of Fort Wayne,

by putting one of

old engine a material saving
coal bill.

its

cylinders on an
in the

may be made

W. N. .Matthews & Ero. of O03 Carleion Building,
St. Louis, manufacturers of the Stombaugh guy
anchor, are making an ofTcr to telephone, electriclight and street-railway companies which is, so they
say, getting many new customers for them.
When
they find a man who is doubtful of the holding ability of the Stombaugh guy anchor they offer to let
him screw one of their anchors in alongside of a
"deadman." The strain is taken off the "deadman"
and put on the anchor in such a manner that if the
anchor does not hold the strain will go back to the
"deadman" and no damage will result. If the anchor does not hold it may be returned, freight at
the sellers' expense.
Matthews & Bros, expect a
convert and payment for the anchor if it docs hold.
Thirty days is the time allowed Jot testing.
The
firm says that this test almost invariably results in
a new customer.

ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.
Issued r United States Patent Office)

Electromagnelic Metal- working
Francis W. Jcssop, Cleveland, Ohio.

Machine.
Applica-

779,427.

tion filed March 30, 1904.
The plunger of an fk-ctroniagnct acta upon a toggle
lever, which in turn forces together the jaws of the ma-

779432. Polypliase Magnet. David L. Lindquist,
Yonkers, N. Y., assigcnor to the Sundh Electric
Company. Application filed May 23, 1904.

Janu

igos-

Telephone

Bracket.
Samuel J. Seifricd,
Chicago, 111., assignor to the Chicago Writing
Machine Company, Chicago, III. Application

779>5^4-

filed

September

25,

1903.

A

bracket for telephones consists of a vertically swinging arm, to which tlie telephone is pivotally attached, and
flexible tapes for maintaining the vertical position of the
telephone in all positions of the arm.

Trolley Device. Henry
C. Weitzel, Baltimore,

Henry

June

filed

10,

Reese

O.

Md.

and

Application

1904.

Combined with a trolley arm
are a shoulder closing a portion
slot and a trolley wheel-carrying
pivoted between the upper ends

Telegraph
779,443.
Line.
Eugene

and

A

Transmission

bell provided with a tuned rccd tongue is provided
each sub-station, the operative rates of actuation of
bells being higher than the natural rales of vibraof the reed tongues.
Means at the central office
impress upon the line ringing current of frequencies corresponding to the operative rates of actuation of the bells
and sufficiently close to the natural rates of the tongues

at

the

tion

transmitted

to start

24,

Resistances are associated with a sliding arm constructed to cut them into and out of circuit.
An in-

Protective Covering for Storage-battery
779.553Plates.
Achille Meygret. Paris, France. Application filed April 6, 1904.

Coupling for Electric Cables. John J. DesNew York, N. Y., assignor to Dossert &

In a battery plate are a retaining base, an active
material applied to the base
and a soluble film surounding the base and active material and furnishinj;
:e coating or covennj

Co. Application filed July 16, 1903.
The stranded end of an electric cable having a core
provided with a coupling section surrounding the end
and a collar between the core and tlic strands for bulg-

;

is

ing the

the coupling sections being provided with
retaining means beyond the bulging part of the strands.
latter,

System of Electrical Distribution for ElecRailways. Josef H. Hallberg, Cincinnati,
Ohio. Application filed February 26, 1904.

NO. 779.447.

— CONTROLLER.

tric

Electrical distribution for railways consists in using
as a main source of energy a single-phase generator, the
sources of energy which effect movement of the motor
vehicles being polyphase generators actuated by, but
electrically independent of, the single-phase generator.
(See cut on next page.)

Apparatus for Telephone Trunk Lines.
Walter O. Pennell, Philadelphia, Pa., assignor to
Electric
Company, Chicago, 111.
the Western

779j497-

Application

filed

Two

November

23,

1900.

telephone switchboards, at each of which telelines are centered, arc connected by a trunk line
for connection with a telephone line at each
board.
electrically controlled ringing key at one
of the boards applies current to the telephone line with
whicli tiie trunk line is connected at that board, and
separate means eontrolhd at the distant board actuate

phone

adapted

An

ringing key.

Art

79,508.

Daniel
filed

A
istics

M.

of
Electrical
Wave Transmission.
Therrell. Atlanta, Ga. Application
17, 1902.

February

method of reinforcing ihe essential voice characterand thereby improving the transmission ar4d ar-

ticulation

of electrically

transmitted

consists in
series of voice

the phase relations of the si
by interference to reduce the fundamental wiiile increasing the partials of the voice waves corresponding
to the essential characteristic partial tones of the sonorous voice waves electrically transmitted.

Printing-telegraph
Ridgefield Park, N. J.

9,

1904.

plication filed

System.
John Burry.
Application filed April

.

In a printing-telegraph system there are combined
with a main line, a local circuit, a polarized relay for
controlling the impulses of current therein and a repeating mechanism operated by a magnet. A local cir-

June

4,

1904.

Combined with a doorway crossover and a flexible
metallic curtain supported thereby are a movable bridge
piece and means engaging with the curtain for opening and closing the bridge piece.

speech,

impressing upon the line a successive
waves of the same essential form and

79,524.

Trolley
Bridge.
Robert T. McCarroll.
Columbus, Ohio, assignor to the Columbus Sieel
Rolling Shutter Company, Columbus, Ohio. Ap-

779,554.

779.475-

the

1901.

arc-controlling mechanism co-operates with devices
. An
possessing inertia carried by the mechanism. Means
allow the devices to oscillate freely relati%-cly to the

dependent circuit-closer in circuit with the resistances
and arm, a single electromagnel and means controlled
by the magnet for mechanically closing the circuitcloser and actuating the arm to vary the resistances
complete the apparatus.
(See cut.)

sert,

them vibrating.

Electric Arc Lamp.
Waller C. Fish, Lynn,
Mass.. assignor to the General Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y. Application filed June

779.539-

Electric Controller. August Sundh, Yonkers, N. Y., assignor to the Sundh Electric Company. Application filed June 3, 1904.

779,447.

779,469.

as-

Party-line Telephone System. William W.
Dean, Chicago. III., assignor to the Kellogg
Switchboard and Supply Company, (Hiicago, III.
Application filed June 15, 1903.

F.
Roeber,
Philadelphia,
Pa.
Application filed March 9, 1901.
A wave conductor comprises a substantially uniform
line having sources of positive reactance and of negative resistance inserted at intervals along the line and

producing a smaller attenuation of the
waves than the line without these sources.

Ma-

signor to the Weslern Electric Company, Chicago, 111. Application filed May 13, 1904,

779o33-

having a slotted head
of the rear side of the
gravity-operated rocker
of the sides.

Telephone

m

Connection Board for Dynamo-electric
779.532chines. John G. Crawford, Lagrange, 111.,

Electrical terminals are carried by the board
and a
number of connecting members for the board arc secured to the frame of the machine. Recesses arc
formed in the edges of the board and a lug carried by
each member is adapted to enter one of the recesses,
whereby the board is securely held in place and a maximum separation is obtained between the terminals
and
the connecting members.

In a polyphase magnet arc magnet coils, a source o£
current supply in circuit therewith and
means for converting the single-phase current into twophase current of 90 degrees phase difference.

siugle-pliase

779,441.

opcrated by a magnet in the main line, the
repeating
magnet bcmg responsive only to prolonged impulses ol
current
its circuit due to corresponding intcrmptions
in the current in the main line.
(Sec cut on next pip:.)

779.575-

Poh'phase Winding.

Norwood, Ohio, assignor
Manufacturing Company.
vember 6, 1903.

Bernard A. Behrend,
to the

Bullock Electric

Application

filed

No-

A

polyphase winding is used in which the number of
coils in each phase winding opposite adjacent field poles
is

di fie rent.

779.5S9-

Electric

Batten.'.

Frederic

P.

Dewey,

Application filed March 25,
jNIay 19, 1904.
The cathode of the battery is in the shape of a thin
fiat strip and is maintained in contact with main body
of the electrolyte at one edge only.

"Washington, D. C.
1902.

Renew^ed

:
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Signal System for Elevators. BartholoApplication filed
J. Foley, Pittsburg, Pa.

779692.

mew

March

12, 1900.

A stationary push button closes the call circuit and
an independent signal circuit is normally open and arranged to be set but not closed by actuating the call
Means close the signal circuit after it has been
circuit.
set by the call circuit and an independent normally open
release circuit releases the signal circuit and arranges
it to be again set by the call circuit.

Telephone Selecting System. William D.
Watkins, San Jose, Cal. Application filed May

779,892.

Electrode. Edgar F. Price, Niagara Fails,
v., assignor to the Union Carbide Company,
Niagara Falls, N. Y. Application filed June 28,

77%7ZZN.

1904.

An

comprises a carbide and a binder
bituminous coal and liquid hydrocarbon.

electrode

coked

Electric Pump. EdWin F. Porter, Boston,
Mass., assignor to the Porter Air Compressor
Company, Kittery, Maine. Application filed Feb-

luary

An

1903.

9,

circuit operates the

electric

pump, means operated
control the motion

fluid through the pump
pump and means operated by
duced by the pump vary the action of

by the flow of
of the

the pressure prothe pump, both of

era

Means

at the local station controlled by the energizing
call-bell
magnets place the talking circuit in
communication with the main line and a selecting means
is normally connected in the main line and provided
with means for closing the circuit through the electromagnets of the call bell.

of

Giovanni Rambaldini, MiniBoccheggiano, Italy. Application filed

Electrolysis.
di

January

1902.
A non-conducting vessel contains an insulating partition.
Liquids are placed in the vessel upon opposite
sides of the partition and an electrode in each compartment is in contact with the liquid therein. Metallic
conductors support the electrodes. A lighter and conducting liquid in the vessel covers the liquid in its
compartments, the partition terminajting in the lighter
liquid beneath the surface.
A source of electrical energy
is externally connected with the metallic conductors.

A

Selective
Signaling System. William D.
Watkins, San Jose, Cal., assignor to the Watkins Manufacturing Company, San Jose, Cal.
Application filed November 4, 1903.
A step-by-step mechanism operated by electromagnets,
in turn controlled by the signal circuit, operates the

signals.

Edward

Motor Air Pump.

779,907.

waukee,

Wis.

Application

Cheshire, Mil-

February

filed

13,

1904.

A
of a

motor mounted upon the pump drives

worm

by means

it

gear.

for electrical measuring instruments comresistance strip having heat radiators in good
relation at distributed points throughout its

shunt
a

thermal

for Third Rails. John
York,
C. Guntzer,
November 5, 1903.
covering the third rail is

Protective Device

779,7.^9-

Ryan

and

N. Y.

A

the

779,893-

28,

Shunt for Electrical Measuring Instru779,7'i7ments. Lewis T. Robinson, Schenectady, N. Y.,
assignor to the General Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y. Application filed August 18, 1904.
prises

1903.

I,

of

.

779>72S'

779,623.

January 21, 1905

and

Anthony

Application

roof-like

New

filed

structure

described.

779,779-

NO. 779,475-

— SYSTEM

OF ELECTRICAL DISTRIBUTION.

An

Method

of Fastening Abrasive Material to
Metal Bodies. Edson G. Case, Niagara Falls,
N. Y. Application filed April 29, 1903.
The process consists in distributing a powdered or

779.639.

granulated abrasive material over the surface of the
at the same time electroplating the body and
abrasive material while the latter is being deposited.
The plating metal is thus deposited over and around
the surface and abrasive powder permanently fixing the
latter to the body.

body and

Suspension Device for Trolley Wires. Theophilus P. Chandler, Philadelphia, Pa. Applica-

tion filed October 7, 1904.
Two gripping plates each has two oppositely arranged
jaws adapted to extend partly around the wire on opposite sides and jointly inclose it for more than half its
circumference, the plates being formed with a gap or
clearance space between the jaivs to receive the wire
it to come into the plane of the jaws, whereby
each of the plates may be ro_tated_ to bring the jaws into
gripping position upon opposite sides of the wire.

and allow

E.

Hayward,

consists

fixture

electric-lamp

of

a

779,791.

Method
from

Freeing

of

Plants

Harmful

the

Soil,

Trees

Lokuciejewsky, Odessa, Russia. Application

August

6,

and

its

tion filed

or

products from

at

779,948. Electric Arc
berg, near Berlin,

An

automatic device for
has escaped from

it

is

Application

A

the

trolley

plication filed June 8, 1904.
A solenoid is carried by the upper part of the frame
provided with a tubular core and a plate secured to the
lower part of the frame is provided with an adjustable
A guide tube is secured in the core provided
tappet.
with a lateral projecting arm at its lower end, a carbon
being slidable in the guide tube.

pole

on the

normal position

D-O-O-

Fred M. Locke, Victor, N. Y.

Insulator.

779,659.

lowering
its

described.

device

filed

for

May

linking

31,

two

Selective Telephone System. Peter J. Al779,982.
brecht, Marion, S. D.
Application filed July 25,

1904parts

1904.
together

to

resist

Each station has a relay in its ringing circuit conlocal signal
a local circuit.
for clo;
for
casing the closirtg means.
electromagnet
ndary circuit of the relay and under the influence of
'hich the actuating means is movable out of engagelent with the holding means, the actuating means being
operation, is also provided.

opposing strains comprises a metal cap having an eye
on one end and a threaded socket in its opposite end,

Ah

Telegraph System. Harry Shoemaker, Phil779.670.
adelphia, Pa., assignor of one-half to Marie V.
Gehring, Philadelphia, Pa. Application filed October II, 1902.
Means are embodied in the system for impressing upon

Inductance Coil. Walter C. Fish, Lynn,
Mass. Original application filed June 24, 1901.
Divided and this application filed September 3,

1903.
The inductance coil consists of a core, a main winding
carrying a unidirectional current subject to fluctuations

-

Battery Zinc. Frank
Application filed July

J.

Delavie, Pittsburg,

1904.
In an electric battery are a jar, a bridge piece provided with a key slot opening through the bridge piece
with a lateral
provided
stem
and a battery zinc having a
projection or projections arranged to pass through the
keyhole slot of the bridge piece and when given a partial
turn to rest upon its upper face.
i,

Method of Treating Alkaline Solutions of
Chromate of Soda. William T. Gibbs, Buck-

779,705.
'

ingham, Canada, assignor to the National ElecCompany. Application filed February

trolytic

10, 1904.
A method of treating alkaline solutions of chromate
of soda consists in removing the free alkali and then
treating the solution by electrolysis to produce a solution of bichromate of soda and a solution containing
chromate of soda and caustic soda.

779,720.
ford,

Voltage Regulator.

Orra M.

Lacey, Han-

Application filed November 9. I903Cal.
An electric voltage regulator comprises cylinders,
connected pistons of different areas and a rheostat with
which the pistons are connected. Means admit a fluid
under pressure to opposite ends of the cylinders conAn electromagnet and valve-actuating
trolled by valves.
of electric energy for the magnet

direct cur-

Bowling Alley. Paul A. Haberl, Denver,
779,999.
Colo., assignor of one-half to Leopold Kabis,
Cheyenne, Wyo.

Application

filed

February

27^

1004.

tion filed April 25, 1904.
Induction apparatus comprises two primaries and two
secondaries, a condenser located in the circuit of the
primaries, a spark gap between the condenser and one
of the primaries, connections between the primaries and
the ends of the secondaries, and sparkmg terminals attached to the other ends of the secondaries.

Pn.

and a counterraagnetizing winding excited by

o-t>^h

Apparatus.
Induction
frequency
Charles L. Spaulding and Robert E. Austin,
Kansas City, Mo., assignors of one-third to
William R. Clarke, Kansas City, Mo. Applica-

779,693.

:

779,996.

of pairs of impulses, the
alternating with the pairs
pairs of impul:
nother series, the impuls s of each series differing
The
in strength from the impulse: of the other scries.
messages represented by the mpulses are recorded.

High

A

trolling

a hub of insulating material inserted in the socket and
a metal rod secured to the hub.

779,^72-

Lamp. Heinrich Lux, Schone-

Germany, assignor to the firm
of Allgemeine Belauchtungs und Heiz Industrie Actien Gesellschaft, Berlin, Germany.
Ap-

which

Trolley Retriever. Emil J. Jonas, Hamlet,
Ohio, assignor of one-fourth to Philip M, Offutt,
Hamlet, Ohio. Application filed April i, 1904.

wire

1903.

Motor mechanism actuates the revbluble member of
Electrically operating mechanism controllable
will
from a movable vehicle actuates the motor

tember 23, 1904.
The telephone receiver is held by a support on the
telephone casing. When the receiver is pulled out and
turned toward the ear levers raise the switch hook of
the telep hone and cut in the transmitter,

779,654.

when

25,

mechanism.

779,Sio.

plication filed November 15, 1904.
A pair of electrodes comprise the apparatus, one of
is in the form of a branding iron and of materially
less contact area than the other.

Electric
for
Railways.
Springfield, Mass. Applica-

Fretts,

March

Support for Telephone Receivers.
Frank
779,940.
Application filed SepF. Howe, Marietta, Ohio.

harmful animals consists in subjecting the soil and its
products to the action of an alternating current of high
tension and frequency and low density.

David C.
Electric Branding Apparatus.
Sprecher, Kansas City, Kan., assignor of onehalf to John E. Doran, Kansas City, Mo. Ap-

Switch

the switch.

filed

1903.
soil

Track
George H.

779,920.

Sigismund

Animals.

lAGE REGULATOR

NO. 779,720,

box

cluster

having a body portion adapted to be attached to a lamp
standard, a removable cap for the body portion, arras
extending from the body portion, lamp sockets connected
to the arms, a shade holder supported by the removable
cap and means for securing the shade holder to the cap-

The method of freeing the
779.640.

Edwin

Electric-lamp Fixture.

Waterbury, Conn., assignor to the Plume and
Atwood Manufacturing Company, Waterbury,
Conn. Application filed June 8, 1904.

An

indicator designating the position of the pins by
The arrows are turned by
faces the howler.
electromagnetic means in circuit with a contact under
each pin on the platform. When a pin is knocked down
the weight is taken off from the contact, which is reIn this manner the number
leased, closing the circuit.
of pins knocked down is shown to the bowler by the
pjs-ition of the arrows on the indicator.

arrows

NO. 779,524.

— PRINTING

TELEGRAPH.

Bearing for Electric Meters. Frederick M.
Vogel, Lynn, Mass._, assignor to the General
AppliElectric Company, Schenectady, N. Y.
cation filed July 13, 1903-

779,822.

In an electric measuring instrument are a shaft, a
pivot secured axially to the end of the shaft, and a jewel
rests, the pivot being of a material
having natural _ lubricating qualities.

on which the pivot

George C.
Trolley for Electric Railways.
Hohein, Norfolk, Va. Application filed September 17, 1904.
The trolley pole has an upper forked end, a harp, a
trolley wheel journaled in the harp and springs secured
to the harp and the forked end to flexibly mount the
trolley upon the trolley pole.

EXPIRING PATENTS.
Following is a list of electrical patents (issued by
United States Patent Office) that expired on
January 17, 1905
the

376,541.

Mechanism

for

Electrically

779.850.

Automatic Motor-starting Rheostat. Ernest
Schattner and Caryl D. Haskins, Schenectady,
N. Y.. assignors to the General Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y. Application filed May

779,875.

Electric-railway System.

Controlling

Stamping

D. G. Weems, Ealtii

Md.
Telegraphic Apparatus. S.
B,
Whitehead,
Fjancisco, yai,
Combined Incandescent
376,533.
Converter.
E. A. Colby, Ne'
Support for Telephone Receiv
376,615.
and J. McConnell, Cleveland, Ohio.
Combined Gas and Electric-light Fistturo, S. H.
376,617.
376. 569.

De
Elec

C.

Valv e.

Brush,

E.
C.

J.

P..

Cleveland^

Hexamer, Phila-

delpli

13,

A

1904-

376,661.

having a self-reducing resistance
is provided with means for closing circuit through the
motor armature and the resistance in series and means
dependent upon the counter electromotive force of the
motor for short-circuiting the
starting

rheostat

Telegraph Repeati

Kolzer, Duisburg, Prussia,.

Germany.

Magneto Telephone. F. H. Ere
376,307.
York, N. Y.
Electromagnetic Brake. N. J. Clute, Schi
N. Y.

376,706,

376,709.
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Power Development

at

Beznau-on-the-

Aare, Switzerland.
By Franz Koester.
At Rcznau-on-tlie-Aarc is one of llic Inrgcst and
most important power plants in Switzerland, especially in relalinii lo its electric featnrcs and its wide
Altliough this plant is still
lie of interest to give a
It is designed for II
turbines, of 1,000 to 1,200 horsepower each, of which
six are now installed, and three arc under conThe geographical situation of this plant
struction.
radius

of distribution.

under constrnction
brief

it

of the

outline

may

work".

JANUARY

2K,

No. 4

1905

together with all switchboards and apparatus, arc placed in a separate building adjoining
the power house.
As current is furnished for various indu.strial purposes, for street-railway service
and for lighting, there are two 8,000-volt bus-bar
systems, one of which is devoted to loads having
greatest variation, and the other to the more uniform
These systems arc arranged to connect in
loads.
parallel, or each one direct to a generator, or to

These,

a transformer set.
One of the 2S,ooo-volt lines running to Rheinfelden, about 28 miles distant, consists of three
sevcn-mijlimcter wires, and enters a sub-slation sup-

volt initrumcnti, serving the generators; Bfioo

and

25,000-volt instruments, for transformers; 8/x» and
25,000-volt instruments for the outgoing line wires;
also necessary controlling and regulating instru-

ments, and hand levers for serving the main generator switches and exciter switches and outgoing
line wires.

From

the

generators

the

current

runs

first

to

placed on the generators, and then through
\mderground conduits to the switching room, where
the wires connect to instruments on a special 8,000fuses

switch structure. From the switches of this
system the wires pass to other sections, where they
volt

POWER DEVELOPMENT AT BEZNA
is

highly advantageous for the distribution of power
through a region abounding in

in several directions

industries.
It was found expedient to use for tlic high-tentwo voltages, one of S.oco to serve the
immediate vicinity, and one of 25,000 volts for the
long lines, the ohe toward Lake Zurich being about
35 miles, and those leading southward to Entfelden
and Lake Boniswyl, and westward to Rheinfelden
being somewhat more than halt as far.
The plant is on the River Aare, about four miles
from its junction with the Rhine on the northern
boundary of Switzerland. An open-head canal leads
from the Aare to the power house, where the fall

sion mains

utilized

is

11

to iS feet.

The

vertical turbines are

basement, and the electric generators arc
direct connected to their shafts on the main floor,
making 66.6 revolutions per minute. They are
three-phase alternating, with 5» cycles and 8,000
volts.
Two 400-horsepower separate vertical turbines drive direct-connected 200-volt exciters, on the
main floor, in front of the switchboard^
in

the

There

is

a series

of 910-kilowatt

step-up trans-

formers for converting part of the 8,000-volt curfrom the generators to 25,000 for the long lines.

rent

plying 3,000 horsepower to assist the Rheinfelden
hydro-electric plant.
The Entfelden line is about
20 miles long, and has a branch to Boniswyl, both
of 25,000 volts.

There ere three wires on

this

line

eight millimeters in diameter.
In both towns there
are main transformer stations, each 500 to 800 kilo-

where the current is reduced to S.ooo volts
for supplying the surrounding country, where there
are a number of sub-transformer stations for furnishing light and power currents. The third and
watts,

main line runs about 21 miles to Seebach,
near Lake Zurich, to a distribution and transformer
station.
From here there runs a 25,000-volt line
to the city of Zurich, furnishing 3,000 kilow^atts,
and another to Griinigen, furnishing 3.640 kilowatts.
There is also projected a line from Seebach to
Winterthur to carry 2,000 kilowatts. The Seebach
transformer station supplies 1,540 kilowatts, reduced
to 8,coo volts, for use in the vicinity', where it is
fmlher reduced to suit requirements. This method
is also followed in the Griinigen station.
Much care was given to the design of the switchboard system. All currents of like tension are
served in separate parts of the switch structure.
Controlling devices may be distinguished as, 8,000largest

arc

distributed

lines,

direct

to

or are stepped up

The switchboard

the

8.000-volt

for the

outgoing

25,000-volt lines.

—

of two parts a vertical
section, and another part, which is sloping deskwise.
The vertical portion carries the instruments
for outgoing

consists

wires,

and the inclined

part,

instru-

ments for generators.

Contrary to general practice,
the panels of these switchboards are of partly polished cast-iron plates, on which the nickel instruments make an attractive appearance.
All instruments are operated on low-tension current, and are well insulated from the switchboard.
All hand wheels of switching instruments are insulated and entirely free from current, so that the

system is worked with the greatest safet}'.
There are 13 panels in the switchboards, II of
which belong to the II generators, and two to the
entire

bus-bar systems. As already mentioned, all instruments carrying high-tension currents are placed in
separate special compartments, and they are of the
oil type.
These are operated by hand wheels on the
switchboard by means of "Gall chains." For additional safety there are automatic cut-outs, so designed that when the current exceeds a certain
amount an aluminum disk, held in place by a small

;
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operates a relay cur-

weight, is partly revolved and
rent which throws into action an electromagnet operating a main current switch. If the current rises
to the danger point slowly, the cut-out works slowly
if it rises qr.ickly,

and,

fast,

finally,

the cut-out works correspondingly
there is a short-circuit, it oper-

if

ates instynll}'.

the constructors of this plant are builders of
electrical machinery they took special care to make
the entire plant up to date in all respects, but most
No money
particularly as to the safety of employes.
was spared to gain the greatest efficiency, but none
was wasted in useless ornamentation. The general
design of the power house is such that all the machinery may be easily overlooked from the switch-

As

ing room, and vice versa.
The turbines were furnished by Bell & Co., Luwhile the entire electrical equipment was
furnished and installed by the Brown-Boveri Company, Baden, Switzerland.
cerne,

Polyphase and Single-phase Operation
for Railways.
Josef H. Hallberg of New York city has been
allowed a patent upon a polyphase system of distribution for electric railways in which polyphase
current is generated and transmitted along the line,
one phase of the current at its full voltage being
used to actuate the motors in such localities wherein
high voltage and speed may be used with safety.
In other localities, such as in cities and towns where
danger from contact is greater and lower speeds
must be maintained, all the phases are used.
The accompanying diagram illustrates the railway
as divided into two sections, the section at the left
indicating a country section or other location where
a single-phase current of high voltage may be employed, the section at the right a city section or

January

When the generator (5)
in step the switches (20) (21)
are closed.
This causes current from storage battery to flow through the winding of rotor (13) of
motor (A), thereby exciting it. When proper voltage of the motor has been obtained the switch (33)
is thrown to connect the stator member (34) across
the conductors (79).
After the motor (A) has
polyphase generator (B).

and motor (A) are

been brought up to speed it operates as a singlephase synchronous motor, driving, through the shaft
(15), the rotor member (14) of the polyphase generator (B) and also by means of the belt the armature of the small direct-current generator (C), the
current from which can now be used by closing
switch (22) for exciting the rotor members of motor (A) and polyphase generator (B) and, further,
for charging the storage battery. When it is desired
to start a car the switch (22) is first closed, thereby
permitting a small amount of direct current from
the direct-current generator to flow through the
rotor member of the polyphase generator.
The
effect of this small current in the rotor member is
to induce a low voltage in the stator member (35),
the current from which is transmitted through the
starting switch (23) and reversing switch (24) to
the stator members (42) of the polyphase motors
(I), thereby inducing movement of their rotor
members and through them motion to the car. By
reversing" the position of the reversing switch

(24)
the direction of motion of the car may be altered,
and by varying the resistance through the rheostats
the speed may be changed as desired. When
the car moves into the section of the railway
fed from the transformer (11), the shoes (F) (G)
(H) make contact with the rails (9) (9=*) and conductor (10) and the trolley pole (E) is drawn out

of contact with the conductor.
starting

switch

(23)

has

its

At such time
position
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This company now furnishes electric light and commercial power for the cities of Kalamazoo, Battle
Creek and Jackson, including the street-railway systems in each of these cities.

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
W. J. Moore of Meaford, Ont., writes: "I have
a two-cycle gasoline engine (four-inch bore and
four-inch stroke) of 2^ horsepower, and would
like to know the best speed to run a 12-inch twoblade propeller on same; or would it be wise to
have a larger one and run slower? If I reduce
speed of engine I lose power."
Answer. This question can be best answered by
a marine engineer, or it might well be addressed
to a motor-boat manufacturer.
However, perhaps
some reader of the Western Electrician can supply
Mr. Moore with the desired information.

—

From an Ohio

city

comes

this

:

"We

are seeking

for some information regarding the use of a magnetic cut-out to blow cut an induction spark occasioned by breaking the circuit of a coil carrying
about one ampere of current and of about 6,000
ampere-turns at
volts direct current."

Answer.

no

—

Magnetic blow-outs are not usually apsmall induction sparks such as the one
described; they are more frequently used in connection with heavy inductive arcs. In this case the use
of a condenser in series with a non-inductive resistance may be advised. Connect a condenser of about
one-half microfarad capacity in series with a noninductive resistance of about 300 ohms, and shunt
the combination around the points between which the
plied

to

A

spark passes.

i6-candlepower, no-volt incandescent lamp will furnish a convenient non-inductive
resistance for this purpose. If it proves to be too
high, a 32-candlepower lamp may be used
if too
low, a i6-candlepower. 220-volt lamp should be tried.
;

the

reversed to

The

may

capacity

also have to be varied to secure

a practically complete suppression of the spark. It
is impossible to determine from the data furnished
the exact capacity and resistance necessary in this

But the correspondent will find the
values given above to be very nearly what are required to suppress the spark in question.

particular case.

A

Detroit reader asks; "What is your opinion
of the desirability of fiber or fiber washers where
is necessary that there should not be swelling or

it

shrinking

in

exposed to

a

fine electrical work?
The work is
cold, damp atmosphere during five

to a very warm, dry atmosphere during the remaining seven months of the

months of the year and

year."

—

Answer. Fiber, as an insulator, plays a useful
part in electrical work, but it is not usually recom-

what may be called fine work, as intelephone switchboards, and the like.
exposed to a moist atmosphere it is apt to
absorb moisture and swell, and upon drying it usually warps more or less badly.
The insulating qualities of dry fiber are fair, but moist fiber is a poor
insulator.
Chlorine, in the form of a chloride, is
found in small quantifies in nearly all fiber. This,

mended

for

struments,

When

POLYPHASE AND SINGLE-PHASE OPERATION FOR RAILWAYS.

may be
employed.
In the diagram (5) indicates a polyphase generator, (6) (7) (S) conductors leading from it and
carried along the railway.
The conductor (7)
serves as a contact conductor over that portion of
the railway where the single-phase current is emA traffic rail (9) forms a portion of the
ployed.
conductor (8). In the city section of the railway
Other location where a polyphase current

two

(9) (9°) and a third intermediate
conductive rail (10) are employed. Interposed between the source of polyphase currents and the three
traffic

rails

conductors of the city section of the railway is a
polyphase transformer, v/hich may be of any suitable
type and adapted to modify the voltage of the current.
Ordinarily a step-down transformer is used.
Situated upon the car is a single-phase alternating motor (A), polyphase generator (B), directcurrent generator (C), storage battery (D), trolley
contact (E) and contact shoes (F) (G) (H).

The rotor members (13) (14) respectively, of
the single-phase motor and polyphase generator are
positively connected through the shaft (15), on
which is a pulley over which passes a belt which
carried over a pulley mounted upon the armature
shaft of the direct-current generator (C).
The starting device embodies reactive coils (29)
is

and iron cores (30) which can be raised or lowered
by manipulating the lever (31).
,

The
it is

operation of the system

is

as follows:

When

desired to e.xcite the vehicles upon the railway

further, to convert a single-phase current of
high voltage into a polyphase current of different
voltage, the single-phase motor is brought into -synchronism with the generator (5). This is accomplished by driving the small direct-current generator
(C) as a motor by the current derived from a
storage battery and transmitting the motion of the
armature of the generator through the belt and

and,

shaft to the rotor

members of the motor (A) and

coact with the lower set of contacts, the current
carried

is

through the reactance member and regu-

lated, after

which the by-pass switch (32)

to cut the reactance

member

out of

is

thrown

circuit.

One of the most important features of this system
and one mentioned in the basic patent (No. 779,475)
is the fact that no com.mutators are required upon
the main generators or driving motors of a locomotive driven by it. It has often been questioned
whether a single-phase commutator-type motor or
motors of an aggregate capacity of 2,000 horsepower
could ever be used on a locomotive on account of
the fact that commutators and gears have to be
used, and furthermore, for the reason that the possiof starting a 2,000-horsepower, single-phase
motor equipment directly from a
primary-distribution sj'Stem without paralyzing the
regulation of the system has yet to be demonstrated.
The advantage of the system described therefore
lies in the fact that the polyphase driving motors may
bility

com.mutor-type

be mounted directly upon the driving axles without
the interposition of gears and can be used without
a commutator.

Merger

in

Kalamazoo and

The W. A. Foote

Vicinity.

upon metallic surfaces in contact with the fiber;
and when any considerable difference of potential
exists the corrosion is increased by the electrolytic
action taking place. Where very high insulation,
the retention of shape and size and absence of corrosion are factors in electrical work that may be
exposed to moisture, fiber should not be used. In
some grades of apparatus, where these features are
of secondary importance, fiber is frequently employed on account of its cheapness, and in such
cases it may be used to advantage. The results obtained from fiber will, of course, be best when it is
in a continuously dry atmosphere €ree from violent
extremes of temperature. Hard rubber is usually
employed as an insulating medium in high-grade
electrical instruments and apparatus, but where the
cost of this material prohibits its use, one of the
numerous substitutes now on the market may be
used.
Some of these artificial hard rubbers possess
many of the excellent mechanical and electrical
qualities of the genuine article.

electric-raih\^y interests in the

Kalamazoo, ]\Iich., are being merged into
one company, which will be known as the Commonwealth Power Companj'. The merger will include the
Battle Creek Electric Company, the Albany Electric
Company, the Kalamazoo Valley Electric Company,
the Jackson Light and Power Company, the Plainwell
Electric Company and the Otsego Power Company.
The new company is organized under the laws of
Maine and has filed a mortgage of $1,200,000 in
each county in which the interests lie. It contemplates making many improvements and will pay soecial attention to developing the waterpower from
the Kalamazoo River. Mr. Foote also contemplates
Building a $100,000 steam-power plant in Jackson.
vicinity of

in the presence of moisture, tends to act corrosively

American Electrotherapeutic Association.

The next (fifteenth) annual meeting of the .'\merican Electrotherapeutic Association will be held at
the Academy of Medicine, 17-21 West Fort>'-third
Street,
1905.

New York
The

President,
presidents,

city, on September 19, 20 and 21,
present officers of the association are:
Heuel, M. D., New York; viceCharles H. Hughes, M. D., St. Louis,

Em.il

and M. W. Brinkmann, M. D., New York; treasurer, Richard J. Nunn, M. D., Savannah, Ga.
secretary, Clarence E. Skinner, M. D., 6y Grove Street,
New Haven, Conn. There is also an executive
council of six members, of which Dr. Daniel R.
Brower of Chicago is a member.
;

28,
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NORTHWESTERN ELECTRICAL
he .mminl convcnlioii of tlic Norlhwcsic-ni Kli.cHotel I'fislcr,
iMc:al Associalion was held in the
'I he
lilwaiikec, on January i8lh, iglh and 20lh.
1

iilindancc al the meetings was fair, and, altliough
ilM- programme
was a somewhat long one, it was
tlirough on lime, and mucli interest was
liuwn in the discussion of tiic various papers. In
ihc way of exhibits Ijy manufacturers, not quite as
rricd

<

much

was taken as last year, there being
not as many, though Ihc general character of the
exhibits was excellent, some of the manufacturers
going to considerable expense and labor to have their
apparatus show up to advantage.
The first session of the convention was called
to order by I'vesident T. K. Grover of Fond du Lac,
Wis,, on Wednesday forenoon, in the clubroom of
the hotel and, upon motion, roll call was dispensed
with.
The president's address and report of Secretary and Treasurer Thomas R. Mercein were read'
interest

this

at

President Grover's Address.
I

am

annual

pleased to greet you at this, the ihirlcciUh
convention of this association. I am also

,

was held, September I2tb to i6th last.
No papers were presented at this meeting, as it
was assumed the members would prefer to attend
the meeting of the Electrical Congress and inspect
the exhibits at the Fair in a body, which programme
was carried out and profitably enjoyed by all in
association

attendance.

At

this

interurban

session.

ASSOCIATION.

achieveimnl
brinn the opeiiiiiK <f tli'r
gnat New York subway, which woubl not have
The
been po.ssibic without the aid of electricity
perfecting of the single-phase railway motor ha^
done much for the interurban railway, as it permits
the transmission of electrical energy for greater
distances, and by (he use of transformers does away
with expensive sub-stations and opens the way for
the speedy conversion of steam railways to electric.
These I mention as a few of the electrical achievements during the last year, many of which were 10
be seen at the great exposition held at St. Louis, at
which city a pleasant and profitable meeting of the
iniportanl

meeting

it

railways

was voted
in

to include street and
association.
While I
association did permit
it was not generally so
our member'; now nporato
this

believe the by-laws of the
and include these interests,

understood. Many
railways in

sireet

of
connection

wiili

il

'i

Vj''

j

KhI
t>c

fun
'he I,

,

,

....

-

....,„.K,

asKiciilioii to be hcid III oliici
territory covered.
In concluiioti, I wish to th.n.li
have so generously furni-i
ing, the entertainment

.,[!

,,i

i',

.

i)«
tht
aIio
-t-

•

work in c/Minection with
programme, and last, but U'A

.,.

within

cilici

:,il

,11

it.ii, .,ui

•.

r

i:,:i;iiul

who

ha» put forth every effort to nuikc
this meeting a success.
I wish you all a proAperoui
and happy New Year.
secretary,

SECsriAiiy's Rzrorr.

Following the address of the president, SecreUry
R. Mercein read his report. Among other
things he said:
"It was decided at St. LouU to
make an effort to interest the street-railway men
of the Northwest and have them join our aisocialion, and after our return at the suggestion of the
president I drafted a circular and mailed it with a
blank application to crnv ^co
Ir.. t-railwav
in<|
trie companie^kj

Thomas

SOME OF THOSE IN ATTENDANCE AT LAST
pleased to state that this is the twelfth annual meeting of this association that I have attended, and that
I have profited and enjoyed each and every meeting.
The first meeting of this association, I believe, was
held in Milwaukee, February 17, 189.3, and was for
organization only, there being no papers presented
I liave therefore attended every
at that meeting.
annual meeting of the associalion since its organization, and am more than pleased to know that it
has been a success from the beginning, and the name
of the Northwestern Electrical Association is now
known throughout the land as one of the leading
associations of this country. The papers and discussions of this association have been published in
all the technical journals from time to time and
have been recognized as among the foremost. The

meeting I have no
doubt will not only keep up the standard of the
association, but increase the interest shown here-

programme prepared

for

this

tofore.

The

has been a

successful
one to the great majority of the central stations as
well as to the street and interurban-raihvay interests.
Electricity is constantly reaching out and finding new
At the semi-annual convenindustries to conquer.
tion of this association held at St. Paul in 1S94, as
I remember, the attendants wore a badge on which
was inscribed. "The man who says electricity is in
its infancy shall be hanged by his neck until dead,
dead, dead !" Very few of us at that time, however
(although but 10 years ago), realized the steady
advance that would be made in electrical industries.
The last year will go down in history as an eventOne of the more
ful one in electrical industries.
last

year,

I

believe,

and power interests, and none, I believe, doubts the
advisability of consolidating these interests wherever
possible, as it tends to reduce the cost of operation,
and thus benefits the general public.
But little has been heard of municipal ownership
in the territory covered by this association during
the last year.
Municipal plants now in operation
have failed to show the large profits predicted, and
it
is easily to be seen by all fair-minded business
men that a corporation, properly managed, operating
commercial lighting, power and railway plants, can,
and does, furnish better and cheaper street lighting
than can be furnished independently by any political
body.

The officers of the association have endeavored to
secure, and I believe have secured, a number of
valuable papers which will be presented at this meeting, and I trust the members will discuss them
freely, as it is from discussion that we receive tlie
greatest benefit.
There are still a number of railway and lighting
plants throughout the Northwest that are not members of this association. With the moderate dues,
there is no reason why the smallest company should
not be represented in this association and attend
all its meetings, thus promoting its own success and
contributing to the welfare of the community in
which it is doing business. I would suggest that a
conimittee be appointed on membership, consisting of
three members, together with the secretar>^ and
Ihat the members be selected from both railway and
lighting companies.
In pursuance of the by-laws of the association, tlie
annual meetings have always been held in Mil-

later with a reminder postal.
The result,
was not verj' satisfactorj*. Nevertheless

however,

we have
had 22 applications for membership during the year."
Reports of Committees.
of moment to electrical interests has
been enacted or proposed by the various state legislatures of the Northwest during the last year as
reported by the legislative committee, of which
S. B. Livermore is chairman.
Sub-committees in
each state keep in touch with legislative affairs and
do wdiat is in their power to bring about legislation
favorable to electrical interests.
The committee
from Iowa reported an act covering malicious mischief and trespass.
The committee from Illinois reported no bills passed detrimental to electrical interests.
The committee from Indiana reported a bUl
for an act concerning municipal corporations pend-

Very

little

.

ing before the state Legislature of Indiana. The committee from Michigan did not reply with any report.

The committee from Wisconsin

also made no report,
athough ample time had been given it to reply. The
committee from ilinnesota reported no meeting of
the Legislature last winter, and so far as can be
learned nothing important has been introduced this

term.

H. T. Gille of St. Paul, chairman of the committee
on uniformity of advertising matter, had been
East and was not able to be present, but Mr. Harold
Almert of Oak Park, III., a member of that committee, had something to report for the committee.

He

said;

"I submitted the obser\^alion5 I have made during the year to the chairman of the committee about

:

—

;;
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supposed that he would be
two weeks ago, and
present at the convention and submit that report or
send it in. My observations were simply in handling the advertising after we have gotten it, and
I made some suggestions from what I had seen during the year, from people I had spoken with and
from methods I had personally used. Mr. Gille will
no doubt submit the matter and we will get it in the

ning from the sky, facts and truths that we have not
altered one whit, that no man can explain not
Edison himself can tell what electricity is but these
facts and truths have been collated and brought
together; and that is exactly what Mr. Sheldon has
attempted to do and has succeeded in doing to so
large a degree in the science of salesmanship.
"Salesmanship has been defined by an exceedingly

regular proceedings.

intelligent business man as the art of disposing of
that which you have to sell, and yet that is not salesmanship at all. For if there were rival companies,
for instance, in the town of Madison, Ind., and each
of those companies iiad light, heat and power to

I

a very satisfactory system, so far
business is concerned, to care for the
great variety and forms of advertising matter that
we receive. Personally I have not seen much progress made in changing the prices and I plead the
excuse that I have been hurried and have not had
time to give the matter much attention in that line.

"I have

as

found

my own

But

I

have found

a

very satisfactory system as

I

care of every piece of advertising
ever comes into (he office and having it arranged for ready reference whenever it is needed,
not only taking care of it but keeping up the dates,
so that' obsolete matter is disposed of or kept for
such time as we choose to dispose of it. I would
not report anything further, but wait until we
get the report of the chairman of the committee in
the proceedings.
say,
that

for taking

New
The following

Members.

applications

for

membership were

received and granted
Active. John Powers, superintendent, S. D. and
E. E. railway, Sterling, III; George P. Drayo,
mechanical engineer, Milwaukee; J. Carson, chief
engineer Duluth Street Railway Company, Duluth,
Minn.; J. B. Hirst, superintendent Kenosha Gas and
Electric Company, Kenosha, Wis.; John Wright,
owner of the electric-light plant at Antigo, Wis.
W. E. Haseltine, superintendent Ripon Light and
Water Company, Ripon, Wis.; Mt. Morris Electric
Oak
Light and Power Company, Mt. Morris, 111.

—

—

—

and each of those companies were fighting the
other until by cutting and slashing prices they were
selling light, heat and power for less than it cost
to produce, the inevitable result of that would be
failure for one of those concerns
that is not salessell

—

manship.
"Salesmanship is the power to persuade people to
purchase at a profit that which we have to sell, and
if the element of profit is lacking, then there has
been no salesmanship exhibited whatever. We may
have all of the peas in that pod (and they are five
power, persuade, people, purchase, profit) except the
last and there will certainly not be any soup.
It is
the profit that
are after.

is

worth while, and

it

is

the profit

we

"The power

of suggestion from man to man is jusi
as certainly a law as the law which underlies electricity.
The law of conveyance of thought over the
wire, under the ocean, or the law of the conveyance
of thought through the air by the marconigram is no
more certain than the law of the electrical conveyance of thought from mind to mind."
At the opening of the session Thursday morning
Mr. Almert had a suggestion to offer regarding the

;

—

;

;

Clarence Renshaw of Pittsburg read a carefully
prepared paper upon "Single-phase Railways and
Their Possibilities," which was also illustrated with
stereopticon slides.

"The American Diesel Engine" was the subject of
an important paper by Mr. Norman McCarty upon
this new (in practical development) type of prime
mover.
Mr. J. W. Schuster of the University of Wisconsin read the last paper upon "Motor Adaptability."
Mr. Schuster during several years of teaching at the
university has had to do more especially with motor
work, and his paper showed that he was well informed on his subject. It brought up considerable
discussion, vvhich was, however, cut off, owing to

;

;

;

De

Pere, Wis.

Pai'Eks

and Adpresses.

paper on Wednesday afternoon was by
Jackson of Madison, Wis., upon the
Mr. W.
Small
"Successful Joint Utilization of Several

The

first

B.

Waterpowers by the

Janesville Electric

Company."

In the course of the paper Mr. Jackson made reference to the fact that it not infrequently happens that
old apparatus is thrown aside in the reorganization
of electric plants to be replaced by slightly more
efficient modern machinery when the actual net returns thus derived are not increased to an extent
This statement was not,
to warrant the change.
however, to be construed as a reflection upon the
manufacturing or supply companies for the reason,
as the author remarked, that "every successful electric company means the addition of many others,
and every unsuccessful electric company of course
deters capital from entering that class of business.
Consequently it behooves not only the people who
expect to operate a plant that it should be made
the most economical and most satisfactory plant, but
it also behooves the manufacturers and supply men
to see to it that plants are the most satisfactory and

economical possible."
Following Mr. Jackson the secretary read a paper
prepared by Prof. G. D. Shepardson of the University of Minnesota upon "The Rating of Street
Lights."
Mr. O.

M. Rau of Milwaukee then read his paper
upon "Alternating-current and Direct-current Distribution."
The paper contained the results of an
extensive investigation relative to this subject which
the author had carried cut.
The next subject in order was a talk by Mr.
W. T. Goddard of Victor, N. Y., upon "High-tension Practice," but as the lecture was to be illustrated by lantern slides and the lantern was not
ready Mr. C. H. Williams' paper upon "DistribuThis
tion and Dollars" was substituted in its stead.
paper was an excellent one, and as the time was
somewhat limited its discussion was deferred till
the next morning.
In concluding the proceedings Wednesday afternoon Mr. Pogue of the Sheldon School of Scientific
Salesmanship delivered a lecture, in which he presented the ideas of the school which was organized
by Mr. Arthur F. Sheldon of Chicago. In taking
up the question of salesmanship itself the speaker
said:
"Salesmanship is a distinct profession, made so by
the science which underlies it. Science, as you have
found in the electrical world, is simplv the bringing
together of those things which enter into your particular business
facts and truths that have always
existed, facts and truths that existed long before
Franklin ever flew his kite and brought the light-

—

A

Thursday's Papers.
An interesting and important paper of Thursday
morning was by Mr. E. P. Warner of Chicago on
"Series Alternating Arc Lighting."
The afternoon programme for Thursday was a
long one, including the remaining four papers on
the programme.
Mr. W. T. Goddard gave his lecture upon "Hightension Practice," which was very interesting, being
illustrated by numerous lantern slides representing
the great variety of line apparatus and construction.

;

Park Yaryan Company, Oak Park, III; La Crosse
H. B.
City Railway Company, La Crosse, Wis.
McMeal, editor Telephony, Chicago; C. J. Schram,
superintendent Equitable Electric Lighting Company,
Lake Geneva, Wis.
Associate. Jewell Belting Company, Chicago, 111.
Kaukauna Electric Light Company, Kaukauna, Wis.
Allis-Chalmers Company, Milwaukee, Wis. Western
Nernst Lamp
Display Company, St. Paul, Minn.
Company, Pittsburg, Pa.; Burton C. Dinius, manager electric and power departments, Zion City, 111.
Bullock Electric Manufacturing Company, Cincinnati,
Ohio; W. D. Keuz, M. and M. Light and Power
Company, Marinette, Wis. Edward B. Kirk, general manager Winnebago Traction Company, Oshkosh, Wis.
Daggett Trolley Equipment Company,
Chicago, 111. W. W. Winter, Darlington, Wis., and
L. L. Tessier,

the publication by the technical press of stenographic reports of the discussions of papers. Some
remarks had been made earlier in the meeting
which, from their nature, it was deemed advisable to
have stricken from the official report of the proceedings.
The secretary then stated that, as far as the
printed proceedings of the association were concerned, this was very easily done, but that the
stenographic report of the meeting had been sent,
according to contract, to several technical papers.
This statement brought forth expressions of opinion on the part of many present.
Secretary Mercein said that he had frequently
urged upon members the necessity of being careful
in the heat of discussion not to pass remarks for
which they would be sorry later.
Mr. Rau of Milwaukee thought that the typewritten reports of all discussion of papers should
be submitted, to those taking part, for revision.
The secretary then com ended that this would
not be a practical procedure.
small percentage
of those taking part in the discussion would take
the pains to revise their words, but the majority,
after they had once spoken, would not give the matter a second thought, and for the secretary to attempt
to "round them all up" and have them go over the
discussion would be an almost hopeless task.
It was then suggested that, if the discussions were
not given to the press at all, members would be
more free to speak in the conventions upon matters
concerning prices and things of a like nature which
they would not care to have published broadcast.
After considerable argument along these lines it
was finally moved and carried that after the present
convention (reports for which had already been
contracted for with the papers) the reports of discussions shall be withheld entirely from the press.
to

the lateness of the hour.

Election of Officers and Closing Proceedings.
President Grover appointed as the nominating
committee, on Wednesday, Messrs. J. H. Harding,
O. M. Rau and R. N. Kimball.
The gentlemen

many of the papers which
"It has been
He said
repeated time and time again here that the greatest
value of papers is received from the discussion. I
believe the fact was mentioned last year, but nc
action taken.
Would it not be feasible to have
one or more people see a copy of the papers before
they are read, to have some sort of a formal discussion prepared?
It is pretty dititicult to take any
paper and just hearing it read pick out the important
points and discover questions you would like to
ask.
Most of us see these points after we have
been home about a week or so, and I would like
to make a suggestion, if it seems feasible to the rest
of the members, that hereafter the secretary send a
copy of the paper to one or more members interested in the particular matter covered by the paper
and have a discussion prepared beforehand."
This question was argued at some length. Some
of the members thought that advance copies of the
papers should be sent to everyone.
To this argument C. H. Williams of Madison,
Wis., replied that if one individual paper were delegated to one or two men whose business it would
be to prepare themselves on that paper and criticise
it, the cnticisin would lead up to discussions from all
the rest of the members or from many of them.
In that case there would be leaders in the discussion, whereas if the papers were sent out to all the
members each would think the other fellow would
argue it and would thus shift the duty from himself.
This argument created a favorable impression
and Mr. Williams finally moved that the president
and secretary be empowered to delegate one or two
members, as they may see fit, to lead the discussion
on each individual paper that is presented before
the convention and that the selection be made in
advance so that those appointed may prepare themscarcity of discussion of
were really important.

selves on the particular work.
ried unanimously.

:

The motion was

car-

Stenographic Report of Discussions Not to be
Supplied to the Press.

At this point a question of considerable importance to the association was brought up. It related

named

for

the

membership committee were

S. B.
W. B. Jackson.
the nominating committee
submitted the following names for the officers and
directors for the ensuing year;
President— C. H. Williams of Madison, Wis.
First Vice-president— R. N. Kimball of Kenosha,

Livermore, P. H. Korst and

On Thursday morning

Wis.

Second
Park,

—Harold

Vice-president

Almert

of

Oak

111.

Directors— P. H. Korst, Janesville, Wis.; Ernest
Genzenbach, Sheboygan, Wis., and H. J. Gille of St
Paul, Minn.

The
mous

secretary was instructed to cast the unanivote of the association for the gentlemen

named.

The convention was called to order on Friday,
January 20th, at 10 a. m., and there being no further business adjournment was taken.

The New

President.

Mr. C. H. Williams of Madison, Wis., the new
president of the association, is a man young in
years but possessed of those qualities which will fit
him successfully to meet the responsibilities of his
position.
He was born in 1873 and is therefore only
33 years of age. His education outside of preparatory work was obtained at the University of Wisconsin and he now holds the degrees of M. E. and
E. E., the latter having been conferred upon him
without his having received his bachelor's degree.
These things speak highly of his scholastic ability.
After leaving the university Mr. Williams became
assistant engineer of the Madison Gas and Electric
Company, from which position he has worked himself up to general superintendent.
It will be remembered that Mr. Williams read a
paper at the Cincinnati meeting of the National
Electric Light Association in 1Q02 on gas engines
which created much comment at the time, since the
Madison plant, concerning which the paper was
written, was the first gas-engine plant of the kind
in the country.
Mr. Williams was also the able
editor of the "Wrinkles" department of the Boston
[Continued on page

74.]
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Recent Improvements

In

Nernst Lamps.

the casual observer probaljly tlic Nernst lamp
would represent the same appearance now that it
(lid on its inlrodnclion lo the American public at
the Bufifalo ICxposition in 1000, although improvements, ni;iny of which .''re of vital importance, have
'I"' '''<^' ''i"' ''"' standbeen coiislantly K'liuK <"'
ard lamp is practically the same in its main features
as well as in external appearances as it was four

To

desirable lo uie a few multiple-glower lampii
without altering the existing no-volt circuit. Thit
device, which is similar in ilt electrical design I'l
the ordinary balance coil now on ihc nurkct, i»
mounted above Ihc lamp on the ceiling, and prctenK
a neat appearance, similar to that of an ordinary
canopy, as shown in I'ig. 1.
l'"our-glower
the
I.-imi>.
I''or
interior lighting,
it

Vi the Iwaurr, uoinit
'Clt l>> lum out the

is

—

standard six-glower Nernst lamp is higher in illuim
Mating power than the 6.6-ampere allernating-r.ir
is
somewlui
rent multiple arc, while the
latter
brighter than the thrce-glowcr Nermit lamp.
1 he
demand for a Nernst lamp which would replace thii
standard arc lamp has led to the development of
the four-glower lamp, having the same external appearance as the six-glower lamp.
This has already

'

in the lut
after the

Ump

trimmer
hav,:

Ix.

through

the
for

•

spring g!
the thn-.
material

A

a

'ted

1^

that us<'l

Art

fi..':

Oie .'.'
galtcriet hat led to
special TC^rff^-T to }>* n-H in
of the ni '

•upcriority 'f

of art

'

tratcd in

'

'

Iiroved to be a por)idar lamp for store lighting. The
design of the holder for this lamp is such as to
give the light distribution a very flattened shape, as
may be seen from the curves shown in Fig. 2. For
this reason the illumination furnished by this lamp
is more uniform than that obtained from the other
types.

—

Inverted Type. For ornamental purposes, both in
outdoor and indoor work, it is frequently desirable
to use fancy newel pests which terminate at the
top in a globe of light. It is therefore obvious that
to gain this effect with the Nernst lamp, it must
be inverted, so that the globe is uppermost and the
lamp body concealed in the upper portion of the
post.
Such a design has recently been perfected.
and any of the standard units are now available

TM CONVKKTER
years ago is a distinct conipliment to the handiwork
of the original designers.
The improvements have been largely in the direction of perfecting (he internal working parts, such
as the ballast and cut-out, making them more efficient and effective and in shaping the housing to
Aside from these
protect it from dust and insects.
improvements, mostly of a mechanical nature, which
have been embodied in the standard lamps for some

for this purpose.
The accompanying picture (Fig.
is a view of the first installation of Nernst lamp
for this kind of service.
Composite Lamp — With a view toward assisting
the customer in gaining maximum economy in the
operation of his Nernst system, a special switch
attachment has recently been brought out, which is
intended for use in connection with the four and
six-glower lamps. At times, when only a portion
of the total light is required, it becomes possible
through the use of thi? attachment, to throw half
the total number of glowers out of operation, and
thus effect a material saving in the current bill.
This will be of greater value to the small consumer,
using three and four l.imps, where it is not so easy
to arrange the lamps en separate circuits, so that
alternate lamps may be thrown off, without seriously
With
affecting the general distribution of the light.
the exception of a third binding terminal post on
the top, the external appearance of this lamp does
not differ from that of the standard type. The lamp
is put forth as the only one on the market in which
the light can be lowered without inserting resistance
.1)

PIG. 4.

SINGLE-GLOWEIi HOLDER WITH CCT-OUT.

fastened to and supported by the lamp in the same
manner as the standard shade. The planes and
angles of the reflector arc so designed that when
installed as indicated by the accompanying diagram
(Fig. 6) the direct rays
falling on the exhibit
which occupies the wall space are reinforced where
necessary by reflected light and the resultant illumination is practically uniform from top to bottom of
the exhibit. Fig. s shows one of the standard units
as used for lighting the exhibit of fine arts at
the St. Louis Exposition, and a modification of
the type shown will be used extensively in the new
.\lbright Art Gallery at Buffalo.
Immediate-light Lamp. To meet the requirements of residence or office installations where light

—

GLOWER LAMP.
time past, a brief description of a number of recent
developments will be of interest.
Converter Coil. The demand for vertical-glower
lamps for iio-volt circuits, coming mostly from a
class of small consumers, has been met with the
"converter coil," which, being used in connection
with the standard 220-volt lamps, adapts the latter
for use on no-volt alternating-current circuits. This
finds its greatest use in small installations, where

—

///

and where a lessening of the amount of illumination
is accompanied by a proportionate reduction of current

ORNAMENTAL

consumption.

—

Thermo Heater Cut-cut. Fig. 4 shows the standard single-glower holder equipped with the thermo
heater cut-out, which simply consists of a special
plug for connecting the heater lead wire to the
heater terminal post, and thence to the central-conThis plug is composed of a metal having
tact prong.
a- low melting point, so that when the glower breaks
and the heater has been in operation about five
minutes, sufficient heat is generated to fuse the
plug and disconnect the heater, thus saving it from
further deterioration. Experience shows that this
simple device has affected quite a saving in maintenance cost, as ordinarily the failure of the glower

desired immediately upon turning the switch, a
combination lamp has been designed having incandescent lamps in parallel with the heaters of the
Nernst lamp. The tw'O incandescent lamps are operated in series and a cut-out breaks the incandescent
circuit at the same time that the heaters are cut
out.
The design is quit simple and any of the
standard lamps can be changed over to this tj-pe
The fixtures used are
at a very small expenditure.
of the ordinary standard pattern, two no-volt Sawyer-ilan incandescent lamps being used.
Although it is not probable that the standard
Xernst lamps will be materially altered, special attachments such as the above are to be expected
from time to time, as the many special uses for
is

light

and conditions of trade present themselves.

.
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and a pleasure

January

by the
medium of private advices that the newspaper acIt is a relief

to be assured

counts of the gravity of the surgical operation recently performed on Thomas A. Edison were exag-

PUBLICATION offices:

We are informed that the operation was
dangerous and that its results were entirely
This is good news indeed. Mr. Edison will be 58 years of age on February nth, and
has, we sincerely hope, many years ahead of him
in which to give the products of his ripened ingerated.
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blending of the two societies promises to be a good
thing for

Dominion of Canada
Southeastern States

tion

is

of national scope,

is

if

a telephone organiza-

it

not necessarily inter-

We hope
and practical aspects of telephone
design, construction and operation will be given
more attention by papers, discussions, committee
reports and question boxes than has heretofore been
bestowed upon them by the Independent associalong and prosperous career.

a

that the technical

We

note

that

the

convention

first

—
—

As there is
Electric Light Association.
doubt a considerable number of persons who
wish to attend both conventions without being

National

no
will

away from home or business
weeks,

for

practically

two

might be well to consider the advisability

it

somewhat

later date.

Flour

sometimes bleached and "purified," as

Societies

and Schools

Business

.

in the

It
been recently introduced in Paris.
as a treatment w-ith "electrified

evident at

first

that

sight

described

is

there

It

air."

is

the treatment improves

the whiteness of the flour, but the product suffers

odor and taste, it is declared. Anshows that the only constituents of the flour
affected by the treatment are the fats and the acids.
The acidity increases some 30 per cent. The fatly
matters become slightly rancid and are less fluid
and less colored. The yellow wheat oil, which proin the matter of
alysis

duces the aromatic flavor in malting, is oxidized
into white fatty acids, solu-

and partly transformed

Moist gluten loses its deliodor to some, extent, while dry gluten is less
Mr. Balland describes the effect concisely
The process
as an artificial aging and whitening.
is worthy of the attention of electricians mainly as
ble in absolute alcohol.

cate

colored.

Patent Record

trical
83,

DATES AHEAD,
American Institute of Electrical Engineers (annual dinner),
ballroom of the Waldorf-Astoria, New Y'ork city, February
8th.

Ohio Independent Telephone Association (annual meeting), Columbus, March 30th.
National Electric Light Association (annual convention),
Denver, June 6th, 7th and 8th, and Colorado Springs, June
9th and 10th.
convention).
(annual
Ohio
Electric Light Association
Hotel Victory, Put-in-Bay, August i6th to iSth.
Iowa Telephone Association (annual meeting), Des Moines,
13th and 14th.
American Electrotherapeutic Association (annual meeting),
Academy of Medicine, New York city, September 19th, 20th

and would be punishable under section 18 of

1897,

that act.
The bill is now in the hands of the committee on interstate and foreign commerce.

What

is the matter with our good friends of
Northwestern Electrical Association?
At the

the

convention

in

Milwaukee

last

week they adopted

resolution providing that hereafter the report of
the discussions at the meeting shall be entirely withheld from the press, technical and otherwise. This

a

a very unusual and drastic procedure, and,

is

no precedent

far as w^e are aware, has

nical press has

so

in the his-

tory of any other technical organization.

The

tech-

done well by the Northwestern Elec-

and in its mission of disseminating
information that makes for the welfare and advance-'
ment of the industry, we trust that it will have the
trical Association,

co-operation of this association in the future as in
the past.

We

and

believe that the association

have suffered no
benefited

members

its

but on the contrary have been

ill,

substantially

reputation

in

and

prestige,

by the publication of the reports of the meetings
Why these mutually pleasant relations should be so summarily severed passes
our comprehension. If the members desire to disin the technical journals.

cuss

confidential matters of no particular interest
anyone but themselves, they can easily hold an

to

executive session during the session, after the manner of the National Electric Light Association.

But

draw the

to

veil of secrecy

and mystery over

the general discussion of the technical papers pre-

absurd

;

it

we confess, scarcely less than
puts the Northwestern Electrical Asso-

We

hope that

by

this

itself.

precipitate action

will

be re-

scinded at the next annual meeting.

safely at a speed of 120 miles

problem of

and even more, the
knowledge has

utilizing this e-xperimental

appealed to the

German imagination and

to

German

According to a report from Mr. Mason,
the United States consul-general at Berlin, two definite propositions have already been submitted for such
a line, one by Siemens & Halske and the other by
the General Electric Company of Berlin. Siemens &
Halske propose a single-track line, on which a train
would be dispatched from either terminus every
two hours or oftener, if found necessary, the two
meeting and passing each other at the midway station of Wittenberg, and making the through run
in one hour and 55 minutes.
Such a line, equipped
for service, would cost, according to the" estimates
pride.

submitted, $16,660,000, and, in the opinion of Messrs.

.

Electrical

car-

Public and technical interest in Germany, aroused
by recent experiments, is directed toward the proposed high-speed electric railway between Hamburg
and Berlin, a distance of 177 miles by the present
steam route, but which could be shortened to 155
miles by a new^ and more direct line lying over a
region well adapted to the construction of a highspeed road. Ever since the Berlin-Zossen tests were
made and it "Avas found possible to operate cars

in

quently

'.

common

all

manner
Western Electrician of Jl'ay 28th
last.
It now appears that Mr. Balland has analyzed
some specimens of flour before and after treatment
with the new electric bleaching process, which has
for the electrical treatment of flour in this

was given

tions

Publications

by

riers.
A failure on the part of any carrier to apply
such classification would be considered a violation
of the Act to Regulate Commerce of February 4,

sented appears to us,

is

said,

have

Siemens and Halske, such a road, carrying 520,000

discrimina-

passengers a year, each paying $3.57 for a uniform
first-class fare, would earn a profit above interest

electrical apparatus

classification

freight

rates

against

electrical

machinerj'

and appliances, when compared with other machinery and similar apparatus, on the part of the railroad
companies. The matter has been brought up fre-

Power Transmission

such

ciation in a class all

is

81,

Slope

1905

to

by certain gases, and of late the electric
arc has been employed for the production of the
gaseous medium used for this purpose. An interesting description of Mr. James N. Alsop's process
it

Shippers and buyers of
complained of

States

interstate freight transportation

the

of

amalgamated organization is scheduled to be held
always a good place for any kind of a
in Chicago
convention on June 14th and 15th. This date, it will
be observed, is in the week immediately following
the Denver-Colorado Springs convention of the

frequently

Electric Light
Electric Railways

March

for

current.

Personal

Illustrated

we wish for the NaTelephone Association (a rather

concerned, and

odd name, by the way,

So,

Ohio

Pacific

all

Interstate

tional

deinonstrating an unusual possibility of the electric

New York
New England

Indiana
Michigan
Northwestern

The

accomplished.

practically

28,

shippers or carriers.
At the expiration of three
months the classification, as amended, would become effective, and would be invariably applied to

association

of fi.xing the telephone convention for a

Portrait

Correspondence
Geat Britain

now

be

to

tions.

Dearborn

telephone

influential

should result from the combined National and Interstate associations, the amalgamation of which ap-

state?)

Electrical Journal in the
United States.
Electrical merchants and manufacturers
desiring western trade will appreciate the uni:qualed value

and

STRONG

any part that would work an injustice

men

conventions.

electrical

in

Therefore,

elec-

are particularly interested in the present

discussion of freight rates in Washington.

Among

other things, they will follow with attention a bill
introduced by Representative Shackleford in the

House.

It

Commission
Freight

provides
shall

that

the Interstate

Commerce

compile and publish a "National

Classification"

by January

shall classify freight articles

i,

1906,

and the necessary

which
rules,

regulations and conditions for their transportation.

For a period of three months after that date the
commission would be expected to hear promptly
complaints made by any carriers or shippers against
any of the classifications, and after hearing to amend

and working expenses.

The
is

at

proposition of the General Electric

for a double-track line,

on which

100 miles an hour would

make

Company

trains traveling

the through trip

one hour and 25 minutes. For that speed the
road could be built and equipped for $29,750,000.
If a speed of 125 miles an hour were to be maintained, the road and equipment would cost $35,700,in

and

000,

the proposed

at

an ordinary
luxe

seat,

—would

rates

of

fare

—$3.57

for

and $1.19 extra for a section de

require

850,000 passengers

yearly

to

earn a profit over interest and running expenses.
This proposition contemplates trains of from two
to four cars,

and
its

it

is

own

nical

according to the requirements of travel,
be assumed that each car would carry
motors and converters and be in all techto

respects

an independent

unit.

January
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Electrical Features of a

New Chicago

Amusenrrent Park.
park to be known as llic "White
City" and which promises to rival if not surpass

A iKw

;iii)iiseiTicnt

clcctric-liKhtiiiK

in

Island,

"Dreamland" at Coney
CliicaKO on May 27th.

efficts

opened

to be

is

The promoters

assert

in

that

million

a

alKJiit

dollars

beinK expended on the Rround and buildings,
is
which are found at the corner of Sixty-third Street
and South Park Avenue, Chicago.
An estimate from the detail plans to be followed
in illuminatiuK the large grounds, buildings and other

number of incandescent lights to
used at 123,700. Most of the 40 buildings will
be outlined in incaudcfceut lamps and each will
liave a novel electric sign indicating the character
The massive arcade en(if the amusement wilhin.
trance will have 10,000 electric lights arranged in
The designs
attractive design and artistic effect.
features places the

be

incandescent bulbs, ranging from
four to 16 candlepowcr.
The principal eluclricai feature will be a huge electric tower of pleasing architecture, near the center
illuminated by 20,000 incandescent
iif the grounds,
lamps. This tower will be nearly 300 feet high and
be

will

done

of establishing an

many

miles.

One

fea-

plant of

electric

7"
il»

own,

but finally decided to purcli;i<c the power, believing
this course to be the most economical, reliable and
convenient.
The enterprise i» owned and projected by the
While City Construction Company, compoied of
Chicago business men, with the exception of the
architect, Edward C. Boyce of New York city, who
is vice-president. Joseph Bcifcid is president, Aaron
Paul D.
secretary and treasurer, and
J. Jones,

Howsc, who conceived the

The

manager.
charge of Mr. G. H.

idea, is general

electrical installation is in

I'"rench.

The park is easily accessible, having the South Side
elevated-railway station at its door and several surface lines which reach the suburbs. The Sixty-third
Street crosstown line also passes the door.
Electrical Exhibits at the

New York Au-

tomobile Show.

in

expected to be visible for

is

bilily

At the automobile show held in New York last
week there were more exhibits and a larger attendance than at any of the four previous shows. Elec-

were numerous and of sufficient variety
of size and price to suit every possible need, from
two-passenger runabout at $^50 to the eighttlie
tric vehicles

Co. of Chicago, findinit from extfrience Uut one
electric truck d<>e< ilic work ni i«o tarn*, are
iiKrcaiing their cquipiiuni
? I'.i
!,iwr
A $1,000 runatjf.ut «i!,
Vehicle Company of I
;oo
>

pounds and carries tw^
I.arger cars h:M

projiellcd.

All

cicnt.

its

motor*

(ELECTRIC TOWER IX CENTKR.i

passenger private bus at $6,000, and from the light
delivery wagon at $1,400 to the five-ton truck, selling

ant glare to the eye at close range. This effect is to
be produced, it is said, from a scientific arrange-

at $4,250.

ment and distribution
The accompanying

of the lights.

reproduced from
the architect's drawing, gives a general view of the
park. The large tower is shown in the center.
illustration,

Many

of the buildings show^n are nearly completed,
table gives an idea of the attractions
be offered. The number of electric lights for
each interior, exterior and total is also shown.

The following
to

—

—

AiTEACTioNs AND Nc.MBEE OF INCANDESCENT LiGHTs.
Building.

Arcade

Interior.

Entrance

rire bnow
Electric Tower
Canali o{ Venice

Scemc Railway
Baby Incubators
Inn
Band Stand
College

E.xterior.

5,000
1,000

5,000
2,500

3,000
1,000

5,000
2,500
2,000
3,000

200
=,500

Flying Airships

Room

Ball

500

Midget City

5,000
1,500
1,000

4,000
2,500
2,000

Shoot-the-Chutes
.Tohnstown Flood
Simian City

1,000

1,500

Cnilkoot

Jrass

^^"'^'^^'"'^

Th'°'jlidw
Fun Factory

...'...'.'..'.'...

Total.
10,000
3,500
20,000
s,ooo
3,500
2,200
5,500
4,000

^'°°°

''500

Giant Carrousel

Miscellaneous
Total

,

...

,

.

•

1

,

,,driver,

occupant and

-t,^
cigar

-

,

lighters,

electric

i..electric

wiring being beneath the frame.
truck has been supplied to the New
Company which has-, a load capacity of 5,000 pounds.
jj
a speed of eight miles an hour, and a radius ot 33
^Hes for a single charge. There are two directf
T- -J
IT
£
gear motors and a battery of 42 Exide cells ot 15

I'.ooo

123,700

and moving parts on the grounds
be operated by electricity. For this purpose
direct-current motors of various sizes are being installed.
The cars on the chutes will be drawn up
A\\ machinery

the incline to the starting point by a cable operated

The

....

*•'""'

will

by a small electric motor.

40-mile limit. The company has developed its own
design for light and efficient motors, and is only
waiting for improvement in battery construction to
obtain more mileage. Columbia pleasure cars are
j
ihey have incandescent*
now extremely luxurious, t-,
lamps inside and out, electric signals between the
heaters and electric fans, as well as all the fittings
ti
i he
usually found in the finest private carnages,
feature
of the same company's commercial vehicles
^^"'"

J'°°°

''500

—
—

9,000
4,000
3,000
10,000
2,500
2,500

1,500
1,000
2,500
2,500
20,000

The Producoscope
Observation Wheel
Speed Toboggan

Many improvements but no striking innovations
were discernible. The perceptible tendency in pleasure vehicles is toward grace and luxury, and in commercial vehicles toward simplicity and economy of
operation.
The representative of the Electric Vehide Company of Hartford. Conn., said that his
company's Columbia carf had been perfected in several details
in design, in lightness and in range of
operation and with an experienced driver it is possiMc to ruTi 3 Cd.T wlth ouc cliargc sHghtly ovct the

observation wheel
and other moving attractions, except those operated
by gravity, such as the speed toboggan and scenic
railway, will have individual motors.
The current for lighting the "White City" will be
taken from the mains of the Commonwealth Electric
Company, wdiich will thus secure a notable addition
to its load.
The management of the company which
is building the "White City" discussed the advisa-

....

^

is

the

chassis,

,,,,.'
the

batteries,

all

.

j
motors, gear and

A

Columbia
York Edison

typical

r-

,

--

,

A

lighter vehicle, supplied to the Philadelphia Electric Company, has a capacitj' of 2,000
pounds, a speed of II miles an hour, and a similar
motor and battery outfit.

The Vehicle Equipment Company showed a number of trucks and wagons of from one to five tons
capacity, and with a maximum speed of from six
Nearly 200 of these trucks
to 10 miles an hour.
and wagons have been sold recently in New- \ ork
city, one large department store having purchased
as many as 17 cars, and hundreds of others have
gone to all the important cities of the United States.
The Adams Express Compan}-, for instance, uses
these trucks exclusively for local service around
Buffalo and Rochester

Tr
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arc

ume
btiill

largely

inlci

car* arc
'rlinnry \trec1
its

miles
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dfi-
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su^p<•lid'd

the

ilr,.

battery

24-ccll

and a

special

motor working

at

40

and 24 amperes. A Studel>akcr truck with a
capacity of 7,000 pounds and priced at $.?.S00, has
two motors of 80 volts and 35 amperes each, driven
volts

from a

arranged in four uniu of 10
and having a speed of from two to eight
hour. The Popc-Waverly electric cars,
Indianapolis, have several unusual mechan-

40-ccll battery,

cells each,

an
at

features,

such

as

its

herringtxine

gearing.

This

own motors, but uses Edison
new $900 road wagon is driven

Its

by a three-horsepower motor of improved design,
with an overload capacity of an additional three
horsepower, from 30 seven-plate C. B. National
cells, and capable of a speed of 18 miles an hour.
This company also supplies a compact independent
recharging plant.
Electrical accessories on exhibition were numerous.
but none was particularly novel. The General Electric Company has improved its recharging equipments and showed an interesting 30-ampcre mercuryvapor rectifier panel for charging batteries from alternating currents,
and sundry motor-generator
charging set. The .American Electric Novelty and
.Manufacturing Company exhibited its new "Ever
Ready" dry battco', for which it lays claim to a
current of 30 amperes and improved voltage, life
and recuperative powers. The United Electric Xfanufacturing Company of New Y'ork introduced its
Crescent dry cells, with an amperage of from 12
to 22, and an alleged abnormally long life for intermittent service. Its diagrams showed practically parallel curves of polarization and recuperation.
The
Edison storage battery w as not so prominently shown
as in last year's show, but diagrams demonstrated
a very high degree of efficiency.
One of the novelties was a simple battery connector, with spring clips
for the terminals, and marketed by the Eastern Carbon Company of Jersey City.
The -A.pple Ignition Company of Da>ton, Ohio,
showed a new small dash-board dynamo for combined ignition and lighting, the djmamo being
dust-light and
waterproof. The Warner Instrument Company's Autoraeter from Beloit, Wis., was
a cle\er and compact device to indicate mileage and
speed at the same time. It is of somewhat compli-

cated interior construction, the speed indicator being
controlled by a revolving magnet which operates a
dial.
The Standard Welding Company of Cleveland, Ohio, exhibited some interesting samples of

Sparking plugs, coils and meters were many, as well as
some ingenious switches, one of which was fitted
with a combination lock.
D. W. W.
electric welding, including a 13-inch cylinder.

-

,r.,

plates.

asserts

i

firings, and cm be sAung to secure |>crfect chain
adjustment. Transmi^siun is tjy a roller chain from
a held countershaft to a balance gear on the rear
axle.
The Studcbaker two-passenger electric trap,
weighing atK>ut 1,400 jKiunds, and worth $850. has a

builds
or National cells.
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Institute Election.

Nominations for officers of the American Institute
of Electrical Engineers will be made shortly and interest is already shown in the approaching election.
By the constitution of the society the president cannot succeed himself, and there is naturally some conjecture as to who will follow Mr. Lieb. Dr. Schuyler S. Wheeler of Ampere, N. J., is the one who
seems to be nam.ed most frequently as a presidential
Dr. Wheeler is treasurer of tlie board
candidate.
of conferees having in charge the United Engineering Building, and as the construction of this building will be under way during the administration of
the next president his friends think him particularly
well qualified for

tlie

position.

The city of ilartinsville. Va.. has used part of
the proceeds of its recent S6o,cioo-bond issue in the
purchase of the w^terpow'er of the Smith River, two
miles distant. A power dam will be erected for
the development of electricity to be transmitted to
the city for public and pri\-ate lighting and power
purposes.
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Inter-pole Variable-speed Motor.
An essentially variable-speed motor, but one that
can also be used for constant-speed duty, has been
developed by the Electro-Dynamic Company of
Bayonne, N. J. It is designed especially to drive
_

machine
chinery',

pumps, blowers, woodworking malaundry machinery and all other classes of
tools,

machines, either driving direct or in groups. The
will operate on any two-wire direct-current
from no to 500 volts, thus obviating the use
of three or four-wire circuits.
Fig. I is a picture of the motor with the armature and bearings removed and illustrating to advantage the "inter-pole" feature from which it dc-

motor

circuits

NTER-POLE
Fig. 2 is a view of the commutator
rives its name.
end of the motor with the end frame removed, showing the ball-bearings with which the armature shaft
is provided and also the general compactness and
symmetry of the machine. The ball-bearing feature
is said to add much to the efficiency of the motor.
Fig. 3 is a wiring diagram explaining clearly the

As the commutator rotates the contact surface between any one segment and the brush becomes continually smaller the contact resistance increases and
the current flowing from that segment to the brush
becomes correspondingly smaller and finally reaches
zero in value, whereas the reverse occurs at the
adjoining segment, in which the current gradually
The
increases from zero to its maximum value.
current thus varying in the coil short-circuited between the segments generates in the coil an electromotive force tending to maintain the varying current, and it is this maintaining electromotive force
which causes sparking under the brushes under ordinary circumstances.
Moreover, the maintaining
electromotive force increases as the speed of rotation increases because the strength from plus to
minus in the coil will be correspondingly less.
It is unusual to minimize the maintaining electromotive force by causing the commutation (reversal
of current in the short-circuited coil) to take place
in a weak magnetic field so constructed or arranged
that it produces in the short-circuited coil an electromotive force which i? opposite in direction to the
maintaining electromotive force and intended to be
equal to it in value.
Ordinarily it is possible to
bring the short-circuited armature coils in such a
compensating field by shifting the brushes, and if
under such circumstances the armature speed increases the compensating field generates an increased
electromotive force which counterbalances the maintaining electromotive force, which also increases with
However, in the ordinary method of
the speed.
commutation another disturbing condition arises
from the fact that the armature coils which carry
the electric current also react and generate a magnetic field whose influence is opposite to that which
is necessary to counteract the short-circuited
current and accordingly weakens the compensatory or
commutation field.
-Moreover, such weakening of
the commutation field is not of constant value, because it is determined by the armature current.

1905

HOFMANN WIRE COUPLING.

—

first-class

rail

—

bond.

The Hofmann

which has been awarded a
gold medal at the St. Louis Exposition, is made
in Paris by Belliol & Reiss, who are represented in
the United States by Paul Letheule of 4808 Delmar
Boulevard, St. Louis.
joint,

Indiana Single-phase Road Opened.
The Indianapolis and Cincinnati Traction
its line

Com-

between Rushville and Mor-

ristown, a distance of 14 miles.

The company was

organized February 4, 1903, and no tim.e was lost in
beginning operations. From Indianapolis to Rushville
the grade is scarcely VA per cent, and the entire
distance is double-tracked. The road parallels the

Auxiliary field-pole pieces are provided, as shown
Fig. I, which are small as compared with the
main-pole pieces. They are located between the latter and are provided with coils connected in series
with each other and in series with the armature,
so that all of the current taken by the latter flows
in

Cincinnati, Hamilton and Dayton the greater part
of the way to Connersville, from which point it
takes an air line to Oxford, Ohio. It is the intention of President Henry to have the speediest cars

the auxiliary field, which are
so proportioned and arranged as to give the proper
All of the coils of the auxilfield for commutation.
coils

28,

ductivity of this rivet joint, it is asserted that it
excellent even better than that of a wire spliced
in the ordinary way and comparable to that of a
is

pany has opened

connections.

through the

January

of wire and place them in parallel into the sleeve.
The sleeve has holes, and through them a sharppointed tool is used to force the wires into the
recesses.
Rivets are introduced and quickly fastened
into place by the aid of a hammer and riveting
block, the joint resting on the latter as shown in
Fig. 2. For making an ordinary joint the time consumed is said to be two minutes. The wires are
thus securely fixed in place by two or more rivets,
within the protuberances, and even a considerable
pull or push on the v;ires will not withdraw them
from the sleeve. The strength of the sleeve is secured by the fact that the thickness of the wall on
the protuberances is precisely the same as the original thickness of the wall of the tube.
For connecting two single wires oval-shaped sleeves are used, as
shown in the cuts. But for connecting cables consisting of several wires it is preferable to use sleeves
of circular cross-section. As to the electrical con-

in

in use in Indiana.
They will have a speed capacity
of from 65 to 90 miles an hour, and are controlled
by the multiple S3'stem, which permits the motorman

iary field being connected in seies with the armature,
weakening of the field of commutation by an increased load is prevented and the auxiliary poles
produce the compensatory field of commutation independently of the main fields, which with an increased number of revolutions of the armature must

of the front car to control a train of several cars.
of this road and its transmission are different from that of any road in the
state.
The power house and generating equipment
are situated in Rushville and are attracting attention
and comment because of their artistic beauty, as well

The power equipment

be correspondingly w^eakened. Moreover, the function or effect of the auxiliary poles is independent of

The equipment consists of two 750kilowatt generators, direct connected to and carried
on the flywheel shaft of the engines, each liavmg
approximately i,coo horsepower. Two new steamturbine units are also in place. All of the ceilings,
as innovation.

TER-POLE MOTOR.

FIG. 3.

which varies with the load, so that if the load becomes greater the armature reaction increases, and
with an increased load a commutation field is produced which is insufficient to effect the required
compensation and sparking results.
The motors have been designed to permit of their
being mounted with the shaft vertical.
They are
also readily adapted to operate open, semi-enclosed
or enclosed.
They lend themselves readily to the
four principal methods of machine-tool drive, that
is,
direct connected, gearing, chain drive and belt
drive.
They may be run at any speed between 275
and 1,400 revolutions a minute and will maintain
this set speed without perceptible variation whether
operating under no load or full load.

Hofmann Wire Coupling.
the direction of rotation of the armature, because if
the latter is reversed the current in the auxiliary
field is also reversed.
The construction and arrangement of the motor
provide that the brushes be placed equidistant between the poles, and it is capable of reversing its
direction of rotation without detriment arid effects
commutation in either direction of rotation without
sparking with variable load as well as with variable
speed.
When a brush is in contact with two adjoining
commutator segments the coil connected between the
segments is short-circuited on itself. The resistance
of the short-circuited coil, together with the connections to the commutator, being very small as
compared with the contact resistance of the brush
pressing on the commutator, the strength of the
currents flowing toward the brush from the respective

commutator segments

will

be dependent upon

the relative value of the contact resistance, and the
larger the latter the smaller will be the currents.

The method of coupling or connecting wires illustrated herewith is a foreign invention, but will be
of interest to American electricians. The im'ention
has for its object the arrangement of a tubular sleeve
consisting of a tube of oval section and provided

FIG.

I.

HOFMANN WIRE COUPLING.

with oppositely disposed protuberances or chambers
which the wires to be coupled or connected are
bent or pressed by means of rivets, pins or wedges,
the narrow parts of the tube being hardened by
compressing the metal and reducing the size of the
tube.
In this w^ay the wires are secured to the sleeve
and may be held securely in it without soldering.
Fig. I shows a completed joint, riveted, while
Figs. 2 and 3 clearly illustrate the method of operation.
First, it is necessary to clean the two ends
in

and roofs of the power house are made of
cement. The sub-stations are of brick, and located
every 11 miles and will not require attendance.
The direct single-phase alternating-current system is used. The trolley wire is carried by
a steel cable suspended on top of the porcelain
non-conductors. The high-current cables are carried
on a separate line of poles placed on the extreme
east side of the right-of-waj'.
The officials of this company expect great things
from the new sj'^stem in the matter of speed and
economy. With its double track and especially
heavy motor equipment, the trips v^iW be made in
the same or less time than is made by the steam
President Henry feels justly proud of his
roads.
enterprise and looks forward to the practical completion of the dream of his life a double-track,
rapid-speed electric line connecting Indianapolis and
Cincinnati, to which he has given so much of his
The preliminary tests,
time, means and energy.
previous to opening this division of the road, developed easily a speed of 50 miles an hour. The company is now giving service on a two-hour schedule.
The few miles between Indianapolis and Morristown will now be completed, and in a short time
the new single-phase cars will enter the terminal
floors

—

station in Indianapolis.

Death of

S.

E.

S.

H. Mullin.

E. H. Mullin of New York, who had charge of
the advertising departm.ent of the General Electric
Company, died suddenly on January 25th of heart

following grip. Mr. Mullin was widely
to the electrical fraternity and was an active
of the American Institute of Electrical
more extended notice will be given
Engineers.
disease,

known

associate

A

next week.
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off the heat generated in the field coils
this idle space has not been made use

Lundell Universal Motor.
liluslrrjti'd

liercwilli

is

:i

new

ly|ic

of <lircct-ciir-

motor which lias hccn il<:velo|jc<l liy Mr. Rohc-rt
Lundell, the well-known inventor, ;iii<l which the
Nntional Electric Company of Milwaukee will manuiiiRcrncnt with
market l>y s|:
f.icliire and
rcnt

In its
departures from the
facttircr lays claim
consef|nenlly cool

lU-n

the inventor.

I

riim
to

111

il

I

It

'

I'l

some radical
Ml, and the manulni;ii cflTiciency and
lie
machine was

iiiliiHltcs
II

iiillv

oimt; lull.
at Ihe conv nlion of the Northwestern
Ass.K-ialion in Milwaukee last week and
much allontion
l'"ig.
I
is a view of the
I

on exhibition
I'.Iectrical

altraclcd
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IJrdinarily
of.

The*e

end plates arc tapped, and retaining bolls pass
through the frames, accurately seating the pole
pieces, causing them to make good contact with the
inner diameter of the yoke rings. By removing these
liolts
the pole-pieces and field coils can then lie
readily taken off.

In machines up to 60 horsepower it is not necessary to introduce ventilation mto the center of the
armature, as the losses arc exceptionally low. The
low losses make it possible to enclose these motors
at lower temperature rises than is pos.sible with
oIIkt motors in which the losses arc greater.

tandem bruih the

Irreg
time,

:

of a smd at a
its mate is making con'
I.
closed for that stud.

.-i-'i

one fact matei
-jiure
of the commutator and
surV/
face, as well as an <••
NS'hcrc .'iM
the brushes themselves.
to obtain broad ranges, required by
work, or where conditions of service c^commutating conditions, the brush at triT .i.;r;K
edge is made of high-rcMStance carlxjn, to take care
of the sparking conditions, and the other brush of
this
In
high conductivity, to carry the current.
manner both conditions of service, which arc ordinarily opposed to each other, arc successfully performed by this dual brush. Fig. 4 shows the various parts of the machine and illiulrales the iiniplicity of its construction.
Magnetization losses in the iron, and resistance
losses in the winding, commutator and brushes are
so low, due to the economical projiortioning of these
parts, that the motors run cool independent of forced
ventilation.
The proof of this is to be found in
their performance.
When running under full load
continuously, the temperature rise is so low that
that this

'

•

of Macbii

Fie.

2.

Side

Vi'

LUNDELL UNIVERSAL MOTOR
commutator end of the new motor and

Fig. 2 is a
side view.
The cast-iron frames or housings which contain
the laminated yoke rings and support the bearing
brackets consist of a rigid open casing made in two
The rear has four hollow
parts {front and rear).
extension arms of strong cross-section, accurately
bored to engage and support the laminations assembled therein. The front frame is identical with
the rear frame, except that the extending arms are
omitted. Bolts pass t)irou.2:li these arms, securing
the frames together, insuring rigid construction.
It has long been desired to use laminated yokes in
direct-current motors and generators, as this form
of construction insures uniformity of the magnetic
circuits, a greater flexibility of speed control, quick
field regulation and a more compact structure.
In
fact, it seems to represent finality in design, because

The armature coils are all form-wound on the
types of frames and are separately insulated
independentl.v of slot insulation, the insulation of
These coils
the coils being assured from the start.
are of standard proportions and provide for ample
room at both the back and the front ends. Supporting rings cast in one piece with the end plates
of the core serve to hold the ends of the armature
coils firmly in place.
The commutators are built on the lines of standard street-railway practice, giving a rigid support
to the bars, which are made of hard-drawn copper,
The commutator shells
insulated by selected mica.
are ventilated through their centers, which construction aids in bringing about the remarkably cool running of the commutators.
new principle is involved in the brush device
of the motor. It has not only important commutation features, but has an operative bearing upon
latest

A

the quality of the insulation is said not to be impaired in the least In fact, the motors have such
ample temperature margins as to permit of heavy
overloads being carried for long periods without
injury.

Full loads are carried continuously without sparkbecause of the peculiarities of the tandem
brushes, heavy overloads are carried without injury
One important
to the commutator or the brushes.
feature of this type of brush holder is that the commutator is given a fine high polish, while the face
of the brushes is always worn down to a true bearing surface. Pigtails are not necessary to carry off
the current from the laminated brushes, because
they have twice as much contact surface against the
holder as the ordinary solid brush.
Variable speeds of standard fixed-speed motors.
obtained by field control, are permissible within cerFor broad ranges of speed, motors of
tain limits.
range
properlv selected capacities are used.
of speed, the lowest and highest points of which
are represented by a ratio of three to one.
ing, and,

A

recommeets most practical c^ses, and it
mended as the ratio of speed to be obtained by
is

field control.

Indiana Engineering Society.
The twentv-fifth annual convention of the
Indiana Engineenng Society was held in the
Commercial Club rooms, Indianapolis, on January I2th to 14th. Technical education was the
subject of the annual address delivered by
President R. L. Sackett. He said the relation
of the engineer to natural development, more
particularly in regard to the use of steam and
electric power and machinery, was apparent on
every hand. In regard to technical education.
he approved of government assistance in research which is too extensive for private capital, and cited Germany as maintaining positions
involving technical chemistry
in
industries
largely through the work of its government
experts.

A

laminated mild

steel

in yoke, pole-pieces

for the entire magnetic circuit

and armature body, and copper

for the conductors embody the most desirable mafor their respective purposes. The Lundell
laminated yoke is built up of punched mild steel
rings secured and accurately centered in the rigid
frame just described. The outer and inner diameter of these rings are absolutely concentric.
The pole-pieces (see Fig. 3) are separately
punched from the same material as the yoke rings.
These pole-pieces are provided with end plates so
constructed as to provide ventilating ducts to carry

terials

the running of the brush. It has been customary
to see the brushes placed on a stud side by side in
a line parallel to the commutator bars and mica.
With the LTniversal apparatus, one brush is
placed directly in front of the other (in tandem).
The total brush surface is equal to the commutator
space occupied by the side-by-side brushes, and each
brush has its independent tension spring. With the
old-style brushes, any irregularity of the commutator surface causes both brushes to jump together.
This instantaneously opens the circuit at that point
With the
as each irregularity' passes a brush stud.

number of interesting and well-prepared
papers were read and discussed on the various
subjects of interest to the engineer. The report of
tlie committee on railroads noted some of tlie work
done in Indiana in 1904. and referred especially to
the use of the single-phase system installed on the
Rushville division of the Indianapolis and Cinciimati
Traction Company's

line.

Robert P. Wood, general engineer on the Indianapolis and jSTorthwestem Traction Company, was
elected president; W. F. JI. (5oss, vice-president, and
C. C. Brown, secretary. The secretary reported that
the membership had grown to 120 and that the organization was self-supporting.

..

;
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Northwestern Electrical Association.
[Continued from page

6S.]

convention of tlie National Electric Light Association
He is a member of the National
held last May.
Electric Light Association, Ohio Gas Association,
Wisconsin Gas Association and Northwestern Electrical Association.

Entertainment Features.

The entertainment offered to those at the convention was as usual of a character to make the
members determined not to miss attending the meetWednesday night all attended
ing the next year.
the Alhambra Theater, where a section of seats had
Thursday evening instead of the
been reserved.
banquet which has been customary heretofore a
"vaudeville smoker" was indulged in, and judging
from the manner from which this entertainment
seemed to "take" with those present the smoker
is likely to become a permanent feature of the con-

Mayor Rose of Milwaukee was present
ventions.
at the smoker and -was enthusiastically received.
The Citizens' League of Milwaukee officially extended a cordial invitation to the association to hold
its convention there the coming year.
Finely engraved invitations were distributed by
the National Electric Company for all to visit its
factory, where there are at present under construction a number of large machines.

Members and

Visitors.

Following is a list of the names of those in attendance at the Northwestern convention last week:
Almert, Harold, Cicero Light, Heat and Power Company
Oak Park, 111.
Andrae, H. P., Julius Andrae & Sons Company. .Milwaukee
Atkin, G. H., Electric Storage "Battery Company. ... Chicago
Baker, Frank J., North Shore Electric Company
Evanston, III.
Barr, Edward L., Stanley Electric Manufacturing Company
Chicago
Beggs, John I., Milwaukee Electric Railway and Light
Company

Milwaukee

Brooks, John W., Pass & Seymour
Burch, L.
Bvrne, Harry, Allis-Chalmers Company

Solvay, N. Y.

W

Madison
Chicago

Milwaukee

S
James
pany

Clark,
Coale,

C.

Columbia

B-,

Lamp Com-

Incandescent

St. Louis
Kaukauna, Wis.
Milwaukee
Colles, George Wetmore
Wausau, Wis.
Collins, W. F., Wausau Electric Company
Chicago
Cravath, J. R., Electrical World and Engineer
Chicago
Cutter, George, George Cutter Company
Chicago
Davenport, P. E., Porter S: Berg
Milwaukee
Dickson, E. N., Allis-Chalmers Company
Zion City, 111.
Dinius, Burton C
Chicago
Duel, E. R., Reynolds Manufacturing Company
Chicago
Dull, E. R., Reynolds Manufacturing Company

Coates,

R

A.

C

Eastman, E.

:Marinette, Wis.
Standard Telephone and Electric ComMilwaukee

Eldred, H. M.,

pany

.

.

Chicago
Leon, Porter & Berg
Etheridge, Loeke, Stanley Electric Manufacturing ComChicago
pany
Fisher, E. B., Waupaca Electric Light and Railroad
Waupaca, Wis.
Company
Milwaukee
Foster, George B., Allis-Chalmers Company
Chicago
Fralick, S. R., Benjamin Electric Company
Chicago
Francis, R. E., Federal Electric Company
Chicago
Friend, A. H., M. B. Austin & Co
Gaimes, W. A., American Steel and Wire Company. Chicago
Sheboygan
Genzenbach, Ernest
Goddard, Walter P., The Locke Insulator ManufacturVictor, N. Y.
ing Company
Goldschmidt, E. L., Northern Wire and Cable ComEly,

pany
Goodwin,

South Milwaukee
Milwaukee

H. D., reporter

Chicago
Gould, L. E., Street Railway Review
Chicago
Gray, George A., Thomas G. Grier Company
Westinghouse Electric and ManuGriffin, G. Brewer,
Pittsburg
facturing Company
Grover, T. F., Eastern Wisconsin Railway and Light
Fond du Lac, Wis.
Company
Chicago
Hamacek, A. F
Chicago
Harden, James H., Fairbanks-Morse & Co
Harding, J. H., La Porte Electric Company.. La Porte, Ind.

Hawkins, J.
pany
Holeman, L.

F.,

Cutler-Hammer

E

Manufacturing

ComMilwaukee

Fond du Lac, Wis.

".

Horsfall. C. R., Shelby Electric Company
Howe, C. A., Holophane Glass Company
Hunter, W. H., Darlington Electric Light

Shelby, Ohio

New York

city

Company

Darlington, Wis.
Madison
Jackson, D. C-, University of Wisconsin
Chicago
Jackson, J. S., Pass & Seymour
Madison, Wis.
Jackson, W. B
Kimball, E. N-, Kenosha Light and Power Company.

Rau,

O.

Milwaukee

M.,

Electric

Railway

and

January
Light

Company
Milwaukee
Raymond, Francis, General Incandescent Axe Light Company
Chicago
Company
Chicago
S., Oak Park Yaryan Company.. Oak Park, 111.
Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing'
Chicago
Schmidtbauer, J. C
Milwaukee
Schutt, H. S
Beloit, Wis.
Scribncr, J., General Electric Company
Chicago
Sedgwick, C. E., Allis-Chalmers Company
Milwaukee
Seymour, E. K., Wagner Electric and Manufacturing
Company
Chicago
Shuster, J. W., Liniversity of Wisconsin
Madison, Wis.
Skeel, F. F., Crouse-Hinds Company
Syracuse, N. Y.
Sinks, William H
Lafayette, Ind.
Smith, Albert
Milwaukee
Timmerman, A. H., Wagner Electric Manufacturing
Reiners, P. E., Western Electric

Richmond, F.
lioss,

C.

A.,

Company

Company

St.

Louis,

Mo.

John B
Chicago
Underwood, H. G
Milwaukee
Upham, W. P., Electric Appliance Company
Chicago
X'lles, B. D., Chippewa Falls Waterworks and Lighting
Company
Chippewa Falls, Wis.
Ward, A. V., National Carbon Company
Cleveland
Waring, J. M. S., Electric Storage Battery Company.
Tingley,

Chicago

Warren, Arthur, Allis-Chalmers Company
Milwaukee
Watson, H. E., Holophane Glass Company.. New York city
H. L., Allis-Chalmers Company
Milwaukee
Westover, George D., Cummer Electric Companv

Wells,

Cadillac, Mich.
White, John A., Electric Storage Battery Company. .Chicago
Whyte, George S., Macomber & Whyte Rope Company
Chicago
Wiley, J. R., Standard Underground Cable Company . Chicago
Wilkins, J
Mt. Morris, 111.

WilHams, C. H., Madison Gas and Electric Company.
Madison, Wis.
Willwerscheid, T. R
St. Paul
Wolff, James, New York Insulated Wire Company. .Chicago
Wright, John
Antigo, Wis.
Wynn, R. D., North Shore Electric Company. Waukegan, 111.
Young, Henry W. Western Electrician
Chicago

Kurz,
Lapp,

Kenosha, Wis.
Wis.
Wis.
Manufacturing
Victor, N. Y.
La Crosse, Wis.

Company.

Electric

P. H,, Janesville

W. D

Marinette,

John

The

S.,

Locke

Insulator

Companv
Livermore,
Loose,
Loose,

B

S.

C, National

R.
R.

W.,

pany
Lord,

.Janesville,

Irving

P.,

Electric

Company

Milwaukee

Standard Electric Manufacturing ComNiles, Ohio
Waupaca Electric Light and Railroad

Company

Waupaca, Wis
_

..._i.

.

111.

H. S., Allis-Chalmers Company
Milwaukee
Mankowitz, Samuel, Monarch Electric Company.
-Chicago
McDonald, D., Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company
Chicago
McMeal, H. B., Telephony
Chicago
McMullin, J. B., Electric Appliance Company
Chicago
Mercein, Thomas R., secretary of the association. .Milwaukee
Messer, Charles, Dearborn Electric Company
Chicago
Millard, A. L., Westinghouse Electric and ManufacMallalieu,

.

Company

turing

Morton, A. A.,

Chicago

Stanley

Manufacturing ComPittsfield, Mass.
Milwaukee
Carbon Company.
.Chicago

Electric

pany
Murphy, Fred
O'Connor,

Owen,

Wallace,

National

. .

D

Peoria,

Padget, William, Street Railway Review
Pearce, H, F
Peck, A. P., National Electric Company
Perry, F. L., Western Electrician
Pietzcker,

pany
Pomeroy,
Putnam,
pany
Rains,

L.

.

E.

J.,

Standard

111.

Chicago
Negaunee, Mich.

Milwaukee
Chicago

L^nderground

Com-

Cable

Louis
Chicago

St.
J.

W.

G., Adams-Bagnall
R.,
Red Wing

F.,

Allis-Chalmers

Electric

Company.

Gas and

Electric

Company

. .

ComRed Wing, Minn.
Milwaukee

1905

J.

C.

Schmidtbauer, as usual, did himself proud

for the Julius

Andrae & Sons Companv.

at the

same

lime looking after the interests of the" Bryan-Marsh
Company and the G.-I. Arc Light Company. The
.Andrae display was one of the most attractive at
the convention.

The Colonial Sign and Insulator Company of
-\kron, Ohio, made no exhibit, but saw that its literature and descriptive circulars of its porcelain electric signs were distributed throughout the
parlors
of the convention and into the hands practically
of
everybody present.
Porter & Berg, western agents for Locke insumade an mteresting exhibit of this company's
high-tension
petticoat
insulators.
In
attendance
from Victor, N. Y., were J. L. Lapp and W. T. Goddard, while from Chicago came Messrs. Porter, Leon
Bly and P. E. Davenport.
lators,

The Wagner

Electric Manufacturing

Company

oc-

Convention Notes.

cupied a handsome parlor, but made no display of
apparatus of any sort. The company's staff pre'sent
at the convention consisled of Chicago Agent George
B. Foster, Arthur H. Timmerman, general superintendent of the \\'agnei- factory, and E.
Seymour
of the Chicago office.

Mr. Horsfall appeared for Shelby lamps.
C. W. Bacon of the Dearborn Electric Company
came in from Madison.

The Cutler-Hammer Manufacturing Company
made no attempt at an exhibit at the convention,
but the company was personally Avell represented

,

The Stanley Instrument Company appeared in the
person of F. J. Alderson.
Frederick S. Richmond did the honors for the
Oak Park Yarj-an Company.
M. B. Austin & Co. were
sented by Arnold H. Friend.

energetically

repre-

"King" Coale from Minneapolis came down

to

look after the Columbia's lamp.

The Dearborn

Electric

Company was

well repre-

sented by President Charles ftlesser.

W. H.

Gairns most efficiently took care of the
interests of the American Steel and Wire Company.
President Samuel Mankowitz looked after the interests of the Ifonarch Electric and Wire Company.

Western Sales Agent Francis
General Incandescent Arc Light

Raymond
Company

of the
was, as

usual, decidedly in evidence.

Prof. D. C. Jackson and his brother, William B.
Jackson, engineers and experts of Madison, Wis.,
were among those most welcome at the convention.

Norman McCarty anti the Diesel engine are one
and, as usual, Mr. McCarty distinguished himself by
his masterful exposition of the merits of this departure in power engineering.
President George S. Whyte of the Macomber &
Whyte Rope Company came up with the delegation
on the special car. Mr. Whyte is one of the oldtimers at Northwestern conventions.

President

W. W. Low

of the Electric Appliance

Company, Chicago, put in an appearance on WednesMr. Low, as usual, was assisted by his handday.
some and energetic representative, W. S. Upham.
Secretary E. L. Goldschmidt of the Northern Wire
and Cable Company, South Milwaukee, was daily
in attendance.

Incidentally it may be mentioned that
is a man with a hobby
fine poul-

Mr. Goldschmidt

K

nevertheless.
Mr. Beresford, Mr. Knight, ilr. Wilhoit of the engineering department and Manager of
Publicity J. F. Hawkins did the honors and helped
receive the delegates on Wednesday morning at the
Pfister.

Manager A. L. Severance of the Pfister this time,
ever,
distinguished himself by an unfailing
courtesy and attention to the wants of the visiting
delegates.
Again, as has been the case for years,
Mr. Severance was voted "the best of good fellows,"
and as an evidence of his popularity it'may be mentioned that he was a special guest at the smoker on
Thursday evening.
Syles R. Fralick distinguished himself bv his'
energetic and skilful work for the Benjamin Electric
Manufacturing Company of Chicago. iSIr. Fralick
exhibited with the .Andrae display an arc burst cluster, recently described in the Western Electrician.
Mr. Fralick has done most excellent worK for the
as

—

try.

George Cutter, the youthful sage of the electrical
business, with characteristic modesty declares that
his large and handsome new factory at South Bend,
Ind., is merely a "small monument of my middle

.

Korst,

28,

inghouse company made no exhibit, but it is needles^
to say that the above-mentioned gentlemen were in
attendance day and night at the sessions of the
convention and during the "recreation periods."
George A. Gray did the honors for the Thomas
G. Grier Company.
Mr. Grier himself has been
under the weather for some time and is preparing
for an extended ocean voyage.
It was a matter of
regret that "lom" was prevented from putting in
an appearance.

age."
is not an uncommon name, but in one
it is synonjinous of all that is good in wire.
course reference is made to Mr. Smith of the
Chicago Insulated Wire Company, who was at the
convention.

"Smith"

case

Of

General Lamp Agent Clarence A. Ross of the
Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company
was one of the most welcome guests at Milwaukee.
Mr. Ross is one of the indefatigable workers of the
lamp field and his friends are a legion.
"Chloride Accumulator" appeared in the person
of Manager Godfrey H. Atkin of the Electric Storage Battery Company's Chicago office. He was accompanied b}' J. M. S. Waring and John A. White
of Chicago and J. Lester Woodbridge of Philadelphia.

The popular and ubiquitous "Harry" B. Kirkland
was one of the most warmly welcomed at the convention.
Mr. Kirkland arrived Wednesday, and
although able to remain only during the day made
his usual impression in favor of American Circular
Conduit
Loom
The Westinghouse Electric Manufacturing Company was, as usual, capablj^ represented. The honors of the sales department were carried by W. D.
MacDonald, C. A. Ross and .A.. L. Millard, while
supply dealers were taken care of Messrs. H. Brewer
Griffin and Electrical Engineer Renshaw. The West-

Benjamin company,

as

is

shown by

that institution's

present prosperous business.

Of course
Itself

proud

the Fort Wayne Electric Companv did
by its usual contingent of men. ' The

Fort Wayne lamps and meters were shown, but no
extensive exhibit was made. On hand were Manager
Walter S. Coll, C. E. Searle and C. C. Sedgwick.
Mr. Goll had only recently returned from the company's convention at Fort Wayne, reported in the
Western Electrician last week.

The Federal Electric Company of Chicago presented a working displa}- in charge of R. B. Francis.
Two large double-faced sectional signs were shown
and were operated in connection with a Dull flasher
of the Reynolds ilanufacturing Company, Chicago.
This latter device has earned for itself an enviable
reputation, as it is one of the most efficient devices
for flashing signs in the market.

Among those most warmly welcomed at the Milwaukee convention was General Manager of Sales
W. H. Jacobs of the Triumph Electric Company of
Cincinnati.
Mr. Jacobs was accompanied by j'lanager David D. Gill of the Triumph company's Cl-.icago office.
Mr. Jacobs reports that the Triumph
factory is full of work and that prospects for the
coming year are most encouraging.
The

Crouse-Hinds Electric Ccimpany's western
was, as usual, represented by its indefatigable
F. F. Skeel. Mr. Skeel made
his debut as a westerner at the Northwestern convention two years ago and at that time distinguished
himself by a graceful response to a toast of \i elcome
office

and energetic manager,

the West.
Under Mr. Skeel's management the
Crouse-Hinds business has increased enormoush-.
It was a matter of great disappointment to the
Nernst Lamp Company that it was unable to obtain
alternating current with which to operate its lamps.
However, under the skilful explanation of its representatives the many features of the Nernst lamp
.were well brought our to those interested.
For
inspection were presented Nernst lamps of from one
Representing the Nernst into six-glower capacity.
terests were A. E. Flemming and A. C. Wales of
to

Pittsburg.

James Wolff was decidedly
interests of the

New York

''there" for the united

Insulated

Wire Company

and the H. T. Paiste Company's switches,
ilr.
Wolff' this time gave decided evidence of his great
versatility as a skillful advertiser by chartering the
private car on the convention train from Chicago
to Milwaukee and inviting the entire Chicago delegation to go to Milwaukee as guests of the Paiste
company. The Paiste company's business under his
guidance during the last year has progressed with

;
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Mr, Wolff's suciii'iliiiil
il.
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li.i.
I'aistc's specialties were
"jewel.',," but Wollf certainly knows liow to put tliem
rriH.Hl
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'liic

The

Company and the Bullock
Manufacturing Company presented a small
reprcscnlalives, each one of which made
himself "felt" in more ways than one. Of course, in
charge of all matters appertaining 10 the publicity
department was Manager Arthur Warren. Assisting Mr. Warren was Advertising Dcsigrcr W. L.
Wells, H. C. Mallalicu and L. F. Kains. Purchasing
Agent E. N. Uickson v.as ahso on hand, while from
Chicago came General .Sales Agent George B. Foster and Harry Byrne.
No exhibit was made, hut
the entertainment and hospitality were of the best
and a credit to the company. Expensive and beautiful badges of unique design were also lavished on
convention members by the Allis-Chalmcrs and

made

a most interesting exhibit
imiiniiiii. .iiiliiiii;!!!!
III'
M-rics arc cnt-out.
hi
'I'lic
lid. Iiiili: mechanism is that it
]Hii)ii,ii
h
Ilaiiiacek

I".

1

:.i

i

M

.

iKiil.il

'."

;ii'|i. 111. ill! .illy
iij

haclinK

1,11

It,

an;

'I"

'

li-liliuK,

to arc lamps
ojjcn circuit

at

any open circuit inciiuch as broken loops

street

intersections, or

in

whatever that may occur, even
lamps themselves.
It also protects the
shunt coils in lamps. Mr. Ilamacek's parlor was
visited by many interested central-station men.
Under the skillful manipulation of General Sales
Manager C. A. Howe and J I. E. Watson of the IIolophauc Glass Company, lloiojiiiane globes and ^hades
made a great impressimi. Mr. Howe's "just Ihiee
nnnnles" "caught" and the temporarily erected
pliiilniiieter in the company's parlor at the Pfi.ster
u.is iMMtinually under inspection.
Mr. Howe liad
liiMMil an ingenious test which illustrated most
loiicUisively the advantages of the Holophane rethe test at the
This
exhibit
was
one
of
llectors.

any

lael

within

the

Bullock

Il

li.i.s

lui-ii

Miiii.iii

1'.

III

zcker

I.-

iilJte

no electrical conwithout the only ''Kirk-

ihr .\irlviy Clay

Works.

Mr.

Ivilpatrick

lu Alilwauktc Wednesday and spent the day
"Kirk" reports
with the delegates at the Pfister.
he business of the Mcl^oy Clay Works for the last
year as being a phenomenal one, and it was whispered that no little credit is due "Kirk" himself for
Ills
energetic work in disposing of the product of
his company's large factory and helping make such
a good record.

camu
I

President
tric

Thomas Duncan

of the

Duncan

Elec-

Manufacturing Company, assisted by Traveling

Representative W. A. Sinks, made an interesting exhibit of the Duncan meter.
The peculiar feature
dwelt upon at the Milwaukee convention was the
"Duncan visual bearing." The particular point in
this portion of the mechanism of the meter is that
its construction permits of the lower end of the
shaft or spindle point and the jewel bearing being
It also
inspected while the meter is in operation.
facilitates the removal ?nd insertion of spindle points
without having to use a special tool through the bottom casting of the meter.
usual, the General Electric Company came to
the front with its coterie of energetic representatives.
The following list tells its own story: F. N. Boyer,
manager supply department, Chicago; S. F. Dibble,

As

manager small motor department, Chicago J. Scribncr, manager lighting department, Chicago; F. W.
Hild, assistant engineer, Chicago; J. B. Tingley, Wisconsin agent
E. P. Edwards, switchboard department, Schenectady.
A fine line of direct-current
circuit-breakers was shown as an exhibit and attracted much attention.
Handsome souvenir scarfpins in the form of tiny incandescent lamps were
given away by membeis of the staff.
;

;

One of the most welcome guests at the Northwestern convention was T. R. Willwerscheid of the
Western Display Company, "sign advertisers," St.
Paul, Minn.
This convention was Mr. WilhverThe
scheid's lirst, but he "caught on" all right.
Western Display Company presented an interesting
exhibit in the form of its ''reflectric" day and night
sign.
It is claimed for this sign that it can be read
further than any electric sign in existence and re-

to

J. G. Pomeroy, who has been for 12 years Chicago
agent of the Adams-Bagnall Electric Company
of Cleveland, came up from Chicago with the western delegation. Mr. Pomeroy, it has lately been announced, has been appointed to ta^e charge of the
entire western territory for the Adams-Bagnall company as well as to continue to handle all matters
centered in Chicago. This appointment is a tribute

Mr. Pomeroy's management and executive ability
and will without doubt ledound not only to his credit
but to that of the company as well. Arc lamps have
been Mr. Pomeroy's specialty for years, and well he
knows how to talk them. A St. Louis office will be
opened immediately and shortly other offices in the
larger western cities.
Sales Manager John W. Brooks of Pass & Seymour, porcelain manufacturers of Solvay, N. Y.,
came in from the East on the Twentieth Century
Limited in time to join the Chicago delegation on the
special car over the St. Paul railway to Milwaukee.
Mr. Brooks was most prominent in all matters appertaining to both the business and social side of the
On his return to Chicago he expects
convention.
to make several local trips from Chicago as a center
and then leave for an extended southwesterji trip.
Mr. Brooks has been exceedingly active in the porcelain business during the last year, for the moving
of his headqarters as manager of sales to Solvay has
placed additional burdens on his shoulders. He reports a most excellent business in the porcelain field
in fact, the Pass & Seymour factory has been overrun with orders during the past six months to the
extent that another extension may soon be a necessity.
Western Sales Agent Julian S. Jackson accompanied Mr. Brooks to the convention and was
to

his visit to

Milwaukee the occasion of

make

a special "drive" for electric-motor business

throughout the United States, and with this company's equipment of machinery and staf? it is fair
to presume that it will command a goodly share
of the motor business of the United States.
As the convention was held in the home town of
the National Electric Company, that company made
special arrangements for the reception and entertainment of its friends. Bromide enlargements on exhibition gave an excellent idea of some of the larger
electrical machinery made by this firm.
Of particular
interest was the photograph of the 1,000-kilowatt ro-

quires for this service a minimum of current. The
light is thrown upon the sign rather than into the'
Mr. Willwerscheid is on his
eyes of the onlooker.
way East to establish agencies throughout that section of the country.
sales

made

an announcement to his host of friends that he had
only just been honored by his company with the
appointment of managershio of the company's southwestern office, with headquarters in St. I^uis. Mr.
Pietzcker is a gentleman thoroughly liked by western electrical people, and his appointment was a
matter of great congratulation. He will have charge
of the business in Missouri, Kansas, southern half
of Illinois, western half of Tennessee and Kentucky,
Mississippi, Texas, New Mexico, Oklahoma and Indian Territory and Arkansas.
The Stanley Electric Manufacturing Company
made no attempt at an exhibit, but was ably represented by Western Manager Edw. L. Barr, A. A.
Morton, head of the Stanley transformer department,
and Locke Ethcridge, western salesman for the Stanley company.
Rumor had it that although these gentlemen tiiade no display of apparatus, nevertheless
several important deals were pushed along with
that energy for which the Stanley staff is noted.
Incidentally it may be mentioned that under Mr.
Barr's management the Stanley company's western
business has progressed at an astonishing rate. Mr.
Morton has only been working in the West temporarily and expects shortly to return to his former
headquarters at Pittsfield, Mass. His many newfriends in the West will regret his not having been
made a permanent fixture in the western country.
Fairbanks, Morse & Co., Chicago, came to the front
in the person of its energetic representative, James
H. Harden. Mr. Harden works more particularly
for the companj' in its railway motor car and gasoline-engine departments.
Incidentally it may be
stated, however, that Fairbanks, Morse & Co. are
now most energetically pushing the electric-motor
branch of its business. The company's large works
at Three Rivers, Mich., about a year ago was operating with 600 men, and as an illustration of the
growth of the company's general business, inclusive
of the electric-motor branch, it may now be stated
that the Three Rivers works gives employment to
as many as 1,200 hands. It is stated on good authority that Fairbanks, Morse & Co. are now prepared

rtpL.ilnlly said that

inn-

staffs.

Of course the Standard Underground Cable Company put in its usual handsome appearance, and
Western Manager J. R Wiley and E. J. Pietzckcr
as usual did the eminently proper thing.
Mr. Piet-

convention.

|i;iiriil,"

Allis-Cliajmers

Electric

army of

proper "settings."
A.
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Chicago Street-railway Situation.

likewise most energetic in adding to the already large
list of friends of Pass & Seymour.

lo

I

in

;

;;

~

tary converters recently supplied to the Milwaukee
Electric Railway and Light Company and that of
two 1,000-kilowatt units comprising a motor-generator set supplied to the Union Electric Light and
Power Company of St. Louis. Of special interest
to the visitors was the new Lundell L^niversal motor.
publication entitled the "National Electrical Catechism" was presented to each visitor as illustrating
the latest advertising device of this company.
The
trade-mark adopted by the National Electric Company has attracted a considerable amount of attention, consisting of two half sections of generators
placed one above the other.
The lower part represents the alternating-current machinery and the upper
the direct-current, the tw-o parts being joined by a
scroll bearing the word "National."
As a souvenir
of the convention a very handsome watch fob was
given away, bearing as a charm a bas-relief representation of the company's trade-mark. Invitations,
which included a pass over the street-railway system, were given to the members of the association
to visit the works of the National Electric Company.
The following-named members of the staff of the
company were present
S. W. Watkins, president
B. T. Becker, assistant general manager; Robert
Lundell C. G. Burton, sales agent W. L. Waters,
chief engineer
W. J. Richards, assistant engineer
.A.. P. Peck, sales agent; J. H. Denton, general superintendent R. P. Tell, secretary and treasurer Robert T. Lozier, general manager electric sales
Harry
M. Klingenfeld. advertising manager.

A

:

;

AugUit Belmont,

fin.mcicr and
rapid-Iransii »ub»av

New York
tion

;

;

;

The Electric Water and Telephone Company has
been granted a telephone franchise at Tomahawk.
Wis.

,

•

.

•.-iiKipal

Keal
rela-

subway
railway system Mr. Belmont ,!•:
construction of a subway wa,
city's surface lines and clcvai'
the talkcd-of

lo

:rcet-

;

:,.-

,.-

.d

ihc
ihe
be

brought lo the highest point oi
u»k
done, he declared, whatever
uned
would be clear. "Il seems to
nij
Mr. Belmont, "for you lo eni^ r
n -.truelion of a system of subways, inv.i.n.g the cxpendilure of vast sums of money, until the wanlj of the
municipality
in
that
regard
arc approximately
•

1,

:

known."
Municii)al operation was not considered liy the
speaker a means of solution of the diflkulties that
face the cily in respect to traction. As a solution of
the present traction difficulty Mr. Belmont suggested
that all liiig.iiion and controversy over the streetrailway franchises in Chicago be suspended and the
companies be permitted 10 develop and rchabiliuie
their properties so as to meet the public need; that
if the operation was not up to the
prescribed standard the city have the right to take the properties at a
figure fixed by arbitration, and' after the payment
of
the money be permitted to enter upon the operation
Itself or lo select a new private occupant
If this
compromise" did not work out favorable results
Mr. Belmont said Chicago would be free to undertake the venture of municipal ownership with its

and

financial

civic

rcsponSbilities.

Action on the franchise extension ordinance for
Chicago City Railway Company was deferred
at this week's meeting of the Chicago City Council.
The ordinance with several amendments was scni
back to the committee on local transportation. The
understanding is that the document together with a
similar one treating with the Union Traction system
IS lo be reported back to the council in
time for a
full
discussion both by Ihe aldermen and public
before the spring election. This will permit of the
two ordinances being considered at once and, if
passed, allow of a referendum at the spring election.
the

Dinner to Allis-Chalmers-Bullock
Salesmen in Canada.
The

directors of the Allis-Chalmers-Bullock Comtheir first semi-annual
meeting with their representatives from all parts of
the country, by tendering them and the office' staff
a dinner at the Canada Club in Montreal on January iSth.
The table was beautifully decorated with flowers
and the chair was occupied by Mr. George Bullock
of Cincinnati, president of the company. Mr. Edgar
Alacdougall of Montreal, vice-president of tlie cornpan)', was vice-chairman.
There were over 50 present, all directly interested in the company.
Among

pany of Canada celebrated

them were Messrs.

B.

H. Warren, president; W. J.
W. H. Whiteside, general

Chalmers, treasurer, and

manager of

New

sales of the Allis-Chalmers

York, Chicago and Milwaukee;

Company
J.

S.

of

Neave,

vice-president of the Bullock Electric Manufacturing
Company, Cincinnati; R. W. Chapin, second vicepresident and general manager; Colonel Henshaw,
H. J. Fuller, J. W. Pyke, Alex. Pringle, Phelps
Johnson, W. C. Mclntyre, all of whom are directors
W. C. Brown, Lieut.-col. J. B. Maclean, H. Markland Molson, E. Kirke Greene, C. E. Gudewill and
others financially interested.
Mr. Bullock, as toastmaster. made a very pleasing
talk, in which he spoke of the success of the company and gave much credit for this condition to the
salesmen. He had just returned from the Northwest and British Columbia and was con\-inced that
the success of the company was assured from that
territory.

Concluding

number

his

remarks, Mr. Bullock proposed a

of toasts to which responses

came from Mr.

Alfred Collyer, Mr. B. H. Warren. Mr. W. J.
Chalmers, ilr. W. H. Whiteside and ilr. J. S.
Neave. Songs and music filled in the rest of a

most enjoyable evening.

Electric

Locomotives for Port Huron
Tunnel.

The Grand Trunk Railway Company has
placed an order for

at last

electric locomotives with the
W^estinghouse company for handling trains through
the tunnel at Port Huron, Mich.
The third-rail
system will be used, the rail being placed on the
si.x

side of the tunnel, so as to offer less
at

work upon

brilliant

danger to men

The plans also call for a
of the ttmnel, which will be
advertised as an attraction to tourists.
the track.

illumination

whitened and

;

;

promoter of the
..

kpcakcr at the annual ban<|uti
Estate Board in C1>ica«o a few

Change

in

New York Address

Western Electrician.
Owing to the fact that the new building
New York Times is located at Broadway and

of

of the
Fortysecond Street. New York city, tlie address of the
New York office of the Western Electrician as "193
Times Building"' is no longer distinctive. The address should now be given as 41 Park Row, New
Y'ork city.

:
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The Rating

of Street Lights.^

By Geouge

D. Shepardson.

The purpose of this paper is to call attention to
the unsatisfactory methods in use at present for
rating lamps for street lighting and to propose that
steps be taken toward establishing a more rational
consulting
basis for their rating and testing.
engineer not infrequently receives a letter reading
about as follows:
Dear Sir: We are looking for an unbiased engineer to

A

—

We believe that thev are not as
test our street lights.
strong as the coniract specifies, although the company claims
that they are stronger than required.
Our contract reads: "Now, therefore, it is agreed by
the second party that it will furnish to the said first party
for the term of five years from the first day of April,
1904, 275 incandescent lamps, of not less than 25-candiepower each, and 35 arc lamps, of not less than 1,200-candlepower each, and such other and additional lamps either
incandescent or arc, as the City Council may at .any time
during the continuance of this contract require from said
party of the second part, and said incandescent lamps and
said arc lamps are to be operated and kept burning and
lighted every night and all night for the tfrm of this
contract."
The committee on lights wishes you to name a date at
your

make a

practical

test

truly,

—Do

N.- B.

when you can meet them and
Yours
of the lights while burning.
ToHN Doe,

convenience

earliest

not

let

The engineer

Chairman Committee on Lights.
anyone know that you are coming.

He may

save
himself from an uncomfortable situation by explaining how very busy he is with important construction work that demands his close and conHe may make a sort of test,
tinuous attention.
show that the lamps are not within gunshot of
giving 1,200 candlepower and earn the enmity of
He may decide
the company and of the fraternity.
upon an educational policy which will probably satisfy both parties and will reduce the liability to further friction between them.
He replies as follows
is

in

a

trilemma.

Mr. John Doe,
Chairman Committee on Lights.
Suburbanville.

Dear

Sir:

—Acknowledging

receipt

of

your

esteemed

favor of even date,

I beg to say that I should be pleased
the tests you desire at such time as may suit
convenience.
Before completing arrangements, however, I think it proper that the committee should be familiar with my customary position in connection with such

make

to

your

The

rating of incandescent and arc lamps for street liglitnot on as definite a basis as might be desired.
As a
difficulty frequently arises
in deciding upon
the fair interpretation of a contract based upon the candlepower.
Incandescent lamps are rated according to the candlepower they develop when supplied with the proper current
and voltage, and when new. The light developed gradually
falls off, becoming less and less the longer the lamp is in
operation.
In many cases thfe lamp is allowed to remain

ing

is

consequence

in circuit until it breaks, or until its light becomes so
feeble that complaint is made.
The wording of most contracts leaves considerable uncertainty as to whether the
specified candlepower refers to the initial candlepower or
to the minimum.
It is practicable to measure the amount
of light actually developed by an incandescent lamp, by
the use of a portable photometer, and if you so desire I
wmII make a number of measurements of the light actually
given out by the incandescent lamps in regular service.
The ratingt of arc lamps is a matter of greater difficulty.
It is possible to make tolerably reliable measurements of
the light actually given out.
The results of such a test
are generally unsatisfactory, however, for engineers usually
recognize that a so-called "z,ooo-candlepower arc lipht' docs
not give 2,000 candlepower in any direction under ordinary
conditions of service.
Likewise a so-called "1,200-candIepower arc light" does not give 1,200 candlepower.
Some
years ago engineers agreed upon a stan-lard for "2,000
candlepower arc lamps," according to which they should
require 4S0 watts at the arc or about 480 watts for the
whole lamp.
No standard was adopted for the "1,200candlepower" lamp.
The general practice at the time was
to use from nine to 10 amperes for "2,000 candlepower" or
"full" arcs and to use six to seven amperes for "1,200
candlepower" or "half" arcs, the voltage in each case averaging 45 volts at the arc.
In recent years, however, the
old-style open arcs are going out of use, being replaced by
inclosed
arcs,
which take smaller curents and operate at higher voltages.
No standards seem to have been
adopted by the engineering associations, and the practice
of the manufacturers seems to be about the only basis
of classification at present.
As the company which has your lighting contract is using
modern enclosed arc lights, and as there seems to be no
generally accepted standard for such, the only just test
which can be made is to determine whether they are
operating the lamps according to the published instructions
of the manufacturing company.
Such a test I can make, if
desi

yo;

suggest that in the ne
for stn
lighting,
you include a definite agreement as to the
requirements to be met by the lights, and as to the methods
of making tests.
I should be pleased to meet with your
uld

.

P.

be clear and satisfactory to you, I
S.

—

I

am

truly yours,
E. N. GiNEER.
the

to have a member or employe of
at tests, especially those of arc lamps.

prefer

company present

It is a difficult matter to word a contract for street
lighting so as to be fair to the city and to the company, so that each party knows exactly what is both
the intended and the actual m.eaning of the terms,
and so that either party can determine fairly
whether the contract is being properly carried out.
The city wishes to obtain illumination of the streets
and landscape, together with a certain amount of
what is sometimes called illumination appearance.
Where simply illumination Is desired the people
are satisfied with any sources of light that will
illumine the roadway so that one can see to walk
or drive with a fairly good vision of the path.
In addition to this there is a general desire to have
the streets appear to be lighted in other words,
to have the sources of light conspicuous.
For the
latter purpose, nothing can compare with the open
arc with Its Intense brilliancy and Its deep shadows,
althoup-h a Nernst lamp with clear globe approxl-

—

I.
Paper read before the Northwestern Electrical Assof-iation
in Milwaukee on January 18. 1905.
Mr. Shepnrdson is professor
of electrical enjineerine at the University of Minnesota.

January 28, 1905

it.
The modern enclosed arc light loses much
of the illumination appearance characteristic of the
older open arc and also gives out less total light,

to use wattmeters for that purpose, for our own
protection, in trying to determine the amount of

mates

current lost or stolen, and we found the plan satistory and we adopted it also when we wanted to

but it has less pronounced shadows and it throws
nearly as much light to distant points.
Since light is what is desired, or rather illumina-

up our street-lighting system to see what
actually did get on a kilowatt-hour basis for our
current.
In making one contract with one municipality
recently the local waterworks engineer was the engineer for the council, and he conceived the idea of
having a voltm.eter installed in the city clerk's office
so that he could check up the street-lighting system
at any time.
I don't know exactly how he was
going to do it, and it was to be a nominal 2,000candlepower proposition.
But I finally convinced
the waterworks engineer that the only equitable way
would be to specify 450 watts at the arc, and the
city attorney in addressing the council finally said
that the contract had been changed in one particular, that he did not know exactly how many
"warts" there were in the lamp t'ney were getting
now, or how many the new contract expected to
give them, but that the engineer would be satisfied
to withdraw the voltmeter and insert 450 "warts"
if they would give them one year's use of an extra
check

we

that the most rational basis for
a contract for street lighting would be an illumination of the street surfiice which should have certain average values on main streets, certain lower
averages on others, and whose minimum values
should not fall below certain specified values accordtion,

it

would seem

ing to the importance of the streets. To avoid uncertainties in measuring care should be taken to
specify whether the illumination is to be measured
on the horizontal or vertical plane, the latter favoring widely scattered light sources, such as arc
lights.

Lighting contracts based upon the illumination
produced would put all sorts of light upon nearly
the same basis and would render it comparatively

company einployes to make fairly
tests whenever desirable.
cases where companies do not care to sell
illumination as such it would be some improvement
over present contracts based upon nominal candleContracts
power to charge by the kilowatt-hour.
for lighting streets by gas are frequently based upon
a fixed charge per thousand cubic feet, estimated from
consumpburning,
and
periodical
tests
of
hours of
tion by various burners taken at random and tested
under working pressure. In this case the city requires periodical cleaning of the globes and assumes
Such
that the street illumination is satisfactory.
tests are difficult in the case of mantle burners, and
unless provision is made for renewal of mantles
when broken and after a definite period of service
there is apt to be much poor illumination.
It would not be difficult to provide for similar
sort of testing for electric lights.
The circuits
might be run into testing stations established in
fire-department houses or police stations, where ineasy for city or

reliable

In

lamp.

Our contract
C. H. Williams, Madison, Wis.
with the city does not say anything about candlepower it simply states the wattage consumption
at the station per lamp, and we report to the city
the watts consumed, and they take readings also
and witness the test of the wattmeter, and we give
them the number of lamps on the line. They check
those data themselves.
Mr. Putnam
I would like to ask these gentlemen who have wattmeters on their city street-lighting system if they could give us the prices paid
:

;

:

by the

city for their arcs and also the net price they
receive per kilowatt.
Mr. Kimball
As far as Kenosha is concerned,
we are running on moonlight schedule, and in the
longer hours the price per kilow^att is less, and I
have not got the exact figures as to what w"e get
out of it. Ou the year basis we get $78 per lamp,
but have quite a little bit of dead-head lighting.
There were no restrictions put on as to how much
:

struments could be plugged in at will to measure
Occasional tests on the line with voltthe current.
meters would check the adjustment of individual
lamps with sufficient accuracy. In the case of alternating-current lamps an occasional wattmeter test
is not a difficult matter.
of the most satisfactory methods would be
to have integrating wattmeters at the power house
so as to measure the entire energy delivered to the
street circuits for both arc and incandescent lighting.
While this method would measure the energy
lost on the line and in translating devices other
than the lamps, suitable allowance could be made
in the contract.
T'he main objection to contracting for street
lights on the basis of energy consumption Is that
there is no definite relation between kilowatts and
In the case of incandescent lamps,
candlepower.
the size, initial candlepower, age and method of
manufacture all enter into the amount of light per
watt, and the street fixture exerts an influence more
In the case of the arc lamp the light is
or less.
affected by the globes and coatings, by the size and
quality of the carbons, by the length of the arc and
perhaps by the power factor.
That the old method of naming and rating arc
lamps by nominal candlepower is not satisfactory
few question. In the good old days of the open arc,
a "2,000-candlepower arc" was one that absorbed
( Some claim that it gave 500
450 watts at the arc.
candlepower up and down each street, making 500x4
"1,200 candlepower
^2,000 candlepower in all.)
arc" was something less, with current varying from
five to 6.8 amperes and with voltage from 42 to 60.
There was also the four-ampere circuit for "800-candlepower arcs," and some even provided for a "1.500In these modern days of encandlepower" light.
closed arcs operated on direct or on alternatingcurrent circuits -there is an equally wide range.
The manufacturers list direct-current series lamps
for 6.5 or 6.6 amperes, taking about 75 volts at the
arc, about 495 watts at the arc and about 508 watts
The increase in energy over that
for the lamp.
used by the open arcs tends to offset the lower effiFor alternating-current
ciency of the enclosed arc.
series circuits, lamps are made for 6.6 or 7.5 amperes, taking 430 or 400 watts, with 72 volts at the
An alternating-current street arc lamp for mularc.
tiple circuits is made for 6.5 amperes, taking 418
Arc lamps for indoor use on
watts at 75 volts.
multiple circuits take from 3.25 to five amperes with
direct current and from four to 7.5 amperes with
With this array of modern
alternating current.
arc lights it is "up to" the electric-lighting men to
define what they mean by 2,000 or i.200-candlepower arc lights, or to find some more accurate
method of description when making contracts.

they should use on this dead-head lighting, when
the contract was first made, and we run on a 24-

One

A

Discussion (in Abstract).

We have a 2,000R. N. Kimball. Kenosha
candlepower so-called contract, and we are using
what we call a 450-watt lamp. Recently where we
:

in trouble with the City Council we put in
wattmeters on the board and are able to show them
There is no conat any time our daily readings.
troversy as to whether they are getting the light or
not, and that is a very satisfactory way to close up
a discussion that any enemy wants to open
T. F. Grover, Fond du Lac, Wis.: Are there any
others in the room who use wattmeters for measuring the current that thev give the city?
We first started
"H. Almert, Oak Park, 111.;

got

hour service now, and find that the dead-head system is a bad thing for us. They have 16 lamps,
for instance, in the city hall, and they can run them
24 hours a day if they want to. In checking up
individual lamps it was reported to us that the
city had an expert there, and had let down one
of our lamps and had checked the individual lamp
with a voltmeter and an ammeter, and we found
it to be
a fact in checking it ourselves that the
average voltage on different lamps varied quite a
little bit, so that the results obtained at any one
time were misleading, and when they came^ at us
that way we could not tell anything about it; but
on checking the average result with the wattmeter
they did not object.

Another-Electrical Building for Chicago.
having outElectric Appliance Company,
its present quarters, is building for itself a
six-story-and-basement building on the corner of
Jackson Boulevard and Desplaines Street, one block
north and one block west of the present location.
The building, which is Hearing completion and which
President W. W. Low and Secretary Thomas I.
Stacey of the Appliance companj', with their staff
of assistants, expect to occupy in April, fronts 100
It confeet on the boulevard and is about square.
tains over tv/ice the floor space of the old building.
The change indicates that the notable success which
has marked the Appliance company from its birth

The
grown

"

continues unabated.
The five-story building to be vacated by the Appliance companf, which is at 92 and 94 West Van
Buren Street, will be occupied by the Arthur Frantzen Company, electrical contractoi; and manufacturer,
which has leased it for a term of 10 years, beginThis enterprising company,
ning May I, 1905.
whose business is rapidly growing, contemplates giving up its present quarters in the Fisher Building
(Dearborn and Van Buren Streets) and its factory
at 161 South Canal Street, uniting office and factory

under one roof.

Gasoline Engines ImDracticable in
petition with Electric Cars.

Com-

Western Electhe Lake Erie and
Western railroad have announced that they have
found gasoline engines to be impracticable in competition with electric cars, and that they have de-

The Indiana correspondent- of
trician writes
"The officials of

the

:

cided to install an electric system of their own on
their lines in Indiana as soon as spring opens.

most of

orders have already been sent in for
construction of electric cars and that an exsystem will be installed. The first line to
be equipped will be its road from Indianapolis to
Lafayette, via Tipton. It is on this division the
It is said that

the

tensive

interurban competition

is

the heaviest."

—

—
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Invention of Dr. Weston Upheld by
the Court.

would have

undergo scrioun evolution before 11
to liie measurement of electrodo not deem the claims of the patent in suit narrowed thereby.
Tlic device described by Ueprcz in La Luinicrc
Elcclrique (at interval! from 1881 to 1888) ii provided with a coil suspended by a long wire aljovc
and a short wire below, drawn taut. These wires
:ict as a spring opposition and for the entry and exit
of the current. It contains no damping frame or

ably Ijc very rapid wh'-n r,ncc it n *cll turtcd, and
ihc field ceruinly merin the altenlion of American

action.

It
has the core of complainant, centered
with the faces of the concave pole pieces. It lacks
number of the active elements of each of the
claims in suit. It was designed for the measurement of currents employed for industrial uses, such

tion scsni'jiis, there

a

instruments and a»"'araiu.. on (.Aiiil/.tion ^iixii wtrc
inspected by the members.
Early in the meeting it
was reported that certain memLr were working
in opposition to the Ind'
especially

i'i>uld

lie

iiiliTusliiiK

inslrium.-iit

[rnlint

(Jccisiim

in

liligalion

mcasuringhanded down by
January 24lh, in

relation
w.is

lo

Kolils.nat of Chicago on
the suit brought by tin Weston Electrical Instrument Company of Newark, N. ]., against the Jewell
Instrument Coniijany of Chicago and
Electrical
othcr.s, brought in the Uuilcd States Circuit Court
The followfor the Northern IJistricl of Illinois.
ing; extracts from Judge Kohlsaat's clearly written
..|iinion will explain the case and the decision;
riiis matter comes before the court on a motion
for a temporary injunction, restraining defendants
and 1.3 of patent No.
from infringing claims N,
392,387, for an tleclric.il nieasuriug apparatus, issued
Patentee declares
to E. Wesliin, November 6, 18HS.
of
his
design
to
be the organization
the principle
and construction of a device wherein the current
to be measured, passing through a coil in the circuit, which is supported so as to act freely in a
uniform magnetic field, shall cause said coil to
move in response to the resultant effect thereupon
of the current and the field of the magnet with
which it is placed in relation also to oppose said
movement of the coil by a uniform resiiient resistance so graduated as to cause the movcinent of the
coil to be practically proportionate to the strength
of the actuating current, or, in case of an independent electrical resistance, proportionate to the
electromotive force of the current; also to indicate
such movement and the corresponding electromotive
force upon a scale; to prevent oscillation by combining a mass of diamagnetic matter with the coil
and placing the same in such relation to the field of
force of the magnet as to steady the movement
The magnet used is a permanent macof the coil.
net, and its field of force is entirely independent
of the electric current which passes through the
coil, thus giving the motive function and the damping function different sources of influence.
it is insisted by defendants that the patent covers
a mere aggregation of cleinents. While it is true
that the parts do not, strictly speaking, co-act directly upon each other, yet there is a co-action to
a specific restdt in such a manner as to make it
apparent that the device is the product of all the
elements. ***=!= The defense attacks the validity
of the patent and denies the infringement. * * * *
The defendants' device differs materially in appearance from that of the devices of the defendant
involved in any of foriner suits, so far as the same
have been called to the attention of the court. They
insist that their device, when construed with reference to the prior art, does not infringe the claims

Judge

u

;

in suit.
It

* * * *

can hardly be claimed that the absence of a

of importance. The core of the patent in
no further purpose than to intensify the
of force and provide the two arc-shaped air
gaps in which the arms of the coil move. The
main point to be attained in the use of the magnet
is
a permanent and intense field of force. If it
shall be held to be an essential element of comconsideration, that there
plainant's claims under
must be two air gaps and that both arms or sides
of the coil shall move continuously within the field
of force, then, of course, some arrangement of the
space intervening the pole faces of the magnet must
be made whereby a core might become a vital feature.
In my judgment it is not, independent of the
prior art, an important matter whether one or both
arms of the coil move continuously within the influence of the permanent magnet.
One is the fair
equivalent of the other. The coil in either case
moves within the field of force. Much consideration
is given by defendants' counsel to the fact that the
patent in suit calls for a pivotal mounting of the
coil upon two pivots, while
defendants'
coil
is
mounted upon a shaft. It is not claimed that there
is other difference between the two methods than
that in the claims in suit the coil is located between
the pivots, so that the coil can be mounted concentrically with the axial line of the pivots, while in
defendants' device the coil is mounted eccentrically
by means of the continuous shaft with its pivot
ends.
In this manner defendants are able to dispense with one of the air gaps. Unless, however,
the two air gaps are necessary members of complainant's combination, these two arrangements are
clearly equivalents.
They are mere details of construction.
It must, therefore, be held that unless
the claims in suit are narrowed by the prior art, they
are infringed by defendants. * * * *
An examination of the former Weston patent No.
334ii45 shows that * * * * the former combination
does not anticipate the combination of the patent
in suit.
The one difference of the permanent magnet, as opposed to the electromagnet, would differentiate the two devices.
In the former patent the
same current actuates the magnet and the coil, and
a steady or uniform field of force could not be maintained between the poles of an electromagnet, since
it
must vary with the force and volume of the
electric current passing through it.
Add to this the
manner of supporting the coil, and the difference
is plain
a difference that seems to constitute patentable novelty.
The British patent to Siemens. No. 1,919, is for
a relay device, to make and break the contact of a
circuit. * * * * Even were it not in a substantially
different art, this patent would not anticipate the
patent in
suit in any material respects.
It resembles clearly the former patent of Weston, but

core

is

suit serves
field

—

to

applied

motive force.

All

;

I

as electric lighting, etc., and describes how it can
be made sensitive for finer work. It calls for a
permanent magnet, a coil without a damping frame.
It does not seem to me that any one of claims 8,
12 and 13 is at all narrowed by the Deprez descriptions.

The

Finlaison Article of 1843 describes a method
in operating electric clocks and
instruments. The article is vague as to
details.
For instance, the coil is said to be freely
suspended; the drawings seem to indicate some sort
of a support other than suspension. I am unable
to determine what the method was, and cannot consider it therefore as a makeweight upon this hearing.
The device calls for i compound permanent magnet
within the coil (probably equivalent to the core of
the patent in suit) interposed between the pole
pieces of a permanent magnet; spiral springs lead
in the current and serve to return the coil on the
withdrawal of the current. The coil moves back
and forth between fixed stops as the current is
turned on or off. No damping frame is employed,
this being unnecessary, because of the use of stops.
The main result sought to be attained is instantaneous action. I fail to see anything in this de.scription which serves to modify the force of any
one of said three claims in suit.
The Varley British patent No. 3,059 of 1856 covers an electric telegraph.
It calls for a permanent
magnet and a movable coil in the field of force.
The wire coil is connected with the line wire by
hair springs, or by the pivots, formed by dividing
the axle in half and insulating them.
There is no
resisting spring action.
There is no damping frame
or function. What Varley claimed over Bain is
that by his device he obtains greater deflection of
the coil, due to intensifying the field of force, and
makes it. therefore, .available for relays and indicators.
He also claims the application of moving
coils
to telegraphic instruments.
In this device
there are wanting a number of the elements of each
of the claims in suit.
The foregoing summary, in my judgment, fairly
sets out the prior art, so far as it materially affects
the matters before the court. It must be conceded
that Weston has not used one new element.
Some
of the older devices seem almost to embrace his combination. The galvanometer was in the minds of
inventors as an important line of development.
Some had almost conceived the idea of Weston.
But it remained for Weston to devise and produce a
commercial indicator. Defendants have followed
Weston on substantially the same lines. It is the
soul of invention, of this nature to make a complete
and commercial article. What was designed for
telegraphic instruments and the running of clocks
seems not to have led to the comprehension of an
effective
method for the measuring of electric
currents, as they are required in manufacture and
commerce. While each of the claims emphasizes
a different feature of the complainant's device, it
also calls for a complete apparatus in accordance
with the drawings and specifications. Each of these
is new in its arrangement, and that novelty amounts
to invention.
Undoubtedly defendants, on the record here shown,
infringe.
Complainant is entitled to an injunction,
and it mav be issued.

adopted by one Bain
telegraph

Electric Supplies Wanted in China.
From Hangchau. China, under recent date. United
*'Several of
States Consul G. E. Anderson writes
the larger mission schools in Hangchau and vicinity
are considering the equipment of their schools with
small electric-light and power plants in connection
with gasoline-engine power.
They are doing this
both for the sake of the light and for the means
such plants would afford for instruction. The president of one of the academies has asked me to obtain catalogues for such plants, and I will be glad
to use any sent me both with him and with others.
Fifty-light or 60-light plants will probably be about
the size needed.
The equipment of one or two
schools with such plants will lead to the equipment
of others as a matter of course, but the chief importance of the matter is in the fact that these small
plants will be object lessons for Chinese business
men and officials of what can easily be done in the

buiineu men."

Nebraska Telephone Association.
The annual meeting cf th' V'-bra-la S'at^ Inde'
pendent Iclcphom: .'
!.;ndell Hotel in Lit;
nd
lytli.
Aside from
n'

•

cities

in

commercial light plants.

,-..-i»c

Wavcrly, and u(>on in\'
liberation
one name was stricken f:
An important action of
......j-.i
was ilic
decision to esublish a clearing huux: for the Independent companies of the stale. The committee
which had been appointed to investigate this proposition reported favorably and its rcjKjrt was adopted
by the association. The committee was composed of
J. C. Killarncy of Auburn, F. E. Eljcrsole of Lincoln, G. T. Everett of Columbus, W. E. Bell of
York, and T. H. Pollock of Plattsmouth. This comat

;

millee, in co-operation with the executive board,
will perfect a plan for a clearing house by which
the toll lines of the Independent companies may
secure a just division of long-distance lolls.
report is to be made on this some time in March, to
be carried to every board of directors in the Independent telephone business, with recommendations
for adoption. All who join, according 10 present
plans, must sign a contract to belong for two years.
The subject of standardization was enthusiastically
discussed. The commitUe appointed 10 report on this
matter, however, asked for further time. This committee is composed of F. E. El>er5ole of Lincoln,
O. M. Thorpe of Wahoo, W. E. Bell of York, A. N.
Munn of Nebraska City, and T. H. Pollock of
Plattsmouth. On the recommendation of the chairman, the report will be submitted to the executive
board with full power to approve or reject the report.
The desire is to set in motion a plan to
establish eventual uniformity among the systems of
the various Independent companies.
all

A

The matter of affiliation with the national organization of Independent telephone companies was discussed and largely favored. The constitution of the
Pennsylvania state association, by which it maintains its loyalty to the national organization, was
read and referred to a committee to report, with
recommendations as to changes that would benefit
the Nebraska order.
The election of officers for the ensuing year, resulted as follows:
President— W. E. Bell of York.
Vice-president C. J. Garlow of Columbus.
Secretary and treasurer G. T. Everett of Columbus.
During the week of the convention the office and
exchange of the Lincoln Telephone Company were
thrown open to visitors. Many of the delegates inspected the fine automatic system of this company.

—

Bell

—

Telephone Output.

The year 1904 was the heaviest instrument-output
year in the history of the American Telephone and
Telegraph Company, the net result being a gain of
701,047 instruments outstanding, according to the
report.
It is estimated by the company that the
annual gross earnings of the entire system, central
and subsidiary companies included, are now close
to $100,000,000.
The statement of the output of
instruments for December and the year from January
ist to December 31st, with comparisons, follows:
December
1004.
1903.
1902.
1901.
Gross output
Returned

122,285
49.898

SS.1M7
39.678

S*.og5
33.121

72.387
January 1st to December 31st
Gross output
1.216.576

49,269

50,974

Net output

Outstanding Dec.

i,ioo.SS8

1,078,517

92,712
34.68S
s8,o44

960.055

31;

COMMUNICATION.

:

"Several American electric-light people are considering schemes for the establishment of light plants
in cities of this province, but so far. among other
hindrances, they have lacked the cordial co-operation of Chinese business men.
With a few object
lessons at hand this backwardness may be overcome. The development of trade in electrical supplies and machinery in this part of China will prob-

^

Another Opponent
To

the Editor of the

of " Hello."

Western

Electrician.

Referring to your issue of the 21st instant, page
56, and the communication on the subject of "Hello."
we beg to send herewith a copy of this company's
operating rules, inviting your attention to page 22,
paragraph 5S, on this subject,
^^'e agree heartily
with what Mr. A. S. Hibbard has to say in the
article that you published from him on this subject.

Leiand Hume.
Nashville, Tenn., January 23, 1905.

[Mr. Hume is the assistant general manager of
the Cumberland Telephone and Telegraph Company.
The paragraph to which he refers reads as
" 'Hello' Prohibited.
follows
Operators will answer all calls of toll lines by gi\'ing the name of the
e.xchange instead of saying 'Hello.' Will answer all
calls from local subscribers by saying:
'Number' or
'Number, please,' instead of 'Hello.'" When testing
connections that are up, or have rung off, operator
will call in the line and say:
"AVaiting?' The idea
being to discontinue the nonsensical use of 'hello' in
the operations of switchboard sen-ice."]
:

—

:

:
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Annual

Chicago Telephone

Report of

every point of view from which the question
has been studied it is clear that the operating efficiency throughout the plant has never been greater.
In previous years reference has been made to answering tests conducted by expert observers. Over
50,000 such tests during the year have shown that
an answer was received from the operator on an
average of 4.5 seconds, and that 95.7 per cent, of all
the calls were answered in six seconds or less. The
extent to which the subscribers in the Chicago exchange system made use of the free police, fire-alarm
and time service is indicated by the fact that during
the year 30,085 police calls and 4,890 ^^^ calls were
transmitted under the supervision of Chicago operators.
An actual count disclosed that upon one
day 28,877 requests for the "correct time" were
received and answered.
United States Weather
Bureau predictions are given daily upon lequest
from subscribers in the suburban and rural exchanges. The distribution of presidential election
returns, November 8th, to the homes, clubs and other
meeting places of the people was greatly appreciated.

Company.
President Arthur D. Wheeler's annual report of
the business of the Chicago Telephone Company for
1904 dated January 18, 1905, is given herewithand exI'he comparative showmg as to
penditure is as follows:
(operation,

deferred

...51,421.344-09
... 1,274,835.00

Surplus for

146,509.09

,...S

The comparative balance

Si. 563.616. oS

1,400,000.00

S142.271.9Q
125,165.00

163.616.08

$ 17.106.99

S

December

of

sheets as

31st are as follows

Resources.
1904.

1903.

S13, 208,689. 17

»I2.635,532.79
Invested in plant
Invested in real estate and buildings. 1,273,735.59
125.036.75
Other investments
Balance of bills and accounts payable
300,331.59
and receivable
369.057.63
hand
Material on

547 .640.00
$15,251,334.35

$15,740,396.91

Cash
Total

1,346,560.20
114,650.07

395,546.11
163,638.67
511,312.69

Three thousand five hundred subscribers were as
quickly and fully informed in their farm houses as
if they had resided in a city.

The exchange-building operations of the company
during the year have included extensive additions
Lake View, West, Wentworth and West Pull-

to the

man exchange

buildings, and the erection of a fine
Waukegan, in which' complete new central-station installation will be made early in 1905.
The erection of a building for an extension of the
Central exchange in the Chicago exchange system
has been commenced and should be completed to a
height of four or five stories in 1905. The construction is of a character" to admit of the addition
of other stories. The erection of a building for
an exchange to be known as Humboldt exchange,
in the northwestern portion of Chicago, has been
commenced. Building sites have been purchased in
Wilmette, Blue Island and at two locations in Chicago, in each of which places buildings will be required in the future. Plans are being considered
for the occupation of a new building in Highland

Liabilities.
Capital stock

r903.
$14,000,000.00
90,377.07

1904.
$14,000,000.00
157,290.02

646,551.32
46.336.56

913.825.83
39,891.13

Reserve for taxesReserve for deferred maintenance (to
provide for renewal of switchboards
and apparatus and for continually
accruing depreciation of cables and
plant)

Reserve for unearned rentals...
Reserve for outstanding toll tickets
and car tickets
Surplus
Total

The

building in

1.006.65

3.302.20
464. 767.20

6 28,383.28

$15,251,334.35

S15, 740,396. 91

number of

increase in the

January 28, 1905

From

subscribers' tele-

phone stations has been satisfactory. The growth
preceding
is more nearly normal than during the two
years, when the construction and operating forces
of the company were taxed to the utmost to supply
At the close of 1900
the phenomenal demands.
there were 36,414 subscribers' stations. In the suc-

Park.

_

ceeding four years the number has increased to
117,893, an average of over 20,000 stations a year,
1901, 17,097; 1902, 25,532;
distributed as follows:
1903, 22,144; 1904, 16,706The traffic of the Chicago exchange system demontelephone service to the
value
of
the
strates that
subscriber is in proportion to the number of stations
subscriber who five years ago
in the exchange.
paid $60 a year for service in his residence was

A

A

given facilities for communication with 353 other
today for
telephone stations for each dollar paid
each dollar paid his circle has enlarged to 1,445
There are now nearly 6,000 more telestations.
phone stations in private residences in Chicago than
there were in the entire Chicago exchange for both
business and residence purposes five years ago.
There is a greater number of telephones in private
residences in the Chicago exchange system than in
any other telephone exchange in the world. During
the year a reduction of $5 per annum was made in
the rate for a large class of residence extension
telephones.
In an increasing number of homes tele-

'

;

phone facilities, accessible from
the house are being provided.
The order department for the
system alone issued during the
in compliance with the wishes of

different

parts

of

Chicago exchange

year 79,631 orders
our subscribers for
removals, moving or other changes
affecting service or equipment, the performance of
each order involving the services of from half a
dozen up to 50 or more employes. In addition to
this, the suburban department, with its 986 employes,
covering the no exchanges outside of the Chicago
exchange system, is carrying on its volume of construction and operation in the suburban and rural
districts in which there was a net increase of 5,860

to $50,000, which have been inflicted by single storms
The underground plant
in the company's history.
suffers its own peculiar injuries, especially in Chi-

installations,

The payments to employes for
during the year amounted to $2,260,947.08.

stations.

No additional shares of capital stock have been
issued and sold during the year, as it has been the
policy of the company to accept first the new business offered accessible from the plant erected during
the very considerable extensions within the last few
years. At the close of the year there were on hand
over 3,600 unfilled requests for installations, and
any necessary new plant to meet such requests must
portion of
be provided during the coming year.
the proceeds of the last issue of stock paid for by
the stockholders is still available for plant extension.
No large items of necessary plant displacement
immediately confront us to make a draft upon the
reserve for deferred maintenance, but a new toll
switchboard and a new building to' accommodate it
must be provided for within the next year or two.
In the report to the stockholders for the year IQOO
tha meeting of a loss to the company from switchboard displacement, of $274,999.60, by charge to
reserve for deferred maintenance, was explained.
Through this account and the charges against revenue, for depreciation beyond the reach of current
maintenance, the effects of invention, use and age
upon plant have been recognized and met in the
company's accounting. The company was singularly
free in 1904 from extraordinary items of maintenance caused by weather. One wind and sleet storm
cost nearly $5,000. but this was a fortunate outcome
as compared with the injuries to plant, amounting

cago. Over 20 miles of poles was removed from
the streets of the city of Chicago, facilities having
been provided by, underground construction. Similar
pole removals, with the substitution of underground
facilities, have been made in the suburban exchanges
where conditions justified it. The subjoined table
makes a statistical showing of the company's plant
history during the last 10 years

services

Table Showing Growth of Chicago Telephone Company.
In-

1896.

1895.

1S98.

1897.

1899.

1900.

I901.

1902.

1904.

1903.

o£

1904.

*N

u

mber

e s68

8z

5S
86

15,384

l6,!)09

2l,i8S

58

61

31

Toll stations
Number of

tm

84

97

Si

80

101.187

117,893

93

ex-

change telephones
Underground con-

13.869

27.663

36,414

527

874

1,019

63.593

87,685

2S.976

156

16.706 16.5

235

254

^1.372

1,468

96

123.708

149.234

161.202

11,968

32.570

40,480

46.697

38.742

41,484

45.189

3.705

195.020

231,198

253. oSS

21.S90

197

Underground duct
267

183

Miles

of wire

un20,548

Miles of wire aerial
cables
Miles of wire on
Total miles of wire.
Capital stock

7,189

1

40.450

38,168

's q. 706,200 S

7.864

14.445

19,194

13.932

5.629

18.692

22,818

46.120

57.113

74.894

110.605

145.7S5

6,217 15.3

Telephone Association and the Interstate Independent Telephone Association of America met at the
Claypole Hotel, Indianapolis, on Saturday evening,
January 21st, for the purpose of effecting a consolidation of the two associations. There was such
unanimity as to easily pass a resolution to effect a
reorganization into one association to be known as
the
National
Interstate
Telephone Association.
After a friendly but earnest discussion of plans and
purposes a constitution was adopted which provides
for the early organization of
the various states
and districts served by the Hues operated by the
consolidating associations on a delegate basis, allowing one delegate for every 10,000 units represented
in

their local associations.

Those composing the committecL, present and taking a part in the meeting were James B. Hoge and
Ed. L. Barber of Ohio, W. D. Barnard and J. C.
Splain of Pennsylvania and Col. J. D. Powers of
Kentucky, for and representing the National association, and Theodore Gary of Missouri, L. L. C.
Brooks of Minnesota, C. E. Hull of Illinois, E. M.
Coleman of Kentucky and Henry A. Barnhart of
Indiana for the Interstate association. These committees w'ere combined as the executive committee
of the new organization, but the selection of officers
was deferred until the next convention, which, it was
agreed, should be held in Chicago on June 14th and
15th.
James B. Ploge and Theodore Gary, presidents of the respective associations, were given full
authority in the matter of details relating to the
new organization and the preparation for the Chicago convention. The members of the joint committee expressed themselves as being highly pleased
with the bright outlook for the new association
and the Independent telephone business in general.
S.

Telephone Extension
Canada.

in

Western

The Bell Telephone Company of Canada is contemplating an extensive invasion of Western Canada
during the coming summer. In addition to the company's present plant, it will erect from 10 to 15
main exchanges and from 20 to 25 branch exchanges.
The plant will be so distributed as to give good
telephonic connection all over Manitoba and the more
settled sections of the Canadian Northwest TerriConnection will also be made with the Ameritory.
can Northwestern Telephone Exchange of Minneapolis at various points on the international boundary, so as to give a good service with Minneapolis
and other places on the American branch telephone
lines.
Mr. L. P. McFarlane, general superintendent
of the Bell company, says that the great growth of
business has necessitated this extension, which will
involve a large expenditure by the company.
He
states that the Bell policy is to follow the rapid development of the Canadian West with as complete
a long-distance service as circumstances will permit.

Independent Telephone Difficulties

in

Cincinnati.
The Circuit Court at Cincinnati on January 21st
decided that the Queen City Telephone Company
(Independent), organized to enter the Cincinnati
has not yet obtained the right to appeal to
the court for a franchise or the enforcement of a
legislative charter because of its failure to comply
Four Independent
with municipal requirements.
companies were originally interested, but the test
was made in this case by the Queen City Company,
largely composed of Indiana men, which contended
that, having a charter from the state Legislature, it
held franchise rights to use the streets and alleys
of the city in conformity to corporate regulations.
For the city it was contended that the legislative
body of the city had sole jurisdiction. After entrance was refused by the city officials the company under the state law appealed to the Probate
Court, which decided that the compan}' had a right
-to occupy the streets and alleys, but on appeal to
the Common Pleas Court this ruling was reversed,
and now the Circuit Court approves that reversal.
The case will now be appealed to the Supreme Court.
field,

TELEPHONE MEN.
Speed has resigned as manager of the Wash(Mich.) Home Telephone Company. C. D.
King of Chicago succeeds him, and will put in a
C. F.

tenaw

Chicago exchange

It has been considered of first importance that
the service should be maintained at the highest
point of efficiency. There is an increasing appreciation on the part of our subscribers of the intricacy
and delicacy of a telephone system and of the service
benefits of intelligent co-operation on their part.

Two committees having full authority to act and
representing, respectively, the National Independent

9.5

4.116,^00 S 4.316.500 54.336,500 S 5.000,000 S 7.000.000 S 0.000,000 Sii.993.400 Sl4.OOO,O0O 514.000,000

14) in

Consolidation of National and Interstate
Telephone Associations Assured.

Jules

Siegfried,

ex-minister

of

commerce

of

France, is president of an organization which has
completed plans for the establishing of a hotel for
telephone girls in Paris. Extensive grounds have
already been purchased. The hotel will have 100
apartments, a co-operative restaurant, and a library.

new

plant at Ypsilanti.

H. E. Stimpson of Minneapolis will hereafter be
manager for the Consolidated Telephone Company at Grantsburg, Wis., with charge of the exchanges at Cambridge, Grantsburg, Frederic and

local

Luck.

-

.

—
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Indiana Telephone Items.
The Koanokc

'JY-lcplionc

Company
the

lias increased
additional capital

stock to $10,000,
necessary to make improvements and cxteni.ins, in order to take care ol the Krowinu business.
M. Wasmith is president and h. E. Kicliardson,
capital

its

Ijciiig

I

.cretary.

James U. Adams of the Branch Coal Company
asks $S,ooo of the Indianapolis Telephone Company
for injuries he claims to have received last October,
when he accidentally touched his chin on the transshock which temporarily
mitter and received a
paralyzed his limbs. The trial is likely to bring
out some expert testimony.
Thomas Taggart, proprietor of the Grand Hotel,
lias derided to install telephones in all the rooms of
the

Icmert Telephone

Company

at

Walkerton

just issued a new directory, which .shows quite
111
increase in the list of subscribers.
riic Daleville Telephone Company is in the market
F. E. Barber, general manlor wire and telephones.
ager, is prcpariiiK to greatly increase the extent and
capacity of tlu; plant in the spring. The company
recently declared a semi-annual four per cent, divi-

dcnd.

The Central Energy Telephone Company of Frankfort has issued a manifesto, declaring the plant to
have been thoroughly modernized, a new switchboard
of 3,200 capacity installed, and that the 1,200 subscribers may talk with towns and cities over tollconnections. The company has recently completed 6,500 feet of underground cable and repaired
the central building, which it owns.
Indiana telephone men, as well as insurance men,
are greatly interested in the recent decision of the
Wisconsin Supreme Court in the case of the Wausa
Telephone Company against the German-American
and other insurance companies. The company has
an indorsement on its policies to the effect that it
would not be- liable in case of loss from electric
currents coming in from the outside. This is the
usual electric clause attached to telephone e.vchanges,
but the Wisconsin court holds that the indorsement
is in violation of the Wisconsin standard-policy law,
and says that insurance companies cannot be perline

mitted to refuse to pay losses caused from electric
currents of this kind. Underwriters predict that
this decision, if followed by other state courts, will
result in companies refusing to write telephone exchanges, claiming that many losses occur from outS.
side electric currents.

Ohio Telephone Notes.
capital stock of the City and Suburban Telephone Company of Cincinnati will probably be increased to $500,000 at the annual meeting on February 15th in order to provide funds for laying conduits for the lines that run out to the suburbs on
Engineers are now at work on estimates
the hills.

The

for this work.
Tile Northern Ohio Telephone Company of Mauniee has been incorporated to build a system of lines
in Lucas, Wood, Fulton and Henry counties, which

Grafton B. Moinclude the section about Toledo.
neau, Henry N. Perriii, David C. Creps and John
M. Orniond are the incoiporators. The capital stock
is placed at $ico,ooo.
Officers of the Akron Peoples' Telephone Company were elected at the annual meeting a few
The
days ago, with Will Christy as president.
reports of the officers show that the company had
a prosperous year.
An increase of capital stock from $20,000 to
$40,000 has been made by the Upper Sandusky Tele-

phone Company of Upper Sandusky.
The Farmers' Telephone Company of West Jefferson, Madison County, has been incorporated with
a capital stock of $10,000 by Hiram Ingalls, James
Huggett, F. B. Biggert and others.
A. J. Parsons, who has been manager of the
Company's
-American Telephone and Telegraph
office at Maumee for some time, has been made
manager of the Central Union at South Bend, Ind.,
and John Russell, wire chief, will succeed him at
JMaumee.

Independent and Bell telephones in LoCounty," just published, shows 4,302 of the
C.
former and 710 of the latter company.
.A list of

rain

Michigan Telephone Matters.
The Co-operative Telephone Company

of Detroit

endeavoring to increase its sphere of action. It
is understood that local capitalists have become further interested and that experts will be brought from
out of town to develop the property. C. M. Burton
is the president of this company, which has been
is

in e-xistence for two or three years, and which has
been carrying on a long-distance sendee independent
of the Bell interests. At present the Co-operative
company is the only medium of communication the
Independent lines throughout the state have with
Detroit merchants.

subscribers of the Michigan Telephone Company of Mount Clemens have been advised that rates
will be raised, beginning April ist, to $30 for business telephones and $24 for residences. The present rates are $24 and $iS. The Business Men's Association will meet and take action in regard to the
matter.
W. A. Young of the Benzie County telephone system has recently made a visit to the offices of the

The

Toxa» Independents Organize.

W.

last year.

(Jeorge

\V.

has sold the telephone systciin

Il.irl

Eagan, S. U., to C. and J. W.
rural lines are being planned.
in Rochester, Minn., has ininterior telephone exchange, connecting

Flandreau

at

anil

new
The Cook House
Several

Miller.

stalled an
50 rooms.

The

County Telephone Company will build
a block at New Sweden, Minn., for an exchange.
The Northwestern Telephone Exchange Company
look over the system of the Minnctonka Telephone
Company at Ejccelsior, Minn., January 20th.
The Odin (Minn.) Farmers' Telephone Company
Nicollet

has been

incorporated with $5,000 capital stock.
The Storia (S. D.) Telephone Company is considering the extension of its wires.
F. B. Rowe of Chamberlin, S. D., seeks a franchise at White Lake, S. D., for a local exchange,
which will probably be granted.
A local exchange for Clara City, Minn., is projected, and
a temporary organization
has been
formed to secure information upon the subject.

Work

has been begun installing a local exchange
for Echo, Minn.
The franchise granted by the city
of Faribault, Minn., to K. D, Chase and others for
an Independent exchange is said to be' unsatisfactory
to the projectors of the enterprise, and they may
nol accept it.
The Chamber of Commerce in Minneapolis has
arranged for a switchboard upon the trading floor,
to centralize the numerous wires through the build-

The Northwestern Telephone Exchange Company has installed a long-distance board, and both
it and the Twin
City Telephone companies will set
up switchboards on the floor, to operate the 39 open
telephones now on the exchange, and the numerous
ing.

private lines.
The Interstate Telephone Company of
Iowa, has increased its capital to $50,000.

The Iowa Telephone Company

is

Modalie,

planning

to

eight toll lines out of Des Moines to
Siou.x City, Omaha, Davenport. Clinton, Dubuque,
Kansas City and the Twin Cities.
The Dayton (Iowa) Telephone Company has in-

construct

creased

its

capital to $25,000.

•
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Telephone News from the Northwest.

hotel.

The
li.is

ELEC'lKlCJAiS

Telephone Company in Grand Rapidt, and
it is understood that he is Irying to make arranxcmcnls for inlerchange of bu^inenit.
The Northern Michigan Asylum at Traverse City
wishes to obtain consent from the stale for the in.stallation of a new and improved telephone system
in the place of the one which now connects the halls
and various cottages with the main building.
The annual report of the Valley rclcphonc 0<njpany at Saginaw shows very favorably, as there is
an increase in net receipts over last year of $i2,fj<xj,
and over $16,000 dividends paid. The city lias 4,471
instruments in use, which is an Increase of 552 over
Citizens'

R.

NEW COMPANIES.

'I'he Nashville Mutual
Telephone Company of
Nashville, Mo., has organized with J. J. Randall as
president and will construct a telephone system to
be operated on the co-operative plan.

O. M. Hale, E. R. Boggs and T. J. Williams have
incorporated as the Kirksville Mutual Telephone

Company

at Kirksville, 111.
The company is capitalized at $2,400 and proposes to operate a local tele-

meeting.

investigation of the

growth of Inde-

interests.
J. F. Strickland of Waxaliachie, president of the
Southwestern Electrical and Gas Association, extended an invitation to the delegates to consolidate
with his organization. The fact that the Bell company is entitled to membership in this organization
was considered sufficient reason for the Independent
people to maintain a separate association. Committees on credentials, constitution and by-laws and
permanent organization were appointed by the chair.
The committees retired and. while preparing reports, an interesting address was given by W. J.
Maroney. The reports of committees were then
read and adopted. The association then took up
general business, and an enthusiastic meeting resulted.
It was found tliat there was represented at
the meeting over 14,000 miles of toll lines and more
than 12,000 Independent telephones.
The executive committee was authorized by the
association to prepare a map of the Independent
lines throughout the state and secure data as to
the number of telephones in operation. Those present were greatly encouraged at the prospects of
united effort for mutual benefit, and many predicted
for the Texas organization one of the strongest of
the state associations.
The meeting adjourned, after
having passed a motion to hold the next meeting
at Fort \\'orth within 60 days, the exact date to be
fixed by the executive committee of the association.
After adjournment of the meeting the members
were entertained by lepresentatives of manufacturers located at Dallas.
Following a dinner at the
Oriental Hotel, the members in a body attended the
opera house, and later on. through the courtesy of

C.

W. Hobson.

pan_v,

phone system.

of the

Duncan-Hobson

were entertained

at

Electric
the Elks" Club.

Com-

GENERAL TELEPHONE NEWS.

The Summers and Mercer Mutual Telephone Company, with headquarters at Junta, W. Va., has been
incorporated, having a capital of $10,000.
Charles
A. Baker and William A. Smith of Junta head the
list of incorporators.

An

pendent telephone exchanges throughout the state
within the last two years gave evidence of the fact
that in almost all towns and cities there are Independent systems in opciation, and in many of the
small hamlets, exchanges composed of both local
subscribers and farmer lines arc firmly established.
.Many individual owners of Independent exchanges
are not aware of the developments in territory outside of that covered by their local exchanges.
The
benefits derived from state organizations in northern
states and the need of a combined effort to oppose
the Bell, were considered sufficient reasons lor organizing. Upon motion, it was decided to organize
such an association of the Independent telephone

C. O. Wood has submitted an offer to the city
of Chanute, Kan., to sell the local telephone plant
10 the city for $60,000.

A

MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS,
The Vought-Berger Company of La Crosse, Wis.,
says that it has been absolutely deluged by requests
for the souvenir celluloid
ruler advertised
recently in the Western Electrician.
It will be glad
to send out these
rulers
everyone who has
to
sent in the desired information, but is forced to
delay the distribution until about Februarj' loth,
owing to the fact that the celluloid factory making
the rulers has been put to an unlooked-for delay
and will be unable to furnish the souvenirs until
about that time.
Switching stations for small or isolated telephone
exchanges and auxiliary cord equipments form the
subject matter of Bulletin No. 26, issued recently
by the North Electric Company of Oeveland, Ohio.
The standard-size units are for five, 10 and 20 lines,
though a further increase may be readily had by
using two or more units in conjunction.
Standard tubular drops of the magneto or relay tj-pes
are used, which are illustrated in the bulletin. The
bulletin besides containing illustrations and descriptions of all of the various parts of the apparatus
also gives complete instructions for installing and
the method of operation, together with circuit dia-

telephone bill which will be introduced at Albany, N. Y., and which is intended to give relief to
York city, has been prepared. The bill provides
for a uniform rate between the various boroughs
that is, that the rate for one borough shall be the
rate for all.
It is said that the telephone interests
are inclined to accept a measure of this kind as a

compromise.

The Independent Telephone Company, which has
applied for a franchise at Winnipeg. Man., proposed
to put in a system capable of supplying 10.000 telephones. All its wires will be placed underground.
Charles Webster of Minneapolis, T. A. Potter of
Britt, Iowa. C. A. Cosgrove of Minneapolis, A. T.
Averin of Cedar Falls. Iowa, and W. Hastings and
F. A. Hubbard are the promoters.

A mailing card from the Inter-Ocean Telephone
and Telegraph Company of Buffalo, N. Y., contains
a map showing the territory covered by its lines
in New York.
The card bears the statement that
the company is serving over 75.000 subscribers in
Western New York and that over 60.000 subscribers
not connected with the Bell company can be reached
in Western New York by Independent lines.
Eastern connections are nearing completion.

The West Orange (N.

J.)

Town

Council

New

The Iowa Telephone Association will hold its
annual meeting at Des Moines on March 13th and
14th.
It is probable that the association will make
arrangements for a clearing house through which
all

toll-line

money

will pass.

has

on first reading an ordinance, the life of
Avhich will be 50 years, granting a franchise to operate in the town to the New York and
Jersey
Telephone Company. The towTi and company have
been unable to agree on the question of a limited
franehise, and the affair has dragged on for more
than three years. It is believed that the ordinance
will go through now without further hitch.
passed

grams.

;
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CORRESPONDENCE.
Great Britain.
London, January 14.— The two events of the week
have been the arrangement come to Ijy the postoffice
with tlie Marconi Wireless Telegraph Company for
the acceptance of space-telegraph messages at any
postoflice to ships at sea, and a rumor that a settlement had been come to with the National Telephone
Company as to the sale of the latter's undertaking.
The
The details of the former are as follows
postmaster-general in an official announcement states
:

that he has made provisional arrangements with the
Marconi International Marine Communication Company for the acceptance at telegraph offices in the
United Kingdom of prepaid messages for transmission from wireless stations on the coast to ships at
The charge is O^d per word, the minimum
sea.
charge to be 6s. 6d. It appears that a certain number

of Atlantic steamers fitted with Marconi apparatus
have been brought into the arrangement by the Marconi company and a list of these for each month is
schedule of tunes
available at all postoffices.
has also been prepared when these ships pass various
wireless stations on the coast along their route,
but inasmuch as telegrams are accepted at all times
the risk of their delivery rests with the sender.
This arrangement is no doubt the important agreement which, it was announced at the last annual
meeting of the Marconi company, was almost comOn
pleted between the postoffice and the company.
all hands here the action of the postoffice is favorMr. Marconi is reported to have
ably criticised.
stated that 30 words per minute can now be transmitted by his system and also that his company will
shortly declare a dividend.
Concerning the purchase of the undertaking of

A

the

National

membered

Telephone Company, it may be reit has been repeatedly pointed out

that

these notes that the postmaste^r-general has
pledged himself not to enter into any binding agreement before submitting the matter to Parliament.
However, on Friday a rumor became current on the
Stock E.xchange that a sale had been virtually arrived at, with the natural result upon the shares
The deferred stock, which is enof the company.
titled to the surplus earnings of the company after
fixed rates of interest or dividends have been paid
upon prior securities, are regarded as the speculative
mediums of the company's stock, and these rose 11
points.
There was no confirmation of the rumor,
and the following day half the rise had disappeared.
The postmaster-general immediately afterward issued an official denial to the purchase rumor. But
that it was no mere supposition may possibly be
gathered from the following extract from the official
"The negotiations between the government
denial
and the company are not yet concluded, and in any
case no announcement on the subject will be made
The question that the genuntil Parliament meets."
eral public has to consider is, in view of the fact
that as the government lost the right of compulsory
purchase by not giving the company notice six
months ago. Will a sale by agreement or upon arbitration terms tend to enhance the value of the underin

:

taking?

As was anticipated at the time notices were given
of intention to promote private bills in Parliament in
the coming session, the numerous proposals by companies to seek power to supply electricity all over
London have called forth spirited and prompt action
on the part of the borough councils. This is not
surprising when it is stated that with but very few
exceptions all the London borough councils have
There are no less
electricity works of their own.
than eight proposals by big companies to supply
electrical energy in London either in bulk or else
Most of
to distribute it to individual consumers.
the schemes take in portions only of London, but
one comprises absolutely the whole county of London a huge area and pieces of neighboring counThus, if all the bills were sanctioned an imties.
possible thing there would be several companies in
competition over districts already served by municiThe effect of this upon these undertakpal works.
ings may Avell be imagined, even if only a few of
the proposals are sanctioned, and a conference has
been called by the borough councils to determine a
common course of action against all bills. An executive committee is to be appointed to conduct a
joint opposition, and in this way much expense will
be saved.

—

—

—

—

Another important matter which is to be discussed at the conference is the advisability of
formulating a municipal scheme for a large generating station in the most favorable position in London for supplying electricity in bulk to existing
undertakings.
This is interesting, in
electricity
view of a proposal made by the London County
Council a few years ago to seek similar powers, a
proposal which was abandoned on the advice of the
Board of Trade that a general improvement in the
electrical legislation of the country was about to take
Now that two abortive efforts have been
place.
made to bring about this promised improvement, it
remains to be seen whether the London County
Council or any other body will ask for special powers of this sort in connection with the purchase of
the .London electric-supply companies' undertakThe conference above referred to may preings.
pare the ground for such action.
The lighthouse at St. Katherine's Point, at the
Needles, Isle of Wight, has just been fitted with

an electric beacon of 15,000,000 candlepower, five
times as powerful as the one displaced. It is stated
that in clear atmosphere the light is visible from the
French coast, nearly 50 miles away. The revolving portion of the arrangement floats in mercury, of
which there are S16 pounds, the rotation being maintained by a clockwork mechanism.
point of interest is that no addition has been made to the
generating plant, which was put in 17 years ago,
and consequently quite out of date compared with
present-day types.
The new light was erected by
a Birmingham firm.
The Underground Electric Railways Company of
London has just closed a contract with the Hiram
Maxim Electrical and Engineering Company for
arc lamps for its various stations. They are to be
5co-volt direct-current traction-circuit lamps, burning five in series, but so fitted that any lamp may
be examined or trimmed without switching off the
current from the other four. The full length of the
lamps is to be only 28 inches.
At last an absolutely final decision has been come
to by the Dublin corporation with regard to its
It will be remembered that in
electricity works.
consequence of certain unflattering criticisms passed
upon the new three-phase works at the Pigeon
House Fort, the consulting engineer made a sporting offer to acquire the works and run them upon
a certain basis, which would have relieved the
corporation of all responsibility.
That happened as
far back as August, 1904. It has now been definitely
decided to retain the undertaking in the hands of
the council. This was the unanimous opinion of a
special committee, which was ratified by the corporation.
G.

A

New York.

—

New

York, January 21. Nothing really new has
developed as to the city-lighting problem. The evidence given last week by Mr. Ellicott of Chicago has
occasioned much newspaper comment and amateurs
and professionals have alike written much to prove
or disprove both sides of the case. Controller Grout
still hopes to force the Edison company to reveal details of the cost of supplying the public lamps, and
Mayor AlcClellan has gone over a little farther in
favor of a municipal plant, with a suggestion that
gas lighting should be done away with entirely.
This is regarded as an answer to the allegations in
the Hearst newspapers that the ma5'0r is interested
in the local gas corporations.
It is found also that in
a bill now^ up at .Albany regarding water supply a
clause is inserted which might be construed to
mean that the city can sell electric current to private
consumers from energy generated by waterpower.
Subway trains commenced to run between Brooklyn Bridge and Fulton Street at midnight last SunThe authorities have taken a firm stand with
day.
regard to advertisements in the new section of the
subway, and on Thursday used force to remove
certain slot machines which the Interborough company had allowed to be placed at Fulton Street.
The Pennsylvania railroad is making rapid progress on its tunnel and terminal construction.
The
main power house for the undertaking will be in
Long Island City, and there is to be a large substation on Thirty-first Street, Manhattan, just south
of the terminal.
It

the
the

is

announced that the board of directors of

Hudson Companies, which concern has acquired
Hudson River tunnel franchises, now includes

William Barclay Parsons. Five of the directors are
also directors of the Interborough Rapid Transit
Company.
Current for 440 incandescent lamps and for motors aggregating 60 horsepower is to be supplied to
the new Christ Church, now' building on West
Thirty-sixth Street.

The Wilson Line of steamships has decided to
abandon its private lighting plant at its piers on
the North River and to take current from the local
Edison mains.
George F. Hammond's private yacht, Aztec, has
been kept in commission during the winter in the
East River. The lighting circuits have been temporarily switched off from the ship's engines, and
connected with the mains of the Edison company.
M. K. Macdonald and associates have incorporated
the Brooklyn Telegraph and Messenger Company
with a capital of $100,000.
The town of Hempstead, L. I., has spent nearly
restrain
the
$3,000 in regard to injunctions, to
Queens Borough Electric Company from erecting
poles and wires in its borders.
The January bulletin of the New York Edison
Company contains a portrait of George Simon Ohm,
with a brief biography.
The State River Improvement Commission is considering the possibility of utilizing water energy,
equivalent to 240,000 horsepower, now going to w-aste'
in the Adirondacks.
D. W. W.

New

—

England.

Boston, January 21. One of the big deals which
New I'ork, New Haven and Hartford Railroad
Co.mpany occasionally brings about in the electricrailway field was concluded at New Haven, Conn.,
The Consolidated Street Railway
last Wednesday.
Company, which is controlled by the steam-railroad
corporation, absorbed the Berkshire Street Railway
Company, as far as acc|uiring control of it is conthe

January 28, 1905
cerned.
The Berkshire operates between Great Barrington and Cheshire, a distance of 30 miles.
The Randolph and Stoughton Street Railway Company suffered loss by fire on January 12th of its
car barn and rolling slock valued at $8,000.
The new Nahant street-railway company, replacing the one in which Senator Lodge was named as
one of the incorporators, has provisionally organized, with the following-named directors
Walter
H. Southwick, Edward E. Strout, James A. Carahar,
:

Charles Cabot Johnson, Eugene H. Brann, Nahant
Clifton Colbum, George E. Belonga, Lynn. The
capital will be $50,000.
B.

Dominion of Canada.

—

Ottawa, Ont., January 21. It is stated that Charles
D. Haines of New York, who has undertaken the
building of the Hamilton, Ancaster and Brantford
electric railway, also intends to promote lines to
Guelph and Gait, Ont. He has a route laid out
that overcomes the heavy grades and reduces the
cost of construction.
At the annual meeting of the Toronto Electric
Street Railway Company all the old directors and
officers were re-elected.
The financial statement of
the company gave the total receipts for the year as
The expenditure
$2,444,534, an increase of $272,000.
on capital account W'as $218,779. Net earnings w-ere
$1,020,354, out .of which four quarterly dividends of
The surplus for the year
iVi per cent, were paid.
amounts to over $218,000.
The Canada Middlesex railway of Ontario, which
is applying to the Dominion Parliament for a charter, is to be an electric road, and it has several
strong financial men back of the enterprise. The
four principal cities on the route are St. Catherines,

Brantford, Woodstock and London.

The Canadian Pacific Railway Company has decided on the establishment of its own power plant
to supply all the power and electric lighting in all
Its electrical experts have reported
its nev/ shops.
that the power could be obtained at less cost than
On the
if purchased from any local pow-er concern.
other hand, the Grand Trunk experts found that
power could be got cheaper from such concerns.
R. J. Fleming, the new- general manager of the
Toronto street railway, will visit the important
street-railway centers of the United States, with a
view to getting ideas regarding the latest and most
improved t>'pes of street cars, brakes, fenders and
other street-railway appliances. These, so far as
practicable, will be incorporated into the new cars
to be constructed for use in Toronto, and also on
the Winnipeg street railway:
Reginald Aubrey Fessenden, a distinguished Canadian electrical engineer, who has w'on considerable
success in the United States and who is at present
residing in Washington, D. C, has been appointed
to the municipal pow'er commission of the province
He takes the place of ilr. Ross of
of Ontario.
Montreal, who has retired in consequence of his
firm having been given the contract to report on
the scheme. Messrs. Ross and Holgate of Montreal
have been entrusted with the detailed engineering
inquiry.

_

_-

The Montreal Light, Heat and Power Company,
which has just closed with the towns of Verdun
and Outremont new contracts for the supply of
electric energy, now has exclusive franchises
at least 20 years with all the towns using gas

for

and
on or around the
of Montreal, with the exception of West-

electricity

for lighting purposes

island
mount. It is largely the result, it is said, of these
exclusive franchises that the company looks to securing a new franchise from the city of Montreal.
The basis for nearly all the contracts is the same,
allowing the towns to take electric light at $75 per
lamp per year upon their agreeing to take the same
kind of lamp as now used in Montreal. The company, it is announced, has also closed a long-term
contract with the Grand Trunk railway to supply
all the power and light required in that railway
W.
company's different shops and buildings.

Southeastern States.

—

Construction on an
Charlotte, N. C, January 21.
electric freight railway will soon be begun from
Asheville, N. C, into the mining districts of Yancey
and Madison counties by the George D. ilills Company. The road will be 50 miles in length and will
serve as an outlet to a number of mines in the
mountains of the western section of the state.
W. T. Thompkins of the American De Forest
Wireless Telegraph Company visited Charleston,
S. C, recently, with a view to establishing a plant
in that city.

The Consolidated Railway, Light and Power Company of Wilmington, N. C.-will soon install a new
steam turbine to take care of its rapidly increasing
business.

The Atlanta-Marietta (Ga.) electric railway, which
has been under process of construction for a year,
is now nearing completion.
The Citizens' Rapid Transit Company of Richmond, Va., has deposited the required $5,000 in
bonds as security to guarantee the construction of
its electric lines within a year.
Holders of certificates to the amount of $200,000
have asked for the appointment of receivers for the
Bay Shore railroad of Norfolk, Va., which is now
The application was
in charge of a special master.

.J
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made by Messrs.

Wrigln, Snyder and associates of
'

Philadelphia.

,,,

.

,

.

conference was held recently at Washincton,
wlncli
D. C, upon the question of the manner in
clcclric-ligliting wires shall he carried into houses
and about the making of open cuts in certain months.
The conference was alltndeil by the commissioners
and representatives of several lighting companies in
'I'he meeting reached no definite concluilu- cily.
luii and the matter may be tested in the courts.
H. Sheflield of Atlanta is in charge of the
(J.
erection of the power plant on the Savannah Uiver
near Elberton, Ga., and has already contracted to

A

furnish power to a
in Elberton.

number

of manufacturing plants

said that the Savannah Lumber Company
will enter the field and offer electric light and power
The company will
in the city of Savannah, Ga.
erect a plant, but will not for the present at least
enter into conipetition for the municipal lighting.
It

is

Lawrence McNeill,

J.

Cnmniiugs and others are

J.

said to be behind the enterprise.

Electric^
(S.
C.)
getting into shape to begin'
already been given a franchise to run through certain streets of Charleston.
It is stated thai the R. B. Fentress Company,
which has been endeavoring to secure a franchise in
Norfolk, Va., to erect a lighting and heating plant,
will not give up the fight to secure the desired rights,
but will likely make the attempt again along other
L.
lines.

Charleston-Siimmerville

The

Kailway Company

is

The company has

work.

Ohio.
Cleveland, January 21.— As a result of the placing
of the Appleyard lines in the hands of a receiver it
said that the Elkins-Widcner syndicate of Philadelphia is formulating plans to lake over the entire
system and witli them complete through lines beis

tween Cleveland and Cincinnati and Toledo and Cincinnati,
The lease of the Cincinnati, Dayton and
Toledo and possession of the Appleyard roads would
give the big syndicate lines from Cincinnati to Co-,
lumbus and Urbana. The Tucker-Anthony syndicate owns the roads from Columbus to Zanesville
a»d has worked in harmony with the Appleyard
pebple, so it is reasonable to suppose a vvorking
arrangement could be made to use this line as a
Between Zanesville and New
part of the system.
Philadelphia there is a gap to be filled. The TuckerAnthony line between New Philadelphia and Navarre
connects with the Canton-Akron line, also owned by
This would give an entrance to Akron and
them.
from there the Northern Ohio runs into Cleveland.
On the other side of the state the Cincinnati, Dayton
and Toledo, Dayton and Troy, Western Ohio and
Toledo, Bowling Green and Southern, with a gap to
be filled between Lima and Findlay tells the story.
receivership of the syndicate roads was extended this week to cover the Columbus, Grove City
and Southwestern with the same men for receivers.
President W. Kelsey Schoepf of the Cincinnati
Traction Company, in reply to complaints of a delegation of the Central Labor Council to the mayor,
said that the company is running so per cent, more
cars than the old roads, although travel had inthat $3,000,000 had been
creased but iS per cent.
spent in improvements, whereas the lease required
but $2,000,000. He further said the generating stations are all being enlarged and that 50 more large
In fact a few
cars are almost ready for delivery.
of them have now been put in service. Mr. Schoepf
did not agree with the committee that a central
power station would be more economical than the
improved generating stations that will be ready for
use unless such a station could be located on the
river front, where coal and water could be secured

of ihc power plant inu
and private lighm ;;
The injunction
Street Kailway '.

plant to the Hamilton Gas and Electric
Company lor $540,000.
It is reported that the bond issue of $10,000,000
of the Cincinnati, Columbus and Toledo Traction
Company has all been subscribed.
Threc-cent-farc cars were put on the Cleveland
lines Monday morning, labeled "3-ccnt fare. No
Transfer" on both ends in large letters. There
were 13 or 14 of them, but the patronage was not
what has been predicted by Mayor Johnson. If
the patronage is not gi eater it is not probable that
the cars will be kept on any great length of time,
as they are quite an additional expense.
Tlie Barberlon, Wadsworth and Western Traction Company of Barberlon has been incorporated
to build an electric line from Harberton to Creston.
Byron M. Clendenniiig of Cincinnati and George H.
Heffner of Cclina arc promoting the enterprise. The
distance is 18 miles and the road will connect the
Northern Ohio and the Cleveland and Southwestern

The company wa

gaged

its

at Seville.

The lease of the Toledo, Bowling Green and
Southern property to the Toledo Urban and Interurban Railway Company has been filed for record

at less expense.

Mayor Finch

of Toledo, in his annual message to

G. Hanford and W. H. Halloway of Springare planning an electric road from Springfield
to Lima, by way of Marysvillc and Kenton.
J. IT. Fanncgan, who has an invention for operating cars by means of magnets, was in Columbus a
few days ago, endeavoring to interest business men
in the proposition to develop it.
He is a resident
of Chicago.
Henry A. Everett denies that the Everett-Moore
syndicate is in any way interested in the plan to
build a road from Toledo to Cincinnati, which is
now being projected by the Toledo, Columbus and
Cincinnati Traction Company.
Net earnings of the Toledo Railways and Light
Company for 1904 were $329,749.93, in comparison
with $319,067.47 the year before. The operating
expenses increased, while a good sum was spent for

improvements.

The

Supply Company of Massillon has

been incorporated with a capital stock of $10,000
by F. F. Flickinger, R. S. Hardgrove and others.
The Western Ohio, with its connections, together
with the Indianapolis and Eastern, has established^
a through service between Dayton and Indianapolis,
Holland
running three trains a day each way.
sleeper was also put into service. The distance is
108 miles and the schedule has been fixed at four
O. M, C.
hours and 50 minutes.

A

Indiana.

—

At the annual meeting
Indianapolis, January 2T.
of the stockholders of the Indianapolis and Northwestern Traction Company on January i8th directors
were elected who subsequently elected the followingPresident, George Townsend vicenamed officers
secretary-treasurer,
president, Philip Saltzonstall
Chauncy Eldridge.
new traction line is projected to be built be;

:

;

A

tween Greentown and Hobbs by way of Windfall,
connecting the lines of the Union Traction Company
at Hobbs and the Kokomo and Marion lines at
Greentown.
In consideration of right-of-way, etc., the IndianGreenwood and Columbus agreed to stop its
cars at designated crossings in the country, but in
order to make better time cut out many of its stops.
The farmers sued to have the contracts enforced
and the state Supreme Court holds that the contracts
apolis,

must be carried

out.

agreements between steam and electric lines.
Two bills have been introduced on the subject of
gratuitous transportation. One bill makes it unlaw-

a distance of

105 miles.

At Wooster

it

will

A

connect with the Cleveland and Southwestern.
branch 12 miles long" will connect with Mansfield.
F. W. Jones is president.
John Kumler and associates have incorporated the
Ottawa Park Street Railway Company at Toledo,
with a capital stock of $10,000, to build an electric
The
line from the city limits to Ottawa Park.
commissioners granted a franchise for this road
a

week

The

ago.
Gillen

Electric

Company

been incorporated with a capital

by E.

J.

Gillen,

S.

of Cleveland has
stock of $10,000

H. Gillen and

others.

Henry A. Everett has been chosen as a member
Lake Shore Elec-

of the board of directors of the
tric

Railway Company.

made in the directorate.
The Hamilton Gas and

This

is

Electric

the

change

only

Company

of

Ham-

JefTerionvillc: Belt

iiMrd n»xt week.
'

'

-"•''-

belt

m
'.it

;

:k
to

:

•er

Company of Connersvillc «>.
sale on March 9th.
The concern

..-.

.-..

is

.a

.:

-..cr'i

an eastern cor-

Iioraiion and has been in the hands of a receiver for
time.
It is said that the City Council of Lft^inspOTt
about to accept a projKJsition from the Fort Wayne
and Wabash Valley Traction Company to light the
city with electricity.
The company proposes to light
Ihc city cheaper than is now being done by the municipal plant
Five bills relating to the regulation of automobiles have already been "smothered" by the legislative committee on roads.
One bill, however, re-

some

a

mains and will probably be reported on favorably.
This bill is a medium between some of the now
drastic measures introduced and the milder ones and
provides against accidents and offensive manageS. S.

Michigan.

steam roads shall interchange
lines.

ful

—

Detroit, January .21.
The American Carbolite
Company has begun operations at Constantine, the
power being furnished by the Consuntinc Electric
which
Company,
company has secured an option for
a

They claim

with electric
not ripe for such

traffic

that the time

for public officials to accept

is

of railroad passes

on steam or interurban roads and the other makes
unlawful for railroad officials to offer or to give
passes to an official.
A. E. Wiest, general manager of the Huntington
and Columbia City traction line, is asking for a subsidy of $17,000 from Turkey Creek and Syracuse
townships in Kosciusko County in aid of the line
which it is proposed to build through those townit

ships to Wawasee.
The old power plant of the Terre Haute Traction
and Power Company was wrecked by fire yester-

The street
day, entailing a loss of nearly $100,000.
cars and many industries depending on it for power
were stopped and a portion of the city is in darkness.
Horse cars were put on but proved poor substitutes.
The fire originated in the boiler room and the dy-

namos and engines were badly damaged. A new
power plant is nearly completed, designed more parThrough this
ticularly for the interurban service.
the company will light the city, but it will be some

days before it can be put in operation. The hea^-y
loss was almost entirely due to the use of five-inch
flooring under the switchboard and generators, for
when this flooring caught fire the flames quickly
eaveloped the costly apparatus. Added to the loss

dam

in the St.

Joseph River at Mortvillc.

Ihe L. E. Myers Company of Chicago has been
awarded the contract for building the new electric
line from Lansing to Pine Lake.
The road must
be completed before January i, 1906. Contracts for
grading have been let and work is expected to commence February ist. After the line leaves the Agricultural College, it will be constructed on private
right-of-way. T he line may later ,be extended to

Park Lake and Bath.

The

Detroit United Railways

is increasing the size
to accommodate a 2,000-horseincluding a generator, engines, boilers,
condensers, etc., which it has contracted for, to take
care of the heavy business at the rush hours of
traffic.
The company has also purchased 50 new
double-truck cars, 25 of which will be built by the
Brill company and 25 by the St. Louis Car Company. It is estimated that the total improvements
now being made on power house and cars will

of

Electric

The Lima, Findlay and Toledo Railway Company
of Lima has been incorporated with a capital stock
of $700,000 for the purpose of constructing an electric line from Lima to Findlay, a distance of 31
Frank Butler, E. Sanburn, J. H. Griswold,
miles.
C. L. Stocker and N. S. Harris are the incorpo-

bus,

of car (arcs, public

W.

The steam railroads are opposing the enactment
of a railroad commission law in Indiana by the presThey object to the provision that
ent Legislature.

There is considerable speculation regarding the
Cleveland, Wooster, Mt. Vernon and Columbus
Railway Company, which was incorporated for the
purpose of building a road from Wooster to Colum-

tiiit

railroad to be uv:
the bargci.
ihc
few rails but w^
This was a year ag'<,
complete the road if the
Tlic properly of the (j'i

field

the City Council, recommended that no street-railway franchise be passed without being submitted to
a vote of the people and that the lighting contract
be made for a short term with a view to the establishment of a municipal plant.

rators.

'.c

1

ment.

Toledo.

at

The

;

81

has given a mortgage to the Union Savings
Bank and Trust Company of Cincinnati for $1,000,Preceding this
000, to secure an issue of \ymih.
transaction the Hamilton Otto Coke Company mortilton

its

power house

power

unit,

amount

to about $400,000.
The city of Flint is agitating the question of discontinuing lighting the streets by arches suspending
incandescent lamps over the streets, and of adopting
the tower system.
The Detroit. Monroe end Toledo Short Line electric road has put on a new time card from Detroit
to Toledo, which will cut down the running time
30 minutes. Heretofore the time was three hours.
The new time of two hours and a half will equal

that

of the steam roads.

The M. B. Wheeler Company of Grand Rapids
has asked for a 30-ycar franchise to supply that
town with electricity. Underground conduits and a
low charge for lights are promised. This company
expects to dam the White River in Blue Lake Township, 14 miles north of Muskegon, and build a po»;er
house which will furnish all nearby towns with
power.
Last week the southern portion of this state was
visited by a very severe sleet and ice storm which
played havoc with electric wires of all kinds. At
Ionia a number of wires in front of the opera house
became entangled with ice. and the high-voltage
current produced a brilliant illumination, nearly
causing a panic in the opera house, in which a play
G. W.
was in progress.

C

Northwestern States.

—

Minneapolis, January 21. D. L. Aiken and others
propose to organize another electric-lighting com-

pany at La Crosse, Wis., to furnish lighting for
North La Crosse and Onalaska. The company has
applied for a franchise at Onalaska.
The new paper mill at Kimberly, Wis., will be
provided with an electric plant that will cost nearly
Three-phase alternating current will be
$100,000.
used and the plant will be installed by H. N. Xold
of Philadelphia, who will be in permanent charge.
Forty motors of from 7V2 to 300 horsepower will be
used, the waterpower to be supplemented by Diesel
engines.
The St. Paul City Railway Company has refused
to pay a five-per cent, gross-earnings tax or to tunnel
the Selby Avenue hill, both of which demands had
been made by the City Council. It has. however,
agreed to make numerous extensions of its lines,
including a third interurban line to Minneapolis.
The Light, Heat and Power Company of St. Cloud,
Minn., has amended its articles of incorporation,
changing the name to the Public Service Company
and fixing the capital at $300,000.
The Des Moines (Iowa)- Cit>' Railway Company
has under consideration plans for the building of a
second power plant with a capacity' sufficient to opIts lines will
erate practically its entire system.
also be considerably extended during the year.
The Minnesota Power and Trolley Company has
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advertise for bids shortly
across the
for the construction of a power dam
Mississippi River at Elk River, Minn.
The deal has been consummated whereby the UeadLead (S. D.) electric-light companies are

announced that

will

it

wood and

Colo.,
be consolidated. J. J. Henry of Denver,
the principal promoter.
The Vinton-Belle Plaine Interurban Railway Company has been voted a franchise at Vinton, Iowa.
W. Spaulding and others are talking ot formseveral
ing an electric-railway company to construct
Rtrolley lines out of Grinnell, Iowa.
to
is

Company, which

is

Railroads

work transforming the steam
House into an electric line, is

at

railroad to the Cliff

considering the advisability of changing the Sutter

from a cable to an electric line, and an
underground trolley system is talked of.
The well-known railroad contractors, Erickson &
Peterson, have gone to Portland, Ore., to supervise
the construction of an electric road from Hillsboro
The road will be of standard gauge
to Portland.
and equipped with modern trolley cars and apStreet line

paratus.

H. H. Noble and E. V. D. Johnson of the Northern
California Power Company have taken an option
en the holdings of the Anderson Water Company
If the property is purchased a
at Anderson, Cal.

pumping plant will be installed.
The Seattle-Tacoma Power Company, formerly

large electric

the Snoqualmie Light and Power Company, has applied to the board of public works of Seattle, Wash.,
for permission to erect poles and string wires in
First Hill district. It is understood that the increase
of the stock of the company to $500,000 is to be_
used in the extension of the light and power system'
in Seattle.

The Oregon Railway and Navigation Cornpany
to expend more than $100,000 in the installation of
block signals in the immediate future on the line
from Portland to Bonneville and from La Grande
to Cayuse, Ore. It is reported that all the Harriman
lines are to install the block system as fast as possiis

ble.

The farmers in the vicinity of Pomona, Cal, have
appointed a committee consisting of J. E. Adamson, H. J. Nichols, W. A. Lewis and G. P. Robinson to investigate the feasibility of establishing
a big central electric power plant to furnish current
for the many small pumping plants in the vicinity.
If the plan goes through the power will be used
for other purposes also.
The Sutter Street Improvement Club of San Francisco has passed a resolution favoring the changing
of the cable railway on Sutter Street into an underground

A

electric road.

corporation organized under the laws of
Jersey and known as the Interurban Railway
is to equip and operate an electric railway
to run east from State Street in Santa Barbara,
thence to Summerland, Carpenteria, Ventura
Cal.
and eventually to reach Los Angeles. The capital is
$250,000.
John B. JNIiller, F. E. Miller and A. L.
Selig are the incorporators.
The Pacific Electric Railway Company of Los
Angeles, Cal., has begun the construction of an air
line from Los Angeles to Alamitos Bay by way of
the Willows.
double track of heavy rails is to
be built direct to the bay.
The trustees of Suisun, Cal., have passed an ordinance granting a franchise to Leonard Prior to
construct, operate and maintain an electric-light and
power system in Suisun.
Green & O'Brien of San Francisco contemplate
building an electric railway in Eureka, Cal., and suburban roads to Areata and Ferndale.
A petition
is to be presented to the council of Eureka on February 17th.
Thomas H. Day's Sons are preparing to install
a complete system of electric wiring in the building
being constructed for Christian Froelich at First and
Natoma Streets, San Francisco.
The Von Emon Electric Elevator Company has
just finished the installation of a number of electric freight elevators for Getz Bros. & Co. at Sacramento and Davis Streets, San Francisco.
The Siskiyou Electric Power Company has absorbed the interests of the Keplar Electric Light
Company at Etna, Cal., and is now supplying power
from the Fall Creek power house.
A.

new

New

Company
;

A

PERSONAL.
New

York city is now assoWilliam R. King of
ciated with Sanderson & Porter of the same place,
who carry on a general practice as consulting engineers and contractors.
J.

tion

H. Sanders, president of the Central ConstrucCompany of Oshkosh, Wis., was elected presi-

dent of the Wisconsin Electrical Contractors' Association at the convention held in Milwaukee last
week.

Mr. H. C. Abell, a business associate of Mr. Henry
Doherty, has accepted the appointment of
"Wrinkle" editor for the Denver-Colorado Springs
L.

convention of the National Electric Light AssociaMr. .Abell has discovered a great many
wrinkles in connection with central-station operation, and knows where to learn of a great many more.
tion.

is

January

contribution

and George B.

Ellison,

and
general

January 30th.

superin-

and chief engineer, of the Southern Independent Telephone Company of El Paso, Texas,
are in Chicago on business for their company. They

Rochester, N. Y., is the headquarters of the newly
incorporated Eastern Monroe Electric Light and Gas
Company, which has a capital of a quarter of a
million dollars. The incorporators are Henry C.
Brewster, Rochester; Andrew H. Brown, P'enfield,
and Walter A. Parce, Fairport.

look for a great future for the telephone industry
El Paso.

in

Edward Van Winkle of New York city announces
he will continue the engineering business of
Pratt & Van Winkle, but in new offices in the Flatiron Building.
Charles R. Pratt, Mr. Van Winkle's
former partner, has retired from active engineering
practice and will devote all his energies to the interests of the elevator safety company which bears
that

name.

The Philadelphia employes of the Western Union
I'elegraph Company, aided by the executive department, recently presented Col. Joseph Greene a handsome gold-headed cane, the occasion being Mr.
Greene's seventy-second birthday.
Mr. Greene is
employed by the Western Union and is said to be
one of the oldest telegraph operators in the country.
He was private operator for General Grant
during the Civil War.

-

The death of Robert E. Winn, assistant superintendent of the Western Union Telegraph Company
for the New England district, occurred at Dallas,
Texas, on December 13th. Mr. Winn came to Boston from St. Louis, where he had served 12 years
as chief clerk in the office of the superintendent
of the Western Union company for the Missouri
district.
He was a great favorite with the members
of his profession, and the news of his death cast a
gloom over the telegraph fraternity of New England.

A surgical operation was performed on Thomas
A. Edison on Monday last for a mastoid abscess
behind the ear. The operation, which is reported
to have been completely successful, was performed
at the inventor's home in Llewellyn Park.
While
Mr. Edison's general health has been good, the
growth did not yield to treatment, and for a week
before the operation caused the distinguished inventor much suffering.
Everything points to a
speedy recovery of the patient. He is reported to be
in good spirits and in no pain, and his greatest
worry seem, to be that he is not permitted to read
the papers about the situation in Russia.

C. A. Moreno has tendered his resignation as
engineer in chief of the United Railways Company
Louis, to take effect on February 1st.
Mr.
Moreno has taken a half interest in the BambrickBates Construction Compans'. It is said that Richard McCulloch, assistant general manager of the
United Railways, will assume the duties of chief
engineer, at least for the time being. In connection
with the management of the United Railways Company, as reported in. a St. Louis daily newspaper,
it
is claimed by intimate friends of
Capt. Robert
McCulloch, general manager, that the latter intends
soon to resign from that position. Captain McCulloch assumed the management of the United
Railways Company, then the St. Louis Transit Company, about the first of April, 1904, and immediately
proceeded to reorganize the service for the World's
Fair neriod.

of St.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
The Bronson 'Light and Telephone Company has
engaged in business at Bronson, Kan.
J. I. Linter will establish an electric-light plant in
Ga., where he has recei\'ed the contract
for lighting the city.

WaynesborOj

The Board

of

Aldermen of Sturgeon, Mo., has

ordered a special election to be held February 6th,
to vote on bonding the city for installing an electriclight plant.
of Chestertown, Md., are said to have
awarded a 40-year franchise to D. S. Pindell of
Sault Ste. Marie, Mich., to erect and operate an
electric-light plant in the .town.
Officials

An
ter

ordinance has been applied for by F. W. Potto erect, maintain and operate an electric-light
in the city of Fort Worth, Texas.
referred to the street and alley

and power plant

The matter has been
committee.

'

The Compafiia Electrica de Santiago, recently organized in Santiago, Cuba, with a capital stock of
$3CO,ooo and an authorized bond issue of $300,000
additional, expects to build immediately a plant to
supply light and power to private consumers and
later to construct a city and suburban electric railway. The plant will have three Babcock & Wilco.x
boilers of 500 horsepower, two 235-horsepower Buckeye engines, and General Electric generators. Jose

Marimon is president, and Eduardo J. Chibas, vicepresident and managing director.
The company operates under a concession given by the president and
secretary of government of the Republic and a charter given by the municipality of Santiago.

ELECTRIC RAIL-WAYS.
The

promoters of the Freeport-Dixon electric
have asked the City Council of Freeport, 111.,
for a 20-year franchise to construct and maintain
an electric railway for the transportation of freight,
mail and express wnthin the city of Freeport.
line

The South Side Elevated Railroad Company of
Chicago has purchased from the St. Francis Xavier
Female Academj' the vacant property at the northeast corner of State and Twenty-ninth Streets.
The
purchaser will cut the property in two, using the
rear part for additional track purposes.

The electric railway from Milwaukee to Racine
and Kenosha, Wis., will be rebuilt next spring from
South Milwaukee to Kenosha, it is said. The time
of interurban cars from Milwaukee to Kenosha,
35 miles, is two hours, and this will be reduced a
fourth,
curves.

the

as

new survey

A

neat little folder from the office of the Edison
Electric Illuminating Company of Brooklyn calls attention to the fact that the retail rates for electric
lighting were reduced on January 1st.
Incidentally,

some strong

facts

in

favor of

will

cut out nearly

all

The stockholders

of the Douglas Street Railway
Company, at a meeting recently held in Bisbee, Ariz.,
considered the matter of installing an electric street
railway, covering all the principal thoroughfares of
the Smelter Citj% and equipping it with modern elec-

The contemplated improvements

tric cars.

will cost

$40,000.

Philadelphia Rapid Transit Company has
awarded the contract for the foundations for the
West Philadelphia elevated line of its system, betw-een the Schuylkill River and Forty-second Street.
McGraw '& Gray, who secured the contract, had
previously been awarded a similar one for work
between Forty-second and Sixty-third Streets, and
from Sixty-third Street about a half-mile west to the
terminus.
Work on the previous contract has been

The

under way for some time.

The Railway and
says

that

the

ilarine

Seattle

News of Seattle, Wash.,
Company has been

Electric

and that the company gives the public excellent car service. General
Manager Grant's report shows that in 1904 the company carried 33,542,267 passengers, and the car mileage was 6,414,501. The revenue from passengers per
car-mile is given at about 25 cents. During the
year the company extended several of its lines and
expended a large sum in improvements. Five new'
double-truck passenger cars, 12 freight cars and one
coal car were added to the rolling stock.
prosperous during the

last year,

Bids have been invited by the New Haven railroad
for the construction of the four new tracks in the
line from
Rochelle to the

improvement of the

New

Harlem River, New York. The improvement includes the electrification and the six-tracking of this
line, the elimination of all grade crossings and the
erection of roller lift bridges over the Bronx and
Pelham rivers. This work is expected to be finished in about two years, six months or a year before the Pennsylvania tunnel through New York,
with which it will connect. When both improvements are completed the necessity of transporting
freight and passenger trains by water around New
York will be in large measure removed.

The United

States Circuit Court at St. Louis has
Southern Electric Railway ComLouis had a right to sell its property
The Southern
to the United Railways Company.
Electric Company, the old Sixth Street line, extending to Carondelet, was absorbed by the United
Railways Company under an act which became operative on July 19, 1S99, the latter company absorbing numerous other lines about the same time.
The suit to prevent the merger was filed in the
Circuit Court July 12, igoo, and alleged that, as the
consent of all the stockholders had not been obThe mattained, the company had no right to sell.
ter has been in the courts ever since.

decided that the

All of the property of the General Gas, Electric
and Power Company of Connersville, Ind., consisting of real estate, buildings and equipments of coal
eas, electric plant, central station, hot-water heating
plant, franchise, etc., will be offered for public sale
by the receiver on March 9th.

the folder presents

1905

The city of Anadarko, Okla., will receive bids
for an electric-light plant, to be according to plans
specifications now on file in the city clerk's
office.
Bids are to be opened in open council on

to

.tendent

his

28,

intended to

convince merchants.

Mrs. A. McElroy Brett, general manager and contractor,

electric advertising,

R. H. Berry of Lincoln, Mo., is reported as organizing a company to establish an electric-light
plant at Prior Creek, I. T.

Mr. Max Loewenthal, secretary of the Prometheus
Electric Company, New York, was awarded a medal
from the International Jury of Awards of the St.
Louis Exposition for his personal
the art of electric heating.

and

electric lighting

all

sible success.

H

paolfJo Slope.
San Francisco, January 20.— The United

hoped that

hands will lend their aid to
make the "Wrinkle"' department the greatest posIt

pany of

St.

•
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POWER TRANSMISSION.
The Unilecl Railways and Electric Company of
Baltimore, Md., is about to erect a power house in
Highlandtown, a siiburl). 'I'he building will be one
story and basement, with two galleries, 29 by 124
Construction will be of reinforced concrete
throughout, Plans and specifications are by P. O.
Keilhollz of Baltimore.
feet.

has been introduced in Congress to grant
A
for
to Charles H. Cornell the authority to construct,
power purposes, a dam across the Niobrara River on
the Fort Niobrara Military' Reservation, the property of the United States. The bill further grants
him the authority and right to construct and opcrate a trolley or electric railroad with necessary
side tracks; also telegraph and telephone lines upon
rescr\'ation.

PUBLICATIONS.
the organ of the Engineering Soricly of the University of Michigan, which has heretofore been issued as an annual, will this year conThe first will be published
sist of two nuinbcrs.
early in March and the second at commencement
time in June.

The Technic,

Two price lists. No. 81 and No. 82, have been
published by Pass & Seymour. Solvay, N. Y. The
Inrmer covers tubes, cleats, ceiling buttons, etc., and
lie latter attachment plugs, sockets, shade holders,
Price lists
nit-outs, fuses, receptacles, rosettes, etc.
I

,\os.

70 and 80 are withdrawn.

A

folder
Company of

from

Standard

the

New York

Vitrified

city illustrates

Conduit

some of the

company's conduit and also a picture showing the
process of installing it at the power house of the
There is also
Niagara Falls Power Company.
shown the Manhattan third-rail insulator which is
in use on many large third-rail systems.

The Central Construction Company of Oshkosh,
Wis., is an extensive manufacturer of electrical
signs and it has just issued a catalogue (No. 2)
devoted to this class of apparatus. The signs are
ofahe trough-letter type and the catalogue shows
Twentya few of the many styles manufactured.
one pictures of signs are shown, together with tables
of sizes and prices.

W. N. Matthews & Brother

The Armour

piece of literature th.it this enterprising firm has
sent out.
The firm expects to have it ready for disIt should prove of much
tribution about March ist.
It will
interest to those who have poles to anchor.
be sent on request.

W. H. Anderson & Sons

of Detroit, Mich., have
issued a catalogue of their various construction implements, chief among which is an adjustable boom
or derrick, mounted on a wagon, for lifting telephone and telegraph poles into place. The team
may be attached to the rear of the wagon, the steering being done by one of the crew. Other articles
listed in the catalogue are cable hangers, cable reels,
cross-arms, pole steps, etc.

W. H. Schott, an engineer of Chicago, who is
paying especial attention to the development of central-station heating plants, is sending out an appropriate calendar for 1905. The picture upon this calendar represents the interior of a model hot-water
heating plant and is a view of an installation in
two-column table is given
Terre Haute, Ind.
also, one column being outside temperatures and
the other the temperatures at which the circulating
water should be kept for the corresponding outside

A

temperatures.

Queen & Co. of Philadelphia have just issued a
new circular, in which they describe the various
instruments they make for resistance measurements;
from the elaborate and complete Wheatstone bridsres^
and rheostats of the Anthony and Kelvin type, to
the small individual unmounted resistance coils. It
is one of the most complete catalogues which have
been issued on resistance measuring instruments.
It also describes in detail the company's well-known
Acme and Decade sets, and a considerable space is
devoted to the description of the Queen portable
cable-testing set. The catalogue
It will be sent on request.

SOCIETIES

is

fully illustrated.

AND SCHOOLS.

The Illinois Society of Engineers and Surveyors
held a three-day convention in the Sherman House,
Chicago, beginning January i8th. Several papers
were read, and Mr. S. S. Greeley, one of the oldtime surveyors of Chicago, gave the opening address of welcome. The president was J. W. Alvord
of Chicago. While in the city the engineers visited

Institute of

Technology has recently

established a four-year course in telephone engineering.
The first class in this course started with the
opening of the present winter term and consists of
several third-year men. 'I'he telephone laljoratory is
completely equipped with telephone apparatus, many
of the large manufacturing concerns having contril>uted a full line of apparatus for experimental uses.
The course in telephony is also being given in the
night school.
This course is given mainly to the
employes of the various telephone interests of the
city.
Lectures and laboratory work arc given on
alternate evenings, the course extending over a period of 10 weeks.

The annual dinner of the American Institute of
Electrical Engineers promises to be a great success.
President Lieb lias appointed, as the committee of
arrangements, T. C. Martin, chairman W. C. Gotshall, L. B. Stillwell, H. G. Stott, Calvin W. Rice,
F. C. Bates, H. W. Blake, P. G. Gossler, E. B. Katte,
C. W. Price, W. A. Pearson and \V. L. Conwell.
Frank J. Sprague and Leo Daft are to speak for
the Institute pioneers in the great field of electric
traction.
The banquet will be held in the grand ballroom of the Waldorf-Astoria, on February 8lh, and
it
is
expected that between 400 and 500 will be
present, including many ladies. Tickets are $5 each,
exclusive of wine. There will be exhibited, for the
first time, the beautiful oil painting just presented
by the British Institution of Electrical Engineers to
the Institute, representing Dr. Gilbert making magnetic experiments before Queen Elizabeth. The bust
of Professor Ferraris, also presented to the Institute
last year, will be exhibited in the Astor Gallery
;

reception room.

TRADE NEWS.
The Century Electric Company of St. Louis will
move on February 1st to 404 North Fourth Street,
where

of 603 Carleton Build-

announce that they are working on a
new 32-page catalogue devoted entirely to the Stombaugh guy anchor. It is to be the most attractive
ing, St. Louis,

md

The mcmljcrship committee of the National Electric Light Association is requesting superintendents
of city schools to send in a list of educator* in their
districts, with a view to increasing the individual
membership of the association from among the ranks
of professors of engineering, chemistry and physics.

bill

the

83

the system of the Illinoii Tunnel Company
the plant of the Illinois Steel Company.

it

has

secured

made necessary by

its

larger and better
increasing trade.

quarters,

office of the Columbia Incandescent
at Memphis, Tenn., has been moved
quarters, suite 302 Scimitar Building, and is
charge of Mr. George R. Newcomer, who is
equipped to take the best care of the company's
trade throughout the South.

The branch

Lamp Company
to
in

new

Under the "chemical-exhaust" patents for incandescent-lamp manufacture the General Electric Company has secured injunctions against the Standard
Incandescent Lamp Company. The Talmont Electric Engineering Comppny has made a license arrangement with the General Electric Company.
Patrick, Carter & Wilkins, manufacturers of annunciators, bells and other specialties in house-good
the
to
supplies, will remove about January 15th
and Wood
northeast corner of Twenty-second
In the new factory the comStreets, Philadelphia.
pany will have nearly double the present floor space
and better facilities for meeting its growing trade.

The annual meeting of the Prometheus Electric
Company was held in New York city recently. The
following oflicers were elected: President, D. T.
Davis vice-president. Dr. S. S. Wheeler secretary,
;

;

Max

Loewenthal treasurer, William B. Symmes, Jr.
directors elected to serve for one vear are David
S. S. Wheeler, William B. Symmes, Jr.,
F. S. Blackall and Max Loewenthal.
;

The

T. Davis, Dr.

The American

Electric

which has factories

at

Fuse Company of Chicago,
Chicago, Milwaukee and

Adrian, Mich., will consolidate these plants at Muskegon, Mich., where three large buildings will be
erected, and the company will continue its manufacture of electrical supplies and telephone apparatus.
The decision to go to Muskegon was reached
through negotiations with the Chamber of Commerce
of that city, whereby the company receives a bonus
of $25,000 upon the fulfilment of an agreement to
occupy 5.000 feet of floor space and employ 400 men.
The new factory will be occupied about July 1st.

The published statement of last year's business
operations of the General Electrical Company of
Berlin shows a marked improvement.
The gross
profits were $2,484,482, against $1,662,192 in the
preceding year.
The number of employes w-as
The company declared a dividend of nine
27,487.
per cent, and carried large amounts over to reserve
fimds and to payments to directors and to benevolent
endowment funds for employes. The company has
turbine-manufacturing department which works
on American designs and has also established a dea

parlment for making auiomobiles, which ha.« already
turned out a large number of machine* for (atfcngcr and freight

traffic.

The John Si'i'
a. }., have pass.
Car Company 01
plant

to

.'^h,
iirili

:rth

be acqu;:...

.,,.

that

company

Issued (United States Patent

Making and Breaking Relay. Frank
Conrad, Edgewood Park. Pa., assignor to the
Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing ComCircuit

pany, Pittsburg, Pa.

-.e)

Januayy

Application

filed

J~,

igoS-

December

20, 1902.

An

alternating-current circuit

making and breaking

re-

re--ept

use of the patents oi

the

llnll

will lie licensed to the Slrph.Ti ;;!

.

^rnpany.

Scaled proposals will be received at the office of
the
supervising architect. Treasury Department,
Washington, IJ. C. until February .id for the electric lighting, and conduits for call IhtIIs, telephone

and clock

wiring, etc.. at the postoffice building,
Atlantic City, N. J., in accordance with the drawings and specifications, copies of which may be had
at the above address or at the office of the superintendent, Atlantic City.

The Wcsco Supply Company of

St.

Louii has

established a branch office and warehouse at Fort
Worth, Texas, in order to meet the urgent demand
of its southwestern trade for a nearer supply depot.
This branch will be in charge of Mr. V. E. Raggio,
heretofore sales manager for the company and formerly its traveling representative in Texas,
The
warehouse is located on the Texas and Pacific
tracks at 319-321 West Fifteenth Street, directly
opposite the Texas and Pacific freight house and
in close proximity to the Union station, which central location will facilitate the prompt shipment of
orders.
It is the intention of the Wcsco Supply
Company to carry in stock at Fort Worth everything
in the way of electrical equipment and supplies, including the products of its telephone factory in St.
Louis.

The

Stanley Electric Manufacturing Company of
Mass., and the General Incandescent Arc
of New York have consolidated, and
the business, after February 1st, will be carried on
under the firm name of the Stanley G. I. Electric
Manufacturing Company. The new concern will
take over the manufacture and sales of the products of the two concerns, doing all the work in the
Pittsfield shops.
It is probable
that W, Murray
Crane will remain president of the new company,
and the vice-presidents will be: First, C, C, Chesney; second, M, D. Barr; third, M. J. Insull.
Messrs. Cbesney and Earr were vice-presidents of
the Stanley company, and Mr. Insull was an officer
of the .\rc-light company.
R, S. Murray will be
treasurer of the consolidated company. At present
he is assistant treasurer of the Stanley com'pany.
Pittsficid,

Light

Company

BUSINESS.
Rossiter. jMacGover:i & Co. of New York have
for sale three compound and four simple secondhand engines. These engines are guaranteed to be
in the best of operating condition and are ready for
immediate shipment.
Full particulars will be furnished upon application to the company.

Mathias Klein & Sons of Chicago make the announcement that for the protection of their customers all the small tools, climbers, etc., which they
manufacture are stamped with the firm name, M.
Klein & Sons.
Those desiring to buy the tools
manufactured by this company should make sure
that "M. Klein & Sons" is stamped thereon.

The Haller Machine Company, Chicago, maker of
high-grade electric signs, announces that it is now
prepared to handle all inquiries direct from its Chicago office. It has made several important changes in
its
sign construction, and its dimmers have been
much improved, thus alYording a substitute for flashers and similar devices intended to draw attention
toward the

signs.

The friends of E. J. jMeisenheimer, who has been
well known through his connection with the AllisChalmer Company's advertising department, will be
interested to learn that Mr. Meisenheimer has severed his connection with that company to go into the
printing business under the name of the Meisenheimer Printing Company, ililwuakee. Mr. Meisenheimer will doubtless command an excellent business, as not only has he expert knowledge as a
printer but his extensive advertising experience wmII
make his services in this direction doubly valuable.

The friends of Secretary L. T. Nolker of the
Commercial Electrical Supply Company. St. Louis,
be interested to know that Mr. Nolker, who
has been also for some time vice-president of the
will

Louis Credit Agency Company (successor to the
Engel & Foote Mercantile Agency Company), was
St.

recently elected to the presidency of that institution
to succeed Jlr. L. W. Engel, retiring.
This agency,
it

is

understood, has succeeded remarkabh' during

the last year, and without doubt under Mr. Nolker's
guidance as president will do even a better business.

ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.
780,024.

the

....

company. 'I lie bifphciii'.
main distinct from the J. G. I;
Brill

:
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plate is provided with a contact piece, a stationary contact
terminal located in the path of movement of the contact
piece and an adjustable counterweight that serves to
normally hold the plate and its contact piece in open-cir-

cuit position.

Single-phase Alternating-current Motor.
Benjamin G.'Lamme, Pittsburg, Pa., assignor to
the Westinghcuse Electric and Manufacturing
Company, Pittsburg, Pa. Application filed May

780.045.

3,

1904-

for equalizing the potential between commutator
brushes of like polarity comprising inductive windings
connected between the brushes, and leads from the middle
points, which serve as the terminals of the armature
winding, are the essential features of the invention.

january

which comprises a core ai
porting the end turns or
side cover and clamping means within the end turr
holding them in fixed position against the outside

January

A

metallic base is provided with an upwardly extended
projection.
metallic cap is provided with a depending
projection.
An interposed composite body of insulating
material, composed of a center portion of cementitious
material embraces the projections and firmly joins the
cap and base.
shell of non-metallic materials surrounds
the center portion.
(See cut.)

Armature Winding for Electric Motors.
Benjamin G. Lamme, Pittsburg, Pa., assignor to
Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing
Company, Pittsburg, Pa. Application filed May

780.046.

the

3, 1904.
Leads connect the armature winding with the commutator bars and have such resistance tliat under normal
running conditions of the motor the average of the currents induced in the short-circuited portions of the armature winding may be approximately 25 per cent, greater
than the average of the currents supplied to the portions.

Telephone System. Alfred Ekstrom, Stockholm, Sweden, assignor to Aktiebolaget L. M.
Ericsson & Co., Stockholm, Sweden. Applica-

780,093.

17, 1902.

filed

Third-rail Insulator. Paul Winsor, Wes780,316.
ton, Mass.
Application filed June 10, 1904.

Means

December

Application

Cal.

25, 1904.

Heat-insulating material disposed in cup form contains
a heat block. The face of the heat block is so curved
as to present at least two points of contact.

Incandescent Electric-light Bulb. Martin
780,087.
C. Burt, Chicago, 111. Application filed March
4, 1904.
A double incandescent electric-light bulb having a pair
of vacuum chambers and independent filaments therein
is
described, the bulb having a continuous ventilating
passage extending through both the chambers.

tion filed

Company, Ontario,

ing
for

28, I905

A

A

Electric Dental-instrument Holder.
Monroe N. Callender, San Francisco, Cal., assignor
Rooch, San Francisco, Cal. Applica-

780,322.

Means connect the pole of the central battery not connected with the earth with a relay. When a plug is inserted in the jack, one branch or both branches of the
line are connected during conversation through the relay
with the pole of the battery. When in reposing position
the telephone receiver hangs upon its switch hook, having
a branch of the line connected with the earth. When
the conversation is finished, the telephone receiver is
placed upon its book and the relay, which controls a
signal system, becomes active.

November

1904.

3,

A board for holding a dental instrument is provided
with electric wires leading to the instrument. A drum
around which the wires are wound, a spring for winding
up the drum, a pawl for holding the drum against the
spring, terminals on the drum respectively connected with

John D.

Electric Controlling Apparatus.
780,104.
Ihlder, Yonkers, N. Y., assignor to

Elevator Company, East Orange, N.
cation filed July 31, 1903.

to J. W.
tion filed

the Otis
Appli-

Storage Battery. Joseph Melzer, Cleveland,
Ohio, assignor to the Osborn-Morgan Company,
Cleveland, Ohio. Application filed April 2, 1904.

780,365.

J.

having a number of windings arranged to operate the
switches and apparatus and means for supplying alternating current of different phase to each winding of the
magnets.
(See cut.)

Register. John O. Morris, Richmond, Va.,
assignor to the Every Fare Register Company,
Richmond, Va. Application filed December 9,

b,ii7.

1903.

7S0, 120.

Electric-railway Signal. Elwood W. McRichmond, Ind. Application filed Febru-

Guire_.

NO. 780,104.

— CONTROLLER

ary 6, 1904.
The system comprises
insulated blocks and a

FOR ELEVATORS

Electric Motor. Benjamin G. Lamme, Pittsburg, Pa., assignor to the Westinghouse Electric
Manufacturing Company, Pittsburg, Pa.
Application filed June 30, 1904.
The motor possesses an armature, a commutator and
leads, which connect the several commutator

780,047.

and

le

corresponding armature

coils,

the leads being

a subdivision of the rails into
pair of insulated contact rails
The contact
alined parallel to the track in each block.
given block are respectively connected to the
opposing main rails of an adjacent block, the main rails
of the given block being connected to respectively the
pair of insulated contact rails of an adjacent block.
The
main rails of each block are connected in partial circuit with a source of electric supply which open circuit
is adapted to be closed by the wheels of the locomotive.
rails of a

780,142.

Screening Mechanism. Robert H. Tiiorpe,
Application filed January 16,
J.

Montclair, N.

Single-phase Alternating-current System of
Distribution. Paul M. Lincoln, Pittsburg, Pa.,
assignor to the Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company, Pittsburg, Pa. Application

k>,048.

May

filed
3, 1904.
Combined with one or more translating devices and a
source of alternating-current energy of higher voltage
than that supplied to the devices, are a transformer winding having one terminal and an intermediate point connected to the source and having its other terminal and
another intermediate point respectively connected to the
terminals of the translating devices and means for regulating the voltage supplied to the translating devices.

1904.

A

solenoid and plunger are arranged so as to move
the screen in one direction, the return being accomplished

by a spring.
780,164.

Mechanism.

Switch

John

W.

Eskholme,

J., assignor to the C. & C. Electric
Application filed December 2, 1901.
An electrom&gnet is provided with an armature connected to the switch adapted to throw the switch and to

Westfield, N.

Company.

be restored to a position ready to be again operated on by
the magnet.
Means automatically open the energizing
circuit before the switch has completed its throw.

Combined Starting and Breaking
780,187.
for Electric Motors. Arthur Hultqvist,
burg, Sweden.

Application

filed

June

NO. -780,3 16.

Device
Gothen-

9,

In combination with an electric motor are a starting
device, means for locking the movable member of the
starting device in operative position and means for automatically returning the movable member into zero posiSwitches in the motor circuit are adapted to be
tion.
operated by the movable member so as to change the
motor connections. Other means connect the starting resistance in the motor circuit simultaneously with the
changing of the motor connections.
780,191.

Electrochemical

Separation

of

Woolsey M. Johnson, Hartford, Conn.

.FtI
So, 191

-ELECTROCHEMICAL SEPARATOR.

Electrical Controlling Apparatus.
780,055.
C. Newell, Wilkinsburg, Pa., assignor

Westinghouse

Air

Application

Pa.

Brake Company,

May

Frank

to the
Pittsburg,

1902.
Several current collectors co-operating with
filed

5,

tion filed June 23,

W. Thompson,
July 26, 1904.

Several revoluble gear members are made of ferruginous material and engage each other. A magnetic member
has substantially the form of a semi-ring and partially
incloses one of the gear members, the concave side of
the magnetic member being toward the point of contact
of the gear members.

Metals.
Applica-

1902.

Fechtenburg

for Trolley Wheels.
Santos JuYork, N. Y., assignor to William
& Co., New York, N. Y. Appli-

cation filed

March

Sheath

New

25,

Application

Two

Controller for Electric Motors. Thomas
Perkins, Wilkinsburg, Pa., assignor to the

S.

Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company, Pittsburg, Pa. Application filed June 24,
1902.

A

controller for electric motors comprises a main
switch and a reversing switch, the main switch having
its trolley finger located at an intermediate point between

two

sets of

1904.

A series of independently movable actuating devices
adapted to be set for sending predetermined signals has
means associated with each device for holding it in set
means for moving the devices when the holding
devices are released and means associated with each actuating device for releasing the holding means of some

Dynamo - electric Machine. Bernard A.
Behrend and William D. Pomeroy, Norwood,

780,085.

Ohio, assignors to the Bullock Electric Manufacturing Company. Application filed May 14,
1904.
In the revolving element of a dynamoelectric machine,

One of the releasing
other actuating device in the series.
is arranged to be actuated by the setting of the
actuating device with which it is associated.

1903.

means

EXPIRING PATENTS.
Following is a list of electrical patents (issued by
the United States Patent Office) that expired on
January 24, 1905

.

780.222.

Electric Lamp.
Elijah R. Roberts, Bellevue, Pa., assignor to George Westinghouse, Pittsburg, Pa. Application filed December 15, 1900.
Combined with a glower and a heater of a lamp are
means for cutting out a portion of the heater and leaving
the remainder in series with the glower to serve as a
ballast when the glower becomes conductive.

Ala.

Shorter,

position,

An electric igniter for explosive engines embodies a
generator, a spiral cam having a transversely adjustable
extension at its rear end, the extension having one end
inclined to the axis of the cam, and a spring-pressed member bearing upon the cam and operatively connected to
the movable member of the generator.

resistance fingers.

780,065.

Tuttle,
26, 1904.

Electric Circuit-closer. John K. Norstrom
and Henry M. Graif, Chicago, 111., assignors
to the Automatic Telephone Company, Chicago,
Application filed June 18, 1903.
111.

Electric Igniter. James W. Packard, WarOhio, assignor to the Packard Motor Car
Company, Detroit, Mich. Application filed Jan10,

H.

October

sections of the trolley are

780,439.

780.221.
ren,

uary

Gutie

filed

separated transversely
of the axis, and a support is provided for the sections
whereby the sections may move into parallelism and also
into oblique relation with each other.

Details are described.

780,058.

Trolley.

780,388.

(See cut.)

rado,

INSULATOR.

George
Electromagnetic Traction Device.
Melrose, Mass. Application filed

780,386.

Electrical separation of metals includes the immersing
of an electrode in an acid solution of ferrous ammonium
chloride, subjecting it to electrolytic action and depositing upon another electrode. The electrolytic solution is
from time to time subjected to a cementation process.

780,194.

— THIRD-RAIL

1904.

Electric

-

lighting

Palmer, Boston, Mass.

System.
Granville E.
Application filed June i,

1903.

Therapeutic Electric Belt.
376,730.
ver, Colo.
Electrical
Conductor. T.

376,818.

S.

B. Brushfield, Den-

Egleston,

New

York,

N. Y.

the

376,863.
376,880.

Electric Call.
Circuit-closer

W. H.

Citting,

St.

Louis, Mo.

and

an electromagnetic mechanism for each sv
trolling circuit independent of the lamp
series with all of the electromagnetic mechanisms, the
controlling circuit having selective means in series for

Regulator for Electromagnetic
Thermoscopes. H. J. Haight. New York, N. Y.
Underground Conduit for Electric Wires. E. C.
376,893.

energizing and actuating the electromagnetic mechanisms

376,920.

singly.

Lindemenn, Baltimore, Md.
Watchman's Electric Controlling Apparatus. O.
Skrivan and F. Dvorak, Vinohrady, Prague, Bohemia,
Austria-Hungary.

>o,228._

Earl H. Richardson, Onassignor to the Pacific Electric Heat-

Electric Stove.

tario, Cal.,

376,976.
376,973.

Electrical Switch.
S. Bergmann, New York, N. Y.
Mechanism for Electrical Connections. P. W.
J. B. Wood, Montreal, Quebec, Canada,

Wood and
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Advantages of Electric Cooking.
Bv Day Am.en
'I

In- re

is

no more

Wim.f-v.

fascitialing

study

in

connec-

tion with the possil>iIities of electricity tlian its
Possibly so mucli
application for domestic purposes.
attention has been given the various appUcations of

special alloy.

rent collectors

the

The two ends of each porcelain supwith metallic caps forming curand to which arc attached the ends of

wire constituting

the

electric

resistance.

The

conductor wound around the porcelain is
formed of several juxtaposed wires which permit of

interest.

one.

be said at the outset that doubt no longer

-^'A 5

port arc provided

metallic

may

1905

Possibly the I.c Roy is the most representative type
of the foreign methods. It has a screw-thread upon
which is wound a metallic condnctor formed of a

electric light and power lliat the advance which has
been made in the designing of systems for cooking
has not been generally appreciated by the public.
A brief article on the subject may therefore be of
It

4,

the use of a greater current than with a single wire,
is greater than with
order to form a given

since the lieat-radiating surface

The

result

is

that,

in

resistance, the length nf the wires

is

necessarily

les-i

16

and

heat

I'j

to

1.55.3-I^J

ampcrcj

proiwrly

and

and ol>Uin

at 120 voIih

warm volume*

of

air

ufficient

of 882^87,

The mcdium-siied
cooking ap(;aratu«.
By

1,760.75 cubic feci.

arc designed for
grouping them by four? Ihcy form heater* of 1,000
1,800 walls consumption.
in the United States two systems which liavc
iK'cn exiensively used employ heating elements composed of wire and of mica specially prepared. Where
the wire is used it is set in a film of enamel, which
is burned on the surface of the utensil, thoroughly
insulating it from the metallic portions.
The mica
flemeni'*

and

unit,

as

it

may

Ik.*

termed, consists of a thin strip

ELECTRIC OVENS IN A NIAGARA FALLS FACTORY SUPPLYING BREAD. PASTRY. ETC., FOR 5OO
the practicability of electric cooking.
Practically every form of cooking, both in the household and restaurant, can be done on the electric
range, as some are pleased to term it, and the only
problem which remains to be solved is that of expense.
The housewife or cook can roast, broil or
fn.- the meats, stew the vegetables, bake the bread
and biscuit, heat the dishes on which the viands
are to be served and prepare} the various beverages

exists

as

to

without needing a pound of liquid or solid fuel.
Thus the economy of space is apparent, for the
clumsy and bulky firebox which the stove utilizing
solid fuel must contain is unnecessary and the room
can be devoted to ovens or other receptacles. Consequently the necessary apparatus for a family can
be condensed into a comparatively small room and
the kitchen and pantry combined in one if desired.
Even the refrigerator for perishable food can be
kept in the same apartment, as the amount of heat
which escapes in the air from the electric units is
so small that the temperature around the apparatus
is but little affected.
Foreign electricians have given much attention to
electric cooking utensils, and in use in Great Britain
and on the continent are a number of svstems.

By
is a saving in the weight of metal.
passage of the electric current the wires are
soon

compound which

and there

of this material coated with a

the

cludes sulphide of gold mixed with oil and nitro-benzine.
After the coating has been applied to the
mica the unit is exposed to a heat sufficient to literally burn the gold in the mica, expelling all of the
organic matter. If the work has properly been done

raised to a red heat and the porcelain itself

becomes incandescent,

thus increasing to a large
extent the surface of calorific emission. The screwthread and the conductor have been so calculated
that the elements may be used upon a 120-volt circuit.
Mr. Le Roy has designed three models of
elements, each of which is made in two types.
These three models consist of small elements which
have a length of 5.1 iS inches and a diameter of
0.787 of an inch and consume one or 1.8 amperes at
or 120 and 215 watts; medium-sized
120, volts,

elements which are S.661 inches in length and i.iSi
inches in diameter consume 2.5 amperes at 120
volts, or 7-5 amperes at 60 volts, and large-sized elements, w^hich are ii.Sii inches in length and 1.96S
inches in diameter, consume at 120 volts seven or
The various heating elements are
8.5 amperes.
placed in a jacket consisting of a glass cylinder for
stoves

and

fireplaces

and a half-cylinder of asbestos

for domestic apparatus.

The

small elements are employed in stores, fireBy combining the
places and domestic apparatus.
elements it is possible to reach consumptions of nine.

in-

the unit will withstand a current of :220 volts without

damage, although in common practice the voltage is
considerably less.
The current is communicated to these units either
by single circuit or a series of circuits, each being
switch.
controlled, of course, by an individual
Where an unusual quantit>- of heat must be generated, as in serv'ing large ovens, the multiple-circuit

system, as it might be termed, is utilized, and when
the temperature of the interior of the oven has been
raised to the proper degree the surplus heat can be
eliminated by merely cutting ofi" as many circuits as
may not be required and the contents of the oven
treated to a uniform heat until the process is completed.
It is perhaps unnecessarj- to say that for
simple operations, such as boiling coffee, broiling a
piece of steak, etc.. one circuit is all that is required. In the majority- of systems the application
ni the current is such that the ovens can be heated
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to a required degree in at least 20 minutes, while the
smaller utensils are ready to prepare the food in

from live to lo minutes.
When a comparison is made between the electric
current for culinary purposes and coal, wood, petroleum or even gas the ad\'antages in its favor are
so many that unquestionably it will come into general
service w'hen the cost of production is lowered to a
point where it can be utilized with a fair amount
have become so accustomed to the
of economy.

We

enormous percentage of waste which accompanies
the use of solid fuel that it is a question if we realize how much of the heat generated in this way is
The ordinary kitchen range requires
nearly if not quite 20 times as much wood or coal
of no value.

cook a meal as should be needed, since between
90 per cent, and 95 per cent, is not applied to the
preparation of the viands. A very large proportion
of the heat generated by gas is burned in the combustion caused by the application of air and is
wasted, while even the most improved oil stove
wastes a far greater percentage of heat units than
It is an encouraging fact
the electric apparatus.
that methods have been devised which actually save
from 80 to 90 per cent, of the electric-heat units,
and in some instances but five per cent, has been
to

Only the cost of geiierating the current
wasted.
has stood in the way of its general introduction.
Here and there illustrations have been given
For example, at Niagara
of its many advantages.
Falls a large manufacturing concern not only oper-

February

Ohio Interurban Railway Association.

house plants, ferns and cut flowers. About ;he table
of honor were gathered Governor Herrick, Dr. J. E.
Lowes, Charles B, Clegg, Valentine Winters, Hon.
Dennie Dwyer, Larry Reisi, J. Springs McMahon,
John Kirby, Jr.. John F. Ohmer, Gen.
P. Orr„
A. F. Broomhall and J. B. Foraker, Jr.
Harrie P. Clegg, retiring president, acted as toastmaster,
ilr. Clegg, always happy in his public
utterances, was especially so on this occasion, and
introduced each speaker with a witty remark as ta
his personality.
His own good humor carried others
with him and the result was a general good-fellow-

—

Dayton, Ohio, January 27. Eminently successful
was the first annual meeting and banquet of the
Ohio Interurban Railway Association, which took
place here yesterday.
The list of members and
guests sho\Yed a number of men promment in

W

the traction world as well as those in other lines of
work. Those w'ho were present from Indiana fully
realized the scope and plan of the association and
feel that it will encourage the establishment of
>imilar associations among the various companies
of other states to the end that the electric interurbans may be operated as vast systems instead of short
lines as at present.
The business meeting was held in the morning,
when a number of matters w-ere discussed. The
President,
election of officers resulted as follows:
Edward C. Spring of West jMilton vice-president,
Warren F. Eickiiell of Cleveland; Secretary, F. W.
Coen of Cleveland; treasurer, R. E. DeWeese of
Dayton executive committee, F. J. J. Sloat of Hamilton, F. D. Carpenter of Lima, W. *B. Tarkington of
Toledo, J. R. Harrigan of Newark and F. J. Green
of Springfield; finance committee, Edward C. Spring,
J. H. iferrill of Lima and A. W. Anderson of

ship meeting.
Edward C. Spring, the new president, was the first
speaker, and he responded to "The Ohio Interurban
Railway Association." Mr. Spring thanked the
association for the honor conferred upon him and
on behalf of the association presented Past President
Clegg a beautiful loving cup as a token of esteem.
Air. Clegg made a suitable response and then intro-

;

duced Governor Myron T. Herrick, who spoke

;

Dayton.

1905

4,

After a reception in the evening at t!ie Algonquin
Hotel, where the meetings were held, the 150 guests
marched into the banquet hall promptly at seven
o'clock, where an "elegant dinner was .served.
The
hotel was decorated from top to basement with hot-

porations in the world and operates in 21 counties of
California.
Its main pole lines are 992 miles in
length, and the distributing lines aggregate 575 miles.

in

part as follows:

"Interurban electric railways are getting closer
and closer every day to the status, the business and
the characteristics of commercial steam railroads.
In a number of recent cases the courts of Ohio have
found it difficult to distinguish between these two
classes of common carriers.
In the early days of
the horse cars and even later, when electricity as a
motive power was first introduced, street railways
were looked upon as conveniences for the cities alone.
They were purely municipal institutions and no one
thought of carrvdng their work beyond the public
streets.
But within recent j-ears the business of
street railway's has been revolutionized.
The urban
has become the interurban. So far as the business
of these companies is concerned, municipal boundary
lines have become obhterated.
There is scarcely a
street-railway line in Ohio that does not run into
two or more municipalities, and if today we should
seriously consider municipal ownership, the first
question that would be asked with respect to nine
out of 10 of the street railways in Ohio would be.
'What municipality shall own them?" So fa?t indeed
has this business growrt and so active has been the
genius and enterprise engaged in it that tlie vengrowth it has enjoyed has perhaps settled, for the
present at least, the question of retarding it by appropriation for the number of cities and villages
now reached by the interurban roads is so great that
municipal ownership would only serve the purpose
of destroying the continuity of the lines.
"But the progress of the business has gone even
further.
It has not onl}^ obliterated the boundaries
of municipal corporations but it has crossed with
its network of tracks throughout the country the
lines of counties and states.
The interurban railroad
has become the short-haul carrier for the people.
Manifestly, therefore, we have lived past the day
when these companies may be regarded as purely
local conveniences and controlled solely by local authorities.
The Legislature of Ohio in receni years
has been recognizing with increasing, assurance and
conviction the ultimate sameness of all railroad
companies, whether operated by steam or electricity,
-whether operated upon the highways or upon private
rights-of-way, or whether called by one luime or
another.
The General Assembh^ of 1902 granted
to the interurban companies the power of eminent
domain outside of municipalities, and the General
Assembly of 1904 granted the street and interurban
railways, under certain conditions, the right of eminent domain within municipalities, and the same Legislature last winter provided for the taxation of property of interurban electric-railway companies by a
method identical with that in force with respect
to the steam railroad companies.
Thus the tv^-o
kinds of railways are coming closer and closer to
mean one and the same thing. Peering into the
future it does not require mental field glasses to
see the day when in fact as well as in law there
will be one kind of railway in this countn.-, and

'

_

The

report of the retiring president, Harrie P.
Clegg, consisted largely of a discussion of the traclion business in Ohio, with references to the large
The
interests in other portions of the country.

—

ELECTRIC
ates every wheel of its

STEW-PANS IN KITCHEN OF A NIAGARA FALLS FACTORY.

machinery by means of the

current generated by the cataract but prepares food
for its employes in a completely equipped electric
kitchen, herewith illustrated, and some of its products are cooked before being sent to market while
in the process of formation.
In some of the larger
cities, such as New York and Chicago, apartments
can be found where families are utilizing the current; but as j'et it may be admitted that the expense
is such that it has prohibited the introduction of
such utensils on an extensive scale.
Broadly speaking, the cost to the ordinary consumer
of electricity for cooking, ranges from eight cents to
15 cents per kilowatt-hour. At Niagara Falls, however, the current is generated so cheaply that it is
supplied in some instances as low as four cents. It is
not improbable that there are other places in this
country where waterpower is available to operate generating imits at such a low cost that current can be
used in the vicinity for domestic purposes as well
as for operating machinery and illumination.
Consequently we may first expect to see it used extensively in communities which are adiacent to such
sources of power, but with the development of the
long-distance transmission lines it is not fantastic
to expect that a few years hence the housewife will
be cooking with the electric current in places possibly 100 miles from the source of its origin.

A GreatCaliforniaTransmission System.
The California Gas and Electric Corporation of
San Francisco has purchased two other large power
the South Yuba Water Company and
the Central California Electric Company. By this
move the two large electrical systems coming into
Sacramento are brought under one control. The
Central company has three generating stations, one
at Newcastle, another at Auburn and a third at Sacramento. The California Gas and Electric Corporacompanies

tion

is

—

now one

of the largest electric operating cor-

purposes for which the association was formed were
outlined and this was followed by a description of
what had been accomplished during the year. Mr.
Clegg considers the work has been a benefit not only
to the members but to the traveling public as well.
With complete harmony among the various companies the service to the public may be immeasurably
increased and at the same time the benefits will be
felt by the companies themselves.
E. P. Roberts of Cleveland read a paper on "Steam
Power," and this was discussed in the afternoon
by many of the members. The talk led to a comparison of steam and electricity as a motive power
for transportation purposes. The efficiency of steam
for> rapid transit was fully recognized, yet the consensus of opinion was that electricity will eventually
take its place on the long as well as the short lines.
At no distant date, it was argued, it will be possible
to take an electric car or train in New York city and
journey across the continent to San Francisco in
as short a time as the steam roads now make the
trips.
Not only this, but the passenger w^ill escape
the smoke and dirt that always accompany the latter
mode of travel. Again, it is possible to obtain more
power with electrical generating machinery with the
expenditure of the same amount of money than
through the use of the modern steam locomotive.
The work of inventive minds will so improve electrical devices v/ithin the next score of years that
will be entirely superseded by electric power
for transportation.
These views seemed to coincide with those of Governor Herrick expressed at
the banquet later in the day.
The interchangeable baggage system also received
attention, but the members seem to have come no
nearer arriving at a conclusion than at former meetings.
It is probable that this problem will give
the association more trouble than any other that
will come up for some time.
It is recognized that
something must be done to reduce the interchange
of baggage on long-distance business to a system, but
just what, is the question that has not been solved.
Something like 25 new members were admitted.
The February meeting of the association will be
held at Lima on February 23d.

when
more

electricity,

which

is

now coming more and

into use, will be the only motive power lor all.
•'Now, w4iat does all this mean? Certainly I am
not one of those who believe in taking awa}' from
the municipalities of the state the inherent right of
home rule; and certainly I would not advocate any
plan that would destroy the principle of local government in so far as it is necessary to protect local
interests.

But

in

so

far

as

interurban

railwa^-^s

have ceased to be the concern of a single city or a
single locality and have come to be the concern of
the state at large, I believe the business in which
they are engaged ought to be. regulated and con-

steam

trolled

.

by the

state.

As

interstate

commerce

is

the

concern of the nation at large, so intrastate commerce
is the concern of the state at large; and anv agency
which thus unites, b}' bands of steel, the interests of
urban and rural communities and conducts a passenger, freight and mail traffic between different sections of the state should be directed and controlled

by some authority which would see that eqUal justice is done between all patrons of the lines, whether
Nothing has
they live in the city or the country.
seemed to me more obstructive of general progress
than the spectacle of an interurban railwaj" line behand,
its
ing, on the one
retarded in
work by the
caprice or cupidity of local authorities, or, on the

v

February

4,
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di.n lini.i.LiiMi, In favor of tlii: people
iIim,,- of another.
I am
of one coiiimuniiv afim
not williiiK I" l.il>' >"•<" "i" i"-'iplc of our municipalities the Lonliiil lA llitii .lui-ls or deprive them
of the just return whicli should he made hy those
otiicr, praclicini;

1

use the streets for any public-service business.
But witli respect to iutcrurban railway lines which
run through a number of municipalities as well as
counties, I believe that for the protection of the
people and for their safety and convenience as well
as f.ii" 111.' |H-<.l(i-li<in of invftfu-; in Ihrr. enterw|inl,,l.l
il,..-l
:r.„\
l.^mhl be
,„!>,,.
.Mi,,r
,n
iinl ...lii. 1, iiill ,v,,,..| 111.- conili.)i
I..1
,|,-vi ..i

who

'

.1

,

ventilating is
turbine room.

Others

who responded

to

I'.i.-isls

u.i.'

I..I111

.X.

Brnomhall, J. S|.n.... ,\l. \l:,l...n, l)r,
HenE. Lowes, Attorney Cliarlcs I;.. I,r, Iv W

Ohmcr, A.
J.
ley,

!.

,

F. J. J. .Sloat

and tapt. Gmruc

J I.

\V.u..l.

Modern Central-station Design as Exemplified
BV

I.

A.

in

Boston.'

MOULTROI'.

Within the last two years the Boston Edison Company has jiurchased the property of many local companies, and in most instances is changing the stations

will be 60s feet long, 30 feet
stories high.
'I'hc huildingj for

and several

Ihc installation of Co,ooo kilowatts of machinery cover
about 160,000 stpiarc feet, which is cfpiivalcnt to
about 2.67 square feel per kilowatt.
The turbine room has received all of the maehincry in the station even the boiler feed pumps,
usually considered an adjunct of the boiler house, are
treated as part of the turbine auxiliaries, and arc
|)l.iced in charge of the turbine operators.
The
boiler house contains only the lioilers with the neces;

to

bccauM
turbine,,

The switch house
wids:,

sary piping,

Judge Deunie Uwyer, a pioneer in the iulerurban
business, next responded with a retrospective view
of the business and a talk on the progress that had
Judge Dwyer is an
been made in recent years.
Gen. W. P. Orr of
enthusiast in traction matters.
I'iqua responded in a humorous manner, describing
a road in which he was interested and finally sold
E. B. Grimes read
to the Clegg- Winters syndicate.
a poem, in which almost every traction man in the
state was alluded to in a wittv manner.
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done from the roof similarly to the

etc.,

so that the

work

in this

room

is

burn coal properly and maintain the steam pres-

sure.

All of the electrical apparatus has been grouped
together and installed in a separate building adjoining
the turbine room, isolated from the noise and dirt
of the latter and free from liability of damage by
accidents to any of the turbine-room machinery.
The apparatus is installed on the unit s,vslcm. In
the turbine room all the auxiliaries required for a
generating unit are grouped around that unit and
arc generally of sufficient capacity to serve that unit
alone. The boilers necessary to supply the generating unit arc in one row directly behind the turbine.
Ill this way each generating unit is a .small central
slalion in itself.
Practically no cross-connections are
inst.-illed between the various units except that between each pair of units. The steam mains are
joined by a small-sized tic so that a generating unit
can be run temporarily from the boilers of its mate,
should an emergency require. In this way a very
simple piping system is sufficient, reducing the cost
of installation and maintenance, and simplifying the

i(

will KJve

which

i%

a son

an

lum

.

in the
k^j in turthr door

imf.

bine work. It also con
space required for the in

„(,!;.

the piping, and m,.'
,„.
metrical and pleasing k'
.cry.
Its disadvantage is that 1; ...
.....
.,
,^,.i o(
the turbine a few feet, wliitii i», iiowcver, ui little
moment. In fir«t cost i> somewhat more than an
independent condenser, which may be partly balanced by the saving in piping; and it require* tpecial arrangement
for filling the condenwr tubet
with water when the turbine is to be non-condenting.
The brake n very nscful (or emergency shut>lowni,
because the turbine will run for s'jme hour* with
no load and no field, while with the brake it ii
possible to bring the machine to rest in about 6ve
minutes. It also facilitates the overhauling of the
step bearing by sustaining the weight of the rotating
fici

,

parts.
'ITie generator is a three-phase alternator, Y-connecled, 60-cycIc machine, generating at 6,tjOO volts.
This number of cycles was determined upon because

the bulk of the alternating-current business is lighting, and also for the reason that the existing alternating-current apparatus has the same number of
cycles.

The

auxiliaries for each turbine consists of a cir-

culating pump, a wet and a dry vacuum pump, a step
pump, a hydraulic accumulator, and the boiler feed
pump for the group of boilers connected to the turbine.
All these m.ichines arc steam driven, with the
exception of the wet vacuum pump, which is motor
driven because its speed is too high to be conveniently
handled by an engine. Careful consideration was
given to the subject of steam versus electrically

^/t^^^^'^

STATION, BOSTON.

modern alternating-current

sub-stations, making" a
suburban business which e.Ktends in various directions from 12 to 30 miles outside of the city.
This large increase in suburban territory together
with the rapidly growing city business called for an
immediate enlargement of the alternating-current
station which was already loaded to its full capacity.
to

A

new station was therefore planned with an ultimate capacity of 6o,ooc kilowatts, to be kuilt on the

L

Street property alongside the existing station.

The

first installation of 10.000 kilowatts is just being completed.
The position of the existing station on the

property was fortunately such that it was no handicap in the location and arrangement of the new
station.
As a matter of fact, the old station naturally

merges into and becomes a part of the new
and had it not existed it is doubtful if any

station,

change would have been made in

the' design of the

latter.

The turbine room

be

[ultimately] 650 feet
long, 68 feet wide, 56.5 feet high, and without a
side windows.
liberal
basement.
It has no
monitor with glass sides and roof gives a better distribution of daylight than do side window's and in
connection with -windows in the end walls provides
will

A

good

ventilation.

The boiler house will be 640 feet long, 149.5 feet
wide and of same height as the turbine room. The
arrangement of the boilers practically divides this
building into seven fire rooms. The lighting and
Abstract of a paper presented at the raeetine of the .^merl1.
Institute of Electrical Encineers in New York. January 27.
Mr. Moultrop is the mechanical enfjineer o£ the Boston
iison Company. A eeneial description of the system was given
the Western Electrician of May 21, 1904. and reference was
ade to it in the issue of January 7. 1905, under the heading "Elecical Progress in the United States in 1904."
The present paper
ntains many details of interest.
in

05.

manipulation of the station under emergencies when
the engineer has to think quickly, and when he must
be sure that the manipulations are made rapidly and
correctly.

The

duplication

and should
commission by the
nated,

of auxiliaries is elimia generating unit be put out of
failure of anv one of its essen-

parts, it is intended that the entire unit will
down and another one started in its place.
Before determining upon the apparatus to be installed in the station, careful consideration was given
tial

be shut

to the respective merits of turbines and reciprocating
engines as prime movers. The advantages of the
turbine over the engine in first cost, the lesser amount
of help required to operate, the ability to use condensed steam with safety for feed in the boilers, together with the fact that the apparatus takes very
much less room decided the question in the favor of
the turbine.
These considerations were held to
justify the decision without regard to tlie water
consumption, and the decision will be considered
wise even though the water consumption proves to
be no better than that of a good engine, alth.ough
it is expected to be better.
Another important feature is the ability to start an idle unit quickly. The
earlier turbines were open to improvement in this
respect, but the later machines have been safely
started and brought up to full load with remarkable
speed.
'i'he turbines used in the first installation are of
the Curtis tjT^e with a rated capacity of 5,000 kilowatts on a conservative temperature rise in the
generator. They are four-stage machines with surface
condensers built in their bases and are
equipped with mechanical brakes for bringing the
machine to rest for an emergency stop. In these
features they are the first machines of their kind
The base condenser was adopted
to be installed.

driven auxiliaries, and steam was determined upon
because it gives better station economy. All the exhaust steam from the auxiliaries is carried to the
feed-water heater and is condensed in heating the
boiler feed. The condensation is then discharged
to the sewer as it contains too much cylinder oil to
warrant trying to purify it. As all the exhaust from
the auxiliaries can be condensed in heating the feed
water, the greatest possible use is made of the heat
originally put into this water in the boilers, for
practically all that is not taken up in the form of
work in the engine cylinder is returned to the boiler
in the feed.
Moreover, the first cost of steam-driven
auxiliaries is less than electric drives, and speed
regulation over wide ranges is much more easily accomplished.
The circulating-water pump consists of a centrifugal pump driven by a simple high-speed engine
with a throttle governor. The distinctive feature of
the dry vacuum pump is tliat the air cylinder is placed
at a right angle to the steam cylinder, thus giving a
better turning moment on the crank, and it takes less
room.
The step on the turbine is lubricated by water
instead of oil, because the water is as good a lubricant for this purpose, is cheaper, and the lubricating
system simpler.
The condensing apparatus is designed to condense
153,000 pounds of steam per hour and maintain a
2S-inch vacuum in the condenser, with the cooling
water at summer temperature of 70 degrees Fahrenheit.

The storage of coal is a very essential feature of
a large central station, and is seldom adequately
taken care of. Alongside of this station and adjacent to the water front an open-air storage of from
60,000 to 70.000 tons of coal is provided where the

"
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light-yellow brick with a fine cement joint, the brick
being selected for its low absorption properties. The
barriers in the bus-bar compartments and also in
the instrument compartments are of reinforced concrete' with a fine, close-grained finish.
These are all
made in molds and set in place similarly to slabs of
alberene; they have as good insulating qualities as
alberene with less absorption, are much cheaper, and
furthermore are less liable to break. The bus-bar
chambers are fully enclosed, small doors being left
in the wall for access to the connections only.
The
instrument transformer cells are left open. [Fig. 2
is an elevation of bus and instrument cell with wall
removed.] The front of each switch cell is enclosed
with a wooden frame, filled with a pane of glass,
which permits an inspection of the pot, while at the
upper part of the frame there are a few slats for
ventilation, and for vents in case of an explosion.
The transmission lines and also the turbine leads
and transformer leads enter the basement of the

stored without any shelter and immediately
on the ground. The winter's supply of coal can
therefore be purchased while the freight rates are
low during the summer time, dnd, including the loss
from weathering coal, reduces the cost of fuel delivered in the fire room.
An inspection of the wiring diagram (Fig. i) will
show the general arrangement of the switching.
There are of necessity three bus-bar pressures, the
excitation, and the possibility of a fourth pressure
being required later. The engine-driven alternators
[of the old station] generate at 2,300 volts, and the
turbine-driven alternators at 6,900 volts. This latter was fixed upon after careful consideration of the
location of the present business with reference to the
There is also a
station and of its probable growth.
certain amount of 4.600-volt business which crept
into the system some time previous because a considerable amount of business developed at a distance too far away for the economical use of 2,300
volts, and the standard cables on the system would
safely carry only 5,000 volts. Therefore, the simplest
expedient at that time was to install two-to-one transformers and supply them from the old station bus
bar. This business which started in a small way
long before a turbine station was considered had
grown to a considerable size at the time the turbine
was installed, and the loss in the underground cables
and other apparatus which would have no commercial value in case this pressure was changed
prohibits making any change at the present time.
The turbine pressure of 6,900 volts promises to be
ample for the present needs of the company, but it
can be easily foreseen, should the lines be extended
bej'ond their present limits or should the business
at the end of some of the transmission lines materially increase, that this pressure might be too
coal

switch house in duct lines which terminate in this
room and at a point nearly underneath the selector
switches they connect with the upper floor. The
lead-sheathed cables terminate in end bells as close
to the end of the ducts as possible, from which points
cable with flame-proof braiding is carried on glass
insulators and through porcelain tubes to the switches
overhead. From tiie end of the ducts ihe cable is
taken in air runs and they are so grouped throughout
the basement that there is ample air space between
Provision has been made for the installaall cables.
tion of static-discharge apparatus in this basement,
but at present none has been installed.
The electrical operating room is on the top floor
of the switch house in about the center of the building and contains nothing but the operating apparatus.
Convenient stairways leading down from this room
through the switch house bring the operator in close
touch with all the switching apparatus.
signal

—
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system similar

him quickly

low. If this happens, it is planned to double the
pressure on the transmission lines in question and
transmit in these instances at 13,800 volts. All transformers installed on these lines are built with 13,800volt taps.

The bus bars in each system are installed in dupliand so arranged that they can be cut into
short sections of no more than 10,000 kilowatt each
by tie switches, and any transmission line or generator can be isolated if it is desired to do so.
Transmission lines are grouped with the generators
on a section of bus bar so that this bus bar does
not have to carry much current any distance lengthwise. The generator is connected to the bus bars
through one main switch and two selector switches.
These switches are designed to open under the full
station capacity, should emergency ever demand it.
The transmission lines have selector switches but
no main switches at present, space being reserved
for the installation of selector switches should they
prove desirable later.
The switches are all installed on the third floor
of the switch house. The selector switches are in
two rows. Each row consists of two switches
(placed back to back) running through the center
of the building and immediately over the bus bars, to
which they connect. The main switches are installed
in two single rows, one on each side of the switch
house and against the side walls. On the floor below, the bus bar compartments are arranged similarly to the selector switches, two rows of two
through the center of the room. In two single rows
on each side wall immediately under the main
switches are grouped the instrument transformers in
cate,

compartments.
The oil-switch cells, the bus-bar chambers, and the
instrument transformer chambers are all built of a
special

.

to

to

that used

communicate

on board ship enables
his orders to any of

the generating rooms, doing this with a certainty that
the order will not be misunderstood. This system
also provides for an acknowledgment indicating when
the order has been carried out.
All the switching apparatus, with the exception
of the excitation system, is remote controlled. The
controller panels with all the necessary instruments
are grouped in the operating room in the form of a
rectangle, facing inward so that the operator can see
at a glance any panel in the room.
Tlie excitation
switching is hand controlled. The bus bar for this
is brought into the operating room and placed between the two groups of switches controlling the
engine-driven alternators and the turbine-driven
alternators.
The panels for the ground detectors are
installed alongside the excitation, but so that the
operator has grouped at one end of the room all the
apparatus which requires constant attention. The
transmission-line panels, transformer panels and
others are scattered along down the room in the
order that is most convenient for their installation,
without reference to the sequence of the switches
themselves downstairs. The excitation is furnished
by one small steam-driven set of sufficient capacity to
start up an engine-driven alternator in case the entire
station should be shut down, three small motordriven alternators, located in the old engine room,
having a capacity sufficient for all the engine-driven
alternators, and three large motor-driven exciter
sets, one in each of the individual turbine rooms,
with sufficient capacity to supply the turbines. In
addition to the motor generator sets there is a storage battery with capacity of 1,000 amperes for an
hour, floating on the excitation bus bar. Besides the
generator fields, there are fed, from the excitation
bus bar, a few other pieces of apparatus which are
particularly necessary to the operating of the station, such as the motors operating the oil switches,
the relay pumps or the step bearings, and a few
lights around the station which would be essential
in case the general lighting system should give out.
Unfortunately no test or station-economy figures
can be given at this time. The turbines are still in
the builder's hands and while the first machine has
been in commercial service for about three months,
the conditions under which it has been operated
make the station-economy figures of little value.
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Harmful
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Life

Trees and Plants.

Electricity is coming more and more to the front
as a useful agent in various branches of agriculture.
Its adaptation to the freeing of the soil and the

from the injurious effects
of insects, caterpillars, worms, slugs, etc., is, however, a new application and of considerable interest.
Sigismund Lokuciejewsky of Odessa, Russia, has
taken out a patent for a method of this kind,
which consists in subjecting the soil, trees or plants
to an alternating current of high tension and frequency, by which the insects are destroyed and the
trees or plants themselves

the same time charged with ozone, which' is
it increased productivity.
portable source of electric current is preferably
employed. The source of current may be a storage
battery or a generator capable of furnishing either
a direct current or an alternating current.
In the
soil at

said to impart to

A

generator is mounted upon a wheeled
i) in such a manner that the armaUire
be rapidly rotated.
The current, whether direct or alternating, furnished by the storage battery or the generator, is
first led through an interrupter (5) of any suitable
construction, and after passing the rheostat (10)
enters the transformer or induction coil (6). Thence
the current is directly led back to the opposite pole
of the generator (4).
Thus a current of high tension and frequency and low density is produced in
latter case the

frame (Fig.
will

the induction

coil.

One
in

pole of the high-tension current terjninates
a tool or other implement of any suitable kind,

which
the

is

soil,

shown

arranged to either slide on the surface of
tree or plant or to cut into the

soil.

As

there is employed for this purpose
a circular disk or wheel (7) carried by a rod adjustably attached to the frame of the car so that
according to the adjustment of the rod the wheel
in Fig. 2,

will cut more or less into the soil.
The second
pole of the electric circuit terminates in brushes or
similar tools (8) (Figs, i and 2).
The brushes

are fixed to the lower ends of rods or levers which
can be brought in contact with the surface of the
soil

or tree.

The generated current flows from the transformer
through the disk into the soil and through the latter
to the other pole, passing in the form of strong
sparks or radiating rays from the soil to the brushes
and then back through corresponding conducting
wires to the transformer. All the worms, larvae.

(in Abstract).
first

point in reading

me was

to

in

rela-

of a plant and its operating cost.
Take the average lighting plant probably, as our
president said, 50 per cent, of the load does not last
than
more
300 hours per annum. An extra investmen of $12.50 per kilowatt would mean that the depreciation and taxes on that investment considered,
the cost per kilowatt would increase a half a cent
per kilowatt-hour.
I think that, as engineers, we'
have neglected to think of the load factor sufficiently.
Our plants are probably far too economical in the
sense that they cost too much, and burn up interest,
taxes and depreciation on investment more than outweigh the reduction in the cost of operating them.
Some plants today cost $140 per kilowatt for investment. If we can reduce that cost to, say, S25, there
is one cent a kilow^att saved in fixed charges. There
is a point where we can balance the interest on the
capital invested against the purely operating cost and
maintenance, and get the minimum cost per kilo-

BARK OF TREES

tion to the cost

—

IContiuued on page

pi*.]

and other animals of any
kind in and on the soil through which flows the
alternating current of high tension and frequency
are thus subjected to its action and destroyed. When
the brushes are raised from the surface of the soil
sp that the sparking is prevented the soil becomes
slugs, insects, caterpillars

ozonified.

The animals on trees, plants and flowers are
destroyed by the application of current as shown
in Fig. 2.
The one movable pole is moved by hand
along the surface of the trunk or branch' of the tree
to be treated, and the other pole (7) is introduced
into the soil near the tree, thereby subjecting the
animals in the bark and on the surface of the tree
and direct on the roots to the high-frequency current Trials have also proved that the productivity

:
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of the soil (riMk-rl In
considtrahly.

iiKiiincr

(hi-.

has been increased

liiKndcd lo he so arranKciI as
of 500,000 volli alioiit
These fiKurcs
0.0000005 of ail ampere of current.
indicate the approximate relation of the volts to the
amperes. It has heen foinid that currents of such
high potential and low-current density do not injure
plants, hut do seriously act on insects, worms, larvx,
Tlic apiKiralns

to

give

at

a

is

potential

etc.

Edward H.

Mullln.

Edward Hemphill Mnllin, well known to electrical
and newspaper men, died suddenly from an attack
of heart disease on January 25th, at his home in
iVIilliiirn, N. J.
Mr. Mullin was horn in Castlederg,
(nuiily Tyrone, Ireland, on October 22, I(i5y.
He
was udiicaled at llic Methodist College Public School
of Iklfast and the Queen's College, Belfast, where
he took his bachelor's decree with honors in physics
and chemistry in 1881. Shortly afterward he came
to New York and engaged
in
newspaper work.
From 1887 to i8c)S he was an editorial writer on the
staff of the New York Evening Sun.
'I'hc two following years he spent on the staff of the New York
'I'inics, in charge of the technical reporting of that
news|Kiper.
Subsequently he became editor of the
Hookhuyer and a prolific contributor to the magazine and technical press.
On February i, 1S9S, he entered the service of
the General ICIcclric Company, at first as manager
of its advertising department and latterly as a confidential representative of the company in many matters.
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be supplied by llic Ontario Power Company, who«e
plant is located at Niagara rails, Ont.
The first
30,000 horsepower of cmrrgy will be ready for delivery on July 1st of this year.
Application for a
franchise lo erect transmission poles and wires and
lay conduits in the city of Buffalo will, it is ex
"
peeled, he made lo the Coniinon Oniniil

Electric Lights in the

t

intulled by the Ourlnion
KIcclrical Supply Compinv of OurlMiiin, W. Va
'Ihe

U. O. !•'
comjiany

it

being
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-
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I
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direction ,,
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Work on Chicago

Caverns of Luray.

About a mile from the town of I.nray, Va., is the
entrance lo Ihe famous Caverns of Kiiray, perhaps
not as well known as the Mammolli Cave of Kentucky, but still so vast in extent and containing so
much of geological interest that ihey have been
visited by scientists and others from all parts of
the world. The caverns, which resemble nothing so
much as a roofed-over valley, were discovered in
1878 by B. P. Stcbbins, A. J. Campbell and William
Campbell, Jr. Their existence had long been suspected, on account of the great number of sink
holes and pools in different parts of the Luriy Valley, and the discovery was not accidental, for the

plant

Contrary to frequent

Company
rhr-ndi-^'-

T;vt.';

Freight Tunnels.

Ihe Illitioi* Turnel
has not yet bejtun the handling of mcrunder the downtown
retwjrts,

in llie freiifbl iiinnr!(

BOLT

He was

llie authorized representative of the
in all its relations with the press and the
host of the company whenever foreign engior capitalists desired to visit its works or

company
official

neers

become acquainted with

its

methods.

He was

a

thirty-sccond-dcgrce Mason and a member of the
Engineers', Press, Lotus and Transportation clubs,
He was vice-president of the New York Electrical
Society and a manager of the American Institute of
Electrical Engineers; also vice-president of the Association of American Advertisers.
Mr. Mullin had

men referred to gained an entrance only after
considerable digging in various parts of the valley.
The extent of the caverns is estimated at from
three to five miles, a considerable portion of which
three

not open to the public on account of the danger
encountered in its exploration. The rock structure
is
dolomite or limestone, and the stalactite and
stalagmite formations are very beautiful. Among
the features of special interest are the Fish Market,
so called from the fact that the rock formations resemble strings of black bass and silver perch the
Elfins' Ramble, a plateau 500 feet long by 300 feet
wide; Pluto's Chasm, a great rift 500 feet long and
Titania's Veil, and the Amphitheater
75 feet deep
or Ball Room, as it is sometimes called.
To furnish electric light in the caverns a plant
is being installed at Luray by the Luray Electric
is

;

;

Company, of which E. G. Hansberger

The

president.

is

plant consists of a General Electric 2,300-volt
60-kilowatt single-phase generator driven

60-cycle

by

300-horsepower

a

The engine

engine.

EDWARD

H.

erator being

MULLIN.

a large number of friends In

New York

and abroad

and was known among them for his erudition and
wide acquaintance with electrical and engineering subjects.
He was a consistent student, and as a writer
was distinguished for clarity of style and an AngloSaxon simplicity of diction which made his essays
on mechanical and electrical matters very easy reading.
He was buried on Saturday last, leaving a wife
and a brother.

Niagara Power Competition for Buffalo.
General Francis V. Green, Edmund Hayes, William H. Hotcbkiss, George K. Birge, William H.
Gratwick. R. K. Albright and Stephen M. Clement
of Buffalo have organized the Iroquois Electric
Company, with a capital of $1,000,000. They
will manufacture electricity for light, heat and power
purposes in Buifalo, Tonawanda, North Tonawanda,
and villages and towns in Erie and Niagara counties.
The new company is apparently allied with the Ontario Power Conipahy of the Canadian side at Niagara,
project.

the

as

The

men named
following

are interested in that
authorized statement has

been made

"The main purpose
company is to supply
and power in the city

of the organization of this
electricity for lighting, hea
of Buffalo. It will seek contracts with the municipality for the lighting oi
streets and public places, will offer its light and
power to individuals and private corporations, and
will, in short, become a competitor of the Buft'alo
General Electric Company and the allied Cataract
Power and Conduit Company, all along the line
The company will, -within a short time, be read}
to furnish arc lights, and will also have a moderi
and fully equipped plant for furnishing incandescen
lights.
The power for the Iroquois company wil

thrown

Harris-Corliss

slow-speed

also runs a flourmill, the genin

by a clutch.

The company

has a five-year franchise for lighting the caverns
and is required to furnish lights at any time, day
or night, on three hours' notice.
300-light transformer is placed on ,a pole near
the entrance to the cave and a three-wire circuit
is run from the transformer to a main distributing
box, located in the Fish Market. From there a twowire system is used, and two sets of feeders, consisting of No.
wire, are carried out, one set going
to Titania's Veil and the other to the Amphitheater.

A

These two circuits also -terminate in distributing
boxes. From the three boxes all the branch circuits
are run. Several sets of three and four-way switches
are used to cut down the light bill, for when a party
leaves one part of the cave the lights are turned
off from that portion, as it may be an hour and a
half before the party returns to the same point.

For supporting the wires on the walls and ceiling
the cave an ingenious device was resorted to.
Holes four inches deep were first drilled into the
rock. A strip of l',4 by three-eighths-inch iron was
then tapered at one end and the end split to receive
a "wedge. The wedge, which was about the size of
the hole, was placed in the split end of the iron
strip or hanger, which was then driven into the hole.
The end of the hanger, was thus spread against the
of

sides

of

the

withdrawn.

hole

so

firmly that

Fig. i illustrates the

was done. Figs. 2 and 3
hanger and a side-wall bracket
this

above

manner.

Pins

it

could not be

method
show

in

a

installed

which
celing
in

the

of three-eighths-inch steel
carry the insulators, there being no wood used whatever except in the cabinet boxes, which are of hard
pine, painted w'ith gas tar and put together while wet.

Chicago. The company is, however, debuilding material and excavated material
in course of construction.
Considerable work is being done on extending the
tunnels, and work in connecting with the railroad
freight terminal and dock property is also in progress.
The telephone system is also being extended.
The House committee on postoffices and post
roads at Washington has provided an appropriation
of $172,600 for the purpose of covering the cost
of conducting the transportation of mail in the tunnels during the year 1906.
The postmaster-general
is also authorized to contract for the underground
service in Chicago at an annual rate not exceeding
the sum of $172,600 for a period not exceeding four
years. For th.is service the company is now making
preparations.
district

In

livering
to

and from structures

Under its present plans, it is said, the company
will be in a position by January 1, 1906, to handle
30,coo tons of freight per day by means of 75 electric
locomotives and 3,000 tunnel cars. Working to this
capacity President Wheeler estimates annual gross
earnings of $5,400,000. Besides this he estimates a
net income of $500,000 from the automatic telephone
system.
The power for trains, lights, pumps, elevators and conveyors will cost, it is estimated,
$204,000 a year; wages and salaries will amount to
$420,000; track maintenance, $30,000, and $271,000
is figured for repairs and depreciation of locomotives, cars, elevators and conveyors.
After insurance, accidents, interest and payment for franchise
privileges have been deducted there still remains a
profit on operation of $3,755,000 if all goes as the
company hopes. The figures as to revenue, however,
are of course conjectural.

Administration Bill to Regulate Space
Telegraphy.
The bill recently drafted at the request of the
Cabinet by the United States commissioner of navigation relative to government control of space telegraphy has been made public. It provides that no
person or corporation shall use any apparatus for
space telegraphy in this countrj' or on any American
vessel unless he is licensed by the secretar>- of commerce and labor. Persons exchanging messages or
signals betwAn points in the same state or on behalf of the American government are to be exempt
from this requirement.
The president, in time of w-ar or public peril, may
close any wireless station or authorize its use by
the government.
No interference will be permitted
tetween naval, military and private commercial staEach station must answer calls from any
licensed station and receive all messages
Operations of any apparatus on a foreign
ship while in Am.erican waters shall be in accordance with the regulations.
After further reWsion
bv the Cabinet the bill will go to Congress.
tions.

other

offered.
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It is pleasing to observe, with the official returns
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for

hand,

at

that

exports

the electrical

than formerly.

first

to

to

year.

New

of

the

estimate the figures for the last
The official figures for the

ever, subject to revision) are $6,675766 for electrical
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The

increase of 1904 over 1903

711,

or

12

per cent.

However,

growth.

—quite

therefore $1,183,of

rate

satisfactory

a

be observed that the

to

is

it

is

totals

and $9,997,195-

$9,856,047

exports of electrical appliances
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to

some

reveals

ma-

reports classify the electrical

This

chinery exports according to destination.
interesting facts.

One

list

that the pur-

is

made

chases of Great Britain of electrical machinery

the United States are steadily decreasing. In
1902 Great Britain bought $2,924,989 worth of such

88,

December and the Year

Electrical Exports for
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.
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Book Table. Lewis' "Credit Man"
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With

(Northwestern

discussion.

strength

case the

fact

is

of

the

in

difficult to

unusual

quite

But

of

arts

determine
in either

interest.

amount of

evidently needed a large
96,

is

lack of detailed information.

in the

Japan

ma-

electrical

chinery last year, and the United States supphed a

demand. The fourth consumer,
in point of size, was Mexico, another natural customer of the United States, which took .American
electrical machinery to the value of $646,398 in
It is gratifying^ too, to observe that the South
1904.
American countries, taken together, are buying increasing quantities of this class of machinery in
great part of the

Illustrated.

tion)

Warner.
Associa98,

Business Opportunities Abroad
South Side Elevated Traffic in 1904

DEPARTMENTS.
09,

this country.

100, loi,

While great progress has been made in the conof refuse destructors, designed to raise
steam by burning the street refuse of cities as fuel,
electrical engineers are far from being convinced of
the desirability of combined central-station and destructor works. It has been generally held by elecmen

unit

that

the

is

destructor

may be

right

all

The

not considered a success.

is

it

to be dealt with

material

unpromising, one-third, roughly,

is

renewed attention, particularly in Engwhere Mr. W. P. Adams has presented a

attracting

land,

comprehensive paper dealing with this topic to the
It is a remarkable circumstance that the refuse richest in carbon
comes from the poorest districts. Mr. Adams gives
a table showing the wide variation in kilowatt-hours

Institution of Electrical Engineers.

London

obtained per ton of refuse from various

the amount varying from 17 to 86.5.

tricts,

disIt

is

advisable to store sufficient material to insure con-

tinuous working, for

destructor plants

should

be

charged steadily throughout the 24 hours. Storage
batteries must be used in conjunction.
Figures are

show that the cost of refuse disposal
be reduced by the sale of electricity, but all

presented to

may

from

of the destructor stations are far

self-support-

be concluded that the primary function

It is to

ing.

of a destructor plant

to provide for the disposal

is

and unobjectionable manner.

of refuse in a sanitary'

There seems to be some doubt about the date of
National Interstate Telephone Association in
Chicago in June. At the joint committee meeting in

the

and

its

subsidiary branches," the

London Times an-

nounces the establishment of a weekly Engineering
Supplement. Passing over the rather self-important
implication that the appearance of the Times' supple-

Slope

Personal
Lighting
Railways
Power Transmission
Publications
Societies and Schools
Telegraph
Space Telegraphy
Miscellaneous
Electric
Electric

ment

will

give a distinct uplift to the engineering

industries of Britain,

it

is

to be

remarked that

this

departure on the part of a great daily newspaper
is

Trade News

or,

Business
Illustrated Electrical Patent Record.

some

of

significance.

It

— realizes

the present-day importance of

engineering, whatever the attitude of engineering

DATES AHEAD.
8th.

Iowa Telephone Association (annual meeting), Des Moines,
1.1th and 14th.
Ohio Independent Telephone Association (annual meeting), Columbus, March 30th.
Iowa Electrical Association (annual meeting), Hotel Julien,
Dubuque, Iowa, April 19th and 20th.

March

National Electric Light Association (annual convention),
Denver. June 6th, 7th and 8th, and Colorado Springs, June

9th and 10th.
on).

now

or

neer

is

may be toward
now generally

the newspapers.

recognized as

The

is

engi-

an important

the development of an industrial comHis education, his ideas and his work are
matters of national concern. The Times, which has
published many important articles on the industrial
characteristics of Great Britain, as well as on the
corresponding achievements of other peoples, and
the influence of these traits on the eager contest for
place among the virile nations, sees this, and now
takes a step in advance in accordance, as it thinks,
factor

munity.

in

set for

June 14th and 15th,
Western Electrician,

Independent telephone convention held in Milwaukee last week Mr. James B.
Jloge, president of the National Independent Telephone Association, which, amalgamating wath the
Interstate Independent Telephone Association, is to

merge into the new association, said that the date
was June 7th and 8th. As we have pointed out, the
Denver-Colorado Springs convention of the National Electric Light Association is to be begun on
June 6th and held through the loth. As there are
a number of gentlemen w^ho desire to attend both
conventions, the conflict of dates should be remedied

The time

possible.

was

set

of holding the electric-light

last

December,

and probably

cannot now well be changed.
But we hope the
committee in charge of the telephone convention

may

see

so that

way

its
it

change the date of that gathering

to

will be held neither in the

week

Denver-Colorado Springs convention nor
immediately following.

In a

letter

said:

Scott

own

written

"An

to

of the

in the

week

Southey in 1817 Walter
always manages his

individual

concerns better than those of the country can

be managed."

shows that the press

rather, a powerful representative of the general

secular press

was

Indianapolis the date

as stated in the last issue of the

but at the Wisconsin

if

that "the altered circumstances of these

times call for a wider recognition of the importance
of a fundamental industry like that of engineering

Ohic

Michigan
Northwestern States
Rocky Mountain States

Electric Light Association
(a
Ohio
Hotel \'ictorv. Put-in-Bay, August i6th

its

struction

convention

Holding

99,

Indif

Pacific

—

demonstration of Japan's

The Weston-Jewell Case

Dominion of Canada
England

North America has steadily increased its
of electrical machinery in the United

peace, in spite of the war,

95,

E. P.
Electrical

Correspondence
Great Britain

the other hand,

customer in 1904 was Japan, which took
worth of American electrical machinery.
The exports to the mikado's realm exhibit a remarkable jump from the $332,539 of 1903. Whether
military requirements, or
this is largely due
to
whether the demand is industrial and an emphatic

'(Convention "in 'Mil-

By

deserves credit for

in

$1,187,693

.

Lighting.

that country

in

largest
lUus-

IlOfficers and Salesmen of Allis-Chalmers Compani'.
lustrated
Illustrated
Kliegl Stamped Copper Terminal.
Illustrated. .
Magnetic-vane .Switchboard Instruments.
Dr. Schneider's Lamp Flasher
Small Cornwcll Dynamo.
Illustrated
Illustrated.
Stanley Rotated-jewel-bearing Wattmeter.

Alternating Arc

On

reaching $1,610,571 in 1904 the largest of
country or group of countries. The third

States,

Series

depression

year or two.

.

Duluth
Miniature Lamps for Fancy Dress

waukee on January 27 and 28, 1905)
Telephone Men
New Companies
Ohio Telephone Notes
Michigan Telephone Matters
Telephone News from the Northwest
Indiana Telephone Items
General Telephone News
Manufacturers and Dealers
Telephone Exchange at Neepawa, Manitoba.
Extensions and Improvements

last

purchases

Hydro-electric Development in

"

no doubt, partly by the develop-

trade

electrical

during the

The Iowa Convention

Wisconsin' Telephone" Association."

for,

ment of electrical manufacturing in England, to
some extent under American auspices, and partly

Niagara Power Competition foi Buffalo
Electric Lights in the Caverns of Luray. Illustrated....
Work on Chicago Freight Tunnels
Administration Bill to Regulate Space Telegraphy

least

is no lack of high-grade techEngland; but perhaps the new
venture may prove successful by interesting nontechnical readers in engineering subjects.
At any
rale, the experiment will be watched with interest.

journals

being incombustible solids and another third, perhaps, consisting of water. Nevertheless, the subject

cent,

Trees

at

it

There

enterprise.

nical

$5,104,502 for 1903.

be accounted

Harmful

But the London Times is the
go so far as to issue a weekly engineering

supplement, and

viewed solely as a destructor, but as a steam-raising

in 1904.

Eng

at

some

trical

us, $1,724,182 in 1903 and $1,220,600
In other words, this customer took 49 per
of this class of exports in 1902, 34 per cent.
This is to
in 1903 and only 18 per cent, in 1904.

S?,

Great California Transinission System
86,
Ohio Interurban Railway Association
Modern Central-station Design as Exemplified in Boston.
With discussion.
By I._ A. Moultrop. Illustrated.

in

compared with 1903 (the figures being, reand $4751.545), while the value
of electrical machinery exported shows a substantial.
increase, the amounts being ^,67$^?^ for 19^4 arid

machinery from

Allen Willey.

Illustrated

countries

—realize

1904,

in

Advantasjcs of Klectric Cooking.

also

degree the importance of specialized engineering and
give more attention to scientific and technical mat-

spectively, $4,363,992

The government
checks, drafts and other remit-

made payable to the order of the publishers,
Publishing Company, and addressed to the

we

is,

The corresponding

of this country.

exports

application.

SEMITTANCES.— All

appliances,

electrical

and telephone instru-

thus $11,039,758, which

is

Germany

in

believe, the highest figure recorded for the electrical

rat*

,tances should be

English-speaking

ters

was necessary

month

twelvemonth from the Bureau of Statistics of the Department of- Commerce and Labor (which are, how-

York.

— in

and probably

1905

4,

All daily newspapers

of the times.

spirit

importance

least,

the

1746.

Telephone, 3806J CorUandt.

with the
of

United States for the calendar year 1904
were even larger than the total given in the New
Years issue of the Western Electrician, when it
of

PUBLICATION offices:
510 Marquette Building,

February

as, it

This observation

was when

it

was

is

penned-;

as true in 1905
it

expresses

fundamental objection to municipal operation of
enterprises.

dustrial

disregard

the rights

chises, either in rates

If

public-service

the
in-

corporations

of the people granting

fran-

charged or service given, they
To attempt mu-

should be checked and regulated.
nicipal

operation

of

street

railways,

electric-light

is not a sensible remedy for evils that may exist. If the roof of a man's
house leaks, he does not tear down the house; he
stops the leak, and the house does him very well.
Even if the politics of American cities were ideal,
the watchword, on economic grounds, still would

plants or telephone exchanges

be,

"Private operation with municipal control."

—
;

:

I'rliniary 4,

New York and

Year

rtRul;ir nicetiiiK oi the Aiiic-rir.iii

lilcctrlcal

was

KiiRinccrs

New York

on the
was in the

cily,

I'residcnl I.iih

of Jannary

cvciilnR

of

Mall,
27tli.

and after calling the
was his painful duty

chair,

In oriler said that

niectint?

in

lic-UI

liislitiitc

CariicRic

it

anni.inice the death of Mr. E. IT. Mullin of New
He
York, one of the managers of the Instilulc.
said the board of managers had sustained a severe
1(1

loss and would draw up a memorial as well as
attend the funeral in a body. Secretary Pope announced the death of Mr. C. M. Wilkes of Chicago.
He said also that 53 associates had been elected at
the meeting of the managers held in the afternoon.
The first
I'wo papers were read and discussed.
w.is on "Acyclic (Homopolar) Dynamos," by J. E.

Nocggcralh, an engineer of the General Electric
Company at Schenectady. Prof. F. B. Crocker of
New York opened the dicussion, in which the author. Prof. W. E, (ioldsliorough of New Vork, Dr.
of Harvard University, Crellin
A. E. Kennelly
Cartwright of Schenectady, I". V. Henshaw of Ampere, N. J., E. P. Thompson of New York and
(itliers took part.
I.
A. Moultrop of the Boston Edison Company
read a paper on "Modern Central-station Design"
as exemplified by the new L Street station of bis
company. H. G. Stott, P. A. Bates, Philip Torchio,
Calvin W. Rice, C. O. Maillou.x and W. F. White of
New York discussed the paper, the author closing
the discussion.
An abstract of this paper and of
the New York discussion is given elsewhere in this

good meeting of the Chicago branch of the
was held
at the rooms of the
Western Society of Engineers. The attendance was
about 125 and overta.xcd the seating capacity of the
room, several gentlemen standing during the whole
evening.
Mr. Kcmpstcr B. Miller, the chairman,
presided.
Prof. John D. Nies of Lewis Institute
.\

.\nierican Institute of Electrical Engineers

on the evening of January 31st

read a paper, illustrated by diagrams, entitled "The
Metering of Polyphase Circuits." The speaker detailed the

of an investigation to detect the
enter into the measureinent of poly-

results

may

errors that

phase currents by the use of induction meters. He
recommended the use of three single-phase meters
on a three-phase circuit. He used the illustration
that if a farmer's boy knew of three woodchuck

and had three dogs, he would better set a
watch each hole rather than tie the three
In this way he would not only
secure the best results, but would know the e.xact
efficiency of each dog in hunting woodchucks.
F.
P. Cox, a meter expert from Lynn, Mass., opened
holes

to

dogs

together.

the discussion.

He

said that meters usually under-

recorded the output of the station. He believed
the advantage of the three meters to be considerable.
Still it was to be considered that three meters cost
more than one and that they take more room on
nevertheless, their use is to be
the switchboard
recommended. He noted that meters require con;

stant^ attention

and checking.

E. B. Clark of the
an abstract of I. A.

Illinois

Steel

Moultrop's

Company made

paper on

the

L

Company. He
advocating roomy power

Street station of the Boston Edison
also

opened the discussion,

houses and

window

lighting, rather than skylights
Peter Junkersfeld of the Chi^
cago Edison Company spoke of the importance of
power factor in central-station work. He believed
in the unit system of central-station design where

where

practicable.

real-estate values

system

goes

far

do not make
to

-

insure

it

prohibitive.

continuity

of

This
service

from the central station.
H. R. King of the Western Electric Company
abstracted
Mr. Noeggerath's paper on "Acyclic
(Homopolar) Dynamos." This paper was discussed
by H. H. Wait of the same company, who declared
that the advent of the steam turbine has breathed
new life into the unipolar dynamo. The machine
described

in

the

paper

is

of

much

promise,

he

I

904.

from the United Stales for the

e.x|Hjrli

month of December last amounted to a tola! value
of $1,037,527, as compared with $852,508 for DeBoth classes
matelegraph
and teleincluding
chinery, the former
phone instruments show a good increase, the figures
December,
Electrical appliances
in
detail being:
Electrical
'903, $403,677; December, 1904, $433,681.
December,
machinery— December, 1903, $448,921
cember, 1003, an increase of $184,929.
of goods

— electrical

appliances

and

electrical

—

—

;

1904, $603,846.
The principal

importers

electrical

machinery

of
only from the United States and the value of (heir
purchases for December, 1904, are as follows
United Kingdom, $120,578; British North .America,

$111,091; Japan, $83,403; British Australasia, $67,557; Argentina, $54,045; Mexico, $40,807; Philippine
Cuba, $12,103; British Africa,
Islands, $17,278;
France,
Brazil, $4,869;
$8,512; Germany, $8,386;
$4,137; British East Indies, $2,582.

value of electrical exports from the
States for the year 1904 amounted to $11,Previous to 1901
the largest on record.

The

total

LInited
039,758,

tion."

The extension of electric railways, by conveying
workingmen cheaply to suburban homes, is credited
by some observers in England with the decrease in
the sales of beer of recent years.

Plans for the improvement of the walrrpO'«er of
r..\ ,,l
the St. L'jui* River :.i li:l.'i: M^^-;
I^kc Superior, hav

-,:

development
at Ihii point, where
is likely to be accon
for the devclopmcnr
Duluth have Ijeen 11
initial

'

'

.-

with the view of Kent-:
but, with the
last five

advances

^
111

—

,

...

,-

—

clcetric.;al tr^iiftfiiift^i'jn,

.'.

ibc

years has been de^-oled to the consideration

of hydro-electric development
The Great Northern Power Company, controlled
by business men of Duluth, is the corporation which
proposes to undertake the enterprise. Already contracts have been closed for most of the 30,oc»hor»epowcr initial output, and ihe company has prosjiccts
later on,
for the marketing of a larger amount
through long-distance transmission, to mines and
important railway lines.
By systems of short open divergence canals llie
water of St. Louis River can be readily brought to

Meaauremenis
the heights atiove the city of Dululh.
of flow during a scries of years show an average
continual discharge of about 150,000 cubic feet per
minute, which is about 36 per cent, of the rainfall
This area covers 3,700
over the drainage area.
square miles of tableland, almost entirely forest and
swamp, and very little of it utilized for any purpose.

ures for the last three years, however, are as fol-

.Vnother
a canal I'A miles long to the forebay.
canal, 3'A miles long, will lead to a pipe line leading
a mile to a power house on the river above Fond

;

:

Electrical
Electrical

appliances

machinery

Total

igo2.

1003.

$4,059,552
5,937,643

$4,751,545
5,104.502

$4,363,992
6,675.766

$9,997,195

$9,856,047

$11,039,758

190.1.

In a summary of the electrical exports for 1904
published in the last New Years issue of the Western Electrician the figures for December were estimated. With the official figures now available, it
is seen that both electrical appliances and electrical
machinery were slightly underestimated. The estimachinery,
Appliances,
$413,000:
were:
mates

The official figures now at hand are
and $603,846, respectively.
In considering electrical machinery only, it

$=;45.0OO.

$4.''3.-

681

teresting to note that the LTnited

is

in-

Kingdom, which

has always been our largest buyer, no longer holds
that position, having been surpassed in 1904 by BritThe United Kingdom in 1902
ish North America.

imported from the United States $2,924,989 worth
In 1903 the figure decreased

of electrical machinery.

and in 1904 still further to $1,220,600.
North America, on the other hand, has increased its purchases from $1,080,877 in 1902 to
Probably
$1,380,198 in 1903, and $1,610,571 in 1904.
the most noteworthy fact revealed by the figures on
electrical machinery e.xported in 1904 is the remarkto $1,724,182

British

Japan. .Although
Japan has been engaged in war with Russia, its imports of electrical machinery from this country were
nearly four times as great as for any previous year.
following
Classified according to destination, the
table shows the value of electrical machinery exable

increase

in

the

exports

to

ported from the United States in 1903 and 1904:
United Kingdom
France

Germany
European
North America
American states and British
Honduras
Mexico
Cuba
Other West Indies and Bermuda
Otlier
British

looj.

1904.

$1,724,182
49.623
64,463
284,737

$1,220,600
126.546
158,621
227,145
1,610,571

1,3.^0,198

Central

Argentina
Brazil

Colombia
Other South .<\merica
Chinese empire
British East Indies

Hongkong
Japan

.

;

Australasia
Pliilippine Islands
Other Asia and Oceani,T

British

British AfricaAll other .^frica

11.385
548.600
28,016
17.505

30,313
170,153
6,726
51,461
7.268
57.426
15.408
332,539
220,276
25,062
3,641
66.303
8,400
$5,104,502

Total

26,872
646,398
35,195
5,538
103.614
122.S71
8,767
23S.982
28,911
192.948
20,695
1,187.693

389,537
153,019
29,589
132.236
9,418
$6,675,766

thought.

Before adjournment it was announced that the
ne.xt meeting of the Chicago branch will be held
on February 2Sth. At that time John M. Humiston,
a telephone engineer, will read a paper entitled
"Some Notes on Maintenance of Underground
Structures." E. B. Clark will present a paper on
"The Use of Cement in Central-station Construc-

Hydro-electric Development at Ouluth.

appliances were included in "instruments
and apparatus for scientific purposes" fas classified
therefore comby the United States government)
parisons for a long term of years cannot accurately
be made, except for electrical machinery. The figelectrical

lows

issue.

dog

i-.leclricai

9>

December and the

Electrical Exports for

Meetings
Chicago.
In

Institute
The

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

1905

The Iowa Convention.
The

fifth

annual convention of the Iowa Electrical

.\ssociation will be held in the Hotel Julien at

Du-

buque, Iowa, on April 19th and 20th. The members
of the executive and programme committees met recently and arranged the plans for the coming meeting.
A number of valuable papers and committee
The present officers of
reports will be presented.
President, W. L. Bowers of
association
are
the
Davenport; vice-president, Austin Burt of Waterloo;
:

secretary,

W.

S.

Lee of Clarinda.

Porter of Eldora; treasurer, Rufus

Three projects are included in the present plan
Thomson, the Fond du Lac and the Duluth
Work on the Thomson and Fond du Lac
improvement will be undertaken first. The T1;om5on
scheme consists of a dam flooding 480 acr;s with
the

Heights.

du Lac.

Miniature

Lamps

for

Fancy Dress.

An advertising parly i5 one which the guc-ts atu nd in fancy costume, each endeavoring to represent
some article, or the advertisements of some article
which is being extensively advertised. The costumes
are, of course, novel, and often amusing, and the
wearers strive to obtain picturesque, artistic and
heavtiful effects. At two recent parties of this nature in Chicago electric lighting was personified, and
a decided hit. One young lady who used this
idea was costumed in evening dress of black silk
with black lace trimming and jet ornaments. Forming graceful and brilliant loops, which hung around
her shoulders and over the bosom of the gown,
were some miniature incandescent electric lamps,
supplied from a small storage battery whicn was
carried concealed in the dress.
or three more

made

Two

appeared in her coifft!rc. The small wires
leading from the battery to the lamps were carefully
sewn in under the lace and other parts of the gown,
so that they could not be seen. The Electric City.
lights

—

BOOK TABLE.
The

Credit M.\x .\xd His Work. By E. St. Elmo
Book-Keeper Publishing
Lewis. Detroit: The
Pp. (5% by ;% inches).
Company, Ltd. 1904.

360.

Illustrated.

Price, $2.

In convincing chapters, presented in logical sequence, the author gives his views of the true meaning of credit. His is i.-ot the unqualified definition
of the dictionary, but one which may be expressed
Credit is a transaction by which I give
as follows
you of my goods today, and tomorrow take of yours
but it must be probable that you will have goods
tomorrow, and the probability must be supported by
evidence. As the evidence is strong so shall the
credit be good, and conversely.
To the kind and value of the evidence, and particularly to the sources whence the evidence should
be drawn, much of the work is devoted. It is in
this that it should be valuable to the credit man.
It should be of value to him, too, wherein it is
pointed out that there are potential sources of corroborative evidence in many conditions and circumstances which even by acute and practical minds may
be overlooked. Of the usual sources of credit information and the collection and recording thereof
there is much useful matter.
Both sides of the question concerning creditindemnity insurance are presented in a chapter treating upon this application of insurance principles to
the accounts receivable item of commercial assets.
Herein is involved the question of the credit man's
control of such assets as, obviously, such control
is insurance per se.
Whether the work of the credit man may be considered rightly an art or science, and as such entitled to academic notice on the part of the lay
reader it may be said that the subject under Mr.
Lewis' treatment doubtless will be of real interest
to many of that class.
This may be asserted in
particular of the opening chapters; which have
to do with the origin of credit, and the struggle
of early civilization for a common standard of
:

—

value.

The book is worth careful reading by those whose
work gives them a special interest in the subject,
and may lay claim to no little attention on the part
of others.
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Transformer Outfit

Hamacek's Series Arc Cut-out.
One serious difficulty in tlic operation of series
arc lights is encountered in the breaking of loops
leading to the lamps, which of course puts all the
lamps in a scries out of commission. A_ device for
cutting out broken loops automatically without serious loss of current is now placed on the market by
A. F.

Hamacek

of 2039

Kenmore Avenue, Chicago,

is illustrated herewith.
Fig. I is a diagram of the circuit. In this diagram
(l) is the generator, (2) the series circuit, (o) any
desirable number of lamps with the cut-outs in the

and

for
Pipes.

Thawing

February

Central-station Design

Ice in

in

4,

1905

Boston.

iCoiitimied from page 55.3

The manifest superiority of electricity as a thermal
agent in thawing ice in pipes, and the field for this
winter service in the northern slates, has attracted
considerable attention on the part of central-station
managers, many of whom have improvised outfits
for this purpose. There has arisen a demand for
thawing outfits that shall have a range in capacity
to cover all ordinary requirements shall be portable,
easy to connect and moderate in price, and to meet

to me we need to look at the problem from a slightly different point of view than we
have been doing. The great point in the past has
been to obtain the most efficient apparatus and cut
down the cost of coal, water and operation, whereas,
in the average plant we will find that the interest and

watt.

It

seems

depreciation charges are at least equal, per kilowatthour, to the operation cost, and in some cases very

;

circuit,

greater.
The steam turbine, I think, is a move
because there our investment
probably reduced 30 per cent, compared with reciprocating engine unii.s of the same size.
In the arrangement of this plant I would like to
criticize the statement that practically no cross-connections are installed between the various units. It
seems to me that is a mistake from every point of
view. We might have a 500-kilowatt unit shut down,
because a lo-horsepower pump broke down. The
other unit might be out of commission. In my
opinion cross connections are very valuable in such
cases.
The same thing applies to the cross connection of steam mains, because if we shut down one
unit suddenly and want to start up another one, we
have to use six or eight boilers which are banked
and have to use up coal for nothing, whereas, if we
had sufficient steam connections we need not start
up any more boilers.
In regard to the ability to start an idle unit quickly
being in favor of the turbine, I do not believe, with
the author, as I have seen engine units started up in
two minutes. The point previously raised about the
cpst of the plant comes up in regard to condensers.
A large condenser, with extremely high vacuum,
will probably cost $8 per kilowatt.
A barometric
condenser, which will give equally high vacuum,
can probably be had for $2. There is a difference of
$6 in investment, and that $6 means, for 300 hours'
use a year, a quarter of a cent per kilowatt-hour.
The extra cost of water would be less than o.oi part
of a cent per kilowatt-hour, so that there seems to
be a saving of 0.24 of a cent by putting in the cheaper
condenser.
Philip Torchio, New York: As to surface condensers being put in the base of a machine of the
Curtiss type, to economize space, it seems to m.o

circuit.

somewhat unwarranted as the turbine itself takes so
little space there would be plenty of space available

this

much

demand the Westinghouse Electric and ManuCompany has designed the two transform-

in the right direction,

facturing

is

ers here described.

The larger of the two outfits (shown in the illustration) weighs complete with transformer, switchboard and base 750 pounds. It occupies a floor
space two feet four inches by one foot 10 inches, and
link in the
is one foot seven inches in height.
top of the transformer case affords a means of lifting the outfit, and, if de?ired, truck wheels may be
attached to the wooden base. It will be seen that
it is of small size and comparatively light in weight.
The tran.sformer may be operated satisfactorily
on circuits varying from i.Sco to 2,500 volts. The
low tension is arranged to deliver approximately 500
amperes for several hours at an electromotive force
from IS to so volts. By a simple change in connections, the wundings may be arranged to deliver about
1,000 amperes at voltages from eight to 16, for thawing large mains, whose resistance is generally low.
It is suitable for thawing anything from a one-halfinch pipe to a one-foot main.
The transformer is generously designed, and will
deliver large overloads for short periods of time.
The windings are air cooled. The insulation is not

A

FIG.

I.

DIAGRAM OF CONNECTIONS OF SERIES ARC CUT-OUT.

(3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) the component
parts of the cut-out and (9) (x) (x) (x) the local
The lamps are represented by (x), of which
there may be one or more in the circuit to be controlled by the cut-out.
In case any one of the lamps
fails or the loops leading to it are parted the cut-out
will automatically cut out the lamp and will again
open when the circuit has been repaired.
The working of the cut-out is very simple, as
shown in the sketch. The current enters at point
(lo) and divides, part going through the reactive
coil
(3) and part through the winding of the
solenoid (8). When this has been done the solenoid
pulls down the beam (4), which breaks the electrical contact between (4) and (7), or, respectively,
between (10) and (ii), thus putting the cut-out
with the lamps directly into circuit. The dimensions
of a cut-out with capacity to control one or two
lamps are 5M: by seven inches. The cap is removable
from the base, it being merely slipped over the lower
piece.
The base screws on regular line pins, and
when the cap is on, the whole presents the appearance
of a good-sized insulator, as shown in Fig. 2, it
being provided with the usual petticoats.
The next thing which may enter into consideration is the loss that may arise by the use of the
cut-outs.
On alternating current when lamps run in
series with regulators of reactance type there is
said to be no loss at all, and a small gain may

be made which may be explained in this
way: Referring to Fig. r, (3) and (8) are really
small reactance devices similar to the regulator at
the station (12), and therefore when 'the cut-outs

even

the condenser outside and perhaps make the
condenser more accessible and more roomy. Mr.
M'oultrop says that careful consideration was given
the
subject of steam versus electrically driven
to
auxiliaries, and steam was determined upon because
it gives better station economy.
I think in general
this would be found correct in American practice,
though eventually there may be the possibility, with
the further development of the turbine, of using
steam turbine driven auxiliaries.
C. O. Maillouxj New York:
The discussion in
reference to auxfliaries is one full of interest. Mr.
Torchio spoke of steam turbine driven auxiliaries.
for

While

TRANSFORMER OUTFIT FOR TH

ATER

PIPES.

injured by rain, snow or ordinary abrasion. There
are no moving parts to get out of order, and the
entire outfit is contained in a single unit.
light but substantial switchboard is mounted
upon the high-tension end of the transformer. The
switches are of the enclosed-plug type, such as are
used upon high-tension arc-light circuits, and permit
a variation of the low-tension voltage, and consequently the current supplied to the pipes. The
switches are so arranged that
it
is
impossible to make a
wrong connection.
second transformer outfit
is
smaller and is particularly

A

A

adapted

for

thawing

FIG. 2.

CUT-OUT MOUNTED ON

PIN.

are on the circuit they produce part of the necessary
reactance. The regulator at the station is therefore
to that degree relieved and the loss in the regulator
is reduced to a value approaching the copper loss

sup-

primary

voltage to as low as 200 volts.
The voltage regulation and
current control are obtained
through plug switches in the high-tension circuit.
When desired, these outfits are furnished with a
current-measuring device, so that the operator may
know the amount of current that is being used.

The project for an inlerurban railway from Marshalltown to Grundy Center, Iowa, has now reached
a stage where the directors feel warranted in announcing that the road will be built within the present year. The annual meeting was held recently and
A. G. Click was elected president.

summer

[

saw

instances where

I know of cases where the turbine manufacturer has
stated that a connection may be made at the second
or third stage of the Curtiss turbine so as to furnish
soirfe live steam, partially expande(l, and which has
done some work, for the purpose of supplementing
the action of the feed water heating. I do not want
to sit down before adding a word of high praise, not
only for the excellence of the paper, but for the ex-

of the Boston station itself. It was my
pleasure to visit it in October, shortly after I had
returned from a trip to Europe, where I examined
several of the large stations there, supposed to be
the best of their kind. I have no hesitation in saying that I consider the Boston station one of the
finest and best designed that I have ever seen.
It
^vas e.^pecially gratifying to me to notice that they
had spent some money in making things neat and
attractive.
I was so much pleased with' the station
that I sent my chief draughtsmen there to see it.
AsT approached the station, if I had not seen the
chimney I might have suspected I was going into
cellence

only.

In this cut-out the reactance coil (3) is out of
the circuit when the lamp or lamps are in the circuit:
but should the lamp be thrown out by means of
open circuit, (3) is cut automatically into the circuit.
In this latter event the reactance of (3) serves
to compensate for the loss of resistance of the lamp
and in that way relieves the stress on the regulator.

last

auxiliaries.
I have had to deal with this problem in
a practical way recently, and I am much more worried about not having steam enough from the
auxiliaries than I am from having too much. I am
afraid I will have to resort to some means other
than the auxiliaries to heat the feed water sufficiently.

and is mounted in a wooden
box provided with a handle
and shoulder strap. It has a
capacity of 2C0 amperes at potentials up to 25 volts for one
hour. It is arranged for operation from a nominal 2,000be

Europe

think it is just as well not to attempt too much in
the way of undue economy in the steam-driven

service

]uping about dwelling houses.
It is light, of such proportions
as to make it easy to handle,

volt circuit, but can
plied for any other

in

steam turbines are used to drive feed-v/ater pumps
very successfully indeed and there is a great possibility ahead in that direction as soon as the pump
shall have been sufficiently developed and made cheap
enough, but we must not forget that there is danger
of getting our steam auxiliaries too efficient in the
use of steam. I find a decided tendency to leave out
the economizer for reasons which are sufficiently
stated in the paper. In the absence of an economizer
you must ha-\-e means of heating the feed water, and
the most evident and ready means is to depend on
the heat which we get from the exhaust of the
auxiliaries, and when the auxiliaries have too small
steam consumption there is a danger we would not
get exhaust enough to properly and adequately heat
the feed water, and I will anticipate a case where
we might have to use live steam to heat the feed
water to a point where it would be sufficiently warm
to bring it into the boiler without prodiicing troubles
due to insufficient heat from contraction; so that I

.

—
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wlicii I s:iw tlic Ijcaiitiful tiliiiR on llic walls.
drauglilsiiici) as to
llic iii.itlcr over with

about the cheapest way wc know of. The
old apparatus, be 11 ever so good, after it is installed
and run a little while, cannot be sold at a reasonable

fect

figure.

,111

.lit

Kfillciy,

wliicli

impression was strciiRtliciicd

I talked
the efmy
of this relineiiient on the cost, and came to the
well
percentage
and
was
conclusion it was a small
I believe if there were investors looking at
spent.
that station they would lie impressed more by the
few cents per kilowatt added in ornamentation than
they woiilrl by tile other y8 per ceiil. of (he cost.
W. !'. While, New York: Mr. Slolt based his
argument on the jet condenser on the dilTerencc in
cost and distributed fbat over a lew hours in the
Fifty per cent, of the station
year, 25 or 40 hours.
load will operate full time, 100 per cent, of the hours
For that portion which operates conper year.
stantly, the surf.icc condenser, due to its ability to
utilize greater expansion and also to the benefits
of higher vacuum, is undoubtedly prefer.abic to the
There is one phase of the question
jet condenser.
which has not been mentioned, and that is the effect
on other parts of the plant of using a surface condenser or jet condenser. With the jet condenser yon
must use the outside feed water and take no benefit
from the condensation. That not only affects the
economy of the station in the cost of feed water, but
also materially affects the cost of boiler repairs, reliability of boiler plant and the lenRth of time during
which boilers can be operated continuously without
shutting down for repairs or cleaning. That is a
very material point, because boiler repairs will not
only be decreased, but the boiler life will be increased. The question of condenser also affects the
question of whether or not an economizer is ad-

That

is

'I'herc is one thing I want to call attention to and
which was brought out in the paper, and that is

that attention should be given to the matter of repairs, as well as the first cost of apparatus.
In our
case that has been given more weight in the purchase
of apparatus than the first cost that is, the ability
of the apparatus to run continuously and under an
overload, with very small amount of repairs.
believe we can economically increase the first cost
considerably on this basis. I do not agree with Mr.
Stott in regard to the cross-connecting matter. The
Atlantic Avenue station was originally built with alt
sorts of cross connections, and in a little while we

—

Wc

had an accumulation of stuff that.no one knew exwhat it was for. Perhaps the chief engineer
knew, but when it was wanted it was too complicated
for us to understand its use. We took most of it
out and wc have possibly gone too far to the other
extreme; but we have kept in mind that wc were
equipping a big station, that everything was big, and
that we believed that simplicity was one of the
prime things to be considered, and that is what wc
got.
There arc a few cross connections; but in a
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general way each piece of apparatus, each pipe connection and each wire connection is put in to do
only one thing. In that way we reduce to a minimum the possibility of an operator doing the wrong
thing, which, in a big station, with sub-stations,
motor-generator sets, etc., might be a serious matter.
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Therefore, it may materially affect the total
cost of the station and reduce it as much as $5 or
$10 per kilowatt.
Referring to Mr. Afoultrop's paper, I think the
absence of the economizer should be empliasized
also the arrangement of all the auxiliary apparatus
under the immediate eye of the engineer on the engine room floor, cutting out the engine room basement and reducing the cost of building and other
items making up total station cost. I also emphasize
the fact that most large stations do not pay enoueh
attention to having a large coal supply at the station.
It is impossible to put what is ordinarily a
sufficient reserve into a large coal bunker above the
boiler rooms. The largest coal bunker practicable
within reasonable limits will not give a sufficient
reserve supply for large stations. If you are going
to have a reser\'c supply outside the station, on the
ground, as the Boston company has, then why have
as large a coal bunker as most companies are adopting? A reserve supply outside of the station is imdoubtedly desirable; therefore, the great investment
in coal bunkers is unnecessary.
Mr. Stott
I take issue with the gentleman on the
question of the ability of the barometric tube condenser to maintain vacuum. I can show such condensers which are operating with an average vacuum
of 28 inches without any dry-air pump whatever.
With a dry-air pump attached there is no difficulty
in drawing 2g% inches, which is within one inch
of the barometer.
Mr. Moultrop
I agree with Mr. Stott in many
of his comments. I think it is quite probable that
many of the large plants have*- been built too good
for the business they have to do. It certainly does
not pay to put in the highest grade of apparatus to
run it for a few hours each year. In our station the
new apparatus we are putting in is the very best
we can buy to carry the steady load on the S3'stem,
putting it in as the steady load warrants, and holding
the older apparatus for the peak and shorter running.
visab'Ie.

:

:

We

would rather sacrifice a little coal than upset a
big station.
I believe the operating room should be separate
electrical operators are such, pure and simple, and
have absolutely nothing to do with the running of
the machinery. Their business is to maintain the
pressure and distribute the current, and they do not
require to know what is going on in the turbine
room. The men in the turbine room generate the
current and deliver it to the electrical operating
room. The men in the operating room require a
quiet room, with nothing to distract attention from
their work, which is altogether brain work.
In our
case the switch house is so arranged that if the
electrical men want to know what is going on in the
engine rooms they can step through a doorway in
the wall and see it.
I would state that when we purchased our auxiliaries we tried to buy turbines to run most of them.
There was no turbine manufacturer at that time
wdio would entertain the proposition and we dropped
it.
I have had a number of visitors ask me what
the economy of the. auxiliaries was. I told them I
did not know exactly and furthermore did not care.
The steam is absolutely all condensed and as long
as I am doing that I am getting all that I can out
of the steam.
In a lecture before the Society of Arts in London
electrification of railroads, Robert P. Porter
that London at present is expending more
than $150,000,000 and projects are afoot to place
London ahead of any city in the world in the amount
of capital invested and in mileage.
He predicted
the gradual electrification of all suburban lines and
ultimately of all trunk lines. He said the unification
of the working of all systems in London must
precede a really lasting and satisfactory solution of
the difficult problem of affording facilities for the
vast population of the metropolis.
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W. O. Everett.
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D. T. Jones.
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said

The first system of electric tramways ever introduced into China has just been completed in Hongkong by the British firm of Dick, Kerr & Co., for
the Hongkong Electric Tramway? Company, which
has its headquarters in London. It is said that an
interesting fight for supremacy is taking place between the ricksha, drawn by coolies, and the new
system of traction. The equipment is all of British
make and of English standard practice.
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Kliegl Stamped Copper Terminal.

Dr. Schneider's

The terminal illustrated herewith is designed for
ends of asbestos or rubber-covered wires wherever
heat inav be developed in electric wiring. It is
made by the Universal Electric Stage Lighting Company (kliegl Bros.) of 1303 Broadway,

New York

may

be attached easily, without solder, to
any flexible or solid wire. The terminal, shown in
Fig. I, is so constructed that the bare copper wires
city.

It

are passed throng-h a hole
then bent over between the

(illustrated

in

Fig.

2),

wing clamps (shown

in

The wing clamps are then tightened with
Fig- 3)plyers or hammer, which will make a solid protector over the asbestos or rubber insulation, and
also secures the bare wire fast between an extra
copper strip (shown in Fig. 2), which gives more
than sufficient contact to the bare wire. The wing

Lamp

February

Flasher.

Publication in a recent issue of the Western Electrician of a description of the interesting "Firefly"
lamp flasher of Dr. C. O. Schneider of Chicago has
brought a letter from a correspondent in Mineral
Bluff, Ga., who says that while the device may be
original with Dr. Schneider, "unless it is of years'

standing with him,
it3".

it certainly cannot be his in priorprinciple and arrangement have been
M. Clement, Ph. D., of Mineral
for several years in his electric thermostat,
most successful thermostats made. This
is
used in a fire-alarm system and is
being set instantaneously for any degree

The same

used by Prof.
Bluff, Ga.,

one of the
thermostat
capable of

J.

clamping over the insulation, will prevent its working back, which often
causes the wire to break off at the terminal. This
new terminal is especially adapted for automobiles,
telephone connections, arc lamps, or wherever there

may

be

in

Fig.

3).

moving or jarring

of

the

wire.

Fig.

4

shows an old-style terminal with insulation stripped,
in which the wires are soldered into the terminals.

The

stripped insulation causes the wires to break.

Also the wire may drop out of the terminals on account of the solder melting through the excessive
Fig. 2 shows the Kliegl terminal In the first
heat.
stage of operation, v.^here the wire ends are shown
through the hole between copper strips. Fig. 3 represents the second stage of operation. Wires are bent
back with Insulation between wing clamps. Fig. 5
shows the terminal complete, with insulation fastened
between wing clamps, and the bare wires fastened
underneath between copper strips. Fig. i shows the
Kliegl patent stamped copper terminal for asbestos
and rubber-covered wires from three-sixteenths
diameter of insuto five-sixteenths-inch outside
lation and 25 amperes capacity.

of rise or fall of temperature, and shows at all
times the current temperature."
To this Dr. Schneider answers
"The Invention
of the 'Firefly' flasher is certainly original with me,
and, so far as I know, there is not another electrical
instrument made that works on the same principle.
It is inconceivable how anything could be similar
to this simplest of all automatic electrical devices
without being the same in both action and application.
It is evidently impossible by the same principle
and arrangement to obtain these results and also
have the device act as a fire-alarm and temperature
indicator.
Thermostats for regulating the temperature and for fire-alarm systems are by no means
new and must of necessity be acted upon by the rise
and fall of the temperature in the surrounding atmosphere. This flasher obtains the heat from a coll,
which also acts as a shunt and prevents sparking at
the contacts. In the 'Firefly' flasher there is certainly
a unique combination of many well-known physical
phenomena that have not been brought together In
this way before and the result is an instrument much
In demand that performs its function perfectly."
:

Small Cornwell Dynamo.
R. M. Cornwell Company of Syracuse, N. Y.,
putting on the market a line of direct-current
dynamos and motors, ranging from the smallest made
up to a one-kilowatt for commercial purposes. The
accompanying illustration shows the "Wonder"
dynamo, which has an output of about 12 watts and

The

is

The Illustration presented herewith shows one of
the switchboard instruments of the magnetic-vane
type which has recently been placed on the market
by the Reliance Instrument Company of 60-6S West

Van Buren Street. Chicago. A growing demand has
been manifested for a cheaper grade of switchboard
instrument but one which will at the same time be
for the purpose, and the company believes that the instrument here described will

sufliclently accurate

the requirements satisfactorily.
The instruments arc neat appearing and reliable
and can be used on either direct or alternating-cnr-

fill

SMALL CORNWELL

wound

number of different voltages. In
bringing out this machine, it was the aim to produce a small generator following in every detail the
construction of
the large
commercial machines.
is

Among
MAGNETIC-VANE SW

VOLTMETER.

rent circuits.
They are not gravity controlled, tho
pointer being held In position by two finely tempered
springs. The moving parts are light and the coils are
s© arranged as to take the least possible current, the
losses through the winding as well as friction being
reduced to the lowest point. The amount of energy
consumed in the voltmeters for a full deflection of
the scale is unusually small, which means a considerable saving in the operation of a power plant or
automobile charging boards, as a voltmeter is constantly in circuit and the energy consumed to indicate the voltage is a total loss to the plant.
The construction of the instruments is of the most
substantial kind.
The scale is five inches long and
hand-drawn from recognized standards, the moving
parts working on hardened steel pivots in jewel bearThe standard finish is polished nickel face,
ings.
with a black or dead-nickel background.

The Stanley Instrument Company, Great Barring-

constantly automatically
is
a new jewel surface
placed under the disk-shaft pivot whenever the disk

moves. The meter derives its name of rotatedbearing wattmeter from this distinctive device, the
details of which can be readily appreciated from the

on the opposite page.

The jewel-carrier shaft is connected with the train
gearing by a bevel gear; whenever th^ train moves
the jewel-bearing shaft must also move. The turning of the jewel bearing is a positive action, operated by the system of gears constituting the trainregistering mechanism. At every movement, no matter how slight, of the train gearing a new spot or
pomt of highly polished jewel surface is automaticthe
disk-shaft pivot. Conseally brought under
quently during every portion of a revolution of the
pnot a new jewel bearing is automatically supplied.
The gear in the train-registering mechanism which
rotates the jewel-bearing shaft is so arranged that
the disk-shaft pivot can be in contact with the same
spot or point of the jewel surface only one time
during approximately i,Sco,ooo revolutions of the

Magnetic-vane Switchboard Instruments.
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ton, Mass., has just placed upon the market a new
recording wattmeter for alternating-current circuits,
which contains many novel and remarkable features.
The principal characteristic of the meter, in which
it is a radical departure, is that the jewel bearing
upon which the disk-shaft pivot rests and turns is
itself turned or rotated by the train gearing, so that

illustration

KLIEGL STAMPED COPPER TERMINAL,

(shown

clamps
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Stanley Rotated-jewel-bearing Wattmeter.

for a

the special features of the

dynamo

are

its

laminated armature, adjustable brushes, large and
strong commutator and heavy interchangeable bearings.
In Its construction the endeavor has been to
make the machine complete and efficient. It is to
be used where a small amount of current or power
is
required and is especially desirable for use In
connection wath all experimental work. As a motor
running light, on about two watts
it will operate,
of current, and with sufficient battery will do a
surprising amount of work, It is also wound to run
in series on a iio-volt lighting circuit.
All parts are
interchangeable and made of the best material.

The press of Gottenborg. Sweden reports an invention by G. Grondal of Djursholm (patent registered In Sweden, November 14, 1903). of a process
and apparatus for magnetic separation of finely
crushed ore by \vhich it will be possible to completely separate so-called "whole grain" from "halfgrain"' and dead ore, and at the same time to enrich the

"half-grain."

disk-shaft pivot, the equivalent of 1,000-kilowatthours. For example, in a lo-ampere, no-volt meter
the disk will make 1,800,000 revolutions while the
jewel bearing makes one revolution; and the train
It is contended
will register 1,000 kilowatt-hours.
that if a stationary jewel-bearing meter will maintain its original highly polished surface, and will
remain for any given period of time as accurate
as it can be originally made, whether that period
be a day, a week, a month, or a year, that same
meter If arranged so as to be furnished continuously
with 1,800,000 new highly polished jewel surfaces
instead of one, must maintain its original degree
of accuracy i,Soo,ooo times longer than the same
meter could with the same spot or spots of jewel
surface always in contact w-ith the end of the
disk shaft.
If a meter having a stationary jewel
bearing will register one kilowatt-hour without
change of original accuracy, the same meter with
a rotated jewel bearing will register approximately
deviation
from
1,800,000 kilowatt-hours without
original accuracy, it is declared.
Under the continuous contact of rotation and
hammering of meter pivot and upon the same spot
the life of a polished jewel surface is limited and
is variable, dependent upon the hardness of the jewel
and the fineness of its polish, as well as on the
design and construction of the meter; some meters
lose accuracy Because of jewel friction much more
quickly than others; but it Is a matter of some period, more or less extended, when the surface of a
jewel' in any stationary bearing meter must become
roughened by the constant wear of the pivot end
both from rotation and hanlmering.
In the rotating-bearing meter, no spot or point
of the jewel surface can remain in contact with the
pivot end long enough at any one time to be roughened in the slightest degree, because the pivot end
is
constantly moved from contact with any given
spot on the jewel surface by every movement, no
matter how slight, of the train gearing.
In the Stanley rotated-bearing wattmeter the jewel
is so shaped that the disk shaft is maintained in
exact perpendicular alignment when the meter is
connected up in service; there is not possible any
effect upon the disk shaft from side thrust.
The
jewel Is cup-shaped and the jewel-supporting shaft
is at an angle of about 45 degrees to the vertical
disk shaft. This places the jewel in^an oblique position under the pivot and the pivot
is
thereby
brought in contact with the junction between the
sides and bottom of the cup, this junction being
shaped In the proper curve. The jewel carrier is
a separate piece on the upper end of the rotatablebearlng shaft, and can be quickly and easily removed and replaced by anyone.
The new Stanley rotated-bearing wattmeter retains many of the characteristic features of the popular Stanley meters of previous manufacture. It
Is
about the same size and of the same general
appearance as the Stanley model "H" wattmeter, and
regains the balanced-thrust principle, whereby is obviated the vibration of the disk "by the alternatingcurrent fluxes.
With vibration and hammer effect removed from
the pivot end by the pivot-spring support supplementing the balanced-thrust construction, and with
all possibility'- of friction wear on the jewel removed
by the rotated bearing, it becomes permissible to
iise a heavier disk and thereby obtain a higher
torque and its benefits without any of the disadvantages and Injuries produced by high torque in
other methods of construction. In the new Stanley
rotated-bearing wattmeter the disk is 0.035 of s"
inch thick, five Inches in diameter; the torque obtained is 50 millimeter grammes the ratio of torque
It is, therefore, possible to
to weight is 10 to 7.
obtain extreme accuracy on the smallest loads as
well as with the heaviest loads.
It Is suggested by the manufacturers that these
;

['(•Iiniary
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tested by tlic purchasers for frictional
conditions in the following severe method: Before
heginning tlie special test ascertain the accuracy of
(he ineler upon any desired load at slipidalcd rale
of disk rotation, or determine the liulit Iii;iil a,:,inacy
hy i-oniparing the full-load rate of disk rolation with
rale whicli will denote the initial
light -load
In:

mclfis

Ijc

I

then remove
friction (if any) in the meters
magnet and let tlic- disk spin round under
load for an hour, or a day, or a week; then
replace Ihe brake magnet, and without change of
pivot end or jewel lest the meter again in the same
manner to ascertain the difference (if any) between
rale of disk rotation at light load or at full load, or
even 50 per cent, overload. No change in accuracy
due to frictional conditions will be perceplible, il
is asserted.
Another new and very valuable feature of tlie
new Stanley rotated-bearing wattmeter is that it
can be adjusted quickly and easily by any meterman
for any frequency from 40 cycles to 13,3 cycles.
This is accomplished by the magnetic shunt or bridge
principle constituting an important part of tlie construction of all SlaiiU-v meters.
SUinUy watlnK-ltr is made with two
I'llc new
iiilirii;il

;

liiiikL'

llu-

lull

WATTMETER.

JEWEL-BEAR

terminals, one at bottom, the other at top, for connection through the meter of the two wires of a
two-wire circuit, or of the two outside wires of
a three-wire circuit, the shunt connection being provided within the meter.
Another characteristic and valuable feature of the
new Stanley rotated-bearing wattmeter is the complete magnetic shield separating the shunt and cur-

rent eleriients from the brake-magnet system. The
result
excessively strong fields which necessarily
from short-circuits from lightning, or from abnormal
voltage, or current overloads of any kind are confined within the iron box, and the brake magnet
system is thus effectively shielded against the influence of these powerful fields and protected thereby
from the injuries that must be sustained in the
brake and moving system of meters which are not

thus shielded.
of fastening cover to case is patented and consists of a sealing band or ring, which
not onlv forms part of the means of connecting the
case and cover, but also completely covers the joint
between them.
The Stanley rotated-jewel wattmeter, the manufacturer asserts, has the following important fea-

The method

tures

:

the jewel
Jewel wear is entirely eliminated
becomes more perfect with age and use.
The same meter can be used on any commercial
frequency from 40 cycles to 133 cycles.
effect3. Meters contain a magnetic shield, which
ively prevents injury to brake-magnet system from
1.

;

actually
2.

excessive voltage or current overloads.
unique. It may
4. The sealing of the meter is
have its case sealed entirely independent of the terminal boxes, if so desired, but the sealing of the
terminal boxes permanently seals the entire meter.
current mains may be cat and passed
5. Both
through the terminal boxes, or one main may be put
through the terminal and a shunt connection carried
from the other terminal box to the meter.
6. All calibration, adjustments or any work about
the meter are made without the use of snecial tools,
and no skilled or expert labor is required. The
calibration is particularly easy on account of using
stationary brake magnets and adjusting their effect
by screws which alter the air gap through which
the disk revolves.
7. The meters have a very high torque, without

KLIiCTKICIAN

disadvantages of such designs, and accuracy on light loads is consequently assured.
8. The shunt losses arc only one watt in a iiovolt meter, considerably less than ever before suc'Ihe shunt cores arc worked at
cessfully obtained.
a low density, which greatly reduces the tendency
The drop in the scries systo pound on the jewel.
tem is eorrespon<lingly low and docs not exceed
The copper losses and con0.4 volt at full load.
sequent healing effect arc extremely low.
g. Deviations from the voltage and frequency at
which the meter is adjusted may be as great as 10
per cent, without materially affecting the calibrausual

the

tion.

The new Stanley meter is to be sold with or without a three-year guarantee of accuracy, as the cuslomcr may dictate.

Wisconsin Telephone Association.
(.iivcnlioTi of the Independent Telcof Wisconsin was held at the
.Milwaukee, on January 27th and 28th.
MikiiL Kichaid Valentine of Janesville occupied
chair.
In his opening address Mr. Valentine
"There have been incorporated during
said:
the last year in Wisconsin 32 companies, representing a capital stock of $264,340. These
arc mostly farmers' companies or exchanges
'Ihe only
in the smaller towns of the state.
exchange that is being constructed .at the present tiine in the state, of anv great size, is the
one at Green Bay. There is a company there
that is building an exchange, and is capitalThey are putting in five
ized at $250,000.
miles of underground work, and have already
something like 2,000 poles set. The capital
They expect
is furnished by Chicago people.
to build exchanges as far up as Marinette and
Oconto, and down through Green Bay; they
are not only building in Green Bay, but 'they
are also to build in Chippewa Falls. They arc
setting poles there now, and when iliey get
through with that work they expect to take
up Oshkosh and Fond du Lac. The exchange
in La Crosse has been almost entirely rebujlt.
They have put in a great deal of underground
work and a full central-energy plant, and have'
iiiNiiil

Ii.

Il

I'll

I

I

,11,111.111

\

,11,

h
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advanced their rates.
"We have all of us a mighty sight better
toll service within 20, 30 or 40 miles of our
exchanges than the Bell company had a dozen
years ago, and I think if we will all stand
together and keep out of the Bell entanglement, there is not the least doubt but that
eventually we will have as good toll lines
as the Bell company furnishes today. In Ohio
the Independent company has better toll-line
You can
facilities than the Bell company.
talk from Cleveland to Pittsburg, St. Louis
and Indianapolis, Grand Rapids, and all up
through into Michigan; in fact, all through
that whole country."
J. C. Harper addressed the convention in relation to what is known as the "telephone bill," which
was introduced at a former session of the Wisconsin
Legislature, but which failed to become a law. It
is a bill favored by the Independents and said to
have met bitter opposition on the part of the Bell
company. The bill is intended "to prohibit discrimination in the charges of telephone rentals in different cities and villages," to quote the title. Cities
villages are to be divided into 16 classes, according to population, and telephone charges in each class
must be uniform. If this were the law no telephone
company could reduce its tolls to little or nothing
to "run out" a competing exchange in a particular
town. Specific rates are not fixed, it is discrimination that is aimed at. The bill is to be introduced
again in the present session of the Wisconsin Leg-

and

islature.
J. J. Nate of the'Minneapolis office of the Stromberg-Carlson company spoke of the situation in the
Northwest. He said the Independents are building
their toll lines all over the country.
The Tri-state
Company at Minneapolis has built to Grand Forks, La
Crosse, Winona. Austin and Sioux Falls, practically,
and has built to Duluth, with cross lines going
out all over that territory, and the toll-line receipts
warrant the company in the extension of that system.
As a committee on legislation the chair appointed

C. Kuoni of Sauk City, J. C. Harper of Aladison.
M. Baer of Appleton, Philip Sheridan of Green
Bay and E. A. Miller of Hixton. President Valentine was added to the committee.
He made this

J.
J.

"We are going to send copies of that
every state in this Union,
believe that the bill can be passed here, and
can be passed in other states, and if it is, it certainly will be an immense help to the Independent
statement

bill

and

:

to the legislatures in
I

telephone business
it cannot
help but be, because
it will
eliminate a whole lot of opposition that we
are having now."
Mr. Davenport described the work under way in
Green Bav and vicinity. The exchange is building
for 3,000 lines' capacity; the present installation will
be for 1,500 telephones, full central-energy, and full
multiple operation on all-copper circuits. .\ i.ooocapacity, 500-teIephone system is going in at DePere.
Mr. Baer explained that the new exchange in Green
Bay was on the fourth fioor of the Sheridan BuildThe company has decided to run a lead cable
ing.
up the outside of the building, this conduit being
;

95
covered with asbctlo*, and leading into ihr
from the outside of the btjildtnK, so Ilut
secure from any dampncts or mtcrfrrrnrr
dcrffround work is good, with y) duct» m \w- irjin
;

lead, and there is five miles of trrinlnng.
pair, 25-pair and IO-|>air cables branch 'jil

copper

Kifty-

No. 10

used for overhead wires

is

m

At the session of Thursday
Hogc of Cleveland, president of il.
Iicndent Telephone Association, ad':venlion.
Among other things, Mr. 1 1,-,;.:
"'I'oday we find, according to Ihi: best
available, 2,500,000 telephones in the In-!
system, as against 1,600/xw, claimed by

;

:,.:.

^

..

company.
"Last spring the Independent companies, from
Pittsburg to Kansas City, got together and agreed
upon a working basis, and employed competent men
10 put the toll lines in shape, so as to be operated
practically as one property, and they are so situated
now that they arc operating from Central Kansas, or
Topeka, Kan., through to Indianapolis, and operating also from Indianapolis through to Cleveland and
Pittsburg; the heavy wires arc not up so as to operate through continuously from Pittsburg to Kansas
City, but half of the distance is covered with No,
8 circuit, and this year it will be completed clear
through. The eastern people who formed a nucleus
around the Philadelphia combination, that is Philadelphia, Baltimore, etc., have a No. 8 wire through
to within a few miles of Pittsburg; so that by the
time the first line I speak of to Pittsburg is completed, the line will be completed through to Baltimore and Philadelphia, and, in fact, there will be
two lines a southern line, and the other more central
following the Pennsylvania Railroad ihrough
by way of Altoona and Ilarrisburg. The development through that section is growing very rapidly
and lines are speeding in from all centers through
this main trunk line.
The situation in the Northwest, I am told, is very similar. You have lines running from Duluth and Superior to some points in
South Dakota and also from La Crosse through
lo St. Paul and Minneapolis connecting with that
same system, so that it will not take a great amount
of development now lo build a line connecting the
Northwest with this main system down in the central part of the United Stales and also from this
line in the central part of the United Stat-;s down
into Texas.
There are also arrangements made to
build a general long-distance line from Louisville
on south down to the southern states so as to connect up with Southern Kentucky, Tennessee and on
down through that section. The Chicago developments, of course, you are all more or less familiar
with.
They have an exchange there of some 10,000
or 12,000 telephones, and I do not think it will be a
great while before the Independents will get a connection with the Oiicago people.
The officers say
ihey are ready, and three or four long-distance companies I know are ready to build into Chicago.
The situation on the Pacific Coast is in very good
shape and the chances are that the entire matter
will be developed so as to practically have one longdistance system.
I do not mean by that one ownership, but it will be operated in one system just as
the Pennsylvania railroad
operates all its railroads as one system, while they have different corporations owning the different properties or the
\"anderbilt system but the ownership will be kept
local in these different properties for some time to
come.
"There is, as you probably know, quite a movement on foot in New Y'ork city at the present time.
The New York papers have taken it up and local
authorities are inquiring into the way their conduit
system is being used or practically stolen, as they
put it by certain other companies and the propositon looks more favorable today for building in New
York than it has for some time in the past.
'*W'e have taken very careful statistics in Ohio
and they have been completed within the last 30
days, and they show between 196,000 and 197,000
Independent telephones. They also show, in roimd
figures, 97,000 Bel! teleohoncs, and that is counting
all they claim for Hamilton County, where the Independents do not have any telephones to speak of at
the present time.
So we have more than two to
one.
have also fully three to one toll stations
and exchanges, as we reached three times as many
cross-road postoffices and towns and cities in the
state as the Bell people reached.
"The National association, which has been in ex-

—

—

—

—

—

—

;

We

istence now for some years and W'hich was in a
measure reorganized last September at the St. Louis
meeting, was consolidated last Saturday with the

Interstate association.

At

the Interstate association

meeting at Chicago a month ago they appointed a
committee consisting of five gentlemen to take up the
matter of consolidation with the National association.
That committee met at Indianapolis last Saturday and agreed upon this sort of a consolidation.

The new

association

is

called

the

National Inter-

state Telephone Association.
It is to be run by a
committee consisting of the five appointed by the
National, until the next meeting, which is called for
Chicago on June 7th and Sth."
The matter of a standard sign for all Independent companies, local and long-distance, throughout
the L^nited States, was brought up by Mr. Hoge.
On motion the association ol^icially adopted the
sign (displayed in the convention hall) which was
recommended at the recent St. Louis meeting.
H. A. Nuttall of Chicago gave a talk on "The

;

;
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Ways and Wiles

of

tlie

Bell Telephone Company,"

explaining the Bell sub-license system.
Dr. George W. Wilder, professor of telephony in
Armour Institute of Technology, read an interesting
paper on "Simultaneous Telegraphy and Telephony."
H. P. Mitchell, E. C. Lewis and others took part
in the discussion.

Independent telegathering
statistics of stock and bondholders of all Independent telephone companies.
At llie afternoon session of Thursday a committee
headed by H. C. Winter of Madison, the secretary
of the association, reported in favor of the Wisconsin
association affiliating itself with the new National

Don Farnsworth,

phone

securities,

interested in

explained

why he was

The report was adopted.
Mr. Winter reported that the association has 64
active and
29 associate members about threeInterstate Association.

—

foiirths of the Independent telephone interests of
the state.
He concluded: "Complete and accurate
statistics of the telephone business are difficult to
secure, but a careful estimate based on the data
procured gives up 275 Independent telephone companies, with an investment of $4,000,000, with r,200
toll stations, 350 exchanges and 37,000 subscribers,
of which number about 10,000 are rural subscribers."
These officers were elected
President Richard Valentine, Janesville.
Vice-president J. C. Kuoni of Sauk City.
Secretary-treasurer H. C. Winter, Madison.
The executive committee consists of W. van Middelsworth, Racine: Philip Sheridan, Green Bay;
W. F. Goodrich, La Crosse
J. C. Harper, Madison
H. V. Bartlett, Qiippewa Falls; John M. Baer, Appleton
E. A. Miller, Hixton, and J. C. Crowley,
Superior.
The next annual meeting is to be held on December 20 and 21, 1905, in Milwaukee.
Delegates elected to the convention of the National Association in Chicago in June are Richard
Valentine of Janesville (ex-officio), John M. Baer
of Appleton, W. F. Goodrich of La Crosse and J. C.
Harper of Madison alternates. Prof. George W.
Wilder of Chicago, Philip Sheridan of Green Bay
and Charles Schernecker of Sun Prairie.

—

— —

:

;

;

B.

its

represented by Messrs. R .S. Mitten, sales manager,
and C. W. Robbins, electrical engineer.

Henry D. Goodwin, 1329 Wells Building, Milwaukee, was the official reporter of the Wisconsin
Independent telephone convention. Mr. Goodwin
has done convention work for technical societies and
the technical press for many years, is well posted
on technical matters, and gets out good reports of
such conventions promptly.
Frank

B.

Cook of Chicago, manufacturer of pro-

tective apparatus and construction material, was represented by F. W. Pardee, general manager; G. C.
Fricke, Wisconsin representative, and H. R. Cook.

A novelty was a working model of Cook's new No. 8
self-soldering protector.
The soils were connected
through testing instruments and were operated as
fast as the solder cooled.

A. Meinema told his friends about his new seis
lective-ringing, lockout telephone system.
equipping a suitable factory capable of supplying the
demand. The capacity of his system has been enlarged to 20 stations instead of 15, as at first. M. B.
Austin & Co. of Chicago will be associated with Mr.
]\Ieinema in his new venture.
The factory will be
located at 56 and 58 West Van Buren Street, Chi-

He
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According to the action taken at the annual meeting of the stockholders of the Citizens' Telephone
Company of Delaware the capital stock will be increased from $100,000 to $125,000.
The officers
chosen by the board are
President, W. M. Haseltine; vice-president, W. G. Hornell; secretary and
general manager, G. H. Carter; treasurer, F. P.
;

Hills.

The annual report of the officers of the Akron
People's Telephone Company, Akron, shows gross
receipts for the year 1904 of $90,516.55.
Operating
expenses were $51,669.92, and fixed charges $17,628.34, leaving a surplus of $21,218.29.
An excellent statement has been made by the
Newark Independent Telephone Company of Newark.
During the last year the number of subscribers
has increased from 1,203 to I.SiI and the toll receipts have increased 100 per cent, in two years.
The company spent $10,000 out of Its earnings in
extensions and yet paid dividends on both common
and preferred stock. Altogether $21,038 was spent
in enlarging the plant.
In all 75,000 feet of cable
extends to all parts of the city and an exchange
worth $io,coo is maintained at Granville. The plant
is worth fully $180,000.
It was decided at the annual
meeting to increase the capital stock from $100,000
to $150,000 and use the money received from the surplus stock for enlarging the plant and building
lines into the country to supply the demands of
the farmers. The officers chosen a few days ago are
President, Harry Swisher
vice-presias follows
:

;

dent, John C. Brennen; secretary, C. H. Spencer;
treasurer, Edward Kibler.
C. E. Hollander is the

manager.
It is stated that the farmers' mutual telephone
companies wnll be taken into the state association
on a working basis In order to prevent any alliance
with the Bell interests, which was threatened In
some places. There will then be three departments
in the association
the toll lines, city and village
companies and the farmers' mutual companies. The
latter will receive all the aid and attention that tlie
others do and all will be cemented Into a bond of
friendship and mutual help.
C.

—

cago.

The Independent Telephone Manufacturing Company of Madison, Wis., exhibited in room 10, the
exhibit being in charge of the company's new engineer and superintendent. A. F. Adams. Among the

Company of Rochester, N. Y., appeared in the persons of E. C. Lewis of Chicago and J. J. Nate of
Minneapolis. It made a good exhibit, including the
new "non-interfering" telephone, by which subscribers can call each other without disturbing "Central," or, by pressing a button, can signal the operator
without ringing any other bell.

The International Telephone Manufacturing Company of Chicago had a fine exhibit. H. H. Davenport was in charge.
C. L. Fisher, representing the Automatic Electric
at the convention looking after the

Company, was

The Electric Appliance Company of Chicago exhibited a 50-line section of
its
new Eaco selfrestoring drop switchboard, also several types of

companj^

Charles H. North, president and general manager,
looked after the interests of the North Electric Com-

telephones which it manufactures.
The Dinsmore
automatic intercommunicating telephone attracted
considerable attention.
J. B. McMullin, the Wisconsin representative, and S. A. Dinsmore, manager
of the telephone department, did the honors and
distributed some useful souvenirs.

pany of Cleveland, Ohio.
F. E. Rotchka, state representative of the Kellogg
Switchboard and Supply Company of Chicago, did
energetic and skilful work for his company.

The Electrical Supply Company of Madison, Wis.,
was ably represented by "Burch of Madison." The
company had a practical exhibit in room 10.

One of the most interesting exhibits at the convention was that of the Vought-Berger Company of
Crosse, Wis. This company showed, among other
things, its combined bell and drop-type switchboard
for country service, as well as a loo-drop exprcssThere was a "legalized lottery"
tjTJe switchboard.
of a beautiful cabinet desk telephone done in Flemish
oak, made by the Vought-Berger Company.
Distributed throughout tfie hotel lobby and Iiall were
placards announcing that this handsome cabinet
would be given to the representative of one of the
various Independent companies drawing the lucky
number. The drawing took place Thursday afternoon, and the fortunate man was Mr. Teasdale of
the Monroe County Telephone Company of Sparta,
Wis. The company was represented by J. G. Ball,
La

E. R. Harding of the Holtzer-Cabot Company was
with a fine line of exhibits. He looked
out for the welfare of his company with tireless zeal.
in attendance

The Monarch Telephone Manufacturing Company
was represented by W. H. Trimm and E. E. Yaxley.
full line of telephones was shown and the new
Monarch switchboard was "much in evidence."

A

The Sterling Electric Company of Lafayette. Ind.,
displayed a line of telephones, protectors and switchparts.
It was represented by W. E. Doolittle,
president, and C. R. Brown of the sales department.
board

of Chicago w'as rep-

resented by I. J. and H. J. Kusel. Its KK magnetic
Ring-Thru coil attracted considerable attention,
and the company received several orders for automatic exchange equipments.

its

Michigan Telephone Matters.

Company.
Charles C. Deering has resigned as manager of the
Mutual Telephone Company of Des Moines, Iowa, to
accept a position as secretary and manager of the
Boone County Telephone Com.pany.

The Julius Andrae & Sons Company of Milwaukee was represented by H. P. Andrae. J. C. Schraidtbauer, H. S. Green and W. W. Tracey.
A 200capacity Bell-Express switchboard and a complete
line of telephones and supplies were shown.

NEW

The Standard Underground Cable Company of
Pittsburg was represented by
J. Pietzcker and
E. O'Neill of the Chicago office.
They had on
exhibition a full line of all sizes, kinds and capacities
of high-grade telephone cables and other wires. used
in telephone construction.

COMPANIES.

The Nashville Mutual

R

Telephone

Company

of

Nashville, Mo., has been incorporated.

J.

The

Whitefish (Mont.) Co-operative Association
has been Incorporated with a capital of $25,000, and
will put in a telephone system.

Company,

The Waltsburg (Wash.) Rural Telephone Company has been incorporated with a capital stock of
J. W. Morgan, Gustav Vollmer, A. W.
Phillips. W. B. Brooke, E. M. Denton, Frank Jones
and Walter Price. The company will build and"
operate telephone lines in Walla Walla. Asotin,
Columbia and Garfield counties. Wash. The principal place of business is Walla Walla, Wash.
$10,000 by

A

-

The telephone fight In Caro between the Independent and the Bell interests continues. The original system in that country was known as Moore's
Telephone System, under the management of W. J.
Moore of Caro, who has been operating exchanges
and toll lines in the "Thumb" for the last 10 or
12 years, and, for the last three, operating the Bell
interests in the same territory. This system had the
field largely to itself until the advent of the Valley
Telephone Company, competition manifesting
towns of Caro and Vassar.

itself

principally in the

The members

of

the

Mount Qemens Business

Association have signed an agreement to discontinue their Bell telephones if the rates are raised.
The matter of" an Independent telephone line will
also be investigated and the city attorney has been
authorized to look up the telephone company's franchise for operating in the city.
The new Home Telephone Company of Ypsllanti
has resumed the work of tearing up the pavements
preparatory to laying conduits.
This work was
stopped some time ago by an Injunction which has
been dissolved. This new company will be the rival
the
Michigan
Telephone
Company,
and expects to
of
be installing telephones within two weeks.
The Citizens' Telephone Company of Muskegon
has had its semi-annual meeting and declared a
dividend of four per cent. Reports show that the
company has 1,154 telephones In service.
The Michigan State Telephone Company Is about
to lease all that remains of the old Detroit Telephone
Company property, barring the franchise wdiich calls
for cheap telephones. All underground work, cables,
etc., will be turned over to the Bell interests.
Consideration for the leasing of this property is $500 per
month. This action will produce something for the
creditors of the old Detroit company.
W,
]\Ien's

Telephone News from the Northwest.

A. O. Cole of Minnesota Lake, Minn., has been
appointed manager of the Minnesota Lake Telephone

charge of F. J. Whittlemore, president of the company, and William H. Hahn, secretary.

represented by H. M. Eldred, manager, exhibited a
100-line capacity switchboard, telephones of all styles
and a small-sized switchboard for small exchanges.
regular switchboard operator distributed the
Standard souvenir transmitter button.
Upon the
switchboard the Standard company has introduced
a loose sleeve plug and rubber-insulated drop cores

northwestern representative.

TELEPHONE MEN.

The Milwaukee Telephone Company exhibited its
new automatic intercommunicating telephones and
weatherproof transmitter.
The exhibit was in

Electric

Electric Company of Genoa, III, refriends in parlor No. i, where it exhibited,

The Eureka
ceived

among other things, a lOO-line switchboard equipped
with new self-restoring drops. The company was

The Stromberg-Carlson Telephone Manufacturing

The John A. Roebling's Sons Company was well
by William H. Slingluff and Bond

represented
Wisler.

The Standard Telephone and

Electric Company of Elyria, Ohio, exhibited a full line of telephones and switchboard
parts in parlor No. 17. Ray H. Manson, from the
engineering staff, was on hand to introduce the
delegates to the many valuable features and novel
workings of the new Dean apparatus.

interesting new things this company is prois the "quick-changing" induction coil, Ludington patent test set and the connecting device for
four-party selective telephones.

American Electric Fuse Company.

The Kusel & Kusel Company

The Dean

ducing

Patten took care of the interests of the

interests of his

the rear of the board.

4,

Ohio Telephone Notes.

many

CoKVENTioN Notes.
F.

February

and clips upon the drop shells enabling the exchange
manager to remove the drop free of the jack from

The Becker Electric Company of Becker, IMInn.,
seeks to interest farmers of the vicinity in rural electric-light and telephone service.
The People's Telephone Company of Superior,
Wis., seeks permission to bond up to $100,000.
The Leslie Rural Telephone Association, near
Osakis, Minn., will increase its capital stock to
$13,000 and build new lines in the spring.
telephone line is projected north from Alexandria, Minn., along the new extension of the Soo
line, through Forada to other points.
The JMorrison County Telephone Company has
decided to connect Little Falls, Minn., and Staples
by telephone.
bill Is to be Introduced into the Minnesota Legislature providing for the control of the telephone and
telegraph companies by the state railroad and ware-

A

A

house commission.
The People's Telephone Company Is planning tlie
erection of a modern exchange building at Superior,
Wis., and the remodeling of its entire system.

A

amount of conduit W'ork will also be done.
The Citizens' Telephone Company will erect
new exchange building at Racine, Wis., and put
large

an. automatic

improvement

a

in
S3'Stem.
It is thought that the entire
lyilj cost about $150,000.
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Ijriiary 4,

and others have formed a rural
Ickplionc company al New I^jndon, Minn.
K, L. Parker and others have incorporated tlie
'Jclcphone Company at Wavcrly,
I'.riiner-Bntlcr
with a capital of $10,000.

iiv.i,

Union Electric Telephone Company is planextensive improvements to its system al DavcnK.
Iowa, and kock Island, III.

lie

I

iiii^'
|...ii',

Indiana Telephone Items.
liomas O'Rouike has resigned as local inanagcr
Delaware and Madison Counties 'IVIephonc
uiiipany to go to Shreveport, La., to take charge
I

-

I

I

if

il]c

siinilar plant.

.1

of

I'lrinerly
lir

He

is

succeeded by

Connersville,

W.

J.

Chance,

whose hcadcinartcrs

will

Anderson.

ill

strong demand for telephone securities coniiniies to be the feature of the local stock market.
IIIbid for the New Long-distance advanced annilier point over its recent high mark, but none was
lie

I

Telephone Exchange

Knmst.irl

l.icob

In

Neepawa,

Manitoba.
What

known

as the "growing-exchange" system has been installed in Neepawa, Manitoba, which
has many new features in the construction of its
parts.
brief description of the system will Ijc
of interest.
I'"lg. i shows a front view of a zoo-line
section of the "International" self-restoring drop
switchboard. The drop is of the tubular type, constructed of a magnet coil with fine silk<ovcrcd
magnet wire wound over a soft-iron core, with the
spool encased in a soft-iron tube to absolutely
insure against cross-talk or induction 'between the
lines on the switchboard.
The armature is pivoted
on the rear of the drop and is provided with a long
pin forming a latch through the shutter at the front
of the board so that at the slightest impulse of the
generator at the subscriber's instrument the shutter
is

A

I

97
At the top of ihc Ijoard, I.
induction coil on the ecu"

il

-d

:

vided with scrcw-tcrmiiul wire
change may he readily made.
In re-equipping exchanges, thU

used with other makes of the

l)C

clips

so

i!I

•;:/
-

,1-

prothat the
.Lrc

'

''o

'

»

<

by cutting out the generator and

ndcnser so that Ihc signaling of
ijce
may ]x done automatically by taking t.'ic receiver
from Ihc hook, and the disconnecting signal may be
thrown by replacing the receiver. This enibles reequipping any exchange on the installment plan, nuking the change in sections and when completed costing praclically no more than if the change were
i

made

at any one time.
All the outside construction at

tl'.c
United States court in
of Evansville vs. the Cumberland
IVIepbone Company to oust it from the streets of
ilic city on
the ground of expiration of charter
ii'lils, which was to have been taken up January
The attorneys
Sill, has been postponed until April.
r
tlie city desired to file an additional brief.
he Crawfordsvillc Independent Telephone ComIMiiy is figuring on installing an automatic system.

final

I'lc

id

.n

direction card readrng,
for central cncrffy." This
for changing this switchi/
local-battery tyslem to a
apparatus, in addition to
cncrgy wires at the line cquipmcni., which
a

i.lT.-red.

I

•

hc?.ring in

Neepawa was

re-

suit of the city

III-

I

^

!i

1

lie

I

|i

Lebanon Telephone Company has, it is rcdecided to put in an automatic system inof the central-energy system, as contemplated.

rlcd,

ii.'k!

Whether the automatic system has been developed
lu the point that co-operative lines can be accomnindated properly, the Lebanon company thinks of
S.

trying.

GENERAL TELEPHONE NEWS.
The Western Slope Telephone Company
Colo., Jias

of Craig,

been absorbed by the Colorado Telephone

Company.

The annual meeting of the stockholders of the
Asheville Telephone Company was held recently
at Asheville, N. C, and officers were chosen as
President, W. T. Gentry; vice-president,
follows:
Mrs. D. R. Craig; secretary and treasurer, D. L
Carson.

The Trades Council of. Spokane, Wash., has
given indorsement to l;«i, ii'^fllcation of the Independent Telephone Compo.iy for a franchise. A
representative of the council is now in Los Angeles
looking into the workings of the Independent system
that

in

At a

city.

meeting of the Board of Aldermen of
Goldsboro, N. C, a franchise was granted to the
Carolina Telephone and Telegraph Company to
operate a long-distance exchange in that city.
It is
understood that the company will have connections
:.']
over the eastern part of the state.
special

The annual stockholders' meeting of the Pennsylvania Telephone Company was held in Harrisburg
rrcently, and it was decided to increase the capital
-iiick of the company from $3,0000,000 to $5,000,000
r the extension and improvement of the system.
I he board of directors elected A. R.
Shellenberger,
president
H. S. Huidekoper, vice-president J. H.
Grosman, Jr., secretary and auditor; W. C. Mink,
treasurer, and L. M. Kinnard, general manager.
1

;

;

The Manitoba (Canada) Legislature has denied
the applications for incorporation of the Northwest
and the Independent telephone companies. In this
matter Hon. Robert Rogers stated that there could
be nothing to prevent the government from undertaking the ownership and operation of a telephone
system of its own. The ministry would accept the
n -ponsibility, and during the year would make a
iluse examination of the advantages of a governnient-owned telephone system throughout the province.

The annual meeting of the stockholders of the
Hamilton County (Neb.) Farmers' Telephone Association was held at Aurora, Neb., recently.
The
report of the secretary showed that the company
has

more than Soo telephones

in use in the county,

whereas there were about 400 in use one year ago.
The business of the association is conducted by a
board of five directors, elected annually. The new
board re-elected D. L. Toof of Aurora as president
K. Hartnell of Stockham as vice-president.
The association at the present time has not a very
great number of instruments in the city of Aurora,
but a movement is on foot to wire the city and put
the telephones in on a regular rental basis.
.and

J.

MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS.
'

The Green Telephone and Electric Manufacturing
Company of 171 Second Street, Milwaukee, installed
the

hotel

telephone system recently
at Rochester, Minn.

put

into

the

Cook House

"Use your think tank" is the suggestion offered
by a small pamphlet issued by the Wesco Supply
Company of St. Louis, which offers some material
for thought concerning Wesco telephones. Wall telephones, desk sets and wide battery-box telephones
are illustrated as well as the Wesco solid-back
transmitter and the various parts which go to make
up the subscriber's instrument.

of 5witcht>oard.

M
unlatched and indicates the call. A small trigger
is placed in the spring jack in the path of the plug
and so arranged that when the plug is inserted into
the jack the trigger automatically restores the drop
shutter.
The line equipments are held in position
on the strip by the ferrule of the jack which screws
into the jack base, firmly clamping these parts.
The clearing-out drops or "disconnect" signals are
placed in the bottom row and immediately above the
cord circuits. The board is equipped with 13 pairs
of connecting appliances, each pair consisting of a
ringing and listening key with ring-back key, a pair
of plugs, cords, pulley weights, cord terminals and
the necessary wiring. The plug-shelf is covered with
heavy belt leather to provide a cushion for the plugs
when returned after disconnection and also to prevent the top of the board from being marred from
The plugs are
the continual impact of the plugs.
compact but are of sufficient size to enable making
every part strong and durable.
The combination ringing and listening key and
ring-back key are compactly mounted upon one base.
The long key, shown toward the front of the board,
is a regular ringing and listening cam.
It is so
connected that when an operator inserts a plug
into any of the subscribers' line jacks and presses
corresponding
cam
toward
the
the board it throws
in and connects the operator's instrument with the
is

particular line.
After the mate plug is inserted into the line jack
of the subscriber wanted and the key is pulled toward
the operator it cuts in the generator and rings the
subscriber's bell.
When the key is in the ringing
position it is automatically restored when the operator releases the pressure on the cam.
The key
may, however, be locked in the listening position
so that an operator can carry on a long conversation
with a subscriber, if necessary, without holding the
key in position. When it is desired to ring back
on the line originating the call the small button
back of the regular ringing cam is pressed toward
the board, which throws the generator on the answering cord.
Fig. 2 is an interior view of the rear of the
switchboard, showing the wiring of the line equipments, the night bell, the operator's instrument induction coil, the central-energy coil, the cord circuits,
etc.
The wiring shown is for either a generator-call
or central-energy system. As constructed and used
at the present time it is for generator-call and localbattery system.

NEEPAWA, MANITOBA.

of the heavy leads of open wire were
provided with standard No. 20 B. & S. gauge conductor double-wrapped paper-insulated lead-sheath
cable of the highest grade, making the change practically a cable-construction system.
The cables are
terminated in Moon fused iron terminal heads, provided with galvanized iron boxes, which fully protect the cables and the exchange in the best manner
possible. At the office the cables terminate in Novelty pot-heads, from wdiich the lines are run to an
American lightning arrester and distributing rack.
The contracts for the exchange equipment and
outside work were awarded to the International Telephone Manufacturing Company cf Chicago.
built

;

all

EXTENSIONS AND IMPROVEMENTS.
The system of the Sunset Telephone Company has
been completed and is now in operation at .Sparks,
Nev.

The Rocky Mountain

Bell

Telephone

Company

has petitioned for a franchise to establish an exat Morgan City, Utah.

change

The Pacific States Telephone and Telegraph Company has authorized the extension of its long-distance line at Lind, Wash., to take in Pasco. It will
furnish long-distance telephones for Connell. HatThe company
ton, Cunningham. Eltopia and Mesa.
is putting in an exchange at Medical Lake.
At a directors' meeting of the Kansas Telephone
Electrical Company of Parsons, Kan., tlie name
of the companj' was altered to the Parsons Home
Telephone Company and an increase of $20,000 in
the capital stock of the company was authorized.
The company has in operation a new 600-line switchboard, recently installed by the International Telephone Manufacturing Company of Chicago, and
has almost finished the complete rebuilding of its
cable and wire plant throughout the city-. Both the
sw-itcbboard and cable plant are built w-ith a view of
an ultimate capacity of 1,000 subscribers. The company will string 27 miles of copper to Cherr5Tale,
making connection with the long-distance lines of the
Kansas City Home Teleph.one Company, and -will
build a copper circuit east to Pittsburg, Kan., and
connect with the Kinloch lines at that place. The
iron lines to Oswego, Cherrj-vale, McCune and
Pittsburg will bi rebuilt and used for local toll
and

—
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Series Alternating Arc Lighting.'
By

E.

p.

Warner.

of our larger cities, the lighting systems
at present in use, and a number of which have
been installed within the last 10 years, arc so far
from filling the demands of economy and certainty
of operation that it will not be long before the increased service and reduced cost demanded will

In

many

bring about their replacement by systems more fully
requirements.
In the series-alternating arc-lighting .system^ of
today we have a most practical, I may say beautiful,
means by which the necessary electrical energy can

filling all

be supplied to the different sections of a large city.
Instead of a large number of small lighting stations
scattered about the city, with their attendant nuisance of smoke, noise and dirt, their high cost
to maintain and operate and many other objectionable features, we can have large stations located
at a considerable distance from the city, where land
would be comparatively cheap, also condensing water
and fuel. From this station supply mains at high
pressure can be run to any desired number of distributing stations equipped with transformers and
Such a station would be practically
regulators.
noiseless and smokeless.
In the past we have heard much regarding the
relative lighting efficiency of different classes of
arc lamps. The change from an open-arc system to
the alternating-enclosed-arc system often brings up
of light.
the question of comparative intensity
Lighting committees and station managers must be
satisfied regarding that point before they can make
an intelligent selection of a system. The old commercial standard open-arc lamp of 45° watts or
2,000 nominal candlepower, as adopted by the National Electric Light Association, has been an accepted standard for many years. Lamps of lower
wattage have been used extensively, but the 450-watt
lamp has come to be pretty generally recognized
as best adapted for street lighting.
450-watt alternating-enclosed-arc lamp is fully
equal to the old open-arc direct-current lamp for
street illumination in respect to the amount of light
given, and far superior to it in the matter of lighting effect, as demonstrated by the increased field
of vision.
In the substitution of series-alternating arc lamps
for the open arc in tower lighting, the results have
been exceedingly gratifying. Lamps were used of
about 420 watts at the arc with 18-inch metal shades,
white enameled on lower surface. It was found
that the light at and near the base of the tower
was very much greater, while the general average
lighting at a distance from the tower was fully equal
to that given by the open arc.
In the equipment of a station for the operation
of series-alternating arc lamps the choice of suitable
switching and controlling devices becomes an important matter not that these details are extraordinary in number or complication, but for the reason,
as often happens, that there are several good ways
of domg the same thing.
switchboard should have a system of stab
switches, one for each of the two terminals of a
circuit, so arranged that it may be transferred from
one system of supply to another, and so that any
circuit can be readily disconnected from its source
of supply. The first provision is made with a view
Failure
to permanency of operation of a circuit.
of a transformer or regulator should not compel the
shutdown of a circuit for more than a very short
length of time, and a simple means should be provided for bringing into service a new source of supply.
This is ordinarily an extra regulator and
transformer, properly installed and connected to the
switchboard, held ready for use in emergency. In
very large installations it is necessary to have a
number of such extra transformers and regulators,
with connection buses running the entire length of
the board, thus permitting the connection to any arc
circuit by means of stab switches.
Transfer buses
for interchanging the circuits are not used in the
present practice to any great extent, it being found
unnecessary to make transfers very frequently or
good reliable .immeter
to any very great extent.
should be installed in each of the arc circuits. This
need not be an expensive instrument, but should be
one reasonably accurate, and allowed to always re-

A

;

A

A

main

same

circuit while

Where

very
high potentials are used it is customary to use a
current transformer to actuate the ammeter, in
order to insulate it from the circuit, and thus render it more safe to handle and reduce the liability
of crossing to other instruments on
the board.
Where aerial lines are used, a good system of lightning arrester should be installed at a point on the
circuits immediately after entering the station.
It
has been found desirable to dissasociate the lightning-arrester installation entirely from the switchboard proper, making it a special feature of the
in

is

in

use.

installation.

Transformers and regulators can be installed
a separate room or
erally speaking, this

that

it

more or

in

building, if desired, and, gena good plan, for the reason

is

less isolates different portions,

thus

reducing the risk of injury or loss from fire. The
transformers used in many of the systems, where
inductive regulators are employed," are of the ordiAbstract of a paper read before the Northwestern ElecMilwaukee. January ig, tgos.
Mr. Warner
gn electrical eneineer of the Western Electric Company.

1.

trical Association in
is

nary constant-potential type, and may be either oilinsulated or air-cooled.
The usual practice today in the matter of regulators is to have all regulators of full-load capacity,
so that they not only serve as current regulators
for small changes of load and voltage, but act also
as safeguards in case of a complete short-circuit of
an arc circuit.
One of the most prolific sources of trouble on
outside construction work lies in the lamp suspensions.
Where lamps are suspended from span wires
crossing the street, it is not uncommon to find a
very poor insulator interposed between the lamp and
the span wire. This often puts the full strain of
the extreme voltage of the system between a lamp
and the suspension wire to ground. Heavy leakage
and general low line insulation is the result of such
construction.
In many cases the line loop extending from the pole to the lamp is brought to a small
wooden cross-arm equipped with small porcelain
knob insulators at each end, and from there extends downward to the terminals of the lamp, which
is in turn insulated from the small wooden cross-

arm by

single porcelain insulator, the cross-bar
uninsulated from the span
the lamp is hoisted into position. Under
these conditions the line iiisulation is secured only
by the small porcelain knobs at the end of the crossbar and the surface of the cross-bar itself, which
in ordinarily stormy weather is entirely insufficient.
Under the conditions described above, the lamp itself is also subjected to severe strain by reason of
its insuflScient insulation from ground.
No superintendent of a station who has proper
regard for the safety of the lives of his employes
will permit them to handle a live lamp while standing on the ground, and no matter wliat breakdown
test a lamp may be said to stand, the employe should
not place reliance on it, but should as thoroughly
insulate himself from ground as though the lamp

wire

a

being practically

itself

when

were

alive in all parts.

Now

a few words as to the desirable features
the series-alternating arc lamp:
First It must be one in which the operating
parts are few and of such design and construction
that stock repair parts can be used in repair with
facility and dispatch.
Second The parts should be so assembled and attached as to facilitate removal and replacement, also
to give ready access for examination and adjustin

—

—

ment.

—

Third All material used should be of a character
to best resist the action of the elements and ordinary w^ear and tear encountered in actual service.
The quality of material used and its application
should be a matter of careful scrutiny to the station manager, as therein lies part of the secret of
reliable and continuous service.
Do not let first
cost be the prime factor in. your choice of a lamp.
Fourth Regarding the performance of the lamp
and the safeguards provided, I would say that it
should be capable of regulating the voltage of the

—

arc to the point adjusted within three volts in either
direction, and when operated with a current of 7^
amperes should give a life with each trimming of
approximately 90 hours.
it is found in practice that variation in the sizes
of the carbons, in the character of the core, in the
density of the material used in the carbons, will
considerably affect the length of life.
The power
factor of an arc lamp varies with the quality of the
carbons, with the position of the arc in the globe
and also with the character of the cored material.
It has been found possible in experimental practice
to maintain an alternating arc using two cored carbons of very rich -material at unity power factor,
but such results have not as yet been obtained commercially.
With the ordinary carbons obtainable
today, a general average power factor of 90 per
cent, in the arc can be obtained reliably.
In the choice of enclosing globes it has been found
that ordinary clear glass gives the greater general
satisfaction, the distribution or diffusion of the light
from the arc affected by the globe being practically
as good as from any form of tinted or opalescent
globe after one or two hours' operation. Practically
the only reflector which can be used in combination with the alternating arc lamp is one placed
above the arc and outside of the outer globe. I
would say in this connection that certain i.isers are
making use of the reflector without employing an
outer globe, making use of special tempered glass
inner globes, which will stand the action of the ele-

ments very well. This is even accomplished in
tower lighting, where the force of the wind is very
Regreat, and rain and snow have full sweep.
flectors which are very small cannot be applied practo the alternating arc. for the reason that
the upper lobe of light is so disposed that it cannot
reach a reflecting surface which is very close to the
central line of the lamp.
It has come to my attention in a number of cases
that the central-station men engaged in making preliminary tests of arc lamps have endeavored to compare the different lamps offered on the basis of number of hours service Avith one trimming. In this
they have apparently lost sight of the fact that the
number of hours service with a trimming is controlled solely by the carbons and the amount of
light given, the lamps having, in fact, nothing whatever to do with the result. In order to give a good
steady light of sufficient power, it is necessary to
admit a certain amount of air to the enclosure, restricting this amount only to the point where high
tically

February
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lighting efficiency and reasonable length of life are
obtained.
reach a point in this line of research
where one line crosses the other there we must stop,
knowing that a displacement in either direction will
give unsatisfactory results.
In this* connection I would say that nearly all
the reputable manufacturers of arc lamps of the
presenf day are practically unanimous as to the most
desirable conditions in respect to the above features, and it is only the unprincipled dealer who
tries to influence the customers by claims for greater
life than can
be given with satisfactory lighting

We

;

power.
^ Discussion (in Abstract).
A. A. Morton, Pittsfield, Mass.: There is one
thing I think ought to be brought out very prominently in this arc-light question, fnd that is, that
it is impossible for us to get together and say that
the series-alternating system is the thing for everybody to put in. I have done a good deal of traveling
through this part of the country, and while I think
that the series-alternating system is wdiat we are
all coming to, and have got to put in eventually,
it does not seem to me that we can take np every
plant and say that now is the time for them to put
the series-alternating apparatus in.
There are cases
I have run across
a good many cases lately

—

where I have gone into the matter to some extent,
and where it does not seem advisable to me for
the central station to change over from direct-current to alternating-current lamps.
There are sev-

Some reasons lie in the plant,
some lie in the conditions of
think that one of the principal
difficulties in changing over from alternating current
to direct current is the point of the city council.
Mr. Warner called attention to the fact that he
thought it was necessary to have an ammeter in
every circuit; then he brought out later the fact
that the central-station man does not depend so
much on his ammeter as on the accuracy of his
regulator. It is my experience that it is unnecessary
to have an ammeter in every circuit.
are building two circuit regulators, a good many of the
other companies are doing. so. I think if you put
one ammeter to each regulator you will have all that
is
necessary. You adjust your current once, and
the possibility of its setiinc' oiu ol adjustment during one night's run i- c> ^nip nitivelr small.
H. Almert, Oak Park, '"
I would like to ask
Mr. Morton if that rirnme
reads the current for
the whole circuit?
Mr. Morton: It will read the current for one
circuit.
You adjust vvitii a plug when you start up.
Of course, each regulator is supposed to have a
standard adjustment, and then you plug in when
you start up your circuit. Your readings are O. K.'il
for one circuit, and then you change over to the
other circuit, and it is O. K.'d there.
Mr. Almert: If you have a dozen circuits the
same ammeter will do for all?
Mr. Morton: Yes; although I think it is wise
to have an ammeter for each regulator.
Mr. Almert
The National Electric Light Assoelation has threshed out the photometry
of arc
lamps pretty thoroughly but I do not know exactly
at this time what the difference in the light efficiency of the t\yo arcs, the direct and the alternating,
is.
It is considerable, there is no question about
that.
One property I am connectetj with has a
series-enclosed direct-current arc lamp operating on
6.2 amperes, and it certainly requires at least jyi
amperes of the alternating current on a constantpotential circuit to give anything equivalent to the
same light. I should like a little information about
the ratio there.
T. F. Grover, Fond du Lac, Wis.
While I cannot give the difference in efficiency of the two lights,
I agree with the .srentleman who just spoke in reference to the inability to adopt an alternating system
of arc lighting exclusively. I had- this matter up
with our City Council in Fond du Lac some three
years ago, when we were about to renew our contract; and I found it was impossible to renew our
contract with an alternating-light system. The committee appointed by the council had looked over
different plants and decided they wanted direct current and enclosed lamps
and it was "up to" our
company to furnish them direct current and enclosed
lamps or let them put them in themselves. Consequently we renewed the contract with direct-current
It was decided b.v the committee
enclosed lamps.
of our council at that time that they received more
Ijght from the direct-current lamp.
eral reasons for that.
local conditions, and

the city council.

I

We

^

:

.

;

:

;

George Cutter, Chicago
I
believe that in all
currents, especially the alternating current of 4,000
volts or over, the trimmer should not touch the
lamps while in circuit -at all, and I was quite pleased
to hear the expression of this view from Mr. Warner.
I have met the same opinion from many engiThere
neers, and believe that will be the practice.
is a tendency in some quarters not to pay sufficient
attention to insulators for the high-voltage alternating-current over the lamp, between -the lamp and
its supporting cables.
It is quite common, however,
to put in a cut-out switch that is supposedly absolutely efficient.
-Some of them are safe for this
purpose, and some of them can be so thrown as to
still leave the lamp in contact with the live circuit.
those switches are not always sufficiently insulated from the hoods that are made over them,
and, as a result of such construction, a means may
:

.

Now

'

'

February
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afforded lo the current of escaping so as to cause
some unfortiinale accident. I have heen called upon
to help out sonic companies where citizens of the
town were killed |jy cominR in contact with Ruy
wires made dangerous by failure of the insulating
and it is to he regretted
device almve the lamp
that so many lamps will be put in on these high
voltages willKjnl a proper insulator between the supwire and llic lamp. 1 I)elievc, with Mr.
iwiiiiiig
W.irnir, that no l.inip can be made, or, at least has
not been developed as yet, with insulation between
the cover of the lamp and the active circuit part,
which is safe for 6,000 or 7,000 volts, and which
not so much
will remain so out in the weather
biiause of the action of the weather itself, for the
l.niip is pretty well covered, but chiefly in the shakilKit the
lamp gets, not only from the action
iiit;
of ilie allornating current in the lainp, in the incchA few little raps
.uiisni, but because of the wind.
on the iusiilnlion are insignificant, but hanging up
ill
the weallier these lamps get little bits of raps
that result in the disintegration of
jjy the millions
Ihe insul.ding luaterials, so that, while lamps are
made toihiy that have good insulation for (i,ooo or
7,000 volts between the conducting parts of Ihe case,
it cannot be depended upon, for safe practice, after
they are out in use.
;

—

The Weston-Jewell Case.
Judge Kohlsaat's order granting
jiuiction

case of the

the

in

a prelintiuary inElectrical In-

Weston

strument Company against the Jewell Electrical Instrument Company was entered on January 24th.

The opinion giving

the judge's decision in the case
12
and 13 in patent
8,
to Dr. Edward Weston on
November 6, 18S8, for an electrical measuring instrument) v.'as given in the Western Electrician last
week. The case came to a hearing in Judge KohlThere was a large
saat's court on November 29th.
number of interesting electrical exhibits put in,
mainly by the complainant company. William Kenyon of the firm of Kenyon & Kenyon, New York,
and Charles A. Brown of Chicago were counsel for
the complainant
W. Clyde Jones appeared for the
Dr. Edward Weston was present in perdefendant.
son and assisted in showing to the court the different
There were also present F. B. Badt, the
appliances.
western agent for the Weston Electrical Instrument
Company, George M. Willis, consulting engineer,
and many other electrical people, who showed much
interest in the demonstrations and the law case.
(.relating

No.

to

392,387,

claims
granted

;

Business Opportunities Abroad.
The Alexandria Tramway Company, Alexandria,
Egypt, has received permission to build several electric-railway lines in that city.
The Frankfort Gazette announces the proposed
construction of an electric railroad to connect the
city of Mannheim with the town of Duerkheiin, Ger-

many.

The Companhia

Carris de Ferro
Lisbon, Portugal, has applied for a
build several electric street railroads
An electric railway is projected in

de Lisboa, in
concession to
in Lisbon.
Cadiz, Spain,

by Ubaldo Fuentes Birlaya.

The authorities of Suez, Egypt, have entered into
a contract with G. Beyts & Co. to erect an electric
plant for lighting that city.
The town of Tanta, Egypt, is to contract for an
electric-lighting plant.

The

municipality of Villeneva y Geltra in Spain
to light the town by electricity.
controller-general of ports and lights administration at Alexandria, Egypt, will receive bids for
the construction of a lighthouse at Sanganed Reef,

is

open for proposals

The

near Suakin.

South Side Elevated Traffic

in

1

904.

The year

1904 was relatively a poor year for the
South Side Elevated Railroad Company of Chicago.
The total earnings of the company were
The
equal to 5.53 per cent, of the capital stock.
income from passengers was $1,523,421 compared
Maintenance, loop rental,
with $1,629,360 for 1903.
etc., amounted to $969,975, and the total operating
expenses were $1,574,829, so that the net earnings
were $80,082 less than for 1903. The daily average
of passengers carried during the year was 83,247.
President
In 1902 the daily average was 78,566.
Carter, speaking of the sale of bonds for the new
extensions and as to the progress of the work, in the
report said that the purchase of the necessary real
estate has been pushed with all promptness and
most of the right-of-way has been acquired. Few
condemnation suits will be necessary, and it now
seems apparent that the right-of-wav will be ready
in ample time for the erection of the steel structure.
'\
he foundations for the third track a.nd for the
main or east and west line in Englewood are being
rapidly put in.

The early construction of an electric railway between the big mines of Shoshone County, Idaho,
and Cceur d'Alene City is contemplated, and capitalists are now investigating the matter.
The proposed
route runs from Cceur d'Alene through Fourth of
July Canyon, and by the old Mission to Wallace.
After the road is placed in good running order the
grade is to be gradually improved until freight can
be hauled.
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London, January 21. It 13 not often llul Mr.
Trotter, the electrical adviser to the Board of Trade,
has such a damaging report to make with regard
10 a large electricity supply undertaking, as the one
just issued with regard 10 the serious breakdown
in the supply system which took place at Bradford
a short time ago.
Mr. Trotter sums up the causes
of the accident as follows:
(l)The lead sheaths
of the cables were not electrically continuous across
the joint boxes.
(2; Leakage currents have been
allowed to pass and appear to have been undetected,
or, if detected, they had not been localized or removed. (3) No fuses had been provided. (4) No
arrangements had been made for preventing an extensive stoppage of supply.
It also appears that the
Board of Trade regulations, Nos. 8 and 28, dealing
with the maximum leakage current allowed on a
system, and the prevention of electrolytic damage,
respectively, have not been complied with.
'Ihe report goes on to recommend that the system of distributing mains in Bradford should be separated
into sections corresponding approximately to different feeders, and that these sections should be
interconnected only through suitable circuit-breakers
or fuses, arranged so as to be easily inspected. An
improvement in the switchboard at the works is
also recommended.
From all accounts, it does not
appear that the present staff at Bradford is altogether responsible for the bad state of affairs, for
with the comparatively poor salaries which prevail
in municipal employ, officials are constantly on the
move into better positions. Hence, apparently, the
blame can be traced to no particular individual.
Probably the poor organization existing in the mains
department has been handed on during frequent
changes in its personnel. A report by the chief
electrical engineer certainly points to such being the
case, and that the system is at last beginning to
be made to suffer in consequence.
Referring to my note last week concerning a proposed conference of London Borough Councils to
determine a common course of action in opposition
to the several companies who are proposing to seek
powers to supply electrical energy in London, in
the next session of Parliament, the meeting, w-hich
was duly held, was unfortunately not quite of so
harmonious a character as one could wish for the
A
benefit of the cause which it has to uphold.
tendency on the part of the delegates to rake up
old grievances, and the fact that some authorities
only affected by one or two of the bills did not see
their way to pay the same proportion of the costs
of the opposition as those affected by several bills,
introduced into the proceedings an air of levity and
a want of dignity which, no doubt, will be skillfully
put to use by the companies when the matter comes
lo be threshed out before Parliament in a few
months time. However, resolutions were eventually
passed which pledge all the authorities represented
to oppose, and to bear some proportion of the costs.
An executive committee was appointed to attend to
Independent action is to be taken against
details.
these power bills by the authorities affected by them
outside the London County area. Already several
petitions have been lodged against some of them
on small technical points in the very earliest stage
of the parliamentary career, so that the amount of
opposition on really material grounds will be very
considerable.
Some English engineers, among them being Sir
John Wolfe Barry and Colonel Crompton, have been
studying the undergroimd system of pneumatic
parcel dispatch in Chicago and are very much
"taken" with the principle. Colonel Crompton impressed the value of the system upon the Royal
Commission on London Traflic as a means of alleviating the present congestion in the streets by relieving them of the large number of small parcelsdelivery carts now upon them. It was not surprising, therefore, to see that it is proposed to form a
company with a capital of $20,000,000 to inaugurate
such a system in London. Of course, parliamentarj'
sanction will have to be obtained, and Sir John
Wolfe Barry is engineer to the scheme, which will
be placed before Parliament this session.
The question of adopting electric traction is again
attracting the attention of one or two of our mainline steam-railway companies.
An interesting experiment is to be carried out by the London,
Brighton and South Coast railway with single-phase
traction upon a short section of line in London, under the guidance of Mr. Philip Daw'son and Major
Cardew. The Great Western Railway Company is
also about to make a start upon the conversion of
some of its local lines in London upon the thirdrail system, similar to that adopted for the Inner
Circle.
The reason for this is that the Great Westtern company has running powers over the Inner
Circle, and consequently the same system is imperaio,ooo-kilo\vatt power station is to be
tive.
In
erected, the contracts for which have been let.
fact, this was decided upon some time ago and was
announced in these notes, but the matter appears
now to have been actively taken up again, and a
start is to be made forthwith.
The National Telephone Company has been asked
by several provincial towns to reduce its charges
for subscription. This has come about as a result

A
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seeks power lo acquire shares in other companies carrying on business of a like nature.
In a paper read tjefore the lijnpire Qub at Toronto Frederick Nicholls alluded lo the fu'urc possibilities of electricity.
The traction of the future,
he believed, would be electric, not steam.
The first exhibition ever given in Canada of the
working of the De Forest space-telegraph system
was m;ide a few days ago in Montreal, in the Guardian Building, where messages were received from a

per cent, of
also

station

on

St.

Lambert

Hill.

Application will be made at the coming session
of the Quebec Legislature for a bill to incorporate
the Longueuil Tramway Company. The object of
the comp.iny is to build an electric railway from
Montreal to Longueuil, and through other parishes
of Chambly County, either by the Victoria Bridge
in summer, or, in winter, to Montreal or Maisonneuve, across the ice. The capiul stock is fixed at
$100,000, and authority is asked for the issue of
$25,000 of bonds.
The report that the Mackenzie and Mann interests
had purchased the Niagara, St Catharines and Toronto electric railway, for Canadian Northern railsvay purposes, is contradicted
by Mr. Frederick
Nicholls, president of the board of directors of the
former railway. He said the line has twen purcliased
by a syndicate independent of any other company.
It is stated that the Montreal street railway is
now seeking a 32-ycar extension of its franchise,
and has made a definite offer to a committee of the
City Council. The company's existing franchise has
18 years to run, so that the proposed extension
would give it a franchise of 30 years from the present time. The exact terms of the proposed agrcettient with the civic committee have not yet been
given out, but it is understood that, in return for
the extension desired, the company will make a
nurnber of important concessions to the city. In
addition to the ordinary percentage of its earnings,
which it now pays into the civic treasury each year.
the company is willing to pay a further sum of
$110,000 per annum for the space of 20 years. The
company also guarantees to pave the space between
its tracks and to a distance of 18 inches outside
its rails at its own expense, and in summer will
sprinkle all the pas'ed streets on which its tracks
are laid.
W.

New
Boston, Januarj- 28.

England.

— .\mong

the

bills

introduced

Massachnsets Legislature for the session
now under way is one to permit the Boston Elevated Street Railway Company to acquire by purchase the \\'est End Street Railway Company, of
which the former road is now the lessee. "The preferred stock of the West End road is now guaranteed an eight per cent, dividend annually and the
common stock a seven per cent, dividend, under the
terms of the lease. It is proposed that preferred
Elevated stock shall be exchanged for the West End
into

the

stock.

The Worcester Consolidated Street Railway Company has secured the right to locate its tracks in
the town of Sterling, thereby making the construction of a proposed new line between Worcester and
Leominster possible. The new route will shorten
the running time by one hour between the t^vo municipalities.

The Boston Wire Department continues this year
work of having telegraph, telephone and electric-

the

wires placed underground by ordering the
change from overhead to underground in certain sections of tha East Boston and Charlestown districts.
There will be about two miles of thoroughfare
light

cleared in each district.
On the petition for a receiver for the Hampshire
and Worcester Street Railway Company, Judge
Holmes at Worcester appointed George S'. Taft of
that city in such capacity'.
The Lowell and Boston Street Railway Company's
property, for some time in disuse but formerly operated between Woburn and Billerica on tlip route
from Boston to Lowell, has been sold at auction
for $16,000, subject to a mortgage of $90,000, to
Edward P. Metcalf of Providence. R. I.
The bill to incorporate the Boston and Providence
Electric Railway Company,, the Shaw project designed to give rapid service between the two cities,
has been submitted to the Legislature of Massachusetts.
The capital stock is named as $1,500,000,
and the incorporators are James F. Sha%v, Phineas

W.

Sprague. George A. Butman. Bertram Sumner.
C. Hinds. G. K. Wheeler and Henrj- F. Ross.
storj' has been current in Springfield during
last week that the Consolidated road is after
more Massachusetts properties. The statement is

Fred

The

the

made that negotiations for a controlling interest in
the Springfield and the Holyoke street-railway sy-stems have been instituted, also that the Northampton
system is wanted. The Springfield railway pays
eight per cent, dividends on $1,968,000 stock and
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100
Holyoke railway a like interest on $700,000 stock.
Returns from the several Massachusetts streetrailway companies show that only 14 out of 74 opthe

erating in the state paid earned dividends last year,

although

II

more had funds wherewith dividends

Five companies went into the hands of
paid.
receivers in 1904, and 30 failed to earn expenses and
fixed charges.
bill for the incorporation of the Derry and
Manchester Street Railway Company has been introduced in the New Hampshire Legislature. It
provides for a capital stock of $100,000. Among the
incorporators are Walter M. Parker of Manchester
B.
and Edwin N. Whitney of Derry.

were

the business becomes, the more
expensive rt is to conduct. It is impossible to convince laymen that this is the case, seeing that in
every other line of business the buyers gets a discount for large quantities, and so the public, discontent at the prospect of having to pay even higher
prices as the local service is still farther extended,

the

more extensive

forcing

is

official

D.

action.

W. W^

A

New York.
New

—

28.
The blizzard on Wednesday, when nearly 10 inches of snowfall was recorded,
led to a general suspension of surface traffic throughout Greater New York early in the evening.
few car lines began to run on Thursday morning,
but traffic has not been entirely resumed up to this
evening.
The Brooklyn Rapid Transit Company
coped with the snowfall better than any other company, its track-clearing machinery being highly organized, and the multiplicity of its routes allowmg
traffic to be diverted without very serious inconvenience. As a matter of fact, the traffic over Brooklyn Bridge was never entirely suspended, but the
struggle to get into what few cars were running resulted in a large number of injuries to would-be
passengers. Similarly excited crowds swarmed the
subway stations, but the Interborough company managed to deal with the situation. On Thursday the
subway conveyed no less than 411,000 passengers.
On the elevated platforms at South Ferry there
were many disgraceful scenes, and at one time the
police had to fight their way through the mob in
order to allow incoming passengers to alight from
the cars.
January has been a very busy month in regard
Nearly every
to the discussion of transit matters.
suburb of Greater New York has made official and
unofficial claims to improved facilities; and out of
the whole discussion emerges a real demand for
more subways. It is even suggested that the construction of the Manhattan Bridge should be deferred, and a second subway to Brooklj^n proceeded
with, as being, if not less expensive, at all events
quicker, to get into operation.
Alderman Griffenhagen has been urging the Board
of Aldermen to pass an ordinance to compel the
Interborough Rapid Transit Company to issue transfers between the subway and surface cars at Broadway and Sixty-sixth Street, the only point where
these lines intersect.
Mr. Grout's official inquiry into the cost of electric lighting is still pending.
By some error it appears that on Friday Mr. J. Williams, assistant secretary of the New York Edison Company, was arrested in connection with his refusal to give evidence
at the recent hearing, but Mr. WiUiams was almost
immediately released, and the proceedings stayed
until a legal point can be decided by the Court of

York, January

A

Appeal.
Plans have been approved for the establishment
of a small experimental electric-lighting plant, to be
erected by the city at a cost of about $75,000, for the
lighting of Williamsburg Bridge. It is expected that
the cost per lamp will be less than under the existing
method of lighting by the New York and Brooklyn
Edison companies but it is also expected to utilize
city waste for fuel, and, if this is successful, the
cost of operation will be materially reduced.
Bids
for the plant will be advertised within a few days'

Southeastern States.
Charlotte, N. C, January 28.— G. W. Hunley and
T. L. Caudle of Wadesboro, N. C, were in Charlotte, N. C, recently to confer with capitalists in
Rgard to the building of the proposed electric railway from Wadesboro to Winston, a distance of
over 100 miles. The Whitney Reduction Company
of Salisbury is interested also, this company having
possession of a great waterpower on the Yadkin
River, near Salisbury, where the power may be generated.
It is said that the Whitney Reduction Company and the High Point Interurban Company may
reach an agreement about the proposed load by
which the two companies will co-operate.
The City Council of Rome, Ga., has appointed a
committee to draft a bill to be presented to the Legislature authorizing the town to build and operate
its own electric-light plant, the outfit to cost about

The Atlanta-Marietta

A

sum of about $25,000,000 is now in dispute in
reference to the claim of the city for unpaid franchise taxes for the last four years. It has been
decided that the tax does not violate the constitution
of the state, but the corporations are endeavoring
to prove that the franchise tax violates the federal
constitution.

Rotary converters and switchboards are now being placed in the five sub-stations of the Long Island
railroad.
These sub-stations will receive current
at ii,GOO volts from the central power house at Long
Island City, for supplying to the protected third
rails at 600 volts.
At Hammels sub-station a very
large storage battery is to be put in to help out
the power supply during hours of unusual traffic.
Foundations are now laid for a large six-story model
factory building, which is being put up by the Bush
Terminal Company in South Brooklyn. Space in
this building will be rented to manufacturers, who
will be able to obtain on the premises what electrical
power they may need. The building is near the
docks, and a trolley freight line will facilitate the
handling of raw and manufactured material.
The Holophane Glass Company, the Economical
Electric Lamp Company and the Bryan-Marsh Company have removed their New York offices from 123
Libert^' Street to 271 Fulton Street.
The Fire Department is asking for an appropriation, not exceeding $70,000, for extensions of the
fire-alarm system to all parts of the Borough of
Queens.

The Board

of

Aldermen has taken

initial

action

with a view to obtain a reduction of the local
telephone charges. Alderman Tolk avers that rates
are much cheaper in other large cities. There are
seldom any complaints as to inefficient service, but
the real argument hinges around the statement that

it

is

railway in Georgia
expected that it will

be opened for traffic in April.
City Attorney Bourne of Asheville, N. C, is at
work upon amendments to the city charter looking
to municipal owmership of the electric-light plant.
The city now spends $7,500 annually for 112 arc
lights.

The new

electric-light system at Washington,
C, has been started and a 2,000-candlepower
been placed on almost every comer.
The new electric drive for CHfton mills No. 3 at
Qifton, S. C, where 35,000 spindles and 1,000 looms
are in operation, has been started up, the power
plant having been installed by A. T. Thompson &
Co. of Birmingham, Ala.
The town of Statesville, N. C, is agitating the
question of a bond issue, to include $10,000 for

N.

light has

electric lights.

J.

C. Steel is interested-

Over $100,000 has been subscribed for the electric
railway from Atlanta, Ga., to Anderson, S, C. The
town of Lithonia, Ga.j and other towns arc interThe new electric-light plant
ested in the project.
at Lithonia has been started.
The first series of $30,000 of electric-light bonds
has been received by the town of Martinsville, Va.,
and is being prepared for delivery to the purchaser,
the First National Bank of Columbus, Ohio.

The suit filed January 2d and that filed January
nth in the litigation between the New York Trust
Company and the New Orleans Railways Company
have been dissolved by consent of both parties inThe same order holds good for the suit

terested.

New

Jersey.

Bids for the purchase of $100,000 bonds of the
Carrollton Light and Power Company of Louisiana
were opened at New Orleans and the bid of John
M. Huger was accepted. This company is a part
The new
of the New Orleans Railways Company.
bonds are to take the place of bonds of the CarrollL.
ton company to be retired.

Ohio.

;

time.

electric

nearing completion and

filed in
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to prevent its enforcement.

Trouble seems to have developed

in

formulating

an association for taking care of the accident claims
against the traction companies.
Some time ago a
plan was presented by which the companies were
to pay over the percentage of the earnings reserved
for accident claims to a central association that
would take care of all these matters. However,
some roads run over a private right-of-way and
have few accidents, while others on the public
highway have more expenses of this kind. Some of
the roads have accumulated quite a fund and others
have used most of their allow-ance. This inequality
makes it a difficult matter to settle upon an equitable
plan to conduct the business.
However, it is said
that some plan may yet be advanced that will be
satisfactory.

Reports of the officers of the Columbus Railway
last year show a gain of
about seven per cent, in the receipts over the year
before. After paying some floating indebtedness and
charging off other items the company has a surplus

and Light Company for

of $120,000.

$20,000.
is

February

been engaged in taking evidence in the fight
between the city of Columbus and the Columbus
Railway and Light Company on the price of lighting for commercial purposes.
The council some
time ago fixed a price of five cents per kilowatt-hour
and the company secured a temporary injunction
has

Cleveland,

January

28.

— Considerable

speculation

was indulged in among the traction men at the
Dayton meeting as to what disposition will be
made of the Appleyard roads. It was thought that
something might be done at that time to lake care
of the properties through the organization of a
syndicate, but so far as known the matter did not
progress that far.
There is little doubt, however,
that the Philadelphia syndicate is turning every stone
The
to get these roads and will probably do so.
bonds of the Central Market Street Railway Company are said to have been deposited in Boston
and the syndicate may obtain the control of the
road by buying them. The control of the city line,
the Columbus, London and Springfield and the Dayton, Springfield and LTrbana would give the syndicate a good foothold in the central and western
part of the state, since the Cincinnati, Dayton and
Toledo has already been taken over on lease to
the Cincinnati Northern Traction Company, headed
by S. C. Cooper, W. H. McAllister, N. S. Keith,
E. H. Berry and D. J. Downing.
Several business men met at Zanesville a few days
ago and arranged to organize a company to build a
line from Zanesville to New Philadelphia, connecting
the Columbus, Newark and Zanesville with the
Tucker-Anthony line at the latter point and filling
in the gap between Cincinnati and Cleveland. Among
the men are S. A. Welter of Zanesville, J. H. Beach
of Coshocton, W. A. Ginn of Columbus and Frank
McCormick of New Concord. The organization
was formed as follows: President, Frank McCormick; secretary, Samuel Nicholson, Coshocton;
treasurer, H. A. Sharp, Zanesville.
The People's Heat, Light and Pov/er Company of
Springfield has been organized and will have a capital stock of $1,500,000.
number of wealthy men
of the city are interested in it.
plant costing

A

A

$500,000 has been planned.
Master Commissioner B. R.

Cowan

of Cincinnati

A mortgage for $4,000,000 has been given by the
Toledo, Marshall and Northern to the Knickerbocker Trust Company of New York, it is reported.
The company was incorporated to build an electric
railway from Montpelier, Ohio, to Bay City, ilich.,
and work is to be commenced in a short time.
Service between Springfield and Bellefontaine has
been inaugurated on the Appleyard lines.
The contract for lighting the city of Toledo has
been renewed for a period of two years with the
Toledo Rail w ays and Light Company at $83 per
light,

the

the old price. Some concessions were made in
of furnishing free lights for city buildings

way

and power for bridges.

On complaint of the Farmers' Loan and Trust
Company of Wheeling, W. Va., J. K. Geddis of
Zanesville has been appointed receiver for the Ohio
River and Western Railroad Company, one of the
Appleyard properties, but which has been in dispute.
It is said the company holds $600,000 Appleyard
bonds.
The Sandy Valley Light, Heat and Power Company of Canton has been incorporated with a capital
stock of $25,000 by W. L. Davis, G. B. Willis and
others.

Arthur Linn has resigned the assistant secretaryship of the Utica and Mohawk Valley railway to
take a position with a traction company at Clarks-'
burg, W. Va.
Surveys have been made from Springfield to St.
Paris for the Springfield, Troy and Piqua Traction
Company and it is said construction work will be
commenced on the line in the spring.
Expressions from a large number of Cleveland
people would indicate that the three-cent fare in
the zone marked out w^ill not be satisfactory. Some
plan will probably have to be devised that will take
in the entire lines of the system.
O. M. C.

Indiana.

—

Indianapolis, January 28. Indiana capital has recently been invested in a large power plant in Colorado which, in its possibilities, bids fair to be second
only to the plant at Niagara.
Dr. Henry Jamison
is president and F. B.
Schmid secretary, both of
Indianapolis.

An automobile bill has been drafted by the subcommittee of the House committee on roads. It
provides for a state license and registration, a fee
charge of $1 and makes requirements for danger
signals and lights.
The speed is limited to 10 miles
an hour in cities and 20 miles in the country. The
penalties are pretty severe as to fines and imprisonment.
The bill to repeal the railway subsidy act has been
approved by the House by a vote of 57 to 39. If
the bill is ratified by the Senate it will no longer be
possible to vote a tax in aid of a steam or electric
railway in this state.
Walter McCannaha of Centerville, a director of
the Columbus, Greensburg and Richmond Traction
Company, reports that it is the intention of the
people backing the road to build an air line from
Cleveland. Ohio, to Louisville, Ky., using the Columbus. Greensburg and Richmond line as one of
the divisions.
The Indiana Central Traction Company, recently
promoted and incorporated by Jerome Herff at
Peru, has decided to build an electric road from
Peru to Hammond instead of a line from Peru
to South Bend.
The new-ly projected route will
connect Mexico, Macy, South Mud Lake. Fulton,

Kewanna, Lake Maxinkuckee, Bass Lake and Knox.
Service on the new single-phase system of the
Indianapolis and Cincinnati Traction Company's
line between Rushville and Morristown has been
temporarily discontinued on account of the burning
of a transformer in one of its two cars. The service
will be renewed upon the arrival of three new cars
now. en route from St. Louis.
The Big Four railroad has put on a 30-day roundtrip ticket between Shelbyvalle and Indianapolis for
go cents. The electric line formerly sold a roundtrip ticket for 75 cents, but the conductors are now

I"ifbniary 4,
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Kf)^

fjf

its

lost

'I

yo cents.

an intenirlian road hctwcen
has hccn_ revived.
111.,
(Jreal interest is manifested in the enterprise.
A hill has hcen introduced in the Legislature to
prohihit county conimissicjncrs from granting franrliists nn lonnlry roads to railways, steain or clccA liill has also hccn introduced to amend the
Iric.
[ucscnt law rc(iuiring toilet facilities in intcrurban
cars where the run is iS miles or more, so as to
read "28 miles," and providing th^t the act shall
not apply to lines that maintain toilet rooms in station buildings not over rs miles apart.
The lii.lianapolis, Hartford City and Celina
Traction Company has asked the City Council of
Surveyors on
Noblesville for a so-ycar franchise.
the line have reached Noblesville from Frankton.
I'rom Noblesville the line will take a direct line to
Indianapolis hy way of New Britton, Fisher's StaI'he

iirojcct
Ind.,

Clinton,

tion

to huild

and

Paris,

and Castleton.

The test car of the electric-railway commission
begun to make daily trips between Carmel and
Noblesville over the Indianapolis and Northern elecFriday evening the speed was tested and
tric line.
seven miles of straight, level track was covered in
This time was made
six minutes and 30 seconds.
Those in charge of the
in the face of a stiff breeze.
tests believe that they will result in some radical
changes in the construction of intcrurban cars
whereby a great saving of power may be had. The
lest car and apparatus cost $30,000.
The Indiana Appellate Court in the case of the
Indianapolis Street Railway Company vs. O'Donald
has decided that the driver of a wagon can proceed
to drive across the street-car track at a street crossing without being chargeable with negligence when,
and only when, he has reasonable ground for believing that he can pass in safety if both he and those
in charge of the car act with reasonable regard for
the rights of others.
New equipment has been installed in the engineering department at Purdue Universit>- and^ a
new line of research will be opened. The equipment includes an engine designed by J. A. Meriam,
a graduate of the class in mechanical engineering
of iSps, called the Meriam-Abbott gas engine. It
When in
is of 18 horsepower and is self-starting.
operation the engine pumps an air cylinder full of
compressed air, so that when the engine has stopped
When ready to start the comtlie chamber is full.
Another
pressed air puts the engine in motion.
addition to the laboratory equipment is that of the
For experimental
Rider hot-air pumping engine.
purposes the engine is one of the most valuable in
S. S.
the laboratory.
lias

"

Michigan.
it is

January

28.

understood, will

make

A

Railway between Clark Avenue and Wyandotte on
the river-road lines, and feed wires are now being
erected to connect with the Fort Street line.
The M. B. Wheeler Company after spending two
years in acquiring flowage rights on the White River
and planning for the building of dams is now in a
position to go ahead with an organization looking
to the supply of light and power to Whitehall, Montague, Fremont, Muskegon and ultimately Grand
The company will be capitalized at
Rapids.
$1,500,000 and it is understood that arrangements
have been completed for its financing. Messrs. A. O.
Wheeler, R. H. Updyke and W. W. Hyde, with other

Grand Rapids and New York capitalists will be
M. B. Wheeler in this new- company.
The Toledo, Marshall and Northern Railroad Company, which proposes to build ani electric line from
Montpelier, Ohio, to Bay City, Mich., has filed a

associated with

$4,000,000

mortgage

to

the

Knickerbocker

Trust

Company of New York to secure the payment of
gold bonds for this amount, running 50 years at five
The mortgage covers properties in the
per cent.
It
counties through which the line will be built.
is proposed to construct the line between Marshall
and Olivet first. This line has been graded for
many years and was made ready for the ties a
second time about five years ago. It is thought that
the road will be a surety now.
Detroit's corporation counsel has prepared a bill
which will enable the Municipal Lighting Commission of Detroit to furnish light for business houses
and private

The Shaw

residences.
Electric Crane

shall light
lighting.

the

streets

Company

of

Muskegon

has just turned out the largest crane ever made by
the company. It is a 130-ton electric crane and was
shipped to Olean, N. Y., to be used in handling locomotives, which it can pick up and carry from one
shop to another. The crane weighs over 100 tons.

and also to do commercial

The Grand Rapids Edison Company at its annual
meeting held in Grand Rapids this week authorized
the purchase of additional apparatus to increase the
capacity of its plant, which will involve an expenditure of $100,000. The old set of officers and directors

were

re-elected.

The Michigan

Central railroad is contemplating
the equipping of its road from Detroit to Jackson
with electricity. Van Buren Township has been petitioned for a franchise to this end.
The Detroit Edison Company is seeking a franchise for furnishing power outside of the city of
Detroit.
It is rumored that there is some connection between this deal and that of the Michigan
Central railroad, and that it is possible that the
Edison company will be the company to furnish
power for the operation of electric cars over the
Michigan Central tracks between Detroit and JackC. G. W.
son.

Northwestern States.

—

Minneapolis, January 28. The National Railway
Construction Company, which has the contract for
the construction work on the St. Louis River for
the Great Northern Power Company, has let the
sub-contract for a spur track from Fond du^Lac,
Minn., to the site of the dam to Thomas & Truax
of Duluth at $20,000.
The McBride Electrical Company of St. Paul,
Minn., was the lowest bidder for electric wiring at
Fort Snelling, Minn., at $1,999The short-circuiting of a feed wire caused nine
large transformers of the Twin City Rapid Transit
Company to burn out in Minneapolis last week, entailing a loss of about $6,000.
The new electric-lighting plant at Wittenburg,
Wis., has been completed. Otto Eckhoff will have
charge of it.
A. Ripley of Oshkosh proposes to build a trolley

road from Waupaca

— The

Detroit Edison Comextensive improvements on its Delray plant if the present busiiiess
keeps up, and it is expected that another plant just
new
like the one now in operation will be built.
turbine has been contracted for, to be installed in the
present plant, together with other machinery. Extensions have been made to Grosse Pointe, where the
beautiful summer homes of Detroit men are being
supplied with electricity. The Edison company is
furnishing all the current used by the Detroit United
Detroit,

pany,

of Grand Rapids to lay hot-water piijc^ to carry
out his plan of municipal heating. He also asks for
a franchise for furnishing gas to the city, which
will be considered later.
The intcrurban electric railroads entering Detroit
say that it will he impossible for them to handle
freight unless the attitude of the city is changed
At
in regard to a tax placed upon the busincbS.
present the cily charges 50 cents a car every lime a
freight car moves in or out of the city limits
whether the car is filled or empty.
The city of Saginaw is considering the advisability of disconlinumg its arrangement with the Bartlett
Illuminating Company for electric light and
of establishing a municipal electric-lighting plant.
It is proposed to bond the city for a little over
$140,000 for the purpose of equipping a plant which
cily

to Scandinavia,

Wis.

The Calumet and Hecla Mining Company

is

erect-

ing an electric plant at Hubbel, near Virginia, Minn.,
which will develop about 10,000 horsepower.
The Canadian electrochemical plant at Sault Ste.
Marie, Ont., has been closed down and the machinery sold. The plant cost upward of $500,000.
Charles A. Hutchinson heads the Duluth Electric
and Construction Company, which has incorporated
at Duluth, Minn., with $50,000 capital.
The Minnesota Power and Trolley Company is
negotiating for the sale of its bonds and proposes
to commence work on its dam at Elk River, Minn.,
by April 1st.
It is reported that the Chicago, Burlington and
Quincy railroad will extend the narrow-gauge trolley
line from Lead, S. D., to Terry, a distance of yA
miles.

.

The Wisconsin Light and Power Company has
been granted a franchise at La Crosse, Wis. A
plant will be erected at once in North La Crosse.
R.

Rocky Mountain

States.

—

Salt Lake City, LUah, January 27.
By the terms
of an agreement with the Utah Light and Raihvay
Company, the intcrurban company of which Barney
Mahler of Cleveland, Ohio, is the chief promoter
has been given a right-of-way through certain streets
of Salt Lake City. The line when completed will
extend from Payson to Brigham City, Utah. The

company
in

is

now

striving to gain similar concessions

Ogden.

The Truckee River General
poses the

early

Electric Company proof a plant of 2,000

establishment

horsepower on the river at Marmol, near Reno, Nev.
Electrical energy will be transmitted from this source
to Reno, Carson and Virginia City.
George T. Back of Cody, Wyo., representing eastern capitalists, is making final arrangements for the
installation of a power plant in Cody.
The county commissioners at Walla Walla, Wash.,
have granted to Edward S. Isaacs a franchise and
right-of-way for the construction of an electric-railway system through a large portion of the valley.
Leading manufacturers and merchants of Spokane,

pany's plant at Menominee, valued at $50,000, was
destroyed by fire on January 23d.
The insurance

W^ash., at a recent meeting, indorsed the plan of
the Spokane Intcrurban Company for the construction of its proposed system through the Palouse
from Spokane to Moscow, Idaho. It is proposed to
raise the necessary assets among local capitalists.
The estimated cost of the road, exclusive of branches

was

to be constructed later, is $3,250,000.

The

Menominee

Electric

Manufacturing

Com-

$40,000.

S. P.

Kineon has been granted

a franchise in the

The Barber Lumber Company

is

at

work on

its

propo-.en power
milci from Uoi
plcte,

and

it

is

live

;

.om:r.

i

in

operation with th';
a will
protrably be some iinic nc*.t .Mi>.
.\ c/^iiitict for
the entire electrical equipment has already been
awarded to the Wetlinghouie company.
G.

— L.

Boise, Idaho, January 27.
eral manager of the Barber
awarded a contract to the

G.

Chapman, gen-

Lumber Company, hai
Westinghouie

F.lectric

and Manufacturing Company for the entire electrical erjiiipment of the company's plant near Boise.
R. J. Briggs of Idaho Falls, Idaho, is ncKOtiating
for machinery for the construction of a power pbnt
at that place for the Idaho Power and Transportation Company.
W. M. Bickford and J. R. Wharton are in Missoula, Mont,, making arrangements for the proposed
street railway.
The road will necessitate
cither the building of a new bridge across -.he Missoula River or the enlargement of the present wagon
bridge.
electric

The J. W. Hopkins Company of Steamboat
Springs, Nev., is figuring on a complete electric plant
for the development of the Great Western mines
Steamboat Springs and for tl;e lighting of the
hotel which the company intends to erect there in
a short time.
W. K. Harbor has purchased the electric-light
plant at Fort Benton, Mont.
New machinery will
be bought and the plant placed on a paying basis.
at

A.

Paolflo Slope.

—

San Francisco, January 26. The Gridlcy Electric
Light and Power Company is preparing to build a
plant on Hazel Street, Gridley, Cal.
R. M. Bisbee
is the sole stockholder of the company.
An electric-light plant is to be installed zt Calistoga, Cal., by H. H. Brown and G. S. Cutler, who
have been in San Francisco procuring the necessary
machinery and making the arrangements for its completion.

A

change of plans has delayed the starting of
the plant of the Century Electrical Works
Point Richmond, Cal. The company first intended to manufacture electrical supplies, but it is

work on

at

now
way

the intention to also manufacture electrical railsupplies and probably contract for constructing
The plant will cost $35,000.
Arrangements have been made whereby the Seattle
Electric Company of Seattle, Wash., will buy out
the Ballard Electric Company of Ballard, Wash.,
with the exception of the pumping plant
E. P. Wheeler, manager of the Mineral Hill Mine
at Cononcully, Wash., states that the plans of the
company for the year include the installation of an
electric plant on Salmon Creek, from which 4,000 or
S,ooo horsepower can be developed to furnish power
for the mine, light for the count}' seat and power
for an electric railway to be built from Cononcully
electric roads.

to

Alma, Wash,

Eastern capitalists are planning to build an elecroad to the mines of the Mount Baker District,
Wash. Construction will be determined upon when
a sufficient number of companies have subscribed
Robert F. Estis is the
stock toward the venture.
representative at Bellingham, Wash.
Nelson Bennett of Tacoma, Wash., has been
tric

awarded the contract for building the power plant
Post Falls, Idaho, for the W'ashington Water
Power Company.
Manager J. D. Crary of the Grays Harbor Electric Light and Power Company has left for the
at

East to confer with stockholders regarding the purchase of about $75,000 worth of new machinerj-,
most of which will be used in changing over the
electric-light plant in Aberdeen, Wash.
The Portland Consolidated Railway Company intends to build an intcrurban railway between Portland and Hillsboro, Ore. Work will commence as
soon as the most feasible route can be selected. The
estimated cost of establishing the -line and placing
in commission will be about $1,000,000.
The Areata Light and Power Company has been
incorporated by B. Brizard, L. J. Archer, V. R. Buo'
and others, with a capital stock of $50,000. The
principal place of business is .Areata.
The Southern California Lumber Company is
erecting an electric-lighting plant at Terminal, Cal.,
under the supervision of Superintendent Burke.
Theresa M. Oelrichs has awarded to the A. J.
Coffee Company of San Francisco the contract for
the electrical work in the Hotel Fairmount oh
California and Mason Streets. The contract price is
it

$35,490.

The City Council of Seattle, Wash., has passed
an ordinance authorizing the issuance of $250,000
bonds for the enlargement of the municipal lighting
system and the construction of a distributing system.
F. A. Brand, president of the Benicia Iron Works
at Benicia, Cal., has petitioned the board of trustees
of that city for a franchise to build and operate an
electric railway in Benicia.

W. S. Rheem, superintendent of the East Shore
and Suburban railway, has awarded a contract to
L. E. Grant to construct a power house, car bam
and depot for that company on its property at PointRichmond, Cal. The contract price is $S.ooo.
The supervisors of Inyo Count}', Cal., have granted

.
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a franchise to the Nevada

Company

to

erect

Power Mining and Milhng

electric-light,

heat,

power and

telephone lines along the public highways of Inyo
^'
County.

PERSONAL.
W.

Prof.

E.

Goldsborough, director of

electrical

engineering at Purdue University, has become associated with J. G. White & Co. of New York city,
where, later on, he will be permanently located.
Part of his time, for the present, will be spent
Lafayette, Ind., the seat of Purdue.

m

The report that William Marconi is to marry an
Itahan orincess is now denied. Its successor is the
assertion that a marriage has been arranged between Mr. Marconi and the Hon. Beatrice O'Brien,
fifth daughter of the late Lord Inchiquin and halfsister of the present Baron.
C. R. Strother of the Charleston Electrical Supply Company of Charleston, W. Va., who has had
the installation of the electric plant for the Luray
cavern in West Virginia under his care, is now
100at Logan Court House, W. Va., installing a
kilowatt alternator for the city light plant, to be
run from waterpower developed by the Guyandotte
River.
Charles H. Baker, formerly of Chicago, who
founded the Snoqualmie Falls Power Company of
Seattle and Tacoma and promoted and planned the
White River Power Company, has sold a controlling interest in both companies to a party of capitalists, who have elected N. H. Latimer, manager of
the Dexter Horton Bank of Seattle, as president.
Mr. Baker is planning an early trip to Japan and
China for pleasure and rest and for the purpose of

exploring the waterpower and electrical possibilities
of these countries. The capacity of the Snoqualmie
Falls plant as built six years ago by Mr. Baker is
19,000 horsepower and of the White River plant

William Sellers, a well-known manufacturer residing in Philadelphia, died January 24th from the
effects of an operation performed some weeks ago.
He was in his 81 st year. He was head of the firm
of William Sellers & Co. and was president and
subsequently reorganizer of the Midvale Steel Comat

Nicetown,

Throughout his
1873.
many industrial enterprises.

Pa.,

in

he was active in
In 1875
"Was more than once signally honored.
he was made a corresponding member of the French
National Society for the Advancement of Industry
in Paris, and in 1889 he was made a Chevalier of
the Legion of Honor by the French government.
He is survived by a widow, one daughter and three
life

per cent, compensation.

The

Graceville Electric Light and Water Company
of Graceville, Fla., has secured a franchise to oper-

an

ate

He

sons.

Construction

plant.

will

shortly begin.

The Palmyra (N. Y.) Gas and Electric Company
has been incorporated with a capital of $25,000. The
promoters are Carlton Hunt, Charles Schwarm and
George Sheppard of Palmyra.

A

franchise has been granted by the city of
Brownsville, Te-xas, to the People's Ice and Manufacturing Company for the erection of an electriclight plant.
Work will be begun at once.

The

Seattle

Electric

Company has

a large force

linemen

of

stringing wires to furnish light and
in Ballard, Wash., under a franchise recently
granted L. V. Brewer and transferred to the electric

power

The Seattle Electric Company and the
Company own the poles jointly.
The governmental railway authorities of Belgium
have for some time been engaged in their workshops
company.

Ballard Electric

a station in Verviers in building a locomotix'e
eqiupped with a dynamo and accumulators for the
distribution of electric lighting through the train of
several cars. Ihe accumulators are not to be placed
in the cars, on account of their weight.
The new
cars intended for this experimental train will soon
make the trial trip from Verviers to Brussels and
return.

Thirty former associates of Mr. Calvert Townley,
recently resigned from his duties as general
agent of the Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company in New York, entertained Mr.
Townley at dinner at the Hotel Astor, New York,
on the evening of Friday, January 27th. After a

who

complimentary speech by Mr. Charles A. Terry
and a response by Mr. Townley there was a remarkable exhibition of legerdemain given by Mr. Thomas
B. Arnold, the eastern representative of the Latrobe
Steel Company, who is described as a veritable
wizard in tricks of this nature. Others present were
Messrs. Frank H. Taylor, William F. Zimmermann,
brief

H

Paine, E. W. T. Gray, New comb Carlton,
B.
W. Siemon, Paul T. Brady, Seth C. Adams, W. C.
Webster, C. B. Humphrey, Charles F. Scott, F. N.
KoUock, Jr., E. St. John, D. C. Manson, F. L.
Townsend, W. C. Ward, W. E. Drake, H. P. Jones,
George E. Miller, J. M. Curtin, W. L. Conwell,
W. S. Rugg, O. T. Smith, C. C. Owens, P. R.
Owens, Charles Robbins, H. D. Prichard, W. H.
McGregor and J. K. Robinson of Iquique, Chili.
Mr. George Westinghouse sent a telegram regretting his inability to be present. Mr. Townley's new
title is that of assistant to Qiarles S. Mellen, president of the Consolidated Raih\ays of New Haven,
the electric-railway holding corporation of the New
York, New Haven and Hartford Railroad Company.

T.

It

has been practically settled that the capital stock

North American Company, now

of the

$17,000,000,

be increased in the neighborhood of $5,000,000
from the St. Louis syndicate, now holding the shares, $2,000,000 of the stock of the Laclede
Gaslight Company and $2,500,000 of the stock of
the Union Electric Company of St. Louis.
These
two companies, respectively, furnish gas and elecwill

tricity to St. Louis, and the North American Company now holds $6,000,000 of the $8,000,000 of Laclede stock and $2,500,000 of the $5,000,000 of Union

Electric

which

stock.

is

Representatives

of

the

syndicate,

composed of leading St. Louis capitalists,
North American Company's board of

will enter the

directors.

The formation

of a new lighting corporation capitalized at $6,500,000 and to be known as the Western United Gas and Electric Company is reported

The new company's purpose is to furprincipally gas, to 30 cities and towns
in Kane, Will, Du Page and Cook counties.
Included in the combination, it is said, are tlie Fox
River Light, Heat and Power Company of Aurora,
the Elgin Gas Company of Elgin, the Joliet Gas and
Light Company of Joliet and the La Grange Gas
and Light Company of La Grange.
Under the
consolidation a gas plant costing $1,000,000 will
be erected at Joliet on the Drainage Canal, from
which gas w'ill be piped to the cities and towns.
Col. I. C. Copley, who is now manager of the Aurora company, will be president of the new combination, it is said.
111.

nish light,

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
D. B. Stockton and C. L. Pike have secured a
franchise for an electric road in the neighborhood
of Delta, Colo.

The Bilbao-Santander Railway Company will use
power in operating the line from Bilbao to

electric

The Canton-Akron Railway Company

is

planning

to increase the power facilities at its main station
at Canton, Ohio, and is preparing to install a steam

turbo-generator
boilers

of

2,700

horsepower.

and auxiliary equipment

Additional

will also be installed.

The Chicago City Railway Company and the
Union Traction Company have secured a temporary
injunction restraining the city from enforcing the
universal transfer ordinance passed by the council
on January i6th. On February 14th Judge Grosscup will hear arguments in the matter.

The

petition

of

The municipality of Twodau. Bohemia, Austria,
contemplates the introduction of electric lighting.

the

Tampa

Electric

Company

asking permission for the use of a number of prominent streets of the city for the extension of its
street-railway lines has been granted by the Board
of Public Works of Tampa, Fla.
The company
expects to commence work on these extensions
at once, and if carried to completion as contemplated Tampa will have as complete and far-reaching electric street-car service as any city south of

A

seven-year contract to light the city streets of
Citv. Iowa, has been granted to the Brice

Mason

Gas and Electric Company.
City Council has granted a franchise
Gcrts-Arnold Company for the right to lay
more than four inches in diameter in

The Chicago
to the

pipes

not

Sioux City Traction Company of
Iowa, expects to spend a large sum of

The
City,

Sioux

money

employ several hundred laborers in making
general improvements and additions to its system
the coming summer. Part of the company's 50-mile
street-railway system is narrow gauge and all will
In addition a band of
be brought to standard.
men will be employed on the construction of the
new heating and lighting plants, the franchise for
The
which was granted at the recent election.
and

Light and Power

i'iiexican

power

Company proposes

to the district of

Tamas-

Zacualpam, Sultepec, Taxco and Malinaltenango, Mexico.
W. A. Ferguson, electrical engineer of the company, has gone to the regions to
make a final survey for the erection of a transmis-

caltepec,

The transmission

sion line.
of Mexico

line

from the

City

t'o El Oro is now well under way and
understood that by June the famous mining
cam;) wili be using electric power.

it

is

The

Rhinelander Power Company of RhineV/is., has begun work on its new power
which will develop 2,500 horsepower when
completed and will cost $60,000. Two 400-kilowatt
60-cycle Bullock generators are being installed, and
these will be driven by eight 34-inch waterwheels
built by the Dayton Globe Iron Works.
There will
be six miles of pole line and one sub-station.
The
power house and dam will be of solid concrete construction.
Tlie plant is to be completed by Septemlander,

house,

ber

1st.

PUBLICATIONS.
is the appropriate name, and a pretty
red is the picture, on a handsome calendar
sent by the Central Construction Company of Oshkosh. Wis., which does electrical contracting and

"Sunshine"

girl

in

deals in electric supplies.

The H. T. Paiste Company of Philadelphia is
sending out a collection of advertising literature in
the shape of little leaflets describing some of its
numerous products, such as P-K cartridge-fuse cutouts, panel cut-outs and boxes, rosettes, receptacles
for

window

lighting, etc.

circular from the Model Stoker
of Dayton, Ohio, leaves little unsaid regarding the company's model automatic furnace
with its improved stoker apparatus. The construction and operation of the furnace are thoroughly
set forth in the circular together with seven reasons
why the company believes its product to be the best
on the market

-An

illustrated

Company

The AUis-Chalmers Company of Milwaukee is
about to issue a new publication devoted to the Gates
rock and ore breakers and auxiliary machinery.
Apparatus of this sort, both stationary and portable,
is

described and illustrated fully.

The ore breakers

are of the gyratory type, finally developed in 1885.
The auxiliary apparatus described consists of over-

head travelers,

hoists, etc.

A

of the Jeffrey Manufacturing Company,
Columbus, Ohio, is devoted to a complete description
of a novel-coal and ash distribution plant installed
b3' the company.
The bulletin will be followed from
time to time with similar descriptions of interest with
the hope that the descriptions will be a help to the
patrons of the company in keeping in touch with
the most modern methods as well as in furnishing a
reference series in the line of economical disposal
of material.
Bulletin

The London Times makes the interesting announcement that it is about to begin the publication,
every Wednesday, of an Engineering Supplement
"intended, broadly, to represent British engineering
and science from a national point of view." Among
those who are cited as in sympathy with the project
are Lord Kelvin, Sir William Ramsay, Sir John
Wolfe Barry, Emil Garcke, Dr. Fleming, Hon. C.
A, Parsons, Professor Unwin, Sir William Preece,

James Swinburne and A. A. Campbell Swinton.

Las Arenas, Spain.

-Atlanta.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.

PO'WER TRANSMISSION.
The

to transmit electrical

at

at Joliet,

W. N. Stevens, who has for some time filled the
position of assistant mechanical engineer of the
Rapid Transit Subway Construction Company, has
accepted a position with J. G. White & Co. of New
York city. Mr. Stevens had much to do with the
design and construction of the Twelfth Street power
house of the New York Edison Company. He also
has had charge of the design and construction of the
mechanical equipment of the Seventy-fourth Street
power house and has lately been engaged on the
work of designing and building the Fifty-ninth Street
power house and other adjuncts to the constiuction
and equipment of the Rapid Transit railroad in New
York city. Mr. Stevens also made the plans for the
machinery of the power house for the tramways of
Sydney, Australia.

F.

electric-light

1905

4,

plans for these projects are now in the hands of
the company's engineers, who will soon be in a
position to make public their report.

A franchise for the erection of an electric-light,
heat and power plant at Clarinda, Iowa, has been
granted the Lee Electric Light Company.

to take over

50,000 horsepower.

pany

February

North Avenue from Dayton Street to Wells Street
for electric light and power, the company to pay 10

"Mineral Resources of the United States" for the
year 1903 has been issued by the United States
Geological Survey, of which Mr. Charles D. Walcott
David T. Day is the chief of Division of
is director.
The book contains
A'lining and Mineral Resources.
1,205 pages, embodying a great amount of statistical
data concerning mineral products of the country.
The chapter upon stone has been enlarged upon and
Considerable technical
printed in pamphlet form.
and descriptive matter is also contained in the reports besides the merely statistical information.
Oil switches and oil circuit-breakers are treated in
by the Westinghouse Electric and
Manufacturing Company. The circular contains a
a circular issued

^complete

description of this -line of apparatus as
manufactured by the Westingliouse company. The
switches are essentially knife switches immersed in
oil, the blades being connected to the common opcrating lever by specially treated wooden rods. Besides oil circuit-breakers for pressures up to 33,000
volts, a line of high-tension circuit-breakers is described for pressures of 45.000 and 60,000 volts, meeting the demands for the highest pressure in practical
service.

H. C. Gushing, Jr., of 220 Broadway, New York,
author of "Standard Wiring for Electric Light and
Power," as adopted by the Fire L^nderwriters of the
United States, has just brought out the T905 ediMr. Gushing,
tion of this book, completely revised.
in

revising this

new

edition,

was successful

in

se-

curing the services of Mr. F. E. Cabot, secretary of
the Boston Board of Fire Underwriters, and chair-

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

i'M

l<"cljriiarv

man rjf the electrical coiiinn.U. ..f the UndiTwrilers
National Electric Asscci.-iii'.ii, t/i .Hsist him witli that
part of the book which treats .-i the uiKlerwritcrs
of
rules and rcciuircments, and also the assistance
Mr. George T. Hanchett, consulting electrical engineer and member of the American Institute of Electrical Kngiiioors, in checking up and revising many
valuable lablc-s and formuhe to aid practical wiremen and cnnlraclnrs in determining the proper sizes
of wires for all manner of construction work for
This new
alternating and direct currents.
liolli
edition

handsomely bound

is

in

flexible leather.

MISCE4-LANEOUS.
ChicriKo'. fifih aulomoliile show wiM opni ill ihe
Colisei!m on February 4tli and will -onvimie until
Fcbru.iry litii.

A

petition of Benjamin W. Wells for the incorporation of a company to carry on an underground
freight-transportation business in Boston, similar to
that of Chicago, has been presented to the slate
Legislature.
It is asserted that prominent financiers
are behind the measure.

The carbon silicidc in the form of cry.slals found
the residue from dissolving the iron meteorite
from Canyon Diablo, Ariz., has been named "nioissanite," in honor of Dr. Ilenri Moissan of France.
The name was given at the recent meeting of the
New York .\cademy of Science and tlig ElectroThe newly discovered silicidc is
chemical Society.
harder than any known substance, except the diamond and is identical with carborundum, the abrasive produced artificially in the electric furnace, but
in

and schools.

socin:TiES

William n. Blood, Jr., the chairman of the committee on district heating for the National Electric
Light Association, expects to present a full and
important report on this branch of central-station
The other members of this committee
industry.
arc C. R. Maunsell of Topeka, Kan., and R. S.
Wallace of Peoria, 111.
Much interest is being mauifcslcd in the annual
dinner of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers, to be given at the Waldorf-Astoria, in the
grand ballroom, on February 8th, and devoted especially to signalizing the triumphs of electric traction.
There will be a number of interesting speakers, and
an original menu has been prepared appropriate
occasion. Two novel features will also be
introduced a mutoscope exhibition of steam and
electric-railway work and the taking of a picture
of the -ballroom and company by means of special
Cooper Hewitt illumination.

to

the

—

never discovered in nature.

Benjamin Conigisky of Peoria, 111., is said to have
been awakened from a sleep of five weeks' duration
only by the application of electricity. Mr. Conigisky is a student of the occult and, according to
the story, succeeded in hypnotizing himself, from
which spell he could not be revived. A current was
applied to his spinal column. One electrode was applied at the base of the brain and another to the
end of the spinal column, and the full force of the
battery being turned on, the patient awakcn.;d and
the indications are that he will recover his hcaltli.
.At any rate, so the newspapers have it.

TRADE NEWS.
TELEGRAPH.

The

the United States repair ship Burnside recently spliced the break in the cable between

The crew of

Seattle, Wash., and Valdcz, Alaska, which had been
When the
out of commission for three months.
cable was raised it was found that a whale had beIt is
come entangled in the wires and perished.
believed that the whale was the cause of the damage.

business of the electrical supply firm of Milof Fort Worth. Texas, will be continued
by Mr. Voss instead of by Mr. Miller, as was reported recently.
ler

& Voss

The National Electrical Supply Company of
Washington, D. C, has secured the contract for
the work on the electrical features of the inaugural
Some very fine
ball in Washington next month.
effects

SPACE TELEGRAPHY.
Brazilian government has concluded a conwith Siemens & Halske for two space-telegraph
one on the island of Cobras and the
other on the cruiser Riachuelo.

The

tract

installations

—

message from the Mallory Line
steamship Denver, on its recent trip north, report-

The

wireless

Diamond

ing its position as lO miles south of
Shoals lightship off Cape Hatteras, is said to have
been clearly read by the De Forest operator at
Similarly a message from the
Cleveland, Ohio.
Bermuda of the Quebec -Steamship Company, when
200 miles from New York, was read at Ckveland,
The De Forest operator at Port Huit is declared.
ron, Mich., also reports reading a message from
the Red "D" liner Philadelphia when the latter was
130 miles out of New York. These performances are
considered quite remarkable considering that the
ships are equipped with one-kilowatt apparatus and
short masts.

are anticipated.

The Chicago Solder Company has succeeded the
Kester Electric Manufacturing Company. In other
words, the Kester company has changed its name to
one more appropriate. The change is in name only.
A. J. Witherell is president and F. G. Dickcrson, secretary of the company.

The Federal Sign Company of Chicago, in which
Gilchrist is interested, has been reorganized
?vl.
for the purpose of increasing its eastern business
The name of the comii. the sale of electric signs.
p:,ir/ has been changed to the Federal Sign System (Electric). W. J. Norton will be the general
eastern manager and W. H. McClane will have
charge of the New York office.

J.

At the annual meeting of January gth the stockholders of the Wagner Electric Manufacturing Company of St. Louis elected as directors James W.
Bell, Albert Blair, James Camnbell, S. M. Dodd,

W.

S. B. Pike and J. C. Van Blarcom.
president, Mr. Belt vice-president, Mr.
Layman treasurer and man-

A. Layman,

Mr. Dodd

is

Blair secretary and Mr.
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i

agcr.
han.l
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It is stated that the output of the General Electric
Company since the month preceding the presidentUI
election has averaged something above $4,000,000 a
month, or at the rate of $48,000,000 a year. The
previous year's output of $41,000,000 was the largot
year's business up to that time. When the new
lurbine-cngine plant at West Lynn., Conn., begins

operations within a few weeks, the month'y output
may be considerably increased.

Among the Illinois incorporations licensed on January 23d were the Edison .\ppliancc Company, the
Edison Repair and Supply Company, the Edison
Light Company, the Edison Electric Illuminating
Company and the Edison Equipment company, all
of Chicago.
The capital stock of each i* $2,500
and the same names Clayton R. Taylor, Percy B.
Eckhart and Thomas G. Dcering appear as the
incorporators of each company,
fhe first iv/o, according to the articles of incorporation, will manufacture electrical applianres, the t! :rj w;ll furnish
light and power, the fourth will furnish electric light
and supplies and the fifth will deal in electrical sun-

—

—

dries

A large southern dealer in poles docs not agree
with the recent decision of volunteer investigators
that, while white cedar is very desirable for pole
purposes, the industry is not sufficiently developed
to enable southern interests to get a satisfactory
supply.
The Carolina Pole Company of '.Vilmington, N. p., which until recently has handled only
enough poles to supply a stated trade given fay the
Bell telephone companies, within the last year -has
enlarged its output to cater to the trade generally.
The company says that southern white "cedar is
bound to come into general fsvor for pole purposes, not only on account of its beauty, being
exceptionally straight, free from knots, and holding
a splendid taper, but on account of its durability,
lasting in the ground nearly equal to locust, and
being perfectly sound throughout, which is frequently untrue of other cedars.

BUSINESS.
Taking the season of the year into consideration,
the Northwestern Storage Battery Company of Chicago says that the demand for its batteries has
been highly satisfactory. These batteries are made
for every description of stationary' and portable work
and have been improved from time«£o time, until
now they are declared to have reached a high degree of perfection. Intending battery users will be
furnished all desired information on application to
the manufacturer.

ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.
Issued f United States Patefit Office)

Third

780,502.

Alfred H. Hopkins, Chicago,

Rail.

Application

111.

filed

November

iS,

;al

A

depending contact portion or head is fnrnisiied with
A bracket is linltcd at its
a shed and a connecting web.
head to tlie web of the rail, under the shed.

Controller for Alternating-current Electric
Ray P. Jackson, Wilkinsburg, Pa.,
Motors.
assignor to the Westinghouse Electric and Mannfacturing Company, Pittsburg, Pa. x\pplication

;So.503.

.

Jan

having a longitudinally movable
with the lip for locking it in
comprise the patentable parts.

itact

adapted

1904:'

Iling point is substantially

tigage

Telephone Dial. Charles D. Reeve, Grand
Rapids, Mich. Application filed June 9, 1904.

located outside the cas
path for the passage

low

:

around

the spring.

,525.

A
tric

variable-signal transmitter includes a dial, an eleclamp for illuminating the dial and a pivotally.
closing lever having a pair of projecting

filed June 6, 1904.
Alternating-current energy is sent into a subdivided
main transformer winding. A translating device having
a terminal connected to the- winding and mean^ 'for
connecting the other terminal to the points of subdivision
of the main transformer winding is -associated with an
The primary winding has one
auxiliary transformer.
ected t
a terminal of the translating
ri
m eans con lect the other terminal to points
Other
of the main transformer winding.
of subdiv
nn?c togethe r the terminals of the secondary
winding.
(Se e cut.)

Means

for Pleasuring the Energy- ot"AIternating-current Circuits. Miles Walker, W"ilkinsburg. Pa., assignor to the Westinghouse
Electric and Manufacturing Company, Pittsburg,
Pa.
Application filed February 2S/J903.
^Teans for measuring the energy- of alternai

rSo,545.

Controller for Alternating-current MoRay P. Jackson, Wilkinsburg;. Pa., assignor to the Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company, Pittsburg, Pa. Application

7.^0,504.

tors.

filed

A

June

6,

MOTOR CONTROL,

1904.

connected
subdivided main, transformer winding
translating device
of alternating current.
is

A

nal

nnccting the other u
of subdivision of the
iary transformer, comprising t
for connecting the 6rst of
successive points of subdivis
ing, means for temporarily cc
iary transformer winding tc
for

the winding and
rminal to the
Tiain winding.
An auxiliree windings, with means
ihcse windings between

meeting the
the

source
^

auxiliary transformer

winding complete the

the third
apparatus,

Contact for Electric Hand Lamps. George
780,523.
Application
York, N. Y.
L. Patterson,
filed April 6, 1904.
A stationary contact having an upturned projecting

New

pins.
One pin
circuit and a
and carries the

forms one of the terminals of the lamp
receiver book plays between the pins
second terminal of the lamp circuit. An
auxiliary means independent of the receiver hook moves
the lever to circuit- breaking position.

Thermal Cut-out for Electric Circuits.
Theodore Varnev. Pittsburg, Pa., assignor to
the Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing
Company, Pittsburg, Pa. Application filed Sep-

780,544.

tember 22, IQ02.
In a casing is a conductor having a high degree .of
tenacity and conductivity and a low melting point.
Terminals of higher conductivity than the conductor
arc secured to its ends and a spring is located outside
the casing and adapted to break the conductor when the

Uprise ail electrostatic wattmeter having its
movable member connected to one side of the circuit, a
series transformer in the other side of the circuit having
its secondary terniinals connected to tlie quadrants of
the wattmeter and a non-inductive resistance having its
terminals connected to those of the transformer secondary and having its middle point connected to the main
circuit between the transformer and the translating de,

Starting Switch for Electric Motors. John
B. Wiard. Lynn, Mass.. a.?signor to the General
AppliElectric Company. Schenectady, N. Y.
cation filed May 27, 1904.
A resistance connecred at points intermediate of its
to points on the rotor winding 01 the motor

780,547.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

February

ing stationary members and coaxially pivoted movable
connection witli
blades arranged
for dissimultaneous
their respective stationary members.
yielding connection is placed between the movable blades of the two
elements and means are associated with one of the connected blades for moving both.

A

nds

the

(See cut

:

Electropneumatic Control System. Eugene
R. Carichoff, East Orange, N. J., assignor to the
General Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y.
Application filed June 30, 1904.

780,550.

Normally open switches are connected to pressurevalve is arranged to connect the
operated pistons.
pistons to a source of pressure to cause them to press
the switches toward their closed position and to atmosphere to cause them to release the switches. Means
for obstructing the closing of a portion of the switches,
and means for controlling the obstructing means are also
provided.
(See cut.)

A

Electric-igniting System for Vapor En780j555Albert E. Doman, Elbridge. N. Y., asgines.
signor to the Elbridge Electrical Manufacturing

Company, Elbridge, N. Y.

Application filed July

1902.
Sparking terminals of a gas engine are connected to
A variable-resistdynamo and its working circuit.

of Operating Printing-telegraph
John M. Joy, New York, N. Y., asthe Page Machine Company, New
York, N. Y. Application filed August i, 1902.
The method of operating a printing-telegraph

Receivers.
signor to

consists in transmitting alternating current over the line
for selecting the characters to be printed, then changing
from alternating current to direct current and automatically increasing the normal strength of the direct
current momentarily to cause the printing of the character selected.

riiine

Printing-telegraph Receiver. John M. Joy,
York, N. Y., assignor to the Page MaCompany, Now York, N. Y. Application

filed

August

780,664.

New
A

7,

a

ance device and electromagnetic operating means
both connected in series in the working circuit.

Charging Storage Batteries.

780,564.

John

are

L. Hall,

Method

780,663.

1902.

5,

transmitting station, a receiving station and electrical

connections between the two, including a printing telegraph receiver, and transmitting mechanism for sending
impulses over the line embody also a motor for actuating

mechanism for the receiver, electromagnetic means
controlling the operation of the motor, and means
the transmitting station independent of the transitting mechanism and connected to control an electroLgnetic switch at the receiving station for preventing

the
for
at

N. Y., assignor to the General
ApplicaElectric Company, Schenectady, N. Y.
tion filed July 13, 1903.
Combined with a generator and a storage battery is an
automatically opening charging rheostat provided witii
One winding is
a control magnet having two windings.
connected across the generator terminals and the other
winding is connected across the battery terminals and
an-anged to act always in opposition to the first winding.
Schenectady,

nd from the

upported at the

Fan Mechanism.

780,740.

fayette, Ind.,
fayette, Ind.

1905

4,

truck.

Samuel R. Bechtel, LaThomas Duncan, La-

assignor to
Application

The mechanical features of
bearings, etc., are described.

filed

October

an electric

1902.
such as

23,

fan,

Electrically Operated Valve.
Oscar Junggren, Schenectady, N. Y., assignor to the GenElectric Companj',
Schenectady, N. Y.

780,754.

eral

Application filed August 24, 1903.
The valves are operated by electromagnets
tuate plungers in line with the steam.

which

ac-

Electric-railway Trolley. Russia R. Weeks,
780,767.
Cincinnati, Ohio. Application filed
April 14,
1904.

Upward cam extensions are placed upon the arms or
forks at opposite sides of the trolley wheel with reversely inclined, chamfer-grooved edge portions beginning with and extended upward beyond the perimeter
in position for engagement with the trolley wire.
Electric
Ind.

780.769.

Wayne,

Meter. James J.
Application filed

Wood,

Fort;

February

11,

1904.
In an electric meter are a disk armature having a large
central opening, its spindle passing centrally through the
opening, and yielding supporting means interposed be-

tween the disk and spindle.

Electric
Meter. James J. Wood, Fort
Ind.
Application filed May 10, 1904.
In an electric meter an armature spindle, a lower beai
ing therefor and laterally movable means for clamping
the lower end of the spindle while free from the bearing

780.770.

Wayne,

are

the

essential

features.

Method

Receiving
of
Electromagnetic
or Other Feeble Signal Impulses. Frederick K. Vreeland, Montclair, N. J., assignor
the
to
Wireless Telegraph Exploitation Company, New York, N. Y. Application filed August I, 1904.
method
A
of detecting electromagnetic waves or other

780,842.

Waves

feeble signal impulses consists in polarizing by a local
source of electromotive force an electrolytic cell, passing the waves or impulses to be detected through the
cell in parallel with the polarizing current and observ'
flow of the local current.
'

.

Station Signal. John L. Wrenn, Wash780,852.
ington, D. C, assignor of one-half to John C.

Fennie and John A. Goldsborough, Washington,
D.

C.

Application

filed

November

24,

1903.

A

station signaling apparatus comprises an electri
a signal operated thereby, a switch for closing
the circuit to operate the signal, a sand-glass mechanism
for discontinuing the signal after a predetermined interval, and means carried by the switch-operating mechanism for reversing the sand glass. (See cut.)
circuit,

IROPNEUMATIC

Method of Controlling Electric Railroad
Brakes. John S. Lockwood, Kansas City, Mo.
Application filed April 16, 1903.
A method of controlling the brake-shoe consists in

780,568.

creating an electromagnetic field between a magnetizable
brake-shoe and a magnetizable rotatable wheel, disposed
adjacent each other and adapted to be brought together
and rapidly increasing and decreasing the strength of
the field.

George W.
Control of Electric Motors.
Remington, Schenectady, N. Y., assignor to the
General Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y.
Application filed June 26, 1902.

780,580.

Electric motors are connected in series parallel, the
groups in series comprising unequal numbers of motors
in parallel.
Cleans controlled by the currents in the
motors maintain the proper current per motor. (See
cut on preceding page.)

Central-supply Telephone System. William
Dean, Chicago. 111., assignor to the Kellogg
Switchboard and Supply Company, Chicago, III.

780,601.

W.

Application

An

filed

energizing

March

source

of

22, 1901.
electricity

is

Materials.

NO. 780,852.

'

— STATION

SIGNAL.

Incandescent Lamp Socket.
Henry E.
Meyers, Denver, Colo., assignor to the Electric
Flash Light Company, Denver, Colo.
ApplicaRenewed June
tion filed December 11, 1902.

780.678.

1004.

20,

One of the outgoing conductors of a common return
contains the coil of an electromagnet. Instrumentalities actuated by the moving armature of the
magnet pass the current through the other outgoing conAn incandescent globe having two independent
ductor.
filaments, having their return ends connected to the return conductor, and the outgoing end of one of them
connected to the coil completes the apparatus.
system

Apparatus

780.679.

for

Telephone

Switchboards.

Frank R. McBerty, Evanston, 111., assignor to
the Western Electric Company, Chicago, 111.
Application filed January 26, 1901.
A group of plug circuits unite the lines in pairs. An
such as a generator of calling current, conconnections with the plug circuits of the groupswitch for each plug circuit controls the connections
and means associated with each plug circuit actuate the
switch made operative in using the coresponding plug
appliance,
tains

A

Incandescent Lamp. Henry E. Meyers,
Denver, Colo., assignor to the Electric Flash
Light Company, Denver, Colo. Application filed

780,613.

one within the

The

third

rail

of an

electric

railway;

system

is

Trolley-wire Finder. Joseph P. Reed, Muncie, Ind., assignor of one-half to Salathiel R.
Babcock, Muncie. Ind.
Application filed Septer".l)er 17, 1904.

provided with an upper forked end
and a journal bolt carrying the trolley wheel. A bifurcated trolley finder is constructed of a single piece of
metal bent to form two parallel arms or bifurcations,
both of which arms are drilled at their central portions
to pivotally receive the journal bolt.
10,622.

trolley pole

is

Electric Signaling Device
for
Schreiber, Roubaix, France.

George

Railways.
Applica-

tion filed April 25, 1902.
A normally open electric circuit contains a circuitcloser adapted to be actuated by a passing ttain to close
the circuit and actuate the signal.

Signaling System in Telephone Plants with
780,713.
Central Battery. Alfred Ekstrom, Stockholm
Sweden, assignor to Aktiebolaget L. M. Ericsson & Co., Stockholm, Sweden. Application

October

1902.
during the whole time the telephone receiver is removed from its switch hook and a
cut-off relay is actuated when a plug is inserted in the

A

20,

line relay is excited

subscriber's jack.
Means controlled by the cut-off relay
cut out the calling signal when the plug is inserted.

Method of Agglomerating Magnetic Ore.
Ehner Gates, Chevy Chase. Md.. assignor to"
Theodore J. Mayer, Washington, D. C. Appli-

780,716.

cation filed January 14, 1901.

Renewed Novem-*

her 5, 1902.
method of agglomerating magnetic sand consists in
an electric arc between opposing surfaces,
feeding opposing streams of sand over the surfaces, and
causing the streams of sand to fall freely from the surfaces so as to break the arc originally formed and establish arcing from one of the falling streams to the other,
thereby fusing and agglomerating the sand into small
lumps of a size varying substantially from that of a
wheat grain to that of a bean.

A

establishing

Dynamo for Train Lighting.
James F.
McElroy, Albany, N. Y., assignor to the Consolidated Car Heating Companj^ Albany, "N. Y.
Application filed June 6, 1902.

780,724.
>o,64i.

Automatic

Dull. Chicago,
1904.

A

Switch.
Egbert R.
Application filed January 12,

Electric

contact switch element and a carbon conelement comprise the unit, the elements hav-

metallic

tact switch

111.

Railway

Electric

Huff, Baltimore,

Md.

Signal.
Slaughter W.
Application filed January
throughout

part

by the

track

rails

the

system

is

and embodies one

or return conductor embodied in one rail
track.
The other rail of the track is
into
insulated sections providing
main sections between stations and lead sections at the approach of each signal station.
Batteries inserted in
multiple in the main circuit, conductors connecting the
main insulated sections, making the main circuit co
of
the
divided

tinuous past the insulated lead sections of the track
the signal stations, a conductor connecting each lead
section to an intermediate point
teries at the stations introduced
ultiple, and signal-actuating devic
i

Combined

with

a

dynamo-clcctric

machine

EXPIRING PATENTS.

de-

scribed.

filed

comprises a pair of transparent
other and formed with a stem

0,620.

A

,885.

Electric Railway.
Frank Anstett, Wilkes780,698.
barre, Pa.
Application filed August 9, 1904.

opposite side of the talking circuit.

shells,

ing conveyor. A shield is disposed under the second
moving -conveyor between the outer extremity of the
magnet" pole and the first moving conveyor and parallel
to and in contact with the side of the first moving conveyor.
Part of the top of the shield under the magnet
pole is level with the first mov'

connected be-

tween the primary and secondary windings of the repeating coil having united ends and adapted to send current
through the primary and secondary windings and the
limbs of the two lines in series. A bridge for the talking
currents joins the united ends of the windings with the

November 24, 1902.
An incandescent lamp

Magnetic Separator for Ores or Similar
John T. Dawes, Liverpool, England.
Application filed December 28, 1903.
A moving conveyor receives the material and a second
moving conveyor is placed above the first moving conveyor. A magnet pole is located above the second mov-

780,870.

(Q3)
SO.55O.— EI.I

centered

between

Following is a list of electrical patents (iss
by the United States Patent Office) that expired on
January 31, 1905:
Klectric Temperature Regulator.
L. F. Easton, La
377,021.
Crosse, Wis.
Armature for Dynamo-electric Machines.
E. T.
377,046.
O'Beirne, Elgin, 111.
Protecting Device for Electrical Apparatus.
A. S.
377,073.
Hibbard, New York. N. Y.
Electrical Auxiliary-signaling System.
G. F. Milli377,083.
ken, Boston, Mass.
Electric Railway.
R. M. Hunter. Philadelphia, Pa.
377.107.
Telegraph Instrument.
W. S. Logue, Baltimore,
377,110.

Md.
Insulating Electric Conductors.
R. Schefbauer,
Dresden, Saxony, Germany.
Electrolyte Compound.
G. E. Pennock, Brooklyn,
N. Y.

377,1 iS.

377,210.

Traveli,
377,215.
Motor Cars.
Alternating-current Motive and Regulating Devii
377,217.
E. Thomson, Lynn, Mass.
377,2iS.
Electric Belt.
G. W. Totraan and P. C. Totman,
.^.

.

.

.

Cassadaga, N. Y.
Electric Locomotive.
E. M. Bentlev, Mew York.
N. Y.
377,230. Klectric Motor. E. M. Bentlev. New Y'ork. X, Y.
Plug Switch for Telephone and Telegraph Circuits,
377,237.
G. H. Cole, Atlanta, Ga.
Regulation of Electric Motors.
D. Iligham, Phila377,25 q.
delnhia, Pa.
Electric Motor.
C. T. Mason, Sr., Sumter, S. C.
377. Iig.'
Galvanic Battery.
D. Urnuhart. Westminster, and
377,140.
p.. Xicholsou, South 'Norwood Park, Coimtv of Surrey,

377,230.

id.

Railway Telegraph.

C.

W.

Willi:

Cave

Cit
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Croup

for the

arattid

Vienna Poly-

usual
is

technic.
liv ICmii.e (Iiiai'TNJ.

The

of

l;ilicM-;ilory

liniKTial

llie

Viennu

I'ulyK-cli-

supplied by a mamtfacUiriiiK

recently liecn

nic has

in Geneva, Switzerland, with a very intergronp capable of furnishing three-phase cur-

cnmpany
esting

or continnons current at 20,000
viilts.
This group, as shown in the accompanying
picture from left to right, comprises the following,
all mounted upon the same shaft:
rent at 5,000 volts

1.

A

continuous-current

ampere

ing one
iililained
is

from 600
2.

at

.\

no
,^.

.\

dynamo

at 20,000 volts

capable of yieUl-

(the highest tension

direct with continuous current).

Its

speed

dynamo producing

energizing

current

volts.

three-pliase alternator which, by

air

types of

collected by

).

i-i-:iiki

spaces,

dynamos.

lioc,

means of

a

yields 5,000. 2.500 or 1.250 volts at

750 revolutions. The current may be, at 5,000 volt^.
with cos $=i, 12.9 amperes; for cos ^
0, 436.74
amperes. The excitation is also at 110 volts.
4. A 440-volt, 70 to So-ampere motor, the special
feature of which is that its speed is capable of

=

modification within sufficiently large proportions to

admit of different periodicity in the alternator.
These variable speeds (o to 600 revolutions a minute)

while

are obtained by means of the starting gear,
the speed from 600 to 750 revolutions is
means of the field rheostat.

effected by

The following are
machine

(it

constitutes

a

few

details of the 20,000-volt

has so far yielded 25,000 volts), which
really be regarded as almost

what may

a marvel.

Generally sneaking, this interesting machine is of
it is a bipolar dynamo resembling in its exterior appearance a modern alternator
with radiant poles. The inductor is of iron turned
inside of a bipartite ring forming the armature,
which, therefore, is of the fixed type.
The coils of
the armature, to the number of 48, are located in an
equal number of grooves provided in the ring. They
simple construction

are insulated by

Each elementary

;

means

Aio M,
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The continuous

current

clip*

which

sbde along the interior of its surface.
As it was feared that arcing might lake place between ibe segments of the commutator, due to the
marked difference in tension existing between each

them (an average of 500 volts), shimt-uound
condensers were placed between the sheets of the
connnutator. This arrangement has given the most
remarkable results. These condensers arc mounted
upon the machine.
As I have already stated, the energizing current

of

is

supplied by a small separate

dynamo

the case_of an ordinary alternator.

from the ground, as

insulated

is

It

also

just as
is

the

in

carefully

rheostat

the energizing current.
The minimum
provided is 14 amperes at 80 volts, but
practically eight amperes only are suflicient to give
2.i,coo volts at the normal speed of 600 revolutions.

excitation

of specially prepared paper.

coil comprises 500 windings of
copper wire of half a millimeter in diameter and insulated by means of silk.
There are therefore
24,000 windings, the resistance of which w4ien running is 700 ohms, with a normal productive capacity
of one ampere.
These coils, made beforehand by
means of a form, can be easily and rapidly inserted
In, or removed from, the grooves in the armature.
'I'he commutator, composed of 96 segments, sep-

The normal
20,000 volts,

several minutes at a time to 25,000 volts, which was
the maximum demanded in connection with the pur-

The constructors
pose for which it was intended.
are of opinion that it would not be difficult to attain
higher voltages. The problem is, before anything else, a question of dimensions and, consequently, of price.
In this case, however, it would
be preferable to have recourse to several machines
of this type mounted in series; this would enable
the highest possible voltages to be realised without
any other precaution than merely insulating the plant
from the ground, which, of course, can easily be

even

done.

The armature has an interior diameter of 58 centimeters in the clear.
Thus, at 600 revolutions the
peripheral velocity of the inductor is 1S.22 meters
This is very moderate. 50 meters per
per second.
second being often exceeded.
The service which this machine has already rendered and can still render is very considerable. In
high-tension service it enables all losses caused by
the branches of trees touching the lines to be discovered these losses cannot be determined by means
It
of the galvanometer.
also serves for testing
high-tension cables and it affords a field for curious
experiments in connection with the combination of
gases under the influence of a very high-tension arc.
and more especially in connection with the combination of nitrogen and oxygen for the manufacture of
Finally, it may be employed for making
nitric acid.
various experiments which it has hitherto been impossible to carry, out.

Itv

I'hs.sk

I..

MVMUU

K

siiiiW -capped mouiilnins can Ijc kcii from
the Lewis and Clark Exposition ground) in Port-

l''our

on a clear day. Thc^e arc Mt, Hood.
Mt. St. Helens. Mt Ranicr and Ml. ArUms.
It is
planned to place a searchlight with an 80-inch projector on the crest of Ml. Hood, which i« 11,225
feet alx)ve sea level and 46 miles from Portland.
This searchlight from its commanding position i^
expected to pierce the darkness for 200 miles, and
its gleam on the nearby peaks will l>c startling.
Tt^
flash on Mt. Ranier. which is 100 miles from Mt.
Hood, may perhaps l>c seen from the cities bordering on Puget Sound, such as Seattle and Tacoma.
land, Oregon,

From vessels off the coast 120 miles distant the
might l>q seen on a clear night, and at Portland and the Exposition grounds the gleams should
be plainly visible,
flashes

Mt.

Hood

is

the pride of Portlanders.

Its

lofty

GROUP FOR THE VIENNA POLYTECHNIC.

voltage specified for this generator is
but it has easily been increased for

;

Searchlight for Mount Hood.

stationary, contrary to the

means of two small metal

20.000-VOLT CONTINUOUS-CUR
coupling ad

is

controlling

to 700 revolutions.

small

by

peak may be seen from- the

city streets,

and

late in

when the rays of the setting sun bathe
Alpine glow one maj' see visitors standing on the corners and gazing at it in admiration.
To place the searchlight on this mountain :equires
quite a bit of engineering skill and labor, which
will cost about S30.000.
A short tower of wood and
iron, the upper part for the searchlight and the base
for the apparatus and operators, will be built on the
The transmission line has to be built
summit.
down the north side of the mountain to Cooper's
Spur, and from there to a point in the neighborhood of Cloud Cap Inn. where a temporarj- generthe afternoon
it

in the

The construction of
ating plant will be installed.
the tow^er and the deliven- of the necessar\- material
and apparatus are the

difficult parts

of the construc-

This will be overcome by the use of a
steel hoisting cable and sleds, and all of the material
can be delivered on the summit by this means, as
the side of the mountain toward Cloud Cap Inn is
tion work.

favorable to this

mode

of transportation.

The

sleds

by the mountParts of the transmission line will
have to be carried over glaciers, and special construction will be necessapi- for this work.
Iron poles
painted white so as not to absorb any heat will be
placed in the ice to carrj- the cables.
A flat surface on the summit of the mountain
Here
has been selected as the site for the tower.
the debris will Jiave to be cleared away and the
engineers will have to blast for solid foundations.
The tower will be erected on iron posts sunk in
the ice and will be composed of wood, iron and
steel.
In order to protect the operators from the
will be run over the trail used yearly

ain

climbers.
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severe cold of the mountain at night the transformers and motors will be arranged so that they can
After the
be controlled from the operating room.

sun goes down everything on

Hood

freezes solid.

In addition to the searchlight effect from the sum-

mit the establishment of the apparatus affords means
for a general illumination of the mountain by arc
lights.
One hundred arc lights will be distributed
on the side of the mountain facing Portland. Besides the use of the searchlight and arc lights red
fire will be used in great quantities and several times
each evening the mountain will have the appearance
This latter feature has been tried
of a Vesuvius.
several times by the people of Portland and the

February

surrounding the iron core cause a corresponding fluctuating current of much higher intensity to be set up in the secondary, because of the
many turns of wire which compose this winding.
Thus the induction coil acts as a step-up transformer
by reproducing the current changes from low intensity in the primary to changes of high intensity
in the secondary and consequently in the line.
It
will be readily deduced that the current changes
as
reproduced by the secondary flow through
netic field

the beginning

movement

of the

ment

of

jestic

peak of the Cascade range.

the

turns the crank of his magneto

sum-

it

answering plug (A) into the propc jack, thus opening the drop circuit of the line, after which communication can be established with the subscriber
by pressing the listening key (L. K.) into contact.
After ascertaining what number the calling subscriber w-ants the operator picks up the calling plug
(C) of this pair of cords and inserts it into the
proper jack, after which the called subscriber's bell
is rung by the operator when she turns the mag-

ma-

of Telephone Talking
Circuits.

By Chaeles H. Coak.
many telephone talking circuits now

key (L. K.), a clearing-out signal (E), a magneto
generator (G), and the operator's telephone and induction coil arranged in the usual manner.
The
operation of this circuit is as follows: When sub-

mons the operator by throwing the line drop (D) in
the usual manner, after which the operator inserts the

establish-

an astronomical observatory on this

Development

Of

the

for

equipped with two single-conductor plugs, (C) designating the calling plug and (A) the answering,
also a ringing key (R. K.), a listening or operator's

scriber (L")

effect
produced was beyond description. Fifty
pounds of red powder w^ere used and the whole
side of the mountain looked as though on nre.
The placing of the tower on Mt. Hood may be

1905
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connect the different circuits together.
Fig. 4
shows one of the simplest cord circuits adapted to
this purpose, v/ith bridging telephones.
In Fig. 4
(L) and {L") represent the subscribers' lines^
which terminate in the single point jacks and drops
(D') and (D"), respectively.
The cord circuit is
to

in

first and most simple one which
employed a battery for speech transmission is shown
in Fig. I.
This consists of merely a transmitter, receiver and battery arranged in series with each other
and the line wires (L') and (L"). If a receiver
were introduced at point (A) while during conversation into the transmitter (T), it would reproduce the
conversation because of the change in current

vogue, possibly the

Fie.

sion

II-

made

transmis-

arrangement just described.
arrangement of a modern
telephone in which (L') and

answers no more attention is given this connection by the operator until the clearing-out signal
(E) is displayed, thus showing that the subscriber
has rung off, after which the connection can be

speech

greater

resistances

scriber

lines.

Fig. 2 illustrates the

shows the
bridging magneto

fl
SIMPLEST FORM OF BATTERY TELEPHONE.

strength occurring in the hne. This change in the
Hne-current strength is clue to the variable resistance
of the transmitter (T) during action.

Such a

circuit

is

still

among which
now for

ing systems

employed

in

many

circuit

(L") are the line-binding posts, invariably placed at

pulled

the top of the box containing the switch-hook, magneto and ringers. The usual arrangement, as shown,

their

to provide
the magneto generator
with an
automatic shunt so arranged that the generator circuit stands open, except \vhen the crank is being
is

instances,

make

circuits

shown

by manufacturers, but it
over any great
arrangement

In

satisfaction

Or primary circuit

and

COIL.

wires in series with the high-reThe primary of this
induction coil is composed of a comparatively few
turns of insulated copper wire wound on an iron
core composed of strands of iron wire, while the
secondary has a greater number of turns of smaller
wire wound directly over the primary winding or on
In this arrangement it will be nothe same core.
receiver

line

sistance or secondary winding.

«-^^

J-K^
OPERATOE5|

different

functions

difterent directions,

the system just described local

for calling.

attention

transmitter action scarcely au-

WITH INDUCTION

in

are

batteries

employed at each telephone for talking purposes in
addition to the magneto generators which are used

fact that in this

which includes in its low-wound
a transmitter and battery and a

(U)

with the exception that Fig. 5
4,
cord circuit for bridging metallic lines.

The key shown performs two
by moving the one-lever cam in

if

These

local

"good service

dible.

coil,

and

(L)

Fig.

in

illustrates a

batteries
is

require

desired

in

no

little

addition to

iCfiOi

To overcome this fault and to make speech transmission more audible through greater resistances or
over longer lines the circuit is divided by means

of an induction

lines

in Fig. 5 are similar to those

of ringing the subscriber and connecting the
operator's set onto the cord circuit.

the changes in the current strength would in most
instances be such a small variation of the total-line
resistance as to

down, leaving the
normal condition.

The
shown

that

are several intercommunicatsale

would give very poor
length of line from the

CIRCUITS.

neto generator (G) and presses the ring key (R. K.)
at the same moment.
As soon as the called sub-

therefore,

over

possible

Fig. 3

FIG. I.

notable

is

longer

«{

Repeatii

or

higher resistances and,

l'

6.

DEVELOPMENT OF TELEPHONE TALKING

turned, and also to provide a ringer wound with
from 1,000 to 2,500 ohms resistance, so that it can
be bridged permanently across the line without affecting the talking currents to any great extent.
When the receiver is off the hook the circuits are
as follows: Positive current flows from battery (B)
through the transmitter (T) up to contact (b),
through the switch-hook (S) and back to the negative pole of the battery, through the binding posts
(4) and (5) and primary winding (P), thus completing the primary circuit.

While the transmitter

actuated, currents are induced in the secondary
winding (S) of the induction coil, which pass
through the binding posts (6) and (2), then through
the receiver and out to (L^), through the line and
is

being quite a source of expense, and the magneto
generators themselves are usually jDne of the most
These facts soon becostly parts of a telephone.
came evident when telephone exchanges grew comparatively large, and for these reasons principally
designing engineers aimed to centralize a battery
or other source of current which could be employed
Out of
both for signaling and talking purposes.

i

^-TuQk

^ I

ff

H'r
Fie,

4.

Simple Cord Circ

DEVELOPMENT OF TELEPHONE
and battery are

in a circuit

back

and consequently anj' change of
current strength in this circuit will manifest itself
much more strongly. During the flow of current
in the primary winding, lines of force are set up in

hook

ticed that the transmitter

of low resistance,

and around the iron core, which change as the curstrength varies. These changes in the mag-

rent

this

to

(L'), contact

to post

while the receiver

Whenever
is

(a)

and through the switch-

In
(5). thus completing the circuit.
all the rings are sent and received

arrangement
the

is

on the hook.

number

of telephones in one vicinity

too large to place them on one circuit some other
to be adopted which will make it possible

means has

these

endeavors

which

is

mond

V".

a

talking

circuit,

the

shown

theory

in Fig. 6, was designed by Mr.
Hayes, and the principle involved

of

Hamis

in

use at present in a great many of the successful
central-energy systems of today.
In Fig. 6 (S') and (S') represent the two subscribers"

stations,

which consist of

a

receiver and

.
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I'cl)ni;iry

cnnncclfd in scries with each other
through X switch cnntact at each station. The telephones receive their current supply from the hattery
(B) throuRh tlie repeating-coil windings (\V,)
These windings arc placed
(W,) (W.) (W.)trar.sniillcr

upon

same core and are of equal

the

battery

is

The
(C)

resistance.

through taps
the center of the windings

to the telephones

fed

(C), which arc made at
which compose the coil. It will be seen that the
battery feeds the two telephones in innlli|>le.

When

the transmitter

.-it

nn,' si:i\u,u

v:

:icliiate,l

it

«iuarc of ill liirns.
For <-rr,t.,i.lr
that each in'im.iry half hai f
a total of eight turns forb*.-!]

shown in Fig. 8, in which the ultimate purpose is to
prevent side tones, or, in other words, to prevent
all the little local noises being reproduced in the
speaker's car.
In this arrangement the transmitter
and primary of the induction coil are placed across
the line, while the receiver and secondary are placed
in series with the condenser in a separate circuit.
In this way the transmitter is removed somewhat
from the local or listening circuit, and consequently

ever,

little

Two
sets

FIG. g.

ITII

that

station,

and as

PARTS

IN SERIES.

current strength supplying
this current fluctuates corre-

llic

sponding fluctuations occur in the magnetic field
surrounding the coil through which the current is
passing.

These magnetic fluctuations act inductively from
one coil to the other, and consequently the current
changes in one telephone are reproduced inductively
The coil windings vary as do systems,
in the other.
some systems employing coils in which each of the
four windings composing the one coil have up to

K,;

current flowing in the other coil winding.
In the
coil mentioned there are i,7(xj funis in the primary
and 1,400 in the secondary or Inner winding.
A modification of the circuit shown in Fig. 7 is

the

causes fluctuations in

EI-F-CTRICIAN

in

much

noises are

The

two-line

wires

resistance

and

is

9 and
denser and retardation coil are in series with each
other, while the transmitter apparently divides these
into two parts.
The condenser is applied in this
primary circuit to counteract the effect of the
retardation coil upon the rapid transmitter current fluctuations in the following manner:
To prevent an excessive flow of current to the transmitter
an impedance coil of 200 ohms resistance is placed
In this instance the impedance is
in scries with it.
made inductive by inclosing iron in order that any
stray currents or cross-talk from other operators'
sets supplied from the one set of bus bars will become blocked or incfl'ective in this circuit. This
impedance under these conditions would render the
transmitter almost inoperative, because it would lie
directly in the path of the transmitter-current fluctuations, which would be greatly retarded and disThe
torted by the inductive windings of the coil.

are

placed

from point (i), which is the outer
terminal of this winding, to a contact point at the
The secondary winding (S) has
switch-hook.
across the line

about 14 ohms resistance and is connected from a
(d) through its inner terminal (3), thence
through the receiver windings (R) to the contact
One terminal of the transat the switch-hook (h).
mitter (T) is connected to the line at the point
terminal is connected to
remaining
while
the
(e),
the body of the switch-hook.
windings of the
secondary
Both the primary and
point

induction

When
it

are

coil

wound

in

the

same

direction.

hook is up and the transmitter is normal
have a certain resistance, and current will

the

will

flow in the direction of arrow (a) from the positive
side of the battery through the winding (P), in the
direction of the arrow (b), thence through the
switch-hook and transmitter to the negative side

;,.

....1,

for impedance will Ilicn be tin:

when the windings ;i:
shown, the exprestion Ijt

a»

or

32.

TI1C impedan-:e of

i;

The mutual induction between the primary and
ondary windings, being also pr'/i>'.nional to

»rc-

the

number of turns, is not aflfeclcd by dividing the primary into two pans and connecting them as shown.
The usual retardation coil is pUced in series with
the trap'mii'—-

'

••r'-'.'itt

an

i-»rr.<j..^

fl/,.,v

^f

,-„•

modified.

In
represented by the positive and negative signs.
arrangement the bell coils are usually 1,000
ohms in resistance and are connected in series with
a condenser (X) of one microfarad capacity across
The primary (P) of the inducthe line as shown.

ohms

,.-^„„,,

arrangements for operator's
central-energy systems arc shown in Figs.
10.
In Fig. 9 the primary winding, con-

this

tion coil has about 17

,

different circuit

3,300 turns of wire.
In Fig. 7 is shown one of the usual circuit arrangements for instruments adapted for use with

common-battery systems.

1

condenser

is placed in the circuit to counteract the
on the transmitter fluctuabecause of the well-known theory that selfinduction and capacity tend to neutralize each other.
Fig. 10 shows a circuit which gives very much
the same results, but differs in that the condenser
here divides the primary circuit and also the impedance coil Is of lower resistance, because the pri-

effect of this retardation

tions

mary winding

of

the

induction coil

is

directly

in

and the transmitter.
what is known as the anti-sidetone circuit for operator's sets, and consists of a
special-wound Induction coil, in which the primary
is divided into two equal parts, which are connected
series with

it

Fig. II illustrates

FIG. XI.

ANTl-SIOB-TONB OPKRATOx'd

rent through
ter

it.
In this arrangement the transmitshould be more sensitive to local noises while

the receiver

is

less sensitive.

A

connecting cord and subscriber's circuit of a
central-energy system is shown in Fig. 12.
In this
arrangement of circuits a subscriber summons the
operator by taking off his receiver, which allows a
flow of current to occur from the battery (B)
through the line, telephone and line relay, which is
magnetized, thus attracting its armature, which in
turn causes the subscriber's 20-volt line-signal lamp
(L') to light, informing the operator that a connection is desired.
The operator answering this line
then picks out of her allotment of cords one cord
termed the answering cord (A) and inserts the plug
into the answering jack of this line.
W'hen the
answering plug is inserted into the answering jack,
current flows from the central battery through the
sleeve connection of the jack and plug to the cut-off
relay (R'), which operates, thus cutting off all the
line apparatus at this point.
Current for talking
purposes now flows out from the central battery
over the two limbs or parts of the cord-repeating
coil, and through the supervisory relay (R') to the
tip and ring connections of the plug and jack.
The
operator then places her set in communication with
the subscriber by operating her listening key lever
In the proper direction.
.\fter ascertaining the
connection the calling subscriber desires the operator
the
picks up
calling or remaining cord of this one
pair and touches the tip of the plug to the sleeve
connection on the multiple jack of the called line.
If no click is heard at this time it shows the line
Is not in use and the connection is completed in the
usual manner of ringing the subscriber by means of
the ringing key (R. K.).

of the battery, thus completing the circuit. Between
points (e) and (h) there will be a certain electrical
potential, depending on the resistance of the re-

mainder of the circuit. The condenser (X) will
become charged to this same degree of potential
and the charge will be of the polarity shown. When
also

i3 spoken into its resistance is suddenly reduced and the potential between (e) and (h)
must also be reduced, thus allowing a discharge of
the condenser to take place in the direction of the
arrow (c). through the winding (S) and receiver and
switch-hook, which causes a current to be induced
in the winding (P) in the direction of the arrow
This induced current is in the same direc(b).
tion as the line current and consequently aids it.
When the transmitter again returns to its normal

the transmitter

will be raised between the
(h) and current will therefore flow
through the winding (P) in an
opposite direction to the arrow (c) until its potential is equal to that existing between (e) and (h).
Thus it is that the condenser acts as a reservoir
of current which evens the current supply to the
transmitter during its action. In addition to this the
condenser is so arranged that it prevents a flow of
constant current occurring through the ringer coils.
If the coil connections are reversed in the circuit
described that is, if terminal (i) be conjust
nected to the hook and terminal (2) to the line the

position

the

potential

points (e) and

into the condenser

—

—

speech transmission from this set will be poor. With
terminals (i) and (2) connected properly and (3)
and (4) reversed the incoming-current variations
will be muffled. These effects are also evident when
the coil connections are reversed, because the induced currents from one coil tend to retard the line

FIG.

12.

CONNECTING-CORD AND SUBSCRIBERS CIRCUIT OF CENTRAL-ENERGY SYSTEM.

The secondary winding is also
done In order to make a tap at
the winding. The operator's re-

in parallel as show-n.

halved, but this

is

the center point of

is shunted around one-half of the secondary
winding. In which position it Is only subjected to
one-half of the induced current In the secondary
winding. Thus the receiver in this set will' produce
but half of the current generated In the secondary,
and In consequence the local noise Is lessened. The
multiple arrangement of the tw'O halves in the primary circuit Is employed to overcome impedance.
The impedance of a coil Is proportional to the

ceiver

In this circuit the supervisory relays (R*) and
(R') control two 12-volt supervisorv' lamps (L")
and (L') in such manner that the lamps are shunted
out as soon as no current exists between the tip and
ring connections of the answering and calling plugs,
respectively.
Thus, as soon as a connected subscriber replaces his receiver on the hook the supervisor)- signal on that portion of the cord circuit
affected will light.
These supervisory lights give
the operator complete superv-lslon over whatever connection she has made.
The purpose of the 31-ohm shunts (S') and (S'),

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN
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tion of Fig.

A

cord

In the operation of a

in

such as has been just described,

among

distributed

the

different

is

obviously necessary

or the continuity of the various circuits be broken.
An improved coupler for this purpose has been patented by Frank J. Sprague of New York city, which
is illustrated by Figs, i and 2, the former showing
the coupling and jumper cable and the latter a

making connections between any two

of one

detail of the coupling itself.

The coupler

provided with a protecting casing
is bolted to the under side of each
In the casing a block of insulating
material is tightly fitted, and the plugs which constitute the contacts are placed parallel to each other
and extend through and project from the face of the
insulating material. Three contacts are in the

pending on which end of the circuit is referred to.
The incoming or "B" ends terminate in plugs
adapted to fit the jacks of the board at one position or
more, depending on the number of trunks, while the
outgoing ends terminate in multiple jacks, which are
regularly

it

some means be provided for coupling the various wires running from car to car quickly and in
such a manner that the coupling cannot come apart
that

Where several exexchange.
changes in one locality furnish connections from
one exchange to another, other circuit schemes are
employed which are termed trunk circuits. Trunk
circuits are designated as incoming or outgoing, desubscribers

of electric cars on

number

system

multiple-unit

the

6.

circuit,

used only

is

February

3prague"s Cable Couplei- foi- Multipleunit Systems.

which are placed around the supervisory relays. Is
to provide a non-magnetic path for the talking currents to traverse, which would otherwise be retarded considerably by the magnetic properties of
the relays. The purpose of the repeating coil in this
cord circuit has already been explained in descrip-

is

ii,

igej

ends of the jumper are sockets which are
completely protected by the metal casing. This manner of construction is of importance, since the jumpthe

at

are portable and the trainmen in handling (he
jumpers are apt to strike them carelessly or by accident, and if the form of coupler with plug contacts and cover such as is used on the car, were
used on the jumper, the danger of breakage would
ers

much

be

greater.

form of coupler embodying the same
is described in the patent, in which
coupler is placed in the middle of the cable
joining two cars, no jumper cable being used and
each coupler being therefore always on its own car.
Another

.general principles

the

of metal, which

car platform.

"A" or
The "A"

answering positions of the switchboard.
and "B" ends are of course in different exchanges
Fig. 13 shows a trunk circuit
in this instance.
which is adapted for ringing two subscribers se-

Annual Meeting of Western Electric

Company.
The annual meeting of the stockholders
Western Electric Company was held in the
offices of the company on February 2d.
A

of

the

general
total of

8,240 shares was represented in person and 103. 55S
by proxy, making 111,789 sliares represented out of a
total of

120,000 outstanding.

All the directors were re-elected.

Officers will be

few weeks. The board of directors is
composed of E. M. Barton, W. R. Patterson, A. D.
Wheeler, H. B. Thayer, C. W. Amory, Thomas
Sherwin, Henry S. Howe, Alexander Cochrane, F.
P. Fish, A. C. Bartlett and Charles Williams, Jr.
elected in a

The secretary's report for the
November 30, 1904, showed that

fiscal

year ended

the total sales for

were

$34,454,000, as compared with $30,256,000, a gain of 7.2 per cent.
Net earnings were

the year

not stated, there being some delay in the accounts
of the foreign plants, but it is certain that they
will show a material decrease over those of the previous year.
President Barton, in answer to inquiries of the
stockholders for more information regarding earnings, said that the foreign plants of the company had

fj"'! j>-^:
TRUNK CIRCUIT ADAPTED FOR RINGING TWO SUBSCRIBERS SELECTIVELY.
by means of the automatic ringing keys
(R. K.') and (R. K.=). The operation of the trunk
When the "A" operator re-,
circuit is as follows
ceives a call for a subscriber in the "B" exchange,
she informs the "B" operator over the order wire of
the number desired, and the "B" operator then aslectively

:

signs one of the idle trunks to the "A" operator,
places her calling plug into this trunk-jack.

who

The "B" operator picks up the plug of this trunk
and tests the called line for busy in the usual manner, and if no click is heard the connection is comWhen the trunk plug is inserted into the
pleted.
multiple jack the relay (R*) operates and' the lamp
(L"). which is the disconnect signal of the trunk
shunted out, however, as
circuit, will light.
the "A" operator has a connection up which places
This ground allows
a ground on the trunk-jack.
current to flow through one winding on relay (R"),
which in turn places the relay (R') around the
lamp (L') as a shimt, thus extinguishing it. The
trunk ringing is done by the "B" operator, who
simply presses either of the automatic ringing keys,
which are held in ringing position until the calledThis, then,
for subscriber removes his receiver.
so lowers the resistance of the ringing circuit that
sufficient ringing current will flow through the relay
coil to release the plunger and thus cease ringing
and restore the circuit to talking condition. When
the called subscriber removes his receiver from the
hook, current will flow through the relay (R'),
which in turn causes a current to flow through the
remaining winding on relay (R'). This shunts out
the supervisory signal in the calling cord of the

This

is

line or plane; but

two others

are placed on each side
shown in Fig. 2.

of this plane and consequently not

so that the contacts as a whole form a cluster with
the outermost contacts in a circle.
hinged cover is attached to the front of the

A

is closed when the coupler
The conducting wires are connected
The couplers at
ends of the plugs.

not in use.
the rear
abutting
ends of the cars are connected through a jumper.
This consists of a flexible cable containing the connecting wires and terminating at each end in suitable
Each of these couplers comprises a procouplers.
casing and

is

to

the

is a block of insulating maand sockets to which the coupling wires are
connected and -which are contained in the block of
There is a protecting cap for
insulating material.
the connections between the coupling wires and the
sockets and a key w'hich mates with a keyway in

tecting casing in which
teral

the protecting casing of the coupler on the car, so
that the two will go together in one w^ay only. The

casing of the coupler at the end of the jumper fits
inside of the casing of the coupler attached to the
The two casings are therefore unlike and

a more profitable year than in a number of years,
but that business in this country was done on a small
margin of profit, and consequently the net earnings
for the year were less than in the previous year. He
characterized the year as fair, rather than poor. The
outlook, he said, was considerably improved, as the

company had on hand an increased volume of the
more profitable kind of orders.
The new Hawthorne plant of the company, situated
on the Belt railroad, is rapidly nearing completion,
and Mr. Barton said that manufacturing would begin
there on May 1st. He said this year, how:ever, the
new plant would be really getting ready for effective
operation, and no great improvement in the company's business could be expected from it. Ultimately, however, he said, the management "hoped to
get returns from the investment there."
Mr. Barton said the new plant was pretty well paid
for as far as it had gone, and he saw no reason for
expecting any capital changes for the company during the coming year.

Odd

car.

Electrical Fires.

complementary.

On

the casing pf the jumper coupling

is

a horn

which is engaged by the cover of the coupler attached to the car. The cover latches over the horn
and locks the pair of couplers together. The sock-

operator's pair, thus showing that the subWhen the "B"
called for has answered.
subscriber hangs up his receiver (R*) is released
and the *'A" supervisory lamp will light, thus showing that the called subscriber has replaced his receiver when the connection is pulled down.
When

quarterly fire report of the National Board
Underw'riters contains reports of 30 fires
of electrical origin which in the majority of cases

The

of Fire

"A"

scriber

the

"A" operator

pulls

down

the connection

it

re-

of the absence of the
trunk-jack, and consequently the shunt is removed from around the
trunk disconnect signal (L'), w^hich then lights
leases

relay

(R^)

ground connection

because
in

the

and informs the "B" operator that the trunk
She then pulls down the connection.

The purpose
peating coil

is

of

the

idle.

condenser in the trunk-re-

to separate the

of this coil in such

is

manner

two

parts of one-half

that a path will be pro-

vided for talking currents without allowing a flow
of battery to occur over them. The special winding
in the "B" operator's induction
making "busy" tests. In making

coil

is

to facilitate

tip contact with the
multiple of a busy line a flow of current will occur
through this winding to earth, thus producing a
click in the operator's receiver by induction.

SPRAGUE

S

CABLE COUPLER FOR MULTIPLE

jumper coupler .mate with the plugs of
the coupler attached to the car platform and are
likewise positioned so as to secure the most compact physical arrangement and to permit their inclosure by a cylindrical protecting casing of the
ets

of the

smallest
ficient

possible

separa"tion

diameter
of

consistent

the contacts

with

a

suf-

from each other

and the casing for

their proper insulation.
This is
important because the' jumper is portable and the weight of the couplers at the er.ds
should be as little as possible.
The connecting cable of conducting wires beespecially

tween the two couplers of the jumper requires a
high degree of flexibility, and in order to secure
this the conducting wires lead spirally through -the
cable in the usual way.
It will

be seen that the contacts

in the couplers

were the result of careless handling rather than any
inherent defect of the electrical apparatus. One fire
rather peculiarly, from the fact that a
fit
to build its nest in an electric sign.

^originated
bird saw

Moisture collected in the nest, causing a short-ciron the back of a receptacle, setting fire to the

cuit

sign.

Incandescent lamps are dangerous bedfellows, as
is shown by one fire which was caused by the use
of an incandescent lamp as a warmer under the bedclothes on a cold night.
In another instance a piece of tapestry, throu.gh
which ran a metal thread, formed a connection be-

tween the canopy of an electric fixture and a
grounded switch plate. A defect in the fixture allowed the grounding of the circuit through the
thread.
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Apparatus tor the AKK'omaratlon and Separation of Ores.

eotrloal
ICIcrfricnl

appni'fitiiif

\i

often adv.int.iKCOiiBly lined

trralintiit of ni:iKiR-tic ores, either for tlie scp-

lliL-

of the imrticles of ore from the powdered rock
other iioii-magnctic substances or for the ag-

,itinn
1(1

iiineration of the particles into

for feeding to the furnace.

ile
is

direction

is

known.

well

Two

masses more

suit-

Edison's work in
patents have been

anted recently for apparatus of this sort, one to
Uawes of I-iverpool, KuKland, upon
ilin ThornaB

i.H
produced, into which the material It
carried by the drum. A» the material paiiei along
the magnetizable particlen arc attracted more Hlrongly

netic

through the »«»een the (u»«d Inmp* »re received
the lower hopper, and the tand ii recel.-'
upper hopper, from which it m.iy !re «,
through the fir.t mentioned hoppm ,f

flcld

by the upper pole and

fly np against the under «urfacc of the disk, which, liy its rolalion, carries them
out to the end (19) of the pole, whence they fall
into a hopper or receptacle.
The non-magnetic particles of the material arc carried forward by ihc

drum and fall into another hopper or
The magnet is mounted on a slide,
means of a screw

Death of George

S.

Bowen.

George Slciilirn llowcn, the man who v.
most induential in the organizaiion of the

receptacle.

Klfctric

which, by
other con-

KIgin,

and wing-nnt or
venient adjusting devices, can be moved up or down
to vary the distance of the magnet poles from the

Light

III.,

Association,

on January 12th

died
01

in

at

.N'atiijiii!

hn home

in

after

:,'i

pt-rilonili^

aUnit 10 days. He wa* born :•
Mills, Manheim, X. Y., in 1829 and came
in 1849.
Since 1871. however, he had
home in the ncar-hy city of Elgin. As a youiig nun
in Chicago he entered business with his brothers,
with whom he remained urtlil the fire in 1871, in
which the firm lost several millions of dollars. In
1861 he was chosen president of the Voung Men's
Library Association, and in 1867 was instrumental
in the organization of the Woolen Afanufaclurers'
Association of the Northwest, being its first and
only president.
illness of

'

1

l>eriphery of the

When
particles

drum

as desired.

there is a large proportion of magnetizable
in the material, they arc liable to collect

in a bunch under the disk alx)nt Ihc outer extremity
of the pole, anrl to prevent such a bunch coming in
contact with the drum and the particles being detached and carried into the hopper by friction, the
end of the pole (17) is extended outward at (19)
nearly to the periphery of the disk, and the particles

between the extremity of the pole and the
extension on the shield, the upper part of which
and the inward projection arc interpoi;cd between
the extremity of the pole and the drum and keep
the particles of the bunch entirely out of contact
with the drum. As the disk rotates and brings
more particles to the end of the pole the particles
collect

Mr. Bowen was for several years associated with
the old Vandepoele

company

in

the introduction of

system in the United States and abroad
first manufacturer of the Star towers
for city lighting. Elgin was the first city to use

its electrical

and was the

gradually fall down into the hopper. Any particles
adhering to the disk arc removed by a scraper, carried on springs (37), and fall again onto the drum.

For
which

a different purpose is the device of Mr. Gates,
is shown by Fig. 2.
The invention relates to
treatment of magnetic-iron ore, commonly
termed "magnetic sand," for the purpose of causing
the incipient fusion and union of the particles into
lumps or nugget-like particles of larger size adapted
for more advantageous use in the final-reduction

the

furnace.

To

this

end there is established an electric
two oppositely located feed

arc between the ends of

guiding surfaces, and into the arc is
fed the magnetic sand from opposite directions,
whereupon the electric arc will pass from one body
of the falling sand to the other and elTect the fusion
of the particles into small lumps.
Fig. I represents in side elevation an apparatus
adapted for the practice of the invention. Referring
to the diagram, hoppers are shown for supplying
the magnetic sand to inclined feed troughs. Each
feed trough is mounted upon a standard of conducting material, preferably carbon, and is itself of conducting material, so that when two troughs are
located opposite each other and are then brought
together and included in an electric circuit the
subsequent separation of the meeting ends of the
trough will cause an electric arc to span the interval
between them. As indicated in the figure, the opposite terminals of the circuit may be conveniently
connected to the standards, and the standards are
movable toward and from each other upon the suptroughs

a

"JMagnctic

rials"

Separator for Ores or Similar Mateto Elmer Gates of Chevy Chase,

and the other

Md., for
Ore."

a

"Method

of

Agglomerating

Magnetic

Mr. Daives the principle involved relates to machines in which the powdered
ore or otlier granular material is fed in a layer upon
a moving surface and the magnetizable particles attracted toward a magnet pole above.
Fig. i is a
side view of a machine having the outer shield and
hopper remo\'ed.
Ill

the apparatus of

The moving surface for carrying the material to
he separated consists of a drum (i), preferably of
non-magnetic material, secured on a shaft.
hopper is provided for feeding the material onto the
drum in a thin layer. 7\ny suitable form of feed

A

appliance

ma\'

be

used.

The

material

is

carried

or

GEORGB

poses.

Beneath the discharge ends of the troughs is located a tray, into which tlie streams of fused particles fall and are temporarily accumulated.
From
this tray the particles drop into a hopper, discharg-

Mr. Bowen was elected mayor of Elgin in 1S72
and in 18S3 was president of the Elgin Electric Light
Company, v.diose plant was later bought by the city.

He

ing into a rotatory screen, and below the rotatory

allow of adjusting the disk.
An electromagnet (i6) has one pole (17) arranged above and close to the disk and the other
pole (18) arranged within the drum at a short distance from the inner face, so that an intense mag-

are received into the rotatory screen, and in passing

then,

with several others, organized the Elgin
On February 18, 18S3, as the re-

Board of Trade.

screen are located two other hoppers.

forward beneath a disk (lo), the lower face of
which is arranged a short distance above the upper
portion of the periphery of the drum and appro.ximately tangential to the face of the drum. The disk
is secured on a shaft, rotating in bearings, secured
to the frame, and is rotated from the shaft by bevel
The shaft has a keyway, and the wheel is
gears.
provided with a key fitting into the keyway, so that
the shaft may move axially through the wheel to

BOWEN.

Mr. Bowen was a fimi believer, in the early days.
of the superiority of electric power, and predicted
that it would ultimately supersede the direct application of steam for railway and manufacturing pur-

ports.

The opposing ends of the inclined troughs are
brought together, so as to establish continuity of
the electric circuit in which they are included. The
troughs are then drawn apart, causing an arc to span
the interval between the ends.
The magnetic sand
is fed to the troughs from the hoppers and descends
the inclines.
In passing the ends of the troughs
the falling streams approach each other, and the arc,
seeking the path of least resistance, passes between
the falling streams, decreasing in length by reason
of the decreased resistance offered by the shorter
interval spanned by it.
Care is taken to feed the
magnetic sand at a speed in excess of that necessary
for the utilization of all of the energy of the current,
and as a consequence the current is fully utilized,
since it always finds in its path material upon which
The effect of the passage of the current is
to act.
to fuse or agglomerate the magnetic sand into the
condition of small lumps, varying in size from a
wheat grain to the size of a bean. The passage of
these lumps into the hopper is momentarily checked
or retarded by their accumulation in the tray, where
they are partially cooled, but from which they overflow and drop while still hot into the hopper. Thus
the fused particles of magnetite are brought into
contact with the particles previously deposited in
the tray and which have passed the state of fusion,
the result being that the fused particles adhere to
and agglomerate with the previously fused but now
partially cooled particles in the tray and form lumps
of magnetite of increased size. These lumps, together with the attendant excess of unfused sand,

S.

system of high lighting, but the use of the
towers was soon extended to other cities. For many
years Elgin was known far and wide for its light
towers, and investigating experts came to see the
system from Australia, Japan, Mexico and England.
the

by Mr. Bowen and others, electric-light men of the United States met in Chicago
and organized the National Electric Light Association, of which in 1890 he was made an honorary
member.
Promjnent in industrial, social and religious affairs,
Mr. Bowen served the public in various capacities.
He was at one time treasurer of the Grace Church,
Chicago, president of the Protestant Orphan Asylum, Chicago, for two years, one of the principal
organizers and builders of the Chicago and Pacific
railway, now part of the Chicago, Milwaukee and
St. Paul and was but recently chosen president of
the North Pacific Trading Company.
In 1854 he was married at Salisbury Center, N. Y.,
to Julia E. Byington.
Mrs. Bowen and two children,
George E. Bowen and Mrs. Anna C. Byington, sursult of a call issued

vive him.
.

The accompanying portrait gives a good idea of
Mr. Bowen's appearance at the time when he was
actively concerned in electrical affairs.

In the

'So's

Mr. Bowen was well known to tlie comparatively
few electrical men of that day in Chicago and
vicinitj'.
He was interested not only in electrical
science, but in all progress and good works.
He
foresaw the great development of applied electricity,
but allowed the accumulation of material benefits
from this conviction to pass to others with greater
concrete utilization of industrial op-

talent for the
portunities.

a
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York, at the instance of the Herald of that
paying some attention to the high telephone
which prevail within its borders. The daily
newspaper named has a good deal to say about
the exactions of monopoly and has been interviewing Mr. S. P. Sheerin of Indianapolis, who is one
of the most prominent and successful of Independent telephone operators. Mr. Sheerin was naturally
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convention),
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exorbitant telephone rates, are helping the monopoly

Western
to fight its losing battles in the West.
states and states of the Middle West are enjoying
cheap telephone service. Where the trust's profits
have been curtailed it is making the metropolis pay

—

industrial

many

evils in public-serv-

work, but municipal operation is not the remedy
to be adopted to escape from them.

That

professors

college

technical

and

Henry

Pritchett touches

S.

classical

of affairs in his

both in

are underpaid,

schoolSj

on

is

Dr.

notorious.

this regrettable state

recent report as president of the

Institute

of

He avows

his

Sir William

TechnologJ^

He

says

American college teachers

absolute belief in the statement of

Ramsay

that imless teachers are better

There promises
securing good men.

difficulty

in

to

be increasing

The

professor

six or eight years to preparation

and

then accept a position as an assistant at $700 or
$800 a year. *'He will be a man of unusual attainments if at the end of 10 years he has been advanced

an assistant professorship at $1,500 a year."
Furtliermore, he has been so engrossed by classroom
tasks

and administrative duties that
is

left

for

research

work.

time or

little

College

pro-

fessors are, as a class, devoted

and self-sacrificing,
and *'some solution must be found which shall give
the teacher greater freedom from the administrative
side of the work and which may at the same time
increase his compensation."

This
ability,

is certainly an important subject.
Men of
experience and tact are needed to teach and

to influence the

young men

in the colleges

— to

say

nothing of the value of original investigations. The
whole teaching force of the country receives a tar
smaller compensation than

vocation entitles

it

the

to obtain.

the

importance

Wealthy men,

of

its

in en-

York

other words, Indiana, Ohio, ]\Iichi-

while

Illinois are getting the benefit,

New

"

'pays the freight.'

be remarked that the former Bell telephone monopoly,
although it has been subjected to severe handling
in the West, particularly in Ohio, Michigan and

This

'

-In

deficit.

gan and

enterprises

ice

strength

DATES AHEAD.

nothing loth to state his side of the case. *'You
New York," he declares, "with your

people here in

an exception to one of its series of condemnaBut private ownership is undeniably more efficient.
Govermnents, national, state and municipal,
have certain inalienable functions to perform, but
in their very nature
in this country at any rate—
they are not well fitted, by experience, organization

to

Miscellaneous

Illustrated Electrical

New

rates

as

out

are interested

city, is

tions.

carry

many

and, as

rest until the real value of the device has

been ascertained.

and

such a building as the Public Library certainly stands

to

work

original

subject, the matter will probably not be al-

lowed to

—

aptitude,

and it is a curious fact also that the
which arise in their operation are

must be remembered that the machine

it

much

in the

comparison with the private-business world. And
the advocates of public, pohtical, graft ownership keep up their call."
This is a part of a communication in a Chicago daily newspaper. It is
somewhat exaggerated it seems difficult for anybody to discuss the municipal-ownership proposition
without exaggeration and with the restraint of
calm, good sense but, in Chicago at any rate, it
hits off the general situation pretty well, although

Personal
Electric Lighting
Electric Railways

Automobiles

for

in

must devote

Slope

least,

the sparkless-

which must necessarily bring out many weak points.
The development of the new generator offers a field
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The Chicago Automobile Show.
aiitninobilc enthusiasts, Init the Rc-ncral
as well, arc more than pleased with the anloAW the
iiiiililK'
show in Chicago of this week.
ucil< Ihe Cdliscnni has been throned witli peo|ili-.
One perhaps is interested ill an $8,000 touring
(;ir, another may be intent upon a spark pUiK or a
new kind of lubricant; but the iDajority arc present
and to be seen.
ii> see everything
This is the fourth annual exhibition of the Nalicifial Assorialion of Automobile Manuf.acturers and
in llic nunilicr antl appearance of exhibits excels any
yet belli in CliicaRo and perhaps any ever held in this
country. The same cars and appliances which were
York show last month are here
shown at the
and the j,'reat expanse of the main floor of the
Coliseum, being larger- than that of the Madison
Square Garden, allows of better grouping and more
striking effects in the arrangement of the exhibits.
Electric signs appear everywhere in the galleries and

Not only

|iiil)lir

—

New

on the main floor, and the whole scene presents an
animated appearance.
In all 30- cars of all types are on exhibition. The
Most of the
floor space let was 51,000 square feet.
exhibits, of course, are gasoline machines, but electric vehicles arc by no means put in the background
for all that, and they attract much attention on account of Ihe beauty of their appearance and the
simplicity of their construction when compared with
the almost bewildering intricacy of the gasoline
machines.
The Pope Motor Car Company of Indianapolis,
IncI,,

showed an

excellent line

of electric vehicles,

runabout and a coupe-top
using electric drive. The
Icip of the Chelsea is so made as to be easily reniiivcd, making then
a
neat and compact roadwagon. The strong point about the Pope machines
is the herringbone type of gear for transmitting the
power from the motor shaft. This type of gear
runs with no perceptible noise and is inclosed in an
oihand dust-proof case and with a little care will
run for years without renewal. Double-row ball
bearings are a feature of these machines, contributing to their light-running qualities. Mr. H. E. Wagner was in attendance to explain thoroughly the details of the machines.
Ovit of the nine vehicles exhibited by the Woods
Motor Vehicle Company all were electric except one.
Among the cars were a runabout, a Queen Victoria,
an inside-operated brougham and a two-seated surrey.
The exhibit was one of the largest of electric
automobiles and presented an attractive appearance.
The Royal Automobile Company of Chicago exhibited, under the charge of Mr. G. A. Berg, an inexpensive runabout for city use and a Royal "fit for
a king" Victoria.
What the company believes to be
the strongest point about these machines is the Imperial motor, one of which is used for each of the
back wheels. Each motor is independent and thus
each wheel is "alive" and takes care of its own load.
.^s an example of heavy trucks the Vehicle Equipment Company of New York city exhibited one of
two tons' capacity, which had been in constant use
for t6 months.
Studebaker automobiles were well represented by
the exhibition of nine vehicles, the majority of which
were electric driven. Mr. T. W. Goodridge was in
charge. The Studebaker people are the apostles of
massive construction, with consequent longevity.
The weight of the motors is all carried by the
springs instead of being borne by the axles, which
contributes much to the life of the motors and their
efficient operation, since they are thus free from a
large measure of the vibration.
Columbia carriages, trucks and touring cars manufactured by the Electric Vehicle Company of Hartord. Conn., were well represented at the show, including some very handsome broughams, phretons
and landaus.
An interesting type of rotating gas engine for
automobiles was exhibited by the Adams-Farwell
Company of Dubuque, la. These engines have been
developed by the company during the last four
years, but have only been put on the market reiiu-luding a one-ton truck,
ClK-lsca, besides other cars

cently.
There are three cylinders in the engine, situated at angles of 120 degrees, which rotate in a
horizontal plane. Tlie crank does not revolve, but
the cylinders which are attached to the driving niech.anism do revolve, it being possible to time the explosions in each cylinder so that the pistons successively impart to the mass comprising the three cylinders the necessary turning moment.
The advantage
of this construction is in the compactness, the whole
engine being placed in a small space under the seat
of the automobile; the accessibility of the parts, but
above all, to the cooling effect on the cylinders,
caused by the engine in its revolution, which
circulates
tb.e
air
freely about
the jackets of
the cylinders, provided with fluted surfaces.
The
company makes automobiles, some of which were
on exhibit. Attention was attracted to the exhibit
by one of the engines, which was hung from the
ceiling and covered with small incandescent lights of
all colors, which, as the engine revolved, presented a
striking appearance.
Accessories and sundries of all kinds for automobile use were exhibited, principally in the galleries
and the ball room in the rear. The valuable products of the Joseph Dixon Crucible Company of Jersey City, N. J,,, were presented attractively to catch

I

he attention of Ihe visitor.

iM numerous

l!csidc<

lubricating compoimds the company was iire««inK a
graphite motor brusli, which it ha« l>ccn niaiiufncturing for some liino, but until now has not brought
very strongly before the public.
The Exnioor .Sioragc Battery Company of Chicago has a new type of grid and a new active material.
The grid is made with concentric circle? a',
the main framework, which gives the greatest resistance to forces tending to make the plate "grow"
during forming. Plates formed from this grid arc
of exactly the same size as the original grid.
Vesta ignition batteries were shown by the Vesta
.'\ccnnud.ator Company of Chicago. Their strongest
features arc that the terminals arc brought out on
the side, reducing the liability of corrosion from
acids, and there is placed in the top of the case a
plate glass slide, closing in the batteries during
charging and preventing the escape of fumes.
The new Columbia battery connector was exhibited among other things by the National Carbon
Company of Qeveland. The connector is provided
with a rubber gasket, which comes between the
connector and the thumb screw, which gives virtimlly a spring contact when screw is firmly set.
The company also showed a new type of cell, called
the Navy type, used principally for gun firing and
night-sighting lamps.
Following arc other exhibitors handling apparatus
of an electrical nature:
Pittsfield Spark Coil Company, Pittsfield, Mass.
Chicago Battery Company,
;

Chicago; Chicago Storage Battery Company, Chicago; Miller Signal Company. Chicago: Motor

Car
Equipment
Company,
New York city;
Thurston Manufacturing Company, Chicago; Dow
Port Electric Company, Braintree, Mass.; Howard
Electric Novelty Company. New York and Chicago
American Electrical Novelty and Manufacturing
Company, Chicago; Dayton Electrical
Manufacturing Company, Dayton, Ohio: Remy
Electric Company of Anderson, Ind., and the Electric Contract Company, New York city.
Reviewing the progress which has been made in
;

automobile construction during the last year it may
be noted that the average horsepower of all machines
for

1905

is

18

as

compared

16 for

to

1904.

An-

other is the 100-inch wheel base now used on many
machines.
In nearly all the better makes of 1905 touring cars
the entrance to the tonneau is on the side instead of
in the rear, which is a decided advantage.

the ceiling above each prckfrom lire IMitoii main*.

"

working conliniiou»ly

in

in large numbers patterns and periodical pubwomen, is an interesting type of the
modern skyscraper, factory now gradually
growing up in New York city. Electric power to

duced

lications -for

ultra
a

maximum

building,
especially

the

of 2,500 horsepower is used in
and yet outwardly it resembles not a

but an

tory,

office

structure

of

15

noteworthy to observe

prcdok-rniined

stories.

how

employment of

the

this

facIt

is

fact

of

electricity

sim-

plified the problem of the architects.
The necessity
accommodate boilers
and engines, belts and shafting, was entirely obviated, and when experience demonstrated that some
particular piece of mechanism had not been originally placed in the most advantageous position, its
removal to another part of the building has been
accomplished with the minimum of labor and ex-

of planning the floor space to

pense.

E-xeluding the local traction corporations, the Butcompany is perhaps the largest consiniier of
for power purposes in New Y'ork city,
and it is certainly the largest printing establishment
whose plant is devoted to a single purpose, producing monthly publications and costume natterns
by the hundred thousand. To this end there are
already no less than 86 printing presses installed,
each driven by an individual motor ranging from
25 horsepower downward. Nearly every kind of
press is represented, and there are now in course
of installation five newly imported French fourcolor presses from fiduard Lambert of Paris. These
presses, it. is anticipated, will produce, from halftone blocks, work equal if not superior to lithography. Each press is to be equipped with a motor
cf 10 horsepower.
The manufacturer's specification calls for a 7^-horsepower motor, but experience has shown that press builders are apt to
underestimate the energy required for the highest
degree of efficiency.
Altogether, there are over 38O electric motors in
the building,
of various types General Electric,
Westinghouse. Crocker-Wheeler, Bullock, Sprague
and others. Generally speaking, each machine is
direct-coupled, or directly geared, and short belting
has only been resorted to for temporary purposes.
-The motors are controlled by various methods,
including General Electric, Westinghouse and Cutteriek

electricity

—

ler-Hammer. The Cutler-Hammer controllers for
web machines have been ingeniously suspended from

,.,

i,,^--..
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They are kept m:;
foralcd on eight keylioard ut.f

iclvcj.
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of the shop. The keyboard machinrt arc <-peraic<l
by compressed air from a «null motor-<lriven cimprcswr.

The "signatures" of a publication, when printed,
are taken to a gathering machine, which aulomatically assembles

them in the proper order, including
colored inserts, and the assembled magazinci, minui
wire-stitched by meani of 25 ditching
machines, driven by Sprague motors. The stitched

covers, arc

magazines are subsequently covered and cut Inother automatic machinery. The glue needed in this
process is kept at a proper temperature by means
of Hadaway electric heaters.

At present the company has no electrotype foundry,
Ihe wood-engraving room, under the roof on

but
the

fifteenth story is in course of transformation
into a foundry department, wherein all the latest
appliances will be used. These will incluik a set
of Boissicr's "rapid depositing" tanks, which will

produce an electrotype in 15 minutes, working at
volts and 500 amperes.
The mechanical equipment of the Butteriek company is still in course of evolution. Tlierc is yet
room for additional electrical and mechanical devices, and in the end the equipment will be so complete that the only supplies needed from the outside
will be ink and paper.
Paper is already used at
the rate of 45 tons a day. There are 10 electric
elevators in the building, about 5,000 lights, 90,000
feet of condpit, and 250,000 feet of wiring, not including the wiring for 120 telephones which have
their own private exchange.
On one side of the
building is an enormous electric sign, visible at
night for miles around, and illuminated with 1,200
incandescent lamps. This sign consists of the single
word "Butteriek," and the letter B is no less than
68 feet high.
D. W. W.
five

Indiana Interurban
Electric Drive in a Large Fashion-publishing Establishment.
The new Butteriek Building, in which are pro-

..

.Much of the ly|>etctling i^ arcinnli'.bcl mi
l.an«ton monotypes, driven *>

Men

Protest Against

Proposed Legislation.

A

number of Indiana inicrnrban-raiiway men appeared before the Codification Commission last week
and vigorously protested against certain provisions
of the bill on municipal corporations. The traction
men object to the enlargement of the lowers of
city councils, as proposed by the commissicu's bill.
They oppose in particular the provision which grants
a city- council power to condemn city railw-ays on
the theory that this will permit the condemnation
of interurban lines within city limits. They refrained from discussing the general principles of
municipal ownership of public utilities and pointed
out the predicament in w-hich their systems would
be left by the condemnation of their property in
one or more cities. They argued that the 25-year
limit to city franchises is unfair to interurban companies, because the\-,are e.xpected to compete w-ith
steam roads, w-hich hold their right in perpetuity-.
that such provision would operate
to defeat competition and work directly to the disadvantage of the public. The interurban men also
oppose that provision of the bill which compels
them to light every street crossing w-hich they cross,
in towns and cities, 30 minutes before cars pass.

They suggested

Since interurban lines operate cars about every
hour, this means, they say, that they must pay for
the lighting of the streets on which they operate.
Those appearing before the commission were
Charles L. Henry of the Indianapolis and Cincinnati
Traction Company. -'\. W. Brady and Horace Stillw-ell of the Union Traction Company, S. B. Fleming
of the Fort Wayne Traction Company. L. W. Taylor
of the South Bend interests. J. F. Beasley of the

Terre Haute interests and H. J. Peckinpaugh and
H. D. Moran of the Evansville and Princeton interests.

A new obstacle to the immediate progress of tlie
New-house railroad-commission bill in Indiana was
made known by .\rthur W. Brady, president of
the Union Traction Company, w-ho appeared before
the legislative committee and complained that the
amended bill, now about to become a law-, contained
no provision by w-hich the proposed conimission w-ill
have power to compel steam roads to turn over
loaded freight cars to electric lines. Mr. Brady said
that the traction interests would prefer to be left
out of the railroad commission entirely. "Our business is now- in a state of absolute experimentation,
and we do not like to contemplate the possibility
of having our development hampered by some rule
cf the commission w-ithout corresponding advantages," said he.
"We do not ask for unconditional
exchange of freight between steam and traction lines
at this time.
A^'e are not ready for it.
But there
are times when we need loaded cars of the steam
lines consigned to points on our lines, and at such
times we believe the commission should have the
power to compel it." said Mr. Brady.

:
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Acyclic {Homopolar) Dynamos.'
By J. E. NOEGfJERATH.
Except for very low pressures, the so-called homopdlar dynamo has so far been a failure from a commercial point of view. This failure is principally due
First, the uncertainty as to the
to two conditions:
magnetic and electrical conditions prevailing in this
type of generator; secondly, the difficulties encountered in collecting large currents from a generator
running at a high rate of speed. These conditions
will be discussed in this paper, and in order that
their import may be grasped there will be described
in outline the design of, and some results obtained
with, a 300-kilowatt 500-volt turbine-driven acyclic
(homopolar) generator built in the shops of one

February

armature
conductors and collector ring passes
through (Pi). At this moment currents flow from
(Pi) to (Bi) through both sections of the ring,
currents

the

being

inversely

ohmic resistance of the ring

proportional

sections.

The

to

.the

currents

magnetic material, in which they
are completely embedded.
As the armature revolves, the connection point
(Pi) moves on, changing magnitude and direction
set

up

of

fields in the

the

magnetomotive

force.

These

periodical

changes of magnetization create hysteresis and eddy
losses in the solid material.
They also weaken the
primary flux, since, due to saturation, the increase
in density is considerably smaller than the decrease.

This means bad regulation.

There are various means of counteracting ring reactions.
One consists of placing brushes all around
the ring, practically covering its surface. For commercial pressures this method is out of consideration
because of the great number of collector rings. It
would be impracticable to adjust and watch the
very large number of brushes required in this case.
The question of friction losses also lim_its the number of contacts.
Satisfactory results were obtained with a method
in which the rings, brushes, and connection points
of the collecting system are, on one side of the armature of one collector. The connection points form
a spiral of one complete turn, while the contact
points of the brushes form one or more turns of
a spiral running in the opposite direction. The
brushes are arranged in groups that can be inspected
from the openings in the frame. In this case the
summation of the magnetomotive force equals zero
for each section of the collector periphery and for
any position of the armature.
The medium between armature and frame conductors consists of non-magnetic material, air; that
is, the conductors
are mounted on the surface of
the armature and frame, respectively.
The magnetic medium between the stationary and

ii,

1905

the direction of rotation accumulative compounding
is effected in generators; for motors, the result is the
reverse.
It is obvious that series generators and motors

can be built without field coils. In such generators
the intensity and direction of magnetization can be
changed by shifting the brushes and, consequently,
the electromotive force of generators. as to direction
and magnitude, can be influenced as well as the
speed, torque, and direction of rotation of motors.
Acyclic generators are self-exciting.
The considerations of the electrical and magnetic
quantities discussed above for an axial-type acyclic
generator hold good also for the radial type, with
the exception of a modification in regard to the
armature reactions. The currents flowing in the
armature of the radial type set up fields that enclose
the
conductors. These secondary magnetizations
disturb the primary flux in a way similar to that
discussed for the axial type, resulting in core loss
and affecting regulation. By placing the conductors
close together, that is, in conforming with the equation,

di

= C,

dl
the components a and ^ are neutralized, leaving a
resultant magnetization, which may consist of twii
circular fluxes. In this case i^^ current and 1' ^== unit
length of a circular section taken concentrically
around the axis.
The secondary flux intersects at right angles with
the primary. Their influence upon each other can
be modified, as was discussed for the axial type.
The efflciency of a high-speed acyclic generator
about equals that of a turbine-driven commutatorgenerator, but the distribution of the losses is very

As windage and bearing friction depend
on the mechanical design only, and not on the type.
they can be made to have the same value for both
different.

machines.
The I'R field loss is somewhat smaller in acyclic
machines, principally because the length of the air
gap is limited by mechanical requirements and not

electrical-manufacturing companies.
the large
The question dealt with is a broad one, too broad
to be discussed at length in this paper; the main
points only will be taken up and a more thorough
discussion left for a later date.
Classifying acyclic generators according to the
position of the armature conductors we find two prevailing typfs:
1. The radial type; single disc and double disc.
2. The
axial type
single cylinder and double

by the armature reaction.
The I^ armature loss is almost negligible, on
account of the small number of turns. In the generator under consideration there are 12 armature
conductors and 12 frame conductors in series.
It is obvious that in a field of uniform and constant density there should be no hysteretic loss. As
to eddy currents, reference is made to Fig. 17, where
uniform distribution without stray fields is assumed.
No electromotive forces are induced in the field.
The arrows represent value and direction of the
electromotive forces induced in the armature body.

cylinder.

It

DIAGRAM OF CVLINDER TYPE OF ACYCLIC DYNAMO.
of

;

The armature of the cylinder-type
namo here under consideration (Fig.

is evident that summation of the electromotive
forces equals zero for any closed circuit inside the
armature, as well as in any circuit including arma-

acyclic dyi) consists

chiefly of a solid cast-steel cylinder carrying a
small number of straight conductors on its surface;
these conductors are connected at both ends to sets
The field consists chiefly of a
of collector rings.
cast-steel structure extending toward the shaft in
three polar projections that enclose the armature
ill complete cylinders.
Field coils (Fi and F2) are
wound concentrically around the shaft. There are
also mounted two sets of brushes and a number of
stationary conductors (frame conductors).
Eight
openings give access to the brushes and field spools.
The field spools set up two primary fluxes diverging
radially.

As

the armature revolves in this uniform field
electromotive forces arc generated in the armature

bearings and field.
In general, the distribution of the flux in acyclic
that eliminates core loss is expressed by

ture,

dynamos

dB
dL

RESULTANT MAGNETIC FLUXES.
revolving parts of the winding consists of iron.
Principally due to saturation, the density of the resulting
flux will
be considerably smaller than

V

B'l; -f-

B"2 (Fig. 3),

and

its

component

the primary magnetization appreciably weaker
than (Bi). But to restore the flux to its original
value only so many ampere-turns have to be added
as are required for the increase in density along
that part of its path that is affected by the secondary magnetization. The influence of a given
armature reaction or regulation is therefore determined by the relation between the reluctance of the
primary magnetic circuit in that area and the total
primary reluctance. It can be kept very low.
Tests on the 300--kilowatt generator show that the
difference in pressure between full load and no load
is only slightly higher than the drop, due to the total
resistance of the armature circuit; that is, regulation

good.

While the armature windings of
will

The induced

electromotive

force =

= total

have
1.

2.
3.

4.

= 1.66 $ N n 10—"
flux,

N ^^ revolutions

per minute,
n=^ armature conductors in series.
Fig. 2> shows diagrammatically the simplest form of
an electric circuit in a cylinder type of generator,
C) and (R) representing armature and frame conductors,
Cr J and (B) representing collector rings
and brushes, respectively.
The currents passing
Lhrougli this S3'stcni set up secondary fields which
affect the primary flux.
Of these the ones created
bv the currents flowing in the collector rings (ring
reactions) are of great interest from a practical
point of view.
For a given time the connection point between
(

(

Abstract of a paper presented at meetinc of the American
I.
Institute of Electrical Engineers in New York, January 27. 1905.
Mr. Noeceerath ip an epcijieer of the General Electric Company.

acyclic

dynamos

not be discussed in detail, yet the points that
to be considered in laying out these windings
better be indicated here
they are
Neutralization of ring reactions.
Magnetizing effect of end connections.
Minimum pressure between rings.
Assembling of brushes in groups for accessi-

would

N

60

Where $

in direction

of

is

conductors, constant as to magnitude and direction.
Single conductors or groups are connected in series
by means of collector rings or commutator segments
and the frame conductors.
$ n 10—'

=: C,

the equation

;

bility.
.

5.
6.

Equal resistance of armature circuits.
Minimum pressure between adjoining conduct-

ors.

Point five is to be considered if it is desired to
run the machines at different pressures.
Accumulative or differential compounding of
acyclic motors or generators can be effected either
by means of a series coil, or by giving an angular
displacement either between the contacts and the
frame conductors or between the connection points
and the armature conductors. For instance, the currents flowing in the leads that connect the frame
conductors and brushes partly or totally enclose the
armature. The circular component of the magnetomotive force of these currents acts in the same or
opposite directions as the magnetomotive force^ of
the field coils. By shifting the brushes it is possible
compounding. By moving them against

to adjust the

where

L = unit

length of any circle concentric
"with the axis; that is, the flux must have a constant
specific linear distribution in the direction of rotation.

The variation of the air-gap length and of permeability, the openings in frame and armature, as
well as the secondary fields, disturb this ideal condition.
In other words, the flux densities in symmetrical points are not actually equal.
One-half of this difference in density (B d) represents the (B) in the hysteresis and eddy-current
formulas.
Its value depends, except on the magnitude of the disturbing elements mentioned above,
on the relation of the reluctance in and close to the
air gap, to the total reluctance.
It is possible to
keep this B d and, consequently, the core loss very
low. The main losses are encountered in the brush
contacts.

New York

Discussion

(in Aestract).

Farraday himProf. F. B. Crocker, New York:
proposed to multiply the voltage by connecting
disks in series, and he suggests revolving disks of
separate construction in the same field, and connecting their peripheries, which would cause the
current to flow outv.^ardly in one machine and inwardly in the other, and the current could be taken
from the two. There are other ways of multiplying
besides the one which Mr. Noeggerath has used.
Another way is to use concentric cylinders revolving
in the same field, the current 'entering one end of
the cylinder and passing out the other end, and
entering the further end of the second cylinder and
passing out at the end of that cylinder, etc., threading through the field repeatedly in the same_ general
self

way

as in Mr. Noeggerath's machine, but using concentric cylinders, instead of elements of cylinders.
Mr. Noeggerath has adopted the plan of splitting
the cylinder longitudinally into strips, like the staves
of a barrel, and connected these in series. As I
understand, he has 12 of them, and 24 brushes, Ihe
one at each end corresponding to each of these
I might
say that the
elements of the cylinder.
machine, of course, is the
limitation
of this
At the speeds
speed at which it can take current.
which Mr. Noeggerath uses, you see that- if he
one element, it wrould be a plain cylinder
-liad
of the old-fashioned unipolar type, so to speak,

I'fbriiary
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ii,

500 volts,
which is a very respcclahic vollaKe for a unipolar
think
I cliiiK to the old term, altliouKli
inachinc.
acyclic or non acytlic, or homopolar, arc goorl Ii;rm3
Uniijolar is not a happy expression, hecansc
also.
not really significant. There arc two poles,
is
it
the (lux passing across an air gap from one pole
to the other, so that the term unipolar is not particularly apprtjprialc, but it is one which has hccn
Acyclic or non-acyclic
in use for the longest lime.
is a very good expression.
I think
Dr. A. i". Kcnnelly, Cambridge, Mass.
a very interesting point has been brought out by
.•mil

would

Ire

of

one: ujulflli

ohlaiii

I

:

and that is, that this is a field in which
the direct-current mai-hine shows a distinct advanthis paper,

We

ilint we have not
ii.nal that could be
miMm-tically .ind not
li.ul to go to the expense of laminating iron in order to destroy eddy
But
currents in the mass of revolving armature.
in an arrangement of lliis kind we arc led to expect
that we can obtain a nMiluni;. -"li'l i"'i ., m uliii'h
mm nis,
n ijih.n ..(
-l-h,
tlicre will be no sensiliL
and in which Ihe d(-n,,l.l, n„l .,.. Im- .'II li-i'd

tage.

have

ahv.-iy

been able to gct'a

rcrr.llr.l

tii:iiii.

(

and which woiiM '"inlm
conduct electrically; lli^il wc

cast,

1

..

for miflil l.rthe KH;
mU.I
type .h

mous

s|i.r,l

r,-:,]l'i:\.

1

HMVr.l
ir

II,

,.1.1,,,,,,,

Mr

<

,1,

-.ml,

h,
,,l

|i,,|„,-

11,

..I

...iiihr.

iii-HhiiK-

;i

of

..{

lllc

nhihvrlv en.M-

1-,

r,i,i,|,,Mi--,ii

„,il,

nKLchni-

m

ili
sh^nn
that c^i^^.| hrh.,,. il,r ,HlvnH
turbine, and it i-. In rr:i.,,n (,i iIlH .n-iriiiMii, -|, ,,,!
luc lunv nl j^ ..|- _., v<ills
that this higli eKvli
per foot can be ol)laiiicd, and the rcnll ..iivlii 1- l.c
a great reduction in the' weight of ilu it;ill\- uriuc
., huh
is
psrts, after the weight of the malrnal
purely structural has hccn deducted tlnich-Min, nunia-

ery

the favorable electromotive force produced per
foot of active conductors, and accounting for the
very small ohniic drop in the active conductors
themselves.
ha\'e arrived, ho\vever, at a type
to

We

of machine in which the surface which takes the
part of the commutator is nearly double the surface
of the armature core.

Mr.-F. V. Henshaw, Ampere, N.

J.:

Any

designer

acyclic ctirrcnls instead of alternating current!,
'i'hc solutions have generally ended in a machine
that was not a homopolar, and resulting in either
an alternator, a dynamo, or one that wouldn't work.
With single conductors, however, by which I ntcan
conductors not having Ihcir return circuits in the
magnetic field, the problem has often been solved,

and

every conceivable manner, except possibly
machine could he so designed that coils
employed with their returns also in the
magnetic field, and yet without using more than
two collectors, then we would have the ideal machine, and the only question to be determined would
be that of practicability of construction. It would
be of interest, perhaps, to discuss running the returns (consisting of iron wires) through the center
of a drum armature at or near the axis thereof, and
therefore not moving, or moving but little, through
the lines of force, magnetic poles being arranged
substantially as in the Noeggerath homopolar.
In
this way the electromotive force could be anything
The lines of force could thus be caused
desired.
to cut only those conductors on the outside of the
armature. There wotdd be waste wire, but so there
is on drum- armatures, and ring armatures in general.
ttieorge If. fiibson, now of New York city, writes
in

one.

If the

could

be

lo the Western Tvleelrician calling attention to a
thesis which he prepared while at the University of
Michigan in 1899 up6n this subject in which he

worked out the general theory of the machine and
covered points which at that time appeared to be
novel.]

The Unipolar Dynamo.
The problem

of

the

commercial

application

of

unipolar dynamos is discussed in some detail by J.
Seidener in a recent number of the Zeltschrift fiir
Elcktrotecbnik. more especially with reference to
their combination with steam turbines.
The writer points out (says the Electrical Review
of London) that the great advantage of these machines is the sparklessness of the current collection,
owing to the absence of a commutator, wdiile at the

who

has undertaken the problem of building a direct-current dynamo for connection to a steam turbine has always looked very longingly toward what
we used to call the unipolar, but which is now the
acyclic form, and there is one practical detail of
construction here ^\'hich I would like to ask Mr.
Nocggerath about. The large size of the collector
rings impresses one.
Of course, in the case of a
machine of this kind it is purely a mechanical question, there being no commutation, and what I am
getting at is that the reduction of the surface speed

incidenUily,
if the

i»,

dynamo
die.

Each

rap;d,

"

'
1

'

si'

regulated by v
It may be p.
unipolar machine dcptnd iif im/r":
required than on the current, 'llic
rial between the points of maximum
potential in the rotating part it, fn.rn :/
and magnetic considerations, already so Lirv
it

makes

little

diflfercnce

whether

ih<r

mi-

•

intended to give 10 amperes or l,rr/,
is clear on this account that ihcic
advantageously be built for small ^
especially suitable for comparatively
:

and large currents.
Armature reaction

in the ordinary !«n.« of the
is practically absent, partly liecause of the lowvalue of the ampere per unit length of armature
periphery and partly because from the arrangement
of the machine actual armature reaction of the sort
that exists in ordinary machines cannot occur.
The collection of the currents
in the cylinder
.and in the disk type of machine is greatly improved
if in place of using the cylindrical outer periphery as
the collecting surf.acc part of the circular-end surface is used for this purpose.
Though there is great difficulty in obtaining a
truly cylindrical surface (even if the final truing
up is carried out at the actual working speed), yet
the side faces of a disk made of homogeneous clastic material will approximate more and more 10 a
perfectly flat surface the higher the speed at which
the disk is rotated.
With regard to strength the
disk of a unipolar machine is even better off than a
de Laval turbine wheel, as the former, when sidcway-current collection is employed, need not even
be thickened at the outer periphery, and so has no
additional weight to carry there.
In the case of small moderate-speed machines the
disks v.'ould usually be made of material of high
electrical conductivity but bad magnetic quality, such
as hard copper, bronze, etc.
For large machines
and high-speed machines generally the thickness of

term

Wh

would be of prime importance.
Then, again, if the brushes could be gotten outside
frame, it would be extremely desirable.
the
These things are so obvious that I presume they
have been carefully gone into, and mechanical diflieultics have presented themselves which have caused
the designers to give up any attempt to place the
contact rings outside of the frame and to reduce
their diameter, which would have to be done in
of

that case.

Mr.

,

Noeggerath

:

Answering

Mr.

Hcnshaw's

for theoretical reasons, impossible
to have the collector rings outside of the frame.
drop arises appreciably with Ihe inWhile the
creased speed, yet the friction losses decrease, so
that the total losses remain practically constant for

question,

it

is,

CR

certain high speeds, so that the losses do not give
any reason for decreasing the speed. The collector
rings are not of hardened steel. They are ordinary
casll steel, though it would, for mechanical reasons,
be better to have them of nickel steel ; you would
be able to obtain higher speed than with the ordinary cast steel.
There is, of course, wear on the
brushes, but it is not any higher than on turbine

commutators and machine. The wear is not more
than the wear on carbon brushes on such high-speed
machines. Of course, it is not more than the ordinary direct-current machines.
Edward P. Thompson, New York (written discussion)
One serious point for consideration concerning Mr. Noeggeralh's homopolar and a dynamo,
as far as comparisons are concerned, seems to be
the brushes. A longer experience will determine
whether it is better to have a machine with two
brushes and one commutator, or no commutator and
many brushes. This sounds like an objection, and
would appear so at first sight, but a close inspection
of the author's paper discloses the_ valuable consideration that, In the dynamo, each commutator
plate corresponds to a brush in the homopolar.
In
his homopolar the number of brushes is 2,4, while
in a dynamo, of the same rating, there are 24 commutator plates. On top of this, should be pointed
out the more excessive cost of a commutator, and
the larger space occupied by the numerous rings
and brushes. For comparatively low-voltage currents, the homopolar seems to be superior to the
dynamo, on the whole, because of the absence of
sparking, there being no succession of interruptions
as in the dynamo, and only that sparking that is
always due to a conductor loosely bearing upon a
high-speed conductor. With the advent of highsDeed engines, especially the steam turbine, Mr.
Noeggerath's experiments are very timely, and more
similar machines will doubtless soon spring up here
:

and

there.
Many an electrical inventor has tried his hand
at solving the problem of making a homopolar like
an alternator, except to obtain direct-cyclic or

same time one of the chief difficulties experienced
with them in practice is connected with this very
point of current collection.
The high peripheral
speeds demanded for the production of ordinary
working voltages without an excessive expenditure
on material involve a high friction loss at the collecting brushes, especially if the revolving surface
is at all out of true, as that, naturally, necessitates
a high-brush pressure in order to prevent vibration.
On this account the well-known Forbes unipolar
machine (Fig. i), with a solid cylindrical armature
and the current collected at the two ends of the
cylindrical surface, is especially difficult to deal with,
as the exact balancing of a massive cylinder is almost
impossible.
When the armature, however, takes the form of a
thin disk (Fig. 2), this difficulty is much more
readily overcome, chiefly because a thin disk can
be more easily obtained of homogeneous quality'
throughout than a solid cylinder.
Comparing Fig.
2 with Fig. I, a*little consideration will show that
for the same number of revolutions per minute and
the sanie_ external diameter of rotating part the
disk machine will only develop half the electromotive
force of the cylinder machine, though at the same
time the weight of material in the disk machine is
only half that in the cylinder machine.
In order
to obtain the same electromotive force in both
cases it would be necessary to employ two disk
machines In series. Now, in the cylinder machine
current collection takes place at two points, both at
the maximum peripheral speed. Two disk machines
would together require four' collecting points, of
which two would be at the maximum peripheral
speed and two at the minimum peripheral speed, i. e..
on the spindle.
The two latter collecting points
may, however, be eliminated if the two spindles are
electrically connected together, and the direction of
excitation of the two field coils is arranged so that
the two voltages act in series through the spindle.
In this case (shown In Fig. 3), the disk machine
has only two collecting points at the maximum
peripheral speed, just as In the case of the cylinder
_

and the complete weight of material in
two types is the same. Such a two-disk machine

machine,
the

the disk near the spindle necessitated by mechanical
considerations would be so great that the air-gap
at the Inner portions of the disk would become excessive and make these inner portions almost valueless as far as the production of electromotive force
was concerned. If, however, steel or iron is employed as the disk material the only air-gap in the
path of the flux is the sum of the clearances on the
two sides of the disk, and this leads to a great saving In the weight of exciting, winding required, as
compared \vith the non-magnetic disk tv'pe. Since
all parts of the disk are at all times In a field of
the same density, no hysteresis loss can occur.
There Is, however, some danger of a one-sided
magnetic drag on the disk, owing to the fact that
some magnetic leakage occurs at the outer periphery
of the disk, giving a higher flux density on one
side of the disk than on the other.
This difficulty
can be avoided by replacing each of the exciting
coils shown In Fig. 3 by two equal coils placed one
on each side of each disk, thus making the arrangement about each disk s^-mmetrical and preventing
all peripheral leakage.
The employment of disks of magnetic material
and the avoidance of all thickening of the disk at
the outer periphery for collecting purposes (by collecting the current from the side faces) enables
extremely high speeds to be utilized, and the w-riter
is of the opinion that the introduction of machines
of this double-disk unipolar type is likely to receive
a considerable impetus in connection with the manufacture of steam turbines, both on account of the
high speeds involved and also because the manufacture of steam turbines has led to Increased experience In the construction of high-speed machine parts.
In an}' case in vie\v of the difficulties met with wdien
constructing ordinary direct-current dynamos for
coupling to steam turbines, both as regards commutation and the high centrifugal forces involved, a
reconsideration of such unipolar machines would

seem

to be justified.

In order to show the sort of dimensions necessitated with this type of machine the results of a series
of calculations on machines for five volts (plating dynamos), 115 and 230 volts (lighting dynamos), and
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114
550 volts (traction dynamos), are shown in Fig 4. The
magnets were in all cases assumed to be of Cast steel,
the flux density in the air and in the steel was'taken
as B =: 15,000 C.G.S. lines per square centimeter,
the voltage drop in the disk was neglected, the projecting part of the disk used for current collection
outer diameter of
where
was taken as 0.05

D=

D

disk in centimeter, the air-gap was assumed to increase directly with the diameter of the disk, so
that the section of the exciting coils also increased
proportionately to the diameter. The inner diameter
of the disk was taken as 0.15 D, so that the active
1
0.375 D, and the
radial length of pole face
v
average peripheral speed in meters per second

= =

=

.^Xo.525DXn
,

when n

=

=

number

of

revolu-

February

Troy Switchboard Instruments.
Switchboard voltmeters and ammeters first class
every respect and not of extremely delicate conare always in demand. In designing an
instrument to meet this want the principle first
brought forward by Marcel Duprez has been adopted
by the Troy Electrical Company of Troy, N. Y.
in

struction

11,

1905

Special tungsten steel is used.
Tmigsten introduced into the steel as an alloy aids
the hardened steel and together they raise a mechanical barrier against the rearrangement of the
molecules of steel and consequent loss of magnetism.
The process of magnetizing is to subject the hardened steel blanks to a magnetic flux of maximum
density, the idea being to affect the molecules most
difficult of movement, and the theory being that
actual movement takes place. Then, by reversing
the direction of the magnetic flux and lessening it
in density, the magnet is demagnetized until but
20 per cent, of the original charge remains. This
20 per cent, is then due to the molecules most difficult
to
move, and therefore most
permanent.
The Tinal aging is done by subjecting the magnets
to a long series of extreme temperature changes.
The length of steel entering into these magnets is
over 14 inches, the air gap being bridged by the
steel vane of the moving element, is very short.
All the conditions necessary for permanent calibration are met. Instruments made under this plan
and in constant and severe use are said to have
shown no change whatever. The instrument is extremely sensitive, the scale being open throughout
its length.
By the popular arrangement, relatively,
of the poles of the permanent magnet and of the
stationary coils, the scale is caused to be more open
ill those portions most used, which is an important
point in a switchboard instrument, that has to be
read from a distance.
The iron base and carefully fitted iron cover form
a first-class magnetic shield, errors due to proximity of bus bars or other conductors being thereby
obliterated

of

This instrument, as shown in the picture, is simple,
the working elements consisting of a permanent magnet and two stationary coils, together with a pointer
and its pivot, provided with a small steel vane. The
lightest moving element is possible in this instrument, the steel vane being but o.oio of an inch in

the steel

The

itself.

Reflectric Electric Sign.

The new

type of electric sign called the Reflectric, which is put on the market by the Western
Display Company of St. Paul, Minn., is possessed
of several novel features. The construction of this
sign, as will be seen from the cuts, is such that
the light is reflected directlv onto the advertising
spaces and downward, providing for a strong illumi-

thickness and three-fourths inch in diameter, and
This means both accugreat torque is developed.
The material in the steel vane
racy and long wear.

60
tions per minute.

The

electromotive force induced
together is
2
-525
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15,000

10"
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the curve were obtained
by proportion from a single complete working, assuming that the weight varied as the cube of the
diameter of the disk the expression being: Weight
D^
0.0146
in kilograms
Machines of this type show a decidedly lower proportion of labor cost to cost of material than in the
case of ordinary machines, principally because their
massive build necessitates very little machining. The
ratio of copper weight to steel weight is also very
low. With a five-millimeter air-gap on each side of
the disk and a disk about 100 centimeters in diam-

The weights shown on

=

eter this
cent.

ratio

—

X

worked out

at only three to

3J-'2

per

REFLECTRIC ELECTRIC SIGN,
nation on sidewalk and store front as well as on
the sign.
This sign is made entirely of metal and glass, the
main display surface being made of porcelainized
steel, and the glass transparencies of leaded cathedral
glass, and the frame and hood of galvanized iron
over steel skeleton. The glass transparencies and the
main display panels are interchangeable and can be
removed without taking down the sign or disconnecting the wires. Any desired color combinations
can be used. The wiring is contained in galvanizediron channel, which is part of the reflector, and is
thoroughly protected from the weather.
Only

selected stock in reference to its magpermeability and its freedom from m^ignetic
lag, no scale or oxide being allowed to remain on
its surface.
Vigilance in this respect gives an instrument reliability in its indications under any conditions, either ascending or descending.
The indication^ of the instrument are caused to
be dead beat by a small aluminum damper, the
moving element being extremely light this device is
very effective. The electrical losses are small, a
125-voIt voltmeter having a resistance of over 3,000
is

especiallj'^

netic

Lightning Arrester with Adjustable
Carbons.
Lightning arrestCirs which embody some desirable
features are manufactured by the Appleton Electric
Company of 224 Washington Street, Chicago, and
The
are especially adapted for telegraph work.
accompanying picture illustrates a double-pole ar-

;

double-braid rubber-covered wire and weatherproof

'

LIGHTNING ARRESTER WITH ADJUSTABLE CARBONS.
rester complete; the device
The arresters
pole form.

is

also

made

in

single-

always come equipped
with fuses. One good point about these blocks is
that the carbons are adjustable from 1-64 to 1-16 of
an inch, which makes it unnecessary to remove the
After a lightning discharge or strong curcarbons.
rent has passed through, all that is required is simply to insert a card between the carbons to remove
any dust. The open space between the carbons gives
the entire surface of the carbons over which the
discharge may take place.

ohms. The resistance is formed of an alloy having
a very small heat coefficient, which renders the indications accurate, irrespective of changes in temperature.
Insulation is of the best and all instruments
are subjected to a rigid breakdown test before leaving" the factorj'.
The permanency of the magnet is the vital point
of all permanent-magnet instruments
it
depends
upon the length of the magnet relative to the air
gap, the density of the magnetic flux, the process of
magnetizing, the process of aging and the ingredients
;

sockets are used. The corrugated frame and inside
of reflectors are finished in white bicycle enamel and
baked. The outside of reflectors, hood, scroolwork,
hangers, etc., are thoroughly painted.
The company says that, while the sign consumes
less current than other electric signs, it is thoroughly
illuminated and can be read at a greater distance
than the usual electric sign, both night and day.
.^Iany central stations are installing the Reflectric
on lease in small weekly or monthly payments. The
ownership of the signs remains \\ ith the lighting
companies, and the advertisements, being intcrchangeable, the wording can be changed at will, and consequently the device remains a constant source of
revenue. The experience of the AVestern Display
Company, particularly in St. Paul, teaches that the
installation of the Reflectric tends to increase the
demand for more elaborate and costly electric signs
for the larger concerns, so that instead of reducing
current consumption for advertising purposes in
other directions it has really been a benefit.
The Reflectric sign is covered by letters patent
in the United States, England, Canada and France.
Fig. 2
Fig. I is a reproduction of a sign installed.
Referring to reference
is a drawing showing parts.
letters and figures, (i) is a flange block of wood,
provided with four lag screws for attaching to buildiiigj (3) is crane of i^4-inch black pipe, (7) (7) are
turnbuckles on supporting chains one only is used
one-fourth-inch galvanizedin
small sizes,
(9)

—
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Chicago Street-railway Amalgamation
and the Traction Situation.

R.-ilvanizcMroii
fC) (C) galvaplalc to which

nized-irnn reflectors, (1)) sliiliiiR
electric parts arc alladied, (K) (V.) reinov.il)le ends
of refleclors which release sliding plates, (II; sign,
(1.) back of glass transparency, (M) glass trans-

The

C!bicago Cily Railway Company i< now in
the hands of new men, who pro|)Osc aUo io deal
in some fashion with the Union 'I'racllon Company
so as to bring the two systems under one control.
The Union Traction stocks arc the least valuable
of ihc shares which will enter into the proposed
coiMliinalioli, and its assets are practically limited

p.Trcncy.

Some Recent
'riierc
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till-
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Fixtures.

day more allcniion given

ami artistic designs in electric-lighting
than at any lime in the past. This may
been caused by the cdncation received by a
great many of the .'\merican pcopio at the World's
correct

lo

Norlh and West Chicago stocks.

regarded
as nidikely that anything of a decisive nature can
be accomplished in the way of purchasing North
and West Chicago stocks until some basis of value
can be arrived at, following a possible nnderstandlo
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At this week's meeting of the Cily Council Mayor
Harrison sent in a mcsMge, which wr,^ r!ff.;rrc<l
'
and published, reciting the histor.
:.,n
.

:

'

referendum on

for a

nrj
all strccl-c.;
that "the council
c
ordinance until after the people had ...
,.
msclvcs on the referendum at the coming cicciion."
To this end the local transportation commiiuc will
seek the co-operation of the street-railway inlcrcsU
lo Ihc extent of trying 10 get from them a statement as to what kind of an ordinance will be accepted. The idea is to give the voters knowledge
of what they arc expected to pass upon in the marking of the ballots under the referendum, which will
be ordered at the spring election.

recommending

i

;

.
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Crocker-Wheeler Convention.
The annual convention of

officers and branchmanagers of the Crocker- Wheeler Company
tof)k place at Ampere, X. J., at the main ofTicc and
works, January 26th, 27lh and 28th. The most important topic for discussion at the convention was
alternating-current practice. The Crockcr-Wheelcr
Company has lately entered this field, and the branchoffice managers from distant points were, of course,
office

keenly interested in the lectures .',n this subject
given by Chief Engineer Gano S. Dunn and Messrs.
Edward Hcilmann and H. Piklcr of the cngiT:cering
department. Mr. Dunn and Mr. Hcilmann also
informally told the selling men of their trip to San
Francisco, where, a short time ago. an order was
closed with the California Gas and Electric Corporation for three 4,000-kilovolt-ampcrc alternatingcurrent generators, the
largest
gas-engine-driven
generators in the world. Mr. Julian Roe, manager
of the territory covered by the Chicago office, prophesied an even more lively business in electrical machinery this year than last. The question of selling
agents for Crocker-Wheeler machines was thoroughly discussed by Mr. Roe and his fellow managers, a question of vital importance to the Chicago
office, where the largest stock is carried, except at

SOME RECENT FIXTURES.
Fair at Chicago and later at the exposition in St.
Louis. This demand has created among the public
a desire for more of the beautiful and symmetrical
in all lines, and the increasing wealth of the country
has enabled many to consider as necessities what
once they longed for as luxuries. Consequently the
manufacturers have been led to put forth their best
cfiforts to meet this demand, and they have spent
much time and money in securing tlie best workmanship, patterns and material for producing the
present line effects that one can see on every hand
in the way of decorative electric-li.ghting fixtures.
In this worthy work of meeting and elevating the
public taste the Beardslee Chandelier Manufacturing
Company of Chicago has been among the foremost.
Its product embraces a complete line of chandeliers,
electroliers and combination fixtures, from the most
ornate designs to simple brackets. The accompanying pictures illustratf some of the company's work.
Fig. I shows a rather elaborate combination fixture,
the candles being, of course, for the gas jets and
tlie globes below for the incandescent electric lamps.
The center is of art glass and the metal finishes
are antique, brush and brass. This fixture is furnished in different sizes, and "wired or not, as desired.
It is an ornamental and rather expensive design.
In Fig. 2 is shown a group of ceiling lights
and brackets of simpler construction. These are
all electric fi.xtures.
"The largest bracket at the bottom of the picture is an Empire design, and one
globe is removed to show the backpiece. The one
in Louis XVI. style,
in the lower left corner is
while the large ceiling light at the top is of classic

Ampere, N.
ing with the city, though, even at this time, it is
known in a general way what the securities should
be worth.
In response to the offer 'of the syndicate which
will engineer this unification, Chicago City stock
to the amount of 124,000 shares has been deposited
and payment for tlie same to the amount of $24,Soo,ooo has been made. This gives the syndicate,

J.

A banquet was given by the company on the
evening of the 27th. at the Cafe Martin, in NewYork, at which President Schuyler Skaats Wheeler
presided, and Secretary A. L. Doremus was toastmaster.

The men portrayed
arc

illustration

in

(referring

the accompanying group
to the numbers in the
2, Rodman Gilder; 3,

Wilson:

.

~

.

design.

The Beardslee company
catalogues,
nictures,

cloth-bound

which are rent

issues

and

large,

many

with

handsome
pleasing

to dealers.

Under-running Trolley

Litigation.

Judge Wallace of the United States Circuit Court
of Appeals for the Second District has handed down
a decision in the case of the Thomson-Houston
Electric Company, complainant and appellant, against
the Black River Traction Company, defendant and
appellee, concerning Vandepoele reissue patent No.

The case was an appeal
11,872 under litigation.
from a decree by the court below dismissing the
of complaint in an action for the infringement
It was decided by the court
of the reissued patent.
below that the reissue was void, among other reasons, because the invention described and claimed
therein had been described and claimed by Vandepoele in letters patent No. 424,605, granted to him
April 1, 1890, and previously to the patent of which
the patent in suit is the reissue. The original patent. No. 495,44.3, was granted April 11, iSp3, upon
an application by Vandepoele filed March 12, 1887.
and is for a "traveling contact for electric railways."
Judge Wallace, however, reversed the decree of the
bill

lower court with costs.

VHEHLER OFFICERS AND SALES MANAGERS.

composed of Morgan, Field, Mitchell. Valentine and
others considerable more than half the sliares.
The council committee on local transportation
promises that before election day it will be ready
to report an ordinance or ordinances covering the
entire street-railway svstems of Oiicago.
The annual meeting of the Chicago City company will be
held on February i6th, when the reorganization will
take place.

new owners

By

that time, also, it is declared, the
of the company will be able to make

4, H. C. Baker; 5, H, C. Pettv; 6. S.
7, W. A. Doble; 8. Harold Lomas: 9,
A. Brown; 10, F. B. Degress; 11, R. N. C.
Barnes: 12, Leonard S. Horner: 13. H. S. Pikler:
14. C. W. Gearhart; 15, Louis 11. Ward; 16, H. M.

R. B. Treat;
Russell, Jr.;

Hugh

Sassman:
19,

Henry

21,

H.

17,

W'illiam F. Sullivan:

J.

Sage

;

L. Patterson

20, W. L.
22, A. L.

18.

E.

Heitmann;

Brownell (treasurer)

Doremus

:

(secretary) ;
23, Dr. Schuyler Skaats Wheeler (president)
24,
Gano S. Dunn (vice-president) 25, Julian Roe.
:

;

;
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Paralleling a 5,500-kilowatt Turboalternator.
In the latter part of December, 1904, a 5,500-kilowatt. 25-cvclc turbo-generator was put in operation
in

the 'Se'vontv-fourth

Street

station

of the

Inter-

Rapid Transit Company, New York. It
first Westinghouse unit of this size to be
put in service, although a number of similar machines are approaching completion. The next day
after this machine was put in service, says a writer
in The Electric Club Journal, it carried loads as
high as S.oco kilowatts, and for considerable periods
loads between 7,000 and 8,000 kilowatts were of
common occurrence. This turbo-generator is the

borough
was the

now

largest

in service.

Within a few days after the machine was put in
and while operating in parallel with six of
the slow-speed, 5,000-kilowatt machines in the same
station, a short-circuit occurred among the main
leads at a point between the turbo-generator and
This was a dead short-circuit, and
the switchboard.
the automatic switches on all the slowit tripped
speed machines, which were set at almost three times
service,

full-load current, but did nnt trip the safety switches
nn the furbii-gcneratnr on account nf ttie fact that
the arc was so violent that it burned off the leads
to the safety .leviccs for this particular machine.
ft
fin M' l,:i'l^ were in a separate conduit,
iri..n"li
w,,. ,^.,,-M^ h, cut the turbn-circuit^ o|T by hand
li'
n i-ircuit ihercforc conliinied on this
and ill'
maclinie' ."UV-: little time before it was cut ni-t.
Careful examination nf the generator showed that
it
was absolutely uninjured in any way. as far as
could be determined, and was ready for service

February

it

Westinghouse Type K Instruments.
The Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing
Company offers a new line of instruments known

K

for use upon either direct or alteras the type
nating currents. This type is a development of one
of the Lord Kelvin patents and the construction is
strictly modern and fulfills the exacting requirements
of present practice.
In shape, size, finish and general appearance the instruments harmonize with the
other round pattern switchboard types of the manufacturer.
The face has a matted surface with
raised letters and a pleasing ornamental design in
low relief, the entire case being finished in black

enamel.

The principal distinguishing characteristic is the
simplicity of construction. There are but few parts,
none of which is complicated, and the adjustments
are easily made. In effect the mechanism consists
of a stationary coil, through which the measured
current flows, the voltmeter measuring the current
which flows through a high resistance.
This coil
acts on a movable core or plunger, which is con-

5.50O-kilo\vatt turbo-generator

is

run

MECHANISM OF WESTINGHOUSE TYPE

K

INSTRUMENTS

the Edison

lenge

nected with a steel beam mounted upon knife bearings and carrying the indicating pointer. There are
no springs, the action being controlled by gravitj'.
The accompanying drawing shows the working parts
of the instrument.
The core is so constructed that it is saturated with
a very small amount of magnetic energj^ that of
Thus for any
one-twentieth full-scale deflection.
load the attraction upon the plunger is directly proportional to the current, making the error due to
residual magnetism commercially negligible and the
On
scale almost uniforin, commencing with zero.
alternating currents its action is not appreciably
affected by changes in frequency. External fields do
not influence the performance and temperature errors
are negligible.
The instruments are dead beat in their indications,
the steadying effects of a dash pot being obtained
by inserting the lower end of the plunger in a glass
tube filled with oil. The opening in the solenoid is
made small and the plunger is a piece of fine iron
wire flexibly connected to the movement by means
of a strong silk cord. The only point where friction
could be looked for is at the two knife-edge bearings which support the beam, but in fact no frictional effects are perceptible, as the weight is exceedingly light and the controlling force very great.
Movable weights shown at (D) and (E) afford a
means for adjustment. The scale has large open
divisions which are practically uniform in size. The

—

sector

illustrated

Ammeters

at

(A)

are regularly

corrects

made

all

inequalities
positions.

of capacities to

by

fur-

Production, exports and imports of copper during
the year 1904 shot ahead pf all previous records,
and the year 1905 opened with a price for electrolytic wire bars fully 2^ cents, a pound higher
than the corresponding time a year ago. The most
urgent demand comes from foreign markets and is
attributable

lated plants.

trical field.

pany $200,000

it.

company, and this is Mr. Dow's chalMr. Dow further stated that if his

Before the meeting with the aldermen terminated
a warm discussion ensued, and it has not been determined as yet whether Mr. Dow's offer will be
accepted.

Richard McCulloch on Street Transportation.

An

interesting lecture on "The Evolution of
Street-car Transportation," given under the auspices
of the Washington University Association, vvas delivered last week in St. Louis by Richard McCulloch, assistant general manager of the United Railways Company of St. Louis. The speaker dealt at
length upon the development of American streetrailway systems, beginning with the old mule car
and following the improvements up to the modern
double-truck surface cars, the elevated trains and
subway transportation. European tramwa3''S. he said,
in most instances compare unfavorably with American systems. Returning tourists tell of two and
three-cent fares, but they fail to mention the fact
that one fare takes them only a short distance.
The distance traveled by the average passenger in
this country for five cents, he said, would cost eight
cents in most European cities.
In response to the frequent query whether electricity would soon replace steam for railways, Mr.
"I have called attention to the
McCulloch said
is more economical than steam
under certain conditions, among them being
that the distances must be short and through popuConlous communities, where the traffic is hea^':\^
sidering the fact that railways have so much invested in expensive steam equipment, I think they
will be very slow in making any changes 'toward

fact that electricity

only

introducing electricity."

The
In the contemplated improvements by the Bir(Ala.) Railway, Light and Power Comis to be expended on the power house
in Birmingham and about $35,000 for improving the
systems in Bessemer.

mingham

to

company was granted a monopoly of the lighting
the rate to the consumers would be much reduced.

:

and

including 1,000 amperes and voltmeters to 750 volts
for use without transformers. For larger capacities
transformers are supplied.
Switchboard builders
find them of decided advantage in connection with
moderate-priced panels where high accuracy is desired, such as combination panels for a single generator with its feeders and small boards for iso-

to the expansion of the elecConservative interests are led to expect
a firm market for months to come, and it seems
probable that European countries will continue to
import heavily. Large quantities of copper are now
under contract for exportation and delivery to domestic consumers, which will use up the output as

empowered to furnish electric light
and also to do a commercial

asserts that electric light can be

It

nished to the former at six cents a kilowatt-hour
and the city make money on the investment. It is
estimated that it will take $2,000,000 to make the
additions and improvements to the plant necessary
to carry out this ambitious project.
At present the
plant is confined to supplying current for street lighting only.
Manager Alex Dow of the Detroit Edison Company has offered to pay $1,000 for the investigation
of the municipal electric-lighting accounts. He expects to ascertain the exact cost to the city to manufacture electricity. He maintains that the city commissioners do not know how much current is being
furnished in public places, and that the statement
that they have supplied 1,000,000 kilowatt-hours at
The City Council
3J-2 cents an hour is incorrect.
is endeavoring to investigate the prices charged by

keeping the leverage the same in

Copper Market.

Detroit.

for residence purposes

business.

turbine.

On account of its uniform rotative velocity and its
relatively large flywheel capacity, the turbo-generator is particularly suitable for operating rotarySuch
converter systems, such as the Interborough.
machines also operate extremely well in parallel,
and the operation of a steam-turbine unit with a
reciprocating unit is, in general, considerably better
than reciprocating units with each other, due to
the fact that the mean rotative velocity of the combined units isi better than in the case of reciprocating units alone. In the case of the Interborough
slow-speed generators, this effect is not noticeable,
as there is no evidence of periodic speed fluctuations
in 'the slow-speed units, due, to a large extent, to
the heavy dampers on the machines, their large flywheel capacity, and the proportions of the engines,
which are designed for very small angular variation.
Some months ago a series of tests was made to
determine the paralleling qualities of turbo-generator units. At full voltage the machines ran perfectly in parallel.
Fluctuations in speed were so
slight that periods from one to 15 seconds could
be obtained for synchronizing. When the voltage
was reduced to 60 per cent, of the normal, the machines would carry the full current without any
evidence of hunting. The voltage was further reduced, and tests were made, until about 15 per cent,
of the rated voltage was obtained. Under these
conditions the machines still remained in parallel
when carrying full-load current, but the conditions
of paralleling were not perfectly stable, the load being transferred from one machine to the other at
an irregular but not rapid rate. As the synchronizing power varies approximately as the square of the
voltage, it was extremely low in the last test cited.
It is evident, therefore, that but small interaction
is
required between such machines to maintain
parallel operation.

in

Detroit Municipal Electric Lighting Connnis-

sion wishes to be

lel with the other machines in the station, and the
only notable difference in its operation and that'^of
the slow-speed machines is due to the difference
in the speed regulations of the two types of engines.
The steam turbine was adjusted so that it regulated
much more closely in speed than the low-speed engines, and, in consequence, the turbo-generator takes
It is noted that when the
the fluctuations in load.
turbo-generator is operating in parallel with the
slow-speed machines, that the latter machines carry
a much steadier load than when the steam turbine
is cut out, the turbine unit appearing to take all
the fluctuations when it is in circuit. This unit.
therefore, has something of the effect of a flywheel
or a storage battery on the system. This effect, if
considered undesirable, can be modified readily by
adjusting the speed characteristics of the steam

largely

'

The
in paral-

to

than a year ago W. T. Thornton, ex-go'-ernor of New Mexico, representing a syndicate of
Chicago men, made application to the Mexican government for a concession to establish a system of
electric
street
railways Jn Guadalajara. Mexico,
offering to pay the city of Guadalajara $400,000 for
the use of the streets. Shortly after another American competitor for the valuable franchise appeared
on the scene, represented by A. W. Geist and W. A.
Rogers, who offered to pay a similar amount for
the franchise.
The owners of the existing system
of street railway, known as the Bermejillo syndicate, were much disturbed by the prospect of competition, and in order to retain exclusive possession
of the field offered to pay the city $100,000 for the
franchise which the}' had been using for many years
for nothing. This offer was rejected by the government with the assertion that unless the syndicate
agreed to pay the amount which was offered by the
Americans for the franchise it would be granted
to one or the other of the competitors.
After long
deliberation this was agreed to and the Bermejillo
people obtained the exclusive franchise, shutting
out the two American bidders.
In addition to the
payment of $400,000 to the city the Bermejillo syndicate is required to convert all of its lines into electric traction and to extend the system to the suburbs of Guadalajara and to make other extensive
improvements.
The value of this street-railway
franchise has attracted much attention in Mexico,
and it is believed that other cities of Mexico will
seek to obtain more compensation for the use of
their streets by similar companies.

Public Lighting Discussion

these leads were replaced.

1905

More

247,421 tons, the imports reaching 79,730 tons.

immediately afterward, but could not be thrown in
with th.e other machines on account of the main
The
leads to the switchboard being burned off.
machine has been in service with heavy loads since

The

American Competition Profitable
Mexican Cities.

comes from the refiners. Prices quoted
for the latter part of January were 15% cents a
pound for electrolytic bars and 15^2 cents for Lake.
The total exports of copper for the year 1904 were
fast as

ii,

British

Columbia Electric Railway Company

of Vancouver, B. C, has taken over the branch
of the Canadian Pacific railroad, known^ as the Vancouver and Lulu Island railway, and will commence
immediately to convert it into an electric system,
hoping to have it ready by July ist.

;

I'Vbniaiy
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Telephone News

from the Northwest.

o( Suficrior,
'I'cleplionc Cumpiiiiy
been aiitliorizcd to issue $100,000 bonds,
and proposes lo erect a fireproof exchange luiildinR
and install a selective ringing apparatus. 'Ilicre is
lo be considerable new cable work and conduit
People's

'I'lic

Wis.,

lias

extensions.
A hill has been olTcred in the Minnesota I-cgislature intended lo empower Minnesota citic.i. towns
and iiiiiiiicipalities to own and operate tele|)lioiie

cxibanges.

The North Star Telephone Company has been
in the town of Irving, near New Ix^ndon,
Minn., and the West Lake-New London Telephone
Company has been formed to build from West Lake
formed

New

to

London.

The Northwestern Telephone Exchange Company
of Minneapolis and St. Paul issues, with its February directory, a formula for disinfecting transmillers.

The Hallock (Minn.) telephone exchange has been
sold to T. M. George.
The Tri-stalc Telephone Company has completed
the gap in its long-distance system to Grand Forks,
N. 1). To get through Fargo, it i? reported that
arraugeincnls have lieen made wilb the Western
Ihiiou Telegraph Company to use its poles.
The Southern Minnesota Teleplione and Telegraph
Company of Winnebago City, Minn., has been incorporated with a capital stock of $100,000. A. W.
Colvlu is president.
J. II. Howe has transferred the local exchaiige at
Zunibrnta, Minn., lo F. G. Marvin.
Karrelt & l),n-relt of St. Paul have sought an
injunclion against the Northwestern Telephone Exchange Company of Minneapolis. The question for
the court is whether the telephone company can
regulate telephone numbers and the names used by
subscriBcrs.

The new code of the Minnesota tax laws is under
A
by the Minnesota Legislature.
change is suggested in the form of taxing telephone
companies lo a property valuation instead of a gross
consideration

The revision now calls for a three-per
gross-earnings tax. Another bill introduced
would increase the gross-earnings tax to five per

earnings.
cent,

cent. •

George R. Farmer has applied to the council of
Madison, S. D., for a franchise for a telephone exchange.

The Northwestern Telephone Exchange Company
has received a carload of cables for the extension
R.
of its conduit system in Grand Forks, N. D.

The Telephone

in

Mexico.

Maguire, general manager of the Mexican
Telephone Company, which operates telephone systems in the City of Mexico, Guadalajara, Leon, Merida, Monterey, Motul, Progresso, Fuebla, Queretaro,
Saltillo, San Luis Potosi, Tacubaya, Tampico, Tlalpam, Unian, Vera Cruz and Zacatecas, says tliat bids
will soon be asked for the laying of conduits for the
underground system in the City of Mexico. There
w-ill be 240,000 lineal feet of conduit used in the
T. F.

construction of the underground system, and a 44duct subway will leave the central station in Calle
These ducts will be
del A.rco de San Agustin.
gradually reduced in number until they number
about four to the subway. They will be laid at a
depth of 23^^ inches from the surface of the street,
and the total number of manholes will be no. The
ducts will be 3^2 inches in diameter, and the cable
within, which will contain 800 wires, will be 2j4
inches in diameter.
The Minas AInieleya, S. A., which operates the
Cerro Almeleya mine, is building a telephone line

from

mine to Dorado

its

Central

railroad.

D.

station

W. Shanks

on the Mexican
is

general mana-

ger.

One of

the largest private telephone systems to
be constructed in Mexico is to be installed on the
ranches of William Richardson, who is said to be
He
the largest land owner in Northern Mexico.
has awarded the contract for building about 100
miles of telephone lines to connect his different properties to the firm of Van Voriiis Hiios, of MonThe central office for this large private systerey.
tem will be at Carmen, the headquarters ranch of
H.
Mr. Richardson.

Indiana Telephone Items.
The Sand Bank Telephone Company with a capistock of $1,000 will establish and operate telephone lines and telephone exchanges in Tipton.
Hamilton, Howard, Madison, Grant, Miami, Cass
and Marion counties, with principal office in Tipton.
J. M. Hoover, Harry C. Haskett and George A.
Dickey are among the Incorporators.
The Farmers' Union Telephone Company, just in-

•'lal

corporated with a capital stock of $2,000, proposes
to construct and operate telephone lines and exchanges in Jackson, Jennings and Scott counties.
The principal office will be in Seymour. John M.
Lewis, W. H. Boman and John Q. Foster are the

TELEPHONE MEN.

The Home Telephone Company of Wabath ha«
stock from $20,000 to $50,000.
necessary to provide additional
and extensions lo lake care of the rapidly
increasing business of the company. R. F. Hluunt is
president and W. S. Slit secretary of the company.
increased

This

its

capital

was made

c(|nipinent

Ohio Telephone Notes.

E. F. Freeman has ptirchaiM'd th'Yalcs Center 'Iclcphonc Company
Kan.
'I'hc ilcalfi of F. fl. Ctirtiu, cftfitriiiinf
tcndcnl of the Home Tclrphnne Company
City, .Mo, i» rqKirlrd.

:

The

ilcath

of

R. Ferniivin, wcrclary

.V.

.

of ihc ^(i^sollri and Kantat Tctepli'
pany, (jccurrcd recently.
iircr

The

question i>( whether a mniiicipalily has the
right t'> fix telephone rates was argued in the Supreme Court at (L'olunibus on February 3d. The case
is that against the Toledo Home Telephone Company, and the contention iis that the company
added $8 to the business rate and $6 to the residence
r.ate in violation of the ordinance fixing its rates
Questions asked by one of the
at a certain figure.
judges indicated that the contest might hinge on the
authority of the Probate Court to fix rates.
Telephone companies contend that no rate can be fixed
legally by a municipality under which they shall
operate, although this has been done in almost
every franchise granted.
In almost as many cases
it has been
found that the rale is too low and the
companies have had to advance them in order lo
make the extensions and improvements demanded.
Word comes from Cincinnati to the effect that
the Cincinnati and Suburban Telephone Company
is negotialing with 15 or 20 small companies in the
corners of Ohio, Indiana and Kentucky, which will
give it an excellent outlet over this territory and at
the same time a(UI about 15,000 subscribers to its
list.
It is possible, however, that these negotiations
may end in the Independent companies retaining
present affiliations, as did those about Lima, over
which there was such a stir some time ago. Officers of the United States Telephone Company and
the Federal Telephone Company state that they
in
will shortly have exchanges
Cincinnati
and
New York city, which will greatly strengthen their
position.
In connection with this it is reported that
the Bell interests have taken over the Orange
County Telephone Company of Middletown, N. Y.,
and the Glen Telephone Company of Gloversville

Charles S. Olecd has hecn clecled pr<-*idcni ',i
Ihc Missouri and Kansas Tclcph^inc C*»mpany, .%uccceding Alonzo Burt, who recently rc>iKncd.
T.

made

Those between Gabon and Marion have been completed several days.
It is the intention to continue
the lines to Cincinnati and Chicago.
The West Richfield Telephone Company of West
Richfield has been incorporated with a capital stock
of $io,coo by E. L. Carter, James B. Stouffer, J. B.
Kennedy, M. L. Newton and Allen S. Prickett.

The Home Telephone Company
install

a

private

Boody House

system of

of Toledo will
130 telephones in the

in Toledo."

C.

Michigan Telephone Matters.
State Telephone Comconstruction of a line
in Dickenson Count>% from Escanaba to Foster City,
a distance of about 40 miles.
Township,
Sanilac County,
The farmers of Marion
have organized a local telephone company, with
branches, to run into other townships in that vicinity.

The farmers near Union City find many uses for
One of the subscribers
their rural telephone line.
near Union City recently saw a horse running away
with a surrey occupied by two women. He called
up a neighbor about a mile further down the road,
who, with the assistance of several others, stopped
the horse without difficulty.
H. H. Hutchins, manager, and E. Hawley, secof the Saugatuck and Ganges Telephone
Company, recently paid a visit to Grand Rapids and

retary,

on

the

Company and

officers of the Citizens' Telephone
inspected the workings of their auto-

W.

matic plant.

for the Wiwoniin
Ashland, Wis., has been
for the norlhern half of the

manaKcr

local

at

manager

W. L Ingalls has resigned as district manager of
the People's Telephone Company at Spring Valley,
Minn., and Charles H. Russell of Stcwartville, Minn.,
succeeds him.
Gc'orge

W.

Hiirnside

as

retires

manager of

Telephone Company of Sioux

Citizens'

anfl has sold his ^lock in the company.
ager will Ix: installed shortly.

Falls,

the

S.' I).,

A new

man-

John .Malison of Ada, .Minn., has resigned as
manager of the local telephone exchange, and goes
lo Crookslon, Minn., with the same company.
L.
L. Smith becomes local manager at -Ada.
Walter L. Haskell, general manager of the Minnesota Valley Telephone Company, Mankato, Minn.,
has resigned to go to Sioux Falls, S. D., where he
becomes manager of the Citizens' Telephone Company.
At. D. .\t Hater, local manager of the Central
Union Telephone Company at Indianapolis, has been
promoted to be district superintendent. He will be

succeeded by W. R. Hirst, former superintendent of
the Cleveland Telephone Company.

GENERAL TELEPHONE NEWS.
J.

II.

Barnes. R. M. Cavctt and associates of Jell.
incorporated the Jett Rural Telephone

Okla., have

Company with

a capital of $S,ooo.

The Sulphur (I. T.) Telephone Company has l>ecn
granted a franchise for 20 years, and an exchange
will be put in at that place within 90 days.
The Northwest Texas

Telephone

Company

of

Canyon City, Texas, recently incorporated, contemplates increasing its capital to $20,000 and will build
300 miles of toll lines. John A. Wallace is in charge
of the building plans.
report of the
Home TeleLouisville. Ky., shows that the
6,600 subscribers. There are also about
2,000 telephones outside the cit}'.
The company
has made excellent progress during the last six

The

semi-annual

phone Company of

company has

months.

The crew of the Michigan
pany is now at work on the

called

district

state.

and Johnstown.
It is reported that the Home Telephone Company
of Hamilton is negotiating for the purchase of the
Bell plant in that place. If this is done the plants
will be consolidated.
The Erie Railroad Company has completed its
telephone lines between Cleveland and Marion.

Kcefe,

F.

Telephone Company

J. T. Shaw, a government engineer, is at present
superintending the construction of a telephone, system along the line of the big irrigating canals in the
vicinity of Reno, Nev.
The line is being established to facilitate communication regarding canal
conditions between owners of land and the office at
the headgates.

In view of extensive improvemei\ts to be made
by the Troy and Honey Creek (Wis.) Telephone
Company in the spring. President Albert Walstcr
of Troy has asked of the towns of Prairie du Sac
and Sauk City that exclusive franchises be gr,antcd
the company.
Public opinion seems at present adverse to the granting of exclusive franchises.

At a recent meeting the directors of the Chicago
Telephone Company re-elected the retiring officers
for

another year.

No

was

action

taken

looking

toward an issue of authorized new capital. The
are
Chairman of board. John M. Clark
President, Arthur D. Wheeler
first vice-president,
Byron L. Smith second vice-president, A. S. Hibbard sccretarv and treasurer, C. E. Moslev; auditor.
A. W. Richards.
officers

:

;

;

Telephone
The amount

Sharing Successful.

Profit
of

money

to be distributed

among

the

employes of the Cuyahoga Telephone Company of
Cleveland, Ohio, for the latter half of 1904, under
the profit-sharing plan,

of the salaries of

all

is

$7,022.19, or 6^-^ per cent,

persons employed.

The fund

for this purpose has been gradually increasing and
the employes, therefore, have been receiving a larger
amount at each semi-annual distribution. The officials of the company are so well pleased with the
results of giving the employes this extra amount of
money that the system will probably be continued.
The service has been greatly improved and the emploj^es are zealous in their efforts to do their work
as well as possible.

incorporators.

The Sparta and Hogan Mutual Telephone Company has been incorporated and proposes to establish an exchange at Sparta and do a telephone business throughout Dearborn County.
O. E. Canfield

The Telephone Company of Warrensburg, III.,
has been incorporated by G. W. Claussen. J. A.
Suerth and J. H. Rumsfeld. The company is cap-

of Sparta heads the incorporators.

electrical

italized at $2,500 and,

it

is

stated, will

apparatus and supplies.

manufacture

:

A

new

telephone

directory

just

published,

and

compiled by F. C. Toepleman. general manager of
the Home Telephone and Telegraph Company of
Henderson, N. C, contains 240 pages and may be
taken as an index to the marked growth and development of the telephone business in the Eastern
Carolina and Virginia section of the .'\tlanlic seaboard. The book covers 31 exchanges and 6,000
subscribers, which had tlieir nucleus in an exchange
of 45 subscribers built at Henderson in the fall of
1895 by Mr. Toepleman. The various exchanges
and toll stations covered by the new directors* are
owned by the Home Telephone and Telegraph Company of Henderson, the Carolina Telephone and
Telegraph Company of Tarboro, N. C, the Interstate Telephone and Telegraph Company of Durham, N. C, and the Southern Bell Telephone and
Telegraph Company of Atlanta, Ga. Besides this
interchange, connection is made with the long-distance lines of the American Telephone and Telegraph Company and the Southern Bell Telephone

and Telegraph Company.
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Condensers for Steam Turbines.'
By George

I.

Rockwood.

Visitors to steam-turbine power stations geiierally
as a first impression, the relative inconspicuousness of the turbine itself in the midst of
This
its numerous and large condenser auxiliaries.
prominence of the condenser equipment is especially
noticeable in the case of the smaller turbine plants,
where the floor space occupied by the condenser
system far exceeds that required by the turbine.
There appear to be three accepted designs for'
notice,

'

First, may be mentioned
these condenser systems
the combination consisting of a surface condenser,
a centrifugal hot-well pump, an air cooler, a singlecylinder dry-vacuum pump, a centrifugal circulatingwater pump, together with their connecting and
Second, the foregoing ardrip piping and valves.
rangement may be varied by omitting the hot-well
pump and also the air cooler and dry-vacuum pump,
the wet-vacuum pump preferably of
substituting
The cost per kilowatt is about
the Edwards type.
the same $7 to $10— for either of these systems.
The third system is like the first, except that an
:

—

—

elevated jet condenser with barometric tube and
hot well take the place of the surface condenser
The advantage of this third
and hot-well pump.
type over the surface-condenser systems is that it
may take up less floor space, while its cost is but
$5 to $6 per kilowatt. The dry-vacuum pump used
with barometric condensers must have a two-cylinder
air pump, and the exhaust steam from the turbine
cannot be used again in the boilers.
The whole cost of a condenser system, as intimated in the opening paragraph, is not, however,
fully expressed in the contract with the condenser
contractor. The turbine room is made a full .third
larger, and hence more expensive, by the provision
space, too, that ;s
of the necessary floor space
Tlie
needed in the operation of the turbines.
smaller the turbine plant is, the greater this part
of the cost becomes relative to that of the whole
^

;

power plant.
There is.

of condenser
besides, a fourth type
which may be used with steam turbines, and to
which it is the object of this paper to direct atten-

namely,

the

Within the

last

tion:

injector or ejector condenser.
year the Atlantic Mills, Provi-

have installed a 400-kilowatt Westinghouse-Parsons turbine. A vacuum of 28 inches
to 28V2 inches is maintained on this turbine by means
The exhaust
of the following condenser system
steam is led, through 20 feet of vertical 16-inch
cast-iron pipe and three short-turn cIImws, into a
16-inch Bulkley iniector condenser. The level of
the ground floor is 3.1 feet below the condenser
bulb, while the turbine lies on a concrete steel floor,
the level of which is 12 feet and six inches above
dence,

R.

I.,

:

the

ground

floor.

injection water comes 500 feet from the
to the power house, under a slight head
perhaps three feet depending upon the state of
six-inch belt-driven Lawrence centhe river.
trifugal pump elevates the water into a vertical
The level of the
tank, 30 inches by 15 feet deep.
water in this tank is maintained by the waste pipe
six inches below the water-inlet nozzle on the
condenser.
From near the bottom of this vertical
tank a seven-inch injection pipe rises up to the

The

river

A

—

condenser.

A good deal of air along with the water is pumped
into the top of the tank by the centrifugal pump,
but apparently the depth of the tank acts efficiently
as an air separator, and no air in the form of bubbles
passes over into the condenser. At any rate, the
vacuum shown by the mercury column is 28;^ inches.
The remarkable thing is that this is so, as nearly
as the height of a mercury column can be measured,
whether the column be attached to the bulb of the
condenser or to the exhaust chest of the turbine.
To prove this alisence of friction in the exhaust
pipe a one-fourth-inch pipe was connected to the
elbow above the condenser, then led down and atA branch
tached to the turbine e.xhaust chamber.
horizontal pipe leads off to a mercury column.^ Two
valves, one above and one below this horizontal
pipe, enable either connection to be made at wilWStarting with both valves open and the mercury
quiescent, it was impossible to perceive any movement of the mercury, either up or down, after shutling either valve.
Not only is a

16-inch exhaust pipe thus proved
ample, and more than ample, in size for a 400-kilowatt turbine, but the vacuum obtainable with this
condenser is substantially the same, whether steam
The falling
is passing through the turbine or not.
of the water through the "throat" is the air pump,
and is the only air pump needed. The builders provided a 20-inch exhaust nozzle on the turbine, but
Mr. Bulkley believes that, on the contrary, a 14inch condenser would do as well as the 16-inch.
It may be of interest to relate here a rather unusual experience, encountered when this :6-inch condenser was first put into service.
It was convenient to have the injection pipe rise
on that side of the 16-inch exhaust pipe farthest
from the condenser. At the top a 45-degree bend
connected to a long-radius elbow enabled the pipe
to turn and pass the exhaust pipe, approaching the
condenser horizontally, instead of vertically, as in

February

Upon starting up the turbine only
the usual case.
22 inches of vacuum could be obtained. The piping
was, nevertheless, proved to be absolutely tight.
After shutting the injection valve Saturday afternoon with the turbine blanked off at its nozzle, and
with 22 inches vacuum on the exhaust pipe and

water

Still,
the blank flange in preparation for starting.
only 22 inches was the maximum height of the mercury column while running.
Finallj-, at the suggestion of Mr. Bulkley to the
effect that in his experience he had found it necessary to have the injection pipe to his condensers
approach the condenser vertically rather than horizonfally for the best results (although he had no
explanation satisfactory to himself why this was
so), a rearrangement of the injection piping was
made, permitting this vertical approach. At once,
upon starting up the turbine, the result was 285^
inches of vacuum, and this has been maintained
without interruption since. With the present load
about 330 kilowatts to 350 kilowatts the seven-inch
injection valve is open only a few turns, the temperature of the hot well is from 80 degrees to go
degrees, and water enough can be passed through
this condenser to maintain the vacuum in summer
weather. The highest degree of vacuum thus far
recorded, as measured in the turbine exhaust chamThe
ber, is 28% inches, the lowest 27^ inches.
variation is caused partly by changes in the baromedrip-valve
ter, but more by variable leakages in
Perhaps, also, the amount of air entrained
seats.
by the injection water varies from time to time.
If water is not to be had in abundance, then the
^

—

best way is to have two pumps, one of which returns to the condenser water taken from the hot
In this way the highest theoretical temperawell.
ture of the hot-well water may be reached. It takes
10 horsepower to supply water by means of the
centrifugal pump in sufficient quantity to condense
400 kilowatts of steam.
The method of sealing the spindle of the Parsons
turbine against air leak where it passes out to its
journals from the low-pressure chambers, namely,
by pumping water with centrifugal pumps formed
in small recesses in the shaft cover, so as to keep
a water pressure in these recesses in excess of that
of the atmosphere, is a perfect success, as the ex-

injury.

The rate of accumulation of water leaking by the
small centrifugal air-seal pumps into the exhaust
pipe may be any amount up to over 950 pounds an
hour. If, however, there is the least external load
on the turbine, the' flow of the steam up the exhaust
pipe has the power to sweep the exhaust chamber
The niethod of starting the turbine at the
dry.
Atlantic Mills is to first turn on the injection water.
Then admit steam to the turbine without admitting
water to the air seals. After the load begins to
coine on, as shown by the amperemeter, the drip
pipe from the exhaust chamber to the atmosphere,
which has been open all night and up to this point,
is now closed, the water turned on to the air seals,
and the vacuum immediately draws down to 28
It is not found absolutely necessary to start
inches.
in this way, as the turbine can be run hours before
the water accumulates in quantity. The object is
simply to drain the turbine up to the moment when
the load begins to come on.
If the load is a "jumping" one, from nothing to
full load, there is no danger of water accumulaIt is, of course, quite possible to provide a
tion.
drain receiver and pump which will work under the
vacuum if it is deemed desirable to do it. There
is no exhaust steam "entrainer," or water trap or
seal, provided at the Atlantic Mills turbine.
The injector condenser costs, fully installed, with
centrifugal circulating water-pump, tank piping and
This cost is
valves, from $2 to $2.50 per kilowatt.
much reduced if there is a natural head of water
At the installation described the conavailable.
denser, two elbows, one tee, 18 feet of cast-iron
exhaust pipe and. a 14-inch automatic relief valve
The room it occupies is praccost, erected, $591.50.
tically

none

at all.

>

Theoretically considered, in its relation to turbines, the injector condenser would seem to bar out
all other condenser systems in those situations where
the water used in the boilers is pure in its natural
Where it is absolutely essential to save the
state.

1905

condensation for re-use as boiler-feed
water, owing to the presence of salt, sulphate of
lime, wool grease, acid from steel works, or other
hurtful polution, then it pays to use one of the
surface-condenser systems. If the city water is
pure and costs about seven cents per 1,000 gallons,
water enough for a 400-kilowatt machine at 100
per cent, load factor would cost per factory-year
of 310 days, 10 hours a day, at 1,000 gallons per
hour, about $217. With interest at five per cent,
and fixed charges at eight per cent., this sum warrants the capital expenditure of not to exceed $1,670.
It is thus clear that it does not pay to buy the
surface-condenser system simply to save the cost
of paying city rates for boiler-feed water.
Much talk has been made about the freedom
of the condensed exhaust steam in turbines from
cylinder oil, and the advantage which this purity
gives to it as compared with the c ily exhaust from
reciprocating engines, where the condensed steam is
returned to the boilers.
It should not be forgotten that great purity of
feed water is not in itself a desirable thing, being
only better than very impure water; for it pits the
tubes and water-legs of steel boilers unless some
lime is added.
Where the waste injection water from a jet condenser is used for washing in a dye house, this
freedom from oil is of great advantage. Such is
the aversion of dyers to using exhaust steam to
heat water on account of the supposed presence of
cylinder oil, no matter how careful one may- be to
provide and operate successfully oil eliminators, that
this freedom of the turbine from the use of cylinder
oil is sufficient cause to determine the purchase of
turbines in place of engines for power in such places.

condenser, one found 12 inches vacuum still left
on the system Monday morning before reinoving

perience with this condenser shows, although when
but 22 inches could be obtained, owing to the fault
in the injection-pipe design described, the efficacy of
these seals was very seriously doubted.
It is interesting to note our experience that no
drip pipe or drip pump, for removing the water
of condensation or the leakage into the exhaust
chamber from these air seals, is found to be necessary or desirable.
It is, indeed, necessary to exclude any accumulation of water in the exhaust pipe for fear that it
will sway back and forth until it flushes up onto
the large low-pressure blades of the turbine. Running as they do at a very high velocity, sudden
contact with water from the exhaust pipe will strip
the last row off clean if such contact is permitted.
Any further damage, however, to the other rotating
blades seems to be prevented by the presence of
the fixed row, which, by dividing up the water into
small streams, seems to protect the moving rows
from contact with solid water, and therefore from

ir,

of

The

Atlantic Mills turbine

is,

so far as the writer

knows, the only instance on record of the use of
injector condensers for large turbines either 'of the
Parsons or Curtis type.

Pacific Coast
trical

Waterpowers

for

Elec-

Operation of Railroads.

of Pacific Coast Water Powers in the
Electrical Operation of Railroads" was the title of
a comprehensive and interesting paper read before
the Pacific Coast Railway Club on January 21st in
San Francisco. The paper was presented bv Mr.
Robert McF. Doble, consulting engineer of the Abner
Doble Company of San Francisco, and was well
illustrated with stereopticon views and diagrams of
steam locomotives, electric cars and locomotives,
track and rolling stock of California roads, hydroelectric plants, and a state map showing the locaAttention of power plants and transmission lines.
tion was called to the widespread consideration that
is being given to
the application of electricity as
motive power to replace steam locomotives on railroads, reference being made to the large undertakings
of this nature now being carried out by the New
York Central and the Pennsylvania Railroad companies.
Under the advantages of a central power station, the author spoke of the present-day limitations
of the steam station and of the self-evident possibilities of obtaining powder from hydro-electric plants.
Particular reference was made to the conditions on
the Pacific Coast, where available waterpowers are
distributed at frequent intervals all the way fi-om
Southern California up into British Columbia. While
only a very small portion of these waterpowers have
been developed, even with the stations now operating and the transmission systems now carrying powder
throughout the central portion of the state, the conditions would seem to make profitable the operation
of at least some of the railroads by electricity. It
was stated that the capacity of the steam locomotive
has to be that of the maximum effort required from
it,
even though that effort be for a very short
time, while, on the other hand, the load on the power
station is only the sum of the loads on the different motors, which will average much less than
the sum of their maximum powers. This materially
reduces the cost of operating, especially w'ith the
conditions found on the Pacific Coast, where several
power plants can feed into one network and supplement the power of each other. The possibility
of recovering energy lost in braking was also referred to, the example of several European railwaj^s
being cited to emphasize the fact that this has been
In such a system of dispractically accomplished.
tribution as is possible in California, considerable

"The Use

.

power might be generated

by

trains

descending

mountain grades, and thus fed. back and utilized in
the distribution network.
Reference was also made to the saving in the
cost and maintenance of track, the possible increase
in capacity of existing railroads, the saving of time
and labor in the operation of an electric locomotive,
characteristic simplicity and the rapidity with
its
which repairs can be made. The power which can
be obtained from steam locomotives is rapidly approaching its limit, -while the development of the
electric locomotive has apparently only begun.
The
relative reliability' of steam and electricity was held
to be in favor of the latter, especially in consideration of the local conditions in California, where a

number

of waterpower plants feeding into the same
distribution system would make exceedingly remote
the possibility of breakdown of anything more than
air individual locomotive.

N
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TiirninB lo llie r.clii.viiniiil
in Oilifornia, pnrfi. nl;ii i^f
Los Angeles and l<"l
I

tric

railway of !.'.

\ii;v

.

'"I

,

tlic

the

North Shore

'1 he
and Key Route sy:,l.ni;, ol Saii Francisco
North Shore railroad is of special interest by reason of its lieinK the first and only third-rail line
in California and because of its being operated from
a sub-station which is the terminus of one of the

longest transmission lines in the country. The Alto
station referred to is 180 miles from the hydroelectric plant at Colgate and 250 miles from the new
De Sabla power house. One of the features of the
Key Route system which was given considerable
attention was the Diamond trolley, whicli is sucThe possibilities
cessfully nsed on all of its trains.
work were
of this collector for heavy railroad
pointed out.
As to projected electric lines on the Pacific Coast,
reference was made to improvements which the
Southern Pacific company has under consideration
for its suburban lines in Oaltland, Kerkelcy and Alameda, to the rumored electriliration of that company's
San Jose and Port Costa lines and also to the
possibility of operating its mountainous divisions by
electricity.

Electric Plant for Large Cotton Mill.
The Dwight Manuf.icturing Company of Chicopee,
Mass., is one of the largest of its character in the
country, manufacturing sheetings, shirtings and fine
dress goods. It has an equipment of about 130,000
spindles, comprising both ring spindles and mule
The machinery is,
spindles, and about 3.500 looms.
at the present time, driven by water and steam, the
walerpower being supplied from the Chicopee River,
on which the mill is located. The present power
equipment consists of eight different waterwheels,
situated in various parts of the plant, and connected
To supplement this power in
to lines of shafting.
times of low water, and to add additional power
which cannot be obtained from the waterpower,
steam engines.
there are installed three separate
Owing to the increased development of the mill,

amount of power installed has been insufficient
and it has been deemed advisable to increase the
power plant by installing electric power, with the
the

intention to operate a portion of the mill continuously by motors, and other parts by electric drive
in case of low water.
The factory is divided into a number of buildings
arranged in crescent form along the river. The advantages of electric drive are, therefore, especially
marked. The electric power plant will be centrally
located and the lines will extend in both directions
to the various buildings.
The present contract provides for the following
One 440-volt, alternatingWestinghouse apparatus
current generator, goo-kilowatt rated capacity, to
supply three-phase current at a frequency of <5o
cycles, this generator is to be direct connected to
a C. & G. Cooper 26 by 52 by 48-inch cross-compound
one 25-kilowatt exciter, direct
condensing engine
connected to a Westinghouse engine, and one 23j^kilowatt motor-driven exciter. There will also be
provided a four-panel sw'itchboard to control gen:

;

erator, exciters and six feeders.
The electric power plant is to be placed in a
building to be built as an addition to one of

new

the
present engine houses, in this way putting the two
engines under the supervision of one engineer. To
utilize the current produced by this plant the following motors, wound for 60 cycles, three-phase, will
Two
be located in the various parts of the mill
200-horsepower, 5S0 revolutions per minute, six
three
lOO-horsepower, 5S0 revolutions per minute
7S-horsepo\ver, 690 revolutions per minute; three 50horsepower, 850 revolutions per minute, and two 40horsepower, 850 revolutions per minute.
:

;

New England

Street Railway Club.

The New England Street Railway Club, comprising representative men identified with the management of leading street-railway companies throughcut the New England states, held its fifth annual
meeting and banquet on January 26th at the Hotel
Brunswick in Boston. The club had an accession
of 63 members to its membership during the year,
making 560 on the rolls at present, nearly twoAt
thirds of whom were present at the banquet.
business meeting held before the dinner, the
President,
following-named officers were elected
E. E. Potter of New Bedford vice-presidents, Paul
the

:

;

Boston, Norman ilcD. Crawford of
Hartford, Conn., L. N. Wheelock of Claremont,
N. H.. A. J. Crosby of Springfield, Vt., J. E. Thielsen of Providence, George E. Macomber of Augusta,

Winsor

of

secretary, John J. Lane of Boston ; treasurer,
of Boston.
state association was represented
by its president, Loomis Allen. Other special guests
of the club were Calvert Townlev of Hartford and
Charles D. Wyman, Wallace D. Lovell, Gen. William A. Bancroft, C. S. Sergeant, James F. Shaw,

Me.

;

N. L.

Wood

The New York

George A. Butman, J. H. Goodspeed, D. D. BartC. F. Bancroft and Horace Rogers of Boston.

lett,

An

ordinance

has been

Council of Seattle, Wash.,
a city electrician.

introduced in the City
for the appointment of
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Ujndon, January 2H.~As was to be anticipated, the
which look place to the United States and the
St. I^iiis Exhibition by the members of v.irious
Uritish engineering societies last summer have rc-

friviumtly
.

'

first

firH

.

'heimrlve*
-,

.,i^

.

c
ul(

:

The

of papers Iwing re,id before the
the members'
different institutions setting forth
Ihe earliest of these papers
views and impressions.
are four, which were read last week before the
Institution of Mechanical Engineers, two of which
One of
indirectly touch upon electrical matters.
them, dealing with American workshops, stated that

number

in thi»

y/vd

ti:c

a>iocu:i":i, liow-

waterpower electric transmlcountry on a laruc Koixr. v.'

first

by I'arliamcnt

la»t year,

viz

i'.ri

'ti.-nie
'

:

,

been commenced. The pow r
it
slopes of Snowd'jn will contain 1\.: .,, .1... ....... It
and 10,000-volt threc-phaw Kcneraton.
1 raninii>lion will be carried out by mean« of overhead copper mains. The use of overhead mains in North
Wales was granlcil lo the company in a manner and
on a scale never Ijcforc known in this country in the
teeth of a strong opfKjsition from the local authorities, who in many cases wished to make thcm'ielves
the sfjie arbiters as to desirability and choice of
routes.
This was overruled an<I all difTL-rcnce* of
opinir.n are to be settled bv the li .r,rd of
r:,.!iha.s

the very best of the general workshops, with possibly one exception, could be matched in equipment
in general methods of carrying out work by
In general, however,
certain works in this country.
the organization of an American engineer's workshop
struck the author as superior to that in similar
works in England, while in some the organization
In
was in every detail admirably administered.
fact, throughout the papers and discussions it was
clear that everyone was struck by the amount of
But
detail in the organization of .American shops.
beyiind this there was a disposition to complain of
!hr UMi.'il impressions here of .'\merican and other
works as being far too exaggerated. One or two
speakers were especially severe, particularly with
regard to the electrical pumping plant for the CasIn the official guide this
cades at the exhibition.
plant was stated to be capable of setting in motion
the largest volume of water ever moved by artiWhen the plant was inspected it was
ficial means.
found to consist only of three motor-driven pumps
of a size which an Englishman would think of no
consequence and unworthy of talking about for a

and

I

New

York.

—

New

York, February 4. The New York Transportation Company is a concern that makes a business of hiring out electric cabs and other vehicles.
On Wednesday this company was before the Supreme Court as being subject to the city ordinance
that prescribes the legal fares of hackmcn, but Justice McCall decided that the company is a private
concern that does not solicit the patronage of the
public at large, and that the drivers are not at all
in the position of public hackmen who have exclusive rights.
Legal cab fares, therefore, do not apply
to

Furthermore, only one pump could be
moment.
worked at a time for fear the vibration would result
in the collapse of the structure in which the pumps
were situated. Another speaker, in a little enthusiasm for the mother country, said that an American
was proud of anything even if it were bad so
long as there was enough of it; Americans were
In fact, as Americans "appregreat at big things.
ciated" themselves 50 per cent, and Englishmen

electric

cabs.

Regarding the ever-growing demand for subway
extensions, a proposition has been made to the Rapid
Transit Commission by A. Stewart Walsh, who will
guarantee to organize a company for the purpose
of constructing a subway under Gates Avenue,
Brooklyn, and to charge three-cent fares.

—

depreciated themselves 25 per cent., he thought he
had given a true idea of the proper comparison.
From what I know of the men wdio made these
utterances, I may say that they were made in no
unfriendly spirit, but were simply candid expressions
They cerof opinions of their tour in the States.
tainly vary from the usual estimate of American
engineering here.
Apropos of the breakdown upon the electric-lighting mains at Bradford, and which was recorded in
these notes, the matter has been receiving the serious
attention of the corporation and the electric-lighting
committee.
-As usual, the electrical engineer has
come in for a deal of criticism, although primarily
he was not responsible for what happened, inasmuch as he has only been at Bradford a short time,
and the trouble was the result of long-standing
bad work. However, it has now been decided to
call in an independent expert to report upon the
(a) The condiundertaking generally as follows:
tion of the whole of the electrical plant as it was
(b) whether the alterations and
in November, 1903
additions since sanctioned by the council were
(c) if, generally, having
requisite and necessary
regard to the whole of the circumstances, the engineer has adopted correct methods of surmounting
any difficulties w-ith which he may have hail to contend; (d) whether the rearrangement made bv the
engineer in the organization of the electrical department is an improvement and wnll facilitate future
working, taking into account the individuals concerned.
It may be pointed out that the date, November, 1903, mentioned above, was the date at
which the resident engineer took up his duties.
Captain Lionel James, who acted as the correspondent of the Times (London), working the De Forest
space-telegraph outfit on board the steameer Haimun near Port Arthur in the early stages of th^
Russo-Japanese war. related his experiences at the
Society of Arts a few days ago.
Unfortunately it
was in the nature of a popular lecture and little inMost
formation for a technical paper was given.
of what he said, too. has already appeared in the
Times.
One interesting paragraph in the lecture,
however, referred to the loss of Admiral Makharoft"s flagship.
Captain James said that he witnessed most of the operations, and when the Japanese hoisted their fighting flags and steamed in to
engage the fortress a brief message announcing the
fact was sent to Wei-hai-Wei.
That message was
sent at express rate and consequently was in the
Times office a couple of hours later, and making
allowance for the difference of time the newspaper
office knew that an engagement was taking place six
hours before it began.
Captain James also stated
that he knew nothing of the scientific merits of the
De Forest system, but claimed to have absolutely
proved its practical utility.
No disturbances were
experienced from the many other naval sj^stems
in use there, except when they were w-ithin a mile
of each other.
He frequently worked the system
at from 30 to 40 words a minute, whereas no other
system that he knew of could transmit at a greater
rate than 10 or 12 words per minute.
As an outcome of the grievances of the first-class
passengers upon the electrified line of the North-
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It would be tedious to record the history of the
subway day by day. On Wednesday a passenger
was injured, and yesterday a guard was killed.
There was a fire in the Brooklyn section last Sunday and the water used to extinguish the flames

gathered to such an extent that a boat had to be
used in that part of the tunnel which is beneath the
river.
The Rapid Transit Commission yesterday
made a definite order that if the advertisements and
slot machines are not removed from tlie subway
stations within 48 hours, they will be removed by
force.
Mr. Belmont has set men at work to remove
some of the signs at an uptown station. On Wednesday there was an important conference between the
employes of the Interborough company and Manager
Frank Hedley. The men threatened to strike unless
last year's agreement was fulfilled, but the dispute
has been tided over for a few days at least, and it
seems likely that the various little diflferences. relating mostly to the length of trips, will be adjusted.
Senator Cassidy of Schuyler Count>', N. Y., introduced a bill at Albany on W'ednesday for the
purpose of allowing any company producing light,
heat or power, or distributing tJie same, to have

condemnation powers iii any place in the state of
New York. This is an amplification of the defeated

;

L'Hommedieu bill of last year.
The lighting controversy received a new impulse
on Friday, when it was ''discovered" that the city

;

has been operating an electric-lighting plant since
18S3 for supplying the lamps on Brooklyn Bridge.
.'Advocates of municipal operation say that this plant
costs only $30,000 a year, and supplies 209 enclosed
arc lights and 1,800 incandescent lamps of 16 candlepower, or at the rate of $58 a year for arcs and
$10 a year for incandescents. To supply these lamps
at the central-station rates

charged for street

light-

would mean,

it is
said, a payment of S48,ooo
reference to the civil list shows that the
bridge plant is under the charge of Archibald McLean, who has a salary of $1,200. and who was
appointed eight years ago. There are three dynamo
engineers paid at the rate of from 43 to 47 cents an
hour, a few linemen, and a "superintendent of lighting'' receiving a salary of $2.200
a pretty fair staff
for a small plant.
Car}' T. Hutchinson, consulting electrical engineer,
who was named as one of the committee of investigation to report on the project of municipal lighting, says it will take many months to prepare the
"plans." and entail an outlay of $ico.ooo, in addition
to a fee of S5.000 which he w-ould charge for his
OW'U services. This, on the surface of things, was
not at all in the mind of the mayor, who was expecting a brief and speedy report based on existing
conditions, and not a re-examination of the entire

ing

yearh-.

A

—

.

lighting situation.
The agitation in favor of cheaper or more equitable telephone rates is taking tangible fonn. The
city is supporting a bill at Albany to this end. and
Corporation Counsel Delany is initiating an investigation into the precise terms of the telephone franchises.
The city is also suing the Empire City Subway Company for ttie repayment of a sum of $^.000.000 and the handing over of its undergrotmd conduits (used largelv for telephone wires), on account of alleged failure to fulfill the terms of its
.Another movement, engineered by Borfranchise.
ough President .\hearn of ^lanhattan, is designed

;
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to compel the telephone companies to put all their
wire underground.
D. A. Mackinlyrc, O. B. Goldsmith and A. L.
Davis, all of this city, arc the directors of the newly
incorporated Kerr Electric Company, which has a

D.

recorded capital of $1,000.

Dominion

Canada.

of

—

on the meter rate.
The Montreal Terminal Railway Company is petitioning the Dominion Parliament for power to
issue stock, to increase its bonding privilege and to
construct branch lines operated by electricity in
Hochelaga, Maisonneuve, Jacques Cartier, Chambly, Vercheres, Laprairie, St. Johns, Iberville and
St. Hyacinthe; also to distribute electric power for
lighting, heating and other purposes.
Because the cost of power is one-third greater
in Montreal than it is in the city of Peterboro, Ont.,
is the oificial reason given by the Canadian GenElectric Company in deciding to shut down
plant in Montreal and removing it to the latter
It is further pointed out that lower factory
costs follow the very low cost of power, and the
company looks to effect an economy of fully 20
per cent, in these costs as compared with Montreal.
The Montreal plant will be shut down about April
1st next.
Application has been made to the Dominion Parliament for a bill of incorporation of the CanadaMiddlesex Railway Company, with power to construct an electric railway from Niagara Falls through
the counties of Welland, Lincoln, Wentworth, Brant,
Oxford and Middlesex, Out., to a point near the
city of London, Ont.
The headquarters of the company are to be in Toronto. The capital stock is
$500,000 and power is asked to issue debentures to
the extent of $35,000 per mile.
The Toronto Street Railway Company has decided
to equip every car on its system with air brakes at
a cost of approximately $150,000.
Hon. C. D. Haines of New York, who has made
arrangements for the building of the Ancaster and
Brantford electric railway, has now made an offer
to purchase the street railway of the city of Hameral
its

city.

Ont.

ilton,

the city
is

His

on the

line

was refused an entrance

streets applied for.

now owned by

the Cataract

to

The street railPower Company

and the franchise matures in 1928. The road has a
bond issue of $500,000 and its receipts for the last
year were $219,594.
Radial railways which,

it

is

said, will

be equal to

the best in the world, will be in operation Isetwcen

Toronto and Oakville, 20 miles Toronto and Jackson's Point, 50 miles, and Toronto and Whitby, 26
;

Moylan of the City of Jilexico is preparing
to establish an electric power plant near San CrisThe proposed plant will afford power for
tobal.
John

the plans of the Toronto and York Radial Railway
Company, otherwise known as the Toronto Railway
electric railways

in

Canada show

establishing an electric power plant on the Quebrada
River, in the state of Dnrango,
The electrical energy to be generated will be used to operate factories
in that part of the state.
syndicate of American and English capitalists
has purchased the Cuicatla Waterfall, situated in the
state of Michoacan.
It is the intention to establish
a large electric power plant at the waterfall, where,
it
estimated by experts, that more than 8,000
is
horsepower can be obtained.
The state of Sinaloa has granted three important
electrical concessions to the Culiacan Electric Company, composed of Americans, which was recently
organized with a capital stock of $300,000. One of
these concessions is for the establishment of an electric-light and power plant in the city of Culiacan
another is for the construction and operation of
long-distance telephone lines throughout the state
and the establishment of local telephone exchanges
at Culiacan and Mazatlan, and the third is for the
construction of an extensive system of electric railway in Culiacan and its suburbs. Culiacan has a
population of about 20,000 people. Mazatlan is also
a thriving city.
The Mexican government is establishing a spacetelegraph station at Merida, state of Yucatan. Other
stations will be established in that state.
Manuel Alonzo of Vera Cruz will establish an
electric power plant on the Antigua River, at a
point about iS miles from Vera Cruz. He has obtained a concession from the Mexican government
for the proposed enterprise.
The government of the state of Jalisco has granted
a concession to Ramon Agraz Palomera to establish
an electric power plant on the Mascota River, the
electric current to be transmitted to the town of
Mascota for light and power purposes.
The company recently organized for the purpose
of constructing and operating an electric railway
from the city of Guadalajara to the town of Patzcuaro, state of Michoacan, is composed of some of
the wealthiest Mexicans in that part of Mexico.
The only American interested is William V. Backus,
president of the William V. Backus Company of the
City of Mexico. The proposed road will be about
200 miles long, according to present plans, and the
building of several branch lines is contemplated.
The road will handle freight as well as passenger
traffic.
The company has a capital stock of $1,500,oco.
Following are the officers
President, Carlos
Llagune del Hoyo of Zamora vice-president, William V. Backus of the City of Mexico; treasurer,
R.
Carral
of
Jose
Guadalajara; manager. J. M. Zermono of Guadalajara; secretary, Ignacio Cirranza
of Guadalajara; auditor, Jose- Lopez Portillo y Rejas
of Guadalajara.
H,

A

that there are 767 miles of such railways in operation in the Dominion. The capital invested in them,
including Dominion and provincial subsidies and
municipal aid, was $80,453,609, being an increase of
$1,219,932 over 1903.
Working expenses for 1904
were represented by the sum of $5,326,517, an increase of $853,659, when compared with the previous
year.
Net earnings were $3,125,092, or an increase
of $366,273. There were 181.689.998 passengers carried, as against 155,662,812 for the preceding year.
Ten passengers were killed, being 28 less than in
the year previous.
It is understood that the Ottawa River Railway
Company has awarded the contract for the construction of the proposed new railway between Montreal and the capital to Mr. M. P. McGrath of
Easton, Pa. This new project is to be undertaken
partly as a steam and partly as an electric road.
City and suburban business will be conducted by
electrical power, while the main line will be operated as a steam railway.
The first section is to be
Ijuilt between Montreal and Hawkesbury. and the
plans for this have been approved by the Dominion
.government.
Ultimately the idea is to extend the
line' as far as Georgian
Bay.
Amalgamation is
to take place with the company chartered by the
Ontario Legislature.
This will give the shortest
route between the great lakes and Montreal.
W.

Mexico.

—

City of Mexico, February i. A company is being
organized at Torreon, Mexico, with a capital stock
of $500,000 to take over and operate the Torreon
Electric Light Company and
the Torreon Street
Railway Company. The street-railway company has

two electric
company proposes
built

lines.

It

is

stated that the

new

to make important enlargements
Joaquin Serrano is interested.
It is stated that a large electric generating plant
is to be established in the vicinity of the Citv of
Mexico by the Mexican-American Power Company,
\vhich was recently organized with a capital stock of

and extensions.

$150,000.
G. Stuart Simmons
terested in the enterprise.

of

New York

is

in-

Detwiler people, who own the track connecting their
with Perrj-^sburg.
Attorneys representing the Cincinnati Traction
Company have filed a protest with the City Council
against the passage of an ordinance granting the
Rapid Transit Company a franchise to operate an
elevated road on Third Street. A warm fight is
promised between these companies over the plan
to build

A

A

Indianapolis,

field

roads at Dayton, Springfield, Urbana, London

—

of

granted a franchise to the Inand Toledo Traction Company
through the county. The road will have a private
right-of-way and will run along the south side of
dianapolis. Newcastle

—

completed.
Money is in the bank to pay off the last of the
claims against the Everett-Moore syndicate and with
this done the men who have formed this syndicate
will be free to return to their original work of
planning and building electric roads and telephone
lines.
This syndicate was the first to take advanced
stops in the way of building or gathering together
short roads into large systems, and to it the people
owe the Lake Shore Electric, the Northern Ohio
Traction and Light and other such systems, as
well as the United States Telephone Company and
the collection of smaller companies making up the
Federal properties.
C. A. Alderman of Springfield has been appointed
receiver for the depots of the Dayton, Springfield
and Urbana and the Columbus. London and Spring-

Indiana.
4.
The commissioners

February

Wavne County have

•

of the gross earnings.
The three-cent-fare test made by the Cleveland
Electric Railway Company was stopped Saturday
evening. It is known that it was not satisfactory to
the company nor the patrons of the road.
On
Monday morning a test will begin of a four-cent
fare without transfers, or five cents with transfers.
The regular cars will be used and tickets will be
good on any line and to any part of the city. The
officials state that it is their belief that this will get
rid of the fraudulent transfer scheme that was
worked on the road when the test of six tickets for
25 cents was made. The results of the three-cent
fare will be made public as soon as the records are

line in that city.
the Toledo Urban and Interurban
into operation Thursday of this

week and cars from Bowling Green were run into
the city direct.
schedule of 2'A hours from Findlay to Toledo has been arranged.
The officials of Lorain are planning a small
municipal light plant, which, it is expected, will later
be enlarged to furnish lights for the streets. The
officials assert that they are paying the local lighting
company too much.
During the last year the Toledo and Western
handled 5,000 freight cars and in this respect leads
Of these
all other roads in Ohio and Michigan.
3,500 were actual freight, while the remainder carried coal and other freight used by the road.
proposition has been submitted by the business men
of Angola, Mich., to extend the line to that place, a
distance of 2$ miles. The old officers have all been
re-elected, Luther Allen of Cleveland being president, and C. F. Franklin of Sylvania, manager.
O. M. C.

Ohio.

due in six months.
The net earnings of the Columbus, Buckeye Lake
and Newark Traction Company for last year were
The operating expenses were 55 per cent,
$97,891.

an elevated

The new line of
Company was put

:

tificates

1905

line

;

Cleveland, February 4. The validity of the Rogers
law, under which the Cincinnati Street Railway
Company was granted a 50-year franchise, and of the
curative act that w^as meant to correct any defect
the law may have had, were argued in the Supreme
Court at Columbus last week. The lower courts
have decided that the franchise is not valid, because
both the law and the curative act are invalid.
The receivers of the Appleyard roads have been
authorized to make a loan of $S,ooo for the purpose
of paying the taxes due and issue receivers' cer-

11,

and Columbus, under an attachment proceeding, issued in favor of the Maryland Casualty Company,
which claims that these companies owe a large
amount for premiums on liability policies.
As an example of the result of fighting electric
lines under the hold-up system, the people of Perrysburg now walk a mile to Ft. Meigs when they want
to take a car to Bowling Green or Toledo.
They
have asked the Kerper people to make more convenient arrangement and the reply was that the
company would run a dinky car into the town if the
people would make some arrangement with -the

J.

operating hoists and other machinery at the Peder
de Dies mine.
company has been organized for the purpose of

miles, at the close of the present year, according to

Company.
The returns of

February

A

W. W.

Ottawa, Ont., February 4. The contract between
the city of Sherbrooke, Que., and the Sherbrooke
Power, Light and Heat Company for lighting the
streets having expired, the company has made an
offer to the city that if a contract for 10 years is
entered into it will reduce the $60 rate for street
lighting to $50 and give a discount of 10 per cent,

way

"

,

the Richmond division of the Panhandle road, passing through Greenfork and Hagerstown. D. M.
Parry of Indianapolis is interested in the road.
The Board of Public Works of Indianapolis has
notified all the traction lines operating in and out
of the city that they must carry freight to the end
of their lines, complaints having been made that shipments have been refused for the more distant points.
The traction companies are disposed to meet the
demands, but question the board's jurisdiction outside the city.
The City Council of Warren has granted a franchise thrOKgh the city to the Breed-Shldeler interests, or the Marion and Wabash Traction Company.
The grant provides that $10,000 worth of work must
be completed on the line by July xst, and that the
line must be constructed within seven miles of Warren by that time. The Kokomo. Marion and Warren and the Interstate, both desiring to build from
Marion to points in Ohio by way of Bluffton, are
also applicants for franchises.
Huntington Township, in Huntington County, is
reported to have voted a subsidy of $25,000 to the
Cit}' and Northwestern TracCompany. The company proposes to build a
from Huntington to Goshen. A similar elecwill be held in Clear Creek Township for a

Huntington, Columbia
tion
line
tion

$5,000 subsidy.

The officials and directors of the Fort Wayne and
Wabash Valley Traction Company held a meeting
in Fort Wayne on the 3d inst, and it is reported
they decided to enlarge the power station at
Huntington. A large power house is said to be
contemplated for Fort Wayne in tlie near future.
The Fort Wayne and Wabash Valley Traction
Company has begun work on its extension from
Logansport to Lafayette. A new bridge will be
constructed over the river south of the cit}--. Grading has already begun at Clymers Station.
A bill to make it unlawful to vote a subsidy in
aid of a railroad company, including electric lines.
The bill was ordered
is likely to become a law.
advanced to engrossment, notwithstanding able argument and strong influence to let the people decide
for themselves in such cases.
A bill has been introduced In the Legislature
which provides that heat, light and power companies
of small cities and towns may consolidate with electric-railroad companies in case three-fourths of the
stockholders vote to perfect such a consolidation.
The building of the Vincennes and Jasper traction line has passed the uncertain stage.
The surveys have been completed, and the contract for the
power house to be erected in Petersburg -has been
awarded to the Cincinnati Construction Company, for
The power house is to be completed bv
$72,000.

that

May

S.

1st.

S

Michigan.

—

Detroit, February 4.
The citizens of Union City,
who are maintaining an expensive steam plant for
the operation of their municipal electric-lighting and

I

:

February
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ii,

waterworks
ducing the
walcrpowcr
and oplinns
maled cost

plant, arc considering the project of roexpense of operation hy sulHtitutinff
An onKinoer lias liccn employed
inntcad.
'Mie cslisrciircd upon two prniu-rlics.

of IrajisforniinK the plant ranR'ji from
$10,000 to $15,000,
William II. I'"ilzlnigli, superintendent of the muof Bay City, and A. L.
nicipal lits'lilinK system
Scarlcs, district manager for the Fort Wayne Electric Works, paid a visit to Muskegon recently and
were the guests of S. A. Frcshney of the Muskegon
Traction and l-ighling Company.
The town of .SpriniJ Lake, siluatcd on the Grand

Rapids, (Irand Haven and Muskegon electric line,
lias recently made an arrangement with that com.

pany

lown is to be lighted liy the comIwci-year contract has been given.
ir,Llha«':(y 'iraphile Cnmpanv, in whirh several

wlierel)y Ihe
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hh.w: p.ili.h, iMiiii, iKiiul',, ele., will l;e nianplant is situaled at L'Anse, and it
ufaclured.
i he
the intention of the company to install a 150is
horscpower turbine waterwhcel to furnish power
for operating the plant.
The Detroit, Monroe and Toledo electric railway
lias reduced the running time between Detroit and
Toledo, as was promised some time ago. It now
makes the trip in schedule time of 2j.^ hours, and
the operation of the line upon the new lime has
proved a complete success.
'I'hc annual meeting of the stockholders of the
Detroit, Ypsilanli, Ann Arbor and Jackson railway
was held at Dearborn this week. A. L. C. Henry,
for a number of years a trusted employe ot F. S.
Angus, president of the road, was appointed to succeed Secretary Hinchman. who resigned. A. E.
Jennings of Detroit was added to the board of dicarl'iMii,

'

rectors.

Prof. John R. Allen of the engineering department
of the University of Michigan has been making a
test "f interurban lines and also of the Detroit United
Railway to ascertain the efficiency of the electric
Professor Allen has
lines running out of Detroit.
prepared tables of statistics based upon actual observation and includes among them a test of a steam
engine of the Mogul type, as well as a simple passenger engine, as compared with electric cars from
the Detroit, ^'psilanli, .'\nn y\rbor and Jackson railHe is of the
w:iy, anil the Detroit I'liited Railway.
opinion that it i< iiracttcal to operate electric cars
devel.i

4'^

opinio

•

iliL-

lion Couiieil of CoUlw.iter lias .icceptcd
the deposit made by the Toledo and Michigan electric railway, with its acceptance of the franchise
through Coldwater. It is expected that the road
will be completed in two years.
Considerable has

been expended in grading between Coldwater and
Adrian.
Detroit and Pontiac men have organized the Copper Range Gas Company, which will carry on the
niaiuifacturc of gas and electricity for lighting, heating and other pnrpos.es at Houghton, Mich. C. A.
Burr, trustee, of Rochester, Mich., owns the majority of stock.

C.

G.

W.

4.

—The

Electric

small electric apparatus.
The Pelton Water Wheel Company, with olTicc
and works at 124 Main Street, San Francisco, reports a number of important sales of water wheel's
for hydro-electric work.
A 700-liorsepower Pelton
wheel is being built for the Grande Konde Electric
Company of Oregon, to operate on about a ooo-forjl
The Xanaimo Electric Light and HeatI)ressnre.
ing Company f»f IJrilish Columbia has ordered a
450-horsepowcr wheel, and the Silver Lake Mines
of Colorado a rtoo-horsepowcr wheel, 'ihe government of Hawaii is having a 450-horsepower wheel
built and the La Grande Water Storage Company
of Oregon has ordered one of the 900-horscpowcr
size.

The Weslinghonsc
Conip;iny

In-,

Develop-

Securities Company has applied for a
franchise at Omaha, Neb. The company wants to
furnish current for 1,200 street, lights.
M. Donahue and P. G. Williams propose to establish an electric-light plant at Montrose, S. D., and
to have it in operation within 60 days.
Plans are being prepared by Proudfoot & Bird.
architects, of Des Moines, for a central light and
heating plant at Iowa State College, Ames, Iowa.
The Grinnell (Iowa) Interurban Company has
filed articles of incorporation.
The company is
headed by O. K. Cole and it proposes to construct
an electric railway from Grinnell to Independence.
It is reported that A. G. Whitney will take steps
to dissolve the receivership of the street-railway
company at St. Cloud, Minn., and that the company
will be consolidated with the Public Service Company of St. Cloud.
The power house of the Duluth, Missabe and
Northern Railway Company at Proctor, Minn., was
destroyed by fire at a loss of $6,000.
new power
house was being built at the time.
N. U. Hord of Philadelphia has applied for a
street-railway franchise at Excelsior. Minn., the plan
being to construct a suburban line from Minneapolis
to Excelsior.
The Twin City Rapid Transit Company and the Minnesota Power and Trolley Company
have each been planning such a line, and the matter
will be brought to an immediate conclusion.
R.

ment and

A

Electric

contracted

with

and
the

Manufacturing
Truckee River

Company

for a 1,500-kilowatt gen(,i
lir
iiMioi
installed at the new plant six miles
from I'loM
111.
Power will be supplied to the
Comstock mines as well as in the Truckee River
C.ii.

I

il

I

l.ihii-

I

district.

The San Francisco Railway Company is attempting to secure possession of the Geary street line,
which is now in the hands of the city, and establish
an electric system from the ferries to Golden Gate
Park. In the downtown district it is proposed to
use underground electric conduits.
The United Railroads will soon entirely reconstruct the Suiter .Street line in San Francisco and
will ask permission to change it to an electric system. Property owners desire an underground trolley system, but the company's engineers have decided
that this is impractical, owing to the imperfect system of sewers.
An electrical plant is proposed for the Lick Observatory on Mt. Hamilton.
The Standard Electrical Works has been incorporated with a capital stock of $100,000, by R. J.
Davis, Harrison Dibblee, A. M. Tunke, A. S. Armstrong and H. C. Thaxter.
Grading and filling for the foundation of the new
electric-light and water plant to be installed at Oxnard, Cal., by the Oxnard Light and Water ComIt is hoped to have
pany, have been commenced.
the plant in working order by the first of April.
The National Park Electric Power Company has
Inrn incorporated at Sonora, Cal., by J. J. Inman,
M 1:, Page, J. H. Rucker and others. The capital
stock is $250,000.

The San Joaquin Power Company has decided

to

at once the construction of another power
plant in the mountains near the Crane Valley reserThe plant will have a
voir, east of Fresno. Cal.
capacity of 3,500 horsepower.
At a recent meeting of the Broadway Boulevard
Improvement Association of Los Angeles. Cal., the
matter of installing an independent plant for electric
Action
street lighting was discussed and favored.
will be taken at once towards installing the necessary machinery. The action on the part of the association is due to the electric-lighting companies of
Los Angeles proposing to charge a higher price for
electricity than agreed upon wdien the electric street

begin

lamps were put

Northwestern States.
Minneapolis. February
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and hai given the Mercantile Trunt Company a mortgage on it« Bulte County propertiei,
The Srhoenberg Elcririe Appliance CV.mpany liai
opened an olliee at 6.|.i Suiter .Slreet, diraling in
dental and medical appliances, sv.itchboards and
inlcreat,

in.

The San Jose and Los Gatos Interurban Railway
Company has applied to the council of San Jose,
for' a franchise for an electric railroad, to be
constructed over Tw-elfth and San Carlos Streets.
If granted this road will form part of the system
which is to gridiron the eastern part of San Jose
and the Santa Clara Valley.
Robert N. Frick of San Francisco has filed a
petition for a franchise for a single-track standardgauge electric railroad to run from the northwestern
boundary line of San Jose, Cal., at the end of
Twelfth Street, to Milpitas. It is said that the line
is
designed to connect with a through line from

Cal.,

Oakland.

The Northwest Water and Light Company

is

to

erect a building at North Yakima, Wash., to be used
as an office building and electrical distributing plant
for the lighting system of North Yakima.
O. M. Lacey of Hanford, Cal., inventor of the
Lacey controller, has obtained a patent for an automatic voltage regulator. The object of the invention is to provide an apparatus by which the voltage
can be constantly and automatically regulated at any
desired spot. This is affected by a fluid pressure
acting in opposite directions upon pistons of different areas, the flow being controlled by valves operated directly by the movements of the voltmeter,
and the movements of the piston are transmitted directly to the rheostat or other controlling device.

A.

W.

L. R. Emmet, P. G. GoMlcr,
Philip Torehio and }. G. White,
a rircnlar, dated Febrtiary Itl, in
half, lint uillloiil hit knowledir<?
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Lyman C Reed,

ronilituling

& RcciJ, have just accepted
managership of the National Electric
New Orleans and the surrounding
country. They will lie rcmemliercil as having represented the Bidlock Electric Manufacturing Company
jirior to this time.
Both gentlemen arc well known,
and their friends will \>c interested in the announcethe

district

Company

for

ment,
A. W. Wyckoff has been appointed district manager for the National Electric Company for Pittsburg
and the surrounding territory. Mr. W.vckofi is well
known in that section, as he was previously district
manager of the Bullock Electric Manufacturing
Company, having been prior to his Liking the Pittsburg office the general superintendent of the Buljrxk
Works at Cincinnati. Mr. WyckolT is a graduate
of Cornell, and rounded out his engineering education in the Bethlehem Iron \\V,rk =

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
The

Camden, Tenn.,

city of

is

preparing to build

an electric-light plant.

The Lexington Gas and

Electric

Company of Lex-

has been incorporated.

ington, Mo.,

The Royse (Texas) Milling and Light Company
has been incorporated with a capital of S20.000 by
E. E. Poynter

and

others.

John Harris and others have incorporated the
Benton Electric Light Company at Fort Benton,
Mont., with a capital of $15,000.

An electric plant is to Iw established in Savannah.
Ga., by J. J. Cummings, Lawrence McNeil and associates to furnish electric light and power to industrial concerns.
The Lufkin (Texas)

Electric Light

and Power

Company, with a capital stock of $.30,000, has been
incorporated by S. W. Henderson, G. A. Hackmey
and

J.

S.

Henderson.

The Martin-Reynolds Electric Company of Little
Rock, Ark., has been awarded the contract by the
city of England, Ark., for the construction of an
electric-light

plant in the latter town.

The Andrews (N. C.) Light and Power Company
has been incorporated with $100,000 capital to construct and operate
waterworks, electric-light and
power plant, telephone system, etc. J. Q. Barker and
E. G. Henneman are interested.
J. H. Savage, M. Dick and V. M. Barber have
incorporated as the Plaquemine Electric Light and
Power Company of Plaquemine. La. The company
is capitalized at $30,000 and proposes to construct
and operate electric-light and power plants.

The Waycross Electric Light and Power Company of Waycross, Ga., is preparing to put on a
day current for consumers. The company will move
its office to the business district of the city, where
it

will carry a stock of fixtures, novelties, etc.

A

bill introduced in the Illinois House of Representatives is aimed at electric-lighting companies.
TJie bill would require such companies to maintain
a set rate of charge for current, and provides heavy
penalties for discriminations in favor of large users.

Preliminary estimates for the erection of the proposed $75,000 electric-light plant for the city of
Covington, Ky.. have been submitted by T. J.
Creaghead of Cincinnati, Ohio. The proposed plant
is
to have a capacity of 400 arc lights and 2,000
iucandescents.

The Central Heat and Power Company of Rockford, 111., has petitioned the City Council for a
permit to string overhead wires and extend its
conduits for wires where possible, also for heating
purposes. The company expects to make a bid for
the city arc lighting in 1906.

The Merchants' Light and Power Company of
Memphis, Tenn., recently organized with a capital
of $500,000 to erect an electric-light and power plant
and gas plants, has elected the following officers
President, L. Bry of St. Louis, Mo.
vicepresident, Hugh Pettit
secretarv and treasurer, R.
W. Uhlman.
At the annual meeting of the Colorado Springs
;

:

;

PERSONAL.

Pacific Slope.
San Francisco,

who

for

many

Mission electric

February
years
lines

2.

— Charles

B.

Kitch,
of the
Railroads of

was superintendent
of the

United

San Francisco, has been appointed superintendent
of the Eureka interurban electric railway, and will
take up bis new duties at once.

The Valley Counties Power Company has
bonds valued

at

$2,500,000,

issued

bearing five per cent.

L. P. Sawyer, manager of the Buckeye Electric
Company, visited Qiicago last week. Mr. Saw*yer
was on a hurried trip, and left the same day for

Company in Colorado Springs, Colo., rethese officers were elected
President. W.
first vice-president.
A. Otis of Colorado Springs
George R. Buckman of Colorado Springs second
vice-president, S. R. Bertron of New York city
secretary and treasurer, Irving W. Bonbright of
Colorado Springs; assistant secretary and treasurers.
Springs
and Murray
F. W. Stehr of Colorado
Electric
cently,

:

;

Cleveland.

;

C. C. Chesney of Fittsfield, Mass., has been suggested for the office of manager o"f the American
Institute of Electrical Engineers bv a number of
friends, including H. W. Buck, W. C. L. Eglin,

;

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN
of New York city;
B. Tripp of Colorado Springs.

Dodge

The sale of the St. Louis syndicate interests in
and
the Union Electric Light and Power Company
Amerthe Laclede Gas Light Company to the North
ican Company has been officially confirmed by Julms
company, followS. Walsh, president of the Union
ing the return of the St. Louis capitalists from New
announced that the syndicate got a
North American
little less than $3,000,000 worth of
stock in exchange for its Laclede and Union stock
of $6,000,000 par value. An adjustment concerning
dividends on all the stocks figured in the deal, and
accurate
this served to complicate any attempt at an
estimate of the prices commanded by the two stocks.
York.

It

is

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
New York

Jeff Read and J. J. Freundlicb are
electric
for the purpose of financing the proposed
The
railway between Paducah, Ky., and Cairo, 111.
estimated
The
secured.
been
all
has
right-of-way
cost of building the line is $600,000.
in

Several conferences have been held in Louisville,
to the reorganizaKy., within the last week relative
Light Comtion of the New Orleans Railway and
pany and it is said that a feasible plan has been
leave
devised to reduce the capital stock and yet
everything fair and satisfactory for the stockholders.
are now outstanding stocks and bonds to the

There
amount of

$80,000,000.

announced bv the Lawton, Wichita Mountain
Western Electric Railway Company that it

It is

and

expects to begin the construction of an electric railway from Lawton. Okla., to the Wichita iMountains,
by way of Fort Sill, as soon as the game preserve
a
has been established and Fort Sill has been made
regimental post, both of which have been recently
provided for by Congress. The road will be about
extended
25 miles in length, and will probably be

northwest to Hobart.

The Northwestern, Metropolitan and Oak Park
elevated railways of Chicago made traffic gains for
Januao'. compared with January, 1904, while the
South Side Elevated had a loss. The total of the

four lines is about 317,000 passengers daily. The
daily average of passengers carried was as follows:
1905— Northwestern, 73,728; Metropolitan,
116,013; South Side, 84,659; Chicago and Oak Park,
January, 1904— Northwestern, 70,204; Met42,842.

January

ropolitan. 112,413;
Oak Park, 41,334-

South Side, 87,601; Chicago and

The first car; in charge of President Porter, over
the new electric line in course of construction from
Alton, 111., to St. Louis was run a few days ago
Cars will be run
from Granite City to Alton.
hourly, leaving Alton and Granite City simultaneConnection will be made at Granite City
ously.
with cars running from there to the National Stock
Service to St. Louis via
Yards, East St. Louis.
the Eads Bridge will not be started until tlie comThe
pletion of the short line from Granite Cit)'.
fare between Alton and St. Louis will be 50' cents
for a single trip and 80 cents for a round trip.
The New York and North New Jersey Rapid
Transit Company, which has filed its charter at
Trenton, N. J., proposes to run electric trains from
Weehawken to Paterson in 15 minutes. It is proposed to tunnel through the Palisades and run the
The
line on an elevated track part of the way.
incorporators include John W. Griggs, ex-United
Barbour,
Col. William
attornev-general
States
Malcolm R. McAdoo, a relative of W. T. McAdoo,
who is building the Hudson River trolley tunnels
John R. Lee, Henry Parmelee, E. L. B. Gardiner
and Howard Sprague. The terminus in Paterson
The power
is to be at Church and Ellison Streets.
is to be by third rail.
;

An

official

statement from the offices of the

New

York, New Haven and Hartford railroad says that
at a meeting of the board of directors of the Berkshire Street Railway Company, held in New Haven,
Conn., the old board of directors resigned and the
Mellen,
F.
C.
C.
S.
following were elected
Brooker, D. Newton Barney, William Skinner,
Arthur D. Osborne, H. M. Kochersperger, E. H.

February

AUTOMOBILES.

general manager, George

Regulations governing the use of automobiles in
Germany are made by the police and are always
On arrival, the
subject to change by simple order.
owner of a machine must go to police headquarters,
give his name, age, place of birth, etc., name of
machine, where manufactured, weight, etc., and make
formal application for a police number. After examination, if all regulations are complied with, a
police number, a foot square and made of tin, will
be brought to the owner of the machine, with a
charge of 35 cents. The sign must be fastened to
the rear of the car, and a lamp must be so adjusted
as to throw light directly upon the number. The
automobile must have two separate and hanging
brakes.
plate, with name of the machine, where
made, number of horsepower, and weight, must be
in sight, and the machine must not appear on the
No one under
streets or roads without a number.
the age of 18 years is permitted to drive an automobile. The duty upon a machine as a whole is
$1 per 100 pounds lamps and detachable fixings are
subject to an additional specific duty. The insurance
and freight on a machine from New York or Philadelphia to Germany is approximately $30 to $40.
Customs duties can be paid subject to return, when
the automobile leaves German soil within one year
and the custom seal is not broken or off the machine.

A

;

PUBLICATIONS.
Pass & Seymour of. Solvay, N. Y., call attention,
in a small pamphlet, to three of their sign receptacles
one type of which is weatherproof. Prompt
shipment is guaranteed. Porcelain transformer cut-

—

outs

and solid-back

fuseless

attachment plugs are other
in a separate folder.

The transformer

been extensively used for

and

rosettes

fuseless

specialties, each described

cut-outs have

five years.

of the advertising literature which it is the company's custom to prepare. The principle of the Parsons turbine and the construction details of the
present-day apparatus are thoroughly explained and
illustrated with numerous pictures of the various
There arc also pictures of a large number
parts.
of actual installations given and a map of the eastern and central part of the United States upon which
is indicated the location and capacity of the Westinghouse steam-turbine power plants to date. Inserts to the brochure contain complete data on a
few typical tests made upon turbines ranging from
400 to 1,250 kilowatts in capacity.
tic

The National Electric Company of Milwaukee has
.hit upon a method of advertising which is unique
and at the same time promises to be the
source of considerable information to those who will
follow carefully the series of leaflets containing the
No. i. Vol"Electrical Catechism," as it is called.
ume I, of the "catechism" contains, as a starter
for the course, two diagrams explaining the analogy
between electric current in a circuit and water under
pressure flowing in a system of pipes, which analogy,
although criticized as inexact, nevertheless is readily
applied and a useful method of gaining a concrete
conception of the phenomena of electric circuits.
Besides the diagrams, there are seven question, with
short but concise and accurate answers. The questions in catechism No. i have to do with the units
of electrical pressure, current, resistance and power.
Future numbers of- the catechism will be anticipated
with interest, and as the series progresses questions
and answers of much value not only to the layman
but to engineers as well will be given.
in itself

S.

Hem-

ingway. These men are directors of the Consolidated Railway Company, the corporate name of the
concern through which the New York, New Haven
and Hartford railroad has already taken over various electric lines in Connecticut.
report of the president and directors
Ottawa (Ont.) Electric Railway Company
year ended December 31, 1904, has been
published in booklet form and is being distributed
by Secretary James D. Eraser. The gross receipts
for the year amounted to $384,939.60, with net earnings of $139,097.70. The work of replacing light
rails with 80-pound rails was continued during the
year, and, owing to the increase in summer travel.

new

A

motor-generator
cars haA-e been ordered.
set of a capacity of 1,300 horsepower was installed
The roadbed and equipment,
in a new power house.
waterpower property and plant, real estate and buildMr. T. Ahearn is
ings are valued at $1,718,759.
president of the company.
12

a population of 19,902 in 1890 to 31,682 in 1900 and
over 55,000 at present. Once known as the sleepiest
town in the state, Schenectady is now a bustling
city.

The secretary of the treasury has submitted to
Congress a draft of a bill authorizing the installation of electric burglar-alarm devices in connection
with vaults and safes in buildings under control of
the Treasury Department, and making an appropriation of $6o,coo therefor during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1906. This bill provides for protection
additional to that authorized by the sundry civil act
of

March

3,

1903.

After many j'ears of trials the cultivation of rubber in a commercial sense has been established in
Hawaii.
Six years ago a rubber plantation was
started at Nahiku, but little has been heard of the
matter until recently.
Now the trees have been
found in a condition to produce rubber, and the
work of gathering it probably will soon begin.
Those interested are among the wealthiest Hawaiians. More than 5,000 saplings have been planted.
It has been discovered recently that the slime or
residuum of the thermal springs at Baden-Baden,
Germany, contains a comparatively high percentage
of radium, and the residuum, previously considered

worthless,

is

now

sent to laboratories as fast as

it

can be collected. For hundreds of years, in fact,
ever since the Roman occupancy, the springs have
been thought by the people at large to possess healing qualities, though the belief has been looked upon

A

as superstition.

shop is almost completed for
the United States navy, which is said to be the first
of its kind ever built, and with it second-class
cruisers, gunboats and torpedo boats may be repaired while at anchor. The craft is 120 feet long
and 40 feet wide, built of steel. It is fitted with a
20-ton crane, air-compressor outfit, dynamos for
lighting and other electrical apparatus. The boat is
practically unsinkable, but has no propelling means
and must be towed. The apparatus will be capable
of taking off the smaller guns on battleships and
armored cruisers and of making minor repairs to the
superstructure and interior of large ships. There is
nothing pertaining to the smallest craft, except a
hole below the water line that cannot be repaired.
floating repair

The people in the business portion of Chicago
were enabled to see clearly the large sun-spot which
appeared on February 5th, with the naked eye, owing
to the canop3^ of smoke which himg over that portion of the city for several hours. The smoke was
thick enough" to allow of the observer looking directly at the sun, but did not shut out the spot,
which, in the opinion of many individuals who witnessed the phenomenon, ranged in size from that
of a pencil point to the size of a fly, comparatively
speaking. Professor Cox of the Weather Bureau
said that it was a most unusual occurrence to be
able to see a spot of this character without the aid
of smoked glass. According to astronomical observations made at Lake Geneva the spot actually
measured 30,000 miles across and was one of the
largest ever observed.
The spots come, it is said, in
unusual numbers once in 11 years, often accompanied
by remarkable electrical disturbances on the earth.

TRADE NEWS.
C. Fries and E. J. Theobald are among those
Electric Company, recently
interested in the
organized at Louisville, Ky. The company will conduct a general electrical business al 205 West Market Street, Louisville.

Home

AND SCHOOLS.

SOCIETIES

The Southern Supply and Machinery

Dealers' Association will hold its annual convention at the
De Soto Hotel, Savannah, Ga., on April 25th to 28th.
Mr. Denney, of the Georgia Supply Company, Savannah, heads the entertainment committee.

George A. Clyde, late of the firm of Clyde & Dyett,
wire manufacturers of Rome, N. Y.. has organized
company with a capital of $40,000 for the

a stock

The Electrical Contractors' Association of Minnesota held its semi-annual meeting in St. Paul redisWilliam Burger of Duluth presided.
cently.
cussion of the law regarding the necessity of requiring that licenses be given to electrical inspectors
and master electricians was the chief topic of the

manufacture of insulated electrical wire, machinery
and apparatus, the new company to be known as
the Fort Stanwix Electrical Works. The directors
are Newton H. Jones, George A. Clyde, W. R.
Huntington, W. W. Parry and Dr. Thomas G. Nock.

meeting.

Sealed proposals will be received at the office of
fhe supervising architect. Treasury Department,
Washington, D. C, until 3 o'clock p. m. on March
3d, for the installation of a conduit and electric
wiring system for the United States marine hospital
at Savannah, Ga., in accordance with the drawings
and specification, copies of which may be obtained
at the above address, or at the office of the superintendent of construction at Savannah.

A

MISCELLANEOUS.

The annual

of the
for the

Largely on account of the presence of the great
works of the General Electric Company, SchenecN. Y., the "Electric City" has increased from

John

:

McHenry, Calvert Townley and James

1905

tady,

b}' scientists

Pleasing to the eye and carefully prepared as to
the reading matter, the brochure recently issued by
the AVestinghouse Machine Company describing the
Westinghouse-Parsons steam turbine is characteris-

ii,

parently soft, -will lather freely, and the hands do
not have that "drjf" feeling when taken out, as is
the case when alkali water is used for washing.

Legislature, which closed its seson February 1st, among other legislation passed
an act empowering towns and villages to establish
and operate electric-light, gas and telephone systems.
The act has received the royal assent and become

The Manitoba

sion

The

plant will be located in

Rome.

.

law.

Experiments are being made

at El Paso, Texas,
with a process for the electrical purification of the
water supply, which in that city contains much
The electro-aluminum process was tried and
alkali.
appears to work satisfactorily. The salts formed
by the process are precipitated to the bottom in
solid form and the purified water is said to be ap-

Negotiations have been concluded between the St.
Louis and Belleville Electric Railway Companj^ and
the American Carbon and Batter)' Company of St.
Louis, by which the latter company has purchased
the old power plant of the Suburban road on the
bluffs just east of East St. Louis, with five acres of
ground, on which it will build a $200,000 plant for
the manufacture of carbons, insulators and electrical

I"<-l)ru;irv

Mi|>|ilics,

1

I

1,

somewhat cramped

in

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

njo.S

iikw lucalcd in St. L<jiiis
The plant will cm(inarters.

he ioin|j;iny

is

ploy abotit 200 men.

The Navy department lias just called attention
to the fact tliat liiddcrs who submit proposals to
the Bureau of Supplies and Accounts should be
Failure to meet
careful to send them in duplicate.
this ref|uircment will be feRarded as sufTiclent reason for declaring the bids informal, and bidrlirs will
run the risk of the loss of the contract. .Mtention
is also invited to the fact that bidders who lind they
have made mistakes in their proposals will run the
risk of being required to pay a penalty if they do
not execute the contract when it is awarded.
Following some changes

in

the organization of the
Company, a dis-

sales offices of the Allis-Chabners
trict sales ofTicc has been opened

the

in

manager

manager.

A

Louis in
formerly

Mr. M. P. Hill,
the Bullock company, is the
district sales oflicc has been established

Chemical Building.

district

St.

for

Cleveland, in the New England Building. Mr.
Franklin Wharton, the manager, was formerly the
district manager for the Bullock company. A Bullock
office has been opened in
the Frick Building in
with the AllisPittsburg. Pa., and consolidated

In order to handle its largely increased business
to better advantage, the Hfilopliane Glass Company
has consolidated its Chicago and New York offices,
and all business will hereafter be taken care of from
New York. Mr. R. V. Lansingh, who has had
charge of the western office, is now general manager
of the comp.-iny and will have charge of the selling
end of the business. Mr. 0. A. Mygatt, president of
the company, will devote his time to the m.anufacturing end.
Mr. Lansingh's many western friends wish

The New York
measure of success.
offices of the Holophane company arc located in the
Glackner Building.
him a

full

BUSINESS.

in

Chalmers

under the management of Mr. H.

office,

1^3

W'iedeman Murray.
A new office has been established in Kansas City in the JJwight Building, with
Mr. George W. Mattison in charge. An olTict, with
temporary headquarters in the IJllicott Square Building, has been opened in Buffalo, under the management of Mr. George W. Pulvcr.

accuracy and reliability are the characclaimed by the Appleton Electric Company
of Chicago for its electrical supplies, of which it
manufactures an extensive line. The various devices
Quality,

teristics

arc enumerated in a calaloK"' "-"'i
pany and arc too numerous
metilioncd, \»>t to gather an
the products the following m

'•

•''

-

-

'

.

senlalive,

selected

at

random

Edison and special fuse

fron.

wire
net
winders, lightninic arresters
blocks, nmlliple fuse Mocks. di«Iril,iiii!i/
cable hangers and enclosed fu<«<.

Wcstinghousc

links,

'

iy^ard-.,

and

ManuiacturinK
Company has closed a contract with the United Railways and Electric Company of Baltimore, Md„ for
an alternating-current generator, to be rated at 5.000
'I'he

kilowatts.
poles,

It

and

Electric

be of the flywheel type, with 32
run at 04 revolutions per minute.

will

will

The generator

wound for 13,000 volts, threephase, with a frequency of 25 cycles.
The 5/x»kilowatt generator now on order is to have the
same characteristics and to run in parallel with the
five 2,coo-kilowalt generators
which the company
just finished installing in the Pratt Street station
in Baltimore.
The company has also just sold to
the La Belle Iron Works at Stcubcnrille, Ohio, a
direct-current engine-type generator, to be rated at
1,000 kilowatts, the volttigc to be 250.
will Ije

ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.
Issued

Trolley.

>,c)77.

Application

George J. Cook, Pittsburg, Pa.
August 3, 1904.

filed

rUmted

Company,

May

16,

These
method

nt

States Patent Office)

New

York,

Jan
Apiilication

filed

tv.,,

p.
::

i.

,':

..,|,.,i

New

Oscillatnrv CurYork. N. V.. as-

signor to the Cooper Hewitt Electric Company,
New York, N. Y. Application filed February
9,

A

condenser or its equivalent and a discharge device
arc connceted in shunt upon the source of current.
An
Mifl.,^tr.,i^r. in the discharge circuit of the
condenser, a
in shunt upon the inductance, and an eniilting

condense

other fac

I

sfon

goo.

normally open and adapted to be
its
llic

travel.

carrier

Electromagnetic Ore Separator.
Erich
Langguth, Euskirchen, Germany.
Application
filed February i, 1904.

781,077.
Electric

781,008.

Motor.

Application

filed

Michel Koener, Chicago,

May

18,

1904.

A motor is described which has a vertical shaft and a
cylindrical casing of non-magnetic metal receiving the
motor.
Tlie casinij is open at its upper end and adapted
step-bearing carried by the
to lie closed liy a cover.
casing r.xL-ives the vertical shaft.

A

Incandescent
Lamp. Almon D. Page,
Newark. N. J., assignor to the General Electric
Company, Schenectady, N. Y. Application filed

March 18, 1904.
Combined witli a tube or container is a filament supported at one end from I lie tube, a weight attached to
the opposite end of ihe filament and serving to apply a
uniform tension to the filament, and a guide surrounding tlie weight.

An armature rotating between the pole pieces carries
shield of magnetic material mounted directly upon it
and rotating with it. Other mcaiis feed the material to
be separated to the armiture and collect the separated
a

material.

Time

781,131.

Indicator.

Jesse Childs, Hiles, Pa.

Application filed February 18, 1904.
An apparatus for reminding a patient when and what
medicine to take is described.
The medicines are arranged in a casing with incandescent lamps to indicaft
each.
An alarm circuit connected to a clock rings a
bell and lights the proper light when a certain medicine
is to be taken.

Method of Controlling the Running of Reciprocating Engines or Turbines Driving Alternators in Parallel.
Charles A. Parson?, Newcastle-upon-Tj-ne, and James Swinburne. London, England, said Swinburne assignor to said
Parsons.
Application filed March 30, 1903.

781,154.

Several alternators arc driven in

with the translating device and the other in sliunt upon
the source.
Means close and open the circuit of the
second coil for inducing a higher potential in the scrips
coil.
An electromagnet
device and the last-named
ture, the armature being normally included
of the shunt coil, whereby on the passage of
through the translating device the circuit of the shunt
coil will be opened and will remain open during the
operation of the device,
780,999.
ergy.

Method

of

Transforming Electrical En-

Peter C. Hewitt, New York, N. Y., assignor to the Cooper Hewitt Electric Company,
New York N. Y. Application filed April 25,
1902.

The method of producing a periodic Row of electric current through a medium consists in first applying to the
terminals of the medium a potential of a high value,
thereby starting the flow of current, opposing to the
fiow a predetermined resistance so low as to render the
energy loss practically negligible, thereby causing a sudden drop of potential below the lower value and interrupting the flow of current, and successively repeating
this operation.

Apparatus for Ti'ansforming Electrical
Ene^g5^
Peter C. Hewitt, New York, N. Y'.,
assignor to the Cooper Hewitt Electric Company, New York, N. Y. Application filed April

781,000.

25,

1902.

A condenser is connected with the source and means
retard the charge of the condenser.
A discharging circuit comprises a composite resistance, one element t)eing
of relatively low value and the other of relatively high
value, the relations being such that the high-value portion will be broken down by each successive cond'^nser
discharge, and the remaining portion of the resistance
will

act practically as the sole

resistance

to the pas.sing

and 781,002. Means for Amplifying Electrical Variations.
Peter C. Hewitt, New York,
N. Y., assignor to the Cooper Hewitt Electric

781,001

Means cnirrKtzed by
by the direct action

into

781,016.

Apparatus and Circuits for Starting Electric Lamps.
Peter C. Hewitt, New York, N. Y.,
assignor to the Cooper Hewitt Electric Company,
New York, N. Y. Application filed April 5,

780.998.

electric circuit is

closed by the carrier on
the electric circuit stop
of a magnetic field.

nUuci

111.

1903.

inductar

the

M

An

.

vapor

Apparatus for Producing
780.007.
rents.
Peter C. Hewitt,

Carrier- Stopping Mechanism for Despatch
Apparatus.
Charles
Johnson, Colchester,
111.
Application filed April 27, 1904.

781,074.

1902.

t

Process of Insulating Coils.
George H.
Rupley, Schenectady, N. Y.. assignor to the General Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y.
Ap-

781,025.

plication filed June 13, 1903.
The process of insulating a coil of edge-wound conductor ribbon consists in opening the coil so that adjacent
turns do not touch, immersing one side of the coil in
insulating material several times to different depths,
hardening the film after each immersion, and immersing
the other side of the coil and hardening the film in a

Railway

Si, 161.

Signaling

System.

vided and this application

Commutation of Electric Currents. Elihu
Thomson, Swampscott, Mass., assignor to the
General Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y.
Application filed September 17, 1903.

781,035.

Connected to the commutator are a condenser, a circuit
and means for connecting a number of the
conductors to the terminal and inserting a condenser
between the conductors so connected.
terminal

Signal-recording Mechanism.
Arthur E.
Colgate, New York, N. Y.. assignor to the Signal and Control Compan3% Brooklyn, N, Y. Ap-

781,048.

plication filed

November

9,

1896.

Combined with a steam whistle is a blast recorder, the
time stamp of which is operated by an electromagnet:
~
another
electromagnet controls the pressure
the
to
whistle.

Electrical Tool. David J. Hauss and Casper
Miles, Cincinnati. Ohio, assignors to the
Cincinnati Electrical Tool Company, Cincinnati,
Ohio. Application filed April 24, 1903.
A portable drill driven by a motor is described.

781,062.

W.

Self-winding Electric Clock.
Robert L.
Hight, Decatur, 111.
Application filed January

781,072.

7. 1904Electromagnets form the means by which the clock is
step by step, as the circuit is made and broken
by the escapement wheel.

wound,

William

G.

Roome, Jersey City. N. J., assignor to the Union
Switch and Signal Company-, Swissvale. Pa.
Original application filed March 3, 1902.
Difiled

November

17,

1903.
In a signaling system are combined a series of insulated track sections, a signal for each section and a relay
provided at each end of each section, the relays being
adapted when a train is in a section to break the circuit
of a t^ack relay in the rear and to close a circuit for the
signal of the track section in advance.

Automatic Code Ringer for Magneto SigLarkin V. Elliott. Indianapolis, Ind.
filed February 20, 1904.

^1,194.

nal Bells.

Application

Tn
code
:>r magneto
signal VJls,
rotatable drum is provided with a series of pamJlel
circumferential ly
disposed
concave
channels.
Circuitbreakers are embedded in the periphery of the drum and
lie within
the concave channels, a bar being mounted
adjacent and parallel to the drum.
needle slidably
mounted on the bar is supplied, means on the needle
operating to hold it in contact with the drimi.
Other
means in the surface of tlie drum engage the needle and
operate as a barrier for limiting the rotation of the

A

Telephone

?r,207.

Boston,

Alass.

Relay.
William
Application filed

W.

Jacques,

November

3,

1904.

A

compound telephone

relay consists of a magnifying
correcting rel-iy, the mrignifying relay consisting
receiving telephone in circuit with one section of the line
and a microphone adjusted to light
normal pressure.
The correcting relay consists of a
receiving telephone in circuit electrically' with the microphone of the magnifying relay and a microphone adrelay

and

a
of a

;

:
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781,351.
8l,225,

New
New

ice,

1904.

Rent-collecting Means for Telephone ServJoseph L. Pcavey, Meridian, Miss. Application filed January 15, 1904.

York,
York,

February

Lamp

A

Conduit for Electric Wires. Stephen Palmer, Troy, N. Y., assignor to Marcus M. Waterman, James K. P. Pine, James J. Child, Herbert
E. Northrup and George W. Daw, Troy, N. Y.
Application filed November 17, 1903.

Telephone System. Charles B. Smith, New
York N. Y. Application filed February 23, 1901.
Renewed October 22, 1902.
instruments are normally in circuit
es and two series of calling instruMeans are supplied
ut of circuit.
cuit the first

and simultaneously

781,268.
tric

i

Underground or Condviit System for ElecRailways. William Cope, Birmingham, EngApplication filed May 24, 1904.
1 cpnduit for electric tramways is a T-rail provided

land.

In
with tli6 usual bolts for holding it in position, the ends
U-shaped electric
of the bolts being wedge shaped.
conductor is arranged over and on the bolts and insulating material is placed between the conductor and the
(See cut on preceding page.)
bolts.

A

Ulysses G. Lee,
Electrical Stop Motion.
Madison, Ohio, assignor to the George D. WhitApplication filed February 28,

781.287.

comb Company.

When
bell

A

A

being located between the source of yarn supply and the
guide.

Thermoelectric Ele781,289 and 781,290.
Albert L. Marsh. Lake Bluff, 111., asment.
signor to William A. Spinks & Co., Chicago, 111.
Application filed October 18, 1904.

781.288,

other metal

is

Au-

Mechanical

1904.

Means

are supplied on the car for ordinarily operating
motor mechanism to start and stop the car.
An
emergency device independent of the motor operates only
iiL cases of emergency to render the motor inoperative.
Otlier means coact between the emergency device and the
operating means on the car so that the premature operation of the latter will cause the emergency device to be

Sanitary Attachment for Telephone Transmitters. Simon E. Williams, Boston, Mass. Application filed May 9, 1904.
An attachment for telephone transmitters consists of an
annular supporting member which projects inward across
the face of the transmitter.
An antiseptic cone-shaped
member closed at the inner end projects into the transmitter and is supported by the inwardly projecting edge
of the ann lar support ng member

?8i,385.

21,

1904.

terminals

-of a mercury-vapor lamp difference's of
potenvarying from the higher potential to a value less
than the lesser potential.
(See cut on preceding page.)

Method of Producing Light.
Peter C
Hewitt, New York, N. Y., assignor to the
Cooper Hewitt Electric Company, New York,

781.605.

N. Y. Original application
Divided and this application

Method of Producing Oscillatory Currents
New York N. Y., assignor to
Cooper Hewitt Electric Companv, New
Yoik, N. Y. Original application filed Februuarj 9, 1903. Divided and this application filed

July

be illuminated from either end.

Claude White, St. Louis,
Signal System.
Mo., assignor of one-half to Charles T. Noland,
Application filed August 27,
St. Louis. Mo.

781,322.

1904.

Each station of a system is paired with each adstation.
Three series of lights of contrasting
live wire
are arranged between the stations.
connects the stations and switches are arranged so that
either series of lights may be illuminated from either end
or at any desired point between the stations.
jacent

A

colors

Electric
Time Switch. Jacob Helm781.339.
Application filed
stadter, Jr., McKeesport, Pa.
December ir, 1903.
An alarm winding shaft in an alarm clock carries an
arm. A spring piece extends over the switch in its raised
position, and a lever is connected to the spring piece and
engages with the arm. The lever has an angular portion
for holding the spring piece in its raised position and for
releasing it to automatically drop the switch at a predetermined time in making an electric circuit.

Transformer Cut-out. John P. Hetherington and Lewis E. Grubbs, Logansport, Ind.
said Grubbs assignor to said Hetherington.

781.340.

Application filed December 28, 1903.
The transformer embodies a motor, an electromagnet
and armature, primary wires, a resistance for each of
wires,

switches

operatively

connected

with

the motor, a secondary wire connected with the motor
and connections between the transformer and magnet.

Safety Fuse for Electric Circuits. Christian
New Isenburg, Germany, assignor to
Elektrizitats-Aktien-Gesellschaft
vorm. W. Lahmeyer & Co., Frankfort-on-theApplication filed January 5,
Main, Germany.

781,347.

Kramer,

the

Society of

1904.

Combined with an insulating bath is a container forming an electrode, the container opening beneath the surface of the bath but being otherwise closed.
An insulating lining tor the container is provided and also a
engaging with the interior of the container.

1904.

28,

rile
method of producing oscillatory effects in an
emitting circuit of a wireless-telegraph system
consists
generating electric currents, producing primarv
oscillations therefrom in an oscillatory circuit including
a discharge device and reinforcing the oscillations by
subsidiary intervening synchronous oscillations independently
ot the discharge device.
(See cut on preceding page.)

m

Poles.

In the three systems are series of posts arranged along
An electric wire strung on
a railway between stations.
the posts between two stations has a light at each end.
Lights on the posts are connected to the wire and
A generator is situated at each station so
grounded.

primary

April 25, 1902.
July i, 1904.

Peter C. Hewitt,

Appli-

and 781,321. Signal System. Claude
White, St. Louis, Mo., assignor of one-half to
Charles T. Noland, St. Louis, Mo. AppHcation
filed February 2, 1904.

the

filed

the

.

781,319, 781,320

may

filed

Energy from a source of electric potential of a given
value is applied to the terminals of a gas or vapor
path
in
successive electrical impulses varying in potential
irom a value above the normal resisting power of
the
vapor path to a potential insufficient to cause a continuance of the flow of current therethrough for the purpose
of producing light.

Electric Motor.
Barney Samuels, Leavenworth, Kan., assignor of one-half to David
Samuels, Leavenworth, Kan.
Application filed

781,622.

Guard plates are loosely mounted on each side of the
;versely of
trolley wheel and recessed finders extend
in
the guard plates, the latter received
formed in tlie finders.

that the lights

described.

tial

comprising dynamo elements

Guard and Finder for Trolley
William P. Underbill, Brooklyn, N. Y.

May

features are

781.606.

781,316.

filed

Apparatus.
John MclnApplication filed Octo-

J.

Apparatus far Transforming Electrical
Energy.
Peter C. Hewitt, New Y'ork, N. Y.,
assignor to the Cooper Hewitt Electric Company, New York, N. Y.
Original application
filed April 25, igo2.
Divided and this application filed September 24, 1902.
Means are employed for periodically applying to the

variable resistance and a common
circuit and for switching the resistance parallel with the dynamo field and varying the
latter during the maintenance of the circuit.

cation

is

781,603.

the

and a 'motor contains a
means for making the

'

lever

Suspension Device for Street Lamps. August Niemeyer, Berlin, Germany, assignor to
Deutsche Waffen und Munitions-Fabriken, Berlin, Gennany.
Application filed April 5, 1904.

August

1902.
circuit

point a

turn closes an electric

781,451.

secured in the socket.

preferably nickel.

electric

certain
in

m

Switch System for Electric Vehicles. Ferdinand Porsche and Ludwig Lohner, Vienna,
Application filed August 5,
Austria-Hungary.
open

a

to

circuit.

frequency source of electrical energy has a primary
circuit connected with it.
A secondary circuit induced
by the primary circuit is provided conducting cables arranged
coils tor surrounding a person or object for
the purpose of generating around the person
a field of
force, used principally as a therapeutic agent.

781,299.

An

filled

A

These three patents refer to a thermo-electric couple
one element of which may consist of an alloy of chromium
and another jnetal, an alloy of molybdenum and another
The
metal or an alloy of tungsten and another metal.

•

is

Electroinagnetic
tyre, Jersey City, N.
ber 2g, 1904.

Trolley.
Leonard O. PuUen, Augusta, Me.,
assignor of one-half to Thomas J. Lynch, Augusta, Me.
Application filed March 26, 1904.
A trolley stand has a segmental ratchet and a pole
socket pivotally mounted.
A pawl is slidably mounted
in the socket and has a reduced portion.
The pole is

filed

1904.

10,

bin

781,448.

781,359.

Safety Appliance for Elevators.
A. Roth, Baltimore, Md. Application

the

pushed over by the grain which

braided fabric.

"81,366.

March

filed

Conduit for eleetrie wires compiiscs an inner tube of
fabric having an inner coating of refractory material, an open braiding inclosing the fabric
tube, waterproof adhesive material inclosing the open
braiding and entering the interstices, a closely woven
braided fabric inclosing the adhesive material, and a
coating of adhesive material inclosing the eloselv woven

operated.

1902.
Controlling an electric circuit is a thread-controlled
carries
an oscillatable
bracket
circuit controller.
thread guide is fixed to the spindle and
spindle.
guides the thread across the path of the circuit controller.
spring is coiled about the spindle and has its ends
anchored to the bracket and the guide, a knot detector

A

Automatic Alarm for Grain Bi;;s. Hans
781,444.
L. Moebeck, Ulcn, Minn., assignor of one-half
to N. O. Henricks, Fargo, N. D.
Application

woven fireproofed

,gust 20,

1905

m

Details are described.

78i,353-

81,237:

II,

surface with chan:iels or leceplaeles for receiving the
material to be separated.
Electrical conductors contiguous to the channels or receptacles are connected to
electromagnets.
stationary
chute delivers material
from the drum and a gravity-positioned chute is pivoted
proximity to the stationary chute for deflecting coke
and other conductors of electricity from the latter.
(See cut on preceding page.)

Socket.
Mortimer Norden,
N. Y., assignor to Joseph Norden,
N. Y. Application filed March 9,

May

Guard for Incandescent
781,391.
C. Blake, Brookline, Mass.,

Lamps.
assignor

H. Couch Company, Boston, Mass.

S.

to

Applica-

.

Trolley-pole
Philadelphia, Pa.

from
John

1904.
In a trolley-pole support are
a
pole,
a swinging
bracket, upward projections on opposite ends of the
bracket, a ratchet on the bracket intermediate of the
projections, a carrier for the pole and a dog on the
carrier of the pole adapted to engage with the ratchet
and contact witii either of the projections.

filed March 30, 1904.
The three patents describe an instrument having a maga lever, an armature, carried by the lever, a head
carrying a pair of contact pins carried by the lever and
movable independent of the armature and a pair of contact pins or points arranged opposite the pins on the

Electric-railway System.
Frank E. KinsApplication filed DecemJ.

781,431.

man. Plainfield N.
ber

One

8,

1903.

of the track rails

divided into insulated sections
electrically isolated from the remainder of the system.
A return conductor is electrically connected with the
other track rail and forms therewith and with the working conductor and the source of energj" a metallic ciris

Autoinatic Sizing Mechanism for GrindAbraham B. Landis, Waynesing Machines.
boro, Pa. Application filed March 30, 1904.
An automatic sizing mechanism for grinding machines

781,434.

wheel having ratchet teeth in its periphery.
rim is mounted on the wheel having a pawl
lever adapted to engage with the teeth.
cam or trip
in the periphery of the rim engages the operdevice and throws it out of operation.
An electrically operated plunger is arranged to engage the pawl
lever and operate it to turn back the rim and cam out
of engagement with the operating device until the work

comprises a feed

A

A

Following is a list of electrical patents (issued by
United States Patent OfficeJ that expired oil
February 7, 1905
the

Telegraphy.
T. A. Edison, Menlo Park, N T
tlectromagiietic
Grain-weighting
Scale.
-V
Hnlley and V. Malin. Holland, Mich.
Electric Railway.
W. I. Ludlow, Cleveland Ohio
Jilectrical
Apparatus
for
Effecting
Mechanical
Movements. R. T. Smith, .Na.shua, N. H
Transfer Switch and Circuit for Telephone Ex377,-141.
3?7,374377.383.

has

reached a predetermined

size.

(See cut.)

Electrical Apparatus for Separating Coke
from Cinders, Etc. Henri Lelarge, Liege, Bel-

781,437.

Application

April 13. 1904.
Apparatus for separating coke from cinders and other
substances comprises a rotary drum provided upon its

gium.

filed

W

377.397377.413.

changes.

C.

L.

Scribner, Chicago,

377..I75.

Telephone Transmitter.

377,487.

Process of

111

Bahr, Jersey City, N. J.
Copper.
E. S. Haydeii,

J. P.

Electrolyzing

waterbury. Conn.
377.4S8.
System of Electrical Distribution.
T.
New Brunswick, N. J,
Electric Gaslighting Burner.
377,505.
LeRov
Waterburv, Conn.
377,518.
Ma.gnetic
S'
Park, N. I.
Electric Circuit
377,538.
Eleclri<
Electric

377,53}.
377.553377.612.

W.

Bell.

F.

Gas Lighter.

W.

St.

F.

Arc Lamp.

White

LIcwelly

Eureka,

Stocker,

Stocker, Eureka, Kan.
Finck. San Francisco, Cal.

H. V. Haves
'

Electric

How'ell

S.

J.

Mass.

377.622.

\V.

Edison,
Closer.

lelephone Transmitter.

377.61s.

mounted
ating

of Protecting Telephone Circuits
Action of Electromagnetic Waves.
Cambridge, Mass.
Application

Stone,

EXPIRING PATENTS.

781,416.

net,

the
S.

filed June 29, 1904.
Protecting telephone circuits against the elTccts
of the
electromagnetic waves developed by wireless-telegraph
and teleplione systems is accomplished by diverting
the
currents induced in the telephone circuit by the
electromagnetic waves to earth through a circuit or circuits
of
impedance low for the induced currents, but high for
currents of the frequencies employed in teleohonv.

Support.
Thomas J. Cope,
Application filed October 29,

Electric Telegraph.
781,417 and 781,418.
Willis D. Gregory, Pittsburg, Pa.
Application

Method

781,625.

from

781,404.

1904.

to

the

tion filed October 22, 1904.
A guard wire for electric incandescent lamps is made
resilient wire, having helices to inclose the lamp
bulb, those of greater diameter bemg close to each other
and those of lesser diameter more widely spaced apart.

31,

A motor is made up of an electromagnet, poles secured
the opposite ends of the magnet terminating
at their
inner ends in obtuse angles, and an armature
pivotally
mounted between the poles.

Charles

E.

E.

Cambridge,
'

Higgins and

Tames.

T.

Johnsbury, Vt.
^

Electric

Motor Car.

W. H.

Knight,

New

Vork,

W

Electromechanical Signal Apparatus.
W.
Le
Grande, Louisville, Kv.
Railway Signal. T. S. Nicholson, Mount Washing377.634.

377.626.

Secondary Battery. J. S. Sellon, Hatton Gardens,
County of Middlesex. England.

377.642.
J,,,

Armature for
—Jlather,
Windsor,
J.

bynai,.v.-i dectric

ilachii

R.

H.

Conn.

377,684.

Electromechanical

Windsor, Conn.

Mov

R.

H.

Mather,
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Pleasing Department-store
Worcester, Mass.
An

elccUic

intcrcbtiiiR

plant

li.is

Plant

in

The
reCL-nlly

licen

at the Barnard, Sumner & Putnam Company's department store in Worcester, Mass., located
on Main .Street just south of Mechanics' Hall, The

supplies

the

all

11,05

can of course be connected to the system as occasion
serves.

installed

plant

is,

boilers

plant arc

and steam auxiliary apparatus of the

those previously in

use in

the

building.

There arc two S4-inch by 17-foot Stewart horizontal
return-tubular boilers capable of operating continutinsly at 125 pounds pressure, allbough tlie i)resf»nt

the cxhautt of the Kcnenu'og units, while the third
iKink receives the exhaust of the engine which drive*
the fan, forcing the sir through the system
'This
fan engine is a seven by lo-inch Sturtcv.ini ma-

room is of notable
The two gcncr.iling units are sufrtilicd
"•ven-inch high-pressure main 5Upj>ortH
near the celling, the steam

Tile piping of the engine

chine.

neatness.

through

cur-

a

motors
and lights throughout the
building and also furnishes
a supply of exhaust steam
in
purposes
heating
for
operatiuK

for

rent

cold weather.

It

basement
few steps from
room maintained by the company and
in itself constitutes a workthe

in

join

store just a

ing

of

exhibit

the

steel

panel

floor

laid

and

ceiling

into

Each panel is eight feet
high and three feet wide.

One

ance of the plant.

bus bars consists of live
motors, aggregating 23
horsepower, 87 enclosed arc
lamps and 800 i6-candlesystem

re-

fuses for the feeder circuits.

The

Thtis

Thomson

carries a

cording wattmeter of 1,200
amperes capacity and 12
double -pole single - throwswitches, with enclosed

the plant

connected to the

distribution

the wall at the west
of the engine room.

end

the

power incandescents.

are
the
h e

pressure engines.
The switchboard, composed of two panels of
black enameled slate, is set

neat and attractive appear-

The load upon

t

pipe.
Cochrane
steam separators are used
connection with the high-

oil drops in case any arc
thrown from the machinery. The accompanying
picture shows the interior
of the generator room and

at present

separator.

1

in

of

admirably

i

exhaust

a

with differentdesigned to
appearance
the

illustrates

o

this
separator
tapped the pipes to
heating system and

tiles

neutralize

pipe

from

along the south
and terminates in a

Into

with
light-colored walls, a white

colored

nine-inch

rises vertically

Cochrane

is

handsomely

finished

diameter.

in

floor

wall

attractive-

The engine room

a

in

which

the artistic tea

ness.

exhausts

are carried under the floor
10 a point midway between
the two engines, where they

the

of

of the engines being
inches

The

are seven
inches in diameter and they

installed

is

p:|K;s

five

t

w

other

o

panel

triple-pole

switches,

di-

carries

generator

amWeston ammeters, a
ttvo

i.ooo-

rect-current,

pere

volts

voltmeter,
two
rheostats and a voltmeter
with ground-testing

two-wire, 115
throughout, the cirin
ironcuits being run
armored conduits. The arc

150-voIt

switch
lamps.

lamps are of the live-ampere

size,

The present daily output
of the plant is about 600
kilowatt-h ours ordinarily

72 of them being

Helios-Upton and 15 General Electric make.
but a small
Although
number of motors is in-

tand

building

ent, their iise illustrates the

each

All but

wound

for

115 volts.

1'

-STORE PLANT

borsepower belted Sprague motor making 1,140 rev-

practice.

per minute. Besides there are tv;o onesixteenth-horsepower motors in use in the hairpicking room, and in the summer season fail motors

a mile of three-quarter-inch pipe.

There

is

also a I.amson cord cash system installed,
by a 511-revolution-per-minute, direct-

this being run

olutions

from

coal-storage

of the
long,

VORCESTER,

connected, two-horsepower Lundell open-typo motor.
In the main vestibule of the store is a customer's
standing space and passageway, which is supplied
with warm air from the store by a blower direct connected to a one-horsepower Lundell motor. Tliis
motor has eight speeds, ranging from 50 to about
600 revolutions per minute, so that the volume of
warm air admitted to the vestibule inside the storm
doors can be regulated at will. On the upper floor
of the store is a shop in which various sewing macbines. lathes, grinders, etc., are driven by a two-

ated by a three-horsepower semi-enclosed Sprague
belted motor, making 1,480 revolutions per minute.

store

stories

in

floor

to

plant

capacit}'

25

is

tons.

The engine room
PLEASING DEPA

w-orking pressure is no pounds. Soft coal is used,
the present consumption being about 6,coo pounds
per day.
All the coal burned is w-eighed in the
boiler room and a storage bin is built beneath the
street floor adjoining the boiler room.
The feed
water is heated by a Warren heater of the open
type and pumped into the boilers by a four by four
by six-inch Warren duplex pump.
The generating units are two in number, each
being composed of a 14 by 12-inch horizontal highspeed non-condensing American Ball engine direct
coupled to a six-pole, 75-kilowatt, 115-volt, compound-W'Ound Sprague direct-current generator jnaking 275 revolutions per minute.
The guaranteed
steam consumption of each engine is a maximum of
29 pounds per indicated horsepower-hour at full load.
The exhaust steam is discharged in cold weather
into the heating system and in warm weather through
an atmospheric exhaust in accordance with standard

the semi-enclosed type, running 1,000 revolutions per
minute, compound-wound and belted to a triplex single-acting plunger pump for elevator service. The
Lamson pneumatic cash system in the store is oper-

stor>-

The

The

motor is a 15-horsepower Sprague machine of

six

ceiling is 12 feet six inches.

one of the motors are shuntwound and each one is
largest

is

height and has an area in
floors of 85,000 square feet
The appro.ximate height of

great variety of purposes to
which the electric motor
can be adapted in depart-

ment-store service.

840 kilowatt-hours on

Saturdays. The

stalled in the store at pres-

The store is heated mainly by air which is forced
over three banks of heating coils, aggregating over
Two hanks take

^

feet

is 47 feet
14 feet wide and 15

high,

and

figures

4.3

square feet per kilowatt, or 65.8 cubic feet per kilowatt of generating capacity. Mr. S. J. Blatchford
is chief engineer, w'ith Mr. F. Alberrv assistant.

Electrical Section of the Western
ciety of Engineers.
well-attended

and

meeting

So-

the
Electrical Section of the \A'e3tern Society of Engineers was held on February loth. There was no
business to come before the meeting, and the whole
of the time was devoted to the paper of Prof.
Charles F. Burgess of the University of Wi3consin
upon the "Present Status of Electric-furnace Working."
Professor Burgess, without going into detail,
gave an excellent idea of the progress which electric-furnace working has made, its advantages and
its efficiency as compared with direct reduction processes,
iluch original work along this line, and in
the general field of electrochemistry, has been done
at the University of Wisconsin under the direction
of Professor Burgess, and in recognition of this
work he was recently presented $2,500 by .\ndrew
-A

prolitahle

of

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN
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Carnegie, the

money

to be used for further research

(An abstract of the paper is on page 134.)
The next meeting of the Electrical Section is
scheduled for March lOth, wh((n Mr. W. T. Banallek, formerly state inspector of electrical wiring for
Michigan, will present a paper on the "Relation of
Electrical Wiring to Fire Risik."
work.

Indianapolis and Cincinnati Traction
Company's Single-phase Railway.

An electric railway 120 miles in length operated
single power house would have been regarded
a short time ago as impracticable by even the most
progressive engineers, and would have been said to
be commercially impossible without the use of rotary converter sub-stations. Nevertheless, the opening of the year 1905 finds the construction of such a
line well advanced and a portion of the road in acfrom a

ters.

set apart as a high-tension

house

The

tual operation.

chamber.
equipment consists of two 500Westinghouse alternators of the

generating

ikilowatt, 2,300-volt

wound for three-phase, 25-cycle
current, and direct connected to cross-compound Fulton Iron Works Corliss engines. The operating
speed is 94 revolutions per minute. The engines are
of the double-cylinder vertical type.
Both engines
and generators are designed for an overload capacity
of 50 per cent. Each engine is equipped with a Dean
independent jet condenser.
Water for condensing
purposes is supplied by a large millrace through an
underground tunnel running under the basement
revolving-field type,

The

from
two pairs of 2SO-kilotransformers which are connected ac-

2,300-volt, three-phase, 25-cycle current

watt, air-blast

is

led direct to

cording to the Scott three-phase two-phase system.
The secondary windings are arranged for two-phase
operation at 33,000 volts, at which potential the current is delivered to the transmission lines.
pair
of motor-driven Sturtevant fans provide the air necessary to ventilate these transformers.

A

The generators

are separately excited by direct cur-

rent at 125 volts.

Duplicate exciter generators have

ARRANGEMENT OF TRANSMISSION CIRCUITS
through the towns of Irvington, Julietta, New Palestine, Reedville, Fountaintown, Morristown, Gwynnville, Arlington, Rushville, Glenwood, Connorsville,
Dunlapsville. Oxford, Hamilton and Cincinnati. It
has already been constructed as far as Rushville,
Ind., and, in the course of the present year, will be

extended to Connorsville. It is the intention of the
company to push through to Cincinnati at the earliest
At the present tim*^ about 20 miles
possible date.
of road are in operation, and the new system has
been shown to be a complete success and thoroughly to justify the wisdom of President Henry and
his consulting engineers, Sargent & Lundy of Chicago, in adopting the alternating current for this
important operation.

The

be operated

is

from which

railway will
located at Rushville,' Ind., adjacent to

central station

this

the tracks of the Cincinnati, Hamilton and Dayton
railroad and distant about 41 miles from. Indianap-

The

a fireproof structure of brick,
concrete and steel, with well-lighted interior and
skilfully arranged for future enlargement as the
operations of the company are extended. The presolis.

building

is

ent equipment includes three 350-horsepower Babcock & Wilcox boilers, which are at present fired
by natural gas. Provision is made, however, for the
burning of coal if, at any time, the supply of gas
becomes insufficient, and arrangements have been

made

for the future installation of coal-crushing

and

coal-handling machinery, with overhead
bumpers >vhich will feed directly to the boiler grates.
The! boiler room occupies one-half of the present
autopiatic

i8,
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The equipment

of each of the transformer stations so far installed consists of two 300-kilowatt oilinsulated step-down transformers of the Westingself-cooling type, 33,000 to 3,300 volts, towith disconnecting switches and suitable
lightning-protecting apparatus, including low-equivalent lightning arresters and static interrupters.
Pro-

gether

made in each station for a third similar unit when required.
The transformer stations
contain no automatic switches of any type but are
controlled altogether from the main central station.
vision has been

They, therefore, require no attendance and need be
inspected only occasionally when in operation.
As has been stated, the main section of the trolley
will be fed at a potential of 3,300 volts, while in the
city of Rushville 550 volts alternating current will be

used.

floor.

the generators

This epoch-making engineering achievement is accomplished by the use of the alternating-current single-phase railway motor recently perfected by the
Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company.
The first to adopt and put in operation this system
is the Indianapolis and Cincinnati Traction Company
of Indianapolis, Ind., of which Mr. Charles L. Henry
is president and general manager.
Starting from Indianapolis, the road will pass

February

The remainder is divided into two parts,
the larger room being knowin as the main engine
room while the eastern portion of the building is
building.

As, however, within the city of Indianapolis

must operate over the already existing lines,
which are equipped with direct current at 550 volts,
provision had to be made for operation with both
direct and alternating current and at a trolley potential of both 550 and 3,300 volts.
The system, therethe cars

fore, serves to exemplify the adaptability of the new
type of 'motor for operation upon both direct and
alternating-current circuits and to illustrate the flexibility of

the system in regard to voltage.

The diagram (Fig. i) indicates the general arrangement of the alternating-current transmission

TRANSFORMER STATIONS OF INDIANAPOLIS-CINCINNATI SINGLE-PHASE RAILWAY.

been installed, one of which is direct connected to a
Westinghouse engine, the other to a Westinghouse
induction motor.
The switchboard controlling panels are located in
the main engine room, but the switches, transformers
and other similar apparatus have been installed either
in the basement or in the high-tension chamber. The
main bus bars are located in the basement and are
supported upon a masonry structure of most approved design and construction. Live bars are separated hy barriers of alberine stone.
pair of 300-kilowatt transformers of the Westinghouse oil-insulated self-cooling type located in the
power house reduces the 33,000-volt current from
the main transformers to a potential of 550 volts,
and feeds that portion of the trolley line which is
located within the limits of the city of Rushville.

A

Other portions of the

trolley are fed at a potential
from the 33. 000-volt transmission lines through reducing transformers which
are installed in transformer stations conveniently located along the roadway at intervals of from 10 to
12 miles. At the present time three of these transformer stations have been constructed, one located
near Indianapolis, another at Reedville and a third
at Gwynnville.
The houses are very small and compact, measuring but 21 by 23 feet, but their construction is thoroughly substantial and is fireproof
throughout. The walls are of brick laid in cement
mortar and mounted upon foundations of concrete
the floors are of concrete laid upon steel beams.
The doors and windows are protected by steel shut-

of 3,300 volts, obtained

:

and the connection of apparatus
power house and the transformer stations.
circuits

in

the

It will

be noted that a two-phase four-wire circuit is shown
in this diagram, in addition to the single-phase cir-

which connect the power house with the transformer stations. This power circuit illustrates an
arrangement whereby it is proposed in the future to
operate the electric railway now running between
Indianapolis and Shelbyville from the Rushville station.
The Indianapolis and Shelbyville line is owned
by the Indianapolis and Cincinnati Traction Company
and is at present operated from its own power house
through rotary converter sub-stations and direct-curcuits

rent railway motors.

At the present time the Indianapolis and Cincinnati
Traction Company is giving an hourly service between Rushville and the neighboring towns toward
Indianapolis, and the work is being completed rapidly with a view to running through cars into the
larger city.
They have at present 10 cars which
were built by the St. Louis Car Company, each of
which measures 55 feet over all. The cars are divided into three compartments
one arranged to
carry baggage, the center compartment being fixed
up as a smoker, while the main compartment at the
other end has a seating capacity for 38 people. The
cars are handsomely finished in fine mahogany with
;

windows and art glass in the ventilators.
The trucks are of the M. C. B. type, made by the
Baldwin Locomotive Works, and are mounted upon
steel-tired wheels ^6 inches in diameter and provided
with six-inch axles and five bj" nine-inch journals.
plate-glass

lini.'irv
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cqnipnifiit

consists of four 75-liorsc-

powcr single-phase alternating-current motors of the
commutator, series-woiuid type, mounlcfl two to the
'I'lic equipment includes the unit-switch systntck.
ic'Mi

of multiple control,

may

so that the cars

he-

structures have been iiuiil of the very best stcti construction by tlic rndianapoli* nrldgc Company of

and arc made of stilTicicnt length to
carry trains of cars having a gross weight of 100
tons per car. Though all abutments have lieen buili
Muncic,

Ind.,

which

it '•

The

vulalors

broken the

system of control was adopted. The motors are
geared for a maximum speed of 45 miles an hour
and are arranged for a schedule speed of 30 miles
an hour, which has been adopted for local service.

time arc arranged for one track only. It will !«
noted th.at provision has been made for the heaviest
demand in respect to size of cars and length of trains
likely to be experienced in the near future.
Wherever possible, the track has been laid upon
the company's own private right-of-way. Where the
land is level and there are no considerable fills or
cuts, a right-of-way four rods wide has been secured,

Stops will be made at

all

of the cities

and towns and

To

at the principal crossings of the country.
erly take care of the through service,

"limited" cars will be run at

;nt

be equipped with

prop-

additional

early dale.

These

four

ISO-horseliinver motors and will be arranged for a schcdide
speed of from 50 to 60 miles an hour, as, under the
jirovisions of the various franchises under which the
limited

cars

will

lonipany operates, they will not have to make stops
in the country or in the smaller towns and will be
iec|uired to make only one stop at each of the
It is expected that when
l.irger intervening cities.
ilie road is completed from Indianapolis to Cincinnati these limited cars will be able to make the
ihruugli trip from the center of one city to the center nf the other in three hours time.
The road has been built with a view to handling
ln'.-ivy freight even to the extent of carrying it in
long trains, and it is confidently e-xpcctcd that the
use of a high voltage on the trolley wire and 'the
sliding contact bow trolley will make such a service
possible without experiencing the difficulties which
liave

heretofore

been

encountered

when

a heavy

wherever

peculiarities of con.struction made it
wider right-of-way has been obtained.
of the smaller towns the private right-of-way
lias been continued through, and the road has been
constructed upon streets or highways only in cities
but,

desirable, a

In

all

of such size as to make it necessary. Wherever possible, curves have been avoided and such an alignment has been secured between cities and towns as

very rapid running with entire safety
and equipment. In most instances the
right-of-way has been protected by a woven-wire
fence creeled under an agreement with the landowner whereby he maintains the fence and keeps all
gates closed. Wherever such agreements have not
been secured, the right-of-way has been fenced with
barbed wire.
In most cases the company has also
been granted the right to cut and keep out any timber on adjacent lands which might interfere with
its wires and fences or with the operation of the
will pernn't of

to passengers

road.

The

track

is

laid

with 70-pound T-rail

in 60-foot

mad*

,•,.

for double track, the superstructures at the present

stalic

»|v~i'iilly

which ihorws alto an cic.
steel mctscnccr cable is ^ir
arc large and tirong, an'l

4,

cipi

rated cither singly or in trains.
In view of the fact that these cars are to he operated hy holh direct and alternating current, the rhco-

attached every 10 fsrt with

steel clampii.
TJiii form of
ai the calcn?ry suapeniion.

cable W'Aild remain

>itcel

the lop of the bracket. As the trol!'
the steel cable every 10 feet, break
cur, and, even if one ihould take

;

w

!,-•••
than 10 feet of trolley wire would
ne
catenary construction provides a praaically level trolley with no sudden bends at the iatulat/jrt, such j«
is often found with the ordinary suspension.
Thi»
point is of particular advantage in high-speed service.
'I'hc trolley wire is suspended
18 feet al>ovc the
1

track.

Where

the tracks arc in the streets, the poles ar-

on the sides of the streets and the trolley suspended from span wires. Otherwise, the c-nstniction is the same as along the private right-of-way.
The entire system is provided with two metallic
circuit telephone lines, one of which is reserved exset

clusively for the train dispatcher; the other line is
intended for general company business.
Each car

communication can be
had with the train dispatcher at intervals of 2,000
feet.
Telephone wires arc carried on porcelain insulators on cross-arms near the tops of the trolley
carries a telephone, so that

poles.
The wires are transposed every 500 feet in
order to avoid disturbance by the current in the
transmission lines.
The poles are all of selected white cedar those
for the center trolley construction arc /[o feet long
with seven-inch tops. 'ITic side poles for the high-

—

Track Construction — Layinc

Rails.

CINCINNATI SINGLE-PHASE RAILWAY.
frciglit

service has been attempted with

direct-cur-

rent operation.

Each car

—

equipped v.ith two trolleys one of the
bow type designed for high-potential service, the
other a modified form of the union standard trolley,
intended, for use on the direct-current line in Indianapolis and the low-voltage alternating-current
is

line in Rushville.

The roadway is said to be equal to that of any
The track is graded in accordance with the best practice for steam roads, cuts and
fills having been made wherever necessary to avoid
excessive or frequent grades.
For a distance of
nearly 50 miles from Indianapolis there is no grade
in the line to exceed v]/: per cent., and, while from
tliat point on toward Cincinnati the country is less
level and in some cases straight lines have been preferred, even at the expense of slightly increased
grade, it is confidently expected that, with the true
alignment secured and the low grades encountered,
greater speed can be maintained with comfort and
safety to passengers than on any steam road nowoperating in that vicinity.
So far as has been yet
determined, the heaviest grade will be four per cent.
The road-bed is graded 28 feet wide on top for a
double track, with slopes on fills and in cuts of Ij4
to one, and upon a grade line that puts the track
in most instances above the level of adjacent lands,
so as to avoid trouble on account of snow.
In the
construction of the roadway, bridges, etc, provision
'has been made in every case for double track,
though but one track has been laid at the present
time. The bridges across all streams are constructed
in the most approved manner, either with concrete
steel arches or with steel girders and stone abutments, as shown in Fig. 2, which depicts a bridge
over the Elnc River near .Morristown. The upper
line in the country.

,

connected with Weber rail joints and
bonded with No. 0000 lo-inch copper bonds, with
seven-eighths-inch terminals under the plates so as
not to be exposed. Fig. 3 shows the work of laying

lengths,

the

construction of the line progresses.
Cross bonds are put in every half-mile and long
bonds under all special construction. All switches
and other special devices have been furnished by the
Buda Manufacturing Company of Han'ey, 111., the
construction
throughout following steam-railway
standards.
Turn-outs and cross-overs are constructed
so as to avoid danger of open switches.
The ties
are mostly of first-class white oak or burr oak,
though a few chestnuts have been used. They all
measure six inches by eight inches by eight feet long,
and are laid 3,280 feet to the mile. The bridge ties
are of long leaf yellow pine. Gravel ballast has been
used throughout the whole line. It is generally laid
eight inches under the ties and level with the top of
the rail.
In the streets. of Rushville an eight-inch
layer of broken stone has been placed under the
rails

as

ties.

The

high-tension transmission lines arc composed

A

of No. 4 bare copper wire.
single-phase circuit
leads to each transformer station. The high-tension

wires are supported on large porcelain insulators,
held by iron pins to strongly constructed cross-arms,
mounted upon a separate line of poles which are set
near the edge of the right-of-w^ay.
Along the private right-of-way the trolley wire is
suspended from poles set in the center of the grade
100 feet apart, with a bracket made of angle iron
looped at the end so as to carry a large fiat insulator, from the top of which is run a seven-sixteenths-inch steel strand cable or messenger wire.
The trolley is formed of No. 000 copper w'ire and is
carried eight inches under the messenger cable, to

tension lines are 35 feet long with seven-inch tops.
All are set six feet in the ground and are carefully

Thirty-foot poles are used for the streets
where there are no feed wires and the
while
on the other side, where the high-tension lines run,
the poles vary in height from 40 feet to 60 feet so as
to carry the transmission lines above the shade trees.
All the side poles along the streets are neatly shaved
and painted and are set in concrete. The tall 60foot poles are of Idaho cedar, beautiful, smooth and
straight as if turned in a lathe. The entire pole line
was constructed under the direction of A. A. Anderson, general superintendent of the Indianapolis and
Cincinnati Traction Company, and under the immediate supervision of Oscar D. Emery. The work
is of an excellent character and attracts the attention of the most casual observer.
The Indianapolis and Cincinnati Traction Company, which will operate this new line, w-as organized
on Februarj' 4, 1903, under the laws of Indiana. It
is managed by a board of seven directors constituted
Charles L. Henry, Indianapolis, presias follows
dent and general manager Ephraim Marsh, Greenfield, Ind., vice-president; William L. Taylor, Indianapolis, secretary-; Endorus M. Johnson, Indianapolis, treasurer; James W. Fesler, Indianapolis; Theodore F. Rose, Muncie, Ind.; Wm. M. Frazee. Rush-

tamped.

in the cities

poles are used only to support the span wires

;

:

;

ville,

Ind.

The general

office

of the

company

is

located at

a three-story frame building, as
with a slate roof and was constructed from a residence which was purchased in
the first instance to enable tlie company to make an
easy curve around the comer. The building is now
equipped with fireproof vaults, is heated with steam,
Rushville.

It

shown by

Fig.

is

lighted

is

from

5,

tlie

company's own power station

Western electrician
arranged with ample accommodation for the
general officers of the company. Waiting rooms and
The executive
baggage rooms are also provided.
officers of the company' are located in the Traction

and

Terminal Building of Indianapolis.

Under

the provisions of the franchises of the In-

Traction Terminal Company, interurban
lines are allowed to enter the city over the tracks
of the city company by such roads as the city designates, upon payment to the city company of an
agreed or ascertained compensation. The Traction
dianapolis

Terminal Company has made a uniform agreement
with interurban roads for entrance into the city
over its tracks whereby the interurban road pays
four cents for each passenger carried while on the
This agreement entitles the interurban
city lines.
line to all of the privileges of the Terminal Station

where

all

the interurban roads of Indianapolis center.

The Indianapolis and Cincinnati Traction Company has franchises of a most favorable character in
all of the cities and towns through which the line
They uniformly run for a period npf 50
passes.
years and contain no objectionable features regarding the pavement of streets, the erection of iron poles
or the payment of a franchise tax to the state or
town. The franchises of the cities of Rushville and
Connersville permit the company to run "limited"
In all of
cars making only one stop in each city.

Fie.
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Starting Device for Mercury-vapor

is

Lamps.
In the operation of mercury-vapor electric lamps
it is found desirable in some

of moderate voltages
instances

currents

start

to

the

higher

of

lamp by the application of
than those employed
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drawing forward the armature, and thus opening
the circuit of the primary coil. The lamp will then
continue to operate under the influence of the currents supplied directly from the main circuit.
The
lamp may be turned off by opening the switch.

potential

for the continued operation of the lamp.

The Appleyard Properties

It is con-

some instances to use interrupted curfrom the same source as the currents
employed for running the lamp and to induce, by

in

Ohio.

rents derived

Plans are now beingi formed for the organization
of three companies to handle the Appleyard electric-

the interrupted currents, the electric currents of
the higher potential. It is usually desirable to cut
out of circuit the apparatus employed for producing

in Ohio.
The Central Market
Columbus and the Dayton, Lebanon
and Cincinnati will each be operated under separate
companies and all the other properties will be merged

venient in

higher potential

the

starting

current

when

it

has

railway properties

street railway of

into one corporation.

This will include the Dayton,

performed its function of starting the lamp. The
accompanying diagram illustrates an apparatus for
starting the lamp under such conditions, which was
recently patented by Peter Cooper Hewitt of New
York.
A lamp is represented as having an enlargement
at its upper end constituting a cooling and impuritycontaining chamber. At or near the upper end of the
lamp there is placed an electrode connected with a

London and
and Northern
(which connects with the Kenton and Southern),
the Springfield and Western from Springfield to New
Carlisle and the Columbus, Grove City and South-

(7). An electrode at or near the
other end of the lamp is connected with a leading-in
conductor such, for instance, as a
wire (8).
band of foil (9) is shown as being placed around

and Cincinnati,

leading-in wire

A

—

—

Catenary Trolley Construction and Elevat

Springfield and Urbana, the Columbus,

Springfield, the Urbana, Bellefontaine

western.

According
of the

to this report the

new companies

combined bond issue

be $8,500,000 and the
The Dayton, Lebanon
a steam road, has a bond issue
is

to

capital stock about the same.
still

of $2,000,000 outstanding.
tal

Fig.

made

A

new

issue of $r, 000,000

with the necessary capithat will be furnished for it. The first mortgage

will be

5.

to retire these,

Three-story Office Building.

INDIANAPOLIS-CINCINNATI SINGLE-PHASE RAILWAY.
the

smaller towns the

franchises

specially

that "limited" cars need not stop at

all.

provide

The

fran-

chises also provide for the carrj^ing of freight, ex-

press and mail matter under reasonable regulations
of the various cities and towns. All private rights-

of-way and franchises outside of cities and towns
run in perpetuity.
The most interesting feature of the new installation, made possible by the use of the alternating-current system throughout, is the absence of the rotary
transformer sub-station and the consequent small
amount of feeder copper required. The No. 0000
copper trolley wire is supplemented by no feeder and
the only lines required are the No. 4 high-potential
transmission lines which connect the main power
The system,
house to the transformer stations.
therefore, makes possible a considerable saving over
former methods of operation and does away entirely
with the expense usually incident to the operation of
the sub-station and which may be regarded on an
average as amounting to the wages of three men,
aggregating not less than $6 a day for each sub-

lamp near the lower electrode and connected
conductor with the upper leading-in wire.
conductor at the upper end leads from the main
to the leading-in wire.
A conductor (18) leads from
a conductor (23) through the secondary coil of a
converter and also through the coils of an electro-

the

by

a

A

magnet, to the leading-in wire (S).

The conductor

(23) leads from the other main to one terminal of
the primary coil of the transformer. The remaining

terminal of this coil is connected by the conductor
with the back contact stop of the armature of the

The adoption of the alternating-current syspossible for the three transformer staalready installed between Indianapolis and
Rushville, a saving in wages amounting to $6,570
per annum. It is estimated that for the 10 stations
which will be installed between Indianapolis and
Cincinnati a total annual saving of $22,000 is thus

station.

tem makes
tions

made possible
The entire

in

wages

alone.

construction of this road is a high
testimonial to the progressiveness and skill of Sargent & Lundy of Chicago, the consulting electrical
engineers.
President Heni-y, whose wise foresight
and commercial courage made possible the trial of
the alternating-current railway motor in so large an
operation, is one of the strong pioneers in the de-

velopment of modern

electric traction.

built the first interurban line in Indiana,

In 1897 he

and under

management the Union Traction Company in
1900 united a line of roads running from Indianapvia Anderson to Muncie, from Anderson via
Alexandria to Marion, and from Alexandria to El-

his

olis

wood, with an approximate
This was one of the early
systems.

total

large

mileage

of

100.

electric-railway

bonds of the- Central Market road are to be

left

a new issue of $1,000,000 consolidated
be made to cover the indebtedness, together with the capital which will be arranged. The
other cornpanies are to be merged into the Ohio
Union Railway Company, which will be authorized
to issue $6,500,000 five-per cent. 40-year bonds.
Half
of this will be held by trustees to be named in the
mortgage to retire the underlying first-mortgage
bonds, and of the remainder the trustees will certify
as many as necessary to pay off the debts. What is
left is to be used in extensions and improvements.
The stock issue will be the same in amount as the
bonds and present holders in the various companies
will receive it pro rata.
The management is to be vested for five years in
a board of trustees consisting of nine members. Of
these one is to be named by each of the four largest
creditors, one each by the four largest roads included in the merger and one by the party to the
agreement who has charge of the reorganization,
Guy Mcrison Walker of New York. A. E. Appleyard, who built these roads, has promised to aid the
trustees in the management of the roads and do all
he can to bring them out of the trouble which overtook them.
The McKinley syndicate of Champaign, 111., has
also been looking into the condition of the properties with the intention of reorganization if matters
intact,

but

bonds

will

Congressman W. B. McKinley of
Champaign and F. L. Nelson and R. D. Smith of
Wayne, Ind., have visited' Columbus, Springfield and Dayton within the last few days and conare satisfactory.

STARTING DEVICE FOR MERCURY-VAPOR LAMPS.

A conductor (27) leads from the
armature to one terminal of a suitable circuit interelectromagnet.

rupter (28). The other terminal of the circuit interrupter is connected by the conductor with the

main. Assuming that the switch (30) is closed,
current will pass through the interrupter and the
primary coil of the converter, the interrupter serving
to make and break the circuit with the proper rapidity.
The higher-potential current will then be produced in the secondary coil, and this higher potential acting upon the vapor or gas path within the
lamp creates the proper condition for permitting
the passage through the lamp of currents supplied

by the main circuit (14) (15). When the lamp commences to operate, the magnet will be energized,

T*ort

sulted

with

persons

who know something

of

the

among them being General Manager
Theodore Stebbins and C. A. Alderman of the Dayton, Springfield and Urbana.
It is said* that the men
properties,

expressed the belief that the reorganization of the

companies would not be a

difficult matter, and in the
event that this proves true they are willing to pay
cash for the properties.
Arthur E. Appleyard was arrested in Boston a
few days ago on a warrant in connection with the
failure of the German-American Bank at Buffalo,
but was at once released on bail, Harold P. Williams
of Brookline signing a bond for $15,000.
Mr. Appleyard will resist extradition, it is said, and will
not go back to Buffalo to plead to the indictment
against him without a fight.
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Chicago Electrical Houses Suffer by

(

riOiccs

In:

niiipaiiy,

and warc/hoiisc of

toKclher

anriplics,

irical

vvilli

llic

tliu

tiilirc

was destroyed by

Ct-nlral

stuck

fire

ICIcctric

of

elcc-

early on

the

The company occupied
of February iilh.
lower doors of ihc six-slory building at 264-70
Several otlicr concerns used the
Avenue.
I'ifili
upper lloors of the building and all suffered total
l.ihs.
The building was completely ruined, only part

iiitiriiinx
111-

I

.,1

outer wall reuiainiug iulact,

ilie

'•i

supposed to have originated
is
fire, which
one of the upper floors at about four o'clock in
the morning, gained considerable headway before it
was discovered, and the firemen had a hard fight
llie

I'.l.l-.t

switclica, tiwitchboards, etc.,

ilestroycd, as the

Fire.
I

KKX

WES'i

190S

of

the building,

1

Kli.l.\.\'

has not liccn completely

company occupied the north end
which was saved. Mr. SkccI ha«

opened a temporary oHfice with Ihc KIcclric Appliance Company and will be located at 92 West Van
Uuren Street until new (luarter-i can be secured.
J. L. Scluireman & Co., manufacturers of automatic
motor-controlling devices, were in the same building,
and the company's loss is estimated at $.^5,000. Mr.
.S.
M. McFedries, secretary and treasurer of the
concern, has opened a temporary office with the
(iuarantec Electric Company, corner of Adams and
Clinton Streets.
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New

Inventions

Two

patents of

motors
Benjamin G.

single-phase

one

to

In

some

Single-phase Work.
significance

have

the field of

been granted,
and the other to Paul

Lammc

M. Lincoln, both residing

The apparatus

in

recently

Pittsburg.

in

devised by Mr. Lamnie

is

a single-

phase motor of the general class of alternatingcurrent multipolar machine, provided with a commutator, and the invention has for its object the
equalization of the potential between the brushes
of like polarity.
Unequal division of the current between brushes
of like polarity in multipolar motors having parallelwound armatures may be due to a variety of causes,
such as differences in brush resistances and unequal
magnetization of the field-magnet pole pieces. Such
unequal division of current is avoided in directcurrent motors by connecting together points in
the armature windings which at any instant occupy
corresponding positions with reference to the fieldmagnet pole pieces or which are normally of equal

ixjriiun {16;,

Simflarly,

li

7/

'

a greater amcnint of current tlian ihc
there it a tendency to eqiutization

|.^

carnti

'

The iKilt-nl allowed to Mr. Lincoln i- U,: i uu
Kle-pha»c system of alivrn.iting-currrnl 'iiMribution,
transmitting at high pre<«urc and ilien lrai»f<jrming
10 lower voltage! for safe distribution.
It has been propoud to operate such a »y>tem by
means of alternating-current motors of llic com-

mutator type of construction having serici-onarmature and field-magnet windings, tuch
motors being similar in many rcsi>cci» to ordinzry
direct-current motors, and various systems have
been devised for transmitting energy at high voltages and supplying it at variable low voltages to
motors at the points of consumption. For instance,
one plan heretofore has been to make Ibj difference of potential between one terminal of the
motors and the grounded conductor the .same as
the potential difference between the motor terminals.
In the system of Mr. Lincoln the differences of potential between the respective motor
terminals and the grounded conductor arc only onehalf that between the motor terminals.
With this
arrangement the stresses on the insulation and llie
dangers incident to the operation or repair of the
motors are materially reduced.
The system comprises a main transformer-windnecled

potential.

Mr. Lammc's invention provides simple means for
the potential between brushes of like
polarity in alternating-current motors, which operequalising
ate

the

regardless

satisfactorily

of potentials in

which

is

of

the

exact

equality

the windings or the resistances of

The

brushes.

device

is

illustrated

in

Fig.

i.

a diagrammatic view of a motor so con-

structed.

The motor

is

in

most respects similar

to

ordinary

direct-current motors, but certain parts are so pro-

CENTRAL ELECTRIC BUILDING AFTER THE

When

FIRE.

were
subdued the building presented a spectacular
wall.
appearance from the ice which formed on the
The picture herewith was taken by the Western
Electrician from the roof of a building across the
to save adjoining property.

the flames

finally

street.

sign

portioned and arranged that the motor is adapted
for satisfactory operation by means of alternating
currents.
The armature is provided with parallel
windings of a well-known type, and the proper
points in the w'inding are connected in the usual

manner

bars of a commutator cylinder.
and (5) are of like polarity, and
brushes (6) and (7) are also of like polarity, but

Brushes

to

Just before the picture was taken the large
"Okonite," projecting from the roof of the

burned building,

fell to

the top of the wall

fell.

the pavement, and soon after

The

structure of the elevated

railway loop is shown in the foreground.
The Central Electric Company is undoubtedly the
oldest electrical supply house of the country.
It
was established in 1SS7 and enjoys a large patron-

Sho\ving characteristic enterprise, in less than
one hour after the usual office-opening hour the company had established new headquarters at 209 East
Jackson Boulevard.
Before noon the office was
completely equipped, including typewriters, desks
and new stationery, and by 10 o'clock at night 10,000
circulars had been sent out to the trade announcing
the fact of the fire and that arrangements had been
age.

was at his home in Lake Forest. With him
was Charles E. Browai, secretary of the company.

the fire

They arrived

at the scene of the fire at eight o'clock
the morning, noted the complete destruction and
within an hour were at their desks in new head-

in

Mr. McKinlock, through the columns of
the Western Electrician, wishes to express his apquarters.

preciation of the kindness of competitors in offering
to the Central Electric

Company

their facilities in the

emergency. The loss of the Central Electric Company was large but covered by insurance.
It is
learned that before long the company will occupy
a new building of its ow^n near the site of the building just burned.

On

the night of February I3lh another

out, this time in the building at 133-139

fire

broke

South Clinwhich the Crouse-Hinds
and J. L. Schureman & Co.
suffered loss. Just before going to press Mr. F. F.
Skeel, western sales agent of the Crouse-Hinds Company, informs the Western Electrician that the stock
ton

Street.

Chicago,

Company (western

in

office)

LINCOLN SINGLE-PHASE

(Fig. 2), having one end terminal connected
means of a conductor (3) to one tem.inal of

ing (i)

by

an alternating-current generator, the other terminal
of which is shown as connected to ground.
The
other end terminal of the transformer is connected
to one conductor (7) of the circuit for supplying
the motors (8), the other conductor of the motor
circuit being connected to a point (10) in the winding, which will insure
the desired difference of
potential between the motor terminals.
A point
(11) in the winding between the points (6) and
If
10) is connected to the grounded conductor.
the system is employed for the operation of railway
motors, the conductor (5) might be the track or
(

the grounded portion of the circuit.

The conductor

(9) of the motor circuit includes
winding of a series transformer. The
the primary winding of the series
transformer may be respectively and reversibly connected to the terminal of the secondary winding
that is adjacent to the motors and to a desired point
in the main transformer winding by means of a
reversing switch (15).
The transformer winding
the secondary

terminals

made

to take care of all orders promptly.
At this
time the force of nearly 100 employes is busy as
ever, and within a few days a full new stock of
supplies will be on hand at the new headquarters.
President George A. jMcKinlock when notified of

FIG. 2.

the

(4)

NGLE-PHASE MOTOR.

any instant are of opposite polarity to brushes
(4) and (s).
The terminals of a suitable inductive winding

at

(8), such as a transformer or choke-coil v.-inding,
are connected, respectively, to brushes (4) and (5),
and the terminals of a similar winding (9) are

connected, respectively, to the brushes (6) and (7).
Leads (10) and (11) are connected, respectively,
to the middle points of the windings CS) and (9")
and constitute the armature terminal leads, which
may be connected to any suitable source of alter-

nating current or to other windings of the motor
as

may be

desired.

In the normal operation of the motor equal
amounts of current would be supplied to the brushes
(4) and (5) through the halves of the winding
(8), the portion supplied to the brush (4) passing
through the portion (16) and the current supplied
to the brush (5) passing through the portion (17).
If,
however, the resistance of the brush (5) is
greater than that of the brush (4), a greater current will pass through the portion (16) of the
winding (8), which acts inductively upon the portion (17) and tends to cause that portion to carry
the same amount of current that is carried by the

may

of

be provided with a number of spaced leads
and a switch-arm be employed in connection
( 16)
therewith to vary the point of connection of the
winding (14) with the transformer winding.
In order to reduce the potential ditference between the terminals of the motors and the grounded
conductor to approximately one-half the maximum
difference of potential between the terminals of
the motors, the point (11) in the main transformer
winding, which is connected with the conductor (5),
will generally be located somewhat nearer the point
10) to which the secondary- winding of the series
transformer is connected than to the terminal (6),
though it is obvioush' practicable to varj- the location of the point (11) from what is shown in the
drawing.
The point (10) is so chosen that when
the voltage in the winding (12) is added to the
voltage supplied to the motors by the portion of
the main transformer winding between the terminal
(6) and the point (10) the full potential is supplied to the motors, and so that when the current
in the winding (12) is subtracted from that supplied by the portion of the winding between the
terminal (6') and the point (10") of the main transformer winding the lowest starting voltage is supplied to the motors.
(
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wholesale
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There
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fair
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South Dakota

i

is

the scene of a curious contro-
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1

ual meeting),
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14th.

Ohio Independent Telephone Association (annual mi
Columbus, March 30th.
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Vermilion,

while

of South
Brookings

to

word

qualifying municipal

own-

play an important part in the

favors a short-time (20-year or less) franchise with
the private owners, with stringent provisions as to

Engineering in various branches is taught
Brookings school, and the mechanic arts are
given a prominent place in the curriculum. In fact,
tutions.

compensation and service. But

at the

it

appears that the Agricultural College

is

With

engineering.

technical

for

education

aroused apprehension

this

overwhelming majority

among

ship

modern demand

the
fact

seems

to

is

people, who, however, see

they are eager to defend.

own

which
Brookings

young men of

—

if

have found it more to
their liking or to their advantage to learn scientific
agriculture, scientific electrical or mechanical engithe

this state

neering and are heading toward the state Agricultural College rather than attend the state university,

the misfortune of the university." But it was
not always thus, for, to quote again: "Is it not a

that

is

remembered
by an

;

municipal owner-

furthermore, the existing
is

very poor (for the

number

of years)

man

preparing to

run for public office. Boiled down, the situation is
with all his zeal, the pro-municipal man can only
promise, as yet, "immediate proceedings," while his
probable opponent is simply doing a "heap of thinking."
Even the most enthusiastic municipal-ownership advocates don't see just how they are going to
get it, while, on the other side, politicians who probably really believe that private ownership is inevitable for a term at least are put to their wits' end
to see how they can avoid publicly espousing immeIt is truly an interesting
diate municipalization.
that,

school,

"If," says the

railways

erations that appeal strongly to a

College

Register, "time has changed the order of things

to be

and the mixed-up management of at least one of the
companies is decidedly unpopular. These are consid-

in the charge a possible

attack on the prerogatives of their

street

surface-railway transportation

the friends of the state

denied by the Agricultural

of

in favor of

"question" has been unsettled for a

have

university.
Some of themi declare that there is on
foot a movement to remove the university to Brook-

This

it is

that the citizens of Chicago have already voted

the only

institution in the state conferring a special degree in
electrical

ings.

DATES AHEAD.

in

Dakota Agricultural College.
As is the case in some other states, there is
considerable rivalry between these two state insti-

i

i

located

is

the seat of the South

is

i

ing),

The University

education.

electrical

i

i

143,

as a

fair

be noted that Judge Dunne makes a disbetween municipal ownership and municipal
tliiit what he proposes are "immediate
proceedings" to get mimicipal ownership of the
street railways. Mayor Harrison, the present incumbent, says that immediate municipal ownership of
the- traction properties in Chicago is simply out of
the question.
To say nothing of other legal difficulties, the city has no means of raising the money.
Judge Dunne does not; say in what manner he will
undertake to solve the problem if elected mayor, but
speaks vaguely of "immediate proceedings." During
the campaign he will no doubt be pressed to state
exactly what these "proceedings" should be.
Mr. John M. Harlan, the probable Republican candidate, has not as yet declared himself as to his present attitude on the overshadowing traction issue. It
is perhaps a fair assumption from his record to say
that he, like Mr. Harrison, regards as futile any
attempt to secure immediate municip^alization and

so

is

bill

be observed that the

It will

making of wholesale

the
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consumers, and

all
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hope, to be entirely im-
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141,

Iowa Telephone Associat:

requires

bill

natural

in Chicago this spring.
Judge
Dunne, who will probably be the candidate of the
Democratic party, has written a letter to say that
he will accept the nomination and setting forth his
views on municipal ownership, of which he is a
strong advocate. The following paragraph from this
letter seems to give the gist of the judge's "platform :"
"Immediate municipal ownership, in the sense of
immediate proceedings leading to early success, is
entirely feasible.
Such proceedings should be vigorously prosecuted.
Whether municipal ownership
should be followed, as I think it should, by municipal operation under a rigidly enforced civil-service
law, is a distinct question which must be decided
as such under the provisions of the Mueller bill by
the people themselves on referendum.
The issue at
the present crisis in our city government is the issue
of ownership solely. Regarding that issue I hold the
true, the practicable and the only safe and wise
policy to be municipal ownership without reservation

]

]

i

March 13th and

corporation to

the

to $5,000.
at

i

Personal

Illustrated Electrical
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Rocky Mountain States
Electric Lighting
Electric Railways

amount
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mayoralty campaign

The bill fixes heavy penalties for electricand heating companies making differences in

of

it

turn out, however,

"Immediate"

eminently proper for the grocer, the

regardless

and make

ership bids

wrong for the electric-light company to do
same thing? There is no equity in such a
and yet a representative from Cook
County in the Illinois Legislature has introduced a
bill which, if it becomes a law, will work this in-

subjects

I
.

of

the

in

founded.

all

sons

engineering course, while

engineering" should cause

the

company's equipment in various classes of machinery
or whether the line of electrical manufactures is
offered direct to consumers as a separate and distinct
department of the company's business does not appear.
If the latter assumption turns out to be correct, the fact will be of much importance to the electrical trade in Germany and on the Continent and

;

1

Indiana
Northwestern States

side, is

western towns

of

"the only thing that will keep the [state] university

are intended only as a part of the

such companies to maintain a set rate for

1

States

amusing
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It is entirely characteristic of
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local
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manufacture of
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versy which throws an imexpected light on the value

New York

if

that the intimation of the Vermilion Republican that

plate

justice.
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work, but it has not been generally
connected with electrical manufacturing. It is now
reported in Paris, however, that the great Krupp

armor

their rates in favor of large users,
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United States and! it also shows the importance attached to the study of electrical engineering, even

of world-wide
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By
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The

decorations were elaborate and efTcctivc.
]iy the co-o|)cr.alion of the New York Edison Company each of the 50 tables was decorated with minia-

placed amid smilax and
about the walls and boxes
of the rorini carried about 1,000 other incandescent
entwined with festoons of living green.
lislits,
Cooper Hewitt lamps were also used to take a
The iced dessert course
"flashlight" photograph.
was borne in by a procession headed by a Goddess
of Electricity bearing an electric light and standing

incandescent

fcnis.

KIbliKht

lights

cables

on a globe ablaze with electric radiation.

was

The

effect

brilliant.

Prior to the dinner there was a reception, and
those present inspected the Gilbert painting presented to the Institute by the British Institution and
the 'bust of Ferraris presented by the Turin Museum. There was also an excellent display of moving pictures relating to railway subjects.
Telegrams of regret were read from T. A. Edison,

George Wcstinghouse and

"Our
has made

W.

B. Potter.

The

first-

must not cease until
electricity
the whole art of transportation
Mr. John W. Lieb, Jr.,
fully and forever its own."
president of the Institute, presided, and made the

named

said:

efforts

opening address. He briefly reviewed the history
"It reof electric traction. Of Sprague he said:
quired indeed a rare combination of those qualities
wln'ch are characteristic of American engineers and
American engineering methods audacity, skill, perseverance and a strongly developed connnercial
sense to have undertaken in 1887 the contract to
'electrify' a complete railroad system of :.•! miles of
track and 20 cars, with the natural difficulties which
Mr. Lieb closed by
the Richmond road presented."
introducing "our past-president and traditional toastmaster," Mr. T. C. Martin, who thereupon assumed
the duties
of his office. Mr. Martin introduced
Lieut. Frank J. Sprague as a naval officer who,
"finding that he could make no tracks upon the
boundless sea, determined to try another vocation,"
becoming "the Edison of electric traction."
Mr. Sprague's response was to the toast, "The
Art and the Men." After a graceful reference to
Mr. Martin and an outline history of the electric
railway, the speaker said:
"Looking back these nearly 20 years, I am re;
minded of the cry of the prophet. 'O, ye of little
faith,* and yet I, for one, and I think I may speak
for most of the others, would not have had it otherwise, for, let me tell you, my younger brethren,
whether it be on the battlefield or in civil pursuits,
there is no victory so sweet as that wrung from
almost certain defeat, and if you need encouragement
in present or future struggles, let me bid you ask
of the living and the dead the record of 1S79 to
1888.
They will tell you of cynicism, ridicule and
unbelief, of unremitting labor and disappointment,
of poverty, sickness, ^vreck and ruin, but they will
also tell you of their inspirations, of exalted moments, of hopes realized, of victories won.
"Richmond's story is an old one, and typical, but
it ofifcred greater possibilities because of its greater
extent.
It w^as a new confederacy to be assaulted,
a confederacy of physical difficulties, adverse conditions, and all the ills of a new and untried system.

—

—

But Richmond

fell

again,

and the mule was freed."

Some interesting anecdotes of
mond were given by Lieutenant

the

work

Sprague.

in

who

Richthen

traced the development of the art down to the present day, concluding as follows
"We face the solution of grave and complicated
problems, incident to the demands of our local situation.
Terminal improvements on the Ne.w York
Central, Pennsylvania and Long Island railroads,
costing nearly eighty millions of dollars, and made
supplepossible chiefly because of electric traction
menting the equipment of the surface, elevated and
underground railways may well dazzle the mind,
and lead to hasty conclusions, forgetting that, in
so far as these problems are out of the ordinary, they
are many of them special in character.
"Our esteemed senator, Mr. Depew, has been
quoted recently as saying that in 10 years the only
place for a steam locomotive would be a museum.
Is the wish father to the thought, or does it mean
the awakening of our railway officials to the possibilities of the future?
If so, then we indeed have
reason to congratulate ourselves, for there is much
work ahead. But, gentlemen, let us be in no hurry
to build museums, for, in spite of any development
which may take place, our old friend the steam
locomotive will be on deck and doing business at
the end of another decade, although his younger
brother will be giving him an interesting tussle.
have indeed 30,000 miles of line to the credit
of the electric railway in this country alone, but
the character of the traffic and the service performed by these lines is absolutely distinct from that
pertaining to trunk-line operation. Two liundred
thousand miles of road, and over half a million
miles of track are in the steam locomotive's grasp
a prize worth fighting for, but not easily won.
Un-

—

—

We

do not for one moment take the position
that a railroail, no matter how large, cannot be operated electrically.
It
cm be. Energy of any
amount can be transmitted for any distance commercially required.
Molor.^ of large power and aggregated into combinations of capacity greater than
that of any steam locomotive can bo built and perdcr'.land,

eleclrica!

tnrc

:

I

fectly controlled.

great power there is. of course, the
possibility of high speeds, but a well-ballasted track,
free from curves, grades and grade crossings, a
reserved right-of-way, perfect brakes and signals,
infrequent stops, and favoring outward conditions
arc equally essential to steam or electric traction
of the first order.
It is sustained, not extraordinary
maximum speed, which is required in practical serv-.
ice. and sustained speed is a matter of finance.
"What, then, will determine the future? Solely
this financial factor, as it must the future of any
other great industrial problem. When savings in
operation and the mcreased returns from traffic on
any road will more than p.ay a fair dividend on
money invested for electrical equipment, then, and
then only, will trunk lines, great or small, be operated electrically. As
I
have often stated, the
problem resolves itself into a question of relative
density and the character of load factor, and these
essentials are, of course, vitally connected v.ith the

allowed working potential on a trolley line. There
is a tendency to assume that the limitation of operations by continuous-current motors has been reached,
and that the only possible large development is with
alternating-current motors. I say, God speed the
alternating-current motor, and every mile it adds
to the radius of action is a mile to the good, but
speed also its sister, which has as yet by no
means reached the limit of its usefulness.
"And now a closing work to the Institute. Someone has said that he who adds to means for transportation and the transmission of intelligence is one
of the greatest benefactors of the human nice.

Measured by this rule alone, irrespective of any
other, and considering all its ramifications, the mcml>ers of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers have in its short span of life contributed more
to the well-being of the world than any similar body
of men. You arc no longer only electrical, but electric engineers, comprising in the equipment necessary
for highest success the knowledge and training of
the civil, mechanical and hydraulic engineer. The
future of this Institute is indeed a bright one, for
because of the magnitude and variety of the works
to be performed, the diversity of training required,
and the constant acquisition of the brightest minds
from unequaled universities, it must of necessity become the greatest of engineering societies.
"Thirteen years ago I had the honor to preside
over your meetings as president, and to address you
on the 'Future Development of the Electric Railway.'
The first purely social dinner was held in that year,
when 65 members and guests, unabashed bv the
presence of the gentler sex, formed the company:
and it is interesting to contrast that occasion with
the present magnificent dinner and assemblage. As
I
look around me tonight, I cannot but feel a
pardonable pride that I have in some degree been
an instrument in the progress of electric traction,
I

coupled

am doubly
my name

honored that you should have
so significantly with it."

"These Twenty Years" was the subject assigned
to Leo Daft, who, as Mr. Martin said, "did splendid

work

in the traction field before this Institute came
into existence." Mr. Daft gave interesting reminiscences of the early days. Among other things, he
said

"Looking backward over these 20 years, perhaps
fact which stands out in boldest relief is the
almost unique attitude of this keen, eminently progressive business community toward the new development. There was an almost total absence of that
deadly neglect or active opposition w'hich characthe

terized the public attitude toward inventors or pioneers from the time of Palissy the potter to that
of Bessemer, or, even later.
On the contrary, after
the first shock, so to speak, the inventor was met
with an amount of cheerful encouragement and material support which alike honored the country and
the men who tendered it. and perhaps the best feature of this substantial aid was the fact that it was
accompanied by the good-natured restraint which
keen business judgment imposed upon the often
dangerous enthusiasm of the inventors themselves.
And, while the invaluable sagacity of this body of
the ablest business men the world has yet produced
prevented undue haste, they kept pace with all real
improvements, for though actual development followed the first attempts with a celerity wdiich has
no parallel in the history of applied science, the

were on hand

to give full commercial
perfected systems."
H. H. Vreeland, president of the New Y'ork City
Railway Company, spoke of "The Broomstick Train."
This was the peroration of his speech
"Ministering
to every want of the body, while freeing the mind
from the fetters of distance and time and joining
the utmost region of the earth in a common brotherhood and in the common possession of every thought
of genius and every product of art and science,
you are steadily bringing nearer the dawn of the
day of universal peace by uniting all men in class
intercommunion with one another, and thus breaking down the barriers of caste and prejudice which
capitalists

had, a(l<r

all,

their

>,lf,i

.

of one another, and liaii.
•hat
day when the peaceful ear'
,;
ii,
universal law.
To L. n. .Stillwcll, el-:
.rr(•orough Rapid Transit <
iiy.
was assigned the topic,
und
and Under Ground." .Mr Sullv..!: /,
'..r urcastic in referring to criticisms of the .N'c* York
subway: "We have learned fr'.m 'lie newspapers
''
that it has its defects,
h full of
i

•

•

r

i

"And with

and
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effect to the

:

•

'

microlKs;

it

is

•

said Ihi'

numbers that the

i.t

rails

wheels of the cars arc v,!:
atmosphere of the subway

y

in

1.

a

:

such

and the
-.lir.

The
and

there is practically no o-:•
is
so noisy that even the loudest
that
have been secured by the efforts of the crl':braled
art collectors (who have collaljoratcd so earnestly
with the architects in decorating the stations) cannot be heard when trains arc passing. It is infested
liy myriads of rats, which, by means of this <langerous subterranean channel of communication, make
their way in droves from one part of the city to
the other, carrying with them pestilence and famine.
all know that the deadly third rail is employed,
and I may as well admit right here and now that
the company's engineers have obstinately refused to
adopt and utilize scores of plans for rendering the
third rail innocuous. The weight and speed of the
trains arc such that people standing upon the tracks
are liable to be seriously hurt; and the dangers of
flood and fire are so imminent that the company
should be compelled to issue an accident policy with
every ticket. 'The electrical equipment is all wrong.
Nothing, not even ignorance, will excuse this, for
some of our most popular inventors at high frequency during the last decade or so have announced,
even in the columns of the daily press, inventions
IIsS;

We

which they were about to make which would have
it possible to avoid all these mistakes.
It is
only natural, of course, that in high-frequencj- invention, while announcements are positive, results
are chiefly negative, and in these days no one should
be afraid of high frequency in any form. The engineers of the Interborough company, however, have
failed to avail themselves of their glorious opportunity to burn money. They have not adopted the
obvious and simple expedient of utilizing refrigeration to reduce the conductor loss in a wireless system. They have refused to wait even a few months
for promised inventions which will startle the world.
and they have shown a dastardly tendency to avoid

made

irresistible forces."

Becoming serious, Jlr. Stillwell said that as a
subway demonstrates the value of the
four-track system with island platforms. This systern makes it practically possible to double the speed
which can be attained if two tracks are used. "As
regards equipment, the subway has demonstrated in
the sight of all men the fact that trains weighing
320 tons can be driven by electric power at a speed
of 45 miles an hour between stations, and that electric equipment can develop a tractive effort of 4.s,000
pounds, which is far more than double the drawbar pull of the average passenger locomotive. Electrification of the elevated lines in New York has
increased their capacity by one-third and has decreased by one-fifth the time spent on trains by the
average passenger. It has demonstrated that the
cost of maintenance of electrical equipment of rolling
stock is materially less than that of steam equipment.
It has proved that electricity can render more reliable
service than steam, the aggregate delays due to all
causes on the Manhattan lines now being less than
one-half per car-mile what they were when steam
was used as a motive power. It has eliminated
smoke, steam and cinders, formerly the cause of so
nnich annoyance.''
Gen. .A. \\'. Greely, chief signal oRider of the
United States Army, responded to the toast, "Other
LIses of Electricity."
His speech was a very interesting one, but, as it referred only incidentally to
traction, it is reserved for future publication.
General Greely's was the last toast of the evening.
.Among those present who have not been mentioned
were Nikola Tcsla. W. J. WIIcts. H. H. Westinghouse, C. F. Scott, Prof. F. B. Crocker. C. G. Curtis,
Dr. S. S. Wheeler, Gen. Eugene Griifin. C. .\. Coffin, Frank Hedlev. B. J. Arnold. H. Ward Leonard,
E. A. Sperrs-, R. \Y. Pope, A\'. C. Kerr. J; G. White,
C. O. Mailloux, A. H. Armstrong, G. H. Condict,
H. McL. Harding, O. T. Crosby. Charles Blizard,
Robert Lundell, J. R. Lovejoy, C. H. Wilmerding
railway, the

and A. H. Armstrong.

The

St.

Louis Situation.

According to a Milwaukee dispatch in the St. Louis
Globe-Democrat, John I. Beggs, president of the
Milwaukee Electric Railway and Light Company,
recently made this interesting statement : "All the
electric-lighting and gas-lighting sj-stems of St. Louis
are in our control, and our administration has been
so successful that we have been asked to take over

the street-railway system— even the general public
joining in the requests and administer and operate
it a? we are
operating the ilihvaukee system. I
made a careful investigation of the properties about
a month ago and was so well pleased with what I
learned that a discussion of ways and means to bring

—

it

about

is

now under way."
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COMMUNICATION.
Distribution of Current from Constantpotential Circuits Without Dead

Resistance.
To

tlie

How
tential

ment

Editor of the Western Electrician.
current from conslant-pCH
to* distribute
circuits without the employ-

power or railway

of dead resistance or

undue

loss

purposes has always been a question

for lighting
of no small

would be left open unless means were provided for closing it and at the same to compensate
for the loss of resistance due to the loss of the
lamps out of the circuit (N).
The means provided in this instance to compencircuit

sate for the loss of resistance and the closing of the
open circuit is shown in the diagram by letters (A),

(B), (C), (D), (E) and (F), representing an automatic cut-out.
The functions of this cut-out are
such that when the local circuit is complete the
shunt circuit is open within the cut-out between
(B) and (E). However, if the local circuit is

opened plunger (C) is released from the inlluence
of electromagnet (F). when (B) and (E) come in
contact and so close the shunt circuit from (G) to
(K), which completes the circuit, and the lamps in
group (I) come into service. The group of lamps
represented by (I) may be substituted by dead resistance, since they are not protected by the device
This latter method is,
against opening the circuit.
of course, a matter of choice.
The fundamental principle in wiring this system of
distribution is simple.
The cut-out is placed across
the leads or loops of the arc lamp in this case
across the leads of the group (N). Tlie cut-out is
designed to be adjusted so that when half of the
lamps in group (N) give out the cut-out will close
the circuit through the shunt circuit, and in that
way may save part of the first group from burning
out wholly.
The cut-out maj"^ also be employed across the loops
of the arc lamps, so that in the event that either one
of them gives out there will be thrown into the
This
circuit resistance equal to that of the lamp out.
resistance may consist of dead resistance or a cluster of incandescent lamps.
This cluster of lamps
should be of such number that the resistance will
assure
long life as a precaution against open

February

By the means shown in the diagram a continuous
service is assured and the arc lamps are protected
against abnormal current. At the same time eight or
ID incandescent lamps are connected for use at any
convenient point instead of a dead resistance.
A. F. Hamacek.
Chicago, February

.

moment.

The remedy

will be

found

the

in

11, 1905.

Directorsof National Electrical Contractors' Association in Pittsburg.
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Notes on Induction Integrating Wattmeters.'
By

a. a. Sekva.

In the induction wattmeter we have a combination
of series and shunt elements (Fig. i) establishing
a rotating field which produces opposmg fields by
inducing current in a movable closed secondary',
causing the rotation of the same. It is. of course,
obvious that the speed must be proportional to the
wattage to be measured. In order for this to hold
true the combination of elements must produce a
torque or turning moment directb^ proportional to
the load or wattage. This is accomplished by causing
the rotating element, which is constructed of nonmagnetic material, to pass between the poles of per-

Line:

^^

—

circuit.

i8,

3MUNT

1

ELEMENTS OF INDL CTiON INTEGRATING WAT
manent magnets

v.-hich generate Foucault currents
it directly proportional to the speed.
In regard to wave form, most modern meters are
practically accurate with.in the required limits for
the wave forms that are usually met in standard practice.
One of the most important features in connection with wattmeter work, however, is accuracy on
inductive loads.
With the introduction of this element the problem becomes more complicated for the
reason that the impressed electromotive force and
current in the circuit are no longer in phase, and the

in

formula

W = EI

W

equals watts, E the impressed electromoforce and I the current in circuit, no longer
holds true.
Instead the conditions are as represented in Fig. 2,
where (A) equals impressed electromotive force,
B) the effective electromotive .force or the enei-gy

where

tive

(

panying diagram.

Power

or railway lines, presumably of 500 volts,
The local circuit
are designated by (T) and (U).
is shown by (S), (R), (Q), (P), (O), (N), (M),
(L), (F) and (G). and the shunt circuit by (G),

(A), (B), (E), (H), (D: (J), (K). The component parts of a series cut-out are shown in per-

On

February 6th and "th the board of directors

of the National Electrical Contractors' Association,
comprising 26 delegates from the electrical conassociations from the various states, met
at the Hotel Schenley, Pittsburg. Pa.
Plans for the
annual convention to be held this yea.T and the busi-

tractors'

FIG. 2.

CONDITIONS
E.

M. F. ANI

component of the impressed electromotive force, and
($) the angle of lag or phase displacement between
the impressed electrom.otive force and current.
When there is no phase displacement between the
impressed electromotive force and current
the angle

and

^=
B
— = i~

Assuming a phase displacement of 90° between the
impressed electromotive force and current
the angle ^^^90*^

or COS.

From
any
1'IRECT>JKS OF

Arc lamps

NATIONAL ELECTRICAL

no

volts each are designated
1>3'
(Q), which equal, combined, 450 volts of the
500-volt-line pressure, leaving a remainder of 60
volts to be made up of either dead resistance or
resistance utilized in some useful manner.
In the
diagram the group of incandescent lamps represented by
(N) makes up this remainder, the
lamps being of 60 volts and an amperage such
that their combined carrying capacity' will equal the
current required for the arc lamps. However, as is
well known, the life of the entire group of lamps
in (N) is that of only one of them
that is to say.
spective.

of

—

when one or two burn out

the remaining ones would

also go. since they could not carry the entire current
which was intended for the whole group still worse,
in case the group of the lamps did burn cut, the
;

ASSOCIATION IN PITTSBURG.
ness outlook for 1905 w °re discussed. Owing to the
large amount of business transacted, little opportunity was afforded the delegates to visit the many
industries for which Pittsburg is noted, but a party
of 12, accompanied by Mr. E. McCleary of the McCleary Electric Company. Detroit. Mich., and president of the National Electrical Contractors' Association, spent a day in the works of the Westinghouse Electric and JNIanufacturing Company at the
end of the convention. They found the trip interesting and enjoyable and only regretted that lack of
time prevented a more thorough investigation of the
works.
A group of the delegates as they appeared
in the works of the Westinghouse company is shown
herewith, Mr. McCleary appearing as the fourth gentleman from the left in the row sitting.

A
^=

will be seen that the true er.ergy in
alternating-current circuit varies directly as the
this

it

cosine of the angle of displacement between the
electromotive force and current; hence we have the
true energy in the circuit expressed bj' the equation
-- E I cos. $

W

If

$

should equal 90°, true energy would equal o,
$ equals 0°, the apparent and true energy

and when
are equal.

It is evident, therefore, a meter must be constructed to account for this variation.
Th:s is accomplished by what is commonly termed in practice

As previously explained, the principal
"lagging."
parts of a meter are the series and shunt elements
acting upon a rotating part in the form of a closed
secondary, producing a torque; hence a speed proportional to the load or wattage.
It is nccessani-,
Abstract of paper read before Colorado Electric Light, Power
r.
and Railway Association, September 21, 1904. Mr, Serva is connected with the Fort Wayne Electric Works.

February
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accurate results, to
create the condition of toniue proportional to cos *,
wliicli is acconi|)lislic(l by displacing or "lagging" the
Since on
fields of the series and shunt eletiicnts go".
loads of varying power factor the current in the
series clement lags hack of the impressed electromotive force, it is necessary for tlie shunt field to be
lagged oritfinally ')n° hack of the series field.
o", Miic, and sluuit fields will Ije disVVheu c|,
thcr'jforc,

if

(ilaccd i;o

When

;
"

i]>

placed 0°

we

wisli

to

riljlaiii

llu^nf.ni' iii:is,imuni torque.
siriis .ind shunt fields will be disCIO
,

133

meter having a high ratio between iti ttirninf( moment and weight of moving clement will rcuponrl
more quickly to .sudden changes in load and record

more accurately all passing energy.
It would seem, therefore, that the

es.scntial feature
for maintaining continued accuracy in service is not
high torque alone, nor great ratio lictwcen torcjuc
and weight of moving clement alone, but rallier high

torque in combination with light weight of moving
element and high ratio between torque and weight of

moving element.

al the other end, ihe

whole packed

,1:

,.

•

.

:,

'fhc locWel i* a new .depariure,
'ulaplcd to lhi» claw of work froi
ihrcidn arc employed in the i;'
arc dcMgncd for fixture v.the double puriKjMr of lx»th
light socket.
The attachn;
,.
,.;type, with standard lengths -.i .. .,
and three yards. The Bcn-c)itcii»ic>n ha» met wilh
approval among the fixture houMS and atti<rd butincsscs.
'

•

hence no torque.

;

the method employed in lagging, what
nrcurs in the meter when being lagged, its condition
rifter l,'i^;;.iiMg and its action when placed in actual
siTvii-f is as follows:
In i'ii;.
arc shown the internal connections of the
single-phase induction integrating wattmeter
lyjje
with the .series and shunt elements separately connected to two independent circuits (A) and (B).
Sufficient non-inductive load is placed on circuit (A)
to cause the full-load current at 140 cycles to flow
through the series element (cc'), and the normal
electromotive force of the meter at 140 cycles is
impressed on circuit (B). The electromotive force,
however, impressed on circuit (B) is lagged 90"
back of the electromotive force impressed on circuit
(A). The 140-cyclc lagging resistance (H) is then
adjusted until the rotating element remains stationary, indicating a no-torque phase relation between
the fields produced by the series and shunt elements.
There are features which must lie carefullj looked

Westlnghouse Salesmen's Meeting.

Hricfl.v,

,•)

K

Hanger

salesmen from the various district
of the VVcstinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company in the United Slates gathered at
Rast Pittsburg, Pa., to attend the second in a series
of three salesinen's meetings for the year 1905. The
Recently the

offices

The

Atlas

New York

for Electrical Conduit Pipes.
Hanger Manufacturing Ojmpany of
new conduit-pipe hanger

city is offering a

which is intended to overcome the usual difficulties
of |>rovtding a satisfactory support for electric con.
duits in exposed places. It enable* conduits to lie

order to have a meter meet .all the conililiinis
of actual service.
No matter how accurate .1 meter
may be initially, unless it is so constructed that it will
maintain ils acruracy fur a reasonable length of time
it
does not fullill '11 ilu- i-equircmcnts.
This brinR^ brluie iis the questions of drag-magnet construction, torque, friction and weight of moving element. As to the first of these, viz., the drag
magnet, it goes without saying that absolute perinto in

WESTINGHOUSE SALESMEN

WO
FIG.

3.

so Cycle

Cycia

Resist-ancc
Resistano
INTERNAL CONN
OF SINGLE-PHASE INDUCTION INTEGRATING WATTMETER,

mancncy is essential, for without it we might liken
a meter to a steam engine without a governor. Certain manufacturers, however, have discovered a process whereby magnets can be produced that will
remain constant for an indefinite period, and the
purchaser should always thoroughly investigate this
most important part of meter construction.
The
torque or turning moment is directly proportional
to the load and does work in opposing the forces
established by the Foucault currents which are generated in the moving element by the permanent
magnets. In addition to this it does work in overcoming all the friction of the moving parts. Since
friction varies directly as the pressure between surfaces, it follows that the rotating element should be
as light as possible. By maintaining high torque and
keeping the weight of the moving element as lowas consistent with good mechanical construction, we
make the torque consumed by the friction a small
percentage of the total torque and retain the ratio
between torque and inertia of moving element at a

maximum.
Unfortunately, however, the friction in a meter
does not remain constant, but increases with age.
By reducing the weight of the rotating element the
percentage of increase of friction within a specified
time is diminished but not entirely eliminated. It is
essential, therefore, that some means be provided
for compensating for even this slight increase in
friction, which is a disturbing factor on small loads
for the reason that the percentage of torque consumed by friction increases as the load decreases.
The design and arrangement of such a device should
be such as to be effective only on light loads. Most
modern meters, however, are so provided.
High ratio between torque and weight of moving
element is also a determining feature in fluctuating
load accuracy.
The same force applied to a light
and heavy body must be applied longer to the heavy
than to the light in order to produce the same speed
in

the

two bodies.

It

is

evident, therefore, that a

meetings were presided o\'er by i\Ir. C. S. Cook, the
manager of the railway and lighting branch of the
company's sales department. On Thursday evening,
February 2d, the officers and the heads of departments of the company gave a banquet to the salesmen
at the Hotel Schenley, at which there were 100 covers laid.
By wise arrangement three meetings of
the salesmen are arranged for the early part of
every year, a number of salesmen from each district
office being present at each meeting, so that e\ery
salesman in the company's service has an opportunity to visit the works once each year, however
distant the territory in which he works may be.

As

is

generally known, the managers of the vari-

IN PITTSBURG.

hung within one inch from the ceiling or support.
The hanger is of a neat z^'l ornamental design, as

may

be seen from the accoti.panying illustration, and
easily placed in position by simply gripping the
flange of the I-beam with the clamp and turning the
casing of the hanger until it tightens the clamp on
The hanger is made in a number of
to the beam.
and B, of a type shown in the picstyles.
Styles
ture, are made to take pipes varying in size from onehalf inch to one inch and consist of a hollow spherical shell cast in two parts and mounted on a pivot.
The shell is made to grip the pivot by means of
two small screws. The clamp is adjustable to any
size of beam.
Style B is similar to style A, except
is

A

Westinghouse company also
to attend an annual meeting, but this
meeting usually takes place the latter half of the
year.
In the two meetings of the salesmen which
have been held unusual interest has been shown.
The gentlemen in attendance at the second meeting
appear in the accompanying picture, to which the
following is a key
i, G. B. Griffin
2, Leon Goldsmith 3. F. W. Loomis 4, H. N. Brooks 5. Alalcolm Carrington 6, W. L. Conwell 7, H. C. ilarch
ous

district offices of the

come together

:

;

;

:

;

;

8,

E.

M. Bishoff;

;

;

9, C.

B.

and supply department;

McDonald; 12, W.
E. M. Bassett; 15,

Humphrey, manager

10,

C.

W.

Davis;

11,

detail

W.

D.

13, E. E. Mead: 14.
Brett; 16, .'\. M. Miller:
H. Allan; ig, George C.
Ewing; 2Q, S. L. Nicholson, manager industrial and
power department; 21, H. B. Crosby: 22, C. V.
Allen 23, Percy C. Owens 24, Norman Stewart 25,
E. J. Brady
26, E. B. Goldsberry
27, Charles S.
Cook, manager railway and lighting department 28.
H. A. Coles; 29. G. O. Noble; 30, A. A. Miller; 31.
W. P. Jend; 32, L. N. Reed; 33, B. P. Rowe:
36, D. E.
34, W. F. Lamme
S5' Thomas Cooper
Drake; 37, F. B. Erwin 38, S. Q. Havs 30. E. C.
I".

W.

C.

Draper:

S.

Rugg;

J. S.
iS, A.

;

;

;

;

;

HANGER FOR ELECTRICAL CONDUIT

;

;

;

;

:

Means;

40,

W. W.

Briggs; 41.

W. W.

Lovell.

Ben-extension Attachment.

A handy and practical combination of a socket
and attachment plug connected complete en lamp

it

EEN-EXTENSION ATTACHMENT.

Company of Chicago. The combination, as the
implies, consists of an Edison attachment plug
with lamp cord and a key socket or kejdess socket
turing

name

is

hanger may be used in a number of ways for
supporting on metal beams, wire moldings, cleats,
rosettes, receptacles, cut-outs, conduit pipe, armored
;

cables,

cord and called a "Ben-extension" has been placed
on the market by the Benjamin Electric Manufac-

PIPES.

cast in one piece and is made in sizes from
one-half inch up to three inches and larger. All of
the stj'les are furnished either with a wood screw or
an I-beam clamp as well as with lag screw- or toggle
bolt.
Style J is similar to style A, but is adopted for
use as an outlet box for branch circuits. It is hea^Hly
coated with enamel for insulation purposes.
The
StT.-le
outlet is furnished with an insulating nipple.
that

etc.

Reports are again rife concerning the formation
of a syndicate of Wall Street capitalists to take over
the St. Petersburg (Russia) traction system.
The
belief has been expressed that within a short time
the syndicate, if formed, would be granted the privilege of constructing something like 250 miles of
track in the Russian capital.

:

:
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The Present Status

of Electric

Furnace

Working.'
By Chakles

F.

Bukgess.

The electric furnace owes its place in the scientific
nnd industrial world to certain characteristics which
possesses and to the advantages which it offers
it
over other means of generating heat, the principal

one being the high degree of temperature which

is

made available.
The maximum temperature which may be obtained
by the combustion of carbon in oxygen
higher than that which has been attained in the
furnace, but practical conditions place a
greater restriction upon it. At high temperatures
carbon cannot be consumed to COj, but rather to
CO, and this gaseous product escapes rapidly and
Further,
carries the heat away from the furnace.
it is impossible, under practical conditions, to supply
pure oxygen, and in utilizing the atmospheric supply
not only must the large quantity of accompanying
nitrogen be heated, but the excess of air which must
always be supplied also carries away a large amount
of heat. The maximum temperature which has been
attainable in the combustion of fuel in the gaseous,
solid or liquid form, from which volatile products
of combustion are formed, probably does not exceed
2,000° C, and even this value can be obtained only
at a low efficiency and under most favorable conditions for the conservation of heat.
In the matter of control of heat, the electric furnace stands by itself, for the rapidity of heating,
duration of heating and adjustment of the temperaature is under the full and exact control of the
operator.
Fusions can be carried out under oxidation or reducing conditions, for the construction of
the furnaces makes it very easy to operate in an
atmosphere of any gas desired. Higher purity can
thus be attained.
The final advantage, which is really a summary
theoretically
is

electric

The
the others, is economy of operation.
of the electric furnace as compared with
other furnaces requires the balancing of
electrical energy against energy obtained from the
combustion of fuel, cost of installation and maintenance of the equipment, amount of labor, value of
product and danger to operatives.
careful weighing of these factors in a considerable number of
metallurgical and chemical operations on an industrial scale has shown the resultant advantage to lie
with the electric furnace.
The refractory materials which are available for
furnace construction are silica, magnesia, lime,
chromite, alumina, carbon, graphite, siloxicon and
some other materials of minor importance. The
choice of materials is governed by the temperature
and the nature of the charge (whether acid or basic).
For an acid lining silica is most satisfactory. This
material in its highest degree of purity resists a
temperature of nearly 2,000° C. It can be obtained
in the form of bricks, with a sufficiently low percentage of lime or other binding material to lower
its melting point only a small amount.
Such bricks
are rather fragile, but there is a promising possibility
that bricks made of pure fused quartz may soon
be available. Lime and magnesium oxide are the
materials most successfully employed by Moissan
for the linings of bis laboratory furnaces, and for
industrial working a durable basic lining may be
made of a high-grade magnesite brick. Chromite
and bauxite bricks are also valuable constructive materials.
The most refractory substance which can
be used is graphite, which can be obtained in a
high degree of purity in any desired form, this being
of

all

economy
that

of

A

manufactured by molding and baking carbon and
subsequently subjecting

it

to the graphitization proc-

The limitations upon this material are that it
must be protected from the air or other oxidizing
agents to prevent its combustion, and, being a good
electrical conductor, the furnace must be constructed
ess.

so as to avoid short-circuiting by the carbon lining.
The resistance medium, or "resistor," when solid,
usually consists of a core of carbon, coke or graphite,
the technical features governing the use of
which are ably discussed by FitzGerald. Metals may
also be used, as in the well-known platinum resistance furnace. Many other substances are available,
especially when we include those compounds which
at ordinary temperatures are insulators, but which
become conductors upon heating. Where such materials are used, provisions are necessary for starting, somewhat similar to that used for starting the
Nernst lamp, which, indeed, is a miniature electric
furnace whose principles of construction may well
be applied to furnaces of larger size.
Examples of liquid-resistance materials are the
aluminum furnace and certain types of electric furnaces which have been applied for the melting of
iron, steel and other metals.
Gaseous-resistance mediums are utilized in the various arc furnaces and
in the processes used for the production of nitric
acid from the air.
Iron and certain other metals may in some cases
be used as electrodes where carbon is prohibited,
and, to insure their durability, they are kept cool
by a continual stream of water. This protection is
afforded by a decrease of efficiency, due to the carrying away of considerable quantities of heat.

Another problem, which

is

by no means

insig-

I. .Extracts from a paper read before tlie Electrical Section of
the Western Society of Ensineers. February lo, 1005. Prof. BurBess is at the head of the electrochemical department of the University of Wisconsin.

February

the matter of electrode connection. It
is difficult to insure good conductivity between a
metal in contact with carbon or graphite, and poor
contact results in excessive development of heat at
that locality.
The brittle and fragile nature of the
One of
electrode materials preclude tight clamping.
the leading electrometallurgical companies using
graphite electrodes in a process in which that material suffers little or no corrosion, nevertheless was
a large consumer of graphite, as the unequaled expansion of that material and the metal terminals to
which contact was made caused much breakage.
An ingenious form of furnace which avoids electrode difficulties by eliminating the electrodes altogether, has been developed.
This is accomplished
by causing the resistance material to constitute the
secondary' of a transformer. Tliis induction type
of furnace can be used only to heat materials having
a good conductivity, such as a melted metal, since
it is not possibile to set up a high pressure in the
secondary of a transformer when the secondary consists of a single turn.
It has been pointed out that the electric furnace
has won an industrial position, not as a competitor
of the combustion furnace, but rather in the field
of high temperature, working where the latter cannot
enter.
To a small extent, however, it has become
a rival to fuel furnaces, owing to certain advantages
it possesses, such as safety to workmen and purity
of product. As an example of this, take the manufacture of carbon bisulphide and phosphorus, most
of which is now" produced electrically.
Only a few
years ago it was generally predicted that there was
little possibility of the electric furnace being so developed as to compete with ordinary metallurgical
furnaces in, the production and treatment of metals
such as iron, steel, copper, lead and zinc. While it
was admitted that perhaps the electric furnace might
insure lower labor and depreciation charges, less
waste of material, higher quality of product and
other advantages, it was stated that the cost of electric energy was so much greater than an equivalent
amount of heat energy, derived directly from combustion, that no possibility of equal economy could
exist.
Calculation, as well as recent developments,
shows this view to be erroneous.
Assuming that coal at $2.50 per ton has a calorific
value of 14,000 B. T. U., the quantity of heat energy obtainable for $1 is 11,200,000 B. T. U. One
electrical horsepower-year has for its heat equivalent 22,400,000 heat units. If an electrical horstpoweryear generated by means of steam be assigned a
value of $50, $1 will produce about 450,000 B. T, U.
Assuming equal efficiency in the utilization of the
heat derived from the two sources, the ratio of the
cost of energy is as one to 25. This discrepancy
shows the handicap which steam-generated electricity
has for electric-furnace operation. The development
of enormous v^'aterpower has resulted in great reduction in the cost of generating electrical energy
in certain localities.
There has been much discussion of late as to how cheaply hydraulicaily generated electrical power can be produced. In the
report of the commission appointed by the Canadian
government to investigate electrometallurgical process
a value of $io per horsepower-year was given as a
reasonable estimate. At this figure, the heat units
per dollar becomes 2,250,000, which is about onefifth that obtainable from one dollar's worth of coal.
The efficiency of the ordinary furnace for steam
generation is not far from 60 per cent., this high
value being attained by the low temperature, about
250° C, to which the steam is( heated. The metallurgical furnace having the highest efficiency is the
blast furnace for the production of pig iron, which
has a thermal efficiency of from 50 to 80 per cent.
This exceptional economy is due to the fact that
the fuel is in direct contact with the material to
be heated, producing a direct transference of heat.
However, for this purpose, the cheaper grades of
fuel cannot be used, a hard, pure coke or charcoal
being required, at a cost several times greater than
that for the cheaper kinds of fuel.
In the reverberatory furnace, in which the products
of combustion pass directly over the charge to be
heated, the efficiency is much lower, and a still
lower value is obtained in those furnaces in which
the heat must pass through refractory walls. In
such crucible, muffle and retort furnaces "the efficiency
varies from two to 10 per cent.
The following table gives results of efficiency calculations on several types of furnaces, as compiled
from various authorities
nificant,

is

Product.

Steam
Steel
Steel
Pic iron

Wroucht

Thermal

Type.
Boiler
Blast
Acid process
Basic process

Cast iron

iron

Reverberatory
Reverberatory

Siemens crucible

Steel
Steel

Greenwood

Zinc

Retort

."io-eo

Eflici

per ce

52-66
io!o
8.5

"

^

crucible
2-3

The values of efficiency gi\'en for steel and
wrought iron are based upon comparisons of the
heat theoretically required to raise the metal to
the molten state, with that furnished by the amounts
of coal used in the practical operation of the various
processes and assuming a calorific value for the fuel
of 14,000 E. T. U.
The simplest and most easily effected of the energy transformations wilh which we have to deal
is the change of electrical into
heat energj', such
transformation being easily effected at an efSciency

i8,
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of 100 per cent. This cannot, however, be taken as
the value for electric-furnace efficiency, for we can
consider only that heat which is usefully applied.
The heat usefully apphed may be that required for
melting or volatilizing a substance, or for producing
other desired physical or chemical changes in it, and
it is this amount of heat as compared with the total
heat equivalent delivered to the furnace that determines its efficiency. Prof. Jos. Richards (Trans.
Am. Elec. Chem. Soc, Vol. 2, 1902) discusses electric-furnace efficiencies at length, and from his calculations the following table is compiled
Type.
Product.
Horsepower. Temperature. Efficiency.
Acheson Graphite
r.ooo
3,300° C
75 per cent.
Jacobs
Fused AU O^
200
7J per cent.
Acheson Carborundum
3.000'' C
1,000
76.5 per cent.

The conclusion is drawn that a commercial efficiency of 75 per cent, is readily obtainable in electric
furnaces rano^ing in size from 200 to 1,000 horsepower, and this value can undoubtedly be raised by
increasing the size and bettering the construction as
regards heat insulation. The estimates of efficiency
at high temperatures can be only appro.ximations, for
ignorance regarding specific heats of material at such
temperatures is a bar to exact calculations.
From previous calculations, it can be seen that
the industrial electric furnace operates at an efficiency over five times as great as that of the industrial combustion furnace, and consequently electrical
energy at $10 per year can compete on an even
basis with coal at $2.50 per ton.
Of such great promise is the use of electrical
energy in the metallurgy of iron and steel that the
Canadian government appointed a commission to
thoroughly investigate the state of the art. The report, which has recently been distributed, is a most
important addition to our electrometallurgical literature, and will undoubtedly do much toward establishing confidence
in
electric-furnace methods.
The following table gives extracts from this report,
the figures being obtained by tests which the com-

mission
in

made upon

various processes in operation

Europe:
Horse-

Process.
Product.
Heroult Pig iron
Keller
Pic iron
Keller
Pic iron
Kjellin
Steel

Horsepoweryear Per
of Prod - Power

Ton

power
248
834
308

FreFactor. <iuency
80

uct.

47

75 (about)
73.7

475
229
116

56.4
67.2

Kie

50
37
15

64.';

lit

Hetoult
Heroult
Keller

Soft steel

Tool

steel

Structural steel
Steel

Coke used

4S0
462
465
240

-153
.10
.112

'

33

85

(about)

33
40

in crucible

meUintr in Sheffield today probably vartons per ton of steel produced, and even in the
large gas fired furnaces employed in America and Germany probably one ton of slack, costing not less than S2.50 is necessary.
ies

from two to

s'/z

The 0.15-horsepower-year necessary to
one ton of steel by the electrical processes
its heat equivalent 3,360,000 B. T. U., and
of coal at 14,000 B. T. U. per pound has

produce
has for
one ton

a value
of 28,000,000- units.
If
the gas-firing process be
assumed to have 10 per cent, efficiency, the efficiency
of the electrical process figures out about So per
cent., thus confirming previous estimates.

Discussion.
A, Bement of Chicago sent in a written communication asking among other things how it is possible
that CO instead of CO- is produced at higher temperatures.
Professor Burgess answered by saying
that the carbon dioxide dissociates into carbon m^onoxide at temperatures comparatively low for electric-furnace temperatures.
Even at 2,000 degrees
the tendency is quite marked.
Prof. D. C. Jackson of Madison, Wis., spoke very
favorably
upon the future of electric-furnace
processes, and he believes that the electric furnace
will do much to revolutionize many ctf the present
ideas concerning the construction and properties of
various substances.
Fritz Lubberger of Chicago asked if the action of
the electric furnace might: not be "due to something
more than the mere heat generated therein. He
thought that there might be an action somewhat
analogous to. the phenomena, presented by radium, a
dissociation process among the ions of the substance.
To this Professor Burgess answered that it was
a matter that has never yet been fully explained,
but it is thought that some such ionic action does
exist in the electric furnace.
The so-called silent
discharge and also spark discharges have been observed not to have a dissociating action, but when
the spark is long drawn out until it takes the form
of an arc the action does occur. In the production
'oi nitrogen from the air the arc must be used to
obtain results.
Secretary J. PI. Warder asked about the production of fused quartz by the electric process.
Professor Burgess said that the glassware they
had been able to obtain in the laboratory was all
opaque. The quartz when melted seems to be of a
viscous nature, which will not run so as tof make a
clear glass.
He has been able to obtain small tubes
20 inches in length which may be thrown white hot
into water without breaking.
These might be used
to great advantage for pyrometer tubes in taking the
interior temperature of furnaces, as they could be
put in and withdrawn from the furnace at once
without breaking, while an ordinary pyrometer tube

must be put
its

in and taken out very slowly to prevent
breaking, several hours being necessary for the

process.
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Indiana Electric Railway Association.
scciinil

lie

I

ninntlily iiiccliiiK of tlic
was lic-jd at

Indimia

l'il»niary

Qtli.

manifested places the success of the association be-

yond a peradventure. The principal feature of the
prourannne was a paper on passenger iralTic, read by
of llic Mnncic,
r. SrIecliinKer, superintendent
Hartford Cily and I'ort Wayne Traction Company.
Mr. .SclerliinRcr confincil the text of liis paper to
llie opcralion of tlic Muncie, Hartford City and Fort

J.

line Ijy ixliiliiliuK a profde of tile road and
tables sluiwini; llie ininilier of stations, the number
be population, the fare
of miles between stations,

Wayne

I

charged and the Tunnhcr of passengers carried between .stations during the year and the profit to tlie
company of each class of passengers. 'I'be comparisons were figured out to a nicety and the author of
the paper was heartily applauded by the members.
The reading of this paper aroused a hearty discussinii ;is wrll n-^ numcrous inquiries, which Mr.
i.:iilily answered when confined to the
Seb( liiii"!
purvirw ni ill, |ii|nr. Mr. Sclecbinger showed how
mill travel from inlerurban points in
pasMugiis
Indiana to iiileruiban points in Ohio and other stales
and compared the lime required, the speed per mile
and the fare charged 'with the time speed and fare
charged for the same trip by steam lines. He said
that by reason of an hourly service and close connections the interurban lines could save the traveler
about four hours per day and transport bim from city
to city at one-half the cost of steam-road transportation.
He also said the traction lines had the advantage over steam lines by landing the people in the
heart of the cities, whereas the steam lines landed
I

1

them

in the outskirts.

After discussing the interchangeable mileage tickit was agreed that the Indiana and Ohio roads
shotdd get together on the interchangeable mileage
business.
It was explained that the few roads that
have adopted the plan are highly satisfied with results.
The president appointed the following committee to devise a plan for the use of interchangcaiilc
mileage tickets among the various traction
lines: E. C. Folsom of the Fort Wayne and Wabash
Valley 'i'raction Company, C. A. Baldwin of the
Indiana Union Traction Company, M. C. McKown
of the Indiana|inlis and Eastern Traction Company,
F. 1). \Mr\;ii iif tlic Indianapolis and Northwestern
Tnnliiin (.(innuiiy and J. H. McSmith of the Indiana
ets

W. C,

.SnmpNoii,

nMitlanl trcaiurcr, Indiana Union Traction

Sptlninn, C.

1'.,

Indtanapolla

Traction

C, WcHlinRhouac

„.....•.

.,)

rinc

aili]

fiiji

ll,

!,

:

of the appir

Indlanapolia and Nurthwcatrrn Traction

Cum.

plied for wa!:
conslniclioii

pany.
TtmrHloii, R.
Cotnpiiny.

„..!.

•

ii

|b.

Company.
Smart, fl., nn%\%tant cnKtnccr,
Terminal Cnrnpany,

„i..l,...n

ll.,

lion
ill

Klectric

and Manufacturinip

...
,|
i

|.ri,vi'i.i

CaiKicilin rnngr fr.
imwcr, no voIk, and froin
power, 220 volts. Si/ci of
..
l,y
,
23 by one Inch to 20 Iiy 48 by i',i intbt*. iv^.-fdini:
to the space rc'jiiircd for the apparatui. In capacities to 10 horsepower, 110 volts, and 13! i horsepower, 220 volts, panels without field rhemlats arc
made with front connections, if desired. Tliese panfloor.

I'.. VanlJorn & Co., Chicaeo.
While, I'aiil II., general manager, Indiana:ifilf« and Marfinaviilc Rapid 'I raniit Company.
WilcoxKOn, C. N., aiipcrinlcndctil, Wtmcrn Ohio Traction

VanDorn, W.

Company, I.ima^ Ohio.
Williamit, K. (.. rhief engineer, IndianapuliK
crn 'rrnction Company.

Woo<b

Robert P., conHullinK engineer,
NorthwcBlcrn fraction Company,

Indianapolit

:

.

j

and Norlhwral.
an^l

_

Motor-Starting Panels with Circuit
Breakers.
One of the recent changes in electrical practice
is the general adoption of switchboard panels containing the control apparatus for individual motors.
Before their introduction and in tho.se installations
where they are not yet used, controlling rheostats,
line
switches and protective devices have been
mounted in the tnost convenient places available.
often with apparent disregard of fire risk or the
protection of the; operator. The use of a panel insures the proper mounting of the apparatus and
provides a neat and convenient arrangement, with
means for mounting in any desired location.
The accompanying illustrations show one of two
styles of starting p.auels for direct-current motors
designed by the Westinghousc Electric and Manufacturing Company, and employing a two-pole

Typc-D

circuit breaker instead of the customary switch with
fuses.
The circuit breaker is especially adapted for
tins use, as one pole is connected in e.ach leg of the

poles closing independently but tripping
simultaneously. In closing the circuit, if there is
an overload upon the line, the pole first closed opens
immediately upon closing; the second, thus instantly
interrupting the circuit and preventing damage. It
is
strongly built, with few parts, none of which
It is provided with hinged, movable conare small.
tacts of the brush type, and with carbon tips to
W'hich the current is shunted when the circuit is
circuit, the

FIG. 2.
els

kailway Company.

Elcclric.

F.

„f

ICIcc-

Anderson on
Tlic larRc attendance and interest

Kaiiw.-iy Association

iih

.MOTOR-STARTING P.ANEL MO'-J.STKO ON MACIIINB.

are designed in strict accordance with govern-

ment specifications, and answer all requirements of
most rigid inspection.
They are especially adapted for separate machine-

D. Norvai, general agent for the Indianapolis

the

and Northwestern Traction Company gave an interesting account of his road's experience with low-rate
Sunday excursions during the last summer. He
said tbev had been successful and profitable.
J. W. Chipman advocated the plan of making a
"week-end" reduction rate; tickets sold on Saturday
and Sunday good returning on Monday. The question of free transportation of baggage was deferred
until the next meeting.
J. H. Merrill, secretary of the Ohio Electric Railway Association, gave an interesting talk on Ohio
methods in general.
The members of the association were the guests
of A. W. Brady, president of the Indiana Union

Carnegie Institute Building

Traction Compaiiv. at a seven-course dinner at the
l^oxie House.
After dinner the power bouse was

Mr. Carnegie, cost $3,000,000. It occupies a width
of 400 feet in Forbes Street and a depth of 600 feet.

visited.

In addition to the portion devoted to the library,
comprised w'ithin its walls are to be found art gal-

The following persons attended
.\iidcrson,

general

A.,

,'\.

tool drive, being so designed as to permit mounting
directly on the frame of the machine tool driven by
the motor, as shown in Fig. 2.

The extensions

burg are rapidly nearing completion.
an e-vpenditure of $5,000,000, the
Carnegie.
original

the meeting:

superintendent,

Indianapolis

and

Union Traction

Harry,

Northern Trac-

A., general superintendent, Indiana

1.

liraily,

Briiwi!,
Chi|in:

T.,

A

W

^1

,

CariKii::,

,

r

,

.ilcnt,
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w
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Indiana Union Traction Company.
National Bridge Company.
manager, Indianapolis and Eastern

claim

agent,

*

Indiana Union Traction

Company.
Clark, C. E., manager, Indianapolis and Northwestern Traction Company.
Custer, R. J., engineer maintenance of way, Indiana Union

Traction Company.
S. R., purchasing agent, Indiana Union Traction
Company.
Emmons, C. D., general superintendent. Fort AVaync and
Wabash Valley Traction Company.
^
Frazee, William M., claim agent, Indianapolis and Cincinnati
Traction Company.
Fiilsom, E. C, superintcitdent transportation. Fort Wayne
and Wabash Valley Traction Company.
Ilendriekson, E. G., auditor, Indianapolis and Martinsville
Rapid Transit Company.
Henry, Charles L., president, Indianapolis and Cincinnati
Traction Company.

Dunbar,

Charles, chief engineer, po\ver station, Indianaoolis
Traction and Terminal Company.
G., president and general manager, Indianapolis and Columbus Traction Company.
Jeffries, G. K., superintendent, Indianapolis and Northwestern Traction Company.
Kchoe, M. J., chief engineer. Fort Wayne and Wabash Valley
Traction Company.
Matson, J. L., superintendent motive power, Indiana Union
Traction Company.
MeQuilkin, I., comptroller, Indiana Union Traction Company.
Merrill, J. H., auditor. Western Ohio Traction Company, and
secretary of the Ohio Electric Railway Association.
Moore, J. W.. chief engineer, Indianapolis and Cincinnati
Traction Company.
Morgan. C. E., auditor, Indianapolis and Eastern Traction
Ilogate,

Irwin, William

Company.
Nieholl. H. A., general manager. Cleveland and Southwestern
Traction Company. Cleveland. Ohio.
NieoU. G. D., representing Sargent & Lundy, Chicago.
Norva], Frank D., general agent, Indianapolis and North-

Palmer, R. W., General Electric Company, Cincinnati, Ohio.

represent

of .'\ndrew

structure,

wdiich

itself,

a

the

previous gift of

The basement will be an exceptionally busy part
of the buildings, as in addition to the modeling and
casting room for the art department workshops will
be installed, where the repairs nccessarj- lor the
maintenance of the building will be carried ouL The
printing office and bindery used in connection with
the library and the large lighting and heating plant
necessary for illuminating and wanning such a large
building are also situated in the basement. The
scheme of workmanship is based on a high standard,
the architects, Alden S: Harlow, having based their designs on the leading institutions of this type, both in
Europe and this country. The heating and lighting
plant when completed will form a very interesting
example of an installation that both in workmanship
and appearance will be of high quality, the specifications on these points being unusually rigid. The
contract for the electric generators has been let to the
National Electric Company, Milwaukee. It consists

engineer power plant, Indi.ana Union Trac-

cliief

Ci.nipany.

lioi,

They
gift

The new building almost obscures

a museum, a music hall, a* lecture hall, a
restaurant and the general offices required for the
supervision and operation of these many divisions.

Company,

tion

niack, A.

Pittsburg.

leries,

Cincinnati Traction Company.
Atkinson, H. M., president, Lebanon and Thorntown Tracllaldwin, Cl'arl'cs' A., superintendent, Indiana

in

to the Carnegie Institute in Pitts-

FIG

1.

broken,

MOTOR-STARTING PANEL WITHOUT FIELD RHEOpreventing sparking at the contacts.

The

fully broken at the contacts before there
any movement of the carbon tips. There are no
springs, except the strong strip of spring steel which
carries the carbons, the blow of the armature tending to open the breaker and not simply to release the

circuit is
is

moving parts. The device is reliable in its action
and is adjustable for different loads.
These panels with circuit-breakers are furnished
in two styles
those with field rheostats for motors

—

requiring shunt-field

and those without
motors.

Fig.

i

is

regulation for varying speed,
rheostats for constant-speed
a view of a panel of the latter

field

style.

A

starting rheostat with minimum voltage release
generally employed with Westinghouse motors.
soon as the supply circuit is interrupted the rheostat automatically opens the circuit, making it impossible to damage the motor by restoring full line
potential to the circuit when the motor is at rest.
The field rheostat ordinarily provided is mechanically
strong, and will stand continuously the field current
is

.A.S

of five 300-kilowatt, i20-revolution. 12-pole, 125-volt,
direct-current, engine-type generators.
These machines will be of the latest design and best material, of massive though pleasing appearance, the
heaviness in outline being relieved by the elliptical
section of the frame. All visible bolts will be nickelplated and the field coils taped on the outside and
finished with a wrapping of fish-net cord.
The terminal boards will be of \'ermont marble. The total
net weight of each generator will be about 55.000
pounds, the armature and commutator accounting for
T 8,000 pounds.
On the final test the generators mil
be expected to withstand a momentary overload of
./S per cent, without flashing and to operate from
no-load to 25 per cent, overload without shifting
the brushes.
•

:
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Ohio Telephone Notes.
The City and Suburban Telephone Company of
Cincinnati 'has arranged to start a school of instruction for telephone operators in rooms in the Canal
corps of instructors will enExchange Building.
deavor not only to teach the routine of the operatmg
room, but have the girls learn how to think. The

A

believes that operators should know how
the
to think well in order to handle the business at
exchange. They must know what to do under certain conditions themselves, without spending time to
ask others. The course is intended to balance the
mind and strengthen the judgment of the operators.
report from Lima is to the effect that C. P.
Cory has been appointed receiver of the Texas Construction Company, which was organized by citizens

management

A

of this state to build long-distance telephone lines
It is said the business has been transin Texas.
ferred to the Commercial Telephone Company, in
which the same persons are interested. M. D. Shaw,
H. M. Daugherty, J. W. Faulkner and others are
interested.

Frank L. Beam of Columbus has been made a

member

of the board of directors of the

Home

Tele-

phone Company of Dayton. Mr. Beam is manager
of the Citizens' Telephone Company of Columbus.
The Dorset Telephone Company of Dorset has
been incorporated with a capital stock of $3,000 by
H. A. McConnell and others.
L. E. Sims, W. F. Rhodes and others have incorporated the Bloomer Telephone Company, Bloomer,

with a capital stock of $5,000.

increase of capital stock from $10,000 to $15,000 has been made by the Barlow and Watertown
Telephone Company of Watertown.
new directory will be issued by the City and
Suburban Telephone Company of Cincinnati on

An

A

March
It

is

wagons

1st.

and construction

Company

will be

equipped with electric motors. Owing to the fact
that the company has its own machinists and generating station, the operation of the motors will be
economical.
An Independent company, it is understood, will
be organized at Chatfield.
The Black River Telephone Company will spend
$15,000 in improvements and extensions at Lorain.
An exchange will be installed at South Lorain.
The Mill Creek Valley Telephone Company has
been organized to operate in towns in what is known
as the Mill Creek Valley, near Cincinnati. William
is president of the company, and Arthur
Gillman, secretary and treasurer.
The Mount Vernon Telephone Company has purchased land on East Gambler Street in Mount Vernon, 30 by 114 feet in dimensions, on which a threePlans
story building will be erected in the spring.
are now being drawn by Architect Wilber T. Mills
of Columbus.
The Triadelphia-Sayre Telephone Company has
been incorporated with a capital stock of $5,000 by
B. H. Petit, M. R. Hearing and others. The headquarters will be at Porterville.
Dates for the district meetings of the Ohio Independent Telephone Association have been arranged
as follows; No. i. Electric Building, Cleveland, February 14th; No. 8, Boody House, Toledo, February
15th; No. 7, Lima House, Lima, Februarj' i6th; No.

Armstrong

Home Telephone Company's office, Dayton, FebNo. 5, St. Charles Hotel, Hamilton,
ruary 23d
February 24th Nos. 4 and 9, Hartman Hotel, Columbus, February 28th No. 3, Clarendon Hotel, Zanesville, March 1st; No. 2, McKinley Hotel, Canton,
March 2d. It is expected that much interest will
be manifested in these meetings, because of the state
C.
meeting following on March 30th.
6,

;

The telephone wires are strung on
The work of directing all the

lines.

poles.

interurban

There was a good attendance, and the papers
and committee reports were instructive to the members.
The meeting was opened with an address of
welcome by Governor Hoch of Kansas. A. A. Goddard, president of the association, responded with a
9th.

De

Forest Wireless Telegraph Company will give to Purdue University at
S.
Lafayete a complete space-telegraph outfit.

pleasing address. After listening to a number of interesting reports from committees, the session was

adjourned for luncheon.

Telephone News from the Northwest.

In the afternoon the discussion centered on the
question as to whether the association should ask
the Legislature for something in the way of preventing people who move houses from cutting telephone
wires.
It was finally decided that there were enough
laws on the statute books, if properly enforced, to
give the telephone companies of the state all the
protection needed. J. M. Doyle of Belleville read
a paper on the subject, ''What of the House
Mover?" Other papers read and discussed were:
"Community of Interests."' by C. E. Wells, and
"Effect of Mutual Farm Lines on Local Toll Busi-

has been reported that the Winona Telephone
at Winona, Minn., was to sell out to

It

Company,

Northwestern

the

Exchange Company,

Telephone

but this is denied by the Winona company.
Louis BetZj city comptroller of St. Paul, suggests
a tax upon each telephone and telegraph pole as
a means of driving wires underground.
Considerable work will be done in the construction of farmers' lines out from Walker, Minn.
A petition has been circulated at Grand Rapids.
Minn., asking the Iron Range Electric Telephone
Company to extend its long-distance wires west from
Cass Lake to connect with Bemidji, Fosston, Crookston and other points.
The Home Telephone Company of Grand Meadow.
Minn., has been incorporated with $50,000 capital
stock.
The incorporators are C. F. Greening, W.
A. Nolan. Martin Axness and W. P. Lewis.
The Sacred Heart Telephone Company of Sacred Heart, Minn., has been formed with $io,coo
capita] stock to install a local telephone system, with

Wendell and Tintah (Minn.)

lines

to

In the evening a
Hotel, which was
occasion was very
sat at the table a

A

for the second day's session, but on account of an
unfortunate dispute which arose over the disappearance of a petition which was to have been presented to the association, the reading of several of
them was omitted. The petition which caused the
trouble was one which had been circulated asking
that 3 large manufacturing house be not patronized
by Kansas Independent telephone men, alleging that
the company is in combination with the Bell interests.
One of the principals in the difficulty was arrested.
H. D. McVeigh of Wichita read a paper on "Development and Operation of the Wichita Exchange."
paper entitled "Supply Dealers, Manufacturers
and Ourselves," was read by W. H. Nelson of
Smith Center. Other papers on the programme
were: "Toll-line Accounting." bj' C. L. Brown;
"The Kansas City Home Telephone Company," by
O. C. Snider; "The Consolidated National-Interstate
Association," by Theodore Gary, president of the
Interstate association.
Tlie election of officers
resulted as
fellows
President, A. A. Goddard of Topeka; vice-president.
J. M. Doyle of Belleville; secretary, C. E. Wells of
Marion executive committee, J. E. Byers of Ottawa,
M. L. Robinson of Galena, C. E. Pearl of Hiawatha,
W. H. Nelson of Smith Center.

sold

Skinne-

moen

Bros, of Wendell.
O. G. Nordmarken and others have been granted
a local franchise at Granville, N. D., for a telephone

exchange and

electric-light plant.

The General Engineering Company of Chicago has
asked for a receiver for the Sioux City (Iowa)
Telephone Company, whose plant is in process of
being installed.
Arrangements are being made at Hector, Minn.,
for a local telephone system, with rural connections.
The Greene County Telephone Company has sold
several of its rural lines to the Mutual Telephone
Company of Grand Junction, Iowa.
The Western Electric Telephone Company has
secured the withdrawal of the Osceola County Telephone Company at Sibley, Iowa, where it had asked

A

for a franchise.

;

The Iowa Telephone Company

will establish long-

distance connection between Burlington,

Iowa, and

'

CitA^ Mo.
The Lake Park (Iowa) telephone exchange has

Kansas

Midland Telephone

EXTENSIONS AND IMPROVEMENTS,

The Ogallala and Big Springs (Neb.) Telephone
Company has filed articles of incorporation, with

The Sunset Telephone Company is preparing to
make important extensions of its system in Reno and

James

Sparks, Nev.

been

sold

by H.

Hill

to

the

Company.

tal is

(jray heading the
placed at $5,000.

list

of stockholders.

Capi-

The Kansas City Long-distance Telephone Company has issued bonds to the amount of $1,500,000,
taking up old bonds, and to build new lines.

The South Fork Independent Telephone Company
of Amelia, Neb., has been incorporated with $2,000
capital.
R.

Growth

;

The stockholders of the Home Telephone Company have authorized an issue of $150,000 worth
of bonds at five per cent. Tlie money will be used

Cuyahoga Telephone
Company.

of the

to complete the system being constructed at
Monica and Ocean Park, Cal.

;

Indiana Telephone Items.

Two

telephone companies

filed articles of

incorpo-

The Fairview C-operration during the last week.
ative Telephone Company of Tipton County, with a
capital stock of $1,025, to build an exchange at Fairview and construct and operate telephone lines in
Tipton and Hamilton counties, W. H. Achenback,
S. J. Bozell and Charles McClury, incorporators
the Battleground Telephone Companj', with a capital
stock of $1,500, to operate in 'Tippecanoe, Benton
and White counties, W. J. Walters, president, and

Edward Towers,

secretary.

I. D. Garrigus of Cedar Grove, Franklin County,
has been granted a franchise to erect and maintain
telephone lines from Highland Center to Cedar

Grove and from Cedar Grove

to

New

Trenton and

other points in the county.
Citizens of Bunker Hill have petitioned the Bell
Telephone Company for a monthly rental at $1
and better service. The company making no reply
to the petitioners, the Town Council has granted a
franchise to a company of citizens to construct an
Independent telephone plant in the town.
The City Council of Spiceland has refused a franchise to the Spiceland Co-operative Telephone Company.
The directors of the Alamo Telephone Company

have purchased an exchange building, into vvhich it
will remove the switchboard and offices.
The system
will be extended and other improvements made.
The Bell Telephone Company has completed the
work of thoroughly equipping the Fort Wayne and
Wabash Valley Traction line between Fort Wayne

Zimmerman.
smoker was held at the Throop
attended by 150 members. The
enjoyable, and as the members
flashlight picture was taken.
long programme of papers had been prepared

ness," bj^ J. A.

rural lines.

The Grant County Telephone Company has

1905

ciation.

on the line is after the ordinary
methods of 'train despatching, except that the telephone is used instead of the telegraph.
It is reported that the

18,

The fourth annual meeting of the Kansas Independent Telephone Association was held in the
Throop Hotel, Topeka, Kan., on Februan.- 8th and

the trolley

cars in operation

its

stated that all the repair
of the Cuyahoga Telephone

February

Kansas Independent Telephone Asso-

and Logansport with a telephone system both for
The
despatching trains and for general business.
new system is the latest in use by modern inlerurban

The

report of President Frederick S. Dickson of
the Cuyahoga Telephone Company of Cleveland for
igo4 shows a rapid gro^\th in the business following
the improvements in the plant completed on March
On February 29th the company had 10,260
5, 1904.
subscribers and in March the gain was 2J. April
showed 438, and the increase continued, December
showing 659. The total increase was 4,110, making
As showing
14,370 in service at the end of the year.
the continuation of growth. President Dickson states
that 651 were added in January, 1905, making a total
of 15,021. The gross increase in rentals, due to
the work of the year, was $106,401.50, and the increase for January was $13,396.75.
The financial requirements for current liabilities
for development made during the year amount to
In Januar}^ 1905, $167,000 bonds were is$437,121.
sued, of which $32,000 was used in acquiring the
Collinwood plant. The remainder is still in the
treasury, as well as $741,750 par value of preferred
stock.
The future development in placing 6,000 telephones will justify the issue of $533,000 more bonds,
and other sums needed may be obtained either by
the sale of bonds or preferred stock.
The report of the treasurer shows gross earnings
of $435,274.02 for the j'-ear. Operating expenses and
taxes amounted to $239,741.37, leaving net earnings
of $195,532.65. Deductions for interest on bonds
and for other purposes leaves a surplus for the year
of $67,133.13. After paying dividends on preferred
stock, employes' share of profits and other items,
there is a balance of $10,991.06 for the year.

Extensive improvements will take place in the
telephone service in York, Pa., in the near future.
The York Telephone Company will do away with
the old method of drops on the switchboard and
will install the central-energy system.

A

is to be established conNooksack, Clearbrook, Forest Grove. Van

rural telephone line

necting

Buren and the farmers along the rOute, with a central
office in Everson, Wash., where connection will be
made with the Sunset Telephone Company.

The Utah Independent Telephone Company has
Citj' Council of Provo, Utah, for a franchise to operate its system in that city. The Utah
company has installed an exchange at Bingham.
U^tah, and is preparing to make other important
extensions of its s^^stem throughout the state.

asked the

The American Machine Telephone Company,
which is reported to have sold its rights to the
Lorimer Company of Chicago, is installing a tele-phone sj'stem in the city of Peterboro, Ont., in opMr.
position to the company now operating there.
Neil, the president of the company, expects to obtain a similar franchise in the city of Brantford, Ont.

The Kinloch Long-distance Telephone Company
of St. Louis and the Illinois Telephone Company
of Jacksonville, 111., have completed working on toll
The Kinlines to connect their respective systems.
loch compam- is now furnishing service to all the

Independent telephone exchanges in and around
Jerseyville, Carrollton. Jacksonville. Pittsfield. Roodhouse, Winchester and White Hall. 111. This addi-

A

teleohone system is to be constructed in SangaCounty. 111., by H. E.. E. L. and H. U. Farwho have incorporated as the Sangamon
Countj^ Telephone Company of Pawnee. 111.
The
capital of the new company is $20,000.

Santa

mon

nam,

.

tion to the Kinloch company's loll system enables
it
to reach every town of importance in Jersey,
Greene. Scott, Morgan, Cass and Pike Coimties,
a territory covered almost exclusively by the Inde-

pendent telephone

interests.

!
j
»
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Teleohone Line Ent^ineerinK-'
By

H. WonnnuRY,

C. J.

The ainoimt of capital ainasscil in llu- aiiproximatcly 4,000,000 iiiilfs of line construction necessary
to connect IorcIIrt in a unity the subscribers of
the Hcl! telephone system is of itself a warranty
while the rapid
.1, ii. Ill,- iiii[)c.r!:nirc i,f ili,- .iiliii-r-t
Ill
III
ili:
,1, III.
property is 9ubi.iih.n ti. \',lii'li
III
iii{iMii
111. Ill
kill
I'liiil
and business
ilniilr IIMiili llir lljn-l judicioUS niCthIII
Ill
Jllil;;
uds of construction of tliii vast plant amid varying
circumstances of natural conditions and commercial
use in order to reach the most economical point of
investment.
The increase of every commercial application of
electricity to meet Ihc demands to supply service
to patrons has been so great that an essential portion of every problem in constructive electricity
must take into consideration provisions for future
;

I.

,

I

I

.

I

growth as well as the inevitable depreciation.
Although 45 per cent, of the wires arc on

poles,

the total extent of the |)olc lines exceeds the length
of the underground conduits, as the latter are used
only in cities where the conduits contain a greater
number of lines to reach the concentration of patronThe extent of the pole lines is shown by the
age.
fact that in the Bell telephone system there are approximately 6,300,000 poles, and about 1,000.000 arc
required annually for replacement and for extension
number of years ago a large collection
of lines.
of logs, known as the Joggins raft, was towed from
Nova Scotia to New York, and this raft contained
many long poles which were not suitable for masts.
Some of these long poles were used for the largest
pole line ever built, at the westerly side of New
York city, and carrying 230 wires each. At the
cables
pre.i-ent time there are single underground
cnniprised of 4.8 times as many conductors, and
nncUr the main streets in the principal cities are
iiiiiiliiits
of sufficient capacity to carry 400 times
a.s
many wires as one of the pole lines.
When a telephone line is built in or near cities
the close connection with supplies and labor renders
that portion of the work comparatively easy, but in
the construction of long-distance lines across country, connecting various cities, towns and villages
within speaking distance of each other, it is necessary to provide means for the execution of the work

A

on an independent

basis.

In a suitable locality a camp consisting of a number of tents is pitched, one of them being a dining
tent, another is where the cook holds sway, and the
enp'ineers' tent, where such details as must be left
until the work is in progress receive attention, while
several tents are necessary to provide for the sound
sleep which awaits the close of a good day's work.
If the route runs tlirough a wooded country a
wide sv;ath is cut in the forest and the post holes
may be made by the diggers, or in other instances a
charge of dynamite deposited in an auger hole
makes quick work, the greatest relative gain being
in compact clayey soil.
Meantime the poles have been brought to their
sites by teams and then moved to the exact place
by the help of an axle mounted on a pair of wheels
termed a dinkey gains are cut and the cross-arms
attached before they are raised, either by all hands
with pikes giving a long push, a strong push and a
hard push altogether, to change the old aphorism,
or if the country is not too rough to permit, a
portable derrick mounted on a wagon is drawn to
the site, then the horses are taken from the pole
and pulling at the rope quickly raise the pole.
The final attachment of the wires to the insulators on the cross-arms is very carefully done,
because it is necessary that the wires should be
drawn to an extent that they should not sway against
each other, and yet not so tightly that the contraction in cold weather wiould put a stress on the wire
which would produce danger of breakage, for at
these small amounts of dip in the wires a slight
difference in the length of the line will cause a
great variation in the stress.
Iron poles are but rarely used in this country,
the principal condition governing their selection
being on some lines in prairie countries in the West
where campers are so prone to cut down wood
poles for fuel that tubular iron poles have been
substituted.
In Europe there are many iron poles,
and in tropical countries infested with white ants
it is necessary to use
iron poles or to attach the
wires to living trees.
While gravelly soil will hold a pole to the limit
of its strength, it is necessary to build lines in
many places where such conditions do not occur.
The New Orleans and Mobile line, along the north
shore of the Gulf of Mexico, traverses marshes
composed of soft mud. which extends to a great
depth, upon which a rank sedge grass grows 12 to
15 feet in height, whose coarse roots form a compact mass about a foot in thickness.
In order to
prevent this line from being injured by the fires
which rage among these marshes in the early spring
the grass is kept cut to a width of 100 feet along
the route.
It has been possible to sustain poles along this
route by bolting heavy cross-pieces across them at
the ground level, having cut an opening among the
roots through which the butt of the pole can be
;

1.
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nntrled, and

each other; but

may

he

then the pole ii braced as occanion
require, sometimes in four dirccliom, each of
these braces Iwing sup|><irlcd on a croii*-|jiccc at the
marsh level. In .srjme instances a pair of, or even
three, poles arc u.sed, each being attacheil 10 the
same cross-arm.
At the 'I'yhee marshes, near Savannah. Gi., the
ground is so soft thai It cannot be walked upon,
and tlie nten engaged in buihiing the line were
obliged to lay a line ')f boards to proceed aUtng the
route.
When a pole was to be set, cross-pieces were
temporarily attached to it near the lower end, and
men standing upon these supports "jounced" in
unison while the pole was held vertically by pikes.
Under this human piledriving the pole sank rapidly,
but the mud is so adhesive that in a short lime the
pole is securely held.
In the sandy soils, particularly in New Jersey,
poles are set on the principle of the jet pile wherever
there is a supply of water.
half-inch pipe about
six feet in length is temporarily attached to the side
of the pole, with its lower end at the butt.
The
other end of the pipe is attached to a garden hose,
ami when the pole is upended the stream of water
makes a quicksand into which the pole sinks until
the water is shut off, and the pole is sustained by
pikes until the water settles, leaving the pole securely held by the sand, which becomes water-

drawn

ally necessary.

An ice-laden line swayed by the wind may be
successfully resisted by the poles until the oscillations of the pendulum reach a synchronism with
that of the vibration of some pole on the line which
responds in like manner to the cumulative impact
across the direction of the line until it breaks this
individual pole. Then adjacent poles are relieved of
the pull on one side, and the excessive unbalanced
stress breaks them.
Such is the story of a wrecked
aerial line broken by stresses not included in the
ordinary course of events and which must be provided for by large factors of safety.
pole is not to be compared to a mast upon a
vessel, for these extreme conditions of severe exposure to telephone lines occur in winter when the
ground is frozen and holds the base of the pole
rigidly, while a vessel in a gale heels when struck
by puffs and the sails "spill the wind," and in this
manner the masta sustain exposure to winds which
would break them if held rigidly to long-continued
impact.
While the currents used on the telephone system
are so minute as to he without power of damage,
yet their wires in crossing the lines of electriclighting or power systems may in making short-circuits cause serious mishaps to the electric-lighting
or power plant and in any event materially interfere
with the service.
The remedy against the liability
of such crosses is the simple one stated by a judge
of a United States court, in which the decree was
given that the distance between the high and lowpotential lines should be equal to that of the highest
pole, so that in the event of the falling of a pole
the wires would come short of reaching the other
line.
In many instances congestion of electric ser\-

A

ice

and

narrow streets prevent any such wide
and it becomes necessarj' to take every

separation,

precaution

for

substantial

construction.

wires are so visibly in evidence, and
often to an obstructive extent, that they may be
cited as the portion of the system which naturally

The

aerial

receives especial attention from the public.
The tension on a line suspended between a pair
of horizontal supports varies with the sag and is
to sevenat a minimum when the sag amounts
twentieths of the span, and the tension increases
,

whether the sag

is

greater or less than this propor-

tion.

with No. 12 hard-drawn copper
weighing 173 pounds to the mile and being
inch
diameter and having a span of 130
the minimum tension of three pounds would

For example,
wire
0.104
feet,

if the sag was 43 feet six inches, while it
would slowly augment with increase in the sag, and
nature had furnished a chasm deep enough for
the experiment it would be expected to reach its
breaking tension of 550 pounds at a depth of 16,470

occur
if

or 3.17 miles.
On the other hand, the increase in tension proceeds rapidly as the wire is drawn to approach a
straight line, the breaking tension occurring at a sag
of iiJ/2 inches.
As a comparison with this instance of the stresses
in a local line, in the case of the No. 8 hard-drawn
copper wire 0.165 inch in diameter and w'eighing
435 pounds to the mile, as used on long-distance
telephone lines, when the span is 150 feet the minitension occurs at a dip of 52 feet six inches,
when it is only 8% pounds, and in like m.anner, as
in the foregoing instance, its breaking stress of
1,328 pounds W'Ould be reached at the slightly less
dip of 16,100 feet, or 3.04 miles, still too great to
admit of confirmation by direct experiment; but if
the wure was pulled until the sag was 2.2 inches, it
would require the breaking load of 1,328 pountjs.
It is desirable that the wires should be drawn
tight enough to prevent them from swaying against
feet,

mum
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packed around it.
In mountainous countries the ledges are an impediment to excavations for poles, and although dynamite is frequently used, yet poles are set upon
rock without excavation and a large number of
stones are piled around them in such quantities as
to grip the poles securely, although guys are gener-
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tremc cold weather
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When a wire is laden with sleet the strain
lengthens the wire and the increased sag diminishes
the tension sometimes to an extent sufficient to save
the wires, which would otherwise be broken were
it not for this elongation.
The electrical advantages of copper over iron
could not be utilized for aerial wires, because commercial co|)per has so little resilience that it will
continually stretch under its own weight and become attenuated to an extent that it will break,

Thomas

until

B. Doolittlc

produced the hard-drawn

copper wire which is now in universal use on aerial
The treatment consists in omitting the annealing processes during the latter portion of drawing the wire, but it deviates from the usual method
by attenuating the wire by smaller gradations at
the latter die plates.
The rate of diminishing the
wire is wholly an empirical one, at first determined
by long and thorough experimentation, and as the
hardening occurs for the most part near to the surface the tensile strength per square inch of section
is greater \yith smaller than with larger wires.
Where lines traverse mountainous districts or
water courses it is frequently necessarj' to build
spans of great length, using either one of the special bronzes or steel wire for the purpose.
The
Connecticut River at Middletown is crossed by
wires having a span of 1,350 feet, suspended between a steel-trussed tower 185 feet high on the
east side and a similar tower on the bluff on the
west bank is 85 feet high.
From Enfield to Windsor Locks the Connecticut
is spanned by a suspension bridge consisting of two
steel cables one inch in diameter and 955 feet long,
to which are fastened two-inch by three-inch joists
four feet lour inches long set 12 inches on centers.
On this bridge are laid four cables containing 100
pairs of wires.
The tower on the west bank is 45
feet high and the one on the east bank 33 feet high.
The St. Francis River, near Madison, Ark., is
crossed by a span of 1,000 feet, with wires supported
upon steel-trussed towers 100 feet in height, as it
was necessary that the wires should be clear of
steamers on the river, which has a vao'ing level of
30 feet between flood and drought.
At the Raritan Canal crossing, near New Brunswick, N. J., a 60-foot span is raised 112 feet above
the canal to avoid the shipping.
lines.

GENERAL TELEPHONE NEWS.
The Dosbaugh Telephone Company
gun constructing a

Parsons, Kan., has changed

Home

has just be-

plant at Cedarvale, Kan.

The Parsons Telephone and

Electric

its

name

Company

to the

Telephone Company, and increased

its

of

Kansas
capital

stock to $60,000.

The Southern

Bell Telephone

Company's damage

during the recent storms of sleet in the South is
estimated at over $100,000. Many lines were either
partially or completely wrecked.

A news item from Topeka, Kan., says that a bill
has been introduced in the Kansas Legislature intended to compel joint service where two or more
telephone systems are operated in any town.
The Camden (Mich.) Rural Telephone Company,
which was incorporated about iS months ago. has
just held a stockholders' meeting and increased the
capitalization from $io,coo to $25,000. The directors
are reported to be negotiating with the Bell interests
for a contract for toll-line senice.

The city of Winston, N. C, has rescinded its
action of January 2Ist. when a conditional franchise
for a telephone system was granted to F. \V. Siebert.
Permission is given, however, to put in a
long-distance line. It is possible that the town will
construct, through the Board of Trade and Merchants' Association or by the city itself, a new system.

A telephone outfit was recently exposed by tearing
up a section of floor in an apartment building in
Chicago which the police believe to have been used
for the transmission of racetrack infonnation by
gamblers. When an alarm was given the keeper
of the resort was enabled to place two telephones
and the records of the betting in a large tin box
and conceal them in a hole under the floor, all within
10 seconds.

:
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WESTERN ELECTRICIAN
New

Long-distance Wireless Station
Chicago.

American
Company opened
'J'hc

Tiiirly-third

in

Dc Forest Wireless Telegraph
its new space-tclcgrapli station at

Street and

Western Avenue, Chicago,

on February nth. With the opening of^this station
it is proposed to estal)lish commercial wireless communication direct with Kansas City, Mo., and also
with St. Louis, Springfield, 111., Cleveland, Ohio, and
Port Huron, I\Tich., where similar stations have been
I'iie new Chicago station is composed of a subInhlt.
stantial building- housing the apparatus and a mast
220 feet high from which the antenna is suspended.
Manager Ocker of the Chicago office of the De Forest company says that the opening was entirely successful ahd there was no trouble in exchanging messages with the Kansas City office. Mr. Ocker said
"Eventualhs however, the wireless system will probably be devoted chiefly to sending out stock quotations, market neivs and information that needs to
reach a large

number

of places

from a

single point of

When our operator in Chicago presses the
key the message can be received simultaneously at
every station connected with Chicago. We expect
also to have our service on lake vessels, so that
constant communication may be had with the shore."
An attempt is to be made to communicate with
the ofl^ce at Key West, Fla., from Chicago.
origin.

Efficiency of Steam-generating

Appa-

ratus.'

By

a.

Bement.

The

accepted method of conducting tests of steamgenerating apparatus determines the results of the
performance of the combined apparatus and its
manipulation. Such experiments are referred to as
"boiler" tests, yet they are not properly tests of the

nor do such experiments show the results of
the performance of the fire or the furnace feature,
except as measured through a more or less inefficient
Basing results on the coal supplied to the
boiler.
grate less that which goes to the ash pit or is removed from the fire in cleaning is a step tov^fard
determining the efficiency of the boiler, but, with
present methods, it is assumed that the effect of
the fire is constant or uniform, although gas analysis
is required which show^s that fires differ' in quality,
but this fact is neglected in considering the efficiency
of the boiler; yet any performance is dependent on
the condition of combustion, or, in other words, the
temperature of the fire.
The purpose of the boiler is to receive heat from
the gases, which is supplied to them by the process
of combustion.
As heat only flows from a region
of higher to one of lower temperature, and as its
rate of flow is governed by the difference between
the temperatures, it necessarily follows that most
heat will flow to the boiler when its temperature
is highest.
It is useful in this connection to consider that heat and temperature are two entirely
different things, temperature being the condition
under which the heat is present. If a given quantity of heat is contained in a large amount of gas, it
will be at a low temperature, but if in a small
amount it will be present at high temperature.
That this is true may be determined according to

boiler,

the formula

Temperature

Heat developed

=
Weight

of gas

X

its

specific heat.

the performance of a boiler is influenced by
the temperature at which the heat is supplied; also,
when a large quantity of heat is furnished, its absorption is less complete than with a small quantity,
the temperature being the same in each case.
Therefore, if boilers are to be compared with each
other, so their heat efficiency can be determined, it
could be accomplished if supplied with the same
relative quantity of heat at the same temperature.
These conditions would be fulfilled if a uniform
number of heat units be supplied for each square
foot of heating surface per unit of lime and at some
accepted standard temperature.
Gauging the required quantity of heat to be supplied would present several difficulties.
The heating
power of the fuel could be determined by sampling
an analysis previous to, instead of after, the test,
which would enable the proper amount of heat
the coal to be furnished to the grate, but fuel lost
in the ash-pit, removed in cleaning the fire or carried over the bridge wall, and incomplete combustion,
would have a varjnng influence on the quantity of
heat generated, and the percentage of such heat,
undeveloped, must be known and provided for in
the supply of the fuel to the grate. The use of a
standard high-grade coal would, of course, very
largely reduce these difficulties.
As different steam pressures have an influence
on the amount of heat flowing to a boiler, it would
be necessary to use some standard pressure, which
need not be that which would be employed in service.
And the loss of heat by radiation would be
determined or not, as circumstances require, but
with well-set apparatus it could be assumed to be
constant at rated capacity.
The supply of a certain oredetermlned amount of
heat would be a very difficult matter, and a less

Thus

m

February

boiler would absorb a smaller quantity of
heat than a more efficient one, although the same
quantity be supplied per unit of surface and time
and at the same temperature; therefore, the less
Thus the caefficient boiler would do less work.
pacity would not be the same for each, and instead
of there being simply a difference in efficiency there
ivould be a difference in both efficiency and capacity.
It would probably be better to produce a uniform
capacity as measured in equivalent pounds of water
evaporated from and at 212 degrees per square foot
efficient

heating surface per hour, or, in other words,
operate the boiler at its rated horsepower capacity,
for example. This would be a simpler method than
that of affecting uniform supply of heat, and a
standard condition of combustion as shown by the
gas analysis would insure that the heat be developed
Owing, however, to
at the required temperature.
slight varying composition of fuels. It would be
desirable to use coals in wdiich the ratio between
carbon and hydrogen is approximately the same.
Thus, with standard conditions of developed casteam pressure, the
pacltj--, Initial temperature and
heat developed referred to the heat absorbed, will
of

show

the efficiency of the boiler, so that comparisons

may be made.
The efficiency

of any particular boiler Is a fixed
quantity, Avhich, once ascertained according to some
standard, applies to any number of reproductions,
and thus need only be determined once. It does
not follows how^ever, that the efficiency of different
For
sizes of the same kind of boiler Is the same.
example, there Is a horizontal water-tube type which
14 tubes in height,
Is usually made from nine to
across
the
the travel of the gases being three times
The higher boilers are more efficient than
tubes.
the lower ones. For the reason that the gases pass
across the tubes at a volume dependent on their
temperature, and as the temperature drops, the
volume becomes less, which results in a portion of
the tube surface of the second and third passes
especially not being in the path of the flowing gases,
therefore the fixed path of the gases passes across
27 tubes in the boiler wdilch is nine tubes^hlgh,
and across 42 tubes in the one which Is 14 Inches

measurement, and the

ture,

as

in

the

past,

that

demand
of

tests

In the

E=

combined

the

apparatus.
It is the author's opinion that there is a greater
difference in the efficiency of different boilers than
is generally realized.
In this connection, experiments

on two boilers to determine their

may

relative efficiency

be of value.

These boilers of a horizontal water-tube type adjoined each other in one battery. With each the
gases were discharged to the same flue and steam
at 175 pounds pressure to the same steam header.
chain-grate stoker was located under each, and
the furnace feature of the apparatus was w^ell developed by firebrick tile suspended from the bottom
tubes of the boiler, which extends approximately
12 feet back from the front, corresponding to a brick
arch of that length, in addition to the ignition arch
of the stoker.
These boilers are designated as
A and B, and they and their associated features are
exactly the same, except that of the path of travel
of the gases among the tubes. With A, the gases
travel with the length of the tubes once and do
not act on all of the tube surface. With B, the
travel is three times the length of the tubes, in
separate passages, w'hich caused the gases to come
in contact with very much more of the tube surface
than with the boiler A. Table I. gives the relative final
temperatures of escaping gases at ap-

A

Table

I.

Boilers.

A.
Condition of combustion. CO=
10.7
Horsepower developed
564.3
Heatinc surface, square feet
4,800
Temperature of escaping gases, final
657
Temperature of escaping gases, above air supply. 582
Temperature of escaping gases, above steam tern-

Temperature of escaping
Temperature of steam

proximately
combustion.

the

gases, greater than

same

capacity

B

.

and

.

.

B.
10.3
580.4
4.800

469

186
379

condition

394

377

of

These experiments were not made at
time, but the same kind of coal was used.
The reason that the gas analysis was only carried
to CO2 is that, owing to the very efficient tile-roof
furnace, combustion was always complete.
The
horsepower developed placed each boiler nearly on
the same basis, being about three per cent, to the
disadvantage of B, therefore the work done by
each was approximately the same. The condition of
combustion was also slightly in favor of boiler A.
but this may be considered as approximateh' the
same for each. Thus all conditions were practically
the same except that of temperature of escaping
gases, wdiich showed a considerable difference in
the boilers as gas coolers.
If the specific heat of gases at high temperature
were known, the gas analysis and an ultimate analysis of the fuel would afford data for calculating
the quantitj' of heat in a pound of gas at initial
the

same

temperature, and the heat remaining at final temperature could be calculated from direct temperature

Hi

— Ha
,

Hi
and

would not be necessary

it

Table

determine, the

to

such an experiment as given in

used in

quantity
I.

'

temperature of escaping gases
may be taken as representlng the work of an average economizer, then it
appears boiler B possesses an efficiency equal to
that of the combined efficiency of boiler A and an
economizer or, in other words, that B is as efficient
without an economizer as the combined efficiency of
boiler A with one, which serves to illustrate the
If the reduction in

from a

boiler at 186 degrees

;

great difference which

may

exist in different boilers.

These boilers were also tested by the alternate
method of the standard code, 'which was feasible, because conditions could be exactly the same, and the
object was to compare one with the other, and not
with boilers in general. The tests were run at the
same time, one being started 15 minutes before the
other.
Alternate wheelbarrows of coal from the
same source were laid down before each boiler only
as required.
The thickness of the fire was the same.
'Each damper was full open and the speed of the
stoker regulated so that the fuel bed extended to
the end of the grate. The result Is shown in Table 11,

Table

II.

Boilers.
A.
B.
of pure coal burned per hour
1,765.75
1.446.56
of water evaporated per hour
13,210.34
13,629.24
of water evaporated per pound of
pure coal burned
7.47
9.42
Heating power of pure coal B.T.U. per pound. 13, 633
13.633
Temperature of feed water
212
212
Temperature of gases, final
594
442
.Temperature of gases, above air supply
514
362
Temperature of gases, above steam tempera-

Pounds
Pounds
Pounds

Temperature of gases, greater than B
Temperature of saturated steam
Draft over

fire,

152
377
0.3S
383

inches of water

Horsepower
"Rfficiency,

per, cent, of

377
0.22
395

heat absorbed by

boiler

52.93

Fuel saving of boiler

Pure coal

fu-

apparatus with the fuel to be used be made to
demonstrate If a certain efficiency and capacity are
obtainable.
The results of such tests, however, are
confusing when an attempt is made to determine
the efficiency of boilers or of any portion of the

1905

according to the equation.

high.

Purchasers' requirements will

i8,

efficiency could be expressed

is

B

66.73
20.68

over A, per cent

an expression which the author pre-

fers to use instead of that of combustible, because
the fuel free from ash and moisture contains oxy-

gen and nitrogen, which are not combustibles. The
capacities were lower than those in Table I., because the coal used was a less favorable size. This
latter test shows the effect of the difference in
efficiency of the two boilers in ordinary service.
The author prefers to recognize a steam-generating apparatus as being composed of separate features as follows
As boiler and grate, with this
combination, the gases flow in contact with the
heating surface immediately as they leave the fire.
:

Also, as boiler, grate and furnace, the latter feature
consisting of a refractory roof over the fire which
extends ^back a considerable distance, its presence

making it possible for the gases to be mixed together a sufficient extent while at high temperature,
Such
so that no combustible escapes oxidation.
feature here designated as a furnace, if of a length
of about 14 feet, will produce an ideal mixture of
the gases if the coal Is supplied to the grate at a
uniform

rate,

but, if not,

its

ability to

effect

mix-

ture of the gases is not sufficient for complete combustion. With the thick fire of a chain-grate stoker
feeding bituminous coals, a considerable amount of
combustible gas escapes from the front of the fire,
such a quantity in fact, that an Ignition arch alone,
although five feet In length, does not cause sufficient
mixture of the gas and air to produce complete combustion. Therefore, If the maximum requirement of
the furnace is to thoroughly mix together the gases
from a chain-grate fire, then the efficiency of such
and B
furnace features as fitted under boilers
is ideal, because proper regulation of the quantities
of air and fuel supplied by the grate, resulted in
the production of 18 per cent. CO2 with complete

:

;

:

A

combustion and no smoke.
The performance of the chain-grate stokers under
boilers

A

and

B

are unsatisfactory in

•

.

,

.

two respects

with desirable strength of draft the available thickness of fuel bed does not supply sufficient
combustible to satisfy the air supply. Second, fuel
is wasted by passing over the end of the grate with
the ash. This latter fault may be remedied by
running the grate at a speed which will allow the
fuel to burn away before it reaches the end, but
this results in Increased excess of air, therefore
the chain-grate stoker, in combination with the abovedescribed furnace feature, is inefficient to the extent
by which it fails to supply a sufficient thickness of
and the loss of
fire or quantity of combustible,
fuel with the ash is not a fault of the stoker, because
If the supply of combustible was sufficient to satisfy
the air the grate could be run at a speed which
W'ould insure that the fuel all be burned.
It is the author's wish, In presenting this paper, to
suggest the advantages of more detailed study of
steam-generating apparatus. Such results as shown
by boiler B over boiler A would justify considerable investigation in connection with either selection
or design, and the burning of inferior bituminous
coal without smoke is a feature of increasing value.
First, that

1

The Capitol CItv Mills at Salem,
a new electric-light plant.

,

.

"

,

'
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Chicago Union Traction Earnings.

CORRESPONDENCE,

Earnings of llic uiwkrIyinK companies of the Chicago Union 'I'raclion Company for the last ciuarlcr

Great Britain.

receivers to
of 1904 mi: shown by the report of the
have exceetled by a considerable amount those for a
corresponding period in 1903. The following table
compares llie earnings of the three systems for the
last quarter of the last two years
NoK-rii CiiicAoo.
I9'»4-

1003.

CroM t.nrninm
(jp.i.iiinff
,1

cxiicnitcii

$24.1..1!)2

iaiOfias

181,601

177, M**

<i3,79l

70A<>'
04,564
16,846

Miunia

.

,..|

67,893
2,567
30,086

.liargcn

I,, i,,,t

|i,|,T.cinlion,

rentals

3.>-'9

Wbht Chicago,
436,882
332,872
•'>.»"•
133.727

Gro«» ciirnliiK"
OpcrnllllB cxiKilsi-s

Net
Fixed cliaripn
Deficit

renlalu

323.4 "4

>7.48o
48.''3e

l.gW

.,

Deprrcialion,

47<i,853

.5J.4"!'
118,523
39.149

ConsoLiDATin Traction.
earnings

Gronii

OpiM-ating cxponsira

Net income
Fixed charges

'

89,234
9.366

115,<>70

''i'^V
48,676

Deficit

10,692

'J81S94

4,378
59.424
57.'38

increase in earnings of the two systems is
ascribed by the receivers largely to the operation
Passenger traflic of West Chicago
of the new cars.

The

for the three months ending December 31, 1904,
aggregate Si556.6.s6, against 13,7.36,764 i" the corThe total passenger
responding months of 1903.
North Chicago aggregated 8,142,642, as
traffic of
Tlie consolidated traction
against 7,600,738 in 1903.
companies show an increase of 263,357 passengers in

three months.

the

A California reader asks: "What will be the
drop in voltage in six miles of No. 8 B. & S. wire ?
Current supplied at the generator will be 11 amperes
at 2,200 volts. Also, what would be the cost of stepup and step-down transformers, and what would
he tlie best voltage .to use in such case?"
Answer, The ohmic drop in six miles of No. 8
B. & S. wire carrying ii amperes is .ibout 220 volts.
If the inquirer means a single-phase circuit six miles
long from generator to delivery point, the ohmic
drop would be 440 volts. With 2,200 volts af the

—

would be a drop of 20 per cent.
Step-up and step-down transformers will cost from

generator, this

$6 lo $8 per kilowatt f, o. b, factory. Transformers
delivering 5,000 volts lo line, with coils arranged
so they can be connected to deliver 10,000 or even
20,000 volts wdien the load has increased sufficiently

warrant operating at such voltage, would be ad-

visable.

11 amperes at 2,200 volts, an
ordinary 2,200 to 220-vc5lt transformer connected to
"boost" (secondary in series with one side of line

With a load of only

and primaries across the line) will probably answer,
as this will raise the voltage 10 per cent.

The

Detroit Lighting Situation.

The Detroit Common Council has accepted the
offer of Mr, .A.le-x Dow, general manager of the Detroit Edison Company, to pay for an examination
of the Public Lighting

Commission's accounts, plant

and basis of operation. It is practically decided also
that Professor Cooley of the University of Michigan
will be asked to conduct the examination, and it is
possible that Professor Carhart of the same instiThe principal
tution will be asked to assist him.
point to determine is what rate or rates would have
been charged by a commercial company for the current

which has been furnished

to the public buildings

by the lighting plant for the year 1903-4.
The corporation counsel now has the new lighting
bill ready for consideration by the Common Council.
It will enable the Public Lighting Commission to go
into the business of furnishing light commercially.
The new bill takes away from the commission the
power to direct where poles and w-ires shall be placed
by private corporations.

Business Opportunities Abroad.
Three

electric street railways are to be built in
of Berne, Switzerland.
municipalities of Gleisdorf, Steyermark. .Austria, and of Kastelruth, Tyrol, Austria, have decided
to introduce electric-lighting and power stations.
The street-railway lines in the city of Guatemala

the

city

The

are to be operated by electric traction.
Detailed information will be supplied by Director Ricardo Echeverria, Guatemala City.
An electric-railway line is to be constructed which
is to run from Aigle to Sepey, Leysin and Feydey
in

Switzerland.

For

London, IVhriiary 4. -1 here is a large portion of
ill
(ireat Uritain strongly prejudiced
the public
against the dcfacenieiit of rural scenery liy the erection of telegraph and telephone posts, and from time
to time the various associations into which such
peofile have formed themselves apply to the (lOwcrs
for .an .abatement of what they arc pleased to call a
nuisance. All who are not members of such a society as that referred to .above must sympathize with
the postmaster-general, who is in an unhappy posiboth telegraphic and
tion,
lie has lo give a service
telephonic— on the cheapest possible terms, and yet
he is being continually asked to place all such wires
throughout the country underground. The one request is not consistent with the other, and he was
obliged once more, a few days ago, to make this
usual reply to a deputation from a number of associations who watch the interests of the public
The postm;isterin various parts of the country.
general seems to think that the only way to mitigate
the evil complained of would he to give him comproperly,
but this would
]>ulsory powers over private
certainly have the effect of propagating another evil,
viz., strong opposition on the part of the private owners.
The present position is, however, that the government will give the fullest attention to all cases
of disfigurement of sceneiy l-.rought before its notice,
and this seems to be all that can be done. Even
agreement with the railway companies for carrying
the poles alongside their railway tracks would not
meet the needs in every case.
for that is practically what it is—
'J'he deadlock
that has arisen with regard to the introduction of
electric traction upon the horse tram lines in the
North of London is a fine example of giving mupowers on the one
nicipalities too far-reaching
hand, and of a bad example being set by a county
council to the less important authorities. When
electric traction was first proposed in London the
County Council strongly advocated the conduit system, in order to obviate what was termed the
unsightly overhead construction. In this the County
Council was strongly supported by the Borough
(Councils.
Consequently, in order to remove certain
little powers which the borough councils possessed
over the roads, the County Council agreed in a bill
that no overhead system should be installed except
with the consent of the borough councils. So far
so good. Now, however, the County Council is
finding this agreement irksome, inasmuch as the
borough councils are enforcing it. and the County
Council, presumably in view of its experience with
the conduit system in the South, wishes to adopt a
mixture of the trolley and conduit systems. The
result is that the electrification of the northern lines

—

—

Power-transmission Data.

to

County Court a few 'Li>.
lo%t v» n.
liunKry dog», that h"
.\ccordinKly lie m:|ccI"!

particulars address the Aiglein Aigle, Switzer-

OUon Monthey Railway Company
land,

C, H. Stanley, J,' C. Moir, H. J. Hartzberger and
others have organized a $40,000 company to construct
and operate an electric-light plant at Roanoke, Va.

would appear to be "hung up" almost indefinitely.
At one time it was proposed to .^sk Parliament to
override the agreement referred to above, but the
result of such an application was regarded as being
so doubtful that the idea was wisely abandoned.
Another difficulty is that the County Council has
secured certain powers with regard to the purchase
land in connection with the new lines in the
North, and in consequence of the delay alluded to
time for these will shortly lapse. .A definite
course of action, therefore, had to be decided upon
to avoid the e-xpense to the ratepayers of haying to
go to Parliament again in the same connection. It
has, therefore, been decided to equip a short length
of line upon the conduit system, to prevent the lapse
of the powers, and as being cheaper than allowing
this to take place.
For these lines a slot of oneinch diameter has been sanctioned by the Board of
Trade,
An unfortunate fire broke out on Friday in one
of the largest city exchanges of the National Telephone Company, resulting in a great deal of inconvenience. This is the second time within a few
years that a disastrous fire has occurred at the
exchange, but the results this time were less serious
than before, as a new and larger e-xchange to take
over the subscribers dealt with by the arc burned
out, was almost completed, and the work of transference was accelerated and almost completed during the following day.
A trial trip has been run over a portion of the
Inner Circle, adapted for electric traction, with very
satisfactory results, so far as the electrical arrangements are concerned. In connection with the work
of converting the District Railway to electric traction, a protest has been lodged by the London Trades
Union against the employment of cheap labor. I
am afraid it is hardly likely to have much effect,
if a knowledge of the character of the masters in
charge goes for anything. Similar trouble in this
direction has arisen before, I believe.
In addition to the London borough councils which,
as reported In these notes a few w'eeks back, are
vigorously opposing the proposals by companies to
suoply electrical energy In London, wholesale, a
similar opposition is being prepared by all the municipalities outside the metropolis.
In addition, each
of the companies will be opposing every other one,
so that the parliaraentan,' proceedings this session
promise to be well above the average of many sesof

the
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New York, February 1.— 1 he BoarH nf .M^UrrmMt
on Tuesday, by a unanimous vole, pn"-' priation of $25,000 towanl the cxpenv
1

plans for a municipal lighting plant,
warm discussion on this vote, and si
declared that they were prepared not only lo pr.K-ed
with a municipal lighting plant but were also in
.

favor of municipal traction. 'ITic board has decided
to take no action with regard fo the application of
J. Moore for a franchise lo supply the city
with electric lighting, "as the city is at present lakint;
proper steps toward municipal ownership of electric

John

lighting."
'I'hc Interborough company is finding that the white
pillars in the subway arc likely lo affect the vision
of the motormen, and accordingly this week some experiments are being tried with paint of another color.
.\ painter working in the tunnel today was shocked
by a stray current, which fact seems to show that
the ironwork of the tunnel is apt to be charged at

places.

Postmaster Wilcox is outlining a proposal for
using the rapid-transit subway for the conveyance
of mail in the near future.
The franchise for the tunnel of the New York
and Jersey railroad was finally passed on Tuesday.
This line will begin at the exit of the Hudson River
tunnel at Christopher Street, proceeding eastward
to Si-xth Avenue and
northward to Thirty-third
Street, with a branch to Fourth Avenue and Ninth
Street.
Tlie terms of the franchise provide for the
transportation of both passengers and freight on two
tracks operated by electricity or some other power
not involving combustion in the tunnel.
Reports were published today showing that, in
spite of the competition of the subway, there was a
gain of more than 16,000,000 passengers on the elevated lines during the quarter ended December 31st.
Some electric work is required in the basement
of the new Hall of Records, Manhattan, bids being
receivable until February 24th. The city also advertises for wiring for the Criminal Courts Building
and for electric equipments in the DeWett, Clinton
and in other schools.
.'Vn
expenditure of $98,000 has been authorir.ed
for improvements at various city hospitals. These
include the installation of electrical machinery to
the \alue of $10,000 at the Riverside Hospital on
North Brother Island, and $500 for wiring at the
Willard Parker Hospital,
sum of $100,000 has been appropriated toward
the cost of placing the fire-alarm circuits underground in the Borough of Brooklyn,

A

The Trumbull Electrical Manufacturing Company
is putting in distributing panels on each of the floors
of the 15-story building at 41 Park Row, Manhattan.
North Hempstead, L. I., is the headquarters of
the newly incorporated
Nassau Illuminating and
Power Company, which has a capital of $100,000. and
a strong directorate, including W. B. Hord, W. H.
Noyes and Jesse Stems of New York citv,
D.

Dominion

of

W. W.

Canada.

—

Ottawa, Ont,. February 11, William Mackenzie
Ont,, and several associates have arranged for the purchase of the concession for the
electric car lines for Monterey, ^lexico.
The men
are also negotiating with F. S. Slayden of New
York to buy his system of mule cars and convert the
two systems into one electric line.
The Dominion Iron and Steel Company of Sydney. Nova Scotia, is about to install new electrical
appliances in various departments of its works. The
latest devices calculated to facilitate production and
reduce expenditure will be adopted.
of Toronto,

A

bill to

incorporate the St, ilar}''s and Western
Company has been reported to the

Ontario Railway

Dominion Parliament by the railway committee. The
company has a capital stock of $1,000,000, with the
head office at St. Mary's. The proposed line runs
from the Canadian Pacific railway, between Woodstock and London, and tlience via St. Jfary's and
Exeter to Sarnia. Power is given the company to
operate by electricity^ to generate power for tire operation of the railway and to dispose of surplus
power.
Negotiations are now under way by which the
Mackenzie and Mann syndicate of Toronto. Ont..
will secure the controlling interest in the ilontreal
terminal railway. If tlie negotiations go through.

Mackenzie and
Montreal,

Que,.

Mann

will

Toronto,

have tramway s\-stems in
Ont.. and in Winnipeg.

Man,
-A, London
(England) cable message says that at
the meeting there of the Marconi company it was
stated that in view of the commercial working be-

tween England and America a

new

space-telegraph

WESTERN ELECTRICI A N
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with the latest improvements, was nearly
completed in Canada. Four stations had been
equipped on the St. Lawrence and a new contract
had been entered into with the Canadian government
by the Associated Canadian Company, representing
the extension of the organization of space-telegraph
stations already established to the order of the CanaFive stations had also been
dian government.
equipped in fishing centers along the Labrador coast.
When other stations contemplated had been erected
there would be a chain which will offer the Newfoundland government direct wireless communicaslalion,

tion

between the Labrador coast and Canada.

W.

Winnipeg. Man., February 11.— The city has refrom the Winnipeg Electric Street
Railway Company, being five per cent, of the company's gross earnings due the city for 1904. Besides
this $1,300 in license fees for 65 cars has been paid
by the company. Tlie street-railway company's reThe total number
ceipts for the year were $407,542.
of passengers carried was a few short of 10,000,000.
ceived $20,777

The company has acceded to the request of the City
Council to extend its line along the Academy Road
to the large new park, about four miles out, which
the cit>' has purchased as a recreation park for
the citizens. The city is asked to bear half the cost
of the three subways w^hich have to be built under
the different railroads.
An electric railway is projected to run between
New Westminster and Chilliwack, B. C. J. Burt
Morgan is the promoter. The road \vill cost approximately $15,000 per mile, including roadbed and rolling stock, and the Board of Trade has indorsed a
petition to the provincial government asking a bonus
of $3,000 a mile.

The

minster and Chilliwack

distance between
is

New West-

50 miles.

The directors of the Calgary Electric Street Railway Company, who were granted a charter in 1893,
are considering an offer from Mackenzie & Mann
Fourteen years
for the purchase of their franchise.
ago John Lineham, George Lesson and James Scott
secured a Dominion charter and an agreement with
the city which required work to commence by June
complied
I, 1904, and, as the agreement has not been
with, the citizens want the municipality to build
and operate the road. In the meantime it is said
that Mackenzie &. Mann have already bought the
franchise, but as the agreement with Calgary has
expired and would have to be renewed there are
H.
inunerous complications ahead.

February

lighting franchise to light the town by electricity.
The bids are to be in by March 6th.

H. L. Miller of Morganton, N. C, having secured
a franchise from the town of Oxford, N. C, has commenced work on a new light, water and ice plant,
which will be operated by the Southern Public ServCorporation of
bill has been
of the Cherokee,
railway to connect
ice

A

Washington, D.

C.

introduced for the incorporation

Spartanburg and Union

electric

these South Carolina towns with
Asheville, N. C, and other summer resorts.
A. N.
Wood and State Senator T. B. Butler of Gaffney,
S. C, are among those interested.
The capital stock
is placed at $250,000.
The Andrews Light and Power Company of Andrews, N. C, has been incorporated with $100,000

authorized capital. J. Q. Barker, E. C. Henneman
and others of Andrews are interested.
The annual meeting of the Birmingham Railway,
Light and Power Company was held recently and
recommendations of engineers for the expenditure
of $700,000 this year were ratified.
Directors were
chosen and they in turn re-elected Robert Jemison as
president and J. A. Emery as vice-president and
general manager.
The courts after lengthy discussion of the matter
have decided that the Richmond (Va.) and Chesapeake Bay raihva\' may be chartered, this being the
company in which Mr. Gould is interested, proposing
to build a line to be operated by steam or electricity
from Richmond to a point on the Chesapeake Bay.
The charter of the city of Asheville, N. C, has

been amended so that the city may establish a reservoir and an electric-light plant.
The sale of $24,000 bonds of the towm of Sylacauga, Ala., has been confirmed, the proceeds to be
used in constructing an electric-light and water plant
for the town.
Contracts will be let at once.
Application for a charter for the Asheville-Henderson (N. C.) electric railway, 28 miles long, it is
said, will be made at once, the boards of trades of
both towns being interested in the matter.
L.

Ohio.

—

Cleveland, Februarj' 11. For some time the health
department has been arranging to inspect the cars
on the various lines in Cleveland. This week 12
sanitary policemen were stationed at the various
barns and inspected each car as it came in. Their
reports indicate that the cars were all in good condi-

England.

Boston, February 11.— The

first

month's

traffic

in

the East Boston tunnel showed an average of nearly
30,000 passengers carried daily therein by the Boston Elevated Railway Company. The railroad collects a five-cent fare or a transfer check, and the
city, which owns the subway, collects one-cent toll
It is estimated that the city's revenue
additional.
annually will amount to nearly $100,000, as summer
travel is expected to bring the yearly total of pas-

sengers close up to io,ooo,coo.

The Holyoke Street Raihvay Company has notified the commissioners that it has leased the Hampshire Street Raihvay Company for 25 years, guaranteeing five per cent, dividends on the stock, beginning January i, 1905The West End Street Raihvay Company of Boston has petitioned the commissioners to issue $200,coo bonds to take up bonds of the South Boston
Street

May

I,

Railway Company, a leased

line,

maturing

1905.

The Worcester and Southbridge Street Railway
Company, which is owned by the New^ York, New
Haven and Hartford railroad, has petitioned the
railroad commissioners for authority to issue $100,000 additional stock for the purpose of purchasing
the Worcester, Rochdale and Charlton Depot Street
Railway Company and the Southbridge and Sturbridge Street Railway Company.

Southeastern States.
Charlotte, N. C, February 11.— An interurban trolley line is being agitated to be run between Clinton,
Union, Spartanburg and other points in South Carolina.

At Goldsboro, N. C, where the

city has

bought

the water and electric-light plants, there is much
agitation over the question of rates cliaxged by the
city, and it is rumored that the debate may be carried
to the courts.
The commissioners of the District of Columbia
have forwarded to the chairman of the House committee on the District of Columbia their recommendations in regard to the bill providing for the
extension of the lines of the Capital Traction Company. The report approves the extensions proposed.
The annual report of the Capital company shows
that during the year ended December 31, 1904, the

were over $1,540,000, and over 35,000,000
passengers were carried.
It is reported that the International Power Company has bought a controlHng interest in the Alabama Consolidated Coal and Iron Company. There
are other interesting rumors with regard to the reported transaction and it is intimated that great
developments in the southern field are on foot.
The town of Cape Charles, Va., has advertised a
receipts

An ordinance has been introduced in the Village
Council of Bowling Green requiring all street and
companies to pay into the treasury
of the tow^n on the first Monday of every month
five per cent, of their gross earnings, prorated as to
distance in the corporation with the mileage outside.
The corporation is about three miles square. The
ordinance limits the speed of cars through the corporation to six miles an hour.
A deficit in the funds for maintaining the municipal gas and electric-light plant is again bothering
the people of Hamilton. The plant has proved rather
an expensive experiment.
The work of grading the roadbed of the Akron,
Richfield and Cleveland electric road has been resumed near Brooklyn, a suburb of Cleveland. The
road w^as projected by H. B. Camp of Akron and
some work was done on it, but abandoned because
an entrance could not be secured at either of the
terminals, Akron and Cleveland. It is said that arrangements have now been made to enter Cleveland,
and a private right-of-way will be used into Akron.
line to Massillon and Canton is also projected, it
electric-railwa}'

A
is

said.

The Erner-Hopkins Company

of Columbus has
been reincorporated with a capital stock of $200,000.
The officers are
President, William Hopkins vicepresident, Theodore Huntington; treasurer, F. R.
Huntington; secretary, T. M. Livesay. The company has just moved into a new building at 162-164
North Third Street, w^here the required amount of
space for the increased business has been obtained.
Under the articles of incorporation the company may
:

;

sell and manufacture electrical, gas and steam
and fixtures, and may furnish electric, gas
and steam power. The main business has been in

bu}',

fittings

the electrical line in the past.
Officers of the Barberton, Wadsworth and Western Traction Company of Barberton have been
Byron M. Clendening of Cincinnati is presielected.
dent, George H. Heffner of Celina is general manager, and J. E. Collins of Barberton chief engineer.
corps of engineers is at work on the line, which
will extend from Barberton to Seville or Crestop,
connecting the Northern Ohio Traction and Light
road with the Cleveland and Southwestern.
Trial postal cars will probably be placed on the

A

Northern Ohio Traction and Light Company's lines
A government inand the Canton-Akron road.
spector has been looking over the ground in connection with the proposed test. Cars have been built
for the purpose of carrying both passengers and mail.
E. S. Martin has arranged for the sale of the
bonds of the Perry Electric Railway. Light and
Power Company, which proposed to build a road
from New Straitsville to Zanesville. The bonds will

amount

A

to $1,400,000.

franchise has been obtained in the village of

Columbus by the Toledo, Ottawa and Lima Electric
Raihvay Company, the last to be secured on the line.

1905

is

i

1

'

1

"

!

Magnetic Springs Traction Company, has been closing up right-of-way contracts betw-een the two towns
within the last week.
Officials of the Western Ohio Railroad Company
are planning for the proposed extension from Lima
to Findlay, forming a link between lines that will
connect the lake and the Ohio River.
Invitations have been issued by George E. Hawkins, manager of the Postal Telegraph-cable Company at Columbus, for the opening of the company's
new offices in the Ruggerj' Building.
Receivers of the Appleyard roads are said to be
considering an arrangement by which through passenger business from St. Louis to Southern, Central
and Flastern Ohio may be established by a connecThese roads, in
tion with the Qover Leaf road.
connection w^ith the Dayton and Troy, Western Ohio,
Indianapolis and Eastern and Indianapolis and
Northwestern, also form a line between the capitals
of the two states and many points in Ohio and
Indiana.
O. M. C.

tion.

New

i8,

the company promoted by Joseph B. Mayer,
president of the Lima Electric Railway and Light
Compan}'. The line will parallel the Cincinnati,
Hamilton and Dayton steam road.
President J. G. Schmidlapp of the Cincinnati Rapid
Transit Company has submitted answers to a number of questions that have been asked by the City
Council regarding the proposed elevated and subway
system of roads the company has planned. He says
that drawings and blue prints will be submitted as
soon as completed.
The Brilliant Electric Company of Cleveland has
reduced its capital stock from $100,000 to $75,000.
Two lines of the Springfield Raihvay Company of
Springfield will be extended the coming summer and
the car barn and repair shops will be enlarged. The
pow-er plant will also be improved and enlarged.
M. W. Van Zant, Valentine Winters, I. E. Stout,
H. P. Clegg and C. P. Clegg have been chosen directors of the Oalavood Stree*: Railroad Company
of Dayton.
It is probable that the case of the Cleveland Electric Railway Company against the Forest City Railway Company, in which the former secured a permanent injunction against the latter last week, will be
appealed to the United States Supreme Court. The
case involves the Woodland Avenue and Kinsman
Street franchises.
of the Richmond and
J. B. Taggert, manager

This

Indiana.

—

Indianapolis, February 11. The Bicknell Light and
Power Company has been incorporated with a capi-

stock of $10,000 and has secured a franchise to
town of Bicknell. The company will also
furnish heat and power to patrons in the city and
light and power for the Lynn coal mine north of the
tal

light the

city.

The W^inona Assembly Company has purchased
the Warsaw Water and Light Company's plant and
the 50-3'ear franchise for lighting the city.
It- is
the purpose of the company to expend $600,000 on
the power plant and build with sufficient capacity
to supply all power needed for the various enterprises under its control, including new water and
light holdings, the Winona-Warsaw electric raihvay,
the Warsaw-Goshen line and the proposed WarsawWabash and Peru lines, w^hich are to be built this
year.

The Fort Wa.^nie and Wabash Valle}-- Traction
Company h.as authorized a bond issue of $1,000,000.
The proceeds \yill be used to build a central power
plant and to put the whole line into finst-class condition.
It is proposed this spring to run through cars
from Fort Wayne to Indianapolis in five hours.
An enthusiastic meeting was held in Terre Haute
on the 7th instant by delegates from points in In-

diana and Illinois to promote an electric road over
Haute and Olney, Hi.
The interurban raihvay interests of the state have
influenced the codification commission to make several important changes in the bill pending in the
Legislature on municipal corporations. One will be
the removal of the section providing for the condemnation of street-railway- systems by municipalities.
The same will apply to interurban companies.
The clause limiting franchises, granted by cities and
towns, to 25 years will be stricken out, leaving it
a matter of contract between the cities and corporations.
They are also pleading to have the provision
stricken out which proposes that interurban and
street-railway companies shall bear the entire cost
of improving the portion of streets that lie between
their tracks.
Also a provision prohibiting them
from holding stock in or owning coal mines, quarries or gravel pits except to supply the needs of
their business.
They are asking that the matter of
street improvements be left for settlement in the
franchises granted companies by the cities and towns.
They are also opposing a section of the proposed
statute w'hich requires corporations to file with the
secretary of state a list of the stockholders residing
in the state and the amount of stock owned bj' each.
Other minor points are opposed.
A report is current that the Indiana L^nion Traction Company will build its central car shop in
Hartford City and that it has already secured an
80-acre tract on the east side for a site.
The commissioners of Grant County have granted
a franchise to the Geneva Traction Company, which
the "0 miles betw-een Terre

I

;

Hilary

I'VI

linip'iic's
Cc-Iiii.i,

i8,
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1905

build

In

clccliic

.111

The road

(Jhio.

will

from Marion

ro.id

connect the

oil

to

regions

Ohio and Indiana. The company will begin conslriiclion as soon as Ibc frosl leaves the ground.
I'he Postoffice Department is arranging to establish a mail service on the Indianapolis, Columbus
and .Southern traction line between Indianapolis and
Columbus. It is highly probable that within a year
of

the traction lines will be carrying mail out of
Indianapolis.
The City Council of Noblesvillc has granted a
Co. to light
lo-year contract to G. W. Ilcinzmann
The contract requires 80 arc lights at $70
the city.

these cities, to be constructed l)y the Spokane and
Inland Kleclric Railway Company.
Filings have been made on the waters of Little

Cottonwood and liig Cottonwood Creeks, near Salt
I^akc City, where a company now being formed
will establish a big power plant.
James J. Chalmers,
the chief promoter,
the project.

is

in the

IJast in the

interest of
fi.

all

&

Ten cents a kilowatt-hour will be
each per year.
The old electricciiarged for incandescent lights.
light company, which has had the contract, and the
Noblesvillc Hydraulic Company have consolidated
with the
plete the

new company. It is the purpose to comdam in While River and generate electricity

power antl liuhl by waterpowcr.
George S. Cook has secured a franchise lo estabThe lowu
lish an electric-light plant in Hope, Ind.
has never had street lamps and a new plant will be
for

erected.

A bill ha^ Ikim iiiitM.lin<-rl in the Legislature proili
"t iiiimiripal light or water plants
viding for iIk
unhin
m case cities desire to rid
as other i)ulilii
Ids bill is for the benefit of
themselves of iIkhl
municipalities wliicli have tried the e.Nperiment of
I

owning

own water and

their

light

plant,

and

it

appears from the number of cities advocating the
passage of the bill that municipal ownership in InS. .S.
diana had proved a failure.

Northwestern States.

—

Minneapolis, February 11. The Electrical Engineering Company of Minneapolis is planning the
erection of a three-story and basement brick block
which will cost about $25,000. The new building
will be occupied exclusively by the owners for the
offices and storerooms, and will be 50 by 90 feet in
she:
The contract for furnishing a new dynamo for the
electric-light plant at Sioux Falls, S. D., has been
the Fort Wayne Electric Works at $1,400.
street-car franchise has been granted at Excelsior, Minn., to F. E. Kenaston and E. J. Phelps
of Minneapolis, and an electric railway from Minneapolis through Excelsior, Chaska and St. Peter to
Mankato, Minn., is now assured. The promoters
will apply for permission to build its line to the
center of Minneapolis. The Twin City Rapid Transit
Company and the Minnesota Power and Trolley
Company had also made application for a franchise
at Excelsior, intending to build lines to Lake Minnetonka, but their petitions were not granted.
The
Twin City company says that it will build a line
to the lake in spite of the fact that it was refused
a franchise.
let to

A

A

franchise
to the

D.,

S.

for a trolley

has

been

granted

at

Watertown,

Watertown Transportation Company
line from that city to Lake Kampeska.

D. D. Crowley of Duluth has applied for a lease
electric-lighting plant at Hibbing,
Minn. There is considerable opposition to the pro-

of the municipal

posed move.

The Madison (Wis.) and Interurban Traction
Company has been incorporated, with $750,000 capiIt is the intention to construct an interurban
railway between Milwaukee and Madison. B. K.
Miller is the principal mover in the project.
The Berggren Electric Company of St. Paul has
been awarded the contract for installing the electrical fixtures at Fort Russell, Wyo., at $2,950.
Permission will be asked of Congress to construct
a dam across the Mississippi River at Keokuk, Iowa,
for the purpose of furnishing power.
The proposed
dam will be 22 feet high and about a mile long.
The government canal around the rapids at this
point, being already constructed, will simplify the
work.
R,
tal.

Rocky Mountain

States.

having definitely decided to begin active work at
once. When completed, this system w-ill
be the
longest electric line in the state.
The Elko Electric Light and Power Company,
which will build and equip an electric plant, has
filed articles of incorporation at Wells, Nev., with
a capitalization of $100,000.
The incorporators are
John J. Hylton, A. W. Hesson, R. H. Mallett, C. J.
Hood, Webster Patterson, E. M. Hansel, Charles

Noble and

E.

A

W.

C.

Owens.

petition has been circulated bv residents in
Peaceful Valley. Wash., asking the Spokane Traction Company of Spokane, Wash., to extend its
electric road into that section, and it is believed
favorable action will be taken on the request.
The Western Electric Company has filed a copy
of its articles of incorporation with the county clerk
of Salt Lake Countv. Utah.
The local agent for
-

the

company

at Salt Lake is Mr. M. S. Allen.
meeting of representative citizens and business
of the towns of Moscow, Pullman and Colfax,
Idaho, was held recently with a view to furthering
the interest of the prospective electric road through

A

men

director* aduiilcd a n (.uun.ii •..pr. ^r
rrn'"
Mr. .MacAllittcr't action and "apiirecLiti'.!; oi liit
and efficient wrvicr*."
,;

faithful

Mr. B. F. WaiMn, pr'
Telephone and Electric Cwho dcmon^tralcd the cvob:
telephone by an intcrctting t
more modern telephone* and
'

Owosso.

Negotiations are now on for the transfer of all
the Boland interests in the Detroit, Ypsilanti, Ann
Arbor and Jackson Road to the Hawks-Angus people.
It is understood that some arrangement will be
made so that Mr. Boland can build the road to
Lansing. The settlement of this long-standing disThe Compute will be of advantage to both parties
monwealth Power Company of Kalamazoo, which is
the title of the consolidated electric-power properlies in Kalamazoo, is making plans for a nev.' $100,oco steam power house, and it is probable that power
will be furnished to the Detroit, Ypsilanti, Ann
.\rbor and Jackson road by this company.
special visit was made to the city of Adrian
over the Toledo and Western electric railway by
a party of 20 electric-railroad capitalists, and it is
understood that there is a movement on foot to consolidate all of the traction lines running out of Toledo into one company.
The inspection trip was
made in the private car of H. A. Everett of the
This car cost
Northern Ohio Traction Company.
$21,000 and is a model of convenience and lu.xury.
C. Hutchins, general manager of the Detroit
J.
United Railway, was one of the party.
Space for the Detroit automobile show is being
taken up fast and late requests are coming in from
firms exhibiting at the Chicago show requesting space
in the Detroit Light Guard Armory.
The show
opens on the 13th.
The electric-lighting plant of Plymouth which has
been stopped owing to the bursting of water mains
is now in operation.
Water had to be carried to the
boilers and the main is not yet "repaired.
It is now announced that the proposed DetroitBay City electric railway will be built and that its
financing has been accomplished. The Westinghouse
Electric and Manufacturing Company is at work on
the details of the entire equipment of the road and
it is expected that active work will begin soon.
The
road will pass through Lapeer, Caro, Pontiac and a
number of other smaller towns between Bay City
and Detroit.
Two electric railways are seeking a franchise for
electric railways through Saugatuck.
Dunkley, Williams & Bardean of South Haven and W. E. Dobson of Chicago have each filed an application. Both
of the lines propose to run from Saugatuck to South
Haven and thence to Benton Harbor. Dobson & Co.
will put up a bond of $1,000 guaranteeing the completion of the road within one year from date of
franchise.
C. G. W.

A

Parks Foster, who constructed the Toledo, Maumee and Perrj'sburg (Ohio) electric belt-line railway and served as president of the company for some
time, died at the home of his daughter in Qiattanooga, Tenn., on February 6th.

H. S. Reynolds, who has been general manager of
Columbus (Ga.) Railroad Company, which embraces all the street-car lines and the electric-lightthe

ing plant of that

with

J.

G.

city,

February

has tendered his resignation,
iSth.

White & Co. of

Mr. Reynolds
York.

will

go

New

President Dickinson MacAllister of the MetropoliWest Side Railroad Company of Chicago handed
in his resignation on February 13th, to take effect
Mr. Mac.A.llister came to Chicago as
April 4th.
constructing engineer for the South Side elevated
railway after a long experience as engineer for the
Brooklyn Union and the Manhattan elevated roads.
He left the South Side road to take charge of the
construction of the Metropolitan and became president of the latter upon its reorganization in 1899.
tan

The

international committee of the Louikiai.a I':rExposition has recognized the cnv
number of designers of electri
ralus exhibited by the General Electric
Grand prizes were awarded to F.lihu
ii-m
son, SwampscotI, .Mass, for various applications of
electricity; also to
C. P. Steinmetz, SchcnecUdy.
N. v., for electric lighting, and lo F J, Sprague.
New York city, for the application of elcctncity lo
transportation.
Gold medals have been given to
C. G. Curtis of New York city, to \V. L. R. Emmel
of Schenectady, N. Y., in recognition of their work
on the steam turbine, and to W. B. Potter, Schenectady, N. Y., for applications of electricity to traiisixirtation.
Silver medals were awarded to W. S.
Moody, Schenectady, N. Y., for transformers; E.
M. Hewlett, Schenectady, N. Y., for distribution of
energy, switchboards, etc.; H. F. T. Erl)en, Schenectady, N. Y., for apparatus for generating electricity
H. G. Reist, Schenectady, N. Y., for apparatus for

chasc

ability of a

1

generating electricity; L. T. Robinson, Schenectady.
N. Y.. for scientific apparatus, measuring apparatus
and lat)oratory and standard instruments, and to
F. P. Co.x, Lynn, Mass., for measuring instruments.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
George
lish

S.

Cook has secured a franchise

an electric-light plant

The

electric-light

to estab-

Hope, Ind.

at

planr

Liberty, Mo.,
wrecked recently by the explosion of a l>oiler.

The Benton

Electric Light

at

was

Company

of Fort Benton, Mont., has been incorporated with $15,000 capital.

J.

W. Hale

tric-light plant

of Hartford, Ky., is building an elecfor the Kentucky Light and Posver

Company.

The Las Cruces (N. M.) Electric Light and Ice
Company has been incorporated with a capital stock
of $50,000.
The Mexico

Electric Light

off the lights in
is

Mexico, Mo.,

Company has turned
new franchise

until a

granted the companj-.

A

special election in Sturgeon, Mo., resulted in
the approval of a proposition to build an electriclight plant in the town.

The Lumberton (N. J.) Light, Water and Sewerage Company, with a capital of $50,000, has been
incorporated by Henry Conrow, Moses S. Watson
and others to operate an electric-light and waler
plant.

The Commonwealth Electric Company of Chicago
has ordered from the General Electric Company a
fourth turbo-alternator unit for its large Fisk Street
station, where three S,ooo-kilowatt machines arc now
in operation.

Among recent Illinois incorporations is the St.
Clair Light and Power Company of East St. Louis,
incorporated with a capital of $75,000. to furnish
electric light and power.
C. L. Gray, H. C. Barnard and R. \\^ Sikking are the incorporators.
The Carolina Water. Light and Power Company.
with a capital of $250,000, has been incorporated by
W. Johnson and W. J. Montgomery to construct
and operate a light, water, heat and power plant at
Columbia, S. C.

J.

The Aurora (111.) Manufacturing and Lighting
Company has recently been incorporated, proposing

PERSONAL.
Lord Kelvin has accepted the nomination of the
council for the presidency of the Faraday Society
in succession to Sir Joseph Swan, F. R. S.

to take effect

'

1

electric-light

franchise for commercial lighting by the Township
Board of Springwells.
The .Common Council of Grand Rapids has set on
foot a movement to secure legislation enabling cities
10 own and operate street railways.
This matter
is brought up now as the result of an understanding
reached by the Municipal League of Michigan at its
recent meeting at Ionia. This is a matter which was
agitated considerably last year by Mayor Maybury
of Detroit, who inaugurated the movement.
It
is
probable that a constitutional amendment will be
necessary.
The. Ann Arbor railroad has been enjoined from
using recently built tracks crossing an electric line
at

;.

!

Detroit, February 11.— A. Jacobs of Detroit is figuring on securing a gas and electric-lighting franchise in Ponti.ac.
Mr. Jacobs was formerly m business in this city as the East Side Electric Company,
which was afterwards sold to the Detroit Edison

Company.
Frank A. Russel has been granted an

lel-

the St. Lnuii Expofiiion, ha*
^old medal for his exhibit. Mr. \S n
his exhibit to the telephone engineering d'p,riuirni
of Purdue University, Ij-fayette, Ind
at

Michigan.

—

Salt
Lake Citj', February 11. Surveyors will
shortly be at work on the route of the projected
electric railroad between Boise and Pearl, Idaho,
the company being formed to promote the enterprise

The
at

do general manufacturing and to furnish light,
heat and power. The capital of the company is
$12,000 and the incorporators are P. G. Lincoln,
F. W. Detray and T. J. Helphrey.
to

An idea of the Edison Electric Illuminating Company of Boston may offer a suggestion to centralstation managers in the larger cities.
The Boston
company has prepared several nurses' electrical outwhich consist of one electric fan and cord, one
portable lampstand for lighting the bedside, one
Hylo lamp for giving a faint light during the night,
two bedwarmers, one milk warmer, one electric stove
and the necessary plugs and attachments. These
sets are to be rented out at a specified sum per
fits

month.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
The Sedalia Transit Company of Sedalia. Mo..
has secured control of the citj' street-railway and
lighting systems under a long lease. H. S. Rumsey
of St. Louis is president of the companj'.
The British Columbia Electric Raihva3- Company
intends to commence the construction of a branch
line from the citv of \^ancouver to the Gorge this

—
:

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN
Only that portion which will permit of the
"spring.
company handling the Queen's Birthday traffic to
Day,
the Gorge on the annual celebration of Victoria
May 24th, will be built this year.
Right-of-way has been secured by the Shenango
Company for an electric railway between
Cambridge Springs and Newcastle, Pa. The plan
from
of the company, it is said, is to build a line
Traction

Pittsburg to Buffalo.
said that Cincinnati capitalists will take an
interest in building an electric railway at Lexington,
Ky., over the right-of-way that was originally acIt

is

quired by the Bluegrass Traction Company, but now
owned by Clifford D. Beebe of Syraciy^e, N. Y.

Alderman Thomas M. Hunter of Chicago recently
declared to the River Improvement Association in
favor of the immediate electrification of the existing
cable lines of the Union Traction Company. If this
were done, he said, the tunnels under the Chicago
River could be removed in 90 days.

The San Jose-Los
Company has applied

Gatos

Interurban

Railway

the City Council of San
Jose, Cal., for a franchise to construct an electric
The
railway upon the public streets of the city.
council proposes to grant the franchise and will
to

receive sealed bids until February 27th.

Another electric railway, with Aurora men as the
It is reported 'that
projectors, is being figured on.
the line is to be constructed from Yorkville, 111.,
south along the Fox River branch of the Burlington steam road, and will touch the cities of Millbrook. Sheridan, Wedron and other points. This
will .take it nearly all the way to Ottawa.

The Clarksville Railway and Light Company of
Clarksville, Tenn., is the new name of the Clarksville
Electric Street Railway Company according to a
charter amendment just filed. The company proposes
The incorto build various extensions of its line.
DOrators are N. L. Carney, J. F. Gracey, William
Daniel, H. C. Merritt, J. F. Shclton, M. H. Clark
and Lewis Clark.

The Fayette Traction Company has purchased the
Bluegrass Consolidated Traction franchises in Wooford County, Ky., from C. D. Beebe & Co. of SyraThis firm purchased them at receiver's
cuse, N. Y.
It is asserted that the Fayette
sale some time ago.
Traction Company will commence building a line
from Lexington to Versailles in the spring. C. J.
Bronston is the president of the company.

No less than 14 electric mountain railways are now
under construction in .Switzerland, it is said.
Within the course of a few years all the leading
Alpine heights can be reached. by mountain railways.
Switzerland is spending many milhons on these enterprises, and it isbelieved that with these increasing,
the

facilities

number

of tourists will

become greater

every year. The Jungfrau and Chamonix railways
will be completed' and open for passenger traffic by
the

summer

of 1906.

The annual meeting of the Detroit United Railway
resulted in the re-election of all the old directors,
The presiwith Mr. J. C. Hutchins as president.
dent's report for last year shows gross earnings of
over $4,500,000 and a surplus income of over $245,000.
The total number of miles operated at the close of
The company shows a gain in
the year was 536.
gross earnings of over $154,000, notwithstanding that
the operating expenses for 1904 were over $149,000
more than the preceding year.
R. D. Smith, general superintendent of the CenIllinois Construction Company, the McKinley
syndicate operating electric railroads in Illinois, has
let the contract for building 80 miles of track between Edwardsville and Carlinville, 111., to the J.
H. Mclnerny Construction Company of Grand Forks,
large quantity of ties and steel rails is
N. D.
said to be en route to the scene of activity, and
work will be begun in March. The McKinlev syndicate is the promoter of the proposed LitchfieldHillsboro electric line. The Edwardsville-Carlintral

A

ville line

runs through Litchfield.

The citizens of Santa Rosa, Cal.. are rejoicing
over the court decision in the grade-crossing suit
instituted by the California Northwestern steam
road, by which the Petaluma and Santa Rosa Interurban Electric Railway Company will now enter
Santa Rosa. Judge Seavi'ell decided that the California Northwestern could not control the tracks
laid on Railroad Street, over which the electric
road had a franchise, and declared that the electric
The interurban company now
franchise was valid.
promises to construct its tracks and trolley up
Fourth Street without further delay,

A

plan recently mentioned in the Western Electrician to transfer all of Chicago's second, third and
fourth-class mail matter between railway stations

and the new postoffice has been finally adopted by
the government officials in Washington, The Illinois
Tunnel Company wnll operate for this service special
mail cars, to be locked with United States locks and
The presto be used exclusively for carrying mail.
ent tunnel system is to be extended to include the
Northwestern railway station. Until the new postoffice building is completed the temporary building
will be equipped with a sub-basement and an elevator and will be connected with the tu.nncl.

POWER

February

TRANSMISSIO'N.

appropriation of $50,000 for an electric power
at the New Orleans naval station has been
recommended by the chief of the Bureau of Yards

An

and Docks.
Electrical machinery agents of San Francisco are
sending in bids to the Nevada Power, Mining and
Milling Company for two 750-kilowatt, three-phase
generators for the new hydro-electric transmission
plant.
It is the company's purpose to install a waterpower plant in California and transmit electricity
at 30,000 volts a distance of about 90 miles to Tonopah, Goldfield and surrounding mining districts in
Nevada.

A

representative of the Punjab

Power

Association,

capitalists, is now in India with
harnessing the waterpower there, especially from the great irrigation canals now running
to waste in the Punjab, and to employ it in generating electrical power for pubhc and private lighting
and for mechanical propulsion. One of the first
objects contemplated is to bring to Lahore and to
Amritsar, both very busy and increasingly important
centers of commercial activity, a cheap and ample
supply of permanent electrical power. Negotiations
with the government, w;ith a viewl to obtaining the
necessary concessions, are now understood to be in

composed of British
to

progress.

PUBLICATIONS.
The Southern-Western Pine Lumber Company,
Monadnock Block, Chicago, a new dealer in cedar
poles, of which A. E. Darling is the general manager,
is distributing to its customers and friends a handsome calendar. In spite of the large number of calendars distributed this year the one issued by this
company wjiU be found desirable.
lists A and X of the Electric Stora.ge BatCompany, Philadelphia, contain besides the tabulated prices remarkably good illustrations of the
battery cells of the two well-known types, the Exide
batteries and Chloride accumulators, the former
being shown in price list X and the latter in list A.
Cells for lighting, power and automobile service are

Price

tery

included.

"Pipe and Boiler Coverings and Their L^ses"' is
the title of a small pamphlet distributed by the
H, W, Johns-Manville Company of New York, Described in the pamphlet are Asbestos sponge-felted
coverings, J-M 85 per cent, magnesia coverings. AsMagbestos fire felt, Asbestocel fireproof covering.
nesia-asbestos,

J-M

air-cell fireproof covering.

Cham-

and aqua and Zero coverings the coverings
These products and a
are of the sectional variety.
little dissertation upon native asbestos and its properties make up the contents of the pamphlet.

pion

;

In a neat book having a cover of original design
the Edison Electric Illuminating Company of Brooklyn presents to large light and power users something concrete and convincing as to the most economical and advantageous method of securing light

The book is entitled "Five Thousand
Dollar Bills" because it gives principally some data
concerning a few subscribers to the Edisoii lighting
and power service whose bills for current are annually upward of $5,000: Some fine half-tone illustrations on richly tinted calender paper do credit
and power.

to

the

Two

company and

to the printer.

catalogues of merit are to be credited to the
Electric Manufacturing Company of St.
which are entitled, respectively. "Emerson

Emerson
Louis,

Fan Motors" and "Trojan Fan Motors."

The

first

catalogue mentioned is devoted to fans adaptable to
alternating-current operation, which range. in size
from small desk fans to the larger sizes for exhaust
purposes.
Each particular tj'pe is described fully
and illustrated in a pleasing manner. The Trojan
fan is likewise of the alternating-current variety but
is confined to the desk, bracket and ceiling types.
This fan includes a number of special features, embodied in the bearings and the switching apparatus.
For a careful study of this apparatus the catalogue
on Trojan fans v;ill be found adequate for the purpose.

SOCIETIES
The

electrical,

AND SCHOOLS,

mechanical and

civil

engineers of

Des Moines, Iowa, met recently at the Iowa RailMen's Club rooms and organized the Des
The plan of the
Moines Society of Engineers,

road

association is to bring together the en.gineers of"*
the city for the purpose of scientific study and research.
The officers are: President, J, Van Liew;
vice-president, G. E, Dobbins
secretary and treasurer, E. Manhard.
Another meeting will be held

A sleet storm of wide extent did much damage
South last week, extending
from Ohio to as far south as New Orleans, Natchez,
Miss., was shut off from communication for days.
Vicksburg, Miss., was cut off for two days and for
Miles
a time Atlanta, Ga., was in the same plight.
of telegraph and telephone lines were down in all
to telegraph lines in the

parts

of the

country covered by the storm.

The

i

Western Union reported over 3,000 poles down,
j

Representative Mondell has introduced a bill in
Congress authorizing Henry Bratnober of California,
Charles F. Manderson of Nebraska, George W,
Holdredge of Nebraska, George C, Hazclet of
Alaska, John Tod of New York, James Kelby of
Nebraska and Edward Gillette of Wyoming, under
the name of the Trans-Alaska Railroad Company,
to locate and construct a continuous railroad and
telegraph line from a point on the north shore of
Valdez Bay toward Eagle City, on the Yukon River.
The capital stock of the company shall be $10,000,000,

•

i

'

SPACE TELEGRAPHY.
has been decided by the Savannah Line SteamCompany to equip with space-telegraph instruments for operation its entire fleet of 11 vessels,
plying between New York and Savannah and Boston
and Savannah. This makes the second coastline
steamship company to install the wireless service.
It

ship

The Sultan of Turkey has authorized a German
firm to establish space telegraphy between the
Island of Rhodes and Derna, a seaport in Tripoli.
The system, according to the contract, must be
capable of transmitting at least 4.000 words in 24
hours and the engineers must remain in charge until
efficient service is given.
Bids have been received by the bureau of supplies
and accounts. Navy Department, for furnishing the
space-telegraph outfits as follows
One on board
United States steamship Colorado at League Island
American De. Forest Wireless Telegraph Company,
:

W. W. Massie, Providence, R. I., $4,070;
National Electrical Signalling Company, Washington,
Marconi Wireless Telegraph Company of
$2,490;

$6,250

;

America, New York, $11,851. The same companies
submitted bids in the same amounts as above for
an installation on board the West Virginia at Newport News, Va.
'

MISCELLANEOUS.
The dislike that Secretary Loeb has for an electric
accounts for an ingenious device used at the
executive offices to notify the secretary when he
The device conis wanted by President Roosevelt,
sists of two wooden clappers.
When the president
wants his secretary lie touches a button, which, bj'
an electric device, releases one of these wooden
clappers, a_nd it comes down on the other with a
sharp, explosive report.
bell

;

Attendance at the automobile show in Chicago
In the respect of attendance
last week was 122,421,
and amount of sales the show is said to -have
eclipsed anything of the kind ever held in this country.
The machines purchased during the week represent an investment of $7,000,000, according to the
daily papers, the prices ranging from $350 to $12,500,
The I'ecord attendance was reached on the closing
day, when 26,000 people entered.

A

practical test is to be made in the conversion
of magnetic black sand, which lines the shores of
the Pacific Ocean, into steel. The project is backed,
it is said, by Cincinnati men wdio for a number of
years have leased 500 acres of land on Damon's
Point, Graj^'s Harbor, between Hoquiam, Wash.,
and the ocean. W. T. Shaw of Cincinnati, who
will make the tests at Hoquiam, is said to be
confident that a good grade of crucible steel can be
produced from this sand, several shipments of which
have been made to Ohio and Pittsburg for experimental purposes.

The Kansas City Court of Appeals in the case
Winkelman against the Kansas City Electric Light
Company has decided that electrical companies must

of

exercise caution to prevent people getting hurt or
by contact with the wires. Winkelman was
a painter working upon a building.
He touched a
live wire and was hurt.
He sued the company for
damages. In deciding the case the court said
"Considering the noiseless, hidden and destructive
power of electricity, it is the duty of those who
maintain such appliances to- use the utmost care to
thoroughly insulate the wires and to keep them insulated."
killed

TRADE NEWS.

;

February

1905

TELEGRAPH.

plant

a view

i8,

'

Mr. Jacob Bunn, secretary and treasurer of the

24th.

The

faculty of Purdue University announces a
course of three popular lectures by distinguished
American engineers. The lectures will treat broadly
of large industrial and engineering questions.
The
first will be given by Henry R. Towne. president of
the Yale & Towne Company the second by William
Barclay Parsons, wdio wms chief engineer of the
New "York subway, and the third will be ,given by
Dr, F, A, C, Perrine, consulting electrical engineer
of New York city.
;

Sangamo

Electric

Company

of

Springfield,

111.,

last week after a trip to Montreal
and Ncw^ York in the interests of the new directcurrent meter which this company has lately put on

stopped at Chicago

the market.

Yazoo City, Miss., desires to grant a franchise
over its streets for an electric street railway to the
person making the best proposition therefor, A
copy of the proposed franchise, with blanks for insertion of route, gauge, percentage of gross receipts

I

,

rcbruary
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i8,

to he paid city, schedules,

maximum

be furnished on application lo

Yazoo

clerk of

fare, etc., will
E. J. Poursinc, city

City.

Manufacturing Company, Chicago,
wire nianufaclurer, announces its removal to a larger
with

Michigan

hettcr

facilities,

located

at

192-194

Street.

old fricnth

W.

of

C.

.McNeills prcMdent
the bras* trade in '
years as general sui
Works of Chicago.

th

;

16
.4
,.

new company, was alit, t
Brass Works as secretary
Both men arc well and fav

:;;e

Turner
14 years.
•he trade.

.i-

r

;

The W. H. Gough Electric Company of SyraN. Y., has filed its schedule in bankruptcy,
The
which shows the liabilities to lie $13,943.86.
cuse,

assets of the company are $9,918.69.
creditors are out-of-town supply firms.

M. Klein & Sons,

8(

Most of the

West Van Buren

Street,

Chicago, pride themselves upon the reputation they
have attained in the manufacture of tools and appliances used in all kinds of electrical construction
work. The firm states it makes only the best.
Bids have been invited for the electric lighting
of the city of Shrevcport, La., for periods of five and
10 years, the number of lights to be not less than
Bids are to be in the
150 and subject to increase.
hands of the city comptroller by April nth. Further particulars may be obtained from the city compC. G. Rives of Shrevcport.

troller,

many

Sterling & Son, dealers in
poles and ties, has been incorporated under the
name of W. C. Sterling & Son Company, with a
The new firm is comi>05cd oi
capital of $100,000,
W. C. Sterling, president Walter P. Sterling, vicepresident
W. C. Sterling, Jr., secretary and treasurer.
The main offices and yards will be located at
Monroe fMich.), Bay City and Omcr. The Bay
City and Omcr office and yards, as well as all the
northern branches of the timber business, will be
The
under the management of W. P. Sterling.
Monroe office, finances, sales and contracts will be
managed by W. C. Sterling, Jr., at Monroe. Mr.
Sterling retires from active business, saying (hat
he has wasted his young years getting rich to the
neglect of shooting, fishing, yachting and ice-boating, to which he will now give proper attention.

The firm

The Belden

factory,

the South will enable him to greet
in returning to that territory.

Sealed proposals are invited by the bureau of supplies and accounts, Navy Department, until March
14th for furnishing the Mare Island and Puget
Sound navy yards with insulating tape, electric wire,
transformers, searchlights, incandescent lamps, elecBlank proposals will be
tric cable, tape and globes.
furnished on application to the navy pay offices at
San Francisco and Seattle.

Owing to general development of its business
and southwestern territory, the
the southern
Standard Underground Cable Company of Pittsburg has established in the city of St. Louis
Mr. E. J. Pietzcker,
its southwestern sales office.
who has been attached to the western sales department, with headquarters in Chicago, for the last
two years, has been appointed manager of the new
Mr.
office and is located at 521 Security Building.
Pietzcker has had many years' experience in the
wire and cable business and his long residence in

;

In the United States Circuit Court for the Southern District of New York, the Electric Storage Battery Company of Philadelphia, on February 4, 1905,
filed a bill accompanied by a motion for a preliminary
injunction, against the National Battery Company
for the infringement of the Exidc battery plate,
made under the Bradbury-Stone patent, which is
owned by the Electric Storage Battery Company.
This is for the staggered or cage-type of grid.

The American

Electric Fuse Company of Chicago
it is said that "The
American Electric Fuse Company against
the Rolfe Electric Company and Qiarles A. Rolfe,
involving the ownership of all the Rolfe pioneer
self-soldering protector patents, was
decided on
February 4, 1905, in favor of the .\merican Electric
Fuse Company. The decision confirms the American
Electric Fuse Company's exclusive right to make
all forms of self-soldering protectors, and makes all
self-soldering protectors made by any other manufacturers infringements on the American Electric
Fuse Company patents. Since the suit was begun
the American Electric Fuse Company has also acquired all of the patents of William Kaisling, which
patents, combined with those of Charles A. Rolfe,
completely cover all forms of self-soldering, self-re-

has issued a circular in which
suit of the

BUSINESS.
W.
lluit

N. Matthews & lirother of St. Louis report
Slombaugh guy anchors have been .idopted for

the following departments of the United Stales government
The United States Army. United States
Navy, United States River Commission and United
States Signal Corps. These different departments
use the anchors for various purposes. The army for
anchoring electric-light and telephone poles. The
navy for anchoring space-telegraph masts in Florida,
Porto Rica, Cuba and Panama. The river commission uses them for anchoring abattis on the Missouri and Mississippi Rivers, and the Signal Corps
for anchoring signal poles.
:

in

The

Brass

Imperial

Company,

Manufacturing

245-247 South Jefferson Street, Chicago, recently
incorporated, has equipped its factory with a full
line of modern machinery for the manufacture of
all kinds of brass, bronze and aluminum work, including casting, machining, polishing, plating, stamping and spinning. The company will also make a line
of specialties, including its Imperial carburetter and
Imperial injector, already in big demand. Charles

pairing or self- restoring heat coil protectors. • * • •

"The American Electric Fuse Company

is

prepared

to replace all infringing self-soldering protectors now
in use, by either Rolfe or Kaisling protectors, of the
latest improved type, at a comparatively smaii additional expense, and will afford to every user of Cook

self-soldering protectors ample time to make the
necessary changes. Under no circumstances, however, will the .American Electric Fuse Company give
its consent to the further use of Cook self-soldering
protectors."

ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.
Issued (United States patent Office)

Railway Signal. Frank L. Dodgson, Rochester, N. v., assignor to the General Railway
Signal Company, Gates, N. Y. Application filed

781,639.

March

Signaling apparatus for a railway comprises a motor
signal at each end of a block, a counter related to each
signal for counting cars entering and leaving the block,
apparatus in both counting devices for automatically controlling the motor and track instruments at opposite ends
of the block for controlling each counter.

Commutator Brush Holder. William Heap
and William A. Barnes, Bolton-le-Moors, EngApplication filed August 15, 1904.
land.

781,650.

Mechanical features of the device are described in the
patent, 'vhich include among other things a pawl and
ratchet mechanism which acts to press the brush firmly
upon the commutator.

Stringer Support for Electric Third Rails.
Plainfield, N. J. Application

781,661.

Frank E. Kinsman,
July 28, 1903.
stringer of wood

filed

is provided with a conductor and
A
with sockets to receive the heads of insulators mounted

upon suitable pins.

Clarence C. Sibley, Perth
Application filed November 24,

Binding Post.

781,686.

Amboy, N.

J.

1902.

A

retainer in substantially annular form has an opening leading through one side and located in the space beThe retainci is
tween the binding post and its head.

sharpened end or prong projecting in
the direction of a conductor and adapted to engage the
latter.
Means prevent the retainer from rotation on the

provided with

a

Battery Company, Philadelphia, Pa.

and

Electric Ingot Extractor.
James R. Speer
Willie H. Baltzell, Pittsburg, Pa. Applica-

tion filed

An

May

17,

1900.

Alternating-current Generator. Emil Ziehl,
781,706.
Application filed September
Berlin. Germany.
30, 1904.
Electrical machines with monophase or polyphase current excitation and giving monophase or polyphase currents are supplied with an energizing winding on the
stationary part with a similar winding on the revolving

Guard for Trolley Wheels.

Hart, Chicago,

111.

June

18,

Application

Negative-plate active material is composed of material
possessed of loose structure, the product being derived

Telegraph. Frank A. Stumm, New York,
Application filed December 4, 1902.

781,752.

N. Y.

Ameliorating current fluctuations in balanced lines used
for purposes of communication is accomplished by determining the mean variation of the main circuit from a
predetermined normal, increasing the resistance of the
main-line circuit to an extent proportionate to the variation thus determined and balancing the main-line circuit

with

resistance thus

its

Merwin M.

Application filed April

Automatic System of Signaling for Electric
Railways. Samuel M. Young, New York, N. Y.
Application filed November 15, 1904.

781,757.

A system of automatic signaling for electric railways
comprises a source of power current, a source of signaling current, a trackway divided into block sections,
means for rendering the block sections electrically continuous for the power current and electrically separated
for tlie signaling current, a signaling device actuated by
the power current and means controlled by the difference
of potential between the rails, which will control the
passage of the power current through the signaling ap-

Neutral Relay. Charles D. Olsen and John
M. Kinnear, Denver, Colo. Application filed Au-

781,736.

gust 1, 1904.
The main lever and sounder of a neutral relay contains
an auxiliary magnet for automatically holding the main

Electrical Dental Furnace.

worth, Cleveland, Ohio.

Luther L. Bos-

Application filed

March

is held in position and the auxiliary lever is away
from its back stop. A short-circuit around the auxiliary
magnet is closed by the auxiliary lever when the latter
it against its back stop.
(See cut on next page.)

lever

S.

Barber, Brooklyn, N. Y.

February

Enas-

Ap-

1902.

electric spark igniter is

24,
described

among

the other

features of the valve gear.

System of

781,805.

Bodde,

dore

Distribution.

Schenectady,

November

filed

Electrical
18,

N.

Y.

Theo-

Application

1903.

Combined with a multiphase transmission circuit are
two or more sets of transforming apparatus so related
that the phases of
quent groups occur
phases in the first
nected to all the

the secondary current in the subseat times, dividing the interval between

group.
Rectifymg apparatus is consets and transmitting lines lead to
translating devices and receive in series the rectified
currents of the several groups and phases.
(See cut on
next page.)

Battery.
781,817.
Uri D. Foster,
assigtior of one-half to Albert

den, Conn.

The

Application

filed

Meriden, Conn.,
Foster, Meri-

W.

September

30, 1904.
features of the battery are a carzinc, an antispla^h device between the jar and
an antisplash device between the carbon and
scrcw-ihreaded member sccircd to the zinc, a
surrounding the screw- threaded member and

characteristic

bon and a
carbon,
zinc, a

washer

mounted on the zinc, means for airproofing the joint between the zinc and carbon and means to hold the washer
in place.

C

Telegraphy. William
A. Hammel, BalMd.. and Joshua W. Gore, Chapelhill,
Application filed September 4, 1900.
Means for sending induced electrical impulses over

Circuit Controller.
Louis Pfingst, Boston,
Mass., assignor to the Pfingst Electric Manufacturing Company, Kittery, Me. Application filed
April 4, 1904.

An

electric

circuit

or breaking the circuit

781,793-

M.

or switch for closing
supported by the regular brake

controller
is

Sanitary Attacliment for Telephones. Isaac
Slocum, Boston, Mass. Application ^ filed

June

22,

N.

C.

A

1904.

Electrical dental furnace comprises a two-part separable
muffle having one part telescoped within the other and
a heating coil covered in between the parts.

1904.

the line have a switch included in the line circuit.
coherer is connected with the switch and signaling de%'iccs
are controlled by the coherer and a key" including the
switch.
battery and a ground connection for the
switch are supplied, whereby the key of the coherer can
be included in circuit with either side of the line.

A

Coin-controlled Apparatus for Delivery of
Liquids. Erik C. Janson, Stockholm, Sweden,
assignor to Adolf Ohman, Stockholm, Sweden.
Application filed May 24, 1904.

781,828.

The

coin in falling into the slot closes a circuit in
This raises a ^-alve
to flow into a measvessel.
^^'hen the vessel is full a float opens
the circuit and thus closes the valve, at the same time
allowing the liquid to flow out into a glass.

which is included an electromagnet.
and allows the fluid to be measured
uring

Multiple-contact
Bride, Denver, Colo.

781,842.
described.

Trolley.

Lewis M. Mc-

Application

filed

Jul}' 5,

1904.

Storage-battery Electrode. Elmer A. Sperry,
Cleveland, Ohio, assignor to the National Battery
Comp?.ny, Buffalo, N. Y. Application filed January 27, 1904.

781,795.

A storage battery electrode consists of a frame having
openings containing electrode sections. Each section comsupport carrying actire material secured to t!i>frame by a rigid union along the middle of its upper
edge, but free at its ends.

prises a

lever in the position to which

has been attracted by
it
an energized differential magnet after the latter has been
deenergized.
An auxiliary lever is located in proximity
to the differential magnet and a circuit is closed to energize the auxiliary and sounder magnets when the main

An

Ada
filed

timore,
781,762.

1904.
of the trolley wheel, which is rotatably
mounted thereon, carries idler guard wheels on each
Inwardly projecting lugs are
side of the trolley wheel.
placed on the inner faces of the guard wheels.

signor to

781,823.

paratus.

15,

The head

781,802.
Valve and \'alve Gear for Explosive
gines.
William Barber, Brooklj-n, N. Y.,

plication

1903.

781,785.

electric traveling crane carries the ingot extractor.

781,721.

1905-

from expansion and disintegration induced by reducing
and discharging a mixture of active and inert materials.

5,

781,688.

7.

Paul Seeliger, Hagen, Germany, assignor to the Electric Storage
filed

27, 1903.

J-cbrua>-y

Negative Pole Plate.

781,745.

Telephone Receiver. Axel R. ThoUander,
Chicago, 111. Application filed October i, 1904.
Combined with a casing and diaphragm are a magnet,
a bridge piece fixed in the front end of the casing and
through which the ends of the magnet extend, and an

781,797.

adjusting block which is fastened between the ends of the
magnet and is adjustably' supported on the bridge piece.

The

trolley pole is provided with an arm connected to
the pole.
trolley wheel is mouuted on the pole, another
on the arm. Means are connected between the trolley

A

wheels and the pole and arm whereby the wheels turn
at right angles to their vertical rotative plane independent of the pole and arm and of each other.
781,873.

Wireless Telegraphy.
Patrick B. Delany,
Application filed July 10,
J.

South Orange, N.
1903.

Combined with the coherer is a relay and its circuit
and a tapper magnet, whose circuit is controlled by the
relay.
A second magnet, whose circuit is also controlled
by the relay, has means under the control of the second
magnet whereby the winding of the relay is shunted
from its circuit each time the relay armature lever is
moved from its normal or retractive .position. A local
circuit contains a receiver and is also controlled by the
second magnet.
(See cut on next page.)
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Dynamo

781,878.

Henri A. E.
Application filed August
Machine.

Electric

Harle, Paris, France.

February

tightly together by an iron casing.
Longitudinal interstices are left between the iron wires, which reach to
the face of the pole.
(See cut.)

1902.

12,

a stator and a
provided with terminals for polyIndependent, stationphase current and a commutator.
ary commutator brushes equal in number to the phases
which the machine is arranged to receive or deliver are
provided, and also an external lead from each of the

Tlic dynamo-electric
rotor, the rotor being

machine comprises

brushes.

Telephony.
Application

781,888.

Pa.

A common

battery

with movable

means

Isidor
filed

Philadelphia,
Kitsee,
4, 1901.

April

is used in the exchange togetlier
for one terminal of each of the
series of movable means is consubscriber's circuits.
nected to one terminal of the battery circuit, the movable means o*f the outlying circuits being connected each
electrically to one of the series of the movable battery
device.
Two of the outlying circuits are connected by
two plugs.

A

System of Electrical Distribution. Charles
Stone, Schenectady, N. Y., assignor to the
Electric Company.
Application filed

781,919.

W.

Trolley.
781,962.
Edward H.
Pa., assignor of one-half to

E.
Pa.

Weaver and Louis H.
Application

Rosenthal, Pittsburg,

September

filed

Pittsburg,

Miller,

Harry Carr, Harry
30,

Dynamo-electric Machine.
Hartford, Conn.
Application

Joseph Sachs,
filed September

1903.
In combination are a generator armature, a motor armaand a common magnetic system, in which both the
A common source of magnetomotive
force and means other than the source for magnetically
strengthening the flux through either of the armatures
at the expense of the flux through the other are the
other features.
19,

ture

armatures operate.

General

September

30, 1901.
balancing machines are connected between the
mains, and other mains extend from connections between
circuit-breaker is supplied
the balancing machines.
for each main, an auxiliary tripping coil for each circuitbreaker, and means operate upon the tripping of any
one circuit-breaker for energizing the auxiliary tripping

A

set of

A

coils of all of the

circuit-breakers.

Elihu Thomson,
Gas or Fuel Engine.
Swampscott, Mass., assignor to the General
Electric Company", Schenectady, N. Y. Application filed February 14, 1898.

1905

lever, a spring connected with the lever to hold it
mally in contact with a portion of the circuit and means
operated by the signaling mechanism to tilt the lever
and break the local circuit at the completion of the

operation of the signaling devices.

Telegraph System.
William E. Athearn,
Brooklyn, N. Y. Application filed June 2, 1902.
A quadruples system is described, containing among
other things current-transmitting devices and a damming

782,099.

1904.

The trolley wheel is mounted on a long shaft in a
forked trolley harp.
The shaft is provided, on each
side of the wheel, with spiral grooves running toward
the wheel, which always tend to conduct the wire toward the center and onto the trolley wheel.
781,968.

i8,

coil

contiguous to the devices.

Hepler, Smithton, Pa.,
ary 20, 1904.

A bulb containing an
extending therefrom.
the tube and a projection

A

the Union Electric Construction Company,
Philadelphia, Pa. Application filed July I, 1904.

to

Electrically charged magnetizable cable divisions within
the conduit have their end portions extending side by
side past each other and independent of each other.
Securing devices hold the ends of the divisions,

Application

expansible

filed

liquid

rod

conducting

P.

Febru-

has a tube
extends into

is fixed to the rod.
Means are
supplied for adjusting the rod to fb: the projection at
any desired point on a scale and indicate temperatures,
from the liquid and

Asymmetric Shunt for Direct-current Elecof High Inductance.
William S.

782,134.

Magnetizable Conductor Conduit System.
William J. Alexander. Philadelphia. Pa., assignor

781,984.

Cowan

Temperature Alarm.

Electric

782,131.

Circuits

tric

Horry, Niagara Falls, N. Y.
October 29, 1904.

A

Application

filed

direct-current

electric circuit, compfising a main
containing an inductance, contains also a switch
controlling the circuit, and an asymmetric shunt circuit
arranged to furnish a discharge path for the current
generated in the inductance when the switch is opened.

circuit

781,921.

The only

electrical

feature about the engine

is

an

elec-

Walter

Circuit Closer.
781,993.
geles, Cal., assignor

Moss, Los Angeles,

Bell,

J.

Los An-

one-half to Leon F.
Application filed Oc-

of
Cal.

tober

9, 1903.
electromagnet is mounted on a car.
A circuitthe primary circuit is arranged to be operated
by the magnet- A circuit-closer in the operating circuit
is operated by the closing of the primary circuit.

An

Means

Pi-otection Against Short-circuits.
Charles E. Barrj', Schenectady, N. Y.,
assignor to the General Electric Company, SchenApplication filed July 15, 1904.
ectady, N. Y.
In combination with a conductor is a source of powe

781,931.

for

closer in

782,007.

Third Rail.

Leonard T. Crabtree, Cran-

Application

don, Wis.

filed

April

August

cation filed

30,

1904.

Details are described.

Wireless

Telegraphy. George O. Squier,
San Francisco, Cal. Application filed November

782,181.
10,

1904.

Means

14, 1904.

for

shunting a portion of the electromagnetic

waves absorbed by living vegetable organisms, through
a branch electrical circuit, and a suitable receiving device operated by the waves thus shunted are the points
upon which the patent is based.

from the supports.

ilated

Telephone Toll Register. George A. Long,
Hartford, Conn., assignor to the Gray Telephone
Pay Station Company, Hartford, Conn. Appli-

782,150.

i.

mi
I

—NEUTRAL

NO. 781,736.

NO. 781,805.

RELAY,

_
._:ed thereto, a magnet winding connected between
the conductor and the opposite polarity of the system, a
normally closed switch controlled by the magnet wmding
and means controlled by the switch for breaiang the
connection between the conductor and the source.

Edward
Alternating-current Apparatus.
Bennett, Pittsburg, Pa., assignor to George
Westinghouse, Pittsburg Pa. Application filed

781,932.

October

—ELECTRIC
;2,028.

DISTRIBUTING SYSTEM.

Frank Holden,

Coin-freed Electric Meter.

Rugby, England, assignor

to the

General ElecApplication-

Company, Schenectady, N. Y.
filed March 3, 1903.

tric

Prepayment
comprising

a

mechanism

is

measuring-out

embodied
element,

in the meter.
coin-controlled

mechanism for deflecting the element, means operated
by the meter for returning the clement to its initial posi-

Electric Arc Lamp. Albert G. Da.vis and
John E. Hubbell, Schenectady, N. Y., assignors
the General Electric Company, Schenectady,

781,937-'

element

operatively

connect

ters.

7,

1904.

non-consuming electrode, a consuming electrode, a
non-consuming
the
device carried by
electrode, means for causing the puncturing device to
engage the consuming electrode in the feeding operation
of the lamp and means for moving the film-puncturing
device out of the arc-path after an arc is started between
the electrode are the characteristic parts of the lamp.

Vapor Electric Apparatus. John T. H.
Dempster, Schenectady, N. Y., assignor to the
General Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y.
Application filed June 27, 1904.

781,938.

An exhausted envelope or container holds a main
combined negative electrode and
positive electrode.
positive electrode consists normally of coalescing bodies
of mercury. Means permit of passing current through the
mercury and other means act upon the current for
breaking the continuity of the mercury between the

A

781,945.

cago,

Meter. Edward S. Halsey,
assignor to the General Electric
Schenectady, N. Y. Application

Electric
111.,

pany,

March

filed

1902.
In an electric meter are a mercury receptacle, an armature mounted for rotation therein, a magnet having a
pole piece in proximity to the armature and means for
decreasing the resistance of"T^ a stationary return path
---- <-'^
•
'
'
's generated

781,957.
tors.

13,

Field-magnet Core for Dynamos and MoKeiiiro Kishi, Tokio, Japan. Application

filed August 25, 1902.
Magnet cores are cast into the yoke of the field magnet,
each of which consists of a bundle of iron wires held

tlie

trolley wire.

Apparatus for

Operating Electric Signals
Elevators.
Henry Pedersen, Brooklyn,
Application filed June 20, 1902. Original application filed July 18, 1899.
Electric signal apparatus embodies a movable device
movable at a given rate of speed, two or more groups of
contacts provided with conductors, each of which is
yieldingly attached to the device, and a stop device for
each group of contacts, whereby each group of contacts
adjusted relatively to the movable device by
for

N. Y.

A'ith

Frank Holden, Rugby,
Electric Meter.
England, assignor to the General Electric Company, Schenectad}^, N. Y. Application filed Sep-

782,030.

tember

23,

1903.

In a motor meter are a continuously rotatable armature, collector brushes connected with its terminals, a reversing switch in circuit with the brushes and means
for

automaticaly operating the switch.

Thermal Cut-out. Charles E. Loclavood
and George A. Lutz, New York, N. Y. Appli-

782,038.

cation filed October 28, 1903.

nd provided with bayonet slots opening through the
inner edges of the caps and screws passing through the
slots and the casing and connected with the fuse wire

Chi-

Com-

accidentally leaves

Reissue.
12,313.

Prepayment Attachment for Electric MeFrank Holden, London, England, assignor
to the General Electric Company, Schenectady,
N. Y. Application filed September 4, 1902.

82,029.

A

film-puncturing

it

the

to

Application filed July

In an electric railway having an overhead feed wire
and supporting span wires, a trolley controller is used
which is actuated by fluid pressure so as to maintain the
required trolley contact on the wire and to lower the
trolley automatically to a predetermined point below the

span wires when

13, 1902.

Combined with a current-using means of variable receptivity are a cut-out having a coil in series with the
means and a movable armature for the coil that serves
to close a shunt around the coil and current-using means
when the coil is deenergized.

N. Y.

Trolley-pole
Controller.
Clarence
V.
Greenamyer, Los Angeles, Cal., assignor to
William Hyman Holabird, Los Angeles, Cal.
Application filed February 4, 1903.

782,195.

Induction Motor. Henry G. Reist, Schen782,054.
ectady, N. Y., assignor to the General Electric

Company, Schenectady, N. Y.
July

II,

Application

filed

1904.

In an alternating- current motor are a rotor body, conductors carried thereby, a conducting ring of smaller
diameter than the rotor, and U-shaped conductors, each
connecting a number of the rotor conductors to the ring.

Automatic Alarm Telegraph.
Albert D.
Shaw, New York, N. Y. Application filed April

782,066.
15,

1904.

EXPIRING PATENTS.
Following is a list of electrical patents (issued by
the United States Patent Office) that expired on
February 14, 1905
:

Galvanic Battery. T. SI. Foote, Boston, Mass.
Printing Telegraph. J. H. Lini-jlle, Philadelphia, Pa.
Telephone System. E. P. Trayer and G. H. Kugler,
New York, N. Y.
Combined Telegraph Kev and Sounder. B. Oehmen,
377,862.
New York.
Electromtdical Apparatus.
T. R. TenBroech, New
377,872.
York, N. Y.
Telegraphy.
C. Ader, Paris, France.
377>879.
Current Regulator for Dynamo Electric Machines.
377,884.
W. A. Crowdus and H. M. Sutton, Dallas, Tex.
Support for Electric Conductors. M. J. Hart, New
377.894.
377>745377,7^3377,788.

Orleans, La,
Secondary
377.895.
phis,

Electric

Clock.

W.

B.

Harvey,

Mem-

Tenn.

Electric Bell.
377.916.
J. IJ. Tirrell, Somerville, Mass.
Tubular Metallic Pole for Telegraphic and Other
377.953Uses. A. Mills. U. S. Army.
System of Electrical Conversion. E. N. Dickerson,
377i994Jr., New York, N. Y.
DjTiamo Electric Machine, R. Eickemever, Yonkers,
577.996.

N. Y.
378,021.

Underground

Electrical

Conduit.

R.

F.

Silliman,

Troy, N. Y,
378.029.

Electric Current Indicator,

E. P. Warner, Chicago.

111.

Telephone Exchange Central Office Connection.
378.030.
E. P. Warner, Chicago, 111.
Telephone Transmitter.
T. A.
Edison. Menio
178,044.
Park, N.

J.
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Power Plant and Sub-stations for London Underground Railway.
now

as this

is

No. 8

25, 1905

the most interesting part of the installa-

It should be said, however, that the Lots Road
generating station of the company is destined to
supply electrical energy for working the whole of
the system belonging to the Di'ilrict Railway Company, and also the followmg deep-level tube railways: The Baker Street and Waterloo, the Great
Northern, Piccadilly and Brompton, the Charing
Cross, Euston and Hampstead, as well as the Edgware and Hampstead line, which is a surface railway yet to be constructed. These lines amount to
over 63 miles of track, the District Company repre-

tion.

Mr. C. T. Yerkes
came to London with the express intention of changing the cheerless conditions prevailing upon what
was known as the "Inner Circle," the main steam
railway encircling the heart of London, Everybody
realized the magnitude of the task, which was not
minimized by the fact that more than one company
was interested in the question of a change in the
mode of traction. That electric traction was the
It

is

several years since

thc installation of 16 more. Each posMSMS 5.212
square feet of heating surface, and is provided with
a superheater of 672 square feet area. They are
divided up into sets of eight, the number requircj
to operate each turbine unit at full load. There is

no steam connection Ijctwcen the various groups
except in one case, where a header for supplying
steam to the auxiliaries is fed from two of them
Chain-grate stoking gear is provided, with 83 square
feet of surface for each boiler.
Economizers with
lo-foot tubes are grouped behind the boilers, with
a by-pass flue, and the total pipe area installed al-

LOTS ROAD POWER HOUSE FOR LONDON UNDERGROUND RAILW
only solution was self-evident, but there were several
engineers advising the Metropolitan company the
partner in the transaction that the high-tension

—

—

single-phase system would best adapt itself to the
The advisers of Mr. Yerkes,
on the other hand, strongly advocated the low-tension continuous-current system, and so, naturally, a
complete deadlock occurred. The consequence was
that most expensive arbitration proceedings
took
place to determine which system should be adopted,
continuous-current
and, as is now well known, the
system gained the day. Mr. Yerkes' main stumbling
block was thus removed, and he forthwith set to
work to marshal his forces and make a start upon

conditions obtaining.

arduous task. How he has succeeded the following article will show.
All the work has been carried out without any
cessation of the existing steam service no mean feat
his

—

on a track where the trains of three companies
were continuously running right into the small hours
of the morning. A map of all the lines controlled
by the Underground Electric Railways Company of
London has already appeared in the Western Electrician (June 21, I8O2), and in the following notes
this,

chief attention

is

paid to the sub-station equipment,

senting

and will unitedly represent by
and densest traffic of any electric

40 miles,

far the heaviest
line.

Lots Road Power House.

_,

-

Necessarily the joining together in one working
all of considerable
importance, has called for a generating station of

scheme of so many undertakings,

unusual proportions and design, and the now pr.ictically completed Lots Road power house contains
60.000 horsepower of generating plant, covers over

and has cost some $12,500,000.
upon which the station stands measures
and has a depth of S24
feet.
There are four large chimneys, built on the
Custodis principle with a height of 275 feet and
an internal diameter of 19 feet. The arrangement
of the boilers on two floors is a decidedly novel
one in England, but represents nothing new in American practice. Coal is taken direct from the barges
to the conveyors.
Mr. J. R. Chapman, like Mr.
;5^ acres of land,

The

site

1,100 feet facing the river,

Yerkes, formerly of Chicago,

is

responsible for the

Westlnghouse alternators are of the revolving-field
type, and on a non-inductive load w-ill supph' a
current of 2S9 amperes per phase at a pressure of
ii.coo volts.

design.

The

lows 1.540 square feet of feed-water-heating surface
per boiler.
The main steam piping runs down the boiler-house
side of tlie dividing wall and under tlie engineroom floor to the turbines, and is supplied with the
usual valves and water pockets.
In the engine room there are Installed eight WestInghouse steam-turbine generating sets, each consisting of a turbine of 7,300 brake horsepower,
coupled direct to a three-phase alternator of 5.500kilowatts capacity. The former are of the Westinghouse single-cylinder, double-flow type, and are designed to run with a steam pressure of 165 pounds
per square inch, a superheat of 100° F. and at a
speed of 1,000 revolutions per minute. They are
capable of sustaining an overload of 50 per cent, by
aid of automatic by-passes, and are extremely economical in steam consumption. The three-phase

boiler-

water-tube

house contains 64 Babcock & Wilcox
supported directly on the steel

boilers

framework of

the building,

and space

is

left

for

They

are of 5.500 kilowatts capacity,

with a frequency of 33.3 per second. The revolving
Is a solid forging of Whitworth fluid-pressed

field

steel

of good permeability', and

is

wound

in

the
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usual manner. The armature core of laminated
iron is supported by a heavy cast-iron frame, divided

and

horizontally,

wound

is

in

slots

on

its

iiiner

surface.

The
citer

auxiliary plant
units

consist

of

as follows:

is

an

The four ex-

Allen-British-Thomson-

Houston combination, and have a capacity

of

125

kilowatts at 12s volts when running at 375 revolutions per minute.
The condensers are on the dry-vacuum principle,

with

air and water pumps.
between the two rows of

separate motor-driven

They are

installed in pits

and have each 15,000 square feet of cooling surface which is fed with circulating water
conveyed through 66-inch pipes from the Thames.
The cooling system is based on the principle of
the syphon, and the 20-inch centrifugal pumps have
simply to overcome the friction in these pipes.
The switch gear is arranged on three galleries
placed principally across the north side of the engine
room. It was supplied by the British Thomsonturbines,

tions

may

be so connected as to use the feeders sep-

arately or in parallel, as desired, and similar selector
switches being included in the rotary circuits, a very
flexible

and convenient

The pressure

laid

in

Doulton stoneware ducts.

Ham to Hounslow and from Sudbury
Wimbledon and Richmond. These points form

from East
to

approximately the bounds of the company, and are
primarily supplied v.'ith power from Lots Road.
As all the sub-stations are to a great degree similar
in design and construction, it will suffice to select
one of them for description.
Three-phase current at 11,000 volts is supplied
from Chelsea by means of four feeders, and after
being converted to direct current at approximately
600 volts, is conveyed by 24 cables to the track rail.
In addition, there are direct-current feeders that
supply current to the tube stations for operating

all

lifts
and alternating-current feeders set apart
for the lighting of the stations and tunnels. Typical
views are given of the company's sub-stations.
Westinghouse spark-gap lightning arresters pro-

the

tect the high-tension feeders directly

upon their en-

from the former. The current is transformed down, and then passes through a triple-pole
switch and a small separate set of bus bars to the
low-tension alternating-current bus bars, which are
divided up into three sections, each feediiig twc^
lighting circuits.
These run in duplicate to the
District Railway, the Charing Cross, Euston and
Hampstead Railway and the Baker Street and
Waterloo Railway, respectively, and are each prcH
vided with integrating wattmeters for measuring
distinct

The switchboard instruments and

^^*'^3

of the Metropolitan District Rail-

current to the southern half of
the Inner Circle, and to a very wide area extending

secured.

however, to couple up the sections, so that the
lighting will not be interfered with in the event of
a sub-station breaking down or being stopped.
A triple-pole automatic oil switch is interposed
between the main sw'itchboard and the high-tension
lighting panels, which are mounted separately and
ble,

their consumption.

SUB-ST.ITIONS.

The sub-stations
way supply direct

is

formers for the alternating-current lighting circuits
are connected to the middle set of bus-bar selector
switches, which arrangement makes it possible to
supply the load from either pair of incoming feeders.
The circuit to the primaries of the step-down
transformers is completed by isolating and main oil

There

are 24 sub-stations on the line, to each of which a
duplicate feeder is run; 64 ducts have therefore
been laid, which allow for some extension. The
feeders are carried through the streets to the Earl's
Court station of the District Railway, which is the
nearest point to Lots Road.

arrangement

transformers, used in connection with

the measuring instruments, are also provided with
selector switches, and thus may be fed from any
The transparticular pair of bus bars if necessary.

Houston Company, and all the high-tension switches
are motor-operated by means of a low-pressure circuit controlled from a small pilot switchboard.
The cables were supplied by a British concern,
and are

Februar}' 25. 1905

eration as the isolating switches, these bus-bar sec-

^

switches in series, and connection is made from
secondaries to the collecting rings of the rotaries
through sets of three single-pole knife switches.
The main oil switch of each converter is hand-operated in the ordinary way, but it is also fitted with
the

an overtoad time-limit

relay,

which comes into op-

if a prolonged short-circuit or overload occurs. In addition there is a push button on the switchboard, the
pressing of which will electrically open the main

eration, automatically tripping the switch,

switch.

Two knife switches, one for each pole, are provided for the direct-current side of the rotary converter, and there is also a reverse-current circuitbreaker in the negative side and the usual equalizing
switch, which latter, however, is not placed on the
switchboard, but on a cast-iron pillar close to the
machine. A small induction motor, coupled direct
to the shaft, is provided for starting each rotary, and

are

controlling gear

mounted upon polished blue Vermont marble

which, collectively, give a total length of
69 feet four inches.
Beginning from the right-hand side, there are first
the six alternating-current lighting panels, referred
Each pair of these contains two doubleto above.
panels,

two ammeters, one integrating
wattmeter, two 800-ampere triple-pole knife switches
and one triple-pole 1,000-ampere switch for connecting the sub-lighting bus bars and the main bus bars.
There are also two triple-pole two-way lOO-ampere
switches, for starting the fan motors that supply
cooling air to the transformers, and one triple-pole
main switch, for disconnecting the lighting transformer on the low-tension side. The usual swingpole circuit-breakers,

arm is attached to these panels, in this case carryiirg a 300-volt instrument, and plugs and sockets
are provided that will allow of its connection to any
phase and any low-tension feeder for purposes
of voltage measurement. The four in-coming highing

tension feeders are connected, two each, to two instrument panels placed adjacent to the lighting secThese panels are fitted each with
tion of the board.
six

300-ampere

ammeters, two

synchroscopes, two

two polyphase

integrating wattmeters and

reverse-

of the incurrent relays. Adequate
struments is obtained by four incandescent bracket'
fittings.
The two red signal lamps below the ammeters are so connected with the two main feeder
switches that they will light up, and so warn the
attendant in the event of either of these opening
automatically on a fault. These panels also contain two push buttons for tripping the main oil
sw'itches and two voltmeter switches, one for each

illumination

feeder.

_-

Following the feeder section of the board, there

CROSS SUB-STATION FOR LONDON UNDERGROUND
trance into the building, after which they pass to
isolating switches of a single-knife pattern and operated by a long insulating pole fitted with a hook
at the end.
These switches are, of course, only
used upon rare occasions, their function being to
cut the pressure off from the oil-brake, feeder
switches when cleaning or repairs are to be undertaken. Like arrangements are made upon the other
side of the oil switches, that is, between them and
the bus bars. Reverse-current relays are installed
for the protection of the high-tension feeders from
the sub-station end, and thus, if a short-circuit occurs on any feeder, current will not flow to it from
the sub-station bus bars.
The main high-tension bus bars are divided into
four sections, each of which has one feeder and one
rotary converter connected to it. By the agency of
selector switches of the same type and method of op-

switch is placed on the alternating-current converter panel of the switchboard.
As direct current is supplied from this sub-station
to three railway systems controlled by the Lenderground Electric Railways Company, it has been
necessary to split the positive bus bar up into three
sections on the far side of the main load panel, and
in each of these is interposed a suitable direct-curThe first and second
rent integrating wattmeter.
its

meters measure the power in one train section and
four track feeders, and the third, that in two track
feeders.
The three other cables that convey the
current for operating the

lifts

are fitteed in a like

are four alternating-current low-tension panels for
the rotary converters, each of which contains a large

ammeter, one power-factor meter
and one polypiiase. overload, time-limit relay. Red
lamps are also fitted and connected with the main

illuminated-dial

switches for the purpose described above. The alternating-current side of the rotary is controlled by
three large single-pole knife switches, placed conveniently on thelower portion of the panel, and the
sub-base of each contains a starting switch for the
induction motor used for starting the converters.
Centrally placed above the four panels is a Westsynchroscope
mounted on a doubleinghouse

manner.

jointed bracket

All lighting is carried out on the three-phase system, each sub-station being responsible for as much
as lies half way between it and the neighboring ones.

direction.

By

the use of interconnecting switches

it

is

possi-

The four

that enables

it

to be turned in

direct-current panels for the

any

same ma-

chines stand next, and contain each one 4,000-ampere circuit-breaker, with a reverse-current relay

:

,

cliruary 25,
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one larRc illiiniin;ao(l-ill;il amnittcr, one
vollmelcr plug swilcli, two 4,000-amperc sinRlc-poIc
knife swilclics and a rlicoslat dial switch on the sub-

;{|l;ichmeiil,

follows llic main load panel upon which
mounted an illnminatcd-dial voltmcler for the
bars and another similar one for the machines
and an ilhiininated-dial ammeter that measures the
Next is the wattmeter panel,
tul;il bus-bar current.
of 8,000, 6,000 and
cnnlaininff three instruments
.l.(HK) anii)eres capacity, respectively, which are used
for nu'lerinK the power supplied to the three lines
'ilien

are

liiis

mentioned. The lift panels follow this, three
in number, and are each fitted with a suitable watlinc'ler for measuring the power absorbed by lach
After these come 12
railway in its lift circuit.

liiforc

Iraiu-seclion and track-feeder panels with a capacity
each of 3,000 amperes. 'I'liey are individually fitted
as follows;
Two single-pole, 3,cioo-amperc circuitlireakers,

one 4,000-ampere illuminated-dial ammeter

and two 3,000-aniperc single-pole knife switches.
This dnublc-pole arrangement is necessary, as bull]

the magnets mounted on top raise the
contacts with (he assistance, initially, of a pair of
balance springs, and through the agency of a system of levers that give a straight-line motion. The
switch Is kept clo.sed by a toggle joint, which auto-

Chicago Traction Developments.

In closing,

matically locks the levers, hut upon putting the
tripping gear Into action, the toggle is released, and

The

last two weeks have brouglit considerable
development In Chicago traction afliir
I'!,,
nrw
owners of the Chicago City Itailw..
.c
organized and elected ofTiccrs, and
:
Is to announce that the strccl-railwa;,
]^.
extensively Improved regardless of co",
i!'- outr
come of franchi.sc-cxtenslon ncgotialionj. Wlih the
Union Traction Company nothing new has developed
except that Mayor Harrison In two commuiilraiions
<

by a powerful spring, causes the
to drop to the open position.
The oil tanks, which may be readily disengaged from the contacts, are constructed of heavy
sheet metal and lined Interiorly with an insulating

gravity,

assisted

cross-bar and

contacts

cement molded to fit closely around the terminals
and moving contacts. The amount of oil required
and fire risk are thus reduced to a minimum, and

wooden rod carrying the contact piece interposes an effectual barrier between the two terminals
the

of each pole.

The lank

with a gauge glass that shows
and draining and refilling
arrangements arc provided that allow the oil to be
the

rlianu.

is

level

oil

(I

fitted

at

willioiit

sight,

j,

lining the switch out of service.

to the City Council outlines a plan for a municipal
street-railway system to cover the lines for which
the franchises have expired.
This would lie In

accordance with a resolution passed by the council
on July II, 1904, and would constitute chiefly the
Chicago Passenger Company system and connections
with such other lines as are not protected by the
99-ycar act. The new system would be paid for by
certificates Issued under the provisions of the Mueller law and would then he leased 10 the highest
bidder, putting the rental money Into a sinking fund
which would be used to take up the certificates
when they fall due and to prepare for the time

when

the city might

assume the operation of the

property.

New

Officials of South Side Co»ip.\nv.

The directors chosen by the new owners of the
Chicago City Railway stock have elected Thomas
E. Mitten of Buffalo, N. Y., as the new operating
head of the road. Mr. Mitten will be the first vicepresident and will assume his duties on March 1st.
No president was elected and there Is no intention
of naming one, for some time at least. J. A. Spoor
as president of the board of directors and chairman
of the executive committee will be at the head of
the company as far as matters of finance and genThe other

eral policy are concerned.

officers elected

Second vice-president, Lawrence A. Young;
manager, Mason B. Starring; secretarj-,

are:

general

N. Duffy; treasurer, T. C. Penington. Besides
Messrs. Mitten. Young and Spoor, the names of
J. Earling, Robert if. Fair, Edward Morris and
C.

.•\.

A.

P.

Valentine also appear on the board of di-

rectors.

Thomas
the

E. Mitten, the new operating head of
company has had extensive connection with elec-

development, folabout eight years in

tric-railway

lowing

He

steam-railroad service.
International

is

manager of

at present general

Tract

oi
Company of Buffalo and Niagara Falls, having been
the

the

company

since 1901.

Lakewood and Golden
and negative-current rails are insulated
from earth throughout.
The bus bars, which are built up of six by onefourth-inch copper strap, are arranged with a ventilating space between each section, instead of being
clamped together solid, as is frequent practice.
The small wiring of the switchboards, which so
often constitutes a danger, has been very carefully
carried out, and is neat and at the same time thor-

the positive

oughly mechanical.
The low-tension alternating-current ammeters are
all operated by small series transformers, which In
themselves are decidedly unique. They consist only
of a magnetic circuit and a secondary winding, and
all that is necessary is to slip them over the switch
studs which form the primary, inducing by the virtue of the current flowing in them the secondary

The small double-pole two-way

By

such as cable ends, series transformer,

Chicago and Eastern

The

risks

and

accessibility

Railway subthe British Westinghouse

was awarded to
Company, which is responsible for the design, manufacture and installation of all the buildings and plant.
stations

S. L. Barriett of the Barriett Electric Company of
Cincinnati died suddenly in Dayton, Ohio, last week.

his

He was

degree. In similar but horizontal cells the
high-tension bus bars are placed, and the lightning
arresters have each a separate compartment with a
fireproof door completely isolating it, but rendering
access easy.

of
of

reputation in the design
machiner}', one

electrical

products

his

being

the

effected

well-known Cincinnati moHe was at one time associated with the Sprague Electric Company and worked out

through gearing by large levers; as before men-

various controlling devices for

tioned,

that

the

is

used

for

sub-stations,

all

and

the

this

tor.

oil-break
is

they are electrically tripped.
The switches are erected in a masonry structure
with each of their three poles, and the oil tank in

which they are immersed,

in a separate fireproof comTwo stationarjn contacts mounted in large
porcelain insulators are provided for each pole, one
being connected to the incoming lead and the other
to the outgoing.
The movable contact consists of

copper bridge piece mounted on the end of a
strong wooden rod, which latter is fastened at the
upper end to a cross-bar common to all three poles.

a

company.

Mr. Barriett

organized

the Cincinnati

Motor Company, the

Electric
L.

S.

partment.

BARRIETT.

name of which on July 1st
,,...
the directors changed to
,

last

Company

,

j

»

honor of him.
spent on the equipment of the factory before any work was done, supplying it with all

the

Barriett

Electric

in

Much money was

sorts

of automatic apparatus

company was
a

to

new

after his

ideas.

The

also equipped for the manufacture of
motor, upon which Mr. Barriett was working.

E.

mittex.

Milwaukee, and his success

him to Buffalo to prepare for handling
the Pan-American Exposition
crowds.
He was
bom in Susseex, England, in 1865, and came to the
United States in i88o. At the age of 19 he began
his, railroad career

as a telegraph operator for the
Illinois road.

Replibucaks on Traction Issue.

contract; for all of the District

great

in

for

freedom from fire and shock
for cleaning and repair.

:

an inventor of considerable note and had earned

operation

electricitj'

there led

"off,"

on an incombustible brick wall, divided into
small cells, fire and life risks are minimized to a

Hand

substituted

or vice versa. The essential features of
this oil-break switch may be shortly summarized as
follows
A positive and direct action, the maintenance of the open position by gravity, the immersion
of all live parts in oil, high insulation and great
to

etc.,

switches

he

steam on many of the company's lines near Denver. After
two years in Colorado he went THOM.\s

.Death of S. L. Barriett.

the arrangement of the whole of the high-tengear,

mounted

knife switch

railroad

on the top of each case is connected in the red
lamp indicating circuit abo^'e mentioned, and is
operated by the movement of the main switch levers,
changing its position as the switch moves from "on"

current that operates the instrument.
sion

While

superintendent of the Denver.

HOUNSLOW SUB-STATION FOR LONDON UNDERGROUND RAILWAY.

OIL SWITCHES, ETC.

i

•

The Republican ?lrty has placed in nomination
John M. Harlan for mayor of the city. Mr. Harlan,
loiown, does not believe in immediate municipal
ownership, but concedes to the voters the right to
pass upon any traction ordinance before it is finally
it is

passed by the council. Adequate facilities for rapid
and inexpensive transportation he considers as the
immediate and vital question for the city to solve.
On the traction question the platform adopted at the
Republican convention says
'Tt is the duty of the City Council and the mayor
to formulate and present to the people a definite
and comprehensive plan for the immediate rehabilitation and improvement of our street-railway service.
This plan should contain ample provision for
municipal ownership and operation when the city
shall be legally and financially able successfully to
adopt it."
"It is our settled conviction that no ordinance
for the solution of the street-railway problem should
be placed upon its final passage until ample opportunity shall have been afforded for a referendum
under the public-opinion law.
If disapproved by
the people, such ordinance should not be passed, for
this particular matter is of such general interest and
of such vital importance to the people that no solution should be adopted of which the people disapprove."

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN
Use

of

Trees

in Military

Space Teleg-

raphy.
forms of space-telegraph apparatus as yet developed some form of metallic aerial
wire, usually vertical and called an antenna, is required when any considerable distances arc to be
spanned. These aerials present one of the principal
items of expense in a station and at the same time
one of the most serious engineering problems of
From a military viewpoint the
the installation.
ability to use space telegraphy without employing
cumbersome masts and accessories which would have
to be transported in the field would add nmch to
the value of this method of communication. As is
well known, the Signal Corps of the United States
Army has done much in the way of equipping various government space-telegraph stations; and quite
prominent in this work is Major George O. Squier.
To Major Squier a patent has just been granted
which relates to a method of using trees as the
In

all

successful

known

February

ductors for electromagnetic waves. Again, it is a
general object in space telegraphy to increase the
capacity of the vertical antenna by adding extra

results

This potential-node region has been found
by experiment to be one of the advantageous points
received.

of connection for the receiving circuit.

The arrangement

Major Squier has discovered
all

such

that

for

at

with complete success. Investigation
has shown that the point (N) may be a point of
electrical connection with the tree through its main
trunk or stem, its branches, buds or leaves.
Figs. 2 and 3 show simple methods of transmit-

waves by the invention. Manifestly, the
waves may be impressed upon the aerial
through the medium of an oscillation transformer
or in any other suitable manner. Since the capacity
of an aerial wire is increased by the presence near
it of another conductor, the aerial wire {\\)
(inditing electric

electrical

cated in Fig. 2) may be placed at various distances
from the trunk or stem of the tree and parallel
thereto to produce changes in the efficiency of transmission.

least;

forms of aerial con-

ductors, plates, or surfaces or other means of absorbing electromagnetic waves ordinarily used can
be entirely dispensed with, using in place living vegetable organisms, such as growing trees, preferably
covered with foliage.
It is well established in the art of space telegraphy
that it is several times more difficult to practice the
system over land than over the sea. It is also known
that this is largely due to the absorption of the
electromagnetic waves by the surface of the earth,
intervening hills, mountains, etc., and by objects
on the surface of the earth, such as buildings and
foliage in general. It has been discovered that grow-

ing vegetation, particularly in the form of

tall

trees

indicated in Fig. I gives good
and have been operated over distances of

several miles

be found of interest.

will

1905

theory indicates, that there is a general potential
node for the electric waves in a region at or near
the base of the tree where the earth line intersects
its trunk or stem.
It has been found by experiment
that a vertical wire-or ant^na grounded at its lower
extremity possesses a potential node at the point
of contact with the earth for electric waves sent or

antenuEe of space-telegraph stations for work in the
field, and a description of his method of operation

moderate distances

25,

no more intimate connection between earth and air, both of which are essentially
involved in wireless telegraphy, than is found in
growing vegetation, which, in fact, lives and grows
from the constituents of both. The main roots of
a tree are covered by innumerable microscopic organized hair roots and rootlets, through the surfaces
of which the tree obtains its nutrition from the soil
and the general vegetable circulation is maintained,
and the fluids thus involved in this circulation in the
organized cells have been found to be good conthat there is

A

Simple Lightning Recorder.^
By Henry

F. Alciatoee.

In the^ latter part of August, 1902, the writer, at
his own expense, constructed and erected in the
local office of the United States Weather Bureau

wires or conducting metallic plates or surfaces. In
the vegetable antenna here proposed the great aggregate surface of the growing leaves elevated from
the surface of the earth acts as the capacity areas
and greatly increases the electrostatic capacity of
the whole.
These leaves act in much the same manner as conducting plates for electromagnetic waves
and can be charged and discharged in the same
general way through the conducting cells and juices

throughout their structure.

In general, this large
surface of growing leaves serves as a large plate
of a condenser, whose other plate is the earth, the

FIG.

I.

USE OF TREES IN MILITARY SPACE TELEGRAPHY.
RECEIVING APPARATUS.

—

covered with foliage, absorb the electromagnetic
waves passing through them to a remarkable degree,
to such an extent that instead of becoming an obstacle to space telegraphy they themselves may be
used for efficient antenna, absorbing the Hertzian
radiation sufficiently to enable the ordinary forms
of electric-wave detectors to be used for the reception and transmission of messages.
Experience has shown the great importance attached to a good ground connecting the transmitting
and receiving antennaa with the earth, and various
expedients are resorted to to secure this. Among
these may be mentioned the burying of large conducting plates in water deep in the earth, or surrounded by coke or other material, or the insertion
of metal strips in the surface of the earth or beneath

stem or trunk of the tree connecting the root system
below. This root system also seems to insure a
good conducting space or area of earth around the
base or foot of such an antenna to a considerable
radial distance and conduces to keeping the surrounding earth bed in a moist and therefore good
conducting state for electric waves.
The accompanying diagrams indicate

'

a

few of

v^^^
Cir-ound

in the vicinity of the foot of the transmitting and
receiving antennae. Experience has also shown the
importance of a good electrical conducting area on

the surface of the ground in the vicinity of the foot
of the antenna, particularly to a distance at least
equal to a quarter of a wave length of the radiations

and numerous suggestions have been made

for increasing this surface conductivity of the earth
by spreading metallic nets or other devices at the

grownumber of roots generally
from the trunk and often

living vegetable antenna, as presented in a

ing tree, with
extending out
to great

its

large

radially

depths, therefore conducts electromiagnetic

waves with great facility, affording an excellent
ground for intimately joining electrically the vertical
antenna to the earth.

The roots of a tree are organized cells filled
with saps or juices composed of water, starch, cellulose, protoplasm, various vegetable acids,

and min-

substances of various kinds, depending upon
conditions well known to the botanist. This
sap has been found to possess electrical conductivity,
and it, as existing in the living cells of growing
vegetable organisms, is well adapted for the transmission of electromagnetic waves. It is also well

eral

many

Orleans,

La.,

a

lightning

\

recorder

filings some of the elecwaves traveling through the air pass through
the filings from one electrode to the other; this
causes the filings to stick together and their electrical resistance is greatly reduced, thereby rendering
it possible for the current from a local battery to
operate a relay in circuit with the filings, which in
turn operates a device that separates the filings and
restores them to their original condition and at the
same time records the passage of the electric waves.
The collector is a hollow cylinder 14 feet long
and II inches in diameter, made of two sheets of
commercial zinc nailed to three disks of wood, one
at each end and the third in the middle.
The edges
of the zincs are soldered. There is an eye hook at
the top of the guy lines and a quarter-inch bolt,
about two inches long, at the bottom, \vhich fits into
an ordinary telegraph glass insulator, fixed to a six
by six wooden board one inch thick nailed to the
floor of the platform, upon which the collector

occurs in the vicinity of the
tric

foot of the antenna, either surrounding it entirely
or in the direction of the distant station or stations.

A

New

which
has proved fairly satisfactory.
Our object was to
obtain automatic records of the hundreds of electric
discharges, visible and invisible, that usually precede
and accompany thunderstorms and to study the same
with a view to increasing the accuracy and value of
local weather forecasts.
The action of the instrument is based upon the
effect that high-tension electric waves in free air,
such as lightning, have upon metal filings suitably
arranged in a glass or other insulating tube between
two metal electrodes, one of which is connected to a
collector above the ground and the other to the earth.
In their normal state the filings rest loosely at the
bottom of the tube between two electrodes about
one-sixteenth inch apart, and their electrical resistance is comparatively high. Now, when lightning
in

it

used,

\

DIAGRAM OF SIMPLE LIGHTNING RECORDER.

the simplest arrangements found in practice to be
successful.

In Fig. I, (N) represents a point of electrical
connection with the tree, formed in any suitable manner, such as driving a metallic nail into the tree.
A suitable detector for electric waves, such as a
coherer or microphone, is shown at (M). The electrical connection with the earth may be made by
any suitable means, such as driving a metallic pin
into the surface.
A telephone or other suitable device is used to interpret the effects caused in the
receiver or detector by the electrical waves. Obviously, the detector (M) may be connected to the
circuit through a suitable oscillation transformer.
For the electrical waves absorbed by a growing
tree, as indicated in Fig. i, it has been found, as

I,

Condensed from the Monthb' Weather Review,

February

25,
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Tin; top of tlic colstands in an upright position.
lector is about no feet above tlic ground.
The coherer, indicated at (C) in the diagran),
consists of a piece of thick glass tube, one-quarter
inch inside diameter, two inches long, into which
are closely fitted two silver electrodes each onequarter inch in diameter and three-eighths of an
inch long, with a piece of copper wire soklered to
The electrode.>i arc about one-sixteenth of an
each.
In the space between thein are placed
inch apart.
a few filings filed from a dime with a coarse file.
One dime will give enough filings for a dozen reThe spaces back of the electrodes are fillerl
ceivers.
with plaster of paris, to keep the moisture out.
The dccoherer is an ordinary jj^-inch electric bell,
10 the hammer of which is soldered a stout piece of
wire, two inches long, at right angles with the axis
of the hammer, and to which the coherer is attached by N piece of insulating tape. When the bell
rings, the filings are shaken and separated.
The relay is of the ordinary kind used in telegraphy and has a resistance, of about 150 ohms.
The fuse is a piece of two-ampere fuse, about
three inches long, such as is used in electric-light
circuits.

A sewer, gas or water pipe, of metal, under the
ground, or a small piece of metal buried in the
earth will answer for a ground.
A small cut-out, with ebony handle, such as is

149

Detroit Public IJgliling Comminsion, having
ascertained that the issue of bonds for the improveTile

ment and enlargement of the
legal, has cut out $22,270 from

plant

would not

and Other Mosquito Traps.

Experiments have been in progress during the last
two or three year? in the direction of insect destruction by mechanical means.
The apparatus shown in
one of the accompanying diagrams is one in which
the mosquito is lured to the device by the tuneful
buzzing sounds of harp-like music produced by
vibrating steel cords, only to meet with death by
shock. Since the first presentation of the
according to a Massachusetts contributor,
who supplies the Western Electrician with this information, the design and mechanism have been improved, and the trap is nearer the stage of success
now. The contrivance is designed for adjustment
upon a pole or other arrangement, so as to make
the apparatus free of access. Fig. i is a sectional
view of the dome, inside of which are found the
hanical devices for performing the work of
electric

device,

destruction. The dome is of cast iron or sheet
may be. The diameter should be
about 40 inches for the full size and reduced to 10
and even five-inch domes for lighter work. The
largest domes are intended for swamps and places

metal, as the case

decoherer and recorder circuits.
piece of No. 10 weatherproof, electric-light wire,

A

to lead from the collector to the coherer, and a
supply of office bell wire for oi^ce connections will
be needed.
The recorder consists of a strong clockwork,
a hollow wooden cylinder 354 inches in diameter
and 3l4 inches long, mounted on an endless screw
fixed to an upright iron support at one end, and a
small door-bell magnet, on whose armature is soldered a self-inking pen made of a hollow brass cone
about one-quarter of an inch in diameter at the base
and one inch long. The cylinder carries a sheet of
paper divided into hour and five-minute spaces, and
makes a complete revolution once every hour.
fresh sheet is placed upon the cylinder every 24
hours. Every time
the
recorder ticks, the pen,
which is suspended over the cylinder about onesixteenth of an inch therefrom, strikes the paper
and imprints thereon a dot.

A

Detroit Lighting Situation.

Dow of the Detroit Edison Company has withdrawn his offer to pay $1,000 for an
Manager Alex

expert

investigation

of

Detroit's

municipal public

The offer was accepted by the city,
owing to the conditions placed on the examination by the aldermen, Mr. Dow has declined to proceed.
It is contended by Mr. Dow that lights are
lighting plant.

but,

not being furnished as cheaply as reported by the
commission.
Alderman Gibbons, chairman of the special council
committee which Is making an investigation of the
prices charged by the Edison company, has requested
the general public to make all complaints known, so
that the matter may be brought to the attention of
Mr. Dow at a meeting to be held soon.
-

dome

insects are to be destroyed.

Some-

oval or bell form, and again it
may be conical. In either event the interior fittings
are about the same. Several of the domes may be

times the

Is

connected in one electrical circuit.
The dome is painted jet black on the outside and
a glossy, attractive white Inside. Every effort Is
made to make the spot an inviting one for the
mosquito, as he has to be fooled Into entering the

dome

to bis destruction.

The

object Is to lure the

by the humming sounds in imitaof the buzzing mosquito. The mosquitoes or

insects to the spot
tion

other insects usually arrive In
the direction of the arrow up

shown
fixed

used.

The
The

Coils of 1,000

point

mourned w'th 1'^

apparatus at the lop of the pole, the sofare sent forth through the clear night air
tances and attract the momjuitoet.
Uug« of
collect, only to meet their doora by cl<-ciric

,,
i'r.'>ck

ai

soon as they come in contact with ibr cn'.i upon
which they usually light. In »ome of th- '- -the light-attracting system is adjusted in
the rain cup at the top of the dome.
In o
terns the light
is
obtained with an incai..j. ..,,-.
fixed in position

light,

shown

As

in Fig.

where the odor chamber

is

i.

to the harp in Fig. 2, this

made of a

hardwood-finished frame (E) and CG), with the necessary brackets of metal to secure the pieces in proper
order. The wires arc then strained to correct tightness.
The air-waves play through the light wires,
is

and music

that appeals to the mosquito is produced.
Usually the destroyed insects fall to the ground.
It is essential, however, that the apparatus be cleaned
each morning to remove the dead insects adhering

to parts.
Fig. 3 illustrates another style of the insect-destroying device. This consists of the dome arranged horizontally as shown. There is no electrical current for destroying life, but intense fumes
made to arise from the reservoir at (]) to
overcome the insects, which are sucked into the dome
by the action of the propeller (H). This affair is
self-acting, there being a four-bladed wind-wheel
at (I). This wheel is fitted to the shaft that carries
the interior propeller (H).
Thus when the wind

are

blows, the propeller

caused to revolve.

is

Insects

of

the dome, as

into

ohms

connection

with

resistance are

wires

Is

at

(B).
globe or reservoir at (C) contains sweetodor-producing ingredients, and there is a perforated top to admit drops of water. Rainwater Is
caught in the tunnel fitted above the dome, and
the arrangement Is such" that the water drops slowly

and gradually downward

are attracted to the spot
vided for this purpose,
air currents are

drawn

by the light which is proand as they get near the
dome and. coming

into the

in contact with the poisonous fumes, are killed.
Fig. 4 is a detail of another of the magnetic-coil
devices.

The

connection

Is

coils are shown at (K).
The wire
marked (M). The capped chamber
Is indicated at
(N). Though

for retaining liquids

In the
experimental stages, considerable practical
work has been done with the electrical devices here
mentioned, and it is possible that their practical ap-

plication

may be

valuable.

swarms and follow

Fig. i.
Magnetic colls (A) (A) are
In
and the proper wire connections made with

the wire main.

in

Trap U

Fie. 3.

where millions of

A< ihc harp

OTHER MOSQUITO TRAPS.

ELECTRICAL
used in electric-light wiring, and two double connectors of the kind used in telegraphy are used.
Two batteries are used, one of two dry cells
for the coherer and one of four dry cells for the

jilcjiiing.

'

\ie

the original estimate

providing for the purchase of a big generator. The
total amount allowed as it now stands is something
over $282,000, which is over $96,000 mnri- ib.i. wr.>
allowed last year.

Electrical

and

to the perforations of the
globe (c). The moisture thus produced makes the
necessary odor come forth from the perfume-producing ingredients in the globe. This odor serves
to attract certain species of .insects where the humming tunes fail. The establishment of an electrical
arc light In the dome, or very near It. according
to the common manner of adjustment, completes
the setting. The light, of course, is required only
for night service.
In some cases the light is not
employed at all. In the day the degree of killing
depends upon the number of insects called into the
trap by the deceptive music.
Fig. 2 shows one of the harps, the cords of which
can be vibrated by the motion of the air or by electrical connection.
The tunes sounded are soft, light

Electrothermic Production of Iron and
Steel.
At the recent meeting of

the Canadian Society of
Engineers, Dr. E. Haanel, Dominion superintendent of mines, read a paper on "The Electrothermic Production of Iron and Steel," in which he
CIvIi

summarized

briefly the work of the commission aplast year by tlie Canadian government to
examine the leading smelting plants of Europe and
the Ruthenburg plants in the United States. Dr.
Haanel showed conclusively that electric manufactnre of high-grade steel is commercially practicable
already; that the manufacture of ordinarj' steels, if
not yet practicable, is likely to become so almost
immediately, and that in localities having good ores
and ample waterpower, even pig Iron can now be
made by electricity at a cost but little greater than
that made with coke.
Dr. Haanel predicted a very
rapid development of electrical methods. The older
ways of making iron and steel had almost reached
their limit of economic development, and ii.^ very
startling reductions in cost are probable, whereas
electrothermic methods, although new, have already
been so successful as to justify the belief that they
will soon become of commercial Importance.

pointed

^
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the prevailing vehicle for cities, where it is largely
represented by cabs, hansoms, stages and wagons;
and the periodically recurring necessity of recharg,
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presented at the annual
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$10,000 for the year, be-

are told that the business of the
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making
and with

is

satisfactory progress all over the world,

has also risen to an eminent state of perfection, and
.

telegraphy

space

of

to be seen in the' directors' report of

ing $6o,oco for 1904 against $50,000 for 1903.
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the electric vehicle
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presses
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coni's Wireless Telegraph
ended September ,30, 1904,
meeting held a few days
net profits increased about

as demonstrated by the win^ •.
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its crumbs of comfort to

of electric vehicles, although, to be sure,
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the stations for transatlantic service in operation a

new
The

era in the company's affairs

consider

directors

that,

may be

as

a

anticipated.

of

result

Mr.

Marconi's experiments, the company is now in possession of all the data necessary for the equipment

'"S *"^ Storage batteries IS, we may safely assert,
°"'^ serious obstacle to an indefinite extension
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the latest improvements equipped on a commercial
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its
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and, allowing that
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driver observes

its

the cleanCSt,
n
,

rules

all

on

'^e care of his battery, also the least liable to be-

come

Perhaps

disabled."

whether the

may

it

be

questioned

electric is quite the "prevailing vehicle"

among
° automobiles

when

in cities, although

the use-

.

but not showy delivery wagons and trucks are
-.
^
.r 11
.1
taken carefully
into account, it may be tnat the
ful
,
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England and America, and a new
scale

is

effect)

1

the greater part of the

it is expected that a station similar to that nearly
completed in Canada will be equipped in the United
Kingdom a few months after the site has been

.
u
-li
r
-t
Wheels,
but as a sensible vehicle for sensible people.

...

The

station in Great Britain

;

machinery has, however, already been ordered, and

finally selected.

is

vehicle, ivith the

new

tinder consideration

still

embodying

station

already nearly completed in Canada.

is

question of a site for a

an exact one. At any rate, the electric
drawbacks due to the weight and
recharging necessity of the battery, has several
conspicuous advantages Over all Other types,
such
je
as Simplicity'", ease of Operation, absence of noise and
odor, and general attractiveness.
It is holding its
Q^n ^-gll ;„ jhe automobile field, not as an uncouth
racing machine or a lumbering Noah's Ark on
Statement

of stations

is

It

may

be stated that a single pair

capable of working at a speed of from

30 to 35 words a minute a pair of the company's
now operating commercially shows an av;

stations

working speed of 24 words a minute, calculated from one hour's working on six successive
erage
days.
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Purposes
the State of Indiana formed the basis

United Kingdom of messages to be transmitted
through the Marconi shore stations to ships at sea.
Certain ships have recently been in communication
with England, by wireless, throughout the whole of

of a paper read bv Mr. A. S. Richey
j at the meetins;
o
01 the Indiana Electric Railway Association held
jT
r
i
^
xi
t
It
•" Indianapohs last month.
In the paper are given

the voyage from Gibraltar. "Four stations have
been equipped during the year on the St. Lawrence
with our apparatus, and a new contract has been
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interesting figures relative to the
^ cost of prof
the purpose stated. These
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were obtained
by the author from answers
a number of letters of inquiry sent out by him
the principal electric-railway companies of the
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cost

total

$44,156.38,

The average
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or 0.75s
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cent;

cost, itemized, is
,

labor,

cent;

0.15S

lubricants,
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was

The

highest was 1.405 cents.

0.368 cent, whiie the

lowest costs for labor,

.
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^ent,

cent

0.015

and

etc.,

and for repairs wxre o.io

o.oi

cent,
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respectively.

highest costs were 1.331 cents, 0.0S6 Cent and 2.1S
respectively.
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COStS given above are Calculated at the gen-

crating Station switchboards,
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evident that

....

must be increased bv
the addiof the sub-station expenses. Taking this factor
consideration, the total cost of power delivered
.

.

to the

the
in

other stations contemplated have been erected
Canada, the chain of stations will offer to the

Newfoundland government

direct wireless

communi-

between the Labrador coast and Canada."
Extensions in Italy and Chile are mentioned, and
there is the following interesting allusion to intercation

"A proposal to the powers was, it
made by Germany for a further
August of last year, and when that

national action:

understood,

is

conference in
date

was found inconvenient,

for a meeting in OcCertain of the powers were unable to attend
the conference on the dates proposed, and it is now
tober.

understood that

The

it

likely to take place in April."

is

"The works have been fully
occupied during the whole of last year, the machinery going night and day by double shifts of workreport continues

men.

Orders

in

:

hand and

in

prospect are beyond

the capacity of the existing works,

are taking steps to provide

direct-current feeders

is

$47,500.01,,
*--*/ •-!
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daily.
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.

reporting

amounts

to

532><

tons

ture

be seen, therefore, that it
that the Marconi directors

project on their canvas.

and the directors

new works."
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or v^
0.964
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cent a kilowatt-hour, the lowest cost reported being
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0-747 Cent and the highest 2.024 cents a kilowatthoUr. The total amount of COal burned by the
stations

CanaFive stations have been equipped
along the Labrador coast. When

government

at fishing centers

,

as SIX of the 13 stations reporting are alternating.-.,
„ ^^„
,
,
Current
Stations, with transmission lines and sub,,

company, representing exten-

tions already established to the order of the

dian

1

est cost for t uei reported

for lubricants, waste,

Canadian

sions of the organization of wireless-telegraph sta-
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entered into with the Canadian government by our
associated

1

the responses representing about 85 per cent.
°^ ^^^ '°'^' installed generating capacity.
These
State,

9th and loth.

Municipal Electricians (annual convention), Erie, Pa., August.
Ohio
Electric Light Association
(annual
convention),
Hotel Victorv. Put-in-Bay, August i6th to iSth.
American Electrotherapeutic Association (annual meeting)
Academy of Medicine, New York city, September 19th, 20th
and 2ist

meritorious

be

will

and station

on the subject.

optimistic view of the future.

waste and miscellaneous supplies, 0.032
cent ; repairs, 0.039 cent. The lowest cost a kilowatthour Was 0,505, the highest being 2.024 cents. Low-

meet-
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well.
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work
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cheerful reading, for the gentlemen engaged in the
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the gasoline machine rather occupies the center of
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of especial value to designing engineers
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The roads

150 kilowatts.

and of interurban cars 630,258 miles. The average
power consumption is 1.48 kilowatt-hours a carmile for city cars and 5.18 for interurban cars. The
average cost of power a car-mile for city cars is
1.48 cents and for interurban cars five cents.
These figures are not only of much interest but
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York.
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Death of

Among
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The

is

a pleasing pic-

are

enabled

to

invention they exploit

most interesting one, and while it is not making
way as fast as some of its advocates predicted several
years ago, being not in commercial use anywhere
where wires can be used, it is making a field for
is

a

itself.

:
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Proposed Municipal

New

Lighting Plant
York.

in

M;iyor Mi-CIilIan'^ plnn for a propo'-cd municipal
plant for New York city and Comptroller
Grout's investigation into the cost of producing gas
and electric light continue to cause discussion. Both
aflvocates and opponents of municipal owncrsliip
Icivo prcriTted arguments and ."g'jrjs in^ the diily
papers, and the controversy has been interesting.
The commission of experts appointed by Mayor
McClellan to investigate plans and estimates for
municipal lighting plants has made its first report
to the Board of Estimates and Apportionment, and
the board has instructed Comptroller Grout to confer
with the commission in regard to sites. The report
estimates the cost of establishing an electric-light
plant capable of serving 6,000 arc lamps of 2,000
candlepower and 250,000 incandescent lamps of 16
candlepovver at $4,100,000.
The report, after telling
the sources of the figures given, says
"The total cost of a power station with a capacity
of 10,000 kilowatts, including coal storage and coalhandling apparatus, ready to deliver power to highpressure feeders, will be $1,250,000.
The total cost
of high-pressure cable.'!, sub-station buildings and
all appliances necessary to make a complete operative
plant up to and including lamps, including the cost
of real estate, but excluding the cost of the main
duct system, will be $2,850,000.
The total cost of
the complete system will be $4,100,000.
estimate
that the total annual cost of operating a 7.5 aniperoincloscd, alternating-current arc lamp for 4,000 hours
a year, including all costs, depreciation at 7.5 per
cent, on the total investment and interest at 3.5 per
cent, will be $75.40.
The total cost for incandescent
lamps a kilowatt-hour at the lamp will be 5.15
cents.
The total cost of operating the plant for
6.000 arc lamps and 250,000 i6-candlepower equivalents will be $906,000."
In a newspaper communication Arthur Williams
of the New York Edison Company presents the side
of the central-station companies in the question of

of advertising

fruits

there

;

is

15'

no industry, there

is

no metal-working manufactory that spends money
enough on publicity. Manufacturers arc, no doubt,
accustomed to say, 'Publicity costs so and so:' they
are not yet accustomed to think 'Publicity cams so
much.' That is a part of the lesson they ha.vc yet
And they will learn it and appreciate it."
to learn.

liRJilins

reveal no secret when I say that advertising
not the purchase of space, but the handling of it."
.Standing, as he expressed it, on his own side of
the fence, Mr. Warren made many other points
which he considered pertinent in relation to the advertising and circulation of trade journals.
A warm
discussion followed the address, and while some
of Mr. Warren's arguments were conceded, others
were vigorously contested. It is expected that Mr.
Warren will read his address at a meeting of the
Chicago Trade Press Association, to be held at the
Hamilton Club, corner Clark and Monroe Streets,
on the evening of February 27th.
"I

is

:

By W.

We

costs,

especially

in

relation

to

lighting of

the

the

Brooklyn Bridge, and points out where the municipal-ownership advocates ^^rr in their estimates.
A letter from Mayor Carter H. Harrison of Chicago, published in the Brooklyn Eagle, sets forth
the alleged advantages and economy of Chicago's
municipal plant. To this letter Mr. Ernest H. Davis,
president of the National Electric Light Association,
answers, saying that Chicago's lighting system is
inadequate, wasteful and expensive. Unfair calculation in arriving at figures is alleged, and among
many other things Mr. Davis says
"Does Mayor
Harrison imagine for a moment that the city is not
paying interest upon the bonds issued for these
properties; that it is not subject to large sums annually for their maintenance; that there is not a
depreciation in both life and in relative efficiency
going on from year to year until finally it will be
necessary to replace them (the land excepted, of
course) does he not realize that if 'he vacant property or the lands upon which public buildings stand
were occupied and owned privately they would all
pay taxes and in other ways contrdiut-; to the support of the city, and to that extent lessen the burdens
upon the taxpayers?"
F. B. Thurber of New York adds an interesting
letter to rhe controversy from the business man's
viewpoint. He declares that public-ownership waste
exceeds corporate profit, and. referring to the letters
of Mayor Harrison and E. H. Davis, gives the latter
the better of the argument. "But," he says, "there
is a far more important question involved, and that
is
how far we should go in the direction of social:

;

ism,^ increase the office-holding, ta.x-eating class

and

diminish the individual incentive and energy which
this country has thus far been celebrated for.''
He
then quotes the late Senator Hanna as follows
"The menace of today, as I view it, is the spread of
socialism one of those things which is only half
understood, and is more or less used to inflame the
popular mind against all individual iniative and personal energy, which has been the very essence of
American progress."

—

E. Brindlev.

.

.

mitted an indefinite distance.
Dr. Cahill, the audacious inventor, is but 38 years
old.
He is a graduate of Columbian University at
Washington, D. C, and was for some years a patent
lawyer.
The invention which will make him as
famous as Edison or Morse or Bell is the result of
12 years' labor.
The underlying principle on which
the electrical music machine is based is not a new

Before starting his experiments Dr. Cahill
studied the art and science of music from a scientific viewpoint until he confirmed in his own mind

one.

the truth of the assertion that vibration

is

Mr. Arthur Warren, manager of publicity for the
Allis-Chalmers Company, delivered "A Plain Talk
on Trade Journals" at a meeting of the American
Trade Press Association held in New York on
February 17th. The address was in Mr. Warren's
^ell-known incisive and epigrammatic style, and in
it the publishers were told of many of their faults

—

.

all

may

tion

H

tion."
_ "Industrial publicity is
a new thing. * * * *
There^ is no industry among all those represented
on this occasion that has all the publicity it needs;
there is none that has begun to more than taste the

How

he conceived the idea of building an electrical generator that would set up the exact number of vibrations required to produce each note of the musical

For example, there- are 256 vibrations per
second necessary to produce middle "C."
This is
the principle upon which the machine works.
The
details are too complicated for the purpose of the
article.

The operator who produces nmsic on Dr. Cahill's
machine plays on a keyboard similar to that of a
piano.

asserted that a musician

It is

It frequently happens that it is desired to measure
voltage a little beyond the range of a given voltmeter. To do this readily is not difficult, if there
are certain known resistances at hand.

To

take a

When

who

volt

coil

movable

in

a piano.

The key

really a button connected with electric wires.

key

creasing the number of generators, which are operated by an elaborate system of stops and keys, the

—

will produce any kind of music
violin,
mandolin, guitar, etc., or the combination
of a number of kinds, thus giving the orchestral

banjo,

effect.
The volume of the music may be regulated
by means of a rheostat, which is operated like the
controller of a street car. With a machine equipped
with 72 generators an orchestral programme might be
rendered in three keys and with considerable modu-

working out of Dr.

Cahill's

=

invention

is being rapidly perfected.
Telharwill be organized and managed
are telephone companies, and for a time
it is
expected that telephone lines will be utilized
in the transmission of music by Dr. Cahill's method.

ful

as

expected that subscribers may be served with
music for $5 a month. Operators will be employed
in the various central offices, and these will play conIt

is

tinuously.

A

daily

programme will be arranged and
Thus one may look at the

mailed to subscribers.

programme, consult the clock and turn on the music.
Immediately the room will be filled with a symphony, a lively march or a popular "rag-time" air,

/

ampere.

o.oi

1,500

now, we add 500 ohms to the low-range cirof the voltmeter and apply five volts to the

If,

cuit

circuit, the

current will be
5

500

=

-I-

500

5

= 0.005

ampere.

1,000

which is just half the current we had previously
and half the full-scale deflection will be the voltmeter reading.
It is evident, then, that 10 volts

may

be applied to the voltmeter circuit, o.oi ampere
be the current flowing and the needle will indi-

will

cate full-scale reading.

Any

readings taken with this

arrangement must be multiplied by
500

-I-

500

=

2, to get the true volts.
500
putting 1,000 ohms in series with the voltmeter the current flowing at five volts will be

By

5

=

5

= 0.0033

ampere.

500 -|- 1,000
1,500
and the multiplying factor will be
500 -f 1,000
1,500

500

500

rarely happen that the multiplying factor

will

It

come out

will

whole number; the voltmeter

a

re-

sistance might be 532.4 ohms and the only known
and available external resistance 427.4 ohms. The
multiplying factor in this case would be
532.4
4274
959-8

+

=

532.4

the numerator in

=

1.80,

approximately,

532.4
cases being the total resistance

all

and the denominator being the original

resistance of the voltmeter.

To

give full-scale deflection on 150 volts, the current must be o.oi ampere, and then by Ohm's law,
E
150

=

R=

C

=15,000 ohms.
O.OI

but a step to the measurement of high unknown resistance by means of a voltmeter. If the
potential applied is constant, the current flowing,
and hence the deflection will be inversely proportional to the resistance of the circuit.
It is

Suppose that a lighting

no

volts

cuit

and

is

circuit

is

the voltmeter reading;

insert the

human body

available

and

open the

cir-

as part of the cir-

say through the two hands. The reading will
vary; but let us say the reading is 55 volts w^e then
have the proportion
cuit,

—

X

-|-

15,000

15.000

no
55

X -f- 15,000 = 30,000, whence
X = 15,000 ohms.

wonder-

monic companies

much

we

150

500

lation.

practical

us assume that

500 ohms. The current through the
produce a full-scale deflection

is

in the circuit

is

away. Wheri the circuit is made complete each wire
sounds a note upon a metallic disc, being translated
into coherent music.
And the music is not necessarily similar to that produced on a piano.
By in-

The

let

coil that will

is

When

pressed a circuit is completed, the required vibration is secured and sound is produced,
not at the point of operation but at the other end of
the circuit,^ perhaps a hundred or a thousand miles
the

case,

then

is

can play

the operator presses a key there

no immediate sound, as

is

specific

the retaining box we find that the resistance
of the 150-volt coil is 15,000 ohms and of the five-

the piano can learn to operate the Cahill machine in
a month.

of a Volt-

meter.
By W. A. Hyde.

scale.

present

Range

to Extend the

able

A

as well as a few of their virtues.
few extracts
from the address may be of general interest.
"The trade and technical press is a vehicle for
industrial
pu.blicity.
And because of that you
flourish.
your papers were wholly, or even
chiefly, devoted to high-class technical writing, understood only by the few, their circulations would
fall like autumn leaves on a wind-swept hill.
Your
readers want to know what is going on in their
trades, and your success is measured chiefly by the
liberality with which you give them this informa-

the basis

sound, and that any method by which vibrabe secured at regular intervals would enhim to produce music from any source that
would produce the vibration. Following that principle

of

machine

Publicity Candidly Discussed.

Bclla-

his sociological novel,

in

in New York city.
Transmission for so great a
probably not be found economical,
however, and the territory covered by one central
office will not exceed that included within a radius
of 25 or 30 mile"!.

distance would

of

Edward

"Looking Backward,"
startled the world with his fantastic theories and
dreams of future happenings. And yet one of the
most fantastic of Bellamy's dreams has come true.
The first public demonstration of the practical working of this dream will be given this summer at the
Lewis and Clark Exposition, when the visitors to
the Coast Fair will have an opportunity to see and
hear Dr. Thaddeus Cahill's marvelous invention by
which music, produced by electricity, may be transiny,

Transmission of music by means of Dr. Cahill's
device is practically unlimited in extent. An operator in Chicago might produce music for a concert

have a 150-5-volt Weston direct-current voltmeter
and wish to measure eight volts.
On the cover

sition.

has been less than 20 years since

playing in the

is

central office at the time.

Music for the Portland Expo-

Electrical

It

depending on what the operator

It

will

be noticed that the voltmeter reading and

hence the resistance of the human body is largely
a matter of contact, a fact which is often lost sight of.

This method is often used to measure the insulation
resistance of cables, dj'namos, storage batteries, etc.,
and is of fundamental importance in sucfi work.

The Albany Power and Manufacturing Company
of Albany, Ga.. has awarded the contract to B. H.
Hardaway of Columbus, Ga., for the construction
of a $100,000 dam and electric power house. The
company will transmit electric current for lighting
and factory purposes.

—

;

—

;
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The Tantalum Lamp.'
By

relatively

While the carbon filament hicandescent lamp remained for nearly two decades the sole representaglow-lamp manufacture, progress was bemg
The firm of Siemens &
quietly made in this art.
Halske has for many years been working at a solution of the problem of an economical incandescent
lamp, and arrived some time ago at the fundamental
principle that the visible part of the radiation^ of an
incandescent body increases progressively with its

tive of

This warrants the postulate that the
temperature.
most economical lamp will be that whose incandescent material will withstand the highest temperature.

Messrs. Siemens and Halske had arrived at this
conclusion and charged me several years ago with
the task of discovering a material which should have
a melting point considerably above the temperature
which incandescent lighting becomes highly
at
economical, so that filaments made of such a material would not melt or disintegrate at that temperature. While our laboratory work, founded upon
this idea, was going on, the first two advances^ in
incandescent lighting were made public, one being
the Nernst and the other the osmium^ lamp.^
There are certain metals the melting points of
which are known to be considerably above 2,000° C.,
and the task resolved itself into finding one which,
while fulfilling the above requirement, could be
easily worked to form a filament and not be very
It was early observed
rare or difficult to procure.
that brown vanadium pentoxide, which, according
to Berzelius, does not conduct electricity, is, as a
fact, a conductor even when cold.^ This
observation induced me to try whether vanadic acid
could not be electrically decomposed. In this I succeeded, but the melting point of the vanadium obtained proved too low for the purpose in view.
Since the metals niobium and tantalurn are members
of the vanadium group, niobium having an atomic
weight double that of vanadium, while the atomic
weight of tantalum is double that of niobium, it
was thought that one or both of these metals might
On experiprove to have the desired qualities.
menting with niobium on the lines adopted for vanadium, it appeared that this metal has a considerably
higher melting point than that of vanadium, but
not, however, sufficiently high; moreover, some of
the niobium filaments which I made had a very
tendency to break up when heated by the
strong

matter of

electric current.

next.

I

reduced potassium

manner prescribed by Berzeand Rose and found that the finely divided
tantalum so produced became fairly coherent on
rolling, so that by this treatment metallic strips of
It was also attempted to work
it could be made.
tantalum oxide into the shape of a filament by mixing it with paraffin and to reduce it directly into the
In these experiments
form of a metallic thread.
there was observed for the first time a minute
globule of molten tantakim, and this globule was
of sufficient toughness to permit hammering and
drawing into wire. Following out this observation,
tantalum powder was melted in a vacuum, and then
it
was found that the highly heated metal parted
lius

'

with

the

gases

it

contained.

In

this

manner

I

produced my first filaments of pure metallic tanWhen
talum, which were, however, very small.
these had been used in lamps with promise of good
results an attempt was made to devise a definite
process of purification. The potassium tantalo-fluothis powder
ride was reduced to metallic powder
contains a small proportion of oxide and of hydrogen, which is absorbed during the reduction. When
the powder was melted in a vacuum the oxide and
absorbed gas disappeared and a reguline metal remained on carefully remelting this it became so
pure that no appreciable impurities could be de.

;

;

tected in

it.

The chemical properties of this pure tantalum
are very remarkable, and some of them are of such
a nature as to lead me to suppose that nobody other
than myself" has ever had metallic tantalum in his
hands.
When cold the material strongly resists
chemical reagents it is not attacked by boiling hydrochloric acid, aqua regia, nitric acid or sulphuric
acid, and it is also indifferent to alkaline solutions
it is attacked solely by hydrofluoric acid.
Following
the behavior of steel, when heated in the air it assumes a yellow tint at about 400° C, and the tint
changes to dark blue when the tantalum is exposed
for some time to 500° C, or for a shorter time to
6oo°C. Thin wires of the substance burn with low
intensity and without any noticeable flame when
ignited.
It absorbs hydrogen as well as nitrogen
witli great aviditv, even at a low red heat, and forms
with them combinations of a metallic appearance,
but rather brittle.
It combines with carbon very
easily, forming several carbides wdiich, as far as
they are at present known, are all of metallic appearance, but also very hard and brittle.
The
product which Moissan thought to be tantalum
was clearly a carbide of this nature or an alloy
of a carbide with pure tantalum, for Moissan himself stated that his metal still contained one-half
per cent, of carbon. Considering the high atomic
;

extent the dimensions of the usual incandescent
lamps.
The first and most obvious attempt was
made of course by adhering to the loop shape and
accommodating the required length of wire by connecting several such bows in series within the lamp.
However, lamps made according to this plan with
two to four tantalum loops gave results which were
anything but satisfactory.
It appears that, like all other metallic filaments
which have hitherto been used for incandescent
lamps, tantalum wire softens sensibly at the temper

to 95 kilograms per
while the corresponding figure
70 to 80 kilograms, according to

markably high and amounts
square
for

millimeter,

good

steel

is

Kohlrausch.

The

electrical resistance of the material at

25, 1905

lamp with a filament of about 0.05 millimeter diameter.
It had a loop-shaped filament 54 millimeters
long and it took 0.58 ampere .at nine volts and gave
3.5 Hefner candlepower at 1.5 watts per candlepower. On the basis of these figures a lamp having
the same quality and diameter of wire and working
at the same efficiency on a no-volt circuit would
have a filament 650 millimeters long and would give
43 Hefner candlepower. The experiments thus far
had proved that the task of producing lamps for no
volts and a maximum of 25-32 Hefner candlepower
was not an easy one in several respects. We had to
solve the problem of suitably and reliably fixing a
filament rather more than two feet long within a
glass globe which should not exceed to any great

it is obviou.s that a very
carburize_ a
to
suffices
This view
large quantity of tantalum.
of the constitution of Moissan's product is confirmed by the properties he ascribed to the metal
namely, specific gravity 12.8, great hardness and
brittleness.
These are not properties of pure tantalum. When in the form of powder, still containing, as previously stated, oxide and hydrogen, the
specific gravity of my material is about 14; when
purified by fusion and drawn into wire it has a
specific gravity of 16.8.
It is somewhat darker than
platinum and has a hardness about equal to that of
mild steel, but shows greater tensile strength than
steel does.
It is malleable, although the effect of
hammering is relatively small, so that the operation
must be rather long and severe to beat the metal
into a sheet. It can be rolled as well as drawn into
very fine wire. Its tensile strength as a wire is re-

weight of tantalum (183),
small quantity of carbon

W. von Bolton and Dr. Feueelein.
Paet I.— By Dr. W. von Bolton.

Df.

Tantalum was tried
tantalo-fluoride in the

February

indoor

is 0.165 ohm for a length of one meter
and a section of one square millimeter (specific
conductivity as compared with mercury 6.06). The
temperature coefficient is positive and has a value
of 0.30 between o°C. 5nd ioo°C.
At the temperature assumed by the incandescent filament in the
lamp at 1.5 watts per candlepower, the resistance
rises to 0.830 ohm for a length of one meter and a
section of one millimeter.
The coefficient of linear
thermal expansion between 0°C. and 60'^C, is
0.0000079, according to experiments made by the
Imperial Normal-Aichungs Commission. Fusion is
preceded by a gradual softening, which appears to
extend over a range of temperature of several hun-

temperature

dred degrees. The specific heat is 0.0365, so that the
atomic heat is 6.64, which is in accord with the law
established by

Part

Dulong and
II.

By

Petit.

Dr. O. Feuerlein.

results of the work carried out in our chemlaboratory, as described by Dr. von Bolton in
part of this paper, were of course of the

The
ical

the

first

utmost interest to our incandescent lamp manufacturing department. As soon as Dr. Bolton's experiments showed that the originally brittle tantalum
could be made ductile enough to draw into wire
by the usual methods and that this wire could be
bent and coiled like a thin steel wire, it became
possible to test it thoroughly as to its usefulness for
incandescent lamps. The first trials with wires of
about 0.3 millimeter diameter gave most promising
results.
They confirmed the fact that tantalum has
a very high melting point and that it is but slightly
subject to disintegration in a vacuum, even when
subjected to a heavy current.
The first tantalum lamp that proved moderately
satisfactory, in that it admitted of an exact measurement of the electric and photometric conditions and
stood a burning test for some time, was completed
just over- two years ago viz., on December 28, 1902.
This lamp had a loop-shaped filament made of the
first tantalum wire ever drawn.
The diameter of
the wire was 0.28 millimeter, its effective lighting
length 54 millimeters and its electrical resistance
when cold 0.29 ohm. This corresponds to a specific
resistance (one meter length, one square millimeter
section) of 0.331.
The photometric measurements
made at efficiencies of two, ij^ and one watt per
Hefner candlepower showed potential differences of
4-9t 4-95 ^nd 5.9 volts, currents of five, 5.46 and
6.2 amperes, and' illuminating values of li, iS and

—

Hefner candlepower, respectively.
On being
burnt at one watt per candlepower the lamp had a
of 20 hours, during which it blackened consid37

life

erably.

As the chemical and mechanical manufacturing
processes developed and the material became purer
and the wires more uniform the results obtained also
improved. The lamps lasted longer and blackened
less; at the same time the specific resistance decreased until it had dropped to the present figure
of 0.165 for the pure metal. It is clear that the material used for the first lamps still contained a considerable quantity of impurities, probably niobium
and carbides, which caused the great disintegration
and the nearly double specific resistance. During
these first trials we looked very carefully into the
question as to what dimensions the filament of a tantalum lamp ought to have for ordinary voltages and
illuminating values.
From the dimensions of the
filament used in the first lamp we calculated that,
with this rather impure material, we should require
a filament about 520 millimeters long and 0.06 millimeter diameter for a lamp for no volts, 32 Hefner
candlepower and 1.5 watts per candlepower. These
unusual figures increased when the specific resistance of the material had diminished to the present
value of 0.165, at which for a 32 Hefner candlepower lamp a filament of about 700 millimeters in
length by 0.055 millimeter in diameter was required
for a 25-Hefner candlepower lamp a filament of
about 650 millimeters by 0.05 millimeter diameter
was required. Thus, in order to construct a practical
and useful lamp for standard voltages and illuminating values we had to solve the problem of drawing
the tantalum wire in sufficient length down to a
diameter of 0.05 millimeter to 0.06 millimeter; this
we succeeded in doing after long and laborious trials.
In July, 1903, we possessed the first tantalum

.

ature attained when worked at 1.5 watts per candlepower. To use loop-shaped or spiral filaments similar to the carbon filaments of the common incandescent lamps was, therefore, out of the question.
There was no difficulty in suspending the loops,
but in that case the lamps would have to be used
exclusively in a vertical position, a limitation which
we wished to avoid in all circumstances. Besides,
such a construction would necessitate staying the
loops firmly to prevent them from becoming entangled with each other during transport of the lamps.
Nor did lamps made with loops of corrugated wire
or of plain or of corrugated metal ribbon give satfor although the loops were certainly
isfaction
shortened in this way, there were other drawbacks
which caused us to abandon this construction. It
soon became apparent that the one road to success
lay in the direction of dividing the filament into a
number of short straight lengths supported at their
ends by insulated holders. . In this manner we
;

succeeded at

last,

in

September, 1903, in producing

.the first really serviceable lamps for about no volts.
This lamp contains two glass disks cast to a central
wire-holder; each disk carries laterally 12 arms,
having small hooks at their ends and insulated
from each other. Through these 24 hooks the thhi
tantalum wire is drawn up and down^between the
two disks. This is believed to be the first metallic
incandescent lamp for nearly
volts which, like
the common carbon glow lamp, can burn in any
This lamp supplied about 30
position whatsoever.
Hefner candlepower on a 94-volt circuit at r.5
It lasted for 260 hours
watts per candlepower.
and lost during that time 9.5 per cent, of its illumi-

no

nating power.
After this first practical success

we redoubled our
As far back
we succeeded

to improve the lamp further.
as about the middle of October, 1903,
efforts

making the first 200-volt tantalum lamp, which
was of a design similar to the lamp just described,
but with 18 arms on each disk and with a greater
in

5

25,
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(libUincc bchvecii the

two

disks.

may add

I

at

once

of interest only as a curiosity, for it has
served no practical purpose. The length of its filament was i,.3S0 millimeters and the illnminating
In the course
value ahout fio Hefner candlepower.
of further development the form of the frame of
that

it

is

for

wire filament
different

iio-volt lamp went through
principle of suhdivision being

tlic

the

stages,

:

Among other constructions we
followed.
some in which, instead of one long filament, a
niimhcr of short pieces of wire were fixed on a suppurling frame; these pieces, connected in series,
made up the total length rerjuired, the wire being

always
tried

ohliqucly in 16 straight pieces between two
Such lamps offer the
insulated supporting stars.
aclv.iutaKe llial shnrt pieces of filament can be used
But they arc only reliable if
in the manufacture.
the same lamp are absolutely unithe wires used
form in diameter and quality. In the end we arrived at the shape represented in Fig. I, which is

li.Ned

has been strongly overheated during work in consequence of partial short-circuiting of the filament.
behavior
to observe the
It is very interesting
of the tantalum lamp during the whole course of it?
life.
The first fact worthy of note is that, like some
carbon lamps, the illuminating value increases at the
beginning, generally after a few hours, by 15 t"
20 per cent.
In the same way the consumption of
current rises by about three to six per cent., while
the consumption of energy drops to 1.3 to 1.4 watts
per candlepower. After that the illuminating value
gradually decreases, while the corresponding inThe
crease of the consumption of energy occurs.
average behavior of the 25-candlcpowcr lamp at
no volts with reference to its various periods of
life is shown in the following table:

m

Intonsitycr Lieht

Life in

ID

Hourfl.

Hornor Candlepower.
35-27
2»-3.
25-17

for no volts. 25 candlepower and 1.5 watts per
Hefner candlepower. In this form, differing from

M-24

300
500

!8-in

Current

in

Am-

peres.
0.36-0.38

0.36-0.38
0.36-0.3S
0.36-0.38
0.35-0.37

ner Candlepower.
I.5-1.7
I. 3-1.
I. 5-1 .6

1.9-1.0

increase of illuminating value and of
current consumed is doubtless caused by a change
in the structure of the tantalum wire, this change
being accompanied by a reduction of resistance and,
consequently, of the phenomena resulting therefrom.
may say at once that after a certain amount of
use the filament presents a radical change in appearWiiile the
ance when viewed with the naked eye.
fresh filament has a perfectly smooth and cylindrical
surface, it acquires a peculiarly glistening aspect as
it grows old, so that a lamp having served for some
lime can be readily distinguished from a new lamp.
When looked at under the microscope the filament
that has burned for a length of time shows a clear
tendency toward contraction and formation of drops
or beads.
Fig. 2 is an illustration of a piece of
filament in its fresh state and of the same piece
after 1,000 hours of service, the specimen in each
case being magnified 100 times. This gradual shortening of the filament can also be observed in the
lamps themselves, and offers a further indication of
the age of a lamp.
Fig. 3 represents the filament frame of a newlamp.
It will be noticed that the tantalum wire
is led up and down and hangs loose on the supporting
frame in easy wide arches, without sharp bends.
But after being used for some time the aspect of
the lamp is quite different. As shown in Fig. 4, the
wire has contracted, the wide arches have disappeared and sharp-pointed angles have taken their

The

n

Consumption of Watts per Hef-

initial

ancc; while, as ha* been

Before and

Fie.

3

Service.

i'

TANTALUM LAMP.
central supmost of the previous constructions, the
carrying two
port consists of a short glass rod
upward and downdisks, into which the arms, bent
the
ward in the shape of an umbrella, are cast,
each upper
upper star has ii, the lower 12 arms,
between the
midway
plane
vertical
in
a
being
arm
lower arms
vertical nlanes in which two adjacent
Between these 11 and 12 arms, which are bent
lie
into

hooks

filament

is

at

their ends, the entire length of the
its txin a zig-zag fashion,

drawn

place.

trcmities, held

by two of the lower arms, are conof platinected with the foot of the lamp by means

The behavior of these lamps is most peculiar
when the filament has burnt through. While with

num

all

strips.

The standard type for no volts 25 Hefner cana
dlepower and 1.5 watts per candlepo\ver has
millimeter in
filament 650 millimeters long and 0.05
0.022
is
filament
diameter. The weight of this
eramme, so that about 45.000 lamps contain toThe shape ot
gether one kilogram of tantalum.
the frame described
tile glass globe is adapted to
Care has been taken to make it of a size
above.
of
not exceeding the usual maximum dimensions
common incandescent lamps of the same candlepower
This shape
Hefner candlepower no volts).

other incandescent lamps the burning through
filament is tantamount to the economical
of the lamp, it may happen with tantalum
lamps that they burn through several times without
being rendered useless; on the contrary, each burning through is followed by an increase, often conof

the

death

(25

In the
a number of noticeable advantages.
instance it is very stable and will stand strong
shocks without damage to the lamp. A considerable
number of such lamps sent across the sea to test
transport
their ability to withstand the hardships of
came back unhurt, although they had been packed
care
just like common glow lamps, and no special
handling.
in any respect had been taken in their
lamp burns, of course, in any position, and can

offers
first

The

therefore be held in any kind of fitting. The light
and its effect is paris rather white and agreeable,
with a
ticularly uniform if the lamp is provided

ground-glass globe.
shall now proceed to describe the electric
and photometric properties of the lamp and its behavior in actual use. Numerous trials for lengthy
periods of time at one to three watts per candlepower have proved the vast superiority of the tantalum lamp over the carbon-filament lamp under
Exequal electric and photometric conditions.
pressing this fact in figures, we can state that the
tantalum lamp consumes about 50 per cent, less
current at the same voltage, with the same intensity
of light and the same useful life or that, at the same
economy, its life is several times that of the carbon

We

;

Moreover, at an initial efficiency of i.S volts
per Hefner candlepower the tantalum lamp has an
type.

average life quite sufficient for all practical requirements, so that this rating has been standardized
Trials have also proved that
for the no-volt lamp.
the lamps have a life of several hundred hours at
one watt per Hefner candlepower, but in that case
they were very sensitive to variations of pressure
and often showed an early decrease of illuminating
power. The useful life of the tantalum lamp i. e.,
the time within which it loses 20 per cent, of its
averages between 400 and
initial illuminating power
600 hours at 1.5 watts per Hefner candlepower.
Some specimens have proved to have a useful life, of
The absolute life, in genas much as 1,200 hours.
eral, amounts to Sco to 1,000 hours under normal
\vorking conditions. Further, we have to remark
that the tantalum lamp blackens but little unless it

—

—

Fig.

4.

Filament Frame

After Burninc.

.

Throush.

TANTALUM LAMP.
This peculiar
siderable, of the illuminating power.
result is due to the fact that in many cases a
broken wire comes in contact with its neighbor, so
.A part of the
that the circuit is again established.
filament is thus cut out of the circuit and the lamp
consequently burns more intensely, and sometimes
even too intenseh', in wdiich case, of course, only a
short span of life is left to it. Yet we have had more
than one lamp under observation, the filament of
which broke for a first time after a short period of
sen-ice and then broke repeatedly, but notwithstanding this the lamp lived more than 1,000 hours.
have often succeeded in rendering a lamp with
a broken filament serviceable again by tapping it
to bring the broken piece into contact with its neighbor.
Fig. 5 represents the frame of a lamp in which
the filament was burnt through in three places and
For the sake of clearyet continued to do service.
iiess
the back spans of the filament have been
omitted in the drawing, while the front spans which
were carrying the current are drawn in specially

We

heavy lines.
It "must further be mentioned that after serving
for some time, say 200 to 300 hours, the tantalum
filament loses a great deal of its mechanical resist-

"

'

'*

-n,

>

;

'<

;

easily in the cfiursc of its !;:
..
therefore advisable when lamp-, iu.lime not to remove tlicm from the

\

1

in
put them into new ones, as that ru
the filament to break. New Limps arc not .-ry "ensitivc to strong shocks even while burning, but when
this alteration in the filament has occurred it u
well to preserve them from shocks.
'•flic behavior of the tantalum lamp under a very
great increase of voltage is of special interest to the
incandescent lampmakcr.
As was to be expected,
the trials made in this respect have also shown the
superiority of this lamp over the carbon lamp.
It
has been ascertained that tantalum lamps for no
volts, 25 Hefner candlepower and 1.5 watts per candlepower only burn through at 260 to 300 volts if
the pressure is increased slowly and gradually,
while with carbon lamps designed to work under
the same conditions nothing like that figure can t>e
obtained.
The superiority of the tantalum lamp
over the carbon lamp with regard to blackaiing of
the glass globe can also be proved in 3 few hours
by means of comparative burning tests at about 30per cent, overload.
Another advantage of the tantalum lamp over the
carbon lamp is that the resistance of tantalum, like

We

IJ

^l

tantalum wire, when new,
strength than steel it becon

['

ficahianct

10

w

SO

so too

no no

160
Voltage

FIG. 6.

RESISTANCE CUR
FILAMENTS.

TANTALUM

that of all other metals, strongly increases with the
rise of temperature, while carbon is know-n to diminish in resistance when it is hot. In Fig. 6 the
\-ariation of the resistance of tantalum and of carbon
as- a function of the voltage is graphically- represented, the pressure being assumed as 100 volts and
the resistance at ico arbitrary units when the efficiency is 1.5 watts per Hefner candlepower, so that
for each per cent, of variation of voltage the respective percentage of variation of resistance is
sliown.
It will be seen in the first instance that the
resistance of the tantalum increases to more than five
times its original value from the cold state to 1.5
watts per Hefner candlepower. while the resistance
of the carbon decreases to about one-half of its
initial value.
It will further be noticed that even
afterward the resistance of tantalum goes on rising
while the resistance of carbon keeps dropping.
Therefore the increase or decrease of pressure causes
the strength of current, and with it tlie illun-jnating
value, to rise or fall at a quicker rate in the carbon
lamp than in the tantalum lamp, and consequently
the latter is less sensitive to \-ariations of pressure
than the former.
Having thus related the whole history of the development of the tantalum lamp and fully entered
into a critical comparison between it and the carbon
filament lamp, we need scarcely add that we do not
intend, of course, to be satisfied w-ith what we have
already obtained. For the time being, however, and
until a larger building has been erected for the production of tantalum our firm has resolved to keep
to the tj'pe for which there is an immediate practical
demand. That is the lamp for 100 to 120 volts,
which supplies 25 Hefner candlepower at
volts,
or w-ill have a higher or low-er illuminating value if
worked at corresponding higher or lower voltages. In conclusion I w-ould recapitulate the properties which we claim as peculiar characteristics of
our invention as follows
1. The tantalum lam.p has a filament made of a
metallic conductor and burns at once on being connected without any previous heating.

no

2.

The

light-giving; wire

is

prepared by melting

in a vacuum and drawing; it is tough even in the
cold state and can therefore be coiled and fixed in
the lamp when cold.
relatively great length of wire can be placed
3.
in a simple manner within a bulb of ordinary- dimen-

A

sions.
4. Tantalum ore exists in considerable quantities
and can be easily procured.
5. Similar principles of treatment can be adhibited
to other metals of a verv- high melting point.

The

January- gross earnings of the Chicago and
electric railway amounted to $24,826. an

Milwaukee

increase of $5,839 over the preceding Januarj-.
erating expenses were $14,653.

Op-
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The Work

of the Signal

By Gen.

A.

W.

Corps

Officer,'

Greely.

the study of electricity before the
majority of the people in this room were born, back
some 38 years ago, under Prof. Joseph Henry in
I

commenced

Washington, and after a year or two of study it
said of me and it was not saying very much
that I was one of a dozen best elecbut today I know
tricians in the United States
the rudiments of
nothing of it, not even the
electricity as applied today; I have no knowledge
which entitles me to claim to be an electricianj or
even a scientific man in this twentieth century; but
I do have, and the officers and men under me have,
a desire to do whatever the day and the hour calls

was

in those days

—

—

;

ABC,

for.

From 1898 up to this time I have had no disposition to lay thousands of miles of cable or build up
several systems of wireless telegraph}', but as from
day to day the duty came to me I have done it.
It has been my fortune, within the last six or eight
years, for strictly military uses, to lay a series of
submarine cables, land lines and wireless systems,
and, thank God! they are all American from beginning to end. They would reach around the world.
There has been laid, under my direction, within the
last 3^ear in Alaska a cable long enough to reach
from Newfoundland to Ireland. Further, there is
today working across Norton Sound a system of
wireless telegraphy that is in its seventh month and
has worked over the 107 miles without a moment
of interruption, and over which system thousands
of words are sent to and fro each day. On one
occasion, not less than 25 messages passed across
this intervening space of 107 miles without there
being a call for a "repeat." You telegraph men
know what, kind of service that is. This work
has excited a great deal of interest in Alaska, on
account of our continuing to work during the preswere told
ent winter over the 107 miles of ice.
we could work in summer, but- that when the winter
came we could not work, yet when the winter came
we continued the work.
I will only speak briefly on what the American
army has done in the way of applying electricity
to the art of war that art which levies tribute on
The first cable that was
all other arts and sciences.
laid in Cuba was put down by the American Signal
Corps. The south coast of Cuba was hitched up
through an electrical system, with branches from
all parts of the island, so that it brought Santiago
within five minutes of the White House. From San
Juan there was stretched a telephone line along the
outposts of the American army, so that the telephone
brought down the news from the San Juan Hill,
sending the instructions which enabled the American
navy to fire effectively on Santiago. They told me
a telegraph line could not be built or maintained
on the island of Cuba from one end to the other.
said we would try it, and we put up 1,300 miles
of line on that island, two lines east and west, with
II lines running north and south, and we established
a system of telegraphic communication all over the

We

,

—

.

We

island.

—

cumstanccs seems to be impractical just give the
thing a little turn or twist.
Take the wireless system established across Norton Sound. Ever>'one said it could not be done.
I
had a contract with the Marconi - company in
Alaska and also the other compan}', but these contracts were not fulfilled.
I put in a cable, which
cost $6c,ooo, across Norton Sound; I carried out
the cable scheme, and it was up to me to do something with the wireless telegraph. Many people said
it could not be done.
I said, This is my work to do.
I put the work in the charge of a graduate of Ste-

vens Institute, one of the officers in my corps, and
gave him all the instruments and information which
I had, which was available, and w-e started in to
erect a wireless sj^stem on Long Island Sour.d, and
eventually had a system working betw^een Fort
Schuyler and Fort Wright, a distance of 97 miles.
When the thing was in working order I went up
to the station to see what could be done, and when
I listened for the sound it was with great difficulty
I could hear it, but I knew what to listen for.
Someone asked me what it sounded like. I said: "It is
not like the ghost of a voice it is like the ghost of
a ghost of a voice." That is all we could get for
the first month or two. After a great deal of
adaptation and maneuvering and modifications, we
were able to send messages gj miles and take them
off by typewriter.
And then we proceeded with the system in Alaska.
When you go to Nome, you can only get in there
three months in the year. During the other nine
months of the year everything is frozen up : but on
the barren shores of Nome today and on the shores
of St. Michael stand four of the highest poles ever
erected on the Pacific Coast. They are 210 feet in
the clear. I suppose we could have worked across
with less than that height. Someone wanted to know
why I spent $15,000 in doing that work, when it
might have been done for $8,000 or $10,000, and I
told him that that w'as a case of what you engineers called the "factor of safety" that when a
thing is done you know that no efforts have been
left undone to make it a success.
I will not undertake to say how much the army
owes to bodies of this kind, nor how much we feel
that you do for the world.
I feel that the work
you have done in the railroad line is most important.
I have obser\-ed the progress of the railroads in this
country, both steam and electric, for a great many
3^ears.
I am now in my fortj'-fourth 3'ear cf army
service, and w'hen I first went West to Utah there
was only one railway to the Missouri River, and
that had been there only three months
and now,
;

—

;

having seen the dawn
tw-entieth

century^,

I

went into Porto Rico the same thing
that island. When the American people
decided to hold the Philippines there came into my
office a request by cable from Hongkong asking for
100 miles of telegraph wire.
The message was
brought into me, and I wrote on the back, "Ship
1,000 miles."
disbursing officer came to me and
said, "Did you not make a mistake
did \ou not
put on one naught too much?" I said to him, "Did
say 10.000 miles? I meant to have said 1,000
I
miles." I was looking ahead, and eventually we
built and established a system of 10,500 miles in
the Philippine Islands. This indicates what the
American soldier can do^. because he is an American
man. The same spirit of resourcefulness and energy and determination to do the best, which has
built up this splendid Institute, and which is doing
so much for the world, is what has done the work
for the American army, and what I have been able
to do, beyond selecting the men for these places,
putting a round man in a round hole and a square
man in a square hole, has been in a way to keep

My

;

you gentlemen in knowing what you
were doing and seeing how far your systems were
army of the United States, whether
in our own country or in foreign lands.
In listening to some of the recitals of criticism
and hardship which were encountered by electrical
inventors, which have been referred to this evening,
in touch with

applicable to the

recalled vividly to my mind the difficulty many
in passing on matters which are outside
of their limited line of action. The great difficulty
which inventors have to contend with is in submitting their ideas to others to the judgment 'of
individuals who are not by their training capable
of passing a correct decision upon them, and when
such a situation confronts a man he must have that
spirit of adaptability which is the strength of the
American engineer. It oftentimes happens that these
criticisms are correct, and the man
of universal
utility is the man who is able so to modify his plans
as to make practical that which under certain cirit

men have

—

General Greely is chief sienal officer of the United States
At the annual dinner of the American Institute of Electrical Eneineers on Februar>- 8tb he responded to a toast, and his
speech contained so much of general interest that the greater
I.

Army.

of this

feel

very

remarkable

that in the hands of

you

young men, with
to j'ourselves and

y-our energy and your devotion
to your country, this American
republic will never have cause to fear, whether it
be in the field of invention or in any of the arts
or sciences, when it compares itself with the other

countries of the world.

Three and Four-cent Fares a Failure

in

Cleveland.

When we

was done on

February

Railway Company has
its experiments with the three-cent
zone fare and the four-cent general fare on which
no transfers were given. Both show a decrease

The Cleveland
made a report of

Electric

income, with little stimulation in travel.
days of the three-cent zone test, comwith the 17 week days of January' preceding, when the low-fare cars w^ere operated but
13 hours a da}', show a decrease of 5.74 per cent., or
$764.47 a day. This decrease was shown when the
three-cent fares were iS^/< per cent, of the fares
gross

in

The

12

pared

,

collected

on the

The only

entire sj'Stem..

operated wholly on a three-cent
on Wilson and Fairfield avenues.
the Wilson Avenue line the percentage o£ transfers has been 81, and on the Fairfield line, 4.2.
The
normal percentage on the entire system is 30, but
during the tests it was reduced to 23. The Wilson
Avenue line showed a decrease in earnings of 13.4
per cent. The Fairfield line showed a loss of 16.25
per cent. The results of the test on the Wilson
Avenue line, applied to the entire system, assuming
that the transfers are as stated above, would show
a loss of 29.05 per cent., or $3,600 a day. The actual
stimulation of traffic during the three- cent test was
one per cent, and during the four-cent test it was
lines

fare were those

On

1.38 'per cent.

The decrease

in

earnings

during

the

four-cent

was 10.S7 per cent., or $1,375.74 a day, which
would amount to $502,145.10 a year. The four-cent
fare was good on all lines, but five cents was charged
when a transfer was desired. This test continued
for eight days, and the results were compared with
the 20 days in January from the 3d to the 22d.
The
company states that the, tests cost in the neighborhood of $25,000, but tha't it is well worth the money
test

know just W'hat such plans w'ould produce. The
they are willing to make any other
reasonable test that may be suggested. It is possible
that the}' may try the plan of selling six tickets for
year or more ago
25 cents, with one transfer.
this rate of fare was tried, but the universal-transfer

to

officers state that

A

system was

it was so abused that
the plan was abandoned, together with some of the
transfer privileges.
It is declared that the three-cent-fare plan cannot

in effect then,

and

25, 1905

be satisfactory, either to the company or the public,
and the figures indicate that the four-cent plan is
not much better. Had there been a stimulation of
traffic, as occurred at Columbus, when the lower fare
went into effect, the story would probably be different.
The size of Cleveland had a great deal to
do with it, however, as those who would use a car
at three or four cents will do so at five cents, because the distances are so great. These things were
not brought out in the report, other than a mention
of the dissatisfaction
three-cent-fare plan.

that

The

had resulted from the
report

appears to be a
and the assertion is
that the figures in detail are on file and may
be seen by all who desire to make a more thorough
investigation.
clear,

frank statement of

facts,

made

American Street Railway Association.
An
the

important step toward the reorganization of
American Street Railway Association and its

allied associations was taken at the meetings of the
e-xecutive committees of the various organizations

New York city recently. Preliminary meetAmerican Railway Mechanical and ElecAssociation and Street Railway Accountants'
executive committees were held on February 3d,
which were adjourned to attend a joint meeting
with that of the parent bod}', which was presided
over by President Caryl Ely. President Ely at this

held in

ings of the
trical

meeting stated briefly the
shaped itself in his mind.

line of action which had
He believed that a committee should be appointed, made up of representative
men from the various organizations, to decide upon
some method of procedure. After free discussion
by this committee the real work should then be committed to a small sub-committee to be put in form
to lay before the members at the next regular meeting. To facilitate its work this sub-committee should
have the assistance of some person of high standing,
technical education, a ready writer and one of good
address.
Having thus outlined a method of going about the
work which seemed to him practicable, Mr. Ely then
mentioned a suggestion of Mr. Richard McCulloch
of St. Louis for a reorganization, which, to him
(Mr. Ely) seemed a good one and worthy of careful consideration by those whose duty it' might be
to devise the plan of reorganzafion. To prevent the
breaking up of the association into a number of
associations of specialists, which seems to be the
present tendency, Mr. McCulloch recommended that
"the annual conventions shall combine general meetings of the American Street Railway Association,
together w'ithm.eetings of certain sections to which
the consideration and discussion of papers and technical questions shall be allotted,"
The plan is based
upon that followed by the American Society for
the Advancement of Science, Mr. McCulloch also
suggested the names of a number of sections and
a specimen -programme.
After considerable discussion, in which it appeared that the members of the committee were
generally in accord, a sub-committee was appointed to do the work as outlined, consisting of
the following-named gentlemen
For the American Street Raihvav Association E. C. Fos-

—

ter, New Orleans;
Richard McCulloch, St. Louis: C. G.
Goodrich, St. Paul: W. E. Harrington, Camden, N. T.
For the Accountants' Association W. G. Ross, Montreal,
and Frank R. Henry. St. Louis, alternate.
For the Mechanical Association H. H. Adams, Baltimore,
and E. W. Olds. Milwaukee, alternate.
For the Claim Agents' Association W. A. Dibbs, New
York, and W. H. Renaud, New Orleans, alternate.
For the Manufacturers' Association \V. H. Heulings, Jr ,

—

—

Philadelphia,

and William Wharton,

—
—

Jr.,

Philadelphia, altcr-

On

motion, Mr. Ely was requested to act as chairof the joint committee, ex-officio*, and to him
was left the matter of making arrangements for
expert assistance, to serve the committee.
At the meetings of the executive committee of the

man

American Railway Mechanical and Electrical Assofollowing papers were assigned for the
"Power Transmission," by C. H.

ciation the

next convention:

Hile, superintendent of wires,

way; "Maintenance and
Equipment," by William

Boston elevated

Inspection
of

Pestell,

J.

rail-

of Electrical
G. White &

Co., New York city; "Way Department Matters,"
by F. G. Simmons, Mihvaukee Electric Railway and
Light Company; "Power Stations." by Fred Bushnell, chief engineer, the Rhode
Island Company,

Providence.
The date and place of the next convention of the
Street Railway Association were decided upon by
,the executive committee.
It will be held in Philadelphia during the week beginning September 24th,
at the Bellevue- Stratford Hotel.

New York Subway

Traffic.

The first quarter's report of the Interborough
Rapid Transit Company since the opening of the
subway branch has (seen received by the New York
State Railroad Commission.
Contrary to expectation, the elevated division shows an increase in gross
earnings for the quarter ended December 31, 1904,
over the corresponding quarter in 1903.
The increase is about $7,000.
Comparing the relums of
the whole system with those" for the corresponding
quarter in 1903, when the subway was not in operaappears that the increase in passengers
it
amounted to 16,245,582, a daily average for 90 days

tion,

of 180,506.

—
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Closing Bulkhead Doors on Warships
by Electricity.
Aflcr several yt-ars of cuslly cxi!|iriniciilatloii with
and hydraulic systems for npcraling hMll<doors and armored hatches alioard warships
botli systems have been aliandoncd liy the American
navy in favor of an electrical system. The first electrical installations arc now in working order on
the Colorado and Pennsylvania, the new 13,500-ton
amnred cruisers. Thirteen other cruisers and battleships, now building, will be similarly equipped.
The defects developed in the hydraulic and pneumatic systems due mainly to the practical impossibility of keeping their valves and packings in working order have been overcome in tlic electric system, and naval authorities, including many who have
heretofore opposed, as necessarily ineflfective, all
power doors for bulkheads, have given the electrical
system unr|ualified approval.
The bad repute into which distantly controlled
bidkhcad doors fell at one time was brought about
niieuinatic
iicad

—

—

question of power dcxjrj i» rcr.
Iiy the admiralty department of ali
|)orlant government in the world
II. M. S. Victoria might b:,

injury.

Long-arm System Company of Cleveland. Ohio, and
is known by the name of the "long-arm" tyitem.

ff.,

fer
first

who were likely to suffrom the operation of the power system. The
idea was to drop the heavy doors like so many

—

The emergency station consists of two parts one
a watertight case containing the mechanism for controlling the circuit ninning to each door or hatchgear for closing it
closure.
The other

and the lamps

to indicate the
case contains the fuscbox, in
supplied with the proper fuse.
I'ig. 2 shows the station from which 28 doors are
controlled on the U. .S. S. Colorado.
The wiring required for a complete installation
of the system is very simple. It comprises one twin
conductor by which the emergency station is connected with the ship's mains; one twin conductor
by which the controller on each door and hatch-gear
is
connected with the emergency station and one
twin conductor connecting the controller on each
hatch-gear or door with the ship's mains. Here, as
in other parts of the system, great simplications have
been worked by replacing pneumatic and hydraulic

which each wire

power by

by the members of the crew

'55

when an

inflow of water waslics away coal obstriicling a bimkcr opening.
The door and hatch-gear motors arc direct-current, reversible, ironclad, bipolar, of light and compact construction for intermilleiil service. 'I'licy are
entirely enclosed in water-tight cases and are capable of carrying large overloads without heating or
e.

is

electricity.

The

latter

added another

set

of complicated machinery to the ship's equipment,
while the electric system calls for nothing more complicated than connection with the electrical mains
necessary for other purposes.
To explain the operation of the system it is perhaps best to imagine an actual instance in which it
would be called into play. Suppose that the Colorado is in danger of being rammed, or that her hull
has been punctured by a torpedo.
The officer of
the deck or the one first aware of the danger will
press the button of the emergency station, immediately releasing the gearing driven by a spring and
controlled by an adequate escapement. This gearing
then closes the circuit operating the emergencv
switch in the controller of each door or batch-gear.
It docs not start all the motors at the same time,
thus avoiding the necessity for a large supply of
current.
It starts the doors one after the other at
intervals of about three seconds, so that 25 doors
and hatch-gears can be closed in 75 seconds from
each emergency station without more than six motors being in operation at any one time.
As each door makes a complete closure it automatically completes the circuit running to the
emergency station and is there connected with a
small incandescent lamp located back of each of the
disks around the edge of the emergency station. Each
disk is numbered to correspond to a door, so that
the officer in charge can tell by a glance at the station whether or not all the doors have closed.
If
any one door or hatchplate has not closed (he fact
is immediately observable and the location of the
trouble is known by reference to a diagram at hand

then followed the idea of closing doors
slowly by air or water pressure. But in both cases
it was found that the doors could not be depended
upon to shut at the right moment, nor to stay open
when so required, because the pneumatic and hydraulic pressure could not be perfectly maintained.
The electrical system, however, is not subject to
these defects.
It complies in every way with the
specifications of the Navy Department, providing
that doors or armor hatches "must be capable of
permitting operation on the spot by power or by
hand from either side of the bulkhead or deck." and
"be capable of being closed by power simultaneously
from an emergency station." It is further provided
that when the doors are closed and the "emergency"
is on. any door may be opened by a man at the door
to allow him to pass through in performing his duties, but after he has passed through and released
the controller handle the door will again close by the
emergency action. Fig. i shows a closed bulkhead
door equipped with the electrical system on the
U. S. S. Colorado.
The mechanism of the new system may be outlined as follows
(1) An emergency station, located usually in the
pilot house or some convenient place above the
deck.
(2) The power doors or hatch-gears, supplied
with three independent mechanisms.
(3) The switch by which a man at any door can

guillotines

-

;

open and close

it at will from either side.
switch, operated from the emergency
by which the door is closed upon the approach of danger. This emergency switch, although
permitting absolute control, may have its operation
suspended temporarily by the hand switch just mentioned.
In such a case the emergency station switch
will close the door as soon as the hand controller

(4)

The

station,

released.
(5) The limit switch, by means of which the current supplying the motor which provides the power
for closing and opening the doors, is cut off when
the door has closed and locked, or has encountered
an obstacle to full closure. This switch has mechanical connection with the door or hatchplate and is so
arranged that it will cut off the current from the
motor and thus prevent blowing out of the fuses. An
interesting improvement of this part of the mechanism is one by which the switch is made to again close
the circuit to the motor and thus start the door
toward its grooves after an obstruction is removed.
is

The

liad

\Kcn

minds of progressive

line

:.

i.

.

'.,y

in

the

of direct-current motors to be known as
has been produced by the Westirgbouse

R

and Manufacturing Company to meet the
demand for thoroughly reliable and highly efficient
machines of small power which shall be easy to install,

convenient to operate, require a minimum of
and give continuous service throughout a
They arc constructed in sizes from one-

attention

long

life.

.'ixth to iji) horsepower and are wound for no
and 220 volts. The fields are shunt-wound. The
motors are built with graceful otitlines, as shown in
the accompanying picture, and a baked enamel finish
presents a smooth and lustrous surface.
The yoke, brackets and poles of the motors arc

WESTINGHOUSE DIRECT -CUR

'

BIPOLAR .MOTOR.

cast in one piece, a construction which gives a compact machine and provides a rigidity between the
support and the driving pulley or pinion. The bearings are of the ring self-oiling type, with linings of
phosphor bronze, mounted in separate housings,
which may be adjusted in any position so that the
oil reservoirs hang vertical whether the motor be
set upon the floor or suspended from the wall or
ceiling.
The housings are so designed as to entirely

prevent the leakage of oil.
Armatures are of the slotted drum type and are
used with imbedded coils which are retained in the
slots by hard fiber wedges without band wires of
any kind. The value of this construction has been
repeatedly demonstrated in machines of larger capacity, but is seldom found in very small machines,
which run at high speeds and in which, therefore,
the absence of band wires is of great importance.
The armature cores are formed of circular punchings
of
carefully
annealed soft steel, treated
to secure' high magnetic quality and freedom from
aging.
The armature cores are mounted upon
shafts of unusual strength, which are so designed
that pulleys or pinions niay be secured with keys
a construction far superior to that of a flat which is
often employed to hold the pulley of a small motor
to its shaft.
The leads to the commutator are adequately protected by a covering of treated cloth
and tape and are thus tied down and so firmly held
in place that there is practically no danger of a
lead.

are mounted upon rings
at three points inside the motor
frame.
The individual holders are of the sliding
type, with the rod construction, and possess many
features of especial merit.
Pressure on the brush
is exerted by a coiled spring in such a manner as
to give the carbon a uniform pressure throughout its
width. The carbons are held radial at all times,
there being no swivel action during the operation
of the machine.
quick-action spring takes up any
vibration that might otherwise occur and thus insures continual contact between brush and commutator and obviates jumping or chattering of the
brushes. The commutators are made without necks,
a construction which provides a maximum wearing
surface and eliminates the possibility of the holders
riding against the neck.
Brass bolt and nut terminals are located on the
two lower arms of the front end brackets. The
bolt or stud is threaded on both ends and is brought
through insulated bushings and clamped into position by a nut on either side of the arm.
These
nuts are properly insulated by Vulcabeston washers.
Another nut on either end of the stud senses
to fasten the leads.
They are easily accessible and
are largely protected from accidental short-circuit
or other injury- by their position.
The starting rheostats furnished with the motors
are of the most approved design, with automatic novoltage release, exceedingly small and compact and
of the best possible construction, fireproof tliroughout.
The resistance is of the bar-w-ound type, with
porcelain insulation to ground, and is thoroughly
ventilated.
The adjustment is such that the motor
starts without jar or abnormal rush of current.

A

all the power doors and
Whether the emergencj' is "on" or "off"
indicated by a red light shining through one of
the lower disks of the station.
The Navy Department has subjected this system
to the severest possible tests before approving it.
The results of these tests are shown in the fact that
similar equipment is called for in the specifications
for. all three of the men-of-war just authorized by
the United States government.
The principal feature which has excited the approval of practical naval
officers is that this device secures the confidence
of the members of the crew stationed in the immediate vicinity of the power doors. The men had so
little confidence in the hydraulic and pneumatic systems that they invariably tampered with the mechanism in such a way as to defeat its purpose completely.
The combination of perfect local control
with the certainty which the electrical system gives
that the doors will not suddenly drop mainly accounts for this confidence.
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Motor.
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Galesburg Company Wins in Automatic
Telephone-signaling Case.
In tlie case of the Western Electric Company,
complainant, against the Galesburg (III.) Union
Telephone Company and another, defendants. Judge
Seaman of the United States Circuit Court has
handed down a decision in favor of the defendants.
The suit was brought for alleged infringement of
patent No. 669.708, issued March 12. 1901 (on application filed February 28, 1895), to Charles E.
Scribner for "Apparatus for Telephone SwitchThis patent is owned by the Western
boards."
The defendant company operElectric Company.
ates

an exchange

in

Galesburg and employs a form
made by the Sterling Elec-

of signaling apparatus,

Company, which was alleged to embody the
The case was reinvention of the patent in suit.
garded as of some importance, because the patent
was alleged to be the pioneer patent relating to
Edcommon-battery automatic signaling boards.
ward Rector and George P. Barton were the counsel
for the complainant and Charles A. Brown argued
tric

The patent contains
the case for the defendants.
17 claims, and infringement was alleged on the sixth,
seventh, eighth and eleventh of these claims.
Three defenses were urged upon the attention of
the court by Mr. Brown want of patentable novelty,
double-patenting (referring to prior patent No. 574,006) and non-infringement. As to the first contention. Judge Seaman decided that there was sufficient
invention to sustain the patent in suit, though narrow in scope. Considering the second ground of defense, the judge held that the patent in suit could
not be upheld under the rule against double-patenting.
But (passing to the third branch of defendants' argument), even if the patent is valid, the defense of non-infringement is sufficient. From this
point the reasoning of the court may be presented
in the language of Judge Seaman's opinion
"I am satisfied that the defense of non-infringement is well asserted under the interpretation which
must be given to the claims of the patent. That
signaling and tests in the prior art had progressed
to the extent of furnishing both audible and visible
tests at the telephone exchange prior to the invention in controversy and by means closely approaching it plainly appears.
"The broad construction for the system of the
patent which is claimed in support of the charge
of infringement would bar means and uses which
were clearly within the rights of the public when
Of
this inventor entered upon the improvement.
course the claim cannot be thus construed. As before stated, the invention is of narrow scope, however beneficial for exchange operation, and must be
limited accordingly so that the prior art remains

—

free.

"The patent thus described the invention
My invention consists in arranging two such signals

in parallel
branches of a local circnit and in controlling the continuitj- of one
of the branches by a relay responding to currents in the telephone
The signal in the branch controlled by the relay is delines.
signed to act as an individual signal and is permanently asso-

ciated with a particular line. The other gignal may be asssociated with one of the plug-circuits provided for uniting different
telephone lines, and the branch including it may be normally
open, terminating in a contact-piece in the connecting-plug
adapted to complete the branch while the plug is in use in a
spring-jack.

of the structure in which invenfound, in my understanding of it, is the
for its
introduction of the resistance coil (m)
special function in the system well known in the
general art for like' effect, but novel in this applicaAs described in the
tion for telephone signaling.
brief, for the complainant, it is 'of such character
as to limit the flow of current through the circuit,
permitting a sufficient amount to flow to illuminate
the lamp, but not sufficient to illuminate it if the
flow of current be materially reduced.' Thus signal
lamps identical in kind supervisory^ and line are
controlled
and reciprocally control each other.
When one lamp is alone connected in circuit the
current will light it, but when both are connected
in parallel both are extinguished, as the distributed
current is then insufficient to light them a result
being the desirable so-called 'visual busy test' of the
patent.
While the general effect of one lamp on
the other was novel, I am satisfied that this feature
is absent from and foreign to the defendants' system
and structure. While two resistance coils are used
therein, they have a different function in the system;
and the introduction of a resistance means by the
patentee exclude other uses of that well-known proThe supervisory lamp is not
vision in the art.
lighted by the opening of the line-lamp circuit and
the lamps do not reciprocally control each other.
The means set forth in the patent, which is the sole
feature of novelty in the combination, is not thus
used in the defendants' device for the control of the
supervisory signal nor does the defendants' structure
furnish the 'visual busy test,' which is the distinguishing feature of the patent over the prior
art.
It was w^ell demonstrated at the hearing, if
not clear from the nature of the elements, that the
supervisory lamp of the defendants' device w-as not
adapted to be lighted by the full current through
the resistance there provided, and was not so lighted.
In other words, the particular function of the patentee's resistance coil is not performed by the resistance used by the defendants and is not within
the purview of its structure or system.
The contention that the visual bus^^ test was not only obtainable therein but was in fact used in the ooera-

"The feature

tion

is

—

—

—

—
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Ohio Telephone Notes.

lion of the defendants'

exchange

opinion,
not established by the testimony introduced to that
end and is inconsistent (for practical purposes) with
the demonstrations and recognized principles of the
structure.
"Other and minor features of difference do not
require mention, as the distinctions referred to are
deemed sufficient. Analysis of the systems respectively is deemed unnecessary for this summary of
my views.
"Decree will follow dismissing the bill for want of
equity."
is,

in

Ohio District Telephone Meetings.
Representatives of the 56 telephone companies
operating in the counties comprising district No. I
of the Ohio Independent Telephone Association met
The
last week in the Electric Building, Cleveland.
meeting was called to order by Vice-president J. B,
Hoge and the discussion upon topics of importance
to telephone men was participated iii by ]M. B.
Overly and W. B. Woodbury, Cleveland; G. W.
Verner, Finley C. M. Grauel, Painsville C. Y. McVey, Cleveland
O. P. French, Cleveland
E. L.
Coen, 'Vermilion; J. B. Rhodes, Zanesville; E. C.
Branson, Wellington J. B. Hoge, Qeveland A. S.
Hillhouse, Canton; E. G. Miller, Warren; C. R.
Callaghan, Belleview; B. H. Lang, Washington
;

;

;

;

;

;

Hyde and

others.

James B. Hoge, who has been vice-president of
the district for the last year, declined a renomination, as his duties as president of the iiational association take up his entire time.
E. G. Miller of Warren ivas elected to succeed Mr. Hoge. Mr. Miller
is one of the pioneer Independent operating men of
the state, with large holdings of telephone properties.
C. N. Grauel of Painesville was elected delegate to the national convention and 36 delegates to
the state convention were chosen.
Vice-president R. E. Hamblin presided at the
meeting of District No. 2 of the association, which
was held in Toledo on February 15th. Interchange
of business was discussed and the managers of the
various companies decided to attend the state meeting in a body.
Bell

Telephone Conference

in In-

dianapolis.
Independents are not to have a monopoly of telephone conventions. As the Western Electrician goes
press,
to
an important conference or convention of high officials and engineers of various Bell
telephone companies of the United States is in session in the Claypool Hotel in Indianapolis, the dates
being February 21st, 22d Tind 23d. At this writing
the indications are. that the convention will be attended by a hundred or more of prominent teleohone
men. The Central Union Telephone Company is the
host.
Several papers are on the programme, but
for the most part the deliberations will be confined
to the exchange of ideas, experiences and results
obtained from methods employed. On Thursday
night the visitors arc scheduled to attend a banquet
given by the local officials of the Central Union
companj' at the Columbia Club. Among those who
are expected to attend are F. P. Fish, president of
the American Telephone and Telegraph Company,
E. J. Hall of New York, Henry M. Watson of Buffalo, George F. Durant of St. Louis, T. Spencer of
Philadelphia, Arthur D. Wheeler of Chicago, B. L.
Kilgour of Cincinnati, J. E. Caldwell of Nashville,
W. A. Jackson of Detroit, U. N. Bethell of NewYork, L. G. Richardson of Indianapolis and many
others.

Bell

The

Telephone Output.

month of 1905 was a record-breaker for
the American Telephone and Telegraph Company.
The* total telephone output figures, both gross and
net,

The
year.

first

are larger than ever before in 3 single month.
best previous record was made in March of last
The figures given out by the company arc
January.

.

1905.

Gross output
Returned

Net output
Total outstanding

1904.

Increase.

130,634
37.700

90,644
36,854

39,990

92.934
4,573,498

53,790
3,833,307

39.t44

846

74o.ir>r

Boston-New York Underground Service
Proposed.

:

Reports are current, said to be substantiated by
Secretary Victor M. Tyler of the Southern New

Telephone Company, that within three
New York and Boston will be connected by
underground-telephone service.
The New York
Telephone Company already has a conduit sj'stero

England
years

in operation from New York to Portchester, and
there are two other such lines in operation, one from
Boston to Brockton and Taunton and the other from

Boston to Worcester, so that a part of the distance
alreadv covered bv conduits.

is

25, 1905

At the stockholders' meeting of the Citizens' Telephone Company, Columbus, a few days ago, H. D.
Critchfield of Chicago retired from the board of
directors and C. C. Griswold was chosen to take his
place.
The same officers that have served in the
past will be re-elected, it is said. Frank L. Beam
is the general manager of the company.
The Hamilton Home Telephone Company of
Hamilton is arranging to issue additional stock for
the purpose of e.";tcnding the service into the country.
As soon as the Independent company at Middletown
has installed a plant arrangements will be made for
an interchange of service.
C. P. Bradford, the new manager of the Bell interests at Akron, is engaged in the construction of a
number of country lines and it is stated that 300
farmers will be connected up within a short time.
Lines are being built from Akron to Thomastown,
Cuyahoga Falls to Montrose and Ghent, and from

Akron

Uniontown.

to

The Independents

also have

a strong hold in that territorj'.
An increase of capital stock from $4,000,000 to
55,000,000 was decided upon at the annual meeting
of stockholders of the City and Suburban Telephone
Company of Cincinnati at a meeting of the stockholders last week. Directors were elected who organized as follows: President, John Kilgour; vicepresident, Charles
Kilgour; general manager.
Bayard L. Kilgour. It is stated that the money secured from the additional stock will be used for purchasing a number of small plants in the vicinity of
Cincinnati.
Officers of the Champion Telephone Company
elected at a meeting at Warren a few days ago are
as follows:
President, C. J. Chinnock; vice-president, H. A. Grubbs; secretary and treasurer, L. W.
Pierce.
The New Citizens' Telephone Company of Eatavia
has been incorporated with a capital stock of
$150,000 bv B. W. Gilfillin, W. H. Baum, W. F.
Fee, J. C. Wood, W. G. Jones and G. H. Eveland.
Officers of the Farmers' Telephone Company, recently organized at Medina, with a capital stock of
President, H. F. Rickert;
$125,000, are as follows:
vice-president, J. C. Fixler; secretar}' and treasurer,
E. R. Culver. The company will build lines through
the southern portion of Medina County. The exchange and office w'ill be located at River Styx.
committee of bankers and brokers interested in
the Cuyahoga Telephone Company has been appointed to raise money for a loan of $850,000 to pay
off the floating indebtedness of the company and
increase the capacitj' of the plant to 22,000.
C.

H

'

A

Indiana Telephone Items.
The Salamonia Telephone Company has

increased
stock to $10,000 for the purpose of extending the line and increasing the capacity of the
switchboard.
J. J. Kidder is president and J. W.
its

capital

Cull secretary.
The Elizaville Telephone
additional shares of stock.
eral

manager,

says, this

Company has

issued 100

Anthony Kincade, genwas made necessar3' in order

new equipments to take care of the rapidly
increasing business.
The Central Union Telephone Company is preparing to establish an exchange in the city of Huntingto install

ton,

The

South

Bend

Home

Telephone

Company,

which began business two years ago, now has 3,500
telephones, and has just decided to put in an automatic system.
At a recent meeting of the stockholders of the
Laporte Telephone Company a resolution was passed
to increase the capital stock from $30,000 to $60,000.
Future requirements, extensions and betterments
made this step necessary, while it was shown by the
plant account the capital invested already exceeded
the amount of the original stoc'k. J. V. Dorland is
president of the company.
The Central Union Telephone Company is reaching out for a division of the country-district business and has effected reciprocal arrangements witha number of co-operative lines -in Montgomery and
Boone counties. 'The company has a trunk line running directly from Crawfordsville to Shannondale.
The contracts made with these companies arc for a
period of II years.
quiet meeting of the telephone men from Eastern Indiana was held in Richmond, February 15th.
The principal subject discussed was the hope of de-

A

vising

some plan

called

"sponger."

to lessen the privileges of the soThis term applies to the large
who rarely ever pay a cent for
telephone service but constantly use other people's
telephones for gossiping and unimportant conversations to the detriment of the regular subscriber.
It
was argued that some plan should be devised to
eliininate the large amount of free serv'ce now
being given and wdiich often crowds the lines to the
exclusion of regular patrons.
The introduction of
tlie slot attachment was advocated and it was stated
that a few had already been installed, but as yet
made to apply only to outside toll business. Those
present insisted that the plan should be adopted fqr
local business as well.
The plan advocated is to
provide the subscribers with metal checks similar in
size and weight to a nickel, wdiich could be sold to
the subscribers at the rate of $1 per hundred. These

and increasing

class

25,

l'(l,rii;iry
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while the nonsubscribers would be compelled to pay a nickel to
call up ccnlnil, aud ihus divide the cost of the service
S.
among those who use a telephone.
used

1)0

coiiUl

liy

llic

Telephone News from the Northwest.
Clark and others have incorporated as the
Hcllingham (Minn.) 'I'elcphouc Company, with a
L.

P.

of $25,000.
M. Priest and others have organized the South

capital

W.

'57

NEW COMPANIES.

GENERAL TELEPHONE NEWS.

subscribers,

In a

recent

fire

in

.Manning. low.i, the

Manning

Telephone Company sustained a considerable

loss.

A telephone exchange is to be installed at Logan
Court I louse, W. Va., by a company organized by
men in Williamson, W. Va.
The Bangor Automatic Telephone Company has
been granted the right to do business in Bangor,
Me. Hon. Charles !•". Bragg is president of the com-

Creek Telephone Company at Guckeen, Minn., and

pany.

a rural lino.
The telephone franchise recently granted to K. D.
Chase at Faril)aull, Minn., will he turned over to the
Rice Connty Telephone Company.
There is talk of forming a local telephone com-

before the Legislature of Kansas, provides a maximum price of 50 cents a month
tor a rural telephone, where the patron constructs
the line.

will

build

Morgan, Minn.
The Cass County Telephone Company has been

pany

at

organized at Pequot, Minn., to build rural

The Hudson

Prairie Telephone

Company

lines.

has ap-

plied for a franchise for a local exchange at Hudson, Wis.
The annual report of the Minnesota Central Telephone Company, at a meeting in Willmar, Minn.,

showed an increase ef earnings in the last year of
Tlie company expended $52.0,15, '" addi$17,813.
and betterments. Dividends of
tions, extensions
$29,800 were paid during the year.
The German Mutual Telephone Company will exlend its lines from Dixon, Iowa, to New Liberty, via

Round Grove.
The Midway Switchboard and Telephone Company of Swisher, Iowa, has been incorporated with
S. A. Dean is president and M. H.
$10,000 capital.
Eaton, secretary.
An election will be held at Council Bluffs, Iowa,
on March 27th to vote on the proposed new franchise for the Independent Telephone Company.
R.

Tetephones

in

Rocky Mountain Region.

.'\
slock company has been formed at Livingston,
Mont., with the project in view of extending a
telephone system from that city through various
portions of Shields Valley.

The Empire Bell Telephone Company is the name
new incorporation organized at Pocatello, Ida.,
which proposes the construction of a telephone system connecting Gentile Valley with the towns of
Chesterfield and Bancroft.
A franchise has been granted to J. E. Edwards
to operate and maintain a telephone system in Forsythe, Mont.
Within the next few weeks the Rocky Mountain
Bell Telephone Company will install two new branch
exchanges, one at Plain City and one at North
Ogdcn, Utah.
The Walker River Electrical Company has been
incorporated at Yerington, Nev., with a capital stock

of a

of $20,000.
The object of the company is to construct and operate a telephone line from Wellington

Carson, where connection may be had with tlie
Sunset company's long-distance line. A line will
also be constructed from Wellington to Yerington.
to

British

Government

to

Buy National

Telephone.
It

is

British

announced by

a

London dispatch tliat the
has come to an agree-

postmaster-general

ment with the National Telephone Company to take
over its business and buy its plant as from December

The price to be paid for the business is
31, 191 1.
to be settled by arbitration.
All that is to be paid,
it is said, is tlie fair market value of the plant and
the works of the company. During the present owners' continuance in possession they are bound by
agreement to allow intercommunication without additional charge between the systems of the oostmaster-general and the company, and are precluded from
showing favor or preference as between subscribers,
while the minimum and maxinumi rates they are to

charge are fixed. When in April, 1S96, the Postoffice
took over the trunk lines the cost was $2,295,570,
but the purchase of the whole business is a more
serious matter from the fact that the company has
a share capital of nearly $22,500,000, with debentures
amounting to nearly $20,000,000.

TELEPHONE MEN.
Buford Adams, manager of the Missouri and Kansas Telephone Company at St. Joseph, Mo., has
resigned
and will become field manager of the
Wisconsin Telephone Company.
J. D. Houseman ha^ resigned as general manager
of the Suburban Telephone Company operating in
the vicinity of St. Louis.
Mr. Houseman accepted
the position with the understanding that when certain construction work, under way at the time, was
completed he was to be relieved. He will now turn
his attention to electric-railway work.

The Southern Bell Telephone and Telegraph Company has been chartered at Lynchburg, \^a., with a
capital of $200,000, to take over the two local systems. A new exchange will be built and the system
will be put underground and otherwise improved.
W. T. Gentry and F. E. ^lontague are in charge.

bill,

There are now

New York

Bronx,

number continues

in

Manhattan and the
154.934 telephones and the
increase at the rate of about

service in

city,

to

month.

2,00c a

The Concordia Telephone Company
Kan., has passed into new hands.
is now general manager, and F.
retary

and

of Concordia,

W. Daugherty
Hannum is sec-

F.

report

of the

J.

New York

report for 1904 of the Southern
England Telephone Company, which operates

The annual

chiefiy in Connecticut, shows gross earnings amounting to $1,317,528, an increase of $203,314. The year
was a record-breaker, with a gain of 6,589 stations,

making

a

total of 33.208.

The supervisors of Los Angeles County. Cal., have
granted a permit for a private telephone line to the
Lowell and California Mining Company to construct
a line along the public roads from Palmdale to Little Rock, from which point the line will pass to
the company's lands at a point 25 miles east.
The Independent Telephone

Securities

Company

of Utica, N. Y., has purchased a controlling interest
in the Black River Telephone Company, the largest
and most important Independent toll system connecting with Utica. Contracts have been made by the
Independent Telephone Securities Company to purchase other systems and to expend a large sum of
money to meet competition by other concerns.

The Northwest Telephone Company's

for incorporation has been reported on favorably to the
Dominion Parliament by the railway committee of
The company seeks power to operate in
the House.
Ontario, Manitoba and the Northwest Territories.
The capital stock is placed at $500,000. The head
office is to be located in the city of Winnipeg, Man.
The bill was amended preventing the company from
amalgamating with any other company.

The Chicago express which

left

bill

Buffalo at 2.15

m. on the Erie railroad February 17th was stalled
snowdrifts near Eden Centre, N. Y., about an
hour later, and up to nine o'clock the next day had
not moved, notwithstanding the eflForts of four locomotives.
The passengers were made comfortable,
however, and for tlieir convenience a telephone was
Installed in one of the cars, thus allowing them to
communicate with friends in different places.

p.

In

At Albany, N. Y., on February i6th the crusade
against alleged exorbitant prices charged by publicservice corporations was extended by the introduction of a resolution by Senator Keenan providing for
an investigation by a legislative committee of telephone conditions in New York. The subject was
referred to the committee on finance, which was authorized to recommend legislation to compel reduction if the charges are found to be excessive.

The Michigan Independent telephone convention
is being held at Battle Creek as the Western Elecnumber of papers are to
trician goes to press.
B. Fisher,
be read, including those of President
Edmond Land and F. V. Newman. Representatives
ot the Independent Telephone Traffic Association
The latter orare In attendance at the meeting.

A

R

ganization was formed at the last annual convention as a clearing house for the handling of toll-line
busmess between the various Independent telephone
companies of the state.

The ninth annual meeting of the Iowa Telephone
Association will be held at the Chamberlain Hotel,
Des Moines, on March 14th

to i6th.

The meeting

be held in one of the private dining rooms on
parlor floor, and the telephone manufacturers
and supply men will have their exhibits on the fourth
floor.
good programme has been prepared. The
association banquet will be held on Wednesday
night, March 15th. J. C. Sullivan is president, S. S.
Lichty, vice-president, and Charles C. Deering of
Boone, Iowa, secretary and treasurer of the associawill

the

A

The Stromberg-Carlson Telephone Manufacturing
Company of Rochester, N. Y., reports that it is just
completing one of the finest toll boards that it has
ever turned out. for the United States Telephone
Company of Toledo, Ohio. The board consists of
Is

Tcrrilorv

Trirphonc

[iartlefvillc,

I.

Omip»ny hat

T.

has been incorporated with a capital of 92fim.

The Home Telephone and
Baird, Texas, has
slock of $25,000.

l>ccti

Electric Company of
incorporated with a capital

The Macksvillc. Prall^burg and Nora Telephone
Company of .\facksvillc. Kan has been incorporated
with a capital stock of $1,000.

The Bruning (Neb.) Home Telephone Company
has beer incoriKpratcd with a capital stock of $5,000
by C. M. McNeill and others.
Philip King, \V. Fl. Rcid and T. B. Mitchell have
incorporated as the Fvdwards County .Mutual Telephone Company, with headquarter! at Albion, IIL

The White Telephone and Telegraph C.nnpany
of Tyler. Texas, has been incorporated with a capital of $10,000, to construct rural telephone lines.
Charles K. While and others are interested.

treasurer.

and New Jersey
Telephone Company for the year ended December
31, 1904, shows a .surplus, after charges, taxes and
dividends, of $514,863, an increase of $76,945-

The

five

Indp.in

The Mulvanc (Kan.) Mutual Telrphone Company

,

The Stannard

New

The

been organized at

sections of three operators' positions each,

equipped with the most

modem

apparatus.

and

The
ton,

Company of Lexinghas been incorporated by G. H. Elder, J. A.

Prairie Hall Telephone

III.,

Moon and
the

G.

Elder. Tlie capital is $4,900 and
to operate a telephone system.

C.

company proposes

The Santa Clara Valley Home Telephone Company has filed articles of incorporation at Los Angeles with a capital stock of $75,000.
The directors
are C. F. Guthridge. C. L. Zahn, D. F.
others, all of Los Angeles.

Boyce and

The Winfield, Buffalo and Galipolis Telephone
Company of Winfield. W. Va., has been incorporated with a capital stock of $15,000 to build a line
as indicated in the name. E. B. Henscn. S. C. Handley, Charles Harris and JL V. Brown are the incorporators.

The Nashville Home Telephone Company of NashTcnn., has been incorporated by E. L. Barber.
R. E. Cooper, Luke Rea. R. J. Lyies and 0. S.
Parkes. The same interests, it is said, are organizing a long-distance telephone system, and it is understood that about $1,500,000 will be expended in
the establishment and extension of lines.
ville.

New York
The New York

Electrical Society.

Society held a meeting
Februarj- 15th in the assembly room of the
Metropolitan Street Railway Association. The address of the evening was made by Mr. H. ?I. Vreeland of New York, the president of the New York
Electrical

on

Company. Mr. ^'reeland was introduced by Mr. Frank J. Spragne and his topic was
"Electrical Railway Operation in a Great City.'
Following the address an interesting demonstration
was given of the methods employed bj* the New
York City Railway Company to train its motormcn.
No\ices were set to operate a controller and their
work was contrasted with that of men who had
been a day and a half in the company's training
school.
Another item, was the putting of a trolley
car "out of business" and its speedy readjustment by
an expert motorman.
Mr. Vreeland said that since the railways of New
York city were consolidated into the Metropolitan
system and electricity had become the motive power
three times the number of men are employed that
formerly were employed upon the same mileage.
The rule of seniority will be invoked, and in reCity Railway

sponse to its operation it is necessarv^ to exact of
men a certain standard of "efficienc)- and their retirement from the se^^ice when their capacities fall
below the necessary point of skill. Competition of
the

the superannuated will not be endured and the

ployer

will

not

em-

endure the service of the incom-

petent.

Professor Collin Talks on Transfers.
At Albany. N. Y., a few days ago there was much
discussion on transit matters. Professor Collin,
counsel for the BrookhTi Rapid Transit Company,
declared that it was impossible to carr>- a passenger
between Jamaica and the Brooklj-n bridges a dis-

—

—

tance of 10 or 12 miles for five cents except at a
loss.
On the subject of transfers. Professor Collin
made the alarming statement that all Americans are
thieves.
He said that while they would not steal
the upholstered cushion nor take any of the company's physical property-, everyone seemed to think
he had a right to steal a railroad ride. If it meant,
he said, in giving a transfer, that the transfer would
be honestly used, it would be all right, but the establishment of a new" transfer station meant simply
the establishment of a new station for stealing. He
asserted that the Metropolitan Railroad Company
had recently discovered in one system of transfer
stealings alone whereby the company lost Sl.ooo.coo
In revenue annually.

—
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Modern Large Gas Engines.^
By Max Rotter.
Those who have watched developments
means for power generation as described

in the
in current technical literature cannot doubt that large gas
engines that is, gas engines in units between 500
and 5,oco horsepower have come, and come to stay.
It is true that their introduction into this country
has made slow headway, this being a direct result
of the generally low price of our coal and our prosperous condition with less economical appliances. To
these causes may perhaps be added the doubt which
exists in the minds of many engineers regarding

—

—

the possibility of satisfactorily generating power gas
from bituminous coal and the general and natural
inclination to adhere to familiar appliances, demanding comparatively little attention so long as such
appliances earn ample profits in spite of their lower
In Europe conditions are different; coal
efficiency.
is expensive, labor is cheap, and as a result the large
gas engine has there ceased to be a novelty and has
taken its place among the regular products of many
shops formerly devoted to steam-engine building.
In fact, it is noticeable that by far the majority of
manufacturers of large gas engines are concerns
which were noted for their large steam engines and
had never built small gas engines.
It is true that up to date most of the large gas
engines in Europe have been installed to operate
with waste gases, such as blast-furnace gas, formerly

burnt under boilers, and coke-oven gas, formerly
generally wasted; but they have proven so satisfactory when running with these widely different gases
the former exceedingly lean, the latter unusually
hard in gas engines because of its high hydrogen
contents that they have already been installed in

—

—

central power stations, as, for instance, In the city
of Scheveningen, in Holland, where four 350-horsepower Nuremberg tandem gas engines, each direct
connected to a direct-current generator, are in reg-

ular operation with suction producer gas,_ and in
Madrid, Spain, where six units, each consisting_ of
a 2,000-horsepower Nuremberg tandem gas engine,
direct connected to a i,ooo-volt, three-phase alter-

soon be running with Mond gas. In
there are In continuous and satisfactory
operation gas engines aggregating nearly one-haif
million horsepower, in units ranging from 200 _to
and one firm alone has on Its
3,200 horsepower
books orders for such units aggregating 70,000 horsepower. It Is clear, therefore, that the gas engine
has ceased to be considered a makeshift of small
nator,

:

will

Europe

;

power.
Certain undesirable characteristics were for a long
time ascribed to gas engines with such persistency
that they came to be considered irradlcable and_ essential attributes, and it wall be well to look into
these briefly. As to reliability In operation: Ten
years ago a gas engine which would run throughout
a day without some sudden and inexplicable stop
was a rarity today large gas engines are uninterruptedly running day and night, furnishing draft
for blast furnaces, than which no class of work
demands more reliability a stoppage would involve
most serious and expensive consequences. Again,
as to regulation:
We are all familiar with the gas
engine with its old hit-and-miss regulation, its impulse every eighth stroke or so, its flvwheel weighing twice as much as the balance of the machine,
and a regularity of speed and rotation so poor that
its variations could be seen and heard; today, large
gas engines with an impulse at every stroke are
driving alternators In parallel with absolute freedom from trouble. For Instance, at the plant of
the Phoenix Iron Works, in Ruhrort, Germany, three
i.ooo-horsepower Nuremberg tandem gas engines, direct connected to alternators of a frequency of 47><
cycles per second, are operating without the least
trouble in parallel and with an extremely variable
load, supplying current for motors around a rolli;ig
mill.
These engines arc merely two-cylinder tandems, the effort upon the crank shaft of which is
the same as in a single-cylinder steam engine, while
large gas engines are also built as four-cylinder
twin tandems, with cranks at 90 degrees, the regularity of which for 60-cycle work is therefore beyond a doubt; but, as this frequency is not used
in Europe, no such plant can be referred to.
The noisy operation of the gas engine has also
been eliminated by the substitution of eccentrics
arrangement of
the
for the old-time cams, and
proper dampening apparatus for the exhaust, so
that the modern large gas engine makes no more
noise than does the Corliss steam engine.
Nor does the starling up of a large gas engine
involve the time, manual labor and uncertainty which
characterized the old small machines.
Compressed
air, for the production and storage of which means
are provided in conjunction with the gas engine,
permits the prompt, easy and reliable starting of
;

—

the largest unit.
Yet, though the modern large gas engine be as
reliable and desirable, mechanicallv, as the Corliss
steam engine, this alone Is not sufficient to warrant
Its future suIts being considered as a substitute.

premacy must be based upon its high thermal efficiency, and In this it stands so far above any known
steam-power generator that circumstances which
I.
A paper (read by H. L. Woolfenden) presented to the
meeting of the Colorado Electric Light, Power and Railway
Association at Colorado Springs, September 31-23, 1904.

would

justify

Its

February

being ignored are rather the ex-

ception than the rule.
Before presenting any figures regarding the comparative economy of gas. and steam plants, it will
be well to call attention to the effect which conditions of operation exercise upon the efficiency of the
gas engine, and the considerations which must be
kept in view in the selection of this prime mover.

There

is

much misapprehension regarding

overload

capacity of gas engines, and a lack of such capacity
is
frequently emphasized as a fundamental disadvantage of this, type of power generator. The question of overload is generally viewed from the standpoint of steam-engine and electric-generator operation and rating, and this Is not quite right. There
is for each steam engine a certain amount of power
which it will, under specified conditions, develop
with the greatest economy in steam consumption,
and this power is customarily the "rated" power
of such engine, used to designate it. But this steam
engine is capable cf developing power far in excess
of this amount, although at a sacrifice in efficiency.
Likewise, an electric generator w"ill generate continuously, without danger of overheating, a certain
maximum amount of current, and is rated at this;
nevertheless, this same, machine can, for shorter
periods, generate an amount of current far In excess
of its rating. This excess power or current, known
as "overload," can easllv mount to 50 per cent,
over the rated capacity of a steam engine and elecr
trie generator, and is always reckoned with when
the size of such machine Is to be determined for
given conditions of operation. The fact that the
steam engine operates at best economy at a load
considerably below its maximum, is a distinct advantage, as almost all power plants, especially cen-

power stations, must have at all
cient power capacity in operation to
a known sudden maximum demand, and
are. therefore, during a major portion
tral

times

suffi-

safely meet
the engines,
of the time,
developing an amount of power far below their
maximum capacity, and yet at or near their best
economy. In brief, such engines are operating the
greater portion of the time under the most favorable
economic conditions. With steam turbines these
conditions do not quite hold good, but are more
closely approached than with gas engines.
In the
gas engine the maximum capacity in power development is at the same time the condition of maximum
economy; that Is, when the cylinder of a gas engine
Is
completely filled with a mixture carrying the
largest proportion of gas compatible with perfect

maximum power and attain its maximum economy. Beyond this point its power cannot be increased, and
below this point its efficiency steadily decreases.
combustion

it

will

simultaneouslv develop

its

Consequently, If sufficient power capacltv Is to be
held ready to meet an Instantaneous peak load, the
gas engines in a central station will, during the
major part of the time, be operating at efficiencies
below their best. It would, however, be manifest!}'
Improper to rate a gas engine at. 66 per cent, of
the power It can develop with the highest economy
that is. at 66 per cent, of Its maximum power
nor would It be wise to commercially designate an
engine by the very maximum It can do; so a proper
allowance has been made and the gas engine is, by
tacit agreement, rated at iK per cent, to 20 per cent,
belo^v its maximum capacity.
This has led to the
acceptance of the loose statement that the overload
capacity of a gas engine is only 15 per cent.
The whole question for the selection of steam as
well as gas engines for a power plant, resolves
itself into this
"What is the maximum power the
plant will be required to develop?" The sizes of
its units would then be so determined that, with
the given load curve, the fewest possible number
of machines \vould, during as long periods as practicable, be operating as nearly as possible at their
best economy, and yet be able at any moment to
meet the maximum demand for power as indicated
by the load curve for such periods. Broadly speaking, this would mean that when, during the longest
period it would be practicable to run without throwing in more units, the maximum overload does not
exceed 50 per cent, of the average load during such
period, it would be proper to select steam engines
and generators whose aggregate rated power would
be equal to the average load but gas engines whose
aggregate rated power \vould be equal to about 30
per cent, above this average load, coupled to generators whose aggregate rated
power would be
equal to the average load.
These altered relations between engine and generator seem, at first glance, slightly confusing, but ^
are, in fact, quite simple when everything is based
upon the maximum, instead of the rated capacities
of engine and generator, respectively. For instance,
a generator having a rated capacity of 1,000 kilowatts and a maximum overload capacity of 1.500
kilowatts, would naturally' be connected to a steam
engine having a rated capacity of 1,460 effective
horsepower and a maximum overload capacity of
2,190 effective horsepower; but to a gas engine having a rated capacity of 1,830 effective horsepower.
and the same maximum overload capacity as the
steam engine, namely, 2,190 effective horsepower.
Such unit would be operatln.g at its maximum efficiency: If steam, when developing 1,000 kilowatts;
if gas,
when developing i,S00 kilowatts.

—

:

;

It is clear, therefore, that comparisons between
steam and gas-engine plants must not be made on
the basis of the best efficiency which each can attain
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under most favorable circumstances, but must be
made on the basis of the known or assumed actual
running conditions of the plant under consideration,
with naturally a

bias in favor of familiar ap-

little

pliances.

Leaving out of consideration, for a moment, the
relative efficiencies of steam boilers as against gas
producers, and dealing with the engines alone, the
approximate comparative thermal efficiencies, based
on effective, and not on indicated power, are as
follows
(the
steam engine being assumed as
compound condensing, consuming 145^ pounds of
steam of, 150 pounds pressure, per Indicated horse-

power per hour,

at rated capacity; all loadings are
stated as percentages of rating)
Generator load, 150 per cent.; steam engine load, 150 per
:

cent.; thermal efficiency, 13 per cent.
Generator load. 150 per cent.; gas engine load, 115 per
cent.
thermal efficiency, 29 per cent.
Generator load, 100 per cent.; steam engine load, 100 per
cent.; thermal efficiency, 135^ per cent.
Generator load, 100 per cent.; gas engine load, 77 per
cent.; thermal efficiency, 24 J^ per cent.
Generator load, 75 per cent.; steam engine load, 75 per
cent.; thermal efficiency, i2j^ per cent.
Generator load, 75 per cent.; gas engine load, 58 per cent.;
thermal efficiency, 21 per cent.
Generator load, .^^o per cent. ; steam engine load, 50 per
cent; thermal efficiency, 10 per cent.
Generator load, 50 per cent.; gas engine load, 38 per cent.;
thermal efficiency, 1 6 per cent.
;

As will be noted, the advantage of the gas engine
over the steam engine is greatest at the maximum
load of the unit, namely, about 2% to i, and decreases to about 1.6 to I at half load.
But the efficiencies of steam boilers and ,^as producers are not identical 70 per cent, is usually good
practice with steam boilers, while 75 ner cent, is
ordinarily attained with gas producers.
Moreover.
the losses due to condensation in the steam line, are
greater than the losses due to reduction in temperature in the gas line; and the auxilinries of a
steam plant absorb more power than do those of
an equivalent gas plant.
Making due allowances for these, conditions, as
well as tho advantage attained by the use of feedwater heaters in the steam plant, the efficiencies of
the complete plants would be reduced to the following proportions of that of the engines alone
Steam
plant, 65 per cent.
gas plant, 70 per cent. that Is,
the steam plant would use the following amount
of coal In comparison to the gas plant, when the
generator is developing the stated percentages of its
;

:

;

;

rated capacity:

,

— Coal consumption of steam plant 2j4
— Coal consumption of steam plant 1.95
— Coal consumption of steam plant 1^
— Coal consumption of steam plant

150 per cent.
that of gas.

100 per cent.
that of gas.
75 per cent.
that of gas.
50 per cent.
that of gas.

1.2

times

times
times

times

These

are fair average comparisons, rather infavor the steam plant, and sufficient to
vital importance of considering the exact
operating -conditions of a plant as a factor in determining the type of prime mover.
In spite of its mechanical suitability and high efficiency, it would be folly to make any sweeping
statement to the effect that the gas engine will, at
any time in the near or distant future, drive the
steam engine and steam turbine out of central-power
stations.
While it has been established that the gas
engine will consume less fuel than the steam engine,
it is
also true that the gas engine requires more
floor space and foundation, Is considerably heavier
and costs more, power for power. Technically, the
field of power generation Is open to the gas engine,
but commercially it has its limitations. Generalizations are entirely misleading; each particular plant
must be carefully figured out on its own merits,
giving due consideration to its conditions of operation, running hours, load factor, load curve, price of
fuel, cost of water, value of real estate, and cost
and facilities of transportation. For this reason figures are, perhaps, a little dangerous, as liable to
call out contradictory discussion T we will, therefore,
confine ourselves to a few general calculations, covering average conditions, mainly to indicate the
figures which should govern the selection of one
type of prime mover In preference to another. Let
us take, for example, a plant having a total rated
capacity of 3,000 kilowatts and a maximum total
overload capacity of 4,500 kilowatts, and a comparison between a compound condensing Corliss steamengine plant and a gas-engine plant. The cost of
the station installation, as shown by the capital account, would be about as follows
Site and buildings, steam $75,000, gas $go,ooo.
Foundations and equipment, installed, steam, $225,000, gas
clined

to

show the

_

.

$360,000.
Total, steam $300,000, gas $450,000.

As running

conditions, a station factor of 40 per

cent, of the rated electrical capacity of the plant, and
a unit factor of 75 per cent, of the rated electrical
capacity of the units, will serve as a basis, these being
near the average for railroad, light and power plants
of this size. To avoid involved calculations, based
on load curves, w-e will assume that the plants,
whether steam or gas, would be divided up into the
same number and size of units. Running 24 hours
per day and 365 days in the year, the annual output
of this plant would be 10,500,000 kilowatt-hours; or,
If running 10 hours per day, 310 days In the year,

3,800,000 kilowatt-hours.
The coal consumption of the steam plant, under
these assumed operating conditions, would average
about four pounds per kilowatt-hour, and that o(

:

:

—

;

:
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the gas planl, 2'A pounds per kilowatt-lioiir. Tlic
operating wages and repairs would be slightly lower
the gas than in llic slcain plant, there being less
coal and ash to be handled (or the producers than
for the boilers, and the maintenance of the former
being less cosily than tlial of the latter. The supply
charges are, however, in favor of steam, as the gas
engine requires about double the quantity of lubriin

cating oil. If water must be pumped or purchased,
Assuming that in
the cost of this must be added.
the sleam plant the condensed steam will be returned
to the boilers, but the condensing water run to
waste, the quantity to be charged against the plant
would be 100 gallons per kilowatt-hour. The quantity of water required for the gas producer plant
and for cooling purposes in the gas engine, which
is also assumed to run to waste, would be 25 gallons
per kilowatt-hour. This water we will charge at a
low cost of pumping, say, one-tenth cent per io<5
If purchased it would cost about six-tenths
gallons.
cent per 100 gallons, and water-saving apparatus,
such as cooling towers or reservoirs, would be exThese would add to the capital, fixed
pedient.
charge, and maintenance accounts, and about 10 per
cent, of the water would be lost, which would bring
the cost of the water to more than the assumed
one-tenth cent per 100 gallons.
The accounts for the stations would stand as
follows

Taxes, etc., 1^5 per cent, oi) valuation
$ 4.500
Amortization of buildings, 3 per cent, on
2,250
valuation
Dcpreeialion of equipment, 10 per cent, on

gases from which would be used for power generation, will prove a most profitable investment.
The
latter combination is, however, less likely to come
into frequent use than the Mond gas pl.int, which
has proved itself eminently satisfactory as a powergas producer. The open, free-burning coals, such
as can be obtained in Colorado at a price between
$1.75 and $2 at the mine, arc well adapted for Xfond
gas generation, and will yield per ton, in addition
to 1.30,000 cubic feet of power gas having a heat
value of 135 British thermal units per cubic foot
and sufficient to develop about 1,000 kilowalt-hours,
70 pounds of sulphate of ammonia valued at $50
per ton and .^ pounds of tar valued at Ss per ton.
The net profits derived from the sale of the.se byproducts would cover fully one-half of the fuel bill
at the above rates.

of Muntz's Metal by
Electrolysis.

At a meeting of the Faraday Society in London
on January 30th John G. A. Rhodin read an interesting paper upon mass analysis by electrolysis. The
first portion
of the paper describes an apparatus
wliich was specially designed by the author for the
purpose of the accurate and rapid determination of
ihe copper content (which should lie between 60.5
and 61.5 per cent.) of Muntz's metal. As about
.|o to Co "heats" of metal are cast every day, and it
being necessary to obtain the results within 12 hours
of the time of casting, the apparatus had to be such
as to enable 100 analyses to be made in 24 hours
with a mean probable error of not more than ±:
per cent. The author decided that an electrolytic
fit in with these stringent requirements.
The electrodes emploved consist of concentric
cylinders of very fine platinum gauze, supported by
stout frameworks in order to ensure even current
distribution.
The anode rests on a ring at the bottom of the containing vessel, so that the cathode
can easily be slipped away and removed, and both
electrodes are held in modified Classen stands. The
present installation consists of 30 such unit cells,
and current is supplied to them from six pairs of
accumulators, each of which supplies current to five
pairs of electrodes, through suitable nickelin resist-

method would best
Total

$29,;

Operating

per annum.

Itilow:att-liours

,000

ci

Fi.xed

.

0.0=5
0.050

"
'

0.432 cent
'
0.02S
'
0.05s
0.03s

0.065

•

0.065

0.278 cent

charges

Water

.,

Supplies
Repairs

G.ns,

,

Wages
Salaries

Total

Steam, 0.693 cent

This gas plant thus shows
cent per kilowatt-hour higher
but a saving in coal of 1%
hour. The two plants would,

'

Gas, 0.772 cent

operating costs 0.079
than the steam plant,
pounds per kilowatttherefore, be operat-

equal economy when 1% potmds of coal
cost 0.079 cent; that is, when coal costs go cettts
per short ton.
With the shorter running hours, however, the
conditions would be materially different, as shown
by the following;
Operating cost, at 3,800,000 kilowatt-hours per annum, per
ing with

kilowatt-hour

Fixed charges

Water
Supplies
Repairs

Wages
Total

Steam, 0.772 cent
"
"

"
"

"

o.ioo
0.025
0.050
0.265

"
"

"

Steam, 1.332 cents

Gas, T.197 cents
0.025
"^
||
" 0.055
"
0.035
" 0.240
^

operating with equal economy
coal cost 0-34 cent; that is,
per short ton.

ances.

One gramme
is

when 1% pounds of
when coal cost $3-90

These typical calculations indicate the vital influence of conditions of operation upon the cost of
nmniiig the same plant.
In the foregoing comparisons it has been assumed
that the same coal would be used, whether under
but this is not always
boilers or in gas producers
expedient. Sometimes a coal high in sulphur and
with bad slagging characteristics may be obtained
at a price so low as to warrant its use for steam
generation, and yet be so undesirable for gas generation that a more expensive coal would have to
be substituted for use in gas producers. Such conLowditions would again modify the comparison.
priced anthracite or gas coke are doubly favorable
to the gas plant, reducing the labor charges, while
;

increasing the efficiency of the producer.
Although it is not the intention to extend this
paper into the .domain of power-gas generation, it

would be incomplete without a few words concerning this subject, more particularly with reference to
The
the use of bituminous coal in gas producers.
perfect bituminous-gas producer, that is, one which
will continuously generate from bituminous coal a
fixed gas of constant quality, with as little attention
and little loss in heat values as does an anthracitegas producer from anthracite, has yet to be designed
but entirely practical, simple and efficient bituminous
gas producers are today obtainable, and means for
eliminating the tar and other undesirable vapors
have been brought to a practical state, and, although
not ideal, are generally less costly than the other
types with reversing valves and other complications
with their attendant uncertainty as to the quality
of gas and their demand for constant watchfulness
on the part of the operators.
Where the plant is of sufficient magnitude, say,
over 2,000 kilowatts rated capacity, the proper quality

and the market favorable, it will
unquestionably pay to install by-product gas proof coal available,

ducers, such as the Mond, to furnish the ^as for
the gas engines. And in connection with still larger
power installations," a retort coking plant, the waste

of the alloy dissolved in nitric acid

used for an analysis and a current either of

0.5

amperes Is employed for the
deposition.
In the former case deposition is complete in 12 to 15 hours, in the latter in three hours.
Electrolysis proceeds in three phases:
(i) copper
deposition and ammoniacal reduction of nitric acid
(2) ammoniacal reduction only; (3) deposition of
zinc.
perfect separation takes place if phase (2)
occupies a long time and is unaccompanied by metal
deposition.
If certain impurities, such as arsenic or
nickel, be present they must be removed chemically.
aiTiperes or else of 2.0

A

The Baltimore Merger.

Gas, 1.672 cents

Here this gas plant shows operating costs 0.340
cent per kilowatt-hour higher than the steam plant,
with the same saving of 1% pounds of coal per
kilowatt-hour. The two plants would, therefore, be

Great Britain.

—

Ixindon, February 11. 'Ihe muni'^i'''
question at Glasgow hai been fruilfil
trovcrsy, chiefly on account of the v
taken up by interested parlies concct:
cial arrangements.
A new jiUn^c in
the undertaking has now been rca

There were many

when,

critics

in

•'t.'i

r.,.r

hi*,

the consulting engineer, Mr. A. R. lithe corporation to adopt the call-wir
ing taken this advice the corporation
quite determined to adhere to it.
Ai

change was contcmplalcd was givei
ago when a circular was addressed
ers, asking their opinions as to the <::.
.:
....
service.
Since then Mr. Bennett resigned ijie managership of the undertaking. At the mccling of the
corporation a few days ago the following resolution
was proposed and carried:
"That the present telephone call-wire system
should be gradually superseded and that in lieti
thereof the automatic calling and clcaring-!amp system should be adopted that in the first place the
new system should be applied to the Hcndhcad exchange, the probable cost being estimated at $7,300,
and that offers be invited for carr>ing out the necessary works."
At Glasgow on the municipal system there arc
now 12,097 subscribers, of whom 96 per cent, subscribe to the "unlimited" message system. There arc
many reasons put forward for the change, among
them being the statement that the "lamp" system
was not an established success four years ago when
the corporation first put its system into operation.
-Another member of the corporation pointed out that
the total cost of changing over the whole of the
system would be $120,000, and that if they had any
1

Mass Analysis

0.1

per kilowatt-hc

CORRESPONDENCE.

The Consolidated Gas, Electric Light and Power
Company has been organized in Baltimore, being
a merger of the Consolidated Gas Company and the
United Electric Light and Power Company and acquiring the rights and properties of the Wcnstrom
Electric Company, maker of electrical apparatus.
" The new company has
a capitalization (stock and
bonds) of $27,700,000, and will continue the policies
of the old companies for the steady development of
the several plants for supplying electricity for heat,
light and power and gas for lighting, heating and
power^ etc.
S. Davies Warfield has been elected
chairman (president to be chosen later) vice-president, Alten S. Miller; manager, Douglas Burnett:
secretary-treasurer, W. S. Symington, and engineer,
;

P. O. Kellholtz.
The offices are in the Continental
Building, Calvert and Baltimore streets.

Big Electric Locomotive Burned.

A

Schenectady dispatch is to the effect that the
big electric locomotive built for the New York Central terminal service, and which was recently described in the Western Electrician, was nearly totally
destroyed by fire at the sub-station at Hoffman's
Ferrj',

N. Y., on February igth.

The

fire

started

from an overheated stove in an adjoining shed and
the flames spread rapldlj', destroying everything inflammable in the locomotive. The big machine will
be overhauled and put Into running shape at once.

The
tests,

accident to the locomotive will delaj^ the final
which were to be held this week.

It is rumored that the Everett-iloore syndicate Is
trying to purchase the Toledo and Western railroad
to be used as a part of a proposed system of electric
This line
lines running from Buffalo to Chicago.
extends from Toledo to Pioneer, Ohio, and has the
right-of-way and expects to have the line completed
soon to Goshen, Ind.. at which point the connection
can be made with electric lines now in operation,
reaching Chicago. It Is said that this through line
will be 34 miles shorter than the Lake Shore and

Michigan Southern steam

line.

;

regard for their reputation as business men they
would ask for further information. Despite this,
however, the proposal was sanctioned.
The London County Council in a recent publication gives particulars of the loans which it has
granted to London borough councils for electriclighting purposes since 1889-1890, when the council
first came into existence.
In tliat year no loans
were made, while in the following year $50,000 was
granted, followed by $300,000 in the following year.
In 1S92-1S93 no sums were applied for and the
amounts granted up to 1898-1899 varied in no regu-

most irregularly. In 189S1899 the amount reached over $1,500,000, and during
the next five years was well over $2,500,000 in each
case.
In 1903-1904 over $1,000,000 was granted in
such loans, and the total amount, representing 216
loans, now granted by the London County Council,
exceeds $15,000,000.
The low-ma.ximum speeds at which the majority
of electric tramways are forced to run in this country has been the subject of unfavorable comment on
many occasions. The Tramways and Light Railways Association recently made an application to
the Board of Trade for the formulation of general
regulations which would place electric tram cars
under the same rules as motor cars under the motorcar act, 1903, viz., allow a speed of some 20 miles
an hour outside certain defined areas, to wit,
crowded towns. The reply of the Board of Trade,
however, was unfavorable, the most that was promised being a careful consideration of any applications
In a somewhat sharp answer
for increased speeds.
to this, communication the association refers to the
several electric tramway systems in and around
London upon which the maximum speeds allowed
varied from four miles an hour to 10 miles in contrast with which motor cars in the center of London
had been traveling at the rate of 14 miles an hour.
.As a final appeal the association asks that even if
the Board of Trade refuses to proceed by general
regulations It should not refuse any request for an
Increase of speed except on the written report of a
responsible officer. after a local inquir>-.
The keen competition of electrical tramwaj'S in
London Is having an effect upon the railway comIt is not unnatural that
panies almost unexpected.
the slow and cumbersome local steam railways
should be adversely affected as they all have been,
especially in the south; but that the electric railway
in that district has also been somewhat hard hit is
evidence of the almost vanishing point to which the
lar proportion, alternating

London County Council has reduced

its fares.

fortunately for the railway company, the

Un-

tramway

run directly overhead, and consequently In fine
weather the trams capture all the traffic. -An extension of the tube railway to Euston Is about to be
put in hand at once, and when it is completed it will
connect up with three of the largest main-line railway termini in London, and the results should indeed be satisfactory to the company. The same condition of affairs h.->.s been experienced at Liverpool
by the Overhead Electric railway there, due to the
Liverpool and Southport corporations' electric tramlines

ways.

As a result of the decision of the postoffice auaccept space-telegraph messages for
to
transmission to ships at sea, the Marconi Wireless
thorities

Telegraph Company announces that a special

tele-

graphic code is about to be issued for the use of
senders of wireless messages and also a register containing the names and telegraphic addresses of all
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i6o
pcrsoiis using the

business

ment

Marconi code.

said to

is

resulted

liave

Very satisfactory
from the agree-

witli tlie postoiBce.

The Durham County Council

is

still

pursuing

its

the inauguration of a huge municipal
electric-power supply in the county. At present the
thing is not much more than an idea, a special committee having reported and made certain recommendations. The committee has recommended that
a bill be presented to Parliament for the necessary

scheme

for

powers and that an expert be appointed to formua scheme and also to advise as to the feasibility
of utilizing waterpower. The area of the county is
638,037 acres, of which 125,921 acres are already
occupied by electric-supply and tramway companies.
Naturally the companies have picked the "dense"
areas, and the possibility of profitable supply being
carried on in the remainder, at any rate in the immeHowdiate future, would appear somewhat remote.
ever, the County Council has not yet committed itself
G.
to any definite proposals.
late

New York.

—

New York, February 18. The New York, New
Haven and Hartford Railroad Company has awarded
a contract at $6,000,000 to the New York Contracting and Trucking Company for the proposed sixtrack improvement of its road from New York to

New

Ro'chelle,

which

is

to

be

finally

operated by

electricity.

F. K. Hunter, speaking for August Belmont on
Thursday, declared that there would be no forthcoming combination between the Belmont interests
and the New York, New Haven and Hartford Railroad Company. It was only true that there would be
a business agreement whereby certain electric lines
controlled by Belmont would be placed in a traffic

relationship with the railroad as feeders.
The State Railroad Commissioners on Wednesday
issued an important document calling upon the
Brooklyn Rapid Transit Company for large improvements previously outlined in these columns. Briefly
put, the board's requirements are for several structural improvements in the way of loops and for an
immediate increase of car service at all hours of the
repday, especially during the non-rush hours.

A

resentative of the Brooklyn Rapid Transit Company
said that the requirements of the board will be fully
and frankly complied with at the earliest opportunity
and that an increased schedule of operation is nearly

ready.
new bill being discussed at Albany provides for
the removal of disused trolley tracks in this city by
mutual consent of the city and the traction corporasimilar bill last year met with much oppotion.
sition, but the present measure does not provide for
any relocation of the tracks, nor does it say anything
about forfeiting the franchise. It is presumed, however, that if the tracks are removed by such mutual
consent the franchise privilege will remain in abey-

A

the rights and privileges are placed at $6,000,000,
the expenditure on plant $1,737,267 and other capital
assets $920,310. There is cash on deposit am.ounting
to $974,693-

The

council for the city of Quebec has appointed
commission to enquire into the lighting situation
the city and endeavor to induce both the gas
and electric companies to reduce rates, failing which,
a
in

will be recommended looking to municipal
ownership.
There are two electric companies in
Quebec, the Quebec Light, Heat and Power Company and the Jacques Cartier Company, but these
two companies have combined for the supply of light

action

rates.
An agitation also threatens
present street-car service in Quebec.
says that the poor service is owing
to lack of power due to a shortage of water in the
Montmorency River.
Before another winter the
company expects to get over the difficulty by building a second dam higher up the Montmorency River.
The work is estimated to cost $120,000.
W.

and have raised
against

the

The company

Southeastern States.

A

Protests are being made against the new regulaof the building department requiring all elevators to be fitted with automatic speed governors.
It is proposed to appropriate a sum of $130,000 as
salaries for inspectors to enforce this regulation.
Secretary Morton has approved of the plans to
consolidate the power plants at the Brooklyn and
other navy yards, but no actual steps affecting
Brooklyn are to be taken for some time.
Last Sunday at Sayville, L. I., when the street
mains and fire hydrants were frozen in sections of
village, the water company employed the Sayville
Electric Light Company to thaw them by electricity,
which was promptly and effectively done.
James Beesley of Brooklyn, Louis F. Benn of
Bayonne, N. J., and Joseph A. Lehmann of Roselle,
N. J., have incorporated their business interests as
tion

a mechanical

and

electrical

February

commissioner and the appointment of Prof.
R. A. Fessenden of Washington, D. C, as his successor.
The commission awarded the contract for
the field work to the firm of Ross & Hollgate, but
the civic board of control objected to Mr. Ross
being the expert adviser of the board and likewise
the contractor, and accordingly refused further contribution from Toronto unless a change was made.
At the annual meeting of the Toronto Electric
Light Company the report of the president showed
that the income of the company for the last year
was $752,315 and the expenses, including interest on
debentures, amounted to $450,273, which left a balance of profit of $302,041, out of which were paid
four quarterly dividends at the rate of seven per
cent, per annum, amounting to $187,965, leaving a
balance of $114,076 to be carried forward to the
credit of profit and loss.
Considerable expenditures
have been made looking toward the utilization of
power from Niagara Falls, including underground
conduits and cables.
At the second annual meeting of the Electrical
Development Company of Ontario, held in Toronto,
Vice-president Nicholls said that there was nothing
to indicate that the work would not be completed
and in operation by the summer of 1906. The outlook for the sale of power was steadily improving
and already a larger initial output than originally
contemplated was being arranged for the demands
of the Toronto Railway Company and the Toronto
Electric Light Company.
There are now about 400
shareholders.
In the company's statement as assets
electrical

—

Charlotte. N. C. Februan,' 18. The American
Gas and Electric Company of Providence, R. I.,
has closed a contract for $150,000 of bonds of the
Salisbury and Spencer (N. C.) Electric Railway
Company, and, it is said, will complete the line under
construction between the towns named and will
install an electric-light system at Spencer.
The Manassas (Va.) Illuminating Company has
been incorporated with a capital of $5,000. W. N.

Lipscomb is president. The company
by gas or electricity.

will

furnish

light

given out that nearly all of the stock of the
proposed electric railway from West Burlington,
N. C, to River Falls and other points has been taken
up and the construction of the line is well-nigh
It is

assured.

The Birmingham (Ala.) Railway, Light and
Power Company, in accordance with a recent ordinance of the City Council, is making ready to display an extensive line of electric signs, and it is
estimated that about 50 of these signs will be placed
in the business section of the city during the next
few months.
L.

manufacturing company

under the laws of New York state, with a capital of
$40,000 and headquarters in New York city.
D.

W. W.

Michigan.

—

February 18. The employes of the DeUnited Railway are asking for an increase in
wages, to 25 cents an hour. They are now paid
23^/2 cents an hour, with no extra rate for overtime. The company, it is said, will refuse the reDetroit,

troit

Dominion
Ottawa, Ont., February

of Canada.
18.

—The Ontario and Min-

nesota Power Company of Toronto, Ont., has been
incorporated, capitalized at $3,000,000. E. W. Backus
of Minneapolis, Minn., and R. A. Grant and A. McKenzie of Toronto are the provisional directors.
This concern will undertake the development of
power at Fort Frances, Ont.
The Monterey Electric and Gas Company is applying to the Dominion Parliament for the right to
operate outside of Canada with a view of utilizing
light and power rights which the company holds in
Mexico and to acquire and operate railways, tramways and telegraph and telephone lines there.
proposition is on foot to construct a water
course and feeder at Dunnville and a raceway northerly from the Grand River to Jordan on Lake Ontario for the purpose of developing electrical and
hydraulic energy.
It is also proposed to construct
lines of wire, poles, tunnels and conduits for the
transmission of light, heat and power.
The Grand
River and Western Power Company is the name of
the company now applying to the Parliament of
Canada for a charter.
E. W. B. Snyder, chairman of the Ontario Power
Commission, has notified the Toronto City Coimcil
of the resignation of R. A. Ross of Montreal as

A

quest.

The interurban

throughout the state have
been handicapped owing to the severe weather this
week. The street-railway officials say they have
more snow to contend with no\v than at any time
last winter.
Much trouble is experienced from the
cold weather rendering the air brakes inoperative.
A through parlor-car service will be inaugurated
on the Detroit, Monroe and Toledo Short Line, between Toledo and Detroit, on May 1st. These cars
will make but two stops en route and will be equipped
with easy chairs and carpeted floors. The running
time will be reduced to two hours.
The Alpena Power Company, with a capital of
$90,000, has absorbed the Alpena water and eiectriclight companies and also valuable
rights on the
Thunder Bay River. Senator Alger is vice-president
of the new company.
The use of electric power in Michigan lumber operations has been begun by John Torrent, a veteran
lines

lumberman of Muskegon. A new mill is being located about three miles from Muskegon and power
will be furnished by tapping the Ottawa Street exof the Muskegon street-railway feed wires.
The Detroit automobile show, which is being held

tension

the Light Guard Armory, surpasses
held in Detroit. Cars were transferred
iu

Chicago show by two special express

25,

1905

any

ever

from

trains.

the

The

show terminates today.

The attendance has been

satisfactory,

the

considering

very cold weather.
The city of Grand Rapids appropriated $5,000 last
year to cover the purchase of necessary machinery
to enable the municipal lighting plant to furnish
light to the city hall, engine house, police station,
library, museum and other city buildings.
The purchase of an engine is now being held up because
of a dispute between the Common Council, Board of
Public Works and the mayor. An order had been
given for an engine, but now the whole matter has

been tabled, and new bids will probably be advertised.
S. E. Jarvis of Lansing, who represents capitalists
to the extent of $1,250,000, has purchased the Hathaway furniture plant at Portland, to be used as a
nucelus for power stations on the Grand River. Two
23-foot dams will be put in.

A bill has been introduced in the Michigan Legislature providing for the taxation of street-railway
property wheii owned and operated by a municipality
the same as if it were a private corporation.
This
bill is to pave the way for the one giving the cities
power to own and operate street railways.
C. G.

W.

Ohio.
Cleveland, February 18.— The Cleveland syndicate
which has held a large block of Northern Texas
traction bonds sold $1,000,000 of them a few days
ago at 90 and has received the cash, which will probably be partially invested in the Washington, Baltimore and Annapolis line.
The Miami Transit, Light and Power Company

of Lebanon has been incorporated with a capital
stock of $600,000 for the purpose of building an
electric railway from Lebanon and Xenia.
It will
also construct and operate light and power plants.
F. C. Richards, M. D. Burke, John S. Storrs, C. A.
Culbertson and Charles A. Hough are the incorporators.
At a meeting in Newark, N. J., a few days ago
all the old members of the board of directors of the
Columbus Public Service Company were re-elected

and L. M. Ferguson and Ferdinand Baumann were
added, making 11 in all. A. W. Field will retire as
general manager on March ist and will be succeeded by W. H. Sharp.
An increase of capital stock from $20,000 to
$50,000 has been made by the Electric Railroad Improvement Company of Cleveland.

Gunn has succeeded Frank Patterson as
manager of the Springfield, Charleston,
Washington Court House and Chillicothe Traction
Company. Mr. Gunn was formerly superintendent
of the Dayton, Springfield and Urbana road.
The Jeffrey Manufacturing Company of Columbus has placed an order for a number of CrockerWheeler motors, which will be used to furnish
power for machine tools in its new shop.
A lot has been purchased at Bowling Green by
the Toledo, Bo\vling Green and Southern Traction
Cornpany on which a modern freight and passenger
E. B.
general

station will be erected.
report was sent to Ohio a few days ago that
the creditors and bondholders of the Apple3'ard prop-

A

erties would probably hold a meeting at Boston
Saturday of this week to consult on plans for the
reorganization of the companies. Some arrangement
will have to be made for lifting the receivership
before a reorganization can be effected.
William
McKinley of Champaign, 111., S. L. Nelson of Fort
Wayne, Ind., the Sun Insurance Company of Montreal and the General Electric Company are reported
to be at the head of the movement to secure a reorganization. The case against Arthur E. Appleyard
at Boston, charged by the New York authorities
\yith being a fugitive from justice, has been continued* to February 23d pending the decision of the
governor on the question of requisition.
The Northern Ohio Traction and Light Company
has planned some important improvements in the

Akron, Bedford and Cleveland division. The line
will be straightened and many cuts and fills will be

made to level it up, with the idea of making better
In some places the track will be moved a
mile from its present location and placed on a private right-of-way as far as possible. Five new cars
have been purchased to replace old ones. In all about
$100,000 will be spent for improvements.
New engines and generators will be placed in the
viaduct power house of the Cleveland Electric Railtiriie.

way Company

suflScient

2.000 horsepower.

Fifty

to

new

increase the capacity
convertible cars have

been ordered and it is expected they will be in use
by April 1st. The officers of the road believe that
the people want better service rather than a material
reduction in fare.
An order has been placed with the Allis-Chalmers
Company through the Cleveland office for a complete
power equipment by the Toledo Interurban Construction Company for the Toledo, Port Clinton and
Lakeside Railway' Company.
The plan of operating trolley mail cars is still
being discussed as a result of an inspector's recommendation that a car be provided to run over the
Cleveland and Southwestern to Elyria, thence to
Lorain and back to Cleveland over the Lake Shore
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system could pmbaljly be greatly improved by
a universal system of eli-ctric mail service.
Col. C. V. Hard of Wooster is interested in a
proposed electric railway to connect Ashland with
Medina, connecting at the latter point with the
O. M. C.
Cleveland and Southwestern.
rier

Indiana.
Indianapolis, February i8.— The Ridgcville ElecPower Company has been
and
tric Light, Heat
incorporated for the purpose of establishing a plarit
to furnish light, heat, power and water to the citizens of Ridgcville. Joseph Lay, Samuel C. Lay and
Arthur Lay are the incorporators.
The Indiana Union Traction Company is experimenting with the Sprague multiple-unit control system for use on the intcrurban line.
An official electric railway guide will soon be disTime tables will
tributed from the city of Muncie.
be published in a new magazine to be edited by Paiil
H. Richey, formerly assistant engineer of the IndiThe first number
ana Union Traction Company.
will be issued April ist.
Interurban railway men arc still concerned about
bill has been inwhat the Legislature may do.
troduced requiring air brakes on double-truck street
and interurban cars. The Branch bill, compelling
interurban companies to erect waiting sheds each
mile along their roads, has been passed to engrossment, but was amended to leave the location of
these three-sided sheds to the companies instead of
The joint legislative
the county commissioners.
committee on the affairs of Indianapolis has agreed
upon a division of costs for track elevation and the
same has been incorporated in the bill before the
It was determined that the steam railLegislature.
road companies should pay 75 per cent, of the cost,
while the remaining 25 per cent, shall be borne by
In cases where the tracks of
the city and county.
the street-railway company cross those of the steam
road, it was decided that the street-railway company should bear five per cent, of the costs, the
county six per cent, and the city 14 per cent.
James Murdock & Son of Lafayette, who own a
large part of the stock in the Fort Wayne and
Wabash Valley Traction Company, have made the
announcement that the line will be greatly improved
by straightening all the curves during the early part
Engineers estimate the cost at
of the summer.
$200,000. Work will also be pushed during the same
time in the construction of the line from Logansport to Lafayette by way of Delphi, paralleling the

A

-

Wabash steam road.
W. L. Sontag announces that the EvansviUe and
Eastern Traction line has been financed in the East,
and the line will now be speedily completed. Most
of the grading has already been done and the officers
of the company say it is their purpose to have cars
running over the 52 miles between EvansviUe and
Rockport by October 1st.
The manager of the Indianapolis and Northwestern Traction Company has issued an order that trainmen in the employ of the company must have eight
hours rest with each 10 hours of work, and that if
under an emergency 12 hours is required the period
of rest must be 10 hours.
If by any reason 14
hours are required, 12 hours of rest must follow.
While this will prevent trainmen from earning overtime, it will contribute largely to the safety of the
traveling public, the

manager

says.

S. S.

and Trust Company of Minneapolis wa» appointed
his successor.

The Village Council at Excelsior, Minn., has rescinded its action granting an electric-railway franchise to F. E. Kenaston of Minneapolis and associates.
The traction men will however, resist the
action, contending that (he contract had already been
completed. The reconsideration of the matter wa8
brought about by the work of the Twin City Rapid
Transit Company, which is also desirous of building
a suburban line from Minneapolis to Excelsior, and
it will submit a proposition shortly, agreeing to have
such a road completed by fall if granted a franchise.
Traffic throughout the Northwest has been greatly
hampered on the different electric lines by the heavy
snows and the extreme cold weather for the last two
weeks.
The storms have resulted in an immense
R.
loss to most of the roads.

—

Minneapolis, February 18. The new power plant
for the Sheboygan-Elkhart Lake Railway and ElecCompany at Elkhart, Wis., has been completed.
The total cost was about $200,000. Work on the
construction of the line will be started early in the

tric

spring.

The Rockford and Interurban Company has announced that work will be begun at once on a trolley line from Janesville, Wis., to connect into Chicago and that the road will be in operation within
IS months.
Surveys have been completed for the proposed
trolley line from Clintonville, Wis., to Antigo, which
will be built by the Red River Valley Electric Railway Company, of which F. C. Delano of Philadelphia is chairman of the board of directors.
E. R. Bradley has applied for a franchise to build
a trolley line at Valley City, N. D., to connect with
the Soo line at North Valley City, two "miles away.
It is rumored that he is backed by the Soo interests.
The Fargo (N. D.) and Moorhead (Minn.)
Street Car Company contemplates the construction
of a line from Fargo to Wheatland, N. D.
The Thilmany Pulp and Paper Company of Kaukauna, Wis., has decided to install an electric plant
with which to furnish power for the machinery of
its entire plant.
The project for linking the towns
along the Wisconsin River with an interurban line is
again being agitated.

Thomas
•signed

B. Clement of Faribault, Minn., has rehis trusteeship of the Polar Star Electric
to place its bonds.
The Minnesota Loan

Company

m

,

Bakersfield.
special election has been called for April 22d
in Ventura, Cal., for voting on an issue of ^Sfioa
londs for an elcctric-lighlini; plant, %ioOfxn for a
municipal water plant and $10,000 for a sewer system.
proposition lo have electric lights in Millville,
Cal., is now being considered by business men of
that place.

A

A

The Merchants' Mutual Light and Power Company has filed articles of incorporation at Santa
i?arbara, Cal.
The company proposes to furnish
and power in competition with the Edison
Company. The directors are W. U. R. Weldon,
\V. C. Show, C.' H. Frink and others.
The capital

light

North Dakota.
Rugby, N.
tric

D.,

Company

of

February 18.— The Tomkins Electhis

place

has

a

installed

new

Northern 220-volt, 75-kiIowatt dynamo, to replace
the 30-kilowatt machine, which was too small for
Ernest Heinrich is chief engithe growing business.
neer, having come to Rugby recently from Deaddood, S. D.
A 200-drop switchboard has just been installed
in the Rugby telephone exchange by R. S. Anderson.
The old board was cut out at 9 p. m. and the new
one was ready for business the next morning at
The company has 123 subscribers and long7 a. m.
distance connections.

Sherwood, N. D., is to have an
and telephone exchange.

A new
(N. D.)
over the

fire

Lake

H.

and came nearly giving away.

Rocky Mountain
Salt

electric-light plant

boiler has been put in at the Devils Lake
electric-light plant; the old one bagged

City,

States.

February 18.— W. E. Pierce and

others have petitioned the City Council at Boise,
Ida., for a franchise for an electric street railway,
the line, as at present planned, to extend for several
miles into the suburbs.
franchise for an electric street-railroad system
to be constructed at Logan, Utah, has been asked
for by David Eccles of Ogden, and it is stated that
favorable action will be taken on the petition by the
City Council in the near future.
The Southern Pacific Railway Company has under
contemplation the early establishment of an electric
power plant at Carlin, Nev,, and will later establish
similar plants at other points along the route, where
the best advantages for the establishment of power
Among the projects of the
plants are aA^ailable.
company is the construction of an electric road from
Sacramento, Cal, to Sparks, Nev.
Manager D. C. Jackling has awarded to the General Electric Company the contract for the electric
haulage system to be installed at the mines of the
Utah Copper Company at Bingham, Utah. The contract provides for a 1,400-cubic-foot condenser and
a vacuum pump and also a 25-horsepower electric
locomotive and generator.
syndicate of Baker City (Ore.) men, headed

A

A

F. Wright of Washington Gulch and Dr.
Carlton Faull and Alf Curry of Baker City have
been negotiating for the purchase of the Prairie
City electric-light plant at Prairie City, Ore. If the
deal goes through the capacity of the plant will be
increased.
G.

by George

stock

is

M.

$250,000.

Eitncr and A.

P. Leonard are interested
an electric-light plant at South
plant will be modern and will tie
of sufficient capacity to supply the city with light and
J.

in a project to erect

Bend, Wash.

The

power.

The Eel River Power and Irrigation Company lias
been incorporated at Ukiah, Cal., by F. D. .Madison,
H. E. Quinn, R. E. Donohue and others. The capital stock is $500,000.
Work will be commenced immediately upon a power plant in Potter Valley.
The Board of Supervisors of Santa Barbara
County, Cal., has accepted the bid of the Pacific
Coast Railway Company for a franchise for an electric road from Santa Maria to Guadalupe, CaL
Sealed proposals will be received by H. T. Batchelder, county clerk of Butte County, Cal., until 10
a. m., March loth, for a franchise to construct an
electric railway in Butte County as applied for by
A. F. Jones and others.
E. H. Harriman and Julius Kruttschnitt are giving final consideration to the proposition of changing the Southern Pacific Company lines in Oakland,
Alameda and Berkeley, Cal., to electric roads and
also the South Pacific Coast narrow-gauge road as
far south as San Jose. Their electrical engineer has
submitted a lengthy report on the subject, which
they are said to look upon with favor.
A.

PERSONAL.
The death is announced of Victor Serrin of
Neuilly-en-Tel, France, on January 22d, aged 75
years.
Mr. Serrin is declared to have been the inventor of the first automatic regulator for arc lamps.
Timothy Donoghue of Rockland. Mass., who has
been acting superintendent of the Old Colony Street
Railway Company's Rockland division during the
illness of Superintendent Dorsey, has been installed
in the superintendency of the company's Weymouth
and Braintree division, succeeding Superintendent
Edward French.
Frederick H. Miles of Atlanta, Ga., has succeeded
Harper as city electrician. Mr. Miles has rebeen with Carter & Gillespie and pre'.'ious to
that he was with the Georgia Railway and Electric
Company, being in charge of one of the company's
power houses. He has also filled important positions
outside of Atlanta and has had wide experience in
electrical work.
T.

J.
centl}^

Mr. T. A. Martin, superintendent of the WhiteAtkinson Light Company, writing from Williamson,

W.
Pacific Slope.
San Francisco, February 17. The
tric Contracting Company has been

—

Northwestern States.

iccured the contract (or the conslruction of the
(lower lines.
A. T. LiKhtiicr, city clerk of Bakersfield, Cal., wdl
receive sealed proiKrtals up to five p.
March Wi,
for furnishing all materials and appliances and
installing a complete electric fire-alarm system in
tia>

National Elecincorporated at

San Francisco with a capital stock of $50,000 by
J. H. Whitney, E. L. Randolph, Joseph Knowland
and others.

The

Bakersfield, Cal., will receive
sealed proposals up to March 13th for an electricrailroad franchise as applied for by the Bakersfield
and Kern Electric Railway Company.

of

trustees

The Consolidated Heat, Light and Power Company has been incorporated
capital

stock

San Francisco

of
is

$300,000.

at Visalia,

Clarence

Cal.,

with a

M. Smith of

now making arrangements

for the

installation of the system.

The Eureka Brewing Company, Eureka,

Cal..

has

contracted with the Cheney, Kelley & Reid Company of Eureka for the installation of a 200-light
electric plant.

E. S. Isaacs, F. E. Smith, Grant Copeland and
William O'Donnell have reincorporated the Walla
Walla Railway Company with a capital stock of
The company will build an electric rail$500,000.
way in Walla Walla, Wash., and suburbs, and an
interurban line in Oregon and Washington.
The California Gas and Electric Corporation of
San Francisco will install three gas holders having

a total capacity of 1,400,000 cubic feet in the new
gas-engine generating station, which will furnish
power for the L^nited Railroads of San Francisco.
Two additional three-phase generators are being installed at its power plant at Electra, Cal.
G. S. Cutler has aw'arded a contract for two engines and dynamos for the electric-light plant at
Calistoga, Cal., to the Fairbanks-Morse. Company.
The San Francisco Electrical Construction Company

Va., calls attention to the fact that the lighting
plant at Logan, \\'. Va., is under his own supervision.
The announcement is due to the fact that
the Western Electrician recently erroneously, as
Mr. Martin says ascribed the installation of the
plant to another person.

—

of the

War

—

in New York and wellwho were the cipher operators
Department telegraph office under Lin-

There are three men

known men

—

at that

—

from the outbreak of the Civil War until the
death of the president. Their names are Charles A.
Tinker, David Homer Bates and Albert B. Chandler.
At the recent Lincoln Day dinner they enjoved a
reunion and. recalled how Lincoln used to visit the
telegraph office three times a day. In the same room
also many conferences took place between the president and members of his cabinet and military' commanders, including General Halleck. The three men
used to report to Colonel Thomas -A. Scott, general
manager of roads and telegraphs, in Washington,
and all dispatches from the front, as well as ail
dispatches to the front, went through their hands.

coln,

Mr. Harr}- L. Monroe, formerh' in charge of the
Dallas office of the General Electric Company, has
succeeded Mr, T, P. Bailey in charge of the railway
department of the Chicago office of the same company. Mr. ilonroe is well known and well liked in
Chicago, where he resided at a former period in his
career. He has been connected with the General Electric Company and the Thomson-Houston Electric
Company, its predecessor, for 17 years, and has a wide
and valuable acquaintance among electrical men. He
has the undefinable quality known as personal magnetism, and is popular w-ith all who know him.
Citizens of Dallas made him the guest of honor at
a complimentary dinner just before his departure
from that cit>'. He is succeeded at Dallas by Mr.
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ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.

1

who

Turner,

E.

has been

in

charge of the

Oklahoma branch.
John I. Beggs of Milwaukee, a director of the
North American Company, and former vice-president and general manager of the company's St.
Louis lighting properties, has been elected president
of the Laclede Gas Light Company of St. Louis, to
succeed C. W. Wetmore of New York. The latter
president of the North American Company. Mr.
Beggs has also been elected president of the Union

is

and Power Company.

Electric Light

Mr. Walter Fairchild has been placed
of

Company,

135

and

Company,

office

of

charge

New

Mr.
York.
Stanley
Robert S. Hopkins has been appointed city sales
agent, with headquarters at 13S Broadway, New
York. Mr. Hopkins obtained his engineering experience with the Bullock Electric Manufacturing
Company, and while with it had charge of installing

Company

Electric

in

alternating and direct-current plants.
Mr. J. Frank Peri-y has just been appointed sales
Mr. Perry's field of operation has been
engineer.

many

of

its

lai^ely through New England, but he has been
connected with large power installations in all parts
of the world. Mr. Perry is at the present time in
California representing the interests of the National
Electric

Ky., on February 27th.

The San Marcos Valley (Texas) Interurban Railway Company has been incorporated with A. L.
Davis of San Marcos as president.

A new franchise has been granted the Fayette
Traction Company by the Fiscal Court of Woodford
County, Ky.' The company is planning to build a
road from Lexington to Versailles and Frankfort.
Louis Descognets is president of the company.
.

the

Mr.

Broadway.

the

represented

in

National Electric
Fairchild formerly
Bullock Electric Manufacturing
the
represented
that
prior
to

New York

the

A street-railway franchise good for 20 years will
be offered for sale by the City Council of Somerset,

Company.

council of Sharon, Pa., has refused to grant
a franchise to the Shenango Traction Company,
although reimbursement was offered by the road in
the way of a bonus of $5,ooo, the same amount toward building the Budd Avenue viaduct, three per
cent, of the gross- receipts after three years and 22
tickets for $1.

The

Senator Grady is introducing a bill at Albany,
N. Y., which, if passed, will permit any electric-railway passenger who has paid his fare and who is
not furnished with a seat on a car to recover $50
damages, unless the company can prove that it was
operating all the cars possible under the circumShould the company not operate all posstances.
sible cars, it shall be fined $1,000 a day.

The

railroad commissioners of Massachusetts, in
of the strong opposition of the Boston and
railroad and Boston and Northern
street-railway companies, which will be paralleled
by the new line, have granted the petition of the
promoters of the Maplewcod and Danvers and
Haverhill and Boxford street-railway companies for
approval of. locations in Maiden, Melrose, Saugus,
Lynnfield, Peabody, Danvers, Middleton, Haverhill
The project has been opposed at
and Boxford.
every stage by the powerful interests now furnishing transportation in that territory.
spite

Maine steam

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
Ice and Light Company of Okeene,
been incorporated with a capital stock

The Okeene
Okla., has
of $50,000.

The bursting of a
plant at Shreveport,
establishment.

flywheel

Iowa,

in

the

partially

electric-light

wrecked the

Plans have been completed for the construction
of a lighting and heating plant by Union College, at
Barboursville, Ky.

Thomas & McTier of Winona, Wash., are about
to establish a light plant to furnish light for Winona,
Endicott and La Crosse.
The City Council of Lake Charles, La., is considering plans for the construction of the new lighting plant to be built at a cost of $60,000.
city trustees of Anaheim, Cal., favor voting
in the sum of $15,000 to enlarge and improve
city electric-light and waterworks plants.

The
bonds
the

The city of Sylacauga. Ala., is arranging for the
construction of ah electric-light plant and system of
waterworks, for which bonds were recently issued.

An

electric-light plant,

it

is

reported,

is

to be built

once by the city of McKinney, Texas. .T. Shain,
D. Bass and G. L. McKinney are in charge of

at
J.

the

project.

The Union Light and Power Company

of El Reno,

Okla., has been given the contract to put in an elecThe
tric-light plant for the city of Anadark, Okla.
plant is to be in operation within go days.

Electric Company of Bergen County,
has been considering the matter of leasing
property and franchises to the Public Service
Corporation of New Jersey for a period of 99 years..

The Gas and

N.

J.,

its

The McKinley syndicate, which is constructing
the interurban electric railway between Springfield,
III, and St. Louis, has secured a so-year franchise
from the City Council of Venice, 111., to construct
an electric railway on State Street in that city, and,
it is
said, will ask for a similar franchise at the
meeting of the Madison council. The syndicate also
contemplates applying to the council of Edwardsville for a franchise to construct and operate an
electric-light and power plant, also a plant for the
manufacture of gas, and to furnish hot water or
steam for heating purposes, with the right to lay
pipes in the streets and' alleys of the city.

Owing to greatly increased traffic, the Los Angeles-Pacific Railroad Company has decided to increase the capacity of the central power house at
Vineyard and to' install an additional sub-station
recently

been contracted

electrical

for

with

equipment has
Crockerthe

Wheeler Company, through its Pacific Coast manager, the Abner Doble Company of San Francisco.
The interurban railway system of the Los AngelesPacific Railroad Company is one of the most extensive in the country, embracing as it does, nearly
200 miles of up-to-date lines. The company owes
its
growth largely to the energetic and untiring
work of the president and manager, Mr. E. P. Clark,
wdio was one of the pioneer railway men of Southern Califqrnia.

reported that the Higbee (Mo.) Electric
Light, Heat and Power Company has engaged W.
K. Palmer of Kansas City to supervise the conIt

The new

Los Angeles.

in

is

struction of

its

POWER TRANSMISSION.
The Eel River Power and

proposed electric-light plant at Hig-

with

bee.

The United Railways and

Electric

Company

by
of

Baltimore will erect a power house on East Pratt
Street after plans and specifications by P. O. KeilThe structure is to be
consulting engineer.
command of its customers one of the largest stocks
construction throughout.
holtz,

A large electric power plant to operate the street
railways and furnish light for the city is planned
by the Sedalia (Mo.) Water, Gas and Electric Company. The plant will cost $145,000. Joseph Mc& Co. of Louisville, Ky., it is said, will
prepare the plans, build the plant and install the
machinery.

Williams

In the course of a lecture on "Improvements in
Lighting" delivered recently before the Electrotechnical Society of Cologne, Prof. W. Wedding exhibHe stated that
ited some 500-volt Nernst glowers.
these glowers passed a current of 0.25 ampere, giving
97 candlepower (Hefner units), the efficiency, therefore, being 1.3 watts per Hefner candlepower.
Fire broke out in the plant of the Mexican Gas
and Electric Light Company, City of Mexico, on
the night of February 4th and the city was plunged
A new and costly switchboard was
in darkness.
totally destroyed and two Mexican employes on a
platform were barely able to escape from the fierce
flames which in a short time desti'oyed property to
In two or three days, howthe value of $150,000.
ever, three dynamos were running and light and
power were being served to a nurnber of factories
Current for lighting
and private establishments.
the streets was temporarily supplied by the San
Ildefonso company.
'

a

capital

W. W. Van

Irrigation Company,
of $500,000. has been incorporated
Arsdale of San Francisco, F. D.

Madison of San Rafael and

February
The

negative grid
clinched type.

Bulletins Nos. 61 and 62, issued by the Wesco
Supply Company of St. Louis describe the product
of the company's telephone factory, including the
switchboards and their parts, and the subscribers'
apparatus. The bulletins are well illustrated.

The Arnold Electric Power Station Company of
Chicago has issued a bulletin devoted to the Chicago
and Milwaukee Electric Railroad Company's extensions, describing the present equipment of the road,
with special reference to the single-phase high-tension station and rotary-converter sub-stations.

Monthly bulletins are now being issued by the
Nernst Lamp Company of Pittsburg, the first two
having appeared.
The title of the publication is
the "N. L. C. Central Station Bulletin." The publication will be issued regularly aid will be devoted
to central-station companies.
It is the intention of
the company to improve it as fast as conditions will
w^arrant, with the aim to make it of real value to
managers of lighting companies.
Those interested in multiphase induction integrating wattmeters will find the latest bulletin of the

Wayne

Fort

with

is

in the

capital

City of Mexico.

PUBLICATIONS.
The Nagel-Collins Manufacturing Company of
Chicago, dealer in electrical and mechanical specialties, has issued a neat wall calendar for 1905.
The F. BIssell Company of Toledo, Ohio, is mailing a small folder devoted to the Jandus interchangeable arc lamp, which was fortunate enough to secure
the highest award for electric arc lamps at the
Louisiana Purchase Exposition.
John L. Gleason of Jamaica Plain, Mass., has
issued a circular concerning Gleason's molding boxes
which are designed primarily as junction boxes for
wooden moldings at the junctions of walls and
ceilings.
They are made for all standard sizes of
wire moldings, sections of which are shown in the
circular.

A

neat catalogue Is that of the National Battery
Company of Buffalo, N. Y., describing a line of
vehicle batteries.
The catalogue deals with the
pasted type of battery. The positive grid is of the
staggered form and has a large conducting surface
which reduces the internal resistance to a minimum
and gives a sustained high voltage during discharge.

Works, Fort Wayne,

Ind.,

of

K

How

to Read Them;" here is
"Wattmeters and
chance for many to learn how to do this seemingly easy but oftentimes puzzling trick.
The little
booklet of the above title is from the Westinghouse
Electric and Manufacturing Company of Pittsburg,
and it contains valuable information. It also gives
descriptive matter concerning Westinghouse integrating wattmeter and "inserts" describing a few
types of Sawyer-Man incandescent lamps.
a

renewed

Interest seems to have been

in the paper

Customers," read
twenty-sixth convention of the National Electric Light Association.
The paper had a wide circulation at the time, thousands of copies being purchased for distribution
among employes of different companies. Fresh demands are now being made for the paper, which is
one of the most practical in its line ever published.
"Tactful

entitled

by Mr. John

Relations

W. Ferguson

Telpherage systems

with

at the

electrically operated find

wide

application at docks and in factories for transporting
machinery and general merchandise from one part
of the works to another.
This class of apparatus is
manufactured extensively by the United Telpherage Company of Bayonne, N. J., and the company
has Issued a new circular describing it. The circular
contains nearly 30 pictures of telpherage systems now
installed, illustrating nearly every phase of its application.

Many interesting experiments and the apparatus
with which they are performed are described in a
catalogue issued by C. H. Thorardson of Chicago,
manufacturer of electrical experimental apparatus,
high-potential transformers, impedance coils, permeameters, etc. The pictures, which are scattered
plentifully throughout the catalo.gue, are of an attractive sort, especially some showing discharges
from a high-potential transformer reproduced from
photographs, some of the discharges takin,g place
at 1,000,000 volts from transformers of as high as
loo-kilowatt capacity.
The catalogue is quite out
of the ordinary and will be found to contain much
Interesting reading matter.

others.

stock of $150,000 by
J. H. De Victor, G. S. Simons and B. H. Wolen.
The company will manufacture and sell electric light
and power in Mexico. The office of the company
a

Electric

particular value, as it gives a complete description
of this apparatus as manufactured by the company,
fully illustrated to show the details of the meters.
The instruments described are known as the type
and have, through long use, established their
reputation for single-phase work.

SOCIETIES

The Mexican-American Power Company has been
incorporated

25, 1905

of the corru.gated punched and

is

AND SCHOOLS.

The Merchants and

Manufacturers' Exposition
be held in the Exposition Building, Milwaukee,
April 15th to May 21st inclusive, under the auspices
of the Interstate Exhibition Association, of which
Edward H. Allen is president, in conjunction with
the Milwaukee Industrial Exposition Association.
The exposition will afford an opportunity for the
practical demonstration of mechanical devices of all
kinds and the display of merchandise.
will

The San Francisco branch of

the American In-

of Electrical Engineers, recently organized,
hold meetings at stated intervals for the discussion of Institute papers and the presentation of
stitute

will

contributions.
The officers of the San
are
Chairman,
George
O.
Francisco
branch
Squier; vice-chairman, C. L. Cory; secretary, A. H.
Babcock; executive committee, George O. Squier,
C. L. Cory, F. V. T. Lee, J. A. LIghthIpe, A. H.
Babcock.

original

.

:

The

telegraphers of St, Louis have organized the
City Telegraphers' Club, a social organizaofificers are:
President, James B-. Finvice-president, George A. Smith
secretary
nan
and treasurer, G. D. Jones. H. A. Mansfield, A. L.
Ewing, F. W. Hequembourg, A. J. Roach and A. L.
commitBoyer constitute the board of directors.
tee will be appointed to secure permanent quarters for the club.
It is said that there are 3,000
telegraph operators within a radius of 10 miles of
Union
St. Louis and the most of them will join.
and non-union members will be admitted.

Mound

tion.

;

The

;

A

TELEGRAPH.
Another Allanlic cable is to be laid by the Commercial Cable Company, and bids for its laying have
The route has been deteralready been received.
mined and it is expected that the new cable will be
The new
in operation during the coming summer.
cable will be of high speed and will embody the
latest discoveries in Ibis branch of electrical work.
the state District Court at
St. Paul, Minn., decided that the state of Minnesota
has not the right to tax the franchise of a telegraph
'I'he decision was the result of a suit
companv.
brought by the slate against the Western Union

Judge G. L. Eunn,

ELECTRICIAN

\VE.STERN

February 25, 1905

in

Company to recover $18,360, claimed to be
the balance due on unpaid taxes for 1899 and 1900.

Telegraph

Telegraph companies in Minnesota are taxed under
a specific law applying tn such companies, and in
that law there is no provision for taxing their franchises.

SPACE TELEGRAPHY.
The spacc-telcgrnph opcrntor

at

Cape

Tlatteras

reports that on February istb he successfully communicated with the station at Key West, .Soo miles
aw.iy, and that he .also talked with the station at
Cape Cod, about the same distance from Hattcras.
\ powerful current was used.

Reports from San Francisco state that an effort
is being made to secure a site in that city for the
installation of a space-telegraph plant for communication with Panama by a direct coast route and by
way of the East via Denver, Kansas City, Chicago,

York, Key West. Porto Rico and Cuba. The
is
to establish direct communication between
San Francisco, the Philippines, the Orient and the
Hawaiian Islands.
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orifice in the iroM its uiilighlcd end Incomes ignited
by contact with the arc, the whole operation taking
scarcely five seconds.
Five hundred cigars may be
lighted for about one cent.

TRADE NEWS.
M. B. I'ish lias purchased the business of the
Weiser Electric Sujiply Company at Weiscr, Idaho.
Reports state that T. J. Galloway will erect and
equip a building at Johnson City, Tcnn., for the

manufacture of insulator

pins.

Battery Company has been
Camden, N. J., with a capital of
incorporators are E. G. C. Bleakley,
Joseph Tyler and Henry F. Stockwell.

The Adams

incorporated

.Storage

at

The

$4,000,000.

The Trumbull Electric Manufacturing Company
Plainville, Conn., increased its capital stock to
$100,000 on February 7th. It is the intention of the
company to build a new four-story brick factory
during the coming year, its present quarters being
loo small. The intention is also to make a specially
of the panel and switchboard business.
A new No.
5 catalogue is now ready for delivery and the company will lake pleasure in sending it upon request.
of

The Columbian Electrical Company of St. Joseph,
Mo., announces to its patrons and friends that it
now occupies its new building, located at 820 FredThe company has thus obtained a
crick Street.
larger floor space and is prepared to place at the
command of its customers one of the largest stocks
of electric-light and telephone supplies and construction materials west of Chicago.

New

idea

MISCELLANEOUS.
Two

wildcats threw every town and hundreds of
homes in the San Bernardino Valley into darkness

Between Ontario and
two hours recently.
Azusa the romping beasts sped up a pole carrying

BUSINESS.
Carbonizing coaling as manufactured by the Goheen Manufacturing Company of Canton, Ohio, is
made for preventing corrosion of iron and steel.
It is asserted by the company that the coating hermetically seals the pores of the iron and will preserve the metal longer than ordinary paint.

for

15,000-volt high-tension wires of the Pacific Lighting Company, got mixed among the lines and caused
It took a long time to locale the
a short-circuit.
trouble and turn the current on the reserve wires.
The animals were killed by the electric shock.

A perforated metal box mounted upon a standard
and supplied with iio-volt continuous current conInside the box are
stitutes a new cigar lighter.
two carbon pencils which are brought in contact
by the depression of a thumb-piece or button on
the outside, and then separated by a spring mechanism which holds the carbons just far enough apart
By inserting a cigar in an
for an arc to be formed.

The Northern Electrical Manufacturing Company,
Madison, Wis., has marketed a compact, self-contype of electric forge-blower which meets
with ready acceptance by operators of metal-working shops. Leaflet No. 145, as issued by the company, shows the general type and sizes supplied.
tained

The Barney & Smith Car Works of Dayton, Ohio,
have commenced purchase of the materials necessar>^
to the doubling of the capacity of their present plant.
The first contracts for machinery have been placed
and include the new engines and electric generators
for the extension of the main power plant.
The
Buckeye Engine Company of Salem, Ohio, was
awarded the contract for two 400-horsepower en-

ginct

the Crockcr-W'lic.:'
pere, N. J., received an <.r:nati office for two 275-ki
.and

Company

i

,.:

of AmCincin-

On application 10 the n
-jird of
discounts to jobbcm can bt bad by a.'.> I'Uxr interested in the Reliance voltmeter and ammeter
made by the Reliance Instrument Company, 60-66
West Van Bureii Street, CTiicago. Simplicity and
reliability arc attractive ptjinls in ihete instruments.
Edward N. Like, vice-president of the J. Lang
Electric Company of Chicago, is visiting the track
in Indiana, Ohio and
.Michigan, where it is reported that the 1-ang company's products are meeting with much favor. The company has lately increased its floor space and has better facilities to
turn out work than ever.
The

Gillette Electro-automatic clock is described
a circular issued by the Gillette Electric Clock
of Oiicago.
It is run by a dry battery
having a life of from eight to 14 months and which
can be replaced by sliding a new one into the lack
of the clock, no attaching of wires being required.
The clock is asserted to be reliable in every way
and a good timekeeper.
in

Company

A number of Detroit capitalists recently formed the
Canadian Klondike Mining Company. A visit was
made to the works of the Westinghouse interests at
East Pittsburg to ascertain if electrical machinery
could be used in the gold-mining plant, .\ftcr considering various plans, it was decided to install a 400kilowalt turbo-generator in the power house, to be
driven by a 600-horsepowcr Westinghouse-Parsons
steam turbine. Dredge boats arc to be built, and
on them will be installed induction motors, aggregating a total of about 500 horsepower, and varying
in size from 7^ to 100 horsepower.

The Fres-Ko Chemical Company of Fort Wayne,
is
now energetically pushing two electrical

Ind.,

specialties,

that

are

its

soldering paste and

worthy of

attention.

A

soldering stick,
particular point

about these specialties is that they are non-corrosive and guaranteed to be so, a feature of decided
advantage where a great deal of soldering is done
on delicate apparatus, as. for instance, in a telephone switchboard. Another point of merit in the
paste is that in its application, for instance, to
soldering a bunch of wires into a socket, the contact of the hot iron on the paste that has been. applied to the point to be soldered causes the paste
to creep in ahead of the solder, with the result that
the solder follows and runs into all crevices about
the wires.
This feature of the operation of the
paste is one upon which the manufacturer lays great
stress, and it will doubtless be greatly appreciated
by those doing a great deal of heavy as well as fine
soldering.
The Fres-Ko company will send free
samples to those interested in soldering work.

ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.
Issued fUtiited States Patent Office)

iebruary

14.

190s-

Telegraph
Relay.
Larish,
Joseph W.
Bridgeport^ Conn., assignor to the United Press,
New York, N. Y. Application filed August 18,

"82,254.

1904.
A polarized relay controls a local circuit and an induction coil has its secondary in circuit with the polar'ized relay and the primary in the line.
neutral armature, operated by the magnetism of the core of the induction coil, is adjusted to respond to increased currents
only, a local circuit being controlled by the armature.
A
resistance is adapted to be included in the secondary circuit by the movement of the neutral armature.

A

782,382.

and relay

coils.

Means

782,340.

for Regulation of Dynamo-electric

Machines. Albert
Application

The
to

field

electrical

filed

of a

S. Hubbard, Greenwich, Conn.
February 20, 1902.

dynamo

changes in

electric

its

machine

external

is

circuit.

responsive
Induction

means responsive only to variations in load in the circuit
and influencing the field of the machine to stimulate or

Signal Lamp. Howell W. Sender, Tamaqua, Pa., assignor of one-half to W. D. Zehner,
Lansford, Pa. Application filed May 16, 1904.
A casing contains an electric signaling lamp and resistance.
The casing comprises a tapering reflector, a

782,285.

quicken

its

Telephone-exchange

Sy^-tem.

William M.

Davis, Chicago. 111., asignor to the StrombergCarlson Telephone Manufacturing Company,
Rochester, N. Y. Application filed ifay 20, 1903.

responsive

action

are

also

a

part

of

Combined with a high-resistance

and

high- impedance

test relay are a test contact and switching means to connect the test relay with the test contact.
Means are pro-

vided whereby an actuation of the switching means
causes a break in the telephonic continuity of the cord
circuit, other means independent of the switching means
restoring the continuity when broken.

the

cylindrical upper extension having circumferential perforations near its upper end and a flaring cap surrounding the circumferential perforations.

782,308.

Electrolytic

Apparatus. Arthur Wright,
Application filed March 23,

Brighton, England.
1903.

Electrolytic apparatus with a mercury anode embodies
also a support or receptacle for the mercury, consisting
of a corrugated support, receiving mercury in its depressions only and made of a material that is not wetted by
mercury.
Passages are provided which are too small
to permit mercury to flow through, but which are wide
enough to permit the free flow through them of an electrolyte.
(See cut.)

Electric
782.31 1.
Zalinski,

New

September

Display Apparatus. Edmund L.
York, N. Y. Application filed

1904.
Electric display apparatus embodies a suitable trackway, a traveling lamp socket and suitable electrical supply conductors, one of the conductors being located below the traveling lamp socket, the track acting as the
other conductor.
6,

NO. 782,308.
782,376.

son

Stromberg-Carlson

Electric Traction Apparatus. Alfred Zehden, Charlottenburg, Germany. Application filed

782.312.

June

^

21, 1902.

Telephone System.

La

Daniel

W.

Campbell,

Crosse, Wis., assignor to the Vought-Berger
Application filed June 21, 1904.
and disconnect signaling means at the switchboard are associated with a system of impedance and re-

Company.
Call

/^

NO. 782,376.

Company, Rochester,
November. 14. 1903.

Garrithe
to

Telephone
Manufacturing
N. Y. Application filed

A

A

rail-like armature is located between the rails.
traveling field magnet is provided, the armature being
located between the poles of the magnet, so that by the
co-operation of these parts the carriage is not only
moved forward, but also its weight, namely, wheel pressure, is diminished.

782,323.

—ELECTROLYTIC

Four-party-line Telephone System.
Babcock. Chicago. 111., assignor

at a second sub-station is connected between the second
line limb and the third conductor.
electrically operated signal device at the central exchange is normally
connected between the line limbs, while a source of
current at the first sub-station when connected in bridge
of the line limbs causes an actuation of the central-station signal device.
Automatic means close a low-resistance path between the third conductor and the second line
limb when the source supplies current to the line.
(See
cut.)

An

— FOUR-PARTY-LINE SIGNALING

SYSTEM.

Fraud Detector for

Electric Meters.
WalW. Fuller, Charleston, S. C. Application
filed May 20, 1904.

782.386.
lace

Associated with a circuit containing a meter are a
switch on each side of the meter, balancing solenoids in
each side of the circuit and means controlled by the
solenoids to open the switches when the balance is destroyed.

Electric Time Switch. William H. Gerhard, Austin, Texas. Application filed September 15, 1904.

752.387.

A switch bar is so pivoted to an alarm clock that
upon the alarm key turning as the alarm goes off the
switch bar is turned and the electric circuit opened or
closed as the case

may

be.

:

.
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Albert P. Hanson, CharElectric Cable.
782,391Application filed March
lottenburg, Germany.
cable comprises a series of main conductors and a series of tap conductors, the conductors
of the two series being disposed in substantially parallel
ribbon of insulating material is placed between
planes.
the two series, cut away at the crossing points of the
different conductors.

An

trol.

March

plication filed

1904,

19,

electric

A

Apparatus for Hygienic and Therapeutical
Purposes. Jean M. A. Lacomme, New York,
N. Y., assignor of one-half to Walter Lauder,
New York, N. Y. Application filed September

ary

Renewed Janu-

1904.

24,

of electrical distribution and control comprises a main battery, one or more end or reserve cells,
main-line conductors common to the several end cells
and means whereby each of the end cells is connected
with one of the common main-line conductors successively
through a resistance and directly.

system

782,400.

Combined with a frame having two disks supported
therein and located one above the other are one or more
pairs of electrodes movably supported in the upper disk
and adjustable toward each other. Receptacles supported
by the lower disk immediately below the ends of the
electrodes are adapted to contain liquids into which
the lower ends of the electrodes may be lowered.

.

Conductor for the Armature Windings of
Dj^namo-electric Machines. Charles A. Parsons,
Application
Newcastle - upon - Tyne, England.

782,463.

filed

1903.

3,

October

25, 1905

Process of Manufacturing Storage-battery
or Accumulator Electrodes. Heinrich F. Hobel,
Berlin, Germany, Application filed October ^,

782,656.

1904,

1905.

16,

A

February

System of Electrical Distribution and ConEdward Lyndon, New York, N. Y. Ap-

782,456.

1902.

i,

A surface-wound armature has conductors made of
strands spirally wound or plaited around a solid core for
a complete number of turns in the length of the arma_

Attachment for Explosive Engines. William B. Hayden, Nev/ York, N. Y. Application
filed February 15, 1904.

782,502.

A

spring coupling device between the engine and generator operates the latter when the engine is operated.
Means intermittently disconnect the generator from the
engine when the engine is racing so that the speed of
the generator will not rise above a certain maximum.

A

process for the manufacture of accumulator electrodes consists in forming recesses in the metallic body,
the recesses with a material adapted to furnish
resistance to pressure and then forcing the body through
the die of a reducing press.
filling

Arrangement for Securing Wires on InJohann Macek, St. Polten, Austria-

782,676.

.^ulators.

Himgary.

Application

filed

March

19^ 1904.

A

A

wire surrounds the insulator.
second wire 13
pivotally connected to the first and also surrounds the
insulator, the line wire being held between the two wires
on the side of the insulator adjacent the pivot connection
between the wires. Means draw together the portions of
the two wires Ij'ing on the side of the insulator opposite
to the pivot connection bet^veen them,
(See cut)

Magnetic Controlling Mechanism. Arthur
782,731.
Application filed
C. Eastwood, Cleveland, Ohio.
August 27, 1904.
A circuit-controlling device includes a magnet, mechanism to be operated, including a piece of magnetic material, and a pole piece for the magnet, movable relatively
to the piece of magnetic material and to the magnet

A.
Charles
Braking System.
Electric
Berlin, Germany. Application filed Feb-

782,514.

Kudge,
ruary

2, 1904.
In an electric brake are an electromagnet, a brake shoe
connected to it, hydraulic means for locking the brake.
hydraulic means for releasing and electric devices and
valves for controlling the hydraulic means.

Universal Fixture, Tap and Receptacle
Holder. Charles S. Ryerson, New York, N. Y.
Application filed May 25, 1904.
Combined with a base comprising an insulating body

782.524.

containing openings in its surface portion are circuit
contacts carried by the body interiorly with respect to
the openings and embodying leaf springs having their
plug independent of the base and
free portions bent.
provided with studs is adapted for insertion through the
base openings to engage between the contacts and be
embraced by the bent free portions of the leaf springs.

A

Electrical Water Heater. Milton H. Shoen782.525.
San Francisco. Cal, assignor to the
berg,
Shoenberg Electric Appliance Company, San
Francisco, Cal. Application filed June 30, 1904.

NO. 782,525.

—ELECTRIC

WATER HEATER.

Trolley. John Martland, Detroit, Mich.
Application filed January 2, 1903. Renewed No-

782,405.

vember

25,

1904.

A vertically movable frame is mounted on the vehicle
and means yieldingly support the frame in an elevated
A trolley stand pivoted on the frame, a trolley
fork pivoted on the stand and means for returning the
stand and fork to their normal position after a movement upon their pivots in either direction are other

position.

features.

Intercommunicating
Telephone
Switch.
William H. Rose, Catonsville, Md. Application

782,419.

November

filed

In an electrical water heater are a casing formed of
insulating material and having supply and discharge
pipes, a resistance coil expending through the casing,
supply and discharge pipes connecting with the chamber
and connections whereby an electrical current is passed
(See cut.)
through the coil.

21,

Electric

782,550.

N. Y.

lyn,

System. Horace Dowie, BrookApplication filed April 19, 1904.

An

alternating direct electric machine has main lines
d with it to extend throughout the system. Equipbe connected with the main lines comprise direct
and alternating circuits, a storage battery connected to the direct circuit, a load circuit to be operated
and automatic means comprising a control switch connected to the alternating circuit to throw the load circuit
I

'

'

'•

•

-

^yj^lJ

tiie

alter-

1904.

Each station switch comprises a pivoted lever, a neucontact piece and two battery terminal contact
pieces concentrically arranged around the pivotal axis
of the lever.
bridge piece, movable with the lever,
connects the neutral contact piece with one of the battery terminals in the normal position of the lever.
It" is
adapted to connect the other battery terminal to the
neutral contact piece when the lever is moved from normal position.
series of line contact terminals are arranged at one or both sides of the lever when the latter

A

England.

Bath,

Hans

Application

filed

von

Kramer,
January 21,

1904.
Several collector bars, each having a series of teeth,
are adapted to engage a series of contacts connected with
reastance steps. A second set of collector bars is adapted
to engage consecutively with another set of resistance
Several auxiliary bars are
steps by means of contacts.
adapted to place the first-mentioned steps in series with
the last- mentioned steps.

Thermostat. John I. Linler, Aiken, S. C.
Application filed February 13, 1904.

782,453.

A

has a
tending

co-operating electric
spring contact normally
to
close against the
fijxed contact.
plate projects from the electric spring
contact and has a sleeve.
standard is provided with
a sleeve, and a fusible restrainer of approximately U-forra
is adapted to have its legs fitted into the two sleeves.
fixed

electric

contact

A

782^454.

A

Car or Train

West Park, Ohio.

Signal.

William Lintern,
filed August 4,

a

pair of lamps, one of which is arranged to produce
differently colored light effect from the other, are pro-

vided with means
to glow upon the
wheels of the car,
to glow upon the

NO. 782,593.

— MOTOR

CONTROL SYSTEM.

Conduit for Electric Wires. Robert W.
Lyle, New York, N. Y. Application filed May

782,576.

iam

In an electric railway signal are a signal- controlling device having an inclined magazine, a runway inclined
oppositely to the magazine and electrically controlled devices in co-operative relation to the magazine and the
runway.
Rolling
weights
are
adapted
to
traverse
the magazine and the runway and to be actuated by the
electrically" -controlled devices.
semaphore has means
disposed in the path of the rolling weights for its actu-

filed

Company,
July

swinging trolley-pole

11,

Los

Angeles,

Cal.

1904.

support

is

controlled

by

air

tember 24, 1897. Divided and this application
filed June 6, 1901.
Renewed June 13, 1903.
'

Details are fjescribed.

A

for Operating Electric Motors
and Controlling the Speed of Devices Actuated
Thereby. Otto C. Britsch, Maspeth, N. Y., asYork, N. Y. Apsignor to David Wald,
plication filed May 16, 1904.
Combined with an electric motor "and its armature
shaft are an oscillating arm aiid coacting parts performing the functions of a switch to make and break

782,593.

Mechanism

New

A

lever pivoted in the
the electric circuit to the motor.
motor frame and adapted to be operated by foot power
actuates the arm, a clutch on the armature shaft and
means actuated by the movement of the lever for engaging and disengaging the clutch are other parts. (.See

Electrical Drive
for Hydro Extractors.
William L. D'Olier, Philadelphia, Pa. Application

filed

July

25,

1903.

Car-signal System. William Lintern, West
Park, Ohio. Application filed November 28,

device.

Automatic Electric-railway Signal. WillS. Jackson, Hoboken, N. J., assignor of onehalf to David Young, Newark, N. J. Applica*
tion filed January 9, 1904.

782,751.

1903-

2,

George L. Hall, New
Insulated Rail Joint.
782,652.
York. N. Y., assignor to the Continuous Rail
Joint Company of America, Newark, N. J.
Application filed January 9, 1904.

1904.

The principal feature of novelty in the lamp is a
leading-in wire, which, within the glass seal, is of reduced cross section, the reduced portion and contiguous
unreduced portion being integral with one another and
being both sealed in the glass of the lamp.

conduit section has a socket at one end adapted to
receive the opposite end of a similar section and longitudinal external ribs stopping short of the other end.

The rotatable clement of the motor is directly connected with the centrifugal basket. A vertically extending shaft carries the motor element and basket.

Motor circuits, signal devices and electrical conductors
so connected as to affect the- operation of the signal devices by reason of the differences of potential occurring
at the '{joints of connection of the conductors to the
motor circuits, are the characteristic features of the

May

filed

Trolley Switch.
Alexander Palmros, Columbus, Ohio, assignor to Joseph A. Jeffrey.
Columbus, Ohio. Original application filed Sep-

whereby one of the lamps is caused
application of power to the traction
and means for causing the other lamp
shutting off of power to the traction

782,455.

H.

John

Application

pressure.

782,646.

A

Lamp.

Electric

1904.

782,796.

Application

1904.-

14,

A

A

Controller.

Incandescent

Guest, BrookhTi, N. Y.

Application

for

Electric

782,450.

circuit.

782,749.

Manufacturing

responsive device, are associated with a local
potentiometer is included in the circuit.
inserting into or removing from the circuit
each group of elements, and means controlled simultaneously with each group of elements for interrupting the
current in the potentiometer are supplied.

Means

In a controlling system for electric motors operated
on a multi-voltage circuit are means actuated by the
electromotive force of the armature for cutting resistance into circuit when the voltage across the terminals
of the armature is higher than the voltage of the supply
circuit.
Means short-circuit the resistance when t.he
voltage across the terminals of the armature is substantially equal to or lower than the voltage of the supply

TroUej'-pole Controller. Joseph P. Mag782,786.
uey, Los Angeles, Cal.. rissi^nor to the Magney

Receiving Apparatus. Harry Shoemaker,
Jersey City, N. J., assignor to the International
Telegraph Construction Company, New York,
N. Y. Application filed September i, 1904.
Groups of elements, each group adapted to constitute

782,422.

circuit.

FASTENING.

Trolley Guard. Edward R. North. Web782,756.
ster Groves, ^ilo.
Application filed May C, 1904.
A pair of arms pivoted in and projecting above the
casing carrying the troliey wheel carry disks on their
free ends adapted to hold "the trolley in place.

A

a w'ave

—WIRE

Eastwood,

A

tral

,

NO. 782,676.

Controller for Electric Motors. Arthur C.
Cleveland, Ohio. Application filed
Septem.ber 14, 1904.

yS2,ys2.

plate of a rail joint comprises
longitudinally bent outward at the
to lie between the top of
and the bottom of the head of

The supporting
lic

piece

bottom and adapted
necting

plate

a metaltop and
the conthe rail

EXPIRING PATENTS.
Following

is a list of electrical patents (issued by
States Patent Office) that expired on
1905
378,078. Conductor for Electrical Fire-alarm Systems. W- A.
Barnes, Bridgeport, Conn.
Printing Telegraph. D. E. Pike, New York, X. Y.
378,107.
System of Electrical Distribution by Secondary
378,113.
Batteries.
S. Sellon, Hatton Gardens, County o'f
J.
Middlesex, England.
Galvanic Battery. H. Walter, Cincinnati. Ohio.
378.121.
Galvanic Batter^'.
378.122.
H. Walter and W. E. H.
Marsh, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Electromagnetic Bell. J. Weltzer and S. Weltzer,
378,124.
Hoboken, N. T.
Telegraph Cable. AA". R. Patterson, Chicago, Til.
378,175-

the United

February

21,

Multiple Telegraphy.
378,181.
C. Selden, Baltimbre, Md.
Electric Time, Temperature and Burglar Alarm and
378,202.
Call Bell.
H. P. F. Jensen, B. W. Webb and J. Jensen.
London, Countj- of Middlesex, England.
Telephone Switch.
378,250.
J. R. H. Hinton, Baltimore.

Md.
Manufacture of Incandescent Electric Lights. T.
New York. N. Y.
C. T. Mason, Sumter, S.
Telephonic Transmitter. Jf. G. Farmer, Eliot, 5Ic.
Alternating-current
Transformer.
R.
Kennedy.
"Glasgow, County of Lanark, Scotland.
Transformation
and
Distribution
378.32 1
of
Electric
Energy. R. Kennedy, Glasgow, Scotland,
378,332. Telegraph Kev dnd InstrumentW. A. Melbourne,

378,258.

Mace,

378,250.
37S.298.
378.320.

C

Electric Railwav.

Swanwick,

111.

Incandescent
Electric
Lamp Fixture.
Doubleday, Columbus, Ohio.
Core for Dynamo Electric Machines.

378,358.

37S,375-

France.
Telephone Receiver. A.

Rechniev.-ski,

37S.3S5.

SL

H.

W.

C.

Paris,

W. Brown,

Evanston.

Wyo.

\
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Hydro-electric Light and Power Plant
at Janesville, Wis.
By

P.

J.

KEr.i.F.v.

Wis

lllul)'
a city of alimil 17.C
itants, located upon the Rock River, and is one of
the most enterprisinR and progressive cities of that

Janesville,

Tile Janesville Electric

slate.

Company, which

fur-

light and power for the
has recently displaced an old centrally located hydro-electric plant by a new plant
located on the same waterpower, but at a more
satisfactory point for the hydraulic development.
The complete generating equipment for the city
consists of three interconnected hydro-electric plants
—one at Fulton on the Vahara River. 12 miles frnni

nishes

of the electric

all

and

city

vicinity,

wheels are geared to a horizontal line shaft to which
two generators are belted, one a small dirccl-ciirrctit
machine furnishing light and power for the Wisconsin School for the Blind. The school is located
just across the* river from the plant. The other
generator is a 275-kilowatl, 2.200-volt, three-phase,
Y-connected, 60-cyclc machine.
This station is supplied with steam auxiliary in the
form of a 350-horsepower, cross-compound. Corbattery
a
liss engine, which receives steam from
of three loo-horscpower return-tubular boilers. The
engine may be connected to the generator drive by
means of a jaw-clutch coupling, though it is seldom that the service of the steam auxiliary is re(|iiircd.

The Monterey

slrili.in

utilizes

POWER
the second at Monterey, a suburb of
the
three miles down the Rock River
new central station already referred to.
plant at Fulton consists of three 75-horse-

Janesville

;

Janesville,

third

is

The

;

the

power

vertical waterwheels under a 14-foot head.
These wheels are geared to a horizontal line shaft
t" which are belted two generators.
One is a 60kilowatt, single-phase generator, and is used as an
auxiliary machine for the lighting system of the
city of Edgerton.
The other generator supplies

iinwer
\olt,

The

to

and

Janesville

is

a

I50-kilo\vatt,

6,600-

three-phase, delta-connected, 60-cycIe machine.
Fulton transmission line is of No. 4 bare cop-

per Avire until the line enters Janesville, and there
insulated wire is used.
The power from this circuit
is

normally

used

to

help

drive

the

direct-current

generators in the central station, though it may be
used for all or any of the alternating-current service
wliich the Janesville company supplies.

The waterwheels

the Fulton station are hand
controlled, as it is the intention to operate the plant
in the evening to carry part of the peak of the load
at the central station, so that its wheels may be set
to carry a suitable steady load, while the governor
at the central station takes care of the fluctuations.
The plant at Monterey consists of four vertical
waterwheel units, having a total output of 350 horsepower under a pj^-foot head. Their speed is controlled by a Woodward waterwheel governor. These
in

ibc

PI-ANT

hy.lr.iulic

and

Generator Koora in Janesville Power House.
View Across the Dam Showing Concrete Penstocks and Retaining Walls.
AT JANESVILLE. WIS.

steam equipment of a dismantled cotton mill. No
material change was made in the old equipment further than the introduction of the necessary pulleys
for driving the generators and governor.

The transmission line from the Monterey plant
No. 2 insulated
copper wires. It is tapped at several points for light
and power between Monterey and the central distributing station.
This is done only for large mo-

to the central station comprises three

tors,

or

when

distributing circuits

from the

latter

station are not convenient.
'.'he

power from the Monterey

circuit

divides at

the switchboard in the central station, a part being

used for furnishing light and power for the outlying districts, another part to furnish current for
the arc lamps in the city and the remainder to help
drive the direct-current generators in the centralstation.

The central station at Janesville is located on a
narrow neck of ground between the river and a
power canal. This canal led to the old central station and fed several of the old waterpower developments of the

city.

The

plant lays largely on

made

ground. This, together with the cramped condition
for room, required much careful study to obtain a

thoroughly suitable layout. The general arrangement
of the plant can be seen from the accompanying
drawing, which shows a plan of the station and
forebay.

In

the

construction

of

piles Here driven at all p<iint< where »olid I'^mmiks
could not be otherwise obtained.
Concrete reinforced with steel beams »a< u«d
in the construction of the bulkhead and divition
walls of the penstocks, and the watcrwheclt are
carried upon steel beams imiicdded in the concrete
floors.
This work, together with the retaining walls
was put up during November and IJcccmbcr of 1903
when the temperature was almut zero (Fahrenheit)
or below all of the time. The sand and gravel were
kept warm by being piled over perforated steam
pipes, tarpaulins being placed on the top of the
Warm water was used in
piles to retain the heat.
the mixing, and the forms were guarded by racks
filled with manure, and at night the racks were thor..nKhly covered, s,, that the in. -I w;,- absolutely

the

foundations'.

excluded. Although the temperature was frequently
from 12 to 16 degrees below zero during the progress of the work, the concrete has proved exceptionally free from defects.
After the forebay, penstock and retaining walls were completed the work
was practically suspended for the rest of the a\ inter.
.\s soon as spring opened, piles were driven for the
main building foundations, and the concrete foundations were put in.
The walls of the building are
made of hollow concrete blocks, laid in cement-lime
mortar. These blocks give a handsome appearance,
as shown in one of the pictures, and when properly
made have all the qualities of a good building material.
The concrete blocks were made by a Janesville

company.

The dynamo room is 80 feet long, 54 feet wide
with 18 feet clearance from the floor to the roof
trusses.
The boiler room is 45 feet long. 40 feet
wide and iS feet high in the clear. There are a
large number of high windows in the building which
furnish an abundance of light in all parts.
Steel
roof trusses are used. The roof sheathing is twoinch matched stock, covered v.ith Johns-Manville
standard asbestos roofing. The entire floor, with
the engine, boiler and generator foundations, and
the piers for the bearings of the line shaft, together
with the smoke-flue connections from the boiler, are
of

concrete.

The new hydraulic equipment of

the station con-

1
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driving machines are on one side of the shaft, while
the driven machines are on the opposite side. The

arrangement makes it possible to have all the belts
run tight on the lower side, and also gives ample

room for all the apparatus.
All of the generators and motors, with the exception of one National Electric 250-volt machine,
were operated in the old station. While these machines are comparatively small, they are all in good
condition, and are amply capable of satisfactorily
the' requirements until
the time arrives
material increase in the capacity of the plant
In arranging the electrical equipment
for the plant it w'as only a question of making the

fulfilling

when
is

necessary.

switchboard connections so that the incandescent
lighting, commercial power and street-railway loads
could be properly taken care of with suitable reserves for each service.
The service to which the several units can be
applied, together with the switchboard connections,
will now be taken up.

The

Ball engine, which

watt, 550-volt generator,

is

belted to the no-kiloheld as a reserve for the

is

street-railway service, though

it is sometimes used
during time of peak loads. The Hamilton-Corliss
engine is operated only at times of low water, or in
case of emergeticy.
A three-wire 250-volt direct-current service forms
the distribution system for both light and power
in the center of the city, except for some large mo-

tors

which are carried on the alternating-current
This service is obtainable from the set of
and from any one or all of

circuits.

two

125-volt machines,

the three 250-volt machines,

house, and each pair of wheels having a separate
section of shaft.
One section of shaft is provided
for the two old wdieels, which are not yet connected.

When

PLAN OF JANESVILLE CENTRAL STATION.
of four new-type

sists

Samson wheels

it

desirable to shut

is

down any

single wheel

may

be thrown out of gear with its core
wheel.
Each wheel-pit contains a pair of wheels,
and is .so arranged that the water can be shut out
at any time by stop-gates, so that any pair of wheels
may be examined without affecting the operation
of the other wheels. When the entire hydraulic
equipment is to be examined the measuring gates,
which also fulfill the province of head-gates, are
closed, thus shutting the water out of the forebay.
The other two sections of shaft are in the generating room. The first section next to the wheelits

pinion

of 145 horse-

,

if

operated

in

connec-

tion with the 125-volt machines, or with the balancer
set.
The direct-current lighting and power service

usually taken care of by the two i2S-volt machines
and the single 250-volt unit, while a set of two 250volt machines are operated in series for the streetis

railway

load.

The interchangeable

service

of

the

machines is accomplished by means of
double-throw switches, which, when thrown 'one way,
put the machines on the lighting service, and in the
other, put them in series upon the street-railway
250-volt

service.

Transformers. are supplied, so that by the proper
manipulation of switches the 6,600-volt Fulton circuit
may be connected in parallel with the 2,200-volt

Monterey

circuit,

and the 6,600

and the 2.200-volt

I

The wheels
each, under an eight-foot head.
continuation
are geared to a horizontal line shaft.
engine
and dythe
extends
into
which
of this shaft
power

A

subdivided by jaw-clutch
couplings, and carries pulleys for the several driving and driven elements in the plant. The harness
for the wheels is of extra heavy construction

namo room

is

suitably

throughout. The complete equipment consists of
six wheels, there being two old-type iio-horsepower
Samson wheels, placed in position in one of the
wheel-pits, but these are not connected to the shaft,
as it is calculated that the four new wheels will
furnish ample power for the present. The speed
of the wheels is controlled by the most improved
type of a Lombard waterwheel governor.

The
the

new waterwheels, with two engines and

four

power received

from

the

terey plants, furnish the motive
One of the engines
station.

Hamilton-Corliss
pulley,

which

The other
direct

to

is

a

condensing

Fulton and Monpower for the central
is

a

engine

300-horsepower
belted

to

a

is

carried on a quill on the line shaft.

a

iso-horsepower Ball engine belted

no-kilowatt,

550-volt,

direct-current

200-horsepower Bonus Kewanee
water-tube boiler furnishes steam at 150 pounds
generator.

One

pressure to the engines.
The line shaft is divided into five sections by jawclutch couplings, three sections being in the wheel

three friction-clutch pulleys; the clutches

hand wdieels on floor stands.
Referring to the plan: The first of these pulleys
(No. i) drives a 75-kilowatt, 250-volt, direct-current
General Electric generator.
The second pulley (No. 2) is driven by an 85kilowatt, 6,600-volt General Electric sj'nchronous
motor.
The third pulley (No. 3) drives two 75-kilowatt,
250-volt National Electric direct-current generators.
The shaft between the third and fourth pulleys conare operated by

tains a jaw-clutch coupling.

Pulley No. 4 is driven by a 150-kilowatt, 2.200National Electric synchronous motor.
Pulley No. 5 drives two 75-kilowatt, 125-volt, direct-current General Electric generators.
The sixth pulley (No. 6) is driven by the Hamil-

volt.

ton-Corliss engine.
It

will

be noted from the drawing that

all

the

JANESVILLE

motors

at

connection
the

the central station, may be operated in
with either plant interchangeably. All

power required by the company for

its

several

classes of service may be furnished by any one
of the plants up to its capacity. As an example of
this, the city arc-lighting system, which comprises
four 50-light, 6.6-ampere General Electric constantcurrent transformers, with the requisite enclosed arc
lamps, usually receives its current from the Monterey line. It may, however, be supplied with cur-

rent (through the changing transformers) from the
Fulton plant, or from either of the alternating-current machines in the central station, by using

them

as generators instead of in their usual capacity of
motors. Such a change is sometimes found desirable, and the capacity of a synchronous machine to
change from generator to jnotor and vice versa
without alteration of connections or speed prompted

the installation of this class of apparatus.
The Janesville Electric Company, which

owms and

operates the plants described, controls the major
portion of the water supply of the waterpower company of Janesville. This furnishes a continuous and
reliable source of power, notwithstanding that the
desirability of ample steanl auxiliary powder is fully
appreciated.

ALTERNATING-CURRENT SWITCHBOARD CIRCUITS

IN

JANESVILLE PLANT.

The direct-current incandescent-lighting load of
the station consists of 12,000 incandescent lamps,
together with nearly 200 motors of various sizes.
These, with the 550-volt circuits, for the streetrailway load, occupy five panels of the main switch--

March
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Iwianl.
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arc

live

|iaiich,

;iltcriiatin({-ciirrciit

Wcsiingliouse instrument and
swilches, for the onlrni of the several classes of
Willi

ii|iii|)pi''l

urnatiiiK-ciirrcnl service.

oil

al-

There are also four small

The swilchboarils
imiicis for the arc distribution.
arc so arranged that extra panels may be added as
lonnd necessary. The accompanying diagrams show
connections of the alternating and dircrt-curllic
switchboards.
be noted thai

H-nt

will

It

pre.ient niotor-generalor sets, two (lanels for eoiurolling the generators «.( I be ijiree-innt niolor generator,
two blank panels and Iwo panels cr.rnrolling Ihe

l.ooo-kilowalt synebron'Mis motors of the Iwo twoimit sets now installed.
The high-tension alternating-current side of the
sub-station is e<|ui|>ped willi motor-operated oil
switches which are located in a row in br'ek ciIN

of the apparatus of the

be

lu'l

returns

possibly slightly

with

installed,

The

(barges.
ln-lieved

that

retention

in

•I'hc

greater than

more

if

efficient

The

more modem

of the fixed
consecpient increase
older apparatus gives reliable service

an actual

net

saving will

and

it

follow

is

ils

service.

president of the Jancsville ICIeclric

Company

M; (;. Jefifris, the vice-|)residenl T. (). IIohc, the
treasurer S. B. Smith, and the secretary and manD. C. & William B. Jackson of
ager, P. H. Korst.
.Vladison. Wis., are the consulting engineers for the
is

company

ihcy designed and superintended the cori-

;

of the ci-ntral-station

striiction

and hydraulic-

at Detroit.
The Edison llhnninaling Company

FIG.

2.

;,lol.j..,^L..i-UATUBS IN STATION
1.000-KILO,./w
"I," DETROIT.
J

plain.

A New Edison Three-wire Sub-station

on the gallery above the switchboard. The oil pots,
motors and operating mechanism, wdiich are of the
latest type, are clearly

of Delroit ha^

built a main generating station at Dclray, 3'i miles
from the city of Detroit, This station is very favorably located for fuel and water supply on the bank
It will be et|uippe<I willi four
of Ihe Detroit River.

shown

in

Fig.

To

3.

insure
is cus-

protection against contact with live parts it
cell doors of sheet iron or asbestos.
In the present installation doors of plate wire glass
These arc polished so as to be
have been used.
transparent and the switch parts can therefore be
readily inspected.
At the direct-current end of each large motorgenerator set is located a starting panel containing
a se\'en-point lever starting switch and also the main
switch, of the laminated brush-toggle type, for the
negative side of the machine.
On the frame of each of the 1,000-kilowatt generators is a laminated bru5b-le\er switch (sec Fig. 2)
which is closed to short-circuit the series field when
the motor-generator set is running off the alternating-current circuit and suppl\ing direct current to
This switch is r.pened when
the three-wire network.
i.
the set is run inverted
e.. with the direct-current
end as a motor and the alternating-current end as
a generator. The introduction of the series field on
the motor, when two sets are run in multiple, is
similar to the regulating action of a steam-engine
governor; if the load increases unduly on one set the
field strength of the motor increases and its speed
tentfs to decrease, thus shifting a portion of the load
to the other set.
The equipment of the station illustrates very well

tomary to furnish

—

FIG.

I.

Operation.
muniripal operation exi^rimcnH with
are jUjui Io come u, an cnil
The City Council of Klfiin. 111. Iu» voled to Iea«<r
iu municipal-lijthiinK plant, and the villaKc truitee«
of La Grange alm'Mt unanimoutly decided to «ell
the city walcr and lighting plant to the North Shore
plaiiln

Company,
Elgin deal,

have voted,

machinery were

for a nnnilier of years to come,

will

.ind

will

Grange Abandon Municipal

Two more

flcctric-li|;hl

MIectric

much

This was done after
.Id station has been utilized.
chic consideration, as it was believed that the actual
aiirl

Elgin and La

if

liringn the

at the aldermen
Aurora and Southern

carried out
FUfcin.

Traction Company into |>o<iitettlon of the city lighting plant by lease for a term of 10 year*. The traction crmipany already o[icrale< a commercial lighting plant in KIgin, white the ciiy ha« liecn lighting
the streets and also doing some commercial lighting.
By the terms of the agreement which the aldermen
have voted to adopt the traction company gets Ihe
city's pole line and wires and will remove the machinery from the municipal plant to ils own pfjwer
house. The city is Io pay $58 per lamp f'lr each
arc light up to 247. Should the numtxrr of lamps
used by the city be increased to 350 the price i«
to be reduced so that the average cost will lie $55
a lamp.
If the total numtjer reaches 450 or more
the average price per lamp will again I>c reduced
to $52.

ITie

agreement

of which time the

city,

is
if

for 10 years, at the end
it

chooses, can

demand

Ihe return of the pole lines and wires and the restoration of Ihc municipal plant to its condition at

the time it was given over to the company, or
can enter into a new agreement.

The La Grange municipal
plant

it

and water
the North Shore

electric-light

has been sold outright to

Company, and the deed has been executed.
Ihe terms of the sale the North Shore company
paid the city $1, and assumes the bonded indebtedness of $260,000 on the properties. Three years ago
the properties controlled under the name of the La
Electric

By

Grange Water, Light and Power Company were
sold to the village under an agreement that the village should pay the interest and principal on $260,coo in bond.s held by the stockholders. The plants
have deteriorated, and the village is said to have no
funds with which to rehabilitate them. .After several
meetings the Board of Trustees voted, five to one, to
sell the properties.
"The village has been staggering
under its self-assumed load for three years, finding
municipal ownership a greater burden each month.
and the time has come to get rid of it," is the way
the trustees expressed themselves.
Protests have been heard in both towns from cer-

INTERIOR OF STATION "l" IN DETROIT.

Curtis steam turbines direct-connected to 3,000-kilowatt, 4,600-volt. 60-cycle, three-phase generators for
supplying power to 10 sub-stations equipped with
General Electric apparatus, which in turn will supply direct current on a three-wire interconnected
network to the city of Detroit. Three of these turbines are already in operation.

The accompanying views show apparatus

installed

one of the sub-stations, station "I," on Elizabeth
This is a handnear Woodward Avenue.
some gray pressed-brick structure, located near the
It is connected with tlie main
heart of the city.
generating station at Delray by two feeder lines and
it
is also connected with sub-station "A"' by a tie
line, through which it can be supplied with power
in

Street,

from the main station in case of injury to the main
feeders.
Each of these three lines consists of a
200,oco circular-mil, three-conductor, paper-insulated,
lead-covered cable.
In station "I" there are

now

installed

two two-

unit motor-generator sets (Figs, i and 2), each consisting of a i,ooo-kilo\vatt, 270-voIt, direct-current
generator driven by a i. coo-kilowatt, 4,600-volt, 60cycle,
three-phase synchronous motor running at
257 revolutions per minute. These sets comprise half
The generathe ultimate equipment of the station.
tors of the two sets supply current to the outside
wires of the Edison three-wire system.
To furnish a neutral for the system and to supply
the unbalanced current there is installed a threeunit motor-generator set, consisting of two 200-kilowatt, 135-volt, direct-current generators driven by a
60-cycle, 6oo-horsepower, 4,600-volt, three-phase induction motor running at 450 revolutions per minThis set
ute, all mounted on a common iron base.
appears in the background of the general view^

(Fig.

FIG. 3.

SWITCHB

AND OIL-SWITCH GALLERV

the apparatus and controlling devices required under
modern conditions for supplying current to the
thickly settled portion of a large dw.

11.

The switchboard

for controlling the machinery in
of white marble with panels seven
inches high, and was designed and built by

tins sub-station is

feet

si.x

the Edison Illuminating Company, using General
Electric switches and General Electric and Weston
instruments. Fig. 3 gives a good view of the board.

Beginning at the left there are four direct-current
feeder panels, a panel carrj'ing switches for paralleling the two sets of bus bars, two blank panels, two
panels controlling the direct-current ends of the

Maneuvers of the United States squadron of evolution at Culebra during the remainder of this winter will include practice with relay space telegraphy.
The ships will be arranged in column, distant from
each other about 100 miles, and wireless messages
will be transmitted from the flagship and repeated
from ship to ship, the final recipient reporting to
the

flagship the

penultimate ship.

exact message received

from the

IN STATION

who oppose the action of the officials.
In La Grange 100 citizens who feared that the rates
would be raised if the plants were sold, protested,
but the deal has been closed and the North Shore
company took possession of tlie plants on ^March ist.
In Elgin, citizens who oppose the leasing of the

tain citizens

mass meeting to protest,
and are awaiting the return of Mayor Hubbard,
wdio for some time has been in Florida. It is declared, however, that the plan of leasing the plant
lighting plant have called a

to

company w-ill be carried out. The
Aurora and Southern Traction Company is

the traction

Elgin.
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in a position to operate the plant on an economical
Aldermen who favor discontinuing municipal
operation say that the plant has been a losing investment for the city and they believe that by leasing
it to the corporation the city will save money.

basis.

Telephone Repeater with Compound
Relay.
far in the construction of telephone repeat-

Thus

two obstacles have presented themselves which
have worked most against the perfection of a satisfactory repeater, and these are the distortion of the
Apparatus
voice currents and their attenuation.
which is delicate enough' to prevent distortion does
not seem to have the necessary power to transmit
the current for long distances without its becoming
weakened to such a degree that its functions are
no longer performed. Likewise, v^here heavy local
currents are used at the repeating stations in the
attempt to "step up" the voice currents to a greater
volume, the original waves become distorted and
ers

speech is unintelligible.
As the result of extended laboratory research of
the variation of resistance of microphone contacts
with pressure and of the magnification of telephone
waves by microphones adjusted to various normal
pressures, Mr. William W. Jacques of Boston has
come to the conclusion that for very light normal
pressures the microphonic resistan'ce varies more
than proportionately to the variation of pressure, so
that the intensity of the waves is greatly magnified;
but the shape of the waves is greatly distorted, because the high-pitch waves are much more magni-

March

ihe circuit to the compound relay (Ry) and, having
been magnified and corrected by that relay, to send

them along the

another 1,000 miles to the

circuit

distant telephone station

The magnifying

(T-.-).

(Rm,)

relay

consists of the

re-

ceiving telephone (ts) and the transmitting telephone
or microphone (W). The receiving telephone is
essentially like that in general use, excepting that its
diaphragm is preferably held between concentric an-

nular knife edges, so that the spring of the diaphragm
is

opposed to the pull of the magnet.

This method

of supporting the diaphragm increases its sensitiveness and accuracy of vibration in a marked degree.

The transmitting telephone or microphone (U)
(Fig. i) of the relay (Rm-) consists of a granular
button microphone (gb;;), such as is in common use
in the long-distance transmitters, which granular
button is fixed in the lead ball (Ib-j) on the side
toward the diaphragm, and is counterbalanced by
The lead ball possesses considerable
a weight.
inertia.
It is supported from an adjustable support
by bifilar suspension wires, so that it is free to
move toward

or
other directions.

from the diaphragm, but not

in

The suspending wires also serve
The telephone (ry) slides freely on
bedplate and may be adjusted to very deli-

as lead wires.

an iron

cate contact with the granular button, so as to
produce an exceedingly delicate light-pressure multiple-contact microphone within the granular button.
At the same time the lead ball presents a considerable
inertia to the vibrations of. the diaphragm.
The microphone circuit is completed by the battery (B3), the primary of the induction coil (Ics)
and the connecting wires, as shown. The secondary

By

4,

1905

sliding the

receiving telephones of the comrelay along the surface of the irop bedplate

pound

may be each adjusted to the desired efficiency and each may be adjusted to best co-operate with the other to secure the
desired magnification and correction of distortion.
the respective microphone contacts

The bedplate is preferably supported bj' a springy
pad, so that its weight, together with the springiness
of the pad, protects the apparatus from extraneous
mechanical vibrations. It should be enclosed by a
reasonably sound-proof cover.
It is evident that while the compound relay as
thus far described is capable of magnifying the
sounds uttered into the telephone at station (Ti)
so that they will be heard in the telephone at station (Tl-), sounds uttered at (T..) cannot be heard
at

(TO.
If

the wires

(w-i

Wa)

of the

1,000

first

miles of

circuit are connected directly w-ith the wires

of

second

(w-w^)

miles of circuit, or, what -is
the same thing, bridge both the receiving telephone
of the magnifying relay and the transmitting telephone of the correcting relay, both between the two
main circuit wires, the magnified waves are not only
sent to line, but also into the receiving telephone
of the magnifier itself, where they are, of course,
again magnified, and this cycle of reinforcements is
kept up with increasing strength until the diaphragms
are forced to their elastic limits, when they continue to vibrate violently and give out a loud roaring sound, determined by the normal times of vibration of the diaphragms and the associated circuits,
which in no way resembles articulate speech. To
obviate this difficulty it is possible to substitute for
the half of each circuit beyond the relay an inexpensive artificial circuit having the same electrical
properties as the actual line on the nearer side of
the

1,000

TELEPHONE REPBATER WITH COMPOUND RELAY.
than are the low-pitch waves.
On the other
hand, with heavy normal pressures, there Is comparatively little magnification; but the shape of the
waves is again distorted, now in the other direction,
because the low-pitch waves are now magnified more
than the high-pitch waves. He has found that the
range of normal pressure over which there is no
distortion of the waves is very limited, and that
within these limits the magnification Is very small.
By the use of two relays, each consisting of a
receiving telephone and a microphone of special construction, Mr. Jacques believes that he has discovered the correct principle and he has obtained a
patent upon the device. The receiving telephone of
the second relay Is connected in circuit w'ith the
microphone of the first, the one relay having its
parts delicately constructed and its normal pressure
made exceedingly light, while the other relay has its
fied

more massive and its normal pressure heavier.
first, relay is used, essentially, to magnify the
telephone waves, while the essential function of the
second relay Is to correct the distortion of the first
(though each^multiplies the magnification and each
corrects the distortion of the other).
The operation of the compound relav may be appropriatelj' likened to the operation of a compound
microscope, the strongly magnifying but distorting
relay being analogous to the strongly magnifying
but distorting '"objective" of the microscope, while
the more feebly magnifying but correcting relay is
analogous to the correcting "eyepiece" of the micro-

parts

The

scope.

Fig.

I

Is

a diagram of a schematic nature showing
Fig. 2 is a diagram of

the relation of the parts.

connections.

In Fig. I the relay is shown as inserted midway
between two telephone stations, which may be assumed to be 2,000 miles apart. As shown, it is
arranged to magnify the telephone waves, which,
originating at (Ti), have passed 1,000 miles over

circuit of the coil

(Ica) leads directly to the receiving telephone of the correcting relay.
The correcting relay (Rcs) is, in general, like
the magnifying relay, excepting that it is more mas-

sive In its construction
is

and operation. The magnet
is larger and thicker, and

stronger, the diaphragm

the Inertia of the granular button

When

in

operation,

phragm and

pressure

the

the granular button

is

Is

much

between
also

much

greater.
its

dia-

greater

than the light pressure of the magnifying relay.
The batteries (B3) and (B.) (Fig. 2) are preferably of the accumulator type, so as to present constant electromotive force and low internal resistance.
The induction colls (Icn) and (Icn) should have
low-resistance primaries, while the secondary of
(Ic.-.) should have many turns, as is customary wath
coils connected directly to long circuits.
The operation of the compound relay (Ru) as a
whole is as follows
Telephone w'aves from station
(T,) having traveled, say, i,ono miles, and having
:

become attenuated,
fiftieth

say,

to

one

one-hundred-and-

of their original intensity, which still leaves
toi actuate the relay tele-

them quite strong enough
phone receiver, but far too

feeble to continue unaided
another r,ooo miles to operate the receiver of station
(TO, by actuating the receiving telephone of the

the relay, and then connect the outgoing circuit of
each compound relay differentially through the receiving telephone of the opposing relay. Thus a
single metallic circuit extends between the stations,
with a repeater composed of two opposing compound
relays and two inexpensive artificial lines inserted

midway

Such an arrangement of
shown diagrammatically in Fig. 2. Artihaving approximately the same distributed
telephonic resistance, capacity, Inductance and shunt-

circuits
ficial

of the circuit.

is

lines

age as the actual lines with wdilch they are directly
connected are represented by (Ah) and (AL).

Carnegie Technical Schools.
Building operations will be begun in the spring
upon the new Carnegie Technical Schools in Pittsburg, the money for which was contributed by
Andrew Carnegie. The aim of the school is to
provide instruction first in those subjects which
affect Pittsburg most directly, and it will- be open
to the students for courses In theoretical and pracunderlying the
tical application of the principles
great iron and steel industries of the district.
be allotted
fair proportion of the space will

-women's work, giving instruction of

magnifying relay, set its diaphragm in vibration.
These vibrations are by means of the light pressure
and heavy-inertia microphone reproduced greatly
magnified and somewhat distorted in the circuit
which leads to the receiving telephone of the correcting relay. In virtue of the heavy pressure and
inertia of the microphone of the correcting relay the
magnified and distorted waves are again magnified
and this time corrected, so that they are now reproduced on the farther line circuit, restored to the
original intensity, and corrected to the original shape
with W'hich they left the first station, and therefore
ready to enter on the second stage of their long

practical nature.

journey to the distant station.

building

The

picture on the next page

is

a

more or

A
to
less

reproduced from

the Municipal Record of Pittsburg and represents an

drawing of the proposed buildings. It
is probable that with so large a group of buildings
and to provide the necessary power for instruction
purposes, a power plant of considerable size will
be required, though no such building appears to be in
architect's

the picture.

The school is located on the northwest part
of a tract of ground given by the city of Pittsburg
and is of easy access -to the nearest street-car lines.
As soon as the winter breaks, foundations for the
will

be

laid.

Simplicity

is

the

character

March
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I'joS

4,

of the s^'JiiP,

•'i'kI

trwitmcnt by the architects in
Archi-

t'"-'

particular calls for favorable comment.
lecturally pleasing to the eye, the outline
iliis

buildings

dignified,

is

giving the

effect

of

the

of perma-

nency and yet characteristic of the purpose of the
structures.

may

ings
itself

well

The style of architecture in these buildbe called Neo-GrceU, a style which lends
to extension into a larger scheme from

smaller distinctive units.
fuiun- Kiinvili i,i
'Ilii-

whose primary (2) is supplied
with alternating currents of a suitable period— say
The secondary is wound to have the
60 cycles.
required potential, which may be in the neighborhood of, say, 10,000 or 20,000 volts. The terminals
of the secondary coil arc connected to the conductors, which constitute a portion of (he sccondrescnts a transformer

:try

circuit.

The
si-liools

(ill-

and the extcn-

circuit

induclaiKT

1

f.i)

mi

fj)

(5I

.mil

i^

1

rnmplctcd thrnngh the
1

,

,

bcmK

ihu^

abruptly

distur

ill own time prri'<<l, abvjrl.
energy of the discharge 01

oscillatory disturbance

*;tf,

r

:,

nl of Ihr

licing

The

<t).

:

ilni.

I'n'.'rd.

the in

ductance ( 10; and the capacity (11; oniinuc discharging the one into the other until the encrgr
is dissipated in radiation, frictional or similar lostet
This probable o|>eralion of the system may be made
evident by considering that any circuit conuining
a condenser and a coil it set in oscillation when
its electrical c<|uilibrium is disturlied either by sudcharge or sudden discharge, the disturlie'l
equilibrium being restored by oscillatory reactions
Iwtween the condenser and the coil, which continue
until the energy of the disturbance has been abvjrtwd
or dissipated. 'Ilic circuit fio) fii; is itself a
closed circuit containing a condenser and a coil
capable of such equilibrium disturbance by sudden
charge or discharge, and when thus disturbed equilibrium is again restored.
From the at>ovc it will be evident that after the
first violent discbarge of the condenser (9) practically all of the energy is aljMirlK'd in the circuit
(10) (11) and oscillates therein, after the manner
described, and that thus the invention secures persistent oscillations which are not subject to the
great losses incident to forcing a discharge path
for the energy across a spark gap twice for each
complete
oscillation
or
double
vibratio-.i.
The
spark-gap loss is practically limited to a single
discharge in one direction following each charge
of the condenser (9). These prime discharges of
the condenser across the spark gap may be made
to succeed each other with the greatest possible
rapidity.
Indeed, it would be desirable if they could
be made to follow each other so closely as to supply
fresh energy to oscillatory circuit before the oscillations caused therein by the preceding spark had

den
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scheme will depend entirely upon the
interest manifested by those wishing to receive instruction.
Should the number of students who

lions

of this

when

the schools are est.ablished be
room provided, Mr. Carnegie
stands ready to provide more room, but only when
it
has been clearly shown that Pittsburg really appreciates the magnificent opportunity which its gen-

actually apply

greatly in excess of the

erous donor has provided.

Oscillator for Space Telegraphy.
Peter Cooper Hewitt, inventor of the mercury
lamp, has applied himself to the problems of space
telegraphy and a patent has just been issued to him
for an apparatus for producing oscillatory currents
suitable for that purpose and to be employed at the

same time to radiate more

efficiently

the

energy

thus produced.
Oscillatory electrical currents of the kind referred
to are commonly produced by the discharge through
an inductance of a charged condenser or capacity.

The condenser discharge may be

oscillatory if R" is
than 4L/C, R being the resistance, L the inductance and C the capacity. Where R' is greater
In practice
than 4L/C. no oscillations take place.
all losses, including those due to friction, induction,
or radiation, may be included or reckoned as »e-

series with the transformer winding and in parallel
with each other.
This is a well-known form of
resonant circuit, sometimes called an "antiresonant" circuit, because of its peculiar properties. It
is not necessary to enter into elaborate technical description of the internal reactions of such a circuit
It is suffiin order to understand the invention.
cient to say that the inductance branch (10) and
the condenser branch (11) together form a circuit
resonant to one critical frequency, and that when
the impressed current through the conductors (4)
(5) is of that particular frequency the opposite reactancies of (10) and (11) balance each other in
such manner as to produce a relatively great current flow through them. Under these conditions the

The whole
(4) (5) is at a minimum.
(4) (5) (10) (11) is called "antircsonant"
because the conditions in (4) (5) are quite the
current in
circuit

opposite to what they would be if the inductance
(10) and the condenser (10) were in series with

each other as well as in series with (4) (5), instead of being, as they are, in parallel with each

less

The

sistances.

oscillations

are

in

the

;

^

J

:1|3

6
II

natural pe10

by its inductance,
and the persistence of the
wave-trains may be increased by

riod of the system as determined

and

capacity

oscillations

1!

oscillate

The

persistently in

its

own

natural period.

quite

as

by

single

unidirectional

dis-

charge as it would be by several oscillations.
Referring to the accompanying diagram, (i)

rep-

efficiently

a

10)

and

coil.

As

(

shown, additional coils or windings (12) arc provided in inductive relation with the windings of the
(10), the

coil
is

known

coil

(15)

as

may

winding (12)

two

coils

together constituting svhat

autotransformer. An additional
be added either as a part of the
or as a separate coil, and this may

an

adjusting the emitting wire (13)
(16), ^o that its natural period of
be the same as that of the circuit
This condition may be
(10)
(5).
(8)
(9) (4)
approximated by making the entire length of the
wire and windings of a physical length slightly
less than one-quarter of the length of a wave having
a time period equal to the time period of the oscillations in (9) (4) (8) (10) (5), or it may be an
odd multiple of such quarter-wave length. Synchronism of the circuits may then be perfected by
adjusting the inductance of (15) until the maximum
effect is observed.
be

utilised

(10)

(12)

oscillation

for

(15)

will

Electrical Production of

OSCILLATO R FOR S PACE TEL EGRAPHY.

one critical frequency to which they are resonant,
whereas they offer much less impedance to impressed currents of all other frequencies.
The operation of the system of circuits involving
the invention may be described somewhat as follows
The alternating current induced in the secondary being of a frequency of 60 cycles, the time
period of a half cycle or pulsation in one direction
of a second. It
is one one-hundred-and-twentieth
evident, therefore, that the rate of charge of
is
the condenser (9) from the secondary is enormously slower than the rate of discharge of the
condenser through the circuit (4) (8) (10) (11)
:

It

is

so slow, in

fact, that

the potential rises

uniformly through the circuit on each side of the
spark gap and on the plates of the condenser (9)
without the accumulation of any appreciable drop
across the condenser (11) or across the coil (10).
This slow rise of voltage continues until the spark
gap or equivalent breaks down, permitting abrupt
discharge of the condenser (9). As has been explained, the system is so constructed that the natural or free-discharge period of the condenser (9)
across the spark gap is substantially the same as
the period to which the circuit (10) (11) is resonant.

The

equilibrium

of

the

circuit

(10)

Hydrogen and

Oxygen.
.\ subscriber of the Western Electrician in Iowa
some data upon the decomposition of water
by electrolysis and desires to know what volume of
both oxygen and hydrogen will be set free by a

asks for

other and in series with (4) (5). In such a circuit
the branches (10) (11) together offer a great impedance to the passage of impressed currents of the

(5).

oscillator has no spark-gap and
once initiated will persist much longer
than in the case where all the energy must cross a
spark-gap twice for each complete oscillation.
It
is obvious that where a unidirectional-discharge device or arrangement, like the vapor-lamp interrupter,
is substituted for the spark-gap the advantages of
an auxiliary oscillator such as described are great,
the auxiliary oscillator being excited or charged

auxiliary

oscillations

tion is led from one terminal of the coil
the aerial from the other terminal of the

IS

15

x:^'i3

in

the

The oscillatory circuit may be utilized as a source
of high-frequency oscillatory energy in any desired
way. For purposes of space telegraphy, for which
it is more particularly designed, the ground connec-

Al-h

minimizing the incidental frictional or other losses.
Losses by radiation are of course inevitable, since,
space telegraphy particularly, radiation represents
useful work to be performed.
The internal
frictional losses are detrimental and serve no useful purpose.
Of these internal detrimental losses
that which occurs at the spark-gap is of considerable importance.
As ordinarily constructed, all of
the energy stored in the condenser is forced to cross
the spark-gap twice, first in one direction and then
in the other, for each complete waA^e or oscillation.
The object of- the invention here described is to
provide an auxiliary oscillator designed, proportioned and arranged in such relation to the prime
oscillator that the prime oscillator will transfer to
the auxiliary oscillator all, or at least a large fraction, of the energy of the prime discharge.
The
function of the auxiliary oscillator is to elastically absorb the energy in such manner that it will

—J

5

resistance,

or

\

been damped out.

(11)

given unit or quantity- of electricity.
The electrochemical equivalent of hydrogen that
is, the fraction of a gram of hydrogen set free by
one coulomb Uhe quantity' of electricity represented
by one ampere flowing for one second) is O.OOOoThe electrochemical equivalent of o.xygen is
103S.
0.000082S. The weights of tliese two elements which

—

—

will be liberated

by one ampere-hour

will, therefore,

be 3.600 times as great, or 0.03736S gram of hydrogen
and 0.2980S gram of oxygen.
The correspondent, however, wishes to know the
volumes which will be liberated. This question can-

not be answered without knowing the pressure, as
the volume would depend entirely upon this factor.
However, since the formula for water is H;0, the
fact will be known that the volume of hydrogen will
be. at any given pressure, twice as great as that of
the oxygen.

The Missouri House committee on private corporations has agreed to report favorably the telegraph
and telephone bill introduced by Mr. Barry. It provides for one important change hy the insertion of
the words "and deliver." The Supreme Court in a
recent case held that the word "transmit" did not
include the delivery of a message, and the words
"and deliver" are. therefore, to be incorporated into
the law if this bill passes.
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Now

-\iarch 4.

nominated
and carefully considered statements of policy have
been made, the readers of the Western Electrician
will be interested in an impartial account of the
arguments advanced in the campaign for the election
of a mayor in Chicago, which, as turning on the
question of the mimicipal ownership and operation
that

tlie

leading candidates

of the people; yet

are

termine the truth of the issue."
the city

This paper is entered at the Chicago postofflce as mail matter
of the second class.
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relating to electricity or any of its
practical applications is cordially invited, and the co-operation
of all electrical thinkers and workers earnestly desiretf. Clear,
concise, well written articles are especially welcome; and communications, views, news items, local newspaper clippings, or
any information likely to interest electricians, will be thankfully received and cheerfully acknowledged.
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Mueller law.

"ma-

the

to

Edward

and bonds of private
companies. "If private companies, having onh- the
security offered by the tangible property and by the
20-year franchises, can raise $117,000,000 upon $27.000,000 worth of actual, tangible property, what is
to prevent the city of Chicago now, on much better
But
security, raising the same amount of money?"
actually less than $80,000,000 is needed to pay for
existing plants and franchises and modernize the
former. Street-railway certificates would be purchased, if not by capitalists, by people of moderate
means having savings-bank deposits. The judge
also suggests that a syndicate might furnish capital
to buy the roads if given back a lease for a term

—

streets are in possession of the traction companies,

which have acquired some rights. No solution will
be accepted which does not provide for the complete
termination of all outstanding rights and claims.
"And no solution will be accepted that does not
make effective and genuine provision for municipal
ownership and operation when the city shall be
legally and financially able successfully to adopt it."
How shall the city most wisely and promptly accomplish municipal ownership? Court proceedings
for condemnation are inadvisable.
There would be
appeals all the way to the Supreme Court of the
United States. Four or five years would be thus
consumed, and then, if the final -decision was favorable to the city, it would have to be determined
what were the property and rights to be condemned.
In the course of time judgment might be entered
for an unknown but very large sum.
Then would

come another
time?

mentioned

arrangement by
we are going to do business

But

if

any syndicate, the sooner the better.
The .long-drawn-out condemnation proceedings are
really a subtle blow at municipal ownership.
It is
at

all

with

shown how the condemnation scheme can be
worked out. No concrete plan has ever been subnot

Mr. Harlan does not propose
by pretending to do things that

mitted to the people.
to try to get votes-

he knows he can't do. He pledges himself to diligent and firm action to bring about the right solu-

Societies

after

and should not be dismissed except for cause
an impartial trial. Vacancies should be filled

after

practical

roster

Illustrated

Patent

Record.
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Thus
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of consolidated telephone associations),

Chicago, June 21st,

in the

it lies

the

questions

involved

present

Perhaps

tance.

We

with effect

election

are

because,
one,

local

the

impor-

local

would not be difficult to criticize
both statements. Mr. Harlan is a little
it

while Judge

ministration,
citing the

length,

a

is

more than

of

vague about the future plan of

believe,

have summarized

some

at

his prospective ad-

Dunne

is

unfortunate

municipal electric-light plant, which,

operates

arcs

street

a

at

real

cost

in

we
of

power

of

real

He

cites

the

municipal

examples of foreign

We

know

ownership

"No
and

cities

city that

operation

has
of

ever reverted to private ownership.

that the city of Chicago

is

operating one

of the greatest electric-light plants,

if

not the great-

est,

in

America, and that

it

has reduced the cost

more than one-half." "We know
from bitter experience in our own city that private
management of public utilities has been grossly inefficient and indecent."
The judge criticizes severely
of electric light

street-railway

service,

saying,

among

other things, that passengers are compelled to "ride
in cars

whose temperature would

preserve

the

dead."

street-car system has

''Private

become

denouncing Wall

Chicago think of

it

will

^But nevertheless

Street.

proposal

and pressing problem.
be

constitutes

What

the

known on

a

very

citizens

of

the evening

of April 4th.

way among Ameri-

of municipal ownership and operation of public

the existing
International Association of Municipal Electricians Caninia! convention). Erie, Pa., August 29th, 30th and jist.
(annual
convention).
Ohio Electric Light Association
Hotel Victory. Put-in-Bay, August i6tb to iSth.
American Electrotherapeutic Association (annual meeting).
Academy of Medicine, New York city, September 19th, 20th

Street."

the issue joined.

is

opposing arguments

although

We

putting into actual operation the prin-

,

National Electric Light Association (annual convention),
Denver, June 6th, 7th and 8th, and Colorado Springs, June
gth and loth.
National-Interstate Telephone Association (first convention

Wall

lionaires of

,

in

street cars has

eting)
ChamberIowa Telephone Association (am ual
Des Moines, March 14th
Ohio Independent Telephone Association (annual meeting), Columbus, March 3otb.
Iowa Electrical Association (annual meeting). Hotel Julien,
Dubuque, Iowa, April 19th and 20th.

con-

"municipalization"

—a

ownership and not to be adopted until
vote.
But there must not be
The city of Chicago is bigger than
all the traction companies combined.
A complete
plan will be prepared and submitted to the people
by referendum if Mr. Harlan is elected.

ever tried

lain Hotel,

In

solemn protest against further spoliation
of their streets and further exploitation by the milister their

the

question

furnishing street-railway service.

Electrical

examinations.

civil-service

clusion the judge says that the people should "reg-

ous

the

utilities.

Busi

Present

street-railway employes should be placed on the city

referred to popular

ciple

Trade News

civil-service

into politics but rather taken out of politics.

too great haste.

of

Judge Dunne declares that

and Schools

rigid

would not be put

law, so that the street railways

between $90 and $100 a year rather than $55. which
The judge,
is about the figure given in the reports.
too. has perhaps too much faith in the public spirit
of the savings-bank depositors and is rather vocifer-

can

Publications

Judge Dunne advocates a

will.

I'-lectric

Miscellaneous

under

Again,

depositors.

—

cate of capitalists for advantageous
lease or license.

saviiigs-bank

the promised new charter. (Thicago may raise the
needed monej' by issuing bonds. Only two things
are needed to accomplish municipal ownership the
will of the people and public officers with the disposition, courage and virility to carry out the people's

have the money

city

popular syndicate- of

a

such a nature might be organized by the before-

proposed to appeal to a syndi-

It is

Or

of years not specified.

of appeals, taking four or five

series

But would the

more.

more

length, says that these certificates are

effectual securities than stocks

Dunne, the Democratic nominee, is a Circuit Court
now on the bench of Cook County.
Mr. Harlan says that there are three elements to
the traction business the streets, the market for
transportation and the money needed for the investment. The people own the streets and are them'I'hey furnish the two most imselves the market.
portant elements in the enterprise and their interests
are paramount.
No ordinance shall be passed until
the people have had ample opportunity for a referendum under the public-opinion law. But the

years

some

at

F.

judge

the city of Chicago to blaze the
Railwa
Automobiles

certificates," authorized
by the
These are secured only by municipal
street-railway property and are noti a general liability on the city.
Judge Dunne, going into the la\\-

"street-railway

of

an independent

as

Judge

ago.

years

several

candidate

plant and cannot increase its inunder existing law. One is the issue

street-railway

debtedness

or

for municipal

Britain

New York

Pacific

himself

and who ran

today the ready cash to acquire or build

city has not

a

a practicing lawyer, who. in days gone by,

is

distinguished

tion

Correspondei

Rocky

date,

chine,"

''We assert that

financially able at the present

ones." The Mueller law gives the legal
and Judge Dunne gives several methods of
meeting the financial difficulty, admitting that the

municipal operation, or both, of the surface street
railways. John M. Harlan, the Republican candi-

at that

the Northwest

Indiana Telephone Items

Southeastern

voters on the question of municipal ownership,

and

legally

is

right,

decided by the sentiments of the

be

deny

new

struct

;

will

"We

time to institute proceedings for the immediate acquisition of the present systems or to build and con-

is of wide significance.
Both of the candidates are w(?ll known both are
men of character and ability in the prime
of life; both have devoted much attention to the
So far as can be foreseen, the
"traction question."

election

1905

no pres-

is

assertion and will appeal to the people to de-

this

vigorous

Trade Supplied by Western News Co.

are told that there

ent remedy for these intolerable evils."

of the street railways,

York.

Telephone. 3806J Cortlandt.

we

chill

the living and

ownership

of

the

a stench in the nostrils

believe that the date of the

annual con-

first

vention of the National-Interstate Telephone Association

— the

consolidation of the two existing tele-

—

is now fixed for June 21st, 22d
23d, the place being Chicago.
This time of
meeting does not conflict with that of any other electrical convention and should be satisfactory to all
interested.
With a combination of the two Independent bodies and a burial of all past differences
the coming convention should be a great success.

phone associations

^nd

Concrete
in

is

coming

central-station

Janesville,

into use in increasing degree

construction.

A

Wis., built of concrete

trated in this issue,

power house
blocks,

and a large station

is

at

at

illus-

South

Chicago, described by Mr. E. B. Clark

Insti-

tute paper, exhibits the possibilities of

to an

unusual and

interesting

extent.

in an
cement

:
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Meetings In New York and
Chicago.

m.-.iiiiK "I

III.-

1)11

!il

till-

"f

iIh'

SO associaU'S were elccli-d

U.

W.

..f

Springfield,

iCIcc-

President

241I1,

riniioiiiiccd

I'lipc

ilircetnrs in llie riftcrnooii
.-iiiil

that three associates

were transferred tii full nieinliership. The secretary
also announced the death of Kugenc 1". Phillips of
Dr. Samuel Sheldon, in the al>Providence, K. I.
sencc of the author, read the paper by N. McIJ.
Crawford of Hartford, Conn., on "'rwo-motor
versus Four-motor l:(|uipments." A. H. Armstrong,
S. T. Dodd and Calvert Townley discussed the
An abstract of the paper and diseussiun are
paper.
given elsewhere in this issue.
C. W. Rickcr of the New York Central railr.iail
then read his paper on "Track Bonding," which was
discussed by H. A. l-ardner, A. A. Knndson, William
I'estell, Mr. 'I'ownley and R. 0. Mershon.

pap.TS were read at the llleetinKnf
Chicago branch of the American Institute of ElecThe first
trical Engineers, held on February 28th.
was by E. B. Clark on "The Use of Cement in
described
Mr.
Clark
Central-.station Construction."
the new power house in South Chicago of the Illinois Steel Company, which is constructed almost
•|'w.. inlcreslillg

the

entirely

of concrete

— foundations,

partitions.

walls,

Hoor, roof and cell construction for the oil switches
being of this material. The whole result is sat-

all

the roof is very heavy. Mr. K.
who presided at the rneeting, called on
Bergquist to open the discussion. Mr. Berg(|uist told about the characteristics and constituents
Brief remarks were also made
yf Portland cement.
by Mr. Sessions and Mr. Warder.
The second paper was presented by Mr. John M.
llumiston and was ijntitled "Some Notes on the
isfactory, although

Miller,

H.

Mr.

Maintenance of Underground Structures," illusrated by lantern slides. The speaker gave many
interesting examples of underground work, one in
particular showing a conduit that was carried over
an elevated steam railroad. Mr. Huniiston spoke of
I

the electrolysis problem,

most

and

this subject

in the discussion that followed.

was upper-

He

said that

of buried cables could usually be prevented by the use of auxiliary copper wires. He
dwelt on the necessity of simple construction in
underground work, the need of keeping records of
all details and the undesirability of temporary work.
In the discussion W. G. Carlton said that it was
He
hard to make new work tit in with the old.
spoke of several cases of electrolysis, usually due
street
railways.
Peter
Junkto stray current from
electrolysis

ersfeld

that

said

electrolysis

in

the

root

of

the

was usually difficulty in maintaining good
bonds and good return circuits. It is hard to make
a good coinact between copper and iron or steel
trouble

electrolysis was
that
which it was not guilty.
-'\lkaline constituents in earth seem to corrode buried
pipes.
Cinders in the soil will also do more damage

speaker

.\noll-icr

rail,

blamed for many

to pipes than

ills

of the Chicago branch will be

and it
George N. Eastman of the
Chicago Edison Company will lead the discussion.
expected

that

Mr.

Ohio Interurban Railway Meeting.
The monthly meeting of the Ohio Interurban Railway Association was held at Lima on February 2^i.\.
It

was decided

on

all

to carry 150 pounds of baggage free
interchangeable mileage coupons. This subject
some time and perhaps

has been under discussion for

has caused

-n-iore

April

.\l.iy

meetinK

will

In-

held

trouble than the adoption of the

coupon system itself. If understood correctly, baggage wnl! be checked through on these tickets and
transferred wherever changes are necessary.
Because of the fact that interurban roads do not use
the sarne depots at junction points or have no depots
at all. the matter of transferring baggage presents
more ditificulty than with the stearn roads. But this
is being remedied to some extent each- year by the
adoption of advanced methods in handling ten'ninal

that inlcrcsl

is

have been adopted and the work

llie

association

is

morning of I'ebruary 2.)d the .Niagara I'alK
suffered from the most ^erioll^
that

has ever taken place

in

the

big

1

entered the space under the switchboard when the
short-circuit occurred.
All of the insulation of the
adjacent conductors look fire, which spread to the
.^11 of the handy
cables beneath the switchboard.
fire appliances, such as powder and chemicals, were
extinguishing
the
fire,
and it was
used without
necessary to call the city fire department. The firemen used their chemicals, but finally had to throw
water on to the fire to conquer it. It was an exceedingly fierce fire, it being remarkable how the
insulation burned.
Quite a quantity of cable was
destroyed. All of the auxiliary wiring leading to the
rheostats
instruments and
field
was practically
destroyed, putting the five 5,000-horsepower generators operated from this switchboard out of business
temporarily.
The local trolley service was interrupted an hour and a half, while the long-distance
The load norload was off for about 20 minutes.
mally carried by the fi\'e generators interrupted was
transferred to other machines within a few hours
and the company's full service resumed.
All three men were severely burned and were
quickly removed to the Memorial Hospital, where

Frank Fromniert died early Friday morning. He
was 19 years old and had been employed at the
power house for over two years. Roy Robinson was
also severely burned, and at this writing the result
in his case cannot be anticipated.
Of the three, John
Frommert was the least burned, but still be did not
escape frightful burns. He is expected to recover.
Electrical engineers of the Niagara Falls Power
Company after making a careful investigation following the accident feel that during John Frommert's absence Roy Robinson must have made two
or three mistakes in making connections, and had
either one been aN-oided the short-circuit

would not

have occurred.

Shrinkage of the Earth's Magnetism.'
By

L. a. B.\uer.

A

tabulation of the values of the earth's ntagnetic
moment as derived by various analysts for the period
1S43 to 1S85 shows a diminution for the interval
of 40 years of about 1.6 per cent.
Computations of
the earth's total magnetic energy for the same period
prove that the shrinkage in the portion equivalent
to a uniform magnetization is not compensated by a
corresponding increase in the remaining portion of
the earth's magnetism. .\s all of these results, however, are obtained on the basis
of the distribution
of the earth's magnetism as portrayed by the existing magnetic charts, which, owing to paucity of
data, especially in the oceanic areas, are more or less
deductions regarding a possible
inaccurate,
the
shrinkage of the earth's magnetism cannot be accepted as absolutely conclusive.
In the present paper the results derived depend
on actual observations betw-een 1S90 and igoo at a
series of land stations fairly uniformly distributed
over the earth and King between the parallels 60°
N. and 60'' S.. the same number of stations having
been selected in each magnetic hemisphere.
From the mathematical analysis of the secular
variation of the earth's magnetisi-n between 1890 and
1900 it is fotmd that the observed secular \-ariation
in the nniform portion of the earth's magnetism
is to be ascribed to svstems of magnetic or electric
forces. -two of which are as follows:
I.
system situated below the earth's surface, having a potential and acting in opposition to the earth's

momentary

field,

hence demagnetizing

at

The mag-

Iwo-hundredtbs part annually.

.

tlie

Pliiladelphia meetinc

'

data extend.
It is thns found thai

llic secular variation of Uie
earth's ni.agnclisni results not only from a change in
the direction of the axis of magnetization but also
from a change in th'- inlrn=ity of niaKni-lizalion

The New
As

Atlantic Cable.

slated in the last issue of the

the Commercial
considering bids for a
trician,

VVcslcm Elec-

Company

Cable
fifth

has been
to be

cable

.Atlantic

between Nova Scotia and Ireland by the northern route. The cable will Ire about 2,.300 miles in
laid

length and will cost about $2,300,000. It is probable,
according to the published statements, that the contract will be divided between the Silvcrtown company and the Telegraph Construction Company of
London, England. Mr. George G. Ward, vice-president of the Commercial Cable Company, when asked
by a representative of the Western Elcclrician to

why

explain

only English companies were asked to

bid for his work, said
"It

not

is

because

finr

company

patriotism, but because there

company

so well equipped that

is
it

is

failing

in

no .•\merican cable
make and lay

could

a cable of the standard of excellence »c require in
the time we want it.
The English companies have

complete

facilities for the manufacture of the cable
in addition they have steamships siiecially designed and manned for laying cables.
The copper
wire for the new cable will weigh about fioo pounds

and

the mile.
The English companies insulate the
wire with a covering of gutta percha, held in place
by a covering of steel wire. The more pressure on
such a cable the better the insulation. The newcable will not only ha\e a larger copper wire to
to

increase

its

speed, but

mored than any

this

will

it

be more

company now

facture of such a cable

uses,

lieavily ar-

manu-

'i'he

a gigantic piece of work.
but the English companies can turn it out at a rapid
is

rate and have every inch tested by trained men.
The increase in cable business which has made another Atlantic cable necessary for our company has
been due in great part to the messages passing between members of the London and New York stock
exchanges."

Mr.

Ward

added that the chief question about the
was the fact that the Commercial Cable
upon gutta-percha insulation. The
contract had not been definitely closed and he would
not autliorize any statement that it was going to any
new^ cable

Company

insists

particular English manufacturer.

International Railway Changes.

A

controlling

interest

in

the

International

Rail-

way Company

has been acquired by Henry J. Pierce
Nelson Robinson of New York and
Thomas E. Mitten of Chicago at an expenditure of
over $3,000,000. Hon. W. Caryl Ely will resign the
presidency of the company, but will hold his stock,
The International Railway Company conit is said.
of

Buflfalo.

trols all of the electric lines in the city of Buffalo,

Lockport and in Niagara Falls with the exception
of the Great George route. It owns the Buffalo and
Niagara Falls line, the Buffalo and Lockport line.
the Lockport and Olcott road, the

Kenmore

road, the

and Lancaster line and the Niagara
Park and River railroad, the latter on the
Canadian side at Niagara. It also owns the upper
steel arch bridge at Niagara Falls and the suspension
Buffalo, Bellevue
Falls

bridge across the river near Lew-iston. The various
interests were placed under one control in 1899, with
Mr. Ely at the head. Burt ^'an Horn w.is general
manager, but later was succeeded by Mr. Mitten.

A

short time ago Mr. Mitten resigned to

become

vice-

president and acting president of the Chicago CityRailway Company. He will now- become a director
of the

:

The next meeting will be held on March 23d

it.

netic axis of this system of forces, besides being reversed with reference to that of the earth's momentary field, is also displaced toward the west, so that
its effect is to cause the north magnetic pole to move
westward and soutbw^ard and to diminish the earth's
magnetic moment at the rate of aliout one twenty-

;.,,
,

man

Power Company

power houses at Niagara halls. Three employes of
the company named John Frommvrt, Frank Fronimcrt and Roy Robinson started to<:hange the connections between a 2,.^00-voIt transformer and a small
transformer used for lighting
They were at work
in
the switch chamber and cable subway under
switchboard No.
in power house No. 1.
John
t'rommert was in charge of the two men, Frank
I'Vonmierl and Roy Robinson, and he had only just

^..

1

Serious Short-circuit at Niagara Falls.
(Jn the

—

tiiiiali-d

'lirrclc'I

doing.

short-circnit

.,<lcni

.

liMviMK u iKMrtilial, tuvii
1X1nrarly Iransvcttt l»
of
rotalimi.
'I'hi* »y»lciii play* x
pari
in ihc wcular variation of Ihc nunji.. :;..
.. ^
niMirm
The annual rate of shrinkaicc of the •arib', nugiiclic moriivnl for the |><rrio<l lHi/-J ti< I'/jo is practically the name a» that ilciliicrd on ilw basis of the
maKnetic charts for 1K4J to 1K85. .Vilopiing the
of llic two ralios, wr find thai the rarth's magnrtic
nionicnl has liccn thrinking »incc 1840 at thr rale
of aWjiit r.ne twcniy-four-hiindredth part of ii« prevailing value annually.
At this rale Ihc carth't
magnetic moment will liavc dwindled In <mr-half il«
present value in l/x» year*. Howcicr. wc have nit
yd suflficictit grouiid.s for such predictirmt. All we
know is Ihat a shrinking i< occurring now, aad the
indications are that this shrinkage will be founil tn
have been prevailing as far back at our availahic
iii»<^

rapidly increasing in the planet that

A

The Toledo and Indiana, the Dayton and Muncie
and the Springfield. Charleston, Washington C. H.
and Chillicothe railways were admitted to mei-nbership in the mileage-coupon bureau.
Thirty new
niembers were taken into the association.
In the
afternoon Master Mechanic G. H. Kelsey of the
Western Ohio led a discussion on "The Use and
.\buse of Equipment." and this was followed by a

J.

.1

nicetinK at Cleveland anil the

said

electrolysis will.

The next meeting

llic

Jmic meeting at Cedar Point. More than KX» iicrsons were present at last week's meeting, shotting

for

de\-oted to the general subject of illumination,
is

The

Cincinnali

New York

ll;ill.

I'Vliriuiry

Secrcliiry

iiun-lliiK

lll^lillll.•

Ciirn.'KU-

In

evening.

I'riil.iy

prcsideil.

l.icli

Aiii.ii.Mii

ilii'

hcl.l

I'liiRiiKvis
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It is beRailway Company.
Pierce will succeed Mr. Ely as

president, the salary- being $25,000 a year,

it is

said.
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Tesia Synchronous Motor Patents
Upheld.
In pursuance of a decision handed down by him
on February 20th, in the United States Circuit
Court for the Eastern District of Wisconsin, sustaining the contention of the Westinghouse Electric
and Manufacturing Company that synchronous motors made by the National Electric Company were
an infringement of the broad rights covered in Tesla
patents Nos. 381,969 and 382,281. Judge Seaman, in
Milwaukee, on February 24th, enjoined the National
company from the sale of such motors. The decision in" the suit is the first that has been obtained
in the litigation begun some time ago by the Westinghouse company to prevent the sale of S3'nchronou5
motors and rotary con^'erters by American manufacturers not enjoying a license under the Tesla
polyphase-motor patents. The hearing In the suit
against the National Electric Company was conducted before Judge Seaman on February 6th and
-th, Thomas B. Kerr and Parker W. Page appearing
for the Westinghouse company.
The Tesla patents involved in suit have been the
subject of considerable litigation in the last few
Other manufacturers have been enjoined
years.
from manufacturing induction motors, but the decision in the suit against the National company Is
the first court ruling that the synchronous motor
is

:

within the generic Tesla invention.

Extracts from

Judge Seaman's decision are as follows

"The defendant's contentions

are, In substance, that

the Tesla invention, embodied in each of the patents,
is the rotating-field mode of operation, which is 'the
production of the conjoint effect of out-of-phase
currents of a progressive shifting by the polarity,'
and thus 'identical in Its effect with that of a rotating physical magnet' that it is limited to a selfstarting motor so operated, and both by the terms
of the patents and the state of the art, the defendant's
S5-nchronous motor with direct-current excitation is
not within the invention that the defendant's synchronous motor is simply a reversed 't\\o-pha5e alternating-current dynamo of the prior art used as
and that
a generator/ adapted to alternative use
the claims of patents 381,969 and 382,281, which
bring in 'direct-current excitation producing synchronous operation,' must be limited to such use
'after the motor is started by the Tesla means and
method and brought up to speed." If the invention
is so limited by the prior art it Is plain that the defendant escapes infringement. On the other hand.
if not so restricted, it is equally clear that the claims
of the patents are broad enough to reach the defendant's means and method of operation."
"The Tesla discovery for which these patents
were granted revolutionized the art of electrical
power transmission, as w^ell demonstrated in the
record from both judicial and scientific standpoints.
Judge Townsend's definition. In reference to the
generic patents in the New England Granite case,
repeatedly approved by other courts, is adopted for
this consideration, namely, 'Tesla's Invention, considered in its essence, was the production of a continually rotating or whirling field of magnetic forces
for power purposes by generating two or more displaced or different phases of the alternating current.
transmitting such phases, with their independence
preserved, to the motor, and utilizing the displaced
phases as such In the motor.' So viewed, the patent
monopoly was rlghtl}' granted for its brief term to
the use of the means and methods thus discovered.
While it could not exclude the known uses of the
prior art, it is surely entitled to be protected against
like motor structure and mode of operation, not
clearly disclosed in the prior art. and the patent
claims to that end must be fairly construed in conformity with the rule applicable to such Inventions.
I am of the opinion, therefore, that the several contentions for the defendant are either without force
or untenable."
"Whether the effect of the Tesla invention in Its
production of the 'whirling field of magnetic force"
is identical with that of a rotating ph^^slcal magnet,
as argued by experts and counsel, does not impress
me as material to this issue. Nor does it seem material that in the one form of motor 'the rotation
is
produced by the unaided effect of alternating
out-of-phase currents.' as described by counsel, and
that so applied a self-starting motor is obtained.
The discovery was of means and method in the polyphase rotating-field motor to produce the whirling
field of force, and emplo^-^ment thereof was patentable
with or without direct-current excitation of the
armature or secondan,^ element. So the fact that
its use produced a self-starting motor without the
aid of such excitation cannot alone serve to limit
the invention to that effect, and I find no such
limitation in the terms of the patent.
The quotations from the arguments of counsel and experts for
the complainant In prior cases, urging the distinction
of this self-starting effect in reference to the application of the generic patents to non-s>Tichronous
motors, are without force in the present controversy,
and it is unnecessary to ascertain their consistency
or inconsistency with the interpretation sought on
this hearing.
Unless limitation to self-starting motors arises out of the prior art none can be imposed
upon the claims in suit."
'The further propositions urged by way of defense aside from the defense founded upon prior
Inventions of the synchronous type to be considered
are these
(i) that the synchronous motor of the
;

March

defendant is the old generator of the art, simply
reversed, and (2) that the Tesla invention is not
present therein, because (as asserted) 'the preponderating magnetization of the direct current displaced and obliterates the 'shifting alternating-current magnetization,' or Tesla's 'whirling field of
force.'
However specious both propositions appear
on their face and in the argument, neither of them
impresses me as controlling."
"I believe that no proposition in the able and extended arguments on the part of the defense have
been overlooked in my consideration of this case,
although it has not seemed needful to discuss all
conof them for the purposes of this opinion.
clusions are that the defendant's synchronous-motor
structure and operation are within the generic invention as patented, and expressly covered by the
claims of Nos. 381,969 and 382,281
that the invention is utilized in the defendant's motor operation,
notwithstanding the Introduction of direct-current
excitation to make it synchronous, in lieu of the full
reaHzatlon of the revolving-field effect for self-starting; that such supplemental aid does not escape
infringement, with or without advantage in such
associations and that, in any view, the combination
patents referred to are not limited to after-effect of
the direct-current excitation, but apply to the deDecree will be entered acfendant's combination.
cordlngh'- as prayed in the bill."
The National Electric Company has given notice
of appeal from the injunction. On its behalf, it is
also declared that the patents expire in May of this
year in any event.

My
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interconnected as shown. Contacts (i) to (8) serve
as a disconnecting and reversing switch, and 9 to
22 are for cutting in or out the various resistances
(u). On open circuit the follower (k) rests in the
notch (m), holding the contact plates (nO and (t)
midway between the stationary contacts.
The motor is started by lowering the contact plates
against the lower contacts, their relative positions
being so proportioned that the switch contacts are
first closed, followed bj' gradually cutting out the
various sections of the resistance.
The instantaneous stopping of the motor is effected by raising the plates up against the upper

;

;

Krupp Motor Starter and Controller.
The Frledrlch Krupp Manufacturing Company of
Essen, Germany, world renowned as a builder of
ordnance, armor plate and heavy steel construction
of a similar nature, is reported to have entered the
electrical

field.

That

this

is

possibly the case will

evident from the fact that the company has
secured a patent upon the electric motor starter and
lie

;

—

—

—

controller, illustrated herev.'ith.

some commendable

contains

in I'Electricien of Paris,

tion

and

illustrations

This device, which

features,

is

described

and the following descripwill

explain

the

essentia!

its construction and operation
and 2 represent the controller, which
extremely simple and so arranged that any part

features of
Figs.

I

readily accessible for repairs.
troller

The

is
is

use of this con-

makes the operation of motors

reliable

and

^—»,-"-F^-

set

of contacts, thereby short-circuiting the motor
all of the resistances
(ui) interposed
It will be noted that the field

and leaving

in the feeder circuit.

of the motor

Is not disconnected or short-circuited
this operation, so that the stop is produced without harmfully affecting the motor.
This same apparatus may also be used with series
and compound motors, only slight modification being

by

Chicago Traction Developments.
to the Republican party, the Chicago
Democrats have declared for Immediate municipal
ownership of Chicago's street railways as an issue
in the spring election.
As was expected, Judge Edward F. Dunne was nominated. In h'ls address he
declared that municipal ownership is possible and

Contrars^

cited the experiences of

that

it

is

many

foreign cities as proof

feasible.

The platform adopted

convention says the
Issue is '"Whether the expressed will of
our own citizens or the Interests of a ^^'all Street
syndicate shall direct our public policy regarding
the ownership and control of our streets for traction
at the

principal

The

purposes.'"

traction litigation, franchise history

and physical condition of the surface systems is
reviewed and then the programme for the acquisition
of the traction properties by the city is outlined
under five heads, as follows
I.
The council shall at once stop all negotiations with the comDanies for an extension of existinp franchises.
r shall at once enter into negotiations with the com-

for the purchase of their
shall
1 case such negotiations are found impossible
get the property by condemnation proceedii
Pending such acquisition of the properties the companies
shall be allowed to operate through revocable licenses.
_

1

4-

After the city has got the properties the people shall de5.
cide by referendum vote whether they want municipal operation
as well as municipal ownership.

FIG.

1.

KRUPP MOTOR STARTER AND CONTROLLER.

prevents all sudden rushes of current which might
prove harmful.
The motor can be reversed or
stopped instantly, this latter being effected by short-

motor armature. This operation does
however, short-circuit the feeder lines, as the
is in series with arma-

circuiting the
not,

resistance of the controller
ture.

The exterior handwheel shown in Fig. i 's geared
lo two crank arms (g) and (f), (Fig. 2).
These
cranks operate the shafts (r) and (n), respectively,
cams (p) and (v) establishing the desired motion.
The

contacts

(i)

supporting plates

(22) are insulated from their
(n,), (t), (x) and (z), but are
to

The Chicago City Council at Its meeting last week
extended until May 5th the permit under which the
Chicago City Railway Company is operating certain
As to the
lines on which the franchise has expired.
Union Traction Company, the council committee on
local transportation has recommended the mayor's

empowered to invite proposals
of a street-railway service on
which is being operated by
the Union Traction Company under a license, the
franchise having expired. The local transportation
committee of the council has been considering the
resolution that he be
for the
the

installation

Adams

tentative

Street

ordinance

line,

for

the

Chicago City Railway

Company and has recommended

several

amendments

as a prellmlnarj^ to the submission of the franchise
to the voters at the spring election.
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OBITUARY.
Eugene

F. Phillips.

1h-w fltrlric.-ii luisini'ss men in llic I iiil.-.l SuHvi
were more widely known or more cordially liked

than Engcnf

manaRer of

general

Phillips,

F.

Krew so

business

the

American Electrical Works of Phillipsdale, H, I.,
who died from heart disease on Fehniary 22d. Mr.
Phillips' illness, duo to aiiRina pectoris, complicated
hy pncmncjnia, dated from Fehniary 4th. and while
hi.s condition was extremely critical durinp: the first
three days, it was hoped thereafter that he would
lint on Washington's Birthday, while np
recover.
and ahont the house, apparently regaining his health,
he died, almost without warning, in his home in
Providence. The event threw a gloom over the
and employes of Mr. Phillips' companies, for
he had the respect and confidence of his employes.
officers

rapidly that in

iSci.l

»73

Mr. Phillip*

purchased the location on the Seckonk River, on
which al the lime slocxl the mill of the Richmond
Paiicr Company, and in this he made repairs and
alterations snch as were necessary for the manufacture of wire. The large establishment which was
soon in operation furnished the neighborhood with
such an amount of business dial the village was
named Phillipsdale in his honor.
In addition to serving as general manager of the

American

Elcclrical

Works, Mr.

Phillips

was also

the president of the Washburn Wire Company, an
organization allied with
American Elcclrical
the

Works, having open-hearlh-steel furnaces al Phillipsdale and wire mills at Imlh Aulnirn, R. I., and
Onc-hundred-and-eighlccnth
Street
and Harlem

New

The Montreal branch of ihe
American
Works is known as the Eugene
F.
Phillips Electrical Works, Ltd.
The company
maintains stores in New York and Chicago, the latRiver,

'\'ork.

Electrical

in charge of Mr. F. E. Donohoe.
Mr. Phillips liked to entertain his friends. For
years it was his custom to invite members of

many

years'

liiigaliMn,

th<-

S,.

agaimtl the patenli. The
'ccined so importani that
puiilishrd the relevant fact
Eleciric Incandescent I-mip

A. P. Goddard.
A. P. fJrxJdjrd. president of the Freciiort Rail»ay,
Light and Power Company, died at his home in
Krccporl. III., on February 12th. at Ihe age of 72

He was Imrn in Franklin County, N. V.. hut hi«
family removed to I'ree|)orl when he was two year*
old.

Mr. Goddard was prominently

identified

with

the development of Frec|Hjrt. having served as alderman, mayor and member of the Board of Super-

He

visors.

lieutenant

was

served

also

in

the

in

Illinois

the

War

Civil

volunteer

as

first

infantry,

and
Mr.

brevetleil a captain for honorable service.

Goddar<I was a prominent Free Mason and a valued
member r,f ibi- .\'ali™ial Electric Light .Association.

ter

many
the

fraternity

electrical

to

number

the

of

several

to, a genuine Rhode Island clambake, held
annually on the shores of Narragansett Bay. These
were only abandoned when the facili-

hundred

jolly reunions

of the

ties

largest

of the

Mr.

insufficient to care for

local

clubhouses proved

Phillips' gnests properly.

James Bradshaw.
James Bradshaw, niecham'cal engineer for the
Northwestern Mutual Life Insurance Company, died
at his home in Milwaukee on February i=t. aged
Mr. Bradshaw
53 years.
had filled for 20 years the
position he occupied at the
time

of

and

trical

death.

his

charge

had

of

many

among

too.

electrical

the

electrical

field.

work

with the experimental
telephone, of the

all

He was

company throughout the
country. He was English
by birth and possessed

the leading men in
associated

intimately

of the promoters of the
and of the electric

were held on Fehruary 26th and were largely attended hy mourning
friends engaged in electrical pursuits.
Eugene F. Phillips was born in Providence November 10, 184J, his father being David Gresham
railway.

Phillips

The

of

funeral

services

The

Scituate.

were spent in Scituate
which he was educated

at

early
his

years

father's

of

his

life

home, after

eager

bright,

cago,

including

While in' the Providence High School
Civil War began and Mr. Phillips enlisted in
Tenth Rhode Island Vohuiteer Regiment, before
he had finished his high-school course, and went to
the

other students, returning after

term of enlistment to finish the course of studies.
Mr. Phillips engaged in different lines of business, among which was banking,
until about 1870. when he began to manufacture
insulated telegraph wire in a very small way, in
a shed or barn in the rear of his home on Chestnut
Street.
This was the beginning of an industry
which has grown tu such proportions as to stand
today as one of the largest wire manufacturing establishments in the world. Mr. Phillips conducted the
business under his own name until 1S82, wdien the
.American Electrical Works were incorporated, Mr.
This position he continuPhillips being president.
his

.\fter leaving school

ously occupied until 1S97, when the administration
of the company' was reorganized in order to include

Mr. Phillips' sons, who had then finished school, and
had for several years been connected with the facMr. Frank N. Phillips was then elected president, Mr. E. Rowland Phillips, vice-president and
general superintendent, and the elder Mr. Phillips
general manager. The last mentioned continued in
tory.

the

capacity

named

until

his

death.

founder of the business, advanced it in accordance w'ith the discoveries of the
possibilities of electricity, and every opportunity to
push forward the enterprise was taken full advantage of, so that in a short time the first plant of
any size, which was at the corner of Stewart and
Conduit Streets, was too small to accommodate the
growing business, and in i8go the greater part of
the whole square in the same location was utilized
by a new factory which was built for the purpose
of accommodating the needs of the company.
The first building was occupied in 18S0, and at
that time it was considered a large plant, but the
^Ir.

Phillips,

the

a

He

in

Chi-

the

late

—

;

D. Armour, who
james bradshaw
had a high estimate of his
ability.
Mr. Bradshaw took a keen interest in electrical development and had been a subscriber for
the Western Electrician for many years, nearly from
His death at a
the time the paper was founded.
time when he should have had a number of years
of usefulness before him will be sincerely regretted.
Philip

.\lbon

Man, who was associated with William

E.

Sawyer-Man incandescent lamp, died at a hotel in Brooklyn on Saturday. February 19th, in his 78th year.
His death
revives the story of the patent litigation concerning
this lamp.* Mr. Man was a Brooklyn lawyer who
had studied physics. In January, 1878. he became
impressed with the ;dtilit\- of Mr. Sawyer and went
into partnership witli linn, ihc original design being
that Mr. Man should furnish the money to develop
Mr. Sawyer's inventions. Early in February they
opened a shop at 43 Centre Street. New York, and
as the work progrcssetl Mr. Man became directl\'
In the following
interested in the Sawyer in\ention.
June a patent for an incandescent lamp was issued
to them jointly, and in July they obtained another
patent for a lighting system for lamps in series
wdiich, it was claimed, would give uniform illumination.
To further this plan they incorporated the
Electro-Dynamic Lighting* Company of New^ York,
in which they were associated with Hugh McCulThis was p<,-rhaps the
logh, Jacob Hayes and other.
earliest company incorporated for the purpose of
carrying on a general lighting business with incandescent lamps. In May, 1879. Thomas Wallace of
Ansonia, Conn., became president of the company,
and in April, i88i, the Sawyer-JIan patents were
sold to the Eastern Electric Manufacturing Company of Middletown, Conn. The patents were next
passed on to the Consolidated Electric Light Company, and finally both the Electro-Dynamic Company
and the Consolidated were acquired by the Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Companv of Pittsburg.
There w^ere prolonged lawsuits over the SawyerMan inventions, and the patents were finally declared
invalid.
In 1883 the Sawyer-Man Illuminating Company w^as formed with the object of installing lamps
under the Sawyer-Man patents, and a plant was
actually installed in New York in October, 1883.
The lamp was "made with an arched-shaped fibrous
carbon and was little more than a simplification of
the Crookes' radiometer, but the Edison interests
contested the matter from court to court, and after
Sawyer

in the invention of the

:

"

move was telegraphed, the player affected
simply asked, over the wire, for a correction. Play
possible

was begun
until

5:30

at
p.

11

m.

a.

m.,

.'Vfter

Chicago time, and lasted
an hour's intermission it

was resumed at 6:30 and concluded at II p. m.
-At that hour several of the games were still 'unfinished and were referred to Lasker, the chess

Albon Man.

native city.

many

mind.

had many friends

in the public schools of his

the

the front with

insurance

ac-

details of carrying messages between players
mid telegraph operators and recording the progress
of the games: the contestants sat at their respective
tables and gave their entire attention to the mimic
warfare in which they were engaged. Messages
came in addressed to players by number, and were
copied on regular telegraph blanks of small size.
Thus, one read:
Q3." Another
"No. 3. P
might have been
"No. 11. Kt X B
and so on.
Very few errors in telegraphic transmission were
made, and moves were made rapidly and smoothly.
If, by error in transcribing or other cause, an imall

or controlled

great

the

caused sincere
a

light

electric

the

personal

It

Mr. Phillips possessed

quaintance with practically

by

clnb had a representative at the other's rooms to
make sure that the time limit was observed and
that there was no consultation.
Tellers looked after

build-

men throughout

from the highest to the lowest.
sorrow,

country, for

owned

ings

PHILLIPS.

Me
elec-

mechanical

plants in the
F.

the

Chess Playing by Telegraph.
Chess matches by telegraph arc not new liy any
means, but it is of interest to observe the precision
and case with which they arc carried out and the
practical freedom from error in
transmitting the
"moves" over the wire. On Februar>' 22d the first
telegraphic contest of this nature between the Chicago Chess and Checker Club and the Nfanhattan
Chess Club of New York was played. There were
It) iilaycrs on
each side. In Chicago the wires of
ihe Postal Telegraph-cable Company were brought
inio the club rooms.
There were two telegraph operators, one sending and one receiving.
Each board
was numbered, and each player conducted his o\s'ii
game without the help of other players or of spectators.
The time limit was 40 moves in the first
two hours and 20 moves an hour thereafter. Each

champion, for adjudication. Owing to the unfinished games, the exact result cannot be given, but
New York won and drew enough games to score a
\'ictory, by a tally, perhaps, of 9 to 7.

Chicago Trade Press Association.
The monthly meeting

of the Chicago

Trade Press

-Association was held at the Hamilton Club. Monday
e\ening. February 27th. About 75 publishers and
other newspaper men were present. Mr, .Arthur Warren, manager of the department of publicity of the
-AUis-Chalmers Company, delivered ".A Plain Talk
on Trade Journals." w Inch he gave before the .Ameri-

can Trade Press .Association in New York on February 17th. It is needless to say that Mr. Warren's
address was received with close attention. Some
points from it were given in the Western Electrician
last week.
Mr. Emerson P. Harris of New York also delivered
an able address on ''What a Trade Paper is Worth."
-An animated discussion followed the presentation of
the addresses.
The meeting was presided over by
J. Newton Nind, president of the association.

Chicago Office-appliance Show.
Chicago's first office-appliance and business-system
will be opened on March 15th at the Coliseum
and continue one week. The first show of this kind
in this country was given at iladison Square Garden, New York city, last December, and was a
success.
The Chicago show is to be made an annual
affair.
TTiere will be exhibits of modem office appliances and demonstrations of the newest business
systems. Among exhibitors who have alread}- engaged space in the Coliseum are many who will
sho^" electrical devices and appliances intended to
facilitate business.
Manufacturers of electrical appliances and some of the large telephone manufacturing companies will have interesting exhibits. The
show is under the management of Mr. F. W. Payne,
Monadnock Building, Chicago.

show

—

:
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Two-motor Versus Four-motor Equip-

The same

March

H,

will give
letters used in

for

the relative commercial efficiency of tno-motor
versus four-motor equipments, or to reacli any absolute conclusion unless certain conditions under which
the equipments are to be operated ha\-e first been determined. For the purpose of this paper a line was
selected having light grades and reasonably small
line losses, a line passing through the business center of a city and reaching the residential section,
thus at all hours of the day calling for a fair average number of stops and therefore reasonably rapid
acceleration, in order to make the time schedule.
Four types of equipment were selected for this
service, as follows: Car 169, having a 20-foot body,
single trucks, two 25-horsepower motors, and a gear
ratio of one to 4.87; car 138, having a 26-foot body,
two trucks, two 35-hor5epower motors, and a gear
ratio of one to 2.82: car loi, having the same length
of body and number of trucks as car 138, but havin.g
four 35-horsepower motors and a gear ratio of one
to 2.82; car 480, having a 29-foot body, two trucks,
four 40-horsepower motors and a gear ratio of one

1-7.0

= 0.96 per
Car Xo.

;

0.001174

1.70
0.22

-|-

:

-\-

cent.

0.047s

+ 1.70

+ 0.0070= 1.7557
per cent.

0.0475

+ 0.0070 = 1.7557

= 0.97

per cent.

-|-

1.70

A

ioi.

= 0.12553

1-7557

0.C01174

"In looking over my paper to be
read tonight I desire to explain term
in the submitted efficiency formula. The definition of term
may be misleading its value is obtained by multiplying the average watt-hour per ton-mile by tonweight of car, and this result by the cost of power
per watt-hour at the switchboard. It has .ilso seemed
to me important to use the cost of current per tonmile at switchboard the value of seated load the
platform labor per
le run, and the interest and depreciation per mile r Lm, considering these terms as
input and the retui s per mile as output in deterthis efficiency.
It is manifestly true that it
would be e.xtravagant practice to run a hea\w, highspeed, expensive car of large seating capacity over
:

A

1-7557

;

0.C00847

+ 2.10

0.0475 -{-0.0087

-(-

^0.1065 per
0.000847

4

3

6

10

9

3

-(-

= 0.97

mmmg

2.1570

examination of the table readily shows that
i6n is the most efficient for the 5er\ice selected.
TRtPS.
7

9

8

10

12

11

13

1

\

"^

1

V

kVEICHT

1

1

1

\ /\ /
\

DOUBLE- rnu Ck|cL 8E
1

CAR4ilO

12 TRir.s.|

\ /

/

1

/s

.,

,

\/

^

^/

13

_]

1

= 2.15-0

per cent.

.\n
\i-

6

13

11

cent.

2.1570
2.10 -|- 0.0475 -1-0.0087
2.10

;

exactl}' the

3

= 2.1570

0.23

m

equipments was
same, namely, 136.5 miles per day at an
average schedule of 8.45 miles per hour. The runs
were made on succeeding speed days and during the
same relative hours. Each car was equipped with a

No. 480.

C.-\R

to 3.67.
The service required of these four

2
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1-7542

:

this explanation

4,

+ 0.0056 = 1.7542

0.001056 -r 1.70 -f 0.0475

greatest commercial efficiency.
The
the above formula represent the following: A, cost
of current per watt-hour at station switchboard;
B, value of seated load
C. platform labor per mile
run D, interest and depreciation per mile run, figured at eight per cent. H, value of actual passengers carried per mile.
[When the paper was read, Mr. Crawford, who
was not present in person, sent a note containing

ments.'
N. McD. CR-\wrORD.
manifestly impossible to consider judiciously
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Kilowatts at Peaks During Day's Run.

TWO-MOTOR VERSUS FOUR-MOTOR EQUIPMENTS.
wattmeter, an ammeter and a voltmeter: the wattmeter readings at the end of each half trip were
recorded and at the end of the run checked by the
ammeter and voltmeter readings. The wattmeter
was also carefully calibrated with a standard meter,
nsing a water rheostat as a load. The peaks were
noted at times of acceleration and on grades. These
tests have been tabulated as follows
-.Average watt-hours per ton-mile.
Fig-Kilowatts at peaks during day's run.
Fig,
—Passengers and kilowatt-hours per half
trip.
4-

trip.

Fig.

5-

trip.

Fig.

— Passengers
— Passengers
—Passengers

6.

and kilowatt-hours per half
and kilowatt-hour? per half

and kilowatt-hours per

half

trip.

The following

table

ve-sheets given

has been deduced from the

:

=

Cost Per

Horse-

Gear-

Total

Tons.

Motors.

Seat,

Ton.

S104.23
96.38
128.23

S29S.62
263-59
297.10
243.71

5

—
—

a line from wliich due to the density of population
and other causes a small earning would be returned,
when a lighter, slower speed, less expensive car with
smaller seating capacity would fully accommodate
the travel and produce an efficiency more nearly the
ideal
lOO per cent.
I have endeavored, possibly
erroneously, to name the efficiency obtained "commercial efficiency.' It has been suggested that possibly "load factor' or 'earning efficiency' would be
better.
I am looking at this matter, Jiowever, from
the view^point of a street-railway manager and not
from an engineering viewpoint."]
In obtaining the commercial efficrency. line losses
and repairs of equipments and track have purposely
been omitted, because it is almost impossible to determine what these values should be; the value of
the standing load has been omitted for the same
reason.
Applying the above formula and substituting values obtained during the test the results are as fol-

This apparent efficiency musi, however, be modified
when the number of passengers carried, as shown
because it will be seen that
many times during the day's run the number of
passengers was greater than 26, the excess constituting a standing load.
Car 138, although showing a flower commercial
efficicnc}', probably on account of its greater weight.
yet accommodates
the passengers
much better
throughout the entire day.
Car 4S0 was the least efficient of those tried, although there was only a short time when all the
passengers could not be seated. This car was provided with 33-inch wheels and could have made the
time schedule easily with a lower gear ratio.
Temperatures were taken at the end of each day's
run; these were not excessive except possibK' in the
case nf car 13S. due- no doubt to the weight of the
equipment and the greater number of stops to the
mile as shown on Fig. 4.
(?>ee appendix for record

lows

of temperatures.)
The tabulated records point to the superiority of
the light two-motor, single-truck equipments f'>r
service on the line and under the conditions selected.
With longer trips, heavier grades, greater spt-ed in
miles per hour, and greater density of popnlatiini,
requiring more rapid acceleration, there is no doubt
but that a car of the 480 type would show the 'great-

—

:

Car No.

si^
0.COC6787 -h 1.30

i6g.

+ 0.0475 + 0.0043 — 1-3525

0.23

5

^0.1698 per
26

T(»
138

34

35

four 35
four 40

480

1:2.82
1:2.82
1:3.6-

The commercial
follows
oUows
cial

S2,7io

1 :4.87

two

:

A

12.425
14.675
20.680

efficiency,

+ B-f-C +
-}-

]

E,

vas

H

D^=E.

and

—

efficiency.

17*
I3.IlJr

0.OC06787

obtained

+

= 0.96

as

-f-

cent.

0.C043

= 1.3525

per cent.

1-3525

=^ comftier-

Car No.

E
0.C01056

-[.

agar of the Hartford (C

1-3525
O.C475
1.30
1.30

-1-

io!66'i

1.70
0.J3

-\-

in Fig. 3. is considered,

est efficiency.

Thc operating manager is looking not only for an
will fulfil all the requirements of any
particular service with the least cost for repairs and
the minimum demand on the power station, but also
for one that will combine these advantages at the
greatest speed with safety to the public and the distance to be traveled per trip will allow. If the disequipment that

138.

0.0475 + 0.0056= 1-7542
= 0.1310 per cent.

.
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4.

u

niik-s jit-r
say six miles per half trip, ur
round trip, re(|iiiring four cars for 15-miniitc service
at 12 tnik's per hour, aiul ihrt-c cars for tlu* same
headway at 16 miles per hour, the platform lahor
-~'
per mile in the first instance will he 0.0.335
4
.3
0.075.
0.1.340, and in the second instance 0.OJ5
mile, antl 0,0085 per
a saving in lahor of 0.059
This threat saving in cost of f)pcratirin
car-mile.
appeals to the operator, hut not so Rreally if Ihe rjperating costs are increased hy excessive demand on

tancc

is,

X

X

PC

interest
power-station equipment and hy added
charges due to increased line copper and rail honds.
In selecting motors and cars for a given run it will
he found necessary to consider the following:
Density of population. :is noverninK the size and
seating capacity nf the car Imdy the niunher of stops
per mile, and cnnsetHKnlly the acceleration; the frcf|nencv of service au'l the speerl in miles per hour.
The ninnher (.f trucks and motors, as determining

Perhaps the fun(Jame»ital reason
for adopting the four-motor equipment
I a^^umc, of
course, (hat the car will have a double truck is the
need of increased traction.
The two-motor equipment seems to he relegated more -.pccially to the
instance cited by Mr. Crawfrtrd— of light city traffic,
roads enjoying a fairly level profile, having a schedelement.

eri'iriK

ule

that

can

—

lie

the data at hand, he could 1...
idea if he had divided them int
Htcad of combining them in on«
•

—

Mr.

Crawford had staled in fme i;i
mg
cx(>cn«C9 of his four different ty|K.M ',i ..ar he nughl
have tabulated them, for example, at (olIow«:
C«f
Car
Car
Cv
Perc*rmile.
So. ifr^ No.ijS. No. l«i. No. 4*0.
Traii»f>orunoti
..,-4
a*75
.047S
A<7f
.

accommodated with an immediate

amount of

ax;ccleration. and where the climatic conarc not perhaps so severe that lliey will destroy the tractive effort available with two-motor
efjnipments.
It
seems in arriving at the efficiency that the
nmnerator is taken as the actual nickels earned per
mile, while the deiioun'nalor is largely made up of

Intere%i.
Re pair*

diti(»ns

O^t
-.

"^Ml

p«r car^mile
per »eal-inile
»eai-inile
,

—

.0717

jooA^

.

Now,

if

repair a

it

is

a fact that

it

AO^

0070

jmAx

jM%\
Aiotu

>d>7s

>j«?

jcan^

jtnxit

coftti

iwo-molor equipment,

that

more
i^,

to keep in
if the iwjj

;

TWO-MOTOR VERSUS FOUR-MOTOR EQUIPMENTS.
the

and weiglit of cars selected; the tractive
and the acceleration.

size

effort,

The speed in miles per hour, as determining the
number of cars in service; the platform labor; the
demand upon power-plant equipment; the increased
interest charge for line and power plant.
The gear ratio, as determining the size of motors; the acceleration; the number of stops per mile;
the heating of motors and consequent repairs, and

additional power-station and line requirements.
Too much care cannot be exercised in determining
the gear ratio for given service; for there can be
no doubt that in many cases lack of power-station
equipment and excessive motor repairs can be traced
In the first place,
to the use of wrong gear ratio.
cars should be selected of ample capacity for the
service requirements, and then motors should be
selected with a rating only slightly greater than the
service requires and with a gear ratio so designed
that the schedule may be made without resorting
to rapid acceleration on starting, and. as a consequence, running the motors on low-efficiency points
in order to kill time.

—

138.

January

2

1

;.

:

9

10

12

11

—

many bunied-out armatures to do
make the operating cost per mile of

13

tliat

—

it

would

the four-motor
equipments less than the operating co.>t of twomotor equipments. If Mr. Crawford had only gone
one step further and divided up the seating capacity
of the car and given us the cost per seat-mile instead
of car-mile, it would have shown that the cost of
operation per seat-mile of the four-motor equipment
was less than the cost of either of the two-motor
equipments. If he wished to introduce, in addition.
this question of earning capacity, as compared with
earnings, he could have introduced separate formulas.
dividing earnings by the possible earning capacity-.
Calvert Townley, New Haven. Conn.:
In the
usual comparison of these
two classes of equipment a
difficulty always arises when.
instead of strictly comparing
HOUR
two motors with four motors,
1
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other factors are

Similarly, and yet in
tions.
direction, the question of the gear ratio ought
not to be brought into it,
because within ordinar>' lim-

_l_
"

of

motors, hut a question of
requirements,
density
local
of traffic and other condi-

.

.

5

lot

brought into the discussion:
for example,
the
question
whether the car seats 42
persons or 28 persons, or any
other number. The question
whether such a car is the most
economical to use is not really
a question of two or four
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Appendix.
Car

motor equipments are worked enough harder in
the service under consideration for the cost of repairs to run up to double and it would not take

the possible earnings per mile that is. the author
pssumes that at the end of every mile an entirely
new set of passengers is taken on board the cars
with their accommodating nickels. If instead of a
one-mile basis a two-mile basis had been taken, the
17 per cent, in the case of car No. 169 would have
been nearly doubled without in any way changing the
factors entering into the case.
There is no reason why a car should demand more
energy for a given service when equipped with four
motors than with two, provided the total weight of
The common
the car is the same in each case.
method of comparing two-motor and four-motor
equipments is unfair and that is true in the present
paper, when a two-motor 35-horsepower equipment
is
compared with four motors of the same size.
The weight of the car is greater and the comparison

i

1

1

1

!

you can apply any reason-

able gear ratio to either size

i

1

motor.

Admitting the value of the
increased
6.13 T.2S »A:< 9.68 II. 1312.28 l.i3

Temperatures in degrees C.
Temperature of air: five degrees.
Temperature of armature iron
41.5 degrees.
Temperature of field: 27.5 decrees.
20 degrees.
Temperature in barn at 6 a. m.

2.58 * 13

5 2S 6.43 7.58

9.13 10 VS

:

Discussion (in Abstract).

The conbetween two and four-motor equipments is of
long standing, but of late years has seemed to have
settled itself in the majority of cases in favor of the
four-motor equipment. No general rule can be fornudated for predicating in all cases the use of a two
or four-motor equipment. Each case must be considered by itself and local conditions will be the govA. H. Armstrong. Schenectad}-, N. Y.

test

not on an equal basis. It should have been made
comparing two "O-horsepower motors against
four 35-horsepower motors, as obviously in one case
the motors are either overloaded or else underloaded.
In regard to the
S. T. Todd. Pittsfield, Mass.:
term which is called "commercial efficiency/' of
course the author does not mean efficiency in the
ordinary engineering sense, but he means that he
w^ants to get at a general term which will express
the value as a carr^-ing factor of different cars. The
criticism which I would make in regard to his method
of deriving that quantity of commercial efficiency
is on his introduction of the "seating value." as he
He has attempted, in other words, to comcalls it.
bine not only the operating expenses of the car.
but tried to combine in the same formula the possible
carrying capacity of the car. It seems to me, with
is

by

:

In all the above temperature readings the temperature of the field coil was obtained by placing a thermometer on the top right-hand field coil at about
the same point.
The armature temperature was obtained by placing the thermometer on the iron core.

:

traction

lof

the

four-motor equipment], let
us see to what extent it is
-PASSENGERS AND
necessary.
The t w o-motor
equipment will have from 55
to 60 per cent, of tht total weight of the car on
isume the best conditions of
the drivei
rail, level track, etc., and take away 60 per cent,
that gives us 1.200 pounds on the drivers for ever>ton of weight in the car and we can allow 20 per
Twent\" per cent, of 1.200
cent, adhesion safely.
pounds is 240 pounds, so you will have with twomotor equipment, under favorable conditions of
track, 240 pounds per ton to provide for accelera'

tion.
Take a verj- severe condition of grade, say
eight per cent., which usually calls for 160 pounds
to propel the car up an eight-per cent, ^grade. leaving
So pounds for acceleration: and if you have as much
as 20 pounds to overcome' friction, which is rather
larger than is usually allowed, you still have 60
pounds for acceleration, so that under these favorable conditions, on the most unfavorable grade, you

.
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176
course, if you have
can
the ordinary grades and track conditions you will
Now. when you
have a much better acceleration.
come to winter service, with snow and slush on the
rail, you are likely, of course, at any time to come
to a point on the track where you get no adhesion
at all from one truck; so that instead of 1,200 pounds
accelerate at a fair rate.

Of

on drivers you only have 600 pounds, and if j'ou
get instead of 20-per cent, adhesion only lo-per cent.,
or even lower— say lo-per cent. you would have but
60 potmds to start your car. and with snow banked
up on the track and other troubling conditions, you
can readily see that you might not be able to start
at all, and that is where the two-motor equipment
would fall down. Bearing in mind these two extremes of possible conditions, it is important that
we should not be carried away by the trend or fashion of the times, because it is my observation that
engineers are not entirely free from the weakness
of following fashion. If you take the ordmary conditions of summer service, where you have no snow,
where the worst condition of rail is the greasy rail
from a mist and where your grades are not too
severe, there are very few conditions where the
two-motor equipment will not give you all the tracbut where you come to
tion you can possibly use
heavy service in the winter speaking more paryou will occasionally get
ticularly of city service
to a condition where you cannot pull your cars in
with the two motors.

—

;

is

frequently

done

for

the

purpose

of

March
inserts

them.
Duplicate jacks, or two jacks for each drop, are
with these switches, the jacks being so
connected that inserting the plug in the answering
jack or jack to the right of its number leaves the
drop bridged across the line, while inserting the
plug in the calling jack or jack to the left of its
number opens the drop or cuts it off of the line. In
connecting two lines together one of the connecting
plugs should be placed in the answering jack to the
installed

The

in the jack of the calling line to the left of Its
the other plug in the jack of the line
called to the right of its number.
When the subscribers ring off the disconnecting signal Is indicated
by the falling of the drop shutter of the line having
the plug In the jack to the right of Its number. The
lines are then disconnected.

Telephone News from the Northwest.
The Northw'estern Telephone Exchange Company
has leased quarters in a new building to be erected
at Faribault, Minn., this spring and wall equip a
central-energj'- exchange foi' that city and make improvements to the local system.
The Groton-Ferney Mutual Telephone Company
has effected a preliminary organization at
S. D.

at

Femey,

The Farmers' Springbrook Telephone Company
been formed at Mora, Minn., by farmers of
Arthur Township.
Farmers of McPherson and Edmunds counties.
South Dakota, have formed the Edmunds County
Mutual Telephone Company and will build rural
has

The People's Telephone Company of Superior,
has plans for a new exchange and office building to be erected In the spring.
new company has been formed at Hector, Minn.,
and has bought the W. B. Strom line and exchange.
It will be extended and improved.
H. L. Torbenson
is secretary of the new company.
The Lakota (N. D.) Telephone Company will build
35 miles of new- lines this summer.
The Farmers' ^lutual Telephone Company of
Reading, Minn., has been Incorporated with $25,000
capital by Fred Baker, J. Hurr and R. J. Jones.
Materials are being collected at Pierre. S. D., for
the construction of a line from that city to Rapid
City, S. D.
The Hector (Minn.) Telephone Company has been
incorporated w'ith $25,000 capital stock by Emil Larson and others.
Browns Valley, Minn., is considering the installation of a municipal telephone exchange.
The Mississippi Valley Telephone Company contemplates the expenditure of $200,000 in rebuilding
its lines and for new equipment for the exchanges
at Burlington, Keokuk, Muscatine, Wapello and Fort
W^is.,

A

or isolated telephone exchange,

often
necessity in
charge of a person of limited experience, for economical operation must be so constructed as to require very little, if any, repairs.
One of the steps
taken by the North Electric Company of Cleveland
to keep pace with the rapid growth of rural systems
has been the development of a line of switching
appliances of a character to fulfill the demand for
high-class apparatus fast becoming imperative in the
construction, of such systems.
Of the accompanying
illustrations. Fig. i is a view^ of one of the more
elaborate types of this class of apparatus known as
the No. 39 switch, with drops and connecting cords.
Fig. 2 is a diagram of the circuits.
The drops used in these switches are 'standard
tubular drops of the magneto or rela^' type^. These
drops are bored from solid rods of Norway iron,
leaving the head and shell in one piece.
The shells
are thoroughly annealed and are then heavily electroplated with copper and nickel. While this method
of constructing the drop requires the use of accurate
and costly machinery, it is admitted by all manufacturers that in no other manner can so highly efficient a drop be produced.
The shell when made
in this manner forms a return path of least resistance to the magnetic lines, rendering the drop extremely sensitive while at the same time it constitutes a magnetic and electric shield, elin.inating
entirely the annoying element commonly described
as cross-talk in so far as the switch is concerned.

small

1905

In

number and

Switching Stations for Small or Isolated
Exchanges.
located

it

plugs

—

—

4,

one of the jacks of the line wanted and
rings the subscriber desired by means of his telephone generator. The attendant then connects the
calling line and the line called by means of one of
the pairs of connecting cords, inserting one of the

fastening

some remote point and of

right of its number and the other connecting plug
in the calling jack to the left of its number, thus
leaving but one of the drops bridged across the line
while the subscribers are talking.
This drop will
then respond to the ring-off or clearing-out signal
and will indicate when they are through talking.
Another advantage of the duplicate jack is that
the speaker's plug can be inserted in one of the jacks

Madison, Iowa.

A

number of the rural lines centering at Corydon,
Iowa, will unite and apply to that c'ty for a franchise.

of the connected lines without disturbing the connection, for the purpose of ascertaining whether the
speakers have completed their conversation and have
failed to ring off, as Is sometimes the case.
All switches are carefully \vired with the best
grade of tinned copper switchboard wire. All interior connections are thoroughly tinned and 'ioldered,
the flux used being resin, w-hlch

is

entirely free

from

The proposition to grant a telephone franchise to
Dr. Greaves at Sibley, Iowa, was voted down.
The Hastings (Neb.) Independent Telephone Company will erect a new- exchange building.
J. E. Adamson is having plans prepared for a new
telephone exchange building, which he will erect
this spring at Broken Bow-, Neb.
new telephone company has been organized at
Bronson, Iowa. M. G. Smith was elected president

A

-

and

H. Oertel, secretary.

F.

The ^Mutual Telephone Company has purchased
the Harkens interests in the telephone
Russell, Iowa.

exchange

at

R.

Indiana Telephone Items.
The Citizens' Telephone Company of Decatur has
purchased the Nichols Block and the building will
The exchange
at once be remodeled and enlarged.
will occupy the entire second floor of the block.
F.. M. Schirmeyer, manager and secretary, announces
that the company has arranged for further improvements

this spring.

The Cumberland Telephone and Telegraph Compreparing to erect an office and exchange
building in Princeton, work to begin next month.
Leland Hume of Nashville, Tenn., assistant general
manager, spent the last week in Princeton and se-

pany

is

site for the new building.
The Home Telephone Company of Crawfords\ illc
announced that it has made arrangements
through the New Long-distance Telephone Company

cured a

has

SWITCHING STATION FOR SMALL OR ISOLATED EXCHANGES.
The cores of the drops are made of the best quality
Norway iron and are wound with silk-covered magnet wire.

are mounted on aluminum plates in
The jacksprings are of
five, 10 or 20.
are provided with platinum contacts
securely
supported and held in place by
and are
hard-rubber mounting strips. Individual springs
are insulated from each other by mica.
These
springs
are
of
greater
length
than
ordinary.
thus adding to their flexibility and reducing liability
to breakage or displacement from failure to resume
iheir normal position after subjection to unusual or
frequent strain.
No holes are drilled or punched
through the jacksprings at the point of support, as

The

jacks

banks of

german

silver,

,

and ail terminals are soldered to the inner end
of outside binding posts, which are plainly numbered.
The plugs are made from drawn brass of a quality which resists wear.
Speaker's and connecting
cords have tinsel conductors, insulated with reverse
layers of silk and cotton, and are protected by a
spiral wire w^inding, the whole being covered by a
strong and durable linen braid.
The method of operation of the switch Is as folring from the line Is indicated by the falling
lows
of the drop and the ringing of the night or relay bell,
if connected.
The attendant Inserts the speaker's
plug in one jack of the calling line and ascertains
the name or number of the subscriber wanted.
The
attendant then removes his plug from the calling line.
acid,

:

A

of Indianapolis for service connections w-ith Cleveland, Dayton, Columbus. Hamilton, Lima. Toledo
and all points in Ohio reached by lines of the Independent telephone companies. The primary period of
conversation is fixed at three minutes.
Indiana patrons of the Cumberland Telephone
Company have received a statement from the home
The reoffice of the business for December. 1904.
port shows that the companj- had 119.499 subscribDuring December 3.99S were
ers December i, 1904.
added and the number discontinued was 2,184, leaving a net Increase of 1.814 for the month.

The Delaware and Madison Counties Telephone
Company has 4,243 telephones operating in ]\lupicie,
Anderson, Ehvood and Alexandria.
S.

Ohio Telephone Notes.
Cuyahoga Telephone Company, has been appointed agent
of the trustees who have had the Everett-Moore
Col. Frederick S. Dickson, president of the

matters In hand, with authority to settle the few-

remaining claims.
At the annual meeting of the Harpersfield Tele-

I

—

I

March
phoiic

4,
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Company

last

week the followitiK-namcd

Bell

olTl-

President, Franz Leslie;
ccrs Were chosen:
president, Charles Bishop; secretary, Ed Lister;
treasurer, A. H. Gray.
The ]"arni and Cily Telephone Company lias acvici-

cepted the franchise granted hy the council of Van
The com|)any now has 100 subscribers in
Wert.
the town and 200 in the country and has done little
solicilint?.

Twcnty-eiKliI

companies were represented at the
Telephone

district nieelinK' "f ibe Ohio Independent
Association held in Dayton last week.

W.

D. Rush
of Greenville, (iilbeit Thompson of Hamilton, Frank
L. Beam of Colmnbus and Judge Elam Fisher of

Eaton made addresses.
J. II. Tbadick of Sidney
was chosen vice-president of the sixth district.
H. P. IMiller of Dayton will represent the district
at the national mcetinR in ChicaRo.
Extensions at the Doan and ICast exchanges have
been completed by the Cleveland Telephone Company, Cleveland, wliich, it is claiincd, will make an
increase in capacity of r,ooo lines.
stockholders
It is said that the

of the Toledo
Telephone Company has decided upon the
course to be pursued at the annual meeting in
But one change is scheduled. An out-ofMarch.
town director will be retired and a Toledo man

Home

Telephone Traffic Conference.

liis place.
It is also intimated that the
advanced.
telephone was the only means the family of
Henry Kohl, near Watcrville, bad of communicating
Smallpox
with the outside world for 60 days.
broke out in the family and the house was quaranThe manager of the Citizens' Telephone
tined.
Company put up an instrument on a tree in the
yard and members of tlie family who were able
would stand there and talk with friends. Mr. Kohl
also dictated letters over the telephone to those

lake

rates will be

A

living at a distance.

The Windham Telephone Company of Windham
of
incorporated with a capital stock
has been
$io,oco by C. A. Landall, E. W. Mallett, J. W.
Sliank; H. T. Sheldon, D. B. Wagner, E. A. Leh.

man and

Higby.

P. B.

C.

Michigan Telephone Matters.
understood that the telephone war which has
been going on in the village of Litchfield between
the Litchfield Farmers' Mutual Telephone Company
and the manager of an Independent exchange is
about at an end, George E. Knowles, who has been
operating the exchange, having been given a .30-day
written notice to vacate the premises, with an opportunity to sell his apparatus and switchboard to
whom he pleases.
The Washtenaw Home Telephone Company of
Ami Arbor has increased its capital from $250,000
This company is also building an exto $300,000.
change at Ypsilanti and proposes to have an exchange in every village in Washtenaw County.
Tlie Saranac Improvement Company has increased
its capital stock from $5,600 to $10,000 and changed
W.
its name to the Saranac Telephone Company.
It is

i

'

.

f

I

I
'

i

1

j

;

:

;

of

Telephone Interests
Canada.

New York— C.

chief engineer;

would have to
Dominion Parliament, and he feared
an application would meet with \,ery strong
opposition.
Twenty-five years ago 'the company began business with a capital of $397,000. Today the
capital is $8,000,000 in stock and a bond issue of
mileage
long-distance
In
the
$2,000,000.
1885
amounted to 2,000 miles: today it is ,?2,cco miles;
10 years ago there were 69,000,000 exchange connecnow there are 328,ths
tions during the 12
In
there
period.
1895
000,000 during tlie s
throughout Canada; now
were 29,000 subscribe
ents earning rentals, ^75
there are 66,160 insti
^.
The company now has
exchanges and 789 agi
The
ng on 7,866 poles.
32,211 miles of wire

to issue additional capital, application

be

made

to the

that such

;

1

•

amounted to $2,833,000.
ir
receipts for the
1,000.
At present some .30
the net revenue being
the Bell conimunicipalities in Canada have giv
total

panv exclusive

rig'

Jay French. vlce-|.resideiit; H. V. Hayes,
H. Wilson, general snperintendent: T. 1!.

coll.

Company

of Buffalo— J. M. Knapp. supertendent of territorial exchanges; A. B. Watson, manager.
Bell Telephone Company of Canada, Montreal
C. F. Sise.
general superintendent; J. A. Baylis, electrical
J
Bell Teleplione

—

—

—

—

—

—

sistant general superintendent;

istown.

Denver—\V.
W. F. Cozad,

:

W. J. Lawson and others Byron Mutual Telephone Company, Byron, H. B. Holderby and associ;

lyn— R.

II.

I

a.

I^.ii.

.

.

chief rnaineer.
N'orlhHe«t(rrn Tcjrpluine V.xdMnut Conpsny, Miami Ijuiulh Tetphon* 0»ni(ian)r— C'. B, bprinir, tr,
aiicr; K. A. I'atri-lt, ..^*i.t.l^.• «'i[H;fintcndciit foil
.Sew York T.
\r» Vofk— E. 1. r-t^t
WfMwl, »ui»crtntrr,
I'dinkylvani.-!
^ny,
.S
lUrriibiirK
K.

w

'

!

.

—

Chamlwrlin, i[ri.'
Providence 'I-:!'.

t.

•.,..

Prrivitictux

—Jotrph

F.

Carpmirr, Iraflx manacrr.
Kocky Mountain Bell Telephone Company, Sail Lake Ciiy
Kcncral nutn.iu'-t;

Iteck,

— A.

S.

lo^uic

fl.

I'elcra, cnKlncer.

Snulbern

Uell

Soulhcrn

New

Telephone

ani)

Telegraph

Company.

Al

Knftland Telephone Company, New Haven
auperintendent of traffic; V. M. Tyler,

n. Doolittle,
C.
aecretary.

Snuthweslern Telegraph and Telephone Company, Dallaa,
Texas C. A. Gatcf, general auperintendept F. W. Venml.

—

;

Wineoniiin
Telephone Company,
president; E. li. Cottrill, general

Alexander,

Milwaukee— A. B'lrt.
mperinlcndent
E. K.
;

manager.

trafTic

GENERAL TELEPHONE NEWS.
The Scranton flowa) Independent Mutual Telephone Company has been incorporatefl with a capstock of $5,000.

ital

The Cawker City (Kan.) Telephone Company has
increased its capital stock to $10,000, anri will soon
begin the construction of an exchange.

The Orange-Newton Telephone and Telegraph
Company has been incorporated with a capital of
$2,500 to build toll lines out of Orange, Texas.

W.
pany

Moore

B.

intends to organize a telephone coma system at Yorlo'illc, S. C. if the
for which he has applied is glinted by

to install

franchise
the city.

The Independent Telephone Company has submitted to the City Council of Spokane, Wash., a
second application to establish a terminal point for
its

system

in

that city.

The Sunset Telephone Company

will establish two
at Seattle, Wash., within the next
few months, and between $250,000 and $300,000 will
be expended on e.xtensions in the vicinity of Seattle.

l)ranch

offices

The Bell .Telephone Company, which has succeeded to the plant of the Mutual Telephone Company in Fort Scott. Kan., will consolidate the two
systems and will, it is said, erect a new $75,000
exchange.
J. A. Cook of Monitor, W. Va.. heads the incorporators of the Farmers' Union Telephone Company,
capitalized at $!O.(X)0.
The company will build a
telephone system in Monroe, Greenbrier. Pocahontas.
Summers and Fayette counties. W. Va.

F.

Brown,

as-

snperintendent

Plans are being perfected by the Rocky Mountain
Telephone Company to extend its system from
Lake to Los .Angeles, following the route of the
San Pedro, Los Angeles and Salt Lake railroad,
which is now completed, and will shortly be in
Bell
Salt

operation.

A

committee appointed at a recent meeting of the
board of the First Methodist Church of

ofificial

Melrose,
stalling

to consider the feasibility of insystem of interior telephones connecting

Mass..
a

and pews for the benefit of parishioners
who are hard of hearing, is making preparations for

the pulpit

a practical

demonstration of such a system.

reported that the Consolidated Telephone
Company of Arizona, an organization headed by
Epes Randolph of Los Angeles. Cal.. has perfected
negotiations looking toward the acquisition of all
Independent telephone lines in Arizona. The At\zona system is to be connected within a few months
at Imperial, Cal., with the California system, and
with eastern lines at El Paso, Texas.
It

is

The Home Telephone Company of Grand Meadow.
Minn., recently incorporated with a capital of $50,is the outgrowth of the Home Telephone Exchange organized six years ago and owned by C. F.
Greening, secretarj- and treasurer of the new company. Mr. Greening built 200 miles of line and
installed many telephones, but in order to extend
further the Home Telephone Company was incorporated.
The company has exchanges at Grand
Meadow and Dexter, toll lines connecting Racine.
Spring ^^alley, Le Roy and Elkton, and connection
with the Northwestern Telephone Exchange Company. W. H. Goodsell is president. W. -^. Nolan,

cco,

vice-president,

and Martin Axness. manager.

traffic.

Cumberland

Telephone

and

Telegraph

Companv,

—

well,

Nash-

'

ville—A. M. Fisher, in charge long-distance service.
Frecport Telephone Company, Freeport, 111. L.
president.

Hudson River Telephone Company, Albany, N. Y.

E.

—

FarT,.

S.

Greenleaf. general superintendent; F. D. Cowdery. superintendent of traffic; W. S. Nicholson, engineer and acting

Iowa Telephone Company, Des Moines

The following-named telephone companies have
Germanbeen incorporated recently in Oklahoma
American Telephone Company, Orlando, H. C. Arnold and others; Foss Mutual Telephone Company.

ates.

—

intendent of traffic; Nathan Hayward, traffic engineer.
Central District and Printing Telegraph Company, Pittsburg ^t, H. Buchler, general manager; M. -C. Rorty. superintendent of traffic; F. O. Hale, traffic engineer; C. Bradley,
toll traffic agent; R. F. Esterbrook, chief service inspector.
Central New York Telephone and Telegraph Company,
Utica; Empire State Telephone and Telegraph Company,
Syracuse; New York and Pennsylvania Telephone and Telegraph Company, Elmira W. W. Nicholson, assistant general manager; E. B. Rogers, general superintendent; H. H.
Kennedy, assistant engineer in charge of traffic.
Central Union Telephone Company, Indianapolis T.. G,
Richardson, president; H. F. Hill, general manager; W. S.
Chapman, secretary and treasurer; J. Uprichard, auditor;
E. H. Bangs, engineer; A. P. Allen, traffic engineer; F. A.
de Peyster, assistant traffic engineer; C. M. Fosdick, service
inspector; G. C. Brooks, general contract agent: 1'. Redmund, special agent: W. J. Maiden, special agent; W. R.
Hirst. Indianapolis manager; E. A. Reed, division superintendent Ohio; L. N. Whitney, division superintendent Indiana; C. H. Rottger, division superintendent Illinois.
Cilcsaneake and Potomac Telephone Companv, Washington— P. O. Coifin, traffic inspector.
Chicago Telephone Company, Cliicago -\rthur D. Wheeler,
president; A. S. Hibbard, general manager: S. T. Earned,
general snperintendent: J. G. Wray, engineer: H, N. Foster,
superintendent of traffic: D. J. Matlock, superintendent of
toll department: G. P. Jones, operator inspector.
Cincinnati and Suburban Bell Telephone Company, Cincinnati J. E. Peavey, superintendent of traffic.
Cleveland P.
Yensen.
Cleveland Telephone Company,
general manager; E. E. Ranney. traffic manager; H. Sv.

of

The Lewistown and Billings Mutual Telephone
Company has been incorporated at Helena, Mont.,
with a capital stock of $20,oco. The directors are
P. B. Moss of Billings, G. M. Stone of Le\yistown
and others. The principal place of business is Lew-

Foss,

—

Telephone Company of Missouri, St. Louis George
F. Durant, general manager; J. W. Thompson, superintendent of exchanges; J. K. Wass, auditor.
Bell Telephone Company of Philadelphia and the Delaware and Atlantic Telegraph and Telephone Company T.
Spencer, general manager; William R. Driver, Jr., superBell

Marsh, chief operator.
Colorado Telephone Company,

NEW COMPANIES.

.Sew York

C.

in

At the annual meeting of the Bell Telephone Company held at Montreal, Mr. C. F. Sise. the president, stated that the company could spend as much
as $2,000,000 a year in extensions and improvements so rapidly was the system growing, but it
was within $2,000,000 of the total capital it was
allowed to issue by its charter. To secure the right

\ancr

II.

nccr; A. S. K^l

;

—

Growth

Iri.;

^^:t»ral,i(il

.lent;

telephone companies
in
Indianapolis last
week to atlenil an important "IrafTic conference" at
the Claypool Hotel from February 201I1 lo 2Sth.
'ihe conference broii«ht tO((elher almut 80 traffic
and engineering officers, representinK essentially
every Bell company in the United States. Quite a
number of executive officers were also present.
The programme contained the following papers:
"Duties and Records of a Traffic Department," Mr.
Driver discussion by Messrs. .Sherwood, .Mien. Fos"Selection .ind Trainter, Rorty, Sisc and Valentine.
ing of Operators," Mr. McBride; discussion
by
Messrs. 'I'hompson. Corrigan, Driver, Kerwin ami
Penfield.
"Local Service Tests and the Merit System of Grading Operators," Mr. Rogers; discussion
by Messrs. Baldwin, Alexander, Carpenter, Foster
and Sherwood. "Local Operating: Methods and the
Handling of Irregular Calls," Mr. Valentine; discussion by Messrs. Foster, Cowdery, Hayward and
Ranney. "The Handling of Suburban Toll Traffic,"
Mr. Sherwood
discussion
by Messrs. Driver,
Peavey, Spring and Watson.
"The Center Checking System," Mr. Kennedy; discussion by Messrs.
Van Meter, Cotter, Fosdick and Rogers. "TarifT
and Routing Systems," Mr. Allen
discussion by
Messrs. Rorty, Boggs, Gates and Smith.
"The
Handling of Long Haul Toll Traffic," Mr. Van
Meter; discussion by Messrs. Rogers, Allen, Cozad
and Gates. "Toll Service Tests and the Checking
of Toll Revenue," Mr. Rorty; discussion by Messrs.
Doolittle, Fisher, Kennedy and Valentine.
The standardization of Bell apparatus, which has
been so largely accomplished tbrou.ghout the country,
has brought about a general uniformity of method,
without which it would now be almost impossible
to carry on the immense daily traffic in the way of
local and toll messages bandied by the corporations
represented.
The reading of the several papers
by superintendents of traffic and traffic engineers
and the interchange of ideas which followed brought
out much that was interesting and wdiicli will no
doubt be of help in providing further adequate
facilities to handle the business.
One of the enjoyable features of the meeting
was the banquet tendered the visitors at the Columbia Club by the Central Union Telephone Company.
The decorations and menu were uniqne. The viands
served in each course w^ere indicative of telephone
service terms.
Mr. F. P. Fish, president of the American Telephone and Telegraph Company, and Mr. E. J. Hall,
vice-president, \yere unavoidably absent.
Mr. C. J.
French, vice-president of the company, was in attendance throughout the meeting, as well as a number of others representing the parent company.
Among those who were present were the following:
American Teleplione and Telegrapli Companv, Boston and
Kepre-.entativis of the Hell
thronghout the country were

;

will

—

—

E. E. Smith, genmanager; C. E. Hall, superintendent.
Missouri and Kansas Telephone Company, .Kansas City

eral

Hall, assistant general manager: F. C. Penfield.
traffic manager; F. J. McDonough, operating manager.
Michigan State Telephone Company, Detroit J. F. Land,
general manager; G. E. Kerwin, traffic manager.
New En.gland Telephone and Telegraph' Company, Boston

Sherman R.

—

International Telephone ilanufacturing Company of Chicago says that from a verj- hard coal
secured from the southern part of the state of Sao
Paulo, Brazil, granulated or crA-stallized under the
proper process and given a special tre.itment to
make it as hard as possible, a carbon is produced
which enables the use. if so desired, on a transmitter
for long-distance toll-line work or central-energ},systems, of from 100 to 400 percent, more batterv-.
;"
without causing the transmitter to "fry" or "pack
while with the ordinary amount of battery this
transmitter
more
carbon gives the
a louder and

The

'distinct tone.

:
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New

British Patent Law.'

Bv Jame5

Boyle.

patent law, passed in response
to a long-standing and urgent demand for reform,
came into full operation on January i, 1905. It is
a matter of considerable importance to American inventors, as for many years past about one-fifth of
the patents issued by the British office have been
In 1903 the total number of patents
to Americans.
granted by Great Britain was 15,718, of which 3,466

The new

were

to

British

Americans.

has always been complained that a Britisli patent was not only expensive, but that it afforded no
guarantee that it had not been wholly or in part
described or claimed in some prior specification. In
this countr>' the American patent law generally has
been pointed to as the best model. The German
law has also been commended, it being to a "reat
extent copied after the American law, but British
experts criticize the laws of both countries, particularly as to the power of the commissioner in
America to refuse a patent on his dictum that the
invention had been anticipated. An attempt has been
made in the new British law to meet some of the
objections raised against both the American and the
German laws. There is also provision in the new
law to remedy what was considered to be in some
cases a great injustice to the British people through
the holding of British patents by foreigners, parIn these cases the British
ticularly by Germans.
market was flooded with German-made goods under
British patents, when the holders of these patents
had refused to manufacture the articles or permit
them to be manufactured in this country.
There is some diflterence of opinion among experts
It

as to whether the new British patent law is really
a reform. Although Liverpool is not a manufacturing center, it probably has more connection with
patents, legally and through agencies, than any other
outside of London.
city in the United Kingdom
Locally there is some difference of opinion as to the
value of the new law. The general opinion is favorable, but one of the leading patent experts in Liverpool sums up his criticisms as follows
"On the whole, the new law simply shortens the
length of provisional protection, makes the granting
of patents more uncertain, increases the cost very
:

and makes it more expensive than it was
before to obtain a compulsory license, while at the
same time there is absolutely no guarantee that the
patent when granted is new or patentable."
The following is a summary of the principal features of the new act
(i) Novelt}\ The patent office is required to
examine every application which reaches the complete stage to ascertain whether it has been wholly
or in part described or claimed in any prior speciBcation other than a provisional specification Cnot followed by a complete specification) published in the
United Kingdom during the 50 preceding years.
This is really the most important feature of the
new law, and its administration has required an
extensive reorganization of the British patent office.
It was the inevitable delay consequent on this reorganization which made it necessary to postpone
the going into full effect of the new law until January I. 1905. although the law was passed in 1902.
To facilitate search the whole of the specifications
and abridgements, from 1855 to date, have had to
be arranged and attached to reference cards, of
which there have been about 600,000 arranged. It
is intended also to include all the specifications from
1617 to date.
Under this law ''any new art. manufacture, or
composition of matter, new combination of two or
more know^n parts producing a new advantageous
result, or any new chemical or other process or improvement on existing processes, may he validly
patented." When an application for a patent reaches
the patent office it is referred to examiners, of
special
whom under the new law there are 92.
The patfee of $5 is charged for this examination.
ent office has no power to reject a patent as being
old (except in the case of a third party intervening
and successfully opposing the application), but if
in the opinion of the examiners a single patent covers
the invention in its entirety it is referred to the
If
controller, who hears the applicant if necessary.
satisfied that the patent is entirely covered by a
prior patent he can "indorse" the patent as so covered and issue it, such form of issuance, however,
being subject to appeal to the attorney-general. If.
on tlie other hand, the examiners find the patent
claim only partially covered by prior applications
the applicant is notified, and he can amend or can
contest the examiners' objections before the controller.
Here, again, an appeal can be made to the
attorney-general. If this contest and appeal be decided against the applicant, the patent is issued with
a note appended on the specification making reference to such prior patents as the controller considers anticipate the new patent to a greater or less
extent.
If there be no objection by the examiners,
or if .the objections have been overcome, the patent
is issued without any memorandum indorsed thereon.
It should be particularly observed, however, that
the patent, even under the new law. does not necessarily insure validity, that still being a question open
for contest before the courts
and it is still the
greatly,

—

A

;

>

6, 1905,

from the United States con-

March

successfully litigated is naturally an object of suspicion."
Still, if the patent is issued without a note
appended thereto, referring to a prior patent, it is
prima facie evidence that it is genuine and valid.
(2) Provisional Protection. The right of provisional protection has been reduced from nine months
to six months for the United Kingdom, while at the
same time if the patent is filed in a foreign country
the period of provisional protection is extended to
one year.
Formerly a foreigner
(3) Compulsory Licenses.
or other inventor could take out a patent in England
and hold it w'ithout working it or allowing other
people to work it in this country. The only recourse a manufacturer or other interested partj"^ had
to force the foreigner or other holder to grant him
a license to manufacture under the patent was to
petition the Board of Trade, which heard the petitioner and the patentee, and then decided whether
it would compel the patentee to grant the license or
not.
The new law requires that the applicant for
a compulsory license must not merely obtain the
consent of the Board of Trade, but that he must
also secure the consent of the Privy Council.
Not
only can the Priv}- Council compel the patentee to
grant licenses in this country, but if he fails to
satisfy the court that he has fulfilled the reasonable
requirements of the public his patent can be revoked,
but not before the end of three years from the date
of the patent.
Probably the strongest criticism of the new lawis in regard to the great expense attached to compulsory licenses and revocation, as above explained.
It is claimed that, under the old law. when petitions
for compulsory licenses were made only to the
Board of Trade, there were very few such petitions
made because of the great expense but under the
new law application must also be made to the Privy
Council, which is the most expensive court in the
country. It is believecl that the new law will very
much curtail the business of patent agencies, although it will very likely increase the legal expenses incidental to securing a compulsory license.

The Recent Development
By William

—

as

become familiar with the
including

:

;

helium.
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Germany),
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attempts to liquefy I
popular one, and iMj

reader.

A

Treatise on the Theory of Alternating CurBy Alexander Russell. Volume I. CamThe Cambridge University Press (London: 'C. J. Clay & Sons). 1904. Pp. (3^ by S'/'

rents.
bridge;

'

inches).

407,

with

132

illustrations.

Price

(in

England), 12 shillings ($2.88).
In the first volume of this work are gathered
together the more general theorems of alternatingcurrent w^ork which are applied to every-day practice,
The proofs of the more important ones being given.
In the second and last volume will be given the theory of alternators, transformers, converters and the
apparatus in general. The reader is supposed to
be acquainted with the theory of electricity and magnetism and to have a working knowledge of trigonometry and the elements of calculus, and it would
seem that there are not many elements of either i
branch of mathcniatics tliat are left out. for the hook l|
is replete with mathematical demonstrations.
Refer- f
cnces are given at the end of every chapter to the
books and papers consulted by the author, which
will be found of value in case further information
is desired on the subject.
The early chapters of the
book deal mainh- with inductaiice and capacity, and
illustrations are given of methods by which the capacity of polyphase cables and overhead wires are
determined, which are of practical value. One chap-

Po.

y

($1.20).

The question of determining symbols for technical
and scientific formulas is one of importance, and
any work which will offer suggestions for the adoption of a standard or universal code of symbols is
worthy of careful consideration in view of the confusing diversity which now exists in scientific literature in the use of letters to denote various quantities
in such formulas.
Suggestions have been offered
from time to time for more uniformity in the usage
of designating letters, but still it is found that nearly
everj- author on scientific subjects has his pet system
of designating the various quantities in the formulas
he uses. The book which Mr. Linders has written
is a step in the right direction and could the system which he proposes, though perhaps not perfect, be followed consistently, it would lead to much
less confusion than the "every man for himself"
method.
The author has prepared 10 tables. In
the first six tables are given an outline of the basis
upon wliich the system is founded. Talile 7 is divided up into a number of sections under such headings as geometrical, mechanical, thermal, optical, etc.
The table has a number of divisions, beginning w-ith
the name of the quantity, followed by its dimension
symbol according to the c. g. s. system. Then come
the letters and symbols proposed by different writers
heretofore and finally the symbols proposed by the
present author.
Each quantity* in Table 7 is given
a number. In succeeding tables, which are a sort of
index to Table 7, are given the letters and cymbols
themselves with the number under which they may
be found in Table 7. Thus if it is desired to ascertain
what particular quantity a letter represents it may
be found readily. The book is valuable on account
of the completeness with which the system is carried out. there being represented in the tables most
of the quantities ordinarily dealt with.
But the

The

curacy and high ideals have not been sacrificed to
popularity.
It will therefore be as w^elcome in the
scientist's library as in the hands of the general

By Olof

Schunke.

I

methods and apparatus employed in the liquefact^
of gases are well described.
The chapters on "The Problems of Solution'
"Fusion and Solidification" contain matter of
value to the chemist and the metallurgist, and
considerable interest to the general reader. Ma
beautiful illustrations are here shown, exhibit
clearly the structural changes accompanying soHd^
cation.
Figs. 19 to 24 are of especial interest,
they demonstrate the fact that the process of
ishing is not, as is generally thought, a mechanicaT
grinding away of the surface irregularities, but that
the pressure of the polisher upon the metal sets up
a surface flow, the metal behaving like a viscous
liquid.
In this way a surface film is formed, which
presents a non-crystalline appearance and acts as
an excellent reflector of light.
The concluding chapters are devoted to such subjects as radioactivity, atoms and the ether and astrophysics, which are handled in the author's clear
and entertaining manner. In fact, the entire work
is
characterized bj' an unusually pleasing and expressive literary style, which renders the perusal of
the book by the non-scientific reader an agreeable
diversion instead of a task. The work may be
termed a popular exposition of the more recent discoveries in the realm. of physical science, but ac-

the

Price

^

11

recital of the as-yet-unsuccessful

history of its
in use today,
will
discover that this work contains much besides descriptions of the present working systems.
The book is presented with the w-ish that it may
contain the essentials of a complete handbook
on space telegraphy.
It was begun several years
ago as an appendix to the author's \vell-known
"American Telegraphy and Encyclopedia of the Telegraph," but so rapid have been the strides in the
art of late that it was soon recognized that a separate book would have to be given to the subject.
Clear theoretical diagrams are interspersed freely
throughout the reading matter, as the author believes, and justly, that they are of greater utility
to the student than pictures showing the external
appearance of the apparatus.

Linders, Leipsic
Jah &
(69^ by 10^-4 inches), 96.

Science"

The

development and the practical systems

Die Formelzeichen (Formula Symbols).

"The Philosophical Basis of Physical

one of the most interesting in the book.
treatise opens with the study
of physical
equilibrium, which contains a complete and satisfying account of the efforts made to liquefy the socalled permanent gases, of which hydrogen was the
last to yield.
A brief description of the more newly
discovered gases, such as argon, neon, krypton and
xenon, is then given and the section closes with a
is

(six by nine inches), 216, with 123 illustraPrice, $2.
to
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This thoughtful and scholarly work is writicn with
expressed object of enabling the non-scientific
to follow the deeper generalizations of natural
science with understanding and profit. How well
the author has succeeded may be judged from the
fact that the chapter on such a naturally dry subject
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author recognizes that a w^ork of this kind should
receive the attention of more than one contributor
and is desirous that other schemes be worked out
by those interested in the subject.

by an American expert critic of the old
law, that "an English patent which has not been
casc, as put

.

ter is devoted to problems in two-phase theorj-,
discussed graphically.
Each important paragraph
has an appropriate indented heading in smaller type
which aids the reader greatly in seeing at a glance
the gist of what the paragraph contains and is a timesaver when running through a chapter in quest of
information on some particular point of a subject.

Elementary Course in Mechanical Dr-\\ving for
Manual Tr.mning and Tech.vical Schools
(Part I.) By Arthur W. Chase. Chicago: How.

land Speakman. 1904. Pp. (8'^s by s^'^ inches),
189, with 95 illustrations.
Price. $1.50.
The book is intended for beginners, and as such
is
free from technical language.
It
starts with
a description of the instruments and materials necessary to. do good and thorough work, wliat they
should cost and how to know the good from the
poor. Following this comes a course of lessons designed to give the student skill in the manipulation
of the various instruments and also to give him
at the same time the method of solution of various
problems in plane geometry and descriptive geometry-,
thus beginning with the concrete instead of the
abstract conception.
Specifications are given with
the problems, supplying the student with drill similar to that in practical
work and excluding all
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Device Provides

that

is,

Artificial

Deer Hunting.
In his Harbor Hill estate near Rosslyn, L. I.,
Clarence H. Mackay is .said to have installed a
novel and costly electric railway which furnishes
artificial means for Mr. Mackay and his spoi|ting
friends to get a shot at imitation big game in a
manner true to nature.
According to the Cincinnati Knquirer upon the
the
veracity of which the present relation depends
railway is a mile long and runs in an irregular
ellip.se, winding in and out among the woods and
small bogie truck constitutes the
broken ground.

—

—
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stock, and on this is mounted a life-sized
deer.
At a speed which can be regulated
up to 10 or 12 miles an hour the deer is carried
through the woods, and as it appears at the different
opening.s that have been cut among the trees along
rolling

metal

I

I

I

I

route of the railway, it offers a chance for a
quick .shot. At the end of the run the truck passes
over an automatic swich which shuts off the current, and the deer coincs to a standstill in a sheltered
He notes the places
pit, where a marker is posted.
where the deer has been hit, telephones, by means
of a special wire, the results of his aim to the man
with the gun, and then is ready to start the deer
off again to run the gauntlet of the marksmen.
the

Aurora-Elgin-Chicago Electric Cars to

Run Downtown.

j

I

!

i

I

i

.

}

.\nthnrity has been given by the Chicago City
Council permitting the .Aurora, Elgin and Chicago
Railway Company and the Metropolitan West Side
Elevated Railway Company to carry out an agreement whereby the large interurban cars of the
former company will be run over the tracks of the
latter coinpany to the Fifth .\venne elevated terThe Metropolitan
ininal of the Metropolitan road.
cars in turn are permitted to run over the right-ofway of the interurban company as far as the DesThis arrangement does away with
plaines River.
the annoying change of cars at Fifty-second Avenue,
allowing passengers from Aurora, Elgin and intermediate towns to get downtown in Chicago without
change of cars. The Aurora, Elgin and Chicago
company has comprehensive plans for improving and
extending its fine system, including also lighting
and power schemes, which will develop into one of
the most complete electric properties in the country.

Colorado Waterpowers.
In a recent lecture in Denver General Irving Hale
said:
"It has often been asserted that Colorado
has unlimited water resources by which to furnish
This is an exaggeration, since our
electric power.
mountain streams are low much of the year, the
winter flow being from one-tenth to one-twentieth
of that in the spring. Reservoirs could be built,
and many will be erected in the future, but sites
The
are not so plentiful as might be supposed.
work of the United States reclaination service may
greatly assist in this direction. It is a common expression that waterpower costs nothing, but reservoirs, pipes, machinery and transmission are expensive, and interest, depreciation and repairs must
be figured on this heavy investinent in comparison
with steam power. Nevertheless a good waterpower
can generally compete profitably with steam, even
with the cheapest coal, and especially in the mining
districts,

where

fuel is expensive."

Theft of Electric Current Not Punishable

in

Indiana.

A

correspondent of the Western Electrician writes
"A singular omission in the Indiana statute was discovered at Wabash last week in an attempt to prosecute a man for stealing electricity. It was shown
that the man had wired his house for electric lights,
successfully tapped a circuit and run feed wires into
his house, and had enjoyed the free use of all the
When the culprit
lights he wanted for some time.
was discovered it was found there was no law in
Indiana against the theft of electricity. The grand
jury failed to indict because of the lack of a law
The
to punish a person indicted for such an offense.
only thing found possible was to cut the connections
and stop the use of electricity by the one charged
with the offense."
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London, I'Vliruary 15.
bat it i-. the Kn({Iisliman"s
privilege to grumble is a hackneyed phrase, but the
recent increase in electrically operated trains seems
to have enabled a perfection of this propensity to
At first blush it
a somewhat renuirkable extent.
may appear unreasonable, allhougli on further consideration there is no doubt some justification. The
first
complaint which is being seriously made in
i-ornicction with the electric trains on tlie hitherto
steam railways is that there is only one class of
passcuKir coach. Probably in few countries is class
di-lnuiiitn so severe as in Kngland, and especially in
l.'.nilcjri. and really it appears to be inevitable when
the cnnditions are taken into consideration.
Many
a city clerk is willing to pay a little extra (or a
second-class seat in order to steer clear of the genus
British workingman, whose main delight is to spoil
the other man's better suit of clothes by rubbing up
against bim and leaving a good deposit of lime or
grease, as the case may be. Then, again, on those
lines where trains do not run solely in tunnel, such
as the Northeastern and the Metropolitan, the usual
comfortable run down to the city in the morning is
being spoiled by the new condition of things, for
out in the open country the new type of corridor
carriage is not a model of comfort, and the constant
opening of the iron trelliswork doors with as much
clanging as possible, and the consequent incessant
drafts of cold air, is having a tendency to frighten
those whom we regard here as of the "older school"
from traveling by the new trains. The prospect is
certainly not cheering from the point of view of
those who live some distance out of town, but no
doubt the powers that be will meet the difficulties
raised in the right spirit.
While on the question of electric traction, mention may be made of a new monorail system which
is just now receiving lengthy notices in the newspapers.
At present the system has only reached the
model stage, but it is intended to make application
to Parliament next session for building a railway
line from London to Brighton upon thi^ system.
There are two overhead rails, one above the other,
the car running between thein, with wheels both
top and bottom. Current is to be collected from
the top rail, and the bottom one is to be used as
the return, the supports being placed 50 feet apart.
As a matter of fact, many of the engineering details
either have not yet been worked out, or else the
promoters of the scheme have not seen fit to divulge
them. It is stated, however, that all the necessary
money for the promotion and completion of the
scheme above mentioned has been guaranteed by a
group of American financiers. The idea is to run
the 50 miles between London and Brighton in half
in hour, and to maintain a five-minute service.
In
view of what has happened to the monorail line
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which was sanctioned some years ago between Liverpool and Manchester, it is to be doubted whether
anyone here will take the scheme too seriously for
the present.
Two proposals for a similar line from
London to Brighton have already failed.
-\n interesting statement has recently been issued
by the National Telephone Company, wdiich purports

show the increase in the number of instruments
its systems in certain of the towns which have a
municipal telephone service, as compared with the
number of instruments connected to the municipal
exchanges in each case. Thus in Glasgow it appears that during the year ended December 31, 1904,
the National company's instruments have increased
by 5,209, as against 1,504 for the corporations; at
Swansea the figures are 702, against 488 and at
Portsmouth 981 against 553, in favor of the company.
The troubles of the Dublin corporation in connection W'ith the new generating station at Pigeon
House Fort are not yet over. Having satisfactorily
settled their differences with the consulting engineer
for the time being, an application was made to
the Local Government Board for sanction to borrow
certain sums of money for necessary extensions of
the plant to meet the increase of load.
After holding
an inquiry, the Local Government Board has communicated with the corporation to the effect that it
is not satisfied that the corporation is in possession
of clear information as to what is necessary at the
generating station to convert the scheme into a successful undertaking.
It is further stated that unless
very careful management is maintained it will be
impossible to prevent an annual loss in the w-orking
of the undertaking or to reduce the present average
sale price of 4Kd. per unit to the more moderate
figures that are charged for electric supply in other
to

on

places.

Mr. J. Allan Baker, the chairman of the highways
committee of the London Covmty Council, has just
published an interesting comparative statement concerning the conduit tramways in London and New
York, as a result of his recent visit to the States.
First pointing out the great difference in the mileage
open, viz., over 200 miles in New York and under
50 in London, he gives figures to show that the cost
of construction was 50 per cent, higher in New Y'ork,
owing to the excavation work in rock that had to
be carried out the average earnings in Newf York
are 30 per cent, higher; the operating costs per mile
are about the same the cost of power station and
sub-stations per mile about the same average cost
;

of Lake Charles, La., is considering plans
construction of a municipal electric-light
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New York.
New York, February 25.— The Board of E«imalc yesterday appropriated the nuiti tf $600/1x10
for the purpose of buying a site for a municipal
lighting plant.
N« definite location lia» been %€lertcd, but a bjcation on the Katt Kiver it fuggcsted.
The controller is apiiarrntly authorized to
purchase the land privatclv.
It is estimated that 9,000 incandescent lamp<i arc
in use for advertising purpow!! on Hrrodway in
the theater district.
In the district lielwcen KiKhlh
and Fifty-ninth streets and from river to river
there arc probably 30,000 lamps burnt nightly for

advertising purposes, mainly used on aliout 200
large signs.
The expense for current for the«
signs is not Inconsiderable.
Citizens of Wave Crest. Far Rockaway, L. I.,
which is included within the limits of Greater New
York, have grown impatient at the delays in establishing public lighting in their section.
They have
accordingly organized themselves for the purpose of
putting in an electrical plant at their own expense.
The Wave Crest summer colony includes many
very prominent New Yorkers.
The New York Club, Fifth .Avenue ind Thirtyfifth Street, has abandoned its private lighting plant
and now takes current from the Edison hiains.
A large contract, which includes 1,200 incandescent
lamps, elevators and an electric pump, has been
given out in connection with a new 12-story apartment hotel at 17-19 East Twenty-seventh Street.
The Simplex Electric Heating Compairy has received an order for 133 electric curling-iron heaters for use in the dressing rooms of the new Thompson & Dundy Hippodrome.
number of these
heaters have been in use in the New. Lyceum Theater in this city for some time and have apparently
given satisfaction to the ladies.
The electrical plant of the Brooklyn Daily Eagle
was visited on Thursday by the members of the
.American Newspaper Publishers' .Association, who
came from all parts of the United States, and were
hospitably lunched. The Eagle's electrical equipment
recently fully described in the Western Electrician
is under the charge of a Chicago man, Charles F.
Hart, formerly of the Record-Herald. The visitors
included G. A. E. Kobler of Kohler Bros., contracting electrical engineers of Chicago.
commencement has been made with the work
of laying the power rail on certain parts of the Long
Island railroad and several miles of track have
been fitted up with circuit connections at the track
rail joints.
'The first electric trains to run over the
system will be on the Atlantic Avenue division.
Electric traffic over a portion of the line is promised
in June.
William J. Hammer, consulting electrical engineer, is now transacting most of his business at his
laboratory, 153 West Forty-sixth Street, but he
still maintains his old office at 26 Cortlandt Street.
The rapid-transit committee considered today the
pros and cons for as many as 25 different subway
schemes affecting Greater New York. The result
of its deliberations had not been made public when
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York.

Plans are being considered for
of all the platforms of the subway
to allow of longer trains being
rush hours. The platforms at the

the enlargement
stations in order
used during the

local stations are
feet long and accommodate five or six cars,
but it is proposed to lengthen them for eight or 10car trains.
The extension of the subway along Lower Broadway to South Ferry is promised to be in working
order by June ist. Trains will probably run through
the Hudson River Tunnel to Brooklyn a few weeks
later, some experimental trains having been already
run through the submarine tubes.
The southerly
terminus of the subway is at present at Fulton
Street, which, although in use, is only partially
completed. There is to be seen here a remarkable
ramification of every kind and size of cable power,
telephone and telegraph.
The cables are hanging
dow-n beneath the roadway like grotesque spider
webs, and here and there they are caught up with

now 200

—

old bits of rope.
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K. Comstock & Co. have been assigned the
contract for wiring and fitting a large new studio
building adjoining the Sixty-seventh Street studio,
near Eighth Avenue.
The A. B. C. Electric Elevator Company has also a contract for the same
building, wdiich, with its neighbor, is owned by an
association of New York artists.
D. W. W.

Dominion of Canada.

—

Ottawa, Ont.. February 25. The lighting committee wnll
recommend to the City Council of
Kingston. Ont.. that the electric-light rates be reduced from 14 cents to 12 cents per kilowatt on
and after the 1st of July next. Kingston's rate? are
probably the highest in Canada, and in view of the
fact that the city now owns the plant the people are
clamoring for iower rates. The question whether
the city will continue to furnish power to the streetrailway company has to be considered before
March 6th, when the agreement with the company

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN
expires.
At present the city is supplying power to
the company below cost.
The citizens of Morrisburg will soon have to
decide upon what concessions are to be made to
The
the Canada Steel and Tin Plate Company.

voted on.

bonds of the Columbus, Delaware and Marion Railroad Company, which was organized to take over
this road, the Marion Railway, Light and Power
Company and the Columbus Northern Railway,
Power and Equipment Company.
The Yost Electric Manufacturing Company of
Toledo has been incorporated with a capital stock
of $200,000 by J. S. Lauer, J. M. Bour. W. E. Jacoby,
E. Thirwech and F. H. Chapman.

horsepower, free water and exemption from
The company will buy from the town the
taxation.
surplus electric power, estimated at from 400 to
500 horsepower, at $12.50 per horsepower.
big project to develop the waterpower of Grand
Falls, New Brunswick, has been laid before the
government of that province. The capitalists interested in the proposed enterprise are those comprising the Electric Manganese Company and include B. E. Kingman of New York and Fred Sayles
of Providence, R. I. The project includes the manufacture of ferro manganese at the falls and the
operation of big pulp, paper and sawmills, the operation of an international railway by electricity and
the transmission of electric power to St. John
River Valley to be sold for use in lighting and
manufacturing along the line as far as the city of
It is estimated that the project will inSt. John.
volve an expenditure of from $3,000,000 to $4,000,000.

It is said that the organization of the Miami
Transit, Light and Power Company will insure an
air line between Cincinnati and Springfield.
The
incorporators are residents of towns along the proposed line and it is rumored that the owners of the
Interurban Railway and Terminal Company of Cincinnati, operating the rapid-transit line to Lebanon,
are also interested.
This would form a link between Cincinnati and Xenia, with the remainder of
the line between Lebanon and Xenia completed.
From there to Springfield the Springfield and Xenia
line is already in operation.
Arrangements have been completed between the
Lake Shore Electric and the Northern Ohio Traction
and Light Company and the Detroit United Railway
Company^by which tickets will be sold to any point
on these lines or the connecting lines at Detroit.
The connection between the Lake Shore and the
Detroit United will be oyer the Detroit and Toledo
Short Line. It is said that arrangements will in all
probability be completed with other roads in the
near future for interline business. The Lake Shore
has had a satisfactory experience with this business
so far and expects it to be of mutual advantage.
O. M. C.

Dominion government has passed an order granting
the corporation the right to develop r.ioo horsepower
in the Williamsburg Canal, and a by-law is to be
carries it will authorize
If this by-law
the Town Council to borrow $76,100 to be used for
Thirty
electric-development purposes as follows:
thousand dollars to the government for developing
the waterpower, $38,750 for electrical machinery,
$5J0O for transformers, and $2,250 for land. The
concessions demanded by the company art' 700 electric
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It
Charlotte. N. C, February 25.
that the United Railways and Electric

given

out
Company of
Baltimore, Md., has under consideration the expenditure of $1,500,000 for improvements in the next
five to 10 years.
The House committee on interstate and foreign
commerce at Washington, D. C, has authorized a
favorable report on an amended bill granting to
Captain Fels the authority to construct a lighthouse on Diamond Shoals, Cape Hatteras, N. C.
The amount which the government is to pay for the
light after it has stood for five years is increased
is

from $590,000 to $750,000.
The Norfolk (Va.) Railway and Light Company
endeavoring to secure a franchise to build an
electric railway to Elizabeth City, N. C, from Noris

proposed to build the Elizabeth City
make the extension to Norfolk.
of Dallas. N. C, has requested the state
Legislature to give the right to issue $5,000 in bonds
for the construction of an electric-light plant in
that town.
Representatives of the Lockwoo^d-Greene Company
of Boston and of the Westinghouse company have
visited Parr Shoals, near Newberry, S. C, where a
25,000-horsepower development will be carried out.
The work will represent an outlay of $1,500,000.
Work is expected to begin in the spring.
The receivers of the Hampton Roads (Va.) railway have asked for additional certificates to meet
pressing claims and for improving the road. The
amount asked, it is said, is from $60,000 to $75,000.
L.
folk.

It is first
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The town

Ohio.
Cleveland,

February

closely allied with the

25.
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Cleveland

Lake Shore

syndicate,
Electric Railway

Lorain
apparently purchased
the
street railway, Lorain, which, it is said, will be
Besides
operated in connection with the former.
the lines in the town the road extends to South LoIt is
rain and Elyria over a private right-of-way.
the intention of the syndicate to build a line five
miles in length from South Lorain to Avon Beach.
Springfield,
Charleston,
Trouble overtook the
Washington C. H. and Chillicothe Traction Company of Springfield a few days ago when liens aggregating nearly $50,000 were filed against it. The
Sprmgfield-Xenia Traction Company shut off the
power when the liens were filed, but finally the
It is reported that
current was turned on again.
the Springfield-Xenia company may acquire the
property and complete it.
The capital stock of the Brilliant Electric Company of Cleveland has been increased from $75,000

Company,

has

,

to $125,000.

An increase in capital stock from $100,000 to
$150,000 has been made by the Washington Gas and
Electric Company of Washington C. H.
Postoffice inspectors have been going over the
ground between Lima and. Dayton within the last
week with a view to introducing a trolley mail service.
The Dayton and Troy, Western Ohio and the
Van Wert and Lima division of the Fort Wayne,
Van Wert and Lima were

all examined.
It is said
that the trolley companies made a' favorable proposition, including the delivery of mail to the postoffices at points touched.
special schedule would
be provided for mail cars so that the service would be
of the best at first.
The arrangements for the reorganization of the
Columbus, Delaware and Marion Electric Railway
Company have been completed, the preferred stock
being retired and exchanged for the new 40-year

A

Indianapolis, February 25. There is considerable
evidence of activity in Northeastern Indiana among
electric-railway companies, indicating a busy summer. The, Toledo and Chicago Interurban Railway
Company, which is backed by the Seagraves syndicate, is making an effort to further its electric-railway interests to the south, entering Fort Wayne as
an extension of the line as it reaches Waterloo.
During the week this syndicate secured a franchise
for 40 years to operate in the streets of Auburn and
agrees to have cars running by August i. 1906. This
syndicate is constructing an interurban line to form
connection from Toledo to Chicago, touching Butler,
Waterloo, Albion, Garrett, Kendalville and other
towns.
The Toledo and Western and the Toledo
and Chicago Interurban Railway Company are two
distinct companies and have no connection with each
other except that it is the purpose to connect at Alvordton with a view of interchange of business.
The Indianapolis and Northwestern Traction Company has procured a site in Crawfordsville upon
which to build a modern passenger and freight station.
By means of a spur the freight cars will be
run to the rear of the building and directly into the
freight department.
Word comes from Southern Indiana that an electric line from Cincinnati to Louisville through Southern Indiana and Jeffersonville, over the Big Four
Bridge, is now said to be a certainty.
A year ago
the Cincinnati and Louisville Traction Company was
organized to construct the road, but little was done
up to last week, when a meeting was held in Jeffersonville and steps taken to put the road through
without delay. The route selected will parallel the
Ohio River almost the entire distance, running between the big hills near Madison and the river.
The length of the line will be lOO miles.
At a meeting of the officials of the Consolidated
Traction Company it was decided to use the thirdrail system on its line now building between Indianapolis and Crawfordsville.
The grading is about all
done and track-laying will begin with the advent
of suitable weather.
This link is only a part of
the system, as it is the intention to extend the line
from Crawfordsville to Danville, 111.
The power
house will be constructed in Crawfordsville.
It has been disclosed that a Philadelphia syndicate,
presumably the Elklns-WIdener combination, which

largely interested In traction and electric sysin Indianapolis and Fort Wayne, is negotiating
for the purchase and merging of the Chicago and
is

tems

South Shore Railway Company, which owns and
interurban line between Laporte and
City, now in a receiver's hands
the Lake
Cities Electric Company
at
Michigan City, the
Michigan Traction Company and the Laporte Electric Company, which owns the electric plant and
hot-water system. James and Charles Murdock of
Lafayette are interested In the amalgamation,
A movement is on foot at Columbus to build a
union station at that point to be used jointly by
steam and electric railways.
operates an

Michigan

:

The

Legislature has passed bills relating to electric
railways as follows
To prohibit county commissioners from granting franchises on county roads
to railroads and interurban companies
to enable
street-railway companies to increase their maximum
number of directors from seven to 15 to give hydraulic companies power to purchase electric-light
companies removing obstacles in the way of street
and electrical railroad companies owning and operating electric-light, gas, steam-heating and power
plants in towns and cities with less than 30.000 inhabitants
providing for a general system of track
elevation in Indianapolis and Fort Wayne.
The Wabash steam railroad has announced its
:

;

;

:

;

March

4,

1905

intention to fight traction lines that parallel its route
for the passenger business to the county' seats.
The
road has seven trains a day tach way through Logansport,
Peru, Wabash, Huntington and Fort
Wayne, and has cut under the rates of the traction
lines on round-trip and two-trip tickets.
The Toledo, Fort Wayne and Chicago Electric
Railway Company has filed articles of incorporation.

The company proposes to construct an electric railway through Allen and DeKalb counties, connectmg
Fort Wayne, Garrett, Auburn, Butler, Huntertown
and Waterioo.

H. Frochlech, John White, G. E.
J. S. Clark and D. A.

F.

Cummings, W. H. Edwards,

Prosser are the incorporators.

S.

S.

Michigan.
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Detroit, February 25.
The employes of the DeUnited Railways instead of resorting to a strike
for a raise in wages to 25 cents an hour have left
the matter in the hands of their business agent, J. B.
Cunningham, and the secretary of their association,

troit

Charles H. Johnson.
The proposed ordinance ordering all Detroit telephone, telegraph and electric-light wires placed underground within the mile circle has been amended
somewhat as relates to certain streets. It has also
received a setback by estimates from the police, public-lighting and fire commissions showing that the
cost to the city to conform with this regulation will

be considerable.

The Bay City council has granted a franchise to
the city of West Bay City to do commercial lighting in Bay City. The West Side commercial plant
will thus obtain the commercial-lighting franchise
for both cities, which are soon to be consolidated.
the St. Joseph Traction
It is understood that
Company, which was originally organized to connect
Benton Harbor with Niles and Dowagiac, will extend north from Benton Harbor to Kalamazoo, with
a spur to Sister Lakes. The length of the line from
Benton Harbor to Kalamazoo will be about 50 miles
and will run through a rich farming country heretofore untouched by any railroad.
This will make
the St. Joseph Traction Company one of the largest
street-car systems in the western portion of the state.
Hopkins Station is making plans to have installed
an electric-light plant. W. F. Nicoli has been consulting experts at Grand Rapids and has plans perfected for establishing a gasoline engine to furnish
energy for 300 lamps to start wath.
The property owners and business men generally
of Detroit are asking to have the tower lights discontinued and mast-arm lights put up In their stead.
It is understood that the Edison Sault Electric
Company will build a plant at Sault Ste. Marie
which wnll rival the Michigan Lake Superior Power
Company's plant and will have more than 3,000
horsepower to start with.
Alex Dow of Detroit
is at the head of this new company and plans are
being drawn for the construction of it as soon as
snow leaves the ground and buildings can be started.
The plant -will be located on the St. Mary's Rapids,
and it is intended to develop all the power possible
from the rapids, and probably over $100,000 will be
invested in the undertaking.
The Greusel bill providing for the municipal ownership of street railways w^Ill be given a hearing in
the Michigan Legislature on March 20th.
The general manager of the Detroit. Ypsilanti,
.A.nn Arbor and Jackson suburban line has advised
the Ypsilanti Business Men's Association that the
Saline division of the road will be extended to
Adrian and the power station at Ypsilanti enlarged.
The Detroit United railway is to put on an automatic speed controller which will prevent the
motorman from shoving the handle around six points
at once on starting the car and thereby burning out
the fuse. It is expected that 50 cars will be equipped
with this improved apoaratus at once.
C. G. W.

Northwestern States.

—

Minneapolis, February 25. The Twin City Rapid
Transit Company has secured the withdrawal of
Messrs. Phelps and Kenaston of Minneapolis, who
were granted a franchise for a trolley line at Excelsior, Minn., and the former company has now
been granted a franchise. Work will be started on
the new line from AUnneinnJis to Kxcc'sior soon,
and It is expected that the line will be completed by
Most of the right-of-way has already been
July.
secured and the company has given a bond to have

work completed by August.
The Telephone and Electjic Light Company

the

Granville, N. D.,
$io,coo capital.

has decided to Incorporate

An

electric-light

The

electric-light plant at

of
with

company

being organized at
is
Creston, Iowa, and a franchise will be asked for at
the spring election. If granted, an eleclric-light plant
will be erected without delay.

South Stilhvater, Minn.,

damaged by fire to the extent of-- about
was fully insured and will be recon-

has been

It

$6,000.

structed at once.

W.

D.

Rowe and

Watertown

others have Incorporated as the
Company, which will
from Watertown, S. D., to Lake

Transportation

build a trollev line

The company is capitalized at $100,000.
W. J. Annon has resigned as superintendent of the
Anoka (Minn.) Waterworks, Electric Light and
Kampeska.

:

March
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I'liwiT CnriiiKiliy lo
ni.-istur of lli:il cily.

The

Milwaiiliii'

has

paiiy

;iii'.-|il

The electrical

$40,000.

cif

,

c(|uipiiicnt

will

bu-.^

capacily of 1,000 horsepower.
.S'c.irly
50 niilt«
of copper wire have been ordered at a co^t of $45,000.
The Peialuina and Sanla Uoia K.-iilw.iy Company
has awarded a conlr.aci to Cluirles Pickeririfc for the
eoiiHtriictioti of the electric roarl from Green Valley
a

iis

iiicR-.iMil

The Wisconsin

io>i

p.i>l-

of

(dim(roni $500,000 to
c.-iiiilal
increase will l>e used for

MkIiI

llc:il,

Most
$1,000,000.
iniprovcmciils.

^is

:.|.|ir,i.ilrii<:Mt

.iTi

lliu

.mil

Trai-lioii

and Power Company

I.iKhl

cepted the fc'.nchise recently granted

it

lias ac-

Forcstvillc,

10

Work

Cal.

will

commenced

I*e

A

meeting of citizens of Fair Oaks and Mciilo

Park,

was held

at the latter place recently for
ihe purpose of devising means to establish an electric-lighting .system. John McBain
and John II.
C.il.,

O'Kccfc were

apjioiiited a

committee lo Iwik into the

the

feasibility of the plan.

of Lincoln, Neb.,
will be incorporated and if a franchise can be seIt is
cnred a street-car line will be Imilt at once.

The promoters uf the Spokane and Iiilanil electric
railw;iy have closed a contract with M. IJ. Wright
for 250,000 ties, to he used in the construction of

Twin Cities.
The Citizens' Kailw.ay Company

nrorioscd

to

liiiv

Ihc old

Home

sireel-railway fran
K.

chi'e.

Rocky Mountain
Lake

.Salt

City,

February

PERSONAL.

Utah

UkIU

has recenllv made application
to the City Onmcil of Salt Lake Cily for a 50-year
extension of its franchise. .ihhoiiKdi it will be 42
Samuel
years before the prevent fr.incbise expires.
Newbouse, a large mine owner, sniimilled a counter
|it..|iosition in which he stated that if given a fran, he would guarantee to furnish better light at
lii
II mil
25 to 30 per cent, lower than the rate now
Mr. Newhouse
ch.irged by the lighting company.
has deposited a certified check for $ro,ooo as evidence of good faith, and annonnced that he will
expend from $500,000 to $i,oco,ooo on his proposed

and Railway Company

steam-power

of Butte.
W, E. Pierce has applied to the City Council at
Boise, Idaho, for a franchise to construct and mainMr. Pierce states
tain an electric railway in Boise.
that his company proposes to build a line down the
valley, and the line in Boise will be part of the

main project.
reported that the Southern Pacific Railroad
is soon to erect an electric power plant

Company

at Carlin,

Nev.

It is

be one of several

understood that the plant is to
will be installed along the

lliat

railroad between Ogdeu, Utah, and San Francisco.
W. E. Pierce, promoter of the proposed intevurban
electric railway between Boise, Idalio, and neighboractive work
ing cities, recently announced that
would be commenced in the near future, and that
within \2 months the entire system would be in
G.
operation.

— Bids will be

received
by the Culiacan Electric Company, 303. California
Street, San Francisco, for a three-phase generator
and other equipment for an electric-lighting plant

San Francisco, February

24.

Culiacan, Mexico. This company has secured
concessions from the Mexican government for telephone lines and for electric railways. Practically
all of the equipment and supplies for the improvements will be purchased in the United States.
The National Electric Comimny of Milwaukee has
at

been awarded contracts by the Nevada Power, Mining and Milling Company of San Francisco for
furnishing two three-phase generators for the new
electric power plant to be erected by the latter
company at Bishop, Cal., for transmission of electrical current to Goldfield and Tonopah, Nev.
.

The new machinery for the Monterey County Gas
and Electric Company's plant at Salinas, Cal., is
expected to arrive

in

ment

of

consist

the near future.

The

two 250-horsepo\ver

equipboilers

and two 200-horsepower Corliss engines also two
150-kilowatt National alternators of the revolving;

field

type.

The Alert Fire Company of Cloverdale, Cal., has
taken up the matter of installing an electric firealarm system in that town, and a committee has
been appointed, consisting of Walter Crigler and
E. E. Gibbons, to ascertain the cost of the system.
The Mitchell Mining Company of Los Angeles,
Cal., operating copper properties at La Dicha, state
of Guerrero, Mexico, is developing power from the
Papagallo River for an electric plant to furnish light
George Mitchfor the town and mines at La Dicha.
ell of Los Angeles is president and treasurer of the
company.
Electric Company has been inBodie, Cal., Avith a capital stock of
are
Arthur Cohn,
incorporators

The Walker River
corporated at
$20,000.

cepted the position of eastern representative of the
Philip Carey Manufacturing Company, with hcadfjuarters at Buffalo.

Comfort

.'\vcry .\dams of Cambridge, Mass., Fred
Joius of Houston, Texas, and Alfred Lewis
l.iiiLi, Peru, were transferred from associate to full iiirinbersbip at last week's meeting of
the .\nKritan institute of Electrical Engineers.

Atw

The

Charles Day, Will Reading and others.
The foundation is being laid for the 150-foot tower
which the Bay Counties Power Company proposes
to build at the corner of William and Third Streets,
Sacramento, Cal. The tower is planned to support
one end of the electric, cable that will be suspended
across the Sacramento River. The second tower
will be constructed soon.
The Battle Creek Pow-er Company is preparing to
conslmct a power line at Gridley, Cal.
Daltnn & E\erlcigh are preparing plans for the
new sub-station to be erected at Eburne, B. C, at a

1

KeiiVMii

.if

message

private

states that

from West Orange,

Thomas A. Edison

week he had been confined

now

N. J.,
Until last

belter.

is

he is
expected to

to his house, but

able to visit his laboratory,

and

is

be entirely recovered from the effects of his recent
operation in a few weeks.

Charles W. Cross, M. E., E. E., formerly of the
Roberts & Abbott Company, consulting engineer of
Cleveland, and later electrical engineer for the Eastern Ohio Traction Company, has entered the employment of the Crocker- Wheeler Company of Ampere, N. J., and is attached to the Cleveland office
of the company.
President William R. Harper of the University of
Chicago submitted himself to a surgical operation
last week, wdiich revealed the existence of cancer
of the colon, too far advanced to be removed. X-ray
treatment has been suggested and may be tried.
Dr. Harper bears himself with manly fortitude in
his great affliction and is the recipient of widespread sympathy.

Norton

P. Otis,

chairman of the board of directors

Elevator

Company, died

of

the

in

Hudson Terrace, Yonkers, N.

Otis

He was

born 65 years ago

Y.,

at

his

home

on February

Halifax, Vt.
His father. Elisha G. Otis, was the inventor of the
After the death of the elder Otis,
Otis elevator.
factory
Norton and Charles took the elevator
established by their father, and. by the aid of several
safety dex'ices which they conceived, developed the
present large business.
the
time
of
his
death
At
Mr. Otis was a member of Congress from the 19th
New York District. He was a member of the Engineers' Club of New York city and many other clubs
20th.

Pacific Slope.

will

H. C. Hutchison, for some years connected with
the Cincinnati Gas and Electric Company, has ac-

.-\

'

is

W. Stanley Bruen has been appointeil manager of
the electric-lighting plant at Hoosick ^'alls, N. Y.

plant.

Electrical cc|uipment for its plant has been ordered
by the Shoshone Falls (Idaho) Power Company.
A special election has been called by the City
Council of Missoula, Mont., at which the citizens
will vote on the proposed granting of an electricrailway franchise, petitioned for by J. R. Wharton

It

Moscow,
A.

States.

2,).— The

Wash., and

Spokane,

betwei-n

the
line
Idaho.

and

.

lion

al

at I.a Crcjsse,

Wis,
Steps are being taken looking lo the cimstruclion
of a IiIk electric power plant nt Taylors Kails, Wis.
The scheme is to Iniild a large dam across the St.
Croix Kiver at that point and to transmit power to

•I>l<-1

in

societies.

Friends of Mr. J. B. Cowen, who for eight years
has been prominently identified with the General
Incandescent Arc Light Company of New York, will
be interested to know that Mr. Cowen will sever his
connection with that company- on April ist.
Mr.
Cowcn's experience has been a most extensive one
not only in electrical manufacturing but in centralIn 1897-1899 he was superstation practice as well.
intendent of the West JIadison Street station of the
Chicago Edison Company and Since .that time has
been New York district sales manager of the
G. I. company and also export manager, assistant general sales manager and manager of the
publication department of the same company.
Mr.
Cowen is an accomplished linguist, speaking and
reading French, German and Spanish as well as
English.
He is also familiar with newspaper and
While his plans for the future
magazine work.
are somewhat undecided, be will probably accept an
eastern connection that will permit liim tc retain his
residence in New York.

William Birch Rankine. .second vice-president of
the Niagara Falls Power Company, and Miss Annette Kittredge Norton were married in St. Peter's
Church, Niagara -Falls, N. Y.. on February 23d by
Rev. Philip W. Mosher. assisted bv Right Rev.
William D. Walker, bishop of \\"estern New \"ork.
The bride is a daughter of Mrs. Edward Kingsley
Norton of Niagara Falls, forinerly of Detroit. Her
bridesmaids were Miss Ernestine Tappt>- o^ Detroit and Miss May Newport of St.
Paul.
The
ushers were Richard F. Rankine. DeLanctv Rankine,
Richard P. Meek, Reginald F. Meek. Augustus G.
Porter, Henry B. Bodine, Hugh .\. Irvine and Max
Maiiran. The page of honor was Master W. Pertle
Herod of New York city. Mr. and Mrs. Rankine
Mr.
will reside on Buffalo Avenue, Niagara Falls.
Rankine is an officer or director of a large number of
electrical companies, including the Niagara De\elopinent Company, Niagara Junction Raihvay. Ni-

.

Coiiipjii>,

Ciiiira»:i l'..*<f ..i,<l G>...iii.i
Inlem.'itional Railway Comiaiiy

iwny and the

George R.

.i„..,.

.:i.

.\l.t.

.1

.-.1,....

.;

(..<ii

,k.

.

Railway Revi

,

the Technical
of the Amen

Armour Inslituo- ..1 .- lifi..:..j;;,
Mr .M.r
a well-known technical jonrnalitt, n a
of Steven* Intriliilc, class of 'S6. Adcr 1 ^
pcricnce in cnKinrering work, he cnKaged in i'. n
nical jonrnalism, first on Electricity anil later with
Ihe Street Railway Review
I

:

i^

Edwin II. Smyihe, who (or several years pi»t
had charge of the patmt dcianmi-ni of Uw
Western Electric Company. ha» recently lircomc a»-

has

MKialed
Rector

with

the firm of
Hiliben, patent

&

lawyers,

in

Chicago.

.Mr.

Smythe has been cngageil
in the electrical business for

the

14 years, having
served in the engineering
departments of the Oiicat'o
Telephone Company,
the
last

Central

Union. Telephone
the Western
C<mipany. His

.

Company and

Electric

active participation in patent work dates Ijack five
years, during which time

he
all

has had experience in
branches of the business,

including

edwin

the

invention,

h. sm^-tme.

of patents, litigation and the giving ot
expert testimony. In connection with his new employment Mr. Smyihe expects to take up the study
of law. He is a young man of unusual capability,
yet modest wilhal and greatly liked by all who know
soliciting

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
new

-•V

electric-light

the City Hall at

Kansas

plant
City.

is

being established

ill

Mo.

A
lo

recent fire in Carlisle. Ky.. did $10,000 damage
the plant of the Citizens' Electric Light and

Power Company.
The

Gas and Electric Light Company

Stillwater

contemplates installing a

new system of

street light-

ing in Stillwater, Minn.

Correspondence

invited by the city of Shelbyville. Tenn.. looking to the installation of an electric-light plant by the city.
is

The .Mgiers (La.) Waterworks and
Company will extend its system, it is

Electric Light
said, so as to

furnish electric light to Gretna. La.

The Nebraska Lighting Company has decided to
expend $25,000 for improvements in its gas and
electric-light plant

Plattsmouth, Neb.

at

Improvements amounting to $50,000 are contemby the Texarkana Gas and Electric Light

plated

Company

to the

system

in

Texarkana,

.Ark.

reported that the establishment of an electricat Fort Worth. Texas, is contemplated
by E. G. Bruckman of G. H. Walbridge & Co., NewIt is

light plant

York

city.

The

Watkins

(N.

Y.)

Consolidated

Gas

and

Electric Light Company has been placed in the
hands of a receiver. The receiver is Senator Cassidy of Montour Falls.

The C.
Company

Henderson

C.
will

Electric Light and Power
establish a plant in Greenville, Ala.,

having secured a franchise from the
power house will be built.

A

company

city.

A

$15,000

being formed at .\guilar, Colo., to
construct an electric-light plant in that city. A. R.
Lindsey. Morris Pitti, H. Pinamonli and A. B. Harbison are said to be interested.
is

The Consumers' Gas and Electric Company of
Decatur. III., has been incorporated with a capital
$50,000 to manufacture light, heat and pow-er.
The incorporators are W. XI. Bering, Charles S.
Needham and James if. Gray.

of

With the opening of spring the Rockford Edison
Company contemplates a large number of extensions.
Besides the purchase of additional machinery, tw-o
boilers of 500 horsepow-er each w-iil soon be placed
in position.
It is estimated the cost of improvements
w-ill

amount

to about $15,000.

Organization of the Lawrenceburg (Ky.) Electric
Light Company has been completed by the election
President. J. M. Johnson
of officers as follows
vice-president. E. W. Ripv": secretary\ C. A. Leathers treasurer, R. S. Collins.
.A.n electric-lighx plant
will be installed by the company at once.
:

:

The Lee Electric Light Company of Clarinda.
Io\va, has been organized to take over the copartnership of the Lee Electric Light Company, formed
by Lee Brothers. The company w-ill need a 100borsepower high-pressure return-tubular boiler, a

;
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simple or compound Corliss* engine for direct connection to a two-phase alternator and a 100 or 150kilowatt two-phase 60-cyclc 2,000-volt alternator.

The Taylorvillc (111.) Gas Company has bought
the stock of the Taylorville Electric Company, and
the corporate name of the new company will be the
Taylorville Gas and Electric Company, with a capital
stock of $127,500, For the present, at least, J. N. C.
Shumway, who has been the manager of the Taylorville Electric Company, will be manager for the new
corporation.
The Yoe, Windsor and Dallastown Electric Light
Companies has been incorporated in Pennsylvania.
The incorporators and directors are EH S. Nissly,
George R. Heisey, Lancaster, Pa.
Florin, Pa.
:

The object is to
R. Heisey. Dallastown, Pa.
furnish Dallastown. Yoe, Red Lion and the surrounding territories with light, heat and power by
electricity generated at Red Lion, Pa.
E.

The Missouri-Edison Electric Company and
Union Electric Light and Power Company of

the
St.

Louis had a legal right to consolidate, according to
the decision of Judge Pollock of the United States
Circuit Court. The opinion was given on a demurrer
presented by the companies in the suit of Morgan
Jones against the Missouri-Edison Company in
which he sought to prevent the company from consolidating with the Union company. Mr, Jones was
a stockholder, but despite his efforts to prevent it
a merger was effected September 9, 1903.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
Rails for the DeKalb and Rockford electric railway have arrived at Elgin, III. As soon as the
weather permits, the contractors expect to rush the
work as far as Maple Park.

The franchise of the Vandergrift Construction
Company of Philadelphia to build a $3,000,000 electric
road from San Juan to Ponce is said to have been
revoked by the executive council of Porto Rico.
is said that contracts have been awarded for
construction of the Lima, Findlay and Fort
and Fort
road, connecting Lima, Ohio,
Wayne, Ind. This line will complete the line of the
Western Ohio from Lima to Findlay.

It

the

Wayne

The City Council of Watseka, 111., has granted a
20-year franchise for the use of its streets to the
Watseka and Kankakee Electric Traction Company,
which company is projecting an electric railway to
extend from Watseka to Kankakee,

111.

The Winnipeg (Man.) Electric Street Railway
Company has been making important additions to its

A

buildings and equipment.
50-ton crane has been
provided for handling the machinery. New boilers,
engines and generators have been installed.

The Michigan Traction Company has let the contract for the construction of two buildings, on property recently bought in Kalamazoo, one a threestory office building and clubrooms for the company
a brick freight house, 25 by 65 feet.

with Christen^en air brakes and
the other illustrating two 300-kilowatt National direct-current generators installed for the St. Joseph
Lead Company at Bonne Tcrre, Mo.

system and

fitted

A neat little pamphlet containing the constitution
and by-laws of the American Railway Mechanical
and Electrical Association has been issued which
contains also a list of the active and junior members
of the organization.

"Doing Things Easily and Quickly in the Office"
is the title of what appears to be the first of a series
of pamphlets on this subject written by Jonathan
A. Rawson, Jr. The first number is devoted to the
telephone, showing how to use it with the greatest
convenience, describing various makes of brackets,
desk attachments, telephone pads, indexes, etc. The
pamphlet is interesting reading and gives many hints
which will be found of benefit to the office man.
Kaisling Protectors for use on telephone switchboards are described in a well-designed catalogue
Electric Fuse Company of Chicago.
The protector pairs for use on the main
distributing frames are grouped together in banks
of 20 or 25 lines, each bank forming a separate unit.

from the American

These units are illustrated in the catalogue, which
shows the method of mounting on the frame. Kaisself-soldering heat coils are given their fair
share of attention and the Kaisling test plug and
individual
protector are also
mentioned.
"The
Same Old Things, also Some New Ones," is the title
of another publication distributed by the same company devoted to its general products, including mica
fuses, combined fuse blocks and cut-outs, line fuses,
cable heads and a great variety of other apparatus
of this sort.
ling

Catalogues from the Allis-Chalmers Company are
high-grade, like the products described. The recent
one entitled "Reynolds Corliss Engines." is no exception.
It is finely printed on a high grade of
paper and the cuts are remarkably clear. The engines described were designed and constructed under
the direction of Mr. Edwin Reynolds, well known
from his connection for many years with the manufacture of automatic cut-off engines.
The catalogue is divided under four heads, viz., "Standard
Engines," "Reynolds Horizontal-vertical Engines,"
"Direct-connected Engines" and "Rolling-mill Engines."
Under the second class are described the
well-known monster engines, of which the "Big Reliable" at the St. Louis Exposition was a type.
Fine
illustrations of this engine and the Manhattan type
are shown.
Not much is said in the catalogue
about the various engines, but a look at the illustrations showing their symmetry and massive proportions speaks more than printed words.
In general three distinct types of engines are made by the
company the heavy-duty type, Reliance type and
girder-frame engines. The valve gear used is of a
type introduced in substantially its present form 29
years ago, though improvements have been made to
the details of its construction by the inventor, Mr.
Reynolds.

—

and the other

SOCIETIES

The Brooklyn Rapid Transit Company is about
2C0 new surface cars. The cars will be

to order

than any surface cars hitherto used in
Brooklyn, being 42 feet in length, and seating 48
passengers. They will be of the convertible type,
with four-motor equipment.

The management of the Washington Water Power
Company of Spokane announces that its electric
railway to Medical Lake will be in operation early
and that 10 miles of the proposed route to
Palouse will probably be completed about a month
later.
Terminal yards and passenger station for the
two lines will be located on an island near Spokane.
in July,

AND SCHOOLS.

The Young Men's

larger

ton,

111.,

tricity.

Christian Association of Evanshas instituted a course in experimental elecMembers of the junior department are also

eligible to

membership.

of Awards of the St. Louis Exposition
awarded the National Electric Light Association a
gold medal for its publications and its work in advancement of the electric-lighting industry.

The Jury

The executive committee of the International Association of Municipal Electricians has named Erie,
Pa., and August 29th, 30th and 31st as the place
and date of the next convention of the association.

AUTOMOBILES.

Institute of Tedinology has recently
received a full line of samples of conduits from the

A destructive fire last week at Long Acre, the
center of the motor-car and carriage industry of
London, England, resulted in damage estimated at
Hundreds of automobiles which had just
$1,250,000.
been returned from the exhibition which had just
closed were destroyed.

Fiber Conduit Corripany of Orangeburg, N. Y.
These samples, representing the various kinds of
conduits used in telephone work, have been placed
in the telephone laboratory of the Institute.

The Cycle Dealers' Association and the Motor
Trade Union of Copenhagen, co-operating with the
manufacturers, wholesale dealers and others engaged
in the trade, have arranged for an international exhibition of automobiles, bicycles, motor cycles and
motor boats to be held in the spacious "TivoH Gardens." Copenhagen, the coming spring. The auto-

The data asked for by the National Electric Light
Association, to be used for the annual revision of
municipal lighting statistics, are being returned
this year with unusual promptness.
This is one of
the most useful publications of the association, and
every year shows a growing disposition on the part
companies
to
their
share toward
of electric-light
do
keeping it accurate and up to date.
its

Mr. Homer K Niesz. the editor of the question
box of the forthcoming National Electric Light convention, is now sending out in printed form the first
list of questions, which is being sent to managers

PUBLICATIONS.

of plants, electrical manufacturers, dealers, technical
This list now contains 444 questions,
colleges, etc.
covering 26 headings. Answers are desired from all
interested and should be sent in within 30 days.

street-lighting system making use -of Nernst
in operation at Sewnckley, Pa., and the
is
Lamp Company has issued a little illustrated pamphlet describing this system.

lamps
Nernst

Two advertising cards of handsome design are
being distributed by the National Electric Company
of Milwaukee, one showing a motor and trail car
of the most up-to-date design for high-speed operation on the lines of the Birmingham (Ala.) railway

4.
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Court, which held that the position of the
mandamus petition to compel the lowering
was correct. The suit was brought
originally by the city in July. 1900.
pellate
city in

its

of the tunnel

Mayor Wells of St. Louis in a letter addressed to
who request him to be a candidate for
among other things says: "If I shall

petitioners

renomination,

be nominated and re-elected, I pledge myself to
continue our policy of municipal ownership so far
as is consistent with economy."

President A. G. Wheeler of the Illinois Tunnel
Company estimates that the underground electric
cars in Chicago will carry 3.000,000 tons of dirt and
building material in the remainder of the current
calendar year. The charge for hauling is 62^4 cents
a cubic yard.
By the use of the tunnels the Northern Trust Company will be able to save four months'
time at least on its proposed new structure. Without disturbing the tenants whose leases do not expire until May ist. the foundations for the building
are being put in.
The foundations for the new ad<lition to Marshall Field's store are also being laid
with little disturbance to the present building.

At a meeting last June in Atlantic City of the
American Society for Testing Materials a reoort
was read upon "Protective Coatings for the Preservation of Iron and Steel" and it embodied the
views of committee E of that body. Since that time
the committee has been working along the lines
stated in the report and the conclusions reached only
emphasize the earlier statements of the committee.

The

further investigations were further crystallized
meeting of the committee, when it w^as
resolved that: "The sense of this committee is that
standard methods of making service tests should be
formulated and adopted in order that laboratory
tests may become of real value in determining the
efficiency of protective coatings."
Sub-committees
were also appointed to report on the various branches
of the subject.
at a recent

TRADE NEWS.
Recent newspaper reports that the General Electric Company is to establish a branch at Albany,
N. Y., to facilitate shipping by canal is declared by
officials of the company to be without foundation.-

The stockholders of the Menominee Electric Manufacturing Company of Menominee, Mich., whose
plant was destroyed by fire recently, have decided,
it
is said, to accept an offer from the citizens of
Marinette, Wis., and will locate their plant there.
The board
Company of

of directors
Cincinnati,

of the

Ohio,

Barriett

through

Electric

Secretary

L. K. Behrens, announces that the death of S. L.
Barriett, president of the company, will in no w'ay
interfere with the carrying on of the business of
the company.
The factory is in active operation,
orders being filled promptly', it is said.

H. S. Bush and H. M. Frazier have formed a
partnership and will conduct an electrical supply
and contracting business at 163 East Main Street.
Lexington, Ky. Mr. Bush has for some years been
an architect in Lexington. Mr. Frazier has conducted an electrical supply house for some years,
and with the addition of Mr. Bush the business will
extend

scope.

its

At the annual meeting of the Holt Electric Company of Carthage, Mo., the name of the corporation
was changed to the Empire Electric Power and
Supply Company. R. M. Holt has been succeeded
as electrician by Robert
Brown, for 12 years
with the Southwest Missouri Electric Light Comare:
pany. The officers
President J. E. Lang;
vice-president, Samuel McReynolds
secretary and
;

R.

treasurer,

Claflin.

J.

The Armour

mobile has been adopted by the Danish government
for delivering mail throughout the country whereever stage coaches are now in use.

A

March

,on an appeal by the traction companies from the Ap-

MISCELLANEOUS.
By a decision of the Illinois Supreme Court the
Chicago Union Traction Company must either proceed at once to lower the Van Buren Street tunnel
under the Chicago River or appeal to the Supreme
Court of the United States. The decision is rendered

BUSINESS^
The

Bissell Company of Toledo. Ohio, says
Security pole seat which it manufactures
is being received with much favor.
It is made of
metal and is tested at 1,000 pounds.

that

F.

the

Partrick, Carter & Wilkins, the well-known manufacturers of annunciators, bells and house goods,
announce that in their new factory at Twentysecond and Wood Streets, Philadelphia, they have
nearly doubled their space and facilities, and are well

equipped
products.

to

fill

The

the
firm

increasing

demand

was established

in

for

their

1867.

"Klein" tools, manufactured by M. Klein & Sons,
Chicago, are said to be all hand forged, made from
selected tool steel by modern machinery and appliances, wherever such appliances can be utilized for
economical production and where superiority in
quality and finish is thereby attainable.
The company will be pleased to mail its catalogue to those
interested in

its

products.

.^

The Cutler-Hammer Manufacturing Company of
Milwaukee has received an order from the Northern
Electrical
Manufacturing Company of Madison,
its new type of machine-tool conequipped with fuses and switch in conformity to the U. S. navy specifications.
All of
will
these controllers
be installed in the plant of the

Wis., for 135 of

trollers,

Winchester

Repeating

Arms Company.

Although

March
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4,

eoiurollf]- has been on tlic market
months, its sales have far exceeded the
this

expectations of
facturing Comjiany,

guine

but a few

most san-

Cutlcr-IIanmicr

the

Manu-

The H. W. Johns-Manvillc Company of New York
,

I

I

,

,

.ni,i
pressure;
i.ir
-pansion and
themselves they are nut subject to
expansion and contraction, due to temperature
changes; they will maintain a tight joint against
vibration of the line and will prevent leakage of

lii-li.

iIm

wiilr.Ltiiil

111

iillici,

contraction;

h iii|.M,iiiii

1

lo

which

Two

city is mailinfr a iniall pnmpldct on Kearsarge flanger,,innirn,l:il,lr fr:iiiiri-s of these
Til.
jolnl iM I,.|
iii.iL.
,H,
ili.ir ability to
I" lii'
iiiigasli.
clastiiilj

company

of the
ing,

riiiii]irn

i

iiir

.

in
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Another important product

steam or condensation.
is

types

is A»l)cstoccl sectional pipe coverdescribed in a separate circular.

motors

of

which the

Weslinghousc

Manufacturing Company wishes to
Electric and
bring to the notice of the trade are type B bipolar
motors for direct-current circuits and type K directcurrent series-wound motors for crane work, etc.,
and two new bulletins have been Issued devoted to
these machines.
The bulletins describe the motors
accurately and show by numerous illustrations the
various parts and the methods of mounting to which
the motors arc adapted.
The type
machines represent the latest developments in machines of this

K

The frames

kind.

are of the wholly encl.-ord form,
excluding dirt and moiilure, but %o made that they
may be easily ojKmcd for inspccticm of the workioK
parts.

The Central Electric Company, Chicago, whose
r^ce^ and ttoreroomi were recently deitroyed by
fire, is making most satisfactory progrcij in the reorganization of its large supply businciS. The company has esL-iblished temporary quarters at 207-213
East Jackson Boidevard. A hrgc stock of fresh
supplies is already on hand, and the company lays
that it is making prompt shipments.
Prnident
George A. McKinlock announces that a gratifying
amount of business

is

being received daily.

ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.
Issued CUnited Slates Potent Office)

Becker, l^li/.aAdolpli
¥.
Electric Fan.
782,816.
bcth, N. J., assignor to the Diehl Mnnufncturing
Company. Application filed April 12, 1904.
The mcchaniciil features of llic frame of the fan arc
described.

William B.
Alternating-current Rectifier.
Churcher, Cincinnati, Ohio, assignor to Kennon
Dunham, Cincinnati, Ohio. Application filed

782,8-^.

September

3,

1904.

,

alternating-current rectifier employing clcctrowith aluminum electrodes are means for cooling the electrolyte consisting of a fluid-cooling medium,
-id-ictors arc immersed in the electrolyte.

an

In

lytie

at, igoS-

Rheostat. Hermon L. Van Valkcnburg,
Pittsburg, Pa., assignor to the Westinghousc
Electric and Manufacturing Company, Pittsburg,
Pa- Application filed June 6, 1904.
A sheet metal base of the rheostat has an integral
supporting flange at one end, a non-conducting, heatresisting sheath and a coil of wire wound upon the
sheath and connected to the base at the end having the

782,887.

supporting flange.

Measured-service Telephone-exchange System. Henry M. Crane, New York, N. Y., asto
the
Western Electric Company,
signor
Chicago, 111. Application filed August 31, 190.5.

A

service meter is connocled with a contact of the line
spiing-jack.
cut-oft relay in a local branch circuit
closed in making connection with the line and a
is
shunt of the service meter is closed by the relay when
source of current, a switch associated with
fxcitcd.
the plug circuit and connections for the switch adapted to
rt^nder the cut-off relay inert and apply current to the
service meter when the switch is actuated are further

A

A

provided,

Electric

782,849.

Union

Hill,

Time Alarm,
N.

Frank Hermance,

Application

J.

filed

July

30,

1904.
similar to a clock dial is provided with numerous holes o\i.r its face for the insertion of a metalHands dri\en over the dial close a circuit
pin.
lic
corresponding to any
at any point
through the
may be inserted.
hour or mmutc where the
dial

pm

Repeating Apparatus.
William E, Athcam, New York, N. Y., assignor to
the American Telephone and Telegraph ComTelegraphic

782.892.

pany.

Application

filed

May

13,

1904.

Combined with an open telegraphic line circuit arc a
line circuit, alternative terminal branches for the
former, including respectively a receiving relay and a
battery and a second relay having its magnet in the
closed circuit line.
The armature-lcvcr of the magnet
is in the open-circuit line, the armature lever constituting a switch for transferring the open-circuit line between the alternative relay and battery terminal branches.
closed

Method

782.893.

of Treating Alkali-metal

Amalgam.

Charles E. Baker and Arthur W. Burwell, Cleveland, Ohio.
Application filed April 15, 1904.
Treatment o£ the amalgam consists in electrolyzing
an alkali-metal compound with a cathode of mercury,
thereby forming an amalgam of the alkali metal; distilling the amalgam in presence of hydride, thereby separating mercury and producing the hydride of the alkali
metal; condensing the mercury and returning it to the
cathode; decomposing the hydride, and recovering the
metal.

alkali

pm

Process of Reducing Metallic
782.894.
Sulphides. Charles E. Baker and .Arthur W.
Burwell, Cleveland, Ohio. Application filed July
Electrolytic

I,

782,9^. LlccirMiytic Pr-^xjuciion of Suf»croxidcs in
Alkaline Solutions. Hugh Rodman, Philadelphia, Pa., assignor to the Electric Storage Battery Company,
Philadelphia, Pa. Application
filed

May

1902.

17,

Elcctrolytically producing a iuperoxide direct
from
mctaJs IS done by constituting them the anode in xn
attenuated alkaline solution.

Reciprocating Electric Engine.
Application

783,001.

Wagner, El Paso, Texas.

Bruno O.
filed

Sep-

tember

cells

782,828.

A

iuhruary

22, 1904.
A meullically inclosed magazine of colenoids and interposed iron rings that arc to form magnetic poles cooperate with an axially reciprocating iron piston armature inside of the solenoids and ringt, the armature carrying groups of insulated copper ring*.

Valve-Operating Mechanism. William E.
Allen and Arthur M. Houser, Chicago, HI., assignors to the Crane Company, Chicago, IlL
Application filed May 19, 1904.

783,007.

An

electric

motor suitably geared

Burglar Alarm.

783,014.

Application

111.

filed

to

the valve cauaes

Glen R. Booth, Batavia,
September 20, 1904.

An electric circuit, which is closed by the attempted
opening of a window or door, rings a bell to sound an
Electric Railway.
Joseph Dela Mar, New
York, N. Y., assignor of one-half to Mathias
A. Lazareff, New York, N. Y. Application filed

783,027.

March

8,

1904.

Combined with the hollow third rail and its contained conductor are switches operated from the sides
of the rail and plows arranged to successive! v engage
the switches.
One plow strikes the switches on'one ^dc
of the rail to cut the current into the rail and the following plow strikes the switch on the opposite side of
the rail
'

1904.

'

Treating metallic sulphide is done by placing the
sulphide to an electrolyte of a molten chlorid and in proximity to an anode, passing an electric current from the
anode through the electrolyte and causing the electrolytic chlorine to react on the sulphide and displace the sulphur.

Electric Furnace.
John M. Morehead, Chicago, 111., assignor to the Union Carbide Company, Chicago, 111. Application filed October 19,

782,917.

1903-

An electric furnace comprises a working chamber, a
hood depending into the chamber, means for cooling the
electrodes
passing
top of the hood, an electrode or
through openings in the top, and means for introducing
the charge into the hood and withdrawing the waste gases
from the hood.
Process of Smelting Refractory Ores. Edgar F. Price. Niagara Fails, N. Y., assignor to
Carbide Company, Niagara Falls,
the Union
N. Y. Application filed October 19, 1904.

782,922.

NO. 782,922

Portable Cut-out Box. Anton T. Kliegl
and John H. Kliegl, New York, N. Y. Application filed August 4, 1904.

782,857.

A

portable cut-off box comprises a casing, oppositely
disposed sockets in the ends of the casing carrying
contacts in tlieir. inner walls, a fuse plate supported between the sets of sockets, conducting bars on opposite
sides of the fuse plate, and fuse wires connecting the
socket contacts to the bars on their respective sides of
the plate.
(See cut.)

782,863.
dell,

II,

An

Robert LunAlternating-current Motor.
New York, N. Y. Application filed January
1904.

has a stationary field
magnet and nn armature of the ring or drum tj^pe the
coils of which are connected to a commutator.
Means
cause local or short-circuited currents to flow through
certain arraaf-^re coils and additional means cause other
currents from an outside source of alternating-current
supply to flow through the other armature coils.
(See
cut on next page.)
alternating-current

Electric Igniting Plug.
George PI. Cakes,
Arlington Heights, Mass. Application filed De-

782,873-

An

8,

1903.

plug comprises in

construction
an insulating sleeve formed of sheet material wound in
cylindrical form in layers extending longitudinally, one
portion of the sleeve being greater in diameter than the
electric igniting

cut.)

Insulated Step Joint. George A. Weber,
York, N, Y., assignor to the Weber RailJoint Manufacturing Company, New York,
N. Y. Application filed March 13, 1903.

782.936.

New

way

An insulated rail joint comprises a rail chair having a
bridge plate and a bolt plate, the bridge plate being proInsulating mavided with additional metal at one end.
terial is placed between one of the rail ends and the
bridge plate.

motor

-

cember

Production of calcium carbide is brought about by
interposing a charge of a calcium compound and carbon
as a resistance conductor between metal electrodes, electrically heating the charge to the temperature requisite
for reducing by an electric current, the density of which
through the charge, and cooling the electrodes
them at a relatively low temperature.
(See

its

Harrv'G.
Telephone- exchange System,
Webster, Chicago, 111., assignor to the Stromberg-Carlson Telephone Manufacturing ComApplication
filed
Depany, Rochester, N. Y.

782.937.

cember

A

3,

1903.

relay connects a connection terminal with the line,

and a charging source of continuous current energizes
the relay.
A calling generator and a ringing key adapted to connect the calling generator with the line and
to open the circuit of the charging source through the
relay

are

also

provided.
Means temporarily send a
for the relay through a substitute
time the calling

continuous current
circuit during the

Multi-party-line Locking-out System. GarBabcock, Chicago, 111., assignor to the
Telephone Manufacturing
Stromberg-Carlson
Company, Rochester, N. Y. Application filed

782,944.
782,884.

Electric Signaling Apparatus for Railways.
Colo. Application

Thomas H. Traylor, Denver,
filed November 9, 1904.
Electrical

connections

are

placed

along

the

track

which is arranged in blocks and a train-signaling equipment co-operates with the track connections through the
axle and wheels.
One pole of a source of electricity is
connected with the track through a wheel and axle of
the train.
A brush mounted on the train and insulated
from the wheel and. axle

is

electrically

connected with

rison

November

19,

NO. 782,857.

— PORTABLE

CUT-OUT BOX.

Electric Railway. Joseph Dela Mar, New
\ork. N. Y., assignor of one-half to Mathias
A. Lazareff, New York, N. Y. Application filed

783,028.

June 9, 1904.
shoe or collector comprises a block or hanger supported in a way to permit a lateral adjustment with
relation to the rail.
Depending oppositelv bent rods are
secured to the hanger and adapted to straddle the rail,
the rods carrying rollers at their lower ends, which are
arranged to run on opposite sides of a contact rail.

A

Electric Air-diffusing Device.
783,057.
Timothy
!\lahoney, San Francisco, Cal. Application filed
November 26, 1904.
An air-diffusing and heating dence consists of a
disk having perforations. A heating resistance coil is disposed in line with the openings in the disk, with means
for passing an electric current through the coil, the air
being diffused by a fan.
Electric Terminal Clip. David B. Mills,
East Orange, N. J. Application filed May 3,

783.061.

1904.
The clip is made of a single flat piece of spring metal,
with means to hold the terminal in place.

Electric Coupling.
Edward F. Ruth. Baltimore, ild., assignor of one-tliird to Qement
H. ^^'arne^. Baltimore, ild. Application filed

783,080.

June 2, 1903.
Suitably supported connecting boxes are located at the
adjacent ends of each car.
Each box has a socket passing therethrough, a conducting sleeve located in the
socket, and plucs adapted to be inserted into one end of
each sleeve.
Wires connect the plugs to the motors
of each respective car on which they are located.
coupling comprises two shafts, with flexible conducting
means connecting the shafts.
Insulated heads on the
shafts are placed intermediate to their ends, the outer
ends of the coupler recei\-able in the adjacent open
ends of the sleeves.

A

Station Indicator. Lee H. Simmons, WilApplication filed ilay 6, 1904.
motor actuates the signal, bringing a name
Wew and closing the circuit of a buzzer at

783,082.

mington. N. C.

An

electric

sheet into

1903.

A

shunt circuit is provided for the receiving apparatus
at each sub-station, also means operable from the central
exchange over one circuit for closing the shunt circuit
Additional means at each sub-station operat one point.
able from the central exchange over another circuit subsequently open the shunt circuit at another point.

Reciprocating Electric Motor. I.ouis CasChicago, 111. Application filed March 23,

783,102.
per,

.

1903.

Combined with a
shell

surrounds the

coil is
coil and

a core having a hore.
A
an armature has a rod pass-

:

'
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ing through the core, and provided with a circuit- breaker
consisting of a pivoted tongue, engaged by stops on the
rod.
The tongue has a spring engagement at its outer
end.

Apparatus for Separating Oily or Similar
Impurities from Water. Henry T. Davis and
Ernest Perrett, London, England. Application

plication filed April

783,107.

March

filed

29, 1904.
oily water is
Electric

Combined with a valve for supplying the
valve

a

for

supplying

the

conducting

fluid.

means open the valves when the current
and automatic means close them when
or

ceases

is

is

turned on
current

1905

Cambridge, Mass.

Telephone Receiver.
William Kaisling,
Chicago. 111., assignor to the Stromberg-Carlson
Telephone Manufacturing Company, Rochester,
N. Y. Application filed February 19. 1903.
A metal diaphragm- sup port ing member has an adjusi

783,283.

the

Maurice Milch,
System.
Motor-control
Schenectady. N. Y., assignor to the General
Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y. Appli-

1904.

A

base of non-conducting material recessed on the
wall side and adapted to
receive the conductor plates
contains a recess on the face side adapted to receive
thej-mostat posts and a thermostat.

Electrical
Rolfe, Chicago,

783,388.

tric

Company,

filed

January

Circuit Protector. Charles A.
assignor to the Rolfe ElecRochester, N. Y. Application

111.,

1902.

2,

A pair of spring clips are arranged face to face and
adapted to spring toward one another, each of the clipa
being bent so that the two bent portions form a recess
between the clips.
A hollow body made of softenable

A

tively adjusted.
locking member is connected with
the lower end of the adjusting member and engages the
supporting member, whereby the members are locked

10, 1904.

4,

Electric-thermo Alarm. Percy C. Howe,
Application filed April 23^

785,376.

1904.

switch for use in connection with selective signaling
apparatus contains a set of contacts insulated from each
other, three contacts insulated from each other, means
for electrically connecting the three contacts with any
three of the contacts of the set, respectively.

interrupted.

August

18,

A

783,124.

cation filed

^larch

Switch for Selective Electric Signaling
Apparatus. Charles M. Jacobs, Maidenhead, and
Arthur H. Nicholson, Wendover, England. Ap-

783,279.

insulating material

is

confined in

i

Incandescent-lamp Socket.
Norman Mar783i295shall, Newton, Mass.
Application filed November 26, 1904.

An
screw

incandescent-lamp socket is provided with a central
terminal, and an adapter provided with a coterminal.
Means prevent the removal

operating screw
of the adapter.

Automatic Telephone Exchange. Nils E.
Norstrom, Junction Cit^^ Kan., assignor to John
Anderson, Salina, and M. E. Richardson, Sterling, Kan.
Application filed April 10, 190a.

783,302.

Associated with a series of telephones and an elecconnection from each one of them is a switching
mechanism provided with a series "*£ contact points ditrical

NO. 782,863.

—ALTERNATING-CURRENT

MOTOR.

vided into groups, each one of which is a terminal of a
connection from a different telephone. An independently
movable contact-making device is provided for each
group of contact points, also a propelling mechanism.
separate rack is secured to each Contact-making device and a separate guide for each rack and its connected contact-making device.
Means move the racks
independently to engagement with their respective gears.

NO. 783,348.

Willis
Roussel, New Orleans, La., assignor of oneeighth to Alphonse King, Chicago, 111. Original
application filed February 11, 1903. Divided and
this application filed April 9, 1904.
A stylographic pen is secured to and extends through
the armature of the receiver for making the code symbols on a paper strip.

A
motors to a source of alternating
current with the field connections of the motors arranged to give a comparatively small number of ampere
turns, and to a direct-current source, two in series, with
the field connections modified to give a comparatively

number of ampere

large

turns.

Thermoelectric Signal.
Application

13,141.

Bellaire, Ohio.

A

Martin
filed

J. Schick,
April 21, 1904.

arranged with wires of electric
cuits terminating in the inside of the tube at
heights.
As the mercury rises in the tubes the
the temperatures

thermometer

is

cir-

A

Company.

Application

Electrical
Protector. Qiarles
A. Rolfe,
Chicago, 111., assignor to the Rolfe Electric Company, Rochester, N. Y. Application filed April
1900.

Winding for D3'namo- electric Machines.
Bernard A. Behrend, Norwood, Ohio, and Edwin
C. Wright; Newport, Ky., assignors to the Bullock Electric Company. Application filed November 6, 1903.

783,397-

A

pair of terminals, a number of shunts, all connected
with the terminals, whereby all of the shunts form a
part of a single circuit, and means controlled by one of
the shunts for controlling the circuit go to make up the
device.

System of Electrical Control. Eugene R.
783.174.
Carichoff, East Orange. N. J., assignor to the
Sprague Electric
August 9, 1898.

J.

783,315.

21,

Magnetizing Apparatus.
783,321.
Butler, Pa.
Application filed

A winding for dynamo-electric machines having toothed
cores comprises a single conductor per slot.
Half of the
end connections are the same distance from the axis
of the macliine as the main portion of the conductors,
and the other half are nearer the axis by a distance
approximately equal to the depth of the conductors. The
end connection of each conductor at one side of the
core passes over and at the other side of the core passes
under other end connections.

John B. Sherwin,

May

28,

1904.

filed

for the motor is operated by controlling
circuits to close the motor circuit for operation in one
The circuits have actuating
direction cr the other.
and maintaining branches and bridging contacts are
placed upon the reverser and included in the maintaining
Normally closed contacts are included in the
branches.
actuating branches and are opened upon closures o£ a controlling circuit.

reverser

— INSULATOR.

Telegraph Receiver and Recorder.

783,389.

along the conduit and a solenoid is in circuit with the
conductors and has its opening located opposite the
second casing opening.
batterj' is located within the

A

Dynamo-electric
Machine.
Bernard A.
Behrend. Norwood, Ohio, assignor to the BulElectric Company-. Application filed No-

783.398.

lock

vember

24, 1903.
in the design of the machine are a revolving
frame and a stationary frame, the field frame having a series of poles arranged in a circumferential direction on its periphery,
^'entilating spaces pass through the
rim of the'field frame and communicate with open spaces
between the circumferentially arranged poles, the poles
acting as fans to force the air drawn through the rim
toward the stationary frame.

Embodied

Vibrator for Induction or Spark Coils.
Arthur A. Kent, Philadelphia, Pa. Application
filed November 8, 1904

783,207.

field

A plate to which the armature is attached is arranged
A fulcrum is placed interas to vibrate therewith.
mediate the ends of the plate and projections adjacent
each end of the plate produce a flection and hold it upon
the fulcrum.
so

Burglar Alarm.

783.399.

Henry Blank, Richmond

N. Y. Application filed December 21, 1903.
In the device is an opening having a closing member,
and a shell or casing is secured to the frame of the
opening.
An insulating plug is fixed in one end of the
shell and a pair of spring contacts are secured to the
plug.
contact plug is adapted to break the circuit,
the contact plug being so located and arranged that the
opening of the closing member will sound an alarm.
Hill,

783.228. Trolley. Charles J. Sosenheimer. Allegheny,
Pa., assignor of one-fourth to William S. X.

Application filed August

Taylor, Allegheny, Pa.

A

1904.

II,

ends through an
-a

opening

in

a swiveled joint.

Locking Insulator. Louis Steinberger, New
York, N. Y. Application filed March 19, 1903.

753.229.

body portion provided
a cap of insulating
material detachably connected with the body portion and
an annular facing of metal rigidly connected witli the
cap of insulaiing material for engaging the wire.
re,

Insulator Support. Louis Steinberger, New
York, N. Y. Application filed May 11, 1903.

783.230.

The sleeve is further provided
of the sleeve.
and a member connected exteriorly with the sleeve
and provided at its lower end with a gutter for directing
skirt

the

of

flow

moisture.

Hygienic Telephone Receiver. Louis SteinNew York, N. Y. Application filed Au-

783,231.

berger,

gust

A

15, 1904.
hygienic telephone receiver consists of a receiving
a member of resilient material encircling
member and provided with facets to pre-

member and

the receiving

vent

it

from

rolling.

Meter. Haydn T. Harrison,
Electricity
Westminster, England, assignor to the W^oodstock Syndicate, London, England. Appiicatior

NO. 783,141.

THERMO-ELECTRIC SIGNAL.

Wire Terminal or Lug. George A. Tower,
Henrico County, Va., assignor to the TowerBinford Elec-tric and Manufacturing Company,
Richmond, Va. Application filed July 9, 1904.

783,333.

A

terminal for conductors comprises a tail plate and
a barrel formed integral therewith and lying in a plane
above the lower face of the tail plate. The rear end of
the barrel is closed by a rounded wall formed integral
with the barrel and the plate.
pair of inward-bent
wings meet along the under side of the barrel, the wings
having
rearward-extending ears meeting the curved
shoulder formed at the junction of the plate and the
rounded closure wall.

A

Telephone-exchange System.
Harry G.
Webster, Chicago, 111., assignor to the Stromberg-Carlson Telephone Manufacturing Company, Rochester, N. Y. Application filed December 5, 1903.

783,340.

A

signal bell at each sub-station is connected between
one of the line limbs and ground.
Means associated
with the operator's cord circuit connect the source of
current with one of the limbs of the telephone line and
ground and other means connect the other limb of the
line to ground.

783,268.

filed August I, 1904.
An electrolytic meter is supplied with a container and
a measuring device mounted to rock about a horizontal
axis below its center of gravity and formed of two
compartments adapted to receive and deliver alternately
electrolyte supplied to the device.
A register is adapted
to be operated by the measuring device and a casing
provides against the supply of electrolyte to the container otherwise than by means of the measuring device.

783.275.
port,

A

Attachment Plug. Harvey Hubbell, BridgeConn. Application filed July i, 1904.

cap and an insulating block, a screw shell which
receives the insulating block and is r.rovided with a bottom upon which the insulating block bears and which
bears upon the cap, are the essential parts.
The cap
block and shell are formed with interengaging portions
to prevent relative movements when the parts are assembled.

EXPIRING PATENTS.
Following is a list of electrical patents (issued by
United States Patent Office) that expired on
February 28, ig05

the

378,426.

ward
378,432.

Automatic Electric Photographing Apparatus. EdII. Bliss and Tames F. Middleton, Newark, X. T.
System of Electrical Distribution.
Thomas' P.

Conant, Brooklyn, N. V., and Z. Latshaw, JIcKeesport. Pa.
Printing Telegraphy.
378,436.
P. B. Delany, Xew Vork,
Prin

Telegraph.

P.

B.

Delany

Xe

York,

Electric-railway S
ion Indicator.
Pa.
Self-exciting Alternate-current Electric

378,440.

Wilkesbarre,
378,456.

Generator.
O. A. Moses, New York, N. Y.
Telegraph Repeater. L. Russell. Cherokee, Kan.
Battery \"essel.
Wiest, York, Pa.
.T.
Rail Connection for Electric Railway.
E. L. Orcett, Someryille, Mass.
Regulator for Electric Generators.
378,547\V. S. Hill.
Boston. Mass.
Relav Maimet.
E. L. Orcett. Someryille. Ma.w.
378,552.
Test Box for Undercround Electric Wires or Ca378.560.
378,464.
378,484.
378,517-

bles.
R. S. Warini;, Pittsburg, Pa.
Conduit for Electric Wires or Cables. R. S. Waring, Pittsburg, Pa.
Arc Light. L. M. Poland, Cincinnati, Ohio.
378,616.
Secondary Battery. M. Stecher, Philadelphia. Pa.
378,629.
Automatic Electric Air Brake.
3r3,6s7J. F. Carpenter,
Berlin, Germany.
378,65s.
\'alve for Electropneumatic Railroad Brakes.
.1. F.
Carpenter, Berlin. Germany.
Electric Gas-lighting " Apparatus.
378,627.
C. W. Holtzer,

378.561.

Evans C. Wright, Portland,
of one-half to Francis J. McHenr\-, Portland, Ore, Application filed March

Insulator.
783.348.
Ore., assignor
18,

1904.

An insulator having a longitudinal bore and a transverse bore at one side of the longitudinal bore is described.
The insulator has a groove commencing at one
side of the transverse bore and extending downwardly
and around to the front, then upwardly toward the top.
then transversely toward the other side, then downwardly and rearwardly and intersecting the transverse
bore at the commencement of the groove.
(See cut.)
783.354.

Switch.
Jesse
M.
Beever,
111.
Application filed April 20, 1903.
mounted non-conducting plate bears
vable
terminals and
member,

litably

located
together with means for
nducting member in
likewise

the

Lockout Box and Shunt Circuit f(
C. H. Haskins, Milwaukee, \\
Apparatus for Bleaching by Electroly

change.

Telephone

Effingham,
lir

Brookl
378,679.

ducting plate,

Brooke, Conn.
Telephone.

L. Ehrlich, B. Dubinski and G.
Louis. Mo.
L'nderground Conduit for Electrical Condu(
R. Muckle, Jr., Philadelphia, Pa.
Double Arc Lamp. it. J. Wightman and E.
378,818.

378,780.
St.

378,801.
II.

mussen, Hartford, Conn.

:
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Power Generation and Distribution

for

Foligno, Italy.
I'KANZ

liV

KllE.SltU.

Menotre, rich in waterfalls, has been
Utilized to furnish light and power for the industrial
city of Foligno, Itiily, and surrounding localities.
In the fifteenth century tliis river had been utilized
for driving mills, and there had been two canals
Within the last lo years there arose a necesbuilt.
sity for greater use of watcrpowcr on account of

The

river

and the growing industries.
Eleclricity was, of course, the most available agent
for distriliuting this power through the territory.
The first installation was made in 1894, and this
was the first important use of alternating current
After this was finished it was found inin Italy.
sufRcicnt to meet the demand, and hence the plant
of

scarcity

the

coal

has been recently enlarged,

The

nnlracts for elec-

No. 10

1,

has a penstock chamber and a three-story
ilwelling for the superintendent and for offices.
A
small hand crane, running on brackets, serves the
heavy machines.
The foundation of the building is
concrete; Ihc main part being of brick, and roof of
wood, covered with tiles.
The larger penstock has three branch pipes running at 45 degrees to three 250-horscpower horizontal turbines on one side of the power house.
These turbines arc direct connected to alternating
generators by means of flexible insulating couplings.
Fach generator is equipped with its own exciter,
built
on an extension of the main shaft. The
smaller penstock serves four lOO-horsepower horizontal turbines on the other side of power house.
These make 500 revolutions a minute, and use
17.5 to 20 gallons of water a second, under a head
of 492 feet.
They are direct-connected to 2,200volt alternating generators of the Oerlikon type by
(Fig.

i),

bar systems serve Ihc light circuit and power cir
cuit, respectively.
Switches and fn«cf arc »o arranged that they may be repaired or replaced without cutting off the main current.
A one-kilowatt transformer is located in the power
house for lighting Ihc premises. There is also in
the power house
a five-kilowatt tran.sformer to
furnish current for 732 candlepowcr of lighting in
the village of Pale, about one-third of a mile dis-

and also for running a small shop

tant,

power, the light system consisting of four wires
(one of which is neutral;, the power system of
three wires, all designed for 10 per cent. drop.
Wires arc carried on double-petticoat porcelain insulators on chestnut poles, which have been chcmicilly treated.
Where these high-tension wires cross
the railroad, they arc carried on iron poles for ad-

facturing Company.
The river Menotre rises

and they
are protected by means of
a netting run underneath.
The wires enter the city
of Foligno between Porta

to

ditional strength,

Orsano Valley, and
between Pale and Altolina
in the

fall

of

run

of

has a
a

in

feet

590.4

2,296

renzc.

the

while

second,

a

discharge

erage

The

gallons.

the

av-

w'hole water

installation is divided into

—

one on the
parts
right bank of the river,
and one oh the left.

two

On

the left side a

the Mercurelli mill.
For
each circuit there are provided switches, fuses, a
voltmeter and an ammeter.

previously mentioned
canals branched ofT
from the river, there is
old

the lighting ciraiiLs
there are three ammeters,
so arranged that an even

This

distribution of the current

embedded in solid
rock,
and is provided
with a gravel gate and a
head gate, which admits

may be maintained between the three phases,
while one ammeter is sufficient for each power cir-

26.2

feet

65.6 feet long,

high,

thick at the base

i

feet

the

at

d'am

feet

22.9

j

I

On

8.85

built a

j

and

top.

is

!

water to one of the
The water is
conducted through a tunNTERIOR
nel 357.3 feet long, with a
vvction of 5 by 3.9 feet, which delivers into a resThis resi.r\oir of a capacity of 28,240 cubic feet.
ervoir has an outlet through a canal 236.1 feet long,
with considerable fall, to a second reservoir. This
canal is provided with an overflow branch, leading

t

to the

cuit.

the
I

i
1

I

A

river.

penstock 1,338.2 feet long leads from the lower
The penstock, of
to' the power house.

reservoir

17.9 inches diameter,

is

built in sections of 32. 8 feet

I

I

In the main distribution

old canals.

I

I

city,

the

A small speswitchboard is provided for one circuit to
operate three motors in

of 479.19 feet is utilized,
at the place wher;

I

near

of

center

cial

apd

i

station

the

switchboard.

fall

the

dam

distribution

from which run three
f o u r-wire
light circuits
and two three-wire power
circuits from a common

316.8

is

and Porta Fiand lead to a main

.\ncona

feet.

lowest stage the
discharge is 237.6 gallons

At

I

ihe

sists

equipment were left
Oerlikon Manuthe

trie

1

in

The secondary wiring on this circuit conof four wires four millimeters in diameter.
There arc separate wire systems for light and

vicinity.

long, and is of riveted plates five to seven millimeters thick. All sections of the penstock have
caulked lead joints. On the right bank of the river
there is also a tunnel leading from the dam to a
reservoir, from which another penstock carries the
water, about 30 feet high, across the river to the
power house on the left bank. The total length
of this second penstock is 1,656.4 feet, and it has a
diameter of 29.3 inches. The plates are five to nine
millimeters thick, the thickest plates, of course,
being. toward the power house, where the pressure
is

greatest.

The

first

It

is

built

295.2 feet

is

in

sections

26.2

feet

long.

run above ground, the next

754.4 feet through a tunnel and the remainder is
carried on piers above ground to the powder house.
Fig. 2 (page 186) shows location of power house
with reference to the river and canal. The letters
on the diagram represent the following:
(G). power
house; (D) penstock, right bank; (S) penstock,
left
bank; (C) supply canal for turbine (T)
(B) discharge canal; (N) tailrace; (H) tailrace
reservoir; CP) headrace for turbine (T)
(T')
;

;

(T")

tailrace;

(H")

(H')

old

canal,

and

(A)

bridge to Altolina.

The power house

in. Altolina, and has an area
and besides the generator room

is

of 6,773.1 square feet,

OF POWER HOUSE AT ALTOLINA.

station there are also three

SUPPLYING CURRENT FOR FOLIGNO.

s

These generators are
with individual exciters overhanging

t

e

p-down

transformers

and an i8-kilowatt

on the main

rotarj- transformer, which latter
furnish direct current for 15 arc lamps. Si.x
transformer stations serve the light circuits, and five

discharge

the

flexible

insulating couplings.

also equipped

floor,

shaft.
All of these horizontal turbines
into two canals immediately under the
w'hich carry the water to a special reservoir
the power house, from which it ordinarily

near
runs off into the river. This reservoir is provided
for furnishing supplementary power w-hen needed,
by means of an interesting installation of a vertical
turbine at the side of the power house, about 30
feet below the main tioor.
This turbine is connected through bevel gearing to one of the 100horsepower horizontal turbines. When this turbine
is
to be run, a gate is opened from the special
reservoir, so that the water flows to the turbine
instead of to the river.- The tail water from the
vertical turbine runs off in a deep tailrace to a
point lower down the river. This turbine is built
large enough to utilize the large volume of water
discharged by the other turbines, and works under
a head of about 25 feet.
On the south-end wall of the power house is a
switchboard for the three large units, and on the
other end wall is one for the four smaller generators.
Wires from all generators are run through
a channel under the center of the floor on porcelain
insulators to the switchboards, which are made with
iron frames and white marble slabs, trimmed with
ornamental wooden moldings.
The switchboards
are equipped with the usual instruments and also
double-throw sw;itches for connecting any generator
on either the power circuit or the light circuit.
There are also instruments for the proper connecting of generators in parallel, namely, voltmeters,
double-throw switches and phase lamps. Two bus-

to

is

power circuits, besides which a number of transformers are installed in the buildings where the
motors are operated.
The secondary lighting system consists of seven
wires, making two circuits of three wires each, and
one common neutral wire for both. One system is
for municipal and one for private seri'ice.
There are a number of low-tension and hightension motors from four to 45 horsepower each,
the low-tension being 190 volts and the high-tenDuring daylight the
assist the power

sion 3,600 volts.
cuits
It

may be made to
may be of interest

which

lighting circircuits.

to describe a special coupling

used in the Mercurelli mill to reduce tlie
revolutions of the motors, and at the same time
have them direct connected to the millstones.
Referring to Fig. 3, the disk (D), keyed to the
motor shaft, carries three pins (A) and rollers (B).
surrounded by steel rings (F), whose inside diameter is slightly larger than the rollers, and whose
outside diameter is slightly more than the distance
between the center shaft (C) and housing (G).
These rings are thus pressed to an oval shape to
is

the extent of one-half millimeter. When tlie disk
revolves in the direction (H) the rings revolve in
the direction
(H'), and drive the center shaft,

which is connected to the mill, in the direction
(H"). This novel device (known as the Centrator
coupling) does aw-ay with the necessity of all shafting, gearing, belting, etc., generally used for slow-

moving

machiner}-.

The charge

for

power

is

as follow

3

:

For one-six-
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March

as

power, 10 hours a day, when lights are not burning,
For power from
$11.50; 24 hours a day, $50 a year.
two to so horsepower, ten-hour service, $9.50 a
year a horsepower; 24-hour service, $42 a year a
horsepower. Powers greater than 50 horsepower
are by special arrangement.
Circuits for incandescent lights are run with 115
volts, and for arc lamps 60 volts, the latter being
nine amperes for direct current and 12 amperes for

ii,

1905

.America with militia troops, it will be comparatively
easy to organize them so as to be of valuable service
to the regular establishment in any emergency calling into action the seacoast defenses.
As the electrical part of fortifications consists mainly of devices which have become standard in the industrial
world, verj' little training would be required to

the highest pressure direct-current line previously attempted, that between St. Maurice and
Lausanne, only uses 22,000 volts, the installation contemplated will be a decided departure, and will necessitate great care to secure good insulation in the

teenth horsepower (the smallest size), 10 hours a
day, at times when lights are not burning, $1.90 a
year; 24 hours a day, $8.50 a year. For one horse-

machines.

make

Electric Training for Coast

the men efficient.
Unfortunately for efficiency the electrical corps
of the army is entirely too small for the amount
of work it has to do.
Army officers are m.aking
efforts to improve this condition and will probably
succeed, but as it is not likely that any force such
as would be required in time of war will ever be
available from the regular army, it follows that
the bulk of the electrical work will have to be
done by the electrician volunteers. Any arrangement resulting in the organization of skilled electricians who at a moment's notice may be called
on for duty as an auxiliary to the regular army
in case of need is an addition to the defensive
strength of the countrj'.

Defense

Work.
Rapid extension of the use of electricity in the
United States coast defenses is exhibited by the
fortifications distributed along the coast line on both

Electrical Exports for January.
from the United States for

Electrical exports

the

month of January,

1905, reached a total value of
$942,609, an increase of $112,474 over January, 1904.
Electrical appliances, including telegraph and tele-

phone instruments, increased $12,566 for the month
compared with the previous Januarj-. Electrical
machinery shows an increase of $99,908 over January, 1904.
Following are the figures:
Electrical
appliances

—Januarv",

The

importers

principal

from the United States
of volume of business

January,

$387,610;

1905,

$375,044. Electrical machiner}999; Januarj-, 1904, $455,091.

—January,

1904,

1905, $554,-

of electrical

machinery

in Januar>- w-ere, in order

North Ainerica,
$167,202; Japan, $100,814; United Kingdom, $70,919;
:

British

British Australasia, $45,565
Mexico, $49.753
Ar'gentina, 28,044
Philippine Islands, $14,444 France,
$14,003; British East Indies, $13,439; Cuba, $8,250;
;

;

;

British
$2,812;

Africa,

those on alternating currents. The city uses, besides a number of arc lamps, 140 incandescent lamps
of 12 candlepower and 280 of 16 candlepower. For
private service there are a few direct-current arc
lamps, and incandescent lamps aggregating 20,000

oceans.

candlepower.
The charge for i6-candlepow-er incandescent lamps
is 48 cents a month, burning till 10 o'clock at night,
or 85 cents a month burning all night. When
charges are made by meter, there is a fixed charge
for the installation, equal to $9.50 for each 100
candlepower, and a charge for the current equal
to 12K cents a kilowatt-hour, including the gov-

ernment tax oi iVi
It

electrical

equipment has been extended

the engineering conditions under which
electricity is applied in the seacoast defense service
are practically the same as in ordinary life, the requirements are of necessity more exacting and diffi-

that Japan, as

for the last

to hold its place

among

Death of

cult.

Army officers within the last two years have made
arrangements to offer instruction and training to
the more apt of the men in the handling of the
electrical equipment. This applies also to the militia.
During the mobilization of the militia at Fort Terr>',
N. Y., in 1903, for instruction under the officersof the regular army, the Thirteenth Regiment of the
New-York -National -Guard -foRRed-a detachment of
40 men for the purpose of drilling in the installation,

cents.

Germany,

$4,717;

Brazil,

$1,275.

noticeable feature of these

figures

is

few months, continues

the leaders, having again sur-

passed the United Kingdom, W'hich has imtil recently always been the largest importer of AmeriFor the seven months
can electrical machinery.
ended with Januarj', 1905, Japan im.ported electrical
machinery from the United States to the amount of
$603,900, while in a similar period a year ago the
amount was only $271,698.

although

be noted that the charge for power for

will

The

it is now perhaps the most important part of
In view of
the entire outfit at many of the forts.
these advances it will be seen that in order successfully to operate a fort, skilled electricians are
The skill of these
a necessary part of the force.
men in their own particular branch must excel that
required for similar work in civil pursuits, tor

until

$5,017;

Hongkong,

The most
.

;

F. A.

La Roche.

of New York city, a wellinventor and business man, died
on March 4th of cancer of the stomach.

Frederick A.

La Roche

known

electrical

in that

citj'

w-as bom October 4, 1859, and early exhibited
an aptness for mechanics. At 17 years of age he
finished a course of civil and electrical engineering.
In 1S80 he began, in a small way, the manufacture

He

operation and 'maintenance of ^sea-coast artillery elecapparatus.
Colonel Austen, commanding .the
Thirteenth,"- detailed 'M. C. Sullivan, an electrical
engineer f rom "'jNIanhattan, then a member of the
regiment, to organize the detachment.
fine opportunity .foi- instruction presented itself
to the personnel of the detachment, as well as an
object lesson to the militia body and all, interested
in coast defense, of the importance of electricity

trical

A

,'

in its relation to
electrical outfit of

hea^y
the

artillery

fort,

operation.

.The

consisting of "several
with - both 'steam and

separate generating
oil engines, and having storage batteries as auxiliaries, furnishes currents for motors used in: ammunition hoisting, searchlights, lighting gun batteries, lights for fire and battery commanders' stations, garrison lighting, lights for night range finding, telephone, telautographs, electric clocks and the
plants,

submarine mine service.
The detachment consisted of men picked from
the entire regiment with reference to their aptitude
The examination consisted of quesfor electricity.
tions aimed at determining knowledge, experience
and how- acquired, of steam boilers, steam engines,
engines, dynamos, motors, storage batteries,
oil

10 hours during the period when the current is not?
needed for lighting is much cheaper than in this
country, while for 24-hour service it is comparaThe charge for lighting in some intively high.
stances is somewhat cheaper than in this country,
and in others about the same.

60,000-volt
It is
is to

searchlights,

Direct-current Transmission Proposed.

be built between Montiers and Lyons
113 miles.

The power

to

Jlr. Sullivan's plan is to divide
the civilian electricians into three sections:
Section A Men who have made a study of electricity and

—

France,
be trans-

E—

is 4,700 horsepower, which, with the great
distance, will be the record in Continental practice.

mitted

at the generating station is calculated
to be 56,960 volts, to be developed by a number
of direct-current machines in series, which method
is

largely used in the district mentioned.

Inasmuch

switchboards, tele-

electricaj engineering.

in

The pressure

telephones,

nan- organization

said that a direct-current transmission line

a distance of

wiring,

phone instruments, telephone lines, electric bells
and signals or an}- special experience a man may
have had that would not come under these heads.
For sen-ice in the seacoast artillery as a prelimi-

Section
Practical electricians, who can do anything
from, setting up and connecting telephone switchboards down
through all kinds of construction relating to communications
Light-current section.
and signaling.
Section C Electricians who have made a specialty of
hea\'y current machinery, d>'namos, motors, storage batteries
and devices relating to the generation and control of what
may be termed dynamic electricity. Heavy-current section.

—

«

From
the

first

the e.xperience gained at the encampment,
experiment of the kind ever made in

FREDERICK

-

LA ROCHE.

of laboratory instruments and dj-namo machinerj-,
and in 1887 he entered into partnership with several
others and launched out on a larger scale. This

partnership

was

short-lived, however,

and he soon

own responsibilit}', the La Roche
This business
of Philadelphia.
started in a very small w-aj-, but rapidly grew into
a flourishing condition. About 10 years ago Mr.
La Roche became interested in the automobile informed, upon his
Electric

Works

dustry and went into the business of manufacturing

and incidentally running them himself, for
he was a racer of national fame. At the time of
his death he was interested in the F. A. La Roche
Company of New York, manufacturer of circuit
breakers and other specialties, and in the American
Mr. La
Darracq Company, being its president

cars,

ir,

M;ircli
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nicmlxr o! Ilic American Inslitulc of
:i
Knglnccrs, ami lie was also a charter
His
the Aiilomohilc Club of America
wife snrvi\'es him.

Recont Work of the Electric-railway
Test CommlsBlon.

Gigantic Frequency-changer for Shawinlgan Falls.
What is iiMcl.jiibliMlly ib<- I.-ii-KCst elcH-iric motor

The field work of the Electric-railway Test Commission approaches completion, the test corps now
being at work upon the lines of the Indiana Union
Traction Company investigating the problem of air
resistance in the motion of car bodies.
As will be
remembered, the commission, consisting of Messrs.
J. G. White, II. II. Vreeland, J. 11. McGraw, W. J.
Wilgus and G. F. McCulloch, was appointed over a
year ago by President Francis of the l^nisiana
Purchase Exposition in consultation with Prof. W.
E. Goldshorough, chief of the department of electricity.
The commission immediately began preparation for tests at St. Louis and elsewhere, and early
in the summer actual testing was begun.
A test
corps of ample size, selected from various technical
schools, has been at work making such tests as
were recommended by a number of engineering
committees appointed by the commission to act in
The tests have comprised
an advisory capacity.

Rorlic

was

Electrical

member of

now hciiiK iTislalled at the plant of Ibc
Shawinigan Water and Power Company, Shawinigan Falls, Quebec. This machine was recently constructed by the Allis-Chalmers Company at its elecever

trical

biiill

is

works

in

Cincinnati and embodies in

its

de-

sign the characteristics of the Bullock alternators,
which have proved siuRularly successful in their
It is a synchronous motor of 8,000
horsepower. The rating of the generator operated
by this motor on standard specifications is 5,750 kilo-

application.

watts at

:loo

revolutions a minute.

The combined

machines in addition to their enormous capacity, are
remarkable for concentrating in an exceedingly small
The phofloor .space a volume of 12,000 kilowatts.
tograph of the machines, which is reproduced herewith, was taken while they were being tested at the
shops by the Hehrand system, under full-load condi-

p.my. l.'nder the
.vly
arc mountc'l cigl
,xvi
llic^c carry four
-.rr,
nine feet long.
Lj. ..
!><!
wheel*, 12 inches in di.i;
,.)«
The rail* arc alto gror
nto
contact with the whcclt.
mtinu there is, for practir.il piirjry.:
tr,
iriciion
iKtwccn the Ixxly and the flat-car fl'^jr. The liody
Is
restrained from cxcc«*ive motion by various
cfTcciivc safely devices.
The pressure of the air
upon the Icxiy is measured by means of scale
beams, constructed for the tests by Fairbanks, Moric
& Co., and loaned by them. The beams arc supplied with dashpots, and the weighing mechanism
consists of the regular beam with weight* and
poise, and in addition a spring babnce with dial i<
employed to render easier the manipulation of ihe
'

.

liY IlK.NkV

II,

NoRHS,

Siiporinlnndenl of Eleclrlc'railway Te*t«.

studies of the alternating-current losses in rails; of
the efficiency of various methods of braking and
accelerating both city and interurban cars; of the
energy consumption in cars with different kinds

.

machine.

A

successful plan has I>ecn carried out on this car
for the (lurjKjse of separating the head and rear
resistances from the toial.
Ihe vestibule is independent of the body, but is carried therefrom by
means of a link suspension. In order to guide the
vestibule and to transmit Ihe pressure to the weighing device a steel-trussed oak frame, atuched to
the vestibule, projects into the car a distance of
eight feet and it is guided on all sides by small
Chapman bearings.
This method of suspension has
proved very satisfactory. In order to secure stability of the vestibule and body each of these is held
against the scales by counterweights, the forces of

which

arc transmitted through bell-cranks and
all equipped with knife-edge contacts.
In order to eliminate from the measurements all
forces but those due to the air the controllers are
mounted upon iron stands carried upon the flatcar floor and projecting into the car body, thus
levers,

removing the effect of stiffness in the controller
cables, a serious matter in a car of this size.
Similarly the trolley base is inside the car, carried upon
the top of an oak post which projects upward from
the flat car.
No error is possible, therefore, from
the resistance between tr«lley
wheel and wire.

While the forces mentioned are small

in amount, the
sensitiveness of the apparatus is such that the prctaken are necessary.
The construction of the air-resistance car was
carried out by the test corps, which put in about
three months in the actual detail work.
This included the assembling of the equipment, the- construction of the special brake rigging and other
equipment, with the exception of the hea\-y steel
and woodwork, which was done by outsiders from
the funds of the commission. The corps also wired
the car for a double-end controller arrangement,
one controller of the Westinghouse "L4" type being
loaned by the Indiana Union Traction Company, the
other by the Westinghouse Company, the latter also
supplying a pair of circuit breakers and a large
number of resistance grids for controlling the running speed of the car.
The commission has realized the necessity of
rnaking exact measurements of all of the quantities involved in these tests, especially in regard to
the matter of speed.
For this purpose two independent plans are employed. The test track, somewhat over 25,000 feet in length, is divided in sections of 1,000 feet each.
The sections are marked
by large signs plainly numbered.
The instant of
passing each sign is indicated on the graphical record of a General Electric recording ammeter, which
is also used for the current record.
This ammeter
records upon a strip of paper regular inten-als of
five seconds each.
L'pon this record is superimposed the time of passing each of the section signs.
this being accomplished by closing a switch for an
instant as each of these signs are passed. Thus the
time of passing through a section of 1,000 feet is
accurateh' recorded.
The second speed device consists of a small dynamo carried upon the truck frame and geared to
the car axle by sprocket wheels and chain.
This
dxiiamo is an "Apple" igniter of the Dayton Eleccauti''.ns

GIGANTIC FREQUENCY-CHANGER FOR SHAWINIGAN FALLS.

corresponding to 7,200 kilowatts on the generator, with the expenditure of no more than 300
kilowatts in order to produce the same losses in the
tions,

machine which exist undei" full-load conditions.
The working of the generator and motor forming
tile frequency-changer at Shawinigan Falls will be
carefully noted by electrical engineers in all parts
of the world, and if it is as successful as the build-

'

ers confidently anticipate the result will be a valuable
addition to existing data on the subject of alternating-current machinery.

Tentative Ordinances for Chicago Surface Lines.
Tentative ordinances have now been completed
by the local transportation committee of the Chicago City Council. On election day the voters,
therefore, will have an opportunity to vote on a
definite measure intended to secure for the public
first-class street-railway service without needless de'

lay.

The tentative ordinance for the Chicago City railway requires the present waiver and surrender by
the company of the rights under the 99-year law.
It binds the company to reconstruct its lines at
once at a cost of about $16,000,000 to give the public

improved

right

of

service.

municipal

It

reserves

to

the

city

the

ownership upon payment for
end of a term of 1.3 years,
city
will
receive compensa-

tangible values at the

during which the
tion aggregating $5,700,000.
It demands universal
transfers.
The ordinance drafted for the Union
Traction Company agrees substantially with the one
for the City railway, whose most important provisions have been printed in the Western Electrician.
The committee on local transportation says that
its tentative ordinance embodies "a well-considered
and thoughtfully matured public programme" which
"recognizes and protects both public and private interests."

of service, and of the resistance offered by the air
to the motion of cars at high speeds.
While the earlier part of the work has been
described in some detail in the technical press,
but little has been said regarding the special dynamometer car designed and constructed for the
purpose of measuring directly the head and rear
pressures and the side and roof resistances of car
bodies.
This car was recently completed at the
shops of the Indiana Union Traction Company at

Anderson,

Ind.,

this

company having co-operated

heartily in the rather tedious work incident to an
experiment of this sort. The equipment for the
car was secured partly by loan and partly by purchase of supplies through funds donatecj to the

work by various electric and steam-railway companies and by engineers interested in the investigation of important railway problems.
The Indiana
Union Traction Company, in addition to the facilities
offered in its shops and offices, placed at the disposal of the commission a pair of high-speed Baldwin trucks and a set of four Westinghouse No. 85
motors, rated at 75 horsepower each. The Baldwin
Locomotive Works made the changes in the center
plates and side bearings of the tnicks necessarvto enable them to turn freely under the frame of a
steel l^at car loaned by the Pressed Steel Car Company.
motor-compressor of ample size, with governor and brake cylinder, was furnished by the
National Electric Company, and the test corps designed and constructed the special brake rigging
necessary to adapt these to the steel car frame.
powerful hand-brake rigging was also constructed,
w'ith the Peacock brake -drums supplied by the
National Brake Company.
Special ''bumpers" were
constructed to prevent damage to other cars in
coupling, and heavy chains were used to prevent
excessive motion of the car frame with respect to
the trucks.
As the frame was raised considerably
above its usual height by the changes mentioned
this was considered desirable.
The dynamometer equipment, consisting of an
interurban car body 32 feet long, without vestibules,
rolls freely upon rails screwed to the flat-car floor.
This body, with a special steel vestibule and a standard vestibule, were supplied by the J, G. Brill Com-

A

A

Manufacturing Company. It has permanently
magnetized field poles: but these also earn- exciting coils, through which the field current of the

trical

recording ammeter is also passed.
As this current must be maintained accurately at a value of
one ampere for current measuring purposes, it is
admirably adapted for the purpose mentioned. The
electromotive force generated by the draamo is
read upon a Weston voltmeter specially arranged
for this purpose.
The electromotive force at 60
miles an hour is about seven volts.
The readings
are directly proportional to the speed.
This apparatus has now been in operation for some weeks
and has demonstrated its accuracy and convenience.
In addition to the speed measurements, accurate
readings at five-second intervals of motor electromotive force are recorded, and the current record is
continuously checked by means of a direct-reading

The direction and
in the same circuit.
velocity of the wind are also taken at frequent intervals, accurate anemometers having been supplied
by Queen & Co. for the purpose.
The tests on the Louisiana, as the air-resistance
car has been named, will continue until sufficient
data are at hand to determine the resistance to the
motion of different shapes of car front at ail speeds
reached by modern interurban cars up to 70 miles
an hour, this limit being set In- the line and motor
ammeter

—
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a column pipe, traveling crane for the pumping station, automatic oil system, a small air compressor
for filling the air chambers, a small vacuum pump
operated by compressed air for discharging air from
the suction chamber, all the piping, valves of every
description for completing the installation and a
complete set of duplicate parts of the pump.
It is intended to install a temporary drainage plant
at the shaft, first using an air lift to lower the water
to the 1,800-foot level and thence down to the 2,500foot level without other pumps.
The present bottom of the shaft is at the 2,500-foot level, and when
that point is reached the shaft will be sunk through
the solid rock to the 3,000-foot level, where the
permanent pumps j ust contracted for will be in-

speed of 72 miles an hour has been
reached for a short period.
During the last few days another important investigation has been completed by the use of a car
exhibited by the Cincinnati Car Company at the St.
Louis Exposition. This car is supplied with the sanie
motor equipment as the Louisiana, but it has in addicapacities.

Westinghouse electropneu-

matic control. The tests made upon this car were
designed to supplement those previously made and to
supply important data, not only in regard to the control system but having reference in general to problems of heavy interurban-car operation. An interesting feature of these tests was that all records were
taken autographically, a special recording table having been constructed along the line of the experiwide strip of paper
ence gained at St. Louis.
is carried bj' motor power across a glass table on
opposite sides of which the observers are stationed
Opposite each is a guide
with their instruments.
and pencil carriage, the latter of which is operated
by a cord carried over a drum attached to a pointer
The observer simply
over the instrument needle.
follows the motion of the needle with his pointer,
and the result is recorded. The base line for each
record is traced by a separate pencil carried by an
electromagnet through which passes the current
from a time-marker recording five-second intervals,
thus synchronizing all of the records. V/hile somewhat similar to other recording apparatus in use,
this equipment was -designed independently and has

ii,
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may

say that this was tested by measuring known'
values of known magnetomotive forces and by summing up the different potential drops in simple as
Vv-ell as in more complicated magnetic circuits, and
it:
was found that the measurements agreed sufficiently well for all practical purposes.
For instance,
the measurement of a known value of ampere-turns
was carried out with satisfactory results on a choking coil In which the drop of magnetic potential in
the iron was insignificant, and practically the full
amount of the ampere-turns in the choking coil
could be measured by the apparatus.
Among many other measurements the most inter-

stalled.

A

A Method

Modern electrical machines are, as a rule, highly
saturated in the iron of the magnets as well as in the
teeth of the armature.
The higher this saturation
the more the ampere-turns of the fields are dependent on the magnetic properties of the iron and on
accidental faults in the magnets, such as blow holes
in the cast steel or bad joints.
In any case it is very
important, from the designing and manufacturing
point of view, to find out from the actual machine
how many ampere-turns are required for driving
the flux through the magnet yokes and poles, the
air-gap and the teeth of the armature.
The method of measuring the "magnetic potential drop"
described in the following article was
the outcome of special tests, which it was found
necessary to make on actual steel field magnets
which were suspected of being faulty in quality and

some features of its own.
The results of all the work of the commission
as

be published in

full

in

report to

a

be issued

soon as practicable after the completion of the

v.'ork.

Power Transmission

in

Measuring Magnetomotive

Forces.'
By Rudolf Goldschmidt.

'

will

of

Formosa.

Some interesting facts are transmitted hy United
States Consul F. D. Fisher at Tamsui, Formosa,
concerning a new power-transmission plant, work
upon which was begun by the engineering department of the Formosan s^vernment early in 1904.
The site selected is about ten miles to the southeast
of Taihoku, immediately below the jtmction of the
Hbkusei and Nansei rivers, which form the Shinten
River. Waterpower will be used, and will be supplied by a canal cut from the upper source of the
Nansei. River (south branch), which flows down the
mountains in a series of cascades. Just above the
junction the course of this stream describes a reversed S, which may be used to illustrate the construction of the canal from the upper point of the
figure to its center, where the water is brought to
the opposite side of the river by means of siphon
pipes, thence to the lower point of the figure to the
site of the plant, where it will have a fall of about 50
feet.
The length of the canal is 7,200 feet, which
includes a tunnel of 220 feet, and 280 feet of tworow siphon pipes ea^h five feet in diameter. The
width of the canal at bottom is from 11 to 12 feet,
and the discharge will be 250 cubic feet per second.
This is intended to give 1,000 horsepower, but 650
horsepower will be sufficient for the present require-

;

'

tween this amount and the sum of the single measurements that is, 7,300
(6,400 -f- 300) ^= 600
represents the drop in the two poles, or 300 ampereturns for each pole. To shield the compass needle
from the influence of undesirable stray lines the

and the results proved that it was extremely suitable for the purpose, being easy to manipulate in the shops and requiring a minimum of
special apparatus or fine adjustment, which would
To measure the
obviously lead to complications.
"magnetic potential drop" between the points (a)
and (b) in the yoke of a continuous-current machine, two laminated iron cores (AC) and (BD),
as showm in Fig. i, are placed on (a) and (b), respectively, in the manner shown, the gap (CD) being from three-quarters inch to seven-eighths inch.
By this arrangement we have formed a small "magnetic shunt" or "by-pass" to the yoke.
This shunt
will take up a small amount of the magnetic flux.
Point (C), for instance, will show north polarity,
point (D) south polarity, and a small compass
needle placed between (C) and (D) will assume
the position indicated in Fig. 2, pointing with its
south poles to (C).
The limbs (AC) and, (BD)
casting,

ments.

struction

mentioned.
of

the

The
canal,

cost,

will

including the conbe approximately

carry two coils (Si) and (S^), which we exciteW'itli
a current so that they counteract the magnetic pobetween (a) and (b). If we increase the
ampere-turns of (Si) and (S-) sufficiently to overpower the magnetic force of (a, b), then the flux in
the "magnetic shunt" would i^everse, the polarity of
(C) would become north and the polarity of (D)
south, and our compass needle would point as shown
in Fig. 3.
If we adjust the current in (Si) and
(S2) so that the compass just begins to move from
one position to the other, the magnetomotive force

$175,000.

Electric

Pumps

for the

tential

Comstock Lode

Mines.
For years numerous efforts have been made to
unwater and explore the entire Comstock lode in
Nevada. The latest move in this direction has just
been made by the Ward Shaft Association, consisting of a group of the middle mines, composed of
Gould & Curry, Savage, Qiollar, Potosi, Bullion,
Alpha Consolidated, Exchequer and the Julia Consolidated Mining Company, which own and operate
nearly a mile of the middle lode.
The International Steam Pump Company, which
installed the apparatus at the Ward shaft, was represented by Charles C. Moore & Co., engineers, its
Pacific Coast agents, and by Carl George P. de
Laval, who came to Virginia City especially to investigate the situation at the Comstock lode. Leon
M. Hall, chief engineer and superintendent for the
Ward Shaft Association, conducted negotiations for
the last-named association. The contract calls for
two first-motion electrically driven pumps, each of
the units to have capacity for lifting 1,600 gallons
of water per minute against a pressure equivalent
to a height of 1,500 feet, or from the 3,000-foot
level up to the level of the south lateral branch of
the Sutro tunnel.
Each pump is to be driven by an 8oo-horsepower
slow-speed induction motor. The contract includes

—

—

The plant will be equipped with two McCormick
turbines, each of 384 horsepower and 450 revolutions per minute, two three-phase Westinghouse
alternating generators of 250 kilowatts, 11,000 volts
and 450 revolutions per minute, a McCormick exciter
turbine of 49 horsepower and 950 revolutions per
minute, and a Lombard governor, type D.
Considerable delay has occurred in the arrival of
some of the equipment from the United States, and
the plant will not be completed before June or July
of this year.
It will supply the electric power for
lighting the cities of Taihoku and Daitotei (Tamsui),
also for an ice plant, sawmill and other works in the
city first

esting perhaps is that of the magnetic potential drop
in the different parts of the magnetic circuit of a

continuous-current machine.
Fig. 4, drawn from a
photograph, shows the apparatus applied to a continuous-current machine by Messrs. Crompton &
Co.
An actual measurement showed that the drop
in the yoke was 300 ampere-turns; over the air-gap
and teeth, 6,400 ampere-turns over the teeth alone.
600 ampere-turns. The actual ampere-tums on the
field of the machine were 7,300.
The difference be-

A

METHOD OF MEASURING

of the coil
tween (a)

is

equal to the potential difference be-

and (b), and thus represents directly
without any further calculation the amount of ampere-turns required to drive the flux through the
yoke of the machine. From the above it will readily
be seen that it is not necessary to have a very good
fitting joint

between the

field

magnet and the

test

cores, this being a zero method.
The method as here applied to the yoke of a
continuous-current machine can naturally be used in
any case where magnetomotive forces are to be
measured.
As to the exactness of the method, I
.

irticle

(London).

FIG. 5.

DIAGRAMMATIC SKETCH OF MAGNETIC CIRCUIT.

compass can be surrounded by

a small iron box, as
Fig. 4.
Fig. 5 shows a diagrammatic sketch of the magnetic circuit, with the figures inserted as they were
actually determined by the apparatus.

shown

in

Safety

in Electrical Installation,

Fred G. Dustin, city electrical inspector for Minneapolis, gave an interesting lecture on February
24th before the Society of Engineers of the University of Minnesota on "Safety in Electrical Installation."
After describing the development of the
present insurance rules, through the co-operation of
the electrical and insurance organization, he took
up the city ordinance governing electrical' installation and operation. To illustrate the necessity for
certain rules, he showed interesting samples of defective fittings and construction which he had condemned. Samples of new devices showed how new
rules

are

being

met.

Among

other

Instances

of

improper operation, he noted an instance where the
only fuse in the circuit had been replaced by a
tenpenny nail. In closing, he admonished the young
engineers to supplement their theoretical work with
practical experience, emphasiaing that their ultimate
success or failure would depend upon their ability
to put into practical use the technical training and

knowledge they were acquiring.

No Useless

Information.

A discriminating subscriber in Los Angeles writes
a pleasant letter to the Western Electrician, in the
course of which he says: "The more I see of the
Western Electrician the more I like it. I have
therefore ordered my subscription extended another
year. Your paper does not contain a lot of what
I call 'useless information,' but is
strictly
up to
date in every particular."
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Omohall,
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was not a Rreat deal
crush, which woiiiiil np the fes-
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of
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Ihr

cable and

iiiaiignra-

Pension OfTice is 310
wide, with a roof risinu by

in

the

feet

diflouK and no feet
ferent stages to a total heipiht of 130 feel from the
lloor.
As shown in the Rcneral view, it Is surrouiidcfl by a series of b:iiconics supported on small
columns, These balconies arc 10 feet wide, and the

rooms surrounding the court open into them.
While in Rcneral the building is well adapted for
such large social gatherings as the inaugural ball,
it
is considered a diflicult one to decorate in such
a way that the hunting and flags, (lowers and plants
and electrical effects shall bUiul in one harmonious
design.
The result of last week was, however,
highly satisfactory.
About 14,000 incandescent lamps were used for
the illumination and lighting effects of the brilliant
interior.
They were wired on direct-current, threewire circuits, the current being brought into the
building by means of three sets of 500,000-circularmil cables. Each set of cables was independent, and
supplied with fused main switches and wattmeters.
One main provided current for the lights on the
first floor and the double row of lamps on the face
of the first balcony. Another supplied the lamps
on the second balcony, while the third served the
4.000 lamps in the nimbus back of the music stand.
The architectural lines of the building were well
preserved, while the decorative treatment gave the
building its appropriate festive appearance.
The
first-Hoor decoration consisted of a ceiling of green
foliage hung in festoons, with a basket of growing
flowers and ferns hung opposite arch centers.
The
foliage was well sprinkled with miniature lamps,

making an

excellent effect.

In circles of evergreen above each column supporting the first balcony were four large azaleas.

sign-base lamps.

189

the face of the second balcony, was a row of foureandlcpowcr frosted lamps without reflectors.
The most attractive feature of the lighting was the
very elaborate nimbus back of the hand stand .ind
directly facing the president's stand at the other end
the great court. The framework consisted of
two arches, the forward arch being .30 feet across
the base and 50 feet high: the rear ,-irch was 10
feet smaller in width and height, and set hack two
These arches were strongly secured together
feet.
by strap iron, bent to produce the shell effect. Between the two arches was stretched wire netting, to
which the Elblight cables were secured. On the
face of the large arch were two rows of four-candleof

power, white frosted lamps, spaced three inches Ijctwcen centers. The inner arch was set with whit,'
opal lamps spaced three inches apart. The 13 medallions, each consisting of five blue lamps in pagoda
reflectors, arranged star-like about a central lamp
of similar type, were bordered by two rows 01
yellow lamps. The lamps surrounding the lower
medallions were light yellow and they gra<luated in
shade till a very deep golden yellow was reached
in the lamps bordering the top and central medal
lion.
In the space between the medallions wn
woven yellow Elblight cable to make a netting of
about eight-inch mesh. The curved ribs of the shell
were covered with green cable, lighted by white
opal lamps with graduated spacing. The streamers
on each side of the shell were closely studded with
white opal lamps, with spacing so graduated as to
bring the lamps very closely together at the point
where the streamers were caught together at the
junction with the outer arch.
When all the 14.000 lamps were aglow the effect
is

difficult

enough

to

describe.

Street-railway

Alxjve these diik«, on

The

light

was

Changes

In Buffalo.

At a mcelifiK held in the New VnrV office of J. P.
Co., on Thursday, Mar-h rl Henry
J.
Pierce of BiifTalo was wiccicd
n \V
Caryl Ely as pre«idcnt of the Ir
ictioti
Company, the Inirrnaiional K..;
v ami
the CroMtown Street Kailway C'.mi.-,riy ^l Huffalo

Morgan &

•

The officers and director* of Ihc Inlrniaiiona'
Traction Company, which is the holding c/jijipany
of Ihc (nlcrnalional Kailway Comjany, are as follows: President. Henry J. Pierce of Buffalo; vice-

Thomas Dcwiii Cuylcr

president,

secretary-treasurer,
rectors,

Henry

.Arthur

Robinson.

).

New

Thomas

Philadelphia;

of Philadelphia;
of Buffalo: di-

.Slocum

F.

Pierce. Buffalo;

J.

G

York; T.

E.

Mitlrn.

Boissevain,

I,.

IJcwilt

Cuyler.
.V

M

Chicago:

intense

to bring out fully the darkest colored foliage

mellowed the apparently glaring daylight colors of the bunting and harmonized
fully the combined decorations.
decorations, while

it

In the middle of the court the fi>rmcr severely
fountain IkhI l.rcn nu tamorph. .s.-d.
Rocky

plain

NIMBUS BACK OF BAND-STAND

IN

INAUGURAL BALLROOM,

Robinson. Louisville. Ky.
Pendennis White. Buffalo William B. Rankine, Niagara Falls ; L. J. Hayden. Park Ridge. X. J.
The retiring directors aa; Francis Lynde Stetson.
Charles WcVeagh and Richard Trimble of New
York, W. Caryl Ely of Buffalo and Burt Van Horn
of Newfane, N. Y.
The new officers of the International Railway
;

:

Company

are

Henry J. Pierce
Lament of New York

President,

:

president, Daniel

S.

tary-treasurer, J. F.
G.
L.
Boissevain.

:

Slocum
Arthur

:

directors,

H.

J.

;

vice-

secre-

Pierce.

Robinson, Pendennis
White, T. E. Mitten. T. Dewitt Cuyler. Daniel S.
Lamont, A. M. Robinson, Oiarles Steele. E. B.
Osier, Thomas Blackstock, Robert L. Fo'cr. Henry
M. Watson, Daniel O'Day and E. T. Stotesbuo'.

The

New
of

retiring

York,

W.

Buffalo and

directors are Temple Bowdoin of
Caryl Ely of Buffalo, Porter Norton
William B. Rankine of Niagara

Falls.

On

Friday,

to President

ifarch 3d. \'an

W. Canl

VIEW OF INAUGURAL BALLROO.M

Above them came

double row of frosted lamps
in six-inch pagoda reflectors, placed six inches center to center horizontally, and three inches perpendicularly.
The lamps were so placed that the
tips of the top row pointed directly to the eye of
a person in the center of the court, while those in
the bottom row were set to an angle to point onefourth across, securing, in this way, an even, soft,
mellow light over the entire court.
Above the
double row of lamps was a broad three-foot band
of smilax whose lower streamers partly covered the
lamps.
a

The ceiling of the first balcony and part of the
side wall were covered with dark red bunting, that
on the side wall being nearly covered with broad
green streamers gathered in graceful loops. Facing
the wall were frosted lamps in pagoda reflectors, to
brighten and bring out the colors. Above each column of the second balcony was an 18-inch disk containing 50 white and yellow tinted lamps closely
clustered.

The

disks

were constructed of Elblight

arches had been constructed, and covered with moss
and ferns, and electric lights were applied to make
the central feature worthy of its central position.
The president's room at the ball was lavishly
decorated by the florist, and was lighted by six

lamps in Holophane globes, suspended in the. center
of the room.
Victor Mindeleff was the designer of the decorations and E. C. Graham the constructor.
The electrical work was done by the National Electrical
Supply Company of Washington, D. C.

Another Municipal Lighting Experiment
Abandoned.
A newspaper dispatch dated at Sterling,
111..

March 5th,
Rock Falls,

says:
III.,

losing venture.

Ely

:

Horn

Richard

Ely.

assistant

F. Rankine, sec-

Edward ilcDonnell. assistant to
the general manager, and H. M. Pease, auditor.
retired.
Thomas W. Wilson, chief engineer of the
retar\'-treasurer

is

"The municipal-lighting plant of
to be discontinued, as it was a

The

city's

light

will

be furnished

by a private company." The plant began operation
in 1893 and cost $20,000.

;

Company, has been appointed
In this position Mr. Wilson succeeds T. E. Mitten, who is now the operating head
of the Chicago City Railway Company.
International Railway

general manager.

Thomas W. Wilson was graduated from Lehigh
when he went to work for the
Company of Steelton, Pa., as an

L'niversity in 1S90,

Pennsylvania Steel

was with the company for five years.
In 1896 he was appointed chief engineer of the
Charleston (S. C.) Street Railway Company. He
enlisted in the army during the Spanish-American
war and was chief topographer of the Second Army
Corps. In 1899 ^Ir. Wilson accepted a position as
assistant engineer of the International Railway Company, and was made superintendent of construction
in 1900. being later promoted to the position of chief
engineer, and

engineer.

The Pocahontas. Graham and Tazewell Electric
Belt Line of Pocahontas, Va., has been incorporated to build an electric railway. J. S. Browning
is president.

:
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—

conductivity

The minimum

conductivity allowable should be deIn rubber-Insulated cables the copper conductors should always be tinned, according to the
fined.

quoted.
For chemical reasons, rubber
and copper should be kept apart, and the coating of
on the wire acts as the necessary separating
medium. The pure-rubber layer between the rubber
compound and the conductor should be of absoauthorities

tin

lutely pure rubber; but

it is observed that there is
hardly any article of general commerce in which the
buyer places himself so largely in the hands of

the seller as he does in the matter of India rubber.

Even

In pure rubbe.r strip, made solely from fine
Para rubber, appreciable differences in the tendency

to oxidize

may

be noticed.

In relation to fire-re-

is
qualities
It
said that they cannot be
secured by modification of the dielectric but must
be attained by special treatment of the tapes, braid-

sisting

or lappings which form the usual mechanical

ings

During and

protection to rubber cables.

process

of lapping,

resisting

compound

braiding,
Is

a

etc.,

after the

suitable

fire-

Any

served on the coverings.

degree of fireproofing can

obtained by adding

be

to the number of braidings or lappings.
This last
assertion Is especially interesting in view of recent
newspaper dispatches from London giving an account of a fire in which aerial telephone cables

played a conspicuous part In spreading the flames.
Very likely the telegraphed reports were exaggerated, but it is satisfactory to have the assurance
of experts that any required degree of fire-resistance

can be had by treating the cable coverings.
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electrical operation

Simplon

of trains in

Tunneh

This

tunnel

is
the longest in the world and connects
Switzerland and Italy under the Alps, which tower
over 4,000 feet above it.
It Is 12 miles and 440
yards long and connects Brigue in Switzerland with

on the Italian side. Very elaborate means
were taken to secure ventilation and to pump out
was encountered. The
actual piercing of the main tunnel was finished on
February 24th, when the Italian workman who had
the water, often hot, which

fired the first blast In 1898 fired the last.

The

high-

est altitude of the tunnel is 2,310 feet

or considerably lower than the famous
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better results than a similar

Is

will

Electricians

in

be able to

In relation to quality of service, it is
in France.
undoubtedly a fact that the private companies of
the United States provide the best quality of telephoning in the world.
Our correspondent refers, very naturally, to the
Glasgow telephone situation and says that the
municipal exchange in that city has reduced the
rates and that while the people seem satisfied with
the financial results, independent experts consider
that the true condition of affairs

International

that

the contract, the tunnel should be ready for

December 31, 1911. In the United
States this would be viewed as a momentous change
and one which Avould be regarded with considerable
apprehension.
But almost from the beginning tbe
government in England has been mixed up, to a
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telephone operation will be a thing of the past In
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Patent
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a paper recently read abroad have pointed out that
the specification of any standard cable should state
the effective sectional area of the whole conductor—
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Indicate, where Is the advantage of
public ownership In telephone operation?
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of the matter, as

little less

that country after

Indiana

the best obtainable, and
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reduction

gow seems

and the present agreement simply comes as the

The upshot

that in a

phone business in Great Britain will be conducted
Private
by the government or b}' municipalities.
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States.

above sea level,
St. Gothard
Tunnel, which is nine miles long and ranks ne.xt in
length to the one which Is now attracting the world's
attention.
When the two boring parties met in
the
Simplon Tunnel the event was signalized
throughout Switzerland by the ringing of church
bells and the firing of cannon.
The president of the
Swiss Republic sent a congratulatory message to
the king of Italy.
Thus one of the greatest engineering achievements of the time is virtually accomplished.
The Swiss and Italian governments

is

New England
New York

ing),

improved
of

service

a pleasure to bear testimony to

is

it

usefulness and efficiency.
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This subject, therewhich is of such timeliness, should receive
the most careful attention of engineers, and valuable data like that compiled by Mr. Ricker will
always be received gladly.
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It is an interesting

"Broncho Busting" for Denver-Colorado Springs Conven-
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to poor bonding of the track.
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trolysis is a serious one, always confronting streetrailway companies, and it is almost invariably due
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Book Table
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Why

trated

sion.

stantly,

While

exemplified

as
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electrical

should not the British consular service be
as alert as that of the United States in obtaining
and publishing information of the highest commerIt cannot be pretended for a moment
cial value?
that there is equality or anything approaching equality between the services In that detail of efficiency.
Where, for instance, is there any British consular
report on the wonderful expansion of German trade
?nd influence in China which can be compared with
the exhaustive summary just issued at Washington?
Intelligently compiled from the publications of the
Central Union of Berlin, it pieces together a mass
of authentic Information of the utmost consequence,
both politically and commercially, to this country.
The whole field of competition is presented at a
glance, whereas In the case of our own consular
reports there Is rarelv any attempt at Downlns^
Street to frame a similarly exhaustive digest.
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Street-railway Changes in Buffalo
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which hardly enough attention
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But

if,

undoubtedly the case, the service of private

and, according to
traffic

This limit will probably
railroad through
the tunnel

isth of this year.

The

should be electrically operated, of course. It would
seem that in a 12-mile tunnel' steam locomotives
would not be tolerated, even with the most elaborate
ventilation that the Ingenuity' of the engineers could
invent.

If

a practicable substitute could be obtained.

Fortunately, there

system, which,
ployed.

it

is
is

such a substitute

in the electric

not to be doubted, will be em-

But there are many interesting

features, such as

electrfcal

the use of alternating-current or

overhead wires or contact
rail, electric locomotives or motor cars, methods of
train control and operation, safety appliances and the
like, which
demand engineering attention.
It is
curious that one does not hear more of these details,
direct-current

now

motors,

that actual railroad operation

is

near at hand.
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Bonding.'

W.
In
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joint, whicli in turn

is

dc-

Tnick joints arc of two
hy the ro.-iilbed.
'I'lic first is apgeneral types, rigid and flexible.
plicable only to track laid on continuous rock or
concrete foundation, with the rails buried in liard
pavement, and includes electrically welded, castElectrically
welded
welded and riveted joints.
joints require no secondary electrical connection,
but their availability is limited and they have not
Cast-welded joints arc widely
attained great use.
used in large cities, and unless the current density
Riveted joints,
is high, need no additional bonding.
used somewhat abroad, are similar to cast-wcldcd.
The majority of all track, including all not buried
nnis-t
have flexible joints of either
in pavement,
lirillcd or wedge types, and the electrical conductivity must depend upon bonds installed for that sole
purpose, that qf the rail joint itself being slight.
To get the necessary conductivity, bonds are
nearly always of copper, about the only exception
being those of tin amalgam. To reduce cost and resistance they must be as short as practicable and the
manufacturing cost must be kept low to preserve the
For
scraj) value as near the first cost as possible.
durability they must be flexible enough so as not to
break or lose contact by the allowable relative moThey must be formed so they
tion of the rails.
may be applied to the types of rails in ordinary
in such position as to be protected from acciuse
They should be
dental damage and from theft.
The
readily accessible for inspection and repair.
cost of application must be kept low, and to this
end it is very important that the process shall be
so simple and easy that no highly skilled labor or
extraordinary care is required to install thorn with
certain and uniform results. The bond that satisfies
all these conditions has not yet been devised.
The ordinary process of selection has developed
a form of bond made of annealed copper and consisting of a flexible stranded or laminated shank
about eight to 12 inches long, welded to solid terminals of considerable mass, which are attached
to the rail-web under the joint plr.tcs or less freAccessibility
quently under the base of the rail.
for inspection and repair, however, is almost wholly
sacrificed and the importance of good work in manufacture and application is thereby greatly increased.
The failure of a bond is that condition in which
llie
resistance of the joint is seriously increased,
which may occur without interruption of the continuity of the bond itself.
The general cases are:
1. Breakage
of bonds.
2. Disintegration of the bonds.
^. Impairment of contacts.
Breakage. Breakage inay occur because of defects
as in copper bonds with
in manufacture,
welded terminals, the strands may be weakened by
and a
o\erheating where they enter the terminal
slight but continuous motion of the joint will cause
ihem to break, one by one, at this place. Long-conliiiued jar and repeated flexures will produce fatigue
in the metal (what has been called the Bauschinger
effect in steel).
Such breakage in the case of either
welded or solid bonds is of course most frequent,
« here the flexure of the bond due to rail movements
is too great for its flexibility,
which means ill-selected bonds or badly kept track.
Disintegration. The 5.urfaces at the imperfect
welds in composite bonds corrode, increasing the
resistance greatly and loosening and weakening the
bonds so that they may be pulled apart.
Tin amalgam used at contacts or in masses hardens and shrinks, losing flexibility and contact with
In the case of amalgam plugs
the bonded surfaces.
enclosed in cork boxes the cork sometimes breaks,
allowing the soft amalgam to run out.
Impairment of Contact. By far the most imporThis
tant cause of impaired contact is oxidation.
is greatly facilitated by the presence of moisture, so
that the slightest crevice into which moisture may
penetrate and lodge is dangerous. Soft-soldered
contacts underground are not to be trusted, especially on track laid in streets, wdiich is sure to be
wet with dirty water, though there is no apparent
reason why soldered contact entirely above ground
should not be durable if all traces of corrosive flux
Brazed joints seem to give no trouble.
are removed.
The heat capacity of the rail is so great that it
is difficult to get any considerable part of it to sol..dering temperature by external heat application
without excessive expense and possibly damage to
the rail, so the edges of the terminal surface are
usually well soldered and the middle portion but
imperfectly.
Large flat surfaces held in contact by bolts have
been tried, though they have never attained great
vogue. The cost and bulk of any arrangement of
bolts and plates which could maintain intimacy of
contact similar to that of an ordinary compressed
terminal, together with the- cost of finishing and
fitting the flat surfaces, would be prohibitive.
In
some cases such bonds have been used in- joints
where there is supposed to be enough motion to
keep the surface rubbed bright, but here there
lerniiiied
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would seem to be lilllc advantage in using copper,
as llif joint-plates fill the same office.
The following data illustrating the foregoing m.ny be of in-

jonilH |«r h'lur »1.
lion of the drills
no lime was lost in

terest

an .iveragc of

A

:

girder rails on
concrete base in iinusually siilistanlial manner, with
joints driven tight and made as rigid as possible,
was Iwndcd with two No. 0000 bonds with o,87S-inch
terminals expanded with a steel drift left in the
hole.
On account of the rigidity of the joints the
bonds were very short, of horseshoe type, four
Bond
inches and 2.5 inches between terminals.
holes were punched at the mill and reamed bright
with taper reamers just before applying the bonds,
which were set with the shank at the small ends of
the taper holes. Measurements of 15 joints by comparison of fall of pressure through the joint with
that in 10 feet of rail made with a millivoltmcter
showed the mean joint resistance equal to that of
one foot of rail. The same joints measured in the
same manner with the same instruments one year
later showed no perceptible increase in resistance.
A double-track railway laid with fio-pound T-rails,
rock-ballasted and maintained luiusually well for
an electric railway, was bonded with masses of tin
amalgam enclosed in washers of treated cork,
]}inchcd between the rail-web and joint-plaies. After
the road had been in operation about 414 years and
parts of it one and two years less, measurements
were made upon joints in the various sections by the
same method as the preceding test, with the following results:

with H^-pound

tr.ack laid

()0-fofit

:

—

;

—

—

I. Abstract of a paper
presented at the meeting of tlie
American Institute of Electrical Engineers, New York. February 24, 1905.
Mr. Ricker is assistant engineer in the electrical deparUnent of the New York Central and Hudson
River Railroad Company.
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In a single-track interurban electric railway laid
with 70-pound T-rails on private right-of-way the
joints were each bonded with one No. 0000 copper
bond 10 inches long with 0.875-inch welded terminals.
In the earlier part of the work the bond
holes were drilled with oil lubrication and the bond
terminals were upset with a screw compressor by
one man using a wrench about 36 inches long. To
estimate the improvement possible the resistance of
633 feet of one rail containing 20 joints was determined in the condition described then the bond
terminals were thoroughly compressed with a similar compressor, using a wrench about 66 inches
long with a heavy man on the end applying the
pressure slowly and steadily.
Then a similar section of one rail 425 feet long containing 14 joints
was drilled with soda-water lubrication, the holes
carefully wiped and the bonds compressed thoroughly as above. The sections of rail when measured were disconnected at both ends and the bal;

last

scraped

clear.

The readings were taken

ments.
Drilling with water, bonds well

Ohms.
Per Foot Rail.
com-

oil.
oil.

X

Per Cent.
Increase R.

10-*

o

1.47X10-*

14

1.96X10-*

33

1

.

29

bonds well com-

bonds poorly com-

—

Cost of Applying Bonds. Two cases are presented
in detail, as it is proposed to try to derive from
them some conclusions regarding the most economical expenditure for bonding in two typical
roads.

On a single-track interurban raihvay quoted
herein, it was necessary to organize a bonding gang
of entirely green men, none of whom had ever seen
a bond before.
It contained 12 men at $1.75 per day
and a foreman at $3, a total of $25 per day. The
work consisted in unplating the joints which were
half bolted up, drilling two 0.875-inch holes in the
rail

,'.

,•.

d
d

2,'»/'

from the trolley wif
It weighed alxjut
moved from the Ir.
1

it

four limes per day to all >«
yii tr.;. ii,,ii •:.,:ii-. to
pass.
The capacity of this gang was zoo Ixmds
daily, making ihc lalKir cost alKmt 12 i-^m-. r;i,;h_
of which three crnls was chargea'
tid
nine cents to bonrting. The m.i
a
drill grinder, so there was no
f.
for sliarpening drills,
llic equipm
ijc
screw compressors of Ihc best type <>iiUnuble. but
they were too light, and three or four »crc always
crippled, adding one to two ccnU for repairs to the
cost
per bond. The drilling machine was built
especially for this job and required considerable
changes after work was )>cgun, so the cost of tools
was rather large— about $2,000 on which the salvage
'

-.

;

—

was

probal)ly $1,000.

Economical

Bonding.

—

al once evident that
the proponirjn of Ihc resistance of the rail circuit
due to the bonds is small; in the first case cited,
using 60-foot rails, it is a little less than two per
cent.
in the third case it is about 13 per cent., and
as the resistance of the rail circuit is usually not
over 25 per cent, of the whole resistance, the saving
by a considerable increase in bonding is relatively
small.
In order to reach some general conclusions regarding the economical expenditure for bonding, in
cases similar to the two described, by means of
Kelvin's law, it is necessary, in order to make the
law apply, to make certain assumptions, which arc
not strictly true, but which, if carefully adjusted
to the case taken up, may be near enough for the
It

is

;

purpose.
The following data of equipment may be taken
as typical of the interurban electric railways of moderate size and capacity, built extensively in the Middle Western stales.
The No. 0000 copper bond, 12
inches long, with solid 0.875-inch terminals, is selected as a unit, because it is a convenient market
size and well adapted for use with the rails assumed.

Two

Single track
Cost of power in line
Mean current in track

One

0.02c.

y^I-pound Trails.
per kilowait-tmur.

200 amperes.

bond
P.19C per 1,000 cir. mils.
(Based on No. 0000 by 12-inch bond at 40c.>
.\pplying same
0.094c. per l.ooo cir. mils.
(Based on 20c. per bond.)
Scrap value of bond
0.056c. per 1,000 cir. mils.
Net cost of bond
0.23c per 1,000 cir. mils.
Useful life of bond
10 years.
.\nnual cost of bond at 13.<
0.034c. per 1,000 cir. mils.
Resistance of bond
0.0116 per 1,000 cir. mils.
joint

(r2-inch 0000 copper

Annual (7.300 honrs)
bond

-1- 8^
for contacts.)
loss in one

847 kilowatt-hour per 1,000

Cost of same at 2C

0.00034

$!o.94 per
cir.

mils

16.94

X

1,000 cir.

mils.

1,000

at

night in dry weather and very nearly uniform temperature. Pressure readings were taken with a lowreading voltmeter.
Only switchboard ammeters
were available for current measurements, but they
were new and three were connected in series and
the mean readings used. They checked very closely
and were reliable enough for comparative measure-

pressed
Drillinc with
pressed
Drilling with
pressed

:

web, compressing one bond per joint, and re-

plating and bolting up the joints in permanent shape
w-ith four bolts each.
The equipment consisted of
three portable rotary track drills, three screw compressors, about 60 0.875-inch twist drills and the
necessary track tools, costing altogether about $350,
on which the' salvage was about $150. The capacity
was 100 bonds a day, making a labor cost of 25
cents per bond.
Grinding drills cost about $1 a
day, and repairs to compressors, about $1.50, making
total cost 27.5 cents per bond, of wdiich five cents
was chargeable to plating and 22.5 cents to bonding.
The work was continually interrupted by construction trains and the temperature w-as so high that
several men were overcome by heat. With clear
track and decent temperature the daily output could
be increased 20 per cent, at the same total cost.
On a larger installation in somewhat more favorable conditions, the bonding gang consisted of 10
or II men and a foreman, with a total payroll of
$23 to $25 a day. The drilling apparatus consisted
of a gang drill driven by an electric motor, wdiich
made two o.S75-inch holes at once, piercing the rail
web in one minute and drilling an average of 30

1,000
cir.

cir.

mils

— 223,000

mils

The equipment described would correspond

to that
of a road operated by synchronous-converter substations having an average traflic of two 40-foot
cars per section.
Such a road would usually have
one No. 0000 bond per track joint, which would seem
to be a little too small.
For a road of somewhat heavier construction and
traflic and operated at high speed the following
data may be assumed
items which are the same
as in preceding case are not repeated
;

Four So-pound

Double track

Mean current in
One joint bond

T-rails.

800 amperes.

track

-Applying same

0.19 per 1,000 cir. mils.
0.057c per 1,000 cir. mils.

(Based on 12c. per bond.)
Scrap value of bond

0.056c per 1,000

cir. mils.

Net cost of bond
0.203c, per 1,000 cir. mils.
.Annual cost of bond at 15^
0.0304c. per 1,000 cir. mils.
-Annual (7,300 hours) loss in t)ond.3.387
kilowatt-hour per
1.000 cir. milsCost of same at 2c
S67.76.
.000304

67.76X1,000

1,000
cir.

cir.

mils

mils

= 472.000.

This case is fairly comparable with the .Aurora,
Elgin and Chicago railway, which is bonded with
two 250.000-circular-mil bonds per joint.

William

DiscussioN (ix .Aestr-\ct).
New York: I have had occafew years, in the construction

Pestell.

sion during the last

and reconstruction of electric railwaj's, to observe
various kinds of bonds applied under various conditions, and know' to some extent the difference of
corrosion of bonds under different conditions. The
compressed or expanded terminal bond on a track
exposed to moisture and street conditions, such as
in
street-railway service and girder track, and
w-here the streets are paved and enclosed in macadam, deteriorates more rapidly than where the
track is on a private way, the bonds in the latter
case not being exposed to the action of moisture
to as great an extent as where buried in the ground.
In addition to this. I have noted that bonds which
had been recently tested and show-n to be of good
conductivit>% after the falling of the wire, and an
excessive amount of current passing through the
track, showed a great deterioration, sometimes as

much as 50 per cent, of the original conductivity
of the bond. I have also noted, in taking out some

—

'
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of the earlier types of bonds, particularly in New
England, where the steel terminal riveted bond was
used, with a great percentage of them in service
for 12 or 14 years, the terminals appear to be as
clean as when put in, the only corrosion being between the copper wire and the terminal. This was
also the case with the so-called West End or Brown
bond, used in and around Boston, consisting of
a tapered steel sleeve, through which is soldered
the copper wire, the steel expanded in the hole in
the rail. These bonds were usually in good condition and showed practically no corrosion between
the steel terminal and the rail.
Calvert Townley, New Haven. Conn.: I offer
one thought in connection with the latter part of
Mr. Ricker's paper, where he formulates the economical bond. There is one factor in the situation
which is not taken account of, and that is the effect
of the increased bonding in reducing electrolysis.
The greater the capacity of the bond, of course,
the greater the conductivity of the track and the
smaller the tendency for the current to seek a chanI have a feeling that
nel through a water pipe.
the electrical engineer of the future, and his client,
the street railway, has a considerable factor of
danger to face in the question of electrolysis, and
anything we can do to lessen that danger is very
important.
So that, in calculating the value of the
capacity of the bond, account should be taken of
That, of course, makes it
the electrolytic action.
very difficult to put the matter in mathematical
shape, because in a locality where there are numerous water pipes the electrolytic factor would be
large, and in cross-country running, where there
would be no water pipes, or adjacent metal to be
damaged by electrolytic action, the effect would be
negative.
Ralph D. Mershon, New York: I would like
to ask Mr. Ricker a question in the line of securing
a little more information, and that is to discover
if he has any data bearing on the contact resistance
I
itself in relation to the resistance of the bond.
notice he has eight per cent, for contacts. It would
seem to me that that question of contact resistance
might be a very important factor in any economical
calculations, such as he has made, as, instead of
basing his calculations on the circular-mil crosssection of the bond he perhaps ought to take account of the area of contact as well in other words.
with the same cross-section of bonds, we might get
better results with two or three or four bonds than
we would get with a lesser number.
;

H. A. LardUer, New York: I do not want to
Mr. Ricker's reply to Mr. Mershon, as
he doubtless has some information which will be
of interest; but I have had some experience in trying to measure the contact resistance of bonds, and
although we frequently run across bonds in which
the contact resistance is so great that it cannot be
measured it is 500 feet of rail or more, perhaps
in a bond newly placed I have never yet been able
to measure the contact resistance, because with any
bond, I do not care much what the character of
it is, the contact resistance is below anything it is
possible to measure with the instntments generally
available.
I know of no method of measuring contact resistance of a bond except by the fall of potential from some point on the rail to some point
on the bond terminal. That necessarily takes into
account a small portion of the rail and a small
anticipate

—

portion of the bond-. No matter how small it is,
even if you could measure it, I believe it is largely
in excess of any resistance in the contact piece
usually in newly placed bonds, and I do not believe
you could figure or calculate the resistance of the
contact.

Mr. Ricker: In regard to the contact-resistance
which the gentleman makes, in some cases
I have tried to compute the probable contact resistance of compressed or expanded terminal
bonds by measuring the actual resistance of a length
of track and subtracting from that the resistance
of the rail to the length of copper between centers
point

where

terminals, the resistance per contact averaged,
a considerable number of contacts, in the
case of No. 0000. seven-eighths terminals or contacts in good condition, somewhere in the neighborhood of one-half inch of copper per contact. In
Foster's Pocket Book Mr. Burton, of the J. G. White
company, is quoted as stating, as the result of
some experiments he made, three-eighths of an inch
of the bond shank, under similar conditions, and,
if I remember correctly, Mr. Burton once told me
a value which corresponded very closely to that.
I am not able to give very much data on that, unfortunately, because most of the tests which I have
been able to make were made under service conditions, and, while they were made as carefully as
possible, it was not usually practicable to get all
of the different measurements that I should like
to get to make the work complete.
of

among

One

:

of

the

features, of

the

new

street-railway

system which J. A. Moore and his financial backers
propose to build in Seattle, Wash., will be an elevated road on either First or Second Avenue. The
"L," according to the statement of Mr. Moore, will
be built on steel piers, and stations will be provided
at every alternate street along the entire route.
The structure itself will be on an average of about
30 feet above the level of the street
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Absorption of the National Telephone
Company by the British Government.
[From the London correspondent

agreement [briefly referred to in Western
Electrician of February 25th] which has just been
entered into between the postmaster-general and the
National Telephone Company, if ratified by Parliament, should set at rest, once and for all, the vari-

!

opened at Brighton, Swansea, Portsmouth
and Hull, but in all these places the rate of expansion of the National company's business has exceeded that of its competitors. Hence, it can be
said, quite accurately, that
competition with the
company has failed. In London the Postoffice authorities took upon themselves the erection of a
competitive exchange, and at the same time entered
into an agreement with the company with a view
to free intercommunication between the subscribers
to the two systems, and this agreement has been

ous fears entertained as to the future of telephony
Perhaps to recapitulate
in the United Kingdom.
some of the history of the subject will not be out
of place just now.
Early in the" '8o's, when it was definitely laid
down that the Postoffice possessed the monopoly
telephones,

as

well

telegraphs,

as

it

was not

thought advisable by the government to secure the
from those holding them a proceeding about
which, naturally, several opinions are now, and were
then, held. A license was granted to a company
termed the United Telephone Company for a long
period of years.
Since that date each successive
postmaster-general has found the "telephone ques-

for
the
large
measure of success
achieved by the government syscem in London, as
compared with the municipal systems in the provinces, where no such intercommunication was to be
relied upon.
This is only another instance of the
strength of the company's position. Briefly, the particulars of the agreement concerning the London
system are as follows:
The agreement was dated November 18, 1901,
between the National Telephone Company and the
postmaster-general, and provided for the purchase

responsible

—

tion" a constant source of increasing anxiety.

—

been

_

for

—

had to capitulate to the company, so that curious
state of affairs
the company forced back to itself
that very monopoly which the 1899 act was drafted
to counteract.
Other municipal exchanges have

An

patents

1905

hidden by the system of accounts which is made
use of. Tunbridge Wells also opened a competitive
exchange, charging the same excessively low rates
as at Glasgow, but within 12 or 18 months this town

Western Electrician.!

of the

11,

Many

have been made to put the matter on a sound
and practical basis from the national point of view,
but with only very limited success. The United
company had not been very long in existence when
the government thought it would be to everyone's
interest to allow free competition.
This led to the
efforts

of

the

plant

of

the

company

in

the

London

exchange area on the termination of the company's
license, viz., on December 31, 1911.
The plant was
to be purchased at its value in situ, and no payment
was to be made in respect of compulsory purchase,

formation of some other companies, but in a short
time the question of patent rights brought all the
companies into the law courts. Telephone lawsuits
filled the public eye from time to time as new companies came on the scene, and the United company,
successful all along the line in having its view upheld that its patents were the master patents, eventually extinguished all possibility of competition until,
at any rate, the
expiry of its patents.
Having

good

telephony in some shape. The question of the purchase of the undertaking of the company, too,

will, or past or future profits
in other words,
the purchase was to be made on what are known
here as "tramway terms." The agreement also provided for intercommunication between the systems
of the postmaster-general and of the company in
London, during the continuance of the company's
license, and for uniformity of rates.
Some resentment was felt that the government,
in the above agreement, had confined itself to London, and since it was ratified by ParHament on
January 27, 1902, there have never ceased to be
agitations in favor of some such policy as applied
to the provinces.
The position was that some precautions had to be taken in order to provide that, at
the expiration of the company's license, the telephonic business of the country should undergo no
change, and that, as far as the actual working
operations were concerned, the transfer should be
unnoticed. It was urged that this could only be
secured by the absorption of the company before the
termination of the lease, and the postmaster-general
was asked to exercise his last right of purchase,
viz., to give six months notice to the company to
this effect on June 30, 1904.
It was anticipated that
this course of action would be taken, but it was
not, and, in spite of many questions, the only satisfaction vouchsafed throughout last session was
that before any binding agreement with the com-

formed many an interesting theme for discussion,
but to those intimately acquainted with the whole
subject, this appeared very early to be out of
the question.
The license which the company held
from the postmaster-general will expire December
31, 1911, automatically, so to speak, for the company
would be obliged at that time to cease operations
and at the same time would be called upon to hand
over the business to the postmaster-general as a

into. Parliament would have an
opportunity of discussing it. Hence it was not surprising to find that on the first day of this session
of Parliament an agreement, dated February 2d, between the company and the postmaster-general, was
placed before the members. With the more minute
details of the document readers of the Western Electrician are not, perhaps, greatly concerned, but the
following gives an outline of what is proposed

this, and in the meantime assumed the title of
National Telephone Company, a business was
quickly developed of such a nature that competition
at the expiry of the patents became a practical

done
the

impossibility.

At

the end of about 10 years the government felt
incumbent upon itself to take some further action.
considerable discussion, lasting over several
years, the trunk telephone lines
e., those forming
the means of communication between the various
towns of the United Kingdom were acquired by the
]>ostmaster-generaI from the company.
This took
place in 1896. From that date a greater cry than even
against the company has been heard. In many cases
inadequate service was complained of; in others,
exorbitant subscription rates in others, still, a combination of both these evil circumstances, was urged
upon the government as a reason for competitive
it

After

—
—

i.

;

pany was entered

The agreement is on similar lines to that relating
to London, and entered into, as referred to above, in
1901.
On December 31, 191 1, the postmaster-general
will take over the whole business carried on up
to that date by the company, and will acquire the

going concern. The postmaster-general was, however, to purchase the undertaking for the value of
the wires

and

At

same

time, the option
was given to the postmaster-general to purchase the
company's undertaking at certain defined periods at
a valuation, which, of course, would have meant
that a large sum would have to be paid for good
will.
This was the position in 1899. At that period
the telephone question was at a very acute stage
in Glasgow, a large section of the population as
well as the corporation being on very bad terrns
fittings.

the

plant

Thus

it

will
profits except

company on "tramway terms." No
be made in respect of good will or

in the case of the private-wire business of the company (which can be carried on without the postmaster-general's license) and in the
\ery few cases where the company's license has,
under the provisions of the telegraph act of 1S99,

been extended beyond 1911.

came about that strong representations
to the government either to buy out the
to introduce some sort of competition.

At the option of the government three-fourths,
and with the consent of the company, the whole of
the purchase money may be paid by way of annuity
for a term not exceeding 20 years.
Certain powers of objecting to plant as unsuitable
for purchase are reserved to the postmaster-general, and rules for the construction of plant are laid

company or

After a long inquiry on the spot into the conditions
obtaining in Glasgow, the whole matter was once
more referred to a committee of Parliament, which
resulted in the introduction of a bill in Parliament
bv the government to permit of competition with
the National company, either by the local authorities or private companies.
As a recompense for
this the National company was oft'ered an increase
of its license in any district where' competition
was set up, to correspond with the terms of such
particular competitive license.
For a time, it was thought that a more or less
satisfactory solution of the difficulty had been arrived at. The Postoffice prepared model forms of
licenses for both municipalities and companies, and
several were applied for. But it was quickly realized
that the position of the National Telephone Company was far too strong to be seriously threatened
by such competition. Up to the present less than a
dozen licenses, probably, have been applied for.
Glasgow opened a municipal exchange and quickly
reduced the rate of subscription, and while up to
the present the people of that city appear to be -n ell
satisfied w^ith the financial result, independent experts consider that the true condition of affairs is

of the

payment

with the company.

were made

;

down.
During the continuance of its license the company
to allow intercommunication without additional
charge between municipal systems and its own. The
company will be precluded from showing favor or
preference as between subscribers (which is not
now the case), and the rates it may charge are to
be confined within certain limits. If, on complaint,
and after full inquiry, it is proved that the company is giving inefficient service in any district, the
postmaster may at once take over the company's
business in that district without any payment for
good will. Certain provisions of the London agreement, which are not of general application, remain
is

'

in

force.

In other respects the provisions of that
to those applicable

agreement have been assimilated
to the rest of the country.

The agreement becomes

binding when confirmed by a resolution of the House
of Commons, or on August 31, 1905, if not disapproved by Parliament before that date.
G.

:
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Independent Telephone Development In
New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania and Indiana.
Two recent piililic^ilioiis of iiil'Tc-st as .showing

Ijiuk iJiilancc Company lia> gone quite
largely into the compoiiilc-circuit busincs* and ii
now doiiiif nearly all of the Associated Prt«s tclcKraphinK in Indiana.

graphically the develupnient nl liiilc|MMileiit toll lines
in New York, New Jersey, l^•nn^ylv.llli:l ami Indiana arc two ni.i|i< wliieli :tyr ri-|)r...ln. nl herewith.
One of Ihcse :ii,ii,-,ir,(l in :, imni.liM .liirilmled hy
Mr. Vinton A. S(:irs ..f I',., i^n, .11I11I..I "lei. -phone
Development," illnstriilini,' the I. .11 line ili-velopnient
The other map
in the three slates mentioned first.
Is one which has jnst been Issued hy the New Long
Distance Telephone Company of Indianapolis. Ind.
far this work has Rone on in New York,
New Jersey and Pennsylvania is shown hy Ihe map
of those states, which indicates hy the solid lines
the Independent toll lines already built and by the
dotted lines those that are proposed; the small circles show the various exchanges.
In New York there are 32 cities of over 10,000
inhabitants having Independent exchannes in PerniKastern Pennsylvania .31. and in New Jersey i^.
sylvania is itarticularly well supplietl with exchaiiKes
which are thorouKhly connected with first-class toll
In the state of New Jersey tlie Inlerslale
lines.

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.

riic

New

(Fig. 13), which ar>traced in accArdaiio

circuit
citit

ii

"The

imiuirer

it

to

>-

•

'"

•'-•

-

In-

these errort, which arc liaUi. i-.
.. ,, ,.,../ 4101.1c.
descriptive of circuits during ihrir preparalion for
the press."
.

A reader of the Western Klictrii ian in Ncliraika
asks the followiiiR question: "In an article entitled
'Development of Telephone TalkiiiR Circuits,' page
current
volume Western KIcctrician, Mr.
106,
Coar says: 'Thus the induction coil acts as a stcpiip transformer by reproducing the current changes

How

A

Wisconsin reader sends to i'
this query;
"Will you ph
can find the right number of b.T
the mo5t economical numljer of l,.,iir

*

Irician

rr

I

.

nnl th»Ihe circuit

right resistance and core, for my relay.
is to Ije constantly closed, day and night, and fiy
no accident do I want the relay to drop or let go.
Also, the style of battery preferable for such work
and why. What I wish is the general laws applying
here."

—

Answer. In order to determine the Ijest resistance of a relay and the best voltage to use upon
a circuit having a given line resistance, the general

;

make

law

is

the

combined resistance of the

to

the resistance of the relay equal to
line

and

batteries.

may be applied, it
Ihe sensitiveness of the relay
available.
For instance, take a loo-ohm pony relay
of the Western Union type, and say that it takes
In order, however, that this law

is

necessary to

know

ampere satisfactorily to operate this reThis, then, gives the current requirement, and.
the line resistance to he 100 ohms and

0.025 of an
lay.

knowing

considering the battery resistance negligible, this
gives 100 ohms as the most suitable resistance for
the relay. Then, according to Ohm's law, the line
and relay connected in scries measuring 200 ohms,
and the relay requiring 0.025 of an ampere to operate it, we secure the most economical voltage, viz.,
five

volts.

Now,

in order to determine the number of celU
wc must divide the voltage required by the
voltage of the battery selected. Thus: If we take
the ordinary gravity battery of the crowfoot type.

to use,

ilAPS

SHOWING

DENT TELEPHONE, TOLL LINES

IN

Iclcphonc Company operates over 10.000 telephones
and lias built hundreds of miles of toll lines.
In the state of New York the Independents
have occupied the principal cities and towns of
importance outside of New York city itself.
The
estimate of the number of Independent telephones
110,000.
The toll-line and long-distance construction is modern.
Especially is this
true in the western part of the stale, where the poles
used are principally of 30-foot cedar with eight-inch
tops carrying copper circuits not smaller than No.
10 wire.
Indiana is a veritable network of Independent toll
lines, as shov.'n by the map, which indicates all the
lines owned by the New Long Distance Company, besides the connecting toll lines and county toll lines
_which.are operated in connection with the long-distance lines.
The company owns 10,000 miles of
wire and there is 12,000 miles of wire subject to
its use by the connecting lines besides 8,000 miles of
in the state is

county toll
in Indiana

lines.

The Independent telephone

IN

NEW

YORK,

NEW

JERSEY, PENNSYLVAN

intensity in the primary to changes of
high intensity in the secondary, and consequently
in the line.'
I have been led to believe that a step-

from low

up transformer

is

used to convert current of high

intensity at low voltage into current of low intensity
high voltage.
Please inform me as to whether
or not I have a wrong impression ? Also please exThe cord circuit
plain Fig. 4 under same heading.
appears to me to be permanently open."
at

Answer.

—The

author of the

Mr.

article.

Coar, makes the foUow-ing observations
tion with these questions

in

C. H.
connec-

'Tn its strictest sense the word 'intensity-' is improperly applied in the quoted sentence, as by its

2,401

;

Wayne,

3.768.

gixes

five cells

though it is always best to add an addiwhen the resulting voltage
does not come up to the requirements of the rule,
as seven cells of Gordon battery w^ould only give
four and nine-tenths (4.9) volts.
In conclusion, therefore, first determine j-our line
resistance
then secure a relay wound to tlie same
resistance, and learn the amount of current this
relay requires to draw- up its armature. Multiply
service,

tional cell to the batterj-

and relay resistand secure the voltage. Then divide the voltage by the potential of one cell of battery selected,
which will give you the total number of cells needed.
It may further be mentioned that the local conditions, when known, generally determine the best
the current by the combined line
ance,

,30,000

;

battery

makes

;

lines

have 368 exchanges, 1,560 toll offices.
miles of toll-line wire and 166,255 telephone
subscribers.
There are 27 counties in the state having over 2,000 Independent telephones: Allen. 4,5,10;
Bartholomew, 2,485 Boone, 2,865 Cass. 2,957 : Ciay,
12,355; Clinton, 3,555;
Delaware, 2,920; Elkhart.
4030; Fountain. 2.395; Grant. 3,140; Hamilton.
2,196:: Hancock, 2,120; Hendricks, 2,827; Henry, 3,390; Howard, 2,746; Kosciusko, 2,570; Madison,
3,239; Marion, 11.591; Montgomery, 3,761: Putnam,
3.383: Randolph. 2,841; St. Joseph. 3,215:: Shelby.
2,842;
Tippecanoe. 4,195; Vigo, 3,717: Wabash,

a voltage of about one. which
of crowfoot batteries necessary for
operating the correspondent's circuit in the most
economical manner. In the same way, if we select,
say, the Gordon battery, this has a voltage of about
0.7 for each cell, which would give about seven
cells of Gordon battery necessary for handling the
this

CORD CIRCUIT.

;

use

my

change

intention
in voltage

was

to

convey

the

'

idea

of

a

or pressure.

"The cord
ill

circuit (Fig. 4) as printed is erroneous
corboth the key and generator connections.
circuit is shown herewith, and with this the

type of cell to adopt. Closed-circuit batteries may
be secured possessing almost any desired amperehour capacity, but. as stated, the tj-pe of cell to be
used will depend largely upon the local conditions.

A

rect

description as printed .holds true.
"There are also a few* discrepancies in the trunk

The city of Bangor, Me., has granted permission to
the Bangor Automatic Telephone Company to install
an automatic telephone system in the city.

:
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Ohio Telephone Notes.
The Hamilton Board of Education has awarded
the contract for furnishing eight telephones to the

Home Telephone Company. Bids were asked some
time ago and both this company and the Cincinnati
and Suburban Telephone Company of Cincinnati
made propositions. They were thrown out and new
This was repeated the second tune,
bids asked.
and finally the Cincinnati company offered to put
them in free, provided the instruments of the other
company were not used at all. The offer was turned
down, and the Home company's instruments were
installed.

,

.

,

,

Notice has been filed with the secretary of state
by the Cincinnati and Suburban Telephone Company
of an increase in capital stock from $4,000,000 to
$5,000,000.

A meeting of districts No. 4 and No. 9 of the
Ohio Independent Telephone Association was held
Tuesday.
at the Hartman Hotel in Columbus last
The topics discussed were of much the same nature
as at other points where meetings have been held
Delegates were chosen
within the last two weeks.
to the state convention.

Contracts have been awarded the American ElecTelephone Company of Chicago for new equipment for the office of the Bucynis Telephone Company at Bucyrus.
The equipment for the new exchange of the
Citizens' Telephone Company, Columbus, has been
shipped from Chicago, 30 cars being required to
tric

carry

it.

The new

building

is

ready for the installa-

have a present
by which the
number may be doubled. The exchange will be automatic and it is thought it will be ready for operation about the middle of June.
Company
It is reported that the Urbana Telephone
of Urbana will advance its rates about 25 cents a
The
payment.
prompt
for
rebates
with
month,
management has found that the plant cannot be
operated at the present figures with any margin for

tion of the switchboard, which will
capacity of 8,000 and arrangements

profits.

A lot has been purchased at the corner of Linn
and Third streets, Columbus, by the Central Union
Telephone Company, on which an exchange and
The ground is ,35 by
office building will be erected.
160 feet in size. The structure will probably be six
stories in height and will be sufficient for the needs
of the territory for some time to come.
The New Knoxville Telephone Company of New

trasted with the annual dividend expectancy on preferred stock. The result proves the wisdom of this
procedure.
There were numerous bidders for the
bonds, these bids being opened March 1st, and the
following day it was announced that a syndicate of

the Kidder, Peabody & Co. and Baring. Magoun &
AlCo. interests had purchased the entire issue.
ready upward of $5,000,000 of the bonds have been
placed with investors, and the balance will find a

ready sale. It is understood that the price is in the
neighborhood of 93 and 94, which means that the
for its contemplated improvements
and extensions at the rate of about 4;.< per cent., to
run 24 years. The net saving is about $800,000

company borrows

annually,

B.

figured.

is

it

Telephone News from the Northwest.
The Maple Lake Telephone Company has been
formed

at

exchange.

Maple Lake, Minn.,

The

capital stock

is

to establish a local
$10,000.

The Northwestern Telephone Exchange Company
to its toll service in Minis to be erected in East
Minneapolis, to which all toll lines will run direct,
and the operating service will be consolidated with

will make
neapolis.

improvements

A

new

building

the American Telephone and Telegraph Company.
About 2,000 miles of copper circuit are to be constructed in Minnesota, North and South Dakota.
The Devils Lake (N. D.) Improvement Company
will build a telephone line to Starkweather in the
spring.
W. E. Cook of Harvey, N. D., has bought a majority interest in the Litchfield (Minn.) Telephone

Exchange Company.

W. Scott has sold the citv telephone exchange
Drayton, N. D., to A. V. Huff.

J.

at

The Torah (Minn.) Telephone and Improvement
Company has been formed and will install a local
exchange

at

Torah.

A

bill has been offered in the Minnesota Legislature by Representative W. C. Fraser of Rochester,
wdiich will make telephone and telegraph companies
common carriers and subject to the regulation of
the state Railway and Warehouse Commission.
W. J. Booth and Roy Anderson will install a telephone exchange and electric-light plant for Sher-

wood, N. D.
A. F. Morgan has been granted a telephone franchise at River Falls, Wis.
The Nebraska Telephone Company will let the
contract

shortly

for

the

Knoxville has been incorporated with a capital stock
of $8,750 by A. H. Steinecker, G. W. Hall and

branch-exchange building
building will be 36 by 92

others.

ment.

B. Wiley, J. T. Knox and others have incorporated the Richland Telephone Company of St.
ClairsviUe with a capital stock of $4,000.
Newman has resigned as manager of the
E.
Wood County Telephone Company and will be succeeded by Mr. Gillus, bookkeeper for the company.
Mr. Newman has brought the company up to a high

March

at

of a west-side
Omaha, Neb. The
two-story and baseR.

J.

K

degree of

efficiency.

The Windham Telephone Company

Windham

of

been incorporated with a capital stock of
$10,000 by C. A. Landall, E. W. Mallett, J. W.
C.
Shank and others.
has

Indiana Telephone Items.
The Fort Ritner Telephone Company

will

estab-

an exchange and telephone system in Fort RitE. E. Wieker, W. A.
in Lawrence County.
Holland and E. B. Dixon are the directors.
The Farmers and Mechanics' Mutual Telephone
Company of West Terre Haute (capital stock,
$5,000) purposes to establish an exchange and telephone system in West Terre Haute and will con-

lish

ner

struct a

Tippin,

The

Iowa Telephone Convention.
Secretary Charles C. Deering of Boone, Iowa,
announces that the ninth annual meeting of the
Iowa Telephone Association will be held at the
Chamberlain Hotel, Des Moines, on March 14th,
15th and i6th, beginning at 2 p. m. on the firstnamed day. Papers will be read by W. H. Barth
of Chicago, C. H. Judson of Council Bluffs, Oscar
Knell of Perry, Charles E. Wells of Marion (Kan.).
N. T. Guemsev of Des Moines, J. M. Plaister of
Fort Dodge and R. S. Redman of Newton (joint
authors), C. A. HoUis of Hudson, J. E. Shoemaker
of Waterloo and James B. Hoge of Cleveland. The
subject of Mr. Knell is "A Generator-call, Lampline Board" and that of Messrs. Plaister and Red-

man "Magneto

Multiple versus Central-energy Multiple Boards
for Small or Moderate-sized Exbanquet, to which ladies are invited,
changes."
will be held on Thursday evening.
The programme
is a good one, and there should be a large attend-

A

few rural lines. The directors are W. T.
James H. Davis, M. T. Goodman and Edgar

Greentown

Telephone

Company

(capital

S.

ground.

New

Telephone and Telegraph Company had their annual meeting and banquet on February 27th at the
American House, Boston.
When the directors of the American Telephone
and Telegraph Company decided to call for bids for
an issue of $25,000,000 bonds bearing four per cent,
interest and maturing in 1929 the same time as the

—

maturity period of the present outstanding

—

iss\ie

COMPANIES.

The Daily Telephone Company of Daily, Neb.,
has been incorporated with a capital of $1,000 by
H. H. Grosvenor and others.

The Potlatch Telephone Company has been organized at Julietta, Idaho, and will operate in that
city and Kendrick, Southwick and Leland.
Articles of incorporation of the Empire Bell Telephone Company, with a capitalization of $10,000,
have been filed with the county clerk at Pocatello,
Ida.

The Estacada Telephone and Telegraph Company
has been incorporated at Oregon City, Ore., with a
stock of $10,000.

an Independent system

England

of

$28,000,000 there were financial interests that counPresiselled the issuing of preferred stock instead.
dent Frederick P. Fish and other directors of the
telephone company, however, were confident that the
bonds could be readily disposed of and that a great
saving would result from such a course as con-

determining the manner in which streets, alleys and
public highways are to be used for telephone purposes, had no authority to name the prices that a
company should charge. The syllabus in the case is
as follows
1. In the proceeding instituted in the Probate Court by a
telephone company under the provisions of Section 3461, Revised Statutes, which authorize and require the court to
direct in what mode such telephone company may construct
its lines along the streets, alleys and other public ways of a
city or village, the court has no jurisdiction, as a part of
order, to prescribe or determine the rates to be charged
citizens of the municipality for the use of the telephones,
and so raucli of the order as is under taken to determine
such rates is void for the want of jurisdiction.
its

2.
In such an action in quo warranto to oust the tclcpiione company from the use of the streets, alleys and other
public ways in the mode directed by the Probate Court, on
ground
that such company has established rates for the
the
use of its telephones exceeding those prescribed by the court
on the application of the company, the latter is not stopped
from questioning and denying the jurisdiction of that court
to prescribe the former or any rates.

Application was made for a franchise to the Toledo council in 1901 and the rates were fixed at $24
a year for residences and $40 for business purposes.
The application was buried in the committee room
and the company then asked the Probate Court for
This was granted
a franchise on the same terms.
and accounts for a Probate Court fixing rates in this
In 1903 the rates were advanced $6 on
instance.
residence and $8 on business telephones. Afterward
quo warranto proceedings w'ere brought to inquire
into the right to make the increase and the lower
courts sustained the contentions of the company

on

a demurrer.

The original idea was to have a capacity of 3,000
The company could have operated on
telephones.
the original prices with this number, but the demand for service became so great that 8,429 teleThe
phones are now connected to the exchange.
increase in rates has been made as fast as contracts
are renewed, and it is not anticipated that any
further increase will be made.

GENERAL TELEPHONE NEWS.
The death
F.

D.

is

Hummer

reported from Holdenville. I. T., of
of the South Arkansas Valley Tele-

Frank Bracelin of Minneapolis has been placed
in charge of the Anoka (Minn.) office of the Northwestern Telephone Exchange Company, succeeding
Mr. Campbell.

The annual report of the Rocky Mountain Bell
Telephone Company covering the states of Utah,
Idaho. Montana and Wyoming shows the net earn-

in

The company will build
Qackamas County, Ore.

The New York Independent Telephone Company
has been incorporated at Albany for the purpose of
operating telephone lines between New York city
and Albany, Boston, Jersey City, Philadelphia and
other places in the states of New York, New Jersey, Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Connecticut and
Pennsylvania. The capital is returned at $50,000
and the directors are O. S. Lee, Jr., J. M. Woods
and B. S. Mantz of New York city.

1904 to

for

ings

be $171,761.09.

The Chicago Telephone Company

reports for the
1,664 in the numThe total nuniber of
ber of telephones installed.
instruments in use, city and country, is given as

month of February an increase of

121,233.

The New York Herald is continuing its campaign against the Bell telephone companies, alleging
It
excessive charges, particularly in New York.
says that the New York Board of Trade is organizing a fight to bring about a legislative investigation
Frank B. Green of 117
of the "telephone trust."
Hudson

NEW

capital

New England Telephone News.
About 100 night operators of the

Judge Price of the Ohio Supreme Court has explained that in the decision rendered in favor of
the Toledo Home Telephone Company a few days
ago, in relation to the fixing of telephone rates, the
court did not hold that city councils have no power
to fix rates, but instead that a Probate Court, in

phone Company.

Philanbaum.
stock, $30,000) purposes to construct and operate
telephone lines and exchanges in Howard, Grant,
Tipton, Madison and Miami counties. The directors
are W. L. Bott, A. A, Largent and J. M. Glenn.
At a recent meeting of the Camden Co-operative
Telephone Company the stockholders and directors
decided to construct three new lines— one direct from
Camden to Delphi, one southwest and one southeast from Camden to afford service to thickly settled farming communities which are asking for telephones. The company will be in the market for wire
and equipments as soon as the frost leaves the

1905

Probate Courts May Not Fix Telephone
Rates in Ohio.

erection
feet,

II,

Street,

New

York,

is

chairman of the com-

mittee in charge of the movement.

K. W. McKenzie, mayor of Edmonton, British
Northwest Territory, recently paid a risit to the
Grand Rapids (Mich.) Citizens' Telephone Com-

pany and investigated the workings of the automatic
The towns of Edmonton and
telephone system.
Strathcona are divided by a river and have for a

number
plant.

of years maintained a municipal telephone
is investigating the latest
in telephone construction and opera-

Mayor McKenzie

developments
tion.

The annual report of the New York and New
Jersey Telephone Company for the year 1904 shows
The expense of
gross earnings of $5,393,708.76.
operation was $3,729,33535 and the earnings over
'expenses were $1,664,373.41, i gain of $193,025.89
over the preceding year. The number of stations
Long Island diJanuary i, 1905. was as follows
vision, 39,544; New Jersey division, 40,780; total,
The total gain in stations over the preced80,324.
ing year was 13,760.
:

H. R. Mason, manager of the Michigan ^tate
Telephone Company at Ann Arbor, has been pro-

tracts for switchboards to

district superintendent of
that he
it is understood
there immediately. Mr. Mason has been
connected with the telephone business in various
parts of the state for a number of years and has
increased the business at Ann Arbor considerably.
Thomas Harbaugh of Detroit will succeed him as

Griiinell

manager of the Ann Arbor exchange.

The Stromberg-Carlson Telephone Manufacturing
Company of Rochester, N. Y., has just closed congo to Columbus (Ohio),
(Iowa) and Tonopah (Nev.).

moted to the position of
the Saginaw district, and
will

move

—

:
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A New System
(.iiiniilyiiiK

of

Space Telegraphy.'

Ai.KSSANniii)

liv
Willi

llii^

desire:

of

L-xpr-'^M-il

im- wilh

1..

iiiiiiiin: iiiinso irtnch kindiitss iiiul courlesy by MuOirlti Mirabcllo, ami liy yi)ii, iVIr.
isItT, Adniirnl
Cliairman, I luivc the honor lo coninnmicatc to yon
experiments acIhc resnlls Dhlalntd in Ihc recent
complfshcd wilh the ctlicacions concnrrcncc of Ihc
Koyal Itahaii Navy regarding my wireless system
of
of leloRraphy wilh elliptical or circular rays

electric

power.
Ihc very

....

days when the imlial cxpcrimcnls of wireless tclcKraphy with Hertzian waves
Marconi, I had thonRht of
OuKliehno
made
by
were
to this
the great utility which miRht have accrued

From

first

Hertz's discoveries from the
oscillations.
use of circnlarly or elliptically polarized
And in truth, since the electromaKnelic lluory of
logether
light arranges in order and closely binds
phi-iiomena.
the luminous wilb Ihe clectromagnelic
hnid Ihat
did not appe:ir lo me oul of plru-e In
it
principle of the rotating nmRnelic- hel.l which

grand application of

the

had sprung from

oiHics,

might

find

a

logical apiili-

produced
calion in the corresponding phenomena
by the electric oscillalinns.
means
produce
by
to
pn^iiosed
therefore
have
I
class of circularly or
of suitable oscillalors such
power as, acelliptically polarized rays of eleclric
cording to the theory of I'mfessor Righi, must
properpresent around a determinate direction the
electric and magnetic rotating fields.
ties of the

The

.solution of this

problem had not

then been

till

tittempted by anyone.
In the preliminary note presented to this acadthe 14th of March, T903, "On the Prodnction
Povycr,"
of the Circular or Elliptical Rays of Electric
have partly described an experimental disposition

emy on

I

which permitted of the proposed object being
tained.

,

.

at,,

Following upon long researches made in the
laboratory of the Royal Industrial Museum of Turin,
described in
I have greatly perfected the method
the above-mentioned note, and it was thus possible
for me to render more clear the properties of the
waves produced; that is, to ascertain
circular
around a determinate direction the effects of the
electric and magnetic rotating fields.
Having excogitated the way of producing the
circular or elliptical rays of electric power, I proceeded in my mind to make the application thereof
in the wireless telegraphy, being clearly of opinion
that, in the theoretical and practical respects, the
employment of such rays in the electromagnetic signals vvas to present the following advantages
First.
The characteristic property of its being
possible to generate a more intense electromagnetic

—

in a determinate direction.
Second. The possibility of availing oneself of
telegraphy
wireless
of syntonic
the rules
all
rules already so adm.irably studied and perfected by
field

Ihe

ill

—

Guglielmo Marconi.

—

Third. The peculiar property of such rays of
power whereby they can be better collected
along that particular direction by a system of aerialreceiving conductors opportunely disposed and of
suitable form.
The experiments I have hitherto executed had for
their aim to verify the first-named property: therefore I have contrived appropriate radiating apparata.
On the second and third-named properties of the
electromagnetic field constituted by circular or elliptical rays of electric power there can exist no doubt,
and the experimental researches to make them clear
will form the object of subsequent trials.
The results achieved in the experiments executed
in the years 1903-1904 with the efficacious concurrence of the Royal Italian Navy for the purpose of
confirming the first one of the stated properties,
namely, the unsymmetry of the electromagnetic
field produced, may be summed up by recalling those
of the four following periods in which the experielectric

ments were carried out.
Experiments executed in the Gulf
First Period.
The possibility was
of Spezia in February. 1903.
ascertained of signaling from the radio-telegraphic
station of St. Vito to that of St. Bartolomeo (a
distance of four kilometers) without its being possible for the lateral stations of Varignano and Palmaria. situated a few kilometers outside the junction of the transmitting station of St. Vito with the
receiving one of St. Bartolomeo, to receive any

llic

Maddnleiiu and

of

islaiul

oiiNlrle

AimiM.

liLKCTRICI.AN

jtinclion of

niliialrd

Monte Mario with

Ponza lo perceive any

I'triorl.— ExperinieniH
cxeciileel
in
the
of AiIKii^l, OeloJH-r, .N'oveinbcr, IJecem!>cr,

I'ourlh
tiiontliH

between Ihc radio-lelegraphic station of Monic
Mario (Rome) and that of -the. island of Maddalena (a distance of 260 kilometers). 'I'hcsc experiments served still further to confirm the prectdiiiK
ones.
Clear cIcctromaKnctic signals were in fact
11JO4,

Second

Period.

— Experiments

executed

between

radio-telegraphic
Monte Mario
station
of
(Rome) and Anzio (a distance of 60 kilometers)
in the months of August, October. November, 1903.
It was proved that when the radiator w'as turned
the

toward .^nzio the signals were eft'ected perfectly,
while they ceased when, the energy employed being
the radiator was turned tow-ards Sardinia.
Third
Period. Experiments
executed
in
the
months of March and April. 1904, between the radiotelegraphic station of Monte Mario (Rome) and

equal,

—

Ponza (a distance of 120 kilometers). It
was ascertained that it was possible to send very
.clear signals to the receiving station of Ponza anil
that one could also treble the energy wdierewith
such electromagnetic signals were produced withthat of

out

its

being possible for the receiving station located

Ceiling fire< arc i/jmctiniei due lo d'lVrn,^ jn.
Illation at Ihe joint where the wire* projrct ihr'xiKli
the floor or wall and c<inncct wilh th« wirc« of
Ihc clcclroticr. 'I'lic YounK micanite iiuukilor If

sent lo the receiving station place<I in Ihe island of
Maddalena wilhout its having been possible for
the receiving station of Ponza situatecl laterally and
outside the Monte Mario-Maddalena junciion to
perceive any signal.
In these conditions of observations the electromagnetic cfTcct was therefore still perceptible at
about 300 kilometers in the available direction of
Monte Mario-Maddalena, whilst it practically ceased
to be so in the direction of the island of Ponza at
about TOO kilometers outside the junction of the
railio-klegraphic station of Monte Mario wilh the
ri'ieiving station of Maddalena.
rinse experiments were repeated with splendid
success in the presence of the King of Italy and
of the ininistcr of marine on the i6th of December,
1

004.

It was moreover ascertained that in the radiolelegraphic system invented by me it is possible lo
lower l)y much the height above the ground of the
aerial conductors
thus it enabled the transmission
;

between Monte Mario and Maddalena to turn out
clear with aerials elevated to 30 meters above the
level of the ground.
Other trials confirmed the great difference between
the Marconian electromagnetic field and that produced by circular or elliptical rays of electric power.
In the above-mentioned experiments there was
always employed the continuous current as energizing source for the induction coils; but the use of'the
alternate current would have availed much to obtain
still more sensible elifects of dirigibility. because the
production of the compound waves would have been
made regular and complete.
Moreover, the experiments were carried out with
purely temporary plants, and it is obvious to conclude that with plants made with greater care of
details better and better results will be obtained.
In conclusion, all the above trials will clearly
demonstrate the great advantages that will be realized in wireless telegraphy by the use of circularly

FIG.

1.

MICANITE CANOPY INSULATOR,

designed' as a remedy for Ihe trouble.
It is manufactured by the Mica Insulator Company of New
York and Chicago and the accompanying pictures
illustrate the details of the device.
Fig. I shows the canopy insulator and Fig. 2 the
method of mounting it in connection with the ornamental brass canopy. The flange of the insulator

or elliptically polarized oscillations, principallv for
the purpose of transmitting greater energy in a predeterminale direction and securin,g a convenient independence of working between the various radiotelegraphic stations.

A New

Chicago Supply Company.

The American Electrical Supply Companv of 8387 Fifth Avenue, Chicago, has entered the" field of
manufacturing and selling all kinds of electrical
supplies.
It has purchased the stock and good will
of the supply department of Henry Newgard &
Co., to which considerable new stock has been added,
giving the company a line of electrical supplies that
is complete in every way) and from which shipments
can be promptly made. The sole selling agency for

FIG.

—

signal.

MIcanlte Canopy Insulator.

laterally

Ihc i«lan'l

bignal,

C.

Edward Brown,
3F

President.

F. D. Phillips,

General Manaeer.

THE AMERICAN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY COMPANY.

the well-know^n Newgard receptacle has been obtained and also the agency for the Fostoria incandescent Jamp.
C. Edward Brown, who is president of the
company, is widely and favorably known by the
trade, having been
connected with the electrical
business for the last 10 years, ser\-ing as secretary
of Henry Newgard & Co. for half of that time.
F. D. Phillips is general manager, and brings
with him a large acquaintance, that should prove
a valuable asset, having been for several years connected with the sales department of the Electric
Appliance Company and later being treasurer and
sales manager of the Crescent Company, both of
Chicago.
Through the energetic administration of these two
gentlemen the new company gives promise of taking
a prominent position in its field.
.

To compete
which

is

about

with an interurban electric railway
to be built in Northwestern Iowa, it

said that the Great Northern steam road has announced that it will build 70 miles of road in the
same valley, connecting Merrill, Rubel and Perkins,
is

Iowa.

2.

MICANITB CANOPY INSULATOR PITTED TO WALL.

gives protection to the brass canopy from the surface of the ceiling or wall, thereby removing any
possibility of a short-circuit between the two conducting wires, between either of the conducting
wires and the canopy, or between the wires, through
the canopy to the ceiling. The insulator is made
from Micanite, made up from large laminations of
mica, and molded with both flange and taper into

one solid wdiole.

Board of Engineers to Investigate Fire
Risks.
The National Board of Fire Underwriters, in order to further the work of the introduction of improved and safe methods of building construction,
recently appointed a committee charged with the
duty of organizing an engineering department composed of engineers of recognized ability to investigate conditions and make recommendations for improvements that will minimize fire hazards. Such
a staflt of engineers has been organized and data
is being collected in four different cities.
The chief
engineer is Mr. E. G. Hopson of New York. Capt.
Greely S. Curtis of Boston is engineer in charge ot
the investigations of the fire departments and their

The entire work of the committee is
under the direct supervision of Mr. Herbert W'ilmerding. the secretary, with offices at 135 William
Street, New York.
The federal government has detailed two engineers of the United States Army to investigate and
review the repcfrts from each city. These men are
in no way connected with the business of fire inauxiliaries.

surance, and their criticism will be valuable to the.

department.
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BOOK TABLE.

CORRESPONDENCE.

Tr.\nsactions of the American Institute of Elec(July to Decemtrical Engineers. Vol. XXII.
New York; Published by the Instiber, 1903).
Pp. (six by nine inches), viii., 807,
tute.
1904.

many

with

illustrations.

This volume of the Institute proceedings contains
the transactions of the Niagara Falls convention of
June 29-July 3. 1903. and of meetings held in New
York and elsewhere during the remainder of the
During this time Charles F. Scott retired as
year.
Like
president and Bion J. Arnold succeeded him.
all volumes of the Transactions of the Institute, the
book embodies in permanent form papers and discussions of great value to electrical engineers and
others.
The recent death of Mr. E. H. MuUin will
cause a melanchoh' interest to attach to the paper on
"Training an Artist in the Forces of Nature," writteri by that gentleman and included in this volume
as a contribution to the "Engineering Education"
symposium of the Niagara Falls convention.
Ferric and Heliocraphic Processes.

Brown.
Pp.

and

New York:

Tennant

By George

& Ward.

E.

1904.

"/% inches), 149, with 20 illustrations
eight prints. Price, $1.

(4^ by

For those having to do with the reproduction of
designs by the blue print or kindred processes, this
little manual will be found convenient and represenFormulas for
tative of the latest practice in the art.
preparing chemicals and methods of preparing paper
for printing, toning processes, methods of brightening and intensifying colors, etc., are explained in the
first chapter devoted to the ferro-prussiate process.
Other chapters are given up to the various heliographic processes, the preparation of heliographic
paper, methods of obtaining white lines on a blue
ground and blue lines on a white ground, black lines
on ?, white ground, printing-house memoranda, paper
sizing, chemistrj' and other subjects "too numerous
to mention", the whole making a complete reference
The book is intended to serve
Irook on the subject.
two classes of people: Amateur photographers with
a taste for experiment, and draftsmen, engineers,
Only reliable processes are given
architects, etc.
and those that are not liable to result in disappointment to the operator w^ho is fairly proficient in the
work- The aim of the manual is to be practical, and
as such, matters of a theoretical nature have been
omitted.

The

By
Diseases of Electrical Machinery.
Ernst Schulz (edited, with a preface, by Silvanus
London: E. & F. N. Spon (New
P. Thompson).
Chamberlain).
Pp.
York: Spon &
1904.
(4^
l^y 7/4. inches), 84, with 42 illustrations.
Adhering strictly to his title, the author has endeavored, within a limited space, to teach the reader
how to diagnose and prescribe for the more common
There
ills to which electrical machinery is subject.
are enumerated in the book, in a form convenient
for the engineer, the cause of faults and breakdowns in electrical machines and how to remedy
them.
The everyday troubles which are liable to
occur in this class of apparatus one hardly finds mentioned in electrical pocket books, neither in the
more bulky treatises on technical subjects and for
this reason the book will be of additional value, parThe
ticularly to operators of electrical machinery.
divided into four principal sections: "Continuous-current Machines," "Single-phase and Polyphase Alternators," and "Single-phase and PolyIn addition
phase Motors" and "Transformers."
there is a chapter on 'Efficiency" which gives the
simplest and most easily comprehended method of
finding it. This is given, for the reason that a certain efficiency is often stipulated in buying a machine, and a test is demanded to show that its value
has been attained.

work

is

"Broncho Busting"

for

Denver-Colorado

Springs Convention,
the cowboys of the West
will participate in a "bronco-busting" contest during
the week of the convention of the National Electric
Light Association, which will be begun in Denver
on June 6th. The committee in charge of the arrangements of this feature is trying to secure the

The most expert

worst bronchos

in

of

Colorado and other states

in

the

so that the visiting delegates may be able
good idea of one incident in the life of
the cowboy. The contest will be t\'pical of the
West, and will no doubt interest the large number
vicinit}',

to

get a

of visitors

and

who have

only read of

life

in

mountain

charge of the work of mapping
out the features of the convention are shaping their
plans carefully and with a view to making the conin

—

The general tone
its consideration.
of the daily papers is one of satisfaction that the
company is to be bought out on what are known
over here as "tramway terms," i. e., nothing is to
be paid in 191 1 for good will, future profits and so
on.
But this is only as it should be. seeing that the
license of the company expires absolutely at the end
of 191 1. In connection with the agreement, it is
curious to find one, at any rate, of the financial
papers ignorant of the origin and meaning of the
term, "tramway terms." It is this: When the first
tramway company was purchased by a local authority under the terms of the tramway act of 1870, the
matter went to arbitration to determine the precise
meaning of the purchase clause in that act. After
a very careful consideration, the arbitrator laid it
down that the purchase clause of the 1870 act simply meant that at the end of any tramway company's
concession, i. e.. 21 years, the local authority was
to purchase the undertaking for the value of the
plant as material.
The concession having expired,
the company had no business to sell, and so nothing
could be claimed for good will or future profits.
As will be seen from a short article elsewdiere in
this issue, these are the terms, with certain variations, upon which the postmaster-general has agreed
to purchase the undertaking of the National Telephone Compan}"^ on December 31, 1911. Thus, the
many fears expressed that the government would
have to pay a ruinous price for the telephones of
the country are proved to be without foundation.
meeting of the members of the Electrical !Manufacturers' Association was held a few days ago to
consider the advisability of organizing a general
electrical exhibition upon
an extensive scale.
scheme of organization was formulated and a committee IS to be appointed. If the matter is carried
to a head, it will be the first exhibition of its kind
ever held over here. The only thing approaching
to it will have been the electric tramway exhibitions,
of which two have already been held, and another
is to be opened in London in June this year.
Metaphorically speaking, the wdiole of the electrical industry in London is just now up in arms
against the numerous bills affecting its interests
shadowed for

A

A

The
which have been placed before Parliament.
most important ones, of course, are the electric
power bills, and the number of oppositions that have
been lodged against them are simply enormous. In
the case of one bill alone there are over 30 local
authorities and a similar number of companies concerned, to say nothing of private owners, etc. There
are eight of these bills, all of which are opposing
each, as well as all the other opponents above mentioned in each individual case. Once more the lawyers and expert witnesses will reap a golden harvest.
Then there is the bill of the London County Council
which seeks powers for the London local authorities
to wire premises for electric lights by direct labor.
To this the Electrical Contractors' Association is
bitterly opposed, and the prospects of the council
are not so very bright, seeing that two years ago a
similar proposal was rejected in the House of Commons by a large majority. There is something more
than the mere question of rate-aided competition
here, for, among others things, there is the question
of testing the installations before connecting up. It
is not inconceivable that the officials of a London
borough council, who are the electric-supply authorities, would be less stringent in the case of wiring
carried out by their own workmen, than if the installation was the work of
a private contractor.
This, among others, is put forward as a reason
for rejecting the proposal.
Since the beginning of the year several horse-bus
companies, as the result of much experiment, have
placed a number of petrol-driven omnibuses upon
the streets of London. This has been seized upon
by the anti-municipal journals as an opportunity
for carrj'ing on a violent crusade against the London
County Council and, its policy in respect to electric
tramways. In a remarkably short space of time,
the public has been informed, petrol-driven omnibuses will sweep every other form of public
conveyance off the streets, and the many millions
of pounds invested in the electric tramways in Lon-

don

vention the most successful ever heard. The attendance will be large. Several special trains from
eastern states have been arranged, and many private
parties are being organized to make a sojourn to
Denver during the week of the convention. The
financial support of the convention will be all that
could be desired. The subscriptions are coming in
liberally
from people in Denver and Colorado
Springs, and all indications point to an entertaining
as well as instructive week.

will

become

a

total

loss.

11, 1905

A

Great Britain.
London. February 22. What discussion the agreement which has been entered into between the postmaster-general and the National Telephone Company will evoke in Parliament it is difficult to say,
and up to the present no opportunity has been fore-

Strange to say, all

unstable prophecy, based upon mere theory,
seeing that there are only half a dozen such buses
running yet, has had a certain effect upon the tramway-investing public, and the trade papers have
found it necessary to go to considerable trouble
to compile statistics to refute the wild statements
made by the daily papers. The motor-bus question
is also receiving considerable attention just now in
other quarters. Many of the main-line railway companies seek powers this year to employ such a
means of communication, in order to reach some
of the more remote districts not touched by their
railway systems. To some extent they will compete with many local authorities who \yish to do the
same thing, as an extension of their electric-tramway
systems to the less populated districts. Hence a
this

plain.

The committees

March

cross opposition is likely before Parliament on this
question.
highly successful motor-car exhibition has been
held in London during the last 10 days, and the
amount of business done is said to have been greater

than at any previous show in England. The electrical cars, however, once again made a poor show,
although there were a few more exhibits than usual.
An interesting electrical car was an ambulance
wagon shown by the Electromobile Company. It
is
equipped with two stretchers, sliding into the
back of the van, one above the other, on one side,
the other side being reserved for the passage of the
attendant.
There is telephonic communication between the attendant and the driver. The wagon
will travel 25 miles upon one charge of the batteries,
and the accumulators are easily exchanged.
J. G.
contract

White &
for

tramways

Co.,

who have

conversion

the

received a large
of the Belfast horse

have been experion the job, and a
day or two ago.
The serious competition of electric tramways with
railways has been the one result reported by practically all the great railway companies at their annual meetings, which are "held at this time of the
year. Even the Liverpool overhead railway, which
is worked electrically, is not free from this competition, and the huge S3^stem of electric tramways
owned by the corporation there has wrought such
havoc that a director is reported to have said that
could thej'' have foreseen the effect of the tramways, the overhead railway would never have been
to

electric

encing trouble with

traction,
their men

strike took place a

built.

G.

New

England.

—

Boston, March 4. Stockholders of the Bosti
Elevated Street Railway Company have authoriza
an issue of $rr,ooo,ooo debenture bonds bearia
four per cent, interest, and the matter now god
the state
approval.
to

railroad

commission for that body's

Further details of the Boston, Providence and
Pawtucket electric-railway project arc given out,
from which it appears that the original promoters,
who own the Boston and Worcester road, will be
joined by the Boston and Suburban railway owners
and other interests identified with existing systems,
and that the Boston Elevated company's overhead tracks will be utilized out to Forest Hills instead of the Boston and Worcester tracks out to
Newton Highlands as was at first proposed. The
new arrangement is expected to effect a saving in
the running time and make a two-Hour run from
this city to Providence possible.
Stockholders of the Boston and Worcester Electric
Companies, a holding corporation owning the stock
of the Boston and Worcester Street Railway Company, have authorized an issue of i.coo new shares
of preferred stock and 1,500 new shares of com-

mon

stock to retire the floating debt of the corpora-

tion.

Among

the bills pending before the ^lassachusetts
Legislature this year is one to permit the Boston
Elevated Street Railway Company to acquire owner-

of the West End Street Railway Company,
lease to the former.
The lease does not
expire until 1922.
decision of considerable importance came last
week from the United States Supreme Court relative
to the right of the state of ]\rassachusetts, through
its Legislature, to change a contract between a streetrailway company and the city.
The case was one
in which the city of Worcester and the local streetrailway company differed, and the company won,
the right of the state to such action being affirmed.
The Greenfield and Turner's Falls, the Deerfield
and Northampton, and the Northampton and Amherst street-railway companies have voted to consolidate.
The three companies operate 50 miles of
road and the net earnings last year were $175,000.
ship

now under

A

The
Their combined capital is about $500,000.
name of the new company will be the Connecticut
Valley Street Railway Company.
In the proposition laid before the stockholders of the various
companies

it is stated that the chairman of the directors will be E. C. Crosby of Brattleboro. Vt.;
president, F. E. Pierce of Greenfield. j\Iass.
superintendent, John A. Taggart, ^lontague, Mass.
Since the demonstration of the success of the East
Boston Tunnel under a part of Boston Harbor there
has been a revival of the scheme to tunnel under
Beacon Hill and to substitute a subway for electrictraction purposes in Cambridge for the proposed
elevated structures authorized by the Legislature a
few days ago. Still another project w^hich has obtained support is a scheme for a subway connecting
the northern and southern steam-railroad terminal
stations in this city.
The tunnel from ScoUay
Square, under Beacon Hill and the state capitol, to
the Back Bay district has influential backing in a
petition signed by upward of 100 of the wealthiest
?nd most prominent people of the business section.
Six suits, tried as one, were begun February 2Sth
in the Superior Court against the Boston Elevated,
Street Railway Company. It is one of the biggest
claims for damages ever brought against the company and is the outcome of an accident which took
place in South Boston, September 13, 1903, two
cars colliding and severe injures to many passengers
:

1/,

Vlarcli

'I'lie

t-csiilting
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!'j(>s

damages are placed

I'Jlal

„

at $H«,ckx),

Llaintiffs

,

by

the

„

reported from Bangor, Me., that Boston and
c.-cpitalisis have imrcliased llie stock of
and Union Kiver Water Power
jhe Bar llarlmr
.'ompany, and the project of Imilding a dam (»>
eet high on Union River will he carried out with
It

is

New York

view to snpplyiiig electrical power to Bar Harbor
ind other points accessible to the power plant.
1

of "bicycle-railway" fame has
liliiiiied
the Massachusetts Legislature this year
incorporalion anew of bis long-projected
III,-lull,
Quincy and Fall River Bicycle Electric
It will be remembered that Mr.
nl,'.,iy Company.
iMiiuii had a charter for the road some years
/i,
lint did not make use of it before tlie expiraHe wants an
the linie-limit set thereon.
.ir nf
He asks also a
thorized capital of $5,000,000.
appropriation of $1,000,000 in aid of the
,tatc
B.
ich^ne.

Moody Boynton

F..

1

'97

be piireliased and inslalled, this being
necessary by the rapi<l growth of ihc city.
will also

made
The

installation of 10 additional fire-alarm lmxc« will
also be d^>ne this spring.
Tenders arc being called for up lo March 16th
for all the work and material iieccSHary (or ilit
installation of a complete elcctric-lighl plant in Calgary. The work is divided into the following contracts;
"A," Klectrical equipment in power house;
"B," engines and connections; "C," boilers and connections; "D," power house and
chimnc-y; "E,"
poles "F," all outside work ; "G," arc lamps, wire,
insulators, etc.
Specifications may be obtained from
V. W. Thorald, city engineer, Calgary.
'i"hc citizens
of Calgaiy have voted by a large majority to do
their own lighting.
W. H. Shillinglaw, city engineer of Brandon,
Man., has been instructed to prepare plans and
specifications for an electric plant to light the streets
and public buildings.
large planing mill is to be built in Brandon,
.Man., to be run by electric power.
A. W. McDiarmid is one of the owners.
by-law is to be submitted to the ratepayers of
Duncans, B. C, to empower a company to install
;

A

New York.
York, March

Nc

— The

4.

iMiiir.irh

:ifin

r,,

1

(1

w

rapid-transit

killings,

commis-

have recomnn'nded

various parts
iiiMilve a total expenditure
Mm 111), .-iiiii.itril
The |irci|iuscd routes exceed a
$.'5u,ooo,uou.
ii
lozcn, some of which are alternatives, and the plans
It
iffect all the boroughs, including Staten Island.
s not thought that the schemes finally selected will
i^i
more than $120,000,000. The routes have been
or
111
Mil with a view to attract either combined
Mill
iident bids.
novel feature of the plans is
iniivisn for a moving platform across town on
11

1

icni

mI

11,

iilivvays

in

,1

A

III

I

liniy- fourth

system during the coming summer.

electric-light

iii'c

III'

named)

uop of a temporary character
connect the Brooklyn and Williamsburg Bridges.
The Brooklyn Rapid Transit Company has already
roniised to lease such a loop on a basis of 4'/2 per
lent. on the cost, but the Brooklyn Rapid Transit
Ser was originally made on a proposal for a per(five years is

I

hand
JM'ho

man to Acting Chief Engineer George
is now fulfilling the duties of William

S. Rice,

Barclay

iParsons,

resigned.
]3ush Terminal Railroad Company has received its franchise for a short electric surface railToad in Brooklyn for a period of 25 years, with
privilege of renewal.
This company is to all intents
and purposes a dock company, which, as already
noted, is putting up a model factory and warehouse
ibuilding, wherein tenants will be supplied with elec-

The

trical

power.

A

strong recommendation is made in the annual
report of Superintendent James P. Farrell for the
building, or rather rebuilding, of a new power house
at the Brooklyn Training School for Boys.
Boys
in this school \vho pass an educational test and are
jover the age of 14, are afforded an opportunity to
undergo preliminary training in electrical engineer;ing, concerning which Mr. Farrell says, that the boys
soon adapt themselves to the cleaning of the switchboard and the many intricacies of currents and wires.
The appropriation of $70,000 for the extension of
jthe fire-alarm telegraph service to all parts of the
jborough of Queens makes provision for the expendling of $62,800 for lead-covered cable, laying same,
isignal boxes, central-office equipment, switchboard,
repeaters, transmitters, etc.
The working staff is
to consist of six operators at $1,200 a year each,
working two at a time in three shifts. The head
office will be at Jamaica, L. I., and the cables will
be extended to 10 adjacent towns.
Some electric wcrrk is required at the power house
of the New Harlem hospital at One-hundred-andthirty-sixth Street, together with other engineering
items.
Bids are returnable on March 21st. and plans
may be seen at 419 East Twenty-sixth Street.
Contracts for furnishing telegraph and telephone
supplies for the New York Police-telegraph Department have been awarded in various details to Frederick Pearce, W. R. Ostrander & Co., the Western
Electric Company, and to the Carleton-Chase Electric Company.
The amounts involved in the individual contracts are not very large.
D. W. W.
'.

Dominion

of

Canada.

—

Winnipeg, Man., March 4. During the last year
i.gog permits were issued for electric power
Winnipeg, covering the installation of 85 arc
lamps, 1,808 horsepower for motors, and wiring for
28,316 incandescent lamps.
For street illuminations
a number
of 50-candIepower series incandescent
larnps on 7^.-2-ampere current were installed last year,
being used on the same circuit with the arc lamps!
These have been so satisfactory that an additional
supply will be purchased and installed during the
coming summer. About 100 additional arc lamps
over

in

a blanket franchise in the city.
will compete for the street lighting.

The company

The Toledo Intcrurban Railroad Company has
been granted a franchise out Monroe Street to the
county

so that the line may be built to Ottawa
Springs, connecting with the

line,

Park and

Sulphur

Ann Arbor

line.

The Cadiz

line.

The franchise for the McAdoo Sixth Avenue subivay was repassed unanimously by the Board of Alj^ermcn on Tuesday. Alderman Gaffney, whose single adverse vote against the franchise at the former
fiiearing led to the necessity of the matter coming
lip
again, was not present at Tuesday's meeting
when the vote was taken.
Official announcement is made of the aopointment,
|on January 19th, of Alfred Craven, as acting deputy
'chief engineer to the Board of Rapid Transit, at a
salary of $7,000 a year.
Mr. Craven will be right-

ordinance has been introduced at Springfield
Home Heating, Light and Power Com-

pany

Electric

corporated with

a

Company, Cadiz, has been

in-

stock of $12,000.

V.

capital

J.

Conner and others are interested.
The Ohio Valley Electrical Supply and Construc-

Company of Steubenville has been incorporated
with a capital stock of $50,000 by H. P. McGowan,

tion

John Kidd and
J.

others.

A. Haiina, representing the Niles Car

Works

Oeveland, has received an order from the Fort
Wayne and Springfield line for four large interurban

at

cars.

The

.^pphance Company of Cincinnati
has been incorporated with a capital, stock of $10,000
by W. C. Pierce and others.
The Forde Lighting Company of Garrettsville has
Electrical

from $25,000 to $50,000.
of Ohio has reversed the
of Cincinnati and declared the
Rogers law, giving the Cincinnati Street Railway
increased

its

capital stock

The Supreme Court

Superior

Court

Company a 50-year franchise, valid. The fight made
on this law was a bitter one, and there were doubts
as to its being upheld.
Under the decision the franchises will e-xpire in 1946.
The Ohio Quarry Company

is engaged in building
Lorain through Wellington to Oberknown as the Lorain, .Amherst and
Wellington road. The passenger cars will be hauled
by electric locomotives, eight trains a day each way,
while large steam engines will pull the freight trains.
Efforts are being made to lift the receivership
of the Sandusky Southwestern Railway Company.
It is reported that preliminary arrangements have
been made for financing the company.
Harry M. Daugherty of Washington C. H., Senator S. L. Patterson of Waverly and D. J. Ryan
of Columbus are engaged in financing the Spring-

a railroad from
lin.
It will be

Charleston, Washington C. H. and Chillicothe
road.
They have made arrangements to lift the
debt of $166,000, it is said, and have also negotiated
the sale of bonds, amounting to $1,500,000, to complete the construction.
Various methods of doing away with the crowded
condition of the streets in Qeveland have been
advanced, but the one that has been received with
the greatest favor by the people is a system of
subways running through the business section to the
Public Square.
This method is now being investigated by the officials of the city road.
6. M. C.
field,

Indiana.

—

Indianapolis, March 4.
work of the coming season

It

is

will

possible.

The Vincennes Street Car Company will Itegin
laying a double-track system in that city next week,
rails lieing used.
All of the cars will be
trucks. This crjm|>any has leased
the fair grounds for a summer park and a new
pavilion is under contract for construction.
During the present month subsidy elections will
be held in Spencer County in aid of the Kvansyille and Rockport roa<l and also in Wabash County
in aid of the Winona line.
A peculiar condition
exists in the latter county.
The Indiana Central
7S-pound

mounted on double

Tractiofi Company, headed by V. J. Drayer of Dayton, Ohio, is contesting with the Winona people for
line through the county and is also asking for
The people want an electric railway, but
some favor the Winona and others the Indiana Central
line.
The competitive campaign is growing
warm.
Two new electric lines were projc-ctcd during the
last week.
The Townscnd-Rccd Company, which
constructed the Indianapolis and Northern Traction
Company's road, has gone into the interurban business on its own score and now proposes a line lietween Lafayette and Chicago. The engineers have
arranged a route not paralleling any steam road for
any considerable distance and touching some of the
most iinportant places between the terminal cities.

This will be one of the longest

lines in the state.
An electric railway is projected to run from
Lafayette to Fowler and thence to Hoopston, III.
The business men of Fowler held a meeting last
week and took steps toward the securing of the road.
C. F. Knowlton, representing the Indianapolis and
Chicago Air Line Traction Company, is arranging
for stirveys of the line through Clinton and Carroll
counties.
His plan of soliciting money from the
citizens to pay for the survey is not well regarded,
but the people appear willing to aid in the building

of the line.

The Indiana Northern Traction Company, operating between Wabash and Marion, has just issued a
new book, the tickets being interchangeable with
those of the Fort Wa\ne and Wabash Valley line.
The new books sell for $8 for each 210 five-cent
rides, making a deduction of 20 per cent.
The interchangeable-ticket question will be taken up at the
next monthly meeting of the Indiana Electric Railway .Association.
The Indiana Legislature adjourned without

effect-

ing any legislation of consequence to the interurban
roads.
The bill which would have bestowed on
electric and interurban railroads the right to acquire
and operate electric-light, steam-heating and gas
plants in cities under 30.000 population was killed
by the Senate.
It was asserted that such a law
w^ould give interurban roads too mudi power in
cities and towns.
The railway commission bill exempts interurban and street-railway companies from
its provisions or jurisdiction except that the commission has the power over them as to crossings,
interlocking devices, etc. This power was formerly
lodged with the auditor of state.

An

theater party is somewhat
the first production of the
Indiana" at English's Theater
brought a special car loaded with society people
from Dayton, Ohio. Valentine W'inters, president
of the Daytcn and Western, conducted the affair,
and all agreed that the trip was ver\' enjoyable.
They were delighted with the new terminal station

of an

interstate

trolley

innovation,

"Gentleman

but

from

in Indianapolis.

The promoters of the proposed Tipton. Frankfort
and Attica traction line have asked for a subsidy
election at Frankfort.
Six hundred taxpayers have
The

signed the petition.

petition provides that the

power house and car shops shall be located in Frankfort.
A number of townships have already voted
aid to this line and it will carry in Qintoii Countv.
S.

expected

add

that

the

five or six

new

electric roads to the' 26 now in operation in this
The Indianapolis, Danville and Rockville Interurban Railway Company will begin the work of
completing a line between Indianapolis and Danville
next week.
The grading is most all completed,
bridges built and the concrete work in, hence the
laying of the track and the trolley installation can
be pushed as soon as the frost leaves the ground.
The officials say they will have cars running into
the terminal station by July 1st.
One of the largest works in electric-railway construction now under way in Indiana is that of the
Louisville and Southern Indiana Traction Company
in building its line over The Knobs. Indiana's highest
range of hills, to Corydon. The company has taken
control of the tracks of the old Highland railroad,
state.

lit i^iii-

the (piarry district, wrll also Ije liegun in a few day».
It is the purpose to complete the line as tpcedily at

subsidies.

to give the

I

pany it now operating a line between New Allnny
and Jcfferionvillc.
The work of constructing an cxlen»ion of the
Bedford Street railway line from Bedford to Oolitic,

a

bidder.

.ti.

in progrcus.
.\ tiram »hovi-l dm
the hilh and load« 11 into tmall dun
c;ir» arc operated by a trolley car.
Ii
two or three month* lo complete the fill.

—

Cleveland, Mdrch 4. At Columbus it seems lo
the opinion that the mortgage on the Central
Market Street Railway Company will be closed by
the bondholders and the property sold to the highest

.

now

Ohio.
be

An

$5,000,000 for the construction of an elevated

lanent

H.

Street.

were approved yesterday for the expendi-

i'lins

'.

A

ail

1.1

winch formerly ran up "The K
ii being croswd Ii)- the o/nurn
which IS fully 75 feet high, li
company to fill around thi» Irc-iM

S.

Michigan.

—

Detroit, ilarch 4.
The fruitgrowers of Norton
Township, near Muskegon, have inaugurated a move-

ment for the extension of the Muskegon Traction
and Lighting Company's electric railway from the
city to a point about three miles in the country.
called the Float Bridge, at w-hich point fruit could
be transferred from boats. General Manager Freshney of the traction company has rhe matter under
consideration.
At present most of the fruit is
handled from this part of the conntr\- by small boats
and then transferred to the steam line or to the

Goodrich line at Muskegon.
Louis Berg and Edward Moore of Detroit have
been elected delegates to the annual state convention
of electrical

workers

to

be held

in

Battle

Creek,
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The

Mtli.

electrical

workers are discussing

the advisability of having a series of lectures given
electrical engineers, with a view of estabpermanent school of instruction.
Henry G. Wells, formerly of the Great Lakes
Engineering Company and for some two or three
years connected with the Westinghouse company at
Pittsburg, has asked for an electric-lighting franchise in Detroit in competition with the Detroit

by expert
lishing a

Edison Illuminating Company.
At the special meeting of the citizens and aldermen of Ann Arljor, who were investigating the
waterworks situation, it was decided that the Ann
violated its contract with
the city and that its franchise is void. It is probable
that more definite action will be taken with regard
to this matter later on.
bill authorizing the issue of $150,000 of im-

Arbor Water Company has

A

provement bonds for the Detroit Municipal Lighting
Commission has been approved by Mayor Codd and
sent to Lansing to be taken in hand by the Wayne
County delegation.
Springwells, a suburb of Detroit, has accepted the
Mr. Russell
$3,000.
has a franchise for commercial lighting within the
in working
plant
his
must
have
he
and
township
order by September 1st.
There seems to be an opinion among some of

bond of John A. Russell for

Detroit's citizens that the offer of $1,000 by Alex
Dow of the Detroit Edison Electric .Company for
the purpose of an investigation of the municipal electric-lighting plant should have been taken advantage
to
of, as it appears that there is a question as
whether the plant has been run at the cost claimed.
The city of Ann Arbor has granted a franchise
to the Toledo, Ann Arbor and Detroit Electric
Railway Company, which will enter the city over the

The road must be completed
line.
months or a forfeit of $10,000 will have to be
made. The Adrian and Ann Arbor Railway Company franchise was also given a reading in the
Hawks-Angus
in 21

council.
It is understood that everything is now ready for
active building operations on the Grand Rapids and
lona electric railway and that work will be commenced by the middle of April. This line will con-

nect with the lona and Owosso line, which is projected to run between these two towns and also
with the Owosso and Pontiac road, which is still
upon paper. The Grand Rapids and lona line will
enter Grand Rapids over the Reeds Lake line, coming downtown either via Cherry Street or Wealthy

Avenue.
Application has been made by the Lansmg and
Suburban Traction Company of Lansing for franSeveral
chises in the villages of Leslie and Mason.
companies have contemplated building a Lansing
and Jackson line, but the Lansing company may be
the first one to start the actual construction.
C. G. W.

Northwestern States.

A

DuluthSuperior Traction Company for the annulment of
The state's
the latter's franchise has been begun.
point will probably be that the company, a foreign
corporation, could not legally be granted a franchise
by the city of Superior.
An electric-light system will be installed at Boyd,
Wis., the power plant at Cadott to furnish the curstate of

Wisconsin

vs. the

rent.

The Public Service Company has been reorganized
at St. Cloud, Minn.,

with $500,000

capital.

.

It is

pro-

posed to dissolve the receivership of the street-railway company and to incorporate it with the Public
Service Company. About $230,000 will be expended

on improvements

to the
railway plants.
J. E.- Barnard has purchased the
electric-light and power plant and is

electric-light

and

street-

Osceola (Iowa)
now sole owner.

Electric Company will let the
for the construction of a new

The Edison Sault
contracts

at

once

power plant at Sault Ste. Marie, Mich. Two thousand four hundred horsepower will be developed and
additions will be made to the plant as more power
becomes necessary.

R.

Rocky Mountain

—

for operation.

The city attorney at Salt Lake City has submitted an opinion to the council, holding that that
body cannot legally grant the application of the
LItah Light and Railway Company for a so-year extension of its franchise.
It is reported that a large electric plant is to be
erected in Huntington Canyon, near Price, Utah.
The projectors, D. C. Robbins and associates, are
also getting rights-of-way over the roads of the
county for an electric road.
I.
B. Perrine of Blue Lakes, Idaho, has returned
to that city from Chicago, where he purchased two
turbine waterwheels and left an order for electric
generators to be shipped May ist, for the power
Power and light will be furplant at Post Falls.
nished Twin Falls City, Idaho, as soon as possible.
A site has been selected at Crane Falls on the
Snake River for the establishment of the proposed
power plant of the Mountainhome Light and Transit
Company of Mountainhome, Ida. The construction
of an electric road between that city and the Snake
River Valley is among the projects of the comG.
pany.

Pacific Slope.

who

are

;

creek the company expects to develop 400 horsepower and will increase the capacity to 20,000 horsepower by the construction of three small dams

along the stream at a cost of $100,000.
The Oro Water, Light and Power Company has
been incorporated at San Francisco by R. C. Medcraft; J. Alexander, L. A. Redman and others. The
capital stock

The

is

$3,500,000.

Battle Creek

States.

Work is progressing
Salt Lake City, March 2.
rapidly on the Oxbow Tunnel on the Payette River
in Idaho, where later a large power plant is to be
installed.
The cost of the tunnel when completed is
eslinia'.cd at $125,000, and the total cost of the plant
wher. 111. HI 'Uglily equipped and prepared to supply
electrical cnerg>' to Boise and other cities will be
about $1,500,000. The machinery for the plant will

March

Power Company has

filed arti-

cles of incorporation at San Francisco with a capital
Tlie incorporators are Walter
stock of $1,000,000.
Brown,
E. Carre of Colma, Cal. ; Henry

Ward

Dudley C. Bates and others.
Fred Sander, the trolley promoter, promises the
people around Lake McAleer, back of Edmonds,
Wash., that his trolley line between Seattle and
Everett, Wash., will .reach that point by September

The work of extending the line northist next.
ward from Ballard is proceeding rapidly.
The electric-light committee has presented a report to the City Council at Victoria, B. C, recomOne new
mending the purchase of the following
dynamo, 230-light capacity, approximate cost $2,940;
three transeach, $1,800; one belt,
formers, 50-light
pulley and clutch and fitting for same, $500; 150
arc lights, $4,500; rearranging circuits, $810.
The Grays Harbor Electric Light and Power
Company is planning an extension of its electric road
to Cosmopolis, Wash., if arrangements acceptable
to the company can be made. It is possible that the
road may be extended as far as Elma and Montesano and possibly to Tacoma. J. D. Crary has returned to Aberdeen, Wash., from the East, where
he purchased the equipment and machinery for the

one exciter, $145: one switchboard, $305
capacity

company,

costin'g over $75,000.
The trustees of Bakersfield, Cal., are advertising
for sealed proposals for furnishing all material and
appliances and installing a complete electric firealarm system in that city, according to plans and
A. T. Lightner is city clerk.
specifications on file.

1905

Henry W. Sage has resigned as secretary of the
Cincinnati Gas and Electric Company. He is
65
years of age and has been with the company since
1870, having become secretary in 1882.
Mr. Sage
is a devoted church worker, and it is probable
that
a large part of his efforts in the future will be spent
in

that direction.

Foree Bain, the well-known consulting engineer
and expert in electricity, mechanics and patent
causes, announces that about the first of May he
will occupy a more commodious suite of rooms
at
the south end of the ninth floor of the Monadiiock
Building, Nos. 947. 948 and 949.
Mr. Bain is one
of the "Old Guard" in the electrical business, having been located in Chicago since the

'8o's.

Charles R, Underbill, formerly chief electrical
engineer of the Varley Duplex Magnet Company,
has engaged in consulting engineering on his own
account, with headquarters at 55 Liberty Street, New
York. He will make a specialty of the design of
electromagnets and solenoids in general, but particularly for heavy-duty work.
ilr. L'nderhill is the
author of a book entitled, "The Electromagnet."
wdiich treats the subject from the viewpoint of

W. H. Patton, for some years identified with the
gas-engine industry and one whose work is well
known in connection with the development of a type
of gas-engine electric locomotive, has accepted a position with the Otto Gas Engine Company.
For six
years previous to this he was employed with the
National Meter Company, in charge of the installation of Nash gas engines in the middle and western
states.
With the Otto company Mr. Patton will devote himself to the installation of Otto gas engines
and to the development of his gasoline locomotive.
^

There has been some discussion in Birmingham
to where the principal of the university, Sir
Oliver Lodge, might most properly be classed. It
is pointed out that although he is obviously a great
scientist, his activities are by no means restricted
to the domain of physics, and in proof of this a
recent week's programme is cited. He commenced
on the Sunday by lecturing at a theater on "Old
and New Views in Regard to the Universe." Then
he presided at a lecture by Mr. Anthony Hope, the
novelist, and after attending several iniportant committees he gave the first of a series of lectures on
"Teaching." Between these engagements he found
time to write to the press on such themes as "Sunspots," "Warley Woods," "Water-finding" and "The
Russian Revolt."
as

Frank H. Gale, who for several years has conducted miscellaneous publicity matters for the
General Electric Company, has succeeded the late
Edw-ard H. Mullin in charge of the company's advertising. " Mr. Gale's headquarters have been in
Schenectady, but he will now spend part of each
week in New York city. Mr. Gale is very well and
pleasantly known to members of the electrical fraternity both east and west.
He managed his company's exhibits at the Pan-American, Charleston and
St. Louis expositions and has also appeared in its
behalf at many electrical conventions. At St. Louis
Mr. Gale was president of the Exposition Electrical
Club and assisted in receiving and entertaining many
distinguished guests. During the International ElecCongress it was he who introduced the guests
to President Francis at the brilliant reception in the
Palace of Electricity. Mr. Gale is keenly interested
in all forms of electrical development and is an
associate of the American Institute of Electrical
trical

PERSONAL.
Wesley R. Mason of Detroit, Mich., assistant dismanager of the American Car and Foundry
Company, has been appointed manager to take the
place of George Hargreaves, resigned.
trict

Charles G. Lohman, formerly a division superintendent of the Indianapolis Traction and Terminal
Company, has accepted a position as superintendent
of transportation for the Indiana Railway Company,
with headquarters in South Bend, Ind. ..

A. Schroder, for some time attached to theSt. Louis office of the Crocker-Wheeler Company,
has been placed in charge of the New Orleans office
of the company. Mr. Schroder succeeds W. P. Field,
who has been transferred to the Boston office.

J

Engineers.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
W.

B.

ii,

most complete and interesting— a valuable addition
to the literature on this subject already possessed
by the association.

design.

—A

3.
party of Denver capiinterested .with Lawrence Phipps
in the Bishop Creek project to supply Tonopah and
Goldfield, Nev., with electric power have been in
San Francisco completing arrangements for the
Among the party
carrj'ing out of the enterprise.
are Rodney Curtis, interested in the street-railway
service of Denver Samuel Woods and F. J. Campbell.
The proposed plans of the company include
the establishment of a generating plant at Bishop
Creek in California. From the natural flow of the

San Francisco, March

talists

:

Minneapolis, March 4.— The Twin City Rapid
Transit Company has filed an indemnity bond for
$5,000 as a guaranty that it will build the proposed
electric railway from Minneapolis to Excelsior this
summer. The right-of-way is now being secured.
The city of St. Paul and the Twin City Rapid
Transit Company have finally come to an agreement
after a fight extending over nearly a year. By it the
company agrees to pay a total ta-x of six per cent,
.on its gross earnings and to build several new lines,
including a crosstown line. The city agrees not to
appeal from Judge Lochren's decision.
franchise has been granted at Iowa City, Iowa,
to
the Iowa City-Davenport Interurban Railway

Company.
The case of the

ground in August, although it will be
some months later before the plant will be ready
be on the

"

R. Harrison is said to be contemplating the
of an electric-light plant at Loan Oak,

installation

Texas.

At 4 special election in Mexico, _Mo., the Mexico
Electric Light Company was granted a franchise
for 20 years.

The direct-current lighting system of the city of
Dunn, N. C, is to be changed to alternating current
for commercial use.
F. W. Porter of Whitehall, Wis., has been granted
the franchise for which he applied recently to construct an electric-light plant. in Madill, I. T.

Fort Valle3^, Ga., has voted affirmatively on the
proposed issuance of $12,000 bonds to establish an
electric-light plant and improve the waterworks.

A

new boiler, engine and alternating-current d.vnamo are to be installed in the municipal electricArthur Williams of the New York Edison Comlight and power plant at Fayetteville, N. C, to inpany, wdiose reports on sign and decorative lighting
crease .the output.
attracted so much favorable notice at the last two
conventions of the National Electric Light AssociaI. Schontendorp of Batavia, Java, has obtained a
tion, has been appointed by President Davis to reconcession for erecting a large electric power station
port on "Municipal Ownership" at the twentyat the falls of Toentang, vVhich is to supply the city
eighth convention, to be held at Denver-Colorado
of Saerabaya, Java, with light and power.
Mr. Williams has alSprings, June 6th to loth.
ready collected a large amount of data regarding
Arrangements has been made for the continued
the management and operation of municipal plants,
operation of the Stafford Springs (Conn.) Electric
both in this country and abroad, and with his usual
Light and Gas Company, and the announced intenskill and thoroughness is sure to make this report tion to close down the plant has been reconsidered.
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was nppointcd receiver of the comwas authorized to continue tile opera-
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A

reorRanizatioTi of the
tion of tlic plant.
prohably he cITccted.

tonipany

will

the gross receipts per mile more .nnd have enabled
it lo collect on Mich basis a lax of $.528.

Fslimalis for :i power Iiousc lo be of reinforced
II. Ml rill- im.iriietion
for Ihc I'niled Kailways ami
hill IIP
.iij|i,iny of llallimore, Md., are considered
i"i> lii^Ii. ^imi Ihe plans nnri specificalions, prepared
liy 1'. O. Kcilholtz of Haltimorc, will Ik revised and
new esliiiKites taken on brick construction.
(

lionsc of the Missouri I.c(<islatiire Inn
passed .Senator fCly's hill aiithoriziiiR liKht and power
companies in cities of 10,000 inhahitanis and less to
extend their husiness to include llial of street railways, with the consent of such cities, towns or vil-

The lower

I'owir Couipaiiy of Memphis,
h.iiils'
•rii(
Teun., has Incii orn.iiii/cd and has secured a .10-year
franchise to furnish limhl and power for the city
of Memphis. The company will shortly be in the
market for Reneral erpiipment, the franchise granting the right to huild and operate hoth gas and
The company
electric-lighting and power systems.
is
at present engaged in a study of producer-gas
and snclinn-gas systems. Its oflice is in the Rogers
Building.

Ugi^l;lli..ll

uiukr which

sircil r.iilway

arc

required

site for a fine station

and

office building.

The

properly is on Kerry Avenue and includes five blocks
of lots, from Division Street to the river. Two
hundred miles of track will be laid in Ihc terminal
grounds and a freight depot, 250 by 30 feet, will be
constructed. The terminal station and office building is to be six stories high and will cost $200,000.
A terminal company, with a capital of $750,000, is
being formed to own the freight yards and the office
building, and its stock will be held jointly by the
Spokane Traction Company, the Creur d'-iVlene and

Inland Railway Company,

com-

carry pupils of the public
schools to anil from school at half the regular fare
has heeu declared constitutional by the full bench
ot the M'assacluiselts Supreme Court.
p.illics

and a

Spokane Railway Company and the Spokane and

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
Tlu-

Properly valued at $So,ooo lias liocn bought in
Spokane, Wash., by the three electric railways entering Spokane, which will be used as terminal grounds

to

The Swiss government has granted permission

for

the building of electric railways from Castagnola to
Lugano, Menziken to Emmenbriicke, Miinster to
Rothenliurg, Au to Berncck, Altorf to Fluelen, and
a cable railroad from Interlaken to Ileimwehfluh.

It

all

electric roads.

New

New Haven

and Hartford Railroad Company of the Heft system of electric railways has been accomplished, the properties having
been formed into a new organization of which Col.
N. T. Heft is the head. The roads included in the
transfer arc the Greenwich Tramway Company and
the Stamford and New York Railway Company,
which has lines running from Stamford to New
York,

The Nashville (Temi.) Railway and Light Com-

Rochelle. The entire trackage of the roads is about
50 miles and 100 cars are in operation.
This is
understood lo be part of the plan of the New

pany reports gross earnings of $1,010,181 for the year
ended December 31, 1004. Operating expenses were
$542,047; net earnings, $468,034, and the surplus,
Gross earnings increased $138,118 and net
$103,958.

York, New Haven and Hartford management to
combine all its trolley interests between Stamford
and New York into one system, similar to the Consolidated Railway Company.

$114,158.

Traffic on the four elevated railways of Chicago,
except the South Side elevated, for the month of
February, show good gains as compared with the
corresponding month last year. The daily average of
passengers carried by the various roads during
February is as follows:
Metropolitan, 121,177;
South Side, 88.173; Northwestern, 78,773; Oak Park,
The figures for February, 1904, were, re47,149.

Sells of the Manitou and Pike's
authority for the statement that
the system will not be electrified, as intended, this
Mr. Sells has made an extended trip to New
year.
'York, Philadelphia, Boston and Chicago, wdiere he
made a thorough investigation of the electrical sys-

Trcsident C.

Peak cog road

W.
is

tems in use.

An electric railway is proposed from Atlanta,
N. Y., to Cohocton, with an uUiniale connection
with Naples and Canandaigua Lake. The promoter
is George Switzer, who has previously constructed
electric lines in West Virginia, and was formerly
in the employment of the Westinghouse company at
Pittsburg.
He is the son of Col. A. J. Switzer of
Bath, N. Y.
The Oxford, Cochranville and Parkesburg

Elec-

Railway Company is about to begin the construction of its road between Oxford and Parkesburg, Chester County, Pa., a distance of 14 miles, all
the necessary rights-of-way and ordinances having
been secured. Plans and specifications are now being
prepared at the company's office, 808 Girard Trust
Building, Philadelphia.
tric

It is again reported that the street railways of
Chattanooga, Tenn., have reached terms effecting a
consolidation. The merger includes the Chattanooga
electric railway, the Rapid Transit and the Lookout
Mountain Incline. The negotiations have been
carried on at New York. The Newmans of
Orleans and New York are to have the controlling

New

interest in the

new company,

it

is

said.

A bill has been introduced into Congress asking
permission by the Missouri Central Railroad Company to construct two bridges across the Missouri
River in Missouri, one at St. Charles and one at
Glasgow. These bridges are to be for the use of
the proposed electric railway between Kansas City
and St. Louis. The company has been incorporated
with a capital of $12,000,000, which is largely paid
up.
It w'ill be the longest electric railway ever
built.

During the fiscal year 1903-04 the street railways
Germany, carried 456,902,488 passengers.
Of this number the elevated steam road carried 36,".38,553, the circular electric railway 23,240,173, and
all the other surface and underground electric lines
397,578,062. To these are to be added 85,878,957 passengers carried by the several omnibus lines, which,
notwithstanding the steady extension and improvement of the electrical tramway system, continue to
handle an increasing traffic from year to year. The
whole number of accidents during the year was -2,146,
of which 31 were fatal.,
of Berlin,

The excise tax which municipalities may le\'y
upon street railways on the basis of a percentage
upon the gross receipts for each mile of track operated by the company was held by the full bench of
the Supreme Court of Massachusetts in the case
of the Greenfield and Turners Falls Street Railway
Company vs. the town of Greenfield to be got at by
dividing the annual gross receipts of the company
by the total length of track both on private lands
and in the public highways. The towji had claimed
that the total length of the company's track in public highways only was intended by the statute as
the divisor, which, being smaller, would have made

spectively, 118,693, 99„330, 73,193

and

44,306.

I
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Central Electric Company is distributing an
four-page leaflet conuining pictures of
old building and another of the temporary quarters at 207-209-211 ICast Jackson Boulevard, Chicago. Some details of tlic company's recent fire are
given, but the most of the space is occupied in
thanking the memlK-rs of the electrical fraternity
for their generous supiKjrt and in emphasizing the
fact that the company has now a complete new stock
and is in a position to make shipments with prom{>tncss and dispatch.

.attractive
its

A

has been announced that the formal transfer

lo the

now allows of sprcils which rruke ihe cetilrifuMi
pump available lor Ihc entire range unib^r which
piston pumps operate.
The American KIcclric
.ijo

There

said to be a dissatisfied element among the stockholders of the Metropolitan Elevated. A committee
from this number has sent out circulars inviting
proxies for the annual meeting on April 5th and stating their belief that it is to the best interest of all
concerned that four new directors be elected. The
dissatisfied element will endeavor to elect a successor
to Dickinson MacAllister, who has announced his
is

publication of much technical interest is that
issued by J. \V. Rickey of .Minneapolis, .Minn., en-

".Modern

titled

The purpose

Hydro-electric Power Sutions."
of the pamphlet is briefly to de^rilic

and summarize the merits of a type of open penstock
construction particularly adapted to meet the exacting rc(|uirements of the modern
hydro-electric
power station. It contains a good description of
the hydraulic features of the new power station of
the Michigan Lake Superior Power Company at
Satilt Stc. Marie, including diagrams and a table
indicating the saving in cost following the use of
concrete-steel construction for the penstocks over
that of masonry.

A

handsome piece of

electrical advertising litera-

ture is that due to S. A. Douglas of the American
Vitrified Conduit Company.
This little work, entitled "Pointers," contains in a remarkably condensed

form information

that may be required for prein laying out plans for conduit
Mr. Douglas has done a large business for
.'\merican Vitrified Conduit Company, having
been closely identified with electrical transmission for
years, and is well qualified to edit "Pointers" for
those desiring to lay conduits. His experience with
the large amount of work that has been carried on
by the .-American Vitrified Conduit Company has
been so varied that these pointers may be taken to
mean something. The little brochure, too, is so remarkably handsome in its appearance that it will unquestionably be preserved. Mr. Douglas" "Pointers"

liminary estimates

work.
the

mailed to any conduit company or electrical
engineer or to anyone interested in conduit work, on

will be

application.

resignation as president.

The Philadelphia Rapid Transit Company has virand specifications for the extension of the Market Street Subway around the
City Hall and bids for the work will be asked soon.
In the application to list, its stock on the New York
Stock Exchange it is said that it will be a twoThe
track subway, covering about one-half mile.
special meeting of
cost is estimated at $1,000,000.
the stockholders of the company has been called for
April 25 for the purpose of authorizing the company to join as surety and guarantor of principal
and interest in a mortgage of the !Market Street
Elevated Passenger Railway Company to secure an
issue of $10,000,000 gold bonds, such mortgage to
cover also the leasehold interest of the Philadelphia
Rapid Transit Company in the Market Street Elevated Passenger Railway Company and the power
plant to be erected on Delaware Avenue.
tually completed plans

A

SOCIETIES

AND SCHOOLS.

Science Hall, at the Virginia Polytechnic Institute,
Blacksburg. Va., which was destroyed by fire recently, will be rebuilt at once.
The Virginia Polytechnic has reached a high plane of efficiency under
the administration of President McBryde.

On March loth W. I. Ely of the Murphy Iron
Works, Detroit, addressed the Society of Engineers
of the University of Minnesota on "Smoke Prevention."
On March 17th C. E. Downton of the Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company will
give an illustrated lecture on the Pittsburg factory
and its products. On March 24th Benjamin Waller,
resident engineer of the Northwestern Telephone
Exchange Company at Minneapolis, will lecture
upon "Some Engineering Features of a Modem

Telephone Exchange."

PUBLICATIONS.

TELEGRAPH.

Flexible steel-armored hose for steam or compressed air as manufactured by the Sprague Electric Company of New York has its advantages
pointed out in bulletin No. 105, which contains
numerous illustrations showing the hos^ and various
applications w^hich may be made of it.

The Fort Worth Long-distance Telephone Company of Fort W'orth, Texas, has been incorporated
by D. C. Cogdell, J. N. Nutt and associates.

Two small Westinghouse publications are devoted
lo type F induction motors and type R direct-current motors. Among the machines which the former
may drive are centrifugal pumps, rolls in steel mills,
mine hoists and elevator equipments. The directcurrent motor is of a t\-pe already- described in
the Western Electrician.
The Valentine-Clark Company, Chicago, dealer
in cedar poles, has issued a little pamphlet calling
attention to the extent of its stocks of poles and
the facilities which it possesses for furnishing poles
promptly in all sizes and for all purposes. The main
yards of the company are at Pinconning. Tilich.;
Green Bay, Wis. ; New London. Wis., and Prentice,
Wis.
Centrifugal pumping machinery forms the subject
matter of an excellent catalogue just issued by the
De Laval Steam Turbine Company of Trenton, N. J.
This machinery is especially adaptable to electrical
drive, and many fine illustrations are given of electrically driven units.
The speed necessary for the
higher lifts was, however, unavailable until the advent of the steam turbine, the perfection of w-hich

The Zion City lace industries have instituted suit
against the Western Union Telegraph Company for
have been the
the recovery of $15,000, said to
amount of loss sustained by an alleged error in the
transmission of a message from New York to Chicago involving a large sale of lace.
Improvements amounting

to

$40,000,

it

is

said,

have been authorized for 1905 for the telegraph sys-

tem of the Pennsylvania railroad. Included in the
proposed improvements is a private telephone line
connecting Dennison and Steubenville, Ohio, which,
with a line already constructed from Steubenville
lo Pittsburg, will give direct connection between
Pittsburg and the shops of tlie company at Dennison.

The Canadian
that the

minister of railways has announced
government has given the Anglo-American

Company

$5,000 increase in subsidy for an
improved cable service between Prince Edward Island and the mainland. By the agreement the company has reduced its rates on messages from points

Cable

Prince Edward Island lo Nova Scotia, Nev,in
Bninswick, Quebec and Ontario from 50 cents to
30 cents for 10 words, and from three cents to two
cents for each additional word. A proportionate reduction is made for press messages. Rales to Manand the
itoba, British Columbia, the territories
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.United States are reduced from 50 cents to 25 cents
for 10 words, and from three cents to two cents
for each additional word. To this the rates of connecting lines must be added under the new, agree-

ment.
Excellent opportunities are just now offered in the
United States army service for telegraphers and men
with a knowledge of electrical work. At the New
York recruiting station word has been received from
headquarters to secure the enlistment of as many
telegraphers and electrical workers as possible, as
just now there is an urgent demand in this depart-

Master signal electricians
ceive $75 a month in the United States and $90
when abroad. Enlistments in the Signal Corps are

ment of the

re-

service.

for three years.

SPACE TELEGRAPHY.
is
said that communication was established
It
recently by space telegraphy between Chicago and
Key West, a distance of 1,060 miles. Messages
were received best at night and were very distinct

1905

470,71-

The Crouse-Hinds Company's western headquarnow located in the store at 70 West Jackson
Boulevard, Chicago, where F. F, Skeel, the western
sales agent, carries a full line of the company's products.
It will be remembered that on February 13th
the building in which the western office of the company was then located was partially destroyed by
ters are

The company's home office and factory are at
Syracuse, N, Y,, and of course the fire
Chicago
has not interfered with the output of the factory,
which has continued uninterrupted. The new Chicago store is in the Stromberg-Carlson Building and
the telephone number is Harrison 5288,
fire.

The Flint-Lomax Electric and Manufacmring Company of Denver, Colo,, has sustained a considerable
fire loss.

According to the Cincinnati Post, Jos. C. Boone,
stockholder, has applied for a receiver for the
Barriett Electric Company of that city.

Electric Meter Company of Chicago,
which proposes to deal in electrical machinery, has
been incorporated by E. J, Clark, F, W. Robett and

The Clark

M. A. Gorman,

The Bellingham

Electric Supply

Company

of Bel-

lingham. Wash,, has been incorporated with a capital stock of $25,000 by J. A, Hinck of Portland, Ore,,
and Albert Rives of Spokane, The new company
has purchased the business of the Frizell Electric

Company.

The American Battery Company, Milwaukee, Wis,,
has been incorporated to manufacture electric batteries and other mechanical appliances and instruments. The capital is $25,000 and the incorporators
are Louis Axelsen, C, Christensen and Arnold
Gabrielson.

m

F. S, Palmer, formerly electrical engineer for the
Consolidated Engine Stop Company, and well known
in the electrical trade generally, has recently associated himself with the Locke Regulator Company,
Salem, Mass., and is devoting all his energy and
skill toward increasing the demand for the latter's
automatic engine stop, which has been received so
favorably since being placed on the market. The
Locke Regulator Company feels that its stop is all
that could be asked, both mechanically and electrically, recognizing
its
being absolutely essential
that a perfect stop should be thoroughly trustworthy
and reliable. The combined method of wiring and
testing used by it in connection with its automatic
engine stop and speed limit is one applied to automatic fire-alarm work and earned the highest awards
at the World's Fair in Chicago and also at the Louisiana Purchase Exposition in St. Louis.

Sealed proposals will be received at the office of
supervising architect. Treasury Department,

until three p. m., March 25th,
for the installation of an electric passenger elevator
in the courthouse and postoffice at Waco, Texas,

BUSINESS.

Washington, D, C,

farther north.

In a recent lecture before the Royal Institution
of London, William Marconi announced that he has
constructed a magnetic detector which will enable
wireless messages to be recorded on tape by an
ordinary Wheatstone recorder, at a rate of 100
words a minute. The speaker hinted at further irnprovements in receiving which he is elaborating in
conjunction with Professor Fleming.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Napoleon Durant of North Adams, Mass., has
invented a contrivance for preventing snow and
frost from accumulating on the lookout glass of
the motorman's cab on street cars. A thin strip
of wood mounted with rubber which presses against
the glass is slidably mounted on two slender rods
.

fitted to the sides of the

mit the

TRADE NEWS.

ii,

charging off a certain amount for doubtful accounts
there remains to the profit and loss account $65,-

the

Key West.

As a result of space-telegraph tests in connection
with experiments in naval warfare now in progress
at Culebra it is reported, among other things, from
Washington, D. C, that the discovery has been
made that it is impossible to transmit wireless
messages to as great distances in the warmer zones
as

Power Company of Punxatawney for infringement
of the Tesla split-phase patents Nos. 511,559 and
511,560 in the use of Scheeffer induction meters for
alternating currents, manufactured by the Diamond
company. An injunction was granted on the following day restraining the Jefferson company from the
further use of these meters.

a

An important extension of telegraphs is about to
be made in Southern Nigeria, it is said. The work
Starting
involves the laying of 400 miles of wire.
from a point on the Calabar-Bonny system, the line
will strike inland to Onisha, on the Niger, and will
continue west across that river to Benin. At present there are no lines in the interior of Southern
Nigeria, but when the work now about to be taken
in hand is complete a great portion of the known
At
part of the British protectorate will be tapped.
Lagos the new line will join the interior telegraph,
whn-h :it present extends 10 Kano and is being
pushed on to Sokoto.

at

March

pany against the Jefferson Electric Light, Heat and

strip of

wood

to

window.

Two

strings per-

down

be drawn np or

occasionally over the glass to

remove the

semi-

frost.

Judge Seaman, in the United States Circuit Court
for the Eastern District of Wisconsin, in an opinion
handed down on February 24th after a preliminary
hearing granted an injunction against the National
Electric Company in the suit brought by the General Electric Company alleging infringement of the

Erben brushholder patent No. 705,055 in the manufacture by the defendant company of brushholders
for generators and motors. The Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company was interested in
the suit as licensee under the Erben patents.
In the exhibit of the Electric Launch Company
New York Motor-boat and Sportsmen's Show
was shown one of the General Electric. Company's
mercury arc rectifiers in full operation. It is used

at the

to charge 44 cells of battery in the electric launch
"Rest Awhile," the current being 30 amperes at
direct current; the alternating current used
This presents an interesting
is 220 volts, 60 cycles.
field for the use of mercury arc rectifiers, and it is
probable that the use of electric launches may be
materially increased because of the simplicity of
the charging outfit now offered.

no

in accordance with the. drawings and specification,
copies of. which may be obtained of the supervising
architect.

The Bureau of Yards and Docks, Navy
ment, is inviting sealed proposals until April 1st for
furnishing the Portsmouth (N. H.) navy yard with
On April 25lh the
three electric traveling cranes.
bureau will open bids for furnishing the Puget
Sound navy yard with a five-ton electric traveling
Specifications can be seen at the bureau cr
crane.
will be furnished on application to the commandants
of the yards named.
Depart-

The Weber Gas and Gasoline Engine Company
of Kansas

City, Mo., is installing a 50-horsepower
two-cylinder vertical producer-gas engine and suc-

tion-gas producer in the electric-light plant at Pierce,
Neb., and a 6o-horsepower outfit of the same t>-pe
in the electric-light plant at Davenport, Iowa.

Transite asbestos fireproof lumber is a product of
the LI. W. Johns-Manville Company of New York
in the manufacture of which the company has put
forth its efforts to produce a material which can
be adopted by the modern architect, builder, engineer
and mechanic, to take the place of wood and other
inflammable and non-heat, acid and moisture-resisting materials.

The Bureau of Supplies and Accounts, Navy Department, is inviting sealed proposals until March
2ist for furnishing the New York and other eastern
navy yards with electric cable, under schedule 99,
and electrical supplies of various kinds, under schedule 100,
Blank proposals can be obtained at the

The South Shore Gas and Electric Company has
ordered from Allis-Chalmers Company of Milwaukee
one heavy-duty 24 by 48-inch engine for direct connection, to a 425-kilowatt alternating-current Bullock
generator, to be installed in its power plant at

navy pay office in New York or at the bureau in
Washington,
Apphcations should designate the
schedules desired by number.

Moline,

The

Central

Electric

Company,

Chicago,

an-

nounces that its stock at the present time is very
nearly as complete as the one in its warehouse which
was recently destroyed by fire. The company says
that it is gaining each day in the number of shipments made and is giving entire satisfaction to its

many

customers.

The company

is

well

known

for

its push and enterprise, and its rapid progress in
overcoming its recent misfortune is certainly worthy

of praise.

Sealed proposals will be received at the office of
the business manager of the Board of Education,
730 Tribune Building, Chicago, up to March 24th
for furnishing, setting and connecting, tw^o threelight, government standard, bronze electroliers, w'ith
globes, for the Wendell Phillips High School, and
for two three-light electroliers, with globes, for the
William McKinley High School. Plans and specifications may be had of the chief engineer, 710
Triljune Building.

volts,

At the annual meeting of the stockholders of tlie
National Carbon Company at Trenton, N. J., a few
days ago, the. old directors were all re-elected. The
net earnings for the year amounted to $846,306.85.
Dividends of preferred stock at seven per cent,
amounted to $315,000, and V/z per cent, on common

Judge Buffington, in the United States Circuit
Court for the Western District of Pennsj'Ivania on
February 24th handed down a decision dismissing
the plea of estoppel interposed by the Diamond
Meter Company of Peoria in the suit brought by
the Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Cora-

stock

was

$82,500.

For depreciation $376,280.89 was

charged up. The company sets aside a large amount
each year for this purpose, in order that all machinery may be replaced when necessary and new
additions be made when the business demands. Just
now a plant is being built near Pittsburg, After

Ind.
The People's Power Company of
111., ow-ing to an important extension to its
business, has also found it necessary to make some
additions to_ its plant, and the Allis-Chalmers Company has been awarded the contract for one horizontal-compound Reynolds-Corliss engine, 24 by 50
by 48 inches, for direct connection to a generator.
This engine will be practically a duplicate of one
previously made by the same company which has
been giving excellent satisfaction. An interesting
novelty in its construction is the fact that the cylinders have valves in their heads.

Hammond,

The Westinghouse
Company is building
pany of Moline,

111.,

Electric
and Manufacturing
for the People's Power Comtw'o engine-type generators.

The company has built up an extensive business
The addition to its
in lighting and power work.
present equipment will be a 1,100-kilowatt two-phase
alternator of the revolving-field type, operating at
2,400 and 4,Soo volts, and a 600-kilowatt 600-volt
direct-current machine. The alternating-current generator is a duplicate of a machine which the company
put into service about a year ago. An order for
three 300-kilowatt alternating-current generators has
also been placed with the Westinghouse company
by the Barber Lumber Companj^ of Boise, Idaho.
These machines will generate current at 440 volts,
which will be transformed to 23,000 volts for transmission. The necessary transformers, switchboards
and lightning arresters are included in the apparatus
Another order is from the Mamto be furnished.
moth Copper Mining Company of Salt Lake City
for a large addition to its electrical equipment.
total of nearly 800 horsepower, in induction motors
of different sizes, together with a motor-generator
transformers, switchboard and three mining
set,
locomotives, is included in the order.

A

ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.
Issued (United States Patent Office)

Frame

783,409.

for Dynamo-electric Machines.

Ber-

nard A. Behrend, Norwood. Ohio, assignor to
the BuUock Electric Manufacturing Company,
,

Cincinnati. Ohio.

Application

filed

November

1903.

A

frame comprises two end shields
main frame is supported between them. The mail
comprises segmental supports placed end to ei
lamina; are supported by the sc-gmental supports.
stationary

6,

"83,419.

Telephony.

Edward A.

February
Buell,

28, jgoS-

DeKalb.

Ill,

assignor to the Selective Signal and Telephone
Manufacturing Company, Sycamore, 111. Application filed May 2, 1904.
Parallel branches of the line' extend to the telephone
receivers and switch books, one having normal connection
with the telephone receiver and the other with the switch
hook.
Switching mechanism at each of the subscriber's
stations controls the connection of the branches with* the
party line.
Electromagnetic mechanism provides
for
cfTecting the operation of the switching mechanism.

7S3.430.

ment.

Insulating Base Block for Electric EquipMonroe Guett, Hartford, Conn., as.-ignor

the Hart &
pany, Hartford,
to

13,

Hegeman Manufacturing ComConn.

Application

filed

June

1904.

Insulating material adapted for the support of electric
equipment comprises the base block proper, having a
channel formed across its face, a projection from the
base, but of less width, and having a channel formed
wholly within it and clgmping devices in the channels.

—

:March

ir,

Jnnics A. N'ortmi, Wilkesbarrc,
Pa., assignor of one-half to William L. Racdcr,
Wilkesbarrc, Pa. Application filed December
1904-

23,

trolley wheel is provided with Q nectiona! huh,
swlnirmK tide
is carried upon :i harp havinK »
nu--mbcr lo permit of the eii»y removal of the wheel.

Tlic

connected in bridge with the cord airandt and
normally diMTonrieclcd from the source.
Connrciion of
the cord circuit with ibc line cauwr* the rrtay lo be
conrrctrd in hridRe with the ivmrcc and the lirir limlH.
the ndjutiment of the relay Xteinjt luch that it* actuation
Id prevcntrd by (lie continuity of llic line circuit ihrougb
luy

i«

clrctrically

10 take

TiiiM

i^.-.

iH

and Controlling RhcoWilliam C. Yatcs,
lo tiie General
Schenectady, N. Y. Applica-

SlarliiiK

liniir

.1.11

If.

Krri.l

.[,mI\.

v.

Y..

I'.

SM

I'.l'.iUiu

Lojiiiiaiiy,

filed July 21, 1904.
Starting and rimninR rcHiiitanccii, n circuit breaker and
means for trippinif the circuit breaker within a predetermined time if inc operator fniln to move olf the fitartinK resistance within llic lime are the prominent features
of the rheostat.

tion

Starting Means for Gas or Vapor Klectric
Apparatus.
Percy H. Thomas, Pittsburg, Pa.,
assignor to the Cooper Hewitt Electric Company, New York, N. Y. Original application
Divided and this applifiled February 3, 1903.

783,480.

May

cation fded

A

band

starling

iiiiiductors

IcadiiiK

tc'iiistMriiKT

\>viuy,

6,
is

1903,

one

near

to

llu-

t-niiiK

<'i<

of the electrodes, also
A transformer

elrrtroili-s.

<l

I"

ill'

i.iMin^

Malclwt tcrth on lb«

Starling Means for Gas 'or Vapor Electric
Percy H. Thomas, Pittsburg, Pa.,
.Apparatus.
assignor to the Cooper Hewitt Electric Company, New York, N. Y. Application filed February 3, 1903.
Terminals arc- connected wilU a suiiicc of current and

,,,-

for

rncafr with a ••imblcr
rrmoval of the Umc.

Metal- working
Apparatus. Elihu Thomson. Swamp^colt, Ma**.,
assignor to the Thomvjn Electric Weldin(f C>»mpany, Lynn, Mass. Application filed December
4.

Electric

»903.

coil of a mcUlwoiidng trant/ormrr ha*
terminalt connected rcipectively to two virea of a
IwIyphaK >y»tcm. A connection or tonr;":t, /t.i fr-n intcrmcdialc portions of the primary
rr-

it«

;

polyphuc cytlcm.

1904.

joint

A

pair of windings arc movable with respect to each
other.
One of the windin({ti has portions producinif
magnetizing forces acting in opposite aircctions. a circuit
into which the other winding is connected, and means
for bringing into proximity the other winding and one
-.i.^_ -r .!._
._ ,,.^
.control the electrical

Adjustable Support for Electric Lights or
Charles D. Kemmerer, Weissport,
Application filed October 25, igo2.

the
Pa.

_

^

The primary

Regulator. Richard Fleming. Lynn, Mass.,
Electric
assignor to the General
Company,
Schenectady, N. Y. Application filed April 23,

783.514.

783,526.

....

Unp buc

in'l prrvrtit the

Transformer

783,651.

The tccondarv m

of the Kctiont of t,T.out-of-phuc current* to at to be the -^.
(Sec cut.
action

Electric Switch

783.652.

ConUct.

.-.^

William

*.-

-«i*»c

C

Trc-

goning, Hartford, Conn., assignor to the Perkins
Corporation, Hartford, Conn. Application filed

band and

7S,i,4Si.

wKkct

the

in

(See cut.).

coil.

,'

10^.

Jtiiy y>,

September

In a device for rcRuIatinff the voltaic of an electrical
circuit arc a fixed coil and a movable coil, one of the
coils bcin^ connected in ihunt to (tic circuit, the other
.Automatic
heinK connected in cries with the circuit.
means vary the inductive relation between the coiU by
movinfC the movable coil toward or away from the fixed

thu

l.y

filed

in,f

.

1903.

26,

the
-.d

Application

Schenectady, N. Y,

rtnd

;.',„,.i

Elcu..
..!..,
.^'.<K...,ui.
iijriM GPcrkin*, Ifartford, Conn., affignor to the Pcrkin*
Corporation, ffartford. Conn. Application filed

Regulator. Richard Fleming, Lynn, Mass.,
783.513.
ns.4ignor
to
the
General Electric Company,

assi^^nors

".srh., u-.r

up

783,645.

the tub-atation apparatui.

which
783.

,
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1905

Trolley.

7S,^,.(5H.

J

May

24,

1904.

Like.

An attaching device for incandescent lamps has a
rotatablc supporting means and a projecting arm di»posi-d in horizontal position and movable in a circular
path about the attaching device.

a pair of plates with fbnses and anfj^ular openinK* located
on the other angular end of the poil compritc the parta
of the switch contact.

Electrical
Plug Cut-out Cover. William
783.653C. Trcgoning, Hartford, Conn., assignor to the

Perkins Corporation, Hartford, Conn.

June

tion filed

auxiliary ckxlrical ciKiRy is ri-iiuiri-d for breaking down
the reluctance lo startiiiR. which consists in applying to
This
the terminals clcclromotive force from the source.
l)rodiiccs an electric strain at one of the electrodes, and
tlic
sfirlinp is then accomplished by applying to the
apparatus during each alternation electromotive forces
having .1 predetermined phase relation to the electro(Sec cut.)
molivc forces of the source.

An

Applica-

13, 1904.

plug-cut-out cover has a plug opening, a
shutter movable twneath the opening and a pinion adapted
to move the shutter from beneath the opening.
electrical

System of Electrical Distribution. Percy
Thomas. Pittsburg, Pa., assignor to the
Cooper Hewitt Electric Company, New York,
N. Y. Application filed February 7, 1903.

783,482.

H.

riable

relation

between a

impulses of varying magnitude and selecting
the portions of the several periods during which portions
energy shall be delivered to the circuit.

electrical

electrical

Adjustable Vapor-discharge Device. Percy
H. Thomas, Pittsburg, Pa., assignor to the
Cooper Hewitt Electric Company, New York,
N. Y. Application filed February 20, 1903.

783,483.

The device is characterized by the property of requiring the application of a critical strain in order to break
down its initial reluctance to starting. A number of
starting bands are arranged at varying distances from
the surface of one or both of the electrodes and means
make appropriate electrical connections with any one of
the several starting bands at will at either or both elec-

The

essential features of the device are a shaft capable

of end play provided with a pin rigidly secured at its
end, a housing surrounding the shaft, an electromagnet
secured to the housing, an electric circuit supplying
current to the coil of the same and a swinging arm
pivoted to the end of the magnet and provided with a

A

screw.
slidable rod is located in the core of the
electromagnet and engages the set screw and the pin in
Electrodes are placed in
the shaft at its opposite ends.
the electric circuit, one of which is fixed and the other
secured to but insulated from the swinging arm.
set

Connections for Armatures
Dynamos with Wave Winding. Engelbert
Arnold, Karlsruhe, and Friedel Collischonn.
Application
Frankfort-on-the-Main, Germany.

783,498.
for

filed

Equipotential

June

8,

1901.

Company, Schenectady, N. Y.
July 21, 1904.

A

Temperature - compensating Device for
7S3o03WillThermo-electric Measuring Instruments.
iam H. Bristol, New York, N. Y. Application

December

15,

1904.

Combined with a thermo-electric generator used as a
pyrometer or thermometer and an indicating or recording
instrument are means for compensating for changes of
temperature at the so-called cold or outer ends of the
generator.

Electric-lighting System. Albert G. Davis,
Schenectady, N. Y., assignor to the General
Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y. Appli-

Moody, Schenec-

automatic source of constant-current supply for furnishing current to the illuminant, the automatic operation of
which source enablesi the illuminant to operate with sta-

latter.

Transformer Protection. Walter

3j533-

S.

Moody,

Schenectady, N. Y., assignor to the General Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y.
Application
filed July 25, 1904.

A

transformer comprises a case, a core, a high-potenwinding, a low-potential winding-, an electrical connection between the low-potential winding and core and
ting the case and core to earth.
(See
_

tial

Motor Controller. William A. McTaggart.
N. Y., assignor to the General
Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y. Application filed August 15, 1904.

783,537.

The arc

deflector

in a

motor controller comprises de-

flecting plates, each provided with a spacing boss, means
for clamping the spacing bosses together, a backing uniting corresponding edges of the plate and a blow-out

magnet adjacent the backing.
Electric Chain-welding Machine.
Adolph
F. Rietzel, Lynn, Mass., assignor to the Thomson
Electric Welding Company, Lynn, Mass. Application filed October 15, 1903.

Insulation
for Edgewise - wound
Coils.
George H. Rupley, Schenectady, N. Y., assignor
General Electric Company, Schenectady,

783,546.

to the

N. Y.

A

Application

filed

July 21, 1904.

Italy.

Magnetic interrupters used in the distribution of current by road contacts are associated with a magnetic extinguisher consisting of an iron ring surrounding the
apparatus, pieces connected to the ring and extending
into the interior of the apparatus, a wire wound round
the iron ring and electric connections to the ends of the

Indicating Leaks in Electric Conductors.
Isidor Kitsee, Philadelphia, Pa. Application filed

783,696.

Art of Telegraphy.

Barberton,

Ohio.

Marcus O. Anthony,

Application

filed

May

10,

1902.

relatively

cludes a

and outer layers or windings arranged
directions.
The battery circuit

opposite

in
in-

sending mechanism and the inner or primary
conductor.

Switch. Percy L. Clark, Bristol,
Conn., assignor to A. L. Qark, Elgin, 111; Ap-

-S3,6j2.

Electric

plication

An

filed

electric

June

23,

June

5,

1902.

A tell-tale device consists of electrically actuated dials,
a recording sheet on one of the dials, recording means
in operative relation to the dials and electromagnetic
means adapted to actuate the recording means. The electromagnetic means are operated through the closing of a
circuit due to the leakage of the current.
'

783,708.

Generating Low-frequency Currents. W'illApplica-

iam Stanley. Great Barrington, Mass.
tion filed November 11, 1903.

Means are supplied for exciting the field with alternating currents of the desired frequency and for revolving the armature. Other means impress upon the mains
electromotive forces having the frequency of the exciting
currents independent of the speed of rotation and producing thereby currents of the frequency of the exciting
currents.
(See cut on next page.)

Apparatus for Receiving Electromagnetic
or Other Feeble Alternating Signal ImFrederick K. Vreeland, Montclair, N. J.,
assignor to the Wireless Telegraph Exploitation
Company, New York, N. Y. Application filed

783,712.

Waves

of insulating material is provided with a
lengthwise fold, and staggered transverse cuts
extend from its edges toward the fold, the strip beinc
interposed between the turns of the conductor with its
cut portions displaced, thereby permitting the strip
strip

central

783,604.

Railway. Alfredo Diatto, Turin,
Application filed November 20, 1902.

Electric

783,687.

Schenectady,

783.510.

A source of current at the exchange is permanently
connected with both limbs of the line. A supervisory re-

— METAL-

Revolving Plate for Static Machines. Burton E. Baker, Hartford, Conn., assignor to himself, Foster E. Harvey and Robert H. Lewis.
Hartford, Conn. Application filed December ^i,
190h.

dry the

bility.

Telephone-exchange System. William M.
Davis. Chicago, 111., assignor to the StrombergCarlson Telephone Manufacturing Company,
Rochester, N. Y. Application filed May 20, 1903.

NO. 783. 65I.

WORKING TRANSFORMER.

782,666.

General Electric
Application filed

783.509.

cation filed March 4, 1899.
Combined with an illuminant which is non-conducting
when cold and increases rapidly in conductivity when
heated are means for heating it to conductance and an

— TRANSFORMER

PROTECTOR.

REGULATOR.

7S3,54,?-

a wave or multiple-series winding are cross connections between the nodal points, the nodal points being
separated from one another by approximately a doublecommutator has its
pole pitch or a multiple thereof.
segments connected to nodal points of the winding, the
distance between the centers of two of the segments
corresponding to the pitch of a nodal point.
l!i

filed

NO. 783,533.

NO. 783,513.

Transformer. Walter S.
783,532.
tady, N. Y., assignor to the

to

783,495. Oscillator for Electric Machines. Edwin
C. Wright, Newport, Ky., assignor to the Bullock Electric Manufacturing Company, CincinApplication filed May 26, 1902.
nati, Ohio.

—

STARTER FOR
MERCURV-VAPOR LAMPS.

NO. 783,481.

1904.

switch comprises a chamber containing an

pulses.

November

12,

1904.

In a detector of electromagnetic waves or other feeble
alternating impulses are two electro!>tic cells having minute anodes with means for polarizing the cells.
Other
means pass the half-waves of impulses through the
cells alternately and in the direction opposite to the
polarizing currents, thereby wholly or partially depolar-

783.715.

Circuit

New Haven,

Controller.

RoUin

A.

Baldwin,

Conn., assignor to the Baldwin &
Appli-

Rowland Switch and Signal Company.
cation filed September ^, 1904.

The controller is for trolley wires and comprises an
insulating base with a passage for the trolley wire havan external longitudinal contact surface, arranged
Upwardly inclined ends
below the plane of the wire.
extend beyond the line of the wire, the ends being" cut
ing

away

to allow the wire to pass.

:
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Submarine Viewing Apparatus. .Francis
McMalion, Somerville, Mass. Application filed

783,730.

April

1904.
incandescent electric lamp

An

used

.

connection

in

Weston
Electrical Measuring Instrument.
ElecPrice, Cleveland, Ohio, assignor to the
and Dental Specialty Company, Cleveland,
Ohio. Application filed February 24, 1903.
tric

indicating pointer secured to the moving magnet
steadying it, means for moving
is supplied witll means for
variations of the field of force
it independently of the
the
for securing it against movement when
means
and
from
a fixed support.
removed
is
instrument

bars.

Arc Lamp. Charles A. Nagel,
Electric
Allegheny, Pa., assignor of two-sixths to William G. Anderson and one-sixth to Max E.
Nagel, Allegheny, Pa. Application filed April

A choke coil, an armature actuated by the choke coil
and connected thereto at one end, a spring en the free
end of the armature adapted to make contact with the

1904.

3,

ntial

Switch. William H. Powell, East
Orange, N. J., assignor to the Crocker-Wheeler
Company, Ampere, N. J. Application filed No-

Charles E. Weeks,
783737.
Providence. R. I., assignor to the Gorham Manufacturing Company, Providence, R. I. Appli'

30, 1903.
is made to
The lamp is of fancy design and its socketcandelabrum,
flaring part of the
fit within an ornamental
the wiring coming up from below.

William H. Powell, East
assignor to the Crocker-Wheeler
Company, Ampere, N. J. Application filed No-

^

,

D'Olier,

March

A

Cord-drop

Balanced

783742.

Jr.,

8,

the Jamp

socket

holds

the

lamp horizontal.

783743.
Jr.,

Adjuster. Henry D'Olier,
Electric-lamp
Philadelphia, Pa. Application filed April 2,

The adjuster

holding

Henry

Philadelphia, Pa.

D'Olier,

May

Application filed

J.,

assignor to
J.

East OrCrocker-Wheeler

Powell,

the

Application filed Oc-

tober 24, 1904.
A resistance element consists of a spirally coiled conducting ribbon, a movable contact member adapted to be
moved above and parallel to the flat face of the spiral
coil and contact blocks disposed in the path of the movable contact member and contacting witli different convolutions of the ribbon.

sliding
the lamp and

to

N.

Company, Ampere, N.

member

of a frictional

consists

William H.

Rheostat.

ange,

horizontal.

I^mp-shade Attachinent.

78^744
Jr.,

it

1903.

30,

cylindrical

783.979.

1904-

on the cord, with a fastening extending

vember

A

Application filed

Philadelphia, Pa.

1904.
gooseneck member on

J.,

core of insulating material carries a reversing contact ring section formed in two branches, one
of which is forked, each branch being provided with
The forked branch has a row
parallel rows of contacts.
second reversing contact ring section
on each fork.
is formed in two branches oiTset with respect to each
other, each branch being provided with parallel rows
of contacts, and one branch being fitted between the
forks of the forked contact ring section.

Henry

Attachment.

Orange, N.

A

consists of a movable part attached to
from it to the lamp,
the lami) cord, a chain extending
holding the latter in a horizontal position.

The adjuster

10,

1904.

The shade

an electric

for

incandescent

lamp

is

de-

scribed.

78-5,746.

Chicago,

Company,

Fred

Secondary Clock.

I.

assignor to the Ainerican Clock
Chicago, 111. Application filed May

111.,

tion filed June
Connecting bars or billets of insulating material are
the rail
rigidly wf;dged between the head and flange of
and
at opposite sides, the bars being extended laterally
downwardly beneath the tlange of the rail.
i,

1904.

NO. 783,708.

graph Construction Company, New York, N. Y.
Application filed September I, 1904.

The transformer comprises a core and primary winding
The secondary
assembled as an independent member.
consists of independently portable sections, each section
consisting of a number of coils assembled in an envelope
of insulating material.

Ernest H. Vogel, New
Electric Elevator.
York, N. Y. Application filed April 11, 1904.
The elevator motor is mounted directly upon the plat-

783,809.

form and drives, bv means of suitable gearing, a horizontally rotating drum', which carries on its periphery screw
threads which engage with rollers fastened at suitable
As the drum
intervals up the side of the elev.atbr shaft.
revolves the screw threads cause it to move up or down
the shaft in accordance with the direction of the motion
of the screw.

Telephone Switch. Albert W. Hainmer,
Willow, Ind. Application filed January 25, 1904.
One terminal of the telephone is connected with a com•

783,861.

return and there is a point upon the switch with
which the other terminal of the telephone is connected. A
pair of contact points upon the switch are connected with
the common return, another pair of contact points upon
the switch are mutually connected and switch fingers are
connected respectively with the continuous line wire
and the sections of the sectional line wire at opposite

mon

The switch fingers consides of the subscriber's circuit.
nected with line section are adapted to rest respectively
upon any pair of alternate points, and the remaining
finger is adapted to rest upon a ground point in conjunction with either of the other fingers or upon the point
connected with the telephone when the other fingers are
upon the mutually connected points.

System of Electric Lighting.

Boston,

Mass.

Application

filed

John

Lindall,

October

T/,

1904.
Incandescent lamps are arranged in series in the cirrespond
cuit and provided with thermostatic fuses which
to external heat to open the lighting circuit.

George B. Thomas,
Electric Push Switch.
Bridgeport, Conn., assignor to the Perkins Elec-

783,911.

port,

Switch
Conn.

Manufacturing
Application

Company. BridgeJune 13, 1904.

filed

Details are described.

783,923.

Wireless

Telegraphy

Electric

by

Andre Blonde], Paris, France.
December 3, 1900.

.

Waves.

Application filed

In a system of space telegraphy are a receiving circuit
containing a self-restoring coherer, a battery and a number of electromagnetic devices, each selectively responsive
to variations of current of a different frenuency than the

— LOW-FREQUENCY

May

7,

1904,

12,

multiplicity of times into the

-

commutator surface.

Electric
Switch - operating
Mechanism.
Frederick H. Gray, Leavenworth, Kan. Appli-

784.001.

cation filed March 12, 1904.
In the mechanism described a longitudinal bar ig.
adapted to be depressed by a car passing in either direca horizontal lever is operatively connected at one
end to the longitudinal bar and a short vertical lever is.
operatively connected to the opposite end of the longitudinal lever.
An electric switch is connected with the
tion,

Turn Button for Electric Switches. Ellsworth A. La Har, New Britain, Conn., assignor
Perkins Corporation, Hartford, Connthe

784,006.

to

Application
:Mechanical

filed

May

24,

1904.

features are set forth.

Governing
Gaston Sautter,

Continuous

784,009.

-

current

Motors^

Paris, France.
Original application filed November 11, 1902. Divided and
this application filed August 23, 1904.
Continuous-current motors arc governed by a startingrheostat and a braking rheostat, each arranged in secCoils

of

main

electromagnetic

switches

control

force of the
of the braking rheostat when the main
a generator to the motor has been broken.

circuit

Crocker-Wheeler Company, -Ampere, N.

J.

Ap-

plication filed October 24, 1904.
These two patents embody switch mechanism consisting of a rotatable cylinder, upon which tlie switch contacts are carried and adapted to engage contact pieces
placed in their path.

Commutation of Direct-current Dynamo783.988.
Frederick W. Young, Amelectric Machines.
pere, N. J., assignor to the Crocker-Wheeler
Company, Ampere, N. J. Application filed April
Renewed September 12, 1904.
17, 1902.
Commutation of coils of dynamo-electric machines is
accomplished by interposing a series of brush and commutator surface contacts in series with the coil being
commutated.

Apparatus for the Commutation of DirectFrederick
current Dynamo-electric Machines.
W. Young, Ampere, N. J., assignor to the

783.989.

Crocker-Wheeler

Company,

Ampere,

N.

Renewed September

A

12, 1904.
live brush and a separate brush insulated from the
brush and from every part of the machine, excepting
are the
in contact with the commutator bars,

where

features of interest in the patent.

Wireless Telegraphy by Electric Waves.
Andre Blondel, Paris, France. Original application filed December 3, 1900. Divided and this

783,992.

application filed July 7„ 1903.

A space- telegraph receiving station comprises a mast
impulses
from the
circuits receiving electrical
electrically tuned to a different one of
the frequencies of the generating stations, and a receiving apparatus for each of these circuits.

wire,

mast wire, each

Test Plug for Protective Apparatus. Frank
783.995.
Original application filed
B. Cook, Chicago, 111.
December 4, 1903. Divided and this application'
filed April 11, 1904.
A test plug for protective apparatus consists of a
pair of contact members insulated from each other and
mounted and a pair of protectors suitably
mounted, the contact members co-operating with like
parts of the pair of protectors for the purpose of testing.
suitably

783.996.

Culp,

Burglar or Fire-alarm System.
Elkhart,

Ind.,

assignor

to

the

John

Divided and

System of Electrical Distribution. Percys
H. Thomas, Pittsburg, Pa., assignor to thfe
Cooper Hewitt Electric Company, New York^
N. Y. Original apphcation filed February 7,
Divided and this application filed May 6,
1903.

784,016.

1903.
A supply circuit and a receiving circuit are supplied
with means for automatically transmitting to the receiving circuit periodic electric impulses of varying magnitude.
One or more current rectifiers are interposed at a
point or points in the system, the rectifiers being characterized by a reluctance to starting.
Means are provided
for selecting the portions of the several periods during
which portions electrical tnergy shall be delivered to the

EXPIRING PATENTS.

J.

Original application filed April 17, 1902. Divided and this application filed June 26, 1902.

live

application filed November 11, 1903.
this application filed July 7, 1904^
Low-frequency alternating currents are obtained bysetting up an alternating field by currents of the desired
low frequency, inducing by aid of mechanical motion currents of different frequency and commutating the frequency ai the currents to that of the exciting currents.

Original

GENERATOR.

Electric Switch. William H.
783,980 and 783,981.
Powell, East Orange, N. J., assignor to the

-

Induction Coil. Harry Shoemaker, Jersey
783,802.
City, N. J., assignor to the International Tele-

Application filed

J.

Renewed September

Method of Generating Low-frequency Cur784,013.
rents. William Stanley, Great Barrington, Mass-

783,751.

tric

pany, Ampere, N.
1902.

Dynamo-

S Dunn, Ampere,
Crocker-Wheeler Com-

Gano
the

The method of commutation consists in increasing step
by step the number of brush commutator contacts between
the line and the advancing terminal of a cgil which isbeing commutated as the coil approaches the position of
This finally forms a path of current,
a receding coii.

from

Electromagnetic devices in the clock; actuate the stepby-step mechanism of its movement.

Insulated Railway Rail Joint. Edward D.
Lewis, Syosset, N. Y., assignor to the Continuous Rail Joint Company of America. Applica-

Direct-current

of

each section of both rheostats, and auxiliary means bringsuccessively into operation the switches to cut out the
sections of the starting rheostat as the counter electro-

Getty,

26, 1902.

783,876.

Commutation
784.000.
electric
Machines.
N. J., assignor to

tions.

Electric

CrockerOriginal ap-

to the
J.

plication filed May 7, igo2.
Divided and this
application filed June 26, 1902. Renewed Sept'.'inber 12, 1904.
The commutator brush is made up of a live brush and
a number of dead brushes at one side of the live brush
and operating in conjunction therewith.

Electric Switch;

783.978.

D'Olier,
Adjuster. Henry
Electric-lamp
Philadelphia, Pa. Application filed March
1904.

S.

vember 28, 1903.
Switch arms of unequal length project in a plane perpendicular to the revoluble shaft carrying the
the shaft is turned the
,vitch-a

June

catiqn filed

features of the lamp.

-Electric

783,977.

Electric Candelabrum.

Jr.,

Dunn, Ampere, N. J., assignor
Wheeler Company, Ampere, N.

•

May

Combined with an electric furnace cover through which
complete
sn electrode passes is a separate lid forming a
position.
ring around the electrode for holding it in

78^741.

current

1904.

14,

Apparatus for the Commutation of DirectDynamo-electric Machines.
Gano S.

783j999-

•

George O. Seward, HolElectric Furnace.
combs Rock, Va., assignor to the Willson Aluminum Company, New York, N. Y. Application

1903.

30,

A

7^3.974-

78^7^6.

filed

vember

1904.

.'JS,

'a

An

cylindrical core of insulating material, contact ringsconsisting of sections, a circumferential tongue between
each contact-ring section and the core, and means for
securing each of the sections to the surface of the core
are the main features.

j.,

bars, a central

783733

1905

tube reversely threaded on its two ends,
metal flanges screwed on tlie threaded ends uf the tube
and clamping the ends of the commutator bars and insulating material interposed between the flanges and the

Commutator.

-

Orange, N.

Company, Ampere, N.

witU the apparatus.

11,

Hermann A. Knoener, East
assignor to the Crocker-Wheeler
Application filed July
J.

7^3,9^5-

19,

is

March

Switch. Edwin R. Douglas. East
783,997.
Orange, N. J., assignor to the Crocker-Wheeler
Company, Ampere, N. J. Application filed NoElectric

W.

Modern

Burglar and Fire Alarm Company, Elkhart, Ind.
Application filed June 25, 1904.

An outer case and its tubular extension form a part of
a protection circuit normally closed on an electromagnet,
and includes an inner case. Its inner tubular extension,
insulated from the outer case, contains an alarm, device
having an electromagnet in a normally open circuit, the
armature of the electric magnet in the normally closed
circuit moving to close the normally open circuit upon
the de-energization of its magnet.

Following is a list of electrical patents (issued
by the United States Patent Office) that expired on

March

6,

378,864.
trical

378,876.
378,892.
ville,

1905

Apparatus for the Propulsion of Cars by ElecEnergy. A. H. 'Bauer, Boston, JJass.
Electric Ship Signal.
J. W. Dooley, Wyoming, 111.
Magneto Electric Machine. O. P. Loomis, SomerMass.

Supporting Crane
for
Electric Lamps.
L. J.
Wing, Lexington, Mass.
Police, Fire and District Telegraph.
E. T. Gibson,.
Minneapolis, Minn.
Carbon Battery. G. E. Terrell, Ansonia, Conn.
.178,943.
Electric Railway Car Brake.
W. M. Schlessincer,
378,980.
378,913.
378,927.

Philadelphia, Pa.
Fire-alarm Signal
378,983.
378,990.
379.016.
sia,

379.017.

Box.

A.

A.

Smith,

Newton,

'Fire Alarm. J. West, St. Louis, Mo.
Electric Telegraph.
D. Kunhardt, Aachen,

Prus-

Germany.

Dynamo

Electric

Maclyne.

O.

Urban and M.

J-

Wightman, Hartford, Conn.

New
Telegraph Instrument.
E. M. Hamilton,
York, N. Y.
Telegraph Sounder.
E. M. Hamilton, New York,379.061.
N. Y.
E. :M. Hamilton, New York, N. Y.
379.062. Pole Changer.
Telegraph Key. E. M. Hamilton, New York, N. Y.
379.063.
E. M. Hamilton. New York,
Telegraph Sounder.
379.064.
N. Y.
W. W. Hopkins, St.
Electric Railway.
379,069, 379.070.
379.060.

Louis, Mo.
Continuous and Alternating Transformer. F. Jehl,
379.073.
Paris, France.
C- LamhElectrical Contact Maker and Breaker.
370.074.
din. Barranqnilla. U. S. of Colombia.
S. H. Short,
Spring Tack for Electric Railways.
379.081.
Denver, Colo.
Slot Switch for Electrical and Cable Railways.
379.082.
S. H. Short, Denver, Colo.
C. H. Wright, Chicago. 111.
379,144. T^urglar Alarm.
PrusTelegraphic Repeater.
379,203.
J. Kolzer, Duisbiirg.
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of the First National
Building, Chicago.

Power Plant
TIic

cago's

rirsl

Natiomil

largL-sl

work of

wliicli

olTicc
tla-

pnssesscs an

given,

and

otiu-r e(|uipnu'nt

i-ni

practice.

Western
tlic

A

HauU

structures,

lo

llie

isol.ilcd

Cin-

-if

conslruclioii

arc tunv Iifin^
lisiu and powL-r plant

comparable

sliort

article

power

plant

.lo.

mod-

willi tlic Ik-sI

was printed
i<)0.\.

ni

ihi^

The enKines

run non-cnnready applicatioM
f.ir lieatinR the hltildinx duriiiR the winter months.
The Michigan system nf forced lubrication is tl^cd,
the oil hcing tillered in three Turner oil filters.
A switchboard of unusually attractive appearance
j'uhas been installed, as shown en the next page,
gether witli tlie switches, it was furnished by the
Cronse-Hinds Company. The board is of slate handMimely polished anri trimmed with copper molding. It
cni'tairs i^ panels in all.
ihe four at the farther end
rrvoliitioni

a

miniilr.

in

descriptive
ImildiuK.

the
>>i

Imt

POWER PLANT OF THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK BUILDING, CHICAGO.

now

that the edifice

is

completed and the permanent

plant in place and practically finished, a description

of the installation will be found of interest.
Located at ihe corner of Monroe and Dearborn
the bnilding

Streets,

itself

is

of imposing appearabove the street

ance, rising to a height of 17 stories

on Dearborn
on Monroe Street and is finished

has a frontage of igr

level.

It

Street

and 231

feet

feet

on these two sides with a facing of granite blocks.
the entire second floor besides
space on several other floors, the remainder to be
given up to offices, with stores on the first floor.
The power plant is located in the basement.
Electric current is used for lighting and for power
and it is developed by four direct-current generators,
which, together with the motors used about the
place, are of the Crocker- Wheeler make.
The four
The genergenerator units are shown in Fig. i.
ators are of i5o-kilo\vatt capacity each, generating
current at 125 volts. They are direct-connected to
Ball vertical cross-compound engines running at 225

The bank occupies

1905

deitsing, the cxhan-.t sicani fnidinK

fiuisliinR tmiclifS

Iilcctrician nf July

temporary

.mc

HiiildiiiK.

Bank

i8.

Fig. 2 are the generator panels

in

— VIEW

and for the meters.
on the board,
any of the circuits can be tested by test
meters without interrupting the service. These tests

circuits, for the fuses

The

circuits are all divided in shunt

that

made to ascertain the cost of various operations,
such as the pumping of water, the running of the
ice machines, etc.. and are useful to the operating
engineer to enable him to run the plant in the most
economical manner.
Five Stirling boilers supply steam for the plant.
They are of 350-borsepower capacity each, and are
equipped with Jones underfeed stokers. The coal
bunkers are immediately in front of the boilers and
are

a

lew

awaj'.

feet

dling apparaliih

bunker>

**^

that

nirchaimal ^'i.iMun

not intiiallrd.

1*.

The

ca|>aciiy of Ihc

Forced draft i« UM:d in thr
450
furnaces, the air twing "lupptied by two fan*, one
driven by steam and one by a 45-hor«c|Niwer motor.
These

ton«.

i«

fans

are

operated

drawn fnmi aUive

the

Hoi
and after

alternately.
builcr^,

air

is

laiifing

delivered lo Ihc grates. Thi*
greatly to reduce the (cnifHrralure

through the fans,

is

method helps
of the ttnilcr and engine rooms a.« there i* a oon->t:mt bri«k circulation nf air in both pUcot,
,

SHOWING THE FOUR ENGINE-

and are equipped

with Weston ammeters, a Weston voltmeter being
mounted on a bracket on the end panel. Next to
the generator panel is a panel containing two Thomson recording wattmeters and one Bristol recording
voltmeter. The remaining panels are for the -'arious feeders, motor circuits, etc. Back of the board,
as can be seen, are auxiliary panels for testing out

so

but

The arrangement

of the steam piping is convenient
divided boiler header in the boiler
a 12-inch divided header in
the engine room.
This header is in the form of a
loop passing down nearly the full length of the

and

flexible.

A

room connects with

room and back again. The feeders for the pumping
engines of the hydraulic-elevator service are crossconnected between the two branches of this loop,
taking steam from either side. The feeders to the main
engines are connected to one side of the loop only.
but are separated by valves, so that if any troubl*^
originates in this branch the valve nearest the seat
of the trouble may be closed and steam sent around
the loop from the other side, and thus the engines
need not be put out of service. An auxiliary header
supplies steam for the auxilian- apparatus.
There are four boiler-feed pumps, steam-driven,
and two feed-water heaters. The exhaust from the
engines passes into an expansion tank, from which
it
passes into the heating system of the building
during the cold months. The water returning from

"

.
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the heating system

is

led into the feed-water heater

month of January,

the

and heated by exhaust steam, to be again returned

ments upon the plant are

to the boilers.

as

Twenty-two elevators will be required to supply
the needs of the tenants of the building. Twenty-

occupied, still the
variations clearly.

one of these are hydraulic and one electric. The
hydraulic elevators, supplied by the Otis Elevator

in

they

March

the require-,

present not as great

at

when the building is fully
curves show the character of the
The solid and the broken lines

be

will

Though

1905.

later

Fig. 3 show^ respectively, the current curves for
March 9. 1905. Fig. 4 is a load curve

.March S and

ing very

critical

attention

to

i8.

1905

developments of

the

electric traction may be gathered by a perusal of
the last half-yearly reports of the chairmen of the
principal railways to their shareholders, nearly all
of which contain references to the subject. It is
equally true, after even a cursory sur\-ey of the
work of electrification of steam railways in progress
throughout the world, that Great Britain is by no
means behind other countries in actual installations
or in experimental work looking to the substitution
of electricitv for steam."

Indiana Electric Railway Association.
The regular meeting of the Indiana Electric Railway Association was held at Lebanon on March
9th.
The meeting was called to order by Vicepresident J. W. Chipman, secretary and general manager of the Indianapolis and Eastern Traction Company.

-

,

The

principal question for discussion

was

"Inter-

changeable Mileage of Interurbans of Indiana and
Ohio."'
M. R. McKown, chairman of the committee
appointed to investigate the possibilities of interchangeable mileage between Indiana and Ohio electric lines, made an extensive report, but prefaced
it with the statement that the committee was not
it had arrived at the right conclusion
From the report, it appears that the chief difficulty
the committee encountered was in reaching a satisfactory basis for reduction, due to the difference

satisfied that

between the rates on the lines in the two states. It
was brought out that the Ohio lines average a fare
of about two cents a mile and the Indiana lines
about i}4 cents. It was stated that the Ohio lines
will

not consent to a reduction of their rate

for

coupon mileage books of less than i6% per cent.,
which the committee had figured out would make
their rate even then about i^ cents a mile.
A reduction of 167^3 per cent, for the Indiana lines would
mean, according to the report, a fare of less than
154 cents, and this, the Indiana men insist, is lower

POWER PLANT OF THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK BUILDING, CHICAGO.
high-pressure system, operating
under a pressure of nearly 900 pounds to the square
There are seven pumps in- all. furnishing the
inch.
hydraulic pressure for the system. Two are of ths

Company, are on

tlie

flywheel type and two are compound-duplex pumps.
three are a compound-duplex auxiliar}',
a duplex auxiliary and one safe-lift pump.
The latter is for use in connection with any of the
An accumulator
elevators for lifting heavy weights.
is used in connection with the hjdraulic system.

The remaining

which consists of an 85-ton moving weight, which
serves to keep the pressure constant in the system.
and relieve the elevators from any impulse which
might be felt from the pumps. As the pressure in
the system rises, it does work- upon the weight,
it,
and storing up energy in.Jhe potential
the pressure begins to fall the poenergy of the weight is transformed into
kinetic energy, doing work upon the system and
reducing the fluctuations.—
There are 25 electric motors used for various purposes about the building. These motors aggregate
nearly 400 horsepower. Nine of these are for the
ventilating system, two for the pneumatic service
used by the bank for communication between various departments, one for the ammonia compressor,
four for the ice-machine pumps, three for the house
pumps, two for the air compressors, one for forced
draft, one for the machine shop, one for the electric elevator, w^hich goes up one floor only, and
one for an agitator in the filter tank in which the
drinking water for the occupants of the building is
purified.
Besides this motor load, the building is
wired for 15.000 i6-candlepower incandescent lamps.
-For supplying compressed air for the injectors

raising

When

form.

for Januar}-.

— VIEW

OF SWITCHBOARD.

The Sunday

1905.

load, as

indicated

approximates 1,000 kilowatt-hours,
less than half the ordinary weekday load.
D. H. Burnham & Co. were the architects for the
building., while the operating engineer of the plant

by

is

this

ilr.

curve,

W.

L. Jackson.

Electrification of British Railroads.
writer in the London Times, concluding an ar-

A

on the

application of electricity to
"Railrailroads now" using steam locomotives, says
ways, whether in America or England, dealing wath
this question of electrification, are dealing w-ith a
broad proposition, the ramifications of which are
not always grasped at first, and which requires conand wisdom, and a careful
siderable experience
analysis of all conditions before it is undertaken.
There is every reason to believe, if the progress of
ticle

possible

:

tential

for the thermostatic heat-controlling system, there are two motor-driven air compressors, the
motors being 7J2 horsepower each. These are con-

and

also

trolled automatically.

The

'
1

\

/

'.

""
\

\

\

K
\

-

special rates on special days.
He said a standardization of rates for special cars, for freight and passengers, would be conducive to a better feeling
among interurban managers. Mr. Irwin said he
believed the five-cent coupon suggested by the committee's report was along the line of the proper
solution of the question. He said Indiana interurban men felt that they can afford to give a reduction in fares of about lo per cent., selling a book
of 200 five-cent coupons at $9. but he was in doubt
about such a reduction being agreeable to Ohio
roads.
/
Chairman Chipman said the question was one of
such great importance that no hasty action should
be taken. He then called on E, C. Spring of Cincinnati, who suggested the getting
of the traffic
rate of every road in the two states, in order to
form a basis, and then have a joint meeting of
the two state committees. He said the interurban
roads were coming to the conclusion that it is advisable to standardize their roads from the rails
to the trollej-, and the same in the matter of freight
and passenger traffic. Charles Lohman of the Indi-

sna Railway Company. South Bend, was added to
the committee, which was instructed to pursue the
investigation and bring in a report at a subsequent

..^

;

than they can give without jeoparding their interests.
The committee submitted a supplemental contract
which demonstrated the binding obligations incumbent upon the companies that became a party to
the arrangements.
In the discussion Will G. Invin, general manager
of the Indianapolis, Columbiis and Southern line,
said that as the roads advance toward the methods
of steam lines and make faster time the expense
of operation becomes more and the companies
should get more for carrying passengers per mile
than they did in the beginning. !Mr. Irwin criticized the practice of some roads in the cutting of
rates for passengers and freight and the giving of

\^

>
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controlling apparatus for

the motors is mounted on a board near the machines.
As the air pressure in the system rises it actuates
a device similar to the ordinary steam pressure
gauge, a contact arm taking the place of the usual
the arm
indicator. At a predetermined pressure
makes contact to close the circuit to a solenoid,
-which in turn controls the motor circuit, cutting the
motor out. The pressure then falls and the arm
travels back until it closes another circuit, which
operates to throw the motor into circuit. In this
manner the motors act independently to keep the
pressure between certain defined limits.
Figs. 3 and 4 are some interesting curves of operation of the plant which give a fair idea of the
variation of the load during the day and also for

___ __ _ _

_ ^

_

i

the last few years is am' criterion of the future,
that the electrical engineer will in due time solve
It may, moreover, be true, as
all these questions.
Mr. [^^^ B.] Potter [of Schenectady] contends, that
'there are few steam railways which would not
find the partial electrification of their lines, in some
cases the entire electrification, a profitable undertaking.*
But even then will come the fact that it
is 'essentially a financial problem' of altogether too
great a magnitude to be undertaken without serious,
That British railway managers are givreflection.

meeting, which will more nearly meet the approval
of all the members of the committee.
Traffic arrangements with steam roads apd the
transportation of
and the question
was delegated to
Reynolds. Irwin.

baggage were briefly discussed,
of a joint agency at Indianapolis
committee composed of Messrs.

a

Brady and McGowan. After the
meeting adjourned the members and visitors were
taken to the Ritchie House, where they partook 01
an excellent dinner as the guests of the Xorthweslern Traction Company.

March
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Power House and Car Equipment

of the

and Cincinnati
SinKlo-phase Railway.

Indianapolis

A

general (Jescriplioii

February

of

Electrician

was
iSlli

Kiveii

of

in

the

Western

llic

new

single-

phase railway owned by the Indianapolis and Cin.'\
more: detailed decinnati Traction Company.
scription is here Riven of the power house and the
car equipment of the system.

Power House anp Kqum'Ment.
The

two 700-horscpowcr Corliss type, Fulton
cross-compound, condensing engines.
Each engine
is equipped will) an independent steam-drive jet condenser.
The condensers arc set in the basement,
but arc arranged for operation from the main floor
includes

level.

Kach engine is direct-connected to a 500-kilowalt,
2,3fm-volt, three-phase, .l.ooo-allernalion,
Westinghouse revolving-field, alternating-current generator
running at a speed of 94 revolutions a minute. The

station Initlding, at Rushvillc, Ind., is 113' by
is of very heavy and substantial construc-

129 feet and
tion.

The foundations

walls

arc

of brick

are of concrete and the upper
with cement mortar. The

laid

to receive the ....i.v
he wa'. .irr 01 inc partially
closed type and the coils arc connected to gjvt ihe
Ihrcc-phasc relation.
The field core k formed of
1

l.-iminatrd punching^ dovetailed to a ca.t iron tpider.
It has 32 jxilrs, each of which i« wound on a
machine-formed coil. The field i« icprirT.'!.- <:•: itcd.

The generators

will

develop

full

ly

:

under normal conditions, with
exceeding 3$' C. above ihc
and immediately following such

.1

-.r

not

,

r,

run
will carry so-pcr cent, overload for 3 limited period
with a temperature ri.« not exceeding 55' C.
'I'hc generators
have a close iiihcrrnl regulation,
hut arrangement has been made to further control
the voltage hy means of Tirril regulators mounted
on the switchboard. The present engine room provides sufficient space for the installation of two ada

iu]^]'.;v',

ditional .generating units.

Two
which

sets ha\c been installed, one of
driven by a Westinghouse compound steam

exciter
is

motor which, in
driven from the main generators through

engine, the other by an induction
turn,' is

tran'^formers.

The generators
of

Z50-kilowalt

arc connected directly to two pairs
transformers, which are

air-blast

connected according to the Scott three-phase twophase system, to transform the current from 2,300
volts,

three-phase,

to

33,000

two-phase,

volts,

at

which higher potential it is delivered to the transformer stations along the line of the railway and
to the lowering transformers in the power house
which supply the portions of the trolley located in
and near the city of Rushvillc. Air to cool these
step-up transformers is furnished by a pair of 90inch Sturtcvant fans driven by induction motors.

The air-blast transformers arc connected in pairs
and each pair is connected in turn with its own
generating unit. The high-tension coils of the transformers are divided so that they may be connected
for either 16,500 volts, while the low-tension winding is designed for 2,300 volts, the potential of the
generators.
The insulation between the high-tension coils and core was submitted to a test of 66,000
volts alternating current for one minute, and for
the same length of time a potential of 4.(X)0 volts
was applied between the low-tension coils and core.
Between the high-tension coils of the step-up transformers and the main bus bars 33,000-volt, oil-insulated, electrically operated, two-phase non-automatic
switches have been installed.
On each outgoing
.

FIG.

PLAN OF RUSHVILLE POWER HOUSE OF INDIANA

I.

and other framework and roof structure are
Floors are of concrete and a gravel
is laid upon a concrete base with expanded metal, leaving nothing about the building
that can burn except the doors and windows.
The
building is designed and constructed with a view
to the installation of coal-crushing and automatic
coal-handling machinery, with overhead bunkers
floors

of

steel.

asphalt roof

.

As natural gas
being used as fuel at the present time, the coal
bunkers and carriers have not yet been put in, but
everything is prepared for their installation, even
to the punching of holes in the steel structure from
which the coal bunkers will be suspended.
Figs.
feeding direct to the boiler grates.
is

and 2 are a plan and section of the
spectively, while Fig. 3 is a view of the
I

station,

re-

exterior.

-\

concrete tunnel three feet six inches in diam-

rlcr,

under the basement floor, conveys
from a mill-race running along the east
of the station to the condensers, and a similarly

:INNATI TRACTION COMPANY.

engines

pounds
the

are

operated at a steam pressure of 140
and are guaranteed to deliver
capacity necessary to drive the gen-

a square inch,

maximum

erators.

The generators

are

of

standard

Westinghouse

construction.
The frames of the stationary armatures are of cast iron and surround inner cores of

laminated steel, which are built up wi{h overlapping joints so as to form a circular ring, slotted

feeder leading to the transformer stations a doublepole automatic switch of similar type has been inserted, and each outgoing feeder is also protected
by disconnecting switches.
The generators are connected in parallel. The
operating panels of the switchboard are located
in the main engine room, forming two switchboards of blue Vermont marble. The first board is
five panels and provided with apparatus
for the control of the two exciter sets, the motors
which drive the ventilating fans for the step-up
transformers, and the ammeters, voltmeters, wattmeters, Tirril regulators, synchroscopes and switchcontrol mechanism for the two 500-kilowatt main

composed of

generators.

As has been

stated, all the switches are

electrically operated, current for this

purpose being

supplied by the exciter set. As, however, the generators are governed by Tirril regulators, it has
been thought wise to install a specially designed

the water

booster set in the switch-operating circuit in order
that the electromotive force of the exciters may not
be so reduced by the action of the Tirril regulators

side

that the switch

running

constructed tunnel is provided to carry the water
back again to the mill-race, connecting at a point
some 300 feet below the intake. The supply tunnel
is provided with an intake crib, which is equipped
with an iron grill and removable screens.
At the east end of the power station, erected
upon a heavy concrete base, is a self-supporting
steel stack 180 feet high, lined its entire length with
firebrick.

The

II

It

feet.

is

inside

of

measurement of the stack

sufficient

size

to

350-horsepower boilers, space
provided in the present building.
eight

take
for

mechanism may fail to act. In this
way all possibility of failure has been overcome.
The second switchboard is composed of 12 blue
\

ermont marble panels,

designed

to

control

is

care

of

which

is

The present
equipment, as stated in the previous article, includes
three Babcock & Wilcox water-tube boilers of 350horsepower nominal capacity each. Each boiler conBabcock & Wilcox superheater
proportioned for about 100 degrees of superheat. The
boiler room is equipped with a large open exhaust
feed-water heater of the Stillwell-Bierce make, and
with two vertical Atlantic type feed pumps.
The engine room is provided with a traveling
tains in the setting a

Northern Engineering Works of
Milwaukee, of sufficient capacity to handle all the
machinery, and which greatly simplifies the work
of installation.
The present generating equipment
crane, built by the

SECTION OF RUSHVILLE POWER HOUSE OF INDIANAPOLIS AND CINCINNATI TRACTION COMPANY.
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the car

and contains seating capacity

March

18, 1905

for 38 people.

Fig. 4 is a picture of a complete car, showing apparatus mounted underneath.
All the seats have reversihle backs and are upholstered and covered with plush.
Under normal

conditions the cars will operate always in the same
direction, though the equipment is such that they
may be controlled from either end. At the rear
of the car a vestibule is provided with space for
ingress and egress of passengers.

These cars are finely finished in mahogany. The
windows are of plate glass with art glass in the
upper part and also in the ventilators. The toilet
room is placed in the rear at the left side so as
not to obstruct the view of passengers entering the
car at the right side.
The cars are heated with
Smith hot-water heaters, placed in the front

outgoing feeder circuits.
Five of these panels are
now blank, but will be equipped with the necessary
apparatus when the operations of the road are more
extended.
The main bus bars occupy a portion
of the basement.
They are mounted upon heavy
insulators which are supported upon a masonry
structure which is heavy and substantial. Provision
has been made so that the air from the transformer
fans is carried through the bus-bar chamber. The
bus bars are arranged in a double set, each of
which is protected by a disconnecting switch.
The east end of the building constitutes what
is called the high-tension chamber and is divided
into four floors.
The basement contains the bus

the

for low-potential service,

compartment and under direct charge of the motorman, with pipe running through all the car.
The framework is especially substantial, the floor
and lower part being made of steel, with steel ribs
running from the top.
The roof is covered with

for high-potential service.

The trucks are of the M. C. B. type,
with steel-tired wheels 36 inches in diameter, with
six-inch axles and five by nine inch journals, made
sheet copper.

by the Baldwin Locomotive Works. One of the
trucks with motors mounted is shown in Fig. 5.
The arrangement includes operation at 550 volts
direct current within the city limits of Indianapolis

and 550 volts alternating currenf in Rushville, and
alternating current on the other sections

3,.300-voIt

of the

line.

The

car equipment includes four alternating-cur-

operated,
high-potential
switches, which are controlled from the panels in
the engine room, the lowering transformers from
trolley

line

in the city of Rushville is operated, the lowering
transformers 33,000 volts to 3,300 volts which
feed the sections of the trolley immediately next to
Rushville on either side, the lowering transformers
for the operation of the motors which drive one
exciter and the ventilating fans in the engine room

—

—

static interrupters

Car Equipment.
The present car equipment consists of 10 passenger cars constructed by the St. Louis Car Company.
These cars measure 55 feet over all and are each
divided into three compartments, the first of which

in

trolley

Fig. 6, illustrates the

connections of apparatus forming the car equipment.
It will be noted that the motors, which are
wound for 250 volts, are connected four in series
for direct-current service and four in parallel for
alternating-current sendee.
The motors are geared
for a maximum speed of 45 miles an hour for local
service.

The frames of the motors are made of cast steel
surrounding a circular core built up of laminated
which form four inwardly projecting
poles. In addition to the main-series coils, which
punchings,

are mounted direct upon the poles, auxiliary coils
are provided which are threaded through partially
closed slots in the pole faces.
The circular casting

\
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for the protection of the

lowering transformers.
On the third floor have been installed the static
interrupters which are connected to the main outgoing feeder lines, while the low-equivalent lightning arresters are mounted upon the fourth floor of
the high-tension chamber.

and one bow-type

shown

electrically

which the 550-volt alternating-current

and the

as

1'-ll"^^^IM

which are mounted similarly to those leading
from the generators, together with the instrument
transformers.
On the main floor are installed the
bars,

oil-insulated,

The diagram,

FIG. 4.

CAR OF THE INDIANAPOLIS AND CINCINNATI SINGLE-PHASE RAILWAY.

commutator-type, series-wound railway morated at 75 horsepower each
one main autotransformer-wound for a primary potential of 550,
1,650 and 3,300 volts, and for a secondary potential
of approximately 250 volts, reversing switch, motor
cut-out switch, commutator or change-over switch
to throw the equipment from alternating current to
direct current and vice versa, a complete unit-switch
system of multiple control with two operating controllers arranged for the operation of the cars either
rent,
tors,

singly

;

or in trains,

rheostats

or

current diverters

J

made

is

pieces,

in one piece and is closed by circular end
which form supports for the armature bearare mounted in separate hous-

The bearings

ings.

ings, a construction similar to that adopted as standard in the latest practice of the Westinghouse Company in the construction of direct-current railway
motors. Lubrication, is by oil and waste. The axle'
bearings are supported by heavy lugs, which project from the motor frame.
The armature is of the
slotted drum type, with machine-formed coils imbedded in open slots and held in place by retaining
wedges.
The unit-switch system of multiple control as
adopted is modified to suit the double operation
by alternating and direct current. The unit switches
are arranged in groups one of eight and one of
four units which are mounted under the floor of
the car.
They are operated by compressed air,
which, in turn, is controlled by magnet valves actuated by current from the storage batteries.
The
operating controllers are mounted one upon each

—

—

platform.

The reverser is of the reciprocating type. The
main auto-transformer is of the shell form, aircooled type.
Before shipment it was subjected to
a

test

of

10,000

volts

between winding and iron

and was operated

at double potential for 10 minutes.
designed for operation at 25 cycles, a frequency
which has been adopted as standard for singlephase railway service.
It is

A

form of bow trolley designed for highis used.
The
mounted upon a thoroughly insulated
platform and is raised, lowered and controlled by
the motorman ,by means of compressed air.
There
peculiar

potential
trolley

is

alternating-current circuits

is

therefore no danger at any time of contact with
of the trolley.
The bow carries a large,
alu.minum shoe, wdtich makes contact with the

li\e parts
llat

cuits,

under side of the trolley wire. For low-potential
service,
whether alternating or direct-cur.rent, a
modification of the Union standard trolley is provided, as the bow type could not be used in the

alternating-current and

city of Indianapolis.

CONNECTIONS OF CAR-EQUIPMENT APPARATUS
nine feet 10 inches long and is arranged for the
accommodation of baggage and is provided with
doors opening on either side.
In front of this
is

baggage compartment and separated from

by a
.strong railing is the space allotted for the motorman. The middle compartment has a seating capacity for 16 people and is fitted up as a smoker.
The main compartment occupies the other end of
it

for use on either alternating or direct-current cirair Compressors direct connected to both an
direct-current series-wound
motor, air reservoirs, two sets of storage batteries
consisting of seven cells each, complete Westinghouse air-brake equipment with control valve on
either platform, complete hand-brake equipment with
controlling lever on one platform, one wheel trolley

A
was

novel feature of the equipment of these cars
Mr. A. A. Ander-

installed at the suggestion of

son, general superintendent of the road.

It consists

of a speaking tube connecting the motorman's posiwith the rear platform so that the conductor

tion
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any

ment of the disks around

rotation of the shaft.
not important, provided it he constant and not too
various
low.
It must he constant in order to avoid
iihjectiimahle if not insuperable complications in the
receiving apparatus, for the rate must bear a

of

time.

cnlirc c-leclriral ofiuipniciit <if tlit-sc cars was
funiislicil l)y llic Wi'sliiiKlioHM' Klcclric and Manu-

Ihf

Company and inslallid under the super& Lundy cif Cliicago, the consultwho also dcsisned the power house.

facturing

vision of Sargent

ing engineers,

Fessendon's Selective Space-telegraph
Apparatus.
Selective sendiuR .-iiul rwiviiu; nf sp:.cc-lcl.-nra|.l,
messages is a prolilem which still engrosses the attention of inventors, and is one which, when solved,
of
will he a most significant advance in the progress
In systems now in use difficnlly experienced
the art.
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the shaft antl the speed
The rate of rotation i»

fixed ratio to the rate of movement of the tape at
As the periodicity of magthe receiving station.

waves

netic

is

V

dependent upon the

self-induction

X

\'

the wires, the latter are so proportioned relative to
each other that by varying their lengths the periodicity of the waves generated hy one wire will

i.rri-tdicitit\

in the

«cn«e that the perio<licitic« ehari' iirntic of a

given

sending wire,
of any other.

tho,*e

though cotislant, ditTer from
Kor example, the recording

mecliani".m c rnncclcd 10 the rtaivinx wire <fy') -xiW
not Ik acted on or conirulled liy any voltaget or

other

currents

than

induced

llurt*

by

ma^elic

waves having the characlerittlcs of thoK generated
liy the sending wire ($')
It

capacity

and as self-induction and capacity of the sending
wires vary with the length and the diameter of

varying with rc«pcct to their

vollagcf

sufficiently obvirnis that in

is

tuning the aljove-

mcntioned elements of a single selective receiving
system the particular clement tuned must be luned
to the frequency of the periodic flux to which it i>
subjected and that the specific well-known practices and rules adopted will l>c such as the nature
of the case demands.
Thus in tuning a collecting
receiver wire to the frequency of the oscillations
of the corresponding transmitting system, electrical
tuning hy properly proportioned inductance and
capacity

is

specified.

Any suitable form or construction of mechanism
may be employed for recording the signals or elecimpulses received.
Tuning of the coherers
has not been attempted
but in lieu of coherers
mechanism may be employed for transforming the
current or voltages induced by the magnetic waves
into cnergj' of motion, as described in a previous
patent.
This mechanism is a current-operated lowresistance, cumulatively acting, constantly receptive
receiver adapted to transform the energy of the
received electromagnetic waves directly into the
energy of motion.
A convenient form of mechanism for receiving
trical

:

indications

mechanism
strip (2q)

is

illustrated

in

Figs,

i

and

2.

This

consists of a bed over which is drawn
of paper or other flexible non-conducting

The strip is drawn from a spool by a
driven at a regular speed by clockwork.
.-X
of perforating mechanisms dependent on the
number of receiving wires is arranged in such relation to the strip of paper that when actuated the
paper will be perforated.
material.

drum

series

While any form of

electrically controlled

mechan-

may be employed, that shown in Fig. 2 is convenient for the purpose. Each of these mechanisms
consists of a lever (1^2) having a punch at one end
isms

and having
connections.
fessenden's selective space-telegraph system.— diagram of

from

from

differ

when magnetic waves are generated
from one point they move equally in all directions

wires.

the

in

the

selection

of messages

arises

naturally

that

fact

received at all stations reached by the
waves. The object of an invention for which a
patent was recently awarded to Reginald A. Fessenden of Allegheny, Pa., is to provide for the generation at the sending station, in varying order, of two

and

will be

series of magnetic waves or electrical imwaves or impulses of each of the series
from those of the other series, the selective
reception and transformation or utilization of each
of the differing series, and finally the recording at
each receiving station of only such series of waves

or

more

pulses,

the

differing

that of the

waves generated by the other

The receiver comprises a series of selective collecting wires or other suitable surfaces (6»), (6^),
(e<:) and (&>), projecting upward, preferably vertithough they may be somewhat

cally,

inclined.

These

number and are respectequivalent in height to the cordischarging or radiating wires at the

collecting wires are equal in
tively

electrically

responding

sending station— that is to say, corresponding radiating and receiving or collecting wires forming a
pair are electrically tuned to each other and the

strip

in

accordance with the consecutive operaat the send-

make-and-break mechanisms

ing station.
It is characteristic

In the practice of the invention a series of two or
vertical generating wires or generating surfaces (5") (s*"), etc. (Fig. i), is connected at the
sending station (A) to a series of two or more
terminals {4") (4'') of a series of two or more
induction coils. The secondary coils are connected,

such

to

ceive

both discharge terminals or knobs of

The primary
inductions and also to ground.
inductions are each included in circuits
of a generator or series of generators (2), and in
each such circuit is included a circuit make-andconvenient form of make-andbreak mechanism.
break mechanism consists of metal disks (3") (3''^
number
of generating or sendupon
the
dependent
the

coils of the

FIG. 2.

A

mounted upon a shaft, but
preferably insulated from each other by disks of
wires

employed,

insulating material.
a constant speed

construction,

is

The

shaft,

which

is

rotated at

by a driving device of any suitable
connected to one pole

electrical contact with the shaft, are provided
with shoulders adapted when the disks are shifted
to strike against plates (23=) and (23'')> connected to
The disks are
the opposite pole of the generator.
adjustably held in position on the shaft.
of the
shaft
the
circuits
By the rotation of the
in

generator will be made and broken in any desired
order or interval of time, dependent on the adjust-

PERFORATING DEVICE USED IN FESSENDEN S
space-telegraph SYSTEM.

tuning or equalitj' of time period of free electrical
may be brought about by making the
electrical constant of the two either equal or equivalent by changing the length or surface of one of
them. They are obviously equivalent when the quanoscillation

tity

represented by

V

electrically

the generator, and the disks (3^) (3"). which are

receiving

of the improvement that only

stations

as

have

their

receiving

mechanisms properly tuned and adjusted can

more

of

of the

tion of the

ated.

ing

correspond to the relative times of operation
make-and-break mechanisms. .As the paper
moves along the bed it will pass over metal
bands and under contact springs or in line with the
bands.
These bands are arranged in several paths
will

sitioned

period of the particular series of energy
whereby they are designed to be actu-

usual,

armature

included in the
each of the
the perforating
mechanism included in the circuit will be operated
and a hole formed through the strip. As the operation of the perforators corresponds in succession to
the successive operations of the circuit make-andbreak mechanism at the sending station and as the
strip is in constant uniform motion, it follows that
the relative positions of the perforations in the strip

movement of the perforations, so that the springs
or brushes will contact with the bands as the perforated portions pass between them. These brushes
are adjustably supported so that they can be po-

fluctuations

as

to the

.^s

of

The
or impulses as are sent in a particular order.
selective reception of the differing series is obviously
necessary and is secured by tuning or harmonizmg
various parts of the receiving system to the characteristic

its opposite end attached
of an electromagnet (3i). which is
circuit controlled by the coherer,
coherers are rendered conductive,

capacity

equal for each

X V inductance

member

of a pair.
The mechanisms controlled by the voltages or currents induced in the receiving wires are also tuned

is

to the period characteristic of the energj- fluctuations

which they are subjected, so that the recording
mechanism connected w-ith each receiving wire will
be acted on or controlled only by the voltages or
to

currents induced by the corresponding wire at the
sending station, the characteristics of the induced

re-

necessary
that the sequence of operation of the receiving
mechanism should correspond to that of the sending mechanism, and also that the time interval between the operations of the elements* of tlie receiving mechanism should correspond to the time interval between the successive operations of the elements of the sending mechanism. In other words,
to produce a dot or a dash or any other signal or
indication at the receiving station requires the conjoint action of waves from all the sending wires
and consequent operation of each and all of the
receiving mechanisms.
intelligible

indications.

It

is

also

Electrical Section of the Western Society of Engineers.
The

regular meeting of the Electrical Section of

Western Society of Engineers was held March
Chairman W. B. Hale presiding, and a veryinteresting paper was read by ilr. W. T. Benallack,
special agent and electrician for the Western Factory and Insurance Association, on "The Electrical
Fire Hazard." Some of the most important points
the

loth.

brought out

paper are given on page 211 of
subject for the next meeting was

in this

The

this

issue.

not

announced.

.

;
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Somebody
syndicate

new

once that

said

Andrew Lang was

we

However, a

is

orders, requisitions

There are very few books which do not contain
some excellent chapters, and most- contain, in addi-

.

lar the islanders appear,

there that

hitherto

history of

all

a

who

in

execution which arc

appreciate excellence in technical

achievement.

Commodore

Perrj' of the L^nited States

ments to Japan in

Yokohama

The

1854.

Navy

is

telegraph instru-

telegraph line

first

between

constructed

however,

was,

first

Tokyo

and

but there was not much progress
until 1S77, when the civil war broke out in the
southern districts; this necessitated an increased
use of the telegraph, and the lines were extended

literary

in 1S69,

to the important places of the empire.

By

the end

of 1903 there were 16,600 miles of land lines, 2,170
nautical miles

the

little

For

book.

book, and so on

man

little

instance, will

and

graph

be contended

it

Magnetism" would have

improved

been

and

cyclopedias

dictionaries,

tice

the

other

reference,

•

books co-operation may be advisable or essential
but in most other books experience indicates that
composite authorship is not especially to be desired.

but

plant,

before

committing

actually

thinks of trying municipal

it

In other words,

first.

it

is

contemplates the

is

in connection with a

operates the dynamos at
watchman of the factory.

as

general

of paid messages

16,987,760.

English prac-

followed in telegraph work and

is

methods

in

The Japanese

telephony.

have a cable ship, and themselves laid the deepwater cables connecting the islands of Kiushu. Liu-

We

manufacturing estab-

man who

also to act

was

previously limited to comparatively shallow waters,
and it v/as strongly suggested to engage some experienced foreign engineers for the v;ork [of laying
^vanted, however, to
the cable to Formosa],
gain all possible experience, and so we took up the
work ourselves. The cables were successfully laid,
though not without some difficulties they have been
working well during the past eight years, being
worked duplex with direct siphon recorders.

The

not a very large one; in fact, the plant seems

run

number

while the

chu and Formosa. Mr. Saitaro Oi, in his interesting
paper on "Telegraphy and Telephon}'' in Japan," prepared for the recent International Electrical Congress in St. Louis, has a paragraph on this subject
which admirably illustrates the progressive and indomitable spirit which the Japanese have also exhibited in the present war;
[in 1896J
It remained still a question with us
whether our engineers could manage to lay cables
in verj-^ deep waters, as their experience had been

Falconer, N. Y., is a village contemplating the
blandishments of municipal ownership of an electo the venture

in

American

In the making

tactful assistance of a collaborator?

of

by

of submarine cables and 2,178 tele-

stations,

sent during-that year

Clerk IMaxwell's "Treatise on Electricity and

that

;

But the principle
219,

The

where.

Publications

and Schools
if

Telegraph
Miscellaneous
Trade News
Patent Record

221,

is

that subject will be well
is

an}'

and may apply elseas follows: "Even

it,

tuition fee.

or no it wants to own a
At the end of the year all will

of

a

plant.

meet-

Electric Light Association (annual convention),
Denver, June 6th. 7th and 8th, and Colorado Springs, June

National

jolh and nth.
National-Interstate Telephone Association (first convention
of consolidated telephone associations), C^hicago, Tune 21st,
22d and 23d.
International Association of Municipal Electricians (annual convention), Erie, Pa., August 29th, 30th and 31st.
Ohio
Electric Light Association
(annual
convention),
Hotel Victory, Put-in-Bay, August i6th to 18th.
American Electrotherapeutic Association (annual meeting).
Academy of Medicine, New York city, September 19th, 20th

9th.

One disadvantage deserves
by negligent management

also to be mentioned.

If,

of the plant, anyone

killed or injured, the village

is

would quickly be made a defendant in a negligence
action."
That's it. Look before you leap. All's
not gold that glitters in

propaganda.

Much

is

the

municipal-ownership

simply sounding brass.

when

well to try running the outfit a year

be done, as in a village like Falconer.

'Tis

this can

Then,

if

the

10 per cent, depreciation, the cost of insurance and
water,
all

in

lost

taxes,

interest

on money

invested,

and

proper and honest charges be added, the village
know more about the cost of running an

American Street Railwav Association (annual convention)
Bellevue-Stratford Hotel, ' Philadelphia, September 25'th to

will

29th.

electric-light

plant

than

it

does

now.

And

of

signals

used

the Japanese characters

in

are

telegrams

of punctuation, etc.

,

written

50 in number,

addition to those representing figiires and

cheaper whether

purchase
(annual

Columbus, March 30th.
Iowa Electrical Association (annual meeting), Hotel JuHen,
Dubuque, Iowa, April 19th and 20th.
American Electrochemical Society (annual meeting), Boston and Cambridge, Mass., April 25th to 27th.

ing),

The Morse

a year's schooling

worth the

pointed out that the village can never learn

be better qualified to vote on the question of the

DATES AHEAD.
Association

is

money by

the village loses

It

municipal plant.

Telephone

interesting

reasoning

local

in
220,

Independent

and rapidity

skillfulness

sure to excite the admiration of militar>^ men, and

The great man makes the great
down through the scale to the

lishment, and the

Illustrated Electrical

telephone in particu-

partnerships are the exception rather than the rule.

night

Lighting
Railways
Power Transmission

Electric
Electric

field

from a stray hint here and

in actual warfare on a large scale.
every detail of the intelligence de-

in

in fact of all

tech-

literature,

of

unknown

But indeed

tempted as a system rather than as the result of
occasional fortuitous association, in patchwork books,
more valuable as works of reference than for con-

The

transmission

be gleaned from the carefully guarded
to have been successful to an extent

believed to have brought the

and otherwise, shows that successful

the

in

partment and signal sciyice the Japs seem to have
exhibited a quick intelligence in comprehension and

This is, perhaps, more interesting than convincing.
The system proposed would probably result, if at-

to be

Slope

Personal

as

may

dispatches,

technical schools.

deal
.

well

as

In the use of the

apart.

chapters not only not worth reading, but abharmful on account of their faulty and
rubbishy contents. Why cannot writers seek assist:ince from someone who knows those portions of
tile subject which they do not know, and yet which
snould be incorporated in the book to make it comprehensive and complete?
It is noticeable, too, that books of joint author.^hip ^re usually in greater 'len).'nd than others, for
the obvious reason that their contents are more
general without being less particular.
There is an opportunitv for some firm of publishers to go in for a senes of technical hook.^ of
joint authorship, more especially for such as would
meet the requirements of the advanced classes in
solutely

option of purchase at the end of that time.

.

quickly

and general information betv/ecn
the various detachments of the forces which are
battling for one common end under the direction of
one intelligence, although perhaps 30 or 40 miles

argues in the following strain:

secutive study.

the

of the highest value in transmitting this intelli-

gence

operation of an existing plant for one year, with an

Indiana

Ohio

but

makes a plea for the writing of technical books, if
not by a sjTidicate, at least by joint authors. He

operation

Mexico
Northwestern States
Rockj' Mountain States

Societies

a

—that the output of books bearing his name
;

is

army in
Oyama, the Japanese com-

Field Marshal

field.

serious contributor to an English electrical journal

nical

elec-

mander, had imder his direction, in realit>% several
armies, and to the fact that he was almost constantly in touch, by telegraph and telephone, with
his widely separated forces is due in no small measure his overwhelming victory.
The Japanese are
credited with being particularly effective in obtaining news by scouts, spies and other means, detailing the strength and disposition of the enemy and
his probable intentions.
Electrical communication

business.

Mr. Lang ^denied the charge.

believe

itself

Dominion of Canada
New England
Michigan
Ohio

lesson of the great battle of ^Mukden

value of the intelligence department of an
the

tric-light

Correspondence

Pacific

OxE

Title to the

arrangement the merchant gets the use of
the most modern and striking of all signs simply
by paying for the electricity needed to operate it
after dark, although the sign is a good one in daylight as well.
The central-station company, b}' the
this

.

DEPARTMENTS.

engage the attention of one starting in the

to

By

arrangement, creates absolutely

1905

all

sign natural!}' rests with the electric- light company.

in

Foreign

that

tric-light business.

tion,

checks, drafts and other remitpayable to the order of the publishers.
All

sure

specified

a

could not proceed from any one person
munications. views, news items, local newspaper clippings, or
any information likely to interest electricians, wkl be thankfully received and cheerfully acknowledged.
ABVEBTISING-.— The Western Electrician— the only
general electrical paper published in the West thoroughly

business,

and furnishes it to the user free of charge under
contract by which the subscriber agrees to take
current to illuminate

i8,

machinery and
good condition and will not

m.ake

will

it

appurtenances are in
need to be replaced in two or three years. For such
things have been, and there are many consideration?

lettered

sign,

customer's

the

course

a

the

Telephone. 3806J Cortfandt.

practical applications

company

central-station
attractively

PUBLICATION offices:
510 Marquette Building,

March

Free l.amp renewals are now supplemented in
some of the larger cities by free electric signs. The

tlic

in

points

These signals are partly com-

posed of those representing the Morse alphabet and
partly of additional combinations of dots and dashes.
The telephone was first brought to Japan from
the United States in 1877, and the service is a state

monopoly. At the end of 1903 there were 46 exchanges and 36,700 stations. These figures are not

be remembered that the first
Tokyo and Yokohama, were
December, 1890. Mr. Oi concludes his paper, referred to above, by saying:
"The work is partly suspended for the present,
No doubt
owing to the outbreak of the war."
many of the government telephone engineers transferred their energies to the plains of Manchuria,
large,

but

it

to

is

exchanges,

those

started

late

as

of

as

co-operating with the

army

signal sen-ice to obtain

the results which have been achieved.

'
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Equlpmonl for UralnaKO Canal
Power Development Near Chicago.

Electrical
Thr
tric.'il

fm-

coiilr;ii:l

fiiM

ih,:

fur llie

iiiacliincry

in M.ilini,

|«mcr

District of ChiciKd, to be

uf

|il:iiil

i-lcc-

llic

..f

iil

Sanil.-iry

lliu

located at Lockport,

III,,

arid to derive its power from tile ChicaRo DrainnKc
Canal, was awarded on March 7th to tlic CrockerWork 011
Wlieeler Company of Ampere, N. J.
the building itself has not been begiui, although the

Added to
when the

kilowaim of [Kiwcr
iti waters to
Altogether the total power
developed when everything is completed will be over
50,000 horsepower.
Caliinic(-Sag Canal shall :idd

The accompanying
teristic

rapidly

arc;

macbinery

will

taking

Onc-balf of

form.

be installed at

the

first.

,'\ccording to the specifications the first assignment
if

I

electrical

machinery

will

alternating-current

kilowatt

four 4,000-

of

consist

generators

and

two

smaller ones of 350 kilowatts each for excitation.
The large generators will be of the revolving-field
type for direct connection to the horizontal shaft
They will furnish 60of the hydraulic turbines.

three-phase current at 6,600 volts effective
pressure between any two legs.
The poles will be
44 in number and the speed 164 revolutions a minute.
Each machine, to fulfill the requirements of the
contract, must be able to deliver 4,000 kilovolt-ampiTes, 6,600 volts, at 80 to 100 per cent, power factor
>r 24 hours, the rise in temperature in no part to
exceed 35° C.
In addition each machine must be
capable of standing an overload of 100 per cent, in
current for five minutes without injury.
The armature frames will be provided with ventilating openings which will allow of a free circulacycle

I

tion of air

around the ends of the winding and also

through ducts

in

the laminated core.

be so mounted

repairs the armatures will

facilitate

In order to

L/TILI/.E

the charac-

which the
This building

for

izlh.

The

be about 350 feet long.

will

show

power house,

be opened on April

POWER HOUSE TO BE BUILT TO
plans

ilhistralions

features of the

bids will

transverse section

i)

one

driving

the

of

The curved draught

alternators

tubes are

mentioned.

above

shown

to the

right

waterwheel in this drawing.
to the plan view (Fig. 2), the draught
tubes are shown by the circular and elongated
openings placed in line in each compartment of the
structure.
The areas numbered i, 2, 3 and 4 show
where the generators just described will be installed.
The remaining illustration (Fig. 3) is a reproduction of a photograph of the architect's drawing,
representing the power house as it will appear when

and left
Turning

of

completed.

each

The

structure will be of concrete blocks,

and though plain

in design

is

substantial

and pleas-

ing in appearance.

What

to

do with

this

power when

finally

devel-

The Sanwhich owns the canal
and is pushing the work, is divided on the question.
The preponderance of opinion, however,
among the directors and officials of the District
is that the power should be transmitted to Chicago
oped
itary

is

still

a question to be determined.

District

of

'Ihe Chicago Cily Council look up the tenUilivc
ordinances for the Chicago Cily and I 'n^rft 'V'^riir^i

companies

at

il<

meeting

this

w..

.^re

tallied unlil the fir»t

The

meeting of i'
to give the people a
in their present form on Apni ^\n

i.lca

ihem

is

i,y.
.<»

recommendation of the c/immiticc on local
transportation the council passed an orditiance luL'lKin

DRAINAGE CANAL WATERPOWER.

shows by the cross-hatching the concrete
and masonry portions of the structure. The waterwheels mounted on the horizontal shaft are for
(Fig.

Chicago Street-railway Situation.

thin will be atxjiit 7,000

Drainage Canal.

the

thorizing the mayor to advertise for bids for Ihe
use of the streets now occupied by the Union
Traction Company under franchises which have expired, held by the Chicago Passenger Railway Company.
Full right to the streets is not to be given
until Judge Grosscup decides the injunction suit
which was instituted some months ago, when the

courcil passed an order to the same effect as ihepresent ordinance. It is intended by this procedure
test the legality of the Mueller
law and the

to

certificates to

be issued under that law.

Judge Grosscup has entered the decree in the
99-year case as far as the West Side lines of the
Union Traclign Company arc concerned. The city
is benefited in the main points.
An appeal will be
taken by the traction company, so that no final
luling may be looked for within a year. The decree
in the case of the North Side lines has not yet been
entered.

Bion

Chicago,

J.

Arnold, the consulting engineer of the

local transportation

conunittee of the City Council,

submitted on March 7th a report upon methods for
increasing the capacity and reducing the noise on
the Union Loop. This is Mr. Arnold's second report,
the first being the monumental one of November,
1902, on the whole traction situation.
The present
report is likewise characteristic of Mr. Arnold's
thoroughness and penetration. It makes a pamphlet
of 54 printed pages, with eight plates and 19 smaller
drawings.
Part I. is devoted to a discussion of
the problem of increasing the capacity of the loop.
An abstract is given in this issue of the Westerji
Electrician.
Part 11. is an "Analysis cf the Causes
of the Present Noise and Discussion of Different
Methods Suggested for Reducing the Noise upon
the Union Elevated Ixiop." A condensation of this
portion of the report will be given in a future issue
of thr- jcunial.

FIG.

may

that they

be

moved

3.

parallel to the shaft to a

giving free
access to both armature and field. On non-inductive
load the generators are to have efficiencies not less
than g6 per cent, at full load; 95 per cent, at threeposition

clear

of

the

revolving

field,

quarters load, and 93 per cent, at half load.
Exciting current will be obtained from two 350-

running at 300
revolutions a minute, compound wound and developing current at 250 volts. They are to be of the
waterwheel type, provided with a shaft and two
self-aligiiing and self-oiling bearings.
The normal
full-load rating of these generators will be 1,400
amperes at 250 volts with a speed of 300 revolutions
a minute.
After running at full load for 24 hours
the temperature of no part of the armature of field
coils is to exceed 40° C, or that of the coinmutator
45° C. above the surrounding atmosphere.
This interesting power development has been
kilowatt

direct-current

machines

Western ElecIn the issue of August 6th last was given an
abstract of a paper read by ilr. Thomas T. Johnston
before the Western Society of Engineers, entitled
"Hydro-electric Power Development at and Near
the subject of several articles in the

trician.

Joliet,

The

111.,

Using Chicago Drainage Canal Water."

available head at Lockport

with a
flow of 600,000 cubic feet a minute. This
is calculated to be amply sufficient to develop 28,000
kilowatts, to be obtained from seven generators, the
first part of the installation to be as described above.

maximum

is

34

feet,

Engineer .George W. Jackson's report for a proposed subway system for Chicago, which was out-

NAGE CANAL POWER HOUSE.
and then sold to the city for street-lighting purposes and to private consumers for the operation
of induction motors. On the other hand, Mr. Isham
Randolph, chief engineer of the Sanitary District,
contends that the power could be used to better
advantage on the spot. The Sanitary District now
owns thousands cf acres of land along the canal
where industrial establishments might be erected
and the power sold nearer the plant as in the case
of a large amount of the Niagara Falls power,
especially since parallel to the canal are two transcontinental railroad lines with other important railroads crossing at intervals. The canal itself is also
one of the finest artificial waterway; ever built,
inviting the trade of the Great Lalces.

Susquehanna River Power

Plant.

When spring opens work preliminary to the erecpower plant on the Susquehanna
River, about a mile and a half below McCall's Ferry,
York County, Pa., will again be resumed. It is
intended to supply electric current to Baltimore,
Philadelphia and other cities and towns within a
large radius.
About $500,000 has already been invested by New- York and Philadelphia men in buying up land along both sides of the river. This was
necessitated, it is said, because the dam, which it
is proposed to construct, will be 32 feet high.
The
work of engineering is under Messrs. Eby and Anderson, who are expected to return to York County
in a few weeks.
tion of an electric

lined in the Westeni Electrician of December 17.
1904, has been referred to the City Council.
The
report also covers the lowering of the present surface-car tunnels under the Chicago River.

Coal Tests at the Louisiana Purchase
Exposition.

A

preliminary

report on the operation of 'he
at the Louisiana Purchase Exby the United States Geological
Survey has been published, it being the work of
Messrs. E. W. Parker, J. A. Holmes and M. R.
Campbell, who were appointed by the director of
the United States Geological Survey as 3 committee
to install the plant.
T[ie report contains a brief
statement of the results obtained from September
r.
1904, when the plant was put in operation, to
,

coal-testing plant
position installed

December 24, 1904. The
for the work was S60.000.

The

tests

total

sum

appropriated

in the steam-boiler plant of 65 carload
coal from 17 states indicate "that the

samples of
steam-producing capacity of American coals is high
and that the quality of manv of these coals mav
be improved by washing.
The producer gas tests
show- the most striking results, and they indicate
a revolution in the economical use of coal for the
production of power.
The results clearly demonstrate the following points:
That most of the
American bituminous coals and lignites can be used
successfully in the manufacture of producer gas
and that this gas can be utilized in an explosive
gas engine, and that this method of using fuel is
much more economical than the present mode oi
generating steam.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN
Increasing the Capacity of the Union
Elevated-railway Loop in Chicago.'
By Bion

J.

Arnold.

In analyzing this subject it will probably facilitate
matters to quote certain portions of my report submitted to the local transportation committee of the
Chicago City Council, November, 1902, relating to
the Union Elevated Loop, as follows:
"The Union Elevated Loop, which encircles the
business district of Chicago, is a two-tracked railroad two miles in length, and it serves as a terminal
for the traffic coming from practically seven diflines.
The Metropolitan
elevated-railroad
ferent
West Side Elevated brings in over the four-track
structure east of Marshfield Avenue the traffic from
The traffic from
its four double-track branches.
the South Side Elevated road, as well as that from

Lake Street [name since changed to Chicago
and Oak Park] and the Northwestern Elevated lines,
structure simulis operated over this two-tracked
taneously with the traffic coming from the Metrothe

politan lines.

"No

less

present double-tracked loop is limited to the maxinumber of trains which it is possible to pass
in all directions through the junction points, and,
moreover, the capacity of the junctions cannot be
increased.
Under existing conditions, however, it
is the station platforms on the loop and not the
junctions which limit the number of trains that can
be operated over its tracks.
"These platforms are much too short to admit
of trains being operated at intervals and speeds
which will equal the capacity of the junctions. They
should be lengthened sufficiently to permit two trains,
of five or six cars each, to simultaneously occupy
a platform. If the junctions were operated to their
maximum capacity, the longest time to be consumed
by a train in making one complete circuit of the
loop should not exceed 15 minutes. Under the existing conditions, during the hours of maximum
traffic, the average time consumed by a train in
making a complete circuit of the loop is 20 minutes."
While universal through-routing can be accomplished, if demanded, the capacity of the loop would
not be increased, to such an extent as seems neces-

mum

March

18,

1905

plant had to be worked for each train
but since it
is possible for a train to pass off from the loop at
each of these points at the same time that a train
is
also passing on to it, the interlocking device
needs to be worked but twice to allow the passage
of three trains one entering the loop, another leaving the loop, and the third crossing the tracks of
the other two, and it is this feature that gives the
present junction points their efficiency over any
other that can be devised for the present method
of loop operation, for it permits three trains to be
handled through them in i;/ minutes, provided
the trains chance to come, or are arranged in such
manner as to utilize this advantage.
It is this fact, in connection with the fact that, under present conditions of operation, the trains of
the different roads become bunched in such a manner as to allow two or more of them to pass
through a junction point with but one setting of
the interlocking devices, that makes it possible to
operate more than 45 trains on and 45 trains off
the loop per hour at these points, and gives to the
present loop system its high efficiency from an
:

—

than 1,600 trains, ranging from two to
delivered to the Loop railroad

five cars in length, are

—
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y
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Fig.

I.

Plan Showing Present Arrangement of Loop

Plan of Proposed Rearrangement

of

Loop-

INCREASING THE CAPACITY OF THE UNION ELEVATED-RAILWAY LOOP IN CHICAGO.
daily.

The

total

number of
5,coo.
The

cars

operated on the

loop per day is
traffic of the elevated
railroads, like that of the surface lines which terminate in the business district, is principally handled
during 90 minutes in the morning and 90 minutes
in the evening.

The period

of

maximum

congestion

on the loop tracks extends over approximately 30
minutes during the morning and 30 minutes during
the evening rush hour. At these times the average
headway between trains on the outer loop is 19.8
seconds and on the inner loop 19.5 seconds, The
ultimate capacity of the loop tracks is fixed by the
number of inbound and outbound trains which it
is possible to pass through the junctions at Lake
Street and Fifth Avenue. Wabash Avenue and Van
Buren Street, and Van Buren and Fifth Avenue.
"It has been demonstrated that a train of five cars
can be successfully and successively passed through
one of the junctions from a state of rest to clearance,
and the interlocking combinations be operated to open
aiiother route for the passage of incoming or outgoing trains in 45 seconds of time. If it were necessary to operate the interlocking mechanism for each
inbound and outbound train, the capacity' of these
junctions would long ago have been exceeded. It
possible,

and, in fact, is the usual practice, to
siniultaneously pass an inbound and an outbound
train from the main line to the loop, and vice versa.
"As previously stated, the ul timate capacity of the
is

I.
Abstract of Part I. of a report made to the committee on local
transportation of the City Council of Chicago by Mr. Arnold as
consulting ennmeer.
The report is dated March 7. 1905. It will
be understood that, owinc to limitations of space, not all the
plans considered by Mr. Arnold are mentioned in this condensa-

sary; but if through routing to as great a degree
as is practicable, or, in my judgment, necessary, is
acceptable, the capacity of the loop and of the roads
operating over it can be greatly increased and the
present method of operation simplified.
Fig. I represents the loop as it is now conThe trains of the South Side
structed and operated.
elevated railway and those of the Metropolitan West
Side railway run upon the inner loop track,, thus
necessitating their crossing, both incoming and outgoing, at points (a) and (b), the outer loop track
over which the Northwestern and Oak Park trains
run
but it should be noted that these crossings
are so designed that it is practical for trains to
pass on to and ofif from the iimer loop simultaneously
in case thej' chance to arrive at their respective
loop connecting points at the same time.
From an analysis it will be seen that the point on
the loop which now limits its capacity is at (a),
where the IVTetropolitan tracks cross the outer loop
track to enter and leave the inner loop at Fifth
Avenue and Van Buren Street, where, under present
conditions of maximum operation, 40 inbound and
40 outbound Metropolitan trains meet 67 Oak Park
and Northwestern trains in one hour.
The next most congested point is at (b), Van
Buren Street and Wabash Avenue, where 31 inbound
and 31 outbound trains of the South Side road meet
67 Oak Park and Northwestern trains in one hour.
Assuming that it is practicable to pass a train
through these points and clear for another train in
45 seconds, the maximum number of trains that
could enter the loop in one hour from either of
these points would be 45, providing the interlocking
;

which efficiency must be
somewhat sacrificed with any method I am able
to devise for through routing the trains between all
the different sections of the city-, although, by providing for through service between the North and
South Side systems and between the two West Side
systems onlj', the congestion can be reduced, due
to the through cars occupying but one-half the
loop, and more cars can be operated over the loop
per hour than at present.
By elevating the structure
certain
at
points,
hereinafter
shown, the
interlocking

standpoint,

through-routing features could be retained, the grade
crossings eliminated, and the capacity of the loop
would be increased 100 per cent., if only through
cars were run. Owing to the difference in the number of trains operated by the different roads, the
through routing of all trains is impracticable from
an economic standpoint, and, therefore, provision
should be made for running such a proportion of
the trains of each road around the loop as might
be found desirable, in which case the increased
capacit}' of the loop would be reduced in the proportion that the loop trains bear to the through
trains.

During the middle of the day and at other than
the rush-hour periods, the running time around the
loop is from 13 to 14 minutes, thus showing that
when fewer trains are operated upon the loop the
running time can be materially cut down, owing to
the loading facilities then being ample.
But, as
pointed out in my previous report, about 25 per cent
more trains could be put around the loop during
the rush-hour period, under present conditions, if
additional platform facilities were provided.

—
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1

8,
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power
Till: |nTfc'L-lii)ii (liiriiiK itit past few years n(
for ..iPi-rilinK switches and siRnah at
mccliaiiisiii
junction points lias luen such as to warrant its
adoption on the loop, and if used the capacity of the

the nimibcr of main-line tracks leading .n^.>..
from the Icrminals. I am informed by the officials
of the different roads that each road is now capable,
so far as the main lines arc concerned, of opcratinsj

by

eiiiering the tuljrs,
"Flexible tid/ing^ thoul'l be Uftd on wire* at the
front of buildings a» a protection from contact with

junctions could he somewhat increased, owinR to
When tho
the (juicker action of the mechanism.
advantages of this improvement and of the use of
"the multiple-unit system" on the cars are utilized,
the loop, a^
I know of no wav that the capacity of
now huilt, can be increased under the present method
of individual-ownership operation except by extendto
iuR the plalfornis, and when lliis is done, relief
the present Iiio|) district must come from the development and operation of sluh-end or other terminals for each road, unless unification or some
method of joint operation can he effected whereby
tlirough routing can be adopted, as hereinafter dc-

at least double its present numl)er of trains, and it
will thus be seen tli.it if through routing and ele-

awning framct.

should l)c adopted as suggested, Ihc loop
world then be capable of handling all the traffic the
present double-lracked roads could deliver to it.
.Since, however, it will probably be advisable (o continue operating a certain proportion of the trains
of each road as loop trains the capacity of the loop
for through trains would be proportionately rcducc<l,
and as sonic of the roads now have three or four
tracks, the surplus capacity of such roads over a
double-tracked road would have to be taken care cf
outside the loop by stub-end terminals or auxiliary

on

s.ribed.

loops.

does not seem to me advisable to attempt to
the throuRh-routing principle to the elevated
I.. ads
as tlioroughly as it itiight be applied to the
Mirfacc roads, or to the elevated roads, were thevc
inure elevated tracks laid tlirough the business
Consequently a plan [Plan A] has been dcdislrict.
loped, which provides for through routing to as
ii.it an
extent as seems practicable or desirable
mill (he present structure.
In this plan provision is made for routing through
trains from the South Side road to the Northwestern
road and back, and from the Metropolitan road over
the Union loop to the Chicago and Oak Park road
and hack, and at the same time it makes provision
for the operation of loop trains for all the roads.
II
places the trains of the South Side and Northwestern roads on the outside loop track, and the
trains of the Metropolitan and Chicago and Oak
Park roads on the inside loop track. It also reverses
ho running of the trains of the Northwestern ro.ad
I., right-hand running, and those of the Metropolitan
The routing of the
i.'.id
to left-hand running.
Ihroiigh trains under this system would be as follows
A- train originating on the South Side road would
run north on the east track of the Wabash Avenue
section of the loop, thence west on the north track
III
the Lake Street section of the loop, thence north
111
the east track of the Northwestern road. Returning it would run south on the west track of the
Fifth Avenue seclirm of the loop; thence east on
the south track on Van Buren Street and south 0:1
the west track of the South Side road, thus intersecting traffic on the Metropolitan road at points
1,-1)
and the Oak Park road at points (b) and (c),

The plan shown in Fig. 2 provides for the
through routing of cars, thus pr.ictically making a
double-tracked elevated road through the entire
city from north to south, thereby tending to lengthen

1

1

ipply

.

I

vating

the present business district in the same manner
that the two West Side roads will tend to extend
it

First—
(a) Reconstruct, elevate and through-route in
accordance with plan shown in Fig. 2.
(b) Extend the platforms.
(c) Develop the stub-end or auxiliary terminal.?.
If it is found impracticable to elevate, then

:

originating on the Metropolitan road
would enter the loop on Van Buren Street from the
north track of the Metropolitan road, thence north
oil the east track of the Fifth Avenue section of
llie loop, thence west on the south track of the Chilaso and Oak Park road. Returning it would run
cast on the north track of the Chicago and Oak
Park road, thence east on Lake Street on the south
track of the loop, thence south on the west track
III"
the loop on Wabash Avenue, thence west on
ihc north track of the loop on Van Buren Street,
and out to the south track of the Metropolitan.
Suitable curves are provided at Van Buren Street
.111(1
Wabash Avenue and Fifth Avenue and Lake
Sircet on the outside loop track to allow the operaIII in
of loop trains for both the South Side and
Xnrthwestern systems, wdiile similar curves are pro\ iiled
at Fifth Avenue and Lake Street and Fifth
\\cnue and Van Buren Street on the inner loop
Hack to allow the operation of loop trains of both
.\

(a) Reconstruct and through-route in accordance with plan outlined [Plan A].
(b) Extend the platforms.
(c) Develop the stub-end or auxiliary terminals.
If on account of the diversified ownership of the
roads, or for any other reason, it is found impracticable to secure through-routing, then

Third—
(a) Leave the loop as it is now and install power
mechanism for operating the switches and
signals at the junctions.
(h) Extend the platforms,
(c) Develop the stub-end or auxiliary terminals.

train

Metropolitan and Chicago and Oak Park roads.
This plan gives all the advantages of the present
s\stem of operation and all necessary advantages of
through routing, and at the same time reduces the
CI ingestion
on the loop or increases the capacity of
he entire elevated railway systems up to the full
capacity of the junction points an increase of not
less than 25 per cent, over its present capacity
and
if power-operated junction-point mechanism is employed a further increase will be effected.
In order to eliminate the noise and danger due
to grade crossings and to increase the capacity
iif the entire system of elevated
roads of the city
to the greatest possible extent with the present loop
structure the plan shown in Fig. 2 is submitted as
ilic

I

Second

at present.

.IS

—

—

the best possible solution known to me of the entire
problem. It is the same as the plan just described,
except that the crossings are eliminated by elevating the tracks of the inner loop over those of the
outer loop at Fifth .Avenue and Lake Street, and
the outside track of the loop over the Metropolitan
tracks at Fifth Avenue and Van Buren Street. The
routing of the cars would be the same, but the
capacity of the systems w'ould be limited only by
the facilities for loading and unloading on the loop
structure.
Assuming that all trains operated were
through trains, the capacity of the present loop and
of the roads connected therewdth would be increased
100 per cent., and by extending the platforms,
thereby permitting increased facilities for loading
and unloading, the capacity would be still further
increased, and thus the advantages of the entire
elevated and loop systems utilized to their possible
maximum capacity.
If then each road should be allowed a stub-end
terminal, its rush-hour capacity could be still farther
increased, so that the only limit to the capacity of
the elevated roads of the city would be determined

westward.

The plan shown in Fig. 2, including elevation of
structure, removing and replacing track on elevated
portions, modification of stations and platforms due
to elevation; new power mechanism for interlocking
plants, necessary changes in special work and the
installation of esculators at Clark, Randolph, Quinc.y
and La Salic streets, but not including any alterations of present track or structure to reduce noise,
would cost about $500,000.
Summarized, then, my recommendations for increasirlg the capacity of the loop are as
follows,
arranged in the order of their merits in general and
in sub-classification

The
The

Electrical Fire Hazard.

of the electrical fire hazard is one
of interest and one which has an important relation
electrical construction.
Mr. William T. Benallack, who presented a paper on this subject before
the Electrical Section of the Western Society of
Engineers on March loth, is an authority in this
line, havin.g been for a number of years state inspector with the Jlichigan Inspection Bureau.
In his paper Mr. Benallack first gave an interesting sketch of the development of artificial lighting
from the time of the golden candlesticks of King
Solomon to the present day of electrical apparatus.
An important point which the author brought
out w^as the fact that w'hile the electrical man is
generally held responsible for all fires of electrical
origin, in reality a great number of these defects
are due to the property-owner himself, who insists
on cheapness of construction, and will use inferior
material against the advice of the electrician. Often,
too. in large ol^ce buildings and apartment houses
the janitor or steam engineer is expected to make
all repairs to the electric-lighting system, often with

subject

to

dire results.
^Ir. Benallack said
"During the period that I
ha\-e been folloVing up this work I have investigated about 300 electrical fires, aggregating a loss
of a "little over a quarter of a million dollars, and
in practically every case I have found that the fire
was the direct result of arcs, grounds or short-circuits developing in defective devices or improperly
installed wiring."
In justice to the fraternity he
has always advocated electricity as the safest means
of lighting, the only condition being that the equipment be installed in accordance with the National
Code.
In the paper were given numerous instances of
curious electrical fires, and lantern-slide pictures
were shown illustrating some of these.
The National Electrical Code is somewhat technical and has grown to such an extent that it is
too intricate for many to understand properly wdio
have not sufficient time to master the contents.
With this in mind Mr. Benallack compiled a fen'
simple rules which, though not intended to cover
large installations, if followed in the smaller ones,
w'ill
be found to be of great advantage in the
majority of equipments.
These rules are here
quoted:
''Service wires must, where -they enter buildings,
be supported on brackets and insulators and have
:

"An approved cut-out (fuitc) should \k provi<l«<l
iiervlcc at a point suitable (or tafc and convenient location of cui-oul.
"An approvcil main twitch should l>c provided
near as |m«^iblc to where tcr%'icc cnlcrt ind
'It
within ca»^ reach of floor, so arranged that the
entire equipment, including meter, can be ditconncctcd when necessary.
This switch should be
protected by Ihc main fuses.
"A separate branch cut-out should be providol
for each (j6o walls, i. e., the equivalent of about
II or 12 i6-candlcpower lamps, or one arc lamp.
.Ml cut-outs should \k of the plug or cflclosed
cartridge type.
It is always good practice to have
cut-rjuls assembled in groups, dejjcnding somewhat
on llie nature of buildings and placed in appros'e-l
cabinets lined with slalc, marble or one-eighih-inch
asbestos.
"For ordinary open work, wires should be mounted
on porcelain cleats or knobs, which keep the wires
at least one-half inch from the surface, wired over
and I'A inches apart. Supports to be used at least
every 3'/j feet,
"Suitable mechanical protection should be provided on all wires running on side walls, either by
a substantial boxing, wooden moldings, or preferably metal conduit.
"Flexible cord must not be run on walls or ceilings in place of wire, and is not approved in show
windows. Cord is only designed for use as a pendant and should not hang lower than a distance of
five feet from floor.
Flexible cord-drops of unnecessary length should be avoided as much as possible and kept clear of contact with wood pipes, etc.
where portable lights are required, cord especially
designed for this use can be procured.
"In all wiring, special attention should be paid
to the mechanical execution of the work.
I would
rather sec a lot of poor material well put up than
the very best approved devices installed in a careless and slipshod manner."
"I have
Speaking of theaters, the author said
inspected about 60 theaters and with the exception
of a few of the more recently constructed and those
located in the larger cities, not over 10 per cent,
would pass inspection."
Deterioration is a factor which should not be
ignored, especially in places exposed to dampness,
acid or other fumes which injure the wire or insulation.
The extent of the deterioration depends
largely on the owner.
:

Speaking of the relation between electrical men
and the inspection departments, Mr. Banallack said:
"As a rule, speaking from may own experience,
the electrical fraternity feels kindly toward the
inspection departments if for no other reason than
that the business has increased from the great
amount of repair work and remodeling that our
inspection has developed, and at the same time
inspection makes it more difficult for the
unreliable and irresponsible electrician to do busiThe only consistent grievance they may have,
if any, is due to the lack of uniformity of interpretation and enforcement of rules."
Among those taking part in the discussion of the
paper were Harold .Almert. T. R. Cravath and Mr.
efiicient

ness.

Bovd of Chicago.

COMMUNICATION.
Rock

Falls Municipal Plant Not Dis-

continued.
To

the Editor of the

Western

Electrician.

We

notice in your issue of March nth an article
the effect that the Rock Falls (111.) municipal
lightinj. plant had been dibcontinued, as it was a
This we wish to state is entirely
losing venture.
untrue and without any ground whatever. The year
ended ^lay i. 1904, showed a neat profit for the
year, and the year which will end May i. 1905, will
show a still better profit and we further state that
the plant never was in as good a financial condition
as at the present time, and that arrangements are
being made to do a larger and better business with
the city of Rock Falls as owner.
to

:

Rock

Falls.

III.,

March

O.

M. Aarvig,

J.

Superintendent.
G. LUIERICK,
Citv Collector.

11,

1905.

[The publication in the Western Electrician last
week was based on a newspaper dispatch, as therein
stated.
The newspaper referred to was the Chicago
Daily Tribune,

—

EJ).]

new company to be known as the Central Kentucky Traction Company has been incorporated by
Lexington men. who propose to build several elecThe company will also take over
tric-railway lines.
the Fayette Interurban Company and the Blue Grass
.iX

Consolidated Traction Company, Louis des Cognets.
W. Rhodes and D. F. Frazee are among- those

J.

interested.

;

;
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Cement

Central-station Design.'
By Eugene B. Clark,
Steel Company has just completed and

in

Tlie Illinois

its plant in South Chicago a
for the supply of power to its
various mills at South Chicago and at Buffington,
ten miles distant. This station contains, at the present time, two units, each consisting of a 2,000-kilothree-phase generator,
2,200-volt,
25-cycle,
watt,
direct driven by a 24 by 60 by 48-inch duplex, horiThe addizontal-vertical, cross-compound engine.
tion of two more generating imits, of a capacity of
4,000 kilowatts each, is contemplated in the near
This alternating-current station operates in
future.
conjunction with a direct-current station, which has
been in operation for some considerable time. The
two power houses are connected by means of rotary
converters.
Both stations take steam from blastfurnace boiler houses, in which the fuel is excess
blast-furnace gas. The supply of this excess gas is

placed in operation at

new power house

quite variable at times, and it is desirable, under such
conditions, to be able to shift load from one station
to the other, as desired. Such an arrangement gives
the opportunity of utilizing completely all excess
blast-furnace gas at either point.
The principal points of interest with which we are
concerned to-night deal entirely with the use of
cement in the building of this and other power
houses.
The foundations for the machinery and the building rested upon piles and were made of slag concrete, consisting of one part cement, three parts Torpedo sand, and seven parts crushed slag. The cement
used for those parts of the foundations which were
;"
not exposed was of the brand known as "Puzzolan

which were exposed. Universal Portland cement was used. The foundations were started
in the coldest weather of last winter, and the concrete, which had to be mixed with warm water and
warm sand to keep from freezing in the mixer, did
freeze immediately after being tamped into place.
Filling was used to follow up the foundations as
rapidly as they were put in place, so that the concrete was not permitted to alternately freeze and
thaw as the warmer weather came on. The result
was to obtain a thoroughly solid foundation, the
concrete setting up firmly as it gradually thawed out
About the middle of
during the spring months.
summer we tested the foundation by drilling a hole
.several feet deep into that part which had originally
for those parts

been frozen. We found that it had set up to make
an extremely solid and strong concrete.
A considerable amount of time and attention was
devoted to determining the most desirable method ()f
The power-house apparatus is
floor construction.
controlled by electrically operated switching devices.
The electrically operated switches, together with the
bus bars, control pedestals, instrument posts and
feeder panels, required the construction of galleries
at one end of the engine room for their accommodation.
Two of these galleries were built, and the

engine-room floor was used as another gallery. On
the engine-room floor were located the generator
on the first gallery were located the bus
switches
bars, the instrument posts, generator control pedeson the third gallery were
tals, feeder panels, etc.
located the feeder switches and the lightning arresttransmission line, carrying a pressure of
ers.
20,000 volts, was necessary to transmit the required
amount of power to Buffington, located ten miles
south of South Chicago. At least 4,500 kilowatts of
transformers had to be located in the power house.
It was decided to place these on the engine-room
floor, under the first gallery, constructing an isolated
transformer room for that purpose. The transformer room was isolated from the rest of the apparatus on the engine-room floor by means of a wall
about three inches thick and 17 feet high, built up
of reinforced concrete, in accordance with the method
to be described later. This wall proved, after erecas rigid,
tion, to be thoroughly solid and substantial
in fact, as would have been a masonry wall 12 inches
or 14 inches thick. It then became necessary to take
wires carrying a pressure of 20,000 volts through the
In order to
operator's position on the first gallery.
;

;

A

—

harmonize these various requirements it soon became
evident that much additional space would be required
if it should prove necessary to have the usual steel
beams in the gallery floors, inasmuch as the beams
would be in the way of the many wires which it
would be necessary to take through these floors.
These conditions pointed to the advisability of using
a floor construction of concrete slabs or of fireproof

Careful consideration of the subject proved
that, even with the comparatively long spans for
such heavy loads, the concrete construction would
be far preferable, both from the standpoint of cost
and from the standpoint of fireproofing. Experience
at the Baltimore fire had shown that properly constructed concrete floors had withstood the test of
fire and water better than any other kind of floors.
To make certain of the safety and conservatism of
the proposed design, a section of the floor, as proposed, was built and tested prior to the final decision
as to the construction of the floor for the building
and galleries. After being allowed to set 21 days
this section of floor was tested by piling pig iron
upon it to the extent of 500 pounds per square foot.
The test slab was seven inches thick and 15-foot
tile.

Marcel

times.

The advantage of using expanded metal on such
a place as a roof rested entirely in the economy of
labor in handling the material. The writer believes
the disposition of material in expanded metal to be
uneconomical and, at- times, disadvantageous. All
of that material which lies transversely to the strain
is wasted, and, furthermore, it is the writer's belief
that there is a tendency on the part of expanded
metal, when subjected to strain, to elongate the
diamond-shaped meshes and to shear off the concrete between the meshes.
The tendency to shear
the concrete would be trifling and unimportant, if,
in addition to this, there were not a tendency to
break the concrete which is always placed below the
This
expanded metal for fireproofing purposes.
lower section of concrete is generally about one
inch thick, and, being in tension, is apt to crack when
the floor is heavily loaded. After the lower section
of concrete cracks, there is a tendency for the expanded metal to shift in position, and therefore
become ineffective. This belief on the part of the
writer arises from obser\fations of heavy beams reinforced with concrete and tested to the breaking
point.
He does not mean to convey the impression
that for light beams, loaded comparatively lightly,
expanded metal is not a desirable reinforcing

We

of the concrete, provided they were properly fastened at each end. The mixture used in all the floor
construction was one part Universal Portland cement,
two parts Torpedo sand, and four parts cfushed
The shoring
limestone, one-half to one-inch mesh.
under all floors was permitted to remain 28 days
before removal.
In the engine-room floor, for the
very long spans, some floor beams were used, but in
all cases they were entirely covered with concrete, to
give thorough fireproofing.
Wherever generator pits or flywheel pits were to
be covered, such covers were made of cement castings, reinforced with expanded metal, rather than of
cast iron. These cover plates were made to exact fit
for each place as the work progressed, no drawings
being necessary. The carpenter made a small mold

These columns were covered
engine-room floor.
with expanded metal and a cement plaster to insure
against failure, in case a fire should occur, due to the
storing of inflammable materials.
It has not been
contemplated that such materials should be stored in
the basement, but it was thought wise to provide
against this contingency.
The roof of the engine house was constructed of
concrete laid in place as is usual for side-walks. In
each bay a removable wooden frame ^vas secured to
the structural roof chords in such a way as to permit
of ready removal by knocking out wedges after the
thin layer of cement mortar,
roof was in place.
consisting of cement and sand, was placed on the top
The function of this
of this woodwork support.
thin layer was to give a smooth coat for the finished
interior of the roof. The expanded metal reinforcement was laid immediately on top of this preliminary
coat and was covered with about two inches of concrete of about the same mixture as was used for the
floors.
On top of this was placed a thin layer of rich
mixture, which was given a sidewalk finish on the side
exposed to the weather. After 28 days the wooden
supports w'ere removed from the inside, by knocking out wedges, and were lowered to the engine-

A

room

floor.

The

roof,

made

in this

way, developed

1905

cracks after drying out. These cracks were filled by
pouring into them a thin grout consisting of cement
and sand. The result was to stop all leaks and
secure a roof which was cheap and thoroughly fireproof. It has the disadvantage of being heavy, however, and requires rather heavier roof trusses than
does a tile or slate roof. It is very strong, however,
and is not damaged by men w^alking upon it, or by
pieces of stone or other materials falling upon it.
The latter consideration was an important one, in
the case described, because the station is located
near blast furnaces, which, unfortunately, have the
habit of throwing stone and ore out of the top at

span, made of concrete, consisting of one part Universal cement, two parts Torpedo sand, and four
parts one-half
to
one inch crushed limestone,
reinforced with one-half-inch steel rods, spaced
five
inches apart and laid on top of No. 10
gauge e.xpanded metal placed one inch from the
bottom of the slab. Upon test, the slab collapsed
under a load of 550 pounds per square foot. An
even distrii)ution of the load over the surface was
obtained by covering the top of the slab with about
four inches of sand, upon which was piled the pig
iron.
Deflections were measured as the load increased.
The deflection at the center had risen to
about iVz inches by the time the slab failed. It was
determined that the expanded metal was comparatively' valueless for purposes of reinforcement when
used in conjunction with the ^/^-inch round rods, as
These rods
all the tension was taken by the rods.
were bent at the ends for a distance of about 10 or
12 inches through an angle of 180 degrees, thereby
insuring that they would not pull out at these points.
found that it was important that the rod should
be bent through 180 degrees, and not through 90
degrees, for those which were bent 90 degrees only
showed a very decided tendency to crack the conRound
crete at the corners and then to pull out.
rods were used in preference to twisted or notched,
or any other form of rods designed to prevent slipping or pulling out of the concrete, for two reasons.
In the first place, the round rods are far cheaper
and, in the second place, it w^as decided that nothing
was gained by preventing the rods from pulling out

of the correct size, in which the cement worker cast
his floor plate and finished it exactly as the rest of
the floor. The gallery floors were completed and the
shoring removed before any work was done on the
installation of the electrical control apparatus or the
supports therefor. Each gallery was treated as independent of the one under it, so far as support was
concerned, though, in building up the switch cells,
the bus-bar construction, and the barriers for same,
the practical result was to give additional support to
The switch
each floor from the one under it.
structure was also constructed in such a way as pracRound iron rods wera
tically to be a beam in itself.
cast into the lower part of the structure and allowed
to extend through from the first switch in the row
The result was to provide a constructo the last.
tion of the switch cells which, being in itself a beam,
would distribute the load to those points at which
the load might best be taken. In addition to this fact,
the barrier which rose from the switch cell to the
ceiling above, taken in conjunction with the lateral
barriers, all of which were built monolithically with
the wall rising from the switch structure, formed a
column of very considerable strength. It would
probably not be poor engineering to depend upon the
strength of this column, in a measure, to support the
floor above it, but in the case which is being described, this was liot done. Even though no attempt
was made to utilize the switch structure as a column,
still, the fact was taken into consideration that there
would be a natural tendency, by reason of the
presence of the switch structure, to transmit load
from one floor to the one under it, and therefore, to
impose a greater load upon the lower floor than
would be accounted for by the weight actually upon
that floor.
This effect was compensated for by giving the lowest floor additfonal supporting columns,
which were placed between the basement and the

i8,

material.

The

electrically

operated

oil

switches, which arc

mounted in a brickwork cell structure, were
mounted in a cell structure, built up of concrete.
A collapsable wooden mold was made, which was
set up in the proper position for the switch, and
was filled with concrete from the top. This mold
was built similarly to a hinged flask standing on
end, and was built large enough to allow of casting
two switches at one setting. The mold w^as properly
lined up, leveled and braced to prevent moving while
usually

tamping the concrete. The bolts for holding the
switches in place were set in the concrete of the
cell structure by means of a template on top of

'

the mold, just as foundation posts for engines are
set.
The concrete mixture was one part Universal
cement, two parts Torpedo sand and three parts
screened limestone, which would go through a threeeighths-inch mesh. After the mold was constructed
the only skilled labor required was that of the carpenter, who lined up the mold each tirhe it was
moved into -a new position. After the concrete had
set for approximately
48 hours, the mold was
stripped and again set up for the next two switches.
After all the switches of a row had been cast, and
the molds removed, the cement worker went over
them to point up any voids which might have occurred in the corners, and to give the whole structure a finished appearance. The result was a pleasing one. It was decided that the mold, which, in
this case, was built of dressed lumber, in the attempt to give a smooth and finished appearance to
the concrete work, might better have been of rough
lumber, in which case it could have been built for
about $50. In case a large number of switches were
to be built, however, the writer would recommend
the construction of a metal mold, which perhaps
would cost $100.
mold constructed of metal
would be free from liability to warp, which always
exists in the case of a wooden mold.
The wires leading from the oil switches are separated from each other by means of barriers built
up of thin slabs of concrete. The method of construction of these barriers was simple and effective.
Pipes, or one-half-inch rods, were set up and tied
together with wire in the form of the proposed
compartment construction.
light metal lath, such
as is used for plaster partitions in building construction, w^as then wired to the light framework.
cement mortar was then applied, in the same way
The cement worker became so exas the plaster.
pert in doing this class of work that he could build
these compartments more rapidb^ than a draftsman
could make the drawings for them. The bus-bar
structure was built up in the same w^ay as was the
structure for the oil switches. Where lines
cell
leave the building, or where they were run in any
horizontal position, barriers were suspended from
the ceiling by allowing a piece of metal lath to
project down at the time the floors were put in.
The barrier was plastered to this piece of lath in
the same way as just described. Where conductor
wires were taken through the floor, which, of course,
was frequently necessary, the insulators were set
into the concrete as the floor construction progressed
therefore, when the floor and switch construction
was completed the wire men had the insulators
through which the wires were to be run properly
located.
One great advantage of this form of construction rests in the economy of space which it
-'\ny brick wall must necessarily
makes possible.
be four inches thick, whereas a concrete wall may
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up only two inches

providcil it is reinIn case brick const rnction
is
employed,
forced.
partitions are desired, they must be
vvliere thin
hiiilf nf •,M;i|rifinc or marble.
Tlic concrete is just
ost cases, and is much cheaper.
as .11' Ml
iiu
In
11^ the switch cells and bus-bar striican ain ni|ii was made to secure a perfectly
lurc
l)c ])ut

1

f

1

,

iiiooth

by

linish

dressing

the

mold smooth and

iiating it with shellac, as is customary for patterns.
Ills was found to be a mistake, as the bubbles of
excess water contained in the wet mixture tended
to gather on the smooth surface anil make a rough
It was found preferable to leave
finish to the work.
the mold rough and to finish the work with a final
c

I

lloat

coat.

The generator

leads were brought from the niathree-inch bituminizcd fiber conduits, laid
Under the
floor of the basement.
ucnerator switches, they were brought from the
liasemcnt floor to the engine-room floor in a solid
i-oncrelc wall.
The lead sheathing was removed
from the cables, and additional coating, consisting
.if paper and shellac, was provided.
After allowing
.1
few d.iys for this to dry, the cables were built
into a wall of concrete.
Inasmuch as the wall was
only a few inches thick, little difficulty would he
encountered in cutting the cables out, if necessary!
in fact, Ihr..' i:iM.-; mrr cnl .ml, nmler the misIi.it
ili.'v
wiT.' improperly contaken imi".'
iliih. iili\
anil slifjhl expense were inI, III),
nected.
volved in llu: ()|jL:rali.m, and Ihcy were found to
lie in perfect condition.
In the basement no important wire or cable was permitted to be exposed.
The result is that if a fire should start in any matelial which might be stored there, it could not affect
(lie coimections
to the generators or instruments,
nor could it cause the collapse of the structure, due
lo the failure of exposed steel columns.
The instrument leads and the control wires for the switches
was originally intended
It
are buried in cement.
lo use for this purpose lead-covered cable run in
irnn-armored conduit, the latter being embedded in
ibc- floors.
It was decided later, however, to do
without the iron-armored conduit, and to lay the
cables directly in the cement floor.. For this purpose
;i
top coat of 2^ inches of cement on the floor was
allowed, in addition to the original cement floor,
which was designed to support the full loads. Of
this top dressing, two inches consisted of a mixture
if cement, sand and sawdust, in the proportions of
line of cement, one of sand and two of sawdust.
The method of installation consisted of laying the
conductor cables on the top of the original supporting floor. When all the instrument wiring was completed and tested the cables were covered and emlicjded in this mixture of sawdust-cement, and on
Ion of all was laid a one-half-incb finishing coat for
the floor. The mi.xture of sawdust-cement is soft
enough to permit of chopping a cable out at any
lime without damage to the cable or to surrounding
cables.
The repair of the floor is very simple.
Slill. the floor is perfectly solid, and, to all intents
and purposes, the same as if constructed wholly of
concrete.
The necessity for chopping out cables is
\ery remote, because, once properly installed, there
is no chance for movement or damaging of the cables.
The item of labor saved by making it unnecessary to draw into the conduit the very great
number of cables which are required for the installation of electrically controlled switching apparatus is very considerable.
The 20,ooo-volt wires which were led from the
transformer room on the first floor to the lightning arresters, and building outlets on the top gallery, were provided with thorough protection where
they passed through the operator's gallery. For
each wire a chimney was built of lo-incii bitnniinized fiber conduit.
The three chimneys carrying
the three wires of a circuit were placed close together and were surrounded with a construction of
iliincs
ni

the

in

cement

i

I

lath, covered with cement plaster.
was, to outward appearance, a rectangular column. In eft'ect. there was a thoroughly
insulated duct provided for the conveyance of each
high-tension wire, wdiich acted to entirely prevent
the possibility of an operator coming into contact
with these wires in any way.
After the installation of all apparatus and connections thereto, the cement work was given a
final finishing wash of whiting, glue and a slight
amount of dark coloring matter, the result being lo
produce a uniform natural cement color over the
whole job. It is impossible to produce this without

cxpanded-metal

The

result

some such wash, since all cement work will discolor more or less as it dries out.
The final result is a most pleasing one, not only
from engineering considerations, but from an artistic
viewpoint, as well. Not much effort was taken at
the start to lay out the work with a view to securing good architectural lines, but, even though
this was not looked to as it might have been, it
was possible,, by adding a touch here and a touch
there, to secure; some very satisfactory effects from
the point of view of appearance.
Of recent years
most large power houses are designed with a view
good architectural lines on the exterior,
whereas the interior is generally designed from an
engineering viewpoint only. The possibilities of cement construction along the lines of securing artistic and decorative interior effects, with very slight
increased cost, and without sacrificing engineering
requirements, have so far received too little consideration in many power houses.
to securing
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Foreign Trade Opportunities.

lliick,

The
.slates

lirilish

that

the

and Soulji

African

following

Ivx|Kjr(

municipalities

in

fiazcltc
British

South Africa contemplate the erection of electrical
plants:
Hcidellierg, for lighting ,-ind waterworks;
Hloemfonleiii, tramway; Imrough of King Williamstown, lighting; Greytown, near Diirlian, ligliling;
Klerksdorp, lighting; Gwelo (RhodesiaJ, lighting.
lienjamin Ilanipson and VV. VV. Cato of Durban,
Natal Colony, will apply to Parliament for a concession to build an electric railway from Hillarys
to Hellaii; estate and lo supply that region (suburb of
Durban) with electric power and light.
The Metropolitan and Cairo-Helon.in Railway

Company has received a concession for creeling
an electric plant to furnish light for the town of
Egypt.
'lire
Mansiira Electric Supply
Company h.'is been awarded the contract for the electric lighting of the town of Mansura.
The city of Turin, Italy, is to negotiate for a loan
of $4,800,000 for the purpose of erecting electric
works.
Professor Sultanow, chairman of the technical
committee for the construction of tramway lines,
examines and passes on all applications and plans
for projected street railways in Russia.
In cases
where such enterprises are projected the professor,
who is attached to the ministry of interior at St.
Petersburg, may be able to give information to parties desiring to furnish tramway construction supllelonan,

rolling stock, etc.

plies,

The municipality of Arenas de
intends to install electric lighting.

San Pedro, Spain,

The Swiss government has granted a concession
for

the building of an

electric

narrow-gauge

rail-

road from Meiringcn to Gletsch.
The Oiilean Congress has passed an act granting
$12,850,000 for new harbor works at Valparaiso
(bids are lo be handed in within the ne.xt twelve
months) and $4,465,000 is to be expended on new
harbor works in the port of Taleahuano. The Ministerio de Marina at Santiago is able to furnish particulars.

International Railway Congress.
The International Railway Congress will hold its
seventh session at Washington, D. C, next May.
Delegates from all parts of the world will be present.
These congresses are held at intervals of five
years, in the interim the affairs of the congress
being conducted by a permanent international commission of 48 members, the president of which is
Mr. Arthur Dubois, honorary director of the Belgian State Railways, and the secretary, Mr. Louis
Weissenbruch, manager of the Belgian State Railways.
The meeting place of the congress will be the
New Willard Hotel and the sessions will last from
May 3d to 13th. The congress will be divided
into five sections and numerous papers relating
to all phases of railway construction and operation
will be read.
Those on electrical subjects will be
"Electric Traction," by W. D. Young, electrical engineer of the Baltimore and Ohio railroad
Paul
Dubois, engineer of bridges and highways, (Orleans
railway, France
Ernest Gerard of the Belgian
Ministry of Railways; Victor Tremontani, engineer
electrical section, Mediterranean Railway of Italy.
Milan.
"Lighting,
Heating and Ventilation of
Trains," by Mr. C. B. Dudley, chemist, Pennsylvania railroad, and Mr. Cajetan Bano\its. ministerial councillor and superintendent of rolling stock
and motive power. Hungarian State Railways.
"Traffic Conveyed by Automobiles," by Mr. Lechelle, superintendent of transportation, Northern
Railway of France; Mr. Eugene Sartiaux, electrical
superintendent, Northern Raihvay of France, and
Mr. Keronines. principal engineer of machine shops
of La Chapelle and Hellemnes, Northern Railway
of France, and "Automatic Block System," by Mr.
C. H. Piatt, late general superintendent. Western
;

:

New York, New Haven and Hartford railand Mr. Margot, engineer, assistant to the
management, Paris, Lyons and Mediterranean rail-

District,

road,

Coal Production
The

In

1

903.

world's coal production in 1903 reached the
total of 864.000,000 long tons, of which the
LTnited States produced 319,000,000 tons, as against
230,000,000 produced by Great Britain, 160,000,000
by Germany, 39,000.000 by Austria-Hungarj', and
35,000,000 by France.
In 1902 the total production
was 789,000,000 tons and of this amount the United
States supplied 269.000,000.
The world's growth in coal production is coincident with its growth in commerce, indicating the
close connection between coal supply and industry
and transportation. Coal production has. in the last
half century, increased tenfold, and commerce more
than fourfold, the former increasing from 81,000,000
tons in 1850 to 864,000.000 tons in 1903; the latter
from $4,000,000,000 in 1850 to $22,000,000,000 in 1903.
Of the output of 319,000,000 tons by the United
States in 1903. practically the entire amount is consumed in the domestic market, as the exports of coal
Iiave averaged but about 5,500,000 tons per annum
during the last five years. The United Kingdom is
the world's greatest exporter of coal, her annual
having ranged between 35,000,000 and
exports

enormous

'

40,000,000 loin, out of a loial iiroiluct of
200,000,000 ir, lytfioofioo ton* during ilie

Ua

from
five

yean.

Census Report on Street and

Electric

Railways.
An cxlip.ustivc report on «ircct and electric railways ha* juit l)ccn published liy the Bureau of the
Census for the year ended June 30, 1002 prrjiarcd
under the supervision of Mr. W.

\f, Stewart, chief
for manufactures.
The rciwrt fa bull.-of which was issued in May, 190.1) contain* in
addition lo detailed staiislics more than 2tx> pniia
of text prepared by two expert special agcnK. Xfc
T. Comnierford Xfarlin of New York city and .Mr.
E. Dana Dnrand of the Bureau of Corporation*.
I'Villowing arc some data from the complete report
which arc of especial interest
During the 12 years from iSqo to 1902 the toLiI
.^ingle-lrack mileage for street and electric railways
increased from 8,123 to 22.577.
This increase was
due partly to the establishment of new railways, but
principally to the extension of the lines already existing.
The mileage of the electric lines increased
from 1,262 to 21,907. while there was a decrease
for the lines operated by other motive power, the decrease being from 488 to 241 miles for cable lines,
from 711 to 170 miles for steam lines, and from
s,6&
to 259 miles for lines u.sing animals for their motive
power. The average length of track per operating
company increased from 10.56 miles to 27.63 miles
during the same period.
In proportion to its area Massachusetts has much
more electric-railway mileage than any other state.
There were 66,784 cars of all classes in the
United States in 1902. Of this numlwr 60,290 were
passenger cars and 6,494 were cars used for express
and other purposes. Of the passenger cars 32,658
w^ere closed. 24,259 were open, and 3,134 were combination closed and open cars, while 239 were combination passenger and express cars.
There were
1,114 cars devoted solely to express, freight and
mail business.
The largest number of cars of all
classes for any stale was reported for New York,
the number being 14,040.
About half of all the cars in the United Slates
were equipped with heating apparatus, 19,021 being
heated by electricity and 11,138 by stoves, hot water,
or other contrivances. Many railways, however, have
two sets of cars one for use in summer and the
other in winter— so that in winter the proportion
of the cars in operation equipped with heating apparatus is larger than these statistics would at first
glance indicate.
The report shows also that 62,369 cars, or 93.4
per cent, of the total number, were lighted,
55,703
bcni'g furnished with electric light.
The total number of passengers carried was
5,836,615.256. of which 1.062,403,392, or 18.2 per rentwere transfer passengers. The average number of
rides per inhabitant advanced from 32 in 1890 to
63
in 1902 for the country as a whole, while the advance for the urban population was from 98 to l68.
The proportion of rides to the total population is
greatest in the District of Columbia, where the
whole population is urban, and is next greatest in
Massachusetts, while New York ranks third.
California has the highest proportion of rides to the
urban population, largely as a result of the hilly
streets in San Francisco, which compel general resort to this method of travel.
The average number of salaried officials and
clerks employed by the street-railway companies
of the LTnited States in 1902 was 7,128 and the average number of wage-earners was 133,641. The salaries paid amounted to $7,439,716 and the wages to

slatislician
Iln

—

The wages alone formed 56.8 per cent.
of the total operating expenses of the street-railway
companies.

$80,770,449.

One passenger was killed for every 18,015,894
fare passengers carried, and one was injured for
every 178,876 passengers. The rate of accident for
the wage-earners was one killed out of
1,095 and
one injured out of 36.
This rate is verj- much
lower than the rate for steam railroads, for which
one employe out of every 401 was killed and one
out of every 24 was injured.
The report gives some interesting illustrations of
the extent to which the outer areas of cities have
increased through the development of the street railway. For instance, the population in Manhattan

Borough of New York citv increased from 1.441,216
in 1S90 to 1,850,093 in 1900, or 40S.877.
Of this increase 231,556, or considerably more than one-half,
took place in that part of the island King north of
Eighty-sixth Street, the population iii tiiis section
having practically doubled during the decade. This
district is situated about seven miles from the southem extremity of the cit}-. and the great majority of
its breadwinners do business downtown and
make
daily use of the street railwavs.

The Public Service Corporation is promoting a
in the New Jersey state Legislature, which, if
approved, will authorize a rapid-transit line to be
bill

between New York and Newark. N. J., part
of the line to be a subway in the bed of the Morris
Canal, near Newark, if certain rights can be acquired. High-speed trains will be used on this line.
built

;
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the Farmer Should Have a Telephone.

Why

In the rural districts of the United States the
telephone is fast becoming a necessity to the farmer
and the farmer's wife. In a little pamphlet entitled "A Little More Light," issued by the EwmgMerklc Electric Company of St. Louis, among other
things there are given a number of reasons why
the farmer should be in possession of a telephone.
The reasons are here given and they serve to show
the many ways in which the telephone may become a
real source of pleasure and profit to people in the

country.

saves time, "horseflesh" and money, making
many trips to the village unnecessary.
2. It gives the farmer all the advantages of his
village neighbor by placing him in communication
and easy access of all.
doctor night or day, saving the
3. It calls the
time that may often mean life or death.
4. It orders supplies from his hardware or irnplement dealer sent out by parties coming in his direction, and in urgent cases by special messenger, saving the time which to the farmer in seedtime and
harvest means many dollars.
when5. It gives him the daily weather reports
ever he cares to inquire, enabling him to avoid loss
of crops by storm and the opportunity of planning
his work accordingly.
6. It enables him to take every advantage of the
market in the sale of his grain, and his grain buyer
In this alone
is ever ready to keep him informed.
he can save more than the cost of his telephone every
1.

It

year.
7. It enables him to call up his grocer and sell
and vegetables before they leave the
farm, receiving therefor an average price far in
excess of what he would receive were he compelled
to accept what is offered in a congested market.
8. It places him in direct contact with the postoffice in the event of important mail, forming an
important adjunct to his rural-delivery privileges,
g. It sells his stock to the local shipper for more
than the market price "in order to fill up the car,"
and enables him to deliver it in prime condition,
with the least possible shrinkage.
10. It enables him to plan his work during hai'vest and threshing when "exchange work" is necessary, and many delays from breakdowns in securing
supplies are prevented.
11. It places him in direct communication with
his town and county officials, whose representative
capacity enables them to more fully serve his in-

his butter, eggs

ests.
12.

It

gives

him

keeps

his

social

happenings

local

the

important

daily

fully informed
his neighborhood.

newspaper
in

news and
of

the

oversteps storms and snowdrifts and brings
to him assistance in time of need.
14. It renders fire protection and is the best thiof
catcher in the world.
15. It is protection to wife and daughters against
the importunities of tramps and vagabonds and
gives a security nothing else can.
16. It finds the strayed cattle, returns the lambkin to the fold and becomes the shepherd of the
neighborho'od.
17. It gives his family church and social privileges
they cannot enjoy without It, while his rural neighbors are always within "talking distance" though
many miles apart.
13. It

18. It affords his family, and especially his young
people, the social converse so essential to their happiness, making home more attractive and therefore
more enj oyable.
19. Over it he discusses business, politics and religion, debates "ways and means" with his neighbors, arranges picnics and club outings, school meetings and roadwork in fact the thousand and one
advantages where distance is annihilated. It makes
rural life the most Ideal of all life, brings the whole
country within the confines of a neighborhood and
bestows upon the farmer many, if not all, the privileges of his city kinsmen.
It is the most valuable

Ohio Telephone Notes.

panies are to be pledged to use the Bell instruments
and connect with the Bell Long-distance lines, but
otherwise the companies are largely owned by local
people.
In this way they expect to stand upon the
same ground the Independents occupy, and thus
attempt to make their foothold a little firmer than
it
has been. The officers of the company are as
follows:
President. L. V. French; vice-president,
F. F. Dowds
secretary and treasurer, F. H. Hutsberger. Mr. French is manager of the Bell exchange at Delaware, Ohio. The new company will
build lines in the northern part of Knox County
;

and

In

surrounding

telephones which have been maintained for some
time for private business purposes.
The Pioneer Telephone Company of Union Furnace has been incorporated with a capital stock of
A. F. Woodward and others are interested.
$2,000.
Reorganization plans for the Citizens' Telenhone
Company of Batavia have been perfected. The old
common stock will be retired by the issue of $75,000
of six per cent, preferred and an equal amount of
common stock. Afterward $25,ooo'of the preferred
stock will be put upon the market. The remaining
$25,000 stock will be held as treasury stock. The
company operates lines in Hamilton and Clermont
counties, with W. T. Fee as manager.
The meeting of the third district of the Ohio
Independent Telephone Association was held at
Zanesville on March ist, with 65 persons present.
The following papers were read and discussed:
"The Best Method of Advertising," by A. C. Davis,
manager Marietta and Parkersburg Telephone ComStandardize the Directory, and
pany; "Shall

We

How

Be Published?" by H. Doudna.
manager the Belmont Telephone Company; "Farm
Line Development; How Can It Best Be Accomplished?" by S. C KIssner, manager Coshocton CitiIn the 12 counties of
zens' Telephone Company.
Often Should

district there are 45 Independent companies,
with 4,571 stockholders, operating 19,017 telephones,
B.
in comparison with 7,173 Bell telephones.
J.
Rhodes was re-elected vice-president of the district
and was also made delegate to the National conDelegates to the state convention were
vention.

chosen.
An increase from $10,000 to $25,000 in the capital
stock of the Crooksville Telephone Company of
Crooksville was made at the annual meeting, held
Following are the officers elected
a few days ago.
vicePresident J. B. Rhodes
at the same time
;

Indiana Telephone Items.
The Northwestern Telephone Company has been
incorporated with a capital of $10,000 and proposes
building an exchange in Chesterton and telephone
A. G. Taylor,
lines
throughout Lake Count\^
Charles Thompson and H. E. VInnege are among
the

creased

NEW COMPANIES.
(111.)

F. E. Bundy have
Mutual Telephone

Company.
G. R. Couchj J. F. Posey and F. M.
incorporated as the Haskell Telephone
Haskell, Texas. The capital of the

Morton have

Comoany
company

of

The Watervllle (N. Y.) Telephone Company,

to

is

$10,000.
-

serve Oneida County, has been incorporated with a
of $25,000. The local directors are I. D.
Brainerd, M. W. Terry and S. W. Goodwin.

capital

Among

the companies which have recently been

incorporated in the state of Kansas are the following-named telephone companies
Limestone Farmers' Telephone
Company, lona, $5,000; Pleasant
Plain Telephone Company, Brownell, $50,000; Preston Mutual Telephone Company. Preston, $5,000;
Farmers' L'^nion Telephone Company. Inka, $8,000
Rural Telephone Association, MinneapoUs, $6,000.
:

Incorporators.
its

capital stock

in-

from $2,500

1905

Cities

their poles are all the Legislature enacted that in any
affects telephone companies.
S.

way

Telephone News from the Northwest.
The Clearwater (Minn.) Telephone -Companv has
made connections with

completed a system and has
the Northwestern toll lines.

The Northeastern South Dakota Telephone AssoIt conciation met at Brookings, S. D., March ist
sists of the owners of eight exchanges of cities of
that neighborhood, and a rural line at Brookings.
President. P. R. Crothers of
Officers elected were
Hetland vice-president, C. E. Pope of Estelline;
secretary and treasurer. L. F. Lundy of Castlewood.
The West Wisconsin Telephone Company of Glenwood. Wis., will build a toll line to connect with
the Hammond lines, giving connection with the
Independent lines of St. Croix and Pierce counties; also with the Independent lines to St. Paul,
:

;

Minneapolis and Duluth.
The Fulton Rural Telephone Company of Fulton,
S. D., has been formed to build rural lines.
H. P. McConnell of Benson, Minn,, is promoting
the construction of farmers' telephone lines into
Benson.
Mil ford, Iowa, will vote on March 27th on granting a 25-year franchise to the Midland Telephone

Company.
The Torah (Minn.) Telephone and Improvement

Company has been Incorporated to install a local
telephone and electric-light system and a waterworks system.
The Wisconsin Telephone Company will make
improvements to its exchange in Oshkosh, Wis., to
cost $I2,0C0.
It

is

understood that the Twin City Telephone
will build a local exchange at Excelsior,

Company

Minn., and other points on Lake Minnetonka. in
competition with the Northwestern Telephone Ex-

change Company.
The Bronson (Iowa)
articles

filed

of $5,000.
holders.

Telephone

Company

has

of incorporation, with a capital stock
G. Smith heads the list of stock-

M.

The Mid-western Electric Company has purchased the Davis County telephone system, with the
main exchange at Bloomfield, Iowa. The price paid
was

R.

$37,000.

Telephone Extensions

in

Mexico.

The government of the state of Sinaloa will construct a telephone line between Cullacan and the
port of Ma^atlan.
It has also decided to extend
the state system of telephone lines to a number of
towns in the northern part of the state.
Juan Woessner of Saltillo, who owns a concession which he obtained from the Mexican government for the construction of an extensive system of
long-distance telephone lines in Northern Mexico,
says that the line between Torreon and San Pedro

He is now
and Durango will soon be finished.
installing an exchange at San Pedro and will soon
one at Durango.
The line between Torreon
and San Pedro is already completed. The distance
between Torreon and Durango is about 175 miles.
Mr. Woessner says that he will extend the line from
San Pedro to Monterey, a distance of about 160

install

He now has about 400 telephones in use in
Gomez Balacio, LaVdo and upon the ranches
of that section, and proposes to extend to many
other towns in the states of Coahuila, Nuevo Leon

miles.

Torreon.

and Durango.
T. F. Maguire, general manager of the Mexican
Telephone Company, recently made a trip of inspection of the company's exchanges at Montere}', Tampico, Progreso, Merida and other towns.
He says
that many improvements will be made In all these

A

new switchboard is being installed at
Monterey. The Monterey exchange now has about
900 subscribers. About-t?o,oco feet of new cable is
also to be Installed at Monterey.
Esteban Arreola will install a telephone sj'^stem at
H.
Zapotlan.
places.

The Liberty Center Telephone Company has

to $25,000 for
the purpose of extending its lines, installing modern equipments and Improving the entire system.
James P. Morrisey is president and E. M. Collier

life.

W. West and

;

:

president, H. A. Skidmore secretary, William Harris; treasurer, J. L, Bennett.
The Supreme Court has refused to grant a rehearing In the case of the city of Toledo against
the Toledo Home Telephone Company, in which
the question of the authority of the Probate Court
to fix rates was decided in favor of the company.
The Eastwood Telephone Company of Elmore has
been incorporated with a capital stock of $50,000
by J. E. Steinkamo and others.
The Unity Township Telephone Company of East
Palestine has been incorporated with a capital stock
of $8,cco by J. F. Johnston, M. W. Beyer and others.
Material began to arrive in Columbus last week
for the new automatic switchboard of the Citizens'
Telephone Company, and workmen went to work at
once setting It up. It is expected the new plant
C.
will be In operation by June ist.

to rural

J.

It

this

investment he can make, pays for itself many times
every year and when once Installed will make
itself so indispensable as to remain a fixed adjunct

C. C. Luttrell,

territory.

The Cincinnati and Suburban Bell Telephone
Company is negotiating with the Zumstein Livery
and Cab Company of Cincinnati for the 125 private

18,

and Towns law recently enacted by the
Legislature puts no limitation on the length of
franchises that boards of works or city councils may
grant to telephone and telegraph companies.
As
the bill was originally drawn it limited franchises
This law and a law giving telephone
to 25 years.
or hydraulic companies power to condemn land for

The

The Ohio Bell Telephone Company of Mt. Vernon has been incorporated with a capital stock of
This is said to be one of 75 Bell com$20,000.
panies to be organized in Ohio. The small com-

—

incorporated as the Bruce

March

secretary.

The Eckerty, Cannelton ^nd Branchville Telephone Company has applied for a franchise to enter
Tell City.

Central Union Telephone Company has petitioned for permission to construct conduits for Its
The
wires in the business section of Richmond.
plan is arousing considerable opposition. The council takes the ground that conduits when constructed
should be controlled by the citv and be used iointlv
by all the wire companies. The Home Telephone
Company is opposed to the plan at present, but
assures the council that in a year or so It will join
The
In the construction of a joint conduit svstem.
petition is not likely to receive favorable action at

The

present.

The Mutual Telephone Company

of Shelbyvilje

Is

EXTENSIONS AND IMPROVEMENTS.
I. D. Clarke of the Independent TelcDhone Company, Columbus, Neb., saj-s that long-distance connections will soon be made with Lincoln and Omaha.

Long-distance lines of the Fort Worth Telephone
Company, Fort Worth, Texas, have recently been
extended" to Adell, Advance, Agnes. Anthen, Azlc,
Boyd. Carter, Cundiff, Gibtown, Groveland, Hartford, Jacksboro, Joplin, Knob, Mineral Wells, -Opal,
Peaster, Poolville. Roberts. Reno, Sebro, Veal Station,

Weatherford and Whitt.

The York Telephone Company

considering an extensive improvement. An electrical
engineer is at work preparing plans and specifica-

benefit of the business

an entire new plant, which
derground automatic system.

and

tions for

will

be an un-

Is

making extensive

improvements between York, Pa., and Red Lion.
Another cable of 40 wires has been strung for the

men of the latter place. The
is popular In the territory it serves
business outlook for the future is encour-

York company
Its

March

1

8,
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Recovering Tin Scrap and Slag.
By CwiROE

l<-I,|,lK,n'-

Kan.

Telcp'.ioni' Conipaiiy has
with headquarters at Bostwick,

V.illcy

incoriJoralcd,

The Independent Telephone Company
for a franchise

operate

lo

its

system

has applied

American

at

Fork, Utah.

I

Artlnir Ilavvkinson lias purchased the business of
he Westmoreland Telephone Company at West-

phone Company.

The Dover and Kiel Rural Telephone Company
of Kingfisher, Okla., has been incorporated with a
capital stock of $5,000.
Citizens of Maeleay, Ore., have organized for
the purpose of installing a telephone system in that

jolm Craig

is

president of the organization.

The Elk Mountain Mutual Telephone Company
Steamboat
a

profitable

Springs,

capital

of

Colo., has been
$37,500 by Archie

of

incorporated

Wither and

others.

The Home Telephone Company

of Rockford, III.,
considering the installation of an automatic sysof telephones. E. W. Brown was recently
elected president of the company.
is

tem

Property on Light Street, Baltimore, Md., has
been purchased by the Chesapeake and Potomac
Telephone Company (Bell), on which will be
erected a telephone exchange and office building.

The Bethel Telephone Company

of Eugene. Ore.,

intends to construct a telephone line from Eugene
to Bethel and will extend lines to other points a.s
Mark T. Fleming, Charles K. Conipp and
desired.

M. A. Bitgood

increased in this country, and tin scrap is frequently
reported in New York at $5 a ton. Considerable

and scrap are purchased in
city for export for the recovery plants of
France and Germany, and, owing to this competition of foreign buyers, prices arc much higher than

supplies of tin cuttings

The county commissioners at Spokane, Wash.,
have granted a franchise to the Mica Creek Tele-

with

tin

erected in this country and Europe indicate
exploitation of this comparatively new
The demand for the raw material has steadily

slag

field.

moreland, Kan.

town,

scrap and slag by the electrolytic method is rapidly developing into an indusrepresents investments of considerable
try
that
amounts, and works for treating both scrap and

The recovery of

Neb.

but

Walsh.

E.

are

members

of the company.

that

formerly.

The

depends upon a number of
considerations, the chief of which is the relative
cost of electric current and the market for byproducts. In the treatment of tin scrap it has been
found that the average of only 3.5 per cent of tin
The result
is recovered and 96.5 per cent, of iron.
is
that much more ferrous sulphate is produced
than metallic tin. At present the market for ferIn the ordinary
rous sulphate is not extensive.
recovery process it takes nearly 30 tons of scrap
to produce one ton of metallic tin, while some 70
tons of crystalline ferrous sulphate are produced.

With

telephone line to connect the smelter and different
Phil flead, a prominent elecat Velardena.
trical engineer of Torreon, has secured the contract.
a

mines

Considerable trouble has been caused the Michigan
State Telephone Company by the presence of an
illuminating gas in its conduits. Recently three
manhole covers were blown off by the explosion of
this gas, the effects of which were felt for several

good market for the

a

value.

The amount of

wasted each year in our
large cities
enormous, but improved methods of
collecting the tin cans and other tin scrap are gradWith better systems
ually eliminating this waste.
of collection and distribution of scrap cuttings, the
tin scrap

is

of the

profits

raw material

New York

be reduced, so that
waste of a large

will

The

be enhanced.

will

like

The

different

is

recovery processes

electrolytic

for

treating tin-scrap cuttings and slag are covered by

patents in the different countries, but

many

of

them

differ so slightly that descriptions of details are often

One

the

of

early

tin-scrap-recovery

was started in the suburbs of London in
and was operated under the Claus process until

factories

The organization of the Cumberland River Telephone Company has been completed, the company
proposing to construct a telephone line from Barbourville, Ky., to Keely, Tenn.
John Woodward
is president and general manager and T. R.
Benjamin, secretary and treasurer.

Dr. W. T. Crawford, J. R. Kennedy and others
of Fresno, CaL, are interested in a project to cotistruct an Independent telephone line in Fresno
County. It is proposed to run a line to Lone Star,
Oleander and eventually to Easton and five miles
south of the Wild Flower road.

The Mount Burney Rural Telephone Company

of

Burney Valley, Cal., has filed articles of incorporation at Redding, Cal.
There are 40 members of
the corporation, all residents of Burney Valley and
Fall River Valley.
The object of the company is
to maintain a telephone line from Montgomery
Creek to Pittville, with branches through Hat
Creek and Grass Valley, Cal.

MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS.
The Stromberg-Carlson Telephone Manufacturing
Company has closed contracts for switchboards, to
be placed at Ames, Iowa
Libertv, 111.
Davkins,
;

;

Neb.; Higginsville, Mo.; Ashton. Ill; Sheffield, III;
Walnut, 111.; Lamoille, III, and Buffalogap, S. D.

At the annual meeting of the Strowger Automatic
Telephone Company two changes were made in the
board of directors. F. Siegel succeeded his brother
and C. C. Wheeler succeeded A. G.
J. Siegel
Wheeler, Jr., the latter having moved to New
York. The directors, after the stockholders' meetelected officers as follows:
President, J. L.
vice-president, C. C. Wheeler; treasurer,
F. Siegel: assistant treasurer, Sanford F. Harris:
secretary, M. Sello.

1S98,

concern

counted

for

its

electrolytic

non-success.

Such

as

impurities

and antimony, when they occurred in the
.As a
tin, had to be removed by a second process.
good portion of tin scrap contains these impurities,
it was really necessary to pass the tin through another bath of hydrochloric acid and hyposulphite
of soda to precipitate the arsenic and antimony in
the form of sulphides.
The factor.v operating under
this process had sufficient available supply of tin
scrap gathered from the city of London, but it could
not satisfactorily demonstrate its value.
At Essen, Germany, one of the largest and most
successful tin-scrap factories has been in successful
operation for a number of years. This plant is

known

as

and

operated under the Goldschmidt patents ob-

is

tained
total

the

Goldschmidt Tin Recovery Works,

America. The
capacity of the w^orks today is over 15,000
in

Germany, England

and

tons of scrap a year, or nearly 50 tons a da}'. The
supply of tin scrap is collected systematicallv all
over Germany for this factory and delivered directly to the plant

by railroad

plant for operating the
well

equipped

for

works

cars.
is

of

The generating
modern type and

producing current

at

low

cost.

In the Essen tin-recovery plant the alkaline p'rocess
of treating the scrap
eral alkaline

Kesner;

factories,

Electric Telephone Company has
just shipped an additional increase of capacity consisting of one section of multiple switchboard for
the Independent exchange at Springfield, Mo. This
is the second increase made since the original installation.
The Springfield company reports a brisk
demand for telephones, and it became necessary to
increase the capacity of the switchboard a full section.
The Independent Telephone Company of Topeka, Kan., has also recently ordered an additional
equipment of private branch-exchange switchboards
from the American Electric Telephone Company,
the Topeka company having secured the contracts
for equipping most of the hotels in that city with
this class of service.

failed.

arsenic

ing,

The American

The

bath in this
process was composed of sulpho-stannate of sodium,
and the tin scrap was used as the anode. There was
a fatal defect in this method, which probably acthe

is

employed.

electrolytic processes

There are

sev-

used in different

and most of them have some secret meth-

ods v/hich are not given to the public. This is the
case with the Germany plant at Essen. What little
is known of the process is that sodium hydrate is
used for the electrolyte, and the tin scrap forms
the anode in the usual

manner.

The

tin

scrap

is

placed in a huge receptacle or basket, and current
of varying power is turned on to dissolve the tin

and

iron.

When tin scrap is used as the anode in a bath of
sodium hydrate, the usual amount of current employed is 10 amperes at nl^ volts to deposit ir.12
grammes

of tin per hour.

In this process the elec-

trolyte can be used continuously for a considerable

time without renewal. The accumulation of impurities in the sodium-hydrate solution is very slow,

one

is

thai

difficulty

[lanly

offietf

Uie

amount

of the

In the diflferenl acid processes of recovering tin
amount of current used is not necessarily
much larger, but the electrolyte must be renewed

scrap, the

The acid is used up in dissolving the iron, and chloride or solution of ferrous
sulphate is obtained. So long as this product is
not in general demand for commercial or industrial
purposes, the acid process of tin recovery must prove
of less value than the alkaline. According to the
average estimate of a number of plants employing
the sodium-stannalc solution for the electrolyte, it
takes about 2,500 kilowatt-hours to yield one metric
ton of pure tin. If the cost of the current is low, the
expense of producing a ton of pure tin from scrap
should represent from 10 to 15 per cent, of the
market value of the metal.
Several of the tin-recovery plants in Austria and
Germany use the alkaline process, but various soluafter each process.

tions are employed for the electrolyte.
In some of
them hot caustic-soda solution is employed for the
electrolyte, the solution usually being from 10 to 20
per cent, strong and heated at a temperature of
60 to 70 degrees Centigrade. With a current of
8co amperes at eight volts, from 10 to 12 tons of
scrap could be treated in a week. The scrap and

cuttings are used as anodes after being placed
iron boxes, with thin iron plates for the

tin

tin

generally sufficient to keep
a plant in operation the year round, and the cost of
carting direct to the factory within the limited territory should make first cost of raw material small.
city

unnecessary.

blocks.

latter, the tin-scrap-re-

covery factories would instantly prove of great commercial

cost

The Mexico American Mining and Developiuent
Company of Torreon, Mex., intends to construct

future of the tin-scrap-rccovcry industry by

the electrolytic process

there

cheap cost of current and eleclrolytc IntK Thi»
arises from, the peculiar tprmgy character of the lin
deposits.
When deposited In this form a good deal
of work is required 10 prepare it for the market
The lin must first he subjected lo mechanical prc»•urc in stamps or presses, and then melted. The
melting must be performed in a vacuum or in a
chamber filled with some inert gas. .So difficult ii
this process of refining and working into marketable
shape that some of Ihc lin, in Ihc form of oxide, ii
lost.
Sometimes this loss of oxide is 10 per cent

in

flat

The

cathodes.
in
flat

tin

obtained

way

in this

generally

is

powdery form, which later must be pressed into
cakes, and used in a second vat, in which chloride

or sulphate stannate is used for the electrolyte, The
tin deposits are then in a more dense and solid

which can be

state,

The

ingots.

first

finally

and cast into

melted

process merely dissolves the tin

and does not attack the

iron.

In the Garcia process of tin recovery no electric
current is employed, but there is no account of this
ever ha\-ing proved commercially profitable. The
tin is dissolved by using a pure solution of ferric

By immersing the scrap in hot ferricchloride solution for three minutes, the tin is disbut after that the solution has to be filtered
and carbolic acid and sulphuric acid added. Then,
chloride.

solved

;

by the electrolytic process, with carbon and lead
anodes and cathodes, the pure tin deposits are obtained.
These are then washed with water and petroleum, and finally cast into ingots. The process
appears somewhat clumsy and intricate, and a London company formed to operate under the Garcia
patents failed several years ago, without commercially proving the value of the process.
In utilizing any of the electroI}*tic processes for
the recovery of tin slag a good deal of trouble has
been experienced, and a number of failures recorded. A number of small recover>- plants have
been in operation In Germany and Austria, and, apparently, they are profitable.

One

of the

first

at-

tempts to use sulphuric acid for recovering tin was
made In France a number of years ago. Several
German patents cover this and similar processes.
The scrap tin was packed in wooden baskets or
crates, and then iminersed in the electrolyte of dilute
sulphuric acid and tin sulphate. The proportion of
these two is about one In 10. Tinned copper sheets
were used as cathodes, while the tin scrap formed
the anode.
With an electromotive force of 1.9 volts
and nine amperes of current the iron and tin were
dissolved in the electrolyte. The electrolyte could
be used for nearly two months before it became so
saturated with ferrous sulphate that its renewal was
necessary-.

In

treating

tin

electrolytic process
acid.

After

being

slag
is

as

raw material

employed with

dissolved

from the solution by

the

a

similar

dilute sulphuric

tin

is

recovered

electrolytic deposition.

But by

process the loss In tin is still quite pronounced.
slliclous slag residue carries a certain amount
of tin with it, but by a process of using this for
the hearths of the smelting furnaces the tin enters
the process again at another stage. The treatment
this

The

of the granulated tin slag can be carried on with
success where the silicious slag residues can be employed over again In this w^ay.
Although it Is doubtful if permanent success can
be attained by using any of the acids of mixtures
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2l6
acids

of

electrolytes

as

until

ferrous

sulphate

or

chloride can be commercially sold on a large scale,
other processes
it is interesting to note some of the
"experimented with acid electrolytes. One of these

processes

is

known

as

the Gelstharpe method,

and

in England for a time with fair
As in the former case, where sulphuric
was employed, the scrap and cuttings were
packed in wooden crates and immersed in an elecit

was employed

success.

acid

trolyte

bath of

1.25

per cent,

solution

of

hydro-

To this was further added an infinamount of sulphuric acid to increase the
The cathode was composed of
electrolytic process.
tinned sheets. The tin was deposited and then
washed for melting and casting in ingots. Special
chloric acid.

nitesimal

furnace designs were made to save time and money
process of melting. In the Manchester
this
in
(England) recovery plant using this process a direct-current dynamo of 1,500 amperes at five volts
was employed. This dynamo, however, supplied current not only for the electrolytic process, but for

-

four stripping tanks and the depositing plant. As
in all the other acid processes, the iron remaining
after the tin was recovered, had to be worked up
into crystalline ferrous sulphate, which, with a very
small valuation as a by-product, barely paid for
the extra work of preparing it for market.
With the alkaline electrolytic process for recovering tin from scrap and slag steadily developing, it
is likely to add a good deal to the valuation of
waste tin and slag. Several new plants have been
established in

country, Germany and England
from waste by some of the alkaprocess is cheap and not inan adjunct to tinning plants and

this

for recovering tin
line

processes.

•

.

,

cost.

No

country in the world uses more canned goods
than our own, and the waste tin scrap obtained
from this source, if it could be systematically and
profitably collected, would be sufficient to keep a
score of tin-recovery plants in active operation all
round. The more general collection and
separation of tin articles from the waste and sweepings of our large cities are gradually making the
difficulties of obtaining regular supplies of tin scrap
by factories less apparent. The purchase of such
the year

direct from city street-cleaning departments
should prove of advantage to the cities and the tinrecovery plants. The cost of transporting the tin
scrap any great distance by rail or boat practically
precludes any but local recovery plants utilizing the

scrap

Extensive Plans

in

Baltimore.

Financial writers report that the filing of the mortgage of $47,500,000 by the Baltimore Electric Power
Company discloses the financial plan and other details in connection with the building of the new electric light and power plant under the franchise given
to the Maryland Telephone and Telegraph Company. The mortgage is made to the Northern Trust
Company of Philadelphia, and covers an issue of

34-year five per cent, gold bonds. The proceeds of
the bonds will be used to build the new plant, to
retire first-mortgage bonds, to retire general mortgage bonds of the Maryland company, to retire
ground rents, and for the extension of electric power
The mortgage is a first lien
afid telephone plants.
on the new electric-Hght and power plant and a lien
after the other bonds of the Maryland Telephone
Company. These latter bonds will be retired. The
Baltimore Electric Power Company absorbs the
Maryland Telephone and Telegraph Company, as 85
per cent, of the $1,000,000 of capital stoock of that
company goes under the new mortgage. The Baltimore Electric Power Company has a capital stock
of $2,500,000. making in all a capitalization of
$ro,ooo,ooo. covering both the electric power and
telephone properties.

in
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CORRESPONDENCE.

Spain.

At

the beginning of the year 1904 telegraph lines
Spain had reached the extent of 18,176 miles of
overhead wires, 65 miles of cables and 2,044 niiles of
submarine cables. There were 850 government stations, 572 pertaining' to railroad companies but maintained for public service, 167 municipal stations, 17
private, and, strangely enough. 12 semaphores.
The
personnel of the service consisted of 133 superiors,
2,019 subordinates and 90S assistants.
During the
year 1904 the number of domestic messages of all
kinds reached a total of 3,549,978, and the foreign
messages,
received
and transmitted, numbered

New

in

1,293,911.

Public telephones installed by private companies

numbered 15,003 at the beginning of 1904, of which
52 were central, 27 branch and 14,924 subscribers
instruments. The public telephone lines directed by
the government were ten in number, comprising 676
stations, distributed in the towns of Cordoba, Murcia,
Oviedo, Gijon, Mieres, Pola de Siero, Sama, Trubia
and Leon. There were: 13 long-distance lines, with
stations at Madrid, Segovia, San Ildefonso, Alcala
de Henares, Guadalajara, Escorial, Jetafe. Toledo,
Oviedo, Mieres, Pola de Siero, Sama and Trubia.
Official telephone lines, seven in number, were also
established at Avila, Bilbao, Madrid, San Sebastian,
Segovia, Tortosa and Vich and comprise, besides
centrals, 187 installations.
There were 1,096 private
lines with 2.138 stations.
The total number of telephone installations operating in Spain at the close
of 1903 w^as 17,349Receipts derived from both domestic jnd foreign
telegraph services were $759.9Qi and $316,648, respectively, while the receipts from the telephone
service were $125,373, making the total proceeds to
the treasury from these two sources $1,202,012.

The

and as
mines a recovery factory should prove profitable.
The amount of current used is comparatively small
and the number of workmen needed limited to only
The chief trouble is to secure the suppHes
a few.
of raw material at little cost. MTiere the local supply is sufficient to keep the plant going continuously
the question of profits is easily answered. At present tin scrap is collected at some of our seaport
cities and shipped to Germany for use in the recovery plants, and apparently this can be done successfully so as to leave a margin for profits. Until
there was a home demand for such tin scrap the
cost of the raw material was only a little more than
that paid for shipping and for labor in collecting
Competition, however, has sent the
the- material.
price of tin scrap up to such figures that both Ger-many and England are finding it more difficult to
secure raw supplies from abroad at reasonable cost.
Several plants that formerly depended upon supplies
of scrap gathered from the Atlantic seaboard have
shut down in recent years because of their inability
to secure tin scrap in satisfactory, quantities and
tricate,

Telegraphs and Telephones

(In

four

numbers). By Norman H. Schneider. New York:
Pp (4^4 by 7^4
Spon & Chamberlain.
1905.
inches). 88, 59, 72 and 63, with 54, 30, 217 and 59
respectively.

Price, 25

cents each.

Electricity applied
to everyday practical work is
dealt with in these four little books, and for those
who desire to spend their spare moments in the construction of simple electrical devices the books- will
be found useful. "The Study of Electricity for Beginners " (No. i) gives a short review of the primary laws of electricity in terms understandable by
the layman. Mathematics are avoided as far as possible and examples are given, worked out in simple
arithmetic.
Number 2 describes the dry battery, its
construction and the various uses to which it may
be put, such as bell work, Christmas-tree lighting
and the like. Number 3 is devoted entirely to wiring diagrams of circuits- met with in common applications of electricity from the wiring of telephones,
automobiles and motors in general to that of space-

telegraph apparatus. The last book. No. 4, tells how
to connect electric bells, annunciators and alarms and
intended for the use of those who desire to install
their own apparatus of this sort and to be able to
No apr
locate and remedy any trouble affecting it.
paratus is described which is not readily procurable.
Altogether the series contains a large amount of
data prepared in a manner to make it useful in
work of a practical nature.
is

Gigantic Freq^uency-changer at Shawinigan Falls in Operation.

A

brief descriptioji was given in the Western Electrician last week of the gigantic frequency-changer
installed at the plant of the Shawinigan Water and
Power Company. The big machine has since been
put in operation and some additional facts concernThe total length is 30 feet,
ing it are here given
and the motor and the generator are each 15 feet
high.
The total weight is 500,000 pounds or 250
The middle pedestal alone weighs 34,000
tons.
pounds. The motor has 10 poles, each weighing
2,200 pounds, and the generator 20 poles, each weighing 1,300 pounds. These poles, aggregating 48.000
pounds, revolve at 300 revolutions a minute.
The
:

motor rotor weighs 72,560 pounds and the generator rotor 76,700 pounds. The section of the shaft
between the two weighs 12,000 pounds. The bottom half of the motor stator weighs 54,000 pounds
and the bottom half of the generator stator 42,000
pounds. Nine railway cars were required to transfer
the material. The set Is composed of a 7,500-horsepower motor, driving a 5,300-kilowatt generator,
and approximates 14,600 horsepower.
Writing of commercial and industrial conditions
Germany, Consul H. W. Harris at Mannheim,
says
'Tn face of extensive improvements
in the steam-railway lines of this district during the
last year there is a singular backwardness in electric-railway building, especially in suburban and
interurban lines.
State-railway ownership and the
in

Germany

:

in securing charters for private railways
part caused this backwardness in electricrailway construction. The city lines now in operation are well built and are reported to be yielding
fair incomes.
The future will doubtless see a new
impulse given to electric-railway building in the
thickly settled portions of this part of Germany."
difficulty

have

in

Aldermen passed a
oco to buy a

same

sitting

site
it

resolution

appropriating $600,-

for a generating station.

was

stated that the

At

lighting

the

com-

panies had made a proposition to the city that if
the city would drop its municipal-lighting scheme

would supply underground-feed 2,000-candIepower arc lamps for $120 a year, as compared with
the old rate of $146, but the companies also want
outstanding bills settled at the old rate. Both the
action of the aldermen and the offer of the com-

they

panies are being criticized.
At four o'clock on Tuesday mcJrning about 7,000
employes of the Interborough Rapid Transit Com-

pany went out on strike, with the result that throughout the whole of the day the traffic on the New
York subway and elevated was practically at a standstill, no pretense being made to run the ordinary
trains on several of the lines.
The main dispute
concerned the wages and hours of the motormen.
With respect to the wages, which are $3.50 a day
for motormen, very little has been said, but on the

demand for less than a lo-hour day
little public sympathy was at first expressed
for the men, as being an important factor in tlie
safe w^orking of the traffic, especially on the subway.
When, however, it was alleged that the men had
broken a previous contract with the company, and
the public found how highly Inconvenient it was
to travel without the usual means of transit, popular
sympathy went away entirely from the strikers.
point of, a

some

The Interborough company, under General Manager

BOOK TABLE,
Study of Electrtcitv for Beginners.

illustrations,

York.

—

New York, March 11. The lighting question was
advanced a step on Tuesday, when the Board of

Hedley, took prompt measures to meet the situaJames Farley and his "strike breakers" were
soon on hand, and hundreds of extra men, including
not a few college students, were pressed Into the
service, and by Wednesday evening traffic on both
tlie subway and elevated systems was fairly regular,
though far from frequent. Conditions were improved from hour to hour thereafter, and at the
time of writing the ordinary schedules are. in operation on nearly every line. In consequence of
the difficulties attendant upon the employment of
so many hundreds of new men, not a few mishaps
have occurred. President August Belmont has been
in Florida during the period of the strike, but today
he telegraphed to New York an instruction that
two weeks' pay should be given to all men who had
remained faithful to the company during the last
few days. The strike In no way affected any other
tion.

lines in the city.

The comprehensive subway plans recently pubby the rapid-transit commissioners have been
advanced a step this week, and five specified routes
are now indicated as those most favored by the
lished

official critics.
Two of these are alternative routes
affecting Lexington Avenue
another will connect
the Williamsburgh Bridge and East
York;
the fourth is planned from East Fourteenth Street,
Manhattan, under the East River, to Broadway,
Brooklyn, and the fifth is from the Manhattan end
of Williamsburgh Bridge, downtown, and under the
East River, to Fulton Street, Brooklyn. The main
lines of all these proposed subways will have four
tracks above Fourteenth Street, and double tracks
;

New

below.

Formal notice has been sen'ed upon the New York
City railway, the Manhattan Elevated railroad, the
New York Central railroad, the Western Union
Telegraph Company, and some other corporations
for the payment of the outstanding franchise taxes
for the last three years. These taxes are leviable
under the Ford franchise-tax law, but since the tax
was instituted none of the corporations concerned
Iras paid.
The matter has been fought from court
to court, and is now awaiting action by the United
States Supreme Court, it being alleged that the tax
is unconstitutional, although it is not contrary to the
state constitution.
The total amount due to the
city, and collectable, exceeds $13,000,000, and if nothing intercepts the pending processes It will have to
be paid before June gfh next, or the city will proceed to sell the franchises at public auction.
The official and legal obstacles in the way of the
plans for the enlargement of the Grand Central
Station on Forty-second Street have been removed,
the question of encroachments on city property having been amicably arranged.^ It will require at least
three years to carry out the work, which is in connection with the pending electrical equipment of the
New York Central railroad.
The Merchants' Association, a body which of
late has indulged in many speculative plans, is now
considering, under the generalship of Architect
Charles R. Lamb, a scheme for a freight subway, to
encircle the lower part of Manhattan. givJHg connections with the ferries and terminals of various
railroads.

Albany upon the New York Telein the matter of lower local rates,
according to some gossip In the New York
Tribune, to induce the company to lower its rates
all around by 20 per cent.
If this is really the
case, tlie bill now up at Albany will probably be
dropped.
D. W. W.

The

attacks at

phone Company,
is likely,
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icjos

Dominion
VViiiiii|H'K.

of

Marcli

iVlan.,

Canada.
1

1.

-'I'lic

city

of

St.

and tlic .Soutliwcstcni Traclioii Company
Iliiiiii.is
crjiiii- If) aKrccnic-iU
by which the city accepts
the ciiiiipany's olTcr for the use of the St. Thomas
The company
street railway through the streets.
has received a so-year franchise and makes an agreement for 25 years to pay the city $1,200 per year
per mile for the first live years and increasing to
$1,750 for the last five years. The company will
collect no fares in the city, pay the cost of the
power, and pay one-half of the cost of maintaining
li.ivc'

the tracks.

The Winnipeg Electric Street Railway Company
assessed as its part of the cost of the
is to be
bridges to be built over the Red River at the north
end and center of the cily according to the amount
of space taken up by the tracks on the bridges.
The building of these bridges, which will cost about
$100,000 each, will have a marked elTect on the
extensions of this electric railway, as it will take
in a large suburban district not otherwise served,
and as all the municipalities are in accord in the
matter of extension, a lot of work may be looked
fnrward to in the coming spring and summer.
The city engineer of Toronto has reported to
the Board of Control that the estimated cost of
installing a municipal electric plant, with alternating
current sufficient to keep up 1,500 arc lights, would
be $648,000, which includes buildings, but not land.
If the power were obtained from Niagara, the cost
nf lighting would be $475,000.
The West Kootcnay Power and Light Company
Rossland, B. C, has commenced an elaborate
scheme of development of the upper falls of the
Kootcnay River at Bonuinglon, by which it is inof

tended
Im

.-ill

to Iinniess the wcitcrpower at
exteiil iie\-er before contemplated

that
in

point

Canada.

The North Bay (Out.) Light. Heat and Power
Company, with a capital of $50,000, has been organized to generate and distribute electricity and
gas; for light and power, with incidental and subpowers. The provisional directors are T.
Wallace, J. T. Lovell, W. Martin, Sr., A. F. Lcgsatt and W. Martin, Jr.
The council of Carberry, Man., favors the esta1>
lishment of an electric plant in Carberry, and nesntiations to that end are being carried on with
Mr. Bois of Portage la Prairie, Man.
'J he
street-railway cotnpany of Kingston, Ont.,
has passed into the hands of a receiver, appointed
l>y the bondholders, who hold a mortgage for over
$150,000; Hugh Nickle, the present superintendent,
Since the railway
will assume the management.
lost the light and power plant the line has not paid.
The street railway has had a profitless winter, owing
sidiary

the heavy snowstorms.
Now the bondholders
have taken over the railway and ordered the trustees
not to continue running the cars if they are run
at a loss.
Such is now the case, and therefore, un-

issue $7,500,000 new four per cent, bonds lo provide
for elevated-structure extensions and retire floating
debt.
In six diflcrcnt damaKC ca-sci brought recently
against the Boston Klcvaled Street Railway Company verdicts favorable to the plaint IfTs were rendered in the courts la.st Saturday. 'I'hc aggregate
awards were $7,700.
The Georgetown, Rowley and Ipswich and the
Haverhill, Georgetown and Danvers street-railway
companies want to consolidate, and the matter is
pending before the Railroad Commission, a hearing
having been given this week on the project. The
total capitalization of the consolidated company will
be $240,000, and the length of the system operated
will be 26 miles.
The Ijjrain Steel Company of Ij^rain. Ohio, was
awarded the sum of $21,800, as the result of its suit
against the Norfolk and Bristol Street Railway
Comi)any, by the full bench of the Supreme Court
'I'he bill of the Ohio company was
last Saturday.
for rails and other equipment.
The car barns of the Manchester (N. H.) Traction
Company were burned on March 4th, The buildings, rolling stock and other equipment were all
consumed, and the loss will reach about $150,000.

—

Committees have been formed and $9,000 has been
raised by subscription.
The Detroit Omnibus Company, it is reported, has
decided to discontinue the use of horses and install
automobile delivery wagons to handle its business of
delivering baggage.
trial demonstrated that an
automobile delivery wagon could handle in 50 min\\'hat had formerly taken two hours for the

A

vago

B. Wheeler and others of the White River
Company liax e purchased the franchise
granted to the Thornapple Electric Company for the
construction of an electric plant and the furnishing
of light.
It is understood that the latter company
will begin active operations.
The Manistee, Filer City and East Lake electric railroad has been sold by the master in chancery
to Walter H. Trumbull of Salem, Mass.. who represents the bondholders.
His bid was $51,000, just
enough to comply with the order of the court, and
was the only bid made. It is probable that a nev/
company will be organized to manage the road.

Morion

Power

less

It is also stated that possibly the Sands electriclighting plant will be acquired and operated with it.
This property has been under the receivership of
the Michigan Trust Company of Grand Rapids for
the last IS months, during wdiich time the property

least six

has been

to

the city gives power at less than cost for at
months more, the people will have to walk
and the road will be sold. If it is to be run as a
going concern, a less stringent agreement must be
drawn. The whole question is now in the hands
of a civic committee of the City Council, which will
make a special report to the council.
H.

New
March

Boston,

11.

England.

— Contracts

have been

let

thus

far for the construction of four of the sections of
the Washington Street subw'ay and tunnel in this

Excavating work is under way and is being
on beneath plank coverings that are so
propped up that surface traffic is unimpeded. This
is the same method that was so successfully adopted
in the construction of much
of the work under
business thoroughfares while the former subways
were in process. In some places excavation work
goes 10 to IS feet below the level of building foundations along the route, and a big item of cost is the
necessary work of propping and insuring the safety
city.

carried

of big mercantile structures.
The Boston Elevated Street Railway Company
officials and the mayor of the city of Cambridge
have reached a tentative agreement for a subway
instead of an elevated structure in Cambridge on
that portion
of
the authorized route which approaches Harvard Square and the university site.
The college authorities were particularly solicitous
lest the streets adjacent to the university property
should be disfigured by an overhead structure, and
the element of noise also gave much concern.
If
the new plan is adopted there will be general satisfaction,

An
in the
to

it

is

believed.

important matter is pending in the Legislature
shape of a bill to authorize steam railroads

acquire

street-railway

properties.

The example

New York, New, Haven and Hartford RailCorporation in acquiring so many railways
which parallel its lines in Connecticut is contagious.
The road has its eye also on some of the Massachusetts railway systems Avhich compete with its
of the

road

lines in

this state,

road

also eyeing

is

and the Boston and Maine

some of

its

rail-

street-railway com-

petitors with an acquisitive glance.
It is believed
that the bill stands a good chance of success, in
view of the fact that it has been drawn so as to

eliminafe stock-watering and jobbing evils.
The Boston Elevated Street Railway Company
asks authority from the Railroad Commission to

much improved.
The Grand Rapids, Holland and Lake Michigan
interurban railway has recently placed an order
with a St. Louis firm for a number of open cars
These cars are
to be used in the summer months.
similar in construction to the cars now operated by
the Grand Rapids street-car system.
A bill has been passed in the Michigan Legislature giving the right to street railways, gas and
electric-lighting companies to consolidate in Marquette, Muskegon, Newaygo, Allegan, Jackson, Kalamazoo, Calhoun and Houghton counties. It provides
that the minority stockholders who object to consolidation may be forced to submit by taking the matter to court and receiving payment for their stock
Governor Warner has not
at an appraiser's price.
signed this bill and considerable influence is being
brought to bear upon him not to do so. The Kalamazoo Valley Electric Company,- which owns many
concerns, is said by some to be benefited by the
bill.

The

Detroit,

Monroe and Toledo

will

soon

install

another innovation in its car service in the way
of chair cars, for wdiich an additional charge will
be made. The cars will run between the Russell
House in Detroit to the Boody House in Toledo
within two hours. This company is also preparing
to run these cars in trains under multiple-unit con-

lone Utt
I
10 yrat*
of circtnc

fr

year. The rcpfjrt
there has jjccn a

f

;:

roads in the state, as at that
outside of the cities.

11

ib-rc were

C

G.

none

W.

Ohio.

—

Cleveland, March 11. The Toledo Kailwayf an J
Light Company a few days ago purchased a tract
of land at the conicr of Suiwrior and Beach street*.
Toledo, which gives it the greater part of a square
in that location.
It is surmised that the company
will build a freight and express depot on the land,
with entrances from at least three directs, hut the
ofTicers hive not confirmed this as yet.
Whether
the supposed plans include a passenger station is
not known.
It is said that the Columbus Railway and Light
Company is negotiating for a lease on the property
of the Columbus Gas Light and Heating Company,
now that John G. Ueshler has retired as the head
of the latter, and that the trade will shortly be
closed, it is further said that the railway and light
company is after a lease on the property of the
Pi.blic Service Company, but officials of the latter
deny this. The older company is making an endeavor to secure all the public-service plants in the
city,

Michigan.
Detroit, March Ti.
The town of Deerfield endeavoi-ed to raise $10,000 to secure the Toledo and
Aim Arbor electric raiUvay and also the power house
and car shops. It was foimd, however, that the town
cannot be legally bonded for the amount necessary.

111.

over $6/100,000

possible.

if

W. H. MacAllistcr, treasurer of the Cincinnati
Traction Company, has been made comptroller of
the company, a new position. A. L. Kasemeicr has
been made treasurer. Mr. MacMlister will have
complete charge of the auditing and treasury department.
The people of Arcanum have voted to bond the
corporation for electric lights and waterworks.
The Cleveland Electric Railway Company, the
Cleveland Electric Illuminating Company, Cleveland Gas Light and Coke Company and the People's Gas Company have filed an answer in the case
brought against them by the county treasurer to
collect increased taxes, claiming that tlic county
auditor has no right to make the additions or alter
the figures made by the Board of Review.
The Public Service Company of Maumee has
been incorporated with a capita! stock of $40,000.
George McGovern, James H. Ragan, Thomas H.
Harper, Nelson Shugars and C. W. McCutchan are
.\ plant supplying heat, light and
power w'ill be furnished by the company.
Ties and other material have been purchased for
the extension of the Toledo, Fostoria and Findlay
the incorporators.

road to Pemberville, a distance of 17 miles. The
company has increased the fare between Findlay and
Fostoria from 23 to 30 cents.
M. J. Randel has been appointed receiver for the
electrical firm of WIngate & Brooks, whose store
located on the Public Square in Cleveland.
Piins are now' being drawn for the power house
the Toledo, Port Clinton and Lakeside road,
although the location has not yet been decided upon.
Ihe building wilLbe 100 by 90 feet, and the machinery to be installed will cost about $120,000.
Suit has been brought against the county treasurer
to enjoin the collection of taxes for the purpose
of paying bonds Issued for an electric-light plant
is

of

Cridersville.
It is alleged that the issue was
authorized by a special act of the Legislature, that
the act was not general in its nature, and is thereat

fore unconstitutional.
It is said that the steam roads in the northern
part of the state will make a fight against the traction lines for the short-haul business. It is reported that the Lake Shore has already reduced
its fare to several points reached by the traction
roads.

The Muskingum, Coshocton and Tuscarawas ElecRailway Company of Zane^ville has been incorporated w'ith a capital stock of $10,000 by W. F.

tric

Koontz and

others.

impression that the Cleveland
Is willing to construct a
a cost of $2,000,000, bringing the cars
through the business district of the city ti the
Public Square, then retire the bonds and turn the
improvement over to the city. It is said that Willisin Barclay Parsons of New York has been asked
by John J. Stanley of the Cleveland company to
prepare plans for such a subway.
O. M. C.
It

the general

is

Electric

Railway Company

subway

at

trol.

The city of Albion has just turned down a 30year electric-light franchise proposed by the Jackson-Battle Creek Traction Company. Fault is also
found with the present service from the gas plant
which is owned by Grand Rapids persons and operated under a 30-year franchise granted in 1895.
It is proposed to put through a bill In the Legislature prohibiting the purchase of one electric railway by a competing line and also preventing any
steam road from buying an electric line and operating it under the provision of the new la\v. At present there is no law providing for the organization
and operation of interurban and suburban electric
lines In the state of Michigan, and most of these
companies now organize under the steam-railroad
act and some under the tramway or street-railway
law.
It is now proposed to enact legislation covering the existing new class of transportation concerns.
The capital stock of electric railways in this state
Is now given as $34,000,000, and the actual value of
the roads $45,000,000. The statistics of the labor
commlssoner show that the electric lines received

Indiana.

—

11.
Indianapolis, ilarch
The first step in a
project to build an air-line traction railway between Indianapolis and Chicago was taken this week
in the filing of articles of incorporation by tlie Indianapolis and Chicago Air Line Traction Company.
The company is capitalized at Si.coo.ooo.
The promoters say that the line will be shorter than
any now In operation between the two terminal
Among those interested are G. B. King.
cities.
W. S. Taylor. H. S. Leonard. J. A. Shafer and
John Ferger of Indianapolis ; C. J. Raub, Chalmers
"C. F. Knowlton. Pennville; J. J. Gibson, Alexandria
A. J. Behymer, Elwood, and J. W. Alderman
of Chicago.
The annual meeting of the Indiana Union Trac-'
tlon Company, the L'nion Traction Company of Indiana and the Indianapolis Northern Traction Company was held in the general offices of the allied
;

companies
troller

In

made

Anderson on March "tli. The compshowing that the receipts from

a report

:
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all sources for the year 1904 were $1,341,236; operating expenses, $731,328; net income, $609,907; fixed
charges, including dividends upon annexed property, stock dividends and rentals, $59i.453'. surplus
According to the report the
for the vear, $i8,454increase in earnings over that of 1903 was about
$325,000, during which time the line of the Indianapolis Northern Traction Company was completed.
The matter of building a car shop in Anderson
was considered, but the final arrangements deferred
until the meeting to be held in Philadelphia next

week.

Commissioners of Grant County
has granted a franchise to the Marion and Eastern
Traction Company to construct an interurban electric
railway from Marion to Warren. The company filed
a bond to have'the road completed and in operation
within one year.
Within the last five weeks 11 township subsidy
elections have been held in different parts of the
state, and at least seven or eight more are to be
held during this month and next. In addition to the
lively contest in Wabash County subsidy elections
will be held in two townships of Spencer County,
one in Tippecanoe County, and one in Clinton
County in a short time to vote a tax in aid of interurban roads.
Word comes from Paris, 111.^ that the ties and

The Board

of

rails are being dis'tributed along the line of the
Terre Haute and Paris line and that the builders
expect to have the line in operation by June 15th.
delegation of traction men of Toledo, Cleveland, Dayton and Akron, Ohio, headed by H. A.
Everett of Cleveland, the head of a big syndicate,
visited Indianapolis on March lOth to inspect the

A

terminal station, the local street-railway lines and the
lines of the numerous interurban companies centering in Indianapolis. The Everett sjTidicate is planning to construct new terminal stations in Toledo
and Detroit, and they say there is nothing to equal
Those in
the Indianapolis station in the country.
the visiting party were H. A. Everett of Cleveland.
Detroit, Charles W. Wasson of
J. C. Hutchins of
Cleveland, Charles Curie of Akron, L. E. Beilstein
of Toledo, Warren Becknell of Cleveland, Valentine
Winters of Dayton and J. S. Ross of Cleveland.
George B. Markle of Hazelton, Pa., has purchased the General Gas, Electric Light and Power
Mr. Markle announces that
plant at Connersville.
he will spend a large sum of money in improvements
and betterments.
Walter Ramsey has formed the American Arc
Lamp Company, which succeeds to the business of
the Lea Electric Manufacturing Company of Elwood. There is a possibility of removing the factory to Kalamazoo, Mich.
The F. H. Cheyne Electric Company of Indianapolis has been incorporated with a capital stock of
$20,oco.
The company will do a general electrical
manufacturing business. F. H. Cheyne, R. R. Ferry
S. S.
and G. A, Fischer are the directors,

Texas.
March

—The

Houston-Galveston
Electric Railway Company, which was organized a
few^ days ago with a capital stock of $1,350,000 for
the purpose of building and operating an interurban
electric railway between Houston and Galveston, has
no connection whatever with the Houston-Galveston
Interurban Railway Company, which was organized
some time ago for the same purpose. The members
of the board of directors of the new company are
Frank P. Read. William Johnston, George L. Horton and A. D. Trotter, all of Houston. These men
are all connected with the contracting firm of Johnston & Read of St. Elmo, 111., which is doing the
Austin, Tex.,

11.

construction work in Texas for the Frisco railroad
system.
David M. 'Duller is chief engineer. The
work of making the survey for the road has been
commenced. The proposed road will be about 54
miles long. Application will be made to the cities
of Houston and Galveston for franchises for the
use of streets.
Edward Merrick and A. J. Morgan have taken the
necessary preliminary steps looking to the construction and operation of an electric street-railway system in San Angelo.
The Hamilton Light and Ice Company has been
organized at Hamilton with a capital stock of $20,000
for the purpose of establishing an electric-light and
ice plant.
C. Schuwirth of Dallas is interested. The
company has a capital stock of $20,000.
The project of building an interurban electric railway between Austin and Fredericksburg is being
considered by local capitalists. The distance is about
75 miles.
The telephone,

electric-light and street-railway
companies operating in Texas are much disturbed
over the taxation legislation now pending in the
Texas Legislature. One bill, of which A. M. Kennedy of Mart, McLennan County, is the author,
places a tax of one per cent, on the gross receipts of
all street-railway companies; 1V2 per cent, on the
gross receipts of all telephone companies, and onehalf of one per cent, on the gross receipts of all electric-light companies. An intangible-assets tax, which
applies to street-railway and electric-light companies,
is also pending.
Both of these measures have passed
the House and are now before the Senate committee
on internal improvements. It is asserted by the interests to be affected that the enactment of these meas-

ures into law would cause great financial
to these concerns.

March
hardship

H.

i8,

1905

A

before becoming binding.
plant costing about
$15,000 is proposed.
contract calling for the expenditure of $20,000
has been let at Duluth, Minn., for the reconstruction
of 6}4 miles of the Park Point electric railway.
Figures and profiles have been completed by the
Twin City Rapid Transit Company for prospective
contractors on the line to Lake Minnetonka, and
bids will be received at once. The company engineers have data and estimates ready for the use of

A

Mexico,

—

City of Mexico, March 9. The San Lorenzo
water fall, situated near Parral. has been purchased
by James Roberts of the city of Durango. It is the
intention of Mr. Roberts to establish a large electric power-transmission plant at the falls and to
furnish power for mines and other industries.
He
paid $400,000 for the water fall.
Pablo Gunter of Camargo and Joaquin Cortazar of
Parral have made application to the Mexican government for a concession to use the water of the
Conchos River for the purpose of generating electric power.
They propose to invest not less than
$i,ooo,coo in the enterprise, and have had plans prepared for a large masonry dam across the river
about four miles from the village of San Francisco
Conchos.
A company of Mexican capitalists has been organized for the purpose of establishing an electric
power plant on the Quebrada River in the state of
Durango.
The Mexican government has granted a concession to Arnauld Salles for the use of the water of
the Vado River, in the state of Mexico, for power
purpose.

The Acino Mine of Mexico, which operates the
mine at Avino, state of Durango, will install a 300horsepower electric plant.
announced that the steam-power electric
It
is
lighting plant of the city of Zapotlan, which now furnishes 1,500 electric lights and is capitalized at
$96,000, has been acquired by a company composed
of Rafael Arias, D. Villanueva and LTgarte &
Fuentes. electrical engineers of the city of Guadala-

The new owners

jara.

will install a large plant to

generate electrical energy by means of water power.
The plant w'ill be located at the Piedras Negras
falls of the Covianas River, 16 miles from Zapotlan.

Power and Electric Company,
situated at Zamora. state of
is
rapidly extending its transmission
lines to La Barca. where it will furnish power for
the city and a number of industrial concerns. This
companj^ recently completed its transmission lines
to the city of Leon, which has a population of about
So,ooo people. It is now furnishing light and power
for the city as well as to a large number of manufacturing concerns there.
It is also supplying the
cities of Guanajuato and Irapuato with light and
power. H. H. Filley is chief engineer for the company.
The street-railway company at Zacatecas has been
reorganized.
The following officers were elected
vice-president, Rodolfo
President, Flavio IMacias
Villalpando; treasurer, Luis G. del Valle. It is
stated that the company will make extensive improvement to its system.
The Mexican government has rescinded the concession which it had granted to Carlos F. de Landero for the establishment of an electric power plant
on the Rio Grande de Santiago in the state of JaThe

Guanajuato

whose large plant
Michoacan,

is

;

lisco.

Arthur E. Banks of Monterey will install an
The
electric-light and power plant at Lampazos.
plant will start with about 1,000 incandescent lights
and a number of arc lights.
Col. Joseph A. Robertson of Monterey has obtained a concession for the construction and operation of a system of electric street railways in Monterey.
In obtaining the concession he was acting
as the representative of a syndicate of American
capitalists.

Kunhardt Brothers, owners of a mule-car streetrailway system in Guadalajara, have applied to the
state government for a concession to convert their
lines

tem,

into electric traction and to extend the syswhich comprises about eight miles of track.
syndicate, which owns and operates

The Bermejillo

the principal street-railway system in Guadalajara.
recently agreed to pay the municipal government
$400,000 for a concession to convert its lines into
It is
electric traction and to extend its system.
expected that Kunhardt Brothers will be required
to pay a sum in proportion to the mileage of its
system based on that which the Bermejillo syndicate
was required to pay.

The Agencia Commercial y Maritima will install
an electric-light plant at Abol Grande, adjacent to
Tampico.
Francisco Segura & Bro. will install an electricand power plant at Tema seal tepee.
The ilexican Cable Company's steamer Mexican
is making a survey for a new cable to be laid belight

tween Coatzacoalcos and Galveston.

W.

D. H.

Northwestern States.

—

Minneapolis, March 11. The Twin Cit>' Rapid
Transit Company will build a sub-station between
Hopkins and Excelsior, to furnish power for the
new suburban line, which is to be built from Minneapolis to Excelsior, Minn.
Robert McKechnie has resigned as manager of
the electric-light plant at Medford, Wis., and will

be succeeded by William Johnson.
An ordinance has been passed at Centerville, Iowa,
granting a franchise to the Mutual Electric Company. It must be submitted to the voters this spring

bidders.

The Interurban Railway Company of Des Moines.
has decided to build its proposed line to
Granger and Woodward without delay.
E. G. Porter, manager of the Owatonna (Minn.)
Gas, Electric and Heating Company, was badly
burned recently by an explosion of gasoline, and his
Iowa,

recovery is doubtful.
The question of having electric lights at Sible}%
Iowa, is being agitated by the Commercial Club.
A. Huntington of Sioux Falls, S. D., has made a
proposition regarding the matter, which is being
considered.

Onalaska, Wis., is again considering the matter
of electric lights. L. Steenson of West Salem has
applied for a franchise, and. if granted, will build
a plant
on the LaCrosse River. The Wisconsin
Light and Power Company of LaCrosse has also

made application for a franchise.
The Eastern Wisconsin Railway and Light Company has been granted an extension until August
I, 1906, in which to complete its own street-railway
tracks into the city of Oshkosh, Wis.
R.

Rocky Mountain
City, March
president nf the Salt Lake

Salt

Lake

10.

States.

— Simon

Bamberger,

and Ogden railway, has
applied to the council at Ogden, Utah, for a franThe construction work
chise to enter that city.
between Lagoon and Ogden will be completed within
two months. The road as at present intended will
enter Ogden from the southwest and wall take in
Kaysville and several other towns en route.
The
entire line will be equipped with elect^icitJ^
At a special election held at Payson, Utah, recently it was decided to issue bonds in the sum of
$12,000 for the purpose of improving and extending
the electric-light plant.
It is now proposed to put
in an engine and steam plant as an auxiliary to the
waterpower; a new dynamo will also be installed
and the system extended.
E. T. Wolverton, manager of the Utah Fuel and

Iron Company's mines in Grand County, Utah, has
made application for a large appropriation of water
from Green River in Emery County, Utah. It is
proposed to establish an electric power plant at The
Narrows, Bow Knot Bend, which may be transmitted
to L^tah, Colorado and Nevada.
A.

-'

Pacific Slope.
10. — The A.

San Francisco, March

J. Coffee Company, representing the Gamewell Fire Alarm Telegraph Compan}', has been awarded a contract for
furnishing the cit>' of Pomona, CaL. with a firealarm telegraph system. This company has also
furnished the cit>- of Riverside, Cal., with additional
fire-alarm boxes
and storage -batter\' outfit. The
company is to install a Gamewell fire-alarm system
at the Lewis and Clarke Exposition in Portland.
The Atlas Contract and Supply Company, with
offices in the Ria'to Building, this city, has about
completed a branch electric power line from lone to
Martel, Cal., a distance of about 12 miles.
An effort is being made by the Kalama Light
and Power Company to secure a 25-vear franchise
to light the town 'of Kelso, Wash.'
The Kelso
Water and Light Company will also ask for a

franchise.

Seymour H. Bell and Charles H. Chance of
Sumpter, Ore., have secured a franchise for constructing and operating an electric-light plant at
Ontario, Ore., the works to be in operation within
eight months. The outlay involved will be about
'

$25,000.
It is reported in San Francisco that E. H. Harriman has taken a half interest in the H. E. Huntington Electric Railway Company, which was recently
formed with an authorized capital of $5,000,000 for
the purpose of building some 200 miles of electric
road out from Fresno, Cal., including the Yosemite
line, about 90 miles in length, between Fresno and

^^awona.

Work

is

being

rushed

motor generator for the

on the 500-horsepower

electric plant at

Elmhurst,

It will be necessary to put a wire from the
Southern Pacific tracks to the power house, as the
line from the Amador countn,- source is not yet complete.
A switch-house must also be erected. The
Standard Electric Company is to have control of
the power and will sell it to the Oakland Traption

Cal.

Consolidated Company. The old plant will be shut
down, but is to be held in readiness for emergencies.
There will also be a connection made with
the De Sabla power house, near Chico, Cal., belonging to the Bay Counties company, which will
furnish electricity if needed.
Waterpower will be
used in each of the primary power houses to generate alternating current at 50,000 volts.
This will
be transmitted to the Elmhurst plant, where direct current is also generated for the cars on the

—
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Louis. .\]o., has l)een
the Me.xican Traniof Mexico and

Company's system in the City
assumed his new position.

i\.ivs

C. A. Alderman of Springfield, Ohio, has rc.jigncd his position with the Dayton, Springfield
and L'vhana Electric Railway Company, to accept

a pcfition with
Philadelphia.

the

Elkins-Widcncr

of

syndicate

The West End (Birmingham, Ala.) City Council
has granled an elcctric-liglu franchise to the Birminghnm Railway, Light and Power Company.
C. W. Moore and associates of Gainesville, Ark.,
have incorporated as the Gainesville Gas and Electric

capital stock $100,000.
The company
operate a gas and electric-light plant.

Company,

will

An

was recently installed by
the Big Brushy Mountain Coal and Coke Company
The company is now planning to
of IVtrob, leini.
extend the plant so as to light the town of Petros.
electric-light

death, which is greatly regretted,
(hie, indirectly, to overwork.

is

believed to be

Louis A. Ferguson, second vice-prAident of the
Chicago Edison Company, returned to Chicago last
Saturday, after several weeks' sojourn in Florida
Mr. Ferguson went
and. other southern points.
away after an attack of the grip and returned
On arriving at his desk on Mongreatly benefited.
day he found a bank of roses the kindly remembrance of the office force that reminded him of
the semi-tropical clime he had left, but more of the
warmth of the greeting to be found even in a Chi-

—

—

cago March.

Henry Norcross Munn died at his home in New
York city on March 9th from locomotor ataxia.
Mr. Munn was at one time on the editorial staff
Sixteen years ago he
of the Scientific
was forced by ill health to give up his work and
Mr. Munn
since that time had been an invalid.
was a son of Orson D. Munn, founder of the Scientific American, who survives him at an advanced
age.
A brother, C. A. Munn, general manager of
the publishing company, a widow and two children
also suivive him.

American.

Properly owners of Elgin, III., who objected to
the recent action of the City Council in transferring
the numicipal electric-light plant to the Elgin, Aurora and Southern Traction Company, have secured
an order from Judge Bishop of the Circuit Court
of Kane County temporarily staying the transaction.
Irregularities are charged in the bill of complaint.
C. H. Potter, A. E. Price, former mayor of Elgin,
and E. L. Wilson head the objecting citizens.
suggestion
electric

Roy Robinson, the young electrician so badly
burned by a short-circuit under switchboard No. i,
power house No. i, of the Niagara Falls Power Company, on the morning of February 23d, died in a
hospital at Niagara Falls on March 8th. making the
Second victim of the accident, the previous death
having been that of Frank Frommert, as previously
According to
related in the Western Electrician.
testimony presented before the coroner the mistakes
were
John Frommert, the third

in the connections that led to the short-circuit

made by Mr. Robinson.

the accident,

is

expected to recover.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
F.

an

N. Holmes contemplates the construction of

electric-light

plant in

St.

Augustine,

Fla.,

it

is

said.

A special election will be held at Willard, Utah,
20th, to vote on the proposition of installing
an electric-light plant.

March

The City Council of Covington, Ga., contemplates
re-establishing the city electric-light plant, which
was destroyed by an explosion.
At an election in Houston, Miss., the voters approved the proposed bond issue of $13,500 for establishing an electric-light plant and waterworks.
of Philadelphia, Pa., and W. B.
Cutler of Buffalo, N. Y., have secured a franchise
from the city of Bristol, Tenn., to construct and
operate an electric-light plant.

Edward Durham

A

Philadelphia Record at
Seaford, Del., under date of March 6th
says:
"After a bitter fight the ticket opposed to Seaford

correspondent of the

owning
noon.

its

Two

electric-light plant won this aftertickets appeared in the field, one favor-

own

editorially

commends

the

property-owners keep their porch
burning .and points out the benefits

that

lights

from this exhibition of public spirit. The
Denver Gas and Electric Company reproduced the
for advertising purposes and in printing

to follow

editorial
it

on mailing cards has inserted at opportune places

the

[Makes

following:

the

street

attractive.]

[A

policeman.]
[A cent or two per night.]
[Helps the neighborhood.]
[A modern watchdog.]

silent

Bids are invited for the electric lighting of the
city of Shreveport, La., for periods of five and 10
jears, the number of lights to be not less than 150
and subject to increase. Arc lights to be not less
than 2,000 candlepower.
Bids are to specify the
charge for arc lights, and also for incandescent
lights, and specify the maximum charge to be made
to private consumers of arc and incandescent lights.
Arc lights for street lighting shall burn every night.
All bids to be in the hands of the city comptroller
by six p. m., on April nth.

The Edison Electric Illuminating Company of
Brooklyn says that by the reduction in the retail
for electric lighting which became operative
on January 1st last, an electric sign, with 24 incandescent lamps, may be illuminated for as low as
The use of electric signs by
five cents an hour.
progressive merchants in all parts of Brooklyn has
increased very rapidly during the last two ypars.
The Brooklyn Edison company will supply an electric sign, designed and lettered to suit any business
and install it, including wiring, free of charge. The
rates

company

retains

title

to the sign.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.

.

Walter H. Whiteside has been promoted from
position of general manager of sales of the
Allis-Chalmers Company to be a vice-president and
general manager of the company in charge of the
operations in Chicago. This change was made to
permit President Warren to devote more of his time
Newspaper
to the b.isiness at the New York office.
reports to the effect that William J. Chalmers has
Mr. Chalmers will conresigned are unfounded.
tinue in his position as vice-president and treasurer
of the company.
the

man burned by

plant

The Denver Republican

Emmitt C. Gibson, vice-president and principal
owner of the Pittsburg, McKeesport and Greensburg Electric Railway Company, died in Florida on
March 6th. He had lived in Philadelphia for five
years and was 60 years of age.
Dudley B. Wick, chief engineer of the North
Electric Company of Cleveland, died on March ist
He was a young man— not yet 29
in that city.
and had studied electrical engineering at the Case
He
School of Applied Science and at Cornell.
had the reputation of great thoroughness and his
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ing and one opposing electric lights. Supporters of
both tickets have been actively at work for 10 days."

Following the abandonment of the proposed elecfrom Elmira (N. Y.) to Corning, the tracks
of the Corning and Painted Post railway will be
extended to Elmira.

tric line

A

franchise has been granted to the FreeportElectric Railway Company by the council of
The company now has franchises to
Dixon, 111.
enter both Freeport and Dixon over its own lines.

Dixon

proposition is on foot to build a
new power house for the Chicago and Oak Park
committee apRailroad
Company.
Elevated
pointed from the board of directors some time ago
is expected soon to report on the matter.
It is said that a

A

It is announced that the electric street railway
building in the city of Manila, P. L, will be in operThe plant, besides
ation about the 1st of April.
furnishing power for the street railway, will supply
current for lighting the city and for commercial

consumers.
Total gross receipts of the Elgin, Aurora and
Southern Traction Company for the month of January were $33,906 compared with $34,694 for January,
1904. The operating expenses were $22,296 compared with $22,308, and the net income $2,276 as

At present passengers over the new interurban line
have the choice of the North Market Street ferry
route or

New

Engineering Company of
Waterbury, Conn., has secured the contract for the

nect

Oklahoma

work

The formal opening of the new interurban electric
raihvay between Alton and Granite City, III., took
place a few days ago. President J. F. Porter, and
F. E. Allen and L. C. Haynes of the executive committee being in charge.
The occasion also marks
the formal opening of the new North Market Street
ferry at St. Louis, which w-ill connect with the electric-railway tracks at Venice, and by w^hich passengers to and from St. Louis wdll be transported acrass
short line from Granite City to East
the river.
St. Louis and thence to St. Louis via the Eads
Bridge will probably be finished within six months.

A

Cily with Guthrie.

of trolley roads through a
is the purpose of a bill which
a recent meeting of the passenger
committee of the Trades League of Philadelphia.
The hill, as drafted, provides for a commission
which shall have authority to supervise the operalion of all street railways in the stale of Pennsylvania and to enforce remedies in their oi>erating

Stale

special

supervision

commission

was drafted

at

methods when complaints shall be brought >>efore
The proposed
tho commission at a public hearing.
commission is inofleled on the system of supervision

now

prevailing in Massachusetts.

It is announced ihal all the city and suburban
traction lines, electric-light, water and bridge properties of the city of Wheeling, W. Va., have been
merged, the deal involving properties valued at
$7,000,000. The plan is to put all the properties into
one new corporation. The companies that have been
bought outright and will be taken over by the merger
are the Wheeling Traction Company, the Wheeling
and Elm Grove Traction Company, the city railway.
Wheeling; the Suburban Water and Light Company,
Wheeling; the Steubenville, Mingo and Ohio Traction Company, the Wheeling Bridge Company, the

Wheeling and Western Traction Company and the
Wheeling and Western Park Association.

The New York, Westchester and Boston Railway
Company will commence breaking ground for its
new electric line as soon as weather permits. This
company has entered into ah arrangement with the
Interborough Rapid Transit Company of New York
city for tratfic connections with the subway in the
vicinity of
One-hundred-and-fiftieth Street.
The
road is expected to be ready for operation in about
two years and will have two local and two express
tracks.
The construction is to be under the direct

supervision of Vice-president Samuel Hunt. The
engineering corps will include William A. Pratt,
formerly engineer of the Staten Island Rapid Transit
Company, as chief engineer, and William Barclay

Parsons and John Bogart as consultants.

The Toledo Interurban Construction Company
has recently contracted for the complete equipment
of the new power house of the Toledo, Port Clinton and Lake Side railway at Port Clinton, Ohio,
including two I,28o-hor3epower engines, two 800kilow-att alternating-current generators, two 50-kilowatt direct-current generators, one 400-kilowatt
alternating-current rotary converter, two Tomlinson
barometric condensers and boilers, pumps, heaters,
etc. Arrangements have been made to have the new
extension of the railway completed as far as Marblehead and cars put in operation to that place from
Toledo by July ist. It is planned to run cars the
entire length of the line from Toledo to Lakeside in two hours.
The power-house equipment is
to be furnished bj' the Allis-Chalmers Company.

—

—

In a recent report United States Vice-consul W. T.
at Nankin, China, recommends that the matof building an electric railway in that city be
All steamers
laid before American manufacturers.
coming to Nankin must anchor at Hsiakuan, a
small village on the river bank, about five or more
miles from the crowded business portion of the
Within the last few years a well-made maccity.
adamized road has been completed, nine or more
miles in length, but the only means of transportation
is
by donkeys, horses, jinrickshas, or very poor
The viceroy does not
and expensive carriages.
believe that an electric line could be made to pay,
but he seemed impressed with the idea of tram
cars drawn by Chinese ponies, which can be purchased very cheaply. The population of Nankin is
about 300,000, and Mr. Gracey thinks that an electric
railway ow-ned and operated by Americans

Gracey
ter

would pay.

POWER TRANSMISSION.

England

for a trolley line from Jeannette to
West Newton, Pa., which is to be built Ijy the Jeannette, West Newton and Monongahela Valley Street
Railway Company. The road will be about 13 miles
long and it will pass through the towns of Edna,
Arona and New Madison. The construction work
Approximately $325,000
will begin about April Ist.
is involved in the contract.
electrical

I»uit electnc

The Uklalioma City Street Railway Company of
Oklahoma Cily, O. T., which is building a streetrailway system in Guthrie, has commenced the
construction of an iniciurtnn electric line to con-

against $3,129 in January last year.

The

Granite Cily-East St.

(he

lines to reach St. Louis.

The Kauai Electric Company has been incorporated at Honolulu, Hawaii, by D. P. BL Isenberg,
William A. Kinney, Francis JI. Swanzy and others.
The capital stock is $300,000. The object of the
company is to furnish electric power for various
uses.

The Tallapoosa Waterpower and Electric Company of Sturdevant, Ala., incorporated several
months ago by Messrs. Aufeld and Chapman of
Montgomery, is about to begin the erection of a
$500,000 plant for developing the waterpower of the
Tallapoosa River, to furnish electric power for manufacturing purposes.

The expected Niagara, Lockport and Ontario bill
This biU is an
has been introduced at Albany.
amplification of last year's defeated measure and is
even more comprehensive. If passed the company
may take the water from the Niagara River and generate and supply current at any place in the state/
and mav also act without the consent of local au-
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in the

state.

The Republican River Hydraulic Power Compreparing to

is

excellent paper prepared by Mr. Charles \.
Hewlett of the Western Electric Company upon
"Commercial Aspect of Engineering," and read
by him before the Electrical Section of the Western
Society of Engineers on January 13, 1905, has been
reprinted in pamphlet form from the proceedings

The

D. W.' Bolich is making surveys for a proposed
$i,oco,coo waterpower electric plant, to be built on
the Grand River, near Fort Gibson, I. T.

pany

AND SCHOOLS.

SOCIETIES

and acquire other power plants anywhere

thorities

March

dam

the

river

at

Junction

Kan., where it will develop 1,200 horsepower
by turbine water wheels.
The incorporation of the Wisconsin River Traction and Power Company and the Mathie Brothers
Lumber Company of Madison, Wis., is the begin-

and the

of the society.

latter at $90,000.

Trappe City waterpower

Greene, the copper magnate of New
York and Cananea, Mexico, is pushing forward his
plans for building a large electric power plant on the
Aros River, near the new town of Dedrick, which he
The line will be about 150 mile?
is establishing.
It is estimated that 30,000 horselong, it is said.
power can be developed by the water of the river at
the point where the generating plant is to be located.

W.

Col.

C.

PUBLICATIONS.
beautiful lighting effects in
large buildings and stores is something in which
the Holophane Glass Company excels, and it has
devoted one of the handsome little booklets for

The production

of

Numerous finely
it is noted to this subject.
executed illustrations throughout the booklet speak
more than words for the effects which can be secured by the use of Holophane globes.
which

"Telephone Development" is the title of a goodpamphlet compiled by Vinton A. Sears of
Boston in the interest of Independent telephony.
It contains statistics, articles and letters obtained
from well-informed and reliable authorities, collected by the author, and showing the growth of
the industry, with the object of encouraging its
further growth. There is also an excellent map
of Pennsylvania; New York and New Jersey, indicating the extent of the present Independent toll

sized

lines.

An

showing in isometric permechanisms belonging to the modern
drawn by George L. Fowler, has just
been published by the Norman W. Henley Publisheducational chart

spective the
boiler room,

ing Company of New York city. The various parts
of the appliances are shown, broken or removed, so
that the internal construction is fully illustrated. It
is educational in that, with it, the student will be
able to learn of the construction and arrangement
of the best type of boiler plant, and examine into
the relations of the various parts, while a glossary
gives the name of each piece and part that is shown
and numbered on the chart, 235 names in all. The
chart is sold for a small sum.

The

number of the new Engineering Supplethe London Times was issued on March

first

ment of

of 12 pages, 12 by 18 inches, with
Articles by Sir Charles McLaren,
on "British Engineering," by Sir William H.
White, K. C. B., on "Submarines," and by C. W. G.
Little on "The Motor Omnibus" are included in the
There are other articles dealing with
initial issue.
It consists

1st.

"

no

illustrations.

Bart.,

light railways, British electrical

industries, electrifi-

cation of railroads and internal-combustion engines.
The Supplement gives the impression that it is to
be much like the paper itself ponderous, reliable,
highly respectable and (possibly only to American
taste) somewhat dull and stodgy.

—

The Ewing-Merkle Electric Company of St. Louis,
when it issued the little pamphlet entitled "A Little
More Light," not only hit upon a very good method
advertising its products, but at the same time
it published something which is of real interest and
value to those interested in the development of
The pamphlet tells how to
rural telephone lines.
organize a farmers' mutual telephone company, and
presents a model constitution and by-laws, gives
forms for petitioning the mayor of a town for permission to erect lines, the board of supervisors for
right-of-way on highways, the superintendent of
a railroad for the privilege to cross right-of-way,
This is not all, for there is also helpful inetc.
formation relating to the construction of lines, their
operation and repair, etc.
of

The twenty-sixth year-book

of the American Soci-

ety of Mechanical Engineers contains much useful
information in relation to that important society and
its members, such as lists of the names of officers
and members, portraits of the officers, constitution,

calendar of meetings and the like.
membership of the society in all grades
is 2,780.
John R. Freeman of Providence. R. I., is
vice-presidents
is
the
H. H.
president. Among
Westinghouse of Pittsburg, while John W. Lieb,
Jr., of New York. Asa M. Mattice of Milwaukee.
George M. Brill of Chicago and Richard H. Rice
by-laws,

The

British engineer"
best school in this counthe engineering
try for electrical engineering is
school in Trinity College, Dublin, where a man gets
not only the best of teaching, but also something
to show for it in the way of an engineering degree
Next to it probably comes
to append to his name.
King's College, London, and the Finsbury Technical

According

in the

a

to

"well-known

London Times, "The

Fire in the Stock Exchange Building did considerable damage to the operating quarters of the
Postal Telegraph-cable Company in Chicago on the
night of March 14th. All the wires were put out
of service for two or three hours fortunately at
a time when they were least needed. At an early
hour in the morning the circuits in all directions
were in good working order again. One daily paper
reported that Mr. E. J. Nally, the widely known
general superintendent of the company, escaped by
climbing down a fire-escape, but inasmuch as Mr.
Nally was in Florida at the time of the fire, this
report is obviously much exaggerated.

—

Institute."

MISCELLANEOUS.

developed.

be

will

rules,

total

of Lynn, Mass.. are on the board of managers.
Prof. F. R. Hutton of 12 West Thirty-first Street,
New York city, is the secretary, and to him credit
is due for the value and completeness of the yearbook.

1905

nearly completed returns for January, partial returns
for February, and estimating the business for March,
will be about $1,600,000.

S.

the

City,

ning, it is said, of a large interurban-railway, waterpo.wer and paper-mill system. The former corporation, headed by Neal Brown, is capitalized at $30,000

i8,

Prof.

W. M.

Goss, dean of the engineering school

at Purdue University, has announced a schedule of
lectures, which will be given by Purdue professors
"Railway Signaling Illustrated," by
as follows;
F. B. Ernst March 20th; "Possibilities of Electric

Traction," by Prof. H. T. Plum, April 3d; "Appliances in the Economical Handling of Power Plants,"
by Prof. J. D. Huffman, April loth "Brake Equipments for Railway Trains," by Prof. L. V. Ludy,
April 17th.
;

Arrangements are taking shape for the

fifth

an-

National Electrical Conwill be held in Boston,
exhibition committee has secured Mechanics' Hall Building for holding the
Mr. A. T. Sampson, who has been apexhibition.
pointed to fill the vacancy on the executive committee caused by the resignation of Mr. Leonard,
will act as secretary of both the executive and exhibition committees.

nual

convention

of

tractors' Association,
Mass., in July. The

the

which

Tlie "Proceedings" of the tenth annual meeting
the Ohio Electric Light Association, held at
Sandusky, Ohio, August 16 to 18, 1904, have been
issued in book form containing besides the doings
at the convention lists of the active and associate
member companies of the organization. Of the
former there are now 54 and of the latter 34. The
President, M. E. Turner,
present officers are
Cleveland; vice-president, F. E. Valentine, Piqua;
secretary-treasurer, D. L. Gaskill, Greenville.
of

:

The next meeting

of the

American

Institute

By

a ruling of the Dominion Board of Customs
Canada the duty on automobiles and rubber tires
therefor has been increased to 35 per cent. It was
of

formerly 25 per cent.

A committee of the City Council of Seattle, Wash..,
has tabled an ordinance providing for the appointment of a city electrician whose duty would be to
inspect all wiring and electrical installations.
It
was argued that the underwriters inspected all such
work and the passage of the ordinance would work
a double fee, which was considered unjust.
At the fourth annual banquet of the apprentices
the Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing
Company, held in Pittsburg recently, 75 colleges and
universities were represented among the apprentices
present.
Charles F. Scott was toastmaster and the
speeches made were by Frank H. Tavlor, Dr. Orrcn
Hales, W. M. McFarland and P. E.'Lohman.
of

The Denver Gas and Electric Company is giving
a series of instructive and interesting cooking lessons at its office. From week to week attractive announcement cards are sent out. This week, appropriately enough, the programme foreshadows a
practical demonstration on the preparation of Irish
This company keeps its products constantly
dishes.
before the public through the medium of well-designed literature.

TRADE NEWS.

of

Engineers will be held at the Chapter
Room, Carnegie Hall, 154 West Fiftv-seventh Street,
New York city, on March 24th. The following papers' will be presented and discussed
"Line Construction for High-pressure Electric Railroads," by
George A. Damon of Chicago "High-pressure Line
Construction for Alternating-current Railways," by
Theodore Varney, and "Application of 'High Pressure to Electric Railroads," by Ernest Gonzenbach
of Sheboygan, Wis.

The General Incandescent Arc Light Company has

Electrical

removed

Building to

The Michigan College of Mines will hold its second annual class-day exercises in Houghton and
Hancock on May 5th. The principal feature of
the event will be the public address by William G.
Mather of Cleveland. Ohio, president of the Cleveland-Cliffs Iron Company.
This will be deliv,ered
in the Kerredge Theater at Hancock in the evening.
A banquet will also probably be given by the

Chicago
1543-6

office

from the

Monadnock

Marquecte

Building.

Sealed bids will be received by the city clerk of

:

;

its

Des Moines, Iowa,
supplies,

etc.

N.

13.

until

March

Vertrees

is

31st for electrical
the city clerk.

F. R. Perrot will in the future represent the AllisChalmers Company in West Australia, with headquarters _at Perth. John Chambers & Son will represent the company in New^ Zealand, their head-

quarters behig at Auckland.

The Wisconsin Timber and Land Company of
Mattoon, Wis., dealer in poles, reports a change of
since the beginning of the year.
E. E.
Hemingway has taken the ofiice of treasurer-manager, formerly held by O. E. Karste.
management

The exercises are held at this early period
so that all the students may be present, as in previous years it has been found that nearly half have left
for their vacations when the class-day exercises
were held at the close of the college year.

The Stanley Electric Manufacturing Company,
which for so long had its Chicago oflice on the
fourth floor of the JNIonadnock Building, now makes1543-6 Monadnock Building its new headquarters.
The company's new* telephone numbers are Harrison
5244 and 5245.

The annual nieeting of the British Association
Advancement of Science is to open in Cape
S. A., August isth.
The sectional meetings

The statement that the Flint-Lomax Electric and
Manufacturing Company of Denver, Colo., has sus-

class.

for the

Town,

will be held there and in other cities which will
be visited by the delegates. The president for the
meeting is Prof. G. H. Darwin. Prof. A. R. Forsyth will preside over the deliberations of the
Mathematical and Physical Science Section, and
Col. Sir Colin Scott-Moncrieff will he chairman
of the Engineering Section.
Among the lectures,
for which arrangements have been made, will be
one on "Physics," by Mr. C. V. Boys, at Cape
Town one by Mr. F. Soddy on "Radio-activity" at
Durban
one by Professor Ayrton, delivered at
Johannesburg, on "Distribution of Power," and at
Kimberley Sir William Crookes will discourse on
;

;

"Diamonds."

tained a considerable fire loss needs modification.
Only slight damage from w'ater was caused by a fire
in the foundrj', which was discovered before it had

much lieadway.
The partnership between George W. Conover and
Edward W, Hammer, doing business under the
name of George W. Conover & Co. at HI2 Mergained

Loan and Trust Building, Chicago, was dissolved on January 31, 1905. Mr.
Hammer has
transferred all his interest in the partnership to
Mr. Cono\'er. The business will be continued under the same name, asiti at the same location as
chants'

hi

fi

re.

A

press dispatch, dated at Berlin, March 5th, and
printed in the Pittsburg Gazette, is as follows
"A
new American stock company, which will compete
with the famous concern of Siemens & Halske,
was incorporated here yesterday under the name
of the 'German-American Edison Accumulator Company.'
The paid-up capital of the new company
:

TELEGRAPH.
Reports from Caracas. Venezuela, announce that
President Castro has ordered the Venezuelan court
render judgment annulling the contract and
authorizing the seizure of the French Cable company's property. The government, it is said, has
cut the coast cable east and west of La Guayra to
prevent communication with the revolutionists, who
are active at Trinidad.
The Europeans at Carato

cas are excited.

The

quarterly report of the Western

Union Tele-

graph Company shows net earnings for the quarter
ended December 31, 1904, amounting to $1,872,965.91.
A dividend paid on January 15, 1905, amounted to
$1,217,021.25 and interest on the bonded debt required $297,550, which left a total surplus on January I, 1905. of $15,793,257.46.
The net revenues
for the quarter ending March 31st, based upon

3,000,000 marks, and
of the directors."
is

Thomas A. Edison

is

The Standard Underground Cable Company

one

anthat, on account of the general growth of
business on the Pacific Coast, it has deci4ed to
discontinue all agency arrangements for the sale
of its products, and on April ist will open its
new offices in the RIalto Building, San Francisco,
with Mr. A. B. Saurman as manager for the Pacific
Coast territory, which includes Washington, Oregon,
Idaho, California, Nevada, Arizona, British Columbia, Alaska and the Hawaiian Islands.
Mr. Saurmrn has in turn been connected with the Standard
LTnderground Cable Company, in both construction
and sales departments, at Philadelphia and New

nounces
its

Mardi

iH,
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York, iuid was laUT for several years iiiaiiaRer of
the Boston office, while for the last two years his
position has heen that of manager of the Pacific
Coast sales diparlnient. The company expects to
malir railv iiiiioiiiircments of location and personnel
.Jh. rs at Los Angeles and Portland.
ih
of Mii,
ih.ii its factory at Oakland. Cal. (the
It al,M H p-iii
only l;ul'iiy wust of the Mississippi ct|uipped with
lead presses for cable work), has been unusually
busy duriuR the last si.\ months, and that the future
on the coast points to its continued activity.
,

BUSINESS.
W.

L.

Arnold, manager of the Wittenberg Cedar

Company of Wittenberg, Wis., reports an unusually
good demand for poles this spring.
The Rleclric Appliance Company of Chicago says
that the Packard lamp lives a useful life up to Coo
or 800 hours. At the end of that time, if tlic lamp
has not died a natural death, the company advocates
removal from the circuit.
the use of chloroform

—

Company of Campspecialty of cypress poles for
telephone, telegraph, electric-light and street-railway
companies. It is also a producer of tics and has
supplied many users, particularly in the Southwest.
The

S.-E.

Mo.,

bell,

Missouri Cypress

makes

a

he Oshkosh Logging Tool Company of Oshko.sh,
\\ IS., has recently moved its office and factory to
larger quarters in the same town, where every
facility is on hand to meet the increashig demand
that its line of linemen's and construction tools has
I

created,
F. E. Pfanmueller & Co., 733 Rookery Building,
liicago, make a specialty of handling the better
Kiades of second-hand steam power equipment, con(

pumpt, air cometc., and have a stodc on hand ready for
immediate delivery, which they guarantee to b« practically as good as new.
sisting of engines, boilers, heaters,

pressors,

Pass & Seymour of Solvay, N. Y., manufacture
a complete line of weatherproof sockets, which they
recommend as of standard excellence, and they are
also calling particular attention to a line of porcelain
jiendant sockets for reinforced cord, adapted for
250

volts.

The S. H. Couch Company of Boston is marketing an ingenious lampguard consisting of a spiral
of wire approximately the shape of an incandescent
lamp globe. One end fits over the tip of the lamp
and the other over the base, the wires being readily
pulled apart and the lamp slipped through, after
which it is screwed into the socket.

The Williams Electric Machine Company of
Akron, Ohio, reports a large number of sales during
the last month of its magnetic clutches, among its
customers ln-ing a stale university, brass rolling
mill. Mil engraving company and a large clay manufacturing company, which shows the diversified application of these clutches.

George L. Lindslcy, president of Lindsley Bros.

Company

of Chicago, states that the outlook for the
in the cedar-pole line is very encouraging here as well as in the western states,
where the Lindsley Bros. Company also has yards.
The company has a large stock of choice poles and
expects to do a large business. Mr. Lindsley asserts
that there is a great demand for short poles and
that 35 and 40-foot poles arc easier to sell than to
produce. Consequently Mr. Lindsley predicts that
the price of poles of these lengths is liable to be
raised.
It may be added that. Mr. Lindsley will

coming season

give

the Lindiley
hereafter.

intere«tf

hi«

pcrtonal

attention

The

Detroit United Railways hai purchased from
the Alli»-C"halmcr« Company one heavy duly crcntcompound Renohh-Corlits engine, 32 by fjf inches.
for direct cjnncciifm to a lyjo-ktlownlt Kriierator.
This will be installed in the company\ -laiion on
Atwatcr street, where it has been found ncc>:»ury
10 provide for an extension to the existing power
plant. The Wheeling and Lake Krie Railrojd Company has ordered from the .\llis-Chalmcr* Company's
electrical department equipment for in new machine
and car-repair shof« at Canton. Ohio, consiiling of
two engine-type 250-volt generator!., one of which is
150 kilowatts and the other 75 kilowatts, and lO

motors with capacities aggregating 300 horsepower.

The Edison Electric Illuminating Company of
Boston, which Ijcgan in 1808 to experiment with the
Wright demand system of chargmg manufactured
in this country by the General Incandescent Arc
Light Company, and which has steadily since that
time extended its use, is now said to Ijc nuking,
as rapidly as possible, a final extension of the system to alt its customers, both for light and power.
so that it will be used to measure the demand of all
contract customers having five or more lights.
To
make those mentioned extensions over 4,000 Wright
demand indicators will be required, orders for which
have been placed. With the extension of the Wright
demand system, the Boston Edison Company will
put into effect a scale of rales which it is expected
will completely do away with the inconvenience and
expense of figuring out what rate a customer is
entitled to.
This new scale of rates is designed
automatically to give to each customer the proper
rate: that is, a rate having as nearly as possible a
definite ratio to the cost of supplying him.

ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.
/ssucd
Operated Station Indicator.
Ernest K. Adams, New York. N. Y., Edward
Dean Adams, executor of said Ernest K. Adams.
Electrically

784,019.

Application

filed

March

lo,

A

Charles B. Askew,
-Electric Switch.
Application filed May 11, 1904.
cago, 111.

784,022.

Chi-

for oscillating' the switch arm includes electrodevices arranged to move the arm in oppodirections.
timing switch device for the electromagnetic circuit is operatively associated with the electromagnetic devices for actuation, the timing-switch device
being arranged to effect the circuit of one of the electromagnetic devices to energize it when actuated by the
other electromagnetic device and timed to operate subsequently to the operation of the oscillating switch arm.

Means

magnetic

A

site

Electric

784,056.

1904.

indicator carrier carried on the car is adapted to be
Means are provided for making and
breakinj^ the circuit to control the motor and thereby
safety device comprises
the movement of the carrier.
means independent of the make-and-brcak means for autotlie
circuit
when the carrier has
matically breaking
reached the end of its travel.

An

driven by a motor.

'

(L')3itcd Slates

Pateut

OjTicc)

March

7905.

7,

upon which as a fulcrum it may rock. One of the arms
of the armature serves to complete the magnetic circuit
of the magnet.

Mo.

Louis,

Motor.

Application

Waldo A. Layman,
filed

December

Burke Electric Company.

filed

May

A

St.

28, 1903.

Renewed August

25, 1904.
Combined with one of tlie members of an alternatingcurrent motor are a conductor connected at a number of
points to the member to form a short-circuit, a second
conductor connected to the member, means for determining the position of the poles of the member and means
for short-circuiting the second conductor.

Application

1904.
U-shaped shcct-mctal support is mounted to ttira
on 3 threaded stud and a brush is fixed to the support.
Means force the brush against the commutator, the means
being adjustable along the length of the support3.

784,103.

New

Dynamo-electric Machine.
James Burke.
York, N. Y., assignor to the Burke Electric

Company.

Application

filed

July

18,

1904.

The frame for the machine has a central opening
through its bottom portion, the opening communicating
directly with the space between the field poles and affording free access to the poles and the coils, the field poles
projecting radially inward.

Electrically Operated Locking Mechanism.
John Nordenberg, Canon City, Colo., assignor
of one-half to Olof J. Rundahl, Canon City,
Colo. Application filed September 16, '1904.

784,064.

Electromagnets operate a series of locks and an electric
circuit
circuit is common to the several magnets.
closer in the circuit, circuit-controlling devices in each
lock, whereby the locks will be successively operated

A

Instrument.
Massage
Barrett and William Condon, Kansas
Application filed July 5, 1904.
A handle to the instrument forms an electrode and
carries a permanent magnet.
An armature is rotatively
inounted on the handle in the field of the magnet and
provided with a suitable insulated winding one end of
which is electrically connected to the electrode, and a

Dynamo-electric

784,024.

Albert

City,

Mo.

electrode is connected to the other end of the
winding and carried by but insulated from the armature.

rotary

Laminated Core for Dynamo-electric Ma784,032.
chines.
York, N. Y., asJames Burke,
signor to the Burke Electric Company. Appli-

New

cation filed March 9, 1904..
Combined with a laminated core and support, the support having a grooved portion, is a collar or closed ring
adapted to be forced into the grooved portion for retaining the laminae in place.

Electroplating Device. George W. Clough,
Cleveland, Ohio.
Application filed January 30,

784,034.

1904.
Electroplating -apparatus comprises a bath provided with
a shaft mounted on the walls and a cylinder of
insulated material mounted on the shaft.
flanged metal
carrier is spirally and continuously wound about the inner
surface of the cylinder, and forms the cathode. Anodes
are suspended from the shaft.
walls,

A

NO. 784,292.— DIRECT-LINE

A

Fixedly mounted support having transverse guides
is
adapted, to be interposed between fixed main and
branch track sections. A switch plate is slidably mounted
on the guides and has depending track sections to
bridge the gaps in the fixed track sections.
Manually
controlled means shift the switch plate and positively lock
jn

it

position

when

shifted.

Automatic Self-dropping Trolley Pole.
John Delane, Terre Haute, Ind. Application
filed September 5. 1903.

784.038.

A
its
is

trolley arm is mounted so as to be free to fall of
own weight. An arrangement of cords and pulleys
adapted to raise the trolley pole into the normal posi-

Electromagnetic Device.
William KaisChicago, 111., assignor to the Kellogg
Switchboard and Supply Company, Chicago, 111.
Application filed October 17, 1901.
Hng,

A form of relay is described, the armature therefor
having two arms extending at an angle to each other.
support Iiaving a knife-edge is adapted to fit into the
apex of the angle and to form a support for the armature

A

7S4.125.

in

New

Galvanic Battery- Cell. Albert T. Sanden,
York, N. Y. Application filed December

1904.
battery comprises a folded outer element, an intermediate porous fabric portion in contact with the inner
side of the outer element and a grooved inner element
providing on both of its faces lines of contact with the
fabric portion and having capillary- spaces between.
15,

A

Electric-lighting

4,071.

Apparatus

for

Raihvav

Willard F. Richards. Buffalo, and Wifliam A. Turbayne, Lancaster, N. Y.. assignors
Cars.
to

the

Gould

Coupler

Company,

New

York,

N. Y.

Application filed April 9, 1904.
dynamo and a motor have parallel field
and rotary armatures mounted on a common
shaft.
The field magnets are carried on a base, bearing
standards being placed at the opposite ends of the base
in which the ends of the armature shaft are iournaled.

An

electric

magnets,

Telephone System." William D. Watkins.
San Jose, Cal., assignor to the Watkins Manufacturing Company, San Jose, Cal. Application

Electrical Annunciator for Trolley Cars.
Ira J. Bradshaw, '\\'aukegan. 111., assignor of
one-half to Jacob J. Dietmeyer. W^aukegan, 111.
Application filed June 29, 1904.
Arranged on a bracket carrying the trolley wire is a
switch actuated by the passage of the trolley wheel. The

784,139.

switch controls the

:

784,088.

filed

784,052.

TELEPHONE CIRCUIT.

closures of the
each lock for
without affecting the other locks of the

means

.ted

Switch for Overhead Trolley Tracks.
784.037.
Robert N. Cundall, Hopedale, Mass... assignor to
the Draper Company, Hopedale, Mass.
Application filed January 4, 1905.

An

March

11,

is

ar-

ranged in the signaling circuit and a call bell is controlled by the selecting device and includes a" movable
member- A switch is controlled by the movable member
for placing the local talking circuit in communication
with the main line.
784,102.

Brushholder for Dynamo-electric Machines.
New York, N. Y., assignor to the

James Burke,

Automatic

Telephone

Parsons, Chicago,

111.

Repeater.
Emory'
Application filed Febru-

ary- 16, 1903.

1902.

electromagnetically actuated selecting device

784,175.

A

telephone repeater comprises a transmitter having a
medium is interposed between

number of diaphragms.

A

the diaphragms, exposed to their vibrations, and a local
circuit comprises the medium and the primary wire of an
induction-coil.
like number of telephone receivers have
their diaphragms facing the transmitter diaphragms respectively and an incoming line circuit is branched :o include in parallel the electromagnet coils of the several
receivers, the secondary wire of the induction coil being

A

',

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN
John E. Shepherd, Chicago.

'riiermo.-;tat.

784.186.

Application

111.

filed

April 25. 1904.

Separated parts adapted to be included in Uvo electric
circuits have a circuit-controlling means associated therewith, comprising a movable member, means for independently completing- circuits tbrough the circuit parts when
the movable m.-mber is in normal position, and to break
both circuits when the movable member is moved. Other
means are arranged to close the circuit subsequent to
the breaking by the first-named means when the movable

member

moved.

is

Stop-motion Detector for Looms. Merrill
Pawlucket, R. I; Application filed
September 3, 1902.

784,188.

Steere.

O.

In case a thread breaks anywhere in the work two
contacts normally held apart by the thread are allowed to
come together, closing an alarm circuit.

M. Quinn,

Electrical Fuse-primer. Francis
7S4.226.
Application filed
Silverking.. Idaho.
17.

^larch

'vhccl passing beneath the trolley contacts in one direction
will close the current from the' trolley wire through one
of the line circuits and when passing in the opposite
direction through the other line circuit.

iS,

1905

supports.
Heatnig devices extend through the tubes and
out of contact therewith- Binding posts carried by one of
the supports furnish connection for the leading-in wires.
'

Electromagnet
and
Armature.
Joseph
Weber. Brooklyn, N. Y. Application filed May

784,456.

Electric Time-switch.
Stanislaus Stemski,
Brooklyn, N. Y. Application filed April 12, 1904.
Clockwork mechanism is arranged over the switch case
which at predetermined intervals depresses plungers so
as to allow of the motion of a drum which in turn con-

784-358.

trols the

784,387.

switch.

Electric !Motor,

Harrington, Mass.

Frederick Darlington, Great
Application filed October 13.

1904.
In an electric meter are a dynamometer having a stationary coil and an oscillating coil and a drag for retarding the movement of the oscillating coil in one direction only.
A pawl and ratchet cooperating with means
for integrating an amount proportional to the riumber of
swings of tJie coil are the other features.

September

I,
1900.
Renewed August 31. 1904.
disconnected armature is loosely mounted upon the
core of a magnet, to oscillate about an axis parallel to
the longitudinal axis of the armature; a projection on one
part and a co-operating member being oerativelv arranged
ith relation to the projection for pivotallv encaging the

A

and

thei

Attachment for Musical InstruJoseph Weber, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Ap-

Electrical

784,457.

ments.

plication filed August 19, 1904.
Combined with a musical instrument provided with
keys are a series of electromagnets, one for each key
and an upright on each of the keys, the electromagnets
when electrically connected operating on the uprights to
actuate

the keys.

1903.

An

;Means
for
Protecting Electric
Cables
Against Excess Pressure. Georg Zapf, CologneNippes, Germany.
Application filed March 24.

784,464.

primer consists of a wrapper containing a combustible material, the unper portion of the wr.ipper being split and the combustible material divided to
electrical fuse

1904.
the

the

LMds

spl

A

coil for protecting an electrical cable against excess
pressures, comprise a weakly insulated cable introduced
into the circuit of the cable to be protected and provided
with a lead casing and an earthed conductor formed of
a wire wra tped around the casing.
(See cut.)

the

Searchlight for Revolvers or Other Fire-

784.227.

Byron

arms.

Riblet,

C.

August

plication filed

i,

Spokane.

\\'ash.

Apr

Automatic Telephone-exchange System.
John K. Norstrom and Henry "SI. Graif, Chi111., assignors to the Automatic
Telephone

1904.

784.498.

A

small battery is contained in the liandlc of the revoh'cr and is coiniected with a search light on the forward part of the gun beneath the barrel.
push button
on the handle closes the circuit to the battery.

cago,

A

Compan.v.

Chicago.

Application

111.

filed

May

Renewed July 5, 1904.
Lines of the subscribers are connected with a central
group of line-selecting switches adapted and arranged to
be insirumental in connecting for communication the
lines of any two subscribers.
Switch-actuating means are
operatively associated with each switch, including a series
of devices each adapted and arranged to control" the corresponding switch.
One of the devices in each series is
operatively associated with each subscriber's line for control by the subscriber,
18, 1903.

Rail-guard.
Lewis B. Stiilweil.
Lakewood, N. J., and Frederick R. Slater,
Yonkers, N. Y.
Application filed September

7S4237.

Electrical

.

1904.

16,

Combined witli an electric conductor are a series of inwhich the conductor is attached, a
bracket clamped to the conductor between the supports,
an upright part and a horizontal extension of the part,
to which a longitudinal guard is attached.

sulating supports to

.

Magnetic Ore Separator. Lewis G. RowCamden, N. J., assignor to the Wetherill
Separating Company.
Application filed February 28. 1898.

784,502.

Lakewood.
Yonkers,

X.
N.

Lewis B.

Rail-guard.

Electrical

784.238.

J.,

V.

and Frederick
Application filed

Stiilweil.

R.

and,

Slater,

September

A

1904.

16,

A

guard parallel with the electric conductor is insuand an insulator is provided for the conductor.
for the guard and insulator are formed of a
single casting and an insulating post and a bracket with
a horizontal extension are attached to the post by which
bracket a guard is supported.
lated

NO. 784,464
7S4.388.

Direct-line Circuit and Switching Mechanism for Telephone Systems. Albert K. Andriano, San Francisco, Cal.. and Hermann Herbstritt, New York. N. Y.. assignors to the Direct
Line General Telephone Company, San Fran-

784,292.

November

Application filed
Renev*-ed July 11, 1904.
cisco, Cal.

The

21,

1903.

stations are arranged in groups and return wires
to each group of stations extend to a contact at

common

— PROTECTION

nected with the line wire of its particular station. Mea»s
for connecting any station with the line of any desired
station of the system comprise independent switches arranged to engage respectively with the contacts of the
station close
selected station

are properly

J.

when

set.

Despradels,

November

Paris.
1902.

France.

Application

Louis

electrical

Casey and Fred H. Pickles.

New

a transmitter having parallel rows

of contacts, the first of the rows containing as many
contacts as there are signals to be given.
The second
row contains half as many contacts as the first row, the
third row half the number of the second row and so on,
each contact of a subsequent row being double the length
of contact in the preceding row.

Thomas

W.

September

12,

Application

System of Electrical Distribution. Frank
Hoffman. Chicago, 111., assignor of one-half to
Elmer E. Hanna. Chicago. 111. Application filed

May 21, 1903.
A method of obtaining

a change of speed of electric
consists in maintaining three or more electric
substantially equal potential and connecting a
of motors with them so that all circuits which arc
in
operation carry
substantially
equal

circuits of

simultaneously

Method of Cultivating Plants by ElecEugene Pilsoudsky and Eugene Rago'

784,346.

tricity.

zine,

St.

December

Petersburg, Russia.
12,

Application

end

fori

the

nd of the

the kev

Commutator

784.521.

for

Electric

Machines

and

Process- of IMaking Same. Fritz A. Feldkamp.
Newark. N. J. Application filed April 16. I00(.
Electrolytically
deposited
commutator
sections
are
mounted on a core.
Each commutator section comprises
a main bodv portion extending laterally across, the cylindrical face 'of tha core, and downwardly extending end
portions form integral parts with the main body portion.
the end portions extending down the sides of the end
faces of the core.
Means on the end faces embedded

A number

NO. 784,502.

— M.^GNETIC

displacement of the sections.

more

process of electroculture consists in subjecting adjacent parallel sections of the earth to be treated to the
action of galvanic currents flowing in opposite directions
between buried plates of dissimilar metals connected by
overhead conductors, and simultaneously setting up in the
circuits formed by the conductors, plates and earth sections, currents induced by atmospheric electricity passing
through parallel overhead conductors adapted to collect
such electricity.

Circuit Controller for Electric Railway
784,357.
Harry B. Snell. Jackson, Mich. ApSignals.
plication filed April 15, 1904.
pair of trolley contacts insulated from direct connection with each other and from the trolley wire are associated with a magnetically operated controller.
Two
line circuits lead from the controller to a suitable -signal
device, and connections are made whereby a trollev

of conductors are arranged to
circuits of equal potential.

electric

form

An

three

electric

ORE SEPARATOR,

Means for Maintaining Synchronisni in
784.447.
Electric Motors.
Paul Thomas. Charlottenburg, near Berlin, Germany.
Application filed

March

7.

1903.

Periodic current impulses are transmitted from the
station of the primary shaft to that of the secondary shaft.
These impulses actuate two separate regulating forces, one
of the forces having a constant regulating effect upon
the speed of the secondary shaft lasting for the time during which the shaft deviates from synchronism and ceasing as soon as synchronism is re-established.
The other
regulating force has a variable regulating etfect upon the
speed of the secondary shaft beginning with the beginning of the deviation from synchronism and increasing
until synchronism is re-established and then remaining
constant at the value obtained at the moment of the reestablishment of synchronism until a new deviation takes
place.
(See cut on preceding page.)

filed

1903.

A

A

19.

for each key operate

motor, and switch mechanism for connecting the electric
motor between different pairs of the conductor complete

filed

784,328.

motors

August

filed

the latter, each magnet
having a diameter sreater than the width of one kev
but less than the width of two keys.
The magnets ase
arranged so as to present a staggered effect- .\n operatided
ch
of
the

1904.

The motor consists essentially of a series of solenoids
operating nlungers which are connected to cranks on a
driving sliaft.

number

Magnets

or

George Dengler and Ida
Mich.

Application

System of Electrical Distribution. Frank
Hoffman. Chicago, 111., assignor of one-half to
Elmer E. Hanna. Chicago, "ill. Original application filed May 2i, 1903. Divided and this application filed August 13, 1903.

,

Electric Motor.
Schmidt. Detroit.

Y.

7S4. 523.
insuinde-

sections between each of which is a short
pendent section.
A main feed wire is connected with
each of the main independent sections by supplemental
feed wires having switches.
A guard or cover is hinged
to a support at the outer side of the third rail and is
ed of separate sections having insulating blocks
which
the third

784.308.

N.

1904.

prevent centrifugal

York, N. Y.

lating

Brooklyn,

,

Commutator.
Gustav Grabosch, Berlin,
Germany. Application filed July 30. 1904.

7S4.393.

l

Application filed August 11. 1904.
The third rail is composed of main independent

Joseph Weber.

Electrically Actuated Piano.

7S4.50S.
signaling embodies a circular
contact pistons which can be

of buttons having
pushed inward, a spring pushing each button outward.
These buttons control eleciromagnetic devices operating
various shutters which corresTiond to the order number of
the stations along the line.
series

A

filed

19,

Apparatus for

(See

Third-rail Electric-railway System.

784,^03.

FOR ELECTRIC CABLES.

Apparatus for Electrical Signaling.

The commutator has
pla.

conveyor-belt is adapted to convey the material to be
treated and magnets are placed above and below the
The pole-pieces of opposite magnets are in proximity to the conveyor belt, the upper magnet having the
stronger magnetic field.
discharging belt passes over
nd beyond and at an angle with the
discharging belt being interposed betwe
the
belt and the upper magnet.
(See cut.)
belt.

The bases

784.448.

W.

Trolley. John H. Thompson, Charleston.
Va., assignor of one-half to Daniel Regan,
Application filed August 4,

Birmingham, Ala.

1904.
Patentable features of the invention consist of a spring
and an interposed rocking lever having a number of fulcrums and links connecting the pole and lever on opposite sides of their fulcrums adapted to yieldingly uphold
the trolley and permit it to be automatically lowered and

Electric Heater for Oil or Gas Wells.
Fred B. ^Varing, Lima, Ohio, assignor of onehalf to Ira R. Longswortb. Lima, Ohio.
Application filed April 22, 1904.

784.454-

An

embodies a pair of supports having openings and tubes with their ends extending in the openings and hermetically connected to the
electric beater for oil wells

EXPIRING PATENTS.
Following is a list of electrical patents (issued
by the 'United States Patent Oflice) that expired on

March

13,

1905^;

C. ITcriMH.
Coupling for Joining Electric \\'ires.
3/0,22}.
Philadelohia, Pa.
Dvnamo-electric Machine.
L. C. Rice. Denver.
379,284.
Colo.
Fire-alarm Signal ]Iox.
G. M. Stevens, Cambridge,
379.339-

Telegra:)hic Pen.
H. P. Copeland, East Orange.
X. J.
I'.
Xon-polarizmg Constant-current Battery.
J.
Crouch, Eugene City, Ore.
ti.
L.
Electric Gas Lighter and Extinguisher.
379>396.
Hogan, Olmstead, Kv.
Device for Returninc Siimals in District-telcyrnph
379.404.
Systems. \\\ \'. Lockuood, \\'aterburv. Conn.
Automatic Electric Snacinc Mechanism for Tvpe379.^06.

3-9,368.

379,37^-

writcrs.

379.453.

T.

F.

McLauchlin. Philadelphia. Pa.

Working Metals by

Electricitv.

X.

Dc Benardos,

St. Petersburg. Russia.
Apparatus for Electric Eleachine. E. Hermite and
379.465.
C. F. Cooper, Dalston. Countv of Mid~^dlesex. England.
Regulation of Electric Motors.
D. Iligham, Phila379.466.
delphia, Pa.
Reculation of Electric Motors.
D. Higham, Phila379.467.
delphia, Pa.
Switch for Electric Light and Motor Circuits.
379.501.
F. W. Rrann and G. I. Kinney, San Francisco, Cal.
Electric Surface Railway.
Enos, Boston,
379.^09.
J. A.
"Mass.
Test Circuit and Apparatus for Electrical Cables.
370,53^I. H.
Farnham. Maiden. Mass.
379o35. Telegraph Wire. W. Hewitt. Chambersburg, X, J.
Primary Electric Battery. H. Woodward, Detroit.
379.5^1-

ilich.
379, 5>2.

Primary Electric Battery.

H. Woodward,

J^e'
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Bloomlngton, Pontiac and Jollet Singlephase Railway.
Miicl]

neers

ill

inliTLst

has

lii'fii

singlc-plinse

tlic

niaiiifcsli'il

.iitioiiR

engi-

railway designed

electric

when

^5,

No. 12

1905

and leveling have been finished
the road will compare favorably with steam-railroad
practice.
The maximum grade is one per cent.,
which occurs at bnt one point. The rails weigh 70
pounds to the yard and arc American Society of

ultimately to connect the cities of Rloomington, Pon-

Civil

and Jolict, III. The distance between Blooniington and Jolict, which will he the two extremes
of the completed line, is go miles, and forms one

bonded with General Electric ribbon bonds, corresponding in cross-section to a No. oooo copper wire.

tiac

of the important links in the interconnecting system
of electric railways which it is hoped will, Iiefore

Chicago and St.
Louis. Already one can ride on electric cars from
Chicago to Joliet. With the completion of the line
give direct service between

long,

standard

F.ngincers

They arc

cross-section.

The rails are also cross-bonded every 1,500 feet.
The trolley wire is supported by a catenary construction, as shown in I'ig. 2, the supporting steel
wires acting also as conductors.

Tlie line

is in

dupli-

to avoid complication at switching points

cate,

Car EQfirMENT.

ihc ballasting

and

also to avoid delay in case of breakage of one of

of the car now in
dimcniions it is 41 feet
by eight feet 7'/i inches
wide. The roof is of Ihc monitor-deck pattern, the
full length of the car lKj<1y, with the trolley boards
suitably fitted on the top. There is a brake shaft
mounted on each platform provided with a vertical
ratchet brake wheel for emergency use.
Fig.

a

is

I

operation.

good

illustration

general

In

eight inches long over

at!

Inside, the car is finished in cherry.
The seats
have high backs and are done in green leather, if) being in the main compartment, and the smoking compartment being provided with longitudinal seats. .\
hot-water heater is installed.

The car, which was made by the .American Car
Company of St. Louis, is mounted On Brill trucks
with 34-incli wheels, the wheel base of each truck
being six feet. All up-to-date features have been
supplied to the car, such as air brakes, trolley retrievers, enclosed arc headlight, etc.
Most interesting from an electrical viewpoint, of
course, is the motor equipment. Four 50-horsepower single-phase motors furnish the necessary
power for the car. These are connected two in
series permanently, and arc fed by the sccondar>- of
an 80-kiIowatt self-cooled step-down transformer.
The motors are each wound for 200 volts and are
fed from five taps on the transformer secondary.
A difference of potential of 400 volts is obtained

1 1,:.

I.

View

of Exterior ot Car.

Bloomington will be
consideration,
reached, making nearly one-half of the distance to
the city of Deconnects
already
line
St. Louis.

now

tinder

A

cature with Carlinville, and electric service can also
be had from Edwardsville to St. Louis. The only
links remaining, then, woiilcl be from Bloomington to Decatur and from Carlinville to Edwardsville, and these are now under contemplation.

two

however, to what will
its relation,
one of the most important electricrailway systems of the state of Illinois, the system
of the Bloomington, Pontiac and Joliet Electric Rail-

Aside

from

eventually be

way Company
interest,

it

possesses

being the

many

first

features of technical
single-phase road in the

and the third single-phase road of any kind
anywhere in the United States.
far about 10 miles of the line has been put
in operation, or that portion between Pontiac and
Odell, to the northeast; from Odell to Dwight,

state

to be put in operation

Thus

still

farther northeast, the construction

proceeding.

The present

article

will

is

treat

of

together will take care of the service until further
extensions of the system are completed.
The General Electric Company's single-phase system of electric-railway operation has been employed,
and the general characteristics are similar to those of

New York

state,

which was described in the Western Electrician of
August 27, 1904. In the present case, however, there
is not the problem of direct-current city operation
to

be considered.

Ro.MiBED

3.

Catenary Consiruction o£ Trolley Line.

BLOOMINGTON, PONTIAC AND JOLIET SINGLE-PHASE RAILWAY.

the

completed section from Pontiac to Odell, which was
opened to the general public for the first time on
March 15th. One car only is as yet operated, which
makes eight trips each way daily. Another car is
under construction at the present time, and the two

the Ballston single-phase railway in

Fie

now

work

AND OVERHEAD CONSTRUCTION.

the

on the

The

of 350,

wires, the other wire being always available.
steel supporting wires are tliree-eighths inch in
diameter and are carried by poles placed too feet
apart.

The

insulators for the

two

parallel lines are

placed seven inches apart, center to center, on the
bracket arms.
Suspended from the steel catenary
wire is a No. 00 copper trolley wire. .As shown in
this is suspended from the steel wire
one point only, midway between each two poles.
soon, however, as the weather has become
warmer, and the wires have expanded as much as
they are likely to, suspension wires from the catenary
to the trolley wire will be- put in.
The construction of pull-overs used on curves is

the picture,
at

As

shown

in

Fig.

3.

Here

bracket construction

The

total

cost

of

is

also

shown

tlte

typical

for carrying the insulators.
construction of the line was

Obser\-ing Fig. 2 of the accompanying illustrations, a straight-away view of a portion of the line
a short distance Irom Pontiac is obtained. AH work

$16,000 a mile, which included everything connected
with the overhead work and the track. The cost
of the pole line, including poles, wires, insulators

on the roadbed has as yet not been completed, but

and

labor,

was $2,550

a mile.

last tap of the series,

250 and

300,

During the

200

intermediate voltages

volts

being obtainable.

transition of the controller point

from

one tap to the next there is no serious arcing, as
coils of very high resistance are placed intermediate
to the taps and the ground, effectually damping the
arcing effect, which would otherwise be serious.
With this arrangement the motors run at practically
the same efficiency on any speed, which is one of
the important points of advantage which the singlephase equipment has over direct-current operation,
effecting a large saving of current over that which
the ordinar;' motorman will use with direct-current
motors.
The weight of the motors is approximately 4,200

pounds each.

On

the roof of the car are located

the high-tension fuses and the copper ribbon fuse
which protects the transformer. A 2,000-volt lightning arrester protects the car, and the trolley ba'se
is
supported by the necessary insulators to give
protection from the high pressure of 3.3CO volts
.
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which is used on the line. The trolley poles are
two in number, 12 feet long and equipped with high-

ground

Between the trolley and
mounted on the car a no-voltage-trip
the

of

which

is

wound

oil

there

is

switch, the'

oppositely to

.2q

1905

is of the General Electric make, and
a 25-cycle machine delivering 53 amperes at 3.300
volts, with a speed of 500 revolutions a minute.

reasons some jealousy has been manifested on the
part of the steam lines toward the competitor, and
one of them has succeeded up to the present in
preventing the electric road from crossing its tracks
to reach the center of Pontiac.
Everything is in

It is a three-phaser and was installed instead of a
single-phase machine for various reasons. Exciting
current is obtained from a i2l2-kilowatt direct-current dynamo, belted to the shaft of the main generator, as shown in the picture, and runs at a speed

readiness, however, to run cars clear in as soon as
the legal proceedings have been concluded, and the
track is all ready with the exception of a fe\v rods
across the steam road's right-of-way.
In the mean time, however, the electric company

Fig. 7

is

view

a

-in

the interior of this plant, showing

railway generator.

the

The generator

speed wheels.

tripping solenoid

March

is

of

1,360

revolutions a minute.

the low-pressure cylinder 24 inches, both developing
about 500 horsepower. Steam for the engine is taken

from the

They

boilers

obliged to run free buses from the courthouse
square out to beyond the steam-railroad tracks, a
distance of about a mile, which is naturally a detriment to the traffic. In spite of this, however, the
car in operation is running with good loads at every
trip and the traffic has increased to about 250 fares
is

is driven by a 25-inch triple
from a Westinghouse iS-inch automatic comnon-condensing
engine, the diameter of the
pound
high-pressure cylinder being i8 inches and that of

The main generator

belt

a day.
All the engineering and construction

of the light and water company.
Stirling water-tube, of

work on

the

are three in number,

250 horsepower each.
At the side of the generator and partially shown
in the picture is the temporary switchboard, supplied with a Thomson voltmeter and ammeter, field
On the back of the board is located
rheostat, etc.
a 300-ampere electrically equipped oil switch with
the necessary pressure transformers for the electripping device of the switch.
There is nothing of especial interest about this
part of the plant, the apparatus not being put in
trical

with a view of permanent operation. As soon as
the system has been extended sufficiently to warrant
the outlay, a new and fully equipped power house
will be erected for the exclusive operation of the
IA/%J

road.

Organiz.\tion and Personnel.

The Bloomington, Pontiac and JoHet
way Company was organized January
of the ordinary circuit breaker which is intended to open the circuit at a certain overload.
The no-voltage switch is so arranged that the
solenoid plunger is held away from the tripping

that

'

Electric Raili.

1905,

with

a capital of $300,000. _The officials of the company
President, J. A. Carothers
are as follows
vice:

president,

D.

S.

;

Myers;

secretary,

A. C. Folsom;

the motor wiring, and by tracing the circuits a more
correct idea can probably be obtained of the general
arrangement of the apparatus than can be had from
The diagram reprethe description given above.

which

equipment was done by The Arnold
Company of Chicago.
The General Electric Company has taken a great
it emis new and of the utmost inand operators of electric railways.
Mr. J. S. Pevear and Mr. G. H. Hill, two prominent engineers of the company, came from Schenectady to witness the opening of the line. Since the
new car was brought from the factory the company
has also had a capable man (Mr. R. Stearns) out
from the factory, to stay with it till everything has
been thoroughly tested and to observe carefully its
action under operating conditions.

interest in this particular piece of work, as

bodies, so

in

treasurer,

W.

F.

Van Buskirk;

general

manager,

Fred L, Lucas; directors, J. A. Carothers, B. F..
Harber, John McWilliams, Jr., John S. JMurphy,
D. S. Myers, E. M. Johnson, A. M. Legg. C. E.
Legg and Dr. J. E. Covey.
In the few days that the road has been in opera-

A

and back through the lamp resistance to the other
terminal, the scheme being shown more clearly in

tion evidence of a bright future, financially, has been

Fig.

two steam roads, the Chicago and Alton and the
Wabash. The former is the one indicated by the

Power for the road is procured from a temporary
power plant of the Pontiac
Light and Water Company. located near the heart
of the city en the hank of the Vermilion River.

installation located in the

that

Thus, recording voltmeters are often installed
central stations so that the manager or other
supervising official can see at a glance how well
the pressure on the bus bars or distributing circuits
is held up to normal, and, similarly, ammeters are
frequently placed in series with storage batteries
during charge or discharge, so that a record of the
current- input or output may be had.
For use on arc-lighting circuits, however, the advantage of a recording ammeter is not so generally
appreciated.- At first sight the "constant-current"
characteristics of such circuits naturally lead one to
ask the need of recording apparatus of any sort.
little consideration will soon bring out the fact
that a great deal of time and trouble can be saved
through the recording ammeter. The installation of
such an instrument saves a large amount of "plugging in" on the part of the switchboard attendant,
with its ever-present danger of high-potential shock
if carelessly done, to determine just what current is
flowing in the lamp circuit. Considerable time is
also saved, as the attendant consnlting the disk record can tell at a single glance, and without touching
a switch or plug, just what the current has been
doing in the way of fluctuations since his last look
at the instrument, as well as what its value is at
any given moment. And, finallj^, it is a good thing
for a central station to- have such records of the
behavior of its arc circuits when the representatives
of the municipality appear with outage claims in
their hands.
If is-, of- course, unfortunate that the
station instruments cannot record the performance
of individual arc lamps, but even if this is out of
the question, the moral effect of a clean diagram
approaching the circle as. the 'limit of perfection, is
not to be despised. In case wires are cut or current shut off during a fire the usefulness of such
records is apparent. In using these instruments at
its Springfield ("Mass.) power station, the local lighting company is often able to detect slight irregularities in the operation of the Brush arc machines
in its waterpower plant, some eight miles away,, with
the result that the attendants are apprised by telephone of the condition of affairs perhaps before it
naturally comes to their attention. Of course, such
instruments can doubtless be dispensed with in
many installations where such refinements of operais
certainly
tion are impracticable, but their use
worth thinking about in plants which attempt to
operate close to the best standards of regulation and
H. S. K.
reliabilitv.
tions.

alternating enclosed-arc headlight, showing, respectthe lamp-resistance circuit and the car con-

ively,

Power Plant.

much

terest to builders

The use of recording instruments has long been
held in favor in general power-plant practice where
the conditions require the preservation of an automatic exhibit of voltage, current or power fluctua-

as yet in the transitory stage.
Figs. 5 and 6 are the connections for the 25-cyclc

6.

CIRCUIT OF 25-CYCLE ARC HEADLIGHT.
line

Recording Ammeters on Arc Circuits.

is

nections. The resistance lamps shown in Fig. 5,
which also serve for lighting the interior of the
car, are of 24-candlepower, 115 volts, and are connected in groups of three in series. Current from
the trolley passes through the primary to ground on
the frame.
Current from one terminal of the secondary is conducted through the arc of the headlight

6,

.

device by the normal action of the current. If the
pressure fails or falls below a certain point, however, the coil lets go and the plunger, through the
action of a spring, trips the switch.
The diagram in Fig. 4 shows the connections of

sents the latest development in the system,

FIG

power and

manifested.

The road

parallels

throughout

its

length

of telegraph poles at the left in Fig. 2. The
from Pontiac to Odell on the new electric line
20 cents, considerably less than that on the steam
roads, and in consequence of this and for other
line

fare
is

-

;
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
A
llic

r.'iulcr

Cliic.-iKo

fiiR'sdon, in

of

llu;

Wcloni

KIt-clrici.-in

wires
riski

relation to the |)roiiosril (jo,o(»-volt

dircct-cnrrcnt transmission system in France, mentioned in the issnc of March iitli, how the cnrrenl

can

utilized

l)c

will

'J'his

at

receiving end of the lini',
in the case of ]>w
direct-current systems, by ihi-

hlKh-pressurc
use of groups of motor-generators, with the motor
ends in scries, the generators supplying whatever
character of current is desired, alternating or direct,
and at the required pressure.
cciiUal-station company in a southern state
"We are in controversy with one of the
wriles:
ii.wns lighted by our system over the construction
,if
the words 'Standard Moonlight Schedule' coniiiiiicd in our arc-lighting contract, and we would
ili:i)ik you very much to give us your construction
.if
these words as applied to a contract for city

A

linluing."

Answer.— A

"Standard Moonlight Schedule" is
Probably the oldest and best-known
is the "Philadelphia Moonlight
.Silicdule," and in the absence of any further speciCompare
fications the latter is undoubtedly meant.
the preface to the "Lamp-lighting Schedule" of the
article
the
also
and
for
Electrician
1905
Western
therein on "Moonlight Schcdtdes for Arc Lighting,"

known.

not

schedule

ni.innlight

A

reader of the Western Electrician in Missouri
wishes to know what is meant by the terms singlephase, two-phase and three-phase.
Answer. To obtain a clear conception of the action of an alternating current requires the exercise

—

some

imagination, especially

little

when

dealing

with polyphase currents. Taking first the singleThis is the simplest form of alterphase current
nating current and is produced by the rotation of
a single coil in a magnetic field. As the coil revolves the pressure begins, say, at the zero value,
:

increases in the positive direction to the maximum,
falls back to zero, increases in the negative direction to a maximum and again falls back to zero,

making a complete cycle.
If, now, two coils are revolved

in the

same mag-

netic field, but placed at an angle of 90 degrees with
each other, two alternating-current waves will be

but their electromotive
phase from each other by 90
the pressure generated by
coil No. I is at the maximum the pressure generated
by No. 2 is zero. When the pressure of No. i is
zero that of No. 2 is a maximum a two-phase curFinally, if three coils are used at
rent resulting.

sent

out over the

forces

differing

degrees.

That

circuit,

in

is,

in

the

three
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lines

rliffcr

from each other in phase by one-third of a period
and at a certain instant one of the wires carries a
positive current equal to the sum of the two negative
currents in the other two wires.

when

—

Caronia, which is C25 feet long and of Jftjaoo
Ions ilispLiccmcnl, has eight dreks.
On the highest,
the boat deck, which is 80 feet alioTC the
keel, there are two electrical winches tpccially designed for the purpose of lowering Uali ex|>;'I'he

"We

diiiously.

The

Electrical

Equipment

of

the S. S.

Caronla.
There arc several interesting features in the elecequipment of the new Cunard steamship
Caronia, which left New York on her first voyage
eastward last Saturday. The chief engineer, John
Cnrrie, when seen on board by a representative of
the Western Electrician, was very proud of the
equipment,
its

details

but

confessed

that

the

multiplicity

was more than he could master

in

of

a single

trip.

"The

electrical

equipment," he said, "constitutes
The four dynamos, which

a separate department.

do not rctiuire," said Mr. Curri*.
power to lower a lx«t if a man
The electric current if always

"to wait for steam
falls

trical

overboard.

and a boat can be lowered more quickly
than the ship can be stopped. I tielieve that these
arc the only electric winches used for such a purpose

available

on any Atlantic steamship."
The electric winches, a photograph of one of which,

was specialty uken for the
by a motor
amperes and 100 volts. They revolve
at 590 revolutions per minute and can lift a weight
of three Ions at the rate of 30 feet a minute. Two
controllers, port and starboard, arc fitted to each
rcpro<Inccd

Western
working

herewith,

Electrician, arc each operated

at 91

are in a room by themeach of 100
are
selves,
horsepower, working at 450
revolutions per minute and

giving 750 amperes at 100
When the full load
volts.
is

upon

speed

the

dynamos

reduced

is

revolutions.

by Mr. F. B. Badt.

of

currents

the

the

no doubt be done, as

vious

used,

to

the

400

Generally

dynamo is
speaking, one
always kept in reserve, for
the dynamos arc
for the highest
darkest winter
the
peak on
dynamos are
day.

three

of

sulificient

The

driven by four Belliss patented quick-revolution selflubricating engines, rated at

no

brake horsepower, and

taking
steam at
ISO pounds pressure from
WINCH
the
ship's
main boilers.
The cylinders are nine by 15 by seven inches and
exhaust to the atmosphere.
"We have altogether about 3,000 incandescent
lamps on board. The lamps in the m.ain saloons
are of eight candlepower and are wired along the
length of the saloons so that they can be switched
on over the tables as required. The lamps in the
staterooms are of 16 candlepower. In certain parts
of the ship, especially in the storerooms, where
much light is needed, lamps of 36 candlepower arc
used.
Electric light is used in every part of the
ship, even for the masthead and for the port and
starboard lights, which are wired in clusters of 50

usually

ON

S.

S,

N'lA

SHOWING ENCASED MOTOR.

winch, and the whole mechanism is fully protected
from the weather and the lead-sheathed cables are
also protected with iron armor along the deck.
Speaking of the ventilation of the vessel, Mr.
Currie continued:
"We have what are called
thermo tanks.
In these tanks, in cold weather,
fresh air is passed over steam coils and raised to
a temperature of 70 or 80 degrees, or in warm

weather cool air

is brought from the highest deck.
There are 14 tanks, each driven by a motor of
about 114 horsepower, and the air is distributed to
the third-class accommodations and thoroughly ventilates
the dining and sleeping-rooms, renewing

the entire atmosphere without drafts in about live
minutes.
similar but not so extensive ventilating
plant is used on board some of the other Cunard

A

and

boats,

have myself

I

in

into the third-class quarters

down

hot weather gone

and found them cooler

than the first and second cabins.
This ventilating
system will, I believe, in time be also applied to
other parts of the Caronia.
Exhaust fans, motordriven,, also
ship,

and

if

air from all portions of the
too dry a humidifier moistens
by small

remove foul
the air

the atmosphere.

is

\'entilating fans, driven

motors, are also installed in the engine room and
the stokehole, which makes it very comfortable for
the fiiemen."

Intercommunicating telephones are placed

in

all

the rooms of the heads of departments and in the
engineer's quarters. All wires are specially protected
in

metal pipes, but are readilv accessible.
D.

W. W.

American Railway Engineering and
Maintenance of Way Association.

FIG.

7.

HASE ALTERNATOR OF BLOOMINGTON, PONTIAC AND JOLIET SINGLE-PHASE RAILWAV.

angles of 120 degrees apart, three waves of electromotive force will be superimposed upon one an-

degrees apart, generating a three-phase
current, the phases of the current diiifering from
each other by one-third of a period.
In the transmission of two-phase current two
wires are used, the current going by one line and
returning by the other, the phase in the return line
being opposite to that in the outgoing wire at any
instant.
In three-phase transmission there are three

other

120

candlepower lamps.
A special automatic indicator
on the bridge informs the bridge officer at all times
whether the lamps are burning properly. In certain rooms, according to requirements, portable incandescent lamps are supplied, with movable screens,
to throw the light at any angle.
In the almost im-

The sixteenth annual convention of the American
Railway Engineering and Maintenance of Way Association was opened at the Auditorium Hotel, Chicago, on Tuesday morning, March 21st, for a threeday session. About 100 engineers and m.en active
in the operation and maintenance of railroads were
present when President Hunter McDonald of Nashville, Tenn., called the first session to order.
Other
members were gradually coming in, and the indications were for a very successful meeting.
The long programme consisted mainly of committee reports on the many topics which come under the
head of railway engineering and maintenance of
way.

There was a good showing of exhibitors
from among the railway supply men.

at the

hotel

The

present officers of the association are: Presifirst
dent, Hunter
McDonald, Nashville, Tenn.
vice-president, H. G. Kelley. Minneapolis, Minn.
;

possible

event

of

the

electric

current

failing,

oil

lamps are held in reserve in every part of the
vessel and are kept ready trimmed, for the Cunard
line

is

somewhat conservative."

second vice-president, James Dunn, Chicago
urer, W. S. Dawley, Chicago; secretary,
Fritch, Chicago.

;

treasC.

L.

—
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Pyro-electrolytic Lamp.

resistance of the lamps

Albert G. Davis of Schenectady, N. Y., has remade and patented some improvements to
that class of electric incandescent lamp in which it is
proposed to use pyro-electrolytic substances as the
source of light. Certain substances known as "pyroelectrolytes" act as conductors of electricity at high
temperatures, but are insulating at low temperatures,
or, speaking more broadly, tend to have their resistIt has
ance reduced as their temperature rises.
been proposed to utilize such substances as lightIt is necessary in
giving bodies in electric lamps.
such devices to in some way heat the light-giving
material to a high temperature before it will take
current, and various arrangements have been prodifficulty which has arisen
posed for doing this.
cently

A

when

cold

is

^ larch

so high

it

them directly in the system in
manner in which arc lamps are ordinarily inMr. Davis avoids this difficulty by placing

impossible to insert
the

serted.

multiple with each lamp a resistance which is
This
of being gradually short-circuited.
may obviously be highly inductive, if dethe
lightsired. Also on each lamp, in multiple with
in

capable

resistance

is placed a starting coil or resistance.
I is an elevation of the lamp, partly in secwith the cover removed. Fig. 2 is a diagrammatic illustration of a system provided with three

giving body,
Fig.

tion,

lamps in j-encs.
The light-giving body (A) may be composed, for
example, of magnesia, marble, porcelain or other
substance possessing the qualities above set forth.
A spiral (B) of high-resistance wire is wrapped
around or embedded in the body. Conductors are
connected

to

the

terminals

resistance wire, respectively,

New Method

is

1905

of Electroculture.

Various methods of the application of electricity
and horticulture have been described
'Western Electrician from time to time. A
scheme of this nature has been patented by Eugene
Pilsoudsky and Eugene Ragozine of St. Petersburg,
Russia, which is novel in that it contemplates the
combined effect of galvanic currents and atmosto agriculture
in the

pheric electricity.

Figs, i and 2 represent the arrangement of the galvanic elements and Fig.
3 is
the apparatus by which the results are to be obtained.
The galvanic elements used are iron plates as
negative electrodes and zinc plates as positive elec-

These plates should have about two square
meters surface, and five iron plates are used for
each zinc plate. In Fig. i the iron plates are repre-

trodes.

sented at (f) and the zinc plate a^ (z).

They

are

body and the
and which further serve
of

the

as mechanical supports for the light-giving body.
If preferred the light-giving body may be incased in a bulb similar to that used in ordinary

incandescent lamps; but this is not essential- The
shell (E) forms one terminal of the lamp, and (E')
reis the plug which forms the other terminal.
sistance
R) is arranged in multiple with the lamp
and can be gradually short-circuited by a lever (Fk
Referring now more particularly to Fig. 2, (T)
is a source of constant current, such as a transformer of the so-called "leakage" or constant-current type, arranged to feed current of substantially
A number of
constant volume to the circuit (H).
lamps (L') (L") (L") are shown connected in series
in this circuit, each of the lamps being shunted by
the resistance (R), controlled by the arm (F^.
Further, each lamp is shunted by a film cut-out
(K'), which comes into action in case for any reason the lamp may be destroyed.

A

(

Suppose now that it is wished to light the lamp
(L').
The resistance arm (F) is gradually moved
left-hand rotation to the resistance, thus cutting

in

?*
FIGS.

I

/-

f-

AND 2. NEW METHOD OF ELECTROCULTURE.
ARRANGEMENT OF GALVANIC ELEMENTS.

buried in the earth, as indicated at the extreme right
in Fig. 3, by first digging a ditch, then placing the
plate in the middle of the ditch, and finally packing
earth around the plate, water being preferably used
to insure a good contact.
All the iron plates of
each set are electrically connected by wires, the
distance between adjacent plates being about one
meter. The metallic connection between the zinc

and the opposing set of five iron plates is
carried by insulators' on posts (e), as indicated in

plate
Fig.

3.

The sets of galvanic elements, each set comprising one zinc plate and five iron plates, as stated,
are set in rows about 15 meters apart, and each

—

successive set

is reversed, as shown in Fig. 2
that
the zinc plate replaces the iron plates, and vice
so that the current in adjoining portions of

is,

—

versa

the field flows in opposite directions.

The atmospheric

electricity is collected by toothed
Fig. 3, supported on the tops of the
each plate (d) being connected to the
next.
The end plates of the two outer rows of
the field are-ronnected to metal plates (a), buried

plates

posts

(d).

(e),

in the earth, as
is

PYRO-ELECTROLYTIC LAMP.
in

such devices

the lamp

is

is

that,

unstable.

though the

efficiency is high,

Its resistance varies inversely

temperature, while its temperature varies
less directly with the amount of current
flowing through it. Therefore the greater the temperature the greater the conductivity and the greater

with

its

more or

the conductivity the greater the temperature, so that
the lamp once gets beyond a certain temperature
will take current indefinitely until it is destroj'ed.
In a test it was found that a pyro-electrolyte
connected in a constant-potential circuit heated up
slowly, and after reaching a proper conducting temperature instead of remaining there rose rapidly in
temperature and was fused and destroyed. It has
been proposed to remedy this difficulty by placing
regulating resistances in series with each lamp,
placing the lamps as usual in multiple on constantThis arrangement, however, inpotential mains.
volves a considerable waste of energy and is not
if
it

entirely

satisfactory.

In the system of Mr. Davis (the patent for which
assigned to the General Electric Company), lamps
of this general nature are utilized, but the lamps
are connected preferably in series, on a constantcurrent circuit, either direct or alternating, as may
This obviates the objection above
be preferred.
noted and gives a more satisfactory regulation. If
the temperature of the pyro-electrolyte from any
local or other cause increases above the degree
proper for normal conductance the resistance decreases, but the current is constant, and hence the
energy is correspondingly decreased and the temperature of the body is reduced to its normal degree.
Again, if the temperature of the body decreases below the normal degree the resistance increases, and as C" is constant the energ>^ is correspondingly increased and the temperature increases
is

to

its

normal degree.

self-regulating

The

result

pyro-electrolytic

is

lamp;

a permanent

but

as

the

more and more

resistance into the shunt, raising
the potential across the terminals of the lamp and
forcing current to flow through the fine wire (B)
(Fig i). This heats the body (A), which gradually begins to take current before the resistance is
entirely cut into the shunt, so that the heating resistance, which might be destroyed by the full current, is not subjected to the current.
By the time
the arm has reached the position shown in connection with the lamp (L°), for example, the light-giving body will become of such low resistance that
it will take current to the practical exclusion of the

shown

in Fig.

3,

and

a rheostat (r)

introduced into the circuit. These upper wires
for the atmospheric electricity are connected

(c)

intervals by cross-wires. The potential of the
atmospheric electricity is constantly varying, and
this sets up a current by induction in the parallel
conductor, uniting the earth elements (f) and (z).
It is essential to the operation of the system that
at

resistance.

The mechanical construction necessary to cany
the method of operation above described is
in detail in Fig. i.
The socket is supposed

out

shown

be built of porcelain or other non-conducting
material or to be lined with insulation. The resistance (R) is coiled around an insulating support and
is
fastened in place by a clip (M).
When the
source of supply is alternating the resistance should
have a core of soft iron in order to increase the
impedance.
The socket itself is divided into two
parts which are fastened together by a screw.
.A.
metal strip (M°) bent twice around itself at right
angles is supported from the socket by a bolt. This
forms a support for the mechanism. The key (G)
drives a ratchet wheel (M'), which in turn drives,
through a pawl, a gearwheel (M°). This gear wheel
drives, through a pinion, a second gear wheel (M^),
which in turn, through a pinion, drives the vane
(M""). It is thus obvious that a left-handed rotation of the plug (G) (Fig. i) will be arrested by
the action of the vane, so that it will take a certain definite time before any considerable rotation
can be accomplished. The shaft of the handle (G)
drives the arm (F), which travels over the resistto

ance (R).
This mechanism makes it necessary to turn on
the lamp very slowly to allow time for the lightgiving body to attain a proper temperature before
the resistance is open-circuited; but it makes it
possible to turn off the lamp very rapidly, as a rightbanded rotation of the ratchet-wheel (M') is not
opposed by the pawl (ISP).

the circuits be closed only during the night and left
open in the daj-time. Furthermore, the connections
between the earth elements must be opened for 24
hours each week, in order that the electrodes may
become depolarized. Every three years the iron
plates must be renewed; but the rest of the installation can be used for a long time.
It will be seen that the system is simple and inexpensive to install and maintain, and the inventors
maintain that their experiments have demonstrated
its efficiency and utility.

The Metropolitan
Kansas

Street

Railway

Company

of

City, Mo., will "electrify" the Twelfth Street
line this summer.
It is the last cable line in the

March
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Lighting Situation
cxlrricls

Sojiic:

In

^jlipoinlcil

from

ni;iUc

the subjcTt of

;i

;i

New York

In

llio

n-pi.il

of

iiiiiniciiial

llic

City.

cr.rnmittcc

on

invcstiKation

]]ri;liiiiiii:iry

plant

llKlitinK

(or

Now

York city will be found interestlnK.
The committee estimates that by the lime the

city

ready for operation at least 6,000 arc lamps
re(|nired and a connected load equivalent
to 250,000 i6-candlcpowcr incandescent lamps, reqniring a power-plant capacity of 10,000 kilowatts.
The total cost of the system, inclnding a power station with a capacity of 10,000 kilowatts will be
plant

is

be

will

The committee

$4,100,000.

cstim.ates

the total

Experimental Work of the Electric-railway Test Commission Completed.

record of a re..r,
and the other
method being to
ed from the voltage of a c-ilibrai"!
'-<l to ihc car ixic
by a sprocket wheel and thain.
f'ig- 3 >* 3 view of the interior of the Lmiitiana,
as the test car wa« named, looking; forward.
The result* of the work of the commi»<)on will
Ijc published in full in 3 report to be made a> umju

experim.nlal (.-.Is .,( tli.: Kb-. tric-raiUv.iy
'lest Connnission have been completed, though much
work relative to the compiling of ihc data procured
from the tests still remains to be done, In an
article in Ihc Western Electrician of March iltli
by Prof. Henry II. Norriii, superintendent of electric-railway tests, the work of the connni^sron w.i
outlined.
Since the publication of ii
•|he

III.-

.l:.t:.

b:

r,ll

,\:-,\

I-

an-

nual cost of operating a 7.s-anipcre enclosed alternating-current arc lamp for 4,000 hours a year, in-

Fitted witli Wcilce-

hapej

Fie,

Vestibule..

2.

Wind-t

ith p.irabolic

Ve

EXPERIMENTAL WORK OF THE ELECTRIC-RAILWA'i TEST COMMISSION,
eluding the costs of generation, distribution of energy, lamp repairs, carbons, trimming, inspection,
globes, fire and boiler insurance, general expenses

management,

of

depreciation

the total investment

and

at

per cent, on
on
For incandescent

7.5

interest at 3.5 per cent,

the total investment will be $75.40.

lamps the

total cost at the

lamps

is

estimated to be

5.15 cents a kilowatt-hour.

Summing up

these items the total cost of operation will be approximately $go6,ooo a year.
These estimates include neither the cost of construction of ducts for cables nor any rental charge

ever,

the

at

as they are of

who

valuable work
reproduced.

it

requires

and free of

of

were
have been received, and

the

commission,

they

are

here

and tested upon the tracks of that company.
was built for the purpose of ascertaining
the eflfect of wind resistance in high-speed operation,
and during the tests a speed of 75 miles an hour
car

-'

r.

all

much discussion botli as to the subject and
ultimate choice of names the New York state

After

Senate has appointed a special conmiittee to investigate public lighting in the city. Pending the investigation of this committee, Mayor McClellan has
ordered that the lighting bids whicli were opened
March 15th sliall not be accepted, on the ground
that they show no material reduction of prices.
An attempt is being made to improve the public
lighting of the borough of Brooklyn.
A. E. Allen,
the engineer in charge of this work, reports that
the appropriation needed for the current year will
be $1,173,186.75. or $58,600.90 more than the amount
allowed by the board of estimate. This sum includes
$56,745 for 582 1,200-candlepower arc lamps at $97.50
each
$7,708.80 for 66 1,200-candlepower lamps at
1,200-candlepower
$ti6.So;
$510,610.70 for 4,415
lamps at $124.10, and $13,030.50 for 210 600-candle-

;

if

Railway Signaling Association.

standardization of interlocking apparatus. The annual meeting of the association, at which matters of
general interest to signal engineers will be discussed, will be held at Niagara Falls on Tuesday,

October

Mr. H. S. Balliet, assistant sienal
engineer of the Lehigh Valley railroad, South Bethloth.

lehem, Pa.,

is

secretary of the association.

The city of Alma, Neb., has voted to issue bonds
for the erection of an eleclric-light and water plant.

A

;

A

meeting of the railway Signaling Association
at the Great Northern Hotel, Chicago, on
March 14th. It was attended by about 60 members
and associates from various states in the association.
There were no new papers read, the meeting being
largely devoted to the discussion of papers read at
the January meeting of the association in
New
York. These papers w^ere on the relation of the
storage battery to raihvay signaling and upon the

in

present year will witness further important
developments of the electric-railway business in Indiana.
number of new lines have been promoted,
and a dozen surveying parties are at work locating
the routes. The grading of the roadbed of the Evansville and Eastern traction line, between Evansville
and Rockport, was completed last week. This road
was financed a little over six weeks ago. Superintendent Sontag says that cars will be running by
mid-summer. Work has begun on the Evansville and
Princeton branch from Kings Station to Owensville,
while construction work has been resumed on the
South Bend, South Shore and Chicago railroad, between South Bend and Laporte; the Wabash and
Rochester interurban line between Roann and Rochester
the Kokomo, Marion and Western Traction
line, between Marion and Kokomo
the Da>'ton and
Muncie traction line, "between Parker City and Muncie
the Goshen-Warsaw line, between Goshen and
Warsaw the Indianapolis and Plainfield line, between Plainfield and Cartersburg. and the Indianapolis,
Danville and Rockville road, between Indianapolis and Danville.
The following lines will also build extensions during the year: The Muncie, Hartford City and Fort
Wayne Traction Company will build a line north
from Bluffton to Fort Wayne the Indianapolis and
Cincinnati Traction Company will extend its line
from Rushville to Connersville the Fort Wayne
and Wabash Valley Traction Company will build
between Logansport and Lafayette, and the Indiana
L'nion Traction Company a line between Anderson
and Newcastle.
The experience in the interurban localities of the
state is that farmers as well as cities are gainers
by traction lines with hourly service for transporting produce. The interurbans have also greatly enhanced the selling price of land. For this reason
few subsidy elections held in aid of interurban lines
are opposed.
subsidy of $30,000 was voted the
Evansville and Princeton line in aid of a branch
;

la,mps at $62.05.

was held

Development

The

;

;

power

Traction

Indiana.

charges.
the

Electric

I,

Ind.,

The

they will no doubt prove a source of much valuable
information relative to high-?pced operation.

interest in connection with the

2 and 3 are views of the special dynamometer car, which was completed at the shops of
the Indiana Union Traction Company at Anderson,
Figs.

aver that the city has the right to use

the duct space that

all

time,

much

These items have been omitted
for duct space.
under instructions of the mayor and corporation
counsel,

of the test car, which

several pictures

unaivailable

was attained. It will be remembered that the car
was of special construction and consisted of a dynamometer car 32 feet long, without vestibules, mounted
to roll freely upon rails screwed to the top of a flat
car.
Special vestibules were also made, independent
of the main car body, for separating the head and
rear resistances from the total. The vestibules were
carried by a link suspension and attached to a
dynamometer.
Fig. I is a view of the car fitted with a wedgeshaped vestibule and Fig. 2 shows it with a parabolic vestibule.
The test commission realized the
necessity of making exact measurements of all the
involved in the test, especially as regards the speed measurements. For this purpose
two plans were adopted; one being to divide the
test track into sections, plainly marked, and to record
the time of passing each point upon the graphical
quantities

;

;

A

to Owensville in

Gibson County on March

13th,

and

a $20,000 subsidy to the Huntington. Columbia City
and Northern Traction line in Huntington County
on the 14th. This line is to be built between Huntington and Goshen, where it will connect with the
Indiana Railway Company's line to South Bend.
Altogether $82,500 in subsidies have been voted tc
this road.
number of subsidy elections have been
ordered for April, and in every instance the roads
are greatly desired, and it is believed that all will

A

carr^^

The iluncie, Hartford City and Fort Wayne TracCompany has filed a mortgage of $1,000,000 on

tion

property in favor of the Guardians Savings and
Trust Company of Cleveland. The money raised is
to be used in completing its branch line north from
Blufltton to Fort Warae.
This line has been in opits

nearly two years and shows the greatest
per cent, of earnings of any road in the state.
S.
eration

.
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line,

the flower of electric-railway

is

Indeed it may be safe to say that
such a method has only been used in lieu of something better, and now the question arises, Is the
development.

system the better method,

single-phase

the engineers have been
that

it

and

is,

spite

in

looking?

It

which

for
is

probable

of the fact that these

undoubtedly bring to the surface

will

as to details, the

its

likely to

is

many
when

defects

proper
development under operating
prove the solution of many

single-phase system,

time has elapsed for

Owners

and others interested

of trademarks

subject

scrutinize

will

The

of this year.

act

is

Registration

the

thorize

on April ist
"An Act to Au-

effect

entitled,

Trademarks Used

of

Among

or

sum, and the showing,

would seem

to

more than

what marks are

in

use and

who

may know

asserts

made
the

exclusive

of the

for' the registration of all

common

law,

may

marks which, under

be considered as trademarks.

provided also that marks used in interstate commerce may be registered as well as those used in
It is

foreign

commerce or commerce with Indian
provide

sections

the

for

the

tribes.

jurisdiction

execution of the law, although

of
it

no provision by which a willful
infringer of a trademark can be punished by fine
or imprisonment. But damages can be recovered, if

appears that there

is

dam-

ages.

Mr. A.

P.

Greeley,

father of the

visions of the

new

new

who

is

entitled

to be

called

law, believes that the pro-

act will be effective to secure a

very general registration of

all trademarks in use
commerce, and, as practically all trademarks in use in the United States are used to a
greater or less extent in interstate commerce, will
be effective to make the register of trademarks so
far complete that it may be relied on by the public
for information as to what marks are in use.
Cer-

in interstate

is

But

it

appears that the figures given are unreli-

In the

place the contract price assumed
amount which it is said that the
city would have had to pay under private ownership
is $102.20 a lamp a year.
This figure was taken
from a bid made early in 1893, 12 years ago, by the
Detroit Electric Light and Power Company a company now defunct.
Mr. Hoyt Post, attorney for
able.

first

arrive at the

to

—

Company

the Peninsular Electric Light
a

in

of Detroit,

signed statement, says that at no time since

1898 has the contract price for arc-lighting service

Foreign owners of trademarks may
rights in this country to which
they are entitled under the provisions of treaties
to which the United States is a party.
The registration fee is reduced from $25 to $10.
Provision is
all

it

own-

justify city

exceeded $80 a lamp a year, while a proposal for

claim to them.
obtain

This

as true as

if

ership.

ago

the

American Street Railway Association (annual convention),
Bellevue- Stratford Hotel, Philadelphia, September 2Sth to

a large

is

plausible,

a wholesale supply of current

National Electric Light Association (annual convention),
Denver, June 6th, 7th and 8th, and Colorado Springs, June
lolh and nth.
National-Interstate Telephone Association (first convention
Chicago, June 21st,

saving in actual cash of $162,940.77,

total saving to the city $986,962.01.

Same." It supersedes all previous legislaon the subject, without, however, affecting existing rights acquired under the common law or
acquired by registration under the act of 1881. The
subject of the revision and modification of the laws
relating to trademarks has been before Congress
in one form oi* other since 1870.
Under an act of
1S98 President McKinley appointed commissioners
to revise and amend the trade-mark laws.
This commission, composed of Francis Forbes, Judge Peter
S. Grosscup and Arthur P. Greeley, made an elaborate and exhaustive report on the subject of trademarks and prepared the bill which later became the
law now about to go into effect.
The main purpose of the law is to aid, so far as
is within the powers conferred on Congress by the
constitution, American owners of trademarks in
securing full protection for their trademarks within
the United States and abroad.
A further purpose
of the act is to facilitate and encourage registration,
that the register of trademarks may be made as

proved, to the extent of three times the actual

Ohio Electric Light Association
(annual
convention),
Hotel Victory, Put-in-Bay, August i6th to i8tb.
International Association of Municipal Electricians (annual convention), Erie, Pa., August 29th, 30th and 31st.
American Electrotherapeutic Association (annual meeting),
Academy of Medicine, New York city, September 19th, 20th

making the

in

tion

Ohio Independent Telephone Association (annual meetColumbus, March 30th.
Iowa Electrical Association (annual meeting), Hotel Julien,
Dubuque, Iowa, April 19th and 20th.
American Electrochemical Society (annual meeting), Boston and Cambridge, Mass., April 25th to 27th.
9th,

—a

in addition to the net value of the plant, $824,021.24,

Several States or with Indian Tribes, and to Pro-

courts and

DATES AHEAD.

$2,172,451.80

the

tect the

Various

ing),

in

new

with attention the

Commerce with Foreign Nations

241, 242

of consolidated telephone associations),

first

attempts in the direction of single-phase operation

240, 241

Record

same disingenuousness on the
part of the municipal-ownership advocates in computing costs of operation in Detroit as elsewhere.
yet there appears the

June 30, 1905. The figures showed that the city
would have paid by contract $2,335,392.57 for arc
and incandescent lighting during that period, while
the entire cost under municipal ownership was

be used on the cars,

Trade News
Illustrated Electrical Patent

Deteoit has probably, on the whole, the best muelectric-light plant in the United States
is, the best and most intelligently administered
and so the best representative of its class. And
nicipal

that

the cost of public lighting for the 10 years ending

Lighting
Railways
Power Transmission
Publications
Societies and Schools
Miscellaneous
Electric
Electric

law.

tendance to transform this current into a kind to

239
239
239
239
239, 240
240
240
240
240
240

States

Personal

shall

Thus, about a month ago the Public Lighting Commission of that city gave out a statement to set forth

complete as possible, so that the public

Dominion of Canada

New York
New England

registration

and

trademark law which goes into

227
227
228
22g
229

1905

25,

remain in force 20
years and may be renewed from time to time for
like periods.
Certificates in force under the existing
law shall remain in force for the period for which
they were issued, but are renewable under the new
of

tificates

then using costly machinery requiring constant at-

225

Com-

New Haven Steam Road Buys

Chicago

it-

the

that

transmit current to sub-stations along the

the

225
226
226
227
227

Editorial
Electric Freight Cars on City
Philippine Tariff of 1905
tion

be

high-tension alternating-current transmission line to

224
225

Way

Illustrated

New Method

of Electro culture. Illustrated
Lighting Situation in New York City
Railway Signaling Association
Experimental Work of the Electric-railway
mission Completed. Illustrated
Electric Traction Development in Indiana

presents

it

hardly

vogue of employing a

in

Illus-

Association
Pvro-electrolytic

now

can

Railway.
223,

Recording Ammeters on Arc
Questions and Answers

The

It

still

of the long-distance elec-

self as a desirable solution

tric-railway

of the problems of interurban transportation.
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PUBLICATION offices:

A.

—

:

was made two months
would not have exceeded $62.50
Mr. Post adds, addressing the Public
Lighting Commission
In making your official record of these figures
I respectfully suggest that you also note for future
reference that the price, $102.20, to which you gave
publicity a week ago, was a bid made 12 years ago
by a company now defunct; that there was and is no
connection nor continuity of interest between thai;
company and_ the companies now doing business in
this city; and that this 12-year-old bid was actually
rejected 12 years ago because it was considered
high by the city of Detroit, and it was this high price
a

at a figure that

year.

that impelled the city to enter into the business of

municipal lighting.

This statement of fact renders entirely valueless
commission's figures purporting to show what

the

the city
lighting

would have paid by private contract
during the

lo-year

period.

the cost of municipal lighting, Mr.

by the records of the
cash

expenditures

of

public lighting plant

for

its

Again, as to

Alex

Dow

shows,

city controller, that the total

the

were

city

of Detroit

the

for

The excess

$2,458,557.39.

here over the figures of the commission

is

due

to the

curious fact that the latter simply failed to include

The

the interest on the bonds.

computation

is

third element in the

the value of the existing plant.

This

is undoubtedly too high, as a large portion of the
equipment is practically obsolete. Probably 60 per
cent, of the "net value" given would be near the
Then, too, there is no allowance
correct figure.

when

for the loss of taxes

place of a private one.

Altogether
little, if

it

a

public plant takes the

''

will be seen that Detroit

any, saving

by

its

has

made

municipal-lighting venture,

and that the figures given by the commissioners

In

their pride of place cannot be accepted as accurate.
It is

no wonder that Prof. Hugo R. Meyer of the

University of Chicago, in discussing the subject of

municipal ownership a few days ago, used the following language: "It is a fallacy to think that gov-

ernments are munificent. They are not even intelligent.
We have trusted a good many years to the
and captains of industry to develop
industries, and the industries have been developed
It would, in truth, be a
to supply the demand."
serious thing for the heretofore self-reliant American people if it should come to rely on government
Abuses in
to carry on its industrial enterprises.

corporations

the administration of public utilities are not to be

met by crushing the
of a vigorous nation.

spirit of initiative characteristic

:
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Electric Freight Cars on City Streets.
nf propiTly at I'ifl.'cMilli Street :im-1
s.-ilc
Av.iinc, [lullaimpnlis, Uiniisanrls (A Iiidiaiiri
..uii'is wlm liavc licim linpiiiR to see tlic
intenirten
,|rir,i„iiio(l as to wlietluT an
,',„., I, „„
llu-

liy

CuIIil;.-

,,iniiiilv

passengers and freiglit
to tiic alieReti daniperiiaps destined to
are
,1
wo years lonRcr for a decision. 'I'lie
Vail :il I'M
Traction Company
„ hen l.niunlil against tlic Union
Mrs, I.ottic A. Kinsey was l)ac!<cd by tlte properly
1,1
and was not only to
li,,l(lris along College Avenue,
recover damages to her property, but was for an
by
injunction to prevent further use of the street
companies operating large passenger and freight
The question now is, Has the sale of the
cars
property destroyed the life of the action
l,i,ii,„i
,:,i,

,

may

,iiii|,:inv

.tlonr
1

haul

its

iiy'tiioroiiglifarcs,

(

property,

nliiiMiiik'
I

I

Kinsey
law?
•it

property changes hands. This holding, however, is
for Mrs.
disputed by Gavcn & Davis, attorneys
Kinsey, who cite the statute which provides that
a cau^e
abate
shall
not
interest
an
of
ihc transfer
(or action, so lr)iiK ms llu- cause continues.
The suit has lnrn l.ifdr.- llic court for some time
and the building nf inirnnlian freight stations is to
(lotermined by ils deci,^ion. In the Mordhurst
lie
vs. FcirtWavne and Southwestern Traction Company
rase il was held that the construction and operation
iiilonirlian electric road to carry passenger,-,,
,if an
tluir liasRaRc, light express matter and mail, in
Iraiiis cimsisling of one, or, by special permission
Board of Public Works, of two ears of the
(if the
best and most approved pattern, is not an additional
servitude upon the street for which the abutting
property owners are entitled to compensation. But
the Kinsey case contains facts and evidence such
as, did not exist or was not put in the Fort Wayne
^

case.

Philippine Tariff of

1

905.

continuance of the metric system of weights and
measures at present in use in the Philippine Islands,
and further provides that merchandise in transit
at the time the new law goes into effect may be entered under the provisions of law existing at the time
of shipment. This privilege, however, will not be extended beyond the period of 60 days after the date of
the enforcement of the new law.
Some of the new rates of duty are as follows:
.\pparatus and appliances for the generation, distribution, testing, measuring and installation of elec-

carbon brushes, arc

dry and wet
lamp's and their fittings, insulating materials, tapes
and compounds used exclusively for electrical purposes, bells, annunciators, telephones and apparatus
pertaining to the same, galvanometers, ammeters,
voltmeters and wattmeters, storage batteries, dynamos, generators, exciters and all other machinery for
batteries,

tricity,

the generation of electricity for lighting or for power,

transformers and electric motors and electric fans,
of glass or porcelain or other material
per cent, ad valorem.
Incandescent lamps, mounted or unmounted, 15
per cent, ad valorem.
Automobiles for passengers or merchandise, 20
per cent ad valorem.
Carbons prepared for electric lighting, gross
weight, $5 per 100 kilos.
Copper wire, galvanized or not, net weight, one
millimeter or more in diameter or less than one
copper
millimeter in diameter, $4,50 per 100 kilos
wire covered with textiles other than silk, not specially provided for, or with insulating materials and
cables for conducting electricity, net weight, $5 per

—

insul.-itors

five

;

100 kilos.

New Haven Steam Road Buys

Hartford

(Conn.) Traction System.

The

recent

chief

event

in

street-railway

circles

New England has been the purchase by the
New York, New Haven and Hartford steam-rail-

in

corporation of the street-railway system of
Within a year the same
the city of Hartford.
acquired the New
steam-railroad company has
Haven system and several important connecting links
run nearly parallel
in the chain of railways that
Connecticut.
in the state of
to the steam road
The buying of the Hartford electric lines intrenches
the steam road very firmly in the transportation
The stockholders of the abbusiness of the state.
sorbed system wanted $300 per share for their

road

stock,
$285.

an

Electrometallurgy of Iron and Steel Discussed by the New York Electrical Society.

but

compromise

a

The Hartford

w-as

finally

Street Railway

reached

at

Company has

which
of
of
capital
$2,000,000,
issued, and has paid thereon six per

authorized

$1,000,000 is
cent, dividends.

has outstanding $2,500,000 bonds
at four per cent., with authority to issue $500,000
more. It has also guaranteed $200,000 five per cent,
debentures of the East Hartford and Glastonbury
line, which it has a right to convert to its own
stock, dollar for dollar.
It makes connections at
its
terminals with several other important lines.
It

The
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meeting of

Society was held at

19

New York Electrical
llu:
West Forty-fourth Street,

New

York, on March I51h. In President Sprague's
opening remarks he referred to some experiments
he had made 10 years ago with an induction furnace

These tests
for steel making in New York city.
did not lead to any commercial result at that time.
Dr. E. F. Roeber gave an address on "Recent Developments in the Electrometallurgy of Iron and
Dr. Roeber dealt mainly with the manuSteel."
facture of ferro-alloys in the electric furnace and
discussed especially those, such as ferro-titanium,
the manufacture of which requires a very high
temperature, which is not attainable in the blast fu!-uace.
For other alloys which are being made to
some extent in the blast furnace (for instance, ferrosilicon) the electric furnace has the advantage of
rendering obtainable a high percentage alloy. Thus
in the electric furnace ferro-silicon is made containing up to 75 per cent, silicon, while the usual
blast-furnace alloy contains only 15 per cent, silicon.
The speaker pointed out the advantages resulting
to the steel men from the use of high-percentage
He discussed at some length the different
alloys.
methods which arc in use by different companies to
large
produce alloys or metals free from carbon.
number of alloys of considerable value were exhibited.
Some of the most interesting specimens
were received from the Goldschmidt Thermit Company, the Niagara Research Laboratories and the
Roessler and Hasslacher Company. The use of
ferro-alloys in steel manufacture has brought about
a revolution in recent years in the manufacture of
special steels, especially for high-speed tools, armor
The speaker dealt with the refining of
plates, etc.
iron, discussing the use of very hard electrolyticiron deposits for steel facings, and described the

A

One of the closing acts of the last Congress was
the passage of the "Philippine tariff revision law of
igos," which has been approved by the president and
It provides for a
will take effect on May ist next.

and

total

some

On this point the lawyers diPfer,
Court dies
liolding that the action in the Supreme
no
with the sale of the property to another; that
account
action for injunction or damage can lie on
the
of alleged injuries to abutting property after
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This gives
length of track is 92 miles.
the Consolidated lines of the holding corporation :,<
the steam railroad the possession of 572 miles of
electric railway, of which 427 arc in Connecticut
and the balance in Massachusetts. The holdings
in Connecticut comprise more than one-half of Ihc
The New
electric-railway trackage of that state.
York, New Haven and Hartford is also negotiating
now for the purchase of the street-railway system
of the city of Spring6cld, having offered, it is said,
The capital of this company
$225 a share for it.
about $2,000,000 and its trackage is about the
is
same as that of the Hartford system.

The

work done by Burgess and Hambuechen

in

making

absolutely pure iron by electrolysis on a large scale.
sample of Burgess' electrolytic iron was exhibited.
Dr. Roeber referred to the work done in making
special steels of crucible-steel quality in the electric
furnace, describing the induction furnace of Kjellin
in Sweden, and detailing the Avork done in this field
here by E. A. Colby and Dr. Leonard Waldo. He
also referred to the successful
steel
furnace of
Heroult and closed w-ith a brief reference to the
still-open question of the possibility of producing
pig iron commercially from ores in the electric fur-

A

nace.

Dr. Paul L. T. Heroult spoke on "Making and
Refining Steel in the Electric Furnace." He described the construction of his furnace, in which two
electrodes are used, dipping into a slag on the top
of the molten metal. The current enters through
one electrode, passes through the slag and the bath,
and passes out again through the slag and the other
By varying his artificial slag he is able
electrode.
to remove all the usual harmful impurities, such as
phosphorus and sulphur. The cost of power is insignificant, and the cost of the whole treatment in
the electric furnace is below 50 cents per ton of
steel, if molten steel (from the Bessemer converter
or the open-hearth furnace) is introduced into the
electric furnace.
Dr. Heroult did not predict a
revolution in the general metallurgical methods of
steel making, but foretold marked improvement in
the quality of the steel used for various purposes.
If the refining of steel can be carried out at a very
low cost, there is, no further reason why better
qualities of steel should not be used for many purposes.

An

animated discussion followed, in which Messrs.
T. Moorehead, E. Stiitz, L. Ruhl, Drs. Leonard
Dr. Doremus
C. A. Doremus took part.
spoke especially on the reduction of pig iron from
ores, and pointed out that it is simply a question
of the relative cost of electric power and fuel. He
showed, however, that there are other considerations
to be taken into account, .for instance, that it is not
necessary to use a certain quality of coke in the
electric furnace.
Dr. Leonard Waldo gave some reminiscences of
early eiectrometallurgical w-ork done in this country,
and spoke especially on Mr. Colby's and his ow-n
work with the induction furnace, which he said is
quite alive, not only in Sweden, but in this country.
Dr. Heroult, replying to several questions, thought
that the induction furnace has a certain disadvantage
in the difficulty of cleaning.
It was found that,
wdiile Kjellin gets very good steels, they are not
always exactly the same grade.

J.

Waldo and

The following-named new members were

elected

Tlionut A. Wilkiniton, Henry McIJonough, H. W.
Applclon, F. W. Blavlale, rrcd. G. Gan*. Hugo
Kuchs, Stiiarl Hamill, 0. A. WeIN, Jr. Richard
Lombard, ICdward Taylor.

Chicago Street-railway Situation.
Another complication was added to ihc traction
tangle in Chicago this week when Ihc City Council
at the suggestion of Mayor Harrison, revoked Ihc
license under which the Chicago City Railway Company is operating ils lines and ordered the corporalion counsel to file forthwith in the stale courts
a bill in chancery attacking ihc 99-ycar claims of Ihe
company and seeking to have all its rights in the
streets lerminalcd.
This bill already had been prepared, and the minute the council so decreed it was
rushed before Judge Julian W. >fack of the Circuit
Court, who had licen kept in wailing in the courtroom. The council then agreed that the company
should* be allowed to continue the operation of ils
lines until this bill is passed on by Ihc slate Supreme Court, a lime the corporation counsel assured
the aldermen should not be more than four months
distant.

Mayor Harrison in a long communication said
that the object of the instituting of this suit was that
he had information to the effect that the street-car
company intended filing a bill of its own in the
Federal courts in assertion of its 99-ycar rights, and
he wanted to forestall it by gelling the case first
into the stale courts.
In order to do this he had
kept the matter a secret until the last moment, had
kept the state judge in waiting, and finally had
rushed the bill into his court before the traction
people had a hint of vihat was coming. Mayor Harrison said this action by the council need not put
an end to the negotiations for a fair settlement of
the controversy, and he believed that the filing of
the suit would strengthen the city's position in case
no settlement be made.
Senator Mueller has introduced an amendment
Mueller hill, which was passed by the Illinois
Legislature about a year ago. which provides that no
franchise for street railways shall be granted unless
it contains a provision for compensation to the city.
further provision regulates the disposition to be
made of the money thus acquired by the city. It
requires that one-half shall be used for the maintenance of streets, but the other half is to te set
aside as a special trust fund.

to the
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BOOK TABLE.
Life.
In three volumes
New York: P. F.
Pp. (5?4 by 7H), iv.. 584:
609, with 1. 179 illustrations and eight

Electricity in

Bv Edwin
Collier

&

J.

E\-er\-i>.\v

Houston, Ph. D.

Son.

1905.

vi., 566; vi.,
colored plates.

To keep

pace with the progress and development of
today a good speaking knowledge of electricity is a
necessity. Electrical terms and phrases are fast becoming as common as household words, and a general understanding of their meaning and a general
knowledge of the many kinds, applications and uses
of electricity and electrical machines and apparatus
are almost indispensable to the well-informed man.
This knowledge "Electricity- in Everyday Life" is intended to suppl}'. The books are good. There is
nothing in them that the non-technical man of
average intelligence can fail to comprehend, and
carefully read and digested the reader w ill be
if
Professor
well informed on the subject in hand.
Houston, past-president of the .American Institute
of Electrical Engineers, is well known to electrical
men, and his wide experience as an electrical inventor and author, having written many other
purely technical electrical books, fits him for the
In the
wTiting of a popular book on electricity.
preparation of the books the author has drawn
freely from contemporaneous literature, including
various books and periodicals, together with the
records of scientific societies, which contain descriptions of the more important inventions in the electric arts

and

Volume

I,

sciences.
treats broadly of the generation of elec-

Thales and the rubbed
magnetism,
amber are mentioned, of course, and then the reader
is taken through to Faraday and his researches on
The
the production of electricity from magnetism.
volume is divided into five parts, which treat of
tricity

and

of high electromotive force, magnetism,
cells, other electric sources and electrodynamic induction.
"Volumes II. and III. take up the electric arts and
sciences, the former dealing with d^mamos, electric
lighting and electric power, and the latter with
(including
electrochemistn', telephony, telegraphy
space telegraphy), amiunciators and alarms, elecWhile for some
tric heating and electrotherapeutics.
reasons it might have been better to treat such
subjects as electrochemistry, electrotherapeutics and
electric-measuring instruments by themselves, the
electricity

course taken in volumes II. and III. is no doubt
the class for which these books were

better for
written.

The books are profusely illustrated, but some
of the cuts are not good and some of the larger
The paper is also of
illustrations are inferior.
These mechanical defects tend
indifferent quality.
to mar an otherwise excellent work.
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Deadening Noise on Elevated Railways.^
By Biox

J.

Arnold.

structure of the Union Elevated
railway in Chicago, while well designed from a
structural standpoint, shows that little consideration was given to the problem of noise, which
makes it very difficult to reconstruct it in such
a manner as to apply what is now known regarding
sound-deadening without costing a great deal more
than it would have cost had the subject been given
careful consideration at the time of construction.
The rails rest immediately upon ties w'hich. in turn,
are rigidly secured to the upper chords of latticed
steel trusses, thus giving the best condition for imparting the hammer blows caused by the wheels
upon the rails directly to the structure that could
have been devised, unless the rails had been placed
immediately upon the upper chords or upon a metalWhile
lic support between the rails and the chords.
this construction is not questioned from a railroad
engineering standpoint for it is w'ell designed, attention is called to it to show some of the difficulties

The present

steel

will be encountered in attempting to modify
so as to deaden the sound to such an extent as
be found practicable. Were the present structure not in place. I am firmly of the opinion that

that
it

may

3.

Imperfect roadbed.
Defects in structure

^^arch 25, 1905

(a) Elasticity of the
(b) lack of rigidity.
As the hammering of the wheels over the joints
is the chief source from which noise is imparted
to the structure, it is of vital importance that these
joints and the entire track be built in as thoroughly
first-class manner as possible, and maintained in
this condition.
It seems almost impossible to procure a type of joint over which a heavily loaded
wheel will pass without imparting to the rail a blow
sufficient to produce sound of considerable magnitude, and in time cause a hollow place in the rail
upon which the wheel strikes after leaving the
4.

:

steel;

j

could be designed and built
to a large degree the noise
the present steel structure, for
a cost which would not be greatly in excess of the
cost of the present structure, and such a design is
shown in Fig. i but to change the present structure
into one resembling such a form is a difficult and
expensiA'e task.
In analyzing the relative merits of different classes
of construction, the fact should not be lost sight of
that the noise comes primarily from the trains, and
a large part of this noise cannot be eliminated entirely, no matter how good the design of the structure, and the best, therefore, that can be expected
is to minimize the noise caused by the operation of
the trains to the greatest possible extent and prevent
the supplemental action of
it being intensified by
a vibrating or ringing structure.
The structure shown in Fig. I would be built
of stone or concrete reinforced with steel parts
imbedded in the concrete, similar to the methods
now becoming so generally utilized in the construction of railway bridges, buildings and other strucconcrete

a

structure

which would prevent

;

—

a tv'pe of open-ballasted concrete steel floor.
The effect of the ballast as used in these various
types would be a cushioning of the rails, and a
reduction of the impact due to the cars, improving
the riding qualities of the track, reducing the noise
and increasing the durability of the structure. By
carrying the ballast up and around the rails the
noise due to the singing or humming of the rail
would be greatly reduced.
The ballasted steel floors are objectionable because they add to the amount of metal in the
structure.
This not only increases the noise due
to the steel in the structure itself, as will be explained hereafter, but it likewise adds to the cost
of painting and maintenance.
Steel thus used in a
ballasted floor is exposed to deterioration from the
water, oils and greases which find their way to the
bottom of the ballast.
The concrete floor, on the other hand, is free
from these objections, being, in the first place, practically inelastic, and therefore almost noiseless in
itself, and, secondl}', being proof against deterioration from any of the agencies herein referred to.
would probably be made in six-foot secType
tions weighing about 4,000 pounds each, and is
is

oint.

and

I have given careful attention to the rail
question and believe that the most practical
thing to do under the .circumstances, in view of the
fact that the present rail is badly worn and would
have to be renewed before experiments with any
new type of rail could be conducted during a sufficient length of time to determine its practicability
is to use the American Society of Civil Engineer.s'
standard section, rerolled steel T-rail, weighing
not less than So pounds to the yard, having its
ends cut at an angle of about 40 degrees^ and provided with some first-class joint of the bridge type,
such as the Continuous, the Weber, or other equally
bridge type of joint is one which
as good joint.
allows the ends of the rails to be jointed midway
between tw^o ties and the joint itself extends from
tie to tie, thus bridging the space between the ties
and forming a support for the open rail ends. Fig.
2 represents such a joint as seems best to adopt
under the circumstances.
This joint is not new
and has been used in different forms by various
railroads, and especially by the Lehigh Valley railroad, where it was known as the Saver joint, for
a period of about 12 years, and to a certain extent
by the Buffalo, Rochester and Pittsburg road.
While it has been abandoned by the former road,
due probably to the fact that the advantages gained
in steam-railway sen*ice were not considered by the
management sufficient to pay for its increased cost,
I believe it to be the most practical thing to adopt
in this case at present, for, by its use, it will be
possible for the Union Loop Company to equip its
road during the coming summer with new rail and
thus at once eliminate a large part of tlie present
noise.
If this tv'^pe of joint is used the rails should
not be over 45 feet in length on account of expansion difficulties.
It is important that the joint be
made with shoulders on the rails as shown, thereby
removing the sharp points.
The rolling stock in use on the UTnion Loop consists mainly of rather light cars with open running
Since a large part of the noise proceeds from
gear.
the running gear, it is important to apply some
corrective for this either on the cars or on the
structure. Unless the railroad companies will maintain this apparatus in good condition and thereby
prevent much of the present noise from this source,
some method of enclosing the entire truck, including the wheels, with a light casing of sound-deadening, non-combustible material, such as asbestos
This casing should come
sheeting, should be tried.
as close to the guard rails as practicable and clear
the third rail, so as to intercept as much of the
It should have
noise from the wheels as possible.
a bottom, and the sides should be hinged to per-

joint

A

now emanating from

designed to support a single track only, leaving
an open space between tracks for the feeder conduit and third rails, except at crossings, turnouts
and junction points, where the floor would extend
across this space. All floors have been figured
for 12 inches of broken stone ballast, weighing 140
pounds per cubic foot, and providing for six inches
of ballast under the ties. Types A and B are what
may be termed ballasted steel floors. Type C is a
ballasted concrete arch floor, and type E a ballasted
concrete steel floor resembling the latest type
adopted by steam-railroad companies for bridges.
All of these are "solid" floors that is, they form
a continuous decking under the track.
Type F

mit inspection.

The latest types of cars used for intramural
transportation, such as those recently put into servsubway by the Interborough company of

ice in the

E

adapted to be constructed in any convenient shop
near the site, allowed to set and erected in place
as required. This would avoid all work in the field
except placing and setting, and thus greatly expedite the work and reduce the cost.
Type F is in some respects an improvement on
t3-pe E.
While the amount of concrete is about the
same, the individual cross-troughs weigh only i.ooo
pounds each, which facilitates handling and setting.
The field work embraces the bolting of the connecting longitudinal troughs to the cross-troughs,

and the placing of this floor in position would require the least time and therefore involve the minidelay to traffic.
An important advantage of
this floor is that there is a seven-inch opening between each cross-trough which would admit light to
the street below and allow snow falling on the
structure to be handled as at present. In types E
and F hook bolts would be provided for securing
the concrete to the structure.
The drainage of the t\^pe E ballasted floor would
be best provided by means of holes at suitable intervals toward' which the floor slopes, discharging
into ducts carried to the ground at convenient points,
while that for t^'pe F would be made through suitable openings in the bottoms of the concrete troughs.
The fastening of the guard rails to the ties could
be lag-screwed or could be effected by means of
angle clips bolted to the guard rails and spiked to
the ties.
There would be no great difficulty in
removing the ties in any of these floors, except
where side walls are provided, as hereinafter referred to, and in this case openings could be made
for the removal of. ties if necessary.
The principal objection, aside from its cost, that

mum

tures.

The use of concrete would eliminate almost all
of the difficulty encountered with the present structure due to vibration, and if, in addition, the structure were carried up solid on each side of each track
to a point slightly above the bottoms of the cars
as shown, the noises produced by the wheels upon
the joints and by other -working parts of the train
would be largely confined to the space underneath
the train, and would to a certain extent dissipate
themselves and be prevented from being immediately transmitted in a horizontal plane to the sides
of the tall buildings on each side of the structure,
thence upward, to the annoyance of the occupants
of the upper stories as at present.
Since it would be manifestly unjust to ask that
the present loop structure be removed and thus
permit the erection of a design of this character,
the problem then is how best to modify the present design so as to reduce the noise to the greatest
possible extent without making the cost prohibitive.
There are four primary causes of the noises of
the I^op, which are as follows
1. Imperfect track construction.
2.

Imperfect rolling stock.

II. of a repc
nade
March 7. iQos. to the
the City Council of Chicaco
In the report Part II. is
by Mr. Arnold as consultinc engi:
tied "Analysis of the Causes of the Present Noise, and Dission of Different Methods Sutrcesied for Reducine the Noi_se
.\n abstract of Part I.
•)n the Union Elevated Loop."
1 the Western Electrician of last week.
I.

Abstract of Part

1

FIG. 2.

TYPE OF JOINT RECOMMENDED FOR ELEVATED ROADS.

New

York, are provided with sound-deadening material in the hollow spaces of the floors and sides.
There are several fireproof substances that can be
used for this purpose, and all new equipment purchased by the elevated roads of Chicago should
have all hollow spaces filled w-ith some such maSuch of the present cars as have no soundterial.
deadening material in them should have the hollow
spaces filled with mineral wool, asbestos or some
The present
other light, non-combustible material.
cars and trucks should be put in first-class condition and kept so, and all future cars should be
equipped with trucks having as few parts as practicable.

The

relief opening of the triple valves of the
brakes should be provided with some device for
the noise of the escaping air when the
brakes are released, and thus prevent the sharp
This
whistle now common to some of the cars.
can often be accomplished by changing the size of

air

muffling

the orifice.
In order to compare the various types of floor
construction, six ballasted floors applicable to the
Loop are shown in Fig. 3, designated as tj'pes A,
These types have all been
B, C, D, E and F.

usually brought against the use of a solid floor
is the difficulty of removing snow
While it is admitted that this
difficulty is more serious w-ith a solid floor than
when an open-type floor is used, it is not insurmountable, since the Berlin and Liverpool roads, a
portion of the Boston Elevated, and a portion of
the New York Central have been successfully operated, and this objection should not be allowed to
prevent the adoption of some type of solid floor
if it proves efficient in reducing the sound.
I am
of the opinion that a t].'pe of snowplow or snowcollecting device could be perfected which would
effectually remove the snow by collecting it and
carrying it away in case it became necessary to
operate the loop with a solid floor.
The most important characteristic of these floors
their increased weight as compared with the
is
present floor, the greatest increment being i,6So
pounds per lineal foot of track for type E and
the least i.oSo pounds per lineal foot for t>'pe F.
This additional weight increases the stresses in the
structure throughout and necessitates its reinforce.ment to secure a corresponding increase of its
strengtli, to a greater or less degree, depending
is

in a city street
from the track.

;

Marcli
upon
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A secondary result of the liallasled floor h tlic
raising of the base of the rail, the minimum increase l>eing loj^ inches in the ease of type F'*, and
Ibc maximum 1.3 inches in the case of type U. In
type )'. the increase is 12 inches. This would necessitate raising the station platforms a corresponding
amount, which will involve an additional total expense of about $5,000 in both cases for the entire

b;il-

Inst.

In applyiiiK llic concrctc-steel reiiiforccincnt flo
take care of the increased stress due to the increasetl
weight], the slrinRtrs, cross-Kirdera and posts of
the structure would lie encased in concrete, in
whicli there wouhl l>e imbedded steel bars ivhercvcr
necessary to make U|» tlie deficiency in section previously referred to and also to carry the weight
of the concrete itself and to support it in place.
The sleel would require no connection to the structure, thus avoidiuR to a large extent the difTiciilty
in case steel reinforcement
at tile fender castings
The adhesion between the concrete
were used.

loop.

in this report would,
jiulgment, prove effective, some of them are
to a certain exieiil experimental, and it would Ihcrcfore be imjust 10 demand that they be adopted and
applied by the railroad company to the entire loop

While the methods suggested

without their relative elTiciencies having first been
determined by experiments on short sections of
structure, thereby keeping the cxpcriAiental expense
as low as practicable until the best type of constructiim could be determined by actual demonstra-

and the present steel structure would not be depended upon for the reinforcement but would obviously furnish an additional increment of strength.
To still further reduce the noise-producing cliect
of Ihp steel structure it would be best to encase the
laterals and transverse br.icing.
The reinforcement should be applied by means
of concrete .steel forms, which would serve as a
facing and remain in place when the work was
completed. These forms should edectually prevent

1

5

1

my

in

tion.

My

reconnnendalions for reducing the sound
ruid suggested methods of procedure
then, as f^iUows
First
If practicable, adopt the plan of increasing

upon the loop
arc,

—

and prepared with
cning in view, an<I
work done in a n

Electrical Material RusherJ

2,500

Miles by Express.
In order to enable ihc Mexican l-ight and I'owcr
Company to effect temporary rcinirt to il« Kciicr^i.'.,.
aling MalicHi in the City of .M^-vi
m,,i»
•>•
recently partially <Icstroycd by finincnts were made from the Sch'
•{
the General F.lcctric Company on
.od
mil, which were remarkable both for tb';ii ii/c and
•

1

prompt dispatch.
'J'elegrapliic advices were received by the foreign
department of the company on Nfonday, February
6th, staling that a large i|uantity of switchboard material would l>c rcquircfl to enable the plant to resume operation, although at the time the full extent
of the damage was not known. As a result of
further telegrams, and consultations by telephone
with the

New York

representatives of the customer.
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FIG. 3.

probable that no force
will bear would separate them.
The following table shows the cost of applying
Ihc various types of floors discussed, including the
Iwo different forms of reinforcement as well as the
cost of blocking up the present floor during reconstruction, the necessary track work on the new
floor and a percentage for engineering and con-

became established
which the structure

it

is

tingencies.
Ari-K DXIMATE Cost of SlEEI. RBISt ORCl!^ ENT.

Cost Per Foot of Double Track.
of

Tine. Floor.

Re-inforce-

Track Encineerinc
and Floor and Contin-

B

S«-30

D
E

S3300

Si. 20

Additions to
Structure-

H

Work.
58.75

3300

F

2:96

;

S96.25

S 962.500

46'.42

46^1200
325.600

32.56

Steel Reinf

Cost Pel Foot of Double Track.
of

Rein-

Type. Floor.

force-

Track Ensineerine
and Floor and Contin-

Work.

B

S53.30

S17.30

D
E

'si™

17-30

F

6.25

S 1.20

Additions to
Struclure-

gencies.

H

S7.1S
2.95
2.65
2.47

S79.00
32.45
29-15

S 790,000

291,500
272.200

n floor types E and F was
taken at S8 and Sio per cubic yard respectively, in place;
concrete in concrete steel reinforcemen
both in place. Steel in
steel reinforcement was taken at S65 pe ton erected and in con-

lumber was taken at S6o per th-^usand in place, ballast at S2 per
cubic yard in place, rivets cut out at 20 cents each, holes drilled
:enis each. All prices inelude contractors' profit. Encineerinc and contincencies were
figured at 10 per cent. Cost of track nc t included in above fieures. H concrete track enclosures are used add S90.000 ,t
otals of Types E and F in steel reinforcement and S8o,o
ypes E and F in the concrete steel reinforcement.

7}pe

F'

^Tr-n^w /too' />»r

/-.-

(Co-KreJt 3ke/}
A.y'

(Ca/TC^-d: ^rTzA/

VARIOUS TYPES OF FLOOR CONSTRUCTION

any disturbance of the concrete while setting. After
setting and when the bond between it and the steel

Z*.,^

FOR ELEVATED RAILWAYS

the capacity of the loop [shown in Fig. 2, page 210,
Western Electrician of March 18]. This would
eliminate the maximum amount of special work, and
thus reduce the noise, due to the hammering of
wheels on frogs and switches, to the greatest possible degree and at the same time increase the capacity of the loop to the greatest extent possible
by track modification, and leave it in the best condition for through routing or loop operation, or both.
Second If the arrangement shown [in the Fig.
2 mentioned] is not adopted, reconstruct in accordance with a plan which leaves all tracks at the
present grades. Reinforce the structure at all junctions and provide each junction \vith a solid floor
ballasted with crushed stone or slag.
Third If neither of the above plans are adopted,
reinforce the present structure at all junctions, and
provide each junction with a solid floor ballasted
with crushed stone or slag.
Fourth Equip sections of about 300 feet each of
the Market Street stub terminal of the Chicago and
Oak Park road, over which trains do not now operate, with different floors, using stow slag and
gravel ballast in different sections, and reinforce
the structure supporting these sections with the
concrete-steel reinforcement.
Operate trains over
this stub terminal w'hen so equipped until the relative merits of the different types can be determined.
The equipment of this terminal is suggested to prevent interfering with present traffic, but should the
railroad companies prefer to conduct the trials upon
the loop or elsewhere, they should be allowed to

—

—

—

do

so.

— After

the

—

rigid city inspection.
Seventh All changes

—

made

in

Electric Company was carr\-ing out in New
York cit>".
The transportation of the hea\-y reels of ft'ire and
cable through New York cit\' for shipment to Scheneral

ectady w^as a task of great difficulty, on account of
the almost impassable condition of the streets, following a severe snowstorm. In handling the ship-

ment from Sclienectady, special arrangements were
made with the railroad companies to obviate transshipments in passing from one system to another,
and especially in crossing tlie Mexican frontier, and.
in

car

type of floor and kind of reinforcement which most effectually accomplishes the
elimination of noise is determined, the loop structure, between junctions, should be reinforced and
the type of floor selected appHed.
Sixth In any event, reconstruct the track and
special work in accordance with the suggestions contained in this report and maintain the rolling stock,
track and special work in first-class condition, under
Fifth

were settled Tuesday morning,
and on Wednesday, Februar>- 8th. the second day
from the receipt of information of the trouble, an
express shipment of 30,000 pounds of switchboard
instruments, switches and supplies left the Schenectady factor>' for the City of Mexico.
The shipment constituted a complete switchboard
equipment for a 4.000-kilowatt power station, and
to collect and dispatch the material in this almost
incredibly short time taxed ever\- resource of the
commercial, engineering and transportation departments of the company. While most of the instruments and switches were available at Schenectady, it
was necessary* to obtain instrument transformers by
express from L>-nn, and four large rheostats for
generators of German make had to be entirely built
from data telegraphed from Mexico. In addition,
a large quantity of wire and cable, which could
not be supplied from the Schenectady stock, had
to be borrowed from an installation which the Gen-

details of the order

accordance

in the
w-ith plans

structure should be
approved by the city

addition, a special messenger traveled with the
the entire distance, to see that no delays oc-

curred at junction points.
The shipment reached Mexico City on Tuesday,
February 14th, thus placing in the hands of the
customer, within seven daj'S from receipt of. the
first news of the disaster, and from a factor^' 2,500
miles away, a complete outfit of the new material
necessary to restore the interrupted lighting and

power

sen'ice.

The fire also destroyed two engine-driven sets,
imperatively demanding the immediate installation
of two 500-kilowatt Curtis steam turbine generators
that were on order at the time, and one of which

:
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lo arrive by freight in a few days. The
second turbine had just been loaded on a freight
car at the Schenectady factory, but the urgent need
of the machine decided the customer to authorize
its shipment by express.
Of this shipment the turbine proper, as boxed,
weighed 27,000 pounds and occupied a space eight
The
feet high by eight feet wide by 91/2 feet long.
doors of the ordinary express car would not admit
the entrance of a package of these dimensions, but
a special car having large doors was secured and, by
stripping the boxing to a minimum, the loading was
The generator and other parts brought
effected.

was due

the weight up to nearly 43,000 pounds, making one
of the heaviest single express shipments ever made.
The total weight of the entire shipments was 73,000 pounds, the express rate on which was over
$8,200.

of construction in all of the usual standard sizes,
up to and including 25 horsepower. Immediate delivery can be made on the lo-horscpower size, which
size is at the present time required for probably
60 per cent, of the elevator service likely to be
developed on central-station alternating-current sys-

This type of motor is capable of speed control
through 50 per cent, of the speed range, and this
characteristic of the motor will be especially useful
with ventilating fans and certain kinds of shop-tool
service.
The company is also prepared to adapt
this motor to hoisting and traveling-crane service.

A

A

Length.

Top
4 Inch.

80 lbs.

Top
5

Inch.

too lbs.

130
[[

3"

'.'.

35

„

50

"

275
375

"

Top

Top

Top

6 Inch.

7 Inch.

8 Inch.

r25 lbs.
175

155 lbs.

[\

350
450
625
83s

"

Ho

„

800
800

1.035

„

1.250

45olbs.
575 "
775

,;
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The Arnold Company.
The Arnold
has

simplicity, to

serious handicap to the use of electric elevators
in some localities has been the fact that existing
types of alternating-current motors were not adapted
The Wagner Electric Manuto this class of work.
facturing Company has, after years of experiment,
placed such a motor on the market which is illustrated herewith, the machine in the picture being
a combined passenger and freight outfit, which has
been running in the company's' factory for several
technical description of this interesting
months.

25, 1905

The following weights of seasoned white-cedar
poles as given by the Valentine-Clark Company may
be of interest to pole users

16 feet

tems.

Chicago

Single-phase Elevator Motor.

March

Electric

changed

Power
its

Station Company of
for the sake of

name,

Organized

The Arnold Company.

in

president, Bion J. Arnold, the wellknown engineer, the scope of the company's work
has gradually increased until it now embraces nearly
all that relates to electrical, civil and mechanical

1896

by

its

engineering, and not only pure engineering, but
construction work as well. The company has an
organization capable of building the work it designs.
It has a fine reputation for the extent and character
performed or has under way.
of the work it has
In the electric-railway field, it can point, among
others, to the Chicago and Milwaukee, the Lansing,
St. Johns and St. Louis (Mich.), the Bloomington
(111.), Pontiac and Joliet (described in this issue)
and the Grand Rapids (Mich.), Holland and Lake
Michigan lines. Two of these are single-phase
roads, and Mr. Arnold's prominence in the field of
electric-railway invention and building is well known.
Among power stations designed and built by the
company are those of the Imperial Lighting Company of St. Louis, Land, Title and Trust Building
of Philadelphia, Chicago Board of Trade and Albert
Dickinson Company of Chicago and Minneapolis.
In the equipment of great building and repair shops
for railroad companies The Arnold Company has
been particularly active, very recently closing a contract for the complete power outfit for the new
Missouri Pacific shops at Sedalia, Mo. Other shops
have been equipped for the Chicago and Eastern
Illinois, the Denver and Rio Grande, the New York
Central, the Oregon Short Line, the St. Louis, Iron
Mountain and Southern and a number of other
One of the latest developments of The
railroads.
Arnold Company's work is the designing and building of complete hydro-electric plants. An installation of 3,000-kilowatt capacity for the Spring River
Power Company is about to be put in operation,
\\'ith a 33,000-volt transmission line, from the waterpower plant at Lowell, Kan., to the lead and zinc
mines in the vicinity of Joplin, Mo.
The company is conspicuously enterprising and
energetic in pushing and completing its work while
yet cautious and conservative in engineering judgment exercised for the benefit of its clients. It is
progressive but careful, and its advertising literature
contains much valuable engineering data. The Arnold Company has recently increased its office space
to accommodate its growing business, and now oc-.
cupies Suite 1536-41 Marquette Building, Chicago.
The officers of The Arnold Company are President.
Bion J. Arnold vice-president, W. L. Arnold secmanaging
retary and treasurer, Ralph G. Arnold
engineer, George A. Damon.
:

;

;

;

Office Appliance Exhibition

in

Chicago.

Chicago's first office appliance and business system
show, which is to be made an annual event, was
opened at the CoHseum on March 15th. Hundreds
of useful time and labor-saving devices were on exhibition.
Instructive lectures and practical demonstrations were also given, and during the week of the
show there were many speed contests in the operation of typewriters, adding machines, etc.
There was much to interest electrical men. The
thing lo attract the eye was the brilliant illumination of the large building by electric light, and
the attractive electric signs which marked the spaces
of the various exhibits.
There were 149 exhibits at the show. One which
attracted attention was that of the Gray National
Telautograph Company. The telautograph, as is well
known, offers means for electrically transmitting to
a distance handwriting, drawings and similar matter.
The company had six instruments stationed
about the building and connected together. Through
these, by means of wide paper tapes, automatically
operated, were posted bulletins of various special
first

events.

Adding machines exhibited by several companies
were of considerable interest. The machines were
operated by small motors, which take current from
The comordinary direct-current lighting mains.
panies which had attractive exhibits and gave demonstrations of these machines were the Burroughs
Adding Machine Company, Detroit, Mich. Universal
Accountant Machine Company, St. Louis, Mo., and
the Comptograph Company, Felt & Tarrant Manufacturing Company, Mailman Addograph Company
and the Standard Adding Machine Company, all of
;

Chicago.
The machines operated by electricity are supplied
with a plug which is screwed into any electric-light
socket.
The current is controlled by an operating
button.
In case of failure of current, the machines
can be changed to hand operation in a few seconds.
Telephone instruments and appliances were extensively exhibited at the show, several of the comThe Strompanies haviiig very attractive booths.
berg-Carlson Telephone J\Ianufacturing Company
gave a very practical demonstration of its interiorcommunicating telephone system. A complete exchange outfit was installed in the company's booth
and an operator was in charge. All the exhibits in
the building were connected up, and visitors were
given free use of the telephones to communicate with
persons in some other part of the building. A messenger was also stationed at the telephone booth of
the" Chicago Telephone Company, and when anyone
called from outside the building it was only
necessary to notif\' the operator of the interior system, and the person wanted was called. This display

was

Poles for Electrical Construction.
of

In the accompanying illustration
a Wisconsin pole yard of the

Company, Chicago, one of the

SINGLE-PHASE ELEVATOR MOTOR.

cannot be given until the tests are completed.
Nevertheless some reference may be made to it from
data supplied by the manufacturer.
The inherent characteristics of this single-phase
motor are such that the load is not applied abruptly
to the circuit, but may be, with the proper controlling devices, applied with sufficient gradation to
make it possible to serve an elevator motor from
the same transformer carrying lights without affecting the lights to a noticeable extent.
As with all types of induction motors, the power
factor of this new form of motor is less than uiiity.
By proper design, however, a power factor of from
80 per cent, to 85 per cent, has been secured, both
outfit

in

starting

and

at

enterprise by the Stromberg-Carlson company
proved very popular.
The Kellogg Switchboard and Supply Company
also exhibited a fine intercommunicating system and
had a large display of its well-known goods.
The American Electric Telephone Company had
one of the largest exhibits at the show and gave spe-

of

cial

attention to the

Burns adjustable telephone

for

desk use.
Other companies which exhibited telephone appli-

running speed.

requires an acceleration from
speed of from four to 10 seconds, 'depending upon the freq^iency of stops and on the
kind of duty to be performed. Freight elevators
are usually accelerated in about twice the interval
of the best types of passenger elevators. The inherent characteristics of this single-phase motor are
such that the acceleration can be made anything
desired, and in every respect practically identical
with that of the best types of direct-current elevator motor.
Conditions frequently arise in elevator service
under which it is very desirable to employ the braking power of the motor running as a generator on
the down trips. This single-phase motor is such as
to act as an induction generator when the armature
is rotating at a speed in excess of synchronism.
The company is prepared to furnish this type

Elevator

shown a view
Valentine-Clark

is

largest dealers in
cedar poles. This is one of several yards possessed
by the company, from which are shipped poles for
telephone, telegraph, electric-light and street-railway
companies in any desired length from 16 to 70 feet.
The main yards are at Pinconning, Mich., and Green
Many thouBay, New London and Prentice, Wis.
sands of poles are carried in each of these yards.

service

rest to full

WISCONSIN POLE YARD,

M.irdi 25,
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Iowa Telephone Aasoclatlon.

arc .ttlachcd to llie side of the frame and project junt
beyond the winding.
The revolving element, excepting the pole shoei,
is one solid steel casting.
The [Kile sliocs arc made
of forged slcel and bolted securely to the projecting
Because of the partly clo»c<l slot, solid
pole cores.
These solid shrK'S greatly
pole shoes can be used.
facilitate the parallel operation of machines, which
is an important cr>nsidera(ion, as generators arc more
frctincntly run in parallel than singly.
<3n sizes of 200-kilov<ill amperes anri larger, the

who

also

managed

New

York.

fall in

New

A

the recent oflice
similar show will

York, and each spring

Oiic.-iKo.

In

Crocker- Wheeler Alternating-current
Generators.
The rrocker-WluH-I.T
h.'is been a maker

C.nip.-i

,f

Amp.

N.

J.,

which

of dir
exclusively for the last 17 years, in view of the increasing demand, has put upon the market recently
a line of alternating-current enginc-lype generators.
This is done by co-operation with the house of
Hrown, Bovcri & Co., of Baden, Switzerland, which
has been retained by the Crocker-Whocler Company
;is consulting engineers, the foreign concern, by special arrangement, giving access to its designs and
data.

Illustrated by Fig. i is one of the new products
of the Crocker-Wheeler Conipanj' a roo-kilovolt amThese mapere, three-phase, 60-cyclc alternator.
chines are of the belted type, ranging from 30 to
250-kilovolt amperes.
They are of the revolving-

—

field

class.

The

stator punchings are clamped together by
which pass through the laminations.
These
laminations arc then securely attached inside a castiron shell, which forms a support for the punchings
and gives a finish to the machine.
characteristic feature in the design of these alternators is the use of a partly closed slot. This type
of slot makes it possible to reduce materially the
weight of an alternator for a given rating, without
affecting the behavior of the machine, and gives the
additional advantage of a reduction in the total losses,
which means a corresponding increase in the effiThe slot is lined with a heavy tube of insuciency.
lating material, which is prepared and treated so that
it becomes very hard, tough, and possesses the requisite dielectric strength to meet the insulation requirements. These tubes conform to the shape of the slot
very closely, so as to have available a maximum of

FIG. 2.

ALTERNATOR ADAPTED FOR WATERV

CROCKER-'

li.dts

A

rotor coils are made of copper strip wound edgewise.
The layers are insulated from each other by means
of paper, and an insulating compound, after which
the whole coil is carefully baked.
coil of this
kind will withstand without injury the severe mechanical strain and the great overloads to which machines of this class are subjected. On machines
below 200-kilovolt amperes, the motor is wound with
square copper conductor, special care being given in
winding and insulating to make them perfect.
Another class of alternators manufactured by this
company is a type especially adapted for direct connection to hydraulic turbines.
Four of these machines will form the first installation of electrical
machinery for the hydraulic development on the Chicago drainage canal at Lockport, III., and were de-

the various operating companies in the state, to
the end that less energy and time be devoted to
competition and squabbles between the Independent
companies themselves, and that the energy thus
saved be given to the fight against the common

A

competitor.

The association then went into executive session
and heard the reports of the legislative committee
and of the arbitration committee.

.

At Wednesday morning's session a paper was
read on "The Old Way and the New," by C. H.
Judson, consulting engineer of Council Bluffs.
Mr. Judson's paper was in the nature of a brief
history of the construction work done by the telephone companies from the early day up to the present time, and closed with some remarks on modem
all-cable, multiple-tap distribution.
The next paper.
"The Generator Call Lamp Line Board." was by
Oscar Knell of Perry, and was a complete and
interesting description of a board of this type installed by the Hawkeye Telephone Company in its
Winterset office.
"The Relation that Should Exist Between the
Farmers* Mutual and Other Independent Telephone
Companies" was then discussed by C. A. Hollis of
Hudson.
Mr. Hollis is a representative farmers'
mutual man and his discussion proved ver>- interesting to those present, most of whom represented
larger operating companies.
The afternoon session was opened with a debate
on magneto-multiple vs. central-energ\' multiple
boards for small or medium-sized exchanges, bv
J. M. Plaster of Fort Dodge and R. S. Redman o"f
Newton. This subject and the discussion following
it
proved one of the most interesting features of
the convention, for although the majority of those
who took part in the discussion preferred the central-energ}' board, Mr. Plaster verj' ably defended
his side of the case.
W. L. Barth of the Sheldon School of Scientific
Salesmanship then gave an address on the "Science
of Modern Business Building." which was listened
to with great interest, for too few of the operating
companies have given very much attention to scienbusiness getting and building.
"The Development of Toll Business and Checking of Toils" was the subject of a paper presented
by James H. Shoemaker of Waterloo.
Thursday morning's session opened with a very
able paper on the Iowa assessment law by N. T.
Guernsey of Des Moines. Mr. Guernsey stated
that bis subject necessarily made his paper a dr\one, but the delegation present found it to be an
extremely interesting explanation and discussion of
the law. which is certainly of vital interest to
every exchange owner.
The next address was delivered by James B.
Hoge of Cleveland, Ohio, and his subject was the
Telephone
Association.
Mr.
National-Interstate
Hoge explained the work of the big association
and the details of the organization and urged his
Gar\of
Macon,
join.
Theodore
Mo..
hearers to
followed ilr. Hoge and spoke along the same line.
Following these speedies the association voted to
join the National-Interstate association.
The election of officers then followed, with the
following result:
President S. S. Lichty of Vinton.
tific

HEELER BELTED-TYPE ALTERNATING-CURRENT GENERATOR.
space for the winding. The top of the tube is slotted
to correspond with the top of the slot.
The stator coils are form wound, being slipped
through the narrow opening at the top of the slot,
and then arranged systematically in the insulating
tubes.
After the conductors are put in place, a
wooden wedge is driven over the top of the insulating
tube so as to close this tube and retain the conductors
securely in place.
The coil ends are then heavily
taped and insulated in order to give protection and
add a finish to the coils.
To give additional protection to the stator winding,
and add to the appearance of the machine, shields

Fig.
scribed in the Western Electrician last week.
The
is an illustration of this type of generator.
machines at Lockport are of 4.ooo-kilo\vatts capacity
2

each. They are 60-cycle generators, three-phase, and
develop 6,600 volts.
,

New Albany. Miss., is completing arrangements
for the construction of a waterworks and electriclight plant for. which $20,000 in bonds has recently
been voted, and bids will be received until March
2Sth.
W. F. ^^'ilcox, Jackson, Miss., is engineer in
charge.

—

;;
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— P.

Vice-president

Holdoegel

C.

City.

Rockwell

of

—

Secretary and Treasurer Charles C. Deernig of
Boone.
Executive Committee—J. C. Sullivan of Creston,
George N. Bandy of Des Moines, J. C. Thorne of
Fairfield, J. S. Bellamy of Kno.xville.
The afternoon was given to visiting the new
exchange of the Mutual Telephone Company and
the exhibits and displays of the various manufacturers and supply men.
the
The banquet Thursday evening was held
The speakers were as follows:
Chamberlain.

m

Toastmaster,

J.

C.

Hume

Frank

Principles,"

L.

of

Des Monies; "General
Chicago; "The

McGillan,

Telephone Troubler." J. H. Shoemaker, Waterloo;
-A Square Deal, That's All," J. B. Hoge, Cleveland,
Ohio; "Independent Telephone Men," Theodore
The banquet, to which the
Gary, Macon, Mo.
ladies were invited, proved as usual to be one of the
features of the meeting.
Charles E. Wells of Marion, Kan., who was to
have spoken on the Kansas Supreme Court decishe
ion, wired that owing to illness in his family
could not be present.
E. H. Martin, one of the organizers of the association, cabled from London his regrets at not being present and his good wishes.

NEW

COMPANIES.

Articles of incorporation have been filed at Chino,
by the Home Telephone Company of Chino,
which proposes to at once build and equip 20 miles
Cal.,

of telephone

lines

from Rincon through Chmo to
have been ordered and work

Pomona.

Materials

will begin

as

Hiawatha Mutual Telephone Company,
Hiawatha. Kan., capital $io,ooo; Farmers' and Merchants' Telephone Company, Pawnee City, Kan.,
$5,000

;

capital $5,000.

TELEPHONE MEN.
A. Hall has resigned as manager of the exchange at Preston, Minn., to take charge of the
exchange at Central City, Iowa.
J.

C. H. Webber has
Interstate Telephone

and

is

resigned

Company

as
at

manager

of the

Austin,

Minn.,

succeeded by John L. Gulden.

The Palisade Telephone Company has been orby farmers and business men of Garretson, S. D., to build local and rural lines.
There is agitation for the formation of a local
telephone exchange at Hoople, N. D.
Joseph M. Kelly and A. B. Kerlin will build a
telephone line from Devil's Lake to Starkweather,

W. S. Smith, manager of the Wisconsin Telephone Company at La Crosse, Wis., has been promoted to be district manager of the La Crosse disA. P. Hankerson succeeds him as local mantrict.
ager.

W. H. Durin, secretary of the Cedar Rapids and
Marion Telephone Company and one of the leading
of Cedar Rapids, Iowa, died at his home in that
Mr. Durin was one of the best
city last week.
men

in the state of

He was widely known to other electrical
Iowa.
men through his connection with electric-light, power
The funeral was held
and railway interests.
Cedar Rapids on March 20tli and was largely

at
at-

tended.

MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS.
The Stromberg-Carlson Telephone Manufacturing
Company of Rochester. N. Y., reports the following
Curtis Publishing Company, Philadelcentral-energy switchboard equipped
Pa., a
with lamp line-signals and double supervisory sigIllinois
switchboards for Fairpoint, Ohio
nals
Lathrop, Mo.
Maple Lake, Minn.
City,
111.
Parnell, Iowa
Toledo, Ohio
Granger, Texas
Carmi, 111., and Philadelphia, Pa.

contracts:
phia,

;

;

;

N. D.
The Bell long-distance system is soon to be extended from Ribbing, Minn., to Nashwauk, thence

by B. Mathews, A. Sherk and John Baer of
Ridgeway, Ont. They propose to establish exchange
offices at Port Colborne, Ridgeway, Fort Erie and
other towns and villages. They will also give telephone connections with the farmers throughout the
district.
Port Colborne is holding out every encouragement to the new concern, owing to the fact that
many of the citizens and business men are dissatisfied with the service and cost of the Bell Telephone
Company. The work of construction by the new
company has already commenced and instruments

to

Grand Rapids.

The Rice County Rural Telephone Company of
Faribault, Minn., has been incorporated with $100,000
capital stock.

;

The Independent telephone exchange at Hot
Springs, Ark., has recently had installed, by the
American Electric Telephone Company of Chicago,
switchboard capacity to a total
of 1,320 line terminals, this increase being brought
up from 1,000 lines. The Independent telephone
company at Topeka, Kan., has .also recently ordered
a 1,200-line magneto-call switchboard system from
the same company. The equipment consists of twosection
oak cabinets, each position being fully
equipped and arranged for giving service to 200
subscribers' lines. The American company's flashlight transfer system has been adopted.

an increase

Indiana Telephone Items.
Companv,
rated and
chester.

Hays,

several rural lines.

The Kearney (Neb.) Telephone Company has
been organized with T. E. Parmlee as president and
W. S. Clapp secretaiy.
William Sinran and others have incorporated
as the Butler and Bremer (Iowa) Mutual Telephone
Company with a capitaliza,tion of $10,000.
W. J. Steckel has sold the Davis County telephone system to the Midwestern Electric Compaiw
of Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
The Hastings (Neb.) Independent Telephone
Company has let the contract for the erection of a

Michigan Telephone Matters.
State

Telephone

raise

in

its

Three sections of the switchboard of the Man(Minn.) Citizens' Telephone Company were

kato

disabled during a fire in that city.
wires fell across the wires of the

Electric-light

company and
made immeThe Northwestern Telephone Exchange
diately.
Company's exchange was burned out in the same
fire and the Citizens' company has made an offer

burned out the

fuses.

Repairs were

of service to Northwestern patrons temporarily.

on

it.

Mrs. Alice Eastw^ood, chief night operator in the
Laporte Telephone Company's exchange, was overcome when she completed connection for a call
from the sergeant of the Harrison Street station,
Chicago, to the chief of police at Laporte in which
the Chicago officer requested the Laporte police chief
to notify Mrs. Eastwood that her son had been killed
by falling between two freight cars in Chicago.
Mrs. Eastwood listened to see if the wire was
working well \\'hen she heard the sad news. She
was afterward found unconscious on the floor of
the exchange.
The Sandford Mutual Telephone Company has
'

will

.

in

filed

state.

articles of incorporation w-ith the secretary of
The capital stock is $5,000. The company

was formed

to build an exchan.ge in Sanford and
extend telephone lines into Vigo, Parke, Vermilion and Sullivan counties. C. A. Ray, J. W. D.
Wolfe, Melton Smith and W. J. Tritt are the di-

—

Water

been operating for six years without a franchise.
The directors of the South Bend Telephone Company, the majority of whom are Fort Wayne capitalists, held a meeting in Fort Wayne on March 15th
and decided to change the exchange at South Bend
to an automatic system.
For a beginning, boards
for SCO telephones were ordered, at a cost of $16,000.
Incidental to the change, the company officials have
announced that there will be an increase in the
rentals from $30 to $36 a year for business houses
and from $20 to $24 for residences.
Albert Hall, emploj'ed by the Lebanon Telephone
Company, was killed by electric shock while repairing a telephone cable which touched an electric wire.
The Weed case against the city of Columbus has
been appealed to the Supreme Court. John W. Weed
came in contact with a telephone wire which had
been charged with electricity by the alleged negligence of the city in allowing a sagged electric-light
wire to come in contact with it.
Mr. Weed was
killed and the coroner held the city responsible.
suit was brought, but the city filed a demurrer to
the complaint, holding that wdien a municipal corporation maintains a public utility and where there is
no gain from the utility a person cannot recover
damages. This was construed to cover the electriclight plant and the court sustained the demurrer.
The question is regarded as important and for this
reason the Supreme Court will be asked to pass

_

Company

telephone rates in Detroit.
The
on residence telephones will be $6 a year.
subscribers will be given better service and
equippied with an improved transmitter as
an argument for the increased price.
The Michigan State Telephone Conipan}^ at Cold
a
increase
The old
will be

Jr.,

incorpo-

New WinM. Sheets and Harvey

A

Sioux

City, Iowa, has been incorporated with $i,oco,ooo
Charles G. Cockrell of Jefferson is president and Joseph Mattes of Odebolt secretary. The
plans of the new company are for the absorption
of most of the Independent lines in Northern Iowa.
The Bronson (Iowa) Telephone Company has
been incorporated with $5,000 capital. M. G. Smith
heads the list of stockholders.
The telephone companies of Minnesota w^ill put
up a strenuous fight against the bill now before
the Minnesota Legislature providing for defining,
the telephone and telegraph companies as common
carriers.
R.

Michigan

Beckley, F.
are the directors.

The Farmers' Union Telephone Company has been
with a capital stock of $1,000. The
company will establish an exchange at Borden.
James H. Miller, Charles M. Collins and Henry
McKinley head the directors.
The Hope Independent Telephone Company has
been granted a 50-year franchise by the Hope Town
Board. It was discovered that the company had

The Nicollet County Telephone and Telegraph
Company is changing its system to the automatic
switchboard at Gaylord. Minn.
The Davison County Telephone Company has
been incorporated at Ethan, S. D., and w'ill construct

The
make

capitalized at $i,ooc. has been
will build an exchange at

Henry

incorporated

The Chippewa Valley Telephone Company has
bought the e.xchange of the Prentice (Wis.) Telephone Company. The former will extend its line
from Catawba to Prentice and connect with the
new property and will string additional copper

of

W.

The New Winchester Farmers' Mutual Telephone

plate a rural telephone system.
P. R. Crothers has disposed of his interest in
the telephone exchange at Hetland, S. D., and the
exchanges at Hetland and Arlington have been
consolidated under the name of the Arlington-Hetland Telephone Company, with C. C. Maxwell of
the: Arlington exchange as manager.
It is reported that the Tri-State Telephone Company will build a long-distance system west from
Minneapolis along the line of the Hastings and
Dakota division of the Mihvaukee railroad.

new exchange building.
The New State Telephone Company

A

tion

are being installed.

The Hector (Minn.) telephone ex;change has
purchased the old Strom exchange and will make
improvements and extensions.
Farmers in the vicinity of Edgeley, N. D., contem-

W'ill also advance prices next October
residence telephones from $12 to $18 and business telephones from $24 to $30 a year. This exchange has
about 750 subscribers, but there has recently been
expended in improvements about $25,000, so that
the entire investment at Cold Water is now represented by about $60,000.
This large investment in
proportion to the subscribers is given as a reason

to

rectors.

S.

-.

Bell

Output for February.

There was a larger gross output of instruments by
American Telephone and Telegraph Company in
February than the record output of January, but the
net was less by 6,210 th^Tn the January net. Following are the comparative figures of the February

;

:

1903

nishing telephone service to the public."
new telephone company is being put in opera-

men

best liked telephone

25,

and report what changes, if any, are advisable in
respect of the methods at present in force for fur-

ganized

capital.

Campbell, late manager of the NorthwestJ.
ern Telephone Exchange Company at Anoka, Minn.,
has been made manager of collections for the same
company at Sioux Falls, S. D.
T.

known and

March

Telephone News from the Northwest.

lines.

soon as they are received.

Among telephone companies which have been incorporated recently in Nebraska and Kansas are the
ComTelephone
Independent
following-named:
pany, Sydney, Neb., O. M. Stager and others, capAlvo, Neb.,
ital, $30,000; Alvo Telephone Company,
Chikaskia
S. C. Boyles and others, capital $3,000;
Mutual Telephone Company, Mayfield, Kan., capital

—

:

the

for increasing the rates.
Mayor Codd of Detroit has taken a decided stand
against the increase in rates by the Michigan State
Telephone Company, as he understands that this
plan is taken by the telephone company to make
up for losses in other towns throughout the state
caused by the competition of the Independent tele-

report
February

companies.
The corporation counsel has
given infomiation that anyone desiring a telephone
can demand the company' to put in a residence or
business instrument at the present rate charged
others, so that this may shut off the company from
charging a higher rate for new business.
W.

1905.

1004.

1003.

Returned

47.577

37,093

35,iSS

7f'.,s^5

Net output
Outstanding,
Feb. 28

86.724

47,309

56,656

.^H.-2';

4.660,222

3.880,616

3.293,527

2,63-. 31(5

phone

11102.

A committee of the Ohio Independent Telephone
composed of Ed. L. Barber of Wauseon,
Cyrus Huling of Columbus, J. B. Hoge of Cleveland and Dwight E. Sapp of Mt. Vernon, met with
Association,

Telephone Developments

in

Canada.

The Dominion government has de'cided to take
up the long-standing question of general legislation

Frank

governing telephone systems. The postmaster-general foreshadowed that the government would take
over and operate the telephone systems in Canada

for the annual convention to be held in Columbus
on March 30th. The session will open promptly at
10 o'clock in the morning. It will be a one-day
From indications the meeting will be the
session.
largest and most enthusiastic ever held by Ohio

at

when

offering the followM'ng resolution to the House:
"That a select committee be appointed to enquire
and report regarding the various public telephone sj'stems in operation in Canada and elsewhere
and to consider
as the committee shall determine
into

;

.

L.

Beam, president of the state
last week and completed

Cleveland

association,
details

final

Independent telephone men. The committee decided
to close the convention with a banquet, at which
some prominent speakers will respond to toasts.

I

March
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Motor Adaptability.'
BV
The question of

J.

W.
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one which is of special interest to the centralmanager. This is |)articularly true where the
increase in load comes at a time when the station
very much underloaded. The principal field of
is
operation for the electric-lighting plant of the NorthIs

station

for husiness and
is that of furnishing light
The <lemand
residence houses and street lighting.
for this service is limited almost entirely to the
period between dusk and 11 or 12 p. m. and the
However, the lighting of celearly morning honr.s.
lars, attics, dark halls, etc., makes it very desirable
to have power on the lines during the 24 hours of
the day.
In ni.any cases this last requirement is an expensive one for the station to meet, since the cost
of operating a generating unit during the day would
exceed the receipts from its customers during
f.ir
It is quite possible in many cases to
thai period.
sconru enough extra customers when the 24-hour

west

he rut out as the niolor comes up to speed, and we
have tlic running characteristic of a shunt motor.
Where a heavy starting torque is requisite and
the speed regulation is not important, the scries
motor is ideal, providing there is always sufTicicnt
load to prevent the speed from becoming excessive.
In case the load is likely to be entirely thrown off,
a shunt winding sufficient to prevent the excessive
speed should be introduced. This gives a compound motor, with characteristics approaching those
of a series motor.
For a large amount of work, especially In connection with factories and machine shops, there is
a demand for multi-speed motors. That is, for motors which will operate at constant speed over a
wide range of load, and which can be controlled
lo give several different speeds and carry any load
from no load to full load at any one of these speeds.
Motors of this class have been developed very
rapidly during the last few years, and there are
on the market at present several systcm.s for multispeed work which answer most requirements quite
satisfactorily.
may notice briefly a few of the

We

'Ihcsc methods of starting include thr svrtt'. o^nin which the armature or rotor w.udmff
brought out to a commuutor, and lh<: jrmiiurr
and field windings are connected in Kiirs, vi that
the motor starts as a series atternaling-currcnt motor.
When full speed is reached a ring is [nished
over the segments of the commutator, cr/nnccting
them together and giving a short-circuited rotor, and
the field windings arc connected directly across
the line.
phase-splitting device is often
1
on snull
motors. This consists of placing an auxiliary winding oil the field which has a different value of selfinductance from that of the field proper, and a
starting torqu'! is exerted by the action of these
two currents out of phase with each other.
Another starting device which has been in use
for several years is that in which the motor sUrls
and is brought up to spec<l as a repulsion motor.
In this motor the armature winding is connected
up to a commutator, and the brushes placed in such
a position that when they arc connected together
an induced current in the short-circuited coils will
iicctioii,
is
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service is offered lo pay the e.Klra expense of keepThis is, of
ing power on the lines continuously.
course, always true in the lari^cr plants.
While lighting' is the prime object of installing
most central stations, there is available in the plant
a large installation, which, thanks to the designing
engineer, may be easily adapted to any kind of power
This
service which the community may require.
power service coniinc;, as it does, mainly during
the day, may be supplied by the generators which
are used to carry the lighting load, and thus greatly
increase their daily output and decrease the cost
It is parof output per unit of power delivered.
ticularly of the av.iilability of these lighting units
for the supplying of power that I wish to speak.
hir manufacturing friends, ever on the alert to
liml a place where a machine can be utilized, have
sicn the necessity of adapting the electric motor
The motors now
to all classes of power service.
on the market and coming onto the market attest
(

success in this undertaking.
comshunt, series, compound, differential
and numerous multi-speed continuous-current motors
the split-phase induction, repulsion induction, series induction, polyphase induction, mth
and without extra rotor resistance, the synchronous
motor, single and polyphase, the series, the repulsion, and the concatenated induction alternating-current motor are on the list from which the consutner
of power may select to suit the particular service
which he requires, or from which the station superintendent may select to suit the generating apparatus which he has installed.
The characteristics of these motors are so diverse
that there is very little power service to which some
one or more of them could not be applied to give
their

The

pound,

;

satisfactory
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methods which are adopted to secure the operation
of these systems. The three-wire system, in which
the motors may be operated from any three-wire
system, or a special three-wire generator, described
at the last meeting
of this association by Mr.
Waters, lends itself very readily to this service.
For the minimum speed the shunt fields of tl^e motor are connected across the outside wires, say, on
220 volts, and the armature is connected between
Then, by
the neutral and one of the outside wires.
means of field resistance, the speed may be increased
from 60 to 100 per cent., and when the limit of
rheostat control is reached, the armature is connected across the outside wires, and the fields
brought to their maximum strength again.
further increase in speed is obtained by again introducing the field resistance. In another system the
motors are built with two armature windings, so
that the two windings may be connected in series
or either one thrown across the line. W^ith these
different armature connections, and tl'.e field-rheostat control, the speed can be varied over a wide
range.

A

Another system which promises very good

results,

where the required range of speed variation is not
too large, is that in which the reluctance of the
magnetic circuit is changed by raising a plunger in
the field core. This decreases the total magnetic
flux and at the same time keeps the flu.x well distributed, and thus prevents sparking.
Each of these and several other multi-speed sys-

9o'P'irtO

ruLL LOMI

produce a starling torque and bring the motor up
to speed, when all th.e coils in the armature will be
short-circuited, either by hand or automatically, and
the motor operates as an induction motor. Where
a polyphase system is available, and the amount of
power required is sufficient to warrant installing
the circuits, a polyphase induction motor would he
used, and auxiliary starting devices would be unnecessary. Any of these induction motors will give
almost constant speed for any load between no load
and full load, and most of them are capable of
carrying a considerable overload.
If an absolutely constant speed is required of an
alternating-current motor, we must fall back on the
synchronous motor for this service. Since the single-phase synchronous motor is not self-starting, it
would usually be inadvisable to install it, and in
case it is installed, some auxiliary.' machine must be
adopted for bringing it up to svnchronous speed.
The polyphase synchronous motors are self-starting,
and while they require more attention than induction
motors, they have certain advantages which may
make them desirable for some classes of work.
Until quite recently the demand for an alternating
motor with characteristics similar to those of the

ja» s^^trat

c

.

iS-^
-

results.

In this paper I wish to discuss briefly the characteristics of these motors, and hope that the discussion will bring out something of the experience
of central-station superintendents in securing and
operating motor loads to supplement the lighting

*0

Taking up the continuous-current plant, first, it
will be found that most of the demand for power
will be for a variable load at practically a constant
This service can usually be supplied by the
speed.
ordinary shunt motor which gives a speed-load
characteristic similar to the curve in Fig. i, and
This
a torque-load curve similar to that in Fig. 2.
type of motor gives nearly a constant speed for all
loads and will answer in most cases for constantfalling off
slight
If, however, the
speed work.
in speed as the load is increased is objectionable,
the differential compound motor may be substituted.
This motor can be designed to give the same speed
at full load as at no load, if the impressed pressure
remains constant, and the slight variation in speed
between these two loads will be appreciable. This
gives us our constant-speed motor, with^ a speedload characteristic similar to the curve in Fig. 3,
and a torque curve not very different from that of
the shunt motor.
In case a high starting torque is required, and
a constant speed for operation, the compound motor
will answer admirably, as the series turns will produce the initial starting torque, and these turns may
;in Electri
Paper read before the N
lilwaukee on January
lo. 1905.
i
Mr. Slu'Ster
-V 10.
tricaj engin
the L'niversity of Wiscon;
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LOAD-TORQUE CURVE OF SINGLE-PHASE INDUCTION MOTOR

tems are

in

successful commercial use and can be

to any demand for power where several
different constant speeds are desirable.
These different types of continuous-current motors will cover
almost any demand for power, and may be operated
oft' of any constant-potential
direct-current system.

applied

When we consider the alternating-current motors
for power service, we find that the field is almost
as fully covered as it is in continuous-current work.
Taking the characteristics, in the order in which
they were considered in continuous currents, the
alternating-current induction motor has a speed-load
characteristic almost like that of tlie continuous-current shunt motor, and may be applied to most work
where a constant speed is required. Some of these
motors do not start with a very high torque, but
in most cases the load need not be thrown on until
the motor attains its normal speed, in which case
the motor operates very satisfactorily.
Normally,
the single-phase induction motors are not self-starting, so that various means have been devised to bring
them up to speed, and when full speed has been
attained, they are thrown over into ordinary induction motors and carry their load as such.

continuous-current series motor, could not be supplied.
The attractive field open for such a motor
in railway service has inspired a large amount of
experimental work along that line, and has been
successful to the degree that at least two manufacturing companies in this country are offeiing to
;quip railway systems with these motors. UTiile
iTiost of the attention of manufacturers
has been
Jirected to the railway problem up to the present
time, these motors will soon be developed in the
mialler sizes for power purposes, and the field of
the variable-speed motor with high starting torque
for alternating current will be covered. These motors are being developed as series motors of special
design, and as repulsion motors somewhat similar
to the scheme described above in connection with
the starting of single-phase induction motors.
In fact, these single-phase induction motors which
start as repulsion motors give some verj- interesting

when operated under load as repulsion moThe curves in Figs. 4 and s and Curve (C),

restilts

tors.

Fig. 6. are taken

from data obtained by a student at
the University of Wisconsin on one of these motors.
In order to get these data it was necessary to
block

,
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on the commutator, so that they would
not be thrown out by the automatic device which
is placed on the motor to change it from a repulsion motor to an induction motor when it reaches
normal speed. In considering these curves, it must
be borne in mind that this motor was not designed
to operate as a repulsion motor under load, and that
could be considerably improved
its characteristics
if the motor was redesigned with this in view.
Fig. 4 shows a speed curve which is very much
like that obtained from an ordinary continuous-curincreasing very
rent series motor The speed is
rapidly at the point of lightest load shown, and the
load could not be reduced farther, on account of
the motor attaining an excessive speed.
Fig. 5 shows the rate of increase of torque with
the bruslics

current.
6, shows a uniformly high-power
loads covered by the data.
The efficiency of the motor working under these
conditions is given in Curve (D), Fig. 6, and while
it is probably as high as should be
it is not high,
expected. The curves illustrate very nicely the general shape of the characteristics of this type of
motor.
The field of the multi-speed alternating-current
motor is still comparatively free to all comers, and
it is to be hoped that this gap will be successfully
While I say this
filled in the not-far-distant future.
field is comparatively free, it may be well to mention the concatenated induction motor, which, when
arranged with the proper connections and combinations of poles, will give several different speeds.
It is not probable, however, that we shall soon see
them as an important part of factory or central-

Curve (C), Fig.

factor for

all

March

This can be accomplished by ordinary resistance, or
the use of an anto-transformer, starting at low
voltage and coming up. I think both of the methods
have been practiced to a considerable extent, and
it helps out markedly on the regulation at the starting of the motor, and I think it would not interfere
unless you had quite a number of motors starting

same time.
H. Harding, Laporte, Ind.
I would like to
either one of the voltage regulators on the
market will control a single-phase circuit and handle
it so as to maintain and hold its voltage uniform
during the early morning or later in the day, when
they are cutting on and cutting off voltage. Also,
where we are operating printing presses from our
motors, can regulators be employed there? I notice
at exactly the
J.

ask

:

if

that, take it along in the afternoon, when the different papers are running off their issues, there is
a tendency to keep your voltage fluctuating, not
enough to interfere particularly with light, but
enough so that when, for any cause, they shut
off a large press and throw it on again, it does pull
your voltage off two or three points. I would like
to inquire where there is a regulator that will overcome that difficulty on a single-phase alternatingcurrent system.
Mr. Shuster: I intended to cover that in the paper by saying that a rapidly fluctuating load should
not be operated on an ordinary lighting system,
because experience shows that it is practically impossible to take care of the voltage regulation for
that rapidly varying load unless you adopt a pressure regulator.
Mr. Colles
I still cannot bring myself to believe
that the single-phase alternating system has yet been
:

station equipment.
The effect of a motor load on the regulation of
the system must not be lost sight of, and^ a rapidly
fluctuating load should not be taken on if it is to
be operated in connection with a lighting load.
Other motor loads can be operated to a considerable
amount without seriously affecting the regulation
of the system. When the motor load becomes heavy
enough to seriously interfere with the regulation
of the system, it will usually be heavy enough to
warrant the installation of a separate unit to take
care of the power load. Ample starting resistance

developed sufficiently to allow its use where you
have got such things as elevators and hoisting machinery and various things requiring fluctuating
The various plans proposed, particularly the
loads.
one which Mr. Shuster mentioned, of putting resistance into the armature, are unsatisfactory, par-

insisted upon, and alternating-current motors should be started w-ith a rheostat or auto-transformer, to cut down the pressure at the terminals.
From this review of the motor field, it is evident
that any central-station man, whether in continuous
or alternating-current work, has at his di.sposal
power which is available for almost any class of

Quite a number of both the
European and American manufacturers construct
the rotaries with a variable resistance in series with
the regular rotary winding.
Some of them use col-

must be

service.

It

would seem

be developed into a

that the

much

power

field

might

greater source of revenue

station than it now is.
of the motor load comes during
lighting load is insignificant, and
as the station has all its equipment in place and
ready for business, it can supply power more cheaply
than can the user of power who would have to
install all new apparatus for that purpose.
to the central

The major part
the day, when the

W.

Colles,

Milwaukee:

What

is

your

opinion as to the advisability of a series-commutator
motor coming into use as a variable-speed motor
in place of the ordinary induction type?
Mr. Shuster: I am not prepared to say just what
we can expect in regard to the operation on the
high frequencies, as high as 60 cycles. Of course, it
is being developed as a railway motor on the lower
They
frequencies, 16 first, and then up to 25 cycles.
have it so that it operates very satisfactorily on the
2S-cycle, and I presume there will be considerable difficulty in adapting it to frequencies as high as 60
cycles, but you will remember that the other railway
system that is being developed is being developed
in the line of the repulsion motor, which is somewhat like the curve in Fig. i, showed here, and, with
the experience I have had with our repulsion motor,
which was not built to operate as a repulsion motor,
I think that type of motor can undoubtedly be designed to give practically a series characteristic with
direct results.

Mr. Colles
You think the repulsion motor, then,
is the one that stands the best chance now for alternating current generally? Of course, I refer to
central stations and isolated systems.
Mr. Shuster: From the information X have I
should be rather inclined to say that the repulsion
motor would probably work better on the high frequencies than the series motor, but one or the other
of them, I think there is no question, will be developed so that it will give satisfaction.
W. R. Putnam, Red Wing, Minn.: You referred
to the regulation in the operation of a small alternating-current plant, where you have a sudden shifting of the load, one way or the other, early in the
evening or late in the morning. Can that regulation be handled with any of the regulators on the
market so as not to interfere with the lighting
service?
Mr. Shuster: In regard to that, I think we might
say that the starting load could be handled without
any special difficulty by one of the methods I mention, either by introducing an ordinary resistance in
the armature circuit of the motor, if it is a system
where you do not have to have a heavy torque, on
the start, or you can introduce resistance and bring it
up gradually and reduce to a very great extent the
instantaneous rush of current that .you' ordinarily
find in throwing an induction motor on a circuit.
:

^

such cases.
Mr. Shuster:
quired

in

that

There

is

no

special

winding

re-

case.

and introduce the resistance in the regular armature winding of the motor, and others have
the rheostat mounted in the armature, so that no
You remember
collector rings are required at all.
the rotary winding of most modern electrical motors has a wound armature, the same as an alternator, and this is introduced in that wound armalector rings

ture.

The Economy

of the Modern Garbage
Destructor.

By a.

Discussion (in Abste.\ct).

George

which really takes away all
You
the advantages of the motor that you have.
must have a special winding on the rotary, as well
as slip rings, and you get very low efficiency in
ticularly that last one,

S,

Atkinson,

Of the 160-odd towns in England where refuse
destructors have been in operation for the last three
years 45 and more have combined electrical works
with the destructor plant within the last two years,
and the results obtained are worthy of careful consideration.
The kilowatt-hours generated per ton
of refuse in these diff^erent towns average all the
way from 20 to 40 or more, but the conditions under
which the different plants are operated are responsible
chiefly for the >vide variation in the results produced.
The experiences with these "dust" destructors and
electrical generating plants furnish data which not
a few engineers accept as evidence that eventually
the dust destructor will be a part of the equipment
of every important city's street-cleaning department,
and that garbage which has no other commercial
value will be incinerated, developing, to some extent, steam or electrical power.
The designing and arrangement of the destructor
and electrical plant have undergone many changes
and improvements in the last year or two. The
present destruction of garbage is not conducted as
economically as it should be. In the last year the
average performance of some 17 of the plants in
the suburbs of London was about 25 kilowatt-hours
per ton of refuse. In order to obtain such results
a great amount of coal had to be burnt also, the
average proportion being from 15 to 25 per cent,
But these results were obtained in deof coal.
experimentally several
built
structors that were
years ago, and their operation is today recognized
as far from what could be accomplished under improved conditions.
One of the most wasteful phases of the subject
The constant opening of the furis open charging.
nace doors to admit the refuse causes a great loss
of heat. There have been two methods of charging
the furnaces with garbage, and neither gives the
highest results. One is to tip a large charge into
the furnace at regular intervals. Mechanical arrangements have been used in England for tipping

from 3,000 to 4.500 pounds of refuse into the cell
in a few seconds.
The mass falls in a load, and
an appreciable loss in temperature in the cell follows before the compact mass burns. The other
method of charging is feeding by shovel, which is
even more wasteful than the first method, because
of the continued opening of the furnace doors. This

25,

method means rapid distillation and rapid
and the temperature of the gases is kept high
cooling of the ioterior by
of cold air is important.

the

outside

1905

ignition,

but the
admission
;

The mechanical feeding and stoking of the fire
are improvements that are essential to the best results with garbage burning, and in some of the newest plants such installations, in
connection with
economizers and other improvements, are being
made. In the present movement to dispose of garbage and city refuse in destructors in this country
the d'ata collected by the English experimenters
should prove valuable. Recognizing garbage as fuel,
the charge must be fed like coal to secure the highest efficiency slowly and continuously by some automatic device, and with little admission of outside
cold air through the furnace door. It is well known
that in the destructive distillation of coal the best
method from every point of view, is to introduce
the fuel regularly in small quantities, so that thorough ignition is secured and a high-combustion
temperature maintained.
City refuse is not a uniform fuel like coal, and
its varying quality adds to the difficulty of securing
an average temperature. In rainy weather the refuse reaches the destructor heavily charged with
moisture, and it has an effect upon the fire that
causes considerable loss of heat. In combined works
the need of heated air to dry the fuel is quite e\'ident, and one or two destructors have been tried
experimentally in this way. The greater use of coal
at such times is also apparent.
By means of the
regenerative system, by which heated air is supplied
for combustion of material, a much higher efficiency
is
obtained in burning garbage and coal together.
This system promotes more rapid ignition and maintains a high temperature without difficulty.
In the average destructor plant in England at
least 30 kilowatt-hours per ton of refuse burned
can be relied upon the year through, but in
summer time the character of the refuse is of lower
value than in winter. Owing to the greater quantity of green stuff mixed with the garbage in the
warm months, the need of the air-drying system
is more important, and if it were not that the lighting period is also less in summer than in winter
many of the plants would have to be operated at
a loss.
Where only electric light is generated, the
burning of the refuse is confined more largely to
the night
but in most of the destructors in England electric and steam' power are used in the daytime for other purposes, and the refuse is burnt
continuously day and night. Where the plant is
designed for constant use. the uninterrupted working of the destructor and electrical equipment must
be assured, through the use of both coal and garbage.
The mechanical handling of both coal and refuse
decreases the cost of operation, but the elimination
of the dust caused by handling the refuse by machinery is an important part of the problem that has
not yet been satisfactorily settled.
One of the most successful destructor and electrical plants in England is located at Fulham, London, where about 30,000 tons of refuse are burnt
a year, steam being used for electrical generation,
and for operating a disinfector, a brick-making
plant, and a cHnker-working plant.
Nearly 2,000
tons of coal are burnt annually at the Fulham destructor, in addition to the refuse.
The destructor
consists of 12 Horsfall cells in two groups of six

^

;

'i

each, arranged back to back in threes, and between
these groups there are six Babcock boilers.
Steam
jets of the Horsfall type furnish blast to the destructor cells, and the steam consumption was 17.8
per cent, of the total steam generated. The main
flue is a large one, and economizers are provided
in it
Mechanical stokers complete the equipment,
of the steam-generating plant.
L

Steam is supplied to operate a disinfector somej120 feet away, and also a clinker crusher and brick-plant.
The clinker ^rusher has always
proved an expensive part of the destructors. The
disposal of the clinker cost over $2,300 at Fulham
in one year, but last year the sile of the clinker
at good rates reduced the loss. At the Hackney destructor station the cost of disposing of the clinker
amounted some years to $3,750, but the removal
of the clinker without cost has now eliminated this
loss at Hackney also.
The actual disposal of the
clinker at cost or a small profit is one of the items
of operating a modern destructor that is highly
important.
The clinker crusher at Fulham is driven by an
eight-horsepower vertical engine, and the engine is
run 54 hours a week. Its average consumption of
steam through a pipe So feet long is not less than
50 pounds of steam per brake-horsepower-hour. A
Bellis engine, operating a fan at the base of the
chimney for increasing the draft, takes about 30
pounds of steam per brake-horsepower, and is supplied through 100 feet of piping.
The disinfector
is operated only a part of each day, and about $750
is charged for the steam supplied to it.
The brickmaking plant takes an unknown quantity of steam.
The electrical plant in connection with the destructor is of more recent installation than the original part.
This consists of three 300-kilowatt alternating-current generators, three lOO-kilowatt directcurrent exciters, five 24-horsepower centrifgual electrically driven pumps, one 20-horsepower deep-well
pump, four lo-horsepower motors for driving mechanical stokers and belt conveyors, and two five-
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operating economizer scrap-

(nv

horscp'iwii' nioicr,
ers.

combined destructor and
electrical plant is tlnis more complete than any
other in London or the suburbs, and its showing
The clinker took
in results stands first on the list.
Tlic

of

LiiiiipiiHiit

about 50 per cent, of
been reduced tlie l:i
ultimate value of iIm

ih.

inn

,

luirncd, but this has

The
one-third.
ir;,,,,,
1,1 ,i| on the price of
After
coal last year, was c-slniiaud al about $25,000.
deducliuK llic- cost of operation, and makinpr an allovvaiici- for n-p.iirs, the Fulham destructor and electrical works sliows an asserted profit of $5,000 a
This depends upon the ability of using the
year.
full heat value of the refuse, and the disposal of
If the latter can be disthe clinker without cost.
1

•.'

h

i-

'I'oiit

gain will be so much more
So far this plant holds the record
for the plant.
for lowest total costs of destruction of any of the
at a profit, the

posed of

combined plants
In

spite

of

in

England.
however,

this,

the

shows a higher heat value

in the

than at the Fulham plant.

The

Hackney

plant

summer
latter

obtained
high record

for the summer is 53 ""'ts per ton of refuse for
a single week, but at Hackney 60 units per ton
The tuiits obtained throughout
obtained.
the year at Fulham were only 27.8, against HackThe Hackney destructor is of
ney's 41.1 units.
& Stirling type, in three four-cell
the Hughes

were

with a combustion chamber between

groups,

two pairs of

cells.

each

There arc three Babcock boilers

behind the combustion chambers, and the average
coal consumption is about five pounds per unit
generated. The electrical part of the plant consists of high-speed engines and direct-current gen-

A

1,200-kilowatt-hour Tudor battery is a
efficiency.
its
feature of the plant that adds to
About 34,000 tons
Electric fans increase the blast.
of refuse are burned in the Hackney destructors
and 1,300 tons of coal. The steam generated is
used entirely for operating the electric plant. There
is no clinker works or pumping operated by direct
erators.

steam power.

The

refuse

received at

is

Hackney and dumped

huge hoppers prepared for it. From these
hoppers the fuel is conveyed by elevators to three
From these bins the
large bins above the cells.
fuel is drawn in automatically as needed, and efforts
have been made to secure uniform charging without admitting an unnecessary amoU]it of cold air.
The feeding is probably largely responsible for a
good deal of the economy of operation. It is probable that the Hackney plant would prove as profitinto

able as the
market for

Fulham

destructor if
steam, but until

it

had as good

a

can dispose of
surplus power at market rates it is not likely

its

make

to

its

it

a profit.

units developed per ton of
appears comparatively low, the highest at
any time is quite remarkable in both of these destructors.
At the highest peak lasting about two
hours, the value of the Hackney plant was no less
than 104.3 kilowatt-hours per ton, and in one inrecorded. The
stance
105.8 kilowatt-hours were
highest record on the week load of the Fulham
The question
plant was 95 kilowatt-hours per ton.
of securing a higher average for each ton of refuse
burned is one of the most important features of

While the average

refuse

modern refuse
in

mechanical

this

destruction, and the improvements
methods are steadily advancing in

direction.

Other important refuse destructors in London or
suburbs are at Stepney, Shoreditch, Bermondsey
and Woolwich. At Stepney the destruction of refuse exceeds that of any other plant, fully 41,250
tons being burned there on an average each year.
The amount of coal consumed with the refuse each
year aggregates 2,341 tons. There is a clinker hoist
and disenfector operated by the Stepney plant, as
well as an electrical generating station. The drawback to this plant is that all of the steam generated
is not utilized, and the steam generation is varied
its

to suit

Great Britain.

llic

the load of the electrical plant as

much

as

possible.
If the generator was running all the time
at full load, the destructors at Stepney would prove
the
most economical, and the effort is being

to utilize the current in such a way that the
night and day load will be nearly equal. With the
current utilized' for operating electrical machinery
in the daytime and for lighting purposes at night,
the economy of this station would prove phenomenal.
As it is, the destructors come out nearly second
best in the London combined stations in the matter

made

of costs.

The Shoreditch destructors and electrical plant
are of unusual interest, for the reason that they
were originally installed with the idea of being operated entirely by burning refuse, and they have
ended with being the largest consumers of coal of
any in England. Upward of 6,400 tons of coal is
burned in the Shoreditch destructors annually, and
only 25,750 tons of refuse. The chief reason for
has been that the need for power and light
far outran the supply of refuse as fuel, and the
plant was increased to meet the new requirements,
this

coal being burned more and more generally.
Besides generating electricity for lighting the place, the
destructors furnish steam for heating the baths,
laundry and library and for operating deep-well

pumps and other machinery.

Today very few engineers entertain an idea that the electric works of
a destructor can be operated on refuse alone as fuel.

London, March H.—A long report has been presented by the parliamentary committee of the London County Council with regard to the application
by companies to supply electrical energy wholesale
As I have already mentioned, there are
in London.
eight such applications, viz., five by existing companies for an extension of their present powers,
two for the incorporation of new companies and
one by a company outside London asking for the
application of its present powers inside London.
The report recommends a course of action to oppose the bills. After being put back for a week the
report was adopted and a resolution passed to the
effect that all the bills should be opposed and that
a conference of all the London borough councils
and the County Council should be called to conAn idea
sider the possibility of a joint opposition.
prevails in many quarters that the London County
Council should take up the question of erecting a
generating station for the supply of electrical energy
in "bulk" to local authorities and others, and it was
touched upon in the report of the parliamentary
committee above referred to. Naturally the council regards the numerous proposals now before Parliament as a serious menace to existing and future
municipal electricity undertakings in London, especially when it is remembered that a view held by
it for many years is that it should be the one central
electric power-supply authority for the metropolis.
Following this line of thought, therefore, the recommendation has been made that any new company
authorized should be subject to purchase by the
County Council (as in the case of the existing companies in Ixindon, but a restriction never yet placed
upon the large power companies), and that some
arrangement should be arrived at with the existing
companies with the object of securing a supply of
electricity to London consumers upon the most
economical basis.
The proposal to hold a representative electrical
exhibition in Great Britain has now assumed definite
shape and a committee is now in course of forma-

At present the idea is
to settle the details.
hold the exhibition in London.
Some interesting figures with regard to the postoffice telephone service in London have recently
been published. It was in February, igo2, that the
was opened, with 250 subscribers.
first exchange
In February, 1905, 25,138 stations had been connected
up.
The trunk-line service throughout the country
has also been enormously enlarged since the postAt
office took them over nearly eight years ago.
that time there were 47,855 miles of trunk wires
in use, while at present the total is no less than
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had put the cost at a little over $!'>.. ],-: 'r.n-, the
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any justification of the (Kjlicy brinii
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Canada.

Forest Wireless Telegraph Company, which has been
incorporated under an Ontario charter with a capital
of $1,200,000,
The company is given authority to
erect and maintain stations for sending and receiving
messages by wireless telegraphy.
The provisional
directors of the company are L. J. Lemieux, F. J.
Humphrey, J. C. Cardinal and A. Brassard, all of
the city of Montreal, Que.

Arrangements have been completed for the instalof electrical machinery to operate all the
Special power houses
have already been completed at Montreal and vicinlation

locks in the Lachine Canal.

estimated that with the electrical equipwill be a saving of slightly over five
each lock. The plan of improvements for
canals around Montreal during the
coming summer will result in an outlay of nearly
ity.

It

is

ment there
the

The National Telephone Company has been unfortunate this year in the matter of fires.
Only a
iew weeks ago a serious fire totally destroyed one
of its largest London exchanges and yesterday
another similar occurrence partially destroyed tlie
Bank E.xchange.
At the meeting of the Brighton corporation last
week the financial position of the municipal telephone undertaking was considered. There are at
present 1,725 subscribers connected up to the system and 100 more are waiting to come on. 'The
monthly profit is said to be between $400 and ?500.
Such was the statement of the chairman of the telephone committee.
During a discussion, however,

-^

Ottawa, Ont., March 18.— The town of Orillia,
Ont., has notified the Bell Telephone Company that
it will not make a contract for more than one year,
as investigation is being made with a view to installing a municipal system.
The annual meeting of the West India Electric
Railway Company has been held in the city of Montreal.
The company is controlled entirely by Montreal
interests.
The directors which were elected
are James Hutchison, C. J. Fleet, W. G. Brown,
R. .McKeen, A. R. Oughtred and J. McDufT.
Application is being made to the Dominion Parliament for a charter for the Fesscndcn Wireless
Telegraph Company. This company is seeking to
get the government to install space telegraphy on
Sable Island.
The city of Ottawa, Ont., has been selected as
the location of the head office of the Dominion De

minutes

A

-

G.

Dominion

to

A

n

all

tion

102,752 miles, and the postoffice is erecting between
It is proposed to
7,000 and 8,000 miles annually.
send the agreement as to the purchase of the National Telephone Company's undertaking to a select
committee for reporting whether such agreement
is in the public interest and in accordance with the
promise of the government last year.
cotton-spinning mill is now being erected in
Lancashire which is claimed to be the first such
mill to have been designed originally for electric
driving.
The mill, which is near Manchester, will
contain 41,000 mules and 34,000 ring spindles. Current will be taken from the Lancashire Electric
Power Company at 10,000 volts and transformed
down to 440 volts and 230 volts for power and
lighting purposes.
The fact that turbines are used
at the power company's generating station is expected to result in a very perfect drive on the
spindles, of great importance in the spinning industry.
The mill in question is being built adjoining a
similar size mill driven by steam, so that a very
useful comparison will be available.
Mr. Marconi on Friday evening last delivered a
lecture to a distinguished audience at the Royal
Institution on recent developments in space telegraphy.
Regarding transatlantic communication by
space telegraphy, he said the daily service to the
Times had had to be abandoned temporarily because the stations had broken down. New^ stations
were now being erected, and when a second attempt
was made success was practically assured.
set of rules has just been issued regulating the
use of electricity in mines.
These rules are the
result of the deliberations of a committee which
was appointed in 1903 to consider this question, a
special set of rules for the use of electricity in mines
not having previously existed.
Some considerable
modifications have been made in the final rules as
compared with the draft set issued some time ago
and the general opinion now would seem to be that
they are reasonable and practicable.

•'

the profit ?
No definite
to these questions, but »uch acoi

away

at

different

$400,000.

A

O

statement has been issued by the
ntario Powe r
The total available power at Niagara,
estimated by American engineers, is 5,500,000
horsepower.
Two .\merican and three Canadian
companies are now in operation, and the quantity
of power chartered is 675,000 horsepower.
"A
guess at the Ontario consumption," says the statement, "within the limits of practicable transmission,
cannot be hazarded, but by common consent the 375,000 horsepower already in process of development by
three Canadian corporations is considerably n exces s
of nil rfaimnHr fnr many yearS lO COm p.
Thc faCt
that the city of Toronto, with all its lighting, electric-railway and manufacturing demands upon power,
consumes only about 30,000 horsepower is a partial index of the margin between consumption and
development. To be on the safe side, let the average
all-around cost of power to Ontario consumers be
placed at, say, $35 a horsepower per annum. The
Shawinigan Power Company of Quebec has quite an
expensive development. The Alontreal Power Company contracted to take its whole output at a uniform
rate of $15 a horsepower delivered at Montreal,
89 miles from the point of development, w hich is
sufficient to pay interest on bonds and dividends on
capital stock.
It may be assumed that municipal
power, charged with bond interest only at a low
rate, may be produced at a maximum cost of $5 a
Estimating the consumption tentahorsepower.
tively at 150,000 horsepower, and the saving at $20
a horsepower, the net annual value to Ontario consumers of power sold at cost is $3,000,000, which,
capitalized at 4 per cent, per annum, represents a
capital value of $75,000,000.
W.

Commission

i

—

AMnnipeg, Man., March 18. The Eau Claire
Lighting Company, which has a monopoly of the
electric-lighting business in Calgary, is very much
opposed to the idea of a municipal plant being installed, although the voters have approved the plan.

The

city

which

it

is in the market
intends to install.

for

a

first-class

plant,

proposed to expend about $11,000 on improvements to the civic electric-light plant of VicIt

is

toria, B. C. to include new" dviiamos, three transformers and 150 arc lamps, tenders for which will
be asked for in the course of a few days.
The City Council of Pictou. N. S., is about to expend $12,000 to complete the electric-light plant
and will be in the market in a few days for about
$10,000 worth of electric machinerv- and plant

The Archer Light, Heat and Power Company of
Toronto has been incorporated with a capital of
$100,000 to manufacture electric stoves, electric furnaces, fixtures, etc.
The Canadian directors are
R. B. Younghusband, I. T. Moore and others.
H.

New York.
New
way

1

.

as

York, March

18.

—The

aftermath of the sub-

strike has been considerable but not important.
-About 90 per cent, of the strikers are said to have

I
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been taken back by the Interborough company, but
the piibHc does not altogether believe this statement,
seeing that normal traffic conditions have not been
entirely resumed, especially on the elevated lines.
The Farley strike-breakers to the number of about
4,000 were discharged on Thursday and are scheduled to be in San Francisco on May 1st for a probable traction strike in that city.
On Thursday the Interborough company declared
a dividend of iH per cent, on the $35,000,000 capital
stock of the company, payable on April 4th.
In addition to the scheme for erecting moving

platforms in a cross-town subway on Thirty-fourth
Street, now before the Rapid Transit Commission,
Max E. Schmidt of Schmidt & Gallatin, the promoters, expects to establish similar services on
Fifty-ninth and Fourteenth Streets. This tunnel is
be 14 feet high and wide enough for two sets of
platforms going in opposite directions. There will
be eight feet clear above the platforms and six feet
below for the machinery. There are to be three platforms running at three, six and nine miles an hour,
Free transfers are to be given on a
respectively.
five-cent fare for passengers by the Interborough
company. The platform which is to run under
Fourteenth Street may possibly be continued under
the river to Brooklyn and Jersey City. The seating
capacity of the Thirty-fourth Street Tunnel will be
about 50,000 passengers an hour.
President Winter of the Brooklyn Rapid Transit
Company seems to be very anxious for the adoption of the Baxter Street route for an elevated
to

between
loop
bridges, which,

Brooklyn and Williamsburg
the
constructed, his company has un-

if

dertaken to use and rent on a basis of

4'/2

per cent,

Mr.
interest on the capital expended by the city.
Winter is at the same time very much opposed to a
subway loop for the same purpose and this week
his agents have been collecting statistics on the passenger traffic over Brooklyn Bridge. -A.S a result ot
actual count, it is estimated that 37 per cent, of the
passengers alighting at the Manhattan end of Brooklyn Bridge would take a through-car service if such
were available. These figures contradict an unthe traffic
official estimate that only 10 per cent, of

would be

effected.

The estimated cost of the electnc-hght plant
new Harlem hospital is placed at $26,300,
money for which has been appropriated.
the

for
the

A

contract is officially recorded for 30 fire-alarm
signal boxes for the fire department with the Gamewell Fire Alarm Tele|raph Company of 19 Barclay
Street,

Manhattan.

Bids are receivable on March 27th for an electrical equipment for Public School No. 64, on Avenue B and Tenth Street, the probable value of the
contract being about $12,000.

New

D.

W. W.

England.

the vicinity of Lowell for about two months.
Upward of 100 pounds of wire were found in a wagon

Oelonging

March

to Mr.
I3lh in the

Smith and he was arraigned
lower court, the case being con-

tinued.

Having adjusted the insurance account for the refire at the company's car barns, the Manchester
(N. H.) Traction Company has placed orders for
a new car outfit, including 18 closed and five open
cars, double-truck, four-motor and air-brake equipment.
The Beacon Trust Company of Boston asks for
cent

receiver for the electric-light company in MereN. H., and the case comes up in the United
States Circuit Court at Concord, N. H., this week.

a

dith,

The Berkshire Power Company has concluded
a deal for the purchase of the Sharon Electric Light
and Power Company and will take possession April
1st.
The Berkshire company is erecting a
power plant on the Housatonic River.

New York, New Haven and Hartford
has been buying them up, is not acceptable to the
Boston and Maine Railroad Company,^ in whose inThe limitations
terests it was originally conceived.
placed upon the acquisition of stock and the issuance of new capital stock under the supervision
of the Massachusetts Railroad Commission were
regarded by the Boston ,and Mame as too onerous
and the matter will be allowed to lapse.
Of the 187 motor cars exhibited at the big automobile show held this week in Boston nine were
electric vehicles, including three limousines, one
The attonneau touring car and five runabouts.
tendance at the show has been phenomenal, far
exceeding that of previous years.
Legislative hearings have been held this week
which were well attended by residents of the cities
and towns to be affected on the proposition to con-

large
B.

Southeastern States.
Charlotte, N. C, March 18.— Through R. D. Apof Lynchburg, Va., a deal has been consummated by which a controlling interest in the
Montgomery (Ala.) Traction Company has been
secured by Philadelphia capitalists. The traction
company was recently placed in the hands of a
receiver and controls about 10 miles of electric lines.
The purchasers assume the bonded indebtedness of
the electric lines, amounting to $318,000.
large electric searchlight, said to be one of the
largest in the world, is being put up at Fort Monroe,

person

A

near Newport News, Va.
The Norfolk (Va.) Railway and Light Company
has awarded a contract at $ico,ooo for putting underground all of the company's electric-light wires
south of Queen Street.
The City Council of Raleigh, N. C, has voted to
change the franchise of the proposed Raleigh-Durham Electric Railway Company, striking out the
clause giving the city the right to change the charter
on 30 days' notice.
The new electric-light plant for the town of Hartwell, Ga., has been completed and the lights successfully tested.

The committee on electricity of the city of RichVa., has decided to report an ordinance requiring a $1,000 bond and a $25 license fee of all
electrical contractors in the city.
The town of Winston-Salem, N. C, has, through
the Board of Trade, named a committee to appoint
a date for voting on a $37,oco-bond issue, to aid in
the building of the proposed electric railway to High
mond,

Point, N. C.

A

boiler at the city electric-light plant of JackThe fireman was killed
sonville, Fla., burst recently.
and the engineer fatally injured, several others

being seriously hurt.

Mass., March 18.— The bill that was
pending in the Massachusetts Legislature to permit Massachusetts steam-railroad corporations to
purchase trolley lines, much after the fashion ni

Boston,

amount

The property damage

will

to about. $3,000.

An

ordinance has been offered in the City Council at Raleigh, N. C, to place all wires in the fire
district underground.
L.

which the

a high-power electric line between Boston
and Providence, and much opposition from the
steam railroads, represented by counsel, has develstruct

oped.

The Monitor

Electrical

Speed Recorder Company

has been incorporated with a capital of $S,coo, the
president being James H. Kendall and the treasurer
George F. Kendall. These gentlemen are members
of the boiler-manufacturing concerns of Kendall
& Sons, whose plant is located in Cambridge, Mass.
Officials of the Boston Elevated Street Railway

Company on Wednesday

entertained

for

several

hours a visiting party of 12 from Cleveland, who
came here to inspect the Boston street-railway
system and were afforded every facility by the
Boston company. They were entertained at luncheon at the Exchange Club after visiting the elevated
and East Boston Tunnel.
lines and the subway
President Bancroft and other Boston Elevated offiThey will inspect the New
cials being their hosts.
York street-railway transportation systems also.
After holding the plan to equip its Newton circuit road with third-rail electrical service some
time in abeyance, the Boston and Albany steam railroad has decided to abandon the project.
P. J. Smith of Lowell, a former member of the
Common Council of that city, is under arrest,
charged with cutting wires of the New England Telephone and Telegraph Company and stealing the same.
Wire-cutting has been going on in

Ohio.

—

March 18. The Cleveland Electric
Railway Company will soon equip all its cars wMth
Cleveland,

A

tripper will be placed at a considerable distance from the draws over the river on
each side of the viaducts, which will rise between
the tracks automatically when the draw is opened.
If the motorman should neglect to stop, this tripper
will turn on the air and the car will come to a stop.
The system is in use in the New York subway.
The bonds of the Muncie, Hartford and Fort
Wayne Traction Company which have been held in
a pool for a year have been sold to a western house
at 88 net, and the pool, which included the stock
This brings something
also, has thus been dissolved.
The stock
like $700,000 into the Cleveland banks.
and bonds will now go on the market.
The electric flashlight was demonstrated at the
annual meeting of the Ohio- Michigan Photographers'
Association at Toledo last week, as was also the
process of developing pictures by artificial light.
Burglars robbed the plant of the Wooley Electrical Manufacturing Company at Lima and so damaged the machinery that it had to be shut down for
air brakes.

The property taken is valued at $I,0G0.
The city of Cleveland has been enjoined from its
attempt to compel the Cleveland Electric Illuminating Company to produce its books in the councilmanic investigation of charges brought by Mayor
Johnson in connection with the annexation of South
repairs.

Brooklyn

to the city.

At the annual meeting of -the Bullock Electrical
Manufacturing Company, Cincinnati, a few days ago
the following directors were chosen: W. S. Rowe,
S. R. Burton, George Bullock, Joseph S. Neave ancl
James W. Bullock. The anSiual report was very
satisfactory.

The Crawford Gas

how

Electric

Company

of

Gallon has been incorporated with a capital stock
of $150,000 by S. N. Blake, Richard P. Jenks, R. O.
Morgan, A. W. Lewis and R. W. Johnston.
President Horace Andrews, General Manager J. J.
Stanley and Secretary Henry Davies of the Cleveland Electric Railway Company visited New York

and Boston last week to investigate the subways
with an idea of arriving at some conclusion as to

do away with the congested

to

25, 1905

on the
Cleveland streets.
It is reported that Harry Daugherty has purchased the light plant at Washington C. H.
Deeds for right-of-way of the Findlay, Fostoria
and Toledo Railway Company have been filed within
the last week. The line will extend from Findlay to
traffic

Fostoria.

The Dayton, Covington and Piqua Traction Comis building a new freight house at West Milton.
The capital stock of the Miami Transit, Light and
Power Company, Lebanon, has been increased to

pany

$600,000,

of

which $100,000

cumulative stock.
to Xenia.

The

line

will
will

be four-per cent,
extend from Leb-

anon

A

mortgage for $4,000,000 has been filed by the
Toledo, Marshall and Northern Railway Company
favor of the Knickerbocker Trust Company to
secure bonds to be issued by the company, the proceeds to be used for the construction work.
Some unknown men or boys threw a barbed wire
over the high-tension wire of the Dayton, Springfield and Urbana and the Columbus, London and
Springfield roads a few days ago and placed the
ends in Buck Creek for the purpose of killing fish.
Their project was successful, but the cars on both
roads were held up for five hours until the trouble
was found. Hundreds of fish were found floating in
the stream.
Creditors of the Harriett Electric Company of
Cincinnati have thrown the concern into bankruptcy.
The claims of the petitioners are small. The Provident Savings Bank and Trust Company of Cincinnati was made receiver and the plant will be kept in
operation.
Q. M. C.
in

Michigan.
Detroit, March 18.— The Detroit United railway
has determined to provide a new interurban terminal station, waiting rooms, baggage rooms, etc.,

fir

its

patrons.

While

it is thought that the resolution for muownership of street railways, called the
Greusel bill, will not pass the Legislature, the fight
^yill probably be renewed in another manner, this
time in the interest of the city of Detroit only.
Representative George Lord, it is' understood, will
present a Detroit municipal-ownership bill giving
the city the right of ownership of street railways,

nicipal

their control and operation, and also civil-service
regulations governing the selection of employes.
It is understood that the new Sault Electrical
Company, which will build one of the largest plants
in the country at Sault Ste. Marie, Mich., is now
having plans prepared by Prof. Gardner S. Williamson, who will have charge of the hydraulic work.
No details will be given out to the public until
these plans are completed.
The Detroit, Ypsilanti and Ann Arbor electric
railway has started a movement looking toward the
improvement of the properties along its line, especially the Ann Arbor and Ypsilanti region. It i^
understood that a general park scheme will be
attempted in Ypsilanti, the location to be near the
present power house and general offices of the company.
It has been announced that Frederick L.
Olmstead, Jr., the celebrated landscape artist, will
be brought on to look over the possibilities of the
Huron Valley from Ann Arbor to Ypsilanti and up
through the lake region to Dexter.
The Pontiac council at a special meeting decided to give the Pontiac Standard Lighting Company a franchise to engage in commercial lighting
for 10 years.
This action is taken in connection
with a bid for street lighting for the same period.
The company has until April loth to decide the

matter.
It is understood that J. D. Hawks and Bird 3.
Coler, the latter ex-comptroller of New York city,
are making the plans for the^ improvement of the
Jackson city railway; also the Ypsilanti and Jackson electric railway, and that a community-of-inter-

est arrangement has been arranged between them
and W. H. Hand, representing the Adrian and
Jackson railway. It is understood that the Adrian
people will build to Vandercook's Lake, a resort
four miles south of Jackson, and that the Jackson
railway will extend to the lake.
The 10 miles of
Jackson city railway track to Grass Lake, paralleling the Ypsilanti-Jackson
line,
heretofore not
operated, is now to be used jointly by the two
lines.
It is also understood that the projected Jackson and Lansing railway, in which these parties
and the Bolands are interested will also be built

summer, as this will afford a direct line to the
capital city for Jackson people from the south and
will also make a lower rate of fare by electric road
from Detroit to Lansing than is now in effect over'
the steam railroads.
this

The

Marine City and St. Clair are still
market for lighting by gas or eleclf icity or
It seems that these cities as well as the
"flats" have tried to close a lo-year contract with
a firm for lighting, but the firm refuses to do business under a contract for that period. A bill is to
be introduced in the Legislature allowing these,,
towns to make 30-year contracts.
The Grand Rapids, Holland and Chicago railway,
the electric line running between Grand Rapid.s
and Holland, has removed its general office from
Holland to Grand Rapids.
C. N. Willis, freight
in the

both.

and

March

'

cities of

;

March
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25,

and

agent, has resigned

will be

succeeded by D. O.

Dcwcy.
H. A. Everett and William K. Moore came to
Detroit this week in Mr. Kverctl's private car to
attend the regular meeting of the board of directors
No special business
of the Detroit United railway.
was transacted.
The Arthur Oavis Electrical Construction ComDetroit
incorporated
has been
with a capipany of
C. 0.

of $1,000.

tal

Indiana.
rh
iS,— The Ft. Wayne and
Hi.
Company has issued an

:,|,nli-

W.dr,
H.lc
V.

I

W.

Ill

ir(|iiiriii.j

Iiihj

It

l.iniiilcircl

,

and motormen to wear
and linen collars, and that

liiiiors

,

sinri

.

shoes be polished and their uniforms clean.
rile company is being commended for this requireiiiiiil.
The employers say that it increases their

iluir

Ill,

and

this increases respect
rniislitutionality of the entire

vilf rrs|KCl,

sible

trolley cars.

The Interurban Railway Company

the right to vote subsidies to railroads,
^IHcially tu interurbans, is to be tested in the Indiiiia courts, with a beginning at Frankfort, where a

w r;iuglc is on over the petition for an election to
\Mie a .subsidy of $100,000 to the Tipton, Frank'It and Attica
interurban line. The opposers prol„,M- to carry tlie fight to the Supreme Court.
A provision in the new Cities and Towns Law
w hioh is regarded as a distinct gain for numicipaliII, s
is that empowering city councils to pass ordintnoes requiring railroad companies, steam or inu iiirban, to keep and maintain lights at all points
wliere their tracks intersect streets.
The law says
that the lights must be of the same kind as are
in use in other parts of the city or town, unless
,,ilK'rwise agreed upon.
Already the steam roads
.ire arranging with ihc interurban roads, where pos'.ililc. to
furnish lights for them at such designated
l„,ints.
The law also prohibits the consolidation of
eKetrie-light plants or the sale of a municipal plant
uiihout first submitting the proposition to a vote
,1"
tlic people.
The machinery for the Bicknell Electric Light
:in(l
Power Company is being placed. The plant
Ikk been erected near the shaft of the Lyons and
,,ilier coal mines, and,
for the first time in Indi:ina, electric power and light will be used in coniii-ction with coal mining.
George B. Markle of Hazleton, Pa., has purchased
(lie
General Electric and Power Company's plant
in Connersville and will make extensive improvei,

ments.
Prof. George E. Wasche of the civil-engineering
Purdue University, has been granted a
liavc of absence until September 1st, in order to
investigate the waterpower development and the pos<l'|)artment,

siliihties thereof in
Central Indiana. Those coniKcted with the engineering department of the university are of the opinion that many available waterpi, wer sites for generating electricity are to be found
in Tippecanoe, White and Wabash Rivers.
A franchise has been granted by the Indianapolis
I5,,ard of Public Works to the Indianapolis. Newc:i^t]e and Toledo Electric Railway Company' to enter the city, but, like all other companies, it must
,.iiter over the local company's line.
However, the
cnipany will be granted the right to build an indeliLiiiJcnt track to its proposed
freight station on

Peru Avenue.
A 50-year franchise has been granted the Fountain-Warren Traction Company by the City Council
of Covington to use the streets of the city. The
proposed line is 47 miles in length and will ultimately connect Lafayette and Danville, 111. The
headquarters of the company are in Covington.
It is rumored that an important deal is about to
be consummated, involving the Indianapolis and
Plainfield line and the Indianapolis, Danville and
Rockville line. Options on these lines have been
secured by two Indianapolis trust companies, according to report, and the, purpose is to make them
the important link of a chain of electric lines
stretching from Indianapolis to St. Louis. Surveys
were made through Clay County last week at the
instance of the trust companies, it is said. That
capital has been put into the Plainfield line is
both apparent and admitted.
The rapid or limited-service cars now operating
between Indianapolis and Dayton, Ohio, are not
popular with the village people, and quite a number
of town boards have passed ordinances requiring
such cars to reduce their speed to eight miles an
hour, under penalty of $10 and $20 fines.
S. S.

Iowa, has announced that it will commence work
once on a trolley line to Granger and Woodward
and that it will be completed before fall.
The dam at Fergus Falls, Minn., which was recently <lestroyed, will be rebuilt immediately at a
cost of about $40,000.
It will be controlled by Ihe
city electric-light commission.
Stock subscriptions are being solicited for a comp-any to be formed to build a trolley line froKi
Sioux City to Irclon, bnva. It is proposed to
capitalize at $500,000.

Northwestern States.
March iS.— The Fox River Valley
Railway Company has applied for a franchise at Kaukauna, Wis.
It is proposed to build
an interurban railway from Green Bay throug'n
Manitowoc to Kaukauna.
O. A. Beeinan has asked for a 20-year franchise
for a trolley line at Valley City, N. D.
A franchise has been granted to the Alma (Wis.)
Electric Light Company.
It is reported that eastern capital has become interested in the proposed trolley line from Sioux
City, Iowa, to Volin, S. D., and that a stock company
will be formed at once.
The Union Light, Pleat and Power Company of
Minneapolis,

IClectric

•

R.

Pacific Slope.
San Francisco, March 17.— The Kern River Power
Company is operating only three of the five 2,000kilowatt units in its new waterpower station on the
Kern River. It is reported that H. E. Huntington,
who is interested in this company, will erect a
steampower electric plant near Los .Angeles, Cal.
The new plant is expected to be of large capacity,
with larger generating units than those installed in
the plants heretofore supplying the Huntington system of electric roads in and around Los Angeles.
The Sebastopol Light, Power and Water Company has been incorporated at Sebastopol, Cal., by
W. P. Inglish, W. Y. McBride, T. L. Gates of Vacaville and G. W. Kingsbury and A. B. Swain of
Sebastopol.
The capital stock is $25,000.
The Stave Lake Power Company has recommenced operations for the development of waterpower at the Stave River Falls for furnishing elec-

power and light to Vancouver, B. C. Preparations are now being made for the erection of a
power house. About 34 miles of transmission line

tricity,

be built to Vancouver.
Within a few days work is to begin upon the
construction of an electric railway from the Kern
River plant of the Edison Electric Company to
Santa Barbara. Cal. It will convey light and power
for Santa Barbara and may largely supersede the
will

local

power plant

W.

at that place.

representing the Washington
Water Power Company of Spokane. Wash., has been
in Fairfield recently interesting the business men
in a project to establish an electric-light system in
Fairfield.
It is proposed to extend wire from the
line which furnishes power for the Cceur d'Alenc
mines and connect with various towns in which
the company desires to furnish light.
Sufficient funds have been subscribed for the extension of the electric road of the Pacific Electric
Company of Los Angeles, Cal., to Sierra Madre.
Construction work will be commenced as soon as the
F.

money

is

Conner,

"

crators'

in lh<

itnpaign.
:,|<ointinent

1

H.

J.

IfallberK.

engineer of
with the
municipal electric liuhtiuK
Irical

'

Kiciaicd

'

m

a

Bcm;

capacity.

D. H. Conklin of Decatur. IlL, died at :..
in that city on March nth.
Mc was a former injy.r
of iJccatur and a prominent railrmd maiuger. .\fr,
Conklin was the firtt telegraph operator to receive
a salary from a railroad company.
He learnci
telegraphing on Ihc Ezra Cornell line on Ihc New
.,

York and Eric

railroad.

He wa«

74 y-arj old.

H. B. Olis, formerly in charge of ihe switchl>oard
and circuit-breaker sales department of ihe Wenlern Electric Company, will hereafter represent Ihe
Cutler Company of Philadelphia 3i manager of the
Chicago office. Mr. Otis is an electrical bu«ine4s
man of experience and good judgment and should
be siiccessful in pushing the sales of his company's
circuit breakers in the Chicago territory.

John M. Lea has accepted the position of general
superintendent of the International Electric Meier
Company of Oiicago. Mr. Lea is well qualified for
his position, having had a varied experience in responsible positions with the Western Electric Company. He is a graduate of the electrical engineering
course at the University of Wisconsin, having finished there in 1902, and his appointment to the position so early in his practical career speaks well for
his technical and business ability.
Charles D. Knight has been appointed chief engineer of the American Electric and Controller Company. Mr. Knight was formerly connected with the
engineering departments of the General Electric
Company. Schenectady; National Electric Company.

Milwaukee, and the Cutler-Hammer Manufacturing

Company of the same place. Under his supervision
company will manufacture a full line of con-

the

starters, automatic switches, solenoids, etc.
Mr. Knight's address will be 12 Dey Street. New
York.
trollers,

The board of directors of the Indiana Union TracCompany and the Indianapolis Northern TracCompany at a recent meeting held in Phila-

tion
tion

delphia re-elected A. W. Bradv president. President Brady at once appointed H.'A. Nichol of Cleveland, Ohio, as general manager to succeed A. L.
Drum. Mr. Nichol is general manager of the Cleveland and Southwestern Traction Companv. but will
resign to go to Indiana on .April 1st.
E.'.-\. Turfin.
chief clerk in the general managers office, has resigned to go with Mr. Drum to the Chicago and
Milwaukee Electric Railroad Company, and has hecii
succeeded by M. E. Graston. formerlv local agent
of the Big Four railroad at Wabash.' Ind.

in.

right-of-w^a}^

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.

and bonus have been provided

A

is

being formed for the installation

power plant

at

Cedarville.

Cal.

The

City Council of Virden. III., has granted a
20-year franchise to C. W. Carr for the erection of

an

electric-light

plant.

Contracts have been let by the Adin (Cal.) ElecLight and Power Company for electric-light
poles and flume timbers.
tric

for.

Electric Railroad Company has
Forest, Wash., w-ith a capital
stock of $100,000. The object of the company is to
build a railroad from Centralia, Wash., to the Big
Bottom country, a distance of some So miles. R. B.
Haskell, K. Bezemer. Anton Hylak, S. P. Gheer, H.
Hoerling, J. O. Doss and John Uden are the di-

organized

company

of an electric-light and

Arthur E. Banks of Monterey. Mex.. has secured
installation of an electric-light
Mex.

The Big Bottom

been

movement

Tlirough that Icadcrnhip
as coniul. He wa» 4K ..

A

contract has been signed by M. V. Quigg,
president of the Monterey County Gas and Electric
Company, in which he agrees to build, equip and
put in operation an electric road for passengers and
freight traffic between Monterey and Salinas. Cal..
which will ultimately be extended to Hollistcr and
later into the San Joaquin Valley and Fresno. Cal.
Pie asks a bonus of $50,000 of the county in addition
to a 50-foot right-of-way, the money to be invested
in rails. Work on the road, which is to cost $300,000.
will be commenced w'ithin four months after the

at

rectors.

a concession for tlie

plant in the city of Lampazos,

An ordinance establishing the oflice of city elecat Champaign. III., prescribing regulations
for wiring and establishing fees for electrical inspection has been passed.
trician

The Petaluma and Santa Rosa Railroad Company
to extend its electric road at once from Green
Valley to the town of Forestville, Cal.
A.

.A large number of concessions have been granted
by the governmental authorities in the Dutch colonies of the East Indies for the installation of electric
plants for lighting towns in Java and Sumatra.

PERSONAL.

It is reported that the Michigan Cold Storage
and Transfer Company of Benton Harbor. Mich-

is

new

.

of lA-s .Moines,

at

from others.
law granting

lllull^hi|l^
1
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Fargo, N. D., has installed a new 8oo-hortciKjwcr
engine at its plant.
Jr D. Jones and others ha\e incor|>oratc'l the
Vyisconsin River Traction and Power Company,
with $30,000 capital.
Power will be developed at
Trappe City to operate a large paper mill and po^-

E. G. Porter, manager of the Owatonna (Minn.)
Gas, Electric and Heating Company, died recently
from the effects of bums received in a gasoline explosion.

Paoli Castelli died recently at his home in Italy.
Wliile engaged in space-telegraph tests for' the Italian navy, Castelli invented the coherer with which
Marconi first received signals across the Atlantic.

The marriage of William Marconi to the Honorable Beatrice O'Brien, fifth daughter of Lady
Inchiquin, was celebrated in St. George's Church.
Planover Square, London, on March i6th. After a
few days' trip in Ireland it is said that Mr. and Mrs.
Marconi will visit the United States, and upon returning will go to Rome.

will build an electric-light plant with sufficient capacity to provide light for the city of Benton Harbor.

The Qioctaw Electric Company has been incorporated at South McAlester. I. T., with a capital of
$150,000. A. E. Pierce is oresident. The company
will succeed the South McAlester Electric Light
and PoAver Company.
The town of Tuskegee, Ala., will want a complete equipment for an electric-light plant of Soo
to i.ooo 16-candlepower lights, including an engine
and boiler of about 6o-horsepower capacit>% d\iiamo.
wire. etc.
W. H. Crawford of Tuskegee can furnish the necessary information.

The

Gesellschaft fur Elektrische Zugbeleuchtun.g
the title of a new company which has been formed
Berlin with a capital of $250,000, of which onethird each has been subscribed by the .Allgemeine
Electricity Company, the Siemens-Schuckert Work?
Company and the Accumulator Works Compan3' of
Berlin and Hagen.
The object of the company is
the construction and
supply of electric-lighting
equipment for trains, both in German}- and abroad.
is

M.

United States consul at St.
Thomas, Out., since iSgg, died on March 14th of
pneumonia. He w^as a native of Ontario, but came
to the United States at an early age.
After being
employed in the West and in Louisville, he came
to Chicago and worked as chief telegraph operator
in newspaper offices.
He became leader of the opCol.

J.

Burke,

in

a

;
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system which has already found
considerable application in the D trains on the Prus-

and according

railways.

state

sian

to a

Dr. W. H. Patterson, president of the Reno Water,
Light and Power Company of Reno, Nev., has disposed of his interest in the corporation and has
He will he
tendered his resignation as president.
succeeded by P. L. Flanigan.
The city electric-light and water plant at Slater,
Mo., was wrecked a few days ago, together with
several other buildings, by the collapse of the 50,000gallon city water tank, which was at an elevation
of 75 feet. The city is without light and water.

A

company has been organized

Lyons, Kan.,

at

20install a $10,000 electric-light plant, and a
year franchise has been secured. An electrical engineer has been engaged to install and operate the
An ice plant may be added later. The complant.
pany is known as the Lyons Electric Company.
to

The Majestic Theater in Chicago, the new $1,000,000 vaudeville house being erected by Chapin &
Gore, is to have an isolated plant, and an order
has been placed with the Allis-Chalmers Company
for three Reliance engines and three generators for
direct connection, complete with switchboard, etc.
The largest girder ever hauled over the streets of
Chicago is in the framework of the building—
mass of steel weighing 104,000 pounds.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
Articles of incorporation were filed Jlarch nth
in the office of the secretary of state at Springfield,
of the Elgin and Belvidere Electric Railway
111.,

Company. The principal oflice is
and the capital stock is nominally

to

be in Chicago

$2,500.

It is

pro-

posed to construct an electric railroad from Elgin
to

Belvidere.

Railway Company has been incorporated at Santa Fe, N. M., by
Henry D. Bowman, Edward C. Wade and Joseph
T. Bonham, all of Las Cruces, N. M. The company
will construct an electric railway between El Paso
and Las Cruces and from Las Cruces to the mining
camps of Organ in the Organ mountains. The road
will carry passengers and freight.
The Mansfield (Ohio) Railway, Light and Power
Company, which is completely revamping its power
plant, has placed an extensive order for the necessary machinery, including one 250-kilowatt and two
530-kilowatt generators, one 500-kilowatt and one
600-kilowatt railway generator, one 125-horsepower
motor and one motor-generator set. The contract
went to the Allis-Chalmers Company.

The Rio Grande Valley

The electric
was opened to

street

Electric

railway in Muscogee,

I.

T.,

public on March
Mayor Rutherford

15th with a
acted as motorman and C. N. Haskell, promotor of the road,
was conductor of the car which made the first trip.
The company announced that the two first days' receipts would go to the benefit of the Y. M. C. A.
Seventy dollars was taken in on the first trip.
the

fitting celebration.

In its annual report for 1904 the Massachusetts
Railroad Commission observes that there is an increasing tendency for steam railroads to acquire
This, the commissioners say, is
electric railways.
inevitable, as the electric roads bring the people to
the steam lines from the different cities, towns and
sections which they serve and distribute them again
Consequently the comat the end of the journey.
missioners believe the two systems ought to work
together advantageously under one management.

A

the municipality of
for the delivery of
100 electric-motor cars and 100 trailers, the cost
of which is estimated at $500,000. United States
Consul Guenther at Frankfort, Germany, says that

press

Vienna

will

dispatch

says

that

soon invite bids

secure the contract for these cars it would prove a prominent
advertisement and no doubt procure many orders
from other cities of the Old World. Manufacturers should have able representatives in European
countries, he says, to look out for orders, and be
fully prepared to submit bids and conclude contracts.
if

Americans should be

able

to

At the annual meeting of the stockholders of the
Aurora, Elgin and Chicago Railway Company President L. J. Wolf stated that the net earnings for the
year 1904 were sufficient to pay interest and taxes
and leave a small surplus for the stock. It is the belief
of owners of the property that the change in the
Chicago terminal from Fifty-second Avenue to Fifth
Avenue will add materially to the earnings. The
annual report of the president shows passenger
earnings per car-mile in 1904 to have been 20.22
Gross
cents, compared with 21.72 cents in 1903.
earnings per car-mile were 20.91 cents last year and
Operating expenses increased
cents in 1903.
The avII cents in 1903 to 11.75 last year.
erage fare per passenger was 26 cents last year and

22.21

from

26.15 in

1903.

It is stated at

York,

Pa.,

that the newly organized

Susquehanna Electric Power Company will establish
electric power plant at Conawingo Falls, in the
lower Susquehanna River. The company is capiits

at $12,000,000.

talized

PUBLICATIONS.

New York

described in the Western Electrician of recent date,
has issued two attractive circulars descriptive of

machine.
W. J. Hammer's popular book on "Radium" has
The Italian
reached a fourth edition for 1905.
translation, by Adolfo Hess of Turin, reached a

this

third edition recently,
likely to be made.

and a German translation

is

The "Proceedings of the Chamber of Delegates
Appointed by the Various Governments to the International Electrical Congress of St. Louis, 1904,"
have been issued in pamphlet fonn by Dr. A. E.
Kennelly,

general

secretarj'.

Harvard

University',

Cambridge, ilass.
April number of Graphite, the bright publication issued by the Joseph Dixon Crucible Company of Jersey City, N. J., contains many hitherto unpublished illustrations of notable bridges and
buildings in various parts of the world, with seasonable talks on good paint and good painting.

The

A four-page folder from the Rochester Electric
Motor Company, Rochester, N. Y., gives a description and some data conceniing the company's outIt is asserted that the Rochester wing-disk
fans, direct connected to the company's specially designed motors, will move more air with less current
consumption than any other sets of the same size.
This company has just brought out a line of generators with flywheel mounted upon an extension of
the shaft to meet the increasing demand for dynamos
of comparatively small sizes that can successfully
be run by an ordinary gas or gasoline engine and
Catalogue No. 52 fully destill give steady light.
scribes this generator.
fits.

The Universal Electrical Directory (J. A. Berly's")
for 1905 has been issued. It contains the names and
addresses of members of the electrical and allied
trades and professions throughout the world. It is
British, with
divided into four sections, as follows
ContiColonial, with 3,744 names
13,533 names
nental, with 8,160 names; LTnited States of America,
with 7,314 names, making a total of 32.751 names.
Each of these sections is again divided into alphabetical and classified sections and, in the case of
the British, a geographical section is also given.
The entire book is carefully revised each year, and
the financial information and central-station particuThe
lars are brought up to date as far as possible.
book is published by H. Alabaster, Gatehouse &
Co. of 4, Ludgate Hill, London, England.
:

;

;

SOCIETIES

AND SCHOOLS.

The meeting of the Chicago Trade Press Association at the Hamilton Club on Monday evening,
March 27th, will be observed as Ladies' Night. An
illustrated lecture by John R. Rathom of the Chicago Record-Herald' will follow an informal table
d'hote dinner at 6:30 p. m.

The

Central Illinois Independent Telephone As-

sociation will hold a meeting at the offices of the
Interstate Independent Telephone Company in PeImportant business
oria, 111., on April 3d at 10 a. m.
Albert
will come up and a good time is anticipated.
Schuler of Streator, 111., is secretary of the asso-

the

formation of the Rio de Janeiro Tramway, Light
and Power Company, with a capital of $25,000,000
and a bond issue of a like amount. The company
is organized for the purpose of developing a great
waterpower plant near Rio de Janeiro, and it is

carbons

small

arc

in

25,

1905

Mr. George N.

lamps.

of the Chicago Edison Company will present an illustrated paper on the subject, showing
by lantern-slide pictures the characteristics of the
craters of arc-light carbons and the like.

Eastman

At the annual meeting of the Association of ElecLighting Engineers of New England, held at
the Parker House, Boston, on March 15th, the following-named officers were elected for the ensuing
year; President, J. W. Cowles, Boston (re-elected);
vice-president, W. I. Barnes, Providence
secretary
and treasurer, C. R. Brown, Boston (re-elected)
board of directors, A. E. Bliss, Maiden: W.
Woodward, Providence; W. E. Holmes, Newton;
E. H. Mather, Portland; W. R. Eaton, Cambridge;
George R. Stetson, New Bedford.
tric

C

MISCELLANEOUS.
During last year to March £3,847 was spent out
of the General Lighthouse Fund by the United Kingdom for establishing electric communication with
lighthouses and light vessels.

A

Hartford (Conn.) manufacturer is building a
water-pipe valve six feet in diameter to be used in
connection with one of the new hydro-electric plants
This is perhaps the largest valve
at Niagara Falls.
in the world, and its practical operation
will be
awaited with much interest.
Henr>- Heide will shortly install in the new power
plant of his candy factories in New York city two
Reynolds-Corliss, non-condensing horizontal tandemcompound engines. The engines, built by the Allis-

Chalmers Company,

will each be direct connected
a 300-kilowatt multipolar generator.
The plant
will be located under the driveway between the old
and new buildings, and is designed to furnish light
and power to both.

to

According to the United States census of 1900
there were 6,058 authors and scientists in the United
States, 50,782 electricians, 20,153 civil engineers, 14,440 mechanical and electrical engineers, 2,908 mining
engineers, 30.098 journalists, 446,797 teachers and
professors, 68,936 street-railway employes, 14,765
linemen (telephone and telegraph) 75,080 telephone
and telegraph operators, and 224,546 enginemen and
firemen (not locomotive).
,

A

recent consular report
states
that artificial
rubies have been produced in France by reducing
small, natural rubies into a verj' fine powder, which
is melted in an electric furnace, cooled rapidly, and
co'stallized.
The product obtained, from what was
of little worth, on account of minuteness, possesses
a comparatively high value. The main difficulty encountered is to prevent cavities and fissures in the
crystals.
The new process cannot be employed with
emeralds and sapphires, as they become discolored
by the action of the heat.

In the case of the Manhattan General Construction Company, complainant, vs. the Helios-Upton
Company', defendant, involving the Baker regulator
patents Nos. 684,163 and 684,340, Judge Archibald
of the LTnited States Circuit Court, Eastern District of Pennsylvania, has ordered a decree in favor
of the complainant.
The patent in suit is on "the
method of maintaining a constant current in an
alternating-current
circuit,
including translating
devices in series and also including a reactance coil
in series with the translating devices, which consists
iii
opposing to the magnetic pull of the coil a
mechanical force, and so correlating the said mechanical force and the magnetic pull that the choking
-

of the coil will varj' automaticall}' to compensate for changes in the resistance of the circuit."
effect

TRADE NEWS.

•

The imports into the
were larger than

LTnited States in Februarj-,

in any other year, and the
exports over imports was smaller than
in any month since June, 1897.
1905,

ciation.

President W. L. Bowers of Davenport and the
executive and programme committees of the Iowa
Electrical Association, with Secretary W. S. Porter
of Eldora have arranged for the fifth annual
convention, which will be held in the Julien House,
Dubuque, on April 19th and 20th. The programme
contains many papers on interesting subjects and
there will be numerous committee reports which
A large
will be of interest to central-station men.
Rates at
attendance is expected at the meeting.
the Julien House will be from $2.50 to $4 a day a
person.

All inquiries regarding hotel accommodations for
delegates attending the twenty-eighth convention of
the National Electric Light Association, to be held
at Denver-Colorado Springs on June 6th, to nth,
should be addressed to the Committee on Hotel AcThe
commodations, 405 Seventh Street. Denver.
committee is composed of W. J. Barker (chairman),

Hernan, J. J. Cooper, J. F. Vail.
H. L. Woolfenden, Philip Cross and

J.

S.

W.

J.

C.

Cantril,

Andrews

excess

of the Chicago branch of the
American Institute of Electrical Engineers will be
held at the rooms of the Western Society of Engineers in the Monadnock Building on the evening of
March 28th. The general subject of discussion will
be "Illumination" not the novel of that name by
the late Harold Frederics, but the commercial diffusion of light, with special reference to the use

—

of

The Bernard Economic Arc Light Company of
Chicago has been incorporated with a capital of
$15,000 and its purpose is to manufacture and deal
in electric-light fixtures

Daly- and

ohue, P. F.
corporators.

and 'appliances.

W.

J.

Moore

J. J.

O'Don-

are the

in-

Galvanum, a compound for the protection of metalwork, is manufactured by the Goheen Manufacturing
Company of Canton, Ohio, and the company is sending out a mailing card to the effect that the United
States government uses Galvanum on all galvanizediron work.

The

Silver

Bow

Electrical

Company

of

Butte,

Mont., recently filed articles of incorporation. The
purpose of the concern is the constructing, manu-

and dealing in electrical
apparatus and supplies of ,every
description.
The capital stock is
Eugene Carroll. F. H". Miles and A. G.
are named as directors for the first three

facturing, repairing, selling

machinery,
character
$5,000.

Elerick

The next meeting

of

of

;

The Electro-Dj-namic Company of Bayonne, N. J.,
manufacturer of the inter-pole variable-speed motor,

(secretary).

POWER TRANSMISSION.
Announcement comes from

March

from a plant already in process of construction, to transmit electric power to the city for
street-railway, industrial and lighting purposes.
planned,

wire

and

months.

Hamilton Carhartt of Detroit, Mich., who manufactures the Carhartt overalls and distributes annuwages, has taken a notable step by
giving free of cost to those of his employes who
have rendered faithful service for a certain time
thousands of dollars' worth of non-assessable, paidup preferred stock in a now incorporated company.
ally $250,000 in

'

-
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WESTERN ELECTRICIAN
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and

formerly loealed
lie Reliable Klectric Company,
jr2 West Clinch Avenne, Knoxville, Tcnn., has
ved to more commodious (jiiarters at 313 West
The new (|narlcrs arc now being
liiich Avenue.
!ii. rd
and Mr. Sam Levy, the proprietor, expects to
II ly
one of the best and most complete lines of
ii

I

siipplic;

ri'riiTil

in

111!'

rily.

The Wells Building Company of Milwaukee

A specialty
ireet-railway

of

white-cedar

seven-foot

for

tics

is made by Perrizo & Sons of
large stock, insuring quick shipments, and interesting prices,, arc offered as inducements to prospective users to correspond with this
firm wlien in the market.

laRgett,

I

work

A

Mich.

P. Bradley, secretary and manager of the DuLog Company of Duliilh, Minn., .s.ays that this

r,

liiih

\\(ll-known producer has
nnnibi'ring 200,000 and

slnck pr.les in
about 750,000

in

all

lengths

The

ties.

located at Duluth and throughout the
XiiriliiM^I. and the company has an enviable rcputaiiMii .-iHinug concerns of its class.
\:iicb

.111-

Ihe Chicago and Northwestern Railway Company
ll;l^
placed an order with the Allis-Chalmers Cominy of Milwaukee for two Reliance 32 by 36-inch
lulled engines and two 250-kilowatt direct-current
These will be installed as two
'.iillock generators.
parate units in the power house of the company
Buxton, Iowa, and used for driving machinery in
he coal mines there, which furnish fuel for some
•i the western divisions of the road.
1

I

ii

I

W.

II.

Reade,

known

well

buyers

to

of

poles

the secretary and treasurer of the Pittsand Lake Superior Iron Company of Escanaba,

ties as

:in(l

iHirg

reports that the demand for poles this seaof an unusually promising nature. His comparticularly well situated to give orders
the
largest
inninpt attention, having this season
These poles are located at the
-lock in its history.
onipany's yards in Escanaba and at five branch
Mich.,

-1

m

is

piiny" is

,

>.irds

in

Michigan and Minnesota.

hn

contracted with the Allis-Chalmcrs Company for the
complete unit of its new power plant, contiiling of
one vertical cross-compound Rcynolds-Corli«s engine
direct connected to a 500-kilowatt Bullock directcurrent generator, engine type.

Secretary

BUSINESS.

K.

L.

Goldschmidt

of

the

tiiat

to

a most prosperous condition. Among other orthe company has just received a contract for
pounds of magnet wire from the Milwaukee
Klectric Railway and Light Company, Milwaukee,

in

ders,

fio.ooo

Wis.

The C. H. Worcester Company, Chicago, one of
the largest producers of cedar poles in the country,
announces that it has made preparations for a large
business during the coming season. The Worcester
company announces that it has a large stock of
unusually fine poles to offer its customers, and solicits their favors.
The company's excellent facilities for producing and marketing cedar poles arc
well known. The company considers the outlook
for this season exceptionally good and anticipates
doing a larger business than ever.

The Lindsley Brothers Company of Spokane,
Wash., whose general offices are located in the
Tribune Building, Chicago, says that it has recently
secured a contract from the Utah Independent Telephone Company for i2,oco Idaho cedar poles, from
30 to 70 feet in length. Two years ago this company received an order from the same concern for
the same number of poles, and is naturally pleased
with the indorsement which attaches to this duplicate
order. Facility for prompt shipments was, it is said,
the main factor in the placing of the second order.
The Lindsley company also announces that its San
Francisco

office has recently secured several orders
for 50-foot poles. These are to be used in California, where the company has built up a large trade.

Bliss Electrical School of Washington, D. <~.,
enjoying great prosperity.
A representative of
Western Electrician, through the courtesy of
Secretary and Treasurer W. N. Weston, was given
an opportunity of visiting the institution during its
is

the

period of maximum daily activity.
Literally the
building is crowded to the doors.
The purpose of
the school is to provide the most complete oneyear practical course in electricity possible.
The
students do the actual electrical work with their
own hands under the direction of competent instructors.
Particular stress is laid by the manage-
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progress lies in the fact iIkiI '!;. lih
_:. .j. .Iraw?
a large proportion of in »tMdi-nn from the Middle
West Ohio is particubrly well rcpr^-'-nn-'?
;

The Chicago House Wrecking

Northern

Wire and Cable Company of South .Milwaukee,
Wis., made a flying trip to Chicago last week. Mr.
Goldschmidt reports the business of his wire works

The

Electric Company, Chicago, reports
the large increase in the sales of Okonite and
Manson tapes indicates a growing demand for these
high-grade tapes. The company emphasizes the fact
iliat these tapes are made only in one quality, the
lie^t, and that all wire joints should be taped, first
with Okonite rubber tape and, second, with Manson
friction tape.
Okonite tape is waterproof and a
PLifect insulating medium, it is said. It is not injured by exposure to weather, does not deteriorate
when submitted to extreme changes in temperature

The Central

ment upon the

to

market.

I

•-

arc

serts

riMulered,

not afTecled by commercial acidsi or alkalici,
which the Central Electric Company asnot possessed by any other tape In the

i*

rinalilics

'

•

v-

and Iron

Streets, Chicago, i^:
rchascd the material u«d in the c
'he
I.ouisiana Purchase Exposition, is said t.. U laxed
to its utmost in meeting the demand for Ihii material.
.-Mmost everything in the line of cicclrical
supplies can \k furnished, including insulated and
bare wire, incandescent lamps, fans, electrical instruments, guy anchors, flexible conduit, insulators,
fifth

sockets, etc. The company says it is in a position
to make attractive offers on this material.

Contracts recently entered into hy the Westinghouso Electric and Manufacturing Company, including all sizes of apparatus from the smallest
to

the largest, not only indicate the scope of this

company's output, but "also that the equipment of
electric railways and the installation of new roads
make up a greater total output by this company in
horsepower than any other branch of electrical engineering. As an extension to its system the Louisville Railway Company will install two 750-kilowatt
three-phase rotary converters, six 300-kilowatt airblast transformers, with blower outfits, and
two
switchboards. The United Railways and Electric
Cvmpany of Baltimore has contracted for three
r.oco-kilowatt rotaries and nine 350-kilowatt airblast transformers.
These will operate on a 13.000volt line, transforming to 330 volts.
Eighteen rotary converters, with a total capacity of 27,000 kilowatts, in 1,000 and 1,500-kilowatt units, will be
placed in sub-stations of the New York Central
railway company.
Two 1,500-kilowatt direct-current generators will be built for the Carnegie Steel
Company to furnish power for two 1,500-horsepower
250-volt motors. For the protection of this apparatus io,cco-ampere circuit breakers will be mounted
on the switchboard. These motors will be the largest
ever built for this voltage. The Westinghouse company also does a large business in small apparatus.
For the driving of machines in its works the Surpass
Leather Company of Philadelphia has ordered 18
induction motors, varying in size from one-half to
50 horsepower. The State company of Columbia,
S. C, has contracted for 12 direct-current motors
ranging in capacity from one to 20 horsepower, and
Murdock, Kerr &.Co. of Pittsburg will receive the
same number, having various outputs from two to
70 horsepower.

ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.
/ssiifd (United Slalfs J'atnit Oificf)

Telegraphic Transmitter.
Martin Arm784,529.
strong, St. Louis, Mo.
Application filed De-

cember

29,

1902.

along

adapted

to

normal

condi

the

Associated with a key-bar
producing member and a co
pendently of the key-bar. A
member. Connections betwei
a toothed member for imn;
the rack having lateral move
the toothed meniber, complet
i

e

a

corresponding signal-

member movable indek is carried by the contact
the key-bar and rack and
ing motion to the rack,
nt toward and away from
ict

the

h

apparatus

the

is

An

a ratchet wheel on

fixed,

March

14

u)Oj

line.

when

the
The details of
to which
the disk is
the arbor, a pawl for moving

withdrawn.
arbor

the ratchet wheel, a magnet whose armature controls the
pawl, means at the central station to intermittently energize the magnets, a dog holding the ratchet against back
ward movement, a spring tending to return the arbor
to its original position, and a solenoid a\ hose armature
adapted to engage the dog and release it and its pawl

Coin-operated Telephone-locking Device.
William Calhoun. New York. N. Y., assignor
to the National Telephone Lock Company.
Application filed September 18, 1903.

784.546.

Brush Holder

for

Dynamo-electric

plication

A

tion

filed

Box

for Electrical
Elizabeth, N.

Jr.,

November

13,

Telephone
Brewster, Minn.

784,557.

T.
filed

Geyerman,
April

A

A

System.
Frank
O'Conor and Frederic McNeill, LaSalle,
Application filed February 13, 1904.

784,588.

Each
t.,r

Party-line

Selective

NO. 784,588.
784,592.
bert

29,

rgo4.

P.
111.,

station is provided with a disk having a conducnormally inserted in one of the main 1

A

1902.

filed

toothed wheel with a spring for revolving it has
spring arm has
means for stopping it at a desired point.
a knob to engage the teeth of this wheel and an electrical
Another
contact spring is attached to the spring arm.
spring is located normally in electrical contact with the
contact spring and wires connect these springs with
means for operating an electrical selecting-switch.

1903.

Relay.
Micheal Setter, Chicago, 111., assignor to American Electric Telephone Company, Chicago, III.
Application filed April 5,.

Combined with a suitable electromagnet are a swinging and pendant armature for the magnet and an armature mounting supporting the pendant armature.
The
latter is normally balanced, or practicaliv balanced,
about
Its axis, the 3.xis being coincident with
a knife-edee contact between the armature and raountinc.
Switch contacts are operated by the anuature.

1902.

Peter
Application

Call.

22,

784,635.

Conductors.
ApplicaJ.

The junction box has an opening with a removable
plate secured in the opening by means of adjacent indentations respectively formed in box and plate at different
points around the opening and on opposite sides of the
box and plate.

June

A

A

Junction
John Fountain,

filed

Combined with a support are a stationary electrode and

movable electrode carrying a trip-block.
fiat steel
plate has a beveled edge and a slot to receive its fastening.
plunger having a circular top with a beveled
under side is provided with means for operating it.
a

Tiie substance of one of the claims is as follows:
bracket is adjustably secured to a support and a block
detachably secured to the bracket.
pair of parallelarranged links "pivotally secured to the block carry a
brush-holding plate pivotally secured.
The brush is adjustably secured to the plate by a tension-spring.

7S4o55-

into

In an electroplating apparatus are a plating tank,
endless
Chains arranged at opposite sides of the tank
and anode
carriers connected with the chains.
The carriers extend
trans\-ersely of the path of travel of the conveyors,
and
the anodes are suspended from the carriers and arranged
to be mechanically immersed
in, moved through and
removed from the tank.

Ma-

1903-

is

levers

Electric Sparking Igniter for Explosive
Engines.
George McCadden. St. Cloud, Minn.,
assignor to Frank Zins, St. Cloud, Minn. Ap-

chine or Motors. John F. Card, Three Rivers,
Mich., assignor to the Sheffield Car Company,
Three Rivers, Mich. Application filed October
I,

the

Electroplating .\pparatus.
Herman Fleischer and Charles H. Fleischer. New Britain,
Conn., assignors to the Stanlev Works, New
Britain, Conn. Application filed May 23,
1904.

784,626.

The telephone-receiver arm is arranged so that the
receiver cannot be used until after the insertion of the
proper coin in a slot.
784.547.

and separate keys independently move
contact with the last- mentioned plates.
784,617.

— PARTY-LINE

SELECTIVE SYSTEM.

Apparatus for Effecting Electrolysis. HerPhilipp, Wyandotte, Mich.
Application
August 10, 1903.

784.639.

Electrical

Trolley.

Glens Falls, N. Y.
1903.
In an

Seneca R.
Application filed

Renewed August
electrical

trolley

.\n electrolytic apparatus comprises a vessel having a
feed and discharge opening and a mercury-conducting
trough extending spirally from top to bottom. A separated

are

Stoddard,

March

21,

1904.

12,

a

trolley shoe and a
able laterally for the

Advertising Apparatus. Willis B. Worthv.
Chicago, 111. Application filed November 3, 1904.

784,649-.

Telephone Operator's Key.
Louis
W^anemaker, Genoa, 111. Application filed

784,605.
II,

W.
May

1904.

Spring-controlled
rocking
contact IcA'ers
co-operate
with contact plates on which the levers normally bear
Signaling-circuit confor connecting them electrically.
tact plates are situated on the opposite sides of the levers,

An advertising apparatus for use in connection with
railroads comprises a sign along the track and devices for
electrically
illuminating the sign.
Means controlled
by the passage of the car on the track bring the illumination devices into action at inten^'als and during the
passage

7S4.677.

of the train or car.

Sparking Igniter for Explosive Engines.
Hindman and Joseph J. Albright, Co-

Isaiah E.

-

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN
produces a practically constant load
under varying conditions of load on tl
cuit and at a practically uniform dynai

Inmbus, Ga., assignors of one-half to John F.
Weathers, Columbus, Ga. Application filed May
1 6,
1904.
A sparking igniter having one element provided witli
a series of annular flanges constituting spar!;-terniinals,
has a second element provided with a longitudinal scries
the
of flanges constituting opposing spark terminals,
last-mentioned flanges being transversely dis;)osed across

the

flanges.

first

March

Is

(.See

S|iecd.

Railway Supply Company, Lafayette,
Application filed September 23, 1904. ,
Ind.
A winding drum, actuating means and automatic intermeans

locking

controlling

for

the

rope

trolley

are

de-

scribed.

gust

3.

1903.

Insulating Lining.
Mass. Application

Norman
filed

Marshall, NewApril 15, 1903.

An insulating lining consisting of a tube having end
portions of different diameters is provided with an elastic
and compressible portion of greater diameter than the
part M'itbin which it is to fit.

side of the structure, the armature lever being pivoted
to the structure.
A set of superposed switch springs are
disposed longitudinally of the structure and having their
free contact carrying ends extended to near the forward
end and outside of the rearwardly extending arm. Thus
the movement of the armature operates the springs without obstructing a full view of the contacts from directly

Lamp

Socket. Henry Bayer. Schenectady,
N. Y., assignor to the General Electric Company,
Schenectady, N. Y. .Application filed

7^4,77S-

June

21,

1901.

The lamp socket comprises a base having a deep narrow
slot and a W-shaped metal strip in the slot, one
end of the strip resting against the end of the base and
the other end against the side of the base and carrying

'

:e

with the tally registers.

magnet structure.

in front of the

Method of Extracting Metals from Ore by784,885.
Electricity.
Edward L. Priest, Oakland, Cal.".
Application
method

1904.

23,

Dynamo-electric ^Machine. Henry G. Reist,
Schenectady. N. Y.. assignor to the General
Electric Company, Schenectady. N. Y.
Application filed August I, 1904.
In an alternating-current motor the rotor-body carries
conductors and fiat plates arranged to form flat parallel
rmgs separated by air spaces and short-circuiting the
ends of the conductors.

784,807.

filed

April

5,

"

1904.

,

metals from ores by electricity in this
done by forming a body of comminuted ore
into a coherent mass, associating an electric conductor
with the mass, positioning the mass with its conductor
with a liquid electrode and passing an electric
through to form an arc.
Extracting

Guide for Battery Systems.
Charles F.
Hawley, Heppner, Ore, Aoplication filed April

784,790.

Details are described.

Electric Central-station Recording Mechanism for Meters. Chester H. Thordarson, ChiApplication filed October 28, 1903.
cago, 111.
Recording mechanism for meters include tally registering mechanism and circuit-make-and-break devices, a
recorder mechanism including a printing wheel and means
arranged in the circuit made and broken for successijjely
positioning the printing wheel of the recorder mechanism

784,712.

1903-

A magnet structure contains an armature lever having
one arm extending across in front of one end of the
magnet of the structure and adapted to be attracted by
the magnet.
The other arm extends rearwardly at the

A

U-shaped union having internal co-operating ribs
form a wire-retaining pocket in the bottom is provided
with substantially equally projecting edges on either side
of the pocket, the free edges being bent inward to form
a second wire-retaining pocket.

radial

ive rails.

Relay.
Ray H. Manson, Chicago, III., assignor to the Kellogg Switchboard and Supply
111.
Application filed August

Company, Chicago,

to

guide for trolleys consists of a
stantially parallel guide rails, hanger

784,695.
ton,

17,

manually

784,872.

Conductor Union. Frederick W.
Sorg, Englewood, N. J.
Application filed Au-

A

pair of spaced submembers rising from
the rails, cross bars connecting opposite bangers and
longitudinal bars connecting the hangers of the respect-

A

circuit

thrown into

Electric

784,766.

Steam

Trolley Guide. John F. Jameson. Plimp784,681.
Application filed December 21, 1904.
ton, Ohio.

filed November 17, 1904.
operated control circuit includes a door
breaker and a resistance solenoid adapted to be
circuit with the door circuit breaker, and
itself adapted to control the control circuit.

Application

L

each other.

William
Trolley Catcher and Retriever.
W. Hoffman and Francis W. Powers, West Laassignors to the Electric and
Ind.,
fayette,

784,678.

1905

Nils O. Lindstrom, Jersey City, N. J., assignor to Alonzo B.
See and Walter L. Tyler, New York, N. Y.

Insulated Rail-joint. George
Hall, New
York, N. Y. Application filed January 9, 1904.
Insulating material is placed between the rail ends and
the bridge plate and clamping plates with means for holding the rail ends in alinement and out of contact with

784,741-

25,

Electric Elevator Control.

784,869.

Automatic Awning Attachment. Abraham
New York, N. Y. Application

784,897.
I.

is

Schwinger,
October

filed

1904.

ir,

Retaining means normally hold the awning up but
the temperature exceeds a certain degree, or when
rain orr snow falls and is connected in a
UD CC ntaining
the
rmmals of an electr : circuit, the ci cuit s closed
and
lectromagnetic mean s release the awnm 3 which

when

'

"

falls.

Rail Joint. William Daves, Bloomington,
assignor of one-fourth to W. A. Freese,
Bloomington, 111., and one-fourth to G. W.
Quackenbush, Marshall, Mo. Application filed

784,928.

111.,

November

23, 1904.
Insulating material is interposed between the base
and the rail and between the rail and the fish

plate

plates.

Electric Motor.
Rudolf Klemm and Felix
785,004.
Reiss, Berlin, Germany.
Application filed May
26, 1904.
A small motor of unusual design embodies in its construction a cylindrical metal casing.
Transversely through
one end of the casing extends an iron core for the field
coil, the core having fastened to its ends long strips for
pole pieces extending the full length of the casing and
^
shaped in cross section as sectors of the circle which is
the cross-section of the casing.
The armature is then

mounted within

the casing

and

is

embraced by the

poles.

Electric Open-Switch and Stop Signal. John
B. Smiley, South Omaha, Neb. Application filed

785,026.

NO. 784,732.

— ELECTRIC

DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM.

Meter

Electric

784,713.

tion filed October 28,

NO. 7b4,ti05.

Mechanism.

Recording

Chester H. Thordarson, Chicago,

111.

New

York, N.

Ludwig S. Walle.
Controlling Device.
Brooklyn, N. Y., assignor to Fridtjof Jebsen,
Application filed December
Bergen, Norwaj'.

784,717.

1903.
In a device for controlling mechanical movement, a toggle movement composed of two links is controlled by an
electromagnet.
29,

Electric Solenoid. Ludwig S. Walle, BrookN. Y., assignor to Fridtjof Jebsen. Bergen,
Norway. Application filed December 29, 1903.

_784,7i8.

lyn,

In an electric solenoid are a solenoid core,
coil, a counterweight operatively connected to
oid core to return it to its initial position
current is cut out from the solenoid-coil, and
member forming a guide for the counterweight
ted to control the current in the coil.

a solenoid
the solen-

Telephone Signaling Means.

Weman,

Klas

when
a

the

contact

and adap-

New

York, N. Y. Application filed June 4, 1904.
combination with a battery is a circuit from one
pole to the opposite pole, including a relay, a teleplione
switch-hook and a receiver.
A second circuit ruus from
the armature of the relay to the primary of an inducA
tion-coil, the second circuit including a condenser.
buzzer and its armature, a third circuit from the secondary of the induction coil and back to the secondary,
including a condenser, the receiver, and means for closing the circuits, whereby, when the buzzer operates the
diaphragm of th^ receiver will be caused to vibrate, are

JNIichel

SYSTEM.

December

Wertheim.

filed

June

to

23,

When

rails.

Henry Frank Mohler and
Application

14, 1904.

contact rails are placed between the track
the switch is opened the circuit through
these raits indicates the fact in the locomotive cab and
also by a signal beside the track.

Auxiliary

Eugene W. Schneider,

Y., assignor of three-fourths

Hippol^'te Wertheim,

1903.

Electric meter recording mechanism
combines with
circuit-make-and-break devices for the unit of each denomination to be recorded.
Register or meter mechanism actuates the devices and circuits are controlled by the
make-and-break devices. A recorder mechanism for the
register has electrical devices arranged in the circuits for
controlling the recorder mechanism.

784,720.

— TRAIN-SIGNAL

j\Iassage Apparatus.

,809.

Applica-

Block

785,031.

1903.

Woodland,

System.
John
Application

111.

W.
filed

Anderson,

December

Jr.,

20,

1903.

A

Railway Motor Control. Charles P. Steinmetz, Schenectady, N. Y., assignor tn the General
Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y.
Application filed August 20, 1904.
Combined \inth a "compensated" motor having armature, field and compensating windings are a variable

784,814.

Reissue

^

Guard for Electric Wires.
Sullivan. Warren. R. I., assignor of
Apone-half to Joseph Harris, Warren, R. I.
Original appliplication filed January 26, IQ05.
cation dated December 6, 1904.
A trolley wheel guard comprises a frame having one
relatively
fixed and
one relative! v movable member.
Means carried by the free ends of 'the members contact
with the electric wire and a signal means first moves the
movable member laterally as regards the wire and then
the frame bodily in line \vith and away from the wire.

Trolley.

784,843.

Application

A

stub

John

Michael O. Day, Newcastle, Pa.

filed

shaft

of

December
the

trollev

20,

harp

fits

into

a

casing

normal

position.

L.

EXPIRING PATENTS.

1904.

mounted on the end of the trolley pole. The shaft may
not move in and out of the casing but may be rotated,
being supplied with means for bringing it back to tlie

Trolley-wheel

12,324.

resistance, a source of direct current, a source of alternatnig current and means for connecting all' three windings and the resistance in series and to the direct-current
source.
Means connecting the compensating winding to
the alternating-current source and for connecting the
armature and field windings and the resistance in a
closed circuit are supplied.
Other means vary the amount
of the resistance in circuit and reverse the relative connections of the armature and field windings.

In

semaphore signal for

each block is supplied with
actuating means for causing movement of the signal
to safety, caution, or danger positions.
Signal controlling devices for each semaphore and circuits connecting
the controlling means of adjacent blocks in series are
the other features.

jected and a tapper movable adja
tapper carrier is movably supported within the casing,
and electromagnetic mechanism located within the casing imparts a vibrator movement to the tapper carrier.

Following is a list of electrical patents (issued
by the United States Patent Office') that expired
on March 20, 1905
;

Application of Electricity to Car Lichting.
C. A.
New
Y.
Battery.
C. D. P. Gibson, Xew
York, N. Y.
&[.
Deprez,
Paris,
Dynamo-electric
Machine.
379,689.
370,^6-.

Traingraph- William A. Inwood, Colorado
Springs, Colo. Application filed August 16, 1904.

784,860.

'

York, N.
"Faiirc,
Jilectric Storage

379,5-2.

the other parts.

Automatic Circuit Breaker.

784,722.

more, Wolverhampton,
filed October 22, 1903.

England.

Earl P. WetApplication

In the circuit breaker is a resetting coil and its shunt
A controlling switch for the circuit has means
closing it.
A retarding device is connected to the

connected respectively al tlieir opposite ends
from one another to opTiosile poles of suitable generators
batteries.
,\ telegraph receiving instrument on normally closed circuit is placed across the conductors and
a telegraph kev is normallv open and connected across the
terminal of the instrument.
or

circuit.
-for

'

movable member of the switch, and consists of a cord,
drum around which the cord is passed and beyond
-d,
-which it is secured and an escaping device in connection
with the drum.

System of

7S4.732.

Electrical Distribution.

Rufns

N. Chamberlain, Depew, N. Y., assignor to the
Gould Storage Battery Company. New York,
N. Y. Application filed June 12, 1903.

A

operated at a practically uniform speed,
being supplied from the dynamo.
.In op1mi'.-!\ t- LMnin.ctcd with the circuit.

dynamo

is

a consumption
-\

storni^i--

^oi'u'-Ls

circuit

;,:'.. u-.'i

-

Electric
Train-signaling
Britton Lane, Evnnston, 111.

14,865.

December

Equipment.
Application

W.
filed

"
1904.
.-\
block svstem comprises a line of parallel rails between the track rails divided into longitudinal sections
insulated one from the other and forming blocks, with
one side of each section electrically connected with the
other side of tiie next section but one.
The rails forming
one side of the line are higher than those forming the
opposite
side.
A locomotive electric-signal-containing
equipment comprises a battery circuit containing the
signal, a pole-changing device in the circuit, depending
re'silient
toggles carrying brushes to engage the line
rails and included in the circuit and a rod connecting one
of the hyushcs with the switch lever of the device.

21,

379,758.

the

differential

"

action

of

the

niinciator.
Annii

B.

N.-

Botts,

Paso Robles.

Incandescent Ekctric Lamo. T. A. Edison, Menlo
N. T.
T. A.
Kesulator for Dvnamo.electric Machines.
379.771.
Edison, Menlo Park. X. J.
T. A. Edison,
Svstem of Electrical Distribution.
379.772.
Menlo Park, X. .T.
379,792. Electric Arc Lamp. E. R. Knowles, Brooklyn, N. Y'.
T.
Electromechanical Mo\cinent.
F. McLaughlin,,
379,802.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Aoparatns for Increasing the Traction o,f'^'ehicles
379.815.
and >To"tors. E. E. Ries, Baltimore, Md.
Electromagnetic Traction-increasing Apparatus.
E.
379.816.
Electrical Stop Motion for Knitting Mac
,79:832.
Talcott, 2nd, Rockford. 111.
Elevated Railroad and Conduit for Ele.
379,904.

'

'.'I'li

Electric

Cal,
1,770

County of Surrey, England.

(

:

/
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loop under the main station.

Tlic

it

the

this

journal

this

time

Avenue,
traffic,

will

at

over

inter

be

brie

a

in

li

company

comprises

the

terri-

tory on

main

or

its

Hudson

line,

ration
of
ihc
reclaimed land, which
will provide for more
than four miles of

Division,

Crotond s-

to

Station

nn-Hudson,

a

tracks.

The combined area of upper
and lower yards will

i

tance of 34 miles, and

North

White
Plains on the Har-

to

\k

York

and

pany

h

The

available.

surface

facili-

be used for
the movement of the
will

ties

through

e

and

trains,

upon the site of the
present station will be

this

take

to

now

tracks

of

t

le.'i.s

than 23 acres and
about
II
miles of

of the New
Central com-

decision

than 20
as

of tracks,
contrasted with

most

electricity,

acres,

51

miles

worthy feature of the
work is the departure
from the use of
steam as a motive
power and the subtherefor

about

with more

Division, a distance of 24 miles.
noteThe

lem

stitution

grades

team

The area of tlic
surface yard will be
increased nearly
18
acres by the incorpo-

Grand Central

from

at

for

traffic.

"New
which

i

to

the tracks by
d g c s, with ap-

suilalilc

in wIkiI

York

r

feet

closed

Iw carried

to

proaches

f

140

now

wide,

of

terms the
Zone,"

it

from Forty-fifth to Fifty-sixlh, inclusive,
ami P a r Ic

readers

resume of the entir.
work contemplated b>
lluit

level 10 the trains of that system.
depression of the surface yard will permit

the croiis streets

believed

is

city,

of a direct

on the same

New York

that

By means

connection with the Forty-second Street station of
the Rapid Transit company, passengers may proceed

and con-

in

tiguous to

ested

i,

have been, with few exceptions, demolished, and since August, IQOJ, the
contractors have been engaged in the task of excavating for a sub-surface yard, to be 33 feet below
the level of the present yard, and for the depression of the surface yard, not only over the present
churches

an

constructed

en-

new passenger

tirely

the

marks, perhaps,
beginning of a

station

and railroad-

new

era

railroad

office

building,

step

in

in-

branch

With a daily
movement in and out
of Grand Central

cluding

Station now averaging 640 trains carrying 45,000 passengers,

companies. The area
to be covered by the
terminal buildings is
From
as
follows
Forty-second
Street
north along Vanderbilt .\venue to Fortyfifth
Street,
a distance of 680 feet;
thence east along
Forty-fifth Street 625
feet to Lexington Avenue, following that
street south 460 feet
lo Forty-third Street:
thence west on Fort>'-

history.

and

constantly

in-

graphical characteris-

New York

of

during

is,

the

busiest hours, almost

wholly

in

tion, the

one direc-

complex na-

ture of the problems

be solved
once apparent,
to

cially

when

it

is

at

espeis

con-

along the
terminating

Forty-second

Street
tirely

express

then south along
D e p e w Place to
Forty-second Street,
and west joo feet to
the place of begin-

villages
railroads

the

facili-

third Street 275 feet

sidered that the commuting public residing in the cities and

at

and

:

and which
movement, owing to
peculiar
the
g e o-

city,

for

ties

creasing,

tics

a

postotfice

ning.

The

almost enis
dependent upon

be

set

from

those lines for trans-

buildings will

back 40

feet

FortA'-second

Grand Cenlial Yard Excavation, Looking North from Forty-fifth Street.
Street and 70 feet
and that
Support of Buildings and Excavation at Park .\venue, Lookine South from Fifl.v-third Street.
the necessary changes
from ^'ande^bilt AvTHE TERMINAL ELECTRIFICATION OF THE NEW YORK CENTRAL RAILROAD IN NEW YORK CITY.
and m provements
enue, which. W'ith the
must be consummated without interruption to the
area, but that of the newly acquired land, to a
street, gives 140 feet of open space on Fort^'-second
regular movement of this traffic.
depth of 15 feet below its present level, the whole
Street and 130 feet on Vanderbilt Avenue.
involving the removal of nearly 2,000,000 cubic
Notwithstanding the fact that within very recent
The main entrance will be on Forty-second Street,
years extensive improvements and additions have
yards of material, largely of rock, and iii places
with side entrances and exits on Lexington Avenue
been made in and around Grand Central Station,
fairly honeycombed with gas, w'ater and sewer pipes,
and Depew Place. The general scheme of archiit has for some time been realized by the company
the necessary changes in location and temporary
tecture at this entrance will be three arches, each
that the existing facilities were rapidly becoming
33- feet wide and 60 feet high.
Beyond w^iil be the
support of which have added greatly to the diffiinadequate to the demands upon them, and that more
ticket-office space, 90 by 300 feet.
culties encountered.
On the street
room, especially in the yards, must be provided.
The sub-surface J^ard, which will cover about 11
level, adjoining it on the right, wiU be the outgoing
A large amount of real estate in the territory acres, will contain three miles of tracks, and will baggage room, the proximity of these tw"0 features
being exceptionally convenient for the traveler.
immediately adjoining the present yard, was purconnect by easy grades witli the surface tracks at
Adjoining is the. gallery overlooking the grand
chased and the buildings thereon, to the number
Fifty-third Street. All siiburban trains will enter
of nearly 200 residences, stores, apartment houses.
concourse, which will be on the level of the express
and depart. from this station, utilizing a double-track
portation,

i

'
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At many

points

new

April

stations will be constructed,

designed to meet the requirements of the heavy
increase in suburban travel which has for several
years been apparent, and which will undoubtedly
be much greater in the future. These will generally
be of the overhead type, shown in the accompanying
illustration.
At all stations the platforms will be
raised to the level of the car floors, thereby greatly
facilitating the movement of passengers.
The number of tracks on the Hudson Division will be increased to four at all points; in many places six,

and stacks

be a

will

steel skeleton

I,

1905

frame independent

of the brick enclosing walls.
The purposes of the building will divide

—

it

into

two main divisions one for the boilers and coal
pockets, and the other for the turbo-generators and
other apparatus.
These main divisions will be emphasized by the two steel skeleton monitors extending

above

the brick enclosing walls.
The frame
will be of steel shapes made to

work of windows
harmonize

in

appearance with this skeleton frame-

work of steel.
The interior, by

some, eight. The Harlem Division, which
already has four tracks to Woodlawn, will be similarly equipped from that point to North White
Plains.
These additional tracks provide throughout
the electrical zone a local and an express track in
each direction, thereby separating the local from the
through service and facilitating the movement of

the use of enamel and pressedbrick linings of the walls and by exposing the steel
skeleton, will provide a simple treatment in which
constructional parts of the building form the main
decoration.

both.

stacks, 290 feet high, 24 feet in diameter at the base

and

in

At Marble

Hill, in the

Borough of the Bronx, an

important straightening of alinement is in progress.
Beginning at a point near Kings Bridge station, the
tracks will be carried along the Harlem Ship Canal
through a four-track single-arch rock tunnel 648 feet
long, the first of its kind ever constructed; and
thence to a connection with the existing line near
Spuyten Duyvll. This work, known as the Marble
Hill Cut-off, will shorten the distance three-quarters
of a mile, save about 2^/2 minutes in time, and eliminate seven grade crossings.
This policy of rectification of alinement will also

The main building will be 236 feet long, 164 feet
wide and 100 feet high. The twin masonry smokeand 18 feet six inches at the top. with 17 foot flues,
landmarks for miles. The general aim has
been to provide all possible architectural beauty consistent with utility.
will be

The generators will be driven by 5,000-kilowatt
steam turbines of the Curtis type, fed by water-tube
horsepower each, equipped
with internal superheaters, generating steam at 200
pounds pressure, and superheated to 200 degrees.
The maximum capacity of each station is 40,000
horsepower, and the two stations will be cross-con-

boilers in units of 625

nected, so that in the event of accident either sta-

and will be reached from the gallery by
four massive stairwaj'S, each 25 feet wide. The
concourse itself will be the largest in the world,
being 160 by 470 feet and 150 feet high, with wide
entrances at each end from Madison and Lexington
Avenues, respectively. Adjoining the concourse will
be the waiting rooms, with double the capacity of
those in the present station, the telegraph offices,
tracks,

cafes, etc.

Separate entrances will be provided for the suburban passengers, with ample facilities for easily
passing from one level to the other by means of
broad stairways. The suburban station will be provided with its own concourse, commodious waiting
and retiring rooms, and other facilities for the comfort of the public.

The arrangements contemplated
gage

are

exceptionally

for the heaviest

for handling bag-

complete,

and

will

movement without delay

care

or con-

gestion.

The express and postoffice buildings will be
equipped with every modern device for expediting
the enormous amounts of such traffic daily received
at and dispatched from this terminal.
The extremely frequent train service contemplated
with the commencement of electrical operation renders

the safety of the
of the traffic that
grade street crossings within the limits of the
it

public
all

absolutely

and the

essential

efficient

for

movement

This will be accomplished at some points by means of overhead bridges;
electrical

zone be abolished.

TYPE OF OVERHEAD STATION FOR ELECTRIC SUBURBAN TRAFFIC ON
be followed at many other points along the Hudson
Division, the tracks being at times carried further inland, and at others across indentations of the Hudson River. This will mean not only some decrease
in distance, and a consequent improvement in schedules,

but

it

will also largely contribute to the

com-

YORK CENTRAL.

may

carry the entire load. Normally, however,
the Yonkers station w-ill furnish power for the Hudson Division, while the Port Morris station will
supply the Harlem Division. In each case the stations are so located as to be accessible by both rail
and water, thus providing the cheapest possible
tion

fort of the passengers, prolong the life
of both
track and equipment, and reduce the cost of main-

transportation for fuel coal required.
feature of interest is the placing of the high-

tenance.

tension switches in a separate building, the switches

At Croton-on-Hudson and North White
the

northern

facilities will

Plains,

termini of the electrification zone,
be provided for the change from steam

to electric locomotives for the

through

trains

and

erected for necessary repairs to the
equipment.
power houses will be provided, one located at

suitable shops
electrical

Two

A

being controlled from a board in the main station,
thus making it possible, in case of accident, to cut
the current off from the station itself.
From the main stations a three-phase alternating
current will be transmitted at 11,000 volts to eight
sub-stations located at various points along the line

and there transformed to &60 volts direct current.
At the sub-stations provision has been made for
the installation of storage batteries for the purpose
Experience has
of insuring uninterrupted service.
shown that no electrically operated system can
wholly eliminate the possibility of short-circuiting of

Generally
cables, accidents in power stations, etc.
these matters can be remedied within a comparatively short time, and for the purpose of insurance
against delay from such causes the battery installation will be sufficient to carry the full load.

Actual operation will also frequently require the
of a number of heavy trains over the line
one time, many of which might naturally be

movement
at

instant, so that for the moment
the current would be excessive,
and the batteries will also care for such violent fluc-

starting at the

the

same

demand upon

tuations.

The
PROPOSED NEW TERMINAL STATION OF THE

by carrying the streets under the elevated
Such improvements will be made at High
Bridge, Morris Heights, University Heights, Yordcers, Hastings, Irv^ngton, Tarrytown, Ossining and
other points on the Hudson Division and at Woodat Others

tracks.

;

lawn Junction, Mount Vernon, W^hite Plains and
other crossings on the Harlem Division; also at
grade street crossings between Westchester Avenue
and Long Island Sound upon the line of the Port
Morris branch.

NEW YORK CENTRAL

IN

NEW YORK

CITY.

the end of the Port Morris Branch,

on Long Island

Sound, the other at Glenwood-on-Hudson, a suburb
of Yonkers.

A

brief description of the

Yonkers

sta-

tion will suffice for both, as they will be practically
identical

in

construction.

The

building

will

be

founded upon made land in the Hudson River. The
foundation proper will be of concrete, rising above
the ground some four feet in height, forming a base
for a superstructure of brick, trimmed with terra
cotta.

The

actual support of the floor systems, roof

third-rail

system will be used, except at road

crossings and in yards, where overhead transmission
By means of an ingenious device
will be employed.
the contact shoe will be automatically lifted from the
its termination at such points,
while at the same time the overhead contact will be
made, thus preserving the continuity of the current.
For the movement of the through trains powerful
electric locomotives will be used, a full description
of which was published in the Western Electrician
of November 19th last.
The suburban traffic will be cared for by the multiple-unit system, thus avoiding the use of switching

third rail just prior to

I

:

April

engines at terminals, and doinpt away willi the presflying switclies with incoming
ent necessity for

an expenditnrc of
The
approximately $50,000,000, is nnder the direct superWilliam
Vice-president
of
vision
J. Wilgus of the
New York Central Company, who has the advice
of
Electric Traction
matters
the
electrical
and aid in
Commission, consisting of Mr, John F. IJeems, the
motive power,
superintendent
of
company's general
Mr. Bion J. Arnold of
rolling slock and machinery
work,

—

—

!
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American

Railway Engineering and
Maintenance of Way Association.

trains.

entire

:
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I,

—

:

involving

;

annua] ctjnvcntion of the American
Railway Engineering and Maintenance of Way Assixth

'Ihe

which closed at the Auditorium Hotel,
on March 23d, was the most successful
meeting ever held by the association. More than
150 members, largely from states cast of the Missis-

sociation,

Chicago,

many other interested engineers,
were present, and the three-day convention was
loo short properly to consider all the valuable resippi River, besides

Pittsburg, Pa.; J. B. Berry,

Omaha, Neb

;

W. Mc

Nab, Montreal, Canada.

At the banquet on March 22d, Pruidtnt McDonald was toastinafter.
An interc«lin(f feature wa«
the reading of a pleasing letter from John I-. WalIjcc

fiom Anron. Canal Zone. Panama.

Mr Wal-

lace was largely inttriimmtal in the forming of the
association, and was its first preiidcni.

Electrostatic Discharge Produced on

a Photographic Plate.
The accompanying

picture

i-i

reproduced from an

photograph which was taken by Mr.
Albert Schcibic of Chicago. The photograph wa«
taken on a cold, crisp day, an Ansco film being u«d
and the camera a No. 2 Bullscyc kodak. Upon
developing the film some fine specimens of frictional
discharges were shown, as seen in the picture. The
only explanation that Mr. Schcibic can offer is that
the discharges were due to the friction of the film
interesting

on the rollers.
This phenomenon, although unusual in photography, is not absolutely unknown, as will be seen
by the following, quoted from Mr. A Savage Landor,
describing his ascent of Lumpa Peak in the Himalayas to the highest altitude ever reached by man
23,490 feet above the sea level. Mr. Landor, in an
article in Harper's Weekly, says:
"I was lucky
enough to obtain several excellent photographs and
sketches, but a few negatives of lesser importance
were injured, owing to a most uncommon occur-

OF NEW YORK

FIRST FORMA

NTRAL ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVE AT SCHENECTADY,

C

Chicago, Mr. Frank J. Spraguc and Mr, George
Gibbs of New York. Mr. Wilgus acts as chairman
of this committee, and Mr. Edwin B. Katte, the elecIn
trical engineer of the company, as its secretary.
the Western Electrician of February 14, 1903, was
piddished a detailed account of the personnel and
work of this commission, with portraits.
The construction committee, of which Mr. Wilgus

Mr. H.
also chairman, includes among others,
Fernstrom, chief engineer; Mr. Olaf Hoff, engineer
Mr. C. A. Reed, architect, and Mr.

is

of structures

;

A. B. Corthell, terminal engineer.

Dr. S. S.

Wheeler Nominated

for Presi-

dent of the Institute.
The board

Institute

nominated Dr. Schuyler

Skaats Wheeler for election to the presidency of the
coming annual meeting. In choosing
Dr. Wheeler the directors

Institute at the

to

bear

lonsibilities

and

dignity

e

1

I

^leeler
:re,

.„

N.

J.,

and has attained

experience

tlectrical

part of

office.

the presi-

is

position

that

\aried

re-

uphold

the
C r o c k e rCompany of Am-

of

;nt

well

the

the

of

Wheeler

'r.

I

man

a

selected

ive

ualified

field,

the

which was

after
in

a

the

earlier
in

the

lUrection of electric-lighting

and
DR.

s.

s.

central-station

He was

WHEELER.

born

in

work.
i860,

in

New York city, and was
In 18S6 he
Columbia University.
manufacturing field, first as electrician
afterward
and
Company
Herzog
Teleseme
for the

educated

went

at

into the

&

establishing a connection with the C.

C. Electric

Motor Company, of which Francis B. Crocker was
member. In 188S Messrs. Crocker and Wheeler
severed their connection with this company and organized what is now the Crocker-Wheeler Company.
Dr. Wheeler possesses a true engineering mind, as
well as great executive and business ability, and his
selection by the board of directors, which undoubtedly amounts to election, will be looked upon with

a

favor by those having the affairs of the Institute at
heart.

The full ticket nominated by the directors of the
For president, Schuyler S.
is as follows
Wheeler of Ampere, N. J. for vice-presidents, Chas.
A. Terry and Townsend Wolcott of New Y'ork, and
Gano S. Dunn of Ampere, N. J. for managers, C.
C. Chesney of Pittsfield, Mass.. Calvert Townley
of New Haven, Conn.. Bancroft Glierardi of Brooklyn, and Charles L. Edgar of Boston
for treasurer.
George A. Hamilton of New York; for secretary,
Ralph W, Pope of New York.
Institute

:

;

;

;

the

various

subjects

N. Y.

relative

railroad

to

maintenance.
President Hunter M'cDonald of Nashville, Tenn.,
delivered an excellent address, which was heartily

Touching the subject of the electrificaof steam roads he said
special committee on classification of steam
railroads is at work, but it is to be regretted that its
results will not be available in the preparation of
the reports for the ne.xt year.
The labors of this
committee, under its instructions, are confined to
steam railroads. The extensive experiments now in
progress on the
York Central may result in
such sweeping changes in our lines having dense
rccci\'ed.

tion

"Our

New

and heavy passenger business as

traffic

to

compel

the

revision of the instructions to this committee
its report is forthcoming.
rapidly the
electrification of steam railroads will take place cannot be foretold with accuracy, but the feverish
energy with which the problem is being studied
and the rapidity with which the railroads in self-

How

before

American

of directors of the

of Electrical Engineers has

ports on

defense must adopt improvements which promise
economical results or increase in speed or comfort
of travel, places it entirely within the probabilities
that many of us are likely to be called upon to take
up in earnest the study of electricity before our days
of usefulness are over, or else bring those days to
a very brief and sudden conclusion."

There were 16 committee reports on as many
subjects, such as bridges and trestles, roadway, iron
and steel structures, signaling and interlocking,
masonry, ballasting, ties, rails, etc.
These reports
vvere considered and put in final shape for publication in the Manual of Recommended Practice, which
is

intended to express the association's best opinion
all subjects contained therein.
The report on signaling and interlocking com-

on

prised,
with illustrations.
Bulletin
No.
of
57
the association reports.
The report consists of (i)
standard arrangement of signals at interlocking
plants and (2) telegraph and controlled manual

block signals
graph block

;

ON

PHOTO-

rence.
In my magazine camera the plateholders were
of metal, and slid one on the top of the other when
being changed for exposure. Owing to the dryness
of the atmosphere the friction of meta! on metal
produced an electric spark inside of the camera,
which marked some of the plates across like a streak
of lightning, and somewhat clouded them defects
which I did not, of course, discover until I developed
them."

—

The

Trolley Song.

The prize "Trolley Song'' of the Detroit United
Railway, entitled "Come .Along" an electrical name
in itself has been published and bids fair to be
popular.
It is by Paul Hoffrichter and is cop\'righted by the Paul Publishing Company of DeOne stanza reads as follows
troit.

—

—

•

specifications for construction of tele-

signal and connections: definitions:
showing extent of use of manually operated
telegraph block system, and of manually operated

tables

chorus.

Come

electrically

along, ding-dong, hear the clanking gong
.All aboard for a ride on a trolley
Let us sing aloud with the merry crowd
Come along, come along, and be jolly!
rich and poor are on a par
When riding on a trolley car.
Come along, dingsiong. hear the clanking gong.

controlled block systems: recommended
standard location of telegraph block signals; detail
of semaphore arm-casting; standard semaphore arm
for telegraph block signal, and lead-out and pipe
runs for telegraph block signals.
This committee also presented a supplementary
report in Bulletin No. 61, which contained historical
data of interlocking.
An abstract of this report is
printed elsewhere in this issue.
The officers elected for the ensuing year are
President. H. G. Kelley, chief engineer Minneapolis
and St. Louis railway, Minneapolis, Minn.
first
vice-president, James Dun, chief engineer Atchison.

The London Telegraph says that the British Foreign Office is considering the matter of international
uniformity' in electrical units on the report of the
British delegates who attended the International

Topeka and Santa

Electrical Congress at St. Louis last September.

;

Fe

railwaj^,

Chicago

;

second

W. Johnston, general superintendChicago and St. Louis railway,
Cleveland, Ohio; secretary, L. C. Fritch, assistant
to the general manager Illinois Central railroad,
vice-president, A.
ent New Y'ork,

Chicago

;

W. S. Dawley, maintenance-ofIllinois railroad,
directors, Walter
G. Berg.
York
L. Breckenridge, Chicago ; W. C. Cushing,
treasurer,

way engineer Chicago and Eastern
Chicago;
city

;

W.

New

The

Come

alone,

come

along,

come

along.

Standardization of Electrical Units.

may

It

be that the international commission suggested
St. Louis Congress may meet at Geneva or
The Hague to endeavor to secure practical uniformity in electrical units.
In many countries, including
Russia, Norway and Sweden, Denmark, the Netherlands, Portugal, Italy and Japan, no electrical units
have yet been legalized.

by the

;
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Electrically Operated Rolling
Cleveland.

Road

in

An electrically driven "rolling road" is being operated in Cleveland, Ohio, for the purpose of conveying loaded wagons with the teams attached up a
steep incline, which would otherwise necessitate
"doubling up" or drawing much smaller loads. The
installation is the first of its kind ever attempted
The road
it attracts considerable attention.
operated by electric motors and as the service
and

is

is

of an exacting nature the motors had to be espeCol. Isaac D. Smead, who owns the
cially designed.
road, in ordering the motors, specified that the

operate in unison with one
variation of a fraction of a second in starting or
stopping or in the speed would cause trouble; the
controller.

four must

A

April

I,

1905

provided with a 17 to I reduction gear; each carries
a sprocket chain 36 feet long, running over wheels at
each end, and these in turn engage a large chain
running the entire length of the belt. This is accomplished by placing teeth on the outer side of the
motor chains, which engage the endless chain both
above and below, in this way evening up the pressure
The endless chain is placed in the
on the belt.
middle of the belt, so that the power exerted is
The small chains, by engaging
distributed evenly.

above and below
of

portion

the

at the

entire

same

length

time, actuate a large

of

the belt

continu-

ally.

of steel and concrete and
This enabled the engiis of excellent workmanship.
neers to place the motors in the upper portion of
the structure rather than on the floor, and in this
Most of
position they give the best of service.

The

superstructure

the machinery is well
ground space clear.

is

up and

this

leaves

all

the

Colonel Smead worked for three j'ears and spent
$11,000 on the drawings of this road before he felt
that they would fulfill his expectations, but the
results show that he provided for everything before

he attempted to put his .plans into operation. Another year was spent in completing preliminaries and
getting a bill through the Legislature allowing cities
Then, out
to grant franchises for rolling roads.
of

all

the sites

examined for

several other large freight depots

belt would "crimp," in other words, and be useAfter several months the colonel obtained
what he wanted, and the result was four compound-

less.

of 40 horsepower

wound motors
control

of

a

controller.

single

under the
The motors may
and are operated
each,

be worked in series or parallel
similarly to street-car motors.
As may be seen from the accompanying pictures,
the rolling road consists of a great belt or moving

platform eight feet wide carried upward on a level
with the concrete enclosure and back underneath.
It passes around a sheave at each end and is supported above by four rows
of idlers turning on roller
arranged
so
bearings and
each row are
that two in
always under every truck of
two boards each in the belt.
The lower half of the belt,
passing back down the grade,
is supported on two rows of
The
idlers, one at each side.

a trial of the road, the

fastened

they

Two

will

last

for

accompanying pictures shows the top of the incline,
with Colonel Smead and his two sons, one of the
latter in the motorman's cabin and the other leaning

neering can be seen from a glance, but they were
overcome by Colonel Smead, who has been
all
assisted for some time by his two sons. Burton A.
and Edward L. Smead, both engineers. It was impossible to make a working model or test the road
in any way until it was entirely completed.
But two and one-half to three minutes are neces-

of

men on

which

Will

arise

the legal and physical quesif

municipal

ownership

is

attempted, and the means for paying for the car
lines if acquired by the city, as provided by the
JMueller law certificates, have been discussed by
'

men. The magnitude of this experiment
government is pointed out on all sides,
most enthusiastic for municipal own-

financial

in municipal

yet even those
ership

seem

to

be indifferent to the facts

in

the

which
is

will

be submitted to the voters on

as follows

Shall the City Council pass
local transportation committee

tlie ordinance reported by tlie
to the City Council on the
24th day of August, 1904, granting a franchise to the Chicago City Railway Company?
Shall the City Council pass any ordinance granting a franchise to the Chicago City Railway Company?
Shall the City Council pass any ordinance granting a fran-

any

street railroad

company?

At the monthly meeting of the Ohio Interurban
Railway Association at the Ijibson House, Cincinon March 23d, a committee of the Indiana association was present with a proposition to make
the mileage-coupon books of the two states identical
so that an interstate business may be done.
The
matter was left over to be discussed at the April
meeting. Another matter of importance w^as the discussion of interline business or coupon tickets. This
subject will also be taken up at a future time. It
is the desire of all to have tickets that will be good
on all the roads of the state, but just how to get
at the matter is a question.
Carrying mail matter
was another topic that came in for a prominent
nati,

that

UPPER END OF ROLLING

construction

thought
it

tions

have published articles giving
eminent lawyers and experienced

daily papers

views

street-railway

sioners,

to-

seem impossible, but when

The
the

April 4th

years.

first

breathe.

Ohio Interurban Monthly Meeting.

420 feet and the rise in that distance

— at

for mayor have made, many speeches, ana the
"traction question" and "municipal ownership'' have
been mingled with the very air which Chicagoans

chise to

through the belt from
them, to which the wagons
and vehicles are clamped.
The length of the road is
the heavy

Traction matters in Chicago, so far as negotiations
to franchise matters involving the surface
lines are concerned, are quiet at this time,
everyone apparently awaiting the result of the election on April 4th.
The two principal candidates
relative

car

of three proposed questions of public
policy, as issued by the Board of Election Commis-

up

to

rail.

Chicago Street-railway Situation.

The form

entire length of the belt, and
at short intervals links pass

Owing

aeainst the

the control of the motorman.
That the road presented many difficulties in engi-

safety cables extend the

weighs 106 tons

an engineer

It has been found that the mechanism requires only
seven-seventeenths of the power that has been proWhile the motors are
vided for the operation.
of greater capacity than actually necessary, they
are installed to provide for times requiring extra
power. It was supposed that it v;ould be necessary
to turn the controller to the third notch to start
the belt, owing to the fact that the entire weight
would have to be moved from a position of rest,
but turning the lever one notch accomplished the
purpose with ease. The road is not kept in continual motion, as it is necessary to stop it for teams
to drive on and off.
It can thus be easily seen
how necessary absolute control over the machinery
is.
The Western Electrician correspondent stood
on the belt when it was put in motion and hardly
knew when it was started so completely is it under

gether and the trucks are
connected with strong metal
The boards are metal
links.

bound on the edges, so

has built several in which as high as
was put in. His
is of a high order.
One of the

10 or 12 miles of conductor pipe
ability as

made up of
itself
is
heavy boards arranged crosswise and divided into trucks
of two boards' each. These
securely

He

states.

is

as this.

belt

are

be taken up

the iuA^entor of the well-known
Smead hot-air heating and dry-closet systems and
for the last five or six years since selling his interest
in that business has been engaged in the construction of hot-water heating plants in cities in various

on Factory Street, from the "Flats"
on the river to the level of the city, 65 feet higher,
was selected as being-ideal for the purpose. Probably no other street would present such difficulties

huge

Smead

Colonel

difficult place

ROLLING ROAD IN CLEVELAND IN OPERATION.

may

the hill in this way.

is

is

65

feet.

—

of the belt it
operation would
considered that the
its

returning half is descending the grade underneath
the ascending half it will be plain that the power
necessary to operate it is only that necessary to
overcome friction and raise the wagons.
Four Westinghouse motors are arranged, one at
each end and two between at equal distances apart.
They revolve at 850 revolutions a minute and are

IN

CLEVELAND, SHOWING CONTROLLING STATION.

the transportation of a wagon from the
And the road will carry
the w^agons that can be driven on to it. As high
as seven or eight have been taken up at one time.
The saving in time from points about this place,

sary

for

all

share of the discussion.
After the meeting the

where many coal and lumber yards, factories and
warehouses are located, is about 50 minutes. The
Baltimore and Ohio railroad is building a fruit
depot near the road and this will give it a large
amount of business. It is probable that another
road will be built at a point where wagons from

Garrett of the electric-railway department. Later
they inspected the direct-current generator at the
Plum Street station of the Cincinnati Gas and Electrie Company.
About 50 persons were present. Several visitors from Pennsylvania and Indiana were in
attendance.

foot of the hill to the top.

members were taken on
two special cars to visit the Bullock electric plant.
They were in charge of L. Lowenberg of the publicity department and L. C. Marburg and F. W.

April
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Death of C. C. Warren.
prusidciit of tlie

Warren,

Cliarlcs C.

(-liiriiiK

Coni|Wiiy

iiiiiii-

llial

ill

cily

on Fjke Eric and

Wrirn-n KlnnOhio,

Saiuliisky,

of

on M'an-li

22(1

from

lie
old,

a man remarkably
well preserved and en-

lint

for one of his
and although his
had hccn somewhat poor for a few
months before his death

ergetic
age,

health

Ills

friends believed that

with due care he wonld
be spared for
years to come. He was

many

C.

C,

fields,

a

WARREN.

chief

useful

^^_^^,^^^

jj_.^,^^^

among which

of

late

and

citizen

years

.^^

i^^^^y

has been

Woolson Spice Company of Toledo. He rein this business until 1878, when he turned

mained

attention

bis

to

electrical

things.

From

iSSi

and the
its

under

superiority.

Mr. Warren wa«
was a Free Mason and a member

In social circles
fc

247

11.

Commodore Warren more

than once demonstrated
1

Wemco

ever welcome.
of the B. P. O.

He also took a great interest In the Men's
Literary Club of Sandusky and had licen a member
since it was organized. As a writer he had a peculiarly forceful and original style, which upon occaICIks.

He was a
sion he could use with telling cflect.
business man of energy and ability, and by study
and observation had accumulated a large fund of
His long experience and his
technical information.
prominence in the electrical business had made
him widely acquainted, and electrical men in all
parts of the country will

regret his death.

He

is

survived by bis wife and a son, Mr. H. E. Warren.

a

the field of electrical manufacturing.
Mr. Warren began his business career in Michigan as a merchant, served for a time as cashier of
a national bank and subsequently became the founder
and proprietor of what afterward developed into

the

the skillful direction of

a

of |iaralysin.

was nearly yo years

.stroke

vicinity,

to

he was the western manager of the old United
.Stales Electric Light Company.
Mr. Warren later

Cooper Hewitt Mercury-vapor Converter
.for Charging Storage Batteries.
Readers of the Western Electrician are familiar
with the very interesting property, styled negative
electrode resistance, which is utilized to make a
working converter of a modified form of the mercury-vapor lamp invented by Peter Cooper Hewitt.

Such a converter,
to

take the place

illustrated

herewith,

is

intended

of the ordinary altcrnating-cur-

converter go out, it will itart ittcK aKS>in, providol
the condition of the voltage, etc, arc Kuch
to
make operation possible. In other word«, the apparatus may be left runniuK with the a«>urancc that
should it go out through any momentary failure
of the alternating-current iupply it will itart again
on the return of the voltage. The apparatus may
be rendered non-automatic by the opening of a
switch.
The current may be adjuttcd while run-

u

ning throughout the full range. The apparalut i<
stable and will operate throughout any reaionable
range of voltage.

As shown in the pictures, there is a glass bulb
about nine inches in diameter mounted on a suitable
holder which is entirely enclosed, with a sttull
switchboard mounted on the front. On the front of
the board arc placed a direct-current ammeter, voltmeter, two double-pole switches and a regulator to
give current adjustment. This entire apparatus occupies a space of about 15 inches wide by 20 inches

long by 20 inches deep.
It can conveniently be
placed on the floor or mounted against the wall.

With altcrnating-airrent voltages not exceeding
volts, an autotransformer is used for obtaining
the proper potential for operating the converter. On
higher voltages a transformer with separate primary

450

and secondary

is

the

is

converter

i8f)0

rent-dircct-current motor-generator set for the con-

and the current
It

managed

verting of alternating to direct current. The direct
current from the converter inay in general be used

turing

the affairs of the United Edison

Company

in

Manufac-

West, outside of Chicago,

the

when he went with the Westinghouse company.
In 1892 Mr. Warren together with his son, H. B.
Warren, designed and patented an inductive type
until the fall of 1891,

of

alternating-current

as

the

Electric

Warren

generator,

alternator.

A-Tanufacturing

In

now
1896

well
the

Company was

known
Warren

organized,

this company erected a plant at Sandusky,
Ohio, for the purpose of building these alternators
and other electrical machinery. Mr. Warren was
president and general manager of this company,
at the time of his death, and since the beginning
had managed its affairs with conspicuous ability
and with an eye to the welfare of all connected
with the company, whom he considered as members
of his industrial family alike interested with himself
in the common good.

and

Outside of his business interests Mr. Warren
found time for healthful recreation and was an
enthusiastic yachtsman, owning one of the finest
yachts on Lake Erie, the Wemco II. He was
honored with the office of commodore of the Interlake Yachting Association, composed of yacht clubs

for

any apparatus for which direct current

is

suit-

but for different uses different arrangements
are preferable.
The converter adapts
especially well to charging storage batteries
and running vapor lamps.
The commercial apparatus as now manufactured
by the company is intended for charging storage
able,

of

circuits

itself

and for electrolytic work only. (It will,
however, operate W'Cll on a resistance load such as
incandescent lamps.)
The outfit can be readily installed in any garage where only alternating current
is available and operates without expert attention.
As there are practically no movable parts, there is
little chance of anything getting out of order, and
therefore no especial care is necessary.
It is especially adapted for charging electric vehicles.
It is
asserted that its cost is lower and its efficiency
higher than the motor-generator set, and no attendThe apparatus being protected by
ant is required.
fuses, may be left running, over night, provided the
batteries be not overcharged thereby.
The outfit illustrated is automatic i. e., it starts
on the closing of the alternating-current and directcurrent switches, and, should for anv reason the

batteries

—

to

may

used.

so

The maximum

amperes

capacity of

continuous

mnning,

adjustable as low as six amperes.
be adapted to any direct-current voltage up
is

Its efficiency at 30 amperes and its
approximately 80 per cent. This efficiency

IIS volts.

volts

is

tends to increase as the current falls off. The apparatus is designed for any single-phase constantpotential supply circuit of 60 cycles.
In installing this converter it is necessary- to know
the nominal voltage and the frequency of the supply
circuit, together with the variation of voltage up and
down, and whether the supply circuit has three
wires.
The number and character of battery cells
to be charged must also be known.
The Cooper

Hewitt Electric Company of NeW' York

maker of

city is the

this interesting device.

The Copper Market.
in copper of late show little
Prices quoted the latter part of March
were 1$^ cents a pound for electroh-tic wire bars
and 155^ cents for Lake. The movement to China
alone in January and February required a shipment
of about 7.300 tons, and during ilarch and April
shipments to Chinese ports are expected to_ reach
For the first two months of this year
12,000 tons.
the total exports of copper have avera.ged over
19,000 tons a month, and the home consumption
is estimated at about the same quantity.

Market conditions

alteration.

—

:

.
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American Railway Engineering and Maintenance of

Way

Photographic

a

Plate.
Illustrated
Tile Trolley Song
Standardization of Electrical Units
Electrically Operated Rolling Road in Cleveland.

New York

Elec-

Society was given in the Western Electrician
week, and the topic has formed the burden of

trical

last

many other 'papers and articles.
An intelligent
summing up of the suggested electrical methods is
made by Mr. J. B. C. Kershaw in a late issue of
the London Times' Engineering Supplement, and
one paragraph

worth quoting.

is

It is as

follows

the present writer's opinion the electric-furmethods of producing pig iron or ordinary
structural steel are unlikely to make much headway
until the present centers of iron and steel production in England, Germany and the [United] States
have exhausted their supplies of cheap fuel.
The
passing of the blast furnace and the substitution of
the electric furnace in the iron and steel industries
may therefore be reserved for the next generation.
But in the meantime electric-furnace methods of
producing high-class steels and special alloys by a
refining process are certain to develop and become
of considerable industrial importance.
At present
these developments are occurring in centers where

In
nace

power is cheaply developed from waterand this development is likely to continue.
no reason, how-ever, why the waste gases

;

is

seems

This

present

to

Cheap

fairly.

Illus-

the

gist

of

the

power can be

electric

seems

there

gas

furnace

Charging

Illustrated

The Copper Market

to generate

;

and

in

this

Observation seems to indicate that for those

fatal.

which are supportable the resistance of

intensities

the

body

to the constant current

surface with one hand and touching the conductor
with the finger of the other hand could support 1,250

continuous or 400 volts alternating; but if
he grasp the conductor with the whole hand not
more than 150 volts continuous or 55 alternating
can be endured. The degree of moisture of the
volts

outer layer of the skin

When

current

the

hands
soles

to

the

of

the

feet

an important factor.
body from the
the degree of moisture of the

boots

author found

also

is

traverses

that

is

of

square

per

leather

placed

decimeter.

Therefore,

the

electrical

worker has a very strong incentive to avoid damp
footwear.
his

shoes,

Some

He

should

not

keep,

powder,

his

but

dry.

we commented with

time ago

pleasure on

the course of lectures instituted by the laundry girls'

union in Chicago, and said that it would be well
if other trades unions, electrical and otherwise, fol-

lowed the laundresses'
with

much

We

example.

Union of

utilized

has organized a school in

International

was opened by

a lecture

now,

note

satisfaction, that the Philadelphia

which should be profitably

Electrical

branch

Workers

The course

electricity.

on "Alternating Currents"

grappling at once a good, hard subject

not for the electric furnace.

The

importance.

dry

between two metal electrodes presented a resistance
of one megohm per square decimeter, while if the
two surfaces are moistened the resistance falls to
5,000 ohms, although the interior of the leather
remains dry, and if the leather be thoroughly
soaked the resistance only amounts to 100 ohms

of the

if

the

of great

piece

a

a valu-

current for general power purposes

about three times

is

great as that to the alternating current. This
probably partly due to the oxidation which is produced at the anode by the constant current. The
author estimates that a man holding some conducting
as

is

is

the blast-furnace gas

rate,

able by-product

and Announcements

Line Construction for High-pressure Electric Railroads.
By George A. Damon. Illustrated. With discussion,
(American Institute of Electrical Enginects) .249, 250,
Non-buckling Accumulator Plates.
Illustrated
Large Electric Gantry Crane
Williams Electromagnetic Clutch.
Illustrated
Historical Data of Interlocking.
(American Railway
Engineering and Maintenance of Way Association)

steel

to

use of blast-

work out economically

will

At any

way.

question that the

little

matter

utilized

advantage in the metallurgy of iron and

Chicago Street-railway Situation

Ohio Interurban Monthly Meeting
Death of C. C. Warren. Portrait
Cooper Hewitt Mercury-vapor Converter for
Editorial
Institute Meetings

during recent years.

attention

of blast furnaces should not be utilized in large gas
engines for generating the electric current required
to work electric furnaces, and this method of producing the power required for working the new
processes is being exploited already in German^'.

Association

Storage Batteries.

;
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mines the dangerous effects. Twenty or 30 milliamperes passing through the body is considered to
be about the limit which can be supported without
danger by most persons 50 to 60 milliamperes may
occasion serious trouble, while an intensity of 100
milliamperes must be regarded as almost always
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and that engineers have been investigating
the subject. The points to be determined are finanwhether there is a market for the power within
cial
a practicable area and whether it can be profitably
supplied to consumers at a price less than the latter
can produce the "juice" for themselves. A project
of this kind demands careful canvassing and conthe engineering side
servative figuring, in advance
of the proposition appears to present no difficulties.
It will be interesting to see whether the plan is
carried out, and if so to what extent.
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DATES AHEAD.
Iowa Electrical Association (annual meeting), Hotel Julien,
Dubuque, Iowa, April 19th and 20th.
American Electrochemical society (annual meeting), Boston and Cambridge, Mass., April 25th to 27th.
National Electric Light Association (annual convention),
Denver, June 6th, 7th and 8th, and Colorado Springs, June
9th, loth and nth.
National-Interstate Telephone Association (first convention
of consolidated telephone associations), Chicago, June 21st,
22d and 23d.
(annual
convention).
Ohio
Electric Light Association
Hotel Victory, Put-in-Bay, August i6th to iSth.

Dr. Schuyler Skaats

Wheeler

has been nomi-

nated to be president of the American Institute of
Engineers, and

it

is

to be

expected that

due course he will succeed President Lieb.
is well equipped by his training, his
his tastes and his practical technical
business ability to fill this honorable position,
in

Dr.

Wheeler

ex-

perience,

and
and

case,

as

in

all

the

recent

Institute presidency, the office

He

at
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met.

cheap power

of course, equally feasible

is,

energy of coal burned

same thing by erecting a large power plant in
the heart of the Indiana coal field, and from this
plant to supply the power needed by the electric
The
railways of Southern and Central Indiana.
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mouth, where the cost of the fuel is the lowest.
This is sending over wires power from the coal
rather than shipping the coal itself. This has been
actually accomplished, with satisfactory results we
and it is now proposed to do
believe, in England
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What

is

the physiological

current?

Like so

ture,

is

this

many

action of the electric

other

phenomena

imperfectly understood.

of

Na-

Mr. V. Kam-

merer, a foreign investigator, says that the explanation that this action is due to inhibition of the

nervous centers, causing asphyxia for currents of
high tension and paralysis of the heart for currents
of low tension, does not appear completely to
treatment for
elucidate the question, since
the
asphyxia has revived victims of both high and lowtension currents.

current

passing

It

is

rather the intensity of the

through the organs

which deter-

by Mr. George T. Coleman. Sessions of the school
will be held each Tuesday night, instruction to be-

Members who

gin with a lecture.

any branch of their calling

are proficient in

be called upon to

will

provide this mstruction, subject to the approval of

A

the board of trustees.

question box

is

placed at

the entrance of the meeting hall, and after the lecture the secretary will read the questions, and the

information sought is to he given by open discussion.
The union has 200 members, and fines are to be imposed for failure to attend the sessions.
This movement for self-improvement is worthy of
all

praise.

We

are

so ignorant that

all

it

is

neces-

sary to assimilate crumbs of knowledge whenever
and wherever we can if we wish to keep pace with
the times. Every progressive man must of necessity

be a learner, a student,
analysis every

man

quires knowledge

opened

to

the

is

all his life

—just

vast

long.

self-educated
tiny

a

;

bit

— his

of what

extent

In the

and as one
eyes

last

ac-

are

remains that

other men know and he does not,,and to the inconceivably greater mass of laws, of processes, of phenomena, of developments, of causes and effects, of
which all men are ignorant the Unknow-n Ocean on
the shore of which the great Sir Isaac Newton
described himself as picking up a bright pebble or
two. The members of the Philadelphia union do
well to pick up such pebbles of knowledge as they
may. The process has a humbling, broadening and
mellowing effect, for it is true that the indirect

—

benefits

of

education

But the

are

greater

than

the

direct

and tangible results are valuable, too.
It was these, no doubt, of which the
business agent of the Philadelphia union was thinking when he said
"We have adopted this system
of instruction for our members in self-protection.
There are so many improvements and new 'wrinkles'
in the application of electricity that one muse' read
and study constantly to keep pace with them."

ones.

direct

:

From

ever)^ point of view-,

including that of the

most

practical self-interest, the pursuit of knowledge will do good to the trades unions. The members will he better and more valuable men and they
will have a more just conception of their duties not

alone to their fellow unionists but also to

all

their

fellow-men.
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The

successful use of a single high-pressure trolley
wire will have a marked stimulus upon three distinct
branches of the electric-railroad art:
1. Moderate
speed and inexpensively equipped
electric lines for country districts.
intcrurban roads for service be2. High-speed
tween large centers of population.
3. Electrification of steam railroads.
This will leave the city systems with their suburban extensions to be served, for the present at

railroad

will

present

work which has

tyi)cii.
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Icavin.
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ing two trolleys, hut the line C'/nMriirii.,n r.owi
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I he
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(V) miles long, with three branches; it located near
.Milan, Italy, and has been in operation since Sepat I'itlsljurg to
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list

is

given

on

interesting meeting of the Chi-

ctceplion.iliy

cago branch of the American Institute of Electrical
Engineers was held on the evening of March 28th.
Mr. P. Junkersfeld, local honorary secretary, preThe general
sided, in the absence of K. B. Miller.
subject was "Illumination," and it was introduced
by a short paper by George N. Eastman of tlie
Chicago Edison Company on "The Use of Small
Mr. Eastman
Carbons in Enclosed Arc Lamps."
illustrated his paper by lantern-slide pictures and
by a projection on the screen of two electric arcs in
operation one with fivc-sixteenths-inch carbons and
one with onc-half-inch carbons. This demonstration
was beautiful and interesting. Mr. Eastman urged
the use of small carbons for small enclosed lamps.
W. D'A. Ryan of the General Electric Company,
Schenectady, opened the discussion and described

—

a

new

device for distributing effectively the light of
in stores.
He called it the light bal-

interior arcs

ancing selective diflfuser ceiling system. E. P. Warner of the Western Electric Company said he didn't
believe

much

in

the effectiveness of reflected light.

Carl Wiler of the same company gave good data
on arc carbons and current density, collected on a
trip to Europe last year.
T. J. Smith, superintendent of the arc-lighting department of the Chicago
Edison Company, told of his favorable experience
with small-carbon lamps. Van Rensselaer I^nsingh
the

of

Holophane Glass Company, now of

New

York, described, with curve-sheets and demonstrasome tests in street arc lighting, with various

tions,

types of inner and outer globes.

Mr. Junkersfeld,
Blaine Replogle of Chicago and others took part
which was instructive and highly
interesting.
All speakers seemed to favor the small
carbons for small enclosed arcs.
J.

in the discussion,

More
will

be

detailed

made

reference

to

this

good discussion
Western Elec-

in a future issue of the

trician.

The annual convention of the American Institute
of Electrical Engineers will be held in the South
this year, Asheville, N. C, being the place chosen
and June 19th to 23d the date. Arrangements have
thus far been made for the following partial list
of papers
"Appalachian Water Powers," by Dr.
:

F. A. C. Perrine, consulting engineer of

New York

Waterman,
"Three-phase Traction," by F. N.
mechanical and electrical engineer of New York
"Coil Reactances," by D. B. Rushmore, electrical
engineer Stanley Electric Manufacturing Company,
Pittsfield, Mass.; "Limits of Injurious Sparking in
Direct-current Commutation," by Thorburn Reid.
"A Study in the
consulting engineer. New York
Design of Induction Motors," by C. A. Adams, as;

engineering.

sistant professor of electrical

University, Cambridge, Mass.

Steam and

;

Harvard

"Choice of Motors

in

Electric Practice," by William McLellan.

University
of
Pennsylvania,
Philadelphia,
Pa.
"High-potential Oscillations of High Power in Large
Power-distribution Systems," by Charles P. Steinmetz, electrical engineer. General Electric Company,
Schenectady, N. ,Y. "Theoretical and Experimental
Investigations on the Disruptive Strength of Air
at Very High Voltage," by Charles P. Steinmetz,
electrical engineer. General Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y.
The April meeting in New York will be in Carnegie Hall on April 28th. The papers of the evening
to be read are: "Polyphase Metering," J. D. Nies,
instructor in Lewis Institute. Chicago; "Notes on the
Use of Instruments on Switchboards," by F. P. Cox,
electrical engineer. General Electric Company, Lynn.
Mass. "The Oscillograph and Its Uses," by Louis
T. Robinson, associate electrical engineer. General
Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y. "Maintenance
of Meters," by W. J. Mowbray, electrical engineer,
Brooklyn Edison Company, Brooklyn. N. Y.
The next meeting of the Chicago branch of the
M. C. Rorty,
Institute will be held on April 25th.
a Bell telephone engineer, will speak on "Effects
of Laws of Probability on Telephone Traffic."
The annual meeting of the Institute will be held
at Carnegie Hall, New York, on May l6th.
;

;

;

IDDLE WESTERN STATES.

by the direct-current motor. In studying the
methods of line construction, it will be desirable,
therefore, to keep in mind that each of the three
classes of roads indicated will have its own individual problems and requirements.
For moderate-speed lines in the country districts,
the full benefit of the high-pressure system will be
obtained only when the first cost of such a road
has been reduced to a minimum, consistent w"ith
good work. A study of the map (Fig. i), which
shows the electric-railway situation in the middle
western states, will emphasize this point. It will be
seen that nearly all the territory which promises
even a fair return on the investment has been preempted, and that some roads are even now being
built where there may be some doubt as to their
being able to stand the fixed charges resulting from
the cost of the illogical synchronous-converter substation system.
There are still left whole sections
of rich, productive agricultural districts which will
remain unserved by a trolley road until a system
has been developed which is so simple in its requirements that it can be built and equipped complete for less than $15,000 per mile, and operated
on a basis equally economical. This class of installation
means a trolley pressure as high as
possible, as well as transformer sub-stations operating without attendance and working in parallel from
one transmission line.
For high-speed interurban roads the high-pressure
Heavier cars,
trolley opens up new possibilities.
with more powerful motor equipments, can now be
operated at high speeds between cities without pro"Limited" electric-train service
hibitive first cost.
with speed schedules of 60 miles an hour from the
heart of one city to another will soon be in vogue,
and without the necessity of changing from third
rail to trolley in passing from private right-of-way
Roads of this character, with
at corporate limits.
their better earning capacitj', can afford such releast,

finements in line construction as a sectionalized trolley, individual transmission lines to each sub-station,
and separate pole lines for the trolley and the transmission systems.
The electrification of steam roads will present a
Here the steam locomodifferent set of conditions.
tive will share the tracks with its electric successor
for some time, and will do all it can with its acidcharged gases to destroy the handiwork of the
This wiU make the installation
electrical engineer.
of a contact wire anywhere except at the side of
the track a doubtful proposition, and thus calls attention more strongly to the statement that lineconstruction problems must be divided" into classes.
It will be instructive to examine the details of
construction of several high-pressure trolley lines
already in operation. There are details available of
three installations in Europe Valtellina. SpindersThere are several other
feld and the Huber system.
lines building in Europe, but either the details of

—

Abstract of a paper presented at the meeting of the .American
I.
Mr.
Institute of Electrical Engineers, New York, March 24. igojDamon is managing engineer of The .Arnold Company of Chicago.

The trolley pressure is 3,000 volts at
The transmission line, at 20,000 volts, is
15 cycles.
carried on the trolley poles.
(Fig. 2.)
The contact

tember, 1902.

wires are fixed at a height of 20 feet in open
stretches and at 16 feet in tunnels.
The trolley wires
are hard-drawn copper wire of eight millimeters diameter, and the span wires consist of galvanizedsteel wires of five millimeters diameter.
The span
wires which hold the trolley wires, after the usual
suspension method, are attached to the poles by
means of porcelain insulators of a special type. The
contact wire is suspended by ambroin insulators, consisting of a cast-iron bell holding a steel bolt embedded in ambroin and having a mechanical clip at

its

lower end.

The

insulators are tested to 10,000

volts.

On

tangents and on curves w-ith a radius greater
than 3,000 feet, single-bracket poles are used; on
curves the contact wnres are suspended on double
poles with span construction. At stations doublebracket poles are used. A peculiar detail is a circlet
of iron with protruding spikes to prevent people
from climbing the poles.
The current collector consists of a roller of electrolytic copper of 3.125 inches diameter and tw-o feet
1.625 inches long.
The current is taken from the
roller by contacts rubbing on both ends of the roller.
One break of the contact wire on this line is reported, the wire falling on the roof of the car, which

—

:
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was thoroughly grounded, and thus no harm was
done.
Spindersfeld.

—This

is

a single-phase experimental

electric line installed on the state railroad near Berlin.
The line is three miles long; it was put in
operation in June, 1903. The trolley pressure is
The
6,000 volts at 25 cycles, single-phase system.
trolley wire is hung from two steel catenary wires,
with suspensions every 10 feet. The steel wires

also act as current conductors.

of

—

An experimental line has been
by the Oerlikon Machine Works after the plans
Huber, technical director of the company.

Huber System.
built

E.

The

line uses

directly

a single-phase current at 14,000 volts

on the conductor wire.

ing device

of novel design

is

;

it

The current-collectconsists of a curved

April

decided to use this
pressure. From present appearances, therefore, 3,300
It
volts is to be the standard for interurban lines.
would be well, however, to consider just at this time
whether it would not be advisable to use a trolley
pressure of 6,oco volts. From an operating standpoint there seems to be no reason why this higher
pressure is not just as practicable as a lower one;
and to get the full benefit of all the advantages
inherent with the high-tension system the higher
pressure should be adopted.
Even if a few of the first roads are built with
a 3,300-volt trolley, there is no reason why, with
the catenary suspension, the
insulation
provided
should not be capable of standing a working test
of 6,000 volts, so that when the time comes to
double the pressure, the expense of the change will
be a minimum.
For steam-railroad conditions, the larger amount
of energy required indicates that a pressure of at
least 15,000 volts will probably be desirable.
Just
where to strike a balance between the cost of copper
and the cost of insulation for steam-road work is
a problem which should be carefully worked out;
but there seems to be no reason at this time why
pressures of over 10,000 volts should not be con-

•track.

The Huber system appears to have been carefully
worked out, and at the present time is the best
suggestion for a solution of the line problems in
connection with the electrification of steam roads.
There is one serious objection to the arrangement,
but this can be overcome. The contact wire carried
from pole top to pole top is liable to break, and
some form of support should be devised to prevent
the broken ends falling to the ground.
doublecatenary suspension system with one wire carried
on an insulator at each end of a cross-arm attached
to the pole, say, a foot from the top, could be
provided, and the contact wire could be supported
from the apex of triangular supports attached to the
two catenary wires. This method would offer advantages over any system of guard wires or cradles
which might be devised to catch the broken wire,
as it would require three wires to be broken before
any part of the system could fall to the ground.
Whatever method of construction is followed,
every precaution should be adopted to prevent accidents to the public or employes from the loose ends
of a broken live wire.
Suspensions or supports
properly installed every 10 to 15 feet will lessen
this danger.
With bracket construction having poles about 100
feet apart, there will be no need of a double-catenary
suspension for the wire which is to be used with an
under-running collector. In such a case, the double
suspension would mean twice as inany insulators as
would be required with the single catenary, thus
decreasing the insulation resistance and increasing
With what is known as
the chances for trouble.
the "tower" method of construction using long
spans the double catenary, spreading at the points
of insulated supports and converging together at
the center of the span, will be found desirable. The
necessity of keeping the wire from swaying will
justify the double catenary in this case, and the fact
that the number of points of support is reduced by
using long spans will more than balance the use of
two insulators at each support.
In a hard sleetstorm every attachment connected
to the wire will naturally be the cause of additional
trouble.
The arcs due to a coating of ice betv;een
the wire and the collector, will be much more vicious
at 6,000 to 15.000 volts than at 500 volts, but there
is no occasion to become alarmed at the possible
danger from this source. In this country one of the
high-pressure lines using a trolley wheel on a 3,300volt wire has already passed through a hard siege
of sleet and, though the sparking was spectacular,
very little damage was done. The frequent trolley
supports, however, added considerably to the spark-

A

sidered.

metallic stem with its convex surface bearing lightly
on the top of the current-carrying conductor. Normally the wire is located at the side of the car,
but in passing through a tunnel or under an overhead crossing, the wire can be brought over the
The collecting
(See Fig. 3.)
center of the track.
stem has a rotary motion in a plane perpendicular
the position of the stem at any time
to the track
regulated automatically by the location of the
is
overhead-conductor wire.
Lansing, St. Johns and St. Louis electric railway.
This was the first single-phase electric road to be
;

built.

It

runs 20 miles north from Lansing, Mich.

The line was the scene of the pioneer single-phase
work done by Bion J. Arnold in 1900-1904. The
line

has been operated with a pressure of 5,000 volts
trolley wire.
The general method of sus-

on the

pending the trolley wire followed in direct-current
work was adopted for this line, but the usual hanger
was replaced with a large special insulator of annealed glass, tested to 30,000 volts.
Bloomington, Pontiac and Joliet Electric Railway.
This line will be 90 miles long, connecting Bloomington and Joliet, 111. The trolley pressure is 3,300
volts, and the wires are held in place by catenary
(Fig. 4 shows the cross-suspension
construction.

—

for city streets.)

Indianapolis, and Cincinnati Traction Company.
This is a high-speed interurhan line, 41 miles of
which are practically finished. Sixteen miles were

to 3,300 volts,
factorily.

this

For high-speed

arrangement

electric

lines

will

work

there will be

satislittle

objection to the conductor wire remaining over the
track, provided it is properly suspended
but the
danger of the ordinary trolley wheel jumping off
the wire at high speeds will, no doubt, suggest the
use of some form of collector other than the wheel.
The bow, the roller, and the shoe will each find
advocates, until more experience has been obtained
and the results are reported and discussed.
Special cases will arise, such as the installation of
a high-pressure conductor wire over a road already
equipped with a direct-current trolley, as was the-case
with the Ballston (N. Y.) road. In such an event
the catenary construction can be very nicely adapted
to suspending the wire at the side of the track.
This
location could be advocated for an entirely new installation on the grounds of cheaper first cost and
some additional safety in case the wire should break
and fall, but both these arguments lack sufficient
weight to establish the wire in the side position as
;

put into service January, 1905. The trolley pressure
The catenary form of suspension is
is 3,300 volts.
used with one 0.4375-inch steel messenger wire, supported every 100 feet by large flat insulators held

on an iron bracket.
Bearing in mind the

distinct requirements

of the

three classes of roads already referred to, the problem of line construction may be discussed under the
following heads

Pressure and insulation.
Location of conductor.
3. Requirements for safety and stability.
As an entire paper might be devoted to any one
of these subjects, there is offered an opportunity for
1.

2.

considerable discussion.
The single-phase lines

now

in

operation

in

this

country have 3,300-volt trolleys, and several lines

standard practice.
For steam-road conditions considerable objection
may be found to locating the conductor wire over
the center of the track; the danger to trainmen
standing on top of the cars the fouling of the conductor; the deterioration of the insulation, and the
destruction of the wire and supporting cables by
the gases of locomotives w-hich may jointly occupy
the tracks; the blocking of traffic when it is necessary to repair a broken wire all these are serious
drawbacks to this location of the conductor for
heavy-railroad practice. To avoid the deleterious
effect of the locomotive gases it would seem to be
imperative to place the contact wire at one side
and as low as possible consistent with general safety.
The advisability of installing an independent and
duplicate system of conductors is also to be considered for lines of importance; this can be done
;

—

—

—

:

;

;

1905

only by putting the wires on opposite sides of the

under construction have also

The catenary form of suspension affords so convenient a method of insulation that it should become standard practice for interurban electric lines.
When selecting an insulator for this construction
mechanical strength should be the first consideration,
and a few cents more spent on the insulator will
insure an abundance of insulating qualities. As far
as insulation is concerned, there is no reason why
the catenary construction could not be operated at
more than 30,000 volts, if desired. For pull-offs
and cross-suspensions to iron poles special porcelain
insulators are being designed and used with success.
It has long been admitted that dry wood is one
of the best insulators. The convenience with which
a wooden rod fitted with suitable terminals can be
worked into an overhead construction will commend
this form of insulation.
Impregnated with an insulating compound, 'and of sufficient length to withstand high-pressure tests, the long wooden insulator
is applicable to the insulation of guy wires, anchors
and cross-suspension wires. Its use in actual practice will be watched with interest.
The use of a wooden bracket to hold the insulator
for supporting the catenary will probably appeal
to some as a step backward.
As far as looks are
concerned, however, it may be said that a wooden
bracket of a section 3.5 by five inches presents an
appearance fully as attractive as the ordinary cedar
pole to which it is attached and that a double-track
road with a line of center poles equipped with
wooden brackets will be much less offensive from
an esthetic point of view than a double row of sidesuspension poles raked outward in the usual fashion.
The wooden bracket has an element of safety not
possessed by an iron support, as the insulating properties of the wooden arm would be useful in the
case of the failure of an insulator.
Unless the
wooden bracket were wet, it would safely hold up
a 6,000-volt catenary until the line could be repaired.
For moderate-speed roads, the natural tendency
will be to have the trolley wire where it has proved
that is, over the
to be so thoroughly satisfactory
center of the track, and to continue to use the presFor speeds not exceedent trolley-harp and wheel.
ing 40 to 50 miles an hour at trolley pressures up

I,

Greased trolley wires are sometimes used to prevent the trouble caused by sleet; it would be interesting to learn the experience of members of the
It is well known that
witJi this device.
the grease finish of an aluminum wire prevents
the collection of sleet upon the wire, and it may
be possible that a coating of grease on the highpressure conductor wire would entirely obviate this
trouble.
It is evident that with a collector taking
the current by means of a contact made on the top
of the wire, as in the Huber system, the trouble from
In those kinds of sleetsleet would be a minimum.
storms in which icicles are formed and hang from
the wire, a top-bearing collector would have every
advantage, but when the sleet freezes equally all
around the wire, the lighter pressure of the topbearing contact might put the Huber collector at a

Institute

'

disadvantage.
The transmission lines from the power plant to
the sub-stations will be at a higher pressure than
the trolley pressure, and will therefore require careFor a road which is to be built ecoful treatment.
nomically, a single set of transmission wires serving
all of the static-transformer stations in parallel will
be sufficient. These transmission wires will ordinarily be carried on the tops of the same poles which
support the trolley bracket.
The next refinement would be to have a separate
set of transmission lines from the power house to
each sub-station, making it possible to put the overload protective devices on the central-station switchboard, and thus eliminate the sub-station attendance.
With this multiplicity of wires and consequent
higher first cost adopted, it is but one step farther
separate entirely the two systems and to install
lines on the same right-of-way; where the
road is of the high-speed class this should
be done.
To be consistent, however, in insuring safety to
the public, it would be well to advocate as standard
practice the plan of carrying the high-pressure transmission lines entirely around small towns and cities
instead of through them. If the transmission lines
are too dangerous to be carried on the railroad
company's trolley poles, then there is more danger
the
in carrying them along the streets and over
network of telephone wires inside the corporate
The problem of the proper regulation for
limits.
this situation is one that will shortly have to be
to

two pole
electric

faced.

The

first

investment in the transmission Ime, the

of maintenance, and the loss by leakage— all
these can be cut in half by thoroughly grounding
one side of the single-phase transmission line so as
An actual
to use the earth as one leg of the circuit.
cost

1
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with alternating currents.
Where the transmission lines pass over rjl icr
wires, there shonltl be a cradle of gronndcd Wl res
to pr.'ieiu a broken transmission line from c.(1111 iiK
in e.iiilact with a foreign wire.

General Conclusions.
are no reasons why the standard pres1. 'I'liere
sures of the condnctor wire for internrban electric
lines shonld not be at least 6,000 volts; this is suggested as a standard, in order to provide for interchange of ecjuipinent.
2. I'"or the electrification of steam roads, a pressure of about 15,000 volts on the condmtor wire is
desirable.

For

X.

ency

electric

internrban

lines,

the present tend-

toward the catenary form of suspension, with

is

A

the trolley over the center of the track.
connection should be made about every 10 feet, between
the steel catenary wire and the trolley wire.

For steam-railroad conditions a contact wire
appears to offer the greatadvantages. Some form of construction should
be adopted, however, to prevent the falling of the
condnctor in case it should break.
5. A successful bow collector for internrban work
and a contact arm for steani-road installations similar to that in use
by the Huber system would
allow the location of the contact wire to be stand4.

at the side of the track
est

ardized.
6.

A

trolley wire 20 feet above the center of the
suggested for intcrurban roads.
For steam-

track

is

road

electrification

at
at

of

the side
16 feet.

the height of the contact wire
the track could be made standard

Discussion

(in Aiistr.\ct.)

which cannot gel

off

break insulators or pull down the construction.
A. 11. Armstrong, Schenectady, N. Y.: Mr. Damon
has suggested the use of separate transmission line*
as being an improvement over a trunk Iransmissioii
liiii'
feeding all stations in multiple.
From our cxIjerieiice in transmission systems we arc led to \klieve that the trouble with that is proportionate to
the number of miles of wire strung.
With separate
lines each side of the station the total mileage mu.st
be greatly increased over that in use by the trunk
line, and while it gives a certain concentration of
labor in the generating station it opens up a deceptive idea of elimination of .sub-station attendants.
Without branching too far off the subject of the
paper, I want to suggest that perhaps it may be
found advisable in the further operation of the road
to place an attendant in each of the transformer substations, even though they contain no moving machinery.
While this attendant may not have his
full time occupied, yet I think it would be advisable to have a man there within call of some telltale device should the occasion arise to throw in
or out a switch, or to cut in or out a duplicate
transformer.
Mr. Babcock: On the west coast the conditions
arc such that the first and third classes of construction mentioned in Mr. Damon's paper will
probably be the ones that we will encounter
first, namely, comparatively inexpensive lines
over a country not very well settled with
people between points where there is a large
movement of freight and over which the
freight traffic must form the large -proportion of the earnings.
Then there will come
the steam-road
hopes.
But it

President

J.

W.

Lieb

:

The suggestion

in

connec-

between high-pressure wires
and protection by guard wires, referred to in Mr.
Damon's paper, reminds me of the danger that is
often introduced in undertaking to add a safeguard
to a system and introducing an element of prevention
wdiich makes the possibility of trouble even more
present and gives rise to increased liability of trouble.
In one of the earlier installations, which was made
in

connection with the rotary-converter systems,

it

was desirable almost

absolutely, as near as conditions could be foretold, to prevent the possibility of

any high-tension current getting over on to the
lower-tension system between the primary and secondary windings of transformers, so that it could be
said that the possibility of getting any high-tension
current on a low-tension system was absolutely
eliminated.
To that end, in the earlier transformers
that were installed, ground shields were inserted,
and in two years' working the only troubles encountered with the system at all were all in the
ground shields. So that instead of giving increased
protection, the ground shields furnished all the
trouble and were an element of danger rather than
of protection.
F. N. Waterman, New York city:
During the
experimentation at Budapest both single and doublecatenary suspension was tried, the construction being
es.seiitially similar to that used on the Spindersfeld
line.
The cross-suspension tj'pe, however, was
adopted; the system of double insulators and double
supports, shown in Mr. Damon's paper, being used.
A considerable sag is allowed in span wires, and
every elTort made to give an elastic and uniform
suspension.
The insulators as installed are extremely heavj', and certainly do not aid in securing
this result.

Dry wood, impregnated as suggested by Mr. Damon, forms ail important feature, both of the old
and new construction, and a very interesting special
type

of

span-wire

construction is also used, partrolley wires are lowered to
pass under bridges. This consists of a catenary type
of cross-suspension connected at intervals by suspension wires with an upwardly arched span wire
which carries the insulators, thus making a construction which does not sacrifice the substantial elasticity
of the line, but holds it accurately in place, permitting a limited rise and fall with the passage of the
ticularly

where the

trolley.

The block-signal system is interconnected directly
with the contact conductors, and the entrance of a
train onto a section in face of a danger signal disconnects the section. I was unable to learn the details of the system.
In addition to this, the conductors within the limits of the stations and for a
definite distance on each side are dead at all times
save when a train is actually approaching or starting
from a station. These sections can only be thrown
in by the signal operator.
It is customary for express trains to coast over with trolleys down, and
is the usual practice for trains moving at full
speed to lower the trolleys at all switches, except
such trains as are off from schedule and are making
it

up time.

The Valtellina system seems to have been free
from trouble with the overhead construction to a
remarkable extent, notwithstanding the fact that two
overhead wires are required, and this fact emphasizes the importance o£ using a trolley contact device

sparking ounhl 10 Ik
frequency of the lii
employing higher p.,'
will obvi'Al^ly
tact line.

dcpi

When

in.I.i«:n.I -ut
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as ifioo volts it would ui
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n
most cases, for inlerurban i;
-tial difference at the contact line li ii;.tJ [<> '..,000
volts, there arc many cases where this potential
would be sulTicicnlly high for both transmitting ind
distributing purposes.
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Non-buckling Accumulator Plates.
In the charging of accumulators there is a tendency for the positive plates to "grow" or increase in
volume, due to the de[>osition of an extra amount
of material on the plate, resulting often in the buckthe latter and in c^jnscqucnt short-circuits
within the cell. It is difficult to prevent this growth,
which often results in such distortion of the plates
as to necessitate their removal from the cell.
The National Battery Company of Buffalo, N. Y.,
In the design of its Unit accumulator, has taken
particular pains to obviate this difficulty with satisfactory results.
The Unit accumulator is specially
ling of

which we have

work, for

is safe to say that any man
attempts an innovation in steam-railroad
practice, has a very large contract on his
Iiands.
Steam-railroad men by their past
life and their experience
are exceedingly
conservative
they look at a question from
all sides and turn it over and inside out
before they will go into it, and many of
their objections are well founded in their
minds because they have learned by hard
knocks that certain things must be done.
The question of line pressure and insula-

who

;

tion with the protection

25

from the wire and thus cither

space'

jqoiSfH
„

or
units

is one that is very vital to us, especially
along the ocean front. We find that we
can operate transmission lines of very high
^ujos
frequency in the interior and in the southern portion of the state with comparatively
little
insulation, but when we get to the
coast, where the coast fogs come in and we
have them to reckon with, the conditions are
entirely different.
Perhaps some of you
have seen an illustration 'of a fog bo.x. We have
them there. We have to have them.
Another point; I cannot help feeling that porcelain is the wrong stuff to be put up for overhead
construction.
Those of us who have experience in
the old porcelain overhead work turned out 10 or
12 years ago know that it did not last.
It seems to

tion

me that possibly wood construction will offer a
better solution.
As to the location of the trolley wire, speaking
from the position of a steam-railroad man, I think
you are going to have great difficulty in coming
without the limits that are allowed in steam-railroad
practice for the hauling of large loads. The matter
of clearance in steam-railroad practice is very jealously guarded.
I merely mention it as one of the
points which must be worked out separately before
the steam-railroad man is going to consider the
thing in tunnels, and in the snowsheds in our country, and in the overhead bridges.
»
With reference to safety to the public, in Mr.
Damon's paper he mentions that it may be necessary
to run these high-tension lines outside or around
cities.
It is our practice to run 60,000-volt lines
directly through cities.
had a line come down
on the sidewalk and it made a very pretty street of
what looked like glass.
Fortunately there was
nobody underneath it at the time.
The point of grounding the single line is one
that has concerned some of us.
I remember in
handling a 40.000-voIt three-phase grounded neutral
w'hen one
fuse
would blow you could hold
your triangle up with the grounded neutral as
long as there was not much load, but at night,
when there was a good load, the current did not
seem to be equal to the extfa load, and even the
very small potentials were not very easily carried,
and the result was that some of the lines went in
.

We

series.

C. O. IMailloux, New York city (written discussion)
I endorse strongly Mr. Damon's view in
favor of higher line-contact potentials for alternatingcurrent railway motor cars
and, as between 3,300
volts and 6,000 volts I am inclined to favor 6,000
volts as the standard w'hich should be adopted for
internrban lines. I also agree fully with Mr. Damon
that for steam-railroad conditions a line-contact
pressure of at least 15,000 volts is desirable.
The fact that the sparking increases with the frequency of the trolley supports in the cases observed
by Mr. Damon proves conclusively, it seems to me,
that ordinary trolley-line construction, using a trolley wheel for the contact, is wholly unsuitable for
high-potential contact lines. With the catenary suspension, even in the case of a trolley wheel, the
:

;

NON-BUCKLING

VIOLATOR PLATES.

designed for high-charge and discharge rates, combining long life and high efficiency, and is constructed in such a way that the units are firmly attached to a rigid frame, making them practically
a part of the frame, and in this way insuring full
contact between the two during the entire life of the
plate.
Both sides of the accumulator are uniform,
and in addition its mechanical structure is strong,
holding the active material closely to it. The accompan}'ing illustration shows one of the plates.
In the accumulator sufficient space has been left
on all sides of the unit to allow for the natural
growth of the plate. This does away with buckling.
In the construction of the positive plate no
attempt has been made to prevent the natural growth
of the active material portions. The units, or active
portions, are hung in a rigid lead frame, with ample
space at the bottom and at the two sides of each unit
to allow for expansion, without straining or distorting
the supporting frame.
The pasted type of negative has been adopted and
a grid developed in which the natural molecular
shrinkage of the active material has been pro\-ided
for and taken advantage of, so that the contact is
maintained as the shrinkage progresses, owing to the
fact that the active material enclosed in the contact
portions is drawn more tightly around the grid projections or pins.
negative plate which loses its
contact by shrinkage will cease to give its full
capacity as this physical change takes place.

A

Large Electric Gantry Crane.

A

new crane gantry of massive proportions is nearing completion at Harland & Wolff's shipbuilding
yard, Belfast, Ireland.
The structure is behveen
180 feet and 190 feet in height, 650 feet in length,
iS feet at the base and weighs nearly 6.000 tons.
At the summit is a rapid-running cantilever crane
230 feet in length. The crane and gantr\f cover two
slips.
The cranes on either side of the cantilever
run on a projecting railway, and each of these is
capable of lifting 10 tons when at full out-outreach,
or 20 tons when extended 70 feet. By means of the
new gantrj' the firm will be able to put all the shafting and auxiliary machinery on board the vessels
prior to launching.
The power for working the
crane is supplied by 12 electric motors, with a
total capacity of over 400-horsepower," three-phase
current for this purpose being supplied from the
firm's new generating station in Queen's Road, now
nearly read}- for operation. The cost of the structure
Avas nearly $400,000, of which $60,000 was expended
on the foundations alone, a large amount of piling
and some thousands of tons of concrete being necessary for this portion of the work.
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Williams Electromagnetic Clutch.

A

new and

interesting electromagnetic clutch for
is shown by' the accompanying
principle of the design is that of
the friction disk, the disk being clamped by magnetic
action induced by the encrgizmg coil shown concenTht m-i2;net coil is
Fig I
tric with the shaft
energized through the contact '^lip im^-^ \nd is enthat the
closed in an oil and waterpnfit

machine-tool drive
illustrations.

The

m

(

t

1

April

other words, considerably less than is used by an
ordinary i6-candlepower incandescent lamp.
Fig. 2 shows a connection diagram of a 24-inch
swing engine lathe equipped with a set of clutches
and electric brake. The controlling switch is located
on the lathe carriage convenient to the hand of the
operator. The dimensions in inches of the controller
are shown in the cut.
On account of the small
amount of current handled this controller can be

I,

1905

Historical Data of Interlocking.^
The first all-electric interlocking machine was
installed at College Hill Junction, Ohio, a junction
point of the Cincinnati, Hamilton and Dayton railroad, and was placed in service in the summer of
1888.
The design and construction of this installation was covered by a patent of Joseph Ramsey, Jr.,
and F. C. Weir, both of Cincinnati. The principle
of the operation is practically the same as that of
the present all-electric interlocking; the switches
were operated by notors located on the head blocks
of the switches, and the signals were operated by
motors in a casing located on the signal mast, signals being set to normal position by force of
gravity.
Track boxes were placed at all the switches and
the signal circuits were run through these boxes
so that the signals could not be cleared until the
full movement of the switches had been made. This

Co n tsc t yftp Jji «/jS -Brapf

Inch Swing Lathe,

WILLIAMS ELECTROMAGNETIC CLUTCH.
clutches can be run in oil if required. In any case
they should be lubricated occasionally.
Interleaved driving disks are mounted through
one-half on the driving
their respective key lugs
member (B) and one-half on the driven member
(A). As the driving disks are loosely fitted to these
key lugs, the armature (D) when it is magnetized by
the action of the coil slides on the hub (B) and
presses against the driving disks and brings their
This action also
surfaces into intimate contact.
reduces the reluctance of the magnetic circuit and
disk-clamping effect.
automatically increases the
which in its turn increases the transmitting power of the clutch.
The multiple interleaved disks introduce into the magnetic circuit a number
of minute air gaps in series. On cutting off the current from the energizing
coil, the release of the clamping effect
on the disks causes these air gaps to
open, and the rotative action of the disks
on the driving member accentuating this
condition,
objectionable
residual
the
effect is entirely overcome.
The special
material of the plates also tends to this
desirable result, and the outcome is a
clutch that lets go its grip in a most
prompt and satisfactory manner when
the current is turned off.
The holding or gripping property of
the clutch may be practically increased
to any point desired by simply decreasing the resistance in series with the

—

made even smaller

in case of necessity

than shown

in this cut.

To

contact points of the controlling switch
a four-wire cable connects the clutches, brake and
line.
In the controller shown, no starting resistance
is used in connection with the clutch coils and controller, as It is unnecessary except in cases where a
very slow start is desired, but such resistance is fur-,
nished when needed and a controller with additional
contact points to allow its introduction into the circuit.
The connection cable is flexible rubber-insulated and covered with a braided protection.
the

A

:

was momentarily broken in th.e switchbox upon
completion of the throw of the switch by a circuit
breaker operated by one of the disks the pin having
reached that part of the cam groove which was concentric to the circumference of the disk, the circuit
was immediately re-established In the switchbox,
but the momentary break demagnetized the magnet
In the tower, which cause3 the operating lever to
fall and break circuit there.
The peculiarity of this
plant was the fact that it was operated in the daytime only, while at night the signals were tied down
in the "proceed" position.
This installation was much improved upon and
the second installation was put In service in 1S91 at
Storr's Station on the Big Four railway. Immediately
outside of Cincinnati.
This latter installation was
much improved in switch mechanism and signal
mechanism, as designed and patented by C. Morris
Wilder, at that time engineer of the Ramsey-Weir
Companj'.
The Baltimore and Ohio railroad was the third to
;

"

magnet coil and thereby allowing more
current to flow through it. As a low
saturation of the magnetic circuit is
used in the design of these clutches,
a small increase of the magnetizing current has a great increasing effect on
the grip. This increase in grip Is practically proportional to the increase in
magnetizing current.
The saturation
curve is almost a straight line up to
3. WILLIAMS ELECTROMAGNETIC CLUTCH COMPLETE.
the limit of current allowed to pass by
Fig.
shows a single clutch complete.
The
the inherent resistance of the magnet coil.
3
For
clutches are manufactured by the Williams Elecinstance, if
a
clutch using one-half ampere of
tric
Machine Company of Akron, Ohio.
It is
current
is
gripping sufficiently to transmit
10
pointed out that in many cases where it is imhorsepower, then an increase to one ampere will
possible to use a motor it will be quite feasible to
give sufficient grip to transmit 20 horsepower at the
employ the electric clutch, and that a step forward
same speed.
in the electrical equipment has been accomplished.
The amount of current needed to energize the
magnet coil is so small as to be negligible a 15horsepower clutch at 300 revolutions a minute consumes one-half of an ampere at no volts, or, in

original all-electric machine did not have mechanical
locking, but relied entirely upon the locking of divergent routes by the breaking and closing of circuits, through circuit controllers on the signal poles,
and on the controller magnets of the machine Itself,
the dependent switch circuits being opened when the
controller magnets were demagnetized, or when the
signal was placed normal. The first source of power
for generating the current was a hot-air engine
direct connected to a small dynamo, which, however,
This was afterward supdid not prove a success.
planted by an Otto gas engine and a storage battery
was installed In addition to the dynamo. There
were no detector bars used on this installation, and
no track-circuit control.
description of the form
of switch movement used here was somewhat as follows
An electric motor operating through a worm
gear, a pair of disks each with similar cam grooves
cut therein, these grooves carrying a pin which imparted movement to the switch through a rockingarm. The circuit was established by a lever in the
operating case in the tower; the lever was held in
contact by a magnet in series with it until circuit

;

A

new electric railway Is to
city of Saragossa, Spain.

be constructed

in

the

Install

an

all-electric interlocking system.

installed at East

Norwood, Ohio,

Thi's

in October,

was
1893,

under the Taylor patent, It being the first installation
of the Taylor interlocking.
The fundamental idea
of the operation of this plant was the same as that
of the plants Installed under the Ramsey- Weir patents, i. e., the operation of switches and signals by
1.
Abstract of supplementary (
interlockine presented at the coi

iignaling and
ican Railway

Engineer inir and

an,

March

22, 1905.

Maintenance

Chicago,

A'

:

A[)ril
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gcnThe design of
eralor, being the source of power.
the switch and signal-operating mechanism was very
similar to the present design of the Taylor all-clcchad mechanical locking of the switches
tric, and
in conjunction with the electric locking.
The first all-clcctric interlocking introduced in
Europe was at the station of Preran, on the Northern
cicctric-motor,

:

:

sl<jr,iK(:

;i

liadcry,

i-h;irj<cil

Ijy

ri

This installation was
railway of Austria, in 1893.
put in according to the Siemens & Halskc .system,
and consisted of an installation of 25 switches, 1^
This system is known
signals and 22 indicators.
as the four-wire type in contradistinction to the
In this four-wire
two-wire type the 'J'aylor type.
type the indications of the movement of the switches
and signals arc operaled by a 25-volt storage battery located in the central station or tower.
The nifisl rccnit nisl;ill.-ilion of the all-electric

233

eleclropncumatic the indication is given electrically
and the control of the air is governed by a valve
actuated electrically.
The all-pneumatic machine had mechanical tappet
locking in the machine proper. The substitution of
a two-arm signal would make this layout conform
to the committee's
recommendations.
Two 9j/$incli Wcstinghouse pumps were used for compress-

Annual Report of the American Telephone and Telegraph Company.
The annual rcfKjrt of the dircclori of the American
Telephone and Telegraph Company to the (lockholders for the year ended Dcccmtwr 31, 1904, ba«
liccn made through President Frederick P. Fish.
Ii

ing air at this plant.

An

Lightning-arrester In-

Interesting

stallation at Danville, Va.

—

Electric stations

rlilTcr

llie

in

size

and shape of

the building, in the apparatus installed, in the

method

of installing the apparatus and in the number, volt-

age and current capacity of the feeders,
affect

all

of

the installation of protective apparatus.

which

Un-

fortunately, lightning arresters are not always con-

sidered

!?

when making

the

preliminary plans for a

and generally when it comes to installing
little space is available and they
must be located where convenient or possible. The
Wcstinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company
station,

these devices but

has

=

1

1

made

a careful

installations,

as

investigation of a great

among 'which

erected in the

power

is

many

that described below,

station

of the

Dan River

Power and Manufacturing Company, Danville, Va.
The three accompanying views show the lightning arresters, the choke coils under the switchboard

f

gallery and a general view of the station.

g|m|^;j

There arc two 7SO-kilowatt and one 500-kilowatt,
6.ooo-volt,

three-phase,

3.000-alteration

generators

(Fig. i) supplying one three-phase transmission line

of three No. 0000 B.

&

S.

ning arresters are installed

Those

li

WISKttiSL:^

j^-^

number

of

11

movements

to

that

of

a

204-lever

mechanical machine. The track circuit is used for
operating tower indicators and locking the routes,
and a treadle alongside of the rail is used for setting
the signals

The

first

the

power

station

at

Lighteach end of this line.
are placed on

(Fig. 2)

the wall and are well located for inspection, discharges being visible from the floor of the power
station, while the condition of the cylinders can be
inspected without difficulty.
They are located immediately at the entrance of the wires to the building.
Three single-conductor cables would be more
secure than the three-conductor cable shown. This
cable is subjected to static strains as it is connected
outside of the choke coils.

system in Europe is at the Antwerp Station of the
Belgian State railway. The installation corresponds
in

in

solid conductors.

The choke coils as shown by Fig. 3 are under the
switchboard gallery. There is a set of choke coils
for each generator which gives the best protection
of the generators from static strains caused by disconnecting the machines from the bus, one coil being
permanently connected in each generator switchboard lead. The coils have large areas, thus pro-

ON WALL

dated at
follows
is

New

The results
shown by the

York, March

28,

1905,

and

is

ra

as

of the business for the year 1904, as
treasurer's statement, were

Expenses, includil

and

t

Dividends paid
Carried to reserve
Carried to surplus

The following were

9.7W.II7.50
sSe.i4<>.20

8^.435-05

the corresponding figures for

the year 1903
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installation of the all-electric interlockwas at Crewe Station on the Lon-

ing in England

don and
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containing 60,

152,

95,
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respectively.

The first experiments in operating switches and
signals by electricity were made at the suggestion
of the management of the French Northern railway.
They date back to 1887-88, a period at which many
of the stations of that railway already had electriclight installations.
Two types of apparatus were
tried.
The first, based on the use of two solenoids
operated alternately by currents in opposite directions,

was worked out by Marcel Deprez and com-

pleted by a bolt devised bj^ Mr. Singre, engineer for
the company on the transmission of power by electricity.

The second was w^orked out by E. Sartiaux, engineer and superintendent of the electrical department,
lines proposed by A. Sartiau.x. the chief traffic engineer of the French
Northern railway.
It
consisted of a rotary motor operating the switch
points by means of screws of decreasing pitch and
oval followers.
When the points were closed they
were locked by stops and electric contacts transmitted a return current which made it possible to
complete the mcnement of the levers and to unlock
the interlocked signals.
The first all-pneumatic interlocking plant, as designed and patented by J. W. Thomas, Jr., was put
in service at Clinton and Park Streets. Nashville,
Tenn., on March 18, 1S97. The fundamental feature
of this all-pneumatic interlocking, as differing from
other forms of interlocking, was the manipulation
of the valves admitting air to and exhausting it
from the working cylinders of the railway switches
and signals by means of an equalizing type of piston,
the piston being actuated by a sudden increase or
decrease of air.
The switch and lock movement of this method
is similar to the form of switch and lock movement
in use on mechanical interlocking.
The back and
front indications were given
through indication
pipes which ran from the switches and signals to
the machine in the tower, this being the principal
difference between all-pneumatic and the electropneumatic system. In the all-pneumatic system the
air is used for operation of switches entirely and
also for giving the indications on signal and switch

on

levers, the control of the inlet

and

outlet, as stated,

being accomplished by equalizing valves.

On

the

FIG. 3.

CHOKE COILS MOUNTED UNDER SWITCHBOARD GALLERY IN_DAN_BIVER^POW£R .STATION.

viding large cooling surfaces so that deterioration
of the insulation from heating is negligible.
The
design also allows of the maximum amount of insulation between the ends of the coils where the voltSupports
ages set up by discharges are greatest.
and insulators are strong and rigid. Trouble might
be experienced from the heat given off by the field
rheostats if the underside of the switchboard gallery had been enclosed, though, as it is, the ventilation is good and no trouble should ensue from this

The net output of telephones during the year 1904
701,047, making the total number in the hands
of the operating companies 4.480.564.
The number of exchange stations at the end of
the year operated by the companies which constitute
our system was 1,799.633. an increase of 274,466. In
addition to this number there were 167,213 exchange
and toll stations operated by companies or associations under sub-license contracts and making use
of our telephones. Adding also telephones employed
for private-line purposes, our companies have a total

cause.

of 2,003,213 stations.

was

:
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The total mileage of wire for excliange and toll
service was 4,671,038 miles, of which 712,147 miles
were added during the year.
Including the trafiic over the long-distance hnes
the daily average of toll connections was about 301,000, and of exchange connections about 11,149,000,
as against corresponding figures in 1903 of 258,000
and 9,876,000; the total daily average for 1904 of
connections,

both

toll

and exchange, reaching

II,-

450,000, or at the rate of about 3,687,000,000 per year.
The total amount added to construction and real

companies constituting our system
United States during the year 1904 was

estate by all the
in the

For exohances
For toll lines
For land and buildinus

$22,673,200
8.243,500
2,520-000
833,436,700

The amount added in igoo was $31,619,100; in
1901, $31,005,400; in 1902, $37,336,500, and in 1903,
$35,368,700, making the grand total of expenditure
upon these properties during the five years, $168,766,400.

m

1904
The amount -expended by this company
for the construction, equipment and supplies required
for its long-distance lines was $4,012,905, making
the total investment in long-distance lines and equipment up to the close of the year $30,889,710.
The development of the business during the last
year exceeds that of any preceding year, and this
applies not only to the increase of the number of
subscribers in established exchanges, but to the tollline development and the extension of lines and
service into the more sparsely peopled sections of
the different states- Present indications point to
even a larger growth of the business for the year

proportion to his use, while the smaller user
should be offered a service adapted to his needs at
a lower price.
The number of subscribers to the Bell system is
now practically 100 per cent, greater than was the
case three years ago. In almost every part of the
country each subscriber is able to talk to twice as
many stations, and through those stations to a very
much larager number of people. Thus the value
of the service to the user is constantly increasing,
and its cost to the subscribers, in relation to its
value, is constantly reduced.
Moreover, the telephone users on the average pay
a substantially less amount for the service they
receive, irrespective of its increased value, than was
the case three years ago. Not only are the standard
rates reduced from time
to
time, wherever the
conditions justify such a reduction, but a constantly
increasing proportion of the telephones installed is
furnished at the lower scale of rates adapted to
the needs of those whose requirements are adequately met by the classes of service offered at such
in

lower rates.
Concurrently with this reduction of the average
rate, and as a consequence of the continued application of sound methods of engineering and of op-

and of the extension of the business into
where relatively expensive construction and
high cost of operation are not required in order to
render adequate service, there is a constant decrease
in the average investment and cost of operation
per station, of the Bell system as a whole. This
is not true of every locality, and the extent of this
reduction, if any, in any given place, depends upon
the local conditions; as, for example, the size of
the community and the density of its population, the
1905proportion of the investment that is required in
The efficiency of the operating companies is conany special place for real estate, expensive underThe work of construction, mainstantly improving.
ground construction, intercommunicating trunk lines
more
with
better
and
is
done
tenance and operating
or elaborate exchange equipment, and the character
economy each year as improved equipment and more
and extent of service that is demanded.
intelligent methods of construction, maintenance and
As a general principle, it seems perfectly certain
into
useA
introduced
and
operation are devised
that it will always be the case that the larger and
spirit of loyalty and of devotion to the work permore densely populated the community, the higher
vades our entire organization throughout the counmust be the standard of rates for the comprehensive
tryservice required for that community.
Not only the
Every year it becomes more clear that the prosinvestment and the cost of operation, but the genperity of the company is and always must be based
eral diflSculty of doing the business which can only
primarily upon its ability to give such service, both
be overcome by enlarged expenditure, increase in
in extent and quality, as is required to meet__Lhe_ -passing
from the smaller towns and cities to the
reasonable demands of the publiclarger.
Every extension of the service brings in new subAll these difficulties and expenses culminate in
scribers and, what is of greater moment, increases
cities of the first rank.
In those cities there is
the value of the service to those already connected.
extensive underground construction, laid and mainThe demand for telephonic connection has spread
tained under unfavorable conditions and at great
throughout the entire countr_v, so that today not
cost, the
real-estate expense is necessarily very
only the smaller householders and business men,
high, the central office equipment is complicated and
but even the isolated farmers in all parts of the
expensive out of all proportion to the number of
country are coming to regard the telephone as a
subscribers served, there has to be a network of
factories,
on
Its use on railroads, in
necessity.
trunk lines connecting the different exchanges one
steamships and in other special -environments is
'with another, and there are many other conditions
growing rapidlj', and there is an enormous increase
involving great expense that are not present to a
in the number of private-branch exchanges in hotels,
proportionate degree in smaller communities. Moreapartment houses and other large establishments
over, the business is on such a large scale and the
where, by the use of the private-branch exchange,
element of time so much more important as to
the same telephones can be employed for intercomre.quire the maintenance of a much higher standard
nuinication between the romns or offices as well
of promptness and efficiency in the service furnished
system.
as to talk out upon the lines of the general
than is necessary ina smaller community, and this
The experience of the Bell operating companies
higher grade of service can only be attained at
in meeting the greatly increased demand for telea disproportionate increase in cost.
In fact, the
the
last
few
characterized
phone service which has
conditions in those cities are such that only engiyears, and the trend of the business as a whole,
neering skill of the highest order, and the courage
afford definite assurance that the investment reto embody the result of that engineering skill in
quired for the extensions which must necessarily
permanent construction and to practice the most
be made, in the interest of the company and of the
sensitive methods of operating regardless of cost,
public, will liring an adequate financial return.
even at times when there was a fair question as to
throughgratifying
that
the
service
is
to
note
It
whether the great expense involved was justifiable,
out the country is constantly improving, not\yithhave enabled our companies to bring the situation
standing the enormously greater difficulty in carryinto such shape as to be able to render the amount
ing on the business on its present large scale. This
and character of service that is now required of
is
due in part to improvements in physical plant
them. Today there is no question as to their foreand to the adoption of better operating and maintesight, and it is certain that the telephone problem
nance methods, but even more to the more definite
in the large cities, complicated and difficult as it is,
recognition that a high standard of service must
can be worked out satisfactorily, whatever may be
be attained and to the more intelligent and carethe demands for service.
ful superA'ision of the plant and of the operating
Even in the largest cities, however, not only the
which has come with experience and with a higher
average rate per station, but the standard rates of
aspiration for good service.
the individual subscriber, have been reduced from
Involved in the extension of the business,' both
time to time as the conditions warranted; and this
from the point of view of the companies and of the
policy will be continued as circumstances permit.
public, is the establishmentr of such schemes of rates
In some places in the country, particularly where
as will result in an adequate return to the operating
there has been the demoralizing effect of unintelcompanies and at the same time will make it posligent competition, the rates are at the present time
sible to graduate the cost of the service to the varytoo low. The service rendered is worth substaning requirements of the respective subscribers, and
tially more than the users pay for it, and the net
therefore be alike fair to the large and small user.
return to the operating companies in those parIn no other business that serves the public are the
ticular localities is inadequate.
In many such places
rates greater than in
difificulties of dealing with
the rates have already been raised to the point of
the telephone business, particularly in view of the
reasonable return, with the good-will and hearty
facts that in no two localities is the investment or
co-operation of the community. There is no doubt
the cost of operating per station the same, and
that this process of readjustment will continue as
that, as communities increase
in
size, conditions
which largely increase these costs.
companies are dealing with this question
and on "sound lines. By the adoption
of measured service in places where it is applicable, and of different grades of service which can
be supplied at varying prices to meet the requirements of different classes of telephone users, they
are promoting the necessary extension of the service
on a basis that is safe, and satisfactory both to
the companies and to the public. As a fundamental
principle, the large user should pay to some extent
arise

The Bell
intelligently

eration,

fields

the public becomes satisfied that it is the intention
of our operating companies to increase rates only
where it is necessary, and to reduce them as and
when the conditions of the business justify it. That
such is the policy of our companies will, it is believed, be recognized more clearly from year to
year.
But little need be added to what has beefi said
in former reports with reference to the effect of
the operation of the so-called Independent telephone
companies upon the interests of the Bell companies.
'

April

I,

190;

The developments

of the year 1904 have served onlj
to confirm the view heretofore expressed, that theii
presence in the field in certain portions of the country is not a matter of substantial disadvantage tc
the interests of the Bell companies as a whole. In
some cases their competition, particularly in view
of the rates at which they undertook to supply
service, and which they themselves, to a large extent, now publicly acknowledge to have been entirely
inadequate, has undoubtedly operated as an embarrassment to the logical progress of the business
and to that extent has interfered with its sound
development, to the disadvantage, temporarily at
least, of our interests, and clearly to the disadvantage of the public. It becomes more clear, however,
every year that to enable the Bell companies to
meet successfully such competition as may from
time to time exist, it is only necessary for them to

prosecute their affairs intelligently and with due regard to the public interest. The situation, as a
whole, so far as this phase of the business is concerned, seems even more satisfactory than in former
years.
It is to be observed that in many instances even
aggressive competition has not substantially affected
the sound application and development of the rates
from time to time established hy our companies as
fair to them and to the public.
The fact that your company and its allied companies constitute
a
national system, extending

CURVE ILLUSTRATING GROWTH OF BELL SYSTEM.
throughout the country, is each year more definitely
recognized as entitling the Bell system as a public
utility to a position which cannot be attained by
rival organizations
that are, relatively speaking,
largely local in character.
The number of telephone companies organized to
operate independently of the Bell companies in rural
districts and relatively small centers of population,
and for the most part in places not at the time
having the Bell service, which have concluded that
it is for their interest to become a part of the Bell
system, is constantly increasing, and their course in
entering into contracts with the Bell companies,
whereby they take our telephones and connect with
toll lines of our system, is significant, as showing
the growing appreciation of the value of the Bell
service.
Such contracts are clearly for mutual advantage, as well as for the advantage of the community served, and are to be encouraged in the
interest of sound telephone development, wherever,
by reason of the establishment of such relations, it
becomes unnecessary for our companies to duplicate
an existing plant.
On December 31, 1902^ as appears from the admirable and complete bulletin of the Census Department relating to the telephone and telegraph
industry of the United States, there were of the
telephones classified as operated by Independent
companies, so-called. 84,021, which were in fact Bell
telephones used under contract with the Bell companies and as part of the Bell system. This number
has grown so that on January 31, 1905, there
were, as above stated, 167,213 telephone stations
of this class. There is every reason to believe that
this sub-license business of the Bell companies will
increase from year to year to the advantage of all

concerned.

The money required by the company for the extension of its long lines, and for investment in its
operating companies for the year 1904, was obtained
by the sale, on favorable terms, of $20,000,000 five
per cent, coupon notes, due May i, 1907, and secured
by its four per cent, collateral trust bonds to the
amount of $25,000,000.
The monev required for like purposes for the year
1905 is provided by the sale, just consummated, of
$25,000,000 four per cent, collateral trust bonds.

;
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Minn.,

Hcmslcad, F. 1 1. Grucnhagen, II. P. Dunn, M.
Mahlum and II. D. 'I'reglawny, all of Hraincrd.
The ICden Valley Telephone Company, liden Val-

t.7V>M\

I

to'mii «d,a„„.-.,
StatoH beinsr

Ti-hphc.ne Company ul Draiiierd,
been incorporated with $50,0(Xj c.ipilal
incorporators arc C. A. Walker, W.

Minn., declared a dividend of 21 per cent, at
The line is to be exannual meeting recently.
tended in the spring.
The Kice County Rural Telephone Company has
bought a building in Faribault, Minn,, for its office
and central exchange.
its

,:

,luou„l,a.u

.1,.,

l.nh.d
•*

The ledger balance—debtors and
ncccmher ,ii, igo4, was $273,819,673.

creditors— on
Items in this

Capital stock, $158,661,800; bonds,
liahincc include:
$2K.o()0,ooo ; bonds (collateral), $25,000,000; notes,

The Tri-st;ite Telephone Company seeks a franchise in Montevideo, Minn., and proposes to build
a toll line to Ortonville from Minneapolis.
The Farmers and Citizens' Mutual Telephone
Company of Springfield, Minn., has declared a dividend of seven per
about

$20,000,000.
;u-i-nni|)anying
I'ln'

curve illustrates graphically
uroulh of the Bell system nf telephones.

five

cent,

on

its

first

year's business.

months' actual business.

The Northwestern Telephone Exchange Company
dill some quick work in replacing its switchboard
the Mankato (Minn.) office, which was burned
out recently. At 11 o'clock the morning after the
lire a switchboard had been received from Minneat

Ohio Telephone Notes.
The Citizens' Tolcphnuc Company nf Columlms
has received a carload of automatic telephone ui.strumcnts and will begin installing them at once.
until the
'I'hey will be connected with the old board
is cut in, which will be about June 1st.
This will be one of the finest telephone exchanges
in the country when it is completed.
Cround has been purchased in South Lorain by
the Black River Telephone Company, on which a
central exchange will be erected.
A franchise has been applied for in Worthington,
a village north of Columbus, by the Bell people.
Thenown already has a flourishing Independent ex-

new exchange

change.

.

The Colebrook Telephone Company of Colebrook
has been incorporated with a capital stock of $5,000
by V. G. Bedell, C. H. Turner and others.
Telephone bonds have been selling well on the
Cleveland Stock Exchange for the last few days.
In every way they have been stronger than for some
time past and investors seem anxious to get them.
Cuyahoga 5's have sold right along at 77, and the
supply has hardly been equal to the demand.
The Hamilton Telephone Company of Hamilton,
which recently increased its capital stock from $200,000 to $300,000, will use the money secured from
the sale to extend its lines over the country.
It is said that a plan is on foot at Custar to organize a farmers' mutual telephone company, which
monthly assessment.
will be maintained by a
membership fee will provide money to equip an exchange, and each member will furnish his own telephone box.
The Bell Telephone Company is endeavoring to
The comget franchises in Burton and Middlefield.
pany already has a franchise in Chardon and several
pay stations in Geauga County. The idea is to get
a better foothold in the county.
President Dickson of the Cuyahoga Telephone
Company has expressed confidence that the company
will have 20,000 telephones in operation by the end
On March 12th the number actually
of the year.
installed was 15,720, a gain of 5,501 since the same

A

date last year.
Officers have been elected as follows by the directors of the United States Telephone Company:
President, F. S. Dickson; vice-president, H. A. Everett; secretary, James B. Hoge; treasurer, R. W.
Judd. Mr. Everett succeeds Mr. Moore as vicepresident, and this is the only change from last year.
ITie gross earnings of the company for 1904 were
The net
$418,308, compared with $379,235 in 1903earnings for the year were $152,168 and the surplus,
after

paying $11,178 for dividends

other charges,

was

Investigating the Telsphone Business
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$40,905.

Indiana Telephone Items.
The Osgood Telephone Company has

filed articles

The
of incorporation, the capital stock being $5,000.
company proposes to construct and operate a telephone system in Ripley County, with the principal
exchange in the town of Osgood. W. C. Leslie,
-George Ashman, Orlando Jenkins, T. R. Hartley
and R. A. Cregmyle are the directors.
The Home Telephone Company of Wabash announces that it will establish an exchange at Lagro
on a franchise granted there three years ago.
According to the report of General Manager Dale
of the Rushville Co-operative Telephone Company,
In
the company now has 800 telephones in use.
the last four years 500 telephones have been installed.
Ten years ago a telephone was scarcely known in
Gibson County. Now it is the boast of the community that there are 18 exchanges and 5,40° telephones in use.
Every citizen of Johnson County can be reached
by telephone by allowing only one mile in extreme
There are 2,182 Incases for messenger service.
dependent telephones in use in the county, and the
number is being rapidly increased. The Bell company has 500 subscribers on its line and is^ only
waiting for a proper time to secure a franchise in

:i|iolis and at noon all toll lines were connected up
and ready for business. On the second day a force
of men was put to work on a new board sent from

Chicago.

The Mankato (Minn.) Citizens' Telephone Company during 1904 gained 214 subscribers, making a

AmoiiK

eriliip.

Telephone Company has
incorporated at Des Moines, Iowa, with a capital of
T. A. Way is president and B, C. Way
$1,000,000.
secretary.
It is proposed to unite the majority of
the small Independent companies of Iowa and furnish them with long-distance connections with other
systems.
The United States Telephone and Telegraph Company's stock is to be sold at auction in accordance
with the order of the Federal District Court at
Dubuque, Iowa. It is planned to form a new company and bid in the stock in order to establish a
modern system at Waterloo, where the system is
located.

v.ii'
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that contained
a rciK,trt by
Ihc Canadian telephone expert. Tlii
to the problem in Great Britain duri
decades.
Mr. Dagger inttancc'l the fact
Norway, Sweden and Denmark the rccor-I
f-one telephone to every 14 inhabitant;'
found, suffered from a lack of tcl,
outside of the cities and principal to
Ihc suljscription rates in Canada ai
the same proportion of one to 14 o;.:
;

country, Canada would have 392,000 telti>l.,.nc5, instead of only 63,192. The report dwells on the overcapitalization of the Bell company, which is declared
to be responsible for the excessive rates.
Mr. Dagger recommends the ownership by the
government and control of long-distance lines and
government control of local systems. He abso recommends that the telegraph system be acquired as
well as the telephone; otherwise the telegraph companies would enter the telephone business and compete with the government system.

TELEPHONE MEN.
R. H. Nanscawen, for 13 years manager of tho
local telephone e-xchangc at Hartford, Wis., has resigned and is succeeded by R. C. Blakesley.
J. Frautschi becomes manager of the WisTelephone Company at Madison, Wis., on
The company plans extensive improve-

consin
April

1st.

ments

in the local system.

Frederick

P.

Fish,

president

of

the

American

Telephone and Telegraph Company, is at the head
of the list of Boston men who are directors in
corporations, according to a recent compilation. He
is a director in 42 companies, 36 of them being subsidiary companies of the big telephone company,

however.

GENERAL TELEPHONE NEWS.
The
changed

Wabash
its

.

Telephone Company has
from Marshall to Paris, 111.

\'aney

location

There are 38 telephone circuits in E<^'nt. Trunk
connect Alexandria and Cairo, and connections
with other larger towns are in contemplation.

lines

Judge Williston of Red Wing, Minn., held

in

a

decision that a telephone company placing its
pole in front of a man's property is a trespasser
unless it obtains the owner's permission. The company can compel the owner to acquiesce by condemnation proceedings. The judge holds that it is
taking private property, and must therefore be paid
for.
The telephone companies have hitherto gone
on the assumption that the property owners consent
was unnecessary when the law gave them permission to occupy the highways.
The interior telephone exchange of the West Holate

Minneapolis, is to have an attachment in each
a general tire alarm may be sounded
from the switchboard desk by the operator.
The New State Telephone Company, recently incorporated at Sioux City. Iowa, is planning building
trunk lines to Omaha, Kansas City, St. Joseph and

telr

room whereb}^

Chicago, connecting the big packing centers of the
country. One of the packing companies is said to
have pledged half of its business between these
points for the first year.
R.

NEW COMPANIES.
The Bondville Telephone Company. Bondville. 111.,
has been incorporated by W. H. Scott, G. A. Keller
and O. W. Norton. The capital is $2,500.
The Cedar Run Mutual Telephone Company has
been organized at Catlett, Va, F. S. Ensor and others
are in the concern. The capital will be $5,000.
The Wilmington and Southport Telephone Company has been chartered at Wilmington, N. C. to
operate telephone and telegraph lines, the capital being $5,000. Richard Dosher and W. B. Cooper of
Wilmington are in the company.
The Cumberland River Telephone Company of
Barboursville, Ky., has been incorporated with a
capital stock of $5, coo to build a system of lines from
that place to Keely, Tenn. John Woodward is the
president of the company and L. R. Benjamin is the
secretary.

The Tri-state Telephone Company of Grand
Forks, S. D., began giving service January 27th with
new exchange equipment, furnished by the Stromberg-Carlson company.
The company starts out
with a good-sized list of subscribers and reports that
its

it

is

adding

to this list rapidly

from day to day.

The Western Telephone and Telegraph Company
annual report shows gross earnings for
1904 amounting to $1,408,215 compared with $1,238,221 in 1903. The number of exchanges operated by
the systems controlled by this company at the end
of 1904 was 325. The stations connected with these
exchanges numbered 149,431, an increase during the
year of 17,094. At the end of the year there were
in its third

in operation 96.314 miles of toll wire, as

compared

with ^1,847 miles at the close of 1903. The expenditure w'ithin the year for extension of the propties of these companies has been $1,739,271.

A

State Department of Telephones is proposed in
Francisco bill, introduced in the .Assembly at
Albany, N. Y., a few- days ago.
All telephone
companies would be required under the bill to take
out licenses for every- telephone instrument placed by
them. A tax of $5 would be exacted of the telephone companies each year for every telephone
operated.
Half the sum would accrue to the state
and half to the town or city where such instruments are in operation. The bill further provides
that the companies shall be fined $100 for each
telephone unlicensed.
state superintendent of
telephones would be installed at a salary of $3,000

the

A

a

year.

MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS,
The .American Electric Telephone Company of
Chicago has equipped many of the ^^'ar Department
divisions with switchboard and telephone apparatus.
.A recent shipment to Washington included two 50line

local battery switchboards.

The

Among the telephone companies w-hich have recently been incorporated in western states are the
following-named

:

Exline Mutual Telephone

Com-

Cincinnati Enquirer publishes a dispatch from
Piqua, Ohio, dated March 25th, which says: "Representatives of the American Machine Telephone
Company of Piqua have closed a deal in Chicago

pany, Exline. Iowa Interurban Telephone Company,
Dipping Springs. Texas, capital $10,000, R.
Spaw
and others Cody Southern Telephone Compan}-,
Cody, Wyo., capital $10,000, J. F. Young and others
Staplehurst Telephone Company, Staplehurst, Neb.,
capital, $5,000, E. Jacobs and others; Kearney Telephone Company, Kearney, Neb., capital $100,000, T.
H. Tilchrist and others; Turkey Valley Telephone

by which

Company, Hennesey. Okla., capital $2,500; Byron
Mutual Telephone Company, Byron, Okla., capital

over $350,000.

;

R

;

$10,000.

..

was

conditions.

Electric

,.f

1

Emil

The Western

:i.i,,!o,,

inveslJKalinK
a view to den

total of 1,171.

The city of Fargo, N, D,, has receded from its
stand and will permit the Tri-state Telephone Company to build its line through the city under certain

Canada.

special i.trliim, n'rirv

William .Muh.

a

company, capitalized

at $10,000,000,

under

the name of the Lorimer Automatic Telephone Company, has purchased the American rights to the
invention.
The Lorimer system of automatic telephone exchanges has required 12 years to perfect,
but is now covered by a blanket patent that fully
protects it.
It has taken years of litigation in the
United States Court to secure this result and cost

The original company still retains
the foreign rights, and W. G. Lorimer and N. D.
Neill w-ill shortly leave for Europe to install a plant."
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New York.

Great Britain.

New York, March 25. Vice-president Brj-an of
the Interborough Rapid Transit Company' announced
yesterday that more than 98 per cent, of the traffic
had been resumed on the readjustment of affairs
following the recent strike, and that on that day the
motormen on the elevated lines had been restored

''

London, March

15.

—The

—

agreement between the

—

—

Newcastle-on-Tyne Electric Supply Company (the
pioneer electric power company in England) and
County of Durham Electric Power Company, is
not without significance. The areas of the two companies adjoin and both are filled with manufacturing
centers, but while, on the one hand, the business of
the Newcastle company has been rapidly developed,
the

An agreethat of the Durham company has not.
ment has therefore been come to between the two
companies practically for an amalgamation, the idea
being that the larger the area to be supplied from
the generatinof station of the one company the more
It is stated that
satisfactorj' will be the results.
the Newcastle company has secured a site upon the
River Tyne, which will allow of the erection of a
100,000-horsepower generating

station.

The

agree-

ment was sanctioned by the shareholders of the
Newcastle company a few days ago.
While referring to electric-power companies, it
may be mentioned that the Newcastle company is
largely interested in the mammoth scheme for supplying electrical energj^ all over London, which will
come before Parliament in a day or tw'O. There
are, in addition, eight other bills seeking powers to
supply electrical energy over specified areas in London, and as all the bills are to come before one comIn
will be very protracted.
fact, of such an important nature are these bills
considered, that the committee will devote the whole
of its first sitting to discussing the best method of
dealing with the proposals. No doubt an ultimate
decision will turn largely on the question of. principle, viz., whether, in view of the numerous authorities already supplying electrical energy in London,
and the competition now existing, any further competition would be in the public interest.
The possibility of a strike upon the District Railw^ay in consequence of new terms and conditions
being imposed upon the employes as a result of the
introduction of electric traction has once more
brought Mr. Yerkes and his .A.merican methods
prominently before the public in London. In addition to having only one man on each motor car, it
mittee, the proceedings

each workman to work a
shorter number of hours, spread over a longer period,_ than at present, and to reduce the scale of pay.
Whatever action the w-orkmen may take they are
now considering their position the fact that only
one man will be in the driver's cabin has set several
people thinking of what may happen to the passengers should he become ill or otherwise incapable of
fulfilling his duties.
The government has been questioned on the matter, but, apparently, acting under
information received from the railway company, the
reply has been given that it sees no reason to move
in the matter, inasmuch as there is an automatic
signaling system which will prevent a train going past
a signal set against it, and also that each motor car
is fitted with what is known here as "the dead man's
handle," another safety device.
The largest of the proposed tube railways in London this session, has been rejected on a more or less
technical point at a very early stage in its parliamentary career, and is consequently "dead" for this
year.
But it does not seem likely that the remaining

proposed

to

compel

—

to

the

full

control

of their

He

respective trains.

says that the i" accidents which have occurred at
various times during the last 12 days were not to
be attributable to the inefficiency of the new men,
but to a tampering of the air brakes by strikers.
Offers appear to be forthcoming from the Interborough and the Metropolitan companies to bid for
the franchises of some of the many schemes recently put forth by the rapid-transit commissioners.

These offers, it is said, represent, if accepted, an
outlay of $225,000,000. These tentative offers have
so far not been discussed by the board at a public
meeting.
Gossip from Albany says that there will be an
increase of between $50,000,000 and $75,000,000 in
the franchise-tax assessment for New York city for
the ensuing fiscal year. The tax rolls are made up
on April 1st.
The plans to establish a lighting plant for the
hospital on Blackwell's Island at an estimated cost
of $150,000, and to put in four electric elevators
at the Kings County Hospital at an estimated cost
of §13,500, have both been rejected by the Board of
Aldermen. Engineer E. E. McLean of the Public
Charities' Department reported that the Blackwell's
Island Hospital is at present lit by an unsatisfactory
combination of gas and oil lamps, and that to extend the gas service, which is greatly needed, would
not be economical. Mr. McLean also reports that
the electric elevators would be more economical than
the present ones, which are "unreliable and expensive."
An estimate has been prepared calling for the sum
of $17,750 for supplies and repairs for the fire-alarm
The chief items are
service in Richmond Borough.
pole lines, $8,000; circuit extensions, $3,000; additional stations, $3,000, and battery material, $800.
Frederick Pearce, electrical manufacturer and contractor, of 18 Rose Street, has incorporated his interests as the Frederick Pearce Company, with a
Associated with Mr. Pearce are
capital of $100,000.
This firm in the
C. F. Pearce and G. H. Tamlyn.
past has been very successful in obtaining municipal
contracts.
J. H. Freese, W. B. Farrell and Bertha Bohn have
incorporated the C. C. Bohn Electric Company of
with a capital of $5,000.
The Board of Education has arranged for a fresh
series of lectures on electrical subjects at various
parts of the city. The lecturers are to be Prof.
C. L. Harrington, Mr. Theodore I. Jones and Prof.
W. Wallace Kerr.
There has been some talk this week about the
chartering of a steamship to be equipped with spacetelegraph apparatus and intended to proceed to outside the three-mile limit on the Atlantic and there
to receive news of races, thus constituting a floating
poolroom for the gambling fraternity. For reasons
not given, the first trip of the boat has been indefi-

this city,

Telephone subscribers in Manhattan will receive
material reductions in their toll charges after May
1st as the result of action taken at a meeting of the
board of directors of the New York Telephone Company on Wednesday. The decision of the directors
became known through the Merchants' Association,
which received a communication from General I^lanager U. N. Bethell of the company, giving the business schedule decided upon. The letter of Mr.
Bethell's is supplemented by advertisements in the
various newspapers giving the new schedule of rates
and announcing that other reduced schedules will
be announced later. The new schedule gives 600
direct-line messages for $60 instead of $75, and the
rate gradually increases as the number of messages
increases up to 4.500, on which number the rate is
reduced from $228 to $204.

D.

W. W.

Dominion

of

Canada.

—

Ottawa, Ont., March 25. It is proposed to estabcommunication by space telegraphy between
Montreal, Ottawa and Toronto. The system is being introduced by the De Forest Wireless Telegraph
Company of ISIontreal. This is the first attempt in
Ottawa to establish wireless communication with
Montreal and Toronto.
In the Legislature of New Brunswick, Hon. Mr.
Tweedie, the provincial premier, stated that the sum
of $40,000 had been deposited by the Grand Falls
Water Power Company, which proposes to develop
the great waterpower at Grand Falls, N. B. One
condition of the deposit is that if the company carries out its proposal to complete the work and exat Grand Falls within five years,
the province will refund the deposit with three per
cent, interest.
The intention of the company is not
only to expend a large sum of money in harnessing
the waterpower, the premier said, but to supply electricity to places as far away as the cit>' of St, John,
a distance of 200 miles. There is estimated, to be
a minimum power of 39,000 horsepower at Grand

pends $3,000,000

Falls.

As soon
the

as the frost is out of the ground,
intention of the Quebec Railway, Light

it

is

and

1905

will be 90 feet high, 12 feet wide at the top and 65
feet wide at the bottom.
It is to be built at the foot
of the Natural Steps on the Montmorency River.
The construction of this dam will not only have
the effect of doubling the power of the company, but
will give it an enormous storage reservoir, containing over 50,000,000 cubic feet of water to draw from
in periods of drought.
The Quebec-Jacques Cartier Electric Company is
also commencing to build another dam, which will
have the effect of very largely increasing its power
and doing away with the operation of its steam plant,
except in cases of emergency. These improvements
above stated will cost $250,000.
W^

—

Winnipeg, Man., March 25. The Port Arthur
street-railway cars were operated hrough Fort William on Sunday last, in spite of the protests of Mayor
Rutledge of the latter townt against the operation
of Sunday cars. The action of Port Arthur is based
upon a decision of the Supreme Court, but it is
believed that though the council of Fort William
threatens to appeal to the courts to stop the service,
a majority of the ratepayers of the town are in
favor of Sunday cars. A deputation waited on the
Ontario government, as representing the Ontario
Lord's Day Alliance, and suggested that a bill be
passed to prevent the running of Sunday cars on
electric railways, other than those which now enjoy
such special legislation on the Sabbath Day.
F. Nicholls, president of the Niagara, St. Catharines and Toronto electric railway, recently met
with the City Council of St. Catharines and stated
that his

company would commence immediately

to

survey

its road from Hamilton to Toronto, but if
application for an extension of time was refused
by Parliament, it would drop the extension altogether, and fall back on the Niagara and Toronto
Power Company's right-of-way from Toronto to
Niagara Falls, which they intentionally made wide
enough to build a railway.
The St. John Electric Street Railway Company is
having six new cars built at Ottawa. They are open
cars, with the seats running crossways.
Charles D. Haines, who controls the charter of
the Hamilton, Ancaster and Brantford electric street
railway and also the Hamilton, Gait and Berlin
Railway Company, stated to the City Council of
Hamilton that if granted entrance into the city
it was his intention to build the line to Ancaster
and Brantford first, and later on a line to Guelph
and Gait, via York Street. He stated that when
his plans for the Guelph line were matured he would
ask for the right-of-way from Main Street, along
Dundern Street, to the high-level bridge. The city
has received a letter from Frederick Nicholls of
the Toronto and Hamilton Railway Company stating
that the company will soon make an application to
the council for an entrance into the cit>% and urging
the council-not to tie the city up to any agreement
with any other company until his company has had
an opportunity to make its plans known, and to make
an application accordingly.
H,
its

Ohio.

—

Cleveland, March 25. The Scioto Valley Traction
of Columbus has taken over the roads built
under that name by a pool of 32 men. The lines
were completed to Lancaster and Circleville by the
pool and will soon be in operation to Chillicothe.
About $2,000,000' has so far been expended in construction work and equipment.
There was thorough
harmony among these men throughout the time of
construction, and they all became stockholders of
the new corporation. The new officers of the company' are
President, Frank A. Davis
vice-president, Winfield S. Courtright secretary and treasurer,
Edwin R. Sharp. An issue of $2,000,000 stock will

Company

:

;

;

The Union Savings Bank and Trust Company of Cincinnati was made trustee under a mortgage to secure an issue of $2,000,000 bonds. When

be made.

the Chillicothe extension is completed the company
have 81 miles of road in operation. The distance
from Columbus to Lancaster is 31 miles, and from
Columbus to Chillicothe. 50 miles.
The Toledo Southern Traction Company has been
incorporated by George B. Kerper. Sr., W. F. Robison. Thomas H. Tracey, George B. Kerper, Jr.. and
Charles F. Chapman, Jr. It is understood that the
Toledo. Bowling Green and Southern tracks will be
used for a portion of the way from Toledo and
a branch will be built to Greenville, close to the
Indiana line.
President George B. Kerper of the Toledo, Bowling Green and Southern, with a part\-, made the trip
from Toledo to Findlay, 50 miles, in one hour flat
a few days ago.
The car was a new one, built by
the Cincinnati Car Company, and is equipped with
roller bearings, which, it is said, will reduce by 70
per cent, the amount of power necessarv- for operation.
This company has completed its entrance to
Toledo and has its power plant at Findlay well under
way. When it is finished the road will have an
abundance of power, and, as it is well ballasted,
will be in good shape for fast time.
The company
has a portable power station carried on a car, so
that current maj' be furnished temporarily in case
of a break in the lines.
The Toledo City Council has appointed a committee to investigate the municipal-lighting proposiwill

lish

I,

Power Company to construct what will be one of
the highest dams ever built in Canada.
This dam

nitely deferred.

—

w'ill reap much benefit from this stroke of
luck, for the opinion in parliamentary.' circles prevails very strongly that none of the bills should be
allowed to proceed until the Royal Commission on
London Traffic has issued its report, which is not
expected until June, by which time it would be too
late to do anything with the proposed schemes this
year.
G.

schemes

April

CORRESPONDENCE.
National Telephone Company and the postmastergeneral for the purchase of the undertaking of the
former has, not unnaturally, given rise to a considerable amount of discussion. In addition several
questions have been asked in the House of Commons somewhat prematurely, seeing that the agreement will not come into force for seven years as
to the method with which the company's employes
will be dealt when the acquisition of the business is
On this latter point, of
an accomplished fact.
course, the government has wisely refused to bind
itself to any definite course of action so long ahead.
What was more to the point, however, was a deputation that waited upon the postmaster-general, consisting of representatives of municipalities owning
telephone systems. The view held by these local
authorities is that the agreement is to be deprecated
from many points of view. First, if any purchase is
to take place they think it should be put into effect
at once, and that, on the other hand, the conduct of
the telephone ser\-ice of the country as a national
business is not a necessity. The view was expressed
that the postoffice should, when the National company was acquired, administer the system in friendly
competition with local authorities and so encourage
an extension of municipal exchanges. In reply to
the deputation, the postmaster-general said it was
his strong view that the whole of the telephones of
the country should be in the hands of the government, and in order that this aspect of the question
might be further developed, he suggested an adjournment and a conference at a later date.
Now that the position of electric power companies
is becoming so important in this country, an agreement which has just been arrived at between the

is

ELECTRICIAN
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willi a view to building a plant in case the
experience of other places shows that it would be
a paying investment for the city.
The Lorain and Eastern Railway Company will be
formed by owners of the Lake Shore Klcclric, it is
said, to build a line from South Lorain to Avon
Beach, a distance of seven miles. There are also
rumors that the Lake Shore will build to Oberlin.
A portion of the right-of-way has already been secured, and engineers have been looking over the
proposed route.
For the purpose of building a line from Dayton
to Kenloii, the Uayton and Norlheastern Railway
Company has been incorporated with a capital stock
of $100,000. Hugo Cook, W. W. Chambers, John J.
Hall, W. W. Shey and L. W, James arc the mcorporators.
Messrs. Cook and Chambers purchased
the assets of llic Dayton and Kenton road, which
some lime .ino wiiit into the hands of L. W. James
Slicadd this road be built, it will make
as receiver.
one of the loriKcst lines in the stale.
'I'hc Citizens' Tr.-uisit Coinnany, which already has
line large electric m.ichine in (jperalion in Cleveland,
will put on several others, and they will be used for
Routes
city-touring purposes through the summer.
will be laid out and 50 cents a trip will be charged.
Special tours to suit passengers will also be made.
J. W. Butler, in charge of the touring cars of the
Cleveland Klectric Railway Company last year, will
have charge of this service.
The Electric Speed Meter Company of Cincinnati
has been incorporated with a capital stock of $30,000
lion,

by William H. Whetstone, Martin

J.

Hester and

others.

The Lima and Toledo Traction Company

of Lima
has been incorporated with a capital stock of $50,000, to build a line connecting Lima and Toledo.
This is a competitor of the Western Ohio and is
being promoted by owners of the lighting interests

Mayer.
B. Hanna of Cleveland and C. E. Bailey of
J.
New York were in Indiana a week ago looking
over the prospects for the South Bend, South Shore
and Chicago Railway Company. Mr. Hanna feels
that the prospects for the proposed line arc good, and
it may be that work will
be begun on it within a
in

Lima, beaded by

J.

B.

O. M. C.

short time.

Indiana.
Indianapolis,

March

25.

—A

revival of the talk of

gasoline-motor cars as a medium of successful competition by steam roads with electric lines for interurban traffic has been noticeable during the last
few weeks. In addition to the Lake Erie and Western (the Indiana road said to be experimenting with
the motor car) the Wabash and the Great Central
systems are said to be giving serious consideration
At Peru word is sent out that,
to the motor car.
owing to the strong interurban competition along
the Wabash steam line from Fort Wayne to Logansport, the Wabash will place motor cars on its line
between those points quite soon, with hourly service.
prominent official of the Cleveland, Hamilton and Dayton recently expressed the belief that
it was only a question of time until the motor car
would be proved practicable, and that when that
time came it would be universally adopted for quick
and frequent local traffic over steam lines that have
to fight electric interurban competition.
A party of Westinghouse officials from Pittsburg
and electrical engineers from Chicago made an inspection trip over the Indianapolis and Cincinnati
single-phase traction line on March 22d in the company's private car, and said they were well pleased
with the operation and condition of the line.
The Muncie, Hartford and Fort Wayne Traction
Company, now operating between Muncie and Bluffton, will on April 3d start a freight service to compete with the Fort Wayne branch of the Lake Erie
and Western, which it parallels. The Lake Erie
will meet the competition by reducing rates below
those of the traction line, it is said.

A

The Indianapolis, Toledo and Newcastle Electric
Railway Company, which was granted a 50-year
franchise by the IndianapoHs Board of Public Works
last week, has been ratified by the council, and the
company has filed its bond and provided for the payment of $5,000 for its proportionate share of the
grade separation in Massachusetts Avenue.
In the trial of the suit of A. J. Smith against the
Fort Wayne and Springfield Traction Company, at
Portland, Judge Macy held that the benefits to a
farm by the construction of a traction line could
not be considered in making an award for a rightof-way. If the farmer whose land was penetrated
by the electric railway was benefited then it would
be only equitable to assess benefits against the man
owning a farm just across the highway, whose land
was not used for right-of-way, said the judge.
The Evansville and Henderson electric railway
has been granted an extension of franchise for one
year by the Evansville council. The former franchise expired in February.
The suit to force a
right-of-way over the Henderson bridge is pending,
and this alone stands in the way of the immediate
construction of the line.
meeting was held in Lafayette on the 21st in the
interest of the Fountain-Warren traction line, which
is proposed to be built between Lafayette and Covington.
C. M. McCabe stated that the right-of-way
between the two cities, except for a short distance,
had been secured and that the company had secured

A

oplioin on some valuable coal land. Troy Township
has voted a Mili<ti<ly of $24,000 in aid of the line
There
anil other localilies will do equally as well.
is a genera! dciro for the road.
The Citizens' Kleclric Lighting Company of Muncapitalized

cie,

at

$200,000,

and composed largely

of Muncie business men, has been organized (or the
purpose of supplying, within fjo days, electric light*
to Muncie people at a cost of five cents a kilowatt,
instead of 12 cents, which is the charge of the only
company now supplying lights for commercial purposes.
The directors of the new corporation arc
C. E, Hinkley, 11. J. Keller, W. C. Brann, C. R.

Hathaway and W.

K.

Warner.

S.

Smith, pi'
feared by
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The Reno Power, Light and Water Company

S.

system

Detroit, March 24.— The .South Hend and Soulhern
Michigan electric railway, which is now operating
between Niles and South Bend, has been granted
a franchise by the Niles City Council for the extension of the line to the northern limits of the city.
This company also proposes to build a line to St.
Joseph, about 25 miles north.
The Battle Creek council has voted to submit the
question of municipal ownership of gas and electric

will

improvements in its plant and
at an estimated cost of
$100,000. Contracts for needed equipment and materials have already Iwrrn awarded.
The mayor and City Council r.f Kphraim, Utah,
have called a special election for April isth. at Khich
citizens will vole upon the proposed Ixinding '' •'"
city for the establishment of an electric pow inaugurate

shortly

Michigan.

in

Reno and Sparks

will pass

The citizens of Missoula, Mont., at a recci.'
election voted in favor of the granting of a f:
for an electric street railway to J. R. Wharton, wliu
represents the \V. A. Clark syndicate of Butte, Mont.
The company will he required to commence work
within six months after the granting of the franchi.se.
Work on the electric railway iKtwcen Lcwiston
and Kendall, Mont., a distance of 20 miles, will be
commenced in the near future by the Citizens' Electric Company of Lewiston, the estimated cost of
the project being $225,000.
The establishment of an electric power plant at
a point TO miles north of Weiser, is contemplated by
a company which will shortly be organized and which
has already secured water rights for the purpose.
The organizers are John R. Piercy of Mount Vernon,
III., J. H. Morrison,
Pitts Ellis and W. H. Adams,

of

all

lighting to the electors at the

The

city

structs its

coming spring

now owns its waterworks and
own sewers.

election.

also con-

Mayor Codd of Detroit and several representative
have appeared before the Michigan state
Legislature and have urged the enactment of the
GreuscI municipal-ownership bill. Corporation Counsel Tersney also spoke on the subject, and every
effort is being made to pass the bill, which provides
for the owning and operating of street railways by

citizens

cities in

Michigan.

The new Grand Rapids and

Ionia electric railway

through 14 townships, serving a population
The estimated first cost of this
134,500 people.
road is $971,000, over $30,000 of which has already
been invested. The headquarters and power house
of the road, as well as that of the Ionia and Owosso
electric line and the Owosso and Pontiac electric
line, will be located at Owosso.
The Ionia council has ordered the electric-light
and telephone wires about town separated. The recent death of Walter Straub, a telephone employe,
who received a fatal shock upon a telephone pole
by a cross, it is asserted, with an electric-light wire,
is the cause of this action.
It is reported that the Grand Rapids-Kalamazoo
Valley electric railway has closed a contract for the
construction of the road, which is to be begun at
C. G. W.
once.

of Weiser.
The Tonopah Mining Company of Tonopah, Nev.,
has made contracts for an electric power plant, to
be established about 20 miles north of the city, for
the transmission of electrical energy to its properties.
Officials of the Burlington railroad are looking
over the field at Sheridan, Wyo.. with a view to
constructing electric-railroad lines from that city to
the Tongue and Little Goose Valleys, where the
establishment of a beet-sugar factory is projected.
W. G. Caffrey of Reno, Nev., is the promoter of
an enterprise for the establishment of an electric
power plant at Cedar\ille. The estimated cost is
$16,500.

The Utah Independent Telephone Company has
petitioned the City Council of Logan, Utah, for a
franchise.
G.

Northwestern States.

—

Minneapolis, March 25. The Twin City Rapid
Transit Company is making preparations to begin
work on the proposed car line on l.ake Street, Minneapolis, which will connect with one to be constructed on Marshall Avenue, St. Paul, forming a
This
third interurban line between the two cities.
company has decided to remove its main car shops
from Minneapolis to St. Paul, and it is the intention
to remove the entire manufacturing plant to the
new location as soon as buildings can be erected.
The contract for grading for the new trolley line
from Minneapolis to Lake Minnetonka has been let
Work \yill be comto Foley Bros, of St. Paul.
menced at once and pushed to completion.
Negotiations are in progress for the sale of the
property and lines owned by the Madison (Wis.)
Traction Company to the North American Company.
The Madison River Power Company has incorporated in New Jersey with $600,000 capital for the
purpose of building a power plant on the Madison
P. E. Bisland of New York
River in Mont, III.
heads the board of directors.
Business men at Spearfish, S. D., are agitating
the project of building a trolley line from Belle
Fourche through Spearfish to Deadwood and Lead.
The Great Northern Power Company has acquired a site at Fifteenth Avenue W. and Superior
Street for the main station, which will be established
in Duluth for the distribution of the electric power
from the St. Louis River development. The transmission wires will be placed on a private right-ofway.
The Tri-city Railway Company has voted $100,000
to be spent in track improvement this summer at
Davenport, Iowa, and Rock Island, III.
A new electric-lighting sj'Stem is to be put in this
season at Fort Brady, Mich., at an estimated cost
of $50,000.

W.

J.

establish

Stanton is figuring on a proposition
an electric-light plant at Conrad, Iowa.

to

R.

Rocky Mountain

States.

Lake City, March 23— -\ vigorous campaign
being waged by local newspapers against the peUtah Light and Railway Company for
the extension of its franchise for a period of 50 years.
Non-Mormons generally are indignant over what
they consider an unwarranted extension, and are
urging favorable consideration of the application of
Salt

is

tition of the

millionaire, who offers
to establish a plant and give a service at a rate
from 20 to 30 per cent, less than that of the present
company. "The president of the company is Joseph

Samuel Newhouse, a

local

Reno, Nev., March
eral Electric

25.

—The

Company has

tion of an addition

which

Truckee River Gen-

plans ready for the erecdouble the size of the

will

sub-station at Virginia City, Nev. Transformers,
switches, etc., will be placed in the new building.
Construction work on the power line will be started
within a short time.
The Goldfield Electric Light and Power Company
has passed into the hands of the Nevada Power,
Mining and Milling Company, of which F. J. Campbell was the president.
reorganization of the company has been effected whereby E. L. McClure of
the State Bank and Trust Company was made presi-

A

Brown sccretar>-. It is intended to
in the plant at Goldfield. Nev.
reported that the AVestern L'nion Telegraph
Company contemplates making about Sio.ooo worth
of improvements at Ogden, L^tah, within the next
few months. The improvements include the installation of several dynamos.
In connection with these
dvnamos a gasoline engine will be installed for use
in case of an emergency.
deal has recently been closed whereby the Prescott Electric Company and the Consolidated Telephone, Telegraph and Electric Company of Tucson.
.\riz., have consolidated in Northern Arizona, and
all lines north of Maricopa County are to be controlled by the Prescott Electric Company.
The citizens of Ephraim, Utah, are considering
the advisability of bonding that city for the erection of a municipal light and power plant.
It is proposed to issue bonds in the sum of $20,000 for the
purpose.
A.
dent and F. L.

make improvements
It is

A

PERSONAL.
A.

superintendent of the electric-light
W'ing, Minn., was instantly killed a
few days ago by coming in contact with a live wire.
Paulson!

plant

at

Red

Harry Wagner of Columbus. Ohio, has been apmanager of the Owatonna (Minn.) Gas.

pointed

Electric and Heating
E. G. Poner.

Company

to succeed the late

F. E. Merrill of the Detroit, Ypsilanti, Ann Arbor
electric line has gone on a six-week
vacation to Mexico. It is stated that while there
upon a pleasure trip, he will also look into the merits
of a proposed railroad, 400 miles in lengtli.

and Jackson

ilrs.
Jr..

Florence Cheney, wife of

president

of the

International

W. W.

Cheney,

Electric

Jleter

"Campany. Chicago, died on March 21st, the funeral
being held from the family residence at 1304 Washington Boulevard. March 23d. Mrs. Cheney before
her marriage was ^Miss Florence Hooker, daughter
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of
to

H. M. Hooker of Chicago. The many friends
Mr. Cheney will extend their deepest sympathy
him in his sad loss.

At the last meeting of the .American Institute of
Electrical Engineers Mr. Frank R. McBerty, assistant chief engineer of the Western Electric Company,
Chicago, and Mr. Ernest C. Scott, consulting engineer of Kent, England, were transferred from associate to

full

the

of

Illinois

Central.

They

sailed

14th.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.

has recently been
granted a franchise for electric lighting, and he is
in the market for apparatus.

Fulwider of Redmon,

111.,,

The People's Ice and Light Company of BrownsTexas, has completed the ice plant and will
begin the electric-light plant at once.
ville,

The Danville (Ky.) Light, Power and Traction
Company has been incorporated with a capital of
$50,000,

and

will operate

an

electric-light

and power

plant

Lang Bros, have purchased the plant of the Athens
(Tenn.) Light and Power Company, which they will
improve and operate. The company will furnish
electric light and power.
meeting the Chicago City Council
instructed the committee on state legislation to go
to Springfield and ask the committee on municipal

At

its

cars,

POWER TRANSMISSION.

.''it
a hearing on the bill to amend the charter
of the Lockport, Niagara and Ontario Power ConiIpany at Albany recentlj' the bill was vigorously de\nounced by counsel for the New York Citizens'
lUnion, who averred that the underlying object of
the bill is to combine electrical companies throughput the state so as to form one vast monopoly, free
/from the limitations of the existing laws.

I

PUBLICATIONS.
The Transactions

The Hamilton (Texas) Light and Ice Company
has been incorporated with a capital of $20,000 by
A. McSpadden and others.
il.

own

The Florida Power Company of Ocala, Fla., recently incorporated with a capital of $300,000, contemplates the construction and operation of a waterpower electric plant. W. M. Camp is president of
the company.

electric-light plant to have a capacity of 1,200
i6-candlepo\ver lights is contemplated for Ozark,

H.

its

The officers of the Northw-estern Elevated Railroad Company' and the Chicago, Milwaukee and St.
Paul steam road have, it is announced, practically
concluded the terms of a lease b}' which the Northwestern will operate electric trains over the St.
Paul tracks from \\^ilson Avenue, Chicago, into
Evanston. The fare will be five cents to the city
limits and five cents beyond, making the ride from
Evanston 10 cents.

An

Ark., by C. B. Carter.

build

Engineer van Erlach, in Spietz, Switzerland, has
obtained a permit to build an electric railroad from
Interlaken to Merligen.
Another electric railway
is planned for that town, concerning which Regety
& Co., Spietz, can give information.

steam roads.

New York March

will

—

W. H. Smith has been appointed general manager of the Vallejo and Napa Valley (Cal.) ElecRailway Company, which is about ready to
Mr. Smith resides at Pasadena,
begin operation.
Cal., and is the son of C. S. Smith, who has at
different times been prominently connected with
the management of the Central Pacific, Chesapeake
and Ohio, and the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe

from

The company

John F. Turk has been elected president of the
Hornellsville (N. Y.), Bath and Lake Keuka Railroad Company a concern which has been incorporated to carry out his plans. New York capitalists
are interested in this scheme.

tric

partment

One of the bulletins of electric fans which always
presage the coming of the warmer months is that
of the Sprague Electric Company of New York city.
The points of superiority which the company claims
for its fans are high efficiency, durability, ease and
quietness of running, safety', and appearance. Nu-

employing 100 men.

Recent deaths of members of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers were those of A. Meuschel, Montreal; George W. Brock, Warsaw, N. Y.,
and F. A. Baruth, New York city. Mr. Meuschel
was superintendent of the power houses of the
Lachine Rapids Hydraulic and Land Company. Mr.
Brock was formerly of Brooklyn.

of the International Electrical
Congress will probably be ready for issue to members and subscribers during the present month. An
arrangement has been made whereby those wdio so
desire can have the volumes delivered to a firm of
binders for binding at 20 cents a voliune in cloth
or 60 cents a volume in half morocco. Otherw-ise
the volumes will be delivered in paper covers, carriage prepaid, to the address of the member.

T. H. Traylor of Denver, Colo., who has recently
received a patent for an electrically operated portable apparatus for use on railroads as a main-line
signaling device has issued a pamphlet describing
the invention fully and containing pictures of the
different parts of the apparatus and the mode of
application.
It is asserted by the inventor that the
system is a reliable preventive of head-on and rearend collisions and wrecks resulting from wash-outs,
undermined bridges, open switches, uncleared cars

on

sidings, etc.

last

corporations of the House to recommend for passage the bills providing for the municipal ownership of gas and electric-light plants and giving to
the city the right to regulate the price of gas.

A

miniature searchlight for revolvers or other
firearms has been invented by Byron C. Riblet of
Spokane, Wash., which is somewhat unique.
small incandescent lamp is mounted under the barrel and is connected to a battery in the handle of
the revolver. When a button or contact is pressed
the lamp is lighted and the weapon may be aimed
in a dark room.

A

A

report made by Superintendent C. G. Sundquist
of the municipal electric-light plant of Jamestown,
N. Y., states that the commercial rates are lower than
they should be, made so by the low rate for gas
According to
in that city (27 cents per 1,000 feet).
the usual method of accounting used in municipal
bookkeeping the net cost for each street light was
shown to be $21.23 a year.

Catalogue No. 8 of the Locke Insulator Manufacturing Compan}-, Victor, N. Y., is well designed to
show the varied line of insulators, pins and brackets
For testing purw'hich the company manufactures.
poses the compani^ has a well-equipped laboratory
The types of
W'hich is described in the catalogue.
insulators illustrated have been selected as representing the practice best adapted to service in various countries and the aim of the company is to
simplify and bring to standard as far as possible
insulators for ordinary potentials or transmission.
good feature of the catalogue is a pocket attached
to the inside of the back cover in which to place
supplementary' sheets to be issued later.

A

made in a little pamphlet from
the Hunter Fan and Motor Company of Fulton,
N. Y., that not only its Tuerk alternating ceiling
.-Announcement

is

electric

The Pacific Traction Company has been incorporated with a capital of $1,000,000 to construct an
railway between Olympia and Tacoma,

fans will be placed before the public this year, as
usual, but two other kinds of fans also, w'hich are
described in the pamphlet. One of these is called
the Hunter alternating-current ceiling fan and the
other the Fulton alternating-current deflector fan.
The latter is a new departure. The motor is of the
induction tj'pe, equipped with special blades of 14inch sweep, set at an angle of 28 degrees, and run
at tw-o speeds of 1,050 and 800 revolutions a minute,
w-ith a maximum current consumption of 125 watts.
The air is delivered onto three disks or stationary
deflectors which distribute it equally over a large

Wash.

area.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.

According to a German paper, the Central South
African railway is to change from steam to electric
The annual saving thereby is estimated at

traction.
$250,000.

W. E. Winner of the Kansas City-Topeka electric
railway states that work will be begun again within
60 days, and the line will be completed to Bonner
Springs this year.
The Chicago General

Street

Railway Company

use automobile buses to carry its passengers
from Wabash Avenue and Twentj'-second Street to
the west end of the Twenty-second Street Bridge
w-ill

1905

The Nashville Railway and Light Company is preparing to build a new machine shop and car barn
Nashville, Tenn., the investment to amount to

$150,000.

Edgar W. Dennison, who was for 13 years in the
employment of the New York and New Jersey Telephone Company in New Jersey, has been made secretarj' of the Edison Manufacturing Company, Edison Phonograph W'orks, National Phonograph Company and Bates Manufacturing Company.

I,

capable of being quickly attached to any boat and
of being shipped and unshipped with ease in rough
weather.

in

membership.

C. F. Annett of Chicago, formerly assistant superintendent of telegraph of the Illinois Central Railroad Company, has been appointed superintendent of
telegraph, telephones and electric lighting for the
Isthmian Canal Zone, Panama, with headquarters at
the city of Panama. Thomas J. O'Neil, his assistant,
w^as formerly for several years in the telegraph de-

April

pending the erection of a new bridge at that street.
It states that it transports about 3,000 people a day,
and it will take a year to build the new bridge.

A
lins

striking catalogue

is

that of the

W. H. Mul-

Company of Salem, Ohio, makers of stampedNot only are its pages well illustrated

steel boats.

with the various types of stamped-steel rowboats and
power-driven boats manufactured by the company,
but they are also overflowing with attractive river
and lake scenes, hunting pictures, etc., which make
the catalogue a ver>' interesting one to lovers of
sports afield.
An ingenious contrivance adapted
especially to hunting boats where it is important
that the person rowing face the bow of the boat, is
described in the catalogue. It consists of a set of
bow-facing oars wiiich are said to be strong and

merous st3'les of fans are illustrated
which is carefully prepared.

in the bulletin,

A

useful publication bearing upon the registration
of trademarks under the new trademark act, with
notes, by Mr. Arthur P. Greelev. has been published by John Byrne & Co., Washington, D. C.
Congress has recently passed a new trademark act
and in consequence numerous circulars were sent
out to registrants urging re-registration, some of
these circulars being so worded as to create the
impression that reregistration is necessary to the
preseirvation of existing rights and that any delay
may Jeopard such rights. The purpose of the
pamphlet is to correct this misapprehension and
make as clear as possible the meaning of the act.

A

cursory inspection of the

new

publication issued

by W. H. Schott of Chicago will suffice to show that
it is
decidedly different from the ordinarj' everyday catalogue. But a hasty glance will not be found
enough, and one must needs stop and go over more
carefully the interesting things that are contained
in its pages.
The pamphlet is entitled "From Necessity to Lu.xurj%" and its aim is to show that all modern necessities are the luxuries of a generation ago
and have been evolved slowh' from the crude makeshifts of a century ago
nothing ver}- new perhaps.
But something else the writer wishes to bring out
in the pamphlet, and which he does in a clever
manner, is that the central-station heating plant is
the greatest of all modern luxuries and at the same
time "centralization is economy."

—

SOCIETIES

AND SCHOOLS.

The ne.xt meeting of the Engineers' Club of St
Louis will be held Wednesday evening, .\pril 5th, at
the club rooms, 3817 Olive Street.
Mr. E. G.
Helm will deliver a lecture on "The Levee and
Drainage Problem of the American Bottoms."
At

the

next meeting of the

Electrical

Section,

Western Society of Engineers, at Chicago on A.pril
14th, Mr. Charles H. Smoot, an electrical engineer
wath the Western Electric Company, will present a
paper on "A Simple Electrical Method of Determining Flu-x Distribution and Magnetic Reluctance
in Odd-shaped Air-gaps."
Mr. Charles E. Downton of Pittsburg
interesting lecture before the engineering
of the University of Minnesota on March
scribing the works of the Westinghouse
and Manufacturing Company. With the

gave an
students
17th, de-

Electric
aid of a

moving-picture machine he took his audience on a
realistic if imaginary trip through the Westinghouse
companies' properties.

The Western Passenger

Association

has

named

a rate of one fare plus 50 cents for the round trip
from all points in its territory to Denver and Colorado Springs for delegates and friends attending
the twenty-eighth convention of the National Electric
Light Association to be held in the cities named
on June 6th to nth. The rate will apply only
where a single fare is $12 or more.

A

change has been made in the dates of the
remaining lectures to be given by Prof. F. A. C. Perrine at the Brooklyn Polytechnic Institute, also those
of Dr. Duncan. Professor Perrine has been giving a
series of evening lectures on long-distance electric
power transmission, but owing to his absence in

Mexico during ilarch

in

connection with an exten-

sive power-transmission project- his dates have been
changed to April 6th. 13th. 19th, 27th, May 4th and
18th.
Dr. Duncan's remaining dates are April nth

and

Mav nth and

2Sth.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Through an error in the Illustrated Electrical
Patent Record of the issue of the Western ElecMarch 25th the cut numbered 780,865 is

trician for
shown as

illustrating

the

electric

train-signaling

equipment patented by W. Britton Lane of Evanston.
HI. (No. 780,865), whereas it should represent the
electric-elevator control system patented bv Nils
O. Lindstrom of Jersey City, N. J. (No. 784,869).
T. M. Sinclair & Co., packers, will operate their
plant at Cedar Rapids, Iowa, by electric power. The
plant will include one 75-kilowatt engine-type generator, one 200-kilowatt belted generator and about
40 motors ranging in size from one to 40 horsepower, to be used for an individual-drive -system.
The proposed change is brought about by the growing needs of the plant, which already covers nearly
400 acres of ground and gives employment to 1,500
men. Bullock generators and motors will be used.

A peculiar method of starting is employed by .i
boat running on Lake Geneva, Switzerland.
Ordinarily it is driven by a 45-horsepower Diesel engine
running at 260 revolutions a minute, but it is
started and reversed by electric power. When start-

April
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r,

the tng'ine h disconnected from the propeller
slinft and drives only the generator and exciter.
The generator furninhcfi current for a motor connected with the propeller dhaft, liic torque and
speed of which arc conlrolled by reKtdatinn ihe
After allaininu full speed the motor it
excitation.
switched o(T and the engine is directly coupled to
the propeller shaft.
iiiff.

TRADE NEWS.
The

Mlis tJhaliners Company
Milwaukee, Wis., on May

will

of the

olTices

be established
The ChicaRo onicc
in

made

be

will

a

ist.

of Cincinnati, Obio, pcrtaininR to

Company
March

all

its

than rec-lifurs, was Iraii-fiTrrd 011
to lb<- Chnr.li.T I'.i.vlric and Maiuifiir-

iilher

iitli

Company, and the Kli-ctrical .'Xpiiiiaiice Com
announces that it will mil lie responsible for

liiriiiK

iin\

rdcrs placed

I

lie

I..

J.

or gimils

inulrlivered after that

Schureman Comp,any of Chicago, nianu-

motor-controlling devices,
133-139 .South Clinton Street was
recently, is now
alnid.st totally destroyed liy fire
fully established in its new and larRcr quarters at
70-86 West Jackson Boulevard, where increased fa[iliiii-s now enable the company to give customers
liriii r service than ever.
11 iiiinr
of
wImisc plant

«S9

I'ray

The new trademark which has been adopted by
I".
Bissell Company and which is shown herewith may bo taken as a symbol of its
own activity in pushing the Security

the

and novelty potheads and
sleeves which it manufactures, or of
its long jumps in the electrical jobbing trade, in which it is very prominent; or it may be a tribute to its home city, Toledo, where frogs were once famous and now arc
only memories.
But, whatever the motive, it is
specialties

to be viidely

known

as a guaranty of full value.

automatic

at

he E. E. Naugle Tie Company of Chicago anremoval of its ofiices from 159 La Salle
to the Mailers Building, 226-228 La Salle
Street, where it will occupy the entire ninth floor.
The, officers and employes of the company will be
glad to see all of their old and new friends, and
will be in position, as heretofore, to make delivery
of railway ties, telephone poles and fence posts.
I

iiiiunces the

Street

The Navy Department, through the Bureau of
Supplies and Accounts, is inviting sealed proposals
until April 4th for delivering and installing wirelesstelegraph outfits on board the United States ships
Pennsylvania and Maryland, at the League Island
vy yard and the works of the Newport News
Shipbuilding and Dry Dock Company, Newport
News, Va., respectively, and delivering two outfits

The General Electric Company brought suits on
March 9th against the Jaeger Miniature Lamp Manufacturing Company for infringement of patent to
H. J. Jaeger on dental incandescent electric lamps
No. 692,294 and against the Kimball Electric Construction Company for selling lamps manufactured
by the Germania Electric Lamp Company of Harrison, N. J., in infringement of Branin patent No.
The Edison Electric Light Company has
332,760.
also commenced suits under date of March 13th
against the Elmwood Mills of Providence, R. I., and
against the Electric Contract Company for infringement of Edison patent No, 444.530.

BUSINESS.
The Minneapolis Cedar

.ind

Lumber Company

of Minneapolis, Minn., which has succeeded to the
business
Carney Bros. Company
cedar-pole
of
of Chicago, desires to impress upon pole users that
it is a producer from its own land, with large stocks
of poles at nine yards located in Minnesota and
Wisconsin. Pole buyers are invited to submit their

liic

comptny

u

going into tbe pole

|ju«lt>r-.
h<-

Minn

Plate Kallery Company of Binghamton,
N. Y., maker <if the patent tray plate storage battery for central stations, lighting, power and isolated plants, announces that owing to in constantly
increasing business it has found it necessary to o|)cn
a New York office.
This office is in charge of Mr.
II. H. Oaknian, who has a large acquaintance among
electrical men.
Mr. Oakman's office is located at
39 Cortlandt Street. New York.

The

requirMntn!', a<

I

Philadelphia am! Norfolk.

office

district

and will be moved to the new First National Bank
I Building on May 1st.
The plant and business of the KIcctrical Appliance
l.nsiiiess

-

New York

nivjr yard. Application! for propOAaU iliould refer to Khcdule ijH, the propoialt
being obtainable at the navy pay officea in New York,

at the

.

inj

Company

of

.\finftcap<;lii.

r,i iu new pole and pott >ir<l
iJerr Kii^r, Minn, »herc a eomfdelr tu<k o(
cedar proilurit will \/e carried
It lui a larae aiut
welt'asiorted »t<-*k in (t^**) thipttr^ '•^m'!''"'-fi
,

at

The North*
Wanhington ."^
small hanger
the company tni^rif.fT v.tui n ..initi,!'- -/.iridif t:ii,i'A bargain sheet of second-hand machinery cinwl
is Ixriiig mailed with the hanger.

Marry C. Reynolds, maruger of lln
mcnt of Ihe W. E. Edgcrton loimb'
Minneafiolis, Minn., reports his com
cut this year a large »tock of [x,!.
..„.,..;
lengths and ready for prompt shipmeiii.
.Mr. Reynolds is a capable executive and is energetic in executing the wishes of the patrons of his departmnii.

John H. Rowe of Minneapolis, Minn., who for
years has handled, more especially, pine and
has now engaged in producing
white cedar poles, having banked last winter at
Laportc, Minn., 50,000 white cedar poles, from lO
to 60 feet long.
He takes pride in Ihe soundness a-nd

many

hemlock lumber,

grjod condition of his stock.

Wing desk fans arc of old and tried design and
liecn standard 20 years.
motor designed
especially for use with such fans has been developed
by the Rochester Electric Motor Company of Rochester, N. Y.
The most important points in the construction of the motors of this type arc described in
a small circular sent out by the company.

A

have

C. A. wood preserver, as described in a pamphlet
issued by the C. A. Manufacturing Company of .Austin, Texas, is a hea>'y dark brown oil stain, which
impregnates all kinds of wood to a remarkable degree at once, without forming a coating or closing
the pores.
Its high specific gravity forces it into
the capillar)- tubes of the wood. It is not explosive
or inflammable; nor does it evaporate, and it is
always ready for immediate use. It is applied with
a brush like paint, or the timbers may be immersed.
'l"hc pamphlet contains many testimonials, a birdseye
view of the factoo', etc. It may be had upon application to the company.

ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.
/ssued (i'nitcd States Patent OOicf) March
Printing Telegraph. John C. Barclay, New
York, N. Y. Application filed March i, 1904.
Selecting relays and means for operating them are associated witli a restoring circuit and controlling means.

785,076.

Electrically
operated carriage-release mcclianism comprises a magnet and armature, and a circuit for the magnet is arranged to be completed by the selecting means
upon the transmission of a predetermined message. Means
actuated by the carriage prevent action of the restoring

and comiirisc a contact operated by the armaturtr
and arranged to be broken when the armature is attracted.
Another contact in the circuit of the carriage-release magnet is arranged to be broken by the carriage during motion toward its starting point.
point,

785,096.

W.

A

Frank B. Hall,
Cable Box.
Va. -Application filed November

bracket

is

Wheeling,
11,

1902.

mounted on the pole and a non-conducting

in the bracket,. longitudinal rows of screws
hook is mounted on each
extending through the plate.
screw, the hooks in one row adapted for connection with

plate

is

mounted

A

the cable wires, and those of an opposite row for connecFuses connect the oppotion with the distributing wires.
site rows, the fuses being provided with perforations.
Strips of carbon are mounted underneath the perforations
in the fuses, and ground wires are attached to the carbon

78Sj103-

Telephone Selecting Mechanism.

Jackson, Orleans,
30,

Ind.

John P.
Application filed June

1903-

A

selecting device includes a constantly operative clock
an electromagnet and its armature and a circuit
closer having operative connection with the armature.
closed circuit is provided in which the electromagnet is
arranged and by which tlie circuit closer is held disengaged
from the clock train. Means operable on the breaking of
tlie circuit clutch the circuit closer to the clock train.
train,

A

Electrically Driven Hoist or Coal Whip.
Johannes Wilhelmi, Hamburg, Germany. Application filed June 16, 1904.

785,139.

A block comprising a shell is provided with means to
connect it to an overhead support and an electric motor
a pulley, both contained in the shell.

to drive

'85,157.

Louis,

Vacuum Lamp.
Mo.

Application

Joseph M. Davey,
filed June 27, 1903.

St.

A

,

tube of smaller diameter than the neck of the lamp
bulb extends into the bulb, having its outer end flared
Leading-in wires are secured in position inoutwardly.
termediate the flared end of the bulb and the inner end
of the tube by a union between the two.

Process of Separating and Refining Complex Ores. Eric Hedburg, Joplin, Mo., assignor
to the American Reduction Company, Chicago,
Application filed January 15, 1904.
in.

'85,167.

''

^
''

After the drying and roasting process the magnetic
components of the ore are separated by passing the ore
through magnetic fields of progressively increased strength,
whereby the strongly magnetic ores are attracted by the
lesser energized magnetic field, and the slightly magnetic
ores by the highly energized magnetic field.

Brake-switch Locking Device.
Frank C.
Newell, Wilkinsburg, Pa., assignor to the West-

85,180.

inghouse

Air

Brake

Company,

21,

tgo^.

Pa.
Application filed March 29, 1902.
Combined with a running controller and a brake switch

is

Pittsburg,

an electrically actuated locking device for preventing
movement of the brake switch from its running posiwhen the controller is not in its open position.

the
tion

Overhead Trolley. Frank J. 'Prue, Woon785,183.
socket, R. L Application filed November 7, 1904.
A head contains lubricant chambers and has bearings
receiving the journals.
Bores connect the lubricant chambers and the bearings, and spring-pressed plungers occupy
the bores and have ducts for the passage of the lubricant.
Automatic Beam Scale. Guy Hamilton,
785,209.
Detroit, Mich., assignor to the Caille Bros. Company, Detroit, Mich.
Application filed January
II,

1904.

A motor with sprocket wheel and chain moves the
counter weight back and forth on the scale beam according to the direction of rotation of the motor.
Contacts
above and below tlie scale beam are made and broken
as the beam rises or falls.
These contacts are the terminals of circuits controlling the motor.
Automatic
Telegraphy,
Arthur
Korn,
Munich, Germany. Application filed November

785,221.

1903.
Registering

9.

telegraphic electrical impulses is done by
circulating a high-tension current, for instance Tesla currents, in a receiving circuit, and causing each of the
telegraphic electrical impulses coming from the line to
insert in the receiving circuit either one or two windowed
cathndic tubes according to the impulses being of one or
opposite polarity.
By the transmission of a radiatiorl
through the window of either or each of these tubes an
impression is produced on a moving sensitive film.

Resonator
785,266.
Springfield, 111.

Switch.
Harold C. Moyer,
Application filed February S,

1904.

Combined with a number of V-shaped conducting plates,
each consisting of three electrically separate members,
are a corresponding number of batteries having one terminal connected with a member of the plates respectively.
A corresponding number of relays are connected with
the otJier terminal of the batteries.
Sounders are connected with the relays and also with one member of the
conducting plates.

System of Wireless Telegraphy with
Tuned Microphone Receivers.
Adolf Slaby,
Charlottenburg. and Georg G, Arco, Berlin,
Germany. Application filed September 27, 1901.
A receiving system for space telegraphy comprises an

785,276,

nductor adapted

to receive the electrical impulses
earth.
branch
nected with the aerial conductor, the branch circuit including a microphone and means for so transforming the
energj' received by the aerial conductor as to decrease
the potential and increase the current.

the

785,293.
Italy.

Electric

Tramway.

Application

filed

A

Gas Separator for Storage Batteries.
Edison, Orange, N. J., assignor to
the Edison Storage Battery Company. Orange,
N. J. Application filed Augustf 16, 1904.

785,297.

Thomas A.

Electrical Fuse Box. Gilbert W. Goodrich,
Bridgeport. Conn., assignor to the Bryant ElecCompany, Bridgeport, Conn. Application

785,306.

tric

filed June 16, 1904.
A fuse-box is provided with contact plates provided
with jaws open toward the open end of the box with a
fuse plu^ adapted to be inserted endwise into the box
and provided with contact plates to enter the open jaws
of the box-plates by the endwise insertion of the plug.
Means latch and lock the plates together by the insertion.

Electric Railway.
Timothy Mahoncy, San
Francisco, Cal.
Application filed December i,

785,315-

1903.
Current collectors on the car contact with the trolley
rail and a sectional conductor.
Uninterrupted electrical
connections arc provided between each of the sectional
conductor collectors and the return. An electromagnetic
switch relative to each trolley rail .section connects the
section to a feed wire.
The coils of the eleciromagneiic
switches are not in series with the motor circuit.
An
actuating circuit connects with the advance switch coil
through thq car, thence passes to the sectional conductor,
thence up through a sectional conductor collector to

785,326.

Thermostatic

Osceola, Iowa.

Alarm. Charlie C. Palmer,
Application filed April 4, 1904.

A

thermostatic bar is connected to the trip lever of a
mechanism which operates to close an electric alarm circuit at a given temperature.

Means for Progressively Establishing and
Spheres of Magnetic
Dissolving
Influence.
Guion Thompson and Huntington W. Merchant,
New York, N. Y"., assignors to the Thompson
Safety Appliance Company, Jersey City, N. J.
Application filed August 17, 1903.

785,338.

A multiple electric circuit includes a source of electricity common to each of its branches, the coil of an
electromagnet being common to two of the branches.
separate normally open circuit controlling contact is placed
in each of the branches, a traveling contact being adapted
to close the normally open contact of one of the branches
Subsequently to
in which the electromagnet is included.
leaving and reopening the latter contact the traveling contact closes the normally open contact of the branch in
which the electromagnet is net included.

A

785.366.

Alfredo Diatto, Turin,
September 30, 1902.

ict bar is carried by the car, supertontact devices along the road being adapted to be
be
closed b/ tbe bar. An electromagnetic circuit-closing de-

ficial

for the motive circuit, and means for sending a weak
cnt from the magnetized bar throngh the supcr6cial
contact devices to operate the electromagnetic devices and
close the main circuit, are features of the device.

\'acuum Electrode.

York N. Y.

A

vacuum

Application

Robert Machiett,
filed

December

i,

New
1904.

electrode has a contact surface adapted to
apply an electric current direct to the body of a patient.
Means concentrate tbe passage of the current in the con*
tact surface.

:
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Trolley Head. Eugene J. Parker and Louis
N. Cohvell, Providence, R..I. Application filed
April 27, 1904.

785,372.

In a troHey liead are combined with a body a trolley
arm mounted upon the body and expanding means carried
by the body for frictionaily engaging the body and pole.

Adolph F.
Electric Welding Machine.
785,379.
Rietzel, Lynn, Mass., assignor to the Thomson
Electric Welding Company, Lynn, Mass. Application filed November 16, 1903.
Electric metal-working apparatus comprises a starting
device for causing current to flow through the section of
work to be heated, an automatic cut-ofE for stopping the
flow of current through the work, and means_ connected
with the work holder for bringing the cut-off into action
when, by the softening of the work, the work holder has
been permitted to move to a predetermined extent. Other
means reset the cut-off device by readjustment of the
starting device to position for placing the apparatus in
condition in which no current will be supplied to the
(See cut.)
work.

April

Guion
System.
Block
Electromagnetic
Thompson, Duluth, Minn., assignor to the
Thompson Safety Appliance Company. Appli-

to be; heated in

785.446.

May

cation filed

to

it

1,

1965

and for exhausting

from the chamber.

the

Trolley.

785.598.

Clemens Dillhoff and Joseph Has-

Morgantown, W. Va.
December 13, 1904.
treiter,

16, 1901.

Associated with a series of normally open electric circuits, each including a source of electricity, is the coil of
an electromagnet.
A normally open circuit controlling
contact is adapted to be closed by the electromagnet when
it is energized.
A normally closed circuit controlling con-

Application

filed

A

,

trolley body has a bifurcated end and a rearwardly
extended arm having an aperture at its end, with a trolley
harp pivotally mounted in the bifurcated end of the

opened by the magnet when energized.

tact is

Partial

785.447.

for

Circuits

Guion Thompson, Duluth,

Currents.
Electric
Minn., assignor to

Thompson Safety Appliance Company.

the

clo^ proximity

plication filed

Means

August

2,

Ap-

igo2.

Telephone Desk Set. Charles T. Mason,
Sumter, S. C. Application filed November 29,

785,624.

1904-

The switching apparatus

is

supported by a central core

surrounded by a tubular casing.

carried on the car operate levers which in turn
which control the

affect the armatures of electromagnets
circuits of a signaling system.

Means for Progressively Establishing and
Magnetic Spheres of Influence.
Guion Thompson, Duluth, Minn., assignor to the
Thompson Safety Appliance Company. Application filed August 2, 1902.

785.448.

Dissolving

A

normally open electric circuit comprises a source of
a normally open circuit controlling contact,
an electromagnet and a distant normally closed
An armature for the electromagnet is adapted
when operated to close the normally open circuit controlelectricity,
the coil of

contact.

ling contact.

Phase Indicator. Pendleton G. Watmough,
Schenectady, N. Y., assignor to the General
Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y.
Application filed November 17, 1900.
In an alternating-current instrument are two members
mounted so as to be movable relatively to each other
without mechanical restraint.
Means develop a rotary
field in one member and develop in the other member a
rotary field having the same direction of rotation as that
of the first member.
A device for noting the relative
movements of the members caused by relative shifting of

785,458.
Jr.,

the fields

Jr.,

NO. 785,379.

— ELECTRIC

(See cut.)

Application

the

claims.

motor controlled from the switching station operates

16,

1904.

A line terminal.- a .=;liding operating member, a contact
member, an operating spring and an interlocking device

Incandescent

785,483.
ner,

Shelby, Ohio.

Lamp

Holder. Jonas FeighApplication filed September

23, 1904.

A

combined globe holder and lamp socket and plug are

described.

cago,.

Heat

Frank B. Cook,

Chicago, 111. Application filed March 9, 1904.
Combined with a resistance body for inclusion in a circuit are an oscillating lever electrically connected with
the resistance body, a circuit controlling means adapted to
engage the lever and tending to oscillate it and thereby
break the circuit and cementing material for holding the
lever against oscillation, and means apart from the whole
for restoring the lever to its normal operative condition
_

after operation.

785,419.

Switch.

Electric

York, N. Y.

David E. Gray, New
filed June 6, 1904.

Apphcation

An

insulating base carries a stationary electric contact.
is a main contact and a switch arm, one of
the latter parts having an enlarged head or projection
and the other having a correspondingly formed opening.
The arm is pivoted on the main contact, movable in a
plane parallel to the base and removable after electrical
connection is broken with the stationary contact.

The features of a small magneto-generator
work are set forth in the patent.

.

cago,

Pressure Gauge. Charles E. Sargent, ChiApplication filed September 24, 1904.
III.

The pressure to be measured is transmitted to a column
of mercury which, rising in a tube, completes electrical
circuits at various heights through contacts entering the
tube.
The circuits through proper electrical devices indi-

1904.

The electrodes of this lamp are parallel and point
downward, a glass rod being placed rigidly between.
As the electrodes are burned away, the rod prevents the
free action of the arc.
As the electrodes are consumed
they are brought down by a weight, which in turn is governed by the movement of the rod.

Synchronous Motor. Ernst F. W. Alexanderson. Schenectady, N. Y., assignor to the
General Electric Company, Schenectadj', N. Y.
Application filed August 12, 1904.

785.532.

In a synchronous motor are an armature structure
adapted to receive a distributed winding, and a field structure having projecting poles of a polar pitch unequal to
the pitch of the poles produced by the armature winding.

Two-speed Winding

785.533.

for Three-phase

Mo-'

Ernst F. W. Alexanderson. Schenectady,
assignor to the General Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y. Application filed August 13, 1904.
tors.

N.

785,445.

Combined with a nc mally open circuit containing a
source of electricity, an electromagnet and a normally
open contact is an armature for the magnet adapted when
operated to close the contact. A partial circuit comprises
a normally closed contact governed by the armature,
and normally ojien contacts including adjoining sections of
a railway rail insulated irom each other at. their opposing ends.

Telephone System.

785,674.

phia,

Pa.

Y.,

In the alternating-current motor described there is a
three-phase winding and a two-phase winding in the same
slots.
Means are provided for connecting either winding
to the source of three-phase current.
(See cut.)

Electric

785,535.

Schenectady,
Electric

Furnace.
William C. Arsem,
N. Y., assignor to the General

Company.

Application

filed

August

12,

1904.

An
a

Isidor Kitsee, Philadelapplication filed February
this application filed Au-

gust 4, 1902.
series of jacks for the switchboard consist each of a
soft iron core provided with a movable device adapted
to connect normally with one part of the circuit to which

A

the jack is connected, and adapted to be moved out o£
contact with the part through the insertion of the connecting plug. A conductor is connected to a second part
of the
nductor being insulated from the
(Se.

EXPIRING PATENTS.
Following is a list of electrical patents (issued
by the United States Patent Office) that expired
on Ifarch 27, 1905
Commutator for Dynamo-electric Machines. T. A.Edison, Llewellj-n Park, N. J.
Regulator for Dynamo-electric Machines.
C. Heis^ler, St. Louis, Mo.
Electric Gas Burner.
379.977J. Y. Parke, Philadelphia,
Pa.
380,010.
Electric Annunciator.
C. S. Young and G. E.
Painter, Baltimore, Md.
380,020.
Electrodynamic Machine.
G. F. Card, Coving379.944-

Machine for Dressing Covered Electrical Con380,053.
ductors. W. H. Sawyer^ Providence, R. I.
Electric Kailway.- F. M. Speed, San Francisco,380,060.
Cal.

Arc Lamp.

T. E. Adams, Cle\-eland, Ohio.
Galvanic Battery. H. J. Brewer, New York, N. Y.
Galvanic Battery. H. J. Brewer, New York, N. Y.
Pyromagnetic Motor.
T. A. Edison, Llewellyn
Park, N. J,
380.101.
System of Electrical Distribi
T. A. Edisoo,
Llewellyn Park, N. J.
,
380.102.
System of Electrical Distribution, T. A. Edison,
Llewellyn Park, N. J.
Conduit for Electric Railways.
380.103.
S.
D. Field,
Yonkers, N. Y.
Incandescent Electric Lamp Holder and Cut-out.
380.114.
Heisler, St. Louis, Mo.
380.115.
Alternating-current Dynamo-electric Machine.
C.
Heisler, St. Louis, Mo,
Induction Coil. E. E. Ries, Baltimore, Md.
380,138.
Dynamo-electric Machinery.
New
380,144.
Sprague,
F. 'T.
'
York, N. Y.
Electric Conductor.
380,157.
E. G. Acbeson, Pittsburg, Pa.
Incandescent Electric Lamp Holder and Cut-out.
380,202.
380,074

380.084.
380.085.

C

Bridgeport, Conn.
380,261.
Electric Vapor Bath.
R. F. Jackson and W. R.
Pope, Baltimore, Md.
Electric Arc Lamp.
380,271.
C. W. Adams. Chelsea, Mass.
Insulated Electrical Conductor.
380,205.
\V. A. Phillips,

Schenectadv, N. Y.

electric furnace

refractory

Original

Divided and

379-956.

Electric Arc Lamp. Charles Oliver, Woolwich, England.
Application filed February 29,

cate the pressures.

Bridging Circuits for Electric Circuits.
Guion Thompson, Duluth, Minn., assignor to the
Thompson Safety Appliance Company. Application filed August 2, 1902.

for telephone

785.516.

Besides there

785,438.

Electric Generator.- William Kaisling, Chiassignor to the St romb erg- Carl son
111.,

Telephone Manufacturing Company, Rochester,
N. Y. Application filed July 20, 1903.

INDICATOR.

Coil.

outlying circuits center in one exchange.
is placed at the operator's desk for each
of the circuits in the charge of the operator, the coils of
which are conductively independent.
One of the coiis
of each inductorium is at all times electrically connected
to Its outlying circuit.
A connecting plug also at the desk
is supplied
for each of the circuits and in inductive
relation -to the coil.

24, 1902.

785,499.

— PHASE

1904.

Two or more
An mductorium_

September 3, 1904.
Included in the regulator are a transformer provided
with primary and secondary windings, a commutator connected with the secondary winding and provided with a
movable member for changing the voltage supplied by
the secondary winding and clutches provided with movGearing connects the members together
able members.
so that the movements of one control the movements of
another, while other mechanism connects the clutch members with the revoluble members.

NO. 785,458.

2.y,

Telephone System. Isidor Kitsee, PhilaI^S^^yZ'
delphia, Pa. Application filed February 24, 1902.

filed

Self-restoring

July

filed

Regulator for Alternating Currents. E.d785,487.
ward L. Haney, Nashville, Tenn. Application

785,407.

1904.
interposed between the parts of

A cabinet contains means for impressing on the circuit
a high-frequency current. Means moimted on the cabinet
open view give instant visual warning upon the flow
t,
the means being pro-

forming a part of the operating member to prevent the

movement of the contact member until the operating
member has reached a predetermined point are the essential parts.
A stop carried by the operating member limits

is

Detonator or Auxiliary Protective Alarm
Spark Gap for High-frequency Apparatus.
Jackson, Newton, Mass.
Application

to the outside terminals of a corresponding impedance,
and the intermediate terminal of each pair are connected
to the intermediate terminal of another impedance.

Electrical Switch. Robert G. Clark, BrookN. Y., assignor of one-half to U. L. LaughSchenectady, N. Y. Application filed April

10,

Howard

A. system for. rectifying alternating currents comprises
two or more pairs of asymmetric conductors, each pair
consisting of two asymmetric conductors arranged in opposition.
The outside terminals of each pair are connected

lyn,

February

785,671.

System for the Rectification of Alternating
Charles F. Burgess, Madison, Wis.
Currents.
Application filed August 15, 1903.

lin.

A

Insulated Step Joint. Bancroft G. Braine,
New York, N. Y., assignor to the Continuous
Rail Joint Company of America.
Application

Insulating material
the rail joint.

29, 1902.

the switch.

785,405.

SYSTEM.

April 30, 1904.
The socket is made in two separate parts having lateral
openings which are brought into coincidence when the
parts are adjusted together.
spring projects through
the openings to lock the two parts together.

filed

filed

^85,403.
-

—TELEPHONE

Socket for Electric Lamps.
James A.
Mebane, South Boston, Va. Application filed

785,657.

Mechanical features of a lamp standard are set forth

bert Anderson. Boston, Mass.

A

provided.

ber 30, 1904.

WELDING MACHINE.

Power-Operated Switch. Johan M. Ander785,397.
sen, Boston, Mass., assignor of one-half to Al-

August

is also

Portable Electric Lamp. Henry D. Olier,
Philadelphia, Pa. Application filed Septem-

785,481.

NO. 785,674.
785,626.

beater

having an air-tight chamber contains
and means for supportifig material

380,301.
kins,

Electric-light

Batavia, N.

and Globe Protector.
Y.

W. M.. Tomp-

—
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lll<

N. May Arc-lighting
Station of the City of Chicago.
Named in lionnr of jlor.-itio N. May, who was cily
(r]niplrijllcr diiriiiK llic term when Hiiiipslc.id W.ishliurnc was mayor of the city, the new power siniion

The New Horatio

supply current for mnnicipa! street arc llxhtinpi
city
of Chicago represents a distinct
for
the
<nKinccrin(? advance over the plants previously built.
placed at I'ullcrlon Avenue and the North
It
is
Uranch of the Chicago River, and is intended to
supply current for the street arc lamps on a inrt?'"
to

FIG. I.

City Electrician E. B. Ellicott has superintended the

work of construction generally, and Mr. George W.
Le Vin has been the engineer for the city who has
had the details of the design and construction work

The

his

immediate charge.

building

is

a

good brick

overload.

ders

is

inches

structure, as show-ii

Fig. 2, with a tile roof, supported on I beams
running lengthwise and carried on steel trusses. It
is divided by a brick wall into two parts
a generator room 73 feet long by 53 feet wide and a
boiler room 102 feet long and also 53 feet wide,

—

making the total length of the building 175 feet.
The walls are iS inches thick and the interior of

room is finished with white enamel
giving a handsome and tasteful appearance,
as may be judged by a glance at Fig. 5.
A 15-ton
electrically operated crane serves the various ma-

the generator
brick,

chines.

Taking up first the generating apparatus, as will
been seen by Fig. i, this consists of two units
Buckeye vertical engines direct connected to Bullock
alternating-current generators and exciters.
The engines are of standard heavy-duty boredguide type, cross-compounded and running condens-

S,

I,,,,:

The exhaust from

the low-pressure cylin-

carried into spiral riveted exhaust pipes 24
diameter, which pass straight out from

in

the cylinders and then

down

to a

main exhaust pipe

of similar construction beneath the level of the floor,
which leads to a Baragwanath sijihon condenser.

The
Iti

general construction of this condenser is shown
The size is 24 inches and ili<- pumps an,1.

vertical

IN

HORATIO

N.

At

pump

for lifting the condensing water
from a well up to the condenser, which is located
above the roof of the building.
The steam enters the condenser through the pipe
centrifugal

shown by

the dotted lines,

pump

is shown
vacuum than
water alone. The water

.^t

the right

for producing a greater

could be obtained from the
entering the condenser falls in a cone of uniform
the hand lever
size, which can be regulated by
shown, to vary the volume of water. The steam
coming in contact with the water cone is condensed
and the hot w^ater resulting falls into the hot well
below. A peculiar condition arises in the operation
of this part of the plant. Since the plant is exclugenerators are, of
sively for street lighting, the
course, shut down during the day and are again
started at night. As both the air pump and the
water pump are driven by motors, which can receive no current until the generators are running,
the engines must start non-condensing. In order
that they may start, the valve operated by the chain

shown
to

The small motor it itself controlled from
switchboard, so that in paralleling the generthe speed may be governed to a nicety to
secure synchronous operation.
engine.
the

ators

I)ir..t

r..„„^M,;\ >„

,:„-i,

.,..,;„,

;.

,

Bullock

.il-

MAY ARC-LIGHTING STATION

the left in Fig. 3 is shown
30-horsepower motor, wdiich drives a

electrically operated.

a

with electric mulor* which arc cotilrullable from the
switchboard anil are iiied in <ynchrr>nizing the genA small motor is mounted in the governor
wheel of each engine and it geared by a worm gear
to a movable weight which tlidet in or out'on an
arm of the governor, regulating the speed of the
erators.

FiR,

the air

in

MKII.

I.

cylinders arc 24 and 46 by 27 inched and
the nominal cap.ncity of each engine it 1.000 horupower, but they will operate under a 50 per cent,

MAIN GENERATORS AND SWITCHBOARD

portion of the Northwest Side. The plant is designed for an ultimate capacity of 3,000 lamps, while
at the present time about 500 lights are in operation.

under

\','

The

ing.

in Fig. 3 is provided, w'hich allows the engines
exhaust to the atmosphere until the condenser
.

pumps can be started.
The engines are supplied with governors

fitted

ternator developing 65.8 amperes at 6.6co volts.
These are three-phase machines with a frequency
of 60 cycles at 150 revolutions a minute. The exciters for these generators are mounted on an e.xtension of the main generator shaft. One exciter
plainly shown in Fig. 1 and a similar one is also
provided for the unit in the foreground. The exciters are also of the Bullock make and are of 25is

kilowatt capacity.

The arrangement

From

of the station is very simple.
the generators the cables first pass under the

floor to the switchboard,

which

is

shown

at the left

in Fig. I.
Here they are first led through the remote-control oil switches, which are mounted in
separate brick compartments beneath the switchboard.

These compartments or cells may be seen in the
the top marble panel had not yet been
put in place when the photograph was taken. The
back and partition walls of the cells are of brick
four inches thick, the front being made of marble
sl.ibs.
The oil switches, transformers, regulators
and all the apparatus, in fact which relates to the
arc system proper were furnished by the General
Incandescent Arc Light Company.
From the oil switches the leads pass to the instrument transformers, and from there to the bus
picture, as

bars.
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The secondaries

of the tra^sformer^ connect to cables which are run in a concrete trench extending
around the corner of the room and pass to the regulators

installed

as

shown

to

the

left

Fig.

in

5.

These regulators are placed each in series with one
side of one of the lines.
Each of these regulators
is virtually two combined in one, the two parts being
double

cross-connected.

electrical

strain,

in

This

two and

practically

also

cuts

provides

an

the
in-

creased radiating surface. Furthermore, if one of
the halves of a regulator should be p^tt out of
service from lightning or other cause, the other half

could take care of the regulation temporarily.
From the regulators the circuits pass to a plug
switchboard in the opposite corner of the room, net
shown in the picture. Here are provided plug
switches and an ammeter for each circuit. There
are seven panels to this board, of white marble, and
the instrument transformers are mounted on the
backs of the panels.
A novel switch plug is used, which is a product
of the

Tbe front of the switchboard consists ,of three
of white marble. The panel to the left is
for the exciters and is equipped with two Weston
0-300-ampere ammeters and one 0-150-volt Weston
panels

The exciter rheostats are mounted at
voltmeter.
the back of the board, operable from the front. Two
single-throw double-pole switches are also mounted
on

this

L company, and

consists of a

combined

between the tip and butt of the plug. When a fuse
is
blown the plug is withdrawn and another inserted,

the

fuse being replaced

of the operator,

at

the convenience

and with no danger whatever of

shock-

Steam-generating equipment has been installed
entirely adequate to the purposes o'f the
is
Four Cahall 5oS-horsepower watertube boilThey are the same boilers
ers have been put in.
that did such good service at the Louisiana Purchase Exposition in furnishing steam to the Curtis
steam turbine on exhibition, and they are the ones
wdiich

panel.

The generator

G.

plug and fuse. The fuse is mounted inside the plug.
The shoulder of the plug next to the handle is of
conducting material, as is also the tip, the two parts
being insulated from each other by a fiber shell,
within which is mounted the fuse. When the plug
is thrust home connection is made through the fuse

panels are each equipped with three

ammeters and a power-factor meter; also synchronizing lamps and handles for operating the field rheoOn swing brackets at the
stats of the generators.
end of the board are two voltmeters and a Westing-

plant.

perintended their erection when they were put in
at the World's' Fair plant in St. Louis.
Green chain-grate stokers have been installed, the
grate area being go square feet to each 500 boiler
horse-power. They burn from 40 to 42 pounds of coal
per square foot an hour and are self-feeding and

ARC-LIGHTING STATION OF THE CITY OF CHICAGO.

house synchroscope, to observe in connection with
the synchronizing lamps in paralleling the generators.

An

interesting point

stallation

about this

part

of the

in-

the fact that the current transformer.^,

is

main-generator field rheostats and the auxiliary
motor transformers are not mounted in the generator
room, but on the wall immediately back of the
switchboard and in the boiler room. This apparatus is shown in Fig. 4. At the top of the picture
are seen the two generator fiel^ rheostats, which are
operated from the switchboard platform in the generator room. Of the eight transformers mounted
in line just below, the three extreme ones on each
side are the instrument transformers, and the two
Below
in the center for the synchronizing buses.
these are seen another set of three transformers

which step down the pressure for the motor circuits
passing to the two motors operating the condenser
apparatus. Last of all are the two compensators
for starting these motors.
Going back once more to the circuits at the switchboard, and taking them up as they leave that point,
they first are run to the primaries of the seven transformers shown at the rear of the room in Fig. 5,
1'here
are
seven So-light circuits now nearly
loaded, and these transformers each supply one of
the circuits. They take the 6,600-volt current between any two legs of the thi^ee-phase generator
.

'

circuits
is

and transform

it

up to 7,200

the pressure of each arc circuit

when

volts,

wdiich

fully loaded.

which took the grand prize. The boilers are built
for a working pressure of 225 pounds to the square
inch, and each is composed of 252 four-inch tubes.

The header is of flowed steel, instead of forged steel,
the former being a vei-y pliable metal which can
be readily bent into any desired curve. The boilers
are supplied with low-water alarms, and the steam
is collected in two 42-inch drums 24 feet long and
one-half inch thick. The boiler installation was under the charge of Mr. Francis Toft, who also su-

self-cleaning.

The

revolve

grates

slowly,

making

one revolution in about two hours, and the parts
which are not carrying the fire are therefore ahvays
cool before entering again. This part of the installation was superintended bj'' Mr.
A. Kuehnel.
One point about the plant which marks it as particularly up to date is the installation of superheating
apparatus. The boilers are equipped with Foster
superheaters designed to superheat the steam 125°
Fahrenheit on a pressure of 160 pounds, when the

R

boilers are working at their rated capacity.
The
superheaters are placed longitudinall}', as shown in
Fig. 6, a view taken during construction, and occupy
the space between the drums and the tubes, receiving
the furnace gases just after they make the first pass.
The construction of the superheater consists of
cast-steel headers and individual return bends, into
which are expanded cold-drawn Shelby tubes. Rings
or gills of cast iron are shrunk over these tubes
along their entire length. Within the Shelby tube
is centered another tube of smaller diameter and
having both ends closed, thus causing all the steam
to flow through the thin annular space between this
inner and outer tube, effecting a quick superheat
under all conditions of load. The cast-iron rings
make it possible to do away with a flooding device
and the extra connections therewith required.
In this superheater the gills not only serve to
increase the effectiveness of the heating surface and
to preserve the steel tube from injurious action of

the gases, but also provide a

mass of metal

in

which

-
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cliatiKcn

the

ill

Iciiipcralurc of

llic

furnace

Bv

of longituilinal expansion,
good draft for the furnaces

A

secured by a
round brick stack 175 feet high and with an internal
diameter of 10 feet. This is connected with the
turnaces by a boiler breeching having a cross-seclioii of 4H square feet,
Althongli not dilTering much from standard practice, thai part of the sysleiu outside of the generatstation

ing

some

possesses

is

features

of

coincidcnl

R. Sro7T.

I'AIIT

boilers

tile

aC3

Circuits.

Ra«cii.

and superheating apparatus the steam is carried to the engines through
an extra hsjivy lainch sttram main with eight-inch
'Ihe main steam
lieiuls, to the hoMcrs and engines,
line is carried on iron brackets on the side walls
and is mounted upon rollers on the brackets, to allow
After leavinR

Power

Llffhtnlng Arresters for

ninoimt i.f licat imils Ijccomc .turcd up, thus
:ii
an acciimiilalor againit peak loads and

inlerol.

I,

Nolwilhulanding numerous apparently conclmive
arguments to llir contrary, the lightning arrester (or
power circuin i< still in a <lagc of progrrnivc deUnfortunately the prevalent and unvelopment.
avoidable ignorance concerning the nature of lightning discharges materially reilricl* thij developHowever, the number of new devices which
ment.
are lieing brought out from lime to lime «liow%

of

lightning

Huenlly and Ujmttimr* p.
i.ecniiiy (or a proprrly '
rupler it evident in order
rc>i<tancc «( the tytiem fi
A properly fletigned ti
peak in p<Jlmiial roulliiu.;
vidiiig thit |>eak occur* v,,
vliiw

ri»e in jiotential

necrM

a marked decrease within the last few years.
Every circuit containing translating or generating devices should be protected by some form of
In the case of generating aplightning arrester.
paratus these arresters arc usually connected near
where the external circuit is connected to the switchIntermediate between this point and
board buses.
the generator choke coils are placed, which lessen
the probability of such a discharge reaching the

machine

itself.

Aerial lines unprotected by tall trees or other
high-conducting mediums form a convenient path
WKen passing
for
discharging
thunder-clouds,
through a treeless country, therefore, they should
be protected at frequent points along their length
by approved lightning arresters.
Lightning subjects electrical apparatus to two

A

—

forms of injury grounds and short-circiiits.
ground is set up by a disrupting of the insulation
of the apparatus by an abnormal potential rise. Such
a potential rise must be very considerable, on ac-

STANDAK

Fir., 7,

Most of the system serves a part of tlie city wliich
across the North Branch of the Chicago River
from the power house, and the cables are laid on
The rest of the system is
Ihe bottom of the river.
overhead work, however. The lamps are of the
lies

scries enclosed type,

arc and carrying
the G,

liy

I,

(1,5

with 75 volts drop across the
amperes. They were furni'ihid

company,

A

method of mounting the

the standard practice in Chicago, lias
employed, as illustrated in Fig, 7, An iron

lamps, which

been
bracket

is

lamp

the

is

shown in the cut, and upon
mounted rigidly. Thus there is

used, as
is

count of the efficient insulation usually employed
on a network. Short-circuits are caused by static
disturbances connecting (by the initial arc) adsubjected to the full dynamic
j.acent conductors
potential. Abrupt static waves concentrated at local
points are the usual cause of such conditions. When
such a local wave is prevented from passing out

by inductive
devices, then a heavy strain is put upon the insulation of the system included between these devices.
Conductors having the full or partial potential
of the system between them and spaced a short
of

of

part

that

the

circuit,

limited

this

no

the wind, with consequent wearing of
the insulation on the wires,
Mr, J, Y, Rahilly, who is in the employment of

swinging

in

the Buckeye Engine Compan.v, is at present in charge
of the pb,nt. but when all the work has been completed and the plant has been accepted by the city,
Mr, H, W. Watts will be the engineer in charge.

The wiring work was done

principally by Mr.

W.

C.

Robinson.

Subway Plans
The New York
on Thursday of

city

last

in

New York

rapid-transit

City.

FIG,

commissioners

week considered revised plans

and reports for new subways and elevated lines.
The original tentative schemes involving an estimated outlay of $250,000,000 have been reduced to
an estimate of $50,000,000 less.
The details of the various schemes
and complicated. In broad outline
vide for four four-track subways
tery to the Bronx, with routes laid
the creation of a

monopoly and

The

substantially

are

the plans profrom the Batout to prevent

to attract rival bids.

ileges.

To

connect Manhattan and Brooklyn there

is

a

plan for a four-track subway from East New Y'ork
along the Long Island shore to the Williamsburg
Bridge, and then on the Manhattan side, continuing

under Delancy Street to the new M"anhattan terminal
of the Brooklyn Bridge,
For Brooklyn also there
are outlined subways under Fourth, Gates, Bedford
and Lafayette avenues towar dthe suburbs of the
borough, and another under the Eastern Parkway,
These Brooklyn routes may be regarded as controversial, the interests of Brooklynites being highly
diversified.
A special line is provided to connect
Beekman Street with Montague and Court Streets,
Brooklyn, allowing of intercommunication between
the new lines and the East River Tunnel.

The government of Hamburg, Germany, by
with

I.

DIAGRAM OF STATIC CHARGE,

liable to become
static spark resulting from the above
which allows the destructive dynamic
flow by the establishing of an initial arc.

from one another arc thus

connected by a
condition,

current to
It is evident therefore that lightning protection sigprotection
nifies the fulfillment of two conditions
against permanent grounds and protection against
short-circuits.
It is therefore not necessary that an
electrical storm be in progress to set up deleterious

2.

cuitvis or static itiiusei.

On the other hand, it is
not advantageous to introduce into a circuit an excessive inductive resistance; and also clioke-coilf
must not overheat and destroy their insulation when
subjected to severe conditions.
But a highly inductive choke-coil requires many turns and sets up
a great amount o( heat. It is thus seen tlut we liave
more or less antagonistic requirements. For thi«
reason it is necessary to so surround the choke-coil
by heat-radiating arrangements that the generation
of heat will not prove injurious to the coil. This
may be effected by immersion in 3 vessel o( insulating

oil,

A high-static potential may be produced by the
opening of a switch or circuit breaker when a shortcircuit exists, or by the sudden loading of transformers.
Ground protection is best secured by
means of lightning arresters, while choke coils or
static interrupters prevent short-circuits.
Instruments designed without moving systems
should be given preference, except under conditions
that warrant frequent inspection. In the horn lightning arresters, which were first introduced by Thomson, an electromagnet is employed to blow out the
arc incident on the short-circuiting of the system
when a static discharge has passed. Such an arrangement is shown in Fig, 3, and consists of a
double electromagnet core (A) provided with two
solenoids
(H).
One end (S) of this double
solenoid is connected to the generator or (ceder
circuit, the other end (N) being connected to the
line and also to one of the horns of the instrument.
The other horn is connected to ground by means of
the conductor
(R),
These horns are mounted
upon insulating pieces (C) so that there will be no
possibility

net

coils.

of a discharge short-circuiting the

The

discharge

coming from the

magline

—

are voluminous

under First, Third,
Seventh and Ninth Avenues and are calculated to
serve efficiently the pressing needs of both the East
and West Sides of the city. There are also to he
cross-town subways either for cars or moving platforms on Fourteenth, Twenty-third, Thirty-fourth
and Fifty-ninth Streets, with mutual transfer privroutes

distance

na.

choke-coil, while a rapid rise does not require such

a high inductive factor.

treaty

Prussia has agreed to the construction of a
rapid-transit electrical trunk-line railway from Blankcnese to Ohldorf.

conditions.

The
tential

is

primarily

an abnomal

static po-

function of a lightning arrester

10 take care of periods v.hen

with

An

exists.

—

to

respect

arrester

the

potential

therefore

which

of

the

must possess

earth

two

assure the prevention of an arc at the spark gaps, and second, that
which will prevent a rise in potential. Since these
functions are anything but mutual, it is evident
that one must be carefully brought out to the exfunctions

that

first,

will

must exist on a similar
For these reasons the low-equivalent arrester

clusion of the other, or both
basis.

possesses

The

desirable

qualities.

simple alternating current in
charging statically a line wire may be graphically
The line (AD) represents
represented by Fig,' i.
zero static potential, while the varj-ing ordinates
within the shaded area represent the changing static
conditions which the line undergoes, owing to the
Such charging and
impulses of potential received.
discharging will not result in any harm, providing
there is an absence of condenser effect and the coinaction

of

a

FIG, 3

passes across the air gap ^P) and to ground; this
results in the generator sending a current around
(H) across the air gap and to ground, thus setting
up a short-circuited condition. The magnetism pro-

cidence of other static conditions.
Let us assume (Fig. 2) that two static waves
(A) and (C) pass along such a line, these waves
being displaced in maxima and minima by any given
portion of a period.
Thej^ will set up a resultant

duced by (H) and set up between the magnet poles
(A) reacts upon the magnetism set up by the arc
across the gaps and blows out or disrupts the latter, thus leaving the arrangement in its nor.mal con-

wave (B), which imposes much greater

modified form of Thomson's arrester which does
not require an electromagnet is shown in Fig. 4,
L'pon a convenient support (E) the insulators

stress

upon

This potential may
the system.
overcome the air gap of a properly designed arthe

insulation

of

dition,

A

:
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(D) are mounted; fastened to these insulators are
the metal caps (A), to which the horns are rigidly
attached, these horns being provided with iron shoes
(G) is connected to
(T), positioned as shown.
to the network or generator to be
discharge passing across the air gap

ground and (R)

A

protected.

separating the horns sets up magnetism in the shoes,
which, reacting upon the magnetism set up by the
The disadvanarc, effeectually disrupts the latter.
tage of this instrument is the fact that the horns
must be made more massive in construction than is
the case with the device already described, due to
the fact that they are liable to hold the arc for a
longer time than is the case with the electromagnet
The arc, however, in every case is finally
form.

considerable area.
On account of the differences existing in the wave
form of generators and the varying capacities of
lines it is not best to judge the size of the air gap
interposed in an arrester by the voltage of the sysFor this reason
tem to which it is connected.

the electrostatic potential

adjustable series spark gaps should be provided so
that the sparking conditions may be readily met
with. The gap in an arrester must also be so care-

tion

fully adjusted that

it

potential in a circuit,

will take care of all

however great the

rises of

rapidity of

these rises.

The low-equivalent

arrester consists essentially of

tOOOOOtOOQO'

to the

1905

S,

comparative slowness with which

utilized,

effectively disrupted.

On account of the fact that an arrester is exposed to conditions which do not obtain in other
apparatus, it is necessary that very careful installaOn
tion and insulation be of primary importance.
high-tension circuits good insulation is a very diffipotential
account
of
the
only
on
matter,
not
cult
of the circuit but also on account of its great arcing
distance in conjunction with the static discharge.
The assumption is that every active part of an
arrester will at some time in its existence be subArresters conject to the full potential of the line.
nected to opposite line wires should be separated
by heavy insulation or by a wide air space and
should never be mounted upon the same backing.

April
due

other underground conductors which extend over a

may rise. It is thus evident that with a lightning arrester which does not
freely discharge at all
times, when a dangerous
potential exists, whatever the other conditions, a
dangerous

state of affair's will accrue.
In Fig. 7 a Garton arrester is shown in part secand part elevation. The line (on a grounded
interurban-railway circuit) is connected at (L), the
ground connection being at (V). An inductive discharge will pass from (L) to (V) as follows:

(L, H, E, R, D, J, F, V), owing to this being the
path of "least inductance. The initial arc thus set
up at (F) will be followed by a dynamic current;
this current will take the path of least resistance, or
(L, C, K, H, E, D, V). The reason for this is the
fact that the non-metallic resistancs rod at (S) has
resistance of approximately 150 ohms
the resist(K and (H) being 50 ohms, and between (L) and (K) 100 ohms^ and being connected
in shunt with (K-L), will be the path selected by
a dynamic current on account of its lower resistance;
while an oscillatory discharge will more readily
pass through (S), on account of the latter being
a

;

ance between

DIAGRAM OF LOW-EQUIVALENT ARRESTER.

FIG. 5.

a

number

the line
set

of small air gaps connected in series with

and also connected

of air gaps, shunted hy

in series with a
'a

resistance, a

second
low re-

sistance being included in series with the above
limit

the

to

practically

non-inductive.

When

current

passes

through (C), the iron rod (D), which is connected
to the rod (R) and the flexible cable (E), is very

dynamic current flowing after operation
The arrangement of a low-equiva-

of the arrester.
lent

arrester

for protecting a

7,500-volt

circuit,

is

shown diagrammatically in Fig. 5. The series gaps
are shown at (C), the gaps (D) being shunted
In series with all of the
included the resistance (B), the ground
connection being at (G). When a discharge passes
from the line to (F), and through the arrangement,
the series gaps are broken down, as are also the
shunted gaps, due to the resistance which the discharge encounters at (E). The shunt resistance
removes the arcs occurring at the gaps (D), and
also aids to remove the arcs at (C), in conjunction

by a high resistance (E).
units

is

should also be very effective in order
that no insulation -will be maintained on the ground

with the resistance (B). The function, therefore,
of the shunted resistance is to not only withdraw
the arcs from the shunted gaps after a discharge,
but also so to reduce the current that the series
gaps can also disrupt the arcs.
One of the units used in a low-equivalent arrester
system is shown in Fig. 6. This unit consists of
five small metal-alloy cylinders (E), held between
A small air
the porcelain blocks (S) and (O).
gap is included between each cylinder, the total air
gap in series being four times that between adjacent cylinders. The end cylinders are connected
to the rods (A) and (T), which pass through the
slate base upon which the
arrester is mounted,
connections being made to the units at the rear
of this board. The non-inductive series resistance
is
for the purpose of limiting the current set up
mitially by the discharge, thus saving not only the
cylinders, but also preventing a short-circuited condition of the system.
The number of series gaps is
such as to withstand the normal voltage, with a

side of the arrester.

factor of safety for

7^ ^^
FIG.
A.]]

arrester
straight

as

4.

MODIFIED HORN ARRESTER.

connections
to

ground

should
as

be

possible.

as

short

and

The ground

:onnection

When

necessary that
the jaws be carefully adjusted or separated by
means of an insulating template in order that the
proper separation may remain unaltered. The plates
and their surroundings should be kept perfectly free
from dust accumulations in order to prevent unnatural short-circuiting.
Tlie arrester should be
surrounded by and located upon insulating incombustible material to prevent the possibility of fire
resulting from the fusible metal coincident with the
arc established during the operation.
Arresters must be provided with a good ground
connection, or otherwise they may not give the protection required. The wire passing from the arrester
to the grounded plate should not be less than No. 4
B. & S., which should be soldered to a galvanized
iron or copper plate one-eighth inch in thickness and
having a surface area of 10 square feet. This plate
should be sunk in moist ground, preferably where
a well or stream is located; if this cannot be accomplished a long iron rod should be driven in the
ground, the ground wire being connected to the
rod and also to all water or gas pipes that may be
plate arresters are used

it

is

convenient.
Tiie usual methods of making a ground connection
under favorable natural conditions are generally effective, but when the proper soil is not at hand or
where the ground plate cannot be placed within a
spring or stream of continuous water a high resistance will usually be interposed. It is an erroneous
idea to suppose that wet clay or pure water affords
a good ground connection.
On account of their
high specific resistance and their usual proximity

rock or slate formation, a ground thus effected is
not to lie recommended. For this reason the ground
wire should be connected to a system of pipes or
to

exist

when one

abnormal conditions, which will
is grounded or when a low-

line

potential static disturbance is set up.
The shunted
gaps provide an easy path for the lightning discharge
and also a higH-resistance path for the dynamic

FIG, 7.

GARTON ARRESTER.

quickly raised (owing to the absence of any damping or retarding action), and thereby breaks connection with the fixed carbon rod (J). The incident
arc

is

quickly suppressed, due to the inertia of (D)
fact that the arc is enclosed within an

and the

insulating

arc

is

and

practically

tube

air-tight

(I).

The

owing to the high resistance
and therefore is quickly smoth-

also very small,

connected

in series,

As soon as the circuit is opened, the iron rod
returns to its position upon (I), and the apparatus
ready for another operation.

ered.

is

[To be concluded next

-u-cck.]

Parcel Carrying on English Street
Railways.
The Manchester

street-railway ~rommittee has for

some time had under consideration the details of
a scheme for carrying parcels on the street cars in
that city.
Writing from Hull, England, on February loth, Walter C. Hamm, United States consul,
says
'"This week the committee met and adopted
a scale of charges for pg-rcels, inclusive of the
charge for delivery, for two areas, the 'inside' and
the 'outside.'
The 'inside* area will include the
whole of the city of Manchester, the borough of
Salford. and the township of Stretford as far as
Warwick Road. The 'outside' area will include the
:

FIG. 6

IT

OF LOW-EQUIVALENT ARRESTER.

discharge after the arcs have been removed from
these gaps.
On high-potential circuits the low-equivalent arrester is provided with an adjustable auxiliary series
spark gap. By means of this addition it is possible
to adjust very closely the sparking potential of the
system.
The purpose of the low-equivalent arrester is to
provide a non-arcing arrangement, and also to give
the greatest possible protection to a high-voltage
alternating-current system. Because of the change
in potential which an electrostatic surge undergoes
from time to time, it is necessary that the arrester
discharge freely, or the protective path afforded by
choke coils or other inductive devices will not be

suburbs wdiich are around the district thus outlined
and within the tramway's circuit. Parcels will be
delivered to all parts covered by the scheme at intervals of not more than a quarter of an hour. It
is expected that the service will be put into operation next month.
The following are the charges for
the

two areas

Weielit.

Not exceedinii—
14 pounds
3S pounds
56 pounds
iiz pounds

Inside
Service.
4.
cents
6 cents
., S cents
-.12 cents

.".....

Outside
Service.
Ti cents
8 cents
12 cents
16 cents

'Manchester, w'ith Salford and Stretford, all included in the 'inside' area, has a population of about
800,000 people. The 'outside' area includes a number
Persons who have
of suburban towns and villages.
been discussing parcel-carrying schemes by trolley
cars in American cities will watch this experiment
with considerable interest."

ij
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The Zoelly Steam Turbine.
KlIANZ

liV

A

KilKSTKB.

UirK'- iiiimlM r of cxiHriiiu-nls have- rri-i-mly

been

VVyss & Cn. i)f Zurich, .Switzerland,
of the Ziiflly steam Hirliiiie to
It may therefore he of interest
a nininiercial haniH.
III
Ki»i- here a desiriptioii of the conslriiclioii of
by

irii-il

in

tli<-

ICsclicr,

ilfvi-lopmcnt

As

he seen

will

(his

liivhine

are

iiioiiiUed

illtistralioii,

of a solid bedplate mi which
the IiIkIi and low-pressure cliamhers,

cniisisls

one central

with

the accniiipaiiyiiiK

ill

two outboard

and

beariiiKS,

tin;

liiRli-prcssurc clianiber, of course, hein(? next to
governor.
In the large sizes there
are two
llie
shafts— one for each chamber- connected between
Iwo central beariiiKs.
will be noted that llii' Inrbiiu- anri Rcm-ral'.r
Il
his is due !•
are niminled on separate bedplales.
till'
fail that the unit illustrated is an experimental
..III
III
inaclicc It is customary to make provision
fill
llic iniiniilinK of the Renerator on the turbine
The turbine chambers themselves are covbedplate.
ered with planished steel plates, horizontally divided
1

Ml as

III

f;icilit;ile

iiiiiis

.Sii.ini
llie

lliniilli'

.iiul

Cillers

iIk-

discharged

disnicnibermeiit.

chamber through
from below, is discharged below
chamber, being finally
the condenser, which ni.iy be conthe liiRh-pj-essure

i.ilvc

to

linv-pres.sure

a65

and linrdnr«« and aUo on accniiiil of it« non-corrosivene^s.
fireat importance i« attached to the dc«iKn of the vanes, they lieing tajicrcd from the
base out, *o that in large si/cfi there i< a sufTicient
f.aclor of safety at the point of maximum sireit.

With

this tapered design

vanes

without

it

increasing

The bending moment

iiirliitic.

lliis

FJ.ECTRICIAN

is

i>ossible to

the
the

in

liability

vanc«

at

use longer
of failure.
liasc

titc

i*

by the distance pieces, which arc made of
This allr>ws a stress only In the dispecial shape.
rection of rotali'in. On .iccounl of the l>ent shajw
of the vnnes great lateral strength is obtained. The
factor of safety of the vanes being taken at from
eight to to and the steam pressure being continuous,
it
will be seen that failure in the vanes is very
improbable, even at extremely high peripheral speeds.
Uiuler these circumstances it will be noticed that
on account of the high allowable peripheral speed,
few wheels or stages arc required, thus making
p(tssiblc a more compact and therefore less expensive turbine. After being built, the wheels arc
accurately balanced and tested by running at a much
higher speed than normal.
Between two consecutive runners are placed parresisteil

tight

titions,

to

make

the

two

the turbine casing.

in

these

withstand

the

jiartitions

of

sides.

It

sufficient

unequal

pressure
These disks arc

of

necessary
strength to

is

the

made

of

steam on
steel, on

by •

worm

gear.

Ihi^

h» l»een uied for mani
Oi. on ihcir wairr lurl.i
found to

Ijc

even nuire

bich
.•

*4rj.fii-!.,r>

lurbinro.

In Ihc

disk the guide biKkri
area, and Ibe wheel works with
»ion.
This area is inrrraseil in li
wheels, until at the la«l low-pr.first

'

steam

of

•null
>„,..

i

„lr
^

received over nearly the cnijrc
the vanes.
is

ere

;

.uii'ice

of

In order that (he turbine may operate tixmtfully
under overload, an additional valve it tupplieil. which

admits uleani directly to the second or third step.
A safely governor it supplied, which acts indepenlly of the main governor.
If the speed should
increase an abnormal anvjunl
that is. more than
lO per cent.) this governor comes into play, operating a spring which automatically shuts the Ihrolllr
I

valve, thus stopping the turbine.

The

clearances between the

moving

parts

and the

stationary parts of this turbine may be fairly large
without decreasing its efficiency. This reduces the
liability of fouling between
the runners and the
guide wheels, due to unequal expansion. A thrust
bearing is provided to prevent any. axial movement
of the shaft.

The pillow block is divided in a line concentric
with the center of the shaft, as will \k seen in the
.accompanying illustration, which materially assists
in the alignment of the turbine.
Oil

is

supplied

by means of a

by means of a

to

the

liearings

under pressure

pump operated from the main shaft
worm gear. .After passing through

the bearings the oil runs to a reservoir inside of
the bed plate, where it is cooled by contact with

and again pumped to the bearings. This cycle
continuous, thereby effecting a saving in oil. The
shafts of the high-speed turbines arc "elastic." the
diameter being so chosen that the critical speed is

coils
is

below the normal, while
the reverse

is

in

the low-speed lurliines

true.

Following are the results of experiments performed on the Zoelly turbine by Dr. Slodola in
Zurich, in conjunction with Mr. Wagner of the
Zurich Electric Works. The turbine used was that

shown

in the accompanying illustration, with normal
rating of 500 brake horsepower, running vtith
1^7
pounds gauge pressure at 3,000 revolutions per minute.
This turbine had to stages and was direct
connected to a Siemens- Schuckert three-phase alter-

The latter was separately excited, the input
being subtracted from the total output of the genThe condenser pumps were driven partly by
a separate steam engine and partly by an electric
motor, and part of the water was drawn from the
nator.

erator.

city

mains and part from the works

well.

The

de-

termination of the power thus consumed was very
diflicult and has not been taken into consideration.
This may amount to two or three per cent, of the
total input.
The pressure and temperature of the

steam were measured close to the turbine, in the
high and low-pressure chambers and their connecting

URBINE, WITH CASING RAISED FOR INSPECTION.
located under the

which, on accoinil of the light foundation required,
may be
mounted on a steel structure. The location of the
condenser directly beneath the turbine with as short
a connection as possible is extensively used on the
continent of Europe. As the e.xhaust steam does
not contain any oil, either the jet or surface type
of condenser may be used, the former preferably
when the cooling water is used as boiler-feed water:
the latter when the cooling water is not used as
boiler-feed water, but only the coiuleiised steam is
so used.
Of course, this turbine may be used with
any other type of condenser as well as non-condens\'fnicnll>-

turbine,

ing.

The

an impulse turbine, usually
of uuiltiple-step design, the steam being expanded in
the stages. The steam, after passing the throttle valve,
Zoelly "turbine

is

enters the stationary guide buckets, and is deflected
into the buckets of the first wheel, thence to the

guide buckets, and buckets of the second
through all the stages of the high-preschamber. In each stage the velocity of the

second
wheel,
sure

steam

etc.,

decreased, due to expansion and drop of
pressure.
From here the steam passes through the
low-pressure chamber in the same manner. The
running wheels are forged of the best Siemens-Maris

tin steel,

and

the circumference

wdiich are

keyed to the shaft. In
machined an L -shaped slot, in

each, is separately
is

alternately

placed the buckets or vanes

pieces.
A rim is now riveted to
circumference, completing a i-shaped
slot,
which holds the vanes rigidly in place. All vanes
are made of nickel-steel and highly polished, to

the circumference of wdiich are placed the buckets.

Outside of these are placed w rought-iron rims which
arc bolted to the disks, these rims having projections which join the rims of the next disk.
The
end thrust is transmitted through the successive
guide wheels to a projection on the inside of the
turbine case. The boss of tlie runner runs in the
boss of the disk, the base of the latter having several grooves turned in it, designed so as to trap
the steam and prevent its leakage.
The guide buckets are set in slots in the disks
and held in place by wrought-iron rings bolted to the
partitions.
These partitions being bolted to the
cases, which, as previously stated, are divided, it

was natural

to divide the disks also so that when
the top half of the case is removed the upper halves
of the disks are also removed, making thorough
inspection of the runners easy.

The shafts extend through the turbine casings in
combination steam and metal packing, as previously
described.

The throttle valve, after the turbine is started, is
controlled by a 'fly-ball governor, which acts as follows

:

The connection rod between

and the

governor

Two

pipes connect an oil (or water)
reservoir with
either side of the relay valve in such a manner that,
if the speed increases, one of these pipes is opened,

allowing the

oil

which

is

under pressure

and their distance

into a cylinder,

the

and thus decreasing the speed.

reduce the friction losses to a minimum. Nickelsteel was chosen on account of its great strength

the

throttle valve acts on a relay valve.

to

flow

partially closing the throttle valve,

In like manner if
the other side of
the cylinder, opening the throttle valve farther, thus
increasing the speed. The oil pressure is furnished
by a pump operated directly from the turbine shaft
the

speed

decreases

oil

enters

pipe and in the condenser. Every precaution was
taken in order to obtain complete and thorough tests
and readings, and notes were made frequently.

Tests were made with both saturated and superheated steam, consuming from 20 to 180 minutes.

Measurement of the steam consumption could be

made only by weighing the condensed steam.
The alternator was nin at a constant voltage of
too and the load kept constant by means of a water
rheostat.
The voltage and <;urrent were measured
in each phase.
The same care was taken to obtain
complete data in regard to the generator as well as
the turbine.

Running under full load for 80 minutes with 166
pounds dry saturated steam, a consumption of 13.5
pounds per indicated horsepower was noted. Running under the same load for 70 minutes with 193
pounds and 140° F. superheat the steam consumption was 1 1.8 pounds per indicated horsepower. The
steam consumption per indicated horsepower is
given, as this is the usual custom with reciprocatina;
engines. During the extensive tests it was noticed
that for each increase of temperature of 9° p., otlier
things being equal, the steam consumption was re-

duced one per

cent.
It will be noticed from tliis
that the higher the superheat the lower the steam
fact which many American engia

consumption

—

neers who believe in moderate superheat seem to
overlook, but which the continent engineers take

advantage of and which is probably one of the chief
causes of the higher efficiency of European turbines.
In the above tests the superheat was comparatively
low. as on the continent 300° F. of superheat -is
frequently used, thus reducing the steam consumption to about nine pounds, as has often been proved.
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Subway Plans in New York City
Lightning Arresters for Power Circuits. By R.
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Part I.
Parcel Carrying on English Street Railways
The Zoelly Steam Turbine. By Franz Koester.
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New York

City
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Warning
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Illustrated

Hydro-electric

Power

for

New York

Central

:

.

Engineers

Electrical

number

of

is

annum

per

remainder

rating

Even

lower

B.

Miller,

companies' franchises.

Mr. P. Jimkersfeld, the local secretary,
and the other gentlemen on the local committee, for
their effective work.
chairman,

plan

a novel

is

new system

of building a

Thus, to avoid discontinuity

would be necessary, for several years,
owned by the compa-

it

use the existing material

This gives the companies a further leverage
which, at present, appear to be

deadlock.

a

at

Judge Dunne's election as mayor of Chicago on
demanding the immediate municipal own-

a platform

ership and operation of the street

no

city is

On

surprise.

railways of the

previous occasions the voters

of the city have expressed their sentiment in favor

municipalization by an overwhelming preponIn the case of many electors, too, it is no
doubt true that while they do not love municipal

of

derance.

ownership

more,

they

love

ownership,

private

exemplified by the street railways of Chicago,

The

for

local

use

the con-

If

his first 800 units

should be carried out, the plant could not be provided in working order before the expiration of the

topics se-

the

me':er.

The

rate.

programme

the

if

in the negotiations,

due Mr. K.

400 hours'

first

are charged at the higher rate, and the
at the

nies.

.

the

of the

one.

as

less.

companies- of this city may, in

street-railway

degree, thank themselves for the election of
municipal-ownership mayor. There were, of

large
a

course, other considerations that influenced the vot-

such as Mr. Harlan's personality and his pre-

ing,

vious relations to the political party whose standard

he bore
that

;

way

but in a general

may

it

be assumed

considerable proportion of the citizens

a

rea-

soned that municipal operation could not. make the
street-railway- service of Chicago any worse and
might possibly make it better.

The
what

of Probability on

is

they are

installed;

the nominal

of the

especially

price for the first

first

of 10 cents a kilowatt-hour,

sumer has a two-kilowatt meter,

will

Credit

annum

is

be on the interesting subject, "Effects
Telephone Traffic," by
M. C. Rorty. This is a good assortment of helpful
papers, and those so far given have justified their
titles.

recommended, with a

vices

of

:

Laws

of

;

ing

a kilowatt-hour.

system of charg-

-

of

of papers prepared

titles

rotary

which fwo cents a kilowatt-hour is to be
charged. But these 400 hours are not the first 400
hours of maximum demand, nor are they estimated
on the actual consumption of the translating de-

for treatment have been of practical, timely

list

Motor-

over

after

of an osmium
been repeatedly

The

preference

is estimated at 6.z cents
this basis of cost a differential

400 hours per

American Institute
entitled to a word of
good original papers and
the character of the discussions that have charac-

^\\\\\\\V//^\\\\\'.V.V.'.V.'.\'.V.V.

276,

York, has an "electric-lighting

as Chicago has its "traction situation."
There are six central-station companies in the
French capital. The franchises of four will expire
in April, 1907, and those of the other two in August,
The Municipal Council
1908, and December, 1908.

:

274,

situation,"

;

:

'

.'.'.'.',

Indiana

New

Paris, like

.'.'..

States

275j

Mexico
Michigan
Northwestern States
Rocky Mountain States
Pacific

The Chicago branch

the

On

of supply,

praise for the

given

and the frequency is fixed at 50 cycles
The works cost of current, including all

charges,

to

of

190S

-

straight-out socialist vote

was

it

but

election,

from

Chicago

in

yet

11,000

exhibits

20,000

to

was

fall at

last

than half

less

the presidential

substantial

a

votes,

in

increase

round numbers

over the vote of that party for mayor two years

As was

ago.

expected, the rather obscurely worded

"questions of public policy" relating to the granting

showed a

of street-railway franchises

decisive vote

against the granting of any franchise to any street-

Dominion of Canada
New England
Ohio

a second.

life

said,

are

converters,

exceeded.

meeting

Parallel

275,

274,

Southeastern

is

generators

In addition, the paper to be read at the next Chicago

:

DEPARTMENTS.
New York

it

8,

the arrangement of the circuits.

plicity in

;

,

:

Correspondence

about the

facts

Chicago meetings
"Recent Observations of
European Lighting and Railway Practice," by James
Lyman "The Metering of Polyphase Currents," by
Prof. J. D. Nies; "Use of Cement in Central-station
Construction," by E. B. Clark; "Some Notes on
the Maintenance of Underground Structures," by
John M. Humiston, and "The Use of Small Carbons
in Enclosed Arc Lamps," by George N. Eastman.

269,

Escanaba Abandons Municipal Lighting
X-ray Congress

interesting

lamp, but 5,000 hours has,

the

By Fred

Operated Refrigerating Machines,

M. Kimball.

Ohio Independent Telephone Association
270,
Illustrated
Simple Intercommunicating Teleplione.
New Companies
Telephone News from the Northwest
Michigan Telephone Matters
Indiana Telephone Items
Southeastern Telephone Developments
Ohio Telephone Notes
New England Telephone News
General Telephone News
Manufacturers and Dealers
Use of Superheated Steam in the United States
The Iowa Conventions
Attendance of 3,500 Predicted for Denver-Colorado
Springs Convention
Death of E. C. Cockey
Death of W. O. Mundy

Some

not possible to state definitely the

ing
Illustrated
in Conventional

Morse Telegrams Automatically Printed
Language. Illustrated
Employes' Insurance at Ampere, N. J
Electrically

position.

development of this form of illuminant were brought
out in a paper recently read by Fritz Blau before
the Elektrotechnischer Vercin in Berlin.
Mr. Blau
said that when the manufacture of the osmium
lamp was taken up by the Deutsche Gasgliihlicht
Actiengesellschaft the highest voltage that the lamp
could stand was 27 volts. After the lamps had been
perfected to burn at 37 volts, they were put on the
open market. The lamp voltage was soon after
brought up to 44 volts, and during the last few
months a considerable number of 55 and 73-volt
lamps have been sold. Quite recently no-volt lamps
have appeared. Structural changes occur very rapidly when the lamp is run at less than 1J/2 watts
Still, lamps burning only one watt
a candlepower.
a candlepower have been observed to burn several
hundreds of hours without a decrease in light. The
osmium lamp is also available for very low voltages,
and a large number of two-volt lamps for mines
are in use with portable storage batteries. It is

meet the requirements of the
different branches of the industry, and the men
contributing papers or prepared discussions have
been well qualified to speak with knowledge. It is
to be remarked, too, that the discussions have attracted a number of out-of-town members and
visitors, many of these coming long distances to be
present.
The character of the work which is being
carried out this season may be judged by the follow-

Illus-

trated
Editorial

definite

in

interest, diversified to

:

:

Scott.
263,

and the lamps must therefore burn

lected

Station

Illustrated

heated,

terized the meetings of this season.

CONTENTS OF THIS NUMBER.
The New Horatio N. May

April

parison with a four-wire three-phase system, on account of the greater ease in balancing and the sim-

a

tendencies, but, although

:

is

in

socialistic

pears

its

existing

the

that

it

networks

distributing

apwill

company. This vote, however, is merely
advisory not mandatory.
Mayor Dunne, who is undoubtedly an able, conscientious man, honestly believing in the principle
railway

—

cf public ownership, has a difficult task before him.

The

"traction

situation"

entangled

is

the

to

last

degree with legal complications, and eminent lawyers

employed by the companies

will

do their utmost

to

Slope

become the absolute property

Personal

Lighting
Railways
Publications
Societies and Schools
Miscellaneous
Electric
Electric

277,

proceed.

to

27S,

Business
Illustrated

Electrical Patent

Record

muncipality

the

seems

be in doubt just howbuy the generating
plants, service wires and meters, but the companies
appear to insist that the mains must be included
in the deal, although it is conceded, as we underlicenses, the council

.

Trade News

of

after the expiration of the companies' franchises or

.

279,

DATES AHEAD.

stand

Iowa Electrical Association (annual meeting), Hotel Julien,
Dubuque, Iowa, April 19th and 20th.
American Electrochemical Society (annual meeting), Boston and Cambridge, Mass., April 25th to 27th.

may,

It

to

indeed,

that the street mains, by themselves,

it,

be-

retain

for their

cf this great
the

City

clients

the

street-railway business

The mayor is not all-powerful;
made up of 70 aldermen, must
make municipal ownJudge Dunne promises to proceed

city.

Council,

pass the needed legislation, -to
ership effective.
carefully

and

deliberately, first obtaining the opinion

of a commission of experts as to methods of pro-

"And

cedure.

then,

upon

acting

advice and

their

'

Association of Railway Telegraph Superintendents (annual
meeting), Read Hotel, Chattanooga, Tenn., May 17th and
iSth.

National Electric Light Association (annual convention),
Denver, June 6th. 7th and 8th, and Colorado Springs, June
loth and nth.
National-Interstate Telephone Association (first convention

9th,

of consolidated telephone associations), Chicago, June 21st,
22d and 23d.
Ohio
Electric Light Association
(annual
convention),
Hotel Victory, Put-in-Bay, August i6th to i8th.

come automatically the property of the city at the
expiration of the franchises. There is the alternative

of building,

an entirely new system.
technical committee has made

A

which

it

stated that the entire

is

TiTE OSMIUM LAMP has not met with the favor

was predicted

cipal

rea=5ons

for

osmium, though

when
One of

six years ago,

vented hy Auer von Welsbach.
this
brittle

is

no

when

it

was

in-

in

000 volts

is

direct current

at

no

volts

doubt the fact that

calities

of lesser demand.

,

when

for

distribution

and two-phase current

districts

soft

in

each,
driven by steam turbines
three stations located on the banks
Three-phase current at S,ooo to 12,recommended for transmission, with

central

is

report

kilowatts

and placed

the prin-

cold,

a

plant should be

of 80,000 kilowatts capacity, the generators to be of

5,000

the committee in spite of

The
its

latter

we

proceed to

shall

compass

is

in

in

the

the

lo-

chosen by

greater cost in

com-

A

take

municipalization

earliest possible

000,000,

of the Seine.

wliich

of something like $20,-

at a cost

the advice of the ablest lawyers that

of

itself is

one can predict

will be accomplished, if at

all.

but unless

all

paign

is

over,

as

plants

mayor has been

municipal-ownership

No

these

can

I

steps

enlist,

will

en-

at

the

momept."

but municipal ownership
realization.

such

a long

how

elected,

way from
when it

or

The mayoralty camsigns

fail

there will

be a long and bitter fight before the successful candidate

sees

his

pet

project realized.

The mayor-

elect professes to expect to see mimicipal

within the term for which he

—but

it

is

likely that

is

elected

ownership

—two

years

he will be doomed to disap'

pointment.
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s

.
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H,

Public LlghtlnR Inquiry

The

York
cHiniiMllcc

Till-

Yiirk

coininciufd

liry

M.inli

its

l-eR.-il

hy

New

anil

public

ll({lilii)({

ini|niry

in

New

'i'liiirvlny.

nii

of

Senator

other rcpreHcntativcs al-

from the Omiolidated Oris Company, the
New York Edison Company, the Brooklyn Union
(;as Company, the KiiiRs County Islectric Company,
the Mutual Gas Company and the Knipirc Subway
Cnnipany.
An enormous mass of documents was
Uiidcd

K. Hughes, counsel for the committee,
read statutes dating from 182.1 relating to gas
lighting and then outlined the history of the

Charles

:iii(l

various local companies and their suh.secpient consoliHe produced contacts and details of c.ip-

dations.

and

ilalizatlon,

in all cases insisted

upon

citing origi-

documeifts.

nal

witness was Benjamin A. Whitcley, asvi'.laut treasurer of the Consolidated Company, tlu
Mr.
treasurer, Robert A. Carter, heiug reported ill.
first

I'hc

Whitelcy
sidiary

treasurer

of

the

sub-

Heat and Power Company
Brush F.lectric Illiuninatint;
Questioned on the Consolidated capitaliWhiteley's counsel objected and asked

(nmpany.
zation,

assistant

also

is

Astoria

Mr

Light,

of

treasurer

.111(1

the

figures

for certain

to

be given

in

private, bill

tliis

iloHKkonK,

tj.i/iJ:

$2,765;
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Chinee

Africa, $i,K70.

British

will be seen that japan aKaiii liradu ihe liit
forcJRn nations taking electrical inachinrry (pmi
l'rcvion» to iyo4 Jajian wa'.
the United Slalri.
It

if

only a moderate Iniycr of .\mcricaii electrical machinery, lillt since the lirglnning of that year lias
niimliercd among the largest iifiportcrs, having (our
limes headed the

as follows:

Pcbriiary,

IQOI.

March, 1904, $201,617; Novcmlwr,
$205,091, and February, 1905, $141,79.).

1904,

list,

$ii9,8s'>;

New York Gas

by the old

and Electric Heat and

In reply to this James A. Bennett

Tower Company.

the Consolidated

that

testified

company had never

received any dividends from the Edison stock.
On Friday, March 31st. questions were asked

value

actual

the

ascertain

to

the

of

Consolidated

The amount on
company's investments in plants.
the
books was about $40,000,000, but evidence
showed

was
The company had been paying from

that the present valuation of the plants

$27,278,576.50.

eight to 10 per cent, on a nominal capital of $80,000,000.

The income from holdings

$1,000,000, the

remaining

business, which last year

profit

last year was nearly
being from the gas

amounted

to 13.170,760,180

The cost of production of gas was $8,513,441.24, which, plus diviincome
of $5,7.".net
taxes,
made
a
dends and less

cubic feet, realizing $13,167,609.70.

provided a
This, with a previous surplus,
dividend of 8'< per cent.
Mr. Charles F. Mathewson, counsel for the Consolidated company, explained that whereas the balance sheets showed a plant valuation of nearly
represented an accmnulation of
$48,000,000, this
The lower figplants for nearly a hundred years.
ure showed the taxable value of the plants less real
400.

estate.

On Saturday it was testified that the Consolidated
company paid among other items the sum of $9,6g8,45i.g8 for the property of the United Brush ComOf
pany and $2,410,000 for the Astoria company.
the

total

payments of $33,193,916 for the consoli-

dated plants there was an amount of $5,876,654.36
not accounted for on the balance sheets.
Robert A. Carter appeared on Saturday. He explained that the alleged discrepancies were due to

He
difference between "worth" and "value."
was accordingly forced to do a sum in arithmetic
and admitted that, excluding the valuation of the
franchises. la.st year's dividend was 17 per cent, and
the

not eight per cent, as apparent in the accounts.

Electrical Exports for February.
Electrical exports from the United States for the
month of February amounted to a total value of
$1,155,962, as compared with $881,587 for February,
Both classes of goods-^electrical machinery
1904.
and electrical appliances show a good increase over

—

Febnian', 1904. Comparative figures are as follows
Electrical machinery February, IQ04, $510,707; February, 1905, 637.479. Electrical appliances
February. 1904, $370,880; February, 1905, $418,-

—

:

—

483.

Arranged

named

in

order of importance, the following-

countries were the principal buyers of elec-

from the United States in FebJapan, $141,794; Mexico, $135,509; British
North America. $88,429: United Kingdom, $77,756;

trical

machinery

ruary:

Philippine

Islands,

$41,451:

Argentina. $32,327;
East Indies,

Brazil, $27,426; France, $24,471; British

$13,320;

British

Australasia,

$11,910;

Germany,

1

>

plrle

moniH''

six

linclly favo-

"Tabic

'

r,

u

dit-

'

passrtigrr

I

train cost;,r average
electric lra;i
pjy ag-jd.
for inlcrcst and ilie Ijticr -T^id tu give a return
of 4'/j per cent, on the capital invested (which is
aljoiit Ihe average return), making a total of 7S.931I.
for sicain and 60 M<i- 'or electricity.
The average
receipts per passenger train-mile are 4K jd , leaving
i.77d. on behalf of steam and 6.6id
for electricity
toward the respective sums required for interest, or
a direct return on the capital of 027 and i 14 per
cent., respectively."
The tabic referred to is given herewith. The 6g'

London.

In

A lecture on "Recent .Advances in Wireless Telegraphy" was delivered before the Royal Institution
in I.ondon last month by William Marconi, now
Chevalier Marconi. Mr Marconi observed at the
outset that the recent improvements in wireless telegraphy included means to prevent interference and

secure independence of communication, to increase
the distances over which communication was possible, and to obtain greater efficiency and accuracy,
lie thought the difficulty regarding liability to interference had been exaggerated by the non-technical

mind.

In

instances

sonic

calling

vessel

for

— such

assistance

—

it

as

a

was

a

distinct

Dealing with loug-distance transmission, the lecturer adhered to his optimistic attitude, expressing
confidence that in a short time it would be demonstrated that transmission across the .Atlantic was
not only practicable, but trnstworthv, and the method
so economical as to be within the means of the
Besides this, he hazarded the assertion
majority.
that Lord Kelvin's prediction as to wireless communication with the .\ntipodes might be realized.
Referring to tine differences in transmission hy day
and night. Mr. Marconi stated that these were only
noticeable over long distances, the range by nicrht
being much longer than that by day. as clear sunlight
appeared to act as a fi>g to tlie Hertzian waves.

Chicago Elects Municipal-ownership
Candidate for Mayor.
At

the city election on April 4th the Chicago voters

received

Judge Edward F. Dunne

as

mayor.

He

161.689 votes against 137,628 for his prin-

Harlan. Judge Dunne was
supported by the adA-ocates of immediate municipal
ownership of the surface street-railway lines. The
principal issue of the campaign, as is well known,
was "municipal ownership." Both Judge Dunne
and Mr. Harlan professed to be in favor of the
city acquiring the street-railway lines, the principal
difference being, apparently, that the former was
for "immediate"' municipal ownership, while his
opponent said a preliminan,- short-term franchise
might be necessary.
Whatever else may have figured in the result, the
fact that the people of Chicago believe in the policy
of immediate municipal ownership was again demonstrated by the vote on questions of public policy.
On the question. Shall the City Council pass the
ordinance reported by the local transportation committee on August 24, 1904, granting a franchise to
the Chicago City RaiKvay Company? 140.049 voted
"No" and only 60.136 "Yes." As to granting any
ordinances (extending franchises)
to any streetrailway company, the vote was still stronger in the
negative, being 141,518 to 55,660.

cipal opponent.

John
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given are in English pence;
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acters.

elected

iircs

shipwrecked

vantage that the mess,ages should he received by
a number of other ships or stations; but as -this
interference must in some cases be recognized as
drawback, he had advised a method of obviating
il.
This method consists of the syntonization of the
apparatus at the various stations to different periods,
by which it is now said to be possible to transmit
messages to each one of them without .the others
being affected and even five years ago it was possible to send and receive several messages simultaneously without one interfering with another.
The speaker then dealt with receiving apparatus,
and exhibited his magnetic detector, which is to
supersede the coherer. He stated that the alterations effected in the detector as the result of experience render high speed and automatic transmission
attainable.
At first the detector had the disadvantage that it could not be made to actuate a recording
or writing instrument, the current impulse with
which it worked being too rapid to have any appreciable effect on the tongue of a relav. but by
altering tlic circuits and the character of the iron
(nipl(-i\-(^d
in
the magnets, the imoulse
had been
slnwrii il.iwii, so that it was possible to operate a
With
relay, nnil. tlicrefore, a recording instrument.
this arrangement the lecturer stated that a speed
of 24 words a minute had recently been maintained
over a distance of 152 miles overland. The audience
witnessed the transmission of a message, using the
magnetic detector, and a Wheatstone receiver rolled
out the tape with the words printed in Morse char;

twice over in the consolidation, .seeing
that the old Edison stock had been previously held
ii'in-esented

In a l<-lirr to llie ly.ii.|./n Tinir.. du^^d .Mirrli 9lh.
•...,.,;.
II. Barker of .Vrwci.llc wi
the coni|iaralive cotli of kinm ai
.ay«:
"!5ome figures are kI,"ii by
but hardly enough
1,
j u/-i,
eral way the nvti
nrst cotii-

John

;

.1

was overruled. Sidisc(|uently counsel said llial lb'C.Misolidated had nothing to conceal.
Amid a mass of details on the first day Mr.
Hughes came out with an allegation that the
$().joo.ooo of the original Edison capital bad been

Costs of Steam and Electric Traction.
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Maintenance of way and worlcs
Locomotive power
Repair* of carriaKct
Traffic expanse!
Interest on itrosa expenditure, lesa work
inc stock electrical equipment
Cost of electricity
Cost of electric train men
Interest on steam stock
Interest on electric stock
.

Interest on electric
General cbarses

ciuipnii:!!!

Rents, rates, taxes, etc
Law cliarites, coinpcasation, etc

Cliarees for interest

WorkinL' expenses
.^vcraue receipts per passeOEer train mile
Acl.ial

sum availaWe

|
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for inHTc-l

46.73
48.
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Indiana Electrical Contractors Meet.
The semi-annual meeting of the Indiana ElecContractors' .-Vssociation was held at the
Claypool Hotel, in Indianapolis, on March 28th.
.About 35 electrical contractors from all parts of
the state attended the convention.
President C. C.
Hatfield of Kokomo presided, and subjects of interest and importance to the members were discussed. The insurance code was talked about, as
well as several restrictive ordinances passed by the
prnicipal cities in the stale concerning methods of
installing electrical work.
.'Vt the close of the afternoou session an informal dinner was given at the
Claypool. after which the electrical men attended
trical

the performance at the

was ended with

session

Club,
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will be held No-
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A

Warning.

has been reported to the Western Electrician
Kemmett, is iii the custody of
the sheriff of Shawnee County, Kansas, charged
with fraud in connection with the soliciting of subscriptions for various papers.
F. B. Kennett having submitted references that seemed to be satisfactory, the Western Electrician gave him a letter
authorizing him to act as its subscription agent.
In view of the charge alluded to above and tlie
circumstance that the Western Electrician Jias received complaints from persons who say that they
have paid money to Kennett, which money has not
been turned over to the Western Electrician, the
public is warned that the authority granted to F. B.
Kennett or Kemmett by the Western Electrician is
hereby revoked.
It

that F. B. Kennett, or

Electrical

Wine Testing.

German papers report further tests by the wellknown chemist. Maneuvrier, at Paris, in the detection of the adulteration of wine with water, other
liquids, and with solids by the aid of the telephone.
glasses, one filled with the wine to be tested and
the other with a like quantitv' of wine known to be
pure, are placed upon an apparatus resembling a
scale and a telephone connected with both liquids.
If both wines are pure no sound is heard in the
receiver, but if one contains water a noise is produced until a pointer is moved to a given place on
the dial plate whose movement, by controlling resistance, renders the conductivity of the liquids uniform. The gradation on the dial where the pointer

Two

stops shows the
the wine.

quantitv of extraneous matter in
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The Western Pole-hole Digger.
ht and telegraph construccleclr
arc constantly hearing complaints
their linemen of difficulties met with in digAny tool, therefore, that
ging holes for pc>les.
is direction, facilitates and makes
h^htcns labor
Muick.
e job of prodncing these smallround, finds a welcome and
hr.lcs
the
'J'eleplione.

managers

lion

April

he tool as shown in this picture has just been
plunged down into the ground.
Pulling up with
both hands one on the lever and one on the tool
handle causes the tool to take a "mouthful."
It will be seen, therefore, that the digger works
to some extent automatically.
With its sharp blades
'1

:

from

—

—

held open in the cylindrical position, as

shown

by

considc

eful

illustrate the new Westdigger that has just been placed on
the Western Steel Gate Company of
Two Rivers. Wis. The manufacturers of this tool
for a long time had been beset by demands for
some sort of a pole-hole digger that not only would
work rapidly in light soil but one that would at the
same time handle sticky soil, and further, one that
could be emptied of sticky soil and still, too, be
adapted for use in gravel and all this where four
or even six-foot holes of small diameter are neccs-

the accompanymg cuts

ern
the

pole-hole

market

in Fig. 2

liy

Western Steel Gate

C

did

much

1905

Fig.

I,

is

and

a

more

is

also

recent type than that

much more

shown

in

rapid in operation.

This machine has given excellent results when connected on a line with a well-known ^Nlorse transmitting typewriter.
It is expected that this machine will go a great
way toward solving the problem of rapid and accurate commercial telegraph3% as the change may
be made gradually from manual to automatic transmission without changing the line or office equipment.
As an example, it has been possible for an ordinarily skilled typewriter to send Morse messages

—

"rhe

S,

English on the tape, instead of being recorded
in the form of dots and dashes, or being received
by ear and translated by the operator, and at the
same time the regular Morse instruments will operate as usual, since the line conditions ha^'c not
been disturbed.
The instrument shown in Fig. i, when connected in the local circuit of a space-telegraph outfit,
recorded the wireless messages in printed English,
a feat never before accomplished.
The instrument
in

ex

the cut, the digger is plunged forcibly into the hole,
its sharp blades of hard steel going into the soil.
The mere act of withdrawing the digger with one
hand pulling the handle upward, forces the scooplike shovel blades of the tool toward each other
automatically and the soil is pinched or caught and
closed in between the two halves of the cylindrical
bucket and brought to the surface. Pushing down
the handle at the top forces apart the blades and
discharges the soil, as is clearly illustrated in Fig. 6.

Morse Telegrams Automatically Printed
in Conventional Language.
A novel receiving telegraph instrument recently

perimental work in bringing this new pole-hole digger to its present state of simplicity. The more iniportant objects sought by the company were that
the tool should be simple and very strong in construction and yet comparatively light and easy to

developed prints Morse messages in English or other
conventional characters on a strip of tape, in a similar manner to that of the familiar "stock ticker."
This instrument, however, is unlike any other machine on the market, inasmuch that no special apparatus is required for sending the messages, other

handle.

A

slight study of the accompanying cuts will
reveal the simple construction of the Western digger
and its method of operation
The detail construction of the digger will Ije
easily understood from Figs, i to 4, inclusive.
Fig.
I is the regular type of digger for ordinary service
it is four feet 10 inches long and will dig a five-foot
hole without making it larger than is required for
the pole.
Fig. 2 is the special telephone type
it is
:

with a Alorse transmitting typewriter, the message
being legible to a skilled Morse operator at the
other end of the line. By the introduction of this
new receiving instrument the skilled operator can
send messages to the typewriter, the translating instrument automatically receiving and translating the
Morse characters, and printing their corresponding
English characters on tape or page. Therefore, it
would be possible for a person wholly unfamiliar
with the Morse code, to communicate with a skilled
Morse operator, the only modification of line or
office equipment being in the improved instruments
used by the person not familiar with the Morse

;

;

se\en feet long and with it may be dug seven and
eight-foot holes without increasing their diameter.
These two diggers are alike except that the tele-

code.

There are many other uses
of

this

invention

lective signaling,

than

the

regular

ordinarily skilled

FIG.

5.

WESTERN POLE-HOLE DIGGER

IN OPERATION.

phone type has a longer handle and is fitted with two
hand levers, as shown in the cut, instead of one. Fig.
3 is a section through the tool proper showing the
two half cylindrical blades in position ready to be
plunged into the ground. Fig. 4 is also a section,
but it shows the hinged blade or scoop after it has
been pulled inward by the elevation of the hand
lever so as to grasp or clamp, so to speak, a toolfull of earth.
Fig. 5 gives an excellent idea of
the general operation of the tool in digging a hole
when the hole is shallow and also when it is deep.

Morse key, in the hands of an
Morse operator.

Receiving printing-telegraph instruments heretofore devised have depended largely upon some synchronizing device to keep the sending and receiving
instruments in unison, with the exception of that
class of apparatus which depends
upon variable
strengths and direction of current in the line. In
the instrumejit here described, however, there are
no vibrating reeds or other highly sensitive parts,
and the mechanism is comparatively simple.
The instrument operates on the principle of analysis and synthesis, the analytical portion measuring
the length of the impulses, as well as their respective
positions in the character being sent over the line,
and the syntlietic portion turning the typewheel to
the position corresponding to the value of the combination of impulses representing that character.
Should one character be missent, it will have no
influence over the following character, as the entire
mechanism starts from zero for each character.
A remarkable feature of the invention is that it
may be almost ^instantly attached to any Morse tele-

graph

line,

and the messages

will

then be printed

R. Underbill of

may

be

to

which the principle

applied,

The inventor
New York citv.
etc.

notably for seis Mr. Charles

Employes' Insurance at Ampere, N,

J.

The shop employes

of the Crocker-Wheeler ComAmpere, N. J., have organized a beneficial
association which has a number of interesting
features.
Ever}- employe who pays 10 cents a

pany

week
week

at

to the association will be- entitled to $10 a
for 20 weeks during incapacity through illIf he dies, his family will receive $100.
The
payment of 20, 30 or 40 cents a week entitles him
to $15. $20 or ^zs, respectivel.v, with death benefits
of $150, $2Co or $250. The plan went into effect on
April 3d.
The company has offered to contribute
an amount equal to the dues paid to the association.
Thus, if $6,oco is paid yearly in dues the income of
the association will be $12,000.
The compan}-- does
not require representation in the association, which
will be run entirely by the employes.
The president
of the Crocker- W^heeler Beneficial Association is
James Moore, who has charge of one of the big
planers in the main bay of the shops.
The "other
officers
are Charles
H. Brittain, vice-president;
George T. Owen, financial secretary; Frederick
Maines, recording secretary, and William Lennox,
treasurer.
ness.

April
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Operated RefrlgeratlnK
Machines.

Electrically
1',.

Oiiilidiis

Kl.MllAl.l,.
;iiul

ilrivc

rlii'tric-iiiolor

III

M.

I'Kl.li

most recent

ilie

r.f

is

inlcri-sliiiK

.iiiiiliia-

in ciinnccliiin

with

For many yciir*
rcfiincniliim.
h.ivi'
riidwivorcd to produce srif-coninvciilcirs
tained rifriKiTaliiiK niacliiias of small and mcdinm
capacillis .o ilioronRhly antomatic in tlicir operation
as In lie av.ulaliii- for service in private residences,
:iuloni;iln

.irlifiiial

lini.K,

rislaiiranl^.
iiiinilur

itS

svsli'iiis

anil

cafes,

nil

hospitals,

A

etc.

have been Rranted on
features, and

p:il<iiis

larife

coni|)lele

iciiitrihiilary

at

least

half a <|../(ii iniiip;uiMs liave from lime to time
iniderlakiii llir inaiiiif.irliire and sale of small antnmalie plaiils. Up li. liii- present lime, however, none
iif Ihe
experinieiilally liiiill machines have mel the
ifi|iiiremcnts of the ahove-meiuinned uses, either in
npcralinii iir cost of inainleii;mce. well enoniih to
i-ii.ihle the industry to assume any commercial
inipnrlance.
known that .all practical nielhods
Il
is
well
Iif arlllicial
refriueralion are based on the thermoilyuamic cycle ihrnuKh which an easily lifpicfied gas,
iniployed as the conliuu agent, may he passed. The
tirsi
stage of the process is to compress the gas.

may he ammonia, sulphur dioxide, carbon
etc., to the point at which the gas liquefies
abstraction of tlie heat of coniprcssiou.
The
VMiii! slum- iv III ciiniiucl llu- liiini-lii-d ^,^'l^ In ibr

which

rlii'xicle,

n|inn

lil.liCTKICIAN

20y

luiTiiiine

the dinirnllieii of aiiloin.ilic rrKnlatioii
liiilierlo inmiperalde in the dcvclopincnl o{ refrlBiT^iniK machinery of thin clas<.
Ihe reiiiill of llirfce improv.nienis !ia> Urn lliat
nionlhs the .Xntnmalic KrfrlKeralini;
for the last
Company has had iti iiuciis»ful operation a, line of
electrically controlled and electric motor-driven machines which have llin« far [iroved fidly capalde
of tncclins all the conditions arisinK in ordinary
practice.
The electrical «|iiipnirnt »o niininii/.cf the
altendance reqnired by the machines that they may
be ojierated by non-experts. The system of control
com|>rises a specially coiislrncted thermostat, placed
within the space to be refrigerated, which sets in
motion and primarily governs all of the mcch.-inisni
necessary to slop and start the motor automatically
at the i)roper times, regulate the siipjdy l«>th of ammonia aiui cooling water, and slinl down the whole
plant in case of failure of current supply, abnormal
jiressure in the pipe system, or damage to any part
of the apparatus.
The .'\iitoniatic com|>any has recently made .an agreement to standardize and purchase (jeneral ICIectric motors for use with ii^
machines, and a description of the latter should
therefore be of interest.
Fig. I is a general view of an apparatus having a
"duty" equivalent to that obtainable from 3,000
poun<ls of melting ice.
A compressor of special
conslruclion driven by a three-horsepower General
Electric motor compresses the ammonia gas anfl
111.'
fc.n-is il int.
wall r i-.i(iKi| c.nilcn^cr which i-;

u

I

apparatus tndcfinitvly. Ordinarily the hand-circuit
switch on the controlling pnncl is left c!oscd and
ihc control of the motor is effected by the circuit
breaker, which is actuated I»y the llierntoslat in the refrigerating chest.
When the temperature in the chest has risen above a predetermined
point the thermostat completes a back contact, closing the circui.t breaker and throwing the current
on to the automatic starter, which in turn starts
the motor.
During the period that the compressor
is in operation
the control of the circulating ammonia is thrown on to the automatic expansion
'1 his
valve.
valve is so arranged that it not only
directly governs the supply of liquid ammonia to
the expansion coils witliin the chest, but indirectly
governs the load on the motor so that only a sufficient amount of current is drawn to provide for
the work being done in the compressor trom minute
to minute.
When the temperature in the chest falls
to the minimum fcr which the special thermostat
is adjusted
the latter completes us front contact,
tripping the circuit breaker and bringing the machinery to rest until the temperature ni the chest
has risen to a point where it is necessar>* for the
compressor to h- started again.
The governing
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First.
To provide a reliable, compact source of
power in small units which should not necessitate a
considenible amount of attendance.
Second. To "ensure the high degree of automatic
regiilatiou necessitated by variations in local temperature and in local refrigerating-service requirements.
The essential features of control are the
feeding of the liquefied ammonia gas to the expansion coil in exact proportion to the varying refrigerating requirements, and the supply of an adequate
quantity of cooling water to the condenser sufficient
to extract from the varying stream of liquefying
ammonia gas as much of its heat of compression as
possible without undue waste.
The Automatic Refrigerating Company, first organized as the Federal Automatic "Refrigerating
Company, of New York city, has been endeavoring
to perfect a satisfactory line of small refrigerating
plants for the last three years.
It has investigated
y^ry many systems and has acquired a large number
of valuable patents.
In this development, as in so
many other instances, electricity has co-operated tn
an important degree.
The widespread extension
of electric service, by rendering the electric motor
nearly everywhere available, has solved the question
of motive power, while recent ingenious inventions
in
electrical
governing mechanisais have largely

—

.nilled

as slli.Wl

th

ill

the rear wall of the refrigerating chest
Fig. 2.
The liquefied gas passes from
the receiver and thence to the amIll iiiia
eN
isu.u valve, which is usually located in
11 e
refriL
ling chest and which controls the quaiiIII"
il
ti \
anunonia supplied to the expansion
lis.
\,il\e siiown in Fig. 3 is the simplest
1
fe
ih.' ci'iiinany and is entirely mechanical
in its em
lu lit 111,
An electrically controlled valve
r\i_[-.
111
is
used.
meet the severe requirements
encountered in cuniplex service and is perhaps the
most important part of the whole regulating apparatus.
The characteristics of ammonia gas and
the peculiar phenomena \\hich are encountered in
regulating its tiow are such that the construction
of a reliable valve capable of sufficiently close variation of adjustment to the needs of the apparatus
has usually been the "stumbling block" in producing
successful machines.
If the work required in any
refrigerator is absolutely constant it is a comparatively easy matter to regulate the flow of ammonia
gas by a manually operated valve, so that satisfactory results will ensue, but such constant demand is
very rarely met with in the class of service under
consideration.
On the side wall of the refrigerating chest (Fig.
i) are the double-throw main switch through which
power is supplied, and a "controlling panel" containing a hand-operated circuit switch, a voltmeter, an
ammeter, and the instruments for the automatic
regulation of the apparatus. The latter instruments
include a circuit breaker and an automatic starting
rheostat with time-element device which arc actuated by the special thermostat placed within the
refrigerating box and are designed to automatically
govern the plant, thus doing away with the constant supervision that machinery of this sort has
hitherto required.
The controlling devices regulate
111

ilal

i-Se

re frigerati

thi
1

1
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(n.ni
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111
nought.
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nr mil er space whi
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system

motor

is
is

required,
an}' time.

so arranged that the work done by the
all times proportional to th^ service

at

and practically no power

is

wasted

at

In practice the special thermostat is ususo adjusted that an elevation of the temperature in the refrigerating chest of i^i or two degrees
above normal will put the apparatus in operation,
while a diminution of temperature of i^S or two
degrees below' the normal -will bring it to rest.
The above features of control, actuated by the
refrigerating chest thermostat, ensure a feed of
ally

ammonia into the expansion coil just adequate
for the maintenance oi a predetermined low ternliquid

:

—

:
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also indirectly
pcrature at all
governs the amount of cooling water supplied to the
condenser, through an automatic valve, shown at
the left in Fig. 2. which permits just the proper
flow of water at all times in accordance with the

of
to

m

to the system.

This apparatus has been examined by many engineers and other interested parties, and without exAt
ception has received the highest encomiums.
present the Automatic Refrigerating company is
prepared to furnish outfits in several sizes from a
capacity equivalent to the mehing of 800 pounds of
ice per day up to a capacity equivalent to the melting of 12,000 pounds of ice. In the future it expects
on the market very much smaller sets adapted
requirements of domestic use.
It may be pointed out that in the rating of
m.echanically operated refrigerating machines the
In
duty is given in the equivalent of melting ice.
other words, a given machine will produce refrigeration equivalent to substantially twice its capacity
for making block ice.

in every village, every city, county and
will present a solid front to the opposition.
bring about the result every Independent company in the state must join this association, not
only join but become active and loyal members.
The opposition is canvassing the state, soliciting
the various companies to sub-license with them under almost any terms. Beware of honeyed words
and prolific promises. So far it has availed them
nothing.
Today we have over 300 incorporated companies
operating over Coo exchanges, over 1,300 toll stations and over 200,000 telephones, and every list is
increasing daily without solicitation, faster almost
than the growth can be handled. This success is
apparent to all, especially the opposition, which is
playing a final card in its interest plan of going
into a community and interesting local people in
proposed telephone development at rates they know
cannot be maintained definitely, as they are far below the costs of operation, to say nothing of maintenance and the giving of free toll and local service.
In closing, I want to impress you with the fundamental fact that the opposition is not your friend
and cannot be from the very nature of things. In
intimidation and coercion.
the beginning it was
The spirit of your manhood fought that to a successful conclusion.
The opposition beaten, but not
crushed, tried other tactics. A friendly spirit is
now manifested. They go into a district developed
by you and offer you many good things. Thej' want
to give you long-distance service to points not now
reached and try- to sub-license. Looks harmless,
but stop to think. Are they actuated by any idea
as to your welfare?
No. United, they know the.T
cannot defeat you. Singly, they can,

pendents

To

will receive

—

of a consulting specialist. There is a field for much
Out of 33s Independent comeffort in organizing.
panies operating in the state, no are members of
the association. Those which do not belong are
for the most part smaller companies, but it is to
the interests of the association that all be gotten
in, and it is believed that within three or four
months at least 90 per cent, of them may be en-

Reports of Secretary and Treasurer.
report of Secretary E. E. Knox consisted of
comparing the number of telephones in
the number of exchanges and the number of
toll stations by districts, with those of the Bell com-

The

rolled.

and was presided
over by President Frank L. Beam of Columbus.
After a few words of a congratulatory nature, he
introduced Mayor Robert H. Jefifrey, who welcomed the visitors to the city and invited them
President Frederick S. Dickson of
to come again.
the Cuyahoga and Federal Telephone companies

statistics,

at 10 a. ni.

use,

pany.

It

as follows

is

I—

liistrict No.
Counties of Trumbull, Lake, Geiiga, Medina. Lorain, Erie, Huron, Cuyalioga and Ashtabula.
Indejicndcnt telephones, 37,006; Bell, 23,174; Independent exchanges, 79; IJclI, 23; Independent toll stations, 168; Bell,
107; Independent stockholders, 2,890; Bell, none in state.
Harrison,
District No.
Counties of Columbiana^ Carroll,
Jefferson, Mahoning, Portage, Summit, Stark and Tuscarawas.
Independent, telephones, 22,769; Bell, 10,870: Independent exchanges, -lor; Bell, 34; Independent toll stations,
Bell,
Independent
stockholders, 1,430.
1S3
34;
Counties of Coshocton. Belmont, Athens,
District No. 3

responded to the mayor's address in a witty manner.
While the Independent interests have a good
start, he said, the Bell people are still alive, and it
will take the best there is to compete with them

—

2—

—

They have no fixed rates in some
successfully.
places, but pursue a settled policy of charging all

—

;

Noble,
Perry,
Gallia, Monroe, Mayan, Meigs,
Washington and Muskingum. Independent telepliones, 19,Bell, 14; In770; Bell, 7,464; Independent exchanges, 103
dependent toil stations, 236; Beil, 84; Independent stock-

Guernsey,

they can get.

—

;

President's Address.

holders, 4,666.
District No. 4
Counties of Pickaway, Favette, Vinton,
J7cksnn, Scioto, Lawrence, Pike, Adams, Hishland, Clinton
and Ross. Independent telephones, 12,214; Bell, 4,389; Independent exchanges, 44; Bell, 20; Independent toll stations,
174; Bell, So; Independent stockholders, 500.
Counties of Butler, Clermont, Preble and
District No. 5
Warren. Independent telephones, 6,904; Bell, 2,338; IndeIndependent toll stations,
Bell, 7
pendent exchanges, 33
91; Bell, 41; Independent stockholders, 437.
Counties ^of Green, Montgomery, Clark,
District No.

Following Colonel Dickson, President Beam presented his annual report, which is in part as follows

mon cause in the early days cannot be estimated
and history alone will give him the- full measure
of credit. Another pioneer of the dark days, when
it was fight, and fight hard, for every foot of ground
gained, was H. D. Critchfield of Chicago, whose
assistance in many of the executive and legal details was invaluable.

is being made the basis of
national organization, which is spreading like
taking in state after state, until the Inde-

state

salary of $3,600 a year and expenses, will be in
charge of the work of getting all companies into
Another change provides that members may
line.
be assessed as high as four cents a unit, in addition to the regular annual fees, to provide for the
expenses of organization work. A unit is considered one telephone in active use or one circuit-niile
of toll line. It is the intention of the executive
committee to secure an expert for the position of
organizer an expert in both the financial and operating branches of the business, so that he may
be able both to organize and perform the duties

workers had been called to other fields beyond Ohio,
notably the late Judge J. M. Thomas, than whom
Independent telephony had no more stanch advocate,
a man big in his ideals, broad in his purposes, and
masterful in execution. His services to the com-

tell

This "Ohio scheme"

a

To consider briefly the benefits accruing from a
closer association we need only to look backward
a decade. In 1895 there were less than a dozen
Independent exchanges in the state and the oppoThe
sition numbered less than 50,000 telephones.
purpose of the original organization was to encourage the spirit of independence, promote the building
of exchanges and toll lines and to foster a concentrated movement along general lines of development. You all know the signal success of this first
union. In three short years the Independents outnumbered the opposition in point of exchanges and
telephones in operation, changed the sentiment of
the public and made it hot for monopoly. After
several years of hard work upon the part of the
active members of the organization, interest began
to lag as the purpose of a closer affiliation had been
accomplished beyond the fondest dreams of the
most optimistic. Many, too, of the most active

call

wildfire,

ciation.

The meeting opened

cannot

I

the

The Ohio Independcnir Telephone Association, in
annual session at the Hotel Hartman, Columbus,
on March 30th, took action to unite the various
interests of the state in a bond that will strengthen
the position of the Independents in such a manner
as to be able to cope with the opposition as well,
perhaps, as if they were united under one management, like their competitors. The attendance was
over 300. and this was considered the best meeting
ever held in the state. The constitution was

who

a

ful.

Ohio Independent Telephone Asso-

state organizer,

1904,

you how much good has already
come from the "Ohio Scheme" of amalgamation or
few months' trial. I
organization after only
a
think you all realize what this plan means to us
in the future.
It means a body militant, ever ready
to advance its own interests and to protect its
members; ?.lert and watchful, vigorous and resourceand

to put
to the

changed so that a

June,

ther its projects. The idea of the rejuvenated association was a much more compact union based
upon nine districts in the state, each with a vicepresident and secretary, with an executive committee composed of a representative from each county.
This district body meets at regular intervals or
upon call, and it has brought about the close affiliation
of telephone interests desired. The district
takes care of itself in all matters unless assistance
It has been to my
is needed from the central body.
pleasure and profit to attend these district meetings,

varying feed of ammonia. In short, the thermostat
motion and primarily governs all the mechsets
anism necessarv to regulate the supply of ammonri
and cooling water, starts and stops the compressor
motor at the proper time, while other automatic
devices shut down the whole plant in case of any

damage

April

was issued for a meeting
Independent telephone operators and stockholders
revive the old organization and carry still far-

In

The thermostat

times.

—

—

—

—

;

;

6—

Champaign, Logan, Shelby, Darke, Miama and Madison.
Independent
Independent telephones, 24.020; Bell, 11,381
exchanges, 63; Bell, 15; Independent toll stations, 174: Bell,
112; Independent stockliolders, 1,488.
District No. 7— Counties of Marion, Wyandotte, Hancock,
Putnam, Paulding, Van Wert, Mercer, Allen. Auglaize and
Harding. Independent telephones, 20.081; Bell, 6,139; Independent exchanges, 69; Bell, 8; Independent toll stations,
86; Bell, y6: Indeoendent stockholders, 2.024.
No. 8-^Counties of Defiance, Fulton. Lucas,
District
Henrv, Ottawa, Sandusky, Seneca, Wood and Williams.—
Indeoendent telephones, 23,114; Bell, 6,085; Independent
exchanges, 69; Bell, 21; Independent toll stations, 176; Bell,
21; Independent stockholders, 2,130Counties of Ashland, Crawford, Delaware,
District No. g
Franklin, Fairfield, Hocking. Holmes, Knox, Licking, RichIndependent telephones,
land, Union, Wayne and Morrow.
30,719; Bell, 12,599; Independent exchanges, loq; Bell, 15;
Inde~^pendent toll stations, 164: Bell, 15; Independent stock;

'

—

—

—

holders, 1,464Independent
Totals.

—

Independent
stations,

teleohones,

196.937;

Bell.

104,318;

exchanges. 668; Bell. 159; Independent toll
Bell, 743; Independent stockholders, 17,029.

1,452;

Treasurer Ralph Reamer reported receipts of
$717.50; expenses to date, not including this meeting.
$624.88: balance, $92,86. Aside from this, the supvote of
ply companies had contributed $1,285.
thanks was tendered the companies for their liberal
donations, and President Beam urged that, inasmuch
as the supply people were thus interested in the

A

8,

1905

welfare of the organization, greater effort should
be made to perfect it and make it a strong factor
in

the

business.

Committees.

At

this

point the follpwing committees were ap-

pointed
Credentials Charles D. Duncan, Chillicothe; C.
L. Norton, Cleveland; F. B. Miller, Alliance; A. W.
McKee, Cumberland; J. C. Rhodes, Zanesville; H.
C. Devin. Mount Vernon; E. E. Williams, R. D,
:

—

Funkhouser, Dayton
David Clark.
Constitution and by-laws C. W. Cary, Jr., Cleveland; Cyrus Huling, Columbus; G. P. Thorpe, Wilmington.
Auditing George Carter, Delaware M. M. Her;

—

—

ron,

;

Millersburg;

W.

R. Fee, Milford.

Reading and Discussion of Papers.
O. F. French of Cleveland read a paper on
"Standardization of Equipment." He divided the
topic into local equipment, subscribers' equipment
and long-distance equipment, and then 'discussed each
in a technical way.
A competent engineer, he said,
should always be consulted in regard to the size
of switchboard to be installed and the kind of
equipment to be used, no matter what the size of
the plant is to be. Mr. French discussed the farmer
lines and the kind of equipment that should be used
in them, as well as the small exchanges, in order
that they may work in harmony with the larger
plants

and the

toll

lines.

Pay

stations

and

all

the

various parts that go into the system received careful
attention:
B. H. Brooks of Columbus read a paper on the
same subject, and also read a paper prepared by

M. H. Clapp of

St. Louis,

who

could not be present.

Mr. Clapp's paper dwelt at some length upon toll
and the number that can successfully be handled
by one operator. A number of other points were
taken up at some length and dealt with in a technical
manner. Mr. Brooks discussed the purchase of instruments' for subscribers' stations, transmitters and
receivers, material, cords, etc., that go to make up
the instruments.
Both papers were of exceptional
interest to the practical telephone man.
In his paper on ''Practical Operating and Maintenance of Exchanges," C. E. Stinson of Toledo dwelt
on the organization of the operating force, the requisites for good managers, promotion of employes,
keeping exchanges and toll lines in perfect order, and
the harmonious working of all departments through
the adoption of as nearly a perfect system as possible.
He said a manager should make no useless
rules, but when one is made it should be rigidly
enforced. Promotions should be made only in accordance with the perfect fitness of the person to
hold the higher place. Discord among the heads of
various departments is a death blow to a successful
operation of a telephone plant, he said. Mr. Stinson
argued that only the best men for the various positions should -be employed, and that all portions of
the plant and all departments of accounting be kept
lines

abreast of the times.
Dwight E. Sapp of Mount Vernon made an address on '"Development of New Territory and Importance of Placing Properties on a Dividend-paying
Basis." Mr. Sapp has the record of paying dividends
every 90 days on all the property which he manages,
and the association was, therefore, anxious to know
his methods.
The size or unit of territory is not
accurately defined, he said, but he had found it
satisfactory to be conservative in the matter.
small territory well developed is better than a larger
area only partially covered. Better satisfaction to
subscribers results. His plan is to make the county
seat the basis of operations and develop from that
point as far and as rapidly as the people demand.
While the bounds of the territory is largely determined by the demand, yet it is sometimes well to
anticipate the demand and get in on the ground
floor.
But a company cannot develop territory on
wind. There must be money. He said that unless
there is a 'market for securities, there is difficulty
in getting money for development.
The better plan
is to take a good portion of the profits for dividends
to stockholders, paid regularly and at a fixed rate.
By this method a demand is created at home for
the stock, and when it conies to extension and further development it is better to sell stock than use
the profits for that purpose. With a company paying fair dividends, the matter of selling stock is
not a difficult one; they had created a market at
home for their securities, he said. In cities this
may be different, as there are investors who are
willing to wait for future developments for dividends. The stockholder in the smaller places wants
dividends from the start, even if he invest them at
once in additional stock. The membership in a company should not be limited to too small a number.
Let others share the good things. By the method
suggested he believed that interest enough can be
created at home to take care of the development.
Independent companies should not fight each other
over territory. If people have money to invest and
cannot secure territory at home, it is better to develop some other place where it is needed.
James Brailey, Jr.. followed with a discussion in
which he agreed with Mr. Sapp upon almost every
He said small properties may be made to
point.
pay dividends almost from the start, but the larger
ones are a different proposition if they are not
handled in the right manner.
Fair dividends

A

;
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Sapp of Mount
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a plant makes extraordinarily large prrjfits, it is hettor to pay fair return*
the reniainiler to (jo to the niainteiianre
:irid allow
fund, where it will he needetl.
tjnite a discussion followed as to what to do
when ronipanies work up to each otiier in <!eveloping territory and what to do with the persons oil
Hut the consensuH of r>pinion was that it
the line.
heller to lay the matter hefore [hem and let
is
them choose for themselves. If possilile, a working

of

agreement should he formed among companies thus
sliiiaiicl. although there is a difficulty in this, he-

Dickson of Cleveland, James B. Hoge of
Cleveland, Dwight E. Sapp of Mount Vernon, Cyrus
Muling of Columluis, C. Y. McVey of Cleveland,
I. H. Thcdieck of Sidney, W. F, Laubach of Akron,
Ed. L. Barber of Toledo, Judge Elam Fisher of
I'"aton, E.
E. Knox of Portsmouth, E. E. Kiblcr
of Newark and Fr.ank L. Beam of Columbus.
Alternates— M. B. Overly of Cleveland, H. C.
Devin of Mount Vernon, George Adams of Milicrsburg. Judge L. D. Magcrty of Columbus. E. L.

they

if

.

Ill

'

ton high.

art'

ill

If

Thorpe of Wilmington, W. G, Thompson of Hamilton, H. P. Miller of Dayton, G. M.
ville,

K.

erty spoke

and Michigan had or-

also.

Officers and Deleg.wes.

The committee on nominations made the following
report, which was adopted by the association unanimously

:

President

—Frank

elected).

L.

Beam

of

CoIumbuS'

(re-

—

Secretary-treasurer Ralph Reamer of Columbus.
Vice-presidents District No. i, E. G. Miller of

—

District No. 2, W. F. Laubach of Akron:
District
District No. 3, J. B. Rhoades of Zanesville
District No.
No. 4, G. P. Thorpe of Wilmington
5, W. G. Thompson of Hamilton; District No. 6,

Warren;

;

:

on the "Stockholders and the Telephone
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In the installation for a niclaphofi« ftystcm one
talking wire is used, and ordinary annunciator wire
will do.
One liaticry only is necessary for a large
installation with any standard dry cells
Enough
current to ring the lieW is all that is needed. TTie
instrument is highly sensitive and the lick of a
watch can be heard over the line.
The transmitter and receiver are in one piece,
and instead of talking into the transmitter the
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development of the telephone business and alluded
to the affect the Independent movement had had
on the Bell companies as money-makers. President
W. 0. Thompson of the Ohio State University responded to "The Telephone as an Educator." He
said that the telephone had at least taught him
patience.
Then he enumerated the ways in which
the system has been an educator and the work it
is doing.
"Weather by Telephone" was the subject
of the address of J. Warren Smith, who discussed
the plan inaugurated some time ago of sending the
reports to the rural districts by telephone to be
distributed
to
subscribers.
President
Dickson
started the system and since that time it has had
quite a growth.
Exhibitors.

W. Pardee

represented Frank B. Cook of Chicago with a line of protective apparatus.
F.

The Swedish .American Telephone Company had

a

display of goods on baud and attracted considerable
attention.

The F. Bissell Company of Toledo had a nice
display of the various goods manufactured for the
telephone trade.
The American Electric Fuse Company, ErnerHopkins Company and the O'Kane-Hull Company
each had displays of supplies.
P. J. Eubanks and H. A. Nuttall represented the
-American Electric Telephone Company of Chicago.
display consisted of boxes, receivers, extensions
and sets of various kinds.

The

H. Foster, Columbus, Ohio, representaStromberg-Carlson Telephone Manufacturing Company, had headquarters at the Hartman
and showed the line tnat he uses in bis work here.

George

tive of the

R.

S.

desk

New York

is

interior

"The Past Decade" was reviewed by J. B. Ware
of Grand Rapids, Mich.
He gave a sketch of the

pany, to accept the place.
"National-Interstate Telephone Association" was
the topic assigned to J. B. Hoge of Cleveland. He
gave a review of what the association is doing and
referred to his visits to other state associations.
Virginia, West Virginia and Maryland have promised to unite with the national organization, and it
probable that the Dakotas, Minnesota and the
is

said that

The telephone
phone

A. Lanman of the Columbus Citizens' Telephone
Company spoke on "Some Observations," in which
he declared that few things now are not in the
hands of combines or organization. Hugh Dough-

of the

Hoge

I*'rc<I-

Simple Intercommunicating Telephone.

The Banquet.

was adopted, and pressure is being brought to bear
L. Beam, president of the association and
manager of the Columbus Citizens' Telephone Com-

ganized by districts, the same as in Ohio, and that
the Ohio plan is being carried out in other states

—

F.

The banquet took place at eight o'clock in the
evening at the Hotel Hartman.
Col. Frederick S.
Dickson acted as toastmaster. Dwight E. Sapp of
Mt. Vernon responded to "The Future" in a way to
inspire confidence in the business.
President Henry

have had to contend

Coast states will come in. There will be
200 delegates at the meeting in June. Mr.

eonveiition

I

ind lUjr-

visory conimiltee nf the national body.

on Frank

Pacific

of Ashland,
large to national

S.

ch,

ciation become a member of the National-Interstate
Telephone Association, which was carried. Frank
L. Beam was then chosen as a member of the ad-

with.
To remedy
lliis
he suggested that careful attention he given
to the book of rides sent out some time ago.
Signs
arc also of service
in
attracting business. They
should be on every office and every booth.
W. F. Laubach of Akron discussed "Protection of
Independent Interests by Manufacturers." His idea
is
that the companies should develop territory so
thoroughly and well that there will be no excuse
for opposition companies for the manufacturers to
supply, but at the same time he said it was impossible to do everything, and do it at once, and
in the meantime something should he done by the
manufacturers to protect them in their work. In
other words, since they are getting the greater part
of their business from the Independents, no goods
should be sold to opposition companies. In the
discussion that followed it came out that several
mutuals, opposing the Independents, ha\e been
equipped by companies that look to the Independents
for business.
One at Leipsic has an entrance to
22 towns, and is still building, a direct competitor
of the Independents.
-An endeavor was made to
secure the names of the concerns selling to these
companies, and the executive connnittee will probalily make an investigation along these lines.
Mr. Byers made a report for the committee on
His plan,
insurance, appointed some time ago.
v.hich is that of the New England factory mutuals,
was to form a company which would take their business at the regular stock-company rates and at the
end of the year pay dividends from the balance
after all losses and expenses were taken care of.
Mr. ByerSv said the actual cost of insurance was
"nly 35 or 40 per cent, of what is now paid for it.
The convention adopted the plan. If taken up, such
a company will probably follow closely in the footsteps of the Electric mutuals, which are now in
course of organization.
H. P. Folsom of Circleville spoke on the importance of the association appointing a man to give
Air. Folsom's idea
his entire time to its interests.

at least

at

R. K. llaml.liii of Toledo.

lra^tmillFr^, the ne» rmic
Engic, (Jrorgc B Prail,
mond llrndrifkvrti rrprr-

Coen of Vermilion, W. W. Fisher of Bellefontaine.
Morriss Taylor of East Rochester, D. A. Yodcr of
Toledo, W. R. Fee of Milford, C. Burr Forrest of
Gallipolis, William M. Haseltinc of Dalawarc and O.
M. Bake of Hamilton.
As a formality a motion was made that this asso-

cau.sc

lines

Van Wert,

firossciip

).

Delegates
erick

Poor maintenance, he said,
line.
people to pationze other lines quicker
.Some practical examples were
than anything else.
given for the cause of dissatisfaction. Instruments
should be inspected freiiucntly, especially those
which are u.sed often for long-distance work. Lack
of system in the service has been the worst thing
his.

P.

fi.

.Salzgalier of

this

in

P..

—

l>

iii'ii'iiig Rules and
Standard Method of
a
\icMnniiiiK" had hecn referred to a committee coiisisliug of C. y. McVcy of Cleveland, .S. K. Ward
Mansfield,
GeorgeII.
Matheany
of Uma, J. I'.
of
Boylan of Cleveland, C. K. .Stinson of Toledo and
M. B. Overly of Cleveland. Mr. Ward read the
report on the latter portion of the topic.
It consisted of a plan of accounting something like that
used hy certain eastern companies. It was ordered
printed.
J. P. Boylan of Cleveland read the report
on operating rules. This paper will also be printed
for the use of the companies.
M'. B. Overly, manager of the United States Telephone Couip;iiiy, spoke on "Mow to Increase Longdistance Business." In a physical way he said that
keeping the lines and instruments in the hcst of
order was one way to cause an increase of husiness.
Some detail plans were suggested for making repairs, making connections
and other work that

comes
would

l>.

0.

District delegate.* to national convention (diilricls
order as almvcj C. M. Graiiel of Paincsville,
A. Sailers of Massillon, J. H. Rhoades of Zanes-

in

ilifTcrencc in rates.

:i

DistricI

Mueller, manager of the Cleveland office
Kellogg Switchboard and Supply Company,

showed

the

new

steel

residence

telephones,

new

and four-party apparatus.
G. H. Miller of the Miller .\nchor
Company, Norwalk. Ohio, had a number of anchors
of various sizes and designs and the managers took
quite an interest in the good qualities presented.
sets,

President

Sterling Electric Company showed a number
of styles of private branch exchanges, boxes, switchboard terminals and protective devices. W. Doolittle, C. R. Brown and G. W. Metcalf represented the

The

'

company.
equipment were
the Dean Electric Company through its

energetic

representatives,

and

central-energy

A.

E.

Barker,

general

manager, A. B. Kratz and A. R. Pollock. Quite a
display was made and it attracted considerable attention.

and J. F. Crook were on the ground
Automatic Electric Company of Chicago.

C. L. Fisher

the

is now installing a new switchboard
Columbus Citizens Telephone Company,
the best sample of its product that could

This company
for

the

which

is

it.
It reproduces the voice in a
tone.
One of its advantages is that it has
no moving parts and consequently nothing to get
out of order. When a push-button and l>ell arc installed all that is required is to connect with the bel!
The inwires, and a talking line is established.
struments are solid nickel finished. The manufac-

clear

turers'
S:

agents for this new device are Anderson
of 1504 Schiller Building, Chicago.

Nachman

NEW

COMPANIES.

A

charter has been issued to the Lucas Telephone
Company of .•\lbemarlc. N. C, with J. E. Ij5ve as
principal stockholder. The capital stock will be $10,coo.

The Redondo Home Telephone Company has been
incorporated at Los Angeles, Cal.. with a capital
stock of $40.oco by C. L. Zahn," D. F. Boyce and
others of Los Angeles.
Citizens of Bear Valley, Cal., have organized a
mutual telephone company, with O. I. Butterfield
president and .-X. T. Hain secretar>\ The line svill
extend from \\'illow Creek to San Benito.
The
Board of Supervisors of San Benito County, Cal.,
has granted the company a franchise to erect poles
along the countrj- roads.
•

The Bear River Telephone Company has been

organized at Wheatland, Cal., with E. T. Manwell
as president and .\. C. Stagner secretary. The company has a barbed-wire telephone system in the
southern part of Yuba and Sutter counties and now
proposes to complete smooth-wire lines between Sac-

ramento and Mar}'sville,

Magneto
shown by

for

SIMPLE 1NTKRCOM.MUNICATING TELKPHOSE.
speaker talks past

be had.

Cal.

The following-named telephone companies a^^
among those which have recently been organized:

New

Hottland Telephone Comoany, McPhersoii,
Piano Mutual Telephone Company, St. John,
Bronson Telephone Company, Bronson, Kan.
Citizens' Telephone Company.
Louisburg. Kan.
Central Co-operative Telephone Company, Broken
Bow, Neb. Sprin.g Creek Farmers' Mutual Telephone Company. Callaway, Neb. Alvo Telephone
Company. Alvo. Neb. Union Telephone Company,

Kan.
Kan.

;

:

;

:

:

Buchanan County

Mutual Telephone Company, DeKalb. ifo. Nortluvestem Telephone Company, Primrose. Iowa I-awn Ridge Telphone Company. Lawn Ridge. III.
Farmers' and
Merchants' Telephone Company, Newark,, 111.
Ingersoll.

Okla.

:

:

The North
parts,

and

Electric

Company showed switchboard

both magneto and common-battery, magneto
common-battery telephones, new solid-back

:

:

)

;;
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Telephone News from the Northwest.
(N. D.') Telephone Company lias
Mills
J. G.
been incorporaled with $1,000 capital.
IS president and A. O. Anderson secretary.
Jelephone Exchange ComThe Northwestern
pany will pnt in an exchange at Foxhome, Minn.
Hannafoi-fl

'Ilic

LaMoiire Connty Telephone Company will
from Marion, N. D., to LaMoure via

llic

iyo5
under-

pendent company

may be organized and it is
stood that the Michigan State Telephone Company
(Bell) is holding off making an increase in rates
to see whether or not an Independent company will
he organized.
The Everybody's Telephone Company of Litchfield, Mich., has been incorporated with a capital of

W.

$25,000.

new

building for the Maiden telephone exchange and headquarters.
Stockholders of the Heath Telephone Company
of Shelburne Falls, Mass., have voted to apply for
authority to increase the capital stock from $30,000
to $50,000, and extensions in Shelburne, Conway,
Ashfield, Charlemont, Colrain and Whitingham are
planned.
B.
brick

hnild a line

Dickey.

Bradford

The

Company

will

Telephone
from Campbell,

Farmers'

Township

huild a rnral line ont

Minn.

The Chicago, ililwankee and
will

install

telephones

at

its

St.

stations

Paul
at

radway
Millvllle,

Hamniond and Znmbro Falls, Minn., where no operators are now installed. This will give connection
with the nearest telegraph station and enable patrons
to get information as to the movement of trains.
Mutual Telephone Company will
'J"he Farmers'
Iniild an exchange at Bottineau, N. D.

The Hager Telephone Company

will build a line

from Hager. Wis., to Diamond Bluff and down the
Trimbelle Valley.
The telephone system of the Beard.slcy Electric
Company of Beardsley, Minn., has been transferred
to the Gopher State Telephone Company of Beardsley.

The Sioux City (Iowa) Telephone Company has
placed a block of $ico,coo worth of stock on the
market for local investors at that place.
The federal government will lay a telephone cable
this summer which will connect Beaver Island in
Lake Michigan with the mainland at Charlevoix,
Mich.

The Henry County Telephone Company
London. Iowa,

will increase

its

capital

of

Neiv

from $15,000

to .$30,000.

of
cor-

Catlett, Va., has been chartered by the state
poration commission with a capital of $5,000. F. S.
Ensor, J. L. Carroll, J. B. Powers. L. W. Trenis,
B. F. Colvin, all of Catlett, are directors and stock-

.t

Michigan Telephone Matters.
the Independent telephone companies
Michigan. 50 in number, met at Lansing a few
days ago and formed an organization which may

Managers of

of

The managers state that there is
be incorporated.
no intention of consolidating the various properties,
but that the organization is purely for association
purposes framed along the lines of the National
Interstate Telephone Association. It is the intention
of the Michigan managers to join the National association at its next meeting, which will be held in
Chicago on June 21st to 23d. All meetings of the
association were held with closed doors, but it was
given out that the followdng-named officers were
President, E. B. Fisher, CTrand Rapids;
elected:
treasurer,
secretary, J. B. Ware, Grand Rapids
William Robinson, Jackson. W. O. Hunt of .Adrian,
N. F. Wing of Jackson and G. F. Root of Hart,
secretary,
constitute
together \tith the president and
The state will be divided
the board of directors.
into six districts and each district will be presided
over by a district president, wdio is also a vice-presiThese vice-presidents
dent of the state association.
are R. B. McPherson. Howell; R. C. Smith, Homer;
C. Himebaugh, Burr Oak; J. H. Fildew, St.
Johns C. W. Waverly, Kalkaska, and H. A. Price,
;

A

;

Saginaw.
is

probable that the Michigan State Telephone
will not raise the rates in Aft. Clemens for
months. It is expected that an Inde-

Company

at least three

of Oak Grove,
Mo., will install an exchange in Grain Valley, Mo.

The McLaurine Telephone Company

The city of Mineral, Kan., has closed a deal for
the purchase of the local telephone plant from G. A.
Walbourne.

holders.

The Southside Telephone Company of Youngsville, N. C, is chartered by the secretary of state
with a capital of $io,ooo authorized and $500 paid in.
Mitchell and
G. T. Sykes, C. E. Timberlake, J. F.
A. V. Bobitt are the incorporators.
The Southern Bell Telephone Company has bought
the Adams telephone lines in the section about

Columbus,

Ga.,

start a line to

Adams

Alabama,

and

Omaha,

and

will

once

at

Ga., the headquarters of the

system.

It is rumored that the High Point (N. C.) Telephone Company has bought a controlling interest
in the plant of one of the near-by towns and the
concern bought out will dissolve.
The Opequon Telephone Company of Opequon,
C. W. Snapp
Va.. is chartered with $1,000 capital.
is president and E. J. Snapp secretary.
The new $30,000 exchange of the Southern Bell
Telephone Company at Huntsville, Ala., has been
put into service. A common-battery system has been

installed.

Independent telephone franchise
was voted at Council Bluffs, Iowa, by 800 majority.
The Iowa Telephone Company is planning the expenditure of $i,300,oco in improvements on its lines
Of this amount
in Iowa during the next two years.
the building to be done this season will amount to
about $750,000.
L C. Erbes has sold the telephone exchange at
Oakville, Iowa, to Charles Avery of North Branch,
Minn., and P. E. Newcomb of Hutchinson. Minn.
The Marshfield (Wis.) Telephone Company has
made arrangements with the Bell system for longdistance service and will have its exchange equipped
with Bell instruments.
The Marietta (M;nn.) Telephone Coinpany has
been incorporated with $io,oco capital stock by C. J".
Orton and others.
The New Ulm (Minn.) Rural Telephone Company
has been formed and will expend $50,000 in the conIt proposes to buy the local
struction of a system.
system or build a second one.
'
The Fairmont Telephone Coinpany will install
local exchange at Ceylon, Minn.
The local exchange at Benson, Minn., has been
reorganized, the Swift County Telephone Company
The company will malce improvebeing formed.
ments and extensions to the system.
Mayor I. M. Olson and others are talking of
organizing an Independent telephone company at
Sleepy Eye, Minn.
The Minnesota Central Telephone Company has
appropriated $10,000 to be used in improving its
system at Redwood Falls, Minn.
L. E. Ketcham and his associates, who will build
several rural telephone lines this season, have purchased the local system at Montrose. S. D.
F. S. Meyers, manager of the St. Cloud (Minn.)
system of the Northwestern Telephone Exchange
Company, has been transferred to a similar position
at .Sioux Citv. Iowa.
The Northwest Mutual Telcplione Comna'ny has
R.
been organized at Ipswich, S. D.

It

The Cedar Run Mutual Telephone Company

proposed

Tile
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Southeastern Telephone Developments.

J.

a

F.

Hayden of Thomasville, N. C, has bought

controlling

interest

telephone system and

in
will

Lexington (N.
make improvements.
the

C.

The Independent plant of Augusta, Ga., has been
sold at auction, the purchaser being a representative
of the bondholders. It is asserted that the Southern
Bell company was interested in the deal and that
the plant will be dismantled.

The Chicago Telephone Coinpany reports 1,919
new subscribers during the month of March, In
were installed and in the
The company reports that it now has
Since January i it
123,284 telephones.
has installed 5,391 instr
the city 1.449 instruments

country 470.
a

total

of

The Stanford Telephone Company

of Stanford,
recently suffered the complete loss of its cenby fire. Sufficient cable was secured for
changing the heavy leads to the new location of
the central office and a self- restoring drop switchIII.,

tral office

board and complete central-office apparatus was installed and the exchange put in operation within
three days.

At the annual meeting of the American Telephone
and Telegraph Company in Jersey City the retiring
directors
were all re-elected.
Resolutions were
passed

owned

authorizing

the

transfer

of

certain

lines

Georgia and Alabama to the subsidiary
actually operating them in accordance
with the legal requirements of those states.
The
by-laws of the company were amended in accordance
with suggestions of President Fish, made in order
to facilitate the company's business.
in

companies

Indiana Telephone Items.
The Summitville Telephone

Company

has

filed

with

a capital stock of
build an exchange and
telephone system in Summitville. R. W. Ingels, A. A.
Ingels and T. E. Carlwright are the directors.
The consolidation of the Farmers' Aiutual Telephone Company of Wabash County and the Home
Telephone Company of Whitley County has been
The Farmers' will increase its capital
effected.
stock, make improvements and expand its business.
The Citizens' Telephone Company of Cambridge
City has reduced the rate to county subscribers to
This is
$1 a month when paid quarterly in advance.
the same rate given resident patrons in the town
of Cambridge City, Melton, Dublin and Germantown.
This is a valuable concession to country
patrons, since the cost of erecting the lines that
reach their homes is much greater than in towns,
owing to the distance traversed. This service
reaches over 1,000 homes in Wayne, Henry and
Fayette counties.
It connects directly with all Li-

incorporation

articles

of

$5,000.

The company

wdll

dependent telephone systems

in

this

The
to

City Council of
requiring the

Richmond has passed an
Board of Public Works

make and keep up maps showing

wiring in the city, including
and telephone wires.

the system of

electric-light,

power
S.

Ohio Telephone Notes.
Announcement has been made

have gained control of all the Independent
in Jackson County.
The properties include
exchanges at Jackson, Haniden, (ioalton, Oak Hill
and Wcllston. They have in use about i,Soo telephones.
This action will change these systems to
the Bell long-distance lines in case the companies
do not find that they have a contract with the
LInited Slates Telephone Compraiy, wdiich has been
plants

giving them a good service.

The Edgerton Telephone Companj^, Edgerton, has
been incorporated by Jacob Zeeb, Claude E. Hoover
and others, with a capital stock of $30,000.
stock of the

to

have an entirely new

tele-

board with an ultimate capacity of 5,000 subscribers and with an immediate equipment for 600 subscribers.
The power plant will have duplicate
American storage batteries. Two ringing machines
will be installed with busy and howder attachments.
One machine is to be operated on the commercialpower circuit and one on the storage-battery circuit.
Two charging machines will be installed;
one will be ii motor generator to operate on the
commercial-power circuit and the other will consist
of a gasoline engine connected direct to a small
direct-current generator, so that the plant will b*
entirely independent of any outside source of power.

Cincinnati and

MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS.
The

Suburban

Bell Telephone, Cincinnati, has mostly been taken
There are a few in
by the present stockholders.
England who have not been heard from and the
books may be kept open a little longer for them.
The Attica Bell Telephone Company, Attica, has
been incorporated with a capital stock of $10,000
by F. C. Myers, S. F. Kaufman and others.

All increase of capital stock from $20,000 to
$50,000 has been made by the Ohio Bell Telephone
Company, which was incorporated a few weeks ago.
Construction work has been started in Knox and
C.
Delaware counties.

Ncarh' $10,000,000 of the $25,000,000 bond issue
of the American Telephone and Telegraph Company
was taken abroad. The issue was heavily oversubscribed.

The New England Telephone and Telegraph Company has purchased a good-sized tract of land in
ilalden, wdiercon it is proposed to erect a large

Manufacturing
heavy demand for its

Teleph'one
a

telephones equipped with long-distance transmitter
containing special hard-polished granular carbon
made under its supervision by a new process from a

hard

coal.

The Stromberg-Carlson Telephone Manufacturing
Company of Rochester, N. Y., reports having closed
contracts for switchboards for McDonough, Ga.
-Atwood, Kan.

Kan.

ter,

Herald,

;

III.;

Orleans, Neb.
QuinIvesdale, HI.
Hendley, Neb.
Waynesville, N. C.
Hayes, Iowa, and Arc^idia. Fla.
;

;

;

;

The American Electric Telephone Company of
Chicago has just shipped an additional increase of
capacity consisting of one section of multiple switchboard for the Independent exchange at Springfield.
This is the second increase made by the
Mo.
Springfield company since tlris original installation.
The Springfield company reports a brisk demand for
telephones.

The Dean
calls

especial

Electric
attention

Company
to

its

lar

and

special local-battery

of

Elyria,

Compact Type

phone, which can be furnished for

all

magneto

Ohio,
tele-

kinds of reguservice.

Each

telephone is equipped with the new Dean talking
and signaling apparatus. In a folder devoted to this
apparatus are described series, non-interfering, divided-circuit, four-party selective and central-checking telephones.

The Automatic Electric Company will install at
VVaiisau, Wis., a board with an ultimate capacity of
5,000 lines and an immediate equipment of 700.
In addition to the board it will furnish the entire
central-office equipment.
The po^ver plant will consist of duplicate storage batteries.
Two charging
machines will be furnished and the customary
power board equipped with ammeter and voltmeter,
overload and underload ci.rcuit breaker, etc.
The
main distributing frame will be F. B. Cook's make,
equipped with self-soldering heat coils.
The Automatic company is also to furnish new telepliones.
-

New England Telephone News.

International

Compan3\ Chicago, reports

special

that the Bell inter-

ests

The new

is

central-office equipment is to be
installed in a new building, for which the contract
has just been let.
The Automatic Electric Company will install in this building a telephone switch-

and adjoining

states.

ordinance

Hastings, Neb.,

phone plant and

::

April H.

Use
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Superheated Steam

of

—

:

:

In

the

^73

lo firovidc for wulcr-lul>c lK>itcr< 3 tuperhealing Hiir/acr e<|ii;il lo l2'/j per cciil. iif the boiler-

United States.

in

heating «nrf.-icc.
Delnils were given iluring llie address liy means
of lanlern slides of the ronslruclioM of siiprrlicalers
for Hepnrnic firiiiR :iiid for use in llic boiler selling,
those mafic by the Halxrock and Wilcox Company,
the Ilcinc Safety Boiler Company, Ihe .American
Siipcrliealcr Company. Ihe I'ower .Sjiecially Company, the Cahall Boiler Company and ihe Provi

111

denee Kngineering Works being

Tlic

ii(]vaiil;i)(i!.

lo

I'c

Kiiincd

liy

llu-

iisc lil

Mipir

llcalfd slfiini arc probably as well rccngnizcfl in
coiiiilry as llicy arc by Kiiropcan ciiKiilccrs. but

llii.

llic

rcinalns ibal llicsc advantages arc not utilized
10 as grcal an cxlinl here as they are on the Con'riie snbjirt is one of interest to engineers
lineiil.
(acl

general, and infnnnalion regarding it is alwayAn aililress was recently
be read will) allenlion.
given before the Kuberl i'nilun Association in Chicago by Arlbnr 1.. Kice, editor of the F.nginccr.
upon '"rile Use of Snperbeated Steam in the United
Thr
Slates," which was interesting and instmctive.
following is an abstract (>( the address:
Kconoiny from the use of snperbeated steam is
due to prevention of cylinder condensation loss and
Steam as it comes from the enlessened leakage.
gine cylinder is al a low Icniperalurc and cools off

When

H

reports
Sircct l.iKliliiiK— W. Ilnrrisixi. OkcoIh.

(..mmcrciul

l.ixliliiiK— J.

('(ifiiiiK-rcinI

Power

fresh

su-ani

.-.

is

'.milted

iiigh

a

tween outgoing and incoming .steam

is

about

125

degrees.
as ordinarily made by a boiler contains
considerable percentage of moisture in supcnsion,
and this moist steam readily gives its heat to the
cylinder walls and also absorbs heat readily when
In superheated steam this
leaving the exhaust.
moisture is entirely evaporated and the temperature
of the steam is raised so that it becomes more
nearly like hot gas and e.xchangcs heat with the
cylinder much less easily, the result being a con.siderahle reduction in the amount of steam con-

Steam

a

densed.

were not for this condensation loss* bett-^r
could be obtained by using the extra heat
in making steam of higher boiler pressure and consequently higher temperature than in raising the
temperature by superheating, keeping the pressure
constant.
This involves, however, the building of
stronger boilers, stronger piping and heavier engines
to use the higher pressure, so that the expense of
machinery is increased.
The condensation loss is
about 20 per cent, of all steam used in an engine,
and the use of superheated steam will effect the
The superbeatcil steam is
saving of 12 ])cr cent.
wcicib less
al.so lighter, that is, a cubic foot will
than for ordinary or saturated steam hence it takes
less weight of steam to fill an engine cylinder, and
Also there is less
this gives another advantage.
friction of the steam in the pipes, so that for a given
amount of loss of pressure between boiler and engine the pipes can be made smaller, which will
make a plant less expensive. There is also the advantage that water will never be carried into the
engine cylinder, and as this water is often a cause
cf wrecking an engine this feature is of value.
The useful limit of superheat lies at the point
where steam will just reach the exhaust of the
engine with none of it condensed. A greater
amount than this will cjiuse waste of heat, since
there is no advantage in having the steam superheated as it goes into the exhaust pipe. For comIf

it

results

;

pound engines, in which the steam is expanded in
two cylinders in succession, it is found advantageous
to superheat the steam between the two cylinders
so as to prevent condensation loss in the second
cylinder as well as in the first.
It has been found that superheat is lost in traveling through long pipes at the rate of one-third to
one degree F. per foot of pipe at a \elocity of 40
feet a second.
For four-inch pipe the loss is onehalf degree
for eight-inch, one-rpiartei
degree
for 12-inch, 0.2 degree, and for 16-inch. 0.13 degree,
.Allowance must be made for this in deciding on the
amount of superheating needed.
In the construction of superheaters it is found
that bronze and brass are the poorest possible materials
that cast iron or steel is better.
Cast iron is
somewhat unreliable in its character, but carries a
more even heating than steel. Points of construction to be looked after are that all joints must be
kept away from the fire, since the steam has not the
ability to cool off tubes that the water has in the
ordinary steam boiler. Care must be taken to provide for the expansion of the tubes, as the high
:

;

makes this much greater than with
So far as economy is concerned the requirements are the same as for boilers, viz,, good circulation of the steam and good contact between both
hot gases and tubes, and steam and tubes, with
plenty of time allowed for transfer of heat from
temperature

boilers.

the hot gases to the steam.
Special requirements in

a plant using superheated steam are the avoidance of all brass or
bronze for piston rods or parts of stuffing boxes
the use of corrugated metal gaskets for making
joints in pipins', special provision for expansion of
piping, provision for flooding the superheater when
it i,s
not in use so as to prevent burning out, and
special covering of steam pipes to prevent radiation,
a covering at least three inches in thickness being

advisable.

For most cases the useful

limit of superheat is
150 degrees above the temperature of
saturated steam, or for 150 oouuds pressure a total
of 525° F., and to give this temperature it is cus-

found

at

Hut

llr.slinil— I),

w,ilcr

Slenin

Ilcalinij— j.

I.

—

Inno, KaKir Crave.

A.

— Paul

K.

p.

Rcllamy,

McOc,

Uell

SpriiiRrielil,

E. C. Cockey.
Kdward CtMnmrll Cnrkry. wlio was
Western Unimi

Prof.

iK.rn

p.

Spinney of

B.

Metlioils

of

New Vork

Iowa Slate College at
last year.
Other
Mallics,

—

of holding excellent conventions, of much practical
value, and with the above programme there should
be a large attendance. W. L. Bowers of Davenport
is president of the association and W. S. Porter of
Eldora is the secretary. Last year a good-sized delegation went from Chicago, and this year the perThe
formance should be repeated or surpassed.
Chicago transportation committee consists of Walter
Goll of the Fort Wayne Electric Works, \V. H,
Colman of the General Electric Company and P. R.
This
Boole of the Electric .Appliance Company,
committee has selected as the most convenient train
the Chicago-Great Western train No, i from Chicago to Dubuque, leaving the Grand Central Station, Harrison
Street and Fifth .Avenue, at 6:.10
p. m„ .April l8lh. and arriving in Dubuque at 11:10

m.

The Iowa

Street and Intcrurban Railway .Association, which was formed last year at Des Moines
during the conveution of the Iowa Electrical Association, will hold its second annual convention in
the Hotel Julien at Dubuque on .April 20th and 21st,
thus beginning one day later than the older assoThe two
ciation and continuing one day longer.
associations are friendly and in a manner associated,
as some electrical operating companies are members
of both, and it is convenient that their conventions
be held at practically the same time. Nevertheless
they are distinct organizations. The programme of
the street-railway convention includes the following

papers:
Handling Freight bv Intcrurbans and Intercbanee of
Husiness with Steam Railroads—II. H, Polk, Des Moines.
.\ccounting as an Aid to the Operating Department

A

Leusslcr,

Cl imcil Bluffs,
1'lil 11,

Shop M.(l
Rur al Railv
urban

i

Servus

'

1

KTld,

'
1

.\doi.i:,,'
\

',

.

:

„

11,

I'isli,

Tlavcnport,

Waterloo.

Motors for Street and I
to be announced later

line

On

the afternoon of Thursday the ass.iciation will
a hodv the station of the Union Electric
of Dubuque,
Later it will hold a joint
session with the Iowa Electrical -Association and
listen to the reading of Mr, Boileau's paper on
steam turbines, Geor.ge B. Hippe of Des Moines
is president, and L. D. Mathes of Dubuque is secretary and treasurer of the Iowa Street and Interurlian Railwav .Association,
visit

in

Company

Attendance of 3,500 Predicted for Denver-Colorado Springs Convention.
Mr, Frank W, Frueauff of Denver, when in New
York

last w^eek. said that the railroad people had
among possible
delegates for the Denver-Colorado Springs convention of the National Electric Light .Association.
They report their belief that there will be an attendance of at least 3,500. This may be a little optimistic, but there is no question that the meeting will
break all previous records in point of attendance
as well as in point of general attractiveness.
Mr. LaRue Vredenburgh. who so ably handled
the subject of advertising in his report presented
at the Boston convention of the National Electric
Light .Association, will this year make a report on
the commercial side of sign and decorative lighting,
which will be presented at the Denver-Colorado
Springs convention to be held June 6th to nth.
This is a subject of great interest to all the members
of the association, and Mr. Vredenburgh's skill and
experience will enable him to handle it in a most
satisfactory and interesting manner.

been making an extensive canvass

M
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William Offutt Mundy.

he did

Ubiainini!
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Vork.
Srpfmt.. r 7:
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On Thursday afternoon, .April 20th, the delegates
and others in attendance will visit the new power
house of the Union Electric Company of Dubuque.
The Iowa F.lectrical Association has the reputation

Tlic

r-,

New

Oak.

Ddiler Kuom Economies— P. H. Lankashier, Davenport.
Metlioils of Accounting— A. W. Zahm. Mason Cily.
.Sicam Turbines— W. I-;, Boilcnu, Dubu<|Uc.
Association Matters Gcorsc S. Carson, Iowa Cily.
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.Ames
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annual conveiuioi, of lb,- Iowa Kleclricil
Association will be held in the l|i;tel Julien ii
DubiKiue, Iowa, on April 19th and 201h. In addition to general business llierc will be these commitlee
fifth

is

at

(lescrilted.

The Iowa Conventions.
The

lemiieralnre and tin- cylinder walls must
again be heated, which can only be done by condensing some of the incoiniiig steam, and this steam
which is condensed is of no value in doing work
The difference in temperature bein the engine.

cylinder.

Iht

OBITUARY.

tomary

the

deal!,

occurred at the

of

William

OfTnlt

Mundy. whieh

End

ICasI

on Wednesday. .March

Hospital, f'illstiurg. Pa,,
jQth, the sircel-railwav indus-

try suffered a great loss.
Death was due lo bloodpoisoning, developed from an affliction of the ear.
which first caused annoyance atjoiit two months ago.
Mr. Mundy was a graduate of the Rose Polyiechnic Institute of Terre Haute, Ind., and was still a
young man, not yet having reached 30, Until-a year
ago he was master mechanic of the St, I^jtiis Traction Company, St. Louis, .Mo,, and his work there
attracted Ihe special atlenlinn of railway operators.
The new shops of that company, emlwdying inansof the best labor-saving devices, were built under
his direction.

Mr. Mundy was marked for

his keen

observation, especially in the lines of his profession,
which, coupled with his inventive genius, enabled
him to improve shop conditions by the substitution
of many labor-saving appliances.
The inventions of Mr. Mundy were not confined,
however, to Ihe equipment of railway shops, for
he did much toward the improvcmcnl of systems
of electric train control.
He was also the inventor
of an air-brake appliance of much merit.
Quite
recently he invented a street-car window, the construction of which permittcti the removal of wintlow sashes lo facilitate the repairing and clcanini;
of the windows.
In April, 1904, Mr. Mundy resigned his position
with the St, Louis Traction Company to become
a commercial engineer of the Wcstinghotisc Electric
and Manufacturing Company at East Piltshiirg, Pa.
He was a man of great energy and one who was
enthusiastic in everything he undertook.
He possessed a genial disposition, which won for him a
host of friends everywhere,
Mr. Mundy was a
prominent member of the .American Street Railway
.Association and was third vice-president of the
mechanical division last year.
Mr, Mundy was married on January 4th of this
year to Miss Kathleen Eddy of Detroit. Mich. His
parents reside at Louisville. Ky,. where he received
his earlv education.

Hydro-electric Power for New York
Central Parallel Lines.
A dispatch from Troy, N. Y., to the New York
Tribune, dated March 22d, savs: "The New York
Central has closed a contract with the Hudson River
Water Power Company of Glens Falls, for 25.000
horsepower for 25 years. The minimum
charge for the power will be $125,000. and the cost
may run up to S500.000 yearly. The power will be
delivered from the Spier Falls and Schoharie Falls
plants of the power company and from an au.xiliary
steani plant at L^lica.
The power will be used lo
operate the various electric lines the Centra! has
recently acquired,"
electrical

Escanaba Abandons Municipal Lighting.

—

Escanaba, Mich.. March 26. Municipal lighting
proved a failure in Escanaba, and by unanimous
resolution of the Common Council the proposition of
-ellmg the city electric and gas plants to the highest
bidder will be submitted to the voters at the spring
election.
The property represents an investment of
The plants are antiquated and exabout $So,coo.
pensive of operation, so much so that, with the
usual allowance for depreciation, interest and taxes
lost the past year's business was transacted at a
loss, with indications that the annual deficit would
New York Tribune.
steadily grow larger.
lias

—

X-ray Congress.
.An international X-ra\^ Congress will be begun in
It will be the first
Berlin. Germany, on April i.^tli.
its kind ever held, and its purpose is to show
what progress has been made since the discovers^
Lectures will
of the rays by Professor Rontgen.

of

be delivered and demonstrations
scientific

men and

physicians

made by

of various

leading

countries.

an exhibition of Rontgen-ray appliances and of the literature on the subject, A statue
of Professor Rontgen has been placed on one of

There

will be

the bridges of Berlin,
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CORRESPONDENCE.
Great Britain.

sentations are to be made as to the continuity of
the existing terms of employment when the undertaking is acquired by the Postoffice.
G.

London, Marcii 22.— Tlic largest electric power
coinpjiny yet promoted in Great Britain is now
occupying the attention of Parliament. As I have
previously mentioned, the bill affects London in
connection with eight other similar bills before the
same parliamentary committee. The latter bills,
however, are merely extensions of the powers of the
existing electric supply companies in London itself,
whereas the large bill referred to alcove proposes
to take in the whole of the county of London and
large areas around it. The inquiry which is now
taking place is unprecedented in the electrical industry in Great Britain, and probably some of the
proposals which are being made by the new company are unprecedented in the world.
The promoters of the new bill, for which C. H.
Merz of Newcastle-on-Tyne is the engineer, intend,
should the powers they ask be granted, to build
three large generating stations at various points in
their area, each having a capacity of 90,000 kilowatts.
Turbines of 10,000-kilowatt capacity each will be
employed, as well as boilers having a total evaporative capacity each of 30,000 pounds of water an
hour. A main cable will be laid around London.
The estimates of the promoters for the cost of the
generating station are phenomenally low and work
out at £S 4s. per kilowatt capacity. The average
strong point
selling price is put at yd. per unit.
in favor of the promoters is that firms of the highest
standing have undertaken to carry out the work at
the prices upon which these estimates have been
based.
Mr. Merz's opinion is that London offers such an
exceptional field for the generation and supply of
electrical energy, and such an extraordinary demand
exists, that it should be supplied at lower terms
than any city in the world. He says that the existing concerns supplying electrical energy and they
number 54 have not shown the necessary commercial push to bring before manufacturers the advantages of cheap power, and that by the proper concentration of the generating plant, with generation
on a sufficiently large scale, all the existing concerns
can be supplied with current at less cost per unit
than the price at which they now generate it.
One important part of the organization of the
new undertaking will be the "selling department,"
whose function it will be to continually canvass
for business, to advise manufacturers as to the
method of dealing wMth their works, and even to
lend them apparatus or capital wherewith to carry
Up to the present only a small part
this into effect.
of the case has been heard, and what the ultimate
The inquiry
result will be no one dare prophesy.
Meanwhile
will last several weeks—perhaps months.
an enormous sum of money is being expended in
lawyers' fees, etc.
As a result of the serious breakdown which occurred a short while ago on the electric-lighting
mains of the Bradford corporation, it was decided
to engage an independent expert to report upon
ihe general condition of the electricity-supply undertaking in that city. The employment of experts to
report upon every piece of work undertaken by the
resident electrical engineer is very prevalent in many
places, but it is one that is viewed with disfavor
on the whole, for if the resident engineer is not to
be relied upon for carrying on his own works he
can hardly be said to be worth keeping. It is therefore pleasing to be able to report that another attempt made at Bradford to engage an "expert" has
failed.
The city electrical engineer recently prepared a scheme for the extension of the undertaking
and the adoption of the three-phase system. A section of the council sought to appoint an independent
engineer to examine this scheme, but its object was

A
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—

defeated.
A return just issued shows that the large deficit
on the Postofiice telegraph system, which has been
the subject of complaint for many years, appears
not to be declining. It now stands at $6,250,000.
Another matter concerning the Postoffice is the
desire that has been evinced for so long by various
rating authorities to assess the telephone wires belonging to that department. Many requests have
been made to the postmaster-general that, in common with other trading concerns, he should agree

The London County
to this property being rated.
Council last week, in conjunction with a large number of other rating authorities, suggested to the postmaster-general that, in lieu of rates, he should make
The
a periodical contribution to the local finances.
reply was, naturally, in the negative, but it was
suggested by the postmaster-general that he would
be willing to move, in the House of Commons, for
the appointment of a select committee to inquire
into the whole question of government contributions
in

lieu

New

York, April,

i.

—The

state

committee began

investigations in the matter of the alleged excessive charges for public gas and electric lighting
on Thursday, and the main points of the hearings
are abstracted in another part of this issue.
There
has also been made public this week voluminous
reports on 24 separate plans for new subways, and
these also are dealt with elsewhere.
curious accident occurred on Monday morning
at the head of the construction work in the East
River Tunnel. At this point the men work under
very high air pressure. The force of the air caused
the river bed to weaken and a workman was blown
into the opening through several feet of mud and
into the water above.
He came to the surface alive
and in less than an hour after the accident was
again in the tunnel.

A

The new

franchise-tax valuations were published
at Albany, but seeing that none of
corporations 'has ever paid the tax the
utility of the increased valuations is problematical.
For the greater city the total assessments have been
increased from $251,158,450 to $302,193,550. The
figures for the more important companies are Brooklyn Rapid Transit and allied lines, from $25,552,000
to $29,560,000; Brooklyn City railroad, $1,294,000 to
$1,730,000; Manhattan Railway Company, $50,075,000
to $59,650,000: New York City Railway (Metropolitan), $74,860,000 to $79,233,000; New York Edison Company, $590,000 to $1,150,000; Edison Com-

on Thursday
local

:

pany (Brooklyn), $3,644,000 to $4,900,000; New York
Telephone Company, $5,015,000 to $6,610,000; New
York and New Jersey Telephone Company, $1,320,000 to $1,700,000. Taxes to the total of over $13,oco.ooo are outstanding and under litigation.
An appropriation of $200,000 was voted on Monday for the purpose of reconstructing the Manhattan
terminal of the Brooklyn Bridge. Two more tracks
and extended and widened platforms are included in
the

scheme.

The employes of the Brooklyn Rapid Transit
Company gave their annual entertainment on Tuesday night. The proceeds were for the benefit fund.
Progress is reported in the electrical conversion
of the suburban lines of the Long Island railroad.
The company expects to have 120 steel motor cars
ready for operation in June and about as many more
trailers, the trailers being converted cars.
About
45 miles of track is effected by the present scheme.
Daniel F. Lewis, formerly president of the Brooklyn City railroad, is said to be interested in a scheme
to revive and extend an old project to connect Rockaway Beach with New York by a fast trolley line,
which would compete both with the Brooklyn Rapid
Transit and the Long Island railroad.
The Long
Island railroad fought and defeated the original
scheme at its inception about four years ago.
franchise
has been granted for a trolley line
at Glen Cove, L. I., including a spur to Garvie's
Point.
There were only two objectors to the grant
at the public hearing which was held vesterdav.
C. W. Taylor. M. H. Mark and E. J. Lu'dvig of
New York city have incorporated the Fargal Manufacturing Company of Fort Ewen, Ulster County,
N. Y., and will deal in electrical apparatus.
The
capital is given at $100,000.
The Long Island Consolidated Electrical Companies have been incorporated with a capital of
$25,000. The directors are D. Clark, W. G. Oakman
and J. P. Green. The first two are New Yorkers
and the third from Philadelphia.
small concern under the title of the M. F.
Flack Company has been incorporated with a capital
of $sco by Edwin Burhorn, M. F. Flack and L. A.
Phillips to deal in electrical appliances.
It is reported with seeming show of authority that
the city has purchased a site at Long Island City
for a generating station for a municipal public-lighting system. The price is not divulged, but a sum of
$6co,ooo was aopropriated some weeks ago for this
purpose. Another report, not quite so well substantiated as the foregoing, avers that the selected
site is on First Avenue and Twenty-eighth Street,
Manhattan, where there are at present premises
used as a generating station by the United Electric

A

A

Lisht and Power Company.
Dr. C. H. Tyndall of Mount Vernon, N. Y., gave
an interesting lecture, with apparatus, to expound
the principles of space telegraphy at the Miller
Business School on Friday.
Among other things
Dr. Tyndall explained the process of "tuning," the
instruments used for communicating on the Atlantic.
D. W. W.

Dominion

of

Canada.

—

Winnipeg, Man.. April i. A contract for the
equipment of the Lulu Island railway,
Victoria, B. C, has been awarded to the Canadian
General Electric Company.
The Thunder Bay Power Company, Fort William.
Ont., has applied for incorporation to take over the
Kakabeka Falls Land and Electric Company.
In connection with the electric plant about to be.
installed at Indian Head, N. W. T.. it has been decided that the water supply should be taken from
electrical

1905

springs at the foot of the Squirrel Hills, a distance
of seven miles from town, with an elevation of 160
feet.

a

its

the

8,

Tlic firm of J. Y. Griffin & Co. of Louise Bridge,
suburb of Winnipeg, is seeking permission from
the council of the Kildonan municipality to obtain

New York.

of rates.

Since the opening of the electric lines of the
Northeastern Railway Company, 28 accidents have
occurred, of which four have been fatal. The Board
of Trade officials are now giving the matter serious
attention, and certain recommendations to insure the
lines being better protected against trespassers have
been made.
The female operators of the National Telephone
Company are the latest to protest against terms
of the agreement with the Postoffice, and repre-

April

powers

to supply electric light, power and gas to
Louise Bridge district.
The legal department of Toronto, Ont, has issued
a writ against the Toronto Electric Light Company
to recover the land on the Esplanada on which the
company's works now stand and to block the arbitration which the company has instituted to secure
a renewal of the lease for 21 years from the city.
Arrangements are being made for the introduction of electric light in Ladner, B. C.
The power
will likely be transmitted from Stevetson, where the
British Columbia Electric Railway has a power

house.

The

contract for the equipment of the electrichas been let to the CanaGeneral Electric Company, Toronto.
The Town Council of Sussex, N. B., is considering the lighting of the streets with electric light.
Penneyman & McGuire of Providence, R. I., who
have been awarded the contract for the construction of the dam across the Rainy River from Fort
Francis on the Canadian side to International Falls
on the American side, have started work with 250
men.
The Western Power Company has been incorporated to produce electricity at Victoria, B. C,
with a capital of $25,000.
A street railway for Regina, N. W. T., to be
financed by private capital, is now being arranged.
William Anderson of Regina is understood to be the
promoter and an application is about to be made
to the City Council for a franchise, which will be
readily granted, as the residents are anxious for an
electrie-car service.
Mr. Anderson was in Winnipeg recently negotiating with the Winnipeg Street
Railway Company for rolHng stock.
President Frederic Nicholls of the Toronto-Hamilton electric railway is asking for tenders up to the
light plant in Hull. Que.,

dian

first of May, next, for the grading, culverts, masonry, bridges and other works required between
Toronto and Niagara Falls, Ont. Plans and specifications may be seen and obtained at the company's
engineering department, Scott and Front Streets,

Toronto, Ont.

The dealings on the Toronto Stock Exchange during the last few days have been attended with considerable excitement.
The prominent feature has
been the advance of about 20 points in Winnipeg
Electric Street Railway.
There is practically no
stock offering, aild the rumor that the company
had a standing offer of 200 for the control of the
property had a most stimulating effect. The stock
sold up to 170.
The Windsor, Lake Shore and Essex Rapid Railway is applying to Parliament for an act to permit
it

to

extend

its

line

from Essex

to Tilbury Village,

Ont.

An

being applied for to authorize the Strathroy and Western Counties Railway Company to
extend its present line, as authorized, between Strathroy and St. Thomas, Ont., passing through the city
act

is

of London.
J. M. Cambell, the engineer of the new electric
railway at Edmonton, N. W. T.. has awarded most

A

of the tenders, and work will be begun soon.
Montreal firm is building the road. It will extend
from three to five miles, and it is the intention to develop it so as to include a number of neighboring
villages.
The cost for rails and ballast will be $15,coo per mile, and the bonding and overhead work
will add $2,000 a mile to this amount.
For machinery to be purchased for the power house alone,
without counting the building. $16,000 will be required.
The road will be running by September ist
next.
The Ontario Electrical Development Company,
which has just let contracts for a new^ $500,000
power house at Niagara Falls, has decided on a
very extensive scheme of power development for
electric traction in Western Ontario, in addition to
the power to be delivered in Toronto. Surveying
parties will start out immediately to locate routes
for newer cables to Brantford, Paris. Gait, Preston.
Berlin, Ayr, and all places requiring power in those
districts, while Stratford, London and places in districts surrounding these cities will all be given an
opportunity in the near future of using the power

from Niagara.

-

H.

—

Ottawa, Out.. April i. The town of Morrisburg.
Ont., has passed by-laws for the development by the
1,100 horsepower from a canal and converting it into electrical energy for the purpose of
furnishing power to factories and the granting of
free power, light and water to J. W. Allison of New
York for establishing a tin-plate and sheet industry.

town of

The town

of North Sydney, Nova Scotia, is soon
have two electric-Hght companies.
The Town
move on the part of the
Sydney Mines Electric Company to seek a charter
to operate in North Sj^dney.
The new company
to

Council has endorsed the

offers to provide electric light at 11 cents per kilowatt-hour as against 15 cents at present charged by
the Cape Breton Electric Company in the town.
L. E. Cote, engineer of the Dominion marine dg-

April

8,
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locating llircc slalioiin alo:'«
New liruiiswick coast of llic Hay of Fundy,
llic
off which lh(f (.'.iiiadian govcrnintiit proposes to »ink
Bubmarini' signal bells.
The i)ill to give the Maine and New Brunswick
Company an exclusive franchise of
Electrical
Aroostook Kails, N. H., has passed the corporation
commillee of the New Hrnnswick Ixuislalure with
The coniiiany nuisl expend
some .inH-ndtncnts.
$25,000 upon il^ works in New Hninswick within the
ICleetrieal power must be furnished to patrons
year.
in New HruTiswick at any lime as cheaply as it is
sold to Maine customers, and the company will he
required to pay the province an annual rental for the
privilege of $J.sn until such time as gross earnings
of the coiupany re,nli $.'3,000 per annum then two
per cent, upon the earnings (hereafter.
A speci.-d "mcetinK of llu- City Council of Ottawa,
Out., considered ihe silnriliun cre^'leil liy the passing
in the llrmse of Cnuui.niis of the hill allowing the
Ottawa ICIeclric C'omp.iny In piireh.ise Ihe bonds,
slock and debentures of the Consumers' Electric
The council un.animously resolved to
Company.
submit to the proi>erly owners of the city a by-law
enabling the city to buy out Ibe Consiuners' company.
Tlie charier of that conip.iny ccjiilains a clause
giving Ibe city the power lo liny it nut at any time,
the price to be fixed by arbitration and no allowance
In be made for the unexpire<l term of the franchise.
The cily some time ago obtained from the Provincial Legislature the power to borrow $250,000 lo
set up a municipally owned and operated plant if the
This sum would now be
ratepayers so desired.
available for the purpose of taking over the Conparlinciit,

Oltiuv.i,

is

;

siuners' plant.
Tbc Riclu-lieu Light and Power Company, with
anlhori/ed capital of $500,000, has been formed
.111
by several Monlreal financiers and is now seekinc;
incorporation from the government at Ottawa. The
to supply the towns of Farnbam.
St. Ccsairc, Iberville, St. Johns and many other adjacent towns in Quebec Province with electricity
plant on th;
foi' light
and power purposes.
^alna.ska has been acquired which it is proposed to
W.
enlarge.

company proposes

A

cut northern termiiiini of the Uiu-i.
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0. Ijlla

P..

it

pre»idcnt.

ArraiiKcmcnls arc iM'inK completed

work on the

electric railway

(or

all

been

set

and the grading

S.

C,

ii

going

England.

—

the plant.
The offer from the New York, New Haven and
Springfield
llarlford Railroad Company for the
si reel-railway property is on the basis of $225 cash,
iir
two-thirds in preferred stock of the proposed
The stock
iic\v company, the balance to be in cash.
has been selling a little under $200 on 'change, and
has paid eight per cent, dividends for some time.
The Worcester Electric Light Company has ordered of the Stewart Boiler Works, also of Worcester, 12 boilers, to take the place of the present battery of to. The old ones have been in use 15 years.
Leo McCarthy of Cambridge, a former employe
of the Western Union Telegraph Company, was
arrested on March 25th, and a thriving business
done by him in Alalden, Newton and other cities
adjacent to Boston, in bogus telegrams, which he
was industriously distributing and collecting thereon,
was brought to an end.
Despite rumors to the contrary, the New York,
New Haven and Hartford railroad will not discontinue its Nantasket Beach electric-railroad servlo

ice.

United States Senator W. Murray Crane of Dalton is interested in the new power house for that
town, for which a contract has just been let. The
new building will be 30 by 50 feet, and an electrical
service of considerable size will be inaugurated.
The property of the electric-light company at
Laconia, N. H., has passed to the control of a company composed of Massachusetts and Rhode Island
The plant will be enlarged to furnish
capitalists.
electric power,, and extension of the service to the
Weirs at Lake Winnepesaukee is contemplated.
At the annual meeting in New Haven on March
of the Consolidated Railway Company, the
2ist,
holding company for the electric-railway systems

owned by

the

New

York,

New Haven

and Hartford

Railroad Company, the directors were all re-elected,
Charles S. Mellen, president of the steam road, being
B.
again made president of the company.

Southeastern States.
Charlotte, N.

C. April i.— .An

electric-light plant

being built at the Southern Railway shops at
Manchester. Va., to furnish 27 arc lights. The firm
of George Paul & Co. is also making arrangements
is

a light plant in its ice factory.
The Bluestone Traction Company of Graham. Va..
has been chartered with $100,000 capital stock to
operate an electric railway. John Walters is president, J. N. Sluss vice-president, and Edwin Mann
treasurer, all of Bluefield, W. Va.
The Charlotte Consolidated Construction Company
of Oiarlotte, N. C, will build an extension to the
Highland Park cotton mills, one mile from the presto install

H.

Ohio.
Cleveland, April

I.— The acliun

in lea«in(t the prnprriv

'

Tolr.'tioii

of

'•'•

(h"-

t.(

ilic

Cirvinnsii

'

^-

dirrctora

r»svt"fi

and

<--

-••

.

'

hold.
Tile promoters of the 21-mile cleclric railway from
Charlotte, N. C, to Casconia have secured a charter
and the survey has been completed. Augustus
Wright of Petersburg, Va., W. S. Forbes, M. .Martin, J. D. Patton and P. C. H. Galwll of Kichmoiid,

Va., arc interested. The line will probably lie built
lo Concord also, a distance of 21 miles north.

The town

of Spencer, N. C, has contracted with
and Spencer Street Railway Company
system of electric lights to be put in operation
by May 15th. The company was also given the right
lo operate an electric railway between the towns
mentioned and a telephone system if desired.
Commissioner Macfarland of the District of Columbia has secured the passage of legislation for the
completion of the work of putting electric wires underground. It was expected that 10 years would be
recpiired for the work, which has been nearly finished in five years.
The telegraph companies arc
about Ihe only ones who arc behind in the work of
Ihe Salisbury
for a

getting their wires

of $the l|..;,iiiiK indibi-diiccorporation bind» iUcK
.

..i'l

.

,

.,1

the -.nipaiiy.

'1

iic

new

ten than
$i,Soo,oo<» in improvemenn on the propeny within
the next two year*. It i« uid that tlic line* through
Hutlcr County will Ik rebuilt thi» lummer. All ihc
local lines in Hamilton go with the interurban road
to

ipend

not

in this deal.
It is announced that a company will be organised
extend the line of the Columbus, Debiware and
Marion northward from .Marion either through Bjcyrus or Oalion, the ultinulc terminus iKing jomr
point on the lake. John G. Webb, president of the
Columbus, Delaware and Marion, will Ik Ihe
head of ihc new company, and it is thought that ih-:

lo

first cost
of the extension will not be Ic*! than
$1,000,000.
The first of the 2,000-kilowalt turbogenerators will be installed in the power house of

road at Stratford in a short time. The necond
will be put in place some time during the sumriKf.
The plant will be one of Ihc largest and best of
this

conduits.
The Cape Fear Electric Power Company of Fayelteville, N. C, expects to be ready to furnish power
soon.
Harry Wallers of Baltimore has become associated with the promoters and is said to be backing
Ihe enterprise, which will start with 4.000 horsepower, to be increased to 8,000. The company is
also seeking to get a contract to furnish the town
of Fayctteville with current, instead of the city enlarging its municipal plant.
'l"he Durham (N. C.) Traction Company has secured the contract for three years for lighting the
city, a small part of the contract, however, going
lo the local gas company.
The contract is worth
about $30,000 for the three years.
decree has been issued for the final distribution
of Ihe funds of the Wilmington (N. C.) Street Railway Company, which was sold two years ago for
$110,000 in the case of the Morton Trust Company
of New York against the street-railway company.
It is rumored that persons interested in the Catawba Power Company of Charlotte, N. C, have
secured a controlling interest in the Mountain Island
shoals on Catawba River and that a similar plant
will be erected to that already built by the company on the Catawba River; also that a third plant
will be erected in which the -American Tobacco
Company stockholders are interested. The combined power of the three plants will be about 80,000
horsepower and will be distributed among the towns
of Rock Hill, Clover, Charlotte, Gastonia, Dallas
and other points, where many cotton mills are oper-

Consolidation papers have been filed at Columbus by the Fort Wayne. \'an Wert and Lima Traction Company and the Lima. Delphos, Van Wert and
Fort Wayne Traction Company under the name of
the Fort Wayne, Van W'ert and Lima Traction

ated.

Company.

in

A

New

April i. By the recent .acquisition of
.ilinut three acres of additional land adjoining the
present General Electric works at Lynn, title to
which has recently been made clear through court
prucccdings, the enlargement of the Sangus River
plant is assured.
Plans arc not formulated so that
they can be announced as yet, but Ihe management
expects to make additions of a substantial character
P.oslon,

.i>ot«d ra«<l

ilartinz

from Giarleilon,

to Suinmcrville, as the work nin«t be bcRUii noon to
save the forfeit bond and franchise.
'Ihe eight-mile belt line of the Greenville (S. C.)
Traction Company will l>c completed by June nt.

The poles have

propcitcd Luling-San ltarci>4
will Ik about lix mile* lonv.

The Seaboard Traction Company

of Portsmouth,

Va., has applied to the state for a charter in Portsmouth to operate an electric road to Smithfield and
Suffolk and thence to Petersburg and Manchester.
Work will be started in six months and is to be
finished in two years.
L. R. Britt of Norfolk is
president of the company and W. H. Robinson,
formerly of Pittsburg, Pa., is general manager.
The Florence Light and Power Company will
shortly begin furnishing lights to the town of Timmonsville, S. C. It is believed that a trolley line will
shortly be established between Florence and Timmonsville. The Florence company will also establish a power plant at TimmonsviUe.
The town of Williston, S. C, has voted $5,000 for
an electric-light system, and work will likely be
started in a short time.
The new interurban electric concern, the Carolina

Traction Company, will connect Union. Spartanburg,
Laurens and other points. J. F. Jacobs of Clinton
is one of the promoters.
L.

Texas.
.\ustin,

Texas, March

El Paso Valley

31.

— Richard

Burges of the

Water Users' Association has made

application to the commissioners of El Paso County
for a franchise for an electric railway.
The proposed road is to run from Anthony. N. M., to El
Paso, a distance of iS miles, and then down the
Rio Grande Valley for a distance of 45 miles below
El Paso. Power for the road is to be generated
from waterpower in New Mexico. The association
has also planned to build a telephone line down the
Rio Grande Valley.
W. H. McGrath and W. L. Crawford, who propose to operate a street-railway system in Mineral
Wells, will build a line up one of the adjacent mountains to a summer resort.
George Fiegel and F, H. Bruce of .\ustin have
been investigating the situation at Brownsville, with
the view of establishing an electric-light and power
plant.

The board

of county commissioners has granted a

&

franchise to Holloway
Thallman
electric-light plant at Hondo.

to

install

an

A. B. Storey of Lockhart and other local business
are interested in the project of building an
electric railway from Lockhart to a point on the

men

the kind in the country when these two generator*
arc in.
two-per cent, dividend has been declared on
the stock of the Toledo Railways and Light Company, one per cent, being payable Nfay 1st.
This
is said to be the first dividend ever paid on the stock.
The directors authorized the reconstruction of 10
miles of track.

A

A

new company

is

in

contemplation which will

build a line 40 miles long from Mansfield to Chipthe lines of the Ohio Central and the Cleveland and Southwestern.
The extension of the Columbus. Delaware and Marion to
Gallon or Bucyrus would also connect with the
Ohio Central, and with Ihe proposed line would
form a through route from Columbus to Cleveland.
The Dayton Electric Light Company and the
Montgomery County Electric Light Company only
recently incorporated, have been merged. The capital stock of Ihe merger will be $2,500,000, and, it is
said, a large amount will be spent in new equipment.
plan has been formulated to lift the recciver.ship of the Sandusk-y Southwestern.
It is said that
four of the officers will guarantee to raise $25,000
if the other stockholders will raise $20,000 more to
clear away the debts.

pawa Lake, connecting

A

The capital stock will be $2,000,000, cf
whicli half will be preferred fivc-per cent, stock.
o.

yi. c.

Indiana.

—

Indianapolis, .^pril 1.
Plans are under consideraby the owners of the Evansvillc and Princeton
Company which contemplate the construction of a system of interurban electric railways that
will spread a network of tracks over Gibson. Posey
and \"anderburg counties. The principal extension
and the beginner of the system will run from Kings
Station on the main line to Owensville.
Terre Haute is in a state of excitement over Ihc
charge that the local traction company is endeavoring to bar out all other interurban companies. Two
other traction companies that have projected inter-

tion

Traction

lines from Terre Haute south into Greene and
Sullivan counties have been forestalled by the apparent willingness of the Board of County Commis-

urban

sioners to aid the local company.
.\.
W. Brady, president of the

Indiana

LTnion

Traction Company, has returned from Philadelphia
and announced that no change was made in the
officials by the board of directors at the annual
meeting.
tion

New

He

said that considerable

new

construc-

was ordered for the summer, including the
Castle, Ehvood and Frankton extensions from

Anderson.

The first car for the Lagrange-Elkhart electric
railway has been delivered at Lagrange, and the
people are delighted with the prospect of another
transportation. The company is experiencing trouble with quicksand along the line, the roadbed having sunk about 10 feet. It is expected, however, to have cars in regular operation in a short
means of

time.

Work was begun during the week on a short elecrailway between Lebanon and Thornton by the
Lebanon and Thorntown Traction Company. The
line will be 10 miles long.
H. ^L Atkinson of Indianapolis is president of the company.
Indianapolis men head a company to build an
electric railway from Indianapolis to Celina. Ohio.
.\rticles of incorporation under the name of the
Indianapolis. Hartford City and Eastern Traction
Company were filed during the week. The principal

tric

office will

be in Alexandria.

Work h.i.s been begun on the Indianapolis, New
Castle and Toledo electric railway and the promoters

;
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savs care will be run between Indianauolis and New
Eli Marven, president
Castle before the year ends.
of the company, says the third-rail system instead
of the trolley .will probably be used.
Two handsome Holland chair cars have been delivered to the Indianapolis and Northwestern Traction Company and will be put in regular service
These cars will make three trips
in a few days.
each way every day on a schedule of two hours flat.
The rate will be 50 miles an hour and the fare will
be higher than on other cars.
The first of a number of subsidy elections to be
held to vote aid for the proposed traction line be-

tween Logansport and South Bend was held in
Marshall County on Monday and resulted in a good
majority in favor of the subsidy tax.

H. E. Bucklen of the Elkhart, who is constructing an electric railway from Lagrange to Elkhart,
considering the use of Edison storage batteries
About 10 miles of rails have been
a.'i motive power.
laid, but no trolley poles have been erected.
is

The Chicago and South Shore Railway Company's
interurbau road between Laporte and Michigan City,
now in a receiver's hands, will be sold by Judge
Anderson in Indianapolis next Monday. The sale
is to satisfy a claim of the Royal Trust Company,
which held bonds to the amount of $382,000. The
indications are that there will be a lively bidding
S. S.
for the road.

Mexico.
City of Mexico,

March

29.

—The

Dwight Furness

of Guanajuato has placed engineers in the
locate the route for the electric railroad
which it will build from Guanajuato to Irapuato,
with a branch line to the town of Salamanca, where
it will connect with the National railroad of Mexico.
The proposed road will be about 45 miles long.
Thomas Walsh of the General Electric Company,
York, has been making an examination of copper
properties in the Autlan district of the state of
It is stated that Mr. Walsh
Jalisco for that concern.
has made favorable reports on some of these properties and that they will be acquired by the General
Electric Company.
It is further announced, on apparently trustworthy authority, that the plans of the
General Electric Company include the construction
at an early date of an electric railroad from Autlan
to a connection with the Zapotlan branch of the
Chicago syndicate
Mexican Central railroad.
which owns the Rosa Amarilla mines, recently secured a concession from the Mexican government
for the construction and operation of an electric
railway from its mines to the port of Navidad, on
the Pacific Coast, and it is planned by this syndicate
to extend the road to Autlan if the proper encouragement is received from mine owners and others.
J. R. Bickerdike, a prominent member of the Chicago S3mdicate, who is now in Guadalajara, says,
however, that the General Electric Company has no
interest in his project.
Marcelo Valentin of the City of Mexico has taken
preliminary steps toward establishing a large electric
power plant in the state of Guerrero. He has applied to the government for' authority to use the
waters of the Balsas or Mixcala rivers for the purpose of operating the proposed plant.

Company

field

to

New

A

An

official

commission, appointed by the Mexican

government, has been sent to the United States
to study the telegraph systems of that country.
The
members of the commission are Joaquin G. Salazar

and Antonio Alvarez Sardaneta.
Paul Ginther of Santa Rosalia and Joaquin Cortazar of Chihuahua have made application to the state
of Chihuahua for a concession to establish an electric generating plant on the Conchos River above
Santa Rosalia near the village of San Francisco.
They intend to build transmission lines from the
power plant to the cities of Parral and Santa Rosalia.

A new telegraph line has been built by the federal
government between Guaymas and Cabo Haro, and
another between San Luis Potosi and Queretaro. A
line will also be built between San Luis Potosi and
jMonterey.
syndicate

A

of

Canadian

capitalists

headed by

William Mackenzie of Toronto, Canada, has practically completed negotiations for the purchase of
the two street-railway systems in Monterey, including a \-aluable concession held by Mackin & Dillon of ilonterey for the establishment of an electric
system of railway upon all of the principal streets
of the city not already occupied. It is stated that
the two systems will be consolidated and that electric traction w-ill be substituted for the present mule
traction as soon as possible.
number of new lines
will be built and the combined system made one
of the most up to date in !\Iexico. Monterey has a
population of about 80,000 and is the greatest in-

A

April

power plant will be located 24 miles from Guadalajara, where there is an abundance of waterpower.
A company has been organized for the purpose
of acquiring and consolidating the electric-lighting
and street-railway systems of Colima. The company
has

stock of $120,000. Luis Brizuela of
the principal stockholder. It is proposed
the street-railway system into electric
traction and to make important extensions and other
a

capital

Colima

to

is

con"\"ert

improvements.
"The waterfall of Tzirimia, about 20 miles from
Espejuelos, has been purchased by a syndicate of
Buffalo (N. Y.) capitalists, the price paid being
$500,000 gold. The new owners intend to erect a
large electric powder plant.
An electric-light and pow'er plant is to be installed
The town also wants a telephone system.
at Lagos.
An electric-light and powder plant is to be estab-

lished at Nuevo
associates.

Laredo by Octaviano Gonzalez and

An American syndicate is said to have offered
$3,000,000 for the Bermejillo street-railway system in
Guadalajara. Ramon Alcazar of Guadalajara can
givQ information.
W. D.
Michigan.

—The

Muskegon council is confor the M. B. Wheeler Company, which expects to supply electric power from
dams on the White River. The Wheeler company
also asks for a franchise in the city of Grand Rapids,
at which town as well as Muskegon power will be
furnished.
It is understood that the Lansing and Suburban
Traction Company has come to an understanding
with W. A. Boland of Jackson and also with the
Bird S. Coler interests by which the Lansing company will build an electric railway from Lansing
to Jackson.
The rails and ties of the Boland road
to Grass Lake will be taken up and used in the
construction of the new road.
Mr. Coler and his
associates w-ill finance the project.
The Detroit, Monroe and Toledo electric railway
has notified its employes that on April 3d an increase in pay will be given to 22 cents an hour.
Detroit, April i.
sidering a franchise

The employes now receive 20 cents.
Mayor Codd of Detroit has appointed

T. H. Hinch-

man, Jr., as one of the municipal electric-lighting
commissioners. This is the first time that the commission has been given a practical man, who is
technically equipped to carry on the work.
The
criticism given the municipal-lighting company by
the private-lighting corporations seems to call for
more practical services on behalf of the city's lighting plant.
The lighting commission's estimate for
improvements is over $276,000, and the same has'
been allowed without a cut. The proposed installation of a 2,0GO-kilowatt ttnit will greatly
service.

The

Detroit,

improve the

Ann Arbor and

Jackson
electric railway will put on a fast limited service
between Detroit and Jackson by which the lime
between these two cities will be cut to two hours
and 30 minutes. Free cartage at Ann .Arbor and
points along the line will be discontinued on .-Vpril1st.
This action was brought about by the restoration of freight rates by the Michigan Central railroad between competing points. The officers of the
electric road say that the company is earning 40
per cent, more now than it was at this time a year
ago. New limited cars will be put on, running from
Y'psilanti,

Detroit to Battle Creek.

The ilount Clemens Electric Company will erect
a new building for the use of the company and will
also appoint a new manager on May 1st
Alexander

—

Jacobi.
At the annual meeting of the

Grand Rapids, Grand

Haven and Muskegon interurban road held at Grand
Rapids this week the old officers were re-elected.
J. D. Hawks of Detroit is president and W. K. Morley. general manager.
It is understood that plans
have practically been completed for the building in
Grand Rapids of a warehouse and terminal station

upward of $25,000.
The Indiana and Southern Michigan Electric
Company has secured franchises from the

to cost

Rail-

w-ay

Niles
City Council and the officials have gone over the
road on an inspection tour. George Townsend of
Indianapolis is said to have secured the contract
for constructing the line from Niles to St. Joseph for

$500,000.

The Homes bill for regulating the speed of automobiles in the state has passed the House and is
in a fair way to become a law.
It places the speed
limit for automobiles at 10 miles an hour in the
business portion of towns and cities, 10 miles an
hour in the residence portion and 20 miles an hour
in

the country.

C.

G.

W.

dustrial city in Mexico.
An electric-light and power plant will be installed

Nortliwestern States.

Tlanguismanalco.
The power will be derived
from a river near the to\vn.
It is announced that the Jalisco Exploitation Company of Guadalajara, wdiich was recently organized

Mil leapolis, April i.— The iMadison (Wis.) Traction Company has been reported sold to F. Warren
Montgomery of New York for approximately

with

The Cedar
Company has

at

a

capital

stock of $6,000,000 gold,

will

build

an electric railway from Guadalajara to the port of
Chamela, on the 'Pacific Coast.
jM. C. Wilier of
Guadalajara is president and C. W. Whittemore of
the City of Mexico is general manager.
An electric

$260,000.

Iowa City
ing link in
port.

Falls and Iowa Interurban Railway
decided to build a trollev line from
Muscatine. This will form a connectthe line from Cedar Rapids and Daven-

to

A

new

trolley line

is

There are persistent rumors that an
is

1905

Canton.

S. D., to

way

8,

proposed from Centerville,
electric rail-

be built shortly connecting the Twin
Winona, Minn., and La Crosse. Wis.
Woolson of Windom, Minn., has been

to

Cities with

Albert
appointed

superintendent

of

the

and

electric-light

waterworks plant

at Winnebago City, Minn.
The Peterson Heat, Light and Water Company

has been given an option of 30 days on the plant of
the Iowa Falls (Iowa) Electric Light and Power

Company.
Contracts will be awarded at once by the Interurban Railway Company for the construction of the
proposed trolley line from Des Moines, Iowa, to
Perry via Woodward.
An electric-light plant is talked of at Ashby,
^linn.

A survey is being made by the Minneapolis, St.
Paul and Suburban Railway Company for the extension of the Stillwater line to South Stillwater.
The owmers of the electric-light plant at Sioux
Falls, S. D., are considering a proposition for the
purchase of the electric-light plant at Yankton,
S. D.
The price asked is said to be $12,500.
The Fox River Railway Company has filed articles of incorporation at Manitowoc, Wis., with
a
capital of $250,000.
It is proposed to build a trolley line from Kaukauna to Sheboygan via Manitowoe.
Three million dollars wil be spent by the Minneapolis General Electric Company and its controlling
interests in securing for Minneapolis and St. Paul
nearly double the present power available for manu-

facturing and other purposes.
The plans are comand before the first of the year the company
be able to deliver 24,000 additional horsepower
to the Twin Cities.
The large waterpower rights
at Taylors Falls, Minn., have been secured and will
be developed to at least 12,000 horsepower at once,
and this will be increased as fast as there is a deplete
w-ill

mand

for more power.
The power will be transmitted at a pressure of 50,000 volts to a sub-station
tw-o cities.
The system will be modern
every detail and will be installed under the
direction of G. O. Muhlfeld, superintendent of construction for Stone & Webster of Boston, owners
of the General Electric Company.
R.

between the
in

Rocky Mountain

States.

—

Salt Lake City, March 29.
An eastern company
has been awarded a contract by the Barber Lumber
Company of Boise, Idaho, for the equipment for
its proposed power plant, including three 300-kilowatt alternating-current electric generators. Work
on the installation of the plant will be pushed as
rapidly as possible.
J. E. Bamberger of Salt Lake and B. Mahler of
Cleveland, Ohio, have each filed an application with
the City Council of Ogden, LTtah, for a franchise
for the operation of an electric street-railway system in that city. Mr. Mahler's system, if the franchise is granted, will extend from Salt Lake City
to Brigham City, via Ogden.
The Bamberger route
is from Salt Lake City to Ogden.
David Eccles of Ogden, L'tah, is promoter of a
plant to extend an electric railway for a number
of miles into Ogden Canyon, and has promised to
commence immediate work on the system, provided
the farmers in the territory to be traversed will
raise sugar beets for transportation to the sugar
factory.
The necessary rails and other equipment
for commencing work are already on hand.

The Weiser

Electric Light and Power Company
Weiser, Idaho, capitalized at $50,000, has filed

of

articles

of

incorporation.

The Parma Telephone Company
has

filed articles

capitalized at

of

of incorporation.

$10,000.

Parma, Idaho,

The compan\-

is

G.

—

Helena, Mont., March 30. The-Crystal Lake Power
and Irrigation Contpany has been incorporated at
Helena, Mont., with a capital stock of $50,000 by
W. J. Owen, Patrick Nihil, J. W. Moore and others,
all residents of Rock Creek Bench, near Moore.
The Madison River Power Company, a New Jersey corporation, is to erect .a plant on the Madison
River for the development of electrical power. The
capital stock of the company is $()00,ooo.
H. W.
Turner of Butte, Mont., is the state agent.
P. Ellis is the chief promoter in a movement to
organize a company for the purpose of erecting a
large pow-er plant on the Weiser River.
Surveys
have been completed by Engfneer A. E. Fox. The
plant is to be erected on the Zumalt Ranch, near
Weiser, Ida., and will be equipped with the latest

machinery.
about $50,000.

style of
is

The estimated

cost of the plant

The Shoshone Power Company,

capitalized for
$5,000,000, has been incorporated in Cassia County,
Ida., for the purpose of building a plant on Shoshone Falls to supply points in LTtah with power.

Francis M. Lyman is president of the company
A. Bagle\% vice-president L. R. Martineau, secretary and treasurer, and F. M. Lyman, chief engineer.
The building and installation of the power
plant and the construction of the transmission lines
w'ill cost about $1,000,000.
The distributing stations
and equipment of subsidiary companies will cost
another million. About 70 leading business men of
Salt Lake are interested.
A.
J.

;

,

-April 8,
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Paclfic Slope.

laril,

lie OrtRoii Traction
Sim l''r.inii«i), M.inli ici
.'Company li:i>> awardiil in ilii- Atla« Contract ami
Supply ('nini)any of this city llif contract for Ijuild-

Wnali.

About

electric roatl liclwccn Portlan'l
a distance of 26 miles, 'riii-

iuK ami ri|uippinK its
IlilMioro. Ore,
contracl anionnls to
to liic lillinK of the

alioiil

I

111

an

nislall

Power and Mining Company

electric plant

near Murphy.s, Calaveras

are lieinK made for the installation
ol an electric luniipinK plant on the sugar plantation
of the Makee Sugar Company at Kealai, Kaiial,
11., for the |)inpose of irrigaling the plantation.
'I'.
I'ellon

has

cisco

power

Water Wheel Company

designed

for the

the

plant,

<,f

which

San

I'ran-

to

supply

is

pump.

Actual work on the Wishon Tule River power
plant near Porterville, Cal.. has been conmienced,
A power
II. K, Huntington is behind the project.
house will he erected at the forks, which will develop 4,000 liorsepower. Another power house will
be built at Doyle's, developing 2,.i;oo horsepower, and
a third in the neighborhood of the clubhouse, to
develop 2,500 horsepower.
The Aurora Consolidated Mining Company is
about to install a big power plant for the development of the Alamo mine, some 60 miles back from
.Kusenada, Lower California.
The Pacific Traction Company has been incorporated with $1,000,000 capital by K. R. Streets of
Olympia, Wash., K. C. McDonald of Spokane, Wash.,
and others. An inlerurljan electric railway will be
constructed between Olympia and Tacoma along the
joute surveyed by Frank Ross last smniner. The
eiimpany has applied for a franchise to construct and
"perate a street railway on Main, Fourth and Colinubia Streets at Olympia.
II. W. Warrington, chief engineer of the Kettle
Valley line from Republic to Spokane, Wash., states
that it is expected to have the survey completed by
April 15th.
The road will be 140 miles long and
will cost $.i.5000oo.
It will follow the San
Foil
Wtwr from Republic to the Columbia, across the
(.'nliuiihia by a steel bridge below Hellgate, and up
tile
river to Spokane.
I'reil S. Morris, treasurer of the Oregon Water

and Railway Company, announces that before the end of the year the company will operate an
electric railway from Portland to Fairview and
Troutdale, Ore., and will connect with Washougal
and La Camas, Wash.
The trustees of Calistoga, Cal.. have passed an
I'liwer

ordinance granting to G. S. Cutler the right to construct and maintain poles, wires, etc., for the transmission of electricity for light and power purposes
along the streets and allevs of Calisto.ga.
Capt. W. T. Forsman and J. W. Kaerth have filed
a petition with the Board of Trustees of Colusa, Cal..
asking the town to grant to W. H. Buster a franchise
for an electric railroad through the town on Main
Street.

The supervisors of Stanislaus County, Cal.. are
advertising for sealed bids for a franchise to construct poles and string wires along the county roads
for the purpose of transmitting electric current, as
applied for by the Tuolumne Electric Company.
The California Electrical Works of San Francisco, Pacific Coast agent for the Western Electric
Company of Chicago, will erect a new oflice and
factory building in San Francisco near the present
location. L. E. Sperry is manager of the company.
San Francisco representative of the Stanislaus
Electric Power Company says that Beach Thomson,
who has been in New York for some time, has
been successful in securing capital for the construction of an electric-power transmission plant to supply

A

San Francisco with power.

The power

site

is

situ-

ated about ijo miles from San Prancisco.
The recent transfer of 1,289 acres of land at the headwaters of the Stanislaus River and water rights to
15.COO inches on the middle fork of the Stanislaus

from Beach Thomson to James K. Moflitt of San
Francisco

was made

in

the

interests

of

the

new

company. It is proposed to install a modern threephase generating plant in a power house with space
for a capacity of 30,000 horsepower.
It is understood that a beginning has been made on the hydraulic system, which will be extensive, at least
15 miles
of ditch and flume being required.
The Chancellow Gold Mining Company has decided to build a large power plant in the Slate Creek
mining district, Washington, during the coming
summer.
H. A. Parker of Chicago and eastern
associates

will furnish capital.
H. D. Wagnon of Portland, Ore., announces that
he expects to establish an electric-light and power
plant in Salem, Ore.
The project will cost $25,000.
The Portland General Electric Company has filed
a petition with the county commissioners of Clackamas County, Oregon, asking for a franchise over
county roads between Oregon City and .Aurora for
the transmission of electricity for light and power.
A similar franchise will be asked for over the ;\[arion
County roads between Aurora and Salem. An additional generating plant will be erected at Willamette Falls.

'

Manager Fred
tric

Company
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Jame« Shaw of Kil/vill/.
applicalinn for a {ranchiKc
for an
of MarriiiKlon, Wa»li
A.

anil
uii

with the city clerk
eleclric-liKht plant.

,

Simpson of the Ballard Elec-

states that plans are being made for
-extending the company's lines to all parts of Ba!-

l.iveriiool.

On

laiiiliiig

Mr.

Marconi

i>(Mike

sciicnic^.

George U. Damon, who has been manager of the
New 'York ofticc of the Wcllinan-Scavcr-MorKan
Company, has been transferred to an important position in connecting with the engineering and sales
department of that company at Cleveland. Ohio.

Lord Kelvin underwent a serious surgical operation on March 29th, the outcome of which caused
apprehension on account of his advanced age. His
condition at latest reports, however, appears to be
improving, and it is hoped that he will still be
sp.oed to continue the work which has made him
famous as one of the foremost exponents of exact
research.

Union
I., (;. Richardson, president of the Central
Telephone Company, has been elected president of
the (i'levelaiid Telephone Company, to succeed PresiMr. Richardson will
It
is
said
that
dent I'isli.
spend much of his time, for several months, in
Cleveland and make an, aggressive campaign for an
increase of bu.siness.

Mr. Fish's other duties pre-

vented him from giving the company the attention
that it needed, and this is given as the reason for
the change.

William

S.

Hine, until lately an esteemed

member

of the electrical fraternity in Chicago, has resigned
his position as selling engineer for the Western
Electric Company to engage in the life-insurance
Mr.
business, with an office in the Fisher Building.
Hine has had a wide electrical experience, both
East and West, and, in addition, possesses social
The electrical industry loses
gifts of a high order.
and the life-insurance business gains a bright, engaging personality by Mr. Hine's change of occupation.

H. D. Critchfield, general counsel and sales manager for the Automatic Electric Company, Chicago,
returned to his desk on March 28th after a long
and serious siege of illness. Mr. Critchfield was
attacked by appendicitis in January and was operated on at the Chicago Hospital February 1st.
While convalescing he was seized with pneumonia,
from which he has just recovered. Mr. Critchfield
possesses one of the brightest minds of those engaged in promoting the telephone, and his recovery will be hailed with delight by a multitude of

10 alt part* of .Vorth Am'
ica,
but to fircal
Brilai:

friends.

Horn

in

iJcrliy,

iKSS,

.\lr.

Clark

United

10 years

general

eastern

agent of the Brown Hoisting Machinery Company,
lias been appointed general eastern agent of the
Wellman-Seaver-Morgan Company of Cleveland.
Ohio, with offices at 42 Broadway. New York city.
Mr. Stadelman is well known and popular among
electrical men.
From 18S3 to 1891 he was agent
at Philadelphia for the Sprague Electric Railway
and Motor Company, and chief engineer of the
Equitable Electric Railway Construction Company,
having direct charge of tlie selling of Sprague electric-railway apparatus and the construction of electric railways in Pennsyhania, New Jersey. Delaware
and Maryland. During this period Mr. Stadelman
built some 30 electric railways.
Since 1895 he has
made his headquarters in New Y'ork.

William J. Clark, manager of the General ElecCompany's foreign department, has recenth'

tric

been

presidency of the Perforated
^lusic Roll Company. His new connection will in
no way alter his present relation with (he electric
elected

to

the

Through

and this duty led to his appointment as exi»ert on
Cuban affairs. Subserjucntly he published the IkjoW
"Commercial Cuba," His wi<le acquaintance in commercial, political and financial circles reuilered hi;
services valuable to the Republican national committee during the recent presidential campaign. Mr.
Clark is a member of several societies and an assoof the .American

ciate

Institute of

Electrical

Engi-

neers.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
The Brady (Texas) Water and Light Company
has been incorporated with a capital stock of $20,000.
in

Poles have arrived for the municipal lighting plant
Lincoln, Neb., and construction work will be

pushed rapidly.
'The .-Vrlington Electric Light Conipany, Arlington.
Neb., has been incorporate<l with a capital of $10,000

by G.

F.

Unland and

others.

Bridlington. England, or
favorite watering place, is

"Leeds by the Sea." a
said to be one of the
England to use electric lighting exclusively.
The scheme has involved an outlay of
about $150,000, and the plant is one of the finest
first

cities

in

Yorkshire.

A. H. Bickmore & Co. of New York city have
purchased the Marshall (Mo.) gaslight plant, owned
by Thomas Boatright of Marshall, and the electriclight plant owned by W. E. McCully of Macon.
Mo. The two plants sold for $62,000. Extensive
improvements will be made at once and the two
plants will be consolidated.

The Pueblo (Colo.) Chieftain publishes this item:
"South Cheyenne Canyon is to be profaned by a
syndicate. Colored electric lights and other "popular'
attractions are to be introduced.
Possibly Colorado
her

wealth of natural beauty can afford to
this desecration of one of nature's temples
a wiser generation restores it as nearly as
possible to its original beauty and sanctity."
witli

for

Stales.

exceptional ability many
frauds were revealed,
and over too criminals were
convicted.
He began hi*
VILLIAH ). CLAM.
street-railway career in l8S^i,
a year later contr.-icliiig with the Vandep<.rle Klectrie Conipany for the e<|uipment of a street railway
connecting Ansonia. Derby and Birmingham. Coim.
IJter the Vandepoele patents were sold to the Tlionison-Houston Company, with which .Mr. Clark l<ecanie connected in 1888.
He became manager of the
railway department of the General Electric Company in 1892. when this company was formed to
consolidate the Thomson-Houston and Kdison General Electric comiianies.
Ijler he In-eame manager
of the foreign department. He went to Lfindon in
the early 'go's to effect a reorganization of the British Thomson-Houston Company.
Besides these connections, he lias found time (or matters of national
importance. He served under the secretary of war
during the evacuation of Cuba by Spanish troops

endure

Stadelman.

IK

|>ostal

The Western Union Telegraph Company has just
created the office of manager of local branch oflices
in St. Louis.
W. E. Bellman, formerly employed
by the company as a solicitor, was promoted to the
position.
Fie will have entire control of the 90
branches in St. Louis. Mr. Belhnan began as a
telegraph operator 20 years ago, and has been employed in every branch of railway, commercial and
newspaper telegraph work. He was appointed chief
operator at Cedar Rapids. Iowa, in 1S89, and since
then has held positiijiis in Kansas Citv and Chicago.
During the World's Fair period in St'. Louis he was
manager of the Western L^nion branch on the
A.

«|Krnt

pi

1

his

in

Exposition grounds.

C<jim.,

greater part of his (irsi y>
years in the service of the
Postoffice Department of the

A. C. Bunker and W. C. Appleton, alternatingcurrent engineers, have become associated with the
Crocker- Wheeler Company, Ampere, N. J., in the
engineering and corttract departments, respectively.
Since the company took up the manufacture of
alternating-current machinery eight months a,go its
acti\ities in this field ha\'e rapidly increased and
have necessitated a corresponding de\'elopment in
the engineering force.
Mr. Bunker has been connected with the Stanley Electric Manufacturing
Company on the Pacific Coast. Mr. Appleton has
acted as engineering salesman for the General Electric Company in the Atlanta territory.

W.

:

many

modestly but optimistically of his present

seientilic

tj..i
ciimjany
.Mr
lud a rcmarkalilr
llic commercial, (xibi
electrical
world
Hi. i...
not ha« fuit only called In

France, (jermany, Kuttia an
other foreign counlrir

PERSONAL.
Chevalier Marconi and his bride arrived at New
York on April ist on lH<aril the stcainiihip Campania

from

Cal.
I'leparalioirs

...Mily,

The

lie

'

William Krorlir
have fileil

Waiih.,

and is subject
which is now heing

a<lv<Tliscil.

'

will

$750,000,

francliise,

Tlic lionrlicin KIcclric
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Pike's Peak is to be made the lighthouse of the
Mountain region. .A 6o.ooo-candlepower
searchlight surrounded by several hundred incandescent lamps will be mounted on the summit of
the peak this suinmer.
Electrical experts say that
the light may be visible for 150 miles over the plains.
The light will be installed as a resort attraction and
the current will be funiished from Manitou.

Rocky

A

picture of a fine cash register printed on a
big card forms the subject of these remarks from
the Denver Gas and Electric Company: "You won't
mind if we help you to make it ring, because the
bell [on the cash register] is the sign of money.
Start the ring now by the use of light. Light advertising is no longer an experiment. All who use
it say that it pays."
The company is also sending
out a series of Egyptian card pictures in colors
which are cleverly made to do duty in advertising
its gas ranges and water heaters.

—

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
George Switzer has been granted a franchise for
new trolley road through the town of Naples,
N. Y'. The road will be 10 miles long and will connect Atlanta and Woodville.
a

.Articles of incorporation of the Chicago, Kankakee and Champaign Electric Railroad Company have
been filed. The principal office is in (Chicago. an«'l
the capital stock is. nominally. Sioo.ooo.
The road
is to connect the cities named.
The incorporators

:
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and first board of directors are E. D. RIsser and
Upton Schaub
R. A. McCracken of Paxton, 111.
Patton
of Watseka, 111., and C. V. Donovan,
and W. J. Boot of Chicago.
;

C C

have incorporated the Walkill
Company at Middletown. N. Y., with a
This concern is a reorganization
capita) of $350,000.
of the Middletown-Goshen Electric Railway ComLocal
Transit

capitalists

pany.

The Chicago and Milwaukee Electric Railroad
Company has opened the Rockefeller extension of
Libertyville branch, inaugurating a train service
between Lake Bluff and Rockefeller where it connects with the Wisconsin Central railroad.
its

The Bloomington, Decatur and Clinton Traction
Railway Company has been incorporated in Illinois
with a capital of $150,000 to construct an electric
railway from Bloomington to Decatur. This is one
of the links of the interconnected system of electric
railways which are planned to give through service
from Chicago to St. Louis, and its location may be
traced on the map given on page 249 of the April
1st issue of the Western Electrician showing the
electric interurban railways of the central portion
of the United States. The incorporators of the company are
H. W. Knight of Kansas City. Mo.
:

Danforth, James P. Ogden, William H. Schmidt,
R. S. Buchanan and May S. Hyde of Chicago.

J.

]'.

Philadelphia.
Some interesting views of
the installation in the Edison Electric Company's
plant in Los Angeles are shown, with a general description of the plant.
of

The programme for the convention of the Southern Supply and Machinery Dealers' Association, to
be held in Savannah, Ga., on April 25th to 28th,
is printed in a fine 60-page book A\hich also contains an article entitled "Savannah, Georgia, a City
of Opportunities." The book has many fine pictures
of the principal points of interest" in Savannah and
vicinity.

A neat stock list is distributed by the Plume and
Atwood Manufacturing Company of Chicago. This
company is well known as a manufacturer of brass
goods, including sheet, rod, w'ire and tubing, together with german-silver and copper products. Its
goods are in large demand by manufacturers in the
electrical lines, to whom this latest list will be of
interest.

No. 2 of "Electrical Catechism," the instructive
of questions and answers which is being
printed and sent out by the National Electric Company of Milwaukee, has appeared and is devoted to
the determination of the remainder of the electrical
units not spoken of in No. i, and takes up besides
series

law. These little pamphlets promise to make
a compact and useful mass of information when the

Ohm's
series

is

of Chicago manufactures three preparations which it deems of espequick-drying Voltalac. Gutta-percha black
cial merit
finishing and Gutta-percha light finishing. The company has issued a unique form of folder to advertise these particular products which at once catches
the eye. It is printed in colors upon heavy wrapping paper and quite original in design. The three
products mentioned, as stated on the outside of the
folder, are "The Standard Electrical Trio."

—

SOCIETIES

AND SCHOOLS.

interesting publication,

is

that

of the Michi-

gan College of Mines, showing pictures of the prinbuildings, of the interiors of some of the
laboratories, shops and assay rooms and of parties
of students doing actual work in the field and inspecting the mines.
cipal

The Southern Supply and Machinery Dealers'
Association will hold its fourth annual convention at
Savannah. Ga., on April 25th to 28th. Headquarters will be at the De Soto Hotel.
All reservations
should be made through G. V. Denny, chairman of
the entertainment committee. Savannah, Ga.
Railroads have offered reduced rates.
The

ninth annual meeting of the National Fire
Protection Association will be held in New York on
May 23d to 25th. The meeting will be held in the
Assembly Room of the New York Board of Fire
Underwriters, No. 32 Nassau Street. Programmes
and advance copies of papers will be sent out soon.
The secretary of the association is W. H. Merrill,
Jr., 67 East Twenty-first Street, Chicago.

A

described."

as

The next meeting of the Association of Railway
Telegraph Superintendents is to be held in Chattanooga, Tenn., on May 17th at the Read Hotel. The
convention will last but two days, but plans arc
made to entertain those delegates who desire
to stay over the 19th by a carriage ride to Chickabeing

mauga

battlefield.

Plans by which it is proposed to combine the
(Massachusetts Institute of Technology with Harvard University and discontinue the Lawrence Scientific School of the university have been made
The question of the acceptance of the
public.
union agreement will, however, not be acted upon
for several weeks, it is said.

The next reunion of the Old Time Telegraphers"
and Historical Association will be held in New
President
York, August 29th to September ist.
J. C. Barclay at an informal meeting of the officers
outlined

He

also

some of the entertainment features planned.
announced that through the courtesy of

Col Robert C. Clowry, president of the Western
Union Telegraph Company, the cable steamer Western Union would be placed at the disposal of the

The next annual convention

1905

The Truckee River General Electric Company, a
power-distributing company of California
operating many high-potential lines, will add a
2,oco-kilowatt alternating-current belt-driven generator,
four 750-kilowatt and four 625-kilowatt
transformers to its present equipment.
Westinghouse low-equivalent lightning arresters and choke
coils will be used for the protection of the apparatus.
large

A

company in Cleveland, Ohio, is preparing to
operate a line of electric-motor passenger coaches
through the parks and boulevards of that city during
the coming summer. The car with which the experiments have recently been made has a seating
capacity of 25. Four motors of 2J/2 horsepower
each furnish the motive power, a motor being attached to each of the four wheels. The batteries
are carried beneath the seats.

A

Boston

dispatch says that experiments have
recently at the Allston shops of the New
Central railroad with an electrical horseshoe
attached to a set of locomotive driving
wheels to determine the degree of magnetic resistance possible to exert. It was found, it is said, that
with the attachment employed the adhesion was
increased fully ss per cent.
The company will have
30 of its locomotives fitted with the device, so as to
do awav with the use of sand.

made

been

York

magnet

from Indianapolis
of May 14th, and

preliminary injunction has been ordered issued

by the United States Circuit Court for the Northern
Division of Illinois, directed to the Morgan-Gardner
Electric Company, defendant, in the suit brought
by the General Electric Company, restraining the
defendant, until further order of the court, from
making or selling trolley harps, trolley forks or
trolleys for electric-railway
service, and
contact
brushes therefor, which in any way embody or employ the eighth claim of United States patent No.
412,155 for improvements in trolleys for electric

at

seven o'clock on the evening

visit

the

TRADE NEWS.

of the National Asso-

ciation of Manufacturers is to be held at Atlanta,
Ga., May 16 to 18, 1905.
The Louisville and Nashville railroad expects to furnish a special train to
the convention if there is a sufficient number of
delegates from the Central West who expect to
attend. All factories w-ho expect to be represented
should notify President D. M. Parry, Indianapolis.
It is proposed to start a special train
at once.

Chickamauga

battlefield

en route.

The fifth annual session of the Summer School
for Artisans at Madison. Wis., held under the
direction of the College of Engineering of the University of Wisconsin, will be begun on June 26th
and continues for a period of six weeks. Courses
Enof study are offered in the following subjects:
gines and Boilers; Applied Electricity; Mechanical
Drawing and Machine Design; Materials of Construction, Fuels and Lubricants, and Shop Work.
This school offers to those unable to take a regular
four-year course an opportunity of obtaining a
working knowledge of the methods of testing and
the use of instruments, together with such theoretical principles in each case as the nature of the subject and the preparation of the student may permit.
The instructional force is taken from the regular
faculty of the College of Engineering and the entire
laboratory and shop equipment belonging to the
college is used by the students in the summer school.

MISCELLANEOUS.

completed.

The Standard Varnish Works

An

The eighth claim reads:
1889.
with a trolley frame and trolley wheel, of metallic
conducting brushes between the hubs of the trolley
wheel and the said frame, to operate substantially

8,

controlled by the governor, while it exercises no
influence upon the cut-off mechanism.

m.embers during the four days of the convention.

PUBLICATIONS.
The application of storage batteries to lighting
and power plants is the subject discussed in a late
bulletin from the Electric Storage Battery Company

April

October i.
"The combination

granted to Albert Anderson,

railways,

Mandamus

proceedings have reached the Superior'
Court at Spokane, Wash., to compel the City Council
to submit to a vote of the people the question of
an amendment to the city charter, providing for a
referendum vote on franchises, which the City Council has refused.

Tod Carruthers

will

open

an

electrical

supply

store in Astoria, Ore.
Electric Company of Kansas City,
Mo., has purchased the business of the A. H. Manning Electric Company.

The Missouri

A. P.
for

the

Munning of New York, general sales agent
Cutler-Hammer Manufacturing Company,

who was in Chicago last week, says
mand for Cutler-Hammer products is

that the degreater than

ever before.

Van Auken

gives notice that as assignee in
assignment of the Pacific Electric
will apply to the Circuit Court of La
Crosse County, Wis., at the regular term in May
for a final settlement and discharge of himself and
C. S.

the

voluntary

Company, he

bondsmen.

The National Electric Company of Milwaukee,
manufacturer of the Christensen air brakes and electrical machinery, is now occupying additional offices
in the Old Colony Building, Chicago, and has moved
the general sales office of the electrical department
from Milwaukee to Chicago.

The executive committee of the Southern HardJobbers' Association was held in Knoxville,
Tenn., recently, at which arrangements for the programme for-^the Virginia Hot Springs convention,
which w^ill be held on June 6th to 9th, were completed.
Some valuable papers concerning industry
in the South will be read.
Ample social features
have been provided. C. B. Carter, Knoxville, Tenn.,
is secretary of the association.
v.are

The formal dedication of the Simplon Tunnel, the
longest in the w^orld, took place on April 2d. when
two trains, one from the Italian side and one from
the Swiss side, 'started simultaneously and met in
the center. Appropriate services, marked by prayer,
speeches and music, marked the occasion.

The Belgian government has recently appointed
a committee for the purpose of organizing an international commercial congress, to be held at Mons
in the latter part of September, 1905.
The object
of the congress is to discuss commercial economics,
industrial development and progress, facility of communication, opening and civilizing new- countries,
instruction, statistics, customs policy, maritime questions, and questions concerning the civilizing effects
of expansion and the means and power of expansion
in general.

In a recent encounter between the Japanese and
Russians the Japs were required to crawd for a con-

Company,

distance under the glare of searchlights
Finally they came to a number of
mines, the electric wires of which had been left unburied.
These consisted of four rubber-insulated
24-wire cables. The soldiers had no scissors or
cutting tools, so they fell upon the cables with
their teeth, so the story goes, and literally chewed
the wires in two.
siderable

and fireworks.

Machinery
along the

tween

is

line

Wawa

being used to erect telegraph poles
of the Pennsylvania
railroad be-

and West Chester. Pa.

being done to replace the

Western

Union

Telegraph

telegraph

Company,

The work
line

of

is

the

which

was
engine and

the railroad people.
An
car are used.
On the latter are a derrick
stack of poles.
The car is run along the
line, and as the holes for the poles are reached
they are lifted with the derrick and dropped in,
saving the work of a gang of linemen in raising

cut
a

down by

flat

and

a

them.

The Nurnberg Works in Germany desire it to
be known t'hat they use for their steam engines a
trip-valve gear in accordance with their own patents
(Marx gear). For their gas engines they also use
their own patent gear, which works as follows:
The cut-oft" of the valve always takes place at the
same time, while the valve opens at different periods, i. e., at full load sooner, at small load later.
If the engine is entirely unloaded the opening of
the valve takes place at such a late period that it
coincides w'ith the cut-off, so that the valve remains
shut altogether; the opening point only is therefore

In

the

case of the
complainant,

Company

Thomson-Houston
vs.

which

the
the

Electric

Morgan-Gardner

complainant has
brought suit to restrain infringement of certain
claims of United States patent No. 393,323, granted
on November 20, 1888, for a system of motor control for electric-railway motors, Judge Kohlsaat in
the Circuit Court of the United States for the
Northern District of Illinois has issued an order
restraining the defendant from infringing the patent in suit until such time as the case may be disposed of on final hearing. Claims 21 to 31 inclusive
pertain to a controller, wherein the regulation of the
introduction of electric current to motors is effected
by means of the combined use of both the rheostatic
Electric

in

dead-resistance coils and live-resistance coils,
that is, the coils of the motor itself, so adjusted
as to avoid the loss of energy and the danger aris-

or

ing from sparking or short-circuiting during changes
of circuit connection, and also to the placing of
the manipulation of the current under the control
of one handle or its equivalent device.

In removing its general offices from Chicago to
Milwaukee, as noted in the Western Electrician la.st
week, the Allis-Chalmers Company is making an-

other step in the direction of carrying out the plans
of the present administration, which are gradually
being brought to completion. One of the first conclusions arrived at by President Warren after assuming office a year ago was that for every reason connected with efficient administration of all branches
of the work, from designing to manufacturing, and
from selling to collecting and accounting, the chief
offices of the company, covering all the ramifications

April
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of in business,

slioulil

That place was

lie

one place.

coiuiriilraloil in

Milwaukee,

loKically

because,

al-

company has four other works in three
llie
larResl works are in Milwaukee,
and Milwaukee is where all the future expansion
tliouK'i Ibe

other

cities,

Becompany's operations will lake place.
tides, at the Milwaukee suburb of West Allis it has
Plans for the workshop
the land to build upon.
extensions at West Allis, which involve the conof

the

struction of several more units, are practically complete and Ibe extension^ will he made in due course.

City Kailway Company has placed
an order willi the McGuire-CumminRs .Manufacturing Company of Chic.igo for 424 of the latter company's standard M. C. 13. trucks, to be placed under
the new cars recently purchased.

The Chicago

S.

Doxscc

Company

Electrical

of

St.

Louis haf made a large shipment of desk fans to

Yokohama, Japan. It notes that the business outin that city is very bright and it expects to
liave a large trade during the coming season.
look

The William
lished

Mueller

and

1862,

in

Company. Cbicigo,

therefore

The Robert Gair Company of Brooklyn, N.

V..

estab-

probably the oldest

cedar-pole producer, states that the cedar-pole" business has picked up wonderfully within the last few
weeks, with an tnuisual demand for short poles.
The Mueller company has eight distributing yards
and is well prepared for a large business. With its
cxceplinnal facilities for promptly filling orders, it
expects to obtain its full share of business during
the present season.

Wcslinghousc steam-turbine outfits have
recently been ordered by the Public Service Corporation of New Jersey, one having an output of
SCO kilowatts and two with ratings of 1,000 kiloThere is also a i.ooo-kilowatt turbowatts each.
generator building for the Indian Orchard Company,
Three

hold

...,...„;„.

wriic

<Mic at the car

I'ur

soon

begin the inttallalion at its factory in
Brooklyn of three new power units with an aggregate capacity of 500 kilowatts to replace the plant
which it now has. These units are to consist of
heavy-duty horizontal non-condensing
ReynoldiCorli.ss engines connected to Bullock generators.
will

Machado & Roller of New York, general sales
agents for the Whitney Hllectrical Instrument Com-

BUSINESS.

The A.

»79

together with a 400-horsepo»rr induction motor
with starting device and two joo-kilowatt Irannformers.
These will be put in under the direction of
WcslinghouKC, Church, Kerr & Co.

pany, say that many people arc of the opinion that
the Whitney instruments are all of the hot-wire
type, while others, who know that this is incorrect,
still believe that the direct-current instruments arc
of the movinft-coil type. This, however, is not thi:
case, for the Whitney direct-current instruments
are of the fixed-coil type, containing no delicate
moving coil and current-carrying springs.
old and reliable concern which has only lately
to push its tools in earnest is the Orr
& I^ckett Hardware Company of Chicago. This
company issues a tool catalogue of about 450 page*,
which it sends to anybody for a small sum, which
is treated as cash with the first order of $s or more.
The catalogue is valuable to any electrical worker.
The Orr and Lockett Hardware Company has been
in business since 1872 and is noted for the fairness
with which it transacts business, and the high quality
of the goods it sells.
.•\n

commenced

The Central Electric Company, Chicago, is sending out to its trade a new price list, dated April,
This price list applies to the company's 1903
1905,
catalogue, and the two together make a combination
of value to everyone buying electrical material.
On the title page of the price list is shown a view
of the company's new location at 207. 209 and 21;
East Jackson Boulevard, and on the back page is

"f"ordcrj.

Among the recent r/>ntrart» for mfinir inff^tllattoni
-''
'
reported by the .Arr-iy
of New York city
.,.
ciimotive Works. I'
'-.

—•

'

'

:

Manufacf

'iorham

I,

450 horsciKjwer: Wilhnin Ki.ib.
Md., 225 liorsofKiwcr; Citizens'
Ice Company, Lebanon. Ind
ij^;
.Mcnasha pumping i'
"
power; Baxter S|'

-r,
,.1

I
'

.,f

,

'

Springs, Kan., 75

I

Power Company,

I.!:.,

,r
,,.,1
.

.,

.;.

,

The Northwestern Electric Equipment Company.
which has been established in St. Paul for six
or eight years in the motor and lamp business,
has been admitted to membership in the National
Jobbers' Association and has gone into the supply
business on a large scale.
Its stock of supplies is
now one of the most complete in the Northwest
and it is prepared to fill any order from a push-button to a complete telephone installation. The company is already well known in the northwestern territory, as it has been handling electrical machinery
and building switchboards for some years past
It has secured some energetic salesmen who are
acquainted with the trade, and, with a complete
stock and prompt deliveries, its expectation of getting a fair portion of the business will no doubt be
realized.

ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.
r/

Electric-condiiclor Support.
dersen, Boston, Mass.. assignor

785,700.

and

J.

Jolian
to the

]\I.

An-

Maine.

Application

January

filed

Interposed strain insulators arc connected to the line
icrminals and a Iiangcr is connected with tlic strain insulat<trs for supporting the whole.

East

Electric Cable Joint.

Hampton, N. Y.

Donald

Chisholm,

J.

Application

the

I'atf

sofleniny

cplibic

filed

May

II,

1904.
Cahles enter one end of a eoupling box: and filling
material is placed around the cables in the box, the
ends of the cables extending beyond the insulating material.
A sheet of insulating material is between tbe
exposed ends of the cables, a cap for the coupling box
heing removably secured to the box.

terial

Means for controlling a circuit are provided associated with a device operable upon an excess of current and adapted to engage the circuit-controlling means.
Engaging devices each normally hold the excess operable
device against rotation, the latter device disengaging
the circuit-controlling means when operated.

Art
785.803.
nelius D.

of Transmitting Intelh'gence. CorEhret, Philadelphia, Pa. Application

February

filed

The

10,

1902.

of transmitting intelligence consists in
generating elcctroradiant energ>-,
modifving
the
frequency of the energy in accordance with the sicrnal to
be sent and receiving the cncrgj- in a device responsive
to changes in, tbe frequency of the transmitted energ>-.

System of Transmitting Intelligence. Cor785.804.
nelius D. Ehret. Rosemont, Pa.
Original application filed February 10. 1902.
Divided and
this application filed July 8. 1902.

at each station are a transmitter, receiver, receiver hook
and a number of j'ack?.
A talking circuit passes from
one pole of the battery at each of two communicating
stations,
through its transmitter, hook, line-wire and
jack at one station, and hook and receiver at the other

In a signaling system are a circuit, means for supplying energ>' thereto, means for varying the natural
period of the circuit in accordance with a signal to be
sent and means at the receiver responsive to the resulting changes in the frequency of the received energ>-

station,

to

for reproducing a signal.

the opposite pole of the battery.

Means for Converting Electrical Currents
Induction Motors. Christian F. Heinkel.
Cleveland, Ohio. Application filed August 4.

785.731for

1904.
with a transformer are a source of continuous current and a circuit breaker for the transformer.
An induction motor is mechanically connected
with the breaker, the latter to produce a timed movemeft with the motor.
.\ssociated

Telephone-exchange Apparatus. James L.
McQuarrie, Chicago. III., assignor to the West-

785,754.

ern Electric
filed

May

Company, Chicago,

27,

111.

Application

19OT.

Combined witli the several sections of a switchboard
are overflow trunk lines between the sections, busy
signals for each section at the other sections, and magnetically actuated apparatus at each section for controlling tbe busy signals thereof at the other sections,
whereby each operator is automatically informed which
of the other sections is at liberty to receive overflow

Sparking Igniter for Explosive Engines.
Louis D. Kinzig and George C. Riber. Dayton.

785,809.

Ohio. Application filed Febaiar\' 23. 1904.
An electrode tube projects into tbe combustion chamber and an electrode in the form of a rod is loosely
confined within the tube,
Electrode for Electric Furnaces. Edgar
785,832.
F. Price, George E. Cox and James G. Marshall, Niagara Falls. N. Y.. assignors to the

Union Carbide Company. Niagara Falls, N. Y.
Application filed October 19, 1903.
An electric furnace having a working chamber is
supplied with a hood depending into the chamber and
means for cooling the top of the hood. An electrode
or electrodes within the hood are carried by electrode
holders passing loosely through openings in the top of
the hood with means for cooling the holders.
There
is a refractory luting between tbe holders and the top
of the hood.

785,863.

CSei

"85,758.

Electric-railway
System
W. Olinger, Orchard,

George

ter.

and
Ohio.

Paper Slack Provider and Winding Mechanism. Kirke West, New York, N. Y., assignor
to the United States Graphotype Company, New
York. N. Y. Application filed January 29, 1904.
An electromagnet actuates a pawl and ratchet mechan-

ism

wjiich in turn controls the operation
of the paper-winding machine.

of the

feed

Thermal Cut-out for Electrical Circuits.
Frank B. Cook, Chicago, 111. Application filed
March 9, 1904.

785.797.

A homogeneous resistance body is included in a circuit,
a circuit.-controlling means tending to break the circuit.
Heat- susceptible material holds the device against op•ration and means apart from the device restores tbe
latter to operative condition after the operation has been

II,

The switch
weights which

William B. Coul-

Application

filed

No-

1904.
is
is

plied

.A.llen

filed

B.

Oc-

In a block railway-signal system there are the signaling or" controlling relays and the signal circuit, eacli
of the relays having a metal contact piece and an opposing
loose metal contact piece.
mercury connection is normally in connection with the Joose metal contact piece,
whereby the fusing or freezing- of the metal contact pieces
together is prevented from interfering \\ntb the normal
operation of the system.

A

785,909.
ald.

Electric-raihvay System. John C. ^IcDonYork, N. Y. Application filed .Feb-

New

ruarj-

9. 1904.
Supporting means carry a hollow receptacle so that
forms part_ of a pendulum and automatically assumes
a normal position when the switch is not being operated.

it

Mil-

Dillon,

brake.

Compound

Stockbridge,

Relay.
Stephen
D.
Field,
Application filed Januarv

Mass.

1905.
In an electromagnetic receiving instrument arc combined a soft iron core having two pairs of free poles at
separated points, means for permanently polarizing the
cores, a polarized armatiire for one pair of pole pieces,
a suitable magnetizing coil and a neutral armature for
the second pair of pole pieces.
14,

Double-throw Electric Switch with Indi785,949.
cator.
Edward M. Hewlett, Schenectady, X. Y.,
assignor to the General Electric Company,
Schenectady, X.

Y.

Application

filed

July

11.

1903.

Combined_ with a double-throw switch h.iving a transverse hole in its blade arc an indicating pin slidabtc in
the hole and pivoted with inclined notches and a spring
plunger engaging with the notches.

Manufacture of Carbon-tetrafluorid Gas.
John A. Lyons and Edward C Broadwell, Chi-

785,961-

cago.

III.

Application

filed

September

16.

1903.

A

process of producing carbon-tetrafluoride gas from
fluorides of the electropositive metals consists in
passing a current of electricitj- through a fused bath of
the fluoride of such metal in the presence of a cathode
and an anode and subjecting the fluorine gas liberated at the anode to the action of carbonaceous material immediately surrounding the anode.
the

Production of Boron by Electrolysis. John
A. Lyons and Edward C. Broadwell. Chicago,
111.
Application filed September 16. 1903.
The process consists in subjecting a fused bath of

785,962.

the borates of electropositive metals to eleciroUtic action
to a reducing
at an intense

and subjecting the anion produced thereby
action at the anode which is maintained
heat.

Means for Regulating Electric Circuits.
S. Moody. Schenectady, N. \"., assignor
Electric Company, Schenectady,

Walter

to the General

N. Y.

Railway Block-signal Apparatus.
Kendall, Maywood, III. Application
tober 17, 1904.

John

filed July 22, 1904.
In elevator mechanism embodying a brake arc combined mechanical and electric means for automatic predetermined application of the brak<- and mecliar.ical
means for automatically incrrasing pressure of the ap-

785,970.

automatically operated bv the drop of
in turn controlled by means of a clock

785,891.

785,783.

roll

Time Switch.

Waterbury. Conn.

vember

Conduit.
Applica-

tion filed June 19, 1903.
A form of conduit for electric railways is described
which provides for an under-running ttoUey.

Electric

Elevator Mechanism.
waukee. Wis. Application

785,936.

785,941.

method

Telephone System. Adolph C. Gilgen,
Passaic. N. J., assignor to the New York Automalic Telephone
Company, Passaic, N. T.
Application filed June 1 1, 1904.
A central battery is common to all the stations, and

785,728.

can be moved into abnormal petitions to cither side
its normal position.
Freely flowing conductinr mais located
within the receptacle and conocciini;
terminals are borne by the receptacle and adapted to
be electrically connected or disconnected by the material,
depending upon the position of the receptacle.
but^

of

Self-soldering Heat Coil. Frank B. Cook,
Chicago, 111. Application filed March 9, 1904.

785,798.

5,

1905.

785.712.

bv

Albert

M. Andersen Manufacturing Company.

Portland,

(Lnilfd States

.ermitted

Application

filed

July

26,

1902.

Combined with a main transformer are an auxiliary
transformer arranged so that its secondary member forms
a continuation of incoming and outgoing leads of the
secondary member of the main transformer and means
for supplying the primarj- of the auxiliary transformer
with current variable in amount and reversible in polarity.
(See cut on nest page.)
7S5.980.
Electric Arc Lamp. Ralph Scott, Wilkesbarre. Pa., assignor of one-half to Marcus A.
Miller,
York, N. Y.. Application filed Oc-

New

tober 14, 1903.
In an arc lamp there are a number of carbon supports
and means for spacing them apart. A circuit for the
supports, a helix interposed in the circuit for controlling
the spacing means and a resistance bar interposed in the
and inclosed by the helix and spaced therefrom are
the other features.

circuit
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Switch.
785.985.
tady. N. Y.,

April

Company, Schenectady, N. Y.

Application

filed

July

15, 1903Associated with a pivoted three-armed contact carrier,
provided with two inain brushes arranged on opposite
sides of its pivot are a bridging contact, two main conaround the
contacts in a shunt
tjict blocks and two
blocks.

Counting Apparatus. Walter P. Watts,
785,989.
Covina, Cal. Application filed March 26, 1904.
Electric terminals are secured upon the exterior of a
runway liaving connection with the source of sutiply.
A circuit-closing plate is secured to one of the terminals,
a resilient rod extending through the runway and plate,
whereby the weight of an article in the runway will
bend the rod and draw the plate against the other
terminal.
Suitable indicating mechanism is provided.

Rheostat for Starting
7S5r994William C.
Electric Motors.
tady, N. Y., assignor to the

Company, Schenectady, N. Y.
September 14, 1904.

and

Controlling
Yates, SchenecGeneral Electric
Application filed

1905

8,

Electric Railway-signaling System.
John
D. Gordon, Riverside, Cal. Application May 5,

786,209.

Samuel B. Stewart. Jr.. Schenecassignor to the General Electric
shun

Holder. Henry N.
Application filed Jime 20,

Trolley Wheel
King, Adrian. Mich.

and

-6,036.

1904.
The trolley wheel is journaled in the fork, the wheel
comprising two parts, each formed with a web and with
a central chambered hub.
The webs of the wheel are
bolted together and a hardened peripheral ring engages
between the parts, and serves as a tire to hold the chambers of the hubs in proper position.

Apparatus for Closing
Rodolphe De Lamprecht,

Electric

16,038.

1900.

movable coin-actuated device, a contact member

ar-

ranged to be engaged by it to establish a contact for an
electric circuit, an electromagnet in the circuit, a motor
and a stop mechanism for normally keeping the motor
inactive are the essential parts of the circuit closer.
The mechanism is under the influence of the electro-

magnet

the motor

release

to

when

ing devices! as the train proceeds.

Trolley.
Sando Kacso, Allegheny, Pa., assignor of one-half to David Hollander, Allegheny. Pa. Application filed December 9, 1904.
Combined witJi a trolley pole and wire are an extensiori

786,219.

Circuits.

Paris, France, assignor to the firm of R. De Lamprecht et Cie.,
France, Application filed August 22,
Paris,

A

1904.
Open-circuit block conductors for the several blocks
have fixed signaling devices connected to them.
Relatively constantly charged conductors are connected in
ajpen circuit with the open-circuit conductors of the several blocks and a circuit-closer device carried by a train
coacts with the open-circuit block conductors and the
charged conductors to successively cut in the fixed signal-

the electromagnet

pivotally connected to the pole, arms pivotally mounted
upon the extension, a trolley wheel journaled between
the arms and adapted to engage the wire and a member
carried by each arm.
Each member consists of inwardly
extending prongs adapted to overlie the trolley wire and
means are carried by the arms to hold the members in
close proximity to one another.

Process of Electrodepositing Metals. Edward D. Kendall, Brooklyn,
Y., assignor or
one-third to
Edward N. Dickerson. Stovall,
N, C. Application filed October 28, 1903.

786,221.

N

is

with the starting

Electrolytically depositing metallic zinc is done by the
an aqueous solution containing zinc sulfo-

lectrolysis of

NO. 785,754.— TELEPHONE-EXCHANGE APPARATUS.
a controlling arm co-operating with the controlling resistance and means for connecting the arms when the
.former has ciit out the starting -resistance. "(See cut.)

Winding, for

Three-phase Motor. Ernst
Alexanderson, Schenectady, N. 'Y., assignor to the General Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y.
Application filed August ig, 1904.

785j995-

W.

F.*

In an alternating-current dynamo-electric machine are
winding composed of coils having a width
3. three-phase
equal' to twice the distance between adjacent coils of the
same phase and means for varying the connections of
the winding to vary the number of its poles.

Incandescent Electric-lamp Socket. George
785,997.
C. Baillard, Brooklyn, N. Y., assignor to the
General Electric Company, Schenectady, N.. Y.
Application filed. May 28, 1902.
'

— REGULATING

NO. 785,970.

TRANSFORMER.

Vibrator for Sound-telegraph "Apparatus.
.Aryid A. Lind, Stockholm, Sweden, assignor to
Elektromilitara Aktiebolaget. Stockholm, Sweden. Application filed July 17, 1903.
The device embodies a guide and electromagnet and

6,041.

armature, and a contact for the armature connected to
form the key of the apparatus and mounted slidably in
the

guide.

Wireless Telegraphy. Guglielmo Marconi,
London, England, assignor to Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Company.
Application filed Oc-

6,132.

tober 13, 1903.
At a receiving station

an open circuit containing
an oscillation-receiving conductor and inductance in circuit therewith and a closed oscillation circuit containing
condenser.
An adjustable contact
"
alter the inductance of the two circuits.

and
.

Details are described.

are

a

'

Details are described.

Boston,

for

protecting

witch

Sight Illuminator. Robert R. Logan and
P. Wetherill, Jr., New York, N. Y.
Application filed July 20, 1904.
The gun sight is illuminated by a small incandescent

Samuel

appara

Application

closed at the butt of the gun

filed

Manufacturing Company,

Pittsfield,

fused substance containing only one metal combined with
one halogen, fluorin, and one or more non-metallic elements other than a halogen, to the-~action of an electric
current of a voltage below that necessary to liberate
fluorin, but capable of liberating one or more non-metallic

Mass.

filed March 31, 1903.
In an alternating-current dynamo-electric machine arc
an indeindependent windings on the armature and
pendent commutator and brushes for each winding, the
commutators and brushes being arranged to close and
break the circuits of the windings alternately.

Electric and Mechanical Signal
Elevators. William T. Dulany,

Brooklyn, N. Y.

Application

filed

May

li,

1904.
system of signaling elevators and for indifferent colored lights the position of the

electrical

dicating by
elevators is described.

Edgar F. Dutton.
Starting
Rheostat.
Schenectady, N. Y., assignor to the General
ApplicaElectric Company, Schenectady, N. Y.
tion filed November 13, 1902.
Combined with a motor rheostat are a circuit breaker,
a coil for holding the circuit breaker closed and a circuitcloser on the rheostat arm in circuit with the coil.

786.017.

System of Distant Electrical Control. Joel

Gomborow, Lynn, Mass., assignor to the GenCompany, Schenectady, N. Y.
Electric
eral
filed September 15, 1904.
In a control system for a distant object there are two

the

Process of Extracting Aluminum or Other
Metals. Henry S. Blackmore, Mount Vernon,
N. Y. Original application filed September 12,
Divided and this application filed Janu1903.
ary 7, 1905.
The process of reducing metal consists in exposing a

.

Application

Application

is

An

Commutating Device for Armatures of Alternating-current Machines. Max Deri, Vienna,
Austria-Hungary, assignor to the Stanley Elec-

786,024.

which

Lamp.

electric lamp bulb has the material composing
teat located partially within the lamp or bulb.

786,010.

An

Electric

786,244.

and means under the control of the motorman for cutting
either of the governors into circuit with the motor.

Jr.,

in a circuit

George P. McDonnell, St.
Louis, Mo., assignor to the American Electric
Company, East Orange, N. J. Application filed
January 5, 1905.

In a vehicle carrying an electric motor are an air
compressor driven thereby, governors responsive to different pressures and each adapted to control the motor,

Apparatus for

26,

by a contact piece worn on the, gunner's clothing.

the

Company, Schenectady, N. Y.
August 13, 1904.

786.016.

Little,

L

786,231.

Air-brake Control. Fred B. Corey, Schen786,008.
ectady, N. Y., assignor to the General Electric

Combined

C.

August

i

closed cont
acting plug of a
lally

tric

filed

786,227.

lamp

electrical

Henry

Switch.
Application

Mass.

1903.
In h. switch-controlling apparatus are a pair- of wheels
?ach having detent-arresting and detent-releasing
pai
of detents controlled bv the wheel;
,ntch mem:onnected with the detent
for rotating
k-heels and detents always

1904-

Apparatus

Time

Electric

,226.

'

Protector Apparatus. Frank B.
Cook, Chicago, ,111. Application filed- April .11.

sprmg^

—^^RHiiOtiTAT.

1905-

is

Electric

786,005.

NO. 785,994.

Trolley Wheel. Sigmund Klamborowski,
Lodz, Russia. Application filed February 16,

,222.

Hammer.

Electric

EXPIRING PATENTS.

Louis Paulero, Peters-

Application filed September 22, 1904.
In an electric hammer arc a plunger serving as an
armature and as a hammer head, magnetic mechanism
for energizing the plunger, electric mechanism for controlling the magnetic mechanism, an adjusting plunger
for limiting the throw of the first-mentioned plunger and
means controllable at v.ill for governing the position of
the adjusting plunger.
burg, Va.

Signal
System for Electric Railways.
Greenleaf W. Pickard, Amesbury, and Harold J.
W. Fay, Westboro, Mass., assignors to the
American Telephone and Telegraph Company.
Application filed January 28, 1905.
Combined at a principal or despatching station with

6,148.

lin

supply conductor

is

an associated signalthe

;ans

the

transfe
other.

the

;

ignals are arranged for alter:
with the associated conductoi
,nd
conductor from either of the signal:
als

Othe:

the

Following is a list of electrical patents (issued
by the United States Patent Office) that expired_ on
April

Pa.

Secondary Battery.

.-anic
Batterv.
C.
Paris. France.
Electrical Time Stamp.

N.

DeBenardos,

St.

Peters-

O'Keenan,

St.

Cload,

E.

C. A,

Randall,

New

York,

C.

Randall,

New

York,

!.

James

Application
31,

Electromagnetic

nea:
380,594.

N.

January

D, R. Borland, Montreal, Quebec,

Railway Signal.

380,554.

380.;

Trolley.

Tek-grapli Key.

J. Hamilton Farrar, Chicago, 111.
Signaling Device for Mines.
L.
McKnislU Bullitt and O. C. Greene, St. Paul, Minn.
Teleplione Transmitter. St. G. Farmer. Elliot, Me.
380,42s.
Galvanic Cell.
W. Frishmuth, Pliiladelpliia, Pa.
380,430.
Electric Arc Lamp.
A. Harding, Oakland, Cal.
380,435.
Telephone.
W. D. House, Kansas City, Mo.
380.437.
Telephone.
W. D. House, Kansas City, Mo.
380.438.
Underground Conduit for Electric Railways. .\. A.
380,469.
Whipple, Detroit, Mich.
Arc Lamp. C. Berton, Paris, France.
380,545.

380,316.
380,382.

ection of the
I6,i88.

1905:

3,

380,310.

filed

Brownlee, Pittsburg.
June lO, 1904. Renewed

L.

1905.

The trolley is provided with separable spindle-supporting devices, and spindles are rotatably mounted therein
provided with contacting devices.

Electrical

Time Stamp.

Y.

A. Crowdus and
H. M. Sutton, Dallas, Tex.
Dynamo.electric Machine. \V.
380,620.
Cruces, N. M.
R. DeMie
Electric Signal for Railway C:
380,647.
Las Cruces, N. M.
Municipal Signaling.
M. Martin. Maiden, Mass.
380,655.
380,620.

.
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Unique Private Garage
1^
Uicuiliy

«lcclric.ill.v

privntc

ilur.

("llMdi:'.
W.i^

c(|iiii)i)c.(l

K.nraKC

which

Ijmi

II

1..

llic

li.l

Miniirapolis

in

dcstincil

many

Minneapolis.

to

.itlr.icr

-.1

hcciiisc-

of

the

room

.ind

conlrollinK

1905

15,

hydraulic

a

.tpparntns,

lift,

an

nil

cabinet and a repair bench.
a

for

.-i

imicli

and

drill

in the future.

and convenient features enihndied in its construction. This
gnr.iRe is the private properly of Mr. G. H. Partof Minuenpolis and adjoins his residence
ridRi'
M Hennepin .ni.l Cn.v.larul avenues. Possibly
attention

this

there is locitcd a General Electric molor-Keneralor set, :i Chrislensen air compressor

CuMt.

acl.U-d

hnilditiKs
is

In

practical

A

.Space is also provided
lathe, which arc to be installed
storeroom and the cbaufTcur's bedlocated on the ground floor, as

room arc also
shown in the plan. Fig. 5.
The motor of the motor-generator
for

amperes

25

set is designed
500 volts and is of 15 horseis
designed for an output
of 8!^ kilow.atts and delivers 77

.at

The generator

power.

amperes

The

110

.at

speed
minute.

per

volts

1,200

is

The

pressure.

re%'olutions

motor-starting

box and the dynamo field rheostat arc located and controlled
from the switchboard, which will
described

IjiI

later.

motor

lie

in

.lir-comprcssing

Christcnsen

the

arranged
conjuncwith n Cutler-Hammer automatic prcssurc-gatiRC regulator
for

500-volt

set

is

service,

in

tion

and gauKes
in

ilic

(..

walls.

L-xiHiMii

in

rn

The

pipc4

garage

bawmenl or cmccaled
and Kauget which are
roonn are handiomely

Mic

.I'.iir

the

iiickcl-platcd.

A

hydraulic lift having a platform y/, by 4'.J
also located in the generator room. The
worked from the city water maim, and the
pressure cylinder has an inside diameter of eight
feci

ii

is

lift

The lift travels a disunce of .1' i feet and at
highest position the platform, which if mountrd
on the piston, is three inches above ihc

inches.
its

directly

floor level.
This is done sfi that the greater porof the distance traveled by the lift will be
beneath the floor level, thus affording a pit in
tion

which one may conveniently work under the automobiles
to

when

this

necessar}-.

is

remove the battery

cells

When

it

is

desired

from tindcrnealh the

automobiles where they arc placed, a four-whe::!
truck (shown in Fig. 3) is put on the lift, which
is
then lo«cred. thus allowing the automobile to
be placed directly over the pit. The lift is then
raised a sufficient distance to allow the locking
devices on the battcrj'-containing case to be loosened from the automobile, which can then be run
out of the way by lowering the lift, .\fter
the automobile is wheeled out of the way
the lift is raised to the floor level, and
the truck and batteries may then be pulled
to any position in the garage for inspection
or charging. The intake and outlet valves
on the pressure cylinder arc controlled by

levers
Fig.

placed

at

a

convenient

point

the lift. The lift has a maximum
power of 5.000 pounds.

I£xterior of Garaee.

I.

garage in the United States is
vquippcd with so many convenient appliances
adaptable electrical equipment
such
anil with
Everything is aranil other accessories.
iici

private

near

raising

A

white Italian marble switchboard (Fig.
by live feet in dimensions is placed
main garage, away from the wall.
There is mounted on this board a Weston

rranged in a manner best suited for tlic
maintenance of the automobiles.
The exterior of the garage, as shown in
Fig. I, is constructed of pressed brick, with

6)

si.x

in

the

voltmeter, a

Weston ammeter,

a Bristol re-

trimmings, to match the resiPlaced in the wall, directly over the
garage doors, is an excellent bas
relief of an automobile done in terra cotta
the
in
of the same shade as that used
trimmings. The building is two stories in
lieight, and that portion directly over the
tcrra-cotta

dence.
large

generator room and chauffeur's bedroom is utilized
for servants' rooms. The garage and residence are
been
having
together, suitable provisions
"built
made for direct connections between the two portions.

The ground-floor

converges. The interior of the
garage, and also that of the washroom, is constructed of the same kind of brick used as that
in the exterior, and a wainscoting four feet in
height of white glazed brick with green border
of the same material extends around these rooms.
the

as

pump

on the next page (Fig. 5), gives an excellent idea
of the general arrangement.
The main room and garage proper, as shown
in Fig. 2, is in the form of a semi-circle, 60 feet
surmounted by a dome to
in diameter, and is
wliich

solenoid

same

starting

switch.

arrangement is much the
is employed in air-brake
systems on street cars. The air

shown

plan of the garage,

and
This

feet

has a capacity of u cubic
air a minute, which is
into
containing tank
a

of

forced

having a capacity of 105 gallons.
The controlling pressure gauge
causes the pump motor to stan

ceiling

or

stop

the

as

pressure

in

tlir

tank varies. This tank supplica i r through pressure-regulatin,;
valves

to

the

gasoline

;nique private garage in minneapous.

and ma-

light

outlets

tanks and also to a pipe line
provided back of the automobiles

with gold borders, and in the ceiling, directly
under the roof of the dome, a cloud elifect has
been worked in with the tint, which affords a
very pretty appearance in conjunction with the
large varnished Georgia pine beams and moldings
tised in the garage for finishing purposes.
The floor of the garage is constructed of green
ceramic tile with red borders, and outlet ventilators
are arranged in the floor back of each automobile
position
for
the purpose of carrying off the
fumes of the gasoline and storage batteries. The
garage is accessible to the automobiles through two
large hinged doors, which open inwardly directly
from the driveway. The washroom (Fig. 4) is 15
by 20 feet and is equipped with overhead hose
having hot and cold-water connections, and contains other necessary washing apparatus.
The floor
is of cement and slopes downward from the four
sides of the room to the center, where a sewer
inlet is provided for drainage purposes.
A curtained entrance opens into the main garage.
The generator room and repair shop (Fig. 3)
is 18 by 28 feet and has a hardwood floor,
with
a Georgia-pine wainscoting 7J^ feet in height. In

garage

for

The
"blue

ceilings

are

plastered

and

tinted

a

'

chine-oil

havingn
in

the

purposes.
The gasoline
tank, which
has a capacity of 105 gallons, is
buried in the earth outside the garage, and the
gasoline is forced out of the tank by approximately 10 pounds air pressure, which is allowed
to escape into the
tank through the pressureregulating valve on the air feed. The gas-engineoil and machine-oil tanks have a capacit>' of 3i;'i
gallons
each.
Air
is
forced into these tanks
tire-inflating

through
separate
about 20 pounds,
the

oils

ment,
all

of

out.

pressure-regulating

which

The tanks

sufficient

is

are

located

in

valves
at
to
force
the base-

under the generator "room. The tanks arc
boiler construction, and faucet outlets are
for the dift'erent tank feeds at conve-

provided

nient points about the garage.
Located on the wall in the

generator room is
a white Italian marble cabinet three by two feet
containing four pressure gauges, three of which
give the pressures of the oil tanks, and register
from zero to 30 pounds, while the remaining gauge
registers the air-tank pressure and has a scale
reading from zero to 180 pounds. The greater
portion of the necessary piping from these tanks

cording ammeter, and the necessan- switches, circuit breakers and rheostats for controlling the motors, dynamos and charging leads.
The motorstarting box and tlie d.\-namo field rheostat are
located on this board, as is also a General Electric
double-pole overload circuit breaker for the motor.
There are four charging circuits, and each circuit
passes through a double-pole single-throw knife
switch and also through a Ward Leonard overload and underload circuit breaker. The electric
automobiles are in most instances charged directly
from the brushes of the dynamo without any resistance, the current being regulated entirely by
the field rheostat of the dynamo. However, the
general arrangement is such that any number of
automobiles may be charged independently of each
other, as there is a resistance of approximately
three ohms in each rheostat provided in the charging circuits. One rheostat has a resistance of about
40 ohm's with a maximum current capacity of 40
amperes. This resistance is for use when indi\-idual
cells are charged, because of underrating.
There
are four charging-plug receptacles, two of which
are mounted in the switchboard, one in th4 wall
of the main garage and one in the generator
room.
The plug receptacles in the main garage

:
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generator room have placed above them a
double-pole single-throw knife switch mounted in
a Bossert steel slate-lined cabinet having a bevelplate-glass front. These switches are for the purpose of cutting out these pockets from the switch-

and

board

circuit.

32 single-throw single-pole knife switches
mounted across the bottom of the switchboard are
arranged in sets of eight, each set being placed
directly

under the corresponding charging switch,

indicates

the

amount

of current

it

is

safe to pass

through that switch. These switches are numbered in rotation, and when all the switches are
closed the current in the charging lead should
not exceed the total sum of all the switches.
Thus if 30 amperes is required, three lo-ampere
switches are closed.
The voltmeter and ammeter may be connected
any of the charging circuits by means of the
switches associated with these instruments. The
equipment .also includes a double-pole single-throw
knife switch, which can be used in cases of emergency to cut out the air-pump motor from the
switchboard. In a slate-lined cabinet placed directly back of the switchboard in the wall is a
double-pole single-throw knife switch, which, when
to

heavy main-line traction, only single-phase
current with commutator motors is the right soluthat, for

was installed by the Gugler Electric Manufacturing
Company, also of Minneapolis. The writer wishes
thank the above-named firms; also Mr. Partridge, the owner, and William Welch, the chauf-

tion.

With this idea of perfecting the single-phase
commutator motor, experimental lines are beinginstalled, and every effort is being made to fulfill

to

The

and are for the purpose of inserting resistance in
these charging circuits. Each individual switch in
a set has a number placed directly over it, which

April 15, 1905,

who

designed and supervised the construction of this garage, and all the electrical equipment
tects

feur in charge, for courtesies extended
the preparation of this brief article.

the

hope

attached

to

the

future

of

"The

results

that have

so

far

become generally

Single-phase, Polyphase or Direct-current Traction— Which?
Eugene Cserhati, engineer for Ganz & Co. of
Budapest, has sent an interesting communication,
dated March iSth, to the London Times. Inasas this company has been a pioneer in alternating-current traction. Mr. Cserhati's views are
of some importance. In part, he says
"As regards the system of current, every engineer,
judging impartially of the matter, must recognize
that the direct-current system, as used in many
American cities, and also in London, Paris and
Berlin, for metropolitan railways offers very considerable advantages over steam traction, and may
be regarded as a good technical solution. This,
however, does not mean that it is the best solution
and that this system of current is the only one
to be considered for railways of such a dense
traffic as that of metropolitan railways.
Evidence
showing that the same result is attainable with
multiphase-current motor cars or locomotives as
with direct current has already been furnished.

much

FIG. 4.
WASHROOM IN MINNEAPOLIS GARAGE.
known do not, in my opinion, justify these hopes.
The multiphase traction is constantly showing its-

superiority over single-pliase traction. It has been
ascertained by experience that alternating current,
not direct current, is the suitable one. and this
has verified the assertions made by Ganz & Co.
three years ago. It is therefore somewhat premature today to assert that the decision then arrived
at in regard to the 'Inner circle' has been in favor
of the best S3-stem. This question will in ail probability be raised again on the occasion of the introduction of long-distance railways into the center
of the city, and it may be safely predicted that
the traction system to be used for the latter will
neither be direct current nor the third rail."

Rules for Space Telegraphy

FIG. 5.

A

number of flush
cording to the latest practice.
receptacles are placed around in the walls of the
main garage and generator room for the purpose
of plugging in portable lights. All the wiring is
concealed and placed in conduits. Metaphones and
call bells are also installed for purpose of communication between the garage and residence.
One feature in connection with this garage
which deserves much attention, because of its
The idea of utilizing
adaptability, is the turntable.
a turntable for the purpose of turning the automobiles about, thus doing away with all the usual
backing, etc., necessary to get an automobile in
place, is original with the Minneapolis architects
who designed the garage. This idea has already
commended itself. The turntable is constructed of
angle iron on which planking is placed.
On the planking is a" coating of specially prepared cement about one inch in thickness which

bound around the circumference by a bronze
The turntable is 12 feet in
for protection.
diameter and is mounted on an iron center pedestal
is

ring

having a ball-bearing surface.

Eight

rollers,

placed

regular distances apart at the outer edge, run
an iron track provided for this purpose in
the pit. The turntable moves very easily when
the heaviest automobile is upon it.
The present equipment of the garage is a Columat

on

runabout

containing 40 cells of battery, a
Columbia victoria containing 40 cells, a Columbia
brougham containing 44 cells, and a Columbia
gasoline touring car.
Kees & Colburn of IMinneapolis are the archibia

The new three-phase-current locomotives of the
Valtellina line, supplied in the year 1904 by the
firm of Ganz
Co., surpass, as regards capacity,
the largest existing types of Italian steam locomotives, developing, with a weight of 62 tons, a drawbar pull up to 12,000 kilogrammes. They are capable on grades up to 17 per cent, of hauling regularly 200 tons at a speed of 60 kilometers, and
370 tons at a speed of 30 kilometers, having
accelerated trains of 250 tons total weight on
grades of 20 per cent, up to a speed of 30 kilometers without any difficulty.
The capacity of
these locomotives has so far only been surpassed
by the direct-current locomotives of the New York
Central and Hudson River Railroad Company, with
the difference that the latter has the motors of
considerable weight, not spring-borne, but directly
built upon the driving axles, whereas the motors
of
the
new three-phase-current locomotives are
perfectly spring-borne.
"The possibility of building three-phase locomotives of such capacity as required for heavy-railway
service can no longer be doubted. Taking into
consideration the elimination of rotar>' converters
and their operation, and the economy offered in
the consumption of current due to the peculiarity
of the three-phase-current motors, there is no denying that the alternating-current system is more
economical in first cost and operation than the
direct-current system. The electric service is not
only of great importance for street railways, but
also for the long-distance service on lines with
dense traffic, and few will nowadays think of operating such railwaj'S with the costly direct-current
system. At the present time everybody pleads for
alternating current, but here again opinions differ.
"Ganz & Co., guided by their satisfactory experience, gained by several years' operation, assert
more emphatically than ever that for heavy traction on main lines multiphase current is the most
In this respect their opinion is not an
suitable.
isolated one, because those who have fully studied
and tested the traction system worked out by Ganz
& Co. concur. On the other hand, most of the
American and European electrical firms maintain

in

France.

The following rules governing the sending of
space-telegraph messages, laid down by the French
government, have been made public:
The word "rad<iotelegramme" is to appear before
the address, and is charged for. Convention rules
apply to these telegrams. The address of telegrams
to ships at sea must give the name or official number of the ship and its nationalit\\ Demands for
assistance from ships at sea are given priority- over
other telegrams. The sender of a wireless message
to a ship at sea may stipulate that it be held for
a certain number of days by the coast station. For
this purpose he must insert before the address and
pay for the words '"
days," specifying the number of days. Should the ship not get into touch
with the coast station within the time fixed by the
sender, he is advised, and he may, by paid service
or postal advice to the coast station, order the telegram to be held for a further period of 30 days,
and so on. The rate is 75 centimes per word to
the coast stations at Ouessant and PorqueroUes for

GROUND-FLOOR PLAN OF UNIQUE

thrown, cuts the 500-volt service out of the building entirely.
About 40 incandescent lamps and an enclosed
arc are used for artificial illumination. The arc
The
light is hung from the center of the dome.
lights are installed and conveniently controlled ac-

single-phase

motors.

him during

&

FIG. 6.

SWITCHBOARD

IN

MINNEAPOLIS GARAGE.

the present, as well as for other stations on the
coast of France, Algeria and Tunis, and telegrams
to or from ships at sea may only be accepted by
these places, Monaca and \^a'lless d'Andore.

.

The street-railway system of Para, Brazil, operated by animal power, has been sold to an English
syndicate, which wWl install electric traction.
Moller & Co. of London are the agents of the sradicate.
It is said that a great part of the materials
for reconstruction will probably be purchased in
the LTnited States.
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Barclay's Printing Telegraph.
liliKnii.li

Marhiiii' iJiiiiliiiK
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(liiiiiinaiit

siilii«'t
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iiKiMV

pari in

was one

llu-

sysi.-ms

play

to

:i

-.in-

ilo^liiifcl

i'nii<,|ili'iiijiis

tilcKrapli nf the

whiili

kcyhoaril

atlracleil

if

tiitiirc.

atlenlion

al

GinKress in St.
LiHiis, and several Kimd papers were reail at that
One iif these was by John C. Harrlay n!
liiiic.
New York, in which lie descrilied the most friiilfnl
attempts wliiili hail heeii made up to that time in
It
was known at the time that
this line of work.
Mr. Harrlay himself had near eompletion a system
of this eharailer which wji« expected to ImJnR
nriiil

llie

liitiTiialicmal

l';kctrical

some new ilevelopmeiits. In the laller pari
December coiisiderahle space was given in the
daily newspapers to the remarkable results which
forth

of

had been attained by a
of

prinlinp;

who

is

.scries

of tests with a system
Barclay,

telegraphy invented by Mr.
general manager of the

assistant

'rdcgraph Company, and
with a marked degree of success.
liiion

thorough

technical

was unavailable.
Mr.

liarelay on

A

description

of

Western
which operated
At thai time a
the

apparatus

patent was, however, issued to

March

21st,

the application having

1-rcn filed March i, 1904, for improvements on such
vystem which in all probability covers the latest
Jrielopmcnts in the invention upon which he has
"in working for a considerable time and the sncss of which was demonstrated some months ago.
I

>

I

transmitter

any

-•^J

other

imilahlc
means.
Tins parlienlar line relay ii of the (lohr
type, beiiiK arranged to lie nctfiated hy eliangei of
direction of current in the line circiiil.
Obviously
it
may be ; neutral relay instead, arr.iiiKeil l» lie
o|)eralcd by rise and fall rif the line 'current.
Mainline relay (4) controls two local circuits (6) and
(7), connected to opiiosing contact poinn of the
main-line relay, both of which circuili pass through
coils of a lU'Utral relay (H), termed the "se|iaralor
iif).
relay." through opjiosing coils r»f a magnet
operating escapement mechanism of the suitflower
and through a syiiebroiii?er magnet f2X) to ground
at do).
A battery (11) or other suitable source
of electrical energy is cnnneclcd to ground and
to the armature of main-line relay.
One or the
other of circuit's (6) and (7) is coniplctc<l through
battery (11), .according as the armature of relay
(4) is in cont.act with the right-band or left-hand
The main-line relay is very
contact of the relay.
rapid in action aiul operates for each pul.sc produced in the main line, whether short or long. The
senarator relay is more sluggish in action and completes the circuit which it controls only when a
long pulse is sent over the line.
Being a neutral
relay,

however,

it

or

by

completes

its

circuit

each

time

there is a long pidse, whether it be positive or
negative.
The circuit controlled by separator relay
(8) passes from ground at (1.3) through battery
(14), the armature of the separator relay and conductor (ts) to a plate (16) of the sunflower, to
which the first five contact points (17), (18), dg),
(20) and (21) of the sunflower are electrically

BARCLAY S PRINTING TELEGRAPH.
description of the apparatus as emthe patent specification will be of interest:
For the transmission of the messages successions
of current pulses are used which are the same
in
number for all the characters, but vary in
length.
Tliese pulses are usually, but not necessarily, alternately of opposite directions.
For transmitting the characters of the English alphabet there
are employed six pulses for each message or character, which enables the operation at will of any
one of the 32 magnets, thus permitting the transmission of all the letters of the alphabet and leaving a margin for transmission of punctuation
marks and for the operation of spacing, carriage
return, shift and paper-feed mechanism.
The particular magnet corresponding to each message transmitted is selected by the action of primary and
secondary selecting relays, a sunflower and a separator relay.
The invention consists in closing the circuit
through contact points of the selecting relays to
the printing magnet selected through a contact of
the sunflower itself, in delaying completion of the
restoring circuit during the operation of the carriage-return mechanism until the carriage has returned to its starting point, in improved means for
operating the spacing mechanism without the operation of the selecting relays and in improved shift

The following
bodied

m

mechanism.
Referring to the accompanying diagram, signals
incoming over the line wire (5) actuate a mainrelay (4), wdiich is the primarj^ actuating eleof the printing telegraph and is the only
element of the telegraph in the main-line circuit.
This main-line relay may of course be differentially
wound to permit of duplex or quadruplex operation the same as an ordinary main-line telegraph
relay.
The main-line signals for operating this
relay may be produced by a hand key or by a
line

ment

connected.
Tliis sunflower is of the type described
in the patent issued to Buckingham, dated August
18, 1895, and consists of contact points (17), (18),
(19), (20), (21) and (22), adapted to he actuated
successively by teeth of a ratchet wheel (23) during movement of the wheel through the space of
one tooth.
The ratchet wheel is mounted upon
a shaft (24), upon which is also mounted an escapement wheel (25), having three times the number of teeth of ratchet wheel (23) and controlled
in

its

movement by

the

escapement anchor

(26),

actuated by the armature (27), which is
The coils of magnet (9), through
which circuits (6) and (7) pass, being oppositely
wound, alternate pulses in these circuits will cause
the vibration of the escapement anchor (26), and
six such pulses, permitting rotation of escapement
.wheel (25) through the space of three, teeth, will
advance ratchet wheel (23) through the space of
one tooth, causing contact points (17) to (22) to
complete their respective contacts successively and
completing one cycle operation of the sunflower.
The shaft (24) of the sunflower is driven by any
suitable device, such as a spring motor or friction
drive, which will permit intermittent motion of
the shaft.
Magnet (28) beneath the sunflower is a
synchronizer magnet operating an armature lever
(29), having a hook adapted to engage the teeth
of ratchet wheel (23).
It was stated above that the metal frame (ifi)
carrying contact points (17) to (21) is connected
by conductor (15), passing through contacts of
separator relay (8), with battery (14) and thence
to ground.
These contact points (17) to (21), in-

which

is

polarized.

which may be termed "selector contacts."*
the movement of ratchet wheel
complete circuits successively from the contact points of separator relay
(8) through conductors (30) to C34I. respectively, leading to the

clusive,

l.m

through
will

lie

il,

cl.

of those 11:
the trafi»iin>M..ti
Ilh caiiHcd ihc

.,(
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.

coniKcled

in

|.,r]K

<c|Kinlor

circuit tlirougli lialirr,I'lilar-sclecling rr!i
trol circiiiK of
(46). r.-spertivly.

lamb

i

pu!
relay
to

O4)

.,

ibr^L.uh
i«

Rr

tin

coinpldr
tin.!

.1

hi;

the
.ii>,
.n.

i„
.r,

i,vr

5cric< of contact |>ouili. Ioiiihiik "> idlliinclicai
progrcsiion.
In the prctcnl tytinn arc illutlralcd
the cniploytncnl of an altrrnalive and cquivalmt
conslniccion involving the mounting of a number of
contact iMjinU on the rchy arnulures »o ihal there
is but one relay
(43), one rchiy f44). two relay*
(45). and four relay! (46), each of the relay*
'44). f45) and (46) having four cont.nct i^)int>.
The primary selecting rcl.iy< {35) to (yj), inclusive, each controls a circuit of a corresponding
seconiLary selecting relay or relays.
The controlling circuits of these secondary selecting rclay<
(42) to (46), inclusive, arc normally broken; but
the armatures of the several primary selecting relays are connected by a multiple-current lead (49)
to a battery (50^ and to ground, and when the
magnet of any one polar-selecting rcLiy is energized by a current passing through the sunflower,
and its armature is deflected, the polar-sele^ing
relay completes the circuit through Ihc corresponding secondary selecting relay or relays which it
controls, thereby operating them. The armatures
of the primary or polar-selecting relays (35) to
(39) tend to remain in contact with whaleixr
contact point they are in contact with at the
time.
These relays are provided with a second
or restoring circuit (52), passing in scries through
all of these relays, which circuit when completed
by a restoring relay returns the armatures of all
these relays to their normal positions, breaking
the circuits of the secondary selecting relays (42)
to (46).
This restoring circuit is arranged to be
completed by a restoring relay (53) after circuit
is completed through the sixth contact piece
(22)
of the sunflower.
Referring now to the secondary selecting relays
142) to (46), the armature of relay (42) is connected to a circuit (54), arranged to be connected
through the sixth contact (22) of the sunflower to
a battery (55) and thence to ground at (56). The
contacts of the secondary selecting relays arc connected in tandem as follows:
Relay (42) has two
contact points connected by conductors (58) and
respectively, to movable contacts
(59).
on the
armatures of relay (43).
Each of these movabis
contacts of relay (43) coacts with two contact
points, each connected to a contact point on the
armature of relay (44). In like manner the fixed
contact points of relay (44) are connected each
to an armature contact point of one of the two
relays (45), and so on.
The fixed contact points
of relays (46) are connected to magnets (60).
termed "printing magnets."
It will be seen that by means of the various
secondary selecting relays (42) to (46) any one
of the various magnets (60) may be selected at
will for the completion therethrough of an energizing circuit.
This is the circuit of conductor (54)
and is completed, and the particular magnet selected
is energized upon the closing of the sixth sunflower
contact (22).
The carriage carrying the platen or printing
roller of the machine may be of any suitable construction and may be arranged to be returned to
its starting point at will by any suitable means,
such as a spring or motor. One end of the platen
is illu.strated diagrammatically in the drawing, being designated by number (68). The return of
the carriage is governed by an electrically operated
detent mechanism, of which (61) in the drawing
designates the magnet and (62) the armature lever.

For spacing

is
employed a message comprising
which message therefore does not cause
operation of any of the selecting relays, although it does cause the operation of the sunflower.
Circuit is completed upon the closing of the sixth
sunflower contact (22) through a back contact of
one of each of the five series of secondary- selecting relays and a circuit (69) to a spacing magnet
(70), which may operate suitable spacing mechanism, such as is used on electrical typewriters.
The shift mechanism may be either a carriage
shift or t}-pe shift, as preferred.
In the drawing
is
indicated diagrammatically a type shift
This
shift mechanism
(73) comprises a magnet (74),
arranged to be energized upon the transmission of
a suitable corresponding selective signal and when
energized to attract its armature (75), therebyoperating the shift mechanism.
The paper-feed employs a magnet (80) in one of
controlled by the selecting relays,
the circuits
which circuit, like the circuit of the magnet (60),
will be completed when the corresponding message
is transmitted.

six

dots,

the

when operated by
(23)

The Inland Empire Traction Company has been
incorporated to construct an electric railway- from
Walla Walla. Wash., to the Columbia River.
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The New York
The
in

investigation into the cost of public lighting

New York

was continued

city

last

week.

The

during the previous week
ascertain the tangible value of the
plants behind the capitalization of $80,000,000, and
the Consolidated Gas Company, which controls

had been

nearly

all

and

the gas

electric

plants

in

the

city,

the company increased its
capital by $19,000,000 for "construction" purposes,
but of the money so raised by six-per cent, bonds
$i2,coo,coo was reinvested at only three per cent.
stated

treasurer,

The

to

admitted that the assets were only about $27,000,000.
The company now says that to reproduce these
plants under existing municipal regulations would
cost about $48,000,000, which allegation so far has
not been disputed.
On Monday, April 3d, Benjamin A. Whiteley,
assistant treasurer, testified that the Consolidated
had purchased from other companies many bilan average cost
lions of cubic feet of gas at
This was sold to
of about 33 cents a thousand.
customers at $1.
Robert A. Carter, the Consolidated company*s
that

loss of interest

was charged

"cost of pro-

to

duction," he said.
Henry M. Edwards, auditor of the New York
Edison Company, said that when the New York
Gas, Electric Light, Heat and Power Company
acquired the Edison Electric Illuminating Company

the

P.4ET

II.

Illuminating

company retained

a

lien

S.

K. C.

which

line discharger,

is

shown

in

small air gap connected in
series with a glass tube (S) containing particles of
oxidized metal. These particles offer a very high
resistance (an 18-inch tube having approximately 50
megohms), so that the dynamic current which tends
To preto escape to ground is very minute indeed.
vent the probability of such escape the air gap
mentioned above is interposed. If a discharge of
lightning should set up an arc within the tube, the
glass would be broken, thus acting in the same manner as a fuse. The length of the tiibe is so proportioned that should such arcing occur it will be
disrupted by such breakage of the tube, the enclosed
gases also tending to this result. The tubes are so
constructed that they may be replaced after operation in the same manner as an enclosed fuse. The
principle of this device evidently fulfills a number
of conditions that make up a successful protective
Fig.

consists

8,

and

device,

of a

a suitable fireproof housing be pro-

if

operation becomes efficient and safe. The
usual proportions adopted in the application of these

vided

its

at $12,307,296.98, according to the
Illuminating company paid 13 per
1898 and was capitalized on its earning
capacity.
When the New York Edison Company
took over the power company it also took over
a book surplus of $19,520,700.
This included $13,643,300 for stocks and bonds of other companies
held by the Power company, and against the surplus new stocks and bonds were issued to the

amount of $66,500,000.
On Tuesday and Wednesday expert accountants
were set to work on the books. On Thursday Mr.
Whiteley was re-examined. He insisted that the
average price of the billions of cubic feet of gas
purchased during a period of four years was 35.27
cents "at the holder."
Permission was given to
record a statement that the total cost of this gas
plus operating expenses was 64.64 cents per thousand cubic feet.
In 1904 the difference betw-een
the total costs

and

receipts

from

sales

was

principle, therefore, that the

this

The

gap

total air

in this

instrument

arrangement

FIG.

is

ARRESTER WITH CYLINDERS OF NON-ARCING

10.

ALLOY.
that the sparking potential

dynamic current.

the air gap

potential,

also very small to a

is

However,

for

under 5,000

volts

to prevent discharging under all normal conditions, and even if
this discharge takes place, the arc cannot long continue.
An advantage of this arrangement is the
large amount of metal presented to the arcs, the
is

is

sufficient

aid in sup-

sufficient to

number depending on the voltage of the

in

cent,

on

operates.

very small, being but three-sixteenths of an inch, so

In Fig. 10 a type of arrester for alternating circuits is shown.
This consists of the two porcelain
pieces (R) and (E), which enclose a plurality (the

The

books.

It is a well-known fact that a very slight current of air suffices to disrupt even a heavy arc. It

is

cooling effect of which
pressing these arcs.

against

valued

assets

portions of the cylinders, where it is finally broken,
due to the increase in the distance occurring between
the cylinders, and also to the moving effect of the
air.

of the committee

effort

The

April 15, 1905

Lightning Arresters for Power Circuits.
By R. Scott.

Lighting Investigation.

FIG.

S.

S.

K. C.

LINE DISCHARGER.

circuit) of

nine inches of tube per thousand volts.
Such an arrangement has selective tendencies for
while not allowing a dynamic current of even high
discharges

is

;

voltage to pass through, it allows very minute
charges, even of low potential, to pass readily to
ground. The arrangement of the oxidized particles
is such that numerous multiple paths are presented

have a cumudynamic current
gap
in itself also
from
These disis sufficient to prevent such conduction.
applied
to
the
removal of
charges have also been
static charges from underground and aerial cables
and generator frames, and they are especially valuto a static discharge, which, however,

resistance

lative

prohibits

that

so passing.

The

a

series air

able for electric-lighting cables carrying alternating

$4,654,-

Renewed questions as to what became of
an amount of $5,917,906 received as part of the
proceeds of certain stock issued at a premium
168.16.

were not answered.
Mr. Edwards, recalled, presented the following
table, showing the cost of electric current per kilowatt-hour

FIG-

:

The Bronx.

non-arcing alloy. The cylinders are
connected in series between lines and ground, the
arc being suppressed by the action of the volatilized
alloy and the air currents which circulate through
the aperture (S) in the housing.
choke coil and the manner of installation is
shown in Fig. 11. This coil may be installed upon

Yonkers.

:pla

The average

cost of current delivered in Manhattan and the Bronx was 3.66
cents per kilowatt-hour.
Mr. Edwards afterward revised his
statements, saying:
"The average cost per kilowatt-hour during the last year, everything included, was 6.32 cents and the average cost for
the last five years has been 7.98 cents.
Our average income from every kilowatt-hour sold for the
last year was 8.04 and for the last five years 9.01.
are decreasing the costs every year."
John W. Lieb, Jr., a vice-president of the New
York Edison Company, testified that the profit
for 1904 was $2,293,839.
The company did not pay
a dividend, but had an accumulated surplus of
$6,402,078, and wrote off $4,119,223 for depreciation.
During the five years of the company's existence
it had paid interest
on $40,000,000 of bonds.
He
said that he was an operating officer and was not
concerned with the company's finances.

On

Saturday inquiries into the Edison company's
were resumed. The facts elicited showed

that the city paid 12 cents a kilowatt-hour for current.
First cost at the switchboard was 3.66 cents
a

which, with distribution and inon bonds, brought up the total cost to 6.32

kilowatt-hour,

terest
cents.

Arthur Williams, general inspector for the New
York Edison Company, explained that the small
consumer was charged 15 cents for the first two
hours, 10 cents for the next two, 7.5 for the ne.xt
two, and after that five cents an hour.

Mr. Lieb, recalled, said that 34 per
total Edison output was sold to the

of the
retail consumer, wdio provided 49 per cent, of the income.
This in 1904 amounted to $4,371,064.54 out of a
total income of $8,991,635.
The average income
per kilowatt-hour was 12.27 cents.
cent,

of

A

a line pole or wdierever convenient, and is mounted
upon the special insulator (T), provided with the

double lug (M), having recesses into which the coil
placed. This insulator may be affixed to the pole

is

by the large pin (O).
connected,

We

affairs

MANNER OF INSTALLING CHOKE-COIL.

II.

cylinders

Manhattan.

respectively,

The
to

line

the

and

air

terminals

gap are

(H) and

(E).
In Fig. 12
interrupters

gap (N)

is

is shown diagrammatically two static
protecting a generator (Q). The air
connected in series with the choke coil

ITH CONCHNTRIC CYLINDERS.

removing the surges of potential set up by
open-circuiting an inductive device.
Such surges,

current,

unless

eliminated,

frequently puncture the internal
ground the network.

insulation of the cable and

Another form of arrester

in shown in Fig. 9;
metal cylinders (A)
(R) and (D), held in place by the porcelain pieces
(H) and (W). The innermost of these cylinders

this consists of the concentric

encloses a double conical piece (0), which is connected to the line to be protected by the rod (E).
The outer cylinder (A) is connected to ground.
The porcelain end pieces are provided with a number

(C) and shunted by the condenser (E), the frame

of perforations, in order to allow a free circulation
of the air in the space intervening between the cylin-

of the generator being grounded.

The spark gaps are appro-ximately one-sixteenth inch, there being three betw-een the line terminal and ground. The operation of this arrester
is as follows
When lightning enters the instrument

(R) by a static interrupter is shown. The inter(D) is connected to the primary of the transformer and the line (E) in a m.anner which is evident from the diagram.
An older form of arrester, which is again coming

ders.

:

it

passes

cylinder.

from the central cylinder to the external
The dynamic arc thus set up is disrupted

by the currents of

air,

which force

it

to

the top

In Fig. 13 the

manner

of protecting a transformer

rupter

into extensive favor, consists of a plate of lignumvitae,

upon which a ground and

line

terminal are

II

^
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latter

between these
Atmospheric electricity

placed

;

wood

llic

readily

will

is

strip thus treated, althoiiRh its resistance is approximately 50,000 ohms. Since this resistance is much

averaoje

the

than

higher

resistance

insnlalion

of

and iransnn'ssion systems, the leakage
In Fig. 14 is shown a form
factor is very small.
of arrester which depends in operation on the fact

elcctric-liRht

discharge will

a

Ihal

take

place

across a

readily

snilahle

is

^S

for initallation in

an

unprotccled location.

across a

pass

box and

cast-iron

cliarrc<l.

The Ajax
malic form

which

arrester,
in

I'ig.

is

ihown

in

on

constriiclol

16, is

diagram-

The metal strip
(U) is connected to the arrester fuses fA) and
also to ground by the conductor (H). The line wire
conneclcd to the U-tubc (C) by the wire (E).
carbon ball (F) is prevented from mnving down
the lube (B) by the projections at one end of the
When the fuse is blown, as by the
arrester fuses.
dynamic current fullowing a discharge, the heavy
current burns the end of the wire and also the remaining portions of the fuse. This allows the carbon ball to drop within the tube and come in contact with the second fuse, thus leaving the apparatus
The arrangein condition for another discharge.
is

A

ment thus acts as

magazine that

a

will

tr

!i

Icx'oinolive

a different

any above described.

principle to

High-voltage Locomotive for Sweden.
in.
The accnmpanyintf ilinitntl' n
a
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Ihi* high voltrtf
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oil-break circuit breaker, oil havin>:

which

ertirt

have

been

amply

-

iiv

,

.

[.

,

by

dcmoiutratcii

lake care

number of discharges, even though these dis
charges follow in rapid succession. This is an ad

of a

as numerous arresters will fail to give
desired protection if a discharge immediately
follows the discharge which has produced a movcnuMit of

vantage,
the

HIGH-VOLTAGE LOCOMOTIVE FOB SWBDEN.

medium provided with such

noii-conducling

a thin

service in high-tension transmission.

conductor placed across
this surface, and also because of the fact that a
discharge will pass more readily across a non-conducting surface, such as wood, than across an equal
length of air gap. Upon the insulating base (T)
fijm of carbon, or a similar

a strip

(R) of

lignuni-vil.T nr similar

''^

wood

is

is

FIG.

AJAX ARRESTER.

l6.

placed.

In Fig. 17 is shown a combination fuse and spark
This
gap, such as is used in the above arrester.
consists of two pieces of brass wire which are

T

within a glass tube (B), by the insulating
(C), an air gap of a given width being interposed at the loops shown in the tube. The length
of air gap depends upon the working pressure of the
sealed
fillets

A

$,

1

e

!

R

t

is

c

—

;.vC>,

^^

ifllill
14.

FIG.

LIGNUM-VITAE ARRESTER.

The heavy terminals (A) and (C), which

are con-

nected with line and ground, respectively, are placed
On that
flush with the surface of the wood block.
a cover which will prevent the free circulation of
air

this block is placed.
The charred grooves
provide a ready path for the discharge of
two terminals, these charred

around

(N)

lightning between the

grooves being in reality a thin film of carbon, which
Should
affords a good path for static discharges.
a dynamic discharge pass between the terminals, it
will

be

for

E^—

<.'

FIG.

and

connected,

very high voltages a number are connected in series.
The advantage of enclosing the air gap within
a glass tube is the fact that the spark gap is always

Ill

N

which the arrester

to

line

•:"'
IJii

Jlll

quickly suppressed,

due

to

the fact that

17.

COMBINATION FUSE AND SPARK GAP.

in a clean and moistureless condition, so that the
sparking distance is invariable. Rubber stoppers
(A) are fastened near the end of each wire. The
fuses are mounted upon the insulating base (D) at
the rear of which the common connection and the
U-tube (F) are shown this tube is provided with
The
apertures to allow a good circulation of air.
fuses are held in place by the rubber stoppers (A).
;

The arrangement shown

sufficient

is

for

ii

dis-

charges, the block being recessed for each fuse to
prevent interference during discharge. The ball

shown

with the first fuse. This
arrester is installed in connection with a choke coil
and cut-out, in accordance with the ordinary prac-

(E)

is

[The cud.]

State Control of Lighting Plants Proposed.

A

modeled after
the_lines of the Interstate Commerce Commission,
and with powers to fix rates for gas and electric
lighting according to the individual merits ol each
locality, is advocated by a number of owners of
gas and electric-light and power plants, operating
in
15

the

DISK ARRESTER

non-arcing arrester.
In Fig. 15 is shown a type of lightning arrester
It consists
is simple and solidly constructed.
of a series of disks separated by insulating sheets,
through which a discharge will readily pass. Owing

which

to the large cooling surface,

and the numerous inis of no con-

sulating gaps, the following current

sequence.

The arrangement

is

enclosed within

state

the

commission for

small cities

of

the

Illinois,

state

A

House had under consideration

committee of

legislation pro-

posing municipal control and ownership of gas and

within this enclosed space it is impossible to maintain an arc, owing to the exclusion of the vapors
necessary to keep up the arc. This, therefore, is a

a

inlcniion

and

populated districts, while a high-lroUcy
voltage will be employed, carried overhead, on the
greater part of the line.
The control system is elcctropneumatic and consists of an air compressor driven by a single-phase
alternating-current motor, an air motor on the induction regulator, air cylinders on the circuit
breaker and reverser and the necessary magnet
valves.
The air brakes and air Sanders are also
There are
to be supplied by the above compressor.
two connectors at each end of the locomotive so
that two locomotives can be coupled together and
operated by one master switch. The master switch
is in the middle of the cab and is so situated that
the operator has a clear view in nil directions
without leaving his seat
The weight of the locomotive and equipment is
25 tons, all of which is on four 41-inch drivewhccls.
Two 150-horsepowcr, 3,000-alternation. single-phase
motors arc geared, one to each axle, with a gear
reduction of 18 to 70, and have shown an ability
to handle a 70-ton train at 40 miles an hour without exceeding the rise of temperature for which
ihey were designed.
The equipment, it should be
mentioned, was supplied by the Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company.
It has been so
installed on the locomotive as to permit ready
access to all parts.
Only the small operating devices have been placed in the cab, and the arrangement is such as to allow of the greatest convenience
in operation with a maximum of saiet>- to the

The

of the comasserting tliat
it
would amount practically to confiscation of
hundreds of small plants throughout the state.
They also asserted the belief that municipal ownership of light and power plants would be very
costly to the taxpayers, as experience had shown
that such business was conducted cheaper by private enterprise, and that under municipal control
the poorer taxpayers, those who could not afford
to use gas or electric light, would pay in their
taxes part of the bills of the users.
electric

panies

operator.

New York and London

Street-railway
Transportation.

in contact

tice.

FIL,

The

to operate at a moderate voltage in towns

thickly

plants.

strongly

representatives

opposed

this

idea,

J. Allen Baker, chairman of the highways committee of the London Count>' Council, in his report
on the street-railway systems of New York cit^',
makes some interesting comparisons witli the I-ondon system. Mr. Baker, on behalf of his committee,
recently visited New York. The following table.
taken from his report, shows, comparatively, construction and operating costs, revenue, speeds and
the pay and hours of employes:
.

XewYork.

Item.

1

Londoo.

Gross earnings per car mile
33 cents.
24 cents.
Operatine costs per car mile... 15 cents.
;i4 cents.
Cost per track mite for cleaning $486,65'5652,11.
Cost of construction line per
car mile of single track
597.330(05121.662.50573.024.20.
Cost of feeder cables per mile.. 5i5.^72.So.
Sr.2y>>-~5.
Cost of power stations per miie
i

single track

Average speed per hour
Hours of motormen and

S28.j25.70.
10 miles.

S2S,46*j.02.

S miles.

con-;
j

ductors

10

hours labor in 12 10 hoars labor

age.
of motormen per day
Paj- of conductors per day
Pav of conduit cleaners per da>"
Pay of car cleaners per week.

Pay

:

. .

S2.11 to S2.50.
S2.01 to S2.37.

S1.15 to Si.52.
S1.15 to 51.52.

Si.74.

S1.30.
iS6.oS to S6.6S.

510.56 to Sia.zS.

The Kingman (Kan.) Light and Power Compan3'
has

been

$25,000.

incorporated

with

a

capital

stock

of
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not he used to better advantage, either

not be

the

most desirable. For instance, he found that the
luminous intensity of a S.J-ampere lamp using fivesixteenths-inch carbons was 52.8 per cent, greater
than with half-inch carbons. In a five-ampere lamp
the candlepower was 38.3 per cent, greater with
five-sixteenths-inch carbons than with one-half-inch

These are

carbons.

results that arrest attention.

West—thoroughly

checks, drafts and other remittances should be made payable to the order of the publishers,
the Electrician Publishing Company, and addressed to the
ofBces of publication. Suite 510, Marquette Building (204
Dearborn Street), Chicago, Illinois, U. S. A.

projects

CONTENTS OF THIS NUMBER.
By

this

the

in

some time

For

islands.

prospect

his

efforts

met

the

election

the

appear to

risk

especially

is

they

that

feel

money

investing

in

when

good,

because the

construc-

propositions

electricity is discussed, the cost of discarding

equipment must be carefully considered.
'We hope that the great American electrical companies will neglect no effort to present the merits
of electric railroads to the group of capitalists
existing

.

interested

the

in

Philippine project.

.-

287,

Changing Direct-current Motor to -Mternating-current
Machine
Voltage and Current That Human Body Can With-

States,

Electrical Current for

from being

In considering the export trade of

Treatment of the Eyes
Metropolitan West Side Elevated Railway
The Use of Small-size Carbons in Enclosed-arc Lamps.
By George N. Eastman. Illustrated. With discussion.
(American Institute of Electrical Engineers) .288, 2S9,
Chicago Traction Situation after the Election
290,
The New Morrison Storage Battery. Illustrated
Proposals for Government Supplies
Electric Decorations in a Church

in

profitable

The experts

quantity.

will report on the size of
the deposit and superintend the collection of representative samples for concentration.
It would be a great advantage to the electrical
and several other indu.stries of the country if a

supply

large

of

United States.
der

the

the

director

platinum could be found in the
This effort of the government, un-

of

Mr.

of

supervision
the

Charles

Geological

D.

way praiseworthy.

Walcott,

Survey,

extend

to

the platinum resources of the country,

which,

manufactured

in

as large as

sight of the

lose

No

who may

tricts

will

be interested

the

in

government's

examine samples, and we hope that they

offer to

themselves

avail

of

the

suggestion.

The first steps taken by Mayor Dunne to secure "immediate municipal ownership" of the street
railways of Chicago are not of a nature to indicate

manufacturing

it

the

United

products,

should be, one

far

is

apt to

is

development" of American

rapid

foreign countries, which develop-

in

Even before he was installed in the mayor's chair
Judge Dunne cabled to the lord provost of Glasgo\y,
asking that the manager of the municipal tramways
of that city be given leave of absence to come to
to confer with him.
The gentleman ad-

America

dressed answered the "lord mayor of Chicago" to
say that his request had been agreed to, but that
the tramway manager of Glasgow would be un-

May

able to leave until

would be

It

Mayor Dunne

loth.

instructive to know what lessons
intends to learn from the estimable

gentleman from Glasgow.

It

can hardly be the gos-

pel of double-decked cars, for the people of Chicago
certainly would not "stand for" these cumbersome

The

vehicles.

but

selves

two-story

poorly

to

cars

the

would

quick,

ment, however, affects the export trade of this
country unfavorably rather than favorably. American factories are in truth building or have been

operation

collecting fares, the

stops at every street intersec-

low headway of some of the elevated-rail-

tion, the

road crossings in Chicago and the climate of the
city are other reasons which would preclude the
use of the cheaply operated but rather awkward
cars used in Glasgow.
Nor can it be the zone
system of fares as used in Glasgow which should
be an example to Chicago. The five-cent fare tends
to quicker operation and is a great incentive to

workingmen

the

to live in healthful suburbs.

'

Association

To Lower Long-distance Rates

This
an im-

.'

^oc
"'''

Dominion of Canada

.'

.'

.'

.'

may

minister

national

to

pride,

really

curtails

Personal .......

seem

tramways,

the experience

it

of Glasgow

of

Chicago; and

in

that the

assistance.

little

Mr.

C.

now

T. Yerkes,

in

and is a serious feature to be considered
studying the problem of extending our export

flections

known

of London,

who

to all interested in the

is

per-

Chicago

—not

used

from the

as

much importance
much on account of

of so

is

trical arts

is

so

fact

that

for

in the elec-

practically

the quantity

several

indispensable— that the

purposes
efforts

of

United States Geological Survey to examine
platinum resources of the country, with the
that they may be sensibly extended, is of
significance.
It is proposed to collect the heavy
sands from all placer mines in the United States
where evidence of platinum has been found by
preliminary tests. The samples thus obtained will
be used in determining the best methods of extractidea

".
.

.

.'."........',
and Schools
'_'
Telegraph
Space Telegraphy
Trade Ne„J ..'..'.
.'.'.'.'.'...'
Business

Societies

'.

'_

Record'.','.'.

.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.

'

'-.'o'o'

DATES AHEAD.

ing

Iowa Electrical Association (annual meeting),
Hotel juiien,
Tulien
Dubuque, Iowa, April 19th and 20th.
American Electrochemical Society (annual meeting)
'^°=
"""'"«'> Bos.
ton and Cambridge. Mass., April
2sth io 27th.
Ra'lyay Telegraph Superintendents (annual
m„fil°S'"'?." °J
Chattanooga,

Tenn.,

Association
^""^

May

(annual

17th

and

convention)

""""'^^ SprTgs? jui;

value.

the

various minerals which have economic
Miners or other persons are invited to mail

to the ofEce of the director of the Geological

Sur-

vey in Washington, D. C, not more than four
pounds of material most likely to contain platinum
placer deposits. This material will be carefully
examined, and senders will be duly notified of the
results.
After an examination of these samples

in

situation, makes some pertinent reMayor Dunne's programme: "Judge
of much intelligence
but what
does he know about street railways? If he were
infinitely more able than he is, he could not achieve

Dunne

the
the

.'.;.;;;;.';;.':;..;.

Power Transmission

'*

municipal

the

An Ameri-

working conditions and legal diffiare so entirely different here that it would
advice of foreign experts would be

culties

countries,

it

'*"'

of

how

see

to

street-railway

'

Light

operation

difficult

haps too well

of American

'.'.'.'.'.

Patent'

financial
is

manufactures to foreign

Platinum

''V

Electric

already in-

is

Sewing machines,

trade.

^n^
"' '

Pacific Slope

"sih
National

undertakings.

this particular the

VnV
'•

Ohio
Indiana
Michigan

9ft?7;th^and tnh.""

extent of $50,000,000

these

and other manufactures are produced by American
methods and after American designs by comparar
tively cheap European labor directed by American
superintendents. This pronounced movement, while

New York

Publications

is

'

.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'

DEPARTMENTS.

'

in

the exports

Correspondence
Great Britain

Electrical

the

to

very largely after American methods.

will be of value to the people of

it

i

Illu.ttrated

They

printing presses, electrical machinery and apparatus

.

Telephone Men
General Telephone News ...
Manufacturers and Dealers

Electric Lighting
Electric Railways

question

can-born consulting engineer was retained, and machinery either of American type or American manufacture was used in the plant. Unless it be in the

money

"

Indiana Telephone Items
Ohio Telephone Notes
Telephone News from the Northwest. ...
'.'.]
Kansas Telephone Progress
Constitution Adopted for National-Interstate Telephone

States

fare

'..'.'.'.'.'.

England
Canada
Southeastern Telephone Developments
a Failure in

in

Rocky Mountain

of the

Aside from the type of cars used and method
of computing fares, the Glasgow system was built

vested

waukee

Two-cent Fares

The Telephone

aspect

are con-

countries of Europe.

structed

Crocker-Wheeler-Terry Turbo-generating Set. Illustrated
to Build Electrical Machinery in Mil-

sociological

portant one.

under American direction by American
capital, and the production and marketing of their
output is managed by American business ability.
A recent writer on the subject avers that American

many

built in

Allis-Chalmers

them-

lend

sharp

which the business of Chicago demands. The
crowding of tfie rush hours, .with the difficulty of

.

High-potential Laboratory for Insulator Testing.
Illustrated
Interurban Belt Railway for Indianapolis
Transportation Arrangements for Iowa Conventions....
Plans for International Railway Congress
To Complete Indiana and Ohio Trolley Connection
Proposed Electrical Exhibitions in London and New York
Bids Received for Space-telegraph Outfits
Electric Signs

every

in

is

doubt there are many readof the "Western Electrician in the mining dis-

ers

in

be entirely new, unlike many' elecin
this country, where,

will

tric-railway

Questions and Answers
287,
Equipping Telephone Line for Telegraph Service. Il-

Vulcanized Fiber
Resistance Metals
Two-phase Transmission

no great

work

tion

Editorial

.

men approached

taking

since

but

These projected railroads, or a large share of them, might, no doubt,
be operated by electric power to advantage. The

Which?

."

Since Mr.

the present secretary of war, returned to
country he has endeavored to interest Ameri-

Philippine railroad projects.

Rules for Space Telegraphy in France
Barclay's Printing Telegraph.
Illustrated
The New York Lighting Investigation
Lightning Arresters for Power Circuits.
By R. Scott.
Illustrated.
Part II
284,
State Control of Lighting Plants Proposed
High-voltage Locomotive for Sweden.
Illustrated
New York and London Street-railway Transportation....

Circle
for High Voltage

have
700 or

that

can capital in the advantages of railroad building

are

Traction—

Direct-current

or

believed

is

800 miles of line are to be built soon.

business

Cliarlcs
281,

it

Philippines

the

in

where

with no great success,

Unique Private Garage in Minneapolis.
H. Coar. Illustrated

1905

15,

where prelimi-

promise of platinum

give

tests

localities

all

a realization of the difficulties to be grappled with.

Railroad

Taft,

REBIITTANCES.— All

Area of a
Commutator Insulation
Four-way Switches

may

carbon

one-half-inch

present

the

application.

lustrated
Finding the

of

sizes

of

reached a stage

Polyphase

nary

current consumption or in improved
The paper presented l>y Mr.
George N. Eastman before the last meeting of the
Chicago branch of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers,
an abstract of which is given
elsewhere in this issue, is an important one, and
some of the results which the author has obtained
in an extensive series of experiments indicate that
point

in

CAN BE MADE BY NO OTHER ELECTRICAL JOURNAL IN THE
United States.
Electrical merchants and manufacturers
desiring western trade will appreciate the unequaled value
of this journal as an advertising medium in its special field.
Advertising rates are moderate, and will be furnished on

Single-phase,

other

tliis

Western Electrician—the only

genera) electrical paper published in the

A

whether

experts will be sent to

Tlie

today.

practice

car-

illuiTiinating qualities.

Telephone, 3806J Cortlandt.

ADVERT I SI NO.— The

universal

the

arises,

carlions

510 Marquette Building,

lamps, and

.standard for enciosed-arc

ahnost

question

PUBLICATION offices:

April

Continued vsk has made the one-half-inch

on

is

man

a

;

what he has set himself to do. Municipalities cannot manage great, complex aft'airs with success.
Every great business must be run scientifically if
it is to be run long or at all.
How can Chicago
run railwas'S scientifically? Chicago needs a lesson,
however, and could not get it any other way. I

am

glad the city

illusionment.
will

issue

The

is

taking the direct path to dis-

principle

of

private

ownership

from the experiment indisputably

vindi-

cated."

Mr. Yerkes
certainly does

is

not popular in

know

Chicago,

but

he

good deal about the operasystems, and he seems to
have hit the nail on the head. Judging by the
beckoning finger extended toward Glasgow, we do
not consider that the methods which must prevail
in street-railway operation have been happily entered upon by the municipalization advocates in
tions

of

Chicago.

a

street-railway

) :

:

April

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
lll'I.M.

I

:
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lyoS

i.S,

I, Ml

:

l.l.l.r]10M'.

I.INK

I'lH

I

thing.

I'crhaps

irician

can

2«7

»omc reader of the WMtcrn

explain

the

mcth<Ml

Elrc-

An«wcr,
rouichly

COHMUTATUK

"I have a
Vallcjo, Cal., wrilf«:
two
alxjiil
is
It
cjiuraliiiK llirte tclfphoncs.
liiir
wish l<> put in a IclcI
Miik's liiiiK aii<l multiple,
In orKr.iiili lii-twic-n aiiddicr person anil myself.
rkr to save wire, I llioiiKlit I eoulil nsc one IcK
the oilier end.
i.f llie teleplione eirenit and gronntl
What clTeil would this have on either the telephones or leleuraph, if any? The telegraph inslniin

iiii|iiirir

ohms, ojieratinR on five gravily eclls."
Answer.— The cxisliiiR arrangement, in general,
Fig. I, whieh represents a line with
is shown hy
the telephones connected at each end and interbetween.

station

Now

for telegraph service,

line

Ihis

in

order to equip

two plans are

avail-

tUtL

Vol.TAliK.

IllUlf

ing

group,

continuous-current

20,000-voli

a

it

is

'shunt-wound condensers were placed lictween the sheets of the commutator.' 'i'hc query
arises in my mind, 'What is a shunt-wound condenser?' or is there some mistake?"
said that

there was a mistake, and the
Western Electrician applied to the

Answer.— Evidently
the

of

editor

umr

whrrr

be ob-

majr

—The

m.xl<rn

rr-t-'ju--

nuy

n:.'.,'.-

divided

lie

1

.

th»»c employr<l in

"In
C. Lcc Pickett of Springfield, .Mo,, wrilci;
yonr issue of I-'chriiary iilli, in the article describ-

nients are 20

mediate

iNSlM-ATtON

a!w>

l»in««l."

employed.

lllJ.F".|-il

SEKViCK.
All

mctalt;

rrtitlaiKc

author of the article, Mr. Einilc Guarini of Brussels, Belgium, for a correction. Mr. Guarini writes
"Please advise Mr. Pickett that 'shnnl-wound condenser' Is not correct, and thai the good indication

hiith-Kradr rlrrlrii.ii

and (2> Ihow n.nl

inriils

rhco^ut•,
lam|M, cir

imrlani

that

unchanxrd

lically

alloys principally

It

qualilio

ihrouxh

employed

••

I

>-

1

»h<iii|i|

r-iniiii

prac-

lime,

Tlic

of

lapxr

country for the

lhi%

in

platinum, f/rh per cent

coil,

.,f

arc

tiirri!

S3%

per

Rrrnun

•li-

resistance wires arc platinum-silvrr

Inrst

n

hcatrrt,

llii*

circfTicimt.

llirvr

,11.11.1. 11.

.

rlrctric

(1) The rr>|uimiiriilt for
material shall have a hinli

a Iow-lcfn|Mrralurr

ibr

lu

l»xr*,

•tartinK

silver),

<

and zinc in varying pr«t>ortions), platinoid fgerman silver cfffilaintnje a Irace
ver

(copper,

nickel

of lungstenj, nianganin (85 per cent, copper, ti
per cent, manganese, three per cent, nickel) and

"Advance"

copper-nickel

(a

alloy

conlainiiig

no

zinc).

The

following table Kivc« the approxinute resistances as compared with copper and the lempcraturc coefficients of the alloys aliovc referred to:

ma.

I.

CONNECTIONS FOR EQUIPPING TELEPHONE LINE FOR TELEGRAPH SERVICE.

(perhaps the mo.st reliable one) there
iii^iy
he installed al each end of the line an iminchmce coil (R) and (R'). This impedance coil
with the ceiii^ Id consisi of two parallel windings
rirst

.ilile:

winding hnnight onl, as shown, to the telegraph iiislrnnuMils, The inslrnmeni is then con(H), the opposite terminal
lU'iied to the liiitlery
('!"
.^t station
coniiecls li> llie earth,
iif which
llie
instrument is connected to the earth. In seti.r

up this portion of the circuit siifRcicnt battery
he added at (B) to permit the telegraph
sounders to operate satisfactorily. It is suggested
impedance coils (R)
of the
liial
the windings
Each
.iiul (R') should be approximately as follows:
6,Coo turns of wire,
total
of
winding to have a
using about a No. 31 B. & S, gauge, single silkSuitable coils, however, may
insulated copper wire.
be olitaincil by applying to makes of telephone sup-

my

hy

for which

translator,

PcTCcolaga

I

the

the

machine.

Folk-way Switches.

A

asks

subscriber

an

for

explanation

of

the

Such

IjiiK

action

Mutst

switches arc in general similar in construction to
an ordinary knife switch, except that the blades
The
arc fastened to a centrally pivoted crossbar.
four pairs of jaws are arranged around a plane
In
circle having the switch pivot for its center.
this way one pair of blades can be used to close
The special value
any of four separate circuits.
of the four-way switch lies in the fact that by its
use only one circuit can be closed at any given

In

case

line

tile

wires arc not of equal

size

or

time,

and

of

circuits

and thus

four-way

short-circuits

due

switches.

to

the

careless

same kind of wire, it may be necessary to
up the circuit, though it is not probable
in a two-wire line any trouble will be met with

the

obtaining a service free of interference.
Another suggestion may be offered, which plan,
if available, would avoid the necessity of purchasing
By this plan
tbc impedance coils (R) and (R').
in

(

jiri

A

coils of the telephone.

two

the

service

.\re.\

made

impossible.

quently employed
apparatus.

VuLC.\NizED Fiber.

—What

Answer.

—The

Bay.

N'ulcanized

fiber

gree

reader of the Western Electrician in Green
Wis,, writes for information concerning a
which was performed, be says, in an unusual manner by a government inspector. The problem w^as to find the
area of a piston 10 inches in diameter. Of course,
the usual method would be to use the formula
.^rea =J4 Trd". or. in this case, the area w^ould equal
too
too
3-1416
78.54 square
}i
,7854

=

X

X

=

inches.

The

figuring of the government inspector
to have been as follows

is

said

78.5400 square inches.

This

how

H

TT.

the

is
it

is

is

the

correct

obtained

is

multiplier

but the method by
not clear. In the first place
It is not
.7722 obtained?

answ'er,

though very close to it. The method of mulis
a novel one, thpugh possibly it is one
"short-cut" methods sometimes employed,

the

but in this case

making

the process longer if any-

of linear expansion of
approximately 0.OCO0636 per de-

coefficient
is

or 0.0000353 per degree Fahrenheit.
The coefficient of cubical expansion may be
taken as three times the linear coefficient.
.According to the best authority the sparking
distance for vulcanized red fiber is given by the
follow'ing equation

=

D 7.66 E-t- 2.3 E=,
In this formula D represents the sparking distance in millicentimeters and E the impressed electromotive force in kilovolts.
If it is required to
know, for example, the thickness of vulcanized
fiber that will be punctured by 10,000 volts, substitute 10 (the kilovolts in this case) for E in the
formula with the result
D 76.6 -\- 230 306.6 millicentimeters.
Thus it is found that a sheet of vulcanized fiber
about three-tenths of a centimeter (118 mils) thick
w'ill break down under
10,000 volts pressure.
To
insulate for such a pressure a factor of safety of at
least 100 per cent, should be allow'ed, or, in other
words, the thickness of the fiber should be doubled.

^

Resistance Metals.

tiplying

of

the temperature coefficient of
fiber, its dielectric charac-

Centigrade,

=

which

is

etc.?

solution of a problem in arithmetic

X

is opened arc
This form of switch is frein connection with three-phase

closing of one switch before another

teristics,

A

'

Mansanin
Advance

.»tf

jof

iS

.ots

7'.

.oix
-000
.ooo

i.s

yi

It will be noted that the temperature coefficients
This is so gendecrease as the resistances rise.
a characteristic of resistance alloys that it
resistance
that
higher
the
specific
may be said
the
of the material the lower will be its variation
The inajorily of
of resistance with temperature.
resistance metals have cither a positive or a zero

erally

temperature coefficient.
make copper-manganese
coefficient

— that

is,

It

their

is

however, 10
having a negative

possible,

alloys

resistance

will

actually

as the temperature rises.
Such wires are. u.sed
connection with a positive temperature coefficient metal in cases where it is necessary that the
resistance of a certain apparatus should remain
the same at all temperatures.
fall

in

and fairly low-temperature coefficient.
from corrosion and from structural
change when exposed to temperature variations
and mechanical vibration are also necessary requirements in some lines of work.
German-silver has been much used in rheostat
work and has given fairly good service. It is
open to the objection, however, that it tends to
become brittle in course of time, and especially so
when it is subjected to repeated heating and cooling.
The numerous nickel-steel wires now on the
market are said to be free from this objectionable
feature and their excellent mechanical quality and

Freedom

expansion of vulcanized

of a Ciucle.

silver itbSk

Platinoid

Rctiuancc

16

sistance

Question.

Finding the

German

...

(2) The requirements for resistance wires to be
in the manufacture of rheostats, motor-starting and controlling devices, etc., are good mechanical strength and ductility, fairly high specific re-

connected together, and if tbc
uniformly, the telegraph circuit
to these wires, and a very satobtained, and that without pur-

chasing any appjiratus aside from that already
in the correspondent's possession.
If the latter plan is adopted, it is absolutely
necessary that the ringers be permanently bridged
across the line.
That is, the usual hook-switch
contact breaker must be cut out and the ringer
connected directly across the two line wires.

Plaiinum-silvcr

I

used

where

are

coils

are wound
may be connected

coils

isfactory

point will be found

Copper

Per Deir»« F.

part of this alloy.

2) the telegraph instruments are connected
the wire between the two halves of the ringer

Fig,

t'T

ID

UK*.

Platinum-silver, platinoid, manganin and "Advance" can be recommended for use in standard
resistances; german-silver wire is objectionable for
this purpose, in that coils wound with it show .1
continuous change in resistance, due apparently to
the crystallizable nature of the zinc which forms a

balance
that

Resist-

Appar-

apologize."

segments of the commutator are shuntconnected to condensers. These condensers, as Mr.
Guarini mentions in his article, arc mounted on

ently

Vwluioa

was a mistake made

This

connected.'

'shunt

is

.A

Colorado

"physical

and

subscriber
wants
properties

electrical

to

of

know
the

the

modern

high specific resistance count strongly in their
favor for manufacturing purposes. These wires are
sold
under various trade names. Their specific
resistance is about 50 times greater than copper,
and their resistance increases with a rising temperature at the average rate of 0.04 per cent, per
degree Fahrenheit.
Temperatures below a red
beat do not injure nickel-steel wires, a quality
that enables them to stand a heavy overload without deterioration.
One precaution should, however, be observed
they should not be wound upon
asbestos, as corrosive action may take place.
Business addresses are not given in this depart-

—

ment,

but

the

inquirer

can

doubtless

names of makers or importers of
by applying to any large dealer

obtain

the

resistance metals
in

electrical

sup-

plies.

Two-phase Tiuxsmissiox.
In an answer to a question published in the
Western Electrician of March 25th relative to t\vophase transmission, it was wrongly stated that two
wires are used for the purpose, two circuits being
meant, which would in reality* be four wires. Three
wires may also be used for the purpose of trans-
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two-phase current.

milting

W.

This

is

in

answer to

The Use

Hankins of Gordon, Neb.

F.

of Small-size Carbons
closed Arc Lamps.'

By George
Changing Dikect-cuerent Motor to Alternatingcurrent Machine.

in

April IS, igos

En-

N. Eastman.

Although there was a great sacrifice in the light
in changing from the open-arc lamp to
enclosed lamp, the advantages which Mr.

efficiency

the

A

reader of the Western Electrician in Odessa,
Mo., wishes to know how to change a small directcurrent motor to an alternating-current motor. The
data given are insufficient, for many things, such as
the number of poles, the kind of armature winding,
whether single or two-part, or series or parallel,
the nature of the field windings, etc., have a bearing

on the problem. In general it may be said that a
machine readily adapts itself to
direct-current
changes required to make it into an alternatingcurrent machine,
hold true.

that

but

reverse

the

does

Marks outlined
were

sufficient

an Institute paper
to warrant the change.
[in

in

1897]

With the enclosed lamp the one-half-inch carbon
became standard, and is the carbon which is uniused today.
It is the object of this talk
present to you results obtained and observations
a series of tests on the enclosed arc for
the purpose of determining whether or not its
efficiency could not be improved without too great a
versally
to

made on

maintenance cost.
should be borne in mind that the arc lamp

sacrifice in
It

Candlepower measurements were made by means
of the Abady-Simmance flicker photometer, the
light being reflected from both sides of the arc by
means of two adjustable mirrors. The photometer
was standardized by means of standard incandescent

lamps.
The arc was allowed to burn for half an hour
before candlepower measurements were made, and
from 10 to 60 readings were taken at each angle,
depending upon the amount of fluctuation of the
light.
All measurements were made with a potential difference of 80 volts at the arc and with a
current of 3.5 amperes.
Table No. i gives the
results obtained on these tests, and light-distribution curves are shown in Fig. 3.

Table No.

Size ot Carbons.

Angle.

in.

\i

degrees
degrees
degrees
15 degrees
30 degrees
45 degrees
60 degrees
75 degrees
30

The same correspondent

also

desires

know

to

volts at one-fourth ampere are required
an ordinary man. This is a subject that has
to
been much discussed, but which can never be answered satisfactorily on account of the varying
conditions which obtain. It is generally conceded
that it is the current which kills rather than the

how many
kill

stated

editorially

in

the

7-16 in.

Min.

5-16

97
64

15

As

80 Volts— 3.5

Amperes.

not

Voltage and Current that Human Body Can
Withstand.

pressure.

i.

Variation of Candlepower with Size of Carbons.

le
1+9

151

%

in. 3-16 in. Vi

65
95.3
96

185.5

299
196
i8a

50

in.

95

310
394

306.5
378

116

105

208
37

90-degrees

159
165
249

in.

322

485
484
387

56

498
66

be noted in table No. i that at the angle
of 30 degrees below the horizontal the increase in
It will

Western

Electrician of April ist, 20 or 30 milliamperes is
considered to be the limit which can be borne by
most persons with safety; 50 or 60 may cause
serious trouble and 100 milliamperes may be conThis being the case, the
sidered as always fatal.
factors to be considered are the resistance of the
human body, the area of contact, the path taken
in passing through the body, the
condition of the skin and clothing as to moisture,
and the like. In rare instances persons have been
apparently by no volts pressure, when
killed,

by the current

working in battery rooms with wet hands and
where all conditions were most unfavorable, whereas
in other instances shocks at a pressure of several
There is no
thousand volts have been survived.
doubt that any pressure which will send one-quarter
of an ampere through the vital organs would result
fatally, but this pressure would vary over a very
wide range, depending on the resistance.

Electrical Current for Tse.atment of the Eyes.

A correspondent in Louisville, Ky., says that he
is wiring five No. 6 dry cells without a coil for
treatment of "obscured" sight, one pole to be applied to the base of the brain and the other to
He wishes to
the eye through sponge contacts.
know if the batteries have enough power or if
In the first
an induction coil should be used.
place, in answering this question it may be said
that the method is a doubtful one, as far as can

its owm particular field of illumination, this field
a long-hour burning and having a high
load factor.
There should be, therefore, no objection in allowing the arc-lamp maintenance to exceed the cost of maintenance of the short-hour
illuminants by an amount which is in proportion
to the total fixed charges wdren the load factor of
the illuminants is taken into consideration.
The variation in the candlepower in the open
arc obtained by varying either the arc voltage nr
the size of the carbon is clearly shown in the
curves plotted in Fig. i, which is obtained from
data given in Mrs. Aryton's book on "The Open
Arc."
Fig. 2 shows the variation in efficiency obtained
by varying the size of carbons, the current being
maintained at 10 amperes and the arc voltage at
50 volts.
From Fig. 2 it will be seen that the candlepow'er
of the lo-ampere open arc is increased 70.7 per
cent, by decreasing the size of the lower carbon
from 0.55 of an inch to 0.286 of an inch. If these
results can be obtained with the pointed carbons
of the open arc, it would seem that equal results

has

demanding

be learned, for treatment of diseases of the eye.
It is true that the so-called faradic method has
been tried, in which case the current is continuous,
and therefore an induction coil could not be used
successfully, as the current it delivers is alter-

To obtain any results with only five dry
would be impossible, as the effect would not
Physicians
with so low a voltage.
who use what they call the faradic method of
treatment for various diseases often have as many
as 40 or 50 cells at their command, which if connected in series would give in the vicinity of 80

FIG. 3

/

1

5

nating.
cells

be

or 90 volts.

West Side
Railway.

Chicago to

of

the

and

Park

line,

pacity.

/

jo

back from the tip.
The mean lower hemispherical candlepower for
the various sizes of carbons tested and their corresponding efficiencies are given in table No. 2.
Table No. 2.
Variation of Candlepower with Size of Carbon.

accept

the

new

position.

He

will

begin his duties on April 24th.
Passenger traffic for the year showed a_ gain
President MacAUister, in his anof 1.06 per cent.
nual report, said that the demands on the company
during rush hours were such as to make necessary
the purchase of 68 additional cars. Then it was
found necessary to change the method of operation
from single-motor cars hauling trains to the multiple-unit system.
The addition in equipment makes
a total of 157 motor cars and 262 coaches. The
air-brake system was also changed and storage
batteries were provided at Robey Street, the junclines,

y

Elevated

The new directors of the Metropolitan West
Side Elevated Railway Company of Chicago have
elected Howard G. Hetzler president and general
manager of the company, to succeed Dickinson
MacAUister, who has resigned. Mr. Hetzler resigned as superintendent of terminals of the Chicago, Burlington and Quincy Railroad Company

tion

J^

1

Metropolitan

at

?^

noticeable

candlepower of the one-quarter-inch carbon Is
only 15 candlepower, or a gain of 5.16 per cent.
At this angle the crater is always visible and is not
shaded by the lower carbon. With the three-sixteenths-inch carbon the increase is no candlepower,
or a gain of 37.S per cent. This sudden increase is
probably due to the fact that the crater of the
three-sixteenth-inch carbon covers the entire end
of the positive carbon, and the carbon is maintained
at a high state of incandescence for some distance

/

Humboldt

Park

and

Logan

s.

ZE Of c/in •iOr^S IH IN
^

i

CH£i

Amperes,
Size ot Carbon.

could be obtained with the flat-burning carbons of
the enclosed type.
To determine the variation of candlepower by
varying the size of the carbons a lamp was taken
with clear glass and closed-bottom bulb, it being
desirable that the test should represent the conditions which would be obtained in ordinary practice, the carbons used were selected from the reguThe
lar stock of one-half-inch American carbons.
lamp was equipped with its regular one-half-inch
carbon-holders and the different sizes of carbons
tested were obtained by turning down the one-halfinch carbon to the desired size, care being taken
that no shoulder was left on the lower carbon
which would shadow the arc. The length of the
carbon turned down varied from lY?- to two inches.

Square

Forty-sixth Avenue on the Garfield
each battery being of 998.8-kilowatt ca-

at

.

So Volts

—3.5

*

,

.6

I.
Abstract of a paper read before the Chicago branch of the
American Institute of Electrical Enfiineers, March 28, 1005. Mr.
Eastman has charge of the testing laboratory of the Chicago Edison Company.

H

incb

3-16 inch.

%
-'s

..

inch

5-16 inch.

inch

7716 inch
•i inch

..

Arc

Arc

Arc

Volts.

Amps.

Watts.

3.5

280
2S0
280
2S0
2S0

80
80
80
80
80
80
80

3.5
3.5
3-5
3-5

280
280

M. L. H. C.

P.

Watts per
M. L. H.C.P.

417-6
351.6

.672
.787
1.095

228!8

1.223
1.325

iS2!6

The mere statement of increase in light obtained
gives no appreciation of the quality of the light from
the small carbon.
When the crater covers the entire end it is evident that the wandering of the
arc practically ceases and the light becomes fnore
stable.

To illustrate this point 60 readings were taken
at one-half minute intervals on the 45-degree angle
below the horizontal. To show the relative variation. Fig. 4 was plotted, in which the variation
of candlepower is shown in per cent, above and
below the normal.
It should be borne in mind that these candlepower readings were taken with the light reflected

April
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15,

If the

candlepowor had

from

bolli siilcs

of the arc.

liocii

mcisiircd

from one side only Ihe increase in
lliiclualion of li^hl from tlic one-

amount of

Ihe

carbon would have been increased
greater proportion than the increase in

lialf-inch
iriuch

a
fluc-

in

smaller size carbons.
In order to confirm the increase in efficiency
to be obtained by burninR fivc-sixtcenlh-inch car-

liKition

in the

two lamps were

liijiis,

sent to the Electrical Testing

New York

Laboratories in

and the following

tests

made and results obtained:
The carbons siibmitled were of American make,
diameter, one pair
These carbons
livc-sixtccnlhs inch in diameter.
!! burned in two similar enclosed arc iamp.s.
iib lamps were adjusted for 3.5 amperes, with 80
for
test,
and
"lis at the arc
the first
five amperes

two pairs being ouc-balf inch

in

.

I

c*fiii''i

\<L-

the fivc-.inipcre
bons over the

289

lamp with fivc-»ixlccnthf-inch carcarlKins

onc-lhilf-incli

is

38.3

per

diffusion.

cent.

objection which will be raised lo
the introdnction of (he smaller-sized carlmn is the
shorter life and the resultant increased cost of
trimming.
The increased cost of carbons is such
a small part of the total cost of maintenance that
il
need not be considered. Another jxiint in favor
of the use of small carlions. which hai not been
previously con.tidercd. is ihc decrease in light
due to Ihc carbon deposit on Ihc inner Ktol>e.
Where 12-inch one-half-inch carl)ons are used and
arc allowed to burn Ihroughont their entire life
without cleaning the inner globe the light is decreased from 40 to 50 per cent., due lo ihe deposit
of carbon.
This deposit varies in proportion to
the size of carbon and is therefore an important
factof in Ihe selection of the size of carbon to
be used.
It will be noted that while the title of this paper
covers all types of arcs, only the direct-current
inclosed arc with solid carbons has been considered.
Sufficient time was not available to extend
be tests to the alternating-current arc or cored
carbons.
The principal objection which will be raised to
the introdnction of the smaller-sized carbons is
Ihe shorter life and the resultant increased cost of
rimming.
The increased cost of carbons is such
a small part of the total cost of maintenance that it
need not be considered.
Another point in favor
of the use of small carbons, which has not been
lireviously considered, is the decrease in light due
to the carbon deposit on the inner globe.
In the tests made by the Electrical Testing
Laboratories in New York the increase in candlepower of the 3.5-ampere lamp, due to the five-sixteenths-inch carbons, was 52.8 per cent.
In these
measurements the inner globe was perfectly clean.
Had the candlepower been measured at the end
nf the carbon life the carbon deposit on the inner
bulb would have cut down the light with the onehalf-inch carbons approNimately 32 per cent., and
at the end of the five-sixtcenths-inch carbons appro.ximately eight per cent., making the efficiency
of the five-sixtecntbs-inch carbons 104 per cent,
greater than the one-half-inch carbon at the end of
its life, the average increase in candlepower being
principal

'I'hc

I

I

li-j per cent.
In tests of

uilh So volts at the arc for the second test.
All
nicnsnrcnients were made when the current and
\oI(agc wore at these values.
In the results given
in tables Nos. 3, 4 and 5 each value given is the
mean of at least 20 readings.
The same opalescent inner globe was used in all tests and placed
in the same position in regard to the mirror system, so that light measured in all tests passed
through the same portions of the globe.
After
the completion of one set of measurements the
inner globe was removed, cleaned and placed in the
same position on the second lamp.
The photometric measurements were made by means of a

Matthews arc-lamp photometer. The carbons were
allowed to burn an hour before any measurements
were taken. Distribution of light is shown in table
No.

Ancle.

.

Table No.

Total Consumption.

1-8

Intensity.

3-16

Aver-

age

Amp.
5.0

Aver-

cils.

Averace
Ampere.

cils.

Amp.

age

3.5

Averace
Ampere.

variable

Lower.

Lower

in

Per

Cent, of Total.

.06

11.8

.373

2617
34.4
38.Q

!.j6

.06

cils.

3.5

5-0

62

121

noted that when burning a threeinch carbon with six amperes and 80
arc a mushroom would be formed on
When this phenomenon took
the lower carbon.
place the consumption of lower carbon ceased and
its
weight would increase with further burning.
The entire consumption of carbon then being obFurther decreasing
tained from the upper carbon.
the size of the carbon to one-eighth inch and maintaining the current at six amperes the mushroom
increased in size, the arc smoked and a heavy deposit of soot was obtained on the carbons and
the glass bulb under this condition the upper carbon burned away very rapidly. With four amperes
and 80 volts at the arc, no mushroom formation
was obtained with the three-sixteenths-inch carbon,
but a mushroom formation was obtained on the
With three amperes a
one-eighth-inch carbon.
mushroom formation w-ould occasionally be obAppartained with the one-eighth-inch carbon.
ently the mushroom formation is obtained with a
current density at w^hich the lower carbon ceases
It

was

also

si-xteenths
Codes, above
4'ideE. above
Sodeg, above
15 dec. above
Horizontal.

84
76
194

I2S

143
184
191

200
223

125

458

176

328
316

isdcK-belou
45deR. below
60 dec. below
75 dec.

below

26:
186
116

216

113
52

148

Table No.
1

at the

\-olts

181

4.

Spherical Candlepower.

;

Terminal

Arc
Carbons.

Voltage.

Watts

Cur-

VoU-

Sph.

Amps.

ase.

Watts.

Mean

C. P.

Sph.
C. P.

K
5-16

M
5-16

120
120
120
120

So
So
80
So

3.5
3.5

420
188
23S

Table No.

420
600
600

Arc
Watts

Mean
Sph.
C.

P.

,.2t 40
1.68

1.S2

1. 21

to be
5.

Mean Lower Hemispherical Candlepower.

Discussion.
Speaking of tlie
D'A. Ryan, Lynn, Mass.
a carbon sinaller than three-eighths-inch.
Mr. Ryan said that this depends to a large degree
upon how low it is possible to go in light. The
question of the possibility of manufacturing the
smaller carbons without the difficulty of crookedness also comes in. For those caring for long life
more than efficiency, perhaps the half-inch carbon
is better, but personally he thought the efficiency
In
to be the consideration of greatest moment.
changing from the open to the enclosed arc much
light has been sacrificed for long-burning qualities.
'There are four factors of prime importance
steadiness, distribution, color and efficiency. We
use

Size of
Carbons.

Line

Arc

Volt-

Volt-

age.

S
^-16

So
80
80
80

Amps.

Mean
Sph.

Watts.

C. P.

3.5

5.0

320
406

600
600

2.80
1. 89
1.87
1.4S

1. 87

1.26
1.25

noted that ihe increase in luminous
the 3.5-ampere lamp with five-sixcarbons over the one-half-inch carbon
52,8 per cent.
the increase in candlepower of

It will be
intensity of

teenth-inch
is

Current

;

consumed.

W.

'Ihe actual
liencalh lh<ihat Ihc c:
with Ihc !

rfi,,

.Anything that

;,

v.;

,.,

,.

,A the arc itself fjIU off
'tage, the rrav.n Ijeing
,ltd to a great extern,
r.Jgr
of Tl.
'-r::'.^:
7.
•,,

:

from the cr.v
A
the rfficicncy.
lor
y
nut be obtained fr./i.. .. ;/.-...
...., ,/-.. .,,-.; the
heal is conducted away vj fast.
In an enclosed arc the efficiency may be imhc.it

,

proved by increasing the current and by kcepinK
carlKjns at the same size or nuking them
if desired.
the nutter of distribution, be uid
that Ihc ideal condition would be to have one large
arc instead of several smaller ones, but this it
impracticable because the brilliancy
of the arc
would be so great as to be blinding. One trouble
with Ihe modern arc is that the intrinsic brilliancy
is loo high.
One thing which il is always preferable to do when possible is to place Ihe arcs to
high that they will not throw the light into the
eyes ori entering the building. This must be accompanied by some device 10 throw more light
above than would naturally lie there, and, also, by
means for throwing the light nut into the room.

(he

smaller

Kegarding

This

is

sometimes accomplished by what

is

know/

as a diffuscr, which, though not artistic, docs the

work,
E. P. Warner of Chicago, following Mr. Ryan,
said that he believed that there is room for considerable advance in the commercial adaptability
of an arc light by a decrease in the size of the
carbons. Lamps using threc-cighths-inch carbons in
which the current is carried 10 six and 61/2 amperes have proved successful in
practice.
Mr.

Warner asked Mr. Eastman whether any experiments had been made to ascertain whether the
admission

of air to the enclosing globe can be
restricted more with the reduced carbon than with
ihe carbons of ordinary diameters.
Mr. Eastman
answered that the air could not be restricted as

much with the small-sized as with the targe-sized
carbons. The deposit on the interior of the globe
is
reduced in a small-carbon tamp in a greater
proportion than the relative volume of the carbon.
Carl Wiler, Chicago: The universal practice now
is to use one-half-inch carbons in fivc-ampcri arc
lamps and three-eighths-inch carbons in three-ampere arc lamps. .A. type of tamp has now come into
use which is adjustable in current, and, as far as
I
am aware, a good many manufacturers arc
equipping these lamps with one-half-inch carbons.
It seems to me that this type of tamp had better
be equipped with three-eighths-inch carbons, so as
to get a higher efficiency at the lower current
one-half-inch carbon in a three-ampere lamp does
not give good results, as the arc is too short and
too unsteady, and the lamps are not adaptable for
circuits in which the line voltage fluctuates con-

A

siderably.
6.

:?6

-inch Pen- J'i-inch Pen- 5-16 inch Pen- 5-16 inch Pen-

cils.

with

Consumption of Lower Carbon Relative to the Total Carbon Consumption of a Three-ampere 80-volt Arc.

3.

Luminous

Distribution ot

'3

consumption

all sizes of carbon, the consumption of the lower
carbon decreased and the consumption of the upper
carbon increased as the size of the carbon diminished.
These results, for the three-ampere 80-volt
arc, are shown in table No. 6.
With the one-half-inch carbon the consumption
of the lower carbon is 38.9 per cent, of the total
consumption of the arc.
In the one-eighth-inch
carbon the consuinption of the lower carbon is
only 11.8 per cent, of the- total.

Size.

Table No.

carbon

sizes of carbon it was found that, although the total
grams consumed remained practically the same for

3.

can steady the tight by baUiicinK, and we can correct Ihe colon by increase of current and Micctive

:

of

—

Last summer I had occasion to investigate the
use of enclosed-arc carbons in
Europe, and I
found that as a rule the European manufacturers
follow our practice. They equip enclosed-arc lamps
of from four to seven amperes with half-inch
carbons, and those of smaller current use threceighths-inch carbons.
In
Europe they are now
using arc lamps for currents from 1J2 to three
amperes. These arc lamps are designed to compete
with the outdoor Nemst lamps. In order to get
the high efficiency, they use extremely small carbons.
These carbons are either three-si.vteenths or
one-eighth inch

in

diameter.

have some data which give the mean hemicandlepowers of these lamps. A twoampere lamp gives 115 candles, and three-ampere
This is equivalent to 1.90 watts per candle
248.
for a two-ampere lamp and 1.33 watts per candle
for a three-ampere lamp, or a gain of 43 per cent.
in efficiency.
It is understood that the figures mentioned in Mr. Eastman's paper refer in particular
Outdoor lamps are usually operto indoor lamps.
I

spherical

ated at a much higher current density* in the carbons. While for indoor direct-current lamps at
five amperes the watts per candle, at an average,
are 2J--2. for outdoor lamps about two watts per
candle is the rule. Mr. Eastman advocates the use
of five-sixteenths carbons for three-ampere lamp's;
that is. a current density of 39 amperes per square
inch. The European three-ampere lamps with threesixteenths-inch carbons operate at a density of
no amperes per square inch. In some special
lamps which we have built for engraving and blueprinting we have even gone higher and operated
the lamps w'ith 150 amperes per square inch in the
carbons.
believe we reach in tliese lamps an
efficiency which compares favorabW with the efficiency of the "flame-light" and the Bremer lamps.
(Chicago Edison
T. J.
Smith. Chicago:
Company) have used five-sixteenths-inch carbons
and have perhaps 50 lamps at this time. I find
in every case w^here we have changed from sevensixteenths to five-sixteenths-inch carbons it has
made a wonderful difference to customers. WTiiie
carbons in the smaller size are not perfectly
straight, they were sufficiently so to make operation

We

We

satisfactory'.

P. Junkersfeld,

Chicago

:

There seems to be

little

:
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question that the carbon men can, if they are
forced by demand, bring out satisfactory small
carbons. Within the last year or two considerable
business has been done in the way of importing
carbons.
Van Rensselaer Lansingh, New York, showed a
number of curves demonstrating the results of a
of tests made upon different combinations
of globes in street arc lighting. The method of
testing was first to put on a clear inner globe, _then
different outer globes. Afterward an opal inner
globe was used with the same series of outer globes.
In the curves of the first series it was noticed that
a very high illumination was obtained at 15 feet
away from the lamp-post and that this increased
Using_ the
yen' rapidly with increasing distance.
opal globe a much better distribution was obtained,
and at long distances (above 150 feet) the opal
globe began to show up much stronger than the

number

clear one.
are educated too
J. G. B. Replogle, Chicago
much to a glare and without it we are inclined to
Mr. Replogle
think we do not have good lighting.
thought it time that the term candlepower be eliminated and illumination be made the factor to be
considered. The real secret in good illumination is
to have as much light as possible refiected from the
object and not to have a glare thrown in the eyes.
:

We

Chicago Traction Situation after the
Election.

Now that the election is over and the voters of
Chicago have emphatically declared for the policy
advocated by the immediate municipal-ownership
adherents, a glance at the present state of affairs
in the complicated "traction situation" in Chicago
should be interesting and of some value. Consid-

ering first the attitude of the City Council, it is
of interest to note that the new body has been
organized on a non-partisan basis. While the new
mayor is a Democrat, the majority of the aldermen
this, however, does not indicate
are Republicans
the position of the council on the question of municipal ownership.
The new council committees do not differ materially from the list of last year except that there
have been radical changes made in the local transportation committee, which was constituted to give
municipal ownership a good working majority.
Alderman Foreman was dropped as chairman and
Alderman Werno put in his place, while the committee itself was changed, so that now it has a
The
majorit}^ committed to municipal ownership.
members of the committee on local transportation
are: Werno, chairman; Dever, Finn, Carey, Zimmer, Maypole, Ra3-mer, Bradley, Foreman, Bennett,
;

21], Hunter, Young.
Taking up next the plans by which the new-

public subscription, if need be.
2. By requiring this commission to consider the
situation, the value and utility of all present streetcar properties, and to arrive at a conclusion for
general action, no radical move to be taken prior
to the decision of this body.
are in
3. By making, while these larger plans
process of evolution, a direct experiment with the
line upon which the franchise already has expired,
the Chicago Passenger railway in Adams Street,
securing the right to operate by moving Judge
Grosscup to release the line from the injunction
proceedings which now tie it up. Should the line
be found large enough for trunk purposes the experiment will be declared a municipal-ownership success
should "twigs and branches" in the shape of
;

unoccupied West Side streets be found necessary
to make the property pay, tracks will be tuilt in
them and the verdict of success or failure be made
to wait upon the further test.

By

prosecuting what court actions his corporaand other advisors decide will be fitIn this category is the action against the
City Railway, begun in Judge Mack's court by
Mayor Harrison and the City Council recently.
The federal-court situation of the Union Traction
properties enters into the problem chiefly as an
entanglement upon which the new mayor will bend
his energies toward understanding before trying to
4.

tion counsel
ting.

solve.

As

a first step toward securing for Chicago the city
ownership of its street-railway lines Mayor Dunne
has secured the services, in an advisory or consulting

F.

There are 70.34 miles of double-track line in
Glasgow's street-railway system. The power is
overhead electric, being supplied by the municipal
plant.
In October, 1S98, the overhead system of
electric traction was started on an isolated line
of z^A miles of double track. In January of the
>

work
system was

3'ear

.the

of

installing
started, and

A

trolleys

throughout the
in 1901
all the horse cars had disappeared.
The majority
of Glasgow's cars are of the double-deck, singletruck pattern, for 55 passengers. Most of the cars
have been built at the company's own works. A
large number of the old horse cars were converted
into electric vehicles.
The system of graded fares,
according to distance, is in use. In this respect,
in the use of the cumbersome double-deck cars, in
the scale of wages paid, in the headway and speed
of cars and in many details of operation the
Glasgow lines are inferior to what is considered
good street-railway service in the United States.
John Young was the superintendent who put
Glasgow's system in operation. Six months ago

Charles

T,

Yerkes,

the

particular

bete

noire

:

of

Chicago municipal-ownership advocates, engaged Mr.

Young

to manage his London traction system.
It is
is Glasgow's present traction expert who is coming to Chicago. Mr.
Dunne expects to raise by subscription the funds
with which to defra}^ the visitor's expenses. In a
letter to Mr. Dunne of previous date it was stated
by Mr. Dalrymple that the citizens of Glasgow
and the surrounding districts are perfectly -satisfied
with the operation of the street railways by the
municipalit}^ and that corruption in municipal affairs

understood that James Dalrymple

is

unknown.

The

figures have been published as
result of municipal ownership of the

following

showing the

street-railwa}'' lines

in

Glasgow:
1902-1903.

".....$ 10.6+7.560
Total amount of investment
Passengers carried
i77.i79.549
Number of car miles run
14,008.750
Total receipts
33.281,760
Working expenses
$1,521,775
Percentage of expenses to receipts. ...
46

Net receipts

'

Si. 761, 285

Percentage of net receipts
Interest charges and lease
Repayment charges
Surplus

to capital..
rentals...-.

Provision for depreciation and reserve
Contribution to rate fund
Traffic receipts per car mile
Expense each mile
Average fare each passenger
.

Regardless

16.54

$330,655
$216,470
Si. 214. 160
Si. 054, 160

$12,500
22.38c
10.42c
1.76c-

1903-1904.
S 10,539,400
188,962,610
16,291,082
£3,622, 255

Circuit Court in Chicago in speaking at a banquet
given by the Pittsburg Trafiic Club on April 7th
said that he does not believe it practicable for
Chicago, under the administration of Edward F.
Dunne, to take over the ownership of the street
railways.
He said "The city has not money
enough to buy out the companies outright and
obtain control. Besides, the franchises do not all

Sr-,784,100

49
$1,840,155
17.46
S 321. S70
S 227,765
Si. 290,510
$1,165,510
5125,000
21.18c
10.52c
1.82c

"

:

expire at the same time, and there are legal disputes over those which it is asserted have expired.
Chicago is divided into certain zones of franchise
operation, if such a term can be used."
Judge Grosscup gave a brief history of the fran"About
chise situation in Chicago, and continued:
the only plan Mayor Dunne can pursue in order
to accomplish his purpose of municipal ownership
and operation is to take over the ownership of the
lines the franchises of which have expired, and
let their operation to responsible parties until the
revenues are sufficient for the city, itself to undertake the operation.
''Personally, I do not believe in municipal or
government ownership and operation of publicservice corporations, but I am in favor of municipal and governmental control which shall exercise just and equitable supervision of rates and
conditions of operation looking to ,tlie best interests
of the' public. Monopolies, properly controlled by
the government, are almost necessities in certain

the decision of the citizens, by
grant no franchises to the streetrailway companies, plans for the development and
rehabilitation of the Chicago City Railway system
are going on and' nothing is permitted to interfere
with the policy adopted just before the reorganizatheir

votes,

tion

of the

of

to

road.

The company

has-

engaged the

engineering firm of Ford, Bacon & Davis to make
a careful survey of its property and report as to
what can be done to improve the service. The
engineers have been given offices next to those of
Vice-president Mitten at 2020 State Street, and the
work is being done under his supervision.
Mr. Mitten's plan is to have for the consideration
of his board of directors a comprehensive report
showing what the shortcomings of the road are,
what can be done to correct them, and, from the
directors* point of view, what it will cost.
His
hope is to have it ready soon. The contract for
the 200 new cars authorized by the directors has
been let. They are to be made by the J. G. Brill
Company of Philadelphia and delivered in June.

commodities,
phones, and

The

cars are to be of the new double-truck, crossseat pattern, and will seat 44 passengers each. They
are to be run on the Indiana Avenue and Sixtythird Street lines.
It is said that the City Railway and the Union
Traction companies are working more closely together than at any other time. At the recent meeting of the receivers of the Union Traction Company, it is reported, details involving the merger
of the two systems were .discussed. The question
of the Chicago Passenger Railway system and the
desirability of submitting a bid for the rehabilitation of these lines was not brought up at the
meeting of the receivers.
At a recent meeting of the retiring City Council
Mayor Harrison obtained permission to close a
contract with Bion J. Arnold for the preparation
of the plans and drawings necessary for the advertisements the city has authorized for bids for

;

Payment for the work is to be made either in
Mueller law certificates or in cash from the proceeds of the certificates, one purpose of the advertisements being to bring on a test case in which
the status of the certificates will be decided.
Po.ssession of the streets cannot be given until the
United States Circuit Court has decided the injunction suit now pending before Judge Grosscup.
Bids may also be submitted on the basis of a 20year lease of the new lines to the successful bidder.
suggestion has been made by certain of the
traction interests that the value of the street-railway lines of Chicago be based on the earning
capacity in case the city determines to take over
the properties. Were this arrangement carried out
on a five per cent, basis, on which terms it is
understood the owners of the properties are willing
to sell, it is figured that the city would pay %Z7i744,SSo for the Chicago City Railway and $30,325,980 for the system of the Union Traction Company. The traction people give this price, it is
said, as based on what the roads are able to earn
after operating expenses and a reasonable charge
for depreciation have been subtracted. The fixed
charges of the Union Traction Company are not
taken into consideration.
Alderman Foreman, chairman of local transportation committee under ]Mayor Harrison, said in
regard to this proposition
'Tt is not difficult to
see where this would lead to.
In fact, the finish
seems plain. If the companies are not now earning more than five per cent, the city cannot well
hope to do more. The result would be a foreclosure, and the companies would come back to
what they call their own again after a season of
rest they sorely need."
On account of its economic bearing the decisive
declaration for municipal ownership in Chicago has
already assumed national importance. Railroad and
financial men admitted in advance that this result
in Chicago might have a vast influence on traction
lines and other public utilities in other cities.' The
wide influence which Chicago exerts might, it is
pointed out hy financial writers, create a fad for
municipal ownership, and this might develop into
a similar fad for government ownership of railroads.
Judge Peter,- S. Grosscup of the United States

Dunne,

Mayor-elect of Chicago.
Lord Mayor of Chicago: The corporation of Glasgow unanimously and cordially agreed to the request of your municipality.
Tramways manager unable to leave before May 10, Letter follows.
John Ure Primrose. Lord Provost.

following

1905

from Adams to Harrison; Harrison, from DesWestern Avenue Western Avenue, from
Harrison to Twelfth. The advertisement contemplates the subsequent construction of lines in Halsted Street, from Harrison to the river, and in
Ogden Avenue, from Harrison to Fortieth Avenue.
plaines to

—

Edward

15,

the construction of a municipal, street-car line covering the Chicago
Passenger company property
(operated by the Union Traction Company, and
on which the franchises have expired) and as many
more streets as are necessary to make a complete
system. The streets covered by these expired grants
are; Adams, from Clark to Desplaines; Desplaines,

ChicaRO, April 5, 1905. Lord Provost o£ Giaseow, Glasgow,
Scotland: Chicago, as the first great city in America following
the lead of Glasgow and other progressive European cities has
declared for the municipalization of its street cars by 25,000
majority. Will you cive the manager of your municipal tramways
a vacation of 30 days to visit Chicago to confer with me? All
expenses, first-class travel, hotel bills, etc., will be paid by me.

McCormick [Ward

administration expects to bring about municipal
ownership, the public utterances of the new execuMayor Edward F. Dunne said to
tive may be cited
a party .of newspaper men that he was confident of
giving to the people of Chicago the municipal ownership of their street railways by the end of his twoyear term of office. "Dealing with a mayor of iron
will and a friendly council," said he, "the traction
interests will recognize the inevitable, take a fair
price for their property, and give us municipal
ownership in two years. This I expect in every
probability.
If they want a fight we will give it
to them in and out of court."
The lines on which Mr. Dunne said he expects
to bring about municipal ownership may be summed
up as follows
1. By the appointment of a commission of streetrailroad experts and eminent lawyers, placing at
the commission's head a $50,000 man, in merit if
not in price, raising the money to paj' him by

April

of the tramways manager of the city of
Glasgow, Scotland, where the street railways are
the property of the municipality and have been
under municipal operation since 1894. It appears
to be the idea of Mr. Dunne that the Glasgow
system approaches the ideal and is the proper one
for Chicago to copy.
Following is the cablegram
sent by Mr. Dunne to the lord provost of Scotland,
and that gentleman's answer:
capacity,

p.

such

as

electric

gas,

lighting,

tele-

all forms of transportation."
Judge Dunne became mayor of the city at 7:30
m. on April loth. In his brief inaugural speech

he said that should his chosen mission of introducing municipal ownership of the traction lines
be accomplished within the next two years he
would retire from the office of mayor at the end
of one term.
Mayor Harrison, who at the same time closed
a term of eight consecutive years as mayor, presented his final message to the council, embracing
In it he reiterates his belief in a
24,000 words.
settlement of the traction question along the fines
of the tentative ordinance prepared by the former

committee on local transportation. His ultimate
view of municipal ownership begins with the plan
for taking over the Adams Street line, bids for the
equipment of which are now being advertised in
daily papers.
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UcIiik

Diiiiiie,

name prici-s for tli<-ir propwho can sptak (or the

Milcliell,

Chicago City company, came hack from New York
on tile same train on which Mayor Unnnc rctiirnc'l
from the Kast, where he went innne'H,itcly after
to

election

his

ownership

si)eak

gathering,

before
U.

R.

a

large

(iovin,

mnnicipalrepresenting

the Clothain interests which own the Union TracMr. Milcliell said
tion Company, is also in town.
that the company wonid go right ahead improviiiK
The course of the hoard of directors
its pro|ierly.
imin ordering the expenditure of $6,000,000 in
provcinenls, exclusive of the new power house,
will he followed the .same as if the election had
resulted differently.

The New Morrison Storage
One
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chief

dillicnllics

Battery.
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m

llir

operation of sloraKc Ij.illeries of the lead type ha>
heen the tendency of the active material to disintegrate anfl fall to the hnitom of the cell, thus resulting not only in the deterioration but in the shortcircuiting of the plates.
This difficulty throughout
the development of the storage battery has always
confronted the designer as one of great importance.
Many methods to eradicate the evil have been tried,
such as treating the active material by various
processes to harden it, applying it mechanically
under great pressure, etc., which only result in the
hardcning'of the material and making it the more
iiv,pervioi's to the penetration of the electrolyte anrl

Fig. 4 Is a view showing several numlicrcil parts
which arc as follows:
'Ihosc niiiiilicrcd (j) arc
porous retainers
(i ; Is the wjlid section for the
lop of the plate; (4) Is a plate section filled with
.ictivc material, and (,)) is an apertnrcd or grooved
retaining strip. The side supporting inemliers are
fused on, forming a solid rigid construction.
The method of assembling the ilifTereiil pans of
the clement is as follows: hirst, the soliil liottoni
conducting support, shown at (5 J in I'ig. .1, Is laid
down, and upon this Is placed an apcrtured or
grooved retaining strip, shown at (3) in Fig. 4.
Then a porous retainer is next laid upon the apertnrcd retainer; then a plate section hearing the
active material; then a porous retainer; then an
apcrtured retainer, and so on, until the plate is
completely built up and the top conducting sup;

port (1), Fig. 4, is put in place.
When these
various parts have been as.scmhled the conducting
side supports marked (6) in Fig. 2 arc secured to
the top and bottom conducting supports, thus securely binding and holding the various parts together and forming one complete electrode, as
shown in Fig. 2. The plates may then be arranged
in the cells in the usual manner.
From the foregoing description it is evident that
an electrode or plate Is provided for the battery
in which the material to become active is applied
to and within the receptacles or openings in the
plate sections, the exposed faces of the active material
being opposite to each other in the constructed plate. These faces or surfaces are com
pletcly covered or enclosed by means of the porous
retainers, which arc held firmly aiui securely in
pl.icc
against the faces of the material by tht;;i)ertured or "rooved retainers, which permit free

ai

all

active

The

|H<inU igaintl the
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the surface or -i'
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of

,

ill.-
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the facc^ of ihe atu,, ,,,
ill the cimiplrled elrctriMh(rtis rclaiiicrs,
which arc !
plate »<-clioii«. thereby prov
for holding the |Kiroos rclaiiKr.. jii pbcr agiiii>i
the surfaces of the active iiiatrrlal and thu* al»soliilely preventing the cscaiw of any of the active
material,
'Ihe battery which has Imtmi described it nunu-

mmmmmmmi'i'm
FIG. 4.

DETAILS OF MORRISON BATTERY PLATE.

facturcd by the Universal Electric Storage Batlery Company, a corporation organized under the
laws of the Slate of Delaware and having offices
in suite 1355 Railway Exchange, Chicago, and its
factory at 4/2-4/8 Carroll Avenue in the same city.
.Mr. A. F. Callahan, the president of this company,
was one of the vice-presidents of the United States
Cast Iron Pipe and Foundry Company from the
time of its formation until Septemlier i, 1904. The
secretary and treasurer Is Xfr. J. S. Burnet.
Mr.
William Morrison, the inventor of the Morrison
battery, is acting as electrical engineer of the
company, and the batteries arc made under his

Proposals for Government Supplies.
Sealed proposals are being invited until May 4th
for furnishing the various branches of the government of the District of Columbia with electrical
supplies during the next fiscal year.
Specifications
and blank proposals will be furnished on application to the propertv clerk. District Building, Washington, D. C.

The

Bureau

of Supplies and Accounts. Navy
is inviting sealed proposals until .\pril
funiishing eastern navy yards with cable
and electrical supplies (schedule 149). Blank proposals can be obtained at the navy pay office in
New York. On May gth the bureau will openbids for furnishing the Mare Island and Fuger
Sound navy yards with conduit lamp cord, clusters,
transformers and miscellaneous electric supplies
(schedule 156), and motors (schedule 157). Applications for proposals should designate the schedule desired.
Blank proposals can be obtained on
application to the navy pay offices in San Francisco

Department,

THE NEW MORRISON STORAGE BATTERY
gases and without accomplishing the desired result.
It is evident, therefore, that if a method is devised in which a maximum quantity of active material is held in place at all times during the charge
and discharge so that no part of it is dislodged and
separated from its support and yet affords a free
penetration of the electrolyte and gases, a great advance has been made in the production of a long-

and efficient battery.
Illustrated herewith is a new storage-battery cell
which is a product of the inventive genius of William Morrison of Chicago, who is well known as
an inventor and who has heretofore done much

lived

research
called the

claims

work

in

the

storage-battery

line.

It

is

Morrison battery and the two strongest

made

are that the plate is so strong,
electrically and mechanically, that no amount of
electrical abuse or of vibration in traction service
can dislodge even the slightest particle of its
active material, and also that the weight efficiency,
calculated conservatively from a series of tests
made by Force Bain, consulting engineer and patent
expert of Chicago, is 14 watts per pound total
weight.
In point of mechanical strength the plates
are so constructed that breakage or buckling is
apparently impossible.
The following description of the battery w'ill
be made clear by inspection of the accompanying
cuts
Fig. I is a view of a battery^ element, the
cell of which has been partly broken away to disclose the electrodes and their connections.
Fig. 2
is a side elevation of a complete electrode.
Fig. ^i
is a view showing a plate section
(4")
for holding
the active material, also a similar solid section (5)
which serves as the bottom of a completed plate.
:

for

it

circulation of the solution and the gases. The plate
sections themselves firmly hold the porous retainers
and the apcrtured retainer holding members between them, all of the plate sections in each complete electrode being electrically connected and of
the same polarity.
It is clearly apparent that the electrode provides
means whereby the active material is completely
and entirely enclosed in each plate section. This
is accomplished by means of the porous retainers
and the metallic sides of the plate sections. The
porous retainers cover the exposed surface of
the active material adjacent to the opposite plate
section in each electrode, and the metallic sides of
the plate sections are opposite to the adjacent
electrode in a complete battery element.
The porous retainers permit free circulation of the gases

gttggtMtggjjjjjjjjtjiiittga

PLATE AND SOLID SECTION OF MORRISON BATTERY
ELECTRODE.
to and from the active material and
completely prevent any escape of the active mate-

FIG.

3.

and solution

rial
from its position within the plate sections.
The apcrtured retainer holding members, provided
as they are with a multiplicity of grooves, present
openings directly for the passage of the solution
and gases to and from the porous retainers to

permit free circulation.

By

this construction the

porous retainers are held

25tli

for

and

Seattle.

The

public printer is inviting sealed proposals
May 4th for furnishing the government printing office with a quantity of electrical supplies
required during the next fiscal year. Detailed information furnished on application to F. W. Palmer,
public printer, Washington. D. C.
The Navy Department is also inviting sealed
proposals until .-(prll 25th for furnishing and installing complete outfits of space-telegraph apparatus and fittings at stations to be erected by the
government at Cape Henlopen. Del.. Beaufort, N. C..
Charleston, S. C, St, Augustine. Fla.. Juniper Inlet.
Fla,, and at New Orleans.
Applications for blank
proposals, which should be addressed to the bureau
or to the navy pay office In New York, should
refer to schedule No. 160.
until

Electric Decorations in a Church.
Colored electric lights were used by Rev. Fatlier
Pfaffhausen of St. Patrick's Church. St. Louis, for the
recent 40-hour devotional exercises. Father Pfaffhausen is no mean electrician himself, and his work
of decorating is described by the St. Louis GlobeDemocrat: "The altar was adorned with 50 electric
lights of a leafy green.
The saint's statue and the
altar stand in an alcove, which appears charminghcavernous.
In order that the altar of the Blessed
\'irgin, on the opposite side, may not be eclipsed,
50 pale-blue electric lights have been placed around
it.
and these give the heavenly hue to tlie delicate
tracing of the statue and the marble decorations. The
main altar is aglow with 72 golden lights, at the top
of wdiich the crucifix is outlined in lights of red,
color that represents the love of God."

tiie
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High-potential Laboratory for Insulator
Testing.

tcction between the compartments, presentmg a
great abundance of mechanical strength as well as
efficient

In the manufacture of insulators for high-tension
worlc an important part of the factory equipment
the high-potential testing apparatus which is
is
necessary to the manufacturer that he may know
that his product is up to the rigorous standards
necessary in this class of construction. The Locke
Insulator Manufacturing Company of Victor, N. Y.,

has

a

well-equipped

laboratory

for

this

purpose,

Fig. I of the accompanying illustrations shows
the motor-generator set in this laboratory.
The laboratory is full fireproof construction,
The foundations and
measuring 20 by, 48 feet.
floor are of heavy concrete, designed to carry the
heavy machinery without communicating vibrations

and

any delicate apparatus.
The electrical equipment includes a transformer
with a guaranteed capacity of 200 kilowatts at

to
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insulation.

Interurban Belt Railway for Indianapolis.

A second belt railway, encircling Indianapolis far
beyond the tracks of the Indianapolis Union Railway Company's belt line, is projected by the men
back of the Indianapolis, New Castle and Toledo
Electric Railway Company, which has recently been
granted a so-year franchise into Indianapolis over
The proposed new belt raila private right-of-way.
way, while constructed so that it may accomrnodate steam traffic, is intended for electric service
and will, according to plans of the company, form
a square about the city, each side of which will be
about 12 miles long. That the project will be carried out is indicated by the fact that agents are
buying a lOO-foot right-of-way and surveys are being

trically lighted and carries several sleepers, a diner
and a library-bufifet car. Provided a sufficient number of passengers for Dubuque is guaranteed a
round-trip rate of a single fare and one-third will
be made, and a special car will be attached to the
train for the use of the electrical men.

Plans for International Railway
Congress.
Included in the plans for the seventh session of
International Railway Congress to be held in
Washington, D. C, beginning May 4th and ending May 13th, are the plans of Rear Admiral

the

observatory in
the
will be sent out a
signals to encircle the
globe, beginning at 11 :55 p. m.. United States eastern time, on May 3d and ending at midnight. The
superintendent

Chester,

of

Washington, by which there
time

telegraphic

of

series

It is of the core type, with approxi300,000 volts.
mately 10 by 10 inches cross-section of iron and
has a primary, wound for 1,100 volts, made up of
four wires in parallel, allowing of sorne flexibilThe secondary consists of apity in connection.
proximately 42 miles of No. 26 wire, which, under
oil, will carry 100 per cent, overload for considerable periods of time and at an overload potential
of 400,000 volts this transformer is one of the
most powerful electrical testing equipment in pres-

Fig.

2.

Arcing Over

IGH-TENSION INSULATORS AND METHODSsOF TESTING.

The secondary winding is divided into
use.
two parts which can be connected in parallel or
series, giving full loads at low potentials.
Current for the primary of the transformer is
provided by a motor-generator set, power for
which is obtained from a local transmission line.

ent
'

The set consists of a 440-volt, three-phase, 25cycle, 200-kilowatt induction motor direct connected
flexible coupling to a 6o-cycle, i.ioo-volt, sin-

by

For purgle-phase generator of similar capacity.
poses of experimentation or for special commercial
test requirements, higher or lower frequency is
obtained by belt connection, using various sizes of
pulleys.

controlling switches for the generating set
located on a slate board placed so that the
overlook any test being carried on
Ordinary
in the commercial testing room nearby.
controlling switches and rheostats, together with
instruments, are located on this board.
To facilitate measurements of secondary voltages
a spark gap, adjustable by hand, is provided with
a scale calibrated to 480,000 volts, enabling a test
For more accurate
of any material to be made.
measurement of the high voltages a secondary'
voltmeter has been installed. This instrument submerged in oil transfers its readings by means of

The

are

operator can

a

mirror to a calibrated

means of

a

telescope.

scale,

which

The very

small

is

read by
secondary

currents are measured by means of an inclined-coil
instrument inserted at the point of earth potential
of the secondary winding.
Extending some distance from the laboratory
is an experimental pole line of standard poles and
cross-arms adapted to receive any style of pins
or insulators, whose distances apart may be varied.
simple form of dynamometer provides facilities
for the testing of tensile and crushing strength
For the
of insulators and insulating materials.
study of very refractory substances an electric
furnace capable of absorbing 200 kilowatts is provided.
Fig. 2 illustrates an actual test being made on
an insulator mounted on a metal pin and crossarm. The arc, which is well shown in the picture,
took place during a rain test at 40,000 volts. The
precipitation was three-fourths inch a minute.
The company manufactures many creditable types
of insulators, among which is a wall insulator
(Fig. 3) for high-tension work.
These wall insulators may be used in passing high-potential wires
out of and into the power house or sub-station
and can also be used as insulation in the wall
between high-potential transformer compartments.
When used in this way they serve as full fire pro-

A

The object of the company in building the
belt is to afford additional factory sites.

made.

new

A

passenger service over the 48 miles of track is
also contemplated, offering additional advantages to
those who wish to maintain country homes, since the
line would connect at some point with the nine interurban lines now entering Indianapolis. It is also
suggested that under this arrangement the freight
and express cars of all the interurban companies
could be run into Indianapolis over the electric belt
and over the private right-of-way to the terminal
freight station which the company proposes to build
on Tenth Street and Massachusetts Avenue.
The promoters of the belt are figuring on securing
electric locomotives powerful enough to haul a train
of so cars of loaded freight. The fact that D. M.
Parry, W.
Stevenson and Eli Marion, officers

R

and directors of the Indianapolis, New Castle and
Toledo Traction Company, are also directors in the
Indianapolis Southern steam road, now building and
controlled by the Illinois Central, has aroused the
presumption that that system may be back of the
project for a new belt line.
While this is denied
the officials of the Indianapolis Street Railway and
Terminal Company are kept guessing as to what
will be done and how far it may interfere with
present terminal arrangements.

Transportation Arrangements for Iowa
Conventions.
The
trical

fifth annual convention of the Iowa ElecAssociation will be held at the Hotel Julien,

Dubuque, Iowa, on April 19th and 20th.
The
Iowa Association has extended an invitation to the

members of the Illinois
it at Dubuque

meet with

Electrical Association to
as its guests, and a large

attendance of central-station men from both states
is
confidently expected.
The Iowa Street and Interurban Raihvay Association will hold its second
convention at the same place on April 20th and 21st.
Chicago transportation arrangements for these
conventions are in the hands of a committee consisting of Walter Goll
(telephone. Central 216),
W. H. Colman and P. R. Boole. This committee
has selected as the most convenient the ChicagoGreat Western train No. i from Chicago to Dubuque, leaving the Grand Central Station, Harrison Street and Fifth Avenue at 6:30 p. m., Tuesday, April 18th, and arriving at Dubuque at 11 :io
m.
Returning, trains leave Dubuque at 4 :05
p.
a. m., 9:05 a. m. and 4:05 p. m. daily, arriving at
Chicago at 8:55 a. m., 1:40 p. m. and 9:30 p m,
respectively. This train is made up of the finest

equipment on the Great Western railway,

is

elec-

may serve to afford fairly accurate deter.of longitude at any telegraph station on
continent.
Buildings for the congress have been erected on
the public -grounds between the monument and
the White House and the official sanction of the
government has been extended to the gathering in
every possible way. The president expects to be
signals

minations
the

gone
from

the^

in

West long enough to keep him away
when the railway congress is

Washington

He therefore has designated Vicepresident Fairbanks to preside at the reception at
the White House, when delegates to the congress
will be received in all due form.
The vice-president on that occasion will receive the guests exactly as the president would do.
There are 1.491 delegates expected to attend the
sessions
74S are from non-English-speaking countries, 346 from English-speaking countries outside
of America and 400 from America. The headquarters will be at the New Willard, the meetings to
take place in the ballroom and in the audience
being

held.

:

room ofthe

Interstate

Commerce Commission.

One of the most important features of the coming congress will be the American railway-appliance
exhibit.
It is
doubtful if ever before so many
prominent men representing the railway-supply business of this country have united in an enterprise,
and the exhibit of American equipment and supplies promises to be the largest on record.

To Complete Indiana and Ohio Trolley
Connection.
It

is

announced that work has been begun on

a traction line that will give Indianapolis interurban
electric connection with Toledo, Detroit, Cleveland,
Dunkirk, N. Y., and Lake Erie towns. The new line,
which will connect Lima and Findlay, Ohio, will

be only 32 miles in length, but it will be of importance because it will fill up the missing link
and complete the chain of tracks that will connect
the Indiana roads with the lines along Lake Erie.
The electric lines forming this system of roads are
plainly shown in the map printed on page 249 of the
April 1st issue of the AVestern Electrician.'
F. D. Carpenter, general manager of the Western
Ohio Railway Company, which is building the LimaFindlay line, says that the company has begun work

When

on the connection.

the new line is coman unbroken connection of
points in Indiana now linked
with Indianapolis, with all the principal Lake Erie
cities, and as a line is in course of construction
from Dunkirk to Buffalo, that city will ultimately be
reached.

pleted

there

electric

roads from

will

be

all

:

April
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Proposed Electrical Exhibitions In London and New York.
A iiKTliiig of ri;|irc'siiililivi'S of cinlr.il stalio:i
companies,

and
in London recently, at which
exiiihilion In London was

clictrkal

iiuinici|inl

iiiulcrl.-ikliiKH

niannfncliircru was liclil
the proposed electrical
discussed.
There was lonR disriissinn as to the
raising of promolinf? money, who should assume
the direct control of the cxhihilion and as to returns.
The chairman, W. H. I'alclicll, of the Char-

ing Cross and Strand IJIeclricily Supply corporation, IhouKlit that the Institution of idectrical EnRineers had not done all it cotdd in the matter.
Many of the central-station companies hatl intended
to Rive local cxhihils, hut said they would ahandon
their projects and support the larger one.
A committee was elected composed of supply representatives, which is also to have a representative from the
municipal works.
The secretary of the National
Electrical Manufacturers' Association was instructed
to correspond with various authorities to ascertain
uli.il
support they would Rive.
It was announced
lli.it
till'
cxhihitioii will take place for ahout one

Septcmhcr

hegimiing

month,

There

24tli.

he held at Madison

S(iMare Harden,
to 23, 1905,
ail elect rieal trade show, wherein is to he shown the
iM.Miy a|iplications and developments of electrical
is

to

New York

from

city,

There

eiinim-eriiii;.

exhihit

electrical

has

Decemhcr

not
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Turbo-gener-

Ixrcauw the high vrUxily of the ileam
inakm it impraclicaUe lo impirt in metgy Id the
rotating clement at one imfiact, j^ Ik .! ir ;., ihe
case of the waterwhcel. If it «.
.,,
do this with a titfam lurbinr, lbwheel would !« wj high thai ii
complicationn, luch at exce«»ive iculty in reducing the tpced to a
for tran^milti^g. hut by u«ing tin
four buckeli before contuming r
,
i|>ccd of one-fourth it postible with ili.- in..iiTnum
prartice,

atlnK Set.

A

.1o-horsepow<T

electric

KeneratiiiK

sliain turbine
direct current
unit of novel ilc^iun i< shown

accompanying illuiiiration.
The Rcncrator
was designed and built by the Cr<«kcr-Whcclcr
Company, Ampere, N. J., and Itic turbine i% the
invention of Mdward C. Terry, Hartford. Conn.
In the generator it was not found necessary to
introduce any special features to help out the commutation, which is well taken care
of by the
standard Crockcr-Whccler design. The ring that
in

the

carries

the plain carbon brushes
shifting them, but it

is provided with
has been found
imnccessary to do .so. The generator has
carried loads ranging from zero to full load for
many hours at a time with absolutely no sparking.
Overloads of 50 and 75 per cent, have been carried for half an hour without sparking.
A factor

means

for

enlii;ely

favorable to the sparklcss commutation is the ambrush-cont.act surface.
A long commutator running at 2,500 revolutions
a minute offers no small diflRculties
to the designer.
This one is well within the safe limits, as
was shown by running the completely wound armature at a speed of 4.500 revolutions a minute. A
micro.scopic examination of numerous parts of the
.armature and commutator showed that the stresses
in no part had approached the elastic limit.

.

w

The turbine here ahown ha» developH
horw.
(rower with steam at 145 pound^i,
operated non-condcn»ing. Under
the steam consumption was 32
>
horsepower an hour and the wherl
.:,•.
olutionii a minute with a peripheral ij/ccd of 360
feet a second.
•

:

Allls-Chalmers to

ple

Machinery

In

Build

Electrical

iMIiwaukee.

The .Mlis-Chalmers Company decided on April
8lh

10 begin

immediately a $3/x».cioo extension to

Milwaukee works for the manufacture of elecmachinery of all kinds of the largest types

its

trical

and

for

draulic

the construction of steam
turbines and gas engines.

turbines,

Three

hylarge

city

since 1899, and on account of the many
that have taken place, hoth
the construction and development
of electrical appliances, it is felt that

advances
in

show

this

will

opportunity

for

provide an excellent
demonstrating to the

trade, as well as to

the advances in the
applied electricity.

The

the general public,
different lines of

construction

of

dynamos

and

motors of various tynes, the progress

and telegraphy, motor
.speed control, and its use in machinetool driving, and the various types of
telephony

in

power-transmission engineering will be
Exhibit space
illustrated to the trade.
will be sold, and selling privileges for
electrical novelties and other specialties
will be disposed of.
.Applicants for space should state the
number of square feet required for a
creditable presentation

of their display,

and should mark upon the official diagram, which will be sent upon request,
the spaces preferred, numbered in the
being the
order of their choice.
It
intention to make this exposition exclusively an electrical and mechanical
exhibit, the management reserves the
right to decline and prohibit any exexhibitor
hibit, exhibitor or proposed
or exhibits, not approved of by the
management, and to permit only such
matter and conduct as shall be ap-

proved of by the management. George
F.
Sever,
Room 903, 26 Cortlandt
Street,

New York

exhibits.

city,

is

director

of

The show is under the management of
Company of America.

the Exposition

Bids Received for Space-telegraph
Outfits.

The Navy Department has received

the following
instalHng on board the
complete space-telegraph

and
Maryland one
American De Forest Wireless
fittings:
Telegraph Company. $3,400; International Telegraph Construction Company, $2,225; W. W. Massie, $2,300 and $2,500; Marconi Wireless Telegraph
bids

U.

for

S.

outfit

furnishing

S.

and

Company of America, $11,851; National Electric
Signaling Company, $6,250; Ostheinier Bros., $4,500,
$5,400 $7050 and $5,250.
For furnishing two complete sets of space-telegraph apparatus and fittings to the New York riavy
American
yard, the following bids were received:
be Forest Wireless Telegraph Company, $5,900;
Company,
Construction
International
Telegraph
$3,750; W. W. Massie, $4,500; Marconi Wireless
Telegraph Company of America. $23,102; National
Signaling Company, $12,500; Ostheimer
Electric
Bros., $8,000, $9,800, $13,100 and $9,500.

CROCKER-WHEBLBR-TERRV TURBO-GHNKRATING SET.
In the turbine the force-producing rotation is
directed tangentially to the periphery of the wheel,
completely avoiding the end thrust present in all
forms through which the steam passes parallel to
the axis.
The velocity of the moving steam is
not all absorbed in a single impact or on a single
bucket. The buckets on the wheel are confronted
by similar stationary buckets or reversing chambers, which return the steam to the wheel after
each rebounding until all of its effective energy
has been abstracted. The wheel consists of two
steel disks secured to a cast-steel hub on the shaft
and bolted near their circumferences, W'here they
clamp the forged buckets. The reversing chambers
are fastened to the case and are grouped in sets
of four, each group being supplied by a separate
jet.
These jets are each operated by a valve, thus
enabling one or more jets to be closed, and those
in use to be used to their full capacity, when
less than full load^ is required of the turbine.
The buckets and reversing chambers are essentially
flat
semi-cylinders, with their open sides
facing one another. They are formed of plates on
the broad sides, with curved walls set at right
angles to the plates. These chambers are arranged
in a circular series, lapping one upon the other
in the form of a series of steps
that is to say,
the axes of the several buckets and chambers are
set obliquely to the circumference of the wheel.
Their open edges are inclined at a slight angle
with the axis of the shaft, so that steam, after
being reversed in each chamber, is delivered to the
next succeedin.g bucket, this being repeated four
times.
Steam issuing from the jet passes to the
bucket, and
from the bucket to the reversing
chamber, back again to the bucket, etc.. until finally
it
escapes through a crescent-shaped hole in the
central part of the reversing chamber.
The wheel
being in motion, this action does not take place
between the same reversing chamber and the same
bucket.
In this manner the problem is overcome which
has always proved a difl^cult one in steam-turbine

—

Electric Signs.
Denver (Colo.) Ad Club recently
George E. Turner said in regard to electric signs
Before

the

"Outside of the big advertisers the people in the
They
TJast are the same as they are in Denver.
An
to get too many words in a given space.
electric sign, or any other sign, should be boiled
down to the fewest possible words. There are
two good ways of getting up an electric sign. One
is to have it large and the letters plain and distinct
no flashing on and off, but to be quietly
read with the fewest possible words you can use
to keep yourself before the people.
The other
way is to have .some 'moving' feature in your
sign that the people will be interested in."

want

;

:,

cflicirncy.

an

been

New York

in

12

Crocker- Wheeler-Terry

buildings will be erected and two of the existing
buildings extended. The electrical department at

Milwaukee will be operated in connection with the
plant of the Bullock Electric Manufacturing Company of Cincinnati, which is owned by the AllisChalmers Company.
These unique facilities will provide in the West
what will undoubtedly be one of the largest engineering establishments in the world, and the first
to concentrate under one organization the design
and construction of steam-electric units, turbine
and reciprocating, on a large scale, as well as hydraulic-electric units.
The importance of this, in
connection with the immense development of electrical engineering which is everyAvhere taking place,
is

regarded as

a

matter of unusual

Two-cent Fares a Failure
Shefiield,
traffic

in

interest.

England.

March 27.— Sheffield is faced with a
It was one of the first of the

diflicult}-.

to equip itself with an efficient system of
trams, and the financial success of the
undertaking made it rather lose its head. The City
Council adopted the universal penny fare, and now
finds that the handsome profits of former years
have vanished. There are demands for further extensions of the tram system, but with penny fares
the city cannot afford to carr>- the lines further
cities

electric

into the suburbs. Any effort to increase the fares
would result in the defeat of the party proposing
such a necessary but unpopular change, and so the
system is practicalh' being strangled b}' the penny
fare.
As a way out of the difficulty it is now
proposed to go in for motor omnibuses to supplement the trams, and parliamentary powers are
being sought. Efforts are also being made to
secure a motor service between Sheffield and Dronfield,

a

Times.

little

town

in

North Derbyshire.

—London

—

:

The Telephone

in

Canada.

The Bell Telephone Company proposes to do
much work in Winnipeg this spring and summer.
The underground wire system is to be extended
and more aerial cables will be strung in sections
where circumstances will not warrant underground
construction.
The growth of the telephone system
has been so great in Winnipeg during the last
two years that a larger building for the office and
exchange became absolutely necessary.
The Stark Telephone Company has been awarded
permis.sion to install its plant in Toronto as an
A 21-year franIndependent telephone service.
chise is given with the city's right to purchase at
any time after giving six months' notice, the value
of the plant to be fixed by three arbitrators.
forfeit of $5,000 will be made if the company does
not procure 3.000 subscribers within six months
after the installation of the plant, and if the system is not in operation within 15 months after the
awarding of the contract. No subscriber is to be
entitled to a service if an aerial line has to be
built a greater distance than 440 yards and an
The rates
underground for more than 100 feet.
are not to be more than $36 for business telephones
Desk telephones are not
and $18 for residences.
Electric current for
to be more than $5 extra.
power and lighting purposes is not to exceed 10
cents per kilowatt-hour, and a discount of 10 per
cent, for all accounts paid before the isth of the
month must be furnished. The company is to pay
to the city 2^-^ per cent, upon all revenues for the
first five years and five per cent, for all following
If the city
years during the term of its franchise.
does not take over the system at the end of the 21
years the company- may conliiuie to operate it
under^ihe conditions obtaining prior to the expirafranchise.
At the annual meeting
tion of the
President John J. Dryden stated that a dividend
of ^^A per cent, would be declared in July on the
preference stock of the tompany for the first six
months of the present year, being at the rate of
seven per cent, per annu'ni.
An American company has purchased the local
telephone plant of Moose Jaw, N. W. T., and will
immediately begin to enlarge the plant. It is proposed to make connections with the surrounding

A

The Bell Telephone Company contemplates an
important extension around Carberry. Man. F. C.
Peterson, general superintendent, and C. B. Handcock, superintendent of construction, have been on
It
the spot making all the necessary arrangements.
proposed to extend the system through the
is
Pleasant Point district to the south and to Petrel
The company also
and Kerfoot on the north.
proposes to make Carberry a first-class station

along
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has been chartered with $S,0OO capital to operate
telephone lines.
W. A. Willis of Chuckatuck is
secretary and general manager.
The People's Telephone Company of Berryville,
Va., has been chartered with $5,000 capital. Charles
H. Thurman is president.
The annual meeting of the Columbus (Ga.) Automatic Telephone Company was held recently and
officers elected for the coming year as follows
President, T. E. Blanchard
secretary and treasurer, J. B. Huff
vice-president, J. T. Norman.
L.
;

:

with

Winnipeg.

Brandon

and

Portage

la

service will be entirely modlong-distance telephones installed in
continuous
place of the present instruments.
day-and-night service will also be inaugi.irated.
The company proposes to raise the annual rental
of residence telephones from $15 to $iS and to reduce the office telephones from $25 to $24.
The local telephone company at Nanaimo, B. C,
has been absorbed by the British Columbia Telephone Company, which will build a metallic sj^stem and make the plant first class in every respect,
the negotiations having been completed between
the local directors and William Farrell and Dr.
Lefevre of Vancouver.
The Town Council of Dauphin, Man., has granted
a
lo-year franchise for a telephone exchange to
R. J. Malcolm.
The terms of the agreement are
that the town has the option of purchase at the
end of the 10 years, or the company the privile.ge
of the extension of the franchise for an additional
five 3-eafs should the Town Council decide not to
take it over.
The rate for places of business is to
be $2 a month and $1.50 a month for private residences.
When 100 telephones are in use the company agrees to supply a 24-hour service.
The
plant has to be installed within six months' time.
Tile telephone line lately built and opened for
business by the British Columbia Telephone Company is giving the greatest satisfaction. The route
taken is via New Westminster, Bellingham and
Washington and then across the islands to Puget
Soimd.
Its length is 100 miles of land lines and
14^'^ miles of cable.
The toll vjiW be 50 cents per
minute's conversr.tion and 10 cents for every additional IS seconds.
The Ontario Telephone Company has been incorporated, with a general authority to carry on a
.general telephone business and for other purposes.

The present

Prairie.

—

;

—

Union Telephone Company, Uniontown.
The Majenica Telephone Company of Majenlca
has increased its capital from $3,oco to $10,000,
and the Denver Co-operative Telephone Company of
Denver, Miami County, from $3,000 to $10,000.
Both companies propose extensions and improveers'

Davis B. Wilson and Daniel Deprez, two of
the principal stockholders of the Mutual Telephone
Company of Shelby^'ille, after inspecting a number
of underground systems have announced that they
have secured the services of an engineer to ma'tce
plans and specifications for a similar plant in Shelbyville.

An

electric-light wire fell across the wire of the

Mutual Telephone Company on the 4th inst. and
burned out 50 telephones.
Joseph Studebaker and others have purchased
the Flora-Logansport telephone franchise and will,
they say, build a line from Flora to Logansport.
Bert Hufford, a lineman employed by the American Telephone and Telegraph Company, was killed
by a live wire while at work on the compan3''s

A

judgment for damages recovered by the Greenwood Telephone Company against Margaret Heck
because slie cut down the telephone poles that had
been planted across her property in Greenwood
was reversed by the Appellate Court on the 6th
inst.
The company, acting on the presumption
that an alle\' extended, or would be extended,
across her lot, planted poles thereon and Miss Heck
promptly cut them down.
The court held that
there was a total lack of evidence that the land was
a street or in process of condemnation for a street.
S.

A

office

is

in

Toronto.

H.

The Locust Telephone Company

of Albemarle,
C, has been chartered Avith $10,000 capital.
D. Love and others are interested.
The annual financial report of the Gainesboro
Telephone Company, with headquarters at Sparta,
Tenn., has been issued and shows that there are
now 2.000 miles of lines and 25 exchanges. The
gross revenue was over $47,000 and the dividends
were over $10,000. The company operates in Tennessee and Kentucky.
The Chuckatuck tVa.) Telephone Corporation

N.

of the city.
J. D. Ream has been elected president and M. S.
secretary of the new co-operative telephone
recently organized at Custer,
Neb., and which proposes to buy out the Central
Telephone system.
The Emerson (Iowa) Telephone Company has
been organized and will begin the construction of
a line at once.
The judiciary committee of the Minnesota House
of Representatives has decided that the bill which
would compel telephone companies to make physical connections with each other to be unconstitutional.
The bill contemplated making telephone

companies

The

common

carriers.

Paul City Council proposes to fix rates
telephone systems operating in that city.
The city attorney has given it as his opinion that
such action would be strictly legal.
R.
for

St.

the

Druggists of Sandusky have agreed to

use

the
again,

service of the Sandusky Telephone Company
the differences that arose some time ago having

been

settled.

a meeting of the superintendents of the CenL'nion Telephone Compam^ in Columbus a few
days ago, arrangements for systems at Athens.
Lancaster and Coshocton were discussed, as well
.^t

tral

as

improvements

at

Columbus. Logan and Zanes-

ville.

The

people have reduced their rates at
Toledo from $72 to $54 for business telephones, and
from $36 to $27 for residence telephones. The
manager of the Home Telephone Company states
that there will be no change of rates for his
service, which were recently increased.
The Riverside Telephone Company of McConnellsville has been incorporated with a capital stock
of $25,000 by John D. Erwin, W. A. Cosgrave,
W. P. Scott and others.
The appeal of the Queen City Telephone Company of Cincinnati from the decision of the Circuit
Court has been filed in the Supreme Court. The
Circuit Court decided that the Probate Court did
not have authority to grant the company a franchise, on the ground that it was not properly
organized. The decision of the higher tribunal will
be watched with considerable interest.
The Charleston Home Telephone Company of
Charleston, W. Va., declared a quarterly dividend
of one per cent, a few days ago. It was also decided to enlarge the switchboard to accommodate
500 more lines. The long-distance service between
Columbus and Charleston will be in operation
shortly, and several other long-distance lines in
West Virginia have been arranged for.
C.
Bell

Telephone News from the Northwest.
The Mesaba Telephone Company will make a
number of improvements to the local exchange
at Virginia,

Minn., including considerable ne« cable

work.

The Deuel County Telephone Company has been
formed

at Toronto,

S.

D.

The Polk County Telephone Company of Crookston,
Minn., has
capital stock.

been

incorporated

The Hughes Company, which has

Kansas Telephone Progress.
W. T. Reeser, who has had a franchise in Lawrence and has been tr>'ing to w^ork up an automatic system, has sold to the Kansas City Home
Telephone, which will install an Independent plant
in Lawrence soon.
Rosehill,
Pleasant Ridge,
Franklin,
Harmony
and Durby are now all connected under the Durby
and Rosehill Rural Telephone Company, with headquarters at Durby.
The Ninniscah Valley Mutual Telephone Company has made a contract with the Bell interests
and, it is thought, has sold the entire system.
The Home Telephone and Electric Co.mpany of
Conway Springs is figuring on building an Independent plant in Harper. H. O. Frantz is manager.
It is reported that the Bell interests have bought
the long-distance line in Oklahoma and Kansas, between Medford and Wichita.
The Valley Mutual Telephone Comoan}- of -\ttica has signed a contract with the Bell people
and will use all Bell instruments on its system.
It has about 100 rural -telephones.
The Coats and Southwestern Telephone Company of Coats has completed several rural lines.
The company has close to 200 subscribers.
The Waj'ue Telephone Company has been organized and will build rural lines radiating from
Wayne.
The Edwards County Telephone

Ohio Telephone Notes.

Southeastern Telephone Developments.

J.

The Duluth Telephone Company will extend its
making improvements, including a centralenergy system in West Duluth, Old Superior and
Virginia, Minn.
The Iowa Telephone Company is contemplating
improvements in Burlington, Iowa, during the coming summer.
A new exchange building is to be
erected and wires put underground in the center

ments.

and

The head

oflfices.

system,

company which was

The following telephone companies have been
incorporated recently in Indiana
Chalmers Cooperative Telephone
Company, Chalmers capital
stock, $4,000, J. F. Higgins, Wallace Nance and
others
Farmers' Telephone Company, Birds Eye
capital stock, $1,010, George T. Veach, J. E. Harmon and others; Markleville Co-operative Telephone Company, Markleville capital stock $10,000,
Robert Collier, Robert Palmer and others ; Farm:

the local exchange at Bismarck, N. D., has bought
a site and will erect a building for the central

Eddy

Indiana Telephone Items.

lines in Indianapolis.

districts.

ernized
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with

$50,000

just

bought

S3'stem has been
organized to build rural lines out of Lewis, Kan.
The contract for building the exchange at Macksville, and rural system, has been let to R. W. Kemp
& Co. of Wellington, Kan.
The Chickaskia Mutual Telephone Company of
Milan has its system completed with over 100
telephones installed.
The Ransom Rural Telephone Company has
been organized to build rural lines out of Ransom.

The

Ness

County

Telephone

Company's

ex-

change at McCracken burned last week.
The
total loss of central equipment was about $1,200.
L. C. McCutchcon. manager of the Nevada Telephone Company of Nevada, Mo., has been granted
franchise to build and operate an Independent
telephone exchange in Fort Scott.
K.

a

Constitution Adopted for National-Interstate Telephone Association.
It will be remembered that a joint committee of
10 members from the National Independent Telephone .\ssociation of .-America and the Interstate
jndependent Telephone Association was appointed
and met on January 21st to bring about the consolidation of the two organizations.
The commit-

formulated a plan of reorganization
and also adopted a written constitution, which has
issued in printed form.
The committee
was invested with full power to act and the reor-

tee at that time

now been

ganization

is entirely in its hands.
Oflicers of the
association will, however, not be elected until

new
the

annual meeting to be held in Chicago on

first

June 2ist

to 23d.

To Lower Long-distance

Rates.

As a result of the meeting of the Central Illinois
Independent Telephone Association at Peoria,, III.,
a few days ago it is expected that a uniform toll
rate will be adopted for Jong-distance calls by the
Independent companies belonging to the association
considerably less than those at present in force.
E. R. Conklin of Aurora and J. W. Barrett of
Pekin were appointed to arrange a schedule. The
association
elected the following-named officers:
President. G. H. Glass of the Citizens' Telephone
Companj-.
Pekin
vice-president.
.\.
C.
Camp,
:

Henry;
urer,

B.

secretary, .Mbert Schuler,
F. Wasson, Clinton.

Streator;

treas-

;;

April

^
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liial
(oinimny of North llramli, Minn., has rcslRned and
will cnnaKe i" olhi-r business.
C'liiirk'B

Avery.
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ni;in;iKer

Horace Kendall has resinned the management of
Waiipiiii, Wis., olTice of the Wisconsin TcleCompany and has Rone to liis old home,
Wis, where lie l:ik.s lli.- niaiwgcnicnt
ll.irlford.

III.'

pliipiie

ihal

..I

oniee,

C. I'allcuvs.

!".

Telephone

manager

Iiical

I'.xeli.mKe

of ihe Norlhwcslcrn

Company

at

Winona. Minn.,

Hell comIi:is heeii prniiiuled lo take charfje of Ihe
Me is succeeded in
p.iiiy's ofliee at I'lucnix, Ariz.
Winona hy (leorge Dodds of Minneapolis.

GENERAL TELEPHONE NEWS.
I
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its lines.

Council of Logan. Utah, has granted
Utah Independent Telephone Company a
to the
franchise for 50 years to operate its system in lliat

Ihe Cily

city.

A contract for the establishment of a telephone
system between Las Vegas and Bull Frog, Nev.,
has been made by the Bnll Frog, Tonopah and
Las Vegas Telephone Company.

The City Council of Mineral, Kan., recently
bought out the local telephone cxdiange for the

Some of the citizens complaine<l and now
council offers to sell the exchange to a stock
cofnpany of citizens.
city.

the

superintendent of the
Colorado Telephone Company at Denver T. J. Matthews, manager of the company at Socorro, N. M.,
and J. E. Elder, local manager at Albviquerque,
N. M., have made final plans for the building of a
long-distance telephone line from Las Vegas to
Socorro, a distance of 200 miles.

M.

E.

Burgess,

general

;

The Jones & Reynolds Telephone Company has
been reorganized under the laws of the state of
Michigan as the Cassopolis Telephone Company.
officers are
President. M. L. Howell
A. M. Armstrong; secretary-treasgeneral manager, W. W.
William Jones
Reynolds.
This company has been operating a
telephone exchange at Cassopolis, Mich., for some

The present

:

vice-president,
urer,

;

time.

States Telephone Company is to have
at Columbus, Ohio, one of the largest, if not the
largest, toll boards ever built for an Independent
company. The board is to be of the StrombergCarlson make and the equipment, already contracted
for. is to consist of the following apparatus: Eleven
toll sections, of two operators' positions each, to

The United

two recording sections,
arranged in one line
two operators' positions, arranged in one line
one rural section one pay station and heavy-users'
one test board
one chief operator's
toll section
de.^k
one switching section, and one messenger
be

;

of

;

;

;

:

call

Great Britain.

Kocky Mountain

box.

Mr. Herbert Laws Webb delivered the second of
the series of lectures on "Telephony" before the
The
Society of Arts in London on March 20th.
lecture was devoted to the subject of line plant and
the special methods necessary in the construction
of a telephone line as distinct from a telegraph line.
One great difficulty arose out of the necessity of
having to use so many circuits on one line. This
meant great cost. In the trunk line between London
and Glasgow 300 tons of copper are used, worth at
the price of the metal alone about $100,000.
Those
who complained of the cost of using long trunk
lines might reflect that in speaking between London
and Glasgow they had the exclusive use of plant
worth about $200,000.

-.\ le«al action of some iniIj^tnilon, March j()
porlance, in which the electric iiipply <lcpartmcnl
the Manchester corporation was concerned, lias
Ihe dispute which culmijust
been concUidcd.
nated in Ihc .action arose in the follow ini; manner:
The Manchester corporation electric supply mains
are laid upon the solid system, and it appears to
have been the practice for many years to follow
the policy of "liurning out" in order to I'K.ile
shorl-circnits.
A firm having business premises
close lo one of the corporation cables had its front
door broken ilowii by a paving stone which was
upheaved in conse(|uence of the liurning out of a
fault, and the fire and smoke which followed the
explosion caused dain,age lo the extent of nearly
The corpor.ation did not deny Ihat it was
$.i..'ioo
respuiiNible for the damage, hut the point which
the courts had lo decide was whether Ihe plaintiffs
had the right lo recover damages, in view of Ihe
fact that the system of mains employed was work.sum for d.aming tin<ler Board of Trade rules.
ages was agreed upon in Ihe event of the verdict
being against the corporation. The two main points
submitted on behalf of plainlifT were: (l) Did
the system of mains adopted by the defendants
constitute a danger to persons having property
ailjaeeiit to Ihe mains?
(2) Was the method of
locrilizing faults by burning out or smoke tests a
reason.ible and proper metho<I, having regard to
the risk of fire? After a large amount of expert
evidence had been heard, the jury decided against
the corporation and awarded damages. The verdict was that the system of mains adopted constituted a nuisance, and that the corporation was
guilty of negligence in its method of dealing with

ttt

A

'Ihe bill which is seeking to incorporate a coinpany to supply electrical power wholesale over the
whole of London and its adjacent districts is still
being considered by a committee of the House of
Lords, and further interesting details have come
I mentioned last week
to light since last week.
the size of the generating stations proposed and the
The estimated
extremely low cost per kilowatt.
Wages.
works costs per Board of Trade unit are
water, oil, etc.. o.oo54d., and
o.0225d.; coal, o.iid.
:

;

repairs, o.ot7d.,
making a total works cost of
0.i54d.
All the promoters' estimates are based
upon the condition of the undertaking in 1910, and
by the estimated revenue it is seen that a sale
of 137,500,000 units is anticipated at an average
price of o.7d. per unit. The generating .stations
will, if the bill passes into law, be constructed of
iron, and the peculiarity of the scheme is that the
promoters deny any possibility of competition with
the existing electric supply authorities, their point
being that, owing to the present congested condition of the sites of the existing generating stations, extension to any great extent is impossible,
and that by undertaking the generation of energy
on a scale of the magnitude proposed, the new
company will be able to supply at a cheaper rate
than it is at present generated. Naturally enough,
all the existing authorities are up in arms against
the bill, and evidence is now being given to refute,
point by point, the contentions of the promoters.
Much, also, is being made of the point of unfair
competition, for. whereas, among other things, the
existing companies are bound to sell to the local
authorities 26 years hence without any compensa-

MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS.
The International Telephone Manufacturing Company, Chicago, in order better to serve its increasing number of customers in Iowa, has placed Mr.
C. Murray in charge of its business in that
J.
state,

with

headquarters

at

Des Moines.

The Swedish-American Telephone Company of
Chicago has issued a large-sized circular entitled
"Extra Special Features." w^herein it endeavors to
explain in a few brief but concise paragraphs the
distinct advantages of its latest telephone products.
It also points with pride to the fact that everything
described in the circular was originated by itself.
The" Stroniberg-Carlson Telephone Manufacturing

Company, Rochester. N. Y., reports having closed
contracts for switchboards for Coal City, Iowa,
Rochester. N. Y.. Yorkshire. Ohio. Round Knob,
III.,
Jefferson City. Tenn.. Rockland, 111.. Ossian.
Castalia, Iowa. Minot. N. D., Hemlock Lakei
N. Y., Ames. Iowa. Kimball. Minn.. Birmingham.
Ala., and Des Moines. Iowa.
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done or indic-ilrd

plans for a sysicin of N.
UriKiklyn Rapid
I ran»il

,./...
drfittifc

v>-ry

has
,

1

sent a conununicalion lo iIl
sion making suggeslioiis alTesliiiK Jiri>,klyn and
offers lo take the franchiic of tiicli new tubwayt
'['li<V>T-f\.]yn
and elevated lines as it Kuggcsls.
.

.

Rapid Transit Company continue-

f

the hritlge-liKjp scheme and is cm
ions to secure a foothold in
..,,;. .,,ii»
rate for a line lo extend as far nor,.,
Street.
John B. Macdonald has also made a pru|K>silion on lielialf of ilie .Melroinjlilan inierc5ts to
liuild and o|ierale three four-track lines from the
Battery to Harlem.
Chief Engineer G. .S. Rice
has also published an endorsement oS the proposed
Twenty-third Street cross-town snhway.
Some
progress is reported on the preparatory work of
the old "Sleinway" tunnel Ijclwcen Manhattan and

M

..

,

Queens Borough.
Judge E. F. Dunne, mayor-elect of Chicago, was
in New York cily on Friday evening, when he addressed a large audience at Cooper Union,
The
judge's speech, of course, was upon the advantages of municipal ownership and was generally
regarded as part of a
of W. R. Hearst for

new boom for the candidacy
mayor of New York next

November.

faults.

.

will Ik- the catc i(
wliolc lelrphonc •yuem uf
undrrtakinK. Ifijw>t.,r ,f
a commiltec of ihappointed lo hear
of the aicrccment U'
llian

new company

seeks exemption from such

The fund which was subscribed by the members
of the Institution of Electrical Engineers for the
benefit of the wife and children of the late secretary, Mr. W. G. McMillan, has now exceeded
The trustees to
$10,000, the amount asked for.
administer the
fund are Sir William Preece.
K. C. B., and Mr. R. Kaye Gray.
The Metropolitan District Railway Company is
now very busy making the final tests upon the
Inner Circle in preparation for the inauguration of
electric traction, which is expected to take place
early in April.
Pending the report of the Royal Commission on
London Traffic, the bills which have been deposited
in Parliament this session seeking authorization to
construct new tube railways in London, have been
postponed. Whether the report will be issued in
time to allow the bills to be considered this year
is
uncertain.
An attempt was made in the House of Commons
last week to reject the proposal of the London
County Council to spend money upon the wiring
of premises for electric lights. As I have previously mentioned, it is felt ver>' strongly that this
is an extension of municipal trading quite beyond
reason, and the wiring contractors are tr>-ing to
get the bill rejected.
At their first attempt, however, they were unsuccessful, but they will yet have
three or four more opportunities, of which they
will no doubt avail themselves.
The municipalities in Great Britain -which own
telephone systems are still loud in their denunciation of the agreement between the Postoffice and
the National Telephone Company. The view taken
is
that the local authorities can deal with their
own particular districts at cheaper subscriptions

a

Some
way

small boys of this city have discovered
of obtaining unlimited pyrotechnic effects
in the under-running

by dropping pieces of metal

The police have been prompt
suppressing this dangerous form of amusement.

electric-railway slots.
in

Assemblyman Salomon has introduced a measure at .Albany to compel the New York traction
companies lo convey passengers for a 2'/S-cent
fare during rush hours and to grant unlimited
transfer

privileges.

It is probable that electric omnibuses will shortly
be used exclusively for passenger traffic on Fifth
Avenue in place of the antiquated horse stages.
The Fifth Avenue Coach Company is planning to
put on the service a nuinber of vehicles driven by
40-horsepower motors.
One of the new incorporations of the week is

the Williamsburg Power Company, which is capiThe directors are F. P. Forster,
talized at $150,000.
James Foster and W'. H. Robinson.
The Electric .Amusement Company has been in-

corporated with a capital of $20,000. The directors
ate A. G. Raff, P. C. Schenk and T. L. Hickey.
W. D. Henrj- and associates have incorporated
the Electric Cab Company with a capital of Si.ooo.
The .Appellate Court has handed down a decision
asserting that a traction company does not acquire
any prescriptive right after 20 years' operation of
adjoining
a line to immunity from damages
to
property.
D. W. W.

Dominion

of

Canada.

Wiimipeg. Man.. April ,S.— The Port Arthur ElecRailway Company is calling for lenders for

tric
its

electric

plant until

May

5th.

As

Ihe

company

proposes to inst.-ll a new plant, it will offer for
sale one 150-horsepower Wheelock compound condensing engine
one So-horsepower boiler, shafting, pulleys and belting; one 500-volt 43-kilowatt
railway generator; one 60-kilowatt 2.000-volt 125cycle alternator, with all nccessarj- switchboard and
.attachments.
All can be inspected at the power
house at Current River. Port Arthur. J. Mitchell
:

is secretary of the company.
The Toronto Electric Railway Company has
placed a million dollars' worth of insurance upon
its cars with an American company known as the
Duluth Mutual, taking it away from the Canadian
companies, who have always carried it before. The
Toronto insurance men wanted !'< per cent, on a
million-dollar risk, and the .American company has
taken it at one per cent. The value of the cars is
given at $2,000,000.
The City Council of Winnipeg has appointed a
sub-committee, consisting of Aldermen Fn,- and Gibson, to interview the Winnipeg Electric Street Rail-

way Company and

see

upon

what terms

it

will

operate street cars in Winnipeg on Sundays.
The Board of Trade of Stratford, Ont, has
taken the prcliminarj- steps toward securing the
charter for the radial railway from Stratford to
Grand Bend. The name of the road has not yet
been decided on. The Board of Trade also indorsed the Ottawa River railway.
The Cataract Power Company of Hamilton. Ont..
is negotiating
for the purchase of the Masonic
Temple, which adjoins its station at the comer of
James and Gore streets. If the company gets the
property, it is said that it will build a big station
to be used by all of the electric lines, including the
Hamilton. Grimsby and Beamsville electric railway.
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The Gas Equipment Company of Brandon, Man.,
has been incorporated to establish gas, water and
electric plants, with a capital of $40,000.
The town of Oak Lake, Man., will establish an
electric-light plant, with a supply of power, to be
obtained from Leitch's Mill.
The citizens of Grand Forks, B. C., have decided
by a large majority in favor of bonding the city
for $30,000 for the purpose of installing an electricplant.

light

The

City

Council

Calgary

of

taken

has

final

There
in establishing a plant of its own.
were three tenders for the electric-light plant, and
R.. S. Kelsch of Montreal was engaged to examine
them and report as to which would be the most
economical. This plant will be run as a municipal
action

concern.

The Grand Trunk railway
at

station

its

St.

arranging to light

is

Lambert with electric

Clinton and Lakeside road within the time specified.
The bond is for $3,000 and the prosecuting
attorney has been instructed to collect on it.
The contract for equipping the power house of
the Columbus, Delaware
and Marion has been
let to the
General Electric Company, it is said.
Steam turbines will be used for power.
Arrangements are being made to use water from
the Whitewater River to generate electric current
for factories and other purposes at Harrison.
An agreement has been reached between the
officials
of the Cleveland and Southwestern and
the motormen and conductors, an advance in their
wages being granted. The company now pays the
same scale as the Cleveland city roads pay.. Firstsecond-year men,
year men get 20 cents an hour
22, and for those in the company's employ more
O. M. C.
than three years, 23 cents.

a movement is on foot by the residents of that
town to have all the streets illuminated in similar

The council
fashion.
an early date.

will

up the matter

take

at

of Indian Head, N. W. T., is
preparing a by-law calling for $140,000, a large part
of which will go toward the payment for an electric

The Town Council

be installed in that town. John Gait,
to make a report on the
stated that there was 500.000 gallons of
water available daily, which would have to be
brought only seven miles from the Squirrel Hills,
and that this would be ample to supply both the
town and railway company. The money is to be
to

plant,

E.,

C.

who was engaged

matter,

raised by 50-year debentures.
be established.

A

sinking fund will

H.

Ohio.

—

April 8. Toledo business men are
to bring about some measure that
the blockade of interurban traffic by
the dosing of the Cherry Street bridge against
the cars. The city took this action some time ago
and the cars are now compelled to stop outside
of the city. As a result the receipts of some of
Cleveland,

endeavoring
will

relieve

the roads began to fall off. The Toledo merchants
want the city to repair the bridge and allow the
interurban cars to enter the city again as soon
possible.

as

City Trust, Safe Deposit and Surety Company of Philadelphia a few days ago filed an
attachment suit against A. E. Appleyard in the
local courts at Springfield to recover $18,688.36,
alleged to have been paid to him on two checks.
few days ago Appleyard's private car, costing
$6,000, was sold at auction for $418, and a little
later another car was chained to the track by
Clark County officials, in order to satisfy a tax

The

A

Springfield and

lien against the

This

line

and the

extends from
officers

Western

Medway

to

for $1,200.

New

Carlisle,

want a receiver appointed.

It

is

have been made to purchase
the Dayton, Springfield and Urbana line, one coming from Boston and the other from Buffalo. The
habeas-corpus case brought in Boston by Appleyard
to escape being taken to Buffalo in connection
with the German Bank failure, has been continued to April I2th. He is making a hard fight
against the order of extradition issued by Governor
Douglas.
The Forde Light and Heating Company of Elyria
has been incorporated with a capital stock of $50,000 by J. C. Hill, J. B. Seward, D. L. Warden
and others.
Walter M. Ball of Bucyrus has announced that
the Gallon and Southern will be financed by eastern parties. It will extend from Bucyrus to Gallon
and other points.
A franchise has been asked at Bloomdale by the
Bloomdale, Fostoria and North Baltimore Electric
Railway Company, which is to be built from FosS. P. Douglass of Toledo is at
toria to Deshler.
the head of the movement.
Thieves stole half a mile of trolley wire on the
line of the Cleveland and Southwestern, near LinThey cut out the wire and
dale, a few nights ago.
hauled it away while the line was not in operation,
between midnight and 4:30 in the morning. The
amount of wire taken was about 600 pounds.
said

that

two

offers

Settlement of the last claim against the EverettThis is with
syndicate is being arranged.

Moore

Kellogg Switchboard and Supply Company
and a misunderstanding has prevented settlement

the

It is understood that the business
for some time.
of the syndicate will all be turned over to it by
the bankers' committee when this matter is finally
adjusted, which will be within a few days prob-

ably.

Employes of the traction companies entering
Akron, Cuyahoga Falls, Kent, Barberton and other
towns in that section have formed what is known
as the Northeastern Ohio Trolley League, and
the coming summer some exciting games of ball
will be witnessed between the various teams.
The Toledo, Port Clinton and Lakeside Railway
Company has purchased a tract of land on the lake
shore just east of Port Clinton, on which the car
barns and power house will be erected.
The commissioners of Sandusky County have declared the bond of Kerlin Bros, forfeited because
they did not complete the line of the

Tiffin,

Port

Indiana.
8.
A new

—

interurban electric
with Danville,
Indianapolis
Ind., is to be constructed
immediately by the Indianapolis and Western Railway Company, to connect at Brazil with the Terre
Haute Street Railway Company's line into Terre
Haute. Contracts have been let to the firm of
Townsend & Arnold, for the construction of the
line,
to be completed into Danville by July or
August, and to Brazil on or before January i, 1907.
J. W. Chipman, general manager of the Indianapauthority
is
olis and Eastern Traction Company,
for the statement. The contracting firm is made
up of George Townsend of Indianapolis, formerly
of the firm of Townsend, Reed & Co., and Ward
S. Arnold of Chicago, formerly with the General
Electric Company and later with the Bullock company.
The Indianapolis and Martinsville Rapid Transit
Company announces that it will extend its line
from Martinsville to Bloomington this season. Paul
H. White is superintendent of the line. The business men of Bloomington have encouraged the
building of the extension in every w^ay.
In the matter of electric-railway building in Indiana, at least in some localities, much depends
number of elecupon the question of subsidies.
tions have been ordered, and a few are being held
up by opposers, who have asked the courts to
enjoin county commissioners from holding such
elections.
The opposition to subsidies is confined
largely to Miami and Fulton counties, where rival
companies have, in a measure, destroyed confidence.
T^he taxpayers are demanding that the companies
get down to business and build the roads, and
then, when there is something visible, the aid will
be voted. The commissioners of Miami County
have ordered an election in Perry Township to vote
$15,000 to the Winona Interurban Railway Company, which proposes to rebuild to Warsaw. As
a result of the defeat of a subsidy in Bethlehem
Township, Cass County, the Indianapolis, Logansport
and
South
Bend Traction Company has
changed its route so as to pass through AdamsTownship. Some time ago the company likewise
retaliated against Plymouth and changed its route
to pass through Bourbon instead, and obtained a
subsidy of $21,000 from Bourbon.
The Dayton and Muncie Traction Company has
been granted a 50-year franchise to enter the city
of Muncie, and the promise is that cars will be
running by May 15th. The line is now in operation to Selma, six miles east of Muncie.
The Evansville and Princeton Traction Company's
officials announce that work on the new lines of
the company through the "pocket" of Indiana, which
will mean an expenditure of $500,000, will begin
at once, the company having received franchises
in Mount Vernon and other towns during the week.
The Indiana Union Traction Company has received a renewal of its franchise in Middletown,
extending the time limit for operation to January
I,
1906, and continuing the life of the franchise
for 99 years.
The Louisville and Southern Indiana Traction
Company, to which have been granted subsidies
aggregating $40,000 in Harrison County, has placed
a surveying corps in the field for the extension
of its lines from New Albany to Corydon, a distance of 26 miles. The traction company's line
Indianapolis, April
connect
railway, to

Greencastle and

Brazil,

A

from Jeffersonville into Louisville, officials say, will
be in operation by June 1st. Ground has been
broken for the company's terminal station in Third
Street,

Louisville.

Albert Goshen of Chalmers reports that the diffiwhich stood in the way of securing a certain
route for the Chicago Air Line Traction Company,
through the counties of White, Carroll and Clinton,
have been adjusted and the right-of-way secured.
It is now generally believed that the proposed air
line between Indianapolis and Chicago will be built,
and that actual work will be begun in a few weeks.
William S. Baugh of Lafayette will be at the
head of the Lafayette and Southwestern Traction
Company, which proposes to build from Lafayette
into the Indiana coal fields near Covington.
The
capital stock will be $1,000,000.
Arrangements have
been made to use the right-of-way of the FountainWarren Traction Company.
After a year of litigation, a decree in the federal
court at Indianapolis has been made ordering the
culties

15,

1905

Michigan.

;

and

light,

April

of the Chicago and South Shore railroad fur
cash, without redemption, to satisfy the claim of
the Royal Trust Company. The selling price is
placed at $85,000.
Kerlin Brothers of Toledo, Ohio, have assumed
control of the Montpelier (Ind.) electric-lighting
plant.
Municipal control has proved a failure. The
enabling act of the last Legislature opened a way
to dispose of it, and no time was lost in selling
out to Kerlin Brothers.
The municipal lighting plant of Richmond turned
$1,000 back into the city treasury for the month
of March. This represents, it is said, the excess
over running expenses.
S. S.
sale

Detroit, April

—

8.
In a recent report to the" ComCouncil made by the municipal lighting commission concerning the proposition of the manager
of the Detroit Edison Company to pay $1,000 for
the services of an expert to examine the municipal-lighting system the statement is made that the
offer was not made in good faith and was for the
purpose of discrediting the principle of municipal
lighting.
The commission further says that its
accounts and vouchers, showing how the appropriations have been expended, are open to the
public and that there is no secret in regard to the
conducting of its business and that it believes that
the offer of furnishing an expert by the Edison
company to pass upon the question of whether the
commission in its bookkeeping system charges off
enough depreciation on the plant is uncalled for.
The commission makes the recommendation that
the Common Council make an appropriation in
connection with the Edison company's offer to
employ the city electrician of Chicago' and a third
electrician to investigate both the municipal elec-

mon

tric-lighting plant and the Edison plant and ascertain whether or not the Edison company is charg-

ing too

The

high a rate to the people.

Comstock-Haigh-Walker

Company,

engi-

neers and general railway contractors, have decided
to
remove their operating headquarters from
Rochester to Detroit and will do their practical
work from this city.
W. A. Comstock. F. W.
Walker and B. G. Broad, members of this firm,
are iiow in London to examine and investigate
electrical high-speed construction of cars and locomotives.
As stated in these columns last week, the differences between the Lansing Suburban Traction
Company and the Boland interests at Jackson have
been harmonized and as a result the organization
of the Lansing and Jackson Interurban Electric
Railway Company has been perfected, which puts
off the threatened building of two competing lines
between Lansing and Jackson. The new corporation is capitahzed at $i.ooo,coo and the officers are:
President, H. W. Mills, Port Huron; vice-president and treasurer, George G. Moore. Port Huron;
secretary, James
R.
Elliott,
Lansing; directors.
David W. Mills, Cleveland, and W. A. Boland,
New York, acting in conjunction with the above
officers.
It is understood that the whole of the
stock will be controlled by the gentlemen named
who, with the exception of Mr. Boland, will be
holders of the Lansing Suburban Traction Company's property.
Arrangements wil be made with
the Jackson and Lansing street railways for terminal facilities in each town.
The Union Trust Company of Detroit, as receiver of the City Savings Bank, has acquired complete control of the electric-lighting, power and
sewer companies of Mackinac Island. It is understood that this has been done to save the expense
of foreclosing the mortgage held by the bank. In
order to enable the bondholders to realize on the
property the Municipal Light and Power Company
and the Municipal Sewer Company have been organized.
The report that the Detroit, Ypsilanti, Ann
Arbor and Jackson electric railroad has increased
its passenger rate between Ann Arbor and Jackson
to two cents a mile has been denied, as it could
not be done under the franchise.
Fares have been
raised from 55 cents to 60 celits.
The rate was
formerly one cent per mile.
It is reported that the Michigan Central railroad
has acquired the franchises of the St. Joseph,
South Bend and Southern electric railway and that
that company will proceed to build from its present line to St. Joseph.
The St. Joseph, South
Bend and Southern railroad recently secured franchises in the city of Niles. and it is understood
had acquired some right-of-way between St. Joseph and Niles.
Municipal lighting by the village of Hart has
not proved an unqualified success and J. N. Cotton of that town now proposes to undertake the
lighting of the town and has offered to take over
the business with waterpower privileges.
He proposes to obtain power by damning the Pere Marquette River on the northern county line,' where
it will be possible to obtain
a fall of 28 feet with
a dam 400 feet wide.
The assistant corporation counsel of Detroit has
prepared some important information for the Common Council in regard to the Detroit United streetrailway franchises for its fight against the streetrailway company.
It is understood that the street

;
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railway lays claim to llic perpetual rights on cernot included in the old City railway
This claim covers streets now within

tain streets
(rancliisc.

the city limits which when huill were in township territory, in which the rights are either perTo hrhiK an early solution of
petual or void.
the right of municiiial .hmmi liip in Detroit it is
proposed to make :in .i|.|ii -lii n h.ii of $10,000 for
.•.lii.li
will be th.huilding a test slriri,,i Im.
This
nucleus of the niumci|).il u'.vmiTilp plan.
proposed movement will lie the initial action on
i

,

part of the city of an apparently hard and
lie
long-fought battle between the street railway and
The altitude of the people
the people of Detroit.
and also of the council is such, it is said, that
something will be done along the lines of munii'iri.il

ownership and possibly operation.
C.

Rocky Mountain

G.

W.

States.

—

Lake City, April 5. A contract for the
.Salt
(Idaho)
niaehinery for the big Shoshone l'"alls
power plant has been awarded in Chicago by I. M.
I'errine, one of the incorporators of the company,
and the equipment, inchuling two dynamos, will
It is stated by the
arrive within a few weeks.
management that the machinery will be installed
and the plant in full operation early in June of
Bonds in the sum of $2,500,000 have
this year.
been issued, and part of this amount will be expended in the construction of an electric railroad
from (he power plant to Twin Falls. While a
capacity of 20,000 horsepower will be avail.iblc at
the plant, only 1,000 will be generated during the
present year. The officers and directors of the
company are
I. M.
Perrinc, president and general
manager; H. B. McCullom, secretary; R. B. Paris,
S. B. Hayes, H. L. Hollistcr and Walter Bruce.
Many protests from citizens have been filed with

an

K. Moody Uoyiilon, inventor of
the bicycle railway, formerly

worth
cles,
ties

$i,ooo,0(X)

and

prominent

what

known

is

to be
financial cir-

reputed
in

has filed a petition in bankruptcy, with
of nearly $107,000 and no assets.

Pacific Slope.

—

San Francisco, April 7. An electric power plant
is to be erected on Hat Creek,
Shasta County, by
the Shasta Power Company, witli San Francisco
at 308 Schmiedel Building.
Power will be
supplied to operate the smelters and mining plants
in the copper belt.
Power and light will also be
furnished to Redding and other nearby towns.
offices

at

The Bay Counties Power Company has men
work remodeling the sub-station at Lincoln, Cal.

Three large transformers are being installed and
other electric machinery will be added.
Charles R. Miller and F. A. Keith, who have
been in San Francisco recently, have closed a
contract for the construction of an electric powertransmission plant to be located in California, just
across the line from Nevada. The men who are
to build the new power plant will be called upon
to supply a copper transmission wire capable of
carrying 22,000 volts. At the outset, 15 miles of
poles will be placed, upon which to carry transmission wire.
new stock company has been formed at Fallon, Nev., by R. L. Douglas, I. H. Kent, William
Sanford and others, with a capital stock of $50,000,
for the purpose of providing that town with electric lights and power.
Representatives of the Seattle-Bellingham Electric Company have been working in and around
Marysville, Wash., recently securing the necessary
right-of-way for the proposed electric railwav from
Seattle to Bellingham, Wash.
It is reported that an electric railway will soon
be constructed, to be known as the San JacintoHemet line, to connect San Jacinto, Hemet and
Riverside, Cal. It is given out that a San Francisco syndicate will engineer the project.
H. E.
Huntington is thought to be largely interested.
The total distance is 30 miles, and the cost of
construction and equipment is estimated at $500,000.
The survey of the proposed scenic electric road
to Lick Observatory on Mount Hamilton
will be
completed within two months, and propositions to
build the road will then be entertained bv the
San
Jose Exploitation Company of San Jose, Cal., which
is
doing the preliminary work. The cost of the
road completed is estimated at between
$500,000

A

and $750,000.
The San Luis Obispo Gas and Electric Company
of San Luis Obispo, Cal, is advertising
for bids
lor the construction of an electric
plant, which
IS to be erected near
the gas works in San Luis
Obispo. The plant is to cost about
$30,000.
A.

(iirninhed

of

ization

Frederick A. Huntrcts, general manager of the
Worcester (Mass.) Consolidated Street Kailway
Company, has resigned to go 10 Brazil as general
manager of the Kio Janeiro Light and Power
Company, a corporation with New York and Canadian backing.

Charles G. Armstrong's name appears as that
of the consulting engineer on a postal card relating to Representative Apgar's hill for New York
slate water supply.
The card says; "Vole for
When in
this bill and kill the Uamapo steal."
(.liicago Mr. Armstrong was known as a mechanical and electrical engineer.

John Olmsted, aged 84, president of the Spring(Mass.) Street Railway Company for 29 years,
lie had been president also of
died on April 6th.
the Northampton Street Kailw.iy Company and of
the United Electric Light Company, and was interested in other manufacturing concerns and in

the

municipality.

From PaiMic,

liabili-

the

.V. )., comet a rcfwrt of (he organYanlicaw Ijght, Ileal and I'owcr

Company, with 3
rators

arc

capital of )SO.0O0-

.MiclucI

Walter Kip and

Bivcni,

K.

The

incorp.>-

Solomon Shalzkcn.

oilicr»,

Mandcl Broi. of Chicago have let the omiractt
power plant to be intullcd in ihe nub-

for a large

basement of their store building at 111 11? V..il/;,\li
Avenue. This is to consist of Alb
gines and generators comprhih(f fiv>
with an aggregate cipaciiy of |,5<*,
vided a.s follows; Three of 400 kilowaii
... h.
n'of 200 kilowatts and one of 100. There will
three vertical, cross-compound, non-condcn»ing engines, one horizontal engine of similar type, and
one horizontal
single engine, all direct connected
10 Bullock generators.
1

W

field

banking institutions

in

An

Arthur Brcesc Davis, general manager of the
Viaduct Manufacturing Company's works at Baltimore, Md., died on March 21st. He was born in
He has been conWaterford, Conn., in 1831.
nected with the Viaduct company about 20 years.
He was a descendant of Colonel Livingstone, the
first lord of the Livingstone Manor on the Hudson
River.

George B. Shcplcy, president of the Shcpley &
Field Contracting Company, Worcester, Mass., died
on April 3d in his 45th year. He was at one time
with the Thomson-Houston Company, had been engaged for many years as a builder of railroads and
railways and previous to forming the company of
which he was the head had been the superintendent
of construction for the Worcester Consolidated
Railway Company.
T. T. Lyman has been appointed to the position
general sales manager of the H. W. JohnsManville Company of New York. The position
will call for the installation of various comprehensive systems in connection with the work of the
company's branches in Milwaukee, Chicago, St.
Louis, Boston, Philadelphia, Pittsburg, Cleveland,
New Orleans and San Francisco. Mr. Lyman has
been connected with the company for many years,
of

his management it is believed that an
increased efficiency in trade relations will result.

and from
Walter

I.

Barnes has assumed the position of
manager of the Narragansett Elec-

assistant general

He

Lighting Company of Providence, R. I.
has for six years past been general superintendent
of the company, having been promoted to the new
tric

upon the resignation of Arthur B. Lisle.
Mr. Barnes became identified with the Narragansett
Electric Lighting Company 13 years ago, and was

position

Ten
in the office of the treasurer three years.
years ago he was transferred to the station on Elm
Street, and had charge of the generating and distributing of current and the purchasing of supplies.
Lord Kelvin has been awarded the John Fritz
medal for "cable telegraphy and other general scientific achievements."
The medal was established
on August 21, 1902, by the associates of John
Fritz of Bethlehem, Pa., to perpetuate the memory
of his achievements
industrial progress. The
in
board which made the award to Lord Kelvin was
composed of representatives from the American
Society of Civil Engineers, American Institute of

Mining Engineers, American Society of Mechanical
Engineers and the American Institute of Electrical
Engineers. Those on the board from the last named
were Carl Hering, Charles P. Steinmetz, Charles
F. Scott and Bion J. Arnold.

Edward

B.

EUicott,

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
The electric street railway of Manila, P.
been formally opened for traffic.

Springfield.

:

the City Council at Salt Lake City, Utah, against
the granting of the application of the Utah Light
and Railway Company for a so-ycar extension of
its
numerous franchises. The committee of the
council which has had the matter under consideration has decided upon
compromise report,
a
recommending the extension of the various franchises so that all will expire in 50 years.
F. H. Fitch of Chicago has filed an amended
application for a franchise for the construction
of an electric railroad between Lewiston and Kendall, Idaho.
The Citizens' Electric Company is the
incorporation which will undertake the enterprise.
The Utility Power Company of Boise, Idaho,
capitalized at $.300,000, has filed articles of incorporation, with the purpose of establishing a power
plant.
G.

llie Cowcia (I. T.^ Klectric Liiflii Company hai
completed itt pbnt and ii wiring the town. Orderi
have been given for over aoo liifhu bctidct lho»«

city

electrician

of

Chicago,

and who was also chief electrician at the Louisiana
Purchase Exposition, has been chosen to fill the
responsible

position of principal assistant engineer
in charge of the hydro-electric development of the
Sanitary District (Drainage Canal) of Chicago.
salary of $5,000 a year will be attached to the
position.
Mr. EUicott is a native of New York

A

and is 39 years old. He came to Chicago in
1S90 and was for several years superintendent of
construction for the Western Electric Company,
which position he left to become city electrician
in June, 1S97.
As city electrician under Mayor
Harrison Mr. EUicott has won the respect of all
by the able, straightforward and businesslike way
in
which he has conducted the affairs of the
department of electricity of the city of Chicago.
state

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.

Chautauqua County, N. Y,.,
to be constructed by the newly incorporated Findley Lake and State Line Street Kailway Company,
which has a capital of $i3o/xx>. The directors are
E. A. Austin of Cutting, N. Y.
F. R. Nichols of
Titusville and I. A. Pond of Corry.
;

A

syndicate, says the New York Times, has
purchased the trolley line from Seneca Falls to

Waterloo, N. Y. It is proposed to double-track
this road and extend it to Auburn so that ultimately
there will be a thorough connection with Syracuse
and a complete trolley system right across the middle of the state.

The South Side Elevated Railway Company of
Chicago has contracted for complete equipments for
70 cars, which includes 140 75-horsepower Westinghouse motors, and multiple-control apparatus.
The motors are of special design and are in line
with the re-equipment of this system. The cars
will be operated in trains of five, three of which
will be motor cars.
Officials of the Big Four railroad have authorized
the statement that the road is considering a plan
to equip as an electric line the branch between
Alton and East Alton. 111., as a means of reducing
operating expenses. Trolley cars would be put on
to handle all passengers, mail, baggage and express
between Alton and East Alton, making connection

with main-line trains.

The Public Service Company of New Jersey has
recently received in Jersey City what is said to be
the most elegantly appointed trolley touring car in
the country-.
It is mostly of plate glass above the
trucks, like an obser\'ation car.
The car was built
as an experiment and others will be built if th^?
company's belief, that such a car will be much
desired for long trips into the countrj', proves correct.

A change in the board of directors of the PhilaRapid Transit Company has been made
whereby Henry W. Phipps of Pittsburg succeeds
Michael Murphy.
It has been intimated that Mr.
Phipps was added to the board in order successfully
to float the recent $10,000,000 bond issue on the
Market Street elevated and subway lines. It is said
delphia

that local capital has not been ver>' responsive to the
securities of the Rapid Transit Company since it
succeeded the Union Traction Company.

On June 30, 1904. the total mileage of electric
railways in Illinois was 794.
During the year the
extensions of main lines and branches was no Jess
than 221 miles.
The capitalization is $82,964 a
mile for surface roads and $1,981,148 a mile for
elevated roads.
The total income was $9,722,176
and net income $1,277,209.
Of this $497,952 was
paid in dividends a decrease from the previous
year of $214,419. Total assets are placed at $145,The number of paying passengers carried
270,381.
was 151.30S.786 and the number of tons of freight
hauled 660,530, showing increases of 16,145416 passengers and 310,611 tons. The total number of cars
in use was 2,283 and the amount of taxes paid

—

$586,854.

The Little Rock and Hot Springs Electric Railway Company, which proposes to build a line to
Rock and Hot Springs. Ark., has

connect Little

charter at the first-named city, and Secretary
George R. Brown of the Little Rock Board of Trade
says that the proposed road will be about 60 miles
long, and that the company is capitalized at $2,000.000.
The directors have diosen the following-named
officers:
President, C. J. Kramer of Little Rock;
first vice-president and general manager. L. Garrett
of Springfield. Mo.
second vice-president. A. S.
Blodgett of Springfield secretary, J. C. Marshall
treasurer, G. W. Rogers of Little Rock. It is the
intention of the company to build the line without
a bond issue, and the stock will be owned principally
by railway employes throughout the Southwest. Mr.
Garrett has resigned his position as trainmaster with
the Frisco to handle the enterprise.
filed its

;

—

and power.

—

ha<

is

;

&

Co. have ordered for their plant at Fort
Worth. Texas, a 600-kilowatt alternating-current,
revolving-field, 60-cycle Bullock generator threephase, 240 volts with a normal speed of 120 revolutions a minute.
This is for supplying both light
Swift,

I.,

electric railway in

:
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POWER TRANSMISSION.
The Assembly

^_^i
I

at

Albany. N. Y., has received a
bill of the Lockport, Oiv

favorable report oh the

and Niagara Power Company.

tario
I

passed,

allow

will

the

company

horsepower from Niagara

to

The

bill,

take

if

400,000

Falls.

Adams, high-lension constructing engineer,
has completed the Lilly Mill and Power Company's
aluminum transmission line from Stice's Shoals on
Broad River, to Lilly Mill, Shelby. N. C. The
C. L.

mill

is

equipped throughout with motors and has

arc and incandescent lights.
of New York city
resolution protcsling
against any furtlier diversion of the waters of the
Niagara River for power purposes and calling for
a constitutional amendment and a treaty with Great
It has been estimated that
Britain in the matter.
the total commercial value of all the waterpower of
the Falls is $50,000,000 per annum, the total horse-

The Merchants' Association
has passed a strortgly worded

power being taken

Falls Company of Turner Falls,
Mass., is to erect a power plant consisting of four
i.ooo-kilowatt generator units, two 300-kilowatt generators for light loads, and one 75-kilowatt exciter
generator, all waterwheel driven and direct con-

Turner

nected to waterwheel shafts, together with one motor-driven exciter of 75 kilowatts. The generators
will all be alternating current, three phase, 60 cycles
and 2,300 volts. One 1,000-kilowatt Bullock generator and the 75-kilowatt exciter are to be installed
soon.

The Harrisonburg ( Va. ) Electric Company has
now in process of construction an interesting and
complete power-transmission and lighting plant with
sub-stations.
The Allis-Chalmers Company is said
to have the contract for the complete electrical equipment, which will include two 250-kilowatt Bullock
generators and three 1,000-kilowatt Bullock transformers.
This is a development of waterpower
nine miles from the city of Harrisonburg, for which
it will supply lighting at night and power to operate manufacturing enterprises by day.

PUBLICATIONS.

ucts.

catalogue,

No.

of the Wilmarth &
Rapids, Mich., devoted

90,

M'orman Company, Grand
the New Yankee drill grinder and other tools,
an illustration of a neatly designed trade publication.
The grinders described are built on scientific principles and the catalogue gives some valuable Information about drills in general and about
to
is

the grinders in particular.

The "Soo Line" railroad issues "The Magic
Color Book" for children, to illustrate "The WonIncidentally, all inderful Trip that Soo Took."
terested in outdoor life will note the summering
possibilities indicated by the little book.
W. R.
Callaway of Minneapolis is general passenger agent
of

this

railroad,

Minneapolis,

St.

which is known officially as the
Paul and Sault Sainte Marie.

Condensers and self-induction apparatus are an
important product of Queen & Co. of Philadelphia,
makers of electrical-testing instruments. The company is distributing a new circular, No. i2o.i, on
this apparatus, showing a wide variety of condensers from the most elaborate standards down
to the small tin-case condensers used extensively
in telephone work.
Standards of self-induction,
both fixed and variable types, are illustrated and
described.
Curves are also given showing the absorption and leakage in the company's standard
condensers.
to those

Copies

of

this

circular

will

be

sent

interested.

By no means an unimportant product
Cutler-Hammer Manufacturing Company
waukee

is

its

Simplicity theater dimmers.

To

ad-

nature and explains the development of dimmer
apparatus to keep step with the ever-increasing
stage lighting until the latest types
represent an installation of great importance to the
design of an up-to-date theater.

consumed per candlepower,

if it is so placed that its rays shine into the eyes
of the congregation, not only is discomfort occasioned by the resulting eyestrain, but the blinding
effect produced on the retina causes surrounding

objects to appear dimly lighted in comparison and
leaves the impression of inadequate illumination."

AND SCHOOLS.

from

imports

Cuba

of Chicago, editor of the Quesnext National Electric Light
convention, has sent out a circular letter requesting
the members not to falter in the good work of
answering questions contained in the first list sent
out.
Accompanying the letter is the final list of
questions. The list is a generous one, and now
all that remains to complete the data sought
is
a good array of answers.
All answers must be in
by April 17th.

The number of students in attendance in the
year 1904-05 at Purdue University was 1,528. Of
the total enrollment, 410 were students of electrical
engineering. The freshman class, by far the largest
in
the history of the university, numbered 461
students, the sophomore 389, junior 261, and senior
post-graduates 28, students of pharmacy and
203
special students 81.
The number of graduates in
electrical engineering in June, 1904, was 56, and
the number of electrical engineers to be graduated
in June of this year will be 65.

ard Electrical Rules will be held on Frida}', April
2ist, at 55 Kilby Street, Boston.
The purpose of
this meeting Is to consider the relations of this conference to the National Electrical Code, which is
the result of the meeting of this conference held at
New York city on March 18 and 19, 1S96. William
J. Hammer of New York Is chairman of the conference and C. J. H. Woodbury of 45 Milk Street,
Boston, is the secretary.
The committee on code
consists of Prof. Francis B. Crocker, chairman;
Frank R. Ford, secretary; William H. Merrill, Jr.,
Alfred Stone, E. A. Fitzgerald. William Brophy,
E. V. French and William J. Hammer.

The Haberkorn Engine Company
announces that

Ind.,

ern

The telegraph lines in Egypt belong to the state
and have a total length of 2,600 miles, with 11,000
miles of wire. The tariff is 10 cents for the first
eight words and one cent for each two succeeding
words. The number of telegrams (excluding state
messages) sent per annum is 1,600,000. The Eastern Telegraph Company has land lines across Egypt
connecting with the cables to the east and west.
Cable messages to New York cost 53^-2 cents a word
and the time of transmission is 2?-^ hours.

SPACE TELEGRAPHY.
announced that the space-telegraph conis
ference, which was to have been held in Germany
this year, has been abandoned for the present.
It

from Glenwood Springs,

Colo.,

says

that during his hunting trip in

Colorado President
Roosevelt will keep In touch with his official staff
at Glenwood by means of space telegraphy. Expert
Signal Service Corps telegraph operators have been
detailed to send and receive the president's messages.
An army automobile will convey the field
outfit as far as roads will permit, after which the
machinery will be transferred to the backs of
horses. At Glenwood, it is said, the sending station
be located on the summit of Lookout MounThe local lighting system will furnish current.
The messages will be telephoned to and from the
operator at the Hotel Colorado, where Secretary
Loeb will be located.
will

tain.

TRADE NEWS.
The Lyons Electric and Manufacturing Company
of Lyons, Kan., has been incorporated with a capital stock of $10,000.

The

Literstate

Electric

Company

of Fort Wayne,
has closed a contract with

lease

may be

closed

soon.

Benjamin

Kauffman. recently representative of
the Thomas Acme Air Purifying System Company
of Chicago and formerly Cincinnati and St. Louis
representative of the Paul System Company, is now
associated with Evans, Almirall & Co. as' assistant
western manager for the sale of its well-known
system of hot-water heating for central-station and
scattered buildings.
His offices are at 1057 Monadnock Block, Chicago.

BUSINESS.
It

is

reported

Union of

that 28 firms belonging to the
Electrical Manufacturers, whose member-

comprises over 200 European firms, recently
convention at Munich, Germany, and organ-

ship

met

in

ized a co-operative society for the purpose of purchasing supplies for their manufactures.

The Westlnghouse

Electric

and

Manufacturing

Company of Pittsburg reports orders from the
Alliance Machine Company and the Morgan Engineering Company, both of Alliance, Ohio, for a
total of 120 crane motors, aggregating 2,000 horsepower. The Pennsylvania Railroad Company also
contracted for 20 induction motors.

Now

underwriters are requiring porcebreweries, packing houses,
Pass
& Seymour of Solvay,
pardonable satisfaction, announce to

that the

lain sockets in
tanneries,
etc..

N.

with

Y.,

cellars,

the trade that their porcelain fixture sockets are
excelled by none. Another of their products in
which they take pride is a temporary socket or
receptacle for decorative wiring, which can be installed before or after the wires are in place.

The Lamb

Electric Company of Grand Rapids,
has on the market a line of electrically
grinding and buffing machines adapted for
direct-current work. The buffer is mounted on one
end of the motor shaft and the grinder on the
other.
These machines are of one-fourth-horse-

Mich.,
driven

power

size, and have been built to meet the defor a portable machine of small size.
Great
is the cardinal point about these grinders,
and smooth running is obtained through a careful
balancing of the parts.

mand

torque

number

of the Chicago Chess and Checker Club
and the Franklin Club of Philadelphia contested
a i6-board chess match last week by telegraph.

dispatch

it

Foundry and Machine Company of
granting to it the right to manufacture stationary engines with the Haberkorn patent valve and valve gear.
Negotiations for an eastLitchfield
Litchfield, 111.,

Toledo, Ohio, enjoys close relations with a large

TELEGRAPH.
Members

A

the

in

the

;

A' meeting of the National Conference on Stand-

same

lime show an
increase of only 16 per cent.
Electrical machinery
exported to Cuba for the period mentioned amounted
to $35,502 as compared with $26,623 for the eight
months ended with February, 1904.

Homer E. Niesz
tion Box for the

of the
of Mil-

vertise these dimmers an uncommonly tasteful catalogue has just been issued. The front cover is of
a deep rich tint and represents the stage of a theater.
The pages of the catalogue are plentifully
sprinkled with fine illustrations of various types of
dimmer apparatus with their controlling devices.
The first part of the reading matter is of a general

demands of

in current

and Wire Company of Chi-

Steel

cago has issued a pamphlet entitled "Sulphate of
Iron in Agriculture," which contains some valuable
information concerning the effect which this compound of iron has upon various agricultural prod-

The new

lamp may be

SOCIETIES
incor-

porated at Salt Lake City. LTtah, by John A. Bagley, Francis M. Lyman, Lyman R. Martineau and
The comothers, with a capital stock of $5,000,000.
pany states that it will be prepared to bring into
Salt Lake City 45,000 horsepower within two years,
the transmission line being 200 miles in length, with
branches to Albion, Oakley. Malad, Ida., and running into Utah, Cache Junction, Collinston, Brigham and other towns.

The American

interesting publication on "Church Lighting
by Electricity" has been issued by the Nernst
Lamp Company of Pittsburg. Beautiful interior
views of churches lighted in this manner are shown
and also some ceiling clusters and mountings for
the lamps adapting themselves especially to this
class of service.
These sentences are interesting
"Efficiency is not solely dependent upon the actual
economy of the illuminant itself; the location of
the light source and the general scheme of lighting
have far more influence upon the ultimate efficiency
or economy of the complete system than one would
ordinarily suppose.
No matter how efficient a

as 2,000,000.

The Shoshone Power Company has been

The

April 15, 1905

An

of

New

Or-

leans, La., '11^ sold out its construction department
to the Marks Electric Construction Company.

Exports from the United States to Cuba in the
eight months ended with February. 1905, amounted
to $24,126,687 and are larger than in the corresponding period of any fiscal year.
Compared
with the corresponding period of last year they
show an increase of over 42 per cent., while the

A

best pole yards.
number of
Toledo promptly to secure
assortment. Advantage of this situation
has been taken by the F. Bissell Company of Toledo and some good-sized sales are already recorded this spring.
This work is cared for by
the company's regular staff of salesmen and is particularly in charge of Mr. J. Alex. Navarre. Idaho
cedar is also handled for customers requiring the
larger sizes.
Shipments are reported prompt and
the market is strong, with a tendency to advance.
The company suggests that prospective buyers make
their wants known early and place their contracts
to the best advantage.

of -"the

nearby stocks enables

a

good

The Mineral Point Zinc Company of Chicago has
ordered from the Allis-Chalmers Company the complete power equipment for its remodeled plant at
Depue, III., consisting of two heavy-duty crosscompound Reynolds - Corliss engines, each with
cylinders 21 and 42 inches in diameter and a 48stroke
two 500-kilowatt -^Bullock generators,
which the engines will be direct connected; one
ico-kilowatt generator and 24 motors, ranging in
size from 10 to 75 horsepower, with starters, rheoThe two power units are designed for
stats, etc.
operation at 90 revolutions a minute, the engines
being especially constructed to meet that condition,
but the smaller generator wlh develop a normal
speed of 250 revolutions a minute.
inch

;

to

The co-operative plan adopted by Hamilton Carhartt of Detroit is proving satisfactory, according to
the Detroit papers.
His plan takes in anyone who
Detroit papers.
His plan takes in anyone who
works in his shop, anyone wdio sells his goods, or
anyone who wears the overalls and jumpers his
800 employes make.
The' business being now at
the zenith of its prosperity and Incorporated, Mr.
Carhartt thinks a stock company would give it an
assurance of continuance at its present high average by increasing the circle of those directly interIt is proof of Mr. Carhartt's belief 'in his
ested.
plan that his very first step was to give free of
cost to those of his employes who have rendered
faithful service for a certain time thousands of
dollars worth of non-assessable, paid-up preferred
Mr. Carstock in the now incorporated company.
hartt says that he does not wish to pose as a philanthropist, as he is simply carrying out a longcherished idea, viz., to make those who have helped
to build up this business partners in it and sharers
of

Its

profits.

April
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ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.
/^sufi/ (I'tiiffd Slatr.1 /'atrul OJfiir) ,lf>rii

Mcthorl of MaimfacMurray C. Hccbc, Pillshiirg, Pa.,

Hc;iUT

i-lcclric
786,257.
tuririK Same.
assignor to
y]

mI

til

..f
I

nl.n

I

t

Ii

tiMM

.,!,.|

si, .11,,

^

h

filed

May

14,

Pittsburg,

IQOO.

i.iiKtnictinK electric licalem cdtiiliU in
arountl a Hrxililc c»rc, opplymK
tiKiicrinl to form u tttbulnr, tiiclo»inK
article ttuin fornicd into the (icaircd

.

I.

,1m

I,

!,!

WcstinKhousc,

George

Applirntion

I'a.

^^,,,,Im

.iinl

1^1

ink-ning the sheath.

Signal System for Railways. William G.
Koome. Los Angeles, Cal. Application filed
December 19, 1904.

786,316.

New
22.

An

Application

4.

n/os.

December

filed

Iias

a single core in

llir

form of a

tube, which inclntcft a primary coil and (• oiImj inclosed
by n primary coil adjacent llirrclo, the latter txring Incloird by n single secondary coil. The primary coils have
opproxlmately c<|ual rriistanccs.

Motors. Thomas
K. narnum, Milwaukee, Wis., assignor to the
Cutler-Hammer Manufacturing Company, MilApplication filed January 31,
waukee, Wis.
Controller

786,401.

Milwaukee,

Wif.

Applicaiicn

filed

Mav

19,

1904.

1903.
induction coil

Electric

for

A

method of varyinK

ilw

an

ky

alternvimtfeurrrnt
ing a C'^ntrolUblr, joint indu
twten lb« rotor of the motor
direct current for energizing

r<

-:

^

tlwr

^^f

System for Operating \:
Henry H. Cutler, Milwaukee.
r
to
the Cutler-Hammer Manuf.ictjrinK C-.mpany, Milwaukee, Wi». Application filed March

786,419.

1904.

14,

1902.

syatcm compriiic* a source of nltcrnalinK
current, a Kourcc of direct current, a common rclurn for
buth currciits, motor velucIcB actuated bv the allcrnaling
current, siipialtng devices actuated by the direct current
and incnna controlled by the movement of the motor

A

York, N. Y.

signaliiiK

vehicle for
devices.

the

controlling

movement of

the

for Rectifying Alternating CurasPa.,
Pittsburg,
Siegfried.
signor to the Wcstingliousc Electric and Manufacturing Company, Pittsburg, Pa. Application

filed

all/
the

._.._.

!J.

,,._

..,.:_...

;..

Speed Accelerator.
Henry H.
Milwaukee, Wis., assignor to the Arnold
Magnetic Clutch Company, Milwaukee, Wis.

786420.

lilcctric

Cutler,

Robert

rents.

and means for preventing the operation of
the movable clement of ilic mechanism
predetermined positions. The means are

when

certain

signaling

Means

786,320.

Circuit

Mich

February

12,

1904.

commutator for rectifyinc alternatinK currents comtwo rinRS h.iving spaceu, peripheral contact plates,
which project laternlly in opposite directions from the
respective rings and inwardly projecting supporting lugs.

A

prises

Magnetic

786,411.

Clutch

Speed

or

Henry H. Cutler, Milwaukee.
to the Arrlold Magnetic Clutch
waukee, Wis.

Application

filed

Accelerator.
Wis., assignor

Company, MilAugust 5, 1903.

Combined with a primary member having suiuble
energized windings is a secondary member adapted to
he inductively influenced thereby to create torque-producing currents in the secondary member. Relative movement between the primary and secondary member* rc-

Application filed April 22, 1901.
A drivins and a driven part have elect romagnr tic
means opcralively enrrgized for causing the dri»m pan
to move at the »amc speed as the driving part with (acr«
the

Irtt
facet.

s(>eed

witb

film

System

786,421.

and Apparatus for Motor ConHenr>* H. Cutler, Milwaukee. Wis., as-

trol.

Electric-motor Control. William D. Stivris .Krsey City, N. J., assignor to the C. W.
("nmpany, West New Brigltton, N. Y.
hull

786,323.

I

Nli'lii iiiiiin

filed

November

1904.

12,

by the controller to regulate the drivinK alicad of
the motor and means actuated by the controller to impusc the maximum dynamical braking
of the motor in backward rotation upon the
^
.
Uiiiled

,

movement of the a'iilr..lki t.>
ward runninR. Tiu- rcsisinnoc

thtis

point

first

for

b-ick-

decreased to

^;r,idu.Tllv

by fiirllur iii,.vcniLnt nf tin- cnniroiicr. and upon
further movciiu-iit curn-nl is svippliL-.l fur the backward rolaliun of the niutor aiu! fur speed regulation.

zero
still

Percy H. Thomas,
Electrical Condenser.
Pittsburg, Pa., assignor to the Wcstinghouse
Electric and Manufacturing Company, Pittsburg, Pa. Application filed July 16, 1903.
An electric condenser comprises a scries of non-conducting supporting plates, a series of conducting plates of
Each of the latter
less area having turned-over edges.
fastened to an adjacent non-conducting plate at its
is
corners and spaced non-conducting strips have their
ends fastened lo the edges of the supporting plates.

786,325.

Transformer

786,338.

H.

Receptacle

Case. John
assignor to

or

Zimmermann, Newark, N.

J.,

Wcstinghouse Electric and Manufacturing
Company, Pittsburg, Pa. Application filed April

the
18,

1903.

fori

Bearing for Electric Meters. Darragh de
Lancey and Herbert M. Smith, Great Barring-

7S6.366.

ton, Mass.. assignors to the Stanley

Instrument

Company, Great Barrington, Mass.
September 17, 1903.

Application

filed

In a thrust bearing for electric measuring instruments
are a bearing-surface holder having a depending tapered
projection thereon with a groove at the enlarged end.
a support for the holder having a tapered projection with
a groove at the enlarged end and a spring engaging the
grooves and holding the support and bearing-surface
holder together.

Railway Signaling System. Joseph LeDrummondville, Canada, assignor to the
Automatic Railway Signal Company. Application filed October 3, 1904.

786,36s.

mire,

In a semaphore railway-signaling system adapted for
connection with a railway track arc several track contacts
and semaphores, semaphore circuits, duplicate banks of
connection between contigruous
circuit
electromagnets,
banks, and means for successively locking some of the
individual armatures of a single bank of the magnets.
The electromagnets in their turn operate the releasing

786,376.

New
Motor
15.

Vehicle. Lars G. Nilson,
York, N. Y., assignor to the Fischer
Vehicle Company. Application filed May

Electrogasoline

storage

Henry H.

influenced thereby and has special paths for the induced
currents set up therein. The driven member is accelerated through the combined and continuously imposed
effects of induction and friction.

Magnetic Clutch. Henry H. Cutler, Milwaukee, Wis., assignor to the Arnold MagApnetic Clutch Company, Milwaukee, Wis.

786.413.

plication filed July

the motor circuit, for controlling
rent from the dynamo.

in

786.378.

Power Brake.

tlic

Alternating - current Power- transmitting
Apparatus. Henry H. Cutler, Milwaukee, Wis.,
assignor to the Cutler-Hammer Manufacturing
Compan}^, Milwaukee, Wis. Application filed
October 22, 1903.

786.415.

In an alternating-current-supply circuit are a motor
and a suitable startinij device. A magnetic clutch or
accelerator is associated with the motor and a retaining
magnet operates elements of the starting device. .Suitable means convert the current from the supply circuit
into a current suitable for the retaining magnet and the

Ap-

A

brake spindle is surrounded by a hollow shaft of a
Clutch mechanism is
revoluble electric motor armature.
the
to
interposed to transmit the revolving motion
The
spindle for the application of car-brake mechanism.
electric brake, however, may be discontinued from service
and the spindle revolved by hand at will.

Power Brake. Louis Pfingst. Boston.
Mass.. assignor to the Pfingst Electric Manufacturing Company, Kittery, Maine. Application filed July 13, 1904.
The apparatus embodies a rotating hand-power brake
spindle or a shaft motor geared and capable of being
rotated by a revoluble electric motor transmitting power
through clutch-and-gear mechanism to apply the car
Pland power and spindle mechanism independent
brakes.
of the motor mechanism, the motor shaft and spindle

Januar}' 28, 1904.

accelerated, controllable means
the torque and an exciter operated by the
plying current to the clutch.

member

Coil.

Charles

is

supplied.

Adams-Randall,

is

increasing
motor for supfor

Synchronous ^fotor with Clutch. Henry
H. Cutler, Milwaukee, Wis., assignor to the
Cutler-Hammer Manufacturing Company. Milwaukee, Wis. Application filed January 22,

786,417.

1504.
a
ill

Jleans for improving the power factor and efficiency of
loaded synchronous alternating-current motor consist
combining with a rotating part of the motor and its
provision for a slip between the motor and its
whose torque gradually decreases as the speed of

load a
load,

the load accelerates.
Means
creasing the torque at will.

are

also

provided

for

in-

Method of Varying the Speed of the
Load Driven bv an Alternating-current Motor.
Henry H. Cutler, Milwaukee, Wis., assignor to
the Cutler-Hammer Manufacturing Company,

7S6.41S.

FOR TREATING CHLORINE.

Cutler-Hammer Manufacturing

Milwaukee,

Wis.

Application

filed

March 31, 1902.
On a suitable base is mounted a large motor connected with the machinery to be operated.
clutch is
mounted upon the shaft of the motor and a countershaft
is located beneath the shaft of the motor and connected
with the clutch by gears. A small motor is located beneath the motor shaft and connected with it by means

A

lediate gearing.

System of Controlling One or More ElecMotors.
Henr>'
H. Cutler, Milwaukee,

r86,422.
tric

Wis., assignor 10 the Cutler-Hammer Manufacturing Company, Milwaukee, Wis. Applicafiled July 6, 1903.
Connected with a controlling circuit are a generator

tion

for
supplying current, electromagnetic windings connected in the circuit, and wound to respond to variations
in voltage, a series-parallel switch and means for var>-ing
at will the speed of the armature of the generator.
Thus
the voltage impressed upon the controlling circuit may
be increased or decreased, as desired.

System

786.423.

for

Controlling

Electric

Motors.

Henry H. Cutler, Milwaukee, Wis., assignor
to the Cutler-Hammer Manufacturing ComMilwaukee, Wis.

pany,
6,

Application

filed

July

1903.

In a suitable supply circuit are a controlling circuit,
electromagnetic windings arranged in the circuit and
wound to respond to variations in voltage, suitable devices controlled by the windings and conductive means
for_ transforming the voltage and polarity of the current
delivered by the supply circuit to the controlling circuit.

System for Controlling Electric Motors.

786.424.

Henry H. Cutler, Milwaukee, Wis., assignor
to
the Cutler-Hammer Manufacturing Com6,

Milwaukee,

Wis.

Application

filed

July

1903.

Electromagnetic %\'indings are connected in scries with
the controlling circuit.. Means vary the polarity and
strength of the current upon the controlling circuit to
selectively actuate the electromagnetic windings, and the
elements of an electric-motor controller operated by the
\vindings.

In an alternating-current motor are a clutch whose
torque-producing power normally decreases as the driven

786.379.

having independent alinement centers,

— APPARATUS
the

to

pany,

Alternating - current Power - transmitting
Apparatus. Henry H. Cutler, Milwaukee, Wis.,
assignor to the Cutler-Hammer Manufacturing
Company, Milwaukee, Wis. Application filed

output of cur-

Manufacturing Company, Kittery, Maine.
plication filed January 23, 1904.

Induction

1904.

the primary and secondary members by producing repulsion between the members during the operation of
the clutch.

Louis Pfingst,

Boston, Kass., assignor to the Pfingst Electric

786,396.

2,

A

primary clutch member and a secondary clutch member are associated with a main winding for exerting a
force to connect the primary and secondary members.
There is a supplemental winding and means operated
by the force of the supplemental winding when it is
energized to counterbalance the frictional effect between

dynamo connected in multiple, an
dynamo, and means, responsive to v

Mechanical

Clutch

Cutler,

786.416.

battery

NO.^786,595.

signor

Company,
or Speed Accelerator.
Milwaukee, Wis., assignor
to the Arnold Magnetic Clutch Company, Milwaukee, Wis. Application filed March 2, 1904.
A primary member has suitable energizing windings,
while the secondary member is adapted to be inductively

Magnetic

786.412.

clutch.

1902.

Associated with a

-MAGNBTIC CLUTCH,

Magnetic Clutch or Speed Accelerator.
H. Cutler, ililwaukee. Wis., assignor
Arnold Magnetic Clutch Company, ililwaukee. Wis. Application filed July 23, 1903.
The clutch consists of a primary member having a pair

786.425.

Henrjto the

of suitable polar surfaces and a pair of 'energizing windings.
secondary member has a suitable part subto the inductive influence of the windings and
means whereby the armature part may be caused to
move in frictional contact with one of the polar surfaces,
the inductive influence of the windings being adapted to
reduce the frictional effect of the primary member upon
the secondarj' member.

A

jected

Selective Signaling System. Rudolph C.
Deuben. Chicago. 111., assignor to the Stromberg-Carlson Telephone Manufacturing Con>
pany. Rochester, N. Y. Application filed May

786,428.

iS,

1903.

The device embodies a shaft, a crank mounted thereon,
a crank handle of insulating material, a cover plate of
insulating material adapted to prevent direct electrical

:
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contact with the crank and means adapted

to actuate

the

locking mechanism to stop the rotation of the switcharm
upon reaching its norma! position.

Rudolph

Selective Signaling System.
Chicago, 111., assignor to the Stromberg-Carlson Telephone Manufacturing Company, Rochester, N. Y. Application filed October 2, 1903.
The step-by-step mechanism of the system is actuated
by a pawl and ratchet in turn operated by an electro-

786,429.

C.

Deuben,

magnet.

William Kaisling,

assignor to the Stromberg-Carlson
Telephone Manufacturing Company, Rochester,
N. Y. Application filed November 23, 1903.
Chicago.

111.,

In a telephone transmitter are combined a front supporting frame, a rear inclosing frame engaging the supporting frame, an annular depression in the front face
of the supporting frame, an inner and outer raised
shoulder in the depression and interchangeable annular
name plates provided with inner and outer shoulders

W.

Walter

Condenser

Leak

and

Providence,

Massie,

R.

I.

Coll.

connected to the vertical wire and the other to ground,
and a metal tube associated with the coil and having
operative connection with the receiving instrument and

ground.

(See cut.)

Telephone Receiver. William J. Murdock,
Boston, Mass. Application filed July 21, 1904.

•6,588.

telephone

receiver

comprises a

diaphragm-operating

magnet, a continuous inner case section of insulating mahaving integral retaining portions engaged with the
magnet and a continuous outer case section or shell
closely conforming internally to the exterior of the inner
section and secured to the latter and extending beyond
terial

both ends.

Circuit-closing

6,589.

iam

and Breaking Device. WillBoston,

November

Application filed
14, 1904.
relay for variable currents embodies means responsive
to the sudden variations which -are superimposed upon a

A

comparatively

neglecting

gradual

variations in the current.

Galvanic Battery. David L. Winters, Chicago, 111. Application filed January 3, 1905.
The galvanic battery here described combines a negative

electrode and a frame for supporting it and has a pair of
and a pair of horizontal members connected toholder or clip forms a plate or bar of resilient
material bent into an open-sided flat loop adapted to embrace the horizontal members of the frame. One end is
fastened to one of the horizontal members and the other
end is left free to constitute a spring tongue.
vertical
gether.

A

Illuminating Device.
Charles F. Alline,
Fort Dodge, Iowa, assignor to the Alline Photocycle Company, Washington, D. C. Appli-

786,709.

Application

Mass.

and

current

steady

786,704.

July 21, 1904.

filed

A

Murdock,

T.

Signal
Relay.
Frederick K.
Vreeland,
Montclair, N. J., assignor to the Wireless Telegraph Exploitation Company, New York, N. Y.

786,696.

Appli-

cation filed June 18, 1904.
A combined condenser and leak coil for space-telegraph
apparatus consists of a coil, one terminal of which 19

A
Telephone Transmitter.

786,444.

Combined

J6,S78.

April 15, 1905

pvish button is described.

May

cation filed

23,

1904.

Apparatus for the
786,727.
ers for Electric Lamps.

Hoboken, N.

J.

Manufacture of Glow-

Francis M. F. Cazin,
Application filed Februarv 2,

1903.

A

bell jar carries a receptacle and a holder is mounted
in the receptacle and insulated therefrom and adapted
to hold the prospective filaments.
Means are provided
for exhausting the bell jar.

Circuit-controlling
Device for Motors.
George W. Gilmore, Alliance, Ohio, assignor to
the Alliance Machine Company, Alliance, Ohio.
Application fijed September 15, 1904.
In a system including an electric motor are a switch

786,752.

:^k:)

constructed to be operated thereby at predetermined times,
second switch in circuit with the motor, including
means for short-circuiting the motor armature independently of supply mains and mechanism controlled by
the first switch for causing operations of the second
switch.
(See cut.)
a

Telephonic Apparatus.
Alfred
Hill, England.
Application

786,754.

Denmark
uary

NO. 786,578.
adapted

for

— COMBINED

CONDENSER AND LEAK

engagement with the

shoulders in

the

NO. 786,752.
de-

Insulator for the Conductors of Electric
Railways. Frank D. Ward and Harry C. FurHanv\^ell, England, assignors of one-third
to Henry Percy Bradford, London, England.
Application filed July 11, 1904.

786,472.

niss,

An

insulating device for the surface conductors of eleccomprises among its members, a base having
for attachment and provided with a socket in
its upper face and a cap having provision for attachment
to the conductor and provided with a socket on its lower
face.
An insulating block is interposed between the base
and cap and fits into both of the sockets. Means secure
the block to one of the socketed parts, the block being
free to move vertically in the other socketed part.
tric railways

provision

Automatic Trolley-pole Controller. MarO. Dolson, Los Angeles, Cal. Application
filed July 28, 1904.
Fluid pressure means operate the pole, controlled by a
valve.
Other means automatically operate the valve
when the pole swings to certain upper and lower limits.

786,489.
tin

Frederick Mackassignor to the
General Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y.
Application filed February 17, 1904.
A pivoted breaker arm is provided with shouldered

Motor-controlling Switch.
786,506.
intosh, Schenectady, N. Y.,

projections and two coaxially pivoted arms engage
Springs are arranged to exert tension
projections.
the arms and means adjust the relative tension of
springs.
Means hold the arms from movement under
tension of the springs, and current-controlled means
lease the holding means.

the

on
the
re-

Electrode for Arc Lamps and Method of
Making Same. Isaiah L. Roberts, New York,
N. Y. Application filed March 25, 1903.
The method of making arc-lamp electrodes consists in

inserting in a metal tube a rod or cylinder of wire
gauze, filling the interstices of the gauze with a pulverized refractory material, and binding together the particles of the refractory material.

man,

Telephone-receiver Holder. Kate C. SeaNew Orleans, La. Application filed April

1904.
Mechanical details are

9,

Electric

786,542.

Heater.

Louis
Chicago,

Holmes.
J.
October 17, 1904.

Frank
filed

P.
111.

Brown and
Application

a heating coil wound in
turns closer together near its

electric soldering iron has

a double spiral, with
loop than at a point more remote from the loop.
its

plication filed

May

15,

Divided and

1902.

this

application filed June 10, 1904.
In the vehicle are an accumulator and a motor. A
main and an auxiliary controller are provided, the main
controller controlling the speed of the motor, and the
controller the charging of the accumulator.
Means prevent the auxiliary controller from, being operated to charge the accumulator except when the main
controller is_rn a certain position.

auxiliary

Electroplating Apparatus.
Louis Potthoff,
Flushing, N. Y. Application filed December i,

786,776.

1904.

at the other station.

380,752.

Combined with means for moving material through an
electroplating solution are a conductor connected with the
atically changing the point

EXPIRING PATENTS.

Telephone Transmitter.

I.

H. Farnham, Maiden,

Mass.

Electric Indicator for Railways.

Pierre I.
Chandeysson, North Judson, Ind., assignor to
Robert D. Peters, Knox, Ind. Application filed

786,628.

February

A

1904.
including

circuit,
of electricity.

contacts

spectivel>;.

The

System of Control for Electric Motors.
Arthur C. Eastwood, Cleveland, Ohio. Appli-

786,635.

March

21,

1904.

the

by the motor and arranged to cut the conductor into or
out of its circuit, the two switches being interdependent
whereby the closure of either is prohibited while the
other

is

closed.

Automatic Street-railway Switch. William
Snyder and William H. Barker, Pittsburg,

!6,688.

S.

Application

Pa.

filed

April 25, 1904.

Apparatus for operating street-railway switches consists
magnets having a moving core common to each

of

and lever connections joining the core to switchbar. A
contact bar, pivoted on a vertical axis, is arranged to
swing in a horizontal plane and contact with the trolley
Suitable conductors connect the
of a moving car.
arms with the magnets, and with the trolley wire.

pole

16,690.

25,

ger,

A

Multiple-hood Insulator. Louis SteinberYork, N. Y. Application filed March

New

1903multiple-hood

380,757.
380.765.

W. H.

System of Electrical Distribution.

Brooklyn, and
Electric

J. T. Goodfellow, Troy, N. Y.

Accumulator.

T.

M.

Pendleton,

Hart,

New

Brighton, N. Y.
Electric Cut-out.
C. G. Perkins and J. Tregoning,
Hartford, Conn.
Municipal Telegraph Apparatus.
380.778.
C. Wilson,
J.
Boston, Mass.
Municipal Telegraph. J. C. Wilson, Boston, Mass.
380.779.
Telephone and Signaling Circuit.
380.780.
J. C. Wilson,
Boston, Mass.
Electrical Governor.
F. E. Prichard, Cedar Falls,
380,817.

380.766.

13,

indicators,
is
connected to a
An armature and oppositely disindicators
reare connected to the
other essentials are a magnet, a_ source
of electricity connected thereto, a relay for closing the
circuit between the magnet and its source of electricity,
electrical connections between the relay and the rails,
and a source of electricity connected to the rails.

source
posed

Thermoelectric Couple. Albert L. Marsh,
Bluff. 111., assignor to William A. Spinks

Lake

Electric Motor-controlling Apparatus. Lars
G. Nilson, Hoboken, N. J., assignor to the
Fisher Motor Vehicle Company. Original ap-

Following is a list of electrical patents (issued
by the United States Patent Office) that expired
on April lo, 1905

Application filed October
Co., Chicago, 111.
18, 1904.
One element of a thermo-electric couple consists in
whole or in part of cobalt and the other element of one
of the metals of the chromium group.

7S6.577.

Jan-

Telephonic apparatus comprises a casing having a
speaking aperture in its periphery, a sound tube about
which the casing is mounted to turn, a transmitter arranged within the casing to come opposite the aperture,
a receiver located within the casing and having its
diaphragm opposite a passage communicating with the
sound tube and means for controlling the circuits of
the transmitter and receiver by movement of the casing.

1904.
Signaling stations are located at the opposite ends of
a section of track, each station comprising a commutator
or rotating switch actuated by the passing car. The commutator has alternating contact and insulating surfaces,
two brushes being arranged to alternately contact with
the contact surfaces of the commutator.
A circuit connects the brushes and is provided with a signal lamp,
and a circuit connects the two stations, one portion of
the circuit comprising a source of electricity connected
with the contact surfaces of both commutators, the other
portion of the circuit being divided into two branches.
Each branch connects a brush at one station with a brush
16,

magnetic-

pair of handles are supplied with spiral springs having one end fixed and the other end attached to the
Tiandles.
The springs are insulated from each other and
a source of electricity is connected with the springs.
The springs are also electrically connected with the
handles.

&

Miamisburg, Ohio.

ble,

cation filed

A

An

Railway-signal System. William E. SchieApplication filed May

786,604.

Graham,
filed

1904.

7^,775-

1904.

I,

set forth.

Exercising
Appliance. Wesley
Sutton and Samuel Lord, Liverpool, and William S. Kerr, Southport, England. Application
filed July II, 1904.

1

tember

Improvement in the art of treating chlorine gas conin emptying the air from a chlorine generator and
connected vessels; generating chlorine gas; passing the
gas through an electrifying channel between dielectric
walls, or surfaces; electrifying the gas in the channel
by electric flashes passed tlirough the dielectric walls or
surfaces; withdrawing liquid precipitation from the electrifying channel; circulating the gas through vessels used
in treatment of liquids or commodities to be bleached,
and finally returning the surplus gas again through the
electrifying channel, to be again electricallj' treated with
further supplies of gas.
(See cut on preceding page.)
sists

Electric

786,533.

CONTROLLER.

the

786,518.

786,523.

— MOTOR-CIRCUIT

Art of Treating and Utilizing Chlorine.
Edvi^ard C. Paramore, Philadelphia, Pa. Application filed October 5, 1903. Renewed Sep-

6,595-

II,

insulator comprises separate hoods of
insulating material and a hollow metallic locking member
for connecting them together, the hollow member being
provided internally with a thread for securing it upon
a pin support.

Electrical Speed Indicator.
F.
380,824.
Charleston, S. C.
Electrical Hand-cord Tip.
H. J.

380,82(1.

W.

Schlcpegreli,

Swarts, Detroit,

Mich.

System of Electrical Translation. R. Belfield, Pitts380.845.
burg, Pa.
System of Electrical Translation. R. Belfield, Pitts380.846.
burg, Pa.
Galvanic Battery. H. T. Brewer, New York, N. Y.
380.855.
H. J. Brewer, New York, N. Y.
380.856. Galvanic Battery.
Electric Locomotor.
S. D. Field, Yonkers, N. Y.
380.879.
Electric Locomotive. S. D. Field, Yonkers, N. Y'.
380.880.
Electrical Telephone.
F." DuPont Marston, Phila380,905.
delphia, Pa.
Burglar Alarm. W. E. Mcintosh, Keene, N. H.
380,912.
R. Packer,
Electrode for Secondary Batteries.
380,922.
Chester, Pa.
Electric Indicator.
O. B. Shallenberger, Roches380.942.
ter, Pa.
Volt Ammeter.
O. B. Shallenberger, Rochester,
380.943.
Pa.
Electrical Pressure Indicator.
O. B. Shallenberger,
380.944.
Rochester, Pa.
O. E. ShallenAdjustable Inductive Resistance.
380.945.
berger, Rochester, Pa.
Central Station for Alternate-current Systems of
380.946.
Electrical Distribution.
O. B. Shallenberger, Rochester, Pa.
Electrical Indicator.
O. B. Shallenberger, Roches380.947.
ter, Pa.
Construction of Stationary and Itinerant Elec380,971.
trical Batteries.
T. T. Armstrong, London, Enccland.
H. H. Carpenter, New York,
Secondary Battery.
380,989.

—
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Antwerp's Street-railway System,
Smiim.

C.

liv

was

fornifil

in

DpcratiMl

li^icl

liilKinni).

Mail

of jfio ampcrc-lioiirii at n dincliarue rait
three hoiir«; l)y a tjo-volt direct-current dywith a speed of 485 revolution* a minute,
ii-lior»tpiiwer a«ynchron<)U<
directly coiiplcil to a

view

station

locate

a

cars

the

in

of

nf

city

was decided

in-

to

<ji

(he ciMitity, ih>l

the

in

(wo Ungiusn

,iniii

nf

rent

suh-stations

high

suitably

motor fteueraling current
ijo-volt

a

is

installinR

a

ecntr.il

tran-.f<irnnni?

located

for

the

cur-

the

pur-

sliam

and
amounts

which

cntiue.
for

sufiicicrl

n

coupled to
one of tlic»e

directly

.Any

excitation

i;f

the Ihrie

remaining svailalile power,
to al.ont 30 kilowatts, is utilized
ll.e

till' slritio
and fnrrish power
pumps, the coal carriTs <-i<-

to boili li»hl
electric

ilie

and by

voUii,

6,.',qo

i»

dynamo

direcl-c'irrtnl

high-speed

methods

allernutoTS,

was considered advisahle to
and to use an alternating

frequency,

current
at

it

it

time
.Antwerp

system.

diflicnity

city,

the

in

licml

in that

the snlmrbs

in

it

the

i>f

inulcr one

which np

later

little

(I'An-

for the

1

pose.

The Mer.xem dock was finally chosen as the site,
since coal could easily he conveyed there, hein;?
fed to large bins which have a capacity of fro':i

These bins are placed con500 to 600 tons.
veniently near the boiler room and by means of an
screw and a chain of buckets which are
operated by electric motors the coal is conveyed
endless

from them

directly

The

boiler

room

\ie Doled, a* cluraclcrKIK
uarniuR tign it Irlterrd
Krench and Flemish.

Hill

.ii

I

to unite

1001

electric-tramway

.in

In

JKirsi-

and

rr.innvays

ih--

v.irious small conipanics

.

(

Gi-iuT.ilc

Ci.ini>:iKiiic

la'

!

lapacily

1

i

22,

Commerce .Avenue

A

6.000 to 340 volts.
storage battery wiih a
pacity of i,2<)0 ampere-hours and a liooiter

is

16.5

»rl

the Rue Baudewyns, which
same way except for the storage

located on

is_equii5ped in the

meters

ca-

complete the equipment of this sub-station.
Twi>
switchboards, one for high-tension and the other
for low-tension, are used to distribute the currcn<The Z20-kilowatt transformers utilized change the
current to pressures between 336 and 380 volts,
depending on the connections. 'ITie converter! have
a capacity, as before stated, of 550 kilowatts and
change the alternating current at 340 volts to a
direct current of 1,000 amperes at 550 volts.
They
arc six-pole machines and have a speed of 500
revolutions a minute.
Two cables lead from sub-station No. 1 to the

which have a capacity of only 800 am-

batteries,

(Fig. 3), which

two Wt»t-

inghoute 350-kiluwat( roury converters, with their
iicp-down transformers reducing the (cnsirm from

sub-station

to the boilers.

<ub-<lalion c'/ntaiiu

pere-hours with a discharge rate of three hours.
The current is distributed from these two sub-

wide and 50 meters long, contains si.\ boilers nf
the Cornwall-Galloway type, with two firebo.xes of
Room is also
70 square meters heating surface.
Each boiler
provided for four additional boilers.
furnished with a Biittner superheater of 40
is
which
raises the
square meters heating surface,
temperature nf the steam to 350 or 3C0 degrees

underground in conduits.
all
nearly 52 kilometers of double
Fig. i is ^
170 cars are in operation.
scene in .Antwerp showing several of tlic

stations by feeders placed

There

in

is

track and
street
cars.

The

Socicte

Electricitc

et

Hydraulique of Char-

.com ^howinK Coal-bandltnc Apparatas.

Fahrenlieit.

.A

Green economizer with two

sets of 192 tubes each is also used in connection with the boilers.
Above the bins previously mentioned is
locTted the pump room, which contains a
Worthington pump having an output of

an

lo.coo

liters

pumps

of equal

hour,
output,

oi

'!«•«•

n.cnt

of the central

shows the engine room,

and sub-stations,

Waterpower Develooment in Eastern Washington and Idaho.

at a pressui\

The Washington Water Power Company

110 volts.
Fig. 2

station

fkiUmA vm^-^

wh.icli

is

i-

50 meters long and 20 meters wide. It h:is
three 700-kilowatt generating sets, foundations having already been laid for a fourth

Compoiuul tandem
the same capacity.
engines of the Sulzer type, developing 1,000 horsecertain conditions
under
and
power each, are used,
The small
they can develop 1.650 horsepower.
of
diameter
075 nnllimeters, the
cylinder has a
large cylinder 1,100 millimeters, while the stroke
.At p. test, one of these enmillimeters.
developing 1,055 indicited horsepower, had
at
294 degrees, of 4.655 kiloa steam consumption,
grams a horsepower hour, the average speed being

"1,150

gines,

02 revolutions a minute.
The 700-kilowatt alternators are of the flywheel
type and supply a three-phase current at a tension
of 6,300 volts at the terminals, the frequency being
The field rings are of cast
25 cycles a second.
iron and are 335 meters in external diameter,

The 32 poles are each
their width being 0.5 meter.
fastened by two bolts to the inner rim of the field
The flywheel
series.
in
ring and are connected
weighs 11,500 kilograms.
Excitation is secured in three separate wavs—
by a Tudor storage battery of 60 elements, with a

developing io,ooo electrical horsepower at

power plant below the Spokane Falls in
the center of Spokane. W'ash., and is erecting
a new plant at Post Falls, Idaho, that will
uirnish 18.C00 horsepower.. Still the demand for
power is increasing, and by the time the Post Falls
plant is completed the company will begin to figure
upon an increase of its facilities in Spokane.
According to the Portland (Ore.) Telegram, the
company itself uses about 3.000 horsepower in the
operation of its street-car lines in Spokane. In
addition, it lights a large number of homes of the
city, the city thoroughfares, many of the surrounding towns, and furnishes power to many factories
in the cit}": to the mills and mines of the Cceur
its

group of

is

Belgium, supplied the electrical equip-

furwhile the mechanical equipment was
nished by the Soci<!te Carels of Ghent, Bel-

and two electric
run by one-haU-

horsepower motors operating

leroi.

3n Switchboard in Sub-stalion

STREET-RAILWAY SYSTEM.

The switchboard

is

mounted on a gallery rnnninj;
room and contains the -low-

the entire width of the

tension apparatus necessary for the control of the
installation,
the high-tension apparatus
electrical

being underground.

It

is

made

of white

and consists of one movable panel and

marble

14

fixed

ones.

A

traveling crane of 20 tons

capacity

the equipment of the engine room.

A

completes

repair shop

also connected with the station, for use more
in case of emergency.
Feeder cables conduct the current to two substations, one at the Avenue du Commerce, the
is

especially

other at the Rue Baudewyns, located respectively
four and seven kilometers from the central station.
The four feeder cables which enter sub-station No. I are conducted to a high-tension switchboard (Fig. 4), from which two of the cables are
led to sub-station No. 2.
Referring to Fig. 4. it

around Wallace. Gem.
Wardner and
in Idaho, over 100 miles away, it furnishes
horsepower at S50 a horsepower a year.
When its own Medical Lake line is completed in
July that will require about 600 horsepower more.
dAlents,

Burke

3.000

In addition, the company has just closed a big
contract with the Graves syndicate of electric roads
to furnish power at S20 per horsepow-er a year
for 10 years. The Spokane Traction Company has
contracted for a minimum of 600 horsepower and
a maximum of
1,200
horsepower.
The Coeur
d'Alene and Spokane electric line takes a minimum
of 500 horsepower and a maximum of 1,000 horse-

power.

)
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Steinmetz's Control of Compensated
Railway Motors.
In the operation of single-phase railways, one
of the problems demanding solution is the operation of the cars within the limits of cities where
the utilization of the high-tension alternating curof
motors
Certain types
rent is impracticable.
have been evolved which are able to operate on
alternating

cither

or

direct

current.

What

is

known as the "compensated" motor is one of these.
For the control of railway motors of this class
Charles P. Steinmetz of Schenectady, N. Y., recently invented a system of control upon which
he was awarded a patent (No. 784,814) March
14, 1905, the assignee being the General Electric
Company.
Fig.

I

arranged

shows diagrammatically a control system
in

accordance

with

the

invention

;

Fig.

2 shows a diagram of connections for the control
of a single motor, and Figs. 3 and 4 show the

(A) and

the field

in

in

ELECTRICIAN
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are connected

windings (F'F')
short-circuit, the windings (C'C)
primary of a transformer to induce
an electromotive force in the winding (A'), and
the ratio of the electromotive force impressed upon
the compensating winding and induced in the armature winding may be made anything desired by
series

a

will act as the

number of turns
two windings. Consequently greater flexiobtained and higher alternating voltage

properl}' proportioning the relative

of

the

bility

is

may

be used, while the current in the windings
A'
serve mutually
(C'C) and .in the winding
the other
each to neutralize the seU-indnoiiMn
in the same manner as with the --i-nLS connection.
Referring to Fig. 2, the circau CL*nnections for
The
a single motor will be readily understood.
lines (dd') represent a source of direct current,
represent a source of alternating current,
a a*)
(A) represents the armature, (F) the field, and
(C) the compensating winding, of a motor of the
(

)

!

(

terminal of resi.nance

(R), the three windings of
each motor being connected in series. By varying
ihe resistance (R) the speed and torque of the
four motors may be simultaneously controlled.
Fig. 4 similarly shows the connections of the
same four motors for operation on alternating current.
The four compensating windings. (C) to
(C), are connected in series to the line wires
(a a'). The field and armature of each motor ar:connected in series, and the four armature circi'- —
are short-circuited in parallel through the re~i-;ance fR). Thus with this connection, as with the
other, the speed and torque of the motors may be
controlled by the one variable resistance. Reversing switches for the field windings are indicated
by the dotted lines (s') to (s*) in both figures.
By connecting the compensating windings in series
the line voltage is divided among the motors.
With the above explanation the arrangement of
Fig. I will be clear.
The controlling switch is

connections for four motors produced by the control system of Fig. I.
Four of the compensated motors are shown in
Fig. I, indicated by (M') (M=) (M') and (M^).
The motor (M') is provided with three sets of

Four Motors.

for

windings, the armature winding indicated by (A'_),
a winding called the "field" indicated bj' (F'F")

and

winding called the "compensating" winding
by {C'C). If all these windings are
connected in series, it will be seen that the current in the field windings (F'F') produces a magnetization at right angles to that produced by the
armature winding (A'), and consequently produces
a torque therewith. The windings (C'C), on the
other hand, produce a -magnetization parallel to
that produced by the armature winding (A'), and
^consequently can exert no torque therewith. But
if this
winding is so connected that the current
in each conductor is in the opposite direction to
that in the adjacent conductor of the armature
winding (A') the windings (C'C) will act to
neutralize the armature reaction, and for this reaare
termed "compensating" windings. The
son
neutralization of the armature reaction enables the
motor to operate on direct current sparklessly with
a weaker field than would be otherwise possible.
This ability to operate on a weak field is of importance wdien the motor is operated on alternating
current, since the number of field turns, and cona

indicated

sequently

the

self-induction

of

the

field,

may

be

reduced and the power factor correspondingly inFurthermore, when the motor is operated
on alternating current the compensating windings
(C'C), if connected in series with the armature,

creased.

serve effectively to neutralize

its

self-induction.

The

motor may consequently be operated on either direct
or alternating current, with the three windings connected in series. This necessitates, however, that the
direct and alternating voltages from which the motor
is supplied should bear a certain ratio to each other,
for there are definite maximum voltages for both
direct and alternating current above which sparkless

operation

is

difficult

to secure,

since

the volt-

age impressed upon the commutator cannot be indefinitely increased.
If, however, the compensating
windings (CC) alone are connected to the source
of alternating current, while the armature winding

type described.

A

variable

resistance

is

shown

at

(R), and (S) and (S') represent switches. adapteJ,
respectively, to connect the motor to the directcurrent source or to the alternating-current source.
reversing switch (s) is supplied, by means of
which the connections of winding (F), and con-

A

sequently the nsotor torque, may be reversed. With
the switch (S) closed, as shown, and the switch
(S") open, the following circuit may be traced:

From line wire *"(d) through switch (S) resistance (R), reversing switch (s), field winding (F).
armature (A), switch (S). compensating winding
(C), switch (S). line wire (d'). The three windings are consequently connected in series and the
motor operates as a direct-current compensated
series motor.
With switch (S) open and switch
(S") closed, the following circuit may be traced:
From line wire (a), through switch (S'). compensating winding (C), switch (St, line wire (a').
The compensating windmq- (C) is consequently
connected directly across the source of alternatingcurrent voltage. A second local circuit is closed
as follows:
From the right-hand brush of armature (A), through reversing switch (s). field (F\
resistance (R), switch
S'), to the left-hand brush
of armature
(A). The armature, field winding
and resistance are consequently connected in closed
,

(

circuit.
It

will

be

seen

that

with

the

motor connected

either for direct or alternating current the direction

may

be reversed by shifting the switch
(s), since the direction of torque
is
reversed.
Furthermore, the amount of current flow and the
motor speed and torque may be regulated bj' varying the variable resistance (R).
Evidently a number of motors may be controlled by a single resistance.
Such an arrangement is shown in Fig. .^. in which four motors
are shown connected for operation to a dtrectcurrent source, all switches being omitted. It will
be seen that all four motors are connected in parallel
between the line wire (d) and the left-hand
of rotation

represented by (E). by means of which the four
motors. (M') to (M'), are connected for operation
on direct or alternating current, and by means of
which the variable amounts of the resistance
R
are included in the motor circuit, so as to control
the speed and torque of the motors. Evidently the
(

two functions of connecting the motors for alternating or direct current and of varying the amount
of resistance in the motor circuits may be separated and performed by different switches, as in
the arrangement of Fig. 2. The reversing switch
tG) varies the relative connections of the several
field

windings

direction

of

(F')

to

rotation

so

(F"*),

the

of

as

to

vary the

motors.

(E) is moved to bring
the left-hand set of movable contacts in engagement with the stationan,' contact fingers, and if
the reversing switch (G) is closed in either direction
as,
for instance, by bringing the left-hand
movable contacts in engagement with the stationary
If the controlling switch

—

contact

fingers

are connected
Fig.

—the
in

four

series

The upper

4.

to

compensating
the

as

line,

commutator

windings

shown

brushes,

in

whicli

form one terminal of the armature windings
which are connected to contacts (e") (e")

and'
(e'

)

(e") are all connected through contact (e') to
one terminal of resistance (R), the other terminal
of which is connected, through the reversing switch,
to one terminal of the field windings
CF') to
the

(F*),
10 the

other terminals of which are connected
lower armature brushes through the reversThe connection of the armatures and
is
consequently that shown in Fig. 4; and

ing switch.
fields

as

controlling

several

(R)

switch

positions

included

in

and
this

(E)
the

moved through its
amount of resistance

is

short-circuit

speed and torque of the motors
as desired.
On the other haiid,

if

varied,

is

may

the

be controlled
right-hand

the

set of movable contacts are moved into engagement
with the contact fingers, the four motors are connected in the same manner as is shown in Fig. 3.

,
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Electrical PumplriK Plant on the North
Branch of the Chicago Klver.
Uiikiiiiwii,

iicrli.'ipH,

living

|ii'i>|ilc

inajuriiy

larKc

lliu

til

Cliic.iKo,

in

tlicrc

li;is

lu'cn

in

o(

exist-

ence for 20 years a lar((e piinipinK plant (IcIiverinK
i"4,f)oo,(joo gallons of water a day from Lake Michigan into the North Branch of the Chicago River
the purpose of creating a current

of water in
'Ilic North
Chicago River.
llraiuli, as it is conniionly known, is a tributary
ci(
the Chicago River which extends through the
rinrilicrn part of the city and is navigable for a
pcjilion of its length.
It
is,
however, naturally
little more than a slough or lagoon, except during
llic spring, when a large amount of surface water
finds it way through the chaimel.
In order to
clear out the waters of the North liranch and to
produce a slight current, at least, during all seasons of the year, a large tunnel was built about
20 years ago, ruiming west from the lake to the
river at Kullcrlon Avenue.
This tunnel is 12 feet
in diameter and at the river end, in the mouth of
ilie big lube, is located a centrifugal pump which
stated .ibovc draws 24,000,000 gallons of water
n the lake and discharges it into the Nortli
for

of

trilmlary

that

the

I

llianch, creating a visible current.

pump

This

engine,
plant
the

has heretofore been driven by a steam
to a breakdown in the boiler

owing

but

tonipnrary

the

accoMipaiijing

motor installation shown in
was resorted to by City

picture

RI.ECTRICrAN

IncreasInK the Capacity of the Union
Loop.
An caKterii contemporary publishes a letter from
Ilioti

•

;

Arnold, which, while wrriltcn in the kindest
is
r.ither amusing.
Mr. Arnold, it will he

J.

spirit,

renienihercd, recently made a comprchen«ivc report
to the committee on local tran>|Mirtation of the
City Council of Cliicigo on the subject of increasing the cap.'icity of the Union Elevated- railway
Loop in Chicago. (See Western KIcctrician of
.March 18, iyo5, pp. 210, 21 I.J
The journal in
(piestion— in the mild language of Mr. Arnold'i
letter
"(pieslioned some of tlie rccommen<Ialion<
made, and suggested certain other methods which
to you seemed better."
To thi.s criticism Mr. Arnold makes reply. With this brief introduction the
following extracts from Mr. Arnold'.s friendly let-

—

ter to his critic will he intelligible:
*'\'our editorial must have been written without
a clear knowledge of the physical conditions which
complicate this problem, and the state of mind of
the cili/cns of Chicago regarding the construction
of additional elevated structures within the present

Loop
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ihe eitiicni of Chicago would nA permit
the coo»irucilon of t),\, .., i„y „,i,.r ..;.;
„.
.>.,n^

district.

"S'ou concur with me in recommending that the
platforms of the Loop stations he extended, but
disagree in the method of using them. Vou contend that, instead of operating the trains of the
different railroads separately, in live or six-car
trains, they should be combined, by the adoption
of the multiple-unit system, into single trains of
twice the length of the present trains, and these
single long trains shoidd he opcrate<l around the
Loop, your argument being that by this method

L'n.:

ccnil.

,,)

—two

cvndu.or.i

plan

prohibitive.
ncccititate an add:Street and Fifth .\..i,ti.,

:,|

{

,il,:

further congest the l»op.
It w
.ic
rather a tortuous patsagr for
u
necessitate two riglM
,,.
gress .Street in order to
it
sluh-terminal of the Soui
it
is
my judgment that an
,.
ical conditions surruundiiiL'
i,^
proposed extension would
1praclicabihty. You als<i si>
u
simpler would be to run liw w
;ip
Fifth Avenue
and out on tli.
-.J
through route the South Side
trains around the east and north
,.:^.cut IxKjp, thus doing entirely away wiiii the elevated track on Van Burcn Street. By a suitable
transfer sution at Lake Street and Fifth Avenue
the accommodations offered would be almost as
good as with the present system, when the trains
of all four roads pass around the entire Loop.'
"Since you do not define what the main line
is,
I am unable to understand your meaning, but
I
am very certain that you would have great difficulty in convincing the managers of the present
elevated roads in Chicago that it is practicable to
handle at one transfer point the great number of
passengers who now have the choice of transferring at most of the 11 stations on the Loop. Furthermore, it is impracticable to build a suiion at
Lake Street and Fifth .\vcnue, owing to lack of
room between the tracks. Even if it could be
built, it would not be practicable to operate it. for,
being at a junction point, each train stopping there
would not only block the track it occupied, but
also the tracks of the other road entering the Loop
at this point from one to three minutes, depending
on the length of stop, instead of 45 seconds, as
at present.
Instead of increasing the capacity of
the Loop, such a scheme would only decrease it.
The plan of building transfer stations at the junction points was thought of by me at one time, Imt
soon abandoned when analyzed."

would

'

•

:

m
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Steel and

Wooden Cars

in

Subways.

the New York Rapid
have demonstrated conclusively that steel instead of wooden cars should
be used in street-railway tunnels or subways. The
collision of a few weeks ago showed the difference
in the strength of the two types of cars.
The
copper-sheathed wooden cars which were built for
the subway were a distinct advance in car construction for electric roads at the time they were
designed, three years ago, and they are about as
strong and as thoroughly protected against fire as
recent

'l"wo

Transit

it

is

accidents

Subway seem

possible to build

in

to

a

wooden

car.

They

have-

sills, composite wood and metal platform and
end-framing construction and heavy trussed side

steel

frames.

RTH BRANCH OF THE CHICAGO RIVER.
Electrician

solution

E.

B.

Ellicott

as

the

most practicable

than

of the problem.

The pump

is

mounted

in

the inouth of the tun-

On the upper end of
bevel-gear wheel 10 feet in
diameter which meshes with pinions on the shaft.s
of the two motors which are mounted one on each
side of the bevel gear.
These motors are directcurrent machines working at 500 volts pressure.
They are each of about 120-horsepower capacity,
running at a speed of 600 revolutions a minute,
which is of course reduced by the gearin.a;.
The
pump is of the disk-wheel type, and though designed many years ago, before the modern centrifugal pump came into prominence, still it does
the w'ork in a satisfactory manner.
The installation, as will be seen by the picture,
is of a temporary nature, but as it operates satisfactorily it may be used for two or three years,
pending the digging of a canal from the lake to
the North Branch, which proposition is now under
consideration by the Sanitary District of Chicago.
When this has been accomplished the necessity
for this pumping plant will no longer e.Nist, though
in the 20 years which it has been in operation
there is no doubt that it has paid for itself many
times over
the increased healthfulness of the
localities contiguous to the river.

nel

with

the

shaft

shaft vertical.

its

a

is

large

m

The board

of public w-orks of Joplin. Mo., will
bids for the construction of betterto the city
lighting plant; the capacity is to be more than
doubled; improvements to cost $30,000.
advertise

the trains

for

ments and the addition of equipment

would be put around the Loop quicker

when operated

It is unfortunate
as I suggest.
that you do not carry the description of your system further and outline plans for coupling up the
various trains of the different roads into these,
long trains, and stating the length of time which
in your judgment would be consumed by thus stopping all the trains outside the Loop to couple up,
and then get under way so as to go around the
Loop as a single train, and the congestion that will
result when these trains must be stopped on the
Loop to uncouple before leaving it in order that
each train may be diverted to its proper road.
The Metropolitan road alone operates trains of
from two to six cars each, from four different
roads, on to this Loop, and if these trains were
coupled together in order to run around the Loop,
as you suggest, they would have to be again uncoupled, separated, and sent out over the different
divisions after leaving the Loop, while the trains
of the other roads would have to be combined and
separated after entering the Loop. I believe it is
evident that the congestion to traffic on all main
lines and on the Loop, while these operations were
being performed, would be prohibitive, and would
also consume much more time than would be gained
by your method of combined train operation while

passing around the Loop
''You also say, 'There is another way out of the
difficulty not mentioned in the report, which has
the merit of being less expensive to carry out than
the elevated-crossing scheme with through routing,
which would relieve the congestion on the Loop
to an even greater degree.
Like Mr. Arnold's plan,
it
would involve the partial through routing of
trains by the consolidation of all the roads, and. in
addition, would require a new structure to be built
on Quincv Street, between Fifth Avenue and State
Street.'
In the first place, it is my opinion that

In the collision which took place 3 wooden
was coupled between two steel cars in the
of the train which was standing at the station,
the rear steel car was struck by another steel

car
rear

and
car

the head of the following train,
itost of the
injured passengers were in the wooden car, which
was crushed between the two steel cars. Neither
the last car of the standing train nor the first
car of the following train was seriously damaged.
Similar accidents happen almost daily on steam
roads in which wooden cars coupled between steel
cars are badly damaged in collisions, although not
actually struck, while the latter are only slightly
battered.'
In the more recent accident, which was followed
by a fire, the wooden cars were consumed, and
by their burning caused as much damage to the
tunnel as the burning of the timbering and other
combustible matter used by the contractors who
were at work. Although the steel cars were subjected to a heat intense enough to melt the aluminum interior fittings, they were left structurally
at

intact
nately,

and were not even badly warped.

Fortu-

there were no passengers on the wrecked
for by the time the fire department arrived
it
was impossible to enter the tunnel from the
entrance at either side of the fire. This would
not have been the result if all-steel cars were used.
Commenting on the accidents the Railroad Gazette says:
"Wooden cars in the tunnel are a
menace, though they may be safe enough on the
elevated lines where the speeds are slower, the
liabilitj- of accident less and the danger from tire
practically nothing.
No more of them in all probability will be supplied for the underground lines,
but it would be a safe move on the part of the
Interborough company to replace with steel cars
as fast as possible all that are at present in use
and transfer them to the elevated roads. So long
as tliey are in use in mixed trains with steel cars.
train,

—
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they add to the danger of collisions, ind the danger
all
fire cannot be entirely eliminated until

Modern

from

are taken

Electrically Operated
Plants.

out."

By Fr.\nk

the much-discussed merger of the scidepartment of Harvard University and the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology is brought
about or not, there will be a union of the two
institutions in the matter of extending hospitality
to visiting members of the American ElectrochemSociety when they hold their convention in
ical
Boston on April 25th, 26th and 27th.
"Tech" will do the honors on the opening day.

Whether

for

The programme provides

morning session

a

by
at the Lowell Building, followed at i p. m.
Pritcha reception tendered by President Henry S.
given
luncheon
and
a
ett at the Technology Club,
by the Institute of Technology. In the evening
will

there

presidential

the

be

address

Pumping

Part

I.

The wonderful

success during the last decade of
power-transmission plants has made it
large cities located near waterpowers
only to utilize electric current generated in
for

not
hydro-electric stations for street-lighting and power
service but also for pumping plants to supply a
satisfactory water service by the use of electrically
operated pumps.
high-power electric pump is
now being constructed at Schenectady, N. Y., by
the General Electric Company for use at Buffalo,
using Niagara power for supplementing the present

A

H. S. Carhart at the Lowell Building, and a
smoker at the Hotel Lenox, which has been designated as the
convention.

society's

during

headquarters

the

welcome the memThe morning session will be

On Wednesday Harvard

will

bers to Cambridge.
held in Pierce Hall, one of the fine new lecture
and instruction buildings of the university. At
I
p. m. President Charles W. Eliot will hold a
reception at the Harvard Union, followed by a

the dry docks in two and
capacity of the docks being
and the height of lift

closed

up
and

three

pumps

varying

to

12

meters.
The motors are
watertight.
Each of

completely
requires

operating at a speed of

The
the

centrifugal

Wiesbaden

enth-s

a motor

pumps
Electric

of 310 horsepower,
160 revolutions a minute.

for the condensing plant at

Works

operate at a speed

of 730 revolutions a minute, and each has an output
of 260 cubic meters an hour, a 30-horsepower,

three-phase motor being used.
As the load on a centrifugal pump raising water
from a mine and for general use in city waterworks is comparatively constant, the speed required
being practically uniform as well as the head under
which it works, alternating-current niotors of the
two-phase or three-phase type can be utilized to
advantage and are particularly well adapted to
This type of motor may be readily
this work.
enclosed, and, not having a commutator, can be
so designed as to give little or no trouble even in
comparatively damp places.
The use of electric power for city waterworks
There is no reason
is
not a new proposition.
25,000,000-gallon

centrifugal

pump now about completed

electrically

for

Buffalo's

.

It is operated by a 375-horsealternating-current motor operating at a
speed of 100 revolutions a minute, the current being transmitted to the pumphouse, a distance
of three miles, at a pressure of 2,300 volts, from
power station of 3,000-horsepower capacity,
a
which furnishes light and power for the entire
city- of Austin.
This city is situated on the Colorado River, wdiich gives a practically unlimited
supply of water with a fall of 60 feet, turbines
being used for operating the electrical generators.
At the pumping stations Nos. 6 and 7 at New
Orleans, La. (Fig. 4), there are three centrifugal
pumps of the vertical-shaft type operated by three
5co-horsepower alternating-current synchronous motors of the stationary-armature type operating at a
maximum speed of 75 revolutions a minute, the
current being supplied at a pressure of 3,000 volts.

of 6,000,000 gallons.

power

session.

Spare moments will be devoted to visits to the
General Electric Company's plant at Lynn, the

.IP

New

prepared for the entertainment of the ladies who
come to Boston with members of the society.
Arrangements for the convention are in the hands
of a local committee, comprising Dr. William H.
Walker, chairman; Dr. H. P. Talbot, local secretary; N. L. Amster, G. L. Cabot, Dr. Henry Carmichael, Leonard B. Buchanan, E. H. Clapp, Dr.
Louis Duncan, C. M. Goddard, Dr. H. M. Goodwin, Arthur D. Little, James Locke, F. S. Pratt,
B. E. Schlesinger, H. J. Skinner, M. deK. Thompson, Jr., Henry Howard, Prof. C. A. Adams, Dr.
A. E. Kennelly, E. D. Leavitt, W. O. Snelling,
S. E. Whiting.
The executive committee is made up of Messrs.
W. H. Walker, L. B. Buchanan, H. W. Goodwin,
S. E. Whiting, H. P. Talbot.
The following titles of papers are announced:
"On the Heat of Solution of Aluminum Bromide on Ethyl
Bromide."— Prof. H. E. Patten.
"The Interdependence of Atomic Weights and Electro-

the

pumping station should not give a good account of
itself.
The city waterworks pumping station at
Austin, Texas, shown in Fig. 3. is equipped with
an electric pumping engine having a daily capacit>'

given by the university. The annual
banquet will take place on Wednesday evening at
the Hotel Lenox.
Thursday's programme provides for a morning
session at the Lowell Building and a lunch at the
Technology Club at I p. m., followed by an after-

England Gas and Coke Company's plant at
Everett, Institute of Technology department buildings and other establishments of interest to the
members. Attractive programmes have also been

pumping out

hours,

Avhy the
operated

luncheon,

noon

half

60,000 cubic meters of water

Prof.

of

are also three large electrically driven centrifugal
at the Kiel docks in Germany which are

capable of

electrical

possible

1905

pumps

Perkins.

a

Electrochemlsts Preparing for Boston.
entific

C.

April

Steam-driven

pumping

station,

having a

USED IN

total

ca-

pacity of 250,000,000 gallons of water a day.

of plunger pumps driven by means of
electric motors requires in most cases reduction
gear, and for that reason centrifugal pumps are

The use

utilized to

tively

high

advantage on account of their comparaspeed, which renders them especially

suitable for direct coupling to electric motors.

The electric centrifugal pump has many uses, as
for instance in supplying circulation for ice machinery and its piping also for coal washing. One
of the Lahmeyer motor-driven centrifugal pumps
;

—

chemical Equivalents." Prof. A. Reutcrdahl.
"An Optical Method of Observing a Diffusion in an Electrolyte."

— C.

Hambuechen.

"-

nd Silicon Alloys.
of Silic
'The Mici
A. E. Albro.
Dr. L. Kahlenberg.
"Suecific Inductive Capacities."
"The Rotating Diaphragm." Dr. W. D. Bancroft.
"Notes on Economic Temperatures of Copper Refining Solutions."— Prof. C. F. Burgess.
"Electrolytic Precipitation of Chromium." Prof. H. R.
Carveth.
"Conduction in Electrolytes." Dr. J. W. Richards.
"Adherence of Nickel to Nickel."— R. C. Snowdon.
"Elcctrodcposition of Silver."—R. C. Snowdon.
"Treating Low-grade Ore and Tailings by Electrolysis."
Ernest Fahrig.
"Some Experiments with the Reduction of Titaniferous
Ores into Steel and Titanate of Iron." A. T.odyguine.
"Experiments with the Reduction of Different Oxides of
Lead by Electric Current." A. Lodygu:

—

—

—

—

—

—

"Billitzer's

Method of Determining Absolute

Potentials."

—Dr. H. M. Goodwin.
"On the Utiliz.^tion of

Blast Furnace Gases, in Connection
A. J- Rossi.
Low Voltage Standard Cell."—Prof. G. A. Hulett.
Diaprhagm Cell for Electrolysis of Brine."— C. P.

with Electric Smelting."

"A
"A

—

Townsend.

W.

R. Whitney.
"Electric Arcs."— Dr. W. R. Whitney.
"Mercury Arc." Dr. E. Winetraub.
"Reversible and Irreversible Polarization."

"Colloids."- Dr.

—

"An

Electric
"Electrostatic

Ores."

—Prof.

— Prof.

W.

S.

Switch."—William Smith Horry.
Method for Separating and Concentrating

Lucien Ira Blake.
Electrolytic Condenser."

"The Aluminum

-Prof.

— C.

J.

ZimmerFIG. 2.

Charles Baskerville and Fritz

Electrical

Combines

in

Germany.

The seven principal electrical combines in Germany
have, with their affiliated financial and construction
companies, a total capital of $109,106,000. Some of
them have branches in Russia, Austria-Hungary,
Switzerland. Italy, Spain, the Netherlands and the
Balkan States, which have given a strong impetus
Germany's electrical industries. These concerns
have $34,500,000 mortgage loans standing against
them, from which must be deducted $9,000,000, which
Richard
reserves.
accumulated
their
represents
Guenther, consul-general, Frankfort, Germany, January 24, 1905.

to

—

ELECTRICALLY DRIVEN PUMPS IN CENTRAL STATION FOR CANAL LIFT AT HENRICHENBURG.

constructed for coal ,washing, pumps the
water and slack to a height of about 15 meters
and is driven by a three-phase motor having an
output of 160 horsepower.
At the central station for the canal lift at
Henrichenburg (Fig. 2) the pumps are of the
centrifugal tj^pe, driven by multipolar direct-current
machines, and serve the purpose of pumping the
water from the lower to the upper level. There are
two electric pumps installed, each having an output of 15 cubic meters of water a minute and
pumping to a height of 16 meters, each pump being
Only
driven by means of a 90-horsepower motor.
(Fig.

i),

one of these pumps

is

shown

in the picture.

There

station at New Orleans indiit resembles a hydro-electric plant ver\'
but instead of the vertical machines shown
on the floor level being electrical generators .and
the vertical hydraulic machines situated below being
turbines, the arrangement is reversed^ the former
being electric motors and the latter centrifugal
pumps directly connected to the vertical shafts of
the motors.

The

cates

picture of this
that

closely,

The diagram (Fig. 5) shows the general arrangement of the pumps and electric motors in the St.
Bernard pumping station at New Orleans, the
centrifugal pumps being designed and built by the
I.
P. Morris Company, the electric motors being

!
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out by the city
1
that arcoitm
next year iho rjtx piir. liawd ilie
arc fi|iture«
r tince
'

llirii

FiK>l
Year.

IU»lp<

>l.5C

Total

fMO.$«}.fll

*Mutldled bookkeepinc.

This docs not include original in^'cstmenl.
Clerk Lamborn, in his annual report for
that "the total amount
Alameda for construction

stales

of

City
i8q8,

expended by the city
to January i, 181)8,

This is undoubtedly le»s than the
amount, but we accept it and add it to the
expenditure and produce the amazing total of
This is the sum of money that the
$44",S92.27!
city has taxed itself to raise for light since Alameda embarked in municipal ownership
This is the net amount, exclusive of all income,
but not inclusive of interest. In the long stretch
of 17 years the interest cannot fall far short of
$50,000. which w;ould bring the grand total up to a
is

PING PLANT AT AUSTIN. TEXAS.

$io7,996.()()."

real

net

GcMKM-.il

liic

liy

Iiiiill

CuMiiwiiy.

Klcotiic

CViilrifu-

pumps

are also used in tliis station, but arc
connected by a liorizontal sliaft to altcriKitiiiR-cnrrent motors.
The total capacity of tbis
litiinping station
is
390.000.000 gallons a day of
.'4 hours.
What is said to be the largest centrifub:i1

direct

pump

gal

pumping

ever built was installed at the Metairie
New Orleans, having a capacity

station at

diameter of discharge being six feet and the diameter of the
suction pipe being nine feet four inches.
These
plants alone are enough to give the Buffalo city
engineers confidence in recommending an electric
of

.320

cubic

feet

pumping plant

By

for

a

second,

that

the

where

be very dinicult to run a reliable air
to run around this swamp,
has been determined, it is said, to utilspace telegraphy for communication across,
ize
which, however, will probably be oidy a temporary
arrangement.

now

round half million!

Claims that have been made in ])ublic recently of
the success of Alameda's experiment in municipal

average

^^^^H r

Buffalo every day will be utilized for raising the
pure and wholesome water from the new intake to
tile reservoir and
for pumping it through the city

^^^^^^^ferv

By having a proper distributing system, Niagara
electric
power could be carried in conduits to
v^irious points iri Buffalo, where high-pressure elecliic fire pumps could tben be "insta'led and placed
iu
operation at a moment's notice, no expense
being incurred for operation when not in use.

p

[^

Cape-to-Cairo Telegraph.
papers

to run

state

that

from the Cape

the

telegraph

^I^HG^~

line

to Cairo, the lengtli

of the continent of Africa, has reached,
south, Udshidshi. on the shores of the

JfC

'

covers

enterprise

was

the
in

first
its

lighting has cost
a year, and this
years, when the

infancj'.

••j,Aj^;_

1^^/./y^^a
|P'^j^-y^
MBST^rf*^^^m

mB^\..jim
1^

J

j^^^i^
^^^

-

1-

from the
Tangan-

Lake, in German East Africa. A survey is
now to be made to find the best connecting route
with the north, and the line already established is
to be examined and improved.
It is presumed that
the communicating link will run along the east
shore of the great Victoria Lake, thence in a
northerly direction and reach Rosares. at present the
la.st
telegraph station in the Sudan. Considerable
difficulty will have to be overcome, as a swamp
100 miles in length exists north of Udshidshi.

seven

\M PB- WFWJ^lyfJ^I

B^i»^>vsJflHHl

[To he concluded.]

is

Under municipal ownership the
Alameda an average of $26,3.15

^^Hh^^^^^U/Vj^

city.

the

German

will

was intended

it

Alameda's Experience with Municipal
Ownership.

use of the Niagara electric current the
s:unc water which passes along the river front at

which

it

It

line.

but

yika

FIG. 4.

PUMPS AT NEW ORLEANS.

THREE 5OO-HORSEPOWER ELECTRIC

ownership, and charges that have been whimpered
concerning the attitude of the Argus have induced
us to publish the following statistics of the electriclight plant owned and operated by this city.
The
statistics were taken from the annual reports of

one year ot private ownership the light
$5,366; in the very next year, under
municipal ownership, it cost $13065.40; and when
the socialistic sentiment had egged the authorities
into extending operations and engaging in the selling of commercial light, the cost more than doubled
In the
cost the

citj-

again.
For nine years it fluctuated from $22,000
to $34,000 (always net, it is to be remembered),
but this j'ear the net expenditure will exceed $40.000!
It is worth while to take account of the tax
rate during all tliese years. For the year 1SS4.
before Alameda embarked in municipal lighting at
all, the tax rate was 64 cents.
In ihe year 18S6,
the first year the electric light was turned on, the
rate had jumped to $r.
In 1S90 it wa.s Si. 15. In
1902, after 15 years ot municipal owncrshipj the
rale

had crawled up

to

$1.25.

where

it

remained

for two years, when at the last levy it was increased to $1.38.
That increase was directly due to municipal ownership. All the money raised by the extra 13 cents
is being spent upon the electric plant.
It would not seem necessar\"
Isn't this enough?
to enlarge at all upon the figures that are taken
from the records. Alameda has an incubus that
is
sapping its life. Taxation increased from 64
half million dollars of the tax
cents to $1.38!
of this small community accounted for in the one
item of light alone! The tow'n can't stand it much

A

longer.

Some people are wondering what is the matter
with Alameda some hold that it has not the vitality of former years because it hasn't a railway like
Berkelej-'s.
The matter with Alameda is municipal
ownersliip!
And we wish no rival or sister municipality worse luck than to see it embark upon
of enterprise. Alameda (Cal.) Daily
this sort
Argus of March 2, 1905.
:

no.

—
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of

Glasgow, the local authorities in London are sending their man to this country to acquire knowledge
rather than impart it. Our London correspondent
writes that the London County Council has recom-

in

cess.

Without undue

Smith.

301

Development

in

Eastern

Washington and

Idaho

301

Steinmetz's

Control

Compensated

of

Railway

else.
We have much
and we trust we may do so with
becoming humility; but as on the technical side
the best authorities are American and as the legal
and financial conditions are so radically different,
it
is
puzzling to discover wherein Glasgow shall
teach Chicago. It looks as though our estimable

learn

to

yet,

mayor was groping
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Ohio

and

to

partly

Indiana

and
them-

in

electric-rail-

Railway
by a com-

Electric

owing partly to the recompromise on rates

electrics to

wide

the

difference

on the Indiana

charges

railways 25 miles
is given

for passenger tickets

on

Freight hauling, too,

train"

Again,

same meeting contends

in length or longer.

electric

Truly, the "broomstick

increasing in importance and prestige in

is

The

a very satisfying degree.

steam-railroad com-

with their magnificent organization and
systematic study of detail, have standardized and
simplified practice to such an extent that in many

panies,

such as train signaling, for instance, the
can do no better than to copy their

respects,
electric

lines

But

methods.

best

electric

other practical

in

now in the
own salvation

the conversa-

all

flagrant offense like

might be punished by a fine, but for a genbetterment it will be necessary to rely on
development of a nicer sense of honor by
ethical methods, and on the force of public opinion.
this

eral

the

Questions of
arising

or

practical

a

work

electrical

in

Western Electrician

the

technical

nature

submitted to

often

are

and

answer,

for

it

work out

its

as

stage,

demands

the

of

A

stibscribers.

sort

this

the columns of the paper.

names

sign their

upon us by our

laid

and are answered through

interest,

in

full

Inquirers should always

own

for our

information,

but these names will not be published
that

to

bered

effect

One

made.

is

the

that

is

request

if

remem-

thing to be

should

facts

and exactly and with

be

stated

clearly

Often ques-

sufficient detail.

are asked of such a vague, indefinite nature

tions

answer cannot be made.

specific

a

Sketches

the

much

does

A

to

impair the

efficiency

of

pending in the New Yoi^c
Legislature to prevent, under penalty, the use of
profane or indecent language over the telephone.
The idea underlying this bill is good, and if it is
properly drawn it should become a law. Among
the recently enacted laws of the state of Maine
Prevent the Improper
is one entitled "An Act to
bill

is

Here

Telephones."

of

is

it

provided

that

"whoever without reasonable cause or provocation
shall willfully and wantonly or maliciously vex,
irritate, harass,
or torment any person by communications

or

to

conversation

with such person

over or by means of any telephone, or shall
any fire department, police department

call

or

out

other

department,

municipal

persons

by

thereof,

or

intentionally

any

a

giving

department,

or

portion

false

any
any
telephone line or lines, shall be punished by imprisonment not exceeding two years or by fine
not exceeding $500." This, too, seems to be a
good law. But neither reaches the trouble caused
by eavesdropping on party lines nor the obstruction to service by trivial and long-continued gossiping.
These annoyances are principally encountered in the country, and it would perhaps be
impracticable to attempt to correct them by statute.
It is not to be forgotten, too, that the opportunity
for social converse is one of the greatest charms
of the telephone in farming and rural communities.
It is the abuse of this privilege, not its reasonable exercise, which arouses resentment. But
alarm or

call

or

to

member

such

thereof,

by

or

to

means

of

.

eavesdropping,

conversations

of

or

others

The

deliberate

on party

story

is

listening
lines,

familiar

of

to

the

there

can

the "tele-

phone inspector, who, making an unexpected call
at a farmhouse, found the housewife comfortably
seated in a rocking-chair busily engaged at her
knitting,

with

the

telephone

receiver

may

letter

be repeated.

Readers of the Western Electrician
a

general benefit,

own

too,

if

confer

will

they will give

their

of

experience as well as ask of others.

If

you

have a "wrinkle" or a "short cut" or an interesting
piece of work, send in an account of it for pub-

may

others

so that

lication,

profit

by

Knowl-

it.

edge is one thing that may be imparted without
impoverishing the giver. Your contribution, too,

may prompt

another to send in his mite, which
may, in turn, be useful to you. Subscribers should
not forget that the technical journal
in

their

interest,

information,

esting

published

is

disseminate useful and inter-

to

and that they can help themby adding to the common

selves as well as others

stock of information.

Foreign

strapped

competition

to

in

extension

the

export trade of the United

electrical

Improper use of the telephone on the part of
public

made

on a separate sheet of paper. If the queries are
not typewritten, the handwriting should be very
plain.
Often considerable research is necessary to
answer the questions asked, so that inquirers must
be patient if the answers do not appear in the
next issue. If, however, nothing appears within
six weeks from the date of the communication,

be met
the

a

large proportion of these questions

are of general

must

goes along.

it

is

pleasure to us to use our best endeavors to meet

the

details

transition

railway,

be no excuse.

National Electric Light Association (annual convention),
Denver, June 6th. 7th and 8th, and Colorado Springs, June
loth and nth.

passenger

in

themselves.

lines

a large share of attention.

for
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we

conceit,

think that the science or art of street-railway transportation has been developed to a higher degree

wa}'

By

enable

to

to visit the larger

during the Easter re-

States

LTnited

the

of $750 be voted

tramways

its

cities

Association,

Waterpower

sum

the

that

Illii

Antwerp's Street-railway System.

April 22, 1905

Mayor Dunne can

while

that

it,

the chief officer of

Trade Supplied by Western News Co.
COPYRIGHT.— Not only the title but the entire contents or

ADVERTISINO-.— The Western

isn't

no other way of beginning his "immediate municipal ownership" attempt than by requesting a conference with the tramways manager of
think

mended

Telephone, 3S06J Cortlandt.

general electrical paper published in the

Curious,

in

a

rational

manner,

of

States

with logical

the

must
argu-

ment and demonstration, not by a lofty assumption
American product and halfconcealed contempt for machinery or apparatus
made anywhere else. We Americans are prone to
this failing; we are too apt to think no other
of superiority for the

people
as

we

is

are,

quite

and

so smart,

so

quick,

so

ingenious

that, in consequence, other nations'

manufactures are sure to be less -well adapted to
the end to be accomplished than ours. This seems
to be a fault common to all English-speaking countries
and an Anglo-Eg>'ptian correspondent of a
London newspaper gives his countrj-men some advice on the subject which has an application to
those who are seeking to sell the manufactured
products of the United States abroad in competition with those of other countries.
Speaking of
a contract awarded by the municipality of Alexandria to an Italian firm, the writer mentioned
;

says

True,

it

may

be

argtied,

that

the

municipality

quality and durability to cheapness, that
what appears least costly on paper may prove to
be the most costly in practice. But this reasoning
is
futile,
presupposing, as it seems to do, that
business instinct and technical intelligence are consacrificed

fined to the British nation alone.
The Alexandria
Municipal Council is certainly one of the last to
sacrifice anything of its own interests, or of those
entrusted to it. for the sake of a petty economy.
It may indeed be remarked in passing that no

good and a great amoimt of harm may be produced by the continual reiteration of those vague,
unmeaning expressions not uncommon in England,
such as "inferior foreign make," "cheap foreign
materials," and the like. The lesson is one to be
taken particularly to heart in a cosmopolitan country such as Egypt, where British firms are called
upon to compete -with rivals no less excellent than
themselves, and perhaps possessing a still greater
degree of enterprise.
The particular superiority of American electrical
appliances should be argued by engineering salesmen on tangible points of excellence that may be
demonstrated, without any reference to supposed
Yankee cleverness or any allusion that might imply
inferiority on the part of any other nation.
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Iowa Electrical Association.
I.

I)iil)iii|cic,

19.— 'riif

April

.H.I,

Electrical

low.-i

convention in
iMayor Berg
this city, will) .iliciul im> in nttenil.ince.
President
ami
morniiiK
this
visitors
the
wejciinicil
Howers made a sliorl atlilress. After routine busion
paper
re,i(l
a
of
Duhuriuc
Mallies
1).
ness, L.
"Mclliods of Olitainini? New Business." Messrs.
part
in
look
iMcGec
and
C.
nellaniy
Zahni, Hurt,
A proposition to increase dues to
(he discussion.
introduced
by
was
cities
larger
nieinlicrs in the
In the afternoon
\V. J. Greene of Cedar Rapids.
iherc were committee reports, and papers by F. H.
l.ankashier of Davenport and A. W. Zahm of
Mason City, on "Boiler-room Kconomies" and
W. K. K.
'.Methods of Accounting," respectively.
AsiDciMlion

Iwildiiij;

is

;i

successful

Association Matters.

While the
appear
here,

the

nl

next

nnlil

as an

report of the convention will not
week, it will be well to give

full

introduction

adniir.able

to

record
the short

the

work at Dubuque,
Mr. George S. Carson, general manager
Iowa City Electric Company, and also a

association's

paper of
the

of

valued

memher

and diicontcnl of the public which it (crvM.
There in another imporlanl rioinl which wc
should all consider, and that i«, Ilavc wc all utilized the knowledge wc have gained at each meet-

self

of the executive committee of the

association.

ing .and put

pr.iclicc

ill

and

economical

the niethodi

practical ?
that

I

how many companies

would

arc

shown

lo be
lo ask

like

member* of

thii

have meters on their swilchlxiard* and
each month the current lost and current
many
Also, how
pay was received.
there arc who can tell how many pounds of sicam
an indicated horsepower Iheir engines arc taking:
switchboard
an indicated
also,
at
Ihc wattage
horsepower, as well as the evaporation obtained
These figures can be obtained
in Ihc boiler room.
without a great cost; hut, even if it docs cost
money, we may sit here at these conventions and
talk until we are gray, and unless wc go home
and put in (iracticc the knowledge wc have gaine<l,
it
is of no value.
The key to the whole situation
is.
What are we ourselves doing, written down
ill
black and white? and next. Is it possible to
belter it, and, if so, how? Then put in practice
the improvements necessary. Let us each appoint
ourselves a committee of one to see how much
information concerning our own stations we can
report on at the next convention, and in this way
get down to a system of stopping the losses, and
of keeping a systematic record of each department
ill
the manufacture and sale of electricity.

Wlllurn

Association

Electrical

;

:

;

;

again taken to the eastern
side of the state, and are holding forth at Dubuque.
to speak of the
It
is hardly necessary for me

and

this

year

we have

that the association has accomplished for
members. We all realize them. The fact that
its membership has steadily increased is good proof.
We now have over 50 central stations located in
all
parts of the state, some of them being small
and some the largest, so that we have companies
operating plants under both extremes, and can, in
this way, gather information that will be of use
hciiefils
its

stations.
all central
I
believe that, generally speaking, the smaller
stations have more to contend with and must be
more economical in proportion to their gross receipts than the stations in towns of 5,000 and over,
to

the reason that the general business of the
smaller towns will not warrant a very large expense in lighting the stores and homes. The companies, therefore, must of necessity figure very
for

close on expense account to show even a fair
rale of interest on the investment.
It is by the association of the members of this
organization each year and comparison of practical

we are getting new
management and operation

tests

the

that

ideas and saving in
of the business.

believe that the phenomenal growth and
advancement of the United States can largely be
attributed to the knowledge gained by the mixing
of all nationalities of the earth, each one of which
is
more advanced in its own particular range of
knowledge
and by the association of all these
people and getting what we may call the cream
I

fully

;

of knowledge
outstripped all

in

mechanics

and

arts,

we have

other nations of the world in advancement and wealth. Each nation does, of its
environment and government, run in certain ruts
and have certain unwritten laws that become a
part and parcel of the people. Trades and trade
secrets have in this manner been handed down
from one generation to another, so that the arts
and sciences have been controlled and perfected
by this endless chain. The different nations, by
their different languages and customs, have isolated
themselves and have not broadened out to receive
and accept new methods in the things in which
they were deficient. The United States, being a

new
~

as

countrs', receiving all the different nationalities
its
citizens, has been the clearing house of

knowledge.

This unequaled. resource, together with
the aid of liberal laws and a public-school system
that is superior to any. has enabled it to outdistance all in the race for commercial supremacy.
This may not seem to have a bearing on the
Iowa Electrical Association, but I have cited it
to show that it is by comparison and selection of
the best methods that perfection is attained.
have. I feel sure, members in the different electrical companies of this state who are more expert
in some one particular way pertaining to the operation and management of the business, which

We

gathered together by means of thisand will help
the business.
If, on the other hand, each company continues in
its
own way without comparing results or associating with others, it will run in a certain rut
and become "hidebound," to the detriment of it-

knowledge,

if

association, will be valuable to all
very material!}' the advancement of

Sell...

Sulmay

ihcal

r-

(

'

G'j^

;

rapher to ihc City Ii<.,r.| ,.i
wtitcli
concern ajnimU all ttu:
anil it in turn rnltrrly own'
I

city,

associalioii

Company,

can

tell

for

which

$40,000 ca«h, and «incr then
the amount of $l375;00O, of
iHTcn

New York
The
the

third

cost

of

City Lighting Investigation.
week of
public

the official investigation into

lighting

in

New York

city

brought forth the statement on Monday, .\pril lotb,
from the New York Edison Company's general inspeclor, .-Vrtbur Williams, that if the city were
treated not as one large customer, but with the
various departments regarded as wholesale customers, the charges per kilowatt-hour would range from
7.2 cents for police headquarters up to 10 cents

Seventh Regiment Armory.
On the other
the 95 buildings to which current is supretail customers the charge
would be 13.5 cents as against the present allaround rate of 12 cents. Mr. Williams said "The
city is a very poor customer.
Take the schools
There are 47 of them and the infor instance.
stallation is very large compared with the service
rendered.
In one school alone there are 5,000
lights, but they are used only about two hours a
It is recognized in the electric-light business
day.
that the charge for short-hour service must be
greater than for all-day service."
Vice-president J. W. Lieb, Jr., of the Edison
company, said that the cost of connecting a buildThe
ing to the mains varied from $50 to $400.
Edison mains were at present connected to about
45,000 meters, representing about 45,000 separate
customers.
The average cost of current at the
lamp was 3.66 cents per kilowatt-hour and the
city paid an average rate of 11.36 cents.
Quesfor the

hand,

if

were regarded as

plied

:

tioned as to the actual cost of current for arc
lamps, Mr. Lieb said that it was about 2.9 cents
per kilowatt-hour.
He figured that the city paid
5.4 cents per kilowatt-hour for arc lamps, and that
the total cost, including interest and depreciation, was
In the Bronx, where overhead wiring is
4.6 cents.
used, the profit per kilowatt-hour on the arc lamps
2.44 cents, so that on 1,127 lamps the company
profit of $54,977.
For generation
and distribution the Bronx lamps cost $77 a year,
or with interest and depreciation $124. The charge
to the city was $146, the same as in Manhattan,
where there is an underground service.
Henry W. Edwards, the Edison company's auditor, was questioned as to the capitalization, and

pair!

On

that

*talc»l

for iiatcnt<(

'I'hur^flay

they

now

^tan
Iv-t'l

wh:

'i

'•-jnrr*!

praclir;ii;y

of ihc con%trurtion of the
given.
Thirty milc« of duct

details

subway ductH were
suhway, put in in 1877, coit $194,747^5.
Mr. William* wa«« recalled.
Chairman Steveni
asked him
"Have you a al^lomer who uw* a* much current as the city is charged for?"
"Wc luvc two
customers who have a itpecial form of contract
of the large amount of current uwd
r)nc of these takes 1,085.9369
kilowalt-hours and the hill for that is $59,517. The
other customer, a slorage-l»atler>' place, uses l/i86,897 kilowatt-hours and his bill is $50,609."
"What do you charge these two ctistomers for
kilowatt-hours?" "Three cents."
liccausc

throughout the year.

"And
of

was formed at
au organization meeting called by Mr. H. L. J.
Towner, to be held at Dcs Moines, June 12 and
ij,
1900, at which time the following-named offivicePresident, \V. J. Green
cers were elected
president, II. H. Caughlin; secretary, W. B. Kefft-r
treasurer, George S. Carson.
The first annual meeting was held at Des Moines
February 20 and 21, 1901, wlicrc the association
sl.vtcd business in earnest, with 17 members. The
second annual convention was held at Cedar Rapids;
the fourth at Dcs Moines,
tlic third at Davenport

The Iowa

)

intrnrlrnt at the

all,

the charge to the city, the largest customer
is

12 cents per kilowatt-hour?"

point of view the city

is

"From our

not the same kind of a

customer."

Mr. Williams added that the
rent

last

year

amounted

to

total

sales of

cur-

kilowatt-

32,694.720

an

average price of 5.79 cents.
No oilier discounts were allowed than those shown
on the various forms of contract, though there
were perhaps 50 very old contracts on which a
special discount was allowed for power.
J. H. Cahill, sccrctar\' of the Empire City Subway, a concern which is also entirely owned by
the Edison Company, asserted that his company
was only concerned with telephone and telegraph
wires.
They had only a few power ducts which
cost $200 a year per mile for maintenance.
On Friday many details were given as to the
cost of gas production.
It was shown that' the
hours,

sold

at

New Amsterdam

Gas Company was able

manu-

to

facture gas at less than 26 cents a thousand cubic

Other evidence proved that the gas companies' books showed one valuation for taxation
purposes and another for dividend calculations. In
regard to the Brooklyn Union Gas Company,
nothing had been set aside for reserve or depreciation,
but several other smaller companies
had been purchased out of the profits.
Benjamin A. Whiteley. in his capacity as treasurer of the United Electric Light and Power Company, admitted that although the company had a
contract with the city to pay one cent a lineal foot
for conduits under pavement, the rent had never
been paid for the privilege. The United company generated and distributed current at a total
feet.

cost

of 8.94 cents per kilowatt-hour, including in-

terest charges.

The proceedings on Saturday concerned

details

W.

of gas companies' operations and finances.

Chicago Waterworks a Poor Example.

is

makes an annual

that when the various consolidations took
no inventories were made of the plants of

testified

place
the

merged concerns.

On Wednesday Mr. Lieb produced the following figures relating to the cost of arc lighting:
Year.
Cost to City. Cost to Company. Profit.
1902
1903
1904

$523.=64
527,060
542,828

?457.364
486,1-10

447,642

'^fuiiiciinl-own-.-'-vhip

often

is antiquated and inadequate.
In at least a third of the city there is difficulty in supplywater above the second floor of dwellings.
The service is mismanaged in a manner that no priv-atc
concern would tolerate and to a degree which makes its
profit more a matter of luck than care.
On account of diversion of the profits of the det>artment
and aldermanic complacency the scr\'ice is 20 years behind

of assessments
s is

dep;

the

and has been

for years

of mechanical and supply

to

Edison Company:
Property' of Edison Illuminating Company ($15.259,162.77). less 93,6So
shares turned in

and canceled
$ 6,091,162,77
Property of New York Gas and Electric Light,

Heat and Power Company

66,545,100.77

Capital stock of power company ($36,000,000)
taken on at
406 shares of Edison Illuminating Company

C$120,000)

'"hicago

The water-service equipment

$65,899
49,017
95.185

say that in one sense the
profit for 1902 instead of being $65,899 was really
$175,899: and that the profit for last year instead
of being $95,185 was really $200,000.
Mr. Edwards, recalled, produced the following
statements of the capitalization of the New York

in

injr

The

Mr. Lieb went on

.t^!v ;c.t'e<

refer to the waterworks as a bright particular example of the beneficent working of their pet theory.
However, the Chicago Daily Tribune finds
that the actual facts in the case do not justify the
loud claims made by the public-ownership people.
The situation, it says, may be summarized thus:

exchanged for bonds sold

for.

. .

To this Mayor Dunne, according to the same
newspaper, makes this answer
"O. I have no
doubt the water department has been mismanaged.
But, even if it has. the municipal operation of the
department has been a good thing for the people.
AVater is cheaper in Chicago than in any other
city in this country*.
If the municipal ownership
of street cars is mismanaged with the same beneficial results as those obtained in the water department, we shall have reason to congratulate our:

selves."

0,040,000.00

32,986.06

Total
SSif709,249.6o
Less Illuminating company stock, exchanged for
bonds and now in treasury
20,604.00

The Cairo (Egypt) electric railways now have a
length of 43 kilometers.
The lines show an
increasing traffic, the number of passengers last
year showing an increase of 13 per cent, over the
year before.
The only recent improvement is a
double-track line five kilometers in length.
total

:

;

:
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.

placed in the common-return lead
introduciiTg the

Telephone Ringing Trouble.
reader of the Western Electrician in Wilton,
Iowa, says: "We have a common-return system,
and there are several of the telephones which ring
together. I am sure the lines are not crossed, but
the telephones all ring over that one lead every
time a subscriber is called, which makes it very
annoying. If you can give me any information I
will be very much pleased."
Answer. It is taken for granted that the cor-

—

respondent is operating a common-return system
such as is illustrated by the accompanying diagram.
In this circuit it will be observed that there are
three telephones connected to three lines in the
switchboard. The telephones are shown by (T')
(T") and (T"), while the switchboard drops are
marked (D') (D') and (D"). Each of the telephones connects to the switchboard circuit by what
This
is commonly called a "common-return" wire.
wire is shown extending from (R') to (R'O- The
telephones are connected to this common-return
wire by taps (R') (R=)-and (R"), and the switchboard drops connect to the (R°) wire, over conThe operation
ductors (RC) (RC) and (RC).

cf.

we have

only

three telephones on a lead, together with one
mon-return wire, the cross-talk between the

com-

may

It

A

complained

difficulty

April 22, 1905

of course,

this,

;

be mentioned that should

it

may be

divided into four multipliers, as follows:

0.7, 0.07,

0.014 a"d 0.0014.

"This
forming

will

be more readily seen by actually per-

the

multiplication

dif-

instruments would be very considerable if
the conmion-return lead were broken or contained
a high resistance in series with it.
Where the
telephones on a given lead to exceed 40 or 50, then
ferent

cross-talk

the

much

is

not

setious,

so

For

cross-ringing.

office

nor do we have

cross-ringing

considerable

.0014

7

while w^e ring out

then,

over one wire, we have all of the remaining telephones to use as a return path, and the amotrat
of current returning over each of the telephones
is therefore very small.
In conclusion, it may be suggested that if the
common-return wire is found in perfect condition, the trouble may be due to damp cables, and
if
we combine with this a pole changer at the
ceintral

.07

.014

may

be

obtained.

In order to partially clear this difficulty without

drying out the cables, we may reduce the voltage
of the ringing current by connecting a less number of batteries to the pole changer, or connecting

d'

.07

d=

.014

d^

.0014

d^

.7854

d=

''Now the four multipliers above are a clumsy
arrangement at best, and are replaced by the expression 0.7722, which is not, correctly speaking, a
multiplier, as the third and fourth digits require
to be multiplied by the first, as well as by d".
"Thus, suppose d rn 12 inches, d"
144 square
inches,

then

A =

144

X

7854

^

—

113.0976

square

inches.

"Now

144
.7722

1008

2016
2016
113-0976 square inches,

which is correct, and yet is obtained practically
from a single multiplication, seven times d"."

Magnetic Distribution of Air Gaps.
A meeting of the Electrical Section of the WestSociety of Engineers was held in Chicago on
April 14th.
Chairman W. B. Hale presided. The
subject of the evening was ''A Simple Electrical
Method of Determining Flux Distribution and .Magnetic Reluctance in Odd-shaped Air Gaps," which
was given with lantern-slide illustrations by Mr.
Charles H. Smoot of the Western Electric Company, Chicago.
Mr. Smoot described a method developed by him
for ascertaining the magnetic distribution in such
air gaps, which consists in cutting from some highresistance metal a template of shape similar to
that of the air gap.
This plate is then fitted between two surfaces of conducting material such as
copper, which- correspond to the iron in a magnetic
circuit in which there is an air gap.
Current is
then passed from one surface to the -other through
the template and the current density at various
points on the surface of the plate is measured by
means of a galvanometer or any convenient method.
Connecting points of equal value, lines are plotted
which are analogous to the lines of magnetic flux.
If lines be drawn Avhich are perpendicular at all
points to the lines of magnetic flux the former
will represent lines of equipotential.
The next meeting of the Electrical Section.
which will be the last of the season, will be held
May I2th and will be of a semi-social character.
Mr. Albert B. Hale will give an interesting talk
upon ''The Isthmus of Panama," showing a number
of new photographs.
Further particulars concerning the place of meeting will be announced later.
ern

TELEPHONE RINGING TROUBLE ON COMMON-RETURN SYSTEM.
of

the

system under perfect conditions would be

follows
subscriber

as

The

(T^),

upon driving

magneto

his

generator, would cause the projection of a current
over the wire (W), spring jack (P), drop (D'),

a higher capacity condenser across the
ringing
leads, it being a general rule to supply a twomicrofarad condenser with the ordinary commercial

pole

observed that the signaling current
generated at the telephone No. i, necessarily passes
through the common - return wire, it being the
lower resistance path. Should, however, for any
reason, the resistance of the return wire be sufficiently high, then there would be a division of
the ringing current on its passage to the central
office.
Not all of the current would pass over the
common-return wire, but a part of it would pass
through the No. 2 and No. 3 telephones, reaching
the central office through the No. 2 and 3 drops
and returning through the No. I drop. In this
way the No. i drop would respond properly, but
the No. 2 and 3 drops might also respond, deIt

be

will

pending, of course, upon the resistance present in

common-return

the

Now when we

circuit.

project the signaling current over

from the central

the line

we

Say,

obtained.

the spring jack

(J^), and,

(K) and driving

office,

the

same

result

(P)

place the calling plug

is

into

after depressing the kev

the generator (G), a ringing cur-

is projected over the wire
(W^), through the
(T^), and, with the common-return wire
good condition, the signaling current, or, at
least most of the current, would return to the
generator
G) over the common-return wire and

rent

telephone
in

I

wire

(R»).

Now

appreciable
say,

break,

then

central

telephone

observed that if there is any
R"
between the point
and
or, perhaps even a complete

resistance

(RS),
the

be

will

it

the
office

No.

resulting

)

i,

current projected from
over the wire No. i, through
would necessarily return to the

signaling

central office through the telephones
this

(

(X),

at

in

Nos.

ringing the bells of

the

i

and

2,

it

E.

of a Circle.

Reed of Genoa,

C.

lowing
"In regard to

111.,

a high-resistance joint in the line.
Sometimes
has even been found that signaling apparatus is

kindly sends the fol-

:

of a circle,

method of finding

the

shown

in the last issue of the

the

area

Western

Electrician, I offer the following explanation

"The only difference between the method shown
and the usual method is in the manner of multiplying the square of the diameter by one-quarter ^,
or 0.7854. This is done by using 0.7854 in the form
-77

,

14
14

may

would be

to multiply by 14, we
begin with the left-hand-figure, 7, placing each
partial product one place to the right

but as

it

difficult

successive
instead

of

to

the

as in the usual metliod of
the next figure is also 7, the

left

multiplication.

As

second

product

will be the same as the
Now, to multiply by 14 it will only be
necessary to multiply the first partial product by
two.
The fourth partial product will be the same
as the third, or twice the first.
."Vdd and point off

partial

Subsidies to Electric Railways Held
Invalid.

first.

as

usual.

"The

'short cut' then is that two of the products
be copied while the third is quickly obtained
by multiplying by two. The number 0.7722 is simply used to indicate the method and preserve the
four decimal places."

may

Discussing the same
Kelly of Washington, D.

subject,
C.,

Mr.

Joseph

T.

contributes the follow-

was not a little interested in discovering
the rule by which the result was obtained.
"Taking a perfectly general case where the diam-

ing:

"I

eter of the

circle =^

well-known

fornnila,

d,

we have

stations

Nos. I and 2, as well as throwing the drops of
Nos. 2 and 3.
Thus, it will be observed that the cross-ringing
in tlic correspondent's circuit is probably due to
cither a complete break in the common-return wire,
or

changer.

The Area

common-return tap (RC), common-return wire
(R°) (R'), and back to the telephone over (R').

A =

for the area, the

Td=
,

or

A ^

o.7854d'

4
that

the value of d=

by the
constant 0.7854.
Now, in all so-called short cuts,
the object is to multiply by the same digit, or
multiples thereof, as many times as possible. Looking at the constant 0,7854, one sees at a glance that
is,

is

to be multiplied

Judge

R.

S.

Artman

in

the

Clinton

Circuit

Court at Frankfort, Indiana, in an interurban subsidy case held, on April 17th. that under existing
statutes no subsidy may be lawfully voted in aid
of interurban railways.
The decision is the first
of the kind to be rendered in Indiana and was
rendered on an approval from an order from the
Board of Commissioners of Clinton County for
an election to be held on ^lay iSth in Center
Township to vote on the question of levying a.
tax of $100,000 in aid of the Tipton, Frankfort
Opposing taxpayand Attica Traction Company.
ers appealed from the order and Judge Artman
holds that the commissioners had no authority to
order an election to vote aid to an interurban
street-railway company, and accordingly dismissed
the proceeding.
Judge Artman decides that an interurban street
railway is not included in the word "railroad," as
set out in the statutes under which the election
was ordered. The decision of Judge Artman is
was ordered. If the decision is sustained by
the Supreme Court it will put a stop to the building of numerous lines that are now projected
throughout the state.
An appeal will be taken at
once with a view of securing an early decision
froni the higher court.
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Remember

to

Hv

CilAui.iN

Tlu- wire lalilr for

few simpk-

a

h.-is

can be conslrncleil

in

the Wire Table.'

the

•.m-li

lli:il

iiuimiry

mentally

The
wire

S, k.uikc cij|]|kt
if

llie

a few coiiwhole tabic

with apijroximalc ac-

curacy.
Resistance.--.A wire which
than another wire has twice

10,

Kl.r-:CTRICIAN

309

fmorc prccitcly, 0.102 inch).
follow the same ratio a< the circular

(liamelerii

mils and wcighlfi except th.-it lW\» ratio a|>plic< In
alternate sizes.
'Ihcrcfure llic sixth smaller «i/e
has half Ihe diameter and the twi-nlicth smaller
'riirreforr, as
size
has oiic-lenth the di;iiiieter.
No. 10 is 0.10 inch. No. 16 is 0.05 inch and No. 30
is 0.01
inch
nUo No. 4 is 0.20 inch and No. 000
is 0,40 inch; also No. o
(two sizes smaller than
;

three siics

is

larger

weight and half

llic

(be resistance.
No. 10 wire his a resistance of 1 ohm a ihoiisjind feet; No. 7 wire, which is tliree sizes larger,
has 0.5 of an ohm a thousand feel ; No. 4 wire,
wbicb is three sizes larger than No. 7, has 0.25 rjf
an ohm; No. i.^ wire, which is three sizes smaller

than No.

.

proximalcly 0.10 inch

Sc.riT.

]•.

H. &•

llic

ri'l:ilii.iis.

are carried

staills

:

:

has two obms; No. 16 wire, which

is

It
Ibrcc sizes smaller than No. 1.I, has four ohms.
therefore, knowing the resistance of No.
is easy,
ID, to find the resistance of No. 7, No. 4. No. I
and No. 000; also of No. 13, No. 16, No. 19, etc.
\ wire wbicb is 10 sizes larger than another
wire has 10 times the weight and one-tentb the

resistance.
.\s the resistance of No. 10 is one obm a tbouis o.i of an obm,
,:iM(l feel, the resistance of No.
and the resistance of No. 20 wire is 10 obms. As
ibc resistance of No. 4 is 0.25 of an nhni. the resistance of No. 14 is 2.5 ohms and of X.i. 24, 25

obms.

No. 000) has 80 per cent, less <lianielcr, or 0..12
No. 00, lying between these sizes, may l>c
inch.
presumed to lie .ibonl 10 per cent, less than No.
000, or 0.36 inch; the diameter given in the wire
table

is

o..l648.

—

ing B.

A

:

;

Olims.

s:«o.

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No,

No. II....
No. H....
No. 17....
No. 30....
No. 23....
No. lit....
No. 20
No. 32....
No. K....

I....
4....

7....
10....

I

13....
16....
10....

8

M....
«....

ja

Si/.o.

4

16

Ohms.

Ohms.

Size.

1.25
2.5

(more
0.0s
O.I

No.

precisely, 3.14 pounds) a
of 1,000 feet of

The weight

40

No.

6

0.4

No.
No.

12
zs

3.2

80

In tbe above table the first column contains the
of wire wbicb differ from one another by
The resistance of each wire in this
sizes.
column is seen to be twice that of tbe next larger
size and one-half that of tbe next smaller size.
There is, therefore, no difficulty in remembering
In tbe second division of the tabic
this column.
the wires arc 10 sizes smaller than those in the
11 corresponds to No. i
first division; thus. No.
In the
and tbe resistance is 10 times as great.
third division of the table the wires are 10 sizes
thus, No.
larger than those in the first division
corresponds with No. 10 ,ind the resistance is onetenth as great.
From this table several new relations may be
observed.
If the wire is one size smaller the resistance is
Compare No.
25 per cent, greater. For example
with No. 10, No. 12 with No. II, No. 13 with
sizes

The relative values of resistance (for decreasing sizes) and of weight and area (for increasing
sizes) for consecutive sizes are
0.50, 0.63, 0.80,

;

:

12,

etc.

If tbe wire is two sizes smaller the resistance is
Compare No.
60 per cent, greater. For example:
12 with No. 10. No, 16 with No. 14, No. 15 with
No. 13.
If tbe wire is one size larger tbe resistance is
For ex80 per cent, of that of the smaller wire.
ample: Compare No. 9 with No. 10, No. 10 with

No.

II.

If the wire is two sizes larger the resistance is
For ex63 per cent, of that of the smaller wire.
ample: Compare No. 11 with No. 13, No. 4 with

No.

6.

From

the foregoing the following are the ratios
of resistance between wires of consecutive sizes
0.50,

—

0.63.

0.80.

i.oo,

1.25,

1.60,

0.63.

0.80.

I.oo,

1.25.

1.60.

2.00.

If tbe weight of any size of wire is known, it is
therefore seen tliat the wciglit of the next larger
size is 25 per cent, greater: the weight of the second larger size is (3o per cent, and tbe weight of
the third larger size is double: also, tbe weight of
tbe sixth larger size will be four times as great,
and tbe weight of the tenth larger size will be 10
times a? great.
Tbe weight of r.ooo feet of No. 10 copper wire is
Therefore, tbe weight of No. 7 wire
.11.4 pounds.
is 62. 8 pounds:
tbe weight of No. o wire is 314
priunil^.
The \\ci;.::lit of No. 5 wire is 100 pounds
tVct. \vliii:li is :i convenient figure to
The weight of No. 2 wire is, there200 pounds, and the weight of No. 00 wire
is 400 pounds.
Area. Tbe area of No. 10 wire is approximately
10,000 circular mils (more precisely, 10,380).
The
?rea is proportional to tbe weight.
The area of
No. 7 wire is. therefore, about 20,000 circular mils,
of No. o wire 100,000. and of No. 0000 wire 200,000.
The precise area of No. 10 wire is 10.380 circular
mils.
Taking this figure for easy calculation as
10,400 and following the process above indicated,
the area of No. 0000 wire is found to be 20S.000.
^vbich is verv nearly 211.600, tbe figure in the wire

a

lhon^;iiul

rcnicnilier.

fore.

—

lalile.

Diameter.

— The

From The

0.50, 0.63, 0.80,

Circular Mils.

diameter of No.

I.oo.

— Conductors

1.60, 2.00.

diameters

1.25,

of

alter-

1.60, 2.00.

of large size are usuFor example, 500,000

ally specified in circular mils.
circular mils, 750,000 circular

mils.

As No. 10 wire has approximately 10,000 circular
mils and a resistance of one ohm a thousand feet
and as the length of a wire which has a given
resistance is proportional to its area, it follows
therefore that the length in feet of a copper conductor having a resistance of one ohm may be
found by dropping one cipher from the number
expressing its circular mils for example. No. 10
wire has 10,000 circular mils and a resistance of
one ohm a 1,000 feet; a 300.000-circular-niil conductor has a resistance of one ohm to 30.000 feet,
and a 1,000,000-circular-mil conductor has a resistance of one ohm to 100,000 feet. Tbe weight of a
given length is proportional to the area: therefore,
tbe weight of a conductor having 500.000 circular
mils is greater than that of No. 10 wire in tb.e
same ratio that its area is greater. Five hundred
thousand circular mils is 50 times that of No. 10
wire, or approximately 50 times 32 pounds, which
equa'ls
In this
ifico pounds a thousand feet.
way the approximate characteristics of copper conductors of all sizes may be quickly ascertained.
To find resistance, drop one cipher from the
number of circular mils the result is the number
of feet an obm.
To find weight, drop four ciphers from the number of circular mils and multiply by the weight
of No. 10 wire.

—

;

Chicago Street-railway Situation.
As

the city administration of Chicontemplate giving municipal ownership of
railways its first trial on the lines formerly
owned by the Chicago Passenger Railway Company, the decision of Judge Grosscup which is
to determine tbe life of tbe franchises of this
company is being awaited with patience, tbe city
being confident that its claims will be sustained.
Mayor Dunne has been active in securing advice

the plans of

cago

street

municipalization scheme from divers sources.
During the last week Tom Johnson of Cleveland.
Bion J. Arnold, Corporation Counsel Tolman and
Clarence S. Darrow had a conference at wdiich

in bis

the physical questions involved in the traction controversy were discussed. Mr. Arnold, as has been
previously stated, is preparing plans and specifications for the construction of a street-railway system in the streets covered by tbe Chicago Passenger franchises, bids having already been ad-

Mr. Darrow has been appointed special
counsel for the city by Mayor Dunne to treat
with traction matters.
number of individuals and corporatibns have
written to the mavor signifying their 3villingness
to subscribe for Mueller-law certificates the securities with which it is intended to acquire tbe
street-railway lines. Among those wishing to place
an early order for these securities is a representative of tbe banking firm of W. N. Coler & Co.,

vertised.

A

—

New
ing

York.

Company

nicipal

lines

The ilcGuire-Cummings Manufacturis willing, it is said, to equip mu-

and accept Mueller-law

10 wire

Is

ap-

certificates

in

payment.

The mayor

Electric Club Journal.

1.25,

the

2.00.

Weight. Tbe weight of a wire is inversely proTherefore, the foregoportional to its resistance.
ing relations are the same for weight as for resistance, excepting that the weights increase as the
size of tbe wire increases instead of diminishing.
The weights of successive sizes of wire, therefore,
bear the following relation, beginning with the
smaller wire
0,50.

I.oo,

The relative values of
nate sizes of wire are:

three

No.

thousand feet.
No. 5 wire is :oo

pounds.
160
320__

c'/fiUin

forinalion

n,

and

General Manax'
lion

•

system, in

rnclows a rcixjrt
system is ifiven
000 has Ijccn rep
.

profils of Ihc
of $9,000,000,

sytlcni, k.,i.iiig

Out of

-^

'^Uit^n .ui;

o*

the receipts last year. afiT ti.tv;/»..
Iwcn paid for wages and
was placed in ihc (inkr
donated to charilable ai
Ihc public good." Two
i", ii,,,,,',i, yj\
wcrs were carried during the year, and ihc
ccipts a car-mile were $5120

1

.

Opening

of the Manila Street Railway.

One

of the" important enterprise', in the PhilipArchipelago to lie completed since tbe beginning of American riccupalion is the Manila
electric railwav, which was formally i,\wnri\ Xtoiiday, April loih. J. C. While & Co. of New York
have been engaged for the last two years in llie
pine

size.

The things to be remembered regard& S. gauge copper wire arc the following:
wire which is three sizes larger than another
wire has half the resistance, twice the weight and
twice the area.
A wire which is 10 sizes larger
than another wire has one-tenth the resistance, 10
times the weight and 10 limes the area.
No. 10 wire is o.io inch in diameter (more precisely, 0.102)
it has an area of
10,000 circular mils
more precisely, 10.380) it has a resistance of one
ohm a thousand feet at 20 <legrees Centigrade
weighs 32 pounds
[68 degrees Fahrenheit], and
Summary.

10

,

Reference to a complete wire table will show
that the figures in the above examples and other
figures which may he dclermincd in the same way
are correct within a few per cent.
.\ little practice in mental arithmetic will enable anyone to determine the approximate weight and resistance of
wire of any

said

continues to receive communications
from Glasgow.
recent letter from the lord
provost of that city, although not made public, is

A

work of rcconslriicling the tramways of Manila.
Peculiar difficulties have been met and overcome
and, where formerly a horse-car line, with eight
miles of track, composed of 40-|K)imd rail, there
is now an electric system as complete as that of
any city of similar size in the United States.
The entire street-railway system of Manila is
controlled by the same syndicate, it having purchased, in addition to the horse-car line, a steam
line running to the suburbs.
Forty miles of track
have been laid. Ihc rails of which are 70 pounds
in the city and 04 pounds in the suburbs.
Municipal lighting privileges are also controlled by the
company. Tbe power will be supplied from the
new power house just completed.
Owing to climatic conditions, all rail was painted
with asphaltum paint. The destructive white ant
exists in such large numbers that it was necessary
to use teak for ties and sleepers, except where
California redwood, or .Australian, or Philippine
native softwood were obtainable. The latter served
for the purpose only when treated with presersative.
The track is all laid in concrete.
The rolling stcjck at the present consists of too
cars, especially designed to meet the prevailing
conditions. They are of the standard single-truck
cross-bench open type for the city service, the
streets being too narrow to permit of the use of
double-truck cars. In the suburbs, double-truck
open and combination cars are in use. as, during
tbe rainy season, there are sudden driving showers.
The company has provided convertible and semiconvertible cars, which are made by the Electric
Railway and Tramway Carriage Works of Preston. England, and by the J. G. Brill company of
this country.
Portable screen partitions are used to separate
first
and second-class passengers. The Canadian
system of fare collection, by means of fare boxes,
has been adopted. Protection against the ravages
of the white ant is afforded by the use of teak
for all woodwork in cars.
The power plant is located on an island in the
center of the Pasig River, and has a generating
power sufficient to supply 500 arc lights, 30.000
incandescents, and current necessary for operating
100 cars over 40 miles of track. It is interesting
to note that Manila, being so far from the base
of supplies, the construction company experienced
considerable delay at various times.
Tn making
shipments of material for construction, it was
necessary to put in the requisite number of everything, as when the work began it was not only
Impossible to buy boats, etc., in Manila, but there
was not even a machine shop in which repair work
could be conducted.
Tbe company operates its owni printing plant.
which is located In the car barn, and is used in
printing time tables, circulars, tickets, etc.

Denver-Colorado Springs Convention.
As a result of tbe active campaign being carried
on by Henry L. Doherty. committee on membership for the National Electric Light .Association,
several hundred names have been added to the
list of members since January 1st.
.\t the present
rate of Increase If all the members attend the
Denver-Colorado Springs convention in June the
predictions of the railroad men that there will be
an attendance of 3.500 will be verified.
George F. Porter, master of transportation for
tbe association, announces that Frank L. Perry,
assistant business manager of the Western Electrician. 510 Marquette Building. Chicago, has been
appointed assistant master of transportation, for
Chicago and adjacent territory, with the particular
duly of arranging for a special train from Chicago
to Denver-Colorado Springs, which will be run
In connection with a special train from New York
for delegates to the convention to be held at Denver-Colorado Springs June 6th to nth.

—

—

Electroplating Is now applied to laces and othef
delicale tissues. It Is said, by an
Improvement
brought out in Europe.
The metallized laces are
cheao and are used for architectural decoration and
in the clothing industry.

•
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Interurban

Interchangeable

Books Not Practicable

Tlie April meeting of tlie Indiana Electric RailAssociation was Ircld in the auditoriwm of
the Terminal Station Building, Indianapolis, on
Aprjl 13th, and was attended bj' about 40 prominent interurban men of the state and a number
of employes of the roads. President Charles L.
Henry presided and said that the principal subject
on the programme was the interchangeable-mileage
question, whereupon W. R. McKowan presented
an extensive report, which stated that the committee had made a thorough investigation of the
conditions and was forced to the conclusion that
an interchangeable mileage could not be installed
at this time "that would be equitable to all roads.
Two causes contribute to the failure of such a
plan^first. the refusal of the Ohio lines to compromise on the reduction in regard .to prices that
would be made in an interchangeable-mileage book,
passenger
in
and. second, the wide difference

way

charges on Indiana lines alone.
This report aroused quite a discussion, and,
while it was accepted, with a vote of thanks, the
such an interchangeable
that
opinion prevailed
ticket or coupon arrangement between the Indiana
and Ohio lines was bound to come, and for this
reason a new committee headed by Will G. Irwin,
president of the Indianapolis, Columbus and Southern Traction Company, and composed of 15 memThe matter
bers, was named to contintie the work.
of tickets for interline traffic in Indiana was also
referred to Mr. Irwin's committee, as ^yas also
the handling of baggage from line to line.
The next subject was "Tickets, Their Use and
Abuse," which was discussed in a paper by F. T.
Norviel, general manager of the Indianapolis and
Northwestern Traction Company, who said that
the same conditions that make it necessary for a
system of tickets on steam lines applies to electric
The paper
lines of 25 miles in length or more.
provoked a hearty discussion, and while tickets
for through service and round-trip service were
generally advocated, a number of managers said
their country passengers who are not accessible
to a ticket office would not "stand for" an extra
charge over the ticket rate. After disposing of
some miscellaneous business and partaking of
luncheon, the members of the association became
the guests of General Manager J. W. Chipman of
the Indianapolis and Eastern traction line, who
took them on the "Spring Lake Special" over the
52 miles of road, stopping at Spring Lake to visit
the power house and the beautiful park.

Government Requirements

in

Electrical

Supplies.
The Navy Department, through

the bureau of
is inviting sealed proposals
gth for furnishing the Naval Home in
Philadelphia with electrical supplies during the
next fiscal j^ear. Blank proposals will be furnished
on application to the bureau or to the navy pay
Applicants should call for
office in Philadelphia.
schedule No. 168.
On May 2d the bureau will open bids for furnishing certain eastern navy yards with the following
supplies
Schedule 161 panel boards, cable wire,
schedule 162 cable and annunelectrical supplies
ciators; schedule 164 cable;
schedule 165 electrical supplies.
Blank proposals may be obtained
at the navy pay office in New York or of the bureau.
Applicants should designate the schedules desired.
Sealed proposals are being invited until May
nth for furnishing the Signal Corps with lO-drop
telephone switchboards, according to specification
No. 282, in lots of 10 and 20, prices to hold good
Further information will be
until June 30, 1906.
furnished on application to Gen. A. W. Greely,
chief signal officer, Washington, D. C.
The Department of Agriculture is inviting sealed
proposals until May loth for furnishing and laying
35 statute miles of one-conductor telegraph cable

and accounts,

supplies
until

May

:

;

—
—

—

—

between Charlevoix and Beaver Island, Mich.
Blanks and information for bidding will be furnished on application to the chief of the Weather
Bureau, Washington, D. C.

Coming Meetings
The next meeting

of the Institute.

of the Chicago branch of the

American Institute of Electrical Engineers will be
held on the evening of April 25th at the rooms of
the Western Society of Engineers.
Malcolm C.
Rorty, superintendent of traffic of the Central Disand Printing Telegraph Company of Pittsburg,
on "Effects of Laws of Proba-

trict

will present a paper
bility

on Telephone

Distribution and Dollars.'

Mileage

at Present.

Traffic."

The New York meeting of the
at 154 West Fifty-seventh

Institute will be
Street on April
Instruments and measurements will be dis28th.
cussed, the announced papers being as follows
"Polyphase Metering," by Prof. J. D. Nies of
Lewis Institute, Chicago; "Nt^tes on the Use of
Instruments on Switchboards," by F. P. Cox of
the General Electric Company, Lynn, Mass.
"The
Oscillograph and Its LTses," by Louis T. Robinson
of the
General Electric Company, Schenectady,
N. y. "Maintenance of Meters," by W. J. Mowbray of th.e Brooklyn Edison Company.

held

By

C.

H. Williams.

When considering the several losses which are
be dealt with in distributing systems, it is but
natural to start at the generating station and consider the losses in the regular order in which they
are met as the current is conducted from the generating station, over the distributing system to the
consumer's lamp.
On leaving the station, the question of line construction is the one which naturally first demands
our consideration.
The load which is carried on the several circuits
depends upon local conditions, the two most important of which are the average length of the feeders, and the operating cost of generating the current.
The copper losses in the feeders for any assurned
load, figured on the operating cost of generation,
compared with interest on line investment, fixes the
load to be carried; for example, assume the current
to be generated at 2,000 volts, and that for a load
of 100 amperes a drop of 200 volts is allowable,
with an average length of feeder of two miles, which
would require the use of No. o wire; assume, further,
that this load of 100 amperes for two hours per
day per year represents the copper loss, which is
14,600 kilowatt-hours. This, at a generating cost
of two cents per kilowatt-hour, amounts to $292.
If a 200-ampere load has been allowed on the same
size of wire, the copper loss would amount to $1,168.
Figuring the copper wire at 18 cents per pound
strung, gives for the two sides of the circuit cf two
miles 21,120 feet, and allowing four per cent, for
slack and tie wires, gives a total length of 21,965
feet of wire.
wire is 400 pounds to the
The weight of No.
thousand feet, which gives a weight and total cost
of 8,786 pounds and $1,581.48, respectively, while the
interest at six per cent, and depreciation at three
per cent., which covers the failing of the insulation
for which the price of copper is paid, aggregating
nine per cent, amounts to an annual cost of $142.38.
On the previous assumption that the load is equivalent to 100 amperes in the one case, and 200 amperes in the other, at 2,000 volts two hours per day,
365 days in the year, there is an annual output of
146,000 kilowatt-hours in the one case, and 292,000
kilowatt-hours in the second, which, divided into the
copper losses, plus the interest and depreciation,
amounts, respectively, to 0.00295 per kilowatt-hour
for 100 amperes, and 0.00448 per kilowatt-hour for
the 200-an-ipere load, which shows conclusively that
the lOO-ampere circuit is the more economical.
From the above example, it follows that we caimot
predetermine a certain drop which shall be allowed in
every case, but each must be worked out for itself.
In secondary work the practice is becoming more
and more common of making an interconnected,
three-v.'ire network, which allows of close secondary
regulation throughout large districts, and also does
away with a large percentage of idle transformer
capacity, which, consequently, reduces the iron losses,
but as this question of trans former- iron loss is best
taken up by itself, its discussion will riot be considered at this point.
Conditions, such as active lights per 100 feet of
territory fed, determine the proper sizes of transto

formers and feeders, and to facilitate ready interchanging, and prevent the necessity of carrying half
a dozen different sizes of fuses and supplies, multiplicity of sizes of transformers and secondary feeders
should be avoided.
In considering the connected, load on several circuits and on different transformers, it is necessary
to know not only the candlepower of the lamps,
but the efficiency and voltages as well, for, should
a district be designed for high-efficiency lamps of
3.1 watts per candlepower, and then be supplied with
four-watt lamps, the entire system would be radically
wrong, and a satisfactory service could not be given
because of the substitution of four-watt lamps in
the place of 3.1-watt, the capacity of the lines and
transformers, as well as the generating apparatus,
boilers, engines and dynamos, would have to be
increased practically 30 per cent.
Herein lies one of the strongest arguments which
can be advanced in faA'or of having the lighting
company furnish free lamp renewals, for in no other
way will it be possible to control the installation
of proper lamps upon their lines.
Turning to the station as the source of regulation, it is found that the only way possible to accomplish it is to install sufficient feeder regulators
on the various circuits, and to provide either compensating voltmeters or pressure wires, regulating
each circuit separately by hand. In some stations
automatic regulators may be made to take care of
the changes by properly changing the excitation of
the generator, but in the larger stations, where of
late large pol3'phase-current machines are being operated, it is next to impossible to keep the load
equal secsufficiently well balanced to maintain
ondary pressures on the different phases without
the aid of circuit regulators working through a considerable range.
In Madison, Wis., the regulation is obtained by
supplying two of the six circuits with feeder regulators, and, after paralleling the generators and

;

;

Abstract oF caper read before the Northwestern Electrical
I.
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Association in Milwaukee. January i8. 1Q05.
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regulating them as one unit automatically
from a center of distribution of one of the remaining
through a pressure wire controlling an automatic regulator, and very satisfactory results are

exciters,
circuits

obtained in this way.

The

first

essential

in

successful

electric

lighting

continuity of service, and for this reason it is
very important to know that the transformers which
are installed are going to withstand any insulation
strains to which they may be subjected.
Before placing in service, each transformer which
stands between ordinary consumers' circuits and
primary circuits subjected to dangerous pressures,
should be subjected to a test of at least five times
is

the normal difference of potential between the various parts to which it will be subjected in practice,
and when transformers on transmission lines are
used on voltages exceeding 7,500, it is customary to
subject them to a strain of twice the voltage for
which they were designed.
The next important item, and a very important
one, is that of the question of transformer core loss,
for this represents the principal difference between
the power generated at the station and the power
for which the consumer pays. As this is a dead
loss, and one which goes on all the time that the
circuit is alive, it is very obvious that its magnitude
is a matter worthy of careful consideration by the
central-station manager.
This matter also deserves
careful consideration in determining the capacity of
transformers which are selected as standards, as
the percentage core loss varies as the sizes change,
the core loss in a five-kilowatt transformer being
nearly double that of the similar losses per kilowatt
capacity which are found in a like 50-kilowatt transformer of some standard makes.
Next comes the C'R loss in both the primary and
secondary windings, whichj as a direct loss, is not
so important, as lighting transformers are usually
operated but a few hours per day at full load, but
the
loss, together with the core loss, determines
the heating in the transformer, and the rise of
temperature determines the ultimate capacity, as a
high temperature soon deteriorates the insulation,
causing it to weaken, break down and give way
eventually. Heating in the transformer also causes the
iron to age, and this in turn increases the core loss.
Referring to the report of the committee on standardization, we find the actual capacity of a transformer in reality depends to a very large extent on
its ability to dissipate the internal heat, and if means
can be provided for getting rid of the heat and
preventing high local temperatures, the actual capacity of a transformer can frequently be safely increased far beyond its rated capacity.
Another item of importance is the inherent regulation of a transformer, and by regulation is meant
the ratio of the drop of secondary voltage from no
load to full load. With transformers of poor regulation on the circuits, difficult problems will enter
when an endeavor is made to give all consumers
equal and normal voltage, which would necessitate
pronounced changes in secondary feeders, or a still
more objectionable change in a substitution of lamps
of different voltages and efficiencies.
The insulation having been proved satisfactory,
the interest on the investment for the transformer,
-together with the core loss in kilowatts, times 24
hours per day every day in the year, times the generating cost per kilowatt-hour, and the full-load copper loss, times the equivalent number of hours during which the transformer would operate full loaded,
times the generating cost per kilowatt-hour, give the
data necessary for finding the actual cost per annum
of operating each type of transformer, when operating on a 24-hour lighting load, so that the other
conditions being the same, the most desirable type
'

OR

determined.
A very forcible example of the rapid change in
transformers can be cited in the writer's experience
at the plant at Madison, where 460 kilowatts capacity of transformers were purchased under quite
stringent specification about five j^ears ago. At the
time at which these transformers, were purchased
they showed a remarkable record, so far as high
efficiency, close regulation and low core loss was
concerned, but when put into service the depreciation
was very high, in that the iron aged very rapidly,
increasing the iron loss some 200 to 250 per cent.
The insulation failed to withstand the test of _time,
to the extent that it was finally deemed advisable
is

to dispose of the entire equipment as junk and
substitute in its place more modern transformers
which were constructed upon better engineering
principles, and this was done about a year ago.

Lost and unaccounted-for current assumes such
some stations that radical meas-

large proportions in

ures have to be taken for its reduction. The losses
in different systems vary from a small per cent,
in small direct-current stations, to as much as 50
per cent, of the station's output in some alternatingcurrent stations where individual transformers are
used.

The difference between the amount of electric energy sold and generated represents the loss bet\yeen
the switchboard and the consumers' meters.
The output is registered by the switchboard meters
at the station, and the amount sold, by the consumers' meters.
Some of the losses which go to make
up this difference are legitimate losses, and may be
calculated for any system of distribution. The
amount which remains after deducting these losses
is termed "unaccounted-for current," and is usually
made up of faulty registration, leakage and theft
of current.

:

April

power

power.
'I'lic

transformer iron losses arc fiRurcd by multi-

tlic iron losses per transformer by the number
of transfdiiiers on the circuit, and this by the number
of hours ill use.
All IrniisforniiTS should 1)C tested both for iron
and copper losses before bcinR placed 011 the line,

plyiuK

and a careful lemrd kept of these tests, while a
check on the iron Inss.-s should lie nridc whenever a
arc infrebe selected
and pcriotlic tests nindc upon tliciii. If tests cannot be made, appioximntc results may be obtained
by assuminR the losses as Riven by the manufacturers, but the latter is not recommended unless
condilinus absolutely prohibit the tcstiiiR by the purWhen tests are made, care should be exerchaser.
cised to see lli.if llic tests arc made under running
conditions, particularly with regard to voltage and
frequency.
Tile transformer copper losses arc figured by the
use of previous tests made to ascertain the copper
losses on each transformer on the line for one-

tronsfornKT

is

quent, certain

;
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losses in aUerii.iliiigciirrcnt circuits
mav lie divide! as follows:
Transformer iron loss, transformer copper Ios», rclislancc loss in primary transmission wires, resistance loss in secondary distrihiilion wires, meter
shunt loss and lost and unaccounted-for electric
rile

:

IniiiiKh'.

pilni

iii..iir,

if

Ir.Mi'fniiiHis

rli:nii;i-s

.sliniild

fourth, one-half, tlirce-fourths and full load.
These losses for all transfoi-mcrs on the line are
added together and plotted in a curve, using am-

peres of load as ordinates, and watts as abscissas.
Then for each ampere reading taken on the circuit
during the 24-hour test run, the corresponding watts
These losses are added
loss is found on the curve.
up for a period of 24 hours, and the loss for a month
is found in the same way as the primary and secondary C'R losses, as these copper losses are strictly
resistance losses.
In figuring primary resistance losses, knowing the
size and length of the copper in the mains, the C'R
loss is figured by assuming one ampere to be flowing' to a point where the circuit divides, and then
assuming that the one ampere divides in proportion
to the connected load on each respective branch.
The sum of all these C"R losses is taken as a constant for figuring the all-day losses, which is done
by taking the station ammeter readings at intervals
of ."^O minutes during li.ght load and 10 minutes during
peak load. Each of these readings is then squared
and multiplied by the constant, and afterward re-

duced to kilowatt-hours;

by considering the time

intervals of the readings, the sum of the results
of these calculations represents the all-day C/R loss.
The station output for the period must be measured by the station wattmeter.
In order to obtain the monthly resistance loss in
the primary circuit the monthly output, as shown by
the station meter, is divided by the output during
the test run, multiplied by the number of days in
This figure is squared and multiplied
the month.
by the resistance loss for that of a single dav as determined by the test run. and then multiplied by the
number of days this will give the resistance losses
as near as it is posslbile to calculate them practically, for the losses increase and decrease in proportion to the square of the increase or decrease
of the output for the particular circuit under consideration.
The secondary resistance loss is figured in much
the same way as is the primary, only it is necessary
to use more judgment In the distribution of current
in secondaries.
The current distributed is determined and divided In proportion to the connected
load, and the number of lamps in each block is
counted and the number reduced to a basis of amperes, which gives the amount of which to figure the
:

secondary losses.
Quite recently there has been placed upon the
market an Instrument designed by Mr. C. W, Humphrey, which Is invaluable in determining the division of load on the several branches between transformers working on an interconnected secondary
network. The Instrument consists of a small series
transformer, the coil of wdiich is placed on an iron
ring, so arranged that a small segment of the ring
can be opened and closed over the conductor carrying the current to be measured. The transformer
proper, which weighs about' two pounds, is connected to 60 feet of flexible duplex cable, the free
ends of the cable being fitted with terminals suitable for clamping in the binding posts of a portable
ammeter. The ammeter, which in reality Is a millivoltmeter properly graduated, reads direct the value
of the current flo\Wng In the conductor.
By means of this instrument a large system can
be checked un in a single evening.
One man takes
the small coil to the top of the pole and snaps it
successively on to the two outside wires of the
three-wire secondaries leaving the transformer, and
another man at the foot of the pole on the ground
reads and records the load that each side Is carrying.

At the Madison plant the

first

—

division

is

made

—

up of the individual circuits six in number each
circuit occupying one drawer of the card cabinet.
Next, each circuit is divided according to the transformers connected on it, a pilot card being used for
each transformer, there being but 4.1 transformers
in all for a connected load of 42,000 lamps.
Under
the head of each transformer appears a minor card
for each street which makes up the district fed by
the transformer's

network of secondaries as far as

3"

the junction points between adjacent transformers,
and numerically accordmg to the liou«c numbers are
cards for each connection, or ratlier eacli meter, as
one connection ni.iy fud a number »f meters. On
the other card is given the installation of lamps,
Kiving the number installed of each candlepowcr,
also the equivalent number when rc<luci'(l to a 16candlepowcr basis, also showing whether the same
are on No. I or No. 2 side of tlic secondary network.
cross index giving the name and street
address is also kept for the purpose of easily locating any consumer.
livery lamp sent out is recorded, and once a month
all changes in connected load arc changed on the
cards and new consumers' cards are filled in at the
proper place and disconnections arc removed, the
removals being kept for future reference should the
same or another parly apply for a connection at the

A

Stiinc

number.

The next

the meter-shunt
record is kept of all meters sent out on
loss.
each circuit, their make, size and type, and a record
of their test, and from these data the meter-shunt
loss may be easily calculated for each month, a careful test having been made of a sufficient number of
meters to obtain a constant for the shunt loss of
each size and make and type of meter.
The average shunt loss for late-type alternatingcurrent lighting meters mav be considered to be
about j'.' waits, and as the average loss is so small,
one would naturally think that this loss could almost
be neglected, but this is far from true; for instance,
the station under consideration
had one circuit
where the nietcr-sbunt losses aggregated more than
did the transformer-core losses, being for a certain
month 5.93 per cent, of the output for meter-shunt
loss and 5.01 per cent, for transformer-core loss,
and in many cases these items will be found to be
loss to be considered

is

A

equal.

Wc

come now to the question of the proper selection of incandescent lamps, which is a very important one to the central-station manager.
It is unmore than one voltage and more
than one wattage of lamps in use, as they are sure
get exchanged and mixed up, increasing the cost
of lamp renewals where the low-voltage lamp gets
installed in place of the higher voltage and creating
a just cause for complaint where the lamp is operated at a lower voltage than that for which it is dedesirable to have
to

signed.

Probably nine-tenths of our consumers, if left to
purchase their own lamps, would buy a low-efficiency lamp that would burn 1,500 hours or more,
without taking into consideration that fact that to
secure the same candlepow-cr they would be paving
for about 30 per cent, more current.
If the matter is left to the lamp salesman he
will
recommend high-efficiency lamps with the
corresponding shorter life, because this will naturIncrease the lamp sales in his territory.
The
question of wdiat efficiency lamp should be used Is
one which lends itself to a comparatively easy solution.
For Its solution It Is necessary to determine
1. .Average regulation on the circuit.
2. Generating costs, which are proportional to out-

The

The investment made per kilowatt capacity.
The average consumption per lamp per year.
Having determined that the regulation is maintained within three per cent., we find from standard3.

4.

laniD

specifications,

the lamp
ing,

is

17 cents

assuming that the first cost of
and that the cost of photometer-

handling and renewing costs

1J/2

cents each, as

follows

Efficiency.
3.1

3-5
4-0

A

263
492

910

1.30
0.61S
0.29

3.1-watt lamp

C.114
0-054
0.026

1.414
0.672
0.316

burning 263 hours would con-

surne

16x3.1 times 263, or 13,044.8 kilowatt-hours,
w-hich, divided Into 17 cents and i^< cents, gives us
the cost per kilowatt-hour for the lamps and for
the labor of renewing them, or, added together, a
cost per kilowatt-hour for lamp renewals.
As a simple proposition, let it be considered that
the plant Is selling light to itself, which will bring
the interest of the producer and consumer to a common ground In considering the best efficiency to be
selected.
It must be considered that it Is light which
is being sold and not kilowatt-hours, for it is light
which the consumer wants, and other thin.gs being
equal he does not care whether he obtains that light
through a 3.1-watt lamp or a four-watt lamp.
If light is being supplied through a 3.5-watt lamp
and a change is made to a four-watt lamp, the station will be called upon to Increase Its expense under
two different heads.
In the first place It will have to Increase its
capacity throughout In direct proportion to the increased wattage of the lower-efficiency lamp, which.
in the case under consideration, will amount to an
increase of 14.3 per cent.

total

The investment per lamp

installed

can be easily

figured for any station knowing the total investment
and the connected load, and in this case we will
assume that the station Investment is $10 per lamp,
which will probably be a close average. If interest
is taken at six per cent, and depreciation covering
the general equinnient Is taken at six per cent., we
have an additional cost per lamp of 12 per cent,
on the 14-3 per cent, of the $10 per lamp investment,
or $0.1716 per lamp per year.
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help but be ptmr ;i:
.;,.
stimer will have a jha ground for compUmi.
lo prevent the exiticncc of such a condition it it
necessary for a company to mnkr prricdi.: vb'^Ifiale

lamp renewals wherein cvi
,(
every socket and good Ian
I.
i he lamiis w liich are rcmo.
-<!
and photomctcrcd, and all ;.:
..,*
OS per cent, of ihcir origiii.il cjiiditj^.iitr iUuId
be culled out as seconds to be used in attics, garrets and cclLirs, while all falling below 80 per cent
shoujd be placed in the junic pile.
With a station having a very pronounced peak
load for a very few weeks during Ihc holiday season a material saving may be found by the substitution of a high-efficiency lamp for the short interval of time during which the peak load lasts.
For
instance, at Madison, just previous to the holiday
season, there are about three weeks when the peak
load on the commercial districts overlaps the peak
load on the University districts, so that the combined
peak is very high and sharp and lasting but a few
weeks out of the year, it is very narrow when plotted
with months of the year as abscissas.
Suppost: the station is fully loaded so that any
i

'

,

,

and distributing equipment; it is perfectly proper,
additional load will require additional generating
then, to credit on one side of the balance the interest and depreciation of the investment which will be
saved by the substitution of 3.1-watt for a 3 S-walt
lamp, for with the same equipment of station and
line it will be possible to furnish current for iijj
per cent, more lamps, and against this must be
charged, on the other hand, the additional expense
which will be incurred by the increased lamp renewals of the higher-efficiency lamp and the cost of
making the changes.
As shown above, with a thrcc-per cent, regulation
the 3.1-watt lamp gives a life of 263 hours against
492 hours for the 3.5-watt, or there is a loss of
Lamp life of 229 hours per lamp for each substitution so made, and where the 42,000 lamps are exchanged this means a loss of 9,618,000 lamp-hours
of lamp life, and, as lamp-renewal costs are made
up of the cost of the lamp plus the labor changing
and photometering, the cost of per lamp-hour would
equal
17
LS
equals $0.0037 for

—

492

renewing alone, and having lost g,6i8,ooo lamphours by this change, the expense incurred, due to
additional lamp renewals, would amount to $3,558.66,
provided all of the useful life of each lamp was
used up, or the lamps each burned 263 hours.
During this month the actual burning of each
lamp averaged about 45 hours, so Instead of having
expense of $3,558.66 for the increased lantp renewals which would be occasioned should all the lamps
burn 263 hours, the expense would be
45
equals 17.1 per cent, of $3,558.66, or S622.76,

263

and
Cost of Re- Total Lamp Cost
Lamp Cost newinc per Kilo- per Kilowatlin Cents per
watt-hour
hour
Lite. Kilowatt-hour.
in Cents.
in Cents

hat

j6 candtqKjwcr wit.it
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.,1
(he currciii
'•(•3 ol
it
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power, as the ilium
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italion

bank against this expense there would be
saved the interest and depreciation at 12 per cent, on
1 1.4
per cent, of 42.000 lamps at an investment of
$10 per lamp, or $5,745.60, or by such a substitution
a saving of $5,122.84 would be effected per annum.
to

Discussion (ix Abstract).

H. Almert, Oak Park, III.: I would like to
ask Mr. Williams what Instruments he finds necessarj'; I do not mean ike makers' names, but what
kind of Instruments he uses In collecting these data.
The question of standardizing the sizes of transformers Is new to me. but It is an ideal result. Mr.
Williams seems to be able to do that in his community. I doubt ver\- much whether the same result can be accomplished in any of the properties
with which I am connected.
I would be only too
glad If we could, but In the outlying districts, which
are not necessarily very distant In small towns, the
work becomes scattered and feeder capacity and
secondary distribution become a serious question
very early and we are not far from the station or
sub^station before individual transformers are necessarj-.

Mr. AMIliams
In regard to the labor that is
saved in getting up the records and maintaining
them, for Instance, in the determination of resistance
losses on our circuits, I think there is more labor
put into the collection of those data than anrthing
else.
We worked about three months, using one
man's entire time, getting that information. After
the information was once recorded it required only
Any addia small amount of labor to keep It up.
tions or changes to our lines are recorded and
the corresponding resistance changes in our circuits
are recorded at the same time. For instance, in the
loss In our meters and transformers those records
The meter man makes records of the
are taken.
losses in every meter that goes out. and it is part
On our transformers our suof his regular work.
:
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pcrintendent of distribution looks after the testing.
All lliis work has been done by men whose salaries
are not verj' high, who have started in at $50 a

month.
gettmg the
In regard to the instruments used
data, our division of load between the ditterent sides
on three-wire secondary networks and the division
between transformers, is determined almost entirely by means of the instrument spoken of, gotten out'by Mr. Humphrey of Denver; and w'e find
that invaluable in checking up the balancing of our
system. We find that in a very short time our systems become unbalanced on the different sides of
circuits and that poor regulation will result if the
thing is not watched very closely.
During this time of heaxT load in the fall we
take some readings every night on certain transformers, and that work is carried on by the super-

m
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Cutler-Hammer Magnetic Coupling.
The Cutler-Hanmier Manufacturing Company,
Milwaukee, Wis., has been carrying on experiments for several years in the development of
The Cutlermagnetic couplings and accelerators.
Hammer Clutch Company has now been organized
for the manufacture and sale of this apparatus,
and it announces that it has designs and equipment
for the manufacture of a complete line of these
couplings and accelerators.
The magnetic couplings -are of the simplest possiThey conble form for a device of this nature.
sist of two cast-steel rings mounted concentric with
One of these rings has
the shafts to be coupled.
an annular groove, in wdiich the magnetizing coil
securely fastened,

the

armature or keener.

A

is

other ring acting as the
cross-section of the two

desired to control moderate or large-sized units
by some form of automatic device, such as a float
switch, relay or electrical contact of any kind.
For most work they can be thrown directly across
the line without danger from shock or jar, as it
is practically impossible to produce a sudden jerk

with them.

The simplicity of their construction renders them
easily balanced for speeds much higher than that
for W'hich the ordinary clutch is available. The
small currents used in the magnetizing coil results
in a simple and cheap controlling apparatus, two
amperes being sufficient to control a loo-horsepower unit at the ordinary speed.
They are designed An^ built for heavy service,
and ample wearing surface is pro^ided, so that no
adiustment for wear is necessarv. One of these

intendent of distribution.
In regard to the different sizes of transformers
used and the adopting of certain standard sires at
Madison, we find'that the five and 15-kilowatt caIt may not
pacities suit our cases almost exactly.
be possible to limit the two sizes, but the way we do,
if we have a district that is heavily loaded, for instance, a commercial district, we may liave three
During the
15-kiIowatt transformers in one block.
time of heavy load we figure on systematically overThey are all
loading all of those transformers.
lied together and we are able to get better distribnlion between the three transformers than we would
by the nse of one transformer. The losses on the
three transformers might he higher than the losses
on one transformer, but in all times of the year,
except during peak load, we cut out whatever transfigure
formers are not overloaded on the peak.

We

on running them up to their oractical limit and w'e
do not have any regard to their rated capacity. For
instance, we get a m-kilnwatt transformer in the
conniicrcial district overloaded and we put in a fivekilowatt with it for the time it is necessary to help
In a light commercial district we might
it
out.
start in with a fi\-e-kilowatt transformer and make
the time when that five-kilowatt transcent, overloaded to the 15transformer, and so far we have found it
very satisfactory to only make use of the two sizes.
a

jump

at

former became 100 per
kilon^att

How

Mr. Almert:

do yo\i go at

it

to get

your

resistance losses?

Williams: We first map out our circuits.
giving on the map the exact length and size of the

Mr.

Then we figure the exact resistance, which
is determined when vou know the size and length
of the wire, and we figure one ampere flowin.g from
the station to the point where the first division
occurs, and we consider that that one ampere divides
in direct ratio to the capacity on the different divisions from the point where the circuit first divides.
I want to ask
W. D. Kurz, IMarinette, Wis.
some of the members if they have any experience in
the way of gasoline plants. In our particular city,
Marinette, we are getting quite a little competition
Our comin that line, in the lighting, of course.
pany is fortunate enough to control both the gas and
electric plants, but within the last six months we
have had about 20 gas lamps installed in different
business places. Of course, the insurance people
tell us that it is not the thing, but it seems that they
go right on and put them in. Now, the question is,
feeders.

:

is

any way that can be brought about to

there

prevent that?

suppose there are similar cases

I

in

DETAILS OF CUTLER-HAMMER MAGNETIC COUPLING.

members shows the well-know n form
shoe magnet and its keeper.

of

a

horse-

This device is applicable wherever the shafts to
be coupled are at rest or both running at the same
It
can
speed when the coupling takes place.
also be used to cut out a machine or section of
shaft when in rotation, giving a prompt and absolute

release

regardless

of

load.

The magnetic speed accelerators
same jiurpose as the ordinary

are used for
friction clutch.'
that they have a much wider range of
application.
The torque in these clutches is the
sum of two components, one due to friction and

think
is

to

meet it.
Mr. Williams:
present
at

:

that

Madison.

the
stay

way

to

our

on

remedy

this

The principles of design and construction, as
well as many applications of these accelerators,
are w-ell protected by patents, a number of patents
having been issued on April 4th to the CutlerHammer Manufacturiu.g Company, covering several inventions of Mr. H. H. Cutler, chief engineer
of the company.
These patents cover three distinct
inventions which are radically new to the electrical

trouble

own grounds and

art.

We

have

no

competition

No.

at

we have no gasoline lamps in use
We try to show the people that we

in

The

Madison.

I do not see ho\y it is
R. N. Kimball, Kenosha
in the residence district to keep down
In many places busito two sizes of transformers.
ness is small and if you limited yourself to two
sizes your core losses would be out of proportion to
have had the same experithe kilowatts used.
ence as Mr. Williams has had in checking transformhave found in some cases losses five to
ers.
10 times as much as they would be in putting in new
and modern transformers, and in some places we
have made a rough check with a recording wattmeter, checking the core losses in that way, which
is very simple, where people have not got proper
instruments to do it.
only use one size of resiMr. Williams
:

We

We

We

dence transformer and we find when we bank our
cost of copper against cost of transformer and cost
of loss in the copper it figures out that in no place
do we w'ant to put in more than a fivc-ki'owatt
transformer.
Of course our town is limited geographically in a way that most towns are not, for
we have lakes on two sides of our city, and the expansion can only be in two directions and it congests
the district.

The

proposition to issue $6,000 in bonds for a
and heating plant was carried in Ponca,

lighting

Neb.

761,411 discloses the magnetic speed accelto w'hich allusion has already been made.
patent shows the accelerator running in a
bath of oil, and provided with large composite
surfaces for resisting the frictional wear between
the two members of the accelerator.
No. 786,425 discloses a magnetic speed accelerator which utilizes solely the principle of induclion for creating a torque during acceleration, this
being supplemented by friction only when desiring
to operate the load at full speed.
This device will
not be placed on the market at present.
No.
7R6.420
illustrates
another form of accelerator
similar to that described in the preceding patent,
but differing in construction. No. 786.4x2 discloses
a niodified form of the type of accelerator described in patent No. 761,411. No. 786.41,1 covers
a
method of control for the tj'pes covered by
patents Nos. 786.425 and 786.420. No. 786,414 covers a method of power transmission using a magnetic speed accelerator which possesses the inherent
property of gradual acceleration. No. 786.415 discloses means for starting single or polyphase motors under load w-ithout disturbing the pow-er factor on the lines, and covers means for producing
a suitable current for energizing the accelej'ators.
No. 786,416 discloses a modification of the above,
using small direct-current generators for producing magnetizing current for the accelerators. No.
786,417 illustrates and covers a method of starting
.synchronous motors under load. No. 7S6.418 covers a method of improving the power factor on
the line in starting alternating-current motors under load, utilizing the controllable, joint inductive
and frictional slip of a magnetic accelerator
mounlcd between the motor and its driven load.
erator,

practicable

:

still

in practice.

is,

working

is

operating as satisfactorily as when first installed.
In connection with gear trains this device is
also used to operate a machine at different speeds,
and this arrangement has proved very satisfactory

except

can give them either gas or electric lamps cheaper
than they can furnish the gasoline lamps and maintain them, and we keep constantly before the public
In
the fact of the danger of gasoline installations.
the last six months we have not had a gasoline installation

having had 3ny adjustment whatever, and

the

different places.
I would like
T. F. Grover, Fond du Lac. Wis.:
to hear from any other plants in reference to this
I
matter.
principally

clutches now in operation in the steel-plate mill
of the Riter Conley Company at Leetsdale, Pa.,
has been starting a lOO-horsepower load 200 to
250 times a day for the last three months, not

MER MAGNETIC COUPLING ASSEMBLED.
one due to eddy currents induced

in

the armature

plates, by the magnetism of the field, which is
specially constructed to secure this result.
At the

moment

of starting the induction component of
a maximum, dropping off as the driven
attains speed.
In starting up a load with the ordinary friction
clutch it is a noticeable fact that the pressure on the
operating lever is eased the moment the load begins
to move, in order to obtain a smooth start. In the
accelerator this is accomplished automatically by
the dropping off of one component of the torque,
the result being a remarkably smooth acceler.ation.
which can be controlled, if desired, by means of
a rheostat.
In practice these accelerators find their readiest"
application to that class of service where it is

torque

is

member
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786,410 (lisili)scs ,1 iiKlliod of ii|u-raliii(( (r.iim
cars (Irivi'ii liy alli'maliiiKcnrrtiil iimlors, aroil the iniiltiiilc-iiiirt plan, so that all the
ijiKC'il
riu.lors may he starltd, .slop|K(l and rcvcrsLiI from
any car 011 the train. The prcferruil system ullowfi
indiiclinn motors, provided with acsiiiRlf -phase
.

i

operated

3'3

from the

^wilclilxKird rr
gardless of the location of the switlbe^ Ihwnii-lvri.
I'ig.
2 rejiresenls an nllernaling current system
of distribution for Inith |H>wer and lighling where

u

"liniiillaneonnly

of

few

the

apjilicalioiiit

above

mentioned

arc

7W),4.>i illustrates a syBteni of ap|iaiiiolor eonlrol especially adapted for the
of larKc newspaper presses. The system
iiiili/es a lai'Kc motor and a small motor designed
|i)
operate the press at fnll speed ami at slow
The maKnetic clutch connects
.peed, respectively.
either motor to ilie driving shaft at will, and the
speed of hotli motors is varied by one controller,
Nos. 786,422, 786,42.1 and 786,424 illustrate modified forms of a multiple-unit system of controlling
trains of cars using direct-current generators.
The
basic patents covering this system of control have
been issued and arc numbered 776,220 and 777,778.
patents covering the practical applicaTlic detail
tion of this sysliin have not as yet been issued,
liut show a luucli simpler form of control.

for

In

induction

7,
..,{

.

the ni'lct 01 Ui.
IJkciihMxl of ihe
10 terminal or fr":

'i^

A

'

,;<;

1

Ai thcM
detiraljle

motors,

Company

the

of

.Ainerictn

New York

incre.'ising

Electric

illustrated

use of
to

its

out.
By reference to the cut it
be seen that in this particular case all solenoids connected with the control of the apparatus
work on the low-potenti;d side of the transformers.
will

Choke

Colls for the Protection of

Power

Circuits.
The lightning arrester and choke coil for the
protection of power circuits against the destructive
effect of lightning and heavy static strains and
searching effects, originating in the circuits them-

direct-current work a department devoted entirely
10
the
manufacture of alternating-current apparatus.
Simplicity and reliability have been the
keynotes in this work, with the result that the
starters, solenuids and electrically operated switches
are of high grade.
switch that can be operated from any point
on an alternating-current system of distribution
is one of the problems that has been successfully
solved, it is said.
Fig. i illustrates one type of
this switch designed, for 100 amperes capacity, threephase.
The solenoid is actuated by a pushbutton
or small snap-switch, which can be located at any
distance from the point where the switch is installed.
The switch is so designed as to take advantage of the peculiarities of alternating-current
solenoids, at the same time combining simple construction in a small space.
To users of small
induction motors in connection witli cistern pumps
in hotels, apartments and office buildings, as well
as for ventilating systems, etc., this switch is destined to be useful.
-Another important field for this apparatus is its
use in throwing in and out of commission one or
more transformers, wdiere, in accordance with the
latest practice, the heavy circuits are supplied from
a
bank of transformers connected in parallel.
These, during certain periods of the day, w4ien
the load drops off, can be successively thrown out
of service by the electrically operated switch controlled from the central station, or can be arranged to operate entirel}^ automatically with the
rise and fall of the load.
Still
another application of this switch is in
connection
with auto-starters or grid-resistance
starters for motors of large size used in connection
with ventilating s\'stenis. plunger elevator systems,
pneumatic-tool equipments, and, in brief, wherever
it
is
desirable to stop and start a motor either
automatically or from some distant point.
In cesitral stations these switches may also be used as
synchronizers, due to the fact that they can be

coils

connected

;

mount

10

in

Fig-,

il,.
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very strong and the insulator which
accompanies it has given excellent service at Ihe
voltages for which choke coils of this type arc
designed.
Coils of this type vary in the size of the conductor and in the number of turns, depending upon
the current and voltage of the apparatus which
they arc intended to protect. They arc manufactured in a great many dilTcrent capacities, ranging
from seven to 260 amperes and from 2,500 to 25,000 volts, inclusive. Coils of the same type have
been successfully used for the protection of apparatus with a potential lower than 2,500 volts, where
the conditions arc such as to require protective
devices of this form.
For apparatus with potentials higher than 25,000
opcd.

and Con-

has added

air.

withstanding the li
l>c held Securely :iv
netic .iclion.
To n

shown worked

A

are
great

surrounding

Alternating-current Apparatus.

view of the extensive and

troller

;lv

which
lia>

m

..|reialioii

New

in

.i

No.

Patent

he

I

cunitruclcd with
r>
larRC cooling surface; arc ;jio.;Jcil. .'
h
arc wound with Imt one turn a layer, every iiirii
ni
is cxi>o»cd on
two lidct and oflferi a maximum
radialinK turface
the cooling inilucncci of the

celerators.
Lcliis

4

It

is

volts, two forms of choke coils have been develviz., the oil-immersed choke coil and the static
interrupter. Oil immersion improves the insulation, while the addition of a condenser, such as is
used in the static interrupter, makes if [>ossiblc
to reduce the relative size of the coil, at the same
time providing increased protection. Either of these
devices can be made to afford effective protection
against powerful disturbances. Both are immersed
in oil and can be either of the self-cooling or watercooled type.
The oil-immersed choke coil is
mounted on a wooden frame and is ventilated in
such a way as to maintain a temperature uniform

oped,

an important part of an installation. This
apparatus as a consequence is given much attention
A carefully prepared article
by manufacturers.
upon this general subject by Mr. R. Scott appeared,
in the issues of April Sth and 15th of the Western
Electrician, in which some valuable hints were
given concerning the construction and application
of these devices.
The choke coil operates on the principle that
a coiled conductor presents a greater resistance
to the passage of an electric current of high frequency than to one of relatively low frequency.
Therefore, though a coil may have a very slight
resistance to direct current or to alternating curselves are

rent of from 3.000 to 7,200 alternations, its resistance to lightning discharges or other static disturbances, which always occur very suddenly, may

be

very great.
In order that

duty^

cised,
tion.

successfulh-,
botli

in

its

choke coil may perform its
very great care must be exer-

the

construction and in

The Westinghouse

Electric

its

installa-

and Manufactur-

ing Company, which was a pioneer in the use of
these devices as a means of protecting electricol
apparatus, has for the last 12 years been engaged
in the manufacture of choke coils and the development of protective appliances for circuits of both
high and low potentials, and good apparatus has
been evolved by its researches in this direction.
For low"-voltage circuits, such as railway work,
the form illustrated by Fig. i has been developed.
The conductor is coiled in the form of a cylinder
and is mounted on a wooden spool, each turn being
insulated froin its neighbor, and the completed
coil being skillfulfv protected from moisture and
dampness. The lightning arrester is connected to
a terminal plate laid across a few turns of the
line end, to provide a selective path to earth.
In alternating-current work, a disk-form of coil
has been found to give the best firotection. Three
forms cf this coil are illustrated in Figs. 2, 3 and

FIG. 5.
in

CHOKE COIL FOR

every part.

The

ventilating

ST.\TIC INTERRCPTER.

Fig. 5 illustrates a coil of this type.
ducts, which are readily seen in

the illustration, when filled with oil. add greatly
to the insulation between layers, and they are so
arranged as to promote a natural circulation of
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The

around

the

coil.

cases

in

transformer switchboard lead.

Resistance for Direct-current Arc

Lamps.
When

group of arc lamps is connected in series
across a circuit, the drop across the lamps seldom
equals the difference of potential between the lines,
and it is therefore necessary to introduce a reguresistance.
The accompanying illustration
lating
shows the resistance, with and without casing,
which the Westinghouse companj' uses with its
direct-current multiple and series-multiple lamps.
One resistance is used with two lamps in series
on circuits of 220-250 volts, and with five lamps
two resistances
in series on 550-600-volt circuits

may

in
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Hearing Sermons.

pany has also secured a franchise
Minn.
The Vilas Telephone Company of

In the First Baptist Church in Chicago an unusual use is made of the telephone, by which members of the congregation who are partially deaf
are enabled to hear the preacher. On a recent
Sunday Mrs. Mary F. de Blois listened to a sermon for the first time in 25 years, and it was one
delivered by her son, Rev. Austen K. de Blois, the
pastor of the church, none o£ whose sermons she
had ever before heard.
A special apparatus was installed in the church.
It consisted of a telephone system such as is ordinarily used for branch-exchange work.
The transmitters, of which there were four in multiple, into
which the pastor's voice was directly spoken, were
placed on the pulpit in an oblong box about 18
inches long. From the transmitters, wires were
carried down to the floor, and under the carpets,
the lines, of which there were eight in

a

are used.
The resistance

Telephonic Aid

which

these
coils are mounted in general resemble those standard for Westinghouse transformers. They are constructed with the greatest care and include fiber
tubes designed to protect and insulate the leads.
Many designers of electric plants seem to believe that the number of lightning arresters determines the number of choke coils which should
be used, but such is not the case. As has been
said, lightning arresters relieve the outside lines
of static disturbances, while the choke coils protect
the inside apparatus from static disturbances, not
only those which occur on the line, but also those
which are set up by switching. Consequently, in
general, there should be but one arrester connected
with each outside line and one choke coil or static
interrupter connected to each motor, generator or
oil

all,

The Watkins (Minn.) Telephone Company has
been incorporated with a capitalization of $10,000.
H. J. Wartman is one of the directors.
R.

Indiana Telephone Items.
The following telephone companies were incorporated during the last week and will build exchanges and install telephone systems
Vevay, Mt.
:

Sterling and Sugar Branch Telephone Company of
Sterling—capital stock $2,500, B. N. Davis,
B. Ransej'Cr and W. O. iSIarble. directors;
J.
Bringhurst (To-operative Telephone Company of
Bringhurst capital stock $4,970, Albert B. Cohen,
R. Q. Tidrick and C. M. Smock, directors
People's
Mutual Telephone Association of Topeka,
Lagrange Count}^ capital stock $2,cco, C. F. Massenan, Charley Mann, G. E. Miller and J. H. Barr,
directors; Farmers' Co-operative Telephone Company of ililton Wilbur Dodridge, president, and
L. W. Besson, secretarj-.
It has always been _the policy' of the Bell Telephone Companj' to refuse to connect its lines or
exchanges with others using any except Bell instruments, on which a high royalty' was charged.
It is said the Bell has defeated legislation in several states to compel connections.
This policy has
resulted in the country- being covered with a network of rival lines and rival exchanges. Now it is
announced that the Bell company has contracted
with a number of Independent companies in Indiana for connections and will make the change in
policy general.
The Indiana Independents consider
it a victory won,
and yet the}' are suspicious of
the change and the ultimate purpose.
The Mutual Telephone Company' of Shelb\'ville
is preparing for the work of installing 66,000 feet
of conduits.
The exchange apparatus will be a
combination of the automatic and manual. The cost
of the improvements will approximate $72,000.
The City Council of Tell City has granted a
franchise to the Eckerty-Branchville and Cannelton Telephone Company to enter the cit\'.
Heretofore the Cumberland (Bell) company enjoyed a
monopoly of the business.
Severe hailstorms put a large number of Indiana
telephones out of service last Monday.
At Seymour 200 were thrown out of service; at Jolleittville both the local and long-distance service was
crippled, and at Nashville, Brown Count}^ chunks
of ice knocked the telephone wires down and crippled the service.
S.

Mt.

—

;

leading

—

hearing" could hold conveniently while sitting in
their pews. It is said that the Rev. Mr. de Blois
spoke in his usual tones and that the sermon was
as distinctly heard by the persons using the telephones as by the rest of the congregation.
The battery for the system was placed beneath
the floor, while the box holding the transmitters
was out of sight of the congregation. Thus there
was nothing unsightly about the installation.

—

be suited to a var\nng range

Telephone Rates

in St. Paul.

The corporation

attorney of St. Paul, Minn.,
sa}'S tliat the City Council has authority over telephone rates and can order a reduction in the rates
of the Northwestern Telephone Exchange Company (Bell). The franchise of the Twin City
Telephone Company (Independent) fixes the rates
which it can charge, but in the case of the Northwestern the city has the power to regulate its
charges. The attorney bases his view upon the
general principle that such power was delegated
by the state to the city in the act enabling cities
to frame their own charters.
He concludes that
there is no reason why the Northwestern's rates
should not be ordered reduced to those of the
Twin Cit\-. He further says that subscribers in
the Midway district, connected with the Minneapolis exchange, cannot demand connection with
the St. Paul exchange without paying the toll.

Telephone News from the Northwest.
RESISTANCE FOR DIRECT-

ARC LAMPS.

of conditons and is well insulated and thoroughly
waterproof, besides having a neat appearance. The
wire furnishing the resistance is wound on asbestoscovered bars, which are insulated from the frame
by porcelain blocks. This combination of asbestos
and porcelain affords protection against fire. A
terminal block at the bottom furnishes means for
adjustment, so that five different resistances may
be obtained by merely changing these connections.
The case and cap are finished in black. The
binding terminals are insulated from the metal top
by heavy petticoated porcelain insulators, both the
terminals and insulators having square stems, which
prevent them from turning and becoming loose, or
twisting off the connections. By means of substantial brackets, just under the cap, the assembled
outfit may be fastened with screws to the wall or
other suitable support. The weight of the resistance complete is 30 pounds.

Magnetic Club Dinner,
The Magnetic Club gave a dinner for Thomas
A. Edison in New York city, on April 13th, at
the Hotel Astor. which a number of well-known
men attended. Among them were Clarence H.
Macka}', President R. C. Clowry of the Western
Union, President F. P. Fish of the American Telephone and Telegraph Company. General ^lanager
U. N. Bethell of the New York Telephone Company and H. D. Estabrook of the Western Union
Telegraph Company. All kinds of electrical signaling devices were utilized during the dinner for
the amusement and convenience of the party. Just
before the dinner was served the table was lit
with candles, and at a given signal a brilliant flood
of electric light illuminated the room, as the diners
cheered the entrance of Mr. Edison.

Sarnia Tunnel may Be Electrically
Equipped.
Bion

J.

Arnold of Chicago has

been

engaged

as consulting engineer in the preparation of plans
and specifications for the equipment with electricitj' of the steam-railroad tunnel connecting Port
Huron. Mich., and Sarnia, Ont. The tunnel is
owned by the Grand Trunk railroad and is known
as the Sarnia Tunnel. The work to be done includes the power house, distribution system and
deciding upon the method of Jiauling the trains
through the tunnel,

The telephone fight at Springfield, Minn., has
been brought into the Legislature by a resolution
being passed directing the attorney-general to investigate the complaint of business men of that
town that unfair means were being used to defeat
an Independent telephone company there. It is
charged that the offending telephone company has
engaged in the general merchandise business, selling goods at cost for the purpose of destroying
competition of Independent rural lines, and of
coercing the business men who are interested in
the local companj^ into patronizing the exchange
and connections of the offending company.
The council of Grand Forks, N. D., has refused
a franchise for a competing local exchange for the
Tri-state Telephone (^ompan3^
The Twin City Telephone Company will build
a toll station, to handle long-distance calls into

Twin

'the

Cities,

at

Merriam Park, between Min-

neapolis and St. Paul.
to

is

be

A

building to cost $30,000

erected.

At Big Lake, Minn., a local and rural telephone
company has been formed with $50,000 "capital
stock. John JNI. Haven is president.
The Gregory- County Farmers' Telephone Company will construct a line from Fairfax, S. D., to
Echo and Baker.
H. G. Slater, the original builder of the Waupaca
(Wis.) Citizens' Telephone Company, has bought
in the plant at a chattel-mortgage sale, and the
exchange is to be put in first-class shape at once.
The Northwestern Telephone Exchange Company
soon occupy the toll-exchange building in
Minneapolis, which is to receive toll calls
both St. Paul
and Minneapolis. The toll
boards at both cities will be concentrated at the

Michigan Telephone Matters.
The Independent telephone companies of the eastern portion of the state held a meeting in Northrecently for the purpose of organizing an
eastern district association, similar to those already
formed in the northern, central and western portions of the state.
The Michigan State Telephone Company, at its
annual meeting of stockholders, held in Detroit
last week, re-elected the old directors and officers.
The report of the transactions of the company for
the II months ended December 31, 1904, shows
$1,017,724 expended for improvements and extension of exchanges and toll lines and other betterments. It was announced that between Februar>^
I
and December 31, 1904, the company secured
10,736 new subscribers, making 66.342 subscribers
receiving direct service. Recently the company reconstructed the exchange at Mount Clemens and
moved into new quarters with entirely new appaville

.

ratus.

The Farmers'

for

new station.
The contract

for constructing a telephone system
Sacred Heart. !Minn.. has been let to the Kellogg Switchboard and Supply Company.
Attorney-general Young of Minnesota has decided that the Frazer bill, placing telephone and
telegraph companies under the jurisdiction of the
Railroad and Warehouse Commission, is constituat

tional.

There is talk of holding a convention at New
Ulm. Minn., for rural telephone representatives
for

that

section

in

June.

The Clark County Mutual Telephone Company
of Clark. S. D., has been incorporated with $15,000
capital

stock.

The Nicollet Count^^ Telephone and Telegraph
Company will build a local exchange at Nicollet,
Minn., having been granted a franchise. The com-

Mutual

Telephone

Company

of

Hart has been
Oceana County.

organized to furnish service in
This
C. \Y. Taylor is president.
telephone company will compete with the Lake
Shore Telephone Company and the local Indecompany.
pendent telephone
The Grand River Telephone Company of Grand
Rapids has been incorporated with a capital stock
of

W.

$3,000.

Ohio Telephone Notes.

will

East

Cleveland,

Vilas, S. D.,
has been granted a franchise for a local exchange.
The Pringle Telephone Companj- of Pringle,
S. D., has been incorporated with $10,000 capital.

which those who were "hard of

to eight receivers,

in

A

report sent out from Toledo that the Bell
people are buying up the stock of the Home Telephone Company has been vigorously denied by the
management of the latter. J. S. Brailey said that
two men interested in the Independent plants at
Louisville and Kansas City had purchased about
12 per cent, of the stock of the Toledo company,
They
all of which was held outside of Toledo.
secured this for capitalists interested in the IndeAbout 85 per cent, of the
pendent movement.
stock, he said, is held by Toledo people and -will
continue to be held by them.
The Northwestern Toll Line Company has declared a semi-annual dividend of 21^ per cent,
payable April 12th.
The Bell people have begun a lively campaign for
the control of the telephone business in Northern
The Independents secured control of the
Ohio.
plants at Chagrin Falls, and Berea, where the Bell
people expected to gain a foothold, and now the latter is putting in an automatic exchange at Chagrin

n

WKSTERN

April 22, i'j05

These
follow with one at Bcrca.
Falls ami
llicy expect to operate so cheaply that they will
It is said that they
have the ailvantaRe in rates.
arc after plants in a number of the other small
towns in that section, where the Independents have
a good

hold.

telephone was witand Fosloria a few days ago.
nes»e<l ill
Chief of I'olice O'Connor called up the mayor of
Fostoria an<l reported the fads in an arrest at
Columbus. Mayor Cunningham said that he would
convene court, hear the plea over the wire and
When the plea had been made
render a vcnliit.
the defendant was found guilty and the ni.ayor
assessed Ihe defendant the costs of the case, including llie telephone tolls.
An increase of capital stock from $15,000 to
$25,000 has been made by the Beaver Dam TelcC.
plioiie Company of Beaver Dam.

The novelty

of a
C'oliimbns

by

trial

TELEPHONE MEN.
Charles

.'\.

Hernecker

as

'rclephniic
ville, lud.

and

II.

.\,

manager

local

lias

li-K-pliunc

of

the

Company

Telegraph

J.iliiiM.u

Anurican

succeeded

has

Casperke

George K.
Cumberland

at

Jefferson-

resigned as manager of the

and Telegraph Company in
remove to California. P. K.

Paul and will
Ilardan of Chicago succeeds him.

Si.

Charles Wilson, H. C. Cooke and A. R. Lawrence
have purchased the local telephone exchange at
("iianger, Texas, from R. H. Bradley, and will put
in a new switchboard, etc.

Fred S. Myers, manager of the St. Cloud (Minn.)
of the Northwestern Telephone Exchange
Company, has been promoted to have charge of
nllicc

the company's office at Siou.x Falls, S. D.

has succeeded John
J. L. Tucker of Minneapolis
Maloney as wire chief of the Northwestern
Telephone Exchange Company at Mankato, Minn.
Mr. Maloney has been made manager of the company's office at St. Cloud, Minn.
J.

F.

the

A.

Pickernell

of

Boston,

chief

engineer

of

American Telephone and Telegraph Company,

or was recently, in Salt Lake City,
business connected with the offices of
is,

Utah,
the

on

local

company.

MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS.
The Farr Telephone and Construction Supply
Company of Chicago gives a "heart-to-heart talk"
in a little
its customers and those interested,
pamphlet it has issued concerning Farr telephones,
and illustrating some neat and substantial telephone
to

sets.

The S. H. Couch Company of Boston, Mass.,
manufactures an extensive line of telephone apparatus, judging from its new bulletin, No. 10.
The bulletin does more than simply enumerate the
various types of telephones, giving three circuit
diagrams, which are of considerable interest, accompanied by explanations of the systems.

Quite unusual in appearance, and valuable to
the user and buyer of telephones alike, is the new
wall hanger which is being sent out by the Swe-

dish-American Telephone Company of Chicago. It
describes the Hercules No. 99 telephone and shows
a diagram of the connections of the subscriber's
set and also a diagram of the ringing circuit from
the station to the subscriber's apparatus.

The Central Electric Company, Chicago, is sending out to its telephone customers a new catalogue
and price list, in which it lists telephones, appliance and construction material. On the first page
of the book is a partial view of the company's
quarters at 207-209-211 East Jackson Boulevard.
complete line of telephones, parts and material
is listed.
The catalogue is an attractive one, and
the company requests all users of this material who
do not receive a copy to write for one.

A

The Stromberg-Carlson Telephone Manufacturing
Company, Rochester, N.

reports having closed
contracts for switchboards for St. Marj^s, Ohio,
Pageton, W. Va., Alma, Neb., Rayston, Ga., Perry,
Ga., Elko, Ga,, Aurora, 111., Chicago, 111., Waterford, Ohio, Lawrence, Kan., Greensburg, Ind., Dunbar,

Ohio,

Watertown,

Y.,

Ohio,

Louisville, Ky., Davis, III.,
Ind., Fairport, Kan., Boise,

Rippey, Iowa,
Center, Ind.

Meadville,

Bladensburg,

Minonk,

111.,

Ohio,

Amboy,

Idaho, Marion, Mich.,
Mo., Fenton, Iowa, and

A

complete system of 1,500 lines is to be installed
for the Southern Independent Telephone Company
of El Paso. Texas, by the Automatic Electric Company of Chicago, winch is to install a complete
central-office equipment having an immediate capacity of 1,500 lines and an ultimate capacity of
10,000 lines.
The switchboard v.'ill be the regular
standard type consisting of 15 units, each unit carrying the necessary switches for handling 100 lines.
Five additional units w-ill be installed, partially in
blank, so that the plant may be increased to 2,000
subscribers by simply adding the additional shelves.

KI.KCTklCIAN
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CORRESPONDENCE.

will

London, April 5.— It is announced that the arrangement which was recently entered into hclwccn
the postmaster aiul the Marcuni Wireless Telegraph
Company by which me!:sagc'S were to lie received
at
inland telegraph ofTices for lransinis>ion, by
ships

to

crussing

the

has been <liscoiuinue<l.
The arrangement
in use for a short time and the iiotirication o(
discontinuance has caused no little surprise.
The reason for it wc arc only left to conjecture.
but Ihe explanation given by the .Marconi company
is that the arrangement has been suspended pending a rearrangement of the plant at I'oldlui.
From
the Postoflicc side no reason for the abandonment
of the service has been forthcoming.
Atlantic,

was
its

Electric-lighting authorities in Great Britain have
experienced a difficulty for many years in the
matter of supplying electrical energy over the borders of their areas.
The act of Parliament which
regulates this has laid it down Ihiit under no circumstances, without the consent of Parliament,
may a company or local authority supply beyond
the limits of the area defined in its provisional
orders. Several difficulties have arisen in consequence of this, such, for instance, as in the case of
a neighboring authority requiring a supply in an
emergency, owing to a breakdown.
curious case
occurred quite recently,- and although affecting
only two very small districts the instance serves to
illustrate the point.
An electric-supply company

A

powers a few years ago to supply in
Weybridge, a district a few miles to the southwest
A generating station was erected and
supply started.
Last year the same company obtained powers to supply in Walton, the next parish, but under the act referred to above it was prevented from supplying that district from the Weybridge generating station, although it was in it3
own territory that it \>;anted to supply. After an
application to the law courts the company was
compelled to go to the expense of promoting a
bill in Parliament to secure the necessary consent.
The two electricity supply bills which were introduced by the government last year and the year
before, but aliaudoned. sought to remedy this state
of affairs.
No one has yet suggested that every
supply authority sb.ould have a roving power to go
anywhere outside its own district, but everyone is
agreed that many points in the present law of electric lighting could be cleared up if the government
cilitaincd

of London.

showed the necessary

disposition.
to inaugurate a system of pneudispatch, such as already exists in
some American cities, is not likely to get very
far forward in Parliament this session.
bill
which has been deposited is being opposed on the
ground that the enormous breaking up of the
streets involved should not be allowed until the
report of the Royal Commission on London Traffic
has issued its report.
The commission is paying
particular attention to this matter, and as the view
of the government itself is to the above effect, it
is quite possible that the bill will be suspended for
this session.
The unsatisfactory condition of the electricalmanufacturing industry in Great Britain, to which
attention has more than once been drawn, does not
seem to be quite so much in evidence this year.
Willans & Robinson, although one of our oldest
established firms of engine builders, were hit as
badly as any firm, but in order to regain their
former prosperity the manufacture of steam turbines has been commenced.
friendly arrangement has been entered into with the Parsons interests and a license has been taken enabling the
Parsons patents to be worked. AVillans & Robinson also own some valuable turbine patents of their
own.
The loss on the half year's trading ended
December 31, 1904, amounted to over $200,000.
The postmaster-general, it is stated, intends to
connect up Tasmania with the mainland of Australia by means of space telegraphy.
The parliamentary committee of the House of
Lords, wdiich is considering the large nufnber of

The proposal

matic

parcel

A

A

electric-power bills concerning London, is still very
far off the conclusion of its labors, for although
16 sittings have been held, not one of the bills
has yet been disposed of.
Since my notes of
March 22d the opposition to the $25,000,000 scheme
of C. H. Merz of Newcastle-upon-Tyne has been
carefully laying its case before the committee, and
the number of tables and statistical information
that has been prepared is prodigious.
The main
point of the opposition is that the new company
proposes competition on unfair terms, and that on
similar terms the existing authorities fear nothing.
G.

New

York.

—

all

li

uid, they

and

Great Britain.

means of space telegraphy,

in

New York, April 15. Tlie New York state
Legislature has passed a measure designed to take
away from the New York Board of Aldermen the
power of granting franchises. Since 1902 there
have been several notable instances of the aldermen
holding up impo''^ant franchises for months, or
even years, an^ then suddenly passing them for
the apparent benefit of contracting interests associated with Tammany Hall. Mayor McClellan will

probability

ti'icncd

'Ihe lal>
»chemeii ii

Brooklyn

:,r.

I

whicii

,

'wrm
.,

will

'

Ik:

slriictcd the i)re>cnt

ihc

ih<-

<,{

traction

Mrtrnnnliian,
-

,

of

commissioners,

,1

,•
.

the

Ii

.1

m

Transit Company, hinted
that
company might apply for the fr;.:
$200,000,000 subway scheme* oulli^
transit

-

J:

Inlcrlv

directorate

»ay

••

.(

few wctk< ago Jr.hn

[eft

the

I

l<..i„..

interest*,

A

veto the bill*, in which aae, it
will b.- r.|>3»«d by the birgubturc

and

e
i-

this

.n

probably in his mind when he ni;
As previously refKjried, the Bro<jL.,,.. ,,,,.,,
sit is planning to bid for certain r.juics in

rt.

.ianl>jw..-r

Manhattan, and the MctroiKiliian and New llavrn
companies would probably bid for the upfier linw
and the Bronx. Meanwhile the Inicrlwrough company is asking for the widening of the Second
.•\vcnuc elevated line, which, however, in the pre4ent state of public opinion, is an impossibility.
An application was made on Tuesday to the

Board of Aldermen for a franchise for the New
Amsterdam Telephone Com|>any, which asks for
25-year privilege, at a rental of three per cent,
receipts and 500 free telephones for
use.
No one appears to have any
knowledge of the men behind the application.
The revised and, generally speaking, reduced
schedule of the New 'i'ork Telephone Company
comes into operation on May 1st. There arc substantial reductions to large users, and for tariff
messages between out-of-the-way suburbs. Brooklyn druggists who operate call instruments arc
demanding the installation of slot machines, alleging that they have been for some time past
overcharged on their commissions.
J. p. Bears. W. J. Boroughs and George Stewart
have incorporated as the ^^unicipal Subway Company, for the purpose of dealing in conduits for
electrical conductors.
The new concern is capitala

on the gross
departmental

ized at $100,000.

A. S. Kuhn and others of this city have incorporated as the Universal Electric Clock Company,
capitalized at $25,000.
The annual report of the Brooklyn Rapid
Transit Company shows that the gross earnings
increased about $700,000 and
surplus
increased
about $i.oco.ooo. This surplus
of
$2,127,236 is
about 4.7 per cent, on the stock of the road. The
gross earnings for the company's last fiscal year
were $15,459,(160 and the operating expenses $9,261,916.

The first of a consignment of steel cars for the
City
Railway Company arrived at
the Pennsylvania railroad jards at Thirty-seventh
Street recently. This
car has inside trimmings
of
wood, which is electrically treated and is
said to be fireproof.
The car was made at McKees Rock. Pa., by the Pressed Steel Car Company of Pittsburg.
The lighting committee's investigation has continued during the week and now promises to end
on the 28th. Its proceedings are reported elsewhere in this issue.
D. \V. W.

New York

New

—

EnKland.

Boston, .April 15. The Greenfield. Deerfield and
Northampton, the Greenfield and Turner's Falls
and the Northampton and Amherst street-railway
companies are authorized to consolidate by the
approval of the railroad commission and to issue

new

stock to the amount of $jio,ooo.
The name
be changed to the Connecticut \'alley Street
Company. Col. F. E. Pierce, who was
president of two of the companies, becomes the
president of the consolidated company and D. P.
.Abercrombie is treasurer and clerk. The combined
track mileage is 54 miles.
The Railroad Commission has authorized the
Boston Elevated Street Railway Company to issue
$7,500,000 30-year four-per cent, bonds, to be used
for Forest Hills extension, engineering, construction, equipment, etc., new power station and East
Boston Tunnel equipment. Damage suits are also
anticipated and provided for to the extent of
will

Railway

$3,700,000.

Edward Kendall & Sons

of Cambridge, manufac-

turers of boilers, have disposed of their business
the Robb Engine Company of Amherst, N. S..
and the plant will be transferred to South Framingham in this state under the name of the RobbMumford Boiler Company. D. \\'. Robb is the
president and G. W. Cole secretary and treasurer.
F. H. Keyes of Newtonville. graduate of "Massachusetts Institute of Technology* in 1S93. subsequently instructor there in the mechanical engineering department and more recently engineer with
Stone & Webster, is to be the general manager.
The three large chocolate mills of the Walter
Baker Company in Milton, on the Neponset River,
are to be run by electricitj-. .A plant is under
construction above the mills at the falls, and power
to

is

to be

The
in

tills

conveyed

in

conduits therefrom.
idea is getting

trackless-trolley
state,
and a

company

is

in

a footing
process of

formation at Athol which proposes to run vehicles
-from Athol to Barre, with a branch up the Swift
River Valley, the entire distance being 26 miles.
The line is to be for freight as well as' passenger

;

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

3i6
The capital proposed is $80,000. John A.
Carter of Petersham is the chief promoter.
About 50 members of the Massachusetts Press
Association were the guests last Saturday of the
Edison Electric Illuminating Company of Boston
and inspected the plants of the company at L
Street, South Boston, and in other parts of the
citv, lunch being served at the L Street station.
The New York, Nev,' Haven and Hartford Railroad Company's efforts to secure control of the
Springfield Street Railway Company have resulted
the acquisition of a majority of the stock on
basis of $225 a share, and the new management will be in the form of a trust, similar to
that known as the Massachusetts Electric Companies.
The trustees are named as follows:
Charles S. Mellen, president of the New Haveii
in

road

iam

C. F. Brooker, D.
all
of the

;

Barney,

Newton Barney and Willsteam-road management

Higginson & Co., the Boston
J. Storrow of Lee,
bankers who acted for the railroad company; Fred
Harris and William Damon of Springfield, stockholders of the street-railway company.
Plans have been developed- for the establishment
J.

of a plant for the generation of electric power
Mass.
for manufacturing purposes in Holyoke,
The capital will be held largely by Hartford
financiers, and the plant is estimated to cost $150,000.

The directors of the gas and electric-light company of Easthampton, Mass., have decided to discard the present plant and install new machinery,
putting
erator,

a

in

in place

23,oco-volt alternating-current genof the direct-current machine now

in use.

E. H. Richards, assistant general superintendent
of the Boston and Worcester Street Railway Company for the last two years, has resigned to hecome superintendent of the Taunton and Pawtucket Street Railway Company, with headquarters
B.
at Taunton, Mass.

April

Indianapolis,

15.

—Representatives

of

will locate a station at Alpena to be used in
connection with similar stations at Buffalo, Detroit
and other points on the Great Lakes. A 200-foot
tower will be located near the Weather Bureau
Building.
The city of Battle Creek has decided in favor
of municipal ownership of gas and electric-lighting
plants.
The votes showed a majority of 2,566 in
favor of this plan.
Mayor Codd of Detroit has taken a determined
stand and will veto every franchise passed by the
Common Council granting extensions to the De-

the

Tucker-Anthony syndicate of Boston, which operates the Indianapolis and Northwestern traction
line, were here this week and gave out the information that they will build a line from Indianapolis to
Terre Haute.
The Randall-Morgan syndicate of
New York, which proposed to build a line between
the same points, will withdraw and allow the
The
Tucker-Anthony people to build the line.
of constructing the grade between Indianapois well along, having been directed
the Indianapolis and Eastern Traction Company, representing the Randall-Morgan company.
The Indianapolis and Northwestern will complete
This line
the line and operate it when finished.
parallels the Big Four and will connect IndianapoThe interBrazil and Terre Haute.
lis, Danville,
urban line now operating between Brazil and Terre
Haute will be leased by the Indianapolis and

work
lis

and Danville

United railway.
He
bonding itself to construct
troit

by

Northwestern,

it

is

incorporators are

of

Canada.

let

A

Edwin

The

three-cornered fight to build this line. It is generbelieved the other contesting companies will

Detroit,

The international executive of the Street Railway Employes' Union is asking the provincial adfor the enactment of a statute comall street-railway companies to have aisles
through the center of their cars, claiming that it is
dangerous to the emploj^es to have to go along

ministration
pelling

the

outside

of

the

The superintendent
way Company states
extension

of the

cars collecting fares.
of the Winnipeg Street Railthat work on the Kildonan
will be begun at once.

company

The company is about to double-track its line
from Main Street to the Canadian Pacific railway
shops, about three miles, and it is also the intention to double-track Higgins Avenue at the same
time the city widens the stree't and lays down
either block or asphalt pavement.
There is an immense traffic on this street and it will be very
materially

increased

Pacific completes

its

as

new

soon
station

the
Canadian
and new hotel.
H.

as

now withdraw.
of the Indiana 'Union Traction, Indiana

Northern Traction and the Kokomo, Marion and
Western Traction companies are planning to build

Engineering Company has been
in Indianapolis with $300,000 capital
once enter the field for contracts to
and steam railroads, heating, lighting,
telephone, hydraulic and other plants. J. C. Ostrop
wdll be chief engineer and A. C. Neeley financial
agent.
August M. Kuhn and F. S. Hines are
among the directors. The company's offices will be
S. S.
in the Traction Terminal Building.

The- American

dividend requirement will be about

$,13,750.

W.

and

will at
build electric

Michigan.
Detroit,

April

15.

— The

Detroit

city

assessors

have raised the Detroit United Railway Company's
assessment $350,000, which will bring the assessed
The
value of this property to over $11,500,000.
principal increase is on the DiJtroit Suburban line.
The Detroit Edison Illuminating Company is occupying the attention of the Detroit aldermen to a
considerable extent and an effort will be made by
them to reduce the price charged for illumination,
as it is said that they can do so under the Edison
company's charter.
The Muskegon City Council has granted a franto the J. B. Wheeler Company for the furnishing of electric light and power in the city for
The company is to pay a
a term of 25 years.
franchise fee of $100 a j'ear and forfeits its rights
if it attempts to sell or transfer its privileges to a
White River is to be
competing corporation.
dammed several miles above Whitehall and the
power will be utilized for the furnishing of light
and power to factories, business houses and residences in adjoining cities and villages as w'ell as
in Muskegon.
The plant must be completed and
furnish this power within four years.
The American DeForest Wireless Telegraph Coni-

chise

Ann Arbor and

Jackson

Ohio.

—

A

incorporated

—

Ont., April 15.
The Consumers' Electric Company of Ottawa has replied to the city
solicitor in response to the notice of civic exThe compropriation of the company's plant.
pany asks the city to buy out the entire stock and
plant, and says that if a favorable reply is received no time will be lost in quoting a price.
There is a movement on foot to have the Carillon and Grenville canals lighted by electricity. At
a recent meeting of the Montreal Board of Trade
a communication on the subject was read from the
Ottawa River Navigation Company asking the aid
of the board in the matter, which will be brought
to the attention of the Dominion government.
The establishment of the new lighting plant for
Westmount, the large suburb of Montreal, will be
pushed as rapidly as possible. The town has expropriated 110,000 feet of land for the purpose
and building operations will soon be begun. The
machinery is to be of the most improved kind.
The Canadian General Electric Company will
issue $900,000 of new stock, and it is announced
that the issue will be allotted to shareholders at
The pur125, in the proportion of one to three.
pose of the new issue is the clearing oft' of the
bank loans. The net floating debt is $1,142,396.
The new stock will yield $1,125,000, so that liabilities to the banks will be practically extinguished
and the company will own all its own raw material
as well as plant and equipment, against which there
is no debt.
The new stock issue will increase the
dividend requirements by $go,ooo a year, but will
cut down the item of interest rates which was
paid last year by $56,250, so that the net increased

Ottawa,

Ypsilanti,

railway will raise its freight rates, making
the minimum charge for handling single parcels 25
cents instead of 15 cents.
It will also abolish the
free-parcel carrying.
C. G. W.
electric

ally

Marion.
in
joint interurban terminal station
interurban lines now end in Marion and
The contemthree others are being constructed.
plated terminal building will be erected on a central site and wdll be large enough to give office
room to all the interurban companies.
freight terminal station for all the electric
lines entering Indianapolis is now being constructed
by the Indianapolis 'Traction and Terminal Company.
The building will be modern and commodious and thoroughly equipped with the most approved appliances for handling freight.
Word comes from Elkhart that H. E. Bucklen,
president of the St. Joseph traction line, is greatly
pleased wdth the operation of his new line by
means of electric motor cars which w^ere made by
The moF. M. Hicks & Co., in Chicago Heights.
tive power is derived from a generator which is
The generator is
operated b}^ a gasoline engine.
made by the Sprague Electric Company and is a
50-kilowatt, 250-volt, direct-current machine, which
drives four 35-horsepower motors mounted upon
the trucks.
The receiver for the Home Heating and Lighting
Company's plant in Indianapolis has petitioned the
court for authority to increase the price for heating from 17 to 25 cents a square foot of radiation.
According to the receiver's report the plant run
behind about $20,000 during the last nine months.
C. D. Emmons has been made general manager
of the Fort Wayne and Wabash 'Valley traction
Mr. Emmons is 34 years old
interests in Indiana.
and has had remarkable success in the management of traction companies. His headquarters will
be in Ft. Wayne.

city

of Jackson
contracts aggregating over ^100,000 for a
plant to supplement the power furnished by water.
It is stated that this will give
the company 14,000 -horsepower and will be sufficient to supply the Jackson-Lansing and other interurban railways outside of its present contracts.
The building will cost $16,000 and will be a brick,
steel and cement structure 80 by 160 feet.
3,000horsepower turbine engine will furnish the power.
This company has also let a contract for a threestory office building in Jackson.
William Tow-nsend has undertaken the construction of the 25-mile extension to the South Bend
and Southern Michigan electric railway from Niles
to St. Joseph.
This line passes through Berrien
Springs.
There will be 18 bridges, one of which
is over 1,600 feet long.
The railway, with power
house and car sheds, will cost upward of $600,000.

Two

—The

undertaking of
the city of Nelson, B. C, to construct an electric
power plant on the upper falls of the Kootenay
River for the purpose of increasing the supply of
electric light and power within the city limits has
Th.e
received the approval of the Legislature.
maj'or of Nelson has sold $150,000 of electrrc-light
debentures to Wood, Grundy & Co. of Toronto
The
through the Canadian Bank of Commerce.
debentures bear five per cent, interest and run for
20 years from April ist. The proceeds are to be
devoted to establishing the first municipality owned
and operated electric-light and power plant in
British Columbia.
15.

the

modern steam

a

Dominion
Winnipeg, Man., April

upon

new tracks that
company to be

The Commonwealth Power Company

has

Walker, F. W. Reitz, F. P. Leonard and Bradock
McGregor.
The Terre Haute City Council has granted a
franchise over certain streets to the Terre Haute
and Indiana Southern Electric Railway Company,
which proposes to br.ild' a line between Terre
Haute and Sullivan. The company pays the city
$10,000 by June 1st and $500 a year thereafter for
50 years. This action will likely put a stop to the

Officials

an\^

required, the street-railway
charged a fair rental for their use.

said.

The

insists

may be

The Evansville and Mt.« 'Vernon Electric Company has been organized at Evansville with a capiA private right-of-way has been
tal of $300,000.
obtained between the two cities and franchises wdll
be granted this week.
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pany

Indiana.

service.

the

,

.

Cleveland, April 15. An additional surprise was
given the city authorities in Cleveland a few days
ago, when attorneys for the Cleveland Electric
Railway Company claimed a perpetual franchise on
the greater number of streets now occupied by
the company's lines. At first only those which
the proposed three-cent- fare lines are after were
claimed in this way. It is entirely probable that
the fight will be made against allowing the Forest
City railroad to use the streets at present occupied
by the old company's lines on this basis.
The Fort Wayne, Van Wert and Lima Traction
Compan\^ has filed a mortgage in favor of the
Fidelity Trust Company of Philadelphia for $2,000,000.
'This is the first lien on the property.
The
funds will be used, it is said, to extend the line
east from Lima, with the intention of ultimately
reaching Pittsburg, with a system paralleling the
Pennsylvania lines.
William Miller has secured the contract for building the power house of the Toledo, Port Clinton
and Lakeside Railway Compan3^ The contract for
grading the remainder of the line was awarded
to Charles Warner of Toledo.
The town of Bellefontaine will spend $50,000 this
summer in enlarging the municipal light plant, it
is

reported.

The Ross Electric Specialty Company of Cleveland has been incorporated with a capital stock of
$10,000 by W. R. Wildow, M. Aldredge .and others.
A new franchise has been awarded the Cleveland
and Southwestern Traction Company for lighting
The company now holds
the town of Norwalk.
the franchise, which expires in September.
An addition will be built to the plant of the
National Carbon Company at Fremont.
Improvements amounting to over $2,500,000 will
be made by the electric roads rumiing out of Cincinnati wdthin the next year, it is said.
It is reported that the lighting department of
the Toledo Railways and Light Company earned
a net surplus of $268,000 last year.
Ow-ing to the efforts of Toledo business men
the Lake Shore Electric has been allowed to resume traffic over the Cherry Street Bridge in
Some action has been taken toward the
Toledo.
repair of the bridge by the city authorities.
General Asa W. Jones has resigned as president
of the Youngstown and Southern and C. P. Phelps
General
of Boston has been chosen in his place.
Jones will now give more attention to the practice
of law.
C. D. Emmons is the new general manager of
the lines running out of Fort Wayne, including the
Fort Wayne, Lima and Van Wert "Traction Company.
C. N. Wilcoxen, who had for some time been
with the Western Ohio, is now general superintendHis son,
ent of^the Cleveland and Southwestern.
Carl Wilcoxen, has been promoted from train dispatcher to his father's place on the former, it is
reported.
Dr. J. E. Low-es, an electric-railway man of Dayton, has gone to California for a rest.
"The People's Heat, Light and Power Company
of Springfield has been incorporated with a capital
stock of $2,000,000. to take over tlie light plant
owned by the American Railways Company and
the Citizens' Heat. Light and Power Company,
which was organized some time ago. W. H.
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llic

and some other men conColmnlms Public Service Company

who own

Sliarpc

s;;ij(l

10

lie

amount uf track

if

Francisco, chief electrician

'luoluniiu- h'.lec-lric
Cal.,
at C.roveland,
for llic working crew,
up the electric plant.

of liie
arrived

camp

Power Company, has
and will establish a
which is soon to put

construct and operate an electric railroad in
Sutler County, from Yuba City to the Cohisa
County line near Colusa, Cal.
Isidor luichs, W. S. Bowers and A. S. Sbockley
have incorporated the Baker City and Suburban
of
F.leclric Railway Company, with a capital stock
The company is empowered to build and
$25,000.
operate street-car lines within the limits of Baker
direction.
City, Ore.; also suburban lines in every
The United Improvement Company intends to
erect and operate a gas and electric-lighting plant
to

at

Long Beach, Cal.
The consolidation

of

the

electric

power plants

of the Pacific Coast Company, which now furnishes
light and power to the mines at Lawson and Black
Diamond. Wash., will be, completed in a short
time, and the work of installing electricity as motive power at the Black Diamond mine will com-

mence.
Five

California men have organized what they
call the California Foothill Company, for the purpose of dealing in water rights, electric-light and
power plants, etc. The capital stock is $1,000,000.
The stockholders are all residents of San Francisco.

The people along Vcrdugo Road and Sycamore
Canyon are offering inducements to have the PaElectric Railway Company of Los Angeles,
cific
The citizens of North GlenCal., extend its road.
dale and Bnrbank have succeeded in securing a
bonus of $13,000 and the right-of-way for the
proposed extension to the latter places.
The Electrical Appliance Development Company
has been incorporated at Sacramento. Cal. by J. C.
Ellis. Charles W. Huttnn. Frederick T, Kitt and
The capital stock is $64,000. The purpose
others.
of the company is to deal in mechanical devices
and to operate and control electric energy. The
A.
princip,-il place of business is Sacramento.

Mexico.
April 13.— An

electric power conCity of Mexico,
cession has been granted by the Mexican governto Samson Lang for the utilization of the
water of the Atacuzac River, in the district of
Jojutla, state of Morelos, for operating an electric
power plant. It is stated that the proposed plant
will be located near the town of Xicotlacotla. The
concession also gives authority to build and oper-

^ment

ate
It

from Juarez.
of const meting Ihc large aqiicducl tliAt
convey water from Na/as River lo fjomez
Palacio, where it will be used for motive power
in
the electric-light and power plant, is now in

.

last

months

six

is

for the utilization

of 52,150 liters

of water a second from the rivers Angulo, Lerma.
.San Geronimo, Atoqne, Ncxapa, Conchos and Bal-

and telegraph lines.
announced that a syndicate

It

is

announced

of

Chicago,

Louis capitalists is about to close
for the purchase of the street-railway and electric-light properties of Torreon.
M. C. Miller, formerly of Minneapolis, Minn.,
but now a resident of Guadalajara. Mexico, is
St.

that

improvements

to cost about

$50,000 arc to be made to the new
of the Mexican Light and Power

power

plant

Company

at

Necaxa.
W. A. Marsdeii, an electrical engineer of St.
Louis, Mo., has been making an investigation of
the velocity of the current of the Pannco and
Tamesi rivers, near Tampico, on behalf of a syndicate of American capitalists, who propose to const-ruct a large electric power plant on one of these
streams.

Plans have been prepared and approved by the
municipal authorities for the installation of an
electric-light

and power plant

Matamoros.

at

The

proposed plant will cost about $50,000.
Steps have been taken toward the installation
of a new independent electric-light and power plant
in Nuevo Laredo.
H.

Rocky Mountain

States.

with

.\pril

14.— The Shoshone Power
of $5,000,000, has

capitalization

articles of incorporation with the secretary
of state at Boise, Idaho. The company, which is
incorporated by leading officials of the Mormon
church, proposes the generation of pow'cr at the
falls
for distribution in Utah
and Idaho. The
headquarters of the new company w ill be in Salt
Lake City. Apostle Francis M. Lyman of the
Mormon church is the organizer and president of
the company.
The breaking of a five-inch steel countershaft
in the plant of the Reno Power. Light and Water
Company at Reno, Nev., left the city temporarily
in darkness.
The remainder of the machinery es-.
caped injury, but a rearrangement of the equipment at the plant was made necessary by the
accident.
The General Electric Company of- Floriston furnished electrical energy during the progress of repairs.
Ordinances passed by the City Council of Ogden. Utah, granting franchises to B. Mahler of
Cleveland, Ohio, and to Simon Bamberger of Salt
Lake City for their proposed interurban railroads
have been vetoed by the mayor, and the vetoes
sustained by the council. The long life of the
franchises, each of w^hich was for 100 years, was
the chief objection of the city's executive,
ft is
expected that modified franchises will be granted
to the petitioners within the next few w-eeks.
G.
filed

PERSONAL.
-At
last advices. Lord Kelvin, w-ho underwent
a serious operation recently, is reported as gaining
strength and is in every way making satisfactory

progress.

.

Dudley W. Walton, the

New York

ent of the Western Electrician, has been elected
president of the National Association of Isaac Pitman Shorthand Writers for 1905-06.

tween Guadalajara and Chamela was made about
12 years ago and this survey may be utilized for
the proposed electric railway.
The concession obtained from the federal government and the franchise from the city of Guadalajara, granted the Bermejillo syndicate for its
street-railway system in the city of Guadalajara,
provided that the complete plans for the extensions and improvements must be submitted to Governor Ahumada within six months, and that the
work of converting the system into electric-traction
lines must be in progress before the end of the
present year.
The $400,000 which the syndicate
is required to pay for the franchise must be paid
It is furin eight annual installments of $50,000.
ther provided that in the event Kunhardt Bros.,

Chandelier

Prof. Emil Warburg of Berlin has been appointed
president of the National Physical Laboratory at
Charlottenburg, and his place in the university is
to be taken by Prof. Paul Drude of Giessen.

Frank
is

S.

Beardslee,

president

Manufacturing

his wife and son,
about May 1st.

expects

of

Company

making a tour of the
to

the Beardslee
Chicago,
of

Pacific

return

an

at

tngintet,

for

a

home of late hai been in
a widow and daui-'.r
.'.'

f

and Electric Company.

(iat

Frank
Craig

W. Frueaiiff, general manager, and John
Hammond, advertising manager, of lb

Denver

(Jas and Electric Coni|iafiy, were in 'In
last
week. Like everylxjdy else in lMi.,r
they arc enthusiastic over the prospects of the com
ing Denver-Colorado Springs convention, which is
lo \k "the greatest thing ever."

cago

George W. Morse of Newton, Mass., died of
pneumonia in .Marseilles, France, on April loth,
while on his w.iy home from a trip around Ihe
world.
He was senior iKirtner of the law firm
of Morse. Hickey & Kenny of Boston, former
counsel for the General Electric Company, ^^r.
Morse organized many street-railway companies.
He was related to Prof. Samuel F. B. Morse, and
was born in Lodi, Ohio, in 1845.
Charles .Alexander Gcrhardi, whose work in the
of telegraphy and submarine cabling is well
in England, died at his home in London
on April 2d at the age of 68 years. He was identified
with telegraph work since 1853. when he
entered the Belgian telegraph service.
In 1856 he
entered the employment of the Electric and International Telegraph Company and left in 1857 to
join the .\ilantic Telegraph Company.
In i86o
Mr. Gerhardi was appointed by the Submarine
Telegraph Company as superintendent of its Channel Islands cable, and later on was put in charge.
at
London, of the Belgian, Dutch and German
field

known

He

the Submarine Telegraph Company
same year manager
Spanish Telegraph Company, which
had just been formed, and he continued to manage
left

1872, being appointed in the

in

of the
this
ice

Direct

company
in

until his

retirement from active serv-

1902.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
Sealed proposals will be received by the board
of public works, Des Moines, Iowa, until .-Xpril
26th for lighting the public parks of the city for
the term of five

Sealed

months from

May

i,

1905.

be

received in duplicate until
May 3d at the office of public buildings and
grounds, Washington, D. C, for lighting portions
of the public grounds during the year ending June
30,

bids

will

1906.

The board

of

W. W. Welch

control has let the contract
of Clarinda, Iowa, at his bid
erection of the power house
Home for the Feeble Minded

$23,428.75 for the
be erected at the
-^es

MoiTie^',

to

of
lo
in

Towa.

The Jefferson City (Mo.) Light, Heat and
Power Company has been purchased by a sjmdicate
of which H. H. Humphrey, the St. Louis electrical
engineer, is a member.
Mr. Humphrey is not
only financially interested in this company but has
been retained as its electrical engineer as well,
and has become active manager of the property.
Carrying out Mr. Humphrey's plans the company
is now putting in a new
150-kilowatt alternatingcurrent unit to supply the rapidly increasing power
circuit.
There has also been installed a new alternating-current
street-lighting
Mr.
system,
and
Humphrey is also receiving bids on a new gas
plant for the company of 125,000 cubic feet capacity
per day.

correspond-

m.iking Eoofl D'oure.ss in bis Droiect for building
an electric railway from Guadalajara to the port
Mr.
of Chamela, on the Pacific Coast of Mexico.
Miller has made formal application to the government of the state of Jalisco for a concession to
Mr. Miller is organizbuild the proposed road.
ing a company with a capital stock of $10,000,000
for the purpose of building and equipping the road.
A survey for a proposed government railroad be-

who

i1i«

tcavct

In hi» recent addrrx a« the reliring prctident
of the lingineers' CIul, <.f Philadelphia, Carl Her
ing
introduced something of an innovation in
firesidi-iits' aditressct by itie uw of curvet, drawings, illiiHtraliiins and tablet,
ffe made a tort of
engineer's re|>oil on the history and cundilion
of the club.

cables.

Salt Lake City,
Company, with a

comiiany,

ihit

Charlct H. Williami, precidmt of thr
wc»lcrn KIrclriral A^w>ctaliun, ha» b" o
general m.-inagcr of the Witconsm I
Company at I-i Cro««e, Wit. .Mr
formerly tuperinlendcnl of the .\l

progress.

President Porfirio Diaz in his rwent message to
Congress said that the employment of water supplies
in tile public domain for industrial and agricultural
puriHises is constantly on the increase.
Four motive-power concessions have been granted in the

telephone

Detroit and
negotiations

electrified.

iiarte.

Nixon of Spok.nnc, Wash., has been ui
Kennewick recently, lie proposes to install at the
plant.
latter place an electric-lighting and power
Col. K. A. Forbes has been awarded a franchise
A.

T.

Ihc

The work

necessary.

Terry of San

niimlicr of year*.
.South Bend.
He

licar

to

will

The complant.
electric power-transmission
pany has a site for a storage reservoir in the
mountains, with a capacity of 500,000,000 cubic feet
genof water. About 24,000 horsepower can be
J.

wat

mutt

(Jrandc
reported that the

the

W.

nyitcmt in

llicy

profKirtion

project of inslallinK an independent clcclricplant for Ihe city of Juarez has Iieen aban<lijned on account of the municipal atitborilieii i,f
the |)lace having just entered into a r<,nir.iet wiili
Ihe International Light and Power Company for
lighting that city for a period of 10 years.
This
company has its plant and Iieadi|uarters in El Paso,
Texas, situated on the opposite side of the Rio

Slanislans Klectric l't)wer Company's entire bond
It is reported
issue of $5,000,000 has been placed.
of
that no time will be lost in the construction

erated

in

The

Pacific Slope.
is

mtilc-ctr

liiici,

lighl

.

San Francisco, April i^.— It

the «in:illcr of the

(iiiadalajara, electrify (heir
a part of liie^c p.iymcnn

larRcly inlcrcsled in the new coniTlie plan is to cslablisli a liot -water hcatpaiiy.
the lidht plant, on
inK P ianl, in connection with
as the i.ni- is operated in Colnmlnis.
llK- s.- inie plan
nolliinK (lifii.iK- is l<n..wii, it is said the
Wliilt
paid fur Ihr SpiinKrulil plant h %2^o.oou.
the nssnniplion <>i a liondrd dilii aniounlinK
M. C.
)0,(M)0.

arc

3'-

Coast w'ith
to Chicago

Prof. M. I. Pupin of Columbia Universit}-, New
York city, has been nominated for the award
of the Cresson medal by the Franklin Institute for
his "Art of Reducing the Attenuation of Electrical

Waves and Apparatus."

W. B. Turner of South Bend, Ind., died at Hot
Springs, Ark., on March 26th. He was superintendent of the Edison Machine Company w'hen
its w-orks were moved to Schenectady. N. Y., and
held that position until 1S92. -In 1894 he became
connected with the Chicago Edison Company and

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
John Porter and W. S. Porter of Eldora, Iowa.
have disposed of their holdings in the Des Moines
and Eldora Interurban Railway Company to the
Polk interests, which latter contemplate the construction of the line from Des Moines to Eldora
and its operation in conjunction with their other
interurban properties.

Reports say that an electric railway, having one
terminus in Cripple Creek and tlie other in Colorado Springs, Colo., will be started in the next
few weeks, connecting also Pueblo and Florence.
It is understood that Thomas Robinson, president
of the Florence Street Railway Company, is the
authority for this statement. Passenger, express
and freight will be handled on the new road.
Franchises have been granted by the City Counof Alton. III., to the Alton, Jacksonville and
Peoria, and the Alton, Granite and SL Louis tracThe former is a 50-year frantion companies.
chise for an interurban railroad to be built from
Jacksonville to Alton, and the latter for a street
railway in the city. By a queer mistake both comcil

;:

;
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panics are required to pave Belle Street from curb
unless the
to curb, making two courses of paving
conditions are changed.

Trautmann has introduced a bill
House granting to slreet-car companies

Representative
in the Illinois

operating between one city and another the right
to secure bv condemnation, under the right of
eminent domain, the joint use of all tracks and stationary property belonging to another company.
Tlie bill specially states that it shall not apply Lo
the use of steam as a motive power or to the
carrying of freight upon such tracks, and it "applies only when the city from which the railroad
company goes is several miles from the limits of

one through which

it

desires

to pass."

The gross earnings

for

March,

1903,

1904

and 1905 were, respectively, $570,831.36, $649,142.78
and $682,123.14.
The annual report of the United Railways and
Electric Company of Baltimore has been issued
covering operations of the company for the year
The income account
ended December 31, 1904.
shows gross earnings of $5,440,942 as compared
with $5,480,630 for the preceding year. The operating expenses for the last year were $2,876,538.
President Hood says in his report that the company passed through an ordeal without a parallel

The fire disaster rein 'rapid-transit experience.
sulted in complete paralysis of the company's operations.
The proceeds of $4,634,000 bonds set aside
extensions, improvements, etc., have been expended in providing necessary shop and powerhouse buildings and their equipment.

for

PO-WER TRANSMISSION.
Electric power-generating plants are receiving considerable attention just now in Baltimore, Md. The
Baltimore County Water and Electric Company will
its power house at Herring Run
Consolidated Gas, Electric Light and Power
Company will erect a power house at Westport, and
the Mount Washington Electric Light and Power
Company has been receiving bids for its power house
to be located at Mount Washington, six miles from

erect an addition to

the

Baltimore.

The committee

of first-mortgage

bondholders of

Superior Power Company in
recommends an expenditure of $800,000
for strengthening and preserving the power house,
and favors a reorganization plan by which all
classes of creditors would contribute on an equitable
C. D. Warren,
scale toward the improvements.
president of the Lake Superior Corporation, who
is receiver for the Michigan Lake Superior Power
Company, wants to have the improvements paid

Michigan Lake

the

report

its

"A Thousand Miles on Inland Seas," describing the Northern Steamship Company's service on the Great Lakes, and a short directory to
the Exposition grounds complete the booklet, which
is a credit to the company's publicity department.
route.

Reinforced concrete, as is well known, is now
one of the most important materials of construction which the engineer must consider in construction work. The St. Louis Expanded Metal
Fireproofing Company, St. Louis, Mo., has issued
'

illustrated and instructive catalogue devoted to this subject which calls for more than a
large number of excellent halfcasual reading.
tone pictures and dimension diagrams of some of
finely

a

A

most important concrete constructions adorn its
pages. Besides there are numerous tables and formulas for concrete construction which will be found
tlie

Gross earnings of the United Railway Company
of St. Louis for the month of March are considered remarkably good when compared with the
corresponding month last year, at which time the
system was known as the St. Louis Transit ComNotwithstanding, in March, 1904, the World's
pany.
Fair was only about a month off, and thousands
of people from all parts of the world were in
St. Louis preparing for the opening, the receipts
for the month recently ended show an increase of
$32,980.36 over the corresponding period of last
year.
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.

for by receiver's certificates, which he proposes to
pay for by the creation of a new first mortgage

useful

for

Timed

reference

purposes.

the Standard Electrical
Manufacturing Company's "baseball bulletin" apon the day the great championship series
was on. It bears on the back an American League
schedule for 1905 and it is further adorned with
Within the covers the opporbaseball pictures.
tunity is taken to "boost" the company's Central
For inStation and Mill type lamps just a little.
stance, it is modestly stated that these lamps are
probably as far ahead of other lamps as the "spit
It is also
ball" is ahead of the old-time pitch.
maintained that there is hardly an "error" in a
whole barrel, and as to striking ability they are
the

to

minute,

peared

guaranteed to "socket"

at

AUTOMOBILES.
The German Automobile Club and the automomanufacturers of Germany are planning to

bile

hold an automobile and bicycle exposition in Frankfort. October 6 to 15, 1905.
Pierce Company of Buffalo,
N. Y., is offering three sets of first and second
First, for
prizes in automobile design, as follows
the best design of a body for an enclosed car
second, for the best design of a body for a touring
car, and third, for the best color scheme for any
motor car. The first prize for each of the first
two competitions is $250, and the second prize
For the last competition the first prize is
$ico.
$2C0 and the second $100.

The

N.

George

:

The Electric Storage Battery Company of Philadelphia has issued an instructive pamphlet giving directions for the care of Exide batteries in electric
vehicles, which is quite a departure from the ordinary catalogue or bulletin. The pamphlet describes
first, the battery parts to the minutest details and
gi\'es also directions for unpacking the parts when
they come from the factory. Then are taken up,
charging connections, charging batteries in vehicles,
charging batteries when removed from vehicles, taking batteries out of commission, general rules for
proper care of a battery, testing specific gravity of
electrolyte, and a great many other things which it
necessary that the operator of these batteries
is
should know. Several pictures illustrate the battery
and its several parts.

SOCIETIES

AND SCHOOLS.

A

ephony as

is

it

practiced

today.

A

Electrical Supply Company of
Louis, Mo., has just issued a general loose-leaf
catalogue and net price list that is probably one
of the most complete articles of its kind ever disin detail the full line of
tributed.
It embraces
motors, generators, up-to-date lighting appliances
The
and also the high-class specialties handled.
company will be pleased to send a copy on application.

of

Pitts-

is sending out its first bulletin, which is
devoted to direct-current circuit breakers. Considerable pains have been taken and much skill mani-

burg, Pa.,

fested in the preparation of this bulletin, which is
designed to show the prospective buyer just what
the company can furnish in this line and how the
apparatus is constructed. The company claims for
its apparatus great reliability, durability, simplicity
of space.

to the Lewis and Clark Exposition" is the title of a very tasteful and interesting booklet issued by the Great Northern Railway Company's passenger traffic department, of
'The principal
which F. I. Whitney is manager.
will
compose the Exexhibit buildings which
position are illustrated, with brief descriptions
also some general facts about the Exposition itself.
Following this comes "Across America via the
Great Northern Railway," which takes the reader
pictorially on a journey through the varied and
beautiful scenery which lies along this famous

"A Camera Journey

in

the

recently
capital of

organized at Montreal, Canada, with a
$500,000, undertakes to manufacture the Universal
spring motor as well as electric, water and steam
motors.

&

Anderson
Electrician
offices

in

recently

Nachman, manufacturers of the
was described in the Western

which

metaphone,

who formerly occupied
Building, Chicago, rftoved
quarters at 356 Dearborn Street,

April

of
the

new

to

8th,

Schiller

Chicago.

The National Battery Company
opened a Chicago

at

office

1525

of

Buffalo

has

Old Colony Build-

charge of Edwin L. Draften. Mr. Draffen
is
one of the most capable storage-battery salesmen in the West, with several years' valuable experience, and he should be able to show good reing,

in

new

in his

sults

The company

connection.

is

pre-

pared to furnish batteries for lighting and railway
power stations as well as for isolated plants, telephone exchanges and automobile work.

The Crescent Machine and Tool Company of
Indianapolis, Ind., has been incorporated, capitalized at $250,000.
The company proposes to manufacture power machines of various kinds and traction engines for operation by steam, gas, gasoline,
electricity
or other agency. The company will
build motors and motor cars for all purposes and

also

installing

in

electrical

plants.

Mr. Arthur Williams has received for his report
on municipal ownership, to be presented at the
Denver-Colorado Springs convention of the Na-

some 50 or more

reports from foreign cities and vtowns as well as
a large quantity of information regarding municipal
plants in this country.
His report will be very
voluminous and will be eagerly welcomed by members threatened with municipal competition.

TRADE NEWS.

indicated by

as

object,

Its

the

title,

is

to

present

commercial

conditions in Mexico at the present
The investment of American capital in Mexwas estimated by United States Consul-.general

lime.
ico

Barlow in 1502 at $500,000,000. Exports of electrical machinery from the LTnited States to Mexico have increased from year to year until they
reached a total value of $646,398 for the year 1904.

The American Circular Loom Company of ChelMass., announces that the National Board of
Fire Underwriters, after careful consideration of
the subject, at an open meeting held by its special
committee, has canceled all the specifications of
rule 50-C of the Electrical Code referring to the
construction of flexible tubing and has directed
that circular loom of the type made by the company mentioned during the last 12 years be put
back upon the list of approved fittings and that
this charge be noted in the April supplement to
the Electrical Code, to be issued soon.

sea,

BUSINESS.
John W. Brooks, sales manager for Pass & Seymour, Solvay, N. Y., visited Chicago last week.
Mr. Brooks spent only a few days in Chicago and
then

left

for the East.

W. C. Colburn and associates of Troy. N. Y.,
have incorporated as the Eastern Electric Company
with a capital of $100,000.
The company will enin general electrical contracting.

gage

H. H. Humphrey of St. Louis has been retained
electrical engineer for the new Grand Leader
department store in St. Louis.
There have recently been placed likewise under his care a number of St. Louis office-building installations that
will be in operation when the structures are finas

ished.

The American Stone Conduit Company
cago has removed

Commerce
its

friends

its

office

to

Building, where
and customers.

Room
it

The Tray Plate Battery Cojnpany of BinghamN. Y., has in its possession a letter from
Uriah Biery of Merztown, Pa., which states that

ton,

a battery installation made for him at his residence
and hotel has "decreased the consumption of gasoline practically 60 per cent, and in addition has
enabled us to have light 'on tap' at all hours of
the day and night.
The only attention the battery
has received in three months is the addition of a
little

water."

The Chicago House Wrecking Company, Chicago,
which

purchased

423
be

will

of

Chi-

Chamber
glad to

Simplex Company has been organized to
manufacture electrical measuring instruments at
60 Nassau Street. Newark, N. J.
The president

The

of the company is M. C. Rypinski, who until recently had charge of the business of the Empire
Electrical Instrument Company of New York.
Mr.

all

the

electrical

material

and

everything else used in the construction and equipment of the Louisiana Purchase Exposition, states
it
is placing on the market for quick sale at
low prices $750,000 worth of copper wire, $250,000
worth of lead-covered cables and $500,000 worth of

that

miscellaneous

The Marks Electric Construction Company, Nev^f
Orleans, La., has been incorporated with a capital
stock of $25,000.

of
see

"Commercial Mexico in 1905" is the title of a
monograph just issued by the Department of Commerce and Labor through its Bureau of Statistics.

has

tional Electric Light Association,

The Switchboard Equipment Company

and economy

department of electrical and mining engineerbeen established by the trustees in the
North Georgia Agricultural College at Dahlonega,
Professor O'Byrne of the Colorado School of
Ga.
Mines has been selected to fill the new chair.
Professor O'Byrne has been an instructor for several years and has also had considerable experience
ing

The Commercial

all

manufacture automobiles and automobile
appliances.
The officers and incorJ. C. Piper, George L. McKay, W. S.
VanBuskirk, M. H. Whitney and Joseph Kress.

committee, however, opposes this plan.

St.

12 years,

line.

The Universal Spring Motor Company,

engines and
porators are

course in telephone engineering is to be given
during the summer session at Armour Institute of
Technolog5^ Chicago.
It is designed to meet the
wants of those Who desire to devote their whole
time to the acquirement of a knowledge of tel-

PUBLICATIONS.

instrument

electrical

will

every opportunity.

present issue of
for $5,000,000,
$3, 500, coo to exchange their bonds for a like amount
of new ones, the balance^ of the new issue being
The
certificates.
available to pay the receiver's
the holders of the

Rypinski's experience covered

says that

it

ments from

material.
The company
in a position to make prompt ship-

electrical

is

its

The United
New York

Chicago

warehouse.

Electric Light

and Power Ccfmpany

has contracted for a Westinghouse motor-generator set consisting of a 1,400horsepower induction motor and a 1,000-kilowatt
revolvin.g-field
alternating-current generator, with
automatic-regulating-control outfit.
On the same
day orders were received for 104 induction motors
varying in size from one-half to 350-horsepower
and aggregating 2.200-horsepower capacity. An order for 204 Westinghouse railway motors was also
placed by the Transit Development Company of
Brooklyn.
of

city

\\

vvESTi:i<x

April 2J, 1905
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ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.
Mairs

/Miurti (i nitvti
'Irrjllry

786,705

SupportiiiR arms

of n irctAy
Nlidalily

'

ili.n^M

filtrl

rM.lhy wlircl, which consilts
pr.>vi(lr<l with a ilritm.
'ili|. ti,.
.hum tirid arc rcvoluhly
,,.|,
..tly ihrrcof on Ihc axle.
umI. in

i.<ir\

rcvoliil.l.

S|trinK-prfitfM.-il

nnd

W. Clark, ColnmJuly 28, 1904,

iIif
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'
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-

in.niiii.'.|

Oporpre B. Cocker,

Klcctrical Stop Motion.

786,797.

Application

Krankford, Pa.

Pneumatic

KtW/'in

VVliecl.

Applicatifvn

i'lA.

biis,

November

filed

20,

clcctrk- «inp murion iit provided with
cloHcr.
lotaiablc tlircnd
holder,
.1
.ircuit
u'licrcby tUv tlirt-itd Iinl'lrr is Btipporicd into
Kaiieincnt with ihc circuit closer.
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.

ilii
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I
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Ml
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rviiig
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l„.i.-,t.

Meter. Fricdrich Lux, HeidelApplication filed November 29,

JClcctricity
786,823.
berg, Germany.

1902.
In an electrolytic electric meter arc an anode consisting
liquid mercury with a cathode located in a plane
above the surface of the anode. A tube h.is a rim or
tlauK"^
to produce a movement of rotation in the upncr
of the electrolyte.

Trolley-wire

786,832.

Sioux

len,

City,

Guide. Stewart P. McMulIowa. Application filed June

1904.

4.

Curved

parallel arms arc pivotally secured to the outer
trolley pole, the curve of the arms opt-ninR
flexible connection is provided
for the
riuls of the arms and a trolley wheel is pivotally
i.iiiLiI liL-twcen the outer ends of the arms.
sprinR
r.iu.. ihi- lower ends of the arms downward and away

tiid of the
.liiwiiward.

to

thr currcf.t

a«*»iRnor

ring.

pany.
The rh'
center and
tact
icr

nil

1.

ilir

Means for Signaling and Telephoning on
786,925.
Electric Trolley or Other Systems. Charles R.
Van Trump, Wilmington, Del. Application filed
August

4,

Signaling

Electric

Mo.

Application

A plate is pivoted to the base :'
pole IS carried by the plate. Toggtone end to the platr and a spring ii
other end of the link* and the base
_
the plate doubles up the link* aulom:>'..

An

System.

3,

trolley

of
Heating Carbon
Tone, Niagara Falls, N. Y.

Method

Frank

J.

Eli/.abcth,

Combined with a

projecting fingers carrying inwardly directed
dogs and serve to direct the trolley wheel onto the wire.

Railway Signal. Orlando W. Hart, Fall
River, Mass. Application filed August 14, 1901.
A number of post or signal stations are placed in series
with a sliding semaphore for each station. Three circuits run between the central station and the signal stations, one a selecting circuit provided with means at the
central station for sending impulses to any signal station.
These operate means at the latter station to close the
second circuit through an electromagnetic device and
The latter falls and a device
trip rlio semaphore signal.
pr.-iiccls from the semaphore signal, whereby the latter in

786,894.

automatically closes the third circuit through a
return signal device at the central station. A switch at
the latter station completely closes the third circuit and
(See cut.)
supplies current thereto.
falling

Coin-controlled Actuating Mechanism for
Auto-pneumatic Pianos. Adam J. Hobart, St.
Johnsville, N. Y., assignor to Roth & Engelhardt. New York, N. Y. Application filed July

786,899.

II,

motor, the circuit of which is closed by the insertion of a proper coin, drives the perforated strip of
the piano player.

Telephone-exchange System. John C. Hubinger, Keokuk, Iowa.
Application filed April

786,901.
1

8.

1904.

le-exchange

Electric Time Relay Switch.
William W.
Lackie, William T. Calderwood and William
H. D. !\IacEwen, Glasgow, Scotland. Application filed April 26, 1904.

786,907.

Several electrically operated switches successively acCircuits branched from
tuate a number of time switches.
the main circuit connect the time switches with the
electrically operated switches and are controlled by the
time switches to cause the latter to successively operate
the electrically operated switches.

Electric
Conduit Terminal. William J.
Miles and Jesse Patterson, Buffalo, N. Y. Application filed June 21, 1904.
An electric conduit terminal comprises two similar
members, each having a trunk section and two brancli
sections.
Pins are arranged at the lower end of one
trunk section on opposite sides and hooks are arranged
at tlie lower end of the other trunk section on opposite
sides and engaging with the pins.
A screw connects the
members at the crotch between the branches.

786,911.

78^.912ville.

Burglar Alarm. Charles O. Miller, EstherIowa, assignor to the ]Millers Electro-

a

nrm

tmlirv

-Ivoted
»

'-

•-

,

.•

Trolley

i-

^n
-he

Stand.
Julius
A.
Grasbcrger,
Application filed September 10,

Trolley

Stand.
Julius
Application

\'a.

A.
filed

Grasbcrger,

January

20,

1905.

Combined with a supporting bar are an arm for

carrying a trolley pole pivoted to the bar, a catch pivoted to
the arm, a longitudinal sr-ring- pressed bar pivotally connected with the bar and having a gab end for engaging
with the catch and a setting rod pivoted at one end to
the arm and having its other end portion slidahle with
reference to the longitudinal bar.

Electric Arc "Lamp. Bruno Jackisch. Charlottenburg. Germany, assignor to the firm of

787,043.

AUgemeine Beleuchtungs und Heiz Industrie
Actien Gesellschaft, Berlin, Germany. Application

6,946.

Means

for Recovering Magnetic Iron

Ore-separating
Tanks.
Erastus
New York, N. Y. Application

from

S.

Bennett,

filed

October

17, 1903.
Combined with a separating tank are means for producing a jet or jets for scouring the material in the
tank and a magnetic device for removing from the tank
the iron sand from which the gold has been scoured.

The device

is

located intermediate the

inlet

end of the tank, the tank having means
the gold freed from the iron sand.

and

for

Electric Recording Instrument.
787,005.
Steele and Charles Kratt, Glasgow,

tailings

recovering

David

J.

Scotland.

filed May 7, 1904.
In a galvanometer are combined a tube comprising a
liquid, a secondary arm adapted
to receive the overflow therefrom and a restricted tubular
communication between the main and secondary arms.
An electromagnetic device is associated with a float in
the main arm adapted to be attracted by the electromag-

Application

main arm containing a

netic device for displacing the liquid.

787,012.

System of

Electrical Distribution.

William

A. Turbayne. Lancaster, N. Y.. assignor to the
Gould Coupler Company, New York, N. Y.
Application

filed

June

24,

1904.
for
the speed
vary the excitation
to the speed of the

Means for Controlling the Charging of
Storage Batteries. Rufus N. Chamberlain, Depew, N. Y., assignor to the Gould Storage Battery Company. New York, N. Y. Application
filed February' S, 1904.

787,024.

A

charging circuit for a storage battery has a handclosed switch.
A device opens the switch automatically
when the switch is released. Means hold the switch
closed, and an electromagnetic releasinsr device for the
holding means contains differential windings which cause
the magnetic effect to vary inversely in accordance with
variations in the charging rate of the charging circuit.

Monophase

and Polyphase Alternatingcurrent Machine. Michael von Dolivo-Dobrowolsky.
Berlin,
Germany. Application filed

787,027.

iMay

iS,

1903.

An
in

arrangement for diminishing the fall in potential
monophase or polyphase alternating-current machines

consists

of a source of continuous current, a circuit in

with the magnet windings of the alternating-current machine, a transformer in the main circuit of the latter and
a unipolar cell in the circuit of the secondary current
of the transformer, which is also connected with the
magnet windings of the alternating-current machine.

Apparatus for Preventing Collisions on
787,029.
Railway's.
Heinrich Gerstmann, Charlottenburg,
near Berlin. Germany. Application filed July
21. 1902.
Electrical conductors of opposite polarity extend along
the sides of a railway section.
Circuit closers are placed

filed

September

23,

1904.

A

slidahle upper-carbon holder bears a contact piece
guide directs a slidable bar and is provided with a
stop which limits its downward movement.
A contact
piece carried by the bar normally rests on the contact
piece and a shunt coil is connected in circuit with the
contact pieces so that the shunt circuit is broken when
the carbon holder descends to a prearranged point.

A

LWAY-SIGNAL SYSTEM.

of the exciter in an inverse sense
main generator.

1904.

A

and

'

Richmond,

Articles.

radially

frame

thereto arc toggle link* pivoted t^. •>spring arranged between the rear
frame, means for preventing the to;-.
ing downward and a tappet pivotci
and operating to fold the toggle \\i\\
trolley leaves the line wire.

787.036.

Applica-

J.,

the

An arm for carrying the trolley pole is pivoted to a
supporting frame and a catch is pivoted to the arm above
its pivot.
A longitudinal bar pivoted to tbc frame at
one end has a gab end for engaging with the catch.

2,

Flierboom,
Device. Anton
F.
assignor of one-half to John
F. Conrad and William R. Bonnell, Elizabeth,
N. J. Application filed January 28, 1Q05.
Independent and rotatable disks are mounted on opposite sides of the trolley wheel.
They are provided with
Trolley
N.

786,887.

-^hrn

.jllj

line wire.

Trolley Stand. Boniface A. Grasbergcr.
Richmond, Va,
Application filed Febniarv 9,

1903.

1904.
Heating carbon articles by this process is done by
pl.icing the articles in proximity to, but out of contact
The intermediate
with, an electric resistance conductor.
space serves as an insulator of electricity, but a conductor
of heat. An electric current is then passed through the
Conductor.

,,n

.

1904.

A

tion filed April

head leaves the

Richmond, Va.

electric circuit having branches is provided with
signaling demeans for generating a current therein.
vice is controlled by the current in the circuit, and door
locks located one in each of the branches arc provided
each with a casing forming a part of the branch circuit
and having each a contact connected electrically with the
branch circuit and normally electrically insulated from
the casing.

786.859.

,^
,.

..

.

787,034-

787.035.

William F.
Kansas

October

j
j*

;

F. Broadhurst,

filed

Trolley Stand.
Boniface A. Grasbcrger,
Va. Application 61c<l January 23,

1904.

1905.

and presses the upper ends of the arms

Robinson and Columbus
City,

p.

Richmond,

1904.

in the direction of the wire.

7S6.843.

6.

I*-.,'

787.03.^

A

signaling apparatus for electric power or trolley
lines comprises a conductor for the transmiision of direct
current, signal stations, an electrical connection between
the station and the conductor, a condenser in the circ"
of each electrical connection and interposed between the
station and conductor and means at each station for transmitting and receiving an independent signal current
through the conductor, electrical connections and con-

A

pole

nd
rt

cores ore located on Ihc armature uliaft, one beyond each end of the armature, rt number of equally
Hpaccd polar extensions to each of tlic cores nre arrantccd
RO that consecutive extensions are of opposite polarity.
Pole pieces extend from each polar exicnuifin of one
core to the corresponding polar extension of the other
core, the polar extensions being so arranged relatively to
the shaft that parallel to the latter there are always in
view two pole pieces of the same polarity extending over
the armature in the direction of tti length.

A

1

October

blocks

1905.

l.ivv.i

upward

Rh-

787,0.^

Two

of

portion

caused

6,

witch arranRi'd

Kisihcr-

Conliniiun<i-currcnt Electric Motor. Henri
Pcchcur, Paris, France, assignor to Sociitc
Anonymc pour le Travail Eleclriqnc des Mctaux, Pan's, France. Application filed January

nnd

Hoist iriR;
Autoitialic Safety Switcli
for
Oscar S. Hertzog, Birclstioro, I'a.
Macliines.
Application filed April 2$, igcj.

7H;),8o9.

Company,

786,918,

rolntahlc

a

Alarm

Application

A

190.V

An

J'atrni tithtfj .if^tit 11. ltfO$.

BurKlar

Iowa.

filed April 9, 1903,
closed circuit tncliidci .in automatic circuit clotrr.
Contflclt on the lock cIom- Die main circuit through cor
rcHK/nding m-(> of ioniAcis kii tlir door and U»n\f •'(
the tiiit! when Ihc dfM)r ia properly doted.
.^^ alarm i«
connected in the circuit, which, upon lircakinff the circuit.
villc,

-

-

Electric Resistance. Harry W.
Bronxviile, N. Y.
Application filed

Leonard,

787,047.
8,

December

1904.

A conductor in the form of a flat braid has interstices
between the strands with means for supporting the conA

ductor.
heat- resisting insulating material f.Iled within
the interstices surrounds the conductor, the material
serving to conduct and dissipate heat.

787,057.

Wireless

-

telegraph

Transmitter.

Harn"

Shoemaker, Jersey City, N. J., assignor to the
International Telegraph Construction Company,
New York. N. Y. Application filed July 29,
1904.
In a space-telegraph transmitter arc a number of Leyin scries- parallel grouping.
Spark-gap terminals
supported upon a container, an inductance winding surrounding the spark-gap terminals, and connections for a
•radiating conductor and earth at the terminals of a
group of the Leyden jars are supplied.

den jars

Variable Resistance or
787,089.
Electric Currents. William H.
cago,

111.

Conductor

for

Fahrney. OiiApplication filed January 10, 1903.

In a variable resistance or conductor for electric currents are a compressible elastic tube, a mass of particles
of conducting material filling the tube, an electric circuit having its terminals electrically connected with the
mass, means for compressing the tube and a spring for
retracting the tube.

Electric Clock.
Martin Fischer, Zurich.
Switzerland,
assignor
to
Actiengesellschaft
"Magneta,"'
Zurich.
Switzerland. Application

787,091.

filed

September

3.

1901.

Details are described.

Telegraph or Telephone Wire Insulator.
Robert J. ilcDaniel and Salathiel \'. Graves.
McFall. Mo., assignors to Samuel I. Hudson.

787,107.

\\'atkins.

Mo.

Application

filed

December

10.

1903.

An

insulating device comprises a bracket ha\-ing a hollow head, the arms of which are flexible and spaced apart.
One edge of one arm of the head has a recess for
mounting an insulating block ha\ing diametrically opposite grooves to receive w-ires to be insulated.

Apparatus for Telephone-exchange Systems. John G. Roberts. Chicago. 111., assignor
to the Western Electric Company. Chicago, 111.
AppHcation filed Januan-- iS, 1904.
A sub-station switch controls the line circuit and a

787,113.

line relay in the circuit is controlled by the switch.
Multiple spring jacks for the line each have a test piece
normaHy disconnected from the line, and a normally
is adapted to form an extension of the
leading from one of the line contalking-line circuit
ductors to the several test contacts of the spring jacks.
Contacts of the line relay close the conductor whereby

open conductor

:

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

320
spring jack, wllile a
the line circuit is
the closure
test potential is applied to the test pieces upon
of the sub-station switch.

exicndcd to

Desk Telephone
787.119.
Scott, Baltimore, Md.

tile

Thomas Q.
Bracket.
Application filed May

1904.

14,

Means for Transforming Direct Current.
Charles P. Steinmetz, Schenectady, N. Y., assignor to the General Electric Company, SchenApplication filed December 17,
ectady, N. Y.

787,228.

The bracket comprises a number of pivoted sections
with means for clamping it in position.
Trunk Line for Telephone E.KChanges.
787.120.
Charles E. Scribner, Chicago, and Frank R.
McBerty, Downers Grove, III, assignors to the
Western Electric Company, Chicago, 111. .\pplication filed April 23, 1897.
Each line has a telephone switch at the sub-station,
operated automatically in the use of the telephone apparatus and controlling the flow of current. A trunk
line unites the telephone lines, while two supervisory
signal devices at one terminal of the trunk line are responsive to the telephone switches at the respective subsupervisory signal at the other terminal of
stations.
the trunk line is responsive to the telephone switch at
the sub-station of the corresponding line.

A

Charles L.
for Electric Switches.
Buschmann, Indianapolis, Ind. Application filed

.Lock

-87,147.

April 22, 1905

connect the motor windings to an alternating-c
source of supply in such a manner tliat the mot(
operate as a repulsion motor.
Other devices provi
connecting the same motor windings to a
current source of supply in such a manner t'lat it will
operate as a continuous-current motor.
(See cut.')

February 20, 1903.
.\ plug connects the terminals of the switch to close
the circuit and a toothed wheel is movable in the path
of the plu? with an oper.iu!? through it for the passage
gear wheel meshes with the toothed wheel
of the plug.
and means outside of the gear casing rotate the gear
wh?ol lor moving t'-.- l...,-,hed wli, tl into and out of tV:
path of the plug.

Renewed September

1903.

1904.
The device embodies a cathode, anodes arranged around
the cathode, means for producing between the cathode
and anodes an arc shifting in regular succession from
anode to anode and means for deriving from the pulsations
of current passing to each anode a quarter-phase alter-

amount of the
nimiber
speed is

Rosette or Receptacle for Conduits for
7^7^338Electric Wires.
George A. Lutz.
York,
N. Y., assignor of one-half to Frank K. Boland,
York, N. Y. Application filed May

New

New

A

rosette for
electrical
gain to receive a

Wire

787,343-

Peck,
to

1903.

5,

wires embodies means for
connections and is provided with a.

drop-light

molding

strip.

Replacer for Trolleys.
William
Ohio, assignor of one-half
Harper, Toronto, Ohio. Application

Stenbenville,

W. W.

December

filed

1904.

13,

A

re voluble platform carries a harp and a wheel is
journaled in the harp, A fork is pivotally mounted upi>ii
the platform carrying grooved wheels.
Means adjust the
fork in respect to the harp.

Direct-current Meter. James S. Anthony,
New York, N. Y., assignor to the General ElecApplication
tric Company, Schenectady, N. Y.

August

Renewed June

1901.

23,

making

i,

787,256.

filed

short-circuited current, and increasing the
of shorticircuits in the member when
normal
attained.
(See cut.)

1902.

15,

Several field coils are provided with an armature
operatively related thereto.
Switches .modify the circuit
connections of the field coils in such a manner as to
Other means,
operate the movable element of the meter.
fixed with reference to the armature, operate the switches
without actual contact therewith.

A

Register System. Antonio FcA-ola, YonkN. Y., assignor of one-half to Thomas
Lisa, Yonkers, N. Y. Application filed September 9, 1904.
Electromagnetic means combined with a pawl and

'87,163.

ers,

ratchet

mechanism operate the

register.

NO. 787,336.
NO. 787,193.

July

CHANGER,

Charles
and Retriever.
Newark, N. J. Application filed

1904

7,_

Edward

Dynamo.

Mass.,

assignor

Company,
January

to

Pittsfield,

the

B. Jacobson,
Pittsfield

Mass.

Pittsfield,

Spark

Application

Coil
filed

1904.

27,

Combined with the rotating armature are pclcs grooved
transversely at their outer ends and field coils surroundOpposite segmental yokes consist of strips
ing the poles.
located side by side and having the ends seated in the
grooves of the respective poles and between the raised
partitions produced by the grooving,
787,187.

Robert D, Jones,
Application filed October

Time Switch.

Electric

San Antonio, Texas.

1903.
A contact arm driven by clockwork mechanism at a
controlling
the
circuit
predetermined time closes a
switching apparatus.
I,

Transforming Direct Current.
Osias O. Kruh, Schenectady, N. Y., assignor
to the General Electric Company, Schenectady,
N. \^. Application filed December 9, 1903. Renewed September i, 1904.

787.192.

Means

for

A

source of alternating current is provided with energystoring and restoring devices in series across the mains.
vapor conductor has a number of electrodes, two of
which are connected respectively to the mains and a
consumpthird to the junction between the devices.
tic'ii
circuit is connected between the junction and a
point of intermediate potential on the source.

A

A

Kruh,
Osias
O.
Schenectady, N. Y'., assignor to the General
AppliElectric Company, Schenectady, N.. Y.
cation filed December 12, 1903. Renewed Sep-

787.193.

Frequency

Changer.

tember I, 1904.
Associated with a vapor conductor are a source of alternating current, an energy-storing device and connections
for combining waves from the source with waves due to
discharges from the device such as to produce a current
the frequency of which differs from that of the source.
(See

Companv,
June 27,

Warren,

Ohio.

Application

filed

1903.
An igniting device for hydrocarbon engines comprises
a sparking circuit, a rotating shaft and a contact cam
adapted to rotate with and slide on the shaft. The cam
adjustable about the shaft and is secured to the
is
shaft in any desired position to advance or delay the

Alexander S. RaElectrolytic Method.
787,221.
mage, Detroit, Mich. Application filed January
1905-

consists in electrolyzing an aqueous soluof a metallic salt with an insoluble anode, recovera cathode product and oxidizing an aniline comanode.
the
pound at

The method

tion

ing

.

Charles P. SteinElectric-motor System.
metz, Schenectady, X. Y., assignor to the GenCompany, Schenectady, N. Y.
Electric
eral
Application filed October 5, 1903.
The motor embodies a member provided with a dis.
tributed winding and a member provided with a. winding

787,227.

connected

to

the

segments

of

Cal.

Application

March

filed

A

magnet pole

field

with

having a movable prirt is profor varying the position of the
vary the effective magnetic area of the
the same time moving the collecting

agencies
to
at

ALTERNATING-CURRENT MOTOR SYSTEM.

Electrical Fire-alarm Apparatus. James P.
Robertson, Sydney, New South W'ales, Australia.
Application filed August 13, 1902.
Local signal transmitting mechanism comprises telephonographic signal-transmitting devices and an electric

787.344.

7,

1904.

movable part
field
magnet,

A

motor for operating them.

line circuit connects the
signal-transmitting mechanism with a distant station and
local circuit supplies current to drive the motor.

brushes consistently.

a

Control of Bulkhead Doors. Laurence A.
Hawkins, Schenectady, N. Y., assignor to the
General Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y.
Application filed September 30, 1904.

787.293.

Phase-rotation
Schuchardt, Chicago,

A

Rudolph

Application

111.

filed

F.

May

1904.

13,

rotary

member

is

means whereby the
movement in one direc-

supplied with

member can be given a rotative
tion or another according to the

direction of phase rotaSuch-'rotative movements can be interpreted by
suitable devices to indicate the direction of phase
with reference to the leads of the system.
tion.

A

Machine,
Single-phase
Dynamo-electric
Marius C. A. Latour, Paris, France, assignor
to the General Electric Company, Schenectady,N. Y. Application filed August 30, 1904.
The machine is equipped with a field winding having

Indicator.

787.345.

A manually operated reversing switch for the motor
has means for holding it normally in one operative position.
switch controllable locally or from a distance
completes the motor circuit.

:

787,302.

a conductor

short-circuiting

equipotential points.

Alternating-current Series Motor.
Marius
787.303C. A. Latour. Paris, France, assignor to the
General Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y.
Application filed August 30, 1904.
A distributed field winding is connected in scries with
the armature qnd provided with two sets of terminals
so disposed that the current through a portion only
of the field winding is reversed upon alternately connecting the two sets of terminals in circuit.

Alternating-current Motor. Maurice Milch,

787,305-

Schenectady, N. Y.. assignor to the General
Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y. Application filed October 12, 1903.
A single-phase primary member is associated with a
secondary member having its winding connected to the
segments of a commutator. Commutator brushes and
that the
short-circuiting connections are
so arranged
motor will have an initial starting torque and will operate at a substantially synchronous speed.
Electric Signal Device.
Ludwig S. Walle,
Brooklyn. N. Y., assignor to Fridtjof Jebsen.
Bergen, Norway. Application filed December

787.318.

29,

cut.)

Sparking Igniting Device for Hydrocar787,212.
bon Engines. James ^^^ Packard, Warren,
Ohio, assignor to the Packard Motor Car

31,

Los Angeles,

vided

Spring-operated mechanism acts to wind or unwind the
trolley cord automatically.

787,184.

Dynamo-electric Machine. Tracy B. Hatch,

787.292.

Catcher

Trolley
787,169.
E. Gierdi'ng,

-

— FREQUENCY

1903-

operated locking device holds the indicator in a
position when the electromagnet is in-

predetermined
operative.

Protective Device for Electric Apparatus.
Pittsfield, Mass., assignor to

787.319.

Leonard Wilson,
Stanley

the

Pittsfield.

Electric

Mass.

Manufacturing Company,

Application

filed

May

12,

1904.

Combined

are
current-transmitting
appai-alus
switches
open the circuits, tripping coils for
the switches and means for energizint; the tripping coils
only upon a change of the normal ratio of current input
to output of the apparatus.
witli
adapted to

of Operating Alternating-current
St.
Louis, Mo.
application filed December 28. 1903.
Divided and this application filed September 3,
iSlethod

787,336.

Motors.
Original

Waldo A. La.vman.

A

Brooklyn,

Oak

method of operating alternating-current motors

con^
sists in directing a portion of the current in one of the
members to produce definite magnetic poles at starting;
short-circuiting a portion of the current in the member

before normal

running speed

is

attained;

varying

the

Park,

111.

York,
W. Jo;
N. Y.
Regulator for Electric Currents.
E. R. Knov.les,
Brooklvn, N. Y.
Electromagnetic Spectacles.
381,260.
T. T. Eeighton, Edinburgh. County of Edinburgh, Scotland.
Electric Contact Changer,
P. C. Horse, Xatick,
381,269.
-

Slass.

Electrical Registering Device.
S. !M. Prudcn, New381, 2-q.
ark, N. J.
Electric Switchboard.
R. H. Wclden, Chicago, 111.
381.303.
Electrical Coil and Conductor.
E. Weston, Xcw381.304.
ark, N. T.
Electrical Coil and Conductor.
E. Weston, New381,10';.
ark, N. T.
Galvanic Batterj'.
C. R. B. Clafiin, Tr., and J. W.
381,336.
1,343.

Las Cri

R.

DeMier,

R.

De

N. Me:

Electric Train-signaling .\ppara

Micr,

Las Cruccs, N. Mex.
Apparatus for Electrolysis. E. Hermite and C. F,
381,3-2.
Cooper, Pownall Road, Dalston, County of Middlesex,
England.
Telephone Transmitter.
.\. Y.

381,382.

381.394.

Commutator Brush

E. H. Johnson,

N

York,

for Elect]

Loomis, Somerville, Mass.
Electrical Railway.
381.395.
J. C. Love, Philadclpli
Dynamo.electric Machine. R. H. Mather, Wind;
381,398.
381.421.

'Dynamo-electric Generator.

E. E. Kies, BaltinK

Md.

351.422. Electrical Indicator. A. L. Riker, New York, N. Y
Circuit for Double-stranded Telephone-switchbuarc
381.430.
cords.
C. E. Scribner, Chica,co, 111,
JIultipIe
SwitchLong-distance Connection fi
381.431.
boards.
C. H. Scribner, Ciiicago, 1
Lynn. Mass.
Electric Meter.
381,441.
Tho
E.
Electromechanical de

Ma
381,446.

Electric Meter.
E. Thon
Switch Circuit Breaker,

Newark, N.
381,431.

1904-

Static Compensator for Telesraphs.
M. JI. Davis,
.\. V.
Electric Motor.
P. Dielil, Elizabeth, N. T.
ileans for Kegulating and Controlling Electric Mo-

381,220.
381,222,
381,228.

381,344.

In an electric signal device is an indicator, a portion
of which is a permanent magnet.
An electromagnet opMeans bring about the reversal of
erates the indicator.
the current in the coil of the electromagnet and an electrically

EXPIRING PATENTS.
Following is a list of electrical patents (issued
by the United States Patent Office) that expired
on April 17, 1905

J.

Dynamo-electric

Machint

Automatic Fire ExElectric Valve Control!
Richmond, Va.
tinguishe;
T. .\tkins(
D. Mott. New York, N. Y.
Electric Meter.
3. C. Blickenderfer and J. K.
Electric Elevator.
,402.
Hallock, Erie, Pa.

381,4.59^

I
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Electricity as Used In the Operation of
LeacJ and Zinc Mines Near
Joplln, Mo.
*

Steam

operation.

plants

In

29,

1905

N...

cpmparalivcly

ninall

and very cheaply Installed, do not give a very
mechanical cflicicncy, and result in a high
of p<iwer to the mine operators. This position was recognized hy the capitalists inleres1c<l in
certain Joplin mines, and as the resnU of their
Investigations it was decided that the walerpower
alrjug Spring Kiver shotdd he investigated with a
units,

high

cost

mining

Joplin

'I'lic

of

fields

as

as

far

ahout

area

In

dustry

an. I

/iiic

from Galena,

Carthage,

to

uorlh

lead

tlic

Kan., cast through Jasper County,
and from South Joplin, Mo.,

Clierrilu'e C'onnlv,

Mo.,

district,

state of Missouri, extends

llii'

square

150

this

in

Neck

and

.Ml)a

miles.

dales

.section

li.ack

City,

coniprisiu:;

The mining
to

ahont

power throughout the mining
district.
For this purpose the Spring Kiver Power
Company of Joplin, Mo., was organized. The company is composed of Cliicago men. Mr. Francis
W. Farwell is president, Mr. Jamot Brown, vicepresident, and Mr. Samuel Brown, Jr., secretary
and treasurer. The Arnold Company of Chicago
was comniissioned to prepare complete plans and
specifications
for
the propo.scd development, and
view to utilizing

in-

187S,

during which time it has heen continually increasing in volume, until the present output of zinc
and lead ores amounts to slightly over $7,000,000
a year, this consisting of nearly 200,000
zinc ore and perhaps 25,000 tons of lead

tons

of

ore.

At fn>l the lead only was mined, the ore hcing

Fic.

Fie

One

3

Tjpe

I.

of the

of Better Class of

On

found

very

Later,

when

it

close

of

tities

zinc

importance

the

to

the

was necessary-

increased until

surface

tile

of

the

ground.

surface ore was exhausted and
go deeper for the lead, quan-

to

ore
of

now

were
it

found. Since that time
industry has rapidly

zinc

the
is

far in excess of the lead

is a view of one of the better
and an idea of the number of
have sprung up in parts of the
district may also be gained from the picture.
Zinc ore is found in pockets, and the amount of
ore upon any mining claim cannot accurately be
determined by prospecting. This makes the life
of any particular shaft very uncertain, but the

industry.

Fig.

class

of ore

these

mills

average

i

mills,

that

may

be placed at three years.

Some

pock-

worked out within a few months, while
others are worked for" a period of five or six years
ets

are

before

being exhausted.
This characteristic of the zinc fields makes it
necessary to change the location of the mills at
frequent intervals, and as a result of this the machinery is installed at the least possible expense

.nd
ture,

all

installations

One

are

diix'ct result

of a
is

very temporary na-

a very low sfSciency in

^ 5

to

Turbiue Shaft.

USED

later

was awarded the contract

;INC

room, 45

shown

feel

Fig.

in

of the

part

located,

for the entire

con-

—

electric

\'oltage

of

For the transmission line 3
was chosen, wdiile for the sec-

pow-er.

33,000

ondary distribution 2,300 volts is used. In taking
up the description of the property somewhat in
it
may be w ell to begin with the work
Lowell and take up the various parts of the

detail,

property

in

sequence.

The Dam and Power
The dam

1

long hy 30 feel wide, which i» pUinl.
2.
At the north end of the central

structure

rKTCiipying

a

the

controlling

distance

of

95

galr<

arc

in

ihc

feet

\x»m are mslalird five
Taintor gale.s, and directly lielow the gales, on ihc
downstream side of the dam, arc the apron>, .ifT..r'l
ing a spillway for Ihc water allowed to go llir.uKli
the gates.
From the north end of the dam
lor
wall and an earth cmhankmeni extend norlhwe*!length of the dam.

At

this

.1

erly

for

point

from
has

a

the

distance

of

.iboul

Koo

feet.

.•\t

this

cmhankment runs into the road leading
The grade of this road

Lowell to Varck.
heen raised for a

distance

.\cross Shoal

of

about

Ihrec-

t

MINES NEAR JOPLIN, MO.

Following these plans a hydro-electric plant has
been located at Lowell. Kan., at the confluence
of Spring River and Shoal Creek.
At this point
a dam was constructed and the necessary turbines
and generators installed, as well as the step-up
transformers and the necessary switching apparatus.
From this point a transmission line leads through
tlie zinc
district, by the cities of Galena, Joplin
and Webb City in all about 30 miles. Four
sub-stations were constructed, and from these secondary lines lead out to the mills to be supplied
with

i;

nearly 500 feet long
emlKjdics in its length two uirliine rncim«.
feet long, lielwccn which i« locilcd the v
i»

Typical Mill Installation.

THE OPERATION OF LEAD AND

IN

struction.

at

and

hc<l.

House aad Lone Span

Mills.

Generators Showing Coimecli n

ELECTRICITY

this

river

(Fig.

2)

is

Plant.

constructed

entirely

of

concrete resting upon solid rock in and below the

of a mile beyond the end of the core
wall.
At a point along this road, about half a
mile from the dam, sluice gates are installed, which
makes it possible to divert a part of the river's
flow during flood time. The water so diverted flows
into Spring River about three-quarters of a mile
quarters

below.

The layout of the dam and power house is
the generator and turbine rooms
being a part of the dam. The normal elevation of
the water in the tailrace will be about 113 feet.
The floor of the turbine room is at an elevation
of 121 feet, and from this floor the draft tubes
under the turbines project downward into discharge
tunnels built in solid masonry in the lower part
The normal elevation of the head.of the dam.
water is 141 feet, thus giving an available head
of 28 feet. The turbines are installed on the floor
of the turbine room and are practically situated
on the river bed just above the dam. This method
of entirely doing away with the headrace is very
advantageous, as there is no question of difficulty
arising from any currents which often are found
in the headrace pf ordinary construction,
Fif, .5
somewhat unique,

"
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is

and sectional elevations

a view shoM-ing a plan

of the plant.
In each turbine room are installed four pairs of
horizontal turbines, all mounted on one shaft. The
shaft extends through bulkheads into the generator
room, where it is directly connected to the gener-

seen in Fig. 3. This exceedingly simple
construction is the most desirable, as in the operation of the plant there is absolutely nothing necessary but to attend to the bearings.
In front of the turbine room is installed a gridbar rack", supported by steel columns placed five
as

ator,

Provision is made for mounting sliding
gates between these columns in case it is desirable
headwater off from the turbine room
shut
the
to
in order to make repairs on wheels.
feet apart.

The roof of the turbine room consists of heavy
planking laid over the steel beams connecting the
top of the columns with the dam proper, which
forms the back of the turbine room. This conSection
struction is seen in section CC, Fig. 5,
BB is taken through the generator room and shows
the relative location of the generators, exciters and
shows the construction

switchboard. Section
of the Taintor gates.

AA

The

FIG.

axes

of

these

gates

angle

of

two

15-incli

for

plates

attaching

the

wooden

framing.

radius of these gates is about 13^-2 feet.
plainly indicated in the cut, they are designed

The

water to pass

allow

the

gate.

By means

water

can

be

through

underneath

As
to

the

of the controlling gates, the headkept at any desired height. The

gates are designed to take care of the excess water
In case of extreme high
at all ordinary times.
water, the overflow is to be taken care of by the
special cut-off referred to in a preceding paragraph.

The

turbines were furnished by James Leffel
& Co. of Springfield, Ohio. There are two units,
each consisting of four pairs of the latest improved 42j'2-inch center-discharge horizontal turbines connected in tandem on horizontal shafts.
The turbines arc designed to run at from 180 to
200 revolutions a minute and will develop 80 per
cent, of the theoretical efficiency undtr a 24-foot

working head. Each pair of turbines is mounted
on heavy base plates, which in turn are mounted
on heavy steel beams, forming the turbine-room
floor.
Each two pairs of turbines are provided
with one gate shaft, and the end of each gate
shaft

is

provided

with

couplings
governor.

for

direct

con-

nection to a Lombard
The installation,
as noted above, contemplates receiving the water
in an open flume, thoroughly protected by racks,
and discharging the water through central-draft
tubes set vertically below each pair of wheels. The
lower end of these tubes is to be at all times
submerged at a depth of from six to 12 inches.

The

times show a depth of
from 10 to 12 feet in the channel below the bottom of the draft tubes. The turbines, under a
taihvater

will

at

all

is

directly

coupled

of a 1,500-kilowatt
2,300-voIt alternating-current

the

shaft

three-phase 25-cycIe
generator, designed to operate at 1^71/2 revolutions
a minute. One only of these machines is shown
in
Fig. 3.
55-kiIo\vatt 125-volt direct-current
exciter is directly belted to each turbine shaft.
Each exciter is of sufficient capacity to provide
current for both generators, and at the same time
supply the necessary current for lighting and small

A

motors about the plant. These two generators and
two exciters, together with the switchboard, constitute all the electrical apparatus installed in the
generator
room.
The step-up transformers and
high-tension switches are installed in the transformer house, located on the bank of the river
about 50 feet south of the south end of the dam,
and indicated in Fig. 2. As seen from- the plan, the
switchboard is located on the upstream side of
feet from the wall.
tlie generator room about 4^/2

April 29, 1905
on

whicli^ are

mounted ammeter, voltmeter and

in-

dicating and recording wattmeters for the 1,500kilowatt alternators; also the remote-control switch
for operating the oil switch installed in the trans-

former house.
connections
between the generator
and transformer house are all paper-covlead-encased cable laid in tile ducts of
ample size. For each generator there is a "threewire 6oo,ooo-circular-mil cable, each laid in its
own tile duct. Other ducts of ample size are provided.
In these are laid the two-wire cables used
for switch control and for instrument leads.
There
is as
well a 125-volt line leading from the main
switchboard bus bars to distributing panels in the
transformer house for furnishing light and power
In the transformer house are
to small motors.
Electrical

room

ered,

the

installed

50Q-kilowatt,

six

water-cooled

transformers,

2,300-33.000-volt

the

necessary

oil

bus bars, the lightning
arresters and the necessary current and potential
the

switches,

transformers.

and

low

tile

feet

wide.

2,300-volt

It

high-tension

The
is
is

building

is

constructed

approximately 41

shown
end

cables

at the
in

the

in

of hol-

long by 3t

feet

left

Fig.

ordinary

2.

The

discharge

AND SECTIONAL ELEVATIONS OF ELECTRIC POWER PLANT FOR THE OPERATION OF LEAD AND ZINC MINES.

5

42-pound I-beams, securely
riveted together with steel plates and the necessary
consist

working head of 24 feet, will develop 2,800 horsepower at about seven-eighths of full gateage. This
gives a total capacity of 2,800 horsepower in each
unit, or 5,600 horsepower in all.
The electrical equipment in the generator room
is very simple.
To the end of each turbine shaft

The

generator-field rheostats are installed in pits

underneath and behind the switchboard. The current and potential transformers used in connection
with the 2,300-volt generators are installed in a
pit of ample size underneath the generators.
This
pit also makes it possible to make any necessary
repairs underneath the large generators.
In the
generator room is installed a rs-ton hand-power
traveling crane, which greatly facilitates any small
repairs that maj^ be necessary. The crane was
furnished by the Whiting Foundry Equipment Company of Harvey, 111. All the electrical apparatus
in the generator room and transformer house was
furnished by the General Electric Company.
Current generated in the generator room at 2,300
volts is taken directly through a three-wire paperinsulated lead-encased cable
to
the transformer
house and led directly to the low-tension side of
the transformers.
From the high-tension side of
the transformers the current is led through oil
switches and single-pole disconnecting switches to
the high-tension bus bars, and from the bus bars
through single-pole disconnecting switches and oil
switches to the line. The line is protected by lightning arresters. The high-tension switches installed
in the transformer house are operated from the
switchboard in the generator room by means of
the General Electric standard system of remote
control.
Leads are also brought back from the
current transformers installed in the line circuits
to the switchboard, where they are connected with

ammeters on the

The switchboard

line panel.

consists at present of five panels.

There are two exciter panels, on which are
mounted ammeter, voltmeter, exciter, rheostat and
main switch. There are also two generator panels

located on the side of the transformer room.

bells,

The

cables

lead

directly

to

the

low-tension

delta

connection for the low-tension side of the transformer. The high-tension delta is installed directly
.above the transformers. All the wire connections
are made of No. 2 bare copper wire, supported
a
Locke insulator. The high-tension lines
through Locke wall insulators into anpass
other part of the transformer liouse and pass diThe oil switches are
rectly to the oil switches.
supported on the floor of the second stor>', the

on

-

The
floor being constructed of concrete and steel.
bus-bar compartment is located directly beneath the
switches and is built up of the hollow tile used
in
the building construction. Between the hightension bus bars and the switches are installed singleblade disconnecting switches.
For the outgoing line, the leads pass from the
high-tension bus through the disconnecting switch
to the oil switch, thence along the ceiling to the
opposite side of the room, then directly up along
wall back of the lightning arresters to the
double-pole disconnecting switch near the high^
tension entrance.
The entrance to the building is built up of slate
panels mounted on strap-iron supports. The hightension wire passes directly through an opening in
the wall of the transformer house into this wiring
the

compartment

and

downward through

a

to
a standard line insulator
bracket on the outside of the
This insulator serves to take up"

insulator

on

a

wall.
at

the end of the

line.

The impedance

porcelain

mounted
building
all

coils

strain

used

in connection with the lightning arresters are formed
by winding the conductor in the form of a spiral
about six inches in diameter with one-half-inch

]

I

1

—

April 29,

and

liildi,
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i<X)5

placiiiR

Ihcsc

coiln

iirlly liac-k of llic arrester.

n\img

the

wall

TliiH Rives a very

di-

com-

only tlircc
At
pait and simple layout.
nil switches arc installed— one for each gcncratorline.
Space has
iransformer nnit and one for the
liicn provided in -the design of the building for
ihr Installation of two more such switches when
transmission lines are built. Space is
.'idiiitional
future liRlitninR
also provided for the necessary
present

vide<l

case

in

to crosH

line

In

lines.

as

possible,

lran«mi«»ion
is necennary for the
it
other transmission linei or telegraph

the

case,

latter

the

in

case

however, wherever
of

the

it

transmission

i»

crossing the telephone line at right angles, two
poles have been set as close as possible on either
side of the telephone line, making it impossible

small
volt

in

CirculatinR water for the transformers is drawn
in from the river above the dam by means of a
centrifugal pump direct connected to a t2Stwo-horsepower motor, and after passing
llirouRb the transformers is discliarKcd through n
pipe, the end of which is submerged below the tailwater.
The dilTerencc in head under normal con-

Oronogo mining
At each sub-

the

district.

there

station

ditions
liiiion,

cial

in

ment being such

Transmission Link

,\Nn

Suii-stations.

Till-

transmission line consists of three No. 4
wires supported on Locke No. 311

ctipper

MelhoiloITra

ission Lines witli

the

the

generating plant
cut

liiirc

that

on
from

line

furthest

side

installed.

off.

made

The wires

arc arranged in the form of

so that, in case

on the

line,

A

stations being considered as a section, the sections
being from two to three miles long. Fig. 6 shows
the method of transposing with double cross-arms,
one-third of a revolution being shown. The telephone
line is installed about six feet below the ground wire,
This
this line being transposed every second pole.
is accomplished by using a transposition
insulator
on every other pole and two telephone insulators
on the intermediate poles. It is found that this
frequent transposition very materially decreases all
difficulties, due to induction, arising from the high-

tension line.

Wherever

the

line

crosses

the

main tracks of

steam roads, special cradles are installed, as shown
in Fig. 7, composed of No. 4 steel wire, so designed as to prevent any broken transmission wire
from reaching the ground. These cradles are very
thoroughly grounded, which will result in tripping
the automatic oil switch, thus throwing tlie broken
wire out of commission in case any break should
occur in the line. Similar protection has been pro-

line,

the

fault

wdiile

switch
all

repairs

sub-stations

By

can be made on the
nearer the generating

can

Webb

under the

the

flof.r,

cable* are
then. . m. il..-

carried
•»

.11

-....i

to

the feederin
....1

ujnduiit
ih-,.,„i.

JOPLIN, MO.

and the generating

be kept in operation. Between Joplin
City there is a branch in the main
transmission line one branch leading to the Prosperity sub-station and the other branch leading to
the Oronogo sub-station. At this junction point two
air-brake switches are installed, thus making it

and

switches

;

From

smission Wires Crossing Railroad Tracks.

between

this

line

,Ie
•::

is

plant

five-foot

opening

leads directly to the floor, and
the bus bars on the switchboard.

he

of

Double Cross-arms.

sub-Station

bus-bar racVt mounted on
transformers. Krom the delta,

on

no

cross-arm. All insulator pins are provided with porcelain bases. The distance between
ground wire, consisting of
wires is 44 inches.
No. 6 soft-drawn steel, is installed on the side of
the pole about two feet below the bottom of the
cross-arm. This wire is attached to the pole by
means of a three-eighths by three-inch lag screw
and washers and is carried from pole to pole
At every
parallel to the transmission-line wires.
fourth pole a ground connection leads from the
ground wire to the ground and is buried below the
bottom of the pole. These precautions have been
taken on account of the fact that the district through
which the transmission line runs is subject to very
severe electrical storms during a good portion of
the year.
It is hoped that the carrying of the
ground wire, so near to the transmission line, together with its frequent grounding, may materially
lessen the difficulties in the operation of the system.
The standard poles are 35 feet long with seveninch top. set six feet in the ground, and this brings
the lower wire of the transmission line to about
j6 feet above the ground, while the ground wire
is about 23 feet above the ground.
Upon leaving
tile
transformer house the line crosses the river
by a single long span, as shown in Fig. 3.
In transposing the transmission line, a partial
revolution is made about once every mile, the number of transpositions being so chosen as to make
a complete turn in the delta in each section of
the line, that part of the line between the power
house and sub-station, or between any two sub-

insulator being attached

n
^'1

th<;

plant need be permanently put out of service.

delta, the top

li

of tb'
the Ioa

to

.^s^HSi*.

!'

by means
of a ridge iron to the top of the pole. The two
lower insulators are supported on a 3^ by 4j4-inch
a

secondaries
directly

,

BLBCTRICITY AS USED IH THE OPERATION OP LEAD AND
insulators.

!.

un

may be

This provision

difficulty

n-

line,

arrange-

the

design,

transmission

^.^

in

of

installed

is

in the main transmission
line a horn switch of spe-

is sufficient to maintain the necessary circuthe system acting as a simple syphon; but.
order to start the syphon in operation and assure
positive operation, the circidating pump has been

.,

sisti

'

line

for any broken transmission wire to fall on the
telephone line.
At present four sub-stations arc being installed
one near flalena, one near Joplin, one southwest
of Webb City in the Prosperity mining district, and
one north of Webb City

arresters.

earh tub-itaii'm. Tlrr
one jo/wo-voll i«ncl.
and inn .•«<>.,:
the outgoing teo.i
stalled

coming

—

possible to cut either end of the line off

from the

main

line leading to the dam.
Sub-station No. i, Fig. 8, is located near Galena,
while that known as sub-station No. 2 is located
near Joplin. These two sub-stations are each built
of brick and are about 18 feet square (outside

porcelain insulating tubes to the secondary distributing line.
Fig. 9 is a wiring diagram typical
of the four sub-stations and explaining the general
arrangement of the apparatus.
The design of the sub-stations is made as simple
as

possible,

there

being provided

only one

high-

tension switch for disconnecting the sub-station from
the line. In case it is desirable to disconnect ths

from the sub-station or the line going
the sub-station from the power house, it can
be done by means of the air-brake switch referred
to.
An ammeter, voltmeter and recording wattmeline leading

to

ter,

to give the

total

station

output,

arc mounted

on the switchboard.

While the layout for sub-stations Nos. 3 and 4,
which are located at Prosperity and Oronogo, is
exactly similar to that of the two just described,
the equipment is somewhat different. In the two
preceding sub-stations General Electric apparatus is
used throughout. In sub-stations 3 and 4, hightension switches of this make are installed, but the
balance of the apparatus, including the transformers, switchboard, lightning arresters, etc., are of
W'estinghouse manufacture. The buildings, too, are
of different design. In this case it has seemed
desirable to build a structure which could be easily
moved from one place to another, and to accomplish this a light steel framework has been designed and built in such form as will permit its
readily being taken down.
Fig. 10 is a view of
sub-station No. 4, of the portable type.
The siding is of corrugated iron supported

FIG. 8.

OF JOPLIN POWER-TRANSMIS-

ineasurement) by about 30 feet high. The line
entrance is in every respect similar to that used
in the construction of the transformer house at
Lowell, and likewise similar lightning arresters, designed for 30,000 volts, are connected to the line
just inside of the entrance. Three single-pole oil
switches, provided with suitable
mechanism for
hand operation, are installed on the second floor
of the sub-stations.
The operating mechanism is connected to the

switchboard, which is installed on the lower floor
The high-tension
in
front of the transformers.
wires coming from the oil switches pass directly
to the delta, and thence to the transformers located
Three 250-kilowatt 25-cycle
on the lower floor.
30,000-2,300-volt water-cooled transformers are in-

on

angle iron, and the roof of wood sheathing lined
with fireproof material and covered with corrugated
iron.
The whole structure is mounted on concrete
piers, which also carry the weight of the transformers, the only weight necessarily carried in the
building being the oil switches mounted on the
second floor and the lightning arresters. With this
form of construction, it becomes a very- simple matter to take down the sub-station and move it to
another point in the mining district in case the
mines in the immediate vicinity become exhausted,
resulting in a change in the center of distribution
of the area supplied with power. In some cases
this may be very desirable, on account of the mining
conditions peculiar to the Joplin district.
Secondary lines are run from these sub-stations
to the various mills sen-ed by the company.
These
lines are mounted on standard 35-ioot poles.
four-foot six-inch cross-arm is placed at the top
of the p(5le and beneath it a four-foot two-inch
cross-arm.
This makes it possible to carry two
three-phase lines on each pole.
For secondary
transmission bare copper wire or cable of requisite
size is used, the sizes ranging from No. 0000 down
to No. I, depending upon the load and the distance

A
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be done, a single-phase transformer
can be connected across one phase, and sufficient
current for this purpose can be transformed to no
of lighting

to

is

volts.

Operation.
Sub-stations No. i and No. 2 have recently been
put in operation and are furnishing power regularly
to the mines now equipped with motors. The motors are rapidly being installed for the balance of
the Spring River Power Company's customers, and
all four sub-stations will soon be in service.
The

Power
coming year by The Arnold Com-

plant will be operated for the Spring River

Company

for the

pany.

The work

construction has been

of

done under
H. Rose-

the immediate supervision of Mr. William

The Arnold-Company, who

crans, civil engineer for

has been in charge of all hydraulic features of the
work. Mr. P. L. Battey, electrical engineer for The
Arnold Company, is now in charge of the installation work and has superintended all the electrical construction work.

Public Lighting Inquiry

in

New York

City.

The

investigation into the cost of public lighting

New York

city was concluded on Friday, April
hearing lasting four weeks. On the
previous Sunday the committee visited various gas
and power plants, including that of the New York
Edison Company at East Thirty-ninth Street, where
the visitors were received by General Manager J. W.
Lieb, Jr., Vice-president Thos. E. Murray, and Station-manager Walter F. Wells. On Monday W. W.
Freeman, secretary of the Kings County Gas and
Electric Company (a concern controlled
by the

in

after

2ist,

a

Brooklyn Edison Company), testified that his com•pany was operated by the Edison company, and
last year paid an eight per cent, dividend on a
capital of $3,700,000, besides laying up a surplus
of $385,000. The Edison company had paid $400,000 in bonds for the Amsterdarn Electric Light,

"

lower shorter cross-arm and the addiIt is probable that when two lines
tional insulators.
are installed, the ordinary delta arrangement will
for practical purposes the
adhered
although
be
to,
inductive drop, due to placing the three wires of
the transmission line on one horizontal plane, is
to install the

not at

OF JOPLIN POWER-TRANSMISSION PLANT.

WIRING DIAGRAM OF TYPICAL SUE

FIG. 9.

'

of the load from the sub-station. In case two lines
are not to be installed at once, only the upper
cross-arm is put in place, and the three wires of
the transmission line first installed are arranged in
a horizontal plane on this cross-arm. In case the
second line is added, it simply becomes necessary

horsepower pumping motor and a 50 or 75-horsepower mill motor with, in some cases, a 75 or
lOO-horsepower compressor motor. In cases requiring motors of 50 horsepower or over, 2,300-volt
motors have been chosen. In such cases the motors
Motors
are protected by automatic oil switches.
of smaller horsepower are 440-volt motors, and
suitable transformers are installed for supplying cur-

These
rent at lower voltage to all such motors.
motors are generally of the squirrel-cage type and
are operated by the starting compensator. A typi-

Heat and Power Company, but in 1901 the stock
of this company was worthless, and since its inThe
corporatioii had lost about $11,000 every year.
Brooklyn rates for current were reduced last January, and under the new schedule Mr. Freeman
averred that receipts had fallen off 20 per cent.
There had, however, been an increased consumption
of current to the amount of six per cent., and the
cost of generating was lessened. The average cost
of the 4,260 arc lamps in Brooklyn was $115.32
each, and 3,100 of these were wired overhead.
The evidence on the following days was mainly
given by "political" witnesses. Col. Robert Grier
Monroe, former lighting commissioner under the
Low administration, said on Tuesday that when he
took

into

1902,

he started an

public

of

lighting.

irivestiga-

He

alleged

method was "extravagant, wasteful and inefficient," and that the city was in the
hands of a monopoly. It was Colonel Monroe's
attitude that eventually

to

led

the present investi-

gation.

Columbia University
to the

qualit}'-

of the

The quality was poor, he said, and
was poorer than usual the company increased the pressure. By this means the consumer
gas

supply.

when

A private telephone system has been installed,
with telephones located in each of the four suband in the generator room and transformer
house at the dam. The telephones are very care-

it

at times paid $3 for

stations

one dollar's worth of standard

illumination.

On Wednesday

from the walls, and insulated stools
are provided, to be used when talking over the
telephone. For lightning protection an ordinary
fully i#!ulated

Edward M. Grout

Controller

told

how

the lighting bids were rejected in 1903. Since
then the city had paid only a percentage on the
bills.
He dissociated himself with a contract made
by Lighting Commissioner J. T. Oakle}', and re-

lightning arrester has been installed on
telephone line just as it enters the building.
line next passes through the ordinary
telephone fuses and then through sneak-current coils,
which are also grounded, and finally through the
small lightning arrester on the telephone.
doublepole single-throw knife switch is installed between
the telephone and the sneak-current coil, thus making it possible to disconnect the telephone from the
line.
An extension bell is permanently connected

2,000-volt

the

fused to pay the

The telephone

money

therefor.

•

G. B. McClellan was asked, among other
He
as to the proposed municipal plant.

Mayor
things,
said,

A

in

part:

"In regard to that

idea

FIG. 10.

PORTABLE SUB-STATION OF JOPLIN PLANT.

for one of the mills is shown in
A 2,300-volt polyphase recording wattmeter
4.
connected to the line at its entrance to the building.
The large power motors operating at 2,300
volts are each controlled by its own automatic
switch as well as the tap from the main service
box which leads to the transformers reducing 'the
voltage to 440 volts. Leads are taken from the secondary transformers to the starting compensators of
the various. 440-volt motors. In case a small amount
cal

Fig.
is

installation

I

will

state

that the

city

is

We

have obtained a commission
Meanwhile
to estimate the cost and prepare plans.
1 am making an experiment under the Williamsplant
to light the
burg Bridge to have a small
bridge and certain schools, using city refuse for
If successful, I am in hopes of using city
fuel.
refuse for the entire city plant. I have also hoped
that we could use the power generated in, the
Esopus watershed for the purpose of city lighting,
but I have just learned that my part of the bill
which would permit that has been stricken out by

committed to

to

Mill Equipment.

July,

cost

William Hallock of
gave voluminous evidence as

Telephone System.

The standard mill equipment might be said- to
consist of a 15-horsepower hoist motor, a 10 or 15-

the

Prof.

all serious.

the line. This arrangement is made with the
that the telephone can ordinarily be disconnected from the line, and the attention of the operator can be attracted by means of the extension
bell.
The operator can then close the knife switch,
thus putting the telephone in service, after which
a conversation can be carried on. This precaution
is taken with the idea that the telephone itself may
be protected from any accident that may happen to
the line.

in

office

tion

that the prevailing

the

it.

governor.

We

expect

and, even without that,

we

to

acquire

the

ducts,

claim, under the agree-

ment with the subway companies, the right to use
all the space we need for municipal electrical conductors."

On Thursday

Charles F. Murphy, the leader of

'

.April

'l.innnaiiy
willi

work

Ills

On

as lo

lii«

ri'laliom

Comniissioiicr Oakley was able to do

I-iRliliuK

iliat

qiieslirjiicil

i"
in

fL-reil

was

ll.ill,

Consolidated company. lie admitted «pecConsolidated stock. He had never intcrpublie-liRlitinf? matters, as he considered

llic

iilatiiiK

WRSTERM

M)<i5

-•').

properly.

Friday

'••

"•

Kosti'iiiust,

president

of

tlic

Gas and Electric LiRlit Company, gave evidence. This company is independent, and nndcr its
iharter can charge whatever prices it likes for gas
lironx

.and

lo
lo

current.

phingrr

iiiK

lieinK set

at

KMvCrrRICIA N

.^25

two pump« of each pair
anglei to each other and driven

pumps,
right

llie

by a conmion crank placed directly on top of ihc
Il will ihui be
vertical shaft of a Jonval turbine.
seen that at the waterworks of the city of Geneva
a part of the pumps are driven liy water tnrbinn,
while one of Ihc largest, of i.ooo hor«i>owcr, is
o|M:rated electrically by an altcrnaling-currcnl induction motor.
There are three dilTercnt services
The heads of these servsupplied by these pumps.
ices are l6j feet, 328 feet and 402 feet, the output

Industrial Education
According
A.
I..

M..^.;v,

Ut the r.iiiiT
;,.

a

!-.<..r.-

.

tion.

at.

Mr

f.-.-

••

,,

:

I

f:
as Mr. Mostly 11
all univcriily r<\
the speaker's con:|
The lecturer said that llie - :r-i
industrial success lay in her system

The oflicial report of the committee is expected
be published in a few days' lime, and may lead
a legislative enactment affecliiiK the cost of pub-

and private

lic

Modern

\V.

linlilini;.

Electrically Operated
Plants.

By Frank

Pumping

C. Peukins.

Part H.
rue engines are now iit
and other foreign conntrie-;,
not only being utilized for
|)umping but also for operating electric searchlights
at the scene of the fires, thus greatly aiding the
The electric-pump fire enliremcn in (heir work.
gine is much lighter than the steam fire engine
and the current can be supplied from electric supWith the great deply boxes near the hydrants.
velopment of electric power in Buffalo there is
F^ilc-ctric

operation
llic

moll

in

electric

ir

driven

luiKl.and

currenl

every reason to believe that electric fire engines will
be utilized to advantage ill the near future, the
present steam fire engines being utilized in the outlying districts while the automobile fire-fighting

machines
'

will

be

employed

in

the

crowded

dis-

tricts.

For

pumps

high-pressure electrically driven fire
the
those types in use in mines arc particularly
One of these electric twin mining

FIG. 7.

applicable.

pumps was installed in the Ferdinand mine in Germany by Siemens & Halskc of Berlin, the motor
operating at a speed of 184 revolutions a minute
and geared to pumps installed in an underground
chamber lined with white enamel brick, the water
being raised to a height of 200 meters.
A Helios 450-horsepower, three-phase Express
mining pump is shown in Fig. 6, and a 570-horsepower Hoppe Express pump, operated by a slowspeed motor, has been in successful operation for a
considerable time at the Dortmund mine at the
Keiserstuhl shaft, raising the water to a height
A Riedler Express pump for high
of 400 meters.
Such a pump
pressures may also be mentioned.
was in one instance coupled directly to a 2,000-volt

ELECTRIC VERTICAL-SHAFT PUMP AT NEWPORT NEWS.

206,000 gallons, 114,900 gallons
and 71,300 gallons an hour, illustrating the point
that electric pumping plants of high power are in
successful operation, and where electric power is

being

respectively

available can be installed in this country to meet
the conditions of city service.
The 1,000-liorsepower electric pump in the Gen-

eva waterworks

in

Switzerland just

mentioned

is

of the centrifugal type, operated at a speed of 455
revolutions a minute by a two-phase motor directly

from the 5,000-volt mains of the electric power circuit and has given excellent service for several years.
Besides the illustrations showing electric pumping units at the city \vater\vorks at .Austin, Texas,
at
New Orleans, La., another at Newport

and

There

it was custoniary to teach four "R's" instead
of three as in England, the fourth signifying "Reason."
Every child was taught to reason and to
Eduthink for itself instead of learning by rote.
cation had done more for .America than all the
natural resources had done for England.
The industrial development of .America was alarming, and
it behooved
Englishmen to face the question in a
serious fashion.
The British Empire stood at the
parting of the ways either it would cling to tradition and sink into obscurity, or it would accept
modern advances and ideas so that the present
would be nothing more than its birth. The entire
system of English education was wrong, because
did not make ever>' child self-supporting and
it
capable of rising to almost any position in the
world.
He had met would-bc office boys in England who had passed through board schools and
were not able to do arithm.etic they could barely
write their own names.
In justice, he confessc<l
that .American boys stayed longer at school, but
then in that country all education was free, even
including the universities.
Dealing next with the
relations existing between employers and employed
in America. Mr. Slosely said these were most cordial.
In almost every .American factor>' there w:ts
an "idea box," into which workmen were encouraged to insert letters setting forth new ideas which
might occur to them: if these ideas were valuable
their originators were well rewarded.
In .America
the men worked longer and harder than in England,
and they were usually 50 per cent, better off. Machines were run at a higher speed and the factory
Pieceorganization was immeasurably superior.
work was almost universal and prices were not cut.

—

—

American Electrochemical
[^Special dispatch lo the

Western

Sdfeiety.

Electrician.!

—

Boston. Mass.. April 25. The American ElectroSociety's convention opened auspiciously
morning in Lowell Hall. Massachusetts Institute of Technolog>\
Dr. Henr\- S. Carhart. president of the organization, was in the chair, and the
session was devoted entirely to papers on technical
topics.
Prior to the meeting in the lecture hall
the registration in progress showed upward of 130
members and guests among the arrivals. Tellers
were appointed to count the votes for officers for
the ensuing year, announcement of the result to be
made tomorrow.
large number of the members
listened to the papers at this morning's session,
manifesting a lively interest in the topics. The
luncheon at noon at the Technolog>' Club, given by
the Institute, was thoroughly enjoyed, and the afternoon trip to Lynn to visit the General Electric
cliemical
this

FIG. 6.

HELIOS 450-H

three-phase motor operating at a speed of 200 revolutions a minute and raising water to a height of
600 meters.
There is a large hydro-electric station at Chevres,
near Geneva, Switzerland, having a capacity of
7.200 horsepower, with six two-phase electrical generators of 1,200 horsepower each, driven by vertical turbines in a similar manner to those at Niagara Falls. In the Coulouvreniere pumping plant
there is an electrically operated pump of 1,000
horsepower, directly coupled to a 5,000-volt twophase induction motor, and this has been in operation at the waterworks of the city of Geneva for
There
several years, giving excellent satisfaction.
are also in this waterworks iS pairs of double-act-

ER ELECTRICALLY DRIVEN PUMP.

News

is

have

by Fig. 7, indicating that elecplants have been thoroughly tried and
in
the United
their success

illustrated

pumping

tric

demonstrated

States,

.An

electrically

under construction for the
doubtedly soon be placed

good account of
data supplied by
ity

pumping

operated

now^

outfit,

city of Buffalo,

will

un-

service and give a
valuable experimental
this equipment will in all probabilitself.

demonstrate that by

in

The
its

economical and

satis-

factory operation Niagara power can be utilized
for a large proportion of the new pumping service
without an extensive installation of new steam

A

works was participated

[The

Dumps.

[The cud.]

A

in quite generally.
smoker
the Lenox this evening will wind up the first
Tomorrow the session will be held at Pierce
day.
Hall, Harvard Universitv, in Cambridge.
Thursday's session will be at Lowell Hall.
B.
at

be

full

in

of the Boston convention will
Western Electrician next week.]

report
the

a

:
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endeavored to show in a previous
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TELEPHONE, MAIN

vocabulary;

telephone

the

tically

PUBLICATION offices:
510 Marquette Building,

Although some telephone companies do
it,
the useful word "hello" promises to

Electrician

An

issue.

anecdote in relation to the telephonic
debut of "hello" was told by Mr. F. P. Fish at
the recent dinner in New York given by the Magteresting

Club in honor of Thomas A. Edison. Mr.
Edison himself was the hero of the story. Mr.
Fish said that in the early days of the telephone
those who used it greeted each other with the
awkward phrase: "Are you there?" Nobody ever
thought of any other words for the purpose until
one day Edison had occasion to step to a telephone instrument for his first actual use of it
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he

once

in

present,

his

own

came back from the other

line,

As

laboratory.

the

the

signal

reply

in

to

The idea took root at
the minds of those who happened to be
and in a marvelously brief time the new

called

"Hello!"

out,

word had been accepted all over the country as
the best method of beginning a telephonic conversaThus was a new laurel added to the brow of
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Those of them who are engaged in
electrical pursuits rank well with their fellow citizens in every respect. They have one of the very

34t
34i
34^
34i. 342

DATES AHEAD.

Again, the fact was

body of 80 fellow

students.

brought out at

week's convention that the cen-

last

management

Cedar Rapids (with its
30,000 inhabitants) had quietly procured one of the
new tantalum lamps and had been testing it on a
commercial circuit for efficiency and life, being one
of the first electric-light companies in the country'
to make such a determination for itself. These circumstances show that the electric-light men of Iowa

tral-station

Societies and Schools
Telegraph
Space Telecraphy
Miscellaneous
Automobiles

Iowa

towns of less than 5,000
165
inhabitants. As everybody knows, the state is prominent in agriculture and one of the most prosperous in the Union, but with no large cities, and few
plants

:

,

Lighting
Railways

field

of small central stations, having no

than

less

;

New York
New England

Electric
Electric

by

organizations.

and discussions are of
managers of the smaller staTheir plants are
not large, but many of them are managed with an
enterprise and acumen, a realization and adaptability to conditions and environment, that would do
credit to any electrical proposition anywhere.
It is

DEPARTMENTS.

Southeastern
Ohic

distinct

tions all over the United States.

:

Equipment for Long-distance Telephone Service...
Growth of a Rural Telephone Exchange

Office

Dominion of Canada

con-

value to wideawake

Electricity of the

Correspondence
Great Britain

nevertheless,

country,

li-

lustrated

New Companies

electrical

best of the smaller electric-light associations of the

Chicago Trade Press Association
Alternating-current Circuits.
Outdoor Apparatu

Annual Report of the Departn nt of

of two

one being that of the loWa. Electrical
while the other, smaller in size but

In the electric-lighting

;

;

;

Xlli-

Legislature
By John G. Boyd. (Iowa Electrical
Gold-brick Finance.
Association)
330,
The Rating of Incandescent Lamps. By L. B. Spinney.
Illustrated
(Iowa Electrical Association)
331,
The Bijur High-duty Battery. Illustrated
Chicago Meeting of the Institute
Chicago Street-railway Situation
Illustrated.
Ceiling Board for Arc Lamps,
Automati Synchronizer for Alternators and Rotary Con-

scene

ventions last week, the larger and perhaps the more

serve,

,

.

the

select in quality, was that of the younger Iowa
The
Street and Interurban Railway Association.
two organizations held overlapping conventions, as
are
prominent
both,
opermembers
in
several active
ating combined street-railway and lighting properties.
They are thus on friendly terms, but pre-
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are bright fellows
lems.

who

at

think out their

Further, the showing

distinctly electrical

and

is

distinctly

own

prob-

American,

distinctly gratifying.

Like other societies of similar character, the Iowa
found that it lacks funds
to carry out its allotted work, owing to the small
sum charged for annual dues. Accordingly, a graded
Electrical Association has

nual convention), Erie. Pa.. August 29th, 30th and 3ist.^
National-Interstate Telephone Association (first convention
of consolidated telephone associations), Chicago, June 21st,

22d and 23d.
(annual
convention),
Ohio
Electric Light Association
Hotel Victory. Put-in-Bay, August 16th to i8th.
American Electrotherapeutic Association (annual meeting),
Academy of Medicine, New York city, September 19th, loth

Old-Time Teleprraphers' and Historical Association (annual
meeting). New York city, August 29th to September ist.

reports

in

this

issue

lacks

expe-

in

give an

will

Among

perhaps

most attention

the

the electric-light

both

nance,"

men

by the

attracted

w^as

papers on "Steam Turbines"

of

idea

Iowa con-

the character of the proceedings at the

ventions of last week.

and "Gold-brick Fi-

with popular subjects. But
Professor Spinney's paper on testing the spherical
dealing

candlepower of Incandescent lamps and Mr. Burt's
committee report on "Facts and Factors" were also
particularly valuable.

In the street-railway conven-

Mr. Polk's paper on "Electric-railway Freight
particularly entitled to commendation,
is

tion

Service"

treating a live subject in a fresh, serviceable way.

Dubuque were treated with cordial
by the mayor of the city, the Union
Company, the Dubuque Club and the citizens of the place generally. The conventions were
entirely successful, both technically and socially, and
will long be remembered with pleasure and profit.
Visitors

to

hospitality

Electric

Electricity

of the city of Chicago for the year 1904, just out,

Mr. Edward B. EUicott, the city electrician, says
"An average of 5,034 arc lamps was maintained
throughout the year at a total cost of $273,639.24,
or an average cash cost of $54.36 per lamp for the
This "cash cost" (the qualification of "cost"

year."

may

possibly imply that the figure

does not include

cost)

add So

Mr.

cents,

these items

not the total

is

expense, which would

office

Ellicott says.

includes simply

It

Coal, carbons, globes, repairs to steam

:

and electric plants, to lamps and to circuits and
lamp posts, "expenses not classified," superintendence, lamp trimming and station labor. In other
w^ords, it is merely the "L & M" of the manufacturer labor and material. And for any manufac-

—

turer

to

"L & M"

regard

as

cost

his

real

cost

w'ould be to invite bankruptcy.

By a coincidence, a paper on "Gold-brick Finance"
was read by Mr. J. G. Boyd before the Iowa Electrical Association at Dubuque during the very week
in which Mr. Elllcott's report made its appearance.
The character

of this breezy paper

may

be guessed

"A certain
by the title. In it the writer said
western metropolis has stated repeatedly that it is,
under municipal ownership, producing its arc sen''ice for about $55 per lamp-year, w'hen an analysis
:

of

own

its

published figures Indicates that the fixed

Probably nobody knows exactly what the street arc lamps of
Chicago are really costing the taxpayers. But it is
a notable fact that the fixed charges to which Mr.
Boyd refers are entirely absent from Mr. Elllcott's
itemized "cash cost." A few years ago we made
a rather elaborate analysis of one of the Chicago
municipal electric-lighting reports, and the lampyear cost figured out, w-e remember, including depreciation, taxes, Interest and w^ater, something between $90 and $100. So it is probable that Mr.
charges alone exceed that amount."

Boyd, with his implied $110, Is nearer right than
Mr. Ellicott, with his published "cash cost" of
$54-36, or, rather, $^5.16.
It

weariness to the

a

is

to

spirit

the fixed charges enter just as

much

reiterate

that

into the price

of producing the lights as the cost of the coal or

the

wages.

fireman's

To

quote

Boyd

Mr.

again.

him

because what he says is
"Probably every wideaw'ake merchant in this land knows that if he does not open
up his store for one day, 30 days or six months,
his taxes, insurance and interest charges will go

and

to

quote

manifestly true,

on just the same.
tric-light business.

Thus
Close

it

is

in

the

elec-

plant for any

self-same fixed charges

right on doing business at the old
24 hours each day and 365 days in each

continue

tower of strength to the association, not only in
performing the duties of his office, but by his counsel, his experience with men and affairs and his
constant and hearty interest in the welfare of the
A prospective absence from the state made
society.
imperative, however, to accept his resignation.
it
Mr. Bellamy, his successor, is a younger man, but

theless, that

will

also

down your

period of time and those

year."

—

ought

National Electric Light Association (annual convention)
Denver, June 6th. 7th and 8th, and Colorado Springs, June
loth and nth.
International Association of Municipal Electricians (an-

The

was adopted, by which the companies in the
more in future a plan which
The convention was also
to work out well.
marked by the retirement of Mr. W. S. Porter from
secretary.
Mr. Porter has been a
position
of
the
scale

larger places will pay

9th.

w^hat he

effort

rience.

In the report of the Department of

Dubuque was

Association,

Mines Near

up by well-directed

make

sure to

is

the great inventor.

REMITTANCES.- All

Electricity

and he

tion.

application.

checks, drafts and other remittances should be made payable to the order of the publishers,
the Electrician Publishing Company, and addressed to the
Offices of publication, Suite 510, Marquette Building (204
Dearborn Street), Chicago, Illinois. U. S. A.

well trained, both theoretically and practically,

is

for practical electrical work,

in-

netic

Telephone, 3806J Cortlandt.

he

stand,

Mr. Ellicott is an intelligent, able and honest
He is an electrical man, not a politician,
and we can readily understand that, in accepting
office, with the legacy of municipal plants, he had
a difficult task to perform. But we believe, neverofficial.

he

is

mistaken in saying that the cost

of municipal street lighting in Chicago

year;

and,

furthermore,

the

is

$54.36 a

statement should

be allowed to pass uncontradicted.

not
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IOWA ELECTRICAL ASSOCIATION.
hirxc cilics, li.is ii<vi-rilu-l.-s'. !«•)
Mric-liRlil plants, 165 of which arc in town* of
SomcthinK Icsii than
than 5,000 inhabitants.
li.ilf of llic whole nnmhcr of rIcctric-liRht companifi
in the htalc arc- banded lORelliiT in the Iowa F.lcctrical Association, which helil its lifth annual conveiilinn in the Mntel Jidien, IJnhiiqnc, on April iQlh
HI.
This convention was the best altcndcil
20th.
III
most enthusiastic of any the association has
.1
hclil.
Perhaps 160 persons were present, of
ulinm a larRc proportion were central-station men.
The supply men svere out in Rood force, many of
list, not qnite complete, of the
ihem with exhibits.

Inwa.

with

II.

I

.

I

A

names of those present is Riven on p.-iRes 328 anil
u'O. Aside from the readingof papers (one of which,

much more
Finance," attracted
attention than is usually Riven to a convcnii<m paper) and the discussions, the principal features of the meeting were the retirement of Secrel.iry W. S. Porter of F.ldora, who had served the
"Gold-brick

.III

|..ipiilar

p^iiriation unselfishly and with conspicuous ability
four years, and the raising of the annual dues to
Presiill.- companies in the larger towns and cities.
I

1

I.

W.

Ill

I..

Irii.So

I

Bowers of Davenport

tilled

the chair at

ill
sessions, and often, by a shrewd, kindly, humor.ms remark, cleared the atmosphere if the procecdI-Ie wielded
liiRs threatened to become monotonous.
formidable gavel made of a glass insulator, an
insulator pin and a handle, which was adorned
wilb while and purple ribbons. .'\s these arc the
colors of the Elks, and :is Mr. Bowers is a popular
member of thai order, it is surmised that the memento was due to admirers in the organization men.1

I

Artni

liiirriiriif

V..ltj«r.

yi',I...iii»

EMTZXTAIKMrXT AT DlI«l'Ot/'e Clvi.
The wial finfire ^,1 the ronvmrjr^ »-jf
tr,

i

...Olr

vtwat.vn^i, WvuatfD, 17, Kdicinucr. I *) wall* per cuulU.
Toil .No. I -Atlor iiilrillni >r<S huuc« - VoIlM" no Ctailf
[Kjwur. I7.VJ. Wafuxr, j6.
Hfticlency. to) want tMir cvull*

In

a

memorandum

givinR
continues:

the

retulls

of

IheM

"Thc«

IcMs give the
hori/cnial c:iftdlcpowcr only.
1
have been unable
10 secure a rcadinR for the tip can<llc[><jwer, a* our
photometer doc.< not read lower than 7, but IcMt
on .similar lamps have shown a tip candlcpowcr of
about six. At 45 degrees the initial candlcpowcr of
the lamp is about 16. The rcaOings of which Ihr
.ibovc tests arc an average show that the candlepower is very nearly constant for all positions of
the lamp. This lamp has been burned on our N».
(1
incandescent line and lias therefore been subtests

Mr.

M.-irtin

jected to actual service.
"The filament which in the new lamp has the
smooth surface and the same appearance as the
ordinary carbon filament has rougjicned materially
and appears imdcr the light as though it had crystallized.
In the new lamp the filament is strung
loosely over the supports.
It has shortened so that
it

has drawn

much

tighter,

although

it

at

someThis re-

is still

what slack and could contract yet more."

dated April i8th.
Mr. Sloss exhibited the lamp that had been tested
Cedar Rapids.

port

is

The opening

session was held in the asscmblv
the hotel on Wednesday morning, April
President Bowers introduced Mayor C. H.
Herg of Dubu(|uc. who delivered a brief address
Honor's speech was couched
t.f
welcome.
Ilis
He announced on behalf of the
ill graceful terms.
Union Electric Company of Dubuque an entertainiiu-iit
in honor of the visitors in the clubroom of
Mr, Porter, the secretary,
the hotel in the evening.
responded in fitting language. The members of th-,"
association, be said, represented more capital than
any other industry in the state of Iowa save the

of

I. (ill.

In his annual address Mr. Bowers recommended
some action be taken to increase the revenues

lliat
.if

Co>iMERci.\L Lighting,

Tantalum and Nernst

Lamps.

At the afternoon session of Wednesday the report of J. A. Innes of Eagle Grove on "Commercial
Lighting" was read by the secretary in the absence
of the author.
The writer referred with praise to
the recent paper of George N. Eastman of the
Chicago Edison on the use of small carbons for
small enclosed arc lamps.
(See Western Electrician of April 15th.)
There is a liability of the
small carbon points wedging in the lamp when the
current is turned off.
This is one point to be considered, but on the whole the change proposed is
one of much promise. Mr. Innes spoke hopefully,
also, of the tantalum lamp.
J. R. Cravath of Chicago exhibited samples of the
tantalum lamp and rehearsed some of the data
available on the subject.
Mr. Burt and Mr. Carson also discussed the tantalum lamp.
The latter
said there was hope that the new lamp would be to
the ordinary incandescent lamp what the Welsbach
mantle is to the ordinary gas burner.
Cedar Rapids has the distinction of being one
of the first cities to test the tantalum lamp in actual
operation under commercial conditions.
At the
instance of Mr. Greene, general manager of the
Cedar Rapids and Iowa City Railway and Light
Company. Thomas Sloss of the same company gave
the results of some tests made by J. C. Martin for
the company.
These tests are summarized as follows

:
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Ihc hall of the
|Krrformcr% ut'there »a« ..•
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save an
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of Ihc evening';

Visit to

-i.J

•

c"i';ft;iinni'-nt

the Duhuqub Steam-tvuixe Statuv.

One of the urc.ii
members of the

liic

-i

.-^r

house of the Uni.

r-

'ing completion. 'Ih; , ...,
way, cicclric-light and power bii
le
and was most attentive to the \
w
station, located on 3 slough of tli.
>-r
at the foot of Eighth Street, was
:.ii..l
l.y
the
delegates in a body early on Thursday moniing despite a discouraging rainfall.
It was inspected with
much interest. The plant has three 500-kilowall,
2.300-volt,
three-phase turbogenerators.
Another
similar unit has been shipped from the factorv-, and
there is room for two others, the ultimate capacity
being 3,000 kilowatts.
One unit is in operation,
hut non-condensing.
The steam pressure is 200
pounds. There are four boilers rated at 400 horsepower each and fitted with automatic stokers. The
coal crusher and coal conveyor are motor driven.
The steel stack is 200 feet high, self-supporting,
brick lined and 11 feet in diameter.
Both feed and
condensing water are taken from the river.
The
current is distributed as high-potential alternating
for the lighting, with transformers at points of
consumption. But for the railway and power it is
first reduced to 430 volts by four air-cooled transformers (with two motor-driven fans), and then.
by four rotarj- converters, to 600 volts direct. These
rotaries are of 300 kilowatts each and are described as six-phase. There arc two exciters one
steam-driven and one motor-driven. .-X hand-operated crane spans the engine room, which contains a
fine marble switchboard elaborately equipped.
Such
is an outline description of this fine station, which
is
distinctly up-to-date and a great credit to Dubuque.
Curtis turbines and General Electric apparatus are used.
.

-.

—

banking industry.

the association and that an associate membership
be established.
He referred to the municipal-ownership question briefly in alluding to Mr. Boyd's
paper and then called for the report of the secreMr. Porter, in his report as secretary, made
tary.
various recommendations, and said that the association needed more money.
The present revenue is
inadequate. It was necessary to take in the supply
men or to raise the dues. This report was referred
to the executive committee.
The election of the nominating committee came
next.
Tellers were appointed to receive the votes,
which, when counted, showed the election of A. \V.
Zahm of Mason City, W. J. Greene of Cedar
Rapids. Austin Burt of Waterloo and D. F. McGee
of Red Oak.
Mr. Greene offered an amendment to the bylaws in the matter of dues. This amendment was
referred to the executive session and will be referred to later.
L. D. Mathes, general manager of the Union Electric Company of Dubuque, read the first paper of
llie convention.
It was entitled "Methods of Obtaining Business." and an abstract will be given
Messrs. Zahm, Burt, P. E.
in
future issue.
a
Bellamy of Knoxville and McGee took part in the
discussion, which concluded the morning's session.

the re-

Imq.:.

Uiib.i.

tioned.

icini
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Lamp

Testing, Centr.\l-statiox He.ktixc and

Other

XfATTERS.

returning to the hotel the first feature of
Thursday morning's session was the reading of a
paper on "The Rating of Incandescent Lamps," by
Prof. L. B. Spinney, professor of physics and electrical engineering at Iowa State College at .'Xmcs.
The engineering branch of the experiment station at
that college has received a small appropriation from
the Legislature and has been thus aided in its work
of testing incandescent lamps.
It will issue bulletins giving the results of this work.
The laboratory'
is open at all times to incandescent lamps sent in
for testing.
The charges are just suflticient to cover
actual outlay.
Thus far the charges for tests for
wattage and horizontal candlcpowcr have been $1
a dozen.
Professor Spinney's paper is given else.\fter

AUSTIN BURT, PRESIDBNT IOWA ELECTRICAL ASSOCIATION.

Mr. Greene reported excellent success with Nernst
lamps in Cedar Rapids. They were a fine weapon
to compete with four-burner gas lamps.
C. F. Freehauf of Cresco also reported good reHe said
sults with the Nernst lamp in his town.
that the glowers last as long as the filaments of an
ordinary incandescent lamp.

Other Papers and Reports

of Wednesday.

Paul E. Bellamy of Knoxville read a report on
"Commercial Power."
This was discussed by
Messrs. Burt, Carson, Greene. Rufus Lee of Clarinda, D. F. McGee of Red Oak,
Mathes and
This report will be published
others.
issue of the Western Electrician,
S. Sparrow of the Wagner Electric

in

a future

ManufacturLouis was introduced by the

ing Company of St.
president and described the new single-phase ele\-ator motor of that company. (See Western Electrician of March 25, 1905.)
The Wagner company, he said, has built over lo.ooo automatic single-phase constant-speed motors. It has been practically alone in advocating single-phase distribution
rather than polyphase.
The elevator motor for
The appearance of the new
variable speed is new.
motor was considered by the speaker an important
step in the advancement of the electrical art.
The
motor is capable of speed control through 40 per
The normal speed is 1, 200
cent, of the speed range.
revolutions per minute.
F. H. Lancashire, superintendent of the electrical
department of the Davenport Gas and Electric Company, read next his paper on "Boiler-room EconomIn the discussion Mr. Lancashire said that
ics."
automatic grates w-ere not to be recommended for
Mr. Freehauf differed
a small battery of boilers.
from him and said that he used under-feed stokers
in a small town and found them satisfactory. There
w^as advantage in saving of attendance and in evaporation, even in small plants.
He obtained an
evaporation of 7^2 pounds.
A. \\'. Zahm of Mason Cit\' read his paper on
He exhibited many
"Methods of Accounting."
sample forms.
Mr. Burt. Mr. Lee, Mr. Bellamy,
H. V. Fuesell of Charles City, Mr. Carson. E.
Davenport,
Mr.
McGee
and others disReavj- of
cussed the various systems of keeping accounts in
small plants. This w^as the last paper of the day.

where

in this issue,

Frank L. Pern', the assistant business manager
of the \yestern Electrician, addressed the convention briefly in reference to the Denver-Colorado
Springs convention of the National Electric Light
Association, for which he is western manager of
transportation.
Mr. Perry spoke of the prospective
magnitude of the convention, its many attractions
and the arrangements for the convention special
trains.
He warmly urged all his hearers to attend
the convention.
E. B. Hillman of Quincy, president of the Illinois
State Electric Association, was introduced by President Bowers and extended .greeting to the sister
association of Iowa. He spoke of the recent fight
at Springfield against oppressive measures introduced in the Legislature designed to enable the
state to fix the lighting rates with practically no
limit to its power.
He said that the sentiment that
public-utility corporations should be regulated and
controlled per\-ades every community.
That sentiment is all right, provided the companies are treated
fairly and protected from competition if their prices
are regulated by the state. The Massachusetts plan
seems a good one and should work well in Illinois
The comif a fair board or commission is secured.
panies will be satisfied if their investments are made
reasonably secure, even if, in return, their earnings
are somewhat reduced.
D. F. McGee of Red Oak made a verbal report
from the committee on "Hot-water Heating." He
alluded to the difficulty of getting information from
In his
owners of central-station heating plants.
own experience the speaker considered heating as an
exhaust-steam proposition entirely. Some customers
will not place their electrical business unless they
can get heating too. The lowest price per square
foot of radiation should be, for hot water, not less

:
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32«
than 25 cents a year; that is, considering the beatBesides, the customer should
ing pure and simple.
he compelled to put in sufficient radiation to keep
the temperature to 70 degrees in the coldest days
of winter. The speaker guarantees to furnish water
temperain a man's cellar at 180 degrees when the
ture is 10 degrees below zero.
Davenport said that the price for
J. W. Walsh of
exhaust-steam heating should be 40 cents a square
foot of radiation.
Mr. McGee said that in his
a heating

solicited

people

wanted

in four years, but the

customer

the

town they had not

service,

even

increased

with

prices.

Mr. Zahm said that his experience m Mason
City was that people were anxious to get heating
from the stations. He told of a 35-cent rate in St.
Paul with seven months' service five cents a month.
Mr. McGee said they could not have built up the
The
load they had in Red Oak without heating.
people demand station heating and if the electrical
.

—

doesn't furnish it somebody else will.
W. S. Porter of Eldora said that in heating it
made a great difference whether the business or
The former, with a
residence district is served.

man

short main, might be profitable.Mr. Walsh said that the paying radius was from
half to three-quarters of a mile from the station.
Mr. Greene of Cedar Rapids advocated a meter
system condensation meters as the only safe way
of doing heating business.
Mr. McGee did not believe that steam heat could
be sold by the square foot of radiation at any price
with a fair degree of satisfaction to both buyer and

—

—

seller.

Thursday Afternoon.
the Iowa Street and
President G. B. Hippee
Interurban Railway Association as well as President Hillman of the Illinois Association occupied
seats at President Bower's table at the last session
The
of the convention on Thursday afternoon.
first event was the paper on "Steam Turbines," by
W. E. Boileau, constructing engineer for the Union
This paper was
Electric Company of Dubuque.
In the discusillustrated by lantern-slide pictures.
sion Mr. Boileau said that the step bearing caused
An
as little trouble as any part of the turbine.
abstract of this paper will be given in a later issue
of

^

of the

Western

Electrician.

"Gold-brick Finance" was the suggestive title of
the next paper, by J. G. Boyd of Sioux City, deMr. Boyd
voted, of course, to municipal ownership.
read his paper with effect and had the hearty
sympathy of his auditors. This was the longest
paper of the convention, but it was listened to with
flattering attention and greeted with a hearty burst
Mr. Boyd was given an
of applause at its close.
unanimous vote of thanks. An abstract of the paper
is given elsewhere in this issue.
"Meter Data" was the next subject, the paper
being read by Edward Reavy, superintendent of the
The paper
People's Light Company of Davenport.
was carefully prepared, with practical details of
value.

Scientific Centr^vl-station

Management.

Burt's report on "Facts and Factors"
showed that the central-station manager should
make a careful analysis of his business and compare
The
these results with those of other stations.
manager should investigate his business and report
to the association, which can make up averages of
great value.
Determine the population of the district to be served.
In Iowa there are 189 centralstation cities.
Of these 165 have less than 5,000
inhabitants
20 have from 5.000 to 25,000 people,
and four have over 25,000. Determine also the permanent investment at actual cost value. Then can
An apbe found the cash Investment per capita.
proximate figure for this Is $10. Another thing to
be determined Is the cost per kilowatt of station
An approximate figure for this Is $250.
capacity.
Find, further, the equivalent number of 50-watt
lamps per capita. An approximation for this Is 0.8
of a lamp.
In operation determine the gross income. What
An approximate answer is $2.25.
is it per capita?
What is it for $100 Invested? Approximately, $20.
What for each kilowatt capacity? Approximately,
What for each 50-watt-lamp equivalent? Ap$50.
proximately, $3.
The gross expenses are to be determined. These
are made tip of fixed expenses and variable expenses.
What is the ratio of gross expenses to
gross income?
Approximately, 65 per cent. What
is
the ratio of fixed expenses to gross expenses?
Approximately, 60 per cent. The net earnings are
determined from the foregoing. If data or facts
such as suggested were contributed by the members, valuable averages or factors could be compiled
by the association. Only those contributing should
get the tabulated data in return.
The paper on "Association Matters" was next
read by the author, George S. Carson of Iowa City.
This paper was given In the Western Electrician

Austin

;

last

;

:

week.

Concluding Business.
In the executive session Mr. Greene's amendment
to the by-laws, to increase the annual dues to provide greater revenue, was taken up. Formerly the
dues to all members were $5 a year.
By the

April 29, 1905
the street-railway men visited the new power house
of the Union Electric Company.
On Friday morning R. A. Leussler of Council
Bluffs read a paper on "Accounting as an Aid to
the Operating Department," As a rule, said the
author, operating departments do not avail themselves as fully as they might of intelligent and
efficient systems of accounting.
In the discussion
it
was stated that half-fare tickets, good during
workingmen's rush hours, were sold in Dubuque,
owing to a provision in the company's charter.
Mr. Lindsay said that the system increased business sufficiently so that it was not so great a hardship as might be Imagined.
The paper of John D. Fish of Davenport on
"Car-shop Methods" was read by J. B. Mendenhall
of St. Louis, In the absence of the author. The
writer described cars designed and built by the
Tri-clty Railway Company of Davenport, of which
Mr. Fish is master mechanic.

Greene amendment, which, with some changes, was
adopted, the schedule of dues

now

is

as

follows

Ssa

In cities of less than 5,000 population

year.

25 a year.

In cities of over 10,000 population

The matter of coal freights and demurrage
charges was referred to the executive committee
with power to act.
Invitations were received from Ottumwa, Burlington and Davenport to hold the next convention
in the cities named, but Des Moines was chosen,
owing to its central location.
Thanks were voted to the cities extending invitations for the next meeting, to the Union Electric Company and -city of Dubuque and particularly
to Mr. L. D. Mathes, general manager of the Union
Electric Company, for his unwearied attentions to
the members of the association. Mr. Mathes made
a pleasant little speech of acknowledgment.
Accepting the report of the nominating committee, these officers were elected
President— Austin Burt, Waterloo.

Vice-president

—A.

W. Zahm, Mason

The next paper was on "Rural Railways" and
was read by the author, F. McDonald of Waterloo.
Mr. McDonald described a combined steam and
electric railway 45 miles long running out of Water-

City.

Secretary— P. E. Bellamy, Knoxville.
Treasurer— W. A. Mall, Belle Plaine.

The author said that the steam locomotive
served the purpose of his company well for a
portion of the line, and must not be regarded as
obsolete, even for light railways.
In the discussion
considerabl& attention was paid to the width of
right-of-way. The author was strongly of opinion
that the strip should be not less than 100 feet wide.
Grades, too, especially where there Is freight business, should be not greater than one per cent.
H. H. Clarke of Chicago, representing Fairbanks,
loo.

—

Executive committee George S. Carson, Iowa
L. D. Mathes, Dubuque; J. A. Innes, Eagle
Grove.
Mr. W. S. Porter of Eldora was renominated
bj' the committee as secretary of the association,
Impending long-continued absence
but, owing to
from the state, he declined the honor. A strong
effort was made to induce Mr. Porter to reconsider his determination, as he has been of great
help to the association, having been secretary nearly
from the first, but when he announced that he was
City;

fixed

in

determination,

his

decision

his

was

Morse &

cepted with regret.
Mr. Burt was escorted to the chair and in a
few remarks thanked the association for the honor
conferred upon him. He said that the association
should constantly endeavor to increase its membership among the smaller stations.
After thanking the retiring officers, the association

Association, constitutes a good example of
a number of well-trained engineers who are engaged in building up electrical properties in the
smaller cities of the West. He is general manager
of the Waterloo (Iowa) and Cedar Falls Gas and
Born in 1870 in Detroit,
Electric Light Company.
he was educated in the schools of that city and
later at Cornell University, from which he graduated, in the mechanical engineering course, in 1898.
He is a member of the Phi Gamma Delta fraternity and also of Sigma Xi, the latter a scientific
honor society similar to the Phi Beta Kappa. He
took the Sibley prize in mechanic arts while in
trical

college.

His graduating

thesis

was based on an

elaborate test of the Buffalo electric-railway system, and he took a party of 80 Cornell students
with him to Buffalo to make these tests.
Before completing his college course Mr. Burt
was for five years with the E. P. Allls Company
of Milwaukee. After graduating he accepted a position with the Cedar Falls (Iowa) Electric Light,
Heat and Power Company as manager. In 1902
the Waterloo and Cedar Falls plants were combined, and Mr. Bui't removed to the former city,
becoming general manager of the consolidated com-

pany In November, 1902. Mr. Burt Is married and
has one daughter. He is a member of the Knights
of Pythias. It Is an interesting coincidence that his
grandfather, William Austin Burt of Detroit, who
secured the first United States patent for a typewriter and who invented the solar compass used
in surveying, laid out the government lines on the
site of the city of Dubuque 60 years ago, when
the native Indians were still roaming through East-

ern Iowa.

Mr. Burt

is

a student and a man of energy and
prove a good president for

capacity.
He should
the association.

Iowa Street and Interurban Railway
of the

Iowa Street

and Interurban Railway Association was held at the
Hotel Julien, Dubuque, on April 20th and 2i3t,
partly coincident with the convention of the Iowa
President George B. Hippee
Electrical Association.
of Des Moines presided, and Secretary and Treasurer L. D. Mathes of Dubuque performed the duties
of his office- Mr. J. R. Lindsay, secretary and
treasurer of the LTnion Electric Company of Dubuque, welcomed the delegates at the opening session on behalf of the local company and the citizens
of Dubuque. After the address of the president and
the report of the secretary, Harry H. Polk, president of the Interurban Railway Company of Des
Moines, read a paper on "The Electric-railway
Freight Service." An abstract of this interesting
paper and of the discussion following will be given
in a later issue of the Western Electrician.
The afternoon session of Thursday, April 20th.
was held jointly with the Iowa Electrical Association, the papers presented being those on "Steam

Turbines"

and

"Gold-brick

Finance."

—

—

—

^

association
next year.
the

adjourned to meet

Members and
Following

a

Afterward

Des Moines

Visitors.

not quite

list,

in

complete,

of

the

members and

names

of
vention.

is

Where no

visitors at the Dubuque constate Is given Iowa is to be

understood
Alderson, F.

J.,

Stanley Instrument Company.

..

Chicago,

Company
Chicago,
Young and Allen Company

Alline, J. K., Electric Appliance

Ames, Charles

S.,

Adkins,

111.

111.

Chicago, III.
Knoxville
Chicago, 111.

__.

Bellamy, P. E., Knoxville Electric Company
Bennett, I. A., Illustrated Electricity
Blunt, F. M., Orange City Electric Light Company. Hamburg
Boileau, W. E., Union Electric Company
Dubuque
Boole, P. R., Electric Aopliance Company
Chicago, III.
Bowen, F. P^ Pulford Electric Light Company. Savannah, 111.

Bowers,

W.

Davenport Gas and Electric Company.
Davenport
Columbia Incandescent Lamp Company..
Sioux City
Branson, D. C, Clear Lake Electric Light and Power
Company
Clear Lake
Brownell, O. E., Lak;e City Electric Company
Lake City
Burt, Austin, Waterloo and Cedar Falls Gas and Electric Light Company
Waterloo
Carson, George S., Iowa City Electric Light Company.
Iowa City
Chase, H. E., Leon Electric Light, Heat and Power
Company
Leon
Clark, J. H.. People's Light Company
Davenport
Clarke, H. H., Fairbanks, Morse & 'Co
Chicago. III.
Boyd,

Cole,

J.

G.j

O.

K

L.,

Grinnell

Colman. W. H., General Electric Company
Chicago, 111.
Coughlin, H. H., Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company
Waterloo
Coulter, K. M., Central Electric Company
Chicago, III.
Crane, T. M., Nernst Lamo Company
Chicago, 111.
Cravath, J. E., Electrical World and Engineer. .Chicago, 111.
Cummings, C. P., Webster City Electric and Water
Works
Webster City
Delafield, C. E., Wagner Electric Manufacturing Company
St. Louis, Mo.
Diederich, G
Avery
Diserens. F. L
Cedar Rapids
Dodge, C. H., Taylor Electric Truck Company. .Chicago, 111.
Chicago, III.
Downer, J. D., Western Electrician
Doxey. F. E., Waterloo and Cedar Falls Grs and ElecWaterloo
tric Light Company
DrafEen, E. L., National Battery

Association.
The second annual convention

on "The Adoption

President George B. Hippee, Des Moines.
Vice-president James F. Lardner, Davenport.
Secretary and treasurer L. D. Mathes, Dubuque.
After appropriate votes of thanks had been passed,

President.

Austin Burt, the new president of the Iowa Elec-

talk

little

were elected:

officers

adjourned without day.

The New

gave a

Co.,

of Gasoline Motors for Street and Interurban Service."
Various types of cars were briefly described.
The concluding session of the convention was
held at the Dubuque Club, after the members had
been entertained at luncheon at the club by the
Union Electric Company. The question of admitting supply men to associate membership came up
and was referred to the executive committee. These

ac-

Company

Chicago,

111.

Eddv, H. C.J American District Steam Company. Chicago, 111.
Emerson. S. T
West Branch
Chicago, 111.
Emery, E., A. Sorge, Jr., & Co.
Chicago, 111.
Evers, Edw. A., Warren Webster
.-^Clinton
Ewing, C. C, State Electric Company
Eldora
Ferris, W. J., Eldora Electric Light Company
Ferris, Thomas, Osage Electric Light, Heat and Power
Osage
Companv
Foster, F. E., Peterson Heat, Light and Power ComIowa Falls
panv

F

Freehauf, C.

H.

Fuesell,

V.,

Company
Gannon, M.

A

Cresco

Charles

City

Lighting

and Heating
Charles City
Chicago, III.

Gardner, D., Clinton Gas Light and Coke Companv.
Garner, H. W. W., Ottumwa Traction and Light Com-

.Clinton

Ottur-iwa

pany

Chicago, 111.
Garton, W. R.. W. R. Garton Companv
Chicago, HI.
Goll, Walter, Fort Wayne Electric Works
Gray, Percy, Jefferson Light, Heat, Power and Water

Company

Jefferson

W. J., Cedar Rapids and Iowa City Railway
Cedar Rapids
and Light Comoanv

Greene,
Grover,

W.

H

Ames

Boston, Mass.
Hamlin, E. M., W. R. Garton Companv
Hanlon, F. L, Brice Gas and Electric Company. .Mason City
Chicago, 111.
Hill, E. E.,"W. R. Garton Comoanv
HJllman. E. B., Hamburg Electric Light Company. Oulncy, 111.
Hoae. E. W., E. W. Hoag Electric Light and Power
Manchester
Plant
Independence
Hovey, S. B., tones & Hovey Company

,

April
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2<j,

Naaliua
C. Naihua Electric I.liilil Coniinny
Chlcmro, III.
liriiby, W. 1'., Simplex Elcclricol Company
Ilellc I'lolne
limit, G. C
jolinioil Frank E., II. W. Johnt-Mnnvllle Company...
U.

liiiycr,

Kcily.'w.'E.i WMVcrnElccirlciVn'.'
Kcllcy, P. W.,
KelloKK, II. F

Pcoplc'a

KImmel, O. T.,

Electric

Illlnoli

.'.'.' .'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'

.'Clilcoio,

Ughl Company

the

F.

III.

Company

CliicaKo,

M., National Electric

II.

III.

Company

F.

Kufin

I

<

I

Clarimla
Lee Electric Liolit Company
Tama and Toledo Electric Light and
Toledo
Company
Dubut|Uc
R., Union Electric Company

E,,

A.

,

J.,

Kiiilwny
Ml-ny,
F.

1

I.

Cedar Rapida and Marion City RailCedar Rapida
W., Standard Electric Manufacturing ComNile*, Ohio
Cherokee
"I'lKren, Cua, Cherokee Electric Company
Chicago, III.
n-. Jamea
Northwood
,11,
L, I'., Northwood •Electric Plant
W. A.. Ilcllc I'lainc Electric Light Com|iany
W.,

l..u>»,

way

(if

i

I,

Plaine
Chicago, III.

Belle
E. K,, Porter & Hern
L, !>,. Union I-:icclric

Company

fore

I

I

I

Wcstingliousc

M,,

and

Electric

Orange
Manufac-

Company

I

Stanlcy,G,

A, A.,

I,

.

Iowa Falls

f

111.

\\

I.,

,

slinghouse Traction Brake

Company
Chicago.

I'm,.,

I

1

\

iti.in.Ll

i-llectric

I'rrrv, J. l-rink, i\;itmtril Electric Company ,,,
I'criy, Frank L., Western Electrician
ITilTncr, F, T

F, D,,

I'liiltips,

American

III.

Company

Williams
Comp.iny, ,,, Milwaukee, Wis,

Wiilinn-i Elcctric Light

,

I'.

\

i',,1..

111,
III,

Harry, ReinbecK Electric Liglit Company. .Reinbeck
A, W,. Peterson Light and Heating Com-

,rn.

'M,nlHir(r,
pniiv
i|in-i<

City

Chicago,
Chicago,

Company

Electrical

,Chicago,
Chicago.

III,
Ill,

Humboldt

Supply Company,,
Chicago,

111,

rinckard, W. R,, Westinghouse Electric and ManufacChicagOj 111,
turing Company
Tipton
Piiie. V. R,, Tipton Light and Heating Company
IVMucroy, J. G,, Adams-Bagnall Electric Company,
Chicago, 111,
\~m.i inlion,, ,Eldora
I'll 111', W, S,. secretary Iowa Klulriiil
\ic
Iniuul..!. m
Light
Ki.ii.i.nd, Francis, Gener,-il
(
Chicago, 111.
"omoany
Davenport
Knivi', Edward, People's Liglil ( i.m miu
MaiuifacHiring
ComElectric
Standard
nice. John.
,

pany

Ohio

Xiles,

Clarence A., Westinghouse Electric and ManuChicago, 111.
facturing Company
Chicago, 111.
Royse. D.inicl. Street Railway Review
Elkadcr
Schmidt, R, F., Schneider Bros, Company
Garner
Schneider. C. J
Omaha, Neb,
Sc.-ibury. G. A., General Electric Company
Seymour, E. K,, Wagner Electric Manufacturing ComRoss.

pany

Cl.ic.ico,

William

Sinks,

II.,

Dunc.in

Electric

111,

M:n.iifrKlnriiv;

Company

Ind.
I.:ifnyctli
Hiic;in.i. 111.
,

Skecl, F, v., Crousc-Hinds Com-.,inv
Snyder, C, W, E,, Snvdcr-IIunt Coiii|.an.v
Sparrow, S,, Wagner Electric Manufacturing

Belle Plaine

Com-

St. Louis, Mo.
pany
Ames
Spinney, L. B., Iowa State College
Stanton, W. J.,. Conrad Electric Light Company. .. .Conrad
Chicago, 111.
Stubble, E. R., Viscosity Oil Company
Sullivan. J. C, Creston Mutual Electric Light, Heat
Creston
and Power Company
Switzcr, F. B,. The National Conduit and Cable Com-

Muscatine
pany
W„ General Electric Company, .Schenectady, N, Y,
Walsh, C. H,, Burlington Railway and Light Company
Burlington
Walsh. T. W., Davenport Gas and Electric Company..
Davenport
r
ma .ind Toledo Electric Light and
W.1I1.1Toledo
-v
R„' ...
I. I'.iiison Electric Light and Power
Wilt.

Tavlor, T,

I'

I

1..

1

I

Wienmeyer.

Dciiison

F,

S.,

Ft,

Wavne

Wurks.

Electrical

.Chicaiio.

111.

W^

National Carbon Comoany, .Cleveland. Ohio
Wilkins. C.
Yates, P. B., Ciould Storage Battery Company. .Chicago, 111.
Zahm, A. W., Brice Gas and Electric Company. ..Mason "City

Julitf!

Convention Notes.
& Sons. Co. of Milwaukee,

Andrae

•

managers

interested

in

more

Mr. White is connected with the company's Chicago office.
Francis Raymond, as usual, was most energetic in
lis representation of the General Incandescent Arc
Light Company's interests. Mr. Raymond made no
exhibit, but his knowledge of convention "ropes"
usually enables him to "get there," and this occasion was no exception to his general practice.
The only "Pomeroy" of the .Adams-Bagnall Electric Company, Cleveland, was as usual "there" in
full
force, and his pink advertising cards were
cleclrical

practice.

pinned to practically cvcrj'one in attendance at the
Iowa convention. Even the vaudeville performers
at the Dubuque Club had been buttonholed and appeared with these cards attached.
E. L. Draffen, the well-known western storagebattery man who has recently accepted the management of the western bratich of the National Battery
Company of Buffalo, was on hand at Dubuque.
Owing to the heavy nature of the comp.tny's product, no exhibit was attempted at the Julien, but
Mr. Draffen was in constant attendance day and
night and indefatigable in behalf of his company.

Western Manager H.
Ubiquitous,"

of

course

American District
N. Y.
Mr. Eddy

Eddy,

C.

did

the

surnamed "the
honors

for

the

Company

Steam

of Lockport,
not only popular personally,
but a student of electrical and mechanical problems,
and his excelleitt educational work along the line
of central-station steam economics has given him
the well-earned reputation of being an expert in
is

his field.

The

poular
Chicago representative of Flexduct, I. A. Bennett of 529 jlonadnock Block, Chicago, appeared in the interests of that specialty, but
made no attempt at a display. Mr. Bennett also as
western manager of the Marion Insulated Wire and

Rubber Company saw

to

it

that that

company was

kept well to the front. Mr. Bennett is also exploiting an interesting electrical publication for local
distribution by central stations.

Otto Borchert,
C. A. Wanner appeared for the .-Xtnerican Steel
and Wire Company.
The Murray Corliss engine of Burlington, Iowa,
was talked about hy George Millard, Jr.
Purchasing Agent George Knoche of the Wesco
Supply Company dropped in from St. Louis.

The interests of the State
Clinton, Iowa, were attended to

The Manhattan

Electrical

Electric Company,
by C. C. Ewing.

Supply Company and

W. Byars Allan were synonymous

at the

Dubuque

convention.

H. H. Clarke of

tlie

railroad department of Fair-

Morse c% Co.. \va.^ in Dubuque
the street-railway convention.

banks.

and addressed

sticking plaster case
tributed with the complirnents of the
Lead Company's St. Louis branch.
little

celluloid

O. T. Kinnnel of the

came over

Illinois

Electric

was

dis-

National

Company

Dubuque from Des Moines,

w-here he
has 'permanent headquarters as representative of his
cornpany.
to

The H. W. Johns-Manville Company was represented in Dubuque b}- Frank E. Johnson, wdio presented a complete display of Noark fuse devices and
railway-line material.

A. O. Kuehmsted. vice-president of the Gregory
Company, Chicago, came early and stayed
Mr. Kuehmsted went out on the train with

Electric

Western Sales Agent F. F. Skeel of the CronseHinds Company's Chicago branch was one of the
most welcome at the convention. Mr. Skeel came
West a couple of years ago and has won the hearts
of the electrical fraternity in the West through his
businesslike methods and courteous manners.
The
western office of the Crouse-Hinds Company has,
under Mr. Skcel's management, prospered exceedingly.

Wis.,

sent

late.

ccntral-statitm

1

i\.„v..,.-

.\

F.

advanced

ii

iilir. A,
iiring

W.

John A. White was in constant attendance seeing
ihat the Electric Storage Battery Ctjinpany of Philadelphia and Chloride accumulators were kept bit-

Dubuque

Frank L„ Ccdnr U:i;iids and Iowa City RailCedar Rapids
way and Light Company
Red Oak
XI.Oo, D, F,, Red Oak Electric Company
M, n.linhall, J, li,, National Lead Company,, St, Louis, Mo,
h.l, F. W,, Orange City Electric -Light Company..

.McClain.

M.M.iii,

enter-

Electric

W

\I ii.in.

llic

Electrical Company and the Simplex
Heating Company appeared in the person
Mr. Hrtiby was in constant atHriiby.
tendance and his efforts were unceasing in behalf
of his company and of Chicago Manager Mixson.

pany

Mathes.

of

The Simplex

Looae, R.
I

rc|>re^ent.•llive

taining the Chicago delegation to the Dubutpie convention.
The National Carbon Company appeared in the
per.son of C. W. Wilkins.
Mr. Wilkins was »ery
welcome and his good spirits and witty stories won
for him a place of honor at every social gathering
at the convention.

Davenport Gat and Electric ComDavenport

II,,

more warmly wel-

Company, was one of those constituting and

pany
Kroymann,

I.;Hic.i>hlre,
I>;iny

llie

Company and

Dycravillc

F.,

i»J

durinK

Fred G. Whipple, rcprcstnliiig the Alli>-Chalmcrs
the Uiillrjck ICIcclric ManuLacturing

Milwaukee, VVU.
Light and Water ComUycravillc
Ci.
F., Keyvtonc Electric Llitllt IMant. . .Keystone
Chicago, III,
Kuehmatcil, A. O., Grcnory Electric Company

Henry

Krenier,

l»

Chicago

Aldcr.son,

J.

remained

and

Stanley Inslrtiincnt Company of <ircal Harrington.
Mass., t.ilked "rotated jewel-liearing waltmcler*.'
Mr. Aldcrson is an indefatigable convention iworker.

Sloux City

E. 1
Klinilcnfcld,

ilclcgation

entire convention.
No f)nc
cijmcd than Ktiehmstcd.

Davenport
Garner

KIrIc,

C'hic.if(n

Superintendent R. C. Lamphier of the Sangamo
Electric Company exhibited in the gallery of the
Julien a line of integrating wattmeters and directcurrent meters for the Electric Appliance Company
of Chicago, which is the exclusive agent for the
Sangamo company. I^Ianager of Sales Ferry Bolles
did the honors, generally speaking, for the Appliance company. The Electric Appliance Company's
little
souvenir, "Food for Thought," too, made
quite a hit.
A. A. Morton,
sentative of the
Company's supply
and mingled with

popular and energetic repreStanley Electric Manufacturing
department, ran in off the roatl
the boys at the Hotel Julien at
Dubuque. Mr. Morton has for several weeks been
on an extended business trip and reports the company's western business as rapidly growing.
Mr.
Morton was formerly- connected w'ith the eastern
office of the Stanley company and has onlj- lately
decided to make the western territory his field of
the

convention

Ihc

S. Wieineyer of
Moines offict and J. P. Brandcr of ihr
office of Ihc Ft. Wayne tonii.ji.v a: 'I n.:
Irroliiig exhibit in one of
at the julien.
The di>pla>

K

mnlliphatc type

and form

the

Vc*

Si.

Paul

^n in-

1-

C

Ft.

met'

r

,

W^

The General Eh
fully

1

:.

,

at

represented.

wa*
named

uitul,

f..!l'fiviry

'
gentlemen looked aif r oi'- iin.
pany; A. II. Hay ward. W. J. 1
Seabury and W. H. Colman. .No
:but the popular memliers of ihc ,
uiT
lhat were on hand kept ihe company well le, the
from, in which endeavor tlicy were aided by Ihe
fact that the new jKjwcr house of Ihc Union Electric Company of Dubuqiir is filled with Ihc latal
General Electric apparatus
'

r

!,

.

.

The Wagner

Electric .Manufacturing

Company

of

was cncrgclically represented by Messrs,
and Superintendent Sparrow of the
coinpany in company with E. K. Seymour of the
Chicago office. These gentlemen kept the delegates
St.

I^tiis

C, E, Delaficld

busy inspecting their exhibit of a singltr-phase, type
B, one-horsepower Wagner motor.
This little machine was kept in constant operation to illuslrale
its action during starting and
slopping.
Superintendent Sparrow also read an interesting paper on
the new Wagner variable-speed elevator motor.

Of the well-known Ferris brothers, W. J. and
at the Dubuque convention.
"Tom"
Ferris recently severed his long connection with ihc
General Electric Company to become a central-station man.
The Ferris brothers, so well known for
years through their prominent General Electric connections, now constitute a firm that is operating
in
central-station properties
and rumor has it
that they are succeeding remarkably with their enterprises.
Thomas Ferris is now personally managing one of these properties and at Ihe saitic time
is supervising others possessed or controlled by his
syndicate.
"Tom," were

;

Chicago's new supply company was most enerthe front by that skilful electrical
salesman, F. D. Phillips, who is now the new company's vice-president and general manager.
Nfr.
Phillip's new house, under the title of the .American Electrical Supply Company, has its Chicago
store at 83 Fifth .Avenue.
.At the Dubuque convention Mr. Phillips made no attempt at an extensive exhibit, but he was constantly on hand and
everyone was made welcome in the company's parlor.
Mr. Phillips presented the delegates each with
a very handsome pocketbook or wallet that was
much sought after as a souvenir.
getically put to

The Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing
Company was renrescnted bv C. .A. Ross, W. R.
Pinckard, A, U. Miller and H. H. Coughlin. Tlic
company exhibited a line of portable testing instruincluding voltmeters, ammeters and wattfor both alternating and direct current.
There also was shown a new portable instrument
which combines a voltmeter and w.attmeter designed particularly for testing incandescent lamps.
This instrument is provided with a socket which
permits the lamp to be tested; the pressure of one
button gives the watts and of another the volts.
The company also exhibited a novel circuit breaker,
arc lamps, lightning arresters, fan motors and integrating wattmeters.
ments,
meters

Porter & Berg of Chicago were represented by
E. R. Mason, the vice-president of the company,
which had the largest line of goods on exhibition
in the balcony over the lobby.
.Among the companies represented in the exhibit and whose products are handled by Porter & Berg were the Ohio
Brass Company, overhead material and rail bonds:
Crouse-Hinds Company, headlights: the Falk Company, gears and pinions
"Miller" anchors
Speer
Carbon Company, carbon brushes Locke Insulator
and Manufacturing Company, porcelain insulators:
International Register Companv. fare registers:
Hunter Illuminated Car Sign Company; National
Brake Company. Peacock brakes, besides a general line of supplies and tools.
:

:

:

One of the most welcome visitors at the Iowa
convention was C. W. E. Snyder of the
Snyder-Hunt Company of Belle Plaine, Iowa. ifr.
Snyder made a special trip to the convention to
exploit his novel insulator knob, and met with remarkable and substantial success he returned with a
electrical

:

pocoket full of orders. Electrical people at the convention found his argument concerning the advantage of the knob, frotn its great economy, a strong
one. The Snyder-Hunt Company is a dealer in
electrical supplies, and within the last six months
has gone quite extensively into the manufacturing
electrical
specialties, of which the knob exin the convention is one.
Mr. Snyder is
looking forward to joining the national convention
train going to the Denver convention in June.
Clarence .A. Ross, the energetic incandescent-lamp
man. so well known throughout the L'nited States
for his most excellent -work in the interests of the

of

Western Manager Walter GoU of the Fort Wayne
Works' Chicago office, supported by Mr.
Colman of the General Fl'^ctric and Mr, Boole of

ploited

the Electric Appliance, did the honors as master of
transportation for the Chicago delegation to the
Dubuque convention.- Mr. GoU carried his party
over the Great Western road Tuesdaj' evening,^ and
to his credit it should be said that not only was
every courtesy showm the Chicago delegation but
the train-equipment and dining ser\-ice over this line
were of the best, and met tvith unanimous approval
on part of all on hand. Mr. GoU was assisted at

F,

;

effort.

Electric

by

Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company,
was on hand during the entire convention period.
Mr, Ross has only recently been promoted to the
responsible position of general lamp agent for his
company, with headquarters at Chicago, Few men
in the incandescent lamp field are better acquainted
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with the intricacies of the art of electrical illuminawith the incandescent lamp than Mr. Ross.
His continuous and energetic policy on behalf of the
Westinghouse incandescent-lamp department has
made him a factor to be reckoned with in the lamp
trade and his recent promotion was certainly a
most proper recognition of his value.
The National Electric Company of Milwaukee,
manufacturer of the Christensen air brake and elecThe New
trical machinery, was well represented.
The design
Universal Lundell motor was shown.
entire
is a departure from standard practice, as the
magnetic circuit, including the yoke, is laminated.
This type of motor also embodies other features
The walls of the
cf advantr'.ge and improv^-ment.
exhibit were hung with bromide enlargements conveying a good idea of the line of apparatus manufactured by this company. The "National Electrical

Gold-brick Finance.'
By John G. Bovd.

tion

Catechism."

a

new

with

dealing

publication

fundamental elements of

electricity,

was

the

distributed,

inviting persons on its mailing lists
the
Catato receive free of charge all future issues.
logues, mailing cards and other literature was also

company

distributed, including the National souvenir watch
fob, bearing as a charm a bas-relief representation
Representing the com-of the company's trademark.
pany's interests were Ashley P. Peck, electrical
sales agent; J. Frank Perry, sales engineer, and

H. M. Klingenfeld, advertising manager.
The Duncan Electric Manufacturing Company
was kept well to the front by Traveling Representative W. H. Sinks, w-ho had numerous up-to-date
features in meter construction to show and explain
connection with the latest improvements in
in

The Duncan meter of today
the Duncan meter.
embodies many up-to-date qualities, such as the
"visual" bearing, threadless jewel post, hollow nickelsteel spindle, very light revoluble element, very
high torque, dustproof cover, fireproof binding
posts, non-tension changing brushes, exceptionally
wide range of compensation for friction and vibration, requiring exceedingly small amount of power
to operate it. Its insulation is guaranteed to be lightning proof and its magnets are absolutely constant
by reason of their being put through an artificially
aging process for six months before being used.
This company reports that the demand for the
direct-current wattmeters has increased at
such a rate during the last few months that it has
been compelled to treble its manufacturing facilities.
Mr. Sinks reports also that his company has been

Duncan

some

awarded

contracts

large

lately

for

power

meters or those specially adapted for 500-voltpower

A town in Middle Iowa something like 30 days
ago published its annual statement ( ?) of public
utilities.
It embraced three departments, viz., water,
light and heat
The waiei plant is entirely segregated, hence it is wilhin the bounds of reason to
readily ascertain its exact performance, yet the result is debatable to say the least.
and heat departments are jointly

Lighting Rates and Municipal Ownership
before the Illinois Legislature,
considerable activity in the Illinois LegSpringfield over bills before that body
intended to empower villages and cities to regulate
the price of gas and of electricity for lighting,
power and heating purposes. As the Western Elecis

at

somewhat complicated on account of varying demands from representatives of Chicago and from those urged by
trician goes to press the situation

is

other cities of the state. Chicago, or that portion of
it that is making itself heard in the matter, wants
not only the powder to control gas and electric
rates but is asking for legislation to empower it
to own plants and enter into the manufacture of
gas and electricity'. The other cities, so far as can
be ascertained, are asking merely the power to regurates.

late

electric-light

operated, and as
suitable means appear to be entirely lacking to
actually determine a division of operating expenses,
it is
assumed that the divis^un is made according
to the best guesses obtainable.
If my analysis of the figures submitted in the
report is correct, then the disbursements exceed the
gross earnings as follows: Water, $1,865.20; electric
light, $1,922.29; steam heat, $403.90, thus making
an apparent deficit in the three departments amounting to $4,191.39.
To this amount should be added
an overdraft in the water department of $6,693.73.
One item, which will appeal to you is free-lighting
service furnished several manufacturing industries
Such procedure might possibly have
in the town.
the sanction of the courts, but, be that as it may, it
cuts a most pious figure in the fixed charges.
Parenthetically, it might be stated there is nothing
in
the report which enables one to determine
whether or not any regard is had for the items
covered by fixed charges.
So far this year three previously operated municipal plants in this quite immediate vicinity have
Two in our sister
been sold to private parties.
state of Illinois and one in Iowa.
In the case of
the two former plants considerable objection developed over the change, yet, judging from the
papers, the rebellion was more on account of the
particular methods adopted for transfer than against
the accomplished fact.
As having a direct bearing on the subject Dt'
street lighting, it may be in order to state that a
few years ago it was my privilege to be in a position to vise the figures of cost in a case where
something like 2,200 full open-series arcs, together

with 1,500 commercial arcs, were in service. The
price for the street arcs was, substantially, $75 per
lamp per year on an all-night every-night schedule,

and that

price the

at that

central-station

company

sustained a large loss each month.
Understand,
however, the bookkeeping included all fixed charges
as w^ell as operating expenses.
Surely a plant pulling approximately 4,000 arcs should be able to deliver

ers

There

The

the service at minimum cost, yet, as before
it was
a losing contract. Water-tube boil-

stated,

service.

islature
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Representatives of the gas and electric companies
the smaller cities of the state were able last
week to get the rate-regulating bills back from
Now, however,
third reading to the committee.
since the municipal-ownership idea has come to the
in

front, the

owners of plants about the

be willing to

sacrifice

regulate prices

if

the

they can

state

seem

to

granting power to

bill
kill

the municipal-owner-

were employed and high-grade

price,

fuel

about $1.50 per ton, as recalled.

was low

The

in

general

manager was thoroughly competent and understood
his business both theoretically and practically and
administered the duties pertaining to his

office

in

a manner satisfactory to his board of directors,
but was in no manner responsible for the low contract price obtaining.
This formed an instance
where there was no change of administration each
year or two, and as a consequence the position of
general manager was not menaced by "pull" or
influence.
Notwithstanding all this, a certain western metropolis has stated repeatedly that it is, under municipal ownership, producing its arc service for
about $55 per lamp-year, when an analysis of its
own published figures indicates that the fixed
charges alone exceed that amount.
Statistics similar in character could be cited you

almost indefinitelj;; therefore it may be more prudent to pass on and bestow some attention to the
causes which underlie the effect, and the first factor
considered, it is believed, more than any other one.
is the rock upon which profits are wrecked in both
municipally and privately owned plants.
If the fundamental cause for failure could be
summed up in a terse expression it doubtless would
be that the primal cause of failure is found in a
lack of comprehension of the character of electric;

light investments.
If
the peculiar character of
electric-light investments were more fully estabin the minds of investors, fewer occasions

lished

ship measure.

would

Chicago, Peoria, Galesburg and other cities have
sent delegates to Springfield to urge the passage of
the various bills.
As the situation stands at the

Moreover, if the general public and our state legislators understood that phase of the industry it is
unlikeb'" we would hear so much about empowering towns to regulate rates for electric service.
The basic conditions are most peculiar, and well
has Professor Meyer put it when he states th-it
"the general public is not fitted to pass judgment."
Why! just stop and think a moment. Can one of

present writing, it seems likely that if any bills are
passed they will be only to the extent of giving
The Chicago
the cities power to regulate rates.
contingent points out that the city already owns a

and it contends
Canal power to be devel-

large electric street-lighting plant,
that with the Drainage

oped the

city

must secure

legislation

which

^\ill

give it the right to sell electricitj' to private consumers.
Plant owners in other cities of the state
say that if municipal-ownership legislation is enacted
whereby all cities in the state would be empowered
to

manufacture and

would

result in the

the

gas

sell

it

electricity,

this

of their property.
that Tdv the time

may be

Western Electrician comes
two

subject will be taken up in

two

and

confiscation

This being the situation,

off

the

different

press

the

forms by

committees, one acting solely for
Chicago and the other to deal with the other cities.

exist for the

red flag of the county sheriff.

you. no matter how long you have been in the
business, recall a single schedule rate ever promulgated which was just and equitable to both pro-

ducer and patron? Did you ever observe one which
did not work a hardship to one or the other part>^?
If you know of no such rate, does it not seem
passing strange that a body of laymen who do not
know a watt from a bull's foot should presume to
name a set of rates which they tell their constituents will make the property self-supporting?
Is it not your duty, gentlemen, in case you have
not done so, to study this matter, and after having
mastered the facts to do all in your power to" set
your fellow citizens right? If your people fully

different

-ead before the lo
a

April

understand the true situation you will have absolutely nothing to fear from the menacing perils of
municipal ownership.
No one but you yourselves,
together with other operators, are to blame for the
delusions under which the general public rests.
You understand the true situation and you should
marshal your facts and present them in a convincing manner to the end that justice may obtain.
It is but a few years ago that painstaking efforts
were put forth to learn the exact result of average
operation.
Sets of questions were sent out to
almost every plant in the United States and to
Canada as well asking for confidential information;
and an analysis of the figures obtained evidenced
that of those reporting no less than 12 per cent,
were actually losing money. With 11 per cent, the
earnings barely covered fixed charges and operating expenses, and the balance were paying dividends with a minimum of two pei-cent. The average amount carried to depreciation was nine per
cent., exclusive of real estate.
In almost every mercantile venture the capital
invested has an average earning range throughout
the entire work-day period.
In the electric-light
field a vastly different situation confronts the investor.

In the average-sized plant the maximum investis necessitated by, and is directly contingent
upon, the magnitude and character of peak load.
In this class of plants the peak load prevails not
much in excess of three hours out of each 24, and,
as you know, calls for an investment of 100 per
cent.
During the balance of the night's run an
investment anywhere from 25 to 40 per cent, is
amply sufficient to provide the generating equipment demanded during that long-burning period.
Granted such statement is true, the querj"^ arises,
"Well, what does that signify?"
The answer is,
"Nothing much, other than success or failure."
Include all fixed charges in your bookkeeping
and you will soon note that a lamp burning but
one-half hour daily costs you to produce that minimum service more than 900 per cent, above that
of a lamp burning all night.
In the first instance
the fixed charges are all added to one-half hour's
burning, and in the latter instance the fixed charges
are divided into 10 or more hours.
Probably every wide-awake merchant in this land
knows that if he does not open up his store for
one da3^ 30 days or six months, that his taxes, insurance and interest charges will go on just the
same.
Thus it also is in the electric-light business.
Close down your plant for any period cf
time and those self-same fixed charges wall continue right on doing business at the old stand 24
hours each day and 365 daj'-s in each year.
If the reports of either municipally or privately
owned plants were comprehensive there would be
at least two columns of figures covering the disbursements or liabilities and another column showing the source of the total earnings. One of the

ment

two first-mentioned columns would comprehend all
the fixed charges, which are, in part, interest on
investment, depreciation, taxes, insurance (fire, casualty and boiler), and all such other items as
properly come under that heading. The other column would cover the true operating expenses and
include such items as are purchased from time to
time and which do not add to the inventory cost
of the plant.
Improvement and betterment is not
one of the items for this column, but the expenses
thereof (if any) belong to the first-mentioned column and the additional investment should be included in inventory.
The earnings should show
their source, that is, whether derived from incandescent or arc-lighting service, wiring and supplies,
meter rents, motor service, etc.
report of that
character would possess real intrinsic value and
would shut the door to abuses silently tolerated at
present, owing to the fact that "what is everybody's business is nobody's business."
Having taxes form a fixed chafge in the case of
municipal plants is, perhaps, the one item receiving
more adverse criticism than any or all other items.
The belief quite generally obtains that inasmuch as
the town owns the plant it is ridiculous to charge
taxes up against it and to take the money out of
one pocket and put it into the other.
Another
flagrant evidence of the ignorance of the character
The tov.'U probably does not, but,
of investment.
nevertheless, should base its selling schedule upon
what the service costs to produce. When the selling price is so determined, then the taxes become
importa"nt and are a material factor in basing the
Besides, it makes absolutely no difference who
cost.
owns the plant. The plant is in existence. It occupies a taxable location, and if it were owned by a
private company it w'ould be taxed and the taxes
collected
therefore,
inasmuch as the town is
directly losing the taxes the taxes become just as
much a liabilitj- as the interest.
When a privately owned plant faces a deficit the
owners, not the taxpayers, walk the floor.
Those
same owners are frequently charged with obstructing a campaign for municipal ownership for no
other reason than that the scheme menaces their
holdings, and to a great extent that may be, probably is, and of rights should be. true. No sensible
person yearns to have his vested rights improperly
and unduly tampered with; yet. were municipal
plants in general wisely and properly administered,
but little, if any, fear would ruffle the minds of the

A
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mc-nacf Is Iwscd iiiion
almost total ignorance of iniderlyinK factors of
ilirTartics who have followed the hitsincss
MiK-ralion.
lur years arc by no manner of means a nnit upon
rlain details of operation; therefore it is pcrhiunt to ask, "Whence comes the supreme (?)
I.rinwiedgc affected by such individuals as arc, oliunfamiliar with the simplest details of
.I'.iisly,
rjiiralion and whose utter lack of detailed knowlline is exemplified in the total elimination of fixed

private owners.

'I'lic

slniiiliiiK

.

I

.

rli:irges?"
I'here

one more very important item which

is

purposely, left for final treatment in
accentuate its importance. That
Do not confound
of sinkiuR fund.
The latter is siminking fund wilh depreciation.
[ily to enable you to keep the property ill correct
i|)iTaling condilioEi; the former, the sinking fund,
111 enable the
principal on the bonds to be met anil
been,

li;is

Mirlcr the better to
I

the

.

since

room.

these arc ordinarily

This

iliffunely

the

reflected

lighter parts of the
li({hl

it

again deter-

mined largely by the illumination which the ceiling
and upper w.dls receive directly.
It
abiurd,
i»
therefore, to ignore this effect in an attempt to predetermine the illuminating effect of an incandcKent
lamp for any point in the room, even for those
points which lie beneath or in a horizontal direction from the source.
Again, the term efficiency, as applied to the ratio
of the horizontal illumination and the total power
supplied to the lamp, is meaningless. The efficiency
of any device for the transformation of energy is
defined as the ratio of the total energy transformed

item

I

rlnsurc.

of

By

Incandescent Lamps.'
L. B. Si'INNey.

The candlepowcr of an incandescent lamp, as comrated, is a specificalion of its average illuminating effect in a hori/ontal direction, the axis of
Ihe lamp being vertical, and its efficiency is given
in terms of this horizontal illuminating effect and
monly

the total

While

power consumed.
is iriic tliiit most lamp makers and lamp

it

users accept Ibis iiKlliod as a convenient means
of rating an incandescent lamp, it must be admitted
lh.it the chief reason for adopting it has been the
facility with which such rating is obtained, and
that, aside from this reason, tliere is very little
argument in favor of its use. It has been pointed
out again and again that this method of rating an
incandescent lamp or other source of light is illogical

;

but,

Miggested

because no convenient means has been
for obtaining the
average illuminating

—
—

in all directions
that is to say, the mean
spherical candlepowcr those who have to do with
lamp testing and lamp rating have clung to the
horizontal candlepowcr method as the only practical
one for comparing the illuminating effects of variI'rt'ect

ous lamps.

would seem that a very simple consideration
of the question would convince one that the only
logical rating of any source of illumination is in
terms of the total illuminating effect and the total
power consumed. It must tie admitted that in some
It

cases we are particularly concerned with the illumination produced in a given direction and that for
these special purposes the consideration of the mean
spherical candlcpower of the source is not so important.
Nevertheless, in determining what return
is made for that which is put into a given lamp, it
is necessary to take account of the total illuminating effect secured. This is true for lamps used for
these special purposes, as well as for others. And
in order that we may be able to make efficiency
comparisons between lamps of this sort, we must
know, in addition to the illumination secured in
the desired direction, the mean spherical candlepower. It will be evident that of two lamps used
thus for any special purpose and giving equal illuminating effects in the desired direction that one is
the more efficient which for a given consumption
of power gives the greater mean spherical illuminalion.
It will seldom happen in practice that after
the illumination in the desired direction is assured
that any outside illuminating effect will be found
objectionable.
It is readily conceived that in case
of two so-called "downward candlepowcr" lamps
the downward effects may be equal, while the
mean spherical effects may be more or less widelv

energy put into the transforming device.
for purposes of specification there neither is
nor can be any other conception of its meaning.
The electrical world is ever on the alert for a
new lamp which, in addition to all the desirable
features of the carbon incandescent lamp, shall embody a higher efficiency. Not a higher "horizontal
efficiency," mark you
no sane man would ever
think of making such a provision in this connection
but a larger value of the ratio of output to input.
If, as seems to be the case in the tantalum lamp,
a higher efficiency is secured, no one will stop to
to the total

And

—

—

inquire as to the direction in which the light is
delivered by the source. Once the higher efficiency
is obtained, it will be a relatively simple matter, by
properly shaped filaments, or by reflectors, or other
means, if need be, to adapt the source to any special
purpose. This example will perhaps suffice to illustrate that, after all, in each and every mind the
term efliciency has but the one meaning.
It has been urged, as one of the chief objections
to the method of mean spherical candlepowcr rating, that the measurement of the mean spherical
candlepowcr of any source of illumination, and particularly of a source for which the distribution is
far from uniform, involves great difficulties and

play an important part, especially so

1
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simplicity of iti comlruclirjn and the ntc of il>
operation.
The principles upon which the operation of lhi»
device depends are readily under«loo<l from the
following considerniions of its conttriiclion and u<e
The essential part is a system of 1 1 pairs of mirrnr«
disposed at equal angles in a vertical plane about
the source of light under test. These 11 pairs of
mirrors return lo the photometer screen, which may
be of either the I.umrner Br'Hlhun or the Bun*eii
types, illuminating effects which arc proportional t-'»
the intensity of illumination in the correspoodmg
directions from the source.
The lamp under lest
is placed in a vertical position at the center of Ihe
system of mirrors, and rotated. 'I"hc screen Ijcing
disposed in a vertical plane at the side of Ihe
source, each mirror will send back upon it an effect
which is the average of the illumination effects in
the corresponding zones, neglecting for the moment
the absorption effect at the mirrors.
The effect
upon the screen is the same as would be secured
if the lamp was stationarj- and the system of mirrors caused to rotate about the axis of the lamp.
If we imagine the system of mirrors rotating in
this manner, each mirror will describe a zone (A)
fB) (C) (D), etc., Fig. i.and the effect sent back to
the photometer screen by the individual mirror is
a mean zonular effect. One of the desirable features of this photometer is the simple manner in
which each of these mean zonular effects is
"weighted." It is evident that the zones described
by the rotating mirrors in the discussion just given
are of different areas, and the average effects in
these different zones should therefore be given different weights in determining the mean spherical

candlepowcr. For example, if one zone (F), Fig.
2, has an area of 10 square feet, and the average
illumination in that zone is one candlc-foot and
another zone (B), Fig. 2, has an area of five square
feet and the illumination is two candle-feet, it is
evident that the average illumination of these two
zones is not V/2 candle-feet, as would be the case
1%
if the difference in areas were neglected, but
candle-feet.
Now the area of a spherical zone of
a given width is proportional to the cosine of its
mean angular distance from the equator of the
sphere. The light returning from each zone should
therefore be diminished in the ratio of unity to tl'.c
cosine of the mean angular distance of the zone
from the equator.
In the arrangement of mirrors described the horizontal pair is the only one which directs the light
to the photometer screen in a direction perpendicuIt is well known that a beain
lar to its surface.
of light falling at right angles to the surface illuminated is more effective than would be the case if
the angle of incidence had any other value, so
that as the angle of incidence, that is. the angle
between the beam and the normal to the surface.
increases, the illuminating effect falls off and may
be shown to be proportional to the cosine of the
angle just mentioned. This is known as the cosine

will therefore be seen that the cosine law, as
to the illuminating effect of a beam refrom any pair of mirrors, will correct for

power of a lamp is quite conveniently determined.
Therefore, the argument just referred to in favor
of the
mean horizontal candlepowcr method no
longer carries the same weight as formerly, and it

the difference between the area of this zone and
the area of the horizontal zone. In other words,
the decreasing zones corresponding to the mirrors
above and below the horizontal are "weighted" by
the cosine effect at the surface of the photometer
screen.
It is only necessary, therefore, to balance
the total illumination on the photometer screen as
produced by the 11 pairs of mirrors by some illumination as in ordinao' photometric methods, in
order to determine the average illumination in the
directions of the various mirrors, tliat is, the mean
spherical effect.
In such a device we have, therefore, a simple
and convenient means of obtaining with one setting of the photometer the mean spherical candlepowcr of an incandescent lamp, and with this
device the determination of the mean spherical
effect is a matter of a few moments, whereas, under the old methods, whereby the candlepowers in
various directions were determined and averaged,
the operation involved the expenditure of very much
more time.
photometer of this type has recently been installed in the testing laboratories of the department
of physics and electrical engineering of the Iowa
State College, and it is proposed during the coming
months to make an extended series of comparative
tests of the mean horizontal effects and the mean
spherical effects of a variety of lamps, and it is
scarcely to be doubted that in such a comparison
of lamps some, at least, of the decisions of the
lower court of mean horizontal candlepowcr, will
be reversed b}- the higher one of mean spherical

semes reasonable

effects.

more

of the walls

mran

conceivable that lieforc I'
ill
;!r.
be rated in term* rA Ih'
p<jwers rather than in term^ ui ih.. .t.'!.,.^-- horizontal candlepowcr, as is custonury at th« prcMnl

It

sideration.

any point in a room, for
example, is determined in part by the light which
falls upon it directly from the source and in part
by the diffusely reflected light which reaches it
from other parts of the room. In the production
of this secondary eft'cct the ceiling and upper parts

i,,

flected

tedious labor.
It has been a weighty argument and
has perhaps done more than any other one thing
to establish the rating of lamps in terms of their
mean horizontal candlepowers, w-hich are much

at

i/ivm

applied

It will thus be seen that even though we are
discussing lamps which are designed to give a certain candlepowcr in some one direction that the
question of mean spherical candlepowcr is still of
importance. It would be absurd to attempt to compare heating appliances in terms of the total heat
radiated in a horizontal direction.
Is it not really
quite as illogical to attempt to rate light sources
in the same way?
It is true the analogy is an imperfect one. since
the convection currents about any heating appliance
make the vertical effect of relatively greater importance in such a device than it would be in case
of an incandescent lamp of any of the ordinary
forms. At the same time in the average problem
in illumination the vertical effect of the radiant is
important and the analogy is useful, in that it
emphasizes the need of taking this effect into con-

illumination

candlepowcr

1«-

law.

different.

The

spherical
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attention
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An Indiana (Mishawaka)
bonds duly paid.
lie
idwn failed to provide a sinking fund. When the
bonds matured there was no fund to be applied to
their redemption and the county sheriff really did
The properly was sold to avoid forethe rest.
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more and more

easily obtained.

must be admitted that, in the case of commercial ratings, this argument has been a difficult
It

one to meet. In recent times, however, metliods
have been suggested and apparatus has been devisd by means of which the mean spherical candle-

to expect that in the

near future
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The Bijur High-duty Battery.
work on the part
York, a new form
storage-battery plate has been produced which,
while retaining the well-tried electrochemical com-

As

the result of several years'

New

Mr. Joseph Bijur of

of
of

bination of lead and sulphuric acid, differs radically
in design, construction and results from forms hitherto known in the storage-battery art.
With the collaboration of Dr. J. S. C. Wells of
Columbia University, in the earlier stages of the
work, Mr. Bijur set out to produce a storage-battery plate according to an ideal design which should
This
be both mechanically and chemically perfect.
design embodied a rigid structure, freedom from
tendency to distortion, perfect acid diffusion, active
material incapable of being displaced, high specific
capacity, high rates of charge and discharge, high
efficiency, good regulation and freedom from "sulphation," buckling, or any other destructive action,
save ordinary and unavoidable wear and tear. These
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tendency of the ellipse to grow
both its axes insures the presence of a minute slot
through the center of the oxide mass, which allows
the flow of electrolyte to take place freely through
it.
The resultant oxidized plate, therefore, is rigid,
the grills are firmly held, they expand without producing strains, each particle of oxide is firmly
pressed against the lead from which it is grown

over its surface, and this together with the facility
for escape of gas without dislodging active material [i
favors the ability to stand very high rates of charge
and overcharge without marked deterioration.
The General Storage Battery Company of New
York, which is now putting elements of this type II
on the market under the name of the Bijur highduty battery, has recently equipped a factory at„
Boonton, N. J., with special automatic machinerj-',
for the cheap and rapid production of storage bat-i
teries, where, by reason of an abundant and cheapaj
hydraulic power and the automatic machinery usediS
storage batteries of the highest grade can be pro-J
duced at a very low cost a kilowatt-hour capacityj

larger along

the

Chicago Meeting of the
Malcolm

characteristics, it was believed, could only exist in
a form of plate made up of small, finely subdivided
structures, each free to expand unrestrainedly and

firmly welded to a strong supporting

and conducting

grid.

The

portions decided on as most advantageous could not be produced at commercial cost
l)y any known method, whereupon Mr.
Bijur set
to work to produce these crudely, following this up
by devising automatic machinery by whicii these
parts are now made with great uniformity and at

low

active

probability whicl^ are of assistance in various telea
This interesting subjecH
will receive future attention in the Western Elec^

phone-exchange operations.
trician.

Miller,

cost.

A.

The Bijur
pure

lead

plates are
structures in

composed of multiples

of

the

or

shape

of

gratings

F.

S.

R.

An

These are welded to and in one piece with
a stiff frame made of lead and antimony only. The
weld goes clear through the plates and is produced
witiiout the use of tin, solder flux, or any extraneous material whatsoever.
The frame merges into
the grill without joint.
At each end of the grill a
space is provided for its elongation by expansion,
and provision is made for expansion sidewise. The
result is a plate having the stiffness, strength and
"grills."

inoxidizable support of the alloy grid, rigidly held
active parts, yet with complete provision for their
expansion without the setting up of any strains that
could produce buckling.
The grills are composed of a multitude of minute
openings, or cells, open through from face to face.
When in the untreated metallic state these grills are
very open structures, having a large number of
component ribbons running in the vertical direction,
supported by heavier cross members running horizontally, which serve as conductors and give lateral
stiffness.
During the formation process part of
the metallic lead is converted into oxide, which by
reason of the large increase in volume nearly fills

Institute.

Rorty of the Bell Jelephone Con
pany in Pittsburg read the paper at the meeting oj
the Chicago branch of the American Institute oB
Electrical Engineers on April 2Sth.
His subject wai
"Applications of the Theory of Probability to TeleW
phone Traffic," and there was a good attendance o¥
telephone men. The speaker exhibited curves oh
C.

It was discussed at the meeting by K. bJ
S. J. Larned, A. P. Allen of IndianapoliSi|
Hibbard, F. J. Dommerque, J. G. Wray and|

McBerty.
executive committee for the next

the Chicago branch's

work was elected.
B. Woodworth,

of K. B. Miller, Prof. P.

season oil
consists!
Prof. C.

It

eI

Freeman, H. M. Brinckerhoff, E. B. Clark, W. G.]
Carlton, George B. Foster, H. R. King and J. G.
Wray.
J. H. Finney of St. Louis addressed the meetingj
briefly in the interest of the Institute

convention atj
He said that the St. Louis an'd
Chicago members should go to the convention in
force and have a special train. A rate of one fare
for the round trip could probably be secured.
Mr.
Finney was received cordially, and a committee was
appointed to take charge of the Chicago end of
the arrangements.
The next meeting of the Chicago branch will be
held on May 23d. The recent New York papers of
George A. Damon and Theodore Varney on singlephase railways, with some additions, will be discussed. J. R. Cravath will read an original paper
on "Light Electric Railways."
Asheville in June.

COMPLETE CELL OF BIJUR HIGH-DUTY STORAGE
and the entire plate is open through and through
for circulation and diffusion of the electrolyte.
One of the important advantages claimed by the
manufacturer by this form of design is that in a plate
of given dimensions 20 per cent, greater capacity can
be obtained 'with about lo per cent, more reserve
lead than in any form of plate hitherto constructed.
The fine subdivision of the oxide into small masses,
combined with the fact that the surfaces of the
plates are composed of ribbons on edge, precludes

1

Chicago Street-railway

Situation.

At this writing Mayor Dunne is awaiting a report
from John J. Gumming, who has been engaged in
making an estimate of the cost of rehabilitating the
Union Traction and City railway lines, "when the
first conference between representatives of the city
and the street-railway companies on the subject of
taking over the properties is promised.
During the week Judge Grosscup has handed
down his decree in the transfer injunction suit of
the Chicago City Railway Company against the
city, the tone of which is considered by the traction
companies as also strengthening their position on
the gg-year claims.
The decree says the acts of
i8sg, 1861 and 1865 all are in force and the City railway is operating the lines legally under these and
the ordinances of the city based on them.
The railway therefore has the contract right to collect a
cash fare of five cents for each passenger, and is
under no obligation tO carry anyone by reason of
having paid a cash fare on a Union Traction line
and received for it a transfer td the South Side.
Likewise the South Side company is by contract

under no obligation

to

issue transfers

on the

lines

the Union Traction lines in question.
Local Scotch societies are arranging to give J. L.
Dalrymple, traction superintendent of Glasgow, who
is coming to Chicago, a hearty welcome
when he
arrives.
banquet is being planned among other
to

A

entertainment.

Ceiling Board for

BIJUR

masses.

The maker claims that owing to the rapid acid
diffusion full charge may be given the batteries at
a voltage of 2.4 to 2.5 volts instead of 2.7 volts
a cell as is usually required. This low-charging
voltage results in increase of efficiency and reduces
the size of boosters required to charge.
The structure of the plate forms a conducting
network to all parts, insuring equality of action all

either concealed or cleat wiring.
The hook from wdiich the lamp hangs is supported
by a spiral spring mounted in a recess in the porcelain.
This spring takes up any jarring to which
the lamp may be subjected, reducing the vibration
This ceiling board is therefore parto a minimum.
ticularly adapted for use with lamps installed on
wharves and in railway stations, factories and mills.

3-DUTY STORAGE BATTERY.

the openings.
The ribbons on the positive elements
have a large ainount of metal left as a reserve for
the oxidation which is attendant on the normal
action of every storage battery.
When the oxide is formed in the rectangular cells
it assumes a slightly eliptical shape, which, expanding into the rectangular containing space, produces
a locking-in that is so positive that nothing short
of destruction of the plate can dislodge it.
At the
same time, even \vhen the oxidation is carried to
the point of apparently completely filling the cells.

Arc Lamps.

One of the most valuable features of the improved porcelain ceiling board for arc lamps, which
the General Electric Company has just placed on
the market, is the use of a snap switch and a
ratchet and chain, the lamp and board thus being
self-contained and requiring no additional wiring to
connect them with a switch. Every lamp in a
circuit is made independent of the other lamps by
means of standard Edison plug cut-outs, which afford a better means of protection than does the
'usual cut-out.
The ceiling board is furnished for

CEILING BOARD FOR ARC LAMPS,
the

possibility
liable to occur

of

blistering or shrinkage that is
plates contain oxides in lar.ge

when

"

:

.
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Automatic Synchronizer for Alternators
and Rotary Converters.
To
and

.•ilhrii.il'.r,

sl;iil

williin

coiidiliim

of llii'
quently,

which

llii-

of

c"isc-iilirils

.ibilily

ment

lli.ii

chroni/inn.

market

an

liricfcsl

pnssllilc

nioilcni

service,

period is our
and, conse-

*

^^r^

)§

would

obviate

the

using electrically operated
plicable to
or electropnenmatic switches or to which such
It
provides a means
switches may be added.
wliereby the operation of the coupling switch will
As
not lag behind the moment of synchronism.
automatic switches refiuiic- a n-rlain period of time
ili.ii
ili,closing operation
to close, it is neces^ni
so that the switch
begin in advance of mm.Ih mi

m

close at the insi.ini
the speeds of the

^mh hn misni

is

reached.

vary too much,
instrument prevents the couple taking place.
The adjnslment of the synchronizer may be changed
to coincide with the time clement of any particular
form of switch which may be used.
The automatic synchronizer consists essentially
of a metal case in which arc mounted two solenupper ends of whose cores are flexibly
oid.s, the
connected to either end of a lever which is swung
Attached to the shaft is a
centrally on a shaft.
is
normally
suitable contact arrangement which
If

machines

this

The function

device is to
of an elecCurtrically operated or electropnenmatic switch.
rent to actuate the switch is taken from a source
independent of the generators, such as the exciter.
Current to energize the solenoids is derived from
the ibus bars and from loads connected to the incoming generator or rotary converter through potential transformers.
In effect the mechanism holds the contacts of the
switch-operating circuit open until the incoming
machine arrives nearly at synchronism, and, taking into proper consideration the time element,
causes it to close at synchronism, connecting the
machines together. A controlling and relay switch
are interposed in circuit with the synchronizer and
electrically operated switch.
By means of the controlling switch the main or electrically operated
open.

close a circuit

cf

this

contact

through the closing

coil

:

Porcelain .Insulator lor Use Without
Tie-wire.
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FIG.

I.

VIEW OF SVNCHRONIZBR MOUNTED ON SWITCH-

noted from the diagram that the coils of the automatic synchronizer are so connected as alternately lo

down, the left-hand coil pulling when
the phase difference is 180 degrees and the righthand coil pulling when the phases of the machines
coincide.
There is an ingenious device connected
to the contacts of the synchronizer which withdraws one of the contact brushes when the maeliines differ too much in speed.
As the difference
in speed becomes less this device acts in such a way
as to allow the contact to be made sufficiently i!i
advance of coincidence of phases corresponding to
the time required for the switch to actuate.
As
the machines differ less in speed, the advance in
the contact is correspondingly less.
The contacl.s
never have to break any current and when properly adjusted they will last indefinitely.
The machines are coupled by this instrument without the
least sparking or strain, the ammeters connected to
pull their cores

The accompanyinit cut illtiMratet a new type nf
porcelain in.4ulalor "in action," a« the inannf.-irlurci'
pills it.
The illustration !.how» the wire in place
within the knob.
A close inspection of the knoli
to the riKht reveals the fact that the «:rew hole
in the knob is on an incline.
The structure of thu
latter porcelain special is so simple that no further
explanation relative to this is necessary.
As will be readily seen, the insulator is a »afc
one; the wire must stay in the hole, hence with it
in service there can be no mysterious fires from a
misplaced wire.
It is excecdiuRly econtmiical anri
with the screw hole on an incline the insulator may
be attached with ease in the most incxcessihic place's,
as between joists and in similar situations.
One
screw, too, does the work and prevents the knob
from turning. Besides this, if it he desired, a liewire can be used likewise on this knob. The knob
excels also where the space in which it can be
placed is small.
Summarizing, there is needed no
tic-wire, no half hitch and no wrapping Ihc knob.
The Snydcr-Hunt Company of Belle Plainc, Iowa,

PORCELAIN INSULATOR FOR USE WITHOOT TIB-WIRE.

manufacturer of this knob, calculates that
through its use the following saving is made: One
tie-wire measuring eight inches for each knob makes
8,000 inches for 1,000 knobs, which is 666 feet or
the

more, depending on the size of wire used, which
will cost more than $7: the time spent in cutting

and tying the wire costs another $5 a thousand;
the slanting screw or nail hole on the side (sec
cut) makes it easy to attach the knobs to a joist or
the studding and it can be done in one-third of the
time

formerly

Thus

the

required,

total

saving

saving

is

at

an additional $2.
$14 a thousand

least

knobs.

Chicago Trade Press Association.
The meeting and dinner of the Chicago Trado
Press Association on the evening of .\pril 24th at
the Hamilton Club was a distinct success.
sentatives of 82 class papers partook of the
It was "President's Night" and the feature
evening was the assembly of the presidents
several trade press associations of the United
The guests of the occasion were

Repredinner.
of the
of the
States.

W. L. Terhune. president
ciation, publistler ot the Boot

New England Trade Press Assoand Siioe Recorder. Boston. Mass.
James H. McCraw. president of tlie American Trade Press
tlie McGraw Pubiishinc Company. NewYork city.
W. C. Edcar. President Minnesota Trade Press Associalioii.
.Vssociation ajld also of

Northwestern Miller. Minneapolis. Minn.
Colonel Robert Mitchell Floyd, secretarj- ot the New Enclaiid
..\ssociation and publisher of the Trade Press List,

publisfier of the

Trade Press

Boston. Mass.

CONNECTIONS OF AUTOMATIC SYNCHRONIZER WITH ROTARV-CONVERTER

'

switch may be tripped, but cannot be closed, as
the closing coil is normally out of circuit until the
synchronizer is' in the position assumed at the
synchronous operation of the generators or rotaries,
which closes the relay switch circuit and completes
the path of the current through the controller and
electrically operated
switches
The relay switch
is provided with carbon break and
intended to
relieve the contacts of the synchronizer from excessive currents,
A ^iew of the svnchronizer ,vith cover removed,
mounted on a switchboard wil its attendant instrument, in the power house of the Pittsburg, McKecsport and Connellsville railroad, is shown in
Fig. I.
A diagrammatic view of the instrument
connections with a rotary converter installation is
given in Fig. 2.
Assume that it is desired to start the rotary
converter (Fig, 2), which is accomplished by an
induction motor not shown in the figure, and bring
it up to approximate speed ready to connect in circuit.
It will be seen that the primary (b) of the
potential transformer is connected across the bus
bars, and the primary (a) of the other transformer is
connected to corresnonriing terminals of the rotary
converter behind the electrically operated switch,
that is, between the switch and rotary.
It will be
i

incoming machines

the

IN

showing

hardly

any

de-

flection.

'"Trade Press Organization, a Federation of Trade
Press Associations," constituted the topic of the
evening, and the guests of the occasion related
many interesting experiences in the trade-paper
a recital of efforts culminating in notable
achievements.
The speakers were unanimous in
their views as to the desirability of a national trade
press organization, and steps were taken toward
ihe attainment of this end.
President J. Newton
Nind presided as toastmaster in a most efficient and
field, W'ith

For rotary work a simple form of

electrically

operated switch has been devised to use with the
automatic
synchronizing system,
combining the
functions of switch and automatic circuit breaker,
thus omitting the knife switches and fuses. For
high-voltage w'ork automatic oil switches are used.
The wiring of the various devices forms a complete interlocking sj'stem. preventing coupling of
the machines under unfavorable circumstances and
avoiding the danger of any damage resulting.

businesslike manner.

An announcement was made that Edwin C Madden, third assistant postmaster-general of the United
States,

by the bureau of supplies and accounts, NaN-y Department, for furnishing eastern navy yards with the
follow'ing:
Schedule 197 generating sets, magnet
wire, slate slabs, conduit fittin.gs, thermostat springs,
etc.
schedule igS motors, batteries, etc.
Blank
proposals can be obtained at the navy pay office in
York or of the bureau at Washington.
The bureau is also inviting sealed proposals until
May 23d for furnishing the Mare Island and Puget

—

:

—

New

Sound navy yards with the following:

Schedule

deliver an address before the association
evening. May 29th.
It was voted unani-

W'ill

Monday

Proposals for C.overnment Electrical
Apparatus.
Sealed proposals are being invited until May gth

mously to give Mr. Madden a special evening. The
regular meeting of the association will occur on
Monday. May 22d This latter occasion w'ill be
"Patrons' night," and the members of the association are to bring to the dinner as many patrons and
prospective patrons as possible of their respective
publications with a view to a general discussion of
advertising, during which both sides of the question

may

be heard

Mr. Edgar
invitation
his

home

in his speech

to
city,

extended a most cordial

the association
Minneapolis.

to

make a

visit

to
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Outdoor

Apparatus for Alternatingcurrent Circuits.

For some years the Westinghouse Electric and
Manufacturing Company has had on the market a
piece of apparatus designated as a "spark-gap proThe name "sparktector for a secondary circuit."
gap," although not incorrect, does not suggest the
application of this device, and it has therefore been
deemed advisable that it should be known as a
"safety gap." since its function is to provide a safety
gap or path for the escape of high-potential current

from a low-potential system.

The purpose

of the safety gap

is

to

protect the

low-tension windings of a transformer against any
abnormal rise of static potential occasioned by
grounds, switching of the high-voltage lines, etc.
This type is particularly applicable to local-lighting

Annual Report

April 29, 1905

the Department

of

of
Electricity of the City of Chicago.

connection

complete report of the operations of the Department of Electricity of the city of Chicago for
the year 1904 has been submitted by City ElecE. B. Ellicott, giving in detail the

work

On December

31st of last year the city was operating from its municipal stations a total of 5.i07
arc lights, being an increase of 100 lamps over the
preceding year.
The sum of $200,000 was appropriated for the new Horatio N. May arc-lighting
station (see Western Electrician of April 8, 1905),
which, however, did not go into operation during
the year.
The report recommends that all extensions of the
lighting system be followed with a view to using
power from the Chicago Drainage Canal to be developed at Lockport.
The City Council and civic
bodies have already declared themselves for the
utilisation of this power for municipal lighting,
definite arrangements have been made.
During the year an average of 5,034 arc lamps was
maintained at a total cost of $273,639.24, or $54.35
a lamp, according to the method of calculation employed in presenting the report.
There is no obsolete apparatus in use, and the
entire system is in good operating condition, it is
said.

In 1904 a total of 252 fire-alarm boxes were put
place, the total number now in service being
There is at present in use in connection with
the fire-alarms 267 miles of wire, 169 of which is
copper.
system of police telegraph is maintained
in conjunction with the fire-alarm telegraph.
Rewiring and equipping theaters according to the
present requirements has thrown a great deal of
extra work on the electrical inspection bureau. The
result, however, is that there is a higher standard
maintained in Chicago theaters than in an}' other
The bureau of electrical
city in the United States.
inspection will try to secure some changes in the
requirements for large department stores, where
hundreds of people congregate and present even
worse conditions than those existing in theaters.
The entire rules and regulations for the installations
of wire and apparatus have been revised and are to
be placed in the revised code of ordinances now in
course of preparation.
An interesting table is given in the report of
the bureau of electrical inspection, showing the
number of electric-lighting stations and lamps in
the city under the jurisdiction of the department:
in

1,689.

A

range of voltages.

The

safety gap, with cover removed, is illustrated
I.
The gap across which the arcing occurs
here clearly shown. This safety gap is neat and
substantial in construction, occupies a minimum
amount of space and is well insulated and rainproof.
The cylinders are made of non-arcing metal, may
be adjusted for any size gap by merely loosening a
screw at the top of the C3dinder and may be turned
as desired so as to present new surfaces for action.
A porcelain base supports the cylinders and the
whole is enclosed in a cast-iron box.
The demand for a serviceable outdoor type of oil
switch adapted for use with alternating-current
series arc-lighting systems, for cutting out banks of
transformers, isolating underground or overhead
feeders and mains from main systems and operating
inductive loads of all kinds led the Westinghouse
company to design and place upon the market a
switch (Fig. 2) that meets all these requirements.
It is a double-pole, single-throw switch, mounted in
a weatherproof case which may be easily attached to
poles or cross-arms in the case of overhead systems,
or may be hung in manholes.
The essential features consist of knife-blade con-

by Fig.
is

No. of
Stations.

No. Of Arc

Lamps
Operated.

No. of Incandescent

Lamps
Equivalent
to 16 Candlepower.

Commercial companies, central
59
1,236

City plants, street lighting
City plants (isolated) not including city hall and water-

Totals

17.627

5.107

1.

310

37.79=;

2.068,159

was t,950. For this
purpose 34 arc lights were used and 115,721 incandescent lamps were used, which includes those com-

The

total

number

of signs

The
ing under the inspection of the department.
signs projecting over the sidewalks was
1,795 and the signs paralleling the buildings 155.
The city laid 35.420 Hneal feet of conduit and
other corporations 176,120 feet of conduit during the
There has been altogether 860,419 trench-feet
_vear.
of conduit, containing 5,253,362 duct-feet, laid in
Chicago during the last four years.
The net cost of the Department of Electricity for
the year 1904 was $818,180.82.
number of

Everett-WIoore Properties Released
from Trusteeship.
The trustees of the Everett-Moore properties and
securities have been discharged and the business
goes back to the syndicate, to be handled as seems
There are now six members of the S}'ndicate,
best.
and the properties that revert to them consist largely
of telephone companies, with interests in several
FIG. 2.

OUTDOOR SWITCH FOR SERIES ARC LIGHT SYSTEMS.

submerged in oil and high insulation between
poles and between frame and live parts.
Knifeblade contacts are used, as they insure the best contact for low-temperature rise.
Each jaw has a detachable arcing piece which takes the final break,
thus preventing any possibility of arcing between
the jaws and blades.
These arcing pieces may be
tacts

removed very

when worn

out or burnt away.
between the poles,
from communicating. The
switch is compact and light, weighing but 40 pounds.
^^'hen so ordered a special oil may be furnished
with this switch which is especially suitable for
use in cold weather, as
it
has a much lower
congealing point than any oil now on the market
which is otherwise suitable for oil-switch work.
One and one-half gallons are required to fill the
tank.
The switch has a maximum capacity of 200
amperes at 3,300 volts.
Suitable

easily

barriers are
which prevent the arcs

placed

good traction lines. The development of these properties and the liquidation of the comparatively small
debt that is left to them is now in order.
Three years ago trouble came about over the
The first 18 months after
affairs of the syndicate.
the trouble, the business was handled by a committee of bankers. Then it was turned over to a
board of trustees consisting of Col. F. S. Dickson.
Calvary Morris and H. R. Newcomb. It is stated
that Colonel Dickson will remain as president of
He has been very sucthe telephone companies.
cessful in handling the affairs, and most of them
are now on a paying basis.
Messrs. Moore and Everett have faith in the se-

They will give them
way. It is said that
the work of straightening out the affairs of the
syndicate has cost $300,000, all of which has been
paid in cash. E. W. Moore departed for New York
immediately after the business was turned over to
curities of all their properties.
personal attention in every

with

look after a large bond deal in
the Toledo Railways and Light

American Company Assumes
Charge of St. Louis Railways.

North

ac-

complished by each of the eight bureaus of the
department during the year.
The following facts
taken from the report will be found interesting;

though no

FIG. I.
OUTDOOR SAFETY GAP WITH COVER REMOVED.
and power service and can be adjusted for a wide

to

Company.

A

trician

syndicate,

the

The North American Company has taken over
the United Railways Company of St. Louis, assuming control of the big street-railway system on
April 20th.
No action affecting the affairs of
the company other than the formation of a new
board of directors has been taken. Several changes
in the personnel of the board were made, but none
among the officers except in the election of John L
Beggs of Milwaukee to succeed Murray Carleton
as president.
Capt. Robert McCulloch continues as
vice-president and general manager. Murray CarleJames Campbell and Festus J. -Wade were retained on the board, and Judge H. S. Priest was
made a director in addition to being continued as
general counsel.
President C. W. Wetmore and
Treasurer George R. Sheldon of the North American Company W. H. Thompson, president of the
National Bank of Commerce, and W. V. A. Powelson, general manager of the Union Electric Light
and Power Company, are new members of the
board, making 10, with one place vacant.
By bringing the United Railways Company into
closer relation with the Union Electric Light and
Power Company and the Laclede Gaslight Company,
which they also control, the directors of the North
American Company expect to effect a big saving in
operating expenses.
Power will be obtained from
the new plant of the Union company on the river
front, although it is not intended to abandon the
United railways power plant for the present at
least.
The three concerns will be operated separately in every other respect.
ton,

;

The United Railways Company was organized in
1S98 by the consolidation of all the street-car lines
St. Louis except the Suburban.
Its franchise
runs until 1948. It operates 344 miles of track. In
1899 the system was leased to the St. Louis Transit
Company for five years. In October. 1904, the
United Railways Company again assumed control,
and the finances were readjusted by exchanging
$17,264,000 Transit stock for L'^nited railway's stock.
The capitalization and funded debt is as follows:
Common stock, $24,913,800; preferred stock, issued,
$12,983,200; preferred stock, in treasury, $7,000,000;
general mortgage bonds, $42,000,000; Transit refunding bonds, $10,000,000.
The net earnings of the system, less all interest
charges on funded debt, is given as $396,000 for
The gross earnings
1903 and $1,840,000 for 1904.
in

for the first three months of 1905 were $1,840,000,
an increase of $68,000 over the same period last
year.

John I. Beggs, the new president, is also president
of the Uniofi Electric Light and Power Company,
director in the North America and half a dozen
other public-service corporations in Milwaukee, Detroit and other cities.
He is 57 years old and was
born in Philadelphia.
His early schooling was
limited, consisting chiefly of a course in a business
college, but out of it he made himself an expert
accountant, and his later experience in handling
power plants and street railways has qualified hitn
*
as an electrical and civil engineer of abilit\^
In 18S4 he became interested in electric lighting
and succeeded in organizing an electric-light, enterprise for Harrisburg. Pa., which he managed until
18S7.
J. P. Morgan then secured his services as
general manager of the Edison Electric Company
of New York, where he remained until 1S90.
After that a busy career connected him with several
other enterprises, among them the Edison General
Electric Company of Chicago, the Cincinnati Edison Electric Company and the Milwaukee street
railways.
In 1903, when the North American secured control of the Union company in St. Louis,
he became its general manager.

Foreign Trade Opportunities.
The Bulgarian railway department at Sofia is
open to offers for the sale of 460 tons of creosote.
The

Rome
line

to

Societa

Romana

Tramways

has been authorized to change
electric

Omnibus
its

of

horse-car

traction.

The Roumanian postal department at Bukharest
will purchase 52,600 insulators and 28,000 pounds
of bronze telegraph wire.
The Direccion general de Correos y Telegrafes
in Madrid, Spain, will receive proposals for furnishing telegraphic and telephonic supplies.
permit has been granted to the Compania de
Tranvias, at Cartagena, Spain, to introduce electric

A

traction on the street-car lines.

The municipality of Madrid, Spain, has voted
$2,522,000 for the widening of the Calle de Preciados and the building, drainage and lighting of a
new street. The party obtaining the contract witi
have a 40-year privilege of running an electric tramway in these two streets.
'

Fred H. Fitch and otliers of Chicago are said to
have purchased the electric street-railway system at
Pittsburg, Kan.

;;
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Ohio Telephone Notes.
'Ihc I'mdiiituil
Valley. Aslil:iliiil;i

with

c:ipit:il

.-1

Crmipany of

Tdeplioiii:
CiMiiily,

slock of

li.is

Clicriy

incorporated

l.t:cii

ailditirjiial

street

picled.
'I'elcphonc companies now charge lo cents
of live for local service, at the llollenden

ih,

.

A

of the companies says
the hotel company forces it lo make
llie other s.ays the rent for the space
that an additional charge is made to

willi

iKirmliiKli

.,

mstead

Hotel,
that the

One

Clevclanil.
riiMlr.icl

and

nu-elinw nf

u.iy\

til.

Telephone C.nipaM

1

ill.

'if
I

ilie

Central Union

liilliinihe

district

was

\]ii il .'"ill, niid il is rumored
held at IVirlsnimiili
Mg the Indcpcndthat a deal
.hange at 1 hniliiigiun, W. Va. There is also
some talk lliat ihe Hell people will attempt to purThis
chase the iilaiits al InmUni and Portsmouth.
would be in accord willi the plans they worked out
in getting possession of the Jackson County plants.
reported that I2 townships in Ashtabula
It
is

Trumhull counties have been developed by
small telephone companies organized among the
The companies arc intended to operate in
farmers.
only one township each, but it is thought that they
with the Independent exwill all be connected
changes running into Youngstown and some of the
and

other larger towns.
The reports of the subsidiary companies of the
Federal Telephone Company for March all show

good

residts.

Dallai

S.

The Cuyahoga Telephone Company

shows an increase of over $12,000 in gross earnings
The
over the corresponding month of last year.
Stark County Tclcplione Company shows an increase of over $1,000 in gross earnings for the same
The officers are very well satisfied with ihc
period.
business the companies have done.
The Bell people are constructing a large cable
in the residence section of Toledo to take care of
the new business and replace Ihe present construcIt is said the company will expend $25,000
tion.
for cable and underground construction within the
next few months.
The Burlington Telephone Company of Burlington has been incorporated with a capital stock of
$300.
C. L. Crawford and others are interested.
It is reported that a two-story business building
will be erected on the Bell Telephone Company's
C.
property on St. Clair Street in Toledo.

Telephone News from the Northwest.

rector*.

The Union Telephone Company of Berne, Adam*
has filed arlicle<i of incorporation, '("he

c.-ipiial

iloclc

in

$J,ooo.

Minnewaukon, N. D.
Bickford, T. O. Hunter and A.

A.

B.

at

C.

Wiper

The Union Telephone Company of Hope, N. D.,
its capital stock from $50,000 to $100,-

has increased

times local companies were formed, with the purpose
of reducing the rales, but the Bell conipany forced
them out of business by dropping for the time to
so low a rate that competition was impossible.
Charles F. Belman of New Albany has patented
a device to displace the familiar glass insulators on
the crossarms of telephone and telegraph poles. The
device is of iron and the wire is held by a clutch
which prevents its slipping. The contrivance rests
in a socket in the crossarm.
Mark P. Boone, superintendent of the Peru Home
Telephone Company, has applied for a patent on a
lock-out device, intended to overcome the lack of
privacy on parly lines. The device can be placed
on any central-energy telephone and can be manipulated with as much ease as a telephone on an independent line. The officials of the Peru Home Telephone Company will at once introduce the lock-out
system on its country lines, thereby, it is hoped, affording country patrons as much privacy as if they
were on an independent line.
S.

Telephone Output.

Bell

The American Telephone and Telegraph Com

•

pany reports that the net addition of instruments
for the month of March was 121,514, or 30,000 more
in Ihe corresponding month of 1904.
In the
quarter of 1905 the net gain has been 301,372
instruments, or 50 per cent, more than in the cor-

than
first

responding quarter
ports

show

last

The company's remore instruments

year.

that there are 800,000

now than

earning rental

there

were

year ago

a

1.400,000 more than two years ago, and 2,000,000
more than three years ago. The percentage of returns compared with output is smaller, and the
net gains, therefore, make a good exhibit.
Following are comparative figures reported for March:

Gross output
Returned

Net output
Outstandinc March

31

1905.
169,159
47,645

1903.

1902.

126,522
3S.043

84.280
38.172

96.557
42,847

121,514

91.479

46,108

S3. 710

4,781.736

3.972,095

3.339,635

2,691.065

1004.

County

Telephone

Company

of

preparing to start construction
be built to Hillside.
A
The Home Telephone Company of Ashland, Wis.,
has announced a raise in rates for business instruments from $2 to $2.50 a month. The company's
franchise provides that when 1,000 instruments are
in use, such raise can be made, and the company
now has 1,050 connections.
The Dakota Central Telephone Company is about
to install a central-energy system at Aberdeen, S. D.
The Clarence (Iowa) Telephone Company is preparing plans for a new exchange building.
S.

D., is
line will

The Vincennes and Wayland Telephone Company

NEW

has been incorporated at Vincennes, Iowa, with -a
G. L. Sargent is president
capital stock of $3,000.

and F. D. Newberry secretary.
F. M. Currie has purchased a controlling interest
in the Central Telephone Company of Broken Bow,
Neb., from J. E. Adamson. It is planned to spend
about $1,000 in improvements at once.
The Iowa Telephone Company is negotiating for
a site for a new exchange building at Sioux City,
Iowa. It is planned to spend about $150,000 in improvements in'that city this season.
The Tri-state Telephone Company has been
granted a franchise at Milan, Minn.
A telephone franchise has been granted at Rugbv,
N. D., to A. H. Jones.
The Hastings (Neb.) Independent Telephone
Company has let the contract for the erection of a
new exchange building to L. Ellis.
R.

Indiana Telephone Items.
The Wilson Home Telephone Company of McGrawsville has been incorporated to construct and.
operate a telephone system and exchange in Mc-

P'/rldHl braiM
this business

f

•',.

;,,.,:

:

•

,,,,1

.

•;,,.:,

L. N. Douthit, James
Stewardson and W. H.
incorporated as the Richland and
Shelbyville Township (111.) Mutual Telephone Company. The headquarters will be in Richland Town-

Brown have

ship.

The Streator Telephone and Telegraph Company
has been incorporated under the laws of New
Jersey with a capital of $200,000.
The incorporators are Charles N. King, L. G. Bouker and J. J.
Reilly.

Articles

Valley

incorporation

of

Telephone

the

of

Bear

Company have been

filed

River
with

of state at Salt Lake City, Utah.
The headquarters of the company, which has a
capitalization of $25,000, are at Tremonton, Utah.
secretary

The following-named telephone companies have
been incorporated recently:
Twin Valley Telephone Company, Morrison, Okla.
Farmers' Mutual Telephone Company, Moulton, Iowa
Richland Telephone Company, Richland, Kan.
Berthra
Telephone and Telegraph Company, Opelousas, La.
Burlingame Independent Telephone Company, Burlingame, Kan.
Butler County Telephone Company,
Brainard, Neb.
Oklahoma Northern Mutual Telephone. Company, Hunniwell, Kan.
Farmers' Telephone Company, Wausa, Neb. Hesston Rural Telephone Company, Hesston, Kan. Russell Gorman
Telephone Company, Russell, Kan.
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

Speaking of automatic telephony at a recent lecture in London, Herbert Laws Webb said that
the probable future development would be to use
automatic devices where they would be under the
control of experts, and to keep the sub-station in
its present state of simplicity.

i

Mparatc from
laicen from the

r'-j.-rt.

It i« considered l»«icr practice lo have Ihe
ojwralors at the »amr line nf hmnit a^ (li<?
'
operators, up lo two
This arranKCMienI d'

loll

"A"

:

'

any

service Irunks,
operator, ai
the toll Ixjard 1,
Ihc local Ixjard, and Ihcrc

swilching

When

lions,

is

il

recommended

r.

af

ib.ii

be used with all the toll Imcs, .-.n.l iri:nk\ nniluplied at each section.
It is considered thai, on the whole, a three-wire
line and cord circuit arc best for toll hoards. Good
results, however, can be obtained by using Iwowire circuits with made contacts in Ihe jacks (or
operating cut-off relays.

For line and clearing-out signals in connection
with the toll lines, it is recommended thai tubular
hand-restoring drops be used. We consider these
signals better than any form of lamp or visual
signal, from the fact that they arc more sensitive,
they will not confuse the operator on account of
false signals, and when there are two or more
stations on a line, ncccssitaling code ringing, the
operator can tell what station is being called.
It is recommended ihat busy signals be used in
connection with toll-line multiples and answering
jacks.
There are certain magnetic busy signals that
can be used satisfactorily; also a lamp having a
considerably higher voltage than the battery on
which it is operated, will give very good results.
In connection with the cord circuits at a toll
board, it is desired lo recommend against having
cord circuits of different kinds, or cord circuits
that can be changed from one condition to another
by the operation of keys. The best arrangement
is
to have all cord circuits alike; this, however,
cannot always be done. It should be possible in
most cases to restrict the kinds of cords to ti»-o
toll to toll, and toll to local.
It is recthat when two kinds of cords are necessary, that a division be made between the two kinds
of cords which will be permanent, and no keys

kinds, as

ommended

be used for changing from one to another.
Usually it is good practice to have repeating coils
wired in connection with the cords, so that they
can be cut in or out by means of these keys.
The number of these coils should be restricted, in
rnost cases not more than two or three at a position, and they should be used only when absolutely
necessary.

Growth
What
started

COMPANIES.

(Neb.1 Telephone Company
has been incorporated with a capital stock of
$5,000 by R. T. Pettycrew, C. M. Van Meter and

the

r.-.,,,!

til.-

phone

others.

000.

Davison

In

Kerr

The North Table

capital.

The

B.

Samuel Tellcn arc

have been granted a franchise at Bowbells, N. D.,
for a telephone exchange.
The Farmers' Mutual Telephone Company of
Souris, N. D., has been incorporated with $20,000

Ethan,
work.

.Matun, K.

S.

J.

the dircclort.
The annual mcclinK of the •lircctorit of Ihc Soulli
Bend Home Telephone Company wan held on Ihc
20lh inst. The conipany has nearly a half a million dollars invested and has over 3,500 telephones
connected. The officers elected were: President,
Theodore Howard; vice-president, K. T. Yarncllc;
secretary, KImcr Stone.
The I-afayelte Home Telephone Company and Ihc
Bell Telephone Company will each spend over $200,000 during the coming year, it is said, in an ciTort
to get a majority of the business in Ihe l..afayelte
field.
It is charged that years ago the Bell company
bad all the telephone service in Lafayette and for
lack of competition it "boosted" the prices. Several
anri

March—
N. D., has secured
J. W. Scott of Grand Forks,
a controlling interest in the Benson County Telephone Company

335

UMIca Equipment for Long-dl»tance
Telephone Service.

Ihc lioard of di-

hc.l<l«

Ciiunly,

$.1,ooo.

telephone Imxei have
been put in by the CuyalioKa Telephone Company.
This fealnre of the busincsH bids fair to become
ijiiilc popular.
New antomalic telephone boxes are now bcnig
histalled by the Citizens' Telephone Company of Cohirabus and it is expected that all will be in and
ready for use by the time the switchboard is comSi'Vcral

W.

i;raw«villc;

is

of a Rural

in

Telephone Exchange.

known

exchange
that

as the Marquis Independent teleof Norwich, N. Y., which was
city in Januarj-, 1895, with three

telephones by Mr. Marquis, who is at present exowner of the system, is now said to be
one of the largest rural Independent exchanges in
New York state. It has grown to a system of
620 instruments, and this with strong Bell competition.
For the first eight years Mr. Marquis
strung nearly even- foot of wire himself and placed
every telephone. For five years he not only worked
all day outside, but slept in the ofliice nights and
answered all night calls. When he installed and
put in operation his first three telephones Mr.
Marquis, strangely enough, had never even talked
through a telephone, or had a receiver at his ear.
Last year Mr. Marquis doubled the ssvilchboard
capacity and he is
now stringing new cables.
About June ist he will connect with Binghamton
and Elmira, making a continuous line from Utica
to Elmira.

clusive

Struggle for Telephone Competition
Connecticut.
The

in

break the Bell telephone monopoly in Connecticut which is exercised
through the agency of the Southern New England
Telephone Company is assuming large proportions.
Under the present law it is practically impossible
legislative

contest

to

rival company to get the required authority
start in business.
Pending bills provide for the
repeal of the restrictions which were established
for the safeguarding of the Bell corporation.
The
contest against the present monopoly is being
pressed both by the mercantile interests of tlie
state and also by the Independent concerns that
seek to enter Connecticut and establish competition with the Bell.
The State Business Jlen's Association has taken a hand in the contest favoring
the anti-monopoly bills.

for a

to

The sixth rural telephone line has been built
out from Beulah, Kan., and is called Beulah No. 6.
Hugh Gregg has been elected president of the company.
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GENERAL TELEPHONE NEWS.
W. W. Finney
change

The

has put in a

Interstate

has

Mo.,

seph,

new

telephone ex-

Telephone

Company

increased

its

of

capital

Jo-

St.

stock

to

$1, 000,000.

and equipment

lost

its

in a $125,000 fire at Tuscola,

office

111.,

on

April 22d.

The Home Telephone Company

of Hebron, Neb.,

has be»n sold and the system will be thoroughly
overhauled by the reorganized company.

Independent Telephone Company of Salt
Lake City, Utah, has recently been granted franchises by the councils of Prove and Brigham City.

The

which has passed the Senate of the
Legislature becomes a law the use of
or indecent language over the telephone
will subject the user to fine or imprisonment.
a

bill

New York
profane

N. E. Gibboens, manager of the Yankton (S. D.)
of the Northwestern Telephone Exchange
for 17 years, has resigned to accept a
similar position with the Yankton Independent Teleoffice

Company

phone Company.
It is reported that the Federal Telephone Company of Pennsylvania has decided to cease business
and has asked for the repeal of its franchise in East
McKeesport, Pa., and the surrender of its bond.

The company has

sold

its

the purchaser has not been

poles, but
given.

the

name

of

Clarence Anderson and William Hegstrom of
Lindsborg, Kan., have invented a selective device
for use on the rural telephone lines which not
only cuts out all the other telephones on a line
when two telephones are busy but shows by a
small indicator on each telephone that the line is
busy.

The Independent Telephone Company

of Emporia,
preparing to fight the recently passed
Kansas law which provides that 50 cents per month
shall be the rental for all rural telephones where
This comthe farmers buy their own telephone.
pany has been charging $1 and says that the law

Kan.,

is

is

unfair.

The Home Telephone Company intends to exits lines to Escondido, National City, Corona,
Chula Vista, Paradise Valley and other sections of
San Diego County, Cal. From Escondido the line
will be extended northward to Santa Ana, where
connection will be made with the long-distance
service of Los Angeles.

tend

The Rock Hill (S. C.) Telephone Company has
been granted a lo-year franchise by the town of
Rock Hill. The city reserves the right to buy the
plant at any time at the figure that may be offered
by any other person or concern. Maximum rates
of $2 for residences and $3 for business houses
per month are also established.

The City Council of Woodbury, N. J., has passed
an ordinance governing the operation of the Delaware and Atlantic Telephone Company (Bell) in
The ordinance gives only a 20-year limit
that city.
franchise and makes the maximum service
charge in the city $12 a year. It must be accepted
by the corporation within 30 days or the city may
proceed to remove the poles and wires from the
to

the

streets.

Allison

W.

Stone, for the last nine years in the

employment of the New England Telephone and
Telegraph Company, has been advanced to be inspector of private-branch exchanges, a newly created

He will have the supervision of about 700
private-branch exchanges, located in large mercantile houses, hotels, theaters, newspaper offices and
other establishments having that class of telephone
Mr. Stone is
service in Boston and its suburbs.
a graduate of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

position.

Division Manager L. H. Jacobi of the Pacific
States Telephone and Telegraph Company says that
is the intention of his company to speedily put
underground in Berkeley, Cal., all the wires where
the heaviest leads are located, to install a number
of extra aerial cables and to substitute copper for
iron wire throughout the Berkeley circuits. The
company is further improving its service by replacing lo-party lines with four-party, two-party
and direct lines, and it will also enlarge its central
switchboard to accommodate the increased number
of subscribers.
it

The Norton (Mich.) Fruit Growers' Association
has decided to investigate the cost of installing the
township telephone system. The system has been
very successful in other points in Michigan, the
lines being organized and equipped by. the farmers
who patronize them. They cJin be operated at less
expense, it is said, than would be required by
subscribing to the city telephones, although the
first expense of equipping is greater.
Norton Township is adjacent to Muskegon, and arrangements
will

be

Both sides see a victory in the decision handed
recently by Justice Townsend in the United
States District Court in an action brought by the
Marconi Wireless Telegraph Company against the
De Forest Wireless Telegraph Company for alleged

In this cone the positive carrier^
may reside in large numbers, well protected from
the cathode-ray bombardment, and, as fast as may
be, escape from the open end of the cone, with
a fair chance of reaching the extended cathode.

Application of Electricity to Heavy
Freigiitand Trunk-line Railways.

infringement of basic patents.

The Douglas Telephone Company

If

cone or cylinder.

down

Emporia, Kan.

in

April 29, 1905

Puzzling "Wireless" Decision.

made

(Independent)
connections.

Avith

either the Bell or the Citizens'
at that point for outside

company

The suit was begun in the summer of 1902 and
was directed against the De Forest system of that
date, which^ counsel for the defense says, was crude
and inefficient as compared with the present De
Forest system. This suit was brought on the Marconi reissued patent No. 11.913, dated June i, 1901,
of the original Marconi patent No. 586,193, dated
July 13, 1897. The application for the reissue was
filed

on April

i,

1901.

The Marconi company was represented by

&

Betts,

while the defendant's counsel
were Francis X. Butler and Philip Farnsworth.
So involved in character is the 50-page typewritten opinion that plaintiff and defendant alike anSheffield

nounce

a

Betts,

sweeping victory.

The contention of the Marconi company was
based upon six claims, two of which Judge Townsend sustains and four of which he dismisses.
Upon the two sustained the court allows an injunction and an accounting, holding that so far as
those two separate claims are concerned the defendThe defense, however, deant infringed them.
clares

that

as

the

to

sustained claims

it

devices

specified

matters nothing, as

in
it

the

abandoned their use.
on the other hand, assert that
the contention of the Marconi company is upheld
by the court in the two sustained claims, and that
the devices mentioned in the four dismissed claims
are of no special significance.
With equal assurance Mr. Farnsworth declares
that claim No. i of the plaintiff, if allowed, would
have given Mr. Marconi an absolute monopoly in
wireless telegraphy, but that by the four dismissed
the De Forest company has won a great,
sweeping and substantial victory.
Claims Nos. i and 24 are considered by the defendant the important ones in the patent in suit, and
as these are held not to infringe, Mr. Farnsworth
says
"The operations of the De Forest company,
in installing its system, will never be interfered
with or harassed in the slightest degree by this
hitherto so-called basic patent of Marconi, unless,
of course, the patent should be given a broader
scope on appeal. Inasmuch as the Marconi company lost the one great thing for which it was con-

claims

:

tending, it is my opinion that that company will
It is not
the one appeal which is permitted.
likely that the De Forest company will appeal, because it won its victory, which consisted in invalidating the one dangerous claim of the patent.
There is not a word in Judge Townsend's decision
which indicates that he believed that Marconi was
entitled to a monopoly of the aerials described and
used since 1S82 by Dolbear, Edison, Kitsee and
others."

make

and the Mercury-vapor Rectifier.

"Pertinacious Current"

A

"pertinacious current," according to the definition of Sir Oliver Lodge, is a "continuous, unidirectional discharge of electricity, obtained without cells, and under an electromotive force so
high that ordinary big resistances are easily overridden." Sir Oliver gave a lecture upon this subject before the Royal Institution in London on
March 24th. According to the London Electrician,
a magnetic method of producing the current consists
in using a mercury rectifier to trap in a
reservoir the surges from an induction coil. The
rectifier operates like a valve controlling the inlet
of a cistern into which water is intermittently
pumped. In this analogy the water stands for electricity, the pump for the induction coil, and the
cistern for the Leyden jar of the electrical case.
It was in the explanation of the internal action
of the rectifier the interest of the lecture mainly
centered.
It has been found that as the vacuum in
a
vacuum-tube rectifier is increased the positive ions
have more and more difficulty in traveling to the
cathode, and as the bombardment becomes more

may be driven from the tube entirely, prostill
greater vacuum. When no positive
are left conduction becomes very difficult.
To insure good conductivity, therefore, the positive
carriers must be protected from the negative bombardment and must be given plenty of chance to
reach the cathode, showing not only the main
function of a mercury rectifier, but, besides, the
action of that small but very necessary adjunct
to the mercury-vapor tube
namely, the conducting
coating outside the glass around the edge of the
liquid mercury, which acts as cathode at the bottom of the tube.
The theory proposed suggests new and efficient
forms of rectifier. One such was described and
e.xhibited
by the lecturer. In it advantage is
taken of the rectilinear propagation of the cathode
rays, when they are free from the deflecting influences of a strong electric or a magnetic field.
Here the cathode is a wire stretching vertically the
length of the tube. The anode is a smaller electrode, surrounded by a horizontal narrow glass
ions

—

The

lecturer described in

at

detail

all

the Columbia
electric

sys-

tems which have been proposed and tried for trunkline service, and a number of lantern slides, illustrating the 15,000-volt single-phasi railway develop-

ments carried on by the Oerlikon Electric Company
of Zurich, Switzerland, under the direction of Mr.
Emil Huber, wqre the subject of an interesting
description and discussion.
The electrical equipment for the New York Central railroad, now being manufactured by the General Electric Company, was also illustrated by lantern slides, and an enthusiastic discussion followed
the description of this system.

two

Plaintiff's counsel,

ducing a

Engineering Society of Columbia,
University, on April iSth.

has long

since

terrific

Mr. J. H. Hallbcrg delivered an illustrated lecture
on the "Application of Electricity to Heavy Freight
and Trunk-line Railways" before the Electrical

a

Mr. Hallberg also had prepared for the occasion
number of special slides, illustrating the Siemens

& Halske

locomotive, used for the high-speed elec-

tests between Marienfeld and Zossen,
and others, showing in diagrammatical form the
power and distribution equipments required for the

tric-railway

various systems.
One of the most

interesting

subjects

discussed

during the evening was the single-phase to polyphase electric-railway system which has recently
been invented by Mr. Hallberg. The important advantage of this system is that it is possible to build
very' powerful locomotives, which can be operated
with only one contact wire, delivering high-voltage
single-phase current to the locomotive, on which the
current is then converted by means of a motorgenerator set, into polyphase current suitable for
the polyphase induction motors, which are mounted
on the driving axles.
As all generating and transforming apparatus is
of the alternating-current type, no commutators will

be required, and the use of induction motors on
the locomotive eliminates altogether the use of commutators for any of the main generating or driving
machines for this system, which was considered
an important feature.
Considerable attention was also given to the various forms of construction for overhead contact
wires for fiigh-speed trunk-line railway service, and
the inverted catenary construction, developed by
Mr. Huber of the Oerlikon compau}', was favorably commented upon, and the general opinion was
that it would be preferable to make contact on the
top of the contact wire, as suggested by Mr. Huber,
instead of using the ordinary catenary suspension,
which makes it necessary to collect current from
the under side of the contact wire.
The speakers also agreed with Mr. C. O. Mailloux and Mr. Damon in that nothing less than
15,000 volts should be used for heavy trunk-line
traction, and it was also thought that the use of
more than one wire for each track would be prohibitive.
In other words, the straight three-phase
system, requiring either two or three trolley wires
for each track would not be considered as a general
proposition.

Mr. Hallberg also commented favorably upon Mr.
Mailloux's suggestion to generate current at about
15,000 volts, which could be distributed directly to
the contact wire wherever necessar}'. instead of generating current at a low voltage and then stepping
up to a very high voltage for the transmission lines
and again reducing the pressure at sub-stations for
the contact wire. Where large amounts of power
are generated, as for a large trunk-line railway
system, it would perhaps be more economical to
generate and distribute directly to the contact wire
without the use of high-potential transmission lines
and sub-stations.
Prof. Fitzhugh Townsend took active part in the
discussion, and several interesting references were
made by him to the bipolar motors designed for
the New York Central locomotive, and he explained
very clearly why these motors operate under greatly
varying:
and other unfavorable conditions
loads
without sparking. He also pointed out several advantages of Mr. Hallberg's single-phase to polyphase railway system.
Mr. Karl Wersall. an electrical engineer, jjntil recently in the employment of the Oerlikon company
at Zurich, also participated in the discussion, and
he pointed out several of the advantages of the
Huber inverted catenary contact-wire support, and
he also referred to the successful operation of the
Oerlikon 15,000-volt single-phase locomotive, which
is equipped with the Ward Leonard system of control, and which has been in daily successful opera-^
tion during the last few months on a section of„
the state railway in Switzerland.
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Great Britain.
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scheme.

I.I

New

tile

A

bridges and along the Victoria Kmthus forming a through route from the
n.iiih lo Ihe south of London, has gone a step furFor many years thi:
ther than it ever has before.
I/)nd<in t'rjunty Council has endeavored to secure
parliameiit.uy powers to construct these lines, but
invariably the proposal has been defeated at the

of Ihe

Thames

iiriiikinent,

This year,
stage in the Mouse of Commons.
however, the voting in the House itself on the
gave
first stage resulted ill a tie and the speaker
It will thus
his casting vote in favor of the hill.
be considered by a committee of the House of Commons for the first time, altliough, should it pass this
jtagc, there are at least three oilier periods in its
parliamentary career at which it can be rejected.
A matter of even more importance to London as
a whole is the conversion of the horse lines in the
north of London to electric traction. The past history of tramways in the north of London is a large
question to discuss, but, as I have previously mentioned, they arc leased to a company whose conEver since the
cession has still four years to run.
County Council took in hand the question of electric traction it lias been negotiating for the conversion of the nortlu-rn lines, but there being a
first

tri-party

consent

nece.ssary,

it

is

easy

to

imagine

not advanced one step nearer a soluthe problem. On the one hand, the company, with such a short tenure cannot be expected
now to take much interest in the matter, but several
years ago it was willing that the lines should then
The
be converted to the overhead-trolley system.
borough councils, through whose districts the lines
pass, having an absolute veto in the matter, have
stipulated that only the conduit system shall be
adopted, while the County Council itself is in favor
of a combined trolley and conduit system. In order
to expedite matters somewhat a report has been
presented to the County Council recommending that
the company shall be purchased at a cost of
But even this would not seem to clear
$2,180,000.
the way, for the council still estimates the cost of
the conversion of these horse lines to partly conduit and partly trolley, while if the borough councils persist in their altitude that the system shall be
that
tion

we have
of

conduit, north
10 years.

London may have

to

wait another

Last year considerable time was spent by a committee of the House of Lords in perfecting a bill to
amend the electric-lighting acts of 1882 and 1888,
which contained many excellent alterations and
modifications of the existing legislation which has
irritated and retarded the industry for several years.
Much regret and disappointment were therefore
expressed when it became known that owing to
the late period at which the measure was introduced it would be impossible to pass it into law,
because there would not be time for the House of
Commons to consider it. Last week this bill, as
amended by the House of Lords last year, was introduced into the House of Commons, and there
now seems every prospect that it will at last be
placed upon the statute book, for, provided there
are no drastic alterations in the House of Commons,
the bill should pass the House of Lords unopposed,
seeing that its form will be identically that as
settled by the House of Peers in 1904.
little peculiarity of the laws in London is the
fact that on the occasion of every fire an inquest
is
held quite apart from the question of whether
any lives are lost or not. Therefore an inquest has
been held upon the fire at the National Telephone
Company's exchange in the city. The origin of the
fire was a somewhat unusual one and was partly
suggested at the time. The official account is that
some tests which were being carried out upon the
newly electrified Metropolitan District railway necessitated a change in the position of many of the
telephone cables which run through the railway tunnels.
In the removal one of the telephone wires
received current at 600 volts from the third rail,
which carried along the telephone wire and set fire
to the test room at the exchange.
Explosions in street boxes electric-light, telegraph
and telephone have been a source of constant
worry to engineers for several years. For instance,
in electric-light inspection boxes gas percolates into
the chambers frequently from an escape from a
neighboring gas main, and should an arc occur in
In conthe box an explosion immediately follow^s.
nection with telephone boxes, explosions from a
similar cause are caused by the lamps which the
men carry when out testing or repairing. Ventilated covers do not appear to give the protection
they should from mud and rain, and householders
object to a short ventilating pipe being laid from
the boxes and run a short \vay up the side of adjacent houses.
To meet the difficulty the postmaster-general is proposing to formulate some rules to
be followed when the presence of gas in these
chambers is suspected.
The huge $25,000,000 electric-power scheme for
London has now- been considered by a select committee of the House of Lords, but no decision will
be given until the eight bills which purpose to com-
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New

SufTurd
liun
plan.

official

lightini; in

stale

committee charged

investiKation into ihc co»t of public
city ended its sessions yesterDetails of the final
weeks' work.

New York

day afler four

hearings arc reported elsewhere in this issue.
After months of dcl.iy the Board of Aldermen
has rejected the application for a franchise of the
New York Connecting railroad, which was designed
to connect the Bronx with Ixing Island in the interIt is most interests of the Pennsylvania railroad.
esting to note that the aldermanic committee recommended that it should \k made an imperative condition that this ro.id, if finally allowed, should be
operated l)y electricity at a five-cent fare.
A few public and private interests are at work
defeat' the proposed moving-platform subway
under Thirty-fourth Street and to substitute a fourtrack electric line which would allow of through
traffic between the upper east and the lower west
is
especially noticeable th.at prominent
sides.
It
department-store owners have changed their view
and that the Metropolitan company endorses the
four-track subway.
The Brooklyn Rapid Transit Company has reto

ceived a number of 37- foot cars for the use of the
subsidiary Bridge Operating Company which will
run the local traffic over the Williamsburg Bridge.
The new cars have a seating capacity about double
that of the 29-foot cars which have been in tem-

porary use.
P.ower cables for the high-tension currents for
operating the Long Island railroad are now being
strung between Jamaica and Long Island City. The
poles cnrry about 15 copper conductors designed to
The lack of any apparent
serve five sub-stations.
extra insulation has led to complaints as to the
The
safety cf the cibles when crossing highways.
large storage-battery plant of the Long Island road
at Hammels, Rockaway Beach, is nearly completed.
The combined battery will have a capacity of 4,000
horsepower and will comprise about 250 elements.
The storage battery will only be used to supplement
the generators during periods of heavy traffic. This
company has received a few of the order of 135
steel cars for its forthcoming electric service. Each
car Ins two 200-hprsepower motors and externally
resembles the steel cars now used in the New York
subway.
The Central Long Island Electric Railroad Company is applying for a franchise to build and operate a trolley line in the northern part of Nassau
County.
The local authorities are much opposed
to this scheme in its present form.
Bids for the lighting plants planned to be put up
by the city for the lighting of the Williamsburg
Bridge and intended also as an experiment in city
ownership were opened on Thursday. The lowest
bid was that of Ralph E. C. Kerstle, whose quota-

was

tion

$49,361.

result of a threat on the part of some influinhabitants at Wave Crest, Rockaway Beach,
L L, to install a private lighting plant for street
lighting, the lighting committee ordered that incaiuiescent lamps should be put up, and the work
has been carried out by the Queens Borough Elec.\s

:i

ential

tric

Company.

The Dynelectron Company

of 68 William Street
putting in a 500-horsepower electric power plant
at the Herald office, Boston, Mass.
Electric equipment is to be put in at the Commercial High School, Albany Avenue. Brooklyn.
Nikola Tesla, who is now living at the WaldorfAstoria, is one of the directors of the newly incorporated Tesla Machine Company, which has a capital of $300,000.
The company will manufacture air
compressor?.
W. H. Scott, S. G. Waterman and others have
incorporated, under the laws of the state of New
Jersey, the Germania Electric Lamp Company, with
a capital of $125,000.
D. W. W.
is

New
Boston, April 22.

England.

—The

latest

move

in

the attempt

Maine Railroad Company to
block the new Haverhill and Boston electric line
came this week in the form of an application to
the Supreme Court of this state for an injunction
of

the

Boston

Spr:'

l.i,.-

and

against the building of the road. The novel plea
made that the locations of the companies which

is

ha\'e been granted charters \vill "form a parallel
line with the Boston and Maine road, which the
public interests do not require." The court has
issued a temporary injunction as prayed for.
The $7,500,000 bond issue of the Boston Elevated

Railway Company, recently authorized, was sold on
Monday to Kidder, Peabody & Co., Boston bankers,
representing a syndicate of local and New York
banking houses.
The Boston and Worcester Electric Railway Company has bought, at $205 a share, a controlling
interest in the Hartford. IManchester and Rockville
Tramw-ay Company. This has been done w^ith a
view^ to securing a line from Hartford tlirough to
Boston, the new acquisition connecting with the
projected Stafford Springs line, from Rockville to
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la.— The jiiimial hill in Parliament
London C'onnly Council for ihe coiislriiction
new tramway on the conduit system over two
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pele over varioiMt p.irls of the arci Iwvc aluo been
considered.
'I'licrc i» a prctly general feeling that
a siroiiK case lias been made out for tlie $25/x»,oao
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Hartford, of the (
the steam road's "hohlniK

'

i.Mi.'-,r.r

rich, S. G. Dunham and Daniel I'
old board remain on the Ixrapl of

company.

Hartford

The

President, Charles .S. .Mil
Calvert Townley, New Ha\'
H. M. Kocherspcrger, Ncv.
G. Parker of New Haven, and if
S, May of New Haven.
These <<''
positions on the other trolley coricr
been acquired by the Consolidated
pany.

I

'

K.nlway

1

'.m-

Arrangements have been made for the consolidation of alxjut 50 miles of electric railway in Bangor and adjacent territory- in Maine. The Bangur,
Orono and Oldlnwn Railway Company, the Oldtown Electric Light Company, the Bangor. Hampden and Winterport Railway Company and the Pub-

Works Company

l>e merged in the Bangor
Company, with an authorized
officers of the new company are: President, John R. Graham. Bangor;
treasurer, F. D. Oliver, Bangor; clerk, George T.
Sewall, Oldtown directors, Herlwrt L. Clark. Philadelphia
Frank Sullivan, Jr., Scranton John R.
Graham, Charles P. Woodward, Franklin .-\. Wilson, Charles D. .Stanford and Charles V. Lord.

lic

Railway and Electric
capita] of $1,000,000.

will

The

;

;

;

Bangnr.

B.

Dominion

of

Canada.
\n important

Ottawa, Ont., .\pril 22.
epoch in
electrical development in Ontario has been marked
by the action of the railway committee of the provincial Legislature.
.\ government clause Has been
inserted in a bill retaining to the government Ihe
right to transmit electricity from waterpowers to
the municipalities. This step probably foreshadows
an advanced policy on the part of the government
for the development of water resources in the interests of municipalities.
Public ownership of public utilities seems to be the object in view.
The statement exhibited at the annual meeting

Demerara Electric Company, held in Monshowed that after paying all charges and
company had available upward of S53.000 surplus for dividends, and no floating debt.
The new board elected consists of W. VanHome,
George Drummond, W. B. Chapman, David McKeen, James Hutchison and E. Alexander.
Louis Cote, engineer of the Department of Ma-

of the
treal,

interest the

rine at Ottawa, says that the submarine bells which
have been placed in position on the Nova Scotia
working admirably. One of them is loSambro and the other off Egg Island.
The bells can be heard at a distance of five miles.
These submarine telephone signals will be established at several other points on the Atlantic coast
and in the Bay of Fundy. The Marine Department has made a contract for a large number of
these aids to navigation, and they will be installed
as rapidly as possible.
After three weeks of inaction, with the cars lying
motionless in the barns, the bondholders of the
street railway of the city of Kingston. Ont, have
offered the plant to the city for $125,000, which is
$75,000 less than the bonds. They also offered to
keep the road running if granted a low- rate for
power until the city could take the railway over.
It is thought that the road will ultimately be sold
at auction.
The Montreal street railway will shortly issue
$1,000,000 additional bonds for extensions, improve-

coast are
cated off

ments, increased electrical power facilities, etc. A
general meeting of the stockholders w-ill take place
on May 8tli next, when the directors w-ill ask for
the necessary permission.
The last bond issue of
this concern was made in 1902, when $1,500,000
were sold. The bond issue at present amounts to
The
$2,473,000, and the capital stock to $6,600,000.
new bonds, running for a period of 20 years, w-ill
be issued at par to the shareholders pro rata to
their holdings of stock.
W.

—

Winnipeg, Man., April 22. The directors of the
British Columbia electric raihvay have approved
of an agreement providing for the electrical oper.ation of a railway line between Vancouver and the
town of Stevetson and an increase of capital cf
$1,000,000.

Aldermen Fry and- Gibson, the committee appointed

by the City Council

to

arrange with the

Winnipeg Street Raihvay Company upon terms to
run Sunday cars, are making good progress, although the trades and labor council has decided to
oppose Sunday car-running unless the ordinance
protect the street-railway employes by proAs
hibiting more than six days' consecutive work.
this question has been proWded for there is no
doubt that Sunday street cars will shortly be running on the streets of Winnipeg.
The Western Central Electric Railway Company's
shall

'

'
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bill

will

House of Commons. The road
run from London to Guelph, through the coun-

of Middlesex, Oxford, Perth, Waterloo and
Wellington. H. M. Mowat, K. C, of Guelph, is
one of the provisional directors, and appeared for
the bill before the House.
In the railway committee of the Ontario Legislature the Hon. Adam Beck stated that the government has under consideration a plan by which
it might construct transmission lines for conducting
electric power to various municipalities from Niagara for railroad traction and other purposes.
James Kent, the manager of the Canadian Pacific
railway telegraphs, states that extensive additions
Two heavy copper
are contemplated this year.
wires will be strung south over the new "Soo"
line to Minneapolis, which will give Winnipeg direct connection with Minneapolis and Chicago. Further extensions on the main line west of Winnipeg
will be an additional heavy copper wire to the Pacific Coast and additional wires west of Brandon,
also additional wires between Calgary and East and
West Kootenay points along the Crow's Nest. At
Winnipeg the company will shortly have one of the
most complete telegraph terminals on the continent.
All wires entering the city have been put underThe reconstruction of the old pole line
ground.
will be continued, and it is expected that by the
end of the present season there will be practically
ties

a

new
The

H.

pole line from Montreal to Vancouver.

Niagara-Welland Power Company (Ont.)
secured a charter to generate and distribute
power all over the province of Ontario. It has an
authorized capital of $5,000,000 and unlimited bonding privileges.
The company has obtained permission by its charter to expropriate land for a power
canal and transmission lines. General plans of the
proposed routes were filed at Ottawa and have been
approved of by the minister of railways and
canals.
Harry Symons, K. C, is the president, and
The
Roderick J. Parke the consulting engineer.
purpose of the company is to utilize the waters of
the Niagara and Welland rivers and bring them
by means of a canal, about seven miles in length, to
the escerpment just east of the city of St. Catharines, where a fall of 210 feet is to be had, and the
w-ater will then escape by an almost natural raceBelow the escarpment the
w^ay to Lake Ontario.
company will also be able to use the waste water
at the other power stations, wdiere falls of 40 and
60 feet are to be had. It is claimed that the whole
scheme will be the most economical one yet developed. It is intended to develop 100,000 horsepower
at the outset and to install hydraulic and electrical
The
machinery for 50,000-horsepower capacity.
power will not come direct from Niagara Falls, but
will be taken from the wide part of the Niagara
River, about four miles above the falls, so that it will
has

in no w-ay affect the grandeur of the Niagara Falls.
Municipal service will be a special feature, and in laying out the transmission lines care is being taken
to meet local requirements, the company being prepared to submit tenders for the service whenever
called for by the government or by the municipal
power commission or by the municipalities themThe company
selves or any probable customer.
proposes to do nearly all the electric-light and
power business as well as electrical transmission
for electric railways for some 300 miles from Niagara Falls throughout the province of Ontario.

Niagara

—

Falls,

pany, whose plant was sold at public auction on
April nth by an attorney who represented Pedro
G. Salome of Philadelphia, the assignee of the
company. The purchaser w^as Frederick Deacon of
Philadelphia, who is understood to represent the
men headed by Pedro G. Salome, the patentee of
the processes used by the company when it was
in active operation.
It is now believed that the
company will be reorganized, and that in the future
the company will devote its efforts to the manufacture of one product, to produce which the inSamuel
terior equipment will be greatly enlarged.
Weil is superintendent of the works. The plant
had not been in operation for some months.
On April 13th Justice Childs of the Supreme
Court placed the By-products Paper Company of
Niagara Falls in the hands of a receiver, the action
being one of voluntary dissolution. Emmons Bryant is the receiver named, he having been secretary
and manager of the company. The plant is located
on the lands of the Niagara Falls Power Company,
adjoining the plant of the Electrical Lead Reduction Compan}-.
The coompany is capitalized at

English and
$2,000,000.
terested in the company,
will be reorganized.
It

is

New York
which,

it

—

Charlotte, N. C, April 22.
It is rumored that the
Huntsville (Ala.) Railway, Light and Power Company, controlled by T. C. DuPont and J. H. Waters
of Wilmington, Del., will shortly pass into the
hands of a corporation contemplating extensive

improvements.
The Seaboard Traction Company of Suffolk, Va.,
will start work simultaneously from Norfolk, Suffolk

and Smithfield.

A

charter has been granted to the Chapel Hill
C.) Construction and Supply Compan)^, the
principal object specified being the building of an
electric railway from Chapel Hill to Durham, N. C.
J. H. Pratt and C. B. Mangum are among the
incorporators.
The Tidewater Construction Company of Suffolk,
Va., has been incorporated by W. H. Robinson of
Norfolk president, and G. L. Barton of Suffolk, Va.,
secretary and treasurer, to build railroads, power
houses, bridges, etc.

(N.

The town

of Dickson,

bonds for a municipal

Tenn.,

has voted

electric-light

$6,000

plant.

given out that improvements amounting to
$100,000 will be made at once at the power plant
of the Nashville (Tenn.) Railway and Light Company. Three large boilers and a new generator
have been ordered for the big plant on Cumberland
It

is

River.
It is stated that the Southern railway will install
motor cars between Aiken, S. C, and Augusta,
Ga., to carry 100 passengers and make a speed of

75

miles

The town

of Spencer, N. C, will vote in May
on the question of a $70,000 bond issue for electric
lights, water and other improvements.
The City and Suburban Electric Company of
Charlotte has organized with a full board of directors and officers, with B. D. Heath, president,
and P. M. Brown, secretary and treasurer, both
of Charlotte. The financial plans of the company
will be made public soon.

The Greensboro Railway and Light Company has
out

boro,

N.

a
C.

charter,
F. R.

capital

at

$750,000,

Greens-

Williamson of Greensboro

is

among the stockholders of the company.
The High Point Ice and Fuel Company, High
Point,

N. C, has been chartered to do a general

electric-light

fuel

business

besides

The capital
interested.

plants.

erson

is

capital
is

.

is

in-

understood,

announced that a new electrochemical

in-

dustry is about to locate on the lands of the Niagara Falls Power Company at Niagara Falls, but
the name of the concern is not yet given to the
public.
About 1,000 electrical horsepower will be
used at the start, and this will be increased as the
demand makes necessar^^ Its products, it is understood, will be in the alkali lime, but what process will be employed is not known.
D.

double

is

ice
and
Wescott Rob-

operating

$21,000.

John M. Spotts and associates of Staunton, Va.,
have bought the local street-railway property for
$20,500 from A. C. Braxton and others, commissioners.
It is understood that the new owners will
operate the sj^stem.

The Saluda Power Company of Greenville, S. C,
has been chartered with a capital of $300,000. A. G.
Furman is president; A. L. Scott, secretary, and
E. F. Green, treasurer.
The city of Hawkinsville, Ga., has rescinded a
contract for 10 years offered by the Hawkinsville
Cotton Mills' to light the streets, and an election
will probabh' be held on the question of issuing
bonds for a municipal electric-lighting plant for the
city.

its

of the company necessitates the additional capacity.
At the adjourned meeting of the board of directors
at Newark, N. J., on May loth, the company will
be authorized to issue $300,000 preferred stock, the
proceeds of which will be used to make the improvements. The common stock now aggregates
$1,500,000 and there are $750,000 bonds, about $60,000 remaining in the hands of the underwriters.
D. W. Washburn of Greenwich has applied to the
commissioners at Norwalk for a franchise for an electric railway through Greenwich and along the highways of the county.

The Avon Beach and Southern Railroad Company of Cleveland has been incorporated by T. H.
Hogsett, H. H. Johnson and others.
Judge Harter of the Stark County Common Pleas
Court has issued an injunction ag.-iinst the Alliance
Gas and Electric Company of Alliance compelling
it to furnish gas at 90 cents a thousand and elecat six cents a kilowatt, as provided in its
franchise.
The company had endeavored to charge
$1.20 a thousand for gas and 10 cents a kilowatt
for electricity.
tricity

Students of the engineering class of the Ohio
State University made an efficiency test of the
Scioto Valley Traction road a few days ago, beginning at four in the morning and continuing until
midnight. The material will be nsed in the senior
theses.

Rumors have been
pany
Park

circulated in Toledo to the
Toledo Railways and Light Comthe Point Place and Ottawa
which will give it complete control of

that the

effect

an hour.

taken

Company at Columbus, which will
capacity.
The increase in the business

the Public Service

will
lines,

purchase

the city business.

Dallas, N. C, is installing a new lighting system,
the power to be furnished by the Dallas Cotton
Mills.
L.

Ohio.
Cleveland,

April

22.

—The

steamers

plying

be-

tween Cleveland and Detroit have made a rate of
$1.25 one w-ay and $2 for the round trip.
It is said
this has been done to compete with the trolley line
on w-hich the fair is $1.75 one way and $3.40 for
the round trip.
The steam road fare, of course, is
much higher, but some very low rates are made
during the summer on an excursion basis.
It is
probable that a spirited contest will be kept up
through the summer for business. The boat.'^ are
.

just getting started for the season.
J. E. Monnett is in charge of the selection of a
route for an electric railway between Canton and

Youngstown.
One survey has been made. It is
thought that construction work will be begun before
long.

The Electric Wiring and Fixture Company has
been organized at Youngstown with the following
officers
President, W. W. Ellenberger vice-president. James E. Nutt
secretary and treasurer, H. H.
Cohen. The company will deal in electric supplies,
do general electric work, steam piping and engine
fitting.
Walter E. Fownes is the manager.
Engineer T. H. Loomis is in charge of a corps
of men making a survey for the proposed line from
Steubenville to Canton.
;

:

;

It is reported that the Hamilton Gas and Electric
of Hamilton will spend $500,000 in extensions and improvements.
new electric plant will
be built and new^ overhead construction put up.
Some of the money will go to improvements. in the
gas plant and the coke works which were taken in
some time ago in the way of a merger.
Specifications are being prepared for an addition
to the electric-light and hot-water heating plant of

Company

A

0.

M.

C.

Indiana.
Indianapolis, April 22. The Evansville and Mt.
Vernon Electric Railway Company has filed articles of incorporation.
The preliminary capital stock
is
placed at $10,000.
The directors are Fred P.

—

Leonard, W. M. Ford and J. M. Funk.
A. F. Ramsey, president of the Consolidated Traction Company, has returned to Crawfordsville from
the East and gives out the information that the
contracts for the construction and completion of
the road between Crawfordsville and Indianapolis
have all been let.
A company composed of J. E. Jeffries of Alexandria and W. E. Lowe, G. C. Florea, L. O. Burgess and R. N. Burgess of Connersville has organized to build street-railway lines in Connersville and
to Robert's Park, north of the city.
The company
will incorporate with a capital of $100,000.
franchise is asked of the City Council.
A cross-country electric railway is proposed by a
company organized to build from Fortville to Shelbyville.
The promoters are M. B. Walker of Fortville, J. M. McCreery of Indianapolis, Arthur Jones
of Alexandria, and W. A. Hough of Greenfield.
W. H. Schott of Chicago, who built the Terre
Haute hot-water heating plant and who has just
obtained a franchise for a traction line from Terre

now in Philadelphia to finance
26 miles connecting Vincennes
has reported to the stockholders that it will cost $1,040,000. The route is through
Frichton, Wheatland, ilontgomery, Washington and
Cannelsburg.
Trouble has broken out in the company formed to
promote and build the traction line from Indianapolis
to Celina, Ohio, known as the Indianapolis,
Hartford City and Celina Traction Compan}'. The
line \vas first promoted by J. P. McGeath of Hartford City, and his friends claim- that an eff'ort is
being made to "freeze" him out.
The Indiana Hydraulic Company has been organized in Frankfort, officered by Eugene Rush and
N. W. Hanna as president and .general manager and
secretary, respectively.
The company will be incorporated with a capital stock of $200,000 and proposes to manufacture electricity, having already arranged for the sale of the output. The plan is to
build a dam 30 feet high and 368 long, of solid
cement, in the Wildcat River.
The annual meeting of the Iii'dianapolis and Martinsville Rapid Transit Company was held on the
2ist inst. and the old board of directors, headed by
John H. Holiday, was re-elected. The directors in
turn elected Harry S. New president of the company to succeed Charles F. Smith, who is giving
his time to business in T^xas.
Gaven L. Pajme
was elected secretary and Paul H. White general
manager.
The contract has been let and the work of construction has begun on the new automobile-testing
Haute

The Fayetteville (N. C.) Gas and Electric Company has been sold to J. H. Martin of New York.
The Suburban Electric Company of Charlotte,
N. C, has practically completed all its plans for
building to Gastonia.

Falls.

N. Y., April 22. Steps have been
taken to reorganize two of the companies that
have plants located on the lands of the Niagara
Falls Power Company at Niagara Falls, N. Y.
One of these is the Electrical Lead Reduction Com-

Niagara
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Southeastern States.

has passed the

a

to Sullivan,
traction line of

and Loogootee.

plant at

Purdue

is

He

Lhiiversity.

The

idea of installing

such a plant originated with Prof. J. R. McCall,
associate professor of steam engineering at tlie university.

Application for a franchise to operate a line of
passenger and freight automobiles in St. Joseph
County has been filed with the countj- commissioners at South Bend by the Oliver Trackless Car
Company, an organization capitalized at $5,000,000.
The company proposes to operate cars between
South Bend and Plymouth, but eventually between

Buchanan, Mich., and Indianapolis and intermediate
tow-ns and cities.
F. W. Oliver, president of the

-

April
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I'V.

rninimiiy, >.ays he will liavc Ihc line in opcralioii by
S. S.
July i.it.

Northwestern States.
Aiiiil

Minii.MIM.Ii'.,

CurniJ.iny

i.f

S|m:ii

jj

111.-

S.

lisli,

of

1),

II. lis

Hl;i.l<

has

liccii

$.|<'0.ooo.

h

It

'rracllmi

incorporated
priiposcil to

with u
icinslnul a (roll.y line (rem Deadwood to Lead and
Konrche. K. B. Hughes heads the list of
liclie
uapilali/.-iliiin

..iockhol.k-rs.

The Khinelander (Wis.) Paper Conniany has let
conlrad In the Bullock Electric Mannfacturnig
Coinpanv of fincinnali for ctpiippinR a new pen.|,,ck at' lh<; Hal Rapids power slalion.
Work has In-en slarl.-d at l.a Cross.-, Wis., on the
new power plant for the Wisconsin I.inht and

the

I'owcr Company. The contracts arc lieing let for
'Ihc company has applied for a
(he machinery.
franchise at Onalaska, Wis.
Tower
I'rcd Joliaim, lineman for the rcoplc's
Company .if Davenporl, Iowa, was instantly kille.l
power
..n coming in contact with a live wire at the
plant.

The machinery in Ihc new power plant of the
Electric Company of Dnhitcpie, Iowa, has

Cnlon

and

I.ien installed
.ipcralion.

the

plant

has

hccn

placed

m

supplying the electric-light plant
at Lake Cily, Minn., with a .1o-kilowatt altcrnatingilviiamo has heen let to B. Y. Yost of
.ciirrtiil
The conlr.iil

foi-

Minnc,ip.)fis at $1,285.
li.
Mikcscl has sold the cleclric-light plant
I.
^il'Miuhcll. S. n., to the Mitchell Gas Company.
S. W. Rhine of Sioux Falls, S. D., and others
h.ive incnrp..i:il.'.l as the City Railway Company
cily and suhwilli a capilali/alioii of $500,000.

A

urlian line

is

proposed.

The Edison Sault Electric Company has

let the
erection of a new power house
at Sanlt Ste. Marie, Mich., to the McArthur Bros.
About -),300 horsepower is to be deCompany.

for

.(inlract

the

veloped.
Electric Company has agreed to
present street-lighting cotitract at
the
Minn., for another five years. The present rates are very low, and it is probable that
An effort was made
llic
offer will bo accepted.
lo secure the passage of a bill in the state Legislature allowing the city to issue bonds for $400,000 for the erection of a municipal plant, but the
project is likely to be dropped.
.\ bill has been introduced into the Minnesota
Legislature providing that the maximum charge for
a telegram of 10 words anywhere within the state
The bill has been recommended
shall be 25 cents.

Duhilh

'I'he

i-.inlinuc

DuUith,

passage.

for

The Iowa Falls (lowal Electric Light and
Posver Company has sold its plant to the Peterson
Heat, Light and Water Company of Des Moines.

Hawkcye Electric Company of Manning,
been incorporated with $50,000 capital.
Re.sner heads the list of stockholders.
William McFall of Anoka, Minn., has accepted
a position as manager of the electric-lighting plant
The

liiwa.

has

.\.

K,

at

Forsythe,

Mont.

Bonds for $18,000 were voted at Fairmont, Minn.,
improvement of the electric-light and water-

for the

works

plant.

A

franchise has been granted at Spring Valley,
Wis., to R. D. Harrison for an electric-light plant.
franchise for the construction of a street-

A

railway system at Valley Cily, N. D., has been
granted to O. A. Beeman.
C. C. Dalr>'inple has been granted a franchise
D., and will start at once on a
at Enderlin,
R.
new olcctric-ligiit plant.
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work ii Ijcing dmic
of thin <hm.
'I lie
hy .\. F, Jnhiiion of Jackson, and the company expccln lo furnish circlric liRlit am! |K>wer lo the
cilie.| of Mll^krKon, Gram! Kapids and BiK Kapidv.
Two other sites arc owned hy this company on ihc
Mll^keKon Kiver ami ihcy will have Ihc r.iticr dam^
for
liiiill and power liouso creeled, as tlic demand
power will warranl.
Traverse City is iiivesliKatinK niiinici|ial liifhlini;
and has appointed a committee to vi<it pUnu in
Delroil, Grand Ka|>ids, l.nnsinK and other .Michigan
cities and lo [irepare a rcjiort for Ihe considcralion
of Ihc council,
ihc present cost lo ihc cily is ^/i
a year for street IIkIiIs anil 10 cents a kilowatlliour
for private consumers, power being secured from
Boardman Kivcr.
The Ann Arlror conncil has decided to liriiifj suit
aKainst the Ann Arbor Water Company lo determine Ihc rights of the cily under Ihc conlr.icl with
hat company.
It is also voted lo ask the I-egislaInrc for power lo bonil the city for a sum not to
e.\cccd $500,000 for the purchase of the waterworks
or for the building of a new plant.
.\ hill has been introduced in the Lcgislaliirc enabling electric railways lo own steamboat lines for
connections.
It is thought that this legislation will
be in the interests of boat lines now running bcIwccn Soulh Haven and Uciilon Harbor and Chicago, as both of these lines propose lo build electric
al

tlic

PERSONAL

iiitc

I

railw.iys to

Kalamazoo.

The Dnnklcy-Williams

line

Willuni l.iv.i-y, (jihcr of J
f<.r ihc i;di"ii '..nrr
.hrd Mid.lnily on Ai
uianaKcr

havniK

Mifr<r<-.!

M

k
the

.S|irinKfieM,
(l.'iyi

his

coinpaiiy.

W,

!•

ager of the Kdivin Sanlt Klcclnc
Stc. .Vfarie, Mich.

C. G.

W.

Lake Cily. April 20.— -\t the Salt Lake ofticcs
Rocky jlountain Bell Telephone Company.
Pickemell of the American Telephone and
Telegraph Company made the aimouncement that
$5CX),ooo would be expended during the coming year
in improvements of the Bell systems in tbe inter-

.'

Prof.

(;.

W. Wilder

rcchnology, Oiicago.

of

lla^

(

•!.•

.

.:

oinp.un

11

^).iiilt

Arm.nii' Intlitute of
granted a leave of

ilic
I)ceii

.absence until next fall in order ihal he iiuy cngag..ill
telephone work.
He has also resigned his poditioii of technical editor of Sound \Vavc>.

Ralph Peters, the new president of the I»iig
Island railroad, was iKirn in 1853.
In 187^ he besiiperinlcndent of the .\tlanu iGa ) street

the

States.

KitiRaii ha« liecn aptKiini.

power deparlmcnl of ilic Drtroii
Kor s<iific lime .Mr KiiiKan ha* \-

of

Rocky Mountain

:,<,

H

ford.

N

.

.\w:

/oiu» ha» liceii nu<lc Knirril «ale« iiuimk''''
ilie Inlrrnalional Sleani Pump Cumpiiiy.
He >•
Kradiuic of Cornell, clan of "Ho, and wa« (or
inrrly manager of ihc alr-comprcjwr ilrpartmctil cf
I'

new

The W^hceler Electric Company of Wheeler has
been incorporated wilh a capital of $10,000.

1

.-.

a

his

public.

(Jliio,

of

came

Detroit municipal-lighting commission asks
$.0 an arc light for the coming year, a decrease of
The Legislature has passed an en$4..^6 a light.
abling act allowing the adding of an electrical unit
and other machinery to the plant at a cost of .about
A demand has been made on the com$150,000.
mission for 1,000 more street lights.
The proposition of Mayor Codd of Detroit to the
Detroit United Railway Company that the railway
rent from tbe city a $10,000 piece of track, wdiich
it
is proposed to build, does not meet with the approval of the company.
President J. C. Hutchins
also- refuses to enter any combination with the city
whereby the fares on his road be reduced to three
cents.
It is pointed out that in Detroit 10 years ago
there was an inadequate, poorly constructed street
railway.
The Detroit United Railway Company
look bold of this property and built it up from So
miles of poorly constructed track and poor service
to over 550 miles of first-class system.
It is generally conceded by outsiders that Detroit has a firstclass street-car system, but the attitude of the people is such that nothing will satisfy them except
municipal ownership.
The Detroit Steel Casting Company has completed its plans for a modern plant which will turn
nut 800 t.^ns a month when working. .A new power
house win 1)e built and electricity will be the motive
power.
Four fi\c-ton. three lo-lon and one 30ton crane will be operated by electricity.
The Detroit automobile ordinance, which requires
lie registration and numbering of automobiles, is
held li\- the Supreme Court, in a decision rendered
Ibis week, to be a justifiable exercise of the police
power in ihe interest of the safety of the traveling

f

l.iichi,

of the
aKo.

runs out of South Haven and the Graham & Morton line out of Benton Harbor.
The Graham &
M.ulou line is interested in building an electric railw,iv from Benton Harbor to i'aw Paw via Hart-

The

at

Sharp ha

l'cople'«

plant

11
.

railw.ays

roads

in

and subsequenlly scrvc.l on iini».rtant railIhc East and Mi. Idle West, ami comes to
position

fnrni

southweslerii

the general sniicrintcndency
of the Pennsylvania

system

railroad.
He announces lhal his chief effort will
he to bring alxiut traffic facilities iK-lwcen Ihc Long

Island railroad and the pending N'cw

York

siibw.ay

scheme.

Walter A. Schaick of Chicago, the 17-ycar-olJ
brother of Frank R. Schaick of the business suff
of the Western Electrician, was accidentally shot
and killed by a companion on Friday evening of
last week.
The electrical friends of Mr. Frank
Schaick. including his associates on the Wcstcni
Electrician, extend to him and the l>creavcd parents
their deepest sympathy in the loss of a brother and
son, who was just entering upon a career that
promised much. The funeral services were held on
Monday, April 24th.
C. -V. Wilcoxen has taken up his duties as supcrinteiulcin of the Cleveland and Southwestern Tration Company.
He was formerly with the Western

Ohio in a similar position and made this one of
the best high-speed roads in the country.
Prior 10
bis connection with the W'estern Ohio he was with
the Decatur Traction and Electric Company of Decatur, III., and before that with the Citizens' Trac
tion Company of Muncie, Ind.
Mr. Wilcoxen had a
successful career in the steam-road business bcfoie
identifying himself with electric roads.

A

bronze memorial of James Prcscott Joule is
to be erected at Sale, England.
It is expected that
the unveiling ceremony will take place in the course
of the next few weeks. Joule was born in Salford.
England, not far from the site of the present Manchester Town Hall in 1818. and died at Sale Hi
years ago. There is already a statue of Joule at
the main entrance to the Manchester Town Hall,
and near it is one of Dalton. under whom he was
a student.
The Sale memorial will be II feet high.
.Above the pedestal will rise, four feet in height, the
half-length ligure in bronze.
The sculptor represents Joule as reading to an audience a scientific
paper.

Salt

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.

of tbc

Michigan.

F.

A

bill has been inlrodnced in
Dctroil, April 2J.—
Ibc Michigan Legislature by the electric-railway
interests of the slate giving the electric lines the
rigbt to eslablisb their route without permission
Ibis will give the streetfrom the local antborities.
railway companies the same rigbt of condemnation
great
as is now enio\cd by the steam roads.
many of the electric lines are now organized under
the steam-railway act and the passage of this bill
will obviate this necessity.
It is stated that the contract for constructing the

A

Lansing-Jackson electric raihvay has been awarded
to the L. E. Myers Company of Chicago and that
will be commenced at once.
It is understood that tbc bonds of the Detroit.
Ypsilanti, Ann .-Xrhor and Jackson electric line, just
issued, are selling in the East for 99.
The reason
for this increase in \aluc is the talk, of closer combination with the Jackson Consolidated Traction

work

Company.
Tbe W'asbtenaw Electric Light Company's contract with the city of Ann Arbor for street lighting
expires this year, and it is understood that the Ann
-Arbor Gas Company is going to try for the next
contract.
The Welsbach people have put up sample
lights in order to make a displays for comparison
with the electric light.

The Grand Rapids-Muskegon Water Power Company is buildhig an extensive dam in the Muskegon
River near Big Rapids and about 50 miles from
Muskegon and Grand Rapids. A concrete dam 38
feet in height will be built and also a power house

--K.

Of this sum $250,000 w'ill be exUtah, $150,000 in Montana. $70,000 in
over $50,000 in Idaho.
The new plant of the -American Falls Power.
Light and A\'ater Companv has been completed at

inounlain states.

pended

in

Wyoming and

American Falls. Ida., and Pocatello and other Idaho
towns are now being supplied with electrical energvfrom this source. The new plant has a capacity of
2,500 horsepower, although only half that amount is
being utilized at present.
.\ franchise for an electric street railway at Missoula, Mont., has been granted by the City Council
to J. R. Wharton. Senator W. H. Clark's representative.
Construction work will be commenced
within a few^ weeks.
Tbe City Council at Payette. Idaho, has granted
William
Mainland a franchise for an electric
to

The county commissioners at Great Falls. Mont.,
have acted favorably on the petition of Ernest
Crutcher for a franchise for the construction of an
electric-railway system covering a large portion of
the county. Mr. Crutcher will ask for similar privileges in other counties in Northern Montana, and
announces that tbe construction of a road to Lewiston and Cboteau is contemplated.
The \\'alker River Electric Company has been
organized at Carson City, Nev., where a telephone
line

will

be established.

G.

The General
Kansas
ital

Light, Heat an.

City. Mo., has

I

P.-fwer

Company

of

been incorporated with a cap-

slock of $100,000.

J. D. Bowersock has begun the construction of
an electric-power plant at I-awrence, Kan., to make

use of his dam across the Kaw River, and will supply power for manufacturing purposes as well as
the electric lights for the city.

The Chinese government, according

to

German

has granted its first patent. It is for an
lamp, the inventor of which is an. inhabitant of Nankin, the old capital of the Chinese
Empire, who calls his lamp the "bright moonlight,"
and asserts that it is far superior to foreign glow
li.ghis that
have hitherto heen sold at Shanghai
and other Chinese cities. The fact that China has
entered upon tbe granting of letters patent is perhaps of more importance than the invention.
papers,

electric

Commander \\'. B. Caperton, inspector of the St.
Louis lighthouse district, which embraces the Misissippi River from Cairo to St. Paul, and the Missouri and Illinois rivers, contemplates overhauling
tbe navigation lights on river bridges. Defects in
the present system, suflicient at times to be a
menace to steamboats, have resulted in complaints
from river pilots. Oil lights are used on most
of the bridges to mark the channel and piers, and
it
is claimed that they are not of sufficient power
Where arc
to show in hazy and foggy, weather.
lamps arc used on tbe roadway of a bridge, it
serves to make dim the oil guide lamps. Electric
lamps of the searchlight type probably will be
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adopted wlierever a current is available, and in
other places strong reflectors will be put on. There
may also be a change in the color and the system
of "arranging the lights.

The Creston Mutual Electric Light, Heat and
Power Company of Creston, Iowa, has been organ-

and incorporated by 150 business men of that
do a business indicated by the title. Prom-

ized

city to

inent

company

the

in

mayor of the

city

is

C.

J.

Sullivan,

who

is

and ex-president of the Iowa

The company has a 25Telephone Association.
year franchise and a contract running the same
length of time to supply 40 arcs and 45 32-candlepower incandescent lights to the city for street
It will erect an alternating-current stalighting.
tion, to he equipped, probably, with one lOO-kilowatt
generator and one 300-kilowatt generator.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
Surveys have been completed for the proposed
electric railway which is to be built from San Marcos to Luling, Texas. Application is about to be
for a charter for a company wdiich, it is said,
A. T. Fisher is the
will build the line at once.
chief engineer of the project, and has his head-

made

quarters in San Marcos.
says that, after controlling the affairs of the United Railroads for three
years, the New York banking house of Brown Bros.
iS:
Co. is understood to have decided to relinquish
the control and management of San Francisco's big

The San Francisco Chronicle

street-railway combinalion to Ladenbnrg. Thalmann
& Co. of New York. Their clients' experts, it is
said, have been in San Francisco for some time past

examining the properties.

A

Illinois incorporation is that of the Peoiia,

new

Bloomington and Champaign Traction Company,
which has its principal oflice in Champaign, 111.,
and has a capital of $5,000. According to the
papers

filed

an

electric

road

will

be

constructed

from Peoria, 111., through the counties of Tazewell,
McLean, De Witt, Piatt and Champaign to Champaign, 111. The incorporators and first board of directors are D. R. Stephens, Charles Zilly, H. J.
Pepper, S. A. Power, and W. B. McKinley of
Champaign, 111.
It is said that officials of the Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific railroad have under consideration
a proposition to use electricity on some of its lines
running out of Des Moines, Iowa. The plan is
to use the trolley system for passenger, mail and
express and light freight service and to continue
the use of steam for ll e heavier freight traffic.
The line would use electricity on the 42-mile stretch
between Des Moines and Winterset, six miles between Summerset and Indianola, about 18 miles of
proposed new road between Indianola and Knoxville and about 50 miles between Des Moines and
Oskaloosa.

The Sandusky, Norwalk and Mansfield

electric

railway, with headquarters at Norwalk, Ohio, will
add to its equipment three sub-stations. Each of
these stations will be equipped with one 300-kilowatt
compound-wound Bullock rotary converter, three
iio-kilnwatt static transformers and complete switchboard apparatus, including lightning arresters. Five
car equipments, each consisting of four 50-horse-

power railway motors, with

controllers,

etc..

in

Plymouth

there make connections with the Lake
electric railway for both Toledo and CleveEventually there will be uninterrupted service
between Mansfield and Toledo.

dusky, and

Shore

land.

in

good

The Crocker-Wheeler Company's

latest bulletin is

devoted to small belted machines, either motors or
generators, which meet the demands of a wide variety of industrial plants where small motors are
needed.
Electric Company of Chicago has
issued the ninth edition of its catalogue on Bryant
The book marks an advance, typospecialties.
graphically, over the previous editions, and in quality, appearance and design the goods described represent the most modern practice.

The Bryant

The Chicago House Wrecking Company of Chicago has just issued a new catalogue giving a list
of the electrical material secured in the purchase
of the Louisiana Purchase Exposition.
As is well
this enormous deal enables the company
supply almost anything in the electrical line,
including copper wire, lead-covered cables, incandescent lamps, instruments, sockets, fans, etc. The
company will be pleased to mail its catalogue on

known,
to

request.

Two interesting catalogues issued by the Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company are
devoted lo fan motors.
One takes up alternating
and the other direct-current fans, and the covers
and generni design of the two booklets are artistic
and pleasing
it

has

to the eye.

spared

The company

no expense

in

states' that

developing

its

1905

member

to the rule.

"Summer Comforts,"

few

will

pass

as the booklet

is

the

it

many

careful consideration.

are

oftentimes

A few words about Stombaugh guy anchors, "the
anchors that hold," are contained in a very handsome booklet issued by the manufacturers, W. N.
Matthews & Bro. of St. Louis. Some interesting
tests have been made by Prof R. C. Carpenter on
the holding power of these anchors, and the booklet
explains how these tests were made, showing some
fine pictures of the apparatus set up in the field.
Those interestel in guy anchors will find pleasure
reading this booklet, in the production of which
much care has evidently been taken.
Bulletin No. 7 of the Cooper Hewitt Electric
Company. New York, is devoted to the general
illuminating properties of Cooper Hewitt mercuryvapor lamps for direct-current circuits. Numerous
applications of these lamps are cited in the bulletin,
"prominent among which is their use for photographic purposes. The fact that the light is w^ell
diffused and radiates but little heat adds much to
The absence, too, of
their value in photography.
red rays and the predominance of actinic, or chemically active, rays also make the lamps particularly
valuable for this work.

AUTOMOBILES.
With

the more general use of automobiles in
countries, the desirability of giving speinstruction and training to chauffeurs and
others concerned with the manipulation and construction of automobiles has been considered by
the directors of technical schools. Already there
are two special courses of instruction provided for

European

cial

automcbilism, one at Aschaffenburg, Germany, and
the other at Brussels. Belgium. A third school is
to be establi'shed in Vienna next October, in connection with the Technological Trade Museum,
which is the most advanced trade school of the city.
The Automobile Club of Vienna has taken special
interest in the proposed school, and the Ministry
of War has offered to place a special road or track
at its disposal for the operation of auto.mobiles.

SOCIETIES

AND SCHOOLS.

International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, under the auspices of Local 49. will hold its
annual picnic at 'Kolze's Electric Park, located at

The

Sixty-fourth Avenue, North, and Irving Park BouleAll wdio
vard, Chicago, on Sunday, June 4, 1905.
attend are assured a good time.
of unanswered questions for the 1905

"Question Bo.x" of the National Electric Light Association is still large, as shown by the printed list
sent out by the editor, Mr. Homer E. Niesz of Chicago. Many want exactly the information asked for
in these questions, and members are reminded that
answers must be in by April 29th at latest to be
of service.

The
setts

tenth annual convention of the MassachuState Association of Stationary Engineers

will be held in Fall River, Mass., on July 7th and
Following the custom employed in past years
8th.
an exhibition of supplies and appliances used in

the engineering business will be held, and all manuf,acturers of and dealers in machinery and supplies are invited to display their goods during the
convention.
Ernest Place, 172 Eastern Avenue.
Fall River, Mass., is secretary of the committee on

ways and means.

The papers to be presented at the tenth annual
convention of the International Association of Municipal Electricians to be held at Erie, Pa., on
.August 29th, 30th and 31st, are as follows: "Electrical Induction. Its Effects, and the Application of
Methods Used to Counteract It;" "Advisability or
Inadvisability of Fusing Fire and Police Telegraph

Boxes

"Suggested Improvements in Fire-alarm
Telegraphs ;" "Underground Construction ;" "The
Necessity of a Rigid Inspecton by the Municipality;"
"Electric-light
"Electric-light Engineering;"
Plants." Secretary Frank P. Foster, Corning, N. J.,
will be pleased to send application blanks to any
:"

has

not

become a

yet

F.

electrical

men from New England.

An International Congress of Mining, Metallurgy, Mechanics and .'\pplied Geology will be
Jield at Liege from June 26th to July 1st in connection with the Universal Exhibition. - It is convened under the patronage of the goi'ernment and

more

expressive than
words, and realizing that fact the National Electric
Company of Milwaukee, Wis., has prepared a very
handsome booklet devoted to "Plants and Types"
of National apparatus, consisting almost entirely of
half-tone illustrations of actual installations
fine
and cuts of some of the individual types of maThe object
chines manufactured by the company.
of the booklet is to give a general idea of the
products rather than detailed descriptions, which
may be obtained from the bulletins.
Pictures

who

Porter, master of transportation for
the National Electric Light Association, has appointed Charles H. Hodskinson of the Boston Edison Company to look after transportation matters
in New England for the twenty-eighth convention
of the association, to be held at Denver-Colorado
Springs, June 6th to nth.
Those in attendance
at the Boston convention last year will remember
Mr. Hodskinson's untiring and efficient work in
every direction, so that they will not be surprised
if he succeeds in taking to the Colorado meeting

eye, the first requirement, and
by without looking between the
covers.
'When once this far the attractive style in
wdiich the reading matter has been prepared will
accomplish the rest, and the booklet will be given

attracts

called,

electrician

of the association.

George

faith.

Catalogues upon the subject of fan motors are as
a rule gotten up in an attractive and breezy manner, and the little booklet of the Fort Wayne Electric Works of Fort Waj'ne. Ind., is no exception

The number

PUBLICATIONS.

municipal

motors, and by glancing over the descriptions
it would seem that the statement

the catalogues

was made

have

ordered. The road is to extend from
to Norwalk. O.. where passengers can be
transferred to the electric railway extending to San-

been

.--Iso

fan

April 29, 190S

organized

liy

Ironworks

in

the
the

Union of

Collieries,

Mines and

Province of Liege and by the

Engineers' .Association.
The complete text
of the questions set down for discussion, which
includes questions on electrical subjects, together
with other information concerning the Congress,
may be obtained on application to the general secretary, Henri Dechamps, 16 Quai dc I'L^niversitc,
Liege, Belgium.

Liege
.

TELEGRAPH.
A severe snowstorm in the vicinity of Cheyenne.
Wyo., on Wednesday of last week broke down all
the telegraph lines in the vicinity.
The breaks in
the lines between Cheyenne and Denver were so
numerous as to require the stringing of new wire.
Service was restored temporarily by splicing the
broken ends of the wire to barbed-wire fences, o\'er
wdiich messages were successfully transmitted.

The Western L'nion Telegraph Company has announced the extension of its money-transfer service
to the following countries
Great Britain and Ireland, France, Switzerland, Germany, .Austria-Hungary. Italy, Sicilv, Spain, Portugal, Belgium. Holland. Denmark. Sweden, Norway, Russia in Europe,
Turkey in Europe, Roumania, Bulgaria, Servia,
Greece, Corsica, Sardinia, Alaska, Cuba and the
;

Philippines.

SPACE TELEGRAPHY.
The

stockholders of the Marconi Wireless Tclc.graph Company met in the office of the Corporation
Trust Compan}', in E.xchange Place, Jersey City,
recently, and elected Eugene H. Lew-is, John Boitomby and Alfred B. Trigge directors for five years.

The Canadian government has decided

to

install

Sable Island and on
Halifax Harlior.
Sable Island is about 30 miles long and is 175 miles
cast of Halifax.
The distance from the nearest
point of the mainland is 100 miles.
space-telegraph

Chebucto Head,

equipment

at

at the entrance of

MISCELLANEOUS.
The Chicago Tunnel Company has asked permision to build si.x connecting tunnels, from 70 to 325
in length, for the connection of the nnderround freight transit system with the LTnion Depot
at Canal and Adams streets.
By its franchise permits for extensions may be granted by the council
<'r the mayor.
In this case the mayor refused to
^ign ain- more permits until the council might have
a chance to pass upon them.
'

feet

f

on

The L^nion Pacific railroad has placed in service
its branch line between
Grand Island and St.

Neb., a gasoline motor car which railroad
who were present at the trial say may revolutionize suburban and branch-line freight and passenger ser^ice.
The idea of such a car was conPaul.

ofFcials

by Vice-president Mohler of the Union
It seats 20 persons and^space is reserved
motor compartment for baggage.
The instructions to the Canadian section of the
international commission to investigate and report
upon the conditions and uses of the waters adjacent to the boundary line between the United
States and Canada have been framed by the Dominion government. Among the subjects that may
ceived

Pacific.

in the

come up

for consideration by this commission, appears the following interesting one
"Inquiry into
the effect of the construction of the Chicago Canal
on the levels of Lakes Huron and Erie."
;

LTnder the new valuation tariff of Argentina the
following electrical goods will pay duty at the rate
of 25 per cent, ad valorem
.Amperemeters, voltmeters, lamp globes, insulated copper cable, carbons
for arc lamps, electric motors for fans, complete or
not. and insulating tubes of iron, cast or w-rought,
with accessories, varnished or not wire or cables,
strengthened for laying underground wdth interior
envelope of lead and outer sheathing of irjn or
steel, five per cent, ad valorem.
:

;

Stories concerning the severe shocks which eleceels are able to administer are generally disto a large degree by those who have
never had the "pleasure" of the experience. Nevertheless, precautions are taken, it is said, thoroughly to insulate divers' suits \vhich are to be
used where the eels are known to be numerous.
asserted that shocks may be transmitteil
It
is
tric

credited

:

April 29,
iImmiikIi

I

the
insured.

jHit

,

A

helmet which arc severe enounh
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lilt

insensible

(livi.T

perfect

if

intttbtioii

il.inger

production

ilie

sparks

of

and
ixnilc the gas
Diffrrtiil atmospheric levels

which

as

lials,

is

more

mile or

much

as

have
six

as

of sialic
cause an

electricity

explosion.
have dilTerenl potenwell known, and at distance of a
above the surface |iolentials difTcrinK
10,000 volts from that of the eartli

been known, which
centimelers long.

produce

will

spark

a

The new Allan Line steamer Victorian arrived
recently at Halifax, N. S., from Liverpool, being
Ihe fu'St steamer driven by turbine engines to
The vessel encountered had
cross the Allanlic.
weather, but the engines generally worked well in
Ihe high sea and Ihe absence of vibration was noteworthy.
Captain McNicholl is said to have expressed entire satisfaction with the turbine system.
le expects to cut down the time between Halifax
:ind Movillc (Ireland) to six days and six hours.
he turbines on the Victorian are of the parallel
Mow type of special design. They operate three
shafts with one propeller each.
i

I

ICIectric cable building has made marked progress
of late years and this progress has been manifested
principally in the insulating (|ualilies, some cables
iiaving recently resisted tensions of go.ooo volt;.
.Such cables have been furnished by the .Mlgeiiieinc
Eleclricitiits Gesellschaft of Berlin to the
L^nderground Railway Company of London.
The
e.ihles arc composed of three conductors, each having a cross section of 195 square millimeters.
I''ach conductor is insulalccl by a layer of paper
11
niillimctcrs (o.il.l.l inch) in thickness, and the
three conductors collectively arc covered with a
layer of paper II millimeters in thickness and an
nnler casing of lead.
The diameter of the c:ilile
ihiis becomes 72 millimeters (2.834 inches).

f

I

I

Rodman

Mr. Thomas H.

Madison
Ik-

Avenue.
manager.

is

The New York Safety Steam Power Company
New York city has moved into new offices at ii-(

ilerty

i\|):iir

Street.

maintains an erecting and
New York containing

also

It

department store

A. S. DoxKc
turers' agent of St.
as the Doxsee-Barre
ital KUick of $.p,oo().
ibe i>ers<)niiel of Ihe

The

KIcctrical
I^iiis.

has U-en

incorimralcd

Company, with a capThere will l>e no change in

Kleclric

company.

The George Cutter Company, the president of
which, Mr. George Cutter, an<l the secretary, Mr.
Albert Scheiblc, are widely known to the electrical
trade, now occupies its new factory at South Bend.
Ind., having moved there from Chicago.
The company, as is well known, makes arc-light specialties,
the work now being carried on in a fine new factory of pressed brick 80 by 200 feet inside dimensions, part being two stories in height.
Clifton H. Wheeler, the former president and
man.ager of the Wheeler Condenser and
Kngineering Company, is now solely identified with
Ihe C. II. Wheeler Condenser and Pump Company.
The personal services of Mr. Wheeler, as secretary,
ample capital, modern works, and np-to-date engineering staff place the company in a position of
unusual strength in the condenser and pump business.
The company's works and principal office are
in Philadelphia, with a branch oflicc at 26 Cortlandt
The president of the company
.Street. New York.

general

John Pitcairn

treasurer,

W.

;

George Burnham
Ronielscb, and work-; manager.

vice-president.

II.

Utin \V. Schauni.

& Co. of Chicago have been
appointed managers and engineers of the gas and
electric properties of the San Diego Consolidated
Gas and Electric Company of San Diego, Cal.
M.

in

-i

ico.

Byllesby

Frederick Bissell. president of the F. Bissell Company, Toledo. Ohio, dealer in electrical supplies and
machinery, was in Chicago last week in the imerests
tf his company. Mr. Bissell is one of the bestknown men in the electrical field. He reports busiress nourishing.

in'

lt%

St.

n.
,.

r

eii!

directly by

Company, manufac-

Wilbur K. Driver of Newark, N. I., announce*
that he has disposed of his interests in the DriverHarris Wire Company and has resigned as president of the company. He will now ilevole himself
to the development of special materials to meet
particular re(|uirenients, and expects in a short time
to oflfer some new and improved resistance wires.

it

Bu.l

'flic

linually

I'ayne and othcr« of Camden, N. J,, have
incorporated the U. S. Klectric f'orcelain Company,
Willi a caiiilal of $50,000.

H.

Kiililcr linilhcrs, conlracliiig electrical engineers
of Cliic;i,i;o, aimonncc Ihe opening of their New
^.lrk iilTicc in the Metropolitan Life Building. No.
I
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product! ready for imme-

BUSINESS.

TRADE NEWS.
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fininlird

W.

v..

which li;is always hecii present in
l>.illij(>ninK but which has Kencrally been attributed
10 carelessness on the part of the aeronauts is due
Irj

complete utoclc of
diate shipment.

-,l

.\ir

<

I>uui>, at grn'

The Standard
of

i.,;,

1

Ohio,

,\ilc«,

tanip>, which
itcvcrc service

:

1

'

>

.:,.-

I

it

'

;>

uii'l-

.jrl

VolLlgC rcgnlalion. ^i.i.::
heavy inachinrry, etc.

ui.'h.hk'

C. E. L. Brown of Brown. Bnrrri
Switzerland,
of
whiih

Wheeler Company

i<i:Ml<m

.

ft

Cn

'

,

"...

'

.\u

i«

apiHiiiited as electrical

<<(

Rartrn.
r-

n

r>.|.

County of Ixndon

Di^tr ..
mp.any to superintend the de»iKii and c..i,.tt<«iiuii of
the three electric ixiwer plants cmtmipblrd to Hipply the whole of I^jiidun with current.
.

& Co. of Milton, Ma«« who will
|>ower house at their factory in I><>rhave ordered from the Allit-Clialmers Company the complete m-ichiner)- equipmeni,
which includes two 730-kilowatt BuIIkIi alternatingcurrent generators, for direct connectiim to Reynolds-Corliss vertical cross-comiKjund engines ami
two 125-kilowatt Bullock generators with exciters
The cylinders of the engines wiU lie 22 and 4S
inches in diameter and they will have a ^X-inch
stroke.
The two large generators are designed to
operate at 120 revolutions and ihe smaller at 277
revolutions a minute. 1'he electrical apparalu>. i^
to be built at Cincinnati, and the engines will lie
furnished from the West Allis, Milwaukee, plant of
the Allis-Chalmers Company.
Waller Baker

,

new

erect a
chesler.

.Mass,,

The Western

RIectric Company of Chicago replaced with the American Kleclric Fuse
of Giicago an order for .MIcn-Bradley
electric controllefs to e<|iiip all the new cranes
being installed at the Hawthonic plant of the
Western Electric Company,
This is reported to
be one of the largest single orders for electric crane
controllers ever placed in Cliicago, and the American Electric Fuse Company states that the order
was given after a six months' thorough and rigor
ous test of .Allen-Bradley controllers in the Chicago
factory of the Western Electric Company.
The
controllers are all standard-t>'pe machines, ranging
from 3^ horsepower to 50 horsepower in size, and
are
adapted
for
use
with
Niles-Bement-Pond
cranes.
number of the controllers are arranged
to he set in the rear of the' controller cage and to lie
operated by extension levers from the fronL

cently

Company

A

ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.
/ssurti (L'mtcd Slates rat€)it OpiccJ April

Telephone

Chicago. III.,
matic Telephone

May

tlie

Exchange.

Application

Renewed October

1903.

4,

One of
other one

transmitter electrodes

1904.

3,

stationary

is

filed

and

tlie

is cup-shaped and secured to the diaphragm
cup surroundiuR the stationary electrode with
an interspace between. The space between the electrodes
is filled with gr^'i^lar material.

u'ith

/.V,

igoj

John Erickson.
Strowger Auto-

Transmitter.
assignor to the

7X7,361.

Ilkclrosiatic
7,561.
well,
York,

New

Whistle Valve. Frank L. Wolfe,
787,422.
ford, Mass., assignor to the Crosby Steam

MedGage

and Valve Company, Boston, Mass. Application
filed February 15, 1904.

its

Lara

Lightning Arrester.
Iowa. Application

787,371.
ton,

CoinliitT !
funned \\ r

-i''

!'

!

-

]..

I

I

the base .,!
\\u

,n,

^:,.Mr.l
.!

connected

:.,.,>:

mIIk- |miI.

\

1904.

16,

the wall and

1,1
r

iMMiru

,

wire cuniio-u ^Mih

Chari-

M". Gates,

August

filed
!<.

I..

,n<-l.

A

witli

service

.:iuu,id wire fs con-

api>a

Burglar and Fire Alarm. William Giles
and Henry Ramsey, Mammoth, W. Va. Application filed September 30, 1904.

787,372.

Electric

arranged so

arc

circ\iits

as

to

be

closed

by

Incandescent Electric Lamp.
Frank H.
Blackburn, Fostoria, Ohio, assignor to the NaLamp Company, Clevel.ind, Ohio.
Application filed January 6, 1904.

787,428.

tional Electric

In an incandescent electric lamp are a bulb having a
depression in its neck and the tip projecting out from the
depressed portion and a base having a shell which
embraces the neck and covers the depressed portion
thereof and thereby conceals and protects the tip.

Wires. Samuel B.
Flynt and Leaman A. Maiden, Meridian, Miss.
Application filed August I, 1904.

787,442.

Insulator

for

Electric

A

Support for Telephone Receivers.
EIdridge H. Little, Oskaloosa, Iowa. Application

787,386.

filed

A

August

24,

1904.

member

supporting

7^7,393-

P.

J.

Baltimore,

in

is

liold the receiver
a position to speak into

System

Signal

Frank

A

adapted to

is

to the ear when the head
the transmitter.

and Apparatus Therefor.
Patenall and George H. Dryden,
Application filed January 23,

Md.

1905.
Oppositely arranged ni:i-n,r-. :>
|.,,iicd in different
l»lancs and an armature
ween the mag;i
- and pivoted at
nets carrying armatures
one side of its center of ^imvu-,
u
point intermediContacts are controlled by the lever
ate its length.
whereby the lever will be moved in one direction by gravity and in the opposite direction by the sinuiltaneous action of both magnets.
I.
1'

;

;-.

i

.,

I'

1.

1

I

:

i.

787,412.

I

i

Transmitting Electrical Energy
of
the Natural Mediums. Nikola Tesla,
York, N. Y. Application filed May 16,
Renewed June 17, 1902.

Art

Through

New
1900.

An improvement
electrical

in the art of transmitting

and

utilizing

energy consists in establishing in the natural
waves and vary-

conducting media, stationary electrical
ing the length of the waves.

787,419.

Electric

Wadesville,

Walter Williams,
Application filed October i,

Block
Ind.

Signal.

1904.
In an electric railway signaling system there are embodied a third rail or conductor and a traffic rail constitutcircuit and a
circuit is connected

the

protective casing for insulators comprises similar
sections grooved externally to receive a binder.
Oppositely arranged pairs of lugs are situated upon one
section and a single lug at opposite sides of the other
section, the several lugs being arranged adjacent to the
joint of contiguous sections.
flexible strip extends
from the single lugs of the last-mentioned section and is
adapted to pass between the pairs of lugs of the firstmentioned section to be bent about one of each of the
pairs of lugs.

battery normally cut out of the
by a tappet-actuated member. Means

Back-geared Motor. Leonard A. Tirrill.
Lynn, Ma?s., assignor to the General Electric
Company, Schenectady, N. Y. Application filed

787,482.

August
An end

5,

I.

Automatic Annunciator Restorer. James
Gemmill, Cleveland, Ohio, assignor to the
Telephone and Manufacturing Com-

Gemmill

pany, Orrville, Ohio.
Application filed December 22, 1902.
Combined with a jack are a drop, a connecting plug,
a rolling, drop-restoring member between the plug and
drop, and means whereby the member moves back by its

own weight

to position to permit the drop to

be released.

Trolley Retriever. Francis M. Miller, Ar787,527.
cadia, Ind.
Application filed February 2, 1905.
Secured to the car is a casing containing a continuously
revolving pinion and a dram revolubly mounted and provided with ratchet teeth. Means automatically throw the
pinion and ratchet teeth into engagement, other means
automatically locking the drum when the trolley pole has
been drawn down.

Etigcnc \V. CaldApplication filed Feb-

.\pparat!:s.

N. Y.

1905.

Electrostatic

apparatus embodies

an

cicctrostatic-plalc

generator, an induction coil having a switch in ils jtrEniary
circuit, an arm niovably mounted on the machine and
electrically connected with the sccondar>' of the induction
coil and actuating the switch, and means to Tno\-c the
arm adjacent to a conductor of the generator lo impart
an initial charge.

Telephone Receiver.
Charles T. Mason,
Sumter, S. C. assignor to the Sumter Telephone Manufacturing Company. Sumter, S. C.

7,583.

Application

filed

Fcbruarj' 27, 1905.

The magnet structure is supplied with a cup at ils
front end and a block at its rear end.
cap is mounted
on the cup, with the diaphragm clamped between.
shell incloses the magnet structure and has locking engagement at its front end with the cap. while a rcar-«nd
piece is removably secured to the black, against the rear
end of the sleeve.

A

A

Electric Train Signal.
Albert
van and William Renshaw, Chicago,
plication filed August 5. 1904.

7.595.

W.

Sulli-

Ap-

111.

An

automatic signal for railway trains contains a signaling device arranged in the cab of a locomotive or
motor car.
The cars are provided with side-opening
doors.
Means, arranged to be operated by and during
the movements of one or all of the doors, make tlie
circuit when one or more of the doors arc opened, and
break it only when all of the doors arc closed.

Printing Telegraph. John C. Barclay, New
York, N. Y. Application filed July 9. 1904.

7,6oS.

Constantly

1904.

plate is formed witli an undercut channel and
the armature shaft is journaled in tlie plate.
K Vountcrshaft, a supporting member adjustably secured in the
channel, a gear wheel mounted on the armature shaft
and a gear carried by the adjustable shaft meshing wth
the first-mentioned gear wheel complete the apparatus.

787,507.

rtiary 3,

lion

of the

moving
printir.ir

tricaljy controlled
circuits, primary

power

mechanism

ii;<-clianism

operates

and comprise an

the
elec-

a separator relay, selecting
and i^coiidary selecting relays and restoring means.
Other means connect and disconnect operatively the power memt>cr and the printing mechanism,
tlie means being arranged to be operated simultaneously
with the operation of the printing mechanism by the
selecting mechanism.

v,6to.
sen,

j.unrt.'..er,

Telephone Transmitter.
Chicago,

111.,

Electric Telephone
August 19, 1901.

assignor

Company.

Henry

P.

Qan-

the American
Application filed

to

A springy or resilient sheet-metal box serves as a yielding
connection between the telephone diaphragm and its backing.
Front and back electrodes and granular carbon are
inclosed by the box. with suitable insulation for insulating
the box from the back electrode, the front electrode being'
electrically connected with the box.
A suitable transmitter body structure is provided with electrical connection
between it and the resilient box, the transmitter or body
structure thereby ser^'ing as one terminal of the electrical circuit.
A terminal is "electrically connected with
the back electrode and insulated from the transmitter or
body structure.
(See cut on next page).
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Electrical Stop-motion jMechani?m for TexMachineo'. Joseph B. Whitney, New York,
N. Y. Application filed June 30. I903-

David Wald, New York, N. Y.
August 31, 1903.

787,653.

Indtiction

787,658.

Texas.

A

John A. Baker,
June 13, 1904.

Coil.

Application

priuiarv

winding

Segiiin,

filed

is

comoosed of

a

broad strip of

metal disposed with its plane parallel with the axis of the
core and having a secondary winding upon each side.
Tlie number of secondary windings exceeds the primary
windings by one, and they occupy the extremes of the

Application

filed

tile

Stop-motion mechanism for textile machinery comprises
pivoted detectors or fallers, each of the detcclors being
adapted to coact with wires as a circuit closer, and means
for maintaining the wires under tension.

April 29, 1905
connection havirig a switch rail, an electrical conductor
along the mam line and the branch connection and means
for electrically insulating the portion of the conductor
situated along the switch rail and the adjoining portion
of the branch connection from the remainder of the conductor by the switch rail being opened. A device is supplied for reconnecting the insulated portion with the
source of electricity by the closure of the switch rail.

Means coacting with

the motor drive a
plunger device

A

bodying circuit wires.
sel

with electric

filled

conducting

fluid

mechanism emmoves in a vesand is brought

into action by the operation of the manually operated
mechanism for closing the electric circuit with ils initial
movement.
The plunger device as it is progressively moved

Telephone Call
Egan, Durham, N.

lessens or cuts out the resistance for gradually increasing
the electric current and augmenting the speed and power
of the motor.

787,879.

C

Motor-starting Device.
Arthur
wood, Cleveland, Ohio. Application

C.

7^7,73^-

tember

filed

EastSep-

E.

August
call

bell

are a supporting member for the magnets, an arm cuncted to the member and a condenser formed Jndepend.1.. „f ..,„
.
.
..
the con..

A

body of inductive starting resistance is supplied to
the motor in addition to the motor windings.
Means dependent for their action on the counter electromotive force
of the motor automatically cut tlie starting resistance out
whe
for.
predetermined poii

.

Charles
filed

Combined with the magnets of a telephone

1904.

9,

or Ringer.
Application

1902.

13,

(Se.

Wireless Telegraphic Systetn. Walter W.
Massie, Providence, R. I. Application filed No-

787,780.

vember

A

1904.

I,

space-telegraphic systei
ntaii

several

the

circuits

for

closing

tliem

sequence,

in

means having a movable member provided with

the

circuit-

A

closing means.
circuit-controlling member ,is arranged
for operation by the movable member during a portion
only of its movement.
(See cut.)

Combination

787,802
NO.

787,610

— TELKPHONtC

Charles

TR ANS-MITTER.

Louis Leucnberger. Van Ness,
Trolley.
N. Y. Application filed January 28. 1905.
The trolley comprises a pivoted liar|i, a contact roller

NO. 787,810.

and Electric Fixture.
Steinberg. New York, N. Y.
Appli-

S.

cation filed

7S7.6S4.

C„....J^-

Gas

May

In a combined fixture in which the gas pipe is housed in
a casing is a canopy clamped adjustably to the casing.
A
tube extends alongside of the gaspipe and has a bent end

front portion, two hinge-ninunted plates carried at
the rear portion, rollers carried by the plates, a spring
for pressing the plates and rollers into aelive position
and a branched cord or flexible connection having one
branch attaebed to the harp and the otlier branches attached respectively to the plates.
at the

787.707.

York,

CATCHER

The invention embodies a working circuit, a battery
provided witli a booster and its circuit connection, an alternating generator feeding tlve wurk-inc circuit aiid iirovided witli a commutator, a prime mover fur driving
tlie .generator
and conneclions between tbe commutator
and battery, whereby tlie frequency of the 'current generated and of the superimposed battery current is tlu-

William F. Wagner.
N. Y.. assignor to the American
New York, N. Y. Appli-

Electric Tool-driver.

New

— TROLLEY-POLE

787,880.
System of Electrical Distribution. Justus
B.
Entz, Philadelphia, Pa., assignor to the
Electric Storage Battery Company, Philadelphia, Pa.
Application filed April 23, 1904.

1903.

4,

Inventions Company,

cation filed December 7, 1904.
Electromagnetic coils operate the reciprocating driver of
the tool, and means apply the force of the driver in
one direction to a tool to move the tool longitudinally.
Other means independent of the driver apply tlie force of
the driver in the opposite direction to rotate the tool.

EXPIRING PATENTS.
Following is a list of electrical patents issned by
United States Patent Office) that expired on

"

(

the

April 24, 1905:

C

Battery.
William
Banks, New York.
Application filed October 20. 1904.
Combined with a jar are a standaid supporting the
remaining parts and having a tube piirtion supported

787,715.

N. Y.

NO. 7A7

above the bottom, a zinc

supported on tlie standard, a
basket substantially concentric with the tube located
abnve the zinc, and terminals and insulators.

—W/WWWW^

Telephone

381,542.

Solution

381.555.
381.556.
381.568.

Electric Railway.
Electric Railway.

381,576.

Electric Signaling Apparatus.

_

The

insulation comprises a coating of a fusible adsubstance and particles of an insulating material
at a higher temperature than the adhesive
substance embedded in the adhesive coating and projecting beyond the outer surface.

Controlled

Electrically

787,827.

August 9, 1904.
An electrically controlled
means

— MOTOR-STARTING
William

DEVICE

Banks, New York,
October 22, 1904.

C.

-filed

An

insulating support is provided for the positive element, and an insulating tube extends upward from the
support to a point above the intended solution line.
positive element rests on the support.
depolarizer
basket is* insulated from the positive element and provided
with a terminal, and a connection leads from the positive
element to and through the insulating tube.

A

A

_

Motor-controlling and Regulating Device.
Otto C. Britsch, New York, N. Y., assignor to

787,722.

SPECIAL MENTION.
Klein & Sons, 81 West Van Bnren
Street, Chicago, make a specialty of supplying construction tools of all kinds for electrical workers.
This firm was established in 1857 and is, therefore,
one of the oldest in the business.

Mathias

Radway

M. W.

Parrisli,

1

k-

automatically

for

all

day and

all

night."

Lindsley Bros. Company, Chicago, announces that
it is unusually well equipped to fill orders for 35 to
40-foot Idaho cedar poles at practically the same
cost as Michigan poles.
The company will be
pleased to hear from those in the market for poles
of the sizes mentioned as well as for other lengths.

An encouraging spring demand for the wellknown Star Soldering Stick is reported by its
manufacturers, E. R. Crolius & Son, 6410 Peoria

Alarm for Ships' Compasses.
New South Wales.
Armature for Dynamos. J. F. Kelly,
Electric

A.

Gross.

New

York.

Telegraphic Signaling Apparatus, j. R: Willis,
Portsmouth, County of Hants, England.
Telegraphy. P. B. Delane, New York, N. Y.
Electric Bell.
C. F. De Redon, New York, N. Y.
Regulation of Electric Motors.
S. D. Field, Yon-

.738.

J.

Geary,

Philadelphia.

Pa.

Electrical Measurement Apparatus.
H. V. Haves.
Cambridge, Mass.
Dynamo-electric Machine and Motor. M. Immisch.
London, County of Middlesex, England.
Transformation and Distribution of Electric En381,794.
ergy.
R. Kennedy, Glasgow, County of Lanark, Seot-

Switch.

301,700.
381,789.

railway switch comprises
a main switch-tongue-

381.817.

'

Electric

Heating System.

E.

E.

Rics,

Baltimore,

Md.

closing

throwing circuit when power is shut off from the ear,
and for breaking the circuit when the trolley carried by
the car has its travel momentarily arrested in the trolley
bracketOther means automatically close an auxiliary
switch-tongue-throwing circuit when power is supplied to

381.818.
Method of Electrochemical Heating. E. E. Ries,
Baltimore. Md.
Heating Railway Cars by Electrochemical Means.
381.819.

the car.

Switch for Suspended Electric Railways.
Pfaffenbach, Leipsic, and Hermann

787,856.

N. Y.
Electric Fire and Burglar Alarm.
381,852.
A. Schuman,
Springfield, 111.
Electrical Apparatus.
381,856.
C.
C. Siblev, New York.

Rudolph
Miiller,

Leipsic-Gohlis,

Germany.

plication filed January 13, 1904.
this application filed October 29,

Original

ap-

Divided and

N. Y.
3S1.S62.
Suspended Cable and
Taylor, Louisville, Ky
Electrical
Method of
381,866.
the Supply of Water or Gas.

1904.

In an elevated railway on which cars are suspended
and driven by electric motors are a main line, a branch

This soldering stick has been
Chicago.
Street,
before the electrical trade for a number of years
and has met with favor with a large number of
customers, to which additions are constantly being

26,coo.ooo-galloit

For

best results with automatic-drilling

This,
drills

eighth

it

and
to

maintains,

turns

taps,

and

two

inches,

is

clean

made
in

and

in all

round,

true,

sizes

saving

from one-

square and hex-

agonal shapes.

The Brown

Corliss

Engine Company of

Corliss,

Wis., has just secured an order froin the National
Tube Company to furnish its McKeesport plant
with two 3S by 70 by 60-inch tandem compound
rolling-mill engines for special heavy work.
Important shipments have also been made recently to- the
Illinois Steel Company for the Joliet plant and to
the Jones & McLaughlin Steel Company of Pittsburg.
Among the large engines now under construction by the Brown
Corliss company is a

Railroad.

G.

K.

Automatically

Controllin.g

New

York. N. V.

L. Weil,

en.gine

for

the

city

of

The

Burger gas engine, manufactured by the
Woolley Foundry and Machine Works of Anderson,
Ind.,
is
being pushed energetically by its
maker. The tandem styles are built in a straight

and turn-

Plume & Atwood Manufacturing
Company of New York and Chicago desires to
recommend its Snow Brand free-drilling brass rod.

pumping

Electric

Mihvaukee.

made.
ing machines the

Electric buses, carrying 12 to 30 passengers, are
rnanufactured extensively by the Commercial Automobile Company of Chicago. They are handsome
in appearance and the company recommends them
especially for hotel service, since they are "ready

any moment" and "run

Co-

.

Robert V. Cheatham, Louisville, Ky., assignor
to the
Cheatham Electric Switching Device
Application filed
Company, Louisville, Ky.

at

Egan,

381.764.
381.765.

fusible only

Application

E.

Newcastle,
1,700.

hesive

Battery.

Clucago,

Collins,

C.

R. M. Hunter, Philadelphia, Pa.
R. if. Hunter, Philadelphia, Pa.
Dynamo-electric Machine. R. H. Mather,

1,693.

Insulation for Electric Conductors. Lawrence E. Barringer, Schenectady, N. Y., assignor to the General Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y.
Application filed January 30, 1905.

N. Y.

Batteries.

is

787,820.

787,716.

Voltaic

mounted a rack in a horizontal
plane and extending backward from the foot of the pole.
A brace from the trolley pole extends down to the rack,
whose teeth are on the underside, and is supplied with a
the trolley base

catch to engage, the teeth.
As the trolley pole is depressed the foot of the brace slides back on the rack
and the catch, engaging the teeth, prevents the pole
from flying up again.
(See cut.)

NO. 787,738.

W. H.

Transmitter.
for

Steam
Windsor, Conn.

Trolley-pole Catcher.
John H. Walker.
Lexington, Ky. Application filed June 6, 1904.

7S7.S10.

On

381,531.

'

line, eliminating many undesirable features.
The
feature of greatest importance, however, is the
adoption of the automatic cut-oft" valve and inertia
governor, which secure close regulation and economy of fuel consumption.

Nearly everyone knows that the Pennsylvania
Line is the short and direct route from Chicago
Pittsburg, Baltimore, Washington, Philadelphia,
New York and the East, but not everyone knows
that it is also the short and direct route from Chicago to Indianapolis, Louisville, Columbus and Cincinnati..
This will be readily seen by consulting the
map. Agents of connecting lines will sell through
tickets and give further information, or C. L. Kimball, assistant general passenger agent. No. 2 Sherman Street, Chicago, will communicate by letter

to

with those interested.
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ClllLAOd,

New Equipment of the
graph-cable Company
l.iinkiiiK
c.-ihli-

f..nv.-.r(l

C.iiip.iny,

CliiciK')

iii.iiii

-'5

on

yi^crs,

l^.sU-r

iillii'i's

aiul

Postal TeleChicago.

In

I'cislnl

llir

nuiriiiriK,

llif

•IVlpKraphniuvi-.l

lu'.iil<|iiarlfrs

ils
its

iif

entire western division frtmi the locati^iii which it
has occupied in the Stock Kxchangc HiiililiiiK for

the

Inst

ro

years

into

the

Rialto

Building,

NEW

and

—

170 feet long by 67 feet wide, with
furnishes seating capacity
It
for 472 operators, and contains devices new to the
telegraph world. Fig. I is from a photograph taken

The room
a

24-foot

is

ceiling.

on a Sunday morning when the lines were
busy and a large part of the regular force of
erators was not present. The switchboard, of
latest pattern, is composed of II sections, each
tion accommodating 50 wires, making a total of
main-line

wires.

The

room

presents

a

not
opthe
sec-

550

brilliant

appearance at night, being lighted by 60 six-cluster
electroliers, with latest improved reflectors, and also
35 side gas-light brackets.
The lighting of the room

is

one of the most

important features, much time and thought having
been devoted to the subject. Owing to the hundreds of typewriters in use (all messages being
handled direct from the wire on typewriters, no

|'>JS

Iiencil, pen or ink being used !n this modem tcleKraph ofTicc) it is essential that the liKhling arrangement should he so perfect that no shadows
shall be thrown on the typewriter keys, as the
striking of the wrong key by an operator might
cause an error, that would result in great loss or

inconvenience to patrons.
Each of the Ii8 quartette tables

EQU1P.\1ENT OF

well-known structure, made two stories taller
and renovated from top to bottom, is now known
as the Postal Telegraph Building.
The main operating room, occupying the tenth
and eleventh stories of the building, is lighted by
no windows practically light on all four sides.
that

AlA'i

provided with

THE POSTAL TELEGRAPH-CABLE COMPANY

allotted

to

There are 15

the

sets

traffic

rack, a( wai the old
is
found to \x one of great
wire chief.

terminal

to the

;

IN CHICAGO.

on way and

city

of single-wire repeaters,

wires.

10 sets

of direct-point duplex repeaters, used on through
wires, and everj' table is connected up independ-

c<in\<-rn.rir-

In addition to the basement terminal, there
cross-connecting
frame immediately behind
switchl)Oard,

on the main oi>crating

capacity n! yrmi,
is

four cabinets, for the care of typewriters, and each
table is equipped with the newest and best machinery and apparatus known to the art. A special
feature of the table equipment is the new resonators, containing the sounders for the use of operators
receiving on the typewriters.
Fifty duplexes and 60 quadruplexes are provided
to take care of the through traffic and the leased
wires of the company, while 100 single Morse sets
are

lar

method

switchl

—THE

.\lri~,

I

ain!

in

lUir

is

a

the

with a
ijallcry over the
riing frame of
fifxiT,

OPERATING
capacil\-. the switchboard being connected
both cross-connecting frames with 25-conductor

similar
to

and SO-^;onductor cables, and it is possible, with
this improved system of transfer and the connecting frame, to change the location of sets, loops or
wires, without breaking a single connection.
Pneumatic tubes, known as the transfer-tube system, in the main operating room, consist of 20

terminals,

and are used for distributing messages

different

to

general

parts

offices,

of the operating room, to the
the bookkeeping, delivery, receiving,

and other departments in the building and also
to both floors of the Board of Trade Building, the
office of the Associated Press and to outside branch
file

and so arranged that it can be worked in
any and every combination that the division chief

offices.

in

charge desires.
In the basement a terminal pin-jack arrangement,
the first of its kind in the history of the telegraph,
has been installed. It facilitates the testing of cables, to locate trouble, and, by a system of cords,
any one cable can be cross-connected without a

Compressed air is used in the operation of this
system, for \vhich an air compressor with a capacity
of 1,000 cubic feet of free air a minute has been
installed.
The compressed air is stored in three
large tanks arranged for 12, five and 254 pounds
pressure to supply the requirements of the various

delay.
By means of the pin-jacks, grounds
or other faults may be tested out at this point
instead of at the operating switchboard or the regu-

tubes.

ently,

moment's

The

tubes

are

mechanism, which

with electrica'lly operated
\ery ingenious. The receiving

fitted
is

;

:
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equipped with a

clapper-like

end of each tube is
arrangement which closes the end of the tube. It
it
fitted with an armature so arranged that when
the cover is closed it is attracted by an electromagnet which holds the armature up and the cover
When a carrier, which is a small shell
in place.
about six inches long, is inserted in the tube the
cover is closed by hand, the elctromagnet holding
it
in place.
At the same time the insertion of
the
air

;

carrier

behind

in

the

releases

the

which

valve,

air

The

carrier.

carrier

the

lets

then

is

driven through the tube till it gets to its destinaJust before leaving the tube, however, it trips
a small trigger, and in so doing, for a moment,
opens the circuit of the electromagnet at the entertion.

This

ing

end.

the

cover

shutting

allows

opens,
the

ofif

armature to drop and
same time automatically

the

the

at

The

air.

tube

is

then ready for

another carrier. This system gives the company
continuous service 24 hours a day at a minimum
cost, there' being no power consumed except when
tube is put in service.
The main terminal of the messenger call-box
system is located in the business ofHce on the srouild
This equipment is of the latest and imfloor.
proved type, and is installed in accordance with the
Postal company's

May

ment, containing the latest improved toilet, washrooms, bathrooms, shower baths and reading room,
playroom and gymnasium, and, later on, it is the
provide evening classes for the boys,
electrical experts and well-known
educators for the benefit of the older heads.
The moving of this large plant from the Stock
Exchange Building to the new Postal Telegraph
Building was effected without the least interruption
to business, and was accomplished without any
breaking of the circuits. Indeed, the fact that the
office was being moA'ed was unknown to any outside
office having wire connection with Chicago.
It was
begun at three o'clock Easter morning (April 23d)
and completed by 7 a. m., and on Monday morning
the hundreds of operators, clerks and messengers
took their respective places in the new building, and
business was handled without hitch or delay in
spite of the fact that that day, on account of the
May wheat excitement on the Board of Trade and
the financial difficultites of the Milwaukee bank,
brought the company the largest business of any
intention

to

and lectures by

Monday in its history.
The work of arrangement, wiring and
of the offices

was begun nearly

a

up
year ago under
fitting

the supervision of E. J. Nally, general superintend-

principal buyers of electrical machinery
States in March, 1905

6,

1905

from United

Japan, $143,076; British North America, $105,227;
United Kingdom, $93,112; Mexico, $69,472; Philippine Islands, $56,799; France, $39,729; British Australasia, $26,591
Germany, $15,724 British East
$ii,o88; British Africa, $7,321; Argentina,
;

;

Indies,

$5,536;

Hongkong,

Brazil,

$4,411;
$2,648; Chinese Empire, $2,078.

Metering Discussed by the
The April meeting

of the

$2,805;

Cuba,

Institute.

American

Institute of

Engineers was held in Carnegie Hall in
York on April 28th. President J. "VV. Lieb,

Electrical

New

presided and Secretary Pope announced that at
the meeting of the board of directors held that afternoon 76 associate members were elected. The sec-

Jr.,

retary also announced the death of Harry C. Smith
and Charles E. Stephens. The latter was in the
employment of the British Columbia Electric Rail-

way Company

at

'Victoria.

B.

C.

Four papers came up for discussion during the
They were: "Some Notes on Polyphase

evening.

Metering," by Prof. J. D. Nies of Lewis Institute,
Chicago, which was read by F. "W. Roller; "Notes

new

system.
Fig. 2 is a view of the operating switchboard on
the operating floor.
Not quite all of the board is
shown in the picture, there being nine sections in
the

and

front

The function
operation
into

one

imgles

right

at

of the switchboard

the

different

the building.

at

each

end.

to connect

is

of

classes

service

There are seven

classes

distinct

of service which are supplied by the

for

coming

company,

as

Local short city wires, 40 volts; longer
short single wires connecting
city wires, 85 volts
nearby cities, 130 volts long single wares, 180 volts
duplex circuits, 250 volts, and quadruplex circuits,
follows:

;

;

350 volts.

By means of the switchboard, messages coming in
over long-distance wires may be transferred to the
local lines and taken at the stations of these lines
direct.
Also any local wires may be connected
and short main

together, local

Back

"of

the

switchboard

lines,

the

is

etc.

terminal

rack,

and beyond this no high-tension current is passed.
Three hundred and fifty volts, as used in the
quadruplex circuits, would be dangerous to carry
to the board or anywhere about the operating room.
The higher pressure ends at the terminal board, and
by means of internal resistance coils, is reduced
There must, in telegraph work,
to lower voltage.
however, always be a meeting point for the high
low-pressure
current,
where the question of insuand
lation is one of much importance where pressures
as high as 350 volts are used.

In the basement of the building are located the
dynamos, motor-generators, switchboard and air
compressors. The dynamo switchboard, 25 feet long
by eight feet high, is constructed of Maine slate.
The switches are mounted direct. The bus bars
are of bare copper.

The

plant

consists

of

motor-generators,

25

ar-

ranged for day and night service, and while the
Chicago Edison Company furnishes the power, and
also provides an emergency lead, the Postal company will also install engines and dynamos of
take care of its service in
the event of interruption to the Edison service.
This emergency provision is to insure continuous
capacity

sufficient

service

at

all

to

times.

Fig.

3

is

a

picture

of

the

switchboard and motor-generators.
The reason so many motor-generators are required is to supply the seven different voltages
already

alluded

to.

These

sets

are

installed,

thus acting as a spare to take the place of either
machine in case of emergency. For the quadruple
circuits six sets are in use.
is

interesting to note, in

vmw

OF A PQR,TI0N OF THE OPERATING SWITCHBOARD OF THE POSTAL TELEGRAPH-!

T. 'W. Carroll, nejectrical engineer
nett, his assistant in charge, and F.
;

connection with the

without allowing for any future extension.
Especial attention has been given to the comfort
and convenience of employes. There is a circulating library, reading room, smoking room, locker
and rest rooms for both men and women, and an
up-to-date restaurant, open day and night. For the
messenger boys, quarters are fitted up in the base-

C.

W.

L.

Ben-

Conger,

on
F.

Use of Instruments on Switchboards" by
Cox of the General Electric Company, Lynn,
"The Oscillograph and Its Uses," by Lewis

tlie

P.

Mass.

and

the General
Electric
Company,
and "Maintenance of Meters" by
M'owbray of the Brooklyn Edison Company.
The papers were well discussed, among those taking
part being President Lieb, Caryl D. Haskins of
Schenectady, N. Y., Professor Edward B. Rosa of
Washington, D. C, Clayton H. Sharp of New York,
F. C. Pratt, A. R. Everest of West Lynn, Mass. and
A. H. Ackerman of New York.
It was pointed out during the evening that one of
the most important questions in conn-ction with
T.

electricians.

Jlr. Carroll had full charge of the wiring arrangement of the operating room, terminal rooms,
power plant, cable and pneumatic-tube systems, and
to him is due the credit for the highly satisfactory
manner in which the equipment was installed and
the successful way in which the gigantic task of
the removal was accomplished.

Electrical Exports for March.
from the United States for the

Electrical exports

month of March reached a
compared with $930,297 for
last

year.

This

from increases
exported

increase

in

total value of $1,126,201,

the corresponding
of

month

$195,904 is made up
of electrical goods

both classes

— electrical

machinery and

ances,

the latter including telegraph
instruments.
The figures in detail,
electrical exports for the

Electrical appliances

power plant of this telegraph office, that, if the
old method of using batteries were employed, 60,000
cells would now be necessary to carry on the traffic,

;

superintendent, besides a staff of expert engineers

ac-

cording to their voltages, either in pairs or in
groups of three. In the single-line circuits for the
city service and short main lines, two generators
are used in each case, either being able to perform
the work. In the case of the duplex circuits, three
generators are used, one for the positive side, one
for the negative side and one which is interchangeable and can be used either positive or negative,

It

FIG. 2.

ent

electrical

two months are

— March,

appli-

and telephone
showing the
as follows

1904, $334,224;

—

March,

Electrical machinery M'arch, 1904,
1905. $505,705.
$596,073; March, 1905, $620,496.
From the following figures, which show the value
of the electrical machinery imported by the, principal
buyers from the United States during March, 1905,
it will be seen that Japan is at the head of the list
with $143,076 representing its purchases. In March,
1904. however, Japan's imports of electrical
machinery from the United States amounted to. $201,617, which was one of the highest figures in its
record year of 1904. Following are the names of the

;

Robinson of

Scheiiectady, N. Y..

W.

J.

electricity supply is that 'of metering.
As President
Lieb said, it is evident that a meter tested under
laboratory conditions, with ideal surroundings, with- _
out vibration, stray fields, etc., will be more accurate than where the test is performed in a dark
cellar and in various inaccessible places where the
current varies and where conditions are generally
unfavorable. The paper by Professor Nies upon this
subject was one previously presented in Chicago,
it was well
received.
Speaking of some tests
of meters that have been going on in the state o£
Massachusetts during the last several years. President Lieb said that it is surprising to most people
to find that the average error of all the electric
meters tested in 1904 was only 1.08 per cent, from
unity at full load, and less than one per cent, at
one-fifth load 50 per cent, better than results shown
by gas meters.
iir. Pratt in discussing polyphase metering said
that in his opinion, which was contrary to the idea
brought out in the paper of Professor Nies, it is just
as easy to calibrate a polyphase meter as two singlephase meters.
The two elements can be thrown
in series just as easily as can two or three singlephase meters.

and

—

'

:
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Blast-furnace Cases
Connection with Electric Production of Steel.

Utilization

of

In

priiilucliun

cf

it

would

iron

As

cliclric-.il

M

l)«

that a smaller
necessarily gives

priori,

incrny by means of
gas cngiiies oiicr.itcd from bhsl-fiirnacc gases opens
up many possibilities in clectrometalliirfiy generally,
and in the manufacture of steel electrically in particular, since by utilizing the gases given off from
the blast furnaces in iinulucing pig iron cheap power
generally ailmillcil that steel
is
(ibtaiiiable.
It
is
electrically obtained possesses superior qualities to
those of good open-hearth steel—almost as good.
For the manufacture of
In fact, as crucible steel.
ferro metals or metals extensively used in the production of carbon steel there is found in the utilization of blast-furnace gases a new and profitable
In a paper read before the American
industry.
Elect roclicniical Society at the convention of last
week, held in Boston, Mr. Augustc J. Rossi gave
some valuable figures relative to the production of
power from such gases. I Ic says
"As utilized now in blast furnaces to heat the
blast and generate steam under boilers, fully onehalf of the total amount of gases (52 to 62 per
Calculatioiis
per ton of iron is wasted.
cent.)
made by different nictnllurgists show that this
waste, for a production of 20,000,000 tons of pig
iron in a year amounts, according to the weight
gases as.sumcd by the writers in difTercnt conditions,
to not less than 1,000,000 to 1.200,000 horsepower

The

but

gases,

a

mistake to conclude a

amount of coke per ton of

a sm.illcr weight of ga«e».
at 704" C, oases escaping at

with bhst
250° C., with a consumption of coke of 2,240
jiounds per ton of iron, as at the Clarence Works,
Kngland, the weight of gases per ton of metal is
given by I^wthian Uell at 119.17 per hundredThis at 112 pounds per hundredweight
weight.
gives 3,350 pounds of gases per ton in round
With such ores as were used in the
numbers.
Pittsburg Works (Edgar Thomson) with blast at
S9J° C. and gases at 171° C, the weight of gases
per ton of iron is given by L. Bell as 100.10 hundredweight, or 11,200 pounds, for a consumption
of coke of 1,881 pounds per ton ni iron"
it

is,

h

or thaken 10
.to c*na« mnmry to
'
'
the cathode (7)
'hthen moved bick
position, so that the bridge of mcr
1
h broken. A current from the lour— '1 " wmg
between the cathode and one of the anodes when
this bridge of mercury is formed then coniinoes
(2)

i<

tilted

between

(!•»

anodes, and

•

is

1

,

Recent Improvements In Mercury-vapor
Transformers.
The transformation of direct current into multiphase alternating current may be .acomplishcd by
means of a mercury-vapor device, as has often
As a transformer, the merbeen demonstrated.
cury-vapor lamp presents great possibilities, and
not only the inventor, Mr, Peter Cooper Hewitt,
but many others as well, are turning their attenTwo
tion toward this department of its usefulness.
patents have recently been granted on "Means for
Transforming Direct Current"—one to Mr. Charles

MBTZ

S

UBRCURV-VAPOR TRANSrORHB*.

flow by reason of the conducting palii formed
by the arc which follows the break in the merSuppose the arc to Ix: fdrmed becury path.
to

tween the anode (4) and the cathode (7). As
soon as this arc is formed it jumps to one of the
adjacent anodes (3) and (5).
It then jumps to
the ne.xt anode beyond, and continues thus to move
rapidly around the cathode (7) in the center. The
direction in which the arc starts to move around
apparently largely a matter of chance.
is started, however, it continues its
rotation in the same direction and with a rapidity
which depends to a considerable extent upon the
size of the positive electrodes or anodes and their
the center

is

the arc

.\fter

distances from the cathode.
The shifting of the
from one anode to an adjacent anode seems to
be due to the fact that as soon as the arc starts

arc

FIG.

3.

MOrOR-GENERATORS AND SWITCHBOARD OF POSTAL TSLEGRAPH-CABLB COMPANY IN CHICAGO.

hour by the most conservative estimate, and
may reach as high as 2,coo,ooo horsepower per hour.
"These gases have, indeed, a heat value per
horsepower which is now admitted to be not far
from 1,280 thermal units, so that for a production
per

of some 10,000 units of gases per ton of iron, a
rather small figure, as we will see, we could count
on i2,Soo,ooo thermal units, of which half at least,
52 per cent., or 700,000 thermal units, would be
available for creating power.
As the duty of a
gas engine is now readily guaranteed by builders
to be one effective horsepower per 10,000 tliernial
units on the gases (efficiency, 25 per cent.; one
horsepower-hour
2,545 thermal units), this gives
us a surplus of 700 horsepower per ton-hour,
which, for 2,240' ton-hours, gives 1.56S.000 horsepower-hours. For a consumption of coke of 2,240
pounds per ton. of iron, which is now about a normal average, it is considered that 14,000,000 thermal units can be assumed as the heat value of the
gases.
If we take only 52 per cent, of this as
available surplus, as some conservative estimates
do, we come to 72S.000 thermal units, corresponding to 72S horsepower per ton-hour
(1,630,700
horsepower-hour for 2,240 tons).
"Even if we assume only 9,000,000 thermal units
as that of the gases, as it has been done by some
writer for an exceptionally low consumption of
coke, we come still, counting on a surplus of 52
per cent, only, to 46S horsepower-hours available
per ton, or for 2,240 tons per hour, to 1,048,320
horsepower-hours.
This figure we consider as
much too low, as we will see, even for a consumption of coke of only 1,700 pounds per ton of iron
(1,726 pounds have been recently secured in a
memorable run of Mr. Gailey under special conditions).
Hence, as we have said before, 1,000,000
horsepower-hours as a surplus may be considered
as a minimum estimate.
The quantity of fuel
burnt in a given time in a blast furnace has certainly a direct influence on the total amount of

=

P. Steinmetz and the other to Mr. Osias O. Kruh,
both of Schenectady, N. Y., which are here briefly

sake of illustration, that the arc shifts

described.

As

from one anode the heat thus generated produces
an increasina resistance between the ?node and the
cathode until a point is reached where less resistance to current flow exists between an adjacent
anode and the cathode. The arc then shifts to this
adjacent anode and repeating the operation continues to shift from anode to anode in regular progression around the cathode.
Suppose, for the

to the construction

and mode of operation of

sion

from anode
and anode

(3)

in

succes-

anode (4), then to anode
and so around the circuit

to

Mr.

(5)

may

pulsation of current is thus prothe lead (15), then in the lead (16),
then in the lead (17), then in the lead (iS), and
so on.
In producing these current pulsations current flows from the main (14) always in the same

Steinmetz's invention a better understanding
be had by reference to Fig. i, which illustrates
one of the numerous embodiments which the in-

vention may assume in practice.
In the diagram a source of direct current is
From this source
indicated conventionally at (l).
is derived a direct current, which is to be transThe
formed into multiphase alternating current.
vapor conductor, through the operation of which
the transformation is largely effected, consists of a
highly exhausted receptacle (2) of glass or other
suitable material, provided with pockets for holding bodies of mercury (3) to (7), inclusive, constituting electrodes.
In place of mercury- any other
suitable material may be employed.
The electrode
(7) is located centrally with respect to the other
four electrodes and constitutes the cathode or negative electrode.
It is connected through a leading-in
negative lead (8) extending
from the source. The other electrodes operate intermittently as anodes and are connected, respectively, with the terminals of two primary windings
of two transformers, the corresponding secondaries
of which are indicated at (11) and (12).
The diametrically situated anodes are connected to the
terminals of one primary and the other anodes to
the terminals of the other primary.
The middle
points of the two primaries are joined by a conductor (13), and from this conductor connection
is made through a lead with the positive terminal
of the direct-current source.
In order to start up the apparatus the receptacle

conductor

with

the

indefinitely.

duced

(6),

A

first in

direction to the junction with the conductor (13),
whence it passes in the direction of the arrows

through the middle points of the primaries (9)
and (10). When the arc is passing from the anode
(3) to the dathode, current is therefore flowing
the middle of the primary (9) to the lead
When the arc shifts to the anode (4), cur(is).
rent flows from the middle of the primary (10) to

from

When the arc again shifts to the
()fe.
(5) the current flows from the middle of
the primaiy' (9) to the main (17).
In the same

the main

anode

way when the arc shifts to the anode, then current
flows from the middle point of the primary (10)
As the arc continues to shift
to the lead (iS).
from anode to anode the operations mentioned are
repeated.
will be observed that in each primary current
flows through one half of the winding so as
produce a magnetizing force in one direction,
and then through the other half of the winding
so as to produce a magnetizing force in the oppoAn alternating magnetomotive force
site direction.
is thus produced by each primarj' winding, which
thereby generates in the corresponding secondary
By reason,
an alternating electromotive force.
therefore, of the shifting of the arcs in the vapor
It

first

to

;

:
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conductor a multiphase alternating current may be
derived from tlie secondaries (li) and (12).
In order to render the flow of power in the

more steady and thus to

fill

direct-current circuit
up as much as possible the gaps or intervals during which no current, or at least a small current,

flowing in either of the primaries (9) and (10),
there is connected in series with the direct-current
source an energy-storing device, such aS an inThis coil stores energy while
ductance coil (19).
is

current is flowing directly from the source
and discharges the energy in the form of current
the

thus

and

positive

the

central

electrode

May

translating

passes

—

through which
along the main

devices,

and

current

the

(20) to the
the arc shifts to the next elec-

returns

electrode (14).
trode, as (15),

As

a similar flow of current takes
thus be seen that alternating impulses of current flow in the mains (19), (20) and
Each current impulse traverses one of the
(21).
inductance coils and stores a portion of its energy
therein.
In restoring the energy the inductance
place.

coils

will

It

have the

symmetrical mul-

effect of securing a

flow in the mains.

Dynamo Tenders' Handbook

Jap-

in

Creditable to the author and pleasing to the
publisher is the fact that the "New Dynamo Tenders'
Handbook" and the "Incandescent Wiring

Handbook," written by Mr.
by

the

Electrician

F.

Badt and pub-

B.

Publishing

Company

of

Chicago, have been translated into the Japanese
language and published in book form. The trans-

was made some years ago by Tadajiro Kamiyama, member of the Engineers' Society of Japan,
and Kinji Uchimura. engineer of the Onomichi

lation

Company.

Electric Light

A copy of the Japanese Dynamo Tenders' Handbook was recently sent to Mr. Badt, and it has an
unusual interest to Occidental eyes, as may be
judged by the accompanying reproductions of two
pages of the book, the size of which, in the origi-.
nal. is 5'H by Sy/2 inches.
Fig. I shows the title page of the book (which
is also the last page), a rather literal retranslation
of which, made by the Japanese consul in Chicago,
is

FIG. 2.

KRUH

S

cease flowing or to
energy-storing
this

alternating

in

fall

and

magnetizations

value.

restoring

produced

By

use
the

the

device
in

the

pri-

Electric Light

maries approximate closely the effect of an ordinary alternating current.
Fig. 2 represents the transformer devised by Mr.
Kruh.
The direct current which is to be trans-

alternating current is derived from a
source such, for example, as a directcurrent generator, the armature of which is indiOne
cated at (i) and the field winding at (2).
lead from the generator is connected to the junc-

formed

into

—

suitable

follows
Preface by Ichisuke Tujioka,
Kofiakuhakase.
Revised and corrected by Tadanori
Tomita, Kogakushi.
Original work by F. B. Badt, Artillery
Lieutenant of Prussian Army.
Translated into Japanese by Tadajiro Kamiyania,
member of Engineers' Society, and Kinji
Uchimura, engineer of Onomiclii

from the source tends

at such times as the current

of
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MERCURY-VAPOR TRANSFORMER.

A

typical

shown by

page

of

Japanese

the

is

ascertained,
last

and

electrolytes.

The new way of starting an arc discharge in
mercury vapor that I want to expound here was
the outcome of the theoretical conceptions on the
mechanism of the arc and the function of the ionization at the cathode surface that I formed in the
According to these
course of these investigations.
conceptions an arc discharge in metallic vapors is
a discharge deriving its carriers, at least in the
immediate neighborhood of the cathode, from the
material of that cathode. The application of a moderate electromotive force is of itself insufficient to
start the process by which these carriers are formed
The new fact
out of the material of the cathode.
discovered was that this formation of carriers (the
"ionization" process) is started and the arc discharge made possible if a spark or a small arc is
produced at the surface of the cathode. The following experiment will serve to illustrate this state:

The

translation

2.
As near as can be
shown on this page is the

metallic vapors carried out in the research laboratory of the General Electric Company.
The investigation was started with the practical purpose in
view of using the arc discharge in metallic vapors,
and especially mercury vapors, as a source of light.
The subject is of special interest to the electrochemist, whose science can be in the main properly
defined as the science of conductivity of a particular kind of matter, namely, of solutions and molten
salts.
The ionic theor}' of conductivity that had its
birth in electrochemistry found afterwards fruitful
applications in the theories of conductivity in gases.
Any increase of our knowledge in this last-named
liranch is in its turn apt to react on the general
structure of that theory, and eventually influence
the electrochemical ideas themselvesr
The Role of the Cathode in the Starting Process.
The distinctive feature of the conductivity of
gases and metallic vapors, in contradistinction to
that of metals and electrolytes, consists in that
under ordinary conditions, in absence of exterior
ionizing agents, the current itself has to create the
material which is to carry it from one electrode to
the other.
As this material does not exist at the
beginning, some special means must be used to
start the discharge, and thus we meet in gases and
vapors with the problem of starting a problem unknown in the realm of conduction through metals

tube is represented in Fig. i.
(K)-is a cup
with mercury.
(A) and (B) are electrodes
In the figure thev
of graphite, iron or mercury.
are shown as mercury cups. The tube is exhausted
on the Sprengel pump to the highest possible
vacuum, and- by soihe means, such as heating from
outside, or by the arc itself, the gases are driven
off from the walls of the tube and the anode material.
Two different sources of direct current are
used one applied to (K) and (B). the other to
(K) and (A), in such a way that (K) is the negative pole of both.
If, now, the little arc (BK) is
started by bringing the electrodes into contact and
filled

Company.

Fig.

Weintraub, Ph.

E.

This paper contains results of an investigation
on the properties and nature of the conductivity of

ment

Meiji Thirty-sixth year, Twelfth month.
Published by Engineering Correspondence
Department, Engineers' Society.
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The Mercury Arc

negative.

It will be observed that when current flows to one
of the electrodes as, for example, electrode (14)
several paths are open one through inductance
coil
(6) directly to the electrode and the others
through the inductance coils (s) and (7) to the

tiphase-current

to

.

part of
original

page Z3 and the first of page 34 of the
work. The drawing to the right shows a left-hand
series dynamo and the one to the left a right-hand

—

between three reactance coils (5), (6) and
(7), while the other lead is connected to the cenmercury electrode constituting the cathode of
This apparatus consists
a mercury-vapor apparatus.
tion

tral

B +

m
a

of an envelope (9) of glass or other suitable material, provided with a number of pockets for containing bodies of mercury constituting electrodes.
One of these pockets, which is located centrally
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Mr. Steinmitz's apparatus. The rapid-
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set up, as in

reduced exposed area of the electrodes (13),
(14) and (15). The arcs receive current from the
source (i) through the medium of the inductance
coils (5), (6) and (7), and are so connected to
ihe source as to cause the direction of flow of
current to be from the source through the induct-
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electrodes,

K

2 »:

banks of lamps, etc., and are supplied by multiphase current fed to the mains (19), (20) and
starting

ffi

to

bent tubes (10), (11) and (12), communicating
with the main envelope (9), as shown. These enlargements contain bodies of mercury constituting
electrodes co-operating with the cathode and are
connected with the main tubes (10), (n) and (12)
The cirthrough necks or constricted portions.
cuits of the inductance coils extend, respectively,
As shown in the diagram, a
to the electrodes.
translating device may be connected in circuit with
leads (19), (20) and (21), extending from the
inductance coils and their co-operating electrodes.
These translating devices may be of any character
desired such, for example, as an induction motor,
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separating them, the other arc (KA) starts instantaneously.
If the connections are changed in such
a way that (K) is the common positive pole of
the two sources, the arc (BK) does not cause the
starting of the arc (AK).
The fundamental importance of the cathode in the process of starting
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fi,

cxperimciil in a fiiniplc
can rlis|jL'ns(! in the tube

lliis

use of Iwii iliffcTcnt iimirceii aiul
source will) (lilTerent resistancei in
llio same
n-,1In KiR. 2 (H) is llic calliode.
tlic two liranclies.
(I)) and (A) are liolli connecleil to llie positive
pole; (i-i) is a large resistance; (r) is a small resistance used for the |iiirpose of reKnInlinK the
Ry slinhlly shakeiMriiil in the main arc (BIJ).
ing tlie luiie the arc (HA) starts, wiierciipon the
The switch (S) in the
(111)) starts of itself,
:iri'
siiKhraneh arc (BA) can then he opened and
disconlinned.
auxiliary
arc
llie
l"or the practical use of this starting method the
and
(li)
niuratiiins of separaliiiR the electrodes
(A) and discontinning the auxiliary arc the inonuiil the main arc is started nmsl he performed
One of the
hy the current itself.
aiilrinialically
have devised is represented in
arrangements that
(KI.) is ;m inm plunRer, (S) a solenoid
Fig. 1
The solenoid (S),
and (()) a inaKnelie cul-cnit.
in pnlliiiK np the phmmr (Kl.), produces the anxThe current in tlu; main are flows
ili.iry
arc.
automatically
the maKuetie ent-out and
iIuciukIi
iipens the eiretnt of the auxiliary arc.
is interesting to remark that the old method
It
of starting an arc hy contact is based also on
excitation of the cathode; only, instead of haviua:
line
arc instantaneously formed by another, we
li,i\e a continuous growth, a short arc producing
a longer one.
nf

l"i(j,

I

Willi

llic

value

conductivity of

llic

llic

arc

U

alnion exactly

proporlioiinl lo llic current.
riif AllernalhiK-curn-iil Arc in Melatlic Sapors.
have seen that the ionization prncc«« at llie

puUaliiiR, ami if llu
low, usually a «ni

cathode

niiiHt
be initialed if an arc di^cbargc in
vapor.i \» to lie cMabliHlird and llial thi*
ionizalion process iinist be kept np by llic »upply
of a certain nnionni of energy i( the arc is to mainlain itself.
It
is
in these f.-icts tb.it lies the explanation of llic (lifficulty that previous investigalors have found in inaintaining an atlern.aliniiWilli every
ciirrenl .arc between metallic vapors.
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Mfchanism nf lit.- '
Ihf Calliiidi- —.\i\ allrinpl
lilalivc data by tuiiifc nier
made of lc«s volatile nialer
.i
piece of Kraphilc or any oilier condin.tini{ iiulerul
thai doe» nol combine with mercury, and a mercury cup. Ijoth enclosed in an exbanl..! lul- are
conneeled lo respeclively the iieg.ir
[lole of a
source nf an elect ron
electrodes broiiKlit into eleclrical
;,
araled, an arc is formed with lln
o...le
as calliode.
The liehavior of llic»c miImI calliuil-<
is
Ihe same as llial of the mercury callio<le.
is
brifilit sjMil
wandering on Ihc surface of the
solid piece and wherever that
spot strikes the
cathode, disinlegralion of il» material lakes place.
This disintegration is characlerislic of ihe calhocic
of a metallic arc in an exliausled space. If a piece
of charcoal is used as a cathode ihc molion of the
cathode spot leaves fine lines and grooves burned.
so to say, into the material.
The loss of weight
of these solid cathodes is usually very .small.
The
largest part of it is, however, due to the mechanical disintegration of the material
which accompanies the electrical one, which circumstance deprives Ihe results of theoretical significance.
can, therefore, conclude from these experiments
that a transfer of mailer either does nol lake place
at all, or is so small as lo lie of Ihe order of mag-

A

—

The space separating the electrodes has an import.ant
iiilluence on the velocity with which the starting'
lakes place, hut this iulUtence is mainly of a negative character.
The space must present as little
hindrance as possible to the flow of ions starting
from llie c.itlli.de snrf.ice. Accordinglv. Ihe degree
nf varnnni iniisl he llir liigliesl nhlaiiialil.', and llir
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wire of Ihe •raniformT

We

change of polarity the ionization process at the
cathode dies out and moderate electromotive forces
are insuflicient to start that process by themselves
on the surface of the other electrode when the latIt is therefore obviter becomes of negative sign.
ous that if an alternating electromotive force of
mndcrate value is to maintain an arc in metallic
vapors, one metallic electrode must permanently
keep its negative .sign, notwith.standing the perpetual change of polarity.
This, if realized, would

mean
and

a

unidirectional

consequently

flow of current in the arc,
of the alternating

rectification

.-un-ent.
If.

referring to

Fig.

i,

the

electrodes

(K) and

(H)

are connected to a source of direct current,
being the cathode, and a source of alternating
electromotive force of a few hundred volts is ap(

K

)

(K) and

(.'\), that half of the alternating
the direction (AK) (K cathode)
ionization process at the surface
(K) is kcjit up by the direct-current arc; the op]iosttc
half wave is completely suppressed.
The
arrangemenls by means of which ])oth halves of
the current wave are made to pass in the arc and
are superposed in the same wire are mainly applications of electrical principles to the given case.
Of all tile devices used by me I mention but two.
In bnili ,if them the lube contains three electrodes,
(ine of iiKrcury, the others of graphite, iron or
niercur>-.
T lie one electrode of mercury serves as
llic cathode, the two others, which we will suppose

plied to

current wliich
passes,

^-o-<^
FIG.

more
is

APPARATUS FOR STARTING MERCURY-VAPOR ARC.

1.

{W nvw

careful the oxliaustion

the starting.

mercury

ftn-eigii

If

are

\'apor,

Tlie ionized vapor is
nf tlic cathode and

impeded

in

ua^i.,
\Uv

,,i-

in^lanlancMiv;

merl

(

«rtlniar\'

slarliu^ i^ ^li iw
seen to rise Irum the surface
slowly move along the tube,

pre.seut.

since

lias

the

use not only by the gases present

its

in the tube, but also by the mercury vapor which
volatilizes from the heated surface of the mercury

cathode.

When

the vapor

arc will eventually start, but

foreign

gases

is

high

reaches the anode the
if the pressure of the
the arc docs not

enough

nitude that would be required bj' the value of the
electronic mass accepted in the modern theories.
The second question of special interest in connection with the theory of the arc refers to the cause
The
of the ionization process at the cathode.
formation of current-bearing particles does not in
all probability take place at all in the arc itself.
The potential drop in the arc and that at the
cathode surface (about five volts) are so small
that productions of ions by collision seems to be
excluded.
As the anode plays no appreciable role
during the starting and the running of the arc.
we are led to the conclusion that in an arc through
metallic vapors in an exhausted space the cathode
is the only place where the current-bearing material is formed.

establish itself at all.""
Fuiiclio)i of ihc J)iodc In the Starting Process.
In contradistinction to the cathode the anode plaj'^s
It reno role -whatever in the starting process.
ceives the carriers of the current without any previous excitation.
The Jnflncucc on Sluhilitv nf llie J re Condliious
at Ihe Cathode Surfaee.— In the study of the conditions of tiie stability of tlic mercury arc one meets
with a phenomenon which is Ix'ing observed in all

—

*

the existence at each impressed voltage
e.,
lower limit of current, below which the arc
The experiments
stable and extinguishes.
performed on the mercury arc led me to the conclusion that the phj'sical cause of it is in the conditions prevailing at the very surface of the cathode.
Under ordinary circumstances there is a bright
spot on the surface of the mercury cathode, which
spot is continually wandering about on that surface.
The wandering of this spot has not found as yet
This spot is,
any very satisfactory explanation.
according to the conceptions expounded here, the
place where the production of ions takes place, and
the continuous motion of that spot means a disturbance of the ionization process and a danger to
arcs,

i.

of a
is

not

The wandering of the
the existence of the arc.
spot can be avoided in two different ways either
by making the surface of the cathode small, of the
.same magnitude as that of the spot, or by having a
wire of iron or platinum project above the surface
of the mercury.
The conductivity of the arc depends on the relative amounts of ionized and inert mercury \-apor.
If a sufficient condensing space is provided so that
the pressure of the ordinary mercury vapor volatilized from the cathode is kept down to a certain

Copper Market.
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be

made

of graphite, serve as anodes of the
In the first arrangement, represented
is used, the ends of the
secondary of which are connected to the two
graphite anodes.
wire taken out from the middle of the secondary is connected to the cathode.
One half wave takes them in the arc in the direction
(AK), the other in the direction (BK), and both are
superposed in the same direction in the neutral
to

rectified arcs.

in

Fig.

4,

a

transformer

A

Though few deals of magnitude in the copper
trade have been reported recenth". the general belief is that the strength of the market in this commodity will continue unabated. The movement of
copper into consumption and on foreign contract
Prices have been fairly
continues to be large.
steady for several weeks, being, for the latter part
of April 15 to I5J'4 cents a pound for electrolytic
wire bars and also 15 to I5!i cents for Lake. It
is
believed that in the face of an export trade
amounting to 20.000 tons a month no considerable
accumulation of copper is possible. There has been
some apprehension in London trade circles lest
copper prices ease off in the event of peace between Russia and Japan, but prominent autliorities
believe otherwise, for, with the cessation of war,
it is pointed out that a large demand maj' be expected to replace used-up war material.
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perhaps not
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"The
laws of Indiana certainly give the people the right
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debt limitation, without reference to the motive
power," says a lawyer who has investigated the ques-
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DATES AHEAD.
Association of Railway Telegraph Superintendents (annual
meeting), Read Hotel, Chattanooga, Tenn., May 17th and
18th.

National Electric Light Association (annual convention),
Denver, June 6th. 7th and 8th, and Colorado Springs, June
loth and nth.
American Institute of Electrical Engineers (annual convention). Battery Park Hotel, Asheville, N. C, June 19th to

gth,

23^1.

National-Interstate Telephone Association (first convention
of consolidated telephone associations), Chicago, June 21st.

National Electrical Contractors' Association
(fifth
annual convention) and Electrical Exhibition, Mechanics Hall,
Boston, Mass., July 15th to 22d.
International Association of Municipal Electricians (annual convention), Erie, Pa., August 29th, 30th and 31st.

affect its place

laws of the state as a railroad company."

in the

member
was

its

1905 as

It

ever was, and

less important.

How

TO

ixrpROVE the

hibit the voting of subsidies to electric lines, but

was

killed

on the argument advanced that

it

it

would

be a flagrant case of discriminating or class legislaWhat effect Judge Artman's decision will have at the seven or eight sub-

tion, and, therefore, invalid.

May

sidy elections to be held in Indiana during

re-

mains to be seen. It is understood that another
case will be brought in another circuit to enjoin
the placing of a tax on the "duplicate" for collection,
and thus raise the question at stake before another
Interurban men are advised that the Sujudge.
preme Court may not sustain Judge Artman's debut they regard the contention as unfortunate

cision,
at

this

The

and may defer the building of some
year or more.

time,

lines for a

annual

General Electric
are

reports

Company

always

occupies such an

industry that

awaited

with

How

several years.

its

and read with attention. That for the year ended
January 31, 1905, is just out, and is given, nearly
full, elsewhere in this issue
of
the
Western
It will

company were

less

be noted that the sales of the
in 1904 than in IQ03.
This is

agreement with the general situation as given
in the "Statistics of Electrical Manufactures" published in the New Years number of the Western
Electrician of January 7, 1905.
It is gratifying to
us (while wishing that business had been better)
in

to note the verification of the

annual estimates,

Western

made four months

Electrician's

by the
official
report of this great electrical company.
This is especially the case, as an esteemed New
York contemporary, less well informed, published a
little table in its corresponding New Years issue
purporting

show

to

apparatus produced

that
in

the

value

the United

ago,

of

States

interurban

have

country

electrical

in

cities,

1904

the
is

officials

a

for

competition to the branch

electric-railway

a

of

facilities

meet the constantly increasing

to

decided

the large roads of the

substitute

to

much

a question of as

is

number of

electricity

steam on the terminals and suburban

for

lines, the for-

mer problem may be considered solved in favor of
the electric locomotive, although the method of applying electricity to get the greatest economy and efficiency has not been determined by some of the roads
contemplating a change.
The Illinois Central in
minals ^yith

developments

in the

tors for railway

be awaited,

use of alternating-current

work

may

ter-

mo-

further practical results* will

in all probability,

of the company, so that
cinders

its

but on account of the recent

electricity,

according to an

relief

officer

from smoke

and

not be looked for within a year or two.

Electricity for branch-line service, however,

is

con-

many engineers and officials
These gentlemen object to the
power houses and transmission

sidered Impracticable by

of the steam roads.
first

cost of installing

lines,

and assert

also that the proportional cost of

operating trains where the service

is

infrequent com-

pared with suburban traffic would be too high.
The steam roads admit that something must be

done on their branch lines to meet competition
from electric roads. More frequent service must be
given, and to do this a self-contained motor car is
considered as the most favorable.
Central and
western

roads

experimenting

are

motor cars with some success.

interest

in

Electrician.

terminal

steam railroads, especially in the large
problem that has been before railroad

Chicago, for Instance, has decided to equip

of the Indiana Legislature said that a

introdi;ced in the last Legislature to pro-

important place in the electrical
359, 360
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be

will

Facts such as these show that electrical advance-

steam roads
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Indiana Telephone Items
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Telephone Men
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New Electrical Engineering Society

traction

importance.

353

New Companies

electric

lines of the

Il-

Traffic

of

use."

a

phone

Of

respects.

field

intent of

electricity instead of

Extensions and Improvements

all

of motive

held that "where an electric railroad has been
incorporated under the railroad law of the state.

352, 353
Illustrated. 353

Chicago Street-railway Situation
Bids Received for Space-telegraph Outfits
Brush on the Arc Light
The Institute Convention
New England Cotton Manufacturers' Association
How the Theory of Probability May Be Applied to Tele-

in

Rice says:

to

351

Change of Address
Outing

miles an hour with a 265-ton

satisfactory

alternating-current

encourage the development of
transportation facilities of the state by authorizing
Legislature

the

352

An "Aluminum"

were

makes no

used.

Il-

.

and

new

the

railway motor Mr.
"This novel form of motor is under
certain conditions cheaper and more economical
than our standard direct-current motor, and the

the statute of 1S79, authorizing subsidy elections to

it

—

lustrated

Central electric locomotive showed

cision of the

Energy through

Special Train Service to the Denver-Colorado Springs
National Electric Light Convention in June
Interurban Roads Plan Interchangeable Mileage Books.
Space-telegraph Demonstration in Brazil
International Railway Congress
Combined Soldering Iron and Blow Torch. Illustrated..
Electric-light Rates in Chicago
Reorganization of National Electric Company

New York

first

ton train and 69J4

New Members of the Institute
Tesla's Method of Transmitting Electrical
Space.
Illustrated

Cutler-Hammer Automatic Speed Regulator.
New Robbins & Myers Fan. Illustrated
Westinghouse Direct-current Integrating Wattmeter.

stallations employing currents of 60,000 volts or
over and transmitting electricity from 47 to 100
Again, the high-speed electric centrifugal
pump "promises to replace the steam pump for
supplying water to cities."
Unofficial, tests of the

miles."

tion.

349, 3So

lustrated

many

before all suburban trains in the vicinity
our large cities will be operated by electric
power." Mr. Rice reports that "we have now on
order apparatus for nine [power-transmission] inof

34^
346

(Annual meeting in

Permanent-magnet-suspension Measuring Instruments.

place General Griffin says that "it will not be

of the construction of electric interurban railways,

Gas and Electric-light Bills before Illinois Legislature.. 350
Annual Report of the General Electric Company
-350, 351
Result of Public-lighting Inquiry in New York
351

Society.

Boston, April 25-27, 1905}

generating

last,

years

345
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American Electrochemical

ist

and that county commissioners cannot legally order
such elections, has provoked much discussion in that
stale.
Friends of the interurbans had thought that

becomes a railroad. Whether a railway is a street
railway or a trunk railway does not depend on the
motive power employed by it." Judge Grosscup of
Chicago, in a recent decision, said: "The fact that

Editorial

had been sold up to February

from 450,000 to 500,000 kilowatts.
These new
prime movers have been exported to many foreign
lands, including Canada, Europe, South America,
Japan,
New Zealand and Mexico. In another

roads

New Equipment

of the Postal Telegraph-cable Company
Illustrated
in Chicago.
343. 344.
Electrical Exports for March
Metering Discussed by the Institute
Utilization -of Blast-furnace Gases in Connection with
Electric Production of Steel
Recent Improvements in Mercury- vapor Transformers.
Illustrated
345,
Dynamo Tenders' Handbook in Japanese. Illustrated...
Illustrated.
The Mercury Arc.
By E. Weintraub.
(American Electrochemical Society)
346,

1905

6,

2S9 steam turbines

instance,

the people are not authorized to vote a tax in aid

distinction

REMITTANCES.- All

For

report.

a speed of 75 miles an hour.
The official tests indicated a speed of 52 miles an hour with a 550-

vote aid in the construction of railroads,

'

share

in the expense of the municipal plants, but only a
minority have the benefit of electric street lights

valuable

with

gasoline

Mr. G. H. Groce,

superintendent of telegraphs of the Illinois Central,

has recently been west to Investigate gasoline motor
cars operated by the

A

Union

Pacific

on branch

lines.

car of 40 tons weight operated by a loo-horsc-

power marine-type gasoline engine impressed Mr.
Groce as being practicable. On a long run, 23 miles
an hour on a slight grade was maintained without
difficulty.
His company will proceed at once to
build a similar car on a larger scale and will give
gasoline engines a thorough test.
Mr. Groce does
not believe that gasoline motor cars will supersede

steam for terminal service in Chicago, but on account of their greater economy has much faith in

them for branch-line

We

do not think

will furnish serious

it

operation.

probable that the gasoline cars

competition for electric traction.

But they may bridge the gap between the steam
railroad and the electric railway in places where
the

conditions

are

favorable.

Passengers are not

cent, greater than in 1903.
Howour contemporary doubted its own figures, as
well it might, and gave opportunity for those .who

If experience with the automobile is any precedent,
they will easily get out of order, while the disagree-

questioned

able odor

was over 10 per
ever,

torial

its

table to find confirmation in its edi-

comment.

also

'

Many

interesting

likely to

facts

are

contained

in

this

take any too kindly to the gasoline cars.

and the remote possibility of explosion are
But the subject is one that will

objections.

demand and

receive further study.

May
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AHERICAN ELECTROCHEniCAL SOCIETY.
AmiTiean
week
hl,(lrwliciiiic:il Society, which was held
Wat pronounccil
in Hostoii and CambriilRC, MasH.,
the
of
one
Carliart
Henry
S.
President
hy retiring
I

hf

KcncT.il

seviiMli

of

imc-tiiiu

llic

last

the history of
in
siiccessfiil
iiK.st enjoyable and
scsHion to a
the orRanizalion when he brought the
with a brief speech in acknowledgment of
close

Insticourtesies received from the Massachusetts
and varitnle of Technology, Harvard University
to the
contributed
which
interests
iiuhislri.ii
ous
in
fnlcrlainniiiil of the members during their stay

began Tuesday, April 25th, with
in tlic leclm-e hall of the I^wcll
hmtitute of Technology. There was
aliMiit the opening proceedings. Presi110 (unn;ilil.\
dent Carhart expediting matters in most commendfashion by immediately announcing the first
:ihle
This feature, namely, the
n.iper on the programme.
of the presiding olTicer in directmg the
facility
presentation of the papers and the transaction of
one of
liusiness coming before the convention, was
the
the most grnlifving elements in the success of
No time was
daily asseiiilil.ii;i-s of the members.
apparent,
wasic'il. yet ;mipK' time was given, it was
fur all llu- ipuslions necessary for the understanding of each subject, as presented by those who had
"||i,.',,,i,i, iiii-in

i-ii

1,1, ,,,11

,,

iiiiiMinr

ilh

ii

.i^ignments upon the programme.
Some of them
.Miout 30 papers were submitted.
were necessarily read by title, the available time
reading of all of
lu-ing insnlTicient for llie full
Very few papers were discussed, in the
lliini.
broader significance of the term, although questions

were asked at the close of some of the numbers
and brief supplementary remarks were made by

olher members in some instances relative to experiments conducted by them along the lines of
those exemplified by the authors of the papers_._
"The
Conspicuous among the subjects were:
.Mi^ninum Electrolytic Condenser." hy C. Irving
Ziinmermnn "Reversible and Irreversible ElcctroPolari/aliiin," by Prof. W. S. Franklin and
lylii;

Frcudcnbcrger, and "The Edison Storage
P.attery," by Dr. M. DeKalb Thompson, on the
opening dav: "Electrolvtic Precipitation of Chromium," by Prof. H. R. Carveth "Electrodeposition
"On
nf Metals on Aliiniinuin." by A. Lodygnine
Iho Utilization nf Blast Furnace Gases in Connccli.m with Electric Smelting." by A. J. Rossi, and
"Conduction in Electrolytes," by Dr. J. W. Richards, on the second dav; and "Colloids," by Dr.
R Whitnev; the "Mercury Arc," by Dr. E.
"Electric Arcs." bv Dr. W. R. WhitWeintraiib
"An Electrolvtic Switch," by W. S. Horry;
ney
"Silicon" by F T.'Tniic; and "The Microstructure
of Silicon and Silicon Alloys." by A. B. Albro, on
inlorcstiiiR situation developed
.'\n
the third day.
in connection with Mr. Horry's paper when it was
suggested that a fellow member, pterbert H. Dow,
bad taken out patents covering the principles ilhisMr.
trated in the apparatus shown by Mr. Horry.
Dow. being present, was called upon to verify the
statement, and said that he believed his patents did
cover the specifications practically as they are set
forth by Mr. Horry.
The president passed the comment at this juncture that the association could not anticipate the
action of the courts in such a case, but concerns
itself simply with the scientific conclusions rather
Mr. Rossi's address on the
than the legal ones.
second day was discussed by several of the speakers and really evoked more controversy than any
Mr. Dow took exceptions to Mr.
other submitted.
Rossi's estimate of the importance of the saving
econoniv possible bv the processes that were rePie believed that coal was too
ferred to by him.
cheap to make it worth while to incur the expense
involved in utilizing the so-called waste gases on a
Dr. Richards, on the other hand, suslarge scale.
tained the view t.aken in the paper and predicted
the speedy arrival of the time when the larger producers, who are working always toward greater
economy in operation and further prevention of
waste, will take account of the possibilities sugRemarks supplemengested bv Mr. Rossi's paper.
tary to Mr. Tone's paper on "Silicon" were made
by Elihu Thomson and others.
[Some of the papers, in full or in abstract, are
nublisbed elsewhere in this issue, or will be published in future issues, of the Western Electrician.]
1'..
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President C.\rh-\rt's Apdress on the Theory op
Electrolysis.
presidential address, delivered Tuesday evening in the lecture hall of the Lowell Building, was
nn the subiect of "Revisions of the Theory of
Electrolysis."
"No subiect in the whole domain of theoretical

The

electricit)'," said

President Carhart, "possesses more

interest to the electrochemist than the theory of
the decomposition of aqueous solutions of salts and
acids through the agency of an electric current.

For more than a hundred years scientific attention
has been converged on it, for it has presented problems both of unusual interest and unusual difficulty."

The speaker

the history of the subject
comprehensively from the earliest record, dating
back of the invention of Volta's dry pile and crown

traced

and

of

ciipi,

by

electrical

.nnd

lold liow

tlic

decomposition of water

means was dcucribcd liy Van TrooKlwijk
Dcimann in 1789. "It v/an accomplinhed Ijy

a scries of electric dinchargcs ihrotiKh
a narrow glass tube between gold wires
whose ends were iVi inches apart.
"Volt's disclosure of his invention was made in
a Idler lo Sir Joseph Banks, president of the Royal
Society of I-ondon, dated March 20, 1800.
"Although they expected decomp<jsilion of water,
observers and experimenters of the lime were not
prepared for the astonishing fact that, while hydrogen appeared at the exposed end of one of the
wires the oxygen appeared only at the end of the
This new pheother, nearly two inches distant.
nomenon was to its discoverers inexplicable. They
made the very relevant and acute remark that this
new phenomenon 'appears to show, perhaps, a general law of the action of electricity in chemical
scn<linK

water

349
the

contact
lackt dry

remarkable f.act has ever
since engaged the attention and best endeavors of
It has perhaps only within our day been
science.

"The explanation of

this

happily .solved."

Cruikshank, Davy and Grotthus and their work

were discussed

in sequence.
the time of Grotthus there was a long
of 50 years in the theory of electrolysis,"
said the speaker, "for no important step was taken
until Clausius in 1857 published his profound modification of the Grotthus theory.
"The ideas of Clausius are so fundamental in the
modern theory of electrolysis that I have thought
it best to translate them freely rather than to paraClausius belongs to our own day.
phrase them.
The gray hair and benign expression of this beautiful old man made a lasting impression on me as
I saw him at the International Electrical Congress
in Paris in 1881.
"The first attempt to answer the question as to
the manner in which the facts of electrical conductivity are reconciled with those of general chemistry was contained in the theory of Grotthus; the
second attempt was made by Clausius in 1857, and
.10 years later a further answer was made in the
work of Arrhenius.
"The transition from the incidental and almost
infinitesimal dissociation assumed by Clausius to the

"From

pause

infinite
dilution
and complete dissociation
ideal
taught by the 'Leipsic School' marks the essential
revision of the theory of electrolysis made in re-

cent years.

"The theory of ionization has now passed beyond the hounds of electrolytic solutions. As
Van't Hoff imported the gas law into solutions to
osmotic pressure, so others, like J. .J.
seized on electric convection by
ions to explain electrical discharges through gases.
It is now conceded that the only tenable explanation of electric currents through gases is that of
convection by ions. The ionization of gases is
brought about by ultra-violet light, by Roentgen
rays, and by the radiations from radio-active substances.
The electric charge conveyed by ions in
gases appears to be identical with the charge conveyed by ions in an electrolyte in aqueous solution,
but the masses conveying negative charges are only
about one-thousandth part of the hydrogen ion.
"The passage of electricity through a gas, as well
as through an electrolyte, is accompanied by chemical changes
and chemical decomposition, says J. T.
Thomson, is not to be considered an accidental
attendant on the electrical discharge, but an essential
feature without which it could not occur.
"In reviewing the changes that have occurred in
the theory of electrolysis. I would not be understood to imply that we now have the ultimate truth.

explain

Thomson, have

;

Many

cogent objections have been urged against
the theory of dissociation in its present form. Theories should be regarded as helps or scaffolds only;
they are necessary f-ir the construction of the edifice
of truth, and they finally disappear like the staging.
should use them as temporary expedients, not
retaining them till the wdiole edifice is completed,
but only until a grand
finished, some
arch
is
minaret or tower emerges against a clear sky, or
light streams through some noble window.
"The physicist or chemist wdio is more intent to
ascertain the truth than to preserve its consistency,
holds to a theory no longer than he finds it able
Faraday, the prince of research,
to furnish support.
said that experimental work is a great disturber
of nreconceived theories.
"Just now the dissociation theory is in a state
of siege, W'ith many valiant defenders. The objection is urged that there are many cases of electrolytes in solution in which the osmotic pressure
does not exceed that required by the gas law.
Hence there can be no dissociation. Also, that the
simplest cases of electrolysis are those of a molten
salt,
such as silver electrodes in molten silver
chloride.
In these cases there is no complication
In
W'ith a solvent and no dissociation by solution.
what way, then, is that migratory freedom of the

We

charged part-molecules, wdiich is asthe theory of dissociation, secured in a
Dr. Kahlenberg has shown that 'a
normal solution of trichloracetic acid in allyl mustard oil is a poorer conductor of electricity than
electrically

sumed

molten

in

salt?

wiili

in

.ml

air,

ili'-

:.'!

solution Uinotet dry

'l.i^

m

carbonates

"But ch'i::
upon dissociati'.ii

depend

to
ini'.

I'.n

.

..i

'i'-^:

ncctridl con-

ductivity.

"Tbis much

in

processes.'

purcM water which Kr>hlrauv:h ever prepared

muH

grnerally accepted: 'The ions
'"' <>'<
mvjr-.^'.r:- frn-il,,,,,

is

miy

move;

free lo

lie

ir
secured cither b
molecules, as Oaii
'd
iiyseparation in accor
he •i":nttal
pothcsis of Arrhenius nn.l I'l mc'i:
point in Ihc general ionic theory if the migratory
freedom.'
of
"The solution of obscut.

lie

.

:
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'

'

'

electrolysis,

in

which

'

'

rll

c\'

an elusive enigma, i^
longcd effort, with many
is

,-

::

;

ronal

and not infrequent refrain 01 the Uicr ic^catotai.
But there is no occasion for discouragement, for

we

arc destined lo struggle forever wiih the tinsolved problems of the here and the hereafter.
Some"It is often darkest just before the dawn.
times, too, we emerge into the light with a suddenness that blinds before the eye adjusts itself to the
new illumination. One dreary day in April I took
the train in Switzerland over the St. Gotthard
route.
entered the north end of the tunnel at
Goeschenen with a clouded sky and snowiUkes
swirling through the air. Ten minutes passed in
the darkness, a thousand feet below the village of
Andermatt fifteen, seventeen and then the train
ran out on the Italian side of the great divide at
Aitola into a burst of sunshine and clear sky and

Wc

—

—

white-capped Alpine peaks and tempered winds and
So sudden was the
the pale green of olive groves.
transformation that an involuntary exclamation of
surprise ran through the train.
"The experiences of the last 20 years warn us
that we must be prepared for similar surprises in
the illumination that physical science is shedding
on the world of nature. We need not prophesy;
we need only work and wait."

Amendments

to Constitution and

Other

Business.

The session in the lecture hall of the Pierce
Building at Harvard University on Wednesday was
devoted in part to business attendant upon the annual meeting of the society. Amendments to the
constitution, previously proposed, introduced mainly
for the purpose of obviating the necessity for consuming much time at the annual meetings in the
routine of electing officers, counting ballots, etc.,
were adopted. The changes made were as follows:
,^^ticlc IV. 'was amended .is follows;
Section 2: Words "annual mcctinff" to Ijc stricken out.
and "l6th day of March" substituted.
Section 3: Words "annual meeting" to lie stricken out,
and "by the i6th of March" subflitutcd.
Article VI.

— Substitute
—

tile

following for Ihc present arti-

Eleclion of Officers. The secretary shall send nominating
blanks to all members not later than the isl of January.
Nominations, not necessarily upon these forms, will be
received by the secretary not later than the 1st of February.
He shall mail to every member, before Febrtiary i6, a
printed list of all candidates thus nominated, who have received more than five per cent, of the number of va\iA nominating ballots east.
The voting need not l)c restricted 10
the names on this list. The tx>ard of directors may endorse
those whom they wish to recommend, and. if so. Ihc put>lished list shall stale it. The voting shall be by secret Idler
ballot: the voter shall sign his name on an outside envelope.
and the ballot shall be enclosed in an inner sealed and unmarked envelope.
Ballots must reach Ihc secretary l)efore
tile i6th day of March.
The results of Ihc elections shall
be -announced at the annual meeling.
2. .\t
the direclrrs' meeting, to t)c held in February
or March, the hoard of directors shall appcinl Ihre* teller*.
who shall not be members of the board of directors, and
three alternates.
Should this directors* meeting not be
held, the president shall appoint these tellers, who shall be
notified

hy the secretary.

tellers sh.ill meet as soon after the islh day of
possible.
The secretary shall deliver 10 the tellers
ballots received by him. shall mark the outside envelopes
The tellers
received from membirrs not entitled to vole.
shall ooen onlv the envelopes not thus marked, and shall
-Ml ballots
proceed in scc'rct to count the v.alid ballots.
and unopened envelopes shall he returned to the secretary.
who shall preserve Ihcm for one month. At the end of
one month the secretary shall return to the senders lU rejected envelopes, and slinll open all uttidcntificd envelopes.
Cumulative votes shall count as one vote. The tellers shall
prepare and sign a report of the results, which shall tic
sealed and shall remain in the possession of Ihc chairman
of the tellers, who shall hand this report to Ihe _ presiding
The presiding officer
officer at the ensuing annual mectinp.
shall then cause this report to be read, and shall decLire duly
elected the eligible persons receiving the greatest number
3. The
March as

all

of votes for the respective
Article Vlll.
Mectincs.

—

offices.

Section i was changed to read:
I. The annv.al meeting shall be held during the last week
Business affecting the organization
of March or in .\pril.
of the socictv shall be t^r^ns^cted onlv at the annual meetingsProxj- or mail votes shall be received.

Secretan,- S. S. Sadtler submitted his annual _reIt covers the period
nort at this meeting also.
from .\pril 7. 1904. to April 25. 1905. and shows a
net gain of 28 in the membership, the total number
a year ago being given as 661 applications passed
upon since the last annual meeting. 60; resignations
during the year, 28: deaths, four.
"It will be noticed." the secretary adds, "that
during the year, as might have been expected, the
number of applications has fallen off. It would
have been practically impossible to have kept up
the same rate of accessions as had taken place
during the first and second years of the existence
of the society. It is a fact, however, that the members coming in at this time are more closely identified with electrochemical interests than many who
:

_

:

:
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350
had Joined

at

first,

Gas and

and the growth, althongh small,

a lieaUhy one.
"The chief element which will conlriliute to
strengthening the position of the American Electrochemical Society in the future will he the character
of the papers, presented at its niectin"S, and subsequent publication thereof. It is, therefore, hoped

Elfictric-light Bills

be loyal to the society in
contributing the results of their researches and mdustrial accoinplishmcnts, believing it will be to our

members

the

will

mutual advantage.
"It has been noticed recently by the secretary
that the transactions have been in active demand
by libraries, which shows that our publication is
accepted on its inerits."
The committees on publication and on papers also
reported. The latter committee states that 44 papers have been printed in the transactions in 1904,
as compared with 45 in 1903 and 42 in 1902.

The
ety

report of the financial condition of the socisubstantial bank balance of $3,617.67.

showed the

Features.

Soci;\L

Incidental to the convention were the afternoon
and evening programmes, when receptions, visits to
points of interest and noted industrial plants, and

other informal gatherings heightened the pleasures
of the annual gathering. On Tuesday most of the
members and their guests, including the ladies of
the party, lunched at the Technology Club, by invitation of President H. S. Pritchett of the Institute
of Technology. Tuesday afternoon the members
had a special trip to the General Electric works at
Lvnn. Tuesday evening, after the presidential address by Dr. Carhart, there was a smoker at the
Hotel Lenox for the rnembers. Wednesday noon
at the Harvard Union there was a luncheon, on invitation of President Charles W. Eliot of Harvard
University, who has recently returned from Europe, and in his address to the visitors, welcoming
them to Harvard, took occasion to contrast the
status of the scientific schools connected with American universities with that of the scientific schools
abroad, laying special emphasis upon the efforts that
are made here to elevate the standard of the technical graduates to the level of the medical, legal
and divinity professions. A visit to the various
university buildings and a trip to the New England
Gas and Coke Works at Everett were scheduled
Thursday noon there
for Wednesday afternoon.
was another luncheon at the Technology Club, followed by an inspection of the Technology bnildin.es.
A trip to Wellesley College was also one of the
events for the ladies of the party.
The banquet at the Hotel Lenox on Wednesday
evening was an exceedingly enjoy"'!-^ social afifair,
with about 40 participants. The s-ieechmaking was
onite informal, remarks being made by President
Carhart, Dr. Joseph W. Richards. Dr. William H.
Walker, Carl Hering and Dr. Wiley of WashingProf. A. E Kennelly was toastmaster.
ton.

New

Officers and Attendance.

When the members assembled in the lecture hall
for the final session on Thursday morning, the result of the election was announced as follows
President— Wilder D. Bancroft, Ithaca. N. Y.
Vice-presidents— E. F. Roeber, New York; Carl
Hering,
Wis.

Philadelphia

;

Louis Kahlenberg, Madison,

—

Managers Charles A. Doremus, New York; C.
W. R. Whitney,
P. Townsend, Washington, D. C.
Schenectady, N. Y.
Secretary S. S Sadtler, Philadelphia.
Treasurer Pedro G. Salom, Philadelphia.
Among those registered for the session were;
;

—
—

Henry

.S.

Carhart.

.A,nn

Dr. Tosenh
Philadelphia;

Midi.;

;\rbor,

W.

IT.
Richards, Bethlehem. Pa.; S. S. Sadtler.
\V. H. Walker, Boston (M.
P. Talbot, Boslop. (M. I. T.l
1.
T.l: A. C. Melcher, Xewton Center, JIass. (M. T. T.l
M. deKav Thompson, Tr,, Boston (M. I. T.l Carl HerinE,
Philadelphia: N, L. Amster, Boston: C. Irving Zimmerman.
Pittsburg:: Frank D. Easterbrooks, Gcrmantown, Pa.; Philip
B. Sadtler, Germantown. Pa.; TT. E. Heath, Lynn, Mass.;
F. Austin Lidbnrp, Niagara Falls: A. B. Albro. New York:
Frederick P. Schuetz. New York: E. F. Roeber, New
W. H. KimYork; W. S. Franklin, Betlilrhr „,, Pn
I!
Schenectady,
ball,
Portland,
Me.;
W.
\> w
York: F.
Y.:
William
Hand Br..
N.
Chestnut Hill;
E. Schmitt, New York: Ch.nl
i|i\e M. Wallace,
M
Yogoro Kato. Kyoto, Tapan
Cambridge, Mass; A.' von Isakovies. Monticello, N. Y.;
;

;

;

W

:

,

'

(

i

I

I

'

Rossi, New York: V. T. Tone. Niagara Falls;
I.
Clinton P. Townsend, Washington; lilrs. Toseph W. Richards,
Bethlehem. Pa.: Ray Hill White, Boston; E. J. Hutchinson,
Mrs.
Cincinnati; Edward R. Taylor, Penn Yan, N. Y.
Taylor: R. Fleming, Lynn; A. I-L Gill, Boston (M. I. T.);
A. Lodyeuine, New York; S. E. Whiting, Cambridge, Mass.:
.^.
E. Kennelly, Cambridge; H. M. Goodwin, Boston; W.
O. Snelling, Washington: Mrs. Martha L. Griffin, Mechanicville,
N, Y.: Geneva B. Davidson, Melrose, iMass.; William Smith Horry, Niagara Falls. N. Y.: Edmund S. Smith,
Niagara Falls, N. Y.; Henry S. Blackmore, Mount N'rr-•
-H.

Auguste

:

—

"

I.
K !
N. Y.: Edward F.
I:
Speiden, New York; T. J. Clc-.'
Boston: I-I. W. Wiley. Wii-'i
Washington; E. A. Sncrrv. (I..,!,.

.

York.

\l;in

-

.

\Ic.\.

-.

i

New

Y.:""C.

\.

II

T.

.V.

C.

Clallin.

Tohnson.
Italtbcw.

York; G. W. Cocgcshall. BusMn: M. L. -Griffin, MeHubert liucklcv. Niagara Falls; Charles A.
Boston (M. T. T.l: Elihu Thomson. Swampscolt;

chanicsville;

Kraus,

Henry Noel Potter, Nc« York:
H. li. Dow, Midland, Mieb.

.\.

\\'.

Smith,

Cleveland;

cent.s.

cities and villages in the state the power
regulate the price to be charged by private corporations for gas and electricity, have been reported
out by committees and have created much interesting
discussion on their way to passage or defeat. At
this writing one of the bills has passed the House
and the other advanced to third readings, and it
urged by their supporters that they be passed
is
by the Senate before the adjournment scheduled
for May 6th.
The bill giving villages and cities the power to
regulate gas and electric-light rates carried with
from the committee an amendment wdiich, it
it
seems, was intended to delay legislation with the
hope of adjournment, as both sides are opposed
to the provisions of the amendment, which reads:

give

Two

J.

Company, with principal place of business at Klamath
JFalls, Wash.
The capital stock is $15,000.

it the attention it needs."
Several other men spoke, after which adjournment
It is asserted that legislation of some
sort will be enacted this week, otherwise, it is declared by some that a special session of the Legislais taken from the report.

was taken.

Annual Report of the General Electric
Company.

Provided that such rates shall be fixed after a full and
which the company shall be represented
by its proper representatives. The rates hxed shall be for a
period not exceeding three years, such rates to be fair and
liable, allowing, first,
for the cost of conducting the
fair investigation, at

nd.

t-cla;

Last week the General Electric Company issued
thirteenth annual report, covering its. business
the year ended January 31, igoSAs usual,
the report consists of the president's summary and
more detailed reports regarding sales, manufacturing and engineering and finances.
What follows
is taken from the report.
its

for

fail

such cost.

what the companies did
permitted rates to be changed
just

not want, because it
every other day if the City Council should see fit.
It was not what the cities wanted, because it required an investigation with such formality that a
commission might as well have been appointed.
The bill to allow Chicago to sell its surplus electricity w^as delayed several times because of ob-

from

President

The

During

last

with

representatives

of

from royalties, dividends, sundrv profits,
after deducting all general and miscellaneous
expenses and allowances for depreciation and losses,
and writing off $593,624.08 from patent account'

and $1,778,491.87
chinery, were

p

men who

rep-

no representa-

tax-paying people.
M'r. Fisher [of the
Municipal Votrs' League] represents a certain something, and T give him credit for sincerity in what he
I will not assail Mr. Fisher, although I may
says.
Mr. Fisher unfortunately does not
assail his views.
know wdiat he is talking about. It happens that I
I do not hold, w-ith Mayor Dunne, that commisdo.
sions are failures.

I

don't believe that corruption or

anything else makes the work of the interstate commerce cominission unsatisfactory or the work of the
railroad and warehouse commission ineffective.
"For the purpose of regulating such companies as
that which I reuresent I should suggest a commission, in wdlich the comoany would have representation, a commission of three, one of wdiich would be
appointed by the mayor, another by the company,
and a third by the other two."
"If you want an illustration of the monumental
folly of municipal ownershio look at
the
water
works of Chicago. You doubtless have read something of this attempt at municipal ownership in one
Pick
of the Chicago papers.
up your Chicago paper
tomorrow' morning and see wdiat the Health Department says about this water. Nobody reads it, but
is.

Suspicious,

bad,

fair,

would stand for such conditions,
had the plant?"
Mr. Beale closed by saying;

etc.
What city
a private concern

"T have admitted
we represent need control. I
only the Chicago Edison Company, and

that such companies as

represent

if

and

plants

1

acquired

Company

ma-

759,654.05
$5,959,891.73
3,684.384.00

r
dividends
during the year
1

in

Amount
fiscal

and

interests

,

,

1

Surplus for the year...
of surplus

at

.^^^jj^^
the end

of

,3

last

was

year

7 203 688 7;

Total surplus January

of
other

tion of the

it

•

l-'aid

31,

1905

$9,569,19648

The sales billed by your company to its customers for the last year were about $2,500,000 less
than
for the previous year, showing a shrinkage
in business done of about six per cent.
It will be observed that the amount Written
off
factory plants.- is substantially 60 per cent, of the
cash expended thereon during the year.
It is expected that expenditures of this "nature will be
smaller during the current year than in either of
the two previous years.

:

uprisin.g of the people.
I see certain
resent nothing but theinselves. I see

factory

$6,719,545.78

Manufacturing

tric

other

met the representatives of gas and electric
companies in the Hall of Representatives where a
hearing was conducted. The private companies were
represented principally by Attorneys Meagher and
Beale, representing the People's Gas Light and Coke
Company, the Ogden Company and the Chicago
Edison Company. In the course of his a:rgument.
Mr. Beale, counsel for Chicago Edison Company

newspaper in Chica.ffo undertook to do something
which might be called stirring up the animals.
Thereupon there ensued an outcry on the part of
certain elements in Chicago.
This did not come
from the people. I look around me in vain for an

from

Less net debit to profit and loss in revaluing the assets of the Stanley Elec-

cities,

said
"I admit the right of the state to regulate
such companies as that I represent.
I
may differ
wdth others as to the manner in which such regulation shall be undertaken.
For several years such
bills as these we are now considering have been
before the Legislature.
They never have been
pressed and we never thought it necessary to come
down here. It is probable that nothing more would
have come of these bills if it had not been for an
unfortunate happening last week. At that time a

the Stockholders.
company for the past year
from securities sold, and

etc.),

week Mayor Dunne and others

together

A. Coffin to

$465,716.73

members

A

Chicago,

C.

of your
$281,927.34

profits

(including

asserting that it was a
inunicipal-ownership bill in disguise. An
amendment to the bill to make it apply to the state
at large, instead of to Chicago alone, was offered,
but, after an hour's debate, w^as defeated, and later
reconsidered.
An amendment was proposed by
some of the republicans opposed to inunicipal ownership.
This was to provide that there should be
no sale of surplus electricity until the streets of the
city have been lighted.
The amendment will take
the life out of the bill effectually, as it will be recognized as impossible to light all the streets of Chicago
with the present financial resources of the city.
compromise was reached whereby the amendment wall provide that there shall be no sale of
"surplus" wdiile there are any demands for an extension of street lighting.
jections
straight

Admitting that control of

monopolies is necessa,ry it vet remains to
determine the method of control, and hasty legislation is not calculated to determine it.
Here we are
Ml the closing days of the Legislature trying to
settle
this proposition by snap judginent.
We, the representatives of these corporations, ask that you use deliberation.
It is not a subject which you can settle
ill
a few days' consideration, and we ask that you

to

there

H. Hessig and H. H. Hessig have
incorporated the Klamath Telephone and Telegraph
Louis Hessig,

tatives to state their case.

natural

to give all

The amendment was

1905

together in this bill.
I may s.ay for the gas companies that gas cannot be sold in Chicago for
75
but these companies have their own represen-

Gas and electric-lighting interests in Illinois have
their attention still fixed on Springfield.
new
bills, one to give Chicago power to sell electricity
for light, heat and power purposes, and one aiming

abo'

6,

have no interest in the two gas companies except
such as is aroused by the fact that we are attacked

Illinois Legislature.

is

that

May

Before

.

S.'SLEs

Sales and

CVice-president Eugene Griffin).

Orders.— The

total sales

(amount

billed

customers) during the year wei-e $39,2^1.328;
the total orders received were $35,094,807.
.4 conv
parison with the five previous years is as follows
to

Year ICnding Jan.

3,.

'''"'

^^°^

"°-

Amount

Billed.

Orders Received.

S==.3-9,463
28,;S3,27S

$26,323,626
27,969,^41

,32.3.18,036

.34,,350.S40

36.685,598

39,944,454
39,060,03s

'5°^

1,699,617
39.23!

094.E

—

Contracts.
Among the important contracts are
contracts with the New York Central railroad for
30 90-ton electric locomotives, for 40,000-kilowatt
capacity steam turbines, for entire switchboard
plants for the Mount Morris and Youkers power
stations, contracts with the Public Service Corporation of New Jersey for steam turbines and rotarv
converters,
w-ith
complements of transformers,
switchboard apparatus, etc.; contracts with Interborough Rapid Transit Company of New York- citv.
for additional control equipments and motors for
operation of the subway trains; contracts for car
equipments with the New York Citv Railway Company, the Philadelphia Rapid Transit Company, the
Chicago Union Traction Conipanv. the Boston and
Northern Street Railway Company, the Old Colony Street Railway Company, the United Railroads
of San Francisco and other traction and street-railway companies contracts for generators to develop
watcrpowers in 10 of the United States and
in Mexico and other foreign countries
contracts
for 154 steam turbines with 86 corporations and in:

;

dividuals.

Curtis

Steam

Turbines.

— On

February

i.^igog,

had sold a total of 289 Curtis turbines capabkgeneratin.g in daily operation from 450,000 to
.500,000 kilowatts.
Ninety per cent, of all turbines
installed and in actual operation November i. 1904
(three months prior to the close of the fiscal year1,
ha\-e been accepted by the customers and payments
of

made.

We

have sold a large number of these turbines to
various customers in Canada, Europe, South Amer-

:

May
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Steam Railroad Work.

—

|i;irl»

Jan. 31.
Jan. .U,

— The

j.jos rar»,

i'j(»4

'Vi.

i.mr

.

earn.

hi({h-sprc<I pas-

first

locomotive for the New York Central railroad has heen tliorouKlily tested willi satisfactory
The electrical work of the New York Cenresults.
tral railroad has excited nnicli iineresi anionR the
oDicials of other railroads, and from the niimerons
and requests for plans and cslimalef
iiiriniries
which we receive it is eviileni that we are entering
upon a most inlerestinK phase of electrical development in connection with steam railroails and that
will not he many years hefore all suhurhan trains
il
seiiRcr

Coniolldated

KI.KCrRICfAN

35'

owned

cvrnlually develop 'io.ooo kilowallt
and Irniisniil niiieh of the enervy ion mile* to (he
have
Cily of Mexico for liKht ami jKiwer.
supplied this company with .11 lransforincr< of
ico,

wliieli

will

'•>!>

hiKh-specii

electric

motor centritnual

net ainouni
inK the year wa> Of v,nie Ifi/x*.

the close
IhiriuK

Coiuolldatcd

toOR

and

,-r

he «•

tm

ier«

'

cotinls-reccivahl''
of soo. Ih.r.

which

promises to replace the steam puni|> for supplying
water to cities. This electric pum|> occniiies aUiut
onc-ijuarter the space, costs nnicli less and is more
eiricicnt than the present steam pump.
Our line of sleam-tiirhine n^'uerators has liccn
extended and improved and a larRe nnmlH-r of important installations were made ilnrinR ihe year.
The New Yiirk Central railroail ordered eiiilil

Balance Sheet of January Jl.

.

The

fio.oco-kilowati total ca|iacily.
practicnhle In even mention the conis not
It
stantly increasing nntnher of applicalioiis of electric
motors.
One inlerestinK instance is that of the

|iump.

coiii!..i.i

it $J04r7.7iA
'RKregalc iMnk

$1.

Wc

the

liy

fnr

y«r

Ihr

t

.

1:

accouiii

On

January

.11.

I'AM.

lli

accounts rcccivahlc was

have

liccn

settled

J;

li

dnrinit

A

lh|. r«-i atnconsiderahle |m'
iiiK amount (jf notes and accmnls is made up of
the ohIiKaiions of manufacturing, lighting and rail-

700.70.
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ANNUAL REPORT OF THE GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY.
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Orders. During the year wc received
uliont 187,350 separate orders (not including conThe
tracts), an average of 624 per working day.
average orders per day indicate the growth of the
hnsiness as follows:
Year ended January ^r. IQOO,
1904. S7<^''
473; looi, 500; lyoj. 533; 1003. 541

Current

;

n)o;,

624.

(irganiznliun.— Wbilr mir l..i;,l luisinos^ was less
in ir)04 than in 100,^ in inniu-y vaUie, the nuniher
nf contracts and orders was greater, resulting in
more wnrk for the organization. Where a customer
placed line large order in 1903, he placed several
small orders in 1904; where a customer promptly
decided on his requirements in 1903, he asked for
and considered many alternate propositions in 1904.
More work for the same volume of business was
required of our salesmen, engineers, manufacturers
The selling
and managers in 1904 than in 1903.
organization has cheerfully and efficiently met this
extra demand with l)ul little increase in numbers
and has continued to render the most zealous and
Inyal

service.

Manufacturing and Enginkering (Vice-president
E.

Manufacturing.

W.

Rice. Jr.).

— About

$2,000,000, exclusive of the

tools, etc., has been exreal estate, erection of
extensions to existing buildings and
fur additional machinery.
The following table shows approximately the
floor space and the number of employes during the
past five years:

cost

of

patterns,

special

5.ooo-ktlowatl turbo-gnerators for supplying (he electric energy for that portion of its road helween
Croton and the Grand Central Station, which it is
proposed to electrify. The vertical type which wc
developed for large units, largely because of its
economy of space, has Iieen uniformly successful and
reliable.
The few difficulties which we naturally
encountered on account of the newness of the art
have been gradually overcome. Because of its high
speed and rotary motion the steam turbine is peculiarly adapted to the operation of electric gener-

plicity
otiier
tricity.

the locomotives built for the New
railroad was subjected to its initial
tests on the Central tracks west of Schenectady on
October 27, 1904.
The locomotive was tested in
daily operation under all conditions for several
months.
It attained a speed of 52 miles an hour
with a 550-ton train and 69'/'2 miles per hour with
a 265-ton train.
These are official figures with a
four-mile track.
After the track was extended to
si.x
miles, unofficial tests showed a speed of 75
miles per hour.
The tests were satisfactory in all respects.

The first of
York Central

Our new

alternating-current railway motor has
successfully employed on two tramways and
of additional orders have been received.
This novel form of motor is under certain conditions cheaper and more economical than our standard direct-current motor, and the field of electric
traction will be extended by its use.
have succeeded in still further improving the
design and reducing the cost of our standard switchboard devices, and as heretofore have obtained the
bulk of orders in this important line.
Our inventors have been actively at work for
several years to discover more efficient and better
methods of electric illumination than the present
carbon arc and incandescent lamp.
As a result.
this last year we have introduced the "magnetite''
arc lamp, which gives a light equal to the present
carbon arc with about one-half the consumption
of energy and have also made important improvements in the economy of the incandescent lamp.
Our engineers have been successful in the improvement of the different lines of our small articles of manufacture, such as meters, instruments,
switches, controllers, etc.
Letters patent covering new and important designs have, as usual, been applied for.
It is a great pleasure to heartily commend the
work of our engineers and factory managers.
.

been

new

a

Floor Space.

Employes.

The lands of all three plants now amount to
about 425 acres. The total hook value of the land
and buildings of the Schenectady. Lynn and Harrison factory plants is $4,593,812.88. or about $1.12
per square foot of manufacturing floor space.
Schenectady Works. The machine shop of 237,000
scpiare feet, for the manufacture of steam turbines,
mentioned in the last report, has been completed
and partially occupied.
A few minor additions and extensions have been

—

made in different parts of the plant.
Lynn Works. The machine shop

—

and

power

house of 137,000 square feet floor space, referred
to in the last report, is substantially completed and
is

now

occupied.

A

number

of

minor additions

to the plant have been made during the year, amounting in all to approximately 5,000 square feet.
Harrison Works. Only a few minor additions,
aggregating r,ico square feet, have been made during the year.
Engineering. Engineering effort has, as in the

.

number

We

Financial REroRT.

—

—

past,

been

largely

devoted

to

the

extension,

provement and cheapening of our established

imlines

of apparatus.

The commercial

success of long-distance transsystems is generally recognized and the
We
such undertakings has increased.
have now on order apparatus for nine installations
employing currents at 60,000 volts or over and
transmitting electricity from 47 to 100 miles.
One

mission

number

of the
of the

of

and interesting installations is that
Mexican Light and Power Company, Mexrecent

The

report of .Treasurer H. W. Darsummarized in the consolidated balance
and consolidated profit-and-Ioss account herewith presented in facsimile.
During the year there
was expended in acquiring sundry patents and in
patent litigation $593,624.08. This amount has been
charged to profit and loss, leaving the company's
patents, franchises and good-will standing at S2.000,000, the same as at Januao" ji^ 1904.
The total book cost of the factory plants Is over

The

financial

is

$21,000,000, but over $13,500,000 has been written
ott for depreciation, leaving the total book value on

January

The

31,

total

1905,

par

$7,500,000.

value

of

ail

stocks

and

bonds

se-

sheet amounted
same dale the total

.\t the

ing

was

$48,247,943.33.

During the year the entire floating indebtedness
of the Stanley Electric Manufacturing Company
has been paid off.

Result of Public Lighting Inquiry
New York.

in

The legislative committee charged with the invesof the cost of lighting in New York cily
has reported several recommendations and has prepared bills designed to earn' its recommendations

tigation

into effect.
It suggests that the maximum price of
gas should be reduced to 75 cents a thousand cubic
feet,

from

and the
to

15

maximum
10 cents

a

price

of

electrical

kilowatt-hour.

It

cnerg>'
is

pro-

posed to establish a public-service commission of
three members to have complete control of electriclight and gas companies, and all new franchises.
Afeters are to be inspected by the city officials.
The report recommends that it be illegal for one
public- service corporation to
hold the stock of
another corporation in the same line of business.
Tlie city may use any surplus waierpower for generating current, but may not acquire waierpower for
the express purpose of electrical generation.
The
committee also recommends that the city of New
York shall be assisted in building its proposed municipal

electric-light

plant.

Besides the above recommendations the commitreport makes others along the line of giving
the proposed new state public-service commission
autliority to fix the standard of light to be furnished
and to make rules regulating the pressure of air
through the gas pipes.
tee's

New Members

of the Institute.

Among the associates elected to membership in
the American Institute of Electrical Engineers on
April 28th, were the following named
Harry L. Bachman, Dunn, Taft & Co.. Columbus, O.:
Edward H. Bangs. Central Union Teleplionc Company.
Indianapolis: Macnus Ecckman. Luikoping, Sweden; L. P.
Coulter,
Cutler-Hammer
Manufacturing
Company. Milwaukee: Tsidor Deutsch. Electric Controller and Supply Comp.^ny. ('kvelnnd. O.; Ernst Watson I'arley, Ontario
Power
Ti
NMeara Falls. N. Y.; Russell Stimson
-•
\\
Feicli:,
.
HIectric and Manufacturing Company,
Pittslv;
Friedmann. General Incandescent Arc
I

,

I

Light I
c^go. III.; William R. Garton. W. R.
:>
Garton company, l iiicago. III.; George Gibbs. Westinghoase,
Church. Kerr & Co.. New York cit>-; Henry Charies Harris.
Ohio Inspection Bureau. Columbus, O.; Frank Fairchild
Kinney. Chicago Edison Companv, Chicago. 111.; Nathan
Kohn, Fort Wayne Electric Works^ St. Louis, ifo.: Norman
Malcolm, with L. W. Stanton, Chicago: Coleman E\-aii Nutter, Atchison, Topeka anl Santa Fe Railway. Tooeka, Kan.;
Hiroyoshi Oshima. Osaka Electric Light Comoanv, Osaka,
Japan ; Th.imas Steel Perkins, Westinghouse Electric and
Manufacturing Company. Pittsburg, Pa.: Harry Curtis Rice.
Stanley Electric ^fanufacturing Company, Pittsfield. Mass.:
Wray Thompson Thorn, Northwestern Elevated railway.
Chicago. 111.: Thesdore \'arney. Westinghouse Electric and
Manufacturing Company, Pittsburg. Pa.: Frank Wenner.
,

ling

General

debentures outstanding at the date of
to $2,127^00.
capital stock outstand-

total

balance

the

-.

sheet

controllc*! I>y ihc

company, and which will be liquidated as ihe
companies arc sold.
The company has no note payable.

manifold

pended during the year for
factories,

The combined turbo-generator has such
advantages in economy, reliability, simand low cost that it is certain to replace all
forms of steam engines in generating elec-

ators.

way companies nwned or
curities of the.sc

.

:

.

Iowa

State

College,

Ames,

la.;

Arthur

Somes Wheeler.

University of California. Berkeley. Cal.: Brent Wiley, Well-

man- Seaver- Morgan Company. Cleveland, C; Joseph Lester
Woodbridge, Electric Storage Battery Company, Philadelohia,
Pa.
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Tesla's Method of Transmitting Electrical

Energy Through Space.

Nikola Tesla of New York city, who, as is weil
known, lias done much work of an original nature
in the direction of the transmission of electrical
energy through space, has recently been granted a
patent (No. 787,412, April 18, 1905) upon such a
method for the propagation of energy. The title
of the patent is "Art of Transmitting Electrical
Energy Through the Natural Mediums." Applica-

tion

June

A

:

for

it

was made May

17,

1902.

fact

now

of

16,

1900,

common knowledge

and renewed
is

that

when

waves or oscillations are impressed upon
such a conducting path as a metallic wire, reflecelectrical

tion takes place, under certain conditions, from
the ends of the wire, and in consequence of the interference of the impressed and reflected Oscillations
the phenomenon of "stationary waves" with maxima and minima in definite fixed positions is produced. The existence of these waves indicates that
some of the outgoing waves have reached the
boundaries of the conducting path and have been
reflected therefrom.
Mr. Tesla has been led to
believe from his observations that notwithstanding
its vast dimensions the terrestrial globe may in a
large part or as a whole behave toward disturbances impressed upon it in the same manner as a
conductor of limited size.
In the course of certain investigations which he
carried on for the purpose of studying the effects
of lightning discharges upon the electrical condition of the earth it was observed that sensitive receiving instruments arranged so as to be capable of
responding to electrical disturbances created by the
discharges at times failed to respond when they
should have done so, and upon inquiring Into the
causes of this unexpected behavior it was discovered to be due to the character of the electrical
waves which were produced in the earth by the
lightning discharges, and which had nodal regions
following at definite distances the shifting source
of the disturbances. From data obtained in a large
number of observations of the maxima and minima
of these waves their length has been found to vary
approximately from 25 to 75 kilometers, and these
results and certain theoretical deductions led Mr.
Tesla to the conclusion that waves of this kind
may be propagated In all directions over the globe
and that they may be of still more widely differing
lengths, the extreme limits being imposed by the
physical dimensions and properties of the earth.
Recognizing in the existence of these waves an
unmistakable evidence that the disturbances created
had been conducted from their origin to the most
remote portions of the globe and had been thence
reflected, the idea was conceived of producing such
waves in the earth by artificial means with the object of utilizing them for many useful purposes
for which they are or might be found applicable.
,

This problem was rendered extremely difficult,
owing to the immense dimensions of the planet,
and consequently enormous movement of electricity
or rate at which electrical energy had to be delivered in order to approximate, even In a remote degree, movements or rates which are manifestly
attained in the displays of electrical forces in nature
and which seemed at first unrealizable by any human
agencies.
But by gradual and continuous Improvements of a generator of electrical oscillations, for
which Mr. Tesla had previously obtained a patent,
he finally succeeded in reaching electrical movements or rates of delivery of electrical energy which
he believed not only appro.xlmated, but, as shown
In many comparative tests and measurements, actusurpassed those of lightning discharges, and
by means of this apparatus he found it possible to
reproduce, whenever desired, phenomena in the
earth the same as or similar to those due to such

ally

discharges.

In the figure, (A) designates a primary coil forming part of a transformer and consisting generally
of a few turns of a stout cable of inappreciable
resistance, the ends of which are connected to the
terminals of a source of powerful electrical oscillations, diagrammatlcally represented by (B).
This
source is usually a condenser charged to a high
potential and discharged in rapid succession through
the primary.
But when It is desired to produce
stationary waves of great lengths an alternating
dynamo of suitable construction may be used to
energize the primary.
spirally wound secondary
coil (C) within the primary has the end nearer to
the latter connected to the ground CE') and the
other end to an elevated terminal (E).
The physical constants of coll (C), determining its period
of vibration, are so chosen and adjusted that the
secondary system (E' C E) is in the closest possible resonance with the oscillations impressed upon
It
by the
primary.
It
Is,
moreover,
the
of
greatest Importance in order to still further enhance the rise of pressure and to increase the electrical movement in the secondary system that its
resistance be as small as practicable and its selfinduction as large as possible under the conditions
imposed.
The ground should be made with great
care, with the object of reducing its resistance. Instead of being directly grounded, as indicated, the
coil (C) may be joined in series or otherwise to
the primary (A), in which case the latter will be
connected to the plate (E').
The total length of

A

May

6,

1905

that Irrespective of frequency the wave or
wave train should continue for a certain interval
of time, which estimated to be
not
less
than
one-twelth or probably 0.0S484 of a second and

the conductor from the ground-plate (E') to the
elevated terminal (E) should be equal to one-quarter of the wave length of the electrical disturbance in the system (E' C E), or else equal to that
length multiplied by an odd number. This relation
being observed, the terminal (E) will be made to
coincide with the points of maximum pressure in
the secondary or excited circuit, and the greatest
flow of electricity will take place.
In order to magnify the electrical movement in

ever,

which

taken In passing to and

is

returning from

the region diametrically opposite the pole over the
earth's surface with a mean velocity of about
471.240 kilometers per second.
The presence of the stationary waves may be
detected in many ways. For instance, a circuit may
be connected directly or inductively to the ground
and to an elevated terminal and tuned to respond
more effectively to the oscillations. Another way
Is to connect a tuned circuit to the ground at two
points lying more or less in a meridian passing
through the pole fE'), or, generally stated, to any
two points of a different potential.

the secondary as much as possible, It is essential
that its Inductive connection with the primary (A)
should not be very intimate, as In ordinary transformers, but loose, so as to permit free oscillation
that is to say, their mutual Induction should be
small.
The spiral form of coil (C) secures this
advantage, while the turns near the primary (A)
are subjected to a strong inductive action and deThese advelop a high initial electromotive force.

Permanent-magnet-suspension Measuring Instruments.
For the measurement of the amperage and

volt-

circuits, Instruments of the
permanent-magnet, moving-coil type
are of the utmost value.
It has been the practice
support the moving system of such instruto
ments when applied to switchboard and similar
work, upon hardened steel pivots In jeweled bearings, and to conduct the current Into and out of
the moving coil by means of spiral springs.
But such construction, according to the Simplex
Company, Is open to several objections, which it
enumerates as follows
First
Changes of temperature are liable to condense the moisture of the air enclosed in the instru-

age

direct-current

of

well-known

—

upon the steel pivots, causing them to
destroying their fine needle points and smooth
surfaces, and thereby creating friction In the bearings with the result that the proper operation of
the instrument is Interfered with.

ment

case,

rust,

—

Second The fragile nature of both the bearing
points and the jewels renders them liable to fracture under sudden jar or long-continued vibration.
Third Some play or movement In the direction
of the axis of the pivots must be allowed for to
prevent binding In the jewels, and where the magnetic-gap clearances are small the side thrust of
the moving system frequently binds the latter
against the adjacent pole-pieces.

—

justments and relations being carefully completed
and other constructive features indicated rigorously observed, the electrical movement produced
in tire secondary system by the inductive action of
the primary (A), will be enormously magnified, the
Increase being directly proportionate to the inductance and frequency and inversely to the resistance
It is practicable to proof the secondary system.
duce in this manner an electrical movement thousands of times greater than the initial that Is, the
one Impressed upon the secondary by the primary
(A), and the inventor claims to have thus reached
activities or rates of flow of electrical energy in
the system (E' C E) measured by many tens of
Such immense movethousands of horsepower.
ments of electricity give rise to a variety of novel
and striking phenomena, among which are those
The powerful electrical oscillaalready described.
tions in the system (E' C E) being communicated to
the ground cause corresponding vibrations to be
propagated to distant parts of the globe, whence
the
with
interference
they are rflected. and by
outgoing vibrations produce stationary waves, the
crests and hollows of which he In parallel circles
relatively to which the ground-plate (E') may be
Stated otherwise, the
considered to be the pole.
terrestrial conductor Is thrown into resonance with
the oscillations impressed upon It just like a wire.
More than this, the movement of electricity through
it
follows certain laws with nearly mathematical
precision.
It will be, however, sufiicient to state
that the planet behaves like a perfectly smooth or
polished conductor of inappreciable resistance with
capacity and self-induction uniformly distributed
along the axis of symmetry of wave propagation
and transmitting slow electrical oscillations without

—

sensible distortion and attenuation.
Besides the above, three requirements seem to be
essential to the establishment of the resonating condition.
First— The earth's diameter passing through the

pole should be an odd multiple of the quarter-wave
length that is, of the ratio between the velocity
of light and four times the frequency of the cur-

—

rents.

—

Second It Is necessary to employ oscdlations
which the rate of radiation of energy into space
in the form of hertzian or electromagnetic waves
in

To give an Idea It may be said that
Is very small.
the frequency should be smaller than 20,000 per
second, though shorter waves might be practicable.
The lowest frequency would appear to be six per
second, in which case there will be but one node,
at or near the ground-plate, and, paradoxical as it
may seem, the effect will Increase with the distance
and will be greatest in a region diametrically oppoWith oscillations still slower
site the transmitter.
the earth, strictly speaking, will not resonate, but
simply act as a capacity, and the variation oi potential will be more or less uniform over its entire

'

common

switchboard types.

The instrument

involves a horseshoe permanent
flat soft-iron pole-pieces and a
disk soft-Iron core.
The moving system consists of a flat rectangular coil wound on a damping frame, supported above and below by straight
filaments,
which
are
band-conducting
attached

magnet having four
flat

PERMANENT-MAGNET-SUSPENSION
a yielding support to Insulated bridgepieces.
The pole-pieces, core, bridge-pieces and
scale are all supported by a one-piece structure,
The
rendering their mutual alignment permanent.
pole-pieces fit tightly into recessed slots In the magnet ends and perfect magnetic contact results. The
magnet is secured in place by cotter pins tightly

through

driven into the pole-pieces.
Filaments, which serve the triple purpose of supports, electrical conductors and retarding springs,
are made from a highly resilient bronze alloy of

good conductivity, low-temperature

coefficient

and

are non-oxidizable and
radiate easily the heat
generated in them aT maximum reading.
The yielding support is an important feature of
the device, as It protects the moving system from
damage by jar or continued vibration and corrects
for the change In the length of the filament due to
change In temperature or angular movement of
The pull upon the filamer.t is so
the moving coil.
regulated that the latter is kept perfectly taut, and
the moving system being balanced, the Instrument

high-tensile strength.
so proportioned that

They

they

The flat moving
operated in any position.
with its particular arrangement of magnetic
has its entire coll surface active, thus
allowing a lighter coil than would otherwise be

may be
coil

air-gaps

necessary.

surface.

Third— The most

This company, which has its office at 60 Nassau
Street, Newark, N. J., has brougbt out a permanent magnet-suspension instrument which is entirely free from such objections.
It supplies them
in a number of different cases, of which the accompanying picture illustrates one of the most

essential

requirement

is,

how-

Before aging, the magnet

is

assembled with

its

Ik

.M:iy

r,,

pijlc-iiii'c-i"^
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rijos

niul

r.iii-

:uir|

il.r

hiiiiT

is

II. ,1

aptain

rcinovi-tl, llie frriiit aiTaiiKciiiinl of tin: parlH bcinR
mich lli.il llic inoviiiK coil may he assembled readily nr removed ivillioiit distiirbiliR any of the other
Zeroing and tautening adjustment* for the
parts.
filamcnls arc provided for.
The magnet is made up of a very high grade of
Swedish in.ignet steel notable for its strength and
permaneticc and is treated Ihoronghly and aged by

processes.
operation the instrinnent behaves exactly like
and jewel-supported moving-coil instrument, except that there is an absence of appreciIt
may be subjected to unnsuallv
able friction.
severe jars or vibration without damage and will
operate perfectly undir .-ill alniospheric cunditions.
s|iei'ial

In

a

pivot

Cutler-Hammer Automatic Speed
Regulator.
The CulItT H:innner M.iinif.u'liirinK Company,
Milwaukee, has developed an automatic speed adjuster which has some interesting features, aiKl
which has solved, satisfactorily, it is said, certain
problems of motor control. The accotnpanying illustration shows a type of the regulator applicable
to a variety of sizes whereby the speed of the
motor is automatically adjusted to suit the requirements at any given lime, and wluri' the speed of

very slow and at times very small.
In connection with pumping plants, conditions
are sometimes obtained where it is desired that
the motor be kept running continuously, and that
demand
it shall run at speeds corresponding to the
upon the .system. Where a small amount of water
is being used it is desired that the motor be run
at a slow speed, and as the demand increases, by
opening up more outlets, it is necessary that the
motor speed be increased to maintain a constant
pressure at the source of demand. The regulator
question, in connection with a motor-driven
in
pump, performs its functions very satisfactorily,
adjusting the speed of the motor to suit the demand upon the system automatically, and maintaining the motor speed constant at a given point
as long as the demand remains constant.
For small equipments it is usual to install, in
connection with a regulator of the character described above, a standard automatic-release type
of starter. An automatic starter is also advisable.
since the regulator is permanently shut down, and
;ipparalus of this character is necessary in starting
the motor up after it has been shut down.

New Robbins & Myers

CUTLKR-HAMMER AUTOMATIC SPEED REGULATOR.
the motor
vary.

is

varied as these conditions of

demand

The

regulator finds an application in connection
with mechanical stokers for induced-draft or forced-

and in pumping
it
is desired that the motor operate
continuously and supply water continuously at certain pressures, the volume of water furnished varying with the demand.
For boiler plants, the controller is arranged to
vary the speed of the motor which drives the draft
fani and the control is taken from the boiler presdraft systems
plants where

in

boiler

plants,

regulator proper, shown in the
cut as mounted at the lower left-hand corner of the
resistance frame, consists of a pressure regulator
controlled directly by the steam pressure, and a
hydraulic cylinder controlled through the pressure
regulator, whose piston in turn is mechanically
connected to the rheostat lever. The steam pressure is admitted directly below the diaphragm of
pressure regulator, and the pressure of the
tile
steam on the diaphragm is balanced by the weights
on the lever.- The lever will therefore rise and
fall slightly with the rise and fall of steam pressure in the boilers.
The operation of the hydraulic cylinder is controlled by a pilot valve, and the operation of the
pilot valve is controlled in turn by a floating lever
between the crosshead on the hydraulic-cylinder
piston rod and the link from the regulator lever.
The operation of the cylinder is so arranged that
the piston will be forced downward when the
regulator lever rises, and the relative motion of
the
rod and the link from the regupiston
lator-weight lever is such that proper operation
When the
of the pilot-valve stem is obtained.
pilot valve,
pressure rises, slightly opening the
water is admitted to the hydraulic cylinder, forcing
its piston downward, and thereby causing the pilot
valve to close a corresponding amount. Any slight
rise or fall of the pressure causes a corresponding
fall and rise of the hydraulic cylinder and a corresponding operation of the rheostat lever. The
parts are so proportioned that, with a certain variation in pressure, the rheostat lever will travel from
one end of its contact to the other, and for smaller
variations, a proportional smaller travel will be
obtained.
The result is that, as the pressure rises
and falls, the rheostat lever follows the change
exactly and changes the speed of the motor inversely to correct the changes in pressure. As the
pressure rises, the motor is slowed down, decreasing the draft, and conversely, if the pressure falls,

sure directly.
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ihc motor in accelerated, increaiitiK the draft. The
boiler •prcsDurc may thiiii lie automatically kept
within the limit of two pound* above or below
a given normal pressure, absolutely automatically,
and Ihc speed of the motor, under all conditions
of demand on the boiler, is adjusted within a range
set by the regulator, to give a draft suiting the
demands upon the Imilcr.
The speed of the motor may be controlled in
several ways, cither by resist-incc in the armature
only, by resistance in the shunt-field circuit only, or
by a combination of these two. These methods
only have been cited as being the simplest and Ihc
methods most generally used, but, of course, by
suitable arrangements any method of speed control
may be adopted. For very large motors, speed
control is obtained by means of solenoid switches,
.lurl
the rheostat lever shown on the drawing is
therefore used only to control the windings of
the several solenoid switches, since it would be
impracticable to handle heavy currents when the
motion of the rheostat lever must necessarily be

1'he fini«h of ihi< fail it
pinin gold linet, whilr il"
all

bcqiicrrd

slatcd,

t»),

fira»>
lh,il

in
I,;

lilack

,.!r

.,.,.1

^

rtumd

with

...„,r,i.

^re
'

u.-

:'.

,r

bladcl have been
,.,
quicl ojieration.
Al Ihe base of ihc fan there i» provided a three»|>ecd regulator, which, in the Ij-inch fan, give*
1,700, 1,300 and i/mo rcvoluliuiii per minute, while
in the 16-inch fan it gives
1400, 1,100 and fiao
revolutioni per minute.

Westlnghouse Direct-current IntegratIng Wattmeter.
Announcement is ma<lc th.it the Wcslinghousc
KIcclric and .Manufacturing Company hai developed a direct-current integrating wattmeter which
contains many of Ihe speci.il features found in the
alternating-current type and is cnntrucled with
Ihe
same regard
to
long-continued
accuracy,
sirenglh, durability and convenience in inMallalion
which is attributable to the company's apparatus
in general.
In appearance the new instrument resembles the Weslinghouse alternating-current integrating wattmeters.
The case is finished in black
enamel, with

letters in low relief.
The terminals
enter at the sides, passing through the case, the
line wires being connected on the right-hand side
of Ihc meter and the load wires on the left, the

Fan.

The accompanying cut illustrates a new and improved type of universal desk or bracket fan that
was put on the market this season by the Robbins
& Myers Company of Springfield, O. Its manufacturer designates it the "standard direct-current UniThe most important and valuable
versal fan."
feature of this fan and one that will be appreciated by contractors and jobbers supplying fans in
large numbers and for a variety of services is that
no tools are needed for changing the fans from
desk to bracket use or for changing the direction
of the air current.

The long experience of the Robbins & Myers
Company in fan building has put that concern in a
position to eliminate, practically, every weakness in
fan design, so that the fan which is now being
introduced may be expected to give years of service
without repairs.
Structurally considered, the fan

is

a

fine

exam-

The

M-i-KRS

pie of

FAN.

modern factory methods of rapid duplication:

the various parts are all made to jigs and gauges
and therefore interchangeable. This fan combines
in a single neat and ornamental structure the desirable features of both the desk and bracket fan.
It will be noted that it may be mounted on either
the desk or the wall, and it will run equally well
in any position.
A turn of the thumbscrew at the
side is all that is necessary to make the adjustment.
Once mounted the direction of the air current may
be changed as desired into either a vertical or horizontal plane and then fixed in that position by

means of the thumbscrew.

upper wire line being the positive. To make connections it is only necessary to bare the ends of
the wires, to insert them in the bushings at the
sides of the case and to tighten the binding screws.
The bushings form a close junction with the terminal blocks and make the case as insect and
moisture proof at this point as at all others.
By removing the cover, as shown in the illustration, all parts of the mechanism are exposed.
The
adjustments, which are wholly mechanical and do
not depend upon variable resistance or similar arrangements, can then be easily made. To compensate for friction the shunt coil shown at (A) is
moved in or out, this coil being held in position by
two screws which clamp against brackets as shown.
The speed of the disk is controlled by two permanent magnets so mounted as to secure perfect
alignment.
Moving the magnets in from the ed.ge
of the disk increases the speed, and moving them
out toward the edge decreases the speed at any
given load.
Releasing the adjusting screws, one
of which is shown at (B), permits the magnets to
be moved as required.
The lower bearing of the shaft is of the cupand-ball type, the same as that used in the company's integrating wattmeters for alternating current, which has thoroughly demonstrated its value
in reducing wear and friction.
The shaft terminates in a removable sleeve with a slightly cupped
sapphire jewel, which rests upon a hardened steel
ball one-sixteenth inch in diameter.
This ball is
supported by a second jewel, similarly cupped,
ivhich is set in the end of the adjusting screwwhich forms the low-er half of the bearing. The
lower jewel is spring-mounted, a construction w-hich
efTectually protects it against sudden jar.
The
steel balls and jewels undergo a special polishing
process and are rigidly inspected before using.
The very slight friction of a bearing of this
form insures the meter remaining in calibration
at light loads longer than is possible with a bearing of any other type, and this feature, combined
with the reduced weight of the rao\-ing element.

;

"
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affords
meter.

a

long, period

of

service

active

for

this

may

an important part of all direct-current wattmeters and requires the use of
non-oxidizing metal and a diameter small enough
Especial attention has been
to minimize friction.
given to this feature and it has been fully developed in every respect the diameter being only fivesixty-fourths of an inch, which insures a reduction

The commntator

is

of friction to a minimum.
perfect commutator is ineffective, however,
without suitable brushes, so this feature has been
made a subject of special study. Perfect contact
\yith the least amount of friction must be maintained and the material must be such that oxidizaThe brushes in this
tion will not take place.
meter are composed of a number of strands of
This subdivision
wire of non-oxidizing material.
of the brush gives an excellent contact, as each
strand is thereby made a separate brush and the
series of strands conform exactly to the surface
of the commutator with less total tension, insuring
ideal working conditions.

A

Special Train Service to the DenverColorado Springs National Electric
Light Convention in June.
This year's National Electric Light convention at
Denver and Colorado Springs bids fair to be one
The city
of unusual interest and attractiveness.
of Denver is an ideal one for summer conventions,
but with Colorado Springs to co-operate in the
matter of the amusement features this locality becomes doubly attractive for what promises to be a
surprisingly large and enthusiastic gathering of
electrical people from all over the United States.
As is now generally understood by almost everyone interested in this convention, through the indefatigable efforts of its advertising committee, the
Denver-Colorado Springs convention will be held
on the dates from June 6th to June nth, inclusive,
the first three days in Denver and the remaining
three in Colorado Springs.
All information relative to the plans of Master
of Transportation George F. Porter handling the
eastern section of the United States and Assistant
Master of Transportation Frank L. Perry attending to the western section of the country on matters of a railroad nature now becomes of much
interest.

The Pennsylvania Railroad has been made

the

railroad to be used as far as Chicago,
while the C, B. and Q. railroad, better known as
"'Burlington Route," has been likewise made
"officiar' and been given the special train from
Chicago to Denver to operate in conjunction with
the Pennsylvania railroad
special
and haul the
latter train coupled to its own from Chicago to
"official"

the

Denver.

While up to the present time it is impossible
to give an exact schedule of the leaving time of
the rtains, generally speaking, it may be stated that
it
is
more than probable that the Pennsylvania
railroad special will leave Jersey City some time
Saturday morning, June 3d, Philadelphia also the

same morning, and proceed westwai^d through Harrisburg, arriving at Fort Wayne, Ind., the morning
The train will reach Chicago, say. on
of June 4th.
the same forenoon of Sunday, June 4th.
Western
passengers to the convention, therefore, should plan

Chicago Sunday morning, June 4th. The
Burlington special, it is promised by the officials
of the C, B. and Q., will be a train on which the
service will be more elegant and elaborate than
this train will
that of ordinary first-class trains
In a word, the arrangebe electrically lighted.
ments with the two railroad companies are for two
thoroughly first-class trains to be combined into
one at Chicago, and to include .baggage car (accessible from the rest of the train in order that
the sleepers may be relieved of all impediments.)
There will also be a dining car two dining cars if
necessary standard sleeping cars and a library
car with observation compartment and platform.
The main idea followed by Master of Transportation Porter .was that ever}-- effort should be made
to attain economy Jn time and an increase in comfort and pleasure wherever it was possible.
to be in

;

—

—

In addition to the strictly high-class train equipservice that is promised, the Burlington
keeps constantly in mind the pleasure of its passengers after they have reached the Rockies. At the Burlington information bureau, 1039 Seventeenth Street,
Denver, a corps of well-informed employes will
constantly be on hand ready to assist in every way
tlie patrons of the route.
Representatives of the
Burlington route will meet this special on its arrival
in the city and place their services at the command
of the passengers for such a time as they may be
required.
It is more than likely, too, that a special
representative of the Burlington route will accompany the train from Chicago to Denver.
The route of the Pennsylvania special will lie
through New Jersey, Southern Pennsylvania, Central Ohio and Northern Indiana
the Burlington

ment and

;

train

will

pass

through Southern Iowa and Cen-

Nebraska.
It is believed that a more diversified and hence more interesting route could not
have been planned. The return trip will be via this
or other direct routes, as the special train is to be
tral

abandoned
set

at

Denver

return at their

in

own

May

order that its passengers
pleasure instead of on a

date.

While, it will be remembered, that for three days,
June 6th, 7th and 8th, business, science and
hard work in Denver will be foremost in the
minds of the attendants of this convention, still
there will be ample opportunity to "do" Denver
"on the side." so to speak.
A word about Denver: Its streets are broad
and level and with large observation street cars and
commodious automobiles, within an hour's time a
sightseer may view the city at a dozen different
angles, always with the magnificent Rocky MountDenver's arrangements, too, for
ains in full view.
the entertainment of this convention are thorough
and generous; it is not to be outdone by Colorado
Springs.
Denver is a city experienced in entertainment, and this quality, backed by its typical
western energy, as was shown in the city's sucviz.,

cessful efforts to participate in the convention, is a
sufficient guaranty of what the convention people
may expect.
The special train will be abandoned at Denver,
but the tickets will be good for a continuation of
the journey to Colorado Springs and Pueblo and
the visitors may proceed to the Springs whenever

they may elect. As Friday, Saturday and Sunday,
June Qtli, loth and nth, are the days constituting
the period of the convention's festivity, it is putting it mildly to prophesy a thoroughly good time
during the last three days of the convention.
With reference to the entertainment features, it
should be stated that Manitou is but six miles from
Colorado Springs, with electric street-car service
every 15 minutes, and the journey requires less
than 45 minutes.
Ute Pass begins almost in the heart of Manitou
it contains the Grand Caverns, Cascade Canon and

Green Mountain

Falls.

The Cog Road

to the summit of Pike's Peak bewhere the Colorado Springs cars are halted
in Manitou, and the round trip to the Observation
Tower on the Peak requires hardly more than
three hours, and includes ample time for use of

gins

the great telescope.
Stratton Park and Cheyenne Canons are only
Car4}4 miles southwest of Colorado Springs.
riages and electric cars, the latter running with a
15-minute headwajr, cover this attraction in a 20-

minute ride.
North Cheyenne Canon contains the Cascades
and wonderful rock formations.
South Cheyenne contains the famous Seven Falls
near the grave selected for herself by Helen Hunt
Jackson.

The Garden of the Gods is five miles northwest
of Colorado Springs and is reached by two carriage
routes.

Monument

Park,

containing

grotesque

natural

10 miles north of. Colorado Springs,
is
and Crystal Park, four miles south of Manitou.
The above are only a few of many points
of interest so conveniently near Colorado Springs

statuary,

that the three days' stay will permit the visitors
to see the greater number of, if not all. the natural attractions.
It should be stated, too, that Cripple Creek, at
an altitude 3,500 feet higher, may be reached by a
railway journey of only
The Royal
hours.
Gorge is just out of Canon City and twice penetrated in a journey of less than a day; Pueblo is
less than 40 miles distant, with a frequent train
service.
The Georgetown Loop may be circled in
a day via Denver.
Glenwood Springs is but a
trifle more than_ 200 miles distant and .Salt Lake
City even is less than 600 miles.
Summarizing, the Rocky Mountains and all th^ir
grandest features are clustered so closely about the
places of meeting that the sight-seer may literiilly
revel in many attractions.
In view of the above enumerated attractions and
the magnificent scientific features of the Denver
convention, and judging from the remarkable universal sentiment in favor of the Denver-Colorado
Springs trip, the officers of the association feci
most entliusiastic over the prospects for a magnificent united convention train pulling out from

2^

Chicago, Sunday, June 4th.
Prospective visitors to the convention are to
be urged for their own comfort early to make
known their railroad requirements. All those proposing to join the Burlington train, which will run
from Chicago to Denver, should make their reservations or inquiries of F. E. Bell, city passenger
agent, C, B. and Q. railroad
Chicago office, northeast corner of Adams and Clark Streets
who, to
facilitate matters, will act for Assistant Master of
Transportation Frank L. Perry of the Western

—

—

Electrician.

The cost of round-trip tickets and of sleepingcar berths from Chicago to Denver will be as follows:
Round-trip fare, Chicago to Denver, via the
Burlington route, $30.00; lower berth one way, $6;
upper berth, $6; drawing rooms, $2i.
The meals will be a la carte.
An important
point that will particularly interest the ladies is that
the baggage car on the combination special will be
accessible at any time^ trunks may be packed .with
the knowledge that they can be reached while the
train is in motion if desired.
Each ticket
the holder to carry 150 pounds of baggage.

entitles

6,
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Interurban Roads Plan Interchangeable3
Mileage Books.
Representatives of a

number

i

of electric railwaysl

doing business in Northern Illinois and Wisconsin
at Rockford, 111., on April 19th and formed
the Interurban Electric Railway Association.
The
object of the new organization will be the placing
of an interchangeable mileage book into use and
securing co-operation among the interurban lines.
The companies which joined the association at the
meeting are
Aurora, Elgin and Chicago Railway
Company; Chicago and Joliet Electric Railway Company; Chicago and Milwaukee Eltctric Railroad

met

:

Company; DeKalb- Sycamore Electric Company;
Elgin, Aurora and Southern Traction Company;
Plainfield and Aurora Railroad Company;
Rockford and Interurban Railway Company Rockford, Beloit and Janesville Railroad Company, and
Waukegan, Fox Lake and Wester"_ Railway Com-

Joliet,

;

Fox River Interurban
way Company, which runs into Green Bay,

pany.

Since then the

RailWis.,

has joined.
roads have felt the need of
some arrangement to avoid the frequent purchase
of tickets by persons making long trips, including
travel over several roads, and also for the convenience of traveling men who jump from town
to town.
It is planned to divide each line into
five-cent-fare zones.
Books containing $6 worth
of five-cent coupons will be sold for $5.
Larger
books, which will probably be issued later, will be
sold, according to the present plan, at a reduction
of 16 2-s per cent, from the face value.
The
coupons collected will be turned in to an accounting department maintained jointly by the roads in
the organization, which will make returns to the
various companies according to the coupons sent in.
Edwin C. Faber, general manager of the AuroraElgin-Chicago third-rail line, was elected temporary
president.
He will complete the arrangements and
draw up a contract which will be considered by
the association at a meeting to be held soon.
Those who were present at the Rockford meetng were H. H. Clough, T. M. Ellis, Fred L. Lucas,
A. L. Drum, John T. Huntington, F. E. Fisher,
W. H. Zimmerman, J. R. Blackhall, Edwin C.
Faber, George W. Knox and John I. Beggs.
of

Officials

these

At the monthly meeting of the Ohio Interurban
Railway Association in Springfield, O., on Thursday
last week, the subject of interchangeable milePresident E. C. Spring
age was again taken up.
gave a report of the results of a trip made through
Northern Ohio and Michigan. He said that nearly
all the roads are in favor of such an arrangement.
The rates vary on different roads and some kind
of a uniform system will have to be arrived at
if it is to take in Michigan and Indiana as well as
Ohio.
It is believed that a rate of two cents a
mile will have to be made.
Mr. Spring said that
within two weeks four more roads will have joined
of

the 21

W.

now

in the association.
Slichter of the General

Electric Company
Single-phase Electric Railway."
of the Westinghouse Company. \\ho
spoken on the topic, became ill and
could not be present.
C. A. Alderman of Springfield discussed the subject with Mr. Slichter.
The May meeting will be held in Cleveland on
the 25th of the month.
I.

"The

on

spoke

C. Meade
was to have

E.

Space-telegraph Demonstration

in

Brazil.

Over a year ago the Brazilian government made
with a German concern to install a
space-telegraph system to communicate between Rio
Janeiro and nearby points, the experiment, if sucarrangements

by a contract for a large number of outfits to operate along tlte coast. Last year
American De Forest Wireless Telegraph Company determined to enter the contest, and an expecessful to be followed

the

was sent out in December from New York
charge of two young operators, one of whom was
Harry Athearn, who was operator for the London
Times "wireless" in the China Sea a year ago. ^ The
apparatus consisted of two complete wireless outfits
The Americans set up
of one-kilowatt capacity.
their stations, one at Rio Janeiro and the other at
Grand Island, 72 miles south, 40 miles of this being
over mountains. The masts were the same as used
by the German experimenters, and were only 130
The Grand Island station is 500 feet
feet high.
above the sea and the Rio Janeiro station 300 feet.
Between these two stations the De Forest system
dition
in

is

now

said to operate successfully although the static

influences in this neighborhood are excessive.

Mr. Athearn describes the country as being' particularly difficult for the operation of space-telegraph

owing

apparatus
coast
water.

is

it
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difficult
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International Railway Congress.
As

ilii'

Western Klcetriciaii
Railway Cnimre'is

goi-s to pre** the

lii-

Washington, D. C,
has commenced its seventh session, May y\ heinR
will he helil
session
closinR
'lay.
The
openinK
the
leriiJitional

at

i;i.r;(;TKi(i.\.N'

355

Electrlc-llght Rates In Chicago.
The tniinicipal rnlhiiHinit'i of ChiciKo,
Mayor Dunne at their head, cnilHildcncd liy

first

anticipated.

is

article

of

its

constitu-

the International Kaihvay ConRress, "is a pcrniancnt association estahlished to pronwite the prog-

tion,

Allhongh priress and development of railw.ays."
marily devoted to the interests of steam railri>ads,
which
is of inmuch
on
the
proRramme
is
there
terest to the elect rii-.il engineer, in view of the
closer relationship which is constantly manifesting
hetwccn slcani ,uid electric railw.ays.
The connnittcc which has had charRe of the arrangements for this meetini;, the presi<lent of which
Mr. Stuyvcsant Fish, president of the Illinois
is
Uesides
Central railroad, has done its work well.
the president of the association, Mr. Arthur Dnhois,
who is honorary director of the Hclgian stale railwrivs. Mr. Fish has had associated with him Mr.
itself

Voovliccs, vice-president of the Readin.ij
railway, and Mr. llinulnre N. Ely, chief of motive
for the Pcnnsylv.inia railroad.
The proceedings of the congress will he divided
up under five heads or sections, as follows: Section I, ways and means; section 2, motive power and
nilling stock; section .?, operation; section 4, general, and section 5, light railways.
The oflicial language of the congress is Frencli,
l)Ul tile constitution allows that the proceedings lie
carried on in tlie language of the country iu which
The present session is the
the congress is held.
I'irst ever held iu this country and the sccoikI iu .-in
Fjiglish-spcakiug country. The first session of tlie
congress was held in Brussels, Belgium, in 1885.
Ihc second in Milan. Italy, in 1887. the third in
Paris, France, in 1885, the fourth in St. Pctersliurg, Russia, in 1892, the fifth in London, England,
iu 1S05 and the sixth in Paris iu 1900.
ICxlcusivc exhibits arc a prominent feature in
connection with the session in Washington.
For
lliis purpose the American Railway Appliance Exhibition has secured a plot of ground known loc.'illy as Monument
Park, a five-minute walk from
the New Willard.
President Roosevelt, in recognition of the importance of the congress, has designated Vice-president
Fairbanks to receive the delegates at the White
House and make the opening address.
The subjects of papers which are of particular
interest to electrical men were printed in the Western Electrician of March 18th.
report of the
opening of the congress will be given next week.

Th'eodorc

power

A

telephone
municipal
of
pretty
nearly

plants,

i-lectriC'liKht

with

nninicipalizaiioii

niii-

uwd

exad-

but the m.nyor in
of a law that will enable tlicni
coinmercially to private conjiincliire
Chicago Daily
the
jndicioiis editorial, which, chiminnuenliai and disinterested S4)urcc,

for street

lighlinR,

vocating the passage
to supply current
sumers.
At this
Tribune publishes a

from an

ing

worthy of attention.
The editorial is cntilled
"fJas and Electric Light," anil the writer says that
the gas companies must make up their minds to
accept 75-cem gas (the price now is $1 a thouis

He

sand).

"With

continues:
to

resjiect

electric

Ihc

light.

Trilmiic

is

does
unable definitely to express an opinion.
It
not know at present whether the charges to small
consumers are reasonable or unreasonable, litit
those to large consumers are reasonable. They are
made by contract and arc below the published
rates.
Some of them arc extremely low, and after
careful examination experts have frctpiently decided
that the largest consumer can get light and power
from the eleciriclight company cheaper than he
can make them himself.
A dozen of the largest
consumers in Chicago, including Marshall Field &
Co.,

the

and

the

Northwestern road, some of the hotels,
Tribune itself .will testify to this fact.
tried both systems ;uid have abandoned

They have

individual plants for the central plant, because
those allowances for depreciation which are .so much
spoken of now in connection with municipal ownersliip devour the profits of almost any .small clccIric-light plant.
Probably 100 property owners in

Chicago

will

to

testify

this.

"Whether the

city can economically run a plant
the outskirts and supply private consumers we
are not able to say.
Undoubtedly the accounts
of the city as far as electric lighting is concerned
in

squarely kept. No allowance has
for depreciation, the nonpayment of
water, and other items such as would
be entered on the books of a private company.
"It may or may not be that the small consumer
is charged too much at present by the electric-light
cnnipany. Tli.it is a matter for investigation and
delcrniin;ttiMn.
But we do not believe that the
field of acli\ily of the city in respect to public utilities shouhl be extended too rapidly.
do not
believe it should engage in the electric-light or gas
business until it shall learn properly to administer
the water business and the traction business which
it
is just about
to undertake."

have
been

been

not

Reorganization of National Electric

Company.
Owing

the recent defalcation nf F. C. Bigelow. president of the First National Bank of Milwaukee, who was also chairman of the board of
directors of the National Electric Company of the
same city, that company has taken prompt steps
toward reorganization, as is explained by the folto

lowing open

from John

letter

Beggs, the

I.

new

president

—

Wis., April 27, 1905.
At a special meetinR
board of directors of ttie National Electiic Ccmjianv.
forenoon, ttle resignaUons of S. W. Watliins as
iiil iii.-iilent, V. G. Bigelow as director and cliairill. F. C. Randall as director, vice-president
1,11,'cr,
and Gordon Bigelow as director were

Mitwaulcee,
of

tlie

tills

lielil

itii

,ln
1".:

'

.01

\

;iii

were

.iL.ii.Lic.^

Clmrlcs F.

llcs.^s.

l)\4;e. Jr..

]irt-sitltiit

of

by tlie election of JTolin
Frederick N'ogel, Jr., and .1.

tilled

Pfister.

as directors.

tlie

Jolin

company, and

J.

I.

II.

Ueggs was tlien elected
H. Van Dylce, Jr., vice-

I.

The

After heating (B) the stated time, the valve
gently opened and lighted by passing the tool
The tool should continue
over the flame at (F).
The
to be heated at (B) for three minutes more.
operator can i-egulatc the blast to suit the \vork
If the work
to be done by means of valve (C).
is being done outside in a heavy _wind. or the tool
(B) should
is used as a blow torch, the shutter at
Any shape copper point can be used.
be closed.
By removing the copper point, shov.'n at (E), the
Should the tool
tool can be used as a blow torch.
not work readily the steel head shown at (F) can
be unscrewed and the small hole in the center of
plug cleaned with a fine wire. The hole, however,
should not be enlarged.
The manufacturer asserts that this is the only
successful combination soldering iron and blowtorch that requires no pump nor platinum coils or
When properly start-ed
other similar appliances
it
is
said that every particle of gasoline is consumed in a hot gas form without any danger of
explosion and the magazine can be refilled without
generating.
The cost to keep the tool in constant
operation is said to be only about five cents a day.
The tool is furnished with two drop-forge coppers,
one for regular work and one for heavy w'ork.

is

The head is a high-grade steel casting. The
is made of i6-gauge drawn-brass tubing,

inder

cyl-

fron

over

circular

—

four

Ji.:i

.-.,

.ill

trip

11

1

Am

road* the
.;
the Jolici, i'laiiifi.
,,
the Jolict and Chicago railway and liie Cliicago
City railway.
'I'lirough the coinle»y of the managerii of ihev
lines .s|H.-cial car^ were pLiceil al .Mr. NoycV di»po^al.
.At 12 o'clock noon the party left the Kifih
.•\vcniie
f Cliicago)
terminal of the .Aurora- Klxin
third-rail line in the new liuffct dining car Carrv
lyii. tenilered liy 'ieneral
.Manager H. C, Faber of
that road.
By the lime Ihe car reached BalavM
the party hail made away with a fine lunch, and
here the large power houv: of the Aurora, Elgin
aiul Cliicago was inspected.
Al Aurora the party
was met by President F. fC. Fisher's new parlor
car I^iiiisiana, in which it was taken over the
Joliet. Plainfield and .Aurora line to Joliet.
Al the
latter city it was planned to transfer to a special
car f.ffered by J. R. Blackball, general manager of
Ihe Chicago and Joliet electric railway in which
to make the run to Chicago, but a> rain had begun to fall the Louisiana completed the trip to
the city limits, where it was met by a special car
sent by General .Manager .Mason B. Starring of
the Chicago City railway, who, however, was not
with the parly.
Mr. Noyes and his guesis arrived home at fti^o
p. in., and all were greatly pleaseil with the ride.
feature of the trip was the fact that the current
which operated ihc cars over the entire run wjs
conducted over altiniiiuini transmission wires.
.As
aluminum and aluminum products are the specialty
of the Pittsburg Reduction Company, Mr. Noyes
planned the trip for the double purpose of entertaining the electric-railway men and also demonstrating the extensive use of aluminum as an elecrailw.iy,

,

I

A

coiKliiclor

trical

in

railway service.

Chicago Street-railway Situation.
The first business meeting of the Qiicago City
Council since the inauguration of the new administration was held this week, but nothing new in relation to plans for iHrtlering the city's street-railway
system has yet developed. It is interesting to note
that when an order retpiiring the Chicago Union
Traction Company to remove all dead tracks on
Michigan .Avenue was before the council, the six Republican members of the local transportation committee (which has 13 members) were among the few
to vote against It.
Judge Grosscup has announced'that he will decitlc
the case involving the life of the Chicago Passenger

Railway Company on May 8th.
Mayor Dunne is
anxious for this decision, as it involves the .Adams
Street line on which he intends to experiment with
municipal ownership.
Mayor Dunne has received the report from John J.
Cuniniings. who had heen asked to investigate the
tangible value of the Chicago street-railway properties.
Speaking of the report the mayor said
"The
whole city for $50,000,000 can be gridironed with
tracks, including not only the Union Traction and its
consolidated lines and the Chicago City Railway
Compaiiy, but also all street-railway lines within
the city limits, with the most modem appliances, the
best tracks, the most* comfortable cars, and all other
mechanical improvements."
:

National Electric Company will be
actively continued, and all contracts now on the books ot
the company promptly completed.
The indebtedness of the
company is now being ascertained by the new management, and as soon as it is fully known a meeting of the
creditors will be called to consider the best course to be
p,irsucd for thf |.r,,nction of all creditors and for the future
wclfnrc .Toil ].ri.t:rts> nf the companv
The \:Uion,il l;kcli
Comp..n\ is one of the important
and promiMim- ni onil.iaui n B industries of "tfilwiuVee em
111,
n,
ploying a l.-irpc loicc of skilled mtchanics nn
management will moke L\er^ effort to prtthe business of the companj belieMm.
il
be made one of the most profitable ni n ut
in the city of Milwaukee

The business of

the

1

i

,

I

-.

i

I

I

I

Mr. Beggs, who ranks among the leading cUltrical

men of the country, is a director of the First
Bank of Milwaukee and subscribed $300,000

National

toward

its

funds

the embezzlement.

at

the tmie of the disclosure of
is a man of large resources

He

and great business capacity, and, as president of
the National Electric Company, should add distinctly to its strength.

is

Bids Received for Space-telegraph
Outfits.
The Navy Department has received the following
for furnishing and installing complete sp:fcetelegraph outfits at the places named
Cape HenDel.
American De Forest Wireless Telegraph Company. S5.472
International Telegraph
Construction Company. $3,350: Massie Wireless Telegraph Company, $2,650 and $2,850: National Electric Signaling Company. $10,000: Osthcimer Bros.,
Beaufort. N. C. De Forest. $7.$5,525 and $9,223.
480: International, $3.5,'"5 Marconi, $10,600: Massie,
S3.150 and 3.350: National. $12,500: Ostheimcr Bros.,
Qiarleston, S. C. na\-y yard,
$5,675 and $9,375.
De Forest. $5.472 International. $3.575 Marconi,
$10,600: Massie. $3,160 and $3,360; National, $12,500; Ostheimer Bros., $5,675 and $9,375. St. Augustine, Fla.
De Forest, $5,472; International, $3,600:
Marconi, $10,600: Massie. $3,180 and $3,380: National. $12,500: Ostheimer Bros.. $5,675 and $9,375.
Jupiter Inlet. Fla. De Forest. $5,472: Inteniational.
$3,650: Marconi, $to,6oo: Massie. $3,200 and $3.joo: National, $12,500: Ostheimer Bros.. $5,675 and
New Orleans naval station De Forest, $5.$9-375472 International, $3.200 Massie. $3,250 and $3,450
National, $12,500; Ostheimer Bros., $4,875 and $8,-

bids
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sure.
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Aurora, I'lainfielH and
by another route, bin

free

We

Torch.

COMBINED SOLDERING IRON AND BLOW TORCH.

.'

lb

made

taxes,

Combined Soldering Iron and Blow
Tlic Eninichuann Bros. Manufacluriug Company,
Imlianapolis. Iiul,, is imrodncing the patent Combination Automatic Gasoline Soldering Iron and
Blow Torch, illnstnited by the accompanying cut,
which is one-third the actual size of the tool.
In the operation of this device the cap at (A) is
removed and gasoline poured into the magazine
until it is within one-half inch of being full; then
The alcohol lamp,
the cap is screwed on firmly.
which accompanies each tool, is lighted and the
iron is heated at (B) for at least three minutes
iu a slanting position with the head down, keeping
the valve (C) closed to generate a hot gas pres-
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Krdiiclion Conipaiiy
I'lrclnc-railMay ride

the hlst(n-y of the organization

words of

of

Inrr

K.

tervice,

OutinR.

I'Jetlric-i..

hiiIi

the
of the recent city ricclioii, arc talkiiiK alMiiil
municipal nan planlH, cominrrrial oiKTaiion of mii-

everytliiiiR else in the distance.
Tile rxislinK
nicipal electrical plants in Chicauo arc

tile

An "Aluminum"

ri'Mill

on May i.Uh. The New Willard Hotel has heen
chosen as the hea(l<|uarlers of the coiiRress, and one
of the most enllmsiastic and vaUiabIc nicclinKs in
In

:

Change of Address.
The New York office of the Western Electrician
now at 150 Nassau Street (American Tract So-

ciety Building'), and persons having business to
transact with it are requested to note the change of
address.
The new telephone number is 4147 John.
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—
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:

—

:

—

:
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A

.

system invented by the Rev.
Joseph Jlurgas of Wilkesbarre. Pa., was
there recently with success, the newspapers
say.
In the system each letter of the alphabet, as
well as code words, is expressed by a single musical
space-telegraph

Father

tested

note.

: :

;

;
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Brush on the Arc Light.

How

Brush, the inventor of the open-coil
.the commercial series arc lamp, has
an interesting article, with portrait and pictures, in
the May Century, The following extracts will be
of interest
"Carbon being the most refractory substance
known, the temperature of the crater is the highest
yet produced artificially, and ranks next to that
of the sun. It is fortunate that nature has provided us with such a substance as carbon, combining, as it does, the highest resistance to heat
with the necessary electrical conductivity. Without
Charles

F.

the Theory of Probability May Be
Applied to Telephone Traffic.

dynamo and

—

carbon, or an equivalent and none is known^we
could have no arc light."
"The first dynamo and lamp actually sold by the
Telegraph Supply Company were shipped to Dr.
Longworth of Cincinnati about January, 1878. I
went down to Cincinnati to show the doctor how
to run his machine, and one evening while I was
there he exhibited the light from the balcony of
the building in which he lived, on one of the
It was a 4,coo-candle light, and
principal streets.
of course attracted a large crowd, every man of
which was ready and willing and eager to tell his
neighbors all about it. I mingled in the >hrong
for a time to hear the comments. One man who
had collected a considerable audience, called attention to the solenoid at the top of the lamp and
said, 'That is the can that holds the oil,' and, referring to the side rod, said, 'That is the tube
which conducts the oil from the can to the burner.'
He said nothing at all about electricitj' a little
oversight, apparently unnoticed by his hearers, and
they went away happy in their newly acquired
knowledge of the electric light."
"To decrease their electrical resistance and retard
the burning of the carbons, we electroplated them

—

with copper, which is still customary. This little
scheme of covering the carbons with just enough
but not too much, copper was the only easy inand it
vention that it was my privilege to make
paid well, considering its seeming simplicity. It
;

yielded,

remember

I

if

correctly,

something

like

$150,000 in cash royalties before serious competition
set in."

"The use of enclosed arcs has become large
enough to stop the growth of carbon manufacture,
notwithstanding the steady and large increase in the
number of arc lamps in use. The General Electric
Company alone sold about 85,000 enclosed-arc lamps
far more than of the open-arc variety."
in 1903

—

The

Institute Convention.

arrangements have been made for the
presentation of 15 papers at the annual meeting of
the Institute which is to be held in Asheville, N. C,
on June 19th to 23rd. The list as now prepared is

Thus

far

as follows

"Appalachian Water Powers," by F. A. C. Ferrine,
"Three-phase Traction," by F. N.
Injurious
of
Waterman, New York; "Limits
Direct-current
Commutation,"
by
Sparking
in
Thorburn Reid, New York; "Study in the Design
of Induction Motors," by C. A. Adams, Harvard
"Choice of Motors
University, Cambridge, Mass.
in Steam and Electric Practice," by Wm. McClellan,

New York

;

;

Philadelphia,
Pa.
of
Pennsylvania,
University
High Power in
"High-potential Oscillations of
Large Power-distribution Systems," by Chas. P.
Steinmetz, Schenectady, N. Y. "Theoretical and Experimental Investigations on the Disruptive Strength
of Air at Very High Voltages," by Chas. P. Steinmetz "Heavy Electric Freight Traction," by C. de
;

;

New

Instrument
for
New
Measuring Alternating Currents," by E. F. NorthRotary
"Motor-generators
and
rup, Philadelphia, Pa.
Converters," by W. L. Waters, Milwaukee, Wis.;
"Frame Reactance,'' by Sebastian Sonstius "Electrical
Features
of Block Signaling," by L. H.
Thullen, Pittsburg, Pa.; "The Plant of the Ontario
Power Company," by P. N. Nunn, Niagara Falls,
N. Y. "Tlie Standardization of Fuses," by H. O.
Lacount ''A New Induction Generator," by William
Stanley, Great Barrington, Mass.
Papers have also been promised by M. H. Gerry,
Jr.. John W. Howell, Percy H. Thomas, and Dugald

"A

York;

M'uralt.

;

;

;

;

C. Jackson.

The

total

proximately

membership
3,400,

of the Institute is

apportioned as follows

members, 2; members, 484;

:

now

ap-

Honorary
There

associates, 2,938.

are also about 600 students.

New England

Cotton Manufacturers'

Association.
At the annual meeting of the New England Cotton iManufacturers' Association, held in Boston on
April 26th and 27th, several papers of electrical interest were read. Among them were these
"Electrical Measurement of Power Required in Manufacturign Heavy Cotton Goods," by Louis I. Guion of Columbia, S. C..
"Static Electricity Neutralized," by
Philip Dana of Westbrook, Maine, an "Progress in
the Development of the Electric Drive," by Sidney
B. Paine of Boston.
:

;

May

Calls

from subscribers

constitute,

load on a telephone exchange.
tant to anticipate the periods

It

is

when

of

course,

instance,

a

that

much

highly imporload will

this

larger

number

of operators will be needed at 4 130 p. m. than at
4:30 a. m., and from years of experience load
curves are plotted which may be taken, for each

We

exchanges in business,
have differing characteristics), as indicating the probable demand with
reasonable certainty. Nevertheless, in the matter of
calls and in many other features of telephone work
electric-light
and power work
and, indeed, in
also the element of chance does enter into the
Recently, advanced telephone engineers
calculation.
have been making studies to see whether the mathematical theory of probability could not be used, in
a practical way, to help indicate, after the known
business and social factors had been considered,
what to take one instance the probable number of
calls on a given exchange will be in a certain

exchange

(for,

residential

and rural

—

of

course,

districts

;

—

—

—

future interval of time.
Malcolm C. Rorty, formerly of the home office of
the x^merican Telephone and Telegraph Company
in Boston, but now superintendent of traffic of the
Central District and Printing Telegraph Company
of Pittsburg, is one of the engineering investigators
He read a valto whom reference has been made.
uable paper on "Applications of the Theory of
Probability to Telephone Traffic" before the Chicago branch of the American Institute of Electrical
Engineers on April 25th and brought out the possibilities of the theory of probability in telephone
work in a way that greatly interested the telephone
men present. Mr. Rorty gave the basic formula
used in all work on probability, but said that the
summation was not easily calculated for specific
cases.
He displayed three curve-sheets of probaThe first showed
bility that he had worked out.
the relation between the total number of calls during any interval of time and the number of calls
during a particular one-half of the same interval.
In the second diagram the relation was betv.'een any
interval and a particular tenth of that interval,
while the third showed the relation between the
given interval and one-sixtieth of that interval.
On each sheet were several curves giving various
refinements of probability, as one chance in 100,
one in 1,000, one in 10,000 and one in 100,000,
After displaying and explaining these curve-sheets,
the speaker went on to say that the practical application of the mathematical curves of probability
will frequently kill a false system in its inception,
thus avoiding much experimental work. For instance, call-distributing systems are being considered
by both Independent and Bell engineers. In this
investigation probability curves will be found useful.
Again, they are available in calculating team
work among operators. With five operators as the
unit of team work, the ordinary multiple board is
shown to have 79 per cent, of its theoretical maxii
Then, too,
efficiency with 4j/2-second service.
the curves are of use in determining trunk loads.
The manager can select the number of trunks that
of being
are indicated for various probabilities
"stuck" or overwhelmed by rush of business. Thus,
if he is willing to take one chance in a 100 of being "stuck" in a certain interval of time, he can
use the number of trunks indicated on the curvesheet.
But if he prefer to take only one chance
in 100,000 he will put in the larger number of
trunks found by referring to the curve-sheet. Further, the curves may be used in determining the
proportion of the month's business that will occur
during the maximum day of the month.
In concluding, Mr. Rorty took pains to say that
the theory of probability is useful only in making
experimental data more widely valuable.
In opening the discussion, Kempster B. Miller,
who presided, said that the author of the paper had
made a valuable and even remarkable contribution
to telephone literature.
He called on S. J. Earned,
.general superintendent of the Chicago Telephone
Company, Mr, Earned was rather skeptical of the
value of the probability curves. He said that some
of the factors in telephone traffic are determined
not by chance but by causes which can be foreseen,
like the opening of banking hours and the like.
On the other hand, such a calamity as the Iroquois
Theater fire caused all the subscribers, apparently,
to want to talk at once, and could not be provided
for by any law or theory,
]\'Ir.
Rorty explained that all known social and
business factors were first taken into account before
the curves of probability were applied,
A. P. Allen of Indianapolis, superintendent of
traffic for the Central Union Telephone Company,
said that at first sight the mathematical theory of
probability is very puzzling. However, as the telephone service expands and ramifies, such theoretical
studies have more and more value. Very few telephone problems can be solved by plain arithmetic.
The curves had interested him greatly. One, application would be in connection with service tests

;

problems to which the theory' might be
He was followed by Frank R. ^fcBerty,
telephone engineer for the Western Electric Company, who spoke appreciatively of the curves prepractical
applied.

sented.
He said "We must know our facts before
we try to rsason from them. The curves have an
application.
We'll get the facts; we'll apply the
laws, and we'll be better off."
:

EXTENSIONS AND IMPROVEMENTS,

mum

and service-test reports.
Angus S. Hibbard, vice-president

The Southwestern Telephone Company has purchased

general

property in Fort Worth,
new telephone exchange.

erect a

Tex.,

The Napa Telephone Company of Napa,

and

will

Cal., in-

tends to expend about $10,000 in the improvement of
its lines, switchboards, etc., at Napa.

Charles E. Hotle is seeking to arrange for a rural
telephone line to connect Sebastopol with Green Valand the country lying north and west of the
latter town.
ley, Cal.,

It is reported that the Peoples Telenhone Comoanv of Fall River. Shasta County, Cal.. will extend
its line from Fall River Mills tJirough Burney Val-

lev to
ville

Montgomery Creek, down Oak Run

to Mill-

and then to Redding by way of Palo Cedro.

NEW COMPANIES.
Articles of incorporation of the

Orange

Home

Tel

ephone and Telegraph Company at Santa Ana, and
for a similar organization at Anaheim, Cal., have
been filed. The capital stock is $ioo,coo. of which
$10,000 has been subscribed. W. L. Porterfield, L. K.
Parks, E. F. Dotson, W. M. Niebel and S. A. Sanderson are the directors.

The following telephone companies have been incorporated recently:
Midway Mutual Telephone
Company, Cozad, Neb,

;

Coldwater Telephone Com-

Coldwater, Kan.
Ma.gnet Independent TeleCompany, A. J. Williams, Magnet. Neb.
Frontier Telephone Company, Frank E. Bell, Hubbell, Neb.
Reading Independent Telenhone Company, Readin.g, Kan,
Union Mutual Telephone
Company, D, Lyman, Union, Kan.
pany,

;

phone

;

;

The

franchises and holdings of the

Gila Valley
been purTelephone, Telegraph and
of Phcenix, Ariz.

(New Mexico) Telephone Company have
chased

and

1905

the next speaker.
He said, in effect, that the study
of probability was an important one, because if all
subscribers called up a telephone exchange at once,
nobody would get anybody. That, of course, was
unlikely to happen; but it is interesting to compare
the data on the curves with the actual results in
practice.
The breaking-down point is a possibility
in any business, the telephone included.
The probability depends on the work to be done and how it
is
provided for. "We must," said Mr. Hibbard,
"bend all our efforts to distribute the probability
of simultaneous calls.
do not arrange all bankers, all brokers, all jobbing houses on one exchange but quite the reverse. The constant study
is to level up the load.
In Yards Exchange it is
a serious problem how to distribute the lines to
avoid the tremendous rushes at that point." Mr.
Hibbard mentioned the Iroquois Theater fire as a
time when a phenomenal demand was thrown on
the telephone service. In Central Exchange they
were almost overwhelmed. This exchange is within
a block of the theater, and a terrific rush of calls
was thrown on it for two hours. Later, almost
unexpected, came an evening rush from the outskirts of the city.
Then the strain was transferred
to the exchanges in the residence districts, and
some were fairly breaking down. The speaker then
went on to say that in everyday telephone practice
one call breeds another, just as in face-to-face conversation one remark calls out another. The rise
and fall of topics of conversation is really the thing
governing the telephone men in providing facilities.
In Chicago the high-water mark, so to speak, comes
on Saturday morning, and the busiest minute of
the week is at 10 minutes past 10 on that morning,
while the hour from 9:45 to 10:45 is the busiest
hour. The busiest davs in the year, telephonically,
are the day before Thanksgiving and the 24th of
December. The loading of trunk lines is a very
intricate problem
the moving of families and large
business establishments affects it materially, and in
this matter the telephone company is at the mercy
of the public
F. J. Dommerque of the Kellogg Switchboard and
Supply Company dwelt on the difference in len.gth
of calls as affecting the curves of probability. He
spoke briefly of the mathematical aspects of the
question, but while he had been greatly interested
in the paper, which he considered of much value,
he had not given attention to the theory of probability for many years and was hardly prepared to
go into the details of such an abstruse subject without preparation,
G, Wray, suoerintendent of maintenance of
J.
the Chicago Telephone Company, mentioned some

the

approach the maximum and when it will recede, in
order to provide the apparatus and operators to
handle it efficiently and yet with economy. It is

known, for

6,

manager of the Chicago Telephone Company, was

.

Electric

by the

Sunset

Company

.i

iVlay
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Telephone Newa from the Northwest.
The properly .ind frnncliiscs of llic Unid'd States
Company, with cxatul
Telcplione
TeleRr.iph
chaiiRes ill 14 counties in Northwestern Iowa, have
The
been sold by order of the Federal Court.
firopcrty was bid in by Thomas Cascidcn of WaterImprnvemcnts costing $100,000
00 for $55,000.

now

are

contemplated.
G. .Scott of Drayton, N. D., has purchased a

Iv.

cnnlrollinn interest in tlic Benson County Telephone
Company, lie will move to Minnewaukon and assume personal charge of the business.
The Interstate Telephone Company of Modale,

has

Towa,

incorporated

been

with

a

of

capital

W.

II. Smith is president.
Hopkins and associates have Incorporated
I.amoni (Iowa) Telephone Company with a

$50,0(».

W.

A.

the
capital of $25,000.

The Rockwell (Iowa) Telephone Company proposes to construct about 75 miles of new line.
F. B. Micbcner and others have incorporated the
North Belmont Telephone Company of Milo, Iowa.
The Iowa and Mutual telephone companies at
Dcs Moines, Iowa, arc competing for the privilege
of installing their systems in tlie new courthouse.
The supervisors have decided that only one system
will be allowed.
The Mutual Telephone Company of Des Moines,
Iowa, has moved into its new exchange building.
Instructions have been given the corporation atlorncy in St. Paul to prepare an ordinance looking
It is understood that
to regulating telephone rates.
the Norlluvestcrn Telephone Exchange Company,
which is the only company to be affected, will fight
by litigation. The Twin City company has its rates
fixed by franchise an<l cannot be regulated so long
The Northas it adheres to the franchise terms.
western franchise makes no mention of rates and
the contention of (he corporation attorney is that
as a common carrier it is subject to regulation by
power delegated from the state Legislature to the
councils.

Waseca

'i'he

(Minn.)

Telephone

Company

is

erecting a brick oflice building for its exchange.
The Glcnville (Minn.) telephone system is being
turned into a co-operative exchange.
The Walker Telephone Company of Walker,
Minn., has been formed to install a local exchange.
K. A. Hughes of Bismarck, N. D.. has let the
contract to R. H. Hankin.son of Hankinson,
D.,
to build a telephone line from Bismarck to Under-

N

wood, N. D.

Rocky Mountain,

'I'he

Bell

Telephone Company

expects to build long-distance lines east from Billings, Mont, ultimately reaching Williston, N. D.,
wiicre connection would be made with the system
of the Bell company through to the East.

The Farmers and Merchants' Telephone Com-

including over 200 miles of line through Vernon,
Crawford and Richmond counties.
R.

Indiana Telephone Items.
The St. Wendcl Telephone Company No. 2 has
been incorporated and will operate a telephone system in Posey and 'Vanderburg Counties, with headquarters in St. Wendel. The St. Wendel 'telephone
Company No. I has been dissolved on account of a
between two members of the company.
Reiman, J. F. Paul, J. P. Zeller and Anton

dispute

Wm.

Glaser are the directors.

The New Salem Telephone Company, incorporated
with a capital stock of $5,000, will establish and
operate a telephone plant in Rush, Fayette, Franklin
and Decatur Counties. John O. Williams, H. 0.
Dogan, W. P. King and H. S.' Barnes are the
directors.

The

Farmers Mutual Telephone Company of
Whitley County (Columbia City) has increased its
capital stock from $25,000 to $100,000.
The Meir Electric Company of Indianapolis has
been incorporated to manufacture telephones and to
construct, manufacture and repair electric machinery
and apparatus. Frank L. Meirs is president.
The Indianapolis Telephone Company and the
New Long-distance Telephone Company will give
the annual dinner to the ot^cers and managers of the
Independent telephone companies and exchanges of
the

May
of

state at the Gerni.an House, Indianapolis, on
loth.
The programme will include the names

number

a

of

prominent Independent telephone

among them being Breckinridge Jones of St.
B. Hoge of Cleveland and Col. J. D.
J.
Powers of Louisville. Ky. Mayor Holtzman will
deliver the address of welcome.
The Independent
companies now have in Indiana 368 exchanges, 1,560
men.

Louis,

30.000 miles of toll-line wires, and 166,255
telephone subscribers. Most of the speakers will be
gentlemen who have been closely associated with
President Sheerin of the Indianapolis Telephone
Company and the New Long-distance Telephone
(^oinpany in the active work of the National association.
Much of the rapid growth and admirable
facilities of the Independent system of Indiana is due
to Mr. Sheerin's energj' and' capacity for selecting
capable assistants and business associates who give
toll offices,

their

departments their best

efforts.

S.

GENERAL TELEPHONE NEWS.

In

Detroit.

The

The Co-opcrallvc Telephone Company of Detroit,
which secured a franchise from the city almut five
years .ngo and now has small cxchanKcs in llic city,
has been reorganized. C. O. Tra>k succeeds A. A.
Cowlcs as manager nnil takes the place u( Max J.
Towlcr on the board of directors. Mr. Cowlcs has
been elected vice-president of the company, but has
retired from actual management.
Following the reorganization of the Co-operative
Telephone Company, amended articles of association
were signed by tlic Pcninsidar Telephone Coni|iany,
increasing its capital slock from $25,000 to $ioo,fx».
'This

company furnishes

toll-line

connections

companies throughout the state to
C'o-oper.ttive C(.impany and now covers the only
Independent lines running into Detroit.
One
runs to Toledo through Wyandotte and Monroe
the other forms a circuit with three others 10
central part of the stale through
Plymouth
Inilependent

with
the

It

Peninsidar

and

is

Reporting by Telephone.
In daily newspaper work, especially in the larger
the telephone is of the utmost value in news
reporting.
New'spaper men of today can hardly see
how papers got along before the telephone came
into general use.
On some of the New York
afternoon papers there are reporters of the regular
staff who do not see the office for weeks, or even
months, at a time. Their salaries are sent to them
by messengers. They receive their assignments by
telephone, and after getting their "stories" they
telephone the facts to the office. If the story is
a particular "rush" affair the reporter dictates into
the receiver to the man in the office, who takes
it off on a typewriter.
Some of the papers have
a rule that every reporter must call up the office
once every half hour, whether there is any news
to be given or not. Thus a city editor may keep
constantly in touch w^ith 15 or 20 men "on assignments" and is able to take a man from a
cities,

comparatively unimportant assignment and send
bim to the scene of a "big story." The telephone
is furthermore invaluable in a newspaper office in
obtaining long-distance news in a hurry. It often
telegraph,

as

it

did

in

many

cases

last

November, when the long-distance telephone lines
were used for sending news of the presidential
election

over the country.

TELEPHONE MEN.
The New Ulm (Minn.) Rural Telephone Company has engaged Oscar Turnquist as manager of
the new company.
E. M. Dahlby of North Branch, Minn., succeeds
Charles Avery as manager of the Maple Leaf and
Mutual telephone companies of North Branch.
A. E. Harris, manager of the Iron Range Telephone Company at Cass Lake. Minn., has been
transferred to Bemidji, Minn., where he succeeds
B. G. Fabnestock,

who goes

to the

Twin

J.

r.,ini«,-,r.| ,,i

«

(

atr n, J

l.niinrlulh,

Sopcr and others.

I'.

The

supervisors of

S«noma

Couiuy.

receive scaled pro(Kj«alf until Joh.
chise to erect and ojicr^ilc a ruri'
alouK the highways in .Sonoma <
for by C. Bcvan Oltlficld.
F. L.

(.,\.

will
•

,n-

n
-il

>Srigiit

n

the

county clerk.

The

<lircclors of the

Missouri and Kansaii Tele-

phone Company met recently

Sherman

elected

R. Kail as
l-ing, secretary

in Kansas Oly and
nunagcr and
and treasurer. Al 1

Kcncrai

meeting lu be held on May I7lh, it i« said, the
matter of construction in Oklahoma will be con-

the

sular Telephone Company is the result of the recent
agitation in the Independent telephone companies
throughout the state: and the Independent systems
ma}', through the Peninsular company, acquire a
strong foothold in the city of Detroit.

the

,11

.rr

I

line

and

organized by stockholders
from Detroit and Independent lines throughout the
state.
In the state, outside of Detroit, there are
said to be 70,000 Independent telephones in use, as
against about 50,000 telephones owned by the Bell
company, not including Detroit.
'The co-operatice company was organized under
a special franchise iti which it was granted the use
of the city's conduits, poles, buildings and other
property on a rental basis at the actual cost of maintenance.
'The company says that the city has been
overcharging it for the use of conduits, poles, etc.,
and has begun suit against the Public Lighting Commission. C. O. 'Trask, the new manager of this company, built the Alma line, now known as the Union
'Telephone Company, one of the best systems in the
state.
For the last three years he has been building
Independent lines in Missouri. .\t the time the Cooperative company secured its ordinance it was regarded in the light of a possible future municipal
telephone plant and therefore secured the concessions
granted by the ordinance. 'The rates which this company can charge are fixed by its ordinance at $48
for business and $24 for residence telephones.
It is
surmised that the activity developed by the Penin-

beats

!l,

it

Herman

is

company

.Mcr.'

favor« the

that city.
to a commilK-c

two

said that the Peninsular company
will at once build new lines into Detroit, and that
a large sum of money will be spent for this purpose
in the next three months.
One line is projected
from Detroit through Ann .'Vrbor to Jackson and
the West, and another through Ponti.ac to Flint,
where it will connect with the .Saginaw line. 'The

Lansing.

|iony of Lena. Wis., has effected a combination with
the Bell Telephone Company.

The La Crosse (Wis.) Interurban Telephone
Company has bought the Star Telephone system,

357

Inclopendent Telephone Situation

Cities.

The Stromberg-Carlson Telephone Manufacturing
Company, Rochester, N. Y., reports having recently
closed contracts for switchboards for the following
places
Louisville. Ky., New Berlin, N. Y., Ken-

I",

sidered.

'The management of the Rocky Mountain Bell
Telephone Company has announced that work will
lie
commenced shonly on the cslablistimcnt of a
telephone line Itetwccn Billings and Lcwislon. .Mont.
'This move will inaugurate competition between the
Bell company and the Billings Mutual Independent

Company.

A

false

that

the

report has been circulated, to the effect

Johnson County Telephone Company of

Iowa

City, Iowa, had gone into the hands of a receiver.
'To the contrary. Secretary .-V. T. Presson
Slates that Ihe company is solvent and in the mo«t

flourishing condition in its hi5tor>-.
The company
operates an independent system, giving local and
long-distance service.
H. L. North is president,

and

J.

D. Gross vice-president.

Independent telephone managers of Southern California met recently at the office of the Home Telephone Company in Los .'\ngclcs to discuss the advisability of forming an association.
About 25
representatives were present and all were in favor
of organizing and becoming a part of the National
association.
Messrs. Frew, Higgins and Wells were
appointed to arrange the preliminaries and call a
meeting to forni a permanent organization.

Further reduction

made by

the

in the price

New York

of service has been

Telephone Company.

The

rates to large users of the telephone have been reduced from 20 to 50 per cent, in the various branches,

and further reductions are promised.

The charges

for circuits connecting stations off the premises to
private branch exchanges, or for lines connecting one
private exchange with another, formerly from $60
to $84 a mile,

have been reduced to from $48 to $60.

The annual general meeting of the .Association
of Telephone Subscribers of Paris was held recently under the presidency of Marquis de Xfontebello, the founder and president of the association.
It was announced that the number of members had
increased during the year from 1,500 to 6.503, out
of a total of 40.000 telephone subscribers. Mr.
Montebello urged that the administration must be
forced to adopt modern systems and regulations
which have worked well in other countries.
It is stated that the telephone exchange which is
opened at Hamburg in the course of the present year will be the largest in Germany. The exchange will be able to deal with 50.000 subscribers
on the all-metallic sj-stem, although the existing

to be

connections only number 21,000. The telephone cables have all been laid underground, and on the
starting of the exchange the present overhead wires
connected with the old exchanges will be entirely
removed from the roofs of the buildings throughout the citv.

New

Electrical Engineering Society
in

England.

For some time past there has been a strong feeling
on the part of electrical engineers in the British
go\'ernment telegraph and telephone service that the
great developments in every branch of engineering,
and the increasing responsibilities of their position,
justified the formation of a new organization. Considerable attention was devoted to the subject, and.
as a result, a conference was held on April 8th in
London, for the purpose of arriving at a decision.
1 he importance of the occasion was fully emphasized by various speakers, and, after a long discussion, it was unanimously resolved to form a definite
organization, having for its title 'The Society of
Postoflice Engineers."
The following-named officers
were then elected
President. D. H. Kennedy. A.
M. I. E. E.. London vice-president. P. Jarvis. Sunderland; treasurer, J. JI. Crawford. London, and
secretary, J. W. Atkinson, 45 .\vbuthnot Road, New
Cross, London, S. E.
:

;

The preliminary arrangements

will

be completed

in the course of the ne.xt few months, and it is
anticipated that by the preparation of programmes of
lectures and papers, and in other ways, the society
will be of material assistance in promoting the interests of the members.

:

more, N. D., Candor, N. Y.. Sidney, N. Y., Kemp,
Pittsboro. N. C, West Brownsville, Pa., Camden, N. J., Newberg, Ore.. Butte. Mont.. Wayland,
N. Y., Newport, Tenn.. Sanford, N. C, and Al-

III,

toona.

Pa.

Bonds to the amount of $15,000 have been voted
by the city of Winfield, Kan., with the proceeds of
which it is intended to complete the municipal
electric-light plant.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
Great Britain.
said witliont

much exaggeration

somewhat acute stage
applies

as

much

to

Great

in

the

may be

trading

19.— Municipal

April

London,

to have reached a
Britain, and this

electrical

industry

as

to

any other branch. For a long time now small local
authorities wishing to embark upon electric-supply
schemes have experienced a difficulty in persuading
the Local Government Board— the authority which
sanctions the necessary money being borrowed
that small schemes of the character suggested are
Several eminent
of any value to the ratepayers.
men have recently spoken against municipal extravagance generallv, and even the London County
Council has drawn the attention of the borough
councils to the present state of things as being
one needing the greatest consideration. One drawback to this matter is the tendency it has to throw
discredit upon the electrical-engineering industry
and at the same time to have a retarding influence
upon its progress. Another example of the present
attitude of small local authorities here has just
occurred at Boston, quite a small town in Lincolnshire.

The Local Government Board

after having

held an inquiry .into a proposal to borrow money
for a new electric-lighting scheme has written to
the local authority to the effect that it is not satisfied that a scheme of the nature proposed would
be financially successful, and suggests to the local
council that a consulting engineer should be engaged to formulate a scheme on more businesslike
lines.
The communication from the Local Government Board concludes with the warning that the
comicil would be well advised to reconsider the
whole matter. The loan, accordingly, has not been
sanctioned.
The inquiry into the fire at the Bank Exchange
of the National Telephone Company, which was
caused through a wire coming into contact with the
live rail of the District Railway, is being continued
and will no doubt be concluded within the next few
The facts of the occurrence have already
days.
The Telephone combeen given in these notes.
pany now holds the engineers of the railway company responsible for the disaster. Apart from this
the only point of interest in the proceedings has
been a statement made by the inspector of overhead wires to the corporation of London, who has

given the daily papers something to talk about in
saying that had the accident occurred in the daytime when many subscribers were using their instruments there would have been great possibility
of a great public danger, for, he reasoned, a person using a telephone in a damp place would have
run the risk of receiving a 500-volt shock. As a
matter of fact, however, he could give no reason
beyond it being his opinion. He could cite no such
Today some expert evidence was to have
instances.
been called, and the cost of this the city corporation has kindly offered to defray.
It is a pleasure to report that Lord Kelvin is so
far recovered that no further bulletins are being
No details have been made public as to the
issued.
exact nature and cause of the operation which his
lordship has had to undergo, but the fact that he is
now on the road to recovery will be received with
gladness by all admirers of the great scientist.
Great anxiety has been incurred by the surfacerailway companies in Great Britain, part of whose
lines are worked electrically, owing to persons wmIfully trespassing upon the track, with,
results.
In consequence,
cases,
fatal

in

May

McCIellan that that city may use surplus
waterpower at Esopus for electrical purposes.
On Friday the rapid-transit commissioners heard
of a proposal to lay a suhway under Eighth Avenue
from Sixty-second Street to Hudson Street, to conOn the
nect with the Pennsylvania railroad depot.
same day there was a public hearing for an application for the double-tracking of the Second Avenue
^layor

several

numerous
Board of Trade inquiries have been held and a
large number of recommendations made to prevent
All of these have been complied
these accidents.
w'ith by the railway companies, but still this foolWith the hope of
hardy trespassing continues.
checking this once for all, notices have been posted
by the Lancashire and Yorkshire Railway Company that persons crossing their electric lines at
other than the appointed places will be prosecuted.
Two boys have already been fined and the magistrates have intimated that all future cases will be
severely dealt with.
While the question of a representative exhibition
electrical engineering goods in London is assuming material shape, it is a fact that during the
year or two local exhibitions by the dozen
have been in progress throughout the countrty. In

of

elevated
opposed.

line,

the

application

was

vigorously

George L. Rives, counsel of the Rapid Transit
Commission, announces that the time is nearly ready
specific statements can be made concerning
routes of future subways. After that, surveyors will
be put to work, and bids will be advertised for in
the fall.
The New York City Interborough Railway Company has increased its capital stock from $400,000 to
Cornelius Vanderbilt is one of the pro$5,000,000.
moters of this concern.
David McClure, William G. Davies and George
R. Read have been appointed by the Supreme Court
to form a commission to report on the proposed extension of the New York and New Jersey Railroad

when

Company.

The Brooklyn Rapid Transit Company has placed
an order at Pittsburg for 2,700 new car-wheels, the
contractors being the Schoen Steel Wheel Company.
These wheels are said to be made by a new process
which gives a much longer life.
Albany legislators are still busy with bills and
amendments affecting the waterpower at Niagara
Falls.
The newest endeavor is to allow an electrical
power company to have the same rights as a railroad
to enter on, and condemn lands necessary for its
purposes.
report comes from Bath, N. Y.. of some rapid
telephone construction work on a five-mile line from
Bath to Kniffin Hill, which was said to be completed

A

3^ days. Twenty-four hours later six instruments
were in, operation on the new lin6. The work was
supervised by Henry Niver.
W. V. D. Lawrence, A. W. Lawrence and J. J.
Lannin have incorporated the Lawrence Park Heat,
Light and Power Company
of Yonkers, N. Y., with
"
D. W. W.
a capital of $50,000.
in

Southeastern States.
Charlotte, N. C, April 29.— The Seaboard Air
Line has about completed connections that afford
an entrance to Union, S. C. The big waterpower
on Broad River, nearby, to be completed possibly in 12
months, will be used to furnish power for the operation

of

the

connecting link of the

12-mile

An

electric line already runs from Union
and big extensions are constantly talked

road.

to Buffalo,
of.

It is said that the Montgomery (Ala.) Traction
has given a $2,000,000 mortgage to secure
a loan from the Real Estate and Trust Company of
Philadelphia, the mone}^ to be used in overhauling
the electric system and adding thereto.
The town of Monroe, Ga., has voted a bond issue
for a new electric-light plant.
At Oxford, N. C, the Oxford Water and Electric
Company has been chartered, with $100,000 authorized capital, to furnish water, light and power. The
incorporators are Harry L. Millner of Morganton,
N. C, and Washington (D. C.) capitalists.
Northern and local capitalists who recently bought
the Columbia (S. C.) street railway, have now negotiated for the purchase of the Columbia Water
Power Company which supplies 9,000 horsepower
to the street-car system
and to manufacturing
plants.
waterpower of 14,000 horsepower is also
to be developed on the Saluda River near Columbia.
M. ]\Iou20n of "Georgetown, S. C, is interested
in the promotion of a scheme to build an electric
railway in that town.
In accordance with recent legislation the railroad
commission of Tennessee has sent out to all electric
railways in the state a schedule upon which they are
required to list their property for taxation, from
which the assessment will be made by the board.
There are only nine corporations in the state operating electric railways at present.
The commissioners of public works of Orangeburg, S. C, have been instructed to secure information as to the best machinery for improving the lighting system, about $5,000 to be expended.
L.

Company

A

Texas.

—

Austin, Texas, April 28. The Hunter Electrical
Supply Company of Dallas has obtained the confor installing a new electric-light and power

tract

McKinney. The plant will be in operation
about two months.
Progress is being made in the project of building
an electric railway between Corsicana and Fairfield.
J. V. Watkins of Corsicana is promoting the enplant at
in

terprise.

New York.
New

May

—The

loop of the subway at
the Batter}' was completed on Friday, and is now
ready for the laying of the tracks. This loop will
connect both with the Manhattan subway and with
the East River tunnel work, which is progressing
rapidly.
Progress is also reported on the work of
the subway in Brooklyn.
The state Senate has definitely taken from the
pending Esopus water bill the provision urged by

York,

i.

1905'*

;

The New York Bond and Security Company
financing the enterprise.

W.

D. H.

Mexico,
City of Mexico, April 27.^William A. Jones of
the City of Mexico has made application to the
government of the state of Jalisco for a concession
to establish an electric power and tra;ismission plant
near Talpa..
The exclusive concession which the state government of Aguas Calientes has granted the Douglas
company for the construction and operation of additional lines of electric street railway in the city of
Aguas Calientes shall be in force for 30 years. The
property of the company is exempted from all state
taxation for that period. Five years are given it
in which to complete the work of converting its
lines from mule traction into electric transit.
An electric railway will be built to connect the
Los Grados mine and the mill of the company, in
the state of Guerrero. Ferdinand McCann of the
City of Mexico can give information.
An electric power plant will be installed to transmit electricity to San Miguel de AUendo, and used
for lighting and power purposes.
The Canadian syndicate which recently purchased
from Mackin & Dillon the concession for an extensive system of electric street railway in Monterey, is at work constructing the new lines.
This
syndicate also owns a controlling interest in the
two existing street-railway systems in Monterey
and will convert them into electric traction as fast
as possible.
E. Keating is general manager, and the
work of improvement is being carried on under his

personal direction.
The Greene Consolidated Copper Company recently completed an important extension of its electric-tramway system at Cananea. The new line operates

in

the

Veta

Grande tunnel.

The

electric

motor handles with ease nine cars containing about
60 tons of ore, and its operation dispenses with the
services of 72 carmen.
It is stated that the preliminary arrangements for
the installation of an independent electric-light and
power plant in Nuevo Laredo have been completed.
Octaviano Gonzalez is promoting the enterprise.
At the recent annual meeting of the stockholders
of the San Ildefonso Hydraulic-Electric Company,
held in the City of Mexico, a dividend of seven
per cent, on the preferred shares of $2,250,000 and
six per cent, on the ordinary shares of $i,oco.ooo

was

H.

declared.

Ohio.

—

Cleveland, April 29. Gen. C. M. Spitzer of Toledo
has disposed of his interests in the Jackson and Bat-

Creek Railway Company and retired as president,
Myron W. Mills succeeding him. Mr. Mills, D. W.
Mills, James R. Elliott and George G. Moore are
tle

the purchasers.
Fire destroyed

the plant of the Solar Carbon
Works at Ravenna a few da\-s ago, with a loss of
The plant was
$45,000 and insurance of $36,000.
owned by the National Carbon Company of Cleveland.

The Trolley Company of Canton has been incorporated with a capital stock of $50,000 to manufacture electric-railway supplies. J. S. Weckman, J. B.
Steel and others are interested.
The superintendent of one of the branch hospitals
at Cincinnati has reported to the board of public
service that the municipal light plant in the building has not been used for the last six months because the cost of operating it was more than the
lights cost from the electric company, not including
the salary of the engineer.
Plans have been under way, it is said, to prevent
of the Central Market Street railway at'

the sale

last

order to stimulate the interest in the local electricsupply undertakings, exhibitions under the auspices
of the local companies or authority have been promoted in numerous towns, large and small, throughout the kingdom, and from reports to hand it
would appear that the results have been by no
means unsatisfactory. It certainly augurs well for
the big show.
G.

but

6,

granted a franchise to build and operate a system
of electric railway in Gainesville.
Rapid progress has been made in the construction
of the electric street-railway system in El Paso by
Col. W. C. Greene.
It is stated that the new electric-railway system will be built across the Rio
Grande and a similar system established in the city
of Juarez, Mexico
also a line to Fort Bliss.
The contract has been signed for the construction
of an interurban electric railway between Hamilton
and Dublin, Texas, a distance of about 35 miles.

The Bryan-College Electric Right of Way Company has been organized for the purpose of building
an interurban electric railway between Bryan anci
the town of College, where the state agricultural
and mechanical college is situated. A. W. Wilkerson of Bryan is interested. The company also has
a

franchise to operate

its

cars over the streets of

Bryan.
in

F. N. Levens of Cleveland, Ohio, has been
Bryan with the view of financing the enterprise.

Edward
Electric

J. O'Bierne. president of the Gainesville
Light and Power Company, has been

Columbus, as well as the other two larger properties
of the Appleyard system.
The Columbus Railway
and Light officials have not yet admitted that they
are looking toward the purchase of the Central
Market. It is said that one oi the receivers, M. H.
Wilson of Cleveland, has been in communication with
a number of capitalists regarding the road, and that
plans for re-organization are still in progress.
H. T. Yaryan. manager of the Toledo Lighting
and Heating Companj' is reported to have denied
the rumor that his company would extend its system to the business section of the city to compete
with the Toledo Railways and Light Comj/any.
Irving B. Hiett has been elected president of the
Toledo Lighting and Heating Company to succeed
T., W. Childs, who resigned a short time ago.
The question of trolley competition has been
revived in the Cincinnati. Hamilton and Dayton
office and it is said the company has a car at its
shops similar to a gasoline car used by the Chicago
and Alton, which may be put in service between
Cincinnati and Dayton, if it proves a success. Tliese

May
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by

John A. Stewart,

(;.

W.

I'lalt,

plant cost.
The TippecaniK' Hydraulic Company is the name
of a new comi)afiy incorporated thi* week lo utilize
the ivaterpower ill the Tippecanoe Kiver near Monticello.
The capital slock is $.)00,ooo. A. A. McKain
of Iiiiliaiiapolis is president.
It is proposed lo build
four dams alxiul six miles apart, the first lo be built
one mile north of Monlicello.
at ouce at Norway,
In this plant the company will invest $l<X>,000. The
company proposes to furnish electricity for lights
and |)ower to Lafayette, I^oganspori, Delphi, Monticello, llrooksloii and hrankfort.
Mr. .McKain has
purchased all the land adjacent to the power sites.
There is nnicli iiileresi manifested in the project,
S. S.
which is deemed perfectly feasible.

I'aid

Stewart and others.
The (r)hnnl>ns Public Service fonipaiiy has asked
for bids on machinery to di.nbic the capacity of the
plant nil MiMni.l Slrcel, Columbus.
Articles of incorporation have i>een tiled by the
Uriehsville ami New Comerslown U.ailway Company which will build a line between the two cities
indicated in tlie name. The ..llice will be at Uhrichs-

T. D. Heals, C. .S. F.vans, J. i\I. Cooper and
ville.
others are interested.
Judge Tayler of the United States District Court
has denied the application of the Clevelan.l h:iectric
Railway Comjiaiiy for a Icnipnr.ary injiincluin anainst
the KoresI City Kailw.iy Comp.iny .md the city of

Michigan.

Cleveland to prevent the former from operating a
The court said
street-car line on Central Avenue.
that the franchise of the road had expired on March
22d of the present year. It is thouRbt the company
will take the case to the United Slates Court of

An

all-day test of the sprinkler system as proteclire in street-car barns was made at
Avenue barn of the Cleveland I-:ieclric

afiainst

tion

Miles

The company has iiiRailway Company l.ist week.
a .system, which is virtually three systems, in
barn.
One p( them is against the ceiling, the
other just low enough to throw the water into the
transoms of the cars and another line is still lower
and will hurl the water into the windows. All were
tested separately and it was found that a hot fire
could be conlined to a single car with any of them.
a head
In the last test made of the low lines,
opened and drowned out the blaze before it had
hardly gotten started. A second attempt was made,
oil being used to priTduce a hot blaze, but it was kept
under control without the least difficulty. The lower
line^ arc objectionable liecause they are more or less
in the
way, lucn sometimes strike their heads
The
against them when working about the cars.
Cleveland Inspection Bureau conducted the test and
men and inspectors
there were many insurance
O. M'. C.
present to witness it.
stalieil

that

mands more pay.
The Detroit, Ypsilanti, Ann Arbor and Jackson

be installed. An
the entire system

company

will operate over
e.xpress
and other innovations will be intro-

duced to make it the most complete transportation
system evolved since the inception of the electric railway. J. W. Chipman, general manager of the Indianapolis and Eastern, says that while such a merger may be effected sometime he has no knowledge
of such a deal at present.
Subsidy elections in Rochester and Liberty townships, Fulton County, held on the 28th inst, voted
$40,000 in aid of the Logansport and South Bend
Richland township defeated
Traction Company.
the proposition.

The Ft. Wayne and Wabash Valley Traction ComA "scenic
will open Boyds Park June 1st.
railway" has been completed at a cost of $10,000.
A new interurban electric raihvay from Ft. Wayne
to Blufifton, and running thence to Marion, which
will shorten the distance between Indianapolis and
Ft. Wayne by 17 miles, is proposed by the Ft. Wayne,
Bluflton and Marion Traction Company, whicli
The capfiled articles of incorporation this week.
ital stock is $S50,ooo.
The directors of the new company are Frank H. Cutshall, S. L. Morris, H. E.
Vanderniark, F. C. Baade and F. H. Schmidt.
The annaunccment that the Indiana Railway Company, with extensive interests in Northern Indiana,
will buy the Chicago and South Shore Electric Railway between Laporte and Michigan City, has been
followed by the official statement that the -purchasing
company will build immediately from South Bend to
_Laporte. Through cars from South Bend to Michigan City are promised by January ist.
The receiver's sale of the Chicago and South Shore Company's line between Laporte and Michigan City, as
ordered by tlie Federal Court, will be held at Laporte on May 26th.
The system is estimated to be
worth nearly $500,000.
Work on the survey of an electric railway from
Gas Citv to Hartford City has been begun. The new
line is being promoted by W. B. Dodds of M'arion,
who is backed by the Indiana Northern traction inpany

terests.

Robert P. Woods has been appointed engineer of
the new traction line being built between Indianapolis and Terre Haute. The contract for the work
has been taken by George Townsend.
The fight between the Plen Island dam interests,
which furnish the electric light and power for South
Bend, Mishawaka and Elkhart, and the Elkhart

line

between

Ann Arbor and

A new

be put on this local line.
Negotiations have been entered into with Chas.
A. Chapin, president of the Indiana and Michigan
Power Company, with regard to utilizing the dam
and power plant at Buchanan, Mich., as well as other
power utilities representing 50,000 horsepower, for a
liroposed Chicago to Cleveland electric railway.
Mayor Codd has expressed his belief that Detroit
could save $100,000 a year if all the public utilities
of the city were run on a mimicipal basis. C. G. W.
will

is

and Interurban and the Indianapolis and Eastern
lines.
Over this system accommodation and limited
trains will be run and sleeper and dining service will

announced a half-hourly service
Ypsilanti commencing May
type of open car of the tourist style

has

electric
1st.

Indiana.
Indianapolis, .Vpril 2g.—-A Philadelphia dispatch
authority for the report that a number of Cincinnati Iraclioii magnates with the Wiedner-Elkins
syndicate, contemplate one of the greatest tr.action
The
deals ever consummated in the Middle West.
plan includes the purchase of the Dayton, Springfield
and Urban line, the Coliinibus, London and Springfield, the Dayton and Western, the Richmond Street

—

J. C. Hutchins, president of the
United railw.ay, states in a letter to the
Chamber of Commerce, that upon May isl he will
Several
arrange his schedules for standard lime.
hnndred manufacturers have agreed lo change to
standard time on this dale. .Ml clocks, tickets and
schedules will be changed accordingly.
The bill recently introduced in the .Michigan Legislature giving eleclric railways the right of eminent
domain in laying lines across country has passed the
House with few dissenting votes. The bill has met
with practically no opposition except that olTered
by the steam roads.
The Detroit United railway has refused to grant
the re(|uest of motormen and conductors for an
increase in pay from jyA cents to 25 cents an hour,
with ,10 cents an hour for overtime. The men will
hold a meeting soon to decide whether lo strike.
The men say that the increased cost of living de-

Detroit, .April Jy.

Detroit

Appeals.

the
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City Electric Company in ended by llic purchase of
the latter by Cliarlca A (japcn, who i« believed to
The conniderrepresent the Hen Isl.inil syndicate.
alion is said to l>e $250,000, which in leiii than Ihc

cars may be- iisud wluM-evcr trulley roads come in
competition with llic company's lines. The officials
arc awaiting llic tests on the C'liica({o and Alton and
the Sonlhi-rn Paiilic.
The J. A. Stewart I'^leelric C'oin|iany o( Ciiiciiiwith a capital slock of
liati has heen incorporated

Northwestern States.

.

Minneapolis, .\pril
plant

electric-light

Asvlum has been
Bay, Wis.

It

jg.

for

— The
the

contract for the ncs\

Brown County Insane

to LeClair Brothers
about $5,000.

let

of Green

is

one of those most heavily interested. -The

company is capitalized at $15,000.
The 12-year extension to the street-railway franchise secured in 1901 by the Duluth-Superior Traction Company from the Superior (Wis.) council
has been declared void by the courts. The original
franchise does not, however, expire for 14 years.
O. E. Logan has let the contract for the construction of a large power plant at Sheldon, Iowa.
The Lee Electric Light Company proposes to
expend about $50,000 in improvements at Shenan-

doah, Iowa.
J. E. Houghland of Eldon. Iowa, proposes the
construction of a trolley line from Ottumwa, Iowa,
to Jefferson City, Mo.
The Peterson Light, Heat and Water Company
of Iowa Falls proposes building a power line to
Alden.
All of the necessary franchises have been granted
(Minn.) Railto
the Mankato and St.
Peter
way- and Lighting Company, and the company says
that the trolle\' line connecting the two cities will
months.
completed
within
18
be
R.

Rocky Mountain

of_

New

York.

The telegraph

.

line

28.— The

__

between Globe and Bowie,

Ariz.,

to be rebuilt, and two wires will probably be
strung, one for the Western Lhiion and the other
for the Gila Valley railroad.
The trustees of South Boise. Idaho, have granted
a franchise to the Boise Traction Company to operate an electric railway.
Secretary Donaldson of the
company states that work will be commenced as soon
as material can be gotten on the ground and that
the line will be in operation during the summer.
The City Council of Payette. Idaho, has granted
three franchises to William and Sinclair j\lainland.
eastern capitalists, one for a gas plant, another for
an electric-light plant .and the third for electric railways. Work on the light plant must begin within 12
months and cars must be running oh the railways
within iS months.
E. Crutcher and associates have been granted peris

o...

-•,,!,
,r

Tctun, Chotcau, Ferfu» and other
privilegen.

It

if

uid

the

New York-San Franciwo

.

project 15
tyndicalc.

•-

backed Ly a
A.

Paclflc Slope.
San

Aprd ^7— \V.

.M. Gibton of San
I.;idil-Baumann tyndilo build and
oiK-rale an eleclric railroad Ijetwcen Walwdivillc and
Mollister via Chiiienden, and Iwiwccii Waltonvillc
and .Santa Cruz, Cal.
At a recent meeting of the Central Contra CosU
County improvement A.«M>ciation held in Walnut
Creek, Cal., $25,000 was pledged a> the basis of a
fund for the building of an electric railroad lo connect Walmit Creek with Oakland, Danville and Concord, Cal.
A. Kudgear of San I-'ranciwo is interested in the project.
The Joshua Hendy Machine VVorlts of San Francisco have the contract for the electric-lighting system lo be placed in the Oonohoe Building at .Market
and Taylor .Streets. Ihc contract amounts 10 $3,000.
The trustees of Bakersfield have ado'ited an ordinance granting a franchise lo the Bakersfield and
Kuril IJIeclric Railway Company for the construction
and operation of an electric railway along the
streets of Bakersfield, Cal.
A. L. Selig, manager of the Edison Electric Company of Los Angeles, has been in Ventura recently
with a view of determining the feasibility of making
Ventura, with other towns of Ventura county, a distributing point of its electric system.
The Town Council at Siimas, Wash., has granted
a franchise to the Farmers' .Mutual Telephone Company to install a .system in the town of Sumas, and
to the Sumas Eleclric Light, Power and Water Company to install an electric-light and a water system,
work on the latter system to commence inside of
60 days. The plants will cost al>out $30,000.
H. W. Fellows of Spokane, Wash., has placed a
proposition before the city of Goldcndale, Wash., to
construct an electric-light plant in the latter city
involving an outlay of aljout $50,000..
Power will
be developed from the falls of the Little Klickitat
The Portland, St. Johns & Vancouver Railway
Company has been incorporated at Portland, Ore.,
with J. V. Beach as president and O. F. Paxton
vice-president.
The company will build an electric
railway from the south end of Union .\vcnue, Portland, to a new landing on Shaws Island.
Work is
to begin at once.

Franci.«co,

Francinco,

calc,

reprcsenlnig

siatei

that

hit

the

company inlrndt

The Spokane and Big Bend Railway Company has
been incorporated at Spokane, Wash., with the object
of building an electric line from Spokane through
the towns of Creston, Reardan. Davenport and other
mouth of the Spokane River. The capi$3,000,000. The incorporators are W. H.
F. C. Robertson, D. R. Cameron, Thomas
F. B. Gregg.
Sealed bids will be received by William T. Searles,

places, to the

stock

is

Plummer,

Hyde and
town

Sebastopol,

clerk,

Cal.,

June 6th for a

until

franchise to construct and operate poles, wires,
transformers and other conductors for the transmission of electricity for electric-light and power purIKJses, and to operate electric-light and power systems in Sebastopol, as applied for by the Sebastopol
Light,

Power and Water Company.

F. M. Oough, general manager,
son, chief engineer of the Diamond

and

J.

B. Robin-

Match Company,

with headquarters at CThico. Cal.. have been in San
Francisco recently arranging details for the inauguration of construction work on an electric road from
Chico southward to a point on the line of the
Southern Pacific railroad at Orland or Willows.
It is reported that Oiief Electrical Engineer Babcock of the Southern Pacific Company has left for
Chicago with plans for converting the Oakland ferry
steam lines into an electric road system.
William R. Hewitt, chief of the Department of
Electricity at San Francisco, has submitted an estimate to the Board of Supervisors asking for
$2(56.404.42 to conduct his department for the coming fiscal year. Following are the appropriations for
material
Twenty-five the^usand dollars for underground work: $57,320 for overhauling and repairs:
$2,500 for three-inch paper conduits: $22,311.76 for a
2ij-inch steel conduit system: $1,550.75 lor standard
installation
$135.46 for miscellaneous material and
:

States.

Utility Power Company has been incorporated in this city with a capital
stock of $300,000, by J. L. Weaver, Frank Martin,
L. J. Weaver of Boise ; Henry Fitch and B, A. Dure

Boise, Idaho, April

-'

Mom., to build electric-railway linrCawade County, .Mont. Applir /
made to the commi«>ionert of !.•

of

tal

will cost

The South St. Paul (Minn.) Power, Heating and
Lighting Company has applied for a franchise. E.
Erick

million by the county commitfionen a* Crrat Fallt,

;

labor.

The Baker

City Light and Power Company has
been incorporated at Baker City, Ore., by C. A.
Johns, J. H. Parker and F. N. Averill of that city.

The capital stock is $400,000.
The Electrical Appliance Development Companyhas been incorporated by J. C. Ellis. Charles W.
Mutton. Frederick T. Kitt and others of Sacramento,
for the purpose of operating and controlling electric
energy, etc. The principal place of business is Sacramento, Cal.
The Merchants Mutual Electric Light Company
wdiich is being formed by merchants of Santa Barbara, Cal.. in opposition to the Edison Electric Company, is now ready to commence the construction of
its plant at Santa Barbara.
The survey of the pole line from Eureka to Loleta.
Cal., for the North Mountain Power Company has
been completed, and it is understood that actual construction work will be rushed rapidly forward.

A

sub-station is to be established at Loleta and the
Fortuna Lighting Company will tap the line at that
point.

council of Harrisburg, Ore., has decided to
bond that city for $3,000 for the purpose of establishing an electric-light and water system.
The San Diego Consolidated Gas and Electric
Company of San Diego, Cab, is about to absorb the
San Diego Gas and Electric Light Company of the
large amount of new capital will be
same city.
expended by the new company in the way of extenA.
sions to the existing plant.

The

A

PERSONAL.
John L. M'atson, superintendent of motive power
Indiana Union Traction Company, has resigned and will go to Chicago and take a position
with the Chicago and Milwaukee Electric Railway
Company.
Dr. Brown Ayres, formerly of Tulane University
of New Orleans, was formally inaugurated as presfor the

ident of the University of Tennessee at Knoxville
In 1S93 Dr. Ayres was one of the
25th.
judges of award in the Department of Electricity
at the Chicago World's Fair.

on April

_

Gaston Harbison has assumed charge of the advertising and publicity department of the National
Battery Company of Buffalo, N. Y. Mr. Harbison,
for the last seven years, has been employed in the
sales department of the Electric Storage Battery
Company in its Cleveland, Baltimore and Philadelphia offices, during which time he has had valuable
experience in the storage-battery

field.

H. M. Warren, electrical engineer of the coalmining department of the Delaware, Lackawanna
and Western Railway Company, has been promoted
the

to

supervision

of

the

electrical

work

in

all

Mr. Warren is fitted for
responsible position, and on his meritorious su-

departments of the road.
his

pervision

of

partment for

the
five

work in the coal deyears the promotion was made.

electrical

J. Walter Gillette has resigned the management
of the Schuylkill Valley Illuminating Company,
the Consolidated Schuylkill Gas Company, and the
Montgomery and Chester Electric Railway Company, of Phoenixville, to assume the duties of general sales manager for the National Battery Company
Mr. Gillette has had a wide and
of Buffalo, N. Y.
varied experience in designing, constructing and
managing electric-light and railway properties in the

United States and South America.

Maurice Coster, formerly manager in Chicago and
later in the company's foreign service, will have
charge of the export offices of the Westinghouse
Electric and Manufacturing Company at New York.
To this department will also be attached the office
the
superintendence of
of general agent under
Qiarles S. Powell. Mr. Coster and Mr. Powell have
returned recently from Paris and London to take
Prior to his departure for
up their new duties.
England Mr. Powell acted as manager of the Cleveland
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offices

of the company.

Miss Marion H. G. Bell, daughter of Professor
and Mrs. Alexander Graham Bell, was married on
April 25th at Twin Oaks, Washington, D. C, to
Mr. David G. Fairchild. Many scientific and society people of Washington attended the reception
following the ceremony. Miss Bell is devoted to
the study of electricity and has been an almost constant companion to her father in his researches.
Mr. Fairchild is foreign explorer for the Agricultural Department and is the son of President George
T. Fairchild of Kansas State Agricultural College.
A. G. Wessling of the Bullock Electric Manufacturing Company, Cincinnati, has recently made a
tour of some of the colleges of the country where
technical instruction is given in applied mechanics.
At each of these he delivered a lecture on "Methods
of Control for Variable-speed Motors/' treating of
the subj ect with especial reference to motors for
driving machinery tools,
Mr. Wessling gave a history of the growth and development of the various
methods used by his company for obtaining variable
speed.
His explanation included both the three
and four-wire methods.

John Verity died at Willingford, England, reWhile only 41 years of age he had had considerable experience in gas and electric-lighting industries.
He traveled in the United States and became acquainted with Thomas A. Edison when
incandescent lamps were still a laboratory produccently.

Returning to England, he joined the firm of
B. Verity & Sons, which was originally founded by
his grandfather in about 1S20.
In the early '8o's
this firm was one of the first to recognize the future
of electric lighting, and is among the few firms still
existing which exhibited at the Crystal Palace Electrical Exhibition in 18S2.
Soon afterwards, upon
the death of his uncle, the business came under the
tion.

control of John Verity, who, from the first, devoted
his energies to the progress of electrical work.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
The Sterling
tained a severe

Electric
fire loss.

Light Company has susO. P. Sells is manager.

The Baker Light and Power Company has been
incorporated

with

a

capital

of

$400,000

and

will

May

Power Company and the
Gas and Electric Company.

succeed the Rock Creek

Baker City

(Oregon)

The Georgetown Water, Light, Heat and Power
Company of Georgetown, Ky., has been incorporated
with a capital stock of $250,000.
The stock will be
divided equally among Eavid J. Hauss and Ross
Holzman of Cincinnati. R. W. Nelson and F. X.
Long of Newport and S. L. Allen of Georgetown.
The city water tank at Ogden, Iowa, collapsed
recently, precipitating the contents to the
electric-lighting plant below.
Charles

an
an

_

operation may be taken from an incandescent-light
socket using direct current, the machines being

wound

roof of

is

it

Hamblin

of Minoa, N. Y., have organ-

Improvement Association, with

C.

The object is first to
construct an electric railway to Syracuse, and then
to arrange for an electric-lighting system and other
H.

president.

as

former

improvements.

In

city.

the

field

of

direct-current

generators

the

Northern Electrical Manufacturing Company of
Madison, Wis., has many desirable types of machines
to offer as shown by its latest bulletin upon this class
of apparatus.
The statement which the company
makes at the beginning of the bulletin sums up very
tersely what it believes its machines are capable of

President Thomas Higgins of the Manitowoc
(Wis.) and Three Rivers interiirban railway states
that plans are now under way for the extension
of the line to Neenah, Wis., to connect with the
territory extending from Fond du Lac on the south

Green Bay on the north.

to

volts.

The Journal of Proceedings of the ^Northwestern
Electrical Association has been issued by Secretary
T. R. Mercein. It contains in full the proceedings of
the
13th
annual
convention which
was h^ld
in Milwaukee, January 18 to 21, 1905.
The officers,
directors and various committees are given, one correction to this list being that President C. H. Williams is now located at La Crosse, Wis., instead of
Madison, having recently become general manager of
the Wisconsin Light and Power Company of the

said.

men

and 220

house.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
on the proposed electric railway between
Bonner Springs and Kansas City, Kan., promoted
by John McDaniel, is to be begun at once, the
Trust Company of America having taken $2,000,000
business
ized the Minoa

no

for

The Century is publishing a series of articles
on "Great Inventions Described by Their Inventors."
It
began in the May number with Mr.
Brush's article on "The Arc-light," to be followed
by papers on "Electric Traction" by Frank J.
Sprague; "The Transmission of Power" by Nikola
Tesla, and "The Air Brake," by George Westing-

Morgan,

Work

The

1905

The Cincinnati Electrical Tool Company of Cincinnati has issued a small bulletin describing briefly
its electrical grinders and drills.
Power for their

employe, was at work in the building at the
time, and afterward was found unconscious, half
drowned, under the debris of the roof. The entire
town was deprived of water and electric lights for
a time. The tank was of wood.

of the bonds,

6,

description of these machines, and the company
stands prepared to give full data as to standard
sizes, weights, floor space, etc.
The machines are
of the revolving-field type.

doing, being to the

efl^ect that "the unique feature of
Northern literature is that in most every case the
apparatus illustrated represents machinery purchased
by someone to do something better or cheaper than
has been accomplished before."

reported that at Schenectady, N. Y., recently,
presence of a party of visiting railroad offielectric locomotive recently built for the
New York Central terminal service broke all its
previous records by attaining a speed of 83 mile.-^
an hour, pulling a heavy train.
It is

in the
cials,

the

"The prevention of accidents is more to be praised
than bravery at the time of an accident" truthfully
asserts the Consolidated Engine-stop Company of
100 Broadway,
York, in the pamphlet which
it has issued concerning its engine-stop and speedlimit system.
This system is designed automatically
to shut off the steam to an engine in case of emergency, and can also be opera'ted from points about
the building to accomplish the same result if an
employe is caught in the machinery, in case of fire
in the engine room, etc.
detailed description is
given in the pamphlet of the working parts and the
operation of tl:e system as a whole.

meeting of the stockholders of the Rock
River Traction Company in Prophetstown, 111., new
officers were elected, with Levi Waterman of GenThe board of directors was
eseo, III., as president.

At

a

New

authorized to increase the capital stock of the company from $200,000 to $1,500,000.
The directors
were also authorized to issue bonds for $1,500,000.

W. E. Brice, president of the Mason City and
Clear Lake electric railway, and L. S. Cass, president of the Waterloo, Cedar Falls and Northern
trolley road, announce that they have consolidated
the two systems.
They contemplate constructing lines
from Mason City to Waverly, Iowa, and from Sumner to West Union, the system when completed is
to comprise 200 miles of- trackage.
The first assessment on the underwriting has been
made for the Washington, Baltimore and Annapolis
electric railway.
The
It amounts to 20 per cent.
engineers are now at work on the line and it is believed that construction work will commence by
Managers of the syndicate believe they,
1st.
have to call for more than 40 per cent, of
the underwriting and that money may be borrowed
or bonds sold to supply funds.
July

will not

The property of the Kanawha Traction Company,
street-car system in Charleston. W. Va.,
has been sold to W. C. Sproule of Wilkesbarre,
Pa. This property was purchased about 15 months
ago by Judge Peter S. Grosscup and W. O. Johnson of Chicago, -Fred Paul Grosscup of Charleston
and others, who have operated it since. It is
understood that the new owners will extend the
line 30 or 35 miles up the Kanawha River in the
owning the

coal region.

The traffic figures for tne month of April have
been issued by the three leading elevated railroad
companies of Chicago, and each made a gratifying
showing.
The Metropolitan and South Side companies

show

a

small

increase

over

the

month

A

,

The Rolfe Electric Company of Rochester, N. Y.,
has some practical ideas when it comes to the matof the publication of attractive and useful advertising literature, as is shown by the little booklet
which it has issued upon the subject of electrical
laws and rules of practice. These rules give the
fundamental definitions and formulas used in
everyday electrical work and also a number of
useful conversion tables.
Besides dealing in a general line of electrical apparatus, the company has
the sole manufacturer's license for the Schwarze
Universal bells under the Schwarze patents, for the
eastern, middle and southeastern states.
ter

Each succeeding publication of the Westinghouse
Companies seems to attain to a higher degree of exif possible, than the preceding one.
One
of the latest of these products is a handsome booklet upon "The Westinghouse Companies in the Railway and Industrial Fields." containing as a frontispiece a fine half-tone likeness of George Westinghouse.
Every phase of the railway industry as exemplified in the diversified products of the companies is touched upon, and in the matter of illustrations nothing is left. to be desired.
The publication
contains 68 pages and 131 illustrations picturing
and describing a wide variety s>i apparatus from
the incandescent lamp up to the modern steam tur-

cellence,

bine.

of

a substantial gain over the traffic
of April a year ago. The traffic of the Northwestern
fell only slightly behind the large showing made in
March, but made the greatest gain in the daily average, compared with April last year.

March, as well as

The Edwardsville

(III.)

Intelligencer of April 2Tst

nature was revenged on man
the inroads the march of
progress makes. The Allen electric line is being
pushed through the timber on the west side of town,
and in driving a cut back of the old Sherman place
Contractor Mclnerney's men severed all the roots
says

:

slightly

"Outraged
yesterday

for

AND SCHOOLS.

SOCIETIES

at

Water
West Baden,

It is

expected that

The annual convention of the
Works Association will be held
Ind.,

on

May

8th, 9th,

and

loth.

National

many persons interested in waterpower
plants will attend the meeting this year.
roads have provided for reduced rates. J.
of Charleston, S. C, is secretary.

A

bulletin of the

stitute

of

summer

Technology,

-session of

Chicago,

has

electrical

The railM. Divin

Armour In-^
been

issued.

The summer courses

PUBLICATIONS.

offered by the Institute are
designed to meet the wants of special' students and
teachers who desire to extend their knowledge of
science and technical subjects.
The session begins
June 26th and ends August 4th. It is advised that
those intending to enter apply early, as the Institute reserves the right to withdraw any cour/e outlined in the biilletin for which there is not a sufficient number of applications.

The Electric Machinery Company of Minneapolis,
Minn., is a manufacturer of high-class alternatingcurrent machinery, and one of its latest bulletins is
descriptive of revolving-field alternating-current generators and rotary converters, 1,000 kilowatts and
under. The bulletin contains a very good general

principal business transacted related to the notice
on the flyleaf of the NatioTial Code relative to the
approval of the code by the conference and the endorsement of the national organizations. It is the

on one side of a giant oak. The big tree seemed
to occupy a perfectly safe position and to be sound
throughout, but some hours later, without any warning, it crashed down, blocking the advance of the
graders, and crushing one of the mules to death."

A meeting of the National Confercifce on Standard Rules was held in Boston on April 2Tst. The

May

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

i'/)5

C>,

the flyleaf of the code be
desire that tlic notice
(trictly accuralc, and, therefore, tlic conference voted
to
that an historic statement be made on the flyleaf
the effect that the current edition is ba^ed upon the
code drawn hy the conference in i8q6 with the various amendments an<l additions since that time
on behalf of the National Hoard of I'ire Under'ihe notice is then to be followed hy the
writers,
names of the orKanizalions represented at the conoil

ference.

MISCELLANEOUS.
The second great pyramid of Ghi/eh was struck
by lightning slightly below its apex during a vioSeveral hnge stones
lent thunderstorm recently.
were dislodged and were precipitated to the sands

The storm was

enced

the
years.

none

has

below.

in Kgypt for IS
of the pyramids
lightning before.

most
It

ever

experireported that
been struck hy
violent

is

TRADE NEWS.
Joseph lieclcr has engaged
struction

and repair

in

l)usiness in

The Cascade Gas and
moved

to the store at

it

con-

Ottawa, Kan.

Electric Fixture

Company

&

Caldcrwood and
214-16 Cherry Street, Se-

bought the stock of Cox

has

the

electrical

Wash.

attle,

to increase in business, F. E. Pfannmueller & Co., dealers in new and reconstructed power
equipment, have moved to larger quarters, and arc

Owing

located at 1134 First National
Chicago.

now

Bank

Building,

Owing to rapidly growing business, the Roberts
Abbott Company, engineers at Cleveland, Ohio,
has moved to larger and more commodious quarters
It formerly had offices in
in the Citizens' Building.
the Electric Building.

&

Frank

commandant

of the
Frankford Arsenal, Philadelphia, Pa., is inviting
sealed proposals until M>-iy 22d for furnishing the
arsenal with electrical supplies during the next fiscal
Detailed information will be furnished on
year.
application to Colonel Heath.
Col.

Lieut.

Heath,

Electric Lamp Company of Harribeen incorporated under the laws of
Jersey with $125,000 capital. George Campbell

The Gcrmania
N.

son,

New

J., haef

Waterman, vice-president and
The
secretary and treasurer.
company expects to build a new factory this summer
home and export
to enable it to keep up with
orders.
is

president

;

S;

G.

Edward Campbell,

The American Electric and Controller Company,
heretofore located at No. 12 Dcy "Street, New York,
has taken offices in the Electrical Exchange Build-*
ing. 136 Liberty Street, New York, where it has
on exhibition a line of its specialties.
The company announces that it has ready for distribution

36'

eight bulletins upon its Rhcocrat, electrically operated switches, automatic induction-motor starters,
When requested it will furnish free
solenoids, etc.
of charge a suitable binder in which these biillctini
can be preserved.

Sealed proposals will be received at the olTice of
supervising architect, Treasury Department,
Washington, D. C, until 3 p. m. on May 26th, for
the wiring for incandescent lighting, complete, at
the postofTice, Kankakee, III., in accordance with
the drawings and specifications, copies of which may
he had at the above address or at the office of the
superintendent at Kankakee.

the

The American

Works

Electrical

desires to advise

and customers that it has removed its
Chicago oflfices from No. 82 Unke Street to Suite
506 Merchants' Loan and Tru.st Building, where it
will be pleased to receive all communications relaIts telephone
tive to the business of the company.
mnnber will remain the same as heretofore. Mr.
I". E. Donohoe is the western agent of the company.
its

friends

The bureau of supplies and accounts of the Navy
Department is inviting sealed proposals until May
16th for furnishing eastern navy yards with the folSchedule 234 electric bells, push buttons,
lowing:
ammeters, circuit breakers, conduit and fittings, wire;

—

—

—

schedule 236 battery testers schedule 237 motors,
Blank
cable, conduit and fittings, conductors, etc.
proposals can be obtained at the bureau or at the
;

navy pay office in New York.
The Milwaukee Electric Company has discontinued business and desires to sell its plant, which
is located at West Allis, just outside the city limits
The buildings have been built but
of Milwaukee.
three years and are thoroughly equipped in all
departments.
The plot of ground consists of six
,-icrcs.
The plant is located so that the tracks
of the Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul and the
Chicago and Northwestern railroads run into the

main building.
In consequence of the increase of its business, the
H. W. Johns-M'anville Company of Kew York has'
found it imperative to establish more branches in
order to facilitate the handling of its business, and
its
customers.
The new
as a convenience to
branches arc in the West San Francisco, Seattle,
Kansas City. Los Angeles. Little Rock and Minne-

—

With these in addition to the old branches,
company now has eighteen branches, covering

apolis.

the
the entire United States

and Europe.

At the annual meeting of the stockholders of the
Joseph Dixon Crucible Company of Jersey City.
N. J., the old board, consisting of Edward F. C.
Young. John A. Walker, Edward L. Young, William
Murray, George T. Smith, Joseph D. Bedle and
George E. Long, was unanimously re-elected. The
board of directors re-elected the former officers,
namely, president. Edw. F. C. Young; vice-president
and treasurer, John A. Walker; secretary, George E.
Long. Judge Joseph D. Bedle was also re-elected as
counsel.

BUSINESS.
T. J. Cope of
patent quick r
({round cicctr;
visitors

10 I
through the

makrr

Phil.Tt'lphij,
'
'

of

Cnpt't
•

'

r-

'
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.

the demand fur In. ;•
crease over that of i'
specialties arc now
to be giving the bc«t

1

'

.iT; .):,<
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The Central

Electric
ing out its price hit
enclosed fuses and

every line of

list

n*

arrangement and

el

ti<,n

Company, Chicago,

No
'

'

10,

ro-.-rrin?
'

'

it
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tend8:
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-

'
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1

consideration wui
,...
„ .;
and convenient for quiek ccfcrci.ee. i he coma* the general western selling agents for
U. & W. enclosed fuses and safety devices will
mail one of these catalogues to any user of electrical material on request.
ful

pact

pany

A

Boston dispatch of May 1st says that a moveto merge the companies engaged in the manufacture of street-railway cars is in progress. Options
have been secured, it is said, on the I-aconia Car
Company of Boston the J. G. Brill Company of
Philadelphia; the St. Louis Car Company, St. Louis.
.Mo.
the Mason Manufacturing Company of .Springfield, Mass.
Bradley Car Company of Worcester,
Mass., and the Jewctt Car Company of Newark,

ment

;

'

;

;

Ohio. It is planned to have
capital of about $30,000,000.

one corporation with

a

One

of the large contracts secured recently by the
Allis-Chalmers Company was for the extension of
the hydraulic, turbine and electrical equipment of
the San Joayuin Power Company in California,
where 3.000 horsepower will be installed. Besides
the hydraulic turbines for producing this |)Ower, the
additional machinery will consist of two i,ooo-kilowatt Bullock waterwheel type generators, seven 350kilowatt transformers with exciters, and other elec-

The

niachiner)'.

trical

three-phase

6o-cyclc

generators will produce a
alternating
current
at
550

running at 450 revolutions per minute.

volts,

The

voltage of this current will be raised for transmission purposes to 19,500 volts.

The Electro-dynamic Company of Bayonne, N. J.,
announces that it has secured spaces Nos. i and 2,
Section O, in the main exhibition building at the
International Railway Congress, to be held in Washington, D. C, May 3d to 13th. It will exhibit
in these spaces one of its type 5S four-to-one interpole variable-speed motors belted to a generator.
It will also have on exhibition frames of its different sizes of motors running from one horsepower at a speed ratio of four to one up to 10
horsepower at a speed ratio of four to one. The
company

states that it is rapidly enlarging its scope
of operation for the interpole motor and will, within
the next 50 days, be prepared to sell at least 200
varieties of constant and variable-speed motors, running up as high as 150 horsepower!

ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.
Issued (United States Patent

Plug and Spring-jack Switch.
William
Dean, Chicago, 111., assignor to the Western
Electric
Company, Chicago, 111. Application
filed January 14, 1902.
Renewed September 28,

787,900.

W.

1904.
A connecting plug is provided with an outer shank or
sleeve adapted to engage the thimble of the jack.
An
inner contact piece is inclosed by the shank and insulated
therefrom, the contact peice having an axial bore at the
end.
A contact spring is adapted to enter the bore and
makes engagement with the inner surface when the plug
is

inserted in

the jack.

Telegraphic Relay. Eugene Ducretet, Paris,
France. Application filed April 10, 1901.

787,905.

In a sensitive telegraphic relay are a rie;id metallic
plate, a rotatablc disk, a movable frame, a spring arranged
to act upon the disk, an antagonistic spring, and a regulating screw controlling the spring by means of the
to give the required sensitiveness to the frame.

disk

Telephone Switchboard.
Charles T, MaSumter, S. C, assignor to the Sumter
Telephone Manufacturing Company, Sumter,
Application filed September 8, 1904.
S. C.

787,929.
son,

Office)

April

2j, Jgoj.

core electromagnet without the normal field.
The bare
pole pieces are respectively adjacent to the permanently
magnetized pole pieces, movable armature parts being
operated upon mutually by the permanently magnetized
pole pieces and by the pole pieces of the electromagnet.
The mechanism of the device is actuated by the arma-

Electrically Heated Curling Iron.
Jules
SzoUosy, Brighton, England, assignor of one-

787,957.

half to Louis Hyman, Brighton, England. Application filed January 11, 1905.
One member of the curling iron is provided with a
heating coil the terminal wires for which are carried
through one of the handles of the instrument.

Registering Apparatus for Telephone
changes. David A. Yoder, Toledo, Ohio.

787.969.

ExAp-

plication filed August 25, 1904.
motor running at practically constant speed cooperates with registering and counting trains with which
electromagnets are associated.
Means connect the registering train with the motor device during the excitation
of the controlling magnet, and other means actuate the
counting train upon the excitatio of its magnet.

A

A

parallel series of jack strips, each strip containing
several spring Jacks, is supplied with a series of drops
individually and removably supported between adjacent
rows of jack strips without separating the parts of the
several drops.
Contacts on the jack springs and springs
on the drops engaging the contacts to connect the respective jacks and drops as the latter are placed in position on the jack strips arc essential parts.
(See cut.)

Signaling Device. Charles H.
North, Cleveland, Ohio, assignor to the North
Electric Company, Cleveland, Ohio. Application

Two

Selective

filed

June

19,

1903.

disposed and oppositely and permanently magnetized pole pieces have between them a singleoppositely

7SS.109.

New

Panel Board. Hubert Krantz,
York, N. Y. Application filed December

Electrical

1904.
Cross bars on the board are supported in a plane at
a distance away from the plane in which ibc bus bars
are placed, and fuses are connected to the cross bars
at points approximately in line with the bus bars crosswise of the board.
6,

Combined Cable Head and Pole House.
Frank B. Cook, Chicago, 111. Application filed
December 28, 1903.

788,130.

the

respective

circuit

conductors.

Fire-alarm and Fire-extinguishing Appa788,152.
ratus.
James Hartley, Philadelphia, Pa. Application filed July I, 1904.

Telephone Switchboard.
Charles T. MaSumter, S. C, assignor to the Sumter
Telephone Manufacturing Company, Sumter,
S. C.
Application filed February 4, 1905.

787.936.

1904.

The only electrical feature of the device is an elcclric
alarm, which gives warning when the pressure in the
tank reaches a predetermined point, the pointer of the
pressure gauge when reaching that point closing the circuit of the bell.

In the cable head is a series of tubular fuses n-ith
clamping springs for the respective fuses suitably mounted
on the cable head and adapted to automatically clamp the
fuses in place. One clamping spring for each fuse exerts a torsion on a portion of the latter when it is in
place, and suitable connection terminals are supplied for

787)930.
son,

Combined in a drop are a magnet, a pivotal armature
co-operating therewith, a pivotal shutter co-operating with
the armature to lock the shutter in retracted position
and to lock the armature in attracted position, and means
projecting beyond the face of the drop for restoring the
shutter after it has been actuated.

Device for Feeding Hydrocarbon to Vapor
Burners.
Norman P. Fraser, Carsonville. Mich.,
assignor of one-half to George C. Fraser, Carsonville, Mich.
Application filed August 25,

788,039.

The apparatus

is adapted to be held in poation near
and contains the two terminals of an electric
which are normally held apart by an easily
solder member.
In case of fire the solder is
melted and the contacts allowed to meet.

the ceiling

alarm

circuit,

fusible

NO. 787,929.
787,990.

phy.

—TELEPHONE

Electrical

New

SWITCHBOARD APPARATUS.

Interrupter.

York. N. Y.

Thomas

Application

Mur-

J.

filed

Sep-

tember 14, 1903.
In an electric interrupter is a gap in a circuit having
a low coefficient of self induction. A condenser is arranged to be discharged across the gap, while an induction coil renews the charge of the condenser.
mag-

A

Electrical System of Heating. Arthur D.
788,166.
Ne\\-ton, Hartford, Conn.
Application filed July
9, 1904.
A heating system for electric cars is described in
which there is a traveling contact to ground or a return
wire.
thermostatic device operates a cut-out, which
makes or breaks the circuit through the heating apparatus,
according as the temperature falls or rises beyond certain

A

:
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Alarm.
Watt, Aberdeen,
January 23, 1905.
Fire

88,199-

A

James Fiddes and John
Application

Scotland.

filed

arranged so that the
When the
levers are held in normal position by wires.
wires arc heated suffieiently to cause tlieni to expand
system of weighted levers

move

levers

the

relatively

and

is

close

the

circuit

igniting plug is located in the cylinder of the engine, a terminal in the line of an electric circuit is conmetal piece is moved
nected with the igniting plug.
bv a shifting or actuating rod into and out of contact
with the terminal.

A

Means for Obtaining Redressed Currents.
Magrini,

October

20,

Milan,

Application filed

Italy.

B8,45o.

1901.

1903.

For redressing the current or currents in a singlephase or polypliase alternating-current circuit, a number of choking coils are inserted in series into the main
of each circuit. Two choking coils, each of which connects one end of one of the series coils with the opposite end of the other are provided with a device for
varying the impedance of each of the coils synchronously
with the phases of the alternating current flowing through
This consists of a frame on which the coils
the eirciiit.

uary 24, 1905.

A

device for obtaining a magnetic field having a rectilinear reciprocating motion, consists of a stator
formed
ot two parallel groups of iron laminre secured side
by
side and having notches in which are arranged
con-

ductors

iam Hoopes,

November

Telephone Transmitter. Hen-y P. Clausen,

58,452.

Chicago,

1904.

30,

forming a biphase winding through which two

alternating currents of different frequency are made
to
pass, so as to produce a reciprocating rectilinear
motion
to be imparted to a moving induced part arranged parallel
to the stator and composed of two sets of iron lamina
having notches in which is arranged a winding of a
developed squirrel-cage form.

M:ethod of Electrolytic Separation. WillPittsburg, Pa. Application filed

18,315-

Electric Reciprocating Tool.
Paul CentVerviers, Belgium. Application filed Jan-

ner,

The dynamo-electric machine is provided with a frame
having an annular member, a cylindrical armature being
concentric
with the
member.
Several
sector-shaped
blocks detachably engage the annular member and are
provided with field magnets. Means adjust at will the
relative positions of the blocks.
Brushes supply the currents to the sector-shaped contacts and means controllable
at will shift the position of the brushes, for the purpose
of energizing the armature magnets in a different order
relatively to the positions occupied by the stationary
field magnets, thus reversing the direction of rotation
of the armature.
(See cut.)

An

Luigi

A

or Motor. John A. Titzel, Sr.,
Pa. Application filed November 9,

Franklin,

Electric Sparking Device for Explosive
Engines.
Charles
S. Dutton, Perth Amboy,
N. J. Application filed January 26, 1904.

33,253.

1905

A

Dynamo

38,291.

6,

block, a common electromagnet for the two incoming
circuits and one for the two outgoing circuits.
common
circuit-controlling device is operated by the two
common
electromagnets, the signal-actuating circuits for each
end
of the block being connected with the common
circuitcontrolling device.
common armature is adapted simultaneously to open- one of the signal-actuating circuits and
to close the other, while an electromagnet in
each of
circuits is adapted to actuate the common
r

of an

electric bell.

'8,272.

May

posed safety conductor arranged adjacent to the first conductor and forming part of an auxiliary normally open
circuit.
A feeder is normally in electrical connection
with the primary conductor and cut-outs deenergize the
primary conductor when the two conductors are electrically connected for the passage of the current from
the primary conductor to the safety conductor.

F.

assignor to the American Electric
111.
Application

111.,

Telephone Company, Chicago,

The method of

refining metals consists in electrolyzing
a solution of the salt of the metal to be refined in anhydrous ammonia by the passage of the current through
the solution, using as an anode a mass of the metal containing impurities of such a nature that all of them will
remain undissolved, or, if dissolved, will
tion, the pure metal only being deposited on the cathode.

August

filed

20,

1902.

Renewed February

S

1905.
In
-=

comprising
-supplemental front and back mica
diaphragms and a non-yielding connection between the
front supplemental diaphragm and the main diaphragm
A
bridge back of all the diaphragms is non-yieldingly connected to the center of the back supplemental diaphragm
and a non-yieldmg connection is placed between the marginal portion of the two supplemental diaphragms.
Front
and back electrodes in the chamber are provided between
the two supplemental diaphragms, the front electrode being movable with the main diaohragm and the back electrode being rigid with the bridge, granular carbon being
interposed between the electrodes.
'

,

Armature.
Charles
W. Johnson, Norwood, and William Cooper. Cincinnati, Ohio,
assignors to the Bullock Electric Manufactur-

58,473.

ing Compau}'. Application filed July 16, 1903.
An armature core comprising laminated sections, has
between the sections, the separators having
cut-away portions, and the lamina having lips integral
therewith turned over the separators and into the cutseparators

?8,477.

York,

A

Aerial Telegraphy. James F. King, New
N. Y. Application filed June 23, 1903.

vibration

circuit having capacity connected therein
connected with a normally closed generator circuit.
Means create an arc
the normally closed circuit and
connect the arc in the oscillation circuit, in multiple with

IS

m

the capacity.

Incandescent Electric Lan>p. Herschel C.
Parker, New York, N. Y. Application filed
July 2, 1904.

>S,493.

NO. 7a8.29I.

r,

Switch and
Air Gauge. William J. Pugh, Davenport, Iowa,
assignor to the Automatic Electric Pump Company, Davenport, Iowa. Application filed Au-

alternately facing the

Edwin

H.
and Burleigh Currier, Philadelphia, Pa.
cation filed October 7, 1904.
Potential

788.278.

Regulator.

Porter
Appli-

Associated with a direct-current field-magnet circuit
is a source of alternating electromotive force dependent
upon the direct-current field-magnet circuit, with means
for translating the alternating electromotive force into
unidirectional electromotive forces of opposite signs whose
Other means automatically vary
algebraic sum is zero.
some or all of the unidirectional electromotive forces so
that their algebraic sum is greater or less than zero in
response to variations in the alternating electromotive
force being in
force, the unidirectional electromotive
(See
series with the direct-current field-magnet circuit.

gust

the
the

Alternating-current Rectifier. Edwin
Porter and Burleigh Currier, Philadelphia,
Application filed October 7, 1904.

Pa.

Isaac C.
Protected Third-rail System.
Thorne, Glencove, N. Y. Application filed Jan-

788,290.

which

to

is

have

its

headquarters at Rochester.

The

manufacture astronomical, physithe Bausch & Lomb
Optical Company of Rochester to be the sales agent.
George N. SaegmuUer will be in active charge of the
cal

and

new

plant.

-

will

other

instruments,

The Pennsylvania

Limited, says the

Pennsylvania Lines,
wheels; time. Chicago to
of

the

hours.
p.

m.

It

is

the

New

management

finest

train

on

York,

just

23

The train leaves Chicago daily at six
is made up of a compartment observation

1902.

Eiectropneumatic Railway and Conveyor.
T A
Connolly and A. A. Connolly, Washington, D. C.
Electric-lighting
38 1 ,9 1 5Apoaratus
for
Railroad
Cars
H. E. Dey, New York, N. V.
System of Telephonic Intercommunication.
381,938.
A.
T.
McCoy, Medford, Mass.
Electric Penholder.
381,953.
C. W. Reifler, Denver. Colo.
Electromagnetic Motor. N. Tesla. New York, \. Y.
381.968.
Electromagnetic Motor. N. Tesla. New York N Y
381.969.
System of Electrical Distribution. N. Tesla, \ew
381.970.
York, N. Y.
3811,907.

Signal
Mechanism.
James C. Waldo.
Sharpsburg, Pa., assignor of one-fourth to John
Forster, Avalon, Pa. Application filed Oc-

3S:;,ooi.

tober

382,110.
Protector for Electric-lamp Sockets.
C. P. Reillv,
New York, N. Y.
382,112.
Automatic Switch for Secondary Batteries.
J. S.
Sellon, Hatton Gardens, county of Aliddlesex, England.
Automatic Temperature Regulator.
382,165.
W. S. Johnson, Milwaukee, \Vis.
Armature for Dynamo-electric Machines. R. Mac382,174.

.

1903.

19,

mid,
to

cation

A
'

Ottawa.

Edward
filed

B.

Canada,

thumb switch

assignor

23,

of

four-tenths
Appli-

1904.

A.

Block-signaling System.
Elmer G. Stuckey,
Leavenworth, Kan. Application filed December

788,440.

kie,

382,183.

C.

W.

Holtzer,

Brookline.

Troy, N. Y.

Apparatus

Electrolysis.

J.

for Producing ^letals by Means of
Omholt, Gossnitz,~ Saxe-Altenburg, Ger-

Telegraph Receiver. C. Selden, Baltimore, Md.
Automatic Electric Gas Burner.
E. E. Bailev,
West Everett, Mass.

382,195.
382,249.

382,253.
382.279.
382.280.

Fire-alarm Signal Circuit. W. Carroll, Chicago. 111.
Electromagnetic Motor. N. Tesla, New York, N. Y.
Electrical Transmission of Power.
N. Tesla, New

York, N. Y.
382.281.

1904.

Electrical Transmission of

York, N. Y.

An electric block- signaling system comprises an incoming circuit and an outgoing circuit for each end of the

and Pullman's best sleepers. There
a ladies' maid to look after the comfort of ladies
children
excess fare charged on this train.
C. L. Kimball, assistant general passenger agent,
No. 2 Sherman Street, Chicago, will be glad to
furnish any information upon application.

economy and

The Herzog Art Furniture Company of Cleveland,
Ohio, has recently ordered from the Allis-Chalmers
Company one lOO-kilowatt, three-phase, 6o-cycle.
alternating-current generator.
This will be belt
driven and is to furnish current for lighting and
power purposes in the Herzog company's factory.
With it will be installed an exciter, switchboard and
several motors, ranging in size from five horsepower
to 20 horsepower.
Heretofore
electrical-driving
apparatus -has not been- in use in this factory and it

N. Tesla, New
'
Electric

believed that the change will be conducive both to
better general results.

is

is

;

Power.

Method of Converting and Distributing
382.282.
Currents.
N. Tesla. New York, N. Y.

car, library car

and

Gas Lighter.

Apparatus for Preparing Secondary Batterv Plates.
Madden, Newark, N. J.

F.

is

of the push button
follower for the groove is
pushed, causing a contact
the contacts of the switch.

13,

Electric

Mass.
382,098.

Ottawa, Canada.

Bates,

January

mechanism which

Wesley D. R. MacDiar--

Electric Switch.

788,411.

2, 1904.
Co-operating with an exposed primary conductor from
current is superficially derived is a second ex-

new company

September

Electromagnetic devices unlock the
holds the signal in a fixed position.

uary

SPECIAL MENTION.

filed

17,

EXPIRING PATENTS.
Following b- a list of electrical patents (issued
by the United States Patent Office) that expired
on May i, 1905

J.

which

Articles of incorporation have been filed at Albany,
N. Y., by the Bausch, Loinb, SaegmuUer Company,

device

Hill,

788,385.

Electric Railway.
Leon W. Pullen, Phila788.280.
delphia, Pa., assignor to the Wireless Railway
Company. Application filed July 18, 1904.

A circuit-closing switch box for electric railways is described, which contains a contact block for current to
the collector of the car.

pressure-controlled
be snapped open.

unl

A Z-coil has a straight part, which lies in the neutral
zone and close over and parallel with the coil of the
-armature which is undergoing commutation. Two fieldmagnet cores are situated in such manner that the two
cores are excited by the coil.

A

source of alternating electromotive force operates a
synchronous motor, the revolving element of which carries a commutator made up of a number of insulated
Brushes bear on the commutator and opposing and
bars.
equal electromotive forces of alternating direction are
applied between adjacent brushes in series with a work
circuit, the whole arranged to successively synchronously
short-circuit all electromotive forces of one sign.

closed

'itch

Dynamo-electric Machinery. John H. St.
Mawdsley. Taunton, England. Application

788,365.

H.
,

itch
the

its bend, has a conengaging the other
An electromagnet holds

pivoted at

levi

open the

to

le 'er

Electric

1904.

20,

ngular switch

cut.)

788.279.

In an electric lamp is a highlv refractory non-conducting tube, permeable to light. A conductive but resisting
core of free particles is tightly packed within the tube!
the ends of the core offering less resistance to current
than the intermedrate portion.
Circuit terminals are held
in the end portions of the tube.

DYNAMO OR MOTOR.

Pressure-controlled

1,329.

The Canadian Westinghouse Company recently
sold to the Edmonton (Alberta)
Street Railway
Company a 200-kilowatt railway generator and a
number of double equipments of railway motors.
The City of Edmonton is the most northerly point
on the American continent to operate an electric
street railway.
Another recent sale made by that

company was

a 500-kilowatt enclosed-type turbo-generator unit for the Canadian Pacific Railway Company.
This unit is to be installed at Fort William
on the Canadian Pacific and to be used for supplying
power to the various grain elevators at that point.
The unit is to operate three-phase, 600-volt, 7,200
alternations, 3,600 revolutions per, minute.
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Twenty-four-hour Service from Small
Central-station Plant at Odell,
lOk'i'lric ll(4lUiiiK
llicir

equipment

rii;K'hiiie.s,

tion;

of Imtkc

pl:iTils

llif

most

fully

sizi',

III.

iiu'liiillnii;

in

nrc not the only ones worthy of descrip-

the smaller strifions are

f>f

course

much more

numerous, ;mil their operation presents conditions
which demand careful and inlelliRent study. The

manager of

a

plant of this sort

has his

iuK apparatus for the waterworks system, also operated hy the Odd! Electric CiMnpaiiy:
ICIcctricity

types of

[Icvcloped

own

par-

is

generator unit.
5,

ami

Adamson

boiler,

2.

The nominal

and although

to

the

un-

the operation of a small plant of a few
hundred kilowatts or even less may seem to be
clear sailing, such is far from the case, and the
initiated

of keeping the stream of dollars always
flowing in the right direction requires the same
careful attention to details that is necessary in the

matter

large city plant.

A

plant

which

is

a

fair

example of what may

be accomplished in a small place is that of the
Odell Electric Company of Odell, 111., which is a
town of about 1,100 inhabitants. This plant furnishes to the citizens of Odell 24-hour service,
which is rarely met with in plants of this character.
Aside from the advantage of all-night lights,
consumers may avail themselves of current for
other purposes during the day, and this class of
service is naturally encouraged as a day load. Besides lighting, the company furnishes current for
about 40 electric fans, a number of sewing machines, printing-press motor, dentist's motor and
a harness-shop equipment.
Direct current is used,
a storage battery being installed in connection with
the plant, a brief description of
Fig.

2

is

which follows.

an exterior view of the power house.

internally

fired,

fitted

with

capacity

is

an

used

fed

arating

IN

Fig.

it

is

is
is

From the hopper the coal is automatdown and falls through rows of sepor bars.
At this point a
admitted, and, striking the coal,

back
out

into
b}'

the

the

furnace,

fingers

the

jet

of

liter.ally

finer

being blown

pieces

farther

back in the furnace than the larger pieces, producing the best conditions for good combustion. A
steel

furnishes

shown

the

stack,

shown

necessary

at the

draft.

in the picture is for

right

The

in

other

Fig.

2,

stack

an old boiler that was

used in connection with the pumping plant before
electrical plant was installed, about two years
Since that time, however, the one boiler furnishes steam for both plants, except in cases of
emergency.
The engine and generator are shown in Fig. 4.
The generator is a General Electric 7S-kilowatt, direct-current, 250-volt, shunt-wound machine, and is
direct connected to a Ball 13 by 14-inch simple
engine developing 112 horsepower at one-quarter
cut-olif.
Steam, before it is admitted to the engine.
the

ago.

conmriion

in

3.

four

\%lih

by six-inch

this

part

,\

six

hy

pump and
pump arc

of the in^Lilfa-

Three-panel Switctiboard.

Fig. 5. Boiler (Photograph Taken Before Stoker was
ODELL, ILL., WITH UP-TO-DATE FEATURES.

fingers
is

separated

So-foot

single-acting

Exterior of Plant, Showing Waterworks Tanlv.

shoveled.

steam
blows

Dean

lion.

Giant stoker has been added to the boiler, which
highly satisfactory in its operation.
This stoker
provided with a hopper into which the coal
ically

heated by the exhaust from the engine.
four by six-inch Worthington duplex

a

100

SMALL CENTRAL-STATION PLANT
problems to meet,

by n single boiler and
which is shown in Fig.

Austin sciKiralor, the condmulion being ojllecled by a trap and carried to a 150liorscpower Cochrane heater.
The feed water for
the lioilcr is passed through this healer and it

passes through an

Since the picture was taken a Little

furnace.

horsepower.

Fig.

generated

The

of the Johnson Bros, make,
of the Scotch marine type

is

ent Generating Unit.

ticular

No. 19

wliich containn besides the electrical plant tliepiimp-

Inslalled).

Current from the generator is carried to the
switchboard shown by Fig. 3. This board consists
of three panels, as shown in the picture. The panel
to the left is the generator panel and is fitted with
ammeter, field rheostat, generator
a voltmeter,
switch and total-output wattmeter.

The

distribution panel

is

placed in the center of

board and is supplied with a voltmeter connected to two switches, which are arranged to
throw it onto either of the two centers of distribution, which are located on the east and west sides
the

of the town, respectively.
The battery panel is on

right-hand side of
panel measures
tlie current to the booster, which is used in chargvoltmeter on
ing the end cells of the battery.
this panel is connected to measure the voltage on
either side of the batteo", the line voltage and the
Two ammeters are placed in the
booster voltage.
circuits leading to the two sections of the battery.
They are fitted with zero-center scales, allowing
the current to be measured on either charge or
discharge.
The other apparatus on this panel consists of an overload circuit breaker on each side cf
the board.

the

One ammeter on

this

A

the

line,

two single-throw

single-pole knife switches.
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a switch for the armature circuit of the booster and
for
also an underload and overload circuit breaker

The connections

booster.

the

shown by

The

Fig.

of

this

panel

are

6.

which

battery,

posed

of

two

is

sections

shown

— one

There are 124

three-wire system.

Fig.

in

on

each
cells

I,

side

is

of

in all,

upon the

floating

From midnight

located, together with the wires, in the ribs of the

These conditions existed for six or seven
years, and caused more or less trouble during lightning storms, but the installation always tested free
from groimds. Lightning finally penetrated the gas
pipe and ignited the gas.

made

line

till

ing when the generator is again started up.
Besides the day load already alluded to there
are connected to the system over 3,000 incandescent
lam|)S and 25 arc lights, of which 20 are for street
Everything but the street lights is melighting.
^vhich

tere<l,

of this

size.

is

A

were driven through the flexible tubing and
and extended to within
about one-sixteenth inch of a gas pipe, which was
nails

insulation of electric wires,

the

and acting as
dusk of the next
day the battery carries the whole load, at which
time it stops discharging, and commences rechargbattery

an equalizer.

two

com-

by the Gould Storage Battery Company. Twentyone of these cells are end cells for regulation.
There are 11 plates to each cell, with a total area
of active material of 411 square inches per plate.
The electromotive force of each cell fully charged
is 2.63 volts, the density of the solution being kept
The battery has a discharge capacity of
at 1.225.
25 amperes for 12 hours and is capable of a discharge of 50 amperes for three hours.
In general the method of operation is to start
up the dynamo at dusk and run till midnight,
the

ceiling installation of panel construction in a building

unusual in a lighting system
base rate of 15 cents a kilowatt-

also

ceiling.

Signaling Arrangements on the District

Railway

In

London.

May
vidual
into

track

The
by means

sections.

block sections

other

rail

13,

1905

up
of special rail joints
All uninsulated rail joints are

insulated with fiber.

cut

is

bonded

to ensure electrical continuity.
Power for
the operation of the system is generated at 65 vohs
pressure by motor generators placed centrally, the

negative terminals of which are connected to an
insulated negative main running the entire length
of the system. This main is connected to each section of the sectionalized track rail at a point near
the latter end of the block, i. e., the end at which

the train leaves, as distinct
enters.

it

potential

will

It

be

difference

seen,

from the end
that

then,

at

which

there

is

a

approximately 65 volts be-

of

In anticipation of the more strenuous conditions
caused by the shorter headway planned, the District

Railway

Companj'

of

London has

installed

a system of signaling for which great improvements

systems are asserted.
This plant
presents features of more than ordinary interest
and is moreover the first installation of its kind
in England.
The section of line between Hanger Lane Junction and South Harrow has now been worked electrically by the District Railway for over a year,
with results that augur well for its success on the
more important sections of the line. The length
of this trial section is about five miles of double
over

all

earlier

tween the continuous (positive)

rail and the insunegative main.
Resistances are interposed in the connections between the negative main and the sectioned rail
which reduce the potential difference between the

lated

from three

to

rails

six volts,

to

according to the

length of the'block and various local conditions.

Consider now the circuit for a single block unoccupied by a train; the current from the positive
brush of the dynamo flows along the continuous
rail and thence through the two relays, one at each
end of the block, and through the ballast between

CONNECTIONS OF BATTERY SWITCHBOARD PANEL IN ODELL ELECTRIC PLANT.

FIG. 6.

hour

is

down

to

made, with reductions

to

large consumers

10 cents a kilowatt-hour.

In addition to the lighting plant the company
operates the waterworks system, using a 12 by 14inch Ingersoll-Sergeant air compressor for lifting
the water from a

1,291-foot well

into

a reservoir,

from which it is pumped to the tank 120 feet high,
shown in Fig. 2.
The president of the Odell Electric Company is
W. Buchanan, and his son, W. M. Buchanan, is
secretarj'.
E. L. Barrett has charge of the
of both the electric and water plants.
Secretary Buchanan says that he has received inquiries from all parts of the country relative to
matters concerning the operation of this interesting
little plant, especially in regard to the storage-battery feature, which marks it as unusual among

the

operation

small-town lighting

installations.

Electrical Fires

from Peculiar Causes.

A

rather unusual fire was caused, according to the
quarterly fire report of the Electrical Bureau of the
Kational Board of Fire Underwriters, by a roll of
wire fencing. The stock in a store room consisted of
rolls of fencing, part of which were piled near an

exposed service switch and fuse blocks, one of the
rolls resting against a nearby gas meter.
An employe in selecting a roll brought it in contact with
the live terminal.
Current arced to the gas meter
in which two holes were burned^ and the escaping
gas was ignited.

Heat from an incandescent lamp in another case
resulted in a fire. The lamp was lying on a counter
when some cotton goods were thrown over it. When
the current was turned on the heat generated in
the confined space by the lamp soon set fire to the
fabrics.

Another instance

is

cited in

which

in

finishing a

track,

and

it

is

divided into block sections varying

On
in length from 1,400 feet to about 3,500 feet.
the District Railway generallj' there are both positive and negative insulated traction rails, the running rails not being used for the traction current.
The space between stations is usually divided into
two blocks, that is, a ''starting'' and a "berth" block,
and the signaling is on the "normal-clear" principle.
The signals themselves are of the ordinary mechanical type and in no way specially adapted for
power or automatic working; consequently they are
being replaced by special arms with W'estinghouse
electropneumatic signal motors fitted close under
them and the oMinary counterweight abolished for
one directly on the signal arm, as shown in Fig. i.
The motors are enclosed in cast-iron casings, and,
being essentially strong and simple, are not aflfected
by climatic conditions.
They are controlled by
small pin valves worked by means of electromagnets in the local signal circuit.

Signal cabins are
required only at each end of the branch, or where
there is a cross-over road; in the latter case they
are normally closed, being opened only when required.

An

automatic stop prevents trains from overrunning home
signals. This consists of an iron
arm between the track rails, as shown in Fig. 2.
actuated by a compressed-air motor acting in unison with the adjoining signal motor.
When the
signal goes to "danger," this arm is elevated to a
position in which it engages with a cock on the
air-brake system of the train; thus the brakes are
instantly and automatically applied if, for any reason, the driver should run past the signal.
The principles of the system may be best understood by reference to the diagram (Fig. 3).
One
of the track rails is electrically continuous through
the whole length of the plant and constitutes the
from the generator to the indi-

positive conductor

the

rails, all in parallel, to

the sectioned

rail.

From

through a relatively large resistance
main and back to the generator.
Now, suppose a train enters the block. Obviously the current flows through the practically negligible resistance of the car wheels and axles from
one rail to the other, and the relays are shunted,
with the result that the signal is allowed to go to
this

it

flow s

to the negative

"danger."

The

"track-battery"

resistances

connected

be-

tween the negative main and the sections of the^
sectionalized rail prevent the generator from being

when

short-circuited

the

track

circuit

is

shunted

by the axles of the train. In fact, these resistances
bear such a relation to the combined resistance of
the roadbed from rail to rail and the two relays,
all in parallel, that the shunting of the track cuts
out only a small percentage of the total resistance
of the circuit.
Thus the current increase
circuit when shunted is not great; this is important, as it is advisable to keep the track potential
as nearly as possible constant.
An increase of the
i:

total current,

pied

by

resulting

trains,

from the blocks being occu-

affects

the' potential

between

the

of unoccupied sections, increasing the transmission loss in the negative main.
Next to be considered are the circuits of the
track relays which control the signal circuits. The
rails

track coils of the relays are permanently connected
across the rails at that end of the block at which
the relay is placed.
Between the pole-pieces
polarized armature

is suspended from a pivot.
This
armature bears a winding of considerable resistance
and is connected between the positive rail and the
negative main through a contact, operated by the
track-coil armature, which is closed when the track
coils are energized.
To the polarized armature is
rigidly connected an arm which actuates a contact, the function of which is to open or close the

local

circuit

controlling

the

signal

motors.

The
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o|i(i;ition of

llic,

relays

is

as

llicn

follows:

When

of polcntial exists in the normal dirtclion between the rails, i. c, when there is no train
nil the hlock, the relay track coils arc excited and
dr.iw up the armature which closes the circuit

HIgh-presBure Lino Construction (or
Aitornatlng-curront Rallwaya.'

u rlilTcreiicc

to

is

relay,

The

polarized

one of the poles of
closes

the

contact

local signal circuit.

llie

ill

armature.

then attracted
and, swiuKixR over,

Miiiialure
llir

polarized

llie

lliroiiKli

As already mentioned, there are two

relays

in

one at each end; these are duplicates
and operate normally in a precisely similar manner,
i-.icli

block,

i;iili

working a contact

the local

in

signal

Hv

1

iiiouoiii:

VAiisty.

Of the various methods of current supply heretofore employed tho overhead conductor is believed
to be the only one capable of dcvclopm>-nt into »afc
or permanent operation with trolley pressures running ui> into thousands of volts. 'I he present paper
will describe some preliminary work which lias been
carried out on a practical scale with overhead
conductors.
Several classes of construction have

Ihc

used.

thort

frn also
ifc from

diflan<-<

prevents the end of a 1/
coming dangcivn ly w:r

A

road (!'

tor alMut

U

forms of

•

(jortion has

saK> of 24
section has
four inch'
trolley wi
of Irmpei

'

:

tiRhttr llijii the former.
Ihc effect*
ujKin these two formi of cofiUrue-

circuit.

are in series and unless they are
no current can flow through the signal magnet, and the signal will therefore remain
at "danger" by gravity.
I

contacts

111-

closed

Inilh

position of the apparatus when the block is
Both relays being
has been indicated above.

i'lic

iiii|ity

cniigizcd, the local si.gnal circuit is closed and the
eleclromagnelic valve operating the pneumatic sig-

motor

nal

air to the

As

S(jon

consetiueiitly open, admitting compressed
motor which holds the signal arm "olT."

as a train enters the blcx;k the relays are

short-circuited by the car axles and thereby deenergized, pcrmittiiiR their armatures to drop, thus
breaking the circuit through the polarized armature
The polarized armatures then swing back
coils.
from their position in contact with one of the
track-coil pole pieces, and in doing so break the

two points in series. The electromagnet operating the admission and c.\baust valves
of the pneumatic signal motor is de-ciicrgized and
the exhaust is opened, permitting the signal to resignal circuit at

liirn

"danger" by gravity.

to

ICxperience has shown that the greatest obstacle
lo'
the success of automatic signaling, on electric

railways in particular, is the liability of the relays
operated by extraneous currents so as to
cause a false "clear" indication when danger should
be shown.
The particular claim of the system
Iieing

under consideration

is that it is impossible for an
extraneous current, from whatever source, to bring
the signal arm to the "off" position when it should
stand at "danger."
.Mthough in the present system it is possible for
the extraneous currents to energize either one or

UITS OK LONDON DISTRICT RAILWA

been dosigned; of ihcsc tlic least expensive type
employing bracket arms will be described first.
This system (bracket-arm] consists of a single
line of wooden poles spaced well apart and fitted
witb bracket arms and steel catenary suspension
cable for supporting the trolley wire.
The bracket
arm is a T-iron supported by a tension rod at its
outer end and fitted at the inner end with lugs
which partly embrace the pole and to which they
are bolted with lag screws.
The insulator is of corrugated porcelain, cemented
to a mallcablc-iron sleeve which in turn is slipped
over the bracket arm and held by clamps and set
screws.
The porcelain insulator has a groove at
center surrounded by a mallcable-iron collar
similar to a pipe clamp. This collar has an eye
on the lower side into which the hooks of a clamp
which carries the steel-supporting cable or messenger are inserted.
Wheel trolleys will probably be
used to a considerable extent with the lower pressures.
Guard loops are provided to prevent breakage of the porcelain in case the trolley should leave
the wire under a bracket.
The guard loops are also of service in temits

tion arc indicated by ihc following
during a period of two months:

ob<icrvations

Hei(bl of Troller Wire >bora lua>.
Date.

Temperalore
F>hr.

Span No,
I2-42-CM
12-23-ai
1-4-05

Spui No.

i.

I.

IlO-fl. Sl>an.
2. fl. 5.1 in.
21 fl. 3.6 in.

5J.2
16-0

11 fl. 3.4 in.
21 fl. z.o in.
21 fl. 4-1 in.

34.7°
51.3°
14.7'

s>
10
2o

21 fl. 5.5 in.

Span.
;-<o-

fl. 6.(1 in.

90
10

fl.

7.4 in.

-4

20

fl.

7.5 in.

fl.

fl.

7.0 in.
in.

fl.

7.5 in.

The

greatest temperature variation noted on the
r20-foot spans was 36.3° F., and the corresponding
changes in height at the centers of the spans were
2.1
inches and 1.9 inches, respectively.
For the
96-foot spans the temperature variation was. 37.6
degrees and the corresponding changes in height
were 0.6 inch and 0.5 inch, respectively.
The combined weight of the messenger, 000 trolley

wire and hangers averages one pound per foot, which
gives a tension in the messenger cable with 120-foot
span and 24-inch sag of about 900 pounds. The tension with 96-foot span and four-inch sag is about
3,500 pounds.
For best results with this form of construction
both as regards cost and operation the following
arrangement is considered satisfactorjThe spans
should be 120 feet long on straight track, reducing
the length as may be necessary on cunes.
The
messenger to consist of a 0.4375-inch galvanized
Bessemer steel cable composed of seven strands
and having an ultimate strength of about 6,000
pounds.
The trolley wire to be 000 grooved section supported in horizontal position by hangers
:

placed 10 feet apart. The messenger cable is to be
pulled up lo a minimum cold-weather sag of about
II inches, corresponding to a tension of about 2,000
pounds.
For conditions where bracket arms cannot be
used, cross-span v.ork may sometimes be employed.
For this purpose the arrangement indicated in Figs.
I and 2 has been designed.
The difference between
this arrangement and the bracket-ann construction
is the substitution of a 0.4375-inch steel span cable
for the bracket.
Other details are practically the

same.

For the heavy-service requirements of steam roads

AUTOMATIC TRAIN STOP ON TRACKS OF THE LONDON DISTRICT RAILWAY.
both relays while the train is in the block, these
latter are so interconnected that it is not possible
for them both to be energized in the normal direction at the same time by extraneous currents.
The various conditions which may occur with
a train in the section may be catalogued as follows;
Both relays shunted, no extraneous current one
relay shunted, the other energized normally
one
relay shunted, the other energized reversely, and
both relays energized, one normally and one re;

;

versely.

As
signal

point

will

be plainly seen, the

magnet

when

is

circuit through the
designed to be always open at one

a train

is

in

the section, and often at

two.

The United Railways and Electric Company has
engaged architects to prepare plans and specifications for a new electric power house on Harford
Road, Baltimore.

porarily supporting the cable while it is being run
out and pulled up. The trolley and messenger are
run out together and the former is supported from
the messenger at occasional points by temporary
tie-wires.
The tension in the messenger cable is
adjusted to give the proper sag, and the trolley
wire is pulled up tight enough to take out all kinks
and bends. Both trolley and messenger are then
anchored.
The messenger is next clamped to the
insulators and the trolley is permanently supported
from the messenger by means of hangers or clips
which are adjusted in length in- such a manner as
to hold the trolley horizontally.
By this means
the tension in the trolley" is slightly relieved and
allowance is made for expansion and contraction.
The hangers are stiff and, being placed only lo feet
apart, correct any tendency of the grooved trolley
wire to twist. This insures that the smooth lower
surface will always be downward, a feature especially necessan,' when bow or sliding trollej's are
Abstract of a paper presented at the meetinc of the American
I.
Institute of Eleciiical Engineers in New York. March Z4, 1905.

;
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having from two to four tracks the construction
described above is not adequate; a more substannot encroach
tial equipment and one which will
upon the present standard clearances is necessary.
Obviously the best form of support to accomplish
this result is a bridge long enough to span all tracks
with ample clearance on the sides and overhead,
and stiff enough to carry all of the overhead conBridges of this
ductors without undue vibration.
character are at present in use on many roads to
support semaphores and other signal apparatus..
It was first thought advisable to run the messenIt is necessary, however,
ger cable over bridges.
to provide an unobstructed view of the signal apparatus, and it is accordingly considered preferable
to make the bridge high enough to permit the semaphores to be suspended below the truss.
Fig. 3 indicates a signal bridge which has been

May

For sharp curves the radial pull of all the messenger cables would be severe, and it is intended to
provide at the tangent points anchor bridges which
\vill
have trusses stiff enough in the horizontal
plane to stand the strain of slacking off the cables
about one-half.
These anchor bridges will then
be held by long guj^s running out a considerable
distance from thS bases of the bridges and anchored
to cross-ties or channel irons buried in the ground
and concreted.
Regarding the efficiency of the insulation emplo5'^ed, it may be stated that, under snow-clad conditions. 2,500 feet of iron bridgework and five miles
of single-catenary construction showed under test
a leakage of one ampere at 6,000 volts.

Discussion (in Aestr.\ct).
Calvert

Townley,

New

Haven, Conn.

:

I

think

devised for a four-track road, carrying beside the

we should observe

semaphores the four sets of cables and trolley wires
suspended below the truss. This construction is a
decided advantage in erecting, as the cable and trolley wire can be run out along the track and lifted
Massive porcelain insulators nill be
into place.
used mounted on heavy pipe and fitted with collars
From these
having soft lead strips under them.
the cables will be hung by means of bolted clamps.
By anchoring all cables to the bridges after being
drawn up to a uniform tension the effect will be
For roads having wide
to steady the bridges.

high-voltages right
awaj'.
It is one thing to construct a io,ooo-volt
system across the open country that is very sparsely
populated and it is quite another thing to recommend the construction of a high-voltage trolley
system for general service on interurban roads or
for a system that is to pass through thickly popucan, of course, provide safelated centers.
guards in the wa}"^ of grounds whenever anything
goes wrong, but it is a very different proposition
to haA'e a moving vehicle with 500 or 600 volts on
in

recommending

a considerable degree of caution

extremely

We
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permitted, but the line drops, the cost of apparatus,
and all the operating conditions ate perfectly satisfactory.

The
Now,

position of the trolley has been alluded to.
there are three lines in operation at the
present time using high-tension current.
Two of
these lines have the trolley located over the center
of the track and one at the side of the track. It
seems to me that there are arguments in favor of
both locations.
center trolley permits the use
of the same trolley wheel or bow for both city and
suburban trackage. Many of our city systems are so
constructed that a bow cannot be used and a separate trolley wheel would have to be provided.
It
is doubtful, therefore, if suspending the trolley in
the center of the track will effect any economy or
any reduction in the number of trolley wheels and
base required.
side-suspended trolley opens another suggestion it necessitates the use of a separate bow or trolley wheel for the high-tension portion of the line, which has some advantages in
safety of operation and also in the facility of changing over from alternating to direct current and vice
versa
so that the operation of both sets of lines,
one using the center trolley and the other the side
trolley, will be watched with considerable interest,
and I think we are hardly in a position yet to standardize either one position or the other.
The frequency of hangers between the supporting cables and the trolley itself is also an open
question.
The Pontiac line is operating with a
single connection placed midway between the poles.
The Indianapolis and Cincinnati line has a support
every 10 feet.
Neither line is operating as yet at
full speed, and we cannot say how much convenience or inconvenience w-ill be occasioned. I think,
however, for high speed it will be unnecessary and
inadvisable to suspend the trolley more than once
or twice between poles in order to get full use of
the greater flexibility of the system afforded by infrequent support.
I am very much
Joseph Sachs, Hartford, Conn.
astonished to note ihat notwithstanding some railroads in Europe have been equipped with insulators
consisting of material other than W'ood or porcelain,
no mention has been made of the merits of those
insulators.
It is interesting to note that our early
low-tension trolley systems experience the 500-volt
work taught us that porcelain, wdiile a good insulator when not struck by a stone in the hands of a
small boy, was not a good insulator w'hen subjected
On
to the practical conditions of every-day usage.
the 500-volt sen-ice the motor insulator has been
finally perfected, imtil today it has reached a stage
where it is considered to be a pretty perfect device.
Mr. Varney
The steam-railroad men guard their
heights most rigorously. The New York and New
Haven railroad will not permit any trolley wires
to cross its tracks at a less height than 21 feet.
If on steam railroads any such distance as that is
absolutely required, then a considerable change will
have to be m'ade in the location of the proposed

A

A

—

;

:

:

Furthermore, from the
trolley
wire.
life through populous censeems to me that a trolley wire of 15,000
running under bridges and viaducts is a
pretty dangerous thing to have around, particularly
for the small bo}'", wdio likes to lean over the fence
on a bridge and see what happens when he "monkeys" with the wire.
The remarks of Mr. Armstrong, I think, are par-

overhead

standpoint of safety to
ters
volts

FIG.

3.

BRIDGE FOR CARRYING SIGNALS, TROLLEYS AND TRANSMISSION LINES FOR FOUR-TRACK ROAD.

rights-of-way comparatively light bridges steadied
with guy cables may be used, but for most cases
a substantial structure similar to those now used
for signal towers wmU probably be preferable.
It
will be noted, hou'ever. that owing to the comparatively long intervals between signals only a few
of the bridges carry semaphores; the others may
be made lighter.
Spans of 300 feet for straight tracks appear to be
satisfactory, not being so long as to permit undue
vibration in the cables, and not so short as to require a large number of bridges per mile.
For the messenger cables 0.625-inch extra-high
strength steel strands are suitable.
With a 0000
grooved trolley wire and hangers spaced 10 feet
the average load per foot on each cable is 1.43
pounds, and with a vertical sag of 2.7 feet the tension is 6,000 pounds. In a rough climate wind and
sleet will at times increase this tension
assuming
tliat the tension may be doubled a factor of safety
of about 3.5 will still remain, as the breaking
strength of t)ie cable is about 40,000 pounds.
For use in localities where milder weather conditions may be assumed, lower grades of steel may
be used having breaking strengths for the same
weight per foot of 25.000 pounds and 19.000 pounds.
;

somewhat

easier to handle
most conditions.
The sag given above is taken to be the cold100°
weather condition and for
F. rise the sag
would be about 4.4 feet, or a variation of 1.7 feet.
In Fig. 3 this allowance is made in the height of
the bridge, so that the lowest point of the trolley
wire will be 22 feet above the track. It is not believed that the variation will be this much on
account of the giving of the supports and other
causes.
For curves the length of span will be decreased
and when necessary to hold the wire in the center
of the track radial pull-offs will be used, secured
to strain insulators.
These will be mounted on
latticed poles which in turn will be braced by guy
anchors.

'Ihese

latter

and would be

cables

are

sufficiently strong for

wiring and to have connection with 1,000, 2,000,
I do not mean to say that
10,000 volts.
to neglect the advantage of using high
tension, but I do believe that we should observe

its

6,000 or

we ought

jumping

amount of caution in
Of course, we want to standardize
the practice ultimately and we have got to reach
that indee<l, we have pretty much reached it in
the 600-volt trolley system but I ha\'e not heard
enough evidence of satisfactory practice on any of
these lines to make it clear to me that we have
reached a time where we could standardize without
the danger of making some very serious mistake.
I believe
A. H. Armstrong, Schenectady, N. Y.
in keeping the trolley tension as low as permissible,
or as low as possible, in order to do the work that
is required.
There is no need, in my opinion, in
going to 6,000 or 8,000 volts if 3,000 will serve the
purpose.
The apparatus is increased in cost, the
liability to a breakdown is increased and it involves
have the ability to
an unnecessary expense.
I believe the 3,000
go to any potential desired.
volts already in use in our suburban work is high
enough for the present.
There is another way of looking at the matter.
With 3,300 volts at the sub-station it is possible
to operate cars of 40 or 50 tons 50 miles an hour
on a half or one-hour headway, with sub-stations
placed fully 20 miles apart, assuming, of course, that
It
the sub-station fed into a common trolley line.
is a question how much trolley line you want to
cut out in case of accident, and I think 20-miie
blocks are surely suf^cient for perfect mechanical
operation.
higher trolle}' potential is an undue
refinement, and, in my opinion, is not called for by
operative conditions.
\\'^hen you come to the operation of heavy freight
trains, 2,000 or 3,000 tons, where the motors must
considerable
high voltages.
a

—

to

—

;

We

A

reach 1,500 horsepower, it is time enough to* consider potentials higher than 3,000 volts; but even in
those cases I have found that S,ooo or 6,000 volts
amply takes care of all conditions involved not
only of the sub-stations as far apart as may be

—

it

ticularly pertinent as to the continuity of service oy
having fewer transmission lines, having one trunk
line connecting all sub-stations and having the substations nearer together than is contemplated by
the higher trolley voltage.
President Lieb: I think it might be well to add
that undoubtedly a great deal of credit is due to

pioneer builders of this high-tension trolley
Messrs. Ganz & Co. of Budapest; but I think
might be stated that the line in question could
While it is a
hardly be considered a trunk line.
branch of the Adriatic railway system, it is rather
a spur from the main line and while I do not remember the exact conditions as to the intensity of
traffic, the impression that I got in reading the details of the number of trains per day, freight and
passenger, would lead me to believe that it was anything but a hea\T line and not at all approaching
our trunk-line conditions over here.
It is 200,000 tonF. N. Waterman. New York:
miles a day. The lightest traffic is three trains simthe

line.
it

also

;

ultaneously, and the heaviest eight trains.

Future Meetings of the Institute.
The annual meeting of the American Institute
of Electrical Engineers wnll be held in New York
on May i6th. at which time the result of the election of officers will be announced and other oflficial
business of the association transacted. Two interesting papers on the general subject of safety devices will be given at this meeting as follows,' "Relays." by George F. Chellis. instrument tester, Interborough Rapid Transit Company, New^ York, and
"The Proper Limit of Duplication to Secure Reliability of Service," by H. W. Buck, electrical engineer, Niagara Falls Power Company, Niagara Falls,

N. Y.

The Chicago branch

will

hold

its

next meeting

May 23d. at which the recent New York papers
of George A. Damon and Theodore Varney on
single-phase railways, with considerable new mat-

May

paper will
J.

R,

will

aililltiiiii,

in

tcr
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France.
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irollcd

and shafts. The hydraulic motor is conby a governor upon the turbine ^hafl. Water
furnished from a reservoir, is liislribuled

pressure,
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Couucy.
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by means of a scries of movable
ilislrlbiiting vanes, anrI tlicsc are opened and clotetl
by a hydraulic iiiolor which acu IhrniiKh a set of
i»

•

mo-

front or behind the piston of the hydraulic
so as to give the proper regulation of

fall

poiiU

.1

l..ikc

lying .sonic

l-eman,

also a

anri

How

15

miles

frutn

millet

cunsideralile

of great caiiacity.

The power

by the river was utilized

aflforded

its

Uhone has a

the

f<ir

some time

in various small hydraulic plants, .'ind sunie
these were connected with the town of Bellegarde by ditTerent methods of transmission, so as
10 furnish energy ("white coal." in the striking
Krench phrase) for the diflfereiit industries in that
localily.
As these industries kepi on increasing, and
al the same lime the use of hydro-electric plants
became general, il was decided to erect a lan'c
hydraulic station at this point which should gen-

past
of

erate current

of the plant

description

for n.se al

liellegarde.

The

first

part

which forni.s the subject of the present
was erected by Ihe Rhone Land and

Waterpower Company.
A mnnber of alternators
were in.stallcd by Brown, Boveri & Co. of Baden,

who

also carried out the remainder of the electric
equipment, while the hydraulic part came from the
Later on, as the
Swi.ss firm of Escher, Wyss & Co.
demand for current increased, a considerable addition was made to the plant, and it then passed
under the control of the Sociele FranQaise des
I'orces Hydrauliciues du Rhone.
The same kind of
electric and hydraulic apparatus was used as before,
hut having somewhat larger units. Owing to this
fact, the .station has a uniform appearance, although
constructed at different stages.
Fig. I is a general view of the interior of the
station, with the Brown-Boveri alternators and exciters, which are operated by vertical-shaft turbines;
also the two switchboards of the plant. The Bellegarde plant has been in very successful operation
for several years past in its present slate, and has
As most of
a total capacity of 10,000 horsepower.
the power supplied l>y tlio stnfion is utilized within

Inrbinc.

Bellegardc plant contains the following series
of threc-pha.se alternators, all driven by turbines
with vertical shafts: One alternator of 800 horscpower running at 133 revolutions and giving 1,000
volts, one alternator of 1,200 horsepower at
114
revolutions and 1,000 or 2,000 volts, four larger

factors, respectively.

pcratiirc is sonie ao* C.

Two
the

above

now

switchbuards are

The

tion.

The

iwwer

aliovc

the

tor,

Al
from

of OS per cent, when running at full
loail with a power factor equal lo unity, or
93 per
cent, with a Utg factor of oH
With tfx-ccl ami field
cliarge coiisunt, Ihe drop of voluge between no
load and full load is six and 30 per eetn. with the
•triciency

.111

plant

installed

of these, which
is divided in

first

Tlie rite of lem-

air.

which Ihe

first

it

in

was put

started,

seven

the sta-

when

in

panels,

of

used for Ihe 8oo-hortepower

al-

machines of 1,500 horsepower at the same speeil
and voltage, and two others of Qoo horsepower at
130 revolutions per minute. The frequency in all
cases is 47.5 cycles. The char.ictcristic feature of
the 1,500-horsepowcr alternators is the revolving
It is known as the umbrella form, and this
is said to he a decided advantage over
revolving part having a bearing at the top and
held by an upper cross-arm. The arms of the
wheel slant up toward the top of the shaft, and thifield.

construction
a

leaves a space below in which is mounted a bcarint;
held by a set of cross-arms on the under side. Th
bearing is double and has an upper and a lowe;

The upper bearing is thus placed in the plainwhere the magnetic forces are everted, and in con-

part,

setiucnce

these

il

in

is

the

Owing

latter.

best
to

condition

this

for

disposition

rcsistint;

the

shaft

guided over a length which is quite sufficient to
prevent any vibration of Ihe end which lies abo\'e
is

the bearing.

The wheel, or support, which carries the poKpieces of these machines is of cast iron, and therr
are 50 pole pieces placed around the periphery. Tbr
field coil here used is formed of a bare copper
band of rectangular
as

to

force.

give

the

best

The windings

section,

which

is

wound

by paper bands.
The armature which surrounds the
forms Ihe exterior body of the machine

and
formed

field
is

BELLEGARDX

so

resistance to the centrifugal
are insulated from each other

second for the 1,200-horscpower, the
third for the 1,500-horscpower machine, and the reternator,

the

mainder of the panels for the feeders working at
1,000 volts. The second switchboard, shown on the
right in Fig. i, was installed somewhat later, and
of a more modern construction. The switchboard
apparatus is mounted upon an iron framework, and
the marble panels are fixed to the front of the
latter.
An iron grating is used to give protection
is

the

at

and the sides. The iron framework
two halves, and these are divided over

front

made

is

in

the whole length of the board by a central passageway for the attendants. The present switchboard
six white marble panels, all of which are
the front side.
Five of the panels are
used for the alteniators and one for connecting the
new and the old switchboards in parallel.
It is to be remarked that the four alternators of
1.500 horsepower and also the 900-liorsepower machine are built so as to give two voltages by changing the connections, thus obtaining either 1,000 volts
or 2,0C0 volts, as desired. This latter voltage is
adopted on some of the feeders which go to dif-

has

mounted on

ferent

points

at

some

distance

from

the

station.

Owing

to this arrangement, the new switchlioard is
provided with a double set of bars, one of which
is used for the feeders which work at 2.000 volts.

The

regulation of the main voltage is carried out
using rheostats in series with the alteniator
but here they are made to work in connection with a set of load-regulating rheostats, so as
to keep the load and voltage constant upon the exciters.
Thus the turbines of the exciters, which
are not provided with speed regulators, can always
work at constant speed.
Referring again to the type of exciter which has
been adopted here (Fig. 2). a somewhat novel form
will be noted.
.'Ml the exciters operate at 450 revolutions per minute and give a voltage of no for

by

fields,

FIG.

INTERIOR OF HYDRO-KLECTF C PLANT NEAR BELLKGARDE, FRANCE.

1.

short distance from the latter, a high voltage w-as
not needed, and it was decided to use three-phase
current at 1,000 volts and 47.5 cycles. In the pres-

of a cast-iron ring, built in an upper and a lower
half and bolted together. It compresses a magnetic
portion formed of laminated iron rings. The cast-

case the exciters are separate, and each one
provided with a separate turbine with vertical
(See Fig. 2.) The completed plant contains
16 turbine-dynamo units, comprising eight alternat-

iron rings are each divided into two halves by a
diameter and are bolted together so as to make it
easier to assemble the machine. The armature ring
rests upon a set of radial cross-arms which are very

a

ent
is

shaft.

ors for the

ternators

800

to

from 30

main

are

1,500

of

lines

and eight

different

horsepower,

exciters.

The

al-

varying from
while the exciters vary
capacities,

to 50 horsepower.

The generating station
of the Rhone. The water

is situated on the banks
is brought from the dam
by a tunnel hollowed in the rock, followed by a
penstock. The head of water varies from 11 to 14
meters. Turbines of 1.500 horsepower have been
installed.
They run at some 114 revolutions per
minute. The piping which leads to the turbines is

2.6

meters in diameter.

Regulation of the turbines

These cross-arms hold the main bearing in
Three sets of 25 coils
form the winding of these armatures, with one set
of coils per phase. Each coil occupies four slots of
the armature and a slot contains four wires. The
winding is insulated from the mass by means of

the

made in a single piece without joints.
The rings which bring the exciting current to the
revolving field are placed below the bearings, and
the part of the shaft lying betw'een the rings and
the bub of the wheel is hollowed in the center for
this purpose. These alternators are asserted to have
micanite tubes

fields.

At

present

there

are

eight

—

solid.

the center, as before noted.

alteniator

exciters in all, comprising one each of 30 and 40
horsepower, four rated from 40 to 50 horsepower
and two of 30 horsepower. The turbines for the
exciters are of the Francis type, working on a
II to 14-nieter head of water, and they are all of
the same size 40 horsepower.

A

preliminary prospectus is available of the Electrical Exhibition, to be held at Olympia. London,
from September 25th to October 21st, inclusive.
The prospectus expresses the intention of the organizers of the exhibition to make it as complete
as possible in view of the vast strides which have
been made in the industrial and domestic applications of electricity'.
The general rules and conditions governing the exhibits are now ready, and
copies can be obtained from the organizing managers. Messrs. F. W. Bridges and G. D. Sinith,
Balfour House. Finsbury Pavement, London, E. C.

—
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the various standards in use in different countries

not being as nearly identical as was possible, and

correspondent to the Scottish shrine of municipalization, and he was not long in discovering that the
telephone situation there held possibilities in the

agreed,

of

opinion
little

controversy,

the

.with

its

way

That started

of interesting "copy."

it.

The

the ground was unfavorably impressed with
the municipal exchange, but we have those at home
who know better, and they are not slow to confer

man on

on newspaper readers the benefits of their knowlAnd so we see the familiar heading "Glasedge.
gow's Telephones" in the correspondence columns
of the Chicago daily papers. This is indeed grievous a warmed-over edition of a vociferous trans-

—

dispute that had been stilled but not setBut the municipal-ownership appetite appears

atlantic
tled.

be insatiable and to grow by what

it

feeds upon.
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exact numbers of vibrations required lo

produce the notes of the musical scale. The sound
is produced upon metallic disks, not at the place of
operation, but at a distance, and a number of receiving stations may be connected to one transmitting station. This is the outline of the scheme
described by

briefly

381
3S1
3S1

Electrical

Patent Record

381,382

not

indorse
little

invention

the

We

we

doing

in

published

so,

of Dr. Cahill and his work.

ley stands sponsor for his

own

for

we

Mr. Brind-

statements, although

why

impulses, to be translated into musical sounds, could
But
not be transmitted in the manner outHned.
it
is hardly correct, so far as we are cot'.cerncd,
for the Chicago Daily Tribune to say that "the
Western Electrician and other papers devoted to
electrical
interests speak of the invention with

no theoretical

see

reason

such an air of certainty that
of the practicability of the

That

is

little

electrical

doubt remains

new music-making ma-

assuming a

bit too

much.

it

isfactory in practice,

the object of the international conference which

was proposed

to

hold,

and to which the

it

British,

German and Italian governments had
was to establish a universal standard.

French,

It thus

appears that the international commission
the Chamber of Delegates of the
Louis Congress is in a fair way of realization.
This conference w'ill probably be held before long,

recommended by
St.

and steps should be taken at once to secure the
of the United States government.
At

adhesion

conference it is likely that only those countries
having legislation on electric units will be represented, and it has been suggested that two delegates
represent each country. The discrepancies between
this

the law^s relating to electric units and other questions bearing on

nomenclature and the determinaand standards will doubtless be consid-

tion of units
ered.

Provision will probably be

made

8th.

Familiar questions such as those relating to

ber.

for securing

commission may become a permanent one.
The
first meeting of this important body will be awaited
W'ith interest.

Three months

ago, in discussing the subject of

compensation of college professors,

the inadequate

both in classical and technical schools, the Western
Electrician said
"The whole teaching force of the
;

country receives a far smaller compensation than
its vocation entitles it to obtain.

the importance of

WealtTiy men, in endowing colleges and establishing
foundations, may well bear in mind the worth and
needs of the faithful, underpaid professor and make
specific provision for

on April

adequate salaries." Thereafter

—

exact date it was anAndrew Carnegie, tliat he
had established a fund of $10,000,000 to provide
annuities for college professors who from age or
other physical disability are no longer in a position
The income
to render the most efficient service.
from this benefaction (controlled by a board of
27th,

to give the

nounced, on behalf of

trustees

consisting,

in

the main,

of

college

presi-

should Be $500,000 a year, and this sum is
be used to provide a "dignified pension system
for a body of most worthy, self-sacrificing and
jpoorly paid men" and also to offer "an opportunity
dents)
to

to

the trustees of a college to retire

members

of

who have faithfully served the institumany years, and to replace such men with

the faculty
tion for

vigorous and efficient professors."
Mr. Carnegie's generous donation has excited a
great deal of interest in the United States.- Canada
and Newfoundland, for it applies to all three coun3'oung,

In general, it has been warmly praised, although here and there a discordant note has been
raised.
There are some professors who look with
something like disdain oh the proposal that they
shall accept the great ironmaster's bounty in their
declining

years.

To

such

it

probably

will

be

pointed out that the acceptance of a pension will

Weston standard
G. S. units, names

be in no wise compulsory. To this the dissatisfied
ones may perchance reply that the pension sj-stem

parative

of

usefulness

Clark or

the practicability of the C.

cells,

and the like, were discussed,
be expected, no definite conclusions
were formulated. Lord Rayleigh raised the interesting point that the value of the ohm appeared to
have been accepted as correct too readily; he befor the magnetic units,
but, as w^as to

lieved

that the

ohm

23d.

the

and aitt.
American Street Railway Association (annual convention),
Bellevuc-Stratford Hotel, Philadelphia, September 2Sth to

In the end the

the true value of the volt and the ampere, the com-

principal standard,

National-Interstate Telephone Association (first convention
of consolidated telephone associations), Chicago, June
22d and 23d.
(fifth
National Electrical Contractors' Association
nual convention) and Electrical Exhibition, Jlechanics Hall,
Boston, Mass., July 15th to 22d.
convention)
(annual
Ohio Electric Light Association
Hotel Victory, Put-in-Bay, August i6th to i8th.
International Association of Municipal Electricians (an
nual convention), Erie, Pa., August 29th, 30th and 31st.
Old-Time Telegraphers' and Historical Association (annual
meeting), New York city, August 29th to September ist.
American Electrotherapeutic Association (annual meeting),
Academy of Medicine, New York city, September 19th, 30th

the conclusions of the commission.

tries.

Units and standards of electrical measurement
were discussed by the Institution of Electrical Engineers -in London last month, following the report
of the St. Louis Electrical Congress of last Septem-

National Electric Light Association (annual convention),
Denver, June 6th, 7th and 8th, and Colorado Springs, June
and nth.
American Institute of Electrical Engineers (annual convention). Battery Park Hotel, Asheville, N. C, June 19th to

9th, loth

29th.

Mr. Brindley.

the article as one of considerable interest, but did

chine."
37S
378
37S
378, 379
379
379
379
379
379* 380
380
380
380
3S0

DATES AHEAD.
1

keys, the

37S, 379

Correspondence
Great Britain

Societies

The invention was not described in deindeed the writer gave the impression that all
The principle
the details were not worked out.
was stated to be the employment of an electrical
generator that would set up, by depressing certain
distance.

tail;

know

Illus-

Crane Service.

Illustrated
Illustrated

CoNsiDERARLE attention has been paid by the secpress to an article on "Electrical Music for
W. E. Brindley, published in the Western Electrician of February 25th
The author announced, as a forthcoming fealast.
ture of the Lewis and Clark Exposition, Dr. Thaddeus CahiU's invention for producing music at a
ular

the Portland Exposition," by

A.

Illustrated

Editorial
International Railway Congress
Programme of the Denver-Colorado Springs Convention.
Electricity and Gas Legislation in Illinois
Test of a s.ooo-kilowatt Alternator. By L. L. Gaillard.
Illustrated
370, 37
X-ray Congress in Berlin
371
Contractors' Convention and Electrical Exhibition in
371
Boston
371
Chicago Street-railway Situation
37^
Time Signal Around the Globe
Deutsch System of Train Lighting. Illustrated
372

Rocky

ohm

to discuss the

or the value of mercury, because

the adhesion of other countries prepared to adopt

All checks, drafts and other remittances should be made payable to the order of the publishers,
the Electrician Publishint: Company, and addressed to the
Offices of publication. Suite 510, Marquette Building (204
Dearborn Street}, Chicago, Illinois, Xj. S. A.

Pacific

was not necessary

It

day would come when the
taunts severe and retorts unconrteous,
would be transferred to our own fair Chicago. But
A Chicago daily newspaper sent a
it is even so.

the

in

cities,

propagandists— we

Advertising rates

de Courcy.

the world.

^U

of

application.

discussion.
gineers)

satisfactory reproducible unit to be used throughout

thought

paradise

public-ownership

to

"

half-af righted,

witnessed,

1905

13,

had proved satand the volt and ampere only
remained to be dealt w^ith. The trouble arose from

that

York.

we

when

the fierce combat that raged in the English technical
press over the municipal telephone service in dear
old Glasgow— that bright particular example and
earthly

CHICAGO.

=

Aforetime

May

should be taken as the

first

volt,

should be the second

and corrections of
have no bearing upon the
As to
errors and corrections of the ampere.
whether the Clark cr Weston cell should be adopted
as the standard cell, Lord Rajdeigh thought that the
great advantage of the latter cell, with its very^
small temperature coefficient, pointed to the desirability of adopting it as the standard cell, but at
present he thought we knew too little of it to set
Dr. R. T. Glazeit up in place of the Clark cell.
principal standard, as the errors

then

brook, referring to the discussion at St. Louis, said
they were not dealing so

much with

or considering whether the
best

obtainable,

sion.

but

C

absolute units

G. S. units were the

were endeavoring

to

settle

a

from the dignity of the teaching profes-

The

proudly

army

rejoinder to this

sensitive

or a great

than

man

probably be that

w-ill

more occasion

half-pay

a

of letters

officer

like

Dr.

be

_,to

the

of

Samuel

Johnson.

and was of the opinion that the

ampere, rather than the

ohm would

detracts

the college professor has no

There

is

but while

a

homely old proverb about a

we would be

magnificent benefaction^
of

its

the

we

last

to

gift horse,

criticize

this

could wish that some

proceeds could be used to increase the

sal-

work. The pension
idea is very promising, certain!}', but we do not see
but that the "worthy, self-sacrificing and poorly
paid men" will still be underpaid. In all diffidence
aries of the teachers actually at

we might

inquire

w'hether

the

better

plan,

if

it

could be arranged, would not be to pay adequate
salaries in the teaching profession, thereby attract-

Perhaps the prospect of a just
during his working term would be
more pleasing to the "young, vigorous and efficient"
professor than that of an allowance during the retirement or semi-retirement of his closing years.

ing first-class men.

remuneration

;

:

May
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International Railway Congress.
The sc-vciith session of ilic liiUTiKili..ii:il Knilwav
CniiRrcss opciicil in VVasliiiiKlun on May 41I1 wilh
from this comitry and
a l.irRc .illi-ndniuc both
lie day before was given np to rcRistraabroad.
tillrcgnlar bnsiness of the con([rcss bcninlioii,
ninK on 'I'lnirsilay, the 4lh. On Satnrday, May Ht,
Amonn the
Ihe foreign delegates beRan to arrive.
most prominent of these deleRates were Messrs.
Maniezonls, ex-minister of pnblic works of France,
representing the province of Averyon, and president of the General Council of Railways. He expects to make a clo.se stndy of the railway systems
of this country. Others were Messrs. de Pelicrls
Latonch, a director of the I'rcnch Line; Anvert,
general manager n{ the North of Spain railway;
Boell of the South of France railway; Brissc of
the Eastern Railway of France; Collot of the Paris
Cirdle railway; Paul Dnbnis of the Paris-Orleans
railway; Charles Didiois of the Uelginm railway;
railway;
I'rance
of
South of
Cirain
the
l,e
Midland railway;
d'ICichtal of tlie French
lli-nri
luhiardo Lopez of the Spanish guvernnient; Miitz.
a prominent railway engineer, and representing the
F.asleni railway of France; Mosfre of the French
Northern railw.-iy Perouse of the French Dcp.artmcnt of Public Works, which has a supervision
over the Frcncli railways: Kandt of the French
Western railway: Lowcy of the Madrid and Portugal
railway: 'i'ablodosh of the South of Spain
railway, and Jules Charlcs-Rou.x, the new president
of the French Line.
On May 4th Stnyvcsant Fi.sh, president of the
Illinois Central railroad and of the .'\mcrican scclicm of the congress, made the principal address
Vice-president Fairbanks
:il
the opening session.
The
opened the meeting with a brief address.
ceremony was attended by nearly 500 delegates.
Three hundred of the delegates were foreigners,
ind nearly every railro.ad of importance in the
world was represented.
During the course of his rcinarks Mr. Fish gave
statistics showing that the railroads in England and
Ireland in the last few years have increased their
traflic 54 per cent., while those in the United States
showed a gain of 47 per cent. He continued
"Not only is the number of passengers carried
nnich greater in Great Britain than in this country,
but it has increased more rapidly there than here.
Tliis is in some measure due to the introduction
of electric traction trolley lines in the United States.
Hut. wilh regard to freight, the conditions arc
rc\crsed."
President Fish then announced the five sections
into- which the congress is divided for discussion.
Mr. Fish was made chairman of the first section
T. N. Ely, second
to consider ways and works
section, locomotives and rolling stock; Sir George
Armitage, third section, lighting and heating of
trains, automatic l>lock system, baggage and exMr. Perouse of Paris,
press and suburban traffic
fourth section, slow freight and suburban traffic,
bookkeeping, regulation of works, and Ernest Gerard, fifth section, light railways.
The handling of suburban passenger traffic was
Concerning this
treated in papers given on Friday.
branch of the service. .\. W. Sullivan of the Illinois
Central said that both in Europe and this country
the problem of the proper handling of this class
of traffic is one of the most troublesome to be
dealt with.
In all countries suburban traffic is increasing rapidly. The rates of fare given in this
country are nearly one-half that of regular fare.
Reports from 32 railways handling suburban traffic in this country were given.
These roads operate
in 16 cities with an aggregate population of nearly
12.000,000.
The problem, the speaker said, is one
of expeditious handling, depending on stations and
cars so constructed as to occasion the minimum of
delay in loading and unloading and the maximum
speed in transmission.
Section 5 reached the conclusion that light railways, when they are really tributary to main lines,
are unquestionably useful auxiliaries
that the liberal
ideas
of Austria-Hungary on this subject
should be emulated.
An interesting subject taken up on May gth
was that of autocars and automobiles run on railroad tracks where traffic is light. That these would
become common seemed to be the e.xoression of
the congress.
The chief engineer, traffic manager
and chief electrician of the French Northern railway read papers on the subject. They said the
saving in expense of operation would bring this
about.
At the New Willard Hotel on tbe evening of
May Qth a banquet was held, at which Secretary
Taft was the guest of honor. He declared that
rate legislation must come, and that soon, and his
I

;

;

:

;

remarks were listened

to with interest.

Much

besides the regular work of the congress
had been planned for the entertainment of the
guests.
At the German and French embassies there
were receptions held nearly every evening. Trips
were made as opportunity offered to the Capitol
and other government buildings and to the new
L^nion passenger station being erected. With the
general round of receptions and banquets and with
the many sights to be seen in Washington, the
guests found it bard to meet all their social obligations.
So far

:

as tbe American railroad men are concerned, the appliance exhibit held almost as much

369

train enterinf( WnshinKlon broURht ilii <|unt.i of the o|>cratini{
force of the roafls of the couiilry, wlio came iniilcr
orders from their suiicriort to »ec the remarkable
display.
The occa.sinn of the conKrcM gives opportunity
for IntcrclianKe of ideas between the foreign engineers and their friends on this side of the water.
One occasion of this kind was a reception and din-

.McDonald, Mayor Sycer of Denver tiuj itafor
I (.ill
of Oilorailo Sprmgs.
Afternoon— BusifieM
Kttion.
Cosinlry
Club
luncheon for ladies.
Evening— Theater party at Elitch'f Garden*.

ner by the American Society of Swedish Engineers,
which was given to a numlKrr of the earlier arrivals to the congress who stopped in New York.
'J'his affair was hehl at the society's clubhouse in
Brooklyn on the evening of April 26th.
The Swedish government railways were represented by Victor Klemming, member of the Imard
of directors and chief of the rolling-stock department; A. Corin. traffic manager; Hjalmar Vikiand,
chief of permanent way and works; L Petterson,
engineer permanent way and works department
Harald I.^mcke. district manager.
The Stockholm- Westcras-BcrgsLagens railway was
represented by F. W. H. Pcgclow, managing director,
and Th. George Belts, chief of motive
power department.
Capt, Victor Stable, general manager, represented
the Stockholm-Rimbo railroad.
The Frovi Ludvika railroad was represented by John Johnson,
managing director; the Norwegian state railways
by Managing Director and Minister of Finances
E. Sunde.
The delegates were escorted from the Manhattan
Hotel to the clubhouse by Mr. G. P. Wern, manager of the Rawson-Morrisnn Manufacturing Company; Mr. C. J. Mellin, chief engineer, American
Locomotive Works; Mr. H. Fernstrom. chief enginere, New York Central and Hudson River Railroad Company
Mr. J. H. Hallbcrg, consulting
engineer; Mr. F. Clarholm, vice-consul from Swe-

I'ark.

iiilcrcit

an the cniiKrcsn

Kvcry

jliielf.

.

•

.

;

den and Norway, who formed the reception committee.

During the dinner many interesting references
were made by the Swedish delegates, referring to
the electrification of the state railways, and America may soon hear of tbe results which will be
obtained from the experimental tests of high-voltage single-phase locomotives, which will soon be
tried by the Swedish government.
[A more extended reference to the congress,
particularly in relation to light and electric railways, will be given next week.]

Programme

of the Denver-Colorado
Springs Convention.

Should any of tbe members of tbe National
Electric Light Association have become impressed
with the idea that sightseeing and entertainment
are to be the only features, or even tbe most prominent features, of the twenty-eighth convention to
be held in Denver and Colorado Springs, June (jth
to nth, they are destined to disappointment.
President E. H. Davis, with the help of Secretary Farrand and Assistant Secretary Billings, has
prepared a programme that will make the business
sessions better attended than ever before, and he
intends to have the papers and reports fully discussed.
Among the numbers already in press are
the following:
Wrinkles
H. C. AIx-11, Editor
Question Box
Homer E. Nicsz. Editor
The Ncrnst Lamp, Its Present I\rfornmncc and Commercial Status
i;v E. R. Roberts
Report on Purcliased Electric Power in Factories
By E. W. Lloyd. Chairman
Report on Present Methods of Protection from Lightning
and Other Static Disturbances
Bv Alex Dow
Some

Investigation of Inductive

Losses....

By

E. P. Dillon

Insulation Testing .\pn.aratus and Methods.. By C. E. Skinner
The Choice of an Insulated Cable
By Wallace S. Clark
New Business Methods for Central Stations

Bv Tohn Craig Hammond
Sign and Decorative Lighting
By LaRue Vredenburgh
Automatic Svnehorizing of Generators and Rotarics.
By Paul MacGahan
Series Alternating-current Motors for Industrial Work
.

By
Long-distance

High-tension

.

.

Clarence Renshaw

Transmission

in

California
/\. Britton

By John
Report of the Committee on Progress

By

T.

Commerford Martin

The Question Box is so voluminous that it
seemed for a time impossible to get the cover on,
but it has finally been closed and is in the hands
of the printers.
Mr. Abell reports about 120
"wrinkles," and about a dozen papers and reports
are still to be printed, in addition to two or three
reports that will be discussed in executive session
and will not be in print.
Secretary Farrand says that the "flow of soul"
that the entertainment committee is preparing will
not be allowed to interfere in any manner with
President Davis' "feast of -reason." and every central-station manager wiW be amply repaid for the
time and money he may expend in attending the
convention.

The

general programine of

Springs convention

is

tlie

Denver-Colorado

as follow^s:

MoND.w. June 5th.
Reception by local commitInformal reception, with music, at headquarBrown Palace HoteL
TuESD.vY, June 6th.
Morning Business session in ordinary of Brown
Hotel. Addresses of welcome by Govwnor Jesse F.
Arrival of delegates.

tees.
ters,

the

—

Wrji.HUDAY, Jvnt
.Morning

— Business

Evening
io:.v>

— Business
m.

p.

an

Democratic Oub
Orphetim for the

Till.

Kstion.

A fternrwn— Broncho-busting

contetl at

D. .V C.

session

until
10 p. m.
At
smoker" at cither the
or the Coliseum Hall.
Party at

"athletic

ladies

(i( theater i>

Tni;iigoAv,

Jvst

open).

»rii.

—

Morning Business.
Afternoon— Business.

Street-car

ride»

the

for

ladies.

Evening— Business,
Cook Drum Corps.

Juke qth.

Friday,

Morning

— Entire

W.

Serenade by the George

party

transported

to

Colorado

Springs.

—

Afternoon- At Colorado Springs Drives to all
of the famous scenic points.
Visit.s to the power
plants.
Trips up Pike's Peak.
Evening Dance and concert at the Broadmoor

—

Casino.

Satl'hdav,
.Ml
district

Day

— Special

June

trains

to

torn.
the

Cripple

Creek

and return.

Sunday, June imi.

—

.Ml Day Trips to the scenic points about Colorado Springs, each delegate taking those he was
unable to take on Friday.
Monday and Tuesday will lie devoted to excursion parties arranged for those desiring to go over
the Moffat Road and the Loop.

Electricity and

Gas Legislation

in

Illinois.

By a vote of 24 to 16 the Senate of the Illinois
Legislature refused to pass the measure giving to all
and villages of the slate the right to regulate
the rates to be charged by private coinpanics for gas
and electric light,
Central-sation men from the
smaller cities of the state are pleased, but sonic of
them fear that they will have the fight all over again
two years from now unless the experience of Chicago, which has been given regidating and even
selling powers, should be such as to discourage the
advocates of public control.
Despite serious opposition the Senate and House
finally passed the bill giving Chicago the double
power of regulating the price of gas and electricity furnished by private companies and of selling electricity not needed for municipal purposes.
By the selling power the city is authorized to sell
surplus electricity from such plants as the new
Horatio N. May station (illustrated and described
in the Western Electrician of April 8th). perhaps
for power purposes, during the daytime when the
current is not needed for street li.ehting. .'\t least
that is the theory, although how this is to be accomplished, in view of the great demand for street
lighting and the impracticability of supplying the
two classes of service without overlapping, it is
However, the selling grant is endifficult to see.
cumbered by so many restrictions that it is not
likely soon to affect to an appreciable extent the
commercial electric-lighting and power business of
Chicago.
The section of the bill containing the enabling
grant as passed by both houses of the Legislature
(but not at this writing signed by the governor)
is as follows
cities

Section i. That upon the adoption of tbis act. in the manner
hereinafter provided, the city of Chicaco shall have power and
authority to sell surplus electricity for heal, licht and power
within the corporate limits of said city, and is hereby erapo-.vered
to prescribe by ordinance the ma.\imum rates and charces for the
supply of gas and electricity for power, heatinc, and lichtinc furnished by any individual, company, or cori^oration to such city or
inhabitants thereof. Such rales and char,;es to be just and reasonable, and prices may be fixed for a period nol exceeding five
.vears. and in case corporate authorities of any such city shall fix
unjust and unreasonable rales and charces. the same may be reviewed and determined by the Circuit Courl of tbe county in
which said city is situated. Provided, that nothing in this act
contained shall be construed as enlarging the power n"w conferred by law upon said city, to own. construct, or acquire electriclighting plants, or permitting said city to sell electricity so long as
the same is needed for light, heat and power for municipal pur-

Almost the entire first floor of the new building
of the Union Electric Light and Power Company, at
the corner of Tenth and St. Charles streets. St.
Louis, has been given over to an electrical exhibit
demonstrating the various ways in which electricitj*
may be used. An electric kitchen .is in operation,
luncheon being sensed each day from 10 a. m. until
four p. m. Electric chafing dishes, egg boilers and
On one
coffee percolators are shown in operation.
side of the large floor machine tools of various
The exhibit includes pumps,
types are shown.
dough mixers, ice-cream freezers, candy pullers,
dishwashers and organ blowers all operated by
The entire room is brilliantly lighted by
electricity.
Meridian lamps.

—

:

;

;:

:

:

Test of a 5,000-kilowatt Alternator.'
By

cycle 7S-revolution-per-minute Westinghouse alternator, direct connected to a double horizontal-vertical Allis compound engine.
It may be well to preface the account of the tests
with the following extracts from the contract speci-

data obtained from the cal-

fications giving certain

culations of the manufacturer, and certain guaranupon which was based the acceptance or
tees
rejection of the machine by the purchaser.
A guaranteed full-load efficiency of 96.5 per cent., to meet
which guarantee the total permissible losses in the alter.

= Maximum induction
= Effective volts.
= Periods per second.
a = Sectional area in
E = ^V2~ant E io«.

Where

The

(b)

ohm.
ohm.

234,000x0.1340=
16,500 X 0.2320
20,300 X 0.1724

The

impracticability of making an
of the iron losses after

=

=

-13000

After running for 24 hours at full-load at 100 per cent,
factor, the rise in temperature in no Dart will exceed
35° C.
and at 25 per cent, greater load, with the same
power factor, for 24 hours, the rise in temperature will not
exceed 45° C.
The following measurements and tests were made
;

watts.

/"

on the alternator
Measurement of armature

-11000

/

-10000

1-7000

—

^

3000

/

—2000

iron less.

Resistance of armature winding.
Resistance of field winding.
1=R loss in armature.

— 1000

Insulation puncture

Temperature

rise

under

being entirely impracloss in the usual manner,
the following interesting method was adopted
The alternator armature is built up of the fol-

lowing amounts of sheet
inductions given below

It

steel,

worked

234,000 cubic inches, 90 per cent, solid,
lines per square inch.

16,500 cubic inches, 90 per cent, sojid,
per square inch.
,.
20,300 cubic inches, 90 per cent, solid,

lines

,

@

@
„
@

magnetic

at

65,500 C. G. S.

^

c
91,100 C. G. S.
,-

,
rr
a
G. b.
76,500 C.

square inch.

lines per

iron losses were determined from a measurein
sample rings made from
losses
of which the armature was built up.
These samples were annealed in the ovens with
the armature laininations, were painted the same as
these laminations, and then built up into test rings

The

ment of the
material

until their volume contained no per
The rings were then wound for
and the losses at the different inductions, mentioned atove, were measured with a

and compressed

solid metal.

purposes

sensitive

wattmeter.

Outside
of the test samples were
inside diameter, eight inches
inches
diameter,
thickness (compressed to 90 per cent, solid), two
inches; cross-section, two inches by two inches,
four square inches; mean circumference, 31.416
inches; volume, 125.66 cubic inches.
The calculations of 90 per cent, solid material

The dimensions
12

samples

made on
which the

:

;

were based upon specific-gravity tests
samples cut from the steel bars from
sheets were rolled. The average specific
several samples was 7.847, which gives
inches per pound for 90 per cent, solid

gravity of
.^.91 cubic
material.
The weight of the sample, on the basis
be
nf these calculations, should therefore
32.1,3

pounds.

About 20 sample rings were built up and each
sample was wound with 72 turns of No. 18 B. &
S. annunciator wire, wound in 12 groups of one
la>er. and six turns each, with the groups symmetrically disposed around the circumference of the
ring.

The iron loss in each sample was measured at
each of the three inductions mentioned above, viz.

£

65,500 C. G. S. lines per square

inch=

10,155

(b) 91,100 C. G. S. lines per square

i«ch=

14,124 C. G. S.

lines per square

inch=

11,860 C. G. S.

76,500 C. G.

.S.

From The

Club Journal. The author is electrical superintendent with the
Interborough Rapid Transit
Company of New York.
Electric

176.2
198.0

000

1.963

4^010
5.150
6,100
7.190

4'oio

6,KO
7.133
8.05;

160
11.970
13.020

168.5
1S3.0
218.0

1 1.

160

80

2 Hi

2

11.640
12.Q16

1_

F dd Amp.

assembled

is

to

be

regretted,

as

the

method adopted and just described contains probaof error which cannot be predetermined or

Short-circuit Characteristic.
For this test the
armature terminals were short-circuited, the alternator run at full speed and the armature current
measured at different values of field current. The
tabulated readings and the curve plotted from them
are given below

bilities

eliminated. The armature casting is made in six
sections and the sheet-steel laminations are each
no greater than six feet in length, thus making
in the magnetic circuit six butt and numerou,s lap
joints.
The losses due to these breaks in the magnetic circuit are, of course, neglected when the determination of the iron losses is made in the manner just described, but it is probable that they are'
of so small a value when compared with the total
losses as to be negligible.
Resistance Measurements of Armature and Field.
—These measurements were made hy the usual
drop-of-potential method, the temperature of the
winding and of the room being observed. The
resistances as measured were then calculated for
a room temperature of 25° C. and the I"R losses
calculated on this basis.
Resistance of armature:
Phase I 2 R
0.2325 ohm at 25° C.
Phase 2 3
0.2332 ohm at 25° C.
Phase I 3
0.2329 ohm at 25° C.
2 times combined resistance of three phases =
0.2325 + 0.2332 + 0.2329 = 0.69S6.
Total armature resistance therefore equals

— =
— R^
— R^

'.

of field

Efficiency.

— As

— = 0.3493

ohm

I'R

loss,

208.1

amperes

as full-load field current, this value being obtained in the following manner:
current corresponding to terminal voltage
on open circuit plus armature resistance drop =198.5 amps.
Field current necessary to give full load armature current or short-circuit
62.5 amps.
Full-load field current is the vector sum of above.
or
20S. I amps.

=

loss, kilowatts
loss,

Field I = R loss, kw
Total losses, kw
Output, kw-

kw
,

Field Volts.

Amperes.

36.0
50.0
74.5
S9.5

68!o

1

411^6
516.0
588.0
744.0
798.0

i8i!o
Isslo

—

Insulation Test. The contract specifications required that after the machine had been assembled
the insulation of the field winding from the frame

100

-^

——

"*"

*

"

90
80

/
1

-^—70
:=-60

-^-50

u— 40
^-30

is

was used
Field

Field

'-Amperes.

10

based
field
and

calculated efficiencies.
In calculating the field

.

Speed, R. P. M.

20

a~t 25"
C = 0.8206 ohm.
noted above, the efficiency

on the armature iron losses and the
armature TR losses. The iron losses were determined as described above, and from the resistance
values as obtained by measurement, the TR losses
in field and armature have been calculated
for
various loads from 25 per cent, to 125 per cent, of
full rated load.
These appear in tabulated form
below, and following in a curve plotted from the

Iron

r

1.963

—

G. S.

voltages required for each of the three in-

8-.'3

103.5

240-2

Armature I=R

The

,

139.0

25.2
25.5

/

been

had

—

Corrected

I.OOO

15.3

56.0
86.0

/

i

load.

Armature Iron Loss.
ticable to measure this

Field.

I7.S
33.5

25.0
25.0
25.2
25.2

RUNNING SATURATION OF 5,000-KILOWATT ALTERNATOR.

test.

Volts

Field.

23.

/

40

loads.
saturation curve.
Short-circuit characteristic.
Regulation (calculated).

Amps.

25.0

/

T=R loss in field.
Efficiency at various
No-load

K.0

Volts Armature.

/

sooo

— 4000

120

Observed.

/

/

[:;-60oo

1

been previously carefully calibrated. Below is given
form the instrument readings from which
the saturation curve has been plotted. As some
of the readings were taken at a frequency higher
than 25 cycles (due to the engine speeding up),
the armature volts at these points were corrected
for this difference in speed by decreasing them in
proportion to the increase in speed.

/"

|-8000

m

40

in tabulated

/

— 9000

—

/

/

°

1

/^

— 12000

.

/

/

SHORT-CIRCUIT CHARACTERISTIC OF 5,000-KILOWATT

accurate dethe machine

termination

power

(c)

3T,3So watts.
3>82i watts.
3,492 watts.

=
=

Total, 38.693

=

(a)

there-

=

=

/

/

/

y\

,/

as follows

fore,

watts.

watts.
i 1 8,950
full-load efficiency,
will be:
90.00 per cent.
94.50 per cent
one-half load
not less than
not less than
95.50 per cent.
At three-quarters load
.96.50 per cent.
At full-load^ not less" than
not less than
97.00 per cent.
.\t 25 per cent, overload
The efficiencies are based on PR loss in the armature and
Friction is not infield coils and on the armature iron loss.
cluded.
The current in the armature when short-circuited with
normal no-load field current, will equal three times full-load
current.
The regulation at 100 per cent, power factor will equal
cent,

.\t

•1-400

200

0.1340 watts loss per cu. in.
0.2320 watts loss per cu. in.
0.1724 watts loss per cu. in.
watt loss in the armature \sas,

total

1

-1-600

(a)
(b)
(c)

fa)

The efficiency on non-inductive load
not less than
At one-quarter load

800

were measured by careand the alternator used
for supplying current for the purposes of the test
gave a wave of almost exactly sine form.
The average results of measurements on the 20
samples was as follows

(c)

62,350
Total copper losses =^
Total allowable iron losses, based on 96.5 per

.

The losses in the samples
fully calibrated instruments,

watts.

test

^

1905

13,

—

N'j-load Salnralion.
The no-load saturation curve
was obtained in the following manner;
The alternator field was excited from a 250-volt
steam-driven generator running at constant speed.
The alternator, with its armature circuit open, was
brought to full speed with the engine on the
throttle, and held at this speed W'hile the measurements were made. Simultaneous readings of voltsfield, amperes-field, volts-armature and speed were
taken.
The instantaneous readings of speed were
made by means of a frequency indicator which had

=
=

27,667

cent,

=
^

^= sectional area in sq, in.
4
n'
alternations per minute
3,000.
The voltage at the various inductions is then as follows:
20.96
(a) £=.2388x4-^3.000x72x10,155^10-^=
29.15
.2388X4X3,ooox 72 X 14,124 X io-e=
(b) E
.2388X4X3,ooox72X,ii,86ox 10-^=
24.48
(c) E
a'

263- X 0.4
field resistance equals
resistance of the armature equals
field copper loss equals:

the

cm.

s(i.

amps.
amps.

0.S5
0.4

per sq. cm.

Reducing this formula to area in square inches
and alternations per minute, we have
E = .23S8 a' n' t E io«

202
263

=

May

n

181,300 watts.

nator are therefore

at

B
H

The full-load field current equals
The full-load armature current equals
The armature copper loss equals:

1.

:

were obtained from

3,000 alternations
following calculations

(iuctions
llie

Gaillakd.

L.

L.

Tlie following paper is intended to give a general description of the series of tests made on each
of the alternators installed in the Seventy-fourth
Street (Manhattan) power station of the Interborough Rapid Transit Company of New York City.
The object of the tests was to obtain characteristic
curves of the macliincs and to determine how nearly
they conformed to the contract requirements and
the manufacturer's guarantee.
Each machine is a 5,000-kilowatt ii,ooo-volt 25-

in
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:
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r-KILOWATT ALTERNATOR.

should be subjected to a puncture test of 2,500
volts alternating electromotive force for a period
of one minute, and that the insulation of the arma'ture winding from the frame should be tested at a
potential of 25,000 volts for 30 minutes.
As the armature coils had been exposed to
moisture for some time before being assembled, it
was thought advisable to give them a drying out
before subjecting them to the puncture test. For
this purpose the armature was short-circuited and
the machine run at about two-thirds full speed
with sufficient field current to give about 500 amperes in the armature. This heat run was kept
on for about 60 hours, then the machine was shut
down and the windings carefully wiped off and
allowed to cool to the temperature of the room
before the insulation test was made.
The insulation tests were made by using a 250360- volt,
25-cycle.
oil-cooled
kilowatt, 40.000 to
transformer, the low-tension winding of which was
connected in series with a water rheostat, to the
400-volt. 25-cycle station bus bars.
The potential of

1

1

1

,

M:iy

i,i,

WliSTERN

11/ '5

side of lUe triinsfunncr was iiicis
so,ooo-volt clcctrostalic vollmclcr whicli

Willi

iM.il
li:iil

Iji-cii

Il

lu-.iy

|i..liiilial

home

ii

previously caliliratcd.
of iiilercsl to note that

lie

was

first

niimites

lo

raised

llicreafler,

:JS,000

when
volts,

a considerable

llic

lesl

and

fur

static

dis-

was noticed taking place over the surface
of the windinRs, As the test was jirolonKed, this
cliar({e

gradnally decreased in intensity, until after
of about ao minutes it almost entirely

static

lapse

the

disiipp.Miv.l.

KiKiil.ilioii.— The specifications for this machine
piciviile thai "a load of 263 amperes per terminal
.[I
11,000 volts electromotive force and at 100 per

power factor may he thrown o(T, and the
ciiil.
il.ilromolivc force will rise six per cent., with conspeed ami constant excitation."
sl.iiil
has not heen found convenient to make an
ail Mai measiiremenl r)f the regulation of the m.ifrom ihe data and characteristic curves
iliine, lull
has he.M i-aleulaU-d. This calculation was made
il
usual maniulnmolive-force method, and the
liy ihe
This figriKiilatioii was found to he 4.5 per cciil.
ure is luidciuliteclly too small, as this method of
ealculalion iiivari.ihly gives results more favorable
lo the niacliiue than those obtained from actual
1 1

lesl.

rcniiieraliire

lenuiualiuus

of

jVleasuremenls.— A number of ileIhe temperature rise in field and
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X-ray Congress

lii({li-tcn»ion
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Chicago Street-railway Situation.

In Berlin.

lenlli

A decision
known as tin

ray

Street

Ihe inlenialional congress called to rclrbralc ihr
anniversary of the discovery of the Kontgen
Ihe mcclinK
wa» held in Berlin last week.
was of high valne to the medical profession, as the
applications and developments repretrnling
latest
Ihe results oblained by eminent experimenurs were

compared and discussed
for

able

the

an<I the results

of

physicians

the

made

world.

avail-

-

:.,

il..

.,

.

:..•.
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•

given by Ju'l.
Irnlions

are "w"' i"
lliai the franrhi
pired on .\pril 21, HX>4. 'i
lo three years nmre.
In
council, under Nfayor Harris.. n, t.r.lcKd ihc s'.inpany lo vacate the street* involved in the franchiie,
whereupon ihe city was tempfirariiy .i:i..in.'I by
the court from interfering with
f
/
cars on this line.
The present '!•
Cirosscup takes the form of annu
•lion and gives the city iK>«4es«ion,
lo lake them over, of the lines
from Clark to Desplaines, in Despl
11

maintained

1

;

Professor Kontgen, although he had, it was aaiil,
promised to be present, and although hi* name was
im Ihe programme, displayed his extreme modesty by
his absence, saying he fell incapable of meeting the
lie
large throng gathered to glorify his work,
from
therefore telegraphed his acknOwlcdgnicnl
Wiirzbtirg, Ravaria.
The treatment of cancer by the X-ray rather
than by the knife created the most important diswho is 'reProfessor I„-issar of Berlin,
cussion.
garded as an authority on diseases of the skin.
rea<l a paper in which he said he had had only three
failures in this cure for cancer In some hundreds
of cases he had treated, but only where the growths
were not deep seated, because the healing efTect of
the ray only penetrated to a depth of onc-fiflh of
The ray seemed ineffective for larger
an inch.

Gangrenous cancer growths, he said, were
removed by the rays. He spoke of the ncces-

growths.
also

line,

'

Street,

in

Harrison lo Western

.\

.

;•

:

m

ern Avenue to Twelfth Street, and
1 weUlh
Street lo Fortieth Avenue.
The idea of Mayor Dunne is that these streets
can l)e made the nucleus of a complete West Side
system, streets in which there are either tracks the
franchises for which have expired or no track-S at
all being used to complete it.
Already, on a motion made during Ihe Harrison administration, bids
have been advertised for the building of a street-

End Connections. Showink' Wooden

nimted RinK and Cla

Block Bracing.

TEST~0K A 5.000-KlLOWATT ALTERNA
conductor.s and in armature laminations
were made after the machine had been running
under load for a sufficient length of time to have
reached a constant temperature.
Tlic following results represent the average rise
in temperature above the surrounding air of th;^
various parts of the machine after a run of 17
hours at an average load of 5,000 kilowatts:

.'irniature

Tcnipcraturc rise above
Field winding

air:
=--.i°
;.: .6°

.\rraature winding

C
C

The

performance of the eight alternators, of
one is representative, has been so exand the tenipcr;iUire so greatly below the
guarantee, that their rating has been increased from

which

tins

cellent
.S.ooo

to 6,000 kilowatts.

—

Synchronizing Connections. After the
machire had been installed it became neces-

Testing
first

sary to make sure of the correctness of the synchronizing connections of each of the others as
it
became ready for operation. For synchronizing,
dark lamps and a dial synchronizer are used.
To make an absolutely certain test of the synchronizing connections, the following interesting
method was adopted: When the second machine
was ready for service, the main switches of both
Nos. I and 2 were closed, tying the machines to
the bus.
Full-load field current was put on each
alternator, and both engines were started simultaneously and slowly brought to full speed together.
If the lamps remained dark and the synchronizer indicated exact synchronism, no better
check could be had on all connections. Had there
been any wrong connections in the armature circuit of one machine, making a short-circuit when
the two machines were tied together, this would
have been indicated on the ammeter in the armature circuit immediately after the machines started.
The relay would also have operated immediately
lo open the armature switch.
.After the two machines had been brought to
full speed (tied together) they were then cut apart
This
manner.
the
usual
and synchronized in
method was used with great success on all the
machines, a separate bus bar being used for the
purpose.

The city of Kenosha, Wis., has been enjoined
from interfering with the Kenosha Electric Railway
Company's cars pending the suit brought by the
company against the

city.

sity

extreme

of

warned of

their

care

in

the

use

of

X-rays

and

dangerous properties.

Professor Imelmann of Berlin read a summary
of reports on 60 cases of cancer treated by Dr.
Comas of Lisbon, wdiose results were as successful
as those obtained by Professor Lassar. Professor
Unger of Berlin was skeptical regarding cures in
serious cases. He said he knew of no cure of cancer of the breast.
Professor Sjoegren of Stockholm agreed with Professor linger, but Professor
Wolgemuth of Berlin cited an instance of a woman
75 years of age who was cured of cancer of the
breast after 72 applications, three applications being
made each week.
Professor Gocht of Halle exhibited a clock-like
invention that rang an alarm when the ray reached
the burning point.
Among the Americans who were present at the
congress were Prof. Charles Lester Leonard of
Philadelphia, president of the American Rontgen
Society; Dr. George Kunz of New York and Dr.
J. Rudis-Jicinsky of Cedar Rapids, Iowa.

Contractors' Convention and Electrical
Exhibition in Boston.
The National

Electrical

Contractors'

Association

hold its fifth annual convention and exhibit in
Boston on July 15 to 22, 1905,
For this purpose
the entire Mechanics Building, containing 83,000
square feet of exhibit floor space has been engaged,
and this space is now being rapidly sold to the manufacturers and jobbers
throughout the country.The convention meets during the week in the same
w^ill

building,.

The convention

be entertained by the ElecAssociation of Massachusetts.
to have charge of the exhibition consists of Messrs. J, P. Coghlin. F, L,
Barnes, .'\. T. Sampson, F. A. Richardson and T. T.
Kelly.
This comnn'ttee has secured the services of
Qiestcr I. Campbell, 5 Park Square, Boston, to act
as .general manager of the show.
The association includes in its membership leading
electrical contractors of 15 states.
The electrical
exhibition will include all standard and special supplies and
apparatus used for lighting, heating,
power work and general construction, .Applications
for space will be considered in the order in which
they are received.
trical

will

Contractors'

The committee appointed

car system in these streets and such others as arc
needed to make a complete West Side system,
Mueller law certificates to be used in payment for
the work,
.^s the Western Electrician goes lo
press it is said that the mayor has called a conference of his advisers, including B. J. Arnold, to consider plans for the immediate municipalization of
this line.
."^n
incident in Union Traction affairs which
caused considerable comment was Ihe resignation a
few days ago of Managing Receiver John C. Fclzer,
under whose guidance during the last year the
company's income was materially increased.
No
successor to Mr. Fetzer has yet been named by
Judge Grosseup, but several names connected with
the Chicago City Company have been mentioned as
those of probable .>ucccssor>.

Time

Signal Around the Globe.

-As a feature of the opening of the International
Railway Congress in Washington. D. C. a telegraph
signal was sent around the world at midnight on
May 3d and completed the circuit of ihe globe
in seven seconds.
The signal was sent from Washington, and in the room frt>m which Mr. Morton.
the secretary of the Navy, opened the switch was
placed a large ball encircled by a line of red lights.
representing the world.
The lights were labeled
with the names of the cities through which it had
been planned to transmit the signal, and as the signal passed through the cities the respective lamp

on the big ball representing that station lighted.
In the Chicago Hydrographic Office Lieutenant

Wilson was in readiness to receive the signal. At
10:55, western time, the instrument which was on
the circuit over which the signal was to be sent
began to click oft' the seconds from the standard
timepiece in Washington.
An electric light also
flashed with each impulse, marking the seconds.
At ri o'clock a long flash and a louder click indicated that the signal was on its way around the
world.
The method of receiving the signal in
Chicago and other cities in the United States was
nothing unusual, as it w"as verv' similar to the
way in which standard time is received hourly from
W'asbington. Frequently of late at gatherings similar to the International Railway Congress now in
session the government has sent these signals, and
Lieutenant Wilson explained that the object w"as
to show to the delegates the usefulness and convenience of standard time to railroads.
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Deutsch System

of Train Lighting.

Electric light is conceded to be ideal for railway
passenger cars, and the axle-lighting or unit system has many advantages for general service if it
The
can be maintained efficiently and cheaply.^
advantages of the Deutsch system of train lighting
and
are that each car carries its own equipment,
therefore permits of greater flexibility in the makeup of trains and no auxiliary compressing or charging plants are required.
In addition to ,the above it is important to note
that the axle light is the one system of electric
train lighting which can be gradually^ introduced
on railway cars without entirely changing the ex-

May

machine for inspection in one minute- by simslacking two wing nuts, and the armature or
bushings can be renewed without disturbing a sinthe
ply

gle electrical connection.
The essential parts of

the regulator, a diagram
of which is shown by Fig. 3, are an automatic
switch, a controlling solenoid, an air valve, a cylinder, piston working in the cylinder and carrying
electrical contacts on the rod and a resistance located in the shunt-field circuit of the dynamo.
In operation an automatic switch cuts the dy-

13,

1905

transformer to the generator and the invention that
this could be effected by means of a primary wire
of suitable length
that the first aiid third claims
of the patent were for combinations which broadly
included his invention."
The Court of Appeals, however, holds that in
the present motion for preliminary injunction, the
depositions deal "with an abstruse and recondite
subject, and present conflicting theories which cannot safely be accepted without the searching elucidation which a cross-examination of the experts
;

isting lighting conditions.
The Deutsch sj^stem consists

of a dynamo hung
from the car body, a regulator located in any convenient place in the car, a transmission or drive
and the usual storage batteries.
In this system the storage battery is intended
to supply current for the lights when the train is
standing or running at less than a specified speed.'
The battery can be relied upon to perform this
service if it is properly charged when the train is
It sometimes happens, however, with a
running.
belted machine that the belts slip or come off the
pulleys so that in either case the batteries do not
If this continues the batget their proper charge.
act satisfactorily and are conseteries do not
quently blamed for the trouble. In winter months,
especially when escaping steam or condensed moisture on the pulley faces make them as slippery as
glass and when the lighting demand is heaviest
this trouble becomes greatest.
For the above reason a battery charged by a
generator operated by a properly designed gear
drive is desirable.
The transmission system, as shown in Fig. r,
consists of a steel bevel gear provided wath a suitable hub extension, forming a bearing immediately
The gear is attached
adjacent to the tooth face.
Encircling the
to the axle and rotates therewith.
bearing is a steel strap to which a stud is elec-

namo in and out of the lamp circuit above and
below a specified train speed, that is to say, when
the train runs below the specified speed the lights
are on the storage battery, and above that speed
they are on the dynamo.
As the train speed increases and as the dynamo turns faster than the
speed required for maximum output the controlling
solenoid opens the air valve and admits air to
back of the piston, which raises and carries with it
the electrical contacts attached to its rod and cuts
resistance in the shunt-field circuit of the dynamo,
thus reducing its output. When the train speed decreases the air valve is closed by the controlling
solenoid and the piston drops by gravity, thus cutting resistance out of the field circuit until the
dynamo output is again at its normal maximum.
This regulator does not depend upon electrical

may afford." In view of the large importance of
the controversy, the court concludes that the rights
of the parties should be reserved for decision until
the final hearing of the cause.

The Brocksmith Dynamo and

Its

Com-

binations.
Manual training schools, as well as amateurs
possessing private machine shops, will appreciate
the advantages of sets of dynamo castings for experimental and demonstration work, for they combine the mechanical exercise of their construction,
the electrical exercise of their windings, and show
the practical result when completed. The mathematical theory of magnet design, field and armature windings, output, etc., may advantageously
accompany the constructive work.
For the use of schools desiring to give their
students exercises in armature and field winding,
Parsell & Weed of 129-131 West Thirty-first Street,
New York city, are prepared to furnish the Brocksmith dynamo completely assembled but without
wire or winding.
They have made arrangements
with Mr. J. C. Brocksmith whereby he has authorized them to place on the market castings, material
and blue prints for an extensive line of designs, a
few of which are here briefly described.
These
machines are constructed for practical working as
well as demonMration.
The Brocksmith dynamo, shown in Fig. i, has
four poles, therefore the armature coils do not pass

DEUTSCH SYSTEM OF TRAIN LIGHTING.
This stud forms a bearing support for a rawhide pinion which is designed to
coact with the steel gear and to which is fastened
Irically

welded.

the shaft for driving the dynamo.
The shaft is telescopic and provided with universal joints to allow for axle^ play and side motion
of the truck on curves. Any tendency of the strap
to revolve with the gear around the car axle is
counteracted by a rod or arm projecting upward
and flexibly supported by the truck frame.
steel gear casing is cast integral with the strap,
thus making the gear casing, strap and pinion bearing in two pieces, wdiich are bolted together and
It can
carried by the hub bearing of the gear.
thus be seen that both the gear and pinion are supported directly from the axle, that is to say, the
The
driving gear wheel is attached to the axle.
pinion meshing with the gear turns on a stud forming part of the strap which surrounds the gear
bearing and moves coincidently with the gear wheel
in every movement of the axle, thus insuring engagement of the teeth under all possible condi-

A

tions.

The dynamo (Fig. 2) is rigidly suspended under
the car body. There are no springs or devices permitting motion. The bearings are self-aligning and
ring oiled.
The wear on the bearings is insignificant, since there are no strains due to belt pull
and the flexible nature of the shaft connection
prevents any shock from being transmitted to the
dynamo.

The accessibility of parts is exceptional. It is
said the armature can be removed, a new one substituted and everything put in proper shape for
immediate service in 15 minutes.
Both bearings
are the same size and all screws holding removable
parts are standard and of the same size.
The casing can be removed, completely exposing

means

for its operation, but is driven by compressed air from th« larake mechanism, thus insuring a reliable and, dependable method of controlling
the output of the dynamo.
very small volume of air is required at about

A

Its workmg is noiseless and
15 pounds pressure.
there is no motion except when the train speed
materially changes. There are no rotating parts to
cause trouble and all electrical connections are simply and conveniently arranged.
The Electric Controller and Supply Company of
Cleveland. Ohio, is the licensee of tlje Deutsch, patents for the United States, Canada and Mexico.

FIG.

I.

THE BROCKSMITH DYNAMO.

The United States Circuit Court of Appeals has
rendered a decision in the suit brought by ^the

diametrically across the ends of the armatu-'e. and
thus they do not tend to build up around the
shaft, as in a bipolar machine.
This makes the
winding of the armature easier than in most ma-

Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company

chines.

Stanley Transformer Patent Decision.

for

a

preliminary

injunction

against

the

Mont-

gomery Light and Power Company

for alleged infringement of the Stanley transformer patent, reversing the decision rendered by the lower court.
The court states that the lower court "held that
the defendant's sj'stem
of
electrical distribution
infringed the first and third claims of the Stanley
patent, whether the length of the primary coil of

transformer had been ascertained by applying
Stanley rule or by some method of which
Stanley was not the discoverer," and adds: "To
this extent we agree with the court below."
It
further holds that its own decision in the suit of
the Westinghouse company against the Saranac
Lake company "was in effect that Stanley contributed to the prior art the discovery that the
automatic and constant regulation of the pressure
of the alternating current at the secondary terminals depended upon the co-ordination of the
its

the

The bearings are designed- to have rigidity and
can be easily machined and finished at one setting
The bearings are furnished with brass
linings in which the armature shaft runs, and in
case of wear these can be- readily removed and
new ones substituted.^ The bearing -casings form a
suitable oil reservoir and the shaft is kept thoroughly lubricated by two oil rings in each bearing.
The shaft is provided with oil flanges ^i-hich
return all surplus oil to the reservoir, and in this
manner a continuous flow is maintained while the
machine is running. The brush-holder parts are of
novel design and are firm and substantial.
The
brushes can be readily removed for examination or

in the lathe.

renewal.
The output of this machine, when driven as a
generator, is sufficient to supply the lights of a
small residence (10 to 12 r6-candlepower lamps),
yet the parts are so small that they can be ma-

May

13,

chined
lathe

on
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l:illic

swinging

10

inches

over

the

l.eil,

'I'hose whrj (Icsirc an inexpensive form of directcurrent Iraiisf'jrnnr liiil one whidi dues not permit
of varying the vollanc of the secondary circuit
except by cxlernal resistance will find the Brocksmith dynaniotnr applicable for many purposes. It
consists of a Hrocksmith motor having an extra
winding on the armature. This extra winding is
connected to an independent conimutalor.
The motor windings cause the rotation of the armature.
The extra windings then act as a dynamo and their
current is taken from their commutator at tlie end
opposite the motor commutator.
The motor windings cause tlie rotation of the
armature.
Tlie extra windings then act as a dynamo and their current is taken from their commutator at the end opposite ihc motor commutator.
Each winding occupies one-half of the armature
slot, so the output is about one-half as much as
wlicn the machine is wound as a dynamo.
As the
armature roaclinn is compensated by the extra
winding, there is no change in position of thr.
Iirushes for varying output.
An inleresling nKuhiiu- »lii,h uill be found very

reaches

itH

predetermined limit of travel

in cither
the Irip-coil

direction, Ihc auxiliary device clofic*
circuit and o|>ens the breaker, disconnecting Ihc
hoist motor from the source of <tupply.
the
Circuit breakers of this type consliiulcd
greater part of an order for OS eipiipmcnK of various capacities anil voilai-i- jili' 'd 'viih ihc General

373
a feature which
vol I meter.

make*

unnecciury

10 carry a

I.ani(>-le>tin|{ tniitrumcnu herelof'.r' !•
Ixrcn wailmclcr^ only, and it lia»

^fn-dbive

i»

it

'

u»c vollnietcr» in connection wilb
10 obiain reliable rc«uli<, a\ the ..
rapidly lluin Ihc «|uarc of the t,>,t.^'.
inAuflficicnl
to know merely the walu

!•/

n

-t^
.,-..,

the

it

11

lamp

con«umes.
The instrument may al»o lie u»eil either at 1
voltmeter or a wattmeter indqiendetilly of itt UmpIcstinK function, which give* it an additional value
and adapu it for general tesliuK puriMrvet. It i>
suitable for use on either alicrnating or direct curmils without change of calibration. Rcverw readings arc not necessary on direct current*.
The Westinghouse voll-wallmcter combiner the
advantages of portability, caw of manipulation, long
range of readings ami extreme accuracy.
It it
mounted in a polished mahogany case (tfi by jH
by 4^ inches and has a removable cover.
The
scale
is
long, with large, open divisions, easy
to read.
The action is dead lieal. The instrument
operates on eleclromagnclic principles, having two
light movable coils conneclc'l to the indicator and
four stationary coils c*>nnccted in scries, the arrangement l>eirg such as to practically neutraliz':
Ihc self-induction of the system.
It is not affected
by external fields or changes in frequency and has
powerful springs, giving ample governing force.
It lias a maximum capacity of 150 volts and
150
walls,

KER FOR CRANE SERVICE CLOSED.
I'llectric Company by the Morgan Engineering Company of Alliance, Ohio. This was the first order
on an annual contract, by which the Morgan company will purchase General Electric circuit break-

exclusively for its cranes. The use of circuit
breakers in crane work opens up a new field, and
the General Electric Company has at present under consideration, for various crane manufacturers
throughout the country, propositions similar to the
one mentioned.
ers

useful by many who can obtain nidy alternating
current from a central .station but who wish to use
direct current for various purposes is the Brocksmith alternating-current rectifier.
By making slight changes in the connections of
the field and armature coils this machine may be
used to rectify single-phase current of 50 or 100
volts and of 60 or 125 cycles.
The amount of rectified current which may be taken from the brushes
does not depend on the capacity of the machine
as a motor but on the capacity of the transformer
supplying current to it.
Electrical students and amateurs will appreciate
the experimental facilities offered by this machine:
thus, aside from its use as a rectifier, it may be
used as a self-exciting synchronous motor, developing from one-tenth to one-eighth horsepower.
Fig. 2 shows a direct-connected motor and rectifier.
When alternating-current rectifier is driven
from some source of power it becomes a self-c.xciting alternator, supplying either an alternating or
a rectified current, or both, up to about 100 watts

New Westinghouse
With

the

mure frequent

Apparatus.

testing

of

companying

picture,

instruments

manufactured bj' this company.
In
a portable wattmeter provided with a

effect

it

is

(j

similar to the other portable

HH+
NON-ARCING LIGHTNING ARRESTER.

motor.

Circuit Breaker for
breaker

and which

itself

illustrations show a 200-ampcr
especially designed for crane serv
automatically, limits the travel o

INSTRUMENT.
socket

or receptacle for the introduction of th'i
be tested, and with a switch for cuttin.g
out the series windings in order to enable the instrument to be used as a voltmeter, operating on
the voltage winding alone.
Connection is made
by means of a pair of leads, the upper ends of
which unite in a plug, to be screwed into the lamp
socket on the lighting circuit, and the lower ends
being provided with terminals for attaching to the
binding posts.
It requires but a moment to make
the connection.
When used in lighting installations the lamp to be tested is removed from the
line and inserted in the receptacle on the voltwattmeter, w'hich is then connected to the socket
from which the lamp was taken, and a test is made
under the conditions which exist in service.
Two concentric scales are provided, one indicating volts and the other watts, and by the use of
the switch which cuts the series winding in or out
of the magnetic circuit the wattage of the lamp
or the voltage of the circuit may be read.
This

lamp

CIRCUIT BREAKER FOR CRANE SERVICE OPEN.
hoist.
The
circuit breaker,

the

equipment consists
having a shunt trip

a standard
coil substituted
of

for the usual overload coil.
The shunt trip coil
electrically connected to an auxiliary device placed
on the shaft of the hoist motor. When the hoist
is

as tlic old arrester.
The unit
he used as a repair part wherever this
device has been employed. One improvement is the
method of securing the non-arcing cylinders to the
porcelain supports.
These arc firmly held in place
!)}'
machine screws passing through holes in the
porcelain supports and screwed in the line and
ground contacts.
Porcelain supports are molded
to shape with the cylinder centers exactly spaced,
thus securing an accurate air-gap adjustment.
All
the cylinders can be easily turned through any
angle to present new surfaces for action. Line and
ground leads are made in a secure manner.
The assembled porcelain supports and cylinders
are separated from tiie iron box by rubber-covered wire. This makes an effective packing which
insures the porcelain from breakage it the arrester
be shaken or jarred, and the wire holds the packing in place.
The cover is screwed to the box, rubber gaskets
keeping out all rain.
The arrester is of the line
type designed for connection to overhead feeders
and circuits, the normal rating being from 500 to
1,250 volts double-pole and up to 2,500 volts single-

same dimensions

Crane Service.

The accompanying
ce,

ample for the service for which

'-

A

:ircuit

is

The well-known Wurts non-arcing arrester, manufactured by the Westinghouse company, has been
in service now for over 12 years, anr! it is notable
that Ihc first changes in its mechanical mounting
have only recently been found desirable. The old
type of this arrester is used extensively both here
and abroad for all conditions of service ranging'
through power, lighting, telephone service on hightension transmission .systems and wherever protection is desired within its range.
The new type, which is shown with the cover
removed in the accompanying illustration, has the

output.
desirable combination consists of a Brocksmitli
motor coupled to the rectifier and both mounted
on one of the company's cast bed plates. This outfit comprises
all the castings for a regular Brock-

smith

which
designed.

is

incandescent

lamps there has arisen a demand for a standard
instrument especially adapted for this work, and
the Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company has accordingly designed a lamp-testing instrument designed to fulfill the requirements of the
dealer who must handle rapidly large numbers of
lamps, and of the electrician who wishes to test
lamps, one at a lime, at different points, and who
must therefore have a portable instrument quickly
applied and detached.
In general design, construction and finish the
lamp tester's volt-wattmeter, as shown in the acis

it

to

may

pole.

All

the

best

electrical

operating

characteristics

of the old-type arrester are retained, the improvements consisting of improved mechanical construction and consequently longer life and ease of inspection and repair.

In order to meet the demand for a compact and
inexpensive circuit breaker for both alternating
and direct-current circuits the Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company has produced the
type F breaker, which is shown open and closed in
the illustration on the next page.
The circuit breaker is made in I2j^, 25, 50 ar,d
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75-aniperc sizes for 250 volts dii'cct and 440 volts
alternating service, being made in the overload type
only.
The tripping point is adjusted by turning
the thumbscrew shown in the illustration, the range
being from 90 per cent, to 180 per cent, rated caThe small insulating knob at the right of
pacity.
the contacts controls a tripping device, by raising
which the breaker may be opened by hand.
By installing a breaker for each wire of the
circuit, two for two-wire and three for three-wire
circuits, the switch may he dispensed with and the
circuit operated by means of the breakers alone.
In this case the breakers are non-closable on overloads, the breaker on one side of the circuit opening when the breaker on the other side of the cirAn insulating knob is provided for
cuit is closed.
The only depth required in the containing
closing.

Notes on the Use of Rare Earths

May
in

By Murray
As

C. Beebe.

engineers have come to a
realization of the inefficiency of existing methods
of illumination, the problem of improving upon
these inefficient methods has received considerable
attention.
While the element, carbon, has heretofore
been almost exclusively used commercially
in both arc and incandescent lamps, the rare-earth
oxides, so called, have recently been found to possess desirable properties for use as illuminants.
are already familiar with the work of Auer
von Welsbach in producing gas mantles of thoria
and ceria. To use the rare earths In electric illtmiinants was a logical step. However, the problem
possessed difficulties not encountered in the proshould
duction of a serviceable gas mantle.
remember that an illuminant, to be an improvement
over the Edison or carbon-filament lamp in the
matter of efficiency, must be capable of withstanding a higher temperature than the carbon filament
for a length of time sufficient to make it commercially attractive.
One might at first suppose
that it would be difficult to improve upon the carbon filament in the matter of efficiency, or the
ability of the filament to operate commercially at
a very high temperature, since carbon is practically
infusible and the rare earths are fusible.
Carbon.
however, slowly vaporizes at the temperature at
which it operates In the incandescent lamp, and,
finally, after 400 to 600 hours,^ has depreciated in
light-giving power to such an extent that it is
best to replace it.
It is the vaporizing properties
rather than the melting points of the materials, wirh
which we are concerned in this problem. It has
long been -known that substances which are commonly regarded as insulators, such as glass and
porcelain, become quite good conductors of eh'ctriclty at higher temperatures.
Professor Buff, in 1854, read a paper "On the
Conductivity of Heated Glass for Electricity," and
"Faraday's Researches" gives a number rf examples of such conductors.
Jablochkoff, as you know,
attempted to use refractory materials, such as lime.
to separate and insulate the carbon electrodes of
his Jablochkoff candle.
He soon found that these
supposed insulators in realitv becime conductors
and emitted light by virtue of the current passing
through them from one electrode to another. He
even designed terminals Avith which to carry the
current of electricity to the lime conductor, with
the idea of making a lamp based on this principle.
It is safe to say that were it possible to produce
electricity as cheaply then as now, lamps of the
Nernst type would have been known commercially
much sooner than they were, for Jablochkoff's persistent attempts at commercial exploitation were
baffled largely by the undeveloped state of electrical
engineering.
That the rare-earth oxides are exceedingly refractory and do not readily vaporize at high temperatures makes the Welsbach mantle possible; that
these oxides will conduct electricity when hot niake=
the Nernst lamp possible.
Of all the oxides which
conduct electricity but few are refractory enough
for an efficient filament or glower.
It
was in
determining the most desirable of these, and in
fixing the best proportions to use that Nernst did
.

scientists

and

We

We

NEW Al.TERNATlNG AND DIRECT-CURRENT

CIRCUIT

box

is that required for the opening of the breaker.
Current-carrying contacts are of copper, arcing
readily
renewable.
contacts are carbon and are
The lever arm is opened by a spring'. The operating solenoid is inside of a fiber tube in the lower
arm, which also conduces to a small and compact
design.
The parts of the breaker are mounted on
a neat porcelain block, which is fastened to its
support by three screws with countersunk heads.

Foreign Trade Possibilities.
An

electric

tramway

is

to

be

built

in

Bilba'^.

Spain.

An

electric

Cartagena

to

tramway is projected
La Union. Spain.

to

run

from

The town of Muerz;;iiscblag, Styria, Austria, contemplates the erection of electric works.
The municipality of Watergraafsmeer, Holland,
projects the installation of waterworks and electric

hand, withstand exceedingly high temperatures, but

lighting.

The town

of Dakar, Senegal,

is

to install electric

works for lighting and as motive power for a
tramway line.
The city of Salzburg, Austria, will erect watergas works and add extensive improvements to the
municipal electric plant.

The city of Johannesburg. Transvaal, projects the
laying of undergroimd cables for its telephone system.
The state telegraphic bureau of Norway is open
for proposals to supply it with six tons of bronze
iJ4-i'nininieter wire.

The

municipality of Bruck.

Styria.

Austria,

will

expend about $84,000 for the extension of its elecsystem and the improvement of the railway

tric

station.

The Direccion General de Correos y Telegrafos
in

Madrid, Spain, will purchase 65.000 insulators;
20.C00 impregnated telegraph poles.
The Empain finance group In Brussels has ob-

also

tained the concession for constructing electric works
and an electric railroad at Damascus, Syria. Tbo
working capital of the company will be $1,250,000.

The town of Durban, Natal, has voted the following amounts to be expended
For tramways.
$108,330; for electric power
and lighting plant,
$150,000; for telephone system. $122,500; for sewerage work, $131,700.
:

It

is

Company

greatest work.
Ordinary red iron oxide, when formed into filaments and baked, will conduct electricity at ordinary temperatures, but such filaments do not withstand sufficiently high temperatures to be used as
light sources.
Magnesia and thoria, on the other
his

reported that the Hudson River Power
has increased its capital from $1,000,000

to $10,000,000.

these conduct electricity only with great difficulty.
In general, mixtures of two or more oxides conduct
better than a single oxide, and. in turn, the fusing
point of the mixture Is lower than that of either
oxide alone. It seems that the vaporizing point is
not necessarily lowered, judging from the fact that
thoria and the small amount of ceria used in a
Welsbach mantle, form quite a stable mixture, or
possibly a chemical combination, while ceria alone
or uncombined is a somewhat undesirable oxide
from Its rather marked tendency to vaporize.
It would be a long story to take up the various
properties of all the rare-earth oxides and the
possible combinations with one or more of the
others.
mixture which is used largely in lamps
of the Nernst type Is composed of 85 per cent,
zirconium oxide to 15 per cent, of yttria earths.
Zirconium. Is not properly classified ajnong the rare

A

earths, though it
"yttria," as used

is

customary

to

do

means

In

reality

here,

so.

The term
a

mixture

many

oxides occurring together in certain minerals and closely allied in physical and chemical
properties.
ZIrconia was used In comparatively
large quantities for the first Welsbach mantles,
and hence couFiderable attention had been given
to various methods of producing it for such use.
While many of the experimental glowers were
made from zirconia bought from chemical supply
houses. It was impossible to obtain uniform results
from such material. Good zircon ore. which "is a
zirconium silicate, occurs In abundance in Henderson County, North Carolina, and this ore Conof

ine of the Chemical
iin Pennsylvania on

ineer of Pittsburg.

Section of the

March

23, 1905.

'
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per cent, of zirconium as oxide.
By treating this ore in tlie following manner quite
uniform results are possible:
The ore is ground very fine in a ball mill and
mixed with twice its weight of crude acid potassium fluoride. This is placed in an ordinary graphite
crucible, and heated slowly until thoroughly
fused, and the ore is completely dissolved. The
fused mass is then ground and dissolved in hot
water containing a quantity of crude hydro-fluoric
acid equal to about one-tenth the weight of the
fused mass. The silica
remains undissolved as
potassium silico-fluoride (K.SiFl«), and the potassium zirconium fluoride (KjZrFl.) is drained off
while boiling hot into a silver-lined vessel. Upon
cooling, the filtrate develops crystals of potassium
zirconium fluoride, and, doubtless, small quantities
of other elements in similar crystal form.
Iron
and many other impurities which are present in the
ore, or have been introduced by the use of crude
reagents, remain in the liquor which is drained
from the crystals. The crystallizing process may
be much hastened by artificial cooling. Rinsing
the crystals with cold water is likewise beneficial
in removing all traces of the mother liquor.
The
crystals are gathered and fused in a platinum dish.
By this means, any silica present seems to be
vaporized off, and other impurities, like titanium,
are made insoluble. The fused mass is ground and
dissolved in hot water and crystallized as before.
few of the first crystals are removed or, instead, alcohol may be added to the solution until
a small amount of crystalline precipitate is formed.
These first crystals contain much of the undetain.s

Electric llluminants.'

about
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A

;

sirable

impurities.
They are,
crystallizing process

therefore, removed
is
continued. The
in hot water and
the solution is made rather acid by the addition
of pure hydrofluoric acid. Ammonia is now carefully added to the hot solution until a small amount
of precipitate is formed. If the solution of crystals has been made acid, the addition of ammonia,
even imtil alkaline, will precipitate out iron and
some other foreign metals, but will leave the zirconia in solution until it is copied and diluted.
This method was found to be an exceedingly
simple one for removing iron from zirconia, which,
by other methods, is a troublesome operation. The
hot filtrate, after removing the precipitate of iron,
is
dropped directly into a cold ammonia solutio'i
which at cnce precipitates zirconia as a hydrate.
Up to this stage of the process it has been necessary to use vessels and utensils not affected by
hydrofluoric acid.
The last precipitate may be
made in glass or wooden receptacles. The precipitate is washed several times by decantation, and
then pressed out on suction filters, and, after a

and

the

pure crystals are then dissolved

thorough drying by heat, is powdered and sifted
through fine bolting cloth, and is then ignited in
a platinum dish over a very gradually increasing
temperature and with constant stirring. The ignition process requires several hours, or sometimes
days, the final temperature being a good red heat.
Traces of silica are removed by this operation.

The

physical

condition

of the

precipitate

is

de-

pendent to a great extent upon the amount of hydrofluoric acid in excess.
When precipitated from
an almost neutral solution, the precipitate dries
into hard pieces, translucent in appearance, and

which are

difficult

excess

acid,

of

to

the

pulverize. With the greater
dries in lumps re-

material

sembling starch, in which condition it is much more
suited to our purpose.
The zirconium made by this process seems to
be reasonably pure. Precautions must be taken to
keep out dirt, and to that end it has been found
advantageous to purify the air admitted to the
rooms where the glower materials are prepared
by passing it through a water spray. An absolutely pure zirconia is not required, and though
a trace of silica improves the efficiencj"- and seems
to diminish the initial depreciation of candlepower
of a glower, it is a dangerous element to have present, for slightly more than a trace will cause a rapid
change in potential difference at the glower terminals, besides causing lack of uniformity in the
behavior of glowers of one batch, due to the fact
that the silica becomes unevenly distributed among
the glowers by evaporization and condensation occurring in a roasting process, which will be described

later.

Although

the

purest

materials

glowers for direct current,
an absolutely pure zirconia

it

make

the

best

cannot be said that

desirable for alternating-current glowers. Silica is particularly undesirable in direct-current glowers.
In general, a
glower which operates well on direct current, showing almost no change in potential difference, will
show a greater change when operated upon an
alternating-current circuit.
The purity of the zirconia may be controllotl, tn
some extent, by the number of times the material
is crystallized during the purifying process, though
each ooeration is attended with some loss of matePhysical properties are quite as important as
rial.
chemical properties, and the procedure above described was evolved to give proper physical, as
well as chemical, properties to the material.
After all, "Handsome is as handsome does," and
the real test for the .glower material lies in its
ability to make good glowers.
Test glowers have
been made from hundreds of lots of zirconia, and
is

n

:

May

I.?,
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these tests, tOKcllier willi cirifiil ilieinical rccorils
of each lot, h;ive heoii the Kiiiilc in rIevoUjpinK the
chenii»!il process iicccssiiry fur the prodiiclion of
good Rlowers. h'or direct-current glowers, a crystallising process is also considerably used, hut from
a sohilion of /irconia in hot dilute hydrochloric
After two or three such cryst.dlizations, it
acid.
is necessary to precipitate from a hydroduoric-acirl
solution, as in the first process, to get the material
into proper physical shape.
As to (lie yttri.i used, this is principally ohtanie<l
the minerals g.idolinilc or yttrialitc. Gadofound in Norway and Sweden, and also
is
Llano County, Texas. 'Ihc Texas deposit seems
to be confined to a very small district, and there
is every evidence that it is a result of a volcanic
found in crystalline form, assoIt
is
eruption.
ciated with yttrialitc, cyrtolite, fcrgusonite, rowThe ores from
landite, allanite and other minerals.
the Uano County district arc radio-active, and

from

linite

in

the presence of a pocket in the quart/ is generally
indicated by bluisli discolorations radiating from
the pocket through some distance of the surroundIt is also claimed that the ores coning quartz.
helium gas.
of confined
quantities
small
tain
Gadolinite contains, roughly, 42 to 45 per cent, of
earths, 23 per cent, of silica, 13 per cent,
iron as oxide, and nine to 12 per cent, of beryllia.
Yttrialitc contains 43 to 47 per cent, yttria earths,
30 per cent, silica, five to six per cent, ceria, didyniia, and lanthan, as well as small percentages of
Fergusonite contains 32 to 42 per cent,
urania.
yttria

46 per cent, niohia. Rowlandite
per cent, yttria earths, 26 per
cent, silica, and small percentages of iron and mag26 per cent, ceria and
nesia.
Allanite contains
didynua, with a small percentage of yttria earths
and considerable percentages of iron, calcia and
alumina.
simple matter to obtain
It is a comparatively
and purify the yttria earths from gadolinite and
yttrialitc so that they are suitable for glower makAbout 1.000 grams of ground ore are dising.
solved in crude aqua regia. The residue is filtered
off and the solution evaporated to dryness, repealing this operation several times, or until all silica
removed. The neutral solution is then diluted
is
to several liters and the addition of a hot solution
of oxalic acid to the hot solution containing the
earths, brings down the rare eartlis as oxalates,
leaving iron and other impurities in solution. The
oxalate is washed thoroughly with hot water and
ignited, and the crude yttria earths arc dissolved
in dilute hydrochloric acid, just sufficient in amount
To the rather dilute and
to dissolve the oxide.
yttria earths, 32 to
contains 47 to 62

neutral solution, which is cold, crystals of potassium sulphate arc added in excess. After standing
24 hours, the cerium group has been quite thoroughly separated as double sulphates and the filtrate
ammonia to bring down the
is then treated with
hydrates of the rare earths, thus freeing them of
the great excess of potassium sulphate. The washed
precipitate is dissolved in a quantity of pure hydrochloric acid, just sufficient to dissolve it, and again
treated with boiling oxalic-acid solution, as before.
This brings down the rare-earth oxalates in suffiThe oxalates are thoroughljciently pure form.
washed with hot water and ignited, and any remaining potassium is separated from the ignited
oxides by washing upon a filter with hot water.
With the yttria, as well as the zirconia, physical
properties are important, and the oxalate method
gives an exceedingly fine precipitate, which requires no mechanical treatment.
Experiments indicate that the yttria earths of
the greatest atomic weights give the most satisfactory results in glowers. In other words, ytterbia
Owing, however, to the
is
better than yttria.
great difficulty of separating the yttria earths from
each other, which is so far possible only by laborious fractionation processes, entailing great losses,
not much has been done toward using the higher
atomic weight yttria earths beyond selecting ores
which are rich in these earths.
The Llano County ores seem to be superior
to the foreign ores in this respect, the atomic

weights being
Vllrialile

H5

Rowlandite
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may be as low as 90 or g2.
The zirconia and yttria earths mixed in the
proportions given above, namely, about 85 and 15.
or go and 10, and about five per cent, of starch
or gum tragacantb. are thoroughly
mixed and
kneaded into a hard dough and squirted by pressure through a die of proper size. This string,
as it may be called, is dried and then broken
into suitable lengths, which are roasted to an intense white heat in a platinum box.
The pieces
are then ready to have terminals placed upon them.
.A Nernst terminal is made by winding stranded
platinum wire about the end of the stick of material and then pasting over with a paste composed
of ground glowers and zirconium chloride, thus
forming a hard cement.
The Hanks terminal has the platinum embedded
in the glower material, the operation being carried
on by the aid of an electric arc in which the
glower material is fused.
Certain it is that the mode of conducting the
current is electrolytic in character. The specific
wbile the foreign ores

i:i j-;<

;

:

ru ici a

rrsi^tancr varim with Ihr rdalivr jiro|H)rtiont uf
Ihc coiistiluenli.
In order to obtain glower* of
the same specific rriisiancc,
when u'ling yttria
earths of high atomic wcighti, a< when low atomic
weight earths are uiicd, it i« necessary to have the
presence of ihc higher nlomic-wcighl materials in
proportion to the atomic weights.
Upon direct-current circuits, the positive end of
a glower generally runs much holler than the
negative end, and a black discoloration appear*
at the negative ciul, especially if impurities arc
present.
In fact, this is one of the most certain
indications of the presence of an impurity.
A glower operated in vacimin scotii destroys the
vacuum, probably due to oxygen gas liberated by
electrolytic action.
That all the current is carried
by electrolytic means seems incredible, for the current carried per .square unit of cross-scclion is
far greater than can easily be accounted for hy
our usual conceptions of electrolytic laws. For
example, upon direct current and calculated hv
electrochemical equivalents, the entire glower would
he decomposed into the constituent elements in a
very few minutes. Doubtless electrolytic decomposition and recombination do take place; but is
possible to account for the entire transport of
it
current in this way? The assumption that the
current is also carried .seems unnecessary, in view
of what is known of the power of highly incandescent bodies to ionize air to render it conducting.
The air in the neighborhood of a glower is conducting, and to such an extent that the leakage
currents from glower to heater ba<l to be reckoned with early in the experimental work, and
the difficulty was obviated by the use of a doublepole cut-out which disconnected the heaters completely from electrical connection with the remainder of the lamp after the glower started.
In connection with these speculations as to the
real nature of the process by which the current
a
fact that glowers
traverses the glower, it is
which have operated for even a .short time upon
direct current, will, when the current strength i-;
diminished sufficiently to maintain the glower at
only a good red heat, cxphule with considerable
violence.
This may be accounted for by considering that the conductivity at low temperatures is
insufficient to ionize the surrounding and contained
gases.
The means of conducting the current then
I)eing largely electrolytic in character, the combination of the products of electrolytic decomposition cannot so readily take place, since the ions
cannot so readily traverse the length of the glower
consequently
to combine at the lower temperature
disruption occurs.
The suggestion that has so often been made,
namely, that the current be reversed in direction
at intervals, as, for instance, every time the lamp
is started, is altogether impracticable,
for the reason that a glower once operated upon direct current must never have its poles reversed, for a
reversal means almost instant disruption. The potential difference across the terminals of the glower
immediately after such a reversal is lower, indicating .something analogous to polarization effects
as we know them in aqueous electrolytes.
In general, with the Nernst terminal, the potential
difference across the glower at the normal
current value is the same with alternating or direct current.
With the Hanks terminal, or embedded type, the potential difference with direct
current may be as much as 20 volts lower. The
Hanks terminal will operate on direct current, but
not satisfactorily as a commercial proposition. The
greater
life of the alternating-current glowers
is
upon high frequencies than upon low frequencies,
again suggesting electrolytic conductivity, at least
;

part.
The small glowers, up to 0.5 ampere, are made
solid in cross-section, the largest ones are generally made tubular; and, in fact, one-ampere glowers must be made so.
The reason for this is not
that greater efficiency is sought by increasing the
ratio of surface to volume, which is, of course, a
fallacy, but inasmuch as the glower possesses a
decided negative temperature coefficient as regards
electrical conductivity, the center of a large glower
in

would become molten before the outside surface
reached an efficient temperature, the center being
the better conductor.
Glow-ers which have b?en
greatly overrun, often exhibit this truth by the
appearance of a nodule of molten material which
has spurted out to the surface.

Glower in Vacuum.

A

glower will operate in vacuum, but the vacuum
rapidly deteriorates, as before stated.
blue aurora or luminous haze surrounds the glower thus
operated, either with direct or alternating current,
and has been thought to be due in some way to
vaporized metal (-zirconium or yttrium) recombining with the slight amount of oxygen liberated.
This idea seems plausible from the fact that objects such as wire or glass near the glower become
coated with a white deposit of the glower oxides
in a comparatively short time.
It would seem that oxygen, necessarily plays a
part in conducting tlie current, for a glower in
an atmosphere of hydrogen or nitrogen behaves
similarly to the one operated in a vacuum. In
carbon monoxide or dioxide the glower exhibits
the same characteristics as in air. The glower
operated in vacuum exhibits a peculiar sluggishness

A

.vs
in rr>p<indiiiK to chanicct in

vulUKe at ii» 'Klowcr mu»( fff^rraic a'

A commercial
trmiwraiurc to Iw rffi- '—
at alxiul j.yM' C, n
lion« made hy \i\v,\

v,,,

..^

..

twice the rfTiciency of

*peclrum 'if a glowrr l^ a inttnu .!
i.r. ^\ •\
evidences of wicctivc emi**ion in any parii<-idar
region are noted.
IhirinR (he jifi- 'f n r' '--'
which average* alxml Koo hour* iin'
dilions of manufacture and voli;,;depreciation of candlefHiwrr uki
a numlicr of cauw*.
In the fir»i
.^
of the rare earths do depreciate ralhtr tipidly in
light intensity per unit of turfacc at any given
temperature
This is true, even when heaird tr.
gas or electricity, and a platinum plate r..
one side with rare earths and healed ir
rear by an ox-hydrogen flame l>ehave< ,:.
It
is an
inherent property of these oxides, .0..I a
depreciation of 10 or 20 per cent, may occur during
the first hour. There is then a slow diminution
of intensity of light, also inherent, and seemingly
accompanying the tendency of the glower to change
from an amorphiis to a crystalline structure. A
rise of potential difference across the glower terminals is usual, though it is possible to counteract
this tendency, at least in part.
The effect of a
rise in potential difference, obviously, is to diminish
the intensity of light, by permitting less current
to traverse the glower, running on a conslant'J'he

i

.

110

j

'

polential

With

circuit.

carlion

incandescent lamps, the useful

life

or smashing point is considered to be that number
of lamp-hours during which the candlepower decreases 20 per cent, from the initial candlepower.
Nernst lamps are similarly rated, counting as initial
candlepower that measured after the initial decrease above mentioned.
Other causes of depreciation in candlepower are
blackening of the enclosing glassware and reflecting surfaces. In this connection, the blackening is
due largely to platinum which has been vaporized
and deposited upon these surfaces. It has been
found that the purest platinum is far better than
that containing iridium or other of the platinum
group, since pure platinum vaporizes much more
slowly than alloys with these other metals.
It is to produce uniform chemicals and glowers
in which the tendency to depreciate in light intensity and increase in potential difference shall
be a minimum, that makes the problem so intricate
and so fascinating, and still capable of much improvement.
Curiously enough, not the least of the problems
to be solved in the development of the Nernst
lamp was to overcome the tendency of porcelains
to conduct electricity, the very property which, in
the case of the rare earths, made such a lamp
as the Nernst possible.
A heater is necessary to
start the glower.
The heater is made by winding
fine platinum wire upon a porcelain tube.
It was
necessary to produce a suitable porcelain which
would withstand the high temperature necessary,
and at the same time not conduct electricity. A
porcelain composed of kaolin, alumina and silica
is
sufficiently refractory and porous to withstand
the heat, and is an almost perfect non-conductor
at
high temperatures.
The porcelain piece upon
which the glowers and beaters are mounted is also
of

the

same composition.

.•\nolher form
this country

more abroad than
shape and the glower
This is made of pure
kaolin and after squirting into tubes about a millimeter in diameter and winding with fine platinum
wire and covering over the wire with a paste, the
small tube is bent into a helix upon a mandrel, a
pointed blow-pipe flame playing upon the kaohn
tube at the point where it bends on to the mandrel.
in

mounted

is

in

of heater used

is

its

helical

in

a.xis.

Possibilities of Self-st.\rtinc Fil.amexts.

Many

o.xides will conduct at room temperature.
mixture of iron and tin oxides, about 70 iron to
30 tin, will start without preliminary heating and
.\

withstands rather a high temperature. There are
many other similar combinations, likewise other
possibilities exist, such as carbides, silicides and
borides. operated either in vacuum or gases.
A Nernst glower may be made to conduct current at low temperatures by running it for a short
time in a rarefied atmosphere containing a carbon
gas.
If to a globe in which a glower is operating
in a good vacuum an amount of hydro-carbon gas
is admitted sufficient to
lower the vacuum even
less
than a millimeter, the potential difference
across the terminals of the glower will decrease
rather rapidly and in the.- space of a few minutes,
or even seconds, the glow-er will have become a
conductor when cold: or, in other words, selfstarting.

The following experiment was tried
A glower was mounted in a glass bulb and
the a.xis of a

carbon filament of a

helical

in

shape.

The bulb was exhausted well and sealed off. The
carbon filament was used four or five times to start
glower, alternating current being employed.
After the glower had run a few hours it was noted
that it was changing color at its terminals.
The
discoloration gradually crept toward the center
and after about 24 hours the glower could then be
started without preliminary'- heating.
Apparently
enough of the carbon filament was oxidized during
the
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the short time it was in use to give a slight quanof free carbon monoxide in the bulb, the
tity
source of oxygen being the glower itself.

uncertain whether this gas was effective
is
reducing some of the glower material to its
form, or whether a conducting carbide
was formed by the action of the carbon gas upon
The former explanation
the glower materials.
seems preferable for the reason that it is noticed
that the darkened portion at the negative end of
direct-current glowers js of higher conductivity
It

m

metallic

than the glower proper, and it seems quite likely
that this deposit is a metal separated out by elecMetallic zirconium, for example,
trolytic action.
withstands very high temperatures in the open air
without oxidizing, and its melting and vaporizing
points where air is excluded must be very high.
Manv possibilities exist, such as are suggested
by the above experiments, and many of them have
been tried. Boron carbide, for example, withstands
very high temperatures and is a conductor while
cold, though it seems to vaporize somewhat too
rapidly; at least this was the case with samples
tried which probably were not very pure.
A Nernst glower, as well as those composed of
thoria, magnesia and almost any of the refractory
oxides may be made conducting by treatment with
Sodium and potassium vapor
a hydro-carbon gas.
also effect a reduction to the self-starting condition,
though not generally so readily as carbon.

There
is

not

is

a broad field still open and much that
of the properties of the rare metals.

known

Oftener than not the supposedly pure metal is very
impure, and the properties generally ascribed to
its carbide or other little
known combination. Note the difference in properties of pure iron and iron containing even less
than one per cent, of carbon. Is it not a fact that
almost nothing is known of the physical properties
A good example of this point,
of the rare metals?
and one bearing directly on our subject, is the
recently developed tantalum lamp, the filament of
Tanwhich is a fine thread of tantalum metal.
talum metal until recently was not known to posit

are in reality those of

properties which now make it a promising
addition to electric illuminants.
More or less experimental work has been done,
particularly in Europe, in using the rare earths
in electric arcs with the idea of obtaining better
Lamps have
efficiency and more pleasing light.
even been tried with electrodes composed entirely
of the rare earth oxides, though at the present
time the greatest advances in arc lighting are being
made along the lines of introducing such elements
as boron and titanium into the electrodes.
sess

The Mercury-vapor Discharge Gap.
One

apphcations of the mercury-vapor
lamp is found in the operation of certain forms
of X-ray and space-telegraph apparatus. This type
of apparatus was recently described in an interesting manner by Mr. F. von Keller to the members
of the Engineers' Club of Philadelphia. In the
course of his lecture, which was accompanied by
demonstrations with various mercury-vapor devices, Mr. von Keller in speaking of the mercuryvapor discharge gap or interrupter, said:
The negative electrode opposes the flow of current until the lamp has been started. However,
had the voltage across the lamp been sufficiently
high,

of

say,

the

10,000 volts, the initial

resistance

would

have been overcome and current would have been
able to flow freely without the special starting of
the lamp.
Now it is necessary, in the production
of X-rays and in wireless telegraphy, to have extremely sudden periodic discharges
of current
through the wave-producing apparatus, and these
discharges are furnished by the insertion of a
discharge gap in the circuit of the wave-producing
apparatus from an alternating-current supply of
high voltage. This alternating current is constantly
changing, and may change from a maximum to
a zero value at the rate of, say, 120 times a second. If the supply voltage is high enough, the
negative-electrode resistance of the discharge gap
is
broken down whenever the alternating-current
supply reaches a high value during its periodic
change. The current then flows freely through the
wave-producing apparatus, but ceases to flow as
soon as the supply voltage has again dropped to
a

low value.

One is surprised to find how rapidly the mercury
electrode responds to these extremely rapid periodic changes of voltage, but it has been established
in a series
of actual tests that the discharges
through the wave-producing circuit become very
sudden and highly efficient through the insertion
of a mercury-vapor discharge gap. The interrupter
presents the follow^ing advantages over
an
air
spark gap, w^hich is now commonly used to produce
these sudden discharges. It is not subject to any
kind of deterioration, as there are no metal surfaces to corrode or to burn off.
The discharge is
more sudden, and there is less opposition to the
passage of the current after the initial resistance
has been broken down, so that the waves emitted
become more distinct by use of the vapor discharge gap.
This little tube [illustrating] presents
such an interrupter. You see it is a small glass
container, which is pumped to a high degree of
vacuum, Its two electrodes are both metallic mer-

May

cury.
It requires about 10,000 volts to break down
the small space between the mercury puddles, but
only about 14 volts are necessary to maintain the
flow of a continuous current after the current has
once been started. On shaking the mercury up in
the tube you will notice that a clicking sound is
emitted.
This shows that there is a high degree

of

vacuum

13,
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The chapter

relating to alternating reverse-current devices touches upon a subject which is too often
not given sufficient space in a work of thi§ kind.
Reverse-current relays as they are constructed today
leave much to be accomplished before a satisfactory
tion.

at the same time cheap and compact instrument
produced, therefore this chapter will be read with

and
is

interest by many w-ho have to do either with
design or operation of these instruments.
A
feature of merit in the book is the large
size of the various illustrations which stand out
boldly and are easily followed.

much

in the tube.

the

marked
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Short Course in Alternating-current Testing.
By Fitzhugh Townsend. New York: D. Van
Pp. (s^S by S^Vz
1904.
Nostrand Company.
inches), 32, with 10 illustrations.

Price, 75 cents.

The pamphlet bearing the above title consists of a
synopsis of a course of lectures on alternating-current laboratory work which is given to the senior
mechanical engineers at Columbia University, including the principal commercial tests of alternatingThese tests are of a practical
current machinery.
nature and are about all that would appeal to anyone besides the laboratory student. To one deaHng
with alternating-current machinery and having only
a limited knowledge of the subject these few pages
may be found of value.
_

Experimental Researches on the Flow of Steam
By A. Rateau.
Through Nozzles and Orifices.
New York:
(Translated by H. Boyd Brydon.)
D. Van Nostrand Company. 1905. Pp. (six by
7^8 inches), 76. with four illustrations and four
plates.

Price,

$1.50.

Since the advent of the steam turbine, in which
the velocity of the steam plays a more important
part than its expansive force, a reinvestigation of
steam in point of view of its velocity instead of
its
pressure, has been made necessary. Though
considerable information has been published regarding the proportioning of nozzles and passages
which permit the steam to transform its pressure
into available energ\', this information has been
somewhat disjointed and scattered and unavailable
from a practical standpoint. The experiments of
such a well-recognized authority as Professor
Rateau which are described in this book will be
of especial value 'to the designer of steam turbines.
The theoretical formulas concerning the flow of
steam through nozzles and orifices were fully confirmed by a series of tests made by Professor
Rateau in 1S95 and 1896, and the results of these
tests are here set forth in a logical and scholarly

manner.

Practical Electric-light Fitting. By F. C. AllNew York: The Macmillan Company.
sop.
(London: Whittaker & Co.) 1905. Pp. (4M by
75-^ inches), 289, with 242 illustrations.

The Insulation of Electric Machines. By Harry
W. Turner and Henrv M. Hobart. London and
New York: Whittaker & Co. 1905. Pp. (5^
by

Of

is

the sixth edition.

oughly practical treatise for

electrical

It

is

a thor-

wiremen and

who

require practical instructions and diagrams rather than formulas. Hardly a subject connected with house wiring, current-distributing sys-'
grounding devices, wiring rules
tems,
meters,
and regulations (English), private installation work,
etc., can be mentioned which is not touched upon
Electric heatin the book in its practical aspects.
ing and cooking apparatus, the wiring of show
windows, ship fittings, portable lamps and electric
radiators are among the subjects in the book which
come in for their fair share of attention. Arranging the circuits- in a large building, obtaining the
proper sizes of conductors for the different parts
of the system and testing out the wiring are all
subjects which come up to the practical man every
day and which are gone into quite thoroughly in
the book with the aid of a number of plates which
make the reading matter more easily understood.
The work is one which will be appreciated b}' a
large class of electrical constructors, who need a
reference book which will tell them in plain language those things which they wish to know.

others

Electricity Control. By Leonard Andrews. London: Charles Griffin & Co. (Philadelphia: J. B.
Lippincott.)
Pp. (6^4 by 8^ inches), 231,
1904.
with 206 illustrations.
"Electricity Control" 'is a book which with accuracy may be said to treat of the ''nerve center"
of an electrical system
that is to say, with the
switch gear and controlling apparatus. The work
does not pretend to be merely a record of the most
modern apparatus belonging to this class, for a
considerable portion of it is devoted to descriptions
of various kinds of devices, which have been
abandoned, with explanations of the reasons for
their
failure.
Neither does the author attempt
to deal with all manner of
switching apparatus,
but only to that portion of the system between the
generators and the distributing center. Thus it will
be seen that the book is of a special nature, and for
that reason is especially valuable for the thoroughness with which it goes into the limited field
which it covers.
Two chapters of especial merit
are those devoted to circuit breakers and to reversecurrent devices. Much depends upon the circuit
breaker, and it is an important part of the installation.
The chapter devoted to this subject treats of a
large number of types of circuit breakers and describes thoroughly their design and method of opera-^
;

inches), 297, with 162 illustrations.

Price,

many

materials with which the engineer
has to deal there is probably none with properties
less understood than those of insulating substances.
The insulation of cables which, by the way, is not
treated in this book is about the only case iu
which the subject has been studied with any degree of exactness.
The insulation of electric machines still remains the stumbling block in their
design which gives the engineer more trouble than
any other feature.
Many believe that by mixing
up a few gums, resins and oils a dielectric may be
obtained which will maintain its waterproof and
insulating properties indefinitely.
Experience has
too often proved, however, that this is not the case.
In this book an attempt has been made to gather
together as much reliable information as possible
on the general subject of insulating materials. As
an introductory consideration the matter of testing is taken up, with descriptions of some of
the most useful methods for its performance.
The
next subject considered is the disruptive strength
of various insulating substances, with some valuable curves.
Mica and mica compounds, varnishes, paints, impregnated fabrics, paper, liquid
insulators and the hundred and one substances
which go to make up the insulators in common use
are treated in the book.
Not only are the substances them.selves discussed but also the method
of applying them to the various uses to which they
are put, as, for instance, the insulation of field
spools, the application of tapes and bands, the
method of drying insulation, tools and accessories
employed in insulation, etc. There is also a good
chapter on specifications for insulation which is
worth reading with care.
the

—

—

Gas Engines and Producer-gas Plants.

By

R. E.

Mathot.
(Translated from the original French
by Waldemar B. Kaempffert.) New York: The

Norman W. Henley
by

This book is one w-ell deserving of praise, and
one of the greatest indications of its popularity is
the fact that this

8K

$4.50.

8j-i

(Company.

1905.

Pp.

inches), 314, with 152 illustrations.

(s^
Price,

$2.50.
It has been so short a time comparatively since
the gas engine has become a factor to be considered seriously in the design of a power installation that engineers as a rule are not as w-ell informed with regard to this form of prime mover
as they are with the steam engine.
In the operation, too, of the gas engine much is new to the
ordinary engine attendant.
The suddenly increasing use of gas engines within the last few years
has led to a multiplicity of types, which is another
factor which contributes to the lack of accurate
knowledge of the subject
Literature upon the
design, construction and operation of these engines
is,
therefore, always well received, especially if it
be well written and conveniently arranged as is
the work of Mr. Mathot.
The book is of a practical nature and indicates the precautions to be

taken wnth gas engines working under normal conditions to keep them at their highest state of efficiency, and also how repairs are to be made in
case of accident.
Engines of less than 200 horsepower are primarily considered, the heavier engines
to be treated in another work.
Though gas engines are frequently operated by illuminating gas
directl}'- from the mains, there are many installations in which the gas is generated on the spot
by a producer, and much reliable information is
contained in the book concerning the varicu^s types
of gas producers and their operation.
Summed
up in a few words the book is just what is required for the operation of a ga.s-engine plant by
one feeling himself, perhaps, not quite as proficient
in this direction as in steam-engine practice, and
desiring a good reference book to which he may
turn in case troubles arise w-ith w^hich his personal experience is inadequate to cope.
The book
is
particularly well printed in bold type upon a
good quality of paper and the cuts are good and
form a valuable adjunct to the clearness of the
explanations.
In translating the work Mr. Kaempffert has placed the engineers of this country ^under
obligation to him.

The

gasoline motor car built by the LTnion Parailroad is to be given a long trip by which
hoped to demonstrate the adaptability of gasoline motors for light freight and passenger service.
Mr. Kruttschnitt, director of maintenance and operation, has planned a trip for the car from Omaha
to Portland, then back, through the principal cities
to New York.
cific
it

is
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Ohio Telephone Notes.
i-i-MKm-d lli- i.usllion i.( urnOihiinbiis Citizens' Tck-phoiic
Company to Iwconic iiianaRcr of llii; Ohio IiukSince the annual
'i'clcphoiie Association.
pfiiclcMit
npoii hy
nicotlnK Mr. Ucani has hccn prevailed
many of the most prominent men in the business
lake llie position, as they felt that he is well
t(,
He is now interested in properties
for it.
iitteil
Dwisht E. Sapp,
that operate over 300 exchanges.
memlxT of the executive committee o( the associahcRnniing of
tion, says that this cliange marks the
Indf|iendcnt ina vigorons campaign among the
So far, they have had nn one to l.,ok after
terests.
he held they wdl
mailers, hut witli a manager m
|.,.nik

I..

I'.i'.iMi

'if

iTi;iiinK>T

cnil

li.H

I

that
short time.
/,,,
Several of the street telephone boxes of the Cuyahoga 'relephoiu- Company were robbed a few nights
coinpaiiv has ..ffered a reward of $100
'I'lie
ago.
for the apiireluMisiun and conviction of the thieves.

Cuyahoga

Teleiilione

Company

of Cleveland

has arranged to add several more sections to its
switchboard, owing to the large amount of new
business it is taking in.
The Tuscarawas Telephone Company is doip- an
excellent business since the completion of improvements that required an expenditure of about $25,New copper wire was put in for the old iron
000.

and the plant was

wire

rebuilt.

The

rates

were

increased.

also

At Burlington the Burlington Telephone Company has been incorporated with a capital stock of
$300.

on High Street, Columbus, has been
by the Central Union Telephone Company

A room
leased

The exchange will be off
for a public pay station.
the main street in the new building and a location
had to be secured for the station. Six rooms

m

the

new

First

National Bank Building have been

secured for the offices of the division superintendent

and sulvlicense agent.

The Bell company has arranged to remodel its
exchanges at Painesville, Ashtabula and Conneaut
and rebuild those at Geneva and Jefferson. For
some time this section has been neglected and about
the company got was from the
all the business
will
toll lines, but it seems that the local business
be sought in earnest now.
The Cincinnati and Suburban Bell Telephone
Company has asked the City Council of Cincinnati
for permits to build conduits on the heights about
They
the city that are used for residence purposes.
propose to put the lines underground, at a cost of

about $100,000.
It

is

announced that the Fitzsimmons Telephone

Company of Cincinnati will be reorganized at once.
The judgment held against the company by Pogue
& Pogue has been dismissed, and Mr.- Fitzsimmons
has been given leave to answer.

The name of the Gemmill Telephone and Manufacturing Company of OrrviUe has been changed
United Telephone and Switchboard Company.
surplus of the United States Telephone Comis about $7,000, which is the best
statement the company has ever made, with one

to the

The

pany for March
exception.

The American Telephone Company, which was
organized at Toledo a short time ago with a capital stock of $100,000, will take over the local plants
Charles
at Perrysburg. Maumee and Whitehouse.
T. Chapman, E. H. Wickworth, James R. Kerper
and others are interested.
Managers and agents of the Bell interests met
in Toledo a few days ago to discuss the situation
They were
in the towns of Northwestern Ohio.
tendered a dinner at the St. Charles by District
Superintendent A. J. Mellen.
The Bell Telephone Company is arranging to lut
the greater proportion ,of its wires in Xenia in

underground conduits.
The United Home Telephone Company of Brookville

Shcrwin.

S.

B.

tlie

going on
he ahle to keep in touch with all that is
and take such action as is necessary. Mr. Beam
companies that
will arrange to look after those
thought
arc .still out of the association, and it is
most of llieiii will become members within a

•|he
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Icy; treasurer, VVilliam R. Driver; executive committee, Frederick P. Fish, Moses G. Parker, Thoma*

has been incorporated with a capital stock of
by N. W. Reinhart, A. M. Myers and

$7S.ooo

C.

others.

New England Telephone News.
The New England Telephone and Telegraph Company announced on

May

1st a substantial

reduction

some of the more important

Indiana Telephone Items.

completed a new and modern exchange at CrawThe company held a three-day opening,
fordsvillc.
reception, on M;iy fitb, Kth and i)th. lo which
all the citizens were invited between the hours of
10 a. 111. and g. p. m.
An official accompanied
visitors through the plant, pointing out and explaining the devices and appliances of the new and

or

modern plant.
Ground has been broken for extensive improvements by the Indianapolis Telephone Company on.
the property that it now occupies on North MeThe
ridian Street, near the'new federal building.
addition on the front of the lot will be two stories
At the
high, of pressed brick and stone trimmings.
rear of the main building a five-story brick and
iron building will be erected.
This structure will
be 52 by 92 feet, and in it will be built a complete
new switchboard.
A tornado crossed Indiana on the night of the
4th inst.
The storm swept everything down in the
vicinity of Peru, hundreds of telephones being
burned out.
^
The Edinburg Telephone Company has declared
a dividend of six per cent.
The directors have
also decided to make many extensions and install

new appliances.
Union electrical workers and linemen at Indianapolis and Columbus are on a strike, demanding
in pay from 35 to 40 cents per hour.
The Central Lhiion Telephone Company has been
denied the privilege of placing its wires underground. The petition was denied, on the ground
that when the streets are opened up for such purpose it will be for a general underground-conduit
system for all the wire companies.
The Indiana Appellate Court has decided that a
telephone or telegraph company may not mutilate
shade trees in front of private property. Damages
in the sum of $500 was secured by Martin Kruger
of Michigan City for the mutilating of shade trees
in front of his home so wires could be stretched.
The company contended, as a matter of defense,
that the land on which the trees grew was public
property and that the trees, therefore, did not belong to Mr. Kruger.
The suit for damages was
instituted on the assumption that the plaintiff owned
to the middle of the street and that the shade trees
were his property, and the .Appellate Court affirmed
the judgment for damages on that theorv of the

an increase

S.

The Grant County Rural Telephone Company

of

M'ilbank, S. D., has let contracts for the construction of 100 miles of lines.

The

Tri-state Telephone and Telegraph Company
granted admission to Winthrop, Minn.,

been

for a long-distance line.

The Lincoln County Telephone Company of Lake
Benton, Minn., has arranged for extensive rural
construction.

The Shakopee (Minn.) Telephone Company has
bought the Market Gardeners' telephone system of
Bloomington, Minn.
The Wheatland (N. D.) telephone exchange has
filed articles of incorporation with $15,000 capital
stock.

The Great Northern Telephone Company of Williston.

N.

D.,
stock.

has been incorporated with $50,000

Alexander Graham Bell.
At the annual meeting of the New England Telephone and Telegraph Company, held in New York
May 1st, the board of directors was re-elected.
Thomas B. Bailey was chosen to fill the vacancy
caused by the death of Benjamin Dean. The officers are
vice-presiPresident, Thomas Sherwin
dent, Henry S. Hyde; secretary, Edmund W. Long-

The Red Wing Telephone Company has just started
its new exchange.
The supplies for the proposed automatic telephone

:

l)c

j<ul

telephone company at Kenmare, N. D., has
arranged for a new exchange office and a larger
system.
The Zenith Telephone Company has arranged to

The

add an additional switchboard

to

its

exchange

in

West Duluth, Minn., making room for 200 lines.
The Northwestern Telephone E.xchange Company
has reduced rates for residence service at Red
Wing,

Minn.,

to

75

cents

a

month,

from

$1.25.

at Sioux City, Iowa, have been received
is expected that the system will be in operaby June 15th.
The county will establish its own exchange in
the new courthouse at Des Moines, Iowa.
Tele-

system

and

tion

it

and wiring

in

'Iclrphonc

d<x»c by the county,
llie
given the contract

Company wa«

The Le.Mara (Iowa) Telephone Comi<any ha<
Iwcn granted pcrmitsion it, ctublith a loll nation
Merrill, Iowa.
The Cedar Kapid* Mowa) and Marion Telephone
ComiKiny has ainrndcd in articln of incorporation,

at

increasing

its

Corporation

capital to $300,000.
Allorncy .Michael of St. Paul hai
for Ihe regulation of tele-

subniillcd an ordinance

phone rates in thai cily.
The measure is dratlic.
and Ihc Northwestern Telephone Kxchange Company is parlicularly affected by its rc<|uircmenl<.
The People's Telephone Comiwny will erect a
modern brick exchange building at Superior, Wu..
ihis year.

R

TELEPHONE MEN.
W. W. Finney of .\e.,^ho Falls, Kan., has taken
charge of the F:ni|>oria telephone exchange al Emporia, Kan., having purchased Ihe slock of Ihe lale
Frank Brown.
A. L. Tetu of I..ou!sville, Ky., has accepted the
position of general manager of the Independent
Telephone Company of Nashville, Tenn. Mr. Tctu
has for three years been general manager of the
Louisville Home Telephone Company and Ihe Independent Long-distance Telephone Company of

He is well known in the telephone field
in the Independent movement.
Al Loui.she held the confidence of Ihe officers of his
companies and the respect of the employes and
citizens.
About 150 girl operators and Ihc men
employes presented him a gold watch and chain
and before departing for Nashville a banquet was
given in his honor by a few intimate friends, who
presented him a fine smoker's outfit as a token of
Louisville.

and active
ville

respect.

NEW COMPANIES.
The Orange Home Telephone Company has been
incorporated at Orange, Cal., with a capiul stock
of $100,000.
George W. Riddle and associates of Dallas, Texas,
have organized the Texas Consolidated Long-distance Telephone Company, to build a line between
Dallas and Fort Worth.

Mount Pleasant

'J'he

(III.)

Telephone Companv,

capitalized at $10,000. will operate a telephone svstem. S. O. Stout, U. G. Ragsdale and J. J. McManahan are the incorporators.

Among the telephone companies which have recently been incorporated are the following-named:
Danville Rural Telephone Company, Danville, Kan.
Western Telephone Company. Big Springs. Te.xas;
Robinson Mutual Telephone Company, Robinson,
Kan.
Gage Telephone Company, Gage. Okla.
Yorktown Mutual Telephone Companv, Torktown,
Kan.
:

GENERAL TELEPHONE NEWS.
The Lawrence County

ilutual Telephone Company of Jit. \"ernon, Slo., is about to begin the
construction of a rural line.

H. Susraan, B. L. Susman and C. E. Harding
incorporated the Hyde County Telephone

have

to

000,

capital

:

Ik admiltcil Ui

will

Iowa companicf
the buiMinit, Ixil ihr exchange
anij the

Company, with an authorized

Telephone News from the Northwest.

has

Mutual

llie

for ihc work.

The Richmond Home Telcplionc Company .ind
the Central Union Telephone Company are pultinx
out flaming adverliscmcnts, boasting of superior
service at low figures.
The Home coiniianv allege*
that the schedule of long-distance rales adopted by
is
from 25 to 50 per cent, less than the rates
it
previously charged by llie Bell company, and, among
other figures, that there arc 166,255 Independent
telephones in the state, against 25,000 Bell Iclephoncs. The company insists that the value of a
telephone is now rated by the number of people
you can reach. The Central Union leaves out figures and talks of a superior and much wider
service and cheap rates.
It speaks of connection
with Chicago, .St. Ixmis, Cleveland, Cincinnati, Louisville,
I'iltsburg, New York, Detroit and" Washington.
The Central Union Telephone Company has just

law.

liolli

will

.Vliiiual

classes
of service for the Boston, suburban and outlyingThe reduction in some cases
district exchanges.
amounts to nearly 20 per cent.
During the last year 31 shares of Bell telephone
stock have been exchanged for American Telephone
and Telegraph Company stock, 28 owned by Isabella J. Coleman and three owned by Henry C.
Tyler,, as guardian.
This leaves only one share
that has not been exchanged, and it is owned by
in its rates in

phone* of

office

at

construct

telephone

Washington, N.

capital stock of $25,lines,

with

exchange

C.

Annomicement has been made of

the purchase
of the Frontier Telephone Company of Buffalo by
the Consolidated Telephone Company of the same
city.
The Consolidated is a holding company, with
a capital stock of $10,000,000.

The Great Western Salt and Soda Company of
Ogden, Utah, has closed a contract with the Bell
Telephone Company for the e.xtension of the latters lines from ^^"a^ren to Little Mountain, where
the plant of the salt

company

is

located.

The Secretary of the Interior has called for bids,
wdiich will be opened June 1st at the office of the
Lhiited
States
reclamation service at Glendive,
Mont., for installing in connection with the Fort
Buford reclamation project a telephone system
having four telephone stations and about 70 miles
of pole line.
Specifications, blank proposals and
full particulars may be obtained upon application
to the chief engineer of the reclamation sen'ice,
Washington, D. C, or to F. C. Weymouth, engineer, Glendive, Mont.

A suit instituted by tlie Illinois Manufacturers'
.Association against the Chicago Telephone Company was on hearing in Judge Holdom's court in
Chicago this week. The proceedings arose from an
injunction issued by Judge Tuley on a bill filed
by the association in October. 1901, in which Judge
Tuley held that the telephone company is prohibited by the ordinance of iSSg from charging more
than S125 a year for a telephone.
The plaintiffs
seek to recover the amounts paid the telephone
in excess of $125 a telephone for the last
five years.
In many cases the rate paid was $175,

company
and

it

is

said that $2,000,000 is involved.

—
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New York.

CORRESPONDENCE.
Great Britain.

New York, May 6.— The
sembly has voted by 94 to

New York

Clellan's

take

the

veto,

to

bill

51,

As-

state

Mayor Mcaway franchise-

over

London, April 26.— Tlie proposals of the London
County Council with regard to the purchase of the
horse tramways in the north, at present leased to
a company, have now been made public in detail.
have
'I'he facts concerning these northern tramways
been given in these notes at various times, and it is
now only necessary to add that the lease expires
1910. if it is allowed to run its full course.
in
The terms in the lease with regard to the conversion of the lines to electric traction are such that,
owing to the borough councils having a right to he

granting powers from the Board of Aldermen.
The Municipal Ownership League has sent W. R.
Hearst, J. G. Phelps-Stokes and G. Augustus Haviland as a special commission to Europe for three
months to prepare a report on municipal ownership,
with the ultimate view on their return of framing

heard in the matter, there is little likelihood of an
The London County
agreement being reached.
Council highways committee, however, is of the

Separate
Kings, where 12 cents may be charged.
legislation provides for the charge for like consumattempt to
ers to be fixed at the same rates.
reduce the price of gas has not so far been suc-

opinion that, in order to expedite the introduction
of electrical working, it would be profitable to purchase the remaining five years of the company's
The price of the profits so acquired is put
lease.
at $600,000, in addition to which the company's
rolling stock, horses, harness, plant, etc., is to be
purchased at a valuation as part of a going concern.
It is estimated that if the proposals above referred
the
to were adopted the increased car inileage with
electrical working would be such as to give a profit
after

meeting

of $2,200,000 annually, which,
charges, would leave $489,500 net profit annually.
On the question of the system to be adopted the
committee points out that the adoption of the conduit system throughout would involve extra capital
expenditure to the extent of $2,300,000, as compared with a mixed system of conduit and trolley.
Against this, however, the committee place, the advantages of adopting a uniform system of traction
throughout London, which would give an increase
of receipts, caused mainly by the economy produced
by working on one system as well as by the greater
rapidity of the service and the extra comfort to
By the immediate purchase of the
the passengers.
lease, it is pointed out, the council would secure
the additional profits of electrical working covering a period of four years, and also the economy
of the addition to the load on the generating staThe discustion which the new -lines would create.
Natsion upon these proposals has been deferred.
urally enough, the company is in favor of the arrangement proposed, although it has not yet been
placed before the shareholders. But for the action
of the London County Council in placing itself in
the hands of the borough councils on the question
of the system to be adopted, I believe the company
would have agreed to terms converting the lines
to the trolley system several years ago, and thus a
all

vast expenditure would have been saved the ratepayers.
The inquiry into the fires which occurred at the
exchanges of the National Telephone Company
through one of its cables coming into contact with
the live third rail of the District Railway Company
has now been concluded. One or two points raised
by the expert witnesses were dealt with by the jury

For instance, it was
satisfactorily disposed of.
stated that there was danger to subscribers from
such a current from a railway coming on to the
telephone wires, but the decision was given that this
was not so, provided efficient protective means were
employed, practically upholding the view of the
telephone company. Such a scare was raised by the
and

daily press over this point that the jury was asked
to express an opinion as to whether a government
inquiry was needed into telephone risks, but the
It was also found
answer was in the negative.
that there was not sufficient evidence to enable the
Obviously,
responsibility for the fires to be fixed.
however, there was carelessness on the part of some
one, and practically the net result of the inquiry is

The telephone company admitted
as stated above.
that the exchange at which the fires occurred was
not in the most .fire-resisting condition.
While on the question of telephony it may be
interesting to point out the present position with
regard to the agreement between the National TeleWhen the
phone Company and the government.
agreement was first published it was proposed to
send it before a committee for examinatioii and reThe postmaster-general proposed this in the
port.
House of Commons, and although it was generally
agreed that this was the best course to adopt, the
motion for the appointment of the committee was
opposed and defeated on a technical, point, owing
This was many weeks
to the lateness of the hour.
ago, and it was then intimated that it might not be
Since then
possible to bring the matter up again.
several alterations to the committcie have been
made, but it does not seem that the postmaster-general can now see his way to send the agreement before a select committee and that it will be discussed
only in the House. If this course is adopted it will
only be due to the obstructionist tactics of certain
members of the House of Commons, the majority
of whom would have treated the mere motion to
send the agreement to a committee as a nonconShould the agreement go before a
troversial one.
committee after all, the nation will be distinctly the
gainer, for any recommendations it might make
would carry great weight in the House.
A further announcement has been made that although Lord Kelvin's progress is slow, it is all that
G.
can be anticipated.

D.

An

make

its

payment

rental

first

for the

sub-

the city, calculated on a basis of 3 '.2 per
on the bond issue, less certain amounts deductible on account of unfinished work.
The committee on bridges and tunnels, referring

way

to

"imperative

the

to

condition"

of

electricity

as

a

motive power for the New York Connecting Railway, enforces its opinion with the observation
"The argument against installing an electric system
because of its cost is not sincere, because it would
be far cheaper for the company to install an electric system at the outset of its operations than to
furnish and maintain a steam-power system and
be compelled after a very few years to go to the
additional expense of installing an electric system. "1
A feeder cable on the lower Broadway surface
line was burnt out last Sunday evening and delayed traffic for nearly

two hours.

On Monday

evening the state Senate passed a bill
providing that all surface cars in Brooklyn shall be
This bill does not apply to
fitted with vestibules.
Manhattan.
A 16-year-old Brooklyn boy is said to have devised an electrical signaling apparatus, which is being considered by the Brooklyn Rapid Transit
Company as a means of dealing with the bridge
traffic during the rush hours.
A recently published report shows that during
1904 286,413 feet of electrical conduit was laid in
the city, as compared with 32,527 feet of new gas
mains.

was

Belmont

August

entertained

by Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Mackay
L.

The entertainment included

I.

Thursday

on

at Harbor Hill,
a dinner and a

dance, and the occasion celebrated was the opening
of the new race track at Belmont Park.

hundred delegates, with some of their womattended the International Railway ConWashington last week, visited New York
on Monday. A strongly organized local committee

Two

who

enfolk,

gress at

charge

took

them,

of

and.

among

other

sights,

showed the visitors the subway and power houses.
General Manager Frank Hedley represented the
Interborough Company and President H. H. Vreeland the Metropolitan street railway.

On
for

Friday

at

present

the

agara

po wer

Albany several
session.

bill,

w hich

bills

met

their

doom

XK^se—jjidiule.d tJieNito pass thcrtfles

failed

and enabled the
Manhattan with
Queens Borough.
The Hanover Light and Power Company, with
a capital of $2,000,000, was incorporated yesterday,
with head offices at Albany, and a large list of
neighboring towns given as the sphere of the company's operations. The directors, mostly New Yorkrehabilitated the "Steinway" Tunnel
Interborough company to connect

ers,

include E. G. du ]\Iazuel. Frederick K. Morris,

Frank

B.

Pierce.

Arnold

L.

Davis

and

William

Brower.

A new

million-dollar company has been incorporated under the title of the Northern Westchester Lighting Company, with headquarters at Ossining. N. Y., chartered for the purpose of supplying
gas and electricity for light, heat and power. The

directors are William J. Bagnell. James H.
Haggarty, Charles T. Lark and Alexander Keogh.
The Interinsular Heat. Light and Power Company is a new incorporation which purposes to operate in the boroughs of Richmond and Queens
and in a few neighboring towns and villages. Its
capital is $500,000 and the directors are John Eckhardt, E, D. McLean and Edward A. Kracke.
H. G. Villard and associates have incorporated
the Marshall Light. Heat and Power Company of
New York, with a capital of $150,000.
The Star Telephone Company is applying for a
franchise to carry on a general telephone and telegraph business in the city.
It asks for a 25-year
privilege on a basis of five per cent, on the gross
first

revenue.

The electrification
Long Island railroad
and the

five

of
is

the western lines of the
being pushed with all speed

sub-stations are so near completion that

The Cataw-ba people have

rumored developments.

The Rapid Transit Commissioners on Thursday

cent,

W. W.

Charlotte, N. C, May 6.— One of the most e3|i
tensive electrical developments in the South is nowi
rumored, being the consolidating of all the numerous waterpowers on the Catawba River. Dr. Gil
Wylie of New York, president of the Catawba
Power Company of Fort Mill and Charlotte, N. C,
is
at the head of the interests concerned in the

cessful.

shortly

1905

Southeastern States.

legislation of a comprehensive character.
The legislation pending at Albany following the
recent public-lighting investigation in this city may
result in provision for commercial lighting at 10
cents a kilowatt-hour, except in the county o£

decided tentatively upon a four-track subway across
town on Thirty-fourth Street instead of the preThis action
viously suggested moving platforms.
really places the street route in the hands of the
Metropolitan Company and is a blow at the plans
of the Interborough.
The Interborough Rapid Transit Company will

13.

they will soon be ready for actual tests.
A scorci
of the new steel cars ha\e been received and are
being fitted out at the Locust Avenue shops.
Sev-,
enty-four of the 200-horsepower motors have ar-l
rived for installation in the cars, and all the
multiple-control air-brake equipment has arrived
from the Westinghouse company.
Some of the
new cars are now ready for operation.

,

recently secured control of another valuable power
near Camden, S. C, for something like $125,000.
The Catawba Power Company now possesses what
might be termed a corner on the river, which
passes near more cotton mills than any river in
the South today.
bill has been introduced in the Tennessee Legislature providing for a tax of $1,000 on plants of
10,000 lights or over, and $2,500 in cities of ioo,oab
inhabitants or more.
It is said that an issue of $750,000 bonds will
shortly be placed on the market by the Asheville
and Burnsville (N. C.) Electric Railway Company,
of which George D. Mills of Warsaw, Ind., is
president.
This road will be built largely for
freight purposes and will have located along the
route more big lumber plants perhaps than any
road of similar extent in the South.

A

I

The Kingston, Brighton and Northern Railroad
Company of Northampton, Va., has been chartered
and has the right to operate by electricity or steam,
near Cape Charles, Va. W. E. Dickinson is president.

The town of Washington, N. C, has voted $15,oco additional Ixinds for an electric-light plant for
the

city.

Developments of considerable magnitude are being projected near Columbus, Ga. H. H. Hunt and
Henry G. Bradlee of Stone & Webster, Boston,
Mass., have expressed the opinion that to develop
the Clapp's factory, waterpower will soon become
a necessity, this being located two miles from
Columbus, Ga. The syndicate has been deferring
action until there was sufficient demand to warrant
building a dam and installing a power plant. The
Stone & Webster people will likely develop 10,000
horsepower on the Chattahoochee River.
The Knoxville (Tenn.) Traction Company has
let the contracts for a car shed and shops to cost
Lines are being extended in all directions
$75,000.
and half a million dollars has been expended al'

ready in improvements.

L.

Ohio.

—

Cleveland, May 6. The local street-railway situation at Cleveland has caused quite a little comment
for the last week or two. While the officers of the
Cleveland Electric Railway Company have signified
their willingness to present a fair proposition in
exchange for a renewal of its franchises and the
right to construct several new lines and extensions,
they have not yet been able to do so. Mayor Johnson suggested that they lease the property to the
city or to a holding company, with a guarantee
of certain dividends, but the directors have expressed themselves, unofficially, it is said, to be in
favor of operating the lines themselves. On the

matter of valuation, if the company should agree
to sell, President Andrews said the directors wouh
He suggested to th
insist on par value of stock.
mayor at the last meeting that a commission made
up of the mayor, a member of the council, one
from the Chamber of Commerce and' several otherbodies, be appointed to settle the railway question
The Board of Public Service and the City Conn
cil at Toledo have decided that the Cherry Stree
bridge is safe and that interurban cars may passover it without further trouble. For a time' they
were barred and could not get into the ^city.
At the annual meeting of the stockholde'rs of the
Cincinnati Gas and Electric Company a few days
ago the report of President Norman G. Kenan
showed that there had been an increase in the elecof
trical departments
14.5 per cent, over 1903.
Theodore Clauss was elected to succeed Henry

W

Sage as secretary.
probability the Toledo and Indiana Raihva;
Company will get its line into Bryan the latter;
part of this month. The track has all been com
pleled and fires w-ere started in the furnaces of
the power house at Stryker a few days ago. When
the overhead construction is completed the line will;
be ready for operation.
Thieves stole 1,500 feet of the trolley wire from
"jll
the Shore line of the Cleveland, Painesville and
Eastern a few days ago. It seems that this has
become a good source of income for thieves, and
the companies will have to police their tracks to
save their property.

In

all

The Lake Shore electric has put on its summer
half-hour service between Cleveland and Lorain.
The lease of the Cincinnati, Dayton and Toledo

_

:

May

13.
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NiirllKTii

till-
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prolmlilc

is

It

Tr.u-lion

llial

ihc

dmnaity

li.is

rriiiitiii|il:iu-il

liccn si({iR-l.

improvcmcnls

road will Ire l>c«nii williiii a short lime.
Cimiiiiiali Trust Company
It is reported that llie
has determined to foreclose on bonds of the Miami
'1 his
and Krie Canal Transportation Company.
company is trustee for the hondholders, President
savs
Company
Traction
Schoepf of llie Cincinnati
reorRaniznthat he has .xhaiisled all efTorls al a
$.),ooo,ooo slock
now
There
is
ir.nip.Miy.
cif
the
lion
ontslanilint! and the bonded indebtedness is $2,000,The onlslandinR indebtedness for general
000.
on

lilt

credilors is $iiKi.ooo.
Tile people of Loveland by popular vote have
Hubble & Co. i,i
r.itified the contract with H. C.
Mt. VerrKiii, Ohio, for a 10-year franchise to furIt is the intention to
nish light, power and water.
erect a plant that will cost about $100,000
company will furnish electric current both

and llic
day and

nlRht.

reported lliat ncRolialions have been closed
nuTKiiiK of the pr..pirii.-< of the Peims^l\'.illey Uailw.iy Company, controlling local lines at \ oungslown, Newcastle, \Vvrcn and Niles, and the Youngstown, Newcastle and
Sharon, which controls interurban lines connecting
several of the important towns in western Ohio and
eastern I'ennsylvauia. The Pennsylvania and Mahoning Valley owns about 90 miles of track, while
the oilier company has soniclhing like 40 miles.
There is a tendency over the slate to unite those
is

II

for the

v.-mia

and .MrdmniiiK

roads into systems which will work well together.
Both the freight and passenger traffic can be taken
O. M. C.
care of more satisfactorily in this way.

Indiana.

—

Indianapolis, May 6. The Evansville and Newberg electric railway was opened on May 1st. The
management took a large delegation of the leading
citizens over the II miles to Newherg and return.
The' new cars and equipment of the road are
said to be equal to any in the West, and the roadbed is in fine condition. The road will be extended
to Booneville.

of the C, H. and
J. A. Edson, general manager
D. steam road, announces that his road will follow
the lead of the Southern Pacific and Chicago and
.Mtoii, and place gasoline-motor cars on its line, to
He says the C, H.
meet interurban competition.
and I), now has in its shops an interurban motor
car similar in construction to the car being tested
by the Chicago and Alton. The C, H. and D.
faces the prospect of having its line from Indianapolis to Cincinnati paralleled the entire distance
by a fast electric railway.
The Valley Traction Company, headed by F. I.
Barrows, J. B. Elliott and other citizens of Connersville is asking for franchises to enter Contowns and cities
nersville. Brookville and other
along the proposed line.
The Marion, Bluffton and Eastern Traction Company has filed articles of incorporation. The initial
capital

stock

is

$30,000.

The company

will

build

and operate an electric line through Wells, HuntFrank F. VanTuyle
ington and Grant Counties.
heads the incorporators.
The property of the Wabash and Rochester Traction Company in the city of Wabash has been levied
on to satisfy a small claim of a Cleveland firm.
The road was to be built by Pittsburg and Cleveland capital, and subsidies of $110,000 have been
voted in aid of the road. About $30,000 has been
spent in grading and supplies, but the work has
stopped, and no one seems to know why.
TTiat the Indianapolis and Eastern Railway Company's traction line is sought by the WidencrElkins syndicate as a link in the proposed chain
of electric lines from the East to the West, is acknowledged by President F. M. Fauvre, The latter
says he and his associates have been approached
flatteringly, but do not want to sell the road.
Final arrangements have been made for the sale
of the Indianapolis and Western railway, the traction line now building between Indianapolis and
Terre Haute by way of Danville and Greencastle,

Tucker-Anthony syndicate of Boston. The
former owners w-ere principally the men connected
with the Indianapolis and Eastern Railway Company, of which F. M. Fauvre is president and J.
W. Chipman, secretary and general manager. The
new owners have elected the following directors
George L.
P. L. Saltonstal of Boston, president

to

:

rectors.

Upon

Townsend

Piere
of Indianapolis, vice-president
Gray, Indianapolis, secretary: S. Reed Anthony of
Boston, treasurer; Robert P. Wood of Indianapolis,
chief engineer.
The contract let for the completion
of this line provides that cars shall be running by
September 1st. The Tucker-Anthony syndicate now
controls the Indianapolis and Northwestern lines
to Lafayette and Crawfordsville, and by adding the
new lines just purchased, makes one of the largest
S. S.
s}-stems of electric lines in the state.
;

Rocky Mountain

States.

370

R. I'rilchct and C. F, Dill.
plans ihc early inilalhilion of a 10,-

Hunch,

The company
ooo-liomcpowcr

I'orilanil,

J,

his

williin llie

next feu months.

It it rciK.rled ihai
try the experiment
r
branch of

Lake

City,

May 5.— The Western Power

Company has been organized

-\.

The

President, J. B. Coate; vice-president,
V. Howard secretary and general manager, L.
Coate
electrical engineer, A. J. Wilson ; di-

officers are;
I.

at Boise, Idaho.

;

:

Welch

.\.

ili"-

'

in^..lM>.-r^
•

ilul
i

'

•'

m

dolc-i

Ihc conlrari for

G.
at

pumplfiK

the

ti;ii

ham, Wa»h., ha* Uen ..vijrdtd
Hcnsliaw-Bulkley Company for $4
must Iw installed and ready for
•90 days.
The Winslow Electric Linht and Power Com
pany of Winslow, Ariz., has petitioned the council

Michigan.
Detroit, May f).— The Detroit United Railway has
special cars for .service between Flint ami
They will be put on a special fast .sched-

installed

Detroit.

ule and will make the run between Detroit City
Hall and Flint in two hours and 30 minulcs. These
ears will stop only al street crossings in Detroit
anil I'lint and at eight towns Iwtween these cities.
The Detroit Edison Company will appear before
the Detroit council committee, and Manager Dow
of the company will answer charges made by one
of the aldermen that it charges exorbitant rates
and discriminates against scmie of its patrons. Representatives of the electrical workers will appear
before the committee to protest against any reduction in rates, on the ground that it is likely to

for a franchise for Iransmilling elecfor liKhtiUK puriHiset. The matter will
to the (tcople by vote on May 16th.
E. J. Wolff is the town clerk at Winslow.
The Edison Electric Company will rebuild il<
distributing system al Whiiticr, Cal.
The chanRes
to be ma<le at the central station will double the
capacity of the present system.
cxpccied that gradinK for the Yosemite
It
is
Valley railroad will be commenced in Merced, Cal.,
at once.
N. C, Ray, the chief engineer, is now in
San Francisco in connection with the lelling of
contracts for construction.
The Field of Gold .Mii:ing Company of Masonic
and Bodie, Cal., intends to install a large electric
power plant on the Walker River several miles
iielow Bridgeport, Cal.
Power will be transmitted
to Bodie through the new mining camp of Masonic,
and on to Tonopah, Ncv.
Work has l>een resumed on the propfjsed electric
railway to connect Bakerslield with tide water al
Hueneme, Cal. John Burson of Bakersfield, Cat., is
interested in the project.

of that city
trical

power

be submitted

reduce their wages.

The Miami Avenue station
Company was the scene of an

of the Detroit Edison
accident in the bursting of one of the large generators, which was running at the rate of 635 revolutions per minute.
Pieces of the commutator were thrown in every diThe manager's
rection, doing considerable damage.
desk, which stood near by, was entirely demolished.
The Jackson and Battle Creek Traction Company's properly has been sold to Myron W. Mills,
James R. Elliot and George G. Moore. This syndicate now owns the Jackson city electric line and
the Lansing and St. Johns electric line, which was
purchased from Spitzer & Co., Toledo. The Jackson-Battle Creek line is a third-rail road aiul has
been very popular. The earnings have been rapidly
increasing and there is also an increase in the
through travel from other lines. Close traffic arrangements will be made with the Detroit, Ypsilanti,
.\nn Arbor and Jackson railway. The same men
are also building the new electric line from Jackson
The Mills-Elliot-Moore syndicate will,
to Lansing.
upon the completion of the Lansing line, control
130 miles of electric line in this state.
An ordinance is now being prepared which proposes to make all motormen in the city of Detroit
of possible assistance in giving alarms of fire. Each
motorman will carry a fire-alarm key, so that in
case of fire he can turn in the alarm or give the
key to another to do it for him.
A new plan is now offered for the disposition
of the Detroit United Railway to the municipality
of Detroit by the scheme of an eastern banker, who
has, it is said, acquired the controlling interest of
the line, pending a demonstration of its success.
The idea is for the men interested in the matter to
turn over, for a fair cash consideration, to the city the
entire property so far as it is affected by the lines lying
within the city, retaining the interurban lines. .An
agreement is to be made with the city at the time
of the transfer to the effect that the interurban
shall have running rights over the. city tracks, paying therefor a stipulated rental, the interurban company paying a proportion of the cost of the maintenance of the track.
The Detroit Engineering Society held its eleventh
annual banquet at the Hotel St. Clair, this week,
and the following-named officers were elected
President, J. D. Sanders
first vice-president, Benjamin Douglas; second vice-president, William R.
Kales: secretary-treasurer, Clarence W. Hubbell.
franchise for an electric road has been given
through Brighton, Mich., to Charles Van Kenren,
acting, it is said, in the interest of the Hawks.Angus syndicate.
C. G. W.

The Ventura Water, Light and Power Company
announces its intention to rebuild ,ind refit the
lighting system at Ventura, Cal.
Additional dynamos will be installed and new street lamps placed.

PERSONAL.
Emile

Guarini,

a

well-known

technical

writer,

with headquarters in Brussels, Belgium, has Iwen
appointed for two years professor in the new schotd
of engineering in I'EcoIe des Arts et Metiers at
Lima, Peru. He left Brussels for South America
on April 15th.

Arthur Warren, manager of publicity for the
Allis-Chalmers Company, was scheduled for an address at the HoUenden Hotel, Cleveland. Ohio, on
Tuesday evening of this week, when the Manufacturers' Advertising Club was to entertain the \i
Club of that

city.

T. S. Cornell, who has been engaged in electrical,
mechanical and civil engineering work for the last
15 years, has lately opened an office at 136 South
Burdick Street, Kalamazoo, Mich. Mr. Cornell lias
been retained as consulting engineer upon a number of large electrical undertakings in Michigan.

William Brewster, president of the Chagrin Falls
(Ohio) Telephone Company and cashier of the
Chagrin Falls Banking Company, died a few days
ago from the effect of burns received while making
a fire in a stove with coal oil. He was about 57
years of age and was one of the most prominent

men

in

Chagrin

Falls.

John Craig Hammond, advertising manager for
the Denver Gas and Electric Company, was in
Chicago on Monday of this week. He is as enthusiastic as ever over the coming electric-light convention in Denver and Colorado Springs, and is
so cheerful and optimistic tiiat he" imbues everybody else with his confidence.

:

A

F. W. Judson has succeeded Harvey Pearce as
superintendent of the Marquette County (Mich.)
Gas. Light and Traction Company. Mr. Pearce has
accepted the superintendency of the Board of Public ^^'o^ks at Negaunee.
Mr. Judson has resigned
the superintendency of the street-railway and lighting systems at !^Iadison, Ind., to accept his new

Pacific Slope.

—

San Francisco, May 5. The meter department of
San Francisco Gas and Electric Company is
thoroughly overhauled.
A new and more
satisfactory system of testing meters on the consumers' premises has been inaugurated and a numthe

being

,

ber of additional inspectors have been added.
R. E. Starkweather and C. E. Wishon of the
California Gas and Electric Company have been at
Angels, Cal., recently, planning an extension of the
Standard company's electric line through Calaveras, Tuolumne and JNIerced Counties to furnish
power to the mines and lights for the mining belt.
.At the recent annual meeting of the stockholders
of the American River Electric Company, held in
San Francisco, plans were discussed for extending
the company's electric transmission system, operating from the power house near Placerville, to
The folStockton. Cal., and intermediate points.
lowing directors were elected
M. Fleishhacker,
F. H. Buck. H. Fleishhacker. W. Bell, A. Anderson, W. E. Gerber and S. C. Scheeline.
The management of the Citizens' Light and Traction Company of Salem, Ore, is making preparations for the proposed electric road from Salem to

position.

A

few days ago the Toledo (Ohio) Times contained a photograph and sketch of the career of
Albert L. Lafferty, manager of the Postal Telegraph
office in Toledo.
Mr. Lafferty started in as a
messenger boy and has been in the business for
He has been in charge of the Toledo
24 years.
branch for three years and has brought" the service
up in a very satisfactory^^'ilIiam C. Hubbard, for several years with the
Westinghouse Electric and ilanufacturing Company,
severed his connections on May 1st and has entered
the sales department of the Cooper Hewitt Electric
Company, New York cit>\ Mr. Hubbard has had

:

Salt

ManaKer

Ore

plant are lieinu ficrfccleil fnr the
a iKjwer-Kencratntfc plant on ib<wilh a ininnnum capaniy of i-fy.
c<«t of in«t.'illaiion for the ir
Salem will tir not lc>« itiati

plant.
return lo

Boise, Idaho, after an ca«lcrn trin, W. P.. Pierce, who orRanizcil the company which plans the construction of an electric
railroad from that city to Caldwell anil Pearl, announced that everythinR had proKfesHcd favorably
and that .iclnal conMriiclion work would lic|{in

the

;

I.ee

.

considerable experience in the lighting field, having
been associated with Prof. L. B. Marks in the development and introduction of the first commercial
For two vears
enclosed-arc lamp in this counto'he was vice-president and general manager of the

;
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Arc Light Company, and afterward New
York manager of tlie Manliattan General Construction Company, until both companies were absorbed
by Westinghouse interests.
William Carroll has been appointed by Mayor
Electric

of Chicago to the office of city electrician
the vacancy made by the retirement of EdB. Ellicott, "who recently resigned to become
principal assistant engineer
in
charge of the hydroelectric development of the

Dunne
to

fill

ward

Sanitary District.
Carroll has been conwith the electrical
department of the city since
1874, when he started in
telegraph
fire-alarm
the

Chicago

J\lr.

nected

Since that
department.
time his progress has been
steady and sure, he having
been successively promoted
as vacancies occurred, until
in 1895 he was made superintendent of construction, which position he held
until his present appointWILLIAM CARROLL.
So intimate have
ment.
been his relations with all things pertaining to
the electrical department during the period of
more than 30 years that he has been in the^ City
Hall that he comes to his new office with a
thorough knowledge of the details of the work,
and, aside from the increased responsibility, there
will probably be very little that is new to him in
the position. He has seen the beginning and devel^

electric-lighting plants, and in
especially well prepared to asfire-alarm and police-telegraph
department is also perfectly understood by him to
the minutest details, many years of the service
which he has given to the city being spent in this
Mr. Carroll is a man who
branch of the work.
makes friends at every hand through his kindly
and courteous disposition, and none are more glad
to congratulate him on his late success than his
have
associates at the City Hall, many of
been connected with him for many years.

opment of the
this

city's

department

sume

control.

is

The

whom

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
At Oliver Springs, Tenn., Rich Bros,

The Sulphur Light and Power Company
phur, 1. T., has been incorporated with
stock of $100,000.

of Sul-

a

capital

The Mutual Light and Heat Company of Seattle,
Wash., has gone into new hands. N. H. Latimer

now

president.

the

Plans are being prepared by the Lee Electric
Light Company of Clarinda, Iowa, for the erection
of a

new power

house.

Representatives of New York, Chicago and St.
Louis capitalists were in Paducah, Ky., a few days
ago looking over the prospects for a large electriclight and power plant.
It is said they expressed
themselves as pleased with the location. If it is decided to build a plant somewhere between $300,000
and $500,000 will probably be expended on it.
,

It is proposed to build a concrete dam at Dccorah, Iowa, for furnishing electric light and power
at Decorah and Waukon.

A

A.
lo-year franchise has been granted to
O'Donnell by the City Council of Howard City,
Mich., to furnish electricity for all uses.

At a recent election on the question of issuing
bonds for the erection of an electric-light plant, the
citizens of Monroe, Ga., approved the plan.

A

complete electric-light plant is included in the
improvements to be made to the Central Presbyand Marcy avenues,
Church,
Jefferson
terian
Brooklyn, N. Y.

The Laurel Improvement Company has been
granted a franchise by the City Council of Laurel,
Miss.,

for

the

installation

of

a

new

$25,000 light

plant.

The Tonopah Railroad

Company

of

Tonopah,

Nev., has let a contract to install an electric-light
system of its own to illuminate the buildings and
yards of the company.

The Kirkwood

Electric

Company, which has

just

been incorporated with a capital of $12,000, will
operate an electric-light, heat and power plant in
Kirkwood, 111. J. F. White, J. F. Taylor and R.
M. Houston are the incorporators.
C. Foster of Tallahassee, Fla., contemplates
J.
erecting and equipping an electric-light, heat and
power plant in St. Augustine, Fla., at a total ex-

penditure of $50,000. The proposed
will be of brick, 100 by 60 feet.

power house

The following-named are among recently incorporated electric-light companies. The capital stock
and the name of one incorporator is given
Green
Bay Gas and Electric Company, Green Bay, Wis.,
$750,000, William Mainland; Phoenix Fuel, Light
and Power Company, Phoenix, N. Y., $100,000, J.
A. Hawley Henry Electric Light and Power Company, Nokomis, 111., $20,000, J. H. Crickenberger
:

;

Stone & Webster of Boston are reported as havacquired control of the Galveston (Texas)
street-railway system and will shortly take it over.
The syndicate now controls the systems at Houston,

The

City Council of Covington, Ga., has approved
the- proposition of the White Shoals Power Company to supply electricity for lighting the municipality, the terms including the loan of $45,000 in
city bonds.
An election will be called to vote on
this bond issue.
The White Shoals Power Company will have a capital stock of $150,000, and
intends to develop waterpower on the Alcovey
River, 10 miles southeast of Covington.

ing

San Antonio, El Paso, Waco, Beaumont and DalIt is the intention, it is said, to connect some
these systems with interurban lines and ulti-

las.

of

mately

to put in a system of trolley cars covering
a large part of the eastern half of Texas.

An opinion that the recent purchase by the New
York, New Haven and Hartford railroad of streetrailway companies in Massachusetts was illegal
under the revised laws was sent to the Massachusetts
Legislature by Attorney General Herbert
Parker on May ist. The opinion was asked recently in connection with a pending bill relative to
the rights of steam railroads to purchase the stock
of street railways, as petitioned for by the Boston

The Wisconsin Light and Power Company of La
Crosse, Wis., has placed orders with the Westinghouse companies covering the entire equipment of
a large light and power plant. Besides two alternating-current generators with an output of 400
kilowatts each, which will be driven by steam turbines, there are three vertical steam engines, one
of which will be connected to a 25-kilowatt directcurrent generator. In addition, there will be installed two motor-generator sets, each consisting of
a 7J^-kilowatt direct-current generator and a 15horsepower induction motor, three lO-kilowatt and
three 15-kilowatt transformers, one 6,600-volt 10panel switchboard and one 220-volt arc-lamp panel,
low-equivalent lightning arresters and choke
15
coils, and 25,000 incandescent lamps with Edison
bases.

and Maine

The

receivership over the St. Louis,

PUBLICATIONS.

Two

each consisting of four-50-horse500-volt Bullock motors for double-end-concars, together with other auxiliary apparatus.

The

first

steam turbine for street-railway service

in the East has been installed at the South Fraraingham power station of the Boston and Worcester
Street Railway Company.
It was put in operation

'

A

The Chicago and Milwaukee Electric Railroad
Company plans to extend its western branch, which
now ends at Rockefeller, through Wauconda, McHenry and Woodstock to Belvidere, 111. There it
connect with the Rockford interurban
Surveys are already being made west from

will

line.

Wau-

conda.

The York County Traction Company will begin the construction of the Long Level extension
within the next 30 days.
survey for the
new line has been completed from Windsorville to
Bittersville, and engineers have commenced driving
stakes for the proposed route from Bittersville to
the river.

city.

is

very neat booklet from the Holophane Glass
New York, which is the fourth of a

Company,

,

of booklets on scientific lighting, is entitled
The booklet
of Hotels and Clubs."
clearly points out the essential features in properly
lighting all parts of the modern hotel and gives
many valuable hints. Half-tones illustrate- clubs,
parlors, dining rooms, etc., which are considered
properly lighted. The company states that its engineering staff will be pleased to receive blue prints,
plans, etc., for the design of a proper scheme of
illumination, whether the customer decides to use
the Holophane system or not.
series

"The Lighting

,

.

It has a
for the main-line service on April 23d.
capacity of 2,000 kilowatts, with a 50-per cent, over-

load.

the Kins-

New York

an equipof the tracks and locomotives or cars of railroads for the automatic control and stoppage of
trains in motion.
The details of the apparatus as
used in connection with electrically propelled -trains
on the Boston Elevated and as adopted for use
in the Interborough Rapid Transit Tunnel in New
York city are well known. The catalogues contain
a thorough description of the system.

street

of Supervisors has passed
an ordinance authorizing steps to convert the Geary
Street railroad into a municipal electric line. The
franchise of this line has elapsed and it is only
necessary for the city to appropriate the money to
take over the road.

of

ment

equipments,

San Francisco's Board

come from

The Kinsman block-system apparatus

St.

The Cincinnati, Milford and Loveland Traction
Company will add to its equipment five complete

trol

catalogues of interest

man Block System Company

Charles
and Western electric- railway line has been terminated and the property turned over to the stockholders. The receiver was R. W. Bailey of East
St. Louis.

car

railroad.

Those who have to contend with hard water in
the operation of their boiler plants will be interested in the pamphlet published by the Booth Water
Softening Company of New York city, entitled
"Hard Water Made Soft," which presents a concise
description of the various types of machines built
by the company for the purpose of softening water.
Much time and thought have been devoted to the
preparation of the subject matter, which will be
found of value to engineers and chemists.

The St. Paul council has granted the Twin City
Rapid Transit Company a franchise for its proposed line to South St. Paul.

power

Electric Company of Salt Lake City,
with a capital of $50,000, has been incorporated.
Lee Cramer is president.

The Cramer

and power

The Queen City Electric Light and Power Company has been deeded to the Clarksville (Tenn.)
Street Railway Company. The consolidated company proposes to issue bonds to pay all debts,
improve the present systems and extend the streetcar line and electric lights to New Providence, and
also to Dunbar's Cave and Guthrie, Ky. Purchasers
have been found for the bonds, and the proposed
improvements will begin in a short time.

C.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
for

to

The properties and surveys of the Eldon and St.
Louis railroad, which was projected three years
ago by J. E. Houghland of Eldon, Iowa, have been
sold to Chicago men, who propose to build an
electric
railway over the route which extends
through Central Missouri, north and south from
Jefferson City, through Mexico and north to Eldon,
Iowa, thence to Ottumwa, traversing in Missourialmost a direct north and south line.

will install

Breckenridge, Mo., has voted $10,000 bonds
the construction of an electric-light plant.

13, 190S

interurban lines from Bloomington

Peoria and Champaign and from Decatur to Chicago through Bloomington.

Sealed proposals will be received until May 20th
for furnishing and installing complete an electriclighting plant at the Washington filtration plant.
Specifications and detailed information may be obtained upon application to Lieut. Col. S. S. Leach,
U. S. Engineer's office, 1000 Twenty-second Street,

Washington, D.

build

to

is

;

an electric-light plant.

is

May

Electric Light and Power Company,
Wilmington, Del., $1,000,000, H. W, Ganse Paterson Electric Light, Heat and Power Company,
Paterson, N. J., $500,000, P. S. Van Kirk; Loveland Citizens' Electric Company, Loveland, Ohio,
$100,000, H. C. Hubbell; Genera! Light, Heat and
Power Company, Kansas City, Mo., $100,000, Joseph F. Hein.

Wilmington

SOCIETIES

.

AND SCHOOLS.

Arrangements are being rapidly perfected for the
Southern Hardware Jobbers'
Association and the American Hardware Manufacturers' Association, which will be held at Hot
Springs, Va., on the 6th to gth of June. Secretarytreasurer C. B. Carter of Knoxville, Tenn., advises
those who are going to attend the conventions and
who have not already notified him, to do " so at
joint convention of the

once.

.

A

South Water Street commission merchants in Chicago are receiving many consignments of berries
and vegetables from country shippers over the interurban electric railways. Members of the commission drivers' union say that the suburban electric
companies will take from the old express companies
much of the business which they have always

engineering is given the prominence
the
curriculum of the Michiin
This college
at Houghton.
held its class-day exercises on May 5th and the
principal address was delivered by William G.
Mather of Cleveland. There are 200 students, and
in its 18 years' career the college has given degrees
to 285 men, many of whom occupy high positions
Electrical

it

deserves

gan College of Mines

in their profession.

At a meeting of the alumni of the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology in Boston on May 4th to
the proposed merger of the Institute with

discuss

of the plant of the

Harvard University, the discussion developed an
overwhelming sentiment against the merger, although no vote was taken. The plan was advocated by President Pritchett, Eben S. Draper of
Hopedale and J. R. Freeman. The speakers in opposition were Thomas L. Livermore, Dean A. E.
Burton and J. S. Munroe. The faculty and execu-

Heating Company

tive

handled.
the most important transaction
history of Bloomington, says the

Perhaps
business

paign

(111.)

popularly

News, has been completed

known

in

in

the

Chamthe sale

Consumers' Light, Power and
to the Illinois traction system,
as the McKinley syndicate, which

committee of the school are said to be equally
divided as to the wisdom of the merger.
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sl.ile-miiil

.1

Willi

filcil

I!;o4,

the

corpnriiliiins,

ils

rondilion rm Di-rcmlicr

.1'.

M;iss.icliiiscllH coiiimi'isioncr

The
and

assets

total

reserve

of

Cnnimcrcial Cable Cnrnpany val-

land lines, clc, at $39,124,082.
are $48,500,000, ami the surplus
funds are Riven as $1 i,riQ6.i6,i.

c-ilik's,

ils

licH

of

llic

In Ihe fourth aniuial report of the directors of
Philadelphia Hour-.-, Mihniilled to the shareholders at: the iiieeliiiK held on Mav Oth. it is stated
thai a new time hall lia.l h.-.ii installed for the
Hourse hy the hydruKraphic olVicc of the Navy
The outfit is of the Latest type and
Deparlnient.
compares favorably with those opcratc<l in other
Ii.irts of the country.
the

381

sold recently to Burl I., Holmc«. who took immediate possession, and will hercadcr give the business
his personal allcntion.

Schedules showing ihe liabilities and pro|>erty belonging to the Barren Electric Company of Cincinnati show that Ihe liabilities arc $iS,8si and the
assets $8,f>07.
The assets include machinery and
stock on hand valued at $S,.1.12 and unsettled accounts amouniing lo $3,044.

The Klcctric Appliance Company is now located
In its new Chicago building at
134 to 140 West
Jackson Boulevard.
The buiMing is, the comjiany
says, the largest warehouse in the world devoterl
exclusively

to

supplies.
It
gives added
prompt handling of increasing busi-

electrical

facilities for Ihe

ness.

TRADE NEWS.

Among

l)rrisi)ii-McMurln.y Cnip.iiiy will
electrical-supply business in W.ill.i

Ihe
the

In

ciiKaRC
W'all.i.

Wash.
stated
Klcctric

It

is

eral

on excellent authority thai the Gen-

Compahy has become

incandescent-lamp manufacture

in

interested

in

Japan.

The Chromatic Sign Company of Chicago, which
has for its object the inanuf.iclure of electric-lighting appliances and signs, has been incorporated bv
nemin'g. R. J. Frank and F. P. Young. The
C.

K

capital

is

$12,000.

C. N. Michels, J. R. Oliver and W. C. Wicland
have incorporated .is the C. N. Michels Company,

Chicago, and will deal in electrical
mobiles, hai^dware and machinery.
capital

As

is

changed

$30,000.

to

of the old Rialtn lUiililing has been
Postal Telegraph lUiikling. the home

of the Dearborn

now

Dmn

be addressed
graph Building, Chicago.
should

auto-

name

the

office

supplies,

The company's

at

and Chemical Works
227-234

Postal

Tele-

business of the Ashtabula (Ohio) Electrical
Supply and Construction Company, of which F.
Graves had been manager for several years, was

The

the,

American firms which have engaged
and rail-

He uid

iwihinK

thai

final

had

btm done

and

u

yet,

that it would proliably be a month Ixfofc the
deal was »ettled, if the pUn» did w.l fall ihmogh
in Ihe mean time.
It »a« inirnd<-d to alivtrit about
a dozen companies, .Mr Kolrtiuli ,ai<|.

The Bureau
.S'avy

'"

of

Department

'.-

'

1

May

3ISI for furni^i
following electrical .1:;.,

wire; schedule 25,), Itallciy ccii
1.
schedule 256, in^ulaiing
:
proposals can l<c obtained at the
in New York or u|Km application lo lb.- 1. ;rr,j.i jt
Washington.
On June 6ih the bureau will cjpcn
bids for furnishing an electric traveling craa^>.
Intending bidders should call for schedule 245,
which can be obtained at the navy pay office in
New York or of the bureau.

motors;

sp.ace at the international eleclric-tramw.'iy

way

exhibition, to be held in the Royal Agricultural Hall, London, on July 3d to 14th, arc J. A.
Roebling's Sons Company, United States Metallic
Supply Com|)any, Western Electric Company, Babcock and Wilcox, Blackwell & Co.. Griffin Car

Wheel Company, W. H. Coc Manufacturing Company, W. S. Laycock, I.orain Steel Company, Mountain & Gibson, Peckham Manufacturing Company,
G. D. Peters & Co., Standard Varnish Company,

BUSINESS.
W.

C.

& S<m

Sterling

01

.\l..nrf--.

.Mich,

arc

sending out a card announcing Iheir 'Silver" anniversary in the ihjIc, post and lie business. The firm
assures its customers prompt shipment from a wellassorted stock of 20 to 65-f(Xjt poles.

A. O. Garrison, president of the Columbia Incandescent Lamp Company, St. Louis, visited Chilast week.
Mr. Garrison's able administration
of the affairs of the Columbia company has made
the Columbia lamp more popular than ever, and
the demand for it seems to be ever on the increase.

Sturtevant Engineering Company and Ihe Wallace
Supply Company.

cago

Speaking of the reported forming of a $50,000,000
combination of street-car builders, G. C. Kuhlman,
former owner of the street-car manufacturing plant
in Cleveland, does not believe it possible for the
manufacturers to combine successfully, according
lo an interview printed a few days ago.
Mr. Kuhlman said that he went all over the subject three
years ago, and could see no advantage in it. At
that time the plans fell through for that reason.
On the other hand, George J. Kobusch, president
of the St. Louis Car Company, is reported to have
confirmed the statement that the deal was pending,
but further than this would not discuss the matter.

The Central Electric Company of Chicago is distributing a quantity of literature on fan motors, both
direct and alternating current.
The company, as
general western agent for DichI direct-current fan
motors, carries in Chicago stock a large assortment
of both desk and ceiling fans. In addition to this, it
states that it is prepared to furnish General Electric and Weslinghouse fan motors.
The company
will willingly furnish catalogues and quotations and
will appreciate all inquiries on this subject

ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.
rssued (Uytilcd States Patent

Apparatus for Agitating the Contents of
Edgar A. Ashcroft. Weston,
Electrolytic Cells.
Application filed Novia Runcorn, England.
vember 16, 1903.
A cell containing a fused electrolyte contains also
Means for
electrode
beneath
the
electrolyte.
.1
fused
passing an electrolytic current through the cell in a radial
/ided and an electromagnet is placed
of the
beneath the center of the cell

788,505.

Railway-signal System.
Application

788,513.'

Boyertown, Pa.

Abram L. Bower,
May 3, 1902.

filed

Combined with a block system are signal rails arranged adjacent L-ach end of a block and between track
Batteries arc arrails on opposite sides of thu track.
ranged in L-acli block and have their poles connected to
opposite rails of a track, a connecting wire leading
.Signal devices are arranged
around each signal rail.
on the engine and in circuit with tlie track rails, the
batteries
and relays in circuit with the rails being
adapted to control the display of the signals as the
train

passes

over

the

signal

type of motor-operated switch is described in which
the motor acts to open or close the switch through the
agency of a wheel mounted upon its shaft and a system
of switch-operating levers.

Thcophile
Electric Trolley Wheel.
788,526.
Application filed
phrat, Norwalk, Conn.

EuAu-

gust 25, 1904.
Associated with the trolley wheel is a normal grooved
wheel having lateral perforations of the sides of the
Latterly
grooved part communicating with the groove.
adjustable cutter-carrying disks, one on each side of the
wheel, are arranged with cutters entering the perfora-

and means for setting tlie cutters inward for operative effect on the trolley wire and for retiring them
for non action are provided.
tions,

Pneumatic Railway Signaling System and
Ernest C.
Electropneumatic Valve Therefor
Irving, Westminster, England, assignor of onehalf to John Patrick O'Donnell, Westminster,
England. Application filed March 14, 1903.

788,536.

and outlet ports in an electropneumatic valve
mechanism for railway- signaling are controlled by valves
which are operated by the armature of an electromagnet
according as the armature is attracted or released, the
current through the magnet being controllable from a
distance.
(See cut on next page.)
Inlet

Electric-light

Brooklyn,

N. Y.

Bath Cabinet.
Application

Richard Kny,
January 3,

filed

a

Office)

May

of

metal

sheet

flexible

2,

igo^.

having a

Apparatus for Electromagnetically ReceivReproducing and Distributing
etc.
Valdemar Poulsen, Copenhagen, Denmark, Application filed August

788,728.

ing,

A

material.
negative electrode in contact with the inside
of the cylinder consists of a sheet of wire netting and
means for passing an electrical current from one electrode through the dielectric to the other electrode.

Electrical Railway
Signal.
James W.
Tatum, Durham, N. C, assignor of one-half
to Robert B. Boone and John W. Smith, Durham, N. C Application filed October 19, 1903.

788.562.

Duplicate electrical annunciating devices are arranged
in tlie engine cab and wired to the engine-wheel axle and
to a battery, while a pair of overhead trolley wires are
arranged in blocks or sections. Insulated wire sections
of the trolleys have their separating insulation pieces alternating each other.
Trolley poles equipped with conductors connect with the electrical annunciating devices
in the engine cab, whereby a single signal may be produced in each of two engine cabs when one trolley pole
of each cab engages a common trolley wire section.
A
second signal may be likewise produced when the other
trolley poles engage a common section of the
other

Recording,

Articulate Speech,

.

14,. 1901.
Magnetically recording speech or other signals represented by electrical impulses is accomplished by a dc\-icc
consisting of an endless band or wire of steel or other
paramagnetic material and an electromagnet through which
such impulses flow. A second electromagnet is provided
in which the impulses are reproduced and a third magnet
of constant strength adapted to uniformly magnetize the
band or wire. (See cut on next page.)

788,732.
line

Electric Sparking Igniter for Gas or G3.50Engines.
Joseph P. Seaton. North BirAla. Application filed September 19,

mmgham,
1903.

An insulating plug is piovidcd on its inner end with
a shaft head carrying an ignition point.

Cleans for Establishing Electric Circuits.
Guion Thompson, Duluth, Minn., assignor to
the Thompson Safety Appliance Company. Application filed July I, 1902.

755.563.

Electric
788,747.
Zaiinski,

Details are

October

6,

Display Apparatus.
Edmund L.
York, N. Y.
Application filed

1904.

In an electric display apparatus is a letter or other
design outlined by electric lamps showing inside view, in
combination with a base composed of diverging lamp
sockets with suitable electric connections.

described.

Electromagnetic Device. Albert Favar^er,
Neuchatel. Switzerland. Application filed No-

788,762.

Electric Motor and Power Transmitter.
Orville R. Van Vechten, New York, N. Y., assignor to Herbert B. Colio, Mount Vernon,
N. Y., the Wheeler & Wilson Manufacturing
Company, and the Emerson Electric Manufacturing Company, St. Louis, Mo.
Application

788,566.

filed

September

17,

1903.

The adaptation of a small electric motor to the driving
of a sewing machine is described.

Manufacture of Chlorates and PcrchloMarcel Couleru, Geneva. Switzerland.
Application filed November 12, 1904.
The method of simultaneously producing chlorates and

788,631.

vember

25, 1902.

Electromagnet mechanism for producing a rotary movement by means of alternating currents comprise a polarized armature in the form of a toothed dissvmmetrical
wheel and an electromagnet provided with pole pieces
having positions which ditfer among themselves by onehalf division of tooth with regard to the set of teeth 'of the
wheel.
By this means under the effect of the alternating
current the pole pieces may cause the wheel to turn always in the same direction, by intermissions of one-half
division of tooth after the magnetic alternating aitrac-

rates.

acid peroxide consists in electrolyzing a chloride solution,
neutralizing the formed alkali by the addition of chloride
of lead and transforming the hydroxide of lead into
peroxide of lead.

Clock-synchronizing System.
Haro* W".
Pidgeon, Chicago, 111., assignor to the American Clock Company, Chicago, III.
Application
filed July 29, 1904.
Combined witli a master clock are two pairs of elec-

78S.792.

contact devices carried thereby, one pair effecting
a time contact and the other pair an instantaneous contrical

Resistance for Electrical Circuits.
Hermon L. Van Valkenburg, Pittsburg, Pa., assignor to the Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Conipanj", Pittsburg, Pa. Application

788,686.

filed

August

6,

1904,

tact.

788,800.

Telegraphy

Wesley

Trafltord,

tion filed

Combined with a frame or casing are
elements each comprising a rod
ulating,

a

number of

A

or bar.
heat-resisting material
while a resistance

ance rods,

nds the sheath.
Electric Striking Clock.
Ulysses L. ColSt. Louis, Mo., assignor to the Collins
Electric Clock Company, St. Louis, Mo.
Application filed February 23, 1904.
In an electric strikirig clock are an armature supporting shaft, an armature fixed upon the shaft, an

:8,704.

and

New

Telegraph
Apparatus.
York, N. Y, Applica-

March

15, 1S97.
The principal features of the invention are a printingtelegraph receiver having a rotary tpye wheel and means
for positioning the tj-pe wheel according lo the impulses
sent by the transmitter.
The transmitter for sending
successive impulses to the receiver is controlled for the
sending of such impulses by tlie movement of 3 member
of the receiver.

lins,

1905.

A

light-bath cabinet comprises separable bottom, top
and side sections, one of the latter being provided with
a closable aperture.
Electric-lights of different colors are
removably hung in the interior of the cabinet.

788,557.

of

New

Switch

A

788,540.

consisting

number of tongues downwardly stamped out from the

rails.

and Connection-controlling ElecHerbert
tric Motors and Power Transmitters.
B. Coho, Mount Vernon. N. Y., assignor of
one-half to the Wheeler & Wilson Manufacturing Company and the Emerson Electric Manufacturing Company, St. Louis, Mo. Application
filed September 17, 1903.

788,518.

and

Electrical

Ottawa, Canada.

Ozonizer.
Carl A. Sahlstrom,
Application filed June 2T, 1904.
ozonizer are a dielectric and a posi-

Embodied in the
tive electrode held in

resilient contact

with the dieletric

electromagnet in position to operate the armature, a spring
for raox-ing the armature away from the magnet, means
for locking the armature against the magnet, a suitable
clock meclianisra, and a connection with
tlie
clock
mechanism, whereby the armature is unkickcd.

Electric Motor- starting and Stopping
788,819.
vice.
John H. B. Br>an, Buffalo, N. Y.
plication filed Afarch 14, 1904.

An

DeAp-

induction motor has its armature provided mth a
resistance and a switch is pro\nded for controlling the resistance rotating with the armature.
pisMn connected with the snitch compels it to move axially together but permits the switch to rotate with the armature independently of the piston.

A
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Sparker for Explosive Engines.
18,868.
A. West, Buffalo, N, Y., assignor of one-half
Application
to Austin M. West, Buffalo, N. Y.
filed

November

13,

1903.

cylinder having one end in communication with the
explosion chamber of the engine contains a piston disAn electrode is carried by the
posed in the cylinder.
piston, and a second electrode is movable transversely
of the first and adapted to be engaged and moved thereby
The electrodes have
as the piston is reciprocated.
rounded or cam-shaped contact faces to permit the wiping
of one past the other.

A

Automatic Stopping Device for Engines
Daniel B. Adams, Summitville,
the Like.
N. Y. Application filed August 29, 1902.
In a stopping device for engines there is combined
with the engine cylinder electrical igniting means therefor.

;8,87i.

or

A

thermostat,

trolls the

located in proximity to the cylinder, concircuit and is arranged to interrupt it
cylinder exceeds a pre-

igniter

when the temperature of the
(See cut.)
determined degree.

March

22.

Switch
York, N.

Electrical

Krantz,

New

December

1904.

In an automatic railway block signal are a track batIncandescent lamps are attached to
tery and a relay.
the signal posts, the signal blades having a lens movable
lamp battery
in the path of the incandescent lights.
and wires leading from the battery through the post to
the lamps and connected to the relay are the remaining

A

Mechanism.

Hubert

Application

Y.

13,

1905

Safety Device for Electric Currents. McKelvey Crites, Cleveland, Ohio, assignor of
two-thirds to William S. Rogers and Oscar
Textor,
Cleveland,
Ohio.
Application filed

19,082.

cars and the like.

S,9i6.

September

filed

22, 1904.

An electromagnetic device has a movable member and
a rod attached to the movable member, while an elongated
circuit-closing device is carried by the rod.
pair of
spaced contact members are situated adjacent to the electromagnetic device, one of the contact members being con^
nected to the main source of current supply and the other
connected to the rheostat or controller. Means engaging
the rod prevent it from rotating and from moving the
circuit-closing device out of register with the contact

1904.
Electrical switch mechanism contains bus bars, with a
rectangular flat
crossbar formed from a substantially
blank.
The blank is slit to provide a tongue, the tongue
being bent in one direction from the plane of the blank.
portion of the blank, constituting the crossbar proper,
is bent in the opposite direction, the tongue adapted to
make electtrical connection with a bus bar and support
the crossbar edgewise to the bus bars.
6,

A

A

members.

Hubert Krantz, New
Device.
York, N. Y. Application filed December 6, 1904,
In electrical switch mechanism are a metallic device
having a base, a connection plate above the base, and an
Electrical

18,917.

upright switch contact blade,

Automatic Electric-light Connection for
William
Automatic Railway Block Signals.
AUoway, Caledonia, N. Y. Application filed

S,872.

May

two heating electrodes being placed within the manifold
A circulation of water in the intervening space formed
between the two electrodes is maintained for heating of

all in

one piece.

Telephone Switchboard Annunciator. Qiarles
T. Mason, Sumter, S. C, assignor to the Sumter Telephone Manufacturing Company, SumApplication filed June 10, 1904.
ter, S. C.

8,924.

A switchboard annunciator combines a pivoted signal
drop and plug, and a drop-restoring ball between and independent of the parts and adapted to have direct-pres-

NO. 788,871.

— AUTOMATIC

ENGINE STOP.

sure contact with both.

Safety Device for Electric Currents. McKelvey Crites, Cleveland, Ohio, assignor of twothirds to William S. Rogers and Oscar Textor,
Cleveland, Ohio. Application filed December

789,083.

parts.

Electrical Stop Mechanism for Looms.
Frederick M. Armstrong, Pawtucket. R. I., assignor to the Kip-Armstrong Company. Application filed July 26, 1902.

^,875.

1904-

27,

circuit including a generator,

A rheostat or controller is described, having an electromagnetic device adapted when energized to hold the
switch lever in full current position, with means for moving the lever to its initial position when the device is

is

de-energized.

Electric stop mechanism for looms embodies an electric
a portion of which circuit
composed of the metal of the loom frame. The circuit
has in it a normally open break and a magnet adapted
to be energized by the circuit to operate loom-controlling
Devices adapted to close the normally open
devices.
break are provided, and a switch insulated from the
loom frame breaks the circuit a moment after the normally open break has been, closed, that part of the circuit
between the switch and the normally open break in the
circuit being insulated from the loom frame and conthe coils of the electromagnet.

'

789,087. Art of Electrical-wave Transmission.
Cornelius D. Ehret, Washington, D. C.
Application filed December 3, 1901.

788,536.

A method of transmitting signals consists in impressing
an alternating or fluctuating current upon a circuit, modifying the current to form a signal, permitting leakage of
the current, reinforcing the current, and passing the
modified current through a receiver to reproduce the

SIGNALLING DEVICE.

Electric Circuit and Apparatus for RailSignaling.
Henry W. Spang, New York,

788,959.

way
N.

—ELECTROPNEUMATIC

signal.

Electrical-wave Transmission.
Cornelii
D. Ehret, Rosemont, Pa.
Original application
December 3, 1901. Divided and this ap-

H. Ketchum, YonkApplication filed August 21, 1902.

789,124.

Y., assignor to Charles

N. Y.
Embodied in an

ers,

filed

electric railway-signal apparatus are a
normally closed guard circuit, normally charged, a signalcontrolling magnet in the circuit, but normally inoperative, a resistance in the circuit, a track circuit closer for
completing a normally open connection of the electro-

plication

filed

June

1902.

12,

In a telephone system are means for impressing upon a
an alternating or fluctuating current, a transfor modifying the current by and in accordance
with speech, means permitting leakage of the current,
circuit

mitter

magnet before reaching the section of track embraced
in the guard circuit and connections for simultaneously
removing the resistance from the circuit.

means

reinforcing

for

the

and

current,

reproducing speech.

System of Electric Car Lighting. Richard
D. Apperson and Albert J. Kohler, Lynchburg.

788,990.

EXPIRING PATENTS.

Va. Application filed March 24, 1904.
For electric car lighting there are in the system a
number of lighting circuits, and terminals in the circuits. A self-adjustable contact shoe is mounted upon the
trolley-pole support in position to make the connection be-

Following is a list of electrical patents (issued by
the United States Patent OfRce) that expired on

tween a predetermined pair of the terminals.

382,299.

Charles M. Feist, Sioux City,
Iowa. Application filed August 24, 1904.
The trolley axle has a slot, and a segmental plate con-

May

Trolley.

789,014.

l8,S8o.

Adjustable Outlet

duits.

Box

for

Interior

William F. Bossert. Utica, N.

Con-

Y.,

as-

Bossert Electric Construction
Company, Utica, N. Y. Application filed April
signor

to

the

26, 1904.
An outlet box for the purpose of bringing electric conductors out from the conduit is the basis of the patent.

Harry M. Hill, St.
Electric
Heater.
Louis, Mo., assignor to the Hill Electric Manufacturing Company, St. Louis, Mo. AppHcation filed April 25, 1904.
An electric heater comprises a manifold, and tubes
communicating with the manifold at its respective ends.

18,905.

SPECIAL MENTION.
when you ask for a Paiste
socket?" asks the H. T. Paiste Company of Phila"Something more than a mere 'socket.'
delphia.
You get the product of more thought, more attention to details, more testing of brass and phosphor-

"What do you

get

bronze than you ever thought possible. You get a
smooth-running, everlasting, atperfect-working,
tractive-looking socket that keeps both you and
your customers thoroughly pleased."
Electric Company of San Jose,
Cal., has ordered from the AUis-Chalmers Company
one 6oo-kilowatt alternating-current generator, two
35-kilowatt generators and three 200-kilowatt transformers to be installed on the Tuolumne River,
where a new hydro-electric power plant is nearly
The current to be developed will be
completed.
used both for lighting and power, principally in
neighboring mines, and an extension to the present
plant will probably be made later on.

The Tuolumne

Users of electrical supplies will be interested in
the announcement of the Chicago House Wrecking
Company, which has placed on the market all the

Plate

for Storage
York. N. Y.

New

spring.

382,415-

John-

E.

Marlinkenfelde,

Fenner, Chicago,

H.

Burglar

Alarm,

G,

Koome,

C.

111.

Jersey

J,

382,47s,

382,476,

F,

Electric

Taft,

Boston,

R. N. Dyer, New York, N. Y,
Multiple Switchboard.
382,477.

Railway Signal.

C.

Cars.

F.

de

William
Redon,

M.

New

N. Y,

Electric-lamp Filament,
C. Seel, Berlin, Germany.
Electric Motor.
G. F Card. Covington, Ky.
Electric Stop Motion for Knitting Machines.
C.
Draper, Springfield. Mass.
C. A,
382,599. Automatic Switch for Secondary Batteries.
Faure, New York, N. Y.
Automatic Electrical Switch,
F. Stitzel, Louis382,625,
382,560,
382,589.
382,503.

Ky.

ville,

essential.
A bell installation is all that is necessary for the metaphone, and connecting one instrument to the push button and the other to the bell
The instrument itself
will give satisfactory results.
comprises a transmitter and receiver on opposite
ends of a handle, by means of which the receiver
is held to the ear, the transmitter then being in a
position near the mouth and ready for talking.
is

Activity in the application of motors to cranes,
and machine tools of every description is
reported by the Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company as indicated by several orders
The Morgan Engientered recently as follows
neering Company of Alliance, Ohio, eight railway-,
type crane motors with a total of 250 horsepower:
the Pond Machine Tool Company of Plainfield.
Niles Tool
N. J., 28 type C induction motors
Works, Cincinnati, Ohio, five type S direct-current
motors the Long & AUstatter Company of Hamilton, Ohio, 13 type S motors; the Delaware, Lackawanna and Western Railway, 20 type CC induction
motors the U. S, Hoe and Tool Company of Columbus, Ohio, eight type S motors the Austin Powder Company, 10 type C induction motors.
hoists

—

:

;

;

Chicago.

communication from

Epstein,

E.

Alarm.

'Telephone System.

York.

"Through to the East on the Keystone Express"
implies a solid train of sleeping cars and vestibuled
froi-n Chicago to New York over the Pennsylvania lines Pan Handle Route, the low-ratefare route.
This train leaves Chicago daily at
10:05 a. m., arriving in New York at three p. m.
For information about going
on the next day.
via Washington to Philadelphia and New York at
the same fares as by direct route travelers are
requested to inquire of C. L, Kimball, assistant
general passenger agent, No, 2 Sherman Street,

interior installations where
one floor or office to another

L.

Burglar

M. G. Kellogg, Hyde Park, III.
Electric Motor for Railway
McDougal, East Orange, N. J,

material secured through its purchase of
the St. Louis World's Fair. The company says that
it has 200,000 incandescent lamps, used only a short
time, as well as 150,000 new incandescent lamps and
20,000 colored lamps, which it is prepared to sell
cheaply. The company is also able to furnish 100,000 feet of wooden conduit, as well as miscellaneous
electrical material.

The metaphone, which is offered to the trade by
Anderson- & Nachman, 356 Dearborn Street, Chi-

J.

Battery.

Arc Lamp.

382,483.

electrical

all

Edis

Electric

382,461.
382,474,

apparatus combines a static machine, a resonator, conductors between the accumulators
of the machine and opposite sides of the center of the
resonator coil and electrodes connected to the terminals
of the coil.

for

Gibson,

A.

N.

City,

382,444,

cember 3, 1903.
An electrotherapeutic

made

P.

T.

Electric
Electric

382,515.

is

D.

Batteries.

near Berlin, Germany.
382.421.
382,439.

Electrotherapeutic Apparatus.
Charles F.
789,040.
Application filed DeMarsh, Pensacola, Fla.

cago,

C.

Secondary

382.420.

March

A series of circuit closers are spaced along the track,
a series of electromagnets corresponding to the circuit
closers being in circuit therewith.
An index is movable
from one to another of the electromagnets successively as
they are successively energized. Means including a lever
operates a semaphore and an electrically operated lock
for the lever is in circuit with the source of electricity
and with all of the circuit closers.

coaches

E. Thomson, Lynn,

System of Electrical Distribution.

Llewellyn Park, N.

1904.

30,

B. H. Gedge, Covington,

Mass.
382,358.

placed in the axle for the inner end of the

Robert O.
Electric Signal System.
789,030.
ston, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Application filed

.-

Alternating-current Regulator.

382.336.

A

is

:

Electric Railway Signal,

Thomson, Lynn, Mass.

.

A

stitutes a contact-shoe in the slot.
wheel is rotative on
the axle and surrounds the plate, a coiled spring in the
axle, bearing at its outer end against the plate.
fixed

bearing

1905

8,

S-.vitcli for Electric Circuits.
382,332.
C. C. Stirling-, Hartford, Conn.
Alternating.current Dynamo-electric Machine.
382.335.
E.

-

;

;
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Italian

In

Railways.
J'KA.Mk

IlV

While
which is

It.ily

has

licing

C.

I'KUKINS.

for generating

iililizcd

walcrpowcr

of

current

pnwer and railway purposes,
number of electric-railway systems

lighting,

still

are a

in

for

there

various

This is true
that coal is high in price, and
imported from England. There
is
a large number of extensive railway systems
throiighfut the country which are of great value

which are operated by steam.

cities

in

spite of the

has

largely

to

its

fact

be

inhabitants,
prob.ibly

|)ursuits
in

to

who
to

connnercial work,

arc engaged

much

a
It

is

nu'Mt has pursued a liberal policy

the

ing of

steam railways to

agricultural

in

greater

stated that

extent

than

the govcrn-

toward the chang-

electrically

operated

and also toward the development of the
immense waterpowcr available in the mountains of
roads,

On

Italy.

the

FIG.

I.

suburban

and

street-railway

lines

LATE DEVELOP.MENTS

Naples

at

direct

and alternating-current apparatus.

three

horizontal

tandem-compound

There are

engines,

each

directly connected to electric generators,

additional

flywheels being provided

regtilation

for aiding the

six-pole

load and no load. The units include a
direct-current generator and two alternat-

ors

the

at

full

of

revolving-field- type.

The • engine and

generator room is served by an overhead traveling
crane of 10,000 kilograms capacity.

The suburban

traffic

on the

electric

railways,

as

well as the longer electric lines operated by waterpower, are competing successfully in the steam-

railway field, and there is little question but that
within a decade a large proportion of the present

20, 1905
handle the heavy train< on tteep gridrt »ith <h>patch and crrlainty. The line wa» c/nttructcd by

operated by the Socicta Tramway Eletlrici, and
an extensive inlernrban railway connects Palermo
with Rocca and Monrcalc, which is of more than
passing interest.
Palermo central station is equipped with three 550
horsepower horizontal tandem-compound engines of
the condensing type operating at a steam pressure
of nine atmospheres with a speed of 115 revolutions
per minute. Each of these engines is directly connected to a 3.30-kilowatt multipolar railway directcurrent generator supplying current to the railway
feeders at a pressure of 600 volts. The electrical

Ganz & Co. for the Socicta Ilaliana delle Ferrovie
Meridionoli, which has a capital of over Jjo^ooo,coo frano. Practically the same service m re-

Palermo

will

arc

there

41

equipment was installed by the Eleklricitats Aclien
Gesellschaft.
Figs. .^ and 4 represent, respectively,
a map of the lines and an example of track conof

struction

On

the

.\n

the

map

and

roads

the

the

Palermo-Rocca-.VIonreale
solid

lines

dotted

lines

Incnmntive

elcdric

IN

Aversa, Porte de Naples, and
Casoria, as well as Capodichino, Afragola (Fig. 2)
and Place Belvedere the underrunning trolley is
utilized similar to American railways, with the
single pole, although the cars, it will be noted, are
constructed on somewhat different lines.
The trains of the Naples suburban electric railways are usually made up of one motor car or
electric locomotive and two trailers.
The power
bouse of the electric railways of Naples is constructed of brick and stone and is equipped with

entering

MAY

he operated electrically.
miles of urban track

In

abundance

an

steam railroads of Italy

is

;.

section of this

operates

moti\-e

tracks

line,

on

represent
those

used on

— LATEST

actual

TVPE OF ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVE ON VALTELLINA

with rope haulage.
a

system.

the

contemplated.
the bigb-Erade

The

narrow gauge between

loco-

the

standard line, and is disconnected
from the regular trolley cars at the top and bottom
of the incline, and disappears in a pit below the
level of the standard track.
Nearly 100 cars are
employed, two motors being connected to the trucks
of each car. The total length of the tracks of
the Palermo system is 32 kilometers, the grade being about 12 per cent, on that section using rope
haulage with the narrow-gauge locomotive, which
weighs 7.9 tons.
of

the

The Valtellina line in Italy is one of the newer
railways now in operation. It utilizes a
polyphase current of 3.000 volts upon the overheadelectric

trolley

tion

Both

lines

to the

and 20,000 volts from the power stasub-stations along the electric railroad.

and passenger trains run regularly
the Valtellina lines between Lecco, SonColico and Chiavenna by electric energy genfreight

now upon
drio,

a\ in the slcam-railway service, there being
complete separation of the freight and paitenger
traffic, with express trains, I(x:al passenger traint
and freight trains running on regular schedules,
the time tables being prepared for high-speed service for the express passenger trains.
Nearly 70
miles of railway north of I^cco are operated b>
electrical energy generated by the utilization of the
walerpowcrs in the north of Italy.
This line may well be considered as one in
which electric motive power has entered the field
of steam-railway practice, as the road is 116 miles
long, and the trains, both freight and passenger,
consist of locomotive and a number of cars, making a speed of 30 to 60 kilometers per hour. The
freight trains have a capacity of aVjut 200 tons

quirc<l

erated at a w'aterpower plant at Morbegno. about
15 kilometers from Colico.
In the Valtellina region, as well as that bordering on Lake Como. there is a large freight traffic,
and the electric railway installed was required to

and are handled by
being
the

15

to

grades,

electric locomotives, the speed
30 kilometers per hour, according to

which are exceedingly steep

in

many

places.

The railway

divided into sections about lo
kilometers long, and each section is supplied from
a sub-station which receives the current from the
power house at 20,000 volts and, by step-up transformers, the current is reduced in pressure to
is

for use upon the trolley wires.
This
sections gives great safety in worka block signal indicates "stop" the
ne.Nt part of the line is not supplied with current
from the sub-station next bev-ond it The electric
locomotives are also arranged so that in case of
an interruption of current the Westinghouse brakes
are applied automatically, bringing the train to a
stop without any action on the part of the oper3.000

volts

division
ing,

for

into

when

ator.

There are two trolley wires, spaced about a
yard apart, and the rails act as a common return
for the polyphase alternating current used.
The power plant is located at Jlorbegno. There
are four 2.000-horsepower turbines directly connected to poh-pbase alternr>.tors generating a 20.000-
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three-phase current directly in the windings
of the armature, thus doing away with the necessity of using step-up transformers for the hightension transmission hne.
Three of these alternators were constructed by
the Elektricitats Actien Gesellschaft, and the turbines were supplied by Ganz & Co. of Budapest.
The alternators have a frequency of 15 cycles a
second, and each has n capacity of 1,500 kilowatts
as a maximum and a normal output of 1,050 kilovolt

watts.

The

Schuckert

alternators

20.000-volt

are

each

May

ing this season furnishes nearly two-thirds of the
revenues, a large proportion being tourists and
first-class

travelers.

Fig. I illustrates one of the latest 1905 Ganz
locomotives hauling a train of express and passenger coaches on the Valtellina line. Locomotives
of this type haul passenger trains of 250 tons and
freight trains of 400 tons.
These locomotives are

controlled

entirely

by

compressed

carried

air

in

tanks on top of the car and kept charged by electrically operated compressors.
A diagram of the

The
are also controlled in the same manelectric switches, being drawn down

pneumatic arrangement
trolley

ner

poles

as

the

is

shown

Fig.

in

5.

raised into contact with the overhead
tension conductors by means of compressed

high-

and

There are a number of
local trains and

hauling

first-class

air.

motor cars for
service on

express

for

Valtellina lines, each of which is more than
The
60 feet long and weighs more than ?o tons.

the

Ganz polyphase four-wheel motor trucks are
mounted about 36 feet apart and the motors have
a special coupling device and special electrical con-

The cars are heated, lighted and ventiby electric energy and the stations are also
lighted from the power-service wires, although the
low frequeiicv of i^ cycles per second would make
a poor flickering light were it not for the fact
that three filament lamps are
employed which
overcomes this trouble to a large extent, while
ground-glass globes also help to maintain a more
uniform light.
The storage-battery current may
be employed where a perfectly steady light is desired.
As will be noted from Fig. i, the current
for the locomotives is taken from the 3,000-volt
trolle)'' wires by rollers having ends
of truncated

through

20,

1905

rings and brushes and flexible cables
to the controlling switches and then to the primary
windings of two other induction motors which are
slip

necessary

for the cascade method of control deby Ganz & Co. Fig. 6 shows diagrammatthe type of induction motor used. The secondary or rotor circuits of these motors are
connected with liquid rheostats.
The only operation required in connection with

vised

ically

the high-tension 3.000-volt circuit

is

the closing of

switch connecting the trolleys with the primary
windings of the main motors.
The entire control
of the car or locomotive is effected by the manipua

lation of the controller regulating the low-tension
induced current, which puts the motors in cascade
or direct connection as desired.
An air valve is
used which regulates the height of liquid in the
rheostat, the latter consisting of a series of sheet-

which are gradually immersed in an
which is forced into the rheostat.
the solution reaches the top of the resistance box a float manipulates an air valve, and the
iron

plates,

alkaline solution,

When

three armature windings are short-circuited by speswitches operated by compressed air. Two rheo-

nections.

cial

lated

stats

are provided for each car. and

work only

in

cones, the cylindrical part being about 1.5 feet long.
The rollers are constructed of aluminum and are

mounted on insulated

shafts,

ball

equipped with
safety governor, which autoa
matically introduces a high resistance into the field
case the turbine governor ceases to act
and the speed of the generator
exceeds 170 revolutions per minute although these
circuit

for

in

any reason,

dynamos are tested to run at a 50 per cent, increase of voltage without injury, which would equal
30,000

volts.

On

account of the high-tension alternating curused on all the cars the metal on the cars,
including the metal roof, is carefully grounded to
provide perfect safety for the passengers and employes, and all the electrical apparatus is entirely
metal clad.
The cables for conducting the current from the trolley poles to the motors on the
cars are rubber covered and highly insulated, suprent

A

being only about three

base

cast-iron

is

on

placed

being

bearings

used, as the rollers have speed of several

turns a minute,
diameter.

the

hundred
inches
of

top

in

the

motor cars and electric locomotives, which carries
frame supporting the trolley, roller poles and ;t
system of springs, as well as the pneumatic controlling apparatus, which is supplied with compressed air from the electric compressor driven
by a 100- volt three-phase five-horsepower motor.
Another and special form of double trolley has
also been used for taking the current at 3,000 volts
from the overhead conductors.
This consists of
two copper rollers separated by an insulating block
of wood, and the rollers make contact with carbon
brushes connected with the flexible cables leading
directly to the motor primary windings.
Both the electric locnmotives and the motor cars
a

the secondary 3co-volt circuit.
There are three
divisions in the iron rheostat case, and four plates
of various lengths are employed in each chamber^
the plates being connected alternately, the current
entering by one couple and out from the other
couple.
The plates do not move in the solution
of sodium carbonate which is employed, but when
it
desired to insert resistance the solution is
is
forced out of the iron case gradually, while to
cut out the resistance it is only necessary to pass
the liquid into the rheostat, submerging one plate
_

after

the

other.

Each of the trucks has a high-tension motor connected to one axle and a small secondary low-tension motor on the other axle, a special elastic
coupling being used. In starting, the large 150horsepower motors are connected in tandem with
the small induction motors, or in cascade, as it Is
termed.
The primary of the large motor is connected with the three-phase line and ,all of the
high-tension apparatus is in a locked case, the key
of which cannot he obtained as long as the trolley poles are in a raised position.

The secondary
and for

a

of

low speed,

the
is

large

motor

in

starting.

connected to the primary

of the small motor and the variable resistance of
the liquid rheostat is included in the secondary
small motor, which really takes the
of a large rheostat.
Instead, however, of
wasting the energy in a heavy rheostat directly in
the secondary of the large motor the useful work
of the second motor is employed for acceleration

circuit of this

place

starting.

in

The

FIG, 3.

MAP SHOWING LOCATION OF LINES OF PALERMO-ROCCA-MONREALE SYSTEM

ported in cyhndrical porcelain insulators placed
every 10 centimeters inside of brass tubes, which
are carefully connected metallically to the wheels

and the roof

immediate blowing of fuses

to insure

served

by the

high-tension threephase Valtellina line is essentially a manufacturing one, although there is a very large tourist eledistrict

ment, and during
important feature.

latter the

they

as

trolleys,

they

one at each end

distance between the trolleys

so that the

ters,

IN ITALY.

are

in the

;

me-

12

is

dead sections are always bridged,

more

never

than

seven

meters

in

length.

in case of leakage.

The

have two double

the

The

summer months
total

passenger

this
traffic

an
dur-

is

From
rent

is

the trolleys the three-phase 3.000-volt cur-

conducted

within

metallic

stator

windings

The

rotors

of

through
which

pipes

of
the

the

main

well-insulated
are

main

small motors are only employed in
and on grades, in which ca-^c
connected in cascade with the high-tenThe ratio
sion 150-horsepower induction motors.
of transformation in the large motor is 10 to iwhich giviis 300 volts in the secondary or rotor
winding, and the current induced in the armature
is
led into the field of the low-tension motor,
which is in turn connected to the resistance startThe second motor is cut out when the
ing box.
acceleration has reached an angular speed corresponding to 0.5 of the frequency of the alternating polyphase current. For normal speed, which

grounded
induction

motors

are

two

starting and stopping

cables
to

the

motor?.
connected

are

-

il
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about f)0 kilnniilcrH per hour, the two large motors alone arc in llie lircnil, and the controller is
arranged so that the li(|nir! resistance may he connected to the secondary windinR of the large motors at the moment that the small motors arc disconnected, remaining in circuit and being gradually cut out until full normal speed is reached,
when the secondaries of ibe large motors arc shortcircuited by the rheostat automatically.
Kach motor car carries the four motors directly
is

connected to the axles, but flexibly, and they arc
coupleil two and two in tandem, which provides a

385

being normally cut out of circuit.
In ca»e
the air-brake apparatut is not in w6rking order it
is
impossible for current to be taken from the
trolleys, as a proper air pressure must always be
maintained in the air-brake cylinder to allow the
trolley poles to ascend to the conductors overhead.
At Milan, Italy, the electric-lighting and railway
service of the city is supplied by the S'jciete Gentrain,

cralc Italiana Edison dl Elettricita,

and the current

generated by a hvdro-clectric plant at P.idcrno
by a steam-turbine electric plant and by a steamengine installation driving three-phase generators
is

mrrout lueiltont were

ned

•.

an ideal mclho<l of cjih;
ilic nccc4»jry equipment.
receive

the

conKralutaliuni

tA

h.t

mechanic* prc».cnt.
The conmntice on inlcrcluniirablr
reported an indifference ujion xhIndiana Unci to adopt the OhI',
cidcd objection on the part of

and

n u

niil"-»(r»

•

'

tKkelt
--rral
<<:•

in-

•
mittcc had, therefore, patted a r
ng
the matter to be one of indi\
he
matter wa§ alloMcd to go over tv
ng.
The question of steam-road c
up
and it wa< decided that where
reduced fares below those of inthe
electric roads should carry on
mg
superior service rather than rcdu_
..;
,-ate
to meet the reductions made by the ittjin lines.
Following the business meeting, the members of
the association were the guests of the Indianapolis,
Columbus and Southern Traction Comfany In a
ride on the "Flat Rock Flyer" to Columbus, and
an inspection of the company's power plant at
Edinburg. The party was under the escort of Mr.
George S. Saylor, superintendent, and Mr. Robert
O. Boyer, special agent of the company. Will G.
Irwin, general manager, joined the party on the
return trip and pointed out the waiting stations
along the line where he had offered prizes of $2;
for flower and vine decorations.
The subject for the next monthly meeting will be
"Train Dispatching."
I

•

.

,

New Power
The
power

PIG. 5,

DIAGRAM OP PNEUMATIC ARRANGEMENT ON VALTBLLINA LOCOMOTIVES.

speed for the rotors which is half of that of the
rotating field of the primary so that two speeds
are possible.
The locomotives or motor cars may
run at 30 kilometers per hour, or 60 kilometers per
hour, with a correspondingly heavier tractive effort
at lower speed.
The motor cars are 18.1 meters
long and 2.7 meters wide, and tlie wlieel base of
each truck is 2.5 meters, the truck itself being 4.1
meters long. Two groups of three double springs
support the frame for tlie body and pivots, which
are 11. 5 meters apart, which are further supported
by plate springs from the axle boxes.
The controlling apparatus in the operating com-

by horizontal compound engines of the Tosi and
Sulzer types.
The capacity of the Paderno hydro-electric power

house which supplies current for Milan is 15,400
horsepower and includes seven polyphase machines
of 1,500 kilowatts, each directly connected to seven
2,200-horsepower turbines.
The central station in Milan is equipped with
two high-power steam-turbine generators. One was
constructed by Messrs. Parsons in England and has
a capacity of 2.000 kilowatts, while the other

increasing

In

for

Jersey City.
industrial

light

and

served by the Public Seri'ice
Corporation of New Jersey was the incentive which
induced that company to undertake the tniilding of
what will be one of the largest electric power stations
in
this country.
The new central station,
which is now being built, and a view of which as
it
will appear when completed is shown here, is
located on the east bank of the Hackensack River
in Marion, a suburb of Jersey City.
The river is
navigable at this point for deep-draft vessels, giving excellent water supply, and as the plant is
placed between the main lines of the Lackawanna

UiL

was

constructed recently at Baden,
Switzerland, by
Brown, Boveri & Co., and develops 4,500 horsepower, being directly connected to a 3,000-kilowatt
three-phase alternator.
The Porta Volta station at Milan has a total
capacity of 13,000 horsepower, of which 3,600 horsepower is developed by twin horizontal compound
steam engines directly coupled to three-phase alternators.

Station
demand

in the territory

,Mit»|!

.NE-.'.

and

Erie

F^-.'.E.R

railroads,

'

'

ST.STION IN JERSEY CITY.

the

location

is

most

advan-

tageous.

Indiana Electric Railway Association.

FIG. 6.

partment includes the trolley valve, air-compressor
switch for the five-horsepower motor, the starting
switch, the main switch and the controller for the
low-tension circuit.
An eight-kilowatt transformer
is connected to- the distribution box in the motorman's cab, and this transformer reduces the tension of 3,000 volts from the trolley to 100 volts
for operating the lights, ventilators, heating apparatus and motor driving the air compressor.
special device is provided which grounds the
3,000-voIt trolley wires at once if the tension falls,
owing to a breaking of the line, and as the line
is divided into sections
each train is- arranged to
cut out the current from the section behind it
and re-establishing it when it has just passed the
next block. It will thus be seen that as each train
leaves the section behind it dead, it is never possible for a following train to overtake it, and no
train can be moved into any section before its
right-of-way is properly signaled from ahead, as
the signaling devices are so constructed that they
do not allow the current to pass to the train except when it has the right-of-way.
Another interesting feature of the track and line

A

constmction of the Valtellina system is that the
overhead 3,000-volt working trolley wires are absolutely dead, except at the time of a passage of a

"Repairs of Car Equipments" was the principal
topic discussed at the May meeting of the Indiana
Electric Railway Association in the Traction Terminal Building on May nth. The subject was presented in a very interesting and practical paper
by M. M. Nash, .master mechanic of the Terre
Haute Traction Company. He said that the successful operation of a city or interurban road depends, to no small extent, upon a repair department, the very best labor and material proves
cheapest in the long run. Though this may seem
costly at first, the expense is surely justified by
the knowledge that on heavy days, when a company is obliged to put all its cars into service, the
schedule will be uninterrupted by breakdowns. On
such occasions as this the manager, who is prone
to criticize the expense account of the repair department, is the first to congratulate himself and
boast to others on the excellent condition of his
equipment.
Mr. Nash said that in the shops of the first
company with which he was connected the material
used was the cheapest that could be bought, and
the repair men had not been instructed how^ to
systematize the work.
He proceeded to procure
better material and better assistants, all of which
costs more money, but in three montlis' time, with
the repair work systematized, and w-ith good material,
the cars were always ready for service, and 14
men instead of 39 accomplished the work, and
subsequently reduced the expense of the shop fully
50 per cent. Mr. Nash advocated a thorough periodical inspection of cars for the discovery of aplatent defects, which, if not caught in
might seriously disable the car. A complete
record should be kept of all w-ork done upon a car
and its equipment. He described the best method
of dismantling a car for making the inspection, and
this proved very interesting to the mechanics present.
It is essential that special men be detailed
to examine special parts, and these men should
be held responsible for the condition of these parts.
The speaker took up the subject of bearing metal

When

completed the new station will have
of 64,000 kilowatts. The engineers laid
out the plant so that it could be erected in sections of individual units and increased as required.
.\t present there are under construction two sections of S,ooo kilowatts each.
Steam turbines of
the Curtis vertical type will drive the big generators.
The first and third of these generators, oC
5,000 kilowatts, will deliver current at 25 cycles,
while the second and fourth, of 3.000 kilowatts
capacity, will be of 60 cycles.
Each individual steam plant, which will supply
one of the 8,000-kilowatt sections, will embrace 10
600-horsepower Babcock & \\'ilcox boilers of the
horizontal water-tube type, fitted with Babcock &
Wilco.x superheaters. The boilers will be operated
under natural draft, 225-foot Custodis stacks being
provided between each double row of boilers. Ordinarily each stack will serve 10 boilers. Elevated
coal hoppers are provided above the boilers, from
which coal will be delivered directly to the boilerroom floor by chutes. Coal will be delivered to
the bunkers by a belt conveyor, while ashes will
be removed from the ash bins beneath the furnaces by cars upon a narrow-gauge industrial railroad operated by a trolley locomotive. No economizers 'or stokers will be used.
It was decided to locate the new station upon
the Hackensack, so that it could sen-e the entire
Hudson Count>- district adjacent to the Hudson
River, as well as. by means of tie lines with the
other station, aid in carr>-ing any overload that
might occur in tlie Newark district.
a

fully

capacity-

What

Public Ownership of Telegraphs

parently
time,

and lubrication, which proved interesting, and nu-

[From

the

Costs in Great Britain.
London correspondent of the Western

Electrician.]

The postotfice has just issued the annual statement
concerning the telegraph system. This account deals
with the year ended ilarch 31, 1904, and shows that
the loss for the year was no less than $4,788,950,
nearly one-third greater tiian the deficit of the previous 12 months. The actual loss upon the telegraph
system of the United Kingdom since the government
took it over in 1S70 is now $60,000,000.
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Process of Manufacturing Radio-active

rent blowing the emanations into the matter to be

City.

Matter.

proposed moving-platform
scheme to provide crosstown connection in New
York citv in a subway below Thirty-fourth Street
The idea of such a movingwill be of interest.
platform subway was brought before the Board of
Rapid Transit Railroad Commissioners of the city
by prominent railroad officials and engineers. The
investigation, voted
thorough
commission, after
against the installation, not, however, on account
of objection to the moving platform as such, but
on account of the appropriation of Thirty-fourth
Street, the first level below the surface of which
declared, should be reserved for a
street, it is
system of transportation identical with that under
which the greater part of the future subway system
It is said that the suggestion
will be operated.
of the commissioners to install the platform below
Twent)--third Street may be adopted.
The following details of the scheme are taken

Substances
radio - active
secondarily
rendered
through impregnation with thorium emanations have
been used, with more or less success, in the treatment of disease and the preservation of food.
Water and other liquids, salve, paste, etc., have been

impregnated.
Instead of thorium oxide there can be used in
manner for the obtaining of emanations other
forms of thorium for example, thorium nitrate
perferably in solution with water.
Should thorium
nitrate be used, the use for which the impregnated
radio-active substance may be intended may require

Moving Platform Subway for
Some

from

details

the

of

Scientific

the

American:

The

subway

is

planned to be divided into two equal halves, the
whole section of the tunnel to be 30 feet wide by
The moving platform proper
14 feet in height.
consists of three continuous lines of steel plate,
covered with rubber to insure a safe footing. The

The fourth
laterally at their edges.
platform is an auxiliary, which will be run at a
speed of three miles an hour, and used only for
a few hours after midnight, when travel is lightest,
at which time the main moving platform v^^ill be
stationary. The first moving platform will run
at a constant speed of three miles an hour; the
second at six miles, and the third platform at
nine miles an hour. The first two platforms will
be known as stepping platforms, and the third,
which is considerably wider, will be provided with
transverse seats. To assist passengers in moving
from one platform to another, the two stepping
platforms will be provided with lines of vertical
posts, placed at frequent intervals.
The platforms will be built in sections, each of
which will be about six feet long, and the abutting
ends of the sections will be struck to a radius
which will permit of the platform curving around
the terminal loops at First and Ninth avenues.
Extending longitudinally beneath each platform is
a pair of I-beams, the upper flanges of which are
riveted to the bottom of the platform, while the
lower flanges serve to support the weight of the
platform upon pairs of wheels which are carried
upon transverse shafts mounted at intervals of
two feet nine inches, upon concrete piers. Between
each pair of longitudinal I-beams is carried a pair
of horizontal guide wheels, which engage a guide
rail that serves to keep the platform in proper
alignment. At every 75 feet, lO-horsepower motors
are mounted on the floor of the subway, and are
connected by a chain drive with the transverse
shafts, which carry what might be called the driving wheels of the platform. The gradation in the
rate of speed of the sections of the platform is
secured by varying the diameter of these driving
wheels, which are eight inches in diameter for the
three-mile, 16 inches in diameter for the six-mile
and 24 inches in diameter for the nine-mile platform. The driving wheels are covered with rubber, as are the horizontal central guide wheels, and
consequently the motion of the platform will be
both smooth and silent. The successive sections
of the platform are coupled together by means
of long links, 46 inches in length, and the coupling
pins are placed at the center from which the curves
of the abutting ends of the platform sections are
struck; consequently, the opening between the joints
may be reduced to a minimum, and a smooth
and continuous surface presented for walking, with
no open spaces to bewilder or trip the passenger.
plates overlap

made

radio-active in this

internally or

externally,

according to

some

Electric

Com-

National Electric Company of
Milwaukee, Wis., have been placed in the hands
of a receiver. John I. Beggs, one of the directors
of the company, has been named by the court as
receiver.
From information obtained at the Chicago
office of the company just before going to press
learned that the action was voluntary, for
it
is
the purpose of reorganization, and properly adjusting the claims. The defalcation by Frank G. Bigelow of the funds of the First National Bank of
Milwaukee, of which he was president, brought
about the trouble, he having also been a leading
stockholder and financial backer of the National

The

affairs of the

Electric

Company.

applied, either

for various

diseases,

Hillside

Grace and Philadelphia with

electric

power.

the neutralization of any free nitric acid present.

and,

authorities

Windmill Electric Plant at Askov,

Denmark.
In Europe the windmill has been developed to
a considerable degree as a source of motive power
for small electric plants.
Among the notable installations of this

kind

is

one

at

Askov, Denmark,

contact therewith.

Thorium

is

a radio-active substance, and

and radiates rays called Becquerel
tion

emission

the

to

of

it

In

rays.

Becquerel

rays,

which town is supplied with electric light supby an electrical generator operated by a
windmill.
The installation is said to have given
excellent satisfaction for a number of years.
Fig.
I shows a windmill electric plant, with wings 11.6
meters in diameter, constructed a number of j'ears
ago under the direction of Prof. P. LaCour of the

emits
addi-

plied

thorium

Askov Popular Academy. This Danish windmill
is shown at the right in Fig. i.
At the left in the
same view may be seen a much larger installation
constructed more recently with wings of the windmill measuring nearly 23 meters in diameter. The
were so arranged as to be
automatically against the wind, the screen
wings closing or opening automatically'
with the strength of the wind to supply the necessary regulation.
Figs. 2, 3 and 4 show the details
of construction and arrangement of the apparatus
as well as the electrical connections of the storage
battery, dynamo ..and regulating devices designed in
order that the dynamo might yield practically a
constant current regardless of the strength of the
wind in charging the storage battery.
Professor LaCour designed two automatic devices for transforming the wind power to electric
energy and storing it automatically without continual supervision.
The storage battery acts as a
regulator, being charged and discharged simultaneously' if desired, the current being utilized for
lighting
or power purposes.
The wind-driven
electric generator automatically supplies current to
the accumulators when operating at the proper
speed.
As soon as the voltage of the generator
winafs of these windmills

placed

flaps of the

PROCESS OF MANUFACTURING RADIO-ACTIVE MATTER.

emanations of gaseous particles. These
thorium emanations of gaseous particles are chargives

off

acterized and defined, first, by their radio-activity,
shown by their power to discharge an electroscope
and by other phenomena of radio-activity; second,
by their capability of being transferred, as when
blown by a current of air, from one vessel into
another, where they produce the same effects as
they previously produced in the first vessel; third.
by their capability of being reduced at a low temperature,

like

other

gases,

to

a

liquid,

too

.

small

however, to admit of measurement, and,

fourth, by various other phenomena.

The radio-activity of the thorium emanations is
capable of measurement. The thorium emanations
possess the quality of ionizing the air or other gas,
rendering it a conductor of electricity. If the gaseous particles constituting the thorium emanations
are left in a closed vessel, a radio-active substance
is
soon deposited upon the inner surface of the
vessel, being shown by its ^adio-activit^^^
As electricity

is

fects, so

definitely

known by

its

qualities

and

ef-

the thorium emanations are definitely char-

acterized and defined bj' their qualities and effect?

produced by their presence.
The emanations from thorium can be utilized to
render other substances radio-active. Other substances rendered radio-active by means of- thorium
emanations may be said to be secondarily radio-

Mr. Lieber discovered that other substances
can be impregnated with thorium emanations, according to the process of the invention and can
thereby be rendered persistently radio-active or
radio-active in such degree that they retain their
active.

Water and Power Company and
the Susquehanna Water and Power Company have
been merged into the McCall Ferry Water and
Power Company. An electric power plant will
probably be installed at McCall Ferry, York County,
Pa. These two companies have invested thousands
of dollars in lands adjoining the river. The location of the proposed plant will make it possible to
supply Baltimore, Wilmington, York, Havre de

The

—

with beneficial results.
For the purpose of manufacturing such secondarily radio-active substances Hugo Lieber of
New York city has devised a method by which the
emanations from thorium are made to permeate
certain substances, thereby making the substances
themselves radio-active for the purposes above specified.
The accompanying diagram shows the apparatus used by Mr. Lieber.
In the figure, (A) is a glass vessel containing
thorium oxide, and resting in a bath of sand (B),
(C) being a Bunsen burner by means of which
heat may be applied to the bath of sand, in order
to facilitate the thorium emanations.
A bulb (E) is used for blowing a current of
air through the tube (F) into the glass vessel,
thereby causing the emanations to pass out of the
vessel and through the tube ( G) into the vessel
(H). The vessel (H) contains the water or other
liquid or substance to be impregnated with the
emanations and rendered radio-active. The thorium
emanations being blown with a current of air from
the glass vessel through the tube into the substance
contained in the vessel (H) come into intimate

in quantity,

Receiver for National
pany.

manner and

like

radio-activity

A

for a

considerable

length

of

time.

manner of obtaining the emanafrom thoriuim and of utilizing them in carrying out the invention is by heating thorium oxide
below red heat and then by means of the air curtion's

satisfactory

driven by the windmill exceeds the voltage of the
storage battery the connection is automatically
made and the current charges the storage cells.
In case the speed of the dynamo is too low to
supply the necessary voltage the circuit from the
dynamo to the storage battery is automatically
broken.
The automatic switch utilized for this purpose
is shown in Fig. 2, its connections being shown in
It consists of two mercury cups (K.) and
Fig. 3.
(Ks), together with the horseshoe magnet (M)

:
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fQo^

20,

rotalc

Id

:irr;inKt(l

(O), with

abmit

poles ap-

it?

those of two cleclromaKni'ls, which arc
heavy wire (SS) and fine wire («s).
the latter heinp; connected at each end to the terThe current is condiiclcd
and
(B).
ininals (A)

main force of (he wind

limiicliinK

shapcd

wiiiind wilh a

effected

(A)

from
wire

to

(H)

ciinlinually

thrmiKh

the

fine

the connection through the heavy wire
end of

(ss),

bcins; ma<lc only wlien tlie right-hand

(SS)

he copper rod dips in the niercnrv cup (K,).
While the voltaRC of the dynamo is hiwer than the
vohaxe of the storaRe battery a current passes

I

the fine wire suflicient to draw the
to the right so that the mercury

IliiiiuKh

maR-

conIf the dynamo attains the
i.ul is broken at (K,).
voltage
is
higher
than
necessary speed so that its
thai of the accumulator cells the mercury contact
Mclic

is

poles

closed

drawn

at

(K.),

the

to

charging

the

left,

as

the

and

slcirage

magnetic poles

the

batlery

current

will

ihrough

will

be

then

he

the

heavy

M

extremities,

i*

whicli

produciiiK

in

applied

arc

torque,

the |>ad>lirparlt
molt

lo

the

and

account*

thin

In case the wind
wjiuling of the electromagnet.
down to such a point that the dynamo is not
supplying a sufficient voltage the mercury contact is
again broken at (I<a) and remains broken until
there is sufficient pressure at the dynamo terminals
lo again charge the storage battery.
In order to maintain the current constant regardless of the strength of the wind another deThe dyvice is provided, as indicated in Fig. 4.

namo (M)

(rr), the pulley
is driven by the belt
(C) of the intermediate shaft being mounted on
a movable arm having a counterweight (L) hinged
This pulley is driven by vertical belt
(D).
at
(Ri R=), driven from pulley (A), which is operThe belt tension controls
ated by the windmill.
which can be transmitted by the
tile maximum pull
belt.
As soon as the resistance has reached the

value of the driving force the belt will begin slipping and the driving force will remain practically
This arrangement is utilized not only
constant.

with windmill electric plants but also for dynamos
driven from car axles, the belt slipping as soon
as the speed of the train exceeds a given amount.
In a test by Professor LaCour to ascertain the
efficiency of this device it was found that as the
speed increased from S37 revolutions to 950, 992
and 1,060 revolutions the current in amperes remain practically constant at from 40 to 41 amperes.
claimed that this double regulation allows
It
is
electricity to be generated and stored automatically,
utilizing the wind as a source of power with reliability, as shown by the last two years' operation
at

the experimental plant at Askov.

Experiments

were

made

with

four

types

of

At Askov

rc,r

may

r-

ami ma)

venicKlly,

,1-

casing.

lic

The

which there may be any number disiMXted in an orchard, carry a c/)bcrer
(Q), which may l>e provided with an earth connection (Q' ) and an air o^nncction (<J')
Injt,
owing 10 the fact that the waves would nol have
lo travel any great distance, these are not absoreceiver*, of

;

necessary.

lutely

The coherer is in circuit wilh 1 local baHery
(R), while a portion of the connections (S) and
(S') is prolonged so as to include a short piece
of
the
to

wire of high resistance, preferably
form of a loop, as at (T), which
be brought to incandescence by the

in

adapted
Ual-

Irical

when

fR)

lery

coherer.

the

lient
is

the circuit is completed through
Surrounding the metallic loop (T;

an inflammable substance (L), which creates the
smudge.
The fuse (L) is to be suitably attached by pins
lo the briquets or floated on the surface of the
is

(J), held in the receptacle (]'). By any mechanical arrangement a resistance wire without a
covering may cause the ignition of the smudge, in
which case it will be necessary to heat the wire
to incandescence.

The

On

operation of the apparatus is as follows:
completing the circuit through the primary of

the electric plant run by the windmill

the

supplies

residences

of the town

with

electric

current, the constant normal current being 60

am-

pressure of 220 volts.
A petroleum
engine has been installed for use as a reserve in
case of several days' calm weather. The plant has
given excellent satisfaction, requiring little care
peres

at

a

It is stated that the man in charge
has been away from the plant for days at a time
when the petroleum engine was not required.
The storage battery has a sufficient capacity for
supplying the maximum amount of energy required
during 48 hours.
The cost of the Askov plant
was less than $4,500, of which over $800 was paid
The current
for the petroleum-motor equipment.
is supplied from this windmill plant at four cents per
kilowatt-hour for motors and 13.5 cents per kilowatt-hour for lighting purposes, the same rate as is

or attention.

paid by the consumers in Copenhagen.

Hertzian-wave Apparatus for

P.

Igniting

Frost Preventives.
Within the

frost belt

in

various sections of the

during cold weather, it is customary to
in orchards for the purpose of preventing damage by frost, and for this purpose briquets,
country,
light

fires

pots or other devices are common, which are
usually lighted by hand. As it is a well-known
fact that frost occurs early in the morning, it is
a difficult matter to get persons out to ignite the
oil

the transmitter as the pointer (B) comes in contact with the metallic strip (C), or when the switch

(G) closes the circuit. Hertzian waves are developed within the reflector (X) and are caused
to impinge upon the receivers within the area controlled by the reflector, and by their action cause
the circuit to be completed through the coherer,
the battery (R) and the wire loop (T). The current developed through the battery (R) raises the
loop (T) to incandescence, thus firing the inflammable compound (L), which in turn ignites the
oil in the smudge pot or receptacle.
By the provision of an apparatus embodying the
features described a simple and practical apparatus
is
provided for automatically igniting smudges,
which may be set to be actuated at any degree of
temperature or b}^ the manipulation of the thermostat

for closing the circuit.

smudge apparatus at the proper time. In order
to light these "smudge pots," as they are called,

Referring

found to be 1.59 kilograms per second, 1.77 kilograms per second, 1.81 kilograms per second and
2.34 kilograms per second, respectivelj'. This shows
that the conical wind motor has an output of 50
per cent more than the Ventotrat, the latter being
higher than the Windrose and higher than the
stated that the
is
It
original Sorensen motor.

',->»

.•

continuously, or a larger number in case the storage battery is installed with a capacity sufliciently
large for storing the entire output of the mill and
generator for several hours during the daytime.

to

a

the

accompanying

thermostat

carr^-ing

diagram,
a

contact

(A)
point,

(C) a metallic strip with which the pointer
is
adapted to contact to close the circuit. The
contact point is connected by the wire (D) with
the primary (E) of an induction coil through the
battery (F), so that, on closing the circuit, a current is sent through the primary. A suitable switch
(G) is provided whereby the circuit may be

and

an area of 7,440 square centimeters, 2,976 square
square centimeters and i,iSS
1,116
The output was
square centimeters, respectively.

I,

tii

me

nci|{ht>orini'

oil

designates

centimeters,

a

maxinuun desired.
The opening of these flaps allows the surplus
wind to pass through at the higher speed, the

descent.

including a Ventotrat, Windrose and
Sorensen old-type motors as well as a conical
wind motor of recent design, these wheels having

aivi

the waves

ill

be crcrlcd at
chard, while the '-

the

an ingenious apparatus, utilizing the Hertzian-wave
principle, has been patented by Henry H. Lyon
of Riverside, Cal., the apparatus being directiv set
in operation by the use of a thermostat, which
may be so adjusted as to operate at any degree
of temperature.
If preferred, an electrical switch
apparatus may be employed, whereby an electric
circuit may be closed for the purpose of causing
the igniting wires to be heated or rendered incan-

windmills,

iiKiil,

control

l">

extraordinary power of the conical wind
motors, while they arc fiirihcr •ai<l to Ijc iiafrr
These conical wind motor*
during severe storms.
arc conslrnctcd at Kiel, Germany, by Theodore
Rcutcr & Schumann.
A special spccd-rcgulatinK
device is provided for driving the electrical Kcii'
eralors by the conical wind motors at a constant speed, very little variation, it is claimed, Iking noted, regardless of the vehKily of the wind.
An arrangement has also been designed so thai
these wind motors arc operated successfully in
connection with steam engines, resulting in a great
The
saving of fuel when there is sufficient wind.
steam engine supplies the necessary additional
|)0wer during a light wind and acts as a regulator
as to .speed, while it never has to turn the windmill when the latter is not operated by a sufficient
wind.
It is held that the automatic regulation of the
conical wind motor is of great value, this regulating being provided by swiveling boards on the
wings opened automatically by their centrifugal
force as the speed of rotation reaches a certain
for

boards closing as the motor rotates at a slower
.\
speed when the wind decreases in strength.
windmill of 15 horsepower capacity designed on
these lines is capable of supplying the necessary
power for a dynamo for 150 incandescent lamps

dies

.r.iiiijr>

rcivert

closed,

if

desired,

without the

when

the apparatus is actuated
tlie thermostat.

employment of

secondary^ of the induction coil is shown at
(K), both poles of which are connected to suitable
terminals within the metallic reflector (N) through

The

the wires (N'), w-hich may be so arranged as to
cause the Hertzian waves developed to fall upon
It is well known that the
Hertzian wave can be reflected or refracted as

a given area of ground.

Chicago Strike Situation.
Readers of the Western Electrician no doubt are
aware of the existence of a strike by union teamsters

in

ress

Chicago.

for several

The

violence, and, also,

ever,

it

is

strike

has

been

in

prog-

weeks and has not been without
some inconvenience, how-

some

a pleasure to

make room

for the

fol-

lowing announcement, dated May 5th, written by
conservative and well-known electrical man of
business, Mr. George A. McKinlock. president of

a

the

Central

Electric

"We

Company

are informed that exaggerated reports are
throughout the country, to the
effect that the commercial facilities of Chicago are
handicapped by reason of a strike by union
teamsters.
''We desire most emphatically to denounce these
reports to be untrue and circulated for the purpose of injuring Chicago as the great central market.
Such reports are in line with unsuccessful
efforts which have been made from time to time
in the past by Chicago's envious competitors to
injure its trade and secure a portion of its business by misrepresentations.
"We have good groimds for claiming that orders
are being received and filled promptly, and that
shipments are being made as usual.
"Please do not, therefore, hesitate to send your
orders to Chicago, as they shall receive prompt

being

circulated

attention."
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the latter seeks to recover $50 a year per telephone
for a period of five years, during which, it avers,

tors being connected with the three-phase line, and
the secondaries at the same time to the primaries

company has been charging more than

of the small motors, which add their torque to
axles only during starting or slow running,
being cut out when higher speeds are attained.
The smaller motors take the place of rheostatic
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the original contract price, the whole question hinges

upon the matter of grounded and metallic lines.
Metallic lines, as is well known, give better and
more quiet service, especially in a city like Chicago,
in
which the sources of disturbance are many.
But even in Chicago there are still a large number
The very
of subscribers by grounded circuits.
interesting question therefore arises, whether an

company

operating

with

subscribers
the

at

be obliged to furnish

shall

the

very

whether

or

contract price

original

construction

line

best

its

may

it

be allowed to ask an increased price for these betterments.

The question of the amount of current which
an electric conductor is able to carry necessarily
depends upon the temperature limitations, the limiting temperature being reached sooner in confined
Though

spaces.

this

fact

is

evident to anyone,

it

form of the
some extent the temperature
rise.
A committee of experts was appointed at
one time by the leading German wire manufacnot

is

understood that the

readily

determines to

cable

turers to ascertain the

maximum

load which a cable

take without overheating. It was found by
committee that a bundle of wires or cable
heated according to a different curve from that
will
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different.

time
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required for a large cable to arrive at the

led

this

Further

tests

were made, using cables buried in the soil, to asHere it was found
certain the temperature rise.
that the moisture in the soil was the principal
determining element.
At Munich it was found
with a bundle of nine cables

that,

buried

in

tho

ground, the temperature was 11.5 per cent, higher
in dry earth than in earth containing 16 to 22 per

These

of moisture.
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Prominent
the Valtellina system, which has

both freight ajid passenger

among

these

is

traffic.

ever since the

The

building of the road, a few years ago.

leading

in the Western Electrician this week, by
Mr. Frank C. Perkins upon the "Late Developments in Italian Electric Railways" contains some
article

interesting facts

concerning

this

important system,

including a description of the latest type of electric

locomotive used on the Valtellina
comotives, like those of the

lines.

New York

These

lo-

Central, are

designed for the hauling of heavy trains. One of
the illustrations shows a locomotive coupled to a

passenger cars and one baggage car.
know^n that these trains are often from
250 to 40Q tons, the power of the locomotives can
train

When

of

it

10

is

The locomotives

are controlled

not only in the pperation of the switches, but also the raising and lowering of the trolley poles being accomplished by
entirely by

compressed

air,

pneumatic devices. The trolley poles on each locomotive are four in number, arranged in pairs, and

23d.

with the

each

carrying

pair

trolley.

the motors
Canadian
Electrical
Association
ual
convention),
Montreal. June 21st, 22d and 23d.
National Electrical
Contractors' Association
(fifth
annual convention) and Electrical Exhibition, Mechanics Hall,
Boston, Mass., July 15th to 22d.
Ohio Electric Light Association
(annual
convention),
Hotel Victory, Put-in-Bay, August i6th to i8th.
International Association of Municipal Electricians (annual convention), Erie, Pa., August 29th, 30th and 31st.

is

a

The

horizontal

roller

contacting

cascade form of connecting

employed.

The

entire control of the

is
effected by the manipulation of the
which regulates the low-pressure induced
current, putting the motors either in cascade or

locomotive
controller,

Each of the trucks has a highdirect connection.
tension motor connected to one axle and a small
secondary low-tension motor connected to the other.

in

operation.

feeling of respect and interest which has

among

itself

steam-railroad engiin electric trac-

lie

expressed in favor of electrical operation. "In order to obtain greater speed for existing trains,"

Mr. Tremontani,

said

be

used,

as

has

it

''the

steam locomotive cannot
reached its limits of

nearly

economy and power, and we must turn
speeds at present

To

the

to

motor, which can easily give the extreme

electric

demand

in

for

express

trains."

multiply steam trains, to comply with the ever-

demands, he believes to be imeconomical reasons.
In adopting
on railways a new service should
be commenced, with frequent fast trains of smaller
increasing

traffic

practicable

for

traction

electric

the ideal electric train consisting of a single

The

reporter prophesied that,

in

the

future,

of great length will no longer be run.

trains

ex-

cept for long distances, and short trains at frequent
intervals

This rea great measure depend upon advances

will

sult will in

made

be the established custom.

electric technology.

in

Electric welding by the well-known Thomson
is an American invention that is attracting
renewed attention in England, to judge by a recent

process

London Times.

the

in

article

that

many

in

industries

the

The

writer

notes

system has caused a

complete modification of existing methods of manufacture,

and

in_

created entirely

some cases

new

electric

manufactures.

used for welding tramway

many

railways, but also in the operation of heavier lines

that of the

to

was strongly emphasized at the International
Railway Congress, just held in Washington, much
time being given up to the discussion of points
bearing upon the electrification of steam railroads.
In a report presented by Mr. Victor Tremontani,
manager of the electric department of the Italian
Mediterranean Railway, some strong sentiments were

amount of

vanced

in

tion

tubing,

copper.

connected

economy

neers for the possibilities which

and

National Electric Light Association (annual convention),
Denver, June 6th, 7th and 8th, and Colorado Springs, June
loth and nth.
American Institute of Electrical Engineers (annual conntion). Battery Park Hotel, Asheville, N. C, June 19th to

9th,

The

begun to manifest

should be considered carefully when calculating the

be readily realized.

DATES AHEAD.

larger motors accomplish an

and that the conditions under which
the cables are to operate, and their surroundings,
electric cables,

are

and by adding their power

control,

size,

But further experiwas not the case, due prob-

motors

larger

the

car.

small cable.

a'

ment proved that

ably to the greater radiating surface.

the

tandem or cascade, the primaries of the larger mo-

maximum

square centimeter of the cross-section, than would
be required for

starting,

would be

temperature, with the same amount of current per

attracted the attention of engineers

New York

Miscellaneous

being

of

393

DEPARTMENTS.
Correspondence
Great Britain
Southeastern

showing the heating of

Electric railroading in Italy has reached an ad-

394
394
395
395
Illustrated.. 396

Temperature of Copper Refining Solutions

J

20, 1905

between the Chicago Telephone
Company and the IHinois Glass Company, in which

In the

rails, in

welding has

The

process

is

the manufacture

of steel chains, in the production of wire fencing
in the

making of

tires,

other

bolts,

printers'

chases,

steel

hoops for casks, vehicle frames and
Electric welding has advan-

articles.

tages which render practicable many operations
which are impossible by the ordinary forge or gas
Finished work may be welded and reblowpipe.
paired without damage.
The welding operation
can be closely watched as it proceeds and faulty

welds prevented. Welds are made with great rapidity, occupying only a
few seconds, and in small
work they are performed almost instantaneously.
Impurities are excluded from the joint and a per-

The results
fectly homogeneous weld is obtained.
and
hand welds, carried out for the late Sir Frederick
Bramwell, show that whereas in the case of handwelded iron bars the ratio of weld to solid was
89.3 per cent., in the case of electrically welded
bars the ratio was 91.9 per cent. The cost of fuel
generally speaking, about the same for Irand
is,
and electric welding, but with the electric process
the labor-is greatly reduced. When the large power
stations now being projected in Great Britain come
of tests of the comparative strength of electric

into operation for the supply of electric energy at
cheap rates the application of electric welding in
that country will doubtless be greatly extended to
the mutual advantage of manufacturer and consumer; and in the United States, too, there are
many iron-working industries which might avail

themselves of electric welding to a greater extent
The process does not in this
than they now do.
country attract as much attention among electrical
men as it did a few years ago, or as other branches
but
of the art in process of development do now
one of the valuable applications of electric
is
it
;

power, and it is only v. hen one stops to review
what it has accomplished' that one realizes its importance.

:
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A more detailed account of
Electrician last week.
the proceedings is here Riven, touching upon the
work of the sections and also upon that other
phase of the coiiRress, the manufacturers' exhibits,
which formed a valuable and interesting feature.
So voluminous were the reports made to the conKiiss and the other business trans.-icted relating
I.,
the advancement of railroad affairs in general
only an outline of the proceedings is here
iliat
possible, paying special attention to those features
more directly bearing on the electrical aspects of
railroading.
As stated last week, May 3d was devoted to
registration of the memliers, the actual work being
taken up on the 4th, when the congress was duly
opened. After the opening addresses the section
announcements were made, the sections beginning
the regular work of hearing and discussing the
.

various reports on May 5th.
Section i, meeting on May ^tb, took up the
general subject of cross-ties, with special reference
to the selection and kinds of wood and the procThe section was under the
esses of preservation.
presidency of Mr, Stuyvesant Fish and met at the
Ebbilt House. The opinion expressed at the meeting was to the effect that pickling of the sleepers
to increase their life is to be reconiiiicnded.
Section 3 on (his day discussed the subject of
baggage and express parcels. The reporters on this
subject were George H. Daniels, general p<assenger
agent of the New York Central and Hudson River
Railroad Company, and J. H. Bradley, general
traffic manager of the American E.xpress Company.
Two subjects were discussed at section meetings on May 6th— "Suburban Traffic, Section 3,
and "Locomotives and Rolling Stock," Section 2.
Upon suburban traffic the reporters were A. W.
Syllivan, general manager of the Missouri Pacific
railway, and H. G. Drury, superintendent of line
of the Great Eastern railway of London. W. H.
Hyde, assistant general manager of the Great Eastern railway, presented an abstract of Mr. Drury's
The characteristic feature of this service
report.
the necessity of handling a very heavy traffic
is
and making the necessary arrangements during a
very short period of time every morning and evenThe type of car is a prime factor, and new
ing.
lines constructed should be adapted to the very
All necessary measures should
latest types of cars.
be taken to accelerate the movement of the passengers and the prompt starting and stopping of
the

trains.

Mr. Brisse, assistant chief of operation of the
Compagnie de I'Est (France), explained why the
majority of the French railroad companies are still
in a waiting state as to the electrification of their
lines.
He showed how the mixture of express
and local trains on the same line does not necessarily reduce the capacity of this line, compared
with lines where local trains only are operated.
of motive
J. E. Muhlfeld, general superintendent
power on the Baltimore and Ohio railroad, and
Edouard Sauvage, chief consulting engineer of the
Western railway of France, were the reporters on
the subject of "Locomoti^'es and Rolling Stock."
Section 4, general, met on May 8th and discussed the subject of slow-freight rates. The reporters were M. C. Markham, assistant traffic manager of the Illinois Central railroad; Mr. Smart,
secretary of the Railway Clearing House, London
Mr. Mange, assistant general superintendent of the
Paris and Orleans Railway Company, and W. J.
Van Overbeek de Meyer, chief of the division of
tariffs of the Holland state railways.
Section I on this day took up the question of
wooden cross-ties. Mr. Lum (Southern railway.
United States), stated -that in his section, of country white oak is used in preference to any other

wood.

Some experiments have

also been

made on

a limited scale with cross-ties of red oak or black
Mr. Lum
oak, and others of long-leaf yellow pine.
also gave some information regarding the life of
under some climatic
ties of each of these varieties
conditions those of yellow pine last only two years.
Another subject taken up at this date was that
of the lighting, heating and ventilation of trains.
Mr. Anderson (government railroads of India)
said that lighting by electricity has been considered
;

improvement in Europe and in America,
is almost a necessity in the Oriental counbecause it absolutely avoids heat, and, still
better, permits the use of fans by the same current.
On the main lines of India abotit 95 per
cent, of the cars are lighted by electricity, and it
is certain that the use of gas will completely disappear. The only question is to decide which of
Until the
the various systems should be used.
present time three mehods are in use, viz.
First
The use of a dynamo placed at the end
of the train.
This system has been used for years
past with good results.
Second Lighting by means of a storage battery
which is being used at the present time on one
system operating 1,600 miles of track. It was at
as a great

and

it

tries,

—

—

feared that" .the replacing of the storage batteries would involve much cost, but these fears
have not been realized. On the above distance
there are six stations where storage batteries are
recharged,
first

—The

Stone nyntrni, which is used betwprn
Uombay and Calcutta, on the feninsnlar ExprcM.
This flyjitcm, however, i\nvs not give the \ks\ rcsnlls, because it is very dilTicult to keep the app.iratiis in
good order, partly oil account of the
I

bird

scarcity of electricians in India and to the lack of
capacity of the ordinary train slafT.
May Qth wan given up principally to interchange
of opinion regarding the subject of the 'pialities
of steel for fisli plates, the subject of pooling locomotives and other subjects hearing directly on
steam-railroad practice.
Automatic block signaling was one of the subAmong the conjects taken up on May nth.
clusions arrived at was that .lutoinalic signaling,
properly designed and installed, Iw recognized as
a suitable means of protecting train and switching
movements. The congress noted that there has
been much improvement and extension of the automatic signaling since the last congress, and that those

who have used it have found it
purpose. The congress was not

effective

for their

prepared, however,
automatic block signaling for gento supersede existing system, but
considered there are cases where this system may
present special advantages.
"Light Railways" was another topic discussed on
The conclusion arrived at
this dav by Section 5.
was that light railways merit in the highest degree the attention of public authorities. Their construction makes it possible to encourage the progress and development of districts which previously
have remained in the background, and it is accordingly not only the interest, but the duty, of
It is desirable,
the governments to assist them.
therefore, not to adhere to old types and old
to recommend
eral adoption

methods of construction, operation and regulation,
to introduce every facility possible, adaptable
local needs and available resources.
It is also
desirable that state governments and local authorities should accord to light railways, either under
the form of subsidies, relaxation of requirements
or other methods of assistance, the support which
they need, both for construction and for operation,
so that all parts of the country may be adequately
served. When the authorities of a country do not
themselves construct or operate light railways, and
turn them over to private companies, it is indispensable that the terms of the concession should
be so defined as to harmonize the interests of the
working company with those of the public.
Mr. Wilson (assistant general manager Northeastern railway) stated that the greatest difficulties

but
to

encountered in England by light railways have been
the higher cost of construction and the requirements imposed on the operating companies, especially as to
signal systems.
The traffic has in
several cases proved insufficient to pay fixed charges
and cost of operation, and it has become necessary
to replace the railroads with an automobile service
on highways. As to the question of reducing the
station service, excellent results have been obtained by utilizing lower salaried emnloyes, doing
without individual station accounts and entrusting
the central accounting department with the work
of the whole line.
Finally, the English companies
have suffered because of the requirements of the
public in matters of safety. A plan of electrifying
a line by means of a third rail bad to be abandoned
because of complaints of the public, who claimed
that grade crossings were too dangerous for the
passage of cattle and the general traffic of the
highway. The difficulty was met by arranging a
car with a motor, so that it was capable of running
in either direction without turning.
The subject of automobile cars was taken up
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to give Kcrxral descriptions of electrical in«latlalion«
of tlie Baltimore and Ohio railroad and the BalUlrm line near
Schenectady, which have prevjoinly Ijeen deteritjed
in the Western Electrician.
In a voluminous appendix to the report arc given
the questions already alluded to and the antweri
received from the eight roads.
few exiracU
from this appendix will t>e found intereiting. Regarding the number of miles of lines electrically
operated, the Raliimore and Ohio operates four,
the Boston and Maine, 47.34; the Chicago. Burlington and Quincy, X73: the Hocking Valley,
about 14; the Long Island railroad, alxjut 15;
Ofi

A

New

North

York, New Haven and
Shore railroad, 30. and

Hartford,

ating

2,500, 800. 200, 400, 935, s.ioo.

and 1450.

1,200

The Bahimorc and Ohio experiences on
a

^.48;

the Pennsylvania,
rated kilowatts cap.icily of the generstations of these
roads arc, respectively,

The

8..V.

maximum

Maine

200,

drop
the

of

60

the

volts,

Hocking Valley 200

its

lines

Boston

and

volts

at

the

end of 10 miles when heavily loaded, Ix)ng Island
railroad 10 per cent.. North Shore railroad 200
volts at starting train, and the Pennsylvania Railroad 125 volts.
All these roads use direct current entirely, with
the exception of the New York, New Haven and
Hartford, which uses direct current and threephase alternating current.
Many were the features of entertainment and
opportunities for social intcrcour.se during the two
weeks the delegates were in Washington. Among
the places visited were the new Union Station, the
arsenal and gun shops, public buildings, including
the Patent Office and National Museum, excursions
to
Fort Meyer and Arlington, etc.
Receptions
were given at the various embassies Mrs. Roosevelt entertained many of the delegates at tea May
1 2th;
a banquet was tendered by the .American
Railway Association May nth, and a reception
was given May loth by George Westinghousc.
.Altogether the congress, which was the first to
be held on .American soil, was a success and will
be remembered with gratification by those whose
good fortune it was to attend.
;

.American Railw-ay Appu.-.nce Exhibition at the
Congress.

The

conjointly by Sections 4 and 5, and further allusion to
this
topic will be made in a future
The conclusions arrived at regarding
these motors was that it is desirable that railway

thousand visitors from home and
abroad in attendance to the International Railway
Congress not only gained a large and valuable
fund of useful railway information from the carefully prepared papers
the
they
heard
read
at
meetings of the congress, but they saw practical demonstrations of all the latest inventions in
ever>'-day service on .American railways,
actual
and gained much additional knowledge, 3 knowledge that is not easily forgotten and something
that can be taken away and used to advantage.
The "White City" on the grounds of the Washington Monument proved attractive not only to
the visitors but to almost the entire population of
W'ashington as well.
So attractive was the exhibition that the holders of complimentary tickets
had to be limited to certain hours so as not to
crowd the railway men from viewing the exhibits.
and indeed getting into the grounds. The exhibit
was divided, the locomotives and cars of every description being placed on temporary tracks along
M'aryland Avenue from Ninth Street to Fourteenth
Street, the mechanical exhibits and railway accessories being boused in an enclosure covering
About 70 houses and
about four city blocks.

managements

booths were

issue.

should

continue

their

experiments

this direction, and more especially investigate
the classes of service to which this new motor is
suitable and the advantages it olTers the public
and the railway managements, particularly in the
matter of cost.
An important report presented to the congress
was that of M. F. Paul-Dubois on "Present State of
the Question of Electric Traction on Railways," a
summary of which is given elsewhere in this issue.
Another valuable report, given May nth. was
that of W. D. Young, electrical engineer of the
Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company, on the
question of "Electric Traction."
In order to obtain the information required Mr. Young prepared
a set of 2og questions, which were sent to 222
railroad companies, 171 replies being received.
Of
the i/I roads, eight were using electricity and
were in a position to furnish information. These

in

were
Maine

The

Baltimore and Ohio
Boston and
Chicago, Burlington and Quincy
Hocking
Valley; Long Island. New York, New Haven and
Hartford railroad; North Shore railroad, and the
Pennsylvania Railroad.
Comparing the tabulated information thus obtained with that of Mr. N. H. Heft in a report
read before the congress in 1900, it is found that
t,he number of roads using electric traction in some
manner has increased from three to eight.
The
miles of track thus operated has increased from
81.2 miles to about 172 miles.
There is a special
instance wdiere the speed has increased from a
maximum of 40 miles per hour on the level to
:

;

;

;

.several

in

use.

The first impression on visiting the exhibition
whether during the day or at night was that electricity- was the dominant feature. There were 300
exhibits covering the entire wide range of railway
equipment steam and electric ties, rails, switches,

—

—

bridges,

interlocking

signals

of

ever>'

class,

elec-

pneumatic and meclianical
locomotives and
cars for electric or steam roads for freight or
car-lighting apparatus, electric
passenger service
and gas. Several well-known makes of air brakes
were shown and demonstrated, showing the operatrical,

:

;

when air is applied slowly and when
emergency cases.
very
applied instantly in
large variety- of automatic car couplers was also
demonstrated and proved attractive and instructive
to the large crowds which were constantly gathered
tion of brakes

A

about them, whether railway men or laymen.
Several well-known manufacturers of pneumatic
tools showed a great variety of tools and gave
practical demonstrations of the varied uses to which
compressed air can be put.

Over t5o exhibitors had separate buildings, leaving the others to take up the spaces in the large
building, which accommodated over 300 exhibits.
This building was devoted to parts and accessories
of every description and to machine-shop tools.
It is not an exaggeration to say that ever>^ing
that enters into the manufacture and maintenance of
railway equipments was displayed in this building.

The Westinghouse Companies'
times

pean

ejihibit

densely packed with visitors.
delegates manifested particular

was

at all

The Eurointerest

in

—
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of the latest types of elecThe
this big pavilion.
in
tric-traction systems
Westinghouse alternating-current railway system
The single-phase exwas new and interesting.
hibit showed the complete equipment of a 50-foot
double-truck car, with four lOO-horsepower motors,
and a form of electropneumatic control through
auto-transformers and an induction regulator, the
wheels of the trucks resting on greased rails to
provide sufficient frictional load on the motors to
permit demonstration of variable voltage operation.
Alternating current from a 400-kilowatt Westinghouse rotan^ converter, running inverted, was received at 1,100 volts through two oil-insulated
step-up transformers set up near the car platform.
The Westinghouse straight air-brake equipment,
with motor-driven air compressor, formed a part of
the operating exhibit, the motors and brakes being
controlled by master controllers and operating air
valves at each end of the car frame.
The operating exhibit of the Westinghouse
direct-current multiple-control system were of interest not only because of the various new features
embodied in the design of the master controller,
the reverser, the unit-switch group and other important details of the control apparatus, but also
in that the truck in operation (Fig. i) was one
soon to be placed in service on the Long Island
railroad, probably the heaviest type constructed to
the operative

exhibits

Fig.

I.

May

Bv

Paul-Dubois.
to

It is certainly desirable to improve them still
further, and we have tried to show in what direction, in our opinion, progress can be made
the
principal object to be aimed at is the reduction
of the cost of installation and of working.
It may indeed be said that, under present conditions, apart from the cases where electricity must
necessarily be
used (e. g., for operating lines
which are chiefly underground), electric traction
can only find economical application where there
are special conditions.
;

Three Rivers,

range of railway ap-

View

Operating Exhibit of Westinehouse Cc

F.

We

storage batteries.
of

1905

summarize the situation,
we would say that the use of electric traction on
railways is already practicable in all cases where
its
use would be considered advisable from the
economic point of view.
do not intend to assert by this that all the
technical difficulties are by now completely overcome, but only that their solution would not involve any obstacle too great for the present resources of industry; existing processes and appliances have shown their capabilities in applications
sufficiently different to make it certain that the
elements necessary for the solution of any practical problem are to be found in them.

when the car attained a certain speed.
The Electric Storage Battery Company of Philadelphia, Pa., had a very extensive exhibit housed in
its own building.
The National Battery Company also exhibited

The Fairbanks-Morse Company

M

we may attempt

If

being by Morse chain.
The U. S. Lighting and Heating Company also
showed a railway truck equipped with a dynamo
This was an exoperated by the car axle.
of interest to the
hibit which proved a feature
delegates.
In a measure this was due to the great
simplicity of the dynamo and the automatic control for cutting in the storage batterj' when the
car was stopped, and for cutting out the battery

Mich., covered a very wide

20,

Present State of the Question of Electric Traction on Railways.'

ing and Equipment Company of New York had a
passenger car out on the road making scheduled
trips, while the Newbold Company had a loaned
car containing its equipment, located on the temporary track on Maryland Avenue, operating the
truck dynamo by a motor set on the ground under
the car, taking current from the local light and
power compan3-'s service lines.
The Gould Storage battery Company, in addition
to its battery exhibits, showed its train-lighting
system, using an improvised truck with axle-driven
d3''namo. the drive from the car axle to djrnamo

in

General Eelctric Company's Exhibit.

RAILWAY APPLIANCE EXHIBITS AT THE CONGRESS.
date,

the

total

weight,

exclusive

of

the

motors,

being 13,860 pounds.

An

interesting collection of heavy machine-shop
tools was exhibited, driven by Westinghouse motors.
One Niles 90-inch locomotive-driver lathe
was shown, operated by a 40-horsepower directcurrent motor, and near by was a Niles axle lathe
operated by a 20-horsepower direct-current motor.
The Putnam lathe was driven by a 50-horsepower
motor.
Sellers tool grinder was operated by a

A

"J^-horsepower motor.
A Westinghouse-Parsons 6oo-horsepower steam
identical in size and type with the Westinghouse turbine that ran continuously for 3,962
hours at the St. Louis Fair, was shown open for
inspection.
This turbine was direct connected to

turbine,

a 400-kilowatt alternating-current generator.
Nernst lamps, peculiarly adapted for decorative
passenger-station and train illumination, or for
economical terminal-shed and tool-shop lighting,
were used very liberally throughout the pavilion.
The exhibit of the General Electric Company
consisted of a railway truck equipped Avith two
200-horsepower motors, the Sprague-General Electric system of multiple-unit control, a Curtis steam
turbine and General Electric generator for train
lighting, and a miniature track and car used to
demonstrate the full-sized General Electric automatic track-signal system.
This part of the exhibition also attracted a great deal of attention. On
a short section of track alongside of the building
was a small mining locomotive and reel. The 30ampere mercurj'- arc rectifier, changing alternating
current into direct current, and the General Electric air-brake exhibits completed the display.
The
building was brilliantly lighted, and to add to the
attractiveness of its surroundings the trees about
the buildings were profusely decorated with various
colored miniature electric lights.
The accompanying illustration (Fig. 2) is an interior view of the
General Electric exhibit building.
Train-lighting sj'stems seemed to be the next in
importance among the electrical exhibits, and the
two companies showing systems in actual operation on the cars had a full corps of demontors busy all the time explaining the merits of
their respective systems to the visiting delegates
and the large numbers of men from the mechanical
and operative departments of the railroads
entering Washington.
The Consolidated Railway and Electric Light-

pliances

and included

a

large

exhibit

of

its

dy-

namos, showing one complete lighting plant operated by a gas engine adapted to the use of either
gas or gasoline.

A similar lighting plant was shown by the Otto Gas
Engine Company, along with many other exhibits.
for operating machine-shop
Inter-pole motors
tools requiring variable or constant speeds were
shown in operation by the Electro-Dynamic Company of Bayonne, N. J.
The largest display of railway signals was shown
by the General Railway Signal Company of BufTwo lines of regulation railway tracks
falo, N. Y.
with a cross-oven were completely equipped with
The switches
necessar>' switches and track signals.
and signals were operated from the large signal
In the tower
of automatic-signaling apparatus for operating the signals and switches
All the syselectric, pneumatic and mechanical.
In addition
tems were of the interlocking type.
to showing the operation by the towerman, a section car was run up and down the tracks and over
the cross-over, demonstrating the automatic operation of the signals by the electric circuits made by
the passage of the car over the different sections.
Several sets of automatic signals were shown
bv the Hall Signal Company. These were of the
electropneumatic type, the operating current for
each signal being supplied by eight cells of pri-

tower built directly over the tracks.
there were three

sets

*

marv batte^>^
The telegraph men

showed considerable inall
the exhibit of the Morse Code Signal
Here was shown
of Milwaukee, Wis.
some things new in the way of telegraph instruThe novelty consisted in the instruments
ments.
responding automatically to the particular call for
terest

in

Company

which they were

set

and ringing an

electric bell.

An-

other electric novelty was a t^'pewriter for sending
Morse signals and which could be used for recording in the usual manner the messages as received
by sound.
hoists were shown by Yale & Towne
York.
Robins belt conveyor was shown handling
coal. Power was supphed bj' electric motor.
The illumination of the grounds was a special
feature of the exhibition.
Electric signs were very
numerous and would have sufficed to light the
buildings and grounds without the hundreds of
additional lamps which were used.

Electric

of

New

A

of

Without here 'wishing to enter into the question
first cost, which is much too complicated, and
we have at present too few data to

about which

make it possible to treat it with any accuracy, it
interesting to consider in this connection what
are the conditions favorable to the use of electric

.is

traction.

This system of traction is characterized by the
that the motive power is generated not on
locomotive, but at permanent generating stations, from which it is transmitted over a distance
to the motors of the train.
The principal advantage of this system consists in being able to generate power on a large scale, and under the best
economic conditions. But the advantage which refact

the

sults from this concentration is not net gain: we
have to deduct the cost and the loss which the
transmission involves.
Now these latter are the greater the more variation there is in the total power consumed by the
trains at any given moment, because the capacity
of the installations which serve for the -transmission and transformation of the energy, as well as
that of the generating stations, must necessarily
the maximum consumption.
be proportioned
to
The more this maximum differs from the mean
power required, the greater is the capital outlay
and also the cost of working, particularly in the
case of central stations where steam is used, owing
to the bad utilization of the plant and of the staff
and to the low efficiency of the appliances working

low mean load.
an irregular timetable, when the trains
in number, but heavy; the relative amplitude of these variations may be considerable and
affected
thereby.
the economy seriously
It
is,
a

at

With

are

few

therefore, a priori evidence that electric traction is
more particularly advantageous when there are
comparatively light trains succeeding each other at
short and regular intervals.
Now, although the multiplication of passenger
trains is a justifiable desideratum, at least as regards short-distance traffic, there are other classes
of traffic, particularly goods traffic, in the case
of which it is the tendency for railway companies
to reduce the number of trains by increasing their

tonnage.
Short-distance

passenger

traffic

thus

seems

to

1.
Summary of a report made to the International Railway
Congress in VVashington.
Mr. Paul-Dubois is the engineer
of the central rolling-stock and locomotive department of the
Orleans Railway in France.
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Moreover,

f.ivor.ililc
is

il

ficlil

fur

clcciric

lo

i-xcliisivcly

.ilinusl

iriiction.

liiiii

class

made on railways bcof gomls trains exists only
an exception justified by peculiar local coiuliIt
may be said in a Rcneral way that in
M Ills.
.ivices of this kind the economy of the system
im-reases with the riiluclioii in tlic wiiRlit of the
trains and with llu- iiuTi-.TM- in lln-ir iniiiibirr.
Ib.il

npiiliciliotis

tlic-

lOi'Ctric

I..IIK.

:ilrL-;i(ly

traction

I

IxaviiiK mil of
ways, whicli form
traction is now a
of view which wc

coiisiili-raiioii

iiu'ln.pclii.in

rail-

a special class for which electric
necessity, then, from the point
have been considering, the suburban lines of some large towns may oflcr conditions favorable to the use of electricity.
he latter, nioreover, in the case of services
wiili many stops, has the great ailvant.igc that il
makes it possible to increase the average speed
malcriallv. owiiiR lo ilie ra|iiilily of starting electric
motors, •riie absence of smoke, the better lighting
of carriages and sl.-itioiis are other advantages,
which, altlioiigli only of a secondary character, yet
imalso contrilnitc considerably to the general
I

provement of the

service.
will

conditions

Similar

sundry busy lines
very far apart, in

be fonnd to occur on
connecting large centers, not
industrial

districts,

assume as nearly as
tramway service. On
kind, and even on certain secondary
service

must

where

possible

tlu-

the

of this
railway.s, the
increased facilities of transport made possible by
electric traction may lead to important increases in
the traffic and in the receipts.
.Another case where the adoption of electric
ir.-icti.m is wnrlhv of oonsidenilinn is Ihnt nf lines
For
uliich .-ire wnikii! up i.i lli-ir full .mikh-iIv.
character of a

clrclric

iniclinn

eerl.iin

omdilions,

in.lrr.l

lo

iiiakr,
iiHTc.-isi.

lines

niidcr
cnpcR-ily
for

,„,,,,

,l

llu-

lil,-,

traffic, while avoiding more costly measures, such
as ([uadrupling the track or enlarging the terminal
This possibility is due in the first place
stations.
to the grealcr speed of the trains, resulting from
ipiickcr slarliiiR and less loss of speed up gradients,
and. soconiUy. ti> the reduced blocking up of the
lerininus stations, owing to the smaller number
of operations necessary to receive a train and then

the

clear

siding for the next train.

both cases the increase of traffic would extend to
the branches of the main line.
The great specific power of electric motors is
specially in favor of their use on mountain railrack railways.
or
ways, whether adhesion
know that an electric locomotive need not weigh
more than 40 to 50 kilograms per horsepower
(8g to 112 pounds per British horsepower) and the
ecpiipment of a motor car not weigh more than
20 lo 25 kilograms per horsepower (45 to 56
Electric tracpounds per British horsepower).
moreover, makes it |iossible to obtain the
tion,
maximum adhesion, by making all the carriage
wheels driving wheels.
It therefore makes it possible to plan lines with
sharper curves and steeper gradients (for instance,
Favcl-Chamonix line. Paris-Lyons-Mediterrathe
nean railway), which are cheaper to huild. The
saving cffecicd may in some cases be so large as
to cover, or even more than cover, all the addiinstallation of power
tional expenditure for the
stations and lines of transmission.
The same applies to rack railways, where the
weight of the locomotive proper forms an item in
the total weight of the train, which is the more
important the steeper the gradients, since with
the power remaining constant the weight moved is

We

reduced.
The use of electricity

the

as a

rule,

water.

The relative lightness of electric vehicles also
makes them suitable for obtaining very high speeds.
The large amount of power which is necessary to
run a train at from 150 to 200 kilometers (93 to
124 miles) per hour can more easily be furnished
by electric motors fed from outside than by a
locomotive, the weight of which increases
the recent
with the speed to be attained
experiments made in Germany have proved (if
indeed it was necessary) the superiority of elec-

steam

;

from

point of view.
before definite application, there are
practical problems to be solved, in
connection with the safety, the brakes, the signals,
etc.
But the most serious obstacle to such a great
increase in speed is the considerable expense which
would be entailed.
In the first place, if we consider very busy lines,
which alone could serve as a rnotive for the use
of high speeds, it would not be possible to think
of running trains at 200 kilometers (124 miles)
per hour, in between ordinary trains, without disturbing the whole timetable and making the orditricity

No

still

nary
It

lines,

ones.

this

doubt,

numerous

traffic

the great increase in tractive effort at higher
speeds, one could only reckon on passenger traffic
and perhaps on some additional receipts from
parcels traffic.
No doubt cases will occur, sooner or later, where
the development of the communication between
two large centers may justify, from the economical
point of view, the building of such a line. But in
b'rance at least, this case docs not seem to he
likely in the immediate future.
On the whole, it seems to us that electric traction should at present be looked upon as a useful
auxiliary to steam traction, capable of operating
certain parts of railway traffic with adv.antagc and
economy. The principal cases in which its adopFirst, on lines
tion may at present be feasible are:
which are chiefly underground; then on metropolitan and on snliurban lines; on interurban lines
of limited length and with much traffic; on railways with steep gradients, and on lines which are

worked up

to

their full capacity.
to indicate in a

general report
a way the cases in which
the system of working may lend itself to the application of electricity; it is essentially a ouestion
of degree, and each individual case requires .special
It

definite

In this examination special considerabe given to the cost of the electric
equipment, the principal factors of which are, in
the first place, the conditions of working, the
number and weight of the trains, and, second, the
conditions under which the line is built, its length,
then the charges for interest and
profile and plan
sinking fund of the capital outlay required must
be compared with the economy which electric traction will give as compared with steam traction.
If it is a question of a new line, the adoption
of electric traction may in certain cases result in a
lower cost of construction, whereas in the case
of existing lines the value of the rolling stock
which will be rendered useless by the introduction
of electricity has to be taken into consideration
and written off.
Among the conditions in favor of electric traction are naturally the proximity of easily utilizable
waterpower or of other cheap sources of energy,

examination.

such as coal pits and blast furnaces.
In comparing the cost of traction

we must

al-

low, in the case of electricity, in addition to the
eventual economy realized in the production of
energy, for the reduction of dead weight resulting
from the smaller weight of electric locomotives, the
reduction in the cost of driving and of maintenance, as well as for the accessory economies capable of being effected in shunting operations at
stations, in lighting the stations and trains, etc.
Finally, if so happens, the increased receipts which
may result from the improved service have also to
be taken into consideration. In any case, the prob-

lem becomes

lion

the

respect.

Chicago Edison and Commonwealth
Electric Reoorts.
E<li»'.n Company and

Both the Chicago

monwcalih

impossible.

therefore, be necessary to build new
either by adding new tracks to the existing
or. better,
by building entirely new lines

would,

with curves of large radius and a wider formation

KIcctric

Company,

in

tl|e

end

a

financial

good

now definitel\ confirmed that the official
It
is
electric-light special over the Burlington railroad
to Denver, with which the Pennsylvania railroad
limited special combines at Chicago, the entire train
going West as a big combination train, will leave
Chicago Sunday, June 4th, at 11:15 a. m. for the
convention.

The

special
at

8

:25

from
a.

m.

New York

will arrive at Chi4th.
This will

Sunday. June

give the New York party, which already lists over
90 persons, a chance for a small breathing space
before the combined special starts for Denver, that
train leaving from the Union station at 11:15 a.m..
The convention train will arrive in
central time.
Denver Monday at 2 :30 p. m., mountain time.
representative of the Western Electrician has
been oN'er the ground to a large extent w'est of
Buffalo and finds the greatest enthusiasm for a
phenomenally large gathering at Denver.
The two railroads, too, are showing commendable enthusiasm in their expressed determination
together
to
produce a combination convention
train equal if not better than any that has ever
made the trip from the eastern coast to Denver
and the Rockies. Both the Pennsylvania railroad
and the Burlington Route promise the very finest
equipment in their possession.
Both these roads
are vying with each other to see which will be the

show
with

previous

year.
Earnings on the ft»ck of
E<lison company figures alxiut 10.78 per cent.,
while that of the Coninionweallh company it almil
4.2 per cent.
'I'he Ivli^on company's loul surplus
was increased alxiut $175,000 during the year and
is
now $97I,20,S; iKsidcs this $100,000 was added
to the depreciation reserve. The Commonwealth

the
the

last

company added $102,000
and

about

total

$180,000 to
surplus $750,164.

to the depreciation reserve
the surplus, making the

The income account of the Edison company for
the year ended March 31, 1905, as compared with
Ihc previous year is as follows:

Not income

tiJtj7Av>

Si. 413.613

Inlerosi

Balance
Decrease.

fiiMll

i,si).04o

ifs.4«

S1.3n.61g

$100,094

yr.oa

^60.131
789,962

Dividends paid

liicr«u«.

1004.

I'SOS-

Crott income.
(4,051.0(1
Operalinu and general eipeoM.. 2.637.40

f ps.lii

S

S1.144

730.S16

6B.7J6

W5.oot

*S aoJSi

Owing to additions to the capital stock and bond
accounts, dividend and
interest
payments were
larger and the balance shows a small reduction as
compared with that of the year 190J-4.
Following is the income account of the Commonwealth company for the last two years:
1904.

190s.

Gross income
Si.8i6,76s
OperalinK and general expense.. 1,228.403

Nel income

ti.lso.<m

S 588.361

Interest
S

283.202

Increase.
S46s.t<6

834.73s

393.660

S

516.264
275,737

171.097

S

140.517

S 42.:«s

305-069

Balance

*>.332

Chicago Street-railway Situation.
the suggestion of Mayor Dunne the advertisements for the building of a municipal street
railway in the streets covered by the Chicago Passenger franchise have been changed on account of
Judge Grosscup's recent decision, to show the fact
that the city can give possession at once.
J. J.
Cummings of the McGuire-Cuminings Manufacturing Company has offered to build and equip the
proposed city line, taking Mueller certificates in
payment, and work on a short lease from the
city.
In speaking of Mr. Cumming's offer Mayor
.\t

Dunne's remarks would indicate that he hopes to
the Chicago Union Traction and
City companies for the acquiring of all

make terms with
Chicago

the surface lines.
The mayor said: "It would
be better first to see what terms we can make with
the Union Traction and Chicago City companies.
and ascertain if we can acquire their properties
at a reasonable cost.
If we cannot, then it will
be necessary to build independent lines around
Ihem. but the time for decitling that has not yet

Recently

Mayor Dunne extended an

invitation

to'B. A. Crawford of Glasgow, said to be the leading authority on municipal ownership in Great
Britain, to accompany James Dalr^'mple lo Chicago.

and

it
is
said
States soon.

and economic

Schedule for "Official" Burlington Special Train, Cfiicago to Denver-Colorado Springs Convention.

Ojm-

the

annual re-

their

in

the year ended March 31. ir/>5.
gains in gross earnings, at compared
for

|Kjris

the

two

Improvement

will

start

of the

for

the

United

Union Loop.

being urged by the local transportation committee of the Chicago City Council that the plans
suggested by Bion J. .-Arnold for deadening the
noise on elevated railways and for increasing the
It

A

Hie ca-'of the famo
Burlington pf

sjiecial.

must

;

cago

attrnlivc to

impossible

is

any more

in

specially ad-

in

rapidly

Now, in order to earn dividends on such a capand to meet the working expenses, which also
would be very high, were it only on account of
ital

more

one.
is,

mountain districts, where coal is
generally expensive, and waterpovver cheap, if there
are no special difficulties in storing and utilizing
\.'intageous

it

mous.

tion

Doing away with smoke and steam in long tunnels will of itself make it possible, in the case of
some very important lines, to subdivide them into
very short block sections, thus enabling them to
carry more traffic than with steam traction. In

39«

potsiblc to have a wider
Wily.
An for the track itself, the expcrimcnu
just referred lo seem to show that the tyjici of
track now in use would have lo lie HireiiKllirned
materially.
In the interests of safety of workinK
it
would be necessary to absolutely prohibit level
crossinKS, junctions and other dangerous features.
Thus, taking it altogether, such a line would cost
nuich more than the existing lines, cpiitc apart
from the electric equipment. As a higli-spcc<l line
would also be of considerable length, for it would
scarcely be worth while to incur such a large
expenditure merely in order to save one-quarter
or half an hour on a journey, it follows that the
capital required for construction would be enor-

make

so as to

level,

is

of the Union Loop
of March iS and 25.

(see Western Elec1905) be tested by
and General Superintendent E. C.
Noe of the Northwestern Elevated Railway ComPresident Clarence
pany, which controls the loop.
Buckingham of the Northwestern company prophesied, however, that no method for an elimination
His
of noise can be devised by the city's experts.
company is willing to make a test of the suggestions made by Mr. Arnold if the expense is not
.\ttomey Clarence S. Knight attacked
too great,
Mr. Arnold's sound-deadening plans and throughfacilities

trician

Mr.

Arnold

The best plan to relieve the
routing proposals.
Loop congestion, he said, was extension of the
Mr. Noe declared that if
Oak Park road was compelled

platforms.

and

inner track the Loop
for 10 years to come.

question

Chicago

the
to

would

the
solved

take

be

At a recent meeting of the International Psychological Congress in Rome Miss Louise Robinovitch,
an American, delivered a lecture on electric sleepmaking experiments on a rabbit, in which she endeavored to prove that sleep obtained by this means
is natural and not epileptic

:
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Anniversary Dinner to Indiana Independent Teleplione Companies.
Nearly 400 Independent telephone men, representing as many exchanges in Indiana, were present at a dinner given at tlie German House
Indianapolis on Mav lOth by the New Telephone
Company, the New Long-distance Telephone Company and the Indianapolis Telephone Company. I he
dinner was to celebrate the sixth anniversary of
long-disthe opening of the Independent local and

m

tance

lines.

Mr. S. P. Sheerin, president of the Indianapolis
Telephone Company and the New Long-distance
Company, as toastmaster extended a hearty welcome to the guests and gave a brief review of the
growth of the Independent lines in Indiana. He
work
said that he and his associates took up the
because they believed the field offered opportunity for a good business investment, and stated
now
that 'the Independent companies of Indiana
have six active telephones for every one of the
Central Union.
Mayor Holtzman welcomed the guests to Indianapolis the Beautiful." and a letter was read from
^

Col

J

D

Powers

of Louisville,

who was

to

have

on "How We Do Things in Kentucky."
W. Weik, president of the Greencastle Tele-

spoken
Jesse

phone Company, amused the audience by a
of

humorous remarks.
Samuel W. Foster of

"Why Our Own

People

Fort

Wayne

series

spoke

Buy and Hold Our

on

Tele-

He

said it is a matter
of gratification to know that 85 to 95 per cent, of
the capital for the Independent lines of the state
was furnished by residents of the state. The fact

phone Stocks and Bonds."

that the Independent lines are owned at home and
managed by their owners had much, he declared,
to do with the wonderful growth of the systems in
He said that the Independthis and other states.
ent system had saved the citizens of Fort Wayne
at least $50,000 a year.

Hon. John W.

Kern spoke on

what the Inde-

telephone movement had done for Indianapolis, and A. B. Ware spoke of the Independ-

pendent
ent

:

:

movement

as

a

commercial

Chicago Telephone Rate Litigation,
As
mony

He said the inauguration of the Indezation.
pendent movement has increased the number of
telephone users fifteenfold and reduced the proportion in Indiana to one to every 12 residents.
As a "Message from New York," B. G. Hubbell
of Buffalo, president of the Consolidated Telephone
Company, told of the success of the Independent
movement in his state and of the stiff fight that
made success possible. More than $15,000,000, he
said, had been invested in New York by Independent telephone companies during the last four
years.
A letter was then read from M. F. Mahoney of Logansport, who was to have spoken on
"How a City Can Get a Good Telephone Exchange if It Wants One A Sketch from Life."
E. B. Fisher, secretary of the Citizens' Telephone Company of Grand Rapids, Mich., paid a
high tribute to the fighting qualities of S. P.
Sheerin, R. S. Taylor and Hugh Dauirherty of Indiana, and said had it not been for the conspicuous
part they took in the great legal fight his company
would not be present to celebrate the anniversary

—

to be divided equally

Western Electrician goes to press testiis being taken in Judge Holdom's court in
rebate suit in which the Illinois Glass Com-

the

a test

pany seeks

to recover $50 a year per telephone for

years from the Chicago Telephone Company. The most interesting testimony, on a question
of much importance in the outcome of the case,
was on the comparative efficiency of the grounded
and all-metallic systems, both of which are used

about

five

by the Chicago Telephone Company.
To state the case in a general way, the telephone
company's ordinance provides a rate of $125 a
year.
When the ordinance went into effect the
company was operating on the ground-return system.
As the art of telephoning developed the allThis system
metallic system was brought out.
gave more efficient service although at a greater
Especially for
cost of installing and maintenance.
long-distance use is the later system considered
Today many of the comalmost indispensable.
pany's local subscribers are using the metallic system, having contracted for such service at the rate
of $175 a year, although a large part of the local
,

telephones are still on grounded circuits.
Witnesses for the plaintiff testified that the
grounded telephone system is as efficient as the
metallic, and one witness stated that extension
telephones could be efficiently used on the former
system.
On this testimony is where considerable
The question of
confusion arose in the hearing.
hearing foreign sounds in the telephone came up

Edward

and

Ellicott,

B.

former

city

electrician,

use any system
without at times hearing these
of telephones
noises.
By proving that the grounded system was
as efficient as the metalHc the attorney for the
plaintiff sought to establish that the rate should be
testified

the

factor.

James B. Hoge of Cleveland, Ohio, made a plea
as to the necessity for state and national organi-

May

that

it

was impossible

same for both systems.
the other hand, Mr. A.

On

foreign noises

;

this

S.

Hibbard, general

condition being

due,

it

telephone interests to the press for its assistance
in the general movement in the state ever since
the movement was started, had not been offered.
He assured the representatives present that the
press would not be overlooked next time.

to the close proximity of electric-light
wires and high-voltage trolley wires.
The telephone compam^, maintaining that its
grounded system is efficient, believes it has a right,
under its ordinance, to charge a higher rate to
those who wish to avail themselves of the more
expensive, and, especially for long-distance use,
more efficient system.
There are said to be 2,000 subscribers having
similar suits pending, involving more than $2,ooo,~
ooo,
and the outcome of the present test suit
means much to the company.

Telephone Gives First News

of

Tornado,
in

About 100 persons were killed and 150 injured
a tornado which centered at Snyder, Okla., on
nth. The first intimation the outside world
said to have had of the dis^ter was when the

May
is

for

West

Vir-

ginia.
Reports from Parkersburg, W. Va., are to the
effect that the West Virginia Independent Telephone
Association was formed there a few days ago. It includes 20 of the larger companies of the state and is
modeled after the Ohio association in many ways.
The statement is made that there will be no merging
of capital, but that better long-distance facilities will
be arranged and improvements made in other ways.
The companies at Huntington, Parkersburg, Fairmont, Grafton, Wheeling, Clarksburg, Martinsburg

long-distance operator at Hobart, Okla., heard the
long-distance operator
in
the Snyder exchange
scream. The cause of the scream was the destruction of the Snyder telephone building, which was
a long, narrow wood building, and which was
split half in two by the wind, the break occurring
where the switchboard was fastened to the wall.
As the wind whipped off the front end of' this
building a heavy piece of wood was driven into
the side of the manager's head, who was sitting
The telegraph and telephone wires
at his desk.
went down with the storm, and for several hours
no word of the disaster reached the outside
telephone operator walked through the
world.
darkness and the storm to Mountain Grove, a
neighboring village, and from there telephoned bare
facts of the disaster.

and other points are members. The officers are as
follows: President, J. Walter Barnes of Fairmont;
vice-presidents, W. C. Handlan of Wheeling, W. C.
Caiton of Parsons, G. W. Downs of Buchhannon,
W. L. Rector of Ravenswood and Hon. H. Hutchinson of Huntington; secretary, A. C. Davis of
Parkersburg; treasurer, Lloyd Beegley of Weston.

Proposed Telephone Rates for

St. Paul.

The draft of an ordinance for regulating telephone
charges in St. Paul, Minn., as proposed by City AtBusitornel Michael, suggests the following rates
ness telephones within two miles of old postoSice
building Individual lines, $48 a year; two-party
lines, $30; three-party lines, $24; four-party lines,
Residence telephones, limit of distance two
$18.
miles Individual lines, $30 a year; two-party lines,
$24; three-party lines, $iS; four-partj' lines, $15.
For districts lying beyond the two-mile limit an additional charge of 25 cents for each half-mile may
Where two or
be made on the individual lines.
more are on the same wire the additional charge
shall also be 25 cents for each half-mile, the charge
:

—

—

made

among

additional

the whole number on
charge not to exceed $6

for desk extensions.

Speaking to the Common Council of St. Paul, Mr.
P. Wainnian, manager of the Northwestern Telephone Exchange Company of Minneapolis, said that

C

telephone rates in the Twin Cities are lower than
in other cities of the same class.
He stated that the
unit of value on the telephone is the call, and the
unit of expense for furnishing service is the call.
In 1890 the average rate per hundred calls was $3.33;
in 1895 it was $2,08, and in 1904 it was reduced to
He declared it a mistake in the companies
$1.40.
to change to a flat rate, saying that the heavy user
should bear the heavier portion of the expense. The
reduction in rates proposed, he said, would reduce
revenues $90,000, while the profits are but $80,000.

Bell

Telephone Output.

The American Telephone and Telegraph Company's report again makes a record, the April comparative exhibit of instrument output showing a
gross total of 174,207, and exceeding that reported
for March by 5,000, while the April net gain exceeds the March net gain by 7,712. The expansion
in the telephone business has been very marked
thus far in the current year.
Comparative exhibits for April and four months follow
Month of April
1905.
1904.
Gross
Returned

174,207
44,981

Net

._

Since January
Gross
Returned

102.907
42,335

129,226

6o,57z

608.301
177,903

404,475
151,325

430.368
4,910,962

253,150
4.032.667

1

Net
Total outstanding

Proposed Independent Telephone
Merger.

A

recent dispatch from Nebraska City, Neb.,
published in the St. Louis Globe-Democrat, says:
"A company has been organized and is preparing
to float bonds to the amount of more than $500,000
to control all the Independent telephone lines in
Southeast Nebraska, Northeast Kansas, Northwest
Missouri and Southwest Iowa.
All the companies
have agreed to the terms of the merger, but the
promoters decline to make public any of the particulars

include

for
all

and Kansas
east as

the present.
The combination will
the Independent lines between Omaha
City, as far west as Lincoln and as far

Red Oak, Iowa."

Canadian Telephone News.

believed,

A

Telephone Association

be

1

is

dinner.

Thomas D. Sheerin of the senior class of Purdue University told of the opportunities that the
Independent telephone companies offered for the inventor and the student in electrical technology. He
said the college-trained engineer cannot fail to be
pleased at the prospects which present themselves
on every hand because of the great Independent
movement. Energy and ambition have been put at
a premium and investigation and invention have
No one has profited more
alike been encouraged.
by the Independent movement than have the student and inventor.
Before
dismissing the banqueters S. P. Sheerin
said that he regretted that a special toast, acknowledging the indebtedness of the Independent

An

line.

1905

to

manager of the Chicago Telephone Company, testified that good service could and is being given
by the grounded system, but that for long-distance
use and also for local use there was an improveIVTr.
Hibbard says
ment in the metallic system.
that no system is perfect, and cites a case in a
suburb of Chicago where fault is found with the
system, which is exclusively metallic, on account
of

the

may

20,

The company which

is .being formed to estaba local telephone system in Russel, Man., and
neighborhood is meeting with success and will, it
is said, purchase its plant in a short time.
Poles have been delivered for the long-distance
telephone line between Lumsden and Regina anc'
from Regina to Indian Head, N. W. T. The Bell
Telephone Company expects to be in Lumsden early

lish

summer.
The Bell Telephone Company is building a line
between Winnipeg and Boissevain and cars of poles
are arriving at Boissevain for the company's longdistance line, work on which is being vigoroush^
pushed from the eastward.
A local telephone system is being formed in
Manitou, !M"an., and a plant will be shortly installed.
G. W. Ulyott is mayor.
Seven hundred new subscribers have been added
to the Bell Telephone Company's list since the
Durlast issue of the local directory in Winnipeg.
ing the last year 1,400 new circuits have been
this

The
added, making at present a total of 5,000.
addition to the building is finished and the
removal to the two upper stories will take place
at once, when the old building will be remodeled
and enlarged. The new switchboard now _in course
of construction will contain 10,000 circuits and
Winwill be in the new portion of the building.
nipeg has now the third largest telephone exH.
change in Canada.

new

Indiana Telephone Items.
The

Citizens' Telephone Company of St. Bernice
articles of incorporation with a capital
The company will establish an
$4,000.

has filed
stock of

exchange in St. Bernice, and extend the lines
throughout Vermillion County. J. T. Newton, J.
P. Hartsock and A. L. Reed are the directors.
The Needmore Telephone Company of Needmore, Brown County, has increased its capital stock
from $2,000 to $10,000, to extend the line and to

new apparatus.
In the appeal in the case of the city of Evansagainst the Cumberland Telephone Company,
set for a hearing May loth, the case was again
continued to October. This is the third continuIt has been three years since the city obance.
tained a judgment of ouster in the lower courts
against the company, but it continues to use the
streets and alleys of the city without a franchise.
Rain and electric storms were so severe and
general throughout the state during the last week
as to occasion great damage to telegraph and teleS,
phone property.

install

ville

;;;

20,
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Uhio Telephone Notes.
U.

(;,iM-.iy

ihc

piisiilnii

Ciinip.iiiy

J..liM...n
iif

Mi.iiMK'i'

(')liinil)iis,

III

.if

<><

Ninv

Vnik

till'

Ciii/i'ii'.'

llecvillr

accept

will

Telephone
Jicam,

U.

I'raiik

MiiriiiliiiK

to Iji-ajim- maii.iKir of the
Association.
Mr. Johnson
Ic-lcplionc
(k-|)cnilcm
Me is
will t.Tkr cliarKc of the Inisincss at oner.
iM.w secretary of the American District 'rdcRrapli
Ccirnpaiiy, a position which he has hclil for some
(Jliio

rcsiKMc'tl

wliri

lii-

Columlins, he is
lived
in
Mr. Beam will
the conditions.
charge of the work of the association at once
will push forward the ornanization as rapidly

once

llaviiiK

liiiM-.

with

.i.<|iiainleil
l.iki-

Old

possililc.

1

Norton, general loll accountant of the
L.
rniled States Telephone Company, was a passenKi r on the train that was wrecked on the Pennsylvania rn.id .It llarrishurR last Thursday morninK.
lie reieiviil .1 luirnhcr of injuries, but is not badly
I

nnil

Line* will
ranchcH.
syslcni

will

aUo

lie

company

'I'lic

ill
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rccontlrncl and oprrale the line.
run lo (Jakville and a numljcr of

(ialvc«lon.

will

All

llic

completely rc-ci|uip il»
modern iniprovemenit

work was done on its construction, when
was temporarily abandoned.
The Keeves County Telephone Company i« extending its lines from i'ccos to Dixieland, a distance
of 20 miles, and has also begun a line from Pecos

"Preliminai.,

uned

the

;

proponed

siderable
it

to T.nyohvale, a distance of 45 miles.

The Aniarillo Tujcphonc Company of Amarillo
has .applied to the City Council to extend its franchise to 20 years.
If this is granleil the company
will make improvements lo cost ?io.ooo.
M.

ibc

getting

into

companies

local

Cincinnati,
arrange for

is

it

a

until
there.

said,

plant

C.

Telephone News from the Northwest.
Wi.sconsin Telephone Company has
the installation of a complete new
system at Ashland, Wis., costing $40,000.

The

com-

pleted

local

GENERAL TELEPHONE NEWS.
I

III.,

he Stark County Telephone Company, loulon,
has increased its capital stock from $6,000 to

The Osage Valley Telephone Company of Fulton,
Kan., will put in an exchange at Devon and extend the line into the Glendale district.

An

for

exchange.

local

a

W.

Dwyer

J.

for a

local

seeks a franchise at Medina, N. D.,

exchange.

Extensive improvements are projected to the telephone-supply manufacturing plant of the VoughtBcrger Company at La Crosse, Wis.
The Dakota Telephone Company has been formed
N. D.. with $20,000 capital. The
at Dickinson,
company proposes to build a line to Oakdale and
other

points.

The Walker

Telephone

Company

Walker,
of
Minn., has been incorporated with $50,000 capital.
The incorporators are E. L P. Staede of Mankato,
Minn., Charles Kinkele and others of Walker.

The Northwestern Telephone Exchange Company of Minneapolis has secured a site in North
Minneapolis for the erection of a new branch-e.xchange office building. This will relieve the Main
exchange materially a'nd will be the third subexchange to be constructed.
The Comfrey Rural Telephone Company of Comfrey, Minn., has been formed.
The Rockham (S. D.) Telephone Company will
extend its line to Hand City.
The Mutual Electric Construction Company of
Wahpeton, N. D., has been awarded the contract
for erecting poles for the Sleepy Eye (Minn.)
Telephone Company.
The Great Eastern Telephone Company has been
incorporated at Pierre, S. D., with nominal headquarters at Huron, S. D., and a branch for busi-

New York

ness in

The
The
install

a

Duluth.
R.

J.

Home
The

city.

The

capital

$30,000,000.

new switchboard for its office
accommodate 600 connections.
Eddy has purchased the Eldon

telephone system.
Cedar Valley Telephone

The Telephone
B.

at

West

to

Company

the line from Jubilee and LaPorte
the Wettstein Telephone Company.

F.

is

exchange at Chisholm, Minn.,
improved and a new switchboard installed.
Duluth (Minn.) Telephone Company will

local telephone

to be

is

McElroy and

in

associates

City,

(Iowa)
has sold

Iowa, to

a

for

.application

franchise

for

a

telephone

City

have applied

to

_

.
,

.

,

,|,^

(
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Iisi,

,„
.t

of Conmn"
Blcwl. Jr

i(

,
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'.Mer

l-ee;
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and Cxii.
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'
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by
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(

"A New

Tyiie of Siimh
for fclevalor W..r

Motor

it

;

Ir;

"Report on AdvcriitinK M-'i^d-,' l-j l'c;,.> InRalls; "The Paramount Inip'irtance of ihc Scleclion of Standard in Preferaice lo Special \Uchinery,"

by

David Hall.

New Mercury-arc
for

Rectifier.

for a simple slorafiebalicr)' charfpng
automobilei, launches and for
been met by Ihe General Electric

Company,

in

its

new mercury-arc

rectifier,

illtu-

Iralcd herewith.

edcclivc device for convening altenutinK
into direct current without roialinK machinery is
flexible and can be supplied to meet a wide range
of conditions. A reprcsenlalivc lube and a panel
are illustrated herewith.
The mercury-arc rectifier has ihc advantages, over

c

The young women employed in the operating
department of the Home Telephone Company at
Kansas City have organized a mutual-benefit association.

2

)

]

r

A

modern

fireproof structure, to be equipped

on

an elaborate scale, will be built at Logan, Utah,
during the summer months by the Rocky MounBell Telephone Company.

tain

The Pioneer Telephone Company of Oklahoma
City has made arrangements with the farmers in
the southeast part of the county to furnish telephones and maintain the lines for $1 a month.

By a tie vote the Assembly of the state of Wisconsin refused passage to the Ekern bill to compel
rival telephone companies to make connection for
the transmission of messages.
The bill had been
fought by the Bell company.

-^^

i:

Cal.,

ego

dates of the coming Chicago convention of
National-Interstate Telephone Association are
and 21st. There has been some misunderstanding about the exact time of the meeting
and various dates have been published, but the
ones here given June 20th and 2ist are correct.

t

—

—

The telephone administration in Paris has just
introduced a register with a clock face, on the
circumference whereof figures indicate 12 minutes,
divided into the units of conversation namely, three,
six and nine minutes.
When the machine is set
a-going the speaker can see precisely how long he
has been talking.

—

The Southern New England Telephone Company,

r

s-

The

the

FIG.

June 20th

I.

*r

LATEST FORM OK RECTIFIER TUBE.

any motor-generator set of the same output, of
higher efficiency. lower first cost, lower maintenance
and greater reliabilitj- and convenience in the
hands of non-technical users. Its noiseless operation and freedom from need of expert handling

cost

make

it

especially valuable for the use of physicians
to

and surgeons, who have hitherto been obliged

have their storage batteries for surgical use carted
to and from a charging station.
It requires practically no attention beyond starting, and may be
operated by any man of ordinary intelligence, such
as a coachman, general mechanic or man of al!

operating in Connecticut, is perfecting plans for an
extensive rural service in that state, each subscriber
The plan contemplates the conto pay $9 a year.
struction of the lines by the farmers in the rural
districts served, and the ownership thereof, the company making connections from designated central exchanges.
It is given out that a movement is on foot looking to a combination of six telephone companies in
Virginia, Maryland and Delaware.
The scheme
w-ill be presented to the stockholders at the coming
annual meetings, and it is believed that arrangements will be perfected for the merger early in
June, the new concern to be known as the Diamond State Telephone Company.

MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS.
Estimate blanks for telephone exchanges have
been often printed, but the one now issued by tlie
F. Bissell Company of Toledo, Ohio, is very complete.
It covers four pages, each of two columns,
and may be had free for the asking.

The Stromberg-Carlson Telephone Manufacturing
Company of Rochester, N. Y., reports that it has

Council for a franchise to establish an
Independent long-distance telephone system for
Dallas.
Fort Worth and other cities will be connected with the system.
The Southwestern Telephone and Telegraph Company has bought the rural telephone system of
the

.

ciates.

R.

Texas.

.

and telegraph system has been made to the City
Council of Reno, Ncv., by H. E. Rcid and asso-

has secured rights-of-w<ay between San Diand Santa Ana for a long-distance service.
Application for franchise rights in Oceanside, Cal.,
will be made at the next meeting of the trustees
of that place.

in

.

This

$20,000.

The Home Telephone Company of Los Angeles,

Telephone Exchange

the

j

:

'

electric
similar service, has

Waupaca,

Citizens'

lo

oulfil

Wis., has arranged with the Bell company for
long-distance service.
E. C. Kast seeks a franchise at Litchfield, Minn.,
on behalf of the Twin City Telephone Company,

The

added

The demand

l''.irniers

toward

|,iil,|i...i:

convention o( the
lion Uit week tc^r

lie

lilies

I

th-

.Since

work 10 coti alxiiit
$3o,oob.
It is proliahlc ihat the Soiiihcrn Independent Telcphoiic Coinpaiiy will establish a telephone tytteni at
El I'aso. This company obtained a francliiic about
four years ago for the proposed sy«lein and conwill

,

in lUiller County are erectluR telephone
along Hill, Cameron, Banklick, Springfield and
Roads, the commissioners having granted
I'ipiiin
I'aiil A. Thisloii, lulwin Huston and E. M. Barnes
It is said that they
for that purpose.
fr.iiu-liises
will coniiecl with the llomc Telephone Company's
plant at Hamilton.
During the coining season the United States
Telephone Company will spend $225,000 in cxtcnSeveral new
sinii of its lines into new territory.
wires will be strung nut of Columbus, through
Ciirleville and Chillienllie. t.i I'c.iisin.iuth, thence
At Huntluiuiugl.m. \V. Va.
to Calletlsburg and
ington coimection will be made with lines passing
through Southern West Virginia and all the mining region in that .section of the state. A heavy
wire is now being put up between Cleveland and
ICrie, Pa., which will give connections to Albany.
N. Y. A line will be built direct from Cleveland
the past connections have been
lo Toledo.
In
made by way of Kent, but the business has grown
loo heavy for this. The Kent line will be cxIviidcd to Youngstowu, where it will make conThe business
nection with the Pittsburg line.
from Albany and Buffalo will be handled over the
new Cleveland-Toledo line. Nothing will be done

Additional Papers and Reports for National Electric Light Association.

closed contracts for switchboards for the follow'ing
places
Quimby. Ohio Rice Lake, Wis. Roosevelt,
Ariz. Essex. Iowa Breeds, III. Linn Grove, Iowa
Buffalo Hart. 111. Baldwin. Wis. Ostrander. Minn.;
:

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

Mich. Lawnridge, III.
Louisville, Ky.
Columbus. Ohio Adena, Ohio Nome. N. D. Plymouth, Neb. Conotton, Ohio Kernersville, N. C.
Clatonia, Neb.; Willshire, Ohio; and Trivoli, 111.
Litchfield.

;

:

:

;

;

:

:

—

work a feature which is building up a demand
for the apparatus in private installations and in
small and medium-sized automobile repair shops
and garages.
The rectifier outfit may also be adapted for use
in small telephone offices, where the amount of
business does not warrant the constant attendance
of an inspector, but where the growing use of the
"common-battery system" requires a storage batterj'
as part of the equipment.
Fig. I is a view of the latest form of rectifier
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tube

for converting single-phase alternating curdirect current, with the terminals lettered
with the diagram of connections

rent to

correspond

to

shown in Fig. 2. The alternating-current mains
are connected to the terminals (A) (A) through
an adjustable reactance, and the direct current is
taken off at terminal (B) and the middle of the
reactance.
Fig. 2 is a complete diagram of the rectifieroutfit wiring, by which it is possible for varying
the connections to obtain any direct-current voltage between 16 and 46 volts when operated on a
iio-volt alternating-current circuit, and any directcurrent voltage between 46 and 115 volts when
operated on a 220-volt alternating-current circuit.
Fig. 3 is a front view of a complete rectifier

FIG. 3.

FRONT VIEW OF COMPLETE RECTIFIER OUTFIT.

of 20 amperes or 30 amperes direct-current
capacity, with the compensating reactance for controlling the direct-current voltage placed on the
floor back of the panel.
outfit

Single-phase Integrating Induction
Wattmeter.

A

new

type

of

integrating-induc-

single-phase,

wattmeter embodying many new- features of
merit has been developed by the Fort Wayne Electric Works of Fort Waj^ne, Ind., and is known as
the t^'pe W. Of the accompanying illustrations
Fig. I shows a front view of the wattmeter with
the cover removed; Fig. 2 is a side view also,
with the cover removed, while Fig. 3 shows the
gauge-adjusted magnet, which is an important feation

May

hollow top of the shaft permits lubrication

the

if

desired, without the possibilit}'- of oil being drawn
to the wormwheel by capillary attraction.
The rotating- element is a small lightweight

aluminum disk mounted

on a short phosphorin place on the shaft by a
set-screw in a collar in the disk. It can be adjusted vertically very readily to permit adjustment with the air gap of the magnet.
novel feature is the permanent or drag magnet in front of the shaft, as shown plainly in
bronze shaft and held

A

the

side

view and

in

detail

in

Fig.

3.

It

is

at-

tached to the lower bearing bracket by two screws
engaging with slotted lugs on the magnet clamp.
Its position
with relation to the center of the
disk is maintained by a sliding gauge, which can
be locked. After the gauge is set the magnet
may be removed and replaced freely without further adjustment, as the gauge is a part of the
magnet clamp and is not changed by the removal
of the magnet.
Two series coils are fitted to spiders, each attached to the main frame with a single screw
and located opposite the shunt coils in the back of
the meter. For three-wnres curcuits they are doublewound to avoid the effects of unbalanced loads.
The shunt coils are mounted on the upper and
lower arms of the magnetic circuit. The meter,
for 6o-cycle circuits, has a lagging connection on
the outside of the lower shunt coil for 60 cycles
only.
The 140-cycIe meter has a 140-cycle lagging
connection on the upper shunt coil, in addition to
the 6o-c\'cle connection below-, and can be altered
for use on the lower frequency.
Light-load adjustment is made by shifting a
copper plate in the magnetic path or air gap of

connections

with

the

line

are

made

In

New

n

1905

England.

West Hartford, a beautiful suburb of Hartford,
Corm., serves as the location for the residences of
the business men of the latter city, there being
very little commercialism and no manufacturing in
While its streets are of
this immediate vicinit}-.
generous width, they are for the most part Hned
with large shade trees, so that in the consideration
of a proper system for lighting the streets, it was
deemed advisable to place the source of illumination as much below' the foliage as practicable.
For
this reason it was decided to use a system of
small units, placing them well under the foliage
The
and somewhat closer together than usual.
choice lay between the single-burner gas lamp and
the single-glower Nernst lamp, the final decision
being in favor of the electric system as having a
higher practical efficiency and lower running cost.
The Hartford Electric Light Comf'any is now'
supplj'ing the Nernst single-glower units to the

borough of West Hartford for $18 a lamp-year
on an all-night schedule of 3,750 hours, w-hereas
the 6o-candlepow-er gas unit would not be furnished under $27 a year, using artificial gas at
a thousand.
6o-cycle current, supplied both for the house
street lighting of West Hartford, is generated
at the main powder plant of the Hartford Electric
Light Company at Tariffville, 14 miles away. From
there it is transmitted at a pressure of 11,000 volts.
three-phase, to the sub-station in Hartford.
Here
it is stepped down to 2,400 volts, single-phase, and
is carried over two-w-ire mains to West Hartford,
four miles distant. Then the current
is
again
lowered to 230-115 volts pressure for the Nernst
and incandescent lamps, respectiveh', by means of
five-kilowatt transformers with three-wire secondaries, the neutrals of which are grounded.
One of the outside wires supplying the Nernst
lamp is led through a time switch, w^hich may
be set to throw the lamps on or off at any desired
time.
This switch is similar to the one shown
$1

The

and

in

ture.

All

Nernst Street Lighting

20,

Fig.

I.

The primaries of the transformers are fed
through single-pole high-tension fuses, lightning arresters being used on the mains only at the. Hart-

inside

ford

FIG.

the

3.

motor magnet

movement

is

in

which the disk revolves.

this

The

screw, in comsmall setscrew locks

made by a micrometer

A

bination with a guide bar.

adjustment.

The meters
and three-wire

are

wound

service.

amperages,
without transformer.
different

for
It

five,

is

10,

no

and 220-volt two

made

for four
40 amperes,

also

20 and

Comparative Cost of the Gas Engine.

ITH COVER
separately sealed terminal box on top of the
meter to binding posts effectually protected from
a

accidental

short

circuits.

No

shunt-circuit

wires

need be extended and no soldered connections
need be made outside the meter. Both sides of a
two-wire circuit or the outside wires of a threewire circuit pass through the terminal box.
The meter is provided w'ith four dials, which are
easily read at a distance, the smallest readings be-

ing given in kilowatt-hours.
The upper bearing for the rotating shaft is
inverted, the end of the shaft being hollow and
rotating about a stationary flexible-tempered steel
needle mounted in the top-bearing stud.
This
flexible feature eliminates noise of vibration and

In a paper which came recently before the attention of the Glasgow University Engineering Society the author, Mr. A. Marshall Downie, instituted some interesting comparisons, from a commercial standpoint, of the efficiency of the reciprocating steam turbine and gas type of engines.
^It. Dowmie proceeded on the basis of the production of electrical energy on an assumed output of
14,200,000 units per annum, w-ith a load factor of
The author took for the steam en30 per cent.
gine the figure of 3.3 pounds of coal per kilowatthour, for the steam turbine four pounds, and for
the gas engine the consumption of coal per kilowatt-hour, with the load factor stated, was taken
The conclusion arrived at by the author
at 1.75.
on these figures w^as that the gas engine is the
prime mover of the future from the commercial
The author pointed out that the quesstandpoint.
tion of gas residuals was uot taken into account in
his figures; but that if recoverv plants were inrealized would in some.
stalled the by-products
cases be almost sufficient to pay the coal bill.

sub-station.
With the exception of one six-glow^er unit,
located in the center of the district, the installation
at present consists of 224 one-glower lamps. These
are grouped on 13 separate circuits, the number
of lamps on each var>-ing from 10 to 28, and each
circuit being supplied from a five-kilow-att transformer, centralh' located.
The lamps are mounted, as shown in Fig. 2, at
an elevation of about 20 feet on standard gooseneck brackets, such as are used in series incandescent systems.
The illustration also show's the
mounting of the high-tension fuses. tTansformers
and automatic time switch, the latter being placed
on the pole within easy reach from the ground.
The lamps are placed on alternate poles, with a
regular spacing of 200 feet.
While the lamps w-ere originally equipped with
clear globes, these are gradually being replaced
as the}' become broken w-ith opalescent globes, as
the latter seem to give the best results.
The system is regularly patroled each day before S a. m. and after 4:30 p. m. by three hoys
bicycles.
Each boy carries in a suitable case a number of repaired holders with which
he replaces any burnt-out holders he ma}' discover.
The latter are returned to the maintenance department for repairs. In addition to this repair
w-ork, all the inspection and repairing necessar>'
in connection with the Nernst installations in the
city of Hartford, amounting to a total of about
2,500 glowers, are done by a young man located at
the lighting station.
The records kept by the company indicate that
the total average cost for maintenance of the commercial and street-lighting s^'stem amounted to
$1.26 per glower for the first six months of last
This represents the most recent data availyear.
The exact cost of the street-lighting mainteable.

mounted on

nance cannot be determined, as this was not kept
separate from the commercial-lighting records.
Th^ regulation is said to be within five per cent.)
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2!^ per cent, cillicr siilc of normal, and
the life of the kIowcm in fonnd to l)c ^iliKhtly in
excess of 800 hours on an average.
Inasmuch as
No. 6 wires arc used for tlic secondaries, tlierc
no appreciable drop between any transformer
is
and llic most distant lamp on the circuit.
That the system is Rivinf; excellent satisfaction
111 all
concerned is evidenced by the fact that the
cnin|)aiiy has been asked to install
18 additional
•.Incl units in the near future.
illvillaRcs of L'nionville and Farmington, disIH,

lli.il

I

Now Automatic
Induilion

Ihcm

KI.KCTKICI.XN

.V>5

Starters for Inrluctlon
Motors.
may lie slartid by ronnctinit

niolor<
directly to the

Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company
of Pittsburg and the oilier by (he .American Klectric and Controller Company of .N'ew York.
Descriptions of these interesting devices follow
The VVeslinghouse company's starter is of the
oil-immersed type for use with all sizes of constanlvpeed induction motors from five to 3,000 horsepower of various voltages, frequencies, and two and
three phase.
The one shown with covers removed
in Fig. I was constructed for the control of a i_400horsepower, 2,200-volt motor. The switches, circuit
breakers and operating devices only are mounted
in
the case, and, since the auto-transformers are
standard, they arc not shown.
This controller, known as type 197, has eight
starting points and one running point.
At the first
starling notch a low voltage is impressed on the
motor, and, as e.ich succeeding notch is passed, the
is

increased

until

The

Iriw.ii

that rrtily a jiart of the
starting, (hut incrciin.i.starling currents

,

,|

„

i

t

1

supply circuit, such methwl,
however, liein({ only nscd with motori of fm- horsepower or under. Under these conditions the motor
at sl.irtinK draws several times the full-load cnrrcni.
causing a heavy drop in the supply circuit ami
throwing heavy strains on the windinK of the motor.
For these reasons it is necessary to provide >omc
form of auto-starlcr.
Two new types of autoslartcrs have recently hcen developed, one by the

voltage

can \k closed.

the

full

line

potential

when running.

'Ih'

crank at the tide,
removed, lhu> eX[Ki<mg
•

lion

and

all

ji..r!»

(.,r

rrajy im^cc

repair.

Fig. 2 illustrates one of
malic sinners and speed

1'

niolors recently hroiighl otn

and Controller Conip,'>.ny
in. -i.ifor lu. lui.
.01
aulotransformcr not shown in the cm, which nuy
be mounted at the hack of ihe [tanrl or UrcHrii in
any other convenient place, and is designed for
starting and stopping induction motori of the »<juirrel-cage lyjw.
iMg. 2 vhows the apparatus ssi 10 the "00" poMlion for the molor running.
f)r>at-swilch i« shown
in the upper lefl-hand corner.
pressure gauge

A

A

-^^!Sf%^

»»

(•

f»

is

reached and the niolor attains its running speed.
The motor circuit is never o|)ened in passing from
lie starting point to another, as preventive rcsist-

between the difTercnt notches.
and wear on the contacts are
prevented, as arc also the fluctuations in the
line due to starting the motor.
Two auto-transformers mounted outside the case, in connection
with the pre\'enlive resist.-nices, furm'sh the necessary reductions in vnltage for starting.
The controller is ei|ui|iped with two automatic
line circuit breakers and two non-automatic breakI

nices arc inserted
)cstructive arcing

iluis

upon which the circuit is broken when changes in
voltage are made, thereby saving the current-carrying contacts of the drum switches. By the first turn
of the hand-wheel the circuit breakers are closed
and the motor is connected to the first point of
each auto-transformer, both direct and through the
preventive resistances.
The next step connects the
motor through another set of resistances to the next
higher voltage, disconnects the motor from the lower
ers

13 and nine miles, respectively, from the city
Hartford, both have Nernst street-lighting syssimilar to that in West Hartford, and are
.supplied with current from the power plant located
l.inl

of

ti'iiis

at

I'liionville.

Although not over 200 horsepower in capacity,
plant is strictly up to date in its design and
cquipnicnt.
The normal lighting load of 80 horsepower is supplied from a 7S-kiIowalt three-phase
generator driven by a water turbine, .^n extra
this

steam-generating unit with sufficient capacity to
carry the normal load of the station is held in
reserve.
The three-phase 6o-cycle current is transmitted at 2.300 volts pressure from the station to
the step-down transformers in both villages, over
three No. 4 main conductors.
The transformers,
which are mostly of lo-kilowatt capacity, are connected to these mains through General Electric
high-tension cut-outs and Wurts lightning arresters.
The line has also the usual lightning protection at
the

or

Both the Nernst street lights and the commerNcrust and incandescent lighting are supplied
these transformers through three-wire 112224-yolt secondaries of No. 8 gauge, giving a
maximum drop of eight volts from the transformer
to the most distant street lamp, with a regulation
of three per cent, above normal.

from

The system, with a total of 188 single-glower
is divided up
into six circuits of approximately 28 lamps each
of the total, 77 lamps are
used for street lighting in Unionville, 86 for street
service and 25 for commercial service in Farmlamps,

;

the starting point the electrically propelled train was
a
full
length ahead.
Scientific and
highly exhaustive tests are in progress at Schenectady as
to the theoretical and practical efficiency of the
electric

trains.

electrical contacts, or any
the proper time through a
of the large upper solenoid,
the main switch to open at
the circuits ready for start-

To start the motor, the large upper solenoid is first
energized, which lifts the plunger and rod. The latthrows the auto-traiisformer switch, at the same
time cutting off the current in the solenoid and allowing the phmgtr to fail very slowly by gravity
against the retardation of the dashpot. The transformer switch in the meantime remains closed long
enough to permit the motor to reach full speed. The
plunger has then fallen to its lowest point and niakeif
the connection which energizes the lower solenoid
and closes the main snitch acros-; the line, throwing out the transformer switch by the same movement and completing the cycle.
The starter for the slip-ring type of motor is sii"ilar in principle, but the plunger of the large upper
solenoid carries a cross-arm which makes sliding
contact with a straight-line set of contacts connected
to grid resistance in the circuit of the motor secondary.
The lower solenoid shown in Fig. 2 is
dispensed with altogether.
•A device may be added to the slip-ring type of
resistance starter, making it possible to hold the
cross-arm and plunger at any desired point along
the row of contacts, thus making it serve as an automatic speed regulator as well as starter.

cial

Information has been given out of the trial recently held at Schenectady, of one of the General
Electric Company's new electric locomotives intended for the express-passenger traffic on the New
York Central railroad. The electrical engine was
haeed against a steam locomotive of the pow-erful
Pacific tv'pe, each draw-ing a six-car train.
Both
trains started together, and the electrical locomotive
gained an acceleration of 50 miles an hour in two
minutes and seven seconds, as against three minutes
and 23 seconds for the other. .At 500 yards from

having

ter

station.

ington.
The street lamps are mounted similar to
those in West Hartford on standard goose-neck
brackets at an average elevation of about 30 feet,
with a spacing of from 125 to 375 feet between
lamps, depending upon the location.
All the lamps are inspected and the necessary
renewals made by a boy once every two days.
The glowers are allowed to burn out their natural
life,
and the complete records show an average
life of S03 hours, with a total cost of maintenance
a lamp-year, including labor, interest and depreciation, of $2.80, or 8'; mills a kilowatt-hour.

thermostat,

suitable device, acts at
small relay at the right
trips a latch and causes
the same time, leaving
ing again.

voltage and finally short-circuits the resistance on
the higher voltage step.
This is continued with
each of the eight steps until the motor is connected
to full-line voltage.
Two non-automatic circuit-breakers are actuated
by cams connected to the shaft, beneath the W'ords
"off" and "on," and operated by a hand-wheel not
shown. This shaft is turned through i8o° for each
notch of the controller, the change from point to
point being shown on the indicator below the
wheel. At any position a slight backrward turn of
the hand-wheel will cause the main-line circuitbreaker to open, and the word "off" to replace the
word "on," and seen through a hole in the front
cover W'hen the latter is in place. An overload on
the motor will also cause this breaker to open. In
either case it is necessarv^ to return the wheel to tlie
initial starting position before the circuit-breaker

One of the large contracts let for power machinery during tlie month of April was that for
the extension of the hydraulic and electrical equipment of the San Joaquin Power Company of
Fresco, Cal., where 3,000 horsepower will be installed.
In addition to the hydraulic turbine for
producing this power the machinery will consist
of two 1,000-kilowatt Bullock w-aterwheel-t^'pe alternating-current generators, seven i50-kilowatt and
four 500-kilowatt transformers, with exciters and
other apparatus.
The transformers will be oilfilled and water-cooled.
The generators will produce
voltage
a three-phase, 6o-cycle alternating current.
of 33,000 will be used over the 76 miles of transmission.
This current will be used for general
pow-er purposes and particularly to drive pumps to
irrigate the San Joaquin Valley.
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Light-balancing Selective Diffuser

May

the ceiling is low, an appropriate molding
for the corona.
In cases where it is not desirable to install a
complete ceiling, the diffuser section, either with
corona or molding can be used with excellent results esthetically as well as from a lighting point
is

stituted

Ceiling.

One

of the latest achievements in scientific diffusion of light for interior illumination is the lightbalancing selective diffuser ceiling system of the
This systern, which
General Electric Company.
possesses many valuable qualities, was described quite
thoroughly by Mr. W. D*A Ryan at the meeting
of the Chicago branch of the American Institute of
While^ the
Electrical Engineers, held March 28th.
enclosed arc light furnishes, in many respects, ideal
features for interior lighting of stores, etc., it has
the fault of failing to distribute the light uniformly,

of view.
Fig. 2 is a diagram showing the action of the
light-balancing cove when the position of the arc
crater is at one side of the carbon tip. It is to
be observed in this case that the arc is on the
right side, and ordinarily the light would be much
brighter on this side than on the other. Following
the lines of reflection, however, it is seen that the
distribution of light at the lower
levels is nearly uniform,

which

is

practically true whatever the position of the luminous point on

the arc.

of Copperrefining Solutions.

Temperatures
In

a

paper read before the
Electro-chemical
Sothe convention held in

American
ciety,

at

month, by Prof.
this
Charles F. Burgess of the Univerauthor
of Wisconsin,
the
gives the results of experiments
which go to show that the lowering of the voltage in an electrolytic cell, such as is used in copper
refining, is not proportional to the increase of temperature, regardless of the distance between the
plates.
On the other hand, the temperature effect
is far more marked when the electrodes are close
In other
together than when they are far apart.
words, the apparent temperature coefficient is dependent upon the distance between electrodes, being
greatest when the electrodes are close together.
It is not warrantable, therefore, to say that the
most economical temperature in a cell with the
plates one centimeter apart is the most economical
for a cell with the plates one-half inch or iH

Boston
city

FIG.

TYPE OF DIFFUSER CEILING,

I.

due largely to the moving about of the crater on
the upper carbon tip. The diffuser system here
described is intended to do away with this fault
and to produce a steady and uniform light in all
parts of the room.
The diff users consist of a circular ceiling, as
shown in Fig. i, of pleasing design, in the center
of which, and somewhat below, is hung the arc
lamp. The lamp itself is not visible from below, as
a reflector is hung beneath the lamp, shaped like

_

WITH ARC ON ONE SIDE OF CARBON,
an inverted
to

the

in

a

which reflects the Hght upward
from whence it is again reflected

bell,

ceiling,

downward

direction to the lower parts of the

shows the method of hanging the

room.
Fig. 3
lamp and the
the immediate
ened and the
the lamps is

bell-shaped reflector. The light in
vicinity of the lamp is greatly softintensity at points midway between
increased, while dark shadows are
dispersed, and the general effect is an even intensity of light in all parts of the area illuminated.
The lamps are placed as high as the ceilings
will permit, and are out of the direct line of
vision.
The intrinsic brilliancy is reduced by the
lower shade, so that the light is not trying to the
eyes moreover, the change in intensity of the light
in different parts of the room, due to the wander-

;

FIG.

3.

METHOD OF

H,

\IP

AND DIFFUSER.

counteracted by the "'light-bala relatively steady
independent of the position
of the arc.
This balancing cove or corona is particularly useful where ceilings are high and in small
rooms where there are one or two lamps. In
large areas, where a number of lamps are used,
.even illumination is produced by the accumulated
light from the different lamps, so that the corona
is
not so essential. In sucli roon^s, especially if
ing

of

the

arc,

ancing cove,"
light

in

all

is

which maintains

directions,
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CORRESPONDENCE.

sub-

inches apart, as in the series and multiple refining
systems, respectively.
The pressure between the two electrodes of a
copper-refining tank is the sum of two quantities,
the polarization pressure and the -drop caused by
the current flowing through the electrol3d:e. The
former is small and may be considered as practically constant for' a given solution, being influenced very slightb"^ by the temperature. The IR
drop through the electrolyte varies, however, in a
marked degree with change of temperature, and
this variation which causes the falling off
it
is
in applied pressure necessary to pass a given current through the cell as the temperature rises.
An explanation for the marked variation in temperature coefficient with various distances between
electrodes is afforded in that phenomenon which
Gore chose to call '"transfer resistance," defined
by him as "a species of electric resistance distinct
from that of polarization and ordinary conductive
resistance, varying greatly in amount in different
cases, which exists at the surfaces of mutual conof metals and liquids in electrolytic and
tacts
voltaic cells," and ''this resistance A^aries largely
in amount with different metals in the same solution, and with, the same metal in different solutions."
Gore measured the effect of this "transfer
resistance" by means of the heating effect on the
air enclosed in a thin platinum electrode.
If there exists a resistance at the electrode surface apart from the resistance of the electrob'^te
itself, of such nature that it has a great temperature coefficient, in that fact rests an explanation
of the dependence of the apparent temperature
coeflicient of an electrolyte upon the distance between the electrodes, the reduction of the "transfer
resistance" producing a greater proportion of the
total change when the electrodes are close together
than when farther separated.

Great Britain.
London,

May

3.

— Once

mu-

the large electric-power scheme for London, when
it was the boast of the promoters of the
scheme
that they could supply the London borough councils
cheaper than they themselves could generate. The
position of the London councils in the matter of electric supply is a peculiarly unequal one, for, whereas
several are distinctly paying undertakings, the remainder are in various stages of financial instability.
The case of the Southwark Borough Council is a
case in point, which, if anything, should give support to the contentions of the promoters of the scheme
above referred to. As it happens, in the district of
the Southwark Borough Council, an important district bordering on the city on the south side of the
Thames, there are several companies in competition
over a large portion, while in a small portion the
local authority has a monopoly.
Curiously enough,
in the area served by one of the companies, but
not touched by the local authority, the street lighting is by gas, whereas in the area served by the
local authority the street lighting is by electricitj'.
Some time ago the company in question offered to
supph"- electricity to the local authority in its district, for public lighting, at a price below cost price
at the council's own works, but, although the council could not itself supply in the portion of the district in question, the offer was refused.
Such are
the relations here between private and municipal
trading.
So much for the past history at Southwark. This
matter has been further brought to a head recently
by another offer by the same company at a still
lower figure, which, however, has been referred to a
committee. An inquir\' has also been made as to
the amount of the deficit upon the electricity undertaking of the council, but the information is withN held, owing to the fact that opposition is being made
to the big power scheme.
One member of the council has now given notice to move that, in view of its
heavy cost to the ratepayers, the undertaking should
be sold as a going concern. Such bad management
naturally tends to have an evil influence upon the
electrical industry, a fact which has been often
pointed out, but in this case the evil effect will be
the more by reason of the local authority in question being a leading London borough, and not an insignificant provincial town council.
The license to erect a municipal telephone exchange
which the postmaster-general granted to the Huddersfield corporation in igoi has been withdrawn,
owing- to the corporation, after having received the
license, displa^'ing a want of- unanimity' as to whether
a municipal s^^stem should be embarked upon.
In
this way considerable delay was occasioned, and
hence the action of the postmaster-general referred
to above.
The Tramways Exhibition, which is held biennially
in London, will be held this year, and will be opened

on July 4th.

The question of liability for accidents on tramseem to have been ver>- seriously considered in this country by the large number of tramway owners Avhich now exist. The leading tramway
association in Great Britain has recently been inquiring into the matter, and, out of 131 replies, no
less than 107 undertakings have taken no steps in
the matter to guard themselves against excessive
claims, although it must be admitted that the numOnly
ber of claims all over the country is small.
eight undertakings have entered into third-part}' insurance, and, while 16 have taken steps to limit their
liabilit}^ to £2$ for each accident, by issuing tickets
at lower fares than the normal statutory' prices and
expressly stating this on the tickets, of these 16, 10
are companies and six local authorities.
In relation to the discontent of the employes of
the National Telephone Company as to their prospects of being taken over by the government when
the telephone system of the countrj' is transferred,
it
is
now stated that the postmaster-general has
given something akin to an undertaking, tliat he
will give employment to the whole of the present
staff.
Alany members of Parliament say they will
urge such a condition to be embodied in tlie agreement when it comes before a parliamentary comwaj'S does not

mittee.

A further instance of the efforts of the Local Government Board to keep down municipal expenditure
upon schemes with the slightest element of risk in
them has occurred at Torquay, where it was proposed to build a second generating station. The loan
has been practically refused, however, on the ground
that the present undertaking has entailed a loss.
G.

New York.

—

Experts who have been examining the Grand
River dam proposition say, according to news from
Muskogee. I. T., that power can be furnished to
Muskogee cheaper than it is now furnished to any
other city in the United States,

again the question of

nicipal trading is occupying attention, and one or
two notabilities have been theorizing upon its evils.
What may be called the practical side, however, received a good dal of notice during the inquiry into

New York, May 13. Routes for four new. fourtrack subways, running the leng^th of Manhattan
Island, were laid before the rapid-transit commissioners on Friday, and earlier in the week the
publication of the quarterly report of the Intertorough Rapid Transit Company showed a daily
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i.ooo.rxx) p.-isscnRcrii a day, with greatly
Diliils of llicse malKTs apincreased carniriKtpear in aiiotluT coliiniii.
(ic-orgc S. Kicc, acliiiR cliicf rapid-transit cngincLT, aniioiiiiccd yesterday that subway Iraiiu will
be riinniiiK between luilton Street and the Battery
Within the same period the
six weeks.
witliin
subway cars will also be running through to the

avcr.iKo of

Bronx via the Harlem River tunnel.
;\n cvangilislic lent at GreenpoinI, Brooklyn, is
summer.
to be lit by clcilriciiy ihiring the coming
The lent nuaMiris 40 by fro feet, and the incandescent lamps .ere strung between the poles and in

The current is brought
through from the mains of an adjoining church.
Writing to the New York Times on Wednesday,
a Niagara Falls resident argues that the amount
of water likely to be taken from the Niagara River
for the proposed Ontario power canal would be as
insignificant at the Falls as the water llowing into
a ferry slip from the Hudson at New York. "H,"
he adds, "this scheme is unworthy, let it be killed;
but do not let it be destroyed by a sentimental lie."
W. S. Harper of Brooklyn, W. F. Bisscll and
D. O. L. Col.ahan of New York have organized
the Nicholas Quadrille Traction, Vehicle and Power
Company, with a capital of $300,000.
The telegr.iplKTs employed on the New York,
New Haven and Hartford railroad will be affected
by the inlroduclion of tlie Brown system of ena cluster over the platform.

forcing

discipline,

The Brown system

to
is

go
a

into

effect

on June

ist.

means of recording merit
D.

and demerit.

W. W.

Southeastern States.
Charlolte, N. C, May i.i.-Il is .-nnumnccd lliat a
$I,ooo,ooo-lock-and-dani power plant will be erec(cd
at Hales' Bar on the Tennessee River by J. C. Guild
and C. E. James of Chattanooga, Tcnn. Notice of
the contemplated project has been given at the
Unitpd States engineer's office at Washington.
The streets of Dallas, Ga., are now lighted by electricity.

Drake, Harkec & Co. of Philadelphia have the
for building the electric railway between
Winston and High Point, N. C, the road to cost
about $400,000. Work lias been started on the line.
The town of King's Mountain, N. C, has voted
$15,000 of bonds for an electric-light plant.
contract

A

said to be investigating the building of an electric railway over the WilkesboroJefferson Turnpike in North Carolina, near the Blue

syndicate

is

Ridge Mountains.
The Virginia Valley Traction Company is chartered at Staunton, with H. B. Sproul president and
H. G. McGary secretary and treasurer. The company will operate railroads with steam or electricity
as motive power.
The Mount Gilead (N. C.) Telephone and Electric
Light Company has been chartered, with a capital
L.
of $25,000, by J. R. Blair and others.

the watcrworkj and cleclric-light
manager
J. Sloat has Iwcn made general
Northern Traction Company, which leaned
Several
the Cincinnati, Dayton and Toledo line.
other ofTicers have aUo been changed over.
On the Akron, Bedford and Cleveland electric
for

«iicd
F.

J.

railway

at

Cleveland,

the

May 13.— Yoiingstown men

viaduct

ill

thi*

railing

Company
ing

into

of

to prevent a new contract goIt
is
said that the old contract
lime to run, was cancelled and a
that calls for $700 more for city

Urbana

force.

which has some
new one made
lighting.

The Wilmington, Jamestown and South Solon
Railway Company of Wilmington has been

b'leclric

incorporated with a capital slock of $10,000 by
.'\.
J. Wilson, B. F. Patterson and others.
The car barns of the Rapid Transit Company of
Iribenis, east of D.ayton, are reported to have been
Three cars
burned during a storm last week.
were also burned. Lightning started the fire.
The settlement of a condemnation suit a few
days ago gives the Scioto Valley Traction Company a clear right-of-way between Columbus and
From several sources it has been
Chillicothe.
reported that Ihe Union Traction Company of
Ohio will soon be formed to take over the properties of the Union Traction Conijiany of New Jersey, the capital stock being something like $16,000,-

The new company would own the lease of
the Cincinnati street railway, the Cincinnati Interurban Company, the Cincinnati Car Company and
The change is
the Cincinnati Zoological Gardens.
for the purpose of having the company incorporated in the state where the assets of the company
are located.
It is reported that the Norfolk and Western, the
Big Four and the Baltimore and Ohio are planning
to meet trolley competition in Central Ohio, particularly that of the lines running out of Columbus.
The Hocking Valley has already made the same
rate between Columbus and Lancaster as that of
O. M. C.
the Scioto Valley Traction Company.

000.

have gained

Voungstown and Southern

Rail-

Company by purchasing

A

Union City.
M. J. Loftus has been made superintendent of
the Dayton, Springfield and Urbana road and other
allied lines out of Springfield and in that section
of the state which were built by the Appleyard
interests.
Mr. Loftus was formerly connected with
Two parlor
the Central Market road at Columbus.
cars are to be put on between Columbus and
Dayton within a short time.
Refunding bonds to the amount of $25,000 have
been authorized at Hamilton to pay off bonds is-

Ixriwem Decatur and Potllaml on May loih.
The iMiwrr houtc will be ready for Ihe machinery

line

a

in

^hort time.

The
a

cotniiii*%ioncr»,

election

»(>ccial

'

•

'

f'

on the grant of a J.
and Chicago inlrrurl
|m»ing to build and
-

Kendallville.

at

A new

if

il.

syttem of

'!:

,

,

,

enable the crc» of one tjr li< ic.;. ;, ;, 1.'
and flath color tignalt to the err a ,:
another train, while Ihe two are tevrral rni!'
and traveling at full tpeed, i> k::
and will lie given a practical lest on
Tipton division of the Union Tr,i
on Ihe Northern Indiana, between .M..;
bash.
The system is manufactured by Ihe McClintock Manufacturing 0)mpany of St. I'aul, and
the lests will be made by Edward McClinlocW, a
representative of the company, who says thai il
will be found practicable for electric line».
that

will

telegraph

.

'

The

1,000,000-volt transformer installed in

Purdue

University, under the supervision of Prof. J, Waller
Eslcrline, is attracting the atlenlion of electrical
engineers.
It is expected that results will be obtained which may revolutionize high-voltage trans-

An inspection in Anderson has revealed that in
a great many places people have been getting electric
light free, and an effort is being made to
discover who wired the houses wilh the purpose
of defrauding the electric-light plant, which is
owned by the city. The wire was attached with
a loop wire, immediately behind the meter and
joined to the service wires in front of the meter,
the current thus not registering.
Articles of incorporation have been filed by the
Laycock Power House Company of Indianapolis,
with a capital stock of $250,000, for the purpose
of erecting and installing <i large power house to
furnish space and power for small industries and
manufacturers under one roof. T. B. Laycock is
president. Charles E. Coffin,
vice-president,
and
Charles E. Holloway, secretary.
The union electrical workers who arc striking
for an increase of wage, have organized a cooperative company for taking care of electrical contracts,

and

will

compete with

their

former employ-

for the electrical work in
The Evansville Battery and

ers

has

incorporated

with a

Indianapolis.
Electrical Company
capital of Shxi.ooo.
The

company

will manufacture automobiles and other
electrical vehicles, and electrical devices and machines, in the city of Evansville.
Willis M. Cope-

land, A.
rectors.

F.

Korges and H.

C.

Porter are the diS,

New

s.

EnKland.

—

Indiana.

Wayne

May

this

13.

—At

week,

a conference held in
Levering Jones of Phil-

J.

James Murdock of Lafayette and local
officials of the Fort Wayne and Wabash Valley
Traction Company, decided to build an electric road
from Fort Wayne to Marion by way of Blulfton.
Contracts for grading and material will be let
once for 50 miles of road. Ground will be broken
next week for the new $1,000,000 power house in
Fort Wayne to supply power for the traction and
interurban lines of the company, and for the elecThe power plant will be
tric lighting of the city.
."it

equipped with
It

is

four 1.500-kilowatt turbine units.
currently reported that Hugh J. McGowan

and associates have obtained an option on the Indianapolis and Martinsville traction line, and will
soon take over the property. Secretary Payne acknowledges that the officials have been approached
on the subject. Charles W. Smith, the heaviest
stockholder, is home from Texas.
The Indianapolis and Northwestern Traction Company announces that it will erect a handsome terminal station in Lafayette this summer. The building will be located on the market space on North
Fifth Street.

Experiments conducted by representatives of the
Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company
on the Rushville division of the Indianapolis and
Cincinnati traction line, show that the cars now
in service on this division are capable of making
55 to 60 miles an hour between Rushville and
Indianapolis, including the regular stops. The experts say that the Rushville line will be the fastest
in the state, and that no difficulty will be had in
maintaining a schedule of 60 miles an hour when
the roadbed is finally completed.
The Seagraves syndicate of Toledo, which has
a franchise through- the city of Auburn and Dekalb
County for an electric railway, has begun work
on the line. The syndicate already has a line in
operation from Toledo west nearly to the state
line.

The

directors

of

Winona

the

awarded the contract for

Assembly

have

construction of tlie
to a New York
construction companj^ represented by John B. Mar-

Warsaw-Goshen

electric

the

railway'

shall.

A. W. Fishbaugh, chief engineer for the Fort
Wayne and Springfield Traction Company, completed

tile

survey

for

the

Boston, May 13. The mayor of Cambridge, Mass,.
has prepared plans and a proposition for a Iwo-iuIk"
accommodating four tracks, to be constructed
under Charles River from Boston to Cambridge.
It is proposed by the mayor that the Boston Elevated
Street Railway Company, which now has a franchise

tunnel,

adelphia,

$900,000 of the $1,800,000 stock. This, with some other stock already
owned in a pool, places the control at home. It
that the road will be completed as
is announced
It has been
a third-rail electric system at once.
operated as a steam road from Youngstown to
Columbiana for some time. When it is completed
to East Liverpool it will be 75 miles in length.
James A. Campbell, A. E. Adams, Richard Garlick,
R. C. Steese and John Stambaugh are some of the
well-known men interested in the deal. Lieutenant-governor Jones, who promoted the road, John
H. Ruhlman and Baker & Phelps of Boston retire.
The road taps some rich coal lands, which may
be developed.
car on the Lake Shore jumped the track on
the high bridge over Rocky River at the west
end of Cleveland, Saturday, and narrowly missed
going into the water, nearly 100 feet below. As
front trucks are hanging over the side
it
is, the
The motorman stuck to his place
of the bridge.
and applied the brakes, the conductor succeeding
President
in getting the 16 passengers out safely.
Warren Bicknell of the company was on the car.
The Circuit Court at Chillicothe has reversed
the decision of the lower court to the effect that
electric roads are amenable to the same law as
steam roads respecting grade crossings. The court
holds that interurban roads are subject to the laws
that were enacted for the governing of electric
street railways.
It is reported that the Postal Telegraph Company may build a telegraph line along the rightof-way of the Big Four railroad from Berea to

road

Street

II«mlK>ldt

the

Mond.ay a car jumped the track, broke through
and stopped after a portion had gone
over llie edge of the siriiclure, which is 60 feet
high.
'Ihe car contained 60 passengers and only
The motorman and
one was injured slightly.
conductor stuck to their places and got the people
out as soon as possible.
H. I*. Clegg of the D.iyton and Troy and Valentine Winter of the Dayton and Western were
W. Kelscy
consultation
wilh
Cincinnati
in
in
.Schocpf of the Northern Traction Company a few
It is said that Mr. Schocpf is looking
days ago.
for a link of his Ohio road west to connect with
some of his Indiana lines and that the conference
was in reference to this matter.
An injunction suit has been brought against the
Board of Public Service and the Urbana Light
city

Indianapolis,

the control of the

i97
plant.

of the

Fort

Ohio.

ELECTRICIA.S'

Fort

Wayne-Portland

under legislative sanction for an elevated structure
in Cambridge, shall accept in the place thereof a subfranchise, the route to be from the subway and
tunnel terminals in Boston, and under the principal
thoroughfare in Cambridge, to Harvard Square, in

way

Harvard L'niversity site. The chief
objection on the part of the railway company to the
relinquishment of its present franchise is found in the
fact that it obtained a most advantageous bill from
the legislature, whereby it has what may be termed
a location in perpetuity in the streets of Cambridge
for an elevated structure.
Plans have been made for a new electric railway
from Aver to Boston, the company having a capital
of $1,500,000. and the line to be under the same control as the Fitchburg and Leominster and the Leominster. Shirley and Aver street-railway companies.
It will be entirely over private way from Ayer to
Cambridge, via Littleton, Acton, Concord. Lexington and Belmont, so that high speed can be attained.
The Consolidated Street Railway Company, controlled by the New York. New Haven and Hartford
steam railroad, and used as its holding medium in
the acquisition of street-railway properties, has al>sorbed the Suffield Street Railway Company in Connecticut.
The price paid was $150 per share for
the trolley line, and $125 per share for stock of tlie
waterpower company, four per cent bonds being exchanged for the stock.
Construction work will shortly be begun on the
new street-railway tracks of the Boston Elevated
Railway Company and the Boston and Northern
Street Railway Company into what is known as the
Middlesex Fells, an extensive wooded reservation a
few miles out from Boston, comprising parts of Melrose, Stoneham and adjacent municipalities hitherto
inaccessible bj' cars, although set apart especially for
public use as an immense park.
Leonard C. Wedmore. widely known as an oldtime and expert telegraph operator. 50 j'ears of age.
died at Hough's Neck, ilass.. May loth. He was
lor many years chief operator and night manager in
the Western Union office in Springfield, ilass., and
had been an Associated Press operator. For the
last six years he had been in the employment of
the New England Telegrap and Telephone ComB.
pany.
the vicinity of the
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Michigan.

power

13.— Clinton M. Allen of West Bay
granted a patent on a device for
of accidents on steam roads, which

Detroit, May
City has been
the prevention
employs space

telegraphy.

Plans and specifications for a new 3,200-horsepower engine, barometric or vertical jet condenser
and a 2,000-kilowatt alternating generator are be-

Municipal Lighting
Commission. The commission has also taken a
decided action against the Co-operative Telephone
Company in the conduit controversy, and an order
has been given the company to vacate the public
The corporation council of the
lighting conduits.
city has been asked to act for the commission in
ing

discussed

by

the

Detroit

The commission

will also place a large

the matter.
electric sign upon the power building overlooking the
river, so that the people who go up and down the
river may kno-w that Detroit has a public lighting
commission. In times past the city has run a large
"Welcome" sign upon the front of the City Hall
which was put in use every time a convention
was called in Detroit, but this expense was discontinued by the ne^v mayor, so the lighting commission will take it up again at its own expense.
The report of the Muskegon Traction and Lighting Company shows an increase of eight per cent,
This company
in travel for the last two months.
operates the street-railway system of Muskegon, as
The rewell as the gas and electric-light plants.
port shows that the company had spent, in improvements during the last year, about $25,000.
The bill giving electric railroads the right to
condemn property, the same as the steam roads,
which had already passed the House, has also passed
the Senate, with only five votes against it.
At a recent meeting of the directors of the
Detroit. Flint and Saginaw Electric Railway Company Thomas G. Sullivan was elected vice-president, succeeding Timothy Nester, and Charles P.
Anderson was elected secretary, in the place of
Arthur S. Nester, Timothy E. Tarsney was reelected president and James B. Peter, treasurer.
The report of the company shows it to be in a
C. G. W.
good financial condition.

Dominion

of

Canada.

—

Winnipeg, 'Man., !May 13. ^James Stuart, Robert
and others have incorporated, with a capital
of $100,000, under the name of the James
Electric Company, for the purpose of supelectricity for light, heat and power purposes.
The head office is in Winnipeg.
Stuart
stock
Stuart
plying

Public

interest

is

manifest

in

the question of
street-railway offi-

running Sunday cars here. The
cials say that it will not pay at first, although it may
later on, but they say they are wilHng to accept
present

to oblige the citizens.
that it is the intention of
a complete new outfit of
cars in a short time and also to improve the car
service of Norwood.
by-law has been carried in Dauphin, Man., to
spend $25,000 on a municipal electric-light plant.

the

loss

for

the

Manager Phillips states
the company to put on

A

C.

F.

Turner

is

mayor.

The Macleod (N. W.
Power Company has just

Electric Light and
_T.)
installed a plant at Cole-

for

the second

remaining horsepower developed.

composed

largely

of

The company
interested

capitalists

Toronto street railway and the Toronto
light

May

10,000 horsepower, 75 cents for
10,000 horsepower and 50 cents for the

companies.

It

now

is

building

a

is

in the
electric-

pole

line

from Niagara Falls to Toronto to convey electric
power generated under its original agreement to
Toronto to be
cars and also

utilized in

running the street-railway

to supply 'electric light.
The present city lighting plant of Windsor, Ont.,
being inadequate to do the city lighting, it is proposed to build an entirely modern and up-to-date
lighting plant.
The city will apply for legislation
to permit it to engage in commercial lighting as
soon as the new plant is established.
The Town Council of Gait, Ont., is discussing
a proposition looking to the installation of an independent lighting scheme for municipal purposes.
The company proposing the new plant is from
Toronto.
The franchise of the Brantford Electric Light
Company shortly expires. The company does all
the street lighting and there is a strong feeling in
favor of the city doing its own lighting and buying out the plant of the local company.
H.

—

May 13. The Toronto and HamElectric Railway Company is entering into
arrangement with the Toronto and Niagara

Ottawa, Ont.,
ilton

an

Power Company

for the use of the latter's

right-

of-way and to increase its capital stock.
The Kingston (Ont.) electric street railway is
on the market at an upset price of $125,000, and
if not sold the city is likel}- to step in and operate

it.

The

city

electric-ljght

plant

at

Oxford,

N.

S.,

has been entirely destroyed by a fire which broke
out in an adjoining furniture factory.
The Power, Heat and Light Company of Sherbrooke. Que., has offered to sell out to the city for
This offer includes the gas works, the
$233,000.
real estate and the company's Rock Forest property.

The question of operating the Temiscaming and
Northern railway from North Bay to New Liskiard by electrict}' generated from waterpower on
the Montreal River will soon be definitely settled.
Experts are preparing complete reports and
plans and every detail for the guidance of the
Ontario government.
All motormen and conductors who have been in
the service of the Montreal Street Railway Company for five consecutive years will receive 19
cents an hour instead of 18 cents as before May
1st, and those who have served for three successive 3'ears, free uniforms.
Twelve hundred out of
i,Soo men will be thereby benefited.
The increase
voluntary on the part of the company and adds
about $50,000 to the pay roll.
W.
is

Mexico.

—

City of Mexico, May II. The promoters of the
Jalisco Rapid Transit Company, recently organized under the laws of South Dakota, with a
capital stock of $12,000,000. for the purpose of.

had such an increasing demand for electric
that the generating plant on Eraser Street
has become inadequate.
The company, of which
Joseph Hunter is president, has now nearly completed a new plant on the banks of the Millstone

building an electric railway from Guadalajara to
the Pacific Coast, state that the contract for the
construction of the entire line will soon be let.
M. C. Miller of Guadalajara is president of the
company H. S. Dudley of San Francisco. Cal..
vice-president
C. W. Whittemore of the City of
Mexico, general manager, and Bert Linderman of
Guadalajara, chief engineer. Mr. Miller says that
the equipment will include 675 miles of trolley
wire, steel towers and 80-pound steel rails, 10
electric locomotives, 200 freight cars and 50 passenger cars, the latter to include four single-motor
cars.
The company has obtained from the government a grant of 4,000 acres of land fronting
on the Bay of Chamala, as a site for the future
city of Chamala.
W. T. McGraw and A. B. Bennett of Detroit.
Mich., and W. H. Blecher of St. Louis, Mo., are
negotiating for the purchase of the electric-light
plant and the city electric street-railway system
of Torreon.
It is announced b}' the governor of the federal
district that inspectors will be appointed to inspect
all electrical
installations in the City of Mexico.
set of rules and regulations governing the electrical wiring of buildings and the installation of
electric plant in the city has been prepared and

River.

will

man, and the lights were turned on for the first
time last Sunday.
The Selkirk (Man.) Electric Light and Power
Company has been organized and incorporated with
Winnipeg and Selkirk
a capital stock of $50,000.
persons are interested and the object is to furnish
electric light and power to consumers in the town
of

Selkirk.

was announced in the private bills committee
the Ontario Legislature that the government
has decided to appoint a commission to deal with
the whole question of electric railways.
The T. A. Garlan Company has installed a complete electric-lighting plant in its department store
at Portage la Prairie, Man.
The dynamo is operated by a 15-horsepower gasoline engine, which
with the plant was purchased in the L^nited States
and installed by the Manitoba Iron Works of WinIt

of

nipeg.

The Nanaimo

(B.

C.)

Electric

Light

Company

has

light

The government has decided not

to

recommend

that the Legislature ratify the agreement between
the Electric Development Company of Ontario and
the Niagara Falls park commission of January
This means that the Development company,
last.
which has one charter for the development of
125,000 horsepower at Niagara Falls, will not be
allowed to develop the 125,000 extra horsepower
in accordance with the agreement mentioned.
It
was found on the completion of the Electric Development Company's intake that the extra power

sought could have been developed with a few inThe company promptly made
expensive changes.
its application, and the agreement arranged called
for the payment of $5,000 a year until half the
extra power is developed then $10,000 a year until
all is developed, after which the usual $15,000 for
ground rental was to be paid, and $1 per horse;

;

;

A

soon go into

The mule-car

effect.

street-railway system
in
Matabe converted into an electric system.
The existing lines will also be extended.
F. R. Pearson, president of the Mexican Light
and Power Company, which is constructing a large
power and transmission plant at Necaxa, saj's that,
in addition to the transmission lines which are
now being built to the City of Mexico and El Oro,
additional lines will be built to Sultepec, Saltillo
and Tulancingo.
Extensive improvements are to be made to the
electric-light system of Puebla.
Gardner & Shearer,
electrical contractors of the City of Mexico, have
the contract for the work.
An electrical distributing station will be erected
at La Barca, state of Jalisco, by Fructuoso Castellanos of La Barca. Power will be furnished industrial concerns of La Barca.
W. D. H.

moras

is

to

20,

1905

Northwestern States.

first

tlie

Minneapolis, April 13.— The Aitkin (Minn.) Power
and Light Company has been organized and will erect
a plant at once. C. S. Kathan heads the list of pro-

moters.

The city of Melrose, Minn., has voted in favor of
municipal ownership of the lighting system, and a
will be erected at a cost of about $30,000.
Bonds will be issued.
The Omaha and Council Bluffs Street Railway
Company has announced that it will build electric
lines from Omaha to Bellevue, Fort Crook and Forest
plant

Lawn.
The Des Moines (Iowa) Interurban Company has
awarded the contract for the construction of the proposed line to Woodw-ard and Perry to the Ware Construction Company of St. Louis, Mo. The line will
be about 34 miles long, and the cost is to be about
$150,000.

The
a

City Council of Virginia, Minn., is considering
proposition from the Virginia Light and Water
for the purchase of its plant at about $70,-

Company
000.

The municipal

lighting plant at Atlantic, Iowa,

is

to be sold at auction.

The Eastern low^a Railway Company has applied
for a franchise in Muscatine, Iowa. The Davenport
and Suburban Company has also applied for an extension of its franchise.
The Cloquet Electric Company of Cloquet, Minn.,
has completed the extension of its lines into the
village of Thompson, Carlton County, Minn., and
now lights the cities of Cloquet and Carlton and
the villages of Scanlon and Thompson, having
about 35 miles of line. The company has installed
over 40 motors the last year, aggregating over 200
horsepower, and has just closed a contract with
the Diamond Match Company to furnish motors
and current for its new factory^ at Cloquet, work
on which has been commenced.
Building operations at Sault Ste. Marie, Mich.,
have been started on the enlargement of the power
plant of the Edison Sault Electric Company. It is
proposed to have the work completed by November
R,

1st.

Pacific Slope.

—

San Francisco, May 12. The Lick Obsen'atorjcommittee of the board of regents of the University of California

met

San Francisco

in

to consider the proposal of capitalists of
Cal., to build an electric road between

and Smith Creek,

w'ith

C. W.
Sherman,
Flackus of Dairy.

W.

last

week

San

Jose,

that

city

cable-road extension to
the top of Mount Hamilton.
Work on the light
and power plant of the observatory, toward which
the last Legislature gave $10,000, has been begun
by Director Campbell.
A. L. Levinsky of the Stockton (Cal.) Electric Railroad Company says that the company is
preparing to , change the present street-car fines
of that city to standard gauge.
The system will
be equipped with new cars.
The Spring Valley Telephone Company has been
incorporated at Dairy, Klamath County, Ore., with
a capital stock of $1,000.
The incorporators are
a

L.

Welch

and

Theodore

Under the leadership of the Huntington Beach
Board of Trade committees are in the field securing a right-of-way between Huntington Beach and
Santa Ana, Cal, for a proposed branch of the
Pacific electric raihvay between the tw-o towns.
It is stated that the Los Angeles-Santa Ana line
will be in operation by October 1st.
J. L. Hartmen, H. L. Powers and E. L. Thompson have incorporated as the St. Johns W'ater-

works and Lighting Company of

St. Johns, Ore.,
with a capital stock of $50,000.
The supervisors of Contra Costa County, Cal..
have awarded to the East Shore and Suburban
Railway Company of Martinez, Cal., a franchise to
construct an electric railway through the town of
Richmond and to Stege and San Pablo. The franchise was originally applied for by Henrj' Ells and
John R. Nystrom.
W. T. Forsman and W. H. Buster have filed an
application with the supervisors of Glenn County,
Cal.,

for an electric-railway franchise

from Prince-

ton to St. Johns and Butte City, thence to the
Butte Countj' line, and from Orland to Chico
Bridge. The applicants have secured franchises
in Sutter and Colusa counties.
The El Pizmo Company has concluded to put
in an electric plant at Pizmo, San Luis Obispo
County, Cal.
The Nevada County Traction Company of Grass
Valley, Cal., will probably build an extension of
the electric road from Grass Valley to Marysville,
with a branch to Auburn.
It is reported that J. Kilpatrick of New York
will build an electric railway in Mendocino County,
Cal.
The proposed route is through Dry Creek

and Anderson Valley.

The Citj' Council of Goldendale, Wash., has
granted a franchise to H. W. Fellows, recently of
Spokane, for an electric plant. The power house
will be located about nine miles from Goldendale on
the

Little

Klickitat

Blockhouse Creek.

River,

power

to

come from
A.

May

20,
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PERSONAL.
Mi_
uiili

CrilclifiiM lins sovrred his connection
I'Jiclnc Cunipany of Chicago.

II.

II

Aiil.ini.ilii-

ilii-

Henry

HroiiRJiloii has lakcii cliargc

1'.

iM.iiiaKcr of ihf

Minn.

Dnhilli,

CLMicia! Electric

The engagement
Bancroft,

for a

number of

years.

aimonncerl of Charles Foster
engineer of the Massachusetts

Dow

to iWiss Cornelia Herriman
The wedding will take place in

New York

Henderson of

K.

gcMicral

is

electrical

Companies,
of Brooklyn, N. Y.
Brooklyn, June 7th.
ICIectric

r.

ati

Norlhurn I'owcr Company at
Mr. HniUKliton lias been with the

fiical

Company

city

lias

been

M.Miied as the successor of George Foster Pcabody,
who announced his resignation as a director of
ilir
General Klcctric Company at a stockholders'

milting

Schenectady, N. Y.

at

C.

J.

iiiiring

Kelsey,

Purdue

at

and Supply Company.

luiard

Charles S. Davis, master electrician, serving as
superintendent of the construction and repair department at the Charleston navy yard, has resigned,
to accept a situation with a Boston business house.
Mr. Davis installed the electric appliances on the
I

il',

inpia,

Admiral Dewey's

pope's fondnc»s for modern convenience*, an electric
elevator has. repLiccd the old lift which formerly
rose only to the pope's apartment* in the Vatican
Palace.

will

The Mount Carmcl Coal Company
Kan., and the company operating the

George O. Squier, chief signal officer at
Franci.sco, Cal., was called to Drydcn, Mich.,
the sickness and death of his father, Almond
Major Squier is the originator of a
Squier.
J.
system of space telegraphy transmitted through
described in the Western Electrician of
trees,
.Major

.S.ni

February 25, 1905. He has been able, it is said,
to send messages five or six miles and to receive
them from 60 miles. He expects soon to be able
to determine from which direction messages arc
received.

street railway
that city, both have applications before the City
Council for a franchise to light the city with electricity.

The Hattiesburg (Miss.) Traction, Light and
Power Company, with a capital of $250,000, has
been incorporated by H. H. Camp of Lumbcrton,
H. I-. McKee of Meridian, A. F. Thomasson of
Hattiesburg and others.
city of Hastings, Neb., will equip an elecplant.
The generating unit will conof a heavy-duty cross-compound Reynolds-Corliss
engine, with cylinders 14 and 22 inches in
diameter, with a 36-inch stroke, direct connected
to a 222-kilow.itt single-phase Bullock alternator.

tric-lighting
sist

The Chicago Edison and Commonwealth Electric
companies report a grand total of 69,989 i6-candlcpower incandescents
of

business

April,

McMeen

gave an interesting lecture

students of the Armour Institute of
Technology of Chicago on May 8th on "Telephone
Engineering." The lecture was delivered to the Armour branch of the American Institute of ElecHe gave many valuable ideas
trical Engineers.
relating to the necessity for trained engineers and
Several problems illustrative
their opportunities.
of those occurring in regular practice were presented as examples of the scope of technical ability
required in order to become a successful telephone
engineer.

Henry Percy Bradford, until recently connected
with the Underground Electric Railways Company
London and the Metropolitan District Railway,
and
now a director of the Societe
des Tramways et Voies Ferrees du Nord of Lille,
Mr. Bradford
France, was in Chicago last week.
is
an American, and he operated the interesting
Little Rock (Ark.) electrical plant, which was deHis elecsigned by B. J. Arnold 14 years ago.
Switzerland
extends
to
tric-railway
experience
as well as to France, England and the United
States.
He expects to return to England soon.

of

Albert

S.

Crane,

who was formerly

assistant engineer of the
cago, in charge of the

principal

Sanitary District of Chidesign and construction

the 30,000-horsepower waterpower development
of the Chicago Drainage Canal, has been made
chief hydraulic engineer of J. G. White & Co. of
New York. Mr. Crane was born in 1867 and
graduated from Cornell ip 1S91. He has been employed successively since leaving the university on
sewer and waterworks construction in Newton,
Mass., on the Fortress Monroe sewerage system,
assistant engineer of the department of city
,as
works of Brooklyn, and as chief assistant engineer on the developments of the Michigan and
Lake Superior Power Company at Sault Ste. Marie.
Mr. Crane has also acted as consulting engineer
on many hydraulic installations of importance.
of

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
J.

Shields and others are about to put in

and power plant in LTniontown, Idaho.
The Rantoul Light and Heat Company has been

incorporated

in

Rantoul,

Kan.,

with

a

capital

of

$2,000.

The Springfield (III.)
Company has increased

Heat and Power
capital from $175,000

Light,
its

to $325,000.

The

Council

of

a franchise
electric-light plant.

to

City

granted

Prairie
C. L.

Grove,

Council of Gallipolis, Ohio, has repealed the ordinance providing a rate of eight
cents per kilowatt-hour for electric current for
lighting purposes and passed one in which the rate
is
based on the hour's use of the customer's installation.
The maximum rate is 12 cents, being
graduated as follows
Two hours use per day,
eight cents
three hours, Oyi cents four hours, si.x
cents; five hours, s'A cents; six hours, five cents;
seven or more hours, 454 cents.
The Gallipolis
City

:

;

;

Gas and Coke Company, which

is

affected by

rates, believes there is not a similar

the

in

state.

Ark., has
for an

Cummings

at Castel Gaudolfo, in the Alban
from Rome, where Pope Pius X.
and the cardinal secretary of state spend some of
their leisure time, is to be lighted by electricity.
The palace at the villa was built during the seventeenth century by Pope Urban VIII. Last year
villa

„

Lancaster
in Daup!>
1

lownt

.'a

vmh

Contract* for iui>plyinK tevcral Iomuv
have already lieen iccured.

The

Tonopali

Mining

Company

of

|..,wcr

Tonopah.

Ncv., ha* awarded the contract for the c«nitruction of a plant at Well*, 15 milr* from 'l'un't^ah.
for furni*hinK 22,00(>-voIt current for i^mcr and
lighting purpose*.
The co»l of llie plant will be

$220,000

anti

the

dynamos

will

\>c

operated

by

steam power.

Another $5/100,000 company, organized to generate power at Niagara Fall*, was incorporated at
Albany recently under the title of the Electric
Power and Transmission Company of Niagara
County. Under its charter the company may operate anywhere between Buffalo and Albany. The
directors arc Edward B. Bruce, a New York distiller, Frank H. Cole, John J.
Daly of Brooklj-n.
Allan C. Rearick and Edward K. Stowell. On the
following day a $2,000,000 concern was also organized, to be known as the General Public Ser\ice
Corporation, as well as the Universal Service Company, the latter being capitalized at $100,000. for
supplying electrical current over an area practically
coterminous with the slate of New York, and
both with a directorate comprising Frederic H.
Cowden, William C. Dreycr and Samuel H. Gainsborg of the Fuller Building, New York city. These
three concerns, together with another previously
incorporated, appear to have Ixren organized hastily
for the express purpose of evading the conditions
of pending legislation, which will refer all such
applications to the proposed state Public Service
Commission, which is to deal with all future power

and

franchiie^.

traction

PUBLICATIONS.
Manufacturing Company of Dayissued a special circular supplecatalogue No. 530. in which arc
described a number of Fletcher specialties, such
as pole brackets, inner-running mast-arms for arc
lamps, insulated racks, etc.

The

The East St Louis and Suburban Electric Railroad Company has notified its patrons that cars
on the Stock Yards, Landsowne and State Street
divisions would be discontinued from through service over the Eads Bridge to St. Louis, perhaps
for all summer, owing' to the reconstruction of
the bridge. Bridge service will be provided for
by local cars running between Main Street in
East St. Louis and the west end of Eads Bridge.
Daily papers report that the Southern Pacific
railroad
has discontinued 25 regular passenger
trains between Los .Angeles and suburban points
as a direct result of the competition of the electric
lines.
The lines affected are those to Santa Mon-

San Pedro, Long Beach and Whittier, and
only one regular passenger train will be run daily
ica,

between Los Angeles and these points. Officers of
the road say that for 18 months passenger trains
have been run at a loss.
party of newspaper

line* to

il»

lievcral

the

It is said that President Andrews and Manager
Stanley of the Cleveland (Ohio) Electric Railway
Company have invented a device by which women
will be prevented from alighting from a car backwards and thereby prevent many accidents.
The
idea is to have the hand rails placed in such a
position that they can only be useful in alighting
when the passenger is facing forward.

A

to

ordinance

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.

men and

other guests en-

joyed the hospitality of the Boston and Northern railway on May "th, in the form of a trolley trip on one
of the company's new observation cars, which is arranged with an open platform at each end, with parlor
in the middle.
On the platform chairs were placed,

from which an uninterrupted view' of the many beautiful scenes in the Merrimac Valley was obtained.
The trip was arranged by R. H. Derrah, general
passenger agent of the Boston and Northern and
Old Colony railways.
Citizens of Lake Forest, III., have voted by a
large majority to grant a perpetual franchise to
Chicago and Milwaukee Electric Railroad
the
Company, permitting that company to run its lines
through the city.
The question had been three
times fought out in the council of the North
Shore suburb. Three aldermen favored the franThe council decided
chise and three opposed it.
to submit the question to a referendum vote of the
The victory' of the ordinance is mainly
citizens.
due to the fact that the electric-raihvay company
has given and promises to give in the future better service than the citA' could hope to get by
operating its own lines at any future time.

POWER TRANSMISSION.

an electric-light plant.
30 miles

'

extend

there

Fletcher
Ohio, has

ton,

The business men of McLoud, Okla., are considering the proposition of several promoters to put
The papal

i< prmdrnl
The York Haven Water and

mentary to

its

The Wellman-Seaver-Morgan Company

of

Qeve-

land, Ohio, describes its waterpower equipments
for low heads in an attractive new catalogue.
Its
installations
up to 100 feet head embody the
Jolly-McCormick turbines, which the company can
furnish in a variety of settings.

The Crocker-Wheeler Company's

line

of railway

manufactured

generators,

at its factory in .\mattractively set forth in a new bulletin.
Besides a detailed description of these machines the bulletin contains several views of actual
installations which are interesting.

pere,

N.

J.,

is

Daily consular report No. 2,256, dated May 12.
ownership of public utiliand consists of reports received on this subject from United States consular officers from 1897
to 1905.
These consular reports are issued by the
Department of Commerce and Labor.
1905, treats of municipal

ties,

The Chandler & Taylor Company of Indianaposending out a catalogue devoted to its
self-oiling engines which, it states.
in the countrj- to be manufactured in
accordance
with
the
recommendations of the
American Society of Mechanical Engineers and the
Ind.,

lis,

is

line of enclosed
is

the

first

American

Institute of Electrical

Engineers.

The Westinghouse catenary

line construction has
exploited in connection with alternating-current railway work and has been described in various papers before the American
Institute of Electrical Engineers and other societies.
The company has just issued a valuable bulletin which goes minutely into this construction,
which will be found of much use as a reference
and is worthy of careful preseri'ation.

been

widely

The

application of storage batteries in the elecof steam roads is the question discussed
bulletin from the Electric Storage Battervof Philadelphia, and the subject is certainly one abreast of the times.. The company has
already closed contracts for undertakings of this
kind, and some installations have been made which
are described and illustrated pleasingly in the bultrification

an

electric-light

Hills,

but

many

The

as the equivalent of the amount
contracted for during the month of
This includes no nntisually large conis
the general run of business taken
small customers.

the

before

in

1905.

tracts,

new

Samuel G.

of Fronlcn.ic,

Coatc of Altanljc, Iowa,

in

with

flagship.

by

M.

and ipcciftcalioni can l>c completed. Lee Bunch of
Garilm Valley i« jnlrroled in the oifnpanx. J, B.

The

professor of telephone engiUniversity, Lafayette, lud., is
npi.rled to have resigned to accept a position with
liiic
of the large telephone manufacturing companies of Chicago, probably the Kellogg Switch.Mr.

399

govcrnmcnl provided direct teleKraphic and telephonic communication between the villa and the
Vatican Talacc in Rome. To further latiify the
the

Directors of the Golden Treasure Mining Comwill meet in Boise, Ida., in the near future
to decide on details for the power plant to be installed on the Payette River, from which it is
planned to generate 10,000 horsepower. Machinery
and equipment will be ordered as soon as plans

pany

new
Company

in a

letin.

"We devote our entire time to improving the
design of these goods," says the Dayton Fan and
of its electric fans.
To bring the
merits of these fans more impressively to tlie
notice of the trade it has recently issued a handsome catalogue describing the ceiling and desk
The company's work^.
varieties for direct current.
are at Dayton, Ohio, and those interested in fans
will find the new catalogue worthy of careful
reading.
Motor Company

The New York Public Library is paying parattention to collecting current trade catalogues and similar publications. Its collection now
numbers over 30,000 pieces and as fast as possible
these are being catalogued and shelved in a waj^

ticular

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

400
names of firms or companies issuing the catalogue and the articles listed therein.
to bring out the

The library will be glad to secure a satisfactory
collection of catalogues of every manufacturer not
represented on its shelves today.

A complete and comprehensive catalogue of electric-railway and mining appliances has been issued
by the Wesco Supply Company of St. Louis. This
catalogue will be highly appreciated by all buyers
of electric-railway and mining equipment, as it
brings together in one volume a wide and comprehensive variety of standard apparatus and supterials.

The

pages,

carefully

compiled

indexed as
catalogue numbers.

to

and

edited

code

subjects,

and thorwords and

A

copy of the Japanese translation of the Incandescent Wiring Handbook has been just received by
Prof. F. B. Badt, who is the author of the original
book. The Japanese publication is smaller, but very
similar in general appearance to a like translation
of the Dynamo Tenders' Handbook, an illustrated
description of which was printed in the Western
letter in Japanese from
Electricion of May 6th.
Matsunosuke Matsushiro, No. 16 Nishinokubo Tomoyecho, Shiba-ku, Tokyo, Japan, who translated the
wiring handbook, is almost as interesting as the
book.
The letter was translated for Mr. Badt by
Mr. Kunihiko Iwadare, and, although the English
translation contains less than 200 words, the paper
on which the original is written measures 4 feet
by 7J4 inches. In it Mr. Matsushiro apologizes to
Mr. Badt for publishing the book without getting
"More than 10 years ago," he says,
permission.
"when there was in Japan no good book for beginners on the subject of electric-light wiring written
in Japanese, I learned a great deal from your book.
In order to let others enjoy its benefit, I translated
your book and published as per copy forwarded, and
a good miany wiremen were then benefited from it."
In presenting the copy as a souvenir, the translator
says that he is not the only one who wants to express
thanks from Japan for Mr. Badt's valuable work.

A

MISCELLANEOUS.
new

its

Louis

small

wharf

2,000-foot

New

Street,

Orleans,

the

at

foot

of

St.

Southern Pacific

the

will install an electric-light
electric conveyors at a cost
for loading and unloading vessels.

company, it is stated,
plant and build three
of $25,000 each

The Union Pacific railroad has introduced news
in its library and observation cars on
through trains. Twice a day dispatches are handed
over by the telegraph operators at scheduled points,
the conductors of the
to
in typewritten form,
overland trains, who post them where passengers
bulletins

service
cost to the

Acme is the name of the well-known commucompound that is manufactured by J. J.
Egan, 317 Austin Avenue, Chicago.
He states it
has not yet failed to give satisfaction wherever
given a fair trial.
A sample stick will be mailed
tator

The

steamship Minnesota, which left Seattle,
Wash., a few days ago for the Orient, had in its
cargo 14 steam locomotives for Japan.
The locomotives are consigned to Yokohama and are to be
used on the railroads of Japan and Manchuria.
They are of the Japanese standard gauge, three feet
six inches.
Five more will be shipped from Ta-

free to applicants.

'

coma

The Teater-Heany Developing Company, whose
wire department

is at York, Pa., believes that its
fireproof insulated wire should be of espeuse to electric railways.
It states that a coil
of its wire may be heated red hot 200 times and
the insulation still remain intact.

Heany

soon.

cial

TRADE NEWS.
Bids will be received at the office of G. W.
Wagenseller, secretary of the Middlecreek Electric
Company, Middleburg, Pa., from May 20 to noon
of June I, 190S, for the construction of a comMiddlecreek,
plete waterpower electric plant on
two miles south of Selinsgrove, Pa. The requirements are a solid concrete dam, two units consisting of four wheels direct connected to two generators, switchboard, power house, about 25 or 30
miles of line construction and the entire plant complete ready to run for supplying light, heat and

power for Selinsgrove, Sunbury and NorthumberPlans and speciland, and perhaps Middleburg.
can be seen after May 20th at the office
of the secretary in Middleburg, Pa., or at the office
of E. F. Shatzer, hydraulic engineer, on the site
two miles south of Selinsgrove, Pa.
fications

Electric Manufacturing Company is
its Pacific Coast business, handled for
of years by the Wagner-Bullock Electric
California,
and is opening offices of its
Company of
own at Room 417 Rialto Building, San Francisco.
On June 1st the Wagner-Bullock Company ceases
to exist, and thereafter the Wagner business will
be under the exclusive management of A. J. Myers
at the new office, who has been identified with
Wagner apparatus on the coast for the last 10
Sales offices will be established at Los Anyears.
geles and Seattle later.

The Wagner

taking over
a

20, 1305

BUSINESS.

operated at a comrailroad by using its

is

own* wires and employes.

book

oughly

At

paratively

adapted for users of these maappro.ximately
contains
550

particularly

plies

The

can read them.

May

number

The Abner Doble Company of San Francisco
announces that arrangements have been made with
the John McDougall Caledonian Iron Works Company of Montreal, Canada, whereby the latter becomes sole licensee for the manufacture of the
Doble system of waterwheels in the Dominion of
The McDougall company has extensive
Canada.
machine works in Canada, its plant including machine shops, pattern shop, foundry, forging works
The Abner Doble
and structural-material shop.
Company requests that all engineers or other parties interested in waterpower developments in Canada address the McDougall company direct, it
having retained the Abner Doble Company as consulting engineer.

Job-press motor equipments are a specialty of
the Jenney Electric Manufacturing Company of
Indianapolis, Ind.
The motor is built on the
company's standard frame with a special slowspeed winding, calculated to give the best working
conditions and making an equipment substantial
and durable.
'

of

T. P. Bradley, secretary and general manager
the Duluth Log Company of Duluth, Minp.,

was

in Chicago recently.
Mr. Bradley states that
the cedar pole and tie business in which his company is engaged is unusually good.
He expects
to do a larger business this year than in any pre-

vious

year.
at

The company

recently

established

a

new yard

Hawthorne, Wis., where it operates
which run between the company's camps
and the Hawthorne yard, hauling poles and ties.
40

cars,

The American Steel and Wire Company, maker
of sulphate of iron for water purification, states
that experiments have proved that purification of
water, using iron and lime, is more efficient and
lower in cost than where alum and lime are used.
The sulphate of iron used during this investigation
contained a very small percentage of sulphate of
copper, which made it possible to produce a water
free from pathogenic bacteria, a feat in water
purification said to have been never before accomplished.
The Newcastle Portland Cement Company of
New Castle, Pa., has placed an order with the
Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company of Pittsburg for two i/S-kilowatt, three-phase,
alternating-current generators, two 42-kilowatt exciters and the necessary switchboard for the control of this apparatus.
These machines will supcurrent

ply

operating a

for

number

of

induction

motors ranging from 10 to 100 horsepower each,
which were also included in the contract.
The
Western Engineering and Construction Company,
through the San Francisco office of the same company, has also ordered i8o-horsepower in variablespeed induction motors, 130-horsepower in conmotors,
stant-speed
induction
and four transformers.

ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.
Issued (United States Patent

Apparatus for Electrolyzing Liquids. Leon
Dion, New York, N. Y., assignor to the AmerCompany, New York,
Electro-hermetic
icas
N. Y. Application filed June 10, 1904.

789,146.

Combined with a chamber adapted to receive liquids to
be treated are co-operating positive and negative electrodes
arranged therein, and means for energizing these elecThese, with the necessary filtering apparatus,
trodes.
complete the device.

Dental Electrode for
789,161.
fusion.
Samuel H. Linn,
Application

September

September

filed

Medicamental
Rochester,
30,

1903.

N.

DifY.

Renewed

1904.

19,

insulating sheath having! an opening therein conAn
electrode of suitably absorbent material.
medium of electric conducting material supports
the absorbent material and projects it through the opening
in the sheath and in contact with the tissues to be treated.
Other means supply an electrolyte to the absorbent
material.

an

elastic

789,171.
P.
filed

Electric Signal

August

System for Railways. Ara

Rhinelander,

Rickmire,

Wis.

Application

1904.

II,

An electric railway signal system comprises a track
block, a generator and signals, the track block and signals
being in electrical connection and normally charged by
the generator. The signals are disposed by adjacent track
blocks, and train-operated means co-operate with the conductors of the first-named block to short circuit the signals.
789,188.

Combined

Drop

and Jack for SwitchTideman, Menominee, Mich.
August 13, 1904.

boards. Henry
Application filed
In a combined drop and jack are an electromagnet and

Means arc adapted to release the shutter
a shutter.
the electromagnet is energized.

when

Signal Instrument for Telephone Sub789,208.
York, N. Y.,
stations.
Henry M. Crane,
assignor to the Western Electric Company, Chicago, 111. Application filed January 2, 1904.
In a substation -nstrument for telephone exchanges is
a supporting plate carrying a call signal receiving magnet.
A tapper is actuated by the magnet and a protecting cover
incloses the magnet and is secured to the supporting plate
along a portion of the edge of the cover.

New

789,210.

Toll

William

Box

W.

for

Telephone

Dean, Chicago,

Western

Electric

plication

filed

May

9,

igoj.

Electric
Safety Appliance for Railway
Trains. John A. Larkin, Glenrldge, N. J. Application filed November 12, 1903.
The system embodies an electric circuit on a locomotive
controlling the air brake system.
Traveling contacts form
the terminals of. this circuit and engage contact pieces'
of an electric conductor carried, along the track.
The
track is divided up into insulated sections and the arrangement is such that two locomotives in the same block are

789,221.

automatically stopped before collision takes place.

An

tains

:ej

In a toll box for telephone pay stations are combined
a movable coin carrier for depositing coins within the
box, and a contact device adapted to be actuated by a
coin held in the coin carrier.

Company,

January

14,

Pay

Stations.

assignor to the
Chicago, 111. Ap-

111.,

1902.

Underground Conduit for Electric Railways. John H. Munson, Chicago, 111., assignor
of one-half to Charles G. Hawley, Chicago, 111.
Application filed July 10, 1896.

789,225.

An

underground

electric conduit comprises the conduit
having a surface slot together with a series of
lateral yokes through which the conduit is continued, the
yokes being provided with lateral recesses and with conA plunger operative in
nection and contact* chambers.
each yoke has a part to engage a contact block separating
the chambers.

proper

789.239.
der,

Electric Signal System.

Tamaqua,

W. D. Zehner,
May 26, 1904.

Howell W. Sou-

Pa., assignor of one-half to
Lansford, Pa. Application filed

grove,

pair of parallel oppositely arranged contact elements
are insulated from each other, one of the elements being
divided into insulated sections along a transverse plane.
feed connection is provided for the undivided element and
work connections for each section of the divided element,
the whole so associated as to provide for automatic opening and closing of the circuits in the operation of the

A

Alva

Test Set.
Application

filed

J.

Carter, Ida-

December

23,

1905.
An electrical test set includes a generator, an electromagnetic signal device, switches wired to the line to
connect the signal device and generator in either series
or multiple and means including one of the switches
for commuting the alternating current of the generator to
'"
produce a direct pulsat'
4,

Electric
Cut-out.
Reinhold
Dreibholz,
Hochst-on-the-Main, Germany, assignor to 0.
H. Keller, Frankfort-on-the-Main, Germany.

789,265.

&

Application filed August 17, 1903.
The invention embodies an electric cut-out adapted to
serve at pleasure as a distributing box, a plug contact
or ceiling block for pendants.
Surgical

789,286.

Iowa

City,

Appliance. Wlllard
F.
Main,
Iowa. Application filed May 28,

1904.

An
to

appliance is described for applying electric currents
the body for electrotherapeutical purposes.

Electrical Cut-out.
William D. Packard.
Warren, Ohio. Application filed May 8, 1903.
An electrical cut-out comprises a hollow body of nonconducting material, open only at its lower end.
An

789,295.

electrical connection is placed between the interior and
exterior at the upper end, a switch lever being interposed
within the body and in contact with the connection.

cap of non-conducting material is removably secured to
the upper end of the body and adapted to protect the
electrical connections.

Memorandum Attachment for Telephones.
Frank R. Welsh, Philadelphia, Pa. Application

789,345.

filed

A
Souder,
System. Howell W.
Tamaqua, Pa., assignor of one-half to W. D.
Zehner, Lansford, Pa. Application filed May
16,

Iowa.

Renewed April

1902.

A

A

789.240.

Electrical

19,256.

Signaling

1904.

In a signal system for electric railroads ar,e a series
of blocks, a single signal circuit for each block having a
ground connection and a single feed connection, a rotary
circuit breaker in each feed connection, electromagnetic
means for giving the circuit breaker a step-by-step rotation, contact-making devices located at. each end of each
block and conductors extending from the two contactmaking devices of each block to the circiiit-breaker operating magnet of that block.

February

21,

1905.

pad holder to be attached

to telephones

is

the device

patented.

Interconnecting Telephone System. Albert
K. Andriano, San Francisco, Cal., assignor to
the Direct-line General Telephone Company,
San Francisco, Cal. Application filed February

789,350.

18,

A

1904.

station is connected to several others by conductors
individual to the other stations and terminating at conMeans complete an electacts at the first-named station.
trical circuit between any station of the system and the
first-named station, where means are provided for selecting the conductor individual to any other station and

.

WES'IMKN
therewith.
A Mourc<
conductor individunl to a Rtal
wlcclinu mcanN of itic italion.

X
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II,
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fliuil

7>*9r35.?
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Monroe Giictt,
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Ap-

circuit.

Magnetic Coiiirolling Device. Giarlct f..
789,419.
Kvelclli and Oran O. Ritlcr, Schenectady, N. Y.,
assignor (o the General Electric Company,
N. V.

Schenectady,

Application

filed

June

'•"•"11

with a maBnelic conductor eompriviiiK 'tannil movable membera. one of which i> |irovidrd
Mction of nonmannetic material, m an adjiivtable
maiinetic material adapted to ahunt ti

Kreater or leai [lortion of the aeclion of
material.

Spider*.

,.,r

ami

Armature

Henry G.

to
Schcnectaily,

|.,,rr.r.l

,,

tgUiniluetitm

Fattening

assignor
18.

jr.

llir

-''I'll

containing

Circuit

789454.
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with a
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3,

1903.

iictic

Cur-
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«.

High N-

I'.,u|..ii.

.|.ii,;,r

Troy, N. Y.

All clcclrolvlic iiietnI-(Ic]ioHiliii|E plunt Cdntniim a nuniticr
of tankK, ciich of which containii in electrical KrieN Kl*
clectrodei, the Kti or'
..( ponilivc nilU nemilive iinlpoliir
raniteil internally in multiple.
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A

cirriiit

II

.

cx(>acify,

Punchingt to the
Schenecudy. N. V

Rei«t.

the General
Electric
Cunipanv,
N. V.
Application filed Oclut>cr

11/01.

1

Mechanical «ktatU of a mctlvMl of faslmtng armature
in which the tfrittrr and ptair* are
with coincidinr rccrssra into which a Ifjcking Ite-v

plates are dcaeribed

The

Monroe niictl, Il.irlfnnl,
Electric Switch.
Conn., assignor to the llarl & Hegeman M.iiiufactnring Company, Hartford, Conn. Applica-

7891,366.

tion

Novcmher

filed

and movable

Statiiiiwiry

18,

190J.

parts,

the latter

Alternating-current Dyjiamo-electric Ma789.4JSi
chine.
Marins C. A. Latour, Paris, France,
assignor to the General Electric Company,

Schenectady, N. Y.
ber 10, 1904.

A

Application

filed

Septem-

or lap armature windinR hai two commutator*
on oppoMite »ide4 of the windinR, each commutator being comjioHed of alternate live and dead segments.
The
live Begiiiciits of e.ach commutator arc connected lo the adjacent Hide 01 the armature winding.
The brushes arc v>
arranged that a brush of one set is on a live segment
when the corresponding brush of the other set is on a
liarallel

dead segment.

Dynamo-electric Machine.
Marius C. A.
Paris, France, assignor to the General
F.lcclric Company, Schenectady, N. Y.
Appli-

"89,436.

I-atoiir,

c.uion

filed

September

10,

1904.

magnet

is provided with projecting poles, the
being arranged in sections varying in regard
to number of turns in accordance with a sine function,
but the resistance of all the sections 'being approximately
e(|ual.
A many-part commutator is connected to the
field winding and mcanti for supplying polyphase currents
lo the commutator arc suppliedCSec cut on next page.)
.\

Iteld

licld

coils

Process of Treating Phosphate Rock.
Florentine J. Machalske, Brooklyn, N. Y., assignor to Frederick Darlington, Great BarringApplication filed February 25, 1905.
ton, Mass.

7'^9.4.?8

NO. 789,256.

— TELEPl

move in unison, and devices
of the levcr.s with the movable switch
having a controlling engagement with the otlic
the
al features of the dev

iiccted toRctlier to
line

11

iccessary

in

the

process

are

I

Switch.

Electric

r''"''l..?67.

N. Y.

villc,

Henry

F.

Kcil,

.\pplication filed July
Ml

.

h),

fitted

is fitted.

Automatic Khcottal. George H. Ruple>-,
789456.
Schenectady, N. Y
assignor to the General
Electric Company, Schenectady, X. Y.
Appli,

cation filed September 20, 1901.
Combined with a resistance coil are a eon tact -t>ruali
ailafited to slide along the coll, a carrier vn which Itte
brush is mounted, a wheel journaled on the carrier, and
rotatahle by the nujvement of the carrier and a aTring
put under tension by the rotation of the whcct.
Electrically
789.457trolling
Circuits,

Operated

Switch

for

Con-

Howard R. Sargent.
etc.
Schenectatly, N. Y., assignor lo the G.nteral
Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y.
.\pplication filed August 23, 1900.
The switch is provided with terminal contact*, and
a switch-piece with an actuator adapted to hold it in
position is added, while a mos-abic magnef
its closed

member has means connecting it with the acltutor for
multiplying the movement of the member.
Two nugnec
coils

and

move the memlier
close the switch.

opposite

in

directions,

lo

ofNrn

Lightning .Xrrester.
Howard R. Sargent.
789,458.
Schenectady. N. Y.. assignor to the General
Electric Company. Schenectady, X. Y.
Application filed August 28, 1902.
A lightning arrester consists of cylindrical discharge*
arranged within arcing distance of each other, and with
their axes parallel, the diseliargers being formed of a
mixture of carbon and clay.

Bron.K1904.

iif the rotary lyin; has stationary
liver and nicclianisni interposed
bt'twotn
and the lever separate from,
iMiii.
.MHinoi,
li.iviim
with, the former and oon
hut
ncctcd Willi 111.- liimi.

.\n eliiiii.

and

^.v

I

h

iiiii\.im:
i!i

ii.Kts

i

,

Unsymmctrically

7''^'l-377-

Frederick

J.

Newman,

the Woods Motor
Application
cago, 111.

to

Wound

Electric Motor.
Chicago. III., assignor
Vehicle Company. Chi-

filed

January

9,

1905.

In a direct-current electric motor provided with a numof poles are a series of uneiiual induction windings
ulton the poles and means for variously eonneeting the
windings to vary the strength of the magnetic fields in

lier

for
Teaching
G. Page, Fitchburg, Mass.

Apparatus

7*^9.378.

Howard

September

Telegraphy.
Application

26,

1904.
A self-contained transmitting and receiving instrument
for the use of students in telegraphy is the basis of the
filed

patent.

Electric
Machine. Theodorus H.
Static
Greenfield, Ind.
Application filed June

7^9.379-

Patce.
14,

1901.

In a static ilcctric machine having the electric-current
generators within a closed cabinet are an equalizer and
means extending outside of the cabinet for changing its
liosilion.

Electric Trolley.
Charles L. Rogers. Uxbridge, Mass. Application filed November 30,
1903In a trolley head are a fixed slotted side piece, a detachable slotted side piece with a tongue fitting into a
currcsiionding socket, conductor springs having their ends
ix.tiinling out through the slots in the side pieces to the
iiMsiili.' i.if the trolley head and a bolt fastening the deichaltlc side pieces and one uf the conductor springs in

71^9.3^3-

t

l.hicc.

789,402.

Electrical

Chicago,

111.

Collector.

Application

Peter
filed

Ackermann.
September 4.

1902.

Alternating-current Generator.
Ernst F.
Alexanderson, Schenectady^ N. Y., assignor
to the General Electric Company, Schenectady,
N. Y. Application filed September 14, 1904.

789,404.

W.

In an alternating-current generator are a field magnet
with projecting poles, a field winding on the poles provided with a commutator, auxiliary poles on the magnet
between the main poles and means for supplying to the
11
alternating current derived from the

Charging Station for Electrically Pro789,411.
pelled Vehicles.
Frank P. Cox and Charles E.
Holmes, Lynn, Mass., assignors to the General
Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y.
Application filed June 13, igoi.

A prepayment station for electric current comprises a
closed chamber containing a circuit controller, means for
operating the controller in a predetermined way, a charging receptacle for battery terminals, an electric signaling
device at the supply station responsive to the controller
station governing the supply of cur(See

Overload

Cut-out for Hoists. Philip J.
Glenridsre, N. J., assignor to the
Electric
Company. Application filed
5, 1904.

Darlington.

Sprague
October

— CHARGING

STATION FOR BLBCTRIC VEHICLES,

Process of Treating Phosphate Rock and
Producing Compounds of Phosphorous and
Nitrogen.
Florentine J. Machalske. Brooklyn.
N. Y.. assignor to Frederick Darlington. Great
Harrington, Mass.
Application filed February

789.439.

1905.
Electric- furnace
phosphate rock.
25.

heating

is

employed

in

reducing the

Process of Treating Phosphate Rock and
789.440.
Producing Phosphorous Chlorides and AlkaliCyanides.
Florentine
Machalske.
metal
J.
Brooklyn, N. Y.. assignor to Frederick Darlington, Great Barrington, Mass.
Application
filed

A bracket hanger is provided with countersunk apertures
and a contact shoe is loosely engaged in the apertures and
provided with a broad contact surface extending laterally
from the bracket hanger.

789.4I3-

NO. 789,411.

February

25,

1905.

The process of treating rock containing calcium phosphate and producing a chlorid of phosphorus and a
cyanid of an alkali metal consists in mixing the rock
with an alkali-metal chlorid and carbon, crlectrically
smelting the mixture at a high temperature in the presence
of nitrogen and electrically smelting the resulting dyanamids with an alkali-metal carbonate.
789.442.

Controlling

Alternating-current

Motors.

Maurice

Milch, Schenectady, N. Y.. assignor
to the General Electric Company, Schenectadv.
N. Y. A.pplication filed October 24, 1903.
Combined with motors ha\ini^ unit-. .V-M-coils and
and a switch adapted to connect "-ith tlu'
source and to connect the auxilinr>circuit

nin;. coils to the
coil^
in
a local
the rotor windings of the motors, and to
relative connections of the auxiliarj' coils and

with

vary the
rotor windings.
789,444.

Electric

Schenectady,

Motor.
Jakob E. Noeggerath.
N. Y., assignor to the General

Electric Company. Schenectady, N. Y.
Application filed September i. 1904.
In a dynamo-electric machine of the "horr.opolar" field
structure are a revolving armature, conductors carried
thereby and means for collecting current from the conductors.
Stationary conductors are carried by the field
structure, and connections are made from the collecting
means to the stationary conductors, the
each extending a fraction of a circumference
rection around the armature, whereby the
the connections produces the magnetization of the
chine.

HO. 789,476.

— ALTEKNATING-CURRENT

GENERATOR.

Switch.
Howard R. Sargent.
Schenectady, X. Y.. assignor to the General
Electric Company, Schenectady, N". Y.
AppliElectrical

789.459.

cation filed October 9,

1902.

punching and supporting member
are each provided with a keyhole-slot, the slot in the
supporting member being provided with a drilled circular
enlargement

for

a

iocking-kcy.

^

Reactive Coil.
Elihu Thomson. SwampMass.. assignor to the General Electric
Company. Schenectady, N. Y. Application filed

!9.463.

scolt.

October

i,

1904.

In a reactive coil of helical form are a number of
turns the radii of curvature of which progressively
decrease from the ends of the coil toward the center so
that each turn of the coil incloses substantially the same

magnetic

flux.

Circuit Breaker.

19,475.

Schenectady.

N.

Y.,

Jonathan E. Woodbridge.
assignor to tlie General

Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y.
Application filed July 3, 1902.
Fixed and movable members have opposing windings,
while series
and potential transformers in the controlled circuit supply the windings respectively.
Means
preserve substantially constant phase relations in the
9,476.

W.
to

Alternating-current Generator.
Ernst F.
Alexanderson, Schenectady, X. Y., assignor
General Electric Company. Application

the

filed

August

19,

1904.

Associated with a poU-phase alternating-current generator having a field-xrinding provided with a commutator, are a source of poK-phase potential connected to the
commutator, non-inductive resistances connected in series
with the source, and series transformers haWng their
primaries connected in series with the several phases of the
armature and having their secondaries connected in shunt
to the resistances.
(See cut.)

9.4S7.

Control

of

Electric

Motors.

Walter E.

Carpenter, Lj-nn, Mass.. assignor to the General
Electric Company,
Schenectady, X. Y.
.A4)plication filed October 10. 1904.
For
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A switch has a movable merabe
a clutch is used.
nected to the clutch and is adapted to close
ture circuit of the motor.
the switch.

A

resistance

is

ii

Chicago,

III,

Company, Schenectady, N. Y.
October

Application

filed

1903.

19,

Synchronizing

indicator

apparatus

comprises

an

signal responsive to exchange currents between
to be synchronized, a solenoid in shunt to the
signal, a solenoid" core controlling a switch in the signal
circuit, a yielding support for the core, and an adjustable
electric

machines

with the solenoid.

Crafton,

Swenej^,

Pa.

vember 4, 1904.
An extensible bracket

Electrofluid-pressure Switching Mechanism.
Walter J. Bell, Los Angeles,
Cal., assignor of one-half to Leon F. Moss, Los Angeles, Cal.
Application filed January 18, 1904.
In a railway switching mechanism are
combined
a main trolley wire, a divergent trolley wire, a cir-

described.

filed September i, 1904.
The armature and field cf the motor are adapted to be
normally connected with the main circuit to set the motor
in operation.
Means are arranged to effect successively
the short-circuiting of the armature and the opening of
Automatically
the field connection with the main circuit.
acting means controlled independently delav the opening
field

breaker in the divergent wire, an operating circuit
connected with circuit breaker and a starting circuit for
cuit

effecting

the closing of the operating circuit, the starting circuit including pendent contacts independent of the
trolley wire.
contact on the car is adapted to engage
one of the pendent contacts, and a manually operated
circuit closer on the car connects a constantly charged
wire with a wire leading to the car contact.

A

connection.

Louis Steinberger, New York,
Application filed July 17, 1903.

Insulator.

789.573.

N. Y.

Electrical Conductor.
Charles L. BurlingJ. Burton, Chicago. 111., assignors to Burton and Juanita M. Burlingham.
Application filed Februarj' 16, 1903.
Combined with a switchboard plug is a spiral flexible
conductor connected to the plug and composed of a strong
resilient wire surrounded by a good conducting material.

^,651.

ham and William

An

insulator consists of a body portion of insulating
materia! provided with an aperture, a member of yieldable
material disposed within the aperture and provided with
a thread and a metallic member provided with a thread for
engaging the first thread,

Binding
York, N. Y.

789.574.

Louis Steinberger, New
Application filed September 26,

Post.

Chicago.

A

Switch.
William L. R.
Hewlett, Schenectad}-,
assignor to the General Electric ComSchenectady, N. Y.
Application filed

High-potential

789,597.

Emmet and Edward M.
February

Attaching Plug.
Howard R. Sargent.
Schenectady, N. Y., assignor to the General
Electric Company. Schenectady, N. Y.
Application filed October

9,

Y.,

pany,

789,508.

1902.

An

attaching-plug comprises an insulating base, part
having on one end a threaded contact sleeve and a
center contact, and on the other end a contact ring electrically connected to the sleeve.
second insulating part
is provided on one side with two wire terminals and an
axial rod pivotally connecting the parts together and
electrically connecting one of the wire terminals and
the center contact.

1901.

14,

Renewed January

Ohio.

A

high-potential switch for electric currents comprises
oil chamber in which the contacts are opened and
closed beneath the surface of the oil, an insulating support for the fixed contacts, and means for shifting the
movable contacts in the oil downwardly from the fixed
contacts when opening the circuit, and upwardly into
engagement with the fixed contacts when closing the

New

York, N. Y.

filed

Patterson,

January

Cutler,

1905.

5,

wheel.

an

Process of Galvanizing, Tinning or Otherwise Plating Wire or Other Metallic Bodies.
George A. Goodson, Providence, R. I., assignor
to the Goodson Electric Galvanizing Company,
Minneapolis, Minn.
Original application filed
March 31, 1904. Divided and this application
filed June 9, 1904.

19,690.

Plating wire or other metallic bodies is done by mainan attenuated body of plating metal around a porthe metal to be plated, and in passing an electric
through the attenuated body and the submerged
of the metal to be plated.

taining
tion of
current
portion

Charies H. WhitApplication filed June

Storage-hatterA' Plate.
1904.

25,

A

W.

James

Application

Parallel upright guide rollers are pivoted to the guard
arms on the trolley and have their inner surfaces above
and in the planes of the marginal edges of the trolley

1905.

11,

Trolley.

i9,666:

A

789.514.
ing,

Cord.
William J. Burton,.
assignor of one-half to Juanita
111.
Application filed

Februan- g, 1904.
flexible electric conductor comprises insulated conductors wound in parallel convolutions to form a single
continuous spiral. A resilient rod is located within the

a plastic material.

DYNAMO-ELECTRIC MACHINE.

111.,

M. Burlingham, Chicago,

'

The invention consists of a binding post comprising a
body member provided with means for engaging an
electrical conductor and with prongs curved outwardly
from each other, for anchoring the body member within

NO. 789,436.

Switchboard

19,652.

1904.

X.

1905.

^9,649.
is

Charles
Controller for Electric Motors.
7^,572A. Stauffer, Elizabeth, N. J., assignor to the
Application
Diehl
Manufacturing Company.

of the

20,

is

McNo-

Alice L.
Application filed

Attachment for Telephones.

789,559.

Paul L. Clark,
Indicator.
assignor to the General Electric

Synchronism

789.48S.

May

in elevated position, a tripping device for the locking:
device, an electromagnet controlling the tripping device^
an electric circuit extending from the electromagnet to
the stall door, and a circuit-closing device arranged to be
closed by the opening of the stall door are the characteristic parts of the device.

for operating it successively, and means for retarding the
action of the actuating device intermediate its actuations
of the members.

for a storage battery plate embodies an end
piece and strips or bars united with the end piece and
definitely separated one from the other a small distance
apart.
Each strip is adapted to receive the active material with the receiving surfaces for the material running
parallel with the outer side faces of the end piece of the

grid

EXPIRING PATENTS.
Following
the U.
1905:

plate.

Switch for Electric Motors. R. H. Mather, Windsor, Conn.
Switching Device for Electric Motors.
R.
HMather, Windsor, Conn.
Coin-operated Electrical Apparatus.
X. \\". Kv:<j.
382,734.
London, England.
Galvanic,Batter}-.
382,738.
G. H. Sloane, Boston, Mass.
Electromagnetic Car Brake. A. P. Massev, Water382.766.
town, X. Y.
JIanufacture of Telegraph Cables. W. R. Pat382.767.

382,715.

ney,

heating the conductor in a rarefied atmosphere at a
temperature below the melting point of the conductor and
subsequently cooling the conductor in a rarefied atmosphere.

NO. 789,597.
Electric Switch.
John A. Wright, Irwin,
William F. O'Neill, Wilkinsburg, Pa.

789.518.

and

filed April 19, 1904.
A switch blade constructed with two side members and
a bulged top portion has an auxiliary blade operatively
mounted between the side members and adapted to proA spring within the bulged portion of
ject downwardly.
the blade operates to hold the a\ixiliary blade normally
confined between the blade side members.

Drop-light Bracket.
Carl
Electric
Application filed
Zeisinger, Durand, Wis.

789.519.

gust

1904.

An

arc electrode consists of zirconium
suitable binding material.

Trone3^-wire

Kirby,

Splicer.

Electric Switch.
Gustave C. Marx, Eliza19,556.
beth, N. J., assignor to the Diehl ManufacturApplication filed September i,
ing Company.
1904.
electric

switch embodies a

circuit-interrupting

circuit-changing and a
member, a common actuating device

SPECIAL MENTION.

Ohio,- assignor of one-half to Josiah
Application filed
Wyoming, Ohio.

4, 1905The wire splicer is composed of a tube with tapering
cut-away threaded portions at each end and tapering
steel nuts with tapering threaded bores adapted to be
screwed over the threaded ends to bite into the exposed
parts of the wires beneath the ends.

Apparatus for Automatically Lighting
Smudgepots. Henry H. Lyon, Riverside, Cal.

19,618.

Application

filed

November

21,

1903.

Automatic smudge-lighting apparatus is described, which
made up of a coherer, high resistance wires electrically
connected therewith, a source of electricity for heating
the wires and a Hertzian-wave apparatus for reducing
the resistance through the coherer, whereby the inflammable material in the smudge-pot may be ignited as the
wires are heated.

W.

George

Electrical Indicator Signal.
Application filed
Alexandria, Va.
Pettey,
Januar^^ 27, 1905.
A pivoted semaphore arm, an electric motor for
device
for the
raising and dropping it, a locking
motor arranged to stop the latter when the sem

19,626.

<

Electric Company of Chicago rean unusual amount of good business. This
company has recently sold one 360-kilowatt threephase General Electric alternator to the North
one
Mountain Electric Company, Eureka, Cal.

The Gregory

ports

The low-fare route from Chicago to New York
is
the Pan Handle, says the management of the
The Kes'Stone express leaves
Pennsylvania Lines.
Chicago via that route daily at 10:05 a. m.. after
arrival of trains from the Northwest and West,
and reaches New York at three p. m. the next
The privilege of going via Baltimore and
day.
Washington on Philadelphia and New York tickets without extra cost includes a 10 days' visit at
the National Capitol
also visits at Baltimore and
Philadelphia.
Information will be given by C. L.
Kimball, assistant general passenger agent, No. 2
;

Street,

Chicago.

Telegraph Cable.

382,829.

is

sulfuric acid.

Iow.a.

(ZrC)

carbid

William L. Kerlin,

January

789,523.

the solution with a suitable cathode and with
of spongy lead, subsequently reducing the lead sulfate
produced by electrolysis as a cathode in a solution of

Chic
III.
Method of Manufacturing Electric Cables, W. R.
382,768.
Patterson, Chicago, III.
Undersround Conduit for Electric Wires. W. F.
382,778.
Smith. Philadelphia, Pa.
Insulated Wire.
382,781.
T. D. Thomas, Xew York, N. Y.
382,788. Automatic Fire -Vlarm.
J. Young, Chicago, 111.
3S2,iiii.
Electromedical Apoaratus.
P. Horst, Sioux Cilv,

William R. Patterson, Chicaco.

111.

k),6i3.

Wyoming,

Process of Electrolj^ically Refining CopAnson G. Betts, Troy, N. Y.
per-nickel Alloys.
Application filed April 11, 1904.

OIL SWITCH.

mixed with a

E.

Au-

1904.
A cQjd holder consists of a single piece of metal cut
and bent to form a hook, and oppositely opposed horizontal seraicylindrical arms, also having openings. Means
clasped by the arms are adapted frictionally to engage
and be slidable on an electric cord.
13,

— HIGH-POTENTIAL

Arc Electrode. Duncan A. Holmes, Samuel A. Tucker and Edward \^an Wagenen,
New York, N. Y. Application filed August 6,

yg,6og.

Application

Sherman

is a list of electrical patents (issued by
Patent Office) that expired on Jlay 15,

382,^14-

Leading-in Conductor.
Willis R. WhitSchenectady, N. Y., assignor to the GenElectric Company,
Schenectady, N. Y.
eral
Application filed September 14, 1904.
Removing occluded gas from a conductor is done by

789.515.

An

S.

;

300-kilowatt Western Electric 220-volt generator
to the Wolverine Portland Cement Company, Coldwater, Mich.: three 300-light dynamos to Felix

one 400Gutierrez & Co., Guadalupe, Costa Rica
light dynamo to the Sonora Brewing Company,
350-600-light
draamos to
six
Sonora, Mexico
F. E. Monteverde, Jr., Hermosillo, Mexico, and
two 150-kiloKatt three-phase General Electric alternators to the Alpena Power Company, Alpena,
Mich.
:

:

.

Commutator for Dynamo-electric Machines.
X.
382.845.
Tesla, New Y'ork, N. Y.
Manufacture of Incandescent Electric Lamps.
E.
382.846.
P. Thompson, Elizabeth, N. J.
Repeating Induction Coil. J. A. Barrett, Erooklvn,
382,856.
N. Y.
Electric Railwav.
R. M. Hunter, Philadelphia, Pa.
382.876.
Electric Railway.
R. M. Hunter, Philadelphia, Pa.
352.877.
Electric Indicator.
382,914.
J. Tregoning, Hartford. Conn.
Electrical Agricultural System.
382,941.
E. M. Bentlev,

New

York.

Storage
N. Y.

382,968.

Battery.

C.

D.

P.

Gibson,

W.

Electric
Tele-thermoscope.
H.
382,976.
Leadville, Colo.
Electricallv Propelled Vehicle.
382,990.

New,

Y'ork,

Hardinge,

W. H. Knight,
New York, N. V.
Directory Indicator for Buildings, etc.
(ElectroMagnetic). T. J. McTighe, New Y'ork, N. Y.
Telephone-exchange System.
C. E. Scribner, Chi383.013.
382,997.

cago, 111.
Switchboard.
C. E. Scribner, Chicago, 111.
383.014.
Clearing-out .\nnunciator.
C. E. Scribner, Chi383.015.
cago, 111.
C. E.
383.016. Automatic Shunt for Mangneto Generators.
Scribner, Chicago, 111.
Test Circuit for Telephone Call Boxes.
C. E,
383.017.
Scribner, Chicago, 111.
Keyboard .\Dparatus for Telephone Exchanges. C.
383.018.
E. Scribner, Chicago, III.

The engineering agency
1893
that

started

in

Chicago

in

Mr. Frederick A. Peckham announces
has in the intervening time filled approxi-

by
it

mately 10,800 positions with competent technical
One feature has been the supplying of inmen.
structors and professors for the principal colleges
of engineering.

An

manufactured by
of
engines
Sons of Springfield, 111., has recently
Hillman's department store in Chicago.
The engines are two in number, of 250
horsepower each, to take the place of an outgrown
-A..

L.

installation

Ide

&

been placed

installation
to
clusively.

nected

in

erected in

generators

iSgg.

for

They are direct confurnishing light ex-
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storage Batteries on the Metropolitan
Weat Side Elevated Railway
In Chicago.
liY

J.

M.

Company

of

VVauini-,.

S.

West
Cliicngo was

Mrlrci|K.litrm

'Ihc

Klcvnlcil

Siilc

the

first

Rnilway
road

elevated

operatnl cnmmcrci.Tlly by electric power. The
Inlramnral railway al the World's Cohiniljian Exposition in \i'^o^, it is true, was operated two yeari
prior to the Metropolitan system, hut that was in
to he

ilie

nature of an experimental exhibit of an electric

(k'vatcd railway in connection with the Fair.

The

Elevated was
constrnction of the Metropolitan
n.innK'nced in the same year and the rnr\rl stnrlr-.l

MAY

No. 31

27, 1905

Side, owing to the excellent sen'ice Riven by this
is shown from the fact that the number of passengers carried has increased from 46,000
a day in 1895 to 114,000 a day at the present time.
The ofliccr& of the road arc II. G. Ilclzlcr, president
II.
M. BrinckcrhofT, general manager, and
W. S. Menden, chief engineer.
The rapid increase of travel on the system
necessitating more power facilities, the management of the road made a very careful study of the
application of storage batteries to electric railways,
which resulted in its installing during the last year
two storage batteries, each consisting of 256 cells,
of Chloride accumulator, type G 49. manufaciiircd hy Ihc Klffirir Storage Battery Company .jf

elevated road,

;

Battery in Robey Street Sub-station,
Avenue Sub-station.

Fie.

poster for Forty-sixth

operation

in

April,

1895 It
terminal,

runs

due west

from

the Fifth Avenue
from its connection
with the Union Loop, and on the West Side the main
line splits up into four branches, included in the
Douglas Park, the Garfield Park and the Humboldt
Park and Logan Square divisions. At the Garfield
Park terminal the track inclines to the surface and
connects with the Aurora, Elgin and Chicago interurban road, which system now operates its cars
on an express schedule over the tracks of the
Metropolitan Elevated to the Fifth Avenue terminal.
At present the Metropolitan elevated road
has 42.47 miles of track and operates 418 cars, of
which 157 are motor cars. A description was given
in the Western Electrician of July 16, 1904, of ex-

improvements

tensive

to the car

equipment of

this

system.

An

idea of the

rapid

development of the West

2.
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STORAGE BATTERIES AND BOOSTERS

each of these batteries being capable
of furnishing 1,920 amperes for one hour.
This
article will be devoted to this new feature of the
system.

One

of the most widely developed and therefore
applications of the storage battery is

best-known

field of electric-traction ser\-ice, and under
head comes the system operating in a directcurrent power house with direct transmission. The
batteries may be installed here to relieve the gen-

the

this

erating units of load fluctuations, or in addition to
this they may be required to take a part of the
morning and afternoon peaks. They may also, in
the case of line batteries, maintain a high and uni-

form voltage

service.

A

at

some point

distant

from the power

house, thus effecting a saving in copper.
more, or in some cases all. of these results

accomplished by the batteries.

One

may

or
be

number of

tests

were made during January,

IQ04, at the time tbi^ Imticrv

in-.i.-.llr.nr.n

wn-- twring

Battery in Forty-sLxth Avenue Sub-sl
Booster for Robey Street Sub-stat

THE METROPOLITAN WEST SIDE ELEVATED RAILWAY

Philadelphia,

in

4.

On large urban syitem* it m nerenary materially to increase the number of cari m operation
during the rush hourti of the morning and evening,
and if it were not for the storage biltcry additional
generating units and boilers would have to be operated for a relatively short time during these pcaki.
lying idle the remainder of the 24 hours, with a
consequent low economy.
These general fealurcf
regarding batteries led to their installation on the
Metropolitan West Side Elciated system, and theie
they furnish an admirable illustration of the storage battery as applied (o heavy electric-railway

IN CHICAGO.

considered, the tests including certain observations
taken at the power house together wnth observations of current and voltage on the various branches
of the Metropolitan with a view of determining
the capacity of the batteries and the best locations
for them.
After the batteries were installed and

during the month of January,

1905,

further

tests

were conducted for the purpose of determining just
what the batteries were accomplishing.
A comparison of these tests shows how nearly the bat^
teries have effected the results for which they were
installed.

In the early part of 1904 the Metropolitan company contemplated the operation of a number of
trains during the rush hours of the
It w-as not its intention,
however, materially to increase the service between
the peaks.
.\t the time this matter was being con-

additional

morning and evening.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

404
a day in
This load

sidered the load for 24 hours during
January, 1904, was as shown in Fie. 5.
was typical of the week-day conditions
at this plant during the winter months.
are also shown the boilers and generators
operate

to

necessary-

In Fig.

5

that it was
During the

time.

that

at

obtaining

morning and evening peaks the entire generating
equipment was in service. It was, therefore, neces*
sary, in order to care for the contemplated increase
in schedule, either to install additional boilers and

generating

another

storage

or

unit,

of

care for the

increase

in

the

load during the peaks.

showed that

Investigation

a

if

battery

or

bat-

meet these conditions were discharged during the peaks they could be recharged
during the periods of light load without necessitating the operation of any more generating units or
boilers than would be necessary during light load
without batteries. It was evident that as the batteries would be floating on the line at all times
teries of a size to

they would obviate the necessit>^ of carr^dng boilers
with banked fires or under steam in anticipation of
the peaks, as was at that time .necessary.
The first argument in favor of batteries was,
then, the improved load factor and the elimination
of reserve boilers, which could be effected by their

and which would necessarily result in
in the coal consumption per unit of
output,
could not have been obtained by
instalHng another unit, as this would have tended
to decrease the load factor and to increase the
installation

a

reduction

which

As noted above,
generators or batteries
to care for the total

reserve boiler capacity necessary.
the

increase

whether

would have

to

increase

the

in

be

showed that the

in

sufficient

load.

A

batter}'

was not more expensive

comparison

of

costs

equivalent in boilers, engine and generating
apparatus.
Thus far the consideration of batteries
dealt only with the reHef which they would afford

than

its

power house and with certain economies in
station operation which they would effect.
If these
had been the only conditions to be met the necessary results could have been accomplished by installing one large battery at the power house.
It was found, however, that there were certain
other conditions to be considered. The operation of
the

the Metropolitan system
leave

the

Loop, which

is
is

as

follows

located in

:

All trains
the

business

center of Chicago, and run to Marshfield Avenue,
the power house being located between Marshfield

Avenue and

the Loop.

line diverges into three

as

the Douglas

At

would be necessary on
Garfield Park division and on the Humboldt
Park and Logan Square division. To offset this
amount of copper it was decided that it would
be better in place of a battery at the power house
to install two smaller batteries nith approximately
the same aggregate capacity, one to be located on
the Garfield Park branch and the other on the
Logan Square and Humboldt Park division, each to
be placed at a point near the end of the line on
which it was to be installed. While this of course
large investment in copper

the

27, 1905

extra units to care for the heavy momentary
and unforeseen loads such as are frequently caused on this system by blockades. While
in this case the generators in service follow the
load line very closely, even better results in this
respect could have been obtained had the battery
been installed at the power house, as it would then
have been more completely under the control of
the switchboard man. This advantage in operation
was of so little importance when compared with
the copper saving to be effected by placing the.balate

fluctuations

TWENTY-FOUR-HOUR LOAD CURVES OF METROPOLITAN RAILWAY BEFORE AND AFTER BATTERY INSTALLATION.

FIG. 5.

capacity to

sufficient

batteries

Alay

Avenue the
branches, which are known
ilarshfield

Park, the Garfield

Park,

and the

Humboldt Park and Logan Square divisions. It
was the intention of the Metropolitan company to
operate nearly all of the extra cars on the two latter divisions, and it was found that the amount
of copper on these two divisions would be entirely
inadequate to maintain a satisfactory operating
voltage with the contemplated increase in service.
Calculations showed that if the generating apparatus
or a battery were installed at the power house a

would necessitate
buildings for the

some

expense

additional

and

batteries,

also

for

additional

both of these items were small as
compared with the copper investment that would
be necessari-- without batteries at these locations.
The final conclusions were that the annual interest
and maintenance on battery investment would be
materially less than the annual interest and depreattendance,

ciation on additional power-house equipment and
copper that would be needed were generators installed.

teries on tlie
mined upon.

line that the latter location

An

also that in 1904
tional boilers on

was

deter-

inspection of these curves shows
it

was necessary

to start

up addi-

the peaks, while during the balance of the 24 hours these boilers were banked
The 1905 curves
so as to be available at all times.
show that this is no longer necessary, as it will be
seen that the plant operated during the afternoon
peak wdth fewer boilers than were necessary the
year before.
During the morning peak, while the
average load on the station was considerabl)""

regard to operating conditions, the batteries

In

had the advantage of decreasing the coal consumption per unit of output and of maintaining a much
more constant voltage on the lines where they
would be installed than could be accomplished by
the

installation

of

additional

copner.

The

latter

the constant voltage, assured not
decreased expense for motor maintenance,
In the case
but also a more uniform train speed.
under consideration the latter point is of great
importance, owing to the fact that four different
elevated roads operate on the Union lx)0p.
Any
slight interruption to service in the outlying districts is liable to occasion a more serious delay
at the Loop, as its crowded condition makes it
difficult for a road to get back on its schedule if
nameh'',

point,
onl}'

it

is

a

once

Of
new

the

lost.

accompanying

installation,

Figs,

the batteries in the

Avenue

sub-stations.

i

pictures

illustrating

and 2 show,

the

respectively,

Robey Street and Forty-sixth
the booster for the
sub-station, and Fig. 4 the
Fig. 3

is

Forty-sixth Avenue
booster for the Robej' Street sub-station. Fig. 8
shows the exterior of the Robey Street sub-station
and Fig. 9 is a view of the switchboard in the
latter.

In order to illustrate how well the batteries have
accomplished the results that w^ere anticipated a
number of curves have been plotted. As stated
above in Fig. 5, is plotted a 24-hour load curve
during a day in Januars'-, 1904, prior to the battery
installation; also curves showing the generators
and boilers in service to care for this load.
In
the same figure are plotted corresponding curves
for a day in Januarj^ 1905.
A comparison of the two load curves show^s that
the load in Januarj^ 1905, was materially greater
than that of the preceding year. In spite of this,
it will be noted that in January,
1905, the generators in service during the morning and afternoon
peaks closely approximated the average load, the
batteries rendering it no longer necessary to oper-

greater than that of the preceding 3'ear, it was not
necessary to operate any additional boilers.
An inspection of these curves shows the following results:
With battery

126,527
102-425

Without battery

*A1I of the boilers in this plant
ratinjj of 250 boiler horsepo'?,
;

of equal capacity, each

having a

In Fig.
solid

line

field

Park

6 are shown two curves, the upper or
representing the total load on the Gardivision and the Humboldt Park and

Logan Square
discharge

of

division.

the

tw'O

The shaded area shows the
batteries.
The readings

from w^hich these curves were plotted were taken
on the same day as the readings plotted in Fig. 5.

They are 15-minute averages

of readings taken at
10-second intervals from 4 130 until seven p. in.
It will be noticed that the maximum batterj' discharge occurred between 5 :45 and six p. m. and
amounted to 3,000 amperes. In other words, the
batteries at this time were relieving the power
house of an average load of 1,800 kilow^atts and
a maximum momentary load of 3,400 kilowatts.

:
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1905

battery discharge has also been lupcrimposed
the Kciicrator loarl shown in Fig. i during the

Tliis
(111

—

afternoon peak.
It should be borne in mind that while the solid
line in Fig. 5 represents the total load on the ays-

conditions

load

without

the

battery.

This

multiplied

Patsnt Office Statlstlca.

Utter

curve was calculated as follows:
The resistance
of the line between the iK)wer house and the battery
was determined experimentally and this resistance,

by the ampere discharge of the battery

of the ilalittici ront;iifir,] n, ib« 1904
of C«mmis»i//ner of Pairnti Frederick I.
Allen are of contidrrable interest The report, bjf
the way, contains ifAi pages, the bulk o< it beStitnc

rejKjrt

V^'

FIG. 7.

CURVES SHOWING ACTION

as the generator load in the 1904
only represents the generator load in the
190S curve, the load on the system during the
afternoon peak being equal to the generator load
plus the battery discharge as shown.
It should,
therefore, be remembered that the morning peak
shown on this curve is only the load on the generators.
Gravity readings showed that at the time

well

as

teni

curve,

it

IF

BATTERY

any
by the
ducted
gave a
at

IN

MAINTAINING UNIFORMITY OF VOLTAGE ON MBTROrOtJtAN BLSVATBD XAILWAV.

moment, gave the increase

voltage caused

in

at that instant.
This voltage defrom the corresponding point on curve (A)
point on curve (B).
From these readings the battery was maintaining an average line voltage of 521 volts and varying between a maximum of 532 and a minimum of

battery

The average

480 volts.

voltage without the batterj*

morning peak the batteries did practically
same work as in the afternoon, but as no
ammeter readings were taken at the battery at this
lime it was impossible to plot the morning battery
discharge.
From some observations that were
a\ailable it is perfectly safe to assume that the batof this

297 prints registered. The number of patents that
expired was 20,429. The number of allowed applications awaiting the payment of final fees was

the

at

an

average

and the number

9.362,

forfeited

for

of final fees 5,413.
The total receipts
326.53; the expenditures, $1476,000.38,

during the
morning peak, relieved the power house of appro.ximately i,Soo kilowatts, or, in other words,
the total average load on the system at 7 130 a. m.
on the 1905 day reached about 10,400 kilowatts.
In order to illustrate the value of the battery
discharged

tery

ing an alphalietical list of patentees for the year.
In 1904 there were received 51,168 applications
for mechanical patents, 818 applications for design
patents, 157 applications for reissues of patents,
2,524 applications for registration of trademarks,
',1.35 applications for registration of prints and 397
applications for registration of prints. There were
30,824 patents issued, including designs, iio patents reissued and 2,158 trademarks, 1,114 labels and

rate

non-payment
were ?i,657,and the sur-

plus of receipts over expenditures, $181,326.15.
total

the

The

balance to the credit of the Patent Office in
treasury of the United States on January i,

was

1905,

$5,863,866.76.

In proportion to population, more patents were
issued to citizens of Connecticut than to those of
any other state i to every 1,097. In Louisiana

—

was only

i
to every 10,084.
patents, 910 were granted to citizens of Germany, 830 to those of England, 412 to
those of Canada and 331 to those of France, these
being the highest four in order.
During the summer of 1904 83 iron model cases
and about 25.000 models were removed from the
galleries of the Patent Office to the second floor
of the Union Building.
This leaves less than 100
models in the Patent Oflice Building, and they
will be removed to the Union Building veo' shortly.

there

As

EXTERIOR Ot KOBEi

:

SUB-STATION.

would

have been
between a raa.xi393 volts,
mum of 516 and a minimum of 220 volts. In other
words, under the present load conditions the battery has raised the voltage on the Garfield Park
branch at the point where it is installed 128 volts.
To have obtained this same voltage without a
battery it would have been necessary greatly to
This copper investment alone
increase the copper.
on the Garfield Park division would have amounted

and

the

with

present

copper

fluctuating in this case

So per cent,

to

of

the

total

cost

of

the

Garfield

installed.
Even with this installation
however, while the average voltage
would have been the same as that existing at present, it would have fluctuated between wider limits

Park battery

of

copper,

tlran

is

now

the case.

A

SWITCHBOARD IN ROBEY STREET SUE-STATION.
maintaining

a

uniform

voltage

the

curves

in

Curve (C) and curve (A)
7 were plotted.
were plotted from simultaneous ammeter and voltmeter readings at the Garfield Park battery and
Fig.

extend over a period of 15 minutes during an after-

noon peak.

Curve (C) shows the discharge of the

battery in amperes, while curve (A) shows simultaneous line voltages at the point where the battery
installed.
Curve (B) shows the voltage that
would have obtained at this point under the same

is

strong effort, which, it is said, will probably
suceed, is being made to get the 1906 meeting of the
American Mining Congress to Joplin, Mo. The 1905
meeting will be held in El Paso, Texas, in August.
Another matter of importance to the Missouri, Kan-

and Arkansas zinc and lead districts, and which
also being quietly considered, is the establishment
of a national zinc and lead mining exchange at Joplin.
The ne.xt congress will also advocate the establishment of a department of mining. To hold the
congress in Joplin in 1906, it is believed, will be to
materially benefit the lead and zinc districts, which
have recently been benefited by the introduction of
electricity for the operation of the mines b\- the
Spring River Power Company of Joplin, whose plant
was illustrated in the Western Electrician of April
sas
is

29th.

to foreign

"

At
Gas

The

Ideal Corporation."

the twenty-eighth convention of the Western
Association, held in Chicago last week, Mr.

N. D. Cochran of Toledo, Ohio, read a paper on
Ideal Corporation," in which he said
"There is a demand for 'so-called' municipal
ownership that will grow in proportion as the companies get out of relation with the public
Before
this war is fought there must be more organization the water must be organized out of the capitalization and public confidence organized in.
This
growing demand for municipal ownership isn't because the public craves it as a beverage, but rather
because it feels something is needed to establish
better social health.
It is a war measure.
In
the war right here in Chicago one of the most
palpable, significant developments is the palpable
inefficiency of the political municipal government
it has failed to govern."
The association selected Cleveland, Ohio, as the
next meeting place. The following-named officers
were elected: President, Paul Doty, St. Paul;
vice-presidents, K. M. Mitchell, St. Joseph, and
\\'. A.
Blahr, Sl Louis; secretary and treasurer,
J. W'. Dunbar, New Albany, Ind.
J. H. Eustace of
Chicago is one of the directors.

"The

—

:
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Heat and Water Plant

Light,

tiac,

Few

cities

of

5,000

Pon-

at

111.

inhabitants

possess

a

more

and better conducted electric-light and
water plant than does Pontiac, III. The plant there
Pontiac Light and
is owned and operated by the
Water Company, of which Mr. J. A. Carothers is
This system fnmishes electric light and
president.
power, a large amount of heating for the central
portion of the city and pure water for the w^aterworks system. In addition to this, one end of
the station is fitted up for the temporary power
installation of the Bloomington, Pontiac and Johet
satisfactory

single-phase railway, which was described in the
Western Electrician of March 25th. and which derives its steam from the boiler plant of the light

and powder company.
The accompanying
the

of

plant.

Tt

Large Electric Plant for Chicago Mailorder House.
One

about the new^
of the
buildings of Sears. Roebuck & Co.. in Chicago, is
will
be installed
which
a complete power plant,
The buildings of this
to furnish light and power.
are
at
the corner
and
company are nearly completed
of Central Park Avenue and Harvard Street, where
the Chiwith
railroad connections are to be had
cago Terminal Railroad. When all is completed
"works,"
or
the
there w\]\ be a merchandise building,

contains

shows the

interior

two 250-kilowatt three-

phase 60-cycle alternators, which are shown in the
foreground. Thest are belt-driven by an Ideal 16
by 22 by iS-inch engine and a Westinghouse 14
by 22 by 14-inch engine. The Westinghouse engine
also drives from another flywheel a lOO-kilowatt
The boiler plant
500-volt direct-current machine.
furnishes
is located back of the engine room and
steam for the engines and also for the centralsystem.
heating
district
The company now supplies 75,000 square feet

features

the administration building, the

power

plant, print-

ing plant and the advertisement-department buildin?.
Besides, there will be a fine park east and
south of the administration buildings, which will
contain fountains, trees and shrubber>' for the benefit

illustration

interesting

of the company's employes.

Altogether, the plans
gregating 100 acres of

with

these

buildings

plant

of no small size

a

total

capacity

in

now

include buildings ag-

floor

electric
is

space,
light

required.

generators

of

and to serve
and power a
There will be

2,900

kilowatts,

generating current for 30,000 incandescent lights
necessary to run the works at night. From this
plant heat and power w^ill also be developed for
all the departments.
The orders for the engines and generators w"as
placed some time ago with the AlHs-Chahners Company, and the various units are as follows
Three
:
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Hale said, was not so much due to lack of engineering ability as to "grafting' among the French
Indeed, American engineers now at
work upon the canal have great respect for the
ability of their engineering predecessors of 20 years
ago, and many of the plans and estimates then
made are now being used, with a great saving of
expense. But the works of the unscrupulous contractors were in evidence on every hand, as shown
very clearly in the pictures. Side-track upon sidetrack, all along the canal, were seen to contain
strings of locomotives by the dozen, standing end
to end, and which were said never to have had
steam in their boilers. In a like manner great
derricks and cranes stood in rows, only their
grotesque "necks' showing above the young trees
contractors.

and underbrush w-hich had grown up arcund them;
great dredges lay rotting in the lagoons.
Some later pictures, bow-ever, showed what is
being done now, and already American enterprise
and energy are beginning
and work is being pushed

New

Electrical

to
as

manifest themselves,
rapidly as possible.

Companies

in

New York

State.
of the pending change of the law relating to franchises and the formation of a state
commission to deal with all future applications
affecting traction, pow'er, lighting, telegraph and
telephone developments in the whole of New York
state there has been an unprecedented number of
new concerns incorporated at Albany within the
last
few daj's.
The combined capital involved
totals up to several millions of dollars in actua
cash, for under the laws of the state a concern
must have the cash capital in hand before it can
be incorporated.
Following is a list of the new companies, with
the capital stock and the name of one incorporator
In view

-

Aqua Light and Power Company, New^ York

city.

$100,000, Daniel H. Foley of Brooklyn; Blasdell
Electric Company', Blasdel, $50,000, J. B. Wall of
Buffalo
Cazenovia Electric Company, Cazenovia,
$30,000. Henry Barden of Cazenovia; Central New
York Power Company. Utica. $1,000,000, William
E. Lewis of L^tica; Empire Transmission Company,
Albany, $25,000, J. P. Brooks of Albany; General
Public Service Corporation and L^niversal Service
Company, Monroe County, extensions of powers,
former capital $2,000,000, latter $100,000. Frederic
H. Cowden of New York; Homans Light, Heat and
Power Company, White Plains. $50,000. J. F. Aldrich
of Buffalo; Hoosick Falls Illuminating Company,
Hoosick Falls, $150,000, Roger Lew^is of New York:
Hudson Counties Gas and Electric Companj'. Ossining, $100,000, Moses Ely of
York; International Power and Transmission Company. Niagara Falls, $2,000,000. S. P. Franchot of Niagari
Falls: Lindenwald Light, Heat and Power Company, Chatham, $25,000, A. B. Gardiner of Chatham Manitou General Electric, Gas and Power
Company, Rochester, $10,000, A. W. Moore of
:

New

;

Rochester: Nassau and Suffolk Lighting Company.

Hempstead. $500,000. Dana T. Ackerle}' of BrookNew York and Lake Erie Pow-tr and Tran-^mission Company, Erie County. $100,000, J. F. Al-

lyn;

drich of Buffalo; New York Public Service Company, Queens Borough, $50,000. J. A. Murray of
New^ York; Northern Po\\'er Company. Syracuse,
Oswego
$100,000, W. B. Cogsw^ell of Syracuse
River Power Transmission Company, Syracuse.
Overland
$20,000, Louis W. Emerich of Syracuse
Power Company, Syracuse, $20,000, George W.
Pulver of Sj'racuse
Rensselaer Heat, Light and
;

LIGHT, HEAT

VATER PLANT AT PONTIAC,

ILL.

:

radiation, heating one shoe factor>% a number
of residences and the principal business places in
the heart of the city about the courthouse square.

of

The system w-as put in by the American District
Steam Compan}-. It is giving entire satisfaction
and the plant runs at its full capacit>^ Many are
desirous

of

obtaining

connection

who

cannot,

24 by 50 by 48-inch and one 20 by 40 by 42-inch
heavy-duty cross-compound Reynolds- Corliss engines.
Three 750-kilowatt. one 500-kilowatt, one
lOO-kilowatt and one 50-kilowatt 240-volt multipolar

compound-wound engine-type

generators.

Conditions on the Isthmus of Panama.

all the radiation that it can
take care of in a thorough manner.
The charge
for heating is 50 cents a thousand pounds of con-

Dr. Albert B. Hale of Chicago gave an instructive
and interesting lecture upon the Isthmus of Pan-

densation.

Current from the electric plant furnishes light,
both incandescent and arc, and also a small amount
of power.
Power is used to some extent in a
number of small factories W'hich are -located not
far

from the

plant.

The waterworks system

interesting
in
the
method of purifying the water, w^hich is pumped
from the Vermillion River, on the banks of which
the plant is located.
The gravity filtering process
is used.
Sulphate of iron (Fe^S'O*) is used as a
coagulator. and the average removal of bacteria by
the process is over 98 per cent. The sulphate of
iron is drawn into the water though the suction
end of a centrifugal pump, and limewater is then
injected.
The whole is then run into the settling
tanks, show-n in the picture, wdiere it is allowed
to stand for one or two hours, when it is run
into a cistern, from whence it is pumped into the
is

mains.

The
many

plant thus briefly described is one of the
small and thriving ones which are scattered
in the .smaller cities and towns,
is making money for its owners.

over the country,

and

it

;

;

the

company now having

;

Power Company, Troy, $5,000, Lewis Griffith of
Troy
State
Public Service
Company, Queens
Borough, $50,000, John ^fason of Queens Borough Troy Public Service Company, Troy, $100,000. Charles S. Aldrich of Troy; Western Counties
Transmission Company, Buffalo. $2,000,000. Robert

ama

before the last meeting for the season of the
Western Society of Engiin Chicago.
The meeting was of a semisocial nature, and many ladies w-ere present, the
audience filling the assembly room of the Western
Society of Engineers to overflowing.
During the course of his lecture Dr. Hale showed
over 100 lantern slides, many of them colored,
which, with his clear and originall)' worded descriptions, made the listener almost imagine that
he was seeing the places described. Most of the
slides were from photographs taken by Dr. Hale
himself, who has recently seen the country in the
canal zone thoroughly.
The lecture brought out clearly the conditions
as they are in Panama.
Conditions which are acting always against the American engineer in his
work of constructing the canal. Cities must be
drained and put in a sanitar>' condition before. the
work can go on in a large way and healthful
quarters must be provided for the men.
'I'he great
French failure in the Panama, Dr.
Electrical Section of the

neers

W. Chapin

of Buffalo'

Foreign Trade Possibilities.
The Town Council of Beaconsfield, Cape
British
electric

South Africa, projects the erection
plant to furnish light and power.

The Harbor Board Commission
British

at

Colony.
of

an

Cape Town,

South Africa, w-ill spend $930,000 for new
and other harbor improvements.

electric cranes

Materials for the construction of an electricrailway and lighting plant for the city of Johannesburg are to be supplied. The stipulations can be
obtained from the consulting engineers, ]\Iordey &
Dawbarn, 82 Victoria Street, London.

The estimated cost of works whereby the waterin Italy, is to be used to
money prize
supply electric energy is $400,000.
will be awarded for the best plan for the works,
projected
which are
by the Provincial Council of
power of the Sentino,

Ancona,

A

Italy.

The Societe Generale des Tramways of Madrid
has been granted the concession for building an
electric street-railway line in Madrid. Spain.
The Spanish Ministrv of Marine will receive proinstallation
on the
po.sals
for an electric-light
cruiser Catalona.

May

U I.MI.KX

i<y>s
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Electric Slght-seelntf Automobiles
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will Ijc 110 tpark ai itu^
jty, uti no
arcing at break, ijue I"
Tlic twitch opcralri
,.„,
.,(
||„
»wilch liaiidle.
There ar.- ibi
ib^
iniitdic
line having a
more
i.rnl
than itic other two,
that 11
advance o( Ihe outer blailet.
A «mall cell of aluinmum i% tuUKiciil Ut lupprc*s a cunoderable flash when employed
lhi<
manner, and a cell containing ImiI niiu- wjoare
inchej will do the work.
1/ ihii *u|ipr<-<>Km o(
Ihc arc is the only object v>ught, at at lo* voltage it would be, a small cell would be cmpU/yed.
But for the purpo.w of protecting ihc circuit
against high voltagcv umething larger ihan ihc
smallest spark-stopping cell is necessary.
'I wo cells vscrc made containing
12 and 24 square
inches of aluminum, rc»i)cclivcly.
The smaller
one leaked 0.01 and the larger 002 ampere al
100 volts direct current.
With a certain circuit
of three am|icrcs broken in the ordinary way there
was, of cour.se, an are, and the voltage ran up lo
VVhen the smaller cell was uted with ihis
350 +•
switch in Ihe same circuit there was no arc al the
break and the inaxinium volts were only 250
-i-.
With the larger cell, tried in the same way, the
volts were but 149 +.
These readings were obtained by setting the voltmeter needle in ccrUin
positions, free to move upwards, then breaking ihe
circuit.
With the voltmeter disconnected the maximum voltage would be higher than here given, bul
for all that the protective property of the cell on
,v

•

Electrolytic Switch.

m

Hcsides its as.synielric peculiarity the abnninuni
cell possesses
ibc (icculiarilies of IiikIi reiistance
to Ihe passage of electric currenl, capacity anil
Icak.-igc, which may be turned to account in preventing or damping inductive arcs. It has been
found that if such a cell be insericd across a
point lo be broken in a circuit tliirr »ill \i,- no
- '..
lliinll-.
-.1
lip
.,: .1,
lUsb uli.n ill.u.
.

,

m

m

the

clearly shown.
larger cell the voltmeter showed
of only 10 volts above the line.
If it is desired that the maximum voltage on a certain circuit, the field of an alternator for ioslancc.
shall not rise above lyi times the applied voltage.
then the proper size of the cell can easily be found.
found.
circuit

By using

is

a

much

rise of potential

a

The connections

between the switch and ihe
should be of low resistance and noninductive.
an ampere meter be in.scrtcd between ihcm the
discharge current may select the path bv wav
of the air gap at the switch rather than "by the
cell
with its added impedance.
It is not essential, of course, that both anode
and cathode should be of aluminum; indeed, for
large cells it is better theoretically to have the
cathode of some other material to reduce the resistance.
But it is generally convenient to have
both plates the same lo simplify the chemLstry of
cell
If

El-ECTRIC SIGHT-SESING

Equipment Company of Long Island
which company also makes tlie automobile.
Vcliicle

battery consists of 44 cells, the pressure being

when

volts

fully

They

charged.

are

City,

The
112

guaranteed

on one charge, although in actual
service the cars have been run from 35 to 40 miles.
for

miles

30

Two

General

operate

Electric

single-reduction

inotors

They are mounted on the rear
power by a simple gear arrangement

the car.

axle and the

is
applied directly to the wheels.
This, arrangement, it is said by the drivers of the cars, is supeto the chain method.
The gearing is simple

rior

and compact and

offers

little

chance for the driv-

ing apparatus to get out of order.

The maximum speed

of the cars is 10 miles an
hour, the average speed on the sight-seeing trips
being about seven miles an hour.
There are four
speeds forward and two backward.
The cars bear
the
legend "Seeing Chicago" and are proving

Mr. W. E. Sebree, with office at the
Saratoga Hotel, is manager of the sight-seeing
company. The machines were introduced in Chicago by Mr. John R. Kinsey, representing The
popular.

Rainier Company of
agent of the Vehicle

New York

city,

AUTOMOBILE

IN CHICAGO.

that point, the increase or surge of pressure
resulting from the break driving current througli
the cell instead of causing an arc.
The insulation
of the cell then breaks down, but quickly re-establishes itself, when the mains ma\- be entirelv disconnected without a spark.
.\n interesting description of a switch of this
at

was given in a paper read bv Mr.
William Smith Horry before the .\nierican' Electrochemical Society in Boston, .'Xpril 25th. What
follows is taken from Mr. Horry's paper.
character

To

obtain the best results an electrolyte for the
chosen that substantially shuts off
all current at the working voltage but allow-s considerable
leakage to occur with any increased
pressure, a cell that has a critical voltage a little
above the line voltage. Other matters have to be
considered,
the
conditions being different from
those ruling when the cell is to be used for other
purposes.
For small cells intended for use on
circuits of one horsepower or less 'at no volts the
matter is not of much importance, but for larger
cell

should be

the cell, and both plates formed
trouble of testing for polarity.

Taking Moving Pictures
York Subway.
A
May

unique

experiment

separate

The

exposures of the

tried

subway

in

on

Bio6,jOO

New York

were taken for the personal pleasure of Mr. .August Belmont, president of the Interborough Rapid Transit Company, and are not intended to be exhibited in public.
The method
adopted was to arrange a battery of 72 CooperHewitt mercury-vapor lamps in nine groups, as
shown in the accompanying
picture, reproduced from a photograph specially taken for the

Western Electrician.
Current
the lamps was supplied
from a Westinghouse motorgenerator set, belt-connected on
one of the cars, the current
for the motor being supplied
at 550 volts from the third
rail, and delivered to the lamps
for

at 125 volts.

Three trains were used in
operation.
The camera
was taken uptown on a train
traveling on the 9own-express
tracks; the lamps were on a
train on the up-express tracks,
and a third local uptown train
"faced the camera" and was
traveled between Astor Place
the

—

so that the city w^ould get 8o-cent gas after 1956.
Mayor Weaver has announced himself as opthe lease and in favor of a postponement of the whole question until 1907, when the
first 10 years of the present 30-year lease to the
United Gas Improvement Company wall expire.
.\t that time the city has the right to take back
the works on payment to the gas company of the

was successfully

New

pictures

City Council of Philadelphia. Pa., at a recent

posed to

the

the

city.

Equipment Company.

;

obviate

when the American Mutoscope and
Company took a moving picture of

Seventy-five-year Lease for Philadelphia Gas Plant.
The

in

2ist,

graph

general sales

meeting leased the Philadelphia gas works to the
United -Improvement Company for a term of 75
years,
i wo thousand citizens were present to protest this action by the aldermen, and it is said
that those who voted for the lease had to be protected by the police.
There were two propositions reported by a council committee
one from the United Gas Improvement Company and the other from E. B. Smith &
bankers of Philadelphia, representing New
Co.,
York and Philadelphia capitalists.
The Smith
bid proposed to share the profits with the city
at the rale of one-third for 10 years and one-half
for the remaining 65 years
and also provided that
the city could reduce the price of gas as the profits
increased.
The bid of the United Gas Improvement Company proposed to take the city plant for
75 years and to pay the city therefor a rental of
$25,000,000, all to be paid before the end of 1907.
The latter was accepted by the council amended

to

OF TRAIN EQUIPPED FOB TAKING MOVING PICTURES IN NEW YORK SUBWAY.
ones it becomes so, as the electrolyte largely determines the size of the cell required for any
given circuit.
The circuit contains an electromagnet, a doublepole switch for the line, a rheostat contact and an
aluminum cell. If the sw'itch is closed no current
will flow .except that w'hich leaks through the cell,
but if the rheostat arm is moved to the left, then
the full current will. pass.
But the cell possesses capacity, and, if it be a
large one intended to suppress a powerful arc,
there w-ill be a spark at the arm contacts when
the terminals of tlie cell are connected.
To make
the circuit sparklessly the rheostat must be moved
before the switch is closed.
If the arm be moved

photographed as it
and Fort\--second Street.

The annual report of the United States Rubber
Company shows that the net profits for the year,
amounting to $3,761,922. were more than double
those of the preceding year, although the net sales.
show a slight decrease from last year.
In the report mention is made of the advancing
price of crude rubber, and it is stated that the
company has provided independent facilities for
procuring its crude material. President Colt calls
attention to the fact that the employes' profit-sharing plan has proved most successful.
$32,931,210,
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nual convention) and Electrical Exhibition, Mechanics Hall,
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ADVERTISING.— The

Westebn Electrician—the only

West— thoroughly
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SENSATION has been caused in Independent telephone circles by the consummation of the negotiations whereby the Central Union Telephone Company (Bell) has come into control of the property
of the United Telephone Company, one of the
strongest Independent companies in Indiana, which
present holds a practical monopoly of the busi-

at

ness

Wells,

in

and Huntington

Blackford

Grant,

The arrangement which has been entered
an important one, and marks the policy of
buy out, where it cannot otherwise meet Independent competition. But the op-

counties.
into

is

the Bell interests to

CAN BB MADE BY NO OTHER ELECTRICAL .JOURNAL IN THE
United States.
Electrical merchants and manufacturers
desiring western trade will appreciate the unequaled Vj*;.nE
of this journal as an advertising medium in its special iield.
Advertising rates are moderate, and will be furnished cd

position, while not underrating this strategic

application.

It

REMITTANCES.—

All checks, drafts and other remittances should be made payable to the ordsr of the publishers,
the Electrician Publishing: Company, and addressed to the
DfBces of publication, Suite 510, Marquette Building (204
Street),
Chicago,
lllii
Dearborn
U. S.
.
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field

The United Telephone Company has

latter.
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is

and gives
That the Independent

said to be worth $700,000

service to 5,000 subscribers.

through
hands without demur is not to be expected,
and a long and fierce struggle for supremacy will
undoubtedly be the outcome.
interests will let such valuable territory slip
their
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by Mr. Eustace Carey before the Liverpool Section
of the Society of Chemical Industry, the author
quoting experiments which go to show that more
water can be evaporated per pound of coal thus
burned than where lump coal is used, with the
additional advantage of practically smokeless comMr. Carey described the drying and grindbustion.
ing apparatus installed at Haydock, which consists
of a revolving cylinder four feet in diameter by

pounds of water, the coal, when delivered
from the pit, generally containing from four

direct

The temperature

six per cent, of moisture.

to

of

kept at about 120°

the fuel

is

consists

of

a hopper into

F., and the burner
which the dust Is con-
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DATES AHEAD.
Electric Light Association (annual convention),
Denver, June 6th. 7th and 8th, and Colorado Springs, June
9th, loth and nth.
American Institute of Electrical Engineers Cannual convention). Battery Park Hotel, Asheville, N. C, June 19th to
23d.

puzzling

were used with a

relays

distance of about six feet at the
is

mouth

of the furnace

Assum-

necessary to secure complete combustion.

Board of Trade unit

ing a

to cost 0.507 cent,

Mr.

Carey computes that the drying and grinding mauses electrical energy to the amount of
per

cents

ton

of

energy required for

coal

dealt

the* stoking

while

with,

mechanism

they

would be so

amount to

a total of 22.47 cents

factor"

suf-

sensitive

that

any disturbance

that

reversal,

probable

is

it

without a serious

decrease in pressure, would cut the station out unThis theory has been borne out in

necessarily.

practice and

it

operated

parallel,

in

has been found that, with feeders

circuited all the

end

tion

where

differential

becomes

short-

and also one or more of

operate,

will

one

relays at the sub-sta-

those at the other sub-stations.

Trials of strength and speed between electric and
steam locomotives, though not particularly new, are
followed with interest, especially since the electric
locomotive has been developed to a stage which

makes
of

worthy competitor of the older type
far back as the Chicago World's

a

it

As

engine.

made to determine the reltractive effort which could be exerted by a
steam and electric locomotive, and two such engines
were made to pull against each other. In this case
the steam engine carried off the honors, for the
Fair in 1893 a test was

ative

although

locomotive,

electric

with

supplied

an

abundance of power, was unable to hold its own,
and was dragged back. Since that time, however,
the electric locomotive has been greatly increased
in size, weight and power, and as the recent test
of one of the New York Central locomotives shows.

now

able to hold Its own and more with the
The test mentioned took place
on a stretch of track near Schenectady
between a specially selected Pacific-type steam passenger engine and the New York Central electric
locomotive illustrated and described In the Western
It

is

steam-driven type.
recently

November

Electrician of

the

that

fact

19,

In spite of the

1904.

the

of

train

locomotive

electric

weighed 400 tons to the 344 tons pulled by its
it left the latter well behind in all of
the trial runs. The total weight of the electric
locomotive was 200,500 pounds with 142,000 pounds
on the driversr' The steam engine weighed 342,000
pounds, with 141,000 pounds on the drivers, making
the total weight of each train approximately equal
and the conditions fair to each.
competitor,

Colorado, with characteristic western hospitality,
is

making elaborate preparations for the forthcom-

ing Denver-Colorado Springs convention of the National

Electric

held in the

Light

business

be

will

6th to nth, in-

convention

the

of

and

in Denver
and on the gth the en-

8th.,

party will be taken to Colorado Springs on spe-

tire

from which, as a center, visits will be
power plants, mountains and other points
in the vicinity on that and succeeding
Entertainment is also provided -in Denver

trains,

cial

made
of

sessions

Brown Palace Hotel

will be held in the
6th, 7th

which

Association,

named on June

cities

The

on June

to

interest
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in
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These, together with the Inat 0.54S cent.
terest and depreciation charges, wages for drying
etc.,
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"differential
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2.7

or at comwhat engineers are
now.
If differential
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over

brains

their

fire-

800 to 1,000

at

Incandescent brickwork for a

revolutions a minute.

abundance, including a "broncho-busting" concharacteristically
western
spectacle for

—

—a

which the best men and horses

to

found

be

in

Wyoming, Colorado and New Mexico have been
secured.

and

But President Davis and his fellow officers have
no less diligent to see that members and
shall have the solid meat of practical information in papers and reports than the warm-

feeders of large alternating and direct-current dis-

hearted local committees have been to provide re-

by George F.
Chellls upon "Time-limit Relays," which was read

laxation

meeting of the Institute in New
York and which Is given In abstract elsewhere in

varied,

and every central-station man

repaid

for

a ton.

been

Relays form such an important part of
apparatus

tective

before

this

the

issue,

is

Into

possible

a

the

equipment

station

paper

an especially valuable one.
are used, because

converters

amount

tirely

the

that

the pro-

last

synchronous
great

for

systems

tribution

National

National-Interstate Telephone Association (first convention
of consolidated telephone associations), Chicago, June 20th

by a brush, which revolves

place

zero

at

low pressures

paratively

clusive.

-

Southeastern

operation of which does not depend upon the pressure of the system, nor a relay which depends upon the pressure, operating
on a reversal only, that would not become com-

27 feet long, making six revolutions a minute. It
was found that one pound of carbon evaporates
eight

27, 1905

the

relay,

ficiently

Telephone, 4147 John.

general electrical paper published Jn the

rent
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sight-seeing.
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for

Indeed
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convention
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the
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opportunity

programme

business

of

advantages

offers.

The

the

and

attend-

sure to be very large, including an unusual

cases of this sort

ance

relay at the

proportion of ladies, but both Denver and Colorado

would be an overload time-limit
power house and an instantaneous re-

verse-current relay at the sub-station end of each
feeder.

But

an

alternating-current

reverse-cur-

is

Springs
ally

are

welcome

used
all
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who

conventions
attend.

and

will
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The Lewis and Clark
W.

liY

F,.

Exposition.

BRiNm.Ey.

Clark Exposition, which n to be
ill
I'orllantI, Ore, this miinmer, is the firat
III Id
Kfiat fair lo lie held west of the Rocky Mountains
patronaRc of the United
uiiilcr tlic sanction anil
The fair, while not so large
Slates (jiivcrnnicnt.
IS
those hcftl at Chicago and St. I.oiiis, is by all
lids the higKCSt thing ever attcnipled in the West,
and the West has put its heart into the undertaking, with the result that the exposition, while showing many things that might have been seen at
earlier fairs, is in many ways original, and has a

lewis

III.

of

ninnbcr
inly

I

The

:iii<l

features which are possible
so advantageously situated.
of Oregon appropriated for the fair

attractive
fair

a

at

slate

for every man,
boundaries, and the
woman and
sale of slock in the fair corporation brought in
$430,000, when the city of Portland contained not
more than 100.000 inhal)itants. Other western states
made generous appropriations, especially California

equal

$450,000,

nearly

to

a

within

child

409

hundred miles away, four •now-capp<d scnlinclH of llic Cascade Range— Mount Ilofjd, Mount
Adams, Mounl St. Melcn» and Moiml Rainier.
half a

In the wc«lcrn part of the grotind« .1 connidcrahlc
portion of the site has been left almott In it*
In .1 small
natural stale, forming Centennial Park.

are
the Experimental Gardens, another
unique feature, wherein all kimls of western crops
are seen as they actually grow.
A popular promenade, called the Lake Shore Esplanade, extends
the length of the grounds, roughly parallel with
the lake shore, being built like a bridge on piles
over the water. The promenade is a mile long
and connects the group of state buildings on the
east with the American Inn at the west, passing
the music shell, .and intersecting the Bridge of

canyon

and Oregon, whose legislatures voted, respectively,
The Fair on opening day,
and $75,000.
June 1st, will represent an expenditure of $5,000,000
and its exhibits will have an estimated value of five
times that sum. The participation which the United
States government has provided could not be dnpli-

Such are the

principal

distinctive

features.

The

plan of segregating exhibits has proved extremely
All the European exhibits are displayed
in one building and all the Oriental displays in
another, while the states which have separate papopular.

vilions

own

have gathered

all

their exhibits within their

buildings.

$i)o,ooo

for

ratcd

$800,000,

was appropriated

The

allhougli

especially

specific historical event

Centennial

Clark

not all of this
Portland.

sum

for

which the Lewis and
one worthy a
is

commemorates

—

enterprise of its nature the exploration by
Captains Meriwether Lewis and William Clark of
Pacific Northwest, and the discovery by
them of an overland route to the Pacific Ocean,
added 307,000 square
an accomplishment which

great

Railway Telegraph Superintendents
Convention.

In

The Iweiily-lliird nnnii.al convciilion of the Assoof Railway Telegraph Superintendents was
opened in the Read House in Chattanooga, Tenn..
on May 17th. President H. C. Hope of St. Paul,
Minn., presided. After a few opening remarks he
ciation

introduced Col. G. L. Lang of Chattanooga. Mayor
Chambliss then delivered an excellent welcoming
address, which was responded to by M. L. O'Leary

New York

(he great

of

miles to the territory of the United States.
One purpose of the Exposition is the exploitation
of the Pacific Northwest, with a view to attracting

and the organization of the convention, letters were
real
from the Postal Telegraph-cable Company,
the Western Union Telegraph Company, the American Telephone and Telegraph Company and the
East Tennessee Telephone Company, in which

and while the national aspect of the Fair
Is assured
by government participation and representation on the part of 14 states, and the enterprise is made world-wide in its scope through
participation of some sort by nearly every nation
sittlers,

uii

the globe.

The

efforts of the Fair

management

have been directed primarily toward securing ade-

After

city.

business

the

features

each offered the services of

its

of

the

lines

association

free

the

to

members of the association.
The only paper read on the

first day was that on
"Composite Telephone Circuits," by L. B. Foley of
New York city. The paper was instructive and

interesting.

Sixteen new members were then admitted lo
the association
of this number the followingnamed are active members: J. L. Orbison, superintendent telegraph C, C. and L. railway, Cincinnati; B. F. Forbes, superintendent telegraph OreN. E.
gon Short Line, Salt Lake City. Utah
Smith, superintendent telegraph New York, New
;

quate representation of the resources of the Pacific
Northwest. Every state in this new country is rep-

by a building and a comprehensive dismany counties in Oregon, and not a
adjoining states, have individual dis-

resented

while

play,

few

in

the

plays.

The Lewis and Clark Exposition grounds have

:

Haven and Hartford railroad. New Haven, Conn.
E. M. Day, assistant superintendent telegraph BalOhio

and

timore

Baltimore; B. Meeks,
telegraph Illinois Central,

railroad.

natural advantages which are far superior to sites
for earlier fairs.
The entrance gates are only 15
minutes by street car from the downtown portion

assistant

of the city, and open upon an exposition which is
laid out charmingly and with such good taste, that,
while the buildings are not crowded together, the

Browne, general foreman of teleLouis, Iron Mountain and Southern
Louis.
The second day, aside from the social and entertainment features, was devoted to the election
of officers and the reading and discussion of papers.
"High-tension Currents on the Right-of-way," by
W. J. Camp, chief electrical engineer Canadian
Pacific railway of Montreal, and "Better Overhead

long miles of weary wanderings which visitors to
The
earlier fairs recall so vividly are avoided.
grounds embrace 126 acres of woodland, and a
natural lake of 220 acres, in the center of which
is
a peninsula, 60 acres in .extent, where the
United States government's five magnificent buildings are located.
Five of the principal exhibit palaces, the Forestry, Oriental Exhibits, European Exhibits, Agriculture and Varied Industries buildings, occupy a
slightly elevated plateau, with their short ends facing the water feature. Guild's Lake. The central
feature of the exposition, Columbia Court, which
consists of two w-ide avenues with beautiful sunken
gardens between, occupies the space between the
Agricultural and European Exhibits buildings, and
a broad flight of steps, called the Grand Stairway,
leads from the court to the music shell on the
shore of the lake.

The Auditorium,

the Machinery,

and

Transportation Building and the
Metallurgj^ Building occupy a court
the
main
group, while the state buildings,
east of

Electricity

Mines

and

Fine Arts Museum, and
are grouped about the
buildings.
The Administration

manufacturers' pavilions,
miscellaneous structures
principal

exhibit

and Fire Department buildings flank the main entrance,' and an ornate colonnade of Ionic columns
forms a bow that connects these structures.
The site itself is one of unusual attractiveness,
and the setting which nature has given it enhances
its
beauty. The foothills of the Cascade Range

down to
From Lakeview
reach

the western edge of the grounds.
Terrace, at the head of the- Grand
view embraces the shimmering lake,
with the twin towers of the main government building reflected in it, the government peninsula, with
Stairivay, the

its

palaces

clustering

among

the

the
Willamette River in the near distance, and beyond.
staflf

trees,

superintendent

Memphis J. M. Walker, superintendent of telegraph Denver and Rio Grande railroad, Denver,
;

Colo.

C.

J.

;

graph

St.

railroad,

St.

Construction Work," by \\'illiam Maver, Jr., electrical engineer of New York city, were the two
The former was read during the
principal papers.
morning session after the business was completed,
and the discussion following it lasted until early
in the afternoon session.
The second paper was
given in the afternoon and its discussion took up
all the time until adjournment.
otilicers
resulted as follows
The election of
President, E. E. Torrey, superintendent of telegraph Mobile and Ohio railw.ay. Jackson, Tenu.
vice-president, E. A. Chenery. superintendent of telegraph Missouri Pacific railway, St. Louis. Mo.
secretary and treasurer, P. W. Drew, superintendent of telegraph Wisconsin Central railroad, St.
Paul, Minn. P. AV. Drew was re-elected to serve
his twenty-third
annual term as secretary and
treasurer of the organization.
Mr. Drew was
elected to this position at the first annual meeting
of the organization and he has been re-elected
unanimously at every meeting since that time.
The entertainment features of the convention
Through the courtesy of the
were numerous.

Chattanooga Electric Railway Company and the
Rapid Transit Company of Chattanooga the delegates and their ladies were permitted to see the
many interesting sights and historic places about

I

.1!,,

.

Cohimbu',
vcr. Cti)o.,

..

'

Ijcn-

,

.

u

»i> wlixiol
the
place for the next cunvenlinn, which »ill be held
the third week in June, tgt/i.
ilic

Iji.ii...ii,<:.l

<.iiy

Annual Meeting of the

Institute.

The annual mcctinK of the American Intlitute
of Electrical Engineers was held in Carnegie Hall.

New

May

York, on

President

rOth.

Lich called

the meeting to order, announcing the annual election of officers

and the reports of the varioui com-

There were a number of interesting exhibits

at

ones being those of
Morse Code and Signal Company of Milwaukee and the Stroraberg-Carlson Telephone Manufacturing Company of Rochester, N. Y.
The
former consisted of an elaborate array of apparatus
convention,

illustrating

Secretary R. W. Pope announced that al the
meeting of the board of directors, held the previous day, 66 associate memlicrs had been elected
and that the annual report showed a total membership on May ist of 3,4^0.
He also read the report
of the committee on the Engineering Building and
extracts from the report of the board of directors.
Other reports read were on local organization
and on papers and meetings by Dr. Samuel Sheldon; reports of library and finance committees, by
Gano S, Dunn; land and building-ftmd committee,
by Mr. Rice, who also read the report of the
general reception committee of the Institute, in

connection with the International Electrical Congress. In the report of the library committee it was
announced that the total valuation of the library
is now $2i.(X)0S0There were, on May 1st, 7.219
titles and 10,204 volumes.
The net gain in membership of the Institute
during the last fiscal year was 433. an increase of
One member resigned during the
14 per cent.
year, and 22 associates. Seventeen deaths were reported.

The

report of the tellers on the election of offifor the ensuing year was as follows
President Dr. Schuyler Skaats Wheeler, president of the Crocker-Wheeler Company, .Ampere,

cers

—

N.

J.

Vice-presidents
Electric

the

the

principal

selective

telegraph

signals.

The

exhibit was so arranged that it presented the telegraph system of a miniature railroad. The Stroraberg-Carlson exhibit consisted of several portable

— Charles

A. Terr\-. Weslinghouse

and Manufacturing Company.

New

York:

Townsend Wolcott. electrician. New York city, and
Gano S. Dunn, vice-president and chief engineer
of the Crocker-Wheeler Company. -Ampere, N. J.

—

Managers C: C. Chcsey. chief electrical engineer of the Stanley Electric Manufacturing ComCalvert Townley. New
pany.
Pittsfield,
Mass.
Y'ork, New Haven and Hartford Railroad Company, New Haven. Conn. Bancroft Gherardi, chief
:

;

and New Jersey Telephone
N. Y., and C. L. Edgar,
president of the Edison Illuminating Company of

engineer.

Company,

New York
BrooklvTi.

Boston.
Secretary Ralph W. Pope of New York.
The papers of the evening were then read and
were on the subjects of "Time-limit Relays." by
G. F. Chellis. and "Duplication of Electrical Aoparatus to Secure Reliability of Ser\'ice." by H. W.
Buck, electrical engineer of the Niagara Falls
Power Company. .'\n abstract of Xfr. Chellis' paper
appears elsewhere in this issue.

—

Institute

Meeting

in

Chicago.

A

good attendance marked the last meeting of
the season of the Chicago branch of the American
Institute of Electrical Engineers, which was held
on May 23d. P. Junkersfeld, local secretan'. oreGeorge A. Damon of The Arnold Comsided.
pany abstracted his own paper on "Line Construction for High-pressure Electric Railroads" and also
Theodore Vamey's on "High-pressure Line Construction for Alternating-current Railways." Both
these papers had been presented in New York, and
have been published in abstract in the Western
Mr. Damon also showed a number
Electrician.
of lantern-slide pictures illustrating the Huber system of line construction as used on several high-

These slides were
voltage railways in Europe.
kindly loaned by C. O. Mailloux of New York.
In the discussion Fay Woodmansee and B. J. Jones
of Sargent & Lundy. Chicago, gave details of the
line-construction work of the Indianapolis-Cincinnati

Chattanooga.
the
the

^^

.

After

mittees.

Nations.

dollar

its

lelcphoiirs which can be urried on electric cart or
trains and alm^'t in*t.nntin'*nti^ i-.-^nn'^ion h^ made
"•
with the 11
The cxhil

road.

single-phase

manager of

tlie

Fred L. Lucas, general
Pontiac and Joliet

Bloomington,

single-phase line, contributed interesting information
about the operation of his road.
J. R. Cravath read an original paper on "Light
Electric Railways." in which was set forth a plan

an inexpensive, narrow-gauge electric railway
farming communities. This was discussed by
of Chicago, Mr. Damon and
Ernest Gonzenbach of Sheboygan, Wis.
for

for

W. Owen Thomas
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Interior Wiring

and Fire Protection.'

Bv Washington'

Dea'ereux.

Possibly there is no better way to treat the
subject before us this evening than to commence
at the beginning and with the steps taken to raise
the standard of electrical equipments and the introduction in buildings of the same.
At an early stage it was found necessary to
regulate the manufacture and introduction of elecTo the English insurance intrical equipments.
terests mav be attributed the credit of compiling
the first code, better known as the "Phoenix Fire
The rules were somewhat prohibiOffice Rules."
tive, due to cost of installation of apparatus required. In the early days electric-lighting .apparatus and materials were far more expensive than

The use of electricity' for lighting
present.
at
purposes was a rare novelty, and only for the
favored few of great wealth. Electricity for power
purposes was unknown.
The insurance interests of America were far
more lenient and generous than our British cousins.
Perhaps we were not so well posted in knowledge
of the hazard involved and were therefore eager
to learn and gain a knowledge to ourselves of
We have
that mysterious power of electricity.
learned much in the last 25 years, and yet how
In the light and power
little we know after all.
world "a little know^ledge is dangerous indeed," if
the individual thus afflicted ventures too far unassisted.

As a rule the insurance companies pay for the
lack of knowledge. In the last 25 years many fires
have originated from defective electric equipment
Many regulations were published by the insurance
and electrical interests in an effort to correct previous errors, and while the advancement has been
none too rapid in reducing the fire hazard, a
marked improvement in the last 25 years is most
pronounced, and we trust the next decade will
enable the engineering world to reduce the hazard
of electricity to a minimum.
During the time spoken of opinions as to the
varied
very much
best method of installations
among the insurance and electrical interests, and
there Avas a strong desire on the part of both to
establish a code, which would be acceptable to
those most affected. And while there is quite a
difference of opinion regarding some details, on
the whole the present regulations are commendable.
Today we have the National Electrical Code,
which is the result of a gradual development originating wdth the Phcenix Fire Office Rules, having
for its primary object the reduction of the fire hazard from electricity, and, secondly, a uniform requirement which could be mutually recognized by
the insurance and electrical interests, and a basis for
the acceptance or rejection of electrical installado not claim this an ideal code, as
experience has shown the necessity for improved
equipments.
This code is, nevertheless, the expressed opinion of the combined insurance and
tions.

We

electrical interests.

As we

are somewhat amazed at the
marked difference in the construction and installation of apparatus.
During this period certain features seemed to mark a new era in this particular
line, yet in but a short time another feature of
equal import w-as introduced.
The history of the
National Electrical Code is made up of a series
of discoveries which will be dwelt upon.
At an earlier date the importance of wire insulation was not recognized, and bare copper conductors, with a difference of potential from 300 to
500 volts, were stapled to woodwork, and this
method of construction was considered good practice.
Difficulties were encountered as must be expected, such as electrolytic action, grounds, short
circuits and fires, and these were only limited, due
to the fact that very few plants were in operation.
It was learned that these difficulties could be reduced to some extent by covering the conductors
with insulating material.
This led to covering the
conductors with cotton paraffined.
These insulated
conductors were held in place by means of wooden
cleats.
Such an insulation is highly inflammable,
and while some difficulties were eliminated the fire
hazard was greatly increased.
This led to the
adoption of the "Underwriters" wire.
The insulation on this wire consisted of cotton and asbestos
fiber, impregnated with w-hite lead.
This insulation was fireproof (and was and is today most
serviceable in hot drying room, boiler houses and
places of like nature), but not damp proof, reducing to some extent the fire hazard, but presenting the serious objection, an insulation materially affected by dampness, having a very low insulation resistance compared with that of cottonparaffined wire.
The wiring contractors make formal application
for inspection to the underw-riters having jurisdiction.
The examinations are made by trained inspectors, whose duties require a strict compliance
with the requirements. In the examination, points
not covered by the code are pointed out and corrected.
This inspection tends to educate those
directly or indirectly connected with electrical matters by this transference or interchange of ideas.

look

w-e

I.
Abstract of a paper read before the Electrical Section of the
Franklin Institute on February 9, ii>o5.
Mr. Devereux is the electrical engineer of the Philadelphia Fire Underwriters" Association.

May

New

ideas are reserved for future consideration
by the National Board of Fire Underwriters, and
after acceptance are made a part of the revised
code.
Thus the latter is a flexible requirement,
changing with the changing of ideas or customs,
adjusted to suit these new^ ideas and customs, but

In addition to the use of wood cleats^ for
chanical support the conductors were laid in

meV-

shaped grooves in wood joist, unprotected except
by the wire insulation.
The conductors were subject to mechanical injury and breakage, as the floor boards were sometimes unevenly laid, ver}-- often loose, and a constant wear was sustained by the conductors, as
the occupants of a building would tread upon the
Occasionally joists were bored
surface wired over.
and the conductors drawn through wooden base
switches, and open-link wooden cut-outs served as
controlling and safety devices in all cases on lowpotential system, no to 220 volts.
The w'eakness of the above methods were soon
noticed and eliminated to this extent, the conductors
w-ere no longer laid in V-shaped grooves, and the
holes in joists through which conductors passed
were bushed with soft rubber tubing. This insuThen followed the hardlation proved a failure.
failure again.
Papier mache tube
rubber tube
treated with several coats of asphaltum, then papier
mache sheathed with brass. All in turn were failures, lacking qualities desired and necessary solder
w-as at a premium, judging from the number of
unsoldered joints. Tin foil was often used as a
substitute, principally with a view of deceiving the
;

inspector.
The necessity for support of higher insulating
qualities developed the porcelain knob and cleat.
The application of glass and porcelain to the manufacture of insulators and of porcelain to the manufacture of cut-outs and switch bases was a marked
stride in the development of higher quality of electrical fittings.

The "Underwriters"
had in it the weak

or composition asbestos wire
feature that it w-as readily

This wire was later covered
affected by moisture.
W'ith a cotton or hemp braiding coated with asphaltum, pitch and tar, or a composition similar to
chatterdon compound, making a comparatively good
insulation.
W^hile fresh this insulation will burn
readily, but w'hen thoroughly dried out is of slower
combustion, and is commercially know-n as "Slowsometimes "Fire and Weatherproof."
burning,"
The latter title, however, is erroneous and mislead-

The necessity for an insulation having a higher
value than "Underwriters" and "Slow-burning" insulations was apparent and led to the construction
of rubber-covered \vire.
This was followed with
a rubber-covered wire having a single outer wrapFirst,
ping of tape. Two weaknesses were noted.
the copper wnre was chemically affected by the
sulphur mixed in with the rubber, and second, the
outer covering dried up, unwrapping or otherwise
exposing the inner insulation to a varying atmosphere, eventually dr>^ing and cracking the rubber.
The first trouble w-as remedied by tinning the
wire, the second by applying a braid of one, two
or three layers.
From the number of layers of braid we name
the wire for instance, the triple braid having in
addition to the rubber insulation three distinct
Undoubtedly the
braids of insulating material.
braid greatlj- enhanced the insulating value of
rubber-covered wire.
have briefly scanned the field from the use
of bare wire stapled, to the rubber-covered wires
This
mechanically supported by knobs and tubes.
is indeed a great improvement and it will no doubt
surprise 3'ou to note a backward step.
Knob construction w-as found objectionable from
an artistic standpoint, also because the wiring in
many instances was subject to mechanical injury.
The circuits thus disarranged came in contact
with gas pipes, water and steam pipes, causing
grounds, leaks in multiple and many times creating
Thus the need
a fire of more or less magnitude.
for some device that would entirely conceal the
wire brought forw-ard the astrakan molding.
This molding was made of hard w-ood, grooved
in the back.
The wires were laid in the grooves
This class of construction
and nailed anyw'here.
was not without fault and its adoption was indeed
a backward step. The rubber wire verj' often resting against new plastered walls and ceilings was
acted upon by the chemical lines, etc., rapidly deteriorating the insulation and creating a fire.
The astrakan molding was soon replaced with
the present two-piece molding, though of lighter
construction and untreated with a moisture repellant, and the same disastrous results followed
as in the absorption of the astrakan molding, to a
lesser degree, however.
The present molding is of. heavier construction,
thoroughly treated with two and sometimes three
coats of moisture-proof paint and has proved fairly
satisfactory'.
Care, however, is needful never to
install molding work in wet places or where the
possible overflow of a tank, sink
or accidental
breaking of a water pipe may saturate the molding
and thus cause a fire.
Attention was given to the development of some
form of insulation between gas fixtures and the

—

We

1905

Insulating joint having soft-rubber
insulation was adopted, but failed, owing to the
chemical changes in the rubber and its mechanical

weakness.

The

principal weakness, however, was the exinflammability of the rubber.
"Bug" cutinvariably placed in the canopies of
fixtures.
The melting of a fuse many times would
flash sufficiently to ignite the soft rubber, which
quickly communicated whh the illuminating gas
contained in the house piping, creating a fire close
to the ceiling.
Sometimes side brackets were thus
effected, located on hollow frame partitions.
The
fires w'ere not easily controlled, as it was always
necessary to turn the gas supply off at the meter.
Before this could be accomplished a fire of no small
proportion sometimes occurred.
The soft-rubber joint after a few yeari, proving
unsatisfactory' and
unsafe was replaced by the
hard-fiber joint, and finally the mica insulating
joint, while not indestructible, when subjected to
an electric arc has proved more satisfactory than
any insulating joint yet produced.
The introduction of the mica insulating joint greatly reduced
one of the most serious weaknesses in an electrical

treme

were

outs

always improving.

27,

house piping.

installation.
If

we

will but consider that the

combination gas

and electric fixture contained two factors, having
dangerous characteristics if improperly handled,
one being able to puncture the gas pipe and the
gas ignited by the consequent spark fare"), we

more

readily appreciate the real value of the insu-

lating joint.
The possibility of grounds to earth
on fixtures attached to gas piping has been reduced by the use of the mica insulating joint. It
also required to cover the wires at the outlet
avoid possible contact with the house piping.
This was accomplished by covering the wires with
soft-rubber tubing, a poor remedy; later the improved means of flexible, slow-burning tubing, and
w^as
to

finally porcelain tubes.

"It is also recommended that the gas outlet pipe
be protected above the insulating joint by approved
insulating tubing, having a flange at the lower end
where it comes in contact with the insulating
joint."
The use of electric gas lighting on the
same fixture with electric lighting is most inadvisable, as the insulating joint is rendered practically worthless by the gas-lighting wires bridging
the insulating joint.
In fact, straight gas or
straight electric is the best practice.
Probably no portion of the electrical equipment,
with one exception, is more roughly handled than
the sockets, and the introduction of the lined socket

was a marked improvement indeed.
The great need of a wire way or raceway for
electrical conductors was most apparent; a method
system, if you please, w^hereby the electrical conductors could be more systematically installed and
at the same time, practically accessible at all times.
The desire to better general conditions brought
forth

the

"interior

conduit

system,"

which

con-

sisted of tubes of papier mache treated with several coats of asphaltum. an excellent insulating
composition but ver^- inflammable. Iron-outlet and
junction boxes into which the tubing and openlink cut-outs nicely fitted completed the system

and was pronounced by manj'

The

as ideal.

objection to this system was its
mechanical injury and its inflammable
qualities.
The applying of an outer thin brass
covering, forming what is known as brass-armored
serious

freedom

to

tubing, did not remedy the difficulty, as the brass
was readily punctured, adding an additional defect
in the form of a sharp projection, very often cutting the insulation and increasing the fire hazard.

The great problem is how to secure safet\-, and
may be answered by the proper method of

—

this

using only high-grade material.
hazard should be always carefully considered in an electrical installation and the National

construction,

The

fire

In applying the
Electrical Code carefully applied.
code care must be taken in the proper discrimination of the hazard and to apply that electrical system which will be less apt to increase the hazard.
The equipment should be installed by skilled wiremen guided by experienced engineers.

Evidences of the lack of knowledge on electrical
apparent nails and
screws
are
quite
subjects
driven into electric-light and power molding, wires
in contact with gas pipes, water pipes, water tanks,
metal awnings, metal ceilings, iron beams, cornices,
awning frames and metal signs. The introduction
of various auxiliary' devices for van,ang the candlepower of lamps, lamps in series with bell and telephone systems and connected to lighting systems
and other similar makeshifts are in the wrong
direction, increasing the fire hazard, not necessarily
because of faults' construction but because their
constant manipulation is in the hands of those
less informed or absolutely ignorant of the daTger
involved.
In the manufacture and distribution of electrical
energy' there is a loss by heating due to the fact
that all substances have a resistance which has to
be overcome and w-hich represents a loss in energy,
which is substantially all transformed into heat.
The heat which is produced in a wire only depends on the number of w^atts expended electrically by the current in overcoming the resistance
of the wire, which resistance varies with different
materials and goes to raising the temperature of

—
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It
iihiiiiiis,
thiriforc, that an electrical coiidnclor
is
with
is only c.iijalilr nf carrying a certain current
KivcM ili-v;i(ioii of temiieraturc, and practically
liinperalnrc is limited hy consideraIhi- .illowalilc
tion of injury to insulation and the danger of fire.
The lined iron conduit was next introduced.
The conduit was of iron, having the general characteristics of gas pipe as to size and (piality and
was hushc<l Ihronglioul its entire length with a
ircatcd wood else papier-mache lining.
This class of tuhiug presents luunerous ohjeclioris.
The most serious is perhaps its linliility to
fracUire the insulation of conductors during the
process of "drawing in." the wood lining often
KJving way, forming sharp projections anil puncturing the conductors.
This tuhc was soon followed hy a galvanized
iron pipe similar to gas pipe, hut galvanized to
The iron conchiit is an inflexl)revent corrosion.
ihle system and the demand for a system of piping having all the properties of iron conduit with
additional flexihility led to the flexible-iron conduit system.
TIu' outline here shown of the improvements in
iuclhods of construction arc only the more iniporlaut.
The step from uninsulated wire stapled to
ilouhlc-hraided rubber-covered wire in metal conduit is a big one, covering more than 24 years of
slow an<l steady care in selection.
The insurance inspector has played no small
part in these improvements.
His experience with
the various classes of apparatus or of construction
has sifted out the bad features and only the most
improved appliances and fittings withstand his criticism.
.'\fter years of experience, of tug and tussle,
of acceptance and rejection, has resulted in the
pfcscnt National Electrical Code.
Tile temperature elevation of a wire for a given
current strength dcpctids upon its resistance, di-

alcd;

Ihcfi

Ihi-

lciii|icraliire

.1

ameter, covering and its surroundings.
A copper
wire carefully insulated by a thin coating of waterproof material and placed in still water is usually
kept comparatively cool, owing to the rapid conduction of heat through the insulated cover into the
water.
The same wire carrying the same current but
suspended in air instead of being immersed in
water will usually attain a considerably higher temperature, as still air does not carry away heat
from the surface of the wire so effectively as still
water.
For the same reason a wire buried in the
ground will in almost all cases be found cooler
than
where supported in the air.
covering of, say cotton, rubber, or other electrical nonconductor will, up to a certain thickness, serve to
colli the wire b\' increasing its surface.
rhc same bop.ting conditions would apply to
switches, switch or fuse lugs, bus bars, commutators,
and in fact to any current-carrying parts of a circuit, and it is therefore necessary that they be sufficiently heavy to carry the required current without imdue heating.
Heating may be the result of insufficient contact
surface, and the tendency in all cases is to increase
Ihc temoeratur^ to a dr.ngerc us point or to "^elt
and ignite the insulation of an inflammable nature,
such as rubber and cotton.
It is necessary, therefore, that the carrying capacity of current-carrying
parts and of contacts shall be limited.
Poor connections at fuse blocks may produce
heat enough to cause the fuse to melt when there
is really no trouble elsewhere on the circuit.
This
may occur when the fuse blocks have too little contact surface at the connection points to properly
carry the current, or when the contact surface is
not secure, in which case arcing occurs, pitting the
surfaces and intensifying poor contact.
The formation of an arc may be understood by
the following explanation
The two conducting
terminals under ordinary circumstances are brought
together before being separated to establish the arc.
.\s soon as this separation commences the spark
\\hich tends to form at any break in a closed circuit vaporizes a portion of the materials of the
electrodes, thus establishing a bridge of conducting
\apor through which the current flow is maintained.
The concentration of energy^ in a small
space produces an intense heat, which vaporizes the
electrodes more rapidly.
The temperature of this
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although difficult to determine accurately, is
about 3.500° C.
We may obtain an approximate
idea of this heat when we consider that about 500°
C. are necessary to make solid bodies glow with
light, and that the melting point of platinum is
arc,

1,775°

C.

As was noted

previously, the presence of two
electrical circuit, creating an electroaction and finally a break in a circuit, is attended with the destructive arc.
It is equally true
that the breaking of any circuit, whether it be by
means of a properly proportioned switch, the melting of a fuse, or the breaking of a current-carrying wire, is attended with this arc.
Where the
numerous blowings of fuses have occurred the porcelain surface of the fuse block is often covered
with a layer of metallic substance, which becomes
a partial conductor.
Upon the repetition of this
blowing an arc is formed and maintained by this
leaks
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In other cases, particularly slate switch and distributing hoards, the niclling and rciniting arcine
have lieen known to crack the insulating substance
shorl-circnitcd.
In
and the various conductors
other cases Ihc slmrl-circuiling of an incandescent
lamp has deslroycrl Ihc sockets or controlling devices lieyond repair.
The throwing out of sparks
from arc lamps and the dropping of hot carl)ons
have been known to cause fire.
Spark< from the
commutator to motors, from Ihc short-circuiting of
flexible cords and of fixture wires, from Ihc shortcircuiting of cables in conrluits and in manholes,
igniting accumulated gases; from short-circuits in
sockets, attachment plugs, receptacles, switches and
various other flevices have been known to caii^-

iuK on poles, anil Ihcir light wriitht itulirs llirm eon
vrninit to install.
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Overheating of wires, of motors, dynamos and
switchboards from overloads; overheating of start
ing Imxes
overheating of theater dimmers anri
regulating boxes from overload; overheating «'
improperly made joints, which may be considered
the weakest part of an installation, and may include joints between wires, between wires and lugs,
between lugs and bus bars, or between switch hladeand clips; overheating or magnet coils or resistance
of arc lamps, and imiumerable other similar defects have been known to create a fire.
Other sources of fire may be the contact of an
incandescent lamp with inflammable inaterial. such
as cotton, paper, wood, celluloid goods, etc.
the
melting of fuses, the breaking down of insulation,
sparking from electrolysis, or short-circuits in places
impregnated with inflammable gases, such as benzine, naphtha, ether, hydrogen, gasoline and many
;
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of explosive nature: also in any class of
manufacture where vegetable material is distributed
through the atmosphere in the form of dust, extra
others

precautions are absolutely necessary, the least flash
or arc being sufficient to cause an explosion.

Candy

sugar refineries, flour nu'lls.
sawmills and others of like hazardous
nature may be considered in this category
also
textile mills, where there is an accumulation of the
particles of stock that is carded out. which particles,
owing to their extreme lightness, fill the air in the
rooms, and. settling, completely cover everything
with an inflammable material usually known as
"fly."
which is a fine dust of vegetable matter.
In this condition the dust may be ignited by the
blowing of a fuse or similar accident.
It will be noted from the remarks made in this
paper that electricity is treated as a source of heat
and as such is classed as a fire hazard, and it is
fair to say that it presents to us a most dangerous
and powerful factor in that respect, if an equipment is improperly installed, abused or permitted
to be neglected.
That electrical equipments are abused and neglected is a fact too well established to permit of
argument. This is particularly true of isolated
plants.
There is no class of industry which should
receive greater consideration than the interior wiring of buildings for light and power purposes.
After due consideration of the fire hazard involved, we must admit, if properly installed and
not abused, electricity is the safest source of light
which the ingenuity of man has produced, and its
fire
record is far below the oil record and its
casualties are nil compared with oil-lamp statistics.
factories,

breweries,

:

New

High-tension Transformers.

While the main object of high-tension transmission
is to transmit power from a generating sta-

systems

tion to the center of distribution, it is often of decided
financial advantage for the operating company to re-

power along the transmission

tail

line.

This power

may

be used for pumping, for the irrigation of farms
mill, nn'ne and factory purposes, and
for the lighting of small outlying communities.
As
the volume of business does not always justify tlie
maintenance of a substation, the Westinghouse company has developed a line of transformers for this
class of service known as the high-tension O. D.

and ranches, for

type.

The

severe conditions of service w'hich these trans-

formers have to withstand have been given great consideration in their design, and a line of apparatus has
been produced of great ruggeduess and durability.
Particular attention has been given to insulating
these transformers to withstand the strains due to
lightning and static disturbances which occur on
high-tension lines.
The same method of insulating
has been followed as in the large high-voltage apparatus.
They are all designed for operation in oil.
which acts both as an insulator and as a cooling
medium. It is said the transformers have given universal
satisfaction
wherever installed, and have
proven themselves to be exceedingly long lived under
the most trying conditions.
The smaller sizes (five and /JX kilowatt), as shown
at the right in the accompanying illustration, are
inounted in cast-iron cases, larger sizes (10 to 50
kilowatt) in cases having corrugated sides of heavy
sheet steel, with heav}- cast-iron tops and bases. The
latter style is shown at the left in the picture.
All
cases are absolutely waterproof.
The smaller sizes
are provided with lugs and hanger irons for mount-

low

its

rated

value.

This

flexibility

01

ratio

is

a

valuable feature.

These transformers are manufactured in sizes iutm
one to so kilowatts for primary voltages up to 16.500.
10 as stamlard secwith 440 and 220 or 220 and
ondary voltages. A line with capacity of from lo
to 50 kilowatts is arranged for 2.200 and i.ioo-volt
secondaries, while another line ranging from 15 to
1

50 kilowatts supplies low-tension current at 2400,
The 60-cycIe type may be
2,300, 2,200 or 2,100 volts.
successfully used on circuits of 6,000 to 16,000 alternations, the 25-cycle type on circuits of 3.000 t<. 4,800
alternations.

The

electrical

performance of these

They show goo<l efficiency
is excellent.
loads, and the regulation approaches that of
central-station apparatus.

transformers
at

all

Automatic Release Starters for Use

in

Steel Mill.
.Kniong the recent orders received by the CutlerHammer Manufacturing Company of Milwaukee is
one covering two 1.500-horsepower 250-volt automatic release starters, for use in the Edgar Thompson Steel Works of the Carnegie Steel Company of
Braddock. Pa. These starters are particularly interesting, not only on account of the size, but on
account of the general arrangement of the starter,
the unique type of resistance used and the large
overload capacity of the equipment.
The starter proper will be built in the form
of a switchboard of while Italian marble, approximately seven feet eight inches high and 11 feet
long.
The starter parts* will he of the type where
the several sections of starting resistance are conFor
trolled by a number of independent levers.
the starter in question, the levers which will carry
the motor current continuously are to have a continuous capacity of 10.000 amperes, and are guaranteed to carry this amount with a temperature rise
The intermediate starting
not exceeding 40' C.
levers, which, as occasion demands, may also be
used temporarily for regulating duty, will have
6.000 amperes capacity on the same basis.
The switchboard will consist of five panels, each
panel containing two levers. The connection between the different panels will be made at the rear
of the switchboard by bus bars in the usual manner.
the front of the switchboard, such arrange.\t
ments will be made that, with ver\* little trouble.
an entire panel may be removed from the board
without disturbing the other panels, or the parts
mounted on them. It will even be possible to
operate the starter with one of the intennediate
panels removed. The levers on the several panels
are mechanically interlocked in the manner adopted
for the multiple-switch type of starters, so that the
several levers composing the starter cannot be
operated except in a predetermined order. As giving some idea of the large size of the starter
levers, the overall length of each of the levers is
a trifle over three feet. but. by means of a togglejoint action, these hea^y switches may be closed
with a remarkably small amount of force.
The resistance for these starters will consist of
standard steel rails, mounted in a steel rack approximately 20 feet high. 14 feet wide and 27 feet
long. There will be about 100 2J-pound rails and
200 40-pound rails used- This enormous capacity
of resistance material is provided so that the resistance may be used to control the speed of the
motor for short periods of time, even under comparatively heavy loads, without permanent injur>\
The main connections to the starter will consist
of six i.ooo.ooo-circular-mil cables, while the intermediate resistance leads will consist of four
i,ooo,ooo-circular-mil cables.
The motors which these starters will be used to
control are of the Westinghouse make, and will be

:
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The motor
heavily compounded.
shaft will carry a flywheel 20 feet in
weighing approximately 125,000 pounds,

diameter,

and

directly

The motors

rolls.

heavy

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
"What
subscriber in Davis Creek, Cal., asks
wire will be required to transmit three amperes 3,000 feet, the voltage at the generator being
240 and the line loss being 50 per cent, of 240
Also give formula for same."
volts, direct current?
:

size

Answer.
Perhaps the most practical formula for determining the proper size of wire for a circuit where
the current and line loss are given is:
Feet
amperes X 21.21

X

=

Circular mils

Loss

in volts

By "feet" is meant the distance from the dynamo to the end of the line, which is, of course,
one-half the length of the entire circuit.
Applying this formula to the problem presented,
the

result

is

Circular mils

3,000

=

X 3 X 21.21
=1,59°
120

is,

pressure of 240 volts. Examining a table of
wire gauges, it is found that No. 18 B. & S. has
an area of 1,624 circular mils and No. ig has an
area of 1,288 circular mils. No. 18 B. & S. gauge
is therefore the size of wire to be used in this par-

namo

coming closer

circular mils

ticular case, its

to the

by the formula. In- practice it will
found best always to select the larger wire,
unless the smaller comes very close to the circular
mils given by the formula.
For convenience and to facilitate its retention by
the memory the formula may be simplified without
material loss in accuracy by dropping the decimal
fraction, and it may then be given in the form of a
result obtained

be

Multiply the feet by the amrule as follows
then divide by the
peres and the product by 21
and you have the circular mils required.
:

;

volts lost
If

length

the

of line,

the current

of wire are given and one wishes to

Feet

=

X

and the

know

size

the re-

becomes

sulting drop in voltage the formula

Volts lost

amperes

X 21

Circular mils

The foregoing information applies to copper
wire only. If other metals are to be used the circular mils obtained by the formula must be multiplied by the relative resistance of such metals as
compared with copper. For example, in the case
of iron or steel wire, which has approximately six
times the resistance of copper, the circular mils required for the line described by the Davis Creek
subscriber would be 1,590X6
9.540, which is not
far from No. 10 B. & S. gauge, or more nearly

=

No. 13 B.

W.

G.

—the

gauge by which such wire

is

usually rated.

Current Transformation for Bell Work.

A

subscriber of the Western Electrician in Toronto, Canada, desires to know how he can make
a transformer that will change alternating into
direct current for the purpose of ringing a system
of electric bells in his factory, all the bells being

connected to a No.

18 wire about

1,500 feet

long

and presenting, altogether, so much resistance as
batteries unsatisfactory and expensive to

to make
operate.

.

—

There is no way of effecting the deby the use of a small
motor-generator, or possibly an electrolytic or other
correspondent
to attempt to make
the
For
rectifier.
either of these types of apparatus would probably
Answer.

sired transformation other than

involve a greater outlay than to buy outright from
some reliable manufacturer. In case the motorgenerator were used it might be used to ring the
bells

directly

from the direct-current end, or

it

might be used to charge a small storage battery, to
be used to furnish ringing current. Whether it
would be economical to install such a system or not
would depend on the frequency of the ringing and
the necessary cost of batteries if the motor-generator

were not used,

has been suggested that this paper consider
steam turbine and steam-turbine practice genmore from a practical central-station than
from a theoretical standpoint, and to cover not
It

the

erally,

only the turbine but also the auxiliaries necessary
to obtain the highest efficiency and most reliable
operation.
steam turbine can be installed in almost any
central station, mill or factory, the chief requisites
being steam at 125 pounds to 200 pounds per
square-inch pressure, and plenty of water for condensing purposes. There is one instance where a
low-pressure turbine is used in connection with a
reciprocating engine, the engine exhausting into the
turbine. This opens up an entirely new field for
the steam turbine and is of much importance to
central-station managers.
As a matter of fact, a steam turbine working
under such unfavorable conditions as would be met
in ordinary central-station practice could not be
expected to develop the highest efficiency possible
in a modern installation, yet would in most instances be more satisfactory and economical than
the average reciprocating engine, as well as much
less expensive to maintain.
As might have been expected, and as is usual
with any new piece of apparatus, many and various
difficulties were encountered in the designing, manufacturing and operating of the earlier machines
nor were the troubles confined to the turbines
themselves, but also to the other apparatus used
in connection with the turbines.
Improvements in
the turbines and apparatus pertaining to the turinstallations have been made rapidly, until
the present time there is no more uncertainty,
as much, than with a high-class engine-driven
plant.
The writer has in mind a station containing
three 500-kilowatt turbines, with rotaries, supplying
both light and railway service, which has been in
continuous operation- for a year without an interruption to the service, although at times it has been

bine

a copper wire having cross-sectional area
of 1,590 circular mils will transmit three amperes
a distance of 3,000 feet with a line loss of 120
volts, which is a 50-per cent, drop from the dy-

That

E. Boileau.

A

Wiring Formula.

A

By W.

will

connected to standard blooming-mill
will be designed to stand very
overloads for short periods of time, and
mechanically constructed so as to stand the enormous strains encountered in this service.
be

Steam Turbines.'

armature

very

at
if

heavily overloaded. Only two men are employed
in the turbine room on each shift.
One is on the
switchboard gallery and the other has charge of
the turbines and all auxiliary apparatus.
The idea of the steam turbine is similar to that
of the water turbine or impulse wheel. In both
water and steam turbines the theoretical condition
of maximum economy exists when the jet of fluid
moves with a velocity equal to about twice that
of the vane against which it acts. In waterwheels
this condition is easily obtainable, as the velocity
of water is very low as compared to that of
steam. The velocity of a jet of w^ater discharged
from a nozzle under 100-foot head is only about
80 feet per second.
Steam expanding from 150 pounds gauge pressure per square inch into the atmosphere is capable
of imparting to itself a speed of 2,950 feet per second, and if it is expanded from 150 pounds gauge
pressure into a vacuum of 28 inches, it can attain
a velocity of 4,010 feet per second, or 46 miles per
minute. This tremendous velocity of steam when
discharged from a nozzle has been a great obstacle
This
in the way of successful steam-turbine design.
velocity is so high that the materials available for
simple wheels and vanes are not capable of sustaining this prohibitive peripheral speed of 120,000
feet, or 23 miles per minute.
The only turbraes which have, up to tile present
time, become commercially developed are those designed by De Laval, Parsons and Curtis.
Since steam turbines difi^er from other steam
engines in many respects, it becomes necessary to
make special provision for their use if their greatest advantages are to be made available.
When
plans of a station are adopted the owner necessarily commits himself to the expenditure of a
large amount, and the station should be designed
with a definite plan in view, not only for the
immediate needs, but for future extensions.
If turbines are to be installed, the advantages of
high vacuum should be considered, and special
efforts have been made to secure the highest vacuum
possible in turbine installations.
The energy of the
steam is available through a far wider range of
expansion in the turbine than is practicable in any
usual
ratio
reciprocating engine, the
of expansion
of which is about 20 to one, so that there is little
economy gained below a 26-inch vacuum.
for
which
the Curtis
The ratio of expansion
turbine is designed is about 200 to one, and takes
up the energy of the steam to as high a vacuum
as is possible to attain, which is 28 inches to 29
inches.
As the gain in steam consumption or
efficiency from 26 to 29-inch vacuum is about 15
per cent, the first cost of the best condenser installations is warranted.
As no oil is used in the turbine, steam at a
pressure of 200 pounds per square inch, and with
150 degrees of superheat can be used. At the
present time it is possible to secure pipe, joints,
fittings, valves and packing for such pressure and
superheat that will give good results, and when
protected by a covering of 85 per cent, magnesia, at
1.
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Curtis turbine also offers other advantages
over the reciprocating engine, a few of which are:
Lower first cost of land and building, the turbine
requiring only about one-fourth of the space required by an engine of the same size; the securing
of uniform rotary motion, therefore, ideal conditions for parallel operation of generators, rotaries
or synchronous motors absence of vibration, therefore, lighter and less
expensive foundations; a
constant flow of steam, thus less strain on the
steam piping; closer speed regulation; current for
both lights and railway service has been supplied
from the same turbine with less than two per cent,
variation in speed with heavy fluctuations of the
railway load and the steam pressure varying from
125 to 200 pounds.
The auxiliaries for a turbine installation consist
of surface condensers, circulating pumps, hot-well
pumps, dry-vacuum pumps, step-bearing pumps,
boiler-feed pumps and a hydraulic accumulator. All
of the pumps are usually steam-driven, with the
exception of the hot-well pumps, which are motordriven, on account of their high speed. The exhaust steam from the auxiliaries is used in heating
the boiler-feed water, and gives a better station
economy. The circulating-water pump usually consists of a centrifugal pump, driven by a simple
high-speed engine with a throttle governor. The
quantity of water to be handled is very great, and
the head usually low, so that a centrifugal pump
is
well adapted for this duty. It also is much
less expensive and
requires less attention.
The
latest pumps of this type have a water-sealed stuffing box aroUnd the shaft. The throttle governor
enables a change of speed to be made while the
pump is running, which is a great advantage where
two or more of these pumps are connected to the
same suction line and discharge into the same
condenser system.
The hot-well pumps usually consist of small twostage centrifugal pumps connected directly to the
hot wells of the condenser. These pumps possess
the advantage of running ahead of the water, and
keep the hot wells entirely free. It has been found
that when recipirocating pumps are used for hotwell pumps that they do not respond promptly to
the different quantities of water, as the turbine
supplies more or less condensed steam by reason
of a change of load. The valves of these reciprocating pumps frequently become air bound, and
have always caused more or less trouble from
leakage from around the piston rods.
vapor
pipe is also taken from the top of the centrifugal
hot-well pump to the dry-vacuum system of the
condenser. The stuffing "boxes around the shaft
are also water-sealed. This pump will maintain a
vacuum in the condenser equal to that of the dryvacuum pump.
check valve is usually placed in
the discharge of the hot-well pump, which effectually prevents water from the discharge line backing
into the condenser through the pump in event the
pump stops from any cause.
The dry-vacuum pump is steam-driven, and it is
preferable to have the air cylinder placed at a
right angle to the steam cylinder, thus requiring
less room and giving a better turning moment on
the crank. The steam end is throttle-governed, to
permit of speed variations while running. The air
end is built single-stage, and will maintain a
vacuum on the condenser system to within one
inch of absolute, provided the condenser system is
as tight as it is possible to make it.
The step-bearing pumps are usually two in number,
steam-driven
duplex,
with
outside-packed
plungers, either one of v,'hich should be of ample
capacity to furnish water for all of the turbines,
except in large stations built on the unit principle.
Steam to these step-bearing pumps should be supplied from double piping or a loop to insure constant operation.
Surface condensers are used instead of jet condensers, because by their use a higher vacuum
can be obtained. The surface condenser also has
the advantage that the condensed steam can be
used over and over again in the boilers, and as no
oil enters the turbine, therefore the boiler feed is
mostly pure distilled water. This reduces the formation of boiler scale and consequent cost of cleaning the boilers. It is not necessary that the boilers
should be blown off as often as where other water
is used, thus effecting quite a saving to say nothing
of the cost of water where it must be purchased.
In steam turbines of the most improved design
impairment of vacuum through leakage of air can
be almost entirely prevented. The packings, where
the shaft passes through the shell of the turbine,
can be sealed with steam in such a manner that
leakage of air is impossible, and all joints below
the atmospheric pressure can easily be made per;

A

A

fectly tight, since their

temperature

is

not excessive,

and since the simple application of heavy paint

to

the exterior will generally accomplish the purpose,
even where joints are not perfectly made.
The writer has in mind an instance where a 27inch vacuum was obtained with the dry-vacuum
pump running at a speed of 120 revolutions per
minute. After thoroughly painting the condenser
system several times and thoroughly filling the
joints in the piping with heavy paint, a vacuum
of between 28 inches and 29 inches was obtained
with the speed of the dry-vacuum pump reduced

;
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Eleclimb.
connections
arc
made acrons the line
through a switch on the controller.
The switch
is
automatically operated with the iir«t step of
the controller. When closed, the armature of the
trical

stantial brackets, which support the bearings.
There are four inwardly projecting poles made
of laminated steel, punched solid with the core, and
magnetized by field coils of the usual type. An
auxiliary field winding is also provided, threaded
through slots in the pole faces.
The armature is of the usual slottcd-drum type,
with core built up of circular punchings of soft
sheet steel, mounted upon a cast-iron spider. In
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Judge Joseph Cross, in the United States Circuit
Court for the District of New Jersey, on May 17th
handed down an opinion overruling the demurrer
of complaint in the suit of the General
Electric Company vs. George Campbell
(trading
under the name of Germania Electric Lamp Company). The bill of complainant alleges infringement of patent No. 726.293, granted April i, 1903,
upon the invention of John W. Howell for a process of exhausting incandescent electric lamps. The
patent was assigned to the complainant and covers
what is known as the "chemical exhaust" process.
The defendant demurred to the bill, assigning for
the cause that the patent is void in law for lack
of patentable invention and novelty. Concluding a
long opinion. Judge Cross says
"We are not able
to say that the want of invention and novelty is
so apparent that no possible evidence could be adduced to show the contrary; it is not a clear case.
free from doubt
we are not convinced that the
patent does not disclose invention. The demurrer
overruled." The complainant in the suit was
is
to the bill

WESTINGHOUSE CRANE
electromagnet

is

When movement
tion

raised and the brake released.
of the controller to the off posi-

opens the switch, the armature of the electro-

magnet

falls

under the action of gravity, and the

brake is set. The armature is connected with the
brakeshoc by means of links in such a way that
practically impossible for the brake to fail
it
is
when the controller is in the off position. Should
the power fail while the motor is operating, the
brake is immediately set and the load held. As
both brake and controller are operated by the same
mechanism, it is impossible to set the brake while
the motor is connected to the line.

Railway Congress Delegates Visit
Chicago.
party, of 250 of the foreign delegates to the
International Railway Congress just closed in Washington arrived in Chicago on May igth by special
train.
The party was on a sight-seeing tour of
the important cities of the Middle West and was
intent upon studying the railroad and industrial
features of the country.
The delegates remained
in
Chicago until the 22d, visiting among other
places the Pullman works, Illinois Steel Company's
plant in South Chicago, Union Stock Yards, etc.
The party was also taken through the tunnels of
the Illinois Tunnel Company.
The foreign engineers were unanimous in their praise of .American
railroading methods and many of them were not a
little surprised at the grand scale with wdiich such
operations are carried on here.
Among the prominent members of the party
were:
G. C. C. Ambt, manager of the Danish
Paul Aumont, chief engineer of
State Railways
the Northern Railway of France
E. H. Burrows,
secretary
of
the
Great Northern Railway of
England
Fred Brunnell, chief engineer of the
Ernest Corrovon, viceBelgian State Railways
president of the Yverdon-St. Croix Railway of
Switzerland; George Cartault, chief engineer of the
Paris Lines and Mediterranean Railway, and Bela
Agai, editor-in-chief of the Hungarian Technical
Journal.
The delegates left on the 22d for Niagara Falls.
;

;

:

;

with
all contacts make connection simultaneously,
a maximum resistance in circuit. Succeeding steps
The
are made by one set of fingers at a time.
large number of steps employed makes possible a
very exact speed control, with a smooth start and
a gradual acceleration, and reduces the starting
current to a minimum.
For use with these motors a complete line of
automatic electric brakes, similar to those employed with direct-current series-w^ound motors and
with induction motors in crane and hoisting service, has been developed.
The device consists of a
set of brake shoes, levers and magnet coils, which
are mounted upon the front-end bracket of the
motor, and a brake wheel, which is mounted on
shaft.
The shoes are lined with a
the motor
special cojTiposjtion and are applied to the wheel

ily;

A

A

to those used with direct-current motors of
similar capacity, and are of the dial or commutator
type, according to the size of the motor with
which they are to be used. These controllers differ
from those used with direct-current motors mainly
As the
in that blow-out magnets are not used.
circuit is broken at four points, arcing is reduced
to a minimum. At the first notch of the controller

nomcna

'

.v

iw

damages.

•,

lar

r.idi>,

^c;
cT/ngcclcd

particularly as to the following flaim: "\n
induction apparatus consisting in a number of cores
of iron, forming together three or more closed or
nearly closed magnetic systems, primary and secondary coils placed on the cores, electric drcuits
connected to Ihc primary coils, and means for creating In the said circuits alternating CTirrcnts of
successive phases for the purpo.se of causing a
continuously progressive shifting of the magnetic
axis, and maintaining nearly constant the total
amount of magnetism." The dcfen/Iant. ihc Kuhlman Electric Company, is held to have infringed
the patent.
master was appointed by the court
to make an accounting of profits and assess the

mounted within cast-iron frames. The frames are
of the box type and arc clo,scd at the end of sub-

WESTINGHOUSS CRANE MOTOR.

radi-iii

valid,

tator type, with compensating field windings, laminated cores and inwardly projecting poles. The
fields consist of laminated cores built up of sheetpunchings, held between end plates and
steel

I.

(\,)

formalionj;

of

service, the Wcstinghouse Electric and ManufactnrinR Company has placed npon the market a
roniplete line of motors of similar characteristics
for the operation of electric
lint smaller cap.acity
cranes, hoists, elevators and similar apparatus demanding a heavy starting torque and a wide range
of speed variation under control of the operator.
Like the allcrnating-cnrrcnt railway motors, these
motors (I'ig. i) are of the series-wound commu-

PIG.

/aiion;

Ihc United Slate* Ciro;
Indiana fAllwrt U.
on Nfay i*t, at Indiana|>'
States Patent No. 422,746.
to Michael von Dolivo-I'
Ihc Allgcmcine F.lcklricii
provemcnt* in induction a;.;
and assigned to the General

sinKle-phasu-

.ihcniatinRcurrent railway motor and its snccessfid adaptation to the conditions of modern traction

the larger sizes ventilating ducts are provided between the punchings, through which air is forced
out against the field coils and core.
The motors are wound for a nominal potential
of 200 volts, at 3,000 alternations, or 100 volts, at
7,200 alternations per minute, but will operate sucFor
cessfully upon voltages 10 per cent, higher.
other potentials it is advisable to use transformers.
'I'hcy are manufactured in sizes having nominal
ratings from five to 35 horsepower and are wound
For larger capacity, the
for 25 cycles per second.
standard single-phase, alternating-current railway
motors are recommended. Reference to the curves
(Fig. 2) show clearly how closely motors of this
type resemble direct-current series-wound motors
practically the same
in operating characteristics;
increase in speed with decrease in torque is found.
The speed of motors of this type may be varied
by any method which will vary the electromotive
On account
force impressed at the motor terminals.
of its simplicity and effectiveness, the rheostatic
method of control, similar to that used with directcurrent series-wound motors, has been adopted as
standard. The controllers and resistances are simi-

comianying

:

:

represented by Richard N. Dyer and John R. Taylor of New York, and the defendant by A. P.
Smith.

The Mica Insulator Company, through Kenyon
Kenyon. its solicitors, brought suit in equity in
the United States Circuit Court for the District
of New Jersey against the L''nion Mica Company,
a New Jersey corporation, and John M. Lay. Hon,
George Gray of Delaware. L'nited States circuit
judge, has just filed an opinion holding that the
L^nion Mica Company and John M. Lay have infringed upon the rights of the Mica Insulator
Company, under the Dyer United States patent No.
483.646. relating to a process of making artificial
mica sheets for electrical insuhation. and that this
patent introduced a new and valuable raw material
The bill in the case also charged into the art.
fringement of L'nited States patent No. 483.853.
granted to Oiarles W. Jefferson on the same date
as the Dyer patent. October 4. iSq2.
This patent
relates to a device especially adapted for molding
the mica-flanged rings for gramme-ring armatures.
and in regard to it Judge Gray concludes: "1
think that anyone is at liberty to purchase an artificial mica siieet from an authorized vendor and
mold it by pressure and comnression into an.v
shape to which it is susceptible." For this reason
the Jefferson patent is held invalid as to its second

&

claim.

Machinery Market

China.

in

v. S. Consul Anderson, at Hangchau. China,
writing about cheap labor in China, and the reluctance on the part of manufacturers to introduce
"There is a
power, says among other things
growin,g conviction of the advantage of power
plants in the larger concerns, and the number of
mills with fair-grade power plants is increasin.g.
It will be only a matter of a short tiriae until the
smaller manufacturers come to appreciate the need
of power, and when that time comes there will be
a field for gasoline engines almost beyond concep.American manufacturers must
tion in its scope.
remember that while they have the advantage at
the present time there is reason to believe that
before long they will have to fight for this trade
with every weapon known to the modem business
world.
-Already Japanese manufacturers are commencing to make some machinery of this sort, and
while it lacks the merit of the .Vmerican product
and will always be more or less behind the latter,
it b_v no means follows that it will not be readily
accepted in China.
The Japanese have iron, coal
and other raw materials and industrial necessities.
:

Radiology and Ionization Congress.
The

minister of Belgium informs the Department of State that the first international congress
for the study of radiology and ionization will be
held at Liege from September 12th to 14th next,
under the patronage of the Belgian government
the ministers of the interior and public instruction,
of agriculture, of industry and labor being honorary presidents thereof. He invites this government to be represented by official delegates selected from among the scientists and scientific institutions which may be interested.
Members of
the teaching corps of the four universities of
Belgium and of the military academy are on the
committee charged with the organization of the
congress.
The following is a summary of the programme
framed by the committee
Physico-chemical
i.
section
(a) Properties of the electrons and ac:

—
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They have American and European

trained experts,

and they have labor so cheap that American combeIt
petition on a labor basis is impossible.
American manufacturers to get into the
China with machinery of all kinds if
in
^cpcc
cl to hold these markets in the future."

hooves
market

BOOK TABLE.
General St.stutes Rel.\tixg to the Use of Streets
AND Highways by Street-r.\il\vav, Gas, Water
Compiled by
AND Electric-light Companies.
James S. Cummins. Chicago: H. M. Byllesby

& Co. 1905. Pp. (six by nine inches), 268.
The purpose of this valuable book of reference is sufficiently indicated by the title. Mr. Cummins, the compiler, is general counsel for the wellknown firm of engineers which publishes the volume. He has done a good service in digesting and
arranging the general laws in the various states
and territories primarily governing the subject of
As a lawyer versed in the subfranchise rights.
ject he has frequently found that money has been
wasted by business interests through ignorance on
the subject of the fundamental laws governing the
issuance of franchises. The present compendium is
Mr. Cummins announces his intention
the result.
of writing a subsequent treatise covering the principal decisions in the franchise litigations which
have arisen in recent years.
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Laborj\tory and Factory Tests in Electrical Engineering.
By George F. Sever and Fitzhugh

New York: D. Van Nostrand Com-

Townsend.
pany.

1904.

illustrations.

Pp.

(6 by 9 inches), 236, with 97

Price, $2.50.

Laboratory tests for students in electrical engineering form the chief subject matter of this work,
though there are also embodied quite a number of
The
tests which are practicable for factory work.
the electrical engineering
course in Columbia University, both the authors
being members of the faculty of that institution.
.As a text book the work finds its chief merit in the
clearness with which the various problems are
stated and the methods for their solution explained.
Tabulation forms and sample curves are
also given which the student is required to followin the reports w-hich he is required to make upon
The student will
the various tests performed.
find that a thorough mastering of the methods
outlined will be of much practical value to him
in his later work, for they have been made to conform as nearly as possible to what is standard
practice in factory testing and the operation of
electrical machinery'.
series

required

is

in

Electrical Instruments and Testing.

man H.
berlain

Schneider.

(London:

14?^ by TYi
Price,

By Nor-

New York Spoil & Cham& F. N. Spon). 1905. Pp.
:

E.
inches),

199,

with 105

illustrations.

$1.

which occur daily in the engine room,
power bouse and technical school are described in
this little book, which is modestly put forth rather
as an introduction to more extensive works on
the general subject
of
testing.
This disclaimer
should not. however, detract from the merits of
Mr. Schneider's book, for, though perhaps not
complete, it possesses the merit of embodying in
Tests

its

pages a

limited

maximum amount

space.

^lost

of

the

of information in a
instruments required

tests generally performed,
either in practical
ser^-ice or in the laboratory, are described in the
in

with careful directions for their intelligent
very good chapter is given upon cable
and another upon the manipulation of the
Wbeatstone bridge, one of the most used, perhaps,
of all testing instruments. Much attention is also
given to the subject of galvanometers. The apparatus described is modern and universally adopted
book,
use.

A

testing

and the work

is

cloth.

.American Telephone Practice.

New

Miller.

Company.
with 643

mobile mechanics. It aims to give concise information on questions relating to the construction,
care and operation of automobiles, both gasoline
and electric. The information is arranged in alphabetical order, enabling any particular information
desired to be found at once. A feature which
commends itself is the incorporation in the text of
several wiring diagrams, which are a valuable
adjunct to the reading matter. One of these diagrams, for instance, shows the wiring of a charganother shows the connections of an
ing outfit
The various troubles to which
ignition circuit, etc.
automobiles are subject are noted, as well as the
remedies. The book is of pocket size, well bound
and will be found convenient on the road or in

well

up

to

date.

-Alternating

- current
Machinery.
By 'William
Esty, S. B., M. A.
Chicago: American School
of Correspondence at Armour Institute of Technologj-.
1905.
Pp. (6J^ by 914 inches), 412. with
v& illustrations. Price, $3.75.

Professor Esty, the author of this book, is the
head of the department of dectrjc,!! engineering of

.May

ficient in alternating-current practice.
In the beginning, the source of alternating currents, the alternator, is described, the terms, definitions and
conceptions which form the basis of alternatingcurrent work being embodied early in the text,
which is followed by a series of alternating-current
problems. After the fundamental principles have
been laid down alternating-current working is considered, embodying the use of measuring instruments and the measurements of force and power.
The general plan of the book is to deal successively
with alternators,
synchronous motors,
transformers, rotary converters and induction motors.
Switchboards and station appliances in general and lightning arresters are given due consideration, as are also man}- special forms of switchboard apparatus. The work is well supplemented
with valuable diagrams, as well as illustrations of
all the most modern types of electrical machinery.
Mechanically, the book has been put together in
excellent shape, the binding being of leather and
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handbook containing informaowners, operators and ;iuto-
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Lehigh University, and he has prepared the work
with the object of giving the beginner and the
so-called practical electrician a working knowledge
of alternating-current apparatus to enable him to
install and operate it intelligently.
For this reason
the information is given in a form which contains
no mathematics beyond the simplest trigonometry,
contrary to the prevalent belief that no one not
familiar with higher mathematics can become pro-

It

York:

Pp.
1905.
illustrations.
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imagine

a branch of
telephone engineering which is not dealt with, and
that too in a masterly manner in the fourth edition of Kempster B. Miller's "American Telephone
difficult

to

Practice."
Always a pre-eminent authority in telephone matters, this work in its present form, as
exemplified in the latest edition, which has just

been

published, is really helpful to the telephone
from the lineman who sets the poles and
strings the wires to the engineer under whose
direction the modern and bewilderingly intricate
switchboard is erected and kept in operation. The
revision
of the work for this edition involved
practically the entire rewriting of the previous
edition.
Many things not before discussed are
here fully described, as, for instance, the automatic
telephone.
.Again, in the previous edition a very
meager description was given of the working of
common-battery systems, which at the time of
writing were just beginning to come into use, and
very little information was then obtainable on the
subject.
In the new book this subject, which is
now important in large exchanges, is gone into
w;ith a degree of thoroughness that leaves no criticism possible.
Diagrams of the various telephone
circuits in common use are given from the simplest to the most complicated, and in this direction
the book is certainly more complete than anything
ever before attempted.
Sincere praise can be honestly bestowed upon
this book.
So rapid have been the developments
in
modern telephony, especially during the last
two or three years, Mr. Miller's task has been one
of great magnitude.
But now that it is completed, the work itself stands unsurpassed as a
complete, accurate and useful treatise on practical
telephony.

man—

EiECTRic

2-].

1905

chapters of interest are upon types of control, car
bodies, trucks, brakes and braking, electric locomotives,
etc.
Altogether, the work is an excellent
one, especially for classroom
work.
It
is
well
printed and bound, and the cuts are all that could
be desired.

Time-limit Relays."
By George F. Chellis.
Relays may be divided into three classes:
1. Differential
relays, operating at a lower current value when the direction of the flow of energy

is

reversed than

when flowing

in

its

initial

direction.

Straight overload relays, operating when the
current reaches a certain predetermined limit, irrespective of the direction of flow of energj-.
3. Reverse-current relays, operating when the current reaches a certain predetermined limit, upon
reversal of the direction of flow of energy.
The type and design of the ideal relay for the
protection of alternators will depend upon the con2.

under which it is to operate.
relay
.A
operate on overload at normal pressure;
at zero pressure, or reduced presor when the direction of the flow of energy

ditions

should

on short-circuit
sure,

reversed. It can be designed to operate in the
event of any of these conditions prevailing, and
each at a different value, in which case a differential relay would be required.
The principal advantages of the differential relay are that it can
be so designed as to permit the alternator to be
loaded to its minimum current capacity at normal
pressure without danger of being cut out, and
also operate on short-circuit, when the pressure
is

zero, at a point sufficiently under the shortcircuit current of the alternator to allow a suitable
factor of safety.
Compared with the straight overload relay, set to operate on short-circuit with an
is

equal factor of safety, at power-factor values usually attained
(50 per cent, and higher), it will
permit a greater load being carried at any operative
pressure.
In existing forms of alternating-current relays of
the differential type, the energizing coils consist of
two windings with a common magnetic circuit.
These windings, w-hich for convenience will be
called a and b, receive current from a shunt
transformer, and a series transformer, respectively
connected with the alternator. Therefore, the current in a is dependent upon the pressure, and that
in b upon the current.
Since wuth constant pressure the magnetomoti\-e
force due to coil a is fixed in direction and magnitude, it serves to polarize the relaj-. The action
of coil b, in connection with coil a, at 100 per
cent,
power factor, depends, therefore, on the
dicection of the magnetomotive force due to coil
b. and the ratio of ampere-turns of coil a to those
of coil b.
Under normal conditions a and b act
differentially
but if the direction of the magnetomotive force of b is reversed, their action is cumu;

lative.

In general, relays of this

tj-pe

involve such prin-

Railways Theoretically and PractiBy Sydney ^VV. .Ashe and J. D.
New York: D. ^Van Nostrand Com-

cally Treated.
Keilej'.

pany. 1905. Pp.
272 illustrations.

(si^ by 71^
Price,

inches),. 285, with

$2.50.

Much

has been written concerning electric-railway,
apparatus treating of the problems arising in its
construction and operation, but this material is
more or less in a scattered form, taking up one
phase of the subject here and another there. So
rapid, too, have been the developments in railway
apparatus, especially alternating-current, in the last
two or three years that the collection and publication of the data in book form has hardly kept
pace with the advances made. Recognizing this
want of a modern textbook on the subject, the
authors have compiled, with much care, the very
latest
facts
concerning electric-railway apparatus
into a book which treats the subject both theo-

and practically, making it available at
for technical schools, and as
reference for the railway engineer. The book
has been limited to the rolling stock, and in this
department alone there is ample scope for a wellwritten book, as is here evidenced. Beginning with
a short chapter on units, curve plotting and instruments, the real work begins with a chapter devoted to train performance, showing how the performance of a train or car can be analyzed into
the various constituents, and the results of the data
obtained plotted into curves, which show at a
glance more than chapters could tell. Next, recording and indicating instruments are taken up.
after which comes that all-important piece of apparatus, the railway motor.
'This chapter is one
of the best executed in the book, and the subject
is treated in a thorough and painstaking manner,
the very latest types of single-phase, compensated
and repulsion-type motors being described.
Other
retically

once as a textbook
a

ciples of operation as to include a partly closed
circuit, which is closed by the operation
of the relay. The reluctance of the magnetic circuit, therefore, varies, being maximum at the starting point and minimum when the relay has operated.
If started in operation by a heavy current
of short duration, due to an exchange of current
between the alternator and the bus bars at the
moment of closing the circuit w-hen synchronizing,
the magnetic conditions in the relaj- would so
change that it would operate at a much lower
current than the normal if the current did not
drop sufficiently low to permit the core of the
relay to recover its normal position. The liability
to this condition is greatest when the time limit
is comparatively short.
By a series of experiments
it
was found that the highest permissible differential factor was about 70 per cent.
With a differential factor higher than 70 per cent, for the
core-type relay, especially at low frequencies, a
rise in pressure with no current in coil b w-ould
set up a series of vibrations of the armature in
synchronism w-ith the alternations of the current,
which, in some cases, would not cease if the pressure were reduced to normal, the relay also being
so sensitive as to make synchronizing very difficult.
Differential relays are commonly so connected

magnetic

:

Mav
I

hill

VVliSTERN
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ciincnl
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wliin
pnvvtr

in

alU-rn.itor

llic

a ;m<I I)
opcratiiiK al

coils
is

is

IfK)

in

phase

per cent.

actual coinicctifms for a twoin I'"i({. i, the (B) coils of
wliiili are connected to the secondaries of the curi
and 2, and the (A)
rciii transformers in phases
iciiK receive, respectively, the component pressures.
Uy lliis method of connection the power f.ictor
ijf the relay is approximately that of the alternator.
i-.iil

facliir.

arc

relay

'I'lu-

sluiwn

A two-coil relay, as shown in Fig. i, wonid
Reprotect a three-phase alternator, as follows:
versal at normal pressure, poles i and 2 operate;
short circuit hetwcen phases i and 2, poles I and
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or at comparatively low prc»«urc«.
If difTerenlial rel.iys were used, with a "differential
factor" sufficiently high to render the relays of
any appreciable value at low pressures, it is probable that they woidil be so sensitive lliat any disturbance causiiiK a momentary reversal, without a
serious decrease in i)res«iirc, would cut the station
out unnecessarily.
This theory is borne out by the experience of
the InlerborouRh Rapid Transit Company in the
sub-stations of the Manhattan division, where instantaneous difTerenlial relays were installed at the
When feeders were
sub-station end of the feeders
al zero pressures

4«5
cxjicrirncc

made
\k

uiKin

wat xrcaliy dJKouraKinK. Iiiv.
relays u««<l on oihcr «y»iciin t,r

rqually

perplexing.

A

careful

problem clearly dcnvinttralci]

•

'

l».,

the cxiflinK type of rclayi wa.< iiul
all rc(|uircinrnU of ihc wrvicr, and

accomplith any utitfactory ^cMlll^. ::
sary to develop a well co-ordinalnt whcm.
layn In which each clcmrnl should have 11
;•
relation and function to ihc oihcr rlc^1rnt^ 'f ih.
protective scheme.
It
wa< thought thai the krynotc rif this situation lay in the development '.f
a time-limit relay which would operate in
.
tcrval of time in inverse projiortion to lh>of cnrrcnt.
The only relay of this style
al
that time was the dash-pot arrangcni'.i.:. ...
lachcd to the ordinary overload relays, but llii'>
was found to be unsatisfactory in service, and it
was dismissed from consideration. The manufacto

,

.

had been urged to develop a Iwltcr relay
meet certain specifications, which were given
Developments along such 3 line of apparatus, were, however, slow to materialize, and
in the meantime the New York Edison Company
was not making great headway in protecting its
turers

to
in

detail.

increasing high-tension system.
One day, in the spring of

1903, the speaker
to be in Schenectady in the office of Mr.
Hewlett, the engineer of the switchboard department of the General Electric Company, and he took
the occasion for interesting him in the devclojiment of such a relay. Mr. Hewlett listened attentively to the solicit.ition, then he took out of
his desk a sort of ordinary overload relay, on
the extended shaft of which was mounted a liltlc
leather bellows with an adjustable vent at the
top.
Then he showed the speaker its characteristic
curve.
The device was so promising that an order
for 40 double-pole bellows-type relays was placed
at once, and upon
this type of relay a
whole
scheme of safety appliances was designed for the
whole system.
C. W. Ricker, New York:
In Mr. Chellis' paper
reference has been made particularly to the protection of the electrical apparatus and the feeder
system, with no particular reference to the rest
of the station equipment. With modern methods
of construction of electrical machinery, it is frequently the case, in fact, verv irequently the case.
that the electrical apparatus is able to endure adverse conditions better than much of the apparatus
behind it. In one case in the speaker's experience,
in an alternating-current plant, driving an
interurban railway which was equipped with time-limit
relays, the engines did not regulate promptly, and
with the relays tested to the lowest time limit
available the engine's speed would fall to such an
extent that one or more rotaries would reverse
before the entire system would come up. While it
was not a large system, it was very much more
inconvenient to replace the rotaries in proper operation than it would have been if it had been
possible to cut out the power station quicker.
Shortly after the plant went into operation, with
the assistance of an incompetent engine attendant,
the relay refused to open, the engineer attempted
to shut down th engine, without first attending to
his condenser, and succeeded in blowing the top
of the cylinder off
The point I wish to bring
out is the need of attention to the rest of the
apparatus.

happened

in parallel, it was found in most all cases
where a feeder became short-circuited that all the
differential relays at the
sub-station end would
operate, and also those of one or more of the

operated

sub-stations; this caused the remaining rein the other stations to operate, because of
overload, thus resulting in a total shutdown. After
straight overload time-limit relays were substituted
for the differential relays, on the occasion of several very severe short-circuits, the affected substation cleared itself in a perfectly satisfactory manner and without disturbing the rest of the' system.
It would appear, then that the straight overload
time-limit relay is the most satisfactory device obtainable for the protection of feeders at the substation end.
With synchronous converters, a straight overload
time-limit relay in the high-pressure side of the
transformers will give satisfactory protection for
the alternating-current side
while for the directcurrent side a reverse-current relay, operating the
direct-current breaker, will be required to open
the circuit, and thereby prevent the synchronous
converter from attaining destructive speeds, in the
event of the field circuit being opened.
Satisfactory direct-current reverse-current relays
are obtainable
they are commonly of the motor
type, having an armature separately excited from
a source of constant pressure, such as a storage
battery.
They are provided with a stop to prevent
continuous rotation, the field depending for its
intensity and direction upon the line current. This
type of relay, as installed on the 1,500-kilowatt
synchronous converters of the Interborough Rapid
Transit Company, will operate at about 15 per cent,
rated current on reversal.

other
lays

TIME-LIMIT
THREE-P

FIG. 2.

short-circuit between phases 2 and 3.
operate
pole 2 operates; short-circuit between phases I and
operates.
I
3, pole
To the knowledge of the writer, no relay having
lime-limiting device has been placed
positive
a
upon the niarlsot. In relays brought out recently
a form of pneumatic time-limiting device has been
adopted, such as a bellows or dash-pot, which is
acted upon directly, or through a system of levers
connected with the core of the solenoid, and provided with suitable means for adjusting the air
discharge. While ideal from the standpoint of simplicity, these devices are not positive, the time adjustment being inversely proportional to the current
at which the relay is operated.
The method of protecting feeders depends upon
This subject may be rnost
the operating conditions.
consistently discussed by considering the conditions
from the power-house alternating-current bus bar
to the sub-station direct-current bus bar.
To guard against overload, and to open the
circuit in the event of a short-circuit, a relav is
required at the power-house end of each feeder.
A relay is also required at the sub-station end,
where the feeders are operated in parallel, being
connected to a common sub-station bus bar. or.
where the sub-station bus bar is divided, leaving
groups of two or more feeders in parallel. This
can be seen by considering the diagram, (Fig. 2I,
(A) (B) (C) and (V)
in which four feeders
are shown in parallel, and four converters connected to the sub-station alternating-current bus
bar and feeding the direct-current bus bar. Should
a short-circuit occur at the point (x) on (B)
feeder, there would be a rush of current from the
power-house bus bar, and also from the subIn (A). (C)
station bus bar. to the point (x).
and (D) the current would be increased, due to
the short-circuit being fed by these feeders through
the sub-station bus bar.
Since a synchronous converter generates an alternating-current electromotive force corresponding
to rated pressure at synchronous speed, in case the
point (x) is near the power house, it is possible
that the direction of the Row of energy in feeders
(A), (C) and (D) would be reversed, due to the
synchronous converters feeding the short-circuit
back through the power-house bus bar, as well as
directly over the short-circuited feeder.
Because of the great amount of energy stored
in the synchronous converters, it is also possible
for all the sub-stations to feed back into a shortmanner.
To fulfill requirements
circuit in
this
properly an ideal combination would be an overload
time-limit relay at the power-house end and an
instantaneous reverse-current relay at the sub-staThe writer does not
tion end of each feeder.
know of an alternating-current reverse-current relay, the operation of which does not depend upon
the pressure of the system, nor a relay that depends upon the pressure operating on a reversal
only, that would not become completely inoperative
2

:

;

;

Discussion

Abstract).

(in

The ordinary overH. G. Stott, New York
load relay, as treated in this paper tonight, is an
attempt to do the opposite of what the telegraph
relay does
that is to say, the telegraph relay is
introduced to give a strong current to operate the
receiving apparatus. The overload relay is introduced in order to allow us to introduce a weaker
current to operate a switch apparatus, because the
main current has reached such voltages and amounts
that it has become exceedingly expensive, if not
impossible, to design relays to work on main-line
current. Different requirements have called for the
design of different types of relays.
The principal
types mentioned tonight, the overload or dift'erential,
and the reversed current, all have a place
which is very concisely described in the paper.
Philip Torchio, New York:
Seven years ago
the company [New York Edison] adopted, with
all
its
high-tension switchboards, two types of
relays, one being a fixed time-limit overload relay
installed at the generating end, and one at the
receiving end of each high-tension feeder, and one
instantaneous reverse-current relay added at the
receiving end of the feeders. The company, at the
beginning, did not feel enough confidence in the
reliability of these safety devices, so that at the
start the relays were connected only to
signal
lamps.
The relays were not entirely satisfactor}%
and for a considerable time a lot of experimental
work had to be done before it was felt safe to
connect a few of these relays to the trip mechanisms in a few stations. Then followed a period
of investigation, to find out whether the relays did
more good than harm, .\bout three years ago the
:

;

A
In a

Vision of the Future.

recent

issue of the

Electrical

Magazine of

London a humorous writer tells a story of a Scotch
engineer who dreamed that after being dead foi
12 years he was permitted to revisit the glimpses
of the moon. He inquired for the old power house,
but found it gone.
Instead, there was a great newplant at the pit's month in Derbyshire.
Here nobody was to be seen save a gentleman in immaculate
dress sauntering about, with his hands in his pockets.
The narrator continues
"

'Gude morn tae

A

ye,'
says, 'are ye tlie mana'Well,' he says, 'A'm the resident, the sheefty
driver, the gas expert, colliery manager
an' fitter, aw thegether.'
'Losh !' says A, 'ye don't
'Yes, indeed,' says he, 'an' in ma spare
say sael'
nieenuts .\ mak oop the wurruks cost sheets."
An'
he tould me his company had reduced the stall to

ger?'

mon, the

0.00000027 engineer per unit generated on the peak.
An' he showed me the station. Mon, it was juist
terrible
They had automatic coalcutters which
needed nae watchin', for they wurrked mechanically
alaiig the saft coal seams an' rejected the rocks.
They delecvered ihe coal intae conveyors tae fetch
it tae the surface, whaur it wes fed direct intae the
gas producers by automatic dreeblers. The gas sae
generated passed tae the gas turrbines which drove
the generators, each of 60.000 kilowatts capacity,
at 400 revolutions per second.
From them the juice
was transmeeted through the air at 13.000,000 volts
bv means of Merzian waves."
!

Practically complete returns to the United States
Geological Survey for 1904, as collected by Edward
W. Parker, statistician, shoiv that the production
of coal last year amounted to 351,196.953 short tons,
having a total value at the mines of $445,643,528.

;
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Central Union Takes Over the United

Telephone News from the Northwest.

Telephone Company.

A

O. R.

Central
deal has been
Union Telephone Company has obtained control of
Independlarge
a
Company,
the United Telephone
closed

whereby the

ent organization, which held a practical monopoly
of the telephone business in Wells, Grant, Blackford and Huntington counties, Indiana. The Independent managers assert that they will immediately
enter the field and establish competitive plants in
the Cen-

all the cities and towns now occupied by
tral Union through its deal with the United company. The United company operates about 5,000
telephones in the above-named counties, and has
toll-line connections with a great many rural companies in the territory covered. It has always been

an Independent company and
managed by Hugh Dougherty, its president, who
has also been a radical and conspicuous opposer of
the Bell company's methods.
operated

strictly

as

Mr. S. P. Sheerin, president of the Indianapolis
Telephone Company and the New Long-distance
Telephone Companj', who has worked side by side
with Mr. Dougherty in fighting the battles of the
Independents against the Bell company, said: "I
do not regard the situation as alarming in general
This movement will
to the Independent property.
simply mean that the Independent people will put
new plants in these cities, just as they have done
heretofore, in Logansport, Muncie, South Bend,
Frankfort, Noblesville and Elwood, which, up to this
recent purchase, were the only points in the state
where the Bell company had bought up the Independents. In all these towns the new Independent
plants have on the average quadrupled the business
of the old plant, and in these towns, now covered
by the United company, history will repeat itself
within the next two years."

No recent transaction in the telephone field has
so much attention as this deal, for the
reason that it was rumored some time ago from
the city of Boston that the Bell telephone company had set aside several millions of dollars for
the work of developing its work in Indiana and
Immethe purchasing of local Independent plants.
diately upon confirmation of the deal a meeting of
Independent telephone men was held in Indianapolis and steps were taken to enter the field lost.
It was stated in the meeting that while the situation would temporarily embarrass the Independents,

attracted

'

good would

in the end.
It was also stated
officials in the cities and towns in
involved are ready to grant franchises to the Independents.

the

that

the

result

city

territory

NEW COMPANIES.
The Blue Springs Telephone Company has been
incorporated
of $10,000.

Blue Springs, Mo., with a capital

in

J. E. Harris and others of Amherst, Kan., have
organized the Independent Telephone Company of

Amherst.

The United Telephone Company, Kaw, Okla., has
been incorporated by R. L. Bristow and C. Bristow
of Kaw and D. W. Campbell of Fairfax, Okla.
The Hyde County Telephone Company of Washington, N. C, is a new contestant for business in
North Carolina. The capital is $25,000, and B. L.
Susman heads the incorporators.
E. Coin, J. W. Walker, J. H. Glines, James
Kent and David Rubles have incorporated the
Waldport Mutual Telephone Company. The principal place of business is

Waldport, Ore.

The Barber Telephone Company of Hazleton, the
Crowley County Telephone Company of Winfield
and the Cleveland Telephone Company of St. John,
all

in

Kansas, have recently been incorporated.

May

Kohn

has resigned a^ local manager of the

Minnesota Central Telephone Company at New
Ulm, Minn,
The St. Paul City Council has as yet taken no
definite action on the proposed ordinance fixing
The Northwestern
telephone rates in that city.
Telephone Exchange Company is making a vigorous fight over the matter and threatens to cut out
all party lines if the measure goes through, putting all telephones on a flat rate, thus making the
ordinance work to the detriment of the numerous
small users.
The Tri-state Telephone Company has been
granted a franchise in Litchfield, Minn., for a local
telephone exchange.
Electric and Telephone Cornpany
build a telephone line from Bismarck,' N. D.,
Linton.

$25,000.

The Rural Telephone Construction Company of
Monmouth, 111., is among the recent Illinois inE. Lanphere, W.
the incorporators.
to operate a telephone system.
corporations.

R.

J.

J.

Lahann are

The

Orion

Telephone

Quiston and

They propose

Exchange

Association,
capital of $2,500,

Orion, 111., incorporated with a
proposes to conduct a telephone exchange.
F. L.
Anderson, F. O. Swanson and N. A. Eckstadt are
the incorporators.

The American Telephone Construction Company
of Toledo has been incorporated, with a capital of
$100,000, by C. F. Chapman, E. H. Winkworth,
Frank W. Coughling, W, B, Duck and J. R.
Klepfer.
.

The company was
T. R. Smith

is

in-

pres-

ident.

The Ridge Telephone Company of Washington
Township, Van Wert County, has been incorporated
with a capital stock of $275, by William Alspach
and others.
Both the Bell and Independent people have about
completed entirely new plants at Bellaire, and it
is

predicted that

The

Bell

there

will

company has put

be lively competition.
plant into operation

its

and the Belmont Telephone Company will have its
exchange ready within a month. New instruments,
new exchanges and new wire have been put in by
both, and the service will be of the best.
C.

The Hughes

Indiana Telephone Items.

will

to

The Norman County Telephone Company has
been revived at Ada, Minn., and proposes to secure the local telephone exchange by purchase if
system to cover
possible, or building a new one.

A

the county

proposed.
Miitual Telephone Company
has been incorporated at Ipswich, S. D., to build
to Leola.
The Tri-state Telephone Company has made application to the council of Redwood Falls, Minn.,
for admission to the city for its toll lines.
Waite & Halbower have been granted a franchise into Miller, S. D., for a telephone hne.
is

The Northwestern

The Litchfield (Minn.) Telephone Exchange
Company will expend $10,000 in rebuilding the
local

exchange

and

making

extensions

and

im-

provements.

The Northwestern Telephone Exchange Company
Minneapolis will test the constitutionality of a
city ordinance recently passed which requires telephone companies to cut their wires at their own
expense in order to permit houses being moved
over the streets.
The Great Northern railway is experimenting
with the telephone for train dispatching between
Crookston and Moorhead, Minn.
A franchise has been granted at Franklin, Minn.,
to the Tri-state Telephone Company.
The Citizens' Telephone Company has let the
in

contract for the erection of a new exchange building at Racine, Wis., to A. Jacobson.
The building
cost complete about $25,000.
The Vilas (S. D.) Telephone Company has been
granted a franchise by that village.
A franchise has been granted to Walts & Halbower to construct a telephone system at Miller,
S. D.
The Maquoketa (Iowa) Telephone "Company has
sold its plant to Otto Wettstein of La Porte City.
The Boone County Telephone Company of Boone,
Iowa, is planning extensive improvements in its
system and has issued $50,000 worth of bonds for
will

•

the purpose.
The City Council of Clinton, Iowa, has passed an
ordinance compelling telephone wires to be put

underground.
The Callender (Iowa) Mutual Telephone Company has been incorporated.
Bills Bros, have sold their interests in the Siou.'c
City (Iowa) Telephone Company to local men,
headed by T. A. Thompson. The transfer involves
about $300,000 worth of stock.
The Mt. Pleasant (Iowa) Telephone Company
will construct a toll line to Burhngton.
R.

Ohio Telephone Notes.
From

Cincinnati

it

is

reported that the Fitzsim-

mons Telephone Company

is to be increased in size
According to
will operate on a novel basis.
the report, it is to have a capital stock of $8,000,The service will be
000, divided into $10 shares.
paid for in accordance with what is used. Telephones in drug stores, hotels and other public

and

places may be used for one cent a call. In flats,
residences and other places, the five-cent telephone
will be installed, but no guarantee will be required
as to a minimum amount for the month or year.

The Kellogg Switchboard and Supply Company
Chicago has been licensed to transact business
Ohio.
R. S. Mueller of Cleveland is the Ohio
agent of the company for this purpose.
of
in

D. H. Perry of Salt Lake, Utah, is forming a
telephone and telegraph company to operate a line
from Las Vegas, Nev., to Rhyolite, and from
Rhyolite to Goldfield, Nev. The capital stock is

erect a plant at Cheshire.
corporated a short time ago.

27, 1905

The Northwestern Ohio Toll Line Company, it
reported, has passed into the hands of the ToThe lines, about
ledo Home Telephone Company.
100 miles in all, pass through Henry, Fulton and
Defiance counties.
In the hands of the Toledo
company the lines will remain Independent and
operate with the association companies.
Reports are current that a St. Louis concern
has an option on the Fitzsimmons franchise in
Norwood, near Cincinnati, and that the Bell interests may get, possession of the franchise.
The Corning-Elliott Telephone Company of Ringgold has been incorporated with a capital stock of
$5,000 by E. W. Gladden and others.
Miss Clara Papcke has brought suit against the
Cleveland Telephone Company for $25,000 damages.
She says that she was permanently injured and
disfigured for life in 1897 by being struck by one
of the company's wires which broke and fell across
a trolley wire.

The Milton Co-operative Telephone Company has
been incorporated with a capital stock of $10,000.
The company proposes to establish and operate
telephone exchanges in Wayne, Henry and Fayette
Counties. The principal office and exchange will
be in Milton. L. W. Beeson, W. E. Williams,

W. A. Bragg and W. I. Doddridge are the incorporators.
The College Corner Telephone Company has filed
articles of incorporation with the secretary of state,
with the declared purpose of establishing and operating telephone exchanges in Union, Fayette and
Franklin Counties in Indiana, and Butler and Prebble counties in Ohio.
The capital stock is $'^0,000.
J. T. Brier, E. E. Hill, C. L. McCray, J. H. McCray and C. L. Quick are the directors.
"

The Central Union Telephone Company has
moved all its telephones from the city offices,

rein-

cluding the police stations, in Indianapolis
The
city refused to pay for the telephones, the contract
having expired nearly a year ago, and the company
did not longer care to furnish the city free service.
These offices will now depend upon the one telephone system.
S.

Southeastern Telephone Developments.
The Burnsville Telephone Company has been
chartered, to establish an exchange at Burnsville.
N. C, with long-distance lines to several nearby
towns.
The Southern Bell Telephone Company is building a new line from Leesburg, Ga., to Albany.
The Monroe (N. C.) Telephone Company has
announced an increase of rates on account of recent improvements, to take effect June 1st.
The City Council of Nashville, Tenn., has voted
down a bill submitting to the people the ordinance
granting the Home Telephone Company a franchise to build ji conduit and telephone plant.
The Columbus Telephone Company, with principal office in Wilmin.gton, N. C. has been granted
a certificate of dissolution by the state upon the
request of at least two-thirds of the stockholders
of the company.
L.

Chicago Telephone Company Wins
Rebate Suit.
The Chicago Telephone Company has won the
rebate suit brought against it by the Illinois
Glass Company.
The jury in Judge Holdom's
court based its decision on the ground that telephone users can agree to take a higher-priced
service regardless of ordinances .setting the maximum price at a lower figure.
test

The plaintiff contended that as the ordinances
of 1888 set a maximum of $125 for telephone service, the telephone company had illegally collected
$50 a year above that figure for a period of five
years.
Under the court's instructions, however, the
jury found that the signing of the contract by the
glass company had been entirely voluntary, that
there had never been any complaint against the
payment of the extra amount, and that the agreement was made for the reason that the higher
priced service was a better service.
The defendant's attorney contended that the plaintiff might
have retained the grounded service at a cheaper
rate than the metallic if it had desired.

is

The Delaware County Telephone Company

will

MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS.
The Stromberg-Carlson Telephone Manufacturing
Company, Rochester, N.

Y., reports having closed
contracts for switchboards for the following places:

Waverly, Ohio; Seattle, Wash.; Kansas City. Mo.;
Scenery Hill, Pa. Benzonia, Mich. Albany,' N. Y.
Rock City, III., and Maynard, Ky.
;

;

The

International Telephone Manufacturing Company has recently received a contract for increasing
the 1,000-line equipped, 2,400-line multiple capacity,
lamp-signal
central-energy
switchboard
for
the

Bloomington

Home

Telephone Company at Bloom-

ington, III. The original installation was made by
the International company three years ago and is
being increased at the present time with the same
class of apparatus, which has proved an entire success.

—
May
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CORRESPONDENCE.

The committee report on "Operating Rules" prcseiitcfl to tlic Ohio IiulepcMuleiit Telephone Association oil M.irch 30th, and prepared l)y Messrs. C. Y.

Great Britain.

Ward

of Mansfield,
McVey
GeorKe If. Malhcany of Lima, J. V. Boylan of
Cleveland, C. E. Stinson of Toledo and M. B.
Overly of Cleveland, was a complete and meritorious one. While space docs not allow of its publication here in full, a few extracts from the earlier
part which are of a general character and cointain
many valuable hints rcKarding the operation of exof

Cleveland,

S.

IC.

changes, will be found of interest. The following
is taken from the report:
Visitors.
No persons except oflicers and employes of llic company whose duty brings them in
connection with the switchboard will be allowed
to enter the operating room except by special perNeither the
mission from the general manager.
chief operator nor any of her subordinates shall
be allowed to conduct visitors about the operating

—

room.

Busy Trunks.— A record of the number of times
trunk lines between exchanges arc reported busy
be maintained during the first week of every
and forwarded to the proper official.
I'cg Counts.— Peg counts, will be kept on the first
and third Monday of each month. In computing
lines and stations for peg-count information, the
number of subscribers' circuits in use on the switchboard shall constitute total number of lines, and
the number of subscribers' telephones, extension
sets, and stations connecting with private-branch
all

will

lUDiith

exchanges, shall constitute the total number of stations.

Service Complaints.— All verbal-service complaints
be made out on forms provided for that
purpose. The telephone number, the date and time
reported, and the name of the person who makes
will not be
It
the complaint will be recorded.
necessary to enter the subscriber's name or address
on this report. The person taking the complaint will
sign it in the lower right-hand corner. If complaint is due to operating, it will be forwarded
immediately to the chief operator. If it appears to
be due to interference on a party-line circuit or
any other trouble caused by a subscriber, it will
be forwarded to the complaint adjuster, and, if
due to mechanical trouble, it will be referred to the
wire chief. Any criticism whatsoever of the service
will be considered a complaint, and so recorded.
Fire Drills.— The switchboard fire drill shall be
held on the fourth Saturday of every month at
the time when each division of operators go to
lunch. The same rules as those employed for operators going off duty will be obser\'ed in the fire
drill, with the single exception that the call bell will
give three successive taps instead of one when operators are waiting for the signal to leave the room.
Emergency Lights. In the event of a fuse blowing, or any other emergency occurring which would
interfere with the lighting facilities in the operating room, the switch directly in the rear of the
assistant chief operator's desk will be thrown, connecting an eight-candlepower battery larnp over each
section of the switchboard. This circuit works off
the storage batteries and is to be used only in
cases of emergency, as stated. The chief operator
shall satisfy herself that all of her assistants understand the use of the switch and how to operate it.
call button located at the
Emergency Bell.
assistant chief operator's desk, will operate a large
single-stroke gong in the wire chief's office and
equipment department. The following signal code
One tap will indicate that a
will be observed
switchboard man is wanted. Two taps, that a
switchboard man is wanted immediately. Five or
more taps, will be an alarm of fire.
In the event of a fire call, the various trouble
clerks, line testers, etc., will proceed in order to the
operating room, each one to his definite task, as
assigned him at the latest fire drill.
Damage to Plant. In case of any emergency at
night, such as fire, crossing of lines with conductors
of high-potential currents, damage by water, or any
accident which would cause a suspension of the
service or endanger the plant, the night watchman
should be called at once, and also the first obtainable officer of a list, taken in order beginning with
the exchange manager and ending with the general
manager. In case of any similar emergency at
night on the outside, particularly where aerial wires
or cables have broken down so as to endanger public safety, the night wire chief will be advised immediately. He in turn will communicate with the
district inspector or troubleman living nearest to the
location of such trouble, and the inspector, after investigating, will report his findings as soon as posIf it is
sible to the night wire chief by telephone.
deemed advisable, the night wire chief will confer
with the first obtainable officer, beginning with the
general foreman and ending with the general manshall

—

—A

;

—
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London, May 10. An intcrcsiiiijj case is now
before the courts in connection with the Telegraph
Act of 1899. which, it may be rcmemljcrcd, was
the act that authorized municipalities to erect telephone exchanges. Under the act any local authority may, after receiving a telephone license from
the postmaster-general to carry on a telephone
system, call upon the National Telephone Company
its area
(provided it has a certain number of
ill
subscribers) to give facilities for intercommunication between the subscribers to the two systems.
In return for having to give these facilities the
National Telephone Company in etch case in
which there is competition by the local authority
has its license extended. There is nothing in the
act, however, which determines the nature or extent of any such intercommunication between two
systems, nor upon whom the expense shall fall.
Consequently the National Telephone Company and
the Swansea corporation differ over these matters
and a decision has been asked for from the Court
of Chancery.
The contention of the National Telephone Company is that as the act does actually say that
proper intercommunication shall be afforded, each
exchange of the company should be directly connected by junction wires with every exchange of
the local authority, and that each party should bear
the cost of a wire from its exchange to that of
the other, thus keeping the traffic originating on
each system separate and distinct and confined to
Its reason for this was that the
one direction.
Swansea system was already overloaded with traffic,
and without additional wires the business in
The corporation,
that town would be disorganized.
on the other hand, argues that it will be sufficient
at any rate for the present if the main exchanges
of either party are connected, and also two of the
most important sub-exchanges, and that all the
traffic
should be carried over the existing lines
In fact, it has
through these main exchanges.
gone so far as to lay a cable containing 272 pairs
of wires between its main exchange and that of
the company, and asks for a declaration from the
court that the company shall make the necessary
connection. The judge, who will deliver his decision later, agreed that the corporation was entitled
intercommunication, but the extent he
to some
As a
would determine in his written judgment.
matter of fact there was no dispute as to some
intercommunication being desirable, because it was
forced upon the company under the Telegraph Act
of 1S59, but whereas the corporation only asked
for a limited intercommunication, the company asks
for intercommunication of a most complete kind,
the expense of which is to be equally borne.
It was mentioned here some months ago that the
Dolter Electric Traction Company had received
parliamentary powers to construct a system of
electric tramways in Torquay upon the Dolter surThe corporation in giving its
face-contact system.
consent stipulated that the company take its supply
from the corporation, which was agreed to. The
corporation, therefore, finding its existing generating station had an insufficient capacity to deal
with the extra load, decided to erect another works,
especially as the lighting load was also increasConsequently an application was made to the
ing.
Local Government Board for a loan, but after an
exhaustive inquiry this has been practically refused.
In the meantime the tramway company has been
pushing on with the tramways to such effect that
ready in a few months' time, and
it
will be
threatens that should no supply of current be
forthcoming as per the agreement with the corporation, it would sue to recover for any loss.
The Dolter Electric Traction Company has recently offered to construct a length of tramway
upon its surface-contact system in Edinburgh as a
If the trial is satisfactrial for twelve months.
tory the corporation is to take over the line. The
tramways in Edinburgh at present are horse and

Hendrickson and
have incorporated

H. M. Keys of Albany. N. Y.,
the Adirondack Home Telephone Company with a
of $150,000 to operate in Clinton, Essex,
Franklin, Jefferson, Lewis and St. Lawrence councapital

ties.

tl,.

cable.

The projected

electrical

exhibition

in

London

next year already appears to give promise of considerable
electrical
early.

many

leading British
engineering firms ^have taken space thus

success,

as

of the

Tile consideration of the many schemes for the
supply of electrical energy throughout London was
The
resumed yesterday after the Easter recess.
scheme now under consideration is one by an excompany, to-wit, the City
isting electric-supply
of London Electric Lighting, the area of whoso
operations is 256 square miles, and about half the
area of the previous $25,000,000 scheme, of which
The capital powers in this
so much was heard.
case are a negative quantity, as, being a limitedliability company, it can raise am' amount of money
by the sanction of the shareholders on the queshowever, this scheme is protion of capital cost
ducing figures lower than those of Mr. Merz
But the end is far off yet, and
the other scheme.
I will reserve a review of the whole matter for
another occasion.
There is still considerable objection being taken
to the appointment of a committee to consider the
agreement between the postmaster-general and the

-
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New York, May ao— The plan* for new subways,
involving an expenditure of $i25/wo/xo, were advanced a step on Tuesday. Alderman Timothy
.Sullivan, who is in charge of affairs so far as
they affect the Board of Aldermen, is very hopeful that the franchises will go through in time to
come within the existing laws which are to be
altered on June 5th, when Governor Higgins signs
the new measures, and the aldermen will more
than probably accept the routes finally on May agtb.
The plans, as tentatively approved, definitely throw
out the moving-platform scheme across town on
Thirty-fourth Street, and provide for a four-track
subway in its place, to start from the Pennsylvania
railroad depot at Seventh Avenue, and to be continued under the East River to Queens.
This
scheme leaves the Interborough Rapid Transit Company out and gives the Pcnnsylvania-MetropolitanNew Haven-Brooklyn Rapid Transit interests the
control of the situation. The north and south
routes definitely provided for are for three complete four-track subways from the Battery to Harlem, following the general lines of Third, Seventh
and Eighth Avenues, the Third Avenue line deviating about midway into Lexington and Fifth Avenues.
An order for 22,000 tons of structural steelwork
was placed on Thursday for the New York terminal
of the Pennsylvania railroad at Thirty-fourth Street.
The contract went to the American Bridge Company of Philadelphia.
Tests of the electrical equipment of the Long
Island railroad have been made this week, over a
five-mile stretch of the trestle across Jamaica Bay,
along which electric passenger traffic is expected
by June 15th. This will be the first instance of
the actual conversion of a steam road to electricity
within the limits of Greater New York. The first
trial trips were made on Wednesday, with some
of the new steel cars, which closely resemble those
used in the New York subway. Improved starting
and braking devices enable the cars to be started
and stopped without jerk or jar. Yesterday's trials
demonstrated a speed of 45 miles an hour over
the trestle, which is perfectly straight and level.
The tests have been made under the direction of
L. S. Wells, electrical superintendent of the Long
Island railroad, and of Joseph Burke, chief inspector of the Queenes Borough Bureau of Electricity.
Current was supplied to the third rail from
the new power house at Long Island City, the third
rail being specially protected at the stations on the
bay.
Vice-president Br>'an of the Interborough company announces that there will be through subway
traffic all the way from the Battery to Tsvo-hundred-and-fifteenth Street in the fall.
Mayor McClellan on Tuesday signed a bill which
will fix the price of gas at 75 cents per thousand
cubic feet. The mayor has also approved of the
measure to regulate the price of electric current.
The New York Edison Company is giving a
daily exhibition at 30 West Thirty-second Street
of modem methods of cooking by means of electric
cooking apparatus. The company says that cooking
by this metliod is as economical as by any other
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poolroom was raided in this city a few days
which many highly ingenious electrical dewere discovered by the police. Besides an

in

elaborate system of electrical signaling apparatus,
roulette wheels and other gambling devices were
so arranged that they disappeared into innocentlooking picture frames on pressing a button.
The Electric Coke Company of New York was

incorporated at Albany on May 15th, with a capital
of $20,000. The directors of record are F. B. Adams. A. L. Brougham and J. Wallace.
The pending ratification by Governor Higgins of
the new laws to regulate franchises has caused the
hurried incorporation of several lighting, traction
and power companies within the last few days, with
an aggregate capital running into millions of dollars.
list of these new concerns is printed elseD. W. W.
where.

A

Dominion

of

Canada.

—

Ottawa, Ont.j May 20. The Kingston street railway has been put upon the market, the city cf
Kingston having declined to buy the road at
There are nine miles of track, with all
$125,000.
The
equipment, including Lake Ontario Park.
company is open for tenders and will not dispose
of the plant until after June ne.xt.

The company

has set a price of $200,000 on the property.
India Electric Companv of ilontreal.
Que., has purchased the entire plant and business
of the Jamaica Electric Light and Power Company,

The West

;

;

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

4i8
doing business in the city of Kingston, Jamaica.
By this purchase the Canadian company obtains the
entire
in

control of the electric traction and

Kingston

and

Lower

St.

Andrew.

lighting
price

The

paid was nearly $80,000.
The new Dominion Observatory, which has just
been completed here, will supply official standard
time to the government here and in other parts
The observatory is equipped with
of the country.
a 15-inch telescope, which was built in the United
States at a cost of $15,000.
The committee of the Dominion Parliament which
been considering the bill to incorporate the
Fessenden Wireless Telegraph Company of Canada
has decided to give the incorporators a charter simThe location
ilar to that of the Marconi company.
of the lines, however, must be subject to the govThe incorporators are R. A.
ernment's approval.

has

Fessenden. Washington Thomas Fyshe, Montreal
E. W. Rathbun. W. I. Gear, F. M. Cole and G. W.
Stephen, Montreal. The capital is fixed at $200,000.
By a majority of 453 the property owners of the
city of Ottawa, and they were the only persons
entitled to vote, decided in favor of the purchase
of the Consumers' Electric Company and to operThis marks
ate this plant as a municipal utility.
the final round in the fight which has been in
progress for the last three years between the Ot;

tawa Electric Company and the citizens. The company, it is well understood, proposed to amalgamate
the' two electric companies operating in this city
The Ottawa
and later to add the gas company.
Electric Company's bill proposing to give the comto absorb other companies was defeated
at the last session of the Dominion Parliament, but
at the present session this bill successfully passed

pany power

Commons and is now before the Senate, where,
consequence of the adverse vote referred to, it
turned down. The city of Ottawi
now empowered to purchase the plant and
is
other properties of the Consumers' Electric ComW.
pany at a price not exceeding $200,000.
the
in

will probably be

proposed electric railway from Nashville to
Huntsville connecting the capital of Tennessee with

the

Right-of-way has been partly
the Alabama town.
secured.
The city of Richmond, Va., is having estimates
prepared for a municipal electric-lighting plant,
which, it is calculated, will cost about $400,000.
The Tennessee-Alabama interurban electric railwav. chartered recently under the laws of Georgia,
with $300,000 authorized capital, has been granted
the right by the secretary of war to build through
Chicamauga Park. Engineers are already in the
field to complete the preliminary w^ork.
The Tennessee Coal. Iron and Railroad Company
has equipped its mines at Ensley, Ala., with electric haulage at a large cost.
The city of Chattanooga has given official support
to the proposition of C. E. James and J. C. Guild
to erect an electric power plant on the Tennessee
River at a cost of $300,000. The capital needed is
in sight and the company will be chartered in the
A long-term franchise is asked.
state of Tennessee.
L.

Texas.
May 19. — An

electric street-railway
Austin, Texas,
system is to be constructed at Bryan, a franchise
having been granted to J. R. Astin and others. An
electric-light plant will also be erected and operated
by the same company. Under the terms of the franchise the work must be begun within six months

and completed

-vvithin one year thereafter.

A street-railway system to run from Dallas to W^est
Dallas is to be constructed by St. Louis capitalists.
T. J. Barry represents those interested.
The San Marcos Valley Interurban Railroad Company has been organized, with a capital stock of
$500,000, for the purpose of building an electric
interurban road from San Marcos to Luling, a distance of 27 miles. The principal office will be at San
Marcos. The incorporators are C. W. Ohrndorf
and J. W. Scoot of St. Louis. Mo.; A. T. Fisher
of Boston, Mass. Edward J. L. Green, B. G. Neighbors and C. G. Mead of Luling; G. W. McGrew
of Houston
C. R. Smith of Gonzales, Texas, and
J. H. Jennings of Martindale, Texas.
A company is being organized by eastern capitalists for the purpose of constructing an interurban
electric road from Austin to Lockhart, a distance of
32 miles. The proposed road will go near the towns
of St. Elmo, Creedmore, Carl, Lyton, Bluff Springs
and other places. Charles W. Ohrndorf of St. Louis.
Mo., is one of those interested.
The Galveston Electric Company, organized at Galveston with a capital stock of $2,000,000, is formed
primarily, it is said, to take over and operate the
existing street-railway system of Galveston.
It is
reported that the company will also build an inter;

;

between Galveston and Houston,
a distance of 51 miles. The incorporators are C. A.
urban

electric line

;

C

H

Ohio.

—

Cleveland, May 20. At a meeting of the directors of the Cleveland Electric Railway Company a few days ago the proposition of Mayor
Johnson to lease the property was turned down
on the ground that the proposed leasing company
would not have any financial responsibility, but
would take the business out of the hands of the
owners entirely.
The directors expressed themselves as willing to lease the system to a company
financially responsible if proper terms can be made,
but W'Ould not enter into any arrangement with
the city which it has no right to make.
President
Andrews stated in a letter to the mayor that *hc
company was preparing a proposition that would
Mayor Johnson has been
be presented later on.
urging the company to agree to a leasing proposition on the basis of a stock value of 85, and this
the company would not accept.
William Hunt, representing eastern bondholders
of the Appleyard roads, w'as in Columbus this week
looking into the properties.
F. L. Deane, representing the General Electric Company, one of the
creditors, was also in the city at the same time.
From this circumstance the report has originated
that a reorganization of these companies will take
place shortly after Mr. Hunt makes his report to
the bondholders.
L. A. Ireton, counsel for the Cincinnati Trust
Company, has applied for a foreclosure decree and
order of sale of the assets of the Miami and Erie
Canal Transportation Company, the trust company
being trustee for the mortgage holders. This action
will be vigorously opposed by the Cleveland bondholders and a number of attorneys were present
to fight

Southeastern States.
Charlotte, N. C. May 20.— The city of Norfolk,
Va., has appointed a committee to investigate the
cost of electric lighting in all cities east of the
Alleghanies having a population of .^fo.ooo or more.
Surveyors are now at work making a surve\' of

Afay 27. 1905

Stone, E. S. Webster, G. E. Tripp, Boston; M. M.
Phinney, Dallas; Edwin B. Parker. A. W. Q. Birtwell, Houston
John Sealy, Sealy Hutchins, Walter
Ansell, Ed Cavin, E. M. Robertson, R. B. Wilkins
and Ballinger Mills, Galveston.

it.

Four new cars have been purchased by the Columbus, Delaware and Marion, and will be put into
service soon. A limited service will be put on
this road as soon as the power and new cars are
in shape for it.
The City Council of Canton has received an application from the Canton and Youngstown Railway
Company for a franchise to operate in the city.

The

plan

of

the

company

is

tween Canton and Youngstown.
to build the road this summer.
It

Light

reported

is

Company

that
will

the
take

to

build a line beis the intention

It

Columbus Railway and
out

all

the

electrically

welded joints in its tracks, put in two years ago.
and go back to the fishplate and bolts. The claim
is made that the heat generated in welding takes
the temper out of the ends of the rails and causes
them to become soft. As a result they wear dow^n
and cause an uneven track. The cost of the work
was large, and the company looks upon this as a
loss.

The Interurban Dispatch is the name of a company formed by the officers of the Western Ohio,
the Dayton and Troy and the Dayton and Western
to operate an express business on these lines, w^hich
has heretofore been handled by the Southern Ohio
Express Company. An attempt will be made to
get the Springfield, Troy and Piqua and the Dayton, Covington and Piqua into the new arangement.
It
is
thought that the Southern Ohio Express
Company w-ill handle the business from Dayton
to Cincinnati, and there will be a transfer at
Dayton.

George B. Kerper of Cincinnati has completed
arrangements for checking baggage for long distances and will have his electric cars for the Toledo,
Bowling Green and Southern changed to
comply with his ideas in this respect.
Plans have been made to enlarge the electric
plant of the Youngstown Consolidated Gas and
Electric Company, made necessary by the recent
consolidations of the electric-railway systems in
that section, as announced in the Western ElecThis plant furnishes current
trician at the time.
for the system, which is now so large as to need
additional power.
Electric
The Urbana
Light Company of Urbana
has arranged to purchase the property of the Urbana Gas Light and Coke Company, having made
for the next 10 years.
The Youngstown and Southern, which was taken
over a few- days ago by a number of Youngstown
men, will be one of the few electric roads to haul
It passes through a good coal
coal extensively.
field, and a number of manufacturers are now interested in it.
There are large factories also in
East Liverpool, which wnll be river terminus of
the company. The road will operate on the thirdportion of it has been operated as
rail system.
a steam road for some time.
a contract to light the streets

A

The Columbus. New Albany and Johnstown RailCompany has given a mortgage for $450,000
favor of the Columbus Savings and Trust Com-

w'ay
in

pany, the proceeds to be used in paying off present
indebtedness and completing the line.
mortgage
for $200,000 held by the Cleveland Trust Company
was cancelled. The new mortgage will secure an
issue of 20-year bonds.
O. M. C.

A

Michigan.

—

Detroit, May 20.
The Senate committee has reported favorably on the Simpson bill, which gives
electric railways the right to own steamship lines
and operate them in connection with their lines, the
same as steam roads operate boat lines.
L. T. Girdler, formerly superintendent of the
street-railway department of the Muskegon Traction and Lighting Company, has been promoted
to be assistant to the general manager.
A bill has been introduced in the Legislature
giving the railroad commissioner the power to order
electric railways to construct fences and to put
in the proper form of crossings.
The bill providing a penalty for street railways
and steam railroads crossing each other's tracks
without the permission of the railroad commissioner, has been made a law.
new electric line, to run between Cincinnati
and Detroit, has been on foot for some time. It
will parallel the Big Four railroad almost to Detroit, via Toledo.
The company is known as the
Toledo, Detroit and Cincinnati railroad, and franchises are being asked for operation by steam and

A

by

electricity.

The

just passed giving the street and interrailways the right of eminent domain in
does not give this power except in case
a franchise has been granted. It does not permit
electric lines
to
condemn rights-of-way without
franchises from towns and villages through w^hich
they pass. The public authorities, therefore, still
have the power to fix the rates of fare.
The Grand Rapids-Muskegon Water Power Electric Company, which is organized with a capital
of $1,000,000, and which is now building a 730foot dam in the Muskegon River about six miles
south of Big Rapids, has closed a contract with
the Grand Rapids. Grand Haven and Muskegon
electric railway to furnish all the power necessary
to its operation.
The contract covers a period of
10 years, and is expected to go into effect about
December or January' next, at which time the
power company will be in position to turn on the
current. The current will be delivered to the interurban line at Walker, Coopersville and Fruitport,
and the power house at the latter place will be
done aw-aj' with. This plant was built four years
ago by the Westinghouse company and cost $160.000.
It has a capacity of more than 2,000 horsepower. This new pow'er company was organized
and is controlled by Muskegon capitalists, the officers being
President, Thomas Hume, Muskegon
vice-president, W. A. Foot, Jackson; treasurer, J.
G. Emery, Jr., and secretary, George L. Erwin,
both of Muskegon. The dam, which is now being
built,
will supply 6,000 horsepower and will be
one of a series of three in the Muskegon River, to
supply power and light in the cities of Muskegon,
Grand Rapids and other cities of Western Michigan.
project is on foot by workingmen of Battle
Creek to buy a large tract of land two or three
miles from that town, on the Battle Creek and
Jackson electric raihvay, and divide it into fiveacre tracts, on w'hich to erect homes and raise
vegetables and fruit, start a canning factory and
run a store on the co-operative plan.
The freight business of the Detroit, Ypsilanti.
Ann Arbor and Jackson electric raihvay has developed to such an extent that the company now proposes to operate regular freight trains of four cars
each, to handle special freight between points on
the line, but not mto Detroit.
contract has been
made to handle about 5,000,000 brick this summer.
This road is also considering the advisabilit)' of
abolishing the five-cent fare between points outside
of cities. Either a minimum of lO cents will have
to be charged or stops limited to regular stations.
bill

urban
this

state

:

A

A

C.

G.

W.

Indiana.

—

May 20. The subsidy election held
Troy Township, Fountain County, in aid of the
of the Fountain-Warren traction line
from Covington to Lafayette, failed to carry by a
The farmers opposed the tax,
vote of 316 to 247.
Indianapolis,

in

construction

while the citizens of Covington supported the proposition.

The Indianapolis and Northwestern Traction
Company has ordered plans for a handsome new
terminal station in Lafa^-ette, and new station buildings in Frankfort and Lebanon. The company has
just completed a new station at Crawfordsville.
The City Council of Ft. Wayne has granted a
franchise to the Lima, Van Wert and Ft. Wayne
Traction Company to enter the citj^. The franchise
The road is to be completed
is to run for 35 years.
this

summer.

A

subsidy tax has been voted in aid of the
traction line from Peru to Warsaw. _Perry
Township, Miami Counts-, voted $15,000 and Henry
This insures
Township. Fulton County. $25,000.
the building of the road, $75,000 having been voted
The subsidies just voted carry the
this company.
provision that if the Wabash-Rochester interurban

Winona

line is finished w'ithin a year, the

Winona company

pay the other company $25,000, as the two
townships voted the W^abash-Rochester company
subsidies aggregating that .amount four years ago.
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The Wasco MilljiiK Company of Wa«co, Ore((on,
is preparing lo coiMlnirt an electric light anil power
plant for the piir|Mise of supplying the town of
Wasco and Moro with lighl and power
The Uig Ueiid Transit Company ha% jjeen iiKurpor.itcd at Olympin, Wanli., for the pnrijouc of coii-
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are

W. Sawyer,
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Turner.
Sierra Valley Light and I'ower Company
has heeii incorporated by ilenry (forcing, Daviil
Kerry and others for the purpose of conslrncling
an elcctric-railw.iy line from Nevada City, Cal., to
.S.

various points in Ihe Sacramento Valley.

olhcrs.

instil lite

Frederick A. Brand and others of Benicia, Cal.,
have secured a franchise lo conslrticl street-railway

hiiildings.

The Dodge Manufacturing Company

of Mishahas secured the contract to furnish all
iii:uliiiuTv and material for the Lake Charles LightInd.,

and Water Works
Lake Charles, La.
'

iiiK

Company's new

plant

at

lyilr.iiilK- C.iiiipany, recently mcorIndiana
pni-aled at Frankfoil, lii.l,, has selected a site on
Wild Cal Kiver, al the nioulh of Turkey Run, for
eonstructinn of a new power dam. At this
ill,p.iiiit
are hluffs on either side 4S feet high, of
sandstone. The engineer says the dam will
si.lid
liirnish a niiniimim of 1,000 horsepower, and the
iillicials
of the company say they will have no
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Northwestern States.
Minneapolis, May 20.— The new huilding' being
erected in Minneapolis on Si.xlh Street N.. near
Engineering
leiincpin Avenue, by the Electrical
C'linipany at a cost of about $25,000, will be ready
1

occupancy by June 15th.
Ihe Iowa Valley Interurban Railway Company
Belle Plaine, Iowa, has filed articles of incorGeorge
IMiration, with a capitalization of $100,000.
W. Voss was elected president and H. R. Mosnat
fur

111

secretary and manager.
The question of granting a franchise at .-Mden.
Iowa, til the Electric Lighting Company will be
decided by popular vote on May 29th.
Tlic city of Hastings, Neb., has contracted with
the Allis-Chalmers Company for the equipment for
its

new

electric-light plant.

Plans have been completed for the consolidation
ol the power plants at Lead and Deadwood, S. D.
.\ large power plant is to be constructed at Pluraa,
,S.
IX, and about $1,000,000 will be invested.
.\
franchise has been granted to the Creston
Mutual Electric Light, Heat and Power Compan>
at Creston, Iowa.

The

electric-light plant at Vermillion,

probably be purchased by the

The Hughes

S.

D.,

will

city.

Company of Minneapolis
by E. A. Hughes and others

Electric

has been incorporated
with a capital of $100,000.
The council of South St. Paul, Minn., has
voted to grant an electric-light franchise over the
mayor's veto, and work on the new plant is to
be commenced at once. The total cost of the system will be about $15,000.
The Missouri Valley Light and Heat Company
Iowa, to Haukins
has sold its system at Onawa,
Bros., the consideration being given at $70,000.
The Rothsay (Minn.) Lighting and Heating
Company has filed articles of incorporation, with
K. K. Peterson heads the list of
$10,000 capital.
Rstockholders.

Pacific Slope.

—

San Francisco, May 19, The incorporation of
the Ocean Shore Railway Company by Walter E.
Dean and associates is regarded as the first move
in an effort to secure an electric railway down the
ocean shore from San Francisco to Santa Cruz.
The company plans to construct an electric railway
from China Basin. San Francisco, to Half Moon
It
Bay, Purissina, San Gregoria and Santa Cruz.
that the proposed road is intended to
is believed

be a feeder for the Western Pacific railroad when
In answer
that line is built into San Francisco.
to this move the Southern Pacific railway people
are also planning to put in an electric line reaching
practically the same territory, which line will serve
as a feeder for the. Southern Pacific main lines.
There are a number of other electric-railway
propositions centering in San Francisco or the
suburbs Avhich also are reported to be projected in
the interests of one or the other of the big transThe latest one of these to
continental railroads.
assume definite shape is the Oakland and Contra
Costa interurban railroad, for the construction of
wdiich a company was incorporated a few days ago
with an authorized capital stock of $500,000 by
John F. Boyd, Joseph Naphaly and others of San
Francisco. The company purposes constructing a

between Oakland and the San Ramon
Franchises will
Valley in Contra Costa County.
be asked from the county authorities for .-Mameda
and Contra Costa counties.

trolley

line

.\i\ electrically
tracks upon the streets of Benicia.
operated railroad will be put in.
The Consolidateil Power and Water Company
of Modesto, Cal., has been incorporated to take
over the electric-power companies controlled by
The company will furnish electricMr. Till lock.
lighting and power lo Oakdale and Modesto as well

as to a

number of mining companies.

Rocky Mountain

A.

States.

Salt Lake City, May 20.— -•'is a part of the govreclamation system in that portion of
the state, a power plant will be established on one
of the main canals, about six miles from Fallon,
Ncv., at a cost estimated at $50,000.
George T. Beck of Cody, Wyo., has returned
from the East, where he ordered the equipment
for an electric power plant which will provide Ihe
energy for lighting the city. It is expected that
the operations will commence at the plant within
the ne.\t two months.
Work on its proposed plants at the Augur and
the Shoshone Falls, Idaho,' has been commenced
by the Shoshone Power Company, and it is announced by the engineers that the company will
be furnishing power to Salt Lake and other distant points within 18 months.
.\rticles of incorporation of the Perry Electric
Light and Power Company of Perry, Utah, capitalized at $20,000, have been filed with the secretary of state.
The City Council of Ephraim, Utah, is considering a project for the establishment there of an

ernment's

power plant.
The Rocky Mountain

electric

Bell

Telephone

Company

has been given a franchise to establish an exchange
Hamilton, Mont.
G.

at

PERSONAL.
Rice was appointed chief engineer
to the Board of Rapid Transit Commissioners of
New York city at the meeting last week. Since
the resignation of William BarclaJ- Parsons, nearly
a year ago, Mr. Rice has been acting chief engi-

Mr. George

S.

neer.

R. P. Leavitt was recently appointed to the posiof general mechanical superintendent of the
.-Mbany and Hudson Railroad Company, in charge
of the car shops and general mechanical repairs.
Tliis is in addition to his previous capacity as electrical superintendent, in charge of all electrical matters in connection with Iroth the railroad and lighting departments.
tion

C. W. Richer has accepted a position with the
Interborough Rapid Transit Company of New York
city as electrical superintendent of power stations.
For the last year he had been in the electric-traction department of the New York Central railroad.
Mr. Ricker has been identified with many important
electrical installations.
He is a graduate of the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, and for six
years he conducted a consulting engineer's office
in
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Buffalo.

C. E. L. Brown of the firm of Brown, Boveri &
Co. of Baden, Switzerland, was one of the experts
who gave evidence before the House of Lords
committee in connection with the scheme of the
Administrative County of London District Railway
Company to supply the whole of London from three
contemplated power plants, though he was not appointed as electrical expert by the company, as was
stated in the Western Electrician of .'\pril 29th.
Mr. Brown is an electrical engineer of wide reputation, and his evidence was highly valued by the
committee.

Albert S. Ayres, one of the fastest Morse telegraph operators in the country, died suddenly in
Cincinnati on May 19th. Mr. Avers was bom in
Dayton, Ohio, in 1S49. where he became a messenger boy in the telegraph office. After his
father's death he held positions in Omaha, Boston.
New Orleans. Columbus and Cincinnati. Some time
was spent with the Mutual Union and American
Union Telegraph companies, and when they were
taken in by the Western Union he went to the
Baltimore and Ohio as chief operator. Later he
went to New- York and when the L^nited Press was
formed he became chief operator in New Y'ork
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the Iclciihone in Cleveland, Ohio, died al hi» home
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Cliflon
Tark, Cleveland, on Msv urh
AlihoiiKh incapacitated for aclivr he. ii
five years, from ihe eflfecl of p.Kinslry was holding the ofTicc of
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The Rapid Electric Healer Company has been
incorporated in San Francisco with a capital of
$25,000 by K. C. Hamilton, R. W. liranofT and

liglil

uak.i,

and wa» alvr ih' nrw
said of hnn •'

Cleveland Telephone

Company

'

al

1

.:.

'I'wenly-seven years ago .\lr
.\UKin-iry
founded Ihe Cleveland Telephone Company. From
this start he became one of ihe >>esl-kfir)wn
in
the business.
Until unable lo work, he inanaRril
the Cleveland Telephone Company, being vice-president, and he held a similar position with ihc Erie
Telephone Company, which had exchanges in At
kansas, Texas. .Minnesota and the IJakoias. Mr
.\TcKinslry was Iwirn in Cleveland January 15. 1842
In 1859 he secured a ixjsilion with the Ijkc Shore
death.

mm

railroad

as a telegraph operator.
Five years later
he entered Ihe service of the Western Union Tclcgrapl. Company in Cleveland, and was later scnl
to Erie, Pa., where he Iwcame manager of ihe office.
In 1870 he j<iined Ihe Bell telephone jieople ani
began the establishment of a lelc|>hone system in

Cleveland.
He was made the general manager and
held Ihe position until live years .ago
He was a
member of the Colonial and Electric Clubs and the
Chamber of Commerce, and was a Nfason. A wife
and six children survive him.

George W. Davenport, third vice-president of
Niagara Falls Power Company, died in the
Memorial Hospital on Ihe morning of Thursday.
May i8th. follovsing an operation for appendicitis.
Mr. Davenport was in his office at Niagara Falls
on Friday morning. May 12th. but suffering great
pain he went lo the hospital, where an o|>cralion
was performed the following day. He failed to
rally from the shock and operation.
He is survived by a wife and two children: also one broUier.
Dr. J. H. Davenport, of Providence. R. I. .\Ir.
Davenport was born at Fall River, Mass., in 1858
the

1883 he entered the ^fassachusetts Institute of
Technology, taking a 'special course. He entered
factory of the Thomson-Houston Company of
Lynn in 1885, later taking up the organization of
In

the

Thomson - Houston Intcnialional Company,
sold Thomson-Houston
products
abroad.
Here he acted as general manager, and traveled

the

which

widely in foreign countries, .\fter holding various
positions of responsibility with the General Electric
and other companies. Mr. Davenport was made
third vice-president of the Niagara Falls Power

Company

in

1904.

He was

also

vice-president

of

Audit Company and of the Niagara
and Instrument Company, and was
third vice-president of the Niagara Devclopmeiit
Company and Niagara Junction Railway Company.
He was a man of high character, broad-minded
and a useful citizen whose influence was always for
the

Buffalo

Tachometer

the good.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
It

reported

is

that

J.

Dennis

O.

will

electric-light plant in his building at

install

.an

Princeton,

111.

The Lehigh Coal and Navigation Company
Panther

Creek

X'alley,

Pa.,

contemplates

a large electrical plant in Lansford,

The gas and

surplus

electricity

to Chicago, passed by the
cently, has been signed by

Illinois

of
erecting

Pa.
bill
pertaining
Legislature re-

Governor Deneen

Sawyer Bros, of Livingston. Texas, proprietors
of the Livingston Ice Factory and Bottling Works,
are installing a 250-iight electric plant, in connection with its ice plant, for lighting the town of Liv-^
ingston.

The Savannah Lighting Company, which was

re-

with a capital of $50,000, has
completed the erection of an electric-light
plant, and has applied for a franchise to furnish
light in Savannah, Ga.
cently

incorporated

nearly

The Georgetowm (Ky.) Water, Light, Heat and
Power Company, incorporated recently vvitli a capital

of $250,000. has purchased the property of the
Electric and Power Com-

Georgetown Water. Gas,
pany.
R.

Jerome P. Parker, William Bergschicker and
B. Henderson have been appointed a commit-

tee to report on plans for the proposed municipal
in
Memphis,
to be installed
electric-light plant
Tenn., at a cost of from $750,000 to $1,000,000.

The Red Lion and Windsor (Pa.)

electric-light

recently been reorganized and recapitalthousand dollars" worth of bonds and
The
$30,000 worth of stock have been issued.
present building will he enlarged, new electrical
machinery will be installed and wires will be
plant has
ized.

Fifty-

;

strung to Windsorville, Yoe Borough jmd Dallastown. Contracts for lighting these towns have been
made.

The supervisors of San Francisco, Cal., have appointed a committee, including Chief Hewitt of
the department of electricity, to prepare an ordinance regulating the maintenance of electric
It is said that the
signs on the roofs of buildings.
signs hamper the work of firemen.

A committee of the House of Commons of London has commenced the consideration of a bill proinstallation

viding for the
light

in

London

of

electric-

and pneumatic-tube systems similar to those

in use

in

America.

Pierpont

J.

Morgan

is

among

the promoters of the company, which has a capital
Ninety-five miles of double tubing
of $20,000,000.
and 172 stations are proposed.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS,
The first survey for an electric railway in Linn
County, Kan., is being made. The line will connect
Paola with IVIound City. Fort Scott and lola.

Among

recent

Illinois

Jesse
$100,000.
the incorporators.
of

is the PeInterurban railway
Pekin, and a capital

Black,

Jr.,

of

Pekin

is

among

The Illinois Traction Company, through its repMcKinley syndicate, has purchased
The same
the Jacksonville (111.) street railway.
corporation, it is said, has under consideration
the purchase of the lighting plant of the Jacksonville Gas Light and Coke Company, one of the
most important public utilities of the city.
resentative, the

E. R. and W. H. Sponsler will install at Middletown, N. Y., one 225-kilowatt and one 350-kilowatt Bullock railway generator. These are intended
to supply power for the existing lines of the Middletown-Goshen Railway Company, together with
its extensions, the whole of which will hereafter
be known as the Walkill Transit Company. Mr.
Frank G. Brown is the local engineer in charge of
the plant.

Elevated^ Railway
sent in an ordinance to
the City Council, which went to the committee on
asking permission to do a
local transportation,
general express business, handling mail matter and
"milk, baggage, bundles, parcels and all merchandise commonly known as express matter," over
all its lines except between the hours of 6:30 and
eight a. m. and five and 6:30 p. m.

The Metropolitan West
Company of Chicago has

Side

Traction Company, which
right-of-way for an electric
to Galesburg, 111.,
is
said to have sold its franchise, right-of-way,
materials and equipment to the Rock Island Southern Railway Company, recently incorporated, with
$1,500,000 capital, for the purpose of building an
interurban electric railway from Davenport and
Rock Island to Galesburg and Monmouth.

The Western

which are published
Manufacturing Comby the Northern
pany, Madison, Wis., show numerous applications
of Northern apparatus in ventilating and glowing
Leaflets

ice.

143-a,
Electrical

work.

The Electric Storage Battery Company of Philadelphia has issued an index to all its publications,
will be found useful in looking up the various publications which the company has sent out
from time to time.
Well arranged and attractive in appearance, the
catalogue of the Capital Gas Engine Company
The sole
of Indianapolis at once catches the eye.
business of this company is the building of stationary and portable internal combustion engines.
The engines which the company offer are of the
old and tried four-stroke type. The catalogue contains many good illustrations of various types of
these engines.

new

The Moore Electrical Company of Newark, N. J.,
the manufacturer of that interesting illuminant
called the Moore "electric daylight," in which current is sent through a gaseous conductor in long
glass tubes, which gives off a brilhant light applicable to many purposes.
This apparatus is well
described in a small pamphlet which is being sent
out by the company, and entitled "The Moore Elec-

Monmouth

W. Prior, G.
Bicknell, all of Cleveland,
portion of last week looking oyer
a proposed electric railway between Kansas City
and St. Joseph, Mo., about 60 miles in length. Mr.
Prior and Mr. York have been connected with the
enterprise for some time, and the other gentlemen
interests.
Mr.
financial
other
strong
represent
Bicknell went with the party as an expert in traction matters.
H. R. Newcomb, E. V. Hale, L.

W. York and Warren
spent a

A

system of electric railways has been inaugurated at Malta, with 10 miles of track in use,
and soon nearly double that mileage will be worked.

came from Pittsburg, Pa., and the motors in use were made at the English branch works
of the Westinghouse company. The power house
complete in every detail. Mr. M. D. Jeffs of
is
New York is general traffic manager. The road
was constructed and is operated by Macartney, McElroy & Co., and is regarded as an American company, although the headquarters of the company
is in London, England.
rails

bill enabling the city of York, Pa., to enter
an agreement with the York Street Railway

Company whereby in return for franchises for the
Street
Railway comColonial and Penn Park
panies and other concessions the company shall
perform certain obligations, including the sprinkling and cleaning of streets and the payment of a
percentage of its annual gross receipts, has been
introduced in the Common Council. This measure
was rendered necessary under a ruling of the city
solicitor because the municipality, under present
statutes, has no authority to enter into an agreement of this kind.

tric

Daylight."

To

give a few words in general about electric
fans is the object of the Crocker- Wheeler Company's latest bulletin.
The fans which are illustrated and described in the bulletin are for ventilating purposes.
The earlier form of belt-driven
fan is now replaced by an electric fan in which
the motor forms an integral part of the unit, the
motor frame being fastened to the fan ring, while
the runner, or revolving part of the fan, is mounted
directly on the armature shaft.

The Brownie bulletin of the Kellogg Switchboard
and Supply Company of Chicago sets for in an
original and entertaining manner the various points
of merit embodied in the new Kellogg commonset.
The bulletin contains 12 cartoons
drawn by Mr. H. M. Post, in which the "Brownies"
apparently go into ecstacies over each new feature
which they discover about these sets. The pictures
are accompanied by rhymes, on the order of "The
House that Jack Built," which are very appropriate.

battery desk

SOCIETIES

AND SCHOOLS.

Sixteen young men will take the degree of electrical engineer this year at Lehigh University in
South Bethlehem, Pa.

Commencement at Purdue will extend from June
4th to 7th.
The baccalaureate address will be
given Sunday, June 4th, by Herbert Lockwood
Wiliett, Ph. D.

The tenth annual convention of the National
Association of Manufacturers closed in Atlanta,
Ga., on May i8th.
D. M. Parry of Indianapolis,
Ind., was re-elected president.
Vice-presidents, one
for each state represented, were named by the
states.

Arrangements for the annual convention in Montreal on June 21st to 23d of the Canadian Electrical
Association are rapidly approaching completion.
Among the several features arranged for are a
luncheon at the Allis-Chalmers-BuUock Company's
Works, a smoker-concert and visits to the various
Montreal Light, Heat and
sub-stations
of the

Power Company.
on the

also

A

trip

to

Shawinigan Falls

is

list.

AUTOMOBILES.
Leonard Lang of Amsterdam, Holland, in a
of the trade in automobiles and bicycles,

J.

review

says
"Foreign automobile manufacturers having
agencies in the Netherlands are: French, 11; German, three; Belgian, one. American m.achines are
not much seen here, and American manufacturers,
with the exception of the Oldsmobile, have no
agencies in the Netherlands. American automobiles,
as far as known, are found to be too weak for
this country.
Steam cars of the locomobile type
must undergo a change, as the Dutch law does
not permit boilers. Of the electrical motor cars,
well known in every country, nothing is seen here
as far as known, nobody pushes their sale.
Such
The American manufacturer
cars might sell well.
does not further their sale, as a letter with price
quotation and a catalogue is the only result of
serious inquiries made by well-known Dutch firms."

PUBLICATIONS.
The

during the summer months.

that

good ventilation

is

has been proved
a good investment from a

TELEGRAPH.

It

Good ventilation is best
point of view.
secured by means of motor-driven fans and blowers.
They afford convenient and economical servl)usiness

cable ship Charente has completed
laying of the cable from Cadiz to Tangier
for by the Franco-Spanish convention.
The cable, which is the property of the French
government, constitutes another step in the consolidation of French interests in Tangier.

provided

MISCELLANEOUS.
The Santa Fe railroad is about to build a power
house and equip an electric plant in Kansas City,
Mo., at an expense of about $50,000, it is said.
The Chicago River and the Drainage Canal were
inspected a few days ago as links in a prospective
deep waterway from the Lakes to the Mississippi
River.
Five members of the rivers and harbors
committee of Congress made the inspection. They
will report their conclusion to the legislative body
this fall, when an appropriation for the necessary
work may be asked. Isham Randolph, engineer of
the Drainage Board, accompanied the party.

A very rich discovery of copper is reported to
have been made recently in the department of Yoro,
Honduras. Those who have examined it state that
the amount of ore is large and rich, running from
The discoverers have
15 to 60 per cent, copper.
located eight well-defined veins, which can be traced
for miles on the surface, two of these being 12
It is calfeet wide, one 10 feet, and one 14 feet.
culated that the entire body will average 50 per
cent, copper.

Reports are current that the Erie railroad is
contemplating changing from steam to electric traction on its terminals in New York, in fact, on
most of its New Jersey mileage. The road has a

suburban business, and just to it east the
Island road is installing electric traction and
the north the New York Central will soon be
running electric trains. It is rum'ored that plans
under consideration contemplate the immediate expenditure of $10,000,000.

large

Long
to

One
in

this

The latest adaptation of the Murray printingsystem is its application to automatic
typesetting.
The receiving apparatus is so arranged
that it can be applied to a linotype machine, and
telegraph

of the principal deposits of molybdenum ore
country is at Cooper, Maine. Dr. George

Otis Smith of the United States Geological Survey,
in Bulletin 260, the Survey's annual publication on
its exploits in economic geology, gives some data
on the character and origin of the deposit. The
ores of molybdenum have been in greater demand
since molybdenum has been used in the manufacture of steel to increase its hardness and toughThe comparative rarity and high cost of
ness.
the ores have, however, limited its use.
It has been- arranged, it is said, by the Navy
Department that all merchant ships fitted with
space-telegraph apparatus shall make daily weather
reports wdien in touch with the government stations which are now established along the Atlantic
Coast, between Portland and New Orleans, and
those soon to be completed to Galveston, Texas.
All such reports will be forwarded to the Weather
Bureau at Washington. These naval wireless stations will furnish the ships, when desired, with
weather forecasts which come from the Weather

Bureau.
Interest is increasing in the guayule shrub growing on the northern plateau of Mexico, from which
rubber is being extracted. New buyers, for purposes of experimentation, are frequently entering
Several companies have been formed to
the field.

construct factories and exploit the product. So far
as known to the writer, says United States Consul
Le Roy, Durango, Mexico, the methods of extracting rubber are all purely mechanical. Another plant
of the arid plateau, which it is claimed- will produce a rubber-like extract, is also attracting attention. Torreon is the center of the trade in the
guayule, (Parthenium argentatum) and in or near
there the factories for the extraction of rubber are
being built.

Without a dissenting vote the state Assembly
Wisconsin has passed a bill providing for the
taxation of street railways and electric-light, heat
and power plants on an ad valorem basis. The
bill provides for a state board of assessment, to
consist of the commissioner of taxation and his
of

and second assistants. An annual assessment
be levied. An annual report to the board Is
required in which all the property, capital stock,
bonds and securities, dividends declared, and gross
earnings must be included in detail. The taxes
will be paid into the general fund of the state, but
80 per cent, is returnable to the towns, cities and
villages in proportion to the gross receipts from
the operation of the plant in each such town, city
or village.
first

will

A

subject of factory ventilation becomes very

vital

The French

the

is

:

A
into

27, 1905

the messages set in type as they are received. The
principal advantage over the ordinary printing telegraph is said to be that the compositor is enabled
to make corrections while the messages are being
received.

which

last

Ohio,

and

The Chicago Fuse Wire and Manufacturing Company of 120 Randolph Street, Chicago, has issued
a new catalogue on its various products, including Union enclosed fuses. Union fuse blocks and
various forms of springs and clips.

Illinois

year graded a
interurban line from

131

incorporations

Pekin and Bloomington
oria,
of Illinois, with head office at

The

May
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prominent feature in mining gold, coal, tin,
in South Africa has been the remarkable
increase in the demand for electrically driven machinery, says the South African correspondent of
the London Times. Hauling, lifting, pumping and
lighting are fast being accomplished by its use.
For lifting purposes a motor of the three-phase inetc.,

May

-7,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

JOS

I.

(luctiiin type, working at a pressure of 500 volts,
representative one, and is capable of driving
is a

Where tlic depth is moderate,
I2S horsepower.
SO-horscpowcr motors arc frequently employed.
There is just now quite a craze anionu South
African mining engineers for the newest and best
for hauling and lifting purposes.
electric plants
For lighting purposes a vast and ever-increasing
supply of plant and fittings arc required. Diamond
drilling, as a rule, is done nowailays by electricity,
on account of the handiness and convenience of
the system, the motor being placed wherever deinconvenience and loss of
sired, as against the
power occasioned l)y old-time methods.

TRADE NEWS.
Fred B. Carbis has purchased the
business of C.

ply

C.

Harding

in

supColo.

electrical

Salida,

Hellyer Electric Company of Zancsvillc,
has purchased the stock of K. B. Robbins
opened a new electric store. Carl Hellyer
the manager of the concern, which will do a
is
general electrical business.
Tlie

Ohio,
:uid

lias

.Xccording to the newspapers, fire on May
destroyed the foundry, pattern room of the

24111
rail-

bond department and warehouse of the Ohio Brass

The loss
of Mansfield, Ohio.
at $150,000, covered by insurance.

Company
mated

esti-

is

Light and
J. H. Ward, employed by the Minot
Telephone Company, will open an electrical supply
Mr. Ward
store and repair shop in Minot, N. D.
expects to carry a complete line of electrical fixtures
and supplies and will make a specialty of wiring
buildings for contractors.

A recent Illinois incorporation is the Marquette
Electric and Manufacturing Company of Chicago,
which, according to the incorporation papers, will
deal in electrical appliances, macliincry, light and
power. The capital is $50,000 and the incorporators
are H. A. Weyl, George Schcin and L. T. Orr.

On June

or as soon thereafter as possible,
advertisement for proposals for furnishing the
Signal Corps of the United States Army with telephone apparatus to the value of appro.ximately
Models of practically all
$75,000 will be issued.
;:if
this equipment may be seen in the Signal Corps
model room, Washington, D. C, and drawings and
Representaspecifications are under preparation.
tives should call upon Major Edgar Russel, officer
in charge of the electrical division, Lemon Building,

421

Waahington, D. C, for pcrmiMion to Intpcct the
models.

A

compartivc trial of dry ballcrirn ia being conihiced by General Grccly, chief Hignal officer of
the United States Army.
Some 20 makes of ccll»
arc being practically tested with a view to ascertaining the best product obtainable.
The xign^l
office purchases a large quantity of the cells every
year and makes a rule of getting the best on the
market.
Co. of New York announce that
they have secured the services of Mr. Hiram J.
Mr. Slifcr is a
Slifer as steam-railway expert.
graduate of the Polytechnic College of Pennsylvania and has been prominently connected with
mining and railroad work since.
He will be responsible for matters relating to the company's
steam-railway undertakings.
J.

White

G.

&

The Chicago oflice of the Mica Insulator Company and Eugene Munsell & Co., which is under
the management of Charles E. Coleman, has been
moved to the twelfth floor of No. 358 Dearborn
.Street.

The new

olTices

cover nearly 2,000 square

feet of space and are adinirably arranged for the
Mr. Coleman states that
needs of the companies.

business

is

exceptionally brisk at the present time.

The Navy Department, through

the bureau of
and accounts, is inviting sealed proposals
until June 6th for furnishing eastern navy yards
Schedule 257, incandescent
with the following:
lamps, carbons, dry batteries, switches, wire and
supplies

electrical
supplies;
schedule
miscellaneous
258,
starting panel; schedule 260, motors: schedule 262,
Blank promotors; schedule 263, insulating tape.
posals can be obtained of the bureau or at the
navy pay office in New York city. On June 20th
the bureau will open bids for furnishing the Puget
Sound and Mare Island navy yards with the following:
Schedule 267, incandescent and arc lamps,
carbons, tape; schedule 268, incandescent lamps,
Blank proposals can be obtained
insulating rings.

upon application

to the

ist,

bureau

at

Washington.

BUSINESS.
Tlie Wilkcsbarre (Pa.) Gas and Electric Company has placed an order with the Allis-Chalmers
Company of Milwaukee for one horizontal cross-

compound Reynolds-Corliss condensing

engine, with
cylinders 22 and 40 inches in diameter and a 42inch stroke, for direct connection to a 500-kilowatt
6o-cycle 2,300-volt alternating-current generator.
It
will be designed to run in parallel with a Vulcan

engine already inttalied, which will be rebuilt br
the Allia-Chalmcn Company. .The work will b«
done at the Scranlon work* of that c/jnipany.

The American
about

Fuw

Electric

comuleicd

in

Mutkcgon,

started with 50 employei. It
force will be incrcatcd until

900

it

a

Ownpany'j plant,
.Mich
hat htat
expeclc<l that this
force of protably
,

employed.

is

The

Kuhlman

Company

Electric

of

Elkhart.

Ind.,

manufacturer of trantformert, hat moved

plant

to

larger quarters

have double its
proved shipping

it*

Elkhart, where it will
former floor space and much imin

facilities.

Home Electric Company of Wheeling.
Va,, has been incorporated with $10,000 capital

The

W.

stock Jjy J. F. McCurdy,
Keyscr of Wheeling, J. M.

W.

and George

Va.,

J.

R. V. McCay, W. P.
McCurdy of Elm Grove,
Gibson of Greggs, Ohio, to

conduct a general electrical construction butinesi.

Dodge & Day, engineers and architects of PhilaPa., have been commissioned by the Electro-Dynamic Company to make a thorough examination of the existing methods in its shops at
Bayonne, N. J., and submit a report as a basis for
changes and improvements contemplated by the
management. Business of the Dynamic company
has increased to such an extent that there has come
an urgent necessity of speeding up the shop, or
delphia,

else

providing more adequate

facilities,

or both.

The John F. Walsh Company of Pittsficid, Mass.,
successor to the K. & W. Company, manufactures
a number of compounds, chief among which are
the Anti-spark commutator lubricating compound.
Perfection polish paste and Nocroso, a substitute
for acids, resins and soldering salts or fluids. The
company also makes the K. & W. dynamo brush.
These products it considers worthy of careful inspection by buyers, and holds that there is none
better on the market
The

Wcstinghouse

Company has

Machine

re-

cently announced substantial extensions in its sales
organization.
These extensions are the result of
the rapidly increasing business, making necessary
the more thorough covering of southern and western territories.
In addition to the original New

York, Boston, Pittsburg and Chicago offices, new
branches have been established at Cincinnati, DenSan Francisco, Charlotte, N. C, and .'\tlanta,
Ga.
With tliese added facilities the extensive
mining territory of the West and cotton industries
of the South may receive more active attention.
ver,

ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.
Issued (United States Patent
Electric Signal System.

9,702.

Waco, Texas.

Application

Edwin

J.

filed

Contact plates and an electrically operated indicating
Means in
mechanism are mounted upon the vehicle.
electrical connection with the indicating mechanism engage the contact plates, and a lamp is connected between
the plates.

Pneumatic Trolley
Cassidy, Waltham, Mass.

vember

5,

Andrew

Check.

May

j6,

igoj.

G.

No-

Application filed

1904.

Thomas A.
789,740.
son,

Woolsey M. JohnApplication filed August 14,

Electrolytic Apparatus.
lola,

Kan.

1903.

The electrolytic apparatus embodies a rotatable disk
anode and a cathode, the anode having means for directing a stream of electrolyte against the cathode.
789,748.

Code

Signaling

Telephone.

Charles

T.

Mason, Sumter, S. C, assignor to the Sumter
Telephone Manufacturing Company, Sumter,
S. C.
Application filed February 11, 1905.

A

Telephone Transmitter. Henry P. Clausen,
Chicago, 111., assignor to the American Electric
Telephone Company, Chicago, 111. Application

9,716.

filed

August

20,

1902.

Renewed April

6,

1905.

A

telephone transmitter comprises a main diaphragm,
front and back supplemental diaphragms, a ring separating
the supplemental diaphragms, a supporting diaphragm
connecting the ring with the main diaphragm, electrodesurfaces carried by the supplemental diaphragms and
granular carbon interposed between the surfaces.

Frank A. Decker,
Electrolytic Apparatus.
Philadelphia. Pa., assignor to the Decker Manufacturing Company, Wilmington, Del. Appli-

9,721.

cation filed February 29,

A

1904.

code-signaling telephone call comprises a magneto
generator, a signal wheel shaft and mechanism connecting
the signal shaft with the generator driving shaft, the
mechanism comprising means for disconnecting the shafts
when the signal wheel shaft has been rotated to transmit

Governor for Non-automatic Electric Mo789,754.
tor Controllers.
William J. Napier, Leichhardt,
near Sydney, New South
Wales, Australia.
Application filed January 6, 1904.
Combined with an electric motor are a supply-circuit
and current

controller, mechanism capable of locking the
controller at each position of adjustment, means actuated
by non-electric energy for operating the mechanism and
apparatus responsive to variations of the current in the
supply-circuit for controlling the means.

789,778.

comprising the containing vessel holds an electroAnother
lytic solution, the vessel having an aperture.
receptacle contains mercury, the receptacle being located
in the aperture and having a bottom inclined downwardly
and outwardly from the interior of the cell.
cell

Herman T.
Glow-lamp-socket Holder.
Hochhausen, Brooklyn, N. Y. Application filed
January 28, 1905.

59.734.

oppositely disposed arc-shaped rim flanges and two
arc-shaped projections on the cylindrical socket are arranged so that by rotating the tlange the parts are
locked together.

Two

Herman
Holder.
Glow-lamp-socket
Hochhausen, Brooklyn, N. Y. Application
February 3, 1905.

T.

19.735.

filed

System. Joseph A. Wilson,
assignor to the Hall Signal
Application filed September 13, 1904.

Signaling

Westfield,

N.

Compan3\

J.,

In an electric signaling system are a differential magnet
having two coils, a source of current for energizing one
of the coils, a track-circuit including the other coil, a
current reverser and track magnet and a signal controlled
by both of the magnets.

Pneumatic Dispatch Tube System. William H. Dinspel and Joseph J. Stoetzel. Chicago,
111.,
assignors
to
the
Universal
Pneumatic
Transmission Compam-, Chicago, III. Application filed August 15, 1902. Renewed April i,

789,799.

1904.

in turn energizes electromagnets for operating the
valves cutting off the supply of air behind the cartridge.

which,

Method of Propagating Wave Forms.
Dugald C. Jackson, Madison, Wis. Application
September 23, 1901.

59,738.

filed

A

method of counteracting capacity

in

wave-form

cir-

cuits consists in creating a magnetic field substantially
throughout the wire of the circuit, the axis of the field
being substantially co-incident with the general direction

789,814.

tion filed

Interrupter.

Maurice

werp, Belgium, assignor to
tric Compan3^ Chicago, 111.

October

21,

McGrath, Antthe Western Elec-

K.

Application

filed

1904,

Combined with an electromagnet is an armature arranged to be thrown into rapid vibrations by the magnet.
Switch parts adapted to be operated by the armature, and
a non-resilient support for the armature and switch parts
are provided.

Electric

Current

Swarts, Columbus, Ohio.

Regulator.
Applica-

February

29, 1904.
potential-regulating device has parallel scries of
contact pomts, a £ccd element being connected to the contact point at one end of one of the scries.
A solenoid
IS connected to the corresponding contact o£ the
other
series, a core working in the solenoid and co-operating
w-ith the series of contact points.
Means regulate for
changes in the load, having parallel scries of contact
points with a contact point of one scries connected with
the solenoid and a conductor leading away from a contact point of the opposite scries.
solenoid is connected
to the feed clement and has a core working between
and
in co-operative relation with the second- mentioned scries
of contact points,

A

A

Canopy

789,832.

Insulator.

Edmund

E.

Bechtold,

Chicago, 111. Application filed October 20, 1904.
Insulating material is located on the canopy surrounded
by a band, and having an inturncd flange to engage the
789,877.

P.

Relief Valve for Storage Batteries. David
Perry, Chicago, III., assignor to the Vesta
Batten- Company. Application filed

Storage

May

22,

1903.

Lightning Arrester. Guy H. Short, Still789,886.
well, 111. Application filed August i, 1904.

A

lightning arrester comprises a base, a clip secured
to the base, a local line wire supported by the clip,
a
ground wire also supported by the clip and provided with
a terminal loop arranged in parallel relation to the local
wire, and a clamping screw engaging the clip for securing

Electric

789,914.

Switch.

Frederick

Huffer,

New

York, N. Y. Application filed October 31, 1904.
In an electric switch is a movable contact element, the
element having notches in its peripher>-.
casing sur-

A

789,925.

During the passage of the cartridge along the pneutube a trigger is tripped which closes a circuit

matic

which

An attachment for holding lamp-sockets is described,
by inserting and turning the socket locks it in
operative position relative to the circuit terminals.

Automatic

789,822.

13,

1904.

19,715.

Office)

Adams,

February

W.

Coin-controlled Telephone Sj'stem. Charles
^Mahon, Chicago, 111. Application filed Sep-

tember

6,

1904.

A receiving-circuit provided with interlocking relays
has means whereby the relays will be interlocked upon
the making of a call.
The interlocking makes the transmitting circuits inoperati\-e.
The deposited coin releases
the interlocking device.
(See cut on next page.)
Rock Drill. Thomas E. Adams, Cleveland.
Ohio, assignor to the Adams Drill Companj-,
Cleveland, Ohio. Application filed December '4,

789,951.

1901.

The

device comprises a pivotally mounted, longitudinally

:

.
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body, a drill rod and operating mechanism
An electric
for tbe
rod carried by the drill body.
motor independent of the drill body is mounted to rock
freely and drives the drill rod.

movable

59,975.

drill
drill

Electric

Switch. Gustave L. Herz. Nev.'
Application filed October 7, 1904.

operated

by

May

2.J,

1905

An electrical oscillating system embodies an oscillating
circuit containing several spark gaps and electrical means

the

Wireless Telegraphy,
Ferdinand
Strassburg, Germany, Application filed
ber 4. 1904.

790,179.

of

Braun,

good conductivity

for

the

charge

means of small conductivity discharge

Novem-

potential.

Other

vibrations shunted
the charge

to the separate spark gaps for distributing
potential over the separate spark gaps.

York, N. Y.
In an electric switch are a suitable base, a contact-plate
Means
and a removable plug included in tbe circuit.
removably engaged with the plug slide it into and out of
engagement with the plate without removing the plug.

Telephone
Cut-off.
Herbert
Manring,
Weatherby, Mo. Application filed July 14, 1902.
Renewed February 14, 1905.

59,985.

In a multiple-bridged system of combined automatic and
manual cut-offs for telephones on multiple branches there
are combined with each telephone receiver a system of
circuits and an auxiliary cut-off for each receiver,
A
receiver arm is arranged in parallel relation to the receiver and in close proximity, having upon its under side
insulated material.
An auxiliary cuf-off is pivotally
mounted in proximity to the arm and provided at one
end with a handle and at the other end with a lateral
projection disposed beneath the arm to engage the insulating material.
(See cut.)

790.258.

the

Elektnzitats-Zahler Gessellschaft M. B. H., BerGermany. Application filed July 29, 1903.
Mam-current coils, a rotary annular iron bodv located
between them and comoletely inclosed by the ' lines
of
force of the main-current field, and a stationary
shunt
lin,

Electric
Alarm System. Hippolyte M.
Cooper, Coopers Plains, N. Y. Application filed
October 15, 1904.
An electric arm system comprising an initial circuit and
a primary circuit, and a parallel circuit has means con-

790,189.

NO. 789,925.

—COIN-CONTROLLED

held

directed perpendicularly both to the main-current
and the axis of the rotary bodv, its lines of force
being conducted peripherally in several distinct paths
by
the rotary body, are tbe principal features.
(."^e cut.)
field

trolled by the initial circuit for closing the primary and
parallel circuits.
Means controlled by the primary circuit

TELEPHONE SYSTEM,

Centrifugal
Apparatus
for
Electrolytic
Purposes. Ralph V. Heuser, Erie, Pa. Application filed September 17, 1904.
Combined with a revoluble vessel are an anode of substantially
annular form mounted therein, a cathode
mounted within tbe vessel and encircled by the anode,
the cathode being provided with perforations, and means

cause the actuation of an alarm, while other means automatically break the primary circuit. Devices controlled by
the parallel circuit permit the continued actuation of the

Indicating Dial
for
Electric
Switches.
Charles G. Perkins and Nathan W. Crandall,
Hartford, Conn., assignors to the Perkins Corporation, Hartford, Conn. Application filed October 19, 1904.

790:262.

79O7O55.

In combination with a circuit-making and breaking contact mechanism are a protectmg metallic cover inclosing
the mechanism, a non-conductive cup-shaped lining fitting
withm the cover, a chamber bet\vecn the top of the liniai?'
and the ceiling of the cover and a dial in the chamber
rotalably supported by the lining and provided with means
for engaging and coacting with a rotatable member of tbe
making and breaking contact mechanism.

for causing the vessel to revolve.

Electric
Signaling System.
Samuel M.
Young and Fitzhugh Townsend, New York,

790,095.

N. Y, Application filed October 18, 1904.
An automatic signaling system for railways consists of a
source of power current, a source of signaling current and
a trackway divided into block sections, one of the rails of
the trackway continuous and common to all ot the sections, and the other rail made up of a series of independent rails each having the length of a block. Ironless bonds
are introduced between the opposite ends of the independent rails of each section and the

Electric Clock System. John Stein and
Albert N. Stein, New York, N. Y.. assignors
to the Universal Electric Clock Company, "NewYork, N. Y.

790,267.

A

spring- actuated primarj' clock is associated with an
electrically operated secondary clock.
The primarj- clock
closes an electric circuit periodicallv, the current impulses
passing to an electromagnet in the secondary clock, the
armature of which operates a pawl and ratchet lo move
the clock hands.

(

Safety Device for Motor Starters. Fred790,100.
erick G. Bill, Long Island Cit}', N. Y., assignor
York.
of one-half to Francis H. Murphy,
N. Y. Application filed February 21, 1905.
comprising a lev

LiiH-'

New

EXPIRING PATENTS.

in operative

NO. 789,985.
the electromagni

—TELEPHONE

Following

CUT-OFF.
of

Combined Annunciator and Jack for Telephones. Daniel W. Campbell, La Crosse. Wis.,
assignor to the Vought-Berger Company, La

the

A

shell

Application filed July 25, 1903.
having a magnet and a pivotally supported

armature is provided with a latch bar secured to the
armature and a pivotally mounted drop formed with a
shutter near its front end. A downwardly turned portion
at the inner end, a vertical lug to engage the free end
of the latch bar, and an insulating block in the path of
the connecting plug on the face of the depending inner
end of the drop are the other parts.
790,107.

Trolley.

John H. Clark,

Application filed

March

3,

Telegraphy. Patrick B.
South
Delany,
Orange, N. J. Application filed June 30, 1902.

790,193.

An

automatic telegraph contains a recording receiver
adapted to be automatically started and stopped by current
received from a distant station and comprising, recording
devices, an electromagnetic starting device included in tbe
normal circuit of fhe line, an electromagnetic stopping device normally disconnected from the line circuit, and a
switch and circuit connections which, when the receiver
is started, operate to cut the starting device out of and
introduce the stopping device into the line circuit in
scries with the recording devices.
(See cut.)

Urichsville, Ohio.

Electric
Prenner,
Furnace. Isedore
S.
Scranton, Pa., assignor of one-half to Gus N.
Brown, Scranton, Pa. Application filed March

790,226.

1905.

In a trolley are a harp, and combined oil and bearing
boxes removably engaged in the harp member?.

Incandescent-lamp Socket. Guy H. ProcSomerville, Mass., assignor to the Br>'ant
Electric Company, Bridgeport, Conn. Application filed May 10, 1904.
An incandescent lamp socket comprises in its construc-

790,152.

tor,

a supporting block of insulating material in two
parts, a circuit-controlling key, a plate having bearings
in its opposite ends for the key, the plate being fastened
at one end to both of the parts, and springs to act on the
tion

key near the other end.

21, 1903.
Adjustable electrodes extend into a closed chamber, so
as to form an arc within the chamber.
Gearing moves
Means
the electrodes toward or away from each other.
controlled by the arc current regulate the strength of the
current of the electrically operated gear controlling means.

Antiseptic jNIouthpiece for Telephones or
the Like.
Walter Wright, San Francisco, Cal.
Application filed ilay 12, 1904. Renewed .\pril

790,241.

21,

Electric Time Switch. Jerome Redding,
Boston, Mass.. assignor to the Redding Auto-

790)155-

matic Time Switch Company, Boston,
Application filed May 21, 1904.
A clock movement having adjustable actuators

Mass.

controls
for the switch motor comprising a device for
releasing the motor.
Another device stops the switch
motor.
rotatable controller has removable points, each
of which actuates the devices in succession, while a ratchet

mechanism

A

SPECIAL MENTION.
The Keystone Express,

the popular low-fare train
over the Pennsylvania Lines, leaves Chicago daily
at 10:05 a. m., arriving at New York at three
o'clock the next afternoon coaches, Chicago to
New York, for both first and second-class passengers.
Through sleeping cars are on this train and
the fare is as low as that over anj' other line.
Passengers should ask for tickets via the Pan
Handle Route in order to secure the low rate.

—

.

1905.

An antiseptic mouthpiece for telephones comprising an
outer shell, an inner shell, absorbent material between the
shells, and a ring around the outer shell has a bayonet
fastening with the inner shell.
Apparatus for Increasing the Discharge
Energv' of Electrical Vibration Systems. Ferdinand' Braun, Strassburg, and Ragnar H. Rendahl, Berlin, Germany. Application filed /\pril
22, 1904.

790,250.

C. L. Kimball, assistant general passenger agent.
No. 2 Sherman Street. Chicago will furnish full
particulars upon application.

The Great Northern Railway Company says that
it is
surprising what an interest is manifested in
the Lewis and Clark Exposition by the people of
the East. "They see in the exposition an opportunity to visit the western country at a greath/
reduced expenditure of money, and not only see
the exposition itself, but view the wonders of our

is

a

list

by the United States

on iiay

790,103.

Crosse, Wis.

ALTERNATING -CURRENT METER.

790.25S.
Alternating-current
Meter.
Albin May,
Berlin. Germany, assignor to the Internationale-

22,

of electrical patents

(issued

Patent Oflice)

expired

that

1905

Anti-induction Composition for Electric Cables. D.
Brooks, Jr., Philadelphia, Pa.
Support for Electric Wires. D. Brooks, Jr., Phila383,097delphia, Pa.
Covering for Electric Wires and Cables.
383,098.
D.
Brooks, Jr., Philadelphia, Pa.
Electrophorus. J. D. Culp, San Felipe, Cal.
383,105.
Dynamo-electric :Machine.
383,113.
W.
Easton,
Xew
J.
383,096.

Automatic Tightening Device for .\rmatnres of Dv-'
383,11.;.
namo-electric Machines. J. W. Easton, Xew York, X. V.
Manufacture of Incandescent Electric Lamps. O.
383,140.

A. Moses, New York, N. Y.
Secondary Batterv. S. Russell, Erooklvn, X. Y.
Combined Gas and Electric Light FLxture. S. B. fl.
Vance, New York, N. Y.
Electrical Apparatus for Purifying Water.
383,18.4.
A. R.
Leeds, Hoboken, X. J.
Secondary Batterj-.
383,193S.
Sellon, ' Sydenham.
J.
County of Kent, England.
383,216.
Secondary Battery.
L. Epstein. Martinkenfeldc,
near Berlin, Germany.
383,220.
District Telegraph Call Box.
T. B. Gill, San Fran383,150383,158.

Cal.

cisco,

Galvanic Battery Excitant.
T. P. Whittier, East
Saginaw, Mich.
Telephone Conveyor. S. R. Ballard, Pittsburg, Pa.
383,269.
383,271.
Batten- 2inc. J. Beattie, Jr., Fall River, Mass.
Electrical Tramway.
383.273.
H. T. Blake, Xew Haven,
383,263.

Electrical Tramway.
H. T. Blake, Xew Haven, and
383.274.
C. Sterling, Bridgeport, Conn.
Djmamo-electric Machine.
383,320.
L. N. P. Poland, Cincinnati. Ohio.
Mechanical Telephone.
G. F. Shaver, Xew York
383,324.
X. Y.
Combined Gas and Electric-light fixture. S. B. H.
383,332.

Vance.

New

York, N. Y.

Fusible Coupling for Electric Fire-alarm Circuits.
383,377.
G. G. Smith, St. Albans, Vt.
Electric Lamp.
E. C. Ohmart, Xew York, N. Y.
383,411.

western
of

the

The

scenery, and witness the great resources
Northwest and the opportunities afforded.

Great Northern railway passenger department has been flooded with inquiries as to the
exposition, and it augurs well for a big travel
through the Northwest this year." The company
also issues a booklet, "Business Openings," which
adequately and comprehensively describes the needs
of the many towns along its line and contains a
detailed list of the business openings afforded the
man with limited means, as well as the big investor.
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Its
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liiat

I

arc

you

guiiig

Irti-,

.1111

Wliat shall

sliall
I

be supposed

who have

eled

attend

to

Light

Association,

to

^f

No. 22

men and

their friends prop-

architecture,

in

Denver

when you proceed up
to your hotel; somewhat plcasthink that this city, modern in

surprised

its

general appearance and

its

en-

"atmosphere," should be situated on the wild,
unilulating prairie at the foot- of a chain of snowcapped peaks that lift themselves into the heavens
like

countless cathedral spires.

The

the

]vI;,(ion.Tl

,|jl,

be held

1905

tire

Vou
to

jj^lj

be

Seventeenth Street
stunned to

conven-

twenty-eighth
"Tlli: I'asl."

i.Kclric

that

trav-

will

urably

thousands

perhaps

miles

sec?

I

may

of

for

learn?

visitors

It

h1i.11

do

to

its

What

inc?

3,

arc using extraordinary cfTorls to

entertain the electrical

You

OW

who

erly.

jnllN (KAK. liAMMnMI,

\:\

of the city,

the

Henry

"City op Licht.s."

will see a

—

city of lights
a blazoned tribute
business ability, sag<icity and energy of
L. Doherty, president of the Denver Gas

and Colorado Springs on June 6th to nth, incluAnd in
sive, will ask questions such as these.
attempting to answer these questions the writer
hopes to present information and pictures that
be of general

likewise

will

Western

of the

To

to all

"What

strong comment in the press advocating more
lighting.
In fact the phrase. "Boost for the City
of Lights." which is the offspring of Mr. Doherty's spirited lighting campaign, is on nearly e\ery
lip.

is

But visitors will .sec for themselves why Denver
becoming widely known as the "City of Lights."

It

is

not a

go away

readers

wild

feeling

prediction
that

are you going to do fur

of the

The symmetry of Denver's
Give you a good

;

let

grow any other

doesn't

that

liiiu'

you bask

in

1

plac

it

the

siinshiiK
d.ies

On

streets

the ground

lighted

impress

will

where scarcely half

century ago Indians were at warfare with the
invading paleface there stretches out for milc-s a
street system that will please the eye of the most

0;iorado.

tol

From the dome of the
the heart of the city there

engineer.

fastidious

;

Building

in

Capiun-

is

which excites admiration from every
spectator a view of Denver, with its wild and
rugged background of mountainous country looming up against the blue Colorado sky.
Denver has sprung up almost like a mushroom,
rolled a scene

;

scenery that can't be duplicated in all this world.
Show you things electrical that arc wonders even
in the wonderful electrical era; take you a mile
into the earth, where men are bringing forth virwalk, pull or let you ride to the top
gin gold

newcomer.

will

justified

best

a

ii

lake you to a "broncho-busting" contest; whirl
you through the finest streets of houses in this
country let you gaze at the mountains a hundred
show you
land you among them
miles away
;

say that ihey

to

Denver people arc

of having one
cities in the country.
pride

their

in

Electrician.

then,

repeat,

interest

and Electric Company, anil the younf nxn who
have aided hini in hi* work.
With the advent of .Mr. Doherty to Denver a
few ycarj ago came an impetui lo cleclric lighting
throughout the city which tat dcvclopcl with
marvelous rapidity.
There were feriouf obttaclct
to remove in order lo carry out the plan* which
he had formulated to make I>nvcr the "City of
Lights," but he went at the difficulties with the
fighting spirit, and h'n indomitable energy soon
removed every obstruction.
The result? Sccrcelv a day passes without som-r

—

BAST STATION OF DENVER GAS

ELECTRIC COMPANY.

;

but

it

is.

nevertheless, solid

Peak; show you

.•>nd

secure.

Its streets

trout can

are lined with substantial
structures which testify to

caught where the deer
give
and bears run wild
you a peep at Elitch's

an enduring growth in the
short period of time that
spans the historj- of the

of

city.
.And the piston of
progress is kept well oiled.

Pike's

of

where the
be

finest
;

;

Gardens,

a

wilderness

and foliage

flowers

set

boasting

one of the

summer

theaters

in

and

a large tract of prairie

Capitalists

finest

in

And —but

in

would take
you about all
the things that will be done
First, a

word about Den-

not

electric

intone
effulgent

a

lights

with
rays

more than 100

The
K-

;

evening,

city is

200,000

If,

in

leaping

myriad

of

cause

will

almost

their

of

pioneers,

to
it

now crowding
mark.
the

draws

It

front
its

is
be-

wealth

from a country whose hidden treasures and wonderful resources have hardly

rich

warmth,

"Welcome." Yes, a hearty
welcome to Denver will be
extended you in this and
other ways by the citizens

all

who had fearlessly crossed
the plains in the face of the
greatest dangers.

you step
off the train you w'ill be
glad; you will be overjoyed
you will feel at
the

They
money

On

estate.

sides

moment

home immediately.

real

it;

one may observe pronounced building activity.
In 1859 Denver had only
a few rough log cabins and

it

tell

for you.

The

faith in the

are

country.

hours to

have

future of the place.
investing their

the

been tapped.
a
:,500-KIL0WATT UNIT IN WEST STATION OF DENVER GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY,

NORTHWEST FROM DOME OF CAPITOL, SHOWI

MOUNTAINS IN THE DISTANCE.

The man who comes to
new country is severely

tested.

He

gets

a

school-

—

-

—
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community cannot give him for
His hardships teach him to do

ing that a settled

obvious

reasons.

a whole lot of thinking.

Denver are men who
They
went west when the country was new.
had work before them that was nearly as arduous
as the labors of the pilgrims who came over in
the Mayflower.
They had the pluck of the early
Puritans, and that is why they won out.
Denver is built on a solid business foundation
There are no
that these hardy men have made.
shifting sands, and that is why the future of
Denver has so much promise.
The city has a good city government. It will be
better. R. W. Speer, a practical business man, is the
mayor. He is hard-headed, has a wide knowledge
of the needs of an up-to-date municipality and has
the nerve and courage to tackle a proposition of

The

men

substantial

of

any kind that looks

to the betterment of the city.
he completes his term of office three years
from this time there will be even more reason to

When

Denver

praise

The

as

"the city beautiful."

"City of Million.\ires."

the state.

in

great deal of hard

June

work has been

done in arranging for the convention and the entertainment features directly connected with it. Work
and time have been required to provide the inter-

—

esting features those that will interest electrical
men but this work has not been done for the purposes of the convention.
It is the result of years
of planning and' careful toiling to build up great

—

—

means

of transportation.
They will enrich the
country; then the country will enrich them.
Another phase of the transportation problem is
that involved in projected suburban lines about
Denver and Colorado Springs. The most important of tliese is the plan of the Colorado and
Southern railroad, which has begun the work of
rebuilding preliminary to the installation of electricity on lines to towns distant as far as 40 miles.

construction

They are scattered
not offer the only examples.
Great central plants are in
over the entire state.
They furnish power
operation in many points.
for mines, mills, smelters and manufacturing concerns as well as railways of all kinds, from the
tramway in the mine to the heavy suburban elec-

using

electric

clared

that

—

—

railway.

Yet

there

is

room

only by the broad

for

more

Both Denver and Colorado Springs now have exsuburban systems.
With regard to this

cellent

measured

state,

rich

in

the

conditions

are

peculiar,

country offers countless obstacles

the
of

the

in

because
the way

builders.

A prominent railroad official connected with a
Colorado road said recently that the date Vas not
when

distant

far

the

all
of the railroads would be
locomotives.
This gentleman desuccess of these powerful engines

had been demonstrated by the New York Central,
and that the immediate future would see them in
in the terminals in Colorado.
That would

service

the

l)e

— room

expanse of the

1905

3,

bring to the ranchman's door the most modern

will

systems in many cases under difficulties
the
country.
found
in
other
section
of
These are the interesting features Ihe plants and
systems to the man interested in electrical development.
What Colorado offers to those interested in the
electrical field is illustrated by the progress that
Denver and Colorado Springs do
has been made.
electrical

not

tric

After spending a few days in Denver the convenon a special train bound

tion, visitor will be placed

A

declared

step,

first

toward the

general

use

this

these

of

railroad

official,

locomotives

on

the railroads in the state.

Included

the

in

traction

question

is

that

of

transporting ores and supplies in and about mines
a big feature in Colorado.
Scores of mines now
use electricity exclusively.
Scores of others, in-

cluding the great coal mines of the Colorado Fuel

and Iron Company, will be using this form of
power in the near future. Mills and smelters use
it
in most instances.
Along this line the influence
of

has been great, and will be greater.
so situated piercing a bald -cliff or

electricty

—

Many mines

an altitude that precluded the possibilit}' of supplying fuel that they could not be operated with
any power but electricity, sent to them through a
slender copper strand, now turn out their streams
at

—

of precious metals.

Irrigation

and Power Transmission.

But most important of

all

in*

the

way

of possibili-

the application of electricity to increase the
agricultural wealth of the state, its productive

ties

is

This field has been only touched.
It
has gone but little beyond the experimental
not because the experiments were not a
success, but purely for lack of time.
In this field
the state finds limitless possibilities for production,
and the capitalist and electrical engineer find a
capacity.
really

stage,

that offers sure returns.

field

Irrigation

is - the
vital question
to agriculture
Colorado.
Water must be had to raise crops,
except in some sections.
Natural sources have
yielded abundant supplies through careful manage-

in

ment and through the husbanding of the resources.

Cog Railroad on Pike's Peak.

SOME MOUNTAIN SCENES
Colorado

for

Two mammoth

Springs.

engines,

constructed especially for the rough traffic in the
mountains, will puff and drive with their combined energy in making the climb of a 2,000-foot
grade to Palmer Lake, a distance of 50 miles, and
then drop 1,000 feet to Colorado Springs.
Everyone likes this "City of Millionaires" that
nestles at the foot of Pike's Peak.
Its beauty is
entrancing.
As you wander about with rolling
masses of mountain chains greeting the eye on all
sides

you

will

feel

as

if

you had suddenly come

a region of enchantment
that nature was
disposed to exercise all the magic of her witchcraft when
she wrought the wonders created
within these walls of mountains.
into

;

C0L0R.\D0 AS

And
You

AN ELECTRICAL

FlELD.

Colorado the great.
will regret it if you do not see many of the
Colorado towns towns in the mountains that are
reached by half a dozen railroads that are eloquent
testimonials to the advanced development of railroad engineering.
Denver and Colorado Springs all Colorado, in
fact
have united to entertain and interest the
members of the National Electric Light Association during the convention week and for as much
more time as the individual members will spend
then

r

The Royal Gorge on the Denver and Rio Grande, Showii
Famous Hanging Bridge,
IN COLORADO.

and agricultural resources, a green field
for manufacturing enterprises.
That is why Colorado interests.
It is one of the younger states,
primarily depending upon the hidden natural treasures for prosperity, progress and recognition, now
mineral

offering to the world agricultural possibilities unexcelled and industrial opportunities gauged by the

markets of a dozen neighborhood states, all looking
to her as the keystone of the great Rocky Mountain
region.
So Colorado interests the capitalist, the
electrical
capitalist,
and the engineer for what

—

—

opportunities
mills

for

electrical

develop-

and manufacturing enter-

prises.

—

Just a glance into the future a glowing future.
This means a look at the immediate possibilities
in the way of electrical development in the state

what

—

—

better

offers

ment than mines,

is

promised, including

much

that

is

assured.

Traction Systems.

To

the most important of the developments of the immediate future is that of traction systems.
Colorado bids fair to have scores of
these.
Already two companies have been organized
and surveys made for systems intended to reach
the exceedingly rich agricultural and stock districts
of the northern portion of the state.
These lines
will connect dozens of small communities;
they
the public

This has been irrigation. Now, a step farther must
be taken. The supply of water must be increased.
Water must be obtained for districts that cannot
get it from streams or even from reservoirs in the
mountains.
How? This has been the question.
Again electricity comes forward, the central plant
comes forward. Pump the water from the ground
is the answer; pump it by electricity generated at
a central plant and supplied to each individual landowner.
Applying electricity to each step in industrial de-

velopment

it

is

found

to

pump

the water to raise

do much of the mechanical work on
haul the products to market, and then
supply the power to drive the machinery 'that converts the raw product into a manufactured article.
This brings the development to the question of
manufacturing.
Colorado has many factories of
all kinds, but she needs more.
Figures show that
she buys back in manufactured form enormous
quantities of the raw material she has produced.
Here again electricity offers a solution of an unfavorable condition for Colorado that means an
opportunity for the men interested the electrical
the

crops,

the

ranch,

—

capitalists

this

and

feature

e.xperts.

will

That -the development of

come and

that

electricity

.

will

play an important part in the progress all agree.
Projects now under way insure an immediate start

—

along this line the business of operating central
to supply power to many communities for

plants

purposes.
In the past the most difficult problem has -been
tile operation of high-tension lines through rugged
mountain country, storm-swept during several
montlis of the year and subject to the most adverse weather conditions.
This has been complicated by the enormous expense.
The problem has
all

been

solved; plants are in operation and many
others are projected.
One of the big plants in
operation is that at Victor, which sends current
at 40,000 volts through the mountains to Pueblo,

Iiiiic
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u/js

3,

llic

ilriviiiK

for lidlils.

ami
The Denver Ga« and
railway

street

iiowcr

siipplyiiiR
F.lcclric

Company

transmits at Ii.OfW volts |8 mili.s to Golden, supplying the whole town and (iirnishinn power en
route.

The

the

great

tn

exist.

known

water
simply

the

It

pinii|iing

of

underground

of

quantities

irrigation

entire

the

of

a

It

ulilizing

iif

is

has been tried liy tlic Kovernment
individuals, This hriuRS forth the possihilily

suiciss now,
anil liy

irriRalion

to

electricity

of

application

means

transformation

a

The method

system.

water by

electric

is

power.

tricl

use

the

power

ainioit

entirely.

4^5

The

great

Ncwhousc tuiniel, in Gilpin County, hat five niilci
of underground trolley and w»on will have more.
In the San Juan <li«tricl, near Dnrango, many
of the mines are now operatcil by electricity. This
soon

district

will

have a notable example of the

supplying power for a great
many mines. The Animas Canal, Reservoir, Water
I'ower and Investment Company is installing a
plant that will make possible the operation of a
great many i)roperties now out of reach of the
This
eager miner because of natural conditions.
central-station

plant

new and
idea

ihia

the

l<e»l

they

m.iny

SO

iilTcrs

Il

viilii.il

possibilities

because

the

indi-

have his own water supply and obtain

call

What this means is shown
a small expense.
in the statement that water is more precious than
gold in a great many sections of Colorado.
The question of water naturally brings to the
fore the query of utilizing it for power purposes.
it

at

This has been a serious problem
creates

peculiar

a

condition.

to

Colorado.

Whereas

to irrigation through the
underground flow, the water question is a bar
development as far as making the

means much
Ihil

It

electricity

utilizing of

electrical

to

streams drive the electrical plants is concerned.
With enormous falls in her streams Colorado
naturally would be considered admirably suited to
This is not the case.
vvaterpower development.
There are several reasons. One of the most important is that few of the rivers and streams conAnother reason
tain water throughout the year.

company
will

It

districts

will

have 1,400 horsepower as a

starter.

instance

of

the

in

Colorado

use

of

an
This

furnishes

electricity.

two giant dredges, working on Clear
Creek, between Denver and Golden. These powerful machines require 600 horsepower each.
They
are supplied from the high-tension line of the Denver Gas and Electric Company. The machines arc

consists

'.i.

'

i

,

and
.

Denver there are lour

iarg<-

rado Springs lut four. !kfo«t of
enlarged very rapidly.
The quai
compares favorably with that pr
plants of other ciiifs of the \:
plants in both cities supply po«ci
'

communities on a large

..,,

i..

froiji

,.,>^

scale.

Denver's jump in electrical development

is

inter-

'.'.

DENVER.

transmit the current through mountainous
at a pressure of 50,000 volts.

The mining industry
unusual

IN

ti- iK^

the United Stale.
In

Nortliwcsl

STRBET SCENES

•>:•'-

havr

variety of uhts,
in

and

in

engaged in digging out the soil, carrying it to other
machines on the boats, where it is washed for
gold.
This is placer mining by machinery exclusively.
Each cubic yard yields only a little
but only two men are required to operate
dredges and the current is bought at such a
that the operation pays satisfactory dividends.
The dredges dig their way in any direction, the water following and floating them.
gold,

the

figure

It is
irrigation.
is the demand for the water for
stored in enormous reservoirs for this purpose,
but those owning the water guard it like a great
treasure, and it cannot be obtained for driving machinery. The quantity required would be too great.

When "Bill" Barker, who is now superintendent of electricity for the Denver Gas and Electric
Company, landed in Denver 25 y.'ars ago,
there was but one djiiamo in the town. "Bill" was
the pioneer electrical man. but for a time he could
find little play for his wide knowledge of electricity outside of running the only d>'namo in th-.:
town.
But he harbored the "fires of young ambition," and he talked so much about the virtues of
electricity that people began to listen to him. He
was just as unrelenting in his convictions in those
old days in Denver as he is today when he is at
work closing up a contract, and much credit is
due to this stalwart of the Denver Gas and Electric Company's forces for building the foundation
of one of Denver's important industries.

csting.

its size Denver is better equipped electricthan most cities of equal population and inimportance.
The Denver City tramway
and the West Station of the Denver Gas and Electric
Company are fitted with machineo' unexcelled.
The tramway power house was built retly and is a model of construction antl equip-

For

ally

dustrial

Engineers of the big companies in Denver and
throughout the state have tramped the mountains
They have not
over in search of waterpower.
found it available in the vicinity of Denver, alof these plants
number
sections
a
other
though in
are projected.
Two of the largest of these projects are located
on the Grand River near Glenwood Springs. Men

with

connected
that

work

the

the
will

companies planning these
begin soon.

They

say

assert that

the problem of water supply has been solved and
enterprises

that the
obstacle

climate.

is

will

In

The chief
be a success.
winter the mountain

the

By

installing a stream plant
supplant the waterpower when the water is
to
frozen this obstacle can be overcome.
successful waterpower plant, and one that is
exceedingly interesting, is that of the Pike's Peak
This is
Hydro-electric Company, near Manitou.
operated with water having a fall of 2,300 feet and
It
at
the
nozzle.
pounds
with a pressure of 1,100
was one of the most costly enterpirses in the country.

rivers

freeze

solid.

A

Electeicitv in Mining.

mining has made enormous strides
few years. This has been its greatest
field for development in Colorado, and the progress
that has been made surpasses the growth in all
The big mining companies have
other fields.
adopted electricity to such an extent that it can be
Electricity in

all

of the

great operations

advanced application of electricity to mining
in the great coal mines at Leyden, near
Machine coal cutters operated by electricity are being used.
These consist in moving
knives that have the effect of saws, cutting out
great sections of coal, and doing tlie work of a
great many men.
that

Denver.

in the last

said that

An

is

in

this

line

dependent upon electrical power, both in the
Practically
actual mining and the reduction work.
all of the mines in the Cripple Creek district, the
greatest gold mining camp in the world, are operare

Leadville also uses electricity,
ated by electricity.
and Telluride, Silverton and the Clear Creek dis-

Light

-\nd

Power

Pl.-\nts

in Denver.

Denver and Colorado Springs, the

cities in

which

convention will be held, are electrically of
importance.
Each has several large generating
stations, and both have made wonderful strides
lines
of electrical development in the last
along the
They afford good illustrations of the
few 5'ears.
West
in quickly grasping everj-thing
hustle of the
the

ment.
The electric company's plants have been
enlarged from time to time and contain machinerjof the highest class.
The other two stations are the East Station of
the Denver Gas and Electric Company and the
plant of the Lacombe Electric Company, which
These plants are not
supplies the street lighting.
as large as tlie two others, but are well equipped.
Ten thousand horsepower is the output of the
of the Denver Gas and Electric Company,
which supplies power for all purposes. This represents practically the entire commercial business
The power is sent into the adjoining
of the city.
country and towns as far as 14 miles distant.

plants

In the business
in

—a

duplicate

district

the

condition

ser\-ice

made

is

double or

possible

by

the

—

a
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two plants, and Ijig consumers are assured power
under any conceivable circumstances.
Following is a list of the generators of the Denver Gas and Electric Company:
Two 1,500-kilowatt, three-phase Bullock generators, direct connected to Filer-Stowell engines of
3,000 horsepower each.
Four 600-kilowatt Bullock alternating generators,

These engines are
heated steam and
densing type and
power-hour with a
pounds of steam.

June

designed to be used with superare of the cross-compound conguaranteed to deliver a horse-

consumption not

exceed 125^

to

On the mainshaft of the engines are carried
generators, which are manufactured by the
General Electric Company of Schenectady, N. Y.
The generators are capable of delivering 8,250
kilowatts.
The auxiliary apparatus in the station,
such as other pumps and other machinery, is electrically driven by means of motors supplied with

"the

,

behed.

One

250-kilowatt General Electric, belted.
lOO-light Brush arc machines, two connected to a De Laval steam turbine of 150 horsepower and 3,000 revolutions, the remainder belted.
One 60-light Brush arc machine, belted.
One 300-kilo\vatt Bullock, direct-connected.
One 400-kilowatt Bullock, direct-connected.
One 400-kilowatt General Electric, belted.
Two lOO-kilowatt General Electric, belted.
One soo-kilowatt General Electric generator running as a three-phase synchronous motor connected
to two lOO-kilowatt direct-connected generators.
One 2SO-kilowatt Walker, direct connected.
The engines for belted machines are three AllisChalmers, 800 horsepower each. There are also
Two Reynolds-Corliss, 700 horsepower each.
One Westinghouse, 500 horsepower.
One Hamilton-Corliss, 1,000 horsepower.

Nine

The

the

units.

The

Colorado Springs' Electrical Interests.

There are few

plant of the Denver Tramway Power Comwhich furnishes the power for the Denver

main

is

equipped throughout with the most modern laborThe main chimney rises 230 feet
saving devices.
Flue gases before passing to
above the ground.
the chimney pass through a Green economizer,
The stawhich is used to heat the feed water.
tion, being placed on the Platte River, has an
abundance of water supply, and being located on
both the tracks of the Tramway company and the
Colorado and Southern railroad the fuel facilities
are abundant.

Denver Tramway Power House.
pany,

from

current

station

tle,

in

cities

the country, big or

lit-

that can boast of better electricity service than

Every provision has been made

Colorado Springs.

3,

1905

Cripple Creek in the early '90's and dug a fortune
of $25,000,000 out of the mountains.
When Strat-

make his residence in Colorado
Springs he decided to employ some of his money
to give the city a good street-railway system.
He
acquired all the rights and franchises of the old
companies operating all the lines in the city. The
lines were rebuilt and relaid with 65-pound rails,
and today the company is running its cars over 38
ton determined to

miles of track.

The

equipment

entire

is the finest that could be
cars are provided with the most
Every provision has been

The

purchased.

improved

appliances.

made to keep the rolling stock in prime condition
by the maintenance of a system of shops .fully
equipped with electric machinery of modern type.
These shops not only take care of all repair work
en the cars but turn out nev/ cars the equal of
those manufactured anywhere in the country.

The sanitary condition of the cars is all that
could be desired.
They are "blown out" every
night with air compressors and are given periodic
scrubbings.

The lighting company at Manitou was organized
about 15 years ago and until a few years ago
It is now remaintained its own power station.
ceiving its power from the Colorado Springs ElecCompany.

tric

The

Peak Hydro-electric Company oper-

Pike's

a generating station in Engleman's Canyon,
Its machinery is opernear the Half-way House.
ated by the Colorado Springs water system at a
ates

It is the only plant in the
head of 2,300 feet.
United States and Canada operated at -this head.
A 20-inch steel main is used to convey the water

The

to the turbine.

J^>m

«^

.^M^^^

:

-

-

(Ts

.

station

generators.

750-kilowatt
for

electricity

lighting

is

The

provided with three

company

and power

in

sells

its

Manitou.

-

Lacombe Lighting
The Lacombe

Station in Denver.

arc-lighting station in

Denver was

put in operation on April i, 1901. C. F. Lacombe
was the chief promoter, nd he, with a few other
men, succeeded in
obtaining a franchise
from the city, Avhich

was followed up by
lighting

street

a

for

10-year contract

at

a

of $go an
per annum.
price

The
cated

station

River,

Platte

a\'

h

abundance
densing

good

e r e

track

and

facilities

A

small

commer-

of

lighting

supbut by far the
greater part of the
cial

is

plied,

WEST STATION OF DENVER GAS

ELECTRIC COMPANY.

plant

City Tramway Company, is
and Platte streets in the
a

of

tract

Platte

Street

land

facing

situated at Fourteenth
city

and extending

of

Denver,

tramway

the
to

the
with

lines

Platte

on
on

River,

the Colorado
having a side-track connection
The building is of fireand Southern railway.
proof construction, 2S8 by 103 feet, having substantial concrete foundation, with brick walls, and steel

concrete floor and roof.
The coal is handled automatically by a conveyor

manufactured by the John A. Mead Company of
New York. It is automatically carried from the
track to the coal bins, situated over the
The bins have a capacity of 1,100 tons
and from the bins the coal is delivered
After passing through
to the automatic stokers.
the stokers the ashes fall into the ash bins and are
moved and delivered to the cars by means of the
The movement of coal and ashes
coal conveyor.
therefore automatic and accomplished by mais
railroad

boilers.

of

coal,

chinery entirely.

The boiler room is equipped with the Stirling
capable of operating engines of 12,000
These boilers are provided with the
horsepower.
Stirling chain-grate stokers and with superheaters.
The steam pressure carried is 175 pounds. The
engines are situated within 15 feet of the boilers
The enand connected with ample steam pipes.
Three are each capable
gines are five in number.
of delivering a maximum of 2,000 horsepower; two
are each capable of delivering a maximum of
They were manufactured by
3,000 horsepower.
the International Power Company of Providence,
R. L, and the AUis-Chalmers of Milwaukee, Wis.

boilers,

guard against the

to

public

Four

effects,

of accidents,

and the

well satisfied with the service.

is

institutions

They

produce

all

the

electricity

for

supply Colorado City and
Manitou, towns situated but a short distance from
Colorado Springs.
The Cripple Creek district,
some 25 miles away in the mountains, is fed to
some extent by Colorado Springs electric power.
One of the largest plants is operated by the Colorado Springs Electric Company.
The plant is
modern in every respect and distributes current
for both power and lighting in Colorado Springs,,
Colorado City and Manitou.
The main generating station is located six miles
northeast of Colorado Springs at a point called
the

city.

an

con-

of

water

are afforded.

amount

lo-

is

West Den-

in

on the

ver,

also

Austin Bluffs.
The coal supply is secured at a
mine about 1,500 feet from the station. The water
supply is secured from a large pipe line that runs
from a reservoir in the mountains to the north.
The three units are up-to-date and are capable
of developing a total of nearly 5,000 horsepower.
The engines are directly connected to alternatingcurrent generator.^, each of which is capable of
generating current for an equivalent of iS.ooo incandescent lights.
The current is generated at a
voltage of 6,600 volts and is transmitted over the
feeder lines to a sub-station, where it is reduced
through transformers to 2,200 volts.
The system
of feeder lines employed is excellent and earns the
unstinted admiration of all visiting electricrlight
and power experts.
The street-car system in Colorado Springs is
really a creation of the late Winfield Stratton
prospector who walked from Colorado Springs to

—

is

made up

GENERAL IRVING HALE, PRESIDENT LACOMBE ELECTRIC
COMPANY.

of the arc-light apparatus, a brief

description of which follows.

In the plant there are installed five separate beltdriven units, consisting of five 250-horsepower
heavy-duty tandem-compound engines, made by the
Ball Engine Company, each driving two Western
Electric arc dynamos, which provide energy for
over 1,250 arcs. A Wheeler condenser is provided
which Is equipped with independent air and circulating
pumps.
The switchboards and gauge
boards are of marble, and are a notable feature of
the plant.
The generator leads are enclosed in
rubber hose and laid in conduits under the cement
floor.

Steam is furnished by a battery of three Heine
boilers, each having a capacity of 375
horsepower. Water is taken from the Platte River
through a perforated conduit laid in gravel, which
discharages into a well 20 feet in diameter and
safety-tube

eight

the

feet

well

tank,

below the bottom of the river. From
water is elevated to a 12,000-gallon
it
is
allowed to settle before being

the

where

pumped

into the boilers.

A feature of interest in connection with the
generator equipment is the use of compressed air
to keep the machine free from dust.
A five by five
by six-inch steam-driven air pump forces the air
into a three b\' six-foot receiver, from whence it
is piped to all the generators, and successfully employed to blow the dust from the machines.
All high-pressure mains, both
for
steam and
water, are extra heavy to stand a working-gauge
pressure of 165 pounds. On each end of the steam
main there is a T with a short length of pipe
to form a pocket for condensation, which drains

Illlr

,1,

VVF.STr.KN

l(/)5

into a scpar.ilu tap, tlicncc into the hot well.

'I'hcre

arc three exhaust mains, one leadinK from the main
engines to the atmosphere, one from the main
inxines to the condenser, and one from the aux-

and pumps to the heater, and thence

enitines

iliary

the atmosphere.

to

constructed in a substantial manner, and some of the finest poles ever hrought to
Denver, it is saiil. were used in its construction,
many of tlietn lieintf to feet long with lO-inch tops.
In the downtown district the lamps are suspended
ornamental mast arms, and in the residence
jjy
ilistrict hy steel mast arms, bolted to the wooden

The

pole line

is

es.

The president of the company is .General trviuR
Hale; the vice-president, James Williams, while the
Mcretary, treasurer anil manager is O. B. Kohl.
Ihe office is at 15.1." Stout Street.

Pueblo's Lighting and Street-railway
Interests.
visit

.\

to

urhan

much inThe Pueblo and SubCompany owns the

Pueblo, Colo., will prove of

man.

terest to the electrical

Traction

and

l.iRhting

Engine

KI.F/TRICIAK

entcriuR the ImililinK from the street
It has a storaKe capacity of 40 4r>-foot doulilc-trnck
cars.
The sloraKe-l>atlcry building and pump house
are adjoiniuK the main power hoiiic.
The iHiiler room is 65 by r^o feel ami in equipped
with eixht Cahall bighprcssurc water-tube boilers of
a rated capacity of 2,600 horsepower. The coal is
unloaded frimi the cars in front of the lx)iler<.
The engine room is 60 by 140 feet. The machinery consists of five engines, with a rated capacity
of 2,700 horsepower. Three of these engines arc
car

tracks

by the American C-ir O/mpAny of St
and the W'«:l>er Carrugi: C<jin|iany of D«n-

cart built
l-oui»
vcr,

with

Colo,,

trurli

Drjil

Ihc comiuny own* p:iv
West and I-Jrl

'/ng

:

Beaver,

;i<rr

and Fremont ciunlics.
II
voir «ite> and
all
watrr|j-.Atr

pr.. litres.

streams included are 18 miles long and are
for differences in elevation, making them very
The streams
an area of 70 u|uarc miles, having their head

able for watcriKiwer projierties.

tandem-compound, manufactured by Mcintosh, Seymour St Co., Auburn, N. V.; one is a tandcm-conipound niainifaclured by A. L. Ide & Son, Springwhile one is a cross-compound Rice &
field, III.,

elevation of

Sargent engine, manufactureil by the Providence
Kngineering Works, Providence, K. I. They arc all
direct connected to General Klectric railway and
lighting m.ichines, with a rated capacity of 1,700
kilowatts, with separate exciters.
The entire engine
room is covered by a 15-ton traveling crane.
The switchboard is built of polished slate for
the railway and power circuits and !)liie Vermont
marble for the lighting circuits. It is equipped with

at

[Kjwcr stations

horsepower.

feet

14,147

aooy

rapidly to

Pike's

at

when completed

One

for

The
noted
valu-

drain
at

an

falling

ITie

1

furnish

will

of the stations

the present time

Peak and

reservoir No.

feet at

ler-

•

three

lojoo

furnishes current

power and

light

to mine*,

systems, etc., of (he Cripple Creek
well a-t supplying the towns of Victor,
Altman, Gillet, Anaconda, Cameron and
I^wrcnce, where the company holds franchises.
The dam and reservoir No. 1 arc situated s'l
miles north of Station "A." This is said to be the
mills,

trolley

as

ilistrict,

(joldfield,

largest

steel-faced,

istence,

being 403

back-filled dam in exlength along the cap, 220

granite,
feel

in

Room in Austin Bliitfs Power House.
Main Power House at .\u5tin Bluffs.
A and Heating Plant.
Interior of Sub-station I
POWER HOUSE AND SUB-STATIONS OF COLORADO SPRINGS ELECTRIC COMPANY.

Sub-station

electric-light,

the

city.

been

The

rebuilt

power and street-railway systems of

modern instruments of

greater portion of the property has
within the last few years, and its

Electric type.

physical condition will compare favorably with any
Considerable valsimilar property in the country.

property

uable

is

ow'ned by

the

company

in

the

and the power house,
machine
repair shop, storeroom and general

portion of the

central

city,

the car barns, the storage-battery building,

shop,

electric

offices

are located at this point.

The power house

is located within 200 feet of
the Arkansas River, from which water is secured
through a 16-inch pipe for condensing and other
purposes. On account of the central location, power
can be distributed in all directions from the power

house with but a slight loss of energy. The main
power-house building is 125 by 140 feet and is constructed of brick and stone, with structural steel

and
ing

tile
is

roof.

The

floors

are cement.

The

build-

fireproof.

The main car house, which is
the power house, is 115 by 165

situated south of
feet

and has lo

The

the

Weston and General

room has storage accumulators for service of the railway and power circuits,
consisting of 264 cells, with a capacity of 320 amstorage-battery

550 volts on the hour rating. This battery
used to carrj- the peak of the railway load and
regulate the fluctuations of the railway and
power lines. A booster is used in connection with
the battery. The battery was furnished by the Electric Storage Battery Company of Philadelphia.
The street-railway system has 24 miles of trackage.
About one-half of the track is laid with 35pound and about one-half with 75-pound steel T
rail.
The small rail is replaced by the large patern as fast as it w^ears out. The track is bonded
with Brown-Edison amalgamated and wire bonds,
all of which are put under the angle joints.
Overhead railway trolley and feeder lines are used.
The car equipment is very complete. Besides a
large number of single-truck, nine and lo-bench
open cars, the company has 26 new double-truck

feet in

length at the base, 148 feet in cross-section

base and 20
upper slope or
at

feet

in

cross-section at cap.

The

steel face is 30 degrees from the
and the lower slope 50 degrees. The height
of the dam from bedrock to spillway is 70 feet,

vertical

The

peres,

with spillway 60 feet in width.

is

measuring five by 15 feet, from onebase to one-quarter inch in thickness
The construction of the resen'oir has taken
at cap.
over three years, during W'hich time 52.000 >-ards
of granite back-fill was required.
It is proposed to
add 18 feet to the present height of the dam, which,
when completed, will give a reservoir with a surface area of 140 acres, containing 193,467,640 cubic
feet of water.
The reservoir system of the company is very picturesque, and will be well worth
a visit from all the delegates to the electric-light
convention.

to

steel

face is

built of sheets

half-inch

at

The council of the town of Prairie Grove, Ark.,
has granted a franchise to C. L. Curamings & Son
for putting in an electric-light plant.

;

—

;;

;
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Arrangements for the Denver-Colorado
Springs Electric Light Convention.
The
Electric

twenty-eighth convention of the National
Light Association will be held in Denver

and Colorado Springs on June 6th to nth
It promises to be a noteworthy convention
respect.

inclusive.
in every

will be at the Brown
officers of the association, from

Denver headquarters

Palace Hotel. The
President Davis down, have worked hard to make
the gathering the success it promises to be. These
officers are
President, Ernest H. Davis, Williamsport, Pa.

ir

Friday,

Williams. Ne-.v York,
Vice-President.

vice-president, William H. Blood, Jr., Seattle,
second vice-president, Arthur Williams,
secretary and treasurer, Dudley Farassistant secretary and treasrand, Newark, N. J.
urer, H. Billings, New York; master of transportation, George F. Porter, New York.
Executive committee A. C. Dunham, Hartford,
Conn.; P. G. Gossler, New York; H. T. Hartman,

Wash.

;

New York;

;

—

1905

June

qth.

—

Dudley Farrand, Newark, N.
Secretary and Treasurer.

J.,

ONAL ELECTRIC LIGHT ASSOCIATION.

first

3,

Morning The entire party will be taken to Colorado Springs on special trains, arriving there before noon.
The afternoon will be devoted to drives to points

ecoiid

OFFICBRS OF

June

In the evening the George W. Cook Drum Corps
will serenade the delegates.
This is the celebrated
drum corps that has traveled all over the United
States in connection with the Grand Army.
It is
one of Denver's crack organizations.
The ladies will be taken for car rides on the
afternoon of Thursday.

of

interest about Colorado Springs, the party being divided into four sections, one taking the trip
Glen Eyrie (General Palmer's beautiful estate),
through the Garden of the Gods, returning via
Colorado City and the reduction mills of the United
States Reduction and Refining Company.
Another

to

party will be taken on a trip over the Bear Creek
Canyon Road to Bruin's Inn, returning to Colorado
Springs via North Cheyenne Canyon, Stratton's
Park, Ivywild, etc.
Another party will take a trip
to the power plants of the Colorado Springs Interurban Railway Company and the Colorado Springs
Electric Company at Austin Bluf?s, including a visit
to the Curtis Coal Company's lignite mines.
The
fourth party will take a trip to the Pike's Peak
Hydro-electric Company's hydraulic plant, operating
at a head of 2,200 feet, located at Manitou, and
from this point the delegates may visit Pike's Peak
over the "Cog Road."
In the eveniiig the party will be taken to Broadmoor Casino to attend a concert and have a dancing party.
Light refreshments will be served.

Philadelphia; Louis A. Ferguson, Chicago; Harry
Alex Dow, Detroit
Bottomlcy, Fall River, Mass.
Samuel Scovil, Cleveland; A. J. De Camp, Philadelphia; W. F. White, St. Louis.
;

General Programme and Local Committees.

When it was decided that the convention would
be held in Denver and Colorado Springs, Henry L.
Doherty, president of the Denver Gas and Electric
Company, was chosen by President Davis of the
association to direct the important work which had
been entrusted to the care of the local committees.
He

called a

meeting of the central-station

men

of

state.
"We must make this the greatest convention ever held in the history of the association,"
he told them. "We must make this trip of the dele-

the

gates and their friends to Colorado memorable
something that they will always look back to with
The men he talked to
pleasurable recollections."
They went
are men who do things in Colorado.
to w'ork on the labors assigned them in the interThey "enthused" the busiests of the convention.
ness men of Denver, who will extend a hospitality
The same may
that will not soon be forgotten.
In fact every city
be said of Colorado Springs.
or town in Colorado where there are men interested in the w'ork of the association has been
affected by the preparations for the convention.
Following is the general programme

iloNDAY, June 5TH.

—

Arrival of delegates An informal reception, with
music, will be held at the headquarters, the Brown
Palace Hotel, on Monday evening.

Tuesday, June 6th.

—

Morning Business session in ordinary of Brown
Palace Hotel. Addresses of welcome by Governor
McDonald of Colorado, Mayor Speer of Denver
and Mayor Hall of Colorado Springs.
Afternoon Business session.
Evening Theater party for delegates and ladies
at Flitch Gardens (a summer garden with a firstclass stock company)
the play for the evening to
be announced later.
The entertainment for the ladies on Tuesday

—
—

;

consists of a tally-ho ride to the new Country Club,
will be served, with a drive about
the city afterward.

where luncheon

Wednesday, June 7th.
Morning

——Business session.
"Broncho-busting"

Afternoon

contest at Denver
Athletic Park.
This contest will be one of the
events of the convention, being a typical western
scene of cowboys and bronchos.
Evening Business session until 10 p. m.
At

—

io:,30 p. m. "athletic smoker" at the Democratic
Club or Coliseum Hall under the direction of Mr.

Gallagher.

The entertainment for the ladies will include the
"broncho-busting" contest in the afternoon.
In
evening the ladies will be taken to the Orpheum Theater.
the

afternoon

— Business

and evening

Craig Hamn
_,
ver Gas and Electric Company.

John

Thursday, June 8th.
Morning,
sions.

ses-

Montrose.

Greeley, Colo.

SOME OF THE CENTRAL-STATION MEN OF DENVER AND NEAR-BY

.

line 3,

.

:

,
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Satubiiav, Jiin'b ioth.

On Saturday the dcliRalcs aixl riicsIii will l)c
ikcn to Cripple Creek ami retiirn mi special trains
liicli
will leave aliniit lO a. in., rcliiniiiiK about
\ p. III. (if the same day.
Lunch will lie prijirk'd

uii

tile

!•.

(..

K.

.

Conipllcll,

S.

Uull

.

...,

;

l.lubt

lUiU,!; Lulii|aii>

4iid

Salt Lilir City

John Marlln, California Gaa and KIcclric Comoanr
San I'ranciKo
A. I'ollok, San Franciico Gaa ami RIcclric ('"m,naiiy

train.

SuN'ii.w, Jvsr. I1TH,

Warren, cilcyciine K'ucVniij'i'oWcr C<'.inii»ny..Ch»ycnn<T
Drown, KuarinK Fork KIcclric l,i«lit an.f I'..v.t (nm

I'. E.
C. v.

Sunday, June nth, will he devoted to taking the
mentioned for Friday afternoon, as it will be

ips

ii|iossil)le

C. WcI.Iht, l^ail.ill,I. Nunn, Tclluriik r

for a deleRate to take all of the trips in

William T. Wallace,' Colorailo

day.
This will conclude the convention and entcrtainicnt proper, hut the local committee has arraiiRcd
ilh Ihc Moffat and the Colorado and Southern
ia<ls for special excursions on Monday and Tucsfor escorts to take any of
ly, and will arrange
lu parly who may care to take these trips.
The general arranRcnunt coniniitlee that planned
lis typically
weslirn cnlerlainment is made up as
illows:

iciccirlc

r.

le

mull AdaiiiH,

(Iraiiil

Juiiclioii

Kk-clric

.i(ict

(iii<i

llcri

C.

1

(jcoricc

Tripp, Culuradu Sprinffa HI

K.

C«lur>ilii

>prin|{a

Charlca Ncrlv, I'rcinunt Kirctric I.iitht Company. .. .Florence
ikililen
M, T. Morrill, KIcclric MkIii Company
Otiraelown
F. P. Dcwcy. KIcclric LiRhl Company
Uenvcr
Ccn. Fred. Wnlnen, I', (). Ilnx 164
II. K. Wr.iy. tMinmlier of Commerce
Colorado Sprinx*
I.
Vail, KIcclric l.if{lil Company
I'.
K. J. Temple, KIcclric Liglil Company
D. U. FrcylicrKcr, Eleclnc l.iRllt Company

John Do»9,

('uinpany.

C.

F^lectric

Dreck,

Y.

Liffhl

Tclluridc

I'uelilo

Iloulder
l>oveland

Ouray
Lighl and Power Com-

Company
KIcclric

Telluride
pany
Nelson Rhoadca, Arapalioc Electric Light and Power ComLiltlcton
pany
W. F. Jonea, Cold Dell Conjmlidaled Electric Company.

Victor
J. R.

Wiggcnhorn, Florence and Cripple Creek Company..

Th.
Ed.'
!:•'':

J.

I'

if.

W.

W.

P. Car-.

}

{;

U«

k

li!

,

S'wemc')'.' ;,,)i''tj,uiUbk 'l!o"l',iloi

'

W.

F.

...-..-..

Cripple Creek

_

1

Icnver

Tramway Company

Denver
Denver

k. Tlic Shirley

Denver Tramway Comi>any
Hotel Men's Association
J. J.
IV. M. Tabor, Hotel Men's Association.
Armour C. Anderson, Real Estate Exchange
John McNamara. Real Estate Exchange
J. S. Temple, Chamber of Commerce
Clias. Nccly,
trie Light

,

fJenver

Denver
Denver
Denver
Denver
Denver

Fremont Elci
Company,

ll^lTI

R. E. Miller. cr^kcr-vViieeier cwllJ;.' :;::;;:
ivS:s
Charlca S. Onderdonk. OnderdonW Minnfamirini <'"n>?any.

K.n.'suiiiVan.
,l>cnver
C. W. Badgley, Created Dulle Light and Water Co.. Denver
Denver
Irving Male, General KIcclric Company
Denver
O. It. Kohl, I^combe Electric Company
Denver
John Itrannan. Lacomhc Electric Company
Denver
William B. lliff, 221 EquiMlilc Building
C. K. Durl

;"

'"!

.'^'.^

'/"'

Frueauff. Lh-ti
L. Doberly. h

Henry

W. Humphrey.

C.

'!:^"r

iic,;..

-

J. Barker. iJenit. 1,,,,
E. y. .Sayer, Denver (.u. ..,.
C. N. Slannard. Denver GaKu ft Gentry. Denver tias an

l>e„,e,

i^,„

4ny..I».n.er

......Denver

John Craig Hammond, Den\'r
J.

*rr

.,\,,
J.,\',

I..

W.

'

,;

Company.

Charles Andrew i, Denver Gaa and Electric Comiiiny. .

William Mahcr, Albany

Jtolcl !.!.!!.".!.!'.!'..'!!'.!. Denver
J. F. Callbrealh, Chamber of Commerce
Denver
A, R. Hall, Capital Electric Company
Denver
C. H. Speers, Colorado Midland Railway
Denver
H. L. Woolfenden, Gilbert Wilkea * Co
Denver
L. M. Cargo, Westinghousc Electric and Manafacturing
T.

Company
J. Nunn.

Denver

p„,„,

—

ijtth

Executive Committee Henry L. Doberly, ehairman: F. W.
Frucaulf. vice-chairman : Genrge B. Tripp. H. R. Wray. t. A.
Beeler. T. B. Stearns. J. F. Callbrealh, Armour C. Andernm.
Gen. Fred Walsen; Frank C. Farrar. secrclary.
Transportation Committee Oorge W. Cook, chairman:
I.
S. Tcmnle. Major S. K. Hoc.pcr. J. F. \'allery.
J. Clerguson. H. R. Wray, C. L. Wellington: C.eorge F. Porter.
master of Iransiortation X. E. L. A.; Frank
Farrar,

Florence, Colo.

—

C

Finonce Committee
Tripp,
I.

W.

1.

I'.

L.

— R.

B. Sullivan, chairman: George B.
Gano. Gen. Irving Hale,
A. Beeler. J. J. Hcman.

vice-chairman: George W.
Stearns. C. K. Durbin. J.
Callbrealh, Gen,

M.

l-arrar,

Cargo,

George

Fred Walsen. lohn Craig Hammond,
W. Cook, J. H. Waters; Frank C-

secretary.

Entertainment Committee— Philip Cross, ebairmin: F. W.
Frueauff. William E. liridg-man, T. B. Stearns. George W.
\allery. George B. Tri-in. H. R. Wrav. R. W. Sneer. Gen.
Fred Walsen. C. W. Hum-ihrey: Frank C. Farrar. secreury.
.\dvertlsing Committee John Craig Hammond, ehairman:
lolin McNamara. T. E. Fisher, S. K. Hooper. J. F. \'allery.
N. M. Tabor. David H. Hoops. J. J. Joslin. D. C. MacWaiters. Charles B. Sloat: Frank C. Farrar, secretary.
Hotel Committee— W. J. Barker, ehairman; J. J. Hcman,
J. .1. Cooper. T. F. Vail, S. W. Canlril, H. L. Woolfenden.

—

Philip Cross;

H. Peters, Durango
Electric Light Company,
Durango, Colo.

Chas.

Allan
cisco

San I"r
Gas and Electric
Company.

PoUok,

W.

Company.

Springs,

Frank C. Farrar,

secretary.

Colorado Springs Local Committee—George B. Tripp and
H. K. Wray.

E. Renshaw, Scaton M.'u
tain Light

Idahii

Colo.

Business Procr.\mme.

The programme

of the business sessions of the
Springs convention of the NaLight -Association, which are to be

Denver-Colorado
tional

Electric

held in the

Brown Palace Hotel

completed and

in

Denver,

is

now

as follows

is

TVESD.NY.

JfNE 6TH.

—

Morning -Address of welcome, by the mayor of
Denver; president's address, by Ernest H. Davis,
W'illiamsport, Pa.
report of progress, by T. Com:

mcrford Martin. New York "The Paramount Importance of Choosing Standard in Preference to
Special
Machinery." by David Hall. Cincinnati.
Ohio; "Insulation Testing -Apparatus and Meth:

—

ods." by C. E. Skinner. Pittsburg. Pa.
SvTichronizing of Gen-Afternoon ".Automatic
erators and Roiaries for Lighting and Power Systems." by Paul MacGahan. Pittsburg. Pa.
"Notes
on Rotar>- Converters and Motor Generators for
Lighting and Power Systems." by Louis E- Bogen,
"The Organization of Working
Cincinnati, Ohio
Forces in Large Power Houses." by W. P. Hancock, Boston, Mass.; report of committee on steam
turbines, by W. C. L. Eglin (chairman), Philadel"Operating Features of the Curtis Steam
phia
Turbine," -A. H. Krucsi, Schenectady. N. Y.

—

:

;

T. Wallace, Colorado Elccric

Power Company.
Canon City.

:

—

Wednesday. June tth.

Morning "Series .Alternating-current Motors for
Industrial Work." by Clarence Renshaw. Pittsburg.
Pa.
"-A New- Type of Single-phase Motors for
Elevator ^^ork." by S. Percy Cole. St. Louis. Mo.
"Long-distance High-tension Transmission in California." by John A. Britton. San Francisco, Cal.
report on "Present Methods of Protection from
Lightning and Other Static Disturbances." by -Alex
Dow, Detroit. Mich., and Robert S. Stewart; "The
;

Nernst Lamp, Its Present Ferfcrmance and Commercial Status." bv E. R. Roberts. Pittsburg. Pa.
"The Choice ct an Insulated Cable." by Wallace
"The Tantalum
S.
Clark, Schenectady, N. \'.
Lamp," by Louis Bell. Boston.
Evening (8 p. m.) "Some Investigations of Induction Losses." bv E. P. Dillon, Colorado Springs.
Colo.: "Mercurv- Arc Rectifiers." by P. D. Wagreport on "Advertising
oner. Schenectady. N. Y.
Methods,' by Percy Ingalls. Newark, N. J. report
on "Sign and Decorative Lighting," by La Rue
;

—

ne Power

Wyo.

Webber. Leadville Gas
and Electric Company,

F. C.

Leadville, Colo.

STATES

WHO ARE MEMBERS

Herman
Mill.

R. Weber. La Belle
Water and Power

Hcnr

pany, Goldiicld, Colo.

OF COMMITTEE OF ARRANGEMENTS.

:

:

;

WESTERN
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Vredenburgh,

"Free Signs
Lee, Newark, N. J.

Boston,

Flat Rates," by C.

Mass.

W.

;

and

Thursday^ June 8th.
Morning Report on "Progress of Electric Heating," by James I. Ayer, Boston, Mass.
report on
"Purchased Electric Power in Factories," by E. W.

—

;

Lloyd,

Chicago,

111.

;

report of committee

on

dis-

W. H. Blood, Jr. (chairWash.; "Wrinkles," by H. C Abell

steam heating, by

trict

man),

Seattle,

New York

(editor),

—

city.

Afternoon Report of committee on relations with
kindred organizations, by James I. Ayer (chairman), Boston, Mass.; executive session; report of
committee on rates and costs, by Charles L. Edgar
(chairman), Boston, Mass.; report on "Municipal
Ownership," by Arthur Williams, New York, N. Y.
"Question Box," by Homer E. NJesz (editor), Chicago,

111.

—

Evening Executive session report of secretary
and treasurer; report of executive committee; report of committee on relations between manufacturers and central-station companies, by Henry L.
Doherty " (chairman), Denver, Colo.; report of
committee on standard rules for electrical construction and operation, by Charles L. Edgar (chair;

man) election pf officers.
Morning sessions begin at 10 o'clock, afternoon
sessions at two o'clock, and evening sessions at
;

ELECTRICIAK'

June

New

England.
In Chicago F. E.
Bell, city passenger agent of the Burlington, 211
Clark Street, is in immediate charge of the arrangements for the special train.
Judging by the reservations, this train will carry
165 or more persons to the convention 90 from
New York and contributing points and 75 from
Chicago and contributing points. It will have two
dining cars west of Chicago, and each baggage car
will be accessible to passengers.
The special train
will be abandoned at Denver, so that travelers may
portation

for

—

return at their own convenience.
As already stated, the Brown Palace is the hotel
quarters at Denver.
But this hotel will not accommodate all delegates and visitors, many of
whom will be housed elsewhere. But Denver has
good hotel facilities, some of the other hotels being
the Adams, Albany, Savoy, Metropole, Oxford, St.
James and Shirley. In Colorado Springs the Antlers is the largest and perhaps the best-known
hotel, but the Alamo, Plaza and other hotels are
also good houses.
The local hotel committee in Denver, of which
W. J. Barker is chairman and Frank C, Farrar of
405 Seventeenth Street is secretary, has worked
hard to place every body satisfactorily and will
continue to do so until the last delegate is lo-

Railroad and Hotel Arrangements.
have been authorized by
the Denver-Colorado Springs meet-

low

the railways to

rates

installation

and engravings.
Two kinds of illumination are ordinarily required in libraries general and special. The former provides for the convenient movement of persons and books from place to place and the easy
consultation of volumes upon shelves, determination
of titles, numbers, etc. The latter is of a concentrated nature, enabling exacting eyework to be
plates

—

specific

such

places,

as

reading

For all library work it is probincandescent lamp will in time be
recognized as capable of being best fitted to meet
In large public librathe most varied conditions.
ries the use of magnificent marble decorations constitutes

the

the

that

a

common

requisite

now

feature of the architecture, and
of ornamental electric lamps

designs

available for such

anything

work

far surpass in beauty

gas illumination has to offer. In
equipment of such a building as the
Congressional Library at Washington or the Public
Library in Boston with gas lamps is practically inconceivable. Even the stacks demand the clean and
flexible electric bulb, due care being taken to provide swinging lamps with guards as a prevention

Library Lighting.

That the electric light is superior to all other
means of illuminating libraries can be doubted by

that

the

fact,

in Electric

1905

the superiority lies. The ghastly appearance of a
depreciated mantle burner does not lend itself to
effective
illumination, or permit the satisfactory
examination of fine print and delicately executed

able

cated.

Points

3,

compare an incandescent and a gas
after a few weeks of use to see where

to

done in certain
and study tables.

eight o'clock.

Unusually

necessary

against

fire.

would be

name an

installation

where

the application of electric lighting to library

work

It

difficult to

equals that of the Congressional Library.
orative

effects

and

brilliance

of

In dec-

illumination

the

deserves the admiration of every electrical
engineer and central-station man who visits WashOne of the most interesting features is
ington.
the method of lighting the periodical reading room.
This room is rectangular in shape, with browntinted walls, white window casings and no obstructions whatever between the ceiling and reading
tables.
A rough estimate of its dimensions is:
Length, 240 feet; width, 40 feet; height, 20 feet.
layout

.

M. Cargo, Westingii

John

and Manufactui
Company, Denver

J.

Cooper,

Electric

trie

It is lighted entirely from the ceiling by 14 parallel
rows of lamps, each row containing 17 i6-candlepower incandescents. The illumination is appar-

;

Company,

Denver.

ently

faultless,

it

being

easy

read

to

the

finest

newspaper print at the tables. Here both general
and special illumination are combined.
In Bates Hall at the Boston Public Library separate i6-candlepower lamps with green shades are
mounted upon the reading tables adjoining each
position, and the result is eminently satisfactory.
In all cases of library lighting there must b^

some protection of the eyes against the direct raya,
and it must never be forgotten that illumination,
in reading rooms, is but a means to
an end. Wherever a gas-lighted library exists in
the same town with a central station, it should be
the constant effort of the manager to add the
particularly

library lighting to his load.

Fred.

Southwestern Electrical and Gas Asso-

Walsen, Den

ciation.
The annual convention of the Southwestern

DENVER SUPPLY MEN AND OTHER MEMBERS OF ARRANGEMENT COMMITTEE.

From

points in the Western Passenger
Association territory a rate of one fare plus 50
cents for the round trip has been granted
this to
ing.

all

;

apply only where one-way rate is $12 or more.
The Transcontinental Passenger Association has authorized a rate from California to Denver and
return of one fare.
The New England Passenger
Association and Trunk Line Association have authorized a rate of a fare and one-third from the
respective points in their territory to Chicago and
St. Louis plus the rates authorized in Western Passenger Association, namely, $30, Chicago to Denver
and return.
special train will be run from New York and
Chicago to Denver over the Pennsylvania and Burlington routes.
It will leave New York at 10:25
a. m., Eastern time, on Saturday, June 3d
Philadelphia, 12:40 p. m.
Pittsburg, 8:15 p. m., Central
time, arriving at Chicago at 8:25 a. m., Sunday

A

;

;

June

4th.

At

Chicago another section will be
the two will proceed west over the

added, and
Burlington route, leaving the Union Station at
11:15 y- 111- on Sunday. They will arrive in Denver
at 2:30 p. m.. Mountain lime, on Monday, June 5th.

The

fare

going by

from New York

to

Denver and return,

this train, will be $56.70; from Chicago,
Sleeping-car berths, one way, are $ii from
New York to Denver and $6 from Chicago to
Denver.
A car will leave the Terminal Station at
Boston at 7:45 p. m. on Friday, June 2d, to be attached at New York to the special convention train.
George F. Porter, 136 Liberty Street, New York,
is
master of transportation for the association;
Frank L. Perry, 510 Marquette Building, Chicago,
is
assistant master of transportation, and C. H.
Hodskinson of Boston is acting master of trans-

$30.

no one who takes the trouble to compare various
installations in which the equipment has been laid
out with skill. It is not too much to say that the
i,ise of gas is a serious mistake in any library where
electricity is available, and that the relative prices
of the two should have little weight in determining
which illuminant to use.
Favorable conditions of atmosphere are a funda-

mental requisite where intense mental work is to
be performed, and in no gas-lighted room can the
purity of the air be compared with the atmosphere
of an electrically illuminated chamber, with any
possibility of better conditions in the former case,
granted the same ventilation facilities in each. It
is well known, also, that the depreciation of books
and pamphlets is much greater in the vitiated air
of a gas-lighted apartment than in the room lighted
by electricity, so that in the long run it is poor
economy to use gas, even if its price in some cases
is considerably lower than the charges for current.
This is because many of the acquisitions of a progressive library cannot be replaced when they become worn out, and every effort to prolong the
useful life of a book is therefore to be commended.
Another feature of the greatest importance in
library work is the maintenance of uniform illumination.
There is no doubt that the brilliance of
new Welsbach mantles is attractive in this respect,
but the extremely rapid depreciation from which
these mantles suffer should condemn their use in
the exacting requirements of the library. It is only

Elec-

and Gas Association was held at Woodlake.
a pleasure resort near Denison, Texas, on May
18th, 19th and 20th.
The convention was called to
order by President J. F. Strickland of Dallas.
address of welcome to the visitors was made by
trical

An

'

W. M. Peck

of Denison.
The response was
delivered by President Strickland, who reviewed
the history of the organization in an interesting
manner.
At the conclusion of this address the
convention held a business session, which was edified by an address by George
H. Cushman of
San Antonio on the subject of "The Ratio of Value
There were other adof Coal and Oil as Fuel."
dresses and papers delivered, read and discussed
at the afternoon session.
At night the visitors
were tendered a reception at the Elks' Club.
At the opening of the second day's session of
the convention President Strickland appointed the

Judge

'

following committee on membership
Messrs. Leggett of Beaumont, Kelly of Hillsboro, Brooks of
Dallas and McLendon of Fayetteville, Ark. R. B.
Stichter of Sherman then read a paper on the subject of "The Relation of Gas to the Servant-girl
Question," which was prepared by W. S. Rathel,
superintendent of the Waco Gas Company.
The
paper dealt with the question in two ways first,
the comfort of the wife when it was necessary for
her to go into the kitchen, and second, the necessity of educating the servant girls to the use of gas.
W. J. McCorkindale of the Sherman Gas, Light
and Fuel Company had prepared a paper on "The
Relation of the Gas Man to the Gas Consumer,"
which was read. It dealt with the troubles of the
gas man and asserted that meter troubles were the
cause of all friction between the gas man and consumers.
At the forenoon session of the third day of
;

—

—

1

June

3,
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the convention the foIlowinjK officers were elected
for the ensuing year; Prcsiclcnt, M. M. Phinney of
Dallns
first
vice-president, J. W. McLendon of
Fayettevillc,
Ark.; second vice-president, K. W.
Dtinaway of Paris
third
vice-president, J.
P.
Crerar of Fort Worth
secretary, J. P. Duffy of
Beaumont; treasurer, A. E. Judge of Tyler. Executive committee: J. F. Strickland of Dallas, F. N.
Or.ane of Corsicana, W. S. Ralhel of Waco; R. B.
Stichter of Sherman, Wilbur H. Young of Austin,
Frank P. DufTy of Beaumont, A. E. Judge of
Tyler.
Finance committee
George H. Cushman of

Refuse

;

;

:

San Antonio, C. A. Shock of Sherman, F. M.
Lege of Beaumont. Advisory committee
E.
J.
Farnsworth of Dallas, H. M. Littcll'of San An;

W.

of Oklahoma City, F. L.
Wells, Jr., of Marshall, J. K. Jackson of Oklahoma City, PI. S. Cooper of Galveston. F. M.
Haines of Fort Worth, T. H. Edgar of EI Paso.
D. Oliger of Clehurne, W. H. Chapman of
J.
Houston, P. W. (Jilman of Norman, Okla., C. W.
I'ord of Oklahoma City, J. B. Earle of Waco. C. W.
Roberts of Abilene, H. PI. White of Muskogee,
T.
T., Arthur Chase of Amarillo, E. D. Kelly of
Hillsboro, E. M. Cooper of Wilburton, I. T., W. J.
McCorkindale of Sherman, F. E. Seville of Laredo,
Texas.
number of interesting papers were read at the
forenoon and afternoon sessions.
These papers
were generally discussed.
The reports of the secretary and treasurer and
the finance committee were read and approved.
Acting upon the recommendation of the president a committee on relations was appointed consisting of H. F. McGregor of Houston, W. S.
Rathel of Waco, E. W. Dunaway of Paris, and
-^V-"H. Edgar of El Pa.so. This committee suggested that Dallas be made the permanent head(juarters of the association.
The suggestion was
adopted. Invitations were received to hold the next
annual convention in Galveston, Oklahoma City and
San Antonio.
These invitations were read and
referred to a conuiiittcc which will decide upon the
place for holding the ccnvcnlion later.

lamps

Surface water is very hard in the Arkansas
and it was necessary to go quite deep in
order to obtain an ample supply of good soft water.
This water is highly charged with soda but very
soft, the surface water having been cased out by
an 8^-inch steel casing driven to bed rock.
The boiler supplies, through an eight-Inch asbestos-covered steam main, a Vilter tandem compound
10 by 15 by 30-inch non-condensing Corliss engine

There are 25 Maloney two and three-wire vcntitransformers of from one-half to 10kilowalt capacity connected lo the service, and the
method of operating the street lights is novel from
the fact that instead of running a separate
circuit

Plant

but very comelectric-light and
power plant in Eastern
plete
Colorado, described herewith, was put into operation.
The plant is located at Las Animas in the
southeastern part of the state, in the heart of the
cantaloupe district, on the main line of the Santa
Fe railway and six miles west of old Fort Lyon,
which saw so many Indian fights and buffalo hunts

and

in the early '6o*s

The

building

(which

stone

1902,

3,

the small

'7o"s.

constructed

is

of

entirely

native

was quarried about 12 miles south
of Las Animas) and in
is
50 by 56 feet,
a front 23 feet
high and a fire wall
separating the engine
and boiler rooms, which
are on the same floor
level. The advantage
of an engine and boiler

size

with

room on
level

same

in

for their current supply there

was simply a "switch
run back to the suiion, and one side of
the Irdnsformcrs feeding the lamps was tapped
on this switch wire, making a saving of about five
miles of wire.
There are on the lines about
wire"

all

-

and

feel, straight as an arrow, and
with
eight-inch tops.
Standard three and
cross-arms are used, bored for two and
four i^^-inch oak pins.
The arms are lagged and
braced to the poles and the pins support extra
heavy deep-groove double-petticoat glass-teat insu,30

C"X

0c,:

.35

and

lators.

^°'--

I

Re-:

H

^

'
[

i-~-,i

The five-foot cross-arms carry two primary wires
on the outside and two secondary wires on the inside pins, while the street-light switch wire is
car-

r

)

(

i^

1
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;

i
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—_____
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1
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FLOOR PLAN OK LAS ANIMAS POWER HOUSE.
with a lo-foot flywheel, which drives by means 01
a belt a 75-kilowatt Warren alternator.
The engine
is
regulated by a
Rites
inertia
governor and

equipped with an automatic stop.
The engine
weighs about 21 tons and rests on a rock foundation 27 feet long, nine feet wide and seven feet
deep, weighing 62 tons.
The speed of the engine
is 90
revolutions per minute and is regulated to
within I "4 per cent, above or below normal-load
speed.
The steam pressure used is no pounds.
The switchboard is made of blue Vermont marble
and supports volt and ammeters, switches, ground
detectors, fuses and choke coils.
There are three
station and 13 Carton line-lightning arresters, which
have been very effective in protecting the apparatus
from injury by heavy static discharges which sometimes occur in this part of the country.
Quite
heavy discharges have been noted by the writer.

POLE CONSTRUCTION AT LAS ANIMAS.
ried

on

a

bracket

The

line

is

of

apparent
exoperating a

when
the

The value

set.

in

The

single instance has ever occurred to regret the
adoption of the porcelain socket, which is easy to
wire, safe to handle and easily kept clean.
There are over 75 Thomson recording and inductive wattmeters in use, and a meter deposit of

$15 is required, which is returnable upon return of
the meter to the station.
The meters are tested
once a year.
The rate is 16 cents per kilowatthour, with a minimum of $1.
The flat rate is $1

deep,

is

delivering

it

to

a

lOO-barrel

galvanized-iron

the

plant

placed

in

and supervision of
hands of the

the

to

enterprises in that city.

Company was

is

made

tank located over the 50-ton coal bin in front of
the boiler.
A Deane simplex boiler-feed pump
draws water from a 150-horsepow^er Cochrane open
feed-water heater and purifier at a temperature of
205 degrees (Las Animas has an altitude of 4,000
feet), indicating quite high efficiency in the heater.
The boiler is also equipped with a hand-cock inThere is a fire hose in
spirator for emergency.
direct connection with the boiler-feed pump, which
has a cold-v.'ater connection for use in emergency.

were

(who came

the idea of an up-to-date light plant for Las .Animas.
Mr. Gardner has a large lumber yard and
extensive holdings in Las Animas and has been
the foremost man in all large business and public

of

August, 1903,

83 feet high and three feet in
of steel.
The building cost over $4,000 and contains 112
The Gearj^ w^ater-tube boiler is
cords of stone.
rated at 150 horsepower.
A Marsh deep-well engine draws water from an 8;4-inch well 153 feet
stack

the

being

Las Animas in June, 1902.
from Villisca, Iowa, where he had been associated
with the Villisca Electric Company as manager)
by Mr. Tom J. Gardner, who w-as the originator of

nearly every other stack in the city went to
during a heavy wind, hail and rain

diameter and

trees,

a

The designing of

ground

storm.

t>f

water was found in nearly every hole, so 'close
the water to the surface of the ground.
There
are over 1,500 P. & S. porcelain, key, keyless and
keywall sockets in use in this installation, and not

writer

the

method of guying was shown

roof

month for 16-candlepower incandescent lamps
and $12.50 a month for arcs.
There are in operation about 25 enclosed arc
lamps and 1,200 16-candlepower incandescent lamps.
A very complete system of bookkeeping and records
is
kept by the company, which deals with every
point in the operation of the plant from the cost
of fuel, labor, etc., down to the maintenance of

this is

three sets of four guys in each
this

the

from

a

floor

building and is built "upside
meant that the sections are fitted
together with the bottom of one section sliding into
the top of the section below it. It is guyed by

By

with
free

is

the entire plant.

rear

line

remarkably

located almost entirely in alleys, service from pole
to customer being made much shorter and without
the use of unsightly wires in front of the buildings.
In digging the pole holes five and 5'X feet deep.

construction

the

in

pole.

the engine and boiler rooms, which are 27 by 47 and
24 by 47 feet in floor dimensions, respectively. The
stack is built on a six by six-foot stone foundation

down."

a,

i—

.,=...,

J

eight-foot opening, closed by a sliding door, connects

at

arie

a

i>K*

[

small plant single
handed. A four by

W. H. BANES.

cvery-night

15

who has had

perience

all-night,

miles of copper wire, ranging in size from No. 2
No. 10, and about 300 poles, all of Idaho cedar.

quite

is

to one

the

the

schedule.

seven

in

By W. H. Banes.

On November

on

five-foot

1

Small Alternating-current
Colorado.

operated

to

-Q •-—

1

A

arc

lalcd-core

^.Ql

Shartell

A
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drains and boiler blow-off pipes arc connected to a sump in the rear of the building.
oil

Valley,

;

tonio,. J.

1

The Las Animas

incorporated on October

Electric

25, 1902.

and

the following-named officers chosen
President and
treasurer, Tom J. Gardner; vice-president. Harry
:

POWER HOUSE AT LAS ANIMAS, COLO.

L.

Lubers; secretary and manager.

The board

of directors consists of

W. H.

Tom

J.

Banes.
Gardner,

with not a cloud in sight, and telephone service
has been materially aflfected at these times.
The primary current is 2,300 volts, 6o-'cycIe. the
secondary being no volts. The 10 street lights are

H. L. Lubers, James M. Parker,

late-type Adams-Bagnall enclosed arc lamps,
and are supplied by separate transformers.
One
transformers supplies four lamps, another two,
while the remainder are supplied by single transformers.
The lamps are supported by Cutter's devices from a half-inch cable suspended between
tw'o 35-foot poles at the street corners, and' each
lamp rope is locked to its respective pole.
The

The governments of Switzerland and the grand
duchv of Baden have agreed to grant a concession
the
cable works of Velten and
Guillaume.
Miihlheifn, near Cologne, and to the Swiss Electrical Company of Berne to erect works at Laiifenburg to utilize the falls of the Rhine for producing
electric energy.
The works are to be built on a
large scale and are intended to furnish 50,000

the

R.

C.

P.

G.

Scott

and

Thaver.

to

horsepower.

a

.
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community share with

do things
in a free-handed, enterprising and energetic way,
for the
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and the fact is shown by the
fellow

their

the
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elaborate
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electric-light

The convention

set forth in this issue.
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instructive
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programme

and the hospitality and scenic attractions of Colorado to enhance its drawing power, promises to be
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believe, will be of

Submarine torpedo

boats possibly had something

do with the crushing defeat to the Russian
fleet under Admiral Rojestvensky administered by
The
the forces under Admiral Togo's command.
Japanese appear, from the meager details at hand,
to

made very

have

effective

use

of

swarm

their

and although the conditions were
apparently unfavorable for their employment, it i^
not impossible that attempts were made to use subThere is
marine vessels in this form of attack.
an authenticated instance where
submarine boats have been employed in actu.tl
warfare but it may be that the tremendous battle

we

believe,

Corean Straits has furnished the first inThe Japanese are very secretive in military
stance.
alTairs, and no doubt rightly so from a strategical
but it is hoped that, in due course
point of view
of time, it will be made to appear what part, if
any, was played by the submarines in this great
the
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give the benefit

to

own

of street railways has become, perhaps to his

something of a

surprise,

hunting proclivities

From

papers.

thanks to the lion

celebrity,

of

American

the

he

accounts

news-

daily

appears

be

a

modest and worthy gentleman, disposed to learn

as

all

as

ence.

to

be joined by

will

municipal

the

to

impart the results of his own experiIn extending a cordial welcome the mayor

well

all

of

Chicago,

includ-

who on

principle

oppose

citizens

operation

of

industrial

enterprises.

For one thing, we notice with pleasure that Mr.
Dalrymple is reported as agreeing with us, and
that early in his stay in Chicago, that double-deck
cars are not suited to the conditions of street-railtraffic in American cities.
He notes the climate and the speed at which the cars here are

way

operated

but

objections,

as

there

are

others

also

which he might have named, such as the difficulties
in collecting fares on crowded cars, in loading and
unloading quickly,
intersection

vated

in

making

stops at every street

demanded, and in clearing the elewhich are important.
We also

if

railways,

think

that

zone

the

system of fares

not

is

well

adapted to American conditions, although theoret-

most equitable method of charging
for street-railway transportation.
But the flat fivecent rate encourages the long haul, and the long
haul of the modern electric street railway has done
much for American workingmen in enabling them
to live in the fresh air and improved surroundings
of suburban districts.
In matters other than rolling stock and fares, the Glasgow tramways do
not differ much, in design and main features of
operation, from those of most American cities.
is

it

the

Electrical

fight.

men know

that the storage

battery and motor can be relied upon in the underwater runs; but the objections hitherto urged to

mpdern development in naval design are quite
method of propulsion used when the

this

apart from the

boats are submerged.

It is a continued satisfaction to observe that the

exports of the United States still exhibit
steady growth and a general condition of health
and strength. The most recent figures available are
these
For the 10 months ended with April, 1905,
the value of electrical exports from the United
States, including electrical machinery and electrical
appliances (the two classifications of the government), was $9,915,100; for the corresponding 10
months ended April. 1904, similar exports were
electrical

a

:

$8,722,957.

exports

cently in which static electricity

and interesting manner.
run over a charged
is
receive

charge

The
roller,

is

used in a novel

ore, suitably crushed,

where the

particles

according to their electrostatic

pacities; the different attractions

between the

ca-

roller

and the various particles resitlts in giving different
paths of motion to the high-capacity and the lowThis gives a preliminary separacapacity particles.
tion, and by passing the tailings through a second

and
is

United
1905,

30,

the value of the electrical
for

States

the

year

fiscal

should be about $12,000,000,

and be the largest in the history of the countrj'.
For the calendar year 1904 the figure was $11,039,75S, which was the largest up to that time.
In
April, 1905, the value of American electrical exports was $1,008,361, compared with $841,716 for
corresponding month

Considering

of

lo-month

the

year.

last

the

periods,

increase

ended with April, 1905, over that ended
is due to the swelling of the exports
of electrical machinery by over $i,30D.coo.' On the
of
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.
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ether

hand,

(which
ments)

exports

the
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include
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electrical
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telephone
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figures
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April

30, 1904.

Ten Months
Ended
April 30. 1005.

a third similar process a satisfactory separation

obtained.
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this
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ending June
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.Magnetic ore separation has been in use for sevyears, but a process has been invented re-

eral

At
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The concentrators which have been

about

are

weigh

12

about

by
5,000

by seven
pounds each.

12

feet
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size

Mica-plate

generators are used for supplying the
No great difficulty has beer,
potential.

But comparing merely the months of April of
year and of last year, increases are shown in

this

electrostatic

both classes of electrical exports, that in electrical

charging

apphances

being

the
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Mr. Dalrymple of Glasgow, now
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general interest to all readers as well as of particular value to those who attend the convention.
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American Street Railway Association (annual convention),
Bellevue-Stratford Hotel, Philadelphia, September 25th to

to
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electrical
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Denver

Portrait
Gen. Irving Hale.
Pueblo's Lighting and Street-railway

way

the

was

pile

a

charge, but the practical

electrostatic
Sth,

National Electrical Contractors' Association f fifth annual
convention) and Electrical Exhibrtron, Mechanics* Hall, Boston, Mass., July 15th to 22d.
convention),
(annual
Ohio Electric Light Association
Hotel Victory, Put-in-Bay, August i6th to i8th.
International Association of Municipal Electricians (annual convention), Erie, Pa., August 29th, 30th and 31st.
Old Time Telegraphers' and Historical Association (annual
meeting), New York city. August 29th to September ist.
American Electrotherapeutic Association (annual meeting).
Academy of Medicine, New York city, September igth, 20th

devotes

Elec-

Hammond.

423, 424.

Lacombe Lighting Station

and

7th

National-Interstate Telephone Association (first convention
consolidated telephone associations), Auditoriiup Hotel,
Chicago, June 20th and 21st.
Canadian Electrical Association (annual convention), Mon-

treal,

Telephone, 4147 John.

Colorado:

6th,

in

tended commercial scale.

1746.

Eastern Office, 150 Nassau Street,

Street),

National Electric Light As;
Brown Palace Hotel, Denver.
Colorado Springs, June 9th, ic

cessive label

of

TELEPHONE, MAIN

Dearborn

DATES AHEAD.
Institute of Electrical Engineers (ai
vL^nii.Mi), ikiltery Park Hotel, Aslieville, N. C, Ju

CHICAGO.

=

June

American

PUBLICATION offices:
510 Marquette Building,

A.

-

:

larger.

— Electrical

Here

the

statistics

found in running these generators continuously in
24-hour service in concentrating mills. It is pointed
out, however, that many diffictilties arise in the
application of the process, such as leakage of charge,

show:

mutual repulsion of the ore particles, the mechanical
handling and feeding of highly charged particles,
which do not appear, so far, to have been
etc.,
completely overcome. Static electricity is, in fact,
but little used in the arts. We remember an ingenious bottle-labeling machine, in which each suc-

Japan continues to be a leading customer, and in
April last took more of our electrical machinery
than any other nation. However, in the 10 months
ended with April, 1905, it was exceeded by British
North America. In this period Japan was second,
the United Kingdom third and Mexico fourth.

April,

1904

machinery. $530,276;

electrical appliances, $311,440; total, $841,716.

1905

—Electrical

machinery, $564,883

;

April,

electrical

ap-

pliances, $443,478; total, $1,008,361.
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Some Attempts

to UtIIIzo Atmosphorlo
Electricity for Industrial Purposes.
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reached
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gromidrd,
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to

the

I'.lcctrilcliestvo,

on every meter.
AccordinK 10 thiit, the aiilhur calciilalci that the
enerxy acciiinulatcd in a cloud in 225.10" cr;;*
which ii equivalent to a work of j,l>)i,Coo kiloRram-mclcrt. If, then, a motor of 85 horteixiwer
could utilize ilie amount of cncfKy, it would lupply
power equal to 2,293,600 kiloRram-mctcrt during one

his

hour.

a

I'allatz ha* aluo shown that the amount of energy comprised in a cubic kilometer of air at the
moment which precede* Ihc diKhargc, it equal
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the Kiissinii paper
piililislicd
in
Mr. Miclikin ({ivcs an account of
cxperimentH aimiuK at the utilization of at-

iM

and

I'ol.'inil

innsphcric electricity.

The considerable development of induHlry in the
present century must iuevilalily lead to the exour
haustion of fuel, such as wood and coal
attention nuisl therefore he directed toward other
sources of energy.
Everyone knows the numerous advantaRes rcaliz-ed from the waterfalls, which are insufficient in
MMniher as well as in output In supply the tremendous amount of euersy rei|uire(l daily by the
Some eager invesnecessities of modern industry.
'.

example of I'rouiethens of the
oUlen times, looked up to the sky, and as a conse(|uence, not louR ago, new.s was scattered all
through the world, announcing that Mr. Figueros,
in I^TS Palmas, had succeeded in capturing from
Ihe clouds a quantity of electricity which enabled
him to operate a power plant containing a motor
after

tigators,

the

horsepower, besides lighting a house.
Without being skeptical as to that result, we will
fnllow here the new experiments of Mr, Michkin.
Everyone knows, says the author, that during a
storm, clouds are carrying a considerable quantity
of electricity, which, under ordinary conditions, is
whole atmosphere. Some
scattered through
the
vague idea of that state of the atmosphere is given
In us by electric discharges in thunderbolts and
lightning, which often manifest themselves by heat
200

I'f

vlTccts.

While

discharging a battery of condensers
by
a properly adapted wire we can not only make
the wire* glow, but even bring it to a melting
point, and numerous cases are known of the volatilization of a considerable length of a telegraph

iniicc

lo 40.18"

mission.
the accident took place there was
tendency toward stormy weather in
the atmosphere.
Kohlrausch has also shown that
copper wire five millimeters in diameter can easily
be melted by lightning, and he calculated that, to
produce such an effect, a current of 52.000 amperes must flow through the wire for o.ooi of a
second, or else a current of g.200 amperes during
0.03 of a second.
According to this, he admitted
that the quantity of electricity accumulated in the
cloud, at
the
moment preceding the discharge,
could be represented by a number comprising between 52 and 270 coulombs, while the intensity
of current which passes through a conductor con-

the

.^t

only

a

time

slight

necting the

lightning

reach 10.000 amperes.
firmed by numerous

A

Pokkels.
placed in
electric

the

the

to

the

ground may

T'lese results were also con-

experiments carried out by
fragment of the basaltic rock, being
neighborhood of the passage of an

current,

current,

which

arrester

gives evidence of the intensity of
particular
magnetic properties

by

Thus, examining the basaltic
with trees growing upon it, which were
struck by lightning, Pokkels found that the intensity of the current in one case was of 6,450
amperes, while in another it amounted to io.8co
amperes. During a series of researches undertaken by Kohlrausch in Austria and in Italy, fragments of basaltic rock were placed near the conductor of a lightning arrester, in a position shown
by the scientist, and in three cases of atmospheric
discharges the current intensity was shown to be,
respectively, 5.600, 8.600 and ii.coo amperes.
In assuming our average value between 52 and
270 coulombs for such a discbarge. INIichkin proceeds to calculate the quantity of electricity contained in a cloud
under ordinary atmospheric
conditions.
Let us suppose then an average charge
of 100 coulombs and the size of the cloud to be such
that in the space between the cloud and the earth
there be a potential difference of 1,500 volts on
every square meter, the distance from the earth's
surface to the cloud being
Cases
300 meters.
could be shown in which at a much higher disrock,

it

acquires.

10,000

kilo|{ram-nieters.

These data show
could he available,

how many thousands

of

unil«

means could be
purposes the amount
of energy stored in clouds, and which otherwise
is
wasted during atmospheric discharges.
The author thinks there is enough evidence to
pr.-icliral

if

foiuid to utilize for industrial

show

the great interest of researches in that realm,

and he

confident of a good result

is

near

the

in

A

charge of 52 to 270 coulombs can set up in
a conductor a current of .several
thousands of
amperes for a very short time.
If the discharge
he slow there woidd practically be no current, and
the question therefore turns

ing

upon the fact of findmotor which could be set to work with a

a

very small expense of current.
While experimenting to determine the influence
due to hystersis of the electric field upon a dielec-

Professor Arno succeeded in constructing a
motor revolving in an electrostatic field and designed on a principle, which, previously to that,
tric,

was

utilized by Professor Ferraris in the construe?
of his induction motor.
Unfortunately, the motor of Professor Arno,
due to its low efficiency, is of interest only from

tion

theoretical

a

standpoint.

The motor invented by Mr. Michkin
on

a

tails

is

based

diflfcrent principle, and it differs also in defrom that of Professor Arno. That principle

the

is

rotation of a dielectric in a field of elecsharp points. The design of the motor is

very simple. A series of ebonite disks is placed,
one beside the other, on a metallic axis, and can
freely rotate in front of two combs which have
their teeth perpendicular to the diameter of the
disk.
The motor is set in motion by charging one
of the combs, either with positive or with negative
electricity,
the other
being
connected with the
ground.
The following table furnishes some data.
In the table. Type I. corresponds to a motor weighing 69 grammes; Type II. to another type of 667
grammes. The values of V are given in hundreds
of volts.
N is the number of discharges of the
condenser a minute and
the number of revolutions a minute of the axis.
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he started a% if 11 were conmrtol with
machine.
cxpcrimenii carried out Iiy Mr. Michkin
lo Ik in accor<l with ihit theory, and the
will

sialic

The
seem

conditions

by him itimilar to thote which
atmospheric electricity were dealt

realized
if

with.

The author feels that the motor he invented i<
of great help lo the solution of the problem
The
atmospheric electricity can set lo work the motor, which, by means of a dynamo, gcncratn lowtension current, easy to be utilized.
The first part of the problem can be considered
as being already solved
according lo the author,
there remain some improvements as to details. In
1899 the author presented a pa[)er on that subject
to the Society of Natural History in Russia and
he has also published several volumes, but could
not succeed
in
finding
the
necessary
money,
and the experiments were carried out at the au;

own expense. The first part of these experiments were started in 1902 at the Agronomical
Institute of Novo-Alexandria. and they were continued at the fortress of Ivangrod, in Russian
Poland, where the author was allowed to use capthor's

balloons.
Special collectors were then sent
the air, with the steering rope attached to
one of the combs of the motor.
The rope was
soon replaced by an insulated wire, which could
then be used as a conductor. The collectors were
of two kinds. Some of them were composed of
circular tin sheets, provided with a number of
sharp, steel
points, while others were cylinders
having plates, each of which was provided with
15 sharp points.
Collectors of this kind were also used by the
author for measuring the current intensity, in retive

into

spect

to

Ihe

height

of

the

ascension

of

the

kite

and to the number of points which the collector
was carrying.
The sheet collectors, being very light, were generally sent by means of Rotch's kites, and steered
by an insulated wire five millimeters in diameter,
wound on a drum, which was placed on an ebonite
stand and connected with a series -of binding posts,
as well as with a micrometer, to measure the
length of the spark. The kite was propelled in
a

8<l

168(-

v>!

ImI.'

put

.Arcordinu to ih* pro(>rrIii
Ihc

would be met

future.

trified
Liillicli.
Au.stria,
liglUning
In
in
1887, near
brought complete destruction to a bronze conductor
long.
1.4 millimeters in diameter and 800 meters
In April, 1902. there occurred a case of melting
by lightning of a steel wire eight millimeters in
diameter and 3,500 meters long, at the meteorological laboratory of Pavlovsk, in Russia
during the
ascension of kites for experiments, which were
undertaken by an international meteorological com-

potential

horizontal

plane

at

a

speed

of

three

to

four

meters per second, while two kites were steered
by the same wire. Later on the Erickson Company of Warsaw furnished a wire which could
resist

a

tension of 75

kilograms.

charged with elecbecomes less when one

Having invited several persons, who showed
much interest in the experiments, Mr. Michkin went

combs only is charged, while the other is
grounded. If one of the combs be charged negatively while the other is grounded, the speed increases.
This, however, seems to depend on the

to the mountains near Novo-AIexandria. and as
soon as the kite had risen to a point 50 meters
above the level sparks began to appear in the
micrometer.
The spheres of that apparatus were
then moved apart and the wire loosened. The
sparks, which at first appeared evcr>' three to five
seconds, changed then into a continuous stream.
The motor being connected to the spheres of
the micrometer, the spark disappeared, but the
motor started at a speed of about 5.000 revolutions
a
minute, and stopped only after one hour's
work, due to the fall of the wind. .As soon as

place

the

tricity of different signs:

are
it

of the

surface of the teeth.
The quantity of electricity between two consecudiscbarges of the condenser was 243.10^* coulombs; the current intensity was only several milti\'e

lionths

of

an

ampere,

while

the

tension

reached

20.000 volts.

The

motor, as measured by the
Prony brake, gave the following results:
efficiency of the

Revolutions a minute

Length ot the arm
Pressure on the arm
Potential difference between
Current intensity
Outside temperature

Hydrometric coethcient

tlie

two combs

975
6.5
Cm.
0.57 Grammes.
232. lo^ Volts320.10" .Amp.
iS.7^
48
Per Cent.

C

can be seen from the above figures that the
motor could supply work to the amount of 0.038
kilogram-meters a second, -with an expendititre of
energjf equal to 0.076 kilogram-meter, Avhich is
equivalent to an efficiency of 50 per cent.
The motor can be set to work only with continuous current, the alternating current showing on
it no effect whatever
one can, however, by means
of Crookes tubes, transform the alternating current, and the motor could then be started by an
induction coil, the
negative
terminal
of which
It

;

the

wind rose the motor worked again

success-

for about one hour, until rain interrupted
experiments, as none of the apparatus was
sheltered.
The maximum of the ascension of t^.-.
kite was 120 meters and the speed of the motor
was 4,700 revolutions a minute at a pressure of
22.000 volts. The same experiment was afterward
repeated by means oi a static machine, composCil
fully

the

of 20 plates, and the speed oi the motor was 4,200
revolutions, fumishing a work of 0.1 to 0.13 kilogram-meter a second.

The author thinks that, if during tlie preceding
experiment the kite could have been set up higher,
a motor designed for s higher pressure could
supply a considerable amount of work.
He also quotes the following passage from a
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memoir presented by Roma to the Academy of
Sciences at Paris some 150 years ago:
"Imagine flashings of Hght from nine to 10 feet
long,

accompanied by

a

noise similar to that of a

shot from a pistol. During less than one hour I
succeeded in obtaining 30 of such flashes, to say
nothing about many others of a smaller size."
The author invites all those who are in a position to contribute to the progress of industry to
join

their

efforts

for the

realization

lem of utilizing atmospheric

of

the

prob-

electricity.

Single-phase Locomotive for Heavy
Railroad Service.
many interesting exhibits of

railway apOf the
pliances prepared for the inspection of the delegates to the International Railway Congress one
of the most novel and important in its bearing on
the use of electricity as a motive power for heavy
was the Westinghouse-Baldwin
service
railroad
single-phase alternating-current locomotive shown
in operation May i6th on the Interworks railway
at East Pittsburg, and which is illustrated hereThis locomotive was built by the Westingwith.

house Electric and Manufacturing Company in
order to convince the railway managers of the
world of the possibilities and advantages of the
use of single-phase current for heavy electric
traction, and to demonstrate in the most convincing

rents required in heavy direct-current traction work
was the sight of so large a locomotive accelerating
a 1, 200-ton train over a third of a mile in length
and receiving its entire power supply from a single No. 000 trolley wire.
The 6.000-volt current is collected from the trolley wire by a pneumatically operated pantagraph
trolley on each half of the locomotive, and is carried through a
switch and circuit
suitable
oil

breaker to an auto-transformer in each cab. These
transformers reduce the voltage to 325 for use at
The trolleys may be raised or lowered
the motors.
from the cab by a suitable air valve.
The three motors on each half of the locomotive
are connected permanently in parallel and are controlled by means of an induction regulator, which,
under the direction of the operator, varies the
voltage at the motors from about 140 to 325.
The
induction regulators are driven by small series motors of the same general type as the main motors.
Both regulators are controlled by the multiple-unit
system from a master switch at either end. They
may be stopped at any desired point in their travel,
and thus the locomotive may be run at any speed
with the same facility and economy as a steam
locomotive.
Forced ventilation is used with the auto-transformers and induction regulators as well as with
the motors, the necessary air being supplied by
suitable motor-driven blowers.
Water-driven air
compressors are also used.
The locomotive is designed for slow-speed freight
service, this type having been chosen because the
design of series-alternating current motors for very
slow-speed service presents many more problems,
and is much m.ore difficult, than the design of
equal capacities for the ordinary conditions. This
problem having been solved, the production of
similar locomotives for passenger service becomes
a relatively simple matter.
With the motors working at nominal full-load output the locomotive will
develop a draw-bar pull of 50,000 pounds at a
speed of approximately 10 miles an hour.
On
several occasions, however, when hauling the 50-car
train referred to above, steady draw-bar pulls of
from 60.ODO to 66,000 pounds have been recorded
on the dynamometer and momentary efforts as
high as 100,000 pounds have been obtained with no
sign of slipping of the wheels.
With lighter loads
the locomotive may be run at higher speeds up to
a maximum of about 30 miles an hour.

Arrival of

James Dalrymple from
Glasgow,

James Dalrymple, general manager of the mutramway service of the city of Glasgow,

nicipal

possible the ability of the company to supw'as shown in
It
ply the necessary apparatus.
operation first running light and then hauhng a
train of 50 new steel gondola cars weighing ap-

manner

proximately 1,200 tons.

From

the various details which are given below
it will be seen that a number of new features are
embodied in the construction of this locomotive
and that claims of priority may be made for it in
It is,
for instance, the
a number of respects.
largest alternating-current locomotive in the world,
the largest to be operated by single-phase current,
and it is equipped with six of the largest singlephase motors ever built. It is the first alternatingcurrent locomotive for use in America and is designed for the highest trolley voltage ever used
This locomotive is also the largest
in this country.
ever operated by means of overhead trolleys, is the
first on
which forced ventilation is used in the
motors and is unique in many other similar ways.
The weight of the locomotive complete is 135
tons.
It is built in two halves, each having one
six-wheel truck with rigid wheel base.
These are
coupled together and are intended to operate normally as a single unit, but each half may be operated separately if desired.
The locomotive is approximately 45 feet long over all and nine feet
nine inches wide.
The total height above the rail
with trolleys lowered is 17 feet.
The wheels are
60 inches in diameter and are mounted on eightinch axles, with six feet four inches between centers.
The side frames of the truck are of cast
steel and are spring-supported in the usual manner, the weight on the two inside axles of each
truck being equalized. The cabs are built of sheet
steel with angle-iron supports, and the entire cab
as a whole is removable from the truck.
Each axle carries a 225-ho'rsepower, single-phase
series motor of the single-reduction-geared type,
making a total of six motors for the locomotive.
One side of each motor is supported directly on
the axle and the other is suspended by spiral
springs from the locomotive body.
The motors
are of the same general construction as the standard Westinghouse alternating-current railway motors of smaller size.
They are so arranged that
forced ventilation may be used and increased output thus secured.
The locomotive is designed for a current of
25 cycles and a trolley voltage of 6.000. and one of
the most striking points of the exhibition to those
who have been accustomed to the enormous cur.

Scotland, arrived at New York on May 27th on
the steamship Campagnia. on his way to Chicago
to consult with Mayor Dunne, at the latters invitation, and by consent of the lord provost of
of Glasgow.
He was met by James O'Shaughnessy,
representing Mayor Dunne, and he was immediately
taken in charge by a representative reception committee.
During the day he saw the subway and
other traction systems and in the evening he was
dined at the Hoffman House by the Municipal
Ownership League. At the subsequent reception,
which was prefaced by street processions, music and
a Scots' bagpiper, there were several speeches.
J. C. Phelps-Stokes, vice-chairman of the reception committee, welcomed Mr. Dalrymple as one
who had "demonstrated the feasibility of municipal
operation and ownership." Mr. O'Shaughnessy made
a short address in, which he said that "before the
two-year term of Mayor Dunne has expired there
will be municipally owned street cars turning their
wheels in the city of Chicago, there will be municipal electricity supplied to private consumers,
and there will be 75-cent gas." General Henry
Edwin Tremaine also made a short welcoming
speech.

Mr. Dalrymple responded by thanking the committee for the courtesies shown him and said that
he' was not here to discuss the principles of municipal ownership, simply to tell the story of Glasgow's street-railway system, which has been operated by the municipality for 11 years and during
which time, he said, the service has been made
exceedingly popular. "It is quite possible," he said,
"for a municipality to make a terrible mess of
the operating service, and it is quite possible for
a company to give good service, and also for the
municipality to give good service. The city of
Glasgow would not go back to private ownership.
Any company could do as well as Glasgow, but, of
course, the end in view is somewhat different.
You
have shareholders to consider; we have not. You
will find people in Glasgow today who will tell
you the car service financially is not a success.
"We are deriving as much revenue and half the
fare is taken, and our average fare is considerably
under two cents. It has cost about $15,000,000 altogether from first to last, which we have expended in installing our system, and our debt
today is only about $8,500,000."
Mr. Dalrymple arrived in Chicago on the morning of May 29th and was met by IVIayor Dumie
and the committee appointed to guide and entertain
the Glasgow expert while in Chicago. He has already taken several inspection trips on the street
cars, but has refrained from making comment on
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the traction system. "Glasgow cars are clean," was
a significant remark made by Mr. Dalrymple as he
entered a North State Street car for his first ride.
After taking several rides he said
"I hardly think
our double-deck cars would do in your American
cities.
First, your climate is not adapted to the
upper-deck plan, and then, too, the speed at which
you run your cars would make it out of the ques:

tion."

High-speed Long-distance Electric
Traction.'

By Charles

A. Mudge.

As

is generally known, these tests
[Berlin-Zoswere made under the direction of a company
organized for the special purpose and known as

sen]
the

"Studiengesellschaft

fur

Elektrische

Schnell-

bahnen." The object of the tests was to make
a study of many of the heretofore incompletely and
in some cases wholly unknown factors entering into
electric traction at speeds never before attempted.
The track selected for the experiments parallels
the main line running south from Berlin toward
Dresden and is used by the ministry of war for
giving instruction to the railway corps of the army.
The car barn was located five miles from Berlin, at
Marienfelde, where the tests were started toward
Zossen, 145^ miles distant over a track having
only two decided curves of i^ miles in radius each.
The first one occurred ;}% miles from the car
barn, the second seven miles further on, leaving 4i-s
This practically divided the Hue
miles to Zossen.
into three parts
four miles at each end for acceleration and seven miles for running in the middle
\\ith almost no grades; conditions about ideal for
the tests contemplated.
Power was supplied from a central station seven
miles distant to a cable house on the line a
little over one-half a mile from the car barn, where
it
was connected directly to the trolley wires
through automatic circuit-interrupting devices.
The apparatus installed in the Allgemeine car

—

differed quite materially

Siemens

&

Halske

car.

from that installed in the
and my remarks will refer

only to the apparatus used in the Allgemeine car.
The car body was 69 feet long and 9'4 feet wide
and was divided into three compartments by a socalled machine room 12 feet long in the middle,
which contained the starting rheostat and high-potential switches, and was not allowed to be occuThe other two compied while current was on.
partments were utilized for measuring instruments
and for passengers and were connected by a narrow
passage through the machine room.
Three-phase current was used and the highest
recorded voltage in the car during any test was
14,150.

The weight of the complete car with 50 passengers was 100 tons (2,000 pounds to the ton), which
was increased four tons in the last year of the
tests by alterations necessary to accommodate the
new trucks, and by balancing weights.
The
ber,

year, September, October and Novemr
w^hat might be termed a "try-out"
entire installation, with the exception
permanent way being new, it was necessarily
first

was

1901,

period.
of the

The

handled with greater caution than it would have
been if the apparatus had been of more standardBefore the car was taken from
ized construction.
the works all apparatus was thoroughly tested, and
for this purpose a stationary iron bed-plate having
four run wheels was arranged under each truck,
the wheels on the bed-plate having profiles similar
to rails and made wide enough for brake straps of
In this manner the motors were
dynamometers.
run up to speeds corresponding to 200 kilometers,
and the power required was measured with the
dynamometers.
Verj' elaborate tests were also made on bearing
frictions at high speeds, and interesting data were
collected on the properties of different lubricants
under severe conditions of pressure and speed in
connection with different metals and alloys.

From the results of these tests the rolling friction was estimated to be about 10 pounds per ton
at 125 miles per hour, which was somewhat in
excess of the values found during the actual operation of the car.
After all apparatus had been given as thorough
a shop test as possible the car was hauled approximatel}"^ 500 miles by a steam locomotive in order to
loosen it up. After this many different runs were
made, the maximum speed obtained during this
year's tests being 100 miles per hour.
During the progress of these preliminary runs
it
was shown conclusively that no trouble would
be experienced, as had been anticipated, from collecting currents large enough to run the car at
125 miles per hour, with voltages up to 14.000, provided the car could be made to run smoothly
Some

trouble was experienced in keeping
trolley wires, but this was
the vibrations of either the car or
the trolley wires rather than to any fault in the
design of the trolleys themselves.
The second year of the tests, September, Octo-

enough.

the sliding

mainly due

ber and

bows on the
to

November.

1902.

was occupied mainly

in

Abstractor a lecture delivered before the New York ElecMr. MudRe was formerly chief eneitrical Society on May 24th.
neer of the railway department of the Allgemeine Elektricitais
1.

Gesellschaft in Berlin.

;
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VV ICSTliR N

lyos

3,

ililiTiniiiing Ihc

train

riii.slaiice

at (lifTcrciil speeds,

ill
measuring the power reqiiircl fur different loads
and speeds, in determining the losses in the trans-

mission line, in colleelinK the necessary hrakinp;
data for computing the cocflicienis of friction for
dilTcrcnt speeds, and in iletermininK the alterations
Mcrcssarv to lie made in the car and the permanent
way to allow lis to. run np to 125 miles per hour.
'Cliesc tests were ccmdiiiled up to :i speed of only
7S miles per hour, as llie oliservations of the previous year showed that the permanent way would
not stand much higher speeds.

The
:Mc)st

tests

of

el.alioratc

privious

tests,

the

third

and formed
have Riven

year,

upon which hiRh-specd work may
the
practically
Ill

first

place

possible,

which

were

the

reliable check on the
us a substantial basis

a

lie

attempted.

they showed us that it was
from an enRineerinR point, to

move from place to place at least
we are at present accustomed to.

twice

as

fast

as

Data of very Rrcal value were secured on the
iniich-discussed
question
of air resistance, and
although the formula may not be slraiKhtencd out
lo suit everybody, we know positively that if we
run our car, for instance, 50 miles per hour, we
can expect a maximum air pressure of about seven
pounds per square foot at the front of it; and if
we double the speed we will get four times this
pressure, and if we triple the speed we will run
into trouble and gel nine limes this pressure.
If
we shape the nose of our car properly we will be
able to reduce these figures 10 per cent.
Also if
we run our 1,000-ton car 50 miles per hour on a
level track without paying much attention how the
front of it is shaped. It will take about 150 horsepower.
When we double the speed it will take
six times tliis amount of power; but if we attempt
lo triple the speed, i. c., to run at 150 miles per
hour, we would h.ave to supply about 18 times the
amount of power it takes to run at 50 miles per

These
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nymmctrically phiccd lo
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and
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ihc c.irth a« ponnible.
(3) All apparaliK nioiinlcd alxjvc llic car floor
.nhoiild l)c as liuht .n nood dciiffn will permit.
(4) Make the overhead trolley contact above the
car in preffrcnce lo the side of the car.
(5) Support the motors flexibly on llic axlei
of the trucks.
(6) (iive the front enri of the car a wedge
shape.
(7) Support Ihc car lxnly on the truck frame at
some distance from the center bell and allow it 1
flexibility in a line at right .ingles to llie track, independent of Ihc truck.
(8) Make Ihc total wheel base of the truck of
ample dimensions and nol less than 20 per cent, of
the length of the car.
(0) Build the road as straight as possible, and
where more than one track is used, make them
further apart than our present practice would suggest.

(10) On curves make the approaches of the elevated side of the track longer than usual.
A German engineer of considerable prominence
has advocated lowering the floor of the car between
the trucks in order to make it ride steadier, utilizing the sp.ace above the trucks for second and thirdclass passengers or for freight and baggage.
Although this might be too radical a change in designs of our standard practice, and would not harmonize as well with conditions here as with those
abroad, it would undoubtedly give good results.
The transformers, which weighed 3'A tons each,
were mounted on either side of the center line of
the car body just behind each truck: and a line
connecting their centers of gravity did not coincide
with either the transverse or the longitudinal center line of the car.
This gave rise to a torsion

movement, which produced a dangerous swinging

when nmning .above Ihc speed referred
which was overcome by placing weights of about
one ton each on the side opposite to that on which
the transformer was mounted.
The fact was thus
confirmed that heavy pieces of apparatus should be
of the car
to,

hour.
'

car, or arc

facts arc not so serious as they sccni

when

we consider

that the amount of power necessary to
car or train at 100 miles per hour, with
contetil at present, can easily be
applied to the axles without any alteration in the
standard gauge, and in fact with very little, if any,
ch.'uigc in the standard-truck constructions.
The braking results of this year were most interesting and showed very distinctly that it is a difficult matter lo keep the retardation a constant value
witli the braking apparatus at present at our disposal.
The curve of retardation instead of being
straight has a most undesirable peak at each end.
showing that for ideal conditions it is necessary
to increase the brake pressure a few seconds after
it
has been applied and then to leave it in charge
of an automatic device which decreases it as the
speed decreases and as the coefficient of friction in-

drive a

which we would be

creases.

The enormous brake pressures needed at high
speeds to give a compartively low' retardation show
very, plainly that our familiar friend, the coefficient
of friction, is not going to help us in the same
proportion that he is doing at present
but if he
doesn't, electrical means will most likely help us
out.
For instance, it was found to take about
seven-eighths of a mile to stop the car when running
at no miles per hour, the initial brake pressure
being 150 per cent, of the weight of the car.
If
we had some means of keeping the retardation constant we could have stopped the car in three-quarters of a mile by using the same pressures.
Under
the most favorable conditions the car could not
have been stopped in less than one-half mile when
running at no miles per hour, which would require
a retardation of .^'4 miles per hour per second, which
is about the limit of braking with this type of brake
apparatus.
The pre-eminent value of the braking
system employed lay in the fact that it never failed
in its operation during all tests made and the feeling of security which its absolute reliabilitv in;

spired.

The few details of the more important pieces of
apparatus which made the collection of such valuable data possible are of interest to us as showing
not only how these particular results were accomplished but in giving us an idea upon what lines to
base our calculations in similar undertakings.
The
designs of the individual pieces of apparatus themselves may or may not meet our fancy, but as an
aggregation of parts working together for a single
purpose they did their work admirably.
In looking over their weights and dimensions
we are struck with their magnitude and liberal margins, and the idea of "better too strong than too
weak" seems to have been rigidly adhered to. This
was purposely followed in all constructions of the
more important pieces of apparatus throughout the
car, as it was not intended to use these exact designs for future equipments.
They give us, however, a most valuable precedent with the assurance
that they will work, which is a valuable asset in
estimating on similar projects. Basing our ideaas
upon some of the observations and experiences
gained in these tests, we would make use of the
following points in approaching a similar problem:
(i) Keep the car body as near the rails as is
possible.

(2) Arrange all heavy pieces of apparatus so
that their centers of gravity lie in the center of the

mounted in the center lines of the cars for highservice, as they run smoothly only when
their weight is equally distributed upon the wheels.
The idea of having the trolleys on six separate
poles does not seem to be the best.
The scheme
speed

two poles might be better, as the trolley
bows would lie directly above each other, and in
taking curves and supports they all would strike
together, making it easier to keen on the wires as
of

the car turns.
This may necessitate stronger supports, as the blow from the trolley would be much
being all delivered at the same instant
instead of one after the other, as is the case with
our construction. This construction is not good on
account of having three separate poles connected
.greater,

through worm and gear and supposed to turn in
synchronism: but, due to the play and wear in
gears, they do not press the bows on the wires with
the same degree of intensity.
One will be pressed
hard upon its conductor, the second not so hard,
and the third possibly not at all. The method of
adjusting the trolleys is not good, as they cannot
be seen when being turned toward the wire.
It
would be better if a porthole, through which one
see all trolleys, were arranged, and if adjusting wheels were placed near at hand with a
signal bell to the driver instead of trj'ing to make
him do the work of two men
This suggests some of the trouble we had before getting the trolleys to work properly, much
of which might have been avoided if it had been
possible to place the contact wires above the roof
of the car.
If the motors are direct connected to the axles, a
part, at least, of their weight should be flexibly
connected to it.
Motors of this pow"er 250 horsepower normal rating weigh heavily, and, both
on account of the permanent way and the truck, as
much of their weight as is possible should be flexibly supported on the axles. This flexibility need not
be great, and can be had through the medium of
heavy springs. There is a certain oscillation given
to all the parts on a car movin.g at such high
speeds, and it often occurs, through the uneveness
of the roadbed, slight inequalities in the rails or
the motion of the car itself, that a certain oscillation of a heavy piece of apparatus will be met out
of step. For instance, the motor will be going
down just as a part of the rail is coming up, and
a severe blow will be the result.
little flexibility of these parts will greatly reduce the force of this blow. At speeds over 100
miles per hour it very often seems as if the rolling
friction were taking a rest and that we were actually floating for short distances, after which we
notice ven^ distinctly that gravity has not forsaken
us, and we can almost hear the rails groan under

could
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—
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their e.xtra burden.

Giving the car a wedge-shaped construction may
not be possible w^hen using the vestibuled t>-pe with
multiple-unit control, and no definite end relation,
in which case it may be advisable to have a portable wedge-shaped engineer's cab on wheels capable of being quickly attached to the front of the
car in making up the train.
^\''e
found that it was a very good thing to
hold the car body firmly to the truck frame at
points equally distant
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sliMk was considerably lc«4 ihan that experienced
with ihe trucks used in ihc firit vcar's Irsis
The track used for ihesc tests was buill a( a

greater distance from the main-line track tlian is
customary to place parallel tracks in this coontry,
and consequently the air pressure effects of trains
moving in opposite directions as well as in the
same direction could not be observed very closely.
It
was evident, however, that there was a slight
disturbing influence in the smooth running of the
car whenever it passed another train.
What this
would have amounted lo if the tracks had been
placed nearer together it is impossible lo say. but
il
is a point that would have to be considered
in
building new lines, and we suggest placing the
tracks further apart than is our present practice.
The two curves of i<4 miles radius were biiilt
with an elevation of 3% inches of the outer rail,
Ihe outer approaches of which were 165 feet long.
according to the standard practice of ihc state railways.
These approaches were found lo be too
short, as the car gave a decided lurch in taking
them when traveling over 90 miles per hour, so
they were increased to 336 feet, or twice their
original length, after which the car rode over them
smoothly.
In passing stations at 125 miles per hour it was
not possible to recognize persons standing upon
the platforms, and only those at a distance of
50
feet and over could be approximately identified.
On dark and rainy days it was quite impossible to
read signals at this speed, except when of large
dimensions or of very pronounced color.
Ihis would suggest placing the signals in the car
itself, operated electrically either by direct conuct
or through inductive means.
Such a system was
at Zossen and worked perfectly, even at the
highest speeds.
An insulated piece of angle iron was placed
alongside of the rail, it and the rail constituting
two poles of an electric circuit. .-Xs the car passed
over this section, contact was made with the angle
iron by a brush which led current through a magnet in the car, releasing a spring and allowing a
disk to fall in front of the motorman, the circuit
being completed through the wheel.
system on similar lines could casilv be arranged to ring different bells or to operate different colored disks in the engineer's cab, thus relieving him of the strain upon the eyes caused by passing so many objects which naturally distract his
tried

A

attention.
If all the runs, of

which over 300 were made, no
were met with or even suggested that
of the engineer did not or could not overcome, and this great triumph in a branch of industry which has done more than any other to lift the
human race to a higher degree of intelligence
should serve as a stimulus to us, who are an.xious
to have trains in regular scnice running at this,
the highest speed ever attained by any device used
for human transportation, 131 miles an hour.
difficulties

the

skill

DiscrssioN (is ABSTi<.\cr).

Frank

J.

Sprague,

New York:

It

seems to

me

two questions suggested by the Zossen experiments
(1) To what extent will the commercial possibilities warrant speeds anything like those attained?
(2) Assuming that for lon.g distances alternating
current be used, shall it be by the pol\-pha.se
method as at Zossen, or in a single-phase developthat there are

ment?

One
lowed

must strike everyone who has folMudge's most interesting description, and

thing
ilr.

the e.xtraordinar>' difficulties which had to be
met, and the great increase of power as the speed
approached the higher marks. My own impression is.
taking into account all the practical conditions surrounding trunk-line construction and operation, a
maximum speed of about 100 miles an hour is all
that we can reasonably, for a time, at least, try to
reach.
Xot that cars cannot be operated at higher
speeds but the difficulties which must always stand
in the waj- when we take into account all the essentials of trunk-line operation seem as yet to hardly
warrant the commercial use or such speeds. This
is
a feeling which I have had for a number of
years, and I believe it is one which is generally
shared by both electrical engineers and steam-road
operators whenever tliey have fully studied the
matter.
It seems to me that
C. O. Mailloux, Xew York;
In regard
these tests prove all that was intended.
to the selection of systems, when it comes to travthat

is

;
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an hour electrically, while it
seems as though we should use some alternating
system, I am not prepared to say which should be
The single-phase has not yet been developed
used.
to sizes which will do what the large polyphase
motors can do. Before we can authoritatively say
what would be the best method, further experimenI do not think that that
tation will be required.
The experipoint will be reached immediately.
ments now being made on the New York Central
and Pennsylvania roads will give us some valuable
I am not prepared to say. and I don't think
data.
any person is, that they will bring about any real
They are, in reality, what mathegeneral solution,
We have
maticians term "particular solution."
something to learn before the electrification of
steam roads in general is an accomplished fact.
We shall have to proceed gently. I believe that it
is going to come, but by evolution rather than by
revolution not tomorrow, or in 10 days, nor, posI believe there, will still be steam
sibly, in 10 years.
The subject is of
locomotives 25 years from now.
eling

over 50 miles

;

the greatest interest and it is a rare treat and a
great privilege to be allowed to listen to such a
presentation of the subject as has been made this
evening.
quite agree with the general
I
Mr. Sprague
statements which have been so clearly made by Mr.
are not on the eve of the immediate
Mailloux.
It is interestconversion of steam-operated roads.
ing to note that some of the difficulties met with
on the Zossen line at high speeds were encountered in the earlier tests on the New York Central
Notwithstanding the fact that it had
locomotive.
leading trucks, there was a distinct "noseing,"

June

for instance, on
pusher grades, which under steam service are most
expensive to operate.
In order to secure concentrated power with electrical operation
the
track
conditions need be no more severe than for comparatively light steam locomotives this by reason
of the facility for distribution of the motive power
over different axles.
I agree with Mr.
Mailloux
and Mr. Sprague that the adoption of electricity on
steam railroads will be gradual: at first, in such
special applications as this locomotive is fitted to
meet and such terminal propositions as local conditions determine, and ultimately the expansion of
these installations will be quite readily accomplished
where the high-voltage single-phase system is used.

trated

powers

are

required,

3,
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underground mains. As will be seen from
it has no fibrous packing of any sort, thus
eliminating any possibility of leakage. The packing
ring is made of a composition metal which expands and contracts in harmony with the surroundsion of
the cut,

as,

—

ing metals.
Fig. 5 illustrates the

simple method of installing

Central-station Steam-heating Plant at

Kewanee,

III.

The warming of buildings by radiation from a
central station has grown so rapidly in the last few
years and its real worth has become so fully apgeneral that it seems
preciated In the pi-( pic

m

:

the underground system. The bottom of the trench,
after being graded, is covered to a depth of from
four to six inches with cinders or gravel, in which
is
laid a three-inch drain tile.
On this strata of
cinders or gravel is laid the bottom section of the
insulation, w^hich is six inches thick.
The rollers
for the steam mains, after being placed in the
roller saddles, are then spaced upon this bottom
section of insulation, and the pipe line laid in place
with the anchors, expansion joints and service tees.
After the construction of the underground system
up to this point the mains are thoroughly tested
under a cold-water pressure of 100 pounds. The
pipe is then wrapped wath heavy asbestos paper,
which makes it ready for the side and top sections
of the insulation.
The entire process of construction makes it possible to do each part of it in the best workmanlike
manner, thereby insuring the best insulation as well
as the best construction in every detail.
The plant was designed and installed by W. H.
Schott of Chicago for the Kewanee Light and
Power Company, of which Mr. Xenophon Caverno
is president and general manager.

We

by

caused

the

lateral

sway,

which

was

periodic,

entirely safe to predict that within another five
central-station heating will have passed the
of a luxury and be regarded almost as a
necessity.

years
stage

the Kewanee Light and Power
decided to serve the
111.,
business portion of the city with
steam for heating stores, offices and buildings of
various kinds. The system, as installed at Kewanee,
was designed with a view of getting the highest
possible efficiency throughout, first cost being a secondary consideration.
It
Fig. I shows how the pipe line was insulated.
will be seen that it has at least nine inches of
insulating material surrounding it on all sides. The
pipe
line
is
showai in Fig.
method of anchoring the
2,
These anchors are placed on an average of
120 feet apart and hold the pipe line rigidly in
points.
these
various
Fig.
place at
3 shows a vertical longitudinal section through the center of the
Midway between each
insulation and a manhole.

One year ago

corresponding to the length of the rails, and
resulting in some displacement at 30 feet intervals.
It was thought at one time that possibly the low
center of gravity was the cause of this; but this,
apparently, did not prove to be the case; for, by
using side springs, and subsequently, in addition
i.

e.,

Company,

at

people

the

in

Kewanee,

made.

however, of the general problem, we
mind that what is being done in New
to congested terminal operation, and
there are many local conditions which have dictated the use of electricity without necessarily putting it on all points on a directly competitive basis
with steam operation. One of the earliest applications of electrical operation on miscellaneous roads
is likely to be due to the recognition of the fact
that in many cases the concentration of grades and
electrical operation, in whole or in part, at such
grades may prove cheaper than the making of
In such cases both continuous and
costly detours.
alternating-current motors can be used, and which
shall be the better is a matter to be decided by
In spite of the admirable work
local conditions.
which has been done abroad with the polyphase
system, and granted its possible desirability in certain special cases, I cannot but feel that, speaking
generally, the multiplicity of conductors will stand
as a bar to any general application to trunk-line
service, and that the later developments in singlephase operation offer, on the whole, more promise
of final adoption where alternating currents are
Speaking,

York

in

relates

used.
have a locomotive in operaMr. Shepard
tion at East Pittsburg upon a specially equipped
last week put
track, about four miles long.
this locomotive in operation, pulling a 50-car freight
train, for the benefit of the visiting members of
This locomothe International Railway Congress.
Its weight
tive is designed for the heaviest Avork.
is 135 tons, its capacity 1,600 horsepower, the maximum drawbar pull being So.oco pounds. This has
been registered on the tests already made.
The
overhead construction is the catenary type and the
voltage in use is 6.600.
The control of this is by
induction regulator.
This is quite the ideal control
for such service.
The tests demonstrate fully the
practicability of the single-phase motor of this capacity
the results were fully up to expectations.
The tests seem to show that this type of locomotive
will find its field in heavy service where concen:

We

We

;

Company.

.

speeds of between 90 and 100 miles could have been

must bear

of the Electric Appliance

Again, as the result of energy and fair dealing,
Electric Appliance Company of Chicago has
been forced to larger quarters to accommodate its
constantly growing business.
The friends and
patrons of this company will be pleased to know
something of the details of the fine new six-story
home in which the company is now doing business,
and in which it will be able to continue to better
advantage its policy of prompt shipments of highgrade electrical supplies and specialties.
Fifteen years ago, when there w^ere among the
electrical supply houses of the country unscrupulous
dealers who would substitute and split up orders
to suit their convenience and who would charge
their customers as much as it was believed they
would stand when open orders were sent in, Wiflard W. Low and Thomas I. Stacey decided that
there was room for a supply house which would be
conducted strictly on business principles, and which
W'ould adopt as its policy honest dealing, prompt
and complete shipments, and the best goods on the
market.
On December i, iSgr, the Electric Appliance
Company began business in a very small way indeed.
It occupied a single floor at 242 Madison
street, Chicago.
Among the first supplies which
the company handled were Packard incandescent
lamps. Paranite rubber-covered wire, O. K. weatherproof wire, Packard transformers, Whitney instruments and Gutmann wattmeters. The conspicuous
success to which the companj-^ achieved with thei^^
supplies as leaders bears out the correctness of the
the

friction plates, to retard the free action between the
body of the locomotive and its pilot trucks, this
"noseing" was made to entirely disappear, even
when traveling at a rate of 82 miles an hour. Had
the potential been raised I, have no doubt that
easily

New Home

anchorage point is placed a special metallic-packed
expansion joint, to take care of the variation in
the pipe line, due to change of temperature. A
manhole with a double cover is placed over each
expansion joint and shut-off valve, so that they
may readily be inspected.
The expansion -joint, as showm in Fig. 4, has
met the requirements satisfactorily and apparently
has solved the problem of contraction and expan-

ideas

of

its

founders.

Soon after ^commencing business the company
added the basement of the building w-hich it occupied, and later the two upper floors w^ere secured.
But having already made a reputation by fair dealing and the quality of its supplies, the business
continued to grow, and six years ago the company
engaged the five-story building and basement at
the corner of Van Buren and Jefferson streets.
into which it moved its stock.
An illustrated description
\\'estern

of this establishment w-as printed in the
Electrician of April i, 1S99.
The new

were ample for about two years, when
warehouse No. 2 w-as established for the accommo-

quarters

of cross-arms, insulators, electrogalvanized
conduit and other heavy and bulky material.
It was not long until the men who built this
large business began to realize that to maintain its
reputation for prompt shipments still larger quarters would be necessary.
Accordingly, last summer,
architects for the company were given instructions
as to what was required to make a model supply
house handling so large a volume of business and
The
allowing also for a considerable increase.
ilation

.
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Itic

I3(j-i,i8-i40

Clcclric

West

Appliniicc

Jacknoii
Conii)»iiy

Uuiilcvard,
lins

occii-

\fay ml nf tliii year, anil wfiicli i» illti«by the acciMiipanyiiiK |iicliirc«, it ilic rrMill

»iiicc

initc'd

lie hiiililiiiK it nix
»loric« IukIi ami incliulcH
larKc liaii'iiK'Ht, liaviiiK a frnnlainc of 100 feet mi
Itoiilcvard anil
JackMiii
100 feci (111
Dcsplainc.
IiniiK'ilialely in the rear iif the linililiiiK
Strcci.
i»
llic
ri|;lil-<jf-\vay of the
Mclrnpolilan ICIevali'l
railway, ofTcriiiK iiiiinlcrrnplcd accr<it to the ship
pinR (lepartmenl for delivery wa|{i>ns.
The from part of the firnl floor is the city salis
ilr|i.irlinenl.
The coinpniiy aims in lhi» department
111
lill
orders over the counter more quickly than
11
has ever been ahle to do before, bclievlnR it will
'Mily be a short time when its reputation in ilifiiy will
bo unexcelled.
Kvery convenience i>n'
li.indlinK and conveniently storing goods and knji
iiiK account of the stock in hand has been providol.
rile
receiving department also occupies the first
i

1

lloor.

Willird

The general olTiccs of the company occupy the
inlire second floor, one-half l)cinK given to the
sales rlc|)artinciit and the other half to the auditing
tli'p.artnient.
Special provision has been made for
he comfort of out-of-town customers and a cordial
invitation is extended for inspection of the new
I

On
iiient.

the third floor is found the telephone dcparlHere is a large and connnodious shop where

telephones arc assembled.
Provision has also
been made in the way of tools and machinciy for
repairing, wire winding, etc.
Part of this floor is
also used as a stock room.
Quarters have been provided at convenient places
for the shipping, stock and receiving clerks, an.;l
ample provision was made for convenience in the
packing room.
'J"hc balance of the building is given up entirely
In llic large stock which the company carries. On
each floor, except the second, besides those entirely
reserved for the purpose, space has been reserved
for stock.
The stock is so placed as to require
the minimum amount of labor in filling orders and
ilio

shipping.

The basement is
Here wh,at

light.

stock

of

ghany Mountains
wire

has

men

that

a
is

weatherproof
is

model
said

wire

carried.

convenience and
be the largest
west of the AlleO. K. weatherproof

for
to

a demand among central-station
slock has to be replenished weekly.

such
the

uditing Depart!!

Stock Room.
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NIW
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first
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Galvanized telephone wire is also carried in the
basement, and heavy material such as cross-aims,
conduit,

etc.,

is

carried

on

the

floor.

Two

c|iiarlers.

m It^

-

freight

elevators

facilitate

the

handling o(
found con-

material and a "dummy" elevator is
venient in handling small stuff. The location of the
building is in close proximity to nearly all the
freight depots, and the company is better filled than
ever to make prompt shipments.
Besides a private
telephone exchange which connects with the outside
the company has installed an intercommunicating
telephone system of its own.
The building is exceptionally well ventilated and has excellent lighL
In addition to the large slock carried by the
company in Chicago, the branch house located at
San Francisco carries as large a stock as there
is
on the Coast.
This branch house was established last year, and the business has Iwen very
satisfactory.
Mr. C. C. Hillis. who occupied the
position of auditor for the company in Chicago for
a number of years, is general manager of the
Pacific Coast branch, assisted by Mr. F. J. Cram,
who represented the company in that territory before the branch house was opened.
The same
policy that has made the company a success in
Chicago is being pursued in San Francisco.
Prior to the establishment of the San Fran-

"Manaeer's
t

cisco houw the company pul
'k of (ipir
supplies at IJallas, Tcxin, in
Brooke, who is well kno«
ing been located there fi r
.,»
slock at Dallas has l>rcii
to
time as it was found nccc?-ary
order to t»ke
care of the business.
In its new home the Electric Appl^:
rompany, which is one of the large-'
houses in ibis coimlry, will lie .1'
»
policy of prompt shipment- anil
r
further growth, which, judging fr.
:J.
is
sure to come.
President L<<w mui Stcitury
Staccv are two of the most capable electrical dealers in the country, and they have reason to be
proud of their new cjuaners and of the success
which they have achieved.
.

m

:

Third Rail

In

NEW HOME^OF THE ELECTRIC APPLIANCE COMPANY.

Brooklyn.

Borough President Martin I-iltlclon of Brooklyn,
N. Y., caused the arrest recently of a foreman engaged in laying the third rail of the Long Island
railroad on the surface of .\tlantic Avenue on
account of possible danger to the public
The
railroad asserts the right to lay the rail, as it
owns the property in the street in fee. Officers of
the electricity department have inspected the elec-

Office,

Stock Room.

....

9.

First Floor Stock

Room.

;;

\\^ESTERN

438
parts of the Long Island
system and paid particular attention to the doublesheathing of the third rail, which is so protected
that no one can get a shock unless he wilfully
kneels down on the tracks and inserts his hand
beneath the guards.

trification

Interurban Problems

in

June

the going coupon of a round-trip ticket good for
the day of purchase and the following day and the
return coupon good for from 10 to 30 lays. It was
argued that tickets once purchased should be good

work of other

The Ohio Interurban Railway

ELECTRICIAN

any time.

at

The next meeting will be held
on June 22d. As this will be the
for the
present.

Ohio.

season

the

ladies

will

Cedar Point
closing meeting

at

be

invited

to

be

x^ssociation at ths

monthly meeting at the Hollenden Hotel in Cleveland on May 25th declared in favor of a straiglit
Resolutions which were
fare of two cents a mile.
passed declared that a demand for improved service
on interurban electric railways has very largely
increased the operating expenses and the present
prevailing low rate of fare on most interurban railroads will not permit of such improvement in
This matter was discussed at length by
service.
prominent members of the organization and it is
the general belief that people will use the electric
cars in preference to the steam roads even if the
fare is the same.
In opening the meeting President Spring read a
telegram announcing the death of Dr. Lowes of
Dayton.
He spoke for several minutes upon the
life and character of the man who has done so
much for the interurban business in that section
of the country.
It was announced that the management of the
Appleyard properties had decided to use the interThis relieves the situachangeable mileage book.
tion in the central part of the state, as these
lines were really the key entering Columbus from
Springfield and Dayton and connecting all that
portion of the state with other lines running out
significant move in the
in various directions.
direction of extending the use of the mileage book
as well as the promotion of uniform rates is the
appointment of Mr. H. A. Nicholl of the Union
Traction Company of Indiana as a member of the
transportation committee.
Mr. Van Valkenburgh of E. C. Van Valkenburgh & Brc, an advertising firm of Chicago, spoke
briefly of the ad\antage of having a map and general guide for electric roads so that travelers may
study their connections and have the same advantages as on the steam roads.
He also said that a
conservative newspaper advertising campaign would
pay well. S. A. Cosgrove of the Drummond Detective Agency also spoke for a short time on his
w'ork in connection with railroads and electric lines.
He said that he believed that an accident bureau
should be maintained so that a record of all acciMen have been
dents could be kept for reference.
known to make a business of getting injured in
order to secure damages from the roads.
Records show that the association now has 115
In all there are a great
railroad men as members.
many more, as material men and others who are in
a w^ay connected w-ith the electric roads have been
Eight new members
admitted to membership also.
w-ere taken in at this meeting.
The advantage or disadvantage of stub switches
on single-track roads at all points other than regular meeting points were discussed, and while there
was considerable difference of opinion regarding
the matter, quite a number of the members favored
the stub switch because of the safety it offers in
many ways. However, many preferred the spring
switch open at one end and closed at the other.
The question of lights on switch stands received
The use of oil lamps was
considerable attention.
mentioned in opening the discussion, but further
The cost of
than that received little attention.
maintaining them seems to be the greatest obstacle.
It developed that most of the roads prefer
Mr. Abbott of the Roberts & Abelectric lights.
bott Company suggested that a lens of a great degree of convexity on the target lamps would increase the power of the rays, or direct them, so
that a flame would be seen by the motorman. With
a lamp of small candlepower this would doubtless
make it much more useful. Lamps of i6 candlepower are used largely for this purpose.
An important subject taken up was whether it
was advisable to charge passengers paying cash on
the train a greater fare than those buying tickets.
Two short papers were read on this subject to open
The points in favor of charging a
the discussion.
higher fare for cash was that the more people who
have tickets the more time the conductors w'ill have
to look after other matters and the less temptation
there is to turn in a short account.
But what to
do with passengers who get on at street crossings
and out in the country is the question. It was admitted that it is hardly the right thing to make
them pay more. A coupon book, the cost based on
the round-trip fares, was suggested.
There were
some objections to this. The original idea \vas to
give a receipt to the passenger which would entitle him to the difference when oresented
to the
oflfice,
but some thought this would be little improvement over paying the same in cash as for a
ticket.
From the expressions made by different
members it could be inferred that the cash fares
collected average from 25 to ^3 per cent, of the
entire
passenger traffic receipts. Some plan to
reduce this would be welcomed, yet there is no
intention to be unfair with anyone.
Limited tickets also came in for some notice. It
seems to be the practice of some roads to make

Changeable Electric Signs.
The value of an electric sign for advertising
purposes in which the lettering may be changed
from time to time, as convenient, is readily apparent.
Lighting companies are thus enabled to lend
their signs to patrons without fear of lost investment.
The customer, on the other hand, can
change the reading of the signs to advertise new
goods merchants, if they own the signs, can sell
them with their business, and through every branch
of electric sign lighting the changeable feature ap;

some way to
The accompanying

peals in

changeable

signs

as
of

the user.
pictures illustrate the
manufactured by the

Mobile
Mobile

Newark, N. J.
Electric Company
The unit of the Mobile sign is a galvanized-iron
box containing two frames or grids of parallel
brass bars, insulated and held apart by porcelain

New York

Franchise-tax

3,

1905

Law Held

Valid.
The

New York

special

state franchise-tax law of

1899, under which the franchises of many publicutility companies are subjected to ad valorem taxes,
has been held valid in a detision handed down by
the United States Supreme Court at Washington,
D. C, on May 29th. The law has been in litigation since its passage and none of the larger cor-

porations involved has paid its taxes in the interim.
This decision affects wealthy corporations in New

York cit>'' to the amount of about $32,000,000 of
unpaid taxes, not counting those which have lapsed
through the operatiort of the three-year limit.
Among the amounts due and the corporations concerned are the following: Consolidated Gas Company,

$324,194

;

Brush

Electric

Company,

$5.403

East River Gas Company, $85,500 Edison Electric
Illuminating Compan3% $96,296: New York Gas,
Electric Light and Power Company, $26,239; ^lutual Gas Light Company, $53,298: Standard Gas
Light Company, $68,824; United States Electric
Light and Power Company, $15,373
Consolidated
;

',

Telephone and Electric Subway Company, $46,655
Manhattan Railwa>' Company, $965,921 Metropoli;

A

—

Steel Face Plate for Covi

Double-face

CHANGEABLE ELECTRIC
corner

'

and

The upper

grid is constructed to form horizontal tracks for a specially
devised lamp holder or socket, suitable for Edisonbase lamps. The lower grid forms a series of
ridges directly beneath the center of the tracks in
the upper grid.
Thus a lamp screwed down
through the open bottom of the socket forms a
contact with the ridge in the lower grid and completes the circuit.
This makes a wireless electric sign, the only
W'ires used being the connections from the bottom
of each grid, which are carried out the entire
length of the sign through ingeniously arranged
conduits made part of the box construction. By
using these conduits no iron pipe is needed to conceal the connections, nor are any wires exposed to
side

pieces.

Sockets or holders a!;e made in one piece, of
heavy brass, drawn and threaded to hold a lamp
securely, and are bent on the sides to form slots
which engage the tracks in the upper grid. These
holders are easily sprung in, in any desired number,
and at any point in the grid, and when in place,
slide horizontally on the tracks, and can thus be
properly placed to form any letter.
Double-face units, as shown in Fig. 2, are made
of three grids, the two outside grids form tracks
for lamp sockets, and the center grid has ridges
on both sides, against w^hich the bases of the lamps
rest.
Thus a different letter can be formed on
each side of the unit, and the sign read from two
directions.
Over each Mobile unit or base Is fitted a steel
face plate, as show'n in Fig. i. These are perforated for lamps and heavily enameled with a
white letter on a background of blue or black.
The face plates are held by grooves at the top
and bottom of the unit, and can be easily slipped
in and adjusted, and when in place, fit securely,
protecting the interior from the elements.
and B. are made, the former with
Two t}'pes,
letters 15 inches high, and the latter with letters
18 inches high. The standard construction for tj'pe
contains an average of nine lamps to each letter,
and for type B, 13 lamps. Standard face plates
are made of tlie best steel, heavily coated with
The complete sign is
baked porcelain enamel.
made up of a series of the units described.
One of the particular fields for Mobile sign lighting is the making of attractive signs for theaters,
an instance where a fine effect is prodviced being

A

A

New York Hippodrome.
The superintendent of the Mobile Electric Company is Daniel H. Rich and the secretary Earl E.
Whitehorne.
the

Un

SIGNS.

Street Railway

Company. $388,418: Third Avenue Railway Company, $243,913; Broadway and
Seventh Avenue Railroad Company, $146,216: New
York and Harlem Railroad Company (city line),
$145-332; New ,York and Harlem Railroad Company, $232,905 New York Central and Hudson River
Railroad Company. $29.675
\^este^n Union Telegraph Company, $9,222.
tan

:

:

The

Institute Convention.

An

unusually profitable and pleasant convention
the American Institute of Electrical Engineers
is anticipated
at Asheville, N. C-. from the lOth
to the 23d of this month.
The headquarters will
be at the Battery Park Hotel. The entertainment
of the visitors is being arranged for in true southern spirit by the local committee, composed of
Charles E. Waddell of Biltmore, N. C. (chairman),
J. H. Finnev of St. Louis, A. M. Schoen of Atlanta and I. P. Keeler and E, W. Stone of Asheville.
The social programme will include a drive
through the famous
Biltmore
estate,
and to
such points of peculiar interest as the Weaver
Powder Company's plant on the French Broad
River.
It is also planned to give a banquet, a ball
and such other diversions as will add to -the pleasure of the visitors.
Among the papers of especial interest is one by
Charles P. Steinmetz of Schenectady, N. Y., upon
the "Theoretical and Experimental Investigation of
the Recent Destructive Blow-out on the Interborough System. Due to the Breakdown of a Cable."
Dr. F. A. C. Perrine will read a paper entitled
of

"The Appalachian Water Powers
Induction

;"

"A New-type

Generator" is the title of another atby William Stanley of Great Bar-

tractive paper,
rington, Mass.

The

transportation committee has its headquarNo. 44 Broad Street. New York citj', with
Bates as chairman, the other members being
Dr. Samuel Sheldon and Arthur Williams.
Special rates over all the railroads have been
arranged for, and in all probability the Southern
railway will run a special with diner out of Washington on the night of June 17th. arriving in Asheville about midday of the iSth.
Equally satisfactory
arrangements are being made for the convenience
and com.fort of the western membership by Mr.
Finney in St. Louis, although the exact schedule
has not yet been announced.
A feature of interest near Asheville is the work
being carried on by the Biltmore foresto' department, relating to problems in forestry- engineering,
which affect very materially the water supply of
ters

F.

at

C.

a localitJ^
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Methods

of Obtaining Business.'
l!v

Nn

I..

Maihks.

I).

he mailing lists should he entered under separate
headings for instance, one list covering motors,
another residential lighting, another window lighting, etc.
The card-index system is readily adapted
lo this class nf work and has been generally adopted
The advertising matter
liv all litiluini; companies.
sent each cnsloni.r shonl.l be n,.led on the index
c.irds or mailing lisis in order that dnplicatc niatler
may not be mailed the same indiviiliial.
VVhile system is essential we must guard ourselves
I

—

much of it; if it requires all of the
time to keep up with the system, he docs
iKii make much headway in getting in direct touch
with prospcciivc customers.
It is a weli-tlclined fact that all printed and intelligently circulated matter will receive more attention in the smaller cities, the general public having
more time to read and digest such matter. A wellwritten circular will bring a far greater percentage
against

too

solicitor's

of

acknowledgments

in

town

a

of 25,000 to

50,000

than in a city of loo.coo or greater population.
.Assuming that a customer has been secured and
his name transferred to the ledger and meter-card
index, it does not hold that he should be droppcil
from the mailing list, but rather, that having been
induced to see the possibilities of electricity to the
extent of taking on the service, the next matter
forwarded him should be with the end in view of
calling to his attention the various comforts and
conveniences possible to the users of the electric
service.

Say to your public: "We have absolute confidence
our product, and after a demonstration you will
have the same. We will send up anything we have
in stock.
Use it for a week or two weeks or a
month. If it does not in every respect give satisfaction, send it back and you are under no obligation of any character to the company."
The writer
knows of a case where over too electric irons have
been sent out on approval and in every case a sale
was consummated. It is oftentimes possible to sell
an iron or a chafing dish where the service is not
in

installed: it is then only a question of time until
the householder will come over to electric lighting.
It is unnecessary to state before this convention
that the load w-e are all looking for is the day load,
or the load which does not run into the peak.
The
perfection of electrical-heating devices will do much
to bring about this most desirable situation.
Few
central-station managers have given electric heating

the consideration it deserves, many managers being
inclined to satisfy themselves with a grunt of disapproval to the effect that the time is not yet propitious for pushing the electric ironing, heating and
cooking proposition. When we consider th.at 75 or
85 per cent, of our investment is idle all day, it
might occur to us that we can afford to make a
special effort for this heating business, even though
it involves a lower rate than that which must necessarily attain during the hours of peak load.
When
you stop to consider that with the cutting in of a
standard domestic laundry iron you are turning on
10 i6-candlepower lamps for several hours burning
and at a time when you have an overwhelming surplus at the plant, this question assumes more than
a little importance.

The writer has in mind at this moment a case
within the state wherein a large hotel is serving
griddle cakes, toasts, chops and steaks from electric grids.
In this instance the consumption is about
2.000 kilowatts per month 85 per cent, of this consumption is during other than the peak-load interval.
The rate is five cents.
doubt if there is,
everything being considered, a better piece of busiall

:

We

Union Electric Company

of that city.

many

The
in

advcrlining which the com-

connection with lhi<

many

talc*

and

will

in«t:illii-

no doubt

ni<»rc.

.Many lightinK companies

that tlirv can well
units and >ucli denioiiry for advertisinR as well.
A manaKcr recently lold mc that
it
cosl his company $J apiece lo sell 50 handtomc
portables last ChriMlnia*.
These portables were,
many of Ihcm, given as presenis a number went
into homes which had no electric wiring, and the
company secured six desirable customers Ihrough
Ihc sale of these lamps.
In addition lo ihis a lasting trademark for the electric-lighting station it in
evidence wherever one of these 50 lamps is encountered.
After all has been said, Ihc method of securing
additional light and power business narrows itself
down lo any method which appeals to us as being
sound from a business slaiulpoint and profitable
from an income standpoint, whether there is an
eslablishcd precedent of the method or not.
Free
signs, controlled fiat rates, free lamp renewals and
m,iny other forms of attractive service are more
or less familiar to the members of this association
and will not be touched on at length in this paper.
The most attractive proposition of the above number
is the fiat-rate sign scheme, whereby the customer
agrees by contract to pay the central station a .stipulated sum a week, or nionth, for a term of one or
two years, this ct)vering the cost of the sign and the
service; the monlhly or weekly p.ayments being
based on the number of hours a night the sign
is to be in circuit.
The company's patrolman has
the key to the switch and the company is thus
control of the situation. The Chicago Edison Company has been very successftd in this line, having in
operation many thousands of signs, and the management states that the sign business is a profitable
feature.
holt!

lo sell portables, hcalinK

afforil

vices at actual cosl

and spend some

;

m

Of

all

methods known none can be compared with

the efforts of an intelligent solicitor.

The

solicitor

must be backed up by his company with good advertising matter and clothed with that dignity which the
company's representative must have to succeed. No

company should be

so aggressive in

its

advertising

soliciting as to become offensive.
The soliciting art has been the object of much unkindly feeling on the part of the general public through the
offensive tactics of book peddlers and life insurance
agents.
In the event that you should have competition in your town, be it gas or electricity, don't
allow yourself or your subordinates to knock the
"other fellow's" game.
You have enough to do to
tell the good points of your own proposition without digging out the bad features of your com-

and

service.
lines will

petitor's

these

Campaign methods based along
ultimately become reactionary in

their effect.

There is a quantity not carried on the stock book
nor reckoned as an asset wdiich will nevertheless
be found of inestimable value in the conduct of a
light and power business, that is, the courtesy and
consideration extended the general public. Every
employe from the office boy to the manager should
thoroughly understand that personalities do not
enter into the business that all are servants of the
company and at the same time of the public whose
patronage permits the company to exist. The average American citizen considers it his sovereign right
to "roast" the service and the management whenever he sees fit this right, as a rule, should not be
denied him.
If a customer protests against his
meter reading, and you should be morally certain
that the meter is correct, policy would prompt you
to give the customer most considerate attention
agree to read his meter
see that the reading is
actually taken, and after the heat of the moment
has passed submit the matter to the customer.
Many competitive plants have sprung into existence
through the failure of managements to be more
considerate in dealing with the public.
;

;

;

Discussion.
A. W. Zahm of Mason City, Iowa, said that in
Paul an active campaign for sign business W'as
being made.
They make a charge there of 25
cents for a four-candlepower lamp from 6 :05 p. m.
to midnight.
They ha4'e installed over 400 electric
St.

signs.

'Clock su-itches are used.

Stationary'

and monogram signs are both employed.

signs

About 43
foreign or out-of-town corporations use this method
of advertising.
St. Paul is far ahead of Minneapolis in the electric-sign business.
Users pay a
stipulated price for one or two years,
.\fter that
the price is very much less.
sign with eight 10candlepower lamps is put out, including current, at
This five-foot sign has been very
$10 a month.
popular in St. Paul.
Austin Burt of Waterloo. Iowa, said that the
reliability of service was the best advertisement.
Give careful attention to the apparatus in the station
and throughout the plant. The supply of current
should be dependable. This is particularly true in
relation to motor load.
All the advertising in the
world won't do any good unless you can convince your customer that the current will stay by
him and not fail at any time, throwing a lot of factory machines, say, out of service.
Paul E. Bellamy of Knoxville, Iowa, brought out
the point that electric apparatus advertised the cus-

A

.

of the

iitalc.

ha* inllncncrd

inlhicnce

i)f

1

the

in

pany has secured
lion

the ck-ctricliKlil and power bininc^^
lUin.iiKis mnrc careful coiisidiTalion from the central ^lalioii manager than tliat iiivolvinn llic expanIJepreelalion, taxcB and
sion of the corini'Cted loail.
inlcrest arc forces which work 24 hours a day, with
never a day oflf.
Every central station loses a pericnlaKe of the business on its hooks; concerns fail
(rr lii|nidate their affairs; individual customers drop
mil, and other hitsincss is discarded, due to nonThis constant
payment of accounts or other causes.
IiakaKe nnist he overcotne hy securiiiK additional
nnnecled load, not only to offset that which is lost
from time to time hut to increase the ({ross volume
iif
the com|)any's business, as it is a well-known
fad llial depreciation becomes greater with the aRO
of the plain, and increased carnlnRS are necessary
lo lake care of this item as well as the interest on
additional investment made through the extension
of lines, etc.
To conduct successfully an advertising campaign
for the s:ile of electricity or any other i)roduct. syst<Mn and order are al)solutely essenti:d, :ind these are
Ilk' first features which im|iress one in looking into
llie
"business getting" departments of the larger
ceiilral stations.
The soliciting force, whether it be
Iwo, 10 or too men, lias its work laid out and il.^
ilaily task to perform.
In Chicago, New Voik and
lios'lon the terrilorv is cm up in dislricls. c:\ch solicilor haviuK so nianv M|iiares. or blocks, as his
urrilory. Kcporls arc made daily on the n.miber of
calls made, business secured or lost, and the general
prospects.
ph.isr

ncnii

|>ut

in

llic

ni/lor
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work

in
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n iiutlc lu ilioa
many cb>«e« of

small towns.

Burt said that gauiline-nurhinc com|>etitiof<
for lighting was nr>t to be feared.
Ihr marhine»
last only alxml Iwo years.
When this and con of
gasoline and dqirecialion is tiken inlo cnniideralion the cosl is actually more than for electric light
and power.
.Vfr.

oerruARY.
Franklin L. W. Pope.
Franklin Leonard Waiiirighi Pope, only son of
late Franklin Ij;onard Hope, and nephew of

ihe

Ralph W. Pope. sccreUry of the .American Inttiiule
of

Electrical

Engincrcs,

died at

the

home

of hi»

George W. Shirk. Cornwall. N. V.. on
.\lr.
Pope was bom in Eli/jbelh.
N.
1880 and graduated from .Amherst College
in 190J.
Having a decided taste foj- railroad work.
his vacations were devoted lo active emplovmeni
in the signal department of the Lackawanna railroad.
He was subsequently employed at Grafloii.
W. Va., on the Baltimore and Ohio, hit Ihe night
work was too arduous, and it is now believed ihal
sister,

Xfrs.

iVIay

27,
J., in

igoj.

he there incurred tuberculosis licfore resigning. I<j
enter the oftice of the signal engineer of the Pennsylvania railroad at Philadelphia.
Under the imperative instructions of his physician he left Philadelphia in September. 1504, and went to Saranac
Lake to recuperate. The change brought no relief,

and

a few months later he went to his sister's
to spend the remainder of his life.
Mr. Pope
was an exceedingly well-informed young man and
gave promise of a brilliant and useful career.

home

Dr.
The

tleath.

Pasadena,

away

J. E.

Lowes.

by paralysis, of Dr.
on the evening of

Cal.,

J.

E.

May

Lowes,

at

24th. lakes

pioneer electric-railway maii of Dayton.
Ohio. Born and educated in Canada, he graduated
at a homeopathic medical college in Cleveland an<l
practiced his profession in Dayton for 15 years.
Then he became interested in business and politics
and practically abandoned medicine.
Dr. Ijjwes
built the White Line, the first trolley road in Dayton.
It was afterward sold to an eastern syndicate
and is now a part of Ihe People's Railwav' system.
Founder of the Dayton Electric Light Company, he
recently reorganized it into a S.i.ooo.ooo corporation,
and this with other heavy duties probal)lv brought
his illness.
The Dayton and Western, tlic pioneer
electric line out of Dayton, was built by Dr. Lowes,
and after it was disposed of at a good profit, he
the

began on the Dayton and Norihern from Dayton
to Greenville.
Recently it has been completed to
Muncie. Ind. He also was a stockholder in the
Cincinnati, Dajton and Toledo, and the Home Telephone Company. Dr. Lowes was considered one
of the leading electric-railway men in the country
and was held in high respect by his associates. In
addition to these interests, he was the owner of
the Bradley Cordage Works and held the controlling stock in the T. N. Roberts Supply Company of Milwaukee.
He was also interested in

many

other enterprises.

Electrical

Inspectors of the West to
Organize.

The

organization meeting of the Western Association of Electrical Inspectors is scheduled to be
held in the National Life Building, Chicago, on
June 1st and 2d. The programme, besides organization,
includes trips of inspection, discussion of
rules and various tests.
The object of fonnin.g
the association is to improve the methods of controlling the fire hazard of electricity, to obtain anil
circulate information on the subject and to establish a more efficient and uniform practice in supervising the installation .Tnd maintenance of electrical
wiring and apparatus. Membersliip in the association will con.sist of those engaged in the supervision of electric wiring and apparatus within theCentral West.
The call for the meeting is signed
by the following-named city electricians and inspectors and representatives
of the fire underwriters: E. B. Ellicott. F. V. Sackett and W. S.
F. D. Vamam of St. Paul,
Boyd of Chicago
ifinn., and Waldemar Jfichaelsen of Omaha, Xeb.
:

:
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.

into contact with the wire.

The

June
would

safest rule

appear to

Telephone Wires and Electric-light
Wires.

A

telephone reader of the Western Electrician in
Illinois brings up some vexed questions
budget of queries:
First What constitutes a contact on a telephone

Northern

in the following

—

For instance, is one wire
or electric-light pole.
or a cable consisting of 50 wires, more or less, a
contact? Or should the cable be considered as 50
Would you consider a
contacts, more or less ?
cross-arm containing 10 wires, more or less, a contact for each wire or one contact only?
Second Would you consider a telephone company carrying foreign electric-light wires ranging
from 500 to 4.500 volts, alternating current, giving
a greater concession to an electric-light company
than if it were carrying a like number of contacts (as interpreted by question one) of 20-volt
central-energy telephone wires?
Third Where electric-light wires ranging from
2,000 to 4,500 volts are placed beneath telephone
wires, what clearance should there be at the pole
between the wires for the repairman to pass

—

—

through ?
Fourth

— Is

not a safe rule, and one generally
all
high-voltage wires, transformers and electric-light lightning arresters off
all telephone poles except where same are placed
above telephone wires at a sufficient height to
obviate the danger of accidents and induction?
Fifth What distance should there be on direct
between telephone and electric-light
cross-overs
wires where the voltage on the electric-light wires
ranges from 2,000 to 4,500 volts, and if, theoretically, there is no induction from one direct crossover at a given distance, should there be from a
number of such conditions?
adopted,

•

to

it

keep

—

Answers.
question, it should be
first
borne in mind that when one speaks of contacts
on an electric-light or telephone pole, mechanical
contacts are, as a rule, meant to be covered by
the expression, and therefore the term "contact"
should be applied in a different sense when conTheresidered either mechanically or electrically.
fore, a cable containing 50 wires when suspended
from a support on the pole constitutes one mechanical
contact, even though it carries 50 electrical
In the same manner, a pole carrying
conductors.
a cross-arm with 10 pins and one wire on each inIn this
sulator may be said to have 10 contacts.

answer

In

the

to

draw attention to the
it may be well to
ordinarily, telephone service calls for a
Therefore
wires for each metallic circuit.
it must be understood that there are only five telephone circuits on the lO-pin cross-arms, whereas
instance
fact

that,

pair of

we have 10 mechanical contacts.
As a general conclusion, therefore,

in

answer

of contacts on a pole.

the

greater
is

menace to life and property, as
are comparatively high, and in all
current-carrying requirements are much
than those of the telephone wire.
There

potential

voltages

cases

a

of fires, due to accidental crosses
between electric-light and telephone wires, or
and other foreign bodies or circuits.

possibility

either

electric-light

As

to

20

volts,

of telephone circuits carrying
almost negligible, for such circuits are never intended to carry over o.i ampere,
and as a rule are fused so that they will not carry
0.3 ampere for more than one minute's time, when
the circuit would automatically open and thus offer
the

fire

this

risk

is

a protection against accidental
In answer to question No. 3:

wires at direct cross-overs,
considered the possibility of
breakage in the wires placed on top at all such
cross-overs, say where the electric-light wires are
above and telephone wires below, these wires should
either be protected by a grounded metal screen suspended under the electric-light lead, or the distance
between the supports of the electric-light wires
should be less than from the support to the telephone
wires crossing under the electric-light wires.
Say
there is a distance of 10 feet between the supports
Then the distance from
of the cross-over wire.
either one of these supports to the nearest telethere

first

is

the

to

be

phone wire should be over 10 feet, for then a
breakage of the electric-light wire even at the support would not permit of the electric-light wire
coming into contact with the telephone circuits, and
thus rendering them equally as dangerous as the
lighting wire.

The question of induction upon the telephone
wires from an electric-light circuit crossing over the
leads is one which requires a knowledge of local
conditions in order to give a useful opinion. It
would appear, however, as though the combination
'of cross-overs suggested by the correspondent would
also call for considerable paralleling of the two
circuits at no
great distance from each other,
and it is the paralleling of the two lines which
gives rise to the greatest inductive disturbances.

fires.

Electric-light wires,

it
is
thought, should never be placed below the
telephone wires, but if they are a clearance of at
least six feet should be left betw^een the crossarms and three feet between center pins on the
lower cross-arms, permitting the linemen to reach
their circuits without any possibility of coming

1905

lines.

Mygatt Patent for Prismatic Reflectors
Upheld.
In a decision handed down by Judge Ray, in
the United States Circuit Court for the Southern
District of New York, in the suit of Otis A. Mygatt
vs. Edmund L. Zalinski and the The Illuminating
Engineering Company, for alleged infringement of a
design patent on prismatic reflectors manufactured
by the Holophane Glass Company, the validity of the
Mygatt patent was fully sustained, and the reflectors
manufactured by the Illuminating Engineering Company, held to be an infringement.
permanent
injunction and accounting was ordered.
The trial of this suit brought out some novel
features in patent law, it being the first case on record where the peculiar appearance arising from the
use of transparent glass has come into question.
The patent on which suit was brought was design No. 32,685, and covered the well-known pris-

A

matic reflector which has been manufactured and
Holophane Glass Company for the last

sold by the
five years.

The infringing reflector was of the
same general characteristics but with a slight modwhich had also been made the subject of a
design patent.
It was contended by Zalinski that
the Mygatt patent was invalid, and also that his
reflector was sufficiently different not to infringe.
Both contentions, however, were denied by the
ification

Court.

The Holophane Glass Company own numerous
design patents covering all the forms and shapes
of reflectors which are constructed on the prismatic
principle.
It is said to be their intention to bring
other suits immediately against all manufacturers
and dealers who are making or selling prismatic
shades or reflectors that infringe their patents.

Opening

of the

"White

City."

Probably the most brilliantly illuminated
amusement park in Chicago was opened to the public on May 27th.
The park is known as "White
City," and, as stated in the Western Electrician of
January 28th, electric lighting is the most spectacular evening feature on the grounds. There are
many attractions of an amusement nature to entertain pleasure seekers, and every facility for the
comfort of visitors has been provided. Although

several attractions, including the large electric tower,
had not been completed at the time of the opening,
the picture formed of the thousands of electric
lights which outlined the various buildings was a
striking one.
Especially fine is the fire show, given by several
trained fire companies, including Hale's Fire Fighters from the Pike show at the St. Louis Fair.
full-size electric street car and an electric automobile
are included in the realistic street scene. Beautiful
Venice, the scenic railway and a score of other athandsome ball
tractions are all of high order.
room, accommodating 1,000 dancers, adjoining a
dining hall of equal proportions, has been built
The $20,000 orfor use both summer and winter.
chestrion built for the French section of the Liberal
Arts Building at the St. Louis Fair, is located in
the ball room and is run by an electric motor.
Nearly all the moving attractions requiring mechanical power are operated by electric motors.
The park has been built at an expenditure of
$1,000,000 by a company composed of Chicago men.
E. C. Boyce, viceJoseph Beifeld is president
rresident
A. J. Jones, secretary and treasurer, and

A

A

Finding the Area of a Circle.
Another answer to the question relating to the
method of finding the area of a circle,
to in the issues of the Western Electrician of April 15th and 22d, is contributed by
R. Terver of London, England, who writes
The short-cut method which I think the government inspector hdd in mind is as follows
short-cut

Question No. 2 is subject to question No. i, since
for every telephone wire suspended from insulators
upon the pole line there is one mechanical contact.
This is also true cf every electric-light wire. The
difference in the currents carried by the systems
has no bearing upon the mechanical equipment.
That is to sa}'-, should there be 10 electric-light
wires upon a pole and 10 telephone w'ires upon the
same pole line, then, from a mechanical viewpoint,
one system should not be considered as having obtained any greater concession than the other.
It
is
here,
however, that electrical considerations
come into play. Telephone wires connecting to the
20-volt
central-energy
exchange are practically
harmless as to danger from fire or liability for electrical shocks to man or beast, where, on the other
hand, the electric-light wires do present, in some
the

:

between

tance

to

question No. i, it is the mechanical contacts which
are to be considered when speaking of the number

degree,

call for only the three outer pins for
wires when using a lo-pin cross-arm.
In answer to question No. 4:
It is always dangerous to place high-potential electric wires and
telephone wires upon the same pole. When this is
done and there are any considerable number of
telephone wires the best practice would be to place
the electric-light wires above the telephone circuits and suspend a screen between the telephone
circuits and the electric-light wires.
This screen
might be placed about three feet below the electriclight wires and about the same distance above the
telephone wires.
It is necessary that the screen
be thoroughly grounded so that should an electriclight wire fall down upon the screen it will fuse
the lighting wire, or at least reduce its potential to
a point where it ceases to be dangerous, even
though the broken contacts of the high-potential
wire rests on the telephone wires.
With respect to the transformers and lightning
arresters there seems to be no question that these
should be placed above the telephone wires in order
to prevent any possibility of telephone linemen
accidentally coming in contact with these parrs of
the high-potential systems.
In answer to question No. 5
Regarding dis-

electric-light

3,

franchises are also being investigated by the reformers, with a view to the city taking over the

referred

:

0.7S54 d"

= area^ 7 X 0.1122

'

d"-

;

Thefore, the figuring would be
10"
10-

100
700
7
0.1122
7

X ^
X X

lo"

;

Paul D. Howse, general manager.

=

= 700

Electrical Exports for April.

700
1400
1400

Electrical exports from the United States for the
month of April amounted to a total value of $i,ooS,The amount for the corresponding month in
361.
1904 was $841,716. showing an increase for April,

78-5400

Both classes of goods, elecyear, of $166,645.
machinery and electrical appliances, the latter
including telegraph and telephone instruments, show
good gains. The figures in detail are as follows:
April, 1904, $311,440; April,
Electrical appliances
this

trical

Philadelphia Gas Lease Halted.
Thomas Dolan, president pf the United Gas Improvement Company of Philadelphia, has withdrawn
the offer, which was accepted by the councils of
the city by a large majority, to extend the lease
of the city gas works until 19S0.
As stated in the
Western Electrician last week, popular indignation
was aroused by the action of the councilmen. Since
the

council

voted

to

accept the

offer

of

the

gas

company Mayor Weaver announced that he would
veto the ordinance. The affair has created a sensaPhiladelphia, and several heads of departments, said to be in a "ring" to favor corporations,
have been removed by the mayor. As the result
of popular agitation it is said that enough members
of the Select and Common Councils have acceded
to the wishes of their constituents to sustain the
mayor's veto when the lease would have come up
for final passage had the offer not been withdrawn.
The affair has created renewed agitation for municipal ownership of all public utilities in Philadelphia.
It is said that a resolution is to be offered
at this week's meeting of the councils to cancel the
existing lease of the gas company and also to establish a municipal electric-light plant.
Street-railway
tion

in

—

1905,

$443,478.

Electrical

machinery

— April,

1904,

$530,276; April, 1905, $564,883. It will be interesting to note that in the export of electrical machinery Japan is again the largest foreign buyer from
the United States, having in April imported electrical machinerv from this country to the value of
$118,562.

The following-named

countries w'ere the principal

importers of electrical machinery from the United
States in April, the amount of each being given:
Japan. $118,562; British North America. $102,6^4:
$94.^518; L^nited Kingdom, $70,127; British
Africa, $22,316; Germany, $21,669; Brazil, $21,252;
British Australasia. $16,361; British East Indies.
$15,673; France, $14,649; Argentina, $7,938; PhilipCuba, $2,692.
pine Islands, $4,382

Mexico,

;

The Arizona Power Company has been organized
Ariz., for the purpose of supplying
to Prescott and other points in the
will put in a waterpower
electric plant on Fossel Creek, near Mayer, Ariz.
at

Prescott,

electric

vicinity.

power

The company

:

June
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Lifting Magnets.
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An extensive line of lifting magnets is mannfadnred by the Electric Controller and Supply
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Duplication of Electrical Apparatus to
Secure Reliability of Service.
The

t|uestion

of

the

proper

reserve in an

clcc*

installation is a problem which must be setlargely upon a basis of cost, as is |>oinlcd out
by Mr, II. \V. Buck, in a paper reail Iwforc the
American Institute of Electrical Engineers, on May
is
nearly always a question involving a
l6th.
It
balance between a power company's oldigalion to
its customers anil the obligation to its stockholders.
In discussing the subject, Mr. Buck divided the
appiir.iius lip inii, several classes, as follows:
Gcntrical

tled

I''

ih.Mlgll

III.'

"1:

,

comjianic*

arc

continuous

supp!;.

all

users.

of

damage

pany

is

To

i.

:i

suits

:

juslifird

reserve to as-;'
Oisciissing this siibjvsi. il I.
.,(i,
said:
"There sccnis to Ik- a
i.iy.
to believe we have reached 1!.
o(
stations.
What the reas^m for ib.i !.:.(
|«
,t
rather difBcult lo tell, unless n is ihal (mir d
short lime ago we used lo think -if ^ p-.w-r h.mie,
giving out perhaps 2jcoo kilow ••
rge
But »c have gollen up to at !•
its.
and, as far as I can sec. lhcr<
h)
our power houses should not ;;
..
,.i]u.
watts.
The whole principle of dvsigii
iiio<Jcni
power stations is to make each individual unit
virtually a separate power station in ilself.
The
isolation of Ihc generators, the cable* connected
with them, the individual cables cnnnccled lo Iboc
main cables, the oil switches, bus lurt, etc., permits all operating devices, where il is possible, in
almost all mo<Iern stations, lo operate in one unil.
Economy does not dictate this separate operation.
The question as lo how large lo ma'ce the >lalion
is
siniply a question of how safe we can make
each individual unit, and 1 do not think ihe impression should be conveyed that we have reached
the final size of the large |mwcr plants, unless there
is
some special point, especially as indicated in
the hydraulic plant, where there are any unreliable
items, such as the dam, Hume, forebay. uilracc.
etc.,
which control the entire amount of poncr.
In the steam plant there is no one item controlling
the
whole amount of power. The nearest approach to this condition is found in the water supply.
That, in practically all stations, is in duplicate, and is also further protected by the use of
large storage tanks."
Regarding the duplication of parts for the protection of the servi.-.e, C. W. Rickcr of New York
thought that the problem should be alUckcd in
the original design of the installation. In a great
many modern plants, and including some of the
most notable, a very great variety of apparatus
has been installed and a great many voluges of
electrical generation have been used in the station.
The greater the variety of apparatus, of course,
the greater the need of duplication, and it would
seem that a plea for simplicity of design would
be in order. Not long ago he visited a railway
plant (alternating-current, high-tension), though not
a very large one, of which it could be said thai
there was not a single piece of apparatus of the
generating or controlling plant, not a single piece
of apparatus or connection in the station, which
was not entirely in view and readily accessible
without having to remove the floors or take the
apparatus to pieces to get at it. He thought there
were comparatively few plants of which this can be
said.
The personal equation of the attendant is
of very distinct importance in determining the reliability of a station operation, and the greater the
complication which he must attend, the more diverse and adverse are its conditions.
In some of
the older stations in which the apparatus is far
inferior to that of the present time, which, as we
look at it now. we wonder how it could be kept
in as reliable operation as it has been, may serve
for comparison with some of the modem stations.
In one notable station in the Middle West the
amount of complication of apparatus in the way
of electrically driven auxiliaries, steam-driven auxiliaries, and controlling apparatus, has been so great
that the additional cost of duplication and maintenance has very seriously affected the economy of
operation of the plant, although the coal economy
has been very good.
C. O. Mailloux of New York said
"I presume
in

,

,
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;
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LIFTING MAGNBT5.

By a skull cracker is mcaiU a heavy
ueiglit which is used for breaking up defective
This weight
enslings and the like for remclling.
is generally lifted by a crane to the desired height
and then let go by a tripping device. This method
is not altogether satisfactory, however, in that the
weight has to be pried around until the hook can
be attached to a ring or staple, and also in pulling
the siring of the tripping device the aim is liable
to be destroyed and the weight fail to do the work
Fig. i shows the magnet hfting a ball
properly.
weighing ii,ooo pounds, and since, to drop the ball,
open the circuit, absolute
it
is only necessary to
accuracy of stroke is obtained.
The operation is conducted from a safe distance
by the crane-man, thus eliminating the danger of
accident to ground men who are usually required
cracking."

to operate a

mechanical

trip.

For placing the piece to be broken up in position
If it cannot be
the magnet is also often useful.
so used it can be disconnected and laid aside a

crating units, generating-plant switchboard, generating-plant
transformers, underground-distribution
system, overhead lines, sub-station apparatus, apparatus on premises of individual customers. Reserve apparatus applicable to the above can again
be divided into two classes;
(a) Actual apparatus
reserve
installed complete ready for service, (b)
parts held in storeroom.
The author of the paper discussed each one of
the several classes of apparatus in detail, giving
at the end some general observations which are of
especial interest.
He said
"When the present steam railroads adopt electricity as a motive powei* for all traffic, both pas-

senger and freight, more rigid requirements in
reserve are likely to be found than have ever been
considered necessary as yet in central-station practice.
Under present steam-road conditions, if a
locomotive breaks down, as frequently happens,
probably only one train is stopped. The simultaneous breakdown of every locomotive on the road
is,
of course, improbable, consequently there is no
likelihood of a complete tie-up of the system. Under
a complete electrification, however, one whole division of the railroad might be operated from a

power house, and a breakdown in that plant
would involve every train on the division. No important railroad system would venture to operate
with such a risk hanging over it.
This condition,
in the writer's opinion, will lead beyond the mere
duplication of apparatus in a power house to the
installation of duplicate or possibly triplicate generating plants, having such capacities that any one
of the plants can be shut down in cases of catastrophe and the whole load of the system carried
by the others. Such an arrangement, with suitable
reserves in transmission conductors, would practically insure continuous train service at all times.
''Where waterpower is used for the operation of
important power systems, duplication of generating
stations is especially important.
In steam plants, as
now constrvicted with multiple stacks, there is no
single element of the plant which is common to
and necessary for the operation of all the power
units.
Consequently any part of the equipment can
be inspected and repaired without a total station
shutdown. In an hydraulic plant, however, there
are a number of elements in the development which
are essential to the operation of the whole plant,
among which may be mentioned the dam, ilume,
forebay, tailrace. tunnel, etc. In cases of emergency it may become necessary to shut off the main
water supply in order to get access to these parts.
Furthermore, hydraulic plants are subject to ice
troubles and floods in winter and low water in
summer. It therefore seems essential, if steam
roads or other public utilities are to be operated
electrically by hydraulic power, that the system
should be operated by more than one generating
single

moment, or chains can be used without removing
the magnet.
Iron or steel turnings or borings, bolts, rivets,
punchings or similar small scrap are difficult to
load or uidoad by hand, but with the aid of the
lifting magnet, as shown in Fig. 2, as much as 6oo
to 1,200 pounds of this material may be taken at a
single load by the same type of lift that is used
for pie iron and for skull cracking.
Long plates of iron or steel are not easily grappled by chains, and to handle such plates magnets
of the shape illustrated in Fig. 3 are conveniently
used either singly or several together, as shown in
the picture, the number of magnets depending on
the weight and stiffness of the plate.
Fig. 4 shows one method of wiring the magnets.
controller
or
switch
is
conveniently
small
drum (D) is
mounted in the crane cab.
mounted on the trolley and geared to a hoist shaft.
twin flexible conductor cable conveys the current
to and from the magnet, the drum taking care of
the slack.
The cable is connected to a pair of contact rings on the drum and the current is conveyed
from the controller through an extra trolley wire
(B) and returned through the common-return

A

A

A

trolley wire

Many

(AV

other

applications

may

be

made

of

the

station.

"Such are some of the considerations entering
into this problem of duplication for reserve.
details are subject to the local conditions of

The
each

:

everyone

who

has

visited

modem

stations

and

studied the question of the requirements of their
design realizes that they should be made that way.
otherwise they could scarcely be managed or operated at all. The reference to the cost of replacement, as affected by the size of the unit, is
indeed a very important question, but. as the last
speaker pointed out. it is a question which the
designer should really discuss and consider at the
time the system is designed. There is more original sin in the design of central stations than people
are apt to imagine. Of course, in attenuation of
Ihe sin. as we find it in many cases, it must be
said that at the time the station was designed it
was absolutelv impossible to foresee and anticipate
what was going to happen, eitlier in the devdopment of machinerj-. or in the development and
One sees, espeexpansion of the business itself.
ciallv in electrical traction stations, the -n-onderful
growth which they have had. where they have had
called for inwhich
have
suburban extensions,
creased power and compelled the companies to resort to all manner of expedients in order to get
current at all to operate their lines. I saw a case

;
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of that kind in the Middle West last week, where
a company operates two old stations, and has had
The difficulties are
to buy and borrow current.
sometimes very great, but where it is at al! possible to anticipate such growth, the question of
the number of units and the size of the units should
be carefully considered. That has a great bearing,
not only upon the initial cost of the plant, but
also upon the cost of the reserve apparatus."
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are being organized among Independent
telephone people of contiguous counties all over
the state.
It is stated on good authority that a consolidation
of all Independent toll-line interests of Indiana,
under one company, along the lines of the organization of Ohio Independent toU-Hne companies, will
be the result of the flurry caused by the sale of
the United Telephone Company to the Bell people.
committee was appointed at a meeting held in
Indianapolis on May 25th, when 15 Independent
telephone companies operating near the territory
covered by the United company were present to
effect some
kind of an arrangement after the
method adopted by the Ohio companies. George
W. Beers of Fort Wayne said that the L^nited
Telephone and Telegraph Company of Fort Wayne
would at once bridge the gap between Huntington
and Marion, at present filled by the United Telephone Company, connecting with the New LongAll
distant Telephone Company of Indianapolis.
the points reached by the United company's toll
line will be covered by the Independents as soon
as the necessary franchises can be secured and the
lines built.
The Independents are arranging to go
into the Bell's new field and make a strong fight.
meeting will be held in Fort Wayne in a short
time to receive the report of the committee appointed at the Indianapolis meeting and to draft
plans for maintaining Independent service in the
United company's field. The carrying out of contracts is involved in the controversy.
The LTnited
Telephone Company has contracts with other Independent companies running six, 20 and as high as
It is the purpose of the companies that
99 years.
are parties to this contract to insist upon their

A

Telephone News from the Northwest.
The case in court to test the constitutionality
of the ordinance requiring telephone companies in
the city of Minneapolis to cut their wires at their
own expense when houses are to be moved will be
carried to the Supreme Court of the state by the
Telephone Exchange Company.
The Capital City Telephone Company of Pierre,
S. D., has voluntarily abolished the toll charge to
Fort Pierre, and connections hereafter are free to

Northwestern

subscribers.

Telephone

The Standard

Company

plannmg

is

the construction of a copper trunk line across the
The
state from Dubuque, Iowa, to Sioux City.
State Telephone Company of the latter city will
co-operate in the project.
franchise was voted at Moorhead, Iowa, to
the New Monona Telephone Company.
The United States Telephone Company's system, embracing about 1,500 miles of wire and extending from Waterloo, Iowa, into 14 counties, has

A

been sold by Thomas Cascaden and F. F. McElhinney to S. Lichty of Vinton and A. T. Averill of
The consideration was given as
Cedar Rapids.
$90,000.

The request of the Northwestern Telephone Ex
change Company in Red Wing, Minn.; to be allowed to construct conduits through the streets for
its wires was not granted, the council feeling that
telephone lines should be placed in conduits in

alleys.

City Telephone Company was
against the Iowa Telephone
Company at Sioux City to secure a mandatory
injunction compelling the latter company to reinstall a telephone in the plaintiff company's office.
The action developed over the action of the defendant company in voluntarily removing its telephone from the office of the Sioux City company
on learning that the latter was using it to secure
new business.
managers,
telephone
Independent
Twenty-five
representing the exchanges of Western Iowa, have
agreed to take $40,000 worth of the $100,000 stock
in
the new telephone system at Council Bluffs,

The new

victorious

Sioux

in

suit

its

Iowa.

The Northwestern Telephone Exchange Company has made a tentative offer to the council of
St. Paul, which is investigating telephone rates, to
grant free service from the Midway district to
At present the subscriber located in
eitlier city.
the Midway district elects which city he will be
connected with and receives free service with that
city,

connections
regular

hut

charged

at the

with
toll

the
other
of 10 cents.

city

are
R.

A

enforcement.

New York

The annual convention of tl e New York State
Independent Telephone Association will he held at
Common Council Chamber, City Hall, Albany,
N. Y., on June i6th. A good programme has been

the

prepared, and, from present indications, the attendance will be large, The officers of the association
are as follows:
President, H. H. Persons, Buffalo;

;

tion of district associations, which form a part of
The following districts have
state association.
been organized: Buffalo, Rochester, Hornellsville,

the

Binghamton,

The Independent Telephone Company of Lancasand Monroe townships, Jefferson County, has

of

of incorporation,

The company

$5,000.

will

with a capital stock
establish

exchanges

in Dupont, Lancaster and Foltz, as welt as throughDavid H. Bently, L. F.
out Jefferson County.
Healton, F. C. Curry, I. W. Word and others are
the incorporators
The Brookville Telephone Company of Brookville
has authorized the issue of $5,000 preferred stock.
Extensive improvements are contemplated. John C.
Shirk is president and M. H. Irwin secretary.
The Telephone Protective Association, composed
of representatives from the Independent telephone
companies of Clinton, Tipton, Boone and Madison
counties, was entertained by the Union Telephone-

Company

of

Carmel on

May

25th.

The purpose

of

the association is to promote the interests of the
exchanges of smaller towns and their subscribers,
who are for the most part farmers. The principal
topic discussed was farm telephone service.
paper was read by Mr. Charles Norton, secretary of
the New Long-distance Telephone Company of Indianapolis on "Toll Systems," after which a general
discussion was had.
The benefits of the telephone
in obtaining for the farmer better prices for his

A

convenience in emergency calls were
also agreed that the isolation of
farm life has been removed by reason of ready communication. Acting on the mutual plan of giving

product and
discussed.

subscribers

its

It

was

for

stock a

reduction

in

the

price

of

farming
service, it was the conclusion that no
community need be without a good telephone exchange.
The Union Telephone Company of Carassociation,
is a mutual
mel, which entertained the
Fifty or
company with about 500 subscribers.
more exchanges of the four counties were repreThe
following
were
the
meeting.
elected
sented in
President, C. B. Jones,
E.
H. Gilmorc.
Patti of Carmel.
the close of the meeting a big basket supper
Similar assospread to more than 500 people.

officers

of the association:

vice-president,
Baker's Corner
Westfield; secretary, Leroy G.
;

At
was

Albany

and

Troy,

Jamestown

and

Syracuse.

Further information relative to the convention
can be secured bv addressing the secretary, l
S.
Lane, 3^2 Ellicott Street, Buffalo, N. Y.
.
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The Southern Bell Telephone Company of VirLynchburg, Va., has increased its capital
from $2,000,000 to $2,500,000.
ginia,

J.

Werner of Lake City, Minn., has been made
manager of the Minnesota Central Telephone
at New Ulm. Minn.

A.

local

Company

A

20-year franchise has been granted to F. B.
McElroy of Dallas, Texas, for an Independent
telephone system in Shawnee, Okla.

The Southwestern Telephone Company has secured a franchise to construct and operate a telephone system in Stephens^ Ark.
The City Council of Girard, Kan., has been
petitioned to establish a municipal telephone sysThe city already has a municipal lighting
tem.
plant.

George Woodworth has been elected president
and F. A. Hazelbaker secretary of the Southern
Montana Telephone Company, which is to build a
line from Dillon to the Big Hole Basin.
William G. Hendricks, for a number of years
for the Sunset Telephone Company at
Sacramento, Cal., has been made manager for the
northern district of California and part of Nevada.
Mr. Hendricks' headquarters will be at Sacramento.

manager

The

Southern

Bell

Company, with main
reported,

is

Telephone

office

at

and

Telegraph

Atlanta, Ga., will,

make im.provements and extensions

il

to

system at Bessemer, Ala., to cost $20,000. Two
additional trunk lines are also to be constructed
between Bessemer and Birminnham.
its

The New York and New Jersey Telephone Company is meeting ^wilh competition from the local
companies in the"* Riverhead (L. I.) district. The
local companies are busy making extensions and
the larger concern is offering a residence service
The North Shore Teleas low as $12 a year.
phone Company at Port Jefferson is also taking a
hand in the contest.
At a meeting of the directors of the Missouri
and Kansas Telephone Company in Kansas City.
Mo.,

was decided

it

to

dispose of the property

vu'

company in Oklahoma and Indian Territory
to the Pioneer Telephone and "Telegraph Company,
a sister organization, in exchange for the property
This seems to
of the latter company in Kansas.
be merely a rearrangement of the lines so they can
the

be managed more economically.
Co-operative Telephone Company of DeMich., in accordance with its franchise, has
The
quit-claim deeds with the comptroller.
condition is that the company must turn over all
of its property subjected to bonded indebtedness
The deeds
to the city before operating the system.
are said by the 'corporation counsel to contain restrictions and he has instructed their return to be
made out in the proper manner.

The

troit,
filed

The annual meeting of the Independent TeleAssociation of the state of Missouri will
Theodore Gary
be held at Sedalia on June 8th.
of Macon, Mo., one of the most prominent Independent telephone men of the state, is actively
Mr. Gary
engaged in arranging for the meeting.
president of the Interstate end of the consoliis
Telephone Association,
National-Interstate
dated
which meets in Chicago on June 2Cth and 21st.

phone

The OdcU Telephone Company
incorporated,

having

George Desvoigne heads the

ter

articles

Howard Hendrickson,

Albany, and
Boyd McDowell, Elmira; treasurer, T. Harvey Ferris, Utica
secretary, T. S. Lane, Buff^alo.
Some very effective work has been done throughout the state during the last year by the organizavice-presidents,

been

Indiana Telephone Items,

filed

S.

State Independent Telephone
Association.

3,

GENERAL TELEPHONE NEWS.

ciations

a
list

of Odell, 111., has
capital
of $2,500.
of incorporators.

Governor Edwin Morris, former Governor B. A.
White and others of Montana have incorporated
the Southern Montana Telephone Company, with
the intention of constructing a telephone line from

Bannack

to

Wisdom, Beaverhead County.

The Mena (Ark.) and Smithville Telephone
Company has been incorporated with $5,000 capital
stock to construct and operate a telephone system
connecting Mena, Ark., and Smithfield, I. T.
The
incorporators are L D. Jones, C. A. Smith and
G. L. Lockbridge.

The Meadows-Warren-Roosevelt Telephone Company has been organized at Meadows, Ida., with a
capital stock of $20,000.
Thomas B. Snyder is
president;
Frank M. Hubbard, vice-president;
William E. Webb, secretary, and A. R. Krigbaum,
treasurer.
The line will be
and will be built at once.

about

120 miles

long

Among

the telephone companies which have been
incorporated recently are the following:
Council
Creek Telephone Company, Fullerton. Neb.
Pilot
Point Telephone Company, Pilot Point, Texas;
Garden City Telephone Exchange, Garden City,
Falls City Telephone Company, Falls City,
Kan.
Neb.
Union Telephone Company, Pleasant Dale,
Neb. Southern Montana Telephone Company, Dillon, Mont.; Ullin Telephone Company, Ullin, 111.;
Elgin Automatic Telephone Company) Elgin, Texas
;

;

;

Sealed proposals will be received at the oflice
of the engineer of the United States Reclamation
Service, "at Belle Fourche. S. D., until June 26th,
for the construction and completion of a telephone
system, about 16 miles in length and having four
Specifications, forms of propostelephone stations.
als and full particulars may be obtained from the
chief engineer of the Reclamation Service, United
States Geological Survey, Washington, D. J^., or the
engineer in charge of the Belle Fourche project.

Two

elaborate telephone systems are being inthe steamer Dakota, now under confor the Great Northern Company. One
exchange of the ordinary private-plant type,
is an
which places the occupant of each room in communication with 150 other stations in different parts
of the boat, and the other is an intercommunicating
system, which is made use of in the boat's administration.
The officers, in making use of the latter,
do their own switching. It will largely supplant
the gong and jingle systems and the marine telegraph. It extends between the navigating and enstalled

on

struction

gine-room

stations.

;

West

Virginia Independent Telephone Company,
Parkersburg, W. Va.
Home Telephone Company,
Oneonto, N. Y.
;

The International Telephone Manufacturing Company of Chicago has recently made arrangements
with the Mexican General Supply Company of
Chihuahua, Mexico, for handling its equipment -for
the Mexican trade, and carrying a supply of its
apparatus. The stock carried at .Chihuahua enables
the company to supply its Mexican trade direct
from that place.

The

Japanese, like the Chinese, have no alphabet
ordinary sense, every word in their written
language being represented by a separate character.
In telegraphing in these languages, therefore, about
10,000 words are selected, and figures ranging from
I
up to 9,999 are allotted to each word. Each word
of a message to be transmitted by telegraph in
these languages is then first given its proper number by the telegraph clerk, by means of a dictionary which has been prepared under the authority of the government.
These numbers are then
transmitted by the Morse alphabet, and when received the message is translated back into the Chinese or Japanese characters by reference to a corin the

responding dictionary.

:
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Convention.
Arr-iiiKi'iiu-iil'.
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ji'i,

Iliilcl,
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J.-mic^

ii.

for the roiivciilidii of the NationalAs.r«-i.ili<.ii III ho held in the
20th. and
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1)11
Jiiiic

•|,-l.-|.h.,n,-

Anclih.iiiim

lloKL-

niaik-

nf

on

:

h.-.sis

ClLvclaiKl,

for a

hlij

mcetinf?.

Ohio, and Theodore

(iary of Macon, Mo., constitute the committee in
I'Voni these Kcinh'tncn it is learned that
charge.
alrcarly there are assurances of at least 15 states
In-ill^ r.|ni
iiled at the convention.
h'- iiic iiiliirs of the advisory board and cxecntive
inuiii il will tin-i-t in Chicago on Jinic 19th for the
|iMr|ioM- of .irr.iTiRinK all details of the convention
pl.inncil to bring toon the following ilay.
It
is
gether in L'hic.iKo on ilu- Kjth .|S representative
Independent telc|)honr men, diviileil into fonr committees of 12 e.-ich, to report on "Standard Operating Rides and Kegidations," "Standard I-'orms
of Accounting," "Standardization of Eqiiipment" and
Milliocls of Advertising."
"Hi";l
The results of
Ilu- (U-lilii-raiioiis of these committees will be pre,(

I

lo Ihi- convention.

M-nlvcl

papers by men familiar with their snbi(-ils linve been announced as follows:
"Combined
li-lipliony and Telegraphy," by Samuel G. Mc.\U-<-ii
of Chicago; "Shall the Independent Telephone Companies H.ive an Insurance Company of
Their Own?" by James S. Brailcy, Jr., of Toledo,
Ohio; "Standard Toll Signs," by L. L. C. Brooks
Sc\(-i;il

of

Paul,

St.

Ind.,

will

Minn.

read

a

Thomas Rrondey of Mnncie,
"What Arrange-

paper entitled,

is Necessary Between the Operators and tlu'
Manufacturers to Protect Independent Companies."
This paper will be responded to by a member
of the manufacturers' committee.
A feature of the programme which is intended to
give all present an idea of the telephone situation
of the country is the arrangement by which each
state has been requested to have one representative
prepared to give a short talk on the situation in

ment

his

state.

Arrangements have been made for an address of
welcome by Mayor Dunne of Chicago, and a response by Breckcnridge Jones of the Kinloch Company, St. Louis.
Following these Mr. Hoge and
Mr. Gary will address the convention.
June 22d, the day following the convention proper,
it
has been iihuined, is to be devoted lo inspecting
and visiting exhibits, and to such entertainment as
the manufacturers, supply dealers and others will
lender.
The whole meeting is to be wound up
with a banquet on the evening of June 22d. This
arrangement really makes the convention cover
throe days— June 20th, 21st and 22d.

Recent

New York

Incorporations.

desire to incorporate new electrical undertakings in the state of New York to come within the
advantages of the existing law has resulted in
llic fnrmation of many more concerns in addition
I'l
those previously reported.
Among those reported up to May 27th are the following; amount
of capital stock and name of one director being

The

given
Albany, Susquehanna Valley and Binghamton Power ComSclienevus. $75,000, M. E. Baldwin of Schenevus;
Anti-Monopoly Light and Power Company, New York, $ioo,ooo. A. G. btephenson of New York; Aurora Heat, Light
and Power Company, Richmond Borough, New "^'ork, $5,000,
T. E. McDonald of New Y'ork; Buffalo and Montauk Company,

Hugh Taylor of Buffalo; Castleton
Light. Heat and Power Company, Castleton, $25,000, J. D.
Smith of Castleton; Consumers' Power Company of Buffalo,
$200,000, .T. S. Lambert of Buffalo; Dexter Electric Light
and Power Company. Dexter, $100,000, Edward Hunter of
Dexter; Dutchess Gas and Electricity Company, Poughkeepsie, $25,000, A. E. Seibcrt of Brooklyn; General Transmission Company, Buffalo, $15,000,000, J. D. Ferris of Buffalo; Genesee County Electric Light, Power and Gas Company, Batavia, $100,000, S. B. Storer of Syracuse; Holland
Electric Power Company, New York, $20,000, G. G. Cooper
of New York; Jefferson County Gas and Electric Comoany,
Watertown, $100,000, J. B. Taylor of Watertown; Marcellus
and Otis Lake Railway Company, Marcellus, $200,000,
G.
M.
Brill
of
Merion,
Pa.;
Minetto
Light,
Heat
and
Power Company, Minetto, $20,000,
B.
C.
Benson of Minetto; Niagara and Eastern Power and Transmission Comoany, Niagara Falls. $2,000,000, H. B. Bodi
of Niagara Falls; Niagara Gorge Power Company, Buffalo,
o, J^ T. Jones of Buffalo;
Oswego County Light
pany, Buffalo, $2,000,000,

of
Buffalo;
Ritzer
Manufacturing
Company,
On
$10,000; \V. H. Smith of Oneonta; Southern Dutchess Gas
and Electric Company. Fishkill, $25,000, T. T. Smith of
Matteawan; United Public Service Corporation, New York,
$50-

o,

Charles H. Gardn

Power Development on the Tennessee
River Near Chattanooga.
The Chattanooga and Tennessee River
Company has been incorporated, with a

Power
capital

stock of $.3,000,000, by C. E. James, J. C. Guild,
R. H. Williams, J. C. Sims and George D. Lancaster, for developing waterpovvers and transmitting
power by electricitj'. This company's specific purpose is the development of the power of "The
Suck" in the Tennessee River, 13 miles below Chattanooga.
It receives a franchise from the city in
accordance with recent agreements and has privileges granted by Congress.
Its franchise requires
the beginning of work within two years and completing it within four years, together with the
necessary rights for stringing wires, constructing
conduits, etc., for plant and transmission lines.

F.I.F.CTF<KrA\

CORRESPONDENCE.

Coming National-Interstate Telephone

'

(unlf-

ice;

ai 10 in-^.i
inendati'i,

Great Britain.

arc on \):firr* hapiKncd
on duly.
'

—

London, .May i6.
The judKnicnt in the caw between the Swansc.i corporation and the Nation.il
Telephone Company, mentioned hut week, went
against the company.
It will be rcmcinlx.Tcd that
the contention of the cor[ioralion wa« (hat under
the Telegraph Act of 1809 any municipality holding a telephone license coidd apply lo the National
Company in the same area for inlcrconnnnnicalion belwccn the two systems, and that
inasmuch :is "facilities" were not dcfmed in the act
a common-sense view of the matter should be
taken, and only the necessary connection between
the two rival main exchanges should he m.ide.
The company, on the other hand, argued lh;it as the
act contemplated intcrcomnumication between the
two systems and not between the two exchanges,
complete intercommunication was intended and not
half measures.
The diflfcrencc of opinion aros;
owing to the had drafting of the Telegraph Act
of 1899, and, realizing this, the judge intimated that
he had a jurisdiction in the matter so far as trying
Accordto make the act work was concerned.
ingly, he declared that to connect the main exchanges of the corporation and the company and
two smaller exchanges was all that was suRicicnt
to meet the needs of the case at present, but the
company could apply for further direct connection
between the other exchanges when the traffic warranted it.
The time given to the company in
which it may appeal to a higher court has not yet
expired, but so far nothing has been made known
of its intention.
Mention was made some time ago of the suggestion that the County Council of Durham shouUj
embark upon a scheme of "bulk" supply of electricity somewhat on the lines of the great power
.After much
companies of the United Kingdom.
discussion the matter was temporarily dropped,
owing to it having been ascertained from counsel

Telephone

that without special parliamentary powers such an
action would be ultra vires. The proposal has now
been revived and it has been unanimously resolved
by the special committee to promote a bill in ParThis resolution has, however, not been
liament.
finally considered by the
County Council itself,
and it would appear that the approval of the Local
Government Board, the loan-sanctioning authoritj',
Already
would be necessary to ensure success.
two power companies have authority over portions

County of Durham.
The carrying of goods traffic upon electric tramways has much increascd_ in Great Britain during
of the

A test case, however, is
the last twelve months.
threatened in the law courts with regard to the
rights of the Manchester corporation in this matter.
Last year the Manchester corporation received parliamentary powers to carry goods and
parcels upon its tramways and naturally was opposed by the local carriers, but unsuccessfully. The
corporation had inaugurated the system and in
addition has added a system of collection and delivery, of goods by means of vans and carts. This
latter proceeding, the local carriers contend, is illegal, and an injunction is asked to restrain the corporation from so doing.
Much criticism is at present being heaped upon
the Royal Commission on London Traffic for its
laxity in presenting a report to the government,
and many unkind suggestions are being made as
One daily paper has boldly
to the reasons why.
stated that the chairman of the commission was
absolutely ignorant of the subject, and that the commissioners are absolutely at loggerheads as to the
Too much notice cannot
final form of the report.
be taken of such comments, yet serious delays have
occurred by the protracted proceedings, and I
hear that last week further evidence was being
heard privately. It is now officially stated that the
report wall be available within a month.
It is also

many orders for copies of
the report have been sent over from .\merica.
The difficulty in which the Torquay corporation
has been placed with regard to the Dolter Electric
Traction Company, owing to the refusal of the
Local Government Board to sanction a loan for
extension of works, has not yet been avoided. .A.S
I have pointed out, the corporation is under an
agreement to supply the company with pow-er for
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The tour of the foreign dclesatci to the recwit
International Railway Congreis ended today, when
the party arrived again in this city after a trip
which included the chief cities of Canada. Yesterday the delegates visited Ihe w-ork'hnp' of (he
'
General Electric Company at '^'
The plans for a municipal
liave
been furthered this week by
t>ehalf of the city, of a block at .V
nclyfirst streets, Avenue A and East Kivei. for $350,000.
Three small parcels of land at Ravcnswood,
I.,
have also Ix'cn acquired in connection wilh the
civic scheme.
Governor Higgins yesterday sigticd the bills
t

U

which will transfer franchisc-graniing privileges
from the Board of .iMdermcn to the Board of Estimate and Apportionment.
State
Attorney-general
Mayer delivered on

Wednesday a decision in favor of the legal status
of the New York, Westchester and Boston railroad, mainly on the ground that the company had
already received a franchise from the city of New
York and paid a portion of the compensation provided under penalty to complete its system.
Following the decision the Westchester company announced that it will commence the construction
of its lines in the Bronx on June 5th. This scheme
is for a four-track third-rail electric line crossing
all streets either above or under grade.
The National Consumers' League is the latest
to protest against proposals to add to the existing
tracks on the Second and Third .-Xvcnuc elevated
.•\
lines.
hearing on this proposition will be held
on June 8lh if the Intcrborough files its application
in time.
Civic bodies on the East Side are allied
with the Metropolitan interests in opposing this
plan, but many Bronx committees are in favor of it,
because the Intcrborough company has offered a
through five-cent fare, with transfers between
points in the Bronx and Manhattan sened by their
elevated or subway lines.
President H. H. Vreeland of the Metropolitan
Street Railwaj* Company announces the placing of
contracts for the improvement of the car service
at the \\'illiamsburg Bridge and the possible completion of the work by November next.
The competition for passenger traffic oti the
Fourth -A-venue route has caused the Metropolitan
Street Railway Company to put up a large sign at
Thirtv-fourth Street and Fourth .Avenue, pointing
out sundry advantages of transferring to the surface cars at that point.
The Brooklyn Transportation Reform League
has laid before the Rapid Transit Commission aplan providing for through elevated traflic between
the Bronx and Coney Island, via the Third .Avenue elevated line.
.An antiquated horse car designated as "No. l" is
Street crossstill in daily use on the Eighteenth
town line and has apparently not been repainted
D. W. W.
within the last 25 years.

stated, not officially, that

tramways, which wmII
supply cannot be given
but to this the Local
murred on the ground
unremunerative.
Thus

be ready in

August.

This
w-ithout erecting new works,
Government Board has de-

works are
placed between two stools,

that the existing

corporation is threatened with an action for
damages by the tramwaj-' company, and in consequence it has been decided to place the desperate
circumstances in wdiich the corporation is placed
before the Local Government Board with a request
that the original scherne be sanctioned.
The result of the "inquest" upon the recent fires
at the exchanges of the National Telephone Company in London has been a recommendation by the
coroner that a government inquiry into the whole
question of telephone risks generally and their
prevention should be held, and that such inquiry
should be followed by the acquiring by the Legislature of special powers regulating structural and
other matters connected with the telephone servthe

New

EnKland.

Boston, May 2-.— .A number of tlie delegates to
the International Railway Congress were the guests
of the local railroad men and tlie city of Boston
on Monday, being shown the points of interest to

them

as

railroad

men and

given a harbor excur-

sion, with a luncheon on board, on a steamer placed
at their disposal by Mayor P. -A. Collins, who ac-

companied the

part}'.

There were about 30 par-

ticipants.
bill was given free course
this week under suspenand the city will have an underground structure on terms agreeable to the Elevated Railway Company and the city government
instead of the noisy and unsightly overhead system
which was authorized a few years ago.
Plans have been completed and forwarded to
Washington for a central-power, light and heat
.At the yard
plant at the Charleston navy yard.

The Cambridge subway

through the Legislature
sion

of

there are

rules,

now

nine distinct plants for steam, elec-

and other power and light-producing purposes.
The various scattered plants will be concentrated
in the new power and lighting station -which is
tric

Hearing completion in the yard.

There are already

two ioi>kilowatt rotary converters and two
more of 500 kilowatts have been advertised for.
installed

;

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

444
of 1,100 horsepower anrl a
750-ki]o\vatt generator also in place.
The Hampshire and Worcester street rail\yay,
which has been in the hands of a receiver since
last January, has been permitted to resume operations by order of the court, and commenced run-

There are

two turbines

ning cars again

last

week.

Pittsfield Street Railway Company will inturbines in the new_ power plant which is to
be built for the railway.
Formal transfer of the Hartford, Manchester and
Rock^ille Tramway Company to the Boston and
Worcester Street Railway Company is expected
Boston interests will take
to take place June 1st.
The
2,000 of the 3,000 shares at $205 per share.
preliminary work for the Hartford and Worcester
This road is the one to be
road is under waj'.
built by the Shaw syndicate, which is in control
of the necessary links to connect the Boston and

The

stall

Worcester road with a through

Dominion

of

line to

Hartford.

Canada.

Winnipeg, Man., May 27.— Bids are being asked
for the delivery of 1,500 electrical horsepower to
the city of Winnipeg at a point in the city to be
agreed upon, power to be paid for monthly by the
city, the quantity used to be determined by meters
placed on the company's incoming switchboard.
marked check for 5,000 is to accompany the tender,
and in case of acceptance the contractor must deposit $20,000 within 30 days, both sums to be retained by the city as security for the completion
of the work and transmission of the power to the
The city will also receive proposals for the
city.
sale to the city of waterpowers in the neighborhood, tenders to be sent to City Clerk C. J. Brown
not later than June 12, 1905.
The Town Council of Yorkton, N. W. T., is

A

arrangements

making
plant.

to

install

an

electric-light

Mayor Robert Locke may be communicated

with.

Equipment for Leitch Bros.' new electric-light
plant at Sak Lake, Man., has arrived and is being
In addition to lighting their mills it is
installed.
contemplated to light the town if the plant is found
to be large enough to do so.
The rate-payers of Dauphin, Minn., have voted
$25,000 for the purchase of an electric-light plant.
The Town Council of Carberry, Man., "has made
all
the necessary arrangements and reached an
agreement with J. H. Boyes for the installation of
an electric plant.
The docks of the Rainy River (Out.) Navigation
Company on the Canadian side, immediately at the
head of the canal at the International Falls, are
so located as to interfere with the building of the
cofferdam that is to be used to turn the water
of the river into the canal while the American side
of the dam is being built, and it will be necessary
New docks will be built for the
to blow them out.
company about three blocks further east.
The Canadian Westinghouse Company of HamilOnt., has sold a 500-kilowatt enclosed-type
ton,
turbo-generator unit to the Canadian Pacific railway. This unit is to be installed at Port William,
Ont., on the Canadian Pacific railway and to be
used for supplying power to the various grain elevators at that point. The unit is to operate threephase, 5oo-volt, 7,000 alternations, 3,600 revolutions
H.
per minute.

Ohio.

—

May

27.
Officers of the Ohio Traction
Cincinnati, incorporated a few days
stock of $20,000,000, have been
President, W. Kelsey Schoepf
chosen as follows
vice-president, Charles P. Taft; secretary, S. C.
Cooper, who is also secretary of the Cincinnati

Cleveland,
of

Company

ago with a

capital
:

Traction Company; treasurer, A. L. Meyers. This
company takes the place of the Union Traction
Company, which was incorporated under the laws

New

It is stated that negotiations have
Jersey.
been started to secure the Toledo, Bowling Green
and Southern for the purpose of getting into Toledo
with a line that is proposed to connect with the
The capital
Northern Traction Company's line.
stock has been divided, one-half preferred and the
remainder common. Of this, $8,500,000 of the preferred will be issued and $1,938,000 will be offered
to the public at 105.
An attempt will be made to regulate the price
of electric light in Cleveland, it is said, and if this
cannot be done with the old company, an ordinance
granting a new company a franchise will be submitted to a vote of the people, as required by law.
Of the $800,000 which the Mansfield. Ashland and
Cleveland road will require for construction, it is
said that $700,000 has been pledged.
Construction work on the Avon Beach and South
Lorain line will be commenced in a few days. Private right-of-way has been secured for the whole
distance, including entrance to South Lorain.

of

The Provident Savings Bank and Trust Company, receiver for the Barriett Electric Company,
Cincinnati, reports estimated value of the plant as
Open accounts due are
from $8,000 to $10,000.
$3,032.50, but only $190.61 has been collected after
diligent effort.

The Edwards Electric Headlight Company, organized by the bondholders of the Edwards Rail-

road
been
Ind.,

organized

acquire

to

June

Company

Light

Electric

which was bid

of Cincinnati, has
the plant at Laporte,

in at receiver's sale

by M. K.

Northam a few days
The capital stock

ago.
of the Toledo and Western
will be increased from $1,800,000 to $2,500,000 at an
early date, according to plans announced some time
ago.
This has become necessary because of the
varied industries which have located along the line,
necessitating more freight cars and .other equipment and extension for the purpose of making
connections with some of the western lines.

O. M. C.

Indiana.

—

Indianapolis, Ma}^ 27. The City Council of Decatur has amended the franchise granted the SpringfieW, Decatur and Fort Wayne traction line so as
to make the life of the franchise 50 years instead
of 30.
The franchise binds the company to maintain its power house in Decatur.
Wallace Campbell of Anderson, who is promoting
electric railway to run from Anderson through
Noblesville and Lebanon to Crawfordsville, announces that he has arranged with St. Louis men
to finance the enterprise.
It is now proposed to
furnish power for the line by a dam across White
River above Noblesville.
Edward Daniels, master in chancery at Indianapolis, under a decree of the Federal Court, has
sold to U. D. Mallory of Batavia, 111., and T. W.
Spence of Milwaukee, Wis., the electric railway between Laporte and Michigan City. The purchasers
represent the bondholders who have organized the
Laporte and Michigan City Traction Company, with
a capital stock of $400,000.
Stock will be assigned
to the Indiana Railway Company, which will turn
over to the bondholders bonds to the amount of
The purchase price of the road was
$350,000.

an

$450,000.

The Columbus Street Railway and Light Company is arranging to build a new power house at
Second and Sycamore streets. With the new power
house will be combined a central steam-heating
plant.

The Fort Wayne and Wabash Traction Company
extend its line to Battle Ground this summer.
start at the Soldiers' Home.
miles.
The next link will be
an extension between Battle Ground and Loganswill

The extension will
The distance is four
port.

The Lake Erie and Western railroad has placed
through tickets on sale between local points where
interurbans compete at a rate of one fare for the
round trip. Two people can use these tickets one
w^ay, or one person for the round trip, and they
are good for 10 days.
The Indiana Union Traction Company has decided to discontinue its present system of collecting fares on interurban cars and will sell tickets
at stations in the cities and towns along the 210
miles of interurban lines. The passenger who fails
to buy a ticket before boarding a car will be compelled to pay a full one-way fare to his destination.
The Supreme Court of Indiana holds that the act
of 1903, authorizing interurban railroads to cross
steam railroads at grade, makes it the imperative
duty of the interurban road to put in interlocking
devices within six months under penalty of forfeiting all rights to continue the use of the crossings.
temporary injunction forbidding the Monon railroad to tear out the tracks of the Indianapolis and
Northwestern Traction Company where it crosses
the steam road, nea,r Frankfort, was dissolved, and
unless the interlocking device is constructed the
steam company will have a right to tear out the

A

crossings.
Articles have been filed with the secretary of
state for the incorporation of the Edwards Electric
The capital
Head Light Company of Laporte.
Charles A.
stock of the company is $250,000.
Goodyear heads the board of directors.
Farmers within eight miles of the city of Anderson are applying for connection with the municipal
The farmelectric-light plant for light and power.
ers agree to set the poles, and the expense to the
company will not be great on that account. 'Besides electric light for their homes and barns, the
farmers want current for small motors to drive

feed mills, churns and other machinery.

S.

S.

Michigan.
Detroit,

ownership

May
in

27.

exponents of municipal
have been advocating the
street railway on some street

building of a test
not now occupied by the Detroit L^nited railway
that
line.
The Detroit
of leasing it to
United, however, refuses to enter into any such
arrangement, and now the attention of the city
officials is turned to the suburban lines entering
the city over leased lines owned or controlled by
the Detroit United.
It is stated that a proposition
has been made the Detroit, Monroe and Toledo
electric railway to use a track which would be
built by the city extending from the City Hall to
the western limits. The track would be built double
and the arrangement w^ould carry with it a local
service by the interurban line wnthin the city limits
at a three-cent fare.
It is also stated that the

and

Detroit, Ypsilanti,

Ann Arbor and

Jackson line was

1905

gines.

The Detroit, Ypsilanti, Ann Arbor and Jackson
electric road has found its present cars inadequate
to the increased business this spring and is now
experimenting with larger ones.
It is understood that the contract for the electric

railway between Toledo and

Ann Arbor

has

been

let to the Fidelity Construction Company of
Detroit.
Overhead construction will be us;d for
the entire distance.
The line is about 46 miles in

length and runs through Milan and Dundee.
No
very difficult grades will be encountered and it will
be nearly an air line.
The road will be operated
by the Toledo and Ann Arbor Traction Company.
The interurban railways in this state are taking
advantage of the new law giving them the right
to condemn property.
The Jackson and Lansing
railway will file a map with the railway commissioner preliminary to commencing proceedings to
obtain right-of-way near Mason.
This company
will also ask for grade crossings with two steam
roads at Lansing. The South Bend and Southern
Michigan has also filed a map showing separated
crossings with three steam roads which it will cross
between Niles and St. Joseph.
The Michigan Central railroad, it is said, has
now decided to cross the Detroit River by funnel.
A double tube will be used and cars will be operated but one way in each.
The equipment will be
entirely electric and a large power house will be
constructed on the Detroit side. The work will be
started within go days from the Canadian side, so
that the operation on the American side will not
be affected until the tunnel is about completed.
The estimated cost is $7,500,000 and the time to
complete it over two years.
The work will be
under the supervision of W. S. Kinnear, chief engineer of the Michigan Central railroad. The Michigan Central is said to have made extensive surveys
in the vicinity of Ypsilanti, and it is stated that a
large dam will be constructed in the Huron River
at Hudson.
Options have been secured for a large

amount of property

in this region.
It is not known
to w'hat use this large power will be olaced.
C. G.

W.

Northwestern States.

—

May 27. The franchise granted last
City, Iowa, to Des Moines capitalfor a street-railway system has been annulled
on the failure of the grantees to file a suitable
bond within the six months.
The Western Union Telegraph Company is planning about $15,000 worth of improvements at Green
Minneapolis,

fall

at

Sioux

ists

Bay, Wis.

The council of Stoughton, Wis., has voted to
the electric-light and power company's
plant at that place, $12,000 being the price to be
purchase
paid.

Fred T. Yates of Washburn has received a franchise at Glenwood, Wis., for an electric-light plant
will start work at once.
The system will be
in operation within 60 days.
The contract for constructing the new electriclight plant at Moorhead, Minn., has been awarded
to the Westinghouse
Company of Pittsburg at
and

R.

$18,750.

Pacific Slope.

—

San Francisco, May 25. Chief Engineer Rogers
of the Ocean Shore Railway Company, which purposes running an electric railroad from San Francisco south along the ocean shore as far as Santa
Cruz, states that the 83 miles of road between San
Francisco and Santa Cruz can be completed within
two 3'ears. The company has made inquiries for
ties and other material.
Electric locomotives will
be used on the road and two power stations will
be established. The companj^ has opened offices at
132 Spring 'Valley Building.
The lone Electric Light and Power Company,

owned

— The

Detroit

3,

approached with a similar proposition.
The fact
of any such negotiation being in progress has been
denied by officials of both of these lines.
The Traverse City Traction Company has been
organized by W. H. Blake of Cheboygan, who will
put on a line of automobile busses to run through
the city streets the same as street cars, and also
run round the bay shore to the near-by summer
resorts.
Each car will have a capacity of 12 passengers.
The cars will be operated by gasoline en-

by

Jackson

Dennis,

Geprge

Henry

and

others, has been incorporated with a capital stock
of $30,000.
The company has built a sub-station
at lone, Cal., and has constructed a three-phase
transmission line from lone to Mantel, where power
will be secured either from the American River
Electric Company or from the California Gas and
Electric Corporation.
The new company will distribute light and power in the town of lone.
Proposals will be received by Sam J. Zerbe, city
clerk of Fort Braggs, Cal., till June 26th, for a
franchise to erect, construct and operate an electric

plant for the purpose of generating electricity to
furnish heat, light and power to the town of Fort
Cal., as applied for by the Fort Braggs
Electric Light Company.
The Truckee River General Electric Company has
a $250,000 contract to supply power to drain the
Comstock mines, and has concluded to erect an

Braggs,

—

June
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slalion at VirRinia City, instead of
I'lilldinR an annex to llic present station.
A rnlile of the California Ga» and Electric Cori.ilion
(iii.irin 4,000 V(j|ts from the Nimshew
|.
nil
ilh
iiirl
(rwcr Htations to tile K"l'l drcdfjers
tliiiv
(I
ui,,ij|le, broke recently and fell on a
,ui oi i\u (JMivillc telephone system, hurniiiK otit
portion of that system.
he clectric-liRht and power plant of the Truckcc
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ELECTRIC LIGHTING.

new

nlircly

The

Company

PUBLICATIONS.
Tcx„
Hock of

of (iroolwck,

$6,ofx).

The Cull. r.IIammrr
.Milwaiikr- <
looneleaf

Il i< reported thai the city of Diirani, Ml«*., will
issue $10,000 of Ijonds for the erection of an clcciric-light plant.

Tt'
pul

has

Aiitilin

been

l.iglit

with

inciirporaled

capital

a

(.,„.,.,

M:

'

I

I

.

I

I

I.iuhl
ilisirnvcci

liiiric

I

w.is

plar.vl

and Power Company, Triickec. Cal.,
hv fire a few days ago. The loss it

v..
V. W.ilcliiiriilKe has been granted a franchise
cnnstniri aTuI operate an electric railroad along
he pnblic road leadioK from Reel niulT to Tucson

Sjjrings, T.'iham.'i Ccinity. Cal.
Tile
'

•

ried.

trnslees of San Lcandro, Cal.. arc now
figures on the cost of construction of an

system.

W.

Anderson, president of the Northwest Gas
,nid Flectrie Company of Walla Walla, Wash., who
li:is secured the franchise recently granted to E. S.
Isaac, states that the company will build a system
ipf street railways at Walla Walla during the presThe San Joaquin Light and Power Company has
liled articles of incorporation at Fresno, Cal.. the
incorporators being A. C. Balcli. Kaspero Cohn,

Haas and others. The capital stock is
The headquarters of the company arc

i;oo.

Nixon
and

S:

Kimnicl have been granted a franchise
a lighling system at Kathdruin,

install

will

under

Ida.,

the

name

of

the

Rathdrnm

Electric

Lighting Company.

Hiram

Phillips of St. Louis, Mo., has been enthe city of Jackson, Mo., as engineer in

gaged by

$3,000,at Los

of Warren, Ark., has been incorporated with $20,000 capital
stock by Fred Purcell, J. A. Wells, W. J. Savage
and others tn operate a system of waterworks and
an electric-light plant in Warren.

The Warren Light and Water Company

.Angeles.

the Red Boy Mining ComBaker City, Ore., .states that the company
expend $150,000 in the development of its Olive
Lake electric power scheme. Work will begin at

The Cramer

Manager Thompson of

Electric

Company

of Hailey, Idaho,

will

take over the property and franchise of the
Idaho Electric Supply Company, and will furnish
light and power for Hailey and Bellcvue.
An en-

once.

tirely

The United Railroads of San Francisco has placed
an order with <an eastern car manufacturing concern
f'>r 50 new electric cars of a design similar to those
now in use on the Ellis and O'Farrell streets line.
The new Cliff line, formerly operated as a steamilunmiv line, was placed in operation on May 27th.
A.

The city of Breckcnridgc, Mo., has voted
$10,000 of bonds for the installation of an electriclight plant of about ico horsepower to accommodate
about 25 arc and 1,200 to i.-;oo incandescent lights.
.A stone building 50 by 45 fee! will be erected.

p.iny,

will

new

plant

will

be installed.

Baron Alphonsc dc Rulhschild of Paris, whose
recently, was one of the honorary

members

charter has been issued to the
Company of Oklahoma City.
has a capital of $300,000.
tion

A

of the National Electric Light Association.

is

Everbcjl i« "to
care away."

dull

'

Bijur high-duty storage Inlterici were dneribed
tiuite fully in an arttcic publithed in Ihe VVcttem
Electrician of April a^ith,
A new cautogne drvolcd
to these batteries, which are marie l.y the General
Storage Battery Cr.mpany of New York, hai ju«l
liecn
issued by the manufacturer and givet all
the salient points in iheir construction and operation,
besides pricc'Iists for Ihe convenience of Ihe buyer.

The Stanley Instrument Company
ringlon,

Mass.,

wattmeters
whfch are

a
for

in

describes

new

its

rotated

bulletin.

of Great Barjewel-bearinj

These wallmeten,

alternating-current

circuits,

may

be easily installed by following the dircciions
given in the bulletin, the various connections liring
shown by diagram. The bulletin will be found a
useful one as it contains directions for assemUying,
calibrations, etc.

HjMg.Si.Oi, is the formula for the material which
manufactured form is known as Ijva, made by
American I-ava Company of Chattanooga, Tenn.,
and described by the company in an attractive rnatling card which it is sending out 10 Ihe trade. This
material is used in instruments requiring a fixed
relation of Iheir parts under all conditions, as it
neither swells nor shrinks in atmospheric moisture,
and its temperature cocRicient of expansion being
in

franchise for an electric railway in Chickasha,
has been granted to Julius E.. Wright, S.

Howard Leach and

J.

Lighting of banks and office buildings, where
light is an important consideration, is made
the subject of a well-written and pleasingly illustrated booklet issued by the Xcmst I-amp Company of Pittsburg, Pa. A n\iml>er of fine interior
views of banks are shown in the booklet, illustrating

A. Bohart.

good

which may be obtained with Nemst lamps,
rooms of large size and ornate architecture. A

effects
in

Three companies are seeking a franchise for an
electric railway in Tulsa, I. T.
two local companies and the .Arkansas Valley Interurban Company, now building from Wichita, Kan.

is also shown of the Farmers' Bank Building in Pittsburg, where 2,300 Xcrnst lamps are in

picture

:

city.

Abraham White, who

is

president

of

the

De

Telegraph Company of America,
sailed for Europe on May 25th on board the steamHe will land at Plymouth and
ship Deutschland.
go to London for the purpose of organizing an
English De Forest company.
Wireless

Forest

Edward

J. Wheeler, for 10 years editor of the
Digest of New York, has assumed th.2
Alexandof Current Literature.
der Harvey and Leonard D. Abbott will also go
with Mr. Wheeler from the Literary Digest to
Current Literature. Mr. Wheeler is an able editor
and has made the Literary Digest one of the best

Literary

control

editorial

journals of

its

class

in

the country.

Thomas

G. Grier, one of Chicago's well-known
men, has returned from a journey to
Mediterranean and to Egypt, undertaken for
Mr. Grier sailed from New
rest and recreation.
York on January 30th, making his first stop at the
Madeira Islands. He W'as absent from the country about three months and a half, and during that
time gave himself up to the delights of foreign
electrical

the

travel.

.

U< .kUinterest iuK .'ind

'

Oklahoma TracThe company

T.,

I.

reported that Paul Morton, secretary of the
navy, will probably accept the presidency of the
Intcrborough Rapid Transit Company of New York
It

de-.

company.

negligibly small.

A

death occurred

'

the

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
PERSONAL.

tiariiiu

'

charge of the construction of waterworks and an
electric-light plant to be built at a cost of $40,000.

ent year.

.'\)ie

plant will cost $28,000.

At the special election in Breckenridgc, Mo., the
question to hond the city for $10,000 for the purpose of putting in an electric-light plant was car-

town

iiiring

K itric fire-alarm
I.

The

in Iliggin.sville, \fo.

$,i,.,,«iO.

.-,1

In
I

Plans have liecn complrlcd for the erection of .1
new cli'clric-light plant at the Confederate Home

and

He

returns

to

his

electrical

business

in

Chicago with renewed zest and vigor.

At a meeting of the board of directors of the
Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company held in New York a few days ago E. M.
Herr was elected first vice-president and chief executive under the president. The advent of heavy
electric traction and the adoption of electricity by
main-line railways render the services of a man
manufacture, but also conversant
with railroad operations, especially desirable at this
time.
There are few men who are more wndely
kno\vn among railroad managers and in whom
more confidence is reposed than in Mr. Herr. He
was locomotive superintendent of the Northern Pacific railway for a number of years, and previous
to that had many years' experience in various positions on important railways in the West.
For
the last seven years he has been vice-president and
general manager of the Westinghouse Air Brake
skilled not only in

Company.

The Westinghouse

Electric

and Manu-

facturing Company has now four vice-presidents
E. M. Herr, Frank H. Taylor, L. A. Osborne and
Newcomb Carlton, which makes an especially able
and efficient force of officials. It is said that the
works at East Pittsburg have never in the history
of the company been so busy with the construction
of electric-railway apparatus as at present.
The
exhibition tests recently made before the delegates
of the International Railway Congress with the
large 1,350-horsepower electric locomotive gave the
visitors an idea of the possibilities of electric motive power in railway service.

The Oklahoma Traction Company

of

Oklahoma

$300,000 capital stock, has received a
charter for the purpose of connecting
City, Capital Hill and Lexington by an
electric railway 40 miles in length.
C. 'V. Eggleston of Oklahoma City, is an incorporator.

with

City,

territorial

Oklahoma

The City Council of Monroe. La., has awarded
the contract for the construction and equipment
of the electric-street railway to the Wcftern ElecConstruction Company of St. Louis for
trical
Work must be commenced at once and
$100,000.
completed in six months. There will be about 6; >
miles of track.
In the United States Circuit Court. Western Disof New York, Judge Hazel has granted a
temporary injunctioi'i in the suit in the under-running trolley case involving the "Van Depoele reissue
The Thomson-Houston Elecpatent. No. 11,872.
trict

Company, complainant, applied

preliminary injunction restraining infringement of the
patent.
The International Trolley Controller Company is the defendant.
tric

for

a

The recently organized
Company of Indianapolis,

American Engineering
Ind.. has closed a conwith the Huntington, Columbia City and
Northwestern Traction Company for the construction and complete equipment of the proposed lines
of the latter company from Huntington to Goshen,
and eventually to South Bend. The contract represents w^ork to the value of about $1,500,000.
C. N. Wilson is president of the engineering comtract

pany.

The street-railway system in Galesburg. III.,
owned by the Galesburg Electric Motor and Power
Company, was given over on ilay 26th to the
ladies of the Galesburg Hospital board, and the
proceeds of that day were donated to the charitable
institution.
Mrs. J. K. Mitchell acted as general
manager, and assisting her were Mrs. Andrew Harrington, Mrs. W. E. Phillips, jMrs. H. F. Wetherbee
and Mrs. J. Grant Beadle. A large number of the
prettiest girls of the city served as conductors.

Eastern men have purchased the holdings of
Cleveland men in the Kansas Cit\- and Leavenworth
Traction Company and now own a controlling interest in it.
Judge C. F. Hutchins of Kansas City.
Kan., W'as in Cleveland some time ago and secured
an option on the stocks and bonds held by W. H.
Gabriel, D. H. Kimberly, "C. O. Evarts and others.
Fisk & Robinson, New' York bankers, and other
capitalists of that city are the new owners of the
property', and it will be reorganized under the name

of the

Kansas City and Western Railway Company.

use.

"Tomorrow's a myth get busy forthwith ! Today
a fact; act, man, act." This is the advice which
the Yost Electric Manufacturing Company of Toledo, Ohio, gives to its customers on a neat mailing card which it is sending out (with the permission of Theodore F. MacSlanusl.
The company
says that the General Electric Company instituted
suit against it for infringement of the Palmer patent covering fiber linings for sockets. The patent
was declared void in the lower court, and the decision is now affirmed, the Yost company says, by
the Circuit Court of Appeals.
;

is

Two new bulletins of the Westinghouse Electric
and Manufacturing Company describe, respectively.
portable instruments and direct-current multiple arc
lamps. The instruments described in one of the
bulletins are particularly designed for field service,
in testing instruments at points of installation and

making comparisons with other standards. "The
nudtiple arc lamp is for no and 220 volts. The
lamp is of an improved design and is thoroughly
described in all its details in the bulletin devoted to
it.
It is of the direct-lift type, the pull of the
magnets being directly upward, and the parts arranged to secure uniformity of action.
in

"In these days, when catalogues are 'thick as
leaves in Vallombrosa.' it may seem to some unnecessary that another one and that one on so wellknown an article as a file should see the light," says
the G. & H. Bamett Company of Philadelphia, proprietor of the famous Black Diamond File Works.
Nevertheless tliis company has issued a well-executed article of the catalogue order which proves that
even so rough an article as a file may be described
in an interesting manner.
The catalogue contains
42 pages in which are illustrated every shape of file
in common use, even including horse rasps for the
farrier.
In all there are 205 different shapes and
Numerous medals have been awarded
sizes shown.
the company by the leading expositions. The illustrations will prove of value to the mechanic who is
often in search of some special shape or cut of file

—
—

for his particular use.

SOCIETIES

AND SCHOOLS.

The engineering department of

the South

Dakota

.Agricultural CoMege at Brookings is said to be
having quite a demand for young men to fill posiRoy Elliott of this
tions in electrical engineering.
school recently took a position in the testing department of the General Electric Company.

At the sixth annual commencement of the
Thomas S. Clarkson Memorial School of Technology,

Potsdam, N.

Y.,

on June

gth,

C.

J.

H.

;
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Woodbury,

assistant engineer of the

and

ephone

Telegraph

Company,

American TelBoston,

Mass.,

will deliver the address to the graduating class
"The Engineer as an Economist."

on

Worcester Polytechnic Institute will hold its commencement-week exercises on June 4th to 8th, on
which latter date the graduating exercises will be
held in the Assembly Room of Boynton Hall. The
annua! commencement lecture will be given by
Mr. W. W. Bird, professor of mechanical engineering and director of the Washburn shops of
His subject will be "The Labor
the institute.
Problem from an Engineer's Point of View."
Plans have been filed for the United EngineerNew York. The building will occupy five lots at 2533 West Thirty-ninth Street,
going back to two lots on Fortieth Street. The
ing Building in

structure will consist of 13 stories in the French
The American Institute of Elecrenaissance style.
trical Engineers will occupy the whole of the tenth
floor and will of course share those parts of the
building not specifically devoted to the mechanical

and mining

fraternities.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Henry K. Goodwin of Lawrence, Mass., who has
served nearly 20 years in Charlestown prison for
the killing of Albert D. Swan, has been granted
"Goodwin shot
a pardon. The Boston Post says
Swan August 27, 1SS5. under the delusion that
Swan had robbed him of valuable [electrical] patents.
He has been a model prisoner and a useful
one, having installed the entire electrical plant in
the institution. A self-imposed condition of the
pardon is that Goodwin is to leave Massachusetts."
:

An electrical interlocking device to be used in
connection with block signals as a safety device is
being installed on 600 miles of the main line of
An electrical applithe Illinois Central railroad.
ance in each tower will prevent the operator from
changing his own signals until the man in the next
station releases the lock. Under the ordinary block
signal, which has been regarded for 25 years as
entirely protective, the movement of trains has been
While he
controlled by one signalman at a time.
was able to hold a train between two blocks, he
General Manalso had power to release it at will.
ager Rawn had come to the conclusion that the
only way absolutely to block trains is to place
their control in the hands of two operators instead
of

,

The American Electric Fuse Company of Chicago
has made itself known the -world over by its protector devices, but it is a surprise to some to know
that this same company is reputed to be the largest
manufacturer in the country of copper and iron
joints.
At this season of the year it is turning
out over 1,000,000 a month.
Its
tinned copper
joints for iron wire are a great success and are
being adopted for standard construction.
The Osburn

Flexible Conduit Company's Chicago
office, in charge of I. A. Bennett, manager for the
western territory, is now located at 141 South
Clinton Street, where it occupies a large store and
warehouse and carries a complete stock of Flexduct
flexible conduit.
The company states that it is
prepared to fill all orders immediately from Chicago
stock, and requests for samples and advertising
upon this already well-known conduit will be
promptly handled by Mr. Bennett.

one.

May

was begun on

13th by the St. Louis
Union Trust Company as trustee and the Wagner
Electric Manufacturing Company as licensee against
the Century Electric Company of St. Louis for
alleged infringement of United States patents No.
These are
458,162, No. 530,176 and No. 530,177,
patents relating to the Wagner company's type of
single-phase motor, and under them the Wagner
company enjoys an exclusive license from the St.
Louis Union Trust Company as trustee for the
owner of the patents.
Suit

At a special meeting of the Chicago Trade Press
Association on Monday evening, May 29th, at the
Hamilton Club, the members were addressed *by
the Hon. Edwin C. Madden, third assistant postMr. Madden's subject was "The
master-general.
Postal Service and the Publisher." The attendance
was large, and Mr. Madden's lucid address was
Newton
listened to with profit and pleasure.
J.
Nind, president of the association, followed with
an address in which he set forth the aims and purposes of the association.

June

pany makes valuations for bonding companies, for
cities which contemplate the purchase of existing
plants and of fire losses on electric machinery.

Force Bain, Chicago, the well-known patent
lawyer and expert in patent causes, announces
that the business which he has conducted for many
years in the Monadnock Building will hereafter
be conducted under the firm name of Force Bain
& May, with new offices at 947-949 Monadnock.
George T. May, Jr., formerly of Washington, who
has been associated with Mr. Bain for the last
three years, becomes a partner in the business. Mr.
May is well known in the profession and enjoys
the confidence of Mr. Bain's clients.
Exporters and importers are requested by Urbain
Ledoux, American consul at Prague, Bohemia,
him their latest catalogues, together with
cable address, codes, reference or commercial rating, discounts and terms, languages of
correspondence, nature of exports and imports, list
of foreign branches and agents, and other commercial information. This will be filed in the conJ.

to send
city and

The kingdom
sulate at Prague to facilitate sales.
of Bohemia has a population of over 6,000,000, in
the heart of Europe, and is practically virgin territory for American exporters.
The Universal Electric Equipment Company of
Birmingham, Ala., having completed experiments,
has located a plant in Birmingham, where it will
manufacture an electric train-lighting system. The
stockholders of the company are largely Birmingham men. John L. Parker is president; A. W.
G. G, Sharpe, treasurer
Nelson, vice-president
J. H. "Thompson, chief engineer, and Daniel Rogan,
secretary.
Besides the lighting system the company
will manufacture a wind-driven lighting plant for
The manufacisolated places and other devices.
turing will be done under the supervision and pat-

3,
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heavy discharge without polarization, and the elements are made of the best materials obtainablerequisites of a good battery.

The
Mo.,
light

S.-E. Missouri Cypress Company, Campbell,
producer of cypress telephone and electricpoles and ties, announces that it has been

compelled to double

its capacity to fill the orders
from the electrical and allied companies.
will be pleased to hear from those
the market for poles and ties.

received

The company
in

W.

R.

Ostrander

&

Co.

of

New

York, manu-

facturers of speaking tubes and electrical supplies
in general, take pleasure in the increasing satisfaction which their customers display regarding the

company's sockets and receptacles.
They take
particular pride in a recommendation of their long
type of socket from one of their customers, who
uses over 200,000 in a year.

One

of the products of Pass

& Seymour

of Solto the

vay, N. Y., which they wish to recommend
trade, are their standard sockets for 250
using a copper contact shell. They also call
tion to the manner in which their tubes and
are packed for shipment, which is done in

volts,

attencleats

strong

The tubes and cleats are thus
arrive at their destination unbroken,
is not the case when they are shipped loose
in a barrel or box, as is frequently the case.

pasteboard boxes.

found
which

to

The Brunswick refrigerator for household purposes manufactured by the Brunswick Refrigerator
Company of New Brunswick, N. J., and which
was described in the Western Electrician of November 19, 1904, was made the subject of a test
recently in Boston.
The machine was operated by
a one-half-horsepower motor. The test lasted 34.67
minutes. The refrigerator used water at a rate
equivalent to a consumption of 60 cubic feet per
day of 24 hours. The electrical consumption was
14 horsepower-hours per day of 24 hours.
The winding department of the Doubleday-Hill
Company of Pittsburg, Pa., is now in

Electric

charge of H. A. Kellogg, formerly connected with
the winding department of the Siemens & Halske
Electric Company and also with the Westinghouse
Electric and Manufacturing Company.
Mr. Kellogg has handled all classes of work in this line
from fan-motor armatures to i,Soo-kilowatt armatures.
The Doubleday-Hill company also manufactures special tablet boards, switchboards, wire
connecters, armature and field coils, trolley wheels,
experimental magnets, rheostats, etc.

The Economical Electric Lamp Company of 227229 Fulton Street, New York, manufactures what
deems to be an economical turn-down lamp, which
is
furnished for all voltages from 40 to 240, and
adapted for Edison, Westinghouse and T.-H. bases.
This lamp, the company says, received the highest
and only award for lamps of its class at the Louisiana Purchase Exposition.
booklet is issued by
the company, and furnished in quantities to central
stations, illustrating, by pictures bearing the Economical company's imprint, a few of the places
where these lamps may be used to advantage.

it

A

;

TRADE NEWS.
Dodge & Day of Philadelphia, Pa., made a preliminary examination a short time since of the
of the Link-Belt Machinery Company, ChiAs a result, considerable additional elecIli.
trical equipment will probably be installed.
plant
cago,

Sealed proposals are being invited until June 13th
by the bureau of supplies and accounts. Navy Department, for furnishing eastern navy yards with
Schedule 275, electrical supplies,
the following:
schedule 277, telewire, cable, incandescent lamps
phones, electric elevator. Blank proposals can be
obtained on application to the bureau or to the navy
pay office in New York.
;

Sealed proposals will be received at the office
the supervising architect of the Treasury Department, Washington, D. C, until 3 p. m. on June
14th for the installation of an electric passenger
elevator and an electric dumbwaiter in the United
States Marine Hospital Building at Savannah, Ga.
Copies of drawings and specification may be ob'

of

tained

at

the

above address.

A quartette of men prominent in manufacturing
circles represented the H. W. Johns-Manville Company of New York at the International Railway
Congress recently held in Washington. They were
T. F. IManville, president of the company; J. E.
Meek, who had charge of the company's exhibit;
L. B. Melville, and James Younglove, manager of
the Chicago office. The company had an interesting
display of its Asbestos and Magnesia products and
other electrical

A new

displays.

consulting engineering concern, known as
the Milwaukee Enginering Company of 50 Hathway
Building, Milwaukee, has been formed to a general
electrical, mechanical, hydraulic and civil-engineering business, such as the erection of electric-light
and power plants, street railways and sewage sysThe
tems, including steam heating by exhaust.
engineering departments are under the direct charge
of W. Ross, an able and experienced engineer,
whose assistants are engineers of repute. The com-

ents of

Mr. Thompson.

BUSINESS.
Klein & Sons of 81 West "Van Buren
Street, Chicago, the well-known makers of linemen's and other construction tools, report a flourJMathias

ishing business.
to do mechanand electrical engineering, has been incorporated with an authorized capital of $100,000 by
H. S. Roop of Baltimore, Md., and John and
William Harris of Camden, N. J.

The Baltimore Engine Company,

ical

W. C. O'Brien, John Watson, Jr., G. H. Whittingham, Randolph Barton, Jr., and R. C. Stewart,
of Baltimore, Md, have incorporated as the
all
Whittingham Manufacturing Company,
the

electrical

An

business

improved

in

receptacle

to

engage

in

Baltimore.

now manufactured by

& Seymour of Solvay, N. Y., has a porcelain
extension on the side to carry the two supporting
There is also a substantial porcelain backscrews.
ing under the brass lugs. The receptacle is made
in accordance with the latest code rules.
Pass

The National Battery Company
will

the
the

of Buffalo, N. Y.,
have an extensive exhibit in the rotunda of
at Denver, Colo., during

Brown Palace Hotel

coming convention of the National Electric
Light Association, which will be held June 6th to
The exhibit ^yill be in charge of J. Walter
nth.
Gillette, general sales manager.
battery, manufactured by
Manufacturing Company of Newark,
matter of efficiency and mechanical

The Challenge primary
the Challenge
N. J., in the

The
construction will hold its own with the best.
company says that the battery has an extremely
low internal resistance, with absence of local action.
It will maintain a high electromotive force under

Owinsr to the great rush of business at the present time, C. F. Ziegler, president of the Reynolds
Electric Flasher Manufacturing Company of Chicago will not be able to attend the National Electric Light convention at Denver, but he will be represented there by I. A. Bennett, who will have
headquarters in the Brown Palace Hotel. Mr. Bennett is very well and favorably known among the
electric fraternity, and will make a valuable substitute for Mr. Ziegler.
He will have a number of
the celebrated Reco and Improved Reynolds flashers on exhibition and will take pleasure in explaining their superior qualities to all who are interested.

The Marion Insulated Wire and Rubber Company of Marion, Ind., reports that it has opened up
a Chicago warehouse, located at 141 South Clinton
Street, and is carrying a full and complete stock
of rubber-insulated wires and cables.
This company manufactures all classes of rubber-covered
wire, and while it is located at Marion, Ind., which
is only a day's freight from Chicago, it has deemed
it advisable to open up a Chicago warehouse under
the management of I. A. Bennett in order to further facilitate the deliveries of its brand of wire
known as Eagle brand, also Lucas brand, the lat-

with a 30 per cent, rummer insulation.
The National Cable and Wire Company, Shouse-

ter

Pa., which recently removed its offices and
factory from Pittsburg, now occupies one of the
best equipped plants in the country.
The company
manufactures all grades of rubber-covered wires,
dry-core lead-encased telephone and telegraph cables, all grades of braided and weatherproof wires,
duplex twist-line wire, duplex electric-light wire,
all grades of pothead wire, etc.
The factory covers
five acres of ground and the main building is 200
by 300 feet, with an auxiliary building 100 by 200
siding gives easy shipping facilities.
feet.
The
company is also able to ship south by water. J. H.
Hunter, the general manager of the company, takes
that
his
pride in the fact
plant contains all modern
appliances and says that it includes the newest and
latest rubber mills in the United States.

town.

A

W. N. Matthews & Bro., manufacturers of the
Stombaugh guy anchor, have moved their offices

.

June
and

3,
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ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.
SlaUi

/^suf'/ (t'niUd

Alarm.

lUirKlar

7(ji)„V'.v

Applicntinn

III

Im

iifir

-1.

111

John E.

Licss,

November 13, 1903.
alarm tysU-rn there arc nitsorialcfl

filed

iMunI.ir

J'alenl

(J(/iieJ

.\/ay jj.

/yoj.
lacle are aMocialed with (be ImlUm mtvi a^a^U^ to be
actuated when it 1» prcMcd. a drctiil for the liKiu] drrin
being controlled in the twUcb eontacte.

ChicaRO,
dlrcctic

Dynamo-clcctric Machine. Edwin C. Wright,
Newport, Ky., assignor to Ihc Bullock Electric
Manufacturing Company, Cincinnati, Ohio. Application filed September 30, 1904.

790,471.
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secondary circuit

fraturcn.

Appliance.
Albert
Application filed Se|)-

compriiwH a sn»l<lle
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Paxton, MontpeliiT,
tembcr 15, 1904.
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appltcntion

Railway

7<jo,.320.

Saurnian,

October

Benianiin F.
Application filed

System.

SiRiialing
Philadelphia,

Pa.

System
of
Distribution
for
Multipleglower Limps. Alexander J. Wurts, Pittsburg,

790i472.

Pa.

Visual and audible siRnalii arc carried by the train,
the visual jiiRnal .'>daptcd to be successively operated by
blocks in the system, and the audible iiiKnal adapted tti
be controlled by the visunl signal when it occiipu s ;i
certain position.

Application

November

filed

9,

1900.

The lamp is privided with a multiple glower and
resistance in shunt with the glower.
An interrupter
provided for the glower circuit.
(Sec cut.)
790,475.

1904.

8,

Ill
the rotable member of a dynamo-clcctric machine
arc a core 11 winding thereon, and mean* for ftupportins
the end turns of Ihc winding. Theic mcanii comprise an
t:\u\
cover, an outiidc cylindrical cover, a iup(K>rtJnK
member mounted on the khaft of the core and having an
inclined turfnce and wedRCH mounted on the inclined
surface.

Dynamo-electric

Bernard

Machine.

Party-line Telephone
Henry M. BaKom.
Brooklyn, N. Y., a^ignor to Jr»hn F. Hemenway. New York, N. Y. Application Bled Sep-

7'/>.5So.

tcmtier

12,

1904.

v«nn

In a partv-line teipt>h»m<are a cmtral mml^m,
a erica of four r/r more MibMalions connected thrrrwith,
a two-part oppo«tlely wound elcctromaKnrt at rach Msdea.

an armature biawd acroM each riccirotaacnn atvd mmam
for attracting the armature of any prrtirtrrmJM-d dcctJOmagnet.
(See cut.)
Electric I^mp.
Edward Bennett, FitUburg. Pa., assignor to George Westincboose,
Pittsburg, Pa. Application filc<l Scptcnibcr aS.

790.551-

1903a
Is

A.

Bchrend, Norwood, Ohio, assignor to the Bullock Electric Manufacturing Company.
Application filed September 19, 1904.
In the rotatablc member of a dynamo-clcctric machine
are a core, windings on the core having end turns and

A two-part housing contains a non-e«mducling block
removablv cUmprd between the bousing partSL
Spring

arms and controlling drvicrs depend from ibe block aad
a glower and heatrr holder arc drlachably RippofU^l br
the free ends of the

•prinjr arms.

Electric Machine. Albert F. Hcniingwav.
Chicago, III., assignor of one-half to John R.
Markic, Chicago, III. Application filed August

790.569.

Concentrator. Harry H. Campbell, SleclPa. Application filed April 14, 1904.
an ore separator are combined an inclined table,
a series of magnets arranKcd adjacent thereto in a row
fxtending from near an upper corner of the table to
near the diagonally opposite lower corner and means for
rtrciprocating the magnets in a direction transverse to

7(joj42.

ton.
fn

that of the incline of the table.

Process of Reducing Metallic Compounds.
AppliF. Price, Niagara Falls. N. Y.

790.,lS9.

Kdgar
cation

filed

August

1904.

31,

Process of Reducing Metallic Compounds.
Edgar F. Price, Niagara Falls, N. Y. Applica-

790,^90.

tion

filed

August

1904.

.IT,

Process of Smelting Metallic Compounds.
ApplicaF. Price, Niagara Falls, N. Y.

790»39r-

Edgar
tion

filed

August

Process

790,392.

Edgar

F.

cation

filed

1904.

31,

Producing Ferrochromium.
Niagara Falls, N. Y. AppliAugust 31. 1904,
of

Price.

Process of Smelting Iron Ores and Producing Ferrochromium. Edgar F. Price, Niagara Falls, N. Y. Application filed October

s

.5

S

-0
NO. 790.550.

790.393-

19,

1904.

an end cover for forcing the end turns against the core
in a direction parallel to the longitudinal axis of the
rotatable

Process

790.394.

Edgar
tion

filed

of

Price,

Smelting Refractory Ores.
Niagara Falls, N. Y. Applica-

November

1904.

7,

Process of Producing Low-carbon Metals

700.395.

or
N.

F.

Alloys.
Edgar
Y. Application

Price,

F.
filed

Niagara

November

Falls,

22.

1904.

Process of Producing Low-carbon Metals
or
Alloys.
Edgar F. Price. Niagara Falls,
N. Y. Application filed Noveinber 22, 1904.

790.396.

Process of Producing Low-carbon Metals

"90.397.

or
N.

Alloys.

Y.

Edgar

Application

F.
filed

Price.

Niagara

December

10,

Falls,

1904.

Further mention of the series of patents by Mr. Price

made

will be

in

a fntnrc issue.

member.

Rotor Construction. Louis H. Dunker,
Norwood, Ohio, assignor to the Bullock Electric
Company, Cincinnati, Ohio. Application

790,485.

filed

September

Alternating-current Commutator Machine.
Gabriel Winter, Vienna, Austria-Himgary, and
Friedrich Eichberg, Berlin, Germany, assignors
to the General Electric Company, Schenectady,
N. Y. Application filed August 24, 1903.

In a multipolar alternating-current machine are a rotorwinding provided with a commutator, two sets of equipotential brushes distributed around the commutator and
conductors connecting each brush of one set with a
brush of the other set so as to form a number of independently' connected pairs.

Telephone
Buffalo, N. Y.

790,428.

Transmitter. Harry
Application filed July

M.

Gail,

7, 1904.
comprises a tubOlar body the axis of
arranged horizontally, caps being arranged at
opposite ends of the body and diaphragms arranged
vertically in the body.
A mouthpiece is mounted on
the body and has branches leading to the diaohragms.
A retaining-sleevc surrounds each pair of electrodes and
forms a cell between them. A body of granular material
is arranged in each cell.

A

transmitter

which

is

Trolley. John B. Humphrey. Louisville.
Ky., assignor of one-half to Sam B. Crowder,,
Louisville, Ky.
Application filed September 21.'

790,434.

1904.

In a dynamo-electric machine are a rotatablc element
comprising a core having two or more poles, windings
thereon having end turns and means for supporting the
turns, the supporting means for the end turns on
one pole being adjustable indcpendenly of the supporting

means on any other

Battery
Solution.
Frank M. Holmes,
Marionville, Mo., assignor to Richard H. Stevens, trustee, Clayton, Mo. Application filed

790,502.

January

1904.

25,

gum

solution

are

field

derived

a sealing cover
the sap of

from

pitted fruit trees.

790-525.

Electric

Glower Lamp.

Henry N.

Potter,

Gottingen, Germany, assignor to George Westinghouse, Pittsburg, Pa. Application filed August 14, 1899.
Combined with a glower and an electric heater are an
insulating support for the members having contact terminals, a ballast, a heater cut-out and a base having contact
terminals with which the contact terminals on the glower
and heater' support make detachable contact.

Protected Third-rail Electric-railway System. Henry A. Thomsen, New York, N. Y.
Application filed February 12, 1904.
The conductor-rail housing is supplied with a hoodshaped metallic member made in lengths or sections, the

790.'538-

lengths having lapping relation at their contiguous end
portions.
The joints of the sections are insulated elec-

Controller for Electric Motors. Walter J.
Warder, Jr., Chicago, 111., assignor to the Western Electric Company. Chicago, 111. Applica-

790.541.

tion

filed

central

bore.

A

depending

annular

flange

is

constructed to surround the casting and cover the joint
between the casting and the trolley harp, a bolt extending
through the vertical bores of the casting and the harp.

Switch-operating Mechanism. Elisha Moore.
Boston, Mass.
Application filed July 19. 1904.
In a switch-operating mechanism are a switch of the

790,450.

September

26,

1904.

The cciitroUer embodies a drum which forms a part
polar extension with a comof the magnetic circuit.
posite finger is mounted on the drum, the finger consisting
magof 3 non-magnetic portion for carrying current. _
netic portion carries a flux, the magnetic portion being
adapted to maintain a fixed position with respect to the
drum. (Cee cut on next page.)

railway, a circuit controlled by cars traveling past the
switch, an electric motor in the circuit and means through
which alternate operations of the circuit and motor shift

A

Annunciator. George F. Atwood, New
York. N. Y.. assignor to the Western JElectric
Company, Chicago, 111. Application filed June

790.548.

1904.
push button having an opening in its face is provided
with a signal device mounted within the button^ and arranged to display its signal at the opening. Switch coniS,

A

is

also supplied.

Plug. Gustave
L.
Herz,
New
York, N. Y. Application filed July 14, 1904.

Spark

The spark plug comprises a shell consisting of inner.
intermediate and outer members.
conducting wire and
a conducting-wire insulator are located within the shell
and have a tapcrcd-joint connection therewith.

A

Inductance and Induction Coil for ElecApparatus. Dimmitt R. Lovejoy, Niagara
N. Y., assignor to the .Atmospheric Products Company, Niagara Falls, N. Y. Applica-

790.581.

trical

Falls,

tion filed

Combined with the exciting
a

the current of the auxiliar>* field

790,571.

pole.

A

Combined with a trolley pole are a casting secured to
the top and provided with a recess in it upper face, and
a vertical central bore and a trolley harp having also a
vertical

1904.

end

comprising

790,414.

19,

— PARTY-LINE

In combination with the armature are main Belds influencing it and having poles of given polar embrace presented thereto. Auxiliary fields influencing the armature
and having poles of smaller polar embrace are in alignment
with the first-named poles. A controller ser^-ing to vary

August

19,

1903.

The coil is made up of a number of pancake windings
connected together to form a continuous coil. Flanges or
barriers of insulating material arc situated between adjacent windings, and all of the windings arc so connected
The laminated core comas to form a continuous coil.
prises two separate members having gaps between, and
means to adjust the gaps.

Medical Ozonizer. Marius Otto. Paris,
France, assignor to the American Ozone Company, Niagara Falls, N. Y. Application filed

790,655.

June

6,

1903.

A

circuit connects the source of electricity with the
primary* coil of an induction-coil, a condenwr end a m-ikcAnother
and-break device being placed in the circoit.
circuit connects a resonator with the secondary- ooU of
the induction-coil and is provided with condensers
An ozonizer has a circiit connecting both
spark gap.
poles of the ozonizer with the resonator.
;

Telephone-call Attachment. Joseph Harveston and John O. Mudgett, Santa Cruz, Cal.
Application filed December 16, 1904.

790,684.

A

telephone call attachment consisting of a revolably

mounted toothed disk has connections by which an electhe contart
trical circuit is intermittently completed by

m

umson with
second disk is revoluble
of the teeth.
in _it3
the toothed disk, the disk having a depression
rcvoluable shaft with which the depresaon
periphery.
a push member
is normally coincident, means includmg
the second
for actuating a bell-crank lever and a pm on
second
disk engaged by the lever for turning the
the revoluble shaft
so that its periphery wtU contact with^
complete a revolution of itself in the toothed disk

A

A

d^

and

are the other parts.

Desk Attachment for Portable Telephones.
Rochester, N. Y^ asRochsignor to the Defiance Machine Company,
N. Y. Application filed December 26,
ester,

790740.

Edmund Ocumpaugh,
1903.

:
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Combined with a dynamo

accumulator, the
are
lamps, the supplying circuits, a switch normally open between the dynamo and the accumulator and a resistance
in the lamp circuit normally short circuited by the switch.
The other parts of the apparatus are a shunt magnet in
shunt with the dynamo, and a series magnet in series
between the dynamo and accumulator, whereby when
the voltage of the dynamo falls below normal the circuit
will be broken between the dynamo and accumulator and
CSee cut.)
the lamp resistance short circuited.

Charles
T.
Apparatus.
assignor to the Pratt
Application

Electroplating
790,747.
Pratt, Frankfort, N.

Y.,

Chuck Company, Frankfort, N. Y.
filed

October

3,

1903.

Electroplating apparatus adapted for use on slip nipples
embodies a bath tank, a series of removable frames,
inclined cathode work-supporting bars and supports for a
removable anode bar in each frame, and anode bars arranged with reference to the cathode bars so as to pass
axially through a row of nipples supported on the cathode

790,753.
erts

790,822.

Fire-alarm Apparatus.

Ransom W. Davenport,
cation filed

May

7,

Harry T. Gale and

Buffalo, N. Y.

Appli-

and Edward T. Robinson, St. Louis, Mo.
assignors of one-third to Edward I. Robinson,
Application filed March ig,
St. Louis, Mo.

3,

1905

EXPIRING PATENTS.
Following is a list of electrical patents (issued
by the United States Patent Office) that expired on

May

1905

29,

Electric

383,436.

Retouching Device.

G. F.

Card, Coving-

Ky.

ton,

Alarm Clock. E. J. Colby, Chicago, III.
Printing Telegraph. S. V. Essick, Brooklvn, N. Y.
Thermoelectric Generator.
R. J. Gulcher, Berlin,
Electric

383,439.
383,450.
383,464.

Germany.

Manufacture of Filaments for Electric Incandescent
Lamps. J. W. Packard, New York, N. Y.
Eraser.
383,485J. W. Osborne, Washington, D. C.
Test Circuit for Multiple Switchboards.
383,495C. E.
Scribner, Chicago, 111.
383,502. Apparatus for Lighting Railway Cars by Electricity.
I. A. Timmis and Stanley C.
C. Currie, London, Eng383,484.

1904.

In a booth containing a fire-alarm apparatus are a door
hinged to the booth, an arm movable with the door and
concentric with the hinge, contacts included in a circuit
with the fire-alarm apparatus and means upon the arm
and inclosed within the booth for electrically connecting
the coiitacts when the door is closed.

William A. Rob-

Clock System.

Electric

June

an

19, 1904.
A master clock is associated with a series of secondary
having electrically actuated driving escapements.
Conductors lead from the master clock armature and
armature receiving contact member to the secondary driv-

clocks

n,

ing escapements.

790,768.
ery.

Stop-motion for Textile MachinB.
Whitney, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Electric

Joseph

Application filed August 9, 1902.
Mechanism for detecting the breaking of
inally moving thread or other filament
tector or faller on a pivotal support.

a

An

Pawtucket,

Thomas

New

deelectric circuit

383,564troit,

383.565.
383.566.
383.567.

R.

I.,

April

11,

assignor

of

111.

Desk

Light.

Application

one-third to
I.
Applica-

,,-^.

NO. 790,819

Theodore Smith, Chicago,
January 29, 1904.
in

.

a

horizontal

plane

—ELECTRIC

1904.

Combined with

magnet adapted and designed to be
shunted are a resistance and a circuit controller operated
by the magnet and in multiple with the resistance. When
the magnet is energized the circuit controller closes to
cut out the resistance, and when the magnet is shunted
a

circuit controller opens to cut in the resistance.
Another resistance is placed in multiple with the magnet
and adapted to be shunted when the magnet is shunted.

the

790,854.

Telephone System.

John

G.

Roberts, Ev-

111., assignor to the Kellogg Switchboard
and Supply Company, Chicago, 111. Continuaof renewed application, filed February 23,

anston.
tion

1901.

— CONTROLLER

New

October

15,

Telephone
York, N.

1903

Multiple Switch for Telephones.
V. Beaver, Anita, Iowa. Application
7,

Thomas

8,

1902.

J.

Mechanism for Explosion EnL.
Sturtevant,
Quincy, and
Sturtevant, Wellesley, Mass. Appli-

cation filed June

11,

1903,

In an explosion engine the sparking apparatus contains
a manually operated switch by which an electric circuit
may be opened to shut off the current. Automatic means
are connected with the engine shaft whereby the circuit
will be closed when a rebound occurs at a compression-

De-

1901.

Line-wire binding posts and auxiliary-signal binding
posts are located at one end of a board, a switch lever
being pivoted at the same end of the board and two series
of four fixed line-wire contacts located at the opposite end
of' the board to the right and left respectively of the
switch lever.
Four contacts are carried by the switch
lever and co-operate with the line-w'

May

Reversing
790,856.
gines.
Thomas

Charles
filed

filed

office

Switch.
George F.
Y. Application filed

790,814.

This application

With a pair of telephone lines and means at the central
for uniting them are combined a source of ringing
current and a ringing device for applying it to the called
line.
An automatic time-limit apparatus interj"upts the
circuit of the source of ringing current after a predetermined time, and means controlled through the agency of
a switch at one of the substations of the united lines
disconnect the source of ringing current.

FOR ELECTRIC MOTORS.

A signal-wire terminal and a catch forming a talkingwire terminal are associated with a movable base or
support for the catch.
An incline on the base and a
contact or circuit closer made to contact with the catch
and incline to move the catch to releasing and to engaging
position are the other features.

cember

E.

Fisher,

Detroit,

._.

„

H. Joachin

F.iectri

Hyde

CIRCUIT CONTROLLER.

790333. Igniter-Operating Device for Gas or Vapor
Engines. Coleman B. Harris, Wilmington, Del.
Application filed January 7, 1903.

Electrical Device
or
Circuit.
Robert J.
Hewett, Westfield, N. J., assignor to the Hall
Signal Company. Apphcation filed August 11,

Electric

F.

Park, Mass.
Electric Cigar Lighter.
383,611.
R. Belfield, Pittsburg, Pa.
383.616.
Incandescent Lamp. H. M. Byllesby and P. Lange,
Pittsburg, Pa.
Armature for DynaraosI and Motors. H. M. Byl383.617.

790,838.

Archer,

--^r

Wheeler,

The contact piece of the sparking arrangement is carried
on a rocking shaft which brings the contact piece into
and out of engagement with the sparking terminal.

790,812.

Armature for Dynamos.

filed

desk lamp bracket movable
described in the patent.

NO. 790,541.

Island City,

Armature for Electric Motors. F. E, Fisher, DeMich.
Dynamo Armature. F. E. Fisher, Detroit, Mich.
Annunciator. F. E. Fisher, Detroit, Mich.

delphia, Pa.
Carbon Conductor for Electric Lamps.
383,602.

1904.

A
is

Long

383-575-

In an electric cut-out switch is a spring forminc part
of and normally closed in the circuit and mean for ele
vating the spring to break the circuit. The me;
slowly elevate the spring and gradually inc:
tension in breaking the circuit and to pass from beneath
the spring and permit the latter to instantaneously resume
its normal position by its own resiliency.

790,809.

E. A. Wildt,

C. A. Faure, Paris, France.
Propelling Vehicles by Electricity.
C. A. Faure.
York, N. Y.
Secondary Battery. C. A. Faure, New York, N. Y.
Telephone Call-bell System. F. E. Fisher, Detroit,

Manufacture of Secondarv Batteries.
R.
M.
Hunter. Philadelphia, Pa.
Electromagnetic Register. J. F. McLaughlin, Phila383,583-

Joseph Frechette,

Hughes, Pawtucket, R.

F.

tion filed

Secondary Battery.

383.562.
383.563.

longitud-

tains the fallers, which constitute circuit closers, the
fallers being normally held by threads being operated
upon to maintain the circuit open.

Electric Cut-out Switch.

Electric Battery.

383.560.
383.561.

embodies a

comprising a magnet co-operative with an armature con-

790,789.

D. C.

383,548.

stroke.

Battery. William C. Banks, New York,
N. Y. Original appHcation filed April 11, 1901.
Divided and this application filed January 5,

790,866.

1905.

Means for Controlling Electric Currents.
J. Dorman, Brooklyn, N. Y., assignor
the Consolidated Railway, Electric Lighting
and Equipment Company. Application filed October 16, 1902.

790,819.

A battery element of annular form is described, the
annular part being hollow and having one vertical face
and one face inclined.
The element presents a downwardly decreasing horizontal area within its walls, and
at the same time will maintain a uniform distance from
an opposite vertical face of a secondary battery element.

Gerald

to

SPECIAL MENTION.
The Chicago House Wrecking Company announces bargains in the electrical material used in
the construction and equipment of the St. Louis
World's Fair. This material has seen but limited
service and is said to be practically as good as
new.
The company is making a special "run" on
its
lead-covered cables, weatherproof and rubbercovered wires and incandescent lamps.
.

The Uehling-Decker Company of Passaic, N. J.,
manufacturer of the Rayflex flashlight, announces
that it has jnst completed arrangements with I. A.
Bennett to i-epresent it in the western territory,
and carries a full and complete stock of the flashlights and renewal batteries at his Chicago office
and warehouse at 141 South Clinton Street.
Mr.
Bennett says that the Uehling-Decker Company,
which makes a tubular flashlight with an aluminum

is
manufacturing these lights and batteries
under the Hoggson patent, No. 520,429, dated May
1S94, which has been recently sustained by the
United States Court of Appeals, and that it will
protect all its customers against infringement.

case,
.2g,

The National Battery Company of Buffalo, N. Y.,
has closed a contract with the Syracuse and Suburban Railroad Company of Syracuse, N. Y., to
install an electric storage battery consisting of 240
cells of type W-p Unit accumulator in W-13 glass
jars.
This battery will .be installed out on the
line at. DeWitt to boost the voltage at that point
and help carry the heavy summer load. This installation is now under way.

The Chicago Solder Company of Chicago has a
new representative. Mr. R. B. Cairns, who is now
taking the territory of Illinois and Indiana, and is
visiting electric generating plants and telephone ex-

lesby, Pittsburg, Pa.
Combined Alternate-current and Storage System of
383.620.
Electrical Distribution.
H. M. Byllesby, Pittsburg, Pa.
Alternate-current and Storage System of Electrical
383.621.
Distribution.
H. M. Byllesby, Pittsburg, Pa.
383.622. Alternate-current and Storage Systems of Electrical
Distribution.
H. M. Byllesby, -Pittsburg, Pa.
Combined Alternate-current and Storage Svstem
383.623.
of Electrical Distribution.
H. M. Byllesbv, Pittsburg,
Pa.
Storage -battery Plate.
383,640.
C. D. P. Gibson, New York,

N. Y.
Switch for Adjustable Resistances.
383.647.
P. Lange,
Pittsburg, Pa.
Apparatus for Connecting Alternate-current Dy383.648.
namos. P. Lange, Pittsburg. Pa.
Voltmeter. P. Lange, Pittsburg, Pa.
383.649.
Governor for Electric Motors.
383,651.
R. H. Mather,

Windsor, Conn.
Circuit-closing Device for Electric Clocks.
C. H.
Pond, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Bobbin for the Field Magnets of Dynamos.
A.
Schmid. Allegheny, Pa.
Brush Holder for Electric Generators. A.' Schmid,
383.658.
Allegheny, Pa.
Armature for Dynamos.
A. Schmid, Allegheny,
383.659.
and H. M. Byllesby, Pittsburg, Pa.
Circuit-controlling Apparatus for Electric Lighting
383,661.
Circuits.
O. B. Shallenberger, Rochester. Pa.
Apparatus for Detecting Ground Connections in
383.666.
Electric Circuits,
O. B. Shallenberger, Rochester, Pa.

383.655383.657.

'

Method of Indicating Electric Currents.
383.667.
O. B.
Shallenberger, Rochester, Pa.
Electrical Indicator for Alternating Electric Cur383.668.
rents.
O. B. Shallenberger. Rochester, Pa.
Electrical Indicator.
O. B. Shallenberger, Roches383.669.
ter, assignor to the Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company, Pittsburg, Pa.
Electrical Indicator.
O. B. Shallenberger, Roches383.670.
ter, Pa.
Electrical Indicator.
O. B. Shallenberger, Roches383.671.
ter, Pa.
Method of Indicating Electric Currents.
O. B.
383.672.
Schallenberger, Rochester, Pa.
383.675. Manufacture of Incandescent Electric Lamps. E. P.
Thompson, Elizabeth, N. J.
Evacuating Electric Lamps.
E. P. Thompson,
383.676.
Elizabeth, N. J.
Galvanic Battery. H. B., Cox, Cincinnati, O.
383,706.
Electrical Needle Annunciator.
W. E. Gill and R.
383,725.
Segerdahl, Chicago, 111.
Insulator for Electric Wires.
F. E. Keyes, Peter383,734.
borough, N. H.
Crawler for Electric or Other Circuits.
H. G.
Morris. Philadelphia. Pa.
Underground Conduit and Grip for Electric Railways.
E. E. Ries and A. H. Henderson, Baltimore, Md.
Electric Smelling Bottle.
C. T. Brown, Chicago,
383,794.
383,756.

383,770.

III.

383,832.

Current Collector for Electric Machines. W. StanGreat Barrington, Mass.
Overhead Conducting System for Electric Railways.

ley, Jr.,

383,844,
G. T.

Woods, Cincinnati, Ohio.

changes showing an attractive line of self-fluxing
These goods have
solder, and soldering fluxes.
been on the market long enough to prove their
superiority.
The name Kester on a box of soldering paste or self-fluxing solder signifies, the company maintains, that the goods are the best obtainable, and the manufacturer stands ready to redeem
every ounce of goods it makes when returned in
proper condition.

A

fast train for busy people from Chicago to
New York a day's work may be disposed of before leaving Chicago at one p. m. on the Manhattan
Limited over Pennsylvania Short Lines.
Passengers reach New York the next afternoon in time
to meet an afternoon engagement, dress and dine,
and attend the theater or make an evening call.
C. L. Kimball, assistant general passenger agent.
No. 2 Sherman Street. Chicago, is ready to tell
how time can be saved on an eastern trip.

—
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Electrical Features of the MardI Gras.

M
I

Gras

iidi

mil

ill

l.iMlcii

of

Now

in

tile

si'asori

OrlciiTis

jijytHis

of

40

nnd tile
days of

is

of

prayer,

tlic

sacl<

and aslics. Mardi (Iras, or Fat 'I'ncsday, is
ondinK of llie carnival, wliidi word is derivod
from tlic Italian carncvalf, meaning a farewell to
meat.
New Orleans in this celebration excels any
other city of tlie country, and llie day is given
to
happiness and joy, i>rocessions, displays and
halls niitil the midnight hour sonnds the knell of
the parting day and the jesters rlraw the veil
across, sluitting onl tlie li-in|italinn of the llesh and

iloili
llif

tlic

New Orleans Hiis viar Ihn.iiKli ibe assistance ..f
New Orleans and C;arrolllon Railro.-.d and Light

the

streets

connected together with graceful
streamers of
lights reaching down to supports on the outer edge
of the platform, which was erected in front of the
club, so that the guests might occupy seats upon
the grandstand thus formed and view the processions as they passed by.
The windows were all

handsome opaque lamps.

with

All of the

other clubs also were provided with similar stands
in

front.

Tin-

and Power Company (New Orleans Railway Company), presented the greatest electrical display

No. 23
pre-

and prominent buildings during the celcliration.
Various clubs vied with e.ich other in making
their displays.
The I'ickwick Club had a magniliccnt design of two cornuopias, or horns of
|>lenty, encircled with colorc<l lights, and the whole

c.ntlined

devil.

1905
illustration

some idea of the appearance of the

sents

a cflcbnilioii of
licglnnini;

fast,

lo,

The accompanying

longitudinally.

ing to the other and on top nf ihe buiMint lut[lended gracefully from the flagpr/lr

The Karmony Club wa»

Club,

the

nf

front

which

whit.-.

is

many

by

.4

.lr,..fa.,,i

;

in

which there were 1,050

lights of u...
representing the colors of the ramW/w, the
lights
used Iwing >o well shaded ami Mended
as to make the effect artistic and l>eatiliful in every

colors

respect.

The -City Hall was festooned with lamps running from one end of the building to the oilier.
The effect produced by the various electrical
illuminations throughout the entire city was such
as

H.i'.ton

e

cr<n«i<lFrc<l

the carnival visitors the most ticauiifnllv
The most noticeable part of the ikr
large rainUiw stretched acrots the

to

attract

general

attention,

and

the

electric-

company in view of that fact had photographs taken of the main points, which illusirair

lighting

The Louisiana Club.
The Harmony Club,
lations

Illu

on

Charles

St.

NEW

ELECTRICAL FEATURES OF THE MARDI GRAS IN

known
and

in its history.

There were on the buildings

very nearly 25,000 electric lights,
multi-colored and of various sizes from eight to 50
candlepower. In addition, mnny of the enterprising
firi-ns
in
the city took occasion to decorate the
fronts of their stores.
The number given does not
include the various electrical signs nor those used
in the interior of the buildings, but what were used
exclusively for the outside electrical display on account of Mardi Gras.
Large streamers were run
on various streets.
On Canal Street, the distance
covering about three-quarters of a mile, there were
i',4 miles of streamers: on St. Charles Street tlic^
distance covered was half ,1 mile, making one mile
of streamers.
On Royal Street there were about
820 feet, and on Dauphine Street there was a
stretch of one block or 300 feet in which the
streaiTiers crossed the street instead of being placed
in the streets

ORLEANS,

was ornamented with garlands and hundreds of dazlamps. Stars and streamers were run
from one end of the building to the other, pre-

zling white

senting

the

studded

effect

with

electric light.

of

beautiful

a

white

The

tion

Chess,
the

to

building,
in

Checkers .and Whist Club,

name

b\'

to great

frosted

electric

globes,

the games, such as chess
of cards representing,

The
with

addi-

in

stretched across the top

of

Louisiana
festoons,

strips of light

.

the

wdiole

electric lights,

being

the

sur-

representing

and checkers, and a pack

w-liist.

Club

window

was

artistically

ornamentations,

A Three-phase

an

had each of the w-indow openings outlined

mounted by a crown of

bitions.

building

diamonds represented each
The arrangement showed up

advantage.
.

everyone the magnificent effects which may be
produced by artistically designed electrical exhito

arranged
parallel

running from one end of the build-

Booster.

three-phase transmission line is fed from central-station bus bars through raising transfonuers.
It was found desirable to rai-e the pressure a few
per cent, above that given by the raising transformers. How this was done is described by J.
M. Weed of Denver. Colo., in the "Wrinkles" department of the National Electric Light Association.
Three single-phase transformers, with primaries
wound for the bus-bar pressure and a lowering
ratio such that the secondar>- pressure gives the
desired boost are used. This ratio being 10 to i.
a 10 per cent, boost is obtained bv- connecting the
primaries star fashion, the secondaries being in
With
series with the respective legs of the circuit.
.•\

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

45°
the prima/ies connected delta fashion, no change
being made in the secondary connections, the boost
is about 15 per cent.
The primaries should not be switched in an ordinary manner from one arrangement to the other
while the circuit is loaded, since the large current
flowing in the secondary, with an open primary,
produces dangerously high pressures in the primary
coils.

If

is

it

desired to change the percentage of boost

in load, this may be accomplished
special switching device which will
short-circuit the secondaries immediately upon opening the primaries, and which places the secondaries
again in circuit immediately before closing the primaries in the other way. With transformers of the
three-wire type and some auxiliary switches it is
four different percentages of
possible to obtain
boost, as five, 7.5, 10 and 15 per cent.

with variations
by means of a

New

Plant at the American Museum of
Natural History in New York.

The accompanying
one of the two new

illustration

(Fig.

i)

shows

250-kilowatt compound-wound
generators recently installed in the
at the American Museum of Natural History, at Seventj'-seventh Street and Eighth
This plant, which is
.\venue. New York cit)'.
housed in an entirely new building, will not only
direct-current

new engine room

June

and panels, were all supplied by the Metropolitan
Switch Board Company, New York city.
The distributing boards, of which there are four,
located at convenient points around the building,
form the links between the three-wire supply caThe method
bles and the two-wire lighting system.
used is to connect one group of about 500 lights
with the positive and neutral wires, and another
similar group with the negative and neutral wires,
both groups being nonnalh' lighted at the same
time.
Doublethrow switches enable the load to be
instantaneously changed over from side to side,
either on the readings of the meters, or on receipt
of a telephone message from the exhibition galleries
above.
Doublethrow switches on the distributing
board allow the negative and positive connections to
be thrown over to the neutral wire.
There are altogether about 7,000 l6-candlepower
lights in the building, of which 700 have recently

new

wiring is in steel
In 1S91 there were
about 3,000 lights, and the original wiring was done
by attaching the wires to staples, the whole being
embedded in the plaster walls. This method no
longer complies with the regulations of the New
York Board of Fire Undenvriters, but when tested

been

put

All

in.

the

drawn

with

conduits,

cables.

10,

1905

and entertainment.

The entire building, comprising 83,000 square feet of floor space, will be occupied, covering the w-idest possible range of exany

manner

relating to electricity and
of the ver^^ latest achievements of
The number of working electrical exhibits will, it is said, far exceed those of
any previous exposition, while the presence of several inventors of world-wide celebrity has been
assured.
Architects, electrial and mechanical engineers,
insurance inspectors, electric-lighting and
street-railway companies of America will be the
guests of the committee during the exposition.
One day of the convention will be devoted to an
open session, when the trade will be invited to be
present and participate in the proceedings.
hibits

in

including

many

electrical

science.

Street Railway Employment
United States.

An
ment

in

the

report on street-railway employUnited States has been printed in a

exhaustive
in

the

bulletin of the bureau of labor of the

Department

of Commerce and Labor of the United States. The
report was compiled by Walter E. We3'l, Ph. D..
and from it the following interesting facts are
taken: The street railways show' a far greater
increase in the number of their employes than do
most industries of equal age.
The introduction

supply light and power to the museum, but will
also form an integral part of the exhibits of the
will be open at all reasonable times

museum and
for the

inspection

of visitors.

some unusual features.
is perhaps the only instance
it
or around New York city of a three-wire
generating plant being used to supply an old 'twowire lighting system. A second novel feature lies
in the fact that there are no cut-outs at the gen-

The

installation possesses

the

In

first

place,

in

erators,

all

operations

being

controlled

from the

main switchboard.

The contractor

for

entire

the

work

was

the

Charles L. Eidlitz Company, electrical engineer, of
New York city, w-hich also put in the original inThe eight old 25stallation about 14 years ago.
kilowatt dj'namos in the basement of the museum
have been taken out, a handsome new' engine room
and boiler house has been erected and the two 250kilow-att generators installed, either of which will
meet the normal peak load. These generators were

by the General Electric Company and are
driven at 100 revolutions a minute, delivering curThe generators are directrent at 120-240 volts.
connected to two Hamilton-Corliss engines, made
by the Hooven, Owens, Rentscheler Company of 39
Cortlandt Street, New York city.
The switches at the generators have been abolished and there are accordingly seven cables, partly

FIG. 2.

built

shown

in

Fig.

1,

between each generator and the

a

few days ago

a

circuit

it

SWITCHBOARD CONNECTIONS

was found that the

equivalent to

IN

PLANT OF AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY,

insulation of

had a

lights

12,000

resist-

ance of over two megohms, wnth 1,500 amperes, or
about 50 per cent, better than present-day requirements. The old wiring is therefore to be left undisturbed, for it is perfectly dry and the rubber
is still springj--, after
The con14 years ser\-ice.
dition of this old wiring is all the more remarkable

when

it

was put

is

it

bered that

'remem-

in i8gi,
in,

when

there were

no elaborate methods of
testing

insulation,

electricians

and

and
insur-

men generally

ance

were
lamps
without

satisfied

lighted

the

if
the
properly

insulation

when the curwas turned on.

burning
rent

The

boiler house adjoining the engine room
is

a model

and

airiness.

are two
Wilcox

GENERATOR

IN

THE

of lightness

Here there
Babcock &

boilers,

supplied

by Baker. Smith & Co.,
heating and ventilating
engineers.
New York,
each boiler having 126

USEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY.

four-inch tubes,

iS feet

main switchboard, namely, the positive, negative
and neutral feeds, positive and negative equalizers,
and two transformer leads. The generators are
designed for a 25 per cent, overload, and the oil

casual daylight load there
marine dynamo, working at
555 revolutions a minute at 120 volts. There are
also three motors for operating the ventilating ap-

transformers in the cellar are of a similar capacity.
The main switchboard is of gray Tennessee mar-

paratus.

two inches

and measuring about -jYz by
14 feet. Fig. 2 is a diagram of the connections
at the rear of the board, dimensions being given
and the bus bars indicated. The positive bus bar
is
indicated at (A), the negative at (B), while
(C) is the neutral. The bus bars are arranged to
take future switches. The generator end of the
board is on the right, and the feeder end on the
left.
There are bent-type lugs on the feeder panel.
ble,

in
is

General

thick,

Wire connections are

also

shown

in

the cut.

This board, together with the distributing boards

For

length.

a

the

Electric

Boston Electrical Exposition.
From

all

Electrical
ton,

July

indications

Exposition in

coming International
Mechanics Building, Bosthe

15th to 22d, will be a big show.

Man-

ager C. L Campbell, 5 Park Square, Boston, has
already been notified that 39 states will send delegates to the fifth annual convention of the National

Association of Electrical

ning July 19th
efficient

at the

receyption

same

committee

Contractors, beginand a large and

place,
will

extend

welcome

and extension of electric traction have more than
doubled the number of employes, so that in 1902
there were some 140,000 men. including ofiicers and
clerks, upon the pa\' rolls of the street railways of
No 'Other country has as many as
this country.
one-fourth of this number of street-car employes.
According to the special report of the United
States Census Office, published in 1903. the nnmber
of employes on street railways of the United States,
including the territories, was \s<d,'j(y^.
While no
definite statistics exist for former years, the data
furnished by the census enumerations and occupations for 1890 and 1900 show a rapid increase in
Of the
the number of street-railway employes.
140,769 persons employed in 1902 upon street and
electric railways, 7,128. or five per cent, of the total
number, came under the list of salaried officials and
clerks. In that year there were 1,480 general officers
with an average annual income of $2,021, 1,327 other
officers, managers and superintendents with an average annual salary of $1,371, and 4.321 clerks wi*h
an average salary of $609 per year. The average
annual earnings of these 7.12S men was $1,044.
The remaining 133.641 employes may be properly
classed as wage-earners.
From returns furnished by a number of ^streetcar companies it was found that the great majority
reporting limitations upon age fixed the minimum
age at which a conductor would be employed at 21
years.

The average weight required of conductors is
about 145 pounds. One company insists on a weight
not less than 120 pounds and two upon 165 pounds.
The minimum weight required of motormen is
somewhat higher, ranging about 150 pounds.
The railway companies prefer to have an entirely
Somefree hand in the promotion of the men.
what over one-half of the companies pay their men
more with each successive year of service up to
five years, while almost one-half of the companies
pay a flat rate for all men engaged at the same
occupation.
Promotion for motormen and conductors within the street-car service is largely
Time tables
from the worse to the better runs.
are necessarily arranged with relation to the probable traffic, and as a consequence the opportunities
for work and earnings vary in different lines.
The 133,641 employes of the street-railway companies earned in 1902 the sum of $80,770,449, or an
The env
average of slightly over $600 per man.
ployes are divided into 10 classes, the first class
earning les^ than $1 per day, the last class earning
Of the total number of men
$3 or more per day.
employed as wage-earners on the street railways

of

llic

.VJ.'i^M,

pur
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1".

whose

wages

were

Riven,

United Slates
"f 42 P'T cent., carncil between $3 anrl $2,2.|
'Iliis a|)|)cars to be the prevailinfj waRc

(lay.

the industry, especially for conductors and niolornien.
The statistics of accidents on street railways,
according to an invesliKalion made by; the census
bureau for the year Kjoa, sbow that in that year
1,218 persons were killed and 47.429 persons injured
on tbe street railw.ays of the United States. Of
in

[
I

he total number of persons killed 265
gers, 122 employes, and 831 "others,"

I

were passenthe

persons

under "others" being pedestrians, pcopi':
on wagons, bicycles or other vehicles, and all other
(persons except those employed by the company or
Of the total number of persons
riding on its cars.
injured, 26,600 were passengers, 3,690 employes, and
included

phase

4SI

supplied with current and the other »horl-

is

Willi

llie

change from

ncctioni

Kefcrring first to Kig. 1. ihc liruthet fa) and
fd> arc shown conneclcij 10 the ncconilary termiBrushrt (c) and
nals of^hc Iransfonncr (n).
(f) arc connected to the secondary lerniin.ils of
tbe transformer fo), and the liru'ihes (b) and
(g) arc connected to the secondary terminals of
All the primaries of these
the transformer (p).
three transformers arc connected to one phase (qi.
The remaining brushes (g), (k), (i), (n), (h)
and (I) are similarly connected to the secondaries
of the transformers (s), (I) and (u), Ihc primaries

«tationary

men employed.

in the

l/^'

ib'ti.*.

.

.r^

i..

,.

1..

..j-

and thai by wrymK ilir
Ihew conductor* ihc field »lrciiK^

chine,

„{
,.

be
Thi« variation of eflcciive kn(lh may be
accomplithed in a tini|de nunner by thiflint ibc
prnilion of the bruihct relative to Ihc Halioiury
,,

varied.

conductors.
FiK.

fhowi a

I

>idc

elevation,

pr.nl>

in

croM-

machine
Kiif. 3 »how
illuslratinK the arranKcmcnt of ibthe brushes lo the stationary c</iiduclurt.
scction,

of a

uni[Kjlar

In Fig.

I,

(A;

field

coil

is

i.^n.

from

rcprctcnti ihc armature, and

a structure that corresponds lo ihe

no

jij-

brushes.

juttable

character of

•,!„

^t<

'

cxmncclion*

hor.se cars to electric cars

marked improvement

Clinic a

llie

,„.

inv'T.

circuilcd.

17.040 "others."
li.is

The

shown

in

lh« figure.

field,

An

(F)

although
armature

conductor fa)

is preferably formed ai a Bal ilrtp
by a cylindrical binding ring (b).
The armature conductor fa) is connected al each
end to collector rings fCC), (BB) representing
brushes liearing on the collector rings and mounted
on bars fDD), which arc carried by the adjusuble
rings (EE).
These rings are mounted in the manner ordinarily employed for bnish-holder yokes,

held

WInter-Elchberg Alternating-current
Motor.
has been written concerning the WinlerF.ichberg alternating-current motor, particularly in
From* its
relation to singlc-pbase railw-iy work.
bearing therefore on street-railway motor operaMay 23d to Messrs.
tion the patent issued on
Oabriel Winter of Vienna, .Austria-Hungary, and

Much

Eichberg of Berlin, Germany, for a motor

I'"riedricb

of this description will be of considerable interest.
The patent has been as.signcd by the inventors to

General Electric Company of Schenectady,
N. Y.
The invention relates to alternating-current mncbines of the comnnitator type with the object to
In
improve the commutation of such machines.

rf.

the

machines

of

this

type,

whether

single-phase

or

polyphase, it is advantageous to prevent short-circuiting the coils of the armature, since the coils
,

always subject to a pulsating field which induces heavy currents whenever a coil is short-cirThe ordinary means employed heretofore
for avoiding short-circuiting a coil during commutation consists in employing brushes narrower
than one commutator segment, or if n parallel
and independent windings are used, brushes narrower than n i segments. In a machine having

of

which are connected

to the other

phase (r).

It

seen that with this arrangement all the
are connected in independent pairs, no
electrical connection existing between equipotential
brushes, except through the armature winding.
Consequently no short circuits can be produced.
It is evident that the ratio of transformation of
the transformers may be varied as desired, as is

will be
brushes

in

place

enabling the rings to be rotated so as to shift the
position of the brushes.
A return conductor or
frame conductor (f) is employed, by meant of
which any two brushes al opposite ends of the machine may be connected so as to place two armature conductors in scries. The frame conductort
are formed in the same shape as the armature conductors, and since they are adjacent to the arnuture conductors, and are carrying an equal amount
of current in opposite direction, they serve lo
neutralize the armature reaction.
Referring to Fig. 2, it will be seen that each
brush (B), instead of being connected to the nearest frame conductor, is connected by a flexible
connection (h) to a frame conductor (f),. which

When all of the secondary
indicated in Fig. I.
winding of the transformer is cut out, the pair of
brushes connected thereto is short-circuited. Thus
in Fig. 2 the brushes corresponding to one phase
arc short-circuited, while the brushes corresponding to the other phase are supplied with current.
The short-circuited brushes are still maintained in
independent pairs, as in the first arrangement.
In order to utilize to greater advantage the surface of the commutator, each brush may be replaced by two brushes separated by the width
Tbe brushes for one phase are
of a segment.
on the inside of the commutator. All the brush:'s
for the other phase are outside the commutator.
These latter brushes comprise four pairs of brushes
instead of four brushes, thereby giving twice the
bearing surface of the commutator.

^D B

are

The Acyclic Dynamo.

cuited.

—

two p
brushes

poles,

in

w^hich

distributed

there

around the

are

p

equipotential

commutator,

it

is

The

acyclic or

homopolar dynamo was the subamong engineers and
ago. New light was thrown

ject of considerable discussion

others

some months

on the subject of the acyclic dynamo at that time
by the perfection of a machine of 300 kilowatts
capacity by Mr. Jakob E. Noeggerath of SchenecN. Y.
Acyclic dynamos are especially adapted for op-

tady,

customary

to connect all these equipotential brushes
togther.
This arrangement, which is satisfactory
direct-current
in
machines, gives rise to trouble
in alternating-current commutating machines, since

short-circuits the portion of the armature winding between each pair of equipotential brushes.
In a series winding the portion of the armature

it

winding between each pair of equipotential brushes
consists of a single coil, and since this coil is subto an alternating field, heavy short-circuiting

ject

currents will flow.
The invention consists in a novel arrangement
of the commutator brushes and their connections
for multipolar alternating-current machines.
In accordance
with
the
invention
the
equipotential
brushes are not directly connected to each other
in

one polarity
posite

tion
ture.

is

polarity,

may

be applied to a six-pole two-phase armaFig. 2 shows a modification in which one

displaced

together,

from the brush a fraction of a

The

I.

SIDE ELEVATION OF ACYCLIC DYNAMO.

at high speeds, since the construction is
difficulties of commutation do not arise.
Furthermore, tbe machines may be designed to develop readily at high speeds the necessary counterelectromotive force for operating at ordinao' volt-

eration

simple and

ages.
It

will be

noted with interest that a patent has

just been granted

dynamo, and

Mr. Noeggerath upon the

acyclic

a description of the details of its parts
here given, embodying the latest pljj^es of its
development.

is

cir-

several flexible connections, taken

form one or more complete turns en-

armature and carrying a current equal
each armature conductor.
In Fig. I, it will be seen that if a coil were
placed outside of and parallel to a collector ring;
and energized by a current, it would set up a
flux, which would pass down from the central
portion of the frame across the central air gap
of the machine into the armature, cutting the armature conductors, then outward axially to the end
of the armature, and across the outer air gap to
the end of the frame. In other words, such a
coil would produce a flux which would generate
an electromotive force in the revolving-armature
conductors. It is e\-ident from Fig. 2 that the
flexible end connections form just such a magnetizing coil, and since the end conductors cany
circling an
to

that in

armature current the machine will act as a
series-wound machine, and as a motor will exhibit
the characteristics of a series motor. Furthermore,
in one
it will be seen that by shifting the brushes
direction or the other the effective length of each
flexible conductor, and consequently the effective
turns of the held, will be varied. This furnishes
a convenient means for controlling the speed of
the motor or for reversing the direction of rotaThe excitation produced by the end connection.
tions can be supplemented, if desired, by a field
But for high speeds the end connections
coil.
themselves will ordinarily be found to furnish sufthe

FIG.

ordinary

arrangements; but each brush of
connected to a single brush of opeither through a direct short-circuit or through a source of potential, according as
the armature winding is to be short-circuited or
supplied with or delivering current.
The brushes
are thus connected in independent pairs, and short
circuits of the armature winding between equipotential brushes are avoided.
Fig. I shows diagrammatically how the invenas

is

cumference.

ficient excitation.

;;;
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Elgin Lighting Plant Lease Stands.

Chicago Street-railway Situation.

injunction by which the Elgin, Aurora and
Traction Company was restrained from
taking possession of the municipal electric-light
plant of Elgin, 111., leased to the traction company
by the City Council, has been dissolved. The injunction was granted three months ago by Judge
Bishop on the complaint of A. E. Price, C. H.
In
Potter and E. L. Wilson, citizens of Elgm.
dissolving the injunction Judge Bishop finds no
ground for the hints of irregularities in the trans-

As the result of conferences between the interests
back of the Chicago City Railway Company and
the Union Traction Company the indications at the
time of this writing are that the two companies
have decided to act as a unit in future dealings

The

Southern

action.

of the lease were printed in the
Western Electrician of March 4th. Possession of
the plant was to have been given the traction company on April ist for a period of lO years. Since
possession was not given at that time the traction company has served notice that it will sue the
city for a sum of money sufficient to cover its
Traction attorneys
losses as a result of the delay.
hold the city is liable for each day from the tirne
the writ was dissolved until actual possession is
To compensate the municipality for these
given.
damages demanded by the traction company the
aldermen, it is said, are planning to sue Potter,
Price and Wilson for an equal sum.

The terms

Electric

Power

for Chattanooga.

proposed electric power
plant, and the dam and lock scheme for the improvement of the Tennessee River, which is to be
undertaken by the Chattanooga-Tennessee River
Power Company are now at hand. The company,
as was stated in the Western Electrician last week,
Further

details

of

the

has been incorporated with a capital of $3,000,000
by C. E. James, J. C. Guild and associates. The
improvement, which Mr. James announces will be
commenced within 60 days, has been agitated for
have
15 years, during which time plans frequently

development of the large
amount of power running to waste at "The Suck"
in the Tennessee River, 12 miles from Chattanooga.
been

suggested

for

the

The history of the present movement dates from
a report made in 1900 by Major Dan C. Kingman,
then in charge of the Tennessee River improvements, by which he showed how the plant could
be built and the river improved at the same time.
In January of last year a bill was introduced in
Congress by Judge Moon providing for the erecwas signed by President
It
tion of this plant.
Roosevelt on April 26, 1904. By the provisions of
this bill the city of Chattanooga was granted the
right to build this dam and operate the power plant
advantage of the clause within
if it should take
four months, and give a bond of $100,000 to comThe city, failing to do this, has
plete the work.
since that time expressly waived its rights, which
then vested in Messrs. James and Guild, who
then made the proper bond for the construction of
The dam must be built under
the lock and dam.
the supervision of government engineers and the
plans must; conform in every detail to those required by the government. The grantees are given
the right to use the surplus water for power purposes.
The bill also provides that the government
shall have the plans prepared- and the work shall
be done under the supervision of inspectors to be
paid by the government. These plans have already
been prepared.
The power plant will have a minimum continuous
output of 36,000 horsepower, furnishing enough
electricity, it is said, to operate all the factories
of the city of Chattanooga and many new enterprises which are expected to follow the construcIt was first estimated that the
tion of the plant.
plant would furnish but 28,000 horsepower, but
careful examination by the leading engineers of the
country has proved that 36,000 for the entire year
is
a conservative estimate.
The dam and lock, according to the estimates of

with the city.
Under this plan a proposition will
be made to the city for taking over the roads, whicli
shall leave the present owners of the lines the right
to operate under what might be called a lease from
the city.
Determination of the question of price
when the city finally takes the property is to be
postponed until such time as the respective rights
of the city and traction companies under the "993'ear acts" have been passed upon by the Supreme
Court of the United States.
An agreement has been entered into between
Corporation Counsel Tolman for the city. Col.
E. R. Bliss for the Chicago City Railway Company,
and Mr. Gurley for the Union Traction Company
whereby the three suits by the city against the
traction companies involving questions pertaining
to the 99-year act are practically consolidated. They
will be heard by Judge Dupuy of the Superior
Court early in September, and each side is compelled to have its pleadings on file by July i.
Judge Grosscup in the Federal Court of Appeals
recently granted the motions for appeals made by
the North Chicago, West Chicago and Union Traction companies in four cases recently decided in
the federal courts, establishing the rights of the
city and the traction companies in the matter of
franchises.
The courts previously held that franchises granted since 1875 for periods of more than
20 years were illegal, but that long-term franchises
granted previous to that date were valid. By the
granting of the appeal, in which the city concurs,
the whole franchise question will go to the United

Western Association

igos

part of October, the date and place to be selected
later.

The members of the new association inspected
several interesting wiring installations while in Chicago, and witnessed various tests in the laboratories
of the fire underwriters.
theater party and banquet were included in the entertainment.

A

Electric Capstans.
The motive force which was formerly used almost exclusively in connection with heavy moving
machinery in harbors was hydraulic power. This
system is, however, far less advantageous than elecoperation, electricity affording the advantage
both the installation and attendance are less
and the consumption of energy smaller. In fact,
water conduits under a pressure of 40 to 50 atmospheres are rather costly, w-hile leakages are of
tric

that

frequent occurrence, and,

finally,

there

is

the dan-

of Electrical

Inspectors.
About 40

electricians representing the electrical in-

spection departments of various cities of the Central
West and the electrical departments of the underwriters met in Chicago on June 1st and 2d and
formed a permanent organization, the object of which
will be, as stated in the Western Electrician last week,
to improve the methods of controlling the fire hazard
of electricity, to obtain and circulate information
on the subject and to establish a more efficient and

FIG.

I.

CONTROLLER FOR OPERATING ELECTRIC CAPSTAN.

ger of their breaking when frozen. On the other
hand, the work performed by a hydraulic accumulator depends only on the volume of compressed
water consumed, and not on the useful work. In
the case of small loads the water is choked in
Conduits by means of valves, and the mechanical
efficiency of hydraulic capstans is accordingly ex-

tremely low.
of the Antwerp (Belgium) harbor
present in tests on a number of
supplied by the principal firms,
both Belgian and foreign. The International Electrical Company of Liege has been entrusted with

The managers

are

engaged

electric

the

at

capstans,

supply of a

capstan

giving a

of 1.250 kilograms, at a rate of
end. This capstan has been for

i.i

tractive

power

meters per sec-

some time in practhe Antwerp harbor and has

tical
operation at
given excellent results.
In one case the construction had to be confined
to a small area, one by two meters.
The whole
mechanism was accordingly located in an excavation
about one meter in depth, dug on the spot.
It comprises a cast-iron casing containing a 22horsepower direct-current enclosed motor of the
Pieper system, the shaft of which terminates in an
endless screw, which actuates a helical wheel, placed
immediately on the shaft of the capstan wheel.
The motor is of the compound type and allows
of a rather considerable power being developed in
starting, while on the other hand it does not get
out of order on running at no load. The com-

will be 60 by 300 feet in dimensions and 57
Thirty-six turbines will furnish the
feet in height.
power to the generators, which will be especially
constructed for the use of the plant.

and

A

which

10,

to report at the next meeting,
will be the first annual, to be held in the fore-

States Supreme Court for final adjudication.
In another column of this issue will be found
an outline of the plans prepared by Bion J. Arnold
for the construction of a municipal street-railway
system which is proposed to take the place of the
Chicago passenger-railway system, operated by the
Union Traction Company, and on which the franchise has expired.

the government engineers, will cost $1,180,000. The
dam will be built of cement. It will be 57 feet
at the base, nine feet at the top, 35 feet in height.
The river at the exact point at which the plant will
be erected is 1,250 feet wide. The lock will be
located on the South Pittsburg bank of the river.
The gates for the lock, which will cost $150,000,
The power
will be furnished by the government.
plant will be located on the east side of the river,

The city of Chattanooga and the Board of Trade
are extending every encouragement to the company
on account of the industrial development which it
is
expected will come to the city with the comnumber of large manupletion of the plant.
facturing industries, it is said, have already made
propositions with a view to locating in Chattanooga
where raw material and cheap power can be secured. Aside from the construction of the powet
plant itself and the full effect it will have on the
industrial growth of the city, the dam will render
the Tennessee River navigable during the entire
year from Paducah to Chattanooga. The completion of the dam will give the river 44 miles of
slack Avater and will furnish a stream in which
the largest boats can be operated to carry manufactur'ed articles and produce to other markets at
a lower rate than the railroads afford.

June
and these are

tion, etc.,

uniform practice in supervising the installation and
maintenance of electrical wiring and apparatus.

pounding

association will be known as the Western
Association of Electrical Inspectors, and includes in
its membership those engaged in the supervision of
electric wiring and apparatus in the Central West.
The officers elected at the meeting are the followingnamed President, F. D. Varnam, city electrician of
St. Paul, Minn.
first vice-president, W. B. Hubbell,
underwriters' inspection bureau, Cincinnati, Ohio
second vice-president, Edward B. Ellicott of Chicago
secretary and treasurer, W. S. Boyd, electrician,
National Board of Fire Underwriters, Chicago
executive committee, E. R. Townsend, F. V. Sackett
and George D. Bayle of Chicago, G. W. Gono of
Louisville, Ky., F. W. Duston of Minneapolis, Minn.,
and Waldemar Michaelsen of Omaha, Neb. Several
other committees were named on codes, interpreta-

higher

The

;

;

is
calculated for a speed of 1.75 meat no load, so that for small loads
speeds are obtained without any overload
on the motor. The controller (Fig. i) is actuated
by a pedal, a dash-pot filled with oil warranting
a slow starting. By means of a
string the pedal
is lifted automatically on being left to itself.
At
the end of the stroke a rather energetic electrical
braking action is produced, the motor receiving no
more current from the circuit, but rather giving
off current to the resistances to which it is connected.
This braking action results in the capstan
being stopped on one-fifth of a revolution.
special feature of this capstan is that the whole
mechanism is mounted on a horizontal axle and
fi.xed by bolts.
If the outfit has to be inspected

ters

A

a second

.

"

jiinc

thing

the

i)f

whole

.tnuniiil

olliru

nl

tille<l

lielllK

2) ,'uiil of the niech.-ini«in lieliiH
of the CiisinK to a iioHition shown in

in

sliowii

iiniiiL;lii

inlniniiMn

:i

every-

:is

;iii<l

I'iK.

i.iil

are In the same iiorizontal
rotation and qnilc syninielrieal, they take the place of lliuse arranueil in
front and keep the whole in position ilnrinK inspection.
The same applies to the current interI'IK

^^

.1

plane

the

liolK

of

pivots

the

as

one part of which

rupter,

while the

stationary,

is

tlironKh iHo degrees, strikes other
placed on the other side,
The onllit
can thns be started and its working tested before
everythiiiK is placed in position again.
Another feature is that the cast-iron reservoir

turninu

other,

pieces

conlaci:

serving

F.I.KfTkI(,[.\

as

foundation

a

carries

at

lowerm<)St

its

a valve ofiening from above downward, and
prevenlinK .iny water from entering at high tide
from the surnMiiidiiigs. at llii- same lime enabling

point
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I.

:

line

sclirnu-

the ciiniplelion of the siiecificalions fur the system
J. Arnold of Cliicngo, who was mgagtd by
the city for this work.
The proposed railw.ny is lo brRin at Clark Street
and run west on .Adams to Despbliies Street, then
south on l)es|dain<s lo Harrison Street, west tin ll:irrison Street to Western .Avenue, from there south
to Twelfth Street and west on IweKth lo I'oriirlh
Avenue. The lolal (lislancc is 5.7^ miles. The accompanying illustration shows the toc-ition of the
proposed line, and indicnies Ihc construction on
is

by Hioii

various sections.
Underground conduit construction is Iri be used on
^.15.1 miles of the line, extending from Clark Street
to (igden Avenue,
h'or this distance the track is In
be built with nine-inch girder-gr<xive side rails,
seven-inch Z-bar slot rails, cast-iron yokes spaced
five feet, center to center, anil T iron conductorrails, supported every 15 feet by porcelain insulators,
.and every 105 feet a drainage and cleaning manhole
is specified.
The girder rail will be nine inches in
depth and weigh 120 pounds to the yard.
The eoiuluctc)r-r;iil called for weighs 21 pounds to
ilic yard, T section.
It is to be supported every 15
hit by porcelain insulators suspended from the slot
rail in handhole yokes.
.After lining the slot rail
the conductor-rail and insulators are to be liolted in
place, and each joint bonded with two No. 00 copper
bonds.
There will be 5,500 feet of four-duct, 5400 feet of
six-duct, 1,500 feet of eight-duct, 7.200 feet of 12duct, 9,100 feet of 16-diict and 1,500 feet of 20-duct
conduit.
There will be required 40,000 feet of
500,000-circular-mil, 650-volt cabFe, 57,000 feet of
i.ooo,ooo-circular-mil, 650-volt cable, and 54.000 feet
of 1, 500,000-circular-mil, 650-volt cable.
The overhead work calls for 2.96 miles of cross-suspension
construction.
be Hilling slock will consist of 50 standard pas-

condnisrrs.

slfikcr«,

j,

,

elc.

The

cable.
Ih-

ment

I,:

niM.

K.
ineul 111 the
art-

in

\h

ilir

corifleclion

will

phase aliernaiH

The gn.'
dirccl-curreiil »

-p..

Cllils.

volls.

the
Irol

s

a portion

.ii

power house
and lighting

»

to tip
purj).

lo Ik insiallr.l in Uj.
nii.Jih.,ii«. iuLju.l
near the (niwer house, and will lie u»c«l fur receiving and dislriliuting ijjxxi y.U ihrr- phz,r corrcnl.
The pressure of the diri\ in
the remote control will be, a
iiicnl

is

Sub-slalions

convener

will

c<|uipinrnt

be

used

calls

(m

d ibc
.1

unit-

designed to receive the allrrnaiiHK turreiil of ihc
line and convert it inio direct currrni al appruxiinalely 600 volts.
ITic transformers are to br o(
the air-blast tyiK-. 22.000-volt primarfet and 4J5-V0I1
secondaries, with capacities of 375 or 300 kilowalls
each.
The insulation is required to »iand an occasional lemiwralure of 95° C, or continuous icmperature of 80° C. Motor-driven blowers itill be
installed.
Bids arc asked on iHilh rotary converters
and motor-generators.

The storage-battery equipment for sub-«tations
will consist of 60 cells of 150 ampere-hour capacity.
capable of discharging at a rate of 15 amperes (or
a period of 10 hours.
The battery is 10 funiish
current for control apparatus and for lights.
A telephone system is planned, also, in connection
wilh ihr railwav

I

Electric Smelting Processes.
.\
series of nine patents u(M*n electric smelting
processes and the reduction of metallic compounds,
including
ferrochromium. were issued on May

to Edgar F. Price of Niagara Falls, X. Y.
first two of the series, relating 10 a process
reducing metallic compounds, describe slightlr
\arying methods whereby charges of the compound are heated in electric furnaces along wilh a
reducing agent. In one case the scattered particles
of the reduced metal arc collected by introducing
a metal into the furnace and allowing it to percolate
downward through the charge.
In Ihc
other case the compound and reducing agent are
healed together in an electric furnace, keeping the
maximum temperature of the charge al a point
which will substantially prevent volatilization, and

23d

FICi.

The

ELECTRIC CAPSTAN INVERTED FOR INSPECTION.

3.

of

through

any rain or otiier water penetrating
upper plate, to escape readily.
.

the

The motor

screw, intermediate gearing, controller
well enclosed.
resistance are obviously

and its
Four similar capstans have been supplied to the
Bahia Blanca harbor authorities in Argentina.
It may be mentioned that electric capstans are
by no means confined to harbor installations, but
are employed extensively in railway stations, ay
well as in iron and steel works.

'

^

inetal from the region of maximum
temperature as it is reduced.
The other patents which are of inleresl relate lo

removing the

Foreign Trade Possibilities.
The tramways

Porto Alegre, Brazil, are

to

have

V

traction.

electric

The

at

municipality

of

Vlaardingen,

Holland,

will

build tramways.

works are to be established

Electrical
Styria.

at

FeUI-

Austria-Hungary.

bach,

The

municipality of Baeza, Spain, will award a
contract for the installation of electric lighting.

The municipality of Saaz, Bohemia, by Mr.
Riesesser, will build an electric railway from Waidbruck
Mr.

to

Switzerland,
building an

The town
projects
eral of

the
its

Birken and a syndicate at Zurich,
have obtained the concession for
electric cable road up Mount Bre.
of Hanau. near Frankfort, Germany,
building of electric tramways.
Se\'lines are to be extended to smaller

towns in the vicinity.
At the following places in Austria-Hungary electric
works are projected:
Debant. near Lienz

(TyroM.
Zizkow.

$105,000:'
$201,000.

cost.
cost.

Bad

Ischl,

cost,

The Egyptian government contemplates
stallation

and

of electric traction
it

$52,000:
the

on the Matarieh

reported will construct
from Cairo to the itatarieh oasis.
road,

I

Grodnerthal.

Otto

a

is

inrail-

railroad

ROUTE OF PROPOSED MUNICIPAL CAR LINE

—

no

Cement Protection
In

Zurich,

Switzerland,

for Poles.

experiments

made with cement-covered wooden

have

poles

for

been
elec-

After three years' use they are said
wires.
prove entirely satisfactory.
A covering of
cement and mortar i>2 to tw^o inches thick is used,
being held in place and reinforced by a sheet of
wire netting, which is wrapped around the pole
and held a short space away from the wood by
The poles used at Zurich are 39
iron brackets.
to 46 feet long and measure about eight inches at
the top and 13 inches at the butt (after coating).
tric

to

I

senger cars, one sweeper, one repair car. one snow
plow, one sprinkler, one repair wagon and 50 contact
plows.
Bids are invited for two types of generating unit
for the power plant a 3.000-kilowatt turbo-alternator
and a 3,000-kilowatt alternator driven by a 4.5COhorsepower. compound, reciprocating engine.
The turbo-generators are to be designed to furnish three-phase alternating current at 25 cycles,
22,000 volts. The steam pressure is to be 125 pounds
per square inch, with a superheat of 150° F.
The
turbines are to be operated in parallel and be controlled from the switchboard, the speed variations
to be not more than two per cent, from full load to
load.

The reciprocating engines specified are to be of the
cross-compound. Corliss, heavy-duty type, for direct
connection to alternating generators of the revolving
field type, which are to be located between the cranks
of the engines.
Each generator will deliver threephase. 25-cycle, alternating current, and will have a
rated normal capacity of 3,000 kilowatts at 22.000
volts when operated at a normal speed of 7S revolutions per minute.
The steam pressure for this type
of engine is to be 175 pounds per square inch, superheat 150° F., vacuum 27 inches.
The boilers called for are to be of the water-tube
type, with all parts supported independently of the
bi ickwork.
Each boiler is to have a minimum heat-

ELECTRIC S.MELTIXG PROCESSES.
a

process

of

producing ferrochromium, one form

is shown in the accom-A charge containing cltromiie and a predetermined amount of carbon is
placed in the furnace, the charge acting as a resistance conductor between the superposed elecThe lower electrodes consist of ferrotrodes.
chromium. a portion in the liquid and a portion
The charge is then heated to a
in the solid state.

of the apparatus for which

panying

illustration.

The molten
temperature requisite for reduction.
metal is then permitted to settle and collect upon
the lower electrode.
H. \V. Eggleston and Engineer Secole contemerecting an elertric-light plant at the waterworks power house in Beloit, Wis.

plate
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ern appliance

for

modcom-

the aid of this

possible for the othcer in

purposes

scouting

are

self-evident.

was

It

a

first brought the news of the
approach of the Russian fleet to Admiral Togo,
and from then until the time the actual engagement began it played a prominent part in the
maneuvers.

wireless message that

was

of the early uses of the galvanic current

many

electroplating, but

were made

attempts

made

susceptible

electroplating currents. This was finally accomplished in various ways by sprinkling the bodies
with a fine powder of metal or graphite, or immersing them in a solution of a metallic salt. One
to

of the latest applications of this

plating

makes

possible

the

A

embroideries.

method of

electroplating

and the creation of wonderful

effects

electro-

of

lace,

metallized

in

chemist of Brussels, Belgium has

devoted his attention to this subject and has

by the process are made conductors

when they are placed

subjected

current

to

at

in

about

soon become coated with an
metal
that

The

surface.

coating

is

few mina plating bath and
in a

three

said

They

volts.

exceedingly
to

delicate

be so fine

irregularity can be noticed,
remain perfectly soft and flexible.

not the slightest

and the

laces

That Buenos

Aires

is

a progressive city

shown

is

by the report that the German Transatlantic Electric
Company of that city, which controls the electric
lighting and the street railways of the city and
suburbs, has decided to utilize

its lar£;e

plant in an en-

deavor to supplant with electric vehicles the 3.000
cabs of the city. Mr. Mauro Herlitzka, the manager,
says that his
cabs by

way

company intends ordering 100
of

experiment, and that he

electric
is

thor-

oughly convinced that the demand will be such
as to warrant a considerable increase at an early

The vehicles will be of the light landaulet patapproaching in style the light victorias which
have found favor there in the cab service, and which
In Chiare Avell fitted to the climatic conditions.
date.

cago the electric cab venture did not do as well as
The service given was excellent, but the
This was
results were not satisfactory.

expected.

The topography

A

sections of the country."
complete report of
the proceedings of the convention will be
given in
the Western Electrician next week.
all

Commutator

trouble

is one of the bugbears of
and one of the worst forms
dynamos and motors
is the forming of a
short-circuit between adjacent
commutator bars. This gradually burns down into
the mica insulation, leading eventually
to a bum-

the

station

operator,

of trouble

in

direct-current

Scraping away of the burned insulation will
allay the trouble for a short time,
but carbon dust
will soon accumulate and bridge from
bar to bar.
permanent cure for this trouble is described
in
the "Wrinkles" department of the
National Electric
Light .Association by the Cleveland Electric
Illumiout.

A

nating Company. This is accomplished
by digging
out all the dirt and burned mica
and filling the
cavity with a thin paste of litharge
and
glycerine.

1 he commutator is then heated at this point with
a soldering iron or blow torch,
baking the paste

hard compound which can be filed off
smooth
and even with the commutator surface.
It is essential to remove the short-circuit
entirely before

to a

applying the paste, and it is best
to test across the
insulation, using a voltmeter or
incandescent lamp
as an indicator, first disconnecting
one of the bars

from the armature winding. Holes
three-fourths
of an inch thick are said to give
no trouble after
this treatment.

More
bilities

data of lasting value bearing on the
possiof high-speed electric-raihvay operation
were
during the three years of tests made on

collected

the

Berlin-Zossen

people

A.

Mudge

experimental

Much

realize.

to the lecture

before the

appeared

in

Western

Electrician.

chief

attaches

New York

abstract

engineer

Allgemeine
therefore

most

therefore

Electrical

upon the subject of these

recently,

than

line

interest

which was delivered by Mr. Charles

of

in

last

Mr.

the

supplied by that

being confined

the

of

the

formerly
department of the

and

Gesellschaft,

familiar

company
to

issue

Mudge was

railway

Elektricitats

thoroughly

Society

and which

tests

week's

he is
equipment

with the

for the tests, his lecture

and

description

results

at-

tained by the equipment of his company.
One conclusion which is of interest relates to the matter
of braking.
It was shown conclusively that it is
a difficult matter to keep the retardation at a constant value with the braking apparatus at present
at our disposal.
The curves of retardation show
an undesirable peak at each end, indicating that,

for ideal conditions, it is necessary to increase the
brake pressure a few seconds after its application
and then leave it to an automatic device to d=-

crease the pressure as the speed decreases

and as

the coefficient of friction increases.

For operation

at

speeds

over

of

100

an

miles

it

be that the pavements of the streets cf Argentina's metropolis will prove more conducive to eco-

may

nomical operation.

among our members from

closer personal relations

financial

partly due to the ever-present tire difficulty, and

tribute to the

''a

in-

Laces are mainly treated, and

are as yet a secret.

choice of the place of meeting,

by President Davis in his address,
development of the centralstation industry in the .West and was intended
to
bring our western members in close touch with the
work and object of the association, and to secure

vented a process which is said to be of much practical value, although the details of the invention

hour

and the condi-

means of transportation

will also enter

it

seems advisable

double-track

line

to

place the

than

apart

farther

tracks
is

of

now

a

the

practice, not only because of the fact that the lat-

of the city, the

habits of the people as to cab riding,

into the problem.

eral

movement of

but also because

the cars
it

is

liable to

be greater,

has not yet been proved that

the rush of air which

would occur when two

cars

pass each other going at 125 miles an hour might

Judging from telegraphic reports of the DenverColorado Springs Convention of the National ElecLight Association, received as the Western
Electrician goes to press, the meeting will be one

not act with disastrous results.
Differences

of

of opinion

single-phase

as

to

the

relative

merits

and polyphase operation for such

tric

Institute

2ist,

is

it

to keep in touch with all the ships of his
fleet,
whether they are in sight or miles away
beyond the horizon, and the advantages of its use

46S
468
46S, 469
469, 470

Chicago, June 20th and 21st.
Canadian Electrical Association (annual convention),

June

the

mand

tion of other

of Electrical Engineers (annual convention). Battery Park Hotel, Asheville, N. C, June 19th to
23d.
National-Interstate Telephone Association (first convention
of consolidated telephone associations), Auditorium Hotel,

treal,

By

of Admiral Rojestvensky.

4t>8
4(J8

DATES AHEAD.
American

seen in the use to which

tern,

DEPARTMENTS.
Correspondence
Great Britain

naval warfare have been

is

Russians and the Japanese, which saw the downfall

utes,

459

of the Selection of Standard

in Preference to Special Machinery.
By David Hall
(National Electric Light Association)
459, 460
Progress of the Steam Turbine (National Electric Light
.

in

recent engagement between

the

in

before non-conducting bodies were

450
450
451
451
451
452
452
452
452
452, 453
453
453
Illustrated... 453
453

Editorial

was put

it

One
449
450

advantages

its

recognized and utilized

CONTENTS OF THIS NUMBER.
Electrical Features of the

A

how

within the interval of two or three years, and

The

expressed

was

29th.

Eastern Office, 150 Nassau Street,

as those of the railroad companies rimning the special
trains for the delegates will be gratefully
as

1746.

1905

10,

Denver and Colorado Springs have certainly contributed all in their power to give the electrical
men a hearty reception, and their efforts as well

Mon-

22d and 23d.

(fifth
anNational Electrical Contractors' Association
nual convention). Mechanics Hall, Boston, Mass., July 19th,
20th and 21st; electrical exhibition, July 15th to 22d.

productive of

much

benefit, as well as

much

pleas-

Although the number
present is not as large as was anticipated, an attendance of about 1,000, as the reports would indicate,
makes the convention well up among the largest
ure to those in attendance.

held in the history of the association.

People of

high-speed service naturally exist, but at present

it

seems impracticable to use the single-phase motor
for the purpose.

The

single-phase motor

ever, only in a transitory stage.
will elapse before

that the polj'phase

the future.

it

How

is,

motor can do

is

how-

long a time

will be built in sizes to

do

all

a question for

I

—

June

WKSTKKN-

i(/)5

10,

.
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NATIONAL ELECTRIC LIGHT ASSOCIATION.
IrUgrufh

[/ly

Opening Proceedings.
Denver,
ri-Rlstcrc(l

Colo.,

Juiif

6— Almiit

7M)

allc-ndinR the convenlion

,ns

iiirvMis

when

the

had
first

session of the Iwcnty-ciRhth convention of the National KIcctric I.iRlit Association was called to order

Hotel, Denver, on Tuesday
morning, Jnne fjlli. There was a large attendance
handsomely decorated.
was
which
hall,
in
the
Mayor R. W. Speer of Denver delivered the adphrase he "boosted"
jileasing
In
dress of welcome.
Denver and Colorado. He said it was in the air
Ilrowii

the

ill

I'alace

Colorado to "lioost," and he did so in a Rood
and was greeted with a long-conlinncd burst
President E. H. Davis of Williamsi.f
applanse.
Letters and telegrams in report, I'a., responded.
sponse to invitations were reail from a number of
ex-presidenls and from Professor fieorge Forbes of

.if

lic'ccli,

I.-

il'^sl.rn l:lrcfui,in.\

Ilir

in

ina(lc(|iiale

tonic

condilion*

of

^^^. Kcniilmw favored ihe rolarin.
Arthur Williamn diicunsed llic report of the cotnniiltee on prngrc.HH, presented in the mnrninK.
He

ncrvicc.

then delivered his annual addres.?.
Ik- reconinuMuled a standing committee on legi.slalion and the formation of state or sectional assoPresiilcnl

1

).u

The

is

total

membership

is

now

824.

The

address was referred to a committee
lonsisting of L. A. Ferguson of Chicago, F. W.
I'Vueaiiff of Denver, George R. Stetson of New
Ikdfcjrd, Mass., Samuel Scovil of Cleveland and
T. C. Martin
(icneral S. T. Carnes of Memphis.
if New
York then made the report of the commit-

president's

on progress.
special report of Dr. Louis Bell of Boston
tantalum lamp was also presented by Mr.
the
on
Martin, in the absence of the author. Samples of
tantalum lamps were exhibited. Dr. Bell said two
lamps gave a life of 800 hours before falling below
lee

The

and

other

to

light in signs

mediums,

is

said

points

now
Mr.

in

the

report.

HIeciri':

one of the great advertising
Williams.
station*
Central

should look closely to tills source of income. W.
C. L. Eglin of Philadclpliia and .Mex Dow of
Detroit also discussed the report. The latter referred to electrochemical processes that Cfmld Im?
carried on without interfering with peak hours
that

is,

The

intermittently.

transmission

in

seemed the
Mr.

Dow

tions.

was

Detroit
best

|iotenlial

said

overhead

4,(>oo-voli

that

adopted because it
adapted to local condi$500,000 had Iwcn in-

troit.

The

area

in

the

residence district

is

about

one-half by one mile; in the business district it is
about half a mile square. Selling current at the

—

Delray station at the board 4,600-volt, three-phase
Mr. Dow said the Detroit Edison Company was willing to accept from one cent to 1.2
cents per kilowatt-hour that is, at the bus bars.
Some of the underground transmission is at 22,000
volts, the highest voltage at which the manufacturers would guarantee underground cables.
W. P. Hancock of Boston read his paper on "The
Organization of Working Forces in Large Power
Houses." He gave the association the benefit of
his extensive practical experience in organizing the
current

—

—

men

operating a large electrical power house.

B. Jackson of Madison, Wis., praised the paper,

W.
and

their usual candlepower, giving 16,000 candlepowerhours at extremely high efficiency. The light is
as white as the Nernst li.!;ht or the acetylene flame.
Some doubts have been expressed as to the en-

said that operators of small plants, as well as large

durance of these lamps on alternating circuits.
Tests at both 25 and 60 cycles showed not so much
difference between carbon and tantalum filaments as
was anticipated. As an illuminant the lamp is exThere is
cellent.
It is a bona-fidc two-watt lamp.
good reason to believe it to be generally applicable.
The price abroad is about one dollar apiece. But,
even at that, it shows economical results, even compared with free carbon lamps, with current at 10
cents a kilowatt-hour. The new lamp consumes,

Eglin presented the report of the committee on the
investigation of the steam turbine. Associated with
Mr. Eglin on the committee were A. C. Dunham.
I. E. Moultrop, George W. Cato and J. D. Andrew.
The report was read in abstract. By a formal
resolution a vote of thanks was extended to the
committee and it was continued. August H. Kruesi
of Schenectady, N. Y., read his paper on "Operating Features of the Curtis Steam Turbine." Di.<cussion was postponed until Wednesday morning.

roughly, about two-thirds of the current required
by the carbon filament for an equal amount of light.
But cheaper light will mean more lights and more
customers. -Ml improvements help the business and
should not be opposed. The important thing is
that from now on the central-station man must deal
with a two-watt-lamp proposition.
In discussion, Arthur Williams of New York
said that he thought that at present the new lamp
would not prove a serious competitor to the ordinary incandescent lamp. The present price of the

lamp

offsets

the

economy

of

current.

J.

F. Gil-

Chicago asked if it would not be wise to
light on a lamp-hour basis rather than a kilowatt-hour basis. Dudley Farrand of Newark, N. J.,
spoke of two tantalum lamps that showed an effiThe new lamps
ciency of less than two watts.
christ of
sell

would not come fast enough to work any revoluVV. H. Gardiner, Jr., of Boston said that the
16-candlepower standard was not important, as was

tion.

proA-ed by the history of the gas-lighting industry.

David Hall of Cincinnati read

a

paper on the im-

standardization in machinery and apparatus.
E. F. McCabe of Lewistown, Pa., said it
would be a good idea for the manufacturers to get
together and standardize their machines. H. T.
Hartnian of. Philadelphia thought engine and d)-

portance

namo

of

builders should get together and standardize

ones, could get

other

much

gentlemen

of value out of
discussed the paper.

Steam turbines were then taken

Wednesday Morning's

up.

it.

W.

Several
C.

L.

Session,

—

Denver, Colo., June 7. Two motor papers were
read by the authors on Wednesday morning, "Series
Alternating-current Motors for Industrial Work,"
by Clarence Renshaw of Pittsburg, and "A NewType of Single-phase Motor for Elevator Work."
by S. Percy Cole of St. Louis. There was a brief
discussion, but little that was new was brought out.
The steam-turbine discussion proved to be very
short.
Mr. Eglin said that in a later report more
information would be given on the operation of

He said the committee
had some other information not published, w-hicli
members could obtain by correspondence.
The report on protection from lightning and other
static disturbances, by Alex Dow and Robert S.
Stewart, both of Detroit, w-as presented by Mr.
Dow. Mr. Maunsell of Topeka, Kan., Mr. Hayward of Salt Lake City, E. P. Dillon of Colorado
Springs, Mr. Stetson of New Bedford, Mass.. Mr.
Hummel of Salt Lake City, Mr. Hartman of Philadelphia, W. B. Jackson of Madison, Wis., and Mr.
Dow- participated in a valuable discussion.
The paper of John A. Britton of San Francisco
on "High-tension Transmission in California," was
turbines by exhaust steam.

read by
E. R.

in the absence of the author.
Roberts of Pittsburg read the paper on
Nernst Lamp." Arthur Williams of New

"The

Skinner's paper on insulation testing was
author, whose home is in Pittsburg.
Adjournment for luncheon was then taken.

York, in discussion, said the quality of the light
was very satisfactory. Mr. Dunham of Hartford,

C.

E.

a replacer of the gas arc the
infallible.
In Hartford the cenpeople keep track of the commercial
Nernst lamp, mostly single-glow-er, and replace the
glowers at the end of 450 hours.
There was no Wednesday afternoon session, but
instead the convention people attended a "bronchobusting" contest at Denver Athletic Park, which
proved very interesting. Indeed, the features of the
Denver entertainment, which are numerous and
carefully planned, are being thoroughly enjoyed.
There was a handsome reception on Monday evening, a tally-ho ride and country-club luncheon for
the ladies on Tuesday, and a summer theater party

Conn., said that as

Nernst lamp was

Tuesday Afternoon's Session.
Denver, Colo., June

MacGahan

6.

—At

Tuesday afternoon's

of Pittsburg read his paper
Synchronizing of Generators and
Rotaries for Lighting and Power Systems." This
was followed by a paper on "Rotary Converters and
Motor-generators for Lighting and Power Systems."
read by its author, Louis E. Bogen of Cincinnati.
Clarence Rcnshaw of Pittsburg discussed the paper,
some particulars from Mr. Bogen.
differing in
Alex Dow of Detroit also took part in the discussion. Mr. Bogen and Mr. Dow said that motorsession Paul

on

"Automatic

evening^

tral-station

Oilier

fralurrt

lalett ettinulc of allrnilaiH-c

i«

oMnr

f,

art

vn

Wednesday Evening's
Jtiiir 7 — IIm-

Denver, C>do
cvrninK sc»»ii<n

The

Ml arr pItaaH

»••

,

of

Session.
'

-

•

Wrdiirul:i

'

iIk
\rf

Dillon of Colorado Spr
InvrtliRationii of Imlucliirti |y.-..
K.

V.

--me
,-akrr
rniphasizcd the importance of high power Uclnr.
Wallace S. Clark of Schmrctaily ihrn read hi» paper on "The Choice of an Iiitulaird Cable" "Mer:

.

cury Arc Rectifier*," a [taper l)y V. IJ. Wagoner of
Schenectady, was read l>y the .-itilhor, who exhibited
ill
operation one of the mercury-vapor rretifirr
paiu'ls nuile by the company he repretenlt.
Samuel Scovil of Cleveland gave notice of a
proposed amendment to the by-laws, by which the
retiring president is made a member of the executive comniillec for one year. Percy Ingattf of
Newark, N. J., made a brief a)»tract of hi< report
on "Advertising Methods." There wa» alvo thown
in the hall at this meeting an interesting di«play
of advertising designs, forms and literature arranged by T. C. Martin of New York
John Craig Hammond of Denver, and G. W. Lee
of Newark, N. J., read their own papers. Mr.
Lee's paper was on "Free Signs and Flat Rales;"
he also abstracted the paper of LaRue Vredenburgh
of Boston, on "Sign and
Decorative Lighting."
The di.scussion on advertising mcthfjds was ot>ened
by Mr. Hammond, who, representing the Denver
Gas and Electric Company and other companies,
has had valuable experience in designing advertising for central-station companies.
Mr. Hammond
has planned some of the cleverest advertising of
this character that has Ijcen put out.
Self-sunoorting advertising is what is arrived at. Educate the
public to use more current.
In Denver, the local
company does not copy it originates and creates.
Denver was made the "city of lights" by an advertising campaign.
You must advertise something
that is legitimate you can't "bunco" the public.
J. F. Gilchrist of Chicago said that the advertising display in the hall made by Denver and the
other cities represented w-as a liberal education.
Denver was far ahead of other cities in electric
signs and in advertising methods. Mr. Gilchrist
said that he thoroughly Iwlieved in a considerable
amount of advertising, and described the Chicago
central-station methods.
--Xdvcrlising brings business that can be obtained in no other way. From
two to 2Y2 per cent, of gross sales should be spent
in getting business
say, two-thirds on canvassing
and one-third on advertising. Mr. Ingalls said advertising of central stations seemed to be as good
;

;

—

in small towns as in large ones.
Several others
discussed the subject, and then the association ad-

journed to attend an

athletic

smoker.

—

Denver, Colo., June 8. Three sessions to be
held today will conclude the business prograninic.

The association elected as officers the followingnamed gentlemen
President, W. H. Blood, Jr..
of Seattle, Wash.
first vice-president, .-Arthur Wil:

:

New

and second vice-president,
Dudley Farrand of Newark. N. J. The new members of the executive committee will probably be
C. L. Edgar of Boston, John Martin of San Franliams

of

York,

F. W. Frueauff of Denver.
W. C. L. Eglin
probably be secretary.
[.-\
full report of the
convention will be given in the Western Electrician next Aeek.]
W. E. K.
cisco,

will

Chicago

"

Special " and Those

Rode on

title,

speeds.

read by the

lad

and mlhutiatlic-

referred to the practical value of the mcrcury-vaixir
light

vested in steam-heating central-station mains in De-

London.

ciations.

arc

Kciicrntorii

Who

It.

from New York and Oiicago
carried well over two hundred persons to the convention. The New- Y'ork train left that city on Saturday morning, June 3d. and ran over the Pennsylvania road, via Pittsburg, arriving in Chicago on
Sunday morning. Here the travelers, who numbered
118, in charge of George F. Porter, master of trans-

The

special trains

enjoyed an intermission of nearly three
hours, which proved a welcome break in the journey.
portation,

This handsome train left Chicago over the Burlington road for Denver shortly after ii o'clock, and
was followed at an inter\-al of ten minutes by another train made up in Chicago by the Burlington
railroad people, which carried the Oiicago contingent
that took advantage of the special train service.
This train was made up of seven cars ^a buftet-baggage car,
dining-car. tw-o ten-section double drawijig-room Cars, two l6-section sleeping-cars and one

—

,-;

;
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compartment-observation

car.

was an exception-

It

ally fine, well-appointed train, perhaps the finest ever
run over the Burlington railroad. The party, which
90, was in charge of Frank L. Perry of
Chicago, assistant master of transportation, who was
Puhl of Chicago and L. M. Whitewho represented F. E. Bell of the
passenger department of the Burlington Route. The

numbered

assisted by A. J.
head of Omaha,

Burlington people were very attentive and did all in
their power to make the trip the very pleasant one
which it proved to be. Mr. Puhl was compelled to
leave the train at Ottumwa, but Mr. Whitehead
accompanied the party for the entire trip. A letter
to Mr. Enstis. passenger traffic manager of the Burlington Route, expressing thanks to the railroad people for their care and attention, was generally signed

by the passengers on the train. The train equipment was noteworthy, and especial admiration was
elicited by the dining-car, which is a beautiful specimen of the carbuilders' art, and which took first
prize at the St. Louis exposition.
At Mendota, 111., the official photographer of the

J.

Munroe, R.

E..

G.,

Denver Gas and

modations.
In this and in all other respects the
Denver people showed themselves \ery thoughtful

and hospitable.
Following is a complete list of the
those on the Chicago train
Aborn, W. G., The J. C. Pearson Co
^Irs.
W. G
.\born,

names

of

Cleveland
Cleveland

Chicago
Stanley Instrument Co
T.,
tonawanda Power Co.North Tonawanda, N. Y'.
Chicago
Arnold, W. L., The Arnold Co
.\lderson. F.

Allen, A. S.,

W. L

Mrs.

Arnold,

Chicago

Chicago
Atkin, Godfrey PL, Electric Storage Battery Co
Berg, Geo. H., Allis-Chalmers and Bullock Cos
Boston, Mass.

W. A.. Quincy Gas and Electric Co
Bogcn, Louis E., Bullock Elec. Mfg. Co
Bogen, Mrs. Louis E
Brooks. John W.. Pass & Seymour
Carr, Geo. R., Dearborn Drug and Chemical
Carrier. A. E.. National Carbon Co
Cotabish, X. C, National Carbon Co
Cotabish, Mrs. .\. C
Crider, J. S., Xational Carbon Co

Quincv,

Bi.Nby,

Crouse, J. Robert. Xational Electric
Diall, Oliver M., Lockport Gas and

Lamp

Wks.. Chicago

Cleveland
Cleveland
Cleveland
Cleveland
Co .... Cleveland

Electric

Co

. Lockport,

Doane, Samuel Everett. Bryan-Marsh Co
Doane, Mrs. Samuel Everett
Donahoe, Francis E.. American Electric Works
Donahoe. Mrs. Francis E
Earnshaw, Charles, Standard Paint Co
Eddy. Henry C, American District Steam Co
I'erguson, Louis A., Chicago Edison Co
Ferguson. Mrs. Louis A
Ford.
Ford,

Edward R.. Western
Mrs. Edward R
Geo.

Foster,

Electrician

Bullock and

Allis-Chalmers,

B.,

Cos
Gilchrist,
Gilchrist.

John

Chicago Edison Co
lohn F

F.,

Mrs.

111.

Cincinnati, O.
Cincinnati. O.
Solvay, \. Y'.

N. Y".
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Boston
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago

Wagner
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago

Xew York
W.. Xational Battery Co
Chicago
A., Thomas G. Grier Co
Thomas Graham. .American Circular Loom Co.Chicago
Mall. David. Bullock Electric Mfg. Co
Cincinnati
Hardy. J. W.. H. W. Johns-Manville Co
Milw.aukee
Houek, H- C-, General Electric Co
Cincinnati
Gillette, J.

Gray.

Geo.

(irier,

Jackson,
Jackson,

W-

B-,

Mrs.

Electrical

Engineer

W. B

Madison, Wis.
Madison, Wis.

Cincinnati
Icffrey, John, Bullock Electric Mfg. Co
Johns. S. C. D.. Cleveland Electric Illuminating Co.
Cleveland
Cleveland
Johns, Mrs. S. C. D
Cleveland
Johns, Miss
Denver
Karshner. G. M., Denver Gas and Electric Co
Keily, W. E., Western Electrician
Keilv, Mrs. W.
Kerlin, J. F., National Carbon Co
Korst, P. n., Tanesville Electric Co
Lanphier. R. C. Sangamo Electric Co
Livsev, T. H.. General Electric Co
Livsey, 'Mrs. J.
Llovd. E. W.. Chicago Edison Co

E

H

Chicago
Chicago
Cleveland
Tanesville. Wis.
Springfield.

111.

Detroit
Detroit

Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Cliicago Fuse Wire and ManufacturChicago

W
W

Mrs, E.
Low. W. W.. Electric .Vpoliance Co
Low. Mrs. W.
Llovd.

Men-Ill.
iniz

:Miller.

W.

W

,

Co
M. C. -Mlis-Clialmers Co

Milwaukee

Electric

1905

10,

Chicago
Chicago

Warren, O.
Cleveland
Chicago

Mfg.

and

Chicago
Chicago

Co
Mrs. W. R
Post, Iloyt, Peninsular
Post, Mrs. Hovt
Pinckard.

Post,

Electric

Co

Miss

•

Detroit
Detroit
Detroit

Milwaukee Electric Railway and Light
Milwaukee
Co
Chicago
Richmond, F. S., Oak Park Yarvan Co
Cleveland
Sawyer, L. P., Buckeye Electric Co
-Chicago
Seribner, Jesse, General Electric Co
Ran,

O.

to

Denver

Co

IL E., Chicago Edison Co
Mrs. H. E
Packard. W. S., New York and Ohio Co
Park, F. C, National Carbon Co
Perry, F. L., Western Electrician
Pinckard, W. R., Westinghouse Electric

Niescz,
Niescz,

M.,

Chicago
Scribner, Mrs. Jesse
Minneapolis
Smith, W. F., General Electric Co
Milwaukee
Stranahan, O. A., Allis-Chalmers Co
Chicago
Tucker, A. L., Western Electric Co
Tupper, C. A., Allis-Chalroers and Bullock Cos. .Milwaukee
Milwaukee
Tupper, Mrs. C. A
C. E., Duluth General Electric Co
Van Bergen.
^
Duluth, Minn.
..

SPECIAL TRAINS TO

company took photographs of both the New
York and Chicago trains. Messrs. Karschner and
ilunroe of the Denver Gas & Electric Company
boarded the train at McCook. Neb., and said that
everyone on board was provided with hotel accomrailroad

June

Buffalo and

I
Xiaoara Falls Electric
public and of the investor; but regulation by a
Xiagara Falls. N. Y.B
Light and Power Co
Hcommission brought into being by a manufactured
Moser, A. G., Winona Railway and Ligin Co. Winona, .Minn.f
sentiment and having its inception in poliMordock, C. T., Tcrre Haute Traction and Light Co.
| Mpublic
Tcrre Haute. Ind.t fflfftics, and not primarily or honestly intended
reiii-

Montague,

'*

*

edy any admitted public oppression or properly to
regulate the use of public franchises, cannot be
fair either to the public or to the investor, and

must

result in gross injustice to the industry.
The association should not be passive while laws
placing the industry iwider the regulation of commissions are passed by the several states without
making proper suggestions whereby such laws
would be made reasonable and uniform in their
provisions.
Nor should it permit, without protest,
the passage of any laws admittedly unduly restrictive and burdensome.
The object should be to
have the general laws of the several states relating
to the industry conform to some standard, fair both
to the public and to the industry.
For one state to grant only very limited-term
franchises under burdensome restrictions, and for
another and possibly an adjoining state— to grint

—

THE

Duluth, Minn.
Van Bergen, Mrs. C. E
Wakeman, J. M., Electrical World and Engineer. .Xew Y^ork
New Y'ork
Wakeman. Mrs. T. M
Peoria
Wallace, R. S., Peoria Gas and Electric Co
Wallace. Mrs. R. S
Wilev, T. R., Standard Underground
Wilk'ins", C. W.. National Carbon Co

Cable

Co

Peoria
Chicago
Cleveland

Address of President Ernest H. Davis.
For the first time in the history of the National
Electric Light Association its annual convention will
be held west of the Missouri River, and no inore
typical city of the West could have been selected
than the progressive municipality of Denver, and
no more beautiful spot than Colorado Springs.
The choice of our place of meeting was a tribute
to the development of the central-station industry
throughout the West, and was intended to bring
our western members in closer touch with the work
and object of the association, and to secure closer
personal relations among our mernbers from all
sections of the country.
The present convention inay therefore be termed
as somewhat missionary in its object.
The membership of the association generally grows proportionately smaller as we go westward, and it is
expected that the Denver-Colorado Springs meeting
will result in a large increase in our membership
from the West. The state of Colorado is. however,
an exception, in that an unusually large proportion
of the central stations located within its borders
are now members of the association.
In this connection it will not be amiss to refer
briefly to the work done by the association in recent years. The annual conventions offer the only
general opportunity of a personal
exchange of
thought and experience among a large number nf
central-station managers, as well as for the presentation of papers and discussions
on matters of
general interest. But the field of the association
is far broader than the benefits derived from such
views,
personal exchange of individual
and the reading of papers and discussions founded therein.
The interest of the central station, considered as
has
lately
industry*,
is
what
received
the best
an
work and thought of your association the vital
questions being no longer pre-eminently those of
inanagement or type of plant, but rather those relating to the stability and legitirnate earning power
:

of the industry.
The one great

fraiichises without restrictions
for one
to reserve the right to fix and change the
of charge for service rendered, and for anmunicipality
other state to empower any
to make
any rate it may see fit, and to charge the same
when and as it pleases, cannot but injuriously affect
the stability of the industry from the standpoint of
the investing public.
I would, theretore. recommend the appointment
of a standing committee on legislation to aid in
protecting the interests of our members, should occasion arise.
The formation of state or sectional associations
whose object it shall be to call the attention of the

perpetual

:

state

rate

.

interests affected to

proposed legislation and to

se-

cure concert of action for mutual protection, should
be encouraged
which associations could very advantageously act in conjunction with your associa:

tion's

committee on

legislation.

The good work

in

direction already done by existing state or
sectional associations has been very much appreciated b}- the interests benefited.
It was my intention to suggest a codification of
the laws of the several states relating to the centralstation industry for the benefit of our members and
others interested, but the w-ork has been done in a
this

manner, and is now in book
Another important question

form.
is that of municipal
which, while as yet limited generally
to the construction and operation by municipalities
of plants for public lighting, is more than likely
to result in the general attempt to engage in private or commercial lighting in aid of the public

ownership,

lighting.

By way

of

self-protection,

the

central

station^

should more than live up to the obligation of its"
franchises, should furnish public lighting at reasonable prices and serve the public so well that any
agitation, started for political or personal ends, will
not receive the support of a justly indignant public.
As the basis of t!ie argument in favor of municipal ownership is largely that of a reduction in
the cost of public lighting to the taxpayer, we
should be prepared to answer this claim as can
be done by the concrete results of the operations
of existing municipally operated plants.
It is to be regretted that the League of -\meri-

—

—

can Municipalities has not accepted the proposition
repeatedly made by the National Electric Light

and constant menace to the industry is unwise, burdensome and restrictive legislation, by the municipality and the state.
The right
to tax is the power to destroy.
The power to
regulate contains the germ of the danger of confiscation, in whole or in part.
The regulation of
the industry by a commission with powders such
as are vested in the Gas and Electric Commission
r.f
the state of Massachusetts may be proper and

-Association to join in a thorough and impartial
investigation of the results of the operations of
existing municipal electric-lighting plants
in
this
country.
know, but the public generally does
not, that such results do not justif}- or support even
a part of the claims made by the advocates of

satisfactory as safeguarding both the

bers,

rights of the

We

municipal ownership-

The amendments
last

to

the by-laws

adopted

at

the

convention, relating to various classes of memhave resulted in a satisfactorv addition to

—
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and

rclati'il

1),

scifiiccs,

and nnw

niiMnlHrs. Clas« K, arc
of asMiiciatc- niiMnlicr conipanick,

assi>ciatc-

i'iii|ili>yfs

and now

Clii-.>

niiniliirr 68.

'I'lic

total

intrnlicrsliip is

now

.sK.i one year ago.
of Liccnsi'd Manufacturers of
has appropriali-d llic sum of
.fin.ooii III!
!lupurpose of elTeclivcly eo-opcratin({
wilh (III- iciiMal liKliliuK sialions of the coinitry for
lluim-rrascil ti->i'. ami in eousetiuence, sale of, inlamli'sriiU lamps.
The |ilan eonteinplalcs its expenditure in two way.:
l'"irsl, to be helpful in sliruulaliiiK central stations
aloUK adverlisiuK and new husiness lines; scconil,
In assume llie eost of preparation of an elTcctual
ami eomprehensive plan of adverlisiuR ami soliciting, which, in consequence, could he furnished by
-ome central bureau or ailvrrlising agency at a vere
low cost. -As tin- pl.iii .ii^Kisii-d would be of value
to the ccntral-si:
n iinln^ii-v, 1 would recommend
ihat a comniillee In- appniniiil to work in conjunction with the .Association of Licensed
Manufacturers of Incainlesccnl Lamps,
Our late president made some very pcrtinciit
siiRRestions as to the labors and difBcullies attcndiiiK llie ilisiliaiKe of the duties of the president of
.•(^

H.'i,
I

111-

iMiii|i,ircil

A

liH :iiiiliM

willi

Mil i.iiion

I

III

l.iMips

,iss.Hi,iiiiin,
and of the v,-due ami necessity
liaviuK MUelings of the executive committee, durthe interim between conventions, to secure a
lontinuily of the established policy of the associaviiiir

iif

uij;

'

tion and lo keep in close touch with the needs of
our members in all sections of our country. The
suggestions made, I indorse. The individual policy
and efTorts of succeeding presidents, no matter how
able they m.ay be. can no longer do full iustice to
the htterests of our members, widely scattered as
they are. The executive committee must be tbconnecting link between the work of succeeding
presideiits.
Its memlicrs should be selected, so far
as iiossihle, to represent geographically the several
sections of the country, and should meet often
enough to place the president in touch with the
needs of their localities.
Steps should he taken to provide a place and
facilities for a library to contain papers, periodicals
and publications, issued from time to time, relating

lo all subjects of interest to the central-station
dustry.

in-

The

original data collected by the several committees and reporters, appointed from tiine to time,
should he filed in the oflice of the association, to.yietber with all the correspondence on the part 01
lie executive officers of the association, and others,
relative to the important questions that
fall
to
their lot to deal with.
Each president in turn is
handicapped by finding snlist,inli.-ill> 11.. rrcnrd in
detail of the work of aiiv nt lii^ |ivLilrti~Mirs, and
is
therefore at a great ilisailvanf.-im' in allcmpting
to deal with any imporlaiu questimi that may overlap the term of more than one prc^idem or that
may have some relation to eveiUs of the past.
I

.\ committee should be appointed lo consider and
report on the proper method of crrounding secondaries of alternating-current distrilniting systems
so as to minimize the ri.sk and danger to propertv

and

life.

The suggestion made by

the committee for, the
of steam turbines, that its work be
continued, is indorsed.
While noi strictly within the objects of the association, it would he well for our inembers to
consider the ad\ isability of consolidating the street
railways, gas and electric companies in any given
locality, as not only would the public be' better
served, but the total investment would be more
stable and the results equally satisfactory.
During the holding of the Louisiana Purchase
Exposition in 1904 your association, through the
kindness of the Association of Edison Illuminating
Companies, was granted the use of part of its
space at the exposition for the accommodation of
our members, atid I desire to take this occasion
to thaidv our sister association for the courtesies
extended.
the meeting of the International Electrical
.\t
Congress, held in September, 1904, at the exposition, your association was ably represented by the
gentlemen selected at its Boston meeting. I desire,
therefore, to thank Mr. George Ross Green. Prof.
Frederic A. C. Perrine and Mr. George N. Eastman for their very able papers and the manner in
which they sustained and added to the reputation
of the association.
But few of us appreciate the tremendous power
of the association
the great possibihties for good
or evil that rest in the direction of its policy, and
the importance of the interests involved.
Our relations to the great public, to our customers, to
the legislative power to which we are all subject
to tlic municipality
under whose franchises we
operate, to the great manufacturers of apparatus
and supplies, to the insurance interests with whom
\ye must always maintain the most intimate relations, and last, but by no means least, to our
stockholders and all others pecuniarily interested
ill
the properties we manage, are the great and
vital questions that are now uppermost.
It wdll lie
for future administrations to deal wisely and conservativeh- with them.

investigation

:
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Electric SIkhs for Decorative and
vertising Purposes.

Two paper,
convvniion of
lion

wliicli

r.-ad
llic

|),-m,r

Ih.

al

(

..lor.ido

National KUelnc

were of

miirli

general subject of »gi\

interr^il

IJKlilinK.

One

l.i((hl

Ad-

SpniiK^
.\.wK-ia-

u|H>n the
of ihr<e papers

tvi-re

was
by M'r. C W. Lee, and wa% cnlitlcil "Free
Signii and Mai Kale*."
The oilier pajicr, or re(Kirl.
was by .\lr. Iji Rue Vredenbiirgh, who i» connected

<brknc>«

with tile iLdlton Illuinlnatin(( CVimiiany of Bomon
rhe.sc papers cover .in important field in Ihe ceiitral-slntion IlKluing induitry.
As an avenue t,. publicity, the electric sign a*
Iioinled out in .Mr. Lee's paper is of great ini|H>rtance, and the following paragraphs express clearly
his ideas as lo the v.-'ne of sign lighting and how it
may best be obtained.
Publicity is the commercial watchword of today,
riirougb divers channels millions of dollars arc
.iimnally being poured in an effort lo reach the buying public. 'I'hal these elTorts are productive of results cannot be gainsaid.
The various methods followed in the outlay of this vast expenditure can be
Slimmed up in the one word advertising.
In the development of electric lighting numerous
new difficulties are constantly being presented, while
but few of the old ones have been left behind. Of
these .accnmnlaled troubles the ni.ajority. in one way
or another, apply to that bugbear of all lighting companies, the peak hour.
Try as we may, none of us
lias succeeded in perstuading one-half of the public
to use current during the day while the other half
uses it at night. True, the development of the electric motor and the invention of numerous currentusing devices have had a direct bearing upon making
the station load more uniform, but at best they have
only helped out during daylight, leaving the hours
of darkness still to be taken care of.
Neither the great general advertiser nor the
small storekeeper should be overlooked in an
aggressive sign campaign
one has billboards to
illuminate, the other a store front.
By the introduction of aggressive methods electric companies
can fill the night world with light.
not seize
upon this field? Tackle it with vigor. Give signs
away, or, rather, loan them to your customers.
Don't use half-hearted methods and try to sell them
because of the fear of possible losses in the lending.
Changeable and interchangeable signs are cheap, and
by their universal use you can absolutely prevent

—

;

Why

losses.
I am familiar with the methods of a lighting company, covering a well-populated but scattered territory, which at the beginning of 1904 had less than
50 signs connected. This company adopted the freesign proposition, gave away two standard types of
signs, both of which were changeable, and at the beginning of 1905 had over 450 connected, containing
a total of 29.749 four-candlepower lamps, returning
an annual revenue of $59,130.48.
This company
charged off the first year the cost of constructing
signs of changeable letters, as well as all erecting
and connecting cost; together with 20 per cent, depreciation on the sign, five per cent, depreciation on
station,
line,
meter and transformer investment.
Charging the current used at cost, with lamp renewals and maintenance, it earned from 10 to 50
per cent, on the investment for each sign and its
pro rata station and line cost.
Many of these signs are now on their second
year's burning.
This year's profits will be much
greater, because all construction, wiring and erection items were charged against the first year.
.A
few customers were lost at the expiration of their
first contract, several failed or died after using their
signs for only a few months, but those months paid
part of the cost of erection, and all signs were immediately installed elsewdiere. Signs were put up on
one-year contracts, current sold at rates averaging
over 10 cents per kilowatt-hour, and, to insure a
proper use, a monthly minimum was required equal
to about one and a half hours' daily burning.
This
is not the only company that has worked for its share
of the sign business.
However, its experience is
typical, and the plan succeeded because the promoters had faith in signs and made it easy for their
customers to obtain them.
With a view to further increasing the sign business this same company has recently placed in operation a plan whereby the greater portion of its sign
lighting will be entirely removed from its peak during the months when the peak must be considered.
Free signs on a flat rate for certain stipulated hours
each night is the nucleus of this plan. The time of
sw-itcbing on is placed about half an hour after tlie
peak load. The turning on and off of signs is controlled by patrolmen, who not only attend to these
duties but inspect all sigiis as well as solicit new
business.
It is expected that, as soon as this plan is
under full headway, the increased business will
necessitate the running of special sign circuits from
the station.
In this event the expense of patrolmen
would be eliminated. Isolated signs at some distance from the main streets are controlled by time
switches.
The flat rates adopted are based upon current for
the first two hours each night at regular rates and
at a low rate for every hour's burning thereafter.
Customers are thus induced to continue long-hour
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Kurhas demonstrated the
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sign as an advertising medium
urnuhis to trade in the outlying distni;i>
By Ihe large national adverliteri, btlllinardt and
sign boards arc now classed with the newt|apcr»
and magazines as strong mediums for reaching the
public purse.
Kerenlly, in conversaiimi with one
of the members of a large eastern lnllposiing company, I discovered a deciiled leaning inward the
illuminated billlioard. There is no question but thai
the National Billposters' .\ssocialion would welcomr
a plan whereby the efficiency of advenising space
could be made more available. In the past il has
fought rather shy of this matter, owing 10 ihe great
difference in the lighting rales prevailing over the

Iher,

it

•

1

country.
If there were some means whereby this
association could meet the National Bill[><»ters' .\%socialion on a fair footing, establishing a uniform
lighting rate for the entire country (by thai I do noi
mean necessarily a low rale), I Iielieve that il would
be the means of producing a splendid volume of new
business in which all lighting companies would eventually participate.

.\dvertising appropriations are usually dislribuled

through advertising agencies. Experts plan the campaigns with the expectation of obtaining certain results.
Various mediums are used, according to ihe
product to be sold. For their services the billposting
companies charge a specific amount per foot for
painting, a specific amount for position, ,uid a specific
rate per sheet for posting.
This rate is uniform
throughout the L'nited States.
All of the details
of illuminated billboards would fall upon the bill-

posting company; maintenance, posting and collections.
It would then only rest with the lighting companies to furnish current at a uniform rate.

Mr. Vrcdenburg took up the question of electric
signs in his report from a purely commercial point
of view rather than from the artistic side; he said
that it is undoubtedly a safe assumption that the
business world recognizes the increased drawing
force of an illuminated sign over a plain one. not
only on account of the additional hours of its usefulness, but also on account of the attractive efficacy
of light.
With this assumption granted, the central
station desiring to increase the number of its sign
customers has a good proportion of its work already
accomplished, for there is no need of entering into
an argument to establish the superiority of its commodity.
One of the large lighting companies has more than
trebled the number of its sign customers during the
last year and a half, another has increased its sign
business 33 1-3 per cent, within a year, having added
about 600 signs of all sizes.
This company has
adopted the policy of supplying and installing signs
free of charge under contract, provided the customer
will agree to keep the sign a certain length of time
and bum it either fixed hours or a certain 3tipul.'-tcd
amount as governed by a minimum bill. In most 01
the signs so put out by the company referred to
four-candlepower lamps are used, although in some
cases two-candlepower lamps are used, and in a lew.
lamps of larger candlepower are installed. The consensus of opinion seems to be that four-candlepower
lamps are the best for general sign illumination. In
most of the larger cities the ma.iority of signs bum
until midnight, but some oi the companies have a
TO o'clock switching hour, and most of the signs
that burn upon meter do not average as late as 10
o'clock.

One

thing that has acted as a decided handicap to

the introduction of electric signs. in many cities and
towns is the restriction placed by ordinance on the
In many cases they are
size and position of signs.
prohibited from projecting more than two feet from
the building line. In general, these ordinances were

enacted before the value of electric signs to the municipality itself was fully realized.
little properly
directed effort on the part of the lighting companies
will undoubtedly tend to the correction of this condition, as the benefit accruing to any town frcin the
added illumination of its streets by means of signs
is so self-evident tliat. .but little argnnient is neces-
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a formidable obstacle in the
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hour.
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revision of the antiquated ordinances re-
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garding signs

has

been accomplished in Chicago;

there is still a restriction as to size, and a license of
a certain amount per square foot is levied annually
to provide for a rigid inspection of hanging, etc.
certain minimum number of lamps is also required,
in order to prevent anyone putting up an immense
board sign with just enough lamps installed for it to
The ordinance also rebe called an electric sign.
quires that the lamps shall burn until at least half
past nine every evening, so as to insure the municithe illumination.
palitv's receiving the benefit of
There is no doubt that a large number of the cities
and towns in this country could be induced to enact
It would certainly be the means
similar ordinances.
of making the cities much more attractive, and
would give the lighting companies a greatly augmented revenue.
The method pursued by one of the large companies
last year was a persistent and systematic advertising
campaign by means of letters, folders, mailing cards,
booklets, return postal cards and enclosed stamped
envelopes, sent to a selected mailing list secured by
a thorough house-to-house canvass, including all retail merchants in all lines of business whose stores
were sufficiently pretentious to possess a plate-glass
window. This campaign last year resulted in more
than doubling the number of sign customers. The
company referred to supplies four-candlepower
lamps for signs only. The above result vi'as obtained in a city where an ordinance restricts 'he projection of signs to two feet from the sidewalk line,
consequently most of the signs installed are either
vertical or flat against the face of the building. Most
of the large companies use electric signs for their
own advertising, thus proving their faith in what
they recommend to others; the effect of this is undoubtedly in the right direction.
The rather large initial cost of electric signs has
always militated against their use, but recently manufacturers have been directing their energies to the
reduction of this first cost, with the result that some
very effective signs are now on the market which

Long-DistancG

terior use.

One of the larger companies (and possibly others)
has placed the sign business in the hands of one
man, who is especially qtialified by experience and
The
study to handle this branch of the business.
great majority of merchants when considering the
subject are completely at a loss as to what size and
style of sign to adopt, and invariably consult the
lighting company for advice in the matter. An expert should be able to advise the prospective sign
customer in all matters of detail, and as the conditions are so varied and the possibilities so unlimited,
judicious advice from such a source is of great value
No ettort should
to both customer and compam'.
be spared to insure the installing of the most
It can readily
efficient and most economical sign.
be seen that there is an opportunity for the exercise
of a great deal of ingenuity and good judgment in
The candleplanning or selecting a suitable sign.
power of the lamps installed should depend upon
the location of the sign, whether same is intended
for long-distance exposure, for interior use, or in
narrow streets low down on buildings, where from
the nature of the surroundings the sign may be seen
but at a comparatively short distance.
The subject of window lighting might justly be
considered under this heading, as the conspicuous
illumination of a show window has a distinct value
apart from simply displaying the goods therein contained, for the well-lighted window attracts almost
as much attention as a brilliant sign, and is the primary inducement tending to further investigation by
stimulating curiosity. One notable case exists where
a large store window is most strikingly illuminated
with no goods displayed, nothing but cards and placards intimating what beautiful and attractive goods
may be seen within. This might not prove altogether satisfactory as a permanent arrangement, but
as a temporary change should prove effective, and
might induce persons to enter in order to satisfy a
curiosity which, were the goods in the window,
would be satisfied without entering the store. Of
course the main thing is to persuade people to come
in
after that the salesman must do the rest.
The
Boston Edison Company has installed in its exhibition rooms a sample show window with five different
schemes of lighting, illustrating the effect of concealed lamps, reflector lamps, overhead lighting, side

—

lighting,

Meridian lamps and various combinations

of the above-named methods
this has undoubtedly
been of service to customers in determining upon
what method to adopt and to the company's sales;

men

in advising customers along this line.
A type of sign which appeals strongly to the
general advertiser is the so-called "talking sign."

This sign, although quite expensive to install and
only adapted to use in larger cities is of such versatility and attractiveness, enabling the user to present such varied and extended arguments, that it
should prove a profitable investment. The lighting
companies cannot afford to overlook or neglect that
branch of the business covered by sign and decorfor it has already assumed decided
prominence and its future, is almost unlimited. This
is an advertising: age, and the newer and more progressive methods are eagerly sought and adopted.
ative lighting,

In

the

year

18S8

Trans-

In California.'

Bv John

A

may be purchased at a very reasonable cost. One
of the recent improvements is the thermostat control,
by means of which a sign is flashed without the use
This is only practicable, of
of a flashing switch.
course, on comparatively small signs, mostly for in-

Hlgh-Tension

mission

A. Brixton.

attention

in

the

engineering

world was attracted by the Folsom Water Power
Company determining to build a dam across the
American River, near the town of Folsom, and to
erect a power house some 2^ miles south of the
dam on the river, conveying water by a canal having a capacity of 40,000 miners' inches, to low-head
turbine wheels, under a head of 65 feet. Four 750kilowatt units were installed, generating current at
800 volts, stepping up to 10.000 volts, and conveying
current thus generated to the city of Sacramento, 22 miles distant.
The promoters of this
enterprise were discouraged by the inability at that
time of engineers to guarantee that 10,000 volts
could be safely carried that distance for commerthe

purposes.

cial

FIG.

I.

In 1895 this dream became a reality,

LATEST TYPE OF FOUR-PART INSULATOR.

city was supplied with current genWhile the insulation provided
at Folsom.
gave more or less trouble initially, this was graduIn 1892 the late A. W. Decker,
ally overcome.
engineer, acting for the San Antonio
electrical
Light and Power Company at Pomona, Cal., recommended the installation of electric equipment at the
power plant of that company to convey by means
of step-up transformers a pressure of 10,000 volts
over approximately 16 miles of line to the city of

and Sacramento
erated

Pomona. The generators as finally installed delivered single-phase current at a pressure of 500 volts
and the transformers were wound in the ratio of
There were 10 transformers in service
I
to 2.
on the primary, giving 10,000 volts, with a capacity
of

six

kilowatts

were used upon

each,

installed.

Glass

insulators

this line.

there was begun the construction of a
waterpower plant near Nevada City, in Nevada
County, in the state of California, to transmit about
1,000 horsepower a distance of five miles, with genThe water
erators wound direct for 5,000 volts.
was conveyed from a dam on the South Yuba
River through 35/2 miles of flume, having a capacity
of 8,500 cubic feet per minute, and delivered to a
42-inch pipe. 286 feet long, with a head of IQO
There were installed at that time two 330feet.
kilowatt units.
From these small beginnings has grown a system throughout the state aggregating in generator
capacity at present installed over 50,000 kilowatts
and units of 5,000 kilowatts with varying heads
up to 1,530 feet. In the central part of the state,
utilizing the waters of the western slope of the
Sierra Nevada ^Mountains, there are at the present
time in continuous "operation 577 miles of ditches.
25.5 miles of flumes, operating 14 waterpower plants,
having installed 41 generators, with a rated capacity
of 50,790 kilowatts, and having a water storage
lakes aggregating over 3,000,000.000
in. numerous
cubic feet, or 1.500,000 miners' inches, for 24 hours.
From these power houses there are in continuous
service 715 miles of pole line and 734 miles of circuit operated at 50,000 to 60,000 volts, and 479
miles of circuit at voltages varying from 10.000 to
50,000, and 90 miles at lesser voltages, not includPower is delivered to
ing any local distribution.
94 sub-stations, with 75,000 kilowatts in transformer capacity installed scattered over 21 counties
and 33 cities in the state, representing a population
of over 60 per cent, of the entire state of California and covering an area of 15,000 square miles.
This power is regularly transmitted 232 miles, and
by reason of certain conditions at times existing
at the different power plants necessitating the trans-

In

1895

mission over all lines from one power plant, has
been successfully operated 325 miles at 55.000 volts.
The first transmission line to reach the Bay
shore was that of the Bay Counties Power Company, carrying current generated at Colgate on
the Yuba River, about 28 miles northeast of the
This line was started at
Marysville.
city
of
44,000 volts, which voltage has since been raised

The construction of the line was of
poles, from the state of Oregon, an
height of 50 feet, and the character of
construction substantially that now in use, but with
a less separation in some instances than was_ subThe greatest difficulty
sequently found necessary.
encountered in the carrying of the high potential

to

55,000.

round cedar
average

June

lo,

1905

was in and about the bays mentioned, due to the
heavy salt fogs that for certain periods of the
year hang densely over the land, sometimes lasting
for days.
In these particular districts the insulation has broken down at most unexpected places,
causing the burning off of poles and shortening
the line.
The new four-part insulator, Fig. i, with
iron pins, has entirely overcome this defect, and
for the last season under the most trying circumstances no trouble has occurred, the number of
hours of shutdowns upon all of these lines being of
a

negligible quantity.

One of the greatest engineering feats ever accomplished and one that has never received from
the engineering world the attention which it deserves,

was

Carquinez

the construction in 1901 of the

span

famous

four steel cables, suspended
This span crosses the Carquinez
San Pablo and Suisun bays,
and is 4,427 feet in length between towers, having
at its maximum point of dip an elevation of 206
feet above high-water line.
The maximum sag of
the wire between the two steel towers on the north
and south sides of the straits is 257 feet.
The
main tower, in Solano County, on the north side
of the straits, is 224 feet in height, and the bluff
at the point of construction is 162 feet above tidewater; on the south side the tower is 64 feet in
height and the bluff 400 feet above tidewater.
Experience has demonstrated that the form of
of

from

steel towers.
Straits, connecting

lightning arrester which gives good service at lo^v
voltage is absolutely useless on high-tension lines.
While these were first installed, they have since In
every case been abandoned.
At the present time
nothing is used but the Horn gap arrester. As the
voltage of the lines has been raised and the insulation increased the damage due to lightning is steadily decreasing.
It is well to stale that beyond the
line of the foothills of the Sierra Nevada Mountains
lightning
rarely
occurs:
possibly once
a
year
throughout the Sacramento and San Joaquin valleys and along the ba3^ shore are there any discharges of lightning that would be detrimental to
the lines.
The first construction of lines in this state w^as
40 to 50 poles to the mile, insulators being used at
a maximum cost of 15 cents.
All new lines are now
being constructed on the basis of 20 "poles to the
mile, and the four-part insulators illustrated are
being used, costing approximately $2 each, and

weighing about 30 pounds.
Much work has been done

in designing and carrying out the construction of outdoor switches, as
shown in Fig. 2. Experiments have been continuous along the lines of oil switches, and experience
has demonstrated sufficiently that this switch as nt
present constructed is entirely satisfactory and
will handle heavy currents under high pressures.

OF OUT-DOOR SWITCH FOR HIGH TENSION.

Double-break and quadruple-break oil switches are
now being made, the latter being used for very
heavy service in the large power liouses.
Fig. 3
shows one form of oil switch, and also shows the

method of constructing

fireproof switch galleries,
the construction of which, so far as the writer is
advised, is entirely original with the Pacific Coast.
The switching is done by opening the three legs
at the same time, the single-pole arrangement having been found to be extremely unsatisfactory for
obvious reasons.
Fig.
4 illustrates the present
arrangement not only of the fireproof switch galleries but of modern construction of a power house,
showing location of waterwheel, generator, exciter

and switchboard.

As evidencing the care exercised in protecting
low-tension circuits from high-pressure wires where
low -tension parallels the high-tension, in the
event that there should be any fall to the ground
the

of the insulation of the high-tension. Fig. 5

is

fully

illustrative.

attendant upon conveying material
to the power houses are great.
Thirty-six horses
were required to pull one machine over six miles
of mountain road, from railroad to the head of
the pipe line, and the descent from the penstock
down the mountain side to the power house, over
four miles of the roadway, having a grade of approximately 10 per cent, was attended with more or
less dangers.
Other than the line heretofore mentioned, conveying power from Colgate to the Bay of San
Francisco, the line of the Standard Electric Company to the power plant at Electra, on the Mokelumne River, a distance of 142 miles from San
Francisco, is an illustration of the possibilities of
the increase of the efficiency of the line by high

The

difficulties
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const riiclcd thin line w;ih operated at .3.1,000 volts, wliieh pr)lential was maintained tnitii March, 1004, when steps were i.akcn to
operate it in parallel with the other lines controlled
by the California Gas and KIcctric Corporation, the
Bay Counties and the Valley Connties com|>anies,
and it was at that time increased to 55,000, and has
hcen so operated ever since. The type of insniattirs
in use in March. iijo4, has hcen suhstitnted for the
four-part type ilhislraled in such sections of the
territory of the Standard as hy reason of climatic
conditions called for a higher insulation.
Outside of the inmiediate fog belt mentioned two
and Ihree-part types of insulators have been founil
rxircinely efTicient for voliaRes up lo to.ooo, and
e.speriments have been made to demonstrate th.ii
they will safely carry 80,000 V(^ts without breakiuR
iiisiilatiim.

Whc-ii

first

lliat

J

during the four years of active operation on

this coast

new

contr>acts are continually Ijcing

made

for the use of electricity againd the in«talUllon of
fleam plants that might he njicratcd with the rheapest fuel known (which is California oil at l>elwcefi
55 and (x> cents per Itarrel of 42 gallons), it it a
tribute to the knowledge, perseverance .ind energy
of the engineers that such work has l>cen accomjilishcd and so perfectly done in so short a spacof time.
Motors as large as 8fx> horseimwrr come
on and o(T tb- lin. minoi,,-,-.!

the Se-

of

lection of Standard in Preference
to Special Machinery.'
liV

IJ.WH.

i

I.M.I..

down.

The progress made in the engineering and construction work of power houses has kept pace with
the progress in pole-line work and insulating and
switching devices. The chart herewith. Fig. 6, giving the area of jjower houses, graiihically shows the
contraction of areas in the installation of larg^'
units, as it follows closely in the line of distributing
stations, where, as can be remend)cred, the belted
units for alternating-current work have increased
from 3S kilowatts to the large direi-t-cr>nnectcd units
now in vogue, in some cases as biKli as 12,000 kilo-
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The Paramount Importance

The idea of this paper is to call your attention lo
important advantages to Ixjth purchaser and
mamifacUirer, in the use of standard, in preference
to special machinery.
This is not a case in which
the
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imrtancc only lo price, and it
rencc that delivery is even
price.
That standard nuchin' -.
more cpiickly than special machinery iie«.J» i)t> (ifu..l
.'\l
the same lime it is not always so plain to lh<
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LONG-DISTANCE HIGH-TENSION TRANSMISSION IN CALIFORNIA.
watts.

T!ic

6rst

installation

made

at

Electra,

in

of five 2.000-kiloHatt units, called for a floor
equal to 1.16 square feet per kilowatt; the
Colgate installation made in 1897. of 9.400 kilothe
watts, called for 0.98 square feet per kilowatt
recent installation at the de Sabla power house of
the Valley Counties Power Company of 9,000 kilowatts called for but 0.4 square feet per kilowatt.
The installation now being made at Electra of two
iSgp,

-space

;

manufacturer alone is benefited; the points of
advantage arc mutual.
The purchaser in selecting
standard machinery aids the manufacturer in producing a more efficient and a more perfect machine
at a lower cost.
The most successful power plants must be characterized by reliability and economy of operation.
There must be machincr>' siifflcient to meet all
emergencies, and the machinery should be of as
the

simple construction as possible, as simplicity is the
key to reliability, and complications insure troubles.
The experimental stages of machinery of all kinds
arc examples of how complicated apparatus can bo
made, while its ultimate success depends upon the
eradication and simplification of the parts so that

I

a whole is easily understood and
With the advent of a new masay '"how complicated ;"* when the same
machine is perfected we say "how simple." It is
therefore to the advantage of the purcliaser tliat
machinery become standardized. If only one machine is built from each design and we have an
infinite number of designs the result is an infinite
number of experiments, and it is only after one
of these machines is thoroughly tried and perfected that we have a machine which can be called
the machine as
easily operated.

chine
FIG

METHOD OF PROTECTING DISTRIBUTING SYSTEMS.

5.

5,000-kilowatt units calls for but 0.288 square feet
The areas given include room for
per kilowatt.
transformers, switches and so forth.
It
will be noted that the first installation at
Electra required four times the floor space per
kilowatt as compared with the work at present
being done, and illustrates more clearly than words
can convey the advancement in the last six years.
Tt is believed that the floor area per kilo\vatt in
the new Electra installation is less than that of any

W^^^^^^Ml

^\«W
FIG. 6

In these
power plant in existence today.
is no crowding of apparatus, and there
ample room for all operation or repairs, and in
future work it will be safe to assume that this mini-

other

plants there
is

mum

floor space can be still further reduced.
Reduced floor area means, of course, reduced operating expenses as well as reduced cost of construcot"

tion.

When

it

is

considered that the operation of these

power plants extends to an infinity of uses, from
the moving of street cars to the operation of sewing
machines; from factories using ponderous machinery
and exacting conditions of demand to the most
minute uses to which

e]cctricit\-

can be applied, and

we

standard. However, if we assume that no two machines that are purchased are to be alike, there
would be no incentive for standardization.
This
paper refers to "standard machinery" as machinery
that is regularly listed for sale by a reputable company, such machinery having been built and standardized.
The first machine of almost any description is capable of being improved upon.
Sometimes the improvements suggest themselves after a
very short test, while other improvements may be
made only after a long period of operation. In fact.
it may be said that the longer a machine of a given
type is operated the more certainly can the good
points be determined and the more pronounced are
the bad features that are to be overcome.
Consequently it is positive that the purchaser has everything to gain, in so far as operation is concerned,
by selecting machinery that is standard and does
not possess experimental features.
It is to the interest of the purchaser and operator
of every machine to know that spare oarts can be
readily obtained, for in the operation of machinen.*
in general there are certain to be rcauirements for
new parts, made necessary on account of wear or
accident, and it is usual that such parts arc wanted
on short notice. If the machine is standard, such
parts are likely to be found in stock, or at any
rate can be furnished quickly.
On the other hand,
if the
machine is of special construction in part
or throughout, there is great probability of delay.
vention of

purchaser why a *;pccial request as to speed, cx^ict
output or detail of construction of a machine may
delay its delivery three months, whereas 3 standard
machine difiFcring only slightly from the speci6c?.lions might have been delivered immcdialcly.
At
the s.'*me time the standard machine might meet the
requirements and do the work as well as or better
than the .special machine.
Change of design^.
change of drawings, new patterns, new tools and
new castings are matters that arc given liillc
thought or consideration by the purchaser; yet
these are the things that keep the non-productive
element of a shopbusy. make prompt deliveries impossible, and keep the management searching for
profit when there is only loss.
Do not overlook
the fact that llicse numerous expenses, due to
changes of design, must be paid lor either by the
purchaser or the manufacturer, and it is often the
case that only a part of these extra expenses are
paid for by the purchaser, and the rest is made up
by a sacrifice of the profits by tlic manufacturer.
A certain manufacturing company has made 100kilowatt direct-current generators at the following
speeds:
100. 125. 150, 225, 240, 250, 260, 275, 580.
650, 750, 000.

Tomorrow they may be asked to make a machine
of still another speed.
Why? Because the purchaser's specification is drawn so fine as not to
permit of a standard machine. It is true that they
may be so drawn as to fit one manufacturer's standard machines, but every other manufacturer, in
order to meet the specification, must bid on a machine that is special to him. The purchaser therefore receives one bid on a standard machine and
five bids on special machines.
Does such a specification give the purchaser the benefit of standardization?
Assume that the specification is drawn
for a belted machine running at 800 revolutions per
minute would not 750 or 825 meet the requirements? Had the specification been so drawn that
each manufacturer could submit a bid on his standard machine, together with gtiarantees and full information regarding detail construction, then the
purchaser or his technical adviser would have an
opportunity of acting as a judge in the matter of
.^electing the particular standard machine that was
best suited to his requirements rating, price, guarantees and details of construction all being considIn other words, the purchaser should act as
ered;udge and not as designer.
Another point to which your attention is diExpansion
rected is the value of the investment.
of business often necessitates larger machinery, and
often becomes neces5ar>- to dispose of the mait
The price that can be obtained
chiner>' on hand.
will now depend upon how well the machinery is
suited to tlie demands of some other purchaser.
If \*ou have a motor with a special shaft, 3 special

—
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chines in use and making due allowance for the
reticence of the people owning them, the troubles
and difficulties experienced in turbines are very
few and comparatively insignificant. In fact, they
seem to be much less than might be expected in
the use of reciprocating engines of similar size.
The committee has also endeavored to obtain
some information on the operating costs of turbinedriven units, in order to draw a comparison between
the efficiency of turbines and reciprocating engines

end head, or a special foot, a sale at any price is
At the same time there is always
difficult to make.
a market ft>T standard machinerj''The price of machinery is usually a base of comparison in purchasing, but operation is the test of
quality.
Poor operation is dear at any price it is
therefore of interest to tlie purchaser to determine
how he can best obtain full value for the money
Certainly not by asking for that which
invested.
The developis special or out of the regular line.
ment charges on all new machiner\- constitute a
large item, and it is only by standardizing that
development charges can be distributed. The purchaser should realize that in selecting standard macliinery he will not be burdened with development
charges, and he will have the advantage of all the
refinements of manufacture whereby standard apparatus, in virtue of being made in quantity, is
made both better and cheaper than it could otherIt is. therefore, plain that the purchaser
wise be.
should make known his requirements to the manufacturer by stating fully the conditions to be met
and the work to be done by so shaping his requests that the manufacturer can offer to him apparatus that is standard and that has been "tried
Each specific condition that
out" in all its details.
the purchaser inserts in a specification reduces the
probability of standard apparatus meeting the requirement's. In other words, the purchaser, in making inquiries for machinerj', should state all necessary requirements, but should carefully avoid the
If the specificaaddition of unnecessary requests.
tions are Bo drawn the manufacturer can offer the
purchaser standard machinery with guarantees, and
the price of the machinery may be considerably
lower than if the purchaser had filled his specifications with a number of unnecessary conditions.
Many specifications would be more to the advantage of both purchaser and manufacturer if they
were cut short at the end of one page instead of
Let
being drawn out to the extent of 20 pages.
the purchaser define the work to be done, and let
the manufacturer prescribe the machine to do it.
If the purchaser wants his machine made to order
he may be sure that it will be too small in the
waist or too long in the leg to suit his neighbor,
and that he will have to settle a tailor's bill in addition to a manufacturer's cost.
;

facts

concerning

the

speaking, the operating cost, exclusive
of fixed charges, is lower than that of reciprocating
engines operating under the same conditions, on
account of the reduction of labor and incidental
expenses.
The turbirie works of the General Electric Compan3\ both at Lynn and Schenectady, were visited,
and the committee discussed with the engineers of
the company at both works the use of the mechanically operated valve in place of the electrically
operated valve, which is at present the standard
practice.
One mechanical type is operated by power
transmitted from the turbine shaft bj"" means of a
wormwheel and gearing. The valve mechanism is
similar- in manj'- respects to a poppet-valve gear, the
governor controlling two dogs, one of which is
arranged to open and the other to close the valve.
The other mechanical type is operated hydraulically,
a water piston giving reciprocating motion to a rod
controlling a bank of valves that are opened by
means of a cam and closed by a spring.
The brake applied to some of the earlier types
of turbines has been abandoned, and is not considered part of the standard machine. It has been
found in practice, however, that the brake was
useful ia holding up the weight of the revolving
parts when repairs or examinations
were being
made on the machine, and the company was asked
under consideration the advisability of
to take
adopting on all of the larger sized machines an
attachment similar to the brake for this purpose,
and the}'' will furnish in the larger sizes such an attachment as part of the standard machine when so

progress
operation

were contained

the

specified.

The question of the changes in speed of the stand1905 turbine as compared with the 1904 was
discussed, and it was found that there were only
two sizes in which any changes in the speeds as
ard

previously given were contemplated.
The question of noise in the generator was also
discussed.
It was found that there are several sizes
of generators that operate practically noiselessly,
while others make considerable noise. This is being overcome by changes in the design of the revolving field, in order to obtain a smooth surface.
The revolving field of the machine making the most
noise has been redesigned, and the field windings
used being distributed windings, which remove all
of the sharp edges, leaves practically a smooth running surface, so it may be said that this question

brought out.
The committee has endeavored to keep in touch
with the progress made in steam-turbine practice
during the last year, and has visited a number of
plants, besides being in communication with the
manufacturers. Letters have been sent to all of
the users of steam turbines in central stations in
the United States who have turbines operating generators under regular load.
Inquiry has also been

made

of certain isolated plants which are operating

fair-sized

units.

The committee

also visited the works of the
Company at L^mn and SchenecWestinghouse Machine Company at Pittsburg,
and the Hooven-Owens-Rentschler Company, Hamilton, Ohio, and discussed with the engineers of
these companies those subjects which came to the
attention of the committee, and in its judgment

General

is

advisability' of

deserved consideration.
The best index of progress made in steam turis
shown by the number of turbines now
or manufactured ready for installation.
There are in operation 224 turbines, of an aggregate
capacity of over 350,000 horsepower in the larger
size units in the United States, the greater number
of which have been installed within the last two
years.
The committee has made selections from
these, and has conducted tests in the stations of
the owners to obtain data as to results of steam
turbines under actual operating conditions.
It has also endeavored to bring to the attention
of the manufacturers any weaknesses or defects that
have developed in their machines during the last

bines

installed,

The compau}' stated that the
off the shaft.
use of a coupling will increase the total height of
the machine, which is serious where head room is
drawn

limited.
A coupling can always be furnished when
specified.
However, the compan}' does not think it
advisable at the present time to adopt the two-piece
shaft as its standard construction.
In the works at Lynn the smaller size of turbines
are being built, up to and including 1.500 kilowatts.
At Schenectady the larger sizes are being built, up
to and including
Extensive im5.000 kilowatts.
provements were evident in both shops.
The committee visited the works of the Westing-

year.

therefore, presents a summary
of data from S7 Curtis turbines, having a total
capacity of S3.500 kilowatts; 34 Parsons turbines,
having a total capacity of 19.800 kilowatts 19 De
Laval, having a total capacity of 1.686 kilowatts.
All troubles reported were of a minor character,
and, considering the aggregate capacity of the ma-

the

report,

;

solved.

lengthy discussi.on was held to determine the
using a two-piece shaft with a couppling on the larger sizes of turbines. At first these
machines were built with, a two-piece shaft, and
later a one-piece shaft was adopted as a standard.
The committee was unanimous that the two-piece
shaft was better adapted for the requirements in
the central station in facilitating the removal of the
revolving field, and there was less danger of the
shaft being sprung than the one-piece shaft, in
which case the revolving field would require to be

tady,

tion of

now

A

Electric

A special inquiry has been made into the condensing apparatus most suitable for steam turbines.
This inquirj-- was conducted on the same lines, and
letters were sent to all of the users of steam turbines, asking specific questions: also to the manufacturers of condensing machinery.
Ninety-five different companies were written to
for information in reference to the use of turbines,
and 59 companies furnished as complete reports as
their operating conditions would allow.
This por-

were able to

Broadh'

in steam-turbine construction and
in the report of the committee of
National Electric Light Association investigating this subject, which was given at the DenverColorado Springs convention. The members of
this committee were W. C. L. Eglin. Philadelphia
(chairman), A. C. Dunham. I. E. Moultrop, George
W. Cato and J. D. Andrew. The following exthe
main points
tracts, from the report, cover

made

stations

installation.

Progress of the Steam Turbine.
interesting

Very few

give any satisfactory data on this, which is mainly
due to the fact that in many stations turbines are
being operated in connection with engines, so that
In a number
it is difficult to separate the charges.
of other stations, the installation was comparatively
new, and the company did not feel that it could
give any satisfactory information under this head.
Sufficient replies, however, were received from various parts of the country to give a very good general idea of what should be expected from a turbine

;

Many

prime movers.

as

-

house Machine Company. Tuesday. March 21st. and
discussed with Messrs. Sniffin and Brinsmeade the
question of proposed tests on the WestinghouseParsons machines installed in regular stations.
The various sizes of turbines are now being
standardized, and the number of standard sizes has
been very materially increased. A year ago there
were only three or four standard sizes, and this
year the company is prepared to offer 12 sizes of
turbines.

The type of the turbine remains practically the
although
same,
some of the modified forms
experimented with last year have been abandoned,
the .t\'pe known , as the two-stage having been
dropped. This was really Jiot. a two-stage turbine,

June

1905

10,

but the wheels of larger diameter were placed in
a separate casing, by whicn, at that time, it was
thought some advantage could be gained in economy by reheating the steam between these two
stages.
It was found in the experiments this could
not be accomplished, and, as it was more expensive,
it
was dropped. Now all the sizes are practically
on the same line, merely increasing In size to provide capacity, with the exception of certain sizes
operating at lower speeds. In these sizes the diameter of the wheels is very much increased.
Particular attention is now being given to the
blades, and some of the machines now being built
have steel blades, and some blades of various alloys.
The m?)st important improvement in the construction of the blading is the addition of a flat lace of
steel, which Is threa^led through openings near the
outer edge of the blades and fastened by f.cisting
the flat steel lace between each blade. This performs two functions first, it maintains a uniform
spacing between the outer edges of the blades and.
second, it increases the mechanical strength of the
blades and prevents vibration. In the larger sizes
the longest blades are made from drop forglngs
with special ends which are machined so as to fit
in a dovetailed groove and fastened at the outer end
by means of the band lacing previous^ described.
The joint in the lacing is made by introducing
a second lace nearer the shaft, the blades at the
joint having two holes punched, and a short piece
of wire is arranged at the break of the outer lacing
strip to lap the joint.
Tests have been made to

—

;

see

whether

band

this

Thus

strip in an}-

way

affects

the

however, these bands have not
is expected that this lacing
will overcome most of the trouble that has been
experienced in the failure of blades.
The committee visited the works of the HoovenOwens-Rentschler Company, Hamilton, Ohio. This
compan}^ is the builder of the Hamilton-Holzwarth
steam turbine, but it has but few of the machines
efficiency.

shown

in

actual

sizes,

far,

an}' change.

service.

It

It

is

at

present building several

varying from 200 kilowatts to i.ooo kilowatts.

The operation

of the turbine is as follows
Steam is admitted through a stationary diaphragm
in which Is placed a continuous row of nozzles:
this diaphragm could be called a fixed wheel.
The
steam is expanded in the nozzle and attains a certain pressure and velocity, which is nearly exhausted
in the running wheel
then it passes through another series of nozzles arranged in the stationary
wheel, the accelerating velocity being absorbed by
the following wheel.
This series of stationar\- nozzles and revolving wheels Is increased until practically the entire energy of the steam is absorbed.
The mechanical construction is relatively simple.
The cast-iron casing is bored to receive the stationary disks. These stationary wheels or disks are
turned on all surfaces and a slot cut In the rim.
Into the wheels are riveted drop forging, which
form the nozzles, and a band is shrunk around the
outside, so as to make a tight fit to the casing.
The length of the buckets and the area of the nozzles are increased in each succeeding stage, so as
to. take care of the increased volume of the steam
due to its expansion through the machine. In the
sizes now built the first row of buckets is about
one-eighth inch long and the last about two inches.
The turbine is controlled by means of a centrifugal governor mounted on the end of the shaft
outside of the casing of the turbine. The governor
valve is a balanced throttle valve, operated b- a
friction drive, which is controlled by a centrifugal
governor, the shaft driving the governor being operated from a worm-wheel attached to the turbine
shaft.
Means are provided in the governor meclianism. so that the friction wheel is not in contact
with the disk except when the governor is in action, necessitating a change In the amount of steam
admitted into the turbine, or vice versa.
The Allis-Chalmers Company is now building a
steam turbine similar in principle to the Parsons
turbine, but with certain chan.ges In the mechanThis particularly affects the bladical construction.
The blading to be used by this company is
ing.
known as the Fullagher system. This blading is
made in sections, a single row of blades being made
in two sections, which are held by bands at both
ends, those bands in turn being peined in slots in
the turbine casing.
The principal use to which the De Laval turbine
has been put In central stations Is In the operation
:

of auxiliaries, principally pumps. There have been no
this turbine during the last year.
turbine Is now being manufactured In this country by the Providence EngiNo additional facts
neering Works. Providence. R. I.
concerning it were obtained In time for the report.
There still remains a small vestige of the reciprocating-engine opinion in regard to the degree of
vacuum at which to work. This matter has received much attention in the last three or four
years, and the practice seems prett}' definitely settled

new developments in
The Zoelly steam

In this

respect.

In a recent test made by the committee on a
2,000-kilowatt turbine, different vacua were run for
the specific purpose of obtaining the vacuum effect:
it
was found that for this turbine running at 1.800
kilowatts, the increase In economy is 5.2 per cent,
from 26-Inch to 27-Inch vacuum and 6.75 per cent,
from 27-inch to 28-inch.
An important feature of operation with high

^
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.M's ,111(1 pipe joints, lack of wliicli ri-siilis in Ioh<
icoiioiiiy to tlif turbine- and increased consninp-
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.Ml

liy

tlie

ilry-vaciiinn

piiinps

and

cir-

The comniiltee snRResIs llie folsome of llie remedies:
joiiils after lieinn made up can profitably be
Iiunips.

iiilaliiiK

low

lilt

as

({one over with any heavy lioinoKeiieous paint (this
under
preferablv should be done when ivorkiiiR
vacuum)^ siuli as black asphalttini, or shellac and
'Ibis is a simred leail, both of which dry readily.
ple reniedv, and when carefully applied is very
There often is considerable air brouRlit
efTective.
into the feed water at pumps and open tanks, and
is desirable to work the water of condensation
it

on a closed system, or, when an open system is
used, to arrange that the water is as liltic stirred
up as possible; liberation of entrained air might
be assisted by the nse of steam coils in the bottoms
of tanks.
In pressure pi|)es, when the velocity of the \yater
Is slow, it is possible to trap olT considerable air by
tile use of a staiidpipc communicating with the feed
pipe by a narrow slot and having at the top a floatvalve.
close supervision is used to see that la/y
indifferent engineers do not cover up the e.\isUiice of air leak by pushing their air and ciriil.ding pumps at a greater speed and power than
uniild be necessary with tight joints in e.xhanst

acln.-iti'd

I'lilcss

i.r

.

piping, condensers and stufHiig boxes, the operating
costs can be very appreciably added to in a manner
Connections from turthat often defies detection.
bine to condenser and condenser to pumps should
he as short as possibile, to avoid the chance for

leaks and consequent uneconomical operatiim.
Where a surface condenser is of the countercurrent type, an independent air cooler appears to
be an unnecessary expense and care if the condenser cooling surface is of the proper amount. In
the parallel-flow type, however, an air cooler is
undoubtedly of considerable benefit in reducing the
tension on the air and non-condensable vapors.
Many types of condensers are laid out with a
solid bank of tubes presented to incoming steam.
Naturally, the steam has to seek its way between
the tubes to get to the body of the condenser, and
in narrow condensers the net area between tubes
of each layer may be even less than the area of
exhaust pipes, and consequent velocity of the steain
through these passages may mount into tens of
thousands of feet per minute. The aim in a condenser should be that the incoming steam should
immediately spread out over the whole cooling surface in its proportionate amount, otherwise only a
limited area of surface will be devoted to the act
of condensing and the remainder to cooling down
condensed water.
,

It is recommended to members that on all new
contracts they insist upon complete and adequate
means of inspecting the ends of tubes and for obtaining admittance to the condenser above and
below the tubes.
Undoubtedly the best arrangement of the condensing plant is the use of a counter-current condenser placed as close to the e.xhaust nozzle as
possible, and with the, dry-air pumps drawing from
the condenser at the point of coolest circulating
water: this pump. also so placed that the niinimuni
With this arof pipe connection can be used.
rangement the possibility of air leaks would be
greatly reduced, the. quantity of circulating wat;r
would also be lessened, owing to the lower tension
of the air which has just left the coldest tubes of
the condenser.
In the matter of pumps, while those driven from
motors are less objectionable from the point of
appearances, yet the steam-driven units that many
of us use can be vastly improved in the direction
of their own appearance and any surroundin.g object that is within reach of their dirt.
Manifestly the oil from auxiliaries carried in
exhaust steam will coat the tubes of the closed
heater and will also be sufficient to make useless
for feed water the condensation of the turbine if
put into the condenser. As often happens in a plant
where there are -many steam auxiliaries, the amount
of exhaust sometimes exceeds the requirements for
heating feed water, and in such instances it would
be very profitable to throw this exhaust to the
condenser and obtair. an increased efficiency on
ihose auxiliaries.
It would then appear to be wise
In have ilu- steam ends of such auxiliaries so designed that they can accept superheated steam
without the assistance of oil.
With piston-valve
engines this might be attained by the use of plain
|ilug-piston Aalves Avithout rings, and plug pistons

also without rings.

Considerable trouble has been reported from carInnii/ation of the oil in the air cylinders.
This has
led in some instances to the use of a high grade of
mineral oil especially produced for use in air compressors.
There have also been reports that this
has not cured the trouble. While the temperature
in the cylinder does not rise to an excessive amount,
yet it a temperature could be maintained below a
possililc critical point this troulile might be eliminated.
The simplest way to do this would seem

with cold water the valve casing
and eiverins over which the hottest air, that of
eonipressinn. is continually sweeping.
The metal
surrounding the ports in the cylinders is perhaps
to

1)0
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i;ick-et
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nrcuniulator of hr.it. .-iiid if Ihcw jKjrl
4ias«age« were cast with walii no thicker than nrcci
sary. further supplrinentcd by rixijiiiii water, thiirniiliji'
would be miiiinii/i-d
Some stations have rr|»>ru-d troiiblr with liyit
valves fur cirriilatinK pumps.
Whpi proper priming arrangrnients have been inotaljrd it would icein
that foot valves are iinnecesiary.
A ijfxjd uteam
air ejector or a connection to the condenser, whc'i
there is a dry-air pump, is amply Mifficicnt to raiw
llic

r

:

greali'st

the water tu the pump runner in installations where
the suction lift is not greater than 24 feel.
It is
also generally Iruc that clearing the foot valves
where the water is dirty consumes the greater part
of the time taken in starting up
As there seems to be consiilerable divergency in
the matter of cooling water supply for condensers
operating under the same conditions, it may l>c well
to go over tl»e very simple theory involved.
Total Ileal of steam at 28-inch vacuum - 11 iz.<.
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With cooling water at 70 degrees and conilcnscd
water at too degrees it is possible for the cooling
water on leaving the condenser to have gained .30
degrees of heal.
in.'
68 = 1044 H. T. U. heat lost by the steam
per pound.
1044 -=- 30 — 34.8, ratio of circulating water to condensed steam, assuming that cooling water took up
all
of the heat in the steam in reducing it to
water and left the condenser at the temperature of
the vacuum.
In actual practice, however, the Cooling water usually leaves the condenser at a temperature fully 10 degrees in counter-current condensers and 17 degrees in co-current condensers
lower than that of the vacuum. To show the eflcct
of the above:
10°
30°
20°, rise in temperature of the circu-

.

—

—

=
= 52.2,

lating water.

20
densed water
1044

.10

-f-

in

— 17 = 13

lating

ratio of cooling water to concounter-current condensers.

densers.

This shows the relative efficiency of the countercurrent and co-current surface condenser and also
how much the condenser question is purely one of
temperature.
Also take the case of water during
the winter season and assume a temperature of 40
degrees for the cooling water
60°
40°
100°
10"
60°
50° possible gain in temperature of
cooling water in counter-current condenser.
1044-7-50^20.9 times the amount of condensed
water for cooling water.
In actual practice for temperature of cooling
water ranging from 60 to 70 degrees circulating
pumps have been installed for volumes of cooling
water ranging from 40 to 70 times that of the condensed water. At the low ratio of 40 to i the
cooling water temperature must be close to 60 degrees for so high a vacuum as 27.5-inch, and even
then considerable difficulty is experienced in maintaining the 27.5 inches unless the ratio of coolin.g
surface to pounds of steam condensed is i to 8
or better.
The turbine installation concerning which information was received, where 28 inches o(, .vacuum
is maintained
with a cooling-water temperature of
70 degrees Fahrenheit, shows a minimum, ratip of
cooling surface in the condenser to steam condensed of 6.9 square feet per. pound. But the more
usual ratio, even where the cooling water is live
to 10 degrees lower in temperature, is eight to nine
square feet per pound. In the first instance noted
above it is to be remarked that the ratio of circulating water to condesed water is
i
70 to
with greater cooling-surface ratios the proportion of
cooling water is reduced.

—
—

t

=

and 1044 H- 13
80, ratio of circuwater to condensed water in co-current con-

=
=

Power-transmission Plant on Upper
Wisconsin River.
The Rhinelander Power Company

of Rhinelandcr,

composed largely, if not entirely, of local
has completed arrangements to develop the
waterpower of the Wisconsin River at a point' about
six miles below the citv- of Rhinelander.
.\ dam
will be built giving a head of about 24 feet, and
^Vis.,

people,

water is obtainable to develop an average
In the rainy season more
of about 600 horsepower.
than 2,000 horsepower at a conservative estimate
is
obtainable.
The .\llis-Chalmers Company will
furnish the electrical equipment, which includes
three 400-kilow^att. i.roo-volt, three-phase, 60-cycle
generators, with three 70'-2-kilowatt. 120-volt, separately driven exciters, six 150-kilowatt. lo.ooo-volt

—

THREE-PBASK POWER PROH TWO 9I.NCLE-PHAM UCHTINC FBBOERS.

Mr. Burt describes the bus-bar voltage
is 2.300, three-phase.
Voltage regulators arc plao
111 each single-phase circuit, and the lighting
voluge
can therefore he kept anywhere it is desired.
JTiis
scheme is used on a single-phase feeder that run*
two miles to the outskirts of the town, along
which are many lighting consumers. .\ll that i»
the

case

I

necessary then is to run extra wire, tapping it off
from the current-meter side of the other singlephase feeder.

Electric Industrial Locomotive.
James Farrington. electrical superintendent of the
La Belle Iron Works at Steubenville, Ohio, gives
an interesting account of an accident v»hich happened to a seven-ton General Electric locomotive
the La Belle company.

owned by
The La

Belle Iron Works is a large iron manufacturing conipany, employing several General Eleclocomotives to haul coal and iron to the furnaces.
careless operator who was driving one
of the locomotives, an
lOi-C-I machine provided with a light cab and equipped with two
GE-60, 250-volt motors, allowed it to get away
from him by failing to apply the brake and sanding
device properly. The locomotive ran through the
end of the gas-producer house, falling 25 feet, and
then through the side of the blooming mill, carrying
five cars of coal with it.
The sides of twth buildings were completely wrecked.
Beyond knocking the cab off and cracking one
end casting of the frame, no damage was done to
the locomotive.
The operator was not injured, except for one or two bruises.
In 3 letter describing
the accident Mr. Farrington says: *'Tn 36 hours
we had the locomotive upon the trestle again and
running, which shows how well made and strong
the locomotive is. .-Ks near as we are able to find
out, the operator did not cut off his controller .nn
the locomotive until he was at the end of the
building, and we are inclined to believe that the
accident was entirely his fault and in no way due
to defecti\e material on the locomotive,"
tric

A

LM

'

sufficient

transformers and complete switchboards at both
the generating station and the sub-station at Rhinelander.

Current will be carried at 11,000 volts over a
single three-phase circuit to the subTStation at
Rhinelander. a distance of about ,6^/2 -miles, and
from this sub-station will be distributed at 1,000
volts for illuminating purposes, both commercial
and street lighting, and also at 440 volts to the
mill of the Rhinelander Paper Company and other
industries in the neighborhood of the sub-station.
This plant is one of the first long-distance transmission plants on the Upper Wisconsin River. It
is expected that other enterprises of a similar character will be undertaken in that region within the
next two \ears.
,

Efficiency Tests of 400-kilowatt Steam
Turbine.
Some interesting tests were recently performed
determine specifically the fulfillment of the
to
builder's guaranty of the steam consimiption at
loads and under various conditions of a
Westinghouse-Parsons steam turbine, and, inciden-

various

to observe the genera] adaptability of the
steam mrbine for its intended work.
The equipment was one ordered by Joseph Benn
& Sons and comprised a turbo-generating unit consisting of a 600 nominal horsepower steam turbine
direct-connected to a 400-kilo\vatt Westinghouse
pol.vphase generator of the revolving-field type.
Both turbine and generator are of the standard
construction employed by the builders for machines
tally,

of this size.
was particularly
It

desired

to

determine

the

efficiency of the turbine independent of the generator, consequently separate tests were made on

the steam turbine
utmost accuracy,

and the generator. To insure the
brake tests were made on the

:
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the turbine was
condenser and the con-

The exhaust steam from

turbine.

condensed in a surface
densed steam weighed.
Eleven official tests were made to ascertain the
economy of the turbine. These were made with
both saturated and suoerheated steam. When running superheated the degree of superheat varied
from 93.1 to 102-9° F- The speed in all the tests
varied from 3.4545 to 3,597-3 revolutions per minThe tests were made at twice full load, i]A
ute.
load, full load, three-quarters load and one-half
The steam condensed per hour varied acload.
cordingly from something about 17,000 pounds down
pounds.
The efficiency a? ascerto about 4,000
ditained from these tests averaged 92.2 per cent.
viding brake horsepower by internal horsepower.
The steam per internal horsepower for the 11 tests

Fort

Wayne Prepayment Wattmeters.

Prepayment wattmeters often fail to act propdue to the fact that the prepayment mechanism requires too great a torque for its operation
and the light-load registration of the meter is
effected.
The Fort Wayne Electric Works of Fort
Wayne, Ind.. is now placing upon the market, however, a prepayment wattmeter which, it is said, requires such an extremely low torque for the operation of its prepayment mechanism that the smallest
amount of energy which will cause the meter to
run will operate the device perfectly.
The new prepayment mechanism is compact in
erly,

—

was

12.7.

12.96.

The

12.02.

II. 7.

11.65.

12.06,

13.; and 13-58 pounds.
te^i:il-'
-Imwed the

12.25,

turbine

14-12,

13.00,

capable

of

EFFECT OF SUPERHEATED STEAM.

CURVES SHO

carrying great overloads.
It will be noted that an
overload of loS per cent, was carried by the turbine with excellent economy. This desirable feature
secondary govis brought about b\' an automatic
ernor valve, with which the turbine is fitted, which
valve begins to operate only when the load on the
turbine has
reached about 700 horsepower, cr
about 15-per cent, overload. This feature is valuable as it permits the turbine to operate at its best
econom.y at or near full load and at the same
time it provides ample means for sustaining large
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meter.
This meter may be credited with $5
worth of energy at one time and will have a total
capacity of $12 in quarters.
Upon inserting a coin into the slot at the top
of the meter the former acts as a key, locking the
crediting device to the knob so that one-half turn
of the latter credits the coin upon the dial and
deposits it in the money box.
This operation is
accomplished as follows
L'pon the further end of the crediting spindle is
a pinion which engages an
intermediate gear.
This intermediate gear also engages the inside
annular gear of the escapement mechanism. The
coin acting as a key in rotating the pinion causes
the intermediate gear to roll about the pinion as
an axle.
This forces the numbered dial ahead
under the tension of a flat coiled spring.
Thus
power for debiting operation is stored up, in the
spring.
This operation of crediting may be repeated until tlie dial at the top of the meter shows
20 dimes credited.
After the coin has once been inserted and the
knob turned it is locked within the meter and can
only be obtained by opening the money box.
It
s only by turning the knob one-half revolution
that the consumer can obtain credit for his payment.
After 20 dimes have been credited the slot
is closed, preventing the insertion of another coin
until a dime's worth of energy has been used.
The same operation that credits the first coin in
the meter causes the circuit to be closed by means
of a cam on the crediting drum.
This cam operates a lever arm which in turn engages the switchbar and closes both circuits under the tension of a
coiled spring. Fig. 3 shov.s the details of this switch.
After the amount of energy purchased has been
and the drum, in debiting the coins, has re11 ^ed
turned to its initial position, the same cam releases
the spring and causes the switch to open.
The only connection between the prepayment device and the recording train of the wattmeter is a
pinion upon the former which engages a gear in
a

overloads.

The governor

of the turbine is so constructed
sensitiveness may be altered within broad
is intended ultimately to
operate in parallel and therefore required a speed
regulation at or near four per cent.
The effect of superheated steam upon turbine
economy is well indicated by the divergence of
the two water lines corresponding to the tests with
saturated and superheated steam.
This divergence
is practically uniform, as shown in the accompanying illustration.
Expressed in approximate terms,
the results of these tests indicate that the steam
consumption is reduced 10 per cent, per 100° F.
superheat throughout the range of tests.
that

its

This turbine unit

limits.

form and very neat in appearance.
It has been
applied to the popular type-K induction integrating
wattmeter, which has met with success in the past
as well as to the new Wood type-W meter which
was described in the Western Electrician of May
20th.
Fig.

I is an outside view of the type-K prepayment wattmeter, while Fig. 2 shows the same.
mechanism applied to the type-W meter.
These meters are at present designed to operate

Fostoria Incandescent-lamp Salesmen
Hold Meeting.
Quite a number of incandescent-lamp salesmen
gathered at Fostoria, Ohio, last week, the occasion being the annual meeting of the members of
the sales department of the Fostoria Incandescent

Lamp Company, called by Sales Manager H. H.
Geary. These annual meetings have been made a
yearly event with the company and last for three
days.
It is the idea of the Fostoria company to
use this period everj^ year for discussion of the
scientific and business
methods of the company
as applied to increasing the sales of Fostoria lamps.
There were present at the meeting the followingnamed gentlemen
Sales Manager H. H. Geary,

PREPAYMENT WATT-

:

Superintendent
Blackburn, R.

Manufacturing

Department

F.

H.

Thompson,

Alec M. Mungle,
Ross, J. ^S.
J. Trott, F. D.
N. Money. In addition to the
gentlemen General Manager F. D.
Phillips of the American Electrical Supply Company, Chicago, was on hand two days of the meeting.
A number of the Fostoria sales force were unable to put in an appearance, owing to being occupied with too urgent business or being at too
F.

G.

Kratzer.

Maurer and
above-named

C.

D.

W.
W.

;

'

great a distance from headquarters.
A pleasant
event in connection with the meeting was the dinner given the assembled salesmen by the 14 young
ladies of the Fostoria sales department at the' "Log
Cabin" at Meadowbrook Park, near Fostoria, and
concluded with a dance.
Incidentally it may be said that under Sales
Manager H. H. Geary the sales department of the
Fostoria Incandescent Lamp Company has been
brought to a splendid condition of prosperity. During the last several years the sales of the companv
have increased steadily and at a remarkable rate,
so that the Fostoria company now stands among
the leaders in the matter of lamp sales of the

United States.

PREPAYMENT WATTand may be credited with $2 worth
of energy at one time.
The capacity of the money
box is $10. The Fort Wayne Electric Works will
soon place upon the market, however, a meter
witli

The JoHet Power Company of Joliet, III., has
been incorporated with a capital of $5,000 by 'Fred
Bennitt, Truman A. Mason and Cory E. Robinson
of Joliet.

ihe latter.
In the operation of debiting everj- revolution of this pinion causes a stop to be removed
from the gear train in the prepayment device by
means of a cam mounted upon the pinion shaft.
The gear train thus released is free to revolve.
This train consists of three gears and three pinions
one of the latter, however, simply operates
a retarding fan.
(See Fig. 4.)
In debiting, the intermediate gear in rolling
about the center stud under tension of the coiled
spring, carries with it the internal annular gear
and causes the whole escapement motion of the
prepayment device to operate, providing the latter
be unlocked by one rotation of the small pinion, as
explained above.
The ratio of gears in the , escapement train is
fixed at such a value that when the dial has moved
sufficientlj' to allow the next lower number to appear a pin upon the periphery of one of the large
gears acts as a cam, forcing a stop lever into such
a position that the latter immediateh' engages a pin
on one of the lower gears and stops the whole
mechanism. Thi^s it will be seen that for every
revolution of the small pinion which engages the
wattmeter recording train one number is subtracted on the dial and the sw-itch cam is brought
just so much nearer to the position in which it
operates the switch and opens the circuit.
One of the valuable features of this prepayment
meter is its ability to both credit money and debit
energy at the same time. It is possible to accomplish this operation for the reason that the only
connection between the crediting stud and the
debiting escapement motion is an intermediate gear
>N'hose axis is not fixed.
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New Type

dial

Direct-current
Motor.

4(»i

Dynamo and

lypc .( <lirecl enrrenl dyiiainn anil niulor
being inainif;iclnre<l by the Slanlry-(J. I. Elcclric
.VfuinifaclnrinK Company of I'lilHfirM, Ma«i.. which
Thc«c
ilhislratcd by the accompanyinK picliirr.
Is
motors are readily adapted Id special uses, such
The machines
as various mechanical ojierations.
,irc
free from complicated parts and of compact
These dywith gracefid outlines.
eoiistriiclion,

arc
ihe

semi-enclosed,

as

hinged

with

the type L ami
covers protecting

commutator.

The armature core

is

of the

drum

type and

is

built u|) of thin disks of soft annealed steel, slotted
to allow the armature coils to sink below the snr-

The
forming an ironclad constriiclion.
f,iee, thus
coils arc machine-formed and easily replaced, made
of round insulated copper wire, ribbon or bar coplier, depending on the size and purpose of the machine, anil are without joint except at the commutator.

Commutator segments are made of drop-forged
copper in the larger, and hard-drawn copper in the
smaller sizes.
The mica insulation is selected for
its softness and will wear even with the segments.
The brush-holders are of the l)Ox type and are
simple in construction, it being possible to adjust
the brushes readily without interfering with the operation of the machine.
The machines are gunranteed to stand an overload of 50 per cent, for one hour, or 100 per cent.
momentarily, without injurious heating and without

NT ESCAPEMENT
MECHANISM,
any way,

in

Modern Tele-

a

phone Exchange.

A new

is

namos and motors arc known

Wiih
Iry

li;i,
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iit.i(le

itnprovcnicMiN
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in
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modern *y»lcni an
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inn^

of IK operation »:
looked Ijy ilic casual mipi::

rent

J
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omy
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•iippty.

The Dourcc from which

ihc tyttem H to br (upplied with current lo operate Ihe varioui
eircaitt
n a <|iicslion of Ihc Kreairtt importance. Th«
method meil in the earlier day. of the tetephone
was to have current <tiippticil direct from a dynamo or from priiiury balirrict
In actual practice t,b)cclion» have iK-en foonJ
to Ixjth of \hv\v mcih.xl.
Ujkjii a lyttem lupplied
with energy from generators alone there ii apt to
be noise on the line; the voliage of ihc Jiower circuit also varies with the <p«rd of variation of ihe
generator Primary hallcrict have Ihc objectionable
feature of high internal re.iiMancc. They alto have
lo be distribntrd throughout Ihc •y«lcm. which rt<|uirc« a great number of cell«, rxr.-^si.r i-.utlay
in cost of maintenance and con-i'
'In
inspectors' lime to remedy the
ilir
batteries and lo make repLicem.
telephone exchange derives its ci.l;^,,.
rcct
from storage batteries or from a cunibiiicci tyUtm
of generators and .storage liailcries.

>m

:

The insulation resistance
the brushes.
niCK"hni, and the resistance is such
insulation is capable of withstanding for
one minute an alternating electromotive force of
T.500 volts between the frame and core of the machine.
dcd with flexible terminals,
are pi
i.aclii
thus making a permanent connection.
h e
motors arc said to be
especially well designed,
i t h
equipped
to be
back gears, idler-pulley
attachment, and for use
as verlical motors.
;id justing

the ilebiting device is usually locked
crediting operation, it will
he seen that tlie value of the meter is greatly increased by its ability to perforin both operations
simnltancously when such an occasion arises.
The money box of this meter has been designed
ill

Storage Battery

AltlimiKJi
iluring the

exceeds one
that

the

T

w

Automobile Importation.

d

Ill,

..fill.

importation of forcignhuilt automobiles into
the United States was
for the fiscal year IQOI.
w h e n 26 automobiles.
\alned at $43,126, were
imported into the countime,
try.
Since
that
however, the imports
steadily increased,
lun'ing grow-n to 423 in
1004. while their value
ha\'e

(including

automobile

FIG,

I.

VIEW OK BATTERY ROOM IN SfODBRN TELKPHONE
EXCHANGE.

of a modem battery equipment f«.»r
telephone exchange is that of the Frontier Telephone Company of Buffalo. X. Y., an Independent
system which is supplied with energj* from two

An example

a

storage

batteries

of

1

1

cells

each,

situated

in

a

room next

TItesc lotteries
to Ihe terminal room.
were manufactured by the National Battery Company of Buffalo, N. Y., about three years ago and
consist of 22 elements of its type p-X Unit ac-

cumulator,

with

a

capacity

of

640

ampere-hours.

parts"!
has increased to
$i.446..l03 in the last fisyear.
During t h e
cal
last

fiscal

year

France

supplied 86 per cent, of
the importations of automobiles into the

NEW TYPE DIRECT-CURRENT

United

more

in

detail.

This literature

may

be had upon

application to the company.

The Lima (Peru) Horse Car Company

will

re-

from the United States for the mait intends to purchase in order to transpresent line into an electric trolley road.
The company will need some 45 cars, wdth a seating
capacity of 40 persons each. These are to be run by
ceive proposals
terial

which

form

its

States.

The

'^'°'''

with the idea of making it as nearly tamper proof
as possible, for it is not possible to gain access
to the lock without first breaking an
auxiliary
seal.
When the lock is reached it is found to be
of the concealed Yale type, which cannot be picked,
and can be opened only by one special key in the
possession of employes.
This operation of removing the box, however, can be accomplished without
interfering with the meter in any way.
The flexibility of this meter will at once attract
the interest of the central-station manager.
It can
be readily adjusted for any rate up to 20 cents
per kilowatt-hour, and its principle of combining:
the time switch with the integrating wattmeter
will .gain for itself an entirely new field of service,
especially in sign lighting.
The booklet "Notes on Prepayment Wattmeters."
issued by the Fort Wayne Electric Works, clearly
sets forth the advantages
of this meter, while
bulletins No. 1063 and 1066 explain its operation

overhead trolleys. It will also purchase wires, rails,
transformers, rotaries, etc.
.\merican exporters of
these classes of goods should address D. Joaquin
Godoy, Gerente. Empresa del Tranvia Urbano. Lima,
Peru, sending plans and proposfils, and not English
catalogues merely.

rate of duty assessed on
importations of automobiles and parts of is 45 per
cent, ad valorem, and the aggregate amount of duties
paid on the total imports thereof since igor is $1.The exportations of automobiles of domes373,835.
tic manufacture have been recorded only since ig02.
In that year the total exportation of automobiles and
parts thereof was $948.528 in 1903 the total had increased to $1,207,064, and by 1904 the total was
$1,895,605; while for the 10 months of the fiscal year
1905, for wdiich figures are available, the total is
$1,876,063, thus indicating a record of over $2,200,000
for the complete >'ear.
:

New

Electrical Incorporations in
York State.

Among

the

bany, N. Y.,
the following.

New

new> incorporations reported at Alsince those published last week are

Host of these concerns have been
organized with a view of coming within the provisions of the existing law, which expired on June
eth
George R.
Adirondack Power Company. Qiieensburv,
I'inch of Glens Falls; Alden Lighting. Heating and Power
Alden. §200.000. F. G. Bagley of Buffalo: All
Counties Gas, Electric Lighting, Power, Heating and Illuminating Company. New York, $10,000. F. R, \V. Potter
Anderson Power Transmission Company, Alof Flatbush
bany', $15,000, John P. Brooks of Albany; Chippew-a Gas Company, Jamestown, $30,000, G. V. Blackstone of Jamestown;
Economy Light. Fuel and Power Company. Buffalo, $250,Empire State Gas and
000, Henry C. Eddy of Chicago;
H.
Electric Light Company. New Rochelle, S50.000, W.
Cooper of New York; Murray Hill Public Service Companv. New York, $10,000. James Cremins of New York;
Racquette River Transmission Company, to furnish elec-

Company,

;

the Adirondacks .ind the Mohawk and Hudson
River Valleys. S50.000. C. H. Van Slyck of New Y'ork;
Hydraulic and Electric Power Company, Potsdam, Ss^iooo,
W. Sisson of Potsdam,
tricity in

,G'

installed in type 15-X lead-lined wooden tanks.
The large-sized tanks were used so that when the
growing needs of the system required it, provision
for increasing the capacity of the batteries might be
made by simply installing additional plates to meet
the demand, which is being done at present

The cord circuits of this system are divided into
two halves, being separated by condensers for talkOne battery feeds the calling end
ing purposes.
of a pair of cords and the other batten- feeds the
answering end.
When a subscriber lifts bis receiver from the
hook a relay at the central office operates a 24-volt
one-third to one-half-candlepower lamp in front of
The operator connects
the switchboard operator.
with the subscriber by plugging in on the answering jack. This operates a cut-off relay, extinguishing the lamps and establishing connection between
the operator and the subscriber who is calling.
i'pon getting the number with which the sub-

;
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scriber desires to connect the operator plugs in
on the multiple jack, and the circuit between the
two subscribers' lines is completed. The line lamps
and operators' transmitters are balanced or divided between the two batteries, the load on each
The present maxibattery being about the same.

mum

draw

any time

at

is

about 24 amperes from

a view of the battery room.
installed a two-cylinder 10is
borsepower Westinghouse gas engine (Fig. 2),
which is used in lighting the building, and also

each battery. Fig.
In the basement

i

is

operates a 5J4-l^ilowatt, 30-volt Holtzer-Cabot generator, which is used to charge the storage batThe batteries are charged at night. The
teries.
generator starts up at eight p. m., charging at the
normal rate of So amperes, until each battery is
completely charged.
In the terminal room are located the power
switchboard and mounting fuseboard. These boards

June

Ohio Telephone Notes.

A

new switchboard has been ordered

for the
The
Company. Lancaster.
has been set apart for improveOf this $60,000 will be spent on the city
system and the remainder in extending and improving the country lines.
G. H. Johnson has taken up his duties as manager of the Citizens' Telephone Company at Columbus.
Frank L, Bean, manager of the Ohio
Independent Telephone Association, will open an
office in the Outlook Building.
The Holland Telephone Company of Holland.
Lucas County, has been incorporated with a capital
stock of $5,000 by H. W. Lloyd, E. C. Hampton
It
and others, to bnild a system in that place.
will connect with Toledo through the Home Tele-

Lancaster

sum

of
ments.

Telephone

$75,000

phone Company's plant.
The Perry County Telephone Company of New
Lexington has been incorporated with a capital of
$35,000 by John Amberge, T. M. Potter, M. E.
Joyce and others.
The new switchboard of the Columbiana Telephone Company at East Liverpool has been installed to take the place of the one destroyed by

10,
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development of the Service, This he had gathered
from investigations in Europe. He referred to
Vienna, where people were obliged to wait as long
as three years for telephone accommodation.
In
Paris conditions were similar. If companies owned
plants

in these places, he declared, they would be
reconstructed at once. Where most freedom was
enjoyed by private companies the development was
greatest.
The splendid service in Sweden was due
to the enterprise of companies and not state control, as claimed by some.
The municipal telephone
in the old country, he said, was a dead issue.
Of
the hundreds who might have considered municipal
schemes, only 100 did so. Of these, only six obtained licenses and went ahead with the enterprise.
Other licenses obtained and not acted upon,
the postmaster-general canceled
in
the last six
months. A comparison of rates in Europe with
those of Canada was not practical, because cost of
raw and manufactured material and labor, as well

density of population, had

as

all

be considered.

to

W.

Telephone News from the Northwest

,

in February.
Robert T. Larkin, manager of the Fremont Home
Telephone Company, Fremont, committed suicide
No cause
some days ago by shooting himself.
can be assigned for the deed.
Judge Dillon has granted a perpetual injunction
against the Citizens' Telephone Company of Columbus, restraining it from laying conduits in High
Street.
The Supreme Court has held that the
streets are for traffic only and cannot be used
for any other purpose except by frontage owners'
consent.
The injunction was as'Ked for by two

The

fire

residents of the street.
report from Wellston is to the effect that the
deal between the Bell people and the Independent
interests in Jackson County has been put in the
shape of a purchase of all the Bell local interests
by the Jackson County Home Telephone Company,
and the Bell company is to use the local wires for
the transmission of long-distance messages.
One
exchiinge will be used for connections in Wellston,
Jackson, Oak Hill and Coalton.

A

equipped with the necessary switches, fuses.
measuring instruments, etc., for the current supply to various circuits.
In front of the board are duplicate- sets of ringing generators, four alternating-current machines
are

driven by one-horsepower motors. One
set. can 'be operated from the 220-volt local lighting company's circuit and the other from the 22volt storage battery.
In this way provision is
made for emergencies.
To the right of the power board and directly
behind the ringing generators are two motor generators, each of a capacity of 5^ kilowatts, 30
volts.
Iliese are run from the local lighting company's circuit and are used as a reserve with
which to charge the storage batteries in case anything should happen to the gas engine and charging generator in the basement.
Fig. 3 is a picture
showing the power board and generators.
The central exchange and about 51 private branch
exchanges are fed from these batteries. The number of calls per day averages between 65,000 and
in ccuih -set,

70.000.

From

the above some idea can be gained of the
importance of the central-energy storage-battery
system to this exchange and the economy that has

The Morganville Telephone Company, Morganhas been incorporated by W.
Carter and others, with a capital

ville.

stock of $5,000.
Shelby, has been
a capital stock of $60,000 by
Edwin ^lansf^eld. G. M. Skiles, J. F. Lanning.
T. J. Green and H. Sotzen.
C,

with

Southeastern Telephone Developments,
Managers of the Southern Bell Telephone Comoffices in North
Carolina and a part of
district, met
South Carolina, embracing the third
in Charlotte, N. C, recently for a three-day conpany's

ference.

The Southampton Telephone Company
land, Va..
dent, and

is

F.

of Courtchartered, with T. A. Saunders, presiP. Pulley vice-president, the capital

being $5,000 maximum. The compau}' proposes to
do a general telephone business.
The Ballard (Va.) Telephone Company is chartered by the state, with E. J. Hylton, president,
and J. E. Hylton, secretary and treasurer. Capital

been effected.

stock, $5,000.

The returns
Company in the

A number

Independent telephone companies
operati]ig in Southern California met at the head
office of the Home Telephone Company in Los Angeles last week and formed an association under
the name of the California Independent .Telephone
of

The

-Association.

Liew of Los

President, John Van
vice-president, D. S.
vice-president. Roscoe
secretary. P.' T. Spencer pf

officers arc

Angeles;

Pomona; second

Howard

San Diego

of

;

:

first

Parker of

Whittier: treasurer, Will F. Frew of Compton
executive committee, K. C. Wells c^ Redlands, W.
J. Lambert of Riverside, A. L. Orton of Pasadrna
and P. Kerr Higgins of Los AngeJ^s. Altogether,
16 companies were represented at the meeting, and
it
is
given out that a total investment of more
than $10,000,000 was represented. 'The 16 companies control 30.000 telephones and 30 exchanges,
and their lines touch t ro towns.

City Cannot

Name Telephone

Rates.

An

important opinion handed down by the SuCourt of Missouri at Jefferson City recently was in the case against the Missouri and
Kansas Telephone Company in which it was held
that the company could be compelled to place
its wires under ground, if the city so desired, but

preme

'

the city had no power to regulate the company's schedule of charges for its service. The case
came froin Kansas City and was the outgrowth of
mandamus- proceedings brought by James W. Garner to compel the telephone company to adopt a
scale of prices for telephone service to business
houses and residences which was incorporated in
an ordinance adopted by the City Council.
The
figures
so fixed were greatly below those the
company was charging, and it ignored the order,
denying the right of the city to establish or fix
a schedule of rates.'
that

,

Warne, H. F

The Shelby Telephone Company.

incorporated,

New

California Telephone Association.

J.

of

the

state of

$1,072,630, showing
before of $165,841.

are

Southern Bell Telephone
Georgia for the last year
an increase over the year

C

retary.

There

is

company

at

of organizing
Burns, Tcnn.

talk

a

home

telephone
L.

Canadian Telephone News.
At a meeting of the directors of the Bell Telephone Company of Canada, held in Montreal on
May 31st, and acting under the powers conferred
upon the directorate by the shareholders at the
special meeting in December, 1900, it was decided
to increase the capital of the company from $8,000,000 to $9,000,000. Each stockholder of record on
June 15, 1905. is entitled to take, at $125 per share,
sliares of the new stock in the proportion of one
for every eight shares now held.
Sir William Mulock, postmaster-general of Canada, and the chairman of the telephone committee
of the Dominion Parliament, will visit some of the
cities and towns of Great Britain this month where
municipal telephone systems are in vogue. He will
report the result of his investigations to his committee upon his return to Canada. He also proposes to consult with the authorities of the British
Telegraph Department with a view to ascertaining
how the trunk telephone system is being operated
in the old country.
Mr. H. C. Webb of London, England, has appeared as a witness before the special telephone
committee of the Dominion Parliament. Mr. Webb,
who is regarded as an authority on the question
of municipal or state control of telephones, stated
in his evidence before the committee. that a government monopoly of telephones was a blight on the

share

,

Over 40 miles

"of" country lines will be built.
Claremont (Minn.) Telephone Company's
have been sold to Springsted Bros, of Dodge
Center, Minn.
The Alden (Minn.) Telephone Exchange Company is installing a new switchboard, made by the

The

lines

Electric Company.
Citizens' Telephone Company of Sioux Falls.
D., has announced a new rate schedule, with ah
increase of 25 cents on four-party lines and 50
cents on individual lines for residence service. The

Western

The

S.

also arranged with the New State
Telephone and Telegraph Company of Sioux City,
Iowa, to handle its toll business. The latter will
build a copper circuit from Sioux City to Sioux

company has

Falls.

Trinity Baptist Church of Minneapolis will ina telephone system for the benefit of pewholders whose deficient hearing makes the enjoyment of the services limited.
The Valley Telephone Company of Minneiska,
Minn., has filed articles of incorporation with a
capital of $5,000.
John Peshon heads the incorpostall

rators.

L. W. Keyes is an applicant at
for a telephone franchise.

Hammond.

The Wells Telephone Company

of

Wis.,

Woodward.

Iowa, has been succeeded by the Woodward MuTelephone Company.
Bids will be received by the Nevada (Iowa)
Telephone Company for the erection of a new exchange building.
The Emerson (Iowa) Mutual Telephone Company has been organized with J. R. Jones as president and C. L. Brill as secretary.
The Tri-cit}-^ Telephone Company is installing an
entirely new equipment in its excliange building at
Clinton, Iowa.
Representatives of 16 toll-line companies doing
business in Iowa met at Webster City and decided
to form a clearing-house company.
C. C. Deering
of Boone was appointed chairman of the comtual

.

mittee on organization.
italized

E.

The Virginia Central Telephone Company of
Palmyra, Va., has been chartered, with $5,000 capiE. Jones is president and L. O. Haden sec-

tal.

Granite Falls Telephone Companj' of Granite

Minn., has been incorporated with a capital
$50,000, to build a local and rural service.
The Clarkfield (Minn.) Telephone Company will
increase its capital stock from $3,000 to $30,000.
Falls,

of

M.

The company

will

be cap-

at

$10,000.
Sheffield

telephone company

talking of organizing a stock
at Belmont, Iowa.
R.

is

Indiana Telephone Items.
The Plainville Telephone Company has been incorporated to operate in Plainville and throughout
Daviess County. The capital stock is $2,500. L. E.
Killion heads the directors.
The stockholders of the Mutual Telephone Company of Shelbyville held their monthly meetin;.;
during the week and instructed the board of .lirectors to let the contract for an entirely new
plant, including an underground system.
A new
building will be erected to include a power plant.
The estimated cost of this improvement is $65,000.
As evidence that the Independents do not intend
to abandon the fight in Marion, an Independent
telephone company has been organized, and. as a
neuclns, purchased the Wilson and McCullougb
private line between Marion and Converse, and
will
establish
a long-distance toll line between
Marion and Indianapolis by way of Converse.
Other lines will be constructed, it is said, between

Marion and surrounding cities, where the Bell
company has not purchased a controlling stock in
the Independent exchange.

Representatives of the

Independent companj' have opened an office in
Marion and will ask for a franchise at the next
meeting of the City Council.
The sale of the
LTnited
Telephone exchange in Marion to the
Bell interests .has made it impossible for Marion
citizens to reach adjoining cities which have the
Independent telephone, as the Bell company will not

give connections.
The Central "Union Telephone Company has taken
possession of its new warehouse and shop on Madir
son Avenue in Indianapolis.
distributing plant

A

:;
:

lo,
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i(jc,s

stall'
has been establislied, anil
for the I'liliru
will give eniploymcnl lo 70
Mil- shops jiisl opened
mechanics.
Teleplione anci 'IrleKraph Comhe Anieriean
p.iriy is askiiiK for fr.inehiseH in a nnmiier of ronnIhe <lelies in llie noilhern pari of ihe slale.
clareil pmpose is lo hnild a loll line from ChiMr, C. 1). M. Cole of New
eaRo to I'illslMn-K.
York is looking after the company's business coneerniiiK these franchises and says Ihe company is
oidy asking the riRht-of-way lo construct a line
across Ihe slale with the privilege of one toll station in each coiinly.
Union 'relephiine Company lasl
The Central
week closed contracts which will give it exclusive
Iniig-distance service llnoiiKli the Jewell plant at
lnde|iendent systems at Hates
St.
I'aul and the
ville,
Miland, Dillshorough, Moorcs Hill, Osgood
.(nd
Ver.sailles.
The contracts with these plants
o|ieii up a
wide stretch of territory and indicates
that the Central Union is projiosing to take adv.anlage of every fipportiniity for the extension of
S.
its business in Indiana.

CORRESPONDENCE.

llir

I

GENERAL TELEPHONE NEWS.
V.

h'.duar.K li.is I.ecn .-ipi,. .nili .1 .IniMun surelepliune ¥.\of llle NiirUuveslern

11.

perintendent

change Company, with headquarters

The

Fargo, N.

at

1).

and the Independent telephone comp.i
nies of Emporia, Kan., are said lo have mergcil
their business in that city.
VV. W. Finney will he
the local manager.
Bell

Ml the tele|)hone and telegraph lines in south'111 Nevada have lieeii consolidated under the name
if
tile Southern
Nevada Telegraph and Telephone
with headquarters at Goldfield. F. Y.
general manager of the new incorpo-

'iinpany,

I

Williams
It

is

reported that the Shelby

is

Home

Telephone

Company, which recently

built a sy.stem at Shelbyhas been placed in the hands of a receiver by the courts at Charleston, \V. Va. H. W.
Gillis of Cleveland ha.s been placed in charge of
the Sbelbyville plant by the receiver.

Ky.,

ville,

The regular monthly instrument statement of the
Chicago Telephone Company for May shows that
the total increase in the number of telephones installed amoitnted to 2,560 instruments, of which 1,882
were installed in the city and 678 in the coimtry.

The company now has

W. Byers

in service 127.914

instruments.

Evansville. Ind., has been appointed local manager of the Cumberland Tcleidione Company at Princeton, Ind., to succeed J. T.
Haden. Mr. Byers will assume his duties at once
and Mr. Haden will return to Nashville, Tenn., to
take his former position in the auditing department of the company.
G.

Mr.

F.

L.

of

Middleton, sales manager of the

In-

Telephone Manufacturing Company of
making an extended business trip
through Iowa. Mr. J. C. Murray, salesman for the
same company, with headquarters at Des Moines,
is at present at the Chicago office, having just recovered from three weeks of sickness.
ternational

Chicago,

is

A dispatch from Milwaukee, Wis., says that Judge
Halsey of the Circuit Court has appointed John E.
Reilly receiver of the Independent Consolidated
Telephone Company under a bond of $30,000. This
company is a large Independent telephone concern,
having 700 miles of wire and more than 1,200 subscribers in Sauk, Richland, Iowa and Grant counThe

Wisconsin.

ties,

business

will

lie

continued

under the receiver.

The entertainment committee

for the National-Interstate telephone convention to be held in Chicago
June 20th to 22d, is planning a program which
should make the affair a success.
This committee
has charge of the banquet on the 22d, wdiich will be
an elaborate one.
The committee is composed of
P. C. Burns (chairman), H. B. ilcMeal, W. H.
McDonough. W. E. Doolittle, G. A. Briggs, J. P.
Cracraft and S. A. Dinsmore. Other details of the
convention were printed in the Western Electrician
last

week.

MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS.
The Stromberg-Carlson Telephone Manufacturing
Company of Rochester, N. Y., reports having closed
contracts for switchboards for the following places
McLain, Kan.; Oregon, III.; High Point. N. C.
Kampsville, III.; Cowden, HI.: Plaiiiville, N. Y.
Stanley, N. Y.
Mexico City. Mexico; Seattle,
Wash. Adrian, Mich. Furley, Kan., and Elbing,
:

;

:

Kan.
Novelty potheads and sleeves and Security spefor telephone construction will be
F. Bissell Company of Toledo,
convention floor of the Auditorium
Chicago during the National-Interstate

cialties

by the
the

convention.

Some

and sleeves

will

exhibited
Ohio, on

Hotel

in

telephone

interesting tests of the potheads
be made to show that these devices may be submerged wdthout deterioration. The
various devices exhibited by the company will be
in charge of several of its salesmen.
It is understood that telephone poles will .not be a part of
this exhibit, but nevertheless the Bissell Company
is an extensive dealer in poles and will talk poles
at the con\'ention.

Cfmipaity

1>,1'»

Groat Britain.
London, .May

J4.
.\l last ihe huiK iiii|niry inio
(ineslion of llie Hiipply of electricity in bulk
I^oiulon has conic In a lerininalion.
The Ilouse
of Ijirds ciiininitlee, which I1.IS had the ni.illi
under consideration, ban been iiitting praeiieall
eoiilinuoiisly for Iwo nionlhs, and llic result is lb .1
Ij^indoii has been diviiled between two power com
One of the schemes passed is the liUKe
panics.
$jii,oo<),OfXj sclienie to which I have several limes
referred, but it has been slufrn of about one-third
of the area it asked for, and this has been allotted
to one of the remaining six competitors.
.As p<iwer
companies, all the others have iK'cn rejecled, altliongh one or two, being existing companies, have

the

Koad

cni

.

|K.*

council concerned
jcclril on Ihe iKiiiii ",.,,
not legally cnlillcij 10 d'
the day .ind llir c',mpaii>

in

i

had

some

additional

power granted

them.

The

difficulty occasioned because an electric-supautborily cannot give ^a supply of energy for
use outsid<r its own area has Ikcii a stumbling
block on many occasions, and in granting aniliority
to supply for traction purposes, whether ihe current is used inside or outside the authorize<l area,
the committee has done a signal service to the electrical industry.
Of course it is unfair that only
certain companies should have this privilege, but
inasmuch as the government is promoting a bill
this year which will deal with this matter in its
gener.al application, all supply authorities will soon
lie on the same
footing.
With regard to the big
scheme above mentioned, it has yet really to get
over the most difficult hurdle, for the local .authorities who oppose have a very strong influence in
the House of Commons, and there are three stages
at which this influence can be exerted.
.After many years of dissatisfaction both to the
public and to itself the London County Council
lias
solved the problem of converting the North
London tramways to electric traction, although the
As I have several times
price is a heavy one.
pointed out, the lines are in the hands of a comOwing to
pany which has a lease until 1910.
difficulties with the Borough Council, no hope of
having the lines worked electrically was held out
The County Council and most other
until IQIO.
people, too considered this was too long to wait,
and so an agreement was arrived at by which the
The
lease should be terminated early next year.
terms of the agreement I have already given, and
the council ratified the compact at its last meeting.
.At the same time it must be confessed that
the difficulties have been largely of the council's
own making, and the total expenditure in consequence of the acquisition of the lines and their
electrification is put at over $25,000,000.
The following figures with regard to the tramway undertakini;; of the London County Council
In addiin general will no doubt be interesting.
tion to the sum above mentioned, the slim of
$17,500,000 has already been sanctioned for the
tramways on the south of London, and it is anticipated that for the next four or five years the
annual capital outlay on tramways by the London
County Council will be $10,000,000. Therefore at
present the total commitments of the council as
concerns tramways alone is some $60,000,000, irrespective of the cost of street widenings necessary
consequence of the tramways, but which in
in
many cases is not charged to the tramway account.
After three or four efforts on the part of the
postmaster-general the committee which it was
suggested should be nominated to consider the
agreement between the postmaster-general and the
National Telephone Company for the purchase of
Many obthe latter's system has been appointed.
jections were taken to the constitution of the committee, the labor members of Parliament being
These objecspecially anxious to be represented.
tions were eventually overcome by giving the committee power to see that the interests of the
employes of the National Telephone Company are
At the same time it is rather diffisafeguarded.
cult to see what the committee can accomplish, for
it
has bften stated that the agreement has been
signed and sealed and cannot be altered. It is possible, bow-ever, that should the committee's report
come to be discussed in the House as it undoubtedly will and any drastic recommendations are
made, the postmaster-general's position will be
practically untenable and modifications would have
to be made.
The new Board of Trade regulations which
cover the electric-supply business in Great Britain
have been issued. The object of the new regulations
is to bring them more into line with present conditions, and in this respect much has been done,
for many restrictive regulations, as things stand
They are too lengthy
today, have been abolished.
Further, they are of little
to go into details here.
in Great
interest except to electrical engineers

legal

ply

—

—

—

—

Britain.

An interesting legal case was tried a few days
in which the London United Tramw^ays Company, in wdilch Mr. Yerkes has now a considerable
interest, was concerned.
Since Mr. Y'erkes' association with the tramway company, tramw^aj- lines
have been built in Surrey in more or less close
proximity to the big generating station which will
It thus being
supply the underground railway.
more economical to take power from this source
than from the existing power house many miles oft.
ago

New
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Ju„.:

lunged hearing
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l>cf<ire

sion, the ap|ilicalioii«
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track on the
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valed lines were imjiiimmuiI iuiIi!
however, pasted the plan«

sion,

Manhallan, Brooklyn and the
which have Uen scleral limes

%

n

1

I'.i

d.

,iir«
t.,il. .|

„

Il„^

umii recently.

In .the liroiu al.o prrparalxjiu
lieing made for applying for fr.iiicliisc« fur
surface lines lo I'rlham I'ark

Mr.

t<A-

»r-

new

Paul

Aforton. win, is rrMgniiig from iJie
caliniet. will come 10 New York on July Ml K.
serve as head of the cofistruclioii coni|nny which
is
associated with the Metriipniilan «lrrrt-ruliny
interests.
This company' will have .Mr. Thonut
F. Ryan as president and a capital of SiocvaooiOoa
.Mr. .Morion's salar)- will be. it is »ajd, $5O;00O a
year.
Statistics published this week »how wilhoal a
doubt that the subway lus. caused a falling off of

the surface and elevated traffic.
Ilic daily pattmger average of the surface lines has Ijccii decreaMcd
by 50,000; the elcvalcd lines liave dccrrawd liy no
less than 164.000. while llic daily gain on the subway for Ihe three monlhs ended .March jut ha<
been as much as 3^8.000.
This means that although the older forms of transit are suffering,
there is neverlheless a daily increase of 114x100
passengers on Manhallan.
The subway traffic i*
now within one-fifth of the total eslinialcd capacity
of the line.
Among eight new bills which became law on
Monday was one enabling the city to enter into
contracts with any street-railway company with
respect to car-license fees, percentages and payments other than taxes. This will allow the city
to compromise in the litigation arising out of the
franchise lax.
.\noihcr law provides that a street
railway shall not lie built in Kings County wilhonl the consent of .at least half the owners of abnlting property.

There was a strike on Tuesday at the new
Brooklyn Rapid Transit power house on account of
employment of 35 nonunion iKiilcrmakers by the
Baticock & Wilcox Boiler Company.
.Mwut JOO
men are affected and the strike will delay the
completion of several conlracls.
Mayor McClellan has signed and forwarded to
Ihe governor the bill which fixes the price of electhe

current supplied lo the city of New York at
10 cents per kilowatt-hour.
This was an amended
considered at a special hearing on account of
an error of the engrossing clerk.
The alleged
error has excited a deal of comment, but Governor
Higgins has expressed his view that the mistake
was purely accidental and the matter may now
be considered closed.
."X
Washington telegram states that Ihe United
States government will establish a space-telegraph
station at Fort Hamilton. Brooklyn, to enable the
fort to communicate with warships at sea.
The
work will be installed by a Detroit firm.
Bids are receivable on June I2lh for installing
electric bells, gongs, telephones and .speaking tubes
in public schools Nos. 9. 55. 72 and 74. in the
Borough of Brooklyn. The probable value of the
contract is about $3,000 or more.
Bids arc also
wanted on the same dale for putting in elecricligh wiring and fixures in public school No. 18.
at Mnajer Street. Brooklyn, the probable cost of
the work being in the neighborhood of $4,000 or
less.
Details are obtainable at the office of the
tric

bill,

board of education. Park .Avenue, Manhattan.
D.

New

—

W. W.

EnKland.

Boston. June 3. The control of the Springfield
Street Railway Company has been formally banded
over to the New York. New Haven and Hartford
Railroad Company, and the old officers of the company have resigned, being replaced by the following board, representing the new ownership:
-A. W. Damond and Frederick Harris of Springfield, who have been acting president and treasurer,
respectively; William Skinner. Holyoke; Charles S.
Mellcn. New Haven, who is president of tlie New
York. New Haven and Hartford: D. Newton Barney. Hartford: James J. Siorrow. Boston, and
Qiarles F. Booker. Connecticut.
The Massachusetts gas and electric-light commissioners have authorized the issue of 2.000 newshares of stock by the Springfield Union Electric
Company of Springfield. Of this. 829 are to be
used for cancellation of outstanding notes, and the
remainder for additional plant contracted for. The
new issue is authorized at the price of $160 per
share to stockholders. The last previous issue was
at $135 to stockholders, and the same basis was
desired by the company for tin's issue, but the
commissioners fixed upon the higher figure.
A bond issue of $500,000 each by the Boston and

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN
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Northern and Old Colony street-railway companies,
which are controlled by the Massachusetts Electric
Companies, so called, a holding syndicate, has been
authorized. These are 50-year bonds at four per
cent., and provide the funds for added equipment,

power

An

stations

of the session, to be known as the special railroad
and railway committee, to meet in the interim between adjournment and the session of 1906, with
instructions to report not later than January 15th,
next year. This committee will consider the important questions which were left unsettled relating
Among them are the
to railroads and railways.
matter of authorization of purchases of trolley
roads by steam roads in this state, and the measure relative to the taking of land for trolley lines
by right of eminent domain. It was a matter of
much controversy during the recent session as to
whether public interests would best be served by
the passage of a general bill giving trolley lines
eminent-domain rights, or by special enactments in
individual cases as they arise.
Parson, Leach & Co., bankers, will finance the
development of the Bodwell Water Company's
property at Milford and Oldtown in Maine, where
plans for the building of a big dam and a power
house will be carried out this summer. The scheme
involves the expenditure, it
is
stated, of about
$1,000,000, and a number of manufacturing plants
in the vicinity will be supplied with electric power
from the plant.
Edgar W. Atwater, a telegrapher who saw service under the government during the Civil War,
being entrusted by the War Department with numerous important dispatches, died on May 30th in
Burlington, Vt, his native place, at the age of "/(i.
He had been employed in his younger days for
many years by the Western Union Telegraph Company, having learned to operate in Burlington, and
served the company in that city and in New York.
B.

Ohio.

—

Cleveland, June 3. F. M. Hanes, general manager of the Northern Texas Traction Company
and a former Cleveland man. died a few days ago.
Chicago men have been in Fremont looking over
the prospects of establishing an automobile road
from Fremont to Tiffin, 18 miles. The plan is to
build a regular standard roadbed with tracks. The
wheels of the automobiles w^ould be made with
If not satisfactory
flanges to run on the track.
the road could then be converted into a trolley line
with few changes.
The Defiance, Wauseon, Adrian, Ann Arbor and
Detroit Traction Company of Wauseon has been
incorporated with a capital stock of $7,000. Tiie
plan is to build an electric railway connecting the'
towns and cities named in the title. W. W. Campbell, C. E. Bennett, Jay H. Miller, F. J. Spencer
and others are the incorporators
The Cleveland and Southern Traction Company
is said to have disposed of over $100,000 five per
cent, bonds to residents along the route of the

proposed line from Chippewa Lake to Mansfield
This w^ill be a rival to the
by way of Ashland.
proposed branch of the Barberton, Wadsworth and
Western from Ashland to Mansfield.

A
that

dispatch to the local press

W.

from Lima

states

Kelsey Schoepf has made arrangements for

his syndicate to lease the local lines in the town of
Lima and will have control over the Toledo and
Lima Traction Company, which is building a line

from Lima to Toledo.
It is stated further that
Western Ohio has refused to lease its property
on the terms offered and that a road may Le
built from Lima to PJqua to complete the plan ff
having a through line from Cincinnati to Toledo.
The plan for mutual protection in paying accident claims that was proposed some time ago has
been held in abeyance by the electric roads and
may not be taken up again. The larger companies
the

considered an adjustment bureau, with a common
fund, of greater benefit to the smaller roads than
to themselves, and for this reason mainly the matter has been held up for the present.
A meeting of the directors of the Kansas City

Leavenworth Electric Railway Companj' was
held in Cleveland this week for the purpose of
getting the business in shape to turn over to the
McClellen syndicate of New York, to which the
greater portion of the Cleveland interests have
and

been

O. M. C.

Indiana.

and extensions.

important recess committee of the Massachuwas appointed in the closing days

setts Legislature

sold.

Ohio traction men are interested in the reports
that George F. McCullough is arranging to build
a traction line from Fort Wayne to Chicago.
In
the near future Fort Wayne will be connected with
the Western Ohio Railway Company-, and w^hen the
Toledo connection of the system is completed all
Northern Ohio will have a line west to Chicago.
Plans for the Chicago line are said to be rather
indefinite as yet, however.
An increase in passenger rates to two cents a
mile has been announced by Manager Theodore
Stebbins of the Appleyard properties.
This course
had been decided upon some lime ago. but the
position was strengthened by the resolution adopted
at the last meeting of the Ohio Interurban Railway
Association.
Mileage books will he sold at the

June

usual reduction.
Some other roads will probably
take the same steps within a short time.

Indianapolis, June 3.
Railway Company has

—The
filed

South Bend Western
articles

of

incorpora-

tion with a capital stock of $100,000.
The officers
are: President, William L. Taylor of Indianapolis;
vice-president, M. H. Reed of South Bend
secretary, W. W. Babcock of South Bend.
The In;

really back of the new
company, which is organized to construct an interurban line from Laporte to South Bend. It is also
a part of the scheme for the final merger of the
electric lines in the vicinity of South Bend to ac-

diana Railway

Company

the interurban road now operated between
Laporte and Michigan City.
A line is also contemplated to connect New Carlisle and Michigan
City.

The Huntington. Upland and Matthews Traction
Company has been incorporated to build an electric
railway to connect Huntington, Van Buren, Upland and Matthews.
O. S. Scott heads the promoters.
The promoters of the Indianapolis and Chicago
Air Line Company announce their purpose of entering Indianapolis on elevated tracks in Cornell
Avenue with their own terminal station at Alabama and Court streets. Charles F. Knowlton is
in charge of the company's business here, with
offices in the Terminal Building.
Mr. Knowlton
says his company will be the firs televated-track
company in the city.
The sale of the Indianapolis and Martinsville
Rapid Transit Company was finally consummated
during the last week and the property has passed
to the control of the Stone & Webster S3mdicate
of Boston.
The consideration is said to have been
over $500,000. The old officers, H. S. New. president, and G. L. Payne, secretary, will remain, and
Paul White will continue as general manager.
Enos Porter of Shelby/ille, one of the original
stockholders of the Shelbyville traction line, now
a division of the Indianapolis and Cincinnati Traction Company's system, is promoting a new line
from Shelbyville to Batesville hy way of Greensburg, which would be in effect an extension of the
Shelbyville

line.

The offices cf the Indianapolis and Eastern Railway Company (Greenfield line) have been moved
the

to

now

and Terminal Building and are
same room with those of the Indianapo-

Traction

in the

Company (Plainfield line).
Edward C. Elskes, maintenance-of-wa\' engineer
of the state railroads of Switzerland, visited Indianapolis during the week to observe the workings of the interurban traction roads with a view
to reporting to his government the advisability of
substituting electric for steam power in the operation of railroads.
He said upon his return to
Switzerland he would at once put on foot a plan
to utilize the waterpower in Switzerland for the
generating of electricity.
S. S.
Coal Traction

lis

Michigan.

—

3.
The Detroit and Bay City Tracwhich proposes to build an electric
railway between Detroit and Bay Cit\', via Flint,
Saginaw and Pontiac, has been granted an extension
of 90 days to a franchise which was granted some
time ago by the latter town. The work of construction through -Pontiac should have been begun

Detroit, June
tion Company,

June

I

St.

The

Detroit and Cleveland Steamship Company
equip its new $800,000 steamer with a complete telephone system.
central switchboard will
be installed connecting all staterooms, the captain,
steward, baggagemaster and other offices.
The
system will be connected with the city exchanges
as soon as the boat reaches the docks and give
the benefit of long-distance service also.
spacetelegraph system will also be installed.
The Dunkley-WilHams boat line, which is seeking a franchise of the city of Kalamazoo for an
electric railway from that cxty to South Haven to
connect with its Chicago boat line, is meeting with
considerable opposition from the Kalamazoo council.
There is a municipal-ownership clause in the
petition which is causing the trouble.
The boat
line may build to the city limits only and put on a
line of automobiles to carry the business within
the city.
The name of the line is the Kalamazoo
and South Haven Interurban.
As a result of a fire the village of Trenton may
abolish its lighting plant.
Figures have been asked
for from private companies.
request from every business man of Saline
has been made on the Detroit, Ypsilanti, Ann Arbor and Jackson railway for heav}'-freight ser\-ice.
It will probably be granted, as it is now in effect
on other sections of the system.
Representative Stockdale of Allegan is author of
a bill in the state Legislature which, if it passes,
will
give electric-lighting and power companies
the right to condemn rights-of-way for their poles
will

A

A

A

in

the

same manner

as

electric

railways.

It

is

contended that the present law does not authorize
such companies to do business, and this is one of

1905

A new boat line has been put on between Muskegon and Chicago wdiich will be operated in connection with the Grand Rapids and Indiana railroad for Grand Rapids-Chicago business. This new
line may take away much of the traffic from the
electric line.
The Grand Rapids, Grand Haven and
^luskegon Interurban has handled most of this
business between Grand Rapids and Muskegon.
The Electric Advertising Company of Detroit
has been incorporated with a capital of $5,000.
C. G.

is

quire

10,

the bills recently introduced to give such companies
a legal status.

W.

Dominion of Canada.

—

Ottawa, Ont., June 3. An electric generator of
12,000 horsepower has just been turned out by the
Canadian General Electric Company of Peterhoro,
Ont, for the Ontario Electrical Developmenf Company, being one of a series.
This is one of the
largest electric generators ever built.
Sir William Mullock, postmaster-general of Canada, has left for England to attend the Pacific
Cable conference in London as the representative of
Canada.
Sir Sandford Fleming of Ottawa will
also be present at this meeting, representing

New

Zealand. The meeting will be held on June 21st.
The other countries interested have been ready for
the conference for nearly a year and have been
waiting upon Canada. It is understood that one of
the matters for discussion is a scheme to make the
cable enterprise pay better, as there has so far been
a deficit in the operation of the cable.
The all-

was

British cable

first

proposed by Sir Sandford

Fleming in 1874. The cable, running some 8,000
miles, from Doubtless Bay, Queensland, Au stralia.
to Bamfield Creek, British Columbia, cost upward
of $9,000,000. It was opened on October 31. 1902.
The fourth annual report of the Montreal Light.
Heat and Power Company shows a surplus of
$448,789 as compared with $204,013 last year.
The
gross revenue for the year amounted to $2,901,264
and the net profits, after providing for fixed charges,
interest, etc., to $1,128,789. being an increase over
the previous year of $311,818 gross and $244,775 net
There have been declared out of the net profits
four quarterly dividends of one per cent each,
amounting to $690,000, leaving a balance of $448,789.
which, added to the surplus of $385,100, brought
forward from last year, brings the surplus to
All the works and plants of the various
$833,889.
subsidiary companies embraced by this big combine have been efficiently maintained during the year.
The Ontario Power Company, which has a franchise from the Dominion government to utilize
water at Niagara Falls for the development of electricity, is making rapid progress.
Ultimately it will
have from i8o.cco to 200,000 horsepower. Its plan
of installation is unique.
It is practicallj"^ a reversal of the plan employed at the other Niagara
plants and is a return to the old-fashioned mill race.
The millpond, or forebay, is a mile above the falls.
At the down-stream end are the gates. From these
will extend three 18-foot pipes
the largest ever
made for convening water which form the mill
race.
These pipes carry the water to the power
house from whence the turbines are supplied.
The Duncan Electrical Company of Montreal has
been incorporated to carry on the business of manufacturing all kinds of electrical apparatus. The incorporators are Charles Duncan, William Paisley
Baird and others, all of Montreal, with a total capital of $90,000.
^^^

—

—

—A

Winnipeg, Man., June 3.
large meeting of the
Board of Trade and a dozen other representative
organizations was held in this city a few days ago
to take up the question of municipal waterpower.
It was stated that in view of the immense waterpower going to waste by the Assiniboia and Red
rivers a determined effort should be made to utilize
the same for power purposes, and that a committee
be appointed to urge upon the City Council the
urgent necessity for immediate action in the matter so that power may be offered as an inducement
manufacturers to locate in Winnipeg.
The Perth and Huron Electric Railway Company has asked for incorporation by the Dominicr
Parliament. The company will operate from Stratford to Grand Bend, a village on Lake Huron, and
from Stratford to Tavistock.
The company has
received permission to purchase 500 acres of land
to be used as a park, but which shall not be open
for picnics or excursions on Sundays.
A clause
was also inserted that cars shall not be run on
Sundays and that the company must be incorporated
under the electric-railway act. The road is to be of
standard gauge and will make connection with the
to

Grand Trunk

at Stratford.

(N. S.) Tramway Electric Comreport just presented showed gross
$379,464.81 for 1904, an increase of
The operating expenses were $211,841.57.
$14,009.85.
a reduction of $28,871.10. This result was obtained
by the economies attending the use of the new machinery and modern appliances installed in 1903,
further
and the lessened consumption of fuel.
expenditure of $31,209.17 was made on capital account on the completion of the new power house
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Power Company

.ctaract

cm propiriy in the vicinity of
Kailway Station with a view

is

secunng options

llic

of

prcncnt Kadial
erecting a liiR

station at James and Gore streets in Hamilton, Ont
for the use of the various elect ric railways controlled hy the company.
Mr. K. I-. Aitkcn, consnltiiiK enti'i'eer of Tfin.ntci, has been retained hy the town of Kxclcr,
( Int.,
to make a valuation on the electric-liRht plant
;ii
present in use in that place and now owned hy
C.
Sncll.
.\lderman Gibson, chairman of the fire, water and
Ras committee of the WinnipoK council, has reported that 250 more arc lamps will be required to
properly liRht the streets, owinc to the rapid urowtli
The oiuncll will order 100 to start
of the i-itv.

a
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Southeastern States.

—

The directors of the
Charlotte, N. C, June
Winchester (Va.) and VVashington City electric
railway announce that they have selected N. Wilson Davis of Harrisonburg to make plans for the
power house and dam to be erected along the
Shenandoah River cast of Winchester. Mr. Davis
will also be chief engineer of the work.
President E. D. Latta of the Charlotte (N. C.)
electric-railway system is seeking to secure through
the courts clear title to certain water rights purchased at Mountain Island, N. C.
It is stated that the present street-car system of
Raleigh, N. C., will be considerably extended along
.-?.

Light and Power Company.
.Mcfhire and (;. L. Mcl'arlanc of Pill*have been conducting invc»ligalion» at
.Sheridan, Wyo., with a view lo the connruclion of
an electric railway between lh.it city and Buffalo.
M. J. Heller and a<iocialet of yerringlnn. Ncv„
who recently purchased the [llurilone Copper propcrlie< near V<rrmgl"n. have wcured a power >ile
on the Walker Kiver, IS miles from Ycrringt.jii,
where they will establish an electric gencraling plant
to furnish [Hiwer for a conccniraling plant at ihe
mine.
Work was licgun recently at Ltwislon, Idaho, on
the proposed railway system of ilic Lcwislon and
Southern Electric Company. Probably $230,000 will
G.
he expended in the undertaking.
K.

I".

linrg,

'\'Uf

(

467

of a franchise lu the Winilow

l-;icctric

consultiiiK eiiKiiieiT ii( Munlrcal.
citizens of NapaiK'c, Out., will creel an decIrir li((lii (ilant in lliu town at a cost of ^,000.
Kclscli,

Tlic

ELECTRICIAN

WICSTERN

u/i-,

the route of several streets.
It is rumored that Hugh MacRae of Wilmington,
N. C, is interested in a very extensive scheme to
build electric railways to numerous points within a
distance of jo to 30 miles of Wilmington, and that
large developments are being anticipated by the

promoters of the scheme.
The city of Durham, N. C, has inst.illed a modern new system of the GamewcU fire alarm.
The Savannah Lighting Company is in the field
for the franchise for municipal lighting against the
Savannah Electric Company, which now has possession of the field and franchise.
president of the Waycross (Ga.)
J. E. Wadlev,
Electric Light and Power Company, has bought a
$40,000 lumber plant at Wray, Ga.
A. $50,000 subway has been completed in Savannah, Ga., by the Savaimah Electric Company, the
.\tlantic Coast Line and the city.
It is given out that the prospects for the building of the Ralcigh-Durhani (N. C.) electric railL.
wav are very bright.

I'a.,

June 3.— C. M. Harrison of Redfield and associates have applied for a street-railway franchise at Sioux Falls, S. D.
Modern equipment will be installed in the electric-light plant at Tecumseh, Neb.
The Wisconsin River Valley Power and Traction

Company has

applied for a franchise for a trolley

from Wausau, Wis., to Merrill and
mence work as soon as permission is
Waterpower at Trappe will be developed

line

will

com-

secured.

at a cost
system will

of $190,000. and the cost of the entire
be about $500,000.
The City Council of Atlantic, Iowa, refused the
offer of \V. C. Williams for the purchase of the
electric-light plant, the price of $30,000 being considered too small.
Practically all of the necessary $130,000 worth
of stock in the Oskaloosa (Iowa) and Buxton
Electric Railway Company has been subscribed locally, and the work of constructing the interurban
H. L. Spencer
line will be commenced at once.
heads the new board of directors.

The Mankato (Minn.) and St. Peter Railway
and Lighting Company has accepted the recently
connecting those
granted
The only
cities and has filed the required bonds.
point of difficulty has been settled favorably to the
company, and it will be allowed the use of the
county bridge across the Miimesota River. It is
expected that the work of construction will be
R.
started without delay.
franchises for electric lines

j—

M. V. McQuigg of the
.S.an I'"ranciseo, Jinie
Monterey County Gas and Electric Company, with
he.idquarters in the Mutual Bank Building, San
Francisco, states that proposals for material and
equipment for an extension of the company's electric railway from Pacific Grove to Carmel-liy-theSea will be asked for in the near futiire. An 18milc extension from Monterey to Salinas will be
These two extensions will necessitate
built later.
an increase in the capacity of the company's power
plant at Monterey.
Work began last week on the power plant of
the Shasta Power Company of Redding, Cal. Water
will be taken from the head of Hat Creek at the
base of Mount Lassen and taken by ditch 25 miles
the site of the power idant, which will be
to
The power plant
located 24 miles from Redding.
will generate 3,000 horsepower and the transmission line will carry a voltage of 30,000.
Electrical men arc of the opinion that there soon
will be strong competition between the California
Gas and Electric Corporation and the Southern

The latter company,
Pacific Railroad Company.
having decided to use electricity in conveying some
of its transcontinental freight and passenger trains
over the Sierra Nevada Mountains, is arranging to
build and equip power plants of its own in the

—

Salt Lake City, June 2. The Mormon and Genmembers of the City Council at Salt Lake City
are at issue upon the proposition of granting an extension of franchise to the Utah Light and Railway
Company, of which President Joseph F. Smith of
Seven ^Io^the Mormon church is the president.
mon members favor the extension, while the eight
Gentiles have pledged themselves to defeat it. It is
conceded that the proposed franchise was practically
killed by its reference back to the city attorney for
correction.
Work is progressing rapidly on the electric power
plant in course of installation at Cove, Wyo., and
the plant will probably be in operation within the

tile
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Civil Enginccri.
He wa^ burn on Jctuy
Island on August 11, 1842, and received hit educaFor tome
tion at Victoria College at that pbcc.
years previous to 1870 he was in the cmpl'/ymcnl of
the Electric and Inlcmational Telegraph Company,
and when, in 1870, the telegraphs were taken >ner
by the state, Mr. Gavcy w.is made supcrinlcndcr; of
He was frequently promoted and in
a division.
1892 was appointed chief technical officer at the
General Post Office, London. He is now enginccrin-chicf and electrician of the General Post Office.

George Gibbs has been appointed chief engineer
of electric traction of the Pennsylvania, New York
.and Long Island and the Pennsylvania, New Jersey and New York railroads, the Pennsylvania railroad's subsidiary corporations, under which the tunnels under New York and the North and East
Rivers arc being built Later, it is said, the appointment will be extended to the Long Island
railroad.
The position has been newly created, and
imder it Mr. Gibbs will be in complete charge 01
the electrical work of the tunnels as well as the
electrifying of a good portion of the Long Island
road.
He has been in the service of Westinghousc,
Church, Kerr & Co., and is a member of the Pennsylvania Engineering Tunnel Commission in an electrical capacity.

W.

A. Blanck has opened an office as consulting
engineer in the Fisher Building, Chicago.
past Mr. Blanck has been electrical
engineer of the Chicago and Milwaukee electric
railroad and had complete charge of the electrical
operation and construction of the road, comprising
70 miles of track. He will still be connected in a
Previous
consulting capacity with this company.
to that, Mr. Blanck was engineer of The Arnold
Company for two years, and assisted Mr. Bion J.
Arnold in carrying out the high-voltage railroad
tests on the Lansing and St. Johns line in Michigan. He also did for a year some special work
for the Chicago Edison Company, pertaining to the
preliminary layout for the large Fisk Street station.
Mr. Blanck is 33 years old and by birth a German.
He was educated at the gymnasium at Wriezen and
graduated as electrical and mechanical engineer at
Mittweida College in Saxony. His engineering experience begun in Germany with Siemens & Halskc.
and before coming to this counto' he was for six
years connected with Ganz & Co.. Budapest, in the
capacity of engineer for high-tension lighting and

For a year

A

S-<.ili

<

circled in prrM.I.

electrical

The Oceanside Electric Light Company has been
incorporated in San Francisco by R. H. Fitzgerald,
J. T. Bovd, Henry B. Young, J. H. Brenner and
J. D. McGowan.
special meeting of the stockholders of the San
Joaquin Light and Power Company will be held at
the company's office at Los Angeles on July 25th
for the purpose of considering a proposition to
create a bond of indebtedness of $3,000,000.
William A. Patten, chief quartermaster,
Col.
U. S. A., for the district of California, has been
authorized to install an electric-light plant at the
barracks at Benicia, Cal.
The Board of Public Works of San Francisco has
adopted plans and an estimate of the cost of the reconstruction of the Geary Street railway as an electric line by the municipality. The total cost of reconstruction is
placed at $667,595.
This includes
$99,000 for a lot and building, $60,500 for a storage
battery, $203,390 for cars, tools
and appliances,
$179,432 for the reconstruction of the present Geary
Street road, and $125,273 for extensions to the
present road.
The road as planned will be an underground conduit road.
The Globe Electric Company has been incorporated at Monterev. Cal., with a capital stock of
$25,000 by \\\ H. XlcConnell, A. G. Metz. Thomas

il.

I.'-

of Ihe Melr
linn of the

Bids will be received on June I2th by the city
trustees of Long Beach, Cal., for the installation of
an electric fire-alarm system.
Keller & Anthony of the Line Creek Light and
Power Company, Lakevicw, Oregon, have closed
contracts with the municipalities of Cedarville and
Bidwell, Ore., to supply those towns with light
and power. They have also contracted to furnish
power for the Cedarville Flour Mills.
The municipality of Ukiah, Cal., is arranging for
the installation of an electric fire-alarm system in
that place.
Proposals will be received up to June

power

plants.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
to be issued by the town of ifarifor the installation of an electric-light

Bonds are
anna,

Fla.,

plant.

The town of Bolivar, Tenn., is preparing for the
of an electric-light system, for which
bonds were recently issued.
installation

The Florida East Coast railway, with headquarSt. Augustine. Fla.. has ordered two .4llisChalmers horizontal Reliance engines and a Bullock
ters at

alternating-current generator, with exciter, for the
operation of an electric-light plant.

The W'arren (Ark.) Light and Water Company.
recently to operate electric-light and
waterworks plants in Warren, has elected the following-named officers: President, F. L. Purcell;
secretary and treasvice-president. W. J. Savage
incorporated

:

PERSONAL.
H.

Green has

C.

of

the

resigned

Indiana

as

Union

urer, Carl Hollis; engineer, J. \\'eils.

chief

train

Traction

dis-

system,

with headquarters in Anderson, in order to accept
a similar position with the Chicago and Milwaukee

States.

and

1..

Sierras.

patcher

Rocky Mountain

|>an)r,

cics in
tion of

Pacific Slope.

19th.

Northwestern States.
Minneapolis,

clevalcd line.

Electric Railroad

Charles

Company.

Davis, for the last six years master
Bureau of Construction and Repair. Charlestown navy yard, has joined the engineering staff of the Holtzer-Cabot Electric Compan.v, Boston, Mass.
Mr. Davis entered upon the
duties of his new position June 1st.
S.

electrician of the

Dickinson MacAllister. formerly president of the
Metropolitan West Side Elevated Railroad Company
of Chicago, who was taken suddenly ill on May
27th on reaching the family home at Rockville, Pa!,
after a business trip to New York city, is reported
as being still very weak at the state hospital in
Harrisburg. Mr. MacAllister is 49 years old. He
came to Chicago in iSSS from the Brooklyn Union

Before departing from Albany Governor Higgins
of New York announced his appointments to the
recently created state commission on gas and electricity.
The three men named are James R. Shefof New Y'ork, Judge Lester L. Shedden
Plattsburg and John C. Davies of Camden.

field

of

The

Interior Department, through the bureau of
Indian affairs, is inviting sealed proposals until
July 18th for constructing an electric-light system
at the new Indian school near Wahpeton, N. D.
Detailed information will be furnished on application to C. F. Larrabee, acting commissioner of
Indian affairs, \\'ashington, D. C.

The Twin
neapolis

will

lower dam.

compound

Citj-

Rapid Transit Company of Minin its power house at the

install
St.

Anthony's

Re^-nolds-Corliss

Falls,

a

vertical

cross-

condensing engine, for

direct connection to a 3,500-kilow-att tliree-phase al-

ternating-current generator.

This company has pre-

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN
viously installed three Allis-Chalmers engines of the
same size and type as the one now ordered, each
having a normal capacity of 5.000 horsepower.

N. J.) Common Council has instructed Town Clerk T. C. Wildman to advertise
according to plans and specifications
for hids.
adopted by that body, for the erection of a muIt
is
estimated that the
nicipal lighting plant.
work will cost about $35,000. It is proposed to
erect the plant at the foot of Johnston Avenue on
property owned b}^ the town.

The Kearny

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
Berlin newspaper announces a project said to
be supported by railroad investors to connect oy
electric railway the principal towns of northwest
Bohemia with Zittau on the Saxon border. The
field is thickly populated and visited annually by
great numbers of tourists.

A test case involving the point whether a passenger electric railway on a public highgway is required to fence its line was tried in the Circuit Court
at Belleville, III, a few days ago, and decided in
The case was that
favor of the railway company.
of Albert Boneau against the East St. Louis and
Suburban railway for the loss of a mule, valued at
$150, killed by a car of the defendant. The case will
be appealed, it is said.
The annual meeting

stockholders of the
Elgin, Aurora and Southern Traction Company was
held in Aurora, 111, a few days ago. Manager
John T. Huntington of Aurora, the outgoing director, was re-elected for a term of three years.
President L. J. Wolf of Cleveland read his annual
report and it is said that the prospects of the road
No less than four interurban lines
are very bright.
will -be in operation soon and will act as feeders
to the Elgin, Aurora and Southern Traction Company's lines. One of these is the De Kalb, Rockford and Aurora line.
of the

The Cleveland syndicate which owned the New
York and Long Island Traction Company has sold
the property to Sanderson & Porter of New York
The price paid was
for the Belmont syndicate.
The negotiations for the Cleveland
$1,450,000.
syndicate were conducted by President George A.
Stanley and Treasurer J. R. Nutt of the company.
The road consists of about 35 miles of single track
The capital stock is
in operation on Long Island.
which $750,000 is common and
of
$1,000,000,
$250,000 five per cent, preferred. Half of the bond
The road was
issue of $1,000,000 is outstanding.
built under the supervision of President Stanley.

There was a large gain in passenger traffic on all
the elevated railways of Chicago for the month of

May, compared with May,
gained 12 per
the

for

May

1904.

cent., the daily

The Northwestern

average of passengers

month being 77,863, as against
year.
The South Side carried a

last

69,232 for
daily aver-

age of 89,971 passengers, a gain of eight per cent.,
and the Metropolitan enjoyed the largest daily average for any month in its history. The average was
125,164 passengers daily, an increase of over nine
The improvement in the Metropolitan is
per cent.
ascribed by the management to better facilities. The
Aurora, Elgin and Chicago, which carries its passengers over the Metropolitan from Fifty-second
Instead, its
Street, does not figure in the gain.
tendency is to lower the traffic record of the Metropolitan compared with last year, as they are now
carried as passengers of the interurban road itself.
The Chicago and Oak Park elevated gained in daily
average of passengers carried from 41,379 in May,
1904, to 44,771 last month.

To take care of its rapidly increasing business,
the Hamilton Cataract Power, Light and Traction
Company is making extensive additions to its power
plant at De Cew Falls. Two 6,400-kilowatt tlireephase 2,400-volt S.ooo-alteration generators, with
motor-driven exciters and switchboard apparatus,
and four 3,200-kiIowatt oil-insulated water-cooled
raising transformers will be added, the contract
going to the Canadian Westinghouse Company.
Another waterpower

electrical plant in the

South

ready for operation. It is owned by the Talladega Electric Power Company of Talladega, Ala.
The plant has developed 3,000 horsepower, which
is

be transmitted for lighting the
furnishing motive power for
operating railways, etc.
power dynamo has been installed,
accompanying apparatus to operate

of Talla-

will

city

dega,

manufacturing

A

500-horsetogether with
on the threephase system; also two 250-horsepower horizontal
turbines.
About $75,000 has been invested in the

enterprises,

SOCIETIES

AND SCHOOLS.

The mechanical and

electrical engineering depart
College of Kentucky at Lexing
ton has 28 graduates this year, the largest in it:
history.
The department is in charge of Prof. F

nient of the

P.

Anderson.

year

are

all

State

The young men who graduate
Kentuckians

and

all

have

ihi

position'

1905

Douglas A. Brown of Lincoln Inn Court, Cin-

Interurban service which the Chicago and Alton
railroad has inaugurated on several portions of its
line by means of light steam trains is said to be
proving satisfactory, and the new service is to be
extended. It is the purpose of the company eventually to install gasoline motors for this service.
The
first
gasoline-motor car designed for the purpose is
to be put in service, it is said, about July ist.

manufacturing

trical

cinnati,

Ohio,

will

be the

official

reporter

of

the

coming convention of the Ohio Electric Light Association, which is to he held in Put-in-Bay on
August i6th to i8th.

Armour

Institute of Technology, Chicago, will
ninth annual commencement on June 15th.
college address will be delivered by Dr.
Charles S. Howe, president of Case School of Applied Science.
The new Year Book of the Institute
has also been issued, containing 195 pages. One of
the important courses outlined is telephone engineering.

hold

its

The annual

Purdue University at Lafayette, Ind., possesses
good facilities for the department of physics, and
building 128 by 75 feet, three stories high, is
to this department.
The university has
recently issued a neat little publication devoted to
the laboratory of physics, which contains pictures
and plans of the building and numerous interior
views of the lecture rooms, offices, etc.
a

devoted

PUBLICATIONS.
A neat and attractive catalogue is that of the
Replogle Governor Works of Akron, Ohio, describThe catalogue gives a
ing water-wheel governors.
good general idea of the capacity and characteristics
of the governors, more detailed information being
separate leaflets. The catalogue
trated and a credit to the company.
left to

is

well illus-

Electric and Manufacturing
has issued a new bulletin on
its belted type of rotating field alternators, which
is worthy of careful consideration.
These machines
are built for single, two or three-phase circuits, the

polyphase machines ranging

in

size

said,

TRADE NEWS.
T. G. Grier of Chicago is one of
of the Knapp Electric and Novelty

corporated at Albany,
capital of $50,000.

The

Hydrothern

incorporated

from 30

to 200

kilowatts, and wound for voltages of 220. 440, 1,100,
2,200 and 6,600, operating at either 3,000 or 7,200
alternations.

A

well-printed catalogue of automatic motor-controlling devices has been issued by the J. L. Schureman Company of Chicago. It is illustrated with
numerous half-tone cuts and diagrams on a fine
grade of paper. The catalogue is bound on the loose
leaf principle, allowing the separate sheets to be
removed and replaced by superseding sheets as they
Altogether the catalogue is deserving
are issued.
much praise and is a credit to the company's pub-

The SecuritA' specialty catalogue has just been
issued by the F. Bissell Company of Toledo, Ohio.
It covers a group of devices for telephone conThe
struction work which are thoroughly practical.
catalogue will be mailed on application, and in asking for it the company suggests that those interested ask at the same time for a complete set of
its estimate blanks, which are convenient for figuring new work. It has often been considered impossible to compile a catalogue which will show
complete switchboards with a price list which enables the purchaser or contractor to have "quotations on the spot,'' but that is exactly what the
Bissell company has accomplished in another catalogue on this apparatus. The second issue of the
switchboard catalogue is now ready for distribution
and is even more comprehensive than the first.

craft, in

Association

and

their

in

Ohio

friends

which Mr. Warren took much

one of the fastest of its class on the lakes.
boat will be brought to Chicago at once, and
said that the name will be changed.
is

pride,

The
it

is

What was

part of the old Speedwell Iron Works,
in which Prof. Samuel F. B. Morse and Stephen
Vail perfected the first telegraphic instrument, was
destroyed by fire a few days ago. The building has
been unoccupied since 1870, when the factory was
The Speedwell works were erected in
closed.
1800.
The boiler of the first steamship which
crossed the Atlantic ocean, the Savannah, was
It is believed
built at the works in 1819. it is said.
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The Home Electric Company has been incorporated and opened an electrical construction and
contracting business in Market Street. Wheeling.
W. Va. J. F. McCurdy and R. V. McCoy are the
active members of the new company.
The Malcolm W.

Hill Company has been inwith an authorized capital stock of
engage in electrical engineering, construction and contracting in Baltimore, Md.
Malcolm W. Hill, Eugene L. Norton of Baltimore and
William J. Norton of New York are the incor-

corporated,
$30,000,

to

The Southern Electric Company of Wilmington,
N. C, electrical contractor and dealer in electrical
supplies, has purchased the business of the Terrentine Light Company.
The offices and storeroom of the electric company have been moved into
the store occupied by the light company and the
business has been enlarged.

The bureau of supplies and accounts of the
Navy Department is inviting sealed proposals until
June 20th for furnishing certain eastern navy yards
with
incandescent
lamps,
carbons,
globes
and
switchboard extension, embraced in schedule 28S.
which can be obtained on application to the navy
pay office in New York or to the bureau at Washington.

A

preliminary injunction has been ordered issued
of the United States Circuit Court for the
District of New York restraining the International Trolley Controller Company, defendant,
from infringing upon the claims of United States
reissue patent No. 11,872. granted to the ThomsonHouston Electric Company, complainant, on the
invention of Qlarles J. Van Depoele, for improvements in traveling contacts for electric railways.
out

In the case of the General Elecric Company,
complainant, vs. the Detroit Trolley Wheel and
Electrical Equipment Company, defendant. Judge

Swan

of the United States Circuit Court for the
District of Michigan, has ordered an inrestraining the defendant from infringing
United States patent No. 412,155.
This patent,
which was the basis of the suit, was held valid.
It was granted to Albert Anderson of Boston on
October i, 1S89. for improvements in trolleys for
electric-railway service and assigned to the General Electric Company, complainant.

Eastern

junction

set afire

BUSINESS.

practical
office

the

Commodore Fred A. Price and E. E. Meyer of
the Columbia Yacht Club have purchased from the
estate of Commodore C. C. Warren, late of Sandusky, Ohio, the fine yawl-rigged yacht Wemco II.
The

Electric

Trenton,

$1,000,000.
The company is
deal in electrical machinery.

MISCELLANEOUS,

Railway
were present.

Y.,

Western

lishing department.

Interurban

at

N.

porators.

The Westinghouse
Company of Pittsburg

the building

plant.

10,

and messages were

sent to both continents
telling of the progress of the ship, the conditions
of its passengers, and the ships it had passed.

The Roberts & Abbott Company gave a
illustration of smoke consumption at its
Cleveland, Ohio, last month. Members of

POWER TRANSMISSION.

June

them go

to the large eleccompanies, several coming to

of

Chicaigo.

(

A

Most

awaiting them.

by tramps.

On its recent voyage from Liverpool to New
York, the Cunard liner Campania is said to have
been in continuous communication by space telegraphy with two continents. While T.600 miles east
of New York and i,'3io miles west of the Lizard
the operator secured direct communication with
Europe and America. After calling for about five
minutes he shifted to the receiver and listened.
Flashes of the world's doings were received, it is

L

P. Brown & Co. of 71-73 West Jackson Boulevard, Chicago, report a large demand for their
electric-soldering tools.
These tools, which axe
made for light and heavy work, are noted for their
efficiency, lightness and durability.

Union enclosed fuses and blocks, manufactured
by the Chicago Fuse Wire & Manufacturing Company of Chicago have been perfected, after several
years of experimental work, and the system now includes the styles known as the National Code Standard and, in addition, fuses in sizes to fit other styles
of blocks in common use. as well as a large variety
of switchboard fuses of all sizes. Union -code blocks
are made from the highest grade of electrical porcelain, with mountings of heavy brass and phosphor
bronze springs.
Extra fittings, suitable for- panel
and switchboard work, are also furnished, witii or
without fuses.

The Sociedad de Minas y Fundiciones, Carriza!,
Chanarcitos, has ordered
from the AllisChalmers Company of Milwaukee the complete
equipment for a 50-ton copper-smelting plant, to be
erected at Carrizal, Bajo, Chili, South America.
The installation will include a blast furnace and
blower, with auxiliary apparatus, and a Bullock
Bajo,

type-B generator to supply current for an electriclight plant.
Mr. William M. Martin, the manager
Chillian company, was in Chicago recently
for the purpose of purchasing this machinery. Other
plants of this sort have been ordered from the
Allis-Chalmers Company by the Arizona Smelting
of the

—
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lO,

Tacoma Smcll-

Prcscolt, Ariz., and llic
Cimipany of 'I'acoma, Wnsli.

('ciTiipany of
iiiK

A

ihis

year

specialty that this conip.iny is pushinK
tinned copper joints for iron ^vire.
il.s

is

adoptcil,

is

it

uid,

Ijy

469

many

of the

aggregatinK a lolal of
itc
orders were from the
pany of AlliaiKc, Ohio; ih'
-pany of Alliance, Ohio; li
Ran Comiiany, and the I'
,.',,pany of Khinelander,
chine Crimpany also repr>rii i.hk'^ 'xm'-i*. h'th the
Baltimore and Ohio railroad and the Penntylvania
Railroad for air-brake e<|ulpment.
lies,

:

M

large companies, which arc well pleaded.

The AiiicTiiaii Electric Fuse Coni|i;riiy of Cliicauo
Thin
in.iinifacturcs 50,000 joints each working day.
wniilrl connect a line of hnlf-milc coils once around
"And yet," the company s.iys, tti kick
liie world.
liicuise onr telephone companies (lon't g\\c us lines
rniiiiKh."

These have been

Within the last week the We»linghou« Electric
and ManufacturinK Company rc|>orts that It has
received several of the larKesI orders which have
ever been placed for motors in industrial applications, such as the driving of machine Ux)U, cranes.
orders were
hoists and paper m-ichincry.
In four order
included 554 motors of dlncrenl types and capaci-

1

Wn

ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.
Issued (Unittd SttUes Pattnt
Ftisr

KU-ctrii-

;wn.,S«3.

VVohiirii,

i-li:inaii,

.,r

l.cnnard R. HiiApplication rtlcd March

Cliil-oiil.

M.nss.

Office)

May

jo. igo^.

Teluiihonc Mouthpiece Protector.
Joseph
Carrere, Allcntown, Pa. Application filed

790,952.

M.

A

•traincUmp

oonpriMni

two

cora-^.ViTw.^uf

each of which ha* « lonviiudJnal r*--eye or ring at one corner and a *.
mutely the middle of one uf t(» rdx^

pan*

>

,,

.

September

1905.

20,

electric fuse or cut-out having n terminal and a
icrininal clip cngatfinK the Icrminal i» nupplietl with a
pair of spriiiffacting tinRcrs and a tcrminalrlip support
cnKaRinfT the fingers of the terminal clip and consisting
of n pair of spring-acting fingers and a head.

Ati

\2,

1904.

A

holding member, n diaphragm and a retaining ring
with means being provided for clumping the holding member to the mouthpiece arc the cuKcntial parts.

Support for Third Rails.

790,957. Insulating

Karnham, Chicago,
700.886.

The mil
i;r.it.vi-.
,111.1

Rail

Itisulatct!

tish

.1

Sclcien
filed

S.

August

Dccmcr,

27,

15, 190^.

In

conipriscH a base platf having a central
of iiisuiatiiifr material within the groove
fljiistsihly connected to the hnsc plate.

JMini

liiiiiur

cl.ii.-.

Measuring

I'l.i irif.il

7<)i).i)i;.

Joint

Application

Reading, Pa.

Machine.

J.

Application

A

filed

Septeinbcr

17,

1903.

filed

W.

June

support

for

third

rails there arc
to hold the T-

combined a rail-holding member adapted
fcliape base of a rail, means for insulaling the rail from
the member, a support for the rail-holding member and
insulating material between the member and the support.
790,966.

W.

Indicator for Signal Transmitters. George
filed
Application
Piqua, Ohio.

Lorimer,

July 22,

1902,

an indicator for an electrical transmitter arc a
of fixed contacts and a movable contact spring
having a working face or contact portion oblifjue to the
line dividing adjoining fixed contacts.
This is adapted
to engage in a correspondingly formed groove or deIn

rnCitahlc ha]

ndl provi.U-.l with c.ol.t.ts

h.is

iiuans

scries

line
Pa.,

Me.,

the American Electrolytic
assignors
to
Application filed July 22, 1903fMt

ittis

ih,

i.r.i, li,-,-

..f

in, i-,-Lirial

Charles
G. Fort«cuc
Wilkinsburg, Pa., assignor to the Wcstinghous^

and

Electric

burg, Pa.

Manufacturing Company.

Pitts-

Application

filed Scptcm»»cr '.30. 1903.
laminated transformer core conBitl* of
tuccr«tivc
Eshapcd clement* the middle cr.«« har» of which hare
stepped free end* and tbc end cro« bar* u{
»hicb are
of »ul„t,nt.ally one-half the width of the
middle crc«
bars and of unequal length.
^eparate plate, at right
angle* to the cro»* bar* complete the
recUnguUr inclusurcft for tlic winding.

A

Apparatus for Moving Switch Rails. Marquis D. Hanlon. Wilkinsburg. Pa., assignor to
the Union Switch and Signal Company, Swissvale, Pa.
Application filed February 17, 1905.
Switch-movinR apparatus embodies two pair* of switch
rails, two motors and connections for independently
mov-

ing the respective pairs of switch rails, a set of detector
bars common to both switches and a floating lever connected to the detector bars and to both motors.

Company.
App:

U

Transformer

791.021.

791-025-

l»rcssion in the fixed contacts.

Apparatus for Olitaining Oxides of AlkaCharles W. Rocpper. Philadelphia.
Metals.
and Willis E. Harmon, Mechanic Falls.

7go,92j.

f,s

filed
1903.
or bracket for the lamp is arran^d to
more
in a vertical plane, and a cord
altachnuvit ii prOTidrd
whereby the lamp « alway. kept vertical no
the angle of the arm,

June 4»
An arm

mattr^^

1904.
an insulatinc

Franklin

Woburn, Mass., assignor to the
Vauglni-Ruud Machine Company, Portland, Me.
rL-ikiii,h,

Application

111.

Ed.

Extensible Support for In.
Pclcr ForK. Somcrvillc, MaM. Apphc:itiua

79^,020.

.ilkrilii

cula-

Apparatus for Moving Switch Rails. Marquis D. Hanlon, Wilkinsburg, Pa., assignor to
the Union Switch and Signal Company. Swissvale, Pa.
Application filed Fcbruar>' 17, 1905.
Apparatus for moving two pairs of points combines
locking means common to both pairs of points and two
cam cylinders, one having a cam groove for operating
one pair of points and the other two cam grooves, one
for operating the locking means and the other for operating the other pair of points.
.\n electric mo'or routes

791.026.

the

Trolley Catcher. Lucean B. Stanley, Collinwood, Ohio. Application filed July 22, 1904.

790,931.

In a trolley catcher arc combined a casing, a shaft
therein, a spring connected to and coiled around the
shaft, a rope-winding drum having its shaft geared to
the shaft, and carrying a lachct, and a rope-actuated pawl
engagcablc with the rachet.

the

cylinders.

700,937- Trolley Wheel. Richard Voltz, Michigan
City, Ind., assignor of one-half to Otto OhmApplication filed Febing, Michigan City, Ind.
ruary 21, 1905.

Two disks having tapered peripheries, and also having
an oil chamber between tlicm connected with the peripherics of the disks are provided with means for detachably
rim is formed
connecting the disks with each other.
with a peripheral groove to receive the trolley wire and

A

having an inner annular tapered surface embraced by the

Switch-Operating Mechanism.
James C.
Waldo, Sharpsburg, and John J. Forster, AvaApphcation filed January 7, 1905.
lon, Pa.

Electric
790,975.
L. Ovington,

February

11,

Spark Gap or Interrupter.
Boston,

Mass.

Earle

Application

filed

1905.

790.939-

Switch mechanism involving a movable part having two
pivotally mounted arms connected to it is also supplied
with a single-acting motor, a slide movable by the motor,
a pawl mounted on the slide and adapted to alternately
engage the arms, and means operative on the movement
of the arms to shift the pawl.

Adjustable Suspending Device for Electric

790.940.

Lights.
ker,

Jr.,

Arthur B. Wass and William WhitaOakville, Canada. Application filed

July 14, 1904.
The adjustable suspension device

for electric

lamps

is

An

insulated roller
winds and unwinds the lamp cord, the adjustable feature
being secured by a ratchet and spring device.

provided with a protecting canopy.

790.941.
ver,

Electric

Power System.

James E. Wea-

Allegheny, Pa., assignor to the Weaver
Electric Fire Engine Company, Pittsburg, Pa.
Application filed April 27, 1904.

A

portable electric fire engine is the subject of the
patent, having- a number of shunt-wound motors with

permanent mechanical driving connection between tbem.

The pumps

are mechanically connected to one of the
motors, and means for varying the electrical connections
to throw the motors into series or parallel while rotating
in the same direction arc also provided.

790.942.
ver,

Electric

Power System.

James E. Wea-

Allegheny, Pa., assignor to the Weaver
Fire Engine Company, Pittsburg, Pa.
Application filed October 21, 1904.
Electric

tion between the commutator of the first motor and thos*
of the double -commutator machine,
clutch device is
arranged to mechanically connect two motors.

A

Telephone Transmitter.
Walter L. Wilhelm, Buffalo, N. Y. Application filed March

790,945.
4,

1902.

Combined with two separated diapliragms is a rigid
support arranged between and spaced and insulated from
the diaphragms and carrying a fixed electrode.
A resistance-varying material is situated between each diathe adjacent portion of the electrode.
Connections are provided for completing the circuit through
the diaphragms and the electrode, and means for simultaneously directing the sound waves against the exposed
of both of the diaphragms arc provided.

phragm and

rupter

is

placed in

s

Switch for Electric Circuits. Benjamin P.
Rucker, Wilkinsburg, Pa., assignor to the Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company,
Pittsburg,
Pa. Application filed October 8,

790,983.

The invention embodies

Two magnet

a

main switch and an auxiliary

having a single stationary core
and movable armatures are respectively connected to the
movable members of the main and auxiliary switches.
Means are provided for energizing either of the magnet
coils to open one of the switches and close the other

switch.

coils

— MSRCURY-VAPOR

Supporting

791.031.

Budd

J.

Jones.

Structure
Chicago,

BLBCTRIC LAUP.
for

III.,

Trolley
assignor

Wires.
to

the

Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company,

Pittsburg,

Pa.

Application

tiled

.^pril

2.

1904.

successively.

791,003.

-^WVW^
NO. 791,152.

1904.

Railway

System. Frank E.
Applicaton filed Au-

Block-signal

Button, New York, N. Y.
gust 12, 1904.

other

A

conductor leads from one side of each of two sources
of current, along and parallel with the trackway, for a
distance greater than the length of one block.
Thus in
each block there are two conductors leading from different sources of current.
number of sicnaling devices
are carried by each train, and contacts carried by each
train move respectively in engagement with the two conductors in each block for drawing current to actuate
the signaling devices.

A

nd of which is clamped to the troIIe.v wire and the
end having a pivotal or hinge attachment to a

stationary support.

791,035.

Motor

Mounting

for

Motor

Vehicles.

Ivert Larsen

and Robert Hardie, Chicago, 111.
Application filed October 6. 1903.
The specifications call for a motor having its frame
moutited on one of the a.xles in an approximatelv balanced
position, a connecting link between it and the bodv being
supplied.

Snap Switch. Walter A. Church. Binghamton, N. Y., assignor to the Bristol Brass
and Clock Company, Bristol, Conn. Application
filed October iS, 1902.

791,008.

A

switch plate for a disk-formed switch having projecting necks on opposite sides of the main portion of the
disk, a conductor comprising a pair of contacts located
upon the flat surfaces of the disk and a part connecting
the contacts and located within the substance of the
switch plate are the features of importance in the device.

Strain Device for Electric Railways. Harr\Davis and Theodore Varney, Pittsburg, Pa.,
assignors
to
the Westinghouse Electric and
Manufacturing Company, Pittsburg, Pa. Ap-

791.012.
P.

plication filed

October

A

19,

1904.

two-part strain-clamp fastened to the messenger wire
or cable and strain-wires branching from the clamp is the
basis of the patent.

Supporting and Strain Device for Electric
Harry P. Davis and Theodore VarPittsburg, Pa., assignors to the Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company,

791.013.

Railways.

ney,

Pittsburg,
1905.

Pa.

Application

filed

Januarj-

23,

Rail Clip for Third-rail Insulators. George
Courtenay and Williain Courtenay, Xew
York, N. Y. Application filed August 27, 1904.

791.079-

L.

Combined with an insulator having a perforation in
the direction of the length of the rail is a rigid yoke
attached to the block at one end. the vote having an
integral upwardly extending arm at each side of the^raij.

Trolley-wire Hanger. Harrj- P. Davis and
Theodore Varney, Pittsburg, Pa., assignors to
Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing
Company. Pittsburg. Pa. Application filed Oc-

791.082.

the

tober

19,

1904.

.\ hanger for grooved trolley conductors comprises a
rigid bar having a socket clamp at one end and a claw

or hook clamp at

its

other end.

Curve Pull-off for Overhead Trolley Conductors. Harrj- P. Davis and Theodore X'amey.
Pittsburg, Pa., assignors to the Westinghouse
Electric and ilanufacturing Company, Pittsburg.
Pa. Application filed October 19, 1904.

791.083.

A

puU-off device for electric raihvays comprises a
hanger having a socket clamp at one end, a hook clamp
at its other

end and projections adjacent

to the

damps.

:
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An

Thumb Piece for Electrical Switches.
Frank C. De Reamer, Schenectady, N. Y., assignor to the General Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y. Application filed December 9,

outer casing, a contact member therein, an inner
casing, a potentially movable contact member in the
latter and separated from the outer contact member by
the walls, and fusible means normally restraining the
inner contact member from movement are the essential

791,085.

Edward M.
Carbon-break Field Switch.
Hewlett, Schenectady, N. Y., assignor to the
General Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y.
Application filed July 29, 1903.

79i>095-

A

V-shaped support, pairs of contact-clips mounted
secondary contacts connected to and extending

thereon,

Storage Battery.

791,350.

Roderick Macrae, Chi-

111.
AppHcation filed August 4, 1904.
container is composed of two porus cups, one
located within the other, the inner cup being filled with
active material and the outer cup between its inner wall
and the walls of the inner cup with an electrolyte. The
outer cup is coated upon its exterior with active material.

cago,

Trolley Guard.
Mathias Hartz, Pittsburg,
ReApplication filed February 27, 1904.

791,191-

Pa.

1902.

The thumb-piece of the switclu co-operates with an inclosing metallic tube, a nut movable longitudinally therein and held from relative rotary movement, and a spring
located within the tube and thrustincr aeainst the nut.

1905

10,

vertically-mounted cathode
throughout the length a serie;
electrolyte arranged about the cathode.'

newed November

2, 1904.
Auxiliary wheels carried on an extension of the trolley
harp keep the main trolley wheel in place.

791,220. Means for Protecting Booster Sets. Frank
L, Sessions, Oak Park, III, assignor to the
Siemens & Halske Electric Company of Amer-

Chicago,

ica,

Application

III.

December

filed

1899.

18,

A

Illuminating Policeman's Billy.
Somes, Laconia, N. H. Application
ary 28, 1904.

George R.

79'^>376.

A billy containing an incandescent lamp
and a battery and connections for the lamp

Janu-

filed

in

the

end

is described.

Process of Extracting Zinc from Its Ores.
Anson G. Betts, Troy, N. Y. Application filed

791,401.

Means for protecting booster sets of that class comprising a generator connected in series in a main circuit
and a generator-actuating motor

connected

in

shunt

across the line comprise a circuit breaker interposed between the main line and the booster generator and an
auxiliary trip applied to the circuit breaker and controlled
by an electromagnet connected in the shunt field circuit
of the motor. (See cut.)

Electric-railway Signal or Alarm.
Earl
Tatum, Washington, D. C, and James W.
Tatum, Durham, N. C, assignors of one-half
to Robert B. Boone and John W. Smith, Durham, N. C.
Application filed September 2,

791,228.
L.

February

20, 1905.

The process of extracting zinc from ores consists in
extracting the zinc as a soluble salt in solution, electrolyzing the solution with a Hquid-metal cathode for the
production of zinc alloy and electrolytically extracting
zinc from the alloy and depositing the zinc on a suitable
cathode.
Telegraphic Transmitter.
Alfred C. Gilmore, Chicago, 111., assignor to James H.
Peirce, trustee, Chicago, 111.
Application filed
January 29, 1902.

791,413.

1904.
An indicating board is equipped with an ohmmeter
provided with an indicator upon which the ohms are
graduated into miles. A telephone and a key signaling
instrument are connected in multiple with each other
and the indicator in series with a battery, and each is
provided with a switch by which it may be cut out.

Regulating Means for Electric Lamps.
Albert G. Davis, Schenectady, N. Y., assignor
to the General Electric Company, Schenectady,
N. Y. Application filed September 18, 1902.

791,253.

above the

clips, and a duplex switch lever provided with
co-operating primary and secondary contacts pivoted near
the apex of the. support are the several members of the

An

device.

Telegraph Key and Switch.

791,103.

McAdams,

May

19,

Annapolis,

Mo.

Thomas

Application

J.
filed

lamp comprises an exhausted envelop, means
and automatic

electric

for causing a current flow in the envelope
means for regulating the current flow
temperature changes in the lamp.

responsive

to

1904.

i-Jormally closed circuit closers for the working circuits
include contact springs, a key and a switch device having
means to open any of the circuit closers and including
the key in any of the working circuits at will.
The
circuit-opening means includes a revoluble conducting
arm to engage and operata the contact spring and having

a non-conducting radial extension to pass
contact springs and their coacting contacts.

Alternating-current Electromagnet.
John
D. Ihlder, New York, N. Y., assignor to the
Otis Elevator Company, East Orange, N. J.
Original apphcation filed July 31, 1903.
Divided and this application filed December 2,

10,

1904.
In a polyphase-current tractive electromagnet are more
than two coils having parallel longitudinal axes, one of
the coils being disposed at one side of a line extending
between the axes of two of the other coils.

1904.

door-opening device are a keeper,
toggle-links pivotally connected to the keeper, electromagnetic means for operating the links and keeper and
means co-operating with one of the toggle-links designed
to indicate at a distance that the links and keeper have
been actuated.

In

an

electrical

NO. 791,305.
791,277.

1905.
Incandescent lamps are carried by the target, which is
operated by a plunger rod which in turn is moved by
an electromagnetic device.

Control of Synchronous Machines.
John
B. Taylor, Schenectady, N. Y., assignor to the
General Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y.
Application filed October 17, 1904.

791,116.

An alternating-current dynamo-electric machine has a
switch adapted to connect the machine to the circuit.
Electroresponsive operating means operate the switch.
synchronism indicator is provided and also a switch
member adapted to close simultaneously the circuit of
(See cut on i>recedthe indicator and the control-circuit.
ing page.)

A

Controller
Baehr, assignor
pany, Pittsburg,
ary 10, 1905.

791,124.

A

Electric Lamp.
Richard Kitch, Hanau,
Germany, assignor to the firm of W. C. HeraApplication filed March
eus, Hanau, Germany.

The generator

1904.
Inclosed in a vessel are electrodes, one of the electrodes
beiiig of mercury.
Electrically operated means create
pressure behind the mercury electrode whereby it may
be moved into contact with the other electrode.
An
electric source of supply having one terminal connected
to one of the electrodes is supplied, also a switch for
connecting the other electrode to the other terminal of
the source.
An electromagnet is connected in series with
the electrically operated means between the first-raentiond
electrode and the first-mentioned terminal of the source,
che switch being operated by the electromagnet.
(See
cut on preceding page.)

"

719,178.

Trolley-wire

Washington, D. C.

Switch.
Joseph T. Bunn,
Application filed August 3,

1904.

Combined with a divided trolley wire are an insulating
located between the adjacent ends of the wire;
for continuing the circuit,
crossing rails secured to the under face of the plate and
means carried by the car for engaging the rails.
plate

means carried by the plate

791,180.

Electric

Motor

for

Automobile Vehicles.

Cantonc, Rome, Italy, assignor to
Giovanni Mazzacorati, New York, N. Y. Ap-

Eugenio

plication filed August ir, 1902.
Steering mechanism for electrically propelled vehicles
comprise motors whose excitation coils are in series, and
means to vary the potential at the point of union of
the coils by connecting the point with the variable points
between the terminals of the battery.
791,182.

Thermostatic

Caywood, Chicago,
gust

12,

1904.

Circuit-closer.
111.

Application

Albert
filed

D.

Au-

is

filled

Electric

791,285.

Boat or Launch.

Germantown, Pa.

Application

Harlan Page,
filed

March

26,

1904.

Combined Manhole and Junction Box.
Lyman C. Reed and Alexander H. McCom-

791,289.

iskey,

tember

New

Orleans, La.

Application filed Sep-

1904.

19,

The device

made

to be placed over a vault

and conof a combined manhole and junction-box having a
cable -receiving chamber interiorly accessible independently
of the manhole, the manhole being bottomless to provide
access to the vault.
is

sists

Art oi Separating Gold or Other DiamagMetals. Louis T. Weiss, New York,
Application filed August 26, 1903.

N. Y.

For separating solid particles of diamagnctic metal from
accompanying matter, a coating of magnetic metal is
first deposited on the diamagnetic metal by electrolysis.
Such coated metallic particles are then senarated from the
accompanying matter by magnetic means.
(See cut.)
791,308.

pan.

Electrode. Mataichi Yasuda, Tokyo,
Application filed January 21, 1905.

Ja-

An electrode case is composed of insulating material
and provided with a passage in which an electrode is
disposed and through which the electrolyte enters the
the electrode.

plication filed December 31, 1904.
Several sheets of insulating material and armatures
interposed between the sheets, and insulated from each
other thereby, compose the plate.
Electrical Appliance for the Feet. Eusebio
Spain.
Appli-

Fernandez y Moreno, Madrid,
cation filed October 25, 1904.

9,

N.

Bertus G.
Application filed

H.

1904.

speed-limiting device involving a centrifugal

governor contains a disk co-operative with the governor
and laterally movable thereby and a contact device arranged to be engaged by the side face of the disk on
the lateral motion thereof, the disk being rotative by
the governor during the engagement to maintain an
unbroken contact between the disk and contact member.

Method of Operating Alternating-current
Motors.
Alexander Churchward, New York,
Original application filed February 20,
N. Y.
1S97.
Divided and this application filed October 31, 1903.

791,440.

Starting and maintaining a single-phase alternatingcurrent motor, having a continuous or direct-current
armature winding and commutator, at a desired speed,
is done by impressing at starting an excess of electromotive force upon the terminals of the motor, subsequently reducing the electromotive force when the desired speed is reached and thereafter increasing the
electromotive force whenever the speed of the motor
falls below the desired speed and decreasing the electromotive force whenever the speed of the motor rises
above the desired speed.
(Sec cut.)
,

EXPIRING PATENTS.
Following is a list of electrical patents (issued
by the United States Patent Office) that expired
on June 5, 1905
Governor for Electromagnetic Motors.
Brush, Cleveland, Ohio.

383,857.

Electrotherapeutic Battery.
Floyd, Lynchburg, Va.

383,899.
J.

Electric

383,901.

N.

Stationary Plate for Static Machines. Burton E. Baker, Hartford, Conn., assignor to the
Baker Electric Company, Hartford, Conn. Ap-

791,310.

79Ij33S-

Manchester,

December
An electric

An electric boat or launch provided with an internal
water-tight compartment is adapted to support current generating or storing means for actuating the motor.

791,305.
netic

Electric Speed-limiting Device.

Barlow,

w

block-signaling system where a differcontrols the semaphore circuit means are

provided for utilizing the same source of power as for
the propulsion of trains to control the operation.
791,435.

190^1.

fixed core provided with a secondary wim
hxed
differential
primary windings, contact pi

791,152.

3,

System. William
Application

electric

relay

ential

_

for

In an

ELECTRICAL METHOD OF SEPARATING GOLD.

Ringing Generator. John C. F. Malthaner,
Minneapolis, Minn.
Application filed July 20,

for Electric Motor.
George
to the National Tube ComApplication filed FebruPa.

electric motors has a handle with
adapted to limit the motion of the
handle in forward and reverse positions.

controller
adjustable stops

Block-signaling

M. Murphy, New York, N. Y.
August 31, 1904.

filed

ruary

6,

Electric

791,429.

William
Electrical
Signaling Indicator.
Starkey, Chicago, 111. Application filed Feb-

791.114.

A

791,423.

between the

Electrical
Door-opening Device.
Frank
791.113.
Application filed FebStaehle, Newark, N. J.

ruary

An individual finger key with the transmitter switch
corresponding thereto are associated with a retaining
latch normally holding the switch out of operation.
loose one-way connection intermediate the key and the
switch, whereby the switch is shifted into operation by
the key but arranged to permit the independent return
of the parts to normal position is supplied, also means
for returning the switch to the normal.

Power

E.

J.

G. S. Neu,

Controller.

C.

F.

Murphy and

New

York,

Y.

Rheostat.
E. \V. Rice, Jr., Lynn, Mass.
Insulated Wire.
H. Splitdorf, New York, N. Y.
Switch or Cut-Out for Electric Circuits.
T.
T.
Wood. Brooklyn. N. Y.
Electric Signalling Box.
383,941.
W. D. Browne, Seneca
Falls, N. Y.
Electromagnetic
Separator. J.
384,035.
B.
Hamilton,
Springfield, Mass.
Lightning Arrester.
384,042.
P. O. Eeilholtz, Baltimore,
383,913.
383,919.
383,933.

Md.
Rheostat.
384,044.
W. H. Knight, New York, N. Y.
Dynanio.electric
384,077.
Machine or Motor.
A.
L.
Riker, New York. N. Y.
Electric Annunciator.
384,088.
C. E. Scribner, Chicago,
111.

384.116.

791,341. Electrolytic Deposition of Metals. Herbert
C. Harrison, London, and Joseph Day, Westonsuper-Mare, England, assignors to said Herbert C. Harrison.
Application filed July 19,
1901.
Electrodeposition of metals is accomplished by causing
the electrolyte to impinge upon the entire surfnce of a

more,

Electric

W.

Shunting Device.

Baxter, Jr., Balti-

Md.

Governor for Electric Motors. W. Baxter, Jr..
Baltimore, Md.
Pneumatic Annunciator.
384,144.
R. P. Garsed, Morristown, Pa.
Magneto-electric
Liquid-level
Indicator.
J.
J.
384.117.

E.

T. Gilliland,

Boston,
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The 36,000-volt Transmission System
from Malnlsio
An

cxlrcnicly

to Venice, Italy.

C,

[•.\

Smith.

iiiturcsling

liydrn-eicclric

slalion

iiigii-lunsion transmission line

li.TS recently been
put in operation in Northern Italy,
nil the Ccllina River, in order to supply electrical
eMcruy to Venice and the surrounding district.
.'\llliougli coal is scarce in
Northern Italy, the

.iiitl

iiislallctl

JUNK

17,

No. 24

1905

about .300,000 cubic niclers as a reserve in liiiicn
of low water. This dam has a total length of
32.68 meters, with a height of 14 meters, the width
at the top being four meters, and curving abruptly
outward to a width of 16 meters at the normal
w.itcr

level.

The

riM<l

canal leading from the intake to the power

country abounds

house was another difl'icult piece of work, involving
Two
a large financial expenditure ami much time.
rectangular mouths, each three meters high and
two meters wide, adjust.ible by sluices, form the

stantly

intake proper.

in waterfalls, which arc being condeveloped, aiding wonderfully in tlie rapid
industrial growth of this section,
.^mong the more
important installations may be mentioned the hydro-

Lombarda, at Vizzola
waters of the Ticino:
the pLant at Tivoli, and at Gronio the recently
constructed power house and 40,000-volt transmission line, which is probably the highest tension in
electric station of the Societa

and Turbigo,

utilizing

the

The

meters long and
larger

the

to

is

first

part of the canal

partly cut in the rock, leading

tunnel,

which was cut

entirely

Europe

at the present time for

power

will thus be seen that Italy is
It
rapidly forging toward the front in electrical progress, and the newly completed 36,oco-volt trans-

transmission.

mission line from the hydro-electric station on the
Cellina to Venice is but another step in this rapid
development of the hydraulic resources of the coun-

canal,

which

in

general has the same section

the end

at

enters

tui'bines,

two
small

per second. The mountain was
inaccessible and had no pathway up to the point
where the dam has been erected, making the condifficult,
and besides being
struction extremely
costly, has caused the death of several workmen.
A darn was constructed at the intake, in order
to raise the water level there 3.5 meters
above the normal and to form a reservoir holding

both

of this open section before the water
two filtering chambers and the penwhich there are seven; six for the large
and the seventh, which is divided into

the

stocks, of

sections,

for

the

exciter turbines.

The power house has been
village

of

Malnisio,

erected close to the
of water at

the head

being 5S.64 meters. Besides the regular apparatus, it contains apartments for the engineers and workmen, as well as a repair shop. The
minimum power available is 15,600 horsepower, with
a discharge of 20 cubic meters per second, but
with the aid of the reservoir 18,900 horsepower
can be obtained. The Italian manufacturers. -^•
Riva, Monneret & Co. of Milan, furnished the
prancis turbines for this installation. They are
this

point

revolutions per minute.

There are three small turbines which arc similar
construction to the larger ones, and develop each
200 horsepower at the shaft, with a speed of .SCO
revolutions per minute. They arc used to drive
dynamos which supply direct current for the fields
of the alternators.
The four large 2.600-horsepower turbines arc direct connected with rigid couplings to three-phase
alternators of the revolving-field type, the magnet
in

•

.

MALNISIO STATION IN ITALY.

A

Cellina River rises in the Carnic Alps at an
altitude of over S,8oo feet, and has a length of
about 280 miles, being able at low water to deliver 7,goo gallons

IN

and

gradient as the tunnel, although it is not as regular.
small settling basin or reservoir with an
area of 2,400 square meters has been constructed

tr\-.

The

in

rock and has a length of slightly over one killimeter, with a section of four meters by 2.7 meters,
the gradient being 0.6 meter per kilometer.
This tunnel leads to the open section of the

VIEW SHOWING FOUR 2,60O-HORSBPOWBR TURBO-ALTERNATORS
actual use in

4..'?28

is

inward-How reaction turbines, consisting of a single
wheel on a horizontal shaft, the larger turbines
having two lateral discharges, one on each side,
and the small exciter turbines but one discharge.
Four turbines arc installed at present, but space
has been provided for two more, which will be
installed, making six large machines, each requiring
4.500 liters of water per second and developing
2,600 horsepower at the shaft, with a speed of 315

wheel being constructed of one piece of solid steel
and having 16 alternate poles. These three-phase
machines normally supply current at a pressure of
4.0C0 volts, with a frequency of 42 periods per
second, but by varying the exciting current this
pressure can be regulated and changed from between 3,600 and 4,800 volts. At full inductive load
the alternators have a commercial efficiency of
95
per cent, and can run at 25 per cent, overload for
three hours. The frames and windings have been
carefully insulated and have been tested at 7,000
volts.

The exciter dynamos are three in number and
supply a' direct current to the fields of the alternators at 200 volts pressure. They are shunt-wound
six-pole machines and have an efficiency at full
load of 93 per cent. As mentioned above, they
are direct connected to three 200-horsepower turbines, with a speed gf 500 revolutions per
minute.
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The accompanying

illustration,

Fig.

i,

shows the

interior of the generating station at Mahiisio.

four

the

2.6oo-horsepo\ver

with

groups

turbo-alternator

already installed.

Twelve

1,000-kilowatt single-phase transformers
be installed when the station is complete, boanother group of three transformers to be
held in reserve in case of injury to any other one
of the four groups.
The power to be transmitted to Venice will

titions.

The automatic switches

will

sides

amount

12,000

to

kilowatts,

which

be

will

and

measuring trans-

formers

for

bars,

which the alternators are connected, with

to

the

connecting the collecting

circuits

transformers, are also located here, in similar
When the installation is complete, 13
switches will be installed, and of these
four \vi]\ be automatic.
storage-battery installation provides for the lighting of this station.
The high-tension conductors leaving the station
pass through the switches mentioned before, in
the

partitions.

trans-

36,000-voIt

A

mitted over a high-tension transmission line, consisting of four groups of three conductors each, so
that each group of three transformers will feed
one group of three wires. Each transformer set

Switchboard

June

an automatic switch, which is worked from
the platform, while the upper section contains the
measuring transformers for the instruments on the
board. Fig. 4 shows the arrangement of these partains

will be ordinarily connected with one group of
wires without any parallel connection on the secondary side with the other groups, so that in case
of an accident to one group, as, for instance, a
lightning discharge on one line, only the transformers connected with that line will be affected.
for
Single-phase transformers were preferred
various reasons, among which might be mentioned

fact that the cost of repairs in case of accident is lower, and higher voltages can be obtained,
necessary, by changing the mesh connections
The ratio of the primary to
to the star system.
the secondary is 7.5 to i, and as the normal pres-

the

connection
lightning

with

the

arresters,

building on a double

switchboard,

from

row

which

and
they

up

if

of

Fig. 3 shows very clearly the line construction in
crossing the numerous lagoons.
The sub-station which has been designed for
Fig. 5 show^s the

high-pressure

bus bars in the sub-station, w'hile
Fig. 6 shows the switch gear.
The switches and

line, nothing but superior
will move, and thus in a short time you
demoralize your schedule. If all trains are of one
class they can all go to their scheduled meeting
point, and you can thus take care of your local
business.
An important train can he given an advantage of one of minor importance by special
Mr. Spellman explained at some length the
order.
system used on his line.
Walter L. Pearson, chief train dispatcher" for the
Indianapolis and Eastern Traction Company, read
a paper which consisted of a description of his
company's system of train dispatching by the use of
portable telephones with drops provided every half
mile.
He explains rules that govern the operating,
of trains and said their record sheet enabled them

trains

to tell

circuit of the alternators.

At the

seven main switches installed, and of these two are automatic.
The direct
current for the fields of the alternators is controlled from this switchboard on the upper platform.

A

masonry

there

are

partition,

divided into

provided for each alternator,

two

The lower

parts,

is

part con-

trains -were at all times.

By

this

In case the telephone
is interrupted.
is
out of service, eastbound trains have
right of way o\er westbound trains five minutes
book of instruction
after schedule passing time.
covering all points and including rules is furnished
each of the employes of this road.
After adjournment the members of the association
were the guests of the Indianapolis and Martinsville
the schedule

and 200-volt circuits are in conare laid in a large tunnel underneath

4,000-volt

time

where the

system regular, limited and extra trains always keep
the dispatcher informed of their movement in case
line

the main floor of the power house and connect
with the switchboard, which is seen in Fig. 2. This
switchboard is located at one end of the station
on an elevated platform, and consists of a central

present

Next, "economy." While

in

trouble on the telephone

limit.

stat for the field

safety.

is

omy

all new men.
Mr. Spellman said that until some better means of
communication for the transmission of train orders
was offered than the present telephone system he
strongly favors making all trains on the time card
If vmi have superior and infoof the same class.
rior, when an inferior 'train gets late and there is

switches are all controlled at a distance by means
of levers, and automatic circuit breakers open the
when the current reaches a predetermined

which carries the ammeters, voltmeters,
wattmeters, etc., for the alternators, and two lateral
boards, as well as a working table for the small
hand-wheels which control the switches and rheo-

this

;

Venice has already been completed.

the doubleswitches for

board,

Construction Crossing Lagoon.

placed last, it is of great importance. Econthe number of trains run, but not to the
detriment of the service or to dispatch and safety.
Interurban roads are yet in their infancy and
have not the old and experienced men that steam
roads have
therefore Mr. Spellman thought it
should devolve upon the chief dispatcher to conduct examinations of all applicants so far as such
examinations pertain to the book of rules, time
card and the running of trains. When, on ciccount
of troubles on the line, wires down and trains late,
a train crew is undecided just what its rights are,
or what to do under certain circumstances, Mr.
Spellman's company' makes a memorandum of each
question or case and brings it before the men in
the service and embodies it in the examination of

circuit

The

the prompt
possible dispatch

commensurate with

36,000 volts have sextuple break and are enclosed
in three separate boxes, one for each phase.
The

duits, w^hich

all

the

the

oil

—

Next comes "dispatch"

the

the

The 4,800-volt oil switches are
break type, w'hile the high-tension

in question.

to

supplied by the alternators is
secondary voltage is 30,000 volts,
primary tension is raised to 4,800
volts, the secondary pressure will rise to its maximum of 36,000 volts. The insulation between the
frame and the windings of these transformers has
been tested at 7.000 and 45,000 volts-, respectively,
and their efficiency is gS per cent., with a power
factor of unity.
At present but two working
groups of transformers have been installed, and
are connected directly to the transmission lines
through Wurtz lightning arresters. A double-horn
lightning arrester, and a Gola arrester are also
provided for further protection. A spare group is
auxilliary bars,
also installed and connected
to
which also permit connecting the transformers in
parallel on the high-tension side.
volts,

while,

is

handling of trains, giving them

leave

of poles leading to Venice.

current

sure of the

—

TRANSMISSION SYSTEM FROM MALNISIO TO VENICE, ITALY.

if

4.000

way Association.
"Train Dispatching" was the chief topic for disby the members of the Indiana Electric
Railway Association at the June meeting in Indianapolis on June 8th.
The subject was presented in
a talk by O. P. Spellman, chief train dispatcher for
the Indianapolis and Northwestern Traction Company. Mr. Spellman said that in the dispatching of
trains upon electric as well as steam roads there arc
three fundamental principals to be taken into consideration.
First and above all is "safety" not only
to person but to property.
No other consideration
should he brought to bear when the limit of safety

•-

HK 36,000-1

1905

Rail-

cussion

o Station.

i

17,

June Meeting of Indiana Electric

A

transformers used are similar to those in the
Malnisio power house. The entire electrical installation has been carried out by the well-known
Swiss engineers, Brown, Boveri & Co. of Baden,

who

also installed the 40,000-volt transmission line

between Gromo and Ncmbro.
It is reported that W. B. S. Whaley of Boston,
representing eastern capital, has purchased the 5edalia Water and Light Company. Sedalia Water,
Light and Fuel Companv. and the Sedalia street
railway, all of Sedalja, Mo.

Rapid Transit Company and were taken to MartinsAt Mooresville in the "Scenic Route" special.
ville the power house was visited and at Martms-

members w^ere shown the Calebriatc
the
Springs and the Sanitariums. The train was under
the escort of Paul H. White, general superintendent
The association will hold no
of the Scenic line.
more meetings until October 12th. The meetings
have been a success from the start and the members are free to acknowledge that great and lasting
benefits have been derived from the discussions of
important subjects and the exchanging of ideas and
experiences.
ville
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Rare Metals for lllumlnant Furpoaea.
Wai.su.

Ily GEfjiwjE K.

of iinprovliiK inclliods of illuminaIhrmitjli llic eni|iloymciit of riTlain rare metals

liiMi

ores

riiid

appears

has been

one that
and the solution of the question

is

recent

in

simplified

steadily

years,

he

to

mailer

a

largely

of

belter

and more satisfactory mineral

earths

for

older ones

the

snl>stiluting

elements or
Conslant cxpcri-

used.

nienls condiieud in hilioratories in<licatc that invcsliKalions

this

aliiiiK

proRressing

arc

line

rapidly

economy and value of such

future

the

that

.ind

ment of modern
lamp inelhod.

iinJjIini
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I

as the
arc and incandescent lamp,
Nernsl lamp, Welsbacb nianlle and the mcrcuryvapnr lamp depend In a larRe extent upon the rare
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grrally lo Ihc develop-

llt{hliiit(

by

the

Ncmit-

from chemical supply houica, liul Ihit wai
inferior and impure, givinie very unrerlain re«ull«.
It was only when deposits of Rood zircon ore or
a zirconium silicate were found in North Carolina
lliat the efficient glowers of today conid lie manufactured on a commercial sc.ile. The ore found in
Henderson County, in North Carolina, contains upward of 67 per cent, of zirconium as oxiilc, and
tained

hy treating

ore almost pure zirconium
ore is ground very fine and

this

The

tained.

slowly

a

in

graphite

crucible,

after

which

is

ob-

fused
it

is

inanii-

f.ieline.

.Seleniiini,

in^lanee,

fiir

is

recognized

an

as

ini-

development of the electric
lamp, for as a means for measuring the luminosity
iif
rays it proves of great value.
Selenium respiinds principally to the luminous r.ays and not I)
factor

imrtant

the

in

Ibe heat rays or the chemical

r.'iys,

photometric

and

use

in

rapidly

studies,

increasing.

history

Its

safe prediction about

;iny

undoubtedly

a

finds

laboratory practice,

The

inefficiency

new

with

consequently
experiments
too

open

field

for

ils
is

it

it

field.

electric

lamp has

lonu

the

of

of

the

into

materials

for

field

improving

practical
it.

The

use of carbon filaments so generally has been due

withstanding a high temperature for a considerable length iif time.
But repeated efforts have been made lo discover other
substances which will produce better cITecls than
carbon filaments,
The rare earths and minerals
which have occupied the attention of experimenters in recent years have given results that
make them of more value than carbon. These
earths are fusible, but they vaporize very slowly
or not at all, while carbon vaporizes at the temperature at which it operates in the incandescent
lamp, but is praclially infusible.
The rare-earth oxides arc the basis of most of
the modern improvements in both electric and gas
ligliting".
Their use was first made with gas
lamps.
As mantles for gas lamps they proved
their efficiency years ago, and their employment
The nianuhas steadily increased in this field.
f.-icture of the Wclsbach gas mantles of thoria and
ceria has assumed an importance in the mining
and manufacturing world of far-reaching effect.
When the electrician experimented with the rarelo

their efficiency

in

FIG.

VENICE SUB-

HIGH-'

5.

chemically treated to remove
olher

impurities

r.ium

is

from

obtained

not

all traces of iron and
Absolutely pure zircoby this process, but it is
commercial purposes. The
it.

pure for all
mining industry for the ore has grown extensively
in recent years, and with the development of the
gas mantles and Nernst lamps the demand for the
sufficiently

ore

is

rapidly

increasing.

which is combined with zirconium to
produce the glower of the Nernst lamp, is obtained
from gadolinite, fergusonite, rowlandite
and other rare minerals. Nearly all of the yttria
earths were obtained until a few years ago from
Norway and Sweden, where they were found
mixed with gadolinite. The discovery of a rich
deposit of these earths in Llano County, Texas,
immediately attracted the attention of manufacturers.
The domestic ores were found lo be supeYttria,

rior to the foreign, the atomic weights of tlie
former ranging from 100 to 115, and the latter as
low as from 90 to 92.
The yttria earths having
the greatest atomic weights prove the most valu-

able

for illuminant purposes.

The

deposits of yttria earths in

Texas are sup-

posed to be of volcanic origin and the district in
which they are found is comparatively small. E.xtensive examination of the neighboring regions
have so far resulted in no discovery of new deposits.
Reports have indicated that the ores may
be found in portions of the West, but so far no
exact area has yet been marked where deposits can
be

located.

The Texas

are radioactive,
quartz is indicated by
In Texas the earths
are found in varying proportions in crystalline form
associated with the other nn'nerals.
Rowlandite contains the highest percentage of the
yttria earths, ranging from 47 to 62 per cent., but
this mineral is not very a"bundant in Texas.
Next
to this, gadolinite is the richest in yttria earths,
yielding on the average from 42 to 45 per cent.,
and then comes fergusonite, with an average proportion of 32 to 46 per cent.
Yttrialite, however,
is the most valuable of the minerals associated W"ith
yttria earths, for besides containing from 40 to 47
per cent, of the latter, its atomic weight is 115, the
very highest on record.
For this reason yttrialite

and their presence

in

deposits

the

slight radiating discoloratioiis.

GEAR

PIG. 6.

IN VENICE SOB-

oxides for improving his illuminants it was
not supposed that they would conduct electricity.
But as glass and porcelain insulators become conductors of electricity at very high temperatures,
so most of the rare-earth oxides prove efiicient in
earth

this

respect

when

heated.

In the manufacture of the Nernst lamps zircoyttria are employed in the propor-

nium oxide and

tion of 85 per cent, of the former and 15 per cent,
of the latter. This mixture was the result of years
of close experiment with magnesia, thoria, ceria

The combination

and other substances.

nium and

electricity at

of

zirco-

substance \vhich conducts
certain temperatures, and which vapor-

yttria

into

a

All of

ihrw

addition varyinK profKirtumt of «ilica,
willi irac« of crna, didymia,

in

iirania

and

impuritirii

lanlhan.
quetiion of urtjaralinc Ibe

The

niobia.

conuin
iron and

miiiCTali

from Ihe ure< drpeiidt

u^cjii

the nature

and quantity of Ibc difTcrent iulnUncrt. 'I he iilica
is first removed by Krindlng the or>-, dittolving it
in crude aqua rrgia ami fillerinic and rvaporatinK
>evcral limes.
The iron and olhcr im|nirilir« arrr
removed by various intricate processes of a purely
chemical nature.
sulTicienlly

fied

When
for

all

ihe yttria
practical

it

finally

purposes

Ihe form of a fine prcripiiale which
chanically suitable for mixing with

the

puriit

it

make*

it

in

me-

zirconia.

Altout five per cent, of turrh or Rum traKacanlh is
added lo Ihe mixture, and then after being thoroughly mixed and kneaded it it forced by great
pressure through a die.
The pieces ibut formed
are finally roasted lo an intense while heat in a
platinum box, after which it is ready to have the

loss is very slow.
Under normal conditions, the
life of a glower made of zirconium and yttria is
about 800 hours.
In Europe the rare earths have been experimented with in connection with electric arcs niore
than in this country. Some of the rare-earth oxides have been used for electrodes entirely.
Considerable advances have consequently Ijccn made in
the introduction of these earths and also such elements as boron and tantalum. These latter have
been introduced in the electrodes with varying degrees of success. In Ihe recent development of the
tantalum lamp we have an illustration of the pos-

in

not in the commercial

and alumina.

terminals attached to the ends for the N'ernst lamp.
The Nernst glowers operate at alxiul 2joa degrees Centigrade. The intense heat of the Nernst
lamp attacks the oxides rapidly at first, an<^ causes
10 or 20 per cent, depreciation within the first hour,
but after that there is an improvement, and the

for

recent

extensive use, but

its

broad

experimenters

attracted
tests

if

is

calcia

maKnetia,

were made from zirconia ob-

early ([lowers

illiuniiiants

i-.irlhs

l.l.l.t

very nlnwly, luK

izr<

is

most sought

for the trade.

of

yttria

after for making suitable glowers
AUanite contains a small percentage

earths,

but

more

ceria,

didymia,

iron.

sible value of the little-known metals and earths.
In this lamp the filament is composed of a fine
thread of tantalum metal. Until this type of lamp
was developed tantalum metal was not knpwn to
contain any of the properties which would make
it
of value for electric illuminants.
In the manufacture of modern illuminant apparatuses, platinum, porcelain, carlx)n. and many
rare minerals are proving to be more than ordinary
factors.
The manufacture of a high-grade porcelain to withstand the very high temperature of
the Nernst lamp, and not conduct electricity, has
developed into an industry of great value. The

most successful porcelain made for this
is composed of kaolin, alumina and silica

purpose
in vary-

Such porcelain is highly refractory and porous, and even at a very high tem-

ing proportions.

perature

it proves an excellent non-conductor.
good many of the rare earths and minerals
not commercially attractive today because of
their relative unimportance in the industrial world.
Some of them appear to possess qualities which
render them of value, but Ihe cost of refining them
nullifies their virtues.
On the other hand, many
of the earth oxides are strong in certain desirable
qualities, but weak in others.
By combining them
with other oxides, however, results are frequently
obtained which make the combination of unusual
importance. In fact, a mixture of two or more
o.xides has generally given better results than one.

.\

are

an illustration of this, magnesia and thoria will
stand very high temperatures, and neither fuse
nor vaporize, but they are such poor conductors
of electricity that they appear lo be of little value
in modern illuminants.
The red-iron oxide is a
good conductor of electricity at all temperatures.
but it breaks down under moderately high tem.\s

Most of the rare earths are highly refractory and not readily vaporized, but many of
them are poor conductors of electricity, and consequently, when used alone as filaments, thej* prove
peratures.

troublesome.

Nearly

all of the rare-earth oxides possess some
desirable properties for illuminating purbut their value from the miner's point of
view cannot be great until Ihey have come into
commercial use, either alone or in combination with
other substances. The field of experiment is thus

of

the

poses,

broad and

may

find

attractive,

new

and

uses for

and engineers
of the earth oxides

scientists

many

that today are worthless.

A

new space-telegraph station is in course of
completion at Portpatrick, on the southwest coast
of Scotland, and is expected to be read}' for opThe poles, supplied b}- the Grangereration soon.
mouth and Greenock Dockyard Company, are now
being erected. The lower mast measures 90 feet,
the topmast 75 feet and the entire height of the
pole will be

150 feet above ground level.

:
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Programme and Arrangements

Lux Electrolytic Meter.
Electric

among
used,

the

but

meters
early

for

of the electrolytic type were
forms of measuring instruments

many

they

reasons

did

not

gain

ground and have been largely superseded by other
types. One electrolytic meter devised employed mercury as an anode, the cathode being composed
of a metallic body, such as a platinum funnel, located above the anode. From the cathode the
mercury precipitated from the solution surrounding
the cathode dropped into a chamber or tube pro-

vided with a scale to weigh the amount precipi-

One

tated.

the

;:

objection

formation

of

to

form of meter was
upon the anode which

this

crystals

June

for the

Institute Convention.
The programme for the 22(i animal convention of
the American Institute of Electrical Engineers, to
be held in Asheville, N. C, from the igth to the
23d of

—

;

pany, Schenectady,

To prevent the formation of the crystals, Mr.
Fredrich Lux of Heidelberg has patented a meter
in which the electrolyte is constantly kept in mo-

"An Experimental Study on Commercial Transmission Lines of the Rise of Potential Due to Static

keeping its constituent of dissolved salts
constant at various points in the depth. The ac-

companying illustration shows one form of the
meter, though several other modifications have been
suggested.
In the constructional form illustrated, there is
arranged upon a readily displaceable spindle (n)
a vane-wheel (o) for agitating the solution, and
a driving member a glass sphere (p), provided
with an internal radiometer vane-wheel. Outside
as

apparatus is arranged a heating wire (q),
owing to the heat of which, movement of the
radiometer, and consequently of the agitating wheel,
is produced.
In order to permit of obtaining a convenient and
exact measurement by means of this apparatus,
there is arranged below the cathode a funnel tube
(r), which is laterally bent below and terminates
the

an exceedingly fine opening (s). The mercury
dropping into the tube forms at this fine opening
in

Mercury-arc

Rectifier,"

"The Constant-current

;

by

Charles

P.

Steinmetz

Grounding, etc.,"
by Percy H. Thomas, Cooper Hewitt Electric Company, New York.
Afternoon. Drive through Mr. George W. VanDisturbances,

derbilt's

such

—
—"Data

estate

at

as

important

is

connection with the use of
apparatus in lighting, power

in

and railway plants that the characteristics of

Morning. Address of welcome, by Hon. A. S.
Barnard, mayor of Asheville; address, by President
John W. Lieb, Jr. "High-potential Oscillations of
High Power in Large Power-distribution Systems,"
by Charles P. Steinmetz, General Electric ComY.

It

alternating-current

were prejudicial to the operation of the meter.

tion, thus

Alternator Induction Constants and
Energy Losses.

provision
The pro-

Monday, June iqth.

N.

etc.,

Mo.

month, has been completed and con-

this

tains valuable papers, as well as ample
for the entertainment of the delegates.
gramme is as follows

1905

I",

may

apply for additional information to
Mr. John H. Finney, member of local committee,
National Bank of Commerce Building, St. Louis,
Louis,

Switches,

alter-

nating-current apparatus installed be carefully studied.
It will, therefore, be of interest to note the
arrangement and details of construction of some
recently designed German measuring apparatus for
determining the energy losses of alternating-current machines as well as for ascertaining the in--

duction constants.

show

special

The accompanying

iIlus*^rations

apparatus for this purpose

& Halske

Siemens

of

Berlin

for

made by

ascertaining the

Biltmore.

Relating to Electric Conductors
and Cables," by Henry W. Fisher, Standard Underground Cable Company, Pittsburg, Pa "Methods of High-pressure Measurement," by S. M. Kinrner, Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company, Pittsburg, Pa. "Some Comments on Remarks
Made by Col. R. E. B. Cronipton Before the International Electrical Congress at St. Louis," by
John W. Howell, General Electric Company, Harrison, N. J.

Evening.

;

;

Tuesday, June 20th (Railroad Day).
Morning.

—"Three-phase

Traction,"

by

F.

N.

Waterman, mechanical and electrical engineer. New
York "Heavy Electric Freisrht Traction," by C.
de Muralt, electrical engineer, New York "Choice
of Motors in Steam and Electric Practice," by Will;

;

iam McClellan, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.
"Electrical Features of Block Signaling," by L. H. Thullen. Union Switch and Signal
Company. Pittsburg, Pa. "Weight Distribution on
Electric Locomotives as Affected by Motor Suspension and Draw-bar Pull," by S. T. Dodd, General
Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y.
;

;

—
—

Afternoon. Visit to the Weaver Power Company's high-tension transmission plant.
Evening. Ball in the main ballroom at the Battery Park Hotel, as arranged by the local committee.

Wednesday, June 2ist (Electrical Design Day).

—

Morning. "Limits of Injurious Sparking in Direct-current Commutation," by Thorburn Reid, consulting engineer, New York
"A Study in the Design of Induction Motors," by C. A. Adams, Har:

vard Lhiiversity, Cambridge, Mass.
Direct-current

Machine

"Limitations in
Sebastian
by

;

Design,"

Senstius, Bullock Electric Manufacturing Company,
Cincinnati, Ohio
"Motor-generators and Synchronnous Converters," by W. L. Waters. National Electric Company, Milwaukee, Wis.
"A New Instrument for Measuring Alternating Currents," by E. F.
Northrup, consulting engineer, Philadelphia, Pa.

constants controlling the behavior
quency alternating currents.

The measurements
ing

alternating

the

of

high-fre-

are best undertaken by utilizcurrent itself, as the mutual

;

;

"Eddy Currents
by

A.

B.

in Large Slot-wound Conductors,"
Field, Bullock Electric Manufacturing
Cincinnati, Ohio.

Company,
Afternoon. Trolley excursion through Asheville
and vicinitj'. Tea at the Swannanoa Golf Club.
Evening.— Banquet at the Battery Park Hotel, as
arranged by the local committee.

—

LUX ELECTROLYTIC METER.

When the mercury has reached
(s) a small drop.
a predetermined height in the tube (r), its pressure exceeds the superficial tension of the drop
Its contents
of mercury, and the tube is emptied.
read upon a scale on the tube. The emptying of the tube into the lower chamber fills this
latter to the extent of a division of the scale tube
This scale tube indicates units, while the
(t).
When
scale upon the tube (r) indicates decimals.
all the mercury of the anode has been exhausted
oxygen would be formed upon the fused-in platinum wire. In order to prevent this, the two
platinum wires (u) and (v) are fused into the
lower portion of the instrument in connection with

may be

the anode and the cathode.

Thursday, June 220 (New Development Day).
Morning. "Waterpower of the Southeastern Ap-

—

Electric Joint Traffic.

said that there was quite a warm discussion at a recent meeting of the Central Passenger
Association over the fact that certain steam railroads are exchanging business with interurban
electric lines.
The Wheeling and Lake Erie, now
a part of the Wabash system, tickets passengers
through to Sandusky and Lakeside, Ohio, from
Pittsburg and uses the Lake Shore Electric from
is

Cleveland.

The

latter

sells

tickets

from

its

sta-

through to Pittsburg, using the Wheeling
and Lake Erie. It is said the arrangement will
stand good for the season, if not longer, and that
the road is willing to make the same arrangement

tions

with other interurban lines
of an increased business by

if
it.

there are

prospects

currents, as well as hysteresis
rent.
Of
humming

the accompanying illustrations Fig. i is a
transformer, while Fig. 2 shows the details
and connections. A telephone
membrane of circular form has fixed to its center a

of

construction

its

microphone surrounded by a magnetized
indicated at (R) and placed a small

bag
tube,

steel

dis-

telephone membrane (M).
A wire coil is carried by the steel tube, whose
winding is connected in series with the secondary
tance

front

in

of

the

M

palachian Region," by F. A. C. Perrine, consulting
"The Development of the
engineer, New York
;

Ontario Power Company," by

Nunn,

P. N.

electrical

engineer, Niagara Falls, N. Y.
"A New Carbon
Filament," by John W. Howell, General Electric
Company, Harrison, N. J. "A New Induction Generator," by William Stanley, electrical engineer and
"Note on a
inventor. Great Barrington, Mass.
Simple Device for Finding the Slip of an Induction
Motor," by Charles A. Perkins, University of Ten"The Preservation of the
nessee, Knoxville, Tenn.
Southern Streams a Forest Problem," by Charles
E. Waddell, electrical engineer, Biltmore. N. C.
Afternoon. Organ recital at All Souls' Church,
Biltmore.
Evening. Smoker at Albemarle Club.
;

i

;

—

#

/•
'/:

1

y

;

'/:

"y

R

;

—

—

Friday,

Steam and
It

capacity and energy losses by eddy
and self-induction, are
dependent on the frequencj' of the alternating curinduction,

June

230.

Programme to be arranged by the local committee.
Transportation arrangements have been made with
care.
Tickets will be issued at all the principal
stations and ticket offices of the Trunk Line Passenger Association, the Central Passenger Association, the Southeastern Passenger Association, and
the New England Passenger Association, to members and guests, on the certificate plan, which allows the holders of such certificates to purchase
tickets from Asheville to original starting point at

reduced rates.
Tickets at full fare for the going journey may
be obtained three days (exclusive of Sunday) prior
to the meeting, and also during the first three days
of the meeting.
Members who wish to start from Chicago, St.

NECTIONS OF HUMMING TRANSFORMER.
coil

of

a

small

induction

coil

indicated

at

(S).

The microphone

is
connected to the induction
primary (P), and to two storage-battery cells,
forming a single circuit. When the membrane or
disk
(M) vibrates toward the steel tube the
microphone contact resistance is lowered and the
increasing current induces in the secondary winding an induction current reinforcing the magnetism of the steel tube and accelerating the move-

coil

ment of the membrane or

disk.

When

brane moves backward the phenomena

is

the

mem-

noted

in

.

Jllllr

17.

iiivcTM-

;iii

V

iliratiiins

tliiis

Ix-iiiR

in

Miiiilar

riTiil

(lisi.iiiccH

llif

waves

Miiiid

ijf

till-

a

in

dnwn

is

Rlass tube

liy

iiirrenl.

a

lelc-

frc-

tin-

indicated,

is

to

iilili/ed

measure
while

henry,

0.001

to

litatiiJiiary

ii(

an-

other bridge ( KiR. ,1) is eni|)liiyed for ascertainfrom 0.001 henry down
ing the self-inductance
111
henry, hiilh of these instruments being
10
bridge connections, as
the
VVhcatstone
based nn
.'\
inanganine measuring wire
shown in I'ig. 4.
represented
by (ab), the
ciiiuact
is
with sliding
'

branches (HC) comprising a henry self-inductance standard (I,), the resistance being (R). The
branch (AC) includes the self-indnctaiice (L'xl
which is t(i be measured. The resistance is (R'x),
iRx) being the ohniic resistance in case an alterIn the (AC) branch. w
nating current is llnwing.
I

represents a resistance bnx.
A source nf alternatinK current
ibf

pciiiils

nnl,

,uiil

A

(

,ind

I

this

lit),

liliiilnnu-

:i

is

ulili/i-d

cnunected lo

is

bi-ing
in

)

a

sine

cur-

the other diag-

self-inductance:

+

VV

R'x

a

— L'x

switched into the bridge, the telephone
replaced by a galvaiioscope, the presence of
a current will be indicated in the bridge by the
latter instrument, and this current may be made
to disappear by the proper shifting of the plugs
is

lieing

ill

That portion of the resistance

resistance.

the

box

which

(\v)

indicates

R'x

— Rx.

in

the

the circuit finally
loss
resistance
alternating-current

the

is

The

inserted

in

output in watts as lost
second by eddy currents,
shown by multiplying
is
tile
above by the square of the current intensity.
Two special instruments are used as an alternating-current source, in order to give as pure a
sine current as possible, and thus a sharp minimum
Current oscillations are emtelephone.
in
the
ployed for this purpose by replacing the primarycurrent

apparatus

and

radiation,

per

hy.steresis

current interruption as usual in induction coils.
A high-frequency machine is utilized for this purpose, generating current up to 10,000 periods per
second, together with a humming transformer generating alternating current of 300 to 650 periods.
A type of self-induction standard is utilized in
which the dependency of the resistance and selfinduction on the frequency of the alternating cur-

due

rent as

to

with massive
by a standard
millimeter

placed
of

as

the

in

coil,

the use of self-induction standards
wire is avoided by replacing them
cable

of

thickness,

insulated

while

the

wire,

one-tenth
are

terminals

from the magnetic field
and are formed from resistance ma-

far

as

possible

inin,

is

i

conslrucietl of

asserted that these standards are very
independent of the frequency as observed
from the higher values of the high frequency and
self-induction.
The high-frequency machine includes an iron disk similar to a toothed wheel
two centimeters in thickness and 20 centimeters in
diameter. It consists of several hundred thin metal
disks, each carefully varnished, and thus well insulated, securely held together by a hard rubber.
small
its poles a
.A horseshoe electromagnet has
distance

in

front

of

the

teeth

of

the

disk.

Th.e

like
electromagnet are sharpened
wedges, so that the magnetic circuit is closed by

of

this

m

with

here

iiii techiiicil
,rli.iol 111 the c.iunnatural advantages fur electric
railway work as the University nf Illinois.
'Hie
track of the Illinois Tr.iction System passes through
its campus, about 1,500 feet being within the campus
This system is now completed from Daiilimits.

that

IS

prnlialiiy

has

such

to Champaign, and next year will probably be
completed to East St. Louis, making a continuou.;
trackage of nearly 200 miles. The Hon. W. B.
McKinley, president of the Illinois Traction System,
and one of the trustees of the university, has given
ville

university

the

free

use

of

the

tracks

of

the

system for experimental purposes.
Believing that such excellent natural advantages
should be used for experimental work in electric

neering

department is now having an interurban
by the Jewett Car Company of New-

ark. Ohio.
This car is 34 feet four inches over the
corner posts and 45 feet over all, vestibuled at each
end, and has a double trolley, so that it can be run
in either direction
and will weigh, with equipment,
about 50,000 pounds. The interior is divided into a
;

main compartment and an instrument room. The
trucks are the
Standard Steel Car Company's
M. C. B. type, with six-feet six-inch wheel base, and
33-inch rolled steel wheels. The electrical equipment
consists
50-horsepower
of
four
Westinghouse
motors, with Westinghouse unit switch system of
control.
The car is also equipped with Christensen
independent air brakes, and electric headlights. The
instrument room will be equipped with a complete
set of graphic recording instruments, made by the
General Electric Company and Elliott Bros, of

A

car house containing a testing pit will be constructed at the university, wdiere temperature tests
of motor equipments can be made.
All actual running experiments will be made on the tracks of the

pound

Traction

System, which

is

built

with

'"'immoo'Kite
litk

^nd
;u>tir

niuM

nali'rallr '•
nients have alftM
a fourih tiirbinr
'

:

All the old .,fi.
reixirt of the i.
panic, for the y. .„
Ihe WeMern Ilk

A

m

,t

.M,.>

.OMi,

Contemplated Combining of Important
Traction Lines.
U-coming generally understixxl

is

Il

that the project for the
of a $ioo.oooxx)0 hohling company by ihe
Ivlkins syndicate 10 take over ihe most
traction properly in Ohio and Indiana is
definite

sha|H-.

It

is

said

thai

this

Indiana

in

circles

fornuliori

Widenerimportant
atsuminfc

company

will

within ihe next few months lake ovci all the traclines out of liidianap<jlis, cxcefit the Indianapolis and Martinsville line, which recently pasted
lo the control of Stone & Welwler of Boston.
TIilplans of the holding company are said to contemplate a trunk line from Cincinnati to Toledo, connecting the Ohio River and Lake Erie with important branch lines eastward and westward, including
the lines that center in Indianapolis.
The Philadelphia syndicate has lieen gradually
ac<|uiring traction property until it
has become
probably the most formidable and powerful traction
factor in the central West. John M. Ltjntz. secretary of the Richmond Street and Intent rl>an Company, says it may tie announced aulhoriniively that
there will be a consolidation of the Indiana traction
lines, and he thinks that the network of inlerurlan
roiids lietween Indiaimpolis, Cincinnati and Columbus will soon be under one control aand through
service established.
It is said that either the Toledo and Indiana or
the Toledo and Western electric railway will he
used in the plan lo connect Cleveland and Chicago.
tion

which George F. McCullough is working out. The
cnmpletion of the lines proposed will also imite
Indiana towns with Southern Michigan and form
a system of the roads of the three stales through
friendly connections.
Mr. McCulloch is now giving
his attention to the western gap. which when filled
ill
will run to Hammond. Ind.. where it wilt conned with Chicago.

Paralleling Generators With Same
Source of Exciting Current.
In throwing oik- ur more yeiuraior-, ii, parallel
with another generator having the same source of
exciting current, a very ob.iectiorahle disturbance is
made in the exciter speed and voltage, and in the
voltage of the first generator, in spite of the Ijest
switchboard attendance. Besides, in the case of the
second generator or generators, it is objectionable to
have so large a percentage of the full load switched
on suddenly.
To overcome this difficulty a method
is described in tlie "Wrinkles" department of the
National Electric Light .Association by .Mr. G. Hart-

'0—
1

<

-

G
<s
.c

^

«.

"^

steel rails,

September.

Electric and Chicago
Edison Meetings.

At the annual stockholders" meetings of the Chicago Edison Company and the Commonwealth Electric Company on June 12th, the reports of board of
directors showed that at the close of the year ended
March 31st, the Edison company had a connected
equivalent to
i6-candlepower
1.475.699
lamps and the Commonwealth company had an
equivalent of 727,975 i6-candlepower lamps.
The
figures for the last preceding year were 1,307,631

business

and

the

•

alfuiirlanily

70-

gravel ballast and steel bridges.
This test car will be used to give students experimental work in connection with their course in electric railways, and also for thesis and research work.
It is expected that in this latter respect it will be
particularly useful to the electric railway interests
of the country, as it will be available for any special
investigations that may be desired.
The car and
equipment will be delivered in June, and will be
ready for use at the opening of the next college year.
in

to

r«^^ ft

?

London.

Illinois

thr

.,1,

confirmed

railroading, and that a suitable test car is the first
necessity in the way of equipment, the electrical engilest car built

tupply Ihe "While

till

Sireel,

P.

University of Illinois Test Car.
I

10

Wl,liiri

tr,-iclion

Iry

one

jrk

I

ihc

excileil

is

struction.

is

largely

poles

which

by a dircrl current
passing through the middle winding, and the iron
<lisk is rotated very rapirlly by a shunt motor.
As
the iron Icelli arc continually approaching and receding from the poles of the electromagnet, alter-'
nating currents are generateil
in
the secondary
coils by the strong magnetic oscillations.
There is
another electric motor closed by an adju^table resistance, which serves to keep the load of the
starling motor at constant figures, so as to have
This new
the speed vary as little as possible.
German measuring apparatus for ilctcrmining inconstants
and
energy
losses
of
<luction
allernatingcurrent machines is interesting and unique in consheet

Commonwealth

terial.

It

clcciromagnel.

This
thinnest

the

iK

the pole* of the clcctromagncl.

the

a

L
b
R
b
When the allernating-currcnt adjustment has been
performed as mentioned above, and a direct current

475

TION CONSTANTS AND ENERGY LOSSES,

ALTERNATOR

When llie smuul in llic
branch as indicated.
lelephone disappears by the proper choosing of the
two portions of the measuring wire the following
relations will allow the immediate determining of

niial

Ihc

F.I.r.CTRiriAN

ihc iron dink as soon as the (cclh are in front of

hiiiii-

pcrinils wllkli

iiijflcH

cnrreiil

arrangcmeiil

liridKe

self-iniluctaiu'c

Ntcf

the
iif

lininniniK

llie

!)>•

Id

luimlicr

liinnniinK

llie

iif

tiiaiiiii'r

fir

|icrnianciil

iiiTforni

lo

iii;i<lc

llii'

({iiicrateil

excileil

liliiirie

i|iieniy

A

:i

iisccrl.iiniiiK

Ily

r.

(linplirnRm

tclcplinnc

the

in.iriiicT,

niiiiil)r;iric

iiii

WRSTRRN

|IX>S

604.194,

operates

four

The

respectively.

generating stations

Edison company
and iS sub-sta-

The Commonwealth company has three generating and six sub-stations
a new sub-station re-

tions.

;

APPARATUS FOR PARALLELING GENER.\TORS.

man

of St.
herewith.

A

Gabriel.

water rheostat

Quebec,

which

illustrated

is

connected to a double-throw
switch as shown in the diagram.
This is done in
such a manner that it may be inserted in the field
circuit of either of the two generators or be shoncircuited.
There is thus obtained a ver>- gradual
rise in voltage from zero to normal, and a gradual
decrease from normal to zero in starting up. or closing down, a second generator, line and set of transformers. The objectionable disturbance is thus elimi:;

inated in the first generator,
on the second outfit.

and there

is

a

\

strain

A

unique device was recently patented by George
H.. which consists of a
billy fitted with a small incandescent
lamp in the opposite end from the handle to act
as a searchlight.
A detachable translucent cover
is fitted over the end containing the lamp.
A faatter>' is contained in the hollow interior of the billy
and is provided with the necessarj- connection to
A push button in the handle makes the
the lamp.
R.

Somes of Laconia. N.

policeman's

circuit to the lamp.
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candlepower most necessarily reduce the income derived from the sale of current when the
lamp is run upon a kilowatt-hour basis. While it
is unwise, of course, for a central-station company

per
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Mr. Dalrymple said that he
believed that whenever a traction company is in
proper financial condition,
fares.

Once

vided

for,

should give three-cent

it

the original cost of the system

three-cent

fares

will

return

is

pro-

sufficient

revenue to make the stock of a company attractive.
In this opinion, however, the expert from Glasgow
was, perhaps, Somewhat biased by the results which

have been obtainecj
fer

own

in his

where no trans-

city,

system is in vogue, and where the population
congested within a short distance of the center

of the corporation.

It

doubtful,

is

that,

in

city

a

Chicago, covering a wide area, the three-cent

made

be

pay where the necessarily

to

sideration.

Eleven hundeed people attended

convention

the

of the National Electric Light Association in Den-

ver and Colorado Springs.

Eleven hundred people

returned to their homes unbounded in their praise
of the hospitality of the citizens of these

who

united

so

loyally

extend

to

to

two

the

cities

visitors

every courtesy and every token of good will which
could be conceived in months of planning. Unrivaled natural attractions, electrical plants of unuinterest, entertainment features from golf to
broncho busting these things, and many more, all
went to inake the trip to these two hustling and

sual

—

representative

cities

of

West one long

the

to

be

remembered.
But sight-seeing and entertainments did not hinder the association from carrying out a business
programme that was full of things beneficial to
its members, and to the central-station industry in
general.
Three days were given up to business
affairs and the reading and discussion of paper.s, as
reported in the Western Electrician last week and
in this issue.
Perhaps the question which w'as most
upon the minds of the delegates was that of local
advertising, and there was a pronounced feeling

among

the central-station men, that, as a rule, the}'

are not giving this department of their business the

favor

of

taking

the

cost of

its

amounts

country, ahroad
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For

hours with a lamp requiring 3.25 watts per candle,
and excluding the lamp, would be $3.90, i. e., the

pay 75
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this reason,
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in this

deserves.

it

decorations are not only a benefit to the con-

sumer,
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tantalum lamp, though not as
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of
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this basis, with current at

the

tric

effi-

expense,

the

attention which

high-efficiency

distributing

the
in

in

lamp.
Tlie

National-Interstate Telephone Association (first convention
of consolidated telephone associations), Auditorium Hotel,
Chicago, June 20th and 21st.
Canadian Electrical Association (annual convention), Montreal, June 2ist, 22d and 23d.
National Electrical Contractors' Association
(fifth
annual convention). Mechanics Hall, Boston, Mass., July 19th,
2oth and 21st; electrical exhibition, July 15th to 226.
Ohio Electric Light Association
(annual
convention),
Hotel Victory, Put-in-Bay, August i6th to 18th.
Intcruatiunnl Association of Municinal Electricians (annual
convcniion). Erie, Pa., August ^id, 24th and ^slh.
International Association of Municipal Electricians (annual convention), Erie, Pa., August 29th, 30th and 31st.
Old Time Telegraphers' and Historical Association (annual
meeting), New York city, August 29th to September ist.
American Street Railway Association (annual convention),
EcHcvue-Stratford Hotel, Philadelphia, September 25th to

be

in-

is

and while the higher

ratio,

increase
will

result

yet fixed

29th.

the

i
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business

Mr. Dud-

adoption.

its

Farrand. however, did not believe that the use

ley

of

.

to

its development which
extended adoption. The question
of whether to sell current on the lamp-hour or
kilowatt-hour basis is one which has long been
in the minds of central-station men, and, as pointed
out by Mr. J. F. Gilchrist of Chicago, an extended
use of the tantalum lamp would have a considerable
bearing on this question. The low current consumption of the tantalum lamp about two watts

allow of

will

ric

issue.

qualities

for practical purposes, the

not as yet been
Lighting

in a position to exercise a corrective

upon

influence

long hauls from the outskirts are taken into coninterest

484, 485

'-^

always be

will

fare could

The consensus of opinion among the central-station
men at the convention was that, although the new

Aitliur Willi;
11)

rail-

would be simply impregnable." To, the
citizen,
proud in his ability for selfgovernment, this seems rather a harsh statement.
But true it is. that political conditions in this country do not adapt themselves to municipal ownership as well as they do in Scotland.
Mr. Dalrymple said that what he had seen and he had
studied the situation carefully made him realize
private ownership, under proper conditions, is far
better for the citizens of American cities.
To him
the best plan for cities here to adopt seems to be
for the cities to sell their franchises upon the best
possible terms, and to protect themselves by drawing up short leases. With a short lease the city

like

be turned into electrical energy.

Much

Ownership.

street

American

convention of the National Electric Light Association centered in the paper of Dr. Louis Bell upon

al

put

that

city

is

University of Illinois Test

"To

city.

miles,

and area of normal cross-

feet,

that

in

feet

plenty of

To

year.

the

conditions

telephone companies and kindred concerns
under municipal ownership." he is quoted as saying,
"would create a political machine in every large
roads,

absolutely disregarded.

another lake, 35

was completed a few days ago. The tunnel is regarded as one of the largest and most successful
engineering enterprises yet undertaken in the prov--

Geor;

Electrolytic Meter.
nd Ele

nd

1,600

in

water from the mountain lakes necessitated tunneling through solid rock for nearly 2V2 miles. Work
was begun over two years ago from each end, and
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MuNiciP.\L ownenship of public ujilities, such as
street railways, telephones, gas works, etc.. is impracticable in the United Stales.
Such is the conclusion reached by James Dalrymple of the Glasgow
municipal tramways, who, at the invitation of Mayor
Dunne of Chicago, has been making a study of

plants

be

and also from the
station,

encouraged

in

this

every

fact

class

that

of

possible

elec-

custom
way.

Many

of the larger central stations are doing this

by

persistent

—

campaign notably the
Denver Gas and Electric Company, which has made
a

advertising

Denver, as visitors are aware, a veritable "City
of Light" but still there is much that may be done
in this line, especially among the smaller companies.
In all respects the convention was noteworthy,

—

and

There was a large atand the supply men were out in
is due the \'arious railroad companies which co-operated to make the journey to Denver so pleasant and which ran special
trains to Colorado Springs and other points of
instructive

tendance of
full

force.

interest.

pleasing.

ladies,
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—

;:

:
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NATIONAL ELECTRIC LIGHT ASSOCIATION.
Denver-Colorado Springs Convention of
June 6-11, 905.

On hur<day afternoon
an excursion to llic f<x)levvniuK there was u trrcnadc
by Ihe Geor((e VV. CiMjk Dnini Corp*.
On Friday nearly all of the visitor<i were taken
to Colorado .Springs, from which a^i a center there
were visits to jKiwer plants and various scenic
trips "too inimeroiis to mention," as the parly was
split into ninnerons smaller detachments.
Here, as
in Denver, the local people were most hospitable
and indefatigable in IcxikiiiK after the comfort of
tion
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quartette that it was hard to
truth it is apparent Ihaf the

and in sober
and new-business methods of the
Denver company constitute an example that may
beat,

administrative

companies.

well be studied by other central-station
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one of the
'I'bc convention itself was a good one
very best which the association has held. The attendance was about I.ioo very satisfactory, when
the location of Denver and Colorado Springs with
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reference

membership

distribution

Many

considered.

is

of

course,

the

In

and pa-

reports

value were presented and discussed,
be judged by the reports in the Western

may

larger

than

respects the

at
any previous convention.
Deuver.:Colorado Springs con-

was noteworthy, instructive and

New

The atElectrician of last week and this week.
tendance at the various sessions was excellent, the
programme being arranged so that the entertainment features, numerous and delightful as they
President
were, did not conflict with business.
Davis kept the business steadily moving, and Secthe
retary Farrand looked after
duties
of his
Especially valuable features
office with attention.

the

of

all

\entioii

pleasing.

much

pers of
as

geographical

the

to

mm

Opening

said in the hearing of a representative of the VVesl-

Hammond

the

movement of

which is carried out.
policy
with many adverlising details and methods, in
Denver
business man
most admirable manner. A
ern

Officers of the Association.

On Thursday President Davis appointed as the
nominating committee L. .\. Ferguson, Paul Doty,
Paul Spender, N. F. Brady and Samuel Scovil.
This committee later made its report as follows:
President, W. H. Blood, Jr.. of Seattle, Wash.;
first vice-president. Arthur Williams of New York
second vice-president, Dudley Farrand of New-ark.
N. J. executive committee. Charles L. Edgar of Bostone. John Martin of San Francisco and Frank W.

.\ddiif.sses, Keiiirt.s

the

of

port

on

mittee
turbines,

Concluding

his
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Stewart on "ProLightning
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start

personally
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remr^rked

and
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Dow

mayor

all boast; we cannot help it.
It
any of you gentlemen arc looking
for a change of

re-

tection

I'apehs.

climate.

:

business

the

anu

President E. H. Davis called the first session lo
order on Tuesday morning and iiitro<Iuccd Hon
Robert VV. S|«:er, mayor of Denver. Mayor Spcer
gave the members a hearty greeting and in a pleasIn his ading way welcomed them to his cily.
dress he said:
"When we leanied that your convention was to Ik* held here we were pleased, Ik:cause we believed that you could do us good, and
that by meeting and becoming acquainted with th>warm-hearted western people your views and opinWe
ions of the great West would be enlarged.
It lacks many of the
have a city which is new.
ornaments that are pleasing to the eye; yet we
are laying a foundation, and we are going to build
Denver so that it will he known all over this
country for beauty and business combined. There
is
no city in the West or in any part of the
L^nited States where the people are more loyal anil
enthusiastic than in Denver."
He then went on to recite the wonderful resources of the state of Colorado and the advantages which it possesses in the way of a healthful

sessions were Mr.
paper
Hancock's
on p o w e r-house

personnel,

.

has been with Stone & WchsUr.
he new president is a yuunK man with an umuu;iily
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reputation abroad. This shows the broad,
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Arthur Williams
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the

Question

Box by Mr.
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At both Denver and Colorado Springs the enOnly a
tertaimnent was profuse and pleasing.
mere enumeration of the events may be attempted.
Monday evening, June 5th, the day of the arrival
in

Denver of the special trains from
was a reception, with dancing, at

there

The next day

Palace Hotel.
for

a

tally-bo

In

Clult.

ride

ladies

party
ful Eletch Gardens.
a

the ladies

and luncheon

the evening there

for both

was

be sure to give
returns ; if your
health
is
failing
or you feel you
are breaking down

discussion of

was

at

the
the

East,

Brown

were taken
Country

the

a summer-theater

and gentlemen

at

the beauti-

On Wednesday afternoon there
broncho-busting contest at Denver Athletic
This was attended by both ladies and gen-

Park.
tlemen and was a

new and exciting spectacle to
visitors.
The cowboys rode the wild,

most of the
unbroken horses with great skill. One, however,
mounted on a horse that tried to climb the rim
of the "saucer track," was thrown and was borne
from the field with a broken leg. In the evening
the ladies were given a theater party at the Broadway Theater, and after the evening session the
men were taken to an "athletic smoker" at Coli-

ot Executive

Committee

Member

F. W. Frueauff.
of Ex

OF THE NATIONAL ELECTRIC LIGHT ASSOCIATION.
Frucauff of Denver, who were unanimously elected.
.\lthougli, according to the by-laws, the secretarytreasurer is to be elected by the executive committee,
this practice has not been strictly followed, and. in
view of this fact, the nominating committee, as a
mark of respect, suggested Mr. W. C. L. Eglin of
Philadelphia as a nominee for the office, and Mr.
Eglin was unanimously elected.
In presenting Mr. Blood, President Davis said
"Let me say a few words for myself. I am the representative of a small company, and I was unexpectedly elected to the presidency of this association,
as Mr. Blood has been on this occasion.
The importance of the position soniewdiat staggered me. I
became very conservative, and at times possibly rattled, in the discharge of my duties.
I believe that few
of our members appreciate the great influence of
the association and the fact that we are making history, whether we act or whether we do not,
I have
been trained as a lawyer, and drifted into this business, and wdiat struck me forcibly, as stated in my
address, is the great danger to the industry of unwise legislation. The great value of our association
no longer lies in the fact of meeting once a year to
discuss the papers. It lies in the fact of the policy
of the past being followed in the future, and im-

proved upon."

under

strain

the

and cares of busituni toward Denver and Colorado."
President Davis thanked the speaker for his
remarks and then called upon Secretary Dudley .-V.
Farrand of Newark. N. J., who read a numlicr of

ness,

letters from the following-named gentlemen who
were unable to attend the convention
Charles L.
Edgar. Boston
P. G. Gossler, New York
Prof.
Henry T. Bovey. Montreal
Prof.
Edward L.
Nichols. Ithaca. N. \". Elihu Thomson. West Lynn.
Mass. S. -A. Duncan. Atlanta, Ga.
C. F. Brush.
Cleveland. Ohio E. .\. Armstrong. Camden James
C. Cahoon. New Y'ork, and George Forbes, Lon:

:

:

:

;

;

;

:

don.

:

England.

The president then read his address, which was
published in full in the Western Electrician last
w eek.

The report of the committee on progress was next
read by Chairman T. C. Martin of New Y'ork. He
said that it occurred to the committee that it
would be interesting and valuable to have at the
convention an exhibit of the advertising methods
and materials used by some of the companies in
this country
also an exhibit of some of the "follow-up" methods by means of which the impression created bj- advertising is driven home and new
patrons secured. It was therefore determined to
associate with the report of the committee on ad:

'

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

4;s
advertising material and
methods, of which some very handsome contributions had been secnred.
The report considered some of the leading central-stalion developments during the last year and
mentioned particularly such instances as Detroit,
where Mr. Alex Dow is carrying out an exvertising

an

exhibit

of

tremely interesting and ingenous development.

One of the interesting developments which have
taken place in the last year is that of the tanA \alii;iliU- paper upon this subject
talum lamp.
was contributed l)v Dr, Luuis Bell and was read
by Mr. Martin in tlu- absence of the author. This
paper, with the discussion which ensued, is printed
elsewhere in this issue.
Two other papers were presented at the morning

When one enters
plant one sees slovenly employes.
a beautiful, clean plant, one sees bright, attractive
employes who seem to be pleased with their work."
Answering a question by A. H. Kruesi of Schenectady, Mr. Hancock said that he did not hire any
beginners for firemen.
He hires a fireman for $16
a week, and if he is not worth that he is not
wanted.
In the case of the operators they are
taken in as low as $T0 a week and are moved up
as fast as possible.
The report of the committee on the investigation
The most
of the steam turbine was then taken up.
important points brought out in connection with
this report, together with the names of the committee members, were given in the Western ElecFollowing this a paper by A. H.
trician last week.
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power
companies are changing over whole sections from
that

effect

in

the largest

of

cities

direct to alternating supply.
W. C. L. Eglin desired further information as to this, to which Mr.
Cole replied: "1 cannot name the exact cities at
present, but know that is the case in
a good
many places. In the city of St. Louis, for instance,
there is a section in which you cannot obtain anything but alternating current, and I believe this is
have been informed
true in many other cities.
I
to that effect, but cannot at present give the names
of each city where that change has taken place."

High-tension Transmission and Protection from
Static Disturbances.
Following the motor papers two others were
read one upon "Long-distance High-tension TransThe
mission in California," by John A. Britton.
author was not at the convention, so his paper was
read by title. It was given in abstract in the Western Electrician last week.
The report on "Present Methods of Protection
from Lightning and Other Static Disturbances," by
Alex Dow and Robert S. Stewart of Detroit, was
next read by Mr. Dow.
By way of introduction Mr. Dow said
"In making this report there has been no attempt to go
into detailed theory nor to go through the history

—

:

of protective devices.
It is, to the best of our belief,
a statement of what may be considered the
.''tandard practice today.
were unable to obtain
sufficient
time to put into print the data
in
regarding the European practice which we would
like to have incorporated, particularly with reference to the use of the water-jet arrester, which we
find is exceedingly common in the Swiss, Italian
and southern French transmission systems.
The
water-jet arrester is obviously merely a leg of high
resistance and of no inductance and it consumes
energy continuously.
It appeared to us
although
we did not include the statement in our printed
report that a water jet might be used to good
purpose on many high-tension transmission lines as
special protection during thunder storms in much
the same way as in certain railway plants the tank
arrester is switched on during thunder storms. The

We
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—

excellent, and in conjunction with choke
to be the most thoroughly reliable
protection.
You will observe, of course,
that its use involves a loss of energy of from three
to 10 kilowatts, depending on the voltage.
effect
coils

is

it

seems

method of

LADIES TALLY-HO PARTY LEAVING OVERLAND COUNTRY CLUB.
session.

One was

entitled

"The Paramount Im-

portance of the Selection of Standard in Preference
Special Machinery," and was contributed by
to
David Hall of Cincinnati. This paper was given
in the Western Electrician last week.
In discussing Mr. Hall's paper E. F. McCabe of
"A short time ago I had
Lewiston. Pa., said
occasion to write a specification for a 300-kilowatt.
Among
alternating-current generator, 25-degree rise.
the four bidders there was only one who had the
generator at the required speed and size, and one
of these wanted us to accept the machine at a
regiven atmospheric temperature of 25" C.
ceived bids from three or four manufacturers, each
one bidding on a different machine. Within a week
or two I had occasion to ask for bids of a half
dozen manufacturers for a 300-kilowatt induction
motor, with a speed of 450 revolutions. There was
not one manufacturer who could produce the machine within 10 weeks, because they all said it was

Kruesi upon "Operating Features of Vertical Curtis Steam Turbines" was read by the author.

Motor Papers Discussed.
Two papers were taken up on Wednesday morning, one by Clarence Renshaw of Pittsburg, upon

"In the matter of the use of an overhead ground
wire strung on the transmission line, we will say
that cei'tain information reached us after this report

was prepared; and while

it
does not add to the
general statements here set forth, it is well to say
recommendation of two outside pins for
cross-arms a tentative recommendation I think
will be now withdrawn in favor of the use of a

that our

—

—

:

We

special.
What we want is to have machines that
are not special, except in minor respects.''
H. T. Hartman of Philadelphia thought that the
trouble in that respect is largely due to the fact
thaf the engine builder has his speeds for special
outputs, and the purchaser if he wants a special
style of engine, must specify the speed that the
engine builder calls for. If the electrical manufacturers were to get together and standardize their
.speeds and at the same time consult the users of
them, between the two a standard which would be
satisfactory under almost all conditions could be

arrived at.
"Insulation Testing Apparatus and Methods," by
F. Skinner of Pittsburg, Pa., was the next paper,
which was read by the author.
Tuesday afternoon four papers and one report
were read, the first upon "'Automatic Synchronizing
of Generators and Rotaries," by Paul MacGahan of
Pitt.sburg.
This paper was not discussed and was
followed by a paper upon "Notes on Rotary Converters and Motor Generators for Lighting and
Power Systems," by Louis E. Bogen of CincinThis paper was discussed by Clarence Rennati.
shaw of Pittsburg, Alex Dow of Detroit, and H. J.

—

C

Gille of St.
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Paul.

Organization of the Working Forces in
Power Houses," by W. P. Hancock, was

ison,

Alternating-current Motors for Industrial
Work." and the other by G. Percy Cole of St.
Louis upon "A New Type of Single-phase Alternating-current Motor for Elevator Work.
These
two papers, being upon similar subjects, were dis-

is

cussed together.

"The
Large

next considered.
discussing this paper W. B. Jackson of MadWis., said: "It seems to mc that not only
there a value which fully pays for keeping a
plant in a clean condition, but also the morale of
the employes will be- much better, and they will be
much cleaner on account of the plant being clean
In my opinion the keeping of the
in every detail.
plant will be paid for from this standpoint for
the reason that wherever one goes into a dirty
In

"Series

Mr. Renshaw inquired of Mr. Cole if the motor
he described might be used for other purposes than
elevator work, to which the latter replied that it
was their intention to develop the motor to be
used for cranes and hoists.
A statement in Mr. Cole's paper was to the

We

single ground wire.
believe that in practice a
single wire will do the work as well as two wires,
and we also believe they are reliable
carefully
"We believe that an iron grou
contraction and
regulated to allow the difference
copper wires, will
expansion between the iron
all cases justify
in many cases be in\'aluable and
length and the
its erection where the line i

voltage

high."

Regarding the horn arrester. Mr.

Dow

said that

The
they had not been able to get definite data.
use of the iron tad-piece is dispensed with entirely

—
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Three papers ii|Kin ihe general subject of adveriiMng were read at the Wednesday evening scstion
.lid were discussed at once,
fhev were: "Adver•i-ing .Methods- by FVrcy IngalU i>f .Newark. N.
J.
Sign and Decorative Lighting" by La Rue Vredenurgh of Boston
read by C W. Lee of Newark.
V J.), and "Kri-e Signs and Flat Rales" by C. W.
I.ce.
The last Iwo iiapcrs were .summarized in ihe
Western Electrician last week.
This general subject brought forth a long and
valuable discussion on Wednesday and 1'hurMlay,
the most iniporlant parts of which follow.
John Craig Hammond of Ihe Denver Gas and
I

RECEPTION AT BROWN

PALACE HOTEL IN

DENVER FOR THE NATIONAL

of 40.000 and 200 miles of .'8,000 volts runnins in
parallel, but there arc no thunder storms occurring
within a range of 140 miles north and south thai
seem to miss us. I believe wc catch a little of
everything.
I
do not think during last summer
that any one storm passed through our lines without
striking something, either directly or inductively,
giving: us a sccoiidary shock.
put in all the
lightning apparatus we can. not so much to protect our machinery and lines as to protect our con.scieuccs.
We do not believe that it protects our
apparatus, but we do like to say to the hoard of
directors that wc have taken every precaution that
is known.
have about come to the conclusion
and this conclusion is based on what we have run
up against, and upon the advice of the best authorities in the East, from Mr. Stcinnietz down,
and from our friends in the Westiughouse company,
who have done some very good work in the investigation of this line, especially Mr. Thomas
that
we must spread our lightning protection all over
the line in the form of lightning conductors. Lightning likes to follow a line which is as non-inductive
as possible, and you cannot get a heavy discharge
involving a large amount of current which will keep
itself together in one part, because the large amount
of current in itself entails heavy self-inductance.
It will split up if it possibly can.
We find when
a storm passes over us that it will generally strike
the lines and splinter a number of poles, shattering all the insulators on one pole and puncturing
a number of insulators on other poles."
"We believe that we should put the ground wire
on the line. We believe after all that is going to
be the only protection. Mr. Honnold. our operating
engineer, has devised a scheme which seems to be

We

IC

LIGHT ASSOCIATION DELEGATES

the lists are closed, a ballot shall then be taken. The
.Tccredited representative present of any class
member company shall have the right of voting for
fiye of those placed in nomination in the manner previously described.
The five nominees receiving the
iiighest number of votes shall constitute the nominat-

A

ing committee,
"This nominating committee shall, at a siibsequent executive session, bring in the names of those
recommeiuled by them for the several offices to he
filled.

"The submission of names by the nominating committee shall not. however, debar any accredited rep-

Electric

Company

said

"The Denver Gas and Electric Company has lieen
one of the pioneers in ihc advertising of gas and
electrical appliances.
We have an exhibit back in
Ihe rear of the hall which tells its own story 10
a certain extent.
Il docs not wholly tell its own
story, however, for there are a numlier of things
in
ihc exhibit, which, lo a man who docs not
know Ihe local conditions, would be coniMd?rcd out
of place. There is not a piece of literature which
has not had a theory or idea back of it. By ihe
w.-iy, theory is sometimes a bad thing in advertisinir,
which is a matter of dollars and cents, as the men
who pay the bills well understand. For instance,
our advertising campaign there was a strectin

We

—

When a thunder storm comes along, if
not a ground wire on the line, we ground
one of the two circuits at each end of the line.
In this way we have had several storms pass ovev
without doing damage. This plan will not prevent
the lightning from striking the pole line, and if il
strikes it you cannot tell what will happen."
Following the papers above referred to. the last
paper to be read Wednesday morning was by E. R
Roberts of Pittsburg upon "The Nenist Lamp— Its
Present Performance and Commercial Status." This
paper was discussed bv W. J. Hazard of Golden
Colo.
Arthur Williams of Nev,- ^"ork W. E Russell of Massillon. Ohio; A. C. Dunham of Hartford. Conn., and Mr. Roberts.
successful.

we have

;

Amendments

to By-l.\ws.

At Wednesday evening's session, President Davis
announced a proposed amendment to the bv-laws
oresented by Malcolm Scovil, by which the" retiring president was to be made a memlier of the executive committee for one year after the expiration of
his term.
This was referred to a committee composed of Henry L. Dohcrty, H. T. Hartman and
George W. Brine, having charge of amendments.
Later, on Thursday, this committee presented to
the convention two amendments to the by-laws as
follows
"To amend Section 3. Article IV. to read as follows
'The vice-presidents of this association shall
be members of the executive committee, and the retiring president, shall, by reason thereof, be a member of the executive committee for the period of one
year after the expiration of his term.'
:

DEN\'BR GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY S OFPICE AT NIGHT.

:

resentative of a class .A. member company from making nominations for any or all of the several offices
to be filled,

which nominations,

seconded, shall be
submitted for election at the same time and in the
same manner as those of the nominating committee.
Whenever there are more nominees than vacancies
to be filled, then, in such cases, the election shall be
decided by ballot. When there is no contest for any
office, the secretary- may be instructed by a viva voce
vote to cast the ballot for those recommended by the
nominating committee."
These amendments were unanimously adopted.
A paper was read Wednesday evening by E. P.
Dillon of Colorado Springs upon "Some Investigations of Inductive Losses." also one upon the "Choice
of an Insulated Cable" by Wallace S. Oark of Schenectady, N. Y. An abstract of the latter paper appears elsewhere in this issue.
P. D, Wagoner of Schenectady next read his
paper upon "Mercury .Arc Rectifiers," Mr. Wagoner
then gave a demonstration of one of the rectifiers.
if

card issued which related to Mormonism.
When that card was put out. the subject of Mormonism was before the public in the daily press,
and it was an opportune card, .\dveriising must
be of a pertinent nature.
I
do not mean to say
that a piece of advenising matter issued in Denver w-ill not hold good in some other city, but
car

same time local conditions govern to a great
extent
there is no doubt about that. I heard
a man criticize a card: he said he could not read
it
for instance, that transfer card.
"V'ou
from
other cities perhaps would not appreciate that card
fully.
Here in Denver, w-here we ride on the
cars, a person in a street car will 'recognize the
card at once. It is a facsimile, on a large scale,
of the Denver City Tramway Company's transfer
slip.
The passengers on the car notice it. They
see the flash line. \A'e have a line of red at the'at the

:

:

top which arouses their
People have been found

curiositj-.

They read

who have

said that they

it
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stood on their heads to read it. It is a good
advertisement, in my opinion.
"The subject of advertising is one which necesconsidcralile generalization, but I
sarily involve-;
lK-Iie\'e
that the advrrtisin-; field is one of even
greater imiHirlaiice Im ilu- plant than the generating
of more power.
If \on have a plant fhal will give
satisfactorv -er\icv and l:iki- carr ,,[ ihc huMnuss

gene

t

nto

|li(

a

has become a science.
There is not
real]\
ni il^ infancy.
s
I'nilrd Staler PKlay who nndcrstands
whicii

vertising,

vl\v

\u\

hasuit.

"The

great point today, and
the advertising field is
vertising.
'J'hat is a thing that
and I am imt a theorist, as
lo

in

what we are coming
self-supporting

ad-

beHeve will come,
want to impress
upon you: hut if you could turn an electric-light
plant into a commercial proposition and educate
1

I

the people that they must use more electric current or more gas, you are making that property
more valuable and increasing its earning power,
and that is what you want to do. It is simply
with you all a proposition to sell more current.
How are you going to do it? There are different
methods. I have my own ideas. Here in Denver
we carry them out. We are boastful to this one
point, that we do not copy any other company.
We originate and create. There has not been a

matter sent out by the

advertising

of

piece

local

company which has been copied from other comThat

panies.
favor of

necessarily a

not

strong point in

The motto
it, but we have shown results.
Denver some time ago was 'Forward.' Today

i>f
it

is

room,

is

iilea,

favor

in

was

jiroposition
it

Mavor Speer, who is in this
'the City of Light.' The
before him, he was told the
suggestion; a germ was created: and
until today the people of the city
I
believe it
of 'The Ci'ty of Light.'
educate the public that while it is

'Citv of Light.'

is

and the

developed,

are in "favor
is possible
to

dark now.

it

of

laid

'

is

light.

You must know how

The human mind
to

do

it.

That

is
is

peculiar.

good ad-

There is one great principle in advertising. You
must have something that is legitimate. You must
have a solii^l proposition, ^'ou cannot "bunco" the
public, you cannot fool them: you cannot get them
part with their money on the old theory of
saying that John Smith was kicked in the head
by a mule, had four teeth knocked out, took Dr.
Chamberlain's cough syrup, and was cured. That
won't go today. You must have something legitimate which appeals to the public."
John F. Gilchrist of Chicago said: "Even in a
small community there is no doubt that advertising,
although you cannot trace the direct results at
all
times, will do good.
The company whicli
to

I

represent started in. possibly five or six years
ago. to do a little advertising.
That has been increased each succeeding year.
are issuing a
bulletin, with the results of which we are entirely
satisfied, and we feel
that we are warranted in
spending for advertising probably one-third of the
entire amount which we spend for getting business.
have cr.nducted during the last vear an
advertising campaign which was arranged for ms
by the Bates Adverti.sing Comiiany of Ne\\ York.
and have watched the results of it veiy carefully.
They prepared for us a lot of material which was

We
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very unique and good in many ways. We have
kept a closely tabulated record of all the returns
which we could trace directly to it. and the amount
is very considerable."
"Some stations will pride themselves on having
in a year obtained 50.000 lamps.
Why not double
their energies and get that 50,000 lamps in six

months? Supposing we do spend money, after all
it comes out of the other fellow.
I am thoroup^hlv
in f;i\or i'i sjiending a very considerable amount
of how much should
be spriit. a- based on your gross sales, is the
prohlriii.
should estimate it to run somewhere
from tw'> |M _'
]icr
cmi. That would include
the entire rn^w -f -ettnig tlu; huMuess and the
adverli^^ing; two-ihirds mh the suliciting force and
one-third on advertising.
fi.ir

aiK erti-nig.

The question

i

^.

Percy Ingalls. Newark, N, J.: It is probably
difficult to
determine just what advertising
and soliciting will do for a company. Very few
companies advertise one year and then give it up
the next. We had an experience in one of our
towns last year where, through the fact that our
plant was loaded up to the muzzle and w^e we
could not take any more business, we had to give
up advertising for a while. We were under the
impression that discharging most of our solicitors
and giving up our advertising would not have a
marked et^ect. and that several months would
elapse before we noticed any difference in the
business which came in, but, as a matter of fact,
almost the very day that the men were laid otl
and the advertising stopped, the new business
slowed up. It was only a week or two before we
saw a very marked difference, and we practically^
did no new business until we were in shape to
very

take on more business and begin soliciting and
advertising.
R. W. Rollins of Hartford, Conn., asked Mr.
Gilchrist if the bulletin issued by the Chicago
Edison Company leads to any beneficial results.
Mr. Gilchri.st answered that he knew that their
bulletin is thoroughly appreciated.
As an illustration, he said that one of their engineers, wdio is
a very able man, but sometimes does not get on
lo wdiat is going on around the office until two
months after it has happened, went (.ut to figure
with a man on the question of taking current. He
made certain statements to the man, and the man
came back at him and said: 'T have seen all
that, I read it in your bulletin nearly two months
ago." and this man went on to tell the engineer
what else he saw in the bulletin.
Mr. Lee remarked, in regard to new business
methods, it had come to his attention this spring
in a territory recently acquired
and in which his
company's business methods and soliciting had been
put in effect, that in a month's time they were
able to do more business and create more new
business than was done during the entire last
year by the company that had the plant before
they had bought it. This was in New Jersey.
E. F. McCabe of Lewistown, Pa., asked Mr. Lee
what percentage of the gross income of the company he expends for advertising in a city of 10,000.
Mr. Lee said it would be rather hard to make
that estimate, because their plan of campaign is
rather large.
They are able to buy better designs
and pay more money for them, having a large
campaign, covering a number of different towns,
than in a town of 10,000 inhabitants. But probably one-half of one per cent, would cover it very
nicely for advertising proper. That is, one-half of
one per cent, on the gross earnings.
Arthur Williams of New York said: "We must
not lose sight of the fact that all of our advertising is purely supplemental to personal canvassing.

Both should go hand in hand. Newspapers, street
bulletins
and billboards, follow-up letters,
cards— all of these things should be at all
times so constructed and issued as to follow up
most effective!)'' the working of your canvassing
department. Advertising is a branch of the canvassing department, and in my opinion one withcars,

postal

the other is quite incomplete.
T
think also
it is
very important to carefully classify advertising according to the business and the men
who are working in different branches of your
business."
L. E. Watson, Kearney, Neb.
I
am a representative of one of the small lighting plants, and,
like the gentleman from New Jersey, wdio said he
had used advertising methods until he was able
to load up the plant clear to the muzzle, I want
small
to get at the best means of advertising
plants.
advertising methods have been small.
l)Ul rather unique, in the way 1 went at them.
1
was up against very stiff competition with the gas
plant and had taken charge of a rather run-down

out

that

:

My

plant.
I
made personal solicitation
majority of the business people of the town,

electric-light

of

a

and directed personal -letters to them. Another
scheme was on particular days, such as holidays,
particularly on New Years day. to send a letter
to
each one of our customers and prospective
customers, the letter properly dated and addressed
to Mrs. John Smith, we will say. having the appearance of a wedding invitation or something of
the kind, gotten up as neatly as possible, setting
forth some little thing in connection with our
business which we had put forth.
One thing which I think brought more business
than anything else was the decoration of my office
with ferns and other plants. As you all know, it
an impossible thing to raise plants indoors where
they burn gas of the average quality of the gas
produced in the small cities. The average household wife and the average woman is a great lover
of such things, and I was able, by cutting out all
gas from the office, to have a beautiful display
of ferns and plants.
That attracted a great deal
of attention, and in a very short time I had very
is

beneficial results from that.
R. E. Allen, Walla Walla, Wash., said that, with
his company, the question of getting new business

been one of paramount importance, inasmuch
has just completed a plant which has a capacthree times the demand of the community.
Last year, when the plant was bought by the present company, the electric part of it was heavily
overloaded, and the only avenue for business was
through the gas department. He made a campaign
through the newspapers, for two reasons one was
that he wanted the friendship of the new^spapers
in
the community, and the other was that he
thought he could better reach in that way the
people who would be particularly interested. He
started out and took a full page in each paper each
w^eek, and after two months' advertising the gross
output had increased 40 per cent, over the same
month of the year before. This year's output, since
January ist, in the gas department, has not been
less than 55 per cent, more than a year ago during any month of the same period.
He particularly directed his attention to the matter of small-motor business.
There are no manufacturing industries there, and consequently he
has
ns

it

ity
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get no large power business, but, through
suggestion, he has secured all of the power business in the town, with the exception of four plants
two breweries, one planing mill, which had to
use steam to dispose of its refuse, and a laundry.

could

—

W. Wilcox, Harrison, N. J.
To my mind
question of rates and the question of adverare the most important things that concern
practical electric-light success.
think the quesI
tion divides itself into two parts; first, the conviction on the part of central-station companies
as to the value of advertising, and, second, the
undertaking of the work. I think it shows considerable progress in the matter when we find that
the companies are convinced today that advertising
pays.
There was a time when few companies
agreed that it was profitable to advertise. That
is
past.
As to undertaking the work. I think if
a vote were taken at this meeting it would be surprising to find how few companies do systematic
advertising, and how few companies do any advertising at all.
A few companies do it in a systematic manner, some companies do it irregularly,
but a large number of companies do nothing at all.
The reason in the latter case is that they have
no means of undertaking the work. The members
come to the meetings, and become enthusiastic about
advertising, and they go home, and for various
reasons the subject goes without attention, and
the matter is dropped.
Following the discussion upon advertising methods, James I. Ayer of Boston read his report upon
the
"Progress of Electric Heating." This was
discussed bv E. F. McCabe of Lewistown, Pa.,
Earl W. P'aul of Ontario, Cal., A. L. Selig of
Los Angeles, P. H. Korst of Janesville, Wis.,
Julian B. Downey of Rawlins, Wyo., A. C. Dunham of Hartford, Conn., Arthur Williams of New
York, H. W. Hillman of Schenectadv. J. F. Gilchrist of Chicago, W. H. Gardiner. Jr.. and C.
R. Maunsell of Topeka. Kan.
The first subject to be taken up Thursday- after\ioon was the "Wrinkles" department, edited bv
H, C. Abell of New York. President Davis thanked
Mr. Abell for the efficient manner in which his
F.

:

the

tising

had been performed.
Following this came the report of the commitee
on "District Heating," wdiich was well discussed.
"Purchased Electric Power in Factories," by E.
W. Lloyd of Chicago was the next paper considered, and it was read by Mr. Gilchrist, in the
ab.sence of Mr. Lloyd, who was unable to attend
duties

the convention, owing to ill health.
L. A. Ferguson of Chicago, chairman of the
committee on the president's address, then presented the report of the committee, emphasizing
the fact that the association should not be passive
while laws placing the industry under the regulation of commissions
are passed by the several
states without making proper suggestions whereb)'
such laws would 'be made reasonable and uniform in their provisions. Nor should it permit,
without protest, the passage of any laws admittedly
The object
unduly restrictive and burdensome.
should be to have the general laws of the several
stales, relating to the industry, conform to some
standard, fair both to the public and to the industry.
The other members of this conunittee were F.
W. Frueauff, George R. Stetson, Samuel Scovil

and

S.

Carnes.

A

resolution was then adopted to the effect that
the executive officers be authorized to spend, during the fiscal year
1905-6, not to exceed $500
in procuring such electrical tests as in their judgment are advisable, from a competent testing laboratory, and report them as promptly as possible

member.
Another resolution

to each

was also passed expressing
appreciation of the delegates for the work of
several committees of arrangements, in connection with the annual convention; their ^thaiiks
to Mayor Speer, wdio so felicitously welcomed them
to Denver
to Mr. Henry Wray. the secretary of
the Colorado Springs Chamber of Commerce, for
his efforts to make their stay in his town one
long to be remembered; to all general, special and
ladies' committees for their work; to the railroad
companies for their excellent arrangements, and
to the local press of Denver and Colorado Springs
for their excellent reports of the proceedings of
the convention.
Arthur Williams presented the report of the
committee on deceased members: He referred in
suitable terms to the demise of Baron Rothschild
the
the

;

and George L. Bowen, honorary members, and
Charles H. Peters, E. A. Leslie and George W.
Davenport, active members.

Executive Session.
At the executive session held on Thursday afternoon the following business was transacted: Report of the committee on "Relations with Kindred
Organizations," by James 1. Ayer of Boston (chairman) report of preliminary draft of committee on
"Rates and Costs," by Charles L. Edgar of Boston (chairman): report of the committee on "Mum'cipal Ownership." by Arthur Williams of New
report of the committee on
York (chairman)
"Standard Rules for Electrical Construction and
Operation," by Charles L; Edgar (chairman).
:

;

I

;
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.Man.iger .A. I.. I'ncker of the power department
Ihe Weslern h'leclric Company came on from
Mr. jiicker
Chicago will] ihe lUirliiiKloii s|iecial.
is
an ever-welcome guest :it conventions, a* is
Mr. Kfickafellow, New York sales manager of ihe
company, who likewise was on hand at Denver.

of

& Co. of Newark, N. J., were represeiile.l
men at the convention, inclndiiig Mr.
Haker, president of the company.

several

C.

C).

the H. W. JohnsYork, with a parly of

James M. Perrv, manager of

Company

Manville

was

l.idies,

New

of

attendance

in

at

the

convention.

Serva of the Frcs-Ko Chemical Company.
Wayne, Ind., distrihnted sonvenirs in the form
soldering-paste boxes, filled with candy, which
A.

.•\.

I'l.

.if

made

qnitc

a

hit.

W.

Vice-president

.\rnold

L.

Arnold

The

of

Comiiany of Chicago, accompanied by his wife,
was numbered among the distinguished guests.
Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Low and Messrs. Packaril aiul Crier left Denver late Tbursday afternoon
.mil

tr.-ivele.l

1..

C.)l..rado

Springs

in

an

antonio-

district

welc.me.
The Rio Grande railroad van a big special triin
from Denver to Colorado S|)rings Friday afterits efforts were nnich appreciated by the

noon, and
delegates.

General Manager Jos. !-. Montagne of the Buffalo and Niagara I'alls F.lcctric l.igbt and Power
Company, as usual, proved himself a winner" with
the ladies.

Thomas G. Grier of the American Circular I.o.im
Company, Chelsea. Mass.. looked out for the inof his company with almost more than his

terests

activity.

S. E. Doane of tlie Bryan-Marsh Company regMrs. Doane was one of
istered from Cleveland.
ladies of the convention whose acquaintance

the

was eagerly sought.

The .Association of Incandescent Lamp Manufacuirers of the United States did itself cre.lit by
placing its interests, as usual, in the bands of
J.

Robert Crouse.

Nerusi Lani|i Oimpanv.
E. R. Roberts of the
Pittsburg, was one of the most welome at the
Mr. Roberts is nuich liked by elec-

commercial men.

District

Manager W.

J.

Parrish

of

the

Denver

of the Burroughs .Adding Machine Company
most interesting and practical exhibit,
a
illustrated llic merits of his counting machines for electric-liiilu siitiop service.

office

gave
which

Second Vice-prcsi.lLin L. .uis A. Ferguson of the
Chicago Edison Company came in the Chicago speto Denver, accompanied by Mrs. Ferguson.
Mr. Ferguson was among the prominent delegates

cial

who fell victim to
daily papers.

the

caricatures

of

the

Denver

Brown

Palace.

C. A. Tupper. accompanied by Mrs. 'I'npper. was
persevering in his efforts in the promotion of the
interests of Manager Arthur Warren of the AllisCbalmers and Bullock companies' publicity departMr. Tupper's parlor was one of the handment.
somest on the convention floor.

Thursday morning President George A. JIcKinlock of the Central Electric Company. Chicago,
joined Mr. George D. Manson's party, and these
two gentlemen, in company with Miss itanson,
constituted a noble front on behalf of the Okonite
and Central Electric interests.

Again it is a pleasure to make record of the
indefatigable and successful elTorts of Assistant
Secretary Billings and her co-worker, Miss Dougtwo ladies wdio were in constant attendance
las
There were no greater favorites
at headquarters.
among the delegates than these tw"o.

—
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I'ietzcker was .-iccompanie.l liv ti.
.Miss iMarRarct, who al iKnvcr ii.'i
of an electrical cimveinion.

James

Aycr of Boston,

I.

i.. r

(jriicral

S

i.r.i

I

i^iii

C.in>es

of Denver anil Ijw.
were former pri--ii|cni«
were presni
(irnera!
Carnes was forced to leave, however, In-forc the
close of the convention.
With his family he is on
of

Meiniihis,

II.

I.

I)..lHrly

.A.

Fcrgnsim
the

Mr. and Mrs. Francis F.. Donohoc of the .American Electrical Works of Chicago were among the
most welcome at Denver and Colorado Springs.
Mr. and .Mrs. Donohoe arc enthusiastic golfers
and Mrs. Donohoc particularly distinguished her.self on the links of Chicago as "one of the finest
in the West."

his way to the Portlanil ExjMisiti.m.
He lias largely
disposeil of his formerly extensive clectric-liglilinic
interests.

The

de.«erved compliments

on

his

splendiil

Rubber

and Guttapercha Insulating
was represented by Manager of Sales
Ol.son.
Mr. Olson has represented Mr.

India

Company
James B.
Hahirshaw

for years, .and this time, as usual, he
"took in" the National Electric Light Convention.
Mr. Olson came on with the New York delegation over the Pennsylvania.

General

Manager George R. Carr of

the Dearborn Drug and Chemical Works, Chicago, was "foxy."
The Dearlrarn perfumes were
found in the hands of practically every lady .".t
the convention; this was Mr. Carr's subtle scheme
of getting in his fine work with "the husbands"
and "the brothers." It worked.

Secretary Johns of the Cleveland Electric Illuminating Company: C. H. Stannard. contract
agent of the Denver Gas and Electric Company,
and representative Ross B. .Mateer. also of the
latter company, distinguished themselves as ".Apache
Indians" during the attack on the ladies' gathering
at the Country Club luncheon.
J. P. Maloy of Springfield. Ohio, made this announcement
"I am drumming for the Weinland
tube cleaners of the Lagonda Manufacturing ComIncidentally it may he stated that Mr.
pany."
Maloy announces that his company has recently
taken an order for 1,000 of the Weinland tube
cleaners from the Babcock boiler company.
:

W. W. Merrill, manager of the Chicago Fuse
Wire and Manufacturing Company, whenever seen
convention is sure to say something worth
to about the enclosed fuse manufactured
company.
Not long ago the Chicago Fuse
Wire and Manufacturing Company removed to
more satisfactory quarters on Randolph Street.
at

a

listening
bis

of Chicago

ass/Kriation

Among

who

at the convenlion mighl Ik:
H. l.ivsey and .Miss fieleii
accompanied Manager Liviscy
Detroit office of the General Electric Company, while .Miss Helen Post, who is <he dzitghler
of Mr. and Mrs. Hoyt Post of the Peninsular
Electric Company of Detroit, accompanied them.
Rumor has it that Mr. Livsey is now an enthusias-

the

mentioned
Posi.
of the

tic

.Mrs.

ladies

Mrs. J.
Livsey

automohilist.

gentleman

Ihal dislingnishcd himself as an
the "gentlemen of Denver" was
expert' electrical winilow dresser for
the Denver Gas and Eleclric Cimipany.
It
is not
necessary to state that Mr. Miner proved himself
Kunior has it tlat his
"a prince of entertainers."
work in Denver as an illuminating engineer has
already made for him a record that is highly i(>preciated by his company.
-A

eiiterlainer

among

Miner,

N.

Stanley In.strnmcnt Com|»any's exhibit w.is
charge of F. J. .Alderson. There was exhibitc<l
the company's parlor al the Brown Palace
the company's latest type of meter, known as the
"rotated jewel meter."
This instrument, however,
must be seen in all its details to Ik- appreciateil.
Tltt

in
in

The representatives of the company
addition to Mr. .Alderson were S. O.
ton and F. C. R. Spence of Denver.

attending in

Ochs of Bos-

The Electric Storage Battery Company of Philadelphia was represented very effectively by G. H.
.Atkin. manager of its Chicago office,
(.^winp f..
the heavy nature of Mr. .Atkin's product, no effort
was made at an exhibit. Mr. .Atkin was accompanied by the St. Louis agent. Theodore B. Ent/.
and these gentlemen were in constant attciidanctbrou.ghoul the whole period of the convention at
both Denevr and Colorado Springs.

Homer E. Xiesz. assistant to Second Vice-preiiFerguson of the Chicag-' Edison Compan>. accompanied by Mrs. Niesz. was one of the most
welcome guests on the Chicago special to Denver.
Mr. Nicsz is one of the bcst-likcd representatives
deiit

President Henry L. Doherty has been "it" many
times before, but this time when Denver under hi.s
guidance had such a fine convention he literally
Heretofore President Doherty,
eclipsed himself.
besides being a man of extraordinary executi\e
ability, has often been referred to as a prince,"
this time, though, he earned the title of 'king of
conventions."

Master of Transportation George
ried

His

F. Porter carthe laurels for electrical special trains.
duplicate of the famous Pennsylvania Lim-

off

when running west

to Denver, followed by
of the Burlington Route as arranged by F. E. Bell of the Burlington, with its
prize diner from the St. Louis Exposition, broke
all records, so to speak.
ited

the splendid

Superintendent J. C. McQuiston of the Westiughouse Companies" publishing department, is to
on his artistic and
be
especially congratulated
thorouglil\ scientific presentment of the Westingin
the company's parlor at the
house dispUn

and

to

ra|>iilly

handling

qnlr,

r,1

of

by

Jr.

coiueiuion.
trical

offices

many

.Assistant

.S«ret;,rv an.l M.nURer Cl.arUs K. Hisbop ,.f the
American District Slcam C.nipany "f Lockp.irt.
X v.. .In.ppc.l in In.ni the I'.ast and was most

skillful

of
advert itemenl.

bv the dittrilmtion

success.

ceived

lile.

usual

have come

sales

Harris'

.Mr.

Haker
liy

.Max Harris, general sales manager of the Nern»t
Lamp Company, Pillshtirg, was on hand. Nenist

lamp

was present.

hit

Western .Man-

<if

iiu-lers.

..lliee
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DiMricl
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of Denver wa>

KoelilinK's Sons Coini)iiny of Ireiiwell represented at the convention.
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one of llic hosts.
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This

train

General Manager John Speer of the Speer Carbon Company of St. Marys, Pa., was one of the
most welcome guests of t'ne convention.
Mr.
Speer's party consisted of Mrs. Speer and Mrs.
Miller, the latter lady from Westport, Pa., near
The Speer party availed themselves
St. Mary's.
of all the opportunities presented during the entire
si.x days' stay in the West.

Frank C. Farrar of the advertising department
the Denver Gas and Electric Company, goodhumored, quick-witted and obliging, placed many
of the visitors under obligation by his courteous
He was always ''Johnny
attention to their wants.
on the spot,'' pleased at the opportunity of extending his assistance. He is of the stuff of which
the Denver "boosters" are made.
of

The Federal Sign Company of Chicago, through
efforts of Manager Gilchrist, -displayed an imamount of energ}^ by its advertising of
The signs "N. E. L. A.," which
Federal signs.

the

mense

appeared on the back of the two specials and were
electrically

passed

made

illuminated

as

the

trains

started

and

through the country from Chicago, w-ere
up of Federal sign letters.
The Federal

of the central-station interests, but this time Mrs.
Niesz' popularity, especially at the reception and
dance "Tuesday night and at Colorado Springs,
reduced him decidedly to the second place.

'Two hard-working electrical experts on the Burfrom Chicago deserve special men-A. J. Saxe and Fred McGary were in charge

lington special
tion.

of the train lighting of the two specials that passed
over the C, B. and Q. railway. .All that is necessary to say is that the service given indicated that
the Burlington company knew its business in putting two such experienced engineers in charge
there was not the slightest hitch in the lighting.

Frank H. Gale, advertising manager of the
General Electric Company, was on hand.
Since
Mr. Gale's assumption of the duties of his newGeneral Electric Company he
himself many new friends among
through his courtesy and fair
treatment of the "boys who have to hustle.""
The
General Electric Company this time made no exhibit, "but
entertained royally in parlors at the
Brown Palace Hotel.
position

has

won

with

the

for

newspaper men

Sales Manager .A. C. Savid.ge of the Switchboard
Equipment Company of Pittsburg presented a lir.e
switchboard instruments.
of beautiful
One of
these devices excited particular interest.
It
w.-i;
a 35-ampere. 250-volt protective panel consisting of
a circuit breaker on one side of the line an.i a
switch with fuse on the other side, giving trne
inverse time-element protection.
Mr. Savidge also
presented a number of bulletins showing a full
line of his specialties.

.Among

the

great

variety^

of

social

entertain-

ments the golfers were especially interested in the
tournament at Colorado Springs on Friday.
President Davis offered as prizes two
June gth.

.golf

'

—

—

;
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handsome

silver

ladies

for

Gown

United States
lysis
have been

W. Low,

Company, came
ton

Low were

leaders

in

his

set.

Haughton

Manager

Western

of

nothing

man

of the Bryan-Marsh Company came out
the
the convention, accompanied by his wife, in
of the
private car belonging to a prominent official
Mrs. Haughton
Chicago Northwestern railway.
was one of the belles of the opening reception ball

and

to

the

at

functions.
exhibit, but

other

Company made no

in keeping the
before the electric-light men.

was untiring

The

Bryan-Mars;i

Manager Haughton
Bryan-Marsh lamps

the

Electric

skillful

with which the different working parts of the
Thii
meter can be inspected while in operation.
makes an ideal meter for the central-station man.
Mr. Sinks reports that the Duncan factory at
Lafayette. Ind., is being constantly increased in
size to meet the enormous demand for this uistru-

Manager Julian Roe of the CrockerWheeler Compaiw was one of the first men to be
seen at the Brown Palace on the arrival of the
Chicago delegation.
Mr. Roe has made an enviable reputation for himself in the West as an enterprising and thoroughly reliable and very aggressive electric-light and power sales manager,
.^s one of his friends put it, Roe "delivers all the
goods."
Mr. Roe in conjunction with the Denver
office of the Crocker-Wheeler Company sent out
an invitation to visitors to make themselves at
home at the offices of the Crocker-Wheeler Company on Seventeenth Street, Denver, and was persistent in his efforts to entertain the company's
friends.

Ththe Western Display Company of St. Paul.
peculiarity of this sign, as claimed by the company, is that owing to the fact that the lights
themselves are screened from the eye and the
sign seen only by its reflected light, it may be
read at a greater distance and makes a more handsome appearance both night and day "than any
the

of

Chicago

The "'Reflectric" sign was so prominent to the
right of the elevator on the floor of the convention
hall at Denver that many of the delegates were
the enterprise of
to
exceedingly complimentary

in

examples

world."

The National Carbon Company of Cleveland was
full force.
Manager of Sales N. C. Cotaaccompanied by Mrs. Cotabish. came on from
Cleveland and made the trip with the Chicago
train to Denver.
Accompanying Mr. and Mrs.
Cotabish was Assistant Sales Manager J. F. Kerout in

Electric Manufacturing Company
was thoroughly well represented by Chicago Manager George B. Foster and Assistant Sales Manager V. W. Bergenthal and S. Percy Cole, the
An exhibit was
latter gentleman from St. Louis.
made of single-phase motors, constant-speed, variable-speed and reversible motors for elevators,
Polyphase motors were also
cranes, hoists, etc.
shown of the squirrel-cage and external-resistance
types. In addition to all of these Wagner transformers were presented, also a number of alternatingcurrent and direct-current Wagner instruments.

Wagner

The

W.
in

S. Crosby,
his efforts to

one of the hosts

who was

entertain the electrical

untiring

visitors

lo

Colorado Springs, joined the Rio Grande special
from Denver to the Springs en route. Mr. Crosby
was on hand daily, looking to the pleasure of the
visitors, and took many parties to South Cheyenne
Canyon, which is one of the grea^test scenic atSouth Cheyenne Canyon
tractions at the Springs.
is within easy driving distance of the Antlers, and
scenery was appreciated by every
its magnificent
visitor.
Mr. Crosby made many friends among the
electrical

fraternity

who

will

not

forget

his

hos-

At

:

pocket lamp.

About 600 of those attending the convention
nearly all from the East went on to
Colorado Springs, where Mr. Geor.ee B. Tripp and
Springs Electric
his associates of the Colorado
Company and many of the citizens of that enter-

The Simplex Electric Heating Company of Cambridgeport, Mass., came lo the front in the persons of James L Ayer and C. W. Richards. Without attempting to enumerate the room full of
heating specials placed on exhibition by this company, it is safe to say that there was not an elecheating device known to electrical people
trical
The Simplex
that was not there for inspection.
Heating Company has secured for itself a line of

The various
prising city united to entertain them.
sight-seeing tours were carefully planned and successfully carried out, and the visitors could not
find

tion
the

words strong enough to express their admirafor what they saw at Pike's Peak. Manitou,
Garden of the Gods. Glen Eyrie, the Broad-

the various canyons
also during
the wonderful ride to Cripple Creek and at other
The train to Cripple Creek on June loth
places.
was run in three sections. It and the other sightseeing tours were tendered with the compliments
of the generous and warm-hearted people of Colorado Springs.

The General
exhibit,

follows

patronage on its heating apparatus second to none
in the United States, having been engaged in the
electric heating business long before it began its

office;

present

J.

rapid

progress.

office;

Nowadays no

electrical convention, whether elecor telephonic in its nature, is ever complete without the presence of the general manager
of the American Conduit Company of Chicago,
Mr. Waterbury was kept busy
A. L. Waterbury.
meeting his host of friends from the middle West.
tric-light

American
bituminized

Conduit
fiber

Company's
conduit

is

electrolysis-

meeting

with

as

but,
:

;

Electric Company made no special
usual, had its "army" on hand, as

Denver
Denver
Denver

General Irving Hale, manager,
G. A. Woolley. supply manager,
H. C. Glaze, sales department.

Mahaflfey, engineer, Denver office
C. B.
Swanson. construction department. Denver
Robert Tait, auditor, Denver office E. E.
Gilbert, lighting department, Schenectady; A. D.
Babson, supply manager, New' York; M. D. Grosh,
Salt Lake City; O. E. Turner. Dallas. Texas; J.
Scribner.
lightine
department,
Chicago
W. F.
Smith. Minneapolis; J. H. Livsev. Detroit; P. D.
Wagoner, Schenectady H. W. Hillman, Schenectady
F. G. Vaughn, Schenectady
H. J. Buddy.
Philadelphia
F. H. Gale, advertising department,

office

;

V.

office

proof

—

including

moor Casino and

ritality.

The

the convention

the above-mentioned party
was joined by the following-named representatives
of the company
Secretary J. S. Crider, F. H.
Murray, F. J. Kysela, .A. E. Carrier. F. C. Park,
and last but not least, C. W. Wilkins the "Chesterfieldian master of carbonaceous products."
Particular friends of the National company were presented with a handsome souvenir, an electric flash
lin.

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

1905

;

;

President B. F. Vreeland of the Western Lumber and Pole Company, assisted by Mrs. Vreeland,
was one of the Denver hosts to the visiting delegates.
The Western Lumber and Pole Company
has yards in Idaho, Montana, Michigan and Wisconsin.
Mr. Vreeland reports at the present time
He states that *:he
a most satisfactory business.
present season sees the company literally loaded
with orders and daily shipping to nearly every
state in the Union.
Some exceedingly large orders have come in recently which put him in a
decidedly pleasant frame of mind with which to
attend the convention.
He reports a fine demand
for poles
from the Southwest and even from
The company distributed a very handMexico.
some celluloid-covered notebook.

Hammond was
He is

John Craig

one of the busiest
a clever advertising
the head of the Hammond Advertising Company, which handles the advertising of
the Denver Gas and Electric Company and other
central-station companies.
A few years ago Mr.
Hammond was a young newspaper reporter in
Chicago, but later he removed to Denver, where
he has made a great success. He is president of
the Press Club, a member of the Chamber of Commerce, chairman of the executive committee of the
Ad Club, and interested in several business enter-

men

the convention.

at

expert and

prises

at

Denver and

in

New

York.

Mr.

Hammond

is
a bright fellow, with a resourceful mind, an
aptitude for hard work and the quality of attracting all men to him as friends.
Mrs. Hammond
a charming woman is a fit helpmate and graciously
assisted the visiting ladies in enjoying the sights
of Denver.

—

When

A.

I.

Bennett

appears

at

a

convention

Osburn flexible conduit "do move." Mr. Bennett
was literally an advertising emporium. Stick pins,
buttons, pencils, red. white and blue silk ribbons
and a number of other ingenious advertising "eye
catchers" emanated from Bennett and told the story
not only of the many merits of Osburn flexible
conduit but did most excellent work for the Marion
Insulated Wire and Rubber Company, the Reynolds
Electric Company, the
Uehling-Decker Company
and the Benjamin Electric Manufacturing Company.

Incidentally

it

may

be

said

that

President

Benjamin of the Benjamin Electric Manufacturing
Company was on hand and co-operated with Mr.
Bennett on behalf of Benjamin arc burst chrsters.
Mr. Bennett^s magazine for distribution to
local central stations excited interest on the part
of visiting delegates.
One of the most welcome
visitors at the Bennet exhibit was Bennet, Jr.

bish.

,

17,

Schenectady; F. W. Wilcox, incandescent lamp
department, Harrison, N. J.
C. B. Burleigh, BosManager Jesse
H. C. Houck, Cincinnati.
ton
Scribner of the electric-lighting department of the
Chicago branch of the General Electric Company,
as usual, personally represented General Manager
Mr. Scribner
B. E. Sunny of the western office,
brought with him quite a party that filled a goodly
portion of the car of the Chicago special.

Company.

tery

inent.

other electric sign

of
Mr. Ream, Mr. Eustis' right-hand
headquarters in Chicago, proved themselves

Under the management of General Sales Manager J. W. Gillette the National Battery Company
of Buffalo made a hit by its fine storage-battery
exhibit at Denver.
As an illustration of the nature of the company's product three large type X
National batteries complete were shown on the
floor.
There were presented also for inspection a
number of National Unit accumulator plates of
The National Batdifferent sizes and capacities.
tery Company earned the distinction of being the
only exhibitor of storage batteries at the Denver
convention.
The car Lumen of the Burlington
Chica.eo special was lighted by the National Bat-

Manufacturing Company,
management of its representaWilliam H. Sinks, made a very interesting
tive,
exhibit of the Duncan direct-current wattmeters.
The up-to-date feature of these meters is the ease

Duncan

The

last

Third Vice-president and Western Manager Martin Insull of the Stanley-G. I. Electric Manufacturing Company's Chicago office arrived Wednesday
and was accompanied by St. Louis Sales Engineer
Thomas F. Clohesey. Mr. Insull made no attempt
It has now been only a few months
at an exhibit.
Insull came on from the East to asi^ince Mr.
sume command of the Stanley-G. I. company and
already the increased business of the combined
companies stands as evidence of the effectiveness
of the plans laid by Mr. Insull for extending the
already large business which the companies had
acquired under their individual names.

Too much praise cannot be given Eastern Passenger Agent Harry E. Heller of the Philadelphia office of the Burlington road for his interest
and aid to Master of Transportation Porter in the
handling of the splendid duplicate of the "Pennsylvania Limited," which was afterward pulled ahead
of the Chicago Burlington special train from Chicago to Denver. Mr. Heller is a typical Burlington
man, and. like his associates. Messrs. Bell, Puhl
and Whitehead, "knows the business" from A to Z.
under

at

individually and collectively shining
the truth of the above statement.

Chicago

the

Mr.

important.

placing of these two courteous gentlemen on board
the Chicago special to Denver as his personal repBurlington men keep their promises,
resentatives.
and Messrs. Bell, Puhl and Whitehead, to say

Their evident enjoyment
every social function.
was ever an inspiration to the friends that accomAppliance Company
Electric
The
them.
panied
warehouse in
has recently built a new store and
Chicago that is one of the largest of its kind m
the world.

office

be

Messrs. Puhl and Whitehead of the Burlington
who were in charge of the Chicago special,
did honor to their chief, F. E. Bell, Chicago city
passenger agent of the Burlington Route. Mr. Bell
could not have made a better selection in the

Mr. and
attendmg

wife.

gay

the

to

staff,

president of the Electric Appliance
on from Chicago on the Burlmg-

accompanied by

special,

Mrs

found

Waterbury reports a fine business during the
six months for his company.

The prize for the ladies went to Mrs.
holes.
Percy Ingalls of Arlington. N. J., and that for the
gentlemen to Mr. Louis A. Ferguson of Chicago.

W

June

the electric-lighting people of the
since the dangers due to electro-

much favor with

and one for

The grounds were those of the Town
Golf Club, and the course was over 18

gentlemen.

and

cups— one

Among
who

tion

the electrical men at the
distinguished themselves

Denver convenfor

originality

and aggressiveness in presenting the interests of
their companies was General Sales Agent Charles
G. Burton of the National Electric Company of
Milwaukee.
Mr. Burton operated in conjunction
with the Hendrie & Bolthoff Compan\'. Denver,
in presenting the National Electric Company's display.
Mr. Burton was given every license by
President John I. Beggs of the National Electric

Company

to

put

his

company

well

to

the

fore.

Among other things Mr. Burton exhibited large
photographs showing the immense alternating and
direct-current machines now being turned out by
the National
Electric
Company.
He also presented to friends of the company the National
watch fob.
No better evidence of Mr. Burton's
work can be given than to state that the Denver
Times picked out his exhibit and advertising
methods for special mention in one of its convention

issues.

arrived
in

Manager John W. Brooks

of Pass & Seymanufacturers of Solvay, N. Y..
Chicago Friday of last week, and
company with his western inanager, Julian Jack-

Sales

mour,

porcelain
in

son, was at the train "speeding the parting" of
their host of friends, who left Chicago for Denver
Mr. Brooks
on the two electric-light specials.
came west alone on the Chicago special and was
throughout the Denver
in
constant
attendance
Pressure of business in the East, how-,
gathering.
ever, necessitated his leaving without availing himself of the social features that were so hospitably

offered by Colorado Springs.
It is believed that
the increase in the Pass & Seymour factory is
largely due to the broad-gauge policy so energetically and aggressively pursued by Sales Managec
Brooks.
Mr. Brooks was appointed to his position
j-everal years ago by General Manager Salsbury.
He was chosen by Mr. Salsbury for his present
position through his record-breaking work as local
sales manager at the Chicago office.

One of the most \velcome visitors at the Denver
convention was President C. Edward Browne of
the American Electrical Supply Company of ChiMr. Browne took the occasion to become a
cago.
member of the National Electric Light Associa-

—
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hiniM-lf A Ihiirontilily "Ko-.d (i-l;iii(l
i,i..vi<l
Mr. Hrciwiif was acciiiniwiiiid l>y Mr*.
Kiw,"
Browiif, and jinlKiiiR from the ntinilii-r of friciid-i
made l>y "llii' Urowiicn," it is safe to say llie
lioij

AnuTican

ICliiiriial

ri-pri-siidiil

lie

any

al

Oimpaiiy

.Siiii|>ly

clcclrical

iitlii-r

never

will

ciiiiventi'iii

Mr.
Hniwru- lliiimciKlilv ailverlised his company by
his smile and
l.nl
nf Kfip taxs
di>.lriliniinTi
ihi"KJad hand" pnl ihc Ui\i in the shade, so to speak.
I'he American ICkitrical Snpply Company lias reMrs.

indc'ss

ItniHiK-

has a place

(in

its

stafT.

;

cently forged rapidly to the from llironRh the
enerRetic efforts of Messrs. Urowne and I'hillips.
Al the present time it has some of the most snhWithin a
aRcncies in the United States.
sl.inlial
feu
weeks the American company has adiled to
il^ already lonR list the aRcncy for ['"ostoria lanii)s.
In. II

111.'

Wayne

piiMiiled

Iiiil,

The

Miilii.ii.

uled nniih

ICIectric

Works

..n

ihe

part

of

central-station

men cniifr.iiited wiili llu- priil.l.ins which confront
every ci'Mlr.il-sl.itii.n man an. have snch a tremendons liearing np.m his dividemls. As explained
I

by Factory ManaRcr J. J. Wood, who was in attendance, Ihe Wood prepayment wattmeter applies
particniarly as a preventive to consnmers whose
credit has been fonnd to he had; consumers who
are chronic faultfinders; consuiuers who are not
able financially to make the required deposit; consnmers employiiiR electric signs for advertising
pnrpo.ses; consumers operalinR ainomiiliilc charging

stations,

A

etc.

pamphlel

Prepayment Wattmeters"
cation.
force.

The

Fort

enlitled

be

will

sent

"Notes on
uiion

Wayne company was

appli-

out

in

Manager and T'reasurer V. S. Hunting was in command, seconded by Assistant Sales
Manager A. A. Serva, Factory Manager J. J.
Wood, Chicago Manager Walter S. Goll and A. A.
Grand Rapids (Mich.)
Searls, manager of the
Sales

office.

Ihe Phelps Company (if Detroit, Mich., was on
band, as usual, with a very attractive exhibit of
Hylo turn-d.iwn lamps and self-flashing sign specialties.

Three

sivles

Hylo

(.f

lain|is

were shown,

namely, the original Hylo, which is still very popular; the pull-string, especially designed for short
ladies and high fixtures, and the long-distance, or
lazy man's lamp, which has a switch at the end
of a cord of any desired length. Two years ago.
at the National Electric Light convention in Chicago, the Phelps Company exhibited its first selfHashing Hylos, having an automatic device within
the base, which alternately lights the large and the
baby filament, producing a novel flashing effect.
out the self-flashing
Since then it has brought

socket plug or "Skeedoodle" which lights a ci^minion lamp and puts it out, lightning-bug fashion.
The company also makes a very attractive Wyuk
sign frame for merchants' daily announcements.
This is equipped with two-candlepower lamps and
has a flasher attached, which puts the lamps out
and lights them in unison. They are made in
three styles. A recent novelty is a large turnipshaped lamp, decorated with any name or legencl.
This is done by a new process and is very beautiEach lamp has a "Skee(loodle"
ful and durable.
of its own, and flashes out and on continually.
The display was made up of these various lamps
and devices, and a variety of signs and transHanging on the
parencies, illustrating their use.
walls the visitor saw the official certificates of
highest award from the Louisiana Purchase Exposition for turn-down lamps, self-flashing sign
lamps and self-flashing socket plugs. The Hylo
souvenir. It was
cigarette was a very uni(|uc
generally conceded, however, that the (juality of the
The comtalk was mu.ch better than the smoke.
pany was represented bv President W. E. Phelps,
Secretary J. Wiley Phelps and S. J. Dutch, Denver
representative.

In

The Allis-Chalmers Company made preparations
be well represented at the convention. A num-

ber of prominent officers and heads of departments
for
whom reser\'ations bad been made at the
Brown Palace and Savoy hotels found themselves
unable to attend, but 1 1 delegates from the company were present during the entire session. The
O. A. Stranahan, manager power
list is as follows
department, Milwaukee; M. C. Miller, executive
C. A. Tupper, publicity
department, Milwaukee
department,, Milwaukee; J. R. Jeffrey, assistant
Bullock Electric Manufacturing Comsecretarv,
pany, Cincinnati. Ohio: David Hall, assistant chief
Louis E. Bogen, enelectrical engineer, Cincinnati
department. Cincinnati
George
gineer, electrical
H. Berg, district manager, Boston George B, FosMcConney,
ter, district manager, Chicago; R, B,
:

:

;

:

;

manager. Denver; H. L. Woolfenden, elecdepartment, district ofiice. Denver; R. J.
Glendenning, assistant district manager. Salt Lake,
Utah.
A large reception room in the immediconvention ball was elabovicinity of -the
ate
rately
furnished and carpeted with costly NaThe walls w^ere bung with framed
vajo rugs.
Bullock electrical apphotographs
representing
paratus and leading installations, and bulletins elaborating on these themes covered two large tables.
The new Allis-Chalmers binders, which are so arranged as to permit the bulletins inserted to lie

district
trical

when opcMcd,

Hal

altr-iclcd

4«3

eotimilcrable

and many of tlir vi^iKirt atkcd to Imvc
their home ailbindcm fiirniohcd lo them
(Ircnncii.
Conveyance* ^lood al the liwir of ihr
hole! lo take Knests lo Ihe plant of ihc Dnivcr
(jas and ICIeclric Company, where hlRh-clan* Alli>Clmlmers and Uiill(H-k apparalnn I4 iiifitallcd, 'Ilii''

,iltenlion,

the

.-il

iit
said lo be the larReM cIcctric-KcncraliiiK plant
between the Missouri Kivcr and ihe I'acific Coasi,
Allogctlier the Allis-ChalnicrH Company had reason to fee! gratified with the iinprcKHion which it
produced as (jiic of the leadiiiR companicH in the
electrical field, and
it
will
doubtless receive ill
S'utvcnir baiJRCH,
full benefit from ibe convention.

for convertinR
lavishly
dislribuled.
will)
straps
them into watch fobs, were nuicli s(jnRht by ibe
delegates, and will serve lo hold in memory the
impression made by the Allis-Chalmers Company.

of Fort Wayn.-,

one of the novelties of the conprepayment wattmeters ex-

Wood

interest

perfectly

l-.I.Ki-IKlCIAN

Of

particular

interest lo

cvntral-slation

men

at

convention was the work that Is going on in
Denver to educate the consumer and the possible
consmner of electric current, I^robably no city in
the country has more to teach of method and persistency in the work of marketing ihe commodity
which central-station men have lo sell. It followed
that on Wednesday
evening, when
Mr. Ingalls'
paper, "Advertising Methods," was read, Ihc exthe

made

hibits

in

the

convention hall

of

"business-

getting" literature put out by several large lighting
companies attracted deserved attention. Of these,
one of the most striking, both in point of originality and apparent effectiveness, was that of the
.advertising department of the Denver Gas and Electric Company.
This department of the local lighting company's business is in charge of the Hammond Advertising Company, of which John Craig
Hammond is the moving spirit, which originates
special and striking advertising lileralnre.
One fea-

ture of the Denver comiiany's exhibit was a series
of handsome posters distributed as premiums lo
purchasers of gas and electric-heating and cooking
devices.
Another showed clever newspaper cartoons, the point being to show tbe advantages of
gas and electric current as compared with coal,
wood and oil for domestic purposes. Still another
comprised a number of street-car advertisements.
Each appeared to be a portion of tbe first page of
a daily paper whose headlines and cartoons were
made to apply in a happy manner to the instniction of users of light and heat.
There were, besides, various circulars and advertising novelties;
menu cards of meals to be preparecl with gas
ranges and electric ovens
photographs of electric
signs exemplifying the motto, "Talk with Light"
in short, the whole formed a display of undoubted
value for the benefit of the vendors of light, heat
and power, who wish to learn how, by tbe use
of publicity, to increase the market for their output.
There were other exhibits, also of much interest,
made by the New York Edison Company. Boston
Edi.son Company. United Electric Light Company
of Baltimore. Washington Electric and
Railway
Company. Washington. D. C. Philadelphia Electric
Company. Detroit Edison Company and the Public
Service Corporation of New Jersey. These were
collected and arranged by T. C. Martin of New
;

York.

The exhibit of the Westingbouse Companies,
which adjoined tbe convention hall in the hotel,
was unusually attractive on account of the handsome decorations, which were typical of the West.
Tbe Westingbouse companies made an excellent
of apparatus.
The display consisted of a
of incandescent and arc lamps, lightning
meters, transformers,
circuit
breakers,
small motors, etc. The headquarters were in a room
near by. Here refreshments were served to the
friends of the companies and a complete line of the
literature descriptive of the apparatus distributed.
The interior of the Brown Palace Hotel. bein.g
open from tbe i"Oof to the lobby and surrounded
exhibit
full

line

arresters,

circuitous balconies, made it possible to susfrom the center of tbe ceiling a "stringer"
display sign spelling from top to bottom tbe name
This sign was too feet long and
of tbe conipauy.
extended to within 20 feet of the ground floor.
Tbe Ncrnst company had on exhibition a full
line of its lamps at the Hotel Savoy.
E. R. Roberts of its Pittsburg office was in charge.
The
Westingbouse delegation consisted of the following-named persons from tbe Westingbouse
Electric and Manufacturing Company
C. S. Cook,
manager of the railway and lighting department;
C. B. Humphre\-. manager of detail and supply
department
G, B, Griffin, of the same department
H. P. Davis, assistant chief engineer;
W. C, Webster assistant to the second vice-president
Mr, Whipple, general lamp agent; P. N.
Jones, manager of Pittsburg district office L M.
Cargo, manager of Denver district office
C. E.
Skinner. Paul McGaban. K, C, Randal and Clarence Renshaw. engineers: Mr. Chase of tbe New
York sales office W. R. Pinckard of the Chicago
district office
Mr, McPherson of the Baltimore
office
H. S, Sands, E, C, Means and B. S, Manuel of the Denver district office; from the SawR. D, Marthens. manager Denver office from the
Nernst Lamp Company. Max Harris, sales manager; S, Solomon, Pittsburg manager; E, R, RobThe Westingbouse
erts of the Pittsburg office.
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The Tantalum Incandescent Lamp.'
Hv

Dii.

Ijui.*

BtLU

'ihe writer wa« lucky rmiiigh lo receive, through
the coiirleny of Mr. E. 11. Adaitit. 10 jj-hrfn<-f. tin
volt tantalum lani|H>.
Thrw: were,
a«^i^la^cc of l'n<fc»vjr I'uflcr, pui
lols, and. in particular, iwo of II
a decay Ic^l, with the rallicr »larll. „
ccnily published in a joint pajier.
1 he
tiithe mailer wa« thai lhc« two lam|n. «•'..
iH'ing alKiul Ihc average of the lol in perf'.r
gave a life of «ofnc K50 h(Hir< JR-forc falling l»rl..\i
(to per cent, of their initial candleimwer, and were
both burning al 16,6 camllriHmcr al Ihe end of
I, If/)
hours, allhough one of ihcm had al »omc
unknown time in the previous three day*' run
broken a filament close lo one of ihe vpidcr arm*
and had aiilonialically mended iltcif by the fall of
the loose end across the other side of ihe same
Irmp. where il welded itself firmly inio place and
went on burning.
These two lamps ran 800 hours of iheir life al
a mean hori/onlal candlepower of Jo and al about
2.05 watts per candle, thus giving 16.000 candlehours of useful life al this extremely high efficiency.
On a rating of two walls \Kr candle, average, the lamps were good for 600 hours, giving
over 12,000 candle-hours. On a rating of ijooo
hours, they gave nearly 19.000 candle-hours at a
mean energy consumption of. say. 2.15 walls per
mean horizontal candle. The circuit on which the
run was made was on the average fully up to
the rated 1 10 volts, although Ihe pressure varied
somewhat irregularly, perhaps a couple of volts
on each side of this figure.
T'he light of the tantalum lamp is. as might be
expected from its high efficiency, rather whiter
than thai of an ordinary incandescent, 1>cing as
while as the Ncrnst lamp or the acetylene flame.
Its distributi(m of light is. in the present form of
filament, rather less uniform than thai of the common incandescent. Iwing relatively more powerful
in a horizontal zone and less powerful for points
near the axis. T'he ratio of mean spherical lo
mean horizontal candlepower. as found in Professor
Kennelly's investigation of the frosted lamps, proved
to be 0.7.1. and the writer's figure from the clear
lamps was substantially the .same. The distribution, however, could very easily be improved, so
that the spherical reduction factor would not differ
materially from tbe usual figures, and the light
at tbe top could be correspondingly increased.
Since the tantalum filament has a low initial
resistance (between 55 and 60 ohms), it jumps into
incandescence with startling rapidity as compared
with a carbon filament, but. because of its positive
temperature coefficient, it seems to be decidedly
less sensitive to changes of voltage in its working
condition.
This is a useful properly in certain
respects.
The fact, however, that the initial resistance of the tantalum lamp is so low and its
thermal inertia so small, owing to its small mass
and low specific heat, means rather violent heating
up. which is probably the cause of some doubts
which have been expressed as to the endurance of
these lamps upon alternating circuits. It is not
difficult to imagine pretty severe strains uoon the
filament, if it had time to cool down much between
impulses. If such cooling could take place, for
instance, on an ordinary altcmating circuit, the
residts might be serious.
Some stroboscopic tests were therefore made at
tbe last moment to determine whether, at say 25.
there was a specially violent fluctuation of light
from the tantalum lamp: in other words, to find
out whether on a 25 current the filament had time

.....

-

cool down materially. The result showed that
light fluctuation at this frequencv was somewhat but not much more pronounced than in a carbon filament. Tbe tantalum lamp liehaved in fact
to

tbe

about like a lO-candlepower carbon-filament lamp.
Even a 75-candlepower carbon-filament lamp, how-

shows perceptible variation under

ever,

At

60.

trivial,

the

fluctuation,

both

in

while

still

this

perceptible,

test.

was

tbe tantalum and carbon lamps. It
probable that at 60 the life of the

hardly seems
tantalum would be enough impaired to cause serious trouble, but tbe writer now has some lamps
on alternating-current tests, and proposes to pursue
tbe inquiry-,
filament seems to stretch and sag
undergoing annealing, and losing the
by drawing. Then it shows local
bright spots, which grow lumpy, as if the material
tended to flow a little from the heat, and with
the increasing lumpiness the filament draws up

Tbe tantalum

at

set

first

as

if

produced

;

;

f"ii.,(.

IVnv

clurgc of

ihr

Cargo,

.M.

I-.

ihc

•>(

in

of

Irndcnl

rcprru-nir.l

tight.

At

this stage

it

is

rather fragile,

and would

probably break easily from vibration or shock. It
seems likely that the final break comes just w-here
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one of the lumps has reduced the cross-section of
The breal< in the lamp during
the wire beside it.
test, already referred to. showed considerable attenuation of the loose end.
The lamps as tested showed the following char-

acteristics

:

from the clear globes was 22.2
waits per candlepower, that
globes 19.0S candlepower at 2.1
candlepower.
per
watts
It is interesting to note that the clear lamp gives
just about one candlepower per inch of incandes-

The mean

candlepower

from

the

result

at

1.85

frosted

cent filament, which implies an intrinsic brilliancy
square
of somewhere about 500 candlepower per
inch of filament— a figure much higher than in the
lamp.
incandescent
ordinary
As illuminants, the lamps are certamly excellent,
but their introduction raises some most interesting
questions for the central-station operator.
Putting aside all the petty questions that will be
raised about the new lamps for commercial reasons, the broad fact remains that we are here dealing with a bona-fide two-watt lamp, having a life
fairly comparable with the carbon-filament lamps
now' customarily i)i use. lloreover. it is a competitor of these, socket by socket, and not as a
substitute with particular requirements, as in the
case of the Nernst lamp or the very small arcs.
There is some doubt as to the life of the tantalum

lamp

when exposed

may perhaps
for' the

bar

it

to
in

unusual

some

vibration, which
locations, but

special

everyday work of the central station there

applicable.
is good reason to believe it generally
Its price can hardly lie said to be fixed in this
country, but abroad, in Berlin, it is about $1. winch
will give at least a fair line on its ccminiorcml
results.
On this basis and with current at 10
cents per kilowatt-hour, one finds, taking the newlamp on its 600-hour rating, that the cost of its
12.000 candle-hours, including the lamp, amounts

to $3.40. The same number of candle-hours from
a lamp giving a mean efficiency of 3.25 watts per
candle would cost $3.90. exclusive of lamps, i. e..
the consumer could afford to pay $1 for the new
lamp better than to take the old ones free. With
current as low as five cents per kilowatt-hour, the
user of tantalum lamps could only afford to pay
75 cents per lamp, as against getting carbon lamps
That means that a sliding scale of discounts
free.
for lamps according to quantity could be made to
catch the consumer at all prices ordinarily charged
Does this mean
for current by central stations.
be down and
that the carbon lamp will sliortli
out? Probably not, for there i^ n^ -imv like competition to start up imprownuiiN, and there are
some signs that carbon lanip^ ni:i> Ik improved
enough in efficiency to make ihinLj^ inleresting, at
least with current at the prices charged to very
Tlii^.
however, remains to be
consniiiers.
large
seen, and the thing which the central-station man
has to meet is tlie immediate probability of consumers putting upon their circuits lamps taking
less than two-thirds the energy per candlepower
of the best lamps now in use, and thereby cutting
down their meter liills enormously.
Now. broadly, what shall he the attitude of the
central-station man toward this income-scalping inno\ation ? There are some managers who may be
inclined to put up a fight to discourage the user,
either by raising pettifogging objections, or by trying to discriminate against two-watt lamps by re-

adjusting discounts
in
various ingenious ways.
The writer is very strongly of the opinion that
such a policy is w-rong and will certainly lead to
ultimate disaster in the form of municipal restrictions or regulation of rates by law.
In the long
run. opposition to improvements does not pay. If.
on the other hand, the central-station man hangs
quietly on and gives the consumer the ".glad hand,"
the change will work to his ultimate benefit. In
the first place, the tantalum lamps now made are
of 22 candlepower, instead of 16, and the filament
will hardly bear much reduction in cross-section.
The tendency, therefore, will be to use these slightly
more powerful lamps, taking, say 42 watts, instead
of a trifle over 40 watts in the T6-candlepower carbon lamps. The actual loss in energy sold is likely,
therefore, to be for the present quite a little less
than the difference of efliciency would indicate.
Besides this, the attraction of cheaper light will
certainly bring into line new consumers, so that
the net result will probably be an actual increase
in sales of current, quite a little of it being along
the smaller consumers who pay the higher rates.
Such a change means, upon the wdiole, more lights
connected per unit of capacity in transformers or
feeders, and hence a slightly better utilization of
material, and improved load.
In the case of stations with underground service the change to twowatt lamps ought to bring with it increased earnings per unit of cable capacity.
The fact is that

improvements

the efliciency of utilization of
electric energ>- helps the business, and it is both
fruitless and inadvisable to oppose them for any
short-sighted notion of small temporary savings.
1
have here said nothing regarding the inevitable
competition between present lamps and the newcomer. In the first place, the merits of the final
issue remain to be determined, and, in the second
place, competition in lamps is on the whole a good
thing for the user of them, however it turns out.
So far as the central station is concerned, it is a
case of "dog eat dog."
The really important thing is that from now on
the station manager will have to deal directly with
the two-watt-lamp proposition, for there is no disguising the fact that it is here, and in a form
The appearance of tanwdiich is quite unexpected.
talum lamps in quantity may be a little delayed
in this country, but delay will improve them, as in
the case of eiery new- product, and will serve to
assure a better understanding of their truly remarkable properties and of their possible limitations.
The unexpected has certainly happened, for most
engineers had long ago abandoned the idea of a
lamp with a metallic filament. Only the discovery of
a metal virtually new, and possessed of most sensational qualities, could have brought about the
present striking result.
in

Discussion.
.Arthur Williams, New York:
I think, Jlr. Presthe life of the tantalum lamp has been too
limited to enable us to have had any commercial
experience with it.
have had a number on
and these tests and reports of other tests
test,
promise. I think, a very marked improvement in
the economy of incandescent lamps in the future.
I am of the opinion that it makes very little difference to the consumer whether be buys part of
his light in current and part in lamps, or all in
current, and that with this lamp, owing to the
present high price, $1
in
Germany, and perhaps $1.50 or $2 here, .at present it will not be
a serious competitor with the incandescent lamp
as w-e now- know- it.
-As an illuminant it is certainly very interesting, and promises well for the
future
but as there probabI\- have not been more
than 100 of these lamps in this country, and they
have not been here long enough to be subjected
to any kind of commercial tests, I do not think
it would
be practicable to discuss the lamp in any
commercial sense. I do not think, because of the
high price at which the lamp is obtainable, that
it will be immediately a competitor with the ordinary- incandescent lamp, because a liign lamp cost
will make up, in the economy of the lamp, compared with the standard we now have.
The bringing out
John F. Gilchrist, Chicago
of this lamp raises a question which has been in
the minds of some of the central-station men for
some little time, and that is a question of selling
electricity for illuminating purposes, particularly incandescent lighting, on the lamp-hour basis instead
It can
be readily
of on the kilowatt-hour basis.
seen that, should it seem wise to push this lamp
hard, the first thing that the central-station man
is liable to consider if be is selling current on the
kilowatt-hour basis, is that it is going to cut down
his income and consequently, while he may agree
with Mr. Martin that it is umvise to attack anjthing which has merit, he may w-aiit to hold it
back until he can build up his business to meet
it
and not impair his income too much. In the
legislative action which semes to have taken the
form of a w-ave throughout the country, the talk
seems to be entirely along the lines of the kilowatthour, and it has occurred to me w-hether it is
not a wise proposition for this association and the
electric-light men to tr^' to guide that legislation
along the basis of charging on a flat-hour basis, so
that any new lamp of this type can be put out
by the central-station men with an advantage to
themselves, which they can give to their customers
in such degree as they see fit.
A. C. Dunham. Hartford, Conn.
I
have experimented w-ith the tantalum lamps, and I find
that the tests gi\en in this paper are practically
correct.
They burn a long time after the filament
breaks, and it has occurred to me that the history
of the osmium lamp is a curious history. They
could not find osmium enough so as to make a
large quantity of the lamps, and they adopted this
system putting the lamps on central stations and
charging 20 cents a month rent. They pay the
central station for the pow-er consumed for the
osmium lamp at the same rate as for the carbon
lamp. They return the lamp and make it over
into a new lamp, and the osmium lamp goes on
indefinitely.
There is small wasteage. I think w-e
must find some w-ay to get over the sudden drop,
if it is sudden, on the tantalum lamp.
ident,
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Dudley Farrand, New-ark. N. J.
two of the tantalum lamps. The
efliciency

of

i.gg.

w-liich

is

better

:

We
first

than

have had
showed an
that men-

tioned by Dr. Bell. That lamp, however, lasted
only some 20-odd hours, a little over a day.
The
second lamp is still burning, and show-ed an efficiency of 1. 68. I do not know- how long that w-ill
burn.
The commercial efliciency is a matter which
will have to be determined.
The theoretical efficiency amounts to very little.
Mr. Gilchrist touched
on the question of cutting down the revenue of
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by using a high-efliciency lamp.
My own opinion on that subject is that it is not
going to work against the company's interest a bit.
Every time you double your efficiency in the lamp
you_ double the plant's capacity, and w-hi!e the
the central

station

higlier efliciency may tend to increase the distribution expense, the net result will all be in favor
of the high-efficiency lamp. I am heartily in favor
of it. and only wish we could get them in sufficient quantity to supply our business today.
It
will
not upset all your commercial calculations.
Your business will increase upon the general announcement of this lamp coming into use faster
than you can get the lamps to put them into use.
W. H. Gardner, Jr.. Boston: .\s I remember the
figures, the introduction of the tantalum lamp will
show a loss of current consumption, owing to the
size of the lamp, of only about 20 per cent
The
gain in individual candlepower per lamp, I rhink,
will be advantageous, because the i6-candIepower
lamp w-as introduced at a time when other illuminants, for instance gas, were of a lower candlepower than at present, and before the extended introduction of incandescent gas lighting. Therefore,
the unit of illumination of the tantalum lamp shows
up approximately on the same basis as its competitors.
Today we have 25-candlepow-er gas in a
great many places, and we also have the incandescent gas lighting, which is veo' much more
brilliant.
Consequently, if one lights a i6-candlepower lamp, it is very usual that one has to light
two of them, in order to get the same illuminating
effect.
Therefore, I should say that w-e should
welcome this increase in the size of the lamp, even
if
accompanied with a slight decrease in current
output. That is only about 20 per cent.
I
will
add, in this connection, that the gas industry had
a very much larger decrease to face. They had
formerly, with their gas at 25 candlepower] consumed five feet to the burner per hour, but when
the incandescent lamp came in the consumption
went down to three feet, and the candlepower went
up to 50. That was very much greater difference,
a greater drop, and some gas managers were not
very quick to recognize the point, but I think it
is
now very generally accepted that it is to the
advantage of the gas manager to use the incandescent gas mantle over the open flame, in spite
of the shrinkage in consumption of 40 or 50 per
cent.
I
think we should welcome the tantalum

Municipal Ownership.'
By -\rthur

Willi.-\ms.

The craze for municipal ow-nership will undoubtedly continue for a time, and even gain some headw-ay.
It threatens to replace the populistic movement of .some years ago. and the later free-silver
theories of one of our great national parties.
The
advocates of municipal ownership promise to accomplish, through that medium, what w-as formerly
promised through the others— and here, for the
time being at least, there may be more assurance
of immediate success in carrying their ideas into
the difl^erent political platforms.
And there may be
greater chance of ultimate success liecause of the
greater complexity of the subject and the kind of
misinformation that is now being broadly circulated
oyer the entire country. It is natural that municipalities, after making large investment in these
enterprises, should seek to justify w-hat they have
done. The least that can be said is that they will
be reluctant to bring to light errors in their acts
and conclusions.
tendency to suppress the bad,
and give emphasis to the good if good ma\- be
anyw-here found is to be expected. .And this, as
much as anything else is to be watched for hi
meeting these questions, with which in the near
future some of the member companies may be confronted.
-Esop's fable of the fox and his lost tail here
finds excellent application.
The wily old fellow
wished company in his misery, and. we recall,
urged all the other foxes to cut off their tails!
He gave as many favorable reasons as any proud
possessor of a municipal plant can offer a sister
"
municipality in urging her to do likewise.
But the
assembled foxes remembered that the loss of a tail
is easily accomplished:
that the troublesome thing
is
to get it back again.
Municipal, like private,
funds may be spent at any time they take flight
easily
with less ease one again gets possession of
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them.

Mr. William

Richmond Smith,

in

excellent

his

w-ork, "Municipal
that in the year

Trading in Great Britain," stat-?s
1875, through the exertions of
Joseph Chamberlain, then mayor, the city of Birmingham. England, secured permission from Parliament to take over the gas-making plants of the
private companies.
The undertaking proved, for
the time being, a great success, both financially alid
otherwise.
Mr. Chamberlain as mayor gave the un-

dertaking his per.sonal attention.
pow-er to make it the success

He

did

which

all
it

in

his

became.

1.
From the introduction to a report
Mr. Williams for the National Electric
sented at Denver on June 8. 1905.
"The
volume of 188 pages and is verj- full and valuable— a most useful
book, for which central-station companies have to thank the author.
Mr. Williams is general inspector for the New York Edison Company,
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li.iiiahle. Ill say ihe Irasl,
many, or how few, Joseph Chamherlains there are
.111(1
Ihey are not iiianaKinK numieipal trading
M'lihires.
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Ihe iiewspapiTs have heralded lliat Charles
N.ikes, formerl) of Chicago, has taken Mr. ^'omiK
the mniiiiipal tramways of (dasKow lo manMr.
.iK.- his Ki'e.il railway nndertakinKs in London.
N'erkes |who is ipioted from ihe Daily News (!.oniL.ii) in full in the report) shonlil he heard on this
took from Ihe iiianaKe"VoiiiiK, whom
p.. Mil:
0/ the fihisgow street railways, was liaiidiiiieiit
e.ipped ill his work there, although he did his hesl
iK.iii

I

inininiize

t..

political

interference.

Moreover,

poli-

hoiiesi.
while
isnorant, are
in liurope are comparatively
honest, whereas tlie politicians of Chicago are the
worst in the civilized world."
.Suggestion is freijiieiitly offered that if the inniiieipalilies can operate thair waterworks successhilly, with e(|iial success ihey can also operate gas
and" elcctric-liglit works and street railways, 'rhcre
is a marked distinction hetv\'een water and the other

of

niasRow,

r.iliticians

Rcnerally

liei.ins

systems. Water is easily pumped and di.strihuted.
I'"or operation, it does not retpiirc a high order of
Of
Uclipical engineering or financial competency.
.idlninistrative and executive skill no more is rei|iiired than in the care of the station houses of
in the
...ur police departments, and far less than
conduct of our puhlie schools. It should be rciiiemhered also that water is an ahsohile necessity
1.1
Ihe health, to the life, of the community, and
Ihal it must he provided freely in unliniile<l (luantities, whether any particular member of the coniTf ho cannot pay
niunity can or cannot pay for it.
it,
l..r
the general good of all demands that it
shall be provided to him, even without cost.
Of education the same is true— it is a public
The general welfare demands that every
necessity.
b.iy and girl shall receive at least a rudimentary
eilncalion, and that, under certain conditions, they
shall also receive a higher education at puhlie exIf unable lo provide it for themselves the
liensc.
charge properly belongs to the state, for the benefit

better cilizcnship and lessened crime— to mention
two of many advantages— goes to the state as well
Thus one might reason inas to Ihe individual.
delinilelv regarding our purely public utilities and
conveniences, such as the police, the highways, the
in

tire

department, waterways

and sewers.

lighting of the highways, it must be added,
also necessary to public convenience and safety,
and is a public function. From the adequate illumination of the streets all receive like benefit,
and it is necessarily a general charge upon the

The

is

Whether the service should be obcomnumitv.
tained from Ihe private companies or from a municipal plant is inirely a (|uestion of relative costthere is no sentinienlal ren^dii why a municipality
should not make its .iwn lisht, and there is no
sentimental reason why it sh.nild do so.
But here the function of the mumcipalily should
Beyond this point it must not go. It should
stop.
not encroach upon the service to individuals any
more than it should undertake 10 furnish individuals
with bread and meat, with clothing, or newspapers;
no more than

it

should conduct hotels, restaurants,

theaters or the opera. Entering this field it invades
ihe exclusive domain of private enterprise, which
makes for the prosperity, and. in fact, the very
existence of the community as a whole. There is.
perhaps, no question that any one, or all, of the
industries of a municipality could be conducted,
fashion, by a municipal administration:
there any reason why. with deficits made up
from general taxation, the municipality cannot compete with any kind of private enterprise.
Street illumination, whether from the central station or a municipal plant, should be a question of
When threatened with murelative price and cost.
nicipal competition, it should be made clear that
prices are no more than the cost of corresponding

some

after

nor

is

service if derived from a municipal plant, adding
an admittedly fair profit. Where incorrect figures
and misleading opinions are publicly circulated, they
should be corrected with equal publicity. In a matter of this kind nothing equals counteracting pubThis is an age of reason, of eventual control
licity.
through public opinion, and the lighting companies
have the same weapons at their disposal for defense that their opponents have for offense. The
present prominence of municipal socialism as a
political

question

is

the

result

of

publicity

largely

on one side, and there should be united effort on
our part to meet it and restore normal conditions.
This can be accomplished with united, concerted
effort: all of wdiich is well worth while, for the
question may be extended into the different political

parlie>, aii<l possibly into
and miinlci|ial |Hj|ilic«.

naliiiiul

at
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welt an

crcato

«Ute

KIcctrIc l-JKhl Amocialioti will
(jrral g'Kxl ha«
find a wide field of iiscfnlneo*.
been done already, an>l will) more iiifurmalion and
larncr iiiean< at oiir disposal, still more clTcclivc
resiills may Ik' M-cureil in the fiiliirc.
IhiniiK th"last year llic |irrsidc-iu of Ihe Associalioii lni.< Iwcii

very

active

paiiies

ihese

in

li>

licfore

matters

;

spciial

rcpreHem one of
local

llir

collIl^<l

and

aiilhorilirs

lia»

larRcr coni-

llir

lis

«lale

accotiiilantH li;ive been einploye.l In exicKislaliire
nniine caicfiilly into ilic municipal booktceepinK n(
:

larger cities, and printed malerial oi
llie
Ihe associalion has been circulated freely wherever
desired
Mill
lie beyond the means of Ihe ass'iIl migl.l

one of

ciatioii

lo

est.'iblisli

and

maintain a

wcll-iiifornK-<l

press bureau, siipplenienliiiR ihe tiiinsiially elTcclive
work of Miss Itillings wilhont special reference lo
whom this report would be slill more incoinplcle
and certainly it should have at all times, frjr the
assistance of the member eoinpanies, conipeleiit legal talent, which coulil be called upon in the event of
need.
These contests will come frequently, oftentimes without warning, and they call for the best
experience that can be had.
The cause of one is
Ihe cause of all, and it is a gratifying sign that
ibis f;tct is universally recognized by our member-
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of an Insulated Cable.'
Wai.l.vce S. Ci.akk.

two
the
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il.jii
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i-T

..r

.r.,1

«i,,;r

itw

condii.

Here the National

been enfiaKeil

il.r

distinct

conditions

amount of current

is

of .service.
not subject

any probable increase, such as instrument, generator and transformer leads; the second compristo

ing all lines outside of the station that may be
subiected to increasing loads due to the growth
of business.
h'or the first class, ampere capacity or mechanical
slrength in the case of small apparatus is the determining factor.
'Ihe current-carrying capacities
given in the National Electric Code for rubber insulation are a fairly safe guide and the current
densities given should not be exceeded.
For the second class of conductors, the cost of
power at the switchboard, the Io;k1 factor of the
line, the limits of loss in transmission for satisfactory regulation of potential and operation of consuming device, the heating of the cable in short
lines, the probable increase in load with time and
Ihe interest charge on the cable investment are the
principal factors in settling the size of conductor
to be used.
The Thomson law, so-called that the
most economical arrangement is where the cost of
the power wasted and the interest charge on the
is
the basis .)f
cable investment is a minimum
many formulae elaborated in different books.
Having determined the size of conductor required on theoretical grounds, consideration should
First,
be given one or two very practical points.
do not use for underground construction cables so
I
have in mind
small as to be mechanically weak.
a station with a 6,600-volt distribution where the
cables run from three-conductor No. 0000 to threeconductor No. 6 in size, the No. 6 constituting the
smallest part of the installation and giving more
trouble than the entire remainder of the system.
Second, if you use a duct .system, keep in mind
the fact that the cost of duct per foot is independent of the size of the cable in the duct, and select
the size of conductors so that the cables will utilTwo
ize a reasonable proportion of the duct area.
No. 8 arc-light cables, single-conductor, in a threeiucli duct, costing from 20 cents to 40 cents per
The standard
duct-foot, is evidently uneconomical.
three-inch duct will take cables of the following
.'Vny voltage
sizes, insulated for different voltages:
under 1.5CO. single-conductor cables up to 2.000,000
circular mils: concentric two-conductor cables up
to 1,000,000 circular mils: three-conductor cables up
For ,?,ooo volts, single
to 500,000 circular mils.
conductors up to 1,500.000 circular mils: concenthree-conductor
mils
tric up to 750.OCO circular
up to 400,000 circular mils.
For 6,eoo-volt lines, which are practically all
three-phase, the limit is found at three-conductor.
250.000-centimeter cable on I2.ooo-volt lines the limit
is
found at three-conductor No 0000 cable; on
24.coo-volt lines at about 100,000-centimeter cable.
It is assumed, of course, that the three-conductor
cables are run on delta-connected circuits and have
the same wall of insulation between conductors and
If
ground as betw-een the conductors themselves.
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ramliric cable, a» lhi« tyiir •(
' "
midway in price !»•-•
'•'
ijiKid iniKT cable
liariuin

would
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1
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duelor*. while with
the lariier OMiiluclor^

1

w..iil.|

>Ii..a

n.n.l.

uirjirr

economy.
There i» another

iKiini fipreially notTf*.-,»(»(r in fh''
Uke of iiotriiliaU ab.
the vife worktitK piinsulation l^ lo- n
diiclor.
Or, to put
thickness of insulalioo ex.
of the c*ip|icr core in Inv
lionioffencous insnialioii. »•.>..l!
m.
ili
full
,idvant.-iRe of the iii.iil.,i.i.i;
fall in |Mi1efiliul. or (mttnlial fcradient, is unijoubfediy higher in the layer of insiilalion immediately
'-'i
^^*-badjoining the cop|icr ihan 11 is half
copper and the oiiisitle of the c;.'.
tration of pressure tending lo lire...
inner hnyers of the insulation .iiiil I.
"H
the entire insulating wall.
In short, ii i- '-:i>i.-r to
make a 5CO,ooo-circular-miI cable for io/x» volts
to
insulate
wire
for
w-orking pressure than
a No. 14
the same purpose.
The next |Hiint 10 lie cn-crcd is whether single
For
or multiple-conductor cables should lie used.
station wiring single conductors in separate ducts,
or runaways, might safely lie taken as the best
modern practice. Maximnin safely and reliability
and simplicity of arrangement appear to have settled
For outside lines
this questioji pretty definitely.
Direct-current railthe service w-ill largely decide.
w-ay feeders are normally single-conductor.
For low-tension mains on the three-wire system,
either three sipgle-condi'clor cables or one ihreeconductor cable can be used. The three-conductor
cable is slightly cheaper in first cost but not nearly
as convenient for making taps to customers. Theoretically, with allcrnaling currents there is a slight
advantage in the use of the three-conductor cable.
1

i
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the three-phase circuit is run Y-connected with neutral grounded, then the outer jacket of the threephase cable can be made considerably less in thickness and larger cables be installed in the standard

three-inch

duct.

The accompanying curves show
cost per
the cable

1.

the

variation

in

000 circular mils of copper contained in

for different sizes of cables and different
working electromotive forces. It will be noted that
the lack of economy in the use of small conductors
marked in the 15,000-volt class, where
is most
changing the size from No. 8 to No. 6 wire in-

.
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which usually exceed
low-tension
feeders,
250,000 circular mils in size, the concentric type of
cable should be used for maximum duct economy.
Smaller than 250,000-circular-mil cables may be run
as a flat twin conductor, and this type of conductor
advisable for alternating-current feeders
is always
with manhole transformers.
The common practice in arc circuits is to use sinWhere a number of circuits
gle-conductor cable.
are in parallel for any distance an excellent plan is
to combine them into a multiple-conductor cable.
This saves in first cost, in cost of installation and
in cost of ducts.
Single-phase two-wire lines not exceeding No.
ocoo size should be run as twin conductors unless
numerous taps are made, in which case the greater
convenience in making joints may justify the use
The concentric type
of the single-conductor cable.
of cable for single-phase work is losing favor in
England and on ihe continent and has never been
in favor in this countryI believe the majority of engineers who have had
experience in central-station construction now consider that cables without metallic sheaths are better
than leaded or other nietal-sheaih cables for this
The lead sheaths are generally
class of work.
grounded and must be grounded in a high-tension
system to prevent the accumulation of static charge.
These grounded lead sheaths offer the arc from any
conductor to earth in their neighborhood a ready
inducement to spread and cause trouble on adjoining
cables.
The lead sheath on circuits exceeding
5.000 volts and on all voltages if the cable is paper
or fibrous insulation must terminate in an end bell
or pothead to prevent the breakdown of the cable
This end be'l
at the terminus of the lead sheath.
in addition serves as a seal to prevent the absorption of moisture in the case of paper or similar
For

cable.

Cables for tensions not exceeding 750 volts that
can be run in dry non-metallic ducts without pockets where water may collect, or on suitable incom-
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shelves,

bustible insulators— porcelain, glass, slate
require insulation only to prevent
concrete, etc.
shocks to operatives and short circuits due to mechanical causes, such as a workman dropping a

—

wrench or bar across two bare conductors. An excellent t^'pe of cable for this work is one insulated
with varnished cambric tapes and asbestos (asbestos being on the outside), finished with a flameproof
"Such a cable
at the boiling point of
braid.

can be operated continously
water without injury.

For pressures of i.ooo volts and upward we
must use rubber cables of good quality, or some satSuch cables, unless protected
isfactory substitute.
individua'l fireproof runways, should be proIty
This
tected on the outside by an asbestos jacket.
jacket will prevent fire following along the cable
or bunch of cables; it also acts as a protection to
a considerable extent from the destnictive action
of an arc from an adjoining conductor.
If rubber insulation is used it should be of good
quality, and such cables cannot be cheaply made,
owing to the present extremely high price of the
Rubber cables
better grades of crude material.

should not be operated at temperatures exceeding
125 degrees Fahrenheit if reasonable long life is
Lower operating temexpected of the insulation.
peratures are most desirable, as they will do much
Higher
to prolong the life of the insulating wall.
temperatures cause very rapid deterioration of the
insulation.

conductors outside of the stations,
these may be roughly divided into transmission
lines, practically always operated at potentials of
4.000 volts or more, and running to sub-stations.
The second class of cables comprises the distributing
systems, with feeders seldom exceeding 3,000 volts
and mains to which customers are directly connected operating at 500 volts or less. Circuits outside of the station using insulated cables are pracThere are a few cases
tically all underground.
where high-tension leaded cables are run on pole
lines supported by a steel cable similar to telephone
practice, but this may be regarded as a temporary

Passing

to

expedient.

Underground construction in this country consists
almost entirely of lead-jacketed cables in conduits,
the most permanent type of duct being thoroughly
vitrified

tile.

For

installations

where

electrolysis

be guarded against, or is not to be feared,
paper-insulated lead cables give thoroughly satisfactory service when carefully installed, ^^'here severe electrolysis is counted on or where the ducts
are filled with water for considerable lengths of
time, varnished cambric or rubber leaded cables
should be used to insure against interruptions of

can
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no indication in practice that the margin of safety
was not ample. Some engineers, desiring a higher
factor of safety on important and large installations, specify a factory test of three times the working pressure and a test installed of 2Y2 times. Any
requirement more severe than this represents a
questionable investment on the part of the purchaser.
It is especially undesirable to make very
high potential tests for very short periods of time,
since the cable may be decidedly weakened by such
treatment, although it does withstand the high-potential test for the brief period specified.
In short,
the words "breakdown test" should not appear in
cable specifications, in the writer's opinion.
Boilers
are tested to see if they are safe for a given working pressure, but such test is not usually referred
to as a bursting test.
Cable tests should be considered on the same basis. They are not to show the
ultimate strength of the cable, but to show that
the cable is safe and satisfactory cable for the
purpose for which it is intended.
It should, of course, be understood that the above
refers to cables for 2.oco-volt circuits or over, since
in lower voltages the necessary mechanical requirements frequently call for a wall of insulation sufficient for a 3.000-voit test or even a 5.000-volt test
on cables which are to operate at 250 volts.
variation in tests called
for by some engineers,
which is a very good one. in iny opinion, is to
test the cable for one hour at 2^/3 times the working
pressure, and at the end of that period to raise
the pressure to three times the working pressure
for one minute.
Paper cables are not generally tested at more than
2.300 volts for each one thirty-second inch of wall
rubber cables at 2,500 volts for each one thirty-second inch of wall varnished-cambric cables we are
enabled to test with 2,800 volts for each one thirtyThese figures apply, of course, to
secoi'id inch of wall.
the ordinar\' commercial
cables as
made today.
They can be exceeded on specially made cables of
all types.
The size of the cable has a considerable
bearing on the pressure test, and the figures above
represent the practice on cables running from No.
6 and larger, for working pressures from 2,000 to
20,000 volts.

A

;

The Organization of Working Forces
Large Power Houses.^
By W.'
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Hancock.

The chief engineer of the steam system is, of
course, totally responsible to the head of department,
or his representative, for the good and economical
operation of that system and in order to be able to
assume that responsibility in a manner favorable to
the company's interest, and with success for himself,
:

service.

Where sub-aqueous lines are called for, various
constructions are possible. With narrow, shallow
streams or canals the line of conduits may lie
dropped with deep manholes, and the ducts carried
underneath the bed of the stream. This usually
necessitates draining the ducts toward one manhole
and providing a small pump to keep the manhole
Wide shallow streams
clear of water seeping in.
can have a trench dredged or dug across them
and cables with band-steel armor laid in the trench,
which will usually be rapidly filled with silt. For
deeper streams or wider streams armored submarine
cable is required. A method used with success in
some cases is to lay a cast-iron water main with
specially bolted ball and socket joints along the
bottom of the river and to draw an unarmored
leaded cable through it. Tunnels can, of course,
be used, but except for a ver\- heavy line, containing a number of cables, this construction is
extremely expensive, and it is cheaper to install
one or more spare cables which can be switched
into service in case of accident to one of the operating cables. It is perhaps well to mention here
that where a submarine cable or underground cable
is
inserted in a pole line of any length adequate
lightning protection should exist at each end of
the cable.

There is one type of cable largely used in England, and almost universally in Continental Europe,
of which we do not avail ourselves as much as
we should for underground work. This is the socalled band iron armored cable.
Leaded cable is
wrapped with tarred jute, and over this with two
overlapping steel tapes, each from one-thirty-second
to one-sixteenth inch thick.
The outer tape covers
the butt joint in the inner tape and is protected
against corrosion on the outside by an additional
jacket of compounded jute.
Such cables buried directly in the earth have been giving first-class service in some cases for 20 years.
They are in use
for pressures from 250 up "to 15,000 volts, and lines
of even higher potentials have been installed, but
for too short a time to be cited.
Before it is shipped from the maker's factory
every cable should be tested with an electromotive
force higher than the maximum working pressure.
If possible, a similar test should be made after the
cable is installed and jointed.
As to the relation
which these test pressures should bear to the working pressure, the duration of the tests, etc., there
exists considerable diversity of opinion.
For a good
many years the writer has advocated 2j4 times the
working pressure for 30 minutes to an hour as a
factory test and twice the working pressure for
the same length of time after the cable is installed.
Cables tested under these requirements have given

he must have among his various accomplishm.ents a
few which I will mention, and which I claim are
extremely important.
We will assume that he came to us with the necessary license, that he has had a good and varied experience with steam engines and auxiliaries and is a
first-class mechanic.
Perhaps we know him by reason of his having been emploj'cd on a nearby system
for some time, and, if this be the case, we have had
ihe opportunity to see what kind of an organizer he
is.
what his judgment is in the hiring of men.
whether he has the ability to maintain discipline
among his men. and takes an interest in knowing
whether or not it is maintained, and whether he
plans the work of his system and passes his orders
to his first assistant, to be passed bj' him down the
line, in such a way as to avoid the bad complications
caused by conflicting orders given by himself and his
first assistant to a' watch engineer, perhaps to others
of his organization.
We can see whether he has
favorites among his men by reason nf earlier acquaintance with them if he has and it is apparent,
we know there is trouble ahead. We can see what
his inclination is when the load is going at the beginning of the summer and the pay-roll will stand a
reduction, not in the rate of wages but in number of
men employed. We can see whether or not he has
the "hustle and push" to put the system on its feet
and keep it there, without having to be reminded
that it is for that purpose that he is drawing his
salary; also if he takes a keen interest in matters to
such a degree ihat if he doesn't hear from certain
items in his system he will go after such items and
not take it for granted that they are all right or he
would have heard from them.
If arguments arise between any of the men and
their superiors, does he act absolutely on his best
judgment, or does he allow it to be warped because
the man who is in trouble with his watch engineer
is an old man
not in years, but on the system
and he thinks that man cannot do wrong?
I claim that if the head of a steam division has
not the ability to take care of these matters on these
lines, the organization will be far from satisfactory
from the standpoint of good service and economy.
Almost any chief engineer can continue to hire and
discharge men at short intervals and claim that as
his only alternative; but if he does, it is a loss to
;

—

his employers.

The engine room
the

first

is in the immediate charge of
assistant engineer, who directs all of the
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work from orders given him by the chief engineer.
As he. of course, cannot be on watch more than the
regular hours, unless in case of emergency, the orders
are transmitted by him to the watch engineers, and
in absence of the chief engineer these men have, in
their consecutive order, absolute control over every
piece of steam apparatus and the appurtenances
thereto, from the ends of the crank shafts to the
outer end of the circulating water intake, including
all labor incident to steam operation.
The first assistant and his watch engineers are
busy men. I say "busy," because, if they are not,
they are in the wrong place, for on these men we
place secondarily the responsibility of the steam apparatus and its operation.
Of the watch engineers we must require as nearly
as possible the duties of the first assistant, with the
addition that the orders of the latter, as to work to
be done during the hours he is absent, are to be
strictly obeyed, and the results must show' favorably
when he again appears on watch.
The oilers come next in line in the engine-room,
and on these men we rely to keep the engines in
operation after once started, and to know absolutely
that the large number of oil feeders and grease cups
found to-day on reciprocating engines are in proper
operation.
An oiler must give immediate notice to
the watch engineer of any irregularity in the operation of his machine must see that he is using enough
oil, and not more than enough, and when his machine goes off the line must wipe it up and clean it
ready for the next run. These men are important
in their positions, wdiether the title implies it or not,
for power stations, unlike steamboats, can not afford
to shut down to cool hot bearings, nor can we afford
to let the customers drift, as the commander might
let the ship drift at sea if emergency occurred and
weather and sea room were favorable. I consider an
oiler important when the question of hiring men
comes up in the fall. I lose no opportunity to take
the name and address of all men who have had experience in that line, and find such a list very useful
wdien the fall load begins to appear.
can now take up the operation of the boilerroom, that portion of the system which can be so
handled as to assist greatly in paying dividends, and
can also be handled in such a manner as to be largely
the means of passing one, especially if the coal supply is uncertain as to quantity and quality, for in
this latter case we must necessarily save at every
other point in order partially to make good such
deficiency.
Therefore let us at once have the fireroom in charge of a competent man whose immediate
superior is the engineer on w'atch.
need a man
for this place who carries a first-class engineer's
license: one" who has had experience in the engineroom and thus understands practically how the load
rises and falls: one who will keep in touch with the
watch engineer and realize that it is absolutely necessary that he does keep in touch with that man
and know as far ahead of time as is possible what
his future needs will be.
Next come the water tenders, who are in charge
of the fire-room watches when the foreman is off
watch and who, in such periods, are immediately responsible to the watch engineers, and have a quota
of firemen under their charge, as well as all other
men of the fire-room force. The water tender may
be apparently perfectly competent to occupy his position by reason of his coming to you with a proper
license and a long list of recommendations from
former employers, but the question will arise as to
whether he will fill his proposed position.
The firemen are those of the force whom we
must select with care, for the type we need must
have had experience, and must have judgment and
be reliable. That is to sa\'. we can not afford to have
a man with us who is afiiicted with pay-day sickness.
want him eight hours a day. seven days
a week, and I am glad to say we have a large number
of this kind w-ho like their positions well enough
to work steadily for the periods mentioned above.
want men who will obey the instructions given
them by their superiors, and those who are^free from
connection with any organization that would interfere with men that are getting satisfactory wages and
want men who,
treatment and are contented.
when occasion requires, will hand-fire 2.000 pounds
of coal an hour, and do so for several hours, if necwant men who will burn coal, and not
essa^\^
simply dispose of it men who will use judgment
in both firing and cleaning fires, and if the plant is
using stokers of the type we use on our system, it is
of the greatest importance that he should watch
the coal as it comes to him and regulate the depth
of the feed and the speed of th.e grate in accordance
with both the quality of the fuel and the demand
for steam as his best judgment dictates, and act
promptly on instructions given.
Firemen are a class of men who must of necessity
do very hard work, and they are also a class of men
upon whom the power stations are to a large degree
dependent for their continuous operation. Both of
these facts should be taken into careful consideration,
especially as to the treatment of these men, and as to
the wages paid them tw"o items which should be uniform throughout the fire-room I mean by this, that
first-class licensed firemen should receive the
all
same wages; not because a man comes to you with a
license, nor because he claims he is first-class, but I
mean that he should go on the pay-roll at your stated
rate for first-class men in his line, and it is for the
water tender, or other higher authority, to determine
;
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Third— We hold

responsible for the
welfare of all electrical niacbinery, which must be,
^(p far as possible, always ready for opiTaliou.
may say thai all repairs, excepi minor ones, in
ilie division are done by outside persons.
Willi the
niMilerii
stations of today operaling lightinR and
•-i.ilinii.iry Miolors and nthcr lowleiisiun apparatus,
;ii
llie same lime ilelivcrinn allernaliiig current to suhil.ilinns, lliere is iuvolved .1 vast anioimt of apparatus,
(hie to ilie fact that we must have as much flexibilily
as iiossible.
must al.so have several ways of
.illaining ihe same obiect, a.": to the delivery of curleiit,
in oriler lo safeguard our cnstoniers against
inlirniplion of service and. incideiually. pres.-rve our
ripiilalion for being a reliable concern lo deal with.
It
follows then thai we need in a chief operator a
man who is absolulely reliable, preferably one who
has come lip from the ranks and has long since become acquainted with the practical side of operation;
one who realizes and insiills into the minds of his
assistants and men lli.ii one of iluir niosi import nil
duties is so lo manipnlale ihe load with reference lo
machines to be oj)erale(l that all imils will lie loaded
to just as near the most economical operating point
as it is possible to have them under the existing conditions.
He must at all times be in close touch with
the chief engineer and, so far as possible, give the
sleam division advance notice of his probable demand for steam units, thereby giving everybody a
chance to be ready, and giving the customer the op'portunity to verify our claim that we are at all times
ready to supply current. .Above all other tilings, he
must have and use good judgment in the selection
of his men and the treatment of them, and must
conduct his division in a manner that will not only
produce satisfactory service, hut will be conducive to
conteiitnient among his men, and will secure for
liiiiiself
their confidence and respect, which, once
secured and properly held, will be a large factor in
maintaining what is as nearly as possible ideal
operation.
Ihe assistant to Ihe chief operator must be a man
who can assist his superior, and to that end he must
be thoroughly familiar with all of the electrical apparatus in the division. He must be able to occupy
the position of the chief operator when necessary
in fact, he must he a first-class understudy, and
must realize the fact, too, or he will lose to some
degree the sense of his responsibility.
He should
circulate among the sub-stations and correct and
report any irregularity noticed in machines or operators in fact, he should keep his superior constantly
in touch with such details as do not come immediately
under the notice of the chief operator, and in cases of
emergency should come at once to the station and
this division
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if they are not, they should not occupy
that position, nor should they in any case until we
knew by actual experience that they have the ability
;

described above.
To these men we accord the highest wages paid in
Ihe division, with the exception of those of the chief
operator and his assistant, and we make them uniform in all power stations of the system. By this
method of making men fit the position before they
occupy it, we secure the ability we desire, and after
it has been proven beyond doubt by a previous practical experience.
It is. in my opinion, a serious mistake to class men alike tor the sole reason that they
have worked practically side by side on the system
period
time.
for a
of
I say, pay the man in accordance with what he can deliver to you ill brains or
manual labor equivalent.
Of the organization to operate storage batteries. I
will say I believe that the cheapest man to have at
the head is one who is both teclmical and practical
in that line of work, and that he should be possessed
of the same qualifications as are necessary in other
heads of divisions with reference to handling men.
But there is this to add, that it is seldom that men
will work in the general line of storage-battery repairs for any considerable length of time, in that
such work is not of the sort that attracts the average man, and they do not stay long enough to actually show of what value they might be after a reasonable period of ser\ice.
I have refrained from speaking of the head of the
generating system and the assistant to that person,
for the reason that it seemed to me proper to look
over what there was in the nature cf organization
and operation that the head and his assistant were
called upon to look after.
I now say that the head
of the department has responsibilities.
The very important one is the organization of his
department. If that be correct, or as nearly so as
conditions will permit, the operating responsibility,
broadly speaking, will not seem as serious to tlie
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sometimes happens that difficulty occurs between some of the men and their superior, in which
the man from the ranks feels that he has been misused that his superior has been too hard on him
because his advantage of position has given him the
It

;

such cases, after the man has taken
his trouble to the chief of his division and even then
feels that he has a grievance, I believe it to be
good policy to allow him to see the head of the department as a last resort; for the head to call in all
parlies concerned at one time and hear the several
stories, one at a time, and decide the matter.
Of
course, if the superior has used his position properly
there can be but one result; if be has not, and you
have to decide the man is not to blame, then be sure
you have that man understand beyond a doubt that
he cannot and must not mistake a just decision for
a license to disobey in the future, but that he is
In

privilege.

bound

to

work

for

and obey the same superior, just

much

as he was previous to the time when the
occurred.
.And now about the assistant to the head of the department.
will assign to that individual the duty
of placing with the heads of the several divisions the
orders given by the head of the department.
will
ask him to see thai the electrical instruments, steam
gauges, and all other indicating apparatus," are kept
at proper standard
to know whether the engines
have been indicated to keep in touch w^th the load,
and the time of demand for the same, at its highest
point and its lowest point as well, and thereby be
enabled to suggest the advisability of changing the
load from one station to another with a view^ to obtaining the best economy possible with the fuel and
water consumed and the expenditure for labor; to
check the amounts of fuel consumed to check and
comment on the grade of fuel and. kick on the quality
if necessary.
The assistant to the head of the department must
necessarily be a man of technical ability and be able
to take up the items heretofore set forth on that
Ijasis
for among the many small items which when
taken as a whole tend to lower the economy of operation there are usually nianj- that require analysis, and
such analysis calls for the services of a man w-ho is
well versed in technicalities and who can get down
to the bottom facts of such
matters easily and
quickly and open the w-ay to apply the proper remedy.
In the foregoing matter I have endeavored to place
before the association an outline of the generating
department organization o.f the Boston Edison Company and. finally, I wish to say tliat w-hatever success we have attained in this direction has been due
to efforts to secure a close and constant co-operation
throughout the department to the maintaining of a
discipline which has been necessary and warrantable,
but wdiicb has been established and maintained with
justice and tempered by kindness.
difficulty
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and men who have
Ihe bead of ibc drparlmrni i«

•cvcrally decided llial
ill
bin position for llic side inirposc of l>eariiiK bi«
lille innlcail of direcllng ibe o|icration of the Kriicraling system.
He should not only pass hi« orders on
openilioii to his assisianl. but ill addition oliould >er
lo ii that Ibey are carried oul.
He should carefully
observe the result, and Ik- rea<ly lo d.-vise, if ik.ssiIiIc.
methods of savinit lo his several accounts, as the
total of these will represent his lolal RcncralinK coil.
He should not, however, overdo the looking alter of
small details, for several rcawins,
l-"irsl, licrausc he
has an assistant and several hcids of divinioiis, who
occii|iy posiiiiins and are paid nalarics for the purpose of looking out for thai portion of the business,
and if lliey don'l do il anrl relieve him in that direction, then either Ihe organizatioii or the discipline or
both are not correct, and il is absolulely useless for
Jiini lo expect lo proceed on a successful basis until
his own error, whether caused by neglect or otherwise, is corrected, and his pco|)lc un<lersiand in a
thorough manner that the head of the department is
there lo direct its operation.
The head of ibe deparimeiit should also keep in
touch with the inleniions of his beads of divisions
relative to their hiring of men, and not only confer
with them in a general way on such matters, but lay
down a rule that men connected in any way with
matters delrinienlal lo the interests of the corporation should not be hired in any event.
have found by some years of experience that lo
I
Iiay one line of work a standard wage, whether il be
lower or higher than the so-called "union" scale, is
productive of more contentment and better scniimeni
toward the employer than anything else I know of.
It does not seem necessary to say that the head
of the department should not absent himself from
the system or from his office for any length of time
without giving notice where he can be found in case
of emergency, and the assistant .and beads of divisions should be required to observe the same rule.
The head of the department has at limes to go
farther than his office to get at the reason of the ri.sc
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These books are the first two of a wries of 12
which is licing cdiled by Mr. Alex. Konigtwenher
ind called by him "Rcpertorien der Eleklrotechnik"
(Repertory of Kleclricily). In the constantly inamount of electrical literature there hai
licen fell the need of a condensed and al ihe same
lime complete work which would deal with Ihe
various subjects in a clear, concise and practical
way. The series, when completed, will serve the
engineer as a handy reference, inasmuch as all
technical and niathcmalical discussions have lieen
omitted and only the fundamental formulas and
principles recorded.
In addition, there arc contained in each of the books now published a biblicreasing
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The Lftter of Petkls Pekegkinol's

o.v the M.\cTranslated by Brother .-Xrnold.
M. Sc. and Brother Polamian. D. Sc. NewYork
McGraw Publishing Company. 1905. Pp.
tb'/i by S'/i inches). 41. with four illustralions.
.NET,

.\.

D.

1269.
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Price, $1.50.

Classic antiquity has

handed down

little

of

mag-

netic lore, but scraps have come lo us, here and
there, from the ages past which have been translated from the old w-orks, as has been the letter

of Petrus Peregrinous. Pierre de Maricourt, commonly called Petrus Peregrinous. lived in the thirteenth century and was a ailtured man, of a
speculative turn of mind, who was not only interested in the lodestone. but experimented w-ith
and studied it more than had hitherto been done.
In the course of his work he made a little motor,
operated by a lodestone. and straightway became
fascinated with the problem of perpetual motion,
and thoroughly believed he had fastened onto that
elusive thing. Therefore, in a letter of 3.500 words,
he explained to his great friend. Sigerus de Foucancourt. the mechanism of his new motor, this
letter on the magnet or lodestone being the first
great landmark in the domain of magnetic philosophy.
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This cyclopedia is a comprehensive w-ork on elecand its practical applications. It is not addressed to the technically educated specialist, but
to students and practical workers in the electrical
field, and for this reason higher mathematics have
been avoided and the subject matter explained in
the simplest language possible, in connection with
a large number of diagrams prepared especially for
the text. The books have been designed for tc.xtbooks, and each volume is supplemented with a
list
of review questions. The cyclopedia is also
valuable for reference, having a subject index for
this purpose.
The index feature of this work,
w-liich covers all depanments of electricity-, will save
much time in searching through scattered textbooks.
.Among the large corps of special writers and
collaborators in the preparation of the work may
be mentioned Prof. F. B. Crocker of Columbia
University. Prof. William Esty of Lehigh University. Prof.
D. C. Jackson, collaborating with
Prof. George C. Shaad of the University of Wisconsin, Prof. Louis Derr of the ifassachusetts
Institute of Technology-, and numerous other wellknown authorities. Volume I. commences with the
elements of electricity and magnetism, and deals
with current measurements, wiring and the telegraph. Volume II. includes the subjects ofdynaraoVolume
electric machinery and storage batteries.
III. is devoted to electric lighting, electric railways,
.the operation of djTianio-electric machinerj- and the
general principles of power-station design. Volume
T\'. is devoted to alternating currents and automatic current machinery. Volume A\ is given up
entirely to the various phases of telephony.
tricity

;;;;

:
;
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National-Interstate Telephone Con-

The Northwestern Telephone Exchange Company

large

gathering of

Independent

telephone

charge, composed of James
Gary, states that, besides a
large attendance of accredited delegates, a number
of men prominent in the financial and promoting end
of the business will be present. Tuesday and Wednesday will be given over to the business of the assoand social
ciation, and Thursday to sightseeing
amenities, with an elaborate banquet in the evening.
The program includes a number of papers by men
who are recognized as capable of giving the members
something of value. A feature of the program will

The committee in
Hoge and Theodore

men.
B.

be the reports of five committees which have been
considering subjects of vital importance to all operatThese committees, composed of 12
ing companies.
men each, will meet on June 19th and complete their
reports to be presented to the convention on the following days. The subjects which these reports will
treat and the chairmen of the committees are as

"Standard Forms of Accounting," H. E.
Eastern Traffic Association, Philadelphia,
"Standard Operating Rules and Regulations."
"Standardization of
A. L. Tetu, Louisville, Ky.
Equipment," Sidney H. Brown, Pittsburg and Alle"Best
gheny Telephone Company, Pittsburg. Pa.
follows:
Bradley,
Pa.

;

;

:

Methods

of

Advertising,"

Thomas

Loftin,

In-

dianapolis Telephone Company. Indianapolis, Ind.
"Arrangements Necessary Between Operators and
Manufacturers to Protect Independent Companies,"
Thomas Bromley, Muncie. Ind.

The program for the convention is as follows:
Tuesday, 10 a. m. Address of welcome, Edward F.
Dunne, mayor of Chicago; response, S. P. Sheerin,
New Long-Distance Telephone Company. Indian-

—

apolis, Ind.: address,

"The National-Interstate Tele-

phone Association," James B. Hoge, Cleveland, Ohio
address, "Ways and Means to Make Our AssociaSuccess," Theodore Gary, Macon, Mo.;
tion a
"Shall the Independent Companies Have an Insurance Company of Their Own?" James S. Brailey, Jr.,
Toledo Home Telephone Company, Toledo, Ohio
appointment of committees; "Combined Telephony
and Telegraphy," Samuel G. McMeen. Chicago.
Tuesday, 2. p. m. Roll call of states; "Standard
Toll Signs," W. F. Laubach, Akron, Ohio; "Value
of Telephone Securities," A. B. Greenshields, Phila-

—

delphia, Pa.

—

Wednesday, 10 a. m. Report of Committees:
-Standard Operating Rules and Regulations Standard
Forms of Accounting: Standardization of EquipWhat Arment
Best Methods of Advertising
;

;

;

rangement is Necessary Between the Operators and
Manufacturers to Protect Independent Companies?
Discussion of Reports and Action by the Convention.
Wednesday, 2 p. m. Reports of other committees
transaction of any miscellaneous
election of officers

—

;

business

;

presentation

of

new

business

;

adjourn-

is preparing to build a north branch
to handle the business of North MinneapThis will be the third branch exchange in addition to the main exchange in Minneapolis.
E. M. Sheffield is talking of organizing a rural
telephone company at Belmond, Iowa.

of Minneapolis

exchange
olis.

W. H. Monroe and others are forming a company to establish a local telephone exchange at
Earlham, Iowa.
The Litchville N. D.) Rural Telephone Company
has been incorporated by J. M. Olson and others
(

Indiana Telephone Items.

A district meeting of the chief operators of the
Central Union telephone exchanges of the first disof Indiana was held at the Barnett Hotel in
the city of Logansport on June 7th for the purpose of conferring with E. J. Roche of South Bend,
service inspector for the district, and incidentally to
make arrangements for the annual outing of the
operators. Among those present were the Misses
E. Lewis of Kokomo, E. Smith of Peru, S. Robinson of Lafayette, C. Laysetter of Wabash and HarFowler and Frankfort
riet Heaton of Logansport.
The afternoon session was
were not represented.
taken up with a discussion of how best to improve
the various toll lines. At the close of the discussion the committee decided to hold the next annual
outing at Lake Maxinkuckee at a time to be agreed
upon by the committee.
The new switchboard for the Independent Telephone Company at Princeton, Ind., is now being
installed in the company's new quarters on the secThe new board has
ond floor of the Ingle Block.
a capacity of 600 single-line telephones with provisions for extension from *:ime to time so as to accommodate 2,000 lines or more. Thi? conipany is
also installing a new outfit of batteries and generator^,.
The officials esrimate that at least three
weeks will be required to complete the installation
of the new equipment.
Patrick Carter, lineman for the Peru Telephone
trict

Company, was

all

parts of the country.

The manufacturers and supply men

will

make

a

Telephone News from the Northwest.
The
.Minn.,

Winona Telephone Company of Winona,
make extensions to its system in that

will

city.

The Missouri Valley Telephone Company of Mandan, N. D., seeks a franchise in Wilton, N. D., for
a local exchange.
The Browerville and Motley (Minn.) Rural Telephone Company has been organized.
The Northwestern Telephone Exchange Company
will soon start work rebuilding the exchange at
Minn.
New exchange offices will be
equipped with a large new central-energy switch-

Owatonna,
board.

Dakota Central Telephone Company has
issued mortgage bonds to raise $500,000 for the extension and improvement of its system through the

The

state.

The Donnybrook (N. D.) Telephone Company
has been formed to install a local system.
Work has been started on the telephone system

is putting in an
the village of Osceola.
Over 100 subbe accommodated to begin with and
from
is
already being constructed
Mishawaka. The, -placing of an exchange in this
village will add quite a territory to the Home

in

company.

S.

Ohio Telephone Notes.
A

voting trust controlling 70 per
the stock of the Toledo Home Telephone

cent,

been

long-distance

ber of people subscribed for stock of this company
on a mutual plan at the rate of $50 per share.
The stock subscription carried with it a three years'
telephone contract. The telephone company won in
the Circuit Court, but the decision wa.s reversed in
the Supreme Court.
The contracts were not signed
by the telephone company, and for that reason the
court decides that neither party can be held.
The
Co-operative company is the only Independent company in Detroit, and, while its city business is very
light, the long-distance service from other Independent lines throughout the state is considerable.

The Michigan Telephone Company has informed
patrons in River Rouge and Ecorse that a raise
of rates will be effected this month.
These towns
will also have to pay long-distance rates for Detroit and Wyandotte calls.
The lines of Delray,
River Rouge and Ecorse will be centered at River
Rouge and an exchange located there.
Retaliation
is talked of and an opportunity for an Independent line is opened, it is said.
The Michigan State Telephone Company will in-

its

new exchange at Wyandotte on July
feet of new wire will be strung.

a

ist.

A

Over 40,000

new exchange

also

will

be installed

Trenton.

at

Both of these towns were worked from the Detroit

W.

exchange.

GENERAL TELEPHONE NEWSThe Rocky Mountain

Company

Telephone

Bell

proposes the early construction of a new telephone
building at Pocatello, Ida.

The system of the Twin Falls Telephone Comat Twin F^Hs, Ida., has been purchased by
Rocky Mountain Bell Telephone Company.

pany
the

Oscar O. Ayres has sold the plant of the Olathe
Telephone Company at Olathe, Kan., to
R. Ogg and M. G. Miller, local business men.
The Interurban Telephone Company of West

Citizens'
,F.

Palm Beach,

Fla.,

capital of $25,000

has been incorporated with a
by H. B. Yarborough and asso-

lines.

The

largest

creditors

The Southern Montana Telephone Compan}',
italized

at

Mont.,

and

Hole

$5,000, has
will string

cap-

been organized at Dillon,
wires throughout the Big

region.

E. M. O'Brien has resigned his position as resident manager of the Iowa Telephone Company at
Des Moines, Iowa. His successor will be E. E.
Thompson of Boone. E. E. Tierney takes the latter's place at Boone.

ot

Company

It is
organized to continue until 1910,
announced that this action was taken to prevent
the stock from being picked up by rival interests.
A dividend of one per cent, for the quarter was
declared, and it is announced that dividends will
hereafter be paid on the stock regularly.
The Northern Ohio Telephone Company was
organized at Toledo a few days ago by the election of officers, with Willard F. Robison as presiThe company w?s formed to take over the
dent.
exchanges at Maumee, Perrysburg and Whitehouse.
It
is probable
that other exchanges will be acquired from time to time,
It will operate in harmony with the local company at Toledo.
The Central Union Telephone Company has
sub-licensed all the exchanges recently taken over
in Jackson County, by which about 1.800 subscribers were acquired.
Bell instruments have been piu
in and the wires connected up with the Bell longdistance wires.
Jackson, Wellston, Coalton, Oak
Hill and Hamden are affected.
The exchanges in
these places have been consolidated with the Bell
exchanges.
The new common-battery multiple switchboard
of the Central Union Telephone Company at Massillon was put into operation a few days ago..
Plans are being discussed for the dissolution of
the
Federal Telephone
Company of Cleveland,
which is the holding company for 22 Independent
companies in Northern Ohio, and has an interest

in

Michigan Telephone Matters.
The Co-operative Telephone Company of Detroit,
by a recent decision of the Supreme Court, loses
its fight to collect on stock contracts.
A large num-

ciates.

The Home Telephone Company

has

1905

17,

also the largest stockholders in the company.
The
plan is to exchange the stock in the Federal for
that of subsidian,- companies or sell the assets to
the stockholders at a figure that would pay the
It is thought that the
debts of the larger concern.
business of the smaller companies may be transacted now without a holding company, since a
large part of its interests were disposed of in the
settlement of the Everett-Moore
trouble.
The
plans, it is thought, will work out to the satisfaction of all concerned if put into execution.
The Bell Telephone Company is arranging to put
in a conduit system
Youngstown, it is said,
at
while the streets are torn up in paving.
y. B. Hoge has purchased a controlling interest
in the Chagrin Falls Telephone Company at Chagrin Falls.
He secured the stock of the late William D. Brewster, who was president of the company, and another block or two that gave him
the control.
The Bell interests have been after the
exchange.
C.

stall

scribers will
a
toll
line

Already the entire sixth
large display at the hotel.
floor and part of the fifth and parlor floors have
been engaged for exhibition purposes.
The social and entertainment programme will surpass that of any previous convention. The commitee,
headed by P. C. Burns of the American Electric Telephone Company, Chicago, h making its final arrangements while this is being written and nothing will be
left undone for the pleasure and comfort of those
who attend. The whole proceedings will be concluded with a banquet on Thursday night.

from

telephone

lock-out telephone system.
At a recent meeting of the representatives of
Independent telephone companies, held at Fort
Wayne, the plan of invasion was left in the hands
of a committee consisting of W. L. MoelHng of
Fort Wayne, Thomas Promley of Muncie. H. P.
Sayles of Indianapolis and M. R. Park of Portland. Judge Taylor has rendered a decision to the
effect
that
the contracts
affecting the
toll-line
service which the Independent companies had with
the United Telephone Company are good and enforceable. The plan of securing franchises and establishing exchanges in the territory recently ^icquired by the Bell company through the United
company was thoroughly discussed and the committee adjourned to hold another meeting in the

exchange

it is already known that more than 15
have delegates present, thus representing

recently by a live wire

Word comes from Washington that M. P. Boone,
superintendent of the Home Telephone Company
of Peru, has been granted a patent on a common

From 15 to 30 minutes will be devoted to the disIn this
cussion of each of the papers and reports.
way it is hoped to bring out valuable information,

the conditions in

killed

trolley line coming in contact with
wires he was repairing after a storm.

a

near future.

especially as

R.

with $12,000 capital.

ment.

states will

June

N. D., by the Union Telephone and

Light Company.

vention.
Arrangements for the convention of the National
Interstate Telephone Association at the Auditorium
Hotel in Chicago on June 20th, 21st and 22d arc
being perfected, and the indications are for an exceplionally

Granville,

at

are

MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS.
San Francisco is to have an automatic telephone
exchange, the apparatus to be installed by tlie Automatic Electric Company of Chicago. Articles of incorporation have been filed by the Home Telephone
Company and work upon the system has been begun.
R. W. Kemp,
Warren and M.

Mutual

F.
B.

Telephone

M. Kemp, W. K. Kise, Will
Pile have incorporated as the
Engineering and Supply Com-

pany, with a capital of $5,000.
The new company
is located at Wellington, Kan., and proposes to do
telephone construction work in, the Southwest and
will also carry on hand all kinds of supplies.

The Stromberg-Carlson Telephone Manufacturing

Company of Rochester, N. Y., reports having closed
contracts for switchboards for the following places
Berwick. Pa.
Fulton, Kan.
Mt. Branch, Tenn.
Fenton. la. Bowbells, N. D. Folsomdale, Kv. East
Smithfield, Pa.
Elizabeth, N.
Washington, D. C.
Cranville, N. D.
Pontiac, 111. Macon, 111. Chicago,
111., and Fulton, la.
:

;

;

;

;

C

;

:

:

;

:

The Chesapeake and Potomac Telephone Company has awarded the contract for the consti'uction
of the proposed nine-story telephone exchange, 40
by 150 feet, on Light Street, Baltimore, Md. Two
exchange boards, having a capacity of 10,000 lines
The
each, and costing $200,000, will be installed.
.building, which will be built by the Herbert A.

Weeks Company
$400,000.

of

New York

city,

is

to

cost
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noise
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Company

on the

local

llii-

the

aiillmri/itiK

to

Norllit<;«t

a

elevated road.
proposes will be

scheme which the company
on the Union Ij)op between Jacks<in ami
Monroe streets, and consists in layinp! Ho-ponnd
r.iils
and embeddiiiR the tics In screened gravel,
which is also to HII tile spaces between the ties.
Considerable objection was raised to the plan
comprehensive
ihoiiKhl
that
the
l.y
those who
Mi.isc-deadeniiiK plans prepared by D. J. Arnold
It
was arwere belter and shonld be tried first.
gued by the objectors thai the proposed device of
Ihe company would shut out ihe li|{lit from between
One
ihe ties and make the streets slill darker.
.if
the aldermen suRRested a conliinioiis-rail device
I

111-

lijicl

f.

the piu'pose of deadeninR noise,

.r

ileciiK-d

1..

K-t

Ibc

c.mpany
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the cfinncil

the

Rravel-bed
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Cylindrical Blue-printing Frame.
I'ledru-

(ieiHT.il

riie

frame

cvliiKlricd

bliu-prinlint;

considerable success wherTwo of the most noteworthy inever il is iiisiiilliii.
sl.illalii.ns ill the city of Philadelphia are those at
l'',lrelric .Storage
Battery Company's offices and
111!
the

at

is

meeliim

l''raiikf(irl

wilb

.Arsenal.

the ollice of the l':iectric Storage Battery Company the (ieiieral ICIeclric Company's blue-printing
machine is regarded as an indispensable piece of
Since its installation there has been no
.ipparatus.
iKlay in getting (Hit prints, and the product is of
.\t

The frame is
l>est and most uniform <piality.
used uninterruptedly on all cloudy days, and tluring
the dark periods of the morning and afteni.n.n on
tile

Electric blue-printing paper, which reclear days.
ipiires eight to to minutes to print, is used, so ihat
the total time required to make a batch of prints,
including the time allowed for refilling the frame, is

The frame is equipped with no- volt
15 minutes.
direct-current enclosed arc lamps.
-\t the arsenal, the government requires all prints
1.1
he positives, and as the prints are made from
l.nnvn paper negatives the time of exposures is
The arsenal offilengthened to about 15 minutes.
cials stale that the frame is satisfactory in its operaAltertion, and that they could not dispense with it.
nating-current lamps of no volts are used.
The time required for printing can be materially
reduced by the use of more sensitive papers than
those employed in the two frames above referred to.
Many large manufacturing companies are to-day
depending upon the sun alone for their blue prints,
and must, therefore, be severely handicapped in their
work. The great advantages secured by the use of
ihe electric blue-printing frame are not as well underDiscussion of the subject
stood as thcv might be.
with manufacturers, engineers, contraclors and other
users 'if blue prints about the couiUrv would no doubt
leail to the inslallation of maiiv frames.

New

Repairing

Electrical

Company

in

St. Louis.
Electric Company of 24-26
St. Louis, is a company incorporated some months ago to do repairing of
electrical machinery, installing of complete power
plants
and handling of second-hand apparatus.
While the name of the companj' is comparatively
new, a large amount of business is reported as
already being done, due in part to the fact of its
having absorbed the business and good will of
D. J. Pine & Co., and also to the large acquaintance and experience of the individual members of
the firm.
D. J. Pine is president of the company and has
had 20 years' experience in the electrical business.
iMr.
Pine was formerly associated with the St.
Louis office of the Western Electric Company and
later with the firm bearing his name.
He is well
fitted to look after the construction end of the
business, which is under his direct charge.
Stinson,
who
has
charge
D. W.
of the repair
department of the company, is a good practical
mechanic in this line of work and has supervised
the installation of and repairs on some of the
largest electrical machinery in the vicinity of St.
Louis.
His experience in the electrical field dates
back 18 years, 12 of them in the repair department
of the Missouri Edison Company.
The office and financial end of the business will
be under the care of J. C. Knight, w'ho is secretary and treasurer of the company.
Mr. Knight,
like his associates, is an experienced electrical mar.
and well qualified to give his department the attention it demands.
The company employs none

The

Southwestern
South Tenth Street,

but expert mechanics, guarantees fully all work
done.
With its adequate facilities it is enabled
give prompt attention to all work, to shipping,

to

The company's location especially fits it to
take care of trade in the southwestern, central and
etc.

western

states.

4«9
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CORRESPONDENCE.

Nolse-deadening MothoU to be Tosted
on Chicago Elevated Road.

I.<inc|on,
.May .)<),- The commiltee which il
propoHcd Io apjioinl to coiisiiler ihr aKrermrnI

wn
lie-

and the Nalion.il Telewhich wa» blocked in ih.;

Iwceii Ihe poslniasler-Rencra!

phone

Company and

Commons on several (K-casions has
work.
The first evidence has Itch
by Sir Roliert llmiler. sidicilor
(ieiieral I'osi niVice, and il sniiiiiicd up the
lages to be obtained from a ratification
Ilinisc of

at last

Rol to
before

to

il

.iRreemenl.

National

.\s

now
Company

will

come

Io

I.'

iluilly

pritn

iirra.

viz.,

a-M^n,

lull.

and Ihe bdl.

plac.d

New York.

lb.

of the
sianil the license of the

ilniiRs

Telephone

The

I

advan

an

ciul

and neither the posliiiasler-general nor anyone else is bound to Iniy nor Is the company bound
to sell Ihe underlakinf;, while on the other lianri
Ihe company would be legally l)arre<l from conveying a single message by telephone. Thus Ihe whole
telephonic business of the kingdom would come Io
111

liat

igii

Foreseeing this the posnnasier-gencral
considered lhat Ihe duty devolved upon him Io prevent such an occurrence bv making arrangements
for a continuance of Ihe service afler DeceiiilKT 31,
IQII, and of Ihe two methods of doing this, viz.,
erecting a new syslein or making arranRemcnIs to
take over the coiniiany's undertaking <ni terms.
The view of lb. p.i-iin:. 1,1 general was thai this
in.
rse, as it would .also
was the most
ilie system in Ihe meanalTord Ihe free
-.i'.!
time, which w.iul.l bate been prevented and made
impossible had the company merely continued in
the position of having to cease to exist in igii
and with no purchase price for its undertaking.
Evidence is to he taken day by day.
The bill which was proposing the establishment
of a system of pneumatic dispatch for parcels, etc.,
in London has met with a not unexpected
fale.
WitlKHit even calling u|)on the opposili.iu 10 ihe
scheme to develop its case the coimniltee .lecideil
that the proposal should be rejected.
The Balchelor
Pnuematic Tube Company was engineering Ihe
scheme.
Two victories have been scored by the London
County Council during the last week. The first was
in connection with the tramways, for afler many
years' trials it has succeeded in inducing a committee of Parliament to sanction tramways over two
of the Thames bridges and along the
famous
Thames Embankment. .'\s a matter of fact the
value of the new lines will be seriously discounted
from the fact lhat the proposal to link up the
northern and southern systems was rejected. Consequently the effect of the decision referred to
above is merely to bring the two systems closer
together, for the actual value of the extension to
passengers from the south of London is not likely
to be very great.
What will happen to the project
when it comes before the House of Lords for cona standstill.

.1

.

sideration is problematical.
The other matter in which the council has secured something akin to a victory is in connection
with the municipal w iring of consumers' premises
for the electric light.
A bill to this end gave powers
to the borough councils to expend money upon this
work and also for the hiring out of motors, etc.,
and this has also been passed by the House of
Commons.
Great opposition was offered to the
scheme, and realizing that the work in question was
a tride beyond the ordinary^ functions of a local
authority the committee placed some rather onerous
but nevertheless some sensible and necessary restrictions upon the borough councils in granting
the powers sought. Each year the charges are to
be so adjusted that all expenditure, including interest
and sink-ing fund, is covered, and further, separate
accounts for the wiring part of the undertaking are
to be kept in order to demonstrate that this condition is complied with.
The decision of the committee, however, still leaves out of consideration
the question of depreciation, which, it has been contended, ought to have been included in order to
absolutely prevent any possibility of a call upon the
rates over the matter.
The differences of opinion wdiich have existed
for some time in connection with the working of
the- Pacific cable will soon come up for settlement,
for the long-delayed conference of the colonial
states interested in its working will be held toward
the end of June.
Next week also a deputation will
be made to the colonial secretary with the object of
seeking a reduction of the rates now charged for the
transmission of messages by that route.
The London local authorities are again very
much concerned about the frequent breaking up of
the streets by electric-supply companies and gas and
other companies. The opiiii.iii seems to be that the
bodies should pay something toward the up-keep
of the roads in addition to their share of the rate,
which is a very heavy one. ..\ resolution has been
passed urging the introduction of a government
bill
to deal with this point, and a deputation is
to be sent to the prime minister.
At present the
position is that all the companies are working under
parliamentary powers w'bich give a compulsory
right to break up the streets for the purpose of a
public service.
It is hardly likely that the difficulty
will be overcome in the manner anticipated by^ the
local authorities.

All the electric power bills for London have now
been dealt with by the House of Lords committee
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The Board of .Mdrrnirn on
resolution calling for a Icsi of li
of Ihe new franchise law which ....
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powers in this res|K-cl. This will prolalily be the
U'ginning of leiigihy liiigalion and in any case niu«l

new subway mailers.
is
Il
promised that by July 1st passengrrj will
be able to travel in the subway from the Battery 10
Ihe Bronx and that al«<ut a month later llic whole
of Ihe present subway will U- finally ..|>enr<l for
leiniKjrarily delay all

traffic.

In connection with the eleclrificalion of ihe Ijiiig
Island railroad a complete system of private tele-

phones

is

being inslalled, with headquariers in Long

Island City, so that the general suiR-riniciidrnt will
all limes Ik- in control of the traffic.
One hundred of these telephones will bt placed in call
boxes along the line aUiuI half a mile ajtari and
50 more will l>c in the signal lowers and al the
at

stations.

The Brooklyn Edison Company announces
after July

Ihe

ist

rale

for current

to

retail

that
cus-

tomers will be reduced to 12 ceni.s per kilowalthour for lighting and to 10 cents for power. Ihe
latter
price being subject 10 a special discount
schedule.
The company maintains a number of
experts who will advise new customers as to the
best means to utilize electric power.

The local press is printing highly unscientific but
suggestive accounts of alleged interferences with
space-telegraphic operations around New York harbor by the metal work of the statue of Liberty.
This is oflfered as an explanation as to why, whcu
the Caronia went aground a few weeks ago. the
shore station was unable to communicate with the
liner for five hours.
.A^
German liner now in port has been fitted with
the new signalling apparatus, which consists substantially of two microphones attached to the, hull
below the water line and which pick up the vibrations of bells sounded beneath the surface.
The
incoming vessel is said to have delected the bell of
the Nantucket lightship when four miles distant.
Leo Bauman, Edward Schwartz and Hermann
Liebmann of this city have incorporated as the
Schwartz Wireless Burglar Alarm Company.
The Northeni Westchester Lighting Company is
extending its sphere of operation to obtain a monopoly of the lighting of four additional towns:
Briar Cliff Manor, Croton, Ossining and PleasantN. Y.
.An electrical equipment is needed for the additions recently made to public school No. 104 in
Fourteenth .Avenue, Brooklyn. The probable amount
of the work is $4,000 and bids are asked for on
ville,

June

iqth.

}^

W.

Southeastern States.
Charlotte, N. C. June 10— Ihe Gallatin

\v.

and

Suburban

railw.ay of Sumner Countv, Tenn., has
been chartered with $50,000 capital by' C. H. Fidler,
G. N. Guthrie and several others.
The Lenoir City Light and Power Company.
Loudon County, Tenn., has been chartered.
The

incorporators

are

and associates.
At Conway.

William Glass, R. M. Calloway

C.

the Conway Light and Power
Company has been chartered with a capital stock
of $10,000.
D. .A. Spivey is president and J. C.
Spivey secretary and treasurer.
The Blue Ridge Light and Power Company has
been incorporated at Staunton. \'a. John M. Spoils
is president and treasurer and C.
P. Bowman secretary and vice-president.
The capital stock is
$50,oco and the concern has the right to operate a
railroad with any kind of power desired.
symdicate has been formed at Norfolk. Va., to
build an electric railway to connect the summer
resorts of Ocean View
and Pine Beach.
The
amount involved will be $300,000 and the length of
the line five miles.
The Buck Shoals Company of Arden. Henderson
County. N. C. has been chartered, with $20,000
capital, to conduct a large variety of business, including the operation of electric railways.
J. AV.
Sluder of Asheville is interested.
deal has just been completed at Cartersviller,
Ga., giving to the Etowah Power Company entire

A

A

S.

:
;
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ownership of the

Etowah Development Company,

including the control of the waterpower on Etowah
river power
It is said to be certain that the
River.
lo.ooo horsepower
will be developed and 5,0°° to
L.
will be rendered available.

New

England.

lo,— Preparations for the Bunker
in the Charlestown district of
are completed and contemplate
proved to be one of the most
what
of
repetition
the
features a year ago, namely, a grand
Tune

Boston,

Day

Hill

carnival

Boston. June

17th,

attractive

"A Constellation
parade in the evening.
line
be
of Countries" is the theme and floats will
I he
representing all the nations of the world.
parade passes over the line of the street railway
light and
trucks,
car
on
mounted
are
floats
and the
power being supplied as they are supplied to the
Something over 10.000 electric bulbs
trolley cars.
illuminaof vaVious colors will be employed in the
electrical

tions

and

m

electrical effects.

Massachusetts
Association of Electrical Contractors had a meeting
plans for the
this week at Young's Hotel and the
disnational convention in July were matured and
reported
Coughlm,
P.
John
chairman,
The
cussed.
convention.
that July 19th will be the big day of the
Delegates from 37 states have already arranged

The executive committee

of

the

success
to be in attendance, it was stated, and the
At the annual
of the affair is more than assured.
meeting of the Massachusetts association the folPresident, Frank L.
lowing officers were elected:
Barnes. Boston first vice-president, John P. CoughW. B. Edgar,
lin, Worcester; second vice-president,
:

Fail River: secretary, Henrv D. Temple, Worcester;
treasurer, H. S. Potter, Boston; director to naS. B. Wetherbee, Boston.
& Webster, owners of numerous trolley
various parts of the country, have purcased the Indianapolis and Martinsville railway,
comprising 30 miles of track.
The old disused Van Choate Electric Company
plant in Fo.xboro, which claimed so much attention
a few years ago. was sold last week to a concern

tional

association,

Stone

lines

in

manufacturing mill machinery and cloth. It is said
to have cost originally about $500,000 and comprises seven brick buildings and about 15 acres of
The plant had not been disturbed since it
land.
ceased operations as a sequel to the litigation extending over several years. Some of the tools were
on the benches as they were left when the plant
closed down. The Foxboro assessors placed a valuation latterly of only $150,000 on the plant, but the
price paid is said to have exceeded that figure conB.

siderably.

Ohio.
Cleveland, June 10.— The Roberts & Abbott Company of Cleveland has made its report on the ToThis road will be about 70
ledo and Jackson line.
miles long and it is proposed to run limited trains
to make the trip in two hours, which is better time
Chair cars will be
than the steam roads make.
used on these trains, while the regular trolley cars
will be used on the local business.
The Columbus Public Service Company is contemplating the installation of steam turbines in its
The only question in the
plant on Mound Street.
way is as to whether the exhaust steam from them
will maintain the hot-water heating system, as with
the other style of engines.
Within a short time the Cleveland, Ashland and
Mansfield Traction Company will be incorporated.
Plans have already been made to construct a line
from Chippewa Lake on the Cleveland and South-

June

Indianapolis, June 10.— The Home Heating and
Light Company of Indianapolis is asking the Board
of Public Works for a new franchise under which
it
may be permitted to charge 20 cents a square
foot of radiation for hot-water heating instead of
17 cents, which it is now receiving.
traction line to connect Indianapolis directly

A

with Huntington, Columbia City and Goshen, and
with the Northern Indiana lake region, is proposed by the Huntington, Columbia City and
Northwestern Traction Company, which began construction during the last week.
The Indiana Supreme Court has decided that
street-railway companies operating within the limits
of a corporation are not required to put in an interlocking device at crossings over steam lines.
The court makes a distinction in this matter between street-railway companies and interurban companies.

D. Dodds, representing parties who are interested in the construction of an interurban road
from Marion to Hartford City, has been granted
The
a 50-year franchise through Grant County.
franchise gives the right to haul passengers, mail
and express and do a general freight business. The
passenger rate is not to exceed 1V2 cents a mile.
A meeting of the board of directors of the
Wabash and Rochester Traction Company was held
during the last week and plans provided for revivThe townships along the route
ing the project.
have voted $110,000 in subsidies to it, and there
seems to be no reason why the line should not be
completed.

W.

Eli Marvin, treasurer of the Indianapolis, Nev/
and Toledo Electric Railway Company, announces that agents of the company have obtained
options on land for the entire right-of-way of the
proposed electric belt railway around Indianapolis.
This right-of-way is ico feet wide and 40 miles in
Mr. Marvin says that the plans of the
length.
company contemplate the actual beginning of work
on the belt line within a short time.
The Columbus Street Railway and Light Company
With the
will build a power house in Columbus.
new power house will be combined a central steam-

Castle

heating plant.

S. S.

Michigan.

—

10.
George Y. Wisner, a wellof Detroit, has been appointed a
International Waterways Commis-

June

Detroit,

known engineer
member of the
sion.
It

stated

is

Ross Construction Comcommence work at once on
between Bay City and
known as the Detroit and Bay City
that the

pany of Chicago

will

the new
Detroit.

It

Traction

Company.

The

is

Ypsilanti,

Ann Arbor and Jackson

succeeded in effecting
satisfactory traffic arrangements with the principal
boat lines out of Detroit. It is said that express
service will now be given at freight rates for the
handling of perishable freight, for points east and
railway

electric

has

finally

south.

The

directors of the Detroit,

Monroe and Toledo

railway have authorized extensive improvethat of double-tracking between
Monro'.' and Toledo, and an extension of the line
to .Adriari. to connect with the proposed extension
of the Detroit, Ypsilanti. Ann Arbor and Jackson
load, from Ypsilanti to Adrian.
It has also been
decided to handle freight in carload lots, and the
purchase of larger terminal facilities was ordered.
Coal will be the principal commodity to be hauled
between Toledo and Detroit.
Monroe Piers, a
electric

inents,

principally

western to Mansfield bv way of Ashland, Lodi and
some other small places. F. E. Myers of Ashland
is one of the active spirits in the promotion of the

summer resort, will also receive improvements; a
new electric-lighting plant is one of them.
The conductors and motormen of the Saginaw

road.

went out on a strike on
Monday, affecting the Saginaw and Bay City traction lines and the interurban line running between
these towns.
The men want 21 cents per hour
and the "two-turn" system, while the companies
present a sliding scale of from 17 to T9J/4 cents.
The companies have made no concessions, while the
men have dropped their demands from 25 cents
and overtime.
The following companies have been incorporated
American Electric Company, Detroit, capital $2,000
Northwav Motor and Manufacturing Companv,

The Prospect

Valley

and Power Company
increased its capital stock from

Electric Light

of Prospect has
$10,000 to $20,OCO.
There are rumors that gasoline cars may be provided for the line between Chagrin Falls and
Sharon, Pa., and that they will run into Cleveland
over the Eastern Ohio tracks.
The William Hall Electric Company of Dayton
has been incorporated with a capital stock of
William Hall, C. A. Hall and others are
$i8,coo.
interested.

The Warren Electric Manufacturing Company of
Sandusky has been incorporated with a capital
The incorporators are E. P.
stock of $400,000.
Breckenridge. H. B. Warren, L. G. Read, F. Warren and D. J. Mackey.
According to reports, the Rural Transit .Company
will be organized to operate a number of 50-horsepower gasoline automobiles from that city to Jamestown. Clifton and Cedarville and another line to
Marysville.
E. D. Evans is interested in the company.

A

proposition has been made to the Toledo counby the Arbuckle-Ryan Company to construct a
turned over to the city. The plan
is to have the city advertise for bids on a 2,000light plant under specifications to be formulated,
and when they are in the company will do the con-

cil

light plant to be

work at a price thus ascertained. It will
not be necessary for the city to issue bonds under
O. M.C.
this plan.
struction

'

Detroit,

electric

capital

railway

$30,000.

Dominion
Winnipeg, Man., June

power house

in

C.

of
10.

G.

W.

Canada.

—The

construction of a

Winnipeg by the Winnipeg Elec-

and Power Company, has been commenced and will be 70 by 130 feet, two stories
in height.
This will be the terminal of the line
in Winnipeg now being built from Lac du Bonnet,
and it is thought will be in readiness to deliver
power to the railway at the city limits b_\' October
For some time past the work in connection
next.
tric

1905

the company.
The Niagara, Dunville and Erie electric railway
has received a charter from the government to
build a line from St. Catherines, Ont., to Dunville

Port Dover.

and

The Cataract Power Company has secured

a site

Hamilton on which it proposes to erect a large
power house.
St. Thomas, Ont., has taken over the gas and
electric-light plant, which will in future be run
under municipal ownership.
The Winnipeg Electric Company will extend its
line from Winnipeg through St. Boniface, Man.,
Birds Hill. Construction
to
has
already comin

menced.

The

London,

Chatham

and

Western

Electric

Company has been incorporated with a
of $3,000,000 as an electric road, and will
build 113 miles of track, from London to Windsor,
Ont. The company has been granted permission
to sell power, with the consent of the municipal
councils interested, and to sell light and heat, with
The road must be opthe consent of the people.
H.
erated in four years.
Railway

capital

Rocky Mountain

States.

—

City, June 9.
Judge John Porter of
preparing to establish an electric-rnilway
system at Cheyenne. Wyo. His proposition to leading business men of the city is that if they will
raise $20,000 of the fund needed by subscription
he will furnish $8o,oco for the consummation of tile
project.
The enterprise is being favorably considered by local interests.
Col. Judson Spofford of Lewiston, Ida., has been
granted a franchise by the City Council for the
operation of an electric street railway, wdiich will
co-operate with the independent Lewiston-Grang-;-

Salt

Iowa

Lake

is

ville electric road.

Simon Bamberger of Salt Lake City has petitioned the City Council of Ogden, Utah, for a franchise for his proposed electric raihvay in that city.
The Utah Light and Railway Company of Salt
Lake City has been granted a substitute franchise
in which its many franchises are extended so that
The franchise applied
all will expire in 45 years.
for by the company was for a 50-year extension.
The City Council of Sumas, Wash., has been
asked for a franchise for an electric plant for lighting purposes.
H. W. Vandcrhoof is the petitioner.
G.

railway

electric

Detroit,

17,

connected with the big plant, which it
has just been decided by the directors of the
railway company to erect in Winnipeg.
Winnipeg is to have Sunday street cars, by the
terms of an agreement between the council and
be

will

Indiana.

Light

with the generating plant of the Winnipeg electric
street railway at Lac du Bonnet has been steadily
pushing ahead. A large plant is being installed
there, to be driven by waterpower, and develop'
energy for distribution in Winnipeg. By October
next this will be ready for use. A large cable
will carry the current to the city limits, and this

—

Reno, Nev., June 10. The W^ashoe Power and
Development Company of Reno, Nev., will not
meet the 75-per cent, cut in rates made by the
Reno Power and Water Company. Several cuts
weeks
in rates have been made in the last few
and neither company at present seems willing to
come to an understanding. "We cannot give away
our products," said President Humphrey of the
Washoe company. "We will turn on our current
in a few days and what business we do get will
,

make us

a reasonable profit."
representative of the Truckee River GenerfJ
Electric Company states that a survey is being
made for a 20-mile extension of the power-transmission line from Carson City, Nev., through the

A

valley of the Carson River to Anderson.

The Verdi Power and Canal Company
to

is

about

a 20,000-horsepower electric plant at its
The purpose of the plant is
at Verdi. Ariz.
furnish power to the mining camps in the valinstall

dam
to
ley.

James J. Burke of Salt Lake, Utah, has the conpower plant on the
The
properties of the Conrey Placer Company.
plant will have a capacity of 500 horsepower^
The Electric Light Company of Virginian. Nev.,
is planning to extend its plant by an addition to
When the extension is completed
the sub-station.
A.
the entire plant will be under one roof.
tract for the construction of a

Pacific Slope.

—

San Francisco. June 9. The Ocean Shore railroad has been granted the application for rightsof-way between Santa Cruz and San Francisco.
Secretary Bert Corbett of the c;ompany says that
construction work will be commenced immediately
at the Santa Cruz end of the line.' The road is to
be run by electricity, but the franchise was granted
for a steam road so as to bring the line into that
classification under the state law which grants cerThe attitude of the
tain privileges to steam roads.
Southern Pacific steam road toward the progress
of the new road is shown by the fact that it has
brought suit in the name of the Coast Line rail^
way to condemn rights-of-way on three pieces of
property near the beach upon which the Ocean
Shore road has secured options for a depot.
An electric fire-alarm system is about to he inElectric fire alarms are
stalled at L^kiah, Cal.
meeting with considerable favor throughout the
western cities, and it is being proved that they are
very successful in minimizing the loss of property
by fire.
The San Joaquin Light and Power Company has

-

-

JlUl.
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"/'.

incurporali-d at I.os AiiKcIci, Cal., with a
tapil.il
of $.(,ooo,0(x).
stuck
The dircctora arc
\V. (;. KirckliofT, K. Colin, A. II.-.s,, M. W. Mclvciiy
and otIuTs.
At ,1 s|>ccial mcclinft of the liatllc Creek Power
Coinpiny, held June 5th, it was decided to authorize
an issue iif 30-year bonds in the sum of
$(,000,000.
It is tile intention to install a hydroliTlric plant for the transmission of power from
llallli' (reek ill
Shasta County to the mining disIriils anil towns in Northern California.
liiinils are to he issued hy the San I.uis Obispo
lias and Electric Company for the erection of a
iiiw electric plant at San Ijiis Obispo, Cal. W. F.
Hnainan, president of tlie company, and A. M.
Hum, electrical engineer, are makinK arrangements
fur Ihe new plant.
'I'lie
building will cost about
Iiriii

(

$,i,';,ooo.

The

Kdison

iMiyiiiK a

i'i

Klectric

Company

of

I-os

Angeles

rJKht-of-way through Ihe norlhern part

Tiihu-.i
>f
the
tract for its power line, running
lielween Kern River and T,os Angeles.
Steel towers are to be used instead i>f pules.
The Edison Ivleclrical Cunipany has a larRe force
of men employed in rebuilding the light anil power
system at Whittier, Cal.
The secondary system
now in operation will be replaced by a primary
s;rstcm of 220 volts.
The transformers at the
distributing station will be dispensed with and instead there will be a system of transformers placed
throughout the city.
K. II. Liebc of Clarkston, Wash., has asked the
city authorities of Spokane for a franchise for the
coiistriiclii)n of a street railway.
The streets of San Jose, Cal., will soon be free
nf telephone and electric-light wires in the business
center.
The city authorities have cnnipelU-d Ihe
ennipanies to place tiie wires undergruund.
A.

pany.
ilittl

Mr.

Coiitt

were

these

iiirl.

'I

many

PERSONAL.

Professor E. H. Huntoon, it is announced, will
succeed Prof. J. C. Kclscy, who resigned recently
from the position of professor of telephone engineering at Purdue University, Lafayette, Ind.

Edward A.

manager of the Kings
County Electric Light and Power Company, died
on June 5th at his home, 262 Hancock Street,
Brooklyn, of pneumonia.
He was born in Harrisburg,

Pa.,

in

Leslie, general

1849.

The new executive committee of the Chicago
branch of the American Institute of Electrical
Engineers recently re-elected Mr. K. B. Miller
chairman.
Mr. H. R. King of the Western ElecCompany was
members

elected local secretary.
Mr.
of the Institute are aware from
his previous fulfillment of the office of chairman,
will perform his duties in his usual thorough and
painstaking manner.
Mr. King is one of the leading engineers of his company and will no doubt
carry out his part of the work in the efficient
manner of his predecessor, Mr. P. Junkersfeld.
Miller, as

W. S. Heger has recently been made assistant
the vice-president and general manager of the
Allis-Chahners Company. He was born in 1857 at
Fort Simcoe, Wash., and
his education
both
this country and
Eur
spending seven
e,
years in Vienna, Austria.
After receiving the degree
of M. E. at Stevens Instito

Technology in 1879,
Mr. Heger's business career
tute of

began

in the

mechanical

drafting room of the Edgemoor Iron Works. In 1885

went into business upon
his own account as a contractor and electrical engineer, and later became sales
lie

W.

S.

HEGER.

agent and constructor
the Edison Company

for
for

isolated lighting in the states of Delaware, Maryland,
the Virginias and the Carolinas. In 1889 he was sent
to San Francisco as district manager for the Pacific

Coast territory for the Edison Company and for
Edison United Manufacturing Company. He
up the organization there, which exists today
under the General Electric Company, and established a large and successful business.
In 1S92
he accepted the place of general manager of the
Wilmington City Railway Company, Wilmington,
Del., and spent three years there rebuilding
and
operating the road. Returning
to
the
Pacific
Coast again in 1895, he became the district manager for the Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company, with headquarters in San Franci.'co.
He built up a strong selling organization
and made a wide market for the products of his
the

built

own company and

tli

llir

ronilniclioii
lud to l>c
ihc pru<Juct«

market

for

M. Haines, second vice-president and general
manager of the Norlhern Texas 'fraction fVimpany,
owning the intcriirban line between Fort Worth
F.

and Dallas, Texas, and Ihc street-railway lines in
Fort Worth, died on June isl in Fort Worth.
He was stricken with typhoid fever on May 1st.
Mr. Haines was a well-known and well-liked civil
and electrical engineer and drew Ihc plans and
superintended the building of Ihc inlcrurban road
he managed.
He also built a number of electric
roads in other parts of the country, being for some
time interested with the Bishop-Shcrwin syndicate
of Cleveland.
He built the present electric lines
in Para, Brazil, and in Caracas.
Prior to going
to Fort Worth he was for a time with the Northern Pacific railroad.
Mr. Haines was born in
Pennsylvania 45 years ago, svhere he studied, and
subseciuently he graduated from the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology.
His remains were taken
tfi
Boston. He is survived by his mother and two
brothers.
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Considerable western business is said to be originated by the traction companies and sent through
St. Louis over Ihe steam lines.
While rates arc
rather demoralized on western lines, the Iraction
companies arc seizing Ihe advanugc to work ihe
interline business and have met with considerable
success.

A new 2S-milc electric railway along the Hudson
River from Albany to Catskill is being planned by
Upper Hudson Electric and Railroad Company.
Headquarters arc at Newburg, N. Y., Ihe capiul is
$500,000 and Ihe directors arc Eugene Wolf of
Athens, N. V., Luke F. Gillespie ol Newburg and
F. J. Curnick of New York.

is

reported,
plant
at

A

Electric Light

been

ii

electric-light

Company

incurporated

with

of Lawa capital

Ozark, Mo.„ has granted a franchise
to S. E. Branson to erect an electric-light plant and
operate it for 20 years.
city of

The New Valley Junction Water and Light Company of Valley Junction, Iowa, has been incorporated

cal

Ihc

the

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
IVr.

V.

pui<

li.i«

with a capital stock of $12,000.

An elcclric-light plant is about to be installed in
Dayton, Iowa, and one of those interested in the
is H. E. Nelson, M. D., of Dayton.

project

J. L. and W. R. Page and others have incorporated as the Natural Gas, Electric Light, Heat and
Power Company of Olean, N. Y., with a capital of

certificate of incorporation has been issued
to the Oran Electric Railway Company of Oran,
.Mo.
The company is capitalized at $30,000, and

proposes to build an electric road 10 miles in
length, running from Oran to Rockview, the entire line to be within Scott County.
The incorporators arc headed by A!. G. Gresham.

The Kansas City, Stranger Valley and Wcslem
Railway Company of Kansas Cily, Kan., was charon June 8th. Its capital stock is $100,000
and its object is to build an electric line from
Kansas City to Topeka, through Wyandotte, Leavenworth and Jefferson counties. The incorporators
are W. Laming and S. J. M. Xaughton of Tonganoxie, Kan., W. A. .Adams and ^^. M. Gallagher
of Easton, Kan., and James T. ilanning, Charles
Grover and E. M. Lamkin of Kansas City, Mo.
tered

The Havana

$50,000.

Professor Charles P. Matthews has been selected
the head of the department of electrical engineering at Purdue University. Lafayette, Ind., to
succeed Prof. W. E. Goldsborough, who has severed his connection with Purdue some time ago.
for

tric

(he

in

fcatiirri

of
company in the new fields developed by
these long-di^lancc transmission plaiili formed a
valuable part of his experience. Mr. Ilcgcr't head(juaitcrs with the Allis-Clialmers Company are at
the general ofTiccs in Milwaukee.

Kan., has
stock of $40,000.

Tuld, .siiperinkiKleiU of the electric
de(>artinent nf the Cincinnati Gas and Electric Company of Cincinnati. Ohio, has resigned and will go
south to enter business.

ami

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS

in
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The Lawrence
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built,
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William

49"

HcRcr't adminitlration Ihe
loiiK-dialancc powcriraiiMniiision planK o(

I'acific

of

Dtirlnic

The

city of Monticello, Ga., has voted affirmaon the proposed $30,000 bond issue for the
construction of electric-light plant, waterworks and
sewerage system.

tively

Conway Springs, Kan., a thriving little city in
the southern part of the state, is considering a
proposition made by Bert Strong to put in an electriclight plant.

The electric-light plant at Anadarka. Okla., constructed by the El Reno Light and Power Company
and costing $11,000, has just been put into operalion.
It will be run in connection with the waterworks.

The Columbus (Texas) Light Company has been
incorporated with $to,ooo capital stock by J. W.
Towell, Carey Shaw and Josiah Shaw to operate
an electric-light and power plant.

By

the terms 01 an ordinance just passed by the
City Council the local elevated railways
required to place an illuminated street sigii
at each end of the platform at each station and
one sign in the center of each platform to be
placed under electric lights.

Chicago

Central Railway

has been organized in

New York

Electric

Company

by Canadian

anil

.^tnerican capitalists. The capital stock will consist of $5,000,000 in stock and $10,000,000 in bonds,
but one-half the latter will not be issued for
the present. The company intends building 120
miles of electric railway radiating from the city
of Havana, and taking in 30 towns. One line will
extend across the island to Del Rosario. Edwin
Hanson of Montreal will probably be president

The directors of the new electric road to North
.\dams, Mass., expect to have work begun on the
within a short time and to have the road in
operation within the year. In securing the right-ofway they have been able to purchase at reasonable
prices, e.xcept in a half-dozen cases, and in these,
acting under the state charter, condemnation proceedings have been begun and an appeal has been
made to the state Board of Railroad Commissioners,
which will give a hearing and fix the damages to
be paid the land owners who refuse to sell at what
the directors consider a reasonable price.
line

are

A recent dispatch from the City of Mexico says;
"The Mexican Light and Power Company, a Canadian

concern operating here,

has

purchased
city.
This

all

the light and power plants in this
is
believed to be the biggest individual deal in the
commercial history of Mexico. The amount paid
the Mexican Gas and Electric Company is $5,000,000 and the Ildefonso company $4,000,000 in stock
and $2,ooo,coo in bonds are given for its property,
the total figuring $11,000,000. The total expenditures of the Mexican Light and Power Company,
when work is completed, will be $40,000,000."

The proposition to light the streets and alleys
of Chicago through means of the w^aterpower to be
developed by the Chicago Drainage Canal at Lockport, 111., is again up tor consideration by the council.
The proposition to generate electricity from the use
of the Lockport waterpower was considered by the
last council, but negotiations were suspended because the city insisted upon receiving the electricity
at cost, whereas the canal board wanted a profit.
City Electrician Carroll is quoted as saying that
'"There is some 20,000 horsepower there, while we

now

use only 6,000, but we cannot be expected to
pay more than cost, because that is what the city
is paying now for its own electricity.
If the city
can make arrangements with the canal board it
can be made the best lighted city in the world, and
well-lighted streets and alleys are one of the greatest

assurances against crime."

.'\rticles

for the incorporation of the Green

Bay

(Wis.) Traction Company, with a capital stock of
recently.
A. M. Murphy,
Parker are named as the
incorporators.
This is said to be a step in the
contemplated plan of consolidating the interests of
the Fo.x River Electric Railway and Power Company, operating the city street-railway line and the
lines to De Pere and Duck Creek, and the Knox
Construction Company, operating the Green Bay-

were filed
$1,000,000.
W. P. Wagr.er and B.

L

Kaukauna electric road.
It
make extensive improvements

is

in

the intention to
the lines already

and to construct and operate other
lines,
among them a road from Green Bav to
Manitowoc.
operation

in

The Washington, Baltimore and
tric

.Ajinapolis

Elec-

Railway Company, which has under construc-

tion a double-track electric railway from Baltimore
to Washington, and which will convert to elec-

old Annapolis and Elkridge railroad,
owns, has applied to the City Council in
for a fr.-mchise to permit its cars to
enter the city.
The Baltimore Terminal Company
has been organized in the interest of the railway',
and it is proposed to establish a terminal near the
center of the city.
The company has a private
tricity

which

the

it

Baltimore

right-of-way for the entire distance and will be
able to make high speed. It is said that there will
be 2/ miles of straight track in the 31-mile line
between the limits of the two cities, and already
more than 60 per cent, of the grading has been
completed.
John Sherwin of Cleveland, who is
associated with T. Bishop in the Baltimore and Washington line, is vice-president of the Northern Texas

'
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Others who arc in llie latter
Traction Company.
company from Cleveland are Messrs. Charles E.

Adams and John

Masterton.

TELEGRAPH.
The

Commercial

Pacific

Cable

Company

an-

nounces a reduction of 20 cents a word in the rate
The new
*o Japan, to take effect on July 1st.
to
rate will be $1.21 a word from San Francisco
Tokio.

George G. Ward, general manager of the Commercial Cable Company, sailed on the Campania for
England on June loth to complete, it is said, the
contract with an English firm for laying a newThis cable will be laid by the
Atlantic cable.
shorter route and will be of larger diameter than
any cable at present owned by the company.

SOCIETIES

AND SCHOOLS.

The degree of B. S. was conferred by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, at its commencement exercises this year, upon 244 graduates, and
the degree of M. S. upon 18.

Owing to the conflict of dates with other sociedates of the
it has been decided to alter the
Erie convention of the International Association of
Municipal Electricians to August 23d, 24th and 25th.
Some of the plans for the entertainment of the delegates will be different from any had in the past.
Papers to be read will be of importance and valuable in the conduct of the business of the associaFrank P. Foster of Corning, N. Y.,
tion's members.

ties

is

secretarv.

equipment of
A
the Frontier Telephone Company's exchange in
Buffalo has been issued by the National Battery
describing

the

battery

Company of Buffalo. The bulletin is well illustrated with pictures of the interior of the exchange.
This installation was described in the Western
Electrician

last

week.

Candee potheads and Okonite telephone and telegraph wires, for which the Central Electric Company of Chicago is agent, are described in a neat
The potheads
circular sent out by the company.
are designed to prevent the destructive attack of
moisture upon paper-insulated cables.

The Jeffrey Manufacturing Company of Columbus, Ohio, has recently issued an attractive bulletin
on Jeffrey portable outfits for excavating and
illustrated with
screening. The bulletin is well
fine half-tone cuts, showing the various applicaAnother bulletin
tions of this type of machinery.
is upon the subject of pulverizers for crushing coal,
stone,

etc.

Rossiter, MacGovern & Co. of Jersey City, N. J.,
who deal in all kinds of second-hand electrical
apparatus, have issued a new catalogue of the
machines they have available, which is very com-

apparatus which
It has extensive shops at Jersey City for
it sells.
the repair of machines, which are all thoroughly
overhauled.

plete.

The company guarantees

all

The American Steel and Wire Company of Chicago has issued a treatise on the use of sulphate
copper in water purification. The
of iron and
pamphlet contains reports of experiments conducted at Anderson, Ind., by government experts.
In the drawing of wire the steel is first dipped in
acid to take off the scale. This, of course, produces a large quantity of sulphate of iron, which
The Ameriis therefore a by-product of wire mills.

can Steel
th''

and Wire Company produces

sulphate

in

its

various

.\s I>rought out by Jlr. John Craig Hammond
the Denver-Colorado Springs National Electric
Light convention, the best kind of advertising is
opportune advertising. The importance of this fact
by the Crocker-Wheeler
is
evidently recognized
Company of Ampere, N. J., for it has issued a
new pamphlet upon "The Vital Subject of Lightiii.g."
The cover is adorned with a picture of a
tj^pical broncho-busting scene, and the picture will
at once attract the eye of those who attended the
convention, and saw the broncho busting there.
As with electrical men, so it is with the broncho
at

The pamphvital subject is "lighting."
devoted to alternating and direct-current
let
is
generators for lighting.
buster— the

MISCELLANEOUS.
of electricity sold in the London districts by the County of London Electric Supply
Company during the first quarter of 1905 is estimated to realize about $209,000, which compares
with $189,500 for the corresponding period of last
year.

The amount

William Marconi sailed for Europe on June loth
on the Campania, and announced his intention of
trying to keep the vessel in communication with
both shores each day of the voyage, this feat having been accomplished for three days on a recent
trip, it

is

reported.

The Western Union Gas and
with headquarters at Aurora,
a

new

dating

lighting

Electric Company,
is the name of
the consoli-

111.,

company formed by

and merging of the

the La Grange Gas
ican Gas Company.

Joliet

Company and

Gas

Company,

the Elgin-Amer-

much

of

mills.

The Cincinnati Milling Machine Company of Cincinnati has just issued a new treatise on tool-room
grinding and grinding machines. This book contains
considerable valuable information on the subject of
Part I is devoted to the
cutter and tool grinding.
company's No. i Universal cutter and tool grinder.
Part 2 is devoted to No. 2 grinder, which is a new
one, and covers a field for which there has been
no grinder thus far. The numerous illustrations
show exactly how to handle the work, and the descriptions in connection with them give 'data on
cutter grinding, no matter what machine is used.
The book is sent free to those interested in this

company has been formed to run a service of
public electric buses between points in Malta not
For public
yet covered by the new street railway.
service there will be a 20-horsepower 17-seat singledeck bus, four 24-horsepower 36-seat double-deck
buses, and one 24-horsepower lorry.
demonstrating the possibility of sustaining
without harm a high-frequency high-tension current
Prof. Elihu Thomson of Lynn, Mass., permitted a
current at 500,000 volts to pass through his body,
This was done without his experiencing
it is said.
Professor Thomthe slightest physical discomfort.
son adjusted a special apparatus to his body and
a high-frequency current was used.

For

In connection with the telephone service which
Long Island railroad is installing, the railroad

the

four men, who will constantly patrol the road in
gasoiine-motor cars running on the tracks. When
the electrical road opens there will be two of
these crews, which will keep in touch with headquarters by telephone. In particular they will look
lines.
The automobiles
transmission
after
the
weigh 750 pounds, and will carry complete kits
of necessary tools.

The General Electric Company at Schenectady,
N. Y., says the World's Work, employs about 800
devote much of their time to developing
It spends $2,500,000 a year in this development work. The Westinghouse Companies do
the same thing; so does every progressive manufacturing concern of any consequence in the L'nited
And it is these unknown men, grappling
States.
with the every-day, practical problems of great man-

men who
new ideas.

ufactories,

who make most

of

the

inventions

of

immediate commercial value.

The Census Bureau is completing the first of
the quinquennial census of the manufactures of the
various states under the new provision for the
compiling of these figures every five years instead
of at lo-year periods as formerly. Michigan is the
first state for which complete returns have been reThere are 14 establishments in the state
ceived.
for the manufacturing of electrical machinery, apparatus and supplies, with a combined capital of
Of
$413,732, under the control of eight persons.
the capital stock $1,300 is invested in land, $6,500
in buildings, $81,847 in machinery, tools, etc., and
They carry on their
$324,085 in cash and sundries.
pay rolls 60 salaried employes and give employment
The combined value of the prodto 529 persons.
uct for the year, including custom and contract
work,

is

placed at $702,102.

TRADE NEWS.

subject.

Words can hardly do justice to the handsome
catalogue which has just been issued by the Wellman-Seaver-Morgan Company of Cleveland. Ohio.
The book has 103 pages, 8H by 12 inches in
dimensions. It is devoted to ore and coal-handling
machinery, and a glance through its pages will
reveal some of the very finest evidence of the
Many of the picprinters' and engravers' skill.
tures take up a whole page, and they illustrate
admirably the apparatus manufactured by the company.
In these days of high-class advertising litare
common, but
erature, handsome catalogues
those which can equal this in the quality of work
and the arrangement of the material are few and
*ar between.

road inspection by emergency crews of

will begin

The

Nebraska

nd the
Company
have consolidated their
Twelfth Street, Lincoln,

Electrical

Neally Bros. Company
business at 312 South
Neb.

William T. Spranley, L. C. Reed and others have
incorporated as the Hattiesburg Electric Supply
Company, Hattiesburg, Miss., with $10,000 capital
stock.

Canfield, treasurer and general manager
the Delphos Electric Light and Power Comof Delphos, Ohio, has secured a complete
franchise for 25 vears, and a modern electric-light
and power plant 'will be erected. Modern equipment will be used throughout. The plant will sup-

H. L.

of

pany

17,

1905

ply New Straitsville, Ohio and Delphos, two miles
apart, and will be located at the former place.
Bids for boilers, engines, arc lamps, poles, wires,
etc., will be received by ilr. Canfield of Delphos.

The Toctos Medical Company, No. I Corso
Romana, Milan, Italy, wishes catalogues and prices
from American manufacturers of electric apparatus
for medical use.

Electric
Company of Richmond.
Capital
has been organized with $1,500 capital stock
do a general electric contracting business for
the installation of power, light and heat plants,
etc.
F. J. Whybrew is president, J. J. Tresnon secretary, and W. B. Jennings treasurer.

The

Va.,
to

The Chicago office of the Reeves Engine Company, which is under the management of Joseph
B. Hall, has recently been moved from 1612 MoThe
nadnock Block to 805 Ellsworth Building.
Mr. Hall
telephone number remains the same.
reports the western business of his company as
very satisfactory.
Sealed proposals will be received at the office of
architect.
Treasury Department,
supervising
until July nth for the installation of a conduit and electric waring sj'stem for
the court house and postoffice at Lincoln, Neb., in
accordance with the drawings and specifications,
copies of which may be obtained at the above office
or at the oflace of the superintendent of construction

the

Washington, D. C,

at Lincoln.

The bureau of supplies and accounts. Navy Department, Washington, D. C, is soliciting bids until
June 27th for furnishing eastern navy yards Avith
the following
Schedule 301, motors, generating
schedule 302, generators schedule 303, incansets
descent lamps, wire, rheostats, ebonite, mica and
miscellaneous electrical supplies.
Blank proposals,
etc., can be obtained on application to the bureau
at Washington or to the navy pa}^ office in New
:

A

PUBLICATIONS.
bulletin

June

;

;

York.

The Ingersoll-Sergeant Drill Company and the
Rand Drill Company have been united into a new
company called the Ingersoll-Rand Company. The
new corporation was formed under the laws of New^
Jersey with a capital of $10,000,000, of which $5,000,000 is preferred stock and the balance common.
This is a imion of valuable patents and of expert
engineres of large experience in this special line
of work. Improved machinery and better ser\ice
will result.
'The factories of the two companies
are located at Phillipsburg, N. J.. Easton, Pa., Tarrytown, N. Y., Ossining. N. Y., Painted Post. N. Y..
"Thirty-fourth Street, New York city, and Slrerbrooke, Quebec. The\- will all be operated. The
officers of the Ingersoll-Rand Company are as follows
President, W. L. Saunders
first vice-president, George Doirbleday
other vice-presidents, Jaspar R. Rand, John A. McCall, J. P. Grace, W. R.
Grace, George R. Elder; treasurer, W. R. Grace;
secretary, F. A. Brainerd.
;

:

:

The many
trical

people

friends in the
of George W.

,

West among

the elec-

Beltzhoover,

formerly

special passenger agent of the Pennsylvania railroad, with headquarters at Chicago, will be interested to know that Mr. Beltzhoover has been made
district passenger agent, with headquarters still in

Chicago.

The appointment

is

one well deserved, as

Mr. Beltzhoover has been with the Pennsylvania
years, beginning his career as a
messenger boy at the Pittsburg offices of the company. The position which he has recently been
given is a new one, and it was created with a view
of pursuing a still more aggressive policy in the
passenger affairs of the Pennsylvania railroad. Mr.
Beltzhoover's extended railroad experience
and
business forcefulness, to say nothing of his courtesy
and ease in making and holding friends, ace qualifications which fit him eminently for this newly
created position. Those who know Mr. Beltzhoover
best prophesy for him a career as a rapidly rising
railroad man.

railroad

for

29

Friends throughout the West of the popular railroad man, L. F. Vosburgh, will be interested to
of his recent promotion and appointment to
the position of general western passenger agent for

know
the

Lake Shore

railroad.

For quite a number of

years Mr. Vosburgh has been on duty, in command
of the Lake Shore ticket office in Chicago, at the
corner of Clark and Monroe streets, filling the
position of general agent for the Lake Shore railway. Mr. Vosburgh has a large acquaintance, not
only among the electrical people, but the general
public of the West. Theatrical people, politicians,
merchants and other high-class patrons of the passenger department of the Lake Shore railway are
among his acquaintances. His work with the electrical people of the West has been largely along
the line of handling electrical "specials," and in
this capacity he has always proved himself not only
courteous, but a thoroughgoing executive and masMr. Voster of the railway passenger business.
burgh's headquarters have been changed from the
Shore railway at the La Salle Street depot, Chicago,
city ticket office to the general offices of the Lake

-
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The Western ICkelrie Coinpanv of Chicaiso reports
a eoiiliniiancc of lirisk trade in Sunbeam lamps.
lis sales of Siiiilieam lamps, for this season 6f the
year are viiiusiially laiKe. whieli is iiiuloiihtedly due
to the niiifoniily liiKli (piality of the lamp.

House

WreekiiiK Company, Chipurchases from the St. Louis
lo furnish almost anything
il
In addition to wires
in the eleetrieal-sup|)ly line.
and rabies, incandescent lamps and iiislrnmcnts, it
can furnish almost everything used in electrical
constructinn work, and will be pleased to send
its new and complete catalogue to those interested.

The Chicago

e.iKo.

stales

that

its

World's Fair enable

iKipiilarily

'I'lie

stearlily

pany of

i:li:ctrician

of

increaiing. »ay»
St. I.oiii», an
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sitiKle pli

it<

Mr

Criiliit

tl'e

trade l>
i.
m
features mn, ..m
iiMilor.
This i< evidenced by the f.id iliai durin;;
the nioiilh of May its sale< of Kindle plia..- s.lfstarting motors exceeded its entire motor sales
them in
ilnriiig the year
It
i"
buihIiiiK
i<X>.).
si/cs of one-half horsepower lo five lior»cp<jwcr.
fo cycles; also winding them for any oilier comfreqiieiicy.
The company also iioto« a
mercial
heavy increase in the ilcmand for its alternatingcurrent ceiling fans, Ihe factory being taxed to
the utmost lo supply the demand at present.

many

the

with

llir

and buyers of Bossert lioxes, Diamnnil 1(
switches and iJeVcan telephones in the West will
he interested to know that the offices and stm-kU.sers

moms

William

of

P.

Crockett,

known

well

as

western agent of these companies, have lately been
moved to much enlarged i|narters in the same buildformerly occupieil at 165 South Canal Street,
ing
Chicago.
The entire ground floor and basement
will be occupied and the stock carried has Ix'en mato.
Mr. Crockett, who for the last
represented the manufacturers of this
look hold of this
agency when the business in this section of the country was comparatively undeveloped, and the wide
sales of these goods in this territory at present
speaks emphatically for bis energy and enterprise.
Mr. Crockett was recently elected as director of the

added

terially
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The F. Bissell Company of Toledo, Ohio, lut completed a shipment of jKdcs (or the \'an Wcrt-Fort
Wayne extension of the Fort W;..ir., V.oi Wert
and Lima Traction Company.

for

'

I

J.00O 40-fiK.t. 7-inch poles, whiin
less than three weeks.
That, ti.
-.
it
record time.
has also fill-.l ,.:,k.
Il
ri. i>
for
Idaht. poles at Fort Wayia and .M.ddkiown. Ind..
Hamilton and Finillay. Ohio. Usides a vc.re of important orders for .Michigan [xjles. .\ novelty which
this company manufactures is a small special wrench
for use with iKivelty p<)lhcad5 and sleeves. The
wrench is a great convenience in installing this rU>s
of apparatus.
1

ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.
/ss

Leon
Apparatus for Treating LuiiiitJs.
Dion,
New York, N. Y.. a.^signor to the
Elcctro-Hcrmatic Company,
New
Americus
York, N. Y. Application filed May 24, 1904.

791)457-

KIcctroiics arranged witliin a receptacle or reservoir
nhovc atiti below llic entrance of the inlct-pipc arc used
for supplying an electric current to tiie iiquid.

Electric Motor-controlling Device. Arthur
Handy. Providence, R. I., assignor to the
Rhode Island Elevator and Machine Company.
Application filed September
Providence, R. I.

791,464.
E.

1904.

19,

An

nintur
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ur
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cd SUUts PatfiU

(L\
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Ofjicf)

June

0.

jgoj.

(he rotor and
latter, carries a stator
mounted concentrically within the rotor, with means for
h<ilding the stator against rotation.

with

the

latter.

journ.il,

rigid

with

arranged concentrically within the

Barrel-head Planer. Gustavc Cluthc, CinOhio. Application filed December 27,

791.5.37.

cinnati,

1904.
The planer consists of an electrical motor, having
handle for guiding it and a knife disk secured to the
end of the motor 'haft, the disk being rounded upon its
edge, and having 3 scries of radial slots.
Knife blades
arc secured in the slots and project beyond the face of
the disk, the amount of projection increasing toward the
circumference.
27.

Vapor Electric Apparatus. Samuel Fergu791.547son, Schenectady, N. Y., assignor to the General Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y. Application filed January 18, 1904.
Tn a vapor electric apparatus is a pivoted member for
supTorting a rectifier or similar vapor electric device.
magnet having an armature, pivoted to the member, is
l>rovidcd with an exciting circuit.
Jleans actuated by the
rocking or tilting of the pivoted member open the excit-

and placing the lutlcry

Herbert
Facsimile Telegraph Apparatu
Palmer, Cleveland, Ohio, assignor to the
Electrograph Company of America. Cleveland,
Ohio. Application filed February 25. 1901.

791.49T.

R.

In a facsimile telegraph instrument are a power mechanism for frictionally driving the instrument, mechanism
for retarding the instrument, a device for controlling the
retardation operated by the power mechanism, and an
of the

power

of the

Electromagnet. August Sundli and David
L. Lindquist, Yonkers, N. Y.
Application filed

October

27,

1904.

.\ vertically disi>osed solenoid coil, ha« a freely nn»vable armature.
frame of laminated maicnelic material
surrounds the armature and is provided »itli oficninTft
coinciding with the axial armature opening in the coil.
Frames are disiKiwd on opposite sides of the laminated
frame, and means for clamDinn the laminated frame between the side frames are supplied.

A

A

rest.

in ilic dircct-currrnl circuit

rcciificr.

79'o9i'

NO. 791,656.

— rBLEPHONB

RBPBATBR.

Electromagnetic
Block System.
Guion
Thompson, Two Harbors. Minn., assignor to
tile Thompson Safety Appliance Company. Ap-

791,594.

Henry W.
Process of Stripping Tin.
Hemingway, Walthamstow, England. Applica-

791-555-

tion filed October 29, 1902.
A process for stripping tin from tinned iron, recovering
the tin and revivifying the exhausted stripping liquor
consisting in immersing the tinned iron in a bath composed of a solution of persulfate of iron slightly acidified.
This is treated electrolytically for the purpose of depositing the tin in a metallic state upon any suitable

May

plication filed
16, 1901.
Combined with a scries of normaly open electric cireach including a source of cicctncity. arc tbc coil
of an elcctromagnci, a normally open circuil-controlltnc
contact adapted to be closed by the magnet when the magnet is energized and a normally closed circuit-controllinir
contact adapted to be opened by the electromagnet of another of the circuits when the last-named magnet is cnercuits,

cathode.

Trolley Wheel.
John Hcnsley, HuntingApplication filed July 20, 1904.

79^556.

ton, Ind.

I

connection

with

the

trolley

elty.

Electric Flash Sign.
791.562.
delphia, Pa.
Application

John
filed

C. Lion. Philal-'chruary
20,

with a number of contacts forming circuit
a revoluble drum carrying interchangeable
Each of the bars is angular in cross-section and
bars.
provided with a web arranired to follow the contour of
the drum, the remaining web being cut away at intervals to form tongues for cngaginng the contacts.
-Associated

terminals

is-

Bipolar Vacuum Electrode.
Earle L.
791.572.
(Ivinsti^n.
Boston, Mass
Application
filed
M.ircli 6, 1905.

A
tlie

NO. 791,494.

— APPARATUS

FOR MAGNETIC SEPARATION,

Dynamo Electric Machine. Charles
Parsons and George G. Stoney, Newcastleupon-Tyne, England, said Stoney assignor to

791.492.

111

I't

polar

vacuum electrode

treatment
through
be completed by the body of a patient.
for

therapevitic

sucii a construction that the electric circuit

electrode

may

.^udiphone Instruction Apparatus or Set.
Herman G. Pape, New Y'ork, N. \'. Applica-

/Qi-S/.v

November 9, 1904.
audio hone instruction set includes a primary

tion filed

An

ence

Apparatus for Magnetic Separation. ClarPayne, Stamford, Conn., assignor
Q.

Apto the International Separator Company.
plication filed February 2, 1903.
A transversely laminated separating carrier is provided
with magnetizable lamina: whise edge faces are provided
with projecting portions which create a series of point
and line dispersions of the flux density on the surface
of a cylinder.
Means for magnetizing the cylinder are
provided.
(See cut.)
791,528.

Sewing-machine Motor.

Toledo,

Ohio.

Homer

Application filed

Young.
February 20,
J.

1904.

An

motor comprising a rotor
concentrically upon the shaft and has driv
electric

is

mounted

filed

Device.

July

Henri Bc'tu.
Madrid.

Portillo,
10.

Trolley. David Lippy and Abraham Nicodemus, Alansfield, Ohio, assignors of one-third
to George Moorhouse. Mansfield, Ohio.
Appli-

79iA33-

filed November 7. 1904.
Divergent arms fixed to the trolley barp keep the wheel

cation

791-635. Electrode for Primary Batteries. Theodor
ifanii and Carl Goebel. Duisburg, Germany.
Application filed January 21, 1903.
An electric primary battery is composed of 3 hollow
carbon electrode h.-iving a working surface which is
greater than llie surface of a plane having the same lineal
dimensions as the electrode.
A zinc electrode, having
acid-proof insulators that reduce its working surface, is a
special

feature of the device.

cir-

Teleplione-current Reinforcer or Relay.
Shreeve. Newton, ifass., assignor

Herbert E.
•indin

American Telephone and Telegraph
Company. Boston, Mass.
Application
filed
to

July

series

791,494.

Contact

and Cipriano

Application

1902.
\ current-taking sup|>ort for incandescent -lamp sockets
and the like is provided with a base of insulating material
having a grooved edge, and also with pointed currenttaking rods held fixed in use and projecting into Ihe

79I.655-

Application filed April iS, 1904.
A continuous-current dynamo, comprising field magnets
having pole-pieces separated by air gaps or non-magnetic
bridge pieces and a main shunt field winding, has a
said Parsons.

winding uniformly surrounding the armature having its axis in the line of commutation.
The number
of ampere turns in the series winding exceeds the number of ampere turns in the armature by at least one and
one-half to three times.

Spain.

grooves.

1905.

is

Electrical
Paris, France,

791.60.^-

791,574.
P. J.

Automatic Railroad Signaling.
Frank
Patenall and George H. Dryden, Balti-

more, Md. Application filed March 13, 1905.
In a railway signal system are combined a signal
mechanism adapted to indicate danger, caution and
clear and controlling mechanism for the clear and caution
positions, one operated from the home and the other from
both the home and a distant station, whereby upon failure
of one the other will perform

its

function's.

Automatic Starting Device for Vapor Ap791,582.
iparatus.
Robert E. Russell, Schenectady, N. Y.,
assignor to the General Electric Company. Application filed March 16, 1904.
Combined with a vapor rectifier having main electrodes
and a starting electrode are a storage Ijaitery, a resistance and a starting and controlling switch for starting
the rectifier through a local circuit including the resistance and battery, and for then eliminating the resistance

the
8,

1904.

Telephone-current retransmitting and reinforcing apparatus comprises a magnet constituting an" initial field of
force,
receiving or macnetization-varving coil surrounds the pole of the magnet for the \-ariation of the
initial field.
veritable-resistance transmitting medium
and a magnetic connection of slieht inerf'a "extending
directly between the varjing magnetic field and the
transmitting medium com:>Iete the apparatus.

A

A

Telephone-current Reinforcer or Relay.
Herbert E. Shreeve. Newton, Mass.. assignor
to
the American Telephone and
Telegraph

791.656.

Company, Boston,
February- 28, 1905.

ifass.

Application

filed

In a system for the reinforcement or renewal of telecircuit and a relayapparatus associated therewith, comprising a receiving
magnet and transmitting electrodes actuated thereby toreceive telephonic impulses from one circuit or part cirlit
the impulses ja an-

phone currents are a main telephone

othe:

cut.)
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Telephone Transmitter. Emil R, Snyder,
791,657.
New York, N. Y., assignor of one-half to RuApplication filed
dolf Lcnk, Brooklyn, N. Y.

March

A

tclcplmnc trnnsniiltcr comprises a casing, diaphragms
therein, a support located between the diaphragms,
or plates, carried by the support yet insulated
loose conlaet b^'xlies interposed between the
disks and the diaphragms, and means for condueting an
elcclric current to the disks and diaphragms respectively.
set

disks

therefrom,

Frank P. Cox, Lynn,
Meter.
Mass., assignor to the General Electric ComApplication filed
pany, Schenectady, N. Y.
Electric

791,673.

March

2, 1903.
In the meter are two main-current armature paths in
which the currents conspire to produce rotation, and
means for adjusting the proportion of current flowing
though the paths. A feature of the meter is a bath of
mercury in which the movable element is submerged.

William

Heater.

Electric

791,691.

East Orange, N.

Jr.,

gust

J.

S.

Hadaway,
Au-

Application filed

1903.
heater comprising a resistance plate is
composed of wrought sheet metal cut into a continuous
strip and having its original grain undisturbed.
4,

An

electric

Mouth

Electrical

791,730.

Johan J. Stanger,
filed June i, 1903.

Bath.
Application

Ulm, Germany.

perforated vessel adapted to receive a liquid forms
porous covering
one electrode of an electric circuit.
js placed about the vessel, and a second electrode is arranged to be applied to any portion of the body. The
vessel is then inserted in the mouth.

A

A

Trollev-retrievincc Device.

79i,7.';o.

Oak

Park,

the contact

;

Application

'ill.

Henry

filed January 5, 1905.
Signaling apparatus carried by a train and a signaling

cation
appar;

through the alarm mechanis

A

Telephone Transmitter. Milton

San Antonio, Texas.
3.

J.

March

a spring contacting with the cap, a granular resistance substance interposed between the two electrodes

Installation.

Application

111.

William Morrison,
October 27, 1904.

filed

Time

Electric

tion

1903.

July 26,

filed

ways.

A series of current-supplying points co-operate with
a fly-wheel motor-generator, receiving at intervals a motive current from the supplying points, and supplying
working current to the vehicle.

Switch. Jacob Helmstadter.
Original application filed
Divided and the applica-

Electric
Motor-generator.
791.983.
blanc, Paris, France, assignor to

house

von

Weehawken,

N.

gust
filed

J.

June 23, 1904.
self-winding clock comprises a spring shaft and a
spring-driven clockwork, an electric motor, an. electric
circuit for the motor and ;i motor switch in the circuit,
operated from the intermediate driving gear of the clock-

A

for Electric
Device
Current-collecting
Leon W. Pullen. Philadelphia. Pa.,' assignor to the Wireless Railway Company. Application filed July iS, 1904.
A current-collectinc device extcndincr from axle to axle
close to the roadbed is sustained by insulated supports
from the axles, with freedom of lateral movement. Connecting means are placed between the collecting device
and vehicle body whereby the body is free for vertical
movement, but not lateral movement, relatively to the col-

791,816:

Louis

Trolley.

791.S3S.

Ohio. Application
Details

are

filed

M. Steele, Middletown,
November 12, 1904.

_ ,_.ver installation run by a gas engine is a
its field and armature rotable, on

-...

namo havmg both

the elements being mechanically connected with the
gine, and the other being arranged for mechanical
nection with the load.
Means are provided for energizing the field and armature of the dynamo, for pre'-venting the rotation of the dyna™" "'
'
with the engine, and for
the other dynamo element.

August
Svstem.
Train-control
Electric
Sundh, Yonkers. and Axel Magnuson, New
Application filed February 16,
York, N. Y.

1905.
A source of alternating-current supply drives alternatCircuits adaotcd to coning-current motors on flic cars.
nect the motors to the source of supply and controlling
circuits therefor on each car, and inductive means for
operativelv associating the controlling
the earsi 'are the essential features.

circuits

between

System of Electrical Distribution. Vincent
G. Apple, Dayton, Ohio. Application filed Feb-

791,8.^6.

18,

1904.

Tn a system of electrical distribution is a working
circuit including the winding of a transformer and workcondenser, a path for the discharge
ing devices.

A

of the condenser including another winding of the
transformer and a circuit closer, a path for charging the
condenser having a gap therein through which the eondenser cannot discharge and means for creating electrical
impulses in the charging patli of the conden^r capable of
jumping the gap are the patentable features.

Thermostat. John H. Cornelison. St. Louis,
Mo. Application filed February 15, 1905.
A spring member susceptible to temperature

791,882.

nd breaks

nake:

filed

for

Motors.
A.rthur
Ohio.
Application

Electric

Eastwood, Cleveland,
September 14, 1904.

A

controller having a spindle and segmental contacts
carried thereby, includes contacts arranged to form a
reversing switch.
contact arm is operated from the

A

SPECIAL MENTION.
Pass

Seymour

of Solvay, N. Y.,

many flattering comments from their customers.
The manufacturers assert that "prices in themselves
You must weigh the goods with

are not conclusive.
ihe price."

The

traveling puhlic.

especially

business

men

Chicago and New
York, will appreciate the reduction in time of the
Twentieth Century Limited, via the New York Cen-

making hurried

trips

between

filed

Au-

application

this

Boston, Mass.

A

Application

July

filed

primary

circuit,

-

alternating-current
circuit,
constant-current transformer,

a

a
a

Signal

George

W. Shem,

Alliance,

Ohio.

hoisting trolley
mounted upon the main girders of the bridge, is provided with a supplementary trolley mounted upon supplementary girders independent of the main girders, the
supplementary girders being located between the main
girders.

Time-controlled Electric
G. Swallow, New York, N.
filed July 23, 1904.

Switch.
Joseph
Y.
Application

A time-controlled gravity-drop mechanism comprises
an operating-arm, a guide-channel, an unattached weight
and a weight- releasing mechanism adapted to release the
weight to cause it to fall in the guide-channel. The arm
is adapted to occupv a position within the channel in the
path of the weight before its fall, to be withdrawn from
the weight afterward.

Automatic Blast-temperature Regulating
Valve. Samuel W. Vaughen, Lorain. Ohio, and
John W. Cabot, Johnstown, Pa. Application
filed January 10, 1903.

791,958-

The valve

hot blast pipe is operated by an
pyrometer controls the circuit of the
action being determined by the temperature
for

electric

motor and

motor,

its

in the

furnace.

the
a

Burglar-alarm System. Joseph Weatherby,
New Cumberland. Pa., assignor to the
Weatherby Electric and Manufacturing Company, New Cumberland, Pa. Application filed

791,961.

Jr.,

March

31, 1904.
In an electric burglar-alarm system

is

1905.

local partial electric circuit is associated with a
mechanism comprising a transient partial eleccircuit containing a
magnet through which the
local partial circuit may be completed.
armature controlled from the magnet.
An electric device controls

An

the valve

and

is

controlled by the armature.

EXPIRING PATENTS.

iu

filed March 17, 1905.
having a bridge with main

79Ij954-

14,

A

transient

1904.
secondary

switch

essential parts of the system.

crane

Henry V.
the Miller
Application

5,

primary circuit, an underload-release mechanism in
secondary circuit, an overload-r.-lcase mechanism in
primary circuit and means bv which each of the
mechanisms causes the opening of the switch are the

A

Company,

January

filed

Gran-

the
the
the

Crane.
Application

Mechanism.

assignor to
Chicago,
111.

Train-controlling
791.984.
Miller, Chicago, 111.,

ville E. Palmer, Boston, Mass., assignor of onehalf to Charles B. Price and Frank S. Price,

Following is a 'list of patents (issued by the
Lhiited States Patent Office) that expired on June
12, 1905:
Electric Pendulum Clock.
384,271.
A. L. Pareclle, Mew
York, N. Y.
384,:rS9.
Automatic Switch for Sceondarv Batteries.
T.
S
Sellon, I-Iatton Gardens, County of Middlesex. England.
"
""
"
"'
"'
"
Printing Telegraph.
E. ).
"

'olarized Electromacnct.

N. Y.
N.
384,324. 384.325.
York. N. V.

taking effect Sunday. June iSth. To give
longer time in Chicago and reach New York no later
next morning, it has been arranged to schedule this
train from Chicago at 1 130 p. m., an hour later than
at present, reaching New York at 9:30 a. m., reducing the running time of the train to 19 hours. Westbound, the Twentieth Century Limited wiil continue
to leave New York at 2:45 p. m. daily, reaching
Chicago at 9:45 the next morning.

Howard V. Weaver on June loth resigned as
advertising agent of the Chicago and Eastern Illinois railroad and has become associated with the
Corbitt Railwav
Printing Company, 383-389 La
Salle Street, Chicago.
Mr. Weaver has had an

Automatic Telegraphy.

Automatic Pole Changer.

384,326.

E.

E. J. Mallctt,

T.

Mallctt,

Bav

New
Side,

N. Y.

Combined Telegraph Key and Sounder. J. Doggelt,
384.350.
Plain City, Ohio.
Machine for Covering or Insulating Wire. J. D.
384,404.
Thomas, South Framingham, Mass.

Electrical Annunciator.
H. S. Downerd, Zanesville,
384,430.
Ohio.
Electric Circuit Controller.
384.440.
O. F. Grein, Newark,

N.

J.

Regulating Commutator for Secondary Batteries.
384,447.
E. Julien, Brussels, Belgium.
Printing Telegraph Receiver.
384,455.
H. Mahnfeen, New

Reams, Augusta, Kan.
384.476.
cago,
384.477.
cago,
184.561.
384.562.
384,570.

Police Electric Signal System.

C. E. Scribner, Chi-

111.

Multiple Switchboard Circuit.

C. E. Scribner, Chi-

111,

Electric Comb.
C. Eusch. Chicaco. III.
Electric Railway.
G. H. Condict, Philadelphia, Pa.
Electric Circuit-Closing Device. M. W. Groversteen
F. G. Tohn.-Ncw York, N. Y.^
Electric Railway.
R. M. Hunter, Philadelphia. Pa.
384,576.
Apparatus for Electric Traction. E. Tulien, Brus384.580.

and

sels,

Belgium.

Electric Railway Car. E. Julien, Brussels, Belgium.
System of Electric LocomoticTn.
H. A. Scvmour,
Washington, D. C.

384.581.
384,594.

a balanced elec-

tral Lines,

make

a specialty of fuseless cleat rosettes. National Code fuseIn reless attachment plugs and sign receptacles.
gard to the quality of these products, they receive
8l

and

1904.

tric

the electric

Controller

791,885.
C.

791,938.

791,951-

791,8^6.

ruary

System of Electrical Distribution.

.

described.

Divided
9,

A

Cars.

lecting device.

Original application

1901.

29,

December

Maurice Lethe WestingCompany,

Manufacturing

fly-wheel dynamo for rotating at high speed comprises a frame for supporting its stator, a universal joint
for supporting its rotor, the surface of the rotor and
stator adjacent to the air-gap being shaped as spheres
having the universal joint for a center, and a standard
on the rotor having a loose bearing in the frame.

Apollinarius
Application

filed

and

Electric
Pittsburg, Pa.

1904.

Self-winding Clock.

Electric
Kaspis,

System of Electrical Traction for RailMaurice Leblanc, Paris, France. Applifiled August 29, igor.

cation

Combined with an electric switch arc an alarmwinding
shaft in an alarm clock, an arm on the wmding-shaft.
a sprintj- piece extending around and under the switch
in its lowered position, and a single lever formed of wire
actuating the switch.

791797-

1903.

a

791,982.

3,

McKeesport, Pa.
11,

17,

a base of insulating material are a movable contact
stationary contact, the stationary contact being
provided with a recess having one wall of the recess forming a positive stop to prevent rotary movement of the
movable contact.

1904.

December

is

On

and

and a diaphragm having an adjustable device cooocrating
'
with the movable electrode.

Power

June

tion filed

stem,

Chicago,

tower for carrying high-tension conductors

Snap

Switch. Walter A. Church, Binghamton, N. Y., assignor to Edward P. Hatch
and Jonathan Camp, Hartford, Conn. Applica-

A telephone transmitter, having a cup carrving a fixed
and a movable electrode, the two electrodes being held in
spaced relation, has also an integral stem, a cap on the

79i,929-_

steel

791,977-

1904.

approaching

described.

Fletcher,

Application filed

1

Robert L. Allen, Syrato "the Archbold-Brady
N. Y. Application filed

Company, Syracuse,
December 29, 1904.

(Se<

791,892.

,'ith

Skeleton Tower.
791,975cuse, N. Y., assignor

_

tion.

at

ductor-wires arranged along the road-bed and divided into
Means carried by the train electrically connect
of the conductors to the signaling apparatus at the
station, the
rcuit passing through the signal mechanism
on the train
Means at the station complete an electric
blocks.

791,887.

B. Clarke,

September

filed

Railways.

A

Motor-controlling System. Arthur C. Eastwood, Cleveland, Ohio. Application filed October 24, 1904.
Means are provided for leversing the motor, also
means for automatically causing a step-by-step variation
of the current flow occurring between the time when
applied after operation of the reversing means
and the

Automatic Electric Signaling System for
David C. Wolfe, Lyons, Kan. Appli-

791,972.

September 16, 1904.
controlling system for electric motors includes a bank
of resistance, switches connected to govern the resistance
including a switch for cutting out the entire bank of
resistance, a magnet movable adjacent to the switches,
contact strips and brushes carried bv the magnet in engagement with the contact strips.

Besides the usual spring device on the trolley base there
a dasli-pot arrangement operatively connected with
the trolley pole,

Jr.,

vary the poten-

<

Controller for Electric Motors. Arthur C.
Eastwood, Cleveland, Ohio. Application filed

is

791,780.

1905

localized
inde-

Means

without unbalancing the
cndent of the resistance-varving
al of the electric current in the
ortions

/Ith

17,

79r,886.

1904.

21,

June

extended experience in railway and advertising
and his wide acquaintance and popularity
prove a valuable asset in his new connection.

work
will

Slow-speed motor drive for all sorts of machines
very satisfactorily accomplished by the use of
Northern back-geared motors. This is a compact,
self-contained device which accomplishes slow speed
without the necessity of employing motors designed
for slow armature speed.
This secures a motor of
low cost for operating slow-speed machines. Bulletin No. 44 issued by the Northern Electrical Manufacturing Company of Madison, Wis., illustrates representative applications of back-geared motors in inis

dustrial-plant service.
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EnglneerlriK Equipment of the Minneapolis Chamber of Commerce.
liV
DiiriiiR

in ilie front

Iieeausc of

Trade

may

rilAKLES H. COAB.

a Rr.nin center

tills

Rrowlli,

llie

were

ipiarlers in wliieli lliey could

VIBW

Commerce Building and has

of

a frontage of

157

on Fourth .Avenue South, by 132 feet on Fourth
The building, which is 10 stories in height
above the street level, is built to these dimensions,
with the exception of the basement, which extends
out and under the sidewalks to the curb lines of
feet

Street.

the

streets.

The steam and

electric

equipment of the building

complete, having been carefully designed and
laid out with reference to permanence, maintenance
and cost. In the boiler room, which is in the baseis

ment, there are located

marine
Clarke
boiler,

boilers.

Each

five

boiler

iso-horsepower Scotch
is
equipped with a

automatic water control located inside the
which regulates the height of the wafer, and
there is an ordinary glass water gauge

in addition

the boiler.
Each boiler is also provided
with a safety valve connected to the exhaust pipe
beyond the reducing valve, in order that the steam

outside

pop«.

The

130 pound*

The boiler* are all equipped with Crosliy steam
gauges reailing from o to 250 pounds. The steam
header for the five boilers is located alKiut three feet
in height over the rear portions of the boilers, and
long-bend connections
are
provided, with extra
heavy gale valves to connect the difTerenI boilers

and trading market, anil.
members of the Board

compelled lo seek more spacious
conduct their business.
After having some difliciilty in securing a good
location for a new building, plans were prepared
during llie year Kjoi for a line lO-story building.
The site chosen is adjacent to the old Chamber
of

1905

pressure.

recent ye.irs Miniirapolis Ims conic r.ipidlV
.ns

24,

encapc in ca«c Ihc valve
safely v;ilve» are .-^.Ijnsted to release at
canily

to this header.

The

smokest.ack

IN

constructed of iron and brick
the building and is five feet

is

of

walls

the

within
in

Illmily

(lianiil.r.

.oih-.m

i.-.l

1.,

ilii,

slack

is

ENGINE AND GENERATOR ROOM OF MINNEAPOLIS
a

smoke

intake, five

by

five

OF COMMERCE.

of steel construc-

feet,

tion, which passes in front of all the boilers, where
two-by-five-foot uptakes from each boiler feed into
it.
forced draft is used.

A

Coal is used as fuel, and a bunker having a capacity of 300 tons is provided under the alley,
where openings are placed through which the bunker
is filled.
.-X
track system from this bunker extends
in front

of

all

the

boilers,

in

over a scale platform, which
the

coal

lO-ton

as

it

capacity

building, to

is

is

weigh

consumed.
also
in

addition
is

to passing

used in weighing

A

placed at
coal

when

similar scale
the. rear
it

is

of

revolutions

a

.

minute.

125 horsepower,

.

Two

and one

is

of these engines

So horsepower,

all

a-c
be-

ing directly connected to Westinghouse compound
engine-type generators. The splash system of oiling is used in the crank cases of these engines,
the outboard bearings being oiled by rings, as is

customary
.\

Fig.

a

Westinghouse engines.
view of the engine room

in

partial
I.

is

show^n

in

The

12-inch

e-xhaust from each engine opens into
main exhaust, which is provided with 1

cf

Detroit grease extractor, before the exhaust stc-im

the

enters the niufHer tank. From the muffler tank
the exhaust-steam connections are so arranged that
the exhaust steam escapes through coils used in
heating the building, or into the water heater, di-

purchased

by the car on the railroad.
There is also located in the boiler room a water
heater and purifier, an exhaust muffier and three
12 by 7^ by 12 inches— all of
i\rarsh steam pumps
which obtain their water supply from the city water
mains.
Two of these pumps force water into the

—

water healer for Uidrr feed, while Ihc rrmaininn one
diMTharget iiilo a lank nn the roof, which reUint a
supply of water to be uwd (or domestic purpose*.
The main lo-inch steam header from the Imilef
room runs to the far end of the ennuie room, and
there are located three engine laps taken from
through-gate valves.
Placed in this steam header,
between the lioilers and the fini engine Up, but
close to the lap, is a 12-inch Detroit water separator, which is in turn connected to a Crane steam
trap that discharges into the feed-water heater.
The engine cqnipnirnt consists of three \Vc^t
inghouse vertical coni|Hiund engines running at .y»j

The water heater.
as the occasion requires.
used, is divided into two sections, all exhaust
end through one-incli
one
passing
in
steam
copper tubes, which are surrounded by the water
rect,

as

-
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licalcd. while

)jc

coke

other section has a bed of
through wliich the feed water
llic

placed in it,
forced before it reaches the boilers. This coke
removes all foreign substances, such as boiler scale
or sediment, from the water. The coke end of the
heater is provided with a livc-steam tap. connected
directly to the boiler header, for the purpose of
is

steam through tlie coke at intervals, in
order that any collected hard scale, etc., may be
dislodged into a catch basin provided for that purThe exliaust steam from the heater escapes
pose.
forcing

into the outer air at

Space

the roof.

provided in

is

installation of a fourth

the
unit,

engine room for the
such be found nec-

if

and

in order to facilitate this installation
reserved in the switchboard.
all deliver current at 230 volts
pressure, and the current from the generators is
conducted to the respective switchboard panels by
means of heavily insulated cable in conduits placed
undtr the tile floor of the engine room.
The switchboard is set off at one side of the
units, about 10 feet from the wall, thus insuring
ample space in which to work at the rear confront view of^ the switchboard
is
nections.
shown in Fig. 3. The front is composed of six
panels of black marble 6^ feet high. These panels
are supported in a white Italian marble frame held
between two white marble columns, as shown in

essary,

a panel

is

The generators

A

June

switch control. Eight of the switches in
this panel control building lighting circuits, one
-switch controls the current supply to the electric
elevators in the old Chamber of Commerce Building, and two switches control the current to two
50-horsepower Otis controlled motors, which drive
high-pressure triplex pumps in the elevator system. The remaining switch in this panel controls
the current to a lo-horsepower motor, arranged
with Cutler-Hammer tank control.
This motor
drives a low-pressure triplex pump, which handles
the water discharged by the pilot valves of the
of the

elevator system.

As

noted in the view of the switchboard,
the steam instruments are mounted above the electrical apparatus, such not being considered the best
practice, by some, but in this instance necessary,
will be

special arrangements were .made to catch any
moisture or drippings from the steam instruments.
A copper- catch basin, provided with drain pipes
at each end, extends the entire length of the board
beneath the steam instruments.
A view of the rear of the switchboard is shown
in Fig. 2.
The generator, bus and switch connections are such that the lighting and power may
be operated separately or as one system, and nny
of the generators may be connected to any set of
bus bars, or to both at the same time. All the
generator switches are double-throw, so that anv

so

The wires

mechanical injury.

were

duits

not

installed

in

1905

24,

the different con-

until

construction

the

work of the building was nearly completed,
is

still

any of the

to replace

possible

wires with good wires

About 40 cut-out cabinets
protection
stalled

of

the

become

case they

in

tenants'

for

lighting

so

circuits

the control

ferent floor

and

circuits are

in-

most accessible points in the
corridors. These cabinets are very

dif-

the

at

it

or

faulty.

at-

and consist of a black-marble switchboard
upon which are mounted the different copper buses,
tractive

etc.
This is tlien set in a black slate
frame and iron box, the whole being trimmed with
The doors are constructed of heavy
plate glass set in an iron frame of pretty design.
The conduit piping is provided with outlet boxes
at every point where the wires emerge for fixture
connection, and although an abundance of floor and
base-board receptacles were installed to which connections could be made, it was deemed wise to

switches,

white marble.

install

a

flexible

steel-covered

cable

in

a

special

molding placed above the walls of each room. By
means of this cable it is possible to install a light
at ajiy_ position on tlie walls with- very little lal^or
and without marring the room to any extent. The
tenants' meters on each floor are mounted on a
black marbleized-slate board located in a room provided for that purpose. The meter connections are
so arranged that the room circuits may be materially changed without affecting the metering..
About 150,000 feet of rubber-covered wire was
used in the old building in wiring the lighting
and power circuits, and approximately 500 base and
floor receptacles are used for distribution, in addiregular fixtures. Upward of 5,000 incandescent lights are used in the lighting system,

tion to the

but no arc lights are employed.
Telegraph and telephone cables are placed in
conduits up to their respective distribution cen-

The telegraph circuits terminate mostly in
trading room proper, but the telephone cable
conductors are distributed throughout the different
floors by means of terminal strips located on the
different floors.
The telephone cables of both the
Bell and Independent companies are brought into
ters.

the

ihe

this

from

building

boxes

tribution

street

located

point the cables pass

manholes to large dison the first floor. From
up to the various floors

through the meter rooms.
In the meter rooms the cable conductors termion suitable cross-connecting strips, provisions
having been made for proper distribution, where
connection can be made with the room wires, which
are placed in conduits and special molding. There
are upward of 20 private telephone-exchange systems in the building. The Bell company has a
toll
exchange located on the trading-room floor
which handles the long-distance calls to and from
the booths located there. Both telephone companies
have installed an ample number of booths for the
convenience of their respective patrons. Practical
systems of signaling, which involve the use of incandescent lights, are used, in conjunction with
the telephone systems and also on the qtiota'aon
nate

REAR OF SWITCHBOARD
the

ilfust ration.

Extending

back

from

the

IN

right

end of the switchboard to the wall are five panels
of black marble, which are used as meter panels,
while on the left end four panels are installed for
storage-battery instruments. A wall having a door
is built on from these panels to the building wall
proper. This encloses the rear connections of the
panels, thus insuring freedom from outside interference.

Of

the six front panels, the

two end sections are

the power and lighting panels, the four remaining
unes being used for generator panels, with the exception of one, which is held in reserve, as al-

ready

explained.

Each of the three generator panels
with

a

Keystone amperemeter,

a

is

equipped

Ward Leonard

rheostat, ground-detector lights, a voltmeter switch,

double-throw knife switch, by which
generator may be connected to either the
power or lighting buses, a single-pole double-throw
knife equalizing switch, used when the generators
are thrown in parallel, and an I.T.E. overload
double-pole circuit breaker. The apparatus on one

a double-pole

the

uf these panels

is suited to 75-kilowatt generators,
while the other panel is equipped to suit a 50kilowatt machine.
The first or power panel «

equipped with a Bristol recording ammeter, a Keystone voltmeter and 12 double-throw double-pole knife
switches. Eight of these control floor lights, while
three are used to control the current to the ventilating motors.
The remaining switch is used in
case the fuses on the regular feed break down, or
in time of excessive loads, to assist the regular
feeders. The sixth, or lighting panel proper is a
duplicate of the power panel, with the exception

MINNEAPOLIS CHAMBER OF COMMERCE,
the

of

certain

generators

bus

case

in

it

battery in

may

be thrown into service on

meet

bars to

of the load.

any

desirable

Bus connections are
becomes

the

-

desirable

future a

division

so arranged that

a storage
differential battery booster

board.

The

to install

may

be connected in between the two sets of bus
bars, to prevent flickering in the building lights in
case the power load fluctuates.

The generator and

bus connections are simple but effective.
The current consumption is very carefully computed, as wattmeters are provided for measuring
the total current generated by each generator, the
current consumed by the elevator-pump motors and
tjie current consumed
by the ventilating motors.

In addition, the current used in lighting the corridors is measured separately. Each tenant receives
his current supply through individual meters.
A
meter is also provided to measure the current used
from the city central-station mains in case of a
total shutdown, as provisions are made to utilize
this current if it becomes necessary.
It can be
readily seen that, with the readings from these
meters, in addition to the curves taken from the
recording amperemeters and steam meters, that it

was

Chamber of Commerce Building, which
rewired, receives its power and heat from

old

all

but otherwise is separate from the
building. The motor equipment of the obnt
very complete and consists of the following in-

the Jiew plant,

new
is

stallations:

ing

proper

For heating and
there are

used

ventilating the build-

two motors arranged

220-volt service. One of these motors-'is of
40 horsepower and the other is 30 horsepower.
A 20-horsepower motor is used for heating and

for

ventilating
entire!}'

There

is

the

trading room,

this

being controlled

separate from the main heating system.
also located on the roof of the trading

room a lO-horsepower motor and an exhaust fan
which

has

outlets

the room
room when it
of

to

placed about

assist the air

tlie

base-boards

circulation

of

this

A

in

lo-horsepower motor
is used to run a circulating pump" in the air purifier, and one of five horsepower is used to furnish
Another five-horsecool air in the engine room.
power motor is used to run fans for toilet-room
All the motor equipment mentioned is
ventilation.
supplied with Cutler-Hammer Universal motor controllers according to the designing engineers' speci-

case

fications.

is

possible to figure very closely as to the operat-

cost.
Four panels are also provided for use
connection with storage-battery instruments, in
these be installed.
Fig. 4 is an ammeter
record showing the variations in load during the

ing

day.

All the service wires of the building, including
the telephone and telegraph wires, are installed in
enameled electrogalvanized iron conduits, placed in
the walls or under the floors.
This offers the best
fire

protection,

in

addition

to

being

free

from

is

crowded.

'

There are awo 50-horsepower motors which drive
two 35 by 16 by 12-inch triplex pumps for the
elevator system. These motors are arranged with
Otis elevator control and are used as an auxiliary
to the steam-driven

A

pumps or during warm weather

or breakdowns.
lo-horsepower motor is utilized
to run a small automatic triplex pump, which pumps

.
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switches, in this

manner

thronnh the solemmls in the main
controllinR Imanl.
Hy means of the aniomalic control there is a reserve pressnrc maintained at all
limes in the liiijh-pressnrc system which operates
circnils

closinR

On

the ears.

vator

the

cyliinler

pumps

that

piston
siieh

in

has

il

to

hiRh-pressnre

of the

ntonnleil

is

weitihl, arraiiReil

lie

ele-

accnmnlalor

a .is'on

maimer

regard to the

in

maintained

at a certain

which insures a svilVicient reserve pressnrc
the system to propel one car a complete trip, or

lieiKlU,

in

lowers sniliciently to ensaRc contacts alroaify
mentioned, or other mechanism, which operates the
valves on the steam pnmps, The electric operati.m
is such
that when the accnmnlalor weisht lowers
il

Millicienlly

to

contacts

the

ciiRaRc

il

closes

When both pnmps arc in operation the pressure
in
the system is rapidly restored, and as the accunnilalor weiRlit rises the pnmp motors are automat lc;illy cut ont of

circuit

their

in

respective or-

der,
will

Il

Ih-

seen

ili.u

ilie

are

circuits

.so

damper

into

a

arraiiRCil

raise

degrees

ijo

hy

nir.ins

o( lhernio<l.sls

The air is then |in»sei|
Ralvani.-ediron enclosnre containing other
^lealn coils which are se|iarale1y coiiirolle«l hy ther
moslats liH-alcd in the various n>ims. The lliermoslat arranRement of the rooms is snch that the
steam feed to the coiU is controlleil by the iher
niostats of the n-Kuns that the coils heal.
These latter coils can raise the tem|ieralurv l>
as high as I,|0 ilegrees. which his Iwen fouiul suOicieni to heat the hnilding during the coldest day.
There arc nearly 1,100 aniomalic valves in the heat
ing system and about ,too.ooo cnbic feel of air is
passed throiigh the liiiildiiiR and out to the nnif
each ininnte, .\s mentioned before, this air is all

moved by

repilalors.

electric-driven fans.

The coiuhiit and switchlKiard work upon llie
was done by the W. 1. (iniy Coiiiiiany of
Minneapolis, under Ihe supervision of the designengineer, Mr. Charles I'lllslmry of St, Paul,
iiiR
Minn.
The plant is under the excellent supervision oi
Mr. William Koliertson, who is chief engineer an
superinlendenl of the building. Mr, Robertson is i^
sisted by Mr. Ii. U. Scott, who is chief electrician
The writer wishes to make acknowle<lgment to IkmU
these gentlemen for the many courtesies exIeinUl
idaiit

biui ilnrins

A

The company operating in these two cities
the Benton Harbor and St. Joseph Klectric KailLight Company, with hcadipiarters in St,
Jivseph.
The president of the coui|iany is W, Worth

ests.

small

triple-pole

knife swilcb, the

pump motors
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thus

of

iiosition,

wear on

pumps
aiiisni

the

can

iusuriiiR-

apiiaratus,

ehaii.ne in their

uuifonu amount

a

steam-operatecl

Tlie

are controlled in a similar

doulile-tlirow

manner by

niecli-

which operates on the steam feed valves to

the pmiips.

An

indirect

system

of heating

is

employed for

..

!••

.>th

,nrt

umiim

.niiijl

ilu

.t

ntltes-

caiKicity.

most instances Ihe companies, when msWing
their rales to suhscrilwrs and their pr
the stockholders, diti n<i| tigure mi in
In

rapidly

as

to

rei|nire

a

complete re

>•)

IPIO,

INDiriMto

I.

.«

(UILDIKQ

is

way and

Uean, well known among central-station men, while
W. Worth Bean. Jr., is the .secretary ami
manager.
The successive steps which have been
taken during the last t6 years leading up to the
bis son,

present-day situation are of interest.
The elder Mr. Bean, on Keli, J.s, tSSi), IkmirIiI .1
third interest in the Benton Harbor and St. Joseph

bill

by the state legislature allowing
electric ligliling companies to
March .H\ 1881), he hail obtained

and

railways

On

so slmrt a time, consesjuenlly Ihey
are at this lime confronted with a proposition o(
how 10 rcliuild, if possible, wilhoiil increasing the
capitalitation of their organiialion and to make
the changes out of the proeecils of the business.
plant

their

on some change
The exchange
of

that

city,

Following these moves, the next step in 111*
developmeul was the .securing of an ordinance in
South St. Joseph for electric-ear operation, also
for ,10 years. This was done on June jg, iSg6.
On
September 18, ti)oi, all street-car ordinances were
extended to make a uniform period of .to years.
In Oclolier, tixxi, all electric-railway and light
company ordinances were consolidated mid .ill the
stock was then in the hands of Mr. Bean. On May
-M, 11x15. the electric liglit ordinance passe<l March
u'Wo,

was amended

to read ,i0 years from May 24,
for high and low-tension op-

ordinances were also exIciuled for 30 years 011 May .'.|tli of this year.
At
Ihe same lime the franchise of the Indiana Railway
Company, granted in June, nxii, was purchased and
.Ml

street-car

One hundred leading citizens were present at the council meeting and urged
all exleusions. with the privilege of carrying freight
ilnriiis- the whole ..) hours of the day.
This priviextended for 30 years.

dearly shows

which

in their

own

I'orlage

at

syslenis.

was

started ovxr

yeais ago by a nmnlier of the leading business

iqp lines,

eration,

exchange

Indc|ieiideiit

.•\n

H. M.

-HI,

in

what is now considered by conservative and unbiased engineers and practical lele|>'ioiic men to
be the best method of rebuilding, and the most
economical and safe plan of re ripiipping. is the
remodeled plant of the PorLige relcphone Company
I'orlagc, Wis.
brief accinnil of the rapid
at
.V
growth of this exchange and its present system will
he of considerable interest, especially at this 'ime
when many of the exchange companies are tignring

franchises in the two cities for furnishing light and
power for 30 years, and, October to, i(*oi, ordinances to operate cars by electricity for ,io years.

1005, with permission

by IhrowiiiR' a

Ihal

u

ihem

Henton Harbor and St. Joseph. Mich., on the e.i>i
shore of Like Michigan, across from I'hicago, are

consolidate.

OF LOAU ON PLANT 01' MINNSAI'OI.IS
CMAMIIKK OK COMMKKCK NOVUMIIKK 15, igo^.

for

the center of imporlant lighting and traction inter-

horse

RKCOliD

i.siim.ilii!

siblc

History of Franchises In Benton Har
bor and St. Joseph, Mich.

liassage of a

.).

lially

has resinircd a ci
and also a c\>ntiiiii.il

preparation of this article

llie

Street Railway Company, and on February 7ll\ of
Ihe same year he had organiyed the Benton Harbor
and St. Joseph Light Company. In September, iSi)i,
Mr. Bean, after obtaining a conH-olling interest in
the sireet-railwaay company, lironght alHmt the

VIC.

<pi

'

the

on this motor contivl, first starliiiR one motor
and pninp and uradnally hriiiRiiiR
it
up to its capacity liy means of the accelerating
masncis contained in the control, If sntlicicnt
pressure
is
not
then maintained, the
remainiuR motor and pump is also started and brought
np to its maximum capacity in a like manner.
circuits

soleiioiil

.ind
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type, and the line conslriicliim with
slarlcil
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i

1

ground-return

circuit.

The

exchaiiRC hail been in opei ir
years when it had reached iis ul;
had increased its ciiiiipnu'iit c.iddilional sections of switclib.
instalKition, trnnkiiig the coimcituiis
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1
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1
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Some
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the change of apparatus it was decided
to re-c(|uip ihe central ofiice with a switchboard
that could be used first in connection with the gen-

making

]n

installed,
erator-call instruments then
changed to full central-energy system,

generator-call instruments
with central-energ>' telephones.

old

and

later

when

could be

the
replaced

the "growing" axsystem put on the market by the InternaTelephone Manufacturing Company of ChiThis system is designed so that a plant can
Cijn.
be rebuilt at intervals by first installing the switchboard to be used in connection with individual genciJUor-call local-battery telephones, and later at any
time changed to complete central-energy without
discarding any of the apparatus installed. It is
al:-o designed so that the switchboard can be hi^st
installed as a straight trunking equipment, and having ti capacity in the frames so that when the exchange is increased to 4C0 or 500 subscribers or
more the necessary multiple springjacks, with wiring, clc, may be added to the sections, and ih-:^
board changed from a transfer system to a stricvly
nmhiple equipment without discarding any of the
apparatus except the trunk-line jacks. Fig. 2 shows
a view of the Portage exchange room and switch-

The equipment adopted was

ch.'ingc

lional

as.sociated

jacks

in

strips

of

June

The answering

10.

jacks and lamp jacks are mounted on the opposite
sides of a substantial brass base having the jack
springs firmly clamped between mica insulations
by heavy binding screws passing through them
and terminating in metal nuts. The lamps are
provided with a brass tube, clamping the lamp and
also supporting the opal, and are so designed that
they are placed into the lamp jack from the front
of the board.
The lamp-jack springs are so constructed that it is impossible to insert the lamp

brass tube shell, to
proof.

are built of five layers of the wood of which the
linard is constructed, glued together the grain of
the two outside and central layers running length\A ise
and the grain of the other two layers running
closs-wise. The plug shelves are covered with the
best belt leather, one-eighth of an inch in thickness.
The back of each section is provided with a paneled double-hinged door. The front of the board i^
provided with a substantial brass foot rail.
The first position of the board is equipped with
40 toll-line and country party-line equipments, consisting of high-wound bridging non-inductive tubu-

—

The

make

relays,

the relay absolutely dustshell,
are individually

with

mounted on a substantial steel mounting strip, to
which they are clamped by heavy hexagonal brass
nuts. The terminals of the springs, as well as
the coil terminals, pass through the mounting strip,
from which they are properly insulated by hardrubber bushings. The relay rack is provided with
bus bars, mounted on a marble slab. The proper
fuses are provided for individually fusing each
strip of relays.
Fig. 3 also shows an end view of the American
Electric Fuse Company's make of carbon lightning
arresters
and self-soldering heat-coil protectors,
supported
on an architectural-iron
distributing

heard.

The switchboard is built in sections arranged for
one operator's position each. The sections are built
of well-seasoned quartersawed-oak woodwork, with
golden-oak finish, highly polished. The key shelves
are hinged so that they may be raised, making
the wiring and apparatus readily accessible. They

24, 1905

mica washers, and forms a support for the relay
springs, which are firmly clamped between sheetmica insulations by heavy binding nuts.
The
springs are so formed that they pass from this
mounting base up over the iron tube to the armature hinge. The armature is hinged on an Lshaped brass hinge, supported on a knife edge.
This construction gives a relay in which all liie
lines of force act on the armature.
The armature
hinge being more than an inch in length, gives
a wide sweep for making and breaking the contacts.
The relay is clamped to a round brass base, threaded
at its outer edge, upon which is screwed a heavv

FIG.

RELAY RACK

3.

IN

frame and mounting rack.
Fig. 4 shows the power plant. The charging
machine consists of a Roth Brothers dynamo, with
an output of 12 J4 amperes, 35 volts, i.pco revolu-

PORTAGE EXCHANGE.

excepting in its proper position. The lamps can
be removed and replaced without the use of special
tools or devicesStrips of combined lamps and answering jacks
are mounted on a strongly constructed steel frame.
firmly fastened in the front of the switchboard
cabinet.
The strips are fastened into the frame
by heav\' binding screws passing through the strips
from the front of the board. The space remaining for the additional capacity of line equipments
and also the capacity for additional trunking equipments, or the multiple jacks necessary when the
system is changed to a multiple equipment art,
filled
in with blank steel strips of the same d'

tions per minute.
It is provided with a round-type
field rheostat, and is mounted on the same base
with a Westinghouse one-horsepower iio-volt single-phase 133-cycle motor. The charging machine
is mounted on a heavy hardwood platform, resting
on large soft-rubber balls, set in a hardwood frame,
supported by an architectural-iron rack table.

The power switchboard is constructed of a
Vermont marble slab, with beveled edges,
on a heavy angle-iron rack. At the

blue

ported

large

suptop,

center of the board, is mounted a type F
flush-style polished copper-finishel Weston directin

the

mension as the lamp and jack-mounting strips
This enables increasing the exchange with 10 Imc
equipments at a time, by removing one of the bl?nj^
strips and inserting a strip of 10 combined lamn
and answering jacks, and making the neces^^ari
wire connections already provided. The mountmg
strip binding screws are covered with a neat stik
strip fastened

from the front of

the

board.

Supervisory clearing-out lamps are provided with
a shell attachment similar to that of the line lamp'^
and, to protect the opals from impact of the plugs,
they are pro\'ided with an arched wire protecting
guard. The supervisory lamps can be readily re-

moved from the top of
The present equipment

the keyboard.
of the board is provided
with a flashlight transfer system between the positions.
The plugs are the regular multiple switchboard plugs.
The jack mounting strips, being of
steel

EXCHANGE ROOM AND SWITCHBOARD.
mechanical self-restoring drops and jacks. The
combined drops and jacks are mounted individThey are clamped to a
ually in strips of five.
substantial steel mounting strip by the ferrule of
the jack, from the front of the board. 1 he jacks
and drops are thoroughly insulated from the
mounting strip by one thirty-second-inch sheet
mica with hard-rubber bushings insulating the jack
ferrules.
The drop and jack may be removed without dismounting the drop shutters. The shutters
are mechanically
restored
by a small trigger
mounted in the path of the plug, which operates
and throws up the sliutter wlien the plug is in
lar

The

serted into the jack.

ported

on

spring,

to

a

heavy

allow of

adjustment,

making

is

compensating

permanently

retaining its
the shutter

impossible

for

building

enables

them

so

that

construction makes the use of a thin sleeve possible,
and it being so mounted that it turns on its shank,
prevents kinking the cord when twisting the plug
while inserting.
The line signals and supervisory signals are
controlled by individually encased tubular relays.

'^

and

the different toll

vice

versa,

and

and

country

also

between

party lines.
The second and third positions are each equipped
with 200 lamp-line equipments, and the fourth
position with 60 lamp-line equipments, and fully
wired for 200 lines.
Each position is also equipped with i6-parr cords,
plugs, weights, ringing and listening keys, with
double-lamp 'supervisory clearing-out signals, together with complete operator's telephone and other
auxiliary apparatus.
In Fig. 2, at the top in the face of the board.
are shown the white line pilot lamps and the red
supervisory clearing-out signal pilot lamps. The
line signals are mounted in connection with their
lines

PORTAGE EXCHANGE.

flush-type Weston ammeters. Immediately
25,
below' the reading instruments are mounted three
double-pole
single-throw
and three double-pole
to

double-throw

125-volt 50-ampere non-fuse copper
switches, back connected, emery-\\heel finDirectly underneath the knife switches is
mounted a Ward Leonard type
overload and
underload circuit breaker, back connected, of polished copper finish underload three amperes, overload 10 to 20 amperes. At the bottom of the power
board are mounted the necessary copper bus bars.
Fig, 5 shows the storage-battery plant, consisting
of two sets of 24 volts each, type E5 Chloride accumulator storage batteries. The batteries are supported on a hea\'y and strongly constructed wooden
rack, supplied with heavy slate shelves.
The legs
of the several cells are burned together. All batter^r
leads and bus bars are of copper and of
sufficient
size to
insure against cross-talk.
The
heav}' power wires are run through circular loom,
to make the work perfectly safe and substantial.
The wires of the lighting, power circuits and
storage-battery leads are of the
highest grade
rubber-covered wire, and of sufficient size to fulfill
the requirements of the National Board of Fire
Underwriters. The cable used in the switchboard
is of No. 22 B. & S. gauge, tinned annealed copper-wire conductors, gS per cent, pure, and covered
with two layers of silk and one of cotton, the
outside layer of cotton, colored in accordance with
a predetermined color code, facilitating the liandling and testing of lines.
With the present careful management of the companv. which is under the direct supervision of Mr.
F. H. Runkel, secretary and manager, who is well
experienced in the telephone line, and witli the class
of work above described throughout the exchange,
it
is
in position to give the subscribers the most
efficient and convenient service obtainable, with tne

DK

ft

•

V

I^

'

-

i

t

lines,

IN

—

transmitter arm
and other auxiliary apparatus,
together with an operator's receiver, receiver cord,
plug and cut-in jack, including a hand generator,
power generator key. night-bell switch, and special
switches for cutting together the different operators' circuits.
This position is also equipped with
the
necessary connecting appliances for making
connection between
the
central-energy"
exchange
toll

STORAGE BATTERY

ished.

to fail in restoring when the plug is inserted. The
jack .springs are constructed of the highest grade
german silver No, iS sheet.
The first position is also equipped with the regular
local-battery
switchboard transmitter,
with

and

FIG. 5.

current double-scale o to 50 and o to 3 voltmeter.
Immediately underneath the voltmeter is mounted
an ammeter switch, with index plate and hand
wheel, of
the
Crouse-Hinds type. The power
board is also provided with two direct-current.

knife

sup-

german-silver

its
it

restoring trigger

construction,

an extremely short plug may be used, which allows making the plug small and compact and at
the same time give it the proper strength. The
plug is provided with a loose sleeve, avoiding the
use of binding screws passing through it. This

^^^fc--^
FIG. 4.

POWER PLANT

il

IN

PORTAGE EXCHANGE.

on an iron rack, as shown in Fig. 3.
relays are constructed with a coil placed in
a heavy soft-iron tube, which completely closes
the magnetic field when the armature is drawn
up.
The coil terminals pass through the rear of
the tube and are insulated with hard-rubber bushings, making the tube practically air-tight when
the armature is closed. The core of the coil passes
through the rear of the tube, from which it is
thoroughly insulated with hard-rubber bushings and
supported
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Localization of Faults In Low-resistance
Cables.
pllrpo^e of locatiiiK faults on eiililes oi
lar^e earryiiiK capacity, anil coiiseresi-ilaiice, the Wliealsl<ine liridije when
nsed for locatiiiK faults is iinpracticahle for several
I'.ir

llie

eoiMpar.'iiively

i|iKnlly

aiill

further

ilir
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foltowiiiR plan i*

low

An ordinary hridRe or testing set especially
adapted for locating fanlts liv means of the VarleyMnrray loop mclliods

when the

.udy

accur.ile

is

,hiflii.K lb-

iJy

or

<iiKI(e<ilcil

riiiiiiininn.

ihi-

nirlhoil

lliii

ini{

-ndii

I.

|>aiii,
racli
hriditc iliviilril into i/'/n
to ilir cenirr of (he M'alr will e«rrri|ymil
to n ilrfinilr ikiIiii on Ihr f.X) rahlr. anil rarh
iliviHion after paia^iiiK the crnirr of the M'alc will
Ih.- a
ileliiiile point on the (li^ calilc.

(iivcn
division

a

ii|i

If then a niiniher of thin strip* of itlicrt inelal are
CHI to the cx.ael IciiKlh of the tliilr wire, a calilr can
lie
waled to the IciiKth of the nliilc wire anil llir
positions of the iiiaiiholcs, icclions, etc, wrihcil on
the metal strip.
Due of these strips may Im? made for each cable 01
set of cables, and may lie m.ailc in a nhorl lime ami ai
a sli({lit expense, anil when once made nerves for all
lime.
In making a lest the strip corrrsponiliiiK i"
the cable nnder measiiremrni may lie laid on lb<
Hcale of the bridge and the Incalioii of the fanh
may lie read directly from the «cale.

Under favorable conditions an accnracy of
per cent,

is

ohtaiiiahle, anil

an accuracy of
bridge

may

l-lo per

rrc'iMiiK

injlruiiicnl:.

Fur iiM

in

expcriinmul worii
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lirmoiulraiinK
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under ordinary condition ~
cent,

is

practical.

Tin-

be constructed at small cost, oIivioiisl\
with whici.

dependent on the degree of accurticy
rin

.isiiremenls

.are

required.

A Now German Space-telegraph Equipment.
The accompanying

illustrations

show the

detail-

construction and connection of a new German
space-telegraph equipment designed hy Ernst Rub

of

mer of

Berlin.
Figs. I and 3 show, rcspcctivelv.
sending apparatus and its electrical connec
while Fig. 2 shows the receiving apparatus
in the form of an electric lamp used as a wava
detector.
This apparatus is of special importano
for demonstrating the effects of electric waves ami
the interesting phenomena of electrical resonance
as employed in tuning the receivers and senderutilized in space telef;raphy.
The sending apparatus includes two zinc rods
forming an adjustable spark-gap and fitted in a

the

NCK CABLKS.

under lest are of conii>aralivcly hish resistWhen
ance, snch as leieKraph or telephone caliles.
used for e.'ihles of low resistance, as. for instance,
a J.io,ooo-circnl:ir mill Iraiismission line, llie limitations of such an .'ipp.'iratns .'ire great, and the .'iccur.•icy
wilh whicli the fault can be localized is low.
.Mso, the calculations involved, while not complex,
necessitate a considerable amount of figuring.
While it is a fact that the .c;rcatcr number of faults
in underground cables occur in the in.udiol, s ,,f the
Ii;nisTnis>ion lines, it is neverilulc ~- .K^iraMe in
Inciie the fault wilh the greatesi ]in,,i!!l, ,i,-.vuacy.
he readiness and case with which such a lesi can
lie
)nade is quite important when considered from
the slandpoiin of ectniomy in line niaintenance.
The location of the groiuid or cross on a cable
can be very easily accomplished hy the following
method, which utilizes a slide wire bridge for testing by means of the Murray loop.
The melhod is described in the "Wrinkles" dcpartmein of the National Electric Light .\ssociation
l)y
Mr. K. E. Rice, a diagram of the connections
being shown in the accompanying illustration.
slide wire bridge having a bridge or slide wire
of very low resistance (say 0.5 ohm) and which has
a scale divided into a given number of parts is connected as follows:
A cable on which the ground is located is connected to one end of the slide wire and a perfect
of known lo
clod to the otbi
end.
:lista
cted lo elh.

lions,

i

FIG. 3.

—

is

obtained.
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lie
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111

1

cm

the

and
the

ground

possible

lllldel-

If

dial

then the

Mil.T

•d.

By

con-

id

(G')

the
ided

I

| and

i

r'

c.^l

is

incl

re-

a id a suitable

lhe i>alvanometer is
(h) (h') to
.^f the le?rds
the cables (A) and
R i Lii the leads form an extension of the slide wire
In this latter case, the
leads being equivalent to
definite number of scale
sions on Iht slide
the scale of the bridge
not tlien he.
ro. hut will start at the
ih,
ot
equal.
In simplify[f

(

)

.

so

as

to eliminate

the acoustical

himinons
a

effects of the spark
high-tension condenser

which may be regulated,
being wound on a hard-rubher cylinder
and constructed so as to be movable in any posiIt also includes a number of resontion desired.
ance coils wound on tubes of hard rubber, together
with two brass tubes, sliding one over the other,
and forming an antenna, one of the brass tubes
having a small ball on the end.
Electric lamps are used as receivers for detecting the waves.
One type includes a small electric
incandescent lamp as a wave detector responding
to current ititensilies in a similar manner to an
electrolrtic cell, the lamp being inserted in a node
Another tyipe (Fig. 2) makes
of current intensity.
use of a small Geissler tube in addition to the
lamp, wdiich responds to the high tensions, and is
connected like a coherer on the antenna in a ten-

hen

cmin ected to the

esi,ian
Is
s!

cylinder

effects as well as the

will

G'.

In practice the c; ble
bridge by leads of a lo\
the maximum accui IC\'
sistance of the leaiK 111!
necting the niilli-xn IIIU
error due to the K id-^
in the leiiath of the .alil

NEW GERMAN SPACE-TELEGRAPH
niicanite

discharges, together with

dec mal

a

th 'U

i

le

lowc

accordingly,

liare

moving

the

two

sliding tubes

Space Telegraphy for Trains.

rl

t

over the

which constitute the antenna for this purpose. As
mentioned above, the self-induction coil is made
by the use of bare copper wire and is wound .^n
the hard-rubber cylinder in slots, a spring pulley
and crank being provided for rotating the cylinder.

;

Li applvmc: llii^
>nin la \" the
si: UI.
an
A B is nhvionslv
sidcred as having ui M V ih u.
Al
has unit value there ore 1. and -A
by cancellation and

contact

altered

niilli-vollnieler having it^
cro in Lhe middle of
the scale or a very low-r
stance galvanometer is
connected across the slide
shown at (G) and
(G'). The contact-maker on the slide wire is connected to the one terminal of the storage or primary
battery (preferably one of very low resistance)
the
other terminal of the battery is grounded. The electromotive force of the battery nee
not be over a
few ^olls, except for ver>- Iul;Ii-i\' i^t.iiice grounds.
The ordinary Murray loop ii>riiiiil:i - llieu u.sed:
Let L
total resistance ni calilt- A and B.

and Y = resistance to faults.
and B = value of bridge arms when balance

the sendresonance

lhe

by sliding
wire of the resonance
coil, or hy shifting the antenna tubes, a proper tuning of the receiving system is accomplished.
The
secondary vibration circuit may also he tuned to
the primary hy changing the capacity, and the
proper vibration of the secondary circuit may be
the

A

X
A

CONNECTIONS OF SPACB-TBLEGRAPH TRANSMITTER.

the elTects of electric waves given off hy
ing apparatus at a distance, one or two
coils arc employed as a receiving device,
ends of the coils iK-ing grounded, and

a self-induction coil

latter

From a scientilic iKiint of view the tests of spacetelegraph apparatus for train service recently carried
out by the Chicago and Alton Railroad are interesting.
Preparatory to the installation of wireless
apparatus on their limited trains, officials of the
company had a number of tests performed under the
supervision of Dr. Lee De Forest, whose apparatus
was used.
Train No. 3 leaving Oiicago carried
the outfit, which, on account of numerous elevated
crossings along the line, had no upright conductors.
For some time when the train approached the
Mississippi River above the elevated stretch leading
to Merchant's Bridge, the increase in strength of
signals was very marked, but when the train entered
the truss of this bridge it was found that signals
died away almost entirely, due to the screening
action of the truss.
It was obser\-ed also, that the
signals were stronger when the train was broad side
to the transmitting station, running at right angle
to

it.

The fact that radiations were following the course
of the river in preference to overland paths was
again made verj' marked as the train, pulled out of
Alton, 111.
At one point the track goes within a
few hundred feet of the river, and at this panicniar
point the signals, which at this distance from St.
Louis (30 miles) had bv-come relatively weak, were
increased in intensity to a surprising degree.
The success of the tests on the Alton were so
satisfactory

that

the otficials,

it

is

said,

have

deli-

nitely decided to install the wireless system permanently upon their two trains. "The Red Limited."
running daily between Chicago and St. Louis, and
changes will be made in the cars which are newbuilding in Pullman shops to accommodate wireless
apparatus. It is estimated that the three De Forest
stations at St. Louis. Springtield and Chicago, with
the addition of one more at Bloomington, will keep
these trains' in practically continuous communication,

throughout their run.
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it

out from
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short

duction of American
of a

believe that the garbage

contains

cities

mine of wealth

way

in the

re-

the possibility

of raising steam

the article on the
Western Electrician
prepared by our London correspondent. In England
the street "dust" or refuse is generally of a more

should

generators,

subject

this

in

issue of

spread

read

for

character

Per-

fellows.

sympathy

is

more academic than

but nevertheless the feeling of good will

Availing

degree.

ourselves,

wide-

in

therefore,

of

some of the suggestions of our correspondent, we
may make a few points of observation that may
possibly prove helpful.

For

trained,

opportunities

deavor

the

technical

the

are almost in-

field

not true that this avenue of en-

is

so overcrowded that there

is

worth

it

It

men

hard-working

intelligent,

in

numerable.

while

for

the

nothing in

is

inexperienced

graduate.

Money rewards

are small at the beginning, as they

should

the average

embryo engineer has
to learn many things after he leaves college.
But
to the right sort of chap experience comes fast
in a short time
a few months perhaps
he should
acquire a certain amount of balance and familiarity
with business methods which will lead him to the
right perspective of men and things.
Present practice in almost any industrial process
for

be,

—

—

in the next few years.
Who
Perhaps the graduates of 1905 may bring

be revolutionized

can tell?

about important economies and changes.

more

is
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likel}'-,
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shall consist in

But if, as
widening

existing principles and applications, the possibilitiL^s

To

of such development are almost unlimited.
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combustion than the garnevertheless
bage of cities in the United States
the results of the undertakings of this character
by various municipal bodies in Great Britain have
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more experienced
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toward the hopeful graduate does exist
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construction,
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power

heavy railroad

the increase in the weight,
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not indicated

that,

considered
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economically,

steam-raising possibilities of refuse destructors are

be

considered

As

successful.

destructor

a

of

refuse, the apparatus appears to be all right and
perhaps a valuable addition to the municipal equipment; but the s.team generated is largely in the

of a by-product, compared with the main
purpose of the operation, and is hardly to be relied
upon as a steady and economical source of power.

nature

speed and power of battleships, the further devel-

opment and application of the steam turbine and
gas engine, the stopping of financial leaks in

branch
other

conveyances are nowadays subjected, and rightThus, at a recent
to more rigid inspection.

fully,

conference

Board of Health and of the steam

the State

roads and electric interurban

code

of

representatives

Indianapolis,

in

rules

which

will

of

modem

be

Among the rules
at a subsequent meeting.
one requiring the cleaning of day coaches at the
end of each trip, this cleaning to include dusting the
upholstering and scrubbing the floors. A sign prohibiting spitting is to be displayed in each car, and
is

every station in the state of Indiana.

buffet

and dining

Parlor,

and street
manner, and in addi-

cars, as well as trolley

cars, are to be cleaned in like

food boxes, refrigerators, etc., are to be
cleaned and scalded and treated with a one per cent.
solution of formaldehyde at least once a week. The
rules also contain provisions for the thorough cleantion the

sing of sleeping cars.

This joint action
of
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electric
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is in line with the best hygiene of the
day and deserves the careful attention of all railroad
managers.
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is a danger that the graduate will fix his
upon following the more techand highly specialized work of a single branch

attention too firmly
nical

of engineering, failing to recognize that engineering
a business as well as a profession, and not ap-

too

far

bearing

financial

even compara-

of

small operating and construction details.

tively

many

the simple problems

cases

of

In

arith-

metic required to be solved in checking up material
are neglected on

account of a mistaken idea that
such w^ork is unimportant in comparison with the
determination of the equations of curves and similar
questions

formally

— these

command

investigations

problems.

which

in

technical

education

delights.

importance of doing even simple work
adding straight, and of writing a report
a terse, grammatical style cannot be over-em-

The

vital

of

w'ell,

adopted

at

similar

thought of the

rail-

railways prepared a

doubtless

operation

industrial

preciating the

the advance of sanitary knowledge and the

consequent precautionary measures to prevent the
spread of disease, electric cars as well as other public

of

many unsolved

is'

With

volves.

American Street Railway Associatic

and made to accomplish

projected to be located
is
proposed to anchor a
Chicago in Lake Michigan. It is to be completely fitted with space-telegraph apparatus for sending and receiving massages,
and it is expected that followers of the racetrack
will come out in large numbers to do the gambling
on board the steamer which they cannot do safely
This, surely, is an adaptation of "wirein the city.
which was never contemplated by the inless"'

on

to

503, 504
G.

Telephone

Association)

of

modern

that these

proposed by gamblers to evade the la\vs
of Illinois against poolroom gambling, which have
been enforced with stringency during the last year.

which

trical
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to Scotland
Entertainment of Electrical Men in Colorado Springs.
Electrical Generating Stations and Refuse Destruction..
50Simplon Tunnel Exposition
Proposed Amalgamation of Harvard University and the

liassachu setts

may happen

for industrial purposes, particularly for driving elec-

A New

James Dalrvmple Returns

it

ends which are not justified in the

Those persons who

496, 497

Mich
Independent

S3'mpathy

haps the fledgling engineer will feel, after receiving
some hard knocks in the inconsiderate world of

may

Equipment of tiie Minneapolis Chamber
Illustrated..
By Ciiarks H. Coar.
of Commerce.
495.

per\'erted

are

applications

of

discoveries

the

applications of

—

—

business, that this

science are numerous, and

24, 1905

on the career of the 1905 graduate in
engineering, for which, to our regret, we cannot
find space in full.
Like those embarking on the
uncertainties of matrimony, the young man and
the young woman, too who is facing the world at
commencement is sure of the kindly interest and
reflections

practical,

Engineering

History of

N. C, the Canadian Electrical

Telephone Association at Chicago. The sudden and
distressing death of Mr. Sheerin at the last-named
gathering is recorded on the opposite page. The
Western Electrician extends sincere sympathy to the
friends and relatives of this sturdy champion of

ventors.
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A

casual examination of any register of engineer-

graduates shows that many men ultimately cast their lot with ver}'- different work from
that for which they were directly prepared. No one
ing-school

can
well

of

development of his professional
a country like this, and it is

foresee the

or business
to be

work one

takes

sufficient, unless

many

in

life

not too insistent as to the exact kind

one

up,
is

years of activity

if

the financial

prepared for

may

reward

is

sacrifices ^vhich

not overcome.

In the development of the engineer's career no

more important matter can be studied than how
Occupying a position naturally
and emengineer is bound to be
felt as a force which makes for industrial betterment, not only in iron and steel propositions, but
The comprehenalso in the inter-dealings of men.
sive study of public affairs is, therefore, something
which ought not to be neglected by the graduate
anxious to broaden into a well-rounded professional
man, and the influence of the engineer in the great

to

deal with men.

appreciative of the problems of employer
ploye,

the broad-minded

politico-industrial

movement

of

the

times has

al-

ready demonstrated the value of such knowledge,

1

—
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Sudden Death of 8. P. Sheerin at the
OpenInK of Chicago Telephone
comes
Simon

Western

the

.-iii

(lislresding
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ICIcclricinn

ami

news

saildciiinR

Company

'relcplmnc

(toiiiR

is

president of

Slicerin,

P.

ilistanec

of

the

prc«

to

Mr.

that

New LonR-

Inilianapolis,

an<l

most prominent Independent lelcplionc
United States, was stricken while addriHsinK the National-Interstate 'relephoiic Assoliallon at the Auditorium Hotel. The mcctini; wai
called to order on Tuesday morning, Jnnc 20th,
at 10 o'clock hy James II. Iloge of Cleveland, president of the National Independent 'I'elephone Association, who, with Theodore Gary of Macon, Mo.,
president of the Interstate association, formed the

one of

men

tile

of the

ccMinnitlee

charge of the
explained

in

Mr

Miillnii.

present

joint

coii-

hy

proceedings

the

lIoKe

the

word

In

lis

in

our

qiiiri

honm

that
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il

i«

dc-

worth onc'» while in llir»c d«j(« to lie
aoiirid that he i» welcome to Chicago.
arc all proud of Chicago: we .ire all in i
greater or le»ser degree conlriliulors lo h^r great
ncM. The telephone i* the advanrr guard, the vi'-lorioUH skirniinh line of comnierrr. '1 hr Indrfod
tjiiil
enl telephone .is a commercial agciuy lias
lo<lay in the world.
In the states innnrdi.ili 1> -'ir
rounding Chicago and naturally tnliiitary to her
Qjo.ooo
Indejiendent telephone*
there are lod.iy
knocking most vigorously for .admi^tion. I hope
you will not consider me ungracious if I .I'ggest that Chicago needs the trade represented hv
these 950,000 telephone users quite ai badly as they
need Chicago.
It is a mutual want, a joint ncccssily,
that should be handled promptly and intelciilcdly

riflici.nlly

Convention.
JuBt

"Wc

w

"We have given proof of the faith that is in us
will
spend
by the work I have indicated.
$i,ooo,coo to build toll lines into Chicago, just is
soon as Chicago is ready to receive them.
want
possible
relations
the closest
with you.
wdl
in and spend our money with you, if you
only kindly open your dofir.
"Again, sir, I thank you for this most hcaily
welcome. We are glad to he your guests, and will
endeavor so to conduct ourselves as to merit the

will

S.

two

llu'

p.

SHEERIN.

were consolidated hy a
from each asso-

:is^(H-ia(ic)ns

which had power

ci.ilion,
'I'he

then

effect

a consolidation.

of the consolidation have already been

details

printed

lo

in

asked

the

Western

the

old

Electrician.

National

Hoge

Mr.

association

to

take

upon the consolidation committee's report,
and upon the motion of Col. J. D. Powers of
T.ouisville, Ky., seconded hy E. B. Fisher of Grand
The InterKapids, Mich., its action was ratified.
slate association had previously ratified the work
of its committee, and the consolidation of the two

action

completed.

organizations wa.s thus

a. m. Col. J. D. Powers, who had been
temporary chairman, called to order the
National-Interstate Telephone
first meeting of the
."Kssociation.
Mr. Powers requested each state represented to select one man, these to constitute the
nominating committee, which was to report at the
afternoon session. Mr. Powers made no address
at this time, saying that he would talk to the asso-

At 10:15

selected

ciation

He

later.

then introduced

j\Ir.

Howard

S.

Taylor, city prosecuting attorney, the personal representative

of

Mayor

welcomed
Mr. Taylor

heartily
city.

Dunne

of

the delegates

and

no mistake

left

who

Chicago,
visitors

as

to

to

his

the
sin-

freedom

and hospitality of
Chicago and soon had the convention in a happy
state by bis humor.
He said he was glad the ,issociation was organized as "Independent" and that
it was founded upon principles of honest competicerity

in

offering

the

tion.

Mr.

Sheerin then arose

come from Mayor Dunne.

to

respond to the welbegan:

He

"On

behalf of the delegates present and the z,500,000 telephone users in the United States whom
we have the honor to represent, I thank you most
sincerely for this cordial w-elcome to Chicago.
Although the greater number of us only came in on
this trip last night, we are by no means strangers
in your beautiful city.
Chicago has had most intimate relations with the Independent telephone

movement

confidence and closer relationship of our host."
The convention immediately adjourned after this
sad incident to meet at three o'clock in the afternoon, at which time some action was to be taken
concerning the further progress of the meeting.
A further report of the proceedings will appear in
the Western Electrician next week.
The convention opened with bright prospects.
Most of the prominent men in the Independent operating fielfl. as well as many from the manufacturing, financial and promoting ends, were present.
Besides the large number of accredited delegates,
telephone men from nearly every state in the Union
where the Independent telephone is known were
in attendance.

since

its

very inception.

Of

the $^50,000,-

000

invested in the business, at least $75,000,000
spent for switchboards, telephones and
other equipment, and I am quite sure it is entirely
safe to say that 80 per cent, of this latter sum has
been paid to Chicago manufacturers. The Chicago
manufacturers, like all other good Chicagoans. have
a way of getting there that is all their own."

have been

At this point Mr. Sheerin stepped to Col. Powers
and in a whisper said
"I fear I will not be able
to finish this."
Before the chairman fully realized
the situation, Mr. Sheerin reeled and fell heavily
backw-ard onto the floor.
Physicians were
called, but in less than half an hour life w-as
extinct.
.Apoplexy is believed to have been the
cause of death. Mr. Sheerin's address had been
prepared in advance, and a melancholy interest
:

will attach

—

to the concluding portion of it
written
but never spoken which is as follows:
"We are glad, however, to be officially assured
that we are welcome in Chicago.
Your very excellent and enterprising newspapers have carried

—

Mr.

Sheerin

was

well

known and

well

liked

He was second
no one in his prominence in the movement. He
was president of the New Long-distance Telephone
Company of Indi.anapolis and also of the Indiananolis Telephone Company
two of the most prosperous concerns in the Independent-exchange field.
He was always active with voice and pen in favor
of the movement, and as he was a man of substance and standing, what he had to say was always regarded with attention. He served for some
time as secretary of the Independent Telephone
Association of the United States one of the pre-

among Independent

telephone men.

to

—

—

decessors

of the

National-Interstate

.\ssociation.

He

wrote papers and reports for conventions, and
was active in other ways. Formerly he was active
in political life, being at one time secretary of the
Democratic National Committee. He differed with
his party on the free-silver issue, however, and of
late had taken little part in politics.
The decedent was a courteous, polished gentkman, kind yet decided in bearing, with strong intellectual powers and the faculty of making and
retaining friends. His death will be very sincerely
and generally regretted.

w:.K.

ll'le

l^anlway^
liiit

to Scotland.

After going over street-railway conditions pretty
thoroughly for about two weeks in Chicago, anil
also spending a day or so each in Minneapolis, St.
Paul, Cleveland, Buffalo, Philadelphia, Washington.
New York, Montreal and Boston, James Dalrj-mple.
manager of the street railway system of Glasgow.
Scotland, was scheduled to leave the latter city for

home on June 20th. Mr. Dalrjmple came to this
country at the invitation of Mayor Dunne of Chicago to tell how the street-railway system of Glasgow is conducted by the municipality.
As to Mr. Dalrymple's conclusions about the operation of street railways in America and as to the
nature of his advice to Mayor Dunne in the latter's
ambition to take over the street railways of Chicago, nothing official is at hand his views are to
be written on the boat and sent to ifr. Dunne
but from his public utterances in various cities it
may be concluded that in his opinion the municipal
ownership of street railways in this countrj' under
present conditions is not likely to be a success.
In one of his last interviews ilr. Daln-mple
denied the newspaper reports that he had criticized
American politics, but he added that politics is at
all times a peril in city ownership.
He does not
see how public utilities can he operated by Americans under a "spoils system" and he believes a
good man at the head of a department should stay
there regardless of which party^ is victorious at
election.
It is his opinion, apparently, that a change
in
the methods of
municipal
govemment
in

—

American

cities

is

essential

before any important

movement toward municipal ownership should be
undcrtakcti.

am

I

tclccting

.It

ill.-

my own

an employe

I
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Entertainment of Electrical Men
Colorado Springs.
liolh

in

In

Denver and C

•

tainment of visitor* to lli
National Electric I.ieht
carefully planned and in cvt-rv w
tion of the Denver "events" liain

the

Western Kleclrician

the details of the Cohir:
were left, with the apjir
mittee, to

George

Colorado Springs

,.

I'le
,e,

;.n.
nlc
liai

It
'

.

ni
in-

!tK

B. 'I rip:
Electiit

is-

nd

comnnitec.
guests arrived in Colorado Sprir,.
noon and Friday morning. June >•

sistancc of a local

'••r.

iter

going to their respective hotels the del. g..t.
Ixgan
the various trips provided for their entertainment,
starting from the Antlers Hotel at rme o'-!rx-k Fri<tx
day afternoon. The visitors wi-r.
"classes," each provided with
a
distinct color.
nie
Each coupon ga\'
the
one feature. On Saturday all el
excursion to Cripple Creek over the Short Lnic. A
list of these "events" is as follows:
'

'

'

'

<

1

:

Drive 10 Bear Creeli Canon and Norlli CliQyeone Canon.
Eleclricoi ride to liowor liouur ot Colorado Stirinu. and In.
teriirbnn Railway Companjr: alito special train lo main low^r
station of Colorado Sprins* Electric Company and Itsnite c.ial
mines at Austin Bluffs.
Eleclticoar tide to plant ot Pike s Peak Hydto-clectric Company in Manilou. followed by ascent of Pike's Peak br cot railDrive to tlic Garden of the
estate of General Palmcrf.

Coda and Glen Eyrie

(ilie

beAnlilol

Concert and dance at Broadmoor Casino :for all ladies aod
k'entlcmen on Friday eveninul. Special electric cars were provided.
Excursion to Cripple Creek, the ereat cold -minios camp, over
Short Line (steam) railroad. This was for the whole party ajsd
was enjoyed on Saturday. A dainty basket luncheon was served
on the train, which was ran in three sections and carried about
600 people.

These features were carried out on Friday afternoon, Saturday and Sunday.
In addition an informal dance was arranged for Saturday evening
in the ball-room of the .Antlers.
Many, also, remained on Monday and Tuesday and t<x)k further
trips in the beautiful mountain region about Colorado Springs.
Each "class" was in charge of a
local chairman and six assistants.
-An unusual feature and one greatly appreciated
was the extending of the full privileges of the clubs
to the various delegates and guests of the convention by the El Paso, the Pike's Peak and the Elks
clubs of Colorado Springs. This was the first time
that the exclusive clubs of that city threw open

—

member in attendance at a
should he given the
Golf Club for extending its privileges to the delegates and guests of the association
who desired to play golf at any time during their
doors
convention.

their

to

every

Particular credit

Town and Gown
stay

James Dalrymple Returns

malt'

eral

Wc

come

johit coniriiitUe of 10 nicnihcr.s, five

hy

ligently.

We
Wc

wliicli

—

in

Colorado

Springs.

The

association

was

given the exclusive privilege of using the links
during Friday afternoon, June <)th, at which time
a golf tournament was held and prizes of two fine
silver cups, donated by President E. H. Davis of the
association, were presented to the winners of the
two matches, one for ladies and one for gentlemen.
Mrs. Percy Ingalls of Arlington. N. J., won the
ladies' cup, and Louis A. Ferguson of Chicago the
gentlemen's cup.
No charge was made for any of the entertainment
features except the ride up Pike's Peak, for which
The donations for
a reduced rate was obtained.
the entertainment were received from the DenverGas and Electric Company, the Colorado Springs
Electric Company and many other electrical companies during business in the state of Colorado. I'ne
councils, the hotels and the bi^siness men "t
both Denver and Colorado Springs, together willi
liberal contributions from manufacturing and supply companies throughout the United States.
The Colorado people felt that it was_ a gcK)d thing
to bring such an important body of men as far
\\est for the first time in the history of the association, and for the first time west of Chicago since
1893. when the convention was held at St Louis.
They hope that, after having had such a successftil
convention, both from the point of view of business
and pleasure, the association officials will, in :!ic
future, give the western inembers an opportunity of
attending a .convention at a central western point
once cverj' three or four years.
It only remains to be said that the entertainment
so liberally provided was on a greater scale than
anj-thing of the kind in the previous hi.story of the,
It was thoroughly enjoyed, and the
association.
convention will ever be remembered as a red-letter
one in every respect.
city

;
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Electricity Generating Stations

and

Refuse Destruction.
[l-'rom the London correspondent of the Western Electrician.]

The

disposal of

town refuse by burning has now-

been accomplished for many years, and to electrical
engineers has been given the credit of having appreciated the modern destructor at its true worth.

undoubtedly a fact that from the inception
of combining an electricity generating
with a dust destructor i. e., utilizing the
heat produced in the destructor furnaces for generating steam the cost to the municipality of disposing of their refuse has decreased, and if that
were the only point of view from which the matter must be looked at. those concerned would be
It

is

of the idea

—

station

—

individuals.
But like so many new
poHcy surrounding its adoption has
amount
of controversy which
vast
given rise to a
at the present time in Great Britain is as far from

very contented

inventions, the

a

settlement as

ever

was.

it

I

notice that

in

an

American popular journal some sweeping statements have recently been made as to what has
been done in Great Britain in the matter of combining dust destructors and electricity works, and
false imhave caused
that the following few facts have been collected.
To electrical engineers the question of combinit

is

with

pression

of correcting

the object

that

these

may

be

likely

an}'

to

more economical

upon

an

they

whicii

are

refuse

most uncertain
for

exists

a

choice

in the

tow

the

which

a

dust

destructor

works was. I beLondon.
This is a disin
lieve,
at Shoreditch
trict largely given over to the cabinet and furniture-making trade, and consequently a large percentage of the refuse was comparatively of a high caloWhen
rific value than is the case in most places.
the Shoreditch plant was first put into operation
some glowing accounts were published in the daily
papers as to the probability that practically all the
electricity consumed in the district Avould be generated from the steam raised from the burning of
the refuse.
But Shoreditch is \viser today than it
was at the opening of its electricity' works, although a considerable quantity of steam is supplied from the destructor boilers.
As pointed out
above, some 50 other places have followed the example of Shoreditch. but all the wild talk that the
public lighting of great cities like
New York
could be maintained from generators driven from
destructor boilers is rather discounted when the
average caliber of those towns that have combined
electricity works and refuse destructors is taken
into account.
Not one has the slightest pretension to being a city that may be termed large in
the broadest sense of the word.
To Glasgow i;
given the credit of being the most go-abead city
in
Great Britain, but there the combination ha-:
not been adopted: and the remark applies to other
large places such as Sheffield.
The real fact is that
so many complications are introduced in order -to
insure smooth working between a dust destructor
and the generating station that the results obtained
hitherto do not in the opinion of the majority of
the independent experts justify its use.
It may
lie said
that those engineers in charge of dust
destructor generating stations have definite and
opposite opinions on this matter. That is so, but
there

is

a

qualification

the origin of nearly

all

to such a statement. In
municipal electricity under-

takings in Great Britain an outside consulting engineer is called in to advise. In manj- cases before
be arrives on the scene the local authority' has

determined

adopt a combination of the refuse
destructor and generating station, and the expert,
when advised of this, like a sensible business man,
devises a scheme to carry out the wishes of the
council.
And it is peculiar how deep rooted is the
idea of combining the two in the case of the small
local authorities.
When the consulting engineer has
finished his work and the station has been erected
a resident engineer is sought to run the combined
to

a site

for

the

generating

the

n.

generating

who

drastic opinion
were few engineers
combination, if they had
it,
after four or five years.
other hand, the following conclusions
Mr. W. G. Adams (who is an ardent
of the combination and not connected
particular works) before the Institution

did

not

charge of

On

the

enthusiast

any

with

The more

station.

given by

in

of

which may even be several miles outside
Another authority has stated that the
fine film of dust which finds its way into the generating station from the destructor is most detrimental to the machinery, and that a high brick w'all
should be built between the two to avoid this.
A further suggestion is that no windows should be
built in the destructor house on the side nearest to
station,

pronounced.
The most enthusiastic adm:t
that the prime consideration is to dispose of the
street garbage in the most sanitary manner. Tlierc
are in Great Britain at the present something like
200 refuse destructors at work, of which about
50 are worked in conjunction with electricity generating stations.
Thus it will be seen that the
practice of combining the two is by no means universal, although very fair results have been obtained
where the two have been worked conjointly.
Leading men here take the view that too
rosy an aspect should not be taken of this matter,
and the reasons for this are summed up below.
electricity

will

makes the steam-raising property a
factor.
Again, the most suitable
generating station conducted upon the
most up-to-date lines is necessarily- not the most
suitable site for a dust destructor.
Obviously, to
avoid too much carting through the streets the
best site for a dust destructor would be in the
center of the
town, whereas with high-ten.sion
generation and
distribution
certain flexibility
a
of the

site

was once expressed

The first instance
was combined with

Naturally he

erected?

try his utmost to make them a success.
However, even from engineers who have been
and still .are in charge of such undertakings,
words of warning have issued quite recently, and
it is
mainly from these gentlemen that the most
valuable cautions have been uttered.
In the first
place we have been told that the varying character

ing their electricity works with the dust destructors is one of the gravest importance, and
with- the greater exoerience in the inatter which
time brings the hesitancy would appear to be the

more

June

undertaking. Is it in human nature than an engineer in charge of a works will decry the principle

that there

regret

the

Engineers in London this year show
an indiscriminate advocacy of the combination of a dust destructor and an electricity works
is to
be deplored a conclusive answer to those
of

Electrical

that

—

who

America

in

believe

that the

opposite

is

the

opinion generally held here:

The

"i.

remarkable figures obtained in some
as
demonstrated in the series of
have had the privilege of laying before
evidence that great advances have been
the problem of utilizing waste heat from

undertakings,

curves I
you, are

made

in

burning

works

refuse

W'ere

in

destructors

since

the

pioneer

not going too
electricity

will

far

to

works

in

be

the results.
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But

it

is

that the advantage to
having a refuse destructor
is nothing like so great as

state

conjunction with it
sometimes popularly supposed.
One fact alone
sufficient to demonstrate this.
The refuse is
brought in in the morning and must of necessity
be burned at once just at a time when, in most
works in ordinary localities, the amount of power
demanded is very slight. The refuse cannot be
stacked for the evening load.
Quite a number of
places here have electricity works and destructors
in

is
is

erected

in

course,

not

different

parts

connected in

of

the district, -and, uf

any way.

G.

Simplon Tunnel Exposition.
The

principal objective point of both the Simplon
St. Gothard tunnel Is Milan, the commercial
center of Italy, and for tw^o years past plans have
been underway for the celebration of the completion
of the Simplon Tunnel, by means of an exposition.
The exposition is given under the patronage of the
king, who makes a personal contribution of $19,300.
The government has voted $96,500, together with

and the

valuable concessions and numerous awards. The city
of i\lilan and private subscriptions provided $772,000.
It has been decided to give special prominence to
transportation and the fine arts. The exposition will
open in April. igoS. and continue until November.
Transportation exhibits are open to all countries,
but the fine arts exhibits will be purely Italian.
Harlan W. Brush. United States consul at ?\Iilan.
says that American manufacturers of anything that
can be included under the general head of transportation, including traveling cranes and electric
locomotives, should give the exposition early attention.

The boring of
tunnel
24tb.

in
It

the Simplon Tunnel, the largest
the world, was completed on February
the fourth of the great Alpine tunnels,

is

and the second between Switzerland and Italy. It
In August, iSgS, and was built by
the Swiss and Italian governments.
The total cost
up to December 31. IQ04 (the latest date for which
statistics are available), was $13,317,000.
The total
length is exactly 12 miles and 45S yards. With the

was commenced

completion of the boring, the work of equipping the
tunnel was commenced.
The lining must be finished,

the

permanent way

built

and the signaling

apparatus installed. Electric power will undoubtedly
be used in the operation of the tunnel.

started.

That these results still leave room for subimprovement (a) by closer attention to
the details of the construction of. furnaces and
flues and the general arrangement of the plant
(b) by improving the methods of handling and
burning the refuse, and (c) by careful utilization
of the steam and the adoption of an economical
form of blast.
'"2.

—

stantial

That, given suitable conditions, there

"3.

is

with-

out doubt a substantial gain to be effected by the
combination of electricity and destructor works
but

owing

to the variation in the calorific value
and to other special
considerations every proposed case of combination needs to be considered on its merits by
persons qualified to, make an independent and in-

of refuse in different localities
local

telligent inquiry."

should be pointed out that the results deabove were not accepted by many other
owing to the difficulty of discovering
in the various
London works, which were there
referred to. the exact method of measuring tlie
units generated from refuse and the units generIt

scribed

engineers,

ated from coal.

however, going too much in detail,
be seen from the above that this matter is
Great Britain at present. But

Without,
it

will

a very open one in

with modern methods of electric supply there is
one factor which may have a very serious effect.
Great Britain during the last five years has been
"districted" between a number of electric powersupply companies which supply energy for power
purposes to manufacturers, and also to local authorities

for

the

very

in
detail.
Agreements
form of supply are now becoming

distribution

for
latter

numerous,

sub-station

for

for

tunities

stations

will

the energy being delivered at a
transformation.
Thus the opporand generating
tend to diminish rather than in-

combining destructors

crease.

As mentioned

before,

the

object

wrong

of

these

few

impression that
in
popular
magazines as to what are the facts of this matter
in
Great Britain.
As a means of disposing of
refuse a dust destructor whether combined with
a generating station or not Is quite obviously the
most sanitary method extant, and if the steam generated by it can be put to some useful purpose the
notes

may

is

to

possibly

correct

be

a

caused

by

writers

Proposed

Amalgamation

of

Harvard

University and the Massachusetts
Institute of

Technology.

The amalgamation of the interests of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology w'ith Harvard L'^niversity was tentatively decided upon at a meeting of
the corporation of the former institution recently,
and if the alliance can be consummated without
legal complications the corporation of Harvard University is invited to co-operate wMth the Institute
trustees for a union between the two institutions.
great majoritj' of Technology graduates have
been opposed to the alliance, and a vote taken a
few w-eeks ago, it is said, showed that thej^ were
against it In the ratio of 3 to i.
The plan as proposed contemplates that Harvard
shall abandon the field of industrial science now cultivated In the Lawrence Scientific School, divert to
the Institute all its funds now or hereafter available
for this purpose, receiving a minority representation
on the executive committee of the Institute, and
adding to the Institute faculty- its own facult>' of
industrial science.
Students of either may take
courses in the other, and "Tech" students may have
the use of the Harvard playgrounds, museums, and
libraries.
The Institute of Technology- is to move
to Brighton, opposite the site of Harvard College on
the Charles River, selling the property It now occupies in Boston.
But it is not to lose its name
Tt is simply
nor the validity of its own degrees.
to do its o\vn work in co-operation with Harvard
University.

A

Western Union Quarterlv Report.
The Western

L^nion Telegraph -Company reports
quarter ended March 31st net revenue of
which, added to the surplus of $15.793'257 on January i. 1905, leaves a balance of
Dividend of 1^4 per cent., paid April
$i7i339.34415th. and Interest on bonded debt amounted to
$1,517,821, which left a surplus on March 31st of
The net revenues of the quarter end$15,821,523.
ing June 30th. based upon nearly completed returns
for April^ partial returns for May, and estimating,
the business for June, will be about $1,750,000.
Deducting dividends and interest will leave an estimated surplus for the present quarter amounting
The executive committee recomto $16,023. J02.
mends that a dividend of 1^4 per cent, on the
capital stock of the company- be payable on and
after the 15th day of July next, to stockholders of
record at the close of the transfer books on the
20th day of June.
for the

$1,546,087,
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The New "Wunder" Arc Lamp.
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Operating Features of Vertical Curtis

The

very coinidcralilc cx|)criencc already liail
llirliiiieii lia» fully (Iciiioiislralnl llip claim that
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far
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on the rotating part* arc of far gnai.r m .yiun
than Ihouc which occur In reciiinicaliiiK engimunits, and one of the ini|>orlani feature* of micI.

operalion of lurhiiic-driven units in llir
nuintenaiice nf a good running halaiice
The first essenlini for good rnmiing balance is a
good alignnieiil of the lop bearing with respccl to
This can he readily ileleriniiied by rethe sliafl.
moving the top hearing and shifting ihc lop-liearAdiUHiing shield of llie generator if necessary.
Thidevices are provided for this purpose.
iiig
shaft should run true and the bearing shield should
be concenlric so that llie niaxiiinini ecccniriciiv
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I'rol

of a hydraulic cylinder
r,m
nects with a follow-np .,
..-, jt
absolutely non-hunting
lb.- i;.)..- ..f ,,i|... mcx:haiiism which will nltimalely prrvail a« the niroplnt
and most satisfactory can only lie determined l^'
practical experience which is now lieing had in
turbines under various conditions
It is dcsiraMr
that the valve casing* lie drained to the casing nf
Ihe turbine to avoid ixicketiug of water when ihe

^

machine is at rest, so that il can Jie started and
Ihe loail quickly applied in case of need.
The amount of clearance given lietwecn Ihe stationary and revolving parts has licen fixed by extensive experience and is made sufficient to satisfy
Ihe
most exacting practical requirements.
For
example, instanlancous loads have often been applied 10 a i.ooo-kili.natt turbine by means of an
oil
switch, .amonniing to 50-per cent, overloid.
both condensing and non-condensing, and instantaneous loads of from 7.500 lo 8.000 kilowatts have
been thrown ofl: and on a 5.000-kilowalt machine repeatedly with perfect freedom.
The rapidity with
which the niachinc may lie started up is not in
any way limited by the clearance of the machine
;md is only controlled liy the speed with which
the steam piping may be warmed up.
The multi-stage construction of Ihe turbine affords the facility, wdiich has been made use of in
some cases, for abstracting steam, after being
partly expanded, for feed-water heating and other
similar purposes.
The steam so expanded in the
turbine is more economically used by the turbine
than by most types of engine-driven auxiliary apjiaralus and so oflfers an economical means for
making use of electrically driven auxiliaries, which
are generally more desirable on account of less
cost of attendance and maintenance without the
ilisadvantage
usually
incidental
electrically
to

GENERAL VIEW OF " WUNDER

FIG.

lamp

"

ARC LAMP.

actuated bj' double solenoids with a U-shaped
armature, which is connected to a dash-pot and
chitcb In' a rod. the mIioIc liciiis nioutltcd on a central Uilie c:irr\inq- the upper carbon holder.
The dash-pot. Fig. 2. is provided with a graphite
plunger which is so ,-oii~inK-tc.l as in |ni-fiirm its
function xvilh tlu' l.soi |».~,!l,!,
mi, ,,1111
iriotiou,
thus insuring posiiiv,- ii-nl.inon n|,,-,, ,„ nuTation.
is

.

1

,

,

Fo
rbeosiai consisung of

two

coils niouiitfd

on a porce-

basr, and suspended from the top of the lamp.
\ \analilc resistance may he olitained to suit the
by means of a device employed for that

lain

line vollage

purpose.
Particular attention

directed to the "device for
in position. .\n inner globe
used.
The globe cnurelv
carbo,, holder and the single
is

maintaining the inner globe
with

single

surrounds

o|Kniiig

ilie

lower

is

ncgalixe rod 01, which it is supported, and is held in
place by a metal cup at the bottom of the globe. This
cup is connected lo the bottom plate of the lamp by
means of a flexible rod controlled in such a way
that the globe is not held rigd. therefore responding
readily to the variations
in
temperature.
This
obviates breakage of the globe due to expansion and
contraction resulting from these changes.
The ouicr globe is spherical in form and is held
in posiiioii on ilie lamp bv a locking de\'ice connecting
the baud ring surrounding the flange of the globe
and the bottom frame of lamp.
The clutch used in this lamp is not complicated,
having but one movable part wdiich grips the carbon
in a manner precluding all possibility of slipping, and
at the same time insuring the proper release of the
carbon when the tripping device is brought into
action.

asserted that the lamp will burn from 150 to
170 hours with one set of carbons. The most satisfactory result in the life of the lamp is dependent
upon the quality of carbons used and the amount
of current consumed.
When retrimming the lamp,
the stub remaining of the upper carbon may be used
as a lower carbon.
ft is

PiG. 2.

from 500

FEED MECHANISM OF "WUNDER

ARC LAMP.

5.000-kilowatt capacity, respectively.
The generator bearings require the same attention as w'ould be given to ordinary dynamo bearings.
The middle bearing on account of heat conduction through the shaft from the turbine runs
warm but with perfect satisfaction because of the
light loads imposed on it by the vertical shaft.
The oil is fed to a reservoir with sight-feed
glasses mounted at the top of the generator and
also provided with an overflow pipe leading to
the drain.
To insure a ftdl reservoir the supply
is
adjusted to cause a slight overflow.
From the
sight-feed glasses independent pipes supply oil to
the two upper bearings under a sufficient gravity
head to insure perfect lubrication under all circumto

stances.

To eliminate the packing at the lower end of the
shaft the step hearing is generally water lubricated, the shaft being fitted with a bronze slee-.-e
running in a babbitt-lined guide bearing.
With
water lubrication no attention is required beyond
running the pressure pump, wdiich may supply oiu
or a number of turbines, the division of the water
being automatically cared for by tlie baffler, the
purpose of wdiich is to make turbines of the same
size or different sizes take their proportional share
of the total
flow of lubricant supplied by the
pumps. This baffler is supplied with every vertical
steam turbine and is a fluid-friction device of simple construction and readily adjustable to give any
pressure drop desired.
By its use it is possible to
operate turbines of 500-kilo\vatt and 5.000-kilowatt
output from the same pumps and piping system
economically and satisfactorily under every c^Midition.

The water used for lubrication of the step bearing and guide bearing is ordinarily permitted to
flow over into the condenser and so on to the hot.

w-ell

again

and

feed-w'ater tank, from wdiich water is
for the step-bearing pumps so that

taken

Abstract of a paper read before ilie Denver-Colorado SprinES
convention of the Xational Electric Light .Association. June 6
1905.
Mr. Kruesi is designer for the General Electric Company.

driven
auxiliaries,
namely, insufficiently heated
feed water.
It is possible to build small turbines
of the Curtis type which will yield exhaust steam
for feed healing even more economically (for the
reason that the pressure in the main turbine varies
with the load), and such machines are frequently
employed as exciters. Their simplicity and reliability
combined with the absence of lubricating oil in the
exhaust, making it possible to use open feed heaters
and waste no water, will no doubt crcat a demand

which

will justify
their
development for drivcirculating pumps, hot-well pumps,
feed pumps, etc.
Means are at hand for simply and
automatically varying the speed of such turbinedriven pumps according to the load on the main
turbine.
number of turbines are now under construction, designed to work at an initial steam pressure
of 15 pounds absolute, and expanding to the best
vacuum obtainable, taking steam at this initial
pressure from the exhaust of reciprocating engines
in plants already built, but operating non-condensThe energy available between these pressure
ing.
limits is approximately equal to that due to the
drop in pressure in the engines, and the turbine
may be expected "with a 27-inch vacuum to develop a kilowatt-hour for alxiul 42 pounds of
steam, so that the output of the engines will be
equalled
and the station capacity and output
doubled if low-pressure turbines are installed of
the same rated capacity as the engines witho'it
adding to the equipment of boilers, high-pressure
steam piping, etc.. and without increasing the coal
consumption.
The turbines receive only wh.it
steam is exhausted by the engines, and their output
will therefore vary in the same degree as the load
on the engines, the turbines floating on tlie system
and contributing as much power to the total station output as the amount of steam supplied by
The amount of steam
the engines makes available.
taken from the boilers is then controlled solely bySince
the cut-off of the reciprocating engines.
the no-load steam consumption of the turbines will
be less than that of engines of the same output,
the turbines will never be a drag on the engines.
Turbines operating at the other extreme of the
steam expansion curve are also under considora--

ing centrifugal

A

I.

tion.

taking steam at say .lijO-poimd pressure and

expanding

it

to iio-pound pressure, after

which the
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used for pulp digesters and other heating
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thought will show that circuits
be connected to the standard telephone
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Imth in capital cost and
makes small piping desirable,
number of reasons why the whole
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111
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The low velocity
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Iliiw of the steam and which do not exist
ra^o n[ the turbine, and to hold the pressure
the cconamical limit imposed by the
Liignie and give the full pressure up to the point
The tnrhinc, on the other hand, takes
of cul-dft.
sleam continuously and the maximum flow is the
reduction in pressure
same as the average.
below that for which the engine cylinder and cutoff dimensions are designed causes a larger increase
in steam consumption than in the case of the turliiiiK
ill

Combined working over two-wire or metallic ciris free from this objec-

cuit telephone lines, however,

from many other very serious ones.
try to show what and how important are the
limitations which may be expected.
Anv metallic circuit telephone line which is good

tion, and, indeed,
I shall

<r:

williin

of operation makes it more flexincrease in the pressure
respect.
allowed between boiler and turbines is even

whose mode
in

drop

An

this

when the steam is superheated,
justifiable
reduce radiation losses, and involves
increase in initial cost, boilers costing substantially the same whether built for 150 poimds
The mere increase in pressure
or 200 pounds.
from 150 pounds to 175 pounds by gauge reduces
the volume by- 12 per cent, and permits a six-perIt therecent, reduction in the diameter of pipes,
fore seems desirable to make the rated boiler or
safety-valve pressure about' 25 pounds higher than
the rated turbine pressure and permit a certain
pressure under extreme conditions
variation in
and correspondingly less for normal load, etc.,
thereby reducing the size of the pipes and fittings
and materially reducing the cost of the piping,
securing drier steam, avoiding the frequent blowing
of pop-valves, and, incidentally, another important
advantage, namely, less trouble from leaky steam
joints, especially when superheated steam is used.
more
in

of combined
though valu-

in

A

ible

this

able.

ill.;

ih-'i)

bine,

June
in

way cannot

purposes.

To

specialized

order to

no
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enough for quiet commercial telephone service, may
be made to furnish one telegraph circuit by having
coils bridged across it, as shown in Fig.
coils should contain turns enough to
enable them to be bridged across the circuit with
no greater reduction in telephone transmission than
would be caused by bridging across a high impedance standard drop or ringer.
The magnetic
circuit may be opened or closed; that is, the windings may be upon a straight bundle of iron wires,
or upon a ring-shaped core.
tap is to be taken
from the middle of the winding, or, which is equivalent, from the junction of two similar windings
on the same core. This tap is carried to the telegraph apparatus and may be considered simply to be
Any desired arrangethe end of the telegraph line.
ment of telegraph apparatus may be added to the
circuit thus secured, the only limitation being that
the method of working should not involve high frequencies, such as are^ met in the Edison phonoplex

impedance
2.
These

By Samuel

G.

Fig.

I

McMeen.

intended to show what

is

is

at present possi-

1905

A

Combined Telephony and Telegraphy.^
Perhaps the advantages of combined telephone and
telegraph working on the same circuits can be
shown more clearly in a picture than otherwise.

24,

with the impedance-coil plan will be secured when,
with a high resistance total Morse circuit, high resistance telegraph relays arc used.
It is not required that the resistance of the impedance coils
be great, but only that their inductance and consequent choking due to voice currents be great. This
is
an immediate result of the iron core and the
turns.
For an expedient, a ringer may be used as
such a choke coil, its two terminals being bridged
across the telephone line, and a telegraph tap taken
by extending the junction between the wires of
the two spools.
Such an arrangement, if the spools
are at all nearly equal, will be quite successful.
If
a number of circuits are so treated, the ringers of
the different circuits must not be stored close together with their cores parallel, or cross-talk between the circuits may result. This may be prevented by placing the adjacent ringers with their
cores at right angles to each other.
It is obvious that a high impedance tubular drop
having a middle terminal may also be used for such
a telegraph tap, and in such a case the danger of
cross-talk disappears, being prevented by the shield.
If such high impedance devices as ringers and
drops are used for these taps, the Morse relays

or in any of the high-speed systems of automatic
telegraphy.

Should it be desired to build up a telegraph cirthan the available metallic circuit, or to
carry the telegraph circuit over a route not already
provided with a telephone circuit, the tap for the
purpose may be taken from the telephone pair
through an impedance coil and into another pair
in a similar way.
This arrangement is shown in

FIG.

6,

TELEGRAPH TAP TAKEN FROM

LINE SIDE OF

REPEATING COIL.
should be wound to high resistance, say 500 to
1,000 ohms.
By the use of repeating coil,s to be p'remanently
inserted in the telephone line at the points where
the telegraph tap is to be taken from the circuit, one
Morse line may be secured from a two-wire circuit
quite as has been described for the use of impedance
Fig. 6 illustrates how the tap is taken from
coils.
Coils may be
the line side of the repeating coil.
secured in the market with arrangements made for
taking out this tap.
Connections to Morse apparatus are quite the same as are shown in Figs. 2 and
This arrangement has the advantage that no
4.
connections between telephone lines in the way of
ordinary switching, nor any peculiarities of ringing
apparatus, will affect the telegraph apparatus adversely.
It has the disadvantage that the introduction of two repeating coils in a circuit causes a

cuit longer

0...enONE-u.inelL-,o/aN]E:toLog«iphlmt.

Telpg™phjf. kjgp-nVO-^l.

Fig.

Ibis, direction.
In this figure, it will'be seen
>vcr a line of a single wire, .using earth as a
return, one telegraph and one telephone service may
uxist at the same time.
Over a two-wdre line, by
one method of operation, one telegraph and one telephone service may be secured at. the same time; and

that

may

this

be accomplished in two different ways so
and principles are concerned.

far as the apparatus

By another method of working, a two-wire
may be made to furnish one telephone and two

line
tele-

graph services at the same time.
In all of these
arrangements, under proper conditions, there is no
interference between the two classes of service. The
whole matter of superadding telegraph to telephone
scr\'icc on a one-wire line, or the reverse, may be
dismissed by saying that it is not yet shown to be
pii-^ible to do both things over a single wire without
educing in some degree the quality of the telephone
service; the principal commercial application of such

3.

.

If desired, a telegraph set may be inserted at such
a point as this, where the telegraph line transfers
from one pair to another. Fig. 4 shows this con-

dition.

Should it be desired to insert a pay-station in a
telegraph circuit at a point which is not a terminus of a telephone circuit, condensers may be inserted in each of the, wires, impedance coils bridged
beside them, and the Morse apparatus inserted in the
bridge wire which thus emerges from the pair. This
.

arrangement
In

all

the

impedance

is

shown

in Fig.

5.

foregoing plans involving the use of

coils,

there

exists

the difficulty that in

i
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ones,

\aiue. without serious interference

and convenience of the telegraph
accomplished by the introduction

-^iinpHcily
I

n

his

is

ralher delicate apparatus for signaling,
usually powerful transmitters and of
of less than usual sensitiveness.
little

ilian
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ill Chicago. Mr. McMeen is aconsuli
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ephone

loss in both voice and signal transmission,
the more marked when several lines so equipped
From the practical standare connected together.
point, this plan is not recommended for other than
short lines, and then only under excellent conditions
where freedom from interference is the thing most
greatly to be desired.
The reason for non-interference between the telegraph and telephone services in either the impedance
coil or repeating coil plans is that at any point where
telephone apparatus connects to the two wires of
the circuit, the potential difference of the two wires
due to telegraph currents is always zero.
The arrangement of things shown in Fig. 7 is
that which gives two telegraph circuits in addition
to one telephone circuit from each pair of wires.
The drawing shows the situation far more clearly
than it can be described in words. The principle involved is that of different frequencies, the pulsations which make up the telegraph signals being so
very much slower than those of the voice currents.
When it is remembered that this drawing shows the
equipment at one end of the line, and that the distant equipment is an exact duplicate; that the impedance coils (a a) are capable of passing telegraph
impulses with little or no harmful effect upon them;
that these coils further act with such a choking eft'ect
upon voice currents as to be practically opaque to
them, and that the condensers of two micro-farads
each are relatively transparent to alternating cur
rents and opaque to direct currents, it will be easy
to see how the two systems of communication can
go on at the same time.
close examination of the drawing will show that
the direction of windings in the coils (a a) is such
that the two halves of the total winding are connected in the familiar differential or reverse relation
It will also be noticed that this is
to each other.
not true of the coils (b b). In the coils (a a) therefore, so far as direct currents are concerned, the

distinct

all

5.

PAY STATION INSERTED AT A POINT OTHER THAN
TELEPHONE TERMINUS.

case the two telephone lines so equipped are switched
together through a toll board having no condensers
or repeating coils in its cord circuits, the two sets
of Morse apparatus will be connected together and
confusion may result, quite as it does when two telegraph lines become crossed. Inasmuch as condensers
of two micro-farads of greater capacity do not interfere with successful telephone transmission, cord
circuits so equipped will be free from this fault.
For the same reason the loop arrangement shown
in Fig. 5 is free from any telephonic objection.
There is another fault in the impedance coil
plan, in that ringing generators, suitable for local
exchange line signaling, often require to have one
terminal permanently grounded, or to have temporary grounds applied during the "time signals are
being run upon party lines, grounded rural lines, or
other circuits involving ground in any way. If the
same source of ringing current is used for toll line
signaling, a little thought wdll show that the telegraph outfit wdll frequently be disturbed by a series
of dots, caused by ringing current passing to ground
through the Morse relays.
preventive for such a derangement is found in
providing separate ringing apparatus for toll operators, or by securing the ringing current for these
operators through special transformers.
Roughly speaking, the best conditions of operation

A

A
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one

wimliiiK of o;ii-ti i-oinlili'lc unit iiiMilriili/cH tliiit nf the utlicr; mid lliia i»
iKii Inn.' fur direct currents, even if interrupted
the In'filieMl frc<|neiicy iisetl in lele({r;i|iliic hand
:il
Ht)rk
Ijiit
fur currents <if such hi^h frerjiiency nnd
small viiliirne as those of siieccli. the windiiiKs of
each mill are jirnctically two indeiiendent choke
iii;iKnclJ/iiiK

of

c'lTorl

;

coils in series.

While the other arrangements which have been
discussed secure nnn-inlerference helwccn the two
systems of communicatiou liy preventiiiK the tcleKi'aph froni producinf;^ any elTect at all in the teleidioue receivers, this plan operates to modify the

way

they
do not produce andihlc
sound.
A careful examination of the diaphragm of
a receiver properly connected .icross a composite
line while the telegraph is working, will show that
moving through a coiisiderahle range, even
it
is
though nothing whatever can he heard when the inslruincnt is held to the ear.
li.ive iiulicaled that each of the plans has some
I
dis.idvarUages.
The flaw in this plan is that the
shunt across the circuit throtigh the coils and conilenscrs is sufficient to prevent any ordinary ringing.
Signals from one station to another require to be
given over .some Morse line, or by the assistance
of special apparatus adapted to respond to currents
nf very high frequency. As the voice current is of a
liigh frequency and can pass over the pair, so some
"llier high frequency, but of larger volume, may
1)1' used to o|)eratc a
relay at the distant station, and
I h.ivc no plan to
that in turn to (lispl;iy a signal.
recommend, however, as there is no simple and con-

tclcKrapli signals in such a
affect the receivers, they

that, altliou({h
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Mllo G. KellogK'8 Telephone Work.
hnring
i|iiip|K'd

hern

ill

on Jackson Konlrvard in (°liJc.iKo,
under the iii.anaiEcmciit of one of the \>fit clrcIrical iiinchini.K ami de^ignerH uf Iclrphunc appaIrical

by

the
la»l
year an cMH-riinrnlal %\\"ft
with new and hiKh-Kradc: machinery hai
operation on ihc Ihinl diH.r of the Klc-

n

o(

on

-

Kiiildiiig

ratus ill the country, cmplrtyiiig alioiK a do/.cii
selected mechanics who have previonily Ikcu employed in various lelephone factories in (.'hicatfo.

The

character and
scope of this
work have
been somewhat of a mystery, hut il has ticeii generally understood that the men have liecii working
for, or in the interest of, Milo G. Kellogg, anil in
furtherance of n general plan of his to reinstate
himself in the lelephone nianiifacturiiig business,
from which he was dispossessed, when, as he says,
his attorneys sold out the control of the Kellogg
Switchlward ami Supply Company to the Hell
telephone interest at a time when he himself was
seriously ill in California, and il was not expectcil that he would recover his health, at least
sufficiently to take up active work again.
During the last year, also, some of the foremost
telephone engineers, inventors and patent experts
wdioin Mr. Kellogg had in his employment in the
Kellogg company, ami a few other telephone engineers and inventors, have been quietly at work in
offices in the Association Building in Chicago. It was

p.,

I

in

the

fuluic :,ub.l-inli..Il>
•in
the past.
At the
docs not plan lo enter
<l
in
advance o( the final dcci-i^.n ni ilr liiij; ,ii.m, or
at least until there arc (unhcr drvelupmcnis in (Ik
in

;

suii.

Mr. Krilfigg '•to
the
especially lo niiii
efr.irls

switchlK.ard

''•'

........ .ti.

.. .,.!.;..»

hj,

•ni

;

sialic

s)~i

-t^ul

systems and long di.i oi,
tr.iii.nn .i.ii. jud
that
in each of these de|iarlnicnls he considers lliat h.has ina<le considerable advance in Ihc stale of the
••

American Telephones

in

the

Foreign

Field.

Among some

of the foreign conlracls which have
been secured by the International Telephone Manufacturing
Company of Chicago i> a complete
public exchange system, consisting of a mechan-

cuient arrangement available.
The ordinary ringing current is of .about 16 cycles
per second; a skilled telegraph operator will scud
the half waves of the ringing
.1-'
dots per second
current are less abrupt in change than the telegraph
Kor these reasons it is apparent that one may
dot.
send ringing current itisk-ad of telegraph current
over .-my cnniposilc Mnrsc line wilhout interfering
with tlic teleplioiic. 'lln's possibilily enables one to
sell the service of one side and relain the other for
ringing.
'I'be arrangenienl of keys and signals is
\

:

circuits secured in any of these ways
be treated as may be desired within reason, in
of extending by repeaters.
'riierc are three reasons why it is commercially
of advantage to apply these composite luetbods to
some of the circuits operated by almost any long-

'I'elegrapb

may
the

way

distance organization.
One of them is to secure an additional earning
from the property, because by the very nature of
things the lines are practically out of use during a
It is not found dilficult
I.irge part of each total day.
to secure an annual telegraph revenue equal to five
per cent, on the total cost of the circuit, and this
without establishing offices or maintaining a special
organization to care for commercial messages.
There is more demand for telegraph service in its
private line form than is being fulfilled by all the
An active canvass of
existing telegraph equipment.
conuncrcial interests in one's locality, and particularly

of those having

offices,

and branch houses
produce contracts, at

factories

in different places, is certain to

a rate less than for other methods, which will supply
the consumer with a better result than he is now
securing.
The investment on the part of the telephone company per telegraph station, varies with the different
plans, but in all cases is only about as great as the
cost of the line and equipment of a telephone subscriber located a similar distance from the central
This statement is meant to cover the comoffice.
plete equipment, including the telegraph apparatus

required at the consumer's station.
The second reason, is the advantage of ticket wires
over which much or all communication between toll
Naturally, this enables
operators niav take pl.acc.

pn |i.ire i'-'V r.iir c. iinersation over an
An incircuit wliile .MMllKr i- L'jiing on.
use nf such facilities will enable the carrying capacity of the more remunerative lines to be
increased enough to defer the stringing of additional
(nil

..inralrir^in

ini|.orl,inl

telliKriu

circuits.

The

third
reason is in the transaction of the
By its
business of the telephone company.
such a company has its offices scattered
nliont the country, and it is too often its tendency

oflicial

\-erv nature

to

overburden

its

own

circuits

with

its

official

busi-

ness during the day, while on certain routes there
may be too few circuits to carry even the remunerIt is inconvenient to
ative business of the public.
force the official business into the less busy hours
very sinall investment in composite
of the day.
circuits, and a slight rearrangement of the company's
organization, will enable an official to dictate telegrams which the stenographer herself, with a little
knowledge of Morse, may place immediately upon
the line.
Such business may or may not be confirmed by mail. It is not essential that the operators
be skilled to high speed, as training in accuracy only
sufficient, and even 15 words per minute is a
is
Very fast operators reach 60.
sufficient rate.
If it is not desired to extend the telegraph network
entire systein, official telegrams nia}' be
over an
landed in important centers and transmitted by telephone to destination. Experience in this method of
handling messages will show that errors are less
frequent than might be expected.

A

MILO

G.

KELLOGG

S

generally believed that these men also were working for or in Mr. Kcllogg's interest in furtherance
of the same object. Mr. Kellogg has now consented to give out some statement as to what his
plans and objects are in the establishment and
maintenance of this engineering and inventing corps
and experimental shop.
When Mr. Kellogg learned of the sale of his
stock six months after it had occurred, and when
he had become convalescent, he determined to take
every step within his power to regain the control
of bis company and thereby be in a position to
carry out to the end his plans for which he had
worked for many years, and thus meet the expectations of his customers in the Independent telephone field. He at first adopted the course of
negotiations to obtain the recovery of his stock.
These negotiations were carried on for some time
with apparently good prospects of success. When
they finally failed, he adopted the alternate course
which he had bad in mind from the start that of
endeavoring to recover bis stock and the control
of his company by litigation.
As soon as Mr. Kellogg filed his bill for the
recovery of his stock, wdiich was in November,
1903, be began the eniployment of electrical engineers and inventors on his own account to carry
on lines of development and improvement in telephone apparatus and systems such as had been carried on during his control of the Kellogg company:
and in 1904 he established his experimental shop
to put into concrete commercial form the improvements in apparatus and systems which his engineering and inventing corps had devised and were de-

—

vising.

While Mr. Kellogg has strong grounds for expecting a favorable conclusion of his suit, he realizes that the law, like medical and other professions, is not a positive science, and that the out-

TBLEPBONE WORKSHOP.
self-restoring drop and jack sw ilchl)oaril, with
fuse and carbon lightning arresters and central oflSce
apparatus, together with telephones, and a large
quantity of construction material for the St. Catherine and St. Bastile Telephone Company of St. Catherine, Quebec.
Additional apparatus for a 2.40O-line
capacity self-restoring drop multiple switchboard for
the Company Telephonica do Estado de S. Paulo of
Sao Paulo, Brazil an order of central-energ\* telephones for the public service exchange at Port
Arthur, Ontario, Canada; a complete central office
equipment of the self-restoring drop type, with telephones for a public exchange at Santa Rosalia, Chihuahua, Mexico: additional apparatus for a 1,000-line
capacity central-energy lamp signal double supervisory switchboard and central energy telephones
for the town of Fort William, Ontario, Canada; a
complete central-energy equipment shipped to Apostolos Agathocles, at Athens, Greece, and a shipment
of telephones for increasing the public service system at Xeepawa, Manitoba, Canada, are other orders
secured by the company.
The International company asserts that while the
European manufacturers have the great advantage of
cheaper labor and raw material for the production
of their goods, and also have the benefit of the
general belief that European manufactured articles
arc of a finer quality than those made in this coimtry, it is being generally conceded that it has so
simplified its system by avoiding the use of much
ical

:

of the delicate and costly apparatus formerly deemed
necessary in telephone systems and has so improved its machinery and m.ethods of manufacture
that it is in a position to produce more convenient,
durable systems at as low a cost,
efficient and
quality of work considered, as can be furnished by
foreign manufacturers.

:
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Ohio Telephone Notes.
A Toledo syndicate, consisting of James S.
Brailcy, H. A. Ashbrook, Secor & Bell and others,
has purchased a large block of securities of the
Cuyahoga Telephone Company of Cleveland. The
stock, said to be 10,000 shares, represents oneIt was taken
third of the capital of the company.
at $20, while the bonds, sold upon a basis of something like S6, making the whole transaction oyer
The syndicate is to have representation
$500,000.
in the directorate, but the company does not pass
It has been announced that there
to its control.
will be absolutely no change in the management
and that this was one of the stipulations in the ?ale.
The Toledo people paid more than the stock und
bonds were selling for in the market, hut because
of the rapid growth of the business of the company, they consider they have acquired an interest
in a plant that w-ill be one of the best in the counThe company has $1,500.try within a short time.
oco six ]:er o^nt. cumulative preferred stock and
the same amount of common, each having a par
value of $50 per share. But $66o.coo of the preferred stock has been issued, while all the common
stock is out. E. W. Moore conducted the negotiations for the Cuyahoga company, and it is under'

stood that all the money received for the securities
will be put into the improvement and extension of
the plant. The company on June ist had 17,127
telephones in use. The surplus for May is on the
basis of $150,000 for the year.
Work on the new plant of the Central Union
Telephone Company at Columbus will probably be
begun about July ist. The building will cost about
$100,000 and will house the exchange, which is
to be entirely new. the Columbus district headquarters, the Ohio division headquarters and the
Telephone
district headquarters of the American

and Telegraph Company.
H. W. Lloyd. Edgar Hampton and others have
incorporated as the Holland Home Telephone Company of Holland, with a capital stock of $5,000.
The surplus of earnings of the United States
Telephone Company for April were $5,838. which
than for the corresponding month last year,
because of an increase in expenses and taxes and
the required deductions. The gross earnings were
over $3,000 more "than last year.
is

less

Beam

of the Ohio Independafter a trip over the
entire satisfaction as to the
state, expressed his
conditions found. He said there is hardly an exchange that is not behind in filling its contracts.
The demand is wonderful, and the growth of the
business is assured.

Manager Frank

ent

:

L.

Telephone Association,

June

hers should not be permitted to use a telephone in
their homes, and those now using them will be requested to have them taken out.
The Central Union Telephone Company will issue
new directories at Shelbyville and Crawfordsville.
This is made necessary because of the greatly increased number of subscribers to the service.
Judge Welborn of the Posey Circuit Court, has
granted the St. Wendell Telephone Company of St.
Wendell, Ind., a perpetual injunction against Fred
Brune, enjoining him from attaching his private
telephone system to the company's line.
S.

Telephone News from the Northwest.
The Beeman Telephone Company of Valley City,
N. D., has built 150 miles of lines this year and expects to double that by fall.
^Materials have arrived at Groton, S. D.. for the
installation of a city telephone exchange.
The Nicollet County Telephone Company, with
headquarters at New Sweden, Alinn., has declared a
dividend of eight per cent.
The company has bought
the svstem at St. Peter and has established exchanges

New Sweden, Cleveland ajid Nicollet. Headquarters are to be changed to St. Peter.
friendly suit will be brought in the Supreme
Court of South Dakota to determine the power of
The question
taxing a municipal telephone plant.
will come up from Brookings. S. D.. which is operating such a plant.
The Donnybrook
N. D. } Telephone Company
will build a number of rural lines.
The International Telephone Companj'^ of International Falls. Minn., hai been incorporated by ]Minneapolis capitalists who are developing that point.
The capital stock is $50,000.
at

A

(

The Comfrcy (Minn.) Rural Telephone Company
will construct

additional

lines

this

summer.

council of Redwood Falls, Minn., has finally
granted the Tri-State Telephone Company the right
to install as many instruments in that city as may
be necessary to handle a long-distance business, instead of limiting it to a single connection as first
proposed.
It is proposed at Gary, S. D., to increase the capital of the local telephone company and improve the

The

system.
A. Schlaifer and associates have purchased the
controlling interest in the Table Rock
Neb. Tele{

1

phone Company.
The Northern Telephone Company has purchased
the system at Pocahontas. la.

The Sagola Telephone Company
line to

Iron ?(Iountain.

is

constructing a

r\Iich.

The Grand Rapids Mutual Telephone Company

The Brighton Telephone Exchange Company has

of Grand Rapids. Wood County, has been incorporated with a capital stock of $io.oco by L. E. Carson. E. A. Hall and others.
Incorporation papers have been issued to the New
Carlisle Telephone Company. New Carlisle, with :i
T. P. Sylvan. T. P. Shelcapital stock of $25,000.
ton and others are interested. Another corporation
in which T. P. Sylvan is interested is the Home
Telephone Company of Mt. Sterling, with a capital stock of $15,000.
W. H. Alkire, G. M. Fisher
and others are among the incorporators of this

been granted a franchise at Brighton, Iowa.
The Corn Belt Telephone Company of Waterloo,
Iowa, has been incorporated.
The capital stock is
$300,000.
A. T. Averill and S. S. Lichty are interR.
ested.

company.
Telephone Company of Waterville
has been incorporated with a capital stock of $50,000 by J. D. Farnsworth, E. B. Southard, George
Rowe.
W. Moss, C. H. M'cDonough and W.
The Lowell Farmers' Telephone Exchange Company of Lowell has been incorporated with a capital stock of $10,000 by H. H. Gessel, J. M. Merritt,
Jerry Swain and others.
A certificate of incorporation has been issued to
the Citizens' Telephone Company of Rock Creek.
The capital stock is $4,800. and C. W^ Harrington
and E. R. Mills are among the incorporators.
C.

The

Citizens'

C

Indiana Telephone Items.
Farmers' jMutual Telephone Company of
Patriot. Ind., has filed articles of incorporation
The company proposes to
with $5,000 capital.
establisli an exchange in Patriot and will extend
the line throughout the eastern part of Switzerland
County.
An application has been filed with the Board of
Public Works of Marion, Tnd.. for a franchise for
The coma new Independent telephone company.
pany is represented by jXIarion Evans, a prominent
merchant of Marion. Mr. Evans says "The Independents do not propose to be frozen out in Marion.
The company I represent is ready and financially
able to build a telephone exchange in JNIarion for
local and outside connections, and will put in a
complete sj'Stem."
The application provides for

The

:

underground conduits within the fire limits and
overhead wire in other parts of the city. A 50year franchise is asked.
The price to be charged
for dwellings is not to exceed ?tS a year, and the

maximum

charge for lui^ines-; li^uses not over $30
a year.
This applicaiinn. I'.illowing so close on
the consolidation of the interests of the United
and the Central Union telephone companies, is evidence that the Independents are planning to cover
the lost field.
The old German Baptist Brethren in national conference at Flora. Ind.? have decided that the mem-

Method

24.
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Using One Telephone for

of

Two

Floors.

A

unique device for using a single telephone for
by Mr. F. Ellwood Smith of
Somerville, Mass., in the "Wrinkles" department of
the National Electric Light Association.
In the
case Mr. Ellwood describes the company had been
using for two years a separate telephone on the
up-stairs and down-stairs floors.
During the daytime the down-stairs telephone was seldom used.
A box extending from the first floor to the second
floor was then made and in this hox was placed
the up-stairs telephone, arranging it so it could be
raised or lowered something like a dumb-waiter.
The telephone wires were connected to two brass
rods, which extended from the first to the second"
floor in the box, and connection was made from
these rods to the telephone through sliding contacts which were opeii-arc lamp carbon brushes.
A
counter-weight was attached.
During the daytime
the telephone would be at the top. and used in the
office on the second floor.
At night the telephone
would be pulled down-stairs and used there. This
has been used for a number of years, and saves the
company- $75 a year.

two

floors is described

Space Telegraphy

the Navy.

in

It is said that all the space-telegraph companies
except the Marcori, have been given contracts to install their systems on ships of the American navy
and at the shore stations. The Maryland and the
Pennsylvania are equipped with the Shoemaker system, the Illinois and the Alabama are fitted with
\nd
tlie Fessenden s\stem. and the West Virginia
he Colorado are equipped with the De Forr.^st
system. The Telefunken system will be installed
I

the New Orleans station, and the Massey system will be placed on three shore stations. In
each case the contract calls for a communication of
250 miles. The rival companies are confident they
will be able to meet the departmental requirements'Ihe Alarconi people are still holding out for the
exclusive arrangements which they claim to hav:
madi^ with the English and Italian governments.
The result is that the Navy Department has made
no arrangement with that company, as it
has
adopted the policy that better results are destined
to be derived from rivalry such as that which
requires a specified distance in the exchange of
messages.
at

GENERAL TELEPHONE NEWS.
Stone
business

TELEPHONE MEN.

& Ginn
of

Wall

have succeeded to the telephone
& Head at Edgerton, Mo.

The Pioneer Telephone and Telegraph Company

Charles Thomas, who has been with the Beeman
Telephone Company of Valley City. N. D.. has
gone to Moose Jaw, Assini]x)ia, Canada, where h^
becomes superintendent of the ]\[oose Jaw Telephone
Company.
L. G. Richardson has been formally chosen to
the presidenc}- of the Cleveland Telephone Company, and Alexander H. Kirkwood, formerly cashier, has been chosen treasurer to succeed the Kite
S. E. Fisher was elected auditor
J. P. McKinstry.
and assistant secretary. All the other officers v/crc
re-elected. John Sherwin was chosen director to
take the place made vacant by the death of Mr.

McKinstrJ^
C. P. Wainman, general manager of the Northwestern Telephone Exchange Company, with headquarters in ^Minneapolis, has been made vice-president of the companv, which operates for the Bell
system in Minnesota^ North and Scntb Daki.ta. He
has also been made vice-president of the Duluth Telephone Company and of the Mesaba Telephone Company'.
The office of vice-president has been open
since the promotion of H. J. Pettingill to be president at the beginning of the year.

bas absorbed

Telephone

the Long-distance and
companies at Shawnee,

putting

a

the plants

the
Shawnee
Okla., and is

of

in

new

2,500- capacity ex-

change.

The Cincinnati and Suburban
Company has purchased the plant

Bell
Telephone
at Independence,

Ky., 20 miles south of Cincinnati.
The exchange
has 150 subscribers. It is stated that no toll charge
will be made for Cincinnati connections.

Circuit Judge Shaw has rendered a decision to
the effect that the franchise granted the Merchants'
Police and District Telegraph Company in Covington. Ky., is invalid on the grounds that the
franchise was not advertised for sale, as required
by law. This is the company that S. P. Kineon
purchased to give him connection with Cincinnati
The case will be carried
for his Kentucky lines.

the Court of

to

Appeals.

About 30 members of the
Telephone Association met

Independent
Sedaha, Mo., re-

^Missouri
in

cently to revise the constitution of the association,
thereby giving greater scope to the Independent
companies. The following officers were elected
President, Frank Buffum of Louisiana
vice-president. W. B. Scruggs of Harrisonville
executive
committee. Theodore Gary of Macon, J. A. Hudson
of Columbia, and F. G. Taggart of Richmond,
;

:

NEW COMPANIES.
D. C. Perry will establish a telephone line from
Elizabeth City, N. C, to Okisko.

The

People's Telephone Company of Tehuacana,
incorporated with a capital stock

Texas, has been
of

$2,500.

The Scottsburg-Houston Telephone Company has
been organized in Scottsburg, Va. J. T. Lacj' is
president and R. A. Walden. secretary.

At Lawrenceville. Va., the Brunswick Mutual
Telephone Company lias been organized with $25,000
by L. H. Raney. president F. W. Davie, secretarytreasurer, and I. E. Spatig. vice-president.

The

secretary of state recently issued a license

the Rockford and
Telephone Company in
for

Long Distance
The capita! stock

Interurban
Illinois.

$30,000.
John H. Camlin. E. W.
Brown and T. M. Ellis were granted the papers.
The extensions will be made to northern Illinois,
is

estimated

at

Wisconsin and Iowa. The first extensions will be
made to Beloit. connecting wdth the Badger StateIndependent Telephone Company, thence to Belvidere and to Freeport, to connect with western lines
extending into Iowa.

;

The Engineers* Club of Philadelphia ha^ issued
very neat leather-bound book containing a directory of the members of. the club and also the
charter and by-laws. The book is of handy vestpocket size and will be found very acceptabL to the
members of the club.
a

At Rome. N. Y., the Wire and Telephone Company of America has been incorporated with a capital

of $600,000.

S. C,

The

directors are

Houghton, Syracuse; and

J. S.

Dyett,

Rome

C. F. Niles, Toledo.

;
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New

Electrical Water-purlfylng Device.

A

Im,-.kIi

.,,iii|.l.'l.;.|

liy

;inil,
lie

,,f

rMKin.Mi-

:iH

'I'his

iiiniili'ipal

lurn.'.i

Oil,,

y.

viirl

I.,

iKivr

whiih >:m !. piil n|. iii lii(clii-n>,
current from c!,-'rtric-liKl>t vvirt-;*,

(icvi.r

iitili/iiif(

iBc-d

wMlcr.

.1

Kineers with new 'uivnn, which can \k piil in oiKralion in other cilic*.
This is a typical American
irait, anil woiilil never have Iwen IhonKhl »( by .my
other nationality.
ConKratul.'ilinB yon upon your
lieanliiil display,
and wisbiiiK yon and your com-

lioiinckccpcr in purifyiiiK
niflhod, alrc.uly iisi'd liy a

(IriiikiiiK

ilu'

waltrworks,

is

b.isi'd

upon

pany every

iiiimliLT

siirccss,

I

am."

Electrlc Traction In Great Britain, Ireland and BolKlum.'
AnKing the

etc

railway«.

Ri'rni-

llie

New

KilliuK cITL'Cts of o/((ne, whicii is cheaply euR'-nliy
electricity.
If an electric discharge lakes
place between two Rlass tulios, erne inside the other,
whose surfaces facing each other are coated with
metal, ozone is developed in the space between 'h,;
lubes.
Ill,kitchen apparatus cnusists principally of a
mail .l.iscd box, the metal cover of which is made
,,ii,liul,iry with
the botloni.
In ill.'
box is an
ileiiil

In
mi|Kirlani

Factory of the Universal Electric
Storage Battery Company.

at

VVisiern

the

i.WS

new

)

an

ik-veliiper,

and
the ozone, which
intL-rriipUT

the latter
Ihrnugli a cotton

lugli

a

liii

first

lube,

has

to

.stopper, to
free it from
germs contained in the air, is conducted
lIu'
w.ikT and mixed therewith. If niucli
u- li.is Ikcu absorbed, the water becomes phosrsciiit in the dark.
The most important part
he apiiaralus is the mixer, action of which can
.aiul

iukirupted at will. The apparatus is capable
urifyiiif; about 60 gallons of water an hour,
said, and the cost per hour is about the same
Kit nf an nrdinary electric incandesceiU light.

Ganz Three-phase System to Be
duced in America.

Intro-

The Ganz system

of three-phase alternating-current electric traction, which is well known in Europe,
is to be
introduced in America.
This system, for
which much is claimed in the w^ay of cheapei- initial
cost and operation over the existing electric railway
eonslniclioii methods' at present in votrne in this
ciuiili-v, IS I,, he exploited bv llie Railway Eleelrie
Power Company, in which several New York capitalists and railroad men are primarily interested.
The company has acquired the electric traction
patents and mannfacturing rights of Ganz & Co. of

These rights, etc.. cover the United
States, Mexico, Cuba and all the West Indies other
than those under British supremacy.
The board of directors of the compan}- is composed of Tohn E. Borne, president of the Colonial
Trust Company: William L. Bull, of Edward Sweet
Henry Seligman, of J. 6c W. Seligman & Co.
e^' Co.
Stephen Peabodv
H. R. Duval, of the Atchison.
Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad: Leopold Wallaeh. of
Wallach & Cook: Henry L. Spraguc, of Stetson,
Jennings & Russel Gustav Lindenthal. former commissioner of bridges, and Gnstave Leve. L. B. Stillwell, electrical director of the Interborough Rapid
Transit Company, and Frank N. Waterman are the
Budapest.

IN

on an ordiuar\- incandescent lamp, which
is formed
in the sealing-off process, is sometimes
the cause of the destruction of the lamp, as the projection is liable to be broken and ihus allow the
air to reach the inlerior of the lamp.
\'arious styles
of lamp without a tip have been devised, but they
are necessarily more expensive ti> manufacture, since
the lamp must then be exhausted through the stem.

stafT.

Length of Lines Elbctrifibd

tNNER

w

TIP

M9D0HHELL PATENT,
Ho.78625IMARCH28'"l9

"INNER TIP INCANDESCENT LAMP.
which is a compromise between the
lamp and the ordinary lamp is one which is
illustrated herewith, manufactured by the Missouri
.American Electric Companv of St. Louis, and called
the Inner Tip' lamp,
the lamp is covered bv
patent No. 786,2^:1. issued to Mr. McDonnel on
March 28, 1905. In the manufacture of this lamp
the air is exhausted in the same manner as in all
lamps made by the usual process, .-\tter this by the
patent process the tip is reversed inside the lamp
as shown in the cut.
The inner tip so formed is
said to be considerably strengthened and there are
no thin places in the glass to break and cause a
leak.
It has the further advantage that there is no
projecting point to be broken off in transportation
or to injure the hands of those bandling the lamps.
tipless

I'he .-Mian liner Virginia, one of the new turbine boats, recently broke all previous records by
the southern route across the .Atlantic, having made
the trip from Mobile to Cape Race in four days
and seven hours.
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A new lamp

Port-of-Spain, Trinidad, British West Indies, and
he wrote an appreciative letter to the manager of
the New Orleans company, from which the following extract will be of interest:
"I certainly think you are to be congratulated upon
the result of your work, and also upon the enterprise shown in getting out the illustrated booklet,
thus helping your fellow railway and lighting en-

out
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and
Yorkshire
(Liverpool-SouthporO

Double Track.
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ing Sid-
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The New Orleans and Carrollton Railroad, Light
and Power Company, of which Joseph H. De Grange
is vice-president, issued a little booklet giving views
of its special electrical illumination during the recent ilardi Gras celebration in New Orleans.
.As
readers of the Western Electrician are aware, this
illumination was executed in a particularly artistic
and pleasing manner and was carried out on a
more elaborate scale, perhaps, than anything of the
kind previously attempted in the South. One of the
booklets fell into the hands of Fred W, Teele, general manager of the Trinidad Electric Company of

the interval between two successive trains, withcosting anything except for the time of the
as working expenses.
.As one uniform system of electric traction is
adopted on the English railways, my work will
principally consist in showing the different types
which characterize the applications of this system
on the different electrified lines.
in

^

;

.

and are used instead of comparatively
expensive ordinary steam trains on sections where
there is little traffic, and where it is economical
to use lighter rolling-stock which can stand idle
electricity,

"Inner Tip" Incandescent Lamp.

:

American Enterprise Appreciated.

,

CO.MP

located in Chicago at 36 Union Park Pkice,
which is particularly well fitted to carry out with
The
expedition the manufacture of the batteries.
accompanying illustrations are reproduced from
photographs showing sections of two of the floors.
The factory now occupies about 50,000 square feet
of space and is running day and night at its full
capacit}'.
It is thoroughly np to date in all respects.
Work is being turned out in a lively manner, and there is a marked air of activity about
the place.
The company makes a specialty of batteries of
large ampere-hour capacity f, ir car lighting and for
heavy eleclric-iruek service, the high-watt efficiency
of tile Morrison baltery making it entirely pr.acticable to build car-lighting batteries of Soo amper-hours capacitv. and larger, and electric-truck
batteries of 600 ampere-hours capacity.
It is possible to make these batteries of such weights and
dimensions as can be convenientlv installeil ..ud
operated.
tory,

The

.n,

i

.

fac-

NEW FACTORY OF UNIVERSAL STORAGE BATTERY
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distance tu rolling
intervaU, so as In gi\,
se rvice
In the other,
i» limited to the use of iii,h i,iu.ii
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which carry either accumulators a> their viutce of
power or sjjmc other a(i(iliancr« fw gencraiing
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This company has recently
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of .\pril I5lh a description was ({ivcn of the .Morrison sior.ige battery, which is being manufactured by the Universal
I'-lcctric
Stor.iRc
Battery Company, with offices
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be electrified.

common feature which applii^
these cases of electrification, and that is the
relative position of the surface of the positive rail.
from which the shoes of tile vehicles take the current, and of the rolling surface of the track rails.
.\n agreement was arrived at on March 3. 1903.
at the London
Clearing House, between all the
English railways, that, in view of the possible extension of electric traction to lines over which the
rolling-stock of several companies runs, the upper
surface of the third rail should be placed exactiv
three inches higher than the rolling surface of the
nearest track rail, and that its center should be
three feet 11', i inches from the axis of the track.
The electrical resistance of the metal, which is
a low-carbon steel, is not more than 7'j times that
of pure copper.
These rails (Liverpool-Southport
line] are supported about every 10 feet
the positive rail is generally laid in the six-foot way and
supported on insulators of artificial stone and fastened by two claw plates, bolted face to face, all
the plates on one side being first put in place and
held by a bolt passing through the insulators till
the third rail is put in place
then the second set
of plates are put on and the nuts screwed np.
The fourth rail or negative rail is supported on
wooden blocks placed between the track rails, w-hich
are ,30 feet long, and are all bonded electrically
at their two ends with the fourth rail.
The top
But there

to

is

one

all

:

:

I.
Extract? from 3 report made to the InternationaJ Railway
in Washinirton.
^tr. Gerard is inspector-Eeneral of the
ministry of railways, posts and telegraph of Belgium.

Concress
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three-fourths inch lower than the

of the latter is
rolling surface of the track rails.
Two kinds of electric bonds are used to connect
the conductor rails, because there is no expansion
gap at each joint, but only at every fifth joint.
At tlie intermediate joints without gaps, the bond
consists of strips of copper riveted to the soles
and of flat links of copper wire riveted to the web
and covered by the fishplates; at the expansion
gaps, four sets of flexible strips are bent below
the rails and riveted to the soles. The riveting
is done by a hydraulic press.
One advantage of the system adopted is that it
avoids the necessity of electrically bonding the
track rails, as such bonds are subjected to alternating stresses when trains pass and tend to be-

come

crystalline

and hence

brittle;

another advan-

tage is that it is possible to repair the track— to
take out any track rails in order to replace them
without breaking the return circuit.
On the Mersey railway the weight of the positive
rail varies between 100 and 60 pounds per yard,
according to the amount of current it has to carry.
The bonds consist in part of curved copper strips
placed below the sole, to which they are riveted
at four points by means of a hydraulic riveter;
other flat flexible bonds are placed below the caststeel

fishplates.

Every fourth joint is a joint with expansion
gaps. In the tunnel, however, where the teinperature varies less, expansion is only provided for at
every eighth joint. The bonds have a total cross(0.620 square
section of 400 square millimeters
inch), part being under the sole and part against
the web of the rails. The conductivity of the
metals of the conductor rails is one-seventh that
of pure copper. The insulators are of glazed earthenware and form six-inch cubes. Those placed below the fourth rail have the same horizontal
Along the
cross-section, but only half the height.
whole length of the positive rail a single line of
deals is fixed to it, with wooden packing pieces
protection.
The use of primary alternating currents makes
possible to locate the power station at a nonit
central point, favorably situated as regards cost
of land, water supply and the handling of the fuel.
shall see that it is in this way that several of
the companies which we are considering have dealt
with the question. Two of them, however, the
Lancashire and Yorkshire and the Mersey railway,
were able in each case to install their power station at a point sufficiently near the center of the
electrified lines to justify calling them by the old

interposed,

as

We

companies
also use ordinary reciprocating steam engines, with
very large flywheels, whereas the others have preferred steam turbines.

name

of

"central

station."

Liverpool-Southt>ort.

—The

These two

power

station

is

at

not far from Formby railway station,
miles from Liverpool, on the banks of^ the
Alt, from which the water required is obtained.
The
12.0C0 horsepower.
actual capacity is
Its
building, which is 280 feet long, is divided into two
bays, one, 50 feet wide, containing the boilers, and
the other. 65 feet wide, containing the steam enin each bay there is a
gines and the alternators
20-ton traveling crane.
In the engine house there are four cross-compound horizontal Corliss condensing engines of
2,360 horsepower each, running at 75 revolutions
per minute, able to work with 20 per cent, overload; the flywheel is 22 feet in diameter and bolted
direct to the rotor of a i,soo-kilowatt alternator
generating three-phase current at 7,500 volts and
a frequency of 25. The rotor, the windings of which
are of star type, weighs 48,500 pounds, the poles
alone (of which there are 40"! weighing 12,800
pounds. The stator, which weighs 75,800 pounds,
is on a slide, so as to be readily jacked away from
the rotor when access to the windings is required.
There is also a vertical compound engine working
a 700-kilowatt alternator, running at 94 revolutions
per minute. The exciting current is supplied by
three generating sets, each consisting of a Willans
special room,
engine and a loo-kilowatt dynamo.
known as the high-tension chamber, contains the
switchboard, from which the current is distributed
which are situated at
to the four sub-stations,
Formby, Seaforth, Sandhills and Birkdale, respectively.
They receive the primary current through
paper-insulated, lead-sheathed cables (the paper of
each cable being differently colored, according to
phase), armored with galvanized-st;el wire. They
are tested to 30,000 volts and have a total length
Of the four subof 70 kilometers (43.5 miles).
stations, three are provided with four rotary converters each, and the fourth with only three.
Metropolitan Raiki'ay. In order to supply current to the London Metropolitan railway, a power
station has been installed at Neasden, wdiich is to
the northwest of the metropolis, and where there
is a station on the Metropolitan extension, between
Baker Street and Harrow-on-the-Hill. This power
station, which is to generate from 14,000 to 17,000
horsepower, covers a space of 327 by loi feet, not
counting various subsidiary buildings. This power
will be developed by three Westinghouse turboalternators of about 3,500 kilowatts each, capable
Room is proof being overloaded considerably.
vided for a fourth generating set. The three-phase
alternators, which are designed to supply 1S4 am-

Formby,
io^;J

;

A

—

peres at
minute.

11,000

The

June

run at 1,000 revolutions per

volts,

four-pole

rotating-field

magnets give

frequency of 33 1-5 per second. Owing to the
dangers which such a speed involves, it is made
a

out of a

special

quality

of fluid compressed

steel

manufactured by Messrs. Armstrong, Whitworth &
Co.
Special devices are also provided to keep the
windings in place, by confining them between bronze

The

caps.

of

efficiency

the

alternators

anteed to amount to 96.5 per cent, at
95.5 per cent, at three-quarters load and

is

guar-

full

load,

93. 75

per

at half load.

cent,

The

turbines, which are of 5,000 useful horsepower each, are of the multiple-expansion doubleflow type.
With steam at a pressure of 175 pounds
per square inch and superheated 180° F., the guar-

1905

24,

according to the load. Thus a range of tractive
effort and of speed up to 36 miles per hour on

stat

the

flat

available.

is

When

handle of the controller has been
it can be moved in the opposite diorder to produce electric braking by
the magnetic brakes, the motors then

the
back,

moved
rection,

means

in

of
as

acting

generators.
motorman, moreover, for more complete
of regulation, has at each end compartment
a rod available, which controls the throttle of the
petrol motor.
The following are the chief particulars
Length
of car, 52 feet; width, seven feet 11 inches; length

The
power

;

of compartment containing the engines, three feet
three inches
total weight in running order, 35
tons; there are turnover seats in two rows for 52^
passengers the petrol motor gives 80 useful horsepower. There are four horizontal cylinders ^y-i
inches in diameter and with a stroke of 11 inches.
They are arranged in pairs, opposite to each other,
and act on a double-crank shaft. The generating
dynamo can give 55 kilowatts. On the same shaft
is fixed a well-balanced flywheel three feet in diameter.
It drives a 3.75-kilowatt exciting dynamo by
means of a belt. On the shaft on the latter there
is a second pulley
taking the belt wdiich drives a
fan
intended to cool the cooling water of the
petrol motor.
The electric motor is the Westinghouse make, of 55 horsepower, the gearing being in
the ratio of 18 to 64. The lighting is effected by
small air com24 lamps of 16 candlepower.
;

anteed consumption of steam is 17 pounds per
kilowatt-hour at full load and 20.25 pounds per
kilowatt-hour at half load.
Metropolitan District Rail-jiay. The power station wdiich will operate the electric traction service
of this railway is located at Chelsea Creek, on the
banks of the Thames, and has a frontage on Lots

—

Road.
It

is

known

well

that this

enormous power

sta-

has not been erected for the needs of the
Metropolitan District alone, but in order to supply
a group of railways which will take current from
This group
it
at the net cost plus 10 per cent.
tion

consists of:
39.95 miles
3.65 miles
7.78 miles
8.03 miles
4.04 miles

Metropolitan District railway
Baker Street and Waterloo railway
Great Northern and Brompton railway
Cliarinp Cross, Eustou and

Hampstead railway

Edgware and Hampstead railway

63.44 miles

Total...

;

A

pressor operated by a one-horsepower electric moautomatically regulated, supplies the reservoir
for the whistle.
During the trials the engines and
the controlling gear gave every satisfaction.

tor,

or say 127 miles of single track, without counting

moreover, arrangements have been
made with the London United Tramways Company
to supply the current required for its system, which
will extend over 75 miles of road.
This remarkable installation is being built on a
piece of land having a frontage 1,100 feet in length
on the Thames, and another 824 feet in length on
Lots Road.
I'he main building is 454 feet long
by 175 fset wide and 140 feet high, and there will
also be other buildings for offices and other pursidings,

etc.

poses.

—

Railway. The Northeastern Raildid not itself generate current; it has a conElectrical
Newcastle-upon-Tyne
with the
Company, which has hitherto supplied it with current froiTi one of its power stations, Neptune Banli
but, as this did not suffice, the
Central station
company recently built the Carville power station,
on the banks of the Tyne, which was one of the
first in England to use Parsons turbines for driving
dynamos. The general plan of this station is designed so as to make large extensions possible.
The building -which has actually been erected contains the installations necessary for several generating sets one turbine working a 2,000-kilowatt
alternator and two turbines working two 3,5p<'kilowatt alternators, as well as the corresopnding
exciting dynamos.
The current generated is at
5.500 volts and has a frequency of 40 cycles wdren
running at 1,200 revolutions per minute.
The steain for the turbines is supplied by 10
boilers working at a pressure of 200 pounds per
square inch and superheated 150° F. Mechanical
stoking is applied. Each tubular boiler has a direct heating surface of 4,500 square feet and each
superheater one of 900 square feet. The grate
area is 120 square feet"; it is divided into two parts,
moved separately by the mechanical gear. Water
for condensing is taken from the Tyne by means
of Gwynne pumps.
There are five sub-stations. Altogether, they contain 14 rotary converters, with static transformers
of Soo kilowatts each, which are distributed in
accordance with the amount of power required by
the traffic on the sections supplied by the different
sub-stations.

Northeastern

way

tract

;

—

Electric Automobile Cars in Engl.ind.

Apart from the electrification of some of the
on its system, the Northeastern Railway Company has, on other sections, put to work some
automobile cars to meet certain limited demands
lines

the way of passenger service.
The type adopted, which recalls the principle of
genthe Heilmann locomotives, is as follows
erating group is placed in a compartment located
This generating
at the end of a bogie carriage.
group consists of a petrol motor with a well-balanced heavy flywheel, coupled generating dynamo
the current operates two
and a small exciter
series motors, which drive the two axles of the
bogie beneath. The running is regulated from one
or the other end of the carriage or from either
side.
battery of accumulators, of 38 cells giving
120 amperes, is placed in parallel with the exciter
and serves both to equalize the lighting and to
give a momentary current for starting the petrol
motor by means of the dynamo, the armature of
which is fixed to the same shaft, and which for
the moment acts as motor. When the speed has
run up to 420 or 480 revolutions per minute (according to the quickness of start wanted) the
current is made to pass to the motors, placed either
in series or in parallel.
In addition, the exciting
current of the dynamo can be varied by the rheoin

:

;

A

Automobile Cars in Belgium.

;

A

A

commencement was made in 1893 by a sixwheeled carriage with two motors without gearthe armature fixed to a sleeve on the
connected to the wdieels by means of
springs. With this object, a starwheel was
fixed to the sleeve carrying the armature
the
four points of this starwheel were connected by
eight springs with links fixed to the spokes of
the wheels. The field magnets were partly supported by plate springs having small travel, resting
on the axle boxes and held against the twisting
moment by horizontal rods. The car weighed 25
tons (24.6 English tons), 10 tons (g.84 English
tons) of which were the battery.
may recollect that in these first trials the
motors were shunt-wound to facilitate recharging
ing,

with

axle

and

helical

;

We

tile

accumulators

when running dowmhill

;

but

it

was found that the amount of advantage derived
was extremely small, taking into consideration the
disadvantage which results from slow starting.
Five new cars were built in 1896-97 and fitted
with compound motors, in order to make it possible both to recharge the batteries by means of
the shunt winding and to accelerate the starting
by means of the series winding. This was a very
difficult

solving

problem,
it,

in

but

spite

of

several firms succeeded in
the additional requirement

was found that the shunt was not reit
must be possible to do away with it
ultimately and to provide for excitation in series.
In order, moreover, to compare the effect of
the different methods of springing the motors,
some of the motors were specified to lia^-e the
armature fixed direct to the axle, and others were
that if
quired,

it

specified to have it fi.xed to a sleeve, allowing play
for the axle, the selection of the kind of elastic

coupling between the sleeve and the axle being
left to the discretion of the contractor.
In spite of all the ingenuity displaj^ed in the
different solutions which have been tiescribed elsewhere, but would require too much room here, we
hasten to state that the dead weight of the accumulators and the limited amount of energy stored
in them are but little compatible with the use of
such cars on steep gradients, and it is only on
steep gradients than any appreciable amount of recharging takes place. Moreover, the two windings
lead to complication in controlling the currents for
the purpose of regulating the speed, and extreme
care is required in constructing the appliances, in
managing them and in maintaining them. This was
the first lesson drawn from this new series of experiments on the winding of the motors and the

•

regulation of the speed.
The car was used for investigations which gave
valuable results. The body has a central gangway
with the entrances at the ends, and is carried on
bogies
it contains several compartments for second
and third-class passengers, with 36 and 40 seats,
respectively.
In addition, there is standing room
for eight passengers in each of the end compartments, so that the car takes altogether 92 pasEach of the end compartments is divided ^
sengers.
into two parts, one of wdiich forms the cab of
the motorman. The entrance to the carriage is
between this compartment and the central gang;

way.
In so far as

it is a question
of trains at rare
intervals, on sections where there is no advantage
in increasing the number of trains, automobile cars
make it possible to realize some economy as com-

with trains hauled by steam locomotives.
Electric automobile cars have the advantage that
the speed can be easily and readily controlled with

pared
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and ccrl.iinly from cillicr end of
ilu: c.ir willKjiil
any mrccsHily for liirninK llic car
.'iimiiikI.
I.x|ji'ri>'iii'i'
hIiow whether accuniiiwill
(.!•
l.iiijis
ilvii.iiiiuH
(Irivfii
by pflrol motors give
»iiiiplicity

Krc.it

111,-

ImII.t

however

The

r.Mills,

509

line i< chargcrl with iUtIc electricity, oscillations will lie set up in (he line when
the arrcitt-r di-icharK's, unless a crrl.'iin amount of
re«i»l,incc is in llic circuit.
If,

the

fourth condition

requires

the

Static Disturbances.'
liV

Dow AMI

Al.KX

k.

.S,

Altebnating-current Standard Arkutdiii.

—Two

.SlhWAKT.

arc occasionally subjected to
excessive high-potential strains that would be injurious to gener.itors, transformers or motors, and
il
is the function of a lighlninK arrester to protect
ihe apparatus from sucii strains,
'i'hesc excessive
sirains are due to the following:
I-'irst
^LiRlitninK.
Lines are seldom struck Iiy a
ilirecl
stroke of liKhtninR, and when struck the
ilaniaKC is not necessarily serious, if the line is
struck some distance from the station, for the line
chokes back the discharge. Poles are split by the
liKhlning traveling down them, instead of following
the line into the .station.
A good example of the action of a direct stroke
w.is observed in Detroit some years ago.
One of
he slreel-lighting towers was struck in the daylinie. when no current was on the lines, the lines
ln-ing thoroughly grounded at the station a mite
.uvay.
As the tower was of iron, the main portion
of the discharge evidently traveled down this to
f.'irlh.
Two of the switches at the top of the
lower were burned out, the current jumping from
Ihi' lower .!() llie line, the auxiliary cut-out in one
f Ihe l.niips was raised and the contacts welded
liimlluT. sliowiug that a very large current had
Unwed through this contact. This current then traveled down the line wires to the base of the tower
.lud jumped to the case of the switch at the botInni and from thence to earth.
Current also traveled down all four guy lines, splintering all the guy
stubs.
To one of these stubs a guy line to a telephone pole was fastened.
portion of the current
jumped to this line and from there to a trolley
wire, puncturing the insulator on the hanger. Nowhere else on the line was there any evidence of
'rransiiiission

lines

—

Ci'neral fiU'clric Arrester [or ijnoo I'nlli.
one-lliirty-secor.d-inch air gaps are cotmcctcd from
line to earth in scries with a non-iniliiciivc high
resistance.
Cylinders are large to give a large co<jling surface for the arc.
The current is kept low
by the high resistance used.
For protection from

between the separate wires of line, half
of the gaps are cut out by a bridge connecting the
two cylinders which are midway between the line
and earth. The arrester thus connected will have
ihe same number of gaps between the lines ai
from the line lo earth. Kor very high-voltngc systems
several arresters are onnecteil in scries.
This
arrester shouhl protect very well from ordinary disturbances, but the high resistance does not permit
stres.scs

—0000000-

T
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The damage sequent to a lightning discharge is
most instances the work of the induced currents
set up in surrounding or adjacent conductors. The
ill

and overhead ground wires.
features of protective apparatus: They

oscillatory,

Essential

be

dissipated

as

rapidly

as

possible;

the

static

waves should be prevented from developing highpotential difference in generators, transformers and
other apparatus.
An ordinary spark-gap from the line to earth
fulfills the first condition perfectly.
The gap can
be set to break down at any voltage desired.
A
spark-gap is dispensed with altogether in some
arresters, the line being connected to earth through
a non-inductive resistance which is high as compared \yith the resistance of the rest of the circuit.
Water-jet and tank arresters are examples of this.
The gap once broken down, the line current will
follow unless some means is adopted for preventing
this.
Inserting resistance in series with the gap,
subdividing the gap into several smaller ones, making the metal cylinders between the gaps of some
non-arcing material, increasing the size of these
cylinders so as to present a large cooling surface
for the are, and blowing out the arc by a magnet
are the methods adopted at present.
The third condition is very hard to comply with,
as static disturbances differ so much from one an
other.
To protect from a direct stroke of lightning
as little resistance as possible should be in circuit
Abstract of a paper read before the Denver-Colorado Sprincs
I.
convention of the National Electric Light Association on June 7.
Mr. Dow is manacerof the Edison Illuminating Company in
1005.
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t

is kejii low by
ce.
When used on very high -.'.IccKr -j. •.(,,, jhr airgap hat to be very Urge to prevent exeesiive carrent across ihc gap

arrester

•

.

H'aler-jel

'"

Arrti'.

have been used

,-%

ui

:

,.

mission line.* in
.ci\
lo he operating inj
.. i,
,,,.
j.,. ,,, »jirr
arc thrown from a grounded nozzle agamit terminal plates that arc connected lo the Kveral
wires of the circuit.
These columnt of water
furnish high non-inductive resistance path* from
the line to earth for any static waves.
,

IJlRECT-CURREST ARRESTERS.
In direct-current service Ihc arc formed by a
discharge is much harder lo extinguiih than in
alternating-current service.
Fortunately, however,
direct-current voltages are ustially small.

Thiimson

Magnetic

Blou-out Arn-tter— In

this

single air-gap is between two mcullic bonis.
electromagnet is placed wilh its poles opposite
the lower extremity of the gap.
This magnet is
excited either by the discharge current or by Ihe
main-line current.
The magnetic field set up
blows out the arc immediately. The operation of
this arrester is very satisfactory.
li'estinghouse Direct-current Arrester. This is
built in accordance with Ihe principle that if the
voltage across a gap is very low no arc will he
maintained in the gap. A large number of minute
gaps are connected in scries. Carbon particles are
used to form the sides of these gaps. It is necessary in this arrester to keep the lines of carbon
particles protected from the air, or an arc will be
carried across the air above the carbon and will
burn up the arrester.
Garlon Arrester. Two gaps are connected in
series with a non-inductive resistance..
Shunted
across part of this resistance is a small coil.
On
discharge the current in the coil lifts an iron

the

—

The most serious objection to this aris that it contains moving parts.
li'estinghouse
Tank Arrester. This was designed many years ago for the protection of large
railway stations.
Instead of air-gaps, a tank of
running water is connected directly from the line
to ground.
The current taken will be small in
comparison with the load.
The arrester is disconnected from the circuit, except during thunder
storms.
Choke Coils. With all arresters choke coils arc
placed between the arrester and the apparatus to
be protected.
A coil of wire offers opposition to
the passage of an electric discharge through it.
The more sudden the discharge the greater will be
the opposition.
The opposing electromotive force
in the choke coil may be so high that the path
across the air-gap of an arrester will be easier
than through the coil.
Distribution of Arresters. In long-distance transmission the lines need no protection and the arresters are grouped at the two ends of the line.
Several choke coils are used and the arresters arc
connected to the line at several places between the
coils so as to be sure that some of the arresters
will be at a maximum point of a static svave.
In distribution networks arresters should be scattered all over the network.
There is no general
rule as to the number necessarj-, except that the
more arresters installed the better the protection.
In low-voltage networks that are tied together

—

A

sliould discharge at a potential slightly higher than
that of the system ; the ordinary working of the
system should not be affected by the discharge;
the electric energy of the static disturbance should

U

point the gap .nil
exlinKuishrd, provided

—
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VARIOUS FORMS OF LIGHTNING ARRESTERS.

A

becoming

,

,

rester

llic

;

field

guished.

W.r,„ Jsr

—

:

wb.

armature and increases the length of one of the
gaps so much that the arc is immediately extin-

strain is usually from the line to earth,
may be (and frequently is) between the several
wires of a circuit.
This latter is more likely to
be the case on lines in which the wires are strung
some distance apart.
Second High-frequency waves set up by sudden changes of load or by resonance. These waves
are similar to the induced currents from lightning,
but the frequency is not so high nor is the potential
difference as great.
The maximum strain is
almost always between the several wires of the
potential

liut

—

,'

III.-

—

damage.

Tliird
Static charges.
line insulated from
earth may become charged to a high potential
the climatic conditions are favorable.
very
dry atmospliere, hot-wind storms, sand storms and
great variation in the altitude of the pole lines
are some of the causes of static charges.
During
severe sand storms the arresters may not be able
to keep down the potential of the line, although they
may be discharging almost continuously.
The best methods of protection are Non-inductive
high resistances connected from the circuit to the
earth
lightning arresters with enough resistance
in series with them to prevent the dischaiges from

Urge

.•\n

A

if

5;r;;'«

1

I

circuit.

s

use of choke

for disturbances due lo liKlilninK. or comlrinalions of choke coils and condensers for static waves
due to short circuits and oilier sudden chanKCt of
load,

coils

Report on Present Methods of Protection from LlRhtnlnK and Other

r.f

o£ rapidly dissipating the large amount of energy
in a lightning flash.
PVcstinghousc Arrester for 2,000 Volts. Six oneihirty-second-inch air gaps are in series from line
to earth.
Cylinders are made of non-arcing metal.

—

No

resistance is used with this when connected to
by 2,200-volt generators of moderate size.
a higher potential than 2,200 volts is used
more gaps are used, and a resistance in connected
in series with the arrester to prevent an excessive
current from the generator flowing through the
arrester.
This arrester protects from severe flashes
very well, but as the length of air-gap is longer
than in the General Electric arrester, a higher difference of potential is required to break down the
gap.
On discharging a line that has a static
charge, oscillating waves may be set up in the circuit, since no resistance is used.
Westinghottse Lozu-eqitivalent Arrester. This was
designed some five years ago in order to cut
down the number of gaps required in the standard
arrester when used on very high-voltage circuits.
It consists of a small number of gaps which should
break down at a little above the line voltage.
In
series with these is a high resistance, and shunted
across this resistance is a second set of gaps equ-il
in number to the first set.
In series with the whole
arrester is a small non-inductive resistance to keep
down the main current. Non-arcing metal is used
for the cylinders.
The operation is as follows;
If the potential of the circuit increases the series
gaps break down immediately.
As the resistance
of these gaps when broken down is small compared with the high resistance in series with them,
practically full-potential strain is put on the gaps
shunted across this resistance and they will break
down. After the static discharge the arc immediately dies out in the shunted gaps if the arrester
is properly designed, and the high resistance cuts
tiie current so low in the series gaps that the arc
in these is next extinguished.
This arrester combines the good qualities of both those already described, for it furnishes a high-resistance path for
small static discharges and a low resistance for
violent discharges.
lines fed

When

—

—

in

many

places,

if

one branch extends some

dis-

tance from the network, weak spots near the end
of the branch are punctured by discharges during
thunder stonns. E.xperinients with static machines
and small networks of conductors showed the same
phenomenon many years ago. .-V static wave traveling down the conductor is reflected back at the
end of the conductor.
The resultant of the advancing and reflected waves gives at the end of
the line a potential strain that is double that of
the advancing wave.
The remedy is to put choke coils in the branch
at the point where it is connected to the network.
The wave in the network will then be divided at
the coil, part being reflected at this point and only
a small part advancing along the branch.
Overhead Ground H'ires. In man}- long-distance transmission systems the lines are protected
by ground wires strung above the lines.
These
ground wires are connected to earth every thousand feet. The theory- is
If lightning strikes the
line the ground wire would be struck
directly
instead of the line wires that are insulated from
ground. As the earth's potential is above and also
below the line wires these cannot be charged with
The inductive action
static to a high potential.
of lightning on the line is much reduced, as the

—
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Discussion (in Abstract.)
E. P. Dillon, Colorado Springs, Colo.

who

:

of us
our troubles,

are operating in Colorado have
especially in the zone in front of the foothills, and
we feel that lighting is probably more severe in
this particular section than in any other part of the
state, and we venture to say more severe than we
have heard of in other sections of the country. It
has required a good deal of attention and study of
the peculiar conditions of each system. In Colorado
Springs we have a fair amount of protection now,
although it is not absolute.
have liberally distributed lightning arrester?; at various plants and
sub^stations, but we have nothing on the line.
do not feel that the placing of lightning arresters on
the line is warranted, the risk of h?ving lightning
arresters on the line more than olTsetting their advantage.
have no ground wire, but I think
perhaps a well constructed ground wire would probably obviate some of the difficulties which w^e have
had.
Our triangle is not very large, i6-inch centers, no double circuits on the pole line.
At three
different' times in the last two years we have had
lines burn down directly in the middle of the span.
It seems that the arc starts in some way between
the wires, resulting from some sort of a short circuit, and runs along the line until it finds a w-eak
point and burns the copper.
Our copper is No. i.
with large engines behind it, with heavy fly-wheel
capacity, tending to hold the arc long enough to
burn the lines dow'n. This has never occurred on
junction poles where you would think the lighting
would jump around, but invariably happens on the
straight line.
George R. Stetson, New Bedford, Mass.
In the
station I had the care of in last December, and
after having run direct current for a good many
years, and an underground system of transmission
for four or five years, an epidemic broke out
among our motors that raged for several w^eeks
and in two weeks destroyed more motors than had
been destroyed in all the 14 previous years in the
operation of our plant. This was an unexpected epidemic w^ith us, and we went to w'ork and treated
it as fast as possible, but have not got over it yet.
It was a static manifestation.
Previous to this w-e
had never found it necessary to make any particular
provision for the care of our motors, but at this time
the motors were punctured wnthin a radius of three
to five miles, one after the other, some being served
by the underground system and some being served
by the overhead system.
The puncture was very
much in the nature of a lighting puncture, generally
on the armature. At first we were able to repair
the armatures w'ithin a reasonable time and without
much inconvenience to our customers, but it finally
went beyond the motors outside, and came into the
generators inside, and that was m.ore serious. The
singular feature of the matter is the manifestation
at this particular time.
immediately w^ent to
work to take care of the motors as far as possible
by putting up lightning arresters and kicking coils,
and seemed to have conquered the trouble to quite
an extent, but occasionally we have a manifestation
now, particularly if we have not taken proper care
of the motors.
I think the Pikes Peak scheme of the tank or
water jet resistance in series with the gaps wmU do
the business. I believe we will have some interesting data on that point later.
W. B. Jackson. .Aladison. Wis.: Regarding the
static conditions on transmission lines, some three
or four years ago I made a somewhat complete examination of the line in northern Italy, and at that
time they had the jet static arresters in use. The}'
were ver\' much troubled by the attacks of static disturbances on their 20,000-volt generators, and they
w^ere frequently shut down, as I was informed, not
on account of the lightning particularly, but on account of the static going through the insulation of
the 20,000-volt macliines.
They then installed jet
static arresters, and I think the arresters had been
in about six months.
I was informed at that time
that since the installation of the water jet arresters,
they had no trouble from static effects.
Mr. Dow; Water jets are still satisfactory. Your
reporters believe that the water jets are the most

In the case of the General Electric Company, complainant, vs. the Allis-Chalmers Company and the
Bullock Electric Manufacturing Company, defendants, alleging infringement of United States patent
No. 726,391, Judge Cross in the United States Circuit Court, district of New Jersey, has overruled
two demurrers, filed by the defendants, to the bill
of complaint.
The patent on which the suit is
based is known as the Armstrong and Woodbridge
patent and involves delta-connected voltage regula-

We

tion.

We

To a bill alleging infringement of United States
patents Nos. 625,806, 671,287 and 661,049, 'n which
case the General Electric Company is complainant
and the Bullock Electric Manufacturing Company is
defendant, the defendant filed a plea setting up
among other things that since March i, 1904, it has
not made, used or sold any devices of the character
alleged by the bill of complaint to be infringements.
having on that date leased and surrendered its plants,
good-will, etc.. to another.
Judge Cross of the
United States Circuit Court, district of New Jersey,
overrules the plea.
The Anderson patent. No. 412,155, covering a trolley contact spring, has been held valid in two cases
in which the General Electric Company was complainant and the Garrett Coal Company and the
Morgan-Gardner Electric Company, respectively, defendants.
Injunctions restraining infringement by
the defendants w^ere granted the complainant in both
cases, which were heard in the United States Circuit
Court, one for the western district of Pennsylvania
and the other for the northern district of Illinois.

We

:

Electrical Enterprises in Egypt.
report from the German consul
presents an excellent field
not alone in the cities
and towms, but for furnishing motive pow'er for
pumping water in the agricultural districts. Egypt
imported electric materials to the value of $467,760 in 1904, drawn from the following countries
England, $222,485; Germany, $81,655; France. $41,265; Sweden, $25,960; United States, $25,855, and
Italy,
Switzerland. Belgium and Austria smaller
amounts. The following towns have electric lighting
systems, conducted by the companies named
Ismailia, the Societe Electrique dTsmailia Mansoura.
the Mansoura Electric Supply Company; Suez, the
Societe Electrique dTsmailia Tanta, Eugene Nahman & Co. Port Said. Compagnie Centrale du ga.v
.\lexandria and Cairo, Compagnie Centrale d'Eclairage par le gaz. Electric-railway lines are operated in Cairo by a Belgian company, the Societe
Anonyme des Tramways du Cairo, whose share
capital is $1,200,000, and in Alexandria by a Belgian company also, the Societe Anonyme des Tramways d'Alexandrio, having a working capital of

According

for

:

;

:

We

;

The Alexandria and Ramleh Railway
Compan}' operates the electric railways running
from Alexandria to suburban places.

$1,600,000.

Foreign Trade Possibilities.
The building of
is

a

tramway

line in

Nankin, China,

projected.

The

cit}^

of Nachod, Bohemia, Austria, plans the

erection of an electric-jight plant.

A

German

national automobile exposition

jected, to be held at Frankfort the

is

pro-

coming autumn.

The

Italian ministry of public works has granted
a concession to construct a tramway line from Rome
to Civita-Castellana.

A

has been

project

presented by

member

a

of

municipality of Mainz. Germam-, to introduce
electric lighting in the principal streets of that city.

the

The

electric

central

power

station in

Podgorze.

Austria, near Krakow, is to be enlarged and will
receive additional motors, steam engines, boilers

and
had

we have

now

for protection against either lightning or
static discharges when installed in connection with
choke coils. The function of the choke coil is to
locate the point of discharge for any excessive voltage.
The objections to the jets are, first of all, the
things are sloppy; and, next, that they take energy.
Because of this taking of energy, we make the recommendation that they be held as emergency devices
where possible, and upon the appearance of symptoms of static charge on the line the water jets be
turned on.
Mr. Stetson's experience with punctures causes
me to expect that he had re-action from his machines.
I fancy when the short circuit occured that
the machines went over, or there w^as a short circuit
of some device on the line, and a quick breaking of
a short circuit puts the worst stresses on the line.
!\Ir. Stewart calculated at my request the effect of a
short circuit on a certain transmission line w^e are
now building in ilichigan. The voltage between the
wires on the short circuit will, by calculation, be in
that case over 80,000 volts.
are, therefore, not

just

a

enterprises,

electrical

;

We

comprehensively reliable arrangement that

to

Alexandria, Egypt

at

electric

Further information may b.;
K. Staatsbahn-Direction. Krakow-.

fittings.

from K.

A new

company, Le Central Electrique du Nord,
with a capital of $1,200,000, has been formed in
Brussels for the purpose of building an electric
train\\ay between the cities of Lille, Roubaix and
Tourcoing, France, and branch lines running a
total

length of 37^2

miles.

The Austrian consul at St. Gall calls the attention of Austrian manufacturers to the increased use
of electrical contrivances in the hotels of Switzerland, in laundries and elevators, and for ventilating, cleaning floors, beating carpets, etc.
Switzerland has many hotels, and offers a big market for
the sale of electric machines for such purposes.
The following cities are now- issuing bonds to pay
for contemplated public improvements, among which
are sewerage works, electric plants, etc.
Belgrade,
Servia, $2,000,000
Baden-Baden. Germanv, $933.000; Giessen, Germany, $814,000: Miilhausen. Ger-many. $814,000; Regensburg. Germany. $476,000;
Offenbach. Germany. $1,190,000; The Hague, Netherlands, $1,200,000.
;

;

-
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Great Britain.

Patent Litigation.

Those
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CORRESPONDENCE.

nor break them

—

London,

June 7. The telephone agreement is
being seriously considered by the select committee of the House of Commons appointed for the
purpose. The committee is in a different position
to the ordinary committee of Parliament, inasmuch
as it has no power to make modifications in the
agreement, but is only able to make recommenda-

now

to the House as to w^hat alterations should,
opinion, after careful consideration, be made.
the present, witnesses from the postoffice
have been heard in favor of the agreement, tb.e
general opinion being that whereas competition in
London did not mean duplication of plant, competition in the provinces would be an unwarranted
waste of capital and a duplication of plant, owing,
to the vastlj' different circumstances.
So far as"
the proceedings have gone, it is clear that some
members of the committee are In favor of an extension of municipal telephony, in preference to a
state-controlled s^'stem.
The officers of the posttions

in its

Up

to

however, have put forward some very strong
reasons why the municipal systems should be purchased at the same time as the company. Witnesses from the municipalities will be heard later.
Having been constituted by special act the sole
tramway authority for London, the London County
Council is gradually extinguishing all the remaining small interests of the companies.
L'p to last
year all the companies on the south side of the
Thames had been bought up with the exception
of two, whose lines were in a more or less derelict condition.
Having missed the statutory' period
at which the lines could be purchased, the council
last year was confronted by one of the companies
going to Parliament and asking for a revival and
an extension of its powers, and also authority to
work them electrically. The Countx- Council quite
naturalh' opposed the proposition most strenuously,
attitude being that the lines were not worth
its
purchasing.
In the end the committee ordered the
council to pay the companj^ a small sum for its
rights.
This year a similar application was made
to Parliament by the remaining company in the
south, with somewhat similar results.
Taking the
above in conjunction with the agreement just entered into with the one company in the north oE
London the County Couiicil is now in sole possession of all the tramways in the County of London,
a fact which should lead to a continuity and uniformity' of policy which should augur well for the
office,

future.
With the mixed system of steam and electric
traction which now exists upon the Metropolitan
railway, it was obvious that some method would
have to be adopted for hauling the ordinary trains
over the electrified portion of the track.
Consequently a number of electric locomotives have been

ordered, each having four 300-horsepower motors,
for hauling the main line ordinan.^ trains over the
portion of the track fitted with the third and fourth
rails.
The locomotives are also to be used for
hauling goods trains in a similar manner.
Altogether there w-ill be 10 of these locomotives.
The inconsistency of opinion on questions relating to municipal trading between the general body
of the members of the House of Commons and
those of the House of Lords w'as well shown a
certain provincial local authority
few days ago.
obtained sanction from a committee of the House
of Commons to supply electrical energ\- in districts contiguous to its boundaries, albeit there had
been no demand for current from any of such districts.
In due course the bill came before a committee of the House of Lords, but it was pretty
quickly rejected.
On the broad principle I think
the latter decision is one which ought not to be
(Quarreled with, for the primary functions of a local
authority is to supply the needs of its own districts and not to speculate in districts w^here it has

A

no power to

raise

rates.

The session of the Institution of Electrical Engineers has now closed and the report of the council has been published.
The total membership of
all classes is now 5.410. which it is anticipated will
be increased to 5,677 by the end of this year. The
council has this session elected Prof. Elihu Thomson an honorary member. Among the matters now
in hand by the Institution, mention may be made
of a sub-committee which has recently been formed
for the purpose of entering into correspondence
with foreign countries with a view to ascertain
their attitude toward the question of international
electrical standardization, and, if favorable to the
idea to procure their support in the proposal to
form an international standardization.
Gradually all the large electric powder companies
are getting into working order.
The latest company to commence tlie erection of permanent generating w-orks is the Cleveland and Durham County.,
Power Company, and the first installment of the
plant will be 6.000 horsepower. Turbo-generators,
of course, w-ill be installed, the voltage being ir,ooo
and the frequency- 25 cycles per second.
An association has been formed called the Incorporated Association of Electric Power Companies, having for its objects the encouragement,
expedition and facilitation of the development of
the industry' of supplying electrical energy' for
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New

York.

ttuck fnim $20,1x10
Turner, furnirriy willi llic
Western HIcclric Company, will ro lo Naahvillc lo
liecoiiic (leitrral iiianaKcr of ihe company.
he (irahain
N. C. ) Water an.) KIcclric l.iglK
Coinpaiiy is charlrred with $i(n.ocn capital tiy
.Millner of New York, C
V llari«rll and
II.
I..
M. I'. I'Vay of WaithiiiKlon.
It is said that plans arc on
f'Mii
for the huililing of a |K>wer plant on I.illlc Kivrr, near (iadtdcn,
to cost alMiiit $i,ooo,oo(j, U) fiirnisti [K>wcr
;\la.,
lo many nearby towns and cities.
II. T.
Ilcmlcrsoii He Uro. of Durango, Colo., arc intereslcd. and
surveys are in progress.
I,.

Siillivnii,

I

it*

piihlic vole.

Nearly all the arrears of the franchise tax have
been paid this week and the city has not liad to
proceed lo offer any of the franchises at auction to
pay tile taxes. Yesterday nearly $j,o<K),ooo was pai<l

The

over.

Manhattan Uailway
and the Melropolilaii

Company

i)aid

Sireet Kailway
Company, $77^..325. Some of the corporations are
trying to offset rentals against the franchise taxes.
'I'll.'
Konrth. or Park Avenue Tunnel, through
which the surface cars travel is now in course of
iiuovation.
All air-blasting a|)paralus worked by
motor is taken along the tunnel from iioint to
.1
linim. the current lieing supplied from the trolley
Owing to the limited space for
conduit circuit.s.
o|ieratioii, the apparatus has bvcn specially design^'d
not lo occupy more than alxjut 15 inches in width, so
ibat it can stand between the car tracks.
Tbe Brooklyn Rapid Trausit Company has opened
il'.
new line on VVyckoff Avenue, on which there
will be ultim.-itcly 20 cars running.
Sanderson & Porter, electrical contractors of 52
William Street, have purchased for $1,500,000 the
New York and I-ong Island Traction Company. The
road is about 33 miles long and runs from Mincola
to Frecporl, via Hempstead, passing the new race$I,888,.30S,

capital

Ohio.

Cleveland, June

17.

—

'i'lie

course at Belmont Park.
The new electropneumatic signalling plant at the
Long Island Railroad depot al Long Island City
has been put into operation this week after exasperThe plant controls 250 switches and
ating delays.
100 signals, and when first put in some mouths ago
was found to be unworkable. The experience of the
last few days seems to promise entire success this
time.

city

of the newly elected oflicers of the New
Presidcnl,
Society is as follows:
W. S. Barstow; vice-presidents, H. G. Stott. P. A.
li.iK-s,
Max Loenthal, A. F. Ganz. L. B. Mark;.
W. S. Rugg; secretary, George B. Guy; treasurer.

The

limits.

It

is

.said

that the

franchise stipulates

from July

the third rail sh.all not be used in the city.
Ihe public subscription to the stock of the c3hio
Northern 'Traction Company has been closed, the
amount for that purpose having been taken is
'The stock, which bears five per cent,
$1,9.38.000.
interest, is said to have been purchased mainly for
investment purposes. This is the company that will
take over the Cincinnati Traction Company and

to

allied

1

1

\.

.

list

Electrical

Sinclair.

New

York Edison Company announces, as
1st, a reduction in the price for current
The old pro rata dis10 cents a kilowatt-hour.

The

count on the number of lamps is abolished.
Charles A. 'I'hompson, with several associates, has
incorporated as an electrical machinery concern
His
bearing his name, with a capital of $25,000.
associates are James Shaw of Brooklyn and Rudolph
Mieling of New York.

The Hallmund-Collbohm
city has

N.

Electric

Company

of this

been incorporated with a capital of $10,000.

The directors
bohm of this

are G. B.
city,

Rossman and M. H.

Coll-

and H. Dinderichs of Ithaca,

\'.

The village trustees at Freeport, L. I., have decided to purchase another (making the third) 100kllowatt generator for the village electric-light plant,
the present machines being insufficient fur growing
local business.
D. \V. W.

Charlotte.

N.

C. June 17.— Hie

.Atlanta, Ga.,

electric

'

franchise for the construction of twenty miles
in Hamilton has been granted the
Ohio Northern Traction Company, lessee of the
Cincinnati, Dayton and Toledo and the Hamilton
lines.
At Hamilton $550,000 will be put into a
power house. $350,000 on tracks and road construction and $150,000 on rolling stock.
'Hie new route
in Hamilton eliminates 21 steam-railroad crossings.
City Solicitor Baker of Cleveland has issued an
opinion that the council may pass an ordinance
regulating lighting rates.
There is no law governing this matter, while there is a statute prescribing methods by which franchises shall be granted

extensions

telephone companies.

O. XI. C.

Indiana.
Indianapolis, June 17. Harry L. Webber, city
of Ricbniond. Ind.. has resigned from
that position to accept the position of chief engineer
for the Fort Wayne and Wabash 'Traction Company.
The tW'O per cent subsidy tax voted by the property holders in Harrison County to aid in the construction of the extension of the Louisville and
Southern Indiana 'Traction Company's line from
New Albany to Corydon, has been placed on the tax
duplicate.
The work in Corydon was begun last
week. The right-of-way extends through the range
of hills west of New Albany.
An extension is also

engineer

railway

to Marietta, in course of confor two years, has just been completed
and opened for travel.
The Belton ( S. C.) Power Company is progressing rapidly with the new dam over Saluda River
and expects to have power in Belton hy Septenilier. when the town will be lighted by electricity.
E. H. Trafford has submitted a report to the
aldernianic committee on finance and electricity of
Richmond, Va., in which it is contended that a
municipal plant would net the city a revenue of
over $78,000 abo\e expenses, the sum of $16,000
to be deducted, however, for interest on $400,000
bonds for construction.
The Salisbury-Spencer (N. C.) Railway Company has been reorganized and elected E. M.
Deane of Grand Rapids. Mich., president, and
Harry B. Wales of ^ricbigan general manager.
It is expected that the line to Spencer will be in
operation by July loth.
Extensions in other directions are contemplated.
Immediately after the defeat of a measure put
to popular vote to establish a $35,000 lighting plant
in the cit>' of Thoniasville, Ga.. F. D. Dismuke.
R. H. Neel and others, composing the light committee, made a present of $3,000 to the city for a
lighting plant on condition that the lighting plant
should be secured.
The town of Petersburg, Va., is considering the
question of municipal ownership of lighting facilities.
J. M. Quick is chairman of the light committee.
The Southern Electric Company of Nashville,

from

interests.

A

—
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Cleveland, Asliland and

.Mansfield 'I'raction Company has been incorporated
with a nominal capital of $1,000,000, which will
later be increased, it is .said.
W. II. .Milx.ll, A. J.
Halle. C. W. Collister, Frank Bntler and II. B.
Cavanaugh are the incor|)orators.
It is supposed
that Ihe interests of the Cleveland and Southwestern
and the Ohio Central arc behind the plans.
The
plan conlemplales the use of power from the Elyria
power house of the Cleveland and Southweslerii.
Surveys are being planned for an extension of the
Cincinnati, Georgetown and Portsnioiitli from West
Union to Portsmouth and West Union to Manchester, the latter being a branch seven miles long.
J. N. Gardner of New York and Portsmouth and
West Union people arc at work on the proposition.
The line from Cincinnati to Portsmouth will he
95 miles long in comparison with 117 miles for
the Chesapeake and Ohio and 107 miles for the

Norfolk and Western. Another proposition backed
by tbe same people is the Cincinnati, Toledo and
Detroit Short Line Railway Company.
It will be
220 miles long and there will lie ten county seats
on the line besides a large number of small towns.
According to an interview. F. E. Seagrave of
Toledo will be chief manager of construction, and
'T. Rhys Smith of New York and Major Walter A.
Calhoun will he in charge of the engineering
work.
City Solicitor Charles Murphy of Circleville has
filed suit to prevent the Scioto Valley 'Traction
Coinjiany from laving a third-rail system within the
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Detroit. June 17.
The new power house of the
Commonwealth Power Company at Jackson is well
under way and will he one of the iK-st of its kind
in the state.
It
viill
furnish power for the new
electric

and

to

to l>e built from that city to .Adrian
It is a
steam plant and it will
the company's plants operated hy waterand also he used to provide power for varilines

Lansing.

supplant

power

ous manufacturing institutions
in
Jackson. This
company is also constructing an office building on

West Main

Street.

'The village of 'Trenton has made arrangements
with the Peninsular Electric Lighting Company 01
Detroit for lighting the streets. The company will
give free service on 20 street lights and connect
with private consumers.
The Detroit United Railway of Detroit has been
making a good shosving and it is said that its dividends are lo be placed on a five-per cent, ijasis
at the next meeting of the board of directors.
It is again rumored that a movement is under
way looking to the consolidation of all of Detroit's
electric suburban lines.
'They arc now all controlled by the Detroit United Railway except the
Monroe and Toledo Short Line and the Detroit.
Ypsilanti, .Ann Arbor and Jack.son.
The Everett-Moore syndicate, now controlling the Detroit
United, it is understood, would like to get hold of
these two separate lines, but they arc good properties and will consider a cash deal only.
The
Hawks-.Angus syndicate, it is understood, had about
sold the Detroit, Ypsilanti. .Ann Arbor and Jackson line to the Everett-Moore people in 1901 iust
before the financial difficulties of the latter and for
a good
price, too.
Now the road is making
'

money, and if sold it will command a good price.
H. .A. Everett has always wished to sec the Cleveland lines connected with those of Detroit and had,
before the trouble mentioned, made an arrange-

ment to lease, with option of purchase, the Detroit
and Toledo Shore Line (since sold to the Grand
Trunk railroad). Since tlien the Detroit, Monroe
and Toledo Line has been built.
The street-railway strike at Saginaw and Bay
City still continues and without prospect of settlement.
The cars are being operated by strikebreakers under police protection and are
very
poorly patronized.
The sympathy of the people is
still
with the men.
The police were withdrawn
for one day to rest up and the strike-breakers refused

to

take out cars without

protection.

Owing

the strike the Bay City Street Railway Company has decided to close its summer resort, Wenona Beach, for the season. In Bay City the municipal-ownership idea is gaining ground on acto

contemplated to French Lick and West Baden.
The Indiana Railway Company, which largely controls Northern Indiana and Southern Michigan interurban and city traction lines, has let the contract
for the construction of a new branch of the system
from South Bend to Laporte to George 'Townsend
of Indianapolis.
The length of the new line is 29
miles.
Mr. Townsend is also building an extension of the Indiana railway system from Niles to

count of the strike. .An eflfort is being made to
have the city withdraw police protection, without
which the company would be unable to operate.
The Jackson Traction Company and its employes
have signed an agreement to settle all differences
between them bv arbitration.
C. G. W.

Benton Harbor and St. Joseph, Jlich.
A meeting of the representatives of the traction
lines in Ohio and Indiana, and a committee from

Minneapolis. June 17. Work is under way on the
transforming stations which will form a part of the
Twin City Rapid Transit Company's Lake Minnetonka extension. There are to be two stations, one
at Hopkins and one at Excelsior.
Power is to be

the Travelers' Protective Association, is being held
in this citj- to-day to talk over the question of an
interchangeable mileage book on interurban lines.
It was the Travelers' Protective .Association that
obtained from the steam railroads the mileage books
now in use, and they think a similar book in use
on the traction lines would be a great help to the
tra\-elers.
Several plans are suggested, and the
'Travelers' .Association committee is hopeful of being able to adjust tbe difficulty now existing between
the Indiana and Ohio lines.
The present rate of
fare on interurban lines is iJ4 cents a mile.
It is

Noi^hwestern States.

—

transmitted to them at 12,000 volts pressure and distributed over the line at coo volts. The two buildings
will be fitted out with the most modem equipment.
An electric-light franchise to run 20 years has
been granted at Yankton, S. D.. to S. G. Donaldson.
plant will be in operation within 30 days.
company has been formed to utilize the water
power of the Roiit River at RusTiford, ifinn.. and
will construct an electric plant shonly.
It is reported that the Chicago Great Westerii

A

A
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Railway Company contemplates operating its trains
on the Fort Dodge, Boone (Iowa) extension by
electrical

step-up and step-down transformers. The Milwaukee
Engineering Company is the consulting engineer.

power.

The Frisco Ice and Light Company of Cranberry,
Tex., has been chartered to operate an electric-light
and power plant. J. W. Day heads the incorporators.

The Creston (Iowa) Mutual Electric Light, Heat
and Power Company has been formed with J. C.
Sullivan as president and J. W. Reynolds as secre-

The

It will be capitalized at $50,000.
L. L. Stewart of Omaha will install an electriclighting system at Sumner, la.
The Great Northern Power Company of Duluth
has recorded a mortgage for $10,000,000 in favor of

tary.

Columbia,

of $10,000
and others.
tal

Ives, civil engineer, in the

West and

also in Philadelphia, his recent residence,
know that he lias recently accepted the appointment of assistant general manager
of the Glamorgan T}'pe and Foundry Company of

Campbellsville (Ky.) Electric Light Company
has been organized with Dr. J. L. Atkinson, president
S.
J. R. Davis, secretary-treasurer, and B.
Kincart, superintendent and general manager.
The
company will operate an electric-light plant.
;

deLancey Rankine

It is reported that the Southwest Missouri Light
Company will make improvements to plant, including
one 30-kilowatt 60-volt exciter, one 11 by 11 highspeed automatic self-oilinr^ engine, complete switchboard for sub-station and considerable other machinery.
Mr. A. M. Barron is general manager of
the company.

has been appointed third vice-president of the Niagara Falls Power Company and its allied comCanadian Niagara Power
including the
panies,
Company. Mr. Rankine is a brother of William
B. Rankine. He is now secretary-treasurer of the
Cataract Power and Conduit Company of Buffalo;
secretary, treasurer and general manager of the

Tonawanda Power Company and
Power Company. The appointment

the

Suburban

made

is

the vacancy caused by the death of the late

to

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.

fill

George

Hamilton Browne, president of the New'ton
(Iowa) Northw'CStern electric railway, has tenMr. Browne has been for
dered his resignation.
some time engaged in the construction of clie
Elgin and Belvidere raihvay in Illinois and will
become president of the road.

W. Davenport.
Frank C. Randall has resigned the position of
vice-president and general manager of the National
Electric Company which he has held since the early
part of 1904, and joined the Allis-Chalmers Company
as district manager for the
district of New York with

^

headquarters in New York
Mr. Randall has been
city.
closely identified for years
with the street-railway supHe belongs
ply interests.
in Boston, where he began
his business career in the
his
father, who
office of
was an importer of special
and
grades
After gaining a couple of

A

new private car for President Huntington and
electric freight locomotive have been turned
out by the mechanical and electrical department of
an

the

Pacific Electric

Railway Company of Los An-

Each has a motive power of Soo horsebut the one is geared for high speed and'
the other for tractive power.
geles, Cal.
l'>v;er,

under
he took up rail-

At the last meeting of the stockholders of the
York (Pa.) Street Railway Company it was decided to make an extension of the company's line,
which W'ill connect the Highland Park division
The proposed
with the South George Street line.
addition will make a complete belt line around tl-.e
southwestern section of the city.

roading, becoming first the
"performance of engines"
FRANK C. RANDALL.
clerk and later chief clerk
of the motive department for all divisions west
of Willimantic of the New York and New England railroad.
He was afterwards chief clerk
of the motive department of the Boston and
Lowell
road and held this position until the
consolidation of the road with the Boston and
Maine Railroad. He then entered the shops of the

An electric railway is to be built up Lookout
Mountain by S. W. Divine and associates of Chattanooga, Tenn., who have secured the right-ofway along the line of the old "broad-gauge" road
W'hich was in operation several years ago. Engineers are now engaged in making preliminary surconnect with the interveys.
It is proposed to
urban line out of Chattanooga, which is to be built
via Chickamauga Park to Ducktown.
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father's eye

Tripp Manufacturing Company, became expert in
the manufacture of electric railway car trucks and
rose first to the place of foreman and later to that of
superintendent of the works. He left this position
to become eastern sales agent for the J. G. Brill
Company and was later transferred to the West with
headquarters in Chicago. Six years later he accepted
the position of eastern sales agent for the Christensen Engineering Company and later became general
sales agent for that company and its successor, the
National Electric Company, finally becoming vicepresident and general manager of that concern. Mr.
Randall brings to the Allis-Chalmers Company a
valuable knowledge of how to secure business, and
of the organization of a selling force.
His special
acquaintance in the electric-railway field will prove
of great value in advancing the interests of the electrical branch of his company'.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
A

franchise has been granted to T. R. Osmond
for the construction of an electric-light plant in
Jacksonville, Fla.

The plant of the Oregon City (Mo.) Light and
Water Company has been damaged by fire to the
extent

of

$1,500.

The Prospect Electric Light and
of Columbus, Ohio, has increased
$10,000 to $20,000.
The

electric-lighting

company

Power Company
its

of

capital

from

Rio, Wis.,

is

having plans prepared for one 60-inch turbine and
one 75-kilowfatt alternating-current generator with

TELEGRAPH.
reported that the Postal Telegraph-cable
Company will begin at once the construction of the
telegraph line from Jasper, Ala., to Amory, Miss.
It

is

The cable steamer Stephan of the North German
cable works of Nordenham is said to have successfully completed the laying of a cable between
Menado-Yap and Guam for the German-Holland
Telegraph Company of Cologne. The length of
this cable is nearly 2,000 miles, and the greatest
depth attained 2,300 feet. By this cable the DutchIndia colonies and the German Carolines are placed
in communication with the American Pacific cable.
The Stephan next proceeded to Shanghai to lay
a cable 130 miles in length along the coast, which
will form a part of the Shanghai- Yap cable, of
which the main line is now being constructed bv
the North German Cable Works, and which will
be laid next winter.

SOCIETIES

The

Lynchburg, Va. Mr. Ives now makes the last-named
place his permanent residence.
that

Spivey

engineer in charge.

will be interested to

made

C.

The city of Cockevillc, Tcnn., is completing
arrangements for the installation of Avaterworks and
an electric-light plant for which bonds were recently
voted.
Cranberry Jackson of Nashville, Tenn., is

ing Commission.

is

J.

H. Marrero vice-president.

L.

Henry P. Hetherington of Detroit, Mich., has
been elected president of the Detroit Public Light-

Announcement

Spivey,

The Algiers Railway and Lighting Company has
incorporated at New Orleans, La., with $360,000 capital stock to construct and operate electric-light and
power plants, etc. Leigh Carroll is president and

R.

PERSONAL.

S.

D. A.

The City Council of Aledo, III, granted a 20-year
franchise to Bollon Bros, on June 14th, and they
will begin at once the installation of a $16,000 electric-light plant.
W. D. Emerson is the city clerk.

Winona (Minn.) Railway and Light Company.

Friends of Arthur

by C.

George S. Carson of Iowa City, Iowa, and T. B.
Carson of Davenport have purchased the gas and
electric plant of the Washington (low-a) Illuminating Company. The purchase is for $36,500.

the Knickerbocker Trust Company of New York.
Of this amount $4,000,000 is to be spent in completing the power system.
WcArthur Bros, have begun work on the dam for
the new power plant at Sault Ste Marie, Mich., for
the Edison-Sault plant.
A. G. Moser has reisigned as general manager of
the

Columbia Light and Power Company of
S. C, has been incorporated with a capi-

300-kilowatt rotary converter supplied by 33,000375-volt step-down transformers.
All transformers
are of the oil-insulated self-cooling type.
Besides
the
above,
the
contract includes all necessary
switchboards and protective devices for the control
and protection of apparatus in the power
house and rotary stations.

-

The Des Moines (Iowa) News says that it is
semi-officially announced that the Chicago Great
Western railroad is planning the building of short
electric feeders along its line, and that it has started
.this policy by making a proposal for either the
purchase or the leasing of the Waterloo and Cedar
"V^alley

electric

line,

operating

about

50 miles of

electric road.
It is stated that the Great Western
electrify its Sycamore branch, a new branch
it proposes to build into Creston, and its Zumbrota
w-ill

division between Winona and Minneapolis and St.
Paul.
Other lines are in contemplation, but have
not been decided on as yet.

The Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing
Company has just closed a contract for the equipment of the main generating

station and four rotary-converter sub-stations of the Cincinnati Northern Traction Company. The power house will be
located at Hamilton, Ohio, and the original installation will be of s.ooo-kilowatt capacity, with provisions for ultimately increasing it to 10,000 kilowatts.
In the generating station will be located

three 1,500-kilowatt and one 500-kilowatt, threephase, rotating-field, enclosed turbo-type generators
and three 300-kilowatt rotarj' converters. Current
will be generated at 375 volts, thus avoiding the
necessity of lowering transformers for the main
station rotaries. The outgoing lines will then be
with raising transformers having a ratio
of 375-33.000 volts. Each generator will be driven
by a W^estinghouse-Parsons steam turbine and excited bv^ a direct-current generator attached to the
end of the turbine shaft, from which its power
will be derived.
Each sub-station will contain a

equipped

AND SCHOOLS.

The National

Electric Light Association has received invitations to hold the annual convention of
1906 from Buffalo and New York, but the executive
committee has taken no action as to the place of
next meeting, and probably will not do so until
October of this year.

The University of West Virginia at Morgantov.n,
Va., has appropriated $3,000 for new electrical
equipment
in
the engineering department.
Mr.
William E. Dickinson of New York city, who has
recently been elected to be an assistant in the
department of mechanical engineering, will install

W.

the

new equipment.

Prof. F. R. Hutton, secretary of the American
Society of Mechanical Engineers, announces that
a large number of bids have been received for the
construction of the new united engineering building
which is to be built in New York city as a result
of the contribution of Andrew Carnegie for the
housing of the engineering societies. The contract
will probably be awarded before this issue of the
Western Electrician is printed.

A

giant magnet, lifting tons of dead weight, will
be one of the things to be seen next month in Mechanics Building at the International Electrical E-xposition at Boston.
Another interesting and nota
ble feature will be an elaborate X-ray exhibit, also
a complete exhibit, of medical and surgical electric
apparatus.
Among the quarry machinery will be
seen a model of the great five-motor, electric traveling crane which has recently displaced 10 of the old
steam-power derricks in a Vermont marble quarry.
The traveling public will be interested in a new
electric annunciator for special use at elevated stations, notifying passengers, in advance, of the route,
destination and stops that the approaching car or
train will make after leaving a station.
Then, too,
there will be the operation of the new wireless trolley, the invention of a young Philadelphia electrical
engineer, which entirely does away with all overhead structures as well as the third rail. Manager
Chester I. Campbell reports that space is being
rapidly taken, and that the exposition will be an
elaborate and successful one.

PUBLICATIONS.
An original piece of advertising literature is that
just issued by the Consolidated Engine Stop Company of New York city. It is in the form of a small
booklet setting forth extracts from the opinion of
Justice Douglas in the Supreme Court of Rhode
Island, relative to a personal injury case in which
the Monarch engine-stop system made by the company plaj'ed a prominent part in decision of the
judge. The back cover of the booklet extends above
the front cover, the extended portion representing
the head and shoulders of a judge, giving a striking
appearance to the booklet.

The "Transactions of the International Electrical
Congress," held in St. Louis at the World's Fair,
Collectively
been issued in three volumes.
these three volumes contain 2,843 pages every page
have

—

full of the best

velopment of

and

latest things in the

electrical science,

modern

de-

prepared by world

their several subjects. The
transactions take up in alphabetical order the pro-,
The books are
ceedings of the various sections.
well printed on a good quality of paper and contain
all the diagrams and pictures which went with the
original papers, and also several fine half-tones of
group pictures taken at the congress. The work is
published under the care of the general secretary

renowned authorities on

and treasurer. Dr. A. E. Kennelly, to whom much
credit is due for the arrangement of the work.
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POWER TRANSMISSION.

MISCELLANEOUS.

he Or.-iiiRc Ciiiinly I'fiwcr <!<iiii|iaiiy, willi licailN. Y., has been imorporatcd
'I'lic (lirccloratt includes
i\i(li a capital nf $50,000.
W W. Handy and I.. L. Marks of New York and

the in.,; nip llu- torpid.. 1».^,( .S lij. bnill Jl
.Schichau
Works ni IJImix. lirrinany, ind
fitted with turbine ruKines avrraKe.l .7K knots IK'**
hour for three hours.
The hiijlirsi s|wti| rate was
so!^ knots per hour, l-'our sister JMiais fitted with
piston engines averaged two knots jwr hour lc<«
than the S 125.

I

(|ii.Mlcrs at I'ort Jcrvis,

I

liiiry

rny nf East Orange, N.

I

O/ark, Ala.,

city of

In-

I

is

J.

conleni|ilalint{ Ihi' iim-

of a .loo-liorscpower dam across ClioclaKivcr seven miles from llie clly and the
power plant for the transmission of
electricity.
I'lans and speqifications are bcinj? [)repare<l by Marvin McDonald, city engineer, who will
al.so snpervise the construction.
slniction

wlialcliie

of

crcclion

The York Haven Water and Power Company has
to make an addition In its plant at York

.l.iiilcil

I'our aihlitional nnils will be installed
Pa.
in lonserpienco of the dcniaml for more current.
riic e,\pi'nililnrc al lliis time will lie about $100,000.
INiviii.

cnlire

Ilie

plant

will

coniplelcil

In:

some lime next

year, when all of the units, which were inleinlcd
for installation according to the original plans, will
in.

lie i)Ut
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proilijccrt.

M
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prtxhirrd
by l.r

Ml
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till
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..UMt>
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d«-rra-<-
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j.

vjl.ir,
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»iili
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poundt. nlued «l $||8/ML in

priMlncti'in of I)I'j,ixmi

"J03-

(;<.M

.'\lthougli
mica has been found in connnercial
sizes in aboiU one-third of the I'nited States, it has

ized at jackvniville
will deal in eirciric:.

year oidv in Noilh Carolina, New Hampshire, Colorado, New .Mexico, California, Georgia, South Dakota and Idaho, which
arc named in the order of their importance as mica

tracting busines...
President. W. G.

last

o( thcct or

logic;,

It is sai<l that experiments go to show that ihe
lenipcralurc of the atmosphere in the New York
.Snbw.ay is from three to six degrees higher than
on the surface, and from four to 10 degrees higher
than in the elevated trains. The observaiions were
taken only at the subway stations, and Chief Kngincer W. B. Partons thinks that the higher tcinpcralurc is due to the radiant heat from the crowds and
from the sunlight through the glass roofs.

been nn'ncd during the

qioMUy
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ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.
Issued
ki'si^t.im-c

7yi.()4>S.

II.Mtcrs.
MssiRiinr

ihe

Si-Iu-niTla.ly.

A

iiKtallic

lilihi'ii

ribliL'il

is

Application

N. Y.

I-'ilcclric

filed

November

conductur linving Oic form of a

cltrclrical

IMiwrr,

aiu!

Nuw.V<.rk. N. V..
liall.
P.
General FJectric Company,

Ik'iiry
lit

I^IiLM.slals

f..r

to increase its Mistniiiing
into a cuil to form a rheostat

luiigitiidin.-iMy,

wound tdRcwisc

Patent

(i'jiitcd States

Office)

June

ij,

/go^.

FJccIric Telegraphy.
Ki<t..r Kit.'^ec. Piiilaadelphia, I'a. Application filed March 16, 1905.

792,052.

recording ttiphori ih n paper adapted to
have recorded thereon through the muvrmcnt of the HJphon
charactcrH designating the letters »i a Iclcgrnphic alphabet.
An intermediate device is adapted to nrcvcnl the
tlepositing of the recording fluid 011 the paper during
the movement of the siplion with the exception of a
prcdelcrminetl period or part of the
Att.^ched

Altcrnating-current-tTKHor Conlrul.
Gabriel
Winter. Vienna. Aiivtria-lliinipiry, ami Fric«lricli FichlKTg. Hcrlin. Germany. asvif[nor> to :!k'
(itncral Electric Company. Stiuiicctaily, N. V.
Application filed NovcmUr 14, vfn.

792.103.

to a

1

For conlrolling *hr m'Mor an indiid'
.nil
induced winding rcblivrly u
short circuited on the line nf iru.
ihcrcby.
An exciting winding i* >rra;-_^
,.
j
5cc»nd magncliutiun at an aoslc lo th: f;r-i. -A\i<\ mr,ut>
rcvcrdc the r-lativc conncctiont of the cxcilins winding
and iihort circuit the inducing winding.
alsfj

!

i

.

Apparadi?;
for
Wirclcs;
Transmit tinfj
Telcgrapiiy. John A. Fleming University ColU^iulon, Kngland, assignor to the Marlege,
coni Wireless 'J'elcgraph Company of America.

/(jj.oi^.

Application

September

filed

7,

1904.

In a jiroduccr of electromaRnctic waves are a pair of
cimductiiig bodies, sfi)ar,il<;d by a spark-gap, and a motor
and connections for rotating one of the bodies, and for
caUiiing sparking at .successive

portions of the body.

Telegraphic Signaling Key. John K. Fleming, University College. London. England, assignor to the Marconi Wireless Telegraph Coinjiany of America.
Application filed September

2,015.

1904-

7.

A

niovalilc

circuit closer
to oscillate.

mounted

and

breaker

conii)riscs

Electrical Harness.

792.066.

Slocan, Canada.

William D. McGregor,

Application

filed

December

S,

1904.

An

sT

cctrod
the horse.

792,076.

Electric

Schenectady.

Arc

Lamp.

N.

Y..

Robert

assignor to

Electric Company. Schenectady.
cation fiU-d October 10. 1902.

An

lamp

electric-arc

having

a

H.
the

N. Y.

lifting

Read,
General
Appli-

magnet

and

movable carbon is provided also with
means responsive o the lamp current for regulating the
The
arc lenglli.
the position of th<

a,

A

continuously-opcratini;
ninttir is provided with means comprising a flexible connecting member for connecting the motor to the lever.
A transmitting instrument controls the coupling action.
lever

Transformer Lead.

*.0i6.

Cniiipaiiy.

Iric

November

filed

\m
Ml

in^.,l..nn..-

ii.-il

p.!!
j-i'

;i

,1

.!

'

It

'

I

I

I!

Schenectady, N. Y.
21.

i^
formed of annular members
.nil comprising an inner flanged

HI

Circuit Controller.
John M. Barr. New
York, N. Y.. assignor lo the Wcstinglioti-e
Electric and Manufacturing Company. Pitlslturg,
Pa. Apphcalion filed March 7. 1904.
.\ssocialcd with an electric motor and means for cootrollably supplying energy at different voltages arc means

iM

I

1

ii

1

Constant-current Regulator. Frank ConEdgewood Park. Pa., assignor to the Wcst*
inghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company.
Pittsburg, Pa. Application
filed
January 30,

792. 1 20.
rad.

overlapping.
A washer is
pair of the annular members.

lit

1904.

Combined with an iron core are a primar>' winding
and movable secondary windings, one on each lidc.
Means for overbalancing the weight of one secondary
winding and means for partially counterbalancing the

1904.

weight of the

Furnace. Ernst Haagn. Hanau,
Germany, assignor to the firm of W. C. Heraeus. Hanau, Germany. Application filed March
Electric

to

of the

for

October

for

16,

1903.

C'ombii'.ed willi an cli^ctric circuit is a relay circuit
iiiclndinp n visual signal having a circuit closer controlliup ?. second circuit which includes an audible nlarm.
Means for closing the relay circuit when the difference
of potential between two points of the electric circuit
exceeds a iiredetermined quantity, the circuit-closing
,

means including a solenoid device normally cut out from
the first-mentioned circuit, are provided.

Synchronizing Device. John D. Hilliard.
Glens Falls, N. Y.. assignor to the General
Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y.
Application filed November 23. 1904.
Connected with an alternating-current dynamo-electric
machine are a switch adapted to connect the machine to
a source of alternating current, a relay comprising- two
magnet coils energized from corresponding phases of the
machine and of the source, a second relay comprising a
magnet coil energized with current of a different phase
from the_ current in the other two coils and an electroresponsive device operatives upon the simultaneous operation of the rc-l.^ys to close the switch. (See cut.)

2.035.

Jr..

12,043-

A

NO. 792,035.

— SYNCHRONIZING

792.162.

DEVICE.

New

Constant-current
System.
Matthew O.
Troy. Schenectady, N. Y., assignor to the General
Electric
Company. Schenectady, N. Y.
Application filed December 12, 1903.

Breaking Device for Electric Motors.

thur Hultqvist. Goteborg, Sweden.
Marcli 30, 1904.

Ar-

Application

filed

Tn an electric-motor circuit are a switching device
adapted to change the motor into a generator, a safetv
circuit adapted to release the switching device, a local
circuit and a relay in the latter adapted to close the
safety circuit.

Osteophone. La Forest Potter.
York, N. Y. Application filed June 15.

Electric

1904.

2,091.

Protecting Electric Circuits.
John Hamilton, Jr.. Boston, Mass. Application
filed

provided.

Cars.

In a railway current transmission system arc poles
on one side of the road, which have a channel for wires
rcrpendicular rods arc atHxed to Ihe pieces of the poles
connection with the wires.
Trolleys, pivotally connected to the ends of the car arc provided with springs
at their outer ends for grasping wire.
wire connects
the ends of the trolleys.

1905.
In an electric furnace is a recess in the wall reaching
near the heating or melting chamber.
A conductor
piece leads to tiie heating chamber and engages in the
recess near its end face.
A conductor also engages in
tlic recess.
A metal indicator connects the ends of the
conductor piece and the conductor in the recess and is
8,

lo

Means

otiier arc

System for Transmitting Electric Currents
John J. Eagan, San Francisco, Cal.
Application filed February 2. 1905.

792.122.

Details are described.

12,025.

Xovcniber

792,110.

l„r'^

Circuit Breaker and Closer for .'Mternating
Currents. Andrew Gray. London, England, assignor to the Marconi Wireless Telegraph Companv of America. Application filed September
7.

filed

c«>nverter arc a consuroplion
circuit .supplied from llic dircct-cirrcnl end and aulomatic
mcan5 for connecting the rotary n»nvcrtcr lo ihc cofisumplton circuit in proper currcnt-transfcmnit rcbiion
regardless of the polarity at the brushes of Ihc rotary

2.020.

2,022.

Application

1904.

Combined with a rotary

I>,wl,i,„.r

...Ml
\

Remote Control of Dyiiamo-clcctric Ma792,105.
chines, Jonathan E. Woodliridgc. Rugiiy. England, and John B. Taylor. Schenectady. N*. ^^.
assignors to the Genera! Electric Company.

for aulomalically inserting a suitable resistance in serioi
with the motor wlicn changing from a higher tit a lower
supply voltage.
The resistance is nuintaincd in circuit
while the motor generates a voltage tliat exceeds ibc
tower supply voltage.

1004.

16.

ii.ii.iiil,

L

.1

I1;

John J. Frank. Scheto the General ElecSchenectady, N. Y. Application

v.. assignor

N.

nectady,

:

An electric osteophone consists of a source of electrical
energ>", an electromagnetic vibrator in circuit Ihercwilh,
head contacts electrically connected with the makc-andbreak members of the vibrator, and means for arranging
the contacts in position for directing the electric current
through the head.

flow of current thereto when the device is first put
circuit.
Automatically operated means eliminate the
fect of the current-limiting means.

792,174.
ef-

cation filed

Means for Protection Against Reversal of
Encrgj'. Leonard Wilson. Pittsfield, Mass., assignor to the Stanley Electric Mamifacturing

792.101.

Company.

Pittsfield,

November

3,

-V

Mass.

Application

filed

.1904.

series transformer in the circuit to be protected

Electric-railway Switch-operating Device.
W. Squires. Springfield. Mass. Appli-

Charles

has

a core adapted to be saturated by a fraction of the
full-load current.
potential transformer, a polyphase
tortiue-produeing device connected to the secondaries of
the transformers, a switch in the circuit and operati\-e
connections between the device and the switch are the
other features.

A

Alternating-current Motor. Gabriel Winter.
Vienna. Austria-Hungarj-. and Friedrich
Eichberg. Berlin, Germany, assignors to the
General Electric Compam-. Schenectady, N. Y.
Application filed November 14. 1904.

792.102.

Tn an altcrnating-cturent motor arc a rotor winding
provided with a eommutatcr. commutator brushes and
connections short circuiting the winding on a number of
angularly displaced lines.
Means vary the relative resistance of the short

May

16.

1904.

A track solenoid ard a switch tongue operable tlKrchy
arc connected to a normally open power circuit for the
solenoid.
pair of normally disconnected terminals in
the power circuit, a primar)- solenoid having a gravntalive
core and_ a pair of electrically connected resilient members carried by the core for engaging and electrically connecting the terminals are the other patentable features.

A

Electrically Propelled Carrier. William J.
Sumner. Holyoke. ilass., assignor to the Cobum
Trolley Track Manufacturing Company. Willi-

792,178.

mansett. Mass.

Application

filed

November

14,

1904.

Combined with an overhead- trolley track are one or
more trolley heads bearing thereon, traction de\-ices on
one of the heads to impart movement to the latter in
either direction, a platform suspended from the head
arranged to s\\ing transversely of the track, a motor on
the platform and driving connection extending from the
motor to the traction deWces.

Galvanic Battery-. Benjamin J. Blameuser,
Chicago. III. Application filed August i, 1904.

792,191.

A
is

galvanic battery comprises elements, one of which^
provided with a shell and a rod axial iu the shell

-

:

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

SH
The other clement is a cylinder inbut spaced from it.
closing the rod within the space between the rod and
porus cup having inner and outer walls spaced
shell.
apart produces a chamber within which the cylmdncal

A

clement

held.

is

Rotary Mercury Circuit Breaker. Adolpli
792,196.
F. Christmas. Pittsburg, Pa., assignor of twothirds to Frank R. McFeatters. Wilkinsburg,
Pa. Application filed September 23, 1904.

A

interrupter comprising a rotatable body provided with two or more chambers insulated from each
other carries a body of mercury in each of the chambers
Annular conducting faces
filling them.
only
partially
but
or
arc exposed in at least two o£ tlie chambers, tlie wall -partition between the chambers being provided with
"" *
which
the
through
openings
opening or
''-""
intervals
in
the
at
into
will
come
chambers
two

June

character. Means for applying the currents to the mechanism are provided.

Box. Anton T.
York, N. Y.

Cut-out

Electric

792,425.

and John H. Kliegl,
cation filed August

Kliegl
Appli-

New

24, 1905

more shunt pick-up

holding coils. An auxiliary
solenoid has a core to open the pick-up circuit when the
main circuit ib closed and a \ahe that is automatically
closed when the core i*; clecfrnmagneticallv actuated and
lb

1904.

4,

Combined with a casing having an inclined wall
one or more sockets supported

ompriscs a magnet having

opened b\ the

mr\cmcnt

r<_\(:is(.

are

an inclined position on

in

the wall, contacts in the inside of the sockets and
a plug having contacts arranged to engage those in the
socket.

circuit

of the body.

rotation

Lightning Arrester. Charles T. Mason,
Sumter, S. C, assignor to the Sumter Telephpne
Manufacturing Company, Sumter, S. C. Ap-

792,435.

plication

A

November

filed

23,

1904.

lightning arrester comprises a sinuous conductor, a
shell of conducting material surrounding the
of insulation separating

grounding

i

Wall Plug for Incandescent Electric Lamps.
Charles J. Malish. Toledo, Ohio, assignor of
one-half to Louis Bergman, Toledo, Ohio. Ap-

792,225.

plication

A

October

filed

31,

Alternating-current Motor,
Leo Schiiler,
Louis, Mo. Application filed June 17, 1904.
an electric motor is a member provided with a

792.466.
St.

1904.

In

two-part body portion composed of suitable insulat-

ing material has corresponding recesses in the meeting
Detachable axially disposed
faces of the two portions.
pivotal connections are placed between the two parts of
the body portion, also a pair of contacting metal rings
in the meeting faces of the two parts of the body portion.

Induction Coil. George A. Campbell, New792,248.
ton. Mass., assignor to the American Telephone
and* Telegraph Company. Application filed October 8, 1904.
A repeating induction coil composed of two insulated
conductors wound over an iron core contains a conducting
An outside conducting shield
shield for each winding.
surrounds both windings and their associated shields.
Francis A. J. Fitz GerElectric Furnace.
and Peter M. Bennie, Niagara Falls, N. Y.
Application filed December 3, 1904.

792,255.
ald

A

circuit producing definite poles therein.
second member, a conductor on tlie second member forming poles for
producing torrjue in a given direction and means for excluding a portion of the conductor from effective
operation to shift the poles of the second! member to a
position producing torque in the same direction are the
(See cut.)
other features.

Method
Leo

792.467.

cation

Operating Alternating-current

of

Motors.

Schiiler,

July

Louis,

St.

,

Mo.

Appli-

1904.
Operating alternating-current motors is accomplished by
producing a given angular displacement between the poles
of the respective members to produce torque in one
direction, shifting the poles of one of the members to
a second position producing torque in the same direction
and changing the circuits of the other of the. members
before synclironous speed is exceeded.
filed

5,

792,571.

— ELECTRIC

MOTOR SYSTEM.

Electric Motor System. Adolph F. Christmas, Pittsburg, Pa., assignor of two-thirds to
Frank R. McFc-atters, Wilkinsburg, Pa. Application filed September 23, 1904.
A reciprocating motor is provided with one coil for
giving the working stroke and another coil for giving the
return stroke.
A circuit interrupter and changer are
arranged to break the circuits and make them alternately
tlirough. the coil's, the circuit interrupter and changer
being nrovided with adjustable means to varv the time
(See cut.)
at which one or both of the coils is energized.

An

electric furnace comprises independent consecutively
disposed compartments and resistors, arranged to heat the
compartments, electrically connected in series.

792,571.

Low-water Alarm. Addison E. Gardner,
Milan, Mich., assignor to George W. Kennedy,
filed
March 17,
Jackson, Mich. Application

792.257.

1905.

An electric alarm, the circuit of which is controlled by
contacts wliich are closed by the movement of a tubular
expansible member, is the feature of novelty in the

"

Reissue.

Valve Apparatus.. Frederick Grinnell, New
Bedford, Mass., assignor to the General Fire
Extinguisher Company, New York, N. Y. Application filed July II, 1899.
Combined with a manually" operated valve through

792.258.

I2,ss6.

February

which

fluid .is supplied are an electrically operated indicator, an electric circuit therefor, a switch
in
the
circuit and means operated by tiic valve-actuating mechan-

ism
I'roin

for operating the switch
the open position,

Telegraph
792,264.
Paris, France.

when

Apparatus.
Application

the

valve

NO. 792,466.

Block-signaling System for Railways. Claud D. McPhee, Arnprior. Canada,
assignor of one-half to John Carling Kelly,
Ottawa, Canada. Application filed July i, 1904.
Electric

In a signaling system are combined with the
track in front of a station two adjacent blocks
side.
Electric circuits at the near end of the
sections arc closed by the axles and wheels of
moiivc in the section.
792,307.

Process

Anson

May

G.

20,

of

The process of

electrodepositing antimony consists in
solution containing antimony trifluorid

.ith

lilable cathode.

Self-soldering Heat Coil.
Chicago, 111. Application filed

792,315.

1905.
A metal tube- carries a pin secured within the tube by
heat-susceptible material.
Insulating washers aie suitably
secured upon the tube. Heat-producing means are placed
upon the tube between the washers and a corrugated sheetmetal shell is mounted upon the washers and incloses
the heat-producing means.

1904.
A metliod of selectively detaching electromagnetic waves
consists in associating an open circuit and a resonant
circuit and simultaneously altering the inductance of both
circuits without altering the sum of the inductances of
the two circuits.

Electromagnetic unlocking mechanism is attached to a
it being responsive only to currents of a di;

SPECIAL MENTION.
'*Where Healtli and Pleasure Wait" sounds inviting as vacation da.vs approach and the feeling is
strengthened by reading about and studying the beautiful picttires of mountain, lake and stream which
are reproduced in the handsome new folder issued
under the aljove title by the New York Central linea,
being No. 2 of the Four-track Series.
The folder
is prepared in a breezy, agreeable style and describes
the resorts of New England, the Berkshire Hills
and Canada, which are reached by the New York
Central lines, and which offer the finest opportunity
for recreation during the summer months.
The
public, by this number of the Four-track Series, is
given an idea of a lot of places that are easily
reached, and which will suit a variety of tastes.

Many

interesting things are to be learned about
ropes, their manufacture and uses, from the new
catalogue of the C. W. Hunt Company of New

Electric

Mass.

Fuse. Norman Marshall,
Application filed June 27,

Renewed May
An electric fuse

20,

New1903.

1905.

or cut-out contains a main fuse wire,

an inclosing casing having an opening through its wall,
a cup extending through the opening and an auxiliary
fuse wire within the casing and passing through the cup.

Railway. William Chapman and
Davies, Pittsburg, Pa., assignor to

Electric

792,569.

Percy

W.

Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing
Company, Pittsburg, Pa. Application filed November 23, 1897. Renewed April 12, 1905.
the

792,404.

safe,

is

Wireless Telegraphy. Guglielmo Marconi,
England, assignor to the Marconi
Wireless Telegraph
Company of America.
Original application
filed
October 13, 1903.
Divided and this application filed January 27,

79-2o30.
ton,

The electric railway system comprises track rails, a
feeder, conducting sections and electromagnetically operated switches for making connections between the conductor sections and the feeder.
Each of the switches

York,

entitled,

"Manila

Rope

Transmission

and

Hoisting."
The catalogue contains a
treatise
for engineers upon ropes used for transmission of
power, together with formulas, data and tables useful in mill engineering.
The catalogue is well illustrated and the information which it contains will be
found of much value.

The New York

Central and Hudson River railunder date of June 13th, announces imporchanges in time for the summer schedule
which took effect June i8th. Train No. 11, Southwestern Limited, will leave New York at 2:04
p. m. and arrive at Buffalo 11:37 P- m-, Cincinnati
10:30 a. m., and St. Louis 5 p. m. Train No. 25.
the Twentieth Century Limited. 18 hours from New
road,

tant

York

to

3:30

p.

No.

26,

Chicago,

will

leave

New York

EXPIRING PATENTS.

17,

London,

13,

System for Unlocking Safes or the Like.
William W. Dean, Chicago, 111., assignor to the
Consolidated Fire Alarm Company, New York,
N. Y. Application filed August 10, 1903.

Leav-

December

792,528.

Frank B. Cook,
April

Bailey.

The rachet mechanism wliicli moves the register
controlled by a pawl which is operated by a solenoid.

the loco-

Electrodepositing Antimony.
Y. Application filed

H.
filed

MOTOR.

1904.

on each
adjacent

Betts, Troy, N.

Carl
Application

Indicator.

enworth, Kan.

block of

1904.

— ALTERNATING-CURRENT

Street

792,489.

a

792,279.

1905.

A

Heina,
Paul
E.
filed September 12.

1903.
A telegraph apparatus for simultaneous transmission, on
single line, of alternating currents whose respective
frequencies are different is the basis of the patent.

21,

cciprocating electric engine
jnclosed magazine of iron rings and interposed solenoids
forming periodically and in sequence actuated electromagnets.
rotary controller opens and closes progressively circuits through the electromagnets and reverses" the
direction of the oscillating field when the armature is

moved

is

Reciprocating Electric Engine.
Bruno O.
Texas. Application filed
El Paso,
Original No. 783,001, dated
20,
1905.

Wagner,
April

daily- at

m. and arrive at Chicago 8:30 a. m. Train
the Twentieth Century Limited, 18 hours

Following is a, 'list of ekctrical patents (issued
by the United States Patent Office) that expired
on June 19. 1905
384,638.

Dynamo-electric Machine.

R. Oliver, Alpena, Midi.

Mich.
384,644. Multiple Switchboard Testing Apparatus.
Scribner, Chicago, 111.
Magneto Electric Fuse.
E. L. Zalinski,
384.662.

C.

El

U.

S.

Army.
E. L. Zalinski, U. S. Army.
Automatic Electric Gas Cut-off for Railroad Cars.
F. C. Brower, Syracuse. N. Y.
Electric Railway.
S. D. Field, Yonkers, N. Y.
384,685.
Electromagnetic Parcel Carrier.
M. C. Mengis,
384,775.
New York, N. Y.
384.^10.
Automatic Electric Block Signal System
T. D.
Williams, Alleghany City, and J. S. Lucock, Bellevue,
384.663.
384,676.

Projectile.

Pa.
Apparatus for Operating Automatic Block Signals.
384,811.
T. D. Williams, Alleghany City, and J. S. Lucock,
Bellevue, Pa.
Incandescent lamp socket and switch. J. T. Wood,
354.815.

Brooklyn,

N.

Y.

Commutator for Dynamo--electric Machine.
T.
T.
Wood, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Electric Arc Lamp.
J. J. Wood, Brooklyn. N. Y.

384.816.
^84-817.
3S4,S!0.

Railway Signaling. T. A. Edison, Llewellyn Park,
Y.
Electromagnetic Time Lock.
C. J. Kintncr, New
N. Y.
Electric Fire-alarm Apparatus.
G. M. Stevens,
384,875.
Cambridge, Mass.
Guard Rail and Insulator for Electric Railways.
384,901.
H. A. Foster, Boston, Mass.
N.

384,8^6.

Y'ork,

384,908,

384,900,
R.

Railway.

Chicago

to

384,910,

384,911 and 384,912.
Philadelphia, Pa.

Electric

M. Hunter,

New

York,

will

leave

Chicago,

via

Lake Shore and Michigan Southern railway daily
at 2 :30 p. m., and arrive at Grand Central Station,

New York, at 9 :30 a. m. Several other changes
have been made, but the notable ones are those
cutting two hours from the time between New
York and Chicago, by wdiich the distance is nowcovered in 18 hours.
The Couple Gear Freight Wheel Company of
Grand Rapids, Mich., has been incorporated and
filed articles

of association with capital at $500,000.
will manufacture as licensees the

The company

gyroscope type of wheels (see Western Electrician
of February 20, 1904) for electric trucks and delivery wagons under the Holson Motor Patents
Company of the same city. About $80,000 will be
invested in buildings and equipment.
The president
of the company is M. B. Church.
-
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Rubbtr Ctvtrtd WIrtt and CabUs.

All

LOUIS, MO.

OUCSCENT INSULATED WIRE AND CABLC 0«,
nSMouYnRVcr.

Sola Manufnotureraof
,

CHICAGO

ST..
ST.. ST.

WIRES AND CABLES

BIIBBER IKMITLATION.

Manson Tape, Candee ^'"^r

PINE

CRESCENT RUBBER INSULATED

THE STANDARD FOR
Dkonite Wires, Okonite Tape,

NO. ).

Ga.lvanized Steel Stra^nds

IHNtt-Psrln Exposltien,
Medal for Bnbber In«nlatl«m.
I893-Warld'ii Fair,
Hedal for Bobber Immlatioa.

^0N/>

LAKE

IS2.IS4
IIOS-IIIO

&OSTON, MASS.

10 State Sircct,

to Cirrt A Ctrr.

Lu^.V.

1905.

Bare and Insulated Wires and Cables

S/mp/c.v Electrical Co.,

'^/'''

"'""''R.''mx'soN°"'^

7,

CHICAGO INSULATED WIRE CO.

FENNER, Prasldent

J. F.

16 Borlford St..

Boston, Mass.

RUSSELL W. KNIGHT, TreasurM

BLAUVELT, Agent

IME\A/ e:imol,aimd Bunr-r coivif>aimv
IVIa^Kiinory for Insul -tins leo-trical \A/ir
MANUFACTURERS OF

Bri^ldlng,

Taping, Winding, Twinning, Cabling, Stranding, Polishing and Measuring Machines. Cable Covering Braiders
-IPil

304 PEARL STREET,
^/IfESTIIN
~"^^^

\mmml

ElecMcal

Waverly Park,

PROVIDENCE,

NEWARK,
WsstoD

Co.,

N.J.

SUdard

Portable Sirsci Heading

Voltmeters,

Millivoltmeters,

Aitinieters,

Milammeters,

R.

I.,

U. S. A.

Architects and Dealers in
Electric Lighting Fixtures
the best decora-

will find

Voltammeters,

tive appliances (bronze or
Ground Detectors and Circuit Testers,
Olinimeters,

Portable Galvanometers.

4&%|

Centu

Works, Lew

the

best

—

artists

a!i

and

manufacturers,
prizes

at

—

Louis Exposition now
for bargain at low prices,
on immediate application

St.

unsurpassed in point of extreme acciiracy and
lowest consumption of energy.
Berltn— Kuropean Weston Electrical Instrut Co., RitterstrasseNo.
Bros.,

at cut prices

from the best

awarded grand

Our Portable lastnimeots are recognized as
The Standard the worlii orer. The Seml-Port^le Laboratory Standards are stlU better
Our Station Voltmeters and Ammeters are

LojTDOs— Elliott

cr\-3tal)

PAUL LETHEULE,

4808 Delmar Bd., St. Louis

WESTERN ELECTRL

Corliss Engines
for

Street Railway, Lighting and

More of these Engines
of any other

Perfect material and

Central Station power plants than

the market.

workmanship only

operation at speeds

We

installed in

make on

as

Power Purposes

high

as

are used as

150 R. P.

shown by

successful

M.

build this engine in sizes from 200 h. p. up to 3,000 h.

p.

Allis-Chalmers Co.
Milwaukee, Wis., U.

S.

A.

Canadian representatives, Allis-Chalmers-Bullock,

Ltd., Montreal.

—

iitary 7,

K

\vi-:sTr.T<

Kyi^

'

n'

la .i-crR \n a

The Electric Storage
BatteryCo.
PHILADELPHIA
lANUFACTURER OF THE

"Cbloribe Hccumulator
For Central

Electric Railways, Isolated Lighting and
Fire Alarm, Telegraph, Train Lighting, etc., etc.

Stations,

SALES

O

K F

I

C KS
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FOR ELECTRICIANS

HOISTING

hottest on earth

MACHINERY.

The Turner 4B Gasolioe Bratiog

STEAM
HAND-POWER

ELECTRIC,

AND

Torch

all

mecbaoica

ID brazing, anoeal-

STEEL OR PIPE, AND

pointed flame of over 3,000* Fahr.
Barns 4 hoars from one fi^liog.

DERRICK

PRICE $4.eo NET

PARTS.

THE TURNER BRASS WORKS
23 N.Franklin St., Chicago

Writs for

150-pige catalog.

THE LATEST AND

A LIVE ONE

work

tempering and drawing
temper of small tools, etc. This
torch prodoces an intensely hot,
ing,

DERRICKS, WOOD,

shipment assured.

ated by

is

for light

H0IST1N6 MACHINES,

npt

rLBVBLAV

BRAZING TORCH

THE
BEST

N.Y.

St., Buffalo,

Stations,

:

KaH PKAIirilcO,

THE CONTRACTORS' PLANT MFG. CO,

Power

LAMP LACQUER COLORING

BY FAR THE BEST

HOT OR COLD. ALL COLORS INCLUDING WHITE FROSTING AND EGG SHELL
JAMES B. DAY
CO., 49 W. Lake street, CHICAGO, ILL.

DIPS EITHER
Manufaotured by

&

;^XKER&OOIVII»AIMY,ino.
ARTISANS IN PLATINUM
PLATINUM RIVETS FOR CONTACT POINTS IN TELEPHONES— SPARK COILS
AND OTHER ELECTRICAL APPARATUS. PLATINUM SHEET AND WIRE IN
ANY FORM AND DEGREE OF HARDNESS. PLATINUM SCRAP PURCHASED.

408-4 0-4 2-4 4 N. J. R. R, AVE.
New York Offlua: :iO
1

NEWARK,

1

1

n. J.

Liberty St.

ALPHABETICAL INDEX TO ADVERTISEMENTS.
Adams-Bagaall Electric Co.. 45

Cent. Slat.

Allls-Chalmers Company
American Battery Co
Amer. Circular Loom Co

Central Tel.

2

—
I

American Conduit Co
34
American Diesel Engine Co. .42
Amer. District Steam Co
41
Elec.
Amer.
Fuse Co
53
Amer. Elec. yiyn Co
13
Amer. El. Telephone Co
33
American Electrical Works. .27
American Platinum Works.. 19
Arnold Elec. Power Station
10,37
_ Co
Audit Co. oflU., The,
Automatic Electric Co

Babcock

&

19

33

Wilcox Co

4i

Badt, F. B
BalD.Forfie

Baker
Baker

37
27

& Company
& Co., W. E

3

37

Barnett Company, G. & H
52
Beardslee Chandelier Mfg.Co.26
Benjamin Electric Mfg. Co..—
Bennett, I. A
12
Benhold A Jennings
4H
BlssellCo.,The F
52
Blakely Print ing Co
38
Bossert Electric Construction

Co
Brooks,

20.28

HallL

48

Brown Corliss Engine Uo.-..4l
Bryan-Marsh Co
22
Bryan,

Wm. H

Buckeye Electric Co

BuUock Elec Mfg. Co
Bunge.Otto
Butler Chemical Works
ByUesby & Co., H. M
Cantwell Press, The
CarharttA Co., Hamilton..
Central Electric Co

37

Improvement Co
& El. Co

2S

—

—

Century Electric Co
Chicago Die A; Electric Co....-Chicago Edison Co
4, 28 and Colored cover
Chic Fuse Wire A Mfg. Co...—
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.. 1
Chicago Mica Co
26
Colonial Sign A Insulator Co.—
Columbia Incaod, Lamp Co..—

ColumbiaMfg. Co

49

Continuous Rail Joint Company of America
27,44
Contractors plant Mfg. Co... 3
Cooper-Hewitt Elec. Co
Cope, T. J
8,26

—

CrawfordsvlUe Electric Co.. 24
Crescent Ins. Wire A CbL Co. l
Crocker- Wheeler Co
21 47
,

Crolius

A

Son, E.

R

19

Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co
Cutter Elec,

Day A

12

A Mfg. Company-

Co., .Tas.

B

3

—
D. A W. Fuse Company
Dearborn Drug A Chem.Wks.42
Diamond

Jleter

Company

49

Directory of Engineers

37

Dixon Crucible Co., Joseph. .42
Dossee Elec'l. Co.. A. S.19
Drake A Co., Fred'k. J
21
Duncan Elec. Mfg. Co
7
Dwight Bros. Paper Co
30

27

Edison Decorative A Miniature Lamp Departm't
^ 26
Edison Mfg. Company
33

18
2

26

Edwards A Co

37

Egan,

34

Electric Appliance Co
26
Elec. Motor A EqulpmentCo.23

.40

6

J.

Electric Storage Battery Co.

Kojr

3S

J

I

.

3

Electrical Euglneerlnstltuie, 19

Electrician Pub.
ErieRy......

Evans, Almlrall

Evans A

Co..

Company

.

.

.43

M
ACo

37

W. R

37

52
Co
Federal Elec, Co
27
"For Sale" Advertisements.. 28

Paries Mfg.

Ft.

Wayne Elec. Works,

Inc.. 51

Fostorla Glass Specialty Co. .16
Fostorla Incand. LampCo.14.15
Fowler. John H
49

Fowler-Jacobs Company
Franklin Elec, Mfg. Co

49

—

General Electric Co
9. 26
General EnglneerlngCo.,The 37
General Incandescent Arc
Light Company
36
Geuerallncand. Lamp Co
Gould Storage Battery Co
Green Fuel Economizer Co..—
Gregory Electric Company ... 28

—

Hallberg,

J.

H

Hamacek, A. F

—

Co..

W. S

Holmes Fibre-Graph. Co
Holophane Glass Co
Humphrey, Henry H
Hunt ACo., Robt. W
Illinois Central

Ry

Incandescent Electric Light
Manipulator Company

37
Jackson, D. C. A W. B
Jeffrey ManufacturlngCo....42

Johns-ManvlUeCo.. H.

W

Company
Kemp,R. W
ply

1

28
42

—
—
37
49

tery

Co

Leather Preserv. M. Corp
Leffel

A

Co.,

James

M

Machado A Roller
Malt by Cedar

Phelan, D.
Phillips.

El.

Matthews A
McLaughlin

Supply Co

Bros..

A

48

6

Company

W. N

Co.. Jas

McLennan A Company, K
Mechanical Appliance Co

49

W

A

Co.,

Eugene

38
43

27
28

26

—
—
—
26

National Carbon Co
24
National Electric Co
24.31
National India Rubt>er Co

—

New England Butt Co

—
4

39
44

U
1

Company...

17

—

W

49

Company

34

—

Temple Pump Co

Eugene F
27
Phillips Insulated Wire Co. ..27
Phcenix Glass Co
1.29
42
Phosphor-Bronze S. Co

Torrey Cedar Company
48
Tray Plate Battery Co
12
TrumbuU Elec Mnfg. Co..... 36
Turner Brass Works
3

Pignolet.L. M
Pittsburg A L.

Union Electric Mfg. Co

26
S,

Iron Co....48

Plume A Atwood Mfg. Co....—
Porter Cedar

Company

49

52

Mtca Insulator Company
26
Miscellaneous Advs
23
Monon Railroad
Morrison Lbr. Co., J.
Mueller Company, William.. 4;-

Munsell

49

42

Ellectrlc

C

Co

19

Letheule. Paul
1
Lindsley Brothers Company,. 49

Loud'sSonsCo.,H.

Squire Electric Co
standard .\ppliance Co
d
Standard Elec Mfg. Co
27
Standard Tool Co
19
Standard Cnderg. Cable Ca... I
Dley Klec Mfg. Co.. The 30
Stanley Instrument CO
S
Stanton. LeRoy
S7
Sterling A Son, W.
49
Sterling iUecirical Mfg.ColO. 17
Sterling Vaml^h C-^-.The....—
Stow Mfg. Company
27
Stromberg-CsrisoD Te!. Mfg.

W

Pacific Coast Pole

Pflster Hotel

Kuhlman

Co

Spr&gue

S6

;i7

2)

Electric

24

38

27

Northern Elect'l M(g. Co....l3
Northern Wire A Cable Co ..—
Northwestern Storage bat-

26

tester Elec. Mfg. Co
Klein A Sons, Mathias
Kohler Brothers

Nemst Lamp Co
1

V

Paragon Fan A Motor Co
Pass A Seymour, Inc
Penn. R. R

37

Manross, F.N
Marinette Gas Engine Co

46

V

—

35. 49

Manhattan

—

A Co., Henry
York Cent. Ry
York Ins. Wire Co

vgard

Kartavert Manufacturing Co.52
Kellogg Switchboard A Sup-

19

i

Elec

Hipwell Mfg. Co
Hobart Elec Mfg. Co
Hoffman, G.W

48
Insulating Company
[niernaiional Elec MeterCo37
International TeL Mfg. Co.. .33

37

Hart Mfg. Co
13
Hartford Steam Boiler Inspection A Insurance Co.. .,42
Haza'rd Manufacturing Co.. .52
Highland Park College. ...
Hill

Indiana Rub. AIns. W. Co.. 1.25
India Rubber A Gutta Percha

Relsinger.

Buebel-Schwedtmann- Wells,. 37
Runzel-Lenz Elec Mfg. Co... 5

1

Co

34

I3

Wm

Co

iL-ht-Berger

Vulcanized Fibre Company. .52

Hugo

Replogle Governor Works.. .27
Reynolds EL Flasher Mfg.Ca26
Richardson Lubricating Co. .27
Robert Instrument Co.. The..??
Roche,
23
Roebllng's Sons Co.. J. .A
52

Safety Insulated Wire

S8

Valentine-Clark Co.. The. ...49

A

Cable

and Colored Cover

—

Sargent A Lnndy
52
Sauquolt Silk Mfg. Co
Schott,W. H.37 A Colored Cover
Simplex Electrical Co.. The.. 1

Simplex Elec Heating Co..
Speer Carbon Co

1.

i

24

Wagner

Co
Walsh'sSons A Company
Warren Elec Mfg. Co
Wesco Supply Co
Western Electric Company.
Electric Mfg.

32
1

26

—
. ,

23

Westtnghouse Electric A
ManafaciuringCo
50
Weston Electrical InsL Co... l
Whitehead Machinery Co...
Wllmerdlng, C. H
37
Woolley Fdy. A Mach. Wks..42
Worcester Company, C H....4S
Wrigley ACo..Thos
5

—

Tesbera Mfg, Co
Yos: Electric Mfg. Co
Zero Marx Sign Works

—
27

—

WESTERN ELECTRI

If

you want Wires or Cables insulated

with the

t^f
s»

HIGHEST CLASS INDIA RUBBER

INSULATION
buy

should

you

.

Complete stock

of

sizes constantly on hand
for sale at lowest market prices by
all

1%

and

^^^^^^

CHIICACO EDISON

WRITE FOR PRICES.
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COMPANY,

ADAMS STREET, CHICAGO.

On receipt of

CENTS

10
.

we will

send you a

W^estern

Electrician

Moonlight Schedule
for 1905.

lighting

man

should have

one.

Every

Electrician Publishing

510 Marquette

We

Company,
Chicago.

BIdg.,

manufacture Knife Switches in

sizes

up

to

2,000

amperes.

Prompt shipments made from

made

Special switches

stock.

to order.

LET US QUOTE YOU.

Pa^ss

CSi

SeyiTiO\ar, Inc.

Solvay. N. Y.
San FraLncisco

Chicago

SIMPLEX ELECTRIC IRONS
With Automatic Regulator Stands
SAVE BURNOUTS
SAVE MONEY
A/os/ hnporlanl

Improvement

E'l'er

Maiie

in

connection with

Electric

Smoothing Irons

CATALOGUE ON DEMAND

SIMPLEX ELECTRIC HEATING COMPANY
Chicago Office

Monadnock Block

CAMBRIDQEPORT
MASS.

1

friniiary 7,

\\t:sti".r.-;

TQOS

i

i.f.ctrici.

Okonite

Okonite

Wires

and

and

IVIanson

Tapes

Cables
trade:

mark

OKONITE WON'T MAKE A GOOD ELECTRICIAN
BUT ALL GOOD ELECTRICIANS DEMAND OKONITE
IF

YOU DON'T use THEM, YOU SHOULD. THEY ARE
STANDARDS IN RUBBER INSULATION

GENERAL SALES AGENTS

264-266-268-270 FIFTH

I
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III
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III
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III
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Cords, Cables, Wires
We

Manufacture

j

Why

.

ST"

No.

loo

Switchboard

oted
shown

I

Cord

RUNZEL-LENZ ELECTRIC MFG. COMPANY
97-101 So. Clinton St.

mi

CHICAGO,
III

!

+t

c

m

ill

III

WRITE
FOR

uts

are protected by
his patents.

I

III

other
ke

ley 's Toggle Bolts

%

III

i

are
infringements; all
users of Wrig-

Secure Our Prices

^111

All

Toggle Bolts piv-

Purposes.
our

Not Use the Best and the Only Genuine

Wrigley Toggle Bolt

Cords for Telephones and Switchboards. Cables and Wires for
Switchboardsm Cables for Interior
Write us concerning

AVENUE, CHICAGO.

I

ILL.

Double Flange Toggle Boll

J

Single Plate Toggle Boll.

PRICES
Trunnion Nut Toggle Boll »llh Cip Nut.

Other Patents Pendine

|

iiim

^

& CO.
THOS. WRICLEY
CHICAGO, ILL
300-306 Dearborn

Sole Manufacturers,

ELECTRICITY FOR ENGINEERS

Street.

PllICE
ILLUSTRATED.
424 PAGES.
ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO..
810 Marquette Bulldln&

•

S-'.60.

OMIOAOO

•

INSTRUMENT CO.
STANLEY
GREAT
BARRINCTON, MASS.,

UNIVERSAL EXPOSITION
ST. LOUIS
1904

U. S. A.

COLD MEDALS
THE HIGHEST AWARDS AT BOTH EXPOSITIONS FOR

TIVIEXER

PAN-AMERICAN EXPOSITION

BUFFALO
I

90

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN
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7,

*

*

I
*

January

For Testing Consumers'

—
Meters

t

J
t
I

WHITNEY

portable wattmeters are
unquestionably the best standards.
They are dead beat, have scales 10 inches

the

extremely rugged and practically
Moreover, they are
accurate.

long, are

absolutely

Send

self-calibrating.

for prices.

J
J

STANDARD APPLIANCE

CO.

CHICAGO,

U. S. A.

224-226 S. Clinton St.

-

-

MANUFACTURERS AND IMPORTERS OP

-^

Electrical

J
*
*

and

Chenr^ical Specialties

STANDARD
INSULATING STI CKS
INSULATING COMPOUNDS
COMMUTATOR STICKS

SOLDERING STICKS
SOLDERING PASTE
SOLDERING SALTS
SOLDERING FLUID

MACHADO & ROLLER $

PORTABLE LAMP GUARDS

^

203 Broadway
YORK, N. Y.

NEW

^

General Agents for Whitney Electrical Instrument Co. j^

AcconntantB and Auditors.
Audit Co. of niinois
Incandes. El. Lt. Manlp. Co.

Adjusters, Inc. Lamps.
Manipulator Co.
Tel.)
<Tel.

Inc. El. Lt.

Bennett,

&

W. N.

Bro.,

trie liiffht Plants.

and Jars.

BisseUCo.,The

F.

Central Electric Co.
Edison Mfg. Co.

& Company.

Electric Appliance Co.

Manhattan

Elec.

Supply Co.

Koche. Wm.
Tray Plate Battery Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
Bells, Bnzzers, Ktc.

Beltins.
Leather Preserver Mfg. Corp.

BlOTT Pipes.
Turner Brass Works
Blovrera.
Green Fuel Economizer

Co.

SturtevaniCo.,B. F.

Boiler Compoonds.

& Ghem.

Wks.

Wilcox Co.

Rooks, Electrical.
Cantwell Press, The.
Fred'k.

,

J.

Publishing Co.

Uooths, Telephone.
YesDera Mfg. Co.

Central Electric Co.
Hobart Elee. Mfg. Co.
Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co.
Speer Carbon Co.

Wayne

Elec. Wks. Inc.
General Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.

Ft.

Points and

Plates.
Central Electric Co.

Chicago Edison Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
National Carbon Co.
Reislnger, Hugo.
Speer Carbon Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Castlnffs.
Farles Mfg. Co.

National Electric Co.

Wayne Elec. Wks.

Inc.

General Elec. Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Gregory Electric Co.
Hobart Elec. Mfg. Co.
Mechanical Appliance Co.
National Electric Co.
Northern Electrical Mfg. Co.
Sprague Electric Co.
Stanley Elec. Mfg. Co.
Stow Manufacturing Co.
Sturtevant Co.. B. F.
Wagner Electric Mfg. Co.
Warren Elec. Mfg. Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Green Fuel Economizer Co.
Ellectrlo Heatlns Appl.
Electric Appliance Co.
Simplex Elec. Heating Co.

Chains.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.

Farles Mfg. Co.
Letheule, Paul.

Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co.
Mfg. Co.

Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks. Inc.
Union Electric Mfg. Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Company.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co
Weston Electrical Inst. Co.

Electro-Platine Mach*y
Crocker-Wheeler Company.
General Electric Co.

Gngrines, Gas

and Gaso-

line.
Allis-Chalmers Company.
Marinette Gas Engine Co.

Temple Pump Co.
Woolley Edy.
£n£;ine8. Oil.

&

Co.

Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.
dectrlcal and Mechan-

ical Elnsrlneers.
Arnold Elec. Power Stat'n Co.

A Co., W.
Wm. H.

Mach. Wks.

American Diesel Engine Co.
E:nKines, Steam.
Allis-Chalmers Company.
Brown-Corliss Engine Co,
Sturtevant Co., B. P.

Fans and Fan Motors*
Central Electric Co.
Crocker-Wheeler Company.
Edison Mfg. Co.
General Electric
General Inc. An

Sprague Electric Co."
Sturtevant Co., E. F.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Fibre.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Simplex Electrical Go.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Sterling Varnish Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Go.
Wesco Supply Go.
Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Motors.)

AppUance

&

Berthold

Evans, Almlrall & Co.
General Engineering Co.,The.
J.

H.

Humphrey, Henry H.
Hunt & Co., Robt. W.
Jackson, D. C.

Kemp, R. W.

& W.

B.

dec.

Beardslee Chandelier Mfg. Co.
Letheule, Paul.

Flashers.
BissellCo.,TheP.
Doxsee Elec'l. Co., A. S.
Elec. Motor & Equip. Co.
Reynolds El. Flasher Mfg.Co
Wesco Supply Co.

Flexible Shafts.
Stow Mfg. Co.

American

Electric

Sturtevant Co., B. F.

Fuses and Fuse Wire.

Inc. El. Lt.

Amer. Elec. Fuse Co.
BisseUCo., The F.
Central Electric Co.
Central Tel. & El. Co.
Chicago Die & Electric Co.
Chicago Fuse Wire & Mfg.Co.
Clinton Stamping* Elec. Co.
D. & W. Fuse Company.
Electric Appliance Co.

Globes, Reflectors
Shades.

Lanii>8, Vapor.
Cooper, Hewitt Elec. Co.

Leather Specialties.
Bunge, Otto.
Letters, Sien.
Colonial Sign & Insulator Co.
Central Electric Co,
Electric Appliance Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks. Inc.
General Electric Go.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Go.
Stanley Elec. Mfg. Go.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.

Llnemen*s Climbers.
Klein & Sons. Mathlas.
Lubricating, Oil, Grease.

GoTernors, Water Wheel.
Replogle Governor Works.

Graphite Specialties.
Dixon Crucible Co., Jos.
Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co.

han

s t

Amer. District Steam Co.

X^ox* .^Iplia.'be'tlo^X IX3.deac

Lamps, Nernst,
Nernst Lump Go.

Llehtnins Arresters.

and

Fostorla Glass Specialty Co.
Fostoria Incan. Lamp Co.
Holophane Glass Co.

Manipulator Co.

of

Contractors Plant Mfg. Co.

Magrnet Wires.

Sterling

& Son, W.

Co.

Amer.

El. Sign Co.
BisseUCo,, The P.

Tools.
Klein & Sons. Mathlas.
Standard Tool Co.

C.

Torrey Cedar Co.
Valentine-Clark Go., The.
Worcester Go., C. H.

Western Electric Co,

Transformers.
Central Electric Co,

Polish (Metal).

CrawfordsviUe Electric Co.
Crocker- Wheeler Go.
Electric Appliance Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Works, Inc.
General Electric Co.
Gregory Electric Co.

Allen Co., Inc., L. B.

Hoffman, Geo. W.

Portables.

Power Transmission

Kuhlman

Electric Co.
Elec. Supply Co.

Manhattan

National Electric Go.
Stanley Elec. Mfg. Co.
Wagner Electric Mfg, Go.

Rail Joints.
Continuous Rail Joint Company of America.

Wesco Supply

Co.

Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg, Co.
Trucks, ESlectrtc Car.

Chicago Edison Co.
Gregory Electric Co.

General Electric Go.

Rheostats.

Westinghouse

Amer. Electric Fuse Co.
Gen'l Inc. Arc Lt. Go.
Union Electric Mfg. Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Go.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Rods, Conduit.
Cope, T.

Westinghouse

LeflfelA Co., Jas.

Varnishes.

Sterling Varnish Co,

Electrical Appliance Co,

W^lres A Cables— Masnet Wires.

BisseUCo., TheF.

American Electrical Works,

Gent. Stat. Improvement Co.
Gregory Electric Co.
Matthews & Bro., W. N.

BisseUCo., The F.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Crescent Ins. Wire A Cble Co
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.

Co,

Shades, Lamp.

.

Faries Mfg. Co.

Plume

Jk

& Atwood

Hazard Manufacturing Co.
Indiana Rub. & Ins. Wire Co
India Rubber & Guttapercha

Copper.

Mfg. Co.
Siirns. Electric.
Elec. Motor &. Equip. Co.
Zero Marx Sign Works,

Silks,

Insulatlnff

Braiding.

Insulating Co.
Kellogg Switch.

and

&

Receptacles.

Soldering Sticks, Salts

Green Fuel Economizer Co.
Sturtevant Co., B. F.

Western Electric Co.

See

'E*&.s:&

Sup. Co.

Roeblinc's Sons Co..

and Paste.

J.

A.

Runzel-Lenz Elec. Mfg Co.
Safety Ins. Wire

Crollus

.^<a.'vex*t:l<sexxie33.it(9

&

Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
National India Rubber Co
Insulated Wire Co.
Northern Wire & Cable Co.
Okonite Co., The.
PhilUps, Eugene P.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co

New York

Sauquoit Silk Mfg, Co.

Sockets

Mfg. Co

El. <&

Turbine W^ater Wlieels

Vulcanized Flbie Go.

Highland Park CoUege

Second-Hand Mach*y,

Sheet Brass

Mfg. Co.

Whistles, Flectrlc.

Electrical Engineer Inst.

&

&

Allis-Chalmers Go.
General Electric Co.

Vulcanised Fibre.

J,

Schools and Colleges.

Walsh's Sons

El.

Turbines, Steam.

Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co.
General Electric Go.

Butltr Chemical Works.
& Son. E. R.
Kester Elec. Mfg. Co.
Standard Appliance Co.

(See Wires and Cables.)

Mechanical Draft.

AppUance

Time Switches.

Richardson Lubricating Co.

Machinery. Hoisting.

Telephone Go

Wfesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Go.

Maltby Cedar Co.
Morrison Lbr. Co., J. W.
Mueller Company, WlUiam.
Pacific Coast Pole Go.
Phelan, D. W.
Pittsburg & L. S. Iron Co.
Porter Cedar Company.

Machinery.

Electric Appliance Co.
Fostoria Incand. Lamp Co.
Franklin Electric Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Nernst Lamp Co.
Sawyer-Man Elec. Co.
Standard Elec'l Mfg. Go.
SterUng Electrical Mfg. Co.
Wesco Supply Go.
Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

El.

International TeL Mfg. Co.

Jeffrey Mfg. Co.

Company.

Cto.

Central Electric Co.
Central TeL & El. Co.

Kellogg Switch. & Sup, Co.
Lindsiey Bros. Co.
Loud's Sons Co., H. M,

BisseUCo., TheF.

Lamps, Incandescent^
Replacers & Cleaners.

Forses.

Gen. Incan. Arc Light

Telephones, Telephone
Material and Sn-l'tohboards.

Jennings.

Re- W^lndiuB;— Repairs.

Fixtures, Gas and

Heating: (K x
Steam).

&

Bryan-Marsh Company.

Fittingrs.

Western Electric Co.

ByllesbvA Co..H. M.

and

Baker & Company Inc.
Poles and Ties.

Columbia Incan. Lamp Co.

H.

Co. Ltd.

Wire

Faries Mfg. Co.

Lamps. Incandescent.
Electric

Western Electric Co.
S'Tvltchboards.
BlsseU Co,, The F.

Sheet.
American Platinum Works.

Inc.

Western Electric Go.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Co., Hamilton.

Bain, Force.

Co.

liamp, Colorlns.
Day A Co., Jas. F.

Century Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Go.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Manhattan Elect'l Supply Co
Wesco Supply Co.

Phosphor Bronze.

BisseUCo., The P.
Central Electric Go.

Wayne Elec. Wks.

Central Electric Co.

Patent Attorneys.

Bossert Elect. Const. Co.

Ft.

Electric Storage Battery Co.
Gould Storage Battery Co.

OTeralls.

General Inc. Arc Light Co.

Electric

American Battery Go.

Farles Mfg. Co.

Phosphor Bronze Sm.

Electrical Inst. Go.

Storage Batteries.

Nozzles.

Platinum,

Co,

Supplies, General Elee.
Bissell Co., The P.

Klein & Sons, Mathias,
Novelties, Lighting'.
Letheule, Paul

Carhartt&

~

Electric Appliance Co.

Manhattan Elec. Supply
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.

Weston

Nippers and Pliers.

Lamps, Arc.

General Electric Go.
General Inc. Arc Lt. Go.
Gregory Electric Go.
Hipwell Manufacturing Co
Manhattan Elec. Supply Go.
Stanley Elec. Mfg. Co.
Wesco Supply Co.

SpeakluK Tubes.
Central Electric Go.
Edwards A Go.

Speed Indicators.

Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.
Slotors, (See Dynamos and

Okonite Co., The.

Buckeye

E.

Bryan,

Hallberg,

Commutator Compound
Son, E. R.

Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Mica Insulator Co.
Munsell&Co., Eugene.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Go.

Crocker-Wheeler Company.
General Electric Co.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.
Wesco Supply Co.

Junction Boxes.

Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Company.

Crocker- Wheeler Co.
General Electric Co.
Sprague Electric Co.

Baker

A

Central Electric Co.

Kartavert Mfg. Co.

Badt, F. B.
Farles Mfg. Co.

Coal and Ashes Handling: Machinery.

Crollus

Hartford Steam Boiler Inspection & Insurance Go.

Chicago Edison Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Go.
Indiana Rub. & Ins. Wire Co.
Johns-Manville Co., H. W.

Johns- Manvllle Co., H. W.

Circuit Breakers.

M fg.

Electric Appliance Co,
Incandesent Electric Light
Manipulator Co.
Inspection «& Insurance

Faries Mfg. Co.

E^conomtEers, Fuel.

Butt Co.

Chandeliers.

Jeffrey

& Co.
Holders, Inc. Lamps.
Evans, Almlrall

American Electrical Works.

General Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.

BarnettCo.,G.

Farles Mfg. Co.

Colls and Magnets.
Western Electric Co.

Heating, Hot 'Water.

MunseU & Co., Eugene.
Mlnlner Apparatns,B!Iec«
Allis-Chalmers Company.

Files.

Cables (See Wires and Cables)
Canopies.

&

BisseUCo., The P.
Bossert Elec. Const. Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Clinton Stamping & Elec. Co.
Cutter Elec. & Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.

Crocker-Wheeler Co.
Federal Elec Co.

BlssellCo., B. F.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.

Cutter Elec.

Cut-Outs and STvltcbes.

Mica Insulator Go.

Insnlatlne; Machinery.
New England Butt Co.

Jeffrey Mfg. Co.

Electric Appliance Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Company.

Tentilat-

iJkS Apparatus.
Sturtevant Co., B. F.

Insulators and Insnlatine Materials.

Gle-rators-Con-reyors.

Crawfordsville Electric Co.

Western Electric Company.

Cable Haaffers.

New England

and

Allis-Chalmers Company.

Farles Mfg. Co.

Carbons^

&

Dynamos and Motors*

Brackets.

F.

Co.

Hamacek, A. F.
Hart Manufacturing Co.
Hill Elec. Co., W. S.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Trumbull Elec. Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Allis-Chalmers Company.

BissellCo.,The

Controllers. Crane.

Ft.

Boilers.

E]Iectrlcal Instruments.
(Recording and Testing.)

Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Central Electric Co.

Jos.

W. H.

Electric Appliance Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks. Inc.

Inc.

Runzel-Lenz Elec. Mfg. Co.

Leather Preserver Mfg. Corp.

Elp.c.iTlcian

Wks.

Cross-Arms, Pins
Brackets.
Berthold & Jennings.

AppV

Drake* Co

Elec.

General Electric Co.
National Electric Co.
Northern Electrical Mfg. Co.
Sprague Electric Co.
Wagner Electric Mfg. Co.

Great Western Smelting
Refining Co.

Manhattan E
Wesco Supply
Western Electric Co.

&

Wayne

Schott,

Squire Electric Co,
Stanley Elec. Mfg. Co.
Stanton, LeRoy W.
Wilmerding, C. H.

Diamond Meter Co.
Duncan Elec. Mfg. Co.

Cord.

Central Electric Co.

Dearborn Drug

Ft.

Kohler Brothers.
Newgard & Co., Henry.
Northern Electrical Mfg. Co.
Ruebel, Schwedtman, Wells.
Sargent & Lundy.

Central Electric Co.

Allis-Chalmers Company.
Bullock El. Mfg. Co.
Crocker-Wheeler Co.

Amer. Elec. Fuse
Copper, Scrap.

Edwards & Co.

Belt Dressing.
Dixon Crucible Co.,

Co.

Contractors and Blec-

& Company.

Batteries

_o.

Wesco Supply

Electric Appliance Co.
Elec. Supply Co.
VVesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.

Babcock

America^ Conduit Company

_^__.^

Central Electric Co.

Electric

Conduit and Conduits.
American Circular Loom Co.

tCo.

Manhattan

Edwards

Jas,
Co., K.

&

Annanclators.
Edwards

& Co.,

A.

I.

Mattbews

McLennan &

Stanley Elec. Mfg Co,

Adjusters, Cord.

Anchors

ADVERTISEMENTS.
CLASSIFIED INDEX OFHeating
and

McLaughlin

Condensers, Blectrlc.

&

Cable Co.

Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co
Wesco Supply Go.
Western Electric Company.

3*

Jannnry

7,

uy,-

\'.'i;STIiRN

i:LECTRicrA>:

DUNCAN
WATTMETERS

DUNCAN ELECTRIC MFG. CO
LA FAYETTEJND.
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PATENT CONDUIT

TniS

IS

WHAT WE HAVE

January

PATENT QUICK COUPLING CONDUIT ROD

THREADING MACHINE

Made

run
feet

3

it.

and 4

ft.

WRITE FOR
LISTOF PERSONS
USING THESE

withdrawn from manholes or hand-holes 15
inches in diameter.
l,:tno

In

lenuths of carefully selected
hickory and are
piissed
th'-ough tbree pricesses of
toughening before being used,
with inferi
ones thrown on the marfeetbT
rod
tsofrod
A good
is worth ten inferior
ees these to be the best.

" You pull the w're and the machine does the rest."
nted DRCember 30. 1890 and July 7, 1896. for placing the first wire thn
electrical or other underground conduits. These machines have been successfully
veral vears, but the imorovements of 1S96 make it much easier
simplify its whole construi
duits of any material
such as Iron, wood, cement or terra-C(
from llo 20 inches
in diameter.
avoiding the gases,
Can be worked from

Have

1905

7,

'ducts"

RODS

between

man-holes. Will pass
through
in
ducts" 100 feet from

mud

entrance, that cannot,
be penetrated a n y

THIS

IS

WHAT WE DO

nary

"

k/)?

7,

OF

I

STKRN

NEW

View

of

F.I.F.CTRICIAN

YORK,

U. S. A.

the fchenectady Works.

SCHENECTADY,

PRINCIPAL OFFICES:

N.

Y.

SALES OFFICES:
Boston, Mass., 84 State Street.
Philadelphia,

I'a.,

Lake City, Utah, 25 East

Salt

218 South Eleventh Street.

Cincinnati, O., Perin Bldg.

New

Denver, Colo., Kittredge Bldg.

Atlanta, Ga.,

Syracuse,

N.

Y.,

Sedgwick, Andrews and Kennedy

Bldg.

York, N.

Chicago,

Y.,

111.,

Monadnock

Baltimore, Md., Mt. Royal Apartment House.

Buliaio,

New

Pittsburg, Pa.,

Hennen Bldg.
Hayden Bldg.

La.,

Columbus, O.,
Louis, Mo.,

Wainwright

Cal.,

Block.

Crossley Bldg.

N. Y., EUicott Sq. Bldg.

Park Bldg.

Cleveland, O., Citizen's Bldg.

Detroit, Mich., Majestic Bldg.
St.

44 Broad Street.

Empire Bldg.

San Francisco,

Orleans,

South Street.

First

Portland, Ore., Worcester Bldg.

Nashville. Tenn., Cole Bldg.

Oklahoma

Bldg.

City, Okla., Culbertson Bldg.

Dallas, Texas, Scollard Bldg.

Helena, Mont, Power Block.

Minneapolis, Minn., Phoenix Bldg.

Los Angeles,

Douglas Bldg.

Cal..

FOR FOREIGN BUSINESS.
Foreign

Schenectady,

Department,

N.

Y.

and

44

Broad

Street,

New

York.

N.

Y.

FOR GREAT BRITAIN AND IRELAND.
The

British

Thomson-Houston
For

ail

Co.,

CANADIAN

Ltd.,

Rugby and

83

Cannon

Street,

Business, Canadian General Electric

London,

Company,

E.

C.

Ltd., Toronto, Ontario.
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Sterling Special

January

Sterling Miniature

Gives full raLted ca.i\dle-

We

BlI

points

of

filament

aull

light-giving

the

bulb.

being

aLlso maLnufaLCture aL
complete line of Miniai.ture

The
mounted

BaLttery atnd CaLndelatbraL

LaLinps

in double spiral form, the
ra>.dia.tion of light is

in

SlII

Show

equal

ordering

We

thsLt in

gua-raLntee

ca.ndlepower

our "STER.LING

J^

from

SPECIAL"

to

Show

Windows,
125

aLnd

purposes.

CaLses. etc.. J^ to 8

fatctured in OlH caLndlepowers aLnd
voltaLges.

Signs

for

DecoraLtive

Matnu-

directions.

p.,—

c.

volts,— plaLin,

—These MiniaLture

us in

Note:

latmp

the saLine
cessfully

atdopted in

"Sterling

SpeciaLl."

what he

him

I

exaLctly

haLS ordered.

16

c.R

STERLING SPECIAL.

SAe
side

Angle
.

.

Mfg.

dectrical

Company

U. S. A.

SAN FR.ANCISCO.

YOR.K,

prices.

.

WARREN. OHIO.
NEW

and

the

Write

16 CeLndlepoinrer

Tip
Averb.ge

Sterling

for circular

LaLtnps have

filaLinent so suc-

spira^l

light-giving point thatt

will not give

frosted. 4

dipped or natura^l colored bulbs. '^

the purchaLSer caLnnot find
&.

1905

andli Miniature Lamps.

Sterling Special
power

7,

CroBsIey Building.

100 Wlllia.in Street.

(5oHL Arnold

AfiT^oiD EiiECTfflC

CHICAGO

to

Power STATt
CONTRACfOj
i>

Build

Complete Air, HeAt»\Vater.Elexthic Light
AND POWER SYSTEMS ir««- RAILROAD SHOPS

CHICAGO.
1610 Masonic

Temple.

:

wf,?;tf.rm

That

rircTRrrrAV

Central Station Managers

are fmdinK

The Nernst Lamp
to be a valuable ally in getting business,
in the following cities

is

evidenced by the Central Station Companies

who, during the past

Nernst Lamps on
Quincy,
Paxtan,

Lansing, Mich.
Ann Arbor, Mich.
Ishpeming, Mich.
Boyne City, Mich.
Charlotte, Mich.
Waverly, N. Y.
Liberty, N. Y.
Avon, N. Y.
East Aurora, N. Y.
Auburn, N. Y.
Despatch, N. Y.
Albion, N. Y.

III.
111.

Montgomery, Ala.
Denver, Colo.
Hartford, Conn.
Unionville, Conn.
Lafayette, Ind.
Elkhart, Ind.
Hammond, Ind.
Laporte, Ind.
Alexandria, Ind.
Cedar Rapids, Iowa.

Eagle Grove, Iowa.
Waterloo, Iowa.
Grinnell, Iowa.

Buffalo, N. Y.

Cresco, Iowa.

Binghamton, N. Y.
Lincoln, Neb.
Alliance, Neb.
Nebraska City, Neb.
Winston-Salem, N.
Durham, N. C.
Raleigh, N. C.
Tarboro, N. C.
Van Wert, Ohio.

Urbana, 111.
Hoopeston,
Dekalb, 111.

Cattaraugus, N. Y.
Medina, N. Y.

111.

Elgin, 111.
Freeport, 111.
Springfield, 111.
Waterville, Me.
St. Paul, Minn.

their circuits

Chambersburg, Pa.
Warren, Pa.
Scranton, Pa.
.'\ltoona. Pa.

Conshohockcn, Pa.
.Scranton, Pa.

Bloomsburg, Pa.
Waynesboro, Pa.
Pittston, Pa.
Carbondale, Pa.
Erie, Pa.
Plymouth, Pa.
Allentown, Pa.
Deadwood, S. D.
Wheeling, W. Va.
Washington, D. C.
Sparta, Wis.
Madison, Wis.
Milwaukee, Wis.
Sheboygan Falls, Wis.
Grand Rapids, \Ms.

Wis.
Pine Bluff, Ark.
Beloit,

St. Louis,

Mo.
Springfield, Mo.

Fremont, Ohio.
Lima, Ohio.

Cannon City. Colo.
Florence, Colo.
Fort Collins, Colo.
Peru, Ind.

Detroit, Mich.

Ashtabula, Ohio.
Sewickley, Pa.
Union City, Pa.
Harrisburg, Pa.
Coudersport, Pa.
El Paso, Tex.

Cherokee, Iowa.
Seymour, Iowa.
Shreveport, La.
Aurora, Mo.
Minneapolis. Minn.
Savannah, Ga.

Dallas, Tex.

Houghton, Mich.

Tampa,

Brockton, Mass.

Jacksonville, Fla.

Bellingham, Wash.

Little

Falls,

Minn.

Elyria, Ohio.

Lapeer, Mich.
Constantine, Mich.
Mason, Mich.
Mt. Vernon, Ohio.
Columbus, Ga.

If

year, have supplied

you want

to be

up

Fla.

Adrian, Mich.
Salem, Mass.
Plymouth, Mass.
Williamstown, N. J.
Gloversville, N. Y.

Wilmington, N. C.
Port Qinton, Ohio.
Allegheny, Pa.

Vermont.
North Yakima, Wash.
Yonkers, N. Y.
Morrisville,

New York

City.

Brooklyn, N. Y.
Pittsburg, Pa.
Seattle,

Wash.

Fairbury, 111.
Jackson, Mich.
Lambertville, N.

J.

Newburgh, N. Y.
Reidsville,

N. C.

El Reno, Okla.
Canton, Ohio.
Warren, Ohio.
Easton, Pa.
Blairsville, Pa.

Wilmerding, Pa.
San Antonio, Tex.
Ft. Worth, Tex.
Ft. Worth, Tex.

Logan

City. Utah.
Madison, Wis.
Wis.
Delavan, Wis.
Terre Haute, Ind.
.•\ppIeton,

to date, get

on the

list

Address Nearest Sales Office

Lamp

Nernst
Boston,
Detroit,

New

York,
Chicago,

Philadelphia,
St.

Louis,

Pittsburg,

Denver,

Co.

Buffalo,

San Francisco,

Cleveland,
Seattle.
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Preeminently the Storage Battery
It

It

costs no more than the Cell Type.
has comparatively, considerably more active material and occupies less
space (about half that required by Cell Type).
is far more durable
is cleaner and more economical in operation and
much less expensive in cost of maintenance.

—

It

Besides, this important fact must not be overlooked: There are no annoyThe gas does not
ing and destructive fumes as with the Cell Type.
escape, therefore no corrosion of adjacent pipe or iron work or even
the tarnishing of bright metal work.

TRAY PLATE BATTERY CO.
Successors Smith Storage Battery Co.
5-1

I

FREDERICK

BINCHAMTON,

ST.,

N. Y.

<X)S«f0sxf0«0SM5o<fCM5oo acHxaO'

ANOTHER NEW

©

C-H

^^^^HHiB&^ik. i^mm

Controller

P

w

®

AND ANOTHER
GOOD ONE
?

The
for

controller herewith

machine

tools

and

shown

is

intended

similar apparatus.

A SINGLE LEVER DOES "BOTH
STARTING AND REGULA TING IN
AN EASY AND SIMPLE MANNER

How Simply
The motor

it

Operates

is started and brought to speed by moving
the handle to the right, this handle being attached to
the field regulator lever which is mechanically connected to the starter lever so as to move them as one
piece in starting the motor. During this operation of
starting, the field resistance is short-circuited by an
auxiliary contact mounted on the starter lever and a
curved sector located just below the armature contacts.
When the two levers have been moved to the
position in which all resistance is cut out of the armature circuit, a keeper on the starter lever ts attracted
by the retaining magnet, and the starter lever is held
in this position. At this time also the auxiliary contact above referred to has left the curved sector, thus
removing the short-circuit from the field resistance.
The field lever is now free for movement over the field
rheostat buttons at the will of the operator, and may
be left at any desired point, thus regulating the speed

Operating Position— Underload and
Overload Release Type.

gives a wide range of speed through shunt field control.
started on a weakened field.
Release magnets automatically return all parts to 'off" position when required.
If you have not received bulletins describing it let us know.
It

The motor cannot be

'

THE CUTLER-HAMMER MFG.
Electric Controller Manufa.cturers

and

MILWAUKEE,
NEW YORK

WIS.
CHICAGO

BOSTON

CO.

Electrical Engineers

PITTSBURG

T/\E WI S E O/^E I S O AI
T/^e Proverb/a/
'

"

Hirning Over aNewLeaf
OfPcirticuIar Sisn/f/cance
to t^e Wise Buyer

New Year — New
We

Standard.

^

all at least have a fleeting thought of the
next year being a better year. How to get it? Is
it not by higher standards?
Higher standards in anything give promise of better results.
"Flexduct" is the higher standard Flexible conduit. The new standards just adopted by
those who know mean endurance, safety, less labor and surer results.
Where is this new standard more faithfully interpreted than in "Flexduct." No questions asked if you use "Flexduct", the known standard.

"

January

7,

190:5
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GRAND PRIZE
The Highest Possible Award
Has Boon CIvon

to

HIGHEST GRADE NUERNBERG CARBONS
By the International Jury of Awards, of the
Louisiana Purchase Exposition, St. Louis, 1904.

1

/^l
Y II 1)

T

;ill

ask for a

nUUU RFIQINCFR
IfCIOlHllCn,
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REI.IA-

HLE Time Switch

SWITCH
WE MANUFACTURE
GUARANTEE
is

good, and so

OTHER MOTORS

—

is

We show

StB.nde.rd Slz*9 35-50-75-100 Amperes
2 or 3 Wire Systems

Motor

a Northern
operating a

Collrell

Two-Revolu-

tion

manufacture Signs,

American
New York

Offlci;.

1265 BroaUv

all

-porcelain Letters.

Write for prices.

Summer

St.,

Press.

NORTHERN ELECTRICAL

Electric Sign Co.
133

BROADWAY. ur-,
NEW w„»YORK
c>nn.n...«

The reason is best told by
correspondence
Send lor
leaflet No. 25141.

the Switch.

We

II

DO BETTER THAN

and
IT.

Our Guarantee

...

1

Sole ImporUr.

NORTHERN
MOTORS
CUT PRINT
SHOP COSTS

to

run 8 days with one
winding and turn your Klcctric
Signs or Window Liglits on and
off at any time you set it.

the

c

MFG. CO.
ENGINEERS. MANUFACTURERS
MADISON. WIS.. U. S. A.

BOSTON, MASS.

"DIAMOND H"
.—

^

This Trademark on a Switch

means

'
'

Perfection.

Automatic Flush Receptacles and Plugs
Switches and
Wall Appliances
Are the ones to use

if

Remember the name and
Type

you want the best.

r

write for Catalogue "B."
Type

"A." Rotary Plate

THE HART MANUFACTURING
Manufacturers
NBW YORK
203 Broadway

WILLIAM TAYLOR

m

170

BOSTON
Summer Street
SMITH

F. B.

of

CO.,

CHICAUO
P.

Plate.

HARTFORD, CONN.

=

"Diamond H" Switches

170 S. Canil Street

W.

'-A""

CROCKETT

LONDON, ENO.

TORONTO. ONT.
52 Adelaide Street.
C.

W. BONQARD

W.

2S Victoria Street

WILLIAM CRICMTON

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

January

7,
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FOSTQRIA INCAN
''Quality First,

Always/*

and

made

is

Last and

our

motto—

1905 should

see

it

the motto of every

up-to-date Central Station

and

But

Isolated Plant.

remember

that there

is

a

price-point

beyond which

I

additional

expenditure

money can

bring no return

i

in

quality or serv-

ice.

either

of

Give us a chance.

«iS

J

FOSTORIA INCAN
FOSTQRIA^

iJnuary

7,

w

ir/i

r-:s'ci': r'

m

kf .f/:tf' rrr a

v

DESCENT LAMPS
Write us
merits

of

toria/'
toria''

for

the relative

''Tipless

Fos-

Fos-

''Standard

and ''Radium'' lamps

—give us your conditions

and requirements and
return

we

will place

in position to get the

imum amount
from every

in

you

max-

of service

dollar

you

in-

vest in incandescent lamps.

ESCENT LAMP C0>

WESTERN

i6

ELECTR],CIAN

January

3

'Mill

111

I

I

I

I

I

ll

'

A Flat/
Qrind
Lrif|

tOSTORIA:
HOBLAc

\

AT RESISTING

ERGlOBEi
PERFECTLY BLOWN IN
ACCURATE MOLDS.
CH GLOBE WEIGHED AND.
GAUGED.

'R/O'R CRIJ^Dij^G

7,

1905

'

January

7,

WESTERN

IQ05

ELECTPI'^'

200,000

C^

STERLING LAMPS
U.

In use in the
THE

single

lamp

S.

rejected

Navy and
on

not one

test or for

life

STERLING SPECIAL
Sido

10

Ari(,'lu

lU

Tip

1«

Avoriij^o.

.

..10

Candle

drop in

can

requirements of

the

we

can

If

::

Si.lc

fulfill

the exacting

'

fulfill

in

Angle

1:1

Ti|.

yours.

"Sterling" lamps

We

want

specifications,

the high-class specification

trade of

CuHlle I'.m.
"

7

Average

U. S. government
certainly

we

candlepower.

\'i

•

12

all

users

for

by other

factories.

THE STERLING ELECTRICAL MFG.

CO.

at

J

6c

bbl.

lots

instead

of

J

8c

asked

SEND FOR A TRIAL BARREL
\A/ A.

R fR E N

,

^.

CHICAGO OFFICE, 1610 MASONIC TEMPLE

^

Mew York

Office, lOO William St.

San Francisco

Office, Messrs.

Hutchlns

&.

Spencer, Crossley BIdg., San Francisco, Cal

0>

Direct-Current Generators
FOR

Light and Power
The

design

generators

and construction of these
the most modern re-

fulfill

They have a high efficiency
and great endurance under severe conSizes up to 1,000
ditions of service.
Write for Bulletin No. 105 14.
K. W.

quirements.

SPRAGUE
ELECTRIC COMPANY
General Offices:
527 '^cst 34th Street,

NEW YORK

Chicago Office)

Fisfcer

BuUdiog

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

TlffiW^MMTY

€€

trsmmlsQcmt,-
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BUCKEYE"

Licensed
to Manttfacttire
Incandescent

X/nder
Patent 537693. April 16, '95

Patent 726293, April 28,

Lamps

Patent 444530, Jan.

03

13, '91

Patent 532760, Jan. 22, '95

THE LAMP OF

QUALITY
Uniform Selection.
Longest Maintenance of Life.
Uniform Distribution of Light.
'StlcKjSye Qxiality
best

methods

materials,

51

is

and

produced by

using the

skilled labor

and proved

very

by

R.IGID INSPECTIONS.

CETTffifllllPiSDCKEYE-

TflBSlMPtftaAl©

Buckeye Electric

Co.,

Ma.in S&les Office aLnd Works

CLEVELAND, OHIO.
CHICAGO.
1537 MonaLdnock Bldg.

PITTSBURG,
II02

Empire

BIdtf.

SEm'Slt'gj'SPCKEYE-

Jaiiiinrv 7.

WnSTF.RS'

h'i^j?

is

n.F.CTRrct.w

everywhere known as

THE STANDARD TOOL COMPANY

"'^'^'^

LONDON

nOHSVOKT

PAWS
MIL'AN

YOKOHAMA

In

I PIatinym
Railwaya.

EUotrie
BhortElectrionl Course. Dy:

ELBOTRIOaL enoineerino inbti^
tUTE. D«p't K, S40A Wcit 23rd St., New York.

h. A,

WALTON,

KUHLMAN ELECTRIC

Purposis.

AMERICAN

[).

ORGAN,

CHAS. ENGEIHARO. Gen. Mgr.
151 lo !S5

New Jffnj

CO.

B. t.

An.. Sjwirk,

Elkhart, Ind.

Sec'.v

K. W. LITTLK, Vice
una Tr.'Hiirer.

I'l

It

Can't Be Beat

DIRECTORS.
A. O.

IIKCKER.

WALTON,
f.

ITc'i.

Th./ E<|iillttMe Trust Co., Chicago.

W. KMHF:I,V.

The Guthrie Flasher

WITHOUT A MOTOR
A FEW ADVANTAGES OK THIS
FLASHER OVER ALL OTHERS:

A. fi. Becker .t Co., uhlraKO.
Vlco-l'ros. I'eorln (jas .t Klectrlc Co., Peoria.

Vice

=

A SIGN FLASHTiR

W. LITTI.K.
RVTU KB. Cashier National LIvcSiocK Uauk. Chicago.
WALSH. PrBsldont Chicago Nnllonal bank. Chicago.

G. A.
J, R,
L. A.

DOES THE WORK

PLATINUM WORKS

OFFICERS.
Prcslilanl.
(J.

!•'.

lor all

TRANSFORMERS

.

«,

Wire

SCRAP PURCHASED.

SINGLE AND POLYPHASE

ElitotrioKl Eneileohmnioal Envineerinir, Btoam EnKlnnnrins
ing, Tfllflphony, TdlffirrKpny. Elnotrio
i
Light-

ElRotrio

Sheet or

r/fj/.- Ibe l*rke

lluiiasrr.

Is

lower.

Secoad.—U liu fewer

i>aris tnd i« tbcrrforr tbe »Id
on t tif market.
no motorio caiite trouble and coosame

[•lest TtftKber

Tblrd.—-li bas
ciirreni.

Fourtb.—li costs nothing too)>ermti> tM* fla*b«r.
Pifth.~H only occupies a i^pace ot biH Incbet.
Sixth.— U can be reRiilaied to flaah any «l|;n« or tbow
window llL'l)t-> in any manijvr desired.
Any combination or lights, without motor or cylinder.

AUDIT COMPANY OF ILLINOIS
OS5-<S4'.i

llnninette BnildloK. Cliiraso.

Slmplc><t

Public Accountants and Auditors
llegiilar and 8peuial Audits fi)r Corporations, Firms and Individuals.
Financial and I'liysieal Examinations by Experienced Auditors and
Engineers.
Taltes Entire Charge of Accounts for Guardians, Trustees, Executors
and Receivers.

and

A. S.

b«&i

on the market.

DOXSEE ELECTRICAL
1I08-III0 Pine St.,

Agents Wanted

:or>cral

Ae«nls

for

CO.

ST. LOLIS

Vnllcd Slates and Cana.

AUTOMATIC
SERIES

CUTOUTS

Will cut out broken loops.

Will cut in again

when

loops are

repaired without any attention.
Will protect lamps.

Will

make lamps more sure

Series Automatic Cut-Out with Porcelain Housing

to

add protection to shunt coils. Will cut
hunting for open circuits. Will cut out
kicks for lights out. Will cut in loo lamps by cutting out one open circuit. Will please
the public. Will cut out more than one lamp if so wanted. Will guarantee workmanship.
Will send sample on appro\'al.
light up.

Will not necessarily add resistance.

out open-circuit rebate

No. 2039

bills.

Kenmore Avenue

Will cut out

Will

bills for

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

January

ISTANDARD
I

7,

fori

SPECIFICATIONS
H

Specifications

work

usually

There
to

for

high-grade

read

"Bossert

electrical

or

equal."

no difference of opinion in regard
the standard, but there might be in
is

Get the standard.

regard to the "equal."

Drawn

Steel Junction Boxes
Clean hole

ivit

No breakage

Drawn

o

Steel Bushings
Smoothest surface
si
possible

High-Grade Switches
Constructed entirely of pure drawn copper

Panel Boards and Boxes

WRITE FOR. BULLETINS.

BOSSERT
Electric Construction
OFFICE
R. B. Corey,

Havemeyer BIdg..

NEW YORK,

N. Y.

F. B.

Smith,

1

70 Summer

BOSTON, MASS.

St.,

CompeLny

and WORKS. UTICA. N. Y.
SALES OFFICES.
W.

P. Crockett, 21

CHICAGO,

1

Jackson Blvd.,
ILL.

33 Second
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Jolin R. Cole,

1905

St.,

C.

W. Bongard, 78 Bay
TORONTO, CAN.

St..

I

January

7,

1

u

()(/:;

i-.sn.kN'

I

I

I

ii'kiriAN'

NEXT

IME
RY
HE

Kester Self- Fluxing Solder
MADE
WORKS
ALL

L. F.

MAHLER

RIGHT

CO., R. 1008 Chemical BIdg.,

St. Louis,

Mo.

General Western Agent

KESTER ELECTRIC MFG. CO.
46 N. UNION STREET

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

CONTINUE YOUR EDUCATION

AT HOME
By a Short Study

of

Three 4.000-kilowatt

Crocker- Wheeler

Our Self-Educational

Alteri\ actors

BOOKS
These perfectly compiled and arranged \'olumes mentioned below are
full of mental stimulus and practical lielps for the young man desiring to
liecome expert in his particular profession. They are written by practical
men. making them scientifically accurate ir. statement and yet devoid of
Even a child can understand them.
all technicalities throughout.

Driven by the la.rgest

HERE ARE A FEW:

gas engines ever built

Dictionary, by Wm. L. Weber
Swingle's Handbook for Steam Engineers
" Electrical
M. E. the book is of ft convenient pocket
and Electricians. i>y C. F. Swlncrle. M.
being 2'^B-vBH inches, '224 pages, fully
600 pages, hundreds of tine engravii
bound in full Kaiher. Price i^2.50.
;

,

Modern Wiring, Diagrams and Descriptic
bv H. C. Horsiman and V. H. Toiisley, 160 Modern Electro Plating, by J. H. \'an Home,
189 pages. 27 illustrations, handsomely
paRes. 200 illustrations, leather binding
bound in cloth. Indexed. Price SI. 00.
Price 31.50.

will supply

power

drive

to

a.11

the

Em

Locomotive Up-To-Date, by Chas, McShuoe.
Electricity Made Simple, by Clark C.
736 pages. 3S0 iliustrations. size 7x0
kins, 220 pages. 160 illustrallonB, c!oth
inches, bound in clo;h. Price $2.50.
binding. Price SI. 00.

C

Dynamo Tending
Horstman and

lor Engineers, by H.
V. H. Tousley, 250 pagesl.OO

illusiratlons. cloth binding.

Price 5fl-50.

The

street ra.ilw^a.ys

in.

S&rv

Fra>.t\cisco

Gas Engineer, by E. W. LongI\. 150 pages, cloth binding.

Practical

anecker, M.

Price SI. 00.

fiiUy illustrated.

Modern Air Brake

Practice, by Frank H.
Dukesmlih, 303 pages, fully illustrated.

Price $1.50.

CrocB^er-'WKeeler

Mining and

Prospectors' Handbook, by
Charles A. Bramble. D. L.S., 183 pages.
fully

illustrated.

Electrlca.1

We

return your money, paying all expense involved if our books are not
to any address.
represented. Our complete catalogue sent

J.

DRAKE & CO.,

Publishers of Self- Educational Books for

Electrical Dept. No. 211-213 East

Madison

Home

St.

Englr

;

FREE

FREDERICK

Company

Price

Study.

Cliicago.

Ampere. N.

1

Chicago
12

J.

Office,

Old Colony Building

m

—
Western electrician

2i

January

"},

tpOg

AUTOMATIGITY
IN
EXTINGUISHMENT.
Licensed Under Patents,

No 516800

Mar. 20, '94
No. 537493 Apr. 16. '95
No. 569142 Sept. 22, '96

No. 537693 Apr. 16. '95
No. 726293 Apr. 28, '03

No 444530

Jan. 13, '91
No. 532760 Jan. 22, '95

A
word

Bryan-Marsh lamp burned

of

warning went out

maximum

But

it

manner.

It

rather than render

This

seemed to

—and

an

wasn't

''sick*'

in large

in

in

the

realize that after

Committed

The

been reached in the

life

it

—

'*

800 hours

of ''high-speed*'

or so to speak

suicide to

all

burned at

death *' came about

"burn dim.*'

seemed to use a brain

is

intents

—

it

seemed

and purposes.
called

of great value to the user of incandescent

loss in

candlepowcr after a certain point has

an incandescent lamp

of

Its

It

Bryan-Marsh lamp, which might be

Extinguishment/'

numbers.

even an hour.

800 hours.

inefficient service

die it did!

peculiarity

Automaticity

lamps

It

would then be compelled to "go slow*'

to prefer to die

*'

died I

brightness during the entire

in a peculiar

service

—

800 hours and then without a

brightly

is,

comparatively speaking,

tremendous; and a lamp that has, practically speaking, a "brain" or "thinking

cap" that causes

its

economy and waste
fever"

—

such a lamp

buying^ especially

self-sacrifice

—
is

—

its

suicide at the particular point

preferring death to

an

indefinite siege of sickly

Bryan-Marsh lamp

the

^en you

can get

it

between
"yellow

and isnt such a lamp worth

at regular market prices?

BRYAN-MARSH COMPANY
510 Fisher
NEW YORK:
136 Liberty

St.

Building,

CHICAGO

ClUrCIlSNATI, o.

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN:

DENVER, COLO.

50 Perin Bld^.

Ills Lumber Exchange

SOS McPhee Bldg.

January

7,

KI.I-.rTRICIAN'

\VKS'li;i<.V

1005

»3

DIRECT CURRENT

MOTORS
GENERATORS
AND

BULLETINS
ON
REQUEST

Western

^i^^&^

Company

Electric

NEW YORK

CHICAGO
AND OTHER LARGE

CITIES

^1

SIGNS

WlLLIAMfe

ROCHE

and

FLASHERS

52 Park Place

NEW YORK
Former Price $1.00

Good Things

Mo« 7Sc

in the Battery

Line for 1905
Your telephone and
give

satisfaction

bell service will

not

unless your battery

is

The best kind — the one we
make — is what you should use.
good.

You can
\ariety

set

of

it

yourself

effects.

to

Write

produce any
for

You

can

recognize

our

product

in

its

bulletins.

Efficiency, Durability <m? Recuperating Qualities

Batteries for All
'Qhe

Open = Circuit Work

All styles of Flashlights, Cigar Lighters,

Electric

Roche Improved Flashformer price $2.00, now 51.00.
Send for complete catalogue.

Gas

Motor & Equipment Co.

Lighters.

light,

Newa.rk, N. J.
I

Prices

Low

Highest Quality

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

24

Oy\

o-W

Ccor(r(ru^'\**viLuutZ^

January

7,

1905

AnttoTvavCFV^BoWCoXlevelcLA^^Ct

HORNBERGER-IRWIN

Transformers

HENRY NEWGARD &

CO.

ELECTBIOAL CONSTRUCTION

(LARGE AND SMALL)
S^K.W. toSOOK. W.
This transformer represents the latest Improvements in transformer construction; made in

Power and Light

We

multi-coil construction;

ventilated
''ores; built for all commercial voltages and frequencies; liiffher efficiencies together "with
three types;

Lighting Plants.
manufacture Switchboards, Table boards,
Iron Cutout Boxes and Electrical Specialties.

We

sell
Dynamos, Motors and Electrical
Supplies.
wire old as well as new Residences, Factory Buildings, School and College Buildings.

Catalogue just fesued explains details.

Manufactured by

We

Crawfordsville Electric Go.

87 Fifth Avenue,

CRAWFORDSVILLE,

c"r'a%"e

Switchboards and Panel Boards.

Municipal and Isolated Electric

We

lower temperatures than have heretofore been attained are enaranteed.

INDIANA,

Plants.

install

Chicago,

Illinois.

U.S.A.

carbon brushes

MOTOR AND GENERATOR CARBON BRUSHES

SPEER CARBON

CO.,

Marys, Pa.

St.

For Immediate Delivery
Gold Medal
Generator Unit
Hamilton Corliss Cross Compound VertiCondensing Engine, 2, 250 horsepower.

cal

1,500 K. W. 3 Phase 25 cj'cles,
600 -Volt National Alternator.
,

6,

Released

at close

of St. Louis Exposition.

For prices and terms apply

to

nOOVEN, OWENS, RENTSCDLER CO.
HAMILTON, OHIO

National
MODERN DESIGN

SUPERIOR PERFORHANCE

Electric
riilwaukee

Company

Jaiiii.u-v

7.

U

"1"^

l-^l II.'-.

IM'

TklCIAS*

v"

AND

^^fR\.K
WI'RES
AJVV

CA. 'BLES
_

I
^

A// Wtre^ Tested at Our factory.

Indiana Rubber

6 Insulated Wire

Jor^esboro, Irvd.

Co.,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

26

January

INSIST

SATISFIED CUSTOMERS
Are those who

7,

1905

ON HAVING

Edison Miniature

are buying such specialties from us as

Packard Lamps and Transformers,

Lamps

Adams-Bagnall Arc Lamps,
"0. K." Weatherproof Wire,

Because they are reliable.
Cost less than any other
make in the end

Peerless and Paranlte Rubber Covered Wire,
Brunt Porcelain,

Ansonia Magnet Wire,

Loom,

Circular

-

Etc., Etc.

Edison Decorative and Miniature

Lamp Department

Candelabra Lamps

ELECTRIC APPLIANCE COMPANY,

Telephone Lamps

GENERAL ELECTRIC

Battery Lamps

CHICAGO AND SAN FRANCISCO.

CO.

HARRISON,

BEARDSLEE CHANDELIER MFC

Of

all

Form

MICA

and

CHICAQO

INSULATION
M.

Micanite, Linotape,

Cloth and

We

have the best formula for making Soldering Paste or Stick
Guaranteed not to corrode or injure the wire or insulation.
Positively the finest thing out. Actual cost of making, 15 cents per
pound. This formula is worth SiO.OO to anyone using a soldering
flux.
We send it for Sl.oo.

is

known.

C. Compound, Empire

I.

For

Paper.

That

Years

MICA INSULATOR

the

"«

SOLDERING PASTE

EUGENE MUNSELL AND CO.
NBW YORK

CO. "I:

GAS & ELECTRIC FIXTURES

Qualities, In any
at Lowest Prices

N. J.

Standard.

CO.,

Originators

BUTLER CHEMICAL WORKS

NEW YORK and CHICAGO

BUTLER, QWIO
VOLT -AMMETERS,
POCKET SIZE.
Grounds,

etc.

BELIABLE.

ACCURATE.

Send for Circular,
L. M. PICNOLET,

NEW

T8-80 Cortlandt St,

YOEK,

N.

T

MICA
BOND CHICAGO MICA CO

M.KU£IN & SON.
Send 2c stamp for new c&talogne No. 6 ol

KLEIN'S

VALPARAISO, INO.

"PERFECTORS"

TOOLS

Fo^ Etoctricai Workerm

and Lino Bulltlurm,
MATHIAS KLEIN & SONS.
SI

W. Van Buren

St.,

Chicago.

III.

:

"K'OXJ IVB>E>r> lOD!
ASK US ABOUT
i!V

'

'

h.;,;.i'^>^i

Gale's Commutator

"^ i'in i^\

Compound.
The Only

Mill

keep Uie Commutator

SOo.

n* prevent outUng.

Absolutely win not

gum

the brnthei

per stick. SS-OO per dozen Mend SOe. for trial stick.
TOB SALB BT ALL StJPPLT HOUSBS OR

EIIIIIIM
KUmI
RICLCIIIIIIII

Cope's

In gooil condition

Article That Will Prevent Sparking.

9

tt

Ahemaior

""le Itlanufartnrers.

ftfl

UUit

Patent

Wai.rrer\

Room

411 Inter

Quick

Ocean

CHICAGO

Bldg.. 130 Dearborn street

Coupling

Conduit

Rod

THE
Reco

Flasher
ijft 'and
Price 3

4

It.

ft.

leneths.

75 cents. 4

Patented February
It

is

built

for

work

of

amperes or more and will flash
from 50 to 500 four-candlepower lights as if they were one.
It is very simple and strong.
It

-r.

six

has a self-lubricating derequires almost no

vice which

324ft North Flftoanth Street

is

as nearly

today for

SIMPLE AS A

PHILADELPHIA. PA.

Battery

i

Great Catiacity,
Lightness and
efficiency

<*

221 Flfih

^

Street,

Chicago,

We Guarantee
What We Sell
and
Sell What We
Guarantee.
^enI^tbic^c0.

Northwestern Storage Battery Co.,
283 Madison

WATER WHEEL

^

Write for
Catalogue,

Avenue

Chicago

i^

J\

LOW TENSION WORK

CO.

al

i
for

it.

REYNOLDS ELECTRIC

Sparkless as

<

7
7

Cannot be cquaieU

Write

FLASHER MFG.

GRINDSTONE
n.^Z',

Northwestern
Storage

perfect as a

It's free.

051

GIVES BEST RESULTS^

Flasher can be.
Big profits to dealers.
We want you to have the

"Reco Kolder."

ft,

34, 1903.

cof^e:

C^OO-OO **^C>.'<^C>''C^C>"<^C>-o.<>C>'-!C*C>-<^C>'^^C>>*ClC>-<^C>-<^

attention.
It

J.

^
til,

C>'<.>C>'<iJC^<4JC>''<.*<.>'<><.>'^:.>Ci'0'<JC>~<4&^<JV.>''<JC>''<3C><.>C>'<^

Sa.adu*ky. O.

I.iiiiiary

7,

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS,
BARE AND liEmi) ELECTRIC WIRE,
ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE,
INCANDESCENT AND FLEXIBLE CORDS,

Railway Feeder and Trolley Wire,
AMERICANITE, MACNET, OFFICE AND
ANNUNCIATOR WIRES.
CABLES FOR

New

VoriK

V

r.i.r.crRiaAN

WF.STF.RN

1905

Stombaugh Guy Anchors
STOMBAUGH GUY ANCHOR

H

II

M<M

I

ii

ur

u

ilok wc ftr« wronK raturti Iha artctior
*-l|ljloo trlAlordrr*

IOI.Ill>b

«EIII«L AND UNOEROROUND UIE.
H«t.nri. 2(1 CMrtlmidl SI
Ilnnohns. H'i l,alin M.

Mc.HTiiuj.

I'

l;iiK..n.i

I'.

I'lilllli.i'

•',.-r-...r.^'r,~n>ro

CONTINUOUS

Kl<»-lrlc»l H'orkl.

our

xhlWi.

IN

I

USE

Worlir.. Iiiir, M.

hows the 8, lO and

This

20,000

3 Inch atirla (or
heavy strains.

W. N. MATTHEWS
003 Carloton BulldinK

[...u,,

& BRO

FOr£e

I

SAFETY AND CUMBER

Water=Wheel Governors
Uur new mechanical

puvcrn»»rs

co-operate wiih the inertia effect of the waicr and the momentum of the plant.

YOST SPECIALTIES.

They have

LOUIS

STJUK

tUOIT.
INDIANAPOLIS,

CHICAGO

Volt-Amnieter

Manufacturora

OTTO BUNGE

I

bain, 1662-3 Monadnock BIk.,

,

ST.

ELECTRICITY
MECHANICS
NOXALL DYNAMO OILS. Sro'H-;uVu?v'.':o:%-:!S:
EXPERT IN PATENT CAUSES RICHARDSON LUBRICATING CO.,
SOLICITOR OF
DATCMTC
& FOREIGN r M LH
U. S.

W*y«»^7

rttr

OF AM.

RAIL JOINT CO.

MILES
s<Ti

I* *

OUIIMPnOtLC.R.I.

GENL. OFFICES: CENTURVSLOr, .NEWARK. N.I.

OVER

(P**M

<]•)• iflal

•(> MICk

<

v..

Ilii»!.(i(.

3hi

lOlnch
2 Inch
8 Inch
ao.oooib*. ao.ooo lb*. 30.000 lb*.

KTi.ril!. «', J,

Clllc'AimSToiii:.

arur

MKAIMI or ADCIOR*

>*»»
|"$TAR",^ AMPS
»0 0***A* « >««<l « «t» «
NCANDESCENT

cut the cost of go<xi
in two.
Guaran-

government

SookBts, Wall
Sockets,

teed

in

every panicular.

REPLO6LE GOVERNOR WORKS
AKRON, OHIO.

Weatherproof
Sockets,
Rosettes,
Receptacles,

EST.\BLI.SHED 1876.

COMBINATION OF

Cord

Stow

Adjusters,,

LONG LIFE
GUARANTEED CANDLEPOWER,

Flexible Shaft

HIGHEST EFFICIENCY.

CalaloguB for
tha mnklng.

MULTI-SFEEb MOTOR
WrUetorCalolOKiiiind Pn.

THE YOST ELECTRIC MFG. CO.

STOW MFG.

TOLEDO, OHIO.

<;--n'l European Agents,
85 miieen Victoria Str

Crimshaw
ALL OUR WIRES

pa?

CO., Binghamton, N. Y.

tlon

SeliR.

Son

t STANDARD ELECTRICAL MFG.
Nllis, Ohio.
t *COMPANY,
:

*

Raven White Core

and carry

ttic

NEW YORK

TRADE-MARKSc

ei.TcW

Crimshaw o"! Competition Tapes

n

'

Cnr»

Splicing

Compounds.

INSULATED WIRE COMPANY,
SAN FRANCISCO:

NATIONAL CODE STANDARD
"0.

L"

Slow

-

Weatherproof lire.

Boming Weatherprool
and Ideal Wire.

Prices

and Samples on Application.

Phillips iDSulated
Office

Wire Go.

and Factory: PAWTUCKET.

R.

L

FEDERAL
Type B Motors
are the noiseless, sparkless. efticieni land.
They deliver their
full rated horsepower at slowspeed, necessitating a solid,
massive construction. They will
stand up under the severest
service, and are unequaled for
g:eneral power purposes.

We

make another

type

es-

pecially for elevator service,
using with it our Automatic
Controller.
This combination
cannot be excelled.

Federal Electric

Company,
Cirard, Penn'a.

'
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WANTED, FOB

SAIiE

a^a

WANT COILIIMIV advertisements {jo vjords or Uss\^ $1 JO an
insertion ; additional zuords JC each,
similar

POSITION 'WANTED advertisements {JO -words or

less),

$1.00 an in-

sertion: additional -words 2C each.

POSITION WANTED.
By thorougb telephone man. Have hhd years
or successful experience, first as repairman and
afterwards as manager. Can furnish fine references from company bv whom at present employed.
Address BOX 431, caie Western
Electrician. 510 Marquette Building, Chicago.

January

Bargains

Speicial
ENGINES

DIRECT CUR RENT GENERATORS

050-U. F. 14%, 21 0-16, and 33>/ox30
Williams Triple.
One 35U-H. P. 11%,
16, and 28 7-16x
22 Williams Trlpl
"
80x30 Noye Tandem
Two 4U0-H. ~ 17'and

One 200-K:. W. General Electric, 275 volts.
Four 150-K. W. Edison Bi-polar, 140 volts.
Fourteen 50-K. W. Edison Bl-poiar, 125

Compound
One 280-H. P. 18x36 C
One 160-11. P. 13 and
Compound Automatl

jEhwARps

GENERATORS

Sims Tandem Compound,

\v.
i;n-,vcie three-pbase GenEh'cti'ic.
(lirrct
connected to two
16 and 32x;io Mcintosh & Seymour En-

Lock Gravity
Drop

Three i20-K. W. 60-cycle singlephase General Electric.

One 75-K. W.

133-cyclc single-phase West-

Annunciator.

inghouse.

take oharge of electric plant at
mine, must thoroughly understand electric
Permanent position to right
ine machines.
man. Reference required. Statesalary expected
Address BOX 432, care Western Electrician, 510
Marquette Building, Chicago.

S23-H.

P.

FEED WATER HEATERS

Heine Water

160

Tube,

pounds pressure.
Pour 125-H. P. Boot Water Tube, 3 25
pounds pressure.
Five 100-H. P. 60x18 Return Tubular, 105
pounds pressure.

CONDENSERS
One

Taunton

Surface

Condenser,

Pump.
One Worthington Surface Condenser, 1,800
square feet cooling surface.

I have
would

One Dean Jet Condenser, Single Cylinder
Air Pump. 10x14x18.
One Dean Jet Condenser, Single Cylinder
Air Pump, 10x12x12.

1

hear from some towns whoare desirous of
ing the location of an electric-light plant

Kensington Engine Works

Heater.

Webster Open Feed
Closed

Otis

Feed

Water

BOILER FEED PUMPS
One 10x7x12 Smith & Vaile Duplex.

Two 10x6x10 Smith & Vaile Duplex.
Two 7%x4y2Xl0 Worthington Duplex.
One 12x7x10 Smith & Vaile Duplex.
One 6x4x6 Smith & Vaile Duplex.
One receiving tank and float controlling

a

5>4x4%x5 Worthington Duplex.

14x10.

a

P.

One 1,500 H. P.
Water Heater
One 500-H. p.

3,000

square feet cooling surface.

Duplex Air and Circulating Pump, 14sl4x
et lighting.
plete plant ready to install and

One 300-H.

Heater.

12x15x15 Worthington Duplex Air Pump.
12x15x15 Worttiington Duplex Circulating

WANTED.

AK;,Co

ALTERNATING CURRENT
eral

JAxlo Armlngton & Sims
Five 160-H
Automatic.
Armington &
One 160-H. P. 12 and 2-lx

Two

1905

volts.

Two. 300-K.

BOILERS

WANTED.

7,

BELTS
12 inches to 28 inches wide.

One Self-supporting

Steel Stack.
feet in diameter.

high,

75

feet

THE EDISON ILLUMINATING COMPANY
DETROIT, MICHIGAN

FOR SALE

Locations for Industries

MONEY MAKER.

A

Electric-light

and steam-heating plant
town of

in;thriving Illinois manufacturing

U.S. METAL

Erie Railroad

POLISH

Chicago to

Income over $7,000 per year. Sevpatrons added in past six
months. Equipment all in first-elass conCity revenue $185.00 per month.

A. C. system, meter customers, 15c base.
Excellent opportunity for party with

money

BOX

to

develop the

field.

Western

429, care

Address,

trial

Special Bargains for
500-VOLT MOTORS.

Delivery.
220-VOLT MOTORS.

Ok

SH.

p.

LUIS JACKSON
Industrial Commissioner, Erie Railroad

Above Motors BLre Complete a.nd of Standard Make.
Engines up to 600 H. P.
Also A. C.

December

1904.

21st.

NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS.
City Council of Anadarko, Oklahoma, up to eight
o'clock p. m. January 9th, 1905, for the construction of an electric lighting plant tor said
city, according to plans and specifications on
file in the office of the City Clerk.
Bids must be accompanied by a certified check
for 5 per cent of the amount bi d,made payable to
the City of Anadarko. Oklahoma, as a guarantee
that the successful bidder will enter into a contract and furnish an acceptable bond without
delay.

the right to reject any
B. E.

BEEBE,

City Clerk.

FOR SALE
'.

General Eleci
Westinghouse

:

and advantages

information address

TV, H. P.

&

Specla.1 Ba.Tga.lns In
o.

lation to resources, adaptability, markets
for manufacturing, and
.an advise with manufacturers in relation
to the most suitable locations.
For full

Spring— Immediate

Electrician, 510

Marquette Building, Chicago.

21 Cortlandt Street.

D. C.

Boilers, Pvin\ps, Etc.
Write requirements.
Send for Ca.t&.logue.

CENTRAL STATION IMPROVEMENT COMPANY,

938

Monadnock

CHICAGO.

Block,

Mechanical
THE ONLY TOOL REQUIRED
Next time you hammer, ream and

file a cast-iron
junction box, wasting time, breaking boxes, and
finally fail to produce a round hole, think of

Engineers

BOSSERT DRAWN STEEL JUNCTION BOXES.
Tbey are punched out of one piece of steel and have holes closed
with hermetically sealed plugs which can be removed with one
blow of a hammer. No time wasted. No broken boxes. No filing
or reaming. A clear round hole every time. Write for particulars.

BOSSERT ELECTRIC CONSTRUCTION

who

CO.,ome^iind work.. Ullca. N.Y.

tricity

Our

Stanley

Three

Elc.

General Electric
Westinghouse
General Electric
Westinghouse
"
"
Westinghouse
'
"
Westinghouse
Direct connected to Gates' Engine.

Single

Send

for our

list

Has Proven
"

Two

Monlhly Bargain Sheet

and net

its

'

Send Your Address

J AS.

with

Ry„

for

ELECTRICAL

Light and Power Gommutatoi s

WE GUARANTEE RESULTS.

Wortii.

Two
Single

\

FREE SAMPLE THAT CONVINCES,

McLaughlin &

CO.,

I'^^^^i^^,

BOOKS.

com

prices.

GREGORY ELECTRIC

CO.

54-62 S. Clinton St., Chicago,

111.

Western Electrician

Want Ads
irine

Resul-fcs.

.

Compound Stops Sparking and
Saves Commutators.

14 Years' Use on Street

"
'

plete

should write for our

catalogue of

Westinghouse

I

are interested in elec-

'

Alternator, Tiiree Phase

Wood
Gen a

Company

New York

Oyn&mos,

Warren

*'

York

Erie Railroad Company's IndusDepartment has all the territory
traversed by the railroad districted in re-

enty new

dition.

New

The

2,500.

PRESERVE YOUR COPIES
Electrician

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

Publishing

Company,

^BINDERS SI.OO EACH.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING
Suite 5 lO Marquette Building,

•

-

CO.,
-

Suite 510 Marquette Building,

CI

CHFCAOO-

EDISON COMPANY
REPAIR SHOPS
CHICAGO
TELEPHONE MAIN
76 M ARKET STREET, CHICAGO.
1i;ro?;?^^OPEN DAY AND NIGHT, "^
1280.

FIRST-CLASS EQUIPMENT THROUGHOUT.

January

7,

vv KST Eli s

i</,s,

icr J-:f .T l<

I (

I

AN

r>

r

PHOENIX GLOBES

POSSESS all the

POINTS OF MERIT NECESSARY

THEIR

THE
DESIGNING AND MAKING OF THESE GLOBES
AND GUARANTEE THEM TO BE OF THE
HIGHEST STANDARD OF EXCELLENCE AND
USE.

r*^'**^^**^ii^rT'

IN

WE SPEND

INFINITE CARE

IN

SUPERIORITY.

INNER GLOBES*
LICENSED UNDER PATENT 745.677

YEARS OF EXPERIENCE, CAREFUL AND INTELLIGENT ATTENTION TO EVERY DETAIL
IN THEIR MANUFACTURE HAS RESULTED
IN

OUR PRODUCING

INNER AND OUTER GLOBES
FOR ALL ENCLOSED ARC SYSTEMS THAT
ARE PERFECT IN EVERY RESPECT.
CATALOGUE OF INNER GLOBES SENT ON REQUEST.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE HO . 16, ILLUSTRATING MEW DESIGNS
IN ELECTRIC INCANDESCENT GLOBES AND SHADES.

A
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January

k

SBC Syy

7>

1905

<«

e

t

m

Induction Motors
are of superior design
&i\d the result of tKe
best engineering ability exta.nt.

They operate

satisfac-

high efficiency and high powder

torily

a.t

factor, at full loa.d.
light load, and overload.
Speed Drop

Overload

at Full Load is Slight.
C&,pacity
is
Lar^le.

Descriptive Matter Free

Upon Request.

Stanley Electric Mfg. Company,
PITTSFIELD, MASS.
Chicago OfTice, Monadnock Block.

wE

KaLndle everytKing in the paper
line
used by Printers &^T\d
Publishers.
Special ©Lttention

^/*^l/»*/*

^veekly

and

monthly

given

to

pviblications.

Dwight Bros. Pacper Co,
61-63

Plymouth Place

CHICAGO.

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^%
^#% ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^I^
^3^-^-

J.'iim.'iry

7,

VVnSTERN

TQoi;

EUXTIUCIAN

Mark

Trade

Electrical

Machinery

Built in All Capacities

,000 K.

and Types

W. ROTARY CONVERTER

National Electric
General Sales Office and

Company
Works
SALES OFFICES:

DISTRICT OFFICES:

NEW

YORK:

r3S Broadway

PMII.AOELPHIA: U09 Land Title Building
PITTSBURQ: A. W. Wyckoll Co.

CHICAQO: Old Colony Building
BOSTON and CINCINNATI

Milwaukee

CHAHL6STCN. W. Va.: Ajnew Electric Co.
CLEVELAND: Barton. Stevenson & Co.
DETROIT:

DENVER:

Miller Seldon Electric Co.
Hendrie& Boltbofl Mfg. & Supply Co.

IaST=RA^NC?IcO

f

KUOoume & Clark Co.

—
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GOLD MEDAL
Motors

Alternating-Current

Single-Phase

GOLD MED AL
Static Transformers

SILVER MEDAL
Switchboard Instruments

The apparatus

built

by

tliis

Company

received unusual

by the
awards
tests which
appearance

recognition

International Jury of the Louisiana Purchase Exposition, as above

list

of

These awards were made after a comprehensive series of
enabled the performance of the apparatus to be gauged as well as its
and mechanical construction. By confining our attention to a limited
indicates.

we

products,

line of

are able to maintain a high degree of perfection, this fact being

amply evidenced by the constantly widenng sphere

of our influence.

We

seek

TO SUPPLY FIRST-CLASS APPARATUS
TO HAVE ITS PERFORMANCE ENTIRELY SATISFACTORY TO THE
CUSTOMER AND TO EMPLOY METHODS OF DOING BUSINESS WHICH
WILL MERIT THE CONFIDENCE OF OUR FRIENDS

Have you

received our latest publication

?

"Answers to Some Central-Station Questions About
Single-Phase Motors"
A

paper read before the October meeting of the Kansas Electric Light Association by G. Percy Coi.e

Bulletin No.

— Single-Phase Motors
— Motor-Generator Sets
65 — Static Transformers

Bulletin No.

64

Bulletin No.

68

Bulletin No. 69

Bulletin No. 67

— Power

Transmission Transformers

— Instruments

Wagner Electric Manufacturing Company
ST.

LOUIS, U.

S.

A.

7,

1905

VVIvS'iF'I^N'

the

"AD"

appeared

papers

daily

of

in

refers to the-

in

so

many

favor of

contains

upon

it

is

i

comment

support the

is in

III.

Grand Rapids, Mich.
Columbus, Ohio.
Dayton, Ohio.
Lincoln, Neb.
Portland, Me.

HA''

Indian'

rgr Ik*

hmtm

«WIM»0M*»(

use,

the superiority of

AUTOMATIC TELEPHONE SERVICE and

to vigorously

it.

Amony
Chicago,

I

1

to appreciate

company using

,A

It,C

HARPHAM BROS.

hardly necessary.

shows, more plainly than
anything else, that in Lincoln, as
in
every other city where our
the people are quick

\ji

that the Bell service should be furnished at rjo higher price thjan
the flutomatic. and further, we find that roost of our patrons
have tbe Automatic service so that we found it unnecessary to
hove both- Our Automatic store number is 2324; J. C. Harphorr)
residence 3546; C. F. Harpham residence 2404.

within

It

AUTOMATIC SYSTEM

1.

desire to notify our patrons OQd friends that we \r)a^e disuse of the Bell Telept)one ot our Wholesole
Saddlery House. 808-814 P St.. for the reason that we believe

potent arguments
that

'jiji.

WE contlQued the

AUTOMATIC TELE-

PHONE SERVICE

U,

N<-bra''

since last March.

itself

NOVIM.IF.K

...HOTICE...

AUTOMATIC

who iiave been using our AUTOMATIC TELEPHONE SYSTEM
"ad"

I.VKVTNO.

Linc<;ln.

TELEF^HOINE StRVlCE of tiie
Lincoln Telephone Company,

The

M Alt. MONM.W

t^0it0mmnm0mm^m0-»mmmi^mi nmnmmmmi^mmmm^tmmmm0mtm0im

Nebraska.
It

\V

rTF'irr

!

DMI.V

LINi;i;l.N

'llli;

THIS

fl

Auburn, N. Y.
Lewiston, Me.
Auburn, Me.
Fall River, Mass.
New Bedford. Mass.
Los Angeles, Cal.

the cities

in

which

San Dieg", Cal.

it

has been adopted are:

Medford, Wis.
Mary's, Ohio.

Hopkinsville, Ky.
Siou.N City, luwa.
Cleburne, Tex.

Woodstock, N.

B.

Westerly, R. I.
Manchester, Iowa.

Columbus, Ga.
Augusta, Ga.

Wilmington, Del

Albuquerque, N. M.
Van Wert, Ohio.
Battle Creek. Mich.
Clayton, Mo.
Pentwater, Mich.
Toronto Junction, Can.

St.

Princeton, N. J

Riverside, Cal.

Traverse City,

Mkh.

and
Germany.

Berlin,

AutomoLtic Electric Compocny
Van Buren and Morga^n

CHICAGO.

Streets.

INTERNATIONAL

U. S. A.

AMERICAN ELECTRIC TELEPHONE

CO,

LARGEST MANUFACTURERS

Mechanical Self=Restoring
This

Company Sends Prepaid upon

request any of the
following bulletins:

Drop Switchboard.
Bulletin No.

A PERFECT APPARATUS.

•'

7— Combined Telephone .ind

[8— Magneto TelepboDes of All Kinds
iQ— Central EnerE^ Switchboards
M— Central EnerE>- Telephones
It— Protecitve Apparatus and Termi-

Swilch-

8-WatI Swlichboard

g— Samson

Telephone
-American E-xpress Switchboards
-Desks — Toll
and
Private
Branch
-Visual SlRTial and Bell Style
Switchboards

^Isde la may desired capacity.
Sample parts end quotations oa requeit,

nal E(;ulpment

ta

of Country Tele-

phone Lines
" 3«

nunlcailng Sy:

—Construction

i)-Eigtit-Part>-

— Composfie

Selective

Telephoi

Ringlne
and Tele-

Craph Lines

INTERNATIONAL

as— Fogr-Pany

•

"Lekh"

Selective

Telephone System
Power and Rlnfine

— Telephone

••

TELEPHONE MANUFACTURING CO.
CHICAGO, U. 8. A.

36

Etjulpment

CHICAGO,

ILL., U. S. A.

EDISON PRIiVIARY BATTERIES
FORMERLY EDISON-LALANDE

The name

of Edison attached to an article

lence,

the electrical profession arid trade

for

is

in itself a guarantee

know

that

of excel-

Mr. Edison

takes

great pride in the quality of everything bearing his name, especially goods

made

at his

own

factories in

Orange,
Send

for

as

is

the case with Edison Primary Cells.

Catalogue No. 7

EDISON ORANGE,
MFC. CO.
Factory,

N.

J.

HEW YORK 83 Chambers Street
CHICAGO: 304 Wabash Avenue
:

.

.
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STROMBERG-CARLSON

Januar_v

1905

7,

BITUMINIZED FIBER

GENERATOR-CALL

CONDUIT

VISUAL SIGNAL SWITCHBOARDS
are inexpensive to maintain and nearly
as rapid as a lamp signal switchboard.

FOR UNDERGROUND CONSTRUCTION

NO
WORKING
PARTS
EXPOSED

SIGNALS
SELF-

CONTAINED

The demands made upon conduits by electric-light and
power service are much more severe than in the case of
Since Bituminized Fiber Conduit has
telephone service.
shown itself to be so satisfactory for lighting and power
service, it is unquestionably a very superior conduit for telephone work.

This illustrates our No. A-1249 cabinet equipped
with 100 line signals and 10 clearing-out signals.
Our standard cabinets have a capacity for 50, 60,
70, 100, 140, 180 and 200 line signals of the above
type.
Bullet Ina Mo. B and 7-E describe fAsse boards
very thoroughly. Mailed free upon request.

AtneHcan Conduit Com

STROMBERG-CARLSON TELEPHONE MFG.

other Officea:

170 Broadway, No w Yorli. 336 Macy St., Los Angeles

WESTERN SALES OFFICE,

GENERAL OFFICES,

ROCHESTER,

Main Officos: tOOS-e Manhattan Building, jOhicago

CO.

CHICAGO,

N. Y.

ILL.

-

'ThrtriaEphojmr hand-book:
NEW AND REVISED

Member of

the

American

EDIirON, WITH A

NEW CHAPTER ON ''RECENT PROGRESS," BRINGING THE BOOK UP TO
BY HERBERT LAWS WEBB.

and of the Institution of Electrical Engineers, London. Author of
Testing of Insulated Wires and Cables." Joint Author of "Electricity in Daily Life.'"

Institute ?/ Electrical Engineers,

I60 Pas^Ss 133
Bxtract from Preface-—

i

^ri^^ $1.00.

(^^Ic Siz^,

lllustira'tions, CI^-tKb, h-l&ncl-

DATE.

"-4 Practical Guide

"This little book has no pretension to be considered a complete treatise on telephony as it exists In America. The time for such a work Is not yet come. But It la
felt that there Isa demand fora practical book on telephone working and management, and the TELEPHONE HAND-BOOK is an attempt at meeting that demand. With the exception of a few
chapters dealing with certain forms of transmitters and receivers used in Europe, which a e given for the information of those who may wish to engage in the manufacture of telephones, the
book Is based entirely on standard American practice; and most of the material, apparatus and methods described are peculiar to or have originated in this country."

No pains have been spared to make it the best book of its kind. It is right up to date, intensely practical, and so plain and clear in its language that anyone can understand and learn from
everything regarding telephone work and management. It conforms in size and style to our other Hand-Books which have been so favorably received by the entire electrical fraternity.

it

-

OONTENTS

..

CHAPTER

The Invention of the Telephone.
SouDQ Waves. Articulate Speech.
Telephony. The Bell Tele-

1.
2.

CHAPTER

13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

Carbon Transmitters.
The Blake Transmitter.

The Complete Telephone Circuit.
Magnet Telephones.
The Bell Telephone Receiver.
Other forms of Magnet Telephonea.
The Gower, Ader and D'Arsonval Re-

21.
22.
23.
24.

Batteries for Telephone Work.

Mercadier's Bi-Telephone.
The Siemens, Kotyra, Neumayer and
BOttcher Receivers,

2&.
26.
27.

Magneto Bell.
Automatic Switches.

C-

Party Lines: The Bridging Bell.
Long Distance Telephony.
Duplex Telephony.
Simultaneous I'elegraphy and Teleph-

Telephone Line Constroctlon.

42.

Recent Progress.

3.

Electric

4.

The Microphone.

B.

Current

8.

The Induction

phone.
Induction.
Induction.

Telephone
7.
5.
9.

10.
11.

Electromagnetic

Coll:

Its

Use

In

the

A

little handy sc
both in inches and in me
dar. Mailed free to ever
to us ^vithin thirty days.

WKare

of

Transmitters.

Carbon Transmit-

Batteries,

The

Management

Circuit
Practical

of

Bat-

The Condenser;

Instru-

ments.
Inspection and Maintenance.
Its

Use

in

Telephony.

Ele'.crom^i.netic Retardation.
F'jichange Working.
'dmall Exchanges.

ij9.

ony.

Appendix.

CO.. 6IO Marauette Building, buicaffO

TELEPHONE
PRINCIPLES
A

TelepKone Comp&.r\y

AND PRACTICE

NEW BOOK

IN

TELEPHONY

By

CEORCE WALKER WILDER,

PH. D.

Professor in Telephony in Ibe Armour
Institute or Technology

Officers

»

33.
34.

Underground Wires

40.

opere^tinfi

nber

Lightning Arresters.
Inside Wiring.
Installation
of
Tp'^phone

36.
37.
3?.

A

,
celluloid folding pocket rule, mea
stem, and bearing on reverse side 1905
filling following blank carefully, and n

28.
29.
30.
31.
32.

3fi.

Closed

teries.

:

of

European

Efficiency

Open- Circuit Batteries.

EL^TRICIAN PUBLISHING

splendid

N&me

The

ters.

ceivers.

12.

Various

Transmitter.

rnbii«h<id and for «»io by

t

The Long Distance Transmitter.
The Solid-back Transmitter.
The Berliner Transmitter.
The Cuttriss Transmitter.

Metallic Circuit.

of series

of boA-rd

phones
C. E. or

Nvimber of bridging phones
Ma.g
Dcte InstixIIed

nplete

TELEPHONES and SWITCHBOARDS.
La CrosBe, Wis.
Gentlemen— Having filled out the above,
Please mail promptly to

IN

All

practical

about

modern

:

II.

Fundekmental Idea.s
Telephone Apparatus

III.

Systems

IV.

Construction and Eaulpn\ent

I.

Makers oC

to your souvenir.

and up-to-date, written by

telephone apparatus, their principles ana use

-

The VOUGHT.BERGSR COMPANY,

of Cotninunicaliot\
PRICE S2.00 POSTPAID.

32 CHAPTERS, 460 PAGES. 37S ILLUSTRATIONS.
Send Postal Money Order to

THE CANTWELL PRESS

•

Madison, Wis.

ly

7,

VVF.STKkX'

K/.5

l-.l

IXrriMf

FAN

KELLOGG TELEPHONE APPARATUS
IS

UNCHANGINGLY UNIFORM

Everyone knows now that Kellogg Telephones and Switchboards are the finest
made, but it may be hard to realize that
every piece is up to the standard always

—

the

Kellogg ''Standard of Excellence/'

Magoeto Express Switchboard

—300-Line Capacity.

If you are considering buying magneto
apparatus write us for our prices and our

on telephones, switchboards and
kindred apparatus* The goods you know
literature

already*

The

prices

we

are

sure

will

attract you*

KELLOGG SWITCHBOARD

6

SUPPLY COMPANY

GREEN AND CONGRESS STREETS. CHICAGO
1

16

Nassau

St.

NEW YORK

Seymour

Bldg.

LOS ANGELES

Eleciiic Bldg.

CLEVELAND

Keystone Telephone

Bldg".

PHILADELPHIA
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Check

""^

D.
D.
D.
A.
A.
A.
D.
D.
D.

...
-

.--

C.
C.
C.
C.
C.
C.
C.
C.
C.

Multiple. 100 to 125 V. Arc Lamps "O."
Series C. P.. 200 to 600 V. Arc Lamps "L 3."
Series,

Constant Current Arc Lamps "L 5."

Multiple, 00 to 133 Cycle Arc Lamps "L G."
Lamps "L 7," Series Shuntwound.
Differential Arc Lamps "L S," Series.
Multiple, 200 to 250 V. Arc Lamps "L 12."
Multiple. 100 to 125 V. I^mps "L 11" and "h 21."
Multiple, 100 to 125, 200 to 250 V., Types "L 31,"
"L 41," "L 22" Arc Lamps.
Catalogue of Tarts of Tvpes "L 31" and "L 21" Arc Lamps
Concentric Arc Light DlfTuser Outfits.
.Hanger Board for Multiple Arc Lamps.
Combined Hanger and Absolute Cutouts.
New Trimming Device for Hlgli-tenslon G. I. Arc Lamps.
Carbons for Enclosed Arc Lamps, "Electra."
G, I. Incandescent Lamps.
A'rc

G.

I.

White

Catalogue

Cut This Out

Arc and

and

iDcandescent

Lamps

"Zodiac" Incandescent Lamps.

Open Bottom

Mail To

Globes.

Automatic Switches.
Ivnife Switches, Slow and Quick Brcjik.
G. L Type Two-knife Switches.
Oil Switches and High-tension Apparatus.
Stab Switches, for Series Arc or Incandescent
Voltmeter and Ammeter Switches.
Circuit-breakers, Under and Over Load.
Circuit-breakers, Special Small Sizes (Type C.
Protective Fuse Devices.

Circuits.

B.).
Switchboard

K. C. Instruments.
Portable and Small Pocket Type Voltmeters and Ammeters.
Round Pattern Voltmeters and Ammeters.
Lightning Arresters.
S.

Appliances

529

Primary Fuse Box, Insulator Type.
Floor Outlet Boxes (Water-tight).
Flush Receptacles and Plugs.
Flush Wall Pocket Receptacles.
Flush Push Button Switches.
Pendant Pushi Button,
Snap Switches.
Punched Clip Knife Switches.
Transformer, Type Z.

Outfit.

Underground Apparatus.

34th Street

=

New York

checked would be appreciated.

Name
Address

Small Plant Switch Panels.
Plug Panel Boards.
G. I. Panel Boards and Fuse Carriers.

Blue Printing

W.

Information and Data

Rheostats and Field Regulators.
D. C. Motors and Generators.
A. C. Small Motors.
Grinding and Buffing Motors.
Rotary Converters and Motor Generators.
D. C. and A. C. Sewing Machine Transmitters.
D. C. Desk, Bracket and Trunnion Fan Motors.
D. C. Ceiling Fans.
General Instruction Bulletin Paragon Motors.

Wright Discount Indicator,

General Incandescent Arc Light Co.

I. Green
Catalogue

G.

Mlscellaoeons

City and State

City

on any item

JaiiiKiry 7,

v.'i-"TFP':

T905

W.
Gerveral
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EVANS & COMPANY

R.

Electrical,

Civil

M

Meclianical

Traction BIdg., Cincinnati

Teleplione Matn 3153

ELECTRIC METERS.

Eipeers

Hlgh-Graile Securities

Accepted or Negotiated.

REPAIRING
RECALIBRATING
INTERNATIONAL ELECTRIC METER CO.
167

S.

C«HAL STREET. CHICAGO.

Webb's Telephone Hand-Book. A book
expert as well as the novice.

ALL RIGHT.

IT'S

for the
Price $1.00.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING

CO..

"TELEPHONE
Subscription Blank— Domestic.

TROUBLES
6
a

m

...AND...

HOWTO

FIND THEM,"

HYDE AID

H.

J. A.

S^

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING

2 ¥

BY
W.

^

McMAHMAN,

CO.,

5IO Marquette BIdg., Chicago.

Gentlemen:

FORMERLY
Inclosed find |3;°°, for which please send THE

HASKINS' TELEPHONE

TROUBLES.

weekly to the following address
-^

This Little Book is Strictly Up-To-Date on all
Matters Pertaining to Telephone Troubles and
their Remedies.

>a:

tr s
LJ

;

for

^ months

o
Q
ot!

with current number.

l^L

Sent Postpaid for 25c.
New

(

eighth

)

edition just

out,

4S pages.

Many diagrams showing

connections. A comhand-book for telephone inspectors.
Telephone exchange managers and employes
will find this book a great help in locating telephone troubles and remedies therefor.
plete

Electrician

Publisliing Co.,

510 Marquette Bld6., Chicago,

Address
$3.00

o
X
o

a Yeir

(52 Humberj)

$1.50 6 Months (26

"

)

;
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.

OR.IGINALITY

R^EriNEMENT
PR.OMPTNESS
Characterize the imprint on every
job that leaves our office.

modern and

is

Ourplant

We

fully equipped.

take pride in our work

— whether

be the printing of a business

it

card, a

maga-

booklet, catalogue,

we can

zine or a daily newspaper;

do

either equally well.

::

::

::

THIS PUBLICATION
IS A
SPECIMEN OF
THE EXCELLENCE WE

HAVE ATTAINED

^<v^\\ Class
-^ii Book fnntc^
!j
^^^h-plalalyfimlitujCo.

g|

IJ
ffl

s^s^s^

!

MOTOR STARTERS,

ARE YOU LOOKING FORTROUBLE?
IF so, GET A COPY OF

SPEED REGULATORS,
FIELD REGULATORS

TELEPflONETROUBLES
AVD HOW TO FIND THEM

—IN—

WITH RENEWABLE SEGMENTS
WITHOUT EXTRA CHARGE

EQUIPPED

BOTH MAGNETO AND COMMON BATTERY
SYSTEMS.
9th Edition Just Out.
Electriclsn

Price, 25c.

\nd Special Controlling
kinds. Send for caialogne

Publishing Co.,

Dev
and discounts.

510 srarqnette Bnildiafy
9i

CBTCAGO.

UNION

ELECTRIC

MFC.

CO.

Milwaukee, Wis.

ouuscripiiuii

Diciiiiv

— roreig^n.
.1905.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING

"THE
FOUR -TRACK

CO.,

510 Marquette BIdg., Chicago, U.S.A.

SERIES"
Gentlemen

This is the title
books of travel and edu
sued by the Passenger Department

Inclosed find ||^^, for Which please send THE

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

of the

NEW YORK CENTRAL
LINES

weekly

address

to the following

for

^

months;

this order to

go into

effect
These small books are
information

filled

with

regarding

the
best
of travel and the education
that can best be obtained by travel.
They relate specifically to the
great resorts of America
to trips

modes

with current number.

—

to

Name.

islands

the

of

the

sea

and

around the world.

They also contain numerous illustrations and new and accurate maps
of the country described.

Address.
$5.00 a Year
$2.50 6

Um%

(52 Numbers)
(26

"

7

of the iO-page lllnstrated Catathe "Four Traok Series"
Heorore
stamp by George
'asseoser AeV, New \'
Central
—ailroad. Grand
Bailroad,
Q:

)
Station.

New Tort.

January

7,

1905
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The Pennsylvania Lines

Represent All That

In Service

Is

Best

and Equipment
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UNJUST
BOYCOT T
The factory of HAMILTON CARHARTT, manufacturer of the Celebrated
Carhartt Overall, is operated upon Union principles, absolutely and exclusively,
and it is an outrageous injustice that he should be made to suffer, instead of
being commiended for the manly course he has pursued towards Organized
Labor. Locomotive Firemen's Magazine, Indianafolis, Ind., July ist.

—

Common

justice demands the statement that Hamilton Carhartt is conducting
Union establishment under Union conditions, placing the Union Label on his entire product, and sympathetically as well as practically demonstrating his friendship
American Federaiiotiist, Samuel Gompers,
to the cause of Organized Labor.
Editor, Washington, D. C, July ist.
It would be the basest ingratitude for Union men not to show their appreciaHenry
tion of the manly stand you have taken regarding Organized Labor
White,
General Secretary United Garment Workers oj America, Nezv Tork
City, June 23th.
Your friendliness towards Organized Labor is too well known at home and
abroad to be disputed, yet should any one doubt it, we will consider it a duty as
well as a pleasure to place them right in the matter under the seal of this
Council. Samuel A. IVatrous, President Detroit Council Trade and Labor
Unions, June 15th.
Mr. Carhartt was the first manufacturer to advertise and push our Union
Label, and Organized Labor owes him a debt of gratitude that they never can
repay. —Josephine E. Walsh, Secretary Local Union, No. 74, U. G. W. A., May 31st.

a

—

—

.

I cannot condemn
too strongly those who are seeking to besmirch the name
of Hamilton Carhartt, manufacturer of the Celebrated Carhartt Overall. No
man belonging to Organized Labor would be guilty of such a thing H. W. Sher-

man, Grand Secretary International Brotherhood Electrical Workers, Washington,
D. C, June 23d.

While
an ounce

I

firmly believe that there

is

no man worthy the name, or with

but what would resent the dastardly
attempt to destroy my business by circulating malicious libels saying I am
unfair to Organized Labor, still, that no one shall be misled, I present
the above extracts from endorsements selected from the hundreds that
of red blood in his veins,

have come

to

my

desk.

Yours Fraternally,

DETROIT, MICH.
SEPTEMBER

Ist.

I

0O4.

.*-2S£5r
MANUFACTURER.

7,

1905

Jantmry

7,
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BROWN CORLISS ENGINE COMPANY,
Bulldora ol Hoavy

AOCMTMl

Corliss, Wis.

and Light Duty Oorlinu Englnon, mgh-Sgiood Cnglnem,

Clo.

I

Plllmburg, Pn.
Honry R. Oornollum,

^

032

Frick BIda.

<

JSllL?

Wow York
Wm. aibbm Bain, B5 Liberty

Clmmlmntl. Ohio
Stmms>> Btmrvnmttn
Mom Fnglmnd Bldo-

airoot.

Pblladalahim, Pm.
1010 Rami Cmlmla
Bldg.

TrumI

Loulm. Mo.
Cdm. Flmld. Oommo,

11.

Bomlon, Mmmm,
O. W. WhIIIno,

TrumI aidg.

ai3 Exchangm

BIdp.

P

THE BABCOCK & WILCOX

CO.,

85

WATER TUBE
STEAM BOILERS

BRANCH OFFICES:
BOSTON,

35 FiDiRAL Strut.

PHILADELPHIA, 1110-1112 north am.
SAN FRANCISCO, 63 FinsT STRUT
PITTSBURG, 1218 FRICK BUILOIN*.

NEW ORLEANS,

bli

33s oronoclct strut.

STEAM

CHICAGO, 121S Marquitti BLoa.
ATLANTA, empire bldg.
CLEVELAND, Toe New crsland slog.

MEXICO CITY, T
HAVANA, CUBA,

Liberty St., N. Y.

SUPERHEATERS

AviNiiA juARiz.

11s 1-2 Caili dc ia hara

Our Book, STEAM, mailed

A V.ALU.\BLE

BOOK OF KEFERENXE.

TELEPHONES-Their

MECHANICAL

BY
CHAPTER

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO..

F. C.

I.—Rcceivers;

ol

T^.epXones and tht Auilllarj Apparatui.

ALLSOP.

CONTESTS

:

II.— Transmitters: III.— Magneto Swllch-Bells;

IV.— Battery Swllcb-

Bells; v.— Complete Instruments: VI.— Switches, Switchboards and Eztensloa Belli: VIL—
Batteries for Telephone Work; VIII.— ErecllnK Wires. Instramenls. Etc.: IX.— Amnglng tbe
Tesllne for and Remorlog FatUta.
Circuits: X.— IntercommunlcatlDb' System;

XL—

184 PAGES.

Bldg., Chicago.

CONSTRUCTION and FIHING.

A Practical Vreallse on the Fllllng-up and Maintenance

Engineers interested in electricity should send for our complete
Any electrical book pubCatalogue (mailed free to any address).
lished sent prepaid on receipt of price.

BIO Marquette

free

on application.

200 Pounds Working Pn

166 ILLUSTRATIONS AND FOLDING PLATES.
Sent prepaid on receipt ot price

PRICE. tl.2G.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 510 MarQuette

Bldg., Chicago.

CENTRAL STATION HEATING
We

are the originators and

Our system
for

is

used for

heating purposes.

facturers

of

the

250 Plants

Wooden Water

mizing Coils, Separators and

builders

utilization

Pipe,
full

in

of

and

the underground
distribution

successful

operation.

of

system of live and exhaust steam heating.
steam from electric and power plants
have the only Meter System. Also manuTraps, Condensation Meters, Valves, Econo-

exhaust

We

Steam Pipe Casing, Steam
line of Steam Fitters' Supplies.

WRITE FOR PAMPHLET AND PRICE

LIST

Americam District
Steam Company
Chicago.,
LOCKPORTN.Y.

Mention Western Electrician.
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DAI.

of Treating Boiler Waters and Dearborn Vegetable
Feed-Water.Treatment at the World's Fair, St. Louis.

Awarded Dearborn Methods

OHEIVIIOAl- ^^^ORK
'\A^M.

27-34 RIALTO BUILDING, CHICAGO, ILL.

KcaGAR.

I-I

.

JEFFREY'^CHAINS

DIESEL ENGINES
Operating on

Telephone: Harrison 3030 and 393

CRUDE or FUEL Oil

January,

Guaranteed Fuel Consumption
on variable load, ranging from

}( to full load

XlVz Gals, per 100

A SPECIAL ISSUE
LUBRICATION.

1905,

••Graphite" ON

COPIES ARE FREE TO ALL.

JOSEPH DIXON CRUCIBLE

Kw. Hours

CO., Jersey City, N.

J.

SUITABLE FOR ALL STATIONARY POWER
REG.TRADE MARKS

For further information address

INGOTS,CASTINGS,WIRE,RODS,SHEETS,ETC.

NEW YORK

Broadway

— DELTA

yjwv^Mci-jj'umM'

/X

"

^

There's

ff/BR&GfiAPHITM

with

the

No

BRONZE SMELTINGCO.IIMITED,

2200 WASHINGTON AVE.,PHILADELPHIA.
"ELEPHANT BRAND PHOSPHOR-BRONZE"

AMERICAN DIESEL ENGINE COMPANY
11

JhE PHOSPHOR

BEST OH EARTH.

Friction

For Electric Work

Fib re-Graph Its Commutator Brush.

Being 90 per cent, pure graphite, It inrarefllow
reelstaQce, no sparking under a varying load^and
longer wear,
TLere is no greasing rcqaired.
The Fibre-Graphite is therefore the most ccoDomie brush on the market. Send for price list.

COMMUTATOR k

METAL

CASTINGS, STAMPINGS AND FORCINGS
ORIGINAL AND Sole Makers IN THE U.S.

WRITE FOR CATALOaUB

H

HOLMES FIBRE-GRAPHITE MFG. CO.
5155 Wakefield St.,

GermantDwn,

PmUDELPHIA.

_J

Woolley
Fountlpy & Machm Works
Box 400, Anderson, Ind.

BURBER AUTOMATIC.

The Electro-Magnet
TOWNSEND WOLCOTT,

A. E.

KENNELLY.

RICHARD VARLEY.

STUDENTS
Will find that the Western
Electrician can help them
wonderfully in the study of
electricity.
Subscribe now.
S3.00 per year, in advance.

C O N T E N T S
Induced Magnet,
General Properties. Magneti Field of Force. Magnetic Units.
Iron Ring in the MagReluctance, Permeability. "Discovery of Electro-Magnetism.
netic Field. Calculation of Magnet Windings. Magnetic Circuit. GivenAmpere-Turns
lo Finrt Proper Current. Relation of Ampere-Turns 10 Wire Space. Room Occupied by
Insulation, Heating and Other Limitine Conditions. Winding a Magnet for a Given
Voltage. Hysteresis, Self-induction. Alternating Currents. Traction.

On tbe Relative Values of the Windings of Electro-Magnetic Coils. Properties of
Fixed Winding Spaces and a Fixed Size of Wire. Fropercies of Fixed Winding Space
and Variable Size of Wire. Fixed Winding Space and Fixed Length of Wire or Number
Turns.
Constant Internal Dimensions, but External Diameter of Coil Variable.
Fixed Internal Radius and Interflange-Fixed Number of Turns of Same Size of Wire.

U. S. A.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
Suite

610 Mlrquetle

CHICAGO.

BIdg.,

of

The Importance of Detaila. Actual Calculations. Working Formula?. Diameter of
Wire to Carry Given Current. Diameter of Wire to Have Given Resistance. Thickness
of Insulation in a Given Coil. Weight of Copper in a Given Coil. Table of Constants
for Insulated Wire. Standard Table of Resistances of Insulated Wires. Table Showing
Percentage of Copper and Insulation in Cotton or Silk Covered Wire. Standard Copper
Wire Table. 17 Problems (Solved) Illustrated. Cuts of 37 Magnets of Standard Dimensions, Lengths Variable. Logarithms and Anti-Logarithms. Decimal Parts of an Inch.
Logarithmic Scale.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING

CO.,

510

MARQUETTE

BLDG., CHICAGO.

Live

ALL

men

read the

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

Each Week. Do You

SAMSON TURBINE
The

Illustration

shows the large

NIAGARA

design.

HORIZONTAL SHAFT TnRBINES

MAQAEA PALLS HYDEADLIG POWER A MANUJACTURING
engineers, developed as follows:

Head

Speed

CO., Niagara Palls, N. Y.

recently Installed by us, for the
Tests conducted by competent

Generator Efficiency Turbine Efficiency
1750
p. m.
95 per cent.
73.00 per cent.
p. m.
3000
95 per cent.
85.60 per cent.
p. m.
3500
95 per cent.
81.50 per cent,
arbine
_ of_ the
_ Horizontal
_
Shaft Design, operating under equally
_
H. P.

213 ft.
257 r.
213 ft.
257 r.
X
213 ft.
Pull
257 r.
These results have neve
ien eaiialed by
HEADS. The test was made FTER TUEBINES WERE INSTALLED, direct
for discharge were used. The orl;
oiHces. The!
ANCED GATES. Note especially the UNIFORM SPEED at ALL GATEAGES.

Francis"
urbii

:

all fitted

with ot

THE JAMES LEFFEL & CO.
307 Lagonda Street

Springfield, Ohio, U. S. A.

HIGH

?

T.niuary

7,

W
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WALRATH

i-;S] I.K.'.'

1.1,1

Gas and Gasoline Engines.
Simple.

HaLS been demonstraLted
selected

ak.r\d

BEST

Engine

Givs

maLrket todaLy

tiAe

Compact.

the

a^s

Economical.

in
for

Durd>.ble.

nwinicipaLl

Fully guaranteed.
All parts interchange-

privacte

or

lighting

a^nd

pumping

plaints or

power service

generally,

v v v v

able

a-nd

of

eoi-sy aLCcess.

YOU WILL MAKE A MISTAKE IF YOU BUY WITHOUT FIR.ST SEEING A
WALRATH— YOU AR.E CERTAIN OF BUYING RIGHT THEN. -« v^ v< Ng s^

MARINETTE CAS ENGINE CO.
Send

for

Catalogue "W."

BARGAINS
You may have been looking

for

We
List Prico

Electricity as a Motive Poweb. by
Count Th. du Moncel, London, 18S3.. $3.00
Decorative Electricity, by Mrs. J. E.
2.50
H. Gordon. London, 1891
Electrical Appliances of thb Present Day, by Major D. P. Heap, U.
S. A.,
trical

being a report of the Paris ElecExhibition of 1881

Tables and Memoranda foe Electrical
Engineers, by Fredericit Walker, C.E.
Magnetism and Electricity, by R.
Wormell
Steam Heating Data, by Wm, J. Baldwin, N. Y.,

2.00
.80

1.25

:

The New

Examinations of Technical Tele-

graphy, by Jas.
don. 1895

Bell, A.

The Mechanical Arts

L

Wallls-Taylor, C. E.

can get them and get them at a bargain,
each of the following

Sole Price

1.50

1.20

St

Electricity in our Homes and Workshops, by Sidney F. Walker, London,
1889
1.50
Electricity in the Service of Man,
by R. Wormell, D. Sc, M. A., New
York, 1886
$3.00
The Mathematical Theory op Elec2.75

and

Domestic EurcrBicixr fob Auateubs,
.90

$1.80

1.65

Electrody-

namies

2.60

1.60

Chapters on Electricity, by Samuel

Sheldon. Ph. D
Electricity, Its Theory, Sources and
Application, by John T. Sprague,

1.10

Simplified, by
2.50

1.2.'>

1.00
1.00

2.00
1.00

1.50
.35

75
1.25

75
50
1.50

First Principles op Mechanical Engineering, by Imray & Biggs, Lon1.00
don

C.

Tarn. M. C. P., London, 1889
Electricity Up To Date, by John B.
Verity. M. I. E. D.. London, 1896..
Telegraphy, by W. H. Preece and J.
Sivewrlght, London, 1888
Electricity and the Electric Telegraph, In two volumes, by Geo. B.
Prescott, New York, 1888
Useful Rules and Tables, relating to
Mensuration, Engineering, Structures
and Machines, by Wm. John Macquom Ranklne. London, 1889
Electricity and Magnetism, by Francis Nlpher. A. M., St. Louis, 1895..
The Action of Lightning, by Arthur
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Smelting, by Edw. Dyer Peters, Jr.,
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Physical Units, by Magnus Maclean,
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Full of information and diagrams for the operator,
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BOOK

A PRACTICAL
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FOR PRACTICAL MEN

a practical book, written in plain language,
and for anyone interested in telephony.
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Mailed anywhere on
receipt of price

No
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Electrical

ROBINSON.

Electric Light, Power, Street' Railway, Telephone,
Telegraph and the every-day tables explained
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C. Horstmann and "Victor H. Tousley.
Full leather binding,
pages, over 200 illustrations.
Price, net, $1.50.
red edges. Pocket size 4x6.
A work that not only tells you how to do It, but shows you.
tel'ahow to wire for call and alarm belle. For burglar
THIS BOOK
and fire alarm. How to run belle from djnamo current. How to
install and manage batteries. How to test batteries. How to tent clrcuita. How to wire for enunciatora; for telegraph and gaa lightlne.
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"
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ELECTRICITY. ELECTROMETER, MAGNETISM AND ELECTROLYSIS.
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1
THEORY OP ELECTRICITY. By L Cumming
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THEORY OP ELECTRICITY AND MAGNETISM. By Charles Emerson
Curry
2.1
THE ELEMENTS OP ALTERNATING CURRENTS. By W. S. Franklin
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PRACTICAL EXERCISES IN MAGNETISM AND ELECTRICITY. By
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MISCELLANEOUS PAPERS. By Helnrlch Hertz,.!
A TEXT-BOOK ON ELECTROMAGNBTISU AND THE CONSTRUCTION
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AN ELEMENTARY BOOK ON ELECTRICITY AND MAGNETISM AND
THEIR APPLICATIONS, Bv D, C. Jackson and John Price Jackson.
A FIRST-BOOK OF ELECTRICITY AND MAGNETISM. By W. P. Maycock
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TRANSFORMERS. Bv Alfred Still
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Car on Interworks Railway Equipped with Four 75 H. P. Westinghouse Single-Phase Railway Motors.
Photograph taken with a time exposure of 1-300 of a second, while ear was traveling 40 miles per hour.

The Westinghouse
Single=Phase Railway System
no experiment, but
an accomplished fact
Is

Ten roads

now

are

in course of construction,

the cars being equipped with a total of 218

motors, representing 15,435 H. P.

The system has many advantages two
;

1.

High

trolley voltages are allowable.

of

them are

This means

saving in copper and power.
2.

The

transforming

points

contain

no

machinery

with moving parts, rendering constant attendance
unnecessary.

For particulars address nearest office of

Westinghouse

Electric

& Mfg.

Co.

Pittsburg, Pa.
New

York, Atluits, Dallas. Baltimore, Boston, Buffalo, Chicago, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Detroit, Los Angeles, Minneapolis,
Salt

For Canada:

Lake City, San Francisco, Syracuse,

Seattle, Denver,

Canadian Westinghouse Co., Limited, Hamilton, Ontario.

New

Orleans, Philadelphia, Pittsburg, Et. Louis,

Mountain Electric Co.

Mexico: O.

&

O. Broniff Co., City of Mexico.
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GXHXRAiv-OypicE AKD W0BE8.

Oftict,
Chxoago
50 Day St.
71 and 73 West

\Vilkesbarre.ps.

VULCANIZED

Wall. Desk, Floor or

Highot gniet
lubes, rods and

Celling Adjustable Fixtures

DECATUR,

CO.,

Wilmington, Del

-

KARTAVERT

Catalog mailed upon request.

I

FIBRI

and mcchaolfil purposes, in thcct^
Catalogues and samples on appUcatioa.

special shapes.

used.

IVIF-O.

HARD AND FLEXIBLE FIBER IN SHEETS. RODS AND TtlBmO.

GO.^

ILL.

JtASUFACTUBED ET

THE KARTAVEIT MANUFACTURIilG CO.

Wilmisftoi.

Ml

DON'T BUY

INTERCHANGEABLE

ARC LAMP

AdAmeS

for electrical insulation

VULCANIZED FIBRE

TO ANY DESIRED POSITION INSTANTLY.
Many shapes and styles — plain and ornamental — for shop,
factory, store, office, residence — in fact, wherever the incan-

F-ARIES

^

OmcB. Annitscutob Wibb.

HAZARD MANUFACTURING
CO.,
Nbw Tobk
OmOK.

by means

is

1903

WIRES ^GABLES

ADJUST YOUR LICHT

descent lamp

7,

Control— Indefinite Regulation

Perfeet

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
Until

you have seen our

new Catalogue and new

No Flashing— No Repairs

Price List.

Burnouts Impossible— Last Forever

Free to the trade.

Hanlattan Electrical

Snily

Co.

ALLEN-BRADLEY
200 HOURS LIFE
on Multiple D. C.

150

Circuits.

SBEISTiTS
For

All

Purposes of Electric Current Control

HOURS LIFE

on Multiple A. C. or on
Series A. C. and D. C.

Prices Reasonable— Satisfaction Guaranteed

SEND
Tiie Jandus

Lamp
and

is

the

for Central Stations

isolated

plants.

IN

A TRIAL ORDER

Ideal

Ask your Engineer or Eiectrlcian about

it.,

:

AMERICAN ELECTRIC FUSE CO.
The F. Bissell COzMpapht

48-50 West Jaclcson Boui.

DISTRIBUTORS

CHICAGO,

ILL.

Toledo, 0.

^Black Diamond

File

Works ^

JOHN

4r(

i
^

ISr

G.&H.BARNETT. COMPANY,
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

ROEBLING'S

SONS CO.

Insulated

Bare

Wire of

Copper

All

ABE ON SAI.E Vi ETEBY I/EADIire HABDWAKE
^ CUB GOODS
STOBE
TBLE rXITED STATES AKD CAXADA.

A.

Kinds

Wire

J^,

MAIN OFFICE AND WORKS

|

r?!

TRENTON,

N. J.

-AGENCIES ANB BRANCHES

>•

Tarft

Chlcags

Clevtiand

tan Franclto*

PhUsdeiphlt

AHilrti

,,.,,?,

[
Sa.OOPnAHui.

IIIVI.

CHICiOO, JANOAUY

14,

,-:t..i'.tiM

'

•

I

to

190).

Cuts

a Co^t.

SmUoaml

^IMDI
CV WIRESINSULATED
ANDCABLES.
Dllwlr 1.11^

ladl*

H«bb«r

HUBRCH COVERED, WEATHERPROOF. UNOEf(GROUNO AND SUBMARINE.

Simplex Electrical

T'/jt-

""""r^hVx'Son^""
Block. CHicjino

I

CS AfMO OABt_KS.

10 State

OFFICI AND FACTORY: BRIBTOL.

WIRES AND CABLES
OflKSCCNT INSULATED WIRE AND CABLI OO.,
""^ O"'* *"' f»tl»n. TMEMTOd. & H

THK MTAXUARD FOK

•> £MCl!AT°lJR\(f.

RIJhBKK IXNII.ATION.

SINGLE AND POLYPHASE

Sola Manufacturer* of

Olonite Wires, Okonite Tape. Manson Tape, Candee

THE OKONITE

"

TRANSFORMERS

Wires.

CO., Ltd.

253 Broidway, New

I'K

B.

CRESCENT RUBBER INSULATED

INm»-I>Briii Kxponitlen,
nedal Tor Knbber InaalstiMH.
INUa -World 'n Fair,
Medfti for Rnbbor InnmlatlOB.

m't

<•.-

RUBBER COVERED

Co..

KUHLMAN ELECTRIC

York.

CO.,

•

-

Elkhart, Ind.

INDIANA RUBBER AND INSULATED WIRE CO.,
UAVl;PACTURERS OF

ParaniU Rubbtr Covir«d Wires and Cabitt,
UNDERGROUND, AERKL. SUBMARINE AND INSIDE USE.

TBLEPHONE. TELeaRAPH AND FIRE ALARM CABLES.
All

WIrM

THERMOPILES
lalyNlff,

JONE8BORO. IHB^

are (edid al Faclorj.

IJ^A^IirSle,

ch«r(rlnR utornice

M.KLCIH

4 5£H

l

ScDd 2c ituip (or new caMlogue No, i

S04 Waahlniftoo

NevHrk. N.

Street.

J.

REPAIRING
RECALIBRATING

KLEIN'S

For Cloclrleml Workmrm
mnd Lino BuUdmrm.
MATHIAS KLEIN & SONS.

et W. Van ButenSI.,

S.

Sookets, Wall
Sockets,
WeatltBrproof
Sockets,
Rosettes,
Receptacles,

III

BOSSERT DRAWN STEEL JUNCTION BOXES.
Thi:j- are piiDclieil out of one pioce of steel and h&ve holes closed
with herraotlcally sealed plURs which cao be removed wlih one
blow of u hammer. No itme wasted. No brokea boxes. No niinj;
or reaming. A clear round hole every time. Wriio for pari icular^

BOSSERT ELECTRIC CONSTRUCTION

CO..i.,ii.

wort.. UHca. N.Y.

DON'T BUY

Cord

Until

you have seen our

new Catalogue and new
Price List.
Free to the trade.

Cmlmlagum tor
lh» mmklng.
CONDUITS FOR INTC<IIOR WIRING.

TOLEDO, OHIO.

.^,..)

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

Adjusters.

THE YOST ELECTRIC MFG. CO.

A.F.HAHIflCEK,Ghicago.lll.

Next lime you li.immer. ream and file a cast-iron
junction box, wastinp time, breaking boxes, and
finally (ail to prnduie a round hole, tl.iiik of

CANAL STREET. CHICAeO.

YOST SPECIALTIES.

Chicago,

THEONLYTGOL REQUIREO"^

ELECTRIC METERS.
INTERNATIONAL ELECTRIC METER CO.
167

^

ol

TOOLS

Maiilattai

Electrical

SoDSly Co.

American Circular Loom Co.
Chelsei), Mass.,

New

I-T-E
CIRCUIT BREAKERS

York, Chloigo. Sid FraodAce.

CUTTER FIFCTRICAL

en,.

PHIUOELPHU

*'%******»»%»»»%»»V%»»%%%V»%%%»»%»»^»%%%%%%»»%%»%»%%»»%»%%»^»»*»%

]]jfESTnH
"^^^f

Elecincal

Waverly Park,

hmmni

NEWARK,

N.

Weston Standard

llliuninaied Dii!

Portable

meters.

are

Wattmeters

Con>ir(icied

ciple as our regular
fit&ndard Portable Direct

Current Voltmeters and
Ammeters, but are much
larfter, and tbe working
parts are loolosed in a
neatly designed, duat-proof
OMt-lron case which effectiTBly shields the Instramenta from dletarblog Inflaenoes of external mag«etio fields.

BERLIN— En ropean Weston

Weston Standard Illuminated
Dial Station Ammeter,
Style B.

Electrical Instrunieut Co., R16.
<erBtraa8e No. 88.

Paris,

Fhance— E.

H. Cadlot. 12

Ru

"Flush Type."

CO.

ELECTRICAL CONSTRUCTION

Beading
and MllUTolt-

Ammeters and MH-

ammetera,
InstriiniGDis

upon the
same general prin-

HENRY NEWGARD &

Direct

Voltmeters

Station Instrmests,

These

Co.,

J.

Power and Light

Plants.

Switchboards and Panel Boards.

Olrcoiti

We

Ourportabte Instrumpntt
are recoRnized nastnmlardfc
throoshout the civilized

We manufacture Switchboards, Table

boards.
Iron Cutout Boxes and Electrical Specialties.

We

stm beUer.
They are the moFt

We

relia-

Latx>ratory UAe.

LONDON— Elliott Bros .toil
tury Works. Lenisbnni.

Ik Office-y4 Cortlandt St.

Municipal and Isolated Electric

Lighting Plants.

Onr Semi-Portable Laboratory Standard Voltmeters and Ammeters are
ble, abaolnte standards for

install

sell
Dynamos, Motors and Electrical
Supplies.
wire old as well as new Residences, Factorj' Buildings, School and College Building;.

87 Fifth Avenue,

Chicago, Illlnob.

.%%%V»%»»%»»%»%»»%»»»»»%»%%»%WW»»»»»%*»%%»*»'li»»»*
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Bullock
Electrical

Machinery

Built in any capacity

up

10,000 K.

to

Allis-Chalmers

W.

Co

ELECTRICAL DEPARTMENT

The

Bullock Electric

Mfg Co

CINCINNATI OHIO
Canadian representatives, Allis-Chalmers-Bullock,

Ltd.,

Montreal

14,

1905

—

!

J.iiiiirirv

T

t,

WKSTi-RN

ri)<)

-

'

laj-y-rki'iAN

TheElectric Storage
BatteryCo.
PHILADELPHIA
MANUFACTURER OF THE

Hccumulator

'Cbloribc

Stations, Electric Railways, Isolated Lifjhling and
Fire Alarm, Telegraph, Train Lighting, etc., etc.

Central

"or

H A

I,

EB

F P

f)

I

CKS

Fewer

Stations,

!

34

SINGLE-PHASE

t^^

».rr.t«rtr»<l^

'

SELF-STARTING

ALTERNATING CURRENT MOTORS
That

-will

under

start

our

load are

full

Can

specialty.

be mounted on floor, ceiling, or side wall.

to

It is

your

become acquainted with them
your next order.

interest financially to

fore placing

be-

N'

4

CENTURY ELECTRIC COMPANY
Main

Ofrico

and Works

I007-9-II Locust Street

"^^ip"

St. Louis,

Mo.

CONTINUOUS RAIL JOINT CO. OF AM.

INSULATED WIRE$$
COTTON
AND SILK

MAGNET WIRES

NORTHERN WIRE
& CABLE CO.

NEWARK, N. J.
20,000 MILES IN USE

OVER

South Milwaukee
Wis.

AfinSANS IN PLATINUM
PUTINUM RIVETS FOR CONTACT POINTS IN TELEPHONES— SPARK COILS
AND OTHER ELECTRICAL APPARATUS. PLATINUM SHEET AND WIRE IN
«NY FORM AND DEGREE OF HARDNESS. PLATINUM SCRAP PURCHASED.

NIWARK,

408-4iO-4l2-4l4 N. J. R. R, AVE.
Mew York OflDue: .'10

N. 4.

Liberty St.

ALPHABETICAL INDEX TO ADVERTISEMENTS.
Adams-Baguall Electric Co..—

Central Electric Co

2
Allls-Chalmers Company
i;i
American Uattery Co
Amer. Circular Loom Co
1
Ajnerlcan Conduit Co
13
American Diesel Engine Co. .18

Cent, Stat.

14

Electric Storage Battery Co.. 3
Electrical Englneerlnsiitute.—

Central Tel.

16

Electrician Pub. Company... 19

Amer. District Steam Co
15
12
Amer. Elec. Fuse Co
Ii3
Amer. El. Telephone Co
Electrical
Works..
American
13
Arnold Elec. Power Station
Co.

Babcock

A

Wilcox Co

Badt. F. B
Bain, For^e

Baker

A Company

3

Baker&Co., W. E
Barnett Company, G. &

H

—

Bennett. I. A
..8,
Berthold & Jennings
BlssellCo.,The F
Bossert Electric Construction

L

Bro\vnellCo.,The
Bryan-Marsh Co
Bryan,

Wm. H

Buckeye Electric Co
Bullock Elec Mfg. Co
Bunse.Otto
Butler Chemical Works
ByUesby & Co., H. M

Cope. T.J
8
Crawfordsvllle Electric Co..-Crescent Ins. Wire & Cbl. Co. 1

Crocker-Wheeler Co

A

Son, E.

24

-

R

Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co
Cutter Elec.

Day

A

4

& Mfg. Company

Co.. Jas.

& W. Fuse Company
Dearborn Drug & Chem.Wks.18
Diamond Meter Company
8
Directory of Engineers
10
D.

21

18

—
10

Dlxou Crucible
Doxs.

Co., Joseph.. 18

Elec'l. Co.. A. S.

I

10

Edison Decorative
ture

Lamp

&

MiniaDepartm't.
12

Edison Mfg. Company

Edwards& Co
Egan,

J.

Evans,

14

AlmlraUACo

,

Co

10

W. R
FariesMfg.Co

Evans A

Co..

10

9

Indiana Rub.

A Ins. W. Co

—

Jackson, D. C.

A W. B

Fowler-Jacobs Company
Franklin Elec. Mfg. Co

Kemp.R.W

—

General Electric Co
9. 12
General Incandescent Arc
Light Company
General Incand. Lamp Co
Gould Storage Battery Co
G
Green Fuel Economizer Co. .18
Gregory Electric Company. ..14

—
—

Hallberg, J.

H

lo

Hamacek, A. P
Hart Mfg. Co
Hartford Steam Boiler
spection

&

Hill Elec. Co..

—

Holmes Fibre-Graph. Co
Holophane Glass Co
Humphrey, Henry H
Hunt A; Co.. Robt.

—

Ry

i

14

—
10

10

20

—

4

Kester Elec Mfg. Co
Klein A Sons, Mathias
Kohler Brothers

Kuhlmau

Electric

Co

Leather Preserv. M. Corp
Leffel

A

Co.,

21
1

17
13

Northern Elecl'l Mfg. Co.... 12
Northern Wire A Cable Co .. 3
Northwestern Storage battery

Co

54

James

8
1

10
I

14

18

Letheule, Paul
10. 24
Llndsley Brothers Company.. 20
Loud'sSons Co., H. M

Company

—
—
21
1

—
—
—

Co

Paragon Fan A Motor Co
Pass A Seymour, Inc
Pfannmueller .v Co..E. F....H

W

Phelan. D.
2i
PbiUips. Eugene F
13
Phillips Insulated Wire Co. ..13
PhcEnix Glass Co
Phosphor- Bronze S. Co
18
Plgnolet.L. M
12
Pittsburg A L. S. Iron Co. ...19
Plume A Alwood Mfg. Co... .24
Porter Cedar Company
20
,

—

—
18

Eelslnger,

Matthews A Bros. W. N
McLaughlin A Co.. Jas
McLennan A Company, K
Mechanical Appliance Co

13

Replogle Governor Works.. .—
Reynolds EL Flasher Mfg.Co. 12
Richardson Lubricating Co. .14
Robert Instrument Co.. The.. IT
Roehllng's Sons Co. J. A
24

8
12

20

M ica

Insulator Company
12
Miscellaneous Advs
14
Railroad
i4
Mueller Company, William.. :.'l
Munsell A Co., Eugene
12

Monon

National Carbon Co
National Electric Co
National India Rubber C^

S
5. 15
V

Sqalre Electric Co
lo
Standard Elec M fg. Co
|3
Standard Underg. Cable Co....—
Stanley Elec Mfg. Co., The
Stanley Instrument Co
5
Stanton, LeRoy
lo
Swritng A Son. W.
9i
Sterling £lec;rlcal Mfg.Colo. IT
Stow Mfg. Company
Strom be rg-CsTlson Te!. Mfg.

W

—

Pacific Coast Pole

Manross, F. X
Marinette Gas Engine Co
.

Simplex Electrical Co., The.. 1
Simplex Elec Heating Co. ...It
—
Speer Carbon Co

C

10

Manhattan EL Supply Co

13

... 18

New England Butt Co
Newgard A Co., Henry
New York Cent. Ry
New York Ins. Wire Co

16,21

Mall by Cedar

16

Incandescent Electric Light
Manipulator Company

Company

8

Hlpwell Mfg. Co
Hobart Elec. Mfg. Co
Hoffman, G.

W

ply

Machado A Roller

In-

W. S

W

Kartavert Manufacturing Co.—
Kellogg Switchboard A Sup-

i

Insurance Co....—

Hazard Manufacturing Co...
Highland Park College.
..

10

Jeffrey Manufacturing Co.

Johns-ManviUeCo.. H.

20

1

A Guita Percha
Insulating Company
(niernatlonal Elec. MeterCo. I
International TeL Mfg. Co. ..16

India Rubber

"For Sale" Advertisements.. 14
Ft. Wayne Elec. Works. Inc. .23
—
Fostoria Incand. Lamp Co
Fowler, John H
2t»

Illinois Central

J

Electric Appliance

ErieRy

W

Elec. Mfg. Co.,

2

24

..

Duhith Log Co.

—
—

1

—
—

B

I

-

Co.,

Brooks, Hall

A Post Co
21
Columbia Incand. Lamp Co.. 7
ColumbiaMfg. Co
20
Continuous Rail Joint Company of America.
3
—
Cooper-Hewitt Elec. Co
CloiU'et Tie

Crollus

Sffg. Co..-

3

Chicago Die A Electric Co.... 13
Chicago Edison Co
4, 14
Chic. Fuse Wire & Mfg. Co... 9
Chicago Insulated Wire Co..—
Chicago Mica Co
12

:

Beardslee Chandelier Mfg.Co.-

Benjamln Electric

5

Improvement Co
& El. Co
Century Electric Co

Hugo

9

.

Ruebel-Schwedtmann- Wells.. 10
Runzel-Leni Elec. Mfg. Co...—
Safety Ins. Wire A Cable Co. .12
Sargent A Lundy
10
Sauquoit Silk Mfg. Co
1
Schott.W. H
10

Foi? OXa^sailfieci Ixs-desE of .^d-v^oxrtlste 1:2^6 13.1: s» See>

P^^o

€»•

Company...

17

.

Torrey Cedar Compaoy
Tray Plate Balterr Co
Trmnbull Elec Mnfg. Co
Turner Brass Works

Union Electric Mfg. Co

SO
8

—
—
—

Valeniine-CIark Co.. The. ...21
Vulcanized Fibre Company. .24

Wagner

Electric Mfg.

Walsh's Sons

Co

A Company

10
1

Warren Elec Mfg. Co
17
Wesco Supply Co
]2
Western Electric Company... 23
Westinghouse
Electric
A
Manafact uring Co
22
Weston Electrical InsL Co... 1
Whitehead Machinery Co... u

—

Wllmerdlng. C. H
Woolley Fdy. A Mach. ^-ks..—
Worcester Company,
H .... 20

C

Yesbera Mfg. Co
Yost Electric Mfg. Co

16

Zero Marx Sign Works

—

1
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MANUFACTURED BY

Motors,
Switches,

ALWAYS
IN

STOCK.

Arc Lamps,
Circuit Breakers,

Co.

Etc., Etc.

CHICAGO EDISON COMPANY, 139 Adams

Street,

CHICAGO.

NATIONAL ELECTRIC
CODE
STANDARD FUSE DEVICES

ARE READY

OUR LABEL

250-\/OI-T
TYPE B

(Ferrule Contact).

1-30 Amps.,
31-60 Amps.,

TYPE

3 Pole, Main Line.

1

,

2,

1

,

2, 3 Pole,

Main Line

TYPE

E (Knife Blade Contact).
1 00 Amps., 1,2,3
Pole, Main Line.

61

E (Knife Blade Contact!.

101-200 Amps.,

1

Pole, Main Line.

201 -400 Amps.,

1

Pole, Main Line.

401-600 Amps.,

1

Pole, Main Line.

Just Out!

.

WESTERN

ELECTRICIAN'S

MOONLIGHT SCHEDULE
FOR 1905.
10 Cents Per CopyDiscount on Large Orders.

ELECTRICIAN PUB.

CO.,

510 narquette Building, CHICAQO.

600-\^OI-1TYPE B
1 •

(Ferrule Contact).

30 Amps.,

31 -60 Amps.,

TYPE

Pole,

1
1

TYPE

Main Line.

Pole, Main Line.

E (Knife Blade Contact).

61-100 Amps.,

1

Pole Main Line.

E (Knife Blade Contact).

101-200 Amps.,

1

Pole,

Main Line.

201-400 Amps.,

1

Pole,

Main Line.

401 -600 Amps.,

1

Pole, Main Line.

=" H.WJOHNS-MANVILLECO. —'""
CLEVELAND
PITTSBURG

MlrB.AsbesloBsodMagneiiaPlpeHilBollerCovtriniis.RootliigMdPackldgs

lOO

WILLIAM

ST.,

NEW

YORK.

pARis

Brussels

9p»0^f*»0»P»»*^^9**,K^»*^^»9»»»»»^^»*»i>*****»*»»P»»»»9»»»M

THE

Standard Motor Starter of the World
Copied by almost every starter maker. Prompt prosecutions ctf
infringements and the upholding of our patents by the courts
prevented

its duplication.
strongest proof that it is as we claim, "the least expensive motor starter safe to use on any installation, " is found in the
attempts to build as much like it as possible without infringing.

The

'

THE CUTLER HAMMER MFG,
NEW YORK

BOSTON

MILWAUKEE, WIS.

CO,

cailCAGO

PITTSBURG

January

14,

1903

WF.STF.R^

r-.r.r-rrRf-

THE PITTSBURGH PIPE THAWER
ll looks a^ if Wf h.iii liil u|;oii
i.i.iiiil iitrw, loiiK-ftlt waul,
l:\ciy l_' iiii*. .?ijifjii.
located where winters are of the ol(J-fa(hione(J kind, needs a pipe ihawcr. There i»
no cjucstion about the practicability of the method and it pays. Last winter a few
companies tried it and the revenue derived ran from several hundred doll
up to ten thousand for the season.
.1

DON'T WAIT TOO LONG BEFORE ORDERING.

(Urittml (KlrdrirCmu^tnutj,
GENERAL SALES AGENTS

264-266-268-270 FIFTH AVFINUE, CHICAGO.

For Immediate Delivery
Gold Medal
Generator Unit
Hamilton Corliss Cross Compound VertiCondensing Engine, 2, 250 horsepower.

cal

1,500 K. W. 3 Phase 25 cycles,
6,600 -Volt National
Alternator.
,

Released

at close

of St. Louis Exposition.

For prices and terms apply

to

HOOVEN, OWENS, RENTSCBLER CO.
HAMILTON, OHIO

National
MODERN DESIGN

SUPERIOR PERFORHANCE

ELECTRICITY FOR EN6INEERS.

Electric

Company

riilwaukee

424 PAGES.
PRICE $3.60.
ILLUSTRATED.
ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
BIO Marquette

Building.

•

•

OMIOAOO

INSTRUMENT CO.
STANLEY
GREAT
BARRINGTON, MASS.,

UNIVERSAL EXPOSITION
ST. LOUIS
1904

U. S. A.

GOLD MEDALS
THE HIGHEST AWARDS AT BOTH EXPOSITIONS FOR

TIVIETER

PAN-AMERICAN EXPOSITION

BUFFALO

1
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and Train Lighting
Central Lighting and Power
Electric Vehicle and Telephone

Isolated

Battery
Plants
aOVLD COUNTER

B.

YORK, 1 W. 34th Street.
BOSTON, 89 State Street.
CHICAGO, The " Rookery."
SAN FRANCISCO, Century Electric

Co.

M.

P.

BOOSTER SYSTEMS

WORKS

NEW

Croilus

AuditCo. of

Manipulator Co.
Tel.)
(Tel.

Inc. El. Lt.

&

Anchors
Bennett,

I.

Matthews

A.

&

Bro.,

W.

&

Son, E. R.

Eeran, J. J.

Illinois

Adjaatera, Cord.
Incandes. EL Lt. Manip. Co.
AdJuHterM. Inc. Liamps.

N.

McLaughlins Co., Jas.
McLennan & Co.. K.

Condensers, Electric.
Stanley Elec. Mfg Co.

Conduit and Conduits.
American Circular Loom Co.
American Conduit Company

Central Electric Co.

& Company.

tCo.

Electric Appliance Co.

Manhattan Elec. Supply
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.

Co.

F.

Central Electric Co.
Edison Mfg. Co.

General Electric Co.
National Electric Co.
Northern Electrical Mfg. Co.
Wagner Electric Mfg. Co.

& Company.

Edwards

Electric Applianc

Manhattan Elec.
Tray Plate Battel.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.

Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Controllers, Crane.

HelU. Bazzers. Etc.
Electric Appliance Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.

Ilelt

Jos.

Leather Preserver Mfg. Corp.
Belting:.
Leather Preserver Mfg. Corp

BloTT Pipes.
Turner Brass Works

Inspection

Dearborn Drug & Chem. Wks.
Boilera.
AUis-Chalmers Company.
Babcock & Wilcox Co.
Bro\vnellCo.,The
Ronlcs. Blectrtcal.
Cantwell Press, The.
ElectTician Publishing Co.

Elec.

Wks.

Inc.

and

Plus

Electric Appliance Co.
Elec. Supply Co.

Manhattan

Mfg. Co

Wayne

Elec.

Wks.

Gas and Gaso-

line.
AUis-Chalmers Company.
Marinette Gas Engine Co.
WooUey Fdy. & Mach. Wks.
.

Co.

Eneines, Steam.
A Ills-Chalmers Company.
Browne 11

Chicago Edison Co.
Cutter Elec. & Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Ft.

Company.

General Electric Co.

ElcTators-CouTeyors.

Engines, Oil.
American Diesel Engine
,The

Pans and Fan Motors*

Inc.

General Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.

Central Electric Go.

Crocker-Wheeler Company.
Edison Mfg. Co.
Co.
Western Electric Co.

Westinghouse

Telephone.

El.

&

Mfg. Co.

Canopies.
Farles Mfg. Co.

Points

and

Plates.
Central Electric Co.

Chicago Edison Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
National Carbon Co.
Reisinger, Hugo.
Speer Carbon Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
CaatlnffS.

Westinghouse El. & Mfg.
Economizers, Fuel.

New England

Butt Co.
National Electric Co.

Electric HeatlnK Appl.
Electric Appliance Co.
Simplex Elec. Heating Co.
Western Electric Co.

Chains,
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.

Chandeliers.

Electric RallTrays.

Faries Mfg. Co.
Letheule. Paul.

Ctrcnit Brealcera.
Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co.

& Mfg. Co.
Elec. Wks. Inc.
Union Electric Mfg. Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Company.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.
Cutter Elec.

Wayne

Clusters.
Benjamin

Elec. Mfg. Co:
Faries Mfg. Co.

Mfg. Co.

Crocker-Wheeler Co.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Electrical and Mechanical Enicineers.
Arnold Elec. Power Stat'n Co.
Eadt, F. B.

Baker*
Bryan,

Co.,

W.

E.

Wm. H.
& Co.,H. M.
Almlrall & Co.

ByUesby

Coal and Ashes Handling Blaehlnery,
JeflErey

Co.

Green Fuel Economizer Co.

Faries Mfg. Co.

Ft.

Elec. Wks. Inc.
General Elec. Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Gregory Electric Co.
Hobart Elec. Mfg. Co.
Mechanical Appliance Co.
National Electric Co.
Northern Electrical Mfg. Co.
Stanley Elec. Mfg. Co.
Stow Manufacturing Co.
Wagner Electric Mfg. Co.
Warren Elec. Mfg. Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.

Evans.

Hallberg.

J.

H.

Humphrey, Henry H.
Hunt &Co.,Robt. W.

Electric
Ft.

AppUance

Wayne Elec. Wks.

Inc.

General Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Lt. Co.
Gregory Electric Co.
HipweU Manufacturing Co
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Stanley Elec. Mfg. Co.
Wesco Supply Co.

Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse EL & Mfg, Co.

Jackson. D. C.

Kemp.R. W.

X<^ox*

& W.

Flexible Shafts.
Stow Mfg. Co.

Fuses and Fuse 'Wire.
Amer. Elec. Fuse Co.

&

Minia-

Lamp Co.

Lamp Co.

BisseU Co., The F.
Central Electric Co.
Central TeL & El. Co.
Chicago Die & Electric Co.
Chicago Fuse Wire & Mfg.Co.
Clinton Stamping & Elec. Co.

D. & W. Fuse Company.
Electric Appliance Co.
Johns-ManviUe Co., H. W.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Company.

Globes, Reflectors and
Shades.
Fostoria Glass Specialty Co.
Fostoria Incan. Lamp Co.
Holophane Glass Co.

Lamps, Incandescent^
Replacers & Cleaners.
EL

Lt.

Manipulator Co.

Lamps, Nernst.
Nernst Lamp Co.
Lamps, Vapor.
Cooper, Hewitt Elec. Co.

Leather Specialties.
Bunge, Otto.

Liehtningr Arresters.
Central Electric Co.

Telephones, Telephone
Material and S^ritohboards.

Duluth Log Co.
Fowler, John H.
Fowler-Jacobs Company.
KeUogg Switch. & Sup. Co.

American EL Telephone Co
Automatic Electric Co.
BisseU Co., The F.

Lindsiey Bros. Co.
Loud's Sons Co., H. M.
Maltby Cedar Co.

Central Electric Co.
Central TeL & EL Co.
Electric

Porter Cedar Company.
SterUng & Son, W. C.
Torrey Cedar Co.

Manhattan

Llnemen*s Climbers.
Klein & Sons, Mathias.
Richardson Lubricating Co.

Stromberg-Carlson TeL M.Co
Wesco Supply Co.

Western Electric Co.
BisseU Co., The F.

Polish (Metal).

Tools.
Klein

B.

B.

Amer.

District

Steam Co.

&

Sons, Mathias.

Western Electric Co.

Portables.

Transformers.
Central Electric Co.

CrawfordsvlUe Electric Co.
Crocker- Wheeler Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Ft. Wavne Elec. Works, Inc.
General Electric Co.
Gregory Electric Co.

Machinery.

Jeffrey Mfg. Co.

Rail Joints.
Continuous Rail Joint Company of America.

Kuhlman

Railway Supplies.

Electric Co.
Elec. Supply Co.

Manhattan

C«.

National Electric Co.
Stanley Elec. Mfg.Co.
Wagner Electric Mfg. Co.

R e-W^ln dinar—Repalra.
Chicago Edison Co.
Gregory Electric Co.

Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse EL & Mfg. Co.

Rheostats.
Amer. Electric Fuse Co.
Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.

Tracks. Ele ctric Car.

Gen'l Inc. Arc Lt. Co.
Union Electric Mfg. Co.
Wesco Supply Co.

Westinghouse EL & Mfg.
Turbines, Steam.

General Electric Co.

Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse EL & Mfg. Co.

Rods, Condnlt.
Cope, T.

Co.

AUls-Chalmers Co.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse EL & Mfg. Co

J,

Schools and Colleges.
Electrical Engineer Inst.

Highland Park CoUege

Second-Hand Mach'y.
BisseU Co., The F.
Cent. Stat.

Improvement

W^ires

Matthews

&

Cables—Mac-

BisseUCo., The F.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Crescent Ins. Wire <fc Cble Co
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Hazard Manufacturing Co.
Indiana Rub. & Ins. Wire Co
India Rubber & Guttapercha
Insulating Co.

Bro., W. N.
Co.

Walsh's Sons

&

Co.

Gregory Electric Co.

&

.

KeUogg
Silks,

Insnlatinff

Braiding.

and

Sauquoit Silk Mfg. Co.

Sockets & Receptacles.
Pass & Sevmour.
Yost Elec. Mfg. Co.

Solderlne: Sticks, Salts
and Paste.
Butler Chemical Works.
& Son, E. R.
Kester Elec. Mfg. Co.

CroUus

Jk^i>l3.0.t>et;loa.l Izi.c3.e3c

Co.

Elec. Supply Co.

Time Switches.

Valentine-Clark Co., The.
Worcester Co., C. H.

Wesco Supply

AppUance

International TeL Mfg. Co.
KeUogg Switchb. & Sup. Co.

Pacific Coast Pole Co.
Phelan, D. W.
Pittsburg & L. S. Iron Co.

Electric Appliance Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks. Inc.
General Electric Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Stanley Elec. Mfg. Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.

Lnbricating, Oil, Grease.
Western Electric Co.
Governors, Water TVheel.

BisseU Co., The F.
Gen. Incan. Arc Light Co.

Berthold & Jennings.
Brooks, HaU L.
Cioquet Tie & Post Co.
Columbia Mfg. Co.

AUenCo.,Inc.,L.
Hoffman, Geo. W.

Co.

Western Electric Co.

Switchboards.

Pon^er Transmission

Standard Elec'l Mfg. Co.
SterUng Electrical Mfg. Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Inc.

Wesco Supply

and

Inc.

Faries Mfg. Co.

Lamps, Incandescent.

t

Wire

& Company

Poles and Ties.

Co.

Sawyer-Man Elec. Co.
Doxsee Elec'l. Co., A. S.
Reynolds El. Flasher Mfg.Co
Wesco Supply Co.

Dixon Crucible Co., Jos.
Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co.

Century Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Electric Appliance Co.

Sheet.
Baker

Central Electric Co.

Franklin Electric Mfg. Co.

Replogle Governor Works.

Central Electric Co.

Hamilton

MueUer Company, WlUiam.

Letheule, Paul.

Graphite Specialties.

Co.,

Phosphor Bronze Sm. Co.Ltd.

BisseU Co., The F.

Fostoria incand.

Wayne

&

Platinum,

Lamps, Are,

Central Electric Co.

CrawfordsvUle Electric Co.
Ft.

Electric Storage Battery Co.
Gould Storage Battery Co.

Supplies, General Elee.
BisseU Co., The F.

PhoHphor Bronze.

Bossert Elect. Const. Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.

Edison Decorative

Crocker- Wheeler Co.

Carhartt

Electrical Inst. Co.

American Battery Co.

OTeralls.

Junction Boxes.

Columbia Incan. Lamp Co.

Western Electric Company.

Carbons*

OkoniteCo.,The.
PhiUips Insulated Wire Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Sterling Varnish Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse EL & Mfg. Co.

ture Lamp Dept.
Electric Appliance Co.

BlsseUCo.,B. F.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
Cables (See Wires and Cables)

Speed Indicators,
Storage Batteries.

Faries Mfg. Co.

Co.

Chicago Edison Co.

AUis-Chalmers Company.

Cable Hanffers.

Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.

Bain, Force.

Supply Co.

Buckeye Electric Company.

Dynamos and Motors.

Central Electric Co.
Hobart Elec. Mfg. Co.
Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co.
Speer Carbon Co.

Nozzles.

Bryan-Marsh Company.

Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

Farles Mfg. Co.

Brnahea.

& Co.
Electric Appliance Co.

Edwards

Weston

American Electrical Works.
Chicago Edison Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.

Central Electric Co.

Motors.)

Nippers and Pliers.

Central Electric Co.

Insulators and Inaulatins Materials.

BisseU Co., The P.

Fibre.

Brackets.

motors.

Klein & Sons, Mathias.
Novelties, Lighting.
Letheule, Paul

liamp. Coloring.
Day .t Co., Jas. P.

Wesco Supply

YesDera Mfg. Co.

Butt Co.

MunseU & Co., Eugene.
National India Rubber Co.
Insulated Wire Co.

Electrical Inst. Co.

Ensrinea,

Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse EL & Mfg. Co.
(See Dynamos and

Insurance

New York

Co.
Western Electric Co.

N. Y.

Speaking Tubes.

Patent Attorneys.

Jeffrey Mfg. Co.

Berthold & Jennings.
Central Electric Co.

New England

Manhattan E.
Mica Insulator

Wesco Supply

&

&

DEPEW,

General Electric Co.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.
Wesco Supply Co.

Kartavert Mfi

Robert Inst. Co., The
Stanley Elec. Mfg. Co.
Stanley Instrument Co.
Wagner Electric Mfg. Co.

Crocker- Wheeler

CroHs-Arms*
Brackets.

BisseU Co., The P.
Bossert Elec. Const. Co.
Central Electric Co.

Boiler Componnda.

Wayne

General Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.

nilnlns Apparatns,Elec.
AUis-Chalmers Company.
Crocker- Wheeler Company.

Electric Appliance Co.
Incandesent Electric Light
Manipulator Co.

Hartford Steam Boiler Inspection & Insurance Co.

(Recording and Testing.)
BisseU Co., The F.
Central Electric Co.
Diamond Meter Co.
Duncan Elec. Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Ft.

Holders, Inc. Lamps.

Insulating Machinery.

Electro-Platlns Mach'y

Cut-OntH and Svvitcbei

BIoTT^ers.
Green Fuel Economizer Co.

ISootlis,

Schott, W. H.
Squire Electric Co.
Stanley Elec. Mfg. Co.
Stanton, LeRoy W.
Wllmerdlng. C. H.

Weston

& Co.

Dreasini;*
Dixon Crucible Co.,

Heatlngr,
"Water.
Evans, AlmiraU & Co.

Westinghouse EL

Amer. Elec. Fuse Co.

Central Electric Co.

Edwards

Contractors and Electric Ligrht Plants.
AUis-Chalmers Company.
Bullock El. Mfg. Co.
Crocker-Wheeler Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks. Inc.

Batteries and Jars.
BisseUCo.,The

Kohler Brothers.
Letheule. Paul
Newgard & Co., Henry.
Northern Electrical Mfg. Co.
Ruebel, Schwedtman, Wells.
Sargent & Lundy.

Electrical Instruments.

Annanctatora.
Edwards

:

Bulletins.

CLASSIFIED INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
Hot

Commntator Compound

1 905

Railway Line and Regulating

Complete
Storage

Accountants and Andl-

14,

Western Electric Co.

of A,CL^Gir^±»exxxGXi^t.m

See

P^fi:e 3*

Switch.

A

Sup. Co.

Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
National India Rubber Co
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Northern Wire A Cable Co.
Okonite Co., The.
PhilUps, Eugene F.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co
Roeblinc's Sons Co.. J. A.

Runzel-Lenz Elec. Mfg Co.
Safety Ins. Wire & Cable Co.
Simples Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co

Western Electric Company.

iiKiry

IF

14,

WKSTKk.v

1905

i;i.i:(.trk:(an

NOT YOU HAVE NOT USED

YOU WILL NOT REGRET

THE BEST

DO

WRITE FOR OUR CATALOBUE OF

CRYSTAL

LAMPS,

(MERIDIAN

COLUMBIA

WE ARE

TYPE).

IN

IT

IT

NOW

POSITION TO FURNISH THE FULL LINE

OF HOLOPHANE GLOBES AND PAGODA REFLECTORS.

Write for Prices.

Prompt Shipments
Columbia Lunps are manufactured
under a License to use the Chemical
Exhaust Process of exhausting lamps.
This process Is vitally necessary In
the production of the highest quality

Lamp. Every package of Columbia
lamps carries a label reading

of

Tlie

Columbia

Licensed Under

Patent N'o. .^37.693. April 16.
Patent No. 726. '293. Aprll'^S.
Patent >'o. 444.530. Jan. 13.
Patent No. 532.760. Jan. 22.

incandescent

21 15-17-19 Locust

St.,

Lamp

ST. LOUIS, MO.

PHILADELPHIA: 1227 Real Estate Trust
NEWYORK: 1311 Havemeyer BIdg.
MINNEAPOLIS: 638 Boston Block.
CHICAGO: Central Electric Co.
MEMPHIS: 302 Scimitar BIdg.
SAN FRANCISCO: Paul Seller Elec. Works
MEXICO: Monterey, Van Veorhis Hnos.

BIdg.

Co,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

January

1905

14,

TRAY PLATE BATTERY COMPANY
MANUFACTURERS OF THE CELEBRATED

PATENT TRAY PLATE STORAGE BATTERY
FOR CENTRAL LIGHTING., POWER AND ISOLATED PLANTS.

ALSO AN IMPROVED CELL TYPE BATTERY

IN

ALL GENERAL STYLES FOR ELECTRIC VEHICLES, SPARKING BATTERIES, ETC.

BINCHAMTON,

FREDERICK STREET,

5-11

NEXT

M

I

N. Y., U. S. A.

E

R Y
H E

^f

Kester Self-Fluxing Solder

MADE
WORKS

RIGHT

ALL

L.

F.

MAHLER

CO.,

R.

1008

Chemical BIdg.,

St.

Eraia

Louis, Mo.

©i|tB

General Western Agent

(Svnht-Mntk ^vinrmtns quality.

®Ij?

KESTER ELECTRIC MFG.
STREET

46 N. UNION

ilfart

iifg. 010.. fartfurh. Qlmttt.

loBtan

fnrlt

iSarmtxs, ffint

ffilftragn

"FLEXDUCT*

"Flexduct" is a tough fibrous tubing, being flexible, strong
and enduring. It is a moisture repellant. "Flexduct" has a
smooth, even interior, unaffected by swashing, crushing or
sharp bends. It is indestructible. Greater lengths can be
fished, time saved in construction and a higher class job is
possible with "Flexduct."

a trade name for a.
flexible non-metallic
is

is

Nem

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

TLEXDUCT'
conduit that
proved by all

CO.

<8>

for s&Ie by slII electrical
jobbers.
If loca.1 de&Ier
is

a-p-

Osburn Flexible

officiaLl

inspection boaLrds.

Conduit

Cope's

Our Compound Stops Sparking and
14 Years' Use on Street flj,, Light and

Has Proven

its Wortii.

Quick

Coupling

Conduit

of Steel

';

1

3[t-UQd
Price, 3

4

It.

leogths.

75 cents. 4 d. 85 cents.

It.

Patented February

go.,

Rod

s

SAMPLE THAT CONViNCES.

McLaughlin &

JAS.

These Couplings are

Powsr Commulatot

WE GUARANTEE RESULTS.

Send Your Address for FREE

Patent

Rememiier these rods have ao

Saves Commutators.

^l\nli-Cuttmg,_Compovili4'^

Company,

S&.n Francisco

ChicaLgo

cBLnnot furnish, write us
a-nd we will e>.rr8Lnge for
prompt shipment. Specify
"FleKduct."

34, 1903.

i'.^r.iii\'

PHILADELPHIA. PA.

TYPEB.

TYPE

SCHEEFFER INTEGRATING

F.

WATTMETER
^TT^^ ^^^^^
.^BT'^'

^B.

*

>

i

1
"

jewevvmH r
^

^r

'

^^^Kj^^BB^K

\
'']

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^HSr
_vy

^^P
ALTERMATIMO CURRBHT.

Type F for Direct Current Circuits

Type E for Alternating Current

1

K
M

'

DUST AND BUG PROOF

.^mss^^;
l^\ii\k

^^Hi

^

'

'

'

IMPROVED CONSTRUCTION

^^^^^7
il
^^^^^^^^g^^^gP,

MOVING PARTS ARE EXTREMELY LIGHT,
INSURING A HIGHLY SENSITIVE AND ACCURATE METER.

^^^^^^^^B
^^^^^^^^^^BSk

^^^^^^KL

Aujfl
.JHi

iH
Hi
rj

1

WRITE FOR PRICES AND DESCRIPTIVE
LITERATURE.

DIAMOND METER COMPANY,
PEORIA,

ILL.,

-

-

-

-

U.S.A.

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^R

i

DIRECT CURRENT.

i

January

14,

WESTER N'

UjCi^

E F .ECTR CIA N
1

GRAND PRIZE
m
The Highest Possible Award
Has Boon CIvon

to

HIGHEST GRADE NUERNBERG CARBONS
By the International Jury of Awards,

of the

Louisiana Purchase Exposition,

Hfl^OO REISINOEF^.
HAVE YOU SEEN

Louis, i'jv4.

St.

Sole Importtr,

II

BROADWAY, NEW YORK

Shades
Brackets

UNION
If

"

not, let us

FARIES

SWITGHBOX?
send you a sample.

This Box will fit all Standard Switches
and Receptacles and has been approved
by the Underwriters' National Electric
Association.

Gangs of

Chandeliers
Nozzles

FIXTURES

Fittings
C&.stings

aj-e
2, 3, 4, 5

and 6carried

provided with clamps

Sprague Cable.

Qj/

Clusters
Portawbles
Caknopies

for

in

stock

holding

UNIVERSALLY
USED

Tandem Boxes made
Caulog Mailed on

to order.

Appli.

PATK.N rs I'KiMJiNO.

CHICAGO FUSE WIRE

<&,

FARIES MFG. CO.

MFC. CO.
NEW YORK

BUFFALO

CHICAGO

DECATUR.

ILL.

^eneialmectzlc^empanj/
Edgewise Wound Enclosed Arc Lamps
FOR

IIO-VOLT

Embody
of

Arc

DIRECT CURRENT SERVICE

the Latest Features

Lamp

Manufacture.

INDESTRUCTIBLE.
PERFECT REGULATION.

PERMANENT ADJUSTMENT.
COMPOSED OF FEW PARTS.
SIMPLICITY AND RIGIDITY OF CONNECTIONS.
Write for further information.

GENERAL OFFICES: SCHENECTADY,
Chicago

Office:

Monadnock

Block.

N. Y.

Sales Offices In All Large Cities.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

DUGALD
WILLIAM

C.
B.

JACKSON, C.
JACKSON, M.

E.
E.

•F CLCCTHieAL BN

ENGINEERS.

EXPERTS.

Reports and

Estimates

Furnislied.

W.

R.

January

Incorporated

Electrical,

High-Grade Securities
Accepted or Negotiated.

Telephone Main 3153

motors.

Enpeers

Catalogue of mechanical and electrical hoolu

Traction BIdg., Cincinnati

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY.
510 Marquette Bldg., Chicago.

Civil i\i Mecliaflical

READ THE

FLEXDC

1905

Practical Running of Dynamos.
A little booklet on the care and the locatiog
and remedying of troubles in dynamos and

EVANS & COMPANY

General
Contractors

14,

ELECTRICAL PAPER.

<<Cs^

X'HH^^-^-^i-

l^oJX

(hf'.UjA

{r>o-^

M^

CEJSfT'RAL STATIOJV MAJSfAGE'RS

Dorv't

Be

of the

Gas

Afraid

PlsLfit

WORK UP A MOTOR. LOAD
We

can furnish you

SINGLE PHASE MOTORS
that will start under full load In
sizes ranging from J^ to 35 H.P.

XOagner Electric Mfg, Co,
ST. LO\/IS, MO.. V. S. A.

I

January

14,

WESTERN ELECTRIQAN

1905

<3

AMERICAN ELEGTRIGAL WORKS, Stombaugh
"^^

Guy Anchors
STOMBAUGH GUY ANCHOR

BAREiNDINsEmKLECTRICWlRE,

lij//

>

ELECTRIC LtCHT LINE WIRE,

INCANDESCENT AND FLEXIBLE CORDS,
Railway Feeder and Trolley Wire,
AMERICANITE, MACNIT, OFFICE AND
ANNUNCIATOR WIRES.

nr

tu

)"l

^Tllll

CABLES FOR AERIAL AND UNOEROIOUNO UiE.

New

VoriK .Stliib. \V,

Cllli'xiciSToiir. r.

MoNTUiAi,

H«l>nn.

J.
H:.

llii>»<

'.'.n

lJ<inoli»e.

ainch

(VirtKnitt hi,

aO.OOO

H'.!

I.*ki> hi.

I'.

I'hlMliii' Klorlrlcal

K<iK"n<i

II.

Iba.

l><l

(T

"Utlt n

I

lOlnoh
13 Inch.
aS.OOO lbs. 30,000 lb*.

W*rlu.

MAIN OFFICES AND FACTORICB, PHILLIP8DALC.

S.l.

MECHANICAl,
ELICrRICAL,

'AMERIGAN"S^r' Engineering '"">

This show* the 8, o
3 Inch ntyle tor
heavy strains.
i

ITEARI,

(',

1(11.

Irin nrul

lltl'.rL

r*--.

'1

ti'

«"" '•^

NlHiu ""'''

,„„l,
,i„u
Ullil.li.K. hli(,:l en.,,,..; |„ H...r,. .i„l
.li.,|,.

I

CIVIL.
•autpP«4

T' -IKllly

KIn.lM.-.l

W. N.
e03 Carloton

AMERICAN BATTERY CO..
HinHL«»D P»»« COLUOf.

MATTHEWS & BRO

,

Manufacturer*

Bulldlni^

ST.

LOUIS

DEI WOIKES, IOWA.

ELECTRICITY

MECHANICS

EXPERT IN PATENT CAUSES
SOLICITOR OF
DiTCMTC
Lll
iM

U. S.

k

FOr££

bain, 1662-3 Monadnnck Bik.,

FOREIGN

I

CHICA G O DIE
ELECTRIC CO.

I

CHICAGO

^irkirk'kirkifitirk'kirirkirirk'k'kirkicir^

INCANDESCENT
"QTID"
O Hn LAMPS

87-80-91

I

WEST LAKE STREET

CHICAGO
Mmnutmciurmrm of

Patent Improved American Wire Joints
Maxstadt Patent Mica Fuses
Maxstadt Patent Lightning Arresters
Maxstadt Patent Fuse Blocks
Paper Sleeves, Etc.

LONG LIFE
GUARANTEED CANDLEPOWER,
HIGHEST EFFICIENCY.

Expert Die Makers and Machinists

i STANDARD ELECTRICAL MFG. 3
COMPANY,
:
Niles, Ohio, i

I

Raven Black Core

Raven White Core

ALL OUR WIRES

puss Inspection and carry the above

NEW YORK

TRADE-MARKS on our taga.

We

a l so

ma nufacture Crimshaw'snd Con^ petition Tapes

'n J

Splicing

Compounds.

INSULATED WIRE COMPANY,
RDiNrHR^.
nKAl<ll,ncs.

t
-

CMICAaO:

BOSTON:

192 DMPIslnei St.

7 Oils St.

NATIONAL CODE STANOARO
"0. K." Weatherproof lire.

Slot

-

CONDUIT

BnrniDg leatherproo!

and Ideal Wire.
Prices

BITUMINIZED FIBER

and Samples on Application.

FOR

UNDERGROUND CONSTRUCTION

American Conduit Com
Main Offices: fOOS-6 Manhattan

Phillips Insulated
Office

Wire Go.

and Factory: PAWTUCKET.

R.

L

no Bromdwmy,

BItfg.,

Chicago

Othar Otflcam:

Hmm York

33B Mmcy St.,

Lorn

Angmlm*

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

WAKTED, FOB

SAI.I:

a,id
advertise-

WAXT COLCMN

similar

ments Ijo zvords or

/ess),

an

•S^.jo

additional zuords 3c each.

insertion;

POSITION 'WAKTED

advertisements (50 zuords or less), $1,00 an insertionj additional zuords 2C each.

WANTED.
Practical electrician with at least two years'
experience In electrical wort in and about coal
mines, to take cbarge of electric plant at coal
mine, must tborougbly understand electric min-

machine^^.

CO.,

Permanent position

.AC-

Quincy,

FOR SALE CHEAP TO QUICK BUYERS.
MUST BE MOVED AT ONCE.
225 H. p.. 18x3«.in. BUCKEYE GIRDER

III.

Delivery.

220-VOLT MOTORS.

17—

P.

iH.P.
2H. P.

7—

10-2 H. V.

H. p.

Spring— Immediafe

I

128 H. P.. 14x20.ln.

1

175

I,

J.J.COAN'S
"ACME' COMMl/TATOR
COMPOUND.

"ACME" COMMUTATOR COMPOUND
rents uparkin^ orcattlng. One eticko'
lal to one gallon of oil lor lnbricatln,j

I)

U.S. METAL

60c

Free Sample. AGENTS WAHTED.
oer Stick.
15.00 per dozv

J.J. EsBD Sail nil., 317 Aattia Ave., Tel. PoDc, 1779 CbluEO

heaters and

FOR SALE

I

E. F.

POLISH

before plaelni?

BOOK
DESCRIPTIONS

FOR ELEGTRICAL WORKERS."
By Henry

WE BUY

Horstmann and Victor H. Tousley. 160
pages, over 200 illustrations. Full leather binding,
red edges.

Pocket

OLD BELTS

CLEAN, REPAIR AND RENEW
OLD BELTS.
LEATHER PRESERVER MFO. COUP.

4x6. Price, net, $1.50.
tells you how to do It, but shows
size

"

It tells

>r

)

diagrams

of

t

2

alternating

GREGORY ELECTRIC

e.

CO.

54-62 5. Clinton St., Chicago, HI.

Eill

h. p.,

h. p.,

And the places north
And the places south
And the places between are reached
by the quick day and night

36x48, Allls CorllsB, 1890 heavy

MDNON ROUTE

duty,
h. p.,

trains

THB

of

Corliss Engines.
900
825

Chicago

i

Building,

1000

and

„

SENT PREPAID ON REOEiPT OF PRICE

Company

New York

Louisville

t

simple ^nd
end Storage Battery
" -,e "Wheats
Wheatstone Bridge
w and simple wiring t
ting. Itgi
voltages and all losses or dlstancea,

PUBLISHING
ELECTRICIAN
CO.
Chicago
BIO Marquette

Yorlc

LUIS JACKSON
21 Cortlandt SUeet.

Ughilng
I

New

Indnstrial Commissioner, Erie Railroad

enunclators; for telegraph and gae lighting.

<

covertn^

CHICAGO

Erie Railroad Company's In(3ustrial Department has all the territory
traversed by the railroad districted in relation to resources, adaptability, markets
and advantages for manufacturing, and
an advise with manufacturers in relation
For full
to the most suitable locations.
information address

bow t

Engic

ST.,

The

A work that not only
you.
tel's how to wire f or call and alarm bells. For burglar
THIS BOOK
and Are <xlarm. How to run bells from dynamo current. How to
Install apcL manage batteries. How to test batteries. How to teat clr-

75

III.

WE

C.

:

;

Chicago,

Brie Railroad

"MODERN WIRING DIAGRAMS AND

'

LEFT.HAND

Locations for Industries

FOR PRACTICAL MEN

1-240

nth

LEFT.HAND

PFANNMUELLER & CO.

733 The Rookery

27 W. MONROE

A PRACTICAL

K. W. General Electric Alternator, Three Phase
"
"
Westinghouse
SiDglc
"
"
"
"
Wairen
2-150
"
"
"
"
Westinghouse
1-150
"
"
"
"
1-150
Wood
"
Stanley
1-150
"
"
"
1-120
General Electric
Three
"
"
"
1-120
General Electric
Single
"
"
"
"
Westipghouse
I 120
"
"
"
"
General Electric
I- 90
"
"
"
Westinghouse
Two
1-75
"
"
"
1- 75
Westinghouse
Single
"
"
"
Westinghouse
Two
I1-360

ALLIS

of other sUphtly usi
pumps of v

Cliicago to

'

ATLAS

I6i42.1n.

P.,

ft. TUBULAR BOILERS
COMPLETE WITH FULL FRONTS.

3H. P.
IH. P.

Above Motors &Lre Complete B^nd of Starvdard Make.
Speole^l Ba.rgek.lns In Engines up to 600 H. P.
Also A. C. & D. C.
Dyna^mos, Boilers, Pumps, Etc.
Write requirements.
Send for Ca>.t&.]oflue.
CENTRAL STATION IMPROVEMENT COMPANY,
938 Mooadaock Block, CHICAGO.

FOR SALE.

H.

CORLISS ENGINE.
ISO H. P.. 72 In. x 18

2

4-

1-18 H.P.. C&O.

8-T-K H.

e—s

man. Reference required. Statesalary expected.
Address BOX 432, care Western Electrician, 510
Marquette Buliding, Cbicago.

Forone-thirdtbe original cost, two almost new
Duluth stokers suitable for one 400 H. P. boiler
or two 200 H. P. boilers, as tbey are complete
and can be used separately or both in one furnace. LIMA ELECi'RlC RY. A LIGHT CO.
Lima, Ohio.-

FAILS

TO PLEASE.
-

1905

14,

HEAVY BLTV AUTOMATIC ENGINE.

rigbt

to

NEVER

IT

ENGINE

electrlc-lis,'ht

and waterworks to take full cbarge and furnisb
helpers. Mnsi be a competent electrician or furnish one. For particulars write W. J. WALKER.
Village Clerk, Manton, Michigan.

Intt

OIL.

Special Bargains for
500-VOLT MOTORS.

WANTED.
Superintendent for municipal

NOXALL CRANK CASE
RICHARDSON LUBRICATING

January

34x60, International.
32x48, AlUs Corliss, 1890 heavy

e}){Mim)o.[iiDi>iuiiousc-[oiiBnu£|)Miimr((^

duty.

900 h.
750 h.
650 h.
600 h.
500 h.

p.,
p.,
p.,
p.,
p.,

22x42x48, Hamilton. Tand. Comp.
32x54, Hamilton, 1890 Frame.
30x54, St. Louis, 1890 Frame.
28x60, Philadelphia.
16x32x42, Corliss Cross Comp.,

only by this road.
Booklets about the Springs, their wonderful
waters and the fine hotels, sent free.

latest type.

450
400
450
450
350
350
300
300
225
225
175
165
150
140
125
90
600
600

h. p.,
h. p.,

h. p.,
h. p.,
h.
h.
h.
h.
h.
h.
h.
h.
h.
h.
h.
h.
h.

p.,
p.,
p.,
p.,
p.,
p.,
p.,
p.,

p.,
p.,
p.,
p.,
p.,
h. p.,

16x30x42, Mils Cross Comp.
23V'X60, Geo. H. Corliss.
24x48, Harris, latest type.
24x48, Brown.
22x42, Allls, 1890 Frame.
22x42, Slater, 1S90 Frame.
20x48, Harris.
20s42, Hamilton.
12x22x42, Atlas Tandem Comp.
18x42, Hamilton.
16x42, Allls.
16x36, Sioux, 1902.
15x38, Brown.
14x42, Allls.
14x36, Putnam.
12x36, Harris.
2814x52. Buckeye Automatic.
17%x30%x27, Buckeye Cross

j

-0F7ICE OF

CHAS. H.

Town Clerk
A-iLKADTMAJJ.

Cum

Traffic

^"ii'iSSS.
'•

"• "^

ROCKWELL

FRANK

Manager

202 Custom House

""

StufumtviUe IndJ

-t903

I.

REED

Gen. Pass. Agt.
Place, Chicago

TELEPHONE
TROUBLES
...AND...

Comp.
p., 16%x28i4x27,
Buckeye
Cross
Comp.
450 h. p., 24x48, Buckeye Automatic.
350 h. p., 16x26x18, Ideal Tandem Comp.
275 h. p., 14x22x16, Ideal Tandem Comp.
250 h p., 16x27x16, Westinghouse Comp.
150 h. p., 15x24, Cummer.
150 h. p., 1014x18x18, Williams
Tandem
Comp.

HASKINS' TELEPHONE TROUBLES.

Whitehead Machinery Company,
DAVENPORT, IOWA.

This little book Is strictly up-to-date
troubles and
matters pertaining to telephr
their remedies.

HOW TO

450h.

By

a.ai

Western Electrician

W.

H.

FIND THEM,"

HYDE and

J.

A.

McMANMAN.

Sent Postpaid for 25c.

New

edition just out, 52 pages.
connections. A comhand-book for telephone Inspectors.
Telephone exchange managers and employes
will find this book a great help In locating telephone troubles and remedies therefor.
(ninth)

Many diagrams showing

Want Ads

plete"

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHINe CO.,

ine Resul'fcs.

BIO Marguette

BIdg., Chicago.

EDISON COMPANY
REPAIR SHOPS
CHICAGO
TELEPHONE MAIN
76 M ARKET STREET, CHICAGO.
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT.
1280.

;.".%r.r.r.r-

'

FIRST-CLASS EQUIPMENT THROUGHOUT.

:

January

i^,

V/FSTFF

190:;

•.!:.•.

>.iim

py rr-rf

LUNDELL

la& ltr<M<lwa>

IMM UdO

riiir.itiisi.i-iiiA

rimmuiio

A.

TIiU

W. W/okofJOo

OM Colony

<'!< Aoo

UoirroV

liulldli.e

"UNIVERSAL"

liuilillDi

AMD OIMUIUMATI.

MOTORS

SALES OrriOKK
.iMiMiiiTox,

.

•

W. V»

^i-KVMLAMu

SlATTLK

Sa» riiANOlHin

KlllK>iirni!

for

IN

some

Count Tb. du Moncel, London, 1883.. $3,00
Drcoiutivb Elkctricity, by Mrs. J. E.

a report of the Paris ElecE.iblbltlon of 1881

2,B0

N.

J,

Tips to Intontors, by Robt Grlmshaw,
Ph. D., N. Y., 1893

Mechanical Graphics, by

Geo.

Vol,

and

D

50
2,50

1.25

1.00

2,00

2.40

3,25

2.00

3.00

1.80

5.00

8.00

Stbam-Boiler
Catechism, by
Robt Grlmshaw, M. E
Stbau-Enoinb
Catechism, by
Robt Grlmshaw. M. E., New York,

2.00

1,20

1898

2,00

1,20

7.00

4,20

Heavlslde.

New

I

and

York.

Jr.,

II. by
1S94..

A Guide fob the Electrical Testing
of Telegraph Cables, by Col, V.
Hosklaer, London, 1889
Solutions of the Questions in Mao,
netissi and Electricity, set at the
Intermediate Science and Preliminary
Scientific Pass Examinations of the
University of London, 1860 to 1884.
by F. W. Levander, London. 1885.
.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING

CO.,

.

.

sio

&

Sprlngfleld, O..

Co.,

tUO
IxA.,

80
JlA. Lef-

1S74

2.S0

Treatisi o.-c Bueriic
Liohtino. by J. E. H. Oordon, B. A..
York. 1884
Treatisb on MAONmsH AXD
Ei.«ctricjtt,
Vol.
I.
by
Andrew
Gray. LL. D., P. K. S., London. 1898
Electhicitt, by Robt M. Fergnsoa.
I'h. D., F. R. S. B., London. 1@0. ..
Cl>IL AND CUBEBST, OB THB TbiUUPHS
or Elbctbicitt, by Henry Frith,
London, 1897
A Century or e:lbctricitt, by T.
M.ndenhall. Cambridge, 1887
.Magnetism and Elbctbicity, by Arthur
Wm. Poyaer, M, A., London, 1890...
POTENTLAL AND 1X8 .\rPLICATION POPULABLY Treatbd, by Dr. Tumllrx. London, 1889
Continental Elbctbic Light Cb^teal
Stations. Ellllngworth Hedges, London. 1802
Theory of Electricity, by Llnnctts
Cummlng. M. A.. London. 188S

4,60

4.50
1.50

1.25

C

1.00

4.00

Oliver

First Principles of Mechanical Engineering, by Imray & Biggs, London
1,00

80

4,20

Electrical Papers, Vols.

1.50

6.00

7,00

The

of

Oordon, B.

New

1,20

The

.

1881

York,

II.

A Pbactical

2,00

Smelting, by Edw. Dyer Peters,
M. B.. New York, 1801

New

E.

Gr.\y'8

i.io

.

J.

fel

Electrody-

Electricity, Its Theory, Sources a.nd
Application, by John T. Sprague,
London, 1892
Magnetism and Electricity, by H. C.
Tarn, M. C. P., London, 1889
Electricity Dp To Date, by John B.
Verity, M. I. E. B,, London, 180C.
TELEGRAPHY, bv W, H, Preecc and J,
Sivewrlght, London, 188S
Electricity and the Electric Tei-eGRAPH, In two volumes, by Geo, B,
Prescott, New York, 1888
Useful Rules and Tables, relating to
Mensuration, Engineering, Structures
and Machines, by Wm, John Macquom Ranklne, London, 1889
Electricity and Magnetism, by Francis Nlpher, A. M., St. Louis, 1895..
The Action of Lightning, by Arthur
Parnell, London, 18S2
Modern American Methods of Copper

DDCTloN, by

CONBTBUCTION Or MILL DaMS.

2.75

Magnetism

Sheldon, Ph.

BO

J. Main, M. A., Philadelphia
1883
How TO Work and Fix a Dynamo-Electric Machine, by W. C, Mountain.
The Indicator Handbook, by Chas. N.
PIckworth
The History and Progress op the
Electric Telegraph, by Robt. Sabine, C. B„ London, 1869.
Cloth...
Paper
Distribution
Local
or
Electric
Power in Workshops, by Ernest Kllburn Scott, A. I. B. B
Bearings and Lubrication, by A. J.

B

translated from the Frvocb
Ho«pltaller, London, 1889

2,60

Thos.

C.

II,

at a bargain, too.

FoDB Lbctukjm om Static Elsctbic

Chapters on Electricity, by Samuel

1,00

Wallls- Taylor.

can get them and get them
each of the following

Electrostatics

.80

Halll-

London, 1889
Physical Units, by Magnus Maclean,
day,

Now you
of

A Burbury, London,

1.00

l,Sfl7

SHELF=WORN BOOKS

tricity AND Magnetism, by Wataon
1885.
Vol I,

2,00

Bald-

Y.,

aiilwaukf^f:

1,S0

1,25

1807
The Tbleohaphist's Guide; The New
Examinations of Technical Tbi.eORAPiiY, by Jas. Bell, A. I. E. E., London, 1805
The Mi:cHANicAL Arts Simplified, by
D. B. Dlson, Chicago, 1897
Electric Liohtinq. translated from the
French of Count du Moncel. by Robt.
Routledge, B. S. C, London, 1883,..
The Arithmetic of the Steam Engine, by B. Sherman Gould, N. Y.,
win,

IRational Electric Conipanip

(.'0.

Co,

Co

Electricity in thb Service of Man,
by R. Wormell, D. Sc, M. A., Now
York, 1880
$3,00
The &UTHB.MATICAL Theory op Elec-

1.50

MAONBTKSM

Steam Heating Data, by Wm,

f'Isrk

»1,80

S, A,. betnpT

ENOiNEEiia, by Frederick Walker, C.E.
and ELBCTJtlClTY, by R.

A

of these

TAnma and Mbmokanda fob Electrical
Wormell

lloltholT Mfn.

volumes for years.
have only one or two copies

We

Gordon, London. 1801
Blbctkical Al'ri.IANCK.S OP Tlin PbesBNT Day. by Major D. P. Heap, U.

A

« Hup.
KUboiirn* X ClArk

BARGAINS
II.

A Co

Mlllor-HoKIOD Kloc.Co

l»NV>ii.... Hondrlo

You may have been looking

Kleo. Co.

Hl«v«juon

llarton,

JiiTiioiT

TKAllK MARK.

trical

AKnnw

Ei.ECTBiciTr Treated Bxpbrimbntallt,
by LlnnseuB Cummlng, M. A., London,
I8D1
Popular Electric Lighting, by Capt
E. Ironside Bai. London. 1892
The Age of Electricitt, by Park Benjamin. New York, 1892

1.25
.80

l.SO

8.00

8.60

2.25

1.S5

1.50
1.00
2.00

1.20

5.00

3.00

The Law Relating

to Elbctbic Lighting, by O. Spencer Bower, B. A.,
London. 1889

Mathematical Theoby op the Stbam
Enoi.ne, by T. Baker, C. B., London,

1,50

1890

75

Elementabt

Treatise on Natural
Philosophy, by A. Privat Deschanel.
Part 3. Electricity and Uagnetlsm,

1,00

De Timzelmann, London, 1889

marquette

bldq.,

1,25

CHICAGO

CENTRAL STATION HEATING
We
Our

are the originators and

system'

is

used

for

the

250 Plants

for heating

purposes,

facturers

Wooden Water

of

mizing Coils. Separators and

builders

utilization

Pipe,
full

in

of

and

the

underground

distribution

successful

operation.

of

system of live and exhaust steam heating.
steam from electric and power plants
have the only Meter System. Also manuTraps, Condensation Meters, Valves, Econo-

exhaust

We

Steam Pipe Casing, Steam
line of Steam Fitters' Supplies.

WRITE FOR PAMPHU&T AND PRICE

LIST

AMEI3ICAM District Steam Company
Mention Western Electrician.

LOCKPORT,N.Y.

Chicago., III.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

Kellogg Express Switchboard Cabinet
The

graceful

Quarter

Lines.

for the entire

Company 5ends Prepaid upon

request
following bulletins:

Capacity

7— Combined Telephone and

Sawed Oak
Exterior of

esks—

Toll

and

"

" 21— protective Apparatus and Termi-

'

nal Equipment
" 22— Construction of Country Telephone Lines
" 23— Eight- Party Selective Ringing
Telephones
" 2,— Composite Telephone and Telegraph Lines
' 25— Four-Party "Leich" Selective
Telephone System
" 26— Telephone Power and Ringing
Equipment

Private

Branch
Signal and Bell Style
Switchboards
3
Intercommunicating Systems
4— Line Material and Supplies
" "
Express
Self- Restoring

—

Attractive

"

seasoned

-Parts of Apparatus

wood

popular that
it

CHICAGO,

has been

much

*'

Thoroughly

been so

of the

Bulletin No.

Isual

This

any

i8—Magneto Telephones of All Kinds
" 19— Central Energy Switchboards
" 20— Central Energy Telephones

Swltch-

8—Wall Switchboard
9— Samson Telephone
o— American Express Switchboards

the Cabinet

Design has

1905

14,

AlVIERiCAN ELECTRiC TELEPHONE CO.
LARGEST MANUFACTURERS
This

Fifty-Line

Appearance
conies from
Simple

January

ILL., U. S. A.

copied

by other

Finished

manufac-

in

Light or

turers

Golden

PROTECTORS

Oak

THAT PROTECT.
Grand Prize
Highest

Gold Medal

Highest

Our patent wrapped

Award

Award

fuse used

Buffalo

St.

tectors are an insurance

Exposition

Louis
Exposition

1902

1904

in

our pro-

against

policy

light-

ning.

The Strongest, Longest Lived, Most hiScient Switchboards made.
telephone experts will tell you that.

Kellogg Switchboard

<&.

Sample free by mall to
any Exchange or Toll Line

All

Supply Co.

CENTRAL TELEPHONE

Congress & Green Streets
CHICAGO

LOS ANGELES

CLEVELAND

AND ELECTRIC
900 Market

PHILADELPHIA

HIPWELL

No. 12 Double Line.

Keys forthe Practical
By F.

Expanding Wire Ouard;
long

'distance

ALLEGHENY, PA.

Worker

Price ^2.00.

Prepaid to any address

and Cable

Hipwell Mfg. Co,

Electrical

ROBINSON.

Nearly 200 pages.

TELEPHONES
Switcliboards
Terminals,

J,

CO.,

St.,

U. S. A.

Electric Light, Power, Street Railway, Telephone,
Telegraph and the every-day tables explained
almost entirely by drawings and diagrams of connections taken from the very latest practice.

also manufacturer of bigli-

grade,

ST. LOUIS,

the world.

in

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.
PUBLISHERS OP AND DEALERS
SIO

MARQUETTE BUILDING,

•

IN SCIENTIFIC
•

B00K5
CHICAGO.

-

t«»t«WVVVl«%«««»'««VV««t*V«*«W««*«WV»*«««V»%«»«»VVV»*%%%%VV««««««V»W«%»li

INTERNATIONAL
Mechanical Self=Restoring

Drop Switchboard.
A PERFECT APPARATUS.
Made la any desired capacity.

Sample parts and quotations on

request.

INTERNATIONAL

TELEPHONE MANUFACTDRINfi CO.
CHICAGO, U. S. A.

January

14,

wrstrr:;

1905

Robert

r:r.F.cn-'i'-r

STROMBERG-CARLSON

Volt-Ammeter

GENERA TOR- CALL

Weicrrer\
Alternator

VISUAL SIGNAL SWITCHBOARDS
arr iiU'X|)i'iisivi- to niaiiil.iiii .iti'l n'-.irly
as rapiil as a lamp sitjnal switchboard.

THE ROBERT
INSTliUMENTCO
S6 Slulby S(rc.i

DETBOIT

MICH.

•

"THE
FOUR -TRACK

NO
WORKING
PARTS
EXPOSED

SIGNALS
SELF-

CONTAINED

SERIES"

It

not Iht

t

that

OLO-FAIHIONED
bundli

rcvolvri

of

kli<4

coyptr

olra and a in)ilarlou« \t\ el coppir
ringi ont or two thoutand rtvolu

Ixtoks of travel and education is
sued hy the Passenger DcparlniL-nt
of the

llont a

minute- lakat bruihit and

Intrlcata

apparatus to cellact Iha

currant and gat

NEW YORK CENTRAL

II

out on Iha circuit

LINES
These suiaII h.niksare filled with
best
information regarding the
modes of travel and the education
that can hcst be obtained by travel.

They

relate specifically

great resorts of America
the
to the islands of

to

— to

with too line signals and 10 clearinp-out signals.
Our standard cabinets have a capacity for 50, 60,
70, 100, 140, iSo and 200 line signals of the above

trips

sea

and

numerous

illus-

around the world.

They

also contain

type.
Bullmifnm Mo. 3 and 7-Edomcrlbo thmao bomrdm
very ihoroughiy, Mallod free upon reijuemt.

aps

trati<:

of the (Country described.
40-i)nK*<

I

etamp

We Guarantee
What We Sell
Sell What We
Cu arantee.

This illustrates our No. A-I24g cabinet equipped

the

IHuetraC^d Cata-

STROMBERG-CARLSON TELEPHONE MFG.

CO.,

I^I^ffc©

by
,

GENERAL OFFICES,

Unuid Central

ROCHESTER,

WESTERN SALES OFFICE,

CHICAGO,

N. Y.

SB.ndu>kv. O.

ILL.

THE LINCOLN DAILY BTAB. MONDAY EVEMTNG. NOVEMBER

"AD"

THIS
the daily
Nebraska.

papers

appeared

IMWWWVIM

in

Lincoln,

of

...NOTICE...

It refers to the AUTOMATIC
TELEPHONE SERVICE of the
.

so

itself

in

many

favor of

it is

potent arguments

AUTOMATIC TELE-

is in

Among
111.

Grand Rapids, Mich.
Columbus, Ohio.
Dayton, Ohio.
Lincoln, Neb.
Portland, Me.

A

HA*"

Indian-

use,

the people are quick to appreciate the superiority of
support the company using it.

Chicago,

by the

HARPHAM BROS.

hardly necessary.

shows, more plainly than
anything else, that in Lincoln, as
every other city where our
in
It

AUTOMATIC SYSTEM

desire to notify our patrons ar)d friends that we bave dlsContir)ued the use of the Bell Telephone at our Wholesale
Saddlery House, 808-814 P St., for the reason that we believe

\iJ^

that the Bell service should be furnished at 150 higher price tban
the flutomatic, and further, we find that rT)Ost of our patrons
have tt)e Automatic service so that we found it unnecessary to
have botb- Our Automatic store number is 2324; J. C. Harphan)
residence 3546; C. F. Harp-ham residence 2404.

within

PHONE SERVICE that comment
upon

I.

'"

since last March.

contains

W
Nebrasko

Lincoln Telephone Company,
who have been using our AUTOMATIC TELEPHONE SYSTEM
The "ad"

1004.

14,
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Auburn, N. Y.
Lewiston, Me.
Auburn, Me.
Fall River, Mass.
New Bedford, Mass.
Los Angeles, Cal.

AUTOMATIC TELEPHONE SERVICE

the cities in which

San Diego, Cal.

it

has been adopted

Medford, Wis.
Mary's, Ohio.

Hopkinsville, Ky.
Sioux City, Iowa.

St.

Cleburne, Tex.

Westerly, R. 1.
Manchester, Iowa.

Columbus, Ga.
Augusta, Ga.

Woodstock, N. B.

Princeton, N.

J.

A\itomaLtic E^lectric
Van Buren and Morga^n

Streets.

and

to vigorously

are:

Albuquerque, N. M.
Van Wert, Ohio.
Battle Creek, Mich.
Clayton, Mo.
Pentwater, Mich.
Toronto Junction, Can.

Wilmington, Del.
Riverside, Cal.

Traverse City, Mich.

and
Berlin,

Germany.

CompOLny

CHICAGO.

U. S. A.

:
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eOl-D IVIEDAL.
Awarded Dearborn Methods

of Treating Boiler Waters and Dearborn Vegetable
at the World's Fair, St. Louis.

Feed-Water Treatment

DEARBORN DRiJO

OMEIVIIOAI- AA/ORKS.

27-34 RIALTO BUILDING, CHICAGO, ILL.

January.

A

1905.

Telephone: Harrison 3930 and 3931.

SPECIAL

ISSUE

JEFFREY

ON LUBRICATION.

**Graphite"

COPIES ARE FREE TO ALU

JOSEPH DIXON CRUCIBLE

CO., Jersey City, N.

J.

WAe/i H-e Say That.

s^.jjj:in:/r/>jjm7mi.
Saves from lo to 2056 in fuel, we state
possibly the inbui one advantage
creased boiler capacity secured through
or saving in
purifying of feed-water
builer repairs through keeping the feedwater heated above the evaporative
;

;

puint
uu-et

more

;

or reserve of

Hot Water

to

sudden demands for power means
to you, whichever way, our free

Your
booklet explains the saving.
engineer can testify to its Irueness.

THE GREEN FUEL

MATTEAWAN,

JhE PHOSPHOR

N. Y.

BRONZE SMELTING CO-QMITED,

PRESERVE YOUR
COPIES
TUB
OJEf

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

2200 WASHINGTON AVE.,PHILADELPHIA.
"ELEPHANT BRAND PHOSPHOR-BRONZE"

'\

BINDERS $1.00 EACH.

INGOTS.CASTINGS, WIRE, RODS,SHEETS. ETC.
.

X\

^W'

^ DELTA METALFORGINGS
CASTINGS, STAMPINGS
and

^

ORIGINAL AND SoLEMaKERS

IN

...

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING
Suite 510 Marquette Building,

THE U.S.

CO.,
CHICAGO.

ARE YOU LOOKING FORMONEY?

DIESEL ENGINES
Operating on

Outfit.

CO.. Da^yton. O.

Manufacturers of Boilers, Engines, Heaters and Sheet Iron Work.

ECONO/VVIZER CO.

Sole Manatactaren In the U. S.

REGTRADE MARKS

The Brownell Direct-Connected

THE BROWNELL

If so,

buy WALRATH QAS OR OASOLINB ENQINES
and get light on the subject.

THE WALRATH

CRUDE or FUEL Oil

Guaranteed Fuel Consumption
on variable

load,

ranging from

}( to full

I2J^ Gals, per 100

load
Simple, Economical and Reliable
Send for Catalogxie

Kw. Hours

SUITABLE FOR ALL STATIONARY POWER

^^^f:
For further information address

Broadway

CHICAQO nBIOHTS,

ILL.

AGENCIES
Keystone Engineering

Farmer's Bank Bldg. Pittsburg. Pa.
Strong, Carlisle & Hammond Co., 61-67 Franjifort St., Cleveland. Obio
Mackay Engineering Co., 149 Broadway, N. Y.
C. H. Seidenglanz., 52 When Bldg., Indianapolis, Ii

AMERICAN DIESEL ENGINE COMPANY
11

W
MARINETTE
QAS ENGINE CO.,

NEW YORK

Co.,

,

SAMSON TURBINE
HIGH EFFICIENCY at ANY GATEAGE, QUICK
SPEED and GREAT POWER are the three essential points
demanded

of a turbine driving generator.

No

other turbine

maintains these three points to such a high degree of perfection as the

SAMSON.

THE JAMES LEFFEL &

CO.,

307 Lagonda

St., Springfield, Oliio, U. S. A.

Jaiiii.-iry

14,

ri.r''TrT'-i

j(/,s

Pittsburg & Lake
:SO/VIMA

Superior Iron Co
IVIIOMIOAINI

PRODUCERS and WHOLESALERS

CEDAR POLES
FROM THE STUMP
TO THE LINE
We

a.lwa.ys ca^rry

a.

stock of

Ia.rge

sizes of vv^hite ceda^r poles,

ya^rds

on.

a.11

principa^l

NortKern. Michigak.n
are

in.

a.11

and Having

ra.ilroa>.ds

in

a^nd

Minnesota^,

positioni to n\a.ke

in\n\edia^te

v*'/

shipnrvent.

SUBSCRIPTIONS.
STEVENS

With
volume

MECHANICALCATECHISM
PRACTICAL KNOWLEDGE
FOR
Stationary and Harlne Bnglneeri, Firemen, Electrician*, notormen, Ice
Machine Men and Mechanics In Qeneral.

Mew and

Original.

FolQta

All

made

Modern Machinery fully described and explained. Technical
Word and Drawing, Quaitlons and Answers

Clear by

for ClTll Service Examinations, etc.

SUBJECTS TREATED:

P*nSI^^E, $1.00.

ist

began

the

thirty-si.xth

WESTERN

We

an experienced and competent staff to the conimprovement of the paper.
The WESTERN ELECTRICIAN is published
for the purpose of assisting everyone interested
stant

it is a general electrical and scientific
paper, and gives to its readers all the latest news
and keeps them thoroughly informed of everything that is going on in all the different depart-

In the art.

WATER, STEAM, COMBUSTION, SMOKE PREVENTION, BOILERS, BOILER
CONSTRUCTION, TESTING AND MANAGEMENT, SAFETY VALVES, INJECTORS, PUMPS AND GOVERNORS, STEAM GAUGES, LUBRICATORS,
ENGINES, COMMON SLIDE VALVE, TANDEM COMPOUND, CROSS COMPOUND, RECEIVER ENGINES, HOT AIR AND COMPRESSED AIR ENGINES, TRACTION ENGINES, ELECTRIC ENGINES, AUTOMATIC AND
CORLISS ENGINES, CONDENSERS, JET AND SURFACE, ECCE.NTRIO,
BALANOFD SLIDE VALVE, LINK MOTION, HORSE POWERS IN DETAIL,
INDICATOR, REFRIGERATION, ABSORPTION AND COMPRESSION METHODS, BRINE AND DIRECT EXPANSION SYSTEMS, PUMPS, VALVES.
TESTS, TABLES. AMMONIA, AMMONIA FITTINGS, LIQUID AIR, MACHINE
SHOP PRACTICE, STANDARD NUMBERS AND RULES, PULLEY SPEED
CALCULATION, SQUARE ROOT. LEVERAGE. ELECTRICITY. DYNAMOS.
ACCUMULATOR. RHEOSTAT. TRANSFORMER. VARIETIES OP DYNAMOS,
PARALLEL AND SERIES WIRING, THREE-WIRE SYSTEM. MANAGEMENT AND CARE OP ELECTRIC PLANT. REPAIRS. ELECTRICAL MEASUREMENTS. MOTORS. STATIONARY. TROLLEY AND THIRD RAIL SYSTEMS, CONTROLLER. ELECTRIC LOOOMOTIVE. ELECTRIC HEATING
AND COOKING. HOUSE WIRING, DIFFERENTIAL GEAR, FRICTION
CLUTCH, COMPOUND CYLINDERS, REVERSING GEAR, THE STACKER.
ALSO. THE ELEMENTS OF ALGEBRA MADE EASY.
336 Pages.

Januarv

ELECTRICIAN, and
of the
during 1905 it will complete its eighteenth and the
first half of its nineteenth year, the paper having been founded July 2, 1887, and continued
under the present management for this entire
period.
offer the past as a guaranty of the
future, and in addition pledge the best efforts of

Its
ments of the electrical and allied fields.
technical and scientific articles cover all the latest

inventions and improvements and keep the reader thoroughly informed of all that is new in the
art.
Its special articles, written by the most
prominent authorities, as well as its general articles, are of the highest order, and no interested
person can afford to be without the paper.
SUBSCRIPTION PRICE PER YEAR OF FIFTY-TWO NUMBERS

240 Illustrations.
Seat anywhere prepaid on receipt of price.

$3.00
5.00

In the United States
In Foreign Countries
SAHPLE COPY FREE.

Electrician Publishing Company,
510 Marquette

<>«<««»»>»>»«« •

510 Marqaette Building,

Bldg., Ciilcago.
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ELECTRICIAN PUBLISfflNfi COMPANY,
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U. S. A.
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CEDAR POLES

PRODUCERS

AND

Writefora copy ofourTELECRAPH

MICH.

t'ANSE •
MUNISING

CODE FOR CEDAR PRODUCTS

••

ONTONAGON

C.n.NA^aRCESTER CO

PRODUCTS

1905

DS
KOSS

SPECIAL PRICES ON SMALL POLES.

WHOLESALERS
OF WHITE CEDAR^

14,

.

WAGNER. WIS
PESHTIGO

"

SUITE 1ZO6 TRIBUNE BLDG. CHICAQO.

BRACKETS— X ARMS— PINS
little

things

it is

true,

TORREY
CEDAR CO.,

but they cut a big figure in line construction.

MOTTO

OUR.
Prompt Shipment

Quality

IS I

SatlsfAotten

COLUMBIA MFG. CO.

Right Price

ANTIGO, WIS.

Cedar

Poles

CLINTONVILLE, WIS.
Lari* Stock Constantly on Hand

MmM

ELECTRICAL
AND OTHER
INDUSTRIES
ARE

LOCATIONS
WITH
Satisfactory Inducements,

Favorable

Good

Freieht

Labor

Healthful

POLES, TIES, POSTS.

Rates,

PRODUCERS.

Conditions,

THE PORTER CEDAR
SA6INAW,

CO.,

MICH.

•

We want your inquiries always.

ComiDunities,

ON THE LINES OF
THE ILLINOIS CENTRAL

R.

On receipt of
10 CENTS

R.

AND THE
&

YAZOO

Mississippi VALLEY R.

we will

R.

I

send you a
*

Western

— Woto)3r

DON'T THINK
That you can keep posted as to
what is going on in the western

||^

you

<aa>it

a^wall

V

Electrician

Moonlight Schedule
for

lighting

man

should have

one.

Every

nuitoT

Electrician Publishing

510 Marquette

,

1905.

Bldg..

Company,
Chicago.

electrical field without reading the

Western

Electrician.

It

the
you

is

newspaper, and if
you will find it
your advantage to become one

t'.Iectrical

are not a subscriber
to

STUDENTS

at once.

93.00 per year;
91.50 for six montlu.

ELECTRICIAN
Suite

PUBLISHING

510 Warquette

BIdg.,

CO.,

CHICAQ0.

Live

ALL

men

read the

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

Each Week. Do You

Will find that the Western
Electrician can help them
wonderfully in the study of
electricity.
Subscribe now.
S3.00 per year, in advance.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHINfi CO.,

?

Suite

610 Mirquette

BIdg.,

CHICAGO.

WHITE
CEDAR
POLES,
DULUTM l-OO CO.,
DULUTH, MINN.

With

large cedar ya.rds at DuIutK a.rid vak.rious other adva-rvta.geo\is shippirvg points throughout the Northwest, are a.ppealing to you for your business. Their stocks are the most
complete a.rvd their excellent shipping facilities enables them
to ta.ke ca.re of your orders to your entire sa.tisfa.ction.

WRITE AND GET ACQUAINTED. ANYWAY.

GENERAL OFFICES:

DULUTH, MINN,

January

14,

wvsTV.nyi

irp^

CLOQUET

F.i.rrTRirtAV

& POST

TIE

CO.,

Cloquet, Minn

PRODUCERS OF

RAILROAD

TIES,

CEDAR POLES,

POSTS, PILING, ETC.
AltlttM'ili

A.\t

lIUO
ingly.

([uote

l!««

I •«•« >< I

HC'*.'«

I

OULUTH, MINN.

BRANCH OFFICES:

Otic O-W'll

I-"!'*)!!!

llbUklWkU

.mil have reduced prices accordI
May we
Also, we have plenty of those "Trolley " Ties yet.

you now

HALL

SI

&.

Block, Bay City, Michigan
Patton, BOO Bessemer BIdg.

FENNER, Prssldent

J. F.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Brt:idlng,

-for

I

nsci

I

BROOKS

a-ti

rt

AVBNUe
WIS.

RUSSELL W. KNIGHT.

BLAUVELT, Agent

Trcaiurar

COIVIF>AIMY

:iMOU:/VND
IVIacKiinory

L.

WISCONSI.*<

TOMAHAWK,

MALTBY CEDAR COMPANY, 509 Phoenix

H. N.

BREVATOR, MINN.

WHITE CEDAR POLES

?

Pittsburg Agents: Tipper

I^illlCl.

FLOODWOOD, MINN.

g Eleo-trioal \A/iros

Taping, Winding, Twinning, Cabling, Stranding, Polishing and Measuring Machines. Cable Covering Braiders
I

PROVIDENCE,

304 PEARL STREET,

mw

wr

CEDAR POLES
THE

YAKDSl
Flnoonnbtg, WfoA.

>

Brmmn Bmy, WIm.

IDAHO CEDAR up

M»w Londan,

1

POLES

W.

C.

STERLING & SON,

MONROE, MICH.

TIES.

Eleven ToVe Yards io Michigan
Wholesale Producers t

'I'HE

WESTERN

LONO LEAP

PINE AND FIR.

Chemloat Building.

ESTABLISHED
1211-12-15

I8G2

MARQUETTE

-^

BLDG ChlCAGO.

EIGHT DISTRIBUTING YARDS

<i

miCHICAN WHITE

ARMS.

ST. LOUIS.

WM. MUELLER COMPANY

ELEC-

TRICIAN OBTAIN MOST E.KCEL-

LENT RESULTS BECAUSE IT
PLACES THEM IN TOUCH WITH
ACTUAL BUYERS OF POLES.
TRY A CARD.

ft.

?f OAR pote?

POLE DEALERS ,^DVERTISING
IN

CROSS

& JENNINGS,

IW*.

ili^

•iiiaiiii

t(

80

U. S. A.

D. W. PHCLAN,
277 Broadway, NswYorh

BERTHOLD
WHITE OeOAK.

OHIOAOO

I.,

Are the Best.

POLES

POLES.

Vateniine'Ciark Co,
234^ Lm Salla Streot,

Southern Cedar
NO ROTTEN BUTTS.

R.

r

I

I

II..

iiJTis

nrnft

II

liiSi-. ^V,

'jfiiajaaaaiatfaar

LARGE STOCK

CEDAR POLES
PROMPT SHIPMENTS

KELLOGG SWITCHBOARD & SUPPLY

CO., Chicago

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

Equivalent Lightning Arresters
Missouri River Power Co., Canyon
Ferrv Power House.

Equivalent Lightning Arresters
Missouri River Power Co., Butte
Sub-Station.

&

Electric

14,

Low

Low

The Westinghouse

January

Mfg. Co. are prepared to furnish

Complete Protective Apparatus
For All Voltages and Conditions of Service

The Westinghouse
Low

Equivalent Lightning: Arrester
is

now

Westinghouse

in

use on

all

voltages up to 55,000

Electric

&

Mf^. Co.

Do you know we
sell

Incandescent

Lamps and

Pittsburg,

Pa.

Address our nearest sales

New

carry

large stocks in

office

Buffalo, Chicago. Cincinnati, Cleveland, Detroit, Los Angeles, Minneapolis, New Orleans,
Philadelphia, PItt.sburg, St. Louis, Salt Lake City, San Francisco, Sycamore, Seattle. Denver, Mountain Electric Co.
Mexico, Q. & O. Branlif & Co., City of Mexico.

York, Dallas, Atlanta, Baltimore, Boston.

all

important cities?
Write for our new
Lamp Catalogue.

For Canada: Canadian Westlngrhouse Co., Limited, Hamilton. Ontario.

The Mershon Compensator
Serves to modify the reading of the station voltmeter, without using pressure wires, so that the
reading corresponds with the actual voltage at
the point of consumption.
For particulars address

Westingfhouse Electric
Sales Offices In

all

For Canada:

Laree

Cities.

& Mfg.
Pittsburg, Pa.

Canadian Westinghouse Co., Ltd., Hamilton, Ontario.

Co.

1905
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OIRECr;CURKeNT

MULTIPHASE
TYPE K

Generators and Motors
I

Bulletins on Request)

Western ElectricCompany

WATTMETERS

NEW YORK

CHICAQO
And Other Large

Cities

The muhiphase Type
induction Wattmeter

same general
single-phase

K

is

integrating

built

on the

principles as the popular

Type K.

has the same characteristics and
adjustments, the same symmetrical
It

The Inspector
AND

light loads or overloads.

Trouble Man.
By

A. E.

same permanent accuracy on inductive or non-inductive
proportions, the

Multiphase

Type K secondary

are furnished for use

on

11 0,

meters

220 or

550 volt 2-phase and 3-phase 3-wirc
and 2-phase 4-wire 25, 40, 60 or 140

DOBBS.

cycle unbalanced circuits in capacities

up
Full of information and diagrams for the operator,

exchange owner, exchange manager, inspector, trouble
man, lineman.
complete description of telephones and their
troubles.
How to find and remedy them, together
with working plans for exchange construction, complete
with diagrams of all up-to-date telephones and switch-

A

boards.

This is a practical book, written in plain language,
and for anyone interested in telephony.
Mailed anywhere on
receipt of pric«

No

technicalities.

.

.

.

rkVIp

Ui*C

AP

T\C\\ I
l/\JL<L</\I\»

Substantially bound

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING
SIO

MARQUETTE BUILDING, CHICAGO.

in cloth.

CO.,

to

150 ^amperes without transfor-

mers.

Type

Multiphase

K

switchboard

meters are furnished with transfor-

mers

for

voltages.

I,

J

00,

2,200

and

higher

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

Architects and Dealers in

Higtust grades for tlectrical iosoIaUon aod mcchaokal purpoKi, in ahuta,
and special shapes. Qitalogues and samples on application.

VULCANIZED FIBRE

tive appliances (bronze or

crystal)

]

;

PAUL LETHEULE,

CO.,

-

Wilmington, Del.

the best decora-

will find

•i
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tubes, rods

Electric Lighting Fixtures

'

14,

VULCANIZED FIBRE

/?

i

January

at cut prices

—

SOLDERING PASTE

all

from the best artists and
the
best manufacturers,
awarded grand prizes at
St. Louis Exposition
now
for bargain at low prices,
on immediate application

We

have the best formula .for making Soldering Paste or Stick
known. Guaranteed not to corrode -or injure the wire or insulation.
Positively the finest thing out. Actual cost of making, 15 cents per
pound. This formula is worth §10.00 to anyone using a soldering
flux.
We send it for Si.oo.

—

4808 Delmar Bd.,

St.

BUTLER CHEMICAL WORKS

Louis

BUTLER, OHIO

Crocker-Wheeler

^

Sheet Brass, *»

Dynamotors

i

Fanlt% orana
Itf3»nrl
K.agie

I

Excellence

I

THE PLUME & AT WOOD MFG. CO.

Me.r\ufacturers and
ElectTlc&I Engineers

Ampere. N.

File

28B Madison

Worksi

eOODS ABB OK SAI.E ISf EVEBX liEASINO HAROWAME
STOBE IV THE VmTED STATES AND CANADA.

G.

&

H.

"

'

"

III

•'"

|
|
*

Northwestern Storage Battery Co,,
J.

JOHN

BARNETT. COMPANY,

PHILADEI.PHIA, PA.

A.

St.,

-

-

ROEBLING'S

-

Chicago, Hi.

Bare

Wire of

Gopiier

Wire

Kinds

CW'
fjf,

MAIN OFFICE AND WORKS

|
^

TRENTON,

N. J.

«6ENCIES *NI tBAHCHEt
Chlcsgg

CIsvaland

tsn FrsncltM

^

SONS CO.

Insulated

All

I
^

III

Company

CrockeroWi&eeler

{

^. pir»

|

L Dvnan

iBIack Diamond

4f\

III

Chicago

San Franclaco

Bomtcn

IIIIIMIIIJI

m

Oemk Mmrrow, Bromd MIddIm, *
and Watmr Olommt *

Bmll TIppmd

CatmloguKm on Apollcatlon

LMaw York

Far,,:

i

Brass and iron Jack Chain, Brass SafBty Chain, £tOm

I

I

i

j

I

For Telephone Service
of EstaLblished

Ooonmr Rlrefm mnd Burrm
^^^^^ f,c«icftaon «».

nwaee OUtUff
l9ttMn
Br»M»»

i

Are

TBmp^ru

Brass and Bronze Drill Rods
Brass and Copper Wire
German Silver Sheet and Rod
Brazed and Seamless Tubing

Phllitalphla

—

CHICAGO, JANUARY

$3.00 PiR AllHB.

inVI.

I.

21,

10 CciTi 1 Copt.

1!105.

CHICAGO INSULATED WIRE

SIIVIPLEyV WIRES ANOCABLE8.
MUHREH COVERED, WEATHEHPROOF. UNDERGROUND AND SUBMARINE.
"

The Simplex Electrical

'h"«'"h,x9on"'"

M2-i:>4

CRESCENT RUBBER INSULATED

WIRES AND CABLES
!(>IUb*I f-*4e aiaBtfar4.

ORISCENT INSULATED WIRE AND CABLE C<X,
"*'» """ "^ F«l0O. TRMTOB, ». I.

THK MTAIVUARD FOR

•»" C«CU»lflRk«l.

RimBKIt INH1TI.ATION.

Sole Manufnoturersof
""»;" Wires.
Dkonite Wires, Okonite Tape, Manson Tape, Candee

ff'i'u'SnS- §!:«.*;.

(

CO., Ltd

253 Broadway, New

"'"•••'••

York,

INDIANA RUBBER AND INSULATED WIRE CO.,
UANUFACTURERS OF

ParanlU Rubbtr Covirad Wires and Cablts,
TBLBPHONB, TELeaRAPH AND FIRB ALARM CABLB8.
Wlrta ar> Ittlad

JONESMOBO, \ntK

at Factory.

STANDARD UNDERGROUND

f

SINGLE AND POLYPHASE

Rubbtr Ctvtrad WIrti

THE

Pittsbirt

GLASS

CblMgo

CO.

Maoufactorars or

and Shadea, both
Arc and Incandescent
Outer Qlobes (or all

Electric Globes

CATALOaUES SENT ON REQUEST

K

WAI.SH'.S

04 WaahiuKlon

SONS

I

BEST

1^

IN

Wrlto for

American Circular Loom Co.
CbtlKi, M.I)., Ktw

Noivark, M. J.

V.ifk,

Ctlcip, S.I

THOUSANDS

THE WORLD

FrudKK.

IN USE.

Holor-. S ft. P- ^o Kt*i h. p.
Uynan.-i.. 1 t w. '.o 7', k. w.
milMal (.hi.llCr.
Rm>m«M. PrtM.
THE MOBAIIT ELECTIIC NFC. CO.

I

fall partlculara

ft.

RaynoldsElac.FlaatiarMlg. Ca
231 Fifth Are., Ctilca<o.

CO..

JB

Street.

CONDUITS FOR INTERIOR WmiNG.

enclosed arc systems

O "T R ^

1^ MB

Ht^^^llea

For Elo.'trolvtlc nnaly"'". Ph»rfrlnil ^tornup tiatlerles,
Maotlierco,u,i«iitoQrrentr«.iulr<imonl». »3 Kaoh.

lor all Purp«i*a.

N«w York

KUHLMAN ELECTRIC

THERMOPILES

Undarground Ctblti

antf Cablai.

TRANSFORMERS
Elkhart, Ind.

h-j

I'.j.'.

Inner and

CO.,

CABLE CO.

ein .
mr
<;ra~.l.Ty Uldtr, San lT«n.:l.c<-)
I'l
BARE AND WEATNERPROOF WIRES AND CARLES.

PHOENIX

UNDERGROUND, AERIAL, SUIVARINE AND INSIDE USE;

All

LOUIS. MO.

Gak,Ivanized Steel Stra^nds

Slcdal for Knbber InanlKtlciu
INW.'l-World'M Fair,
nedal for Bobber Innalatlon.

THE OKONITE

C^

CMICACO

Bare and Insulated Wires and Cables

Co..

1NNU-P«rln KxpoNitlon,

*o'"^:

LAKF. ST.

IIOA.IIIO I'lNC ST.. ST.

Tr.OY.

OHIO

EST.VIiLISHED 1875.

COMBINATION OF

Stow

Cope's

Patent

Coupling

Quick

Rod

Conduit

Flexib[e Shaft

MUlTI-SPEED MOTOR

.

Practically dust and water proof. For Portable
DrtlUnp, Tapping, Rcamlnt;, Emery Grinding, etc.
Write for Catalogue and Prices.

STOW MFe.

CO., BInghamton, N. Y.
PMiuiDELrai*, ra.

H. N.

FENNER, Prasident

ime:\a/

J. F.

e:imol.aimd

butt

Treasurer

coivii»aimy

MANUFAOTURERS OF

IVIeicKiin4»ry
Briiiding,

RUSSELL W. KNIGHT,

BLAUVELT, Agent

for n sui la-ti ng Eloo-tr ioal ^A/ir^8
I

Taping, Winding, Twinning, Cabling, Stranding, Polishing and Measuring Machines. Cable Covering Braiders

304 PEARL STREET,

^ESTIIN

ElecMcal

Waverly Park,

IsslonSlwtlariPorliliyirMlRsidiiif

—«==-

^

PROVIDENCE,
In^tiinmeiit

NEWARK, N.

(Jo.

It

Can't Be

Beat=The

A SIGN
J.

^''"""'''"'

"'"''""""""s.

Ammetirs,

Milammefers,

GUTHRIE'S FLASHER

Portable 6alyanonieteri.

PrlL.

Second.-—

has

mm.—

l^-

I',

Guthrie Flasher

.s

liiii

lower.

^c.v.jr i>arts

!'.a>tior o'l

Da

'.til'

and

is

to oaiise troi:

--,

";

:cc:

market.

;;-.olor

Foortt.— It cOils noiii'.ns to .^itMi.
fIttb.-U only .,.o..,vi.s . sn».-f of
S/jttA.-lt

Our Portable Instruments are recognized as
The Standard Iht^ world OTer. The Seml-Portable Laboratory Standardsare

Flm.-Xhc
piost

PAT'D DEC. 15 19D3

Ohnnietert,

U. S. A.

I.,

FLASHER WITHOUT A MOTOR
A fe;w advantages of this
FLASHER OVER ALL OTHERS:

voitamni.ters,

Ground Detectors and Circuit Testers,

R.

-

'•

I'-.

<

, -

still be;ter.

Our Station Voltmeters and Ammeters are
unsurpassed in I'OLJu of e^::reme accuracy and
lowest consumpiiou oi enorir>-.
BERT.r

-Europer.n

LONDON ~

\v

Insti

k. S.

riliott

DOXSEE ELECTRICAL CO.

Lewtsbam.

Westom Standard Portable Dlreet
Bcadine Ammeter.

PiRis,

nOS-llIO Pine

Francs— E, H

Xew Vork

Onic-.^

Agents Wanted

St.,

ST. LOUIS

enerat A6or\ts for Vnlted States &nd

Cuuda
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^

Competitors Scoffed
W/ fIGn

the greatest Engine Building and Mining Machinery makers
in the country entered the HectricsJ Field

/A.rLCr

that there

were rumors

of buying up, "amalgamating,"

and

the rest of it,-^rumors without a fraction of foundation in

1

ncilj when we

won,

at St.

fact.

Louis Exposition, Electrical, Engine, and

Mining Machinery Grand

and other high awards,

Prizes,

the country took thought, for
1

>0W

these facts are clear: there

is

Real Competition at Last
in the Electrical Industry

The

This

market can no longer be controlled by one or two companies

Company

is

equipped

to Build

THE LARGEST GENERATORS
THE MOST POWERFUL MOTORS
THE LARGEST POWER UNITS

—The

We have the Works
We have offices in most
Our

Electrical

Machinery

large cities

—

Headquarters are

—The Men

Six large works

at Cincinnati

'^Mm]k mmt
'"^©nKiKKsm

(E®

oiiiK

Canadian representatives Allis-Chalmers-Bullock,

Ltd.,

Montreal

o'^Ut^^?>Oxir3r:^^

}

1905

—
1
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TheElectrig Storage
BatteryGo.
PHILADELPHIA
MANUFACTURER OF THE

"Cbloribe Bccumulator"
Central

I'or

Stations, Electric Kailways, Isolated Lighting and
Fire Alarm, Telegraph, Train Lighting, etc., etc.

SALES

(If rii:

Kt I.orm.

.Sah

y.

s

Power

Stations,

:

Fminr

Marr|u<ilt« llldK.

100 A MOTORLESS FLASHER

*********************
AN INSTRUMENT
ISOLATED

WORK.

PLANT

larni. luoi,.

THIS

AUTOMATIC
Series Arc
T

^

CUT-OUT
will

ilo

Call

»o.

j

HAMACEK, Chicago,

A. F.

III.

Automatically lUshcH one. two or ibrce Itj r. p. or cquivaU.'Dt or Hmaller lamps, on either direct or
Contacts uro htuvy platinum and will wear In'teMnltelf. Rc^nlr^^i no ftttcnlinn and liiiH iiotliliii,' to Met out of ord(?r.
prick S2.00 EACH. Write for discount to the irftde.

ftliornaMn^ current.

& Co.,

C. O. Schneider

84

Mfrs.

Adams

E.

Chicago

St.,

lalar ol

Robert

Biiu

FUr.itt.

;

,

Volt-Ammeter

''

SAFETY " RUBBER COVERED
WIRE AND CABLE

''

..

aod

Send for complete prk

Discount to Dealers

THE SAFETY I]¥SUL,ATED WIKE & CABLE

THE ROBERT
INSTRUMENT CO

WOPKI:

{
*
*
*

B. CHICAGO
AiJS-rilM
& oo.,
REPRESENTATIVE.

IVI.

ELECTRIC APPLIANCE CO.. Cklap, IIL
VESTER1 ELEC'L Sl'PPLVCO.. Sl.LuI>.M«.

^

ELEaeiCAL E>alSEEI!IVa CO

*

STa.NDASO ELECTRIC

+

CO.,

.

»

MliMir«ll>-

CO.. Clacliiiil.O.

^
»

'!;

t MACHADOI&,ROLLER,Na.:Yo.i.Nr
*

114-110 Li«F;itTV mthf;f.t. n. y.

layonne, N.J.

56 Shelby Sired

•

nt ba* a p<jll'.hcd all-ttra-.

ef|Ually divided i«ral« ar.-l
dlcalloDi. Tbeamrr.sl.r-'.'
n-i*:
y arc -uppllcd with

FOR EVERY ELECTRICAL SERVICE.

DETROIT

incii»

IIST PRICE S16.50.
"I « IIITMV

IKil.iilar ijja-

»

»

MICH

•

;/VKERaeOOIVIF»ANY, Ino.
AI9TISANS IN PLATINUM
PLATINUM RIVETS FOR CONTACT POINTS IN TELEPHONES— SPARK COILS
AND OTHER ELECTRICAL APPARATUS. PLATINUM SHEET AND WIRE IN
ANY FORM AND DEGREE OF HARDNESS. PLATINUM SCRAP PURCHASED.

408-4I0-4I2-4I4 N. J. R. R. AVE.
New York OtTlue: :>0

NEWARK,

N. 4.

Liberty St.

ALPHABETICAL INDEX TO ADVERTISEMENTS.
Adams-Bagnall Electric Co..—

Central Electric Co

AUls-Chalraers Company
American Battery Co
Amer. Circular Loom Co

Cent. Stat.

2

—
1

American Conduit Co
IG
American Diesel Engine Cell
Amer. District Steam Co
18
Amer. Klec. Fuse Co
22
Amer. El. Telephone Co
10
American Electrical Works.. 13
Aruold Elec. Power Station
Co
1.5

Babcock

&

Wilcox Co

Badt, F. B
Bain, Forge

Baker
Baker

—
15
is

A Company
A Co., W. E

3
15

Barnelt Company, G. A H
22
Heardslee Chandelier Mfg. Co. 12
Benjamin Electric iMfy. Co. .12
Bennett, I. A
4

Benhold

& Jennings

Blssell Co.,

The F

18

—

Bossert Electric Construction

Co

8

HallL
Browuell Co. The
Bryan-Marsh Co
Brooks,

.

Bryan,

Wm. H

Buckeye Electric Co
Bullock Elec Mfg. Co.
Bunge,Otto
Butler Chemical Works
Byllesby &Co., H. M

18

~
—
15

—

2
14

9
15

5

Improvement Co
& El. Co
Century Electric Co
Central Tel.

14

—
13

Chicago Die & Electric Co....—
Cbica-o Edison Co
4, 14
Chic. Fuse Wire A. Mfg. Co...—
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.. I
Chicago Mica Co
12
Columbia Incand. Lamp Co..
Columbia Mfg. Co
19
Continuous Rail Joint Company of America
13
Cooper-Hewitt Elec. Co
S
Cope, T. J
I

Crawfordsville Electric Co.. 1
Crescent Ins. Wire A Cbl. Co. 1
Crocker-Wheeler Co
22
—
Crolius A Son, E. B
Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co
7
Cutter Elec. A Mfg. Company-

Day
D.

A

Co.,

.Tas.

B

A W. Fuse Company

—
—

Dearborn Drug A Chem.Wks.il
Diamond Meter Company
Directory of Engineers
15

—

Dixon Crucible Co., Joseph., ii
Doxsee Elec'L Co., A. S
1
Duncan Elec. Mfg. Co
21
Edison Decorative & Miniature Lamp Departm't
12
Edison Mfg. Company
16

Edwards
Egan,

J.

A Co

18

J

Electric Appliance

Co

Company..

.10
14

A Co
W. R

Evans.Almlrall

15

Evans A

15

Co.,

-FarlesMfg. Co
"For Sale" Advertisements.. 14
Bt. Wayne Elec. Works. Inc. .21

Fostorla Incand. LampCo....—
Fowler, John H
18
Fowler-Jacobs Company
IS
Franklin Elec. Mfg. Co

—

General Electric Co
9. 12
General Incandescent Arc
Light Company
General Incand. Lamp Co
Gould Storage Battery Co....—
Green Fuel Economizer Co..—
Gregory Electric Company. 14

—
—

.

Hallberg,

J.

.

H

I;

Hamacek, A. P
Hart Mfg. Co
Hartford Steam Boiler

:

2;

In-

A

Insurance Co.... 1'
Hazard Manufacturing Co. ..2:
Highland Park College.
Hill Elec. Co.. W. S
Htpwell Mfg. Co
Hobart Elec. Mfg. Co
spection

.

.

i

i

Hoffman.

G.W

i-

Holmes Fibre-Graph. Co
Holophane Glass Co
Humphrey, Henry H
Hunt A Co., Kobt.

W

Ry

11

—
—
].=

n

13

Illinois Central

12

Incandescent Electric Light
—
Manipulator Company
Indiana Rub. A Ins. W. Co

Electric Storage Battery Co.. 3

Electrical Engineer Institute,

Electrician Pub.

ErieRy

Fox" 01^s»Aifie<^

1

Xx3.c3.e3c

of

Jackson. D. C.

A W. B

N-rn'^t

15

Jeffrey Manufacturing

Co

Johns-ManvilleCo., H.

W

——

Company
K,emp.R.W

tery

Co

Electric

Co., H.

M

Machado A Roller

Bros.,

W.N

Co., Jas

McLennan A Company, K
Mechanical Appliance Co
Mica Insulator Company

National Carbon Co
National Electric Co
National India Rubber Co

Paragon Fan A Motor Co
Pass A Seymour, Inc

15

Pfaiinmueller
Phelan, D.

l

Co., fi

V

—

—

Squire Electric Co
Standard Elec Mfg. Co
6
Standard Underg. Cable Co... i
Stanley Ktec Mfg. Co.. The 4
Stanley Instrument Co
S
Stanton, LeRoy
15
.

Eugene F
13
PhiUips Insulated Wire Co. ..13
Phtenix Glass Co
Phospbor-Bronze S. Co
11
I

Plgnolet. L. M
Pittsburg A L.

12
S.

Stromberg-CfiTlson

Porter Cedar

Iron Co....i9

Torrey Cedar Company
Tray Plate BaUerr Co
TrumbuU Elec Mnfg. Co

Relsinger,

li

Company

Hugo

18

9

Replogle Governor Works.. .14
Reynolds EL Flasher Mfg.Co. I
Ricbardson Lubricating Co. .14
Robert Instrument Co., The,. 3
Robertson A Sons. Jas, L
14
Roebling's Sons Co.. J. A
22
Ruebel-Scbwedtmann- Wells.. 15
Runzel-Leni Elec. Mfg. Co...-

13
18
12

—
12

Union Electric Mfg.

A

Se^

Co.. C.

3

P^fi:^ &•

5
»

—

Valentme-Clark Co., The....—
Vulcanized Fibre Company.. 22

Wagner

Electric

M fg.

—

Co

A Company

Warren Elec Mfg. Co
Wesco Supply Co
Western Electric Company.

i

12

—
.

.

4

Westinghouse
Electric
A
Manufact uring Co
20
Weston Electrical Inst. Co... I
Whitehead Machinery Co... —
Woolley Fdy. A Macb. Wks..l1
Worcester Cornpany.

CH

—

Schneider

13

x:o

Safety Ins. Wire A Cable Co.. 3
Sargent A Lundy
Sauquoit Silk Mfg. Co
12

^^d-^rexrtlsexxiexx-tfii

19

Turner Brass Works

Walsh's Sons

18

1

|7

Plume A Atwood Mfg. Co....—

12

18

TcL Mfg.

Company

7
14

18

Phillips.

19

—

a\:

W

19

7.8

—

PaciHc Coast Pole Co

12

8

15

W

—

Miscellaneous Adrs
14
—
Monon Railroad
Mueller Company, William.. 19
Munsell A Co., Eugene
12

H

Simplex Electrical Co., The.. 1
Simplex Elec Heatlos Co....
—
Spcor Carbon Co

A Son, W. C
Stow Mfg Company

3

Maltby Cedar Company
Manhattan El. Supply Co
Manross, F.N.Marinette Gas Engine Co

A

6

Schott.W.

Sterling

—

Matthews A
McLaughlin

Co

15

Leather Preserv. M. Corp
Leffel A Co.. James.
11
Letheule. Paul
13. 15
Llndsley Brothers Company.. 19

Loud'sSons

13

19

17

Kester Elec. Mfg. Co
Klein A Sons, Mathlas
Kohler Brothers

Kuhlman

1

8

—

Northern Elecfl Mfp. Co.... 9
Northern Wire A Cable (Jo ..—
Northwestern Storage bat-

11

Kanavert Manufacturing Co,22
Kellogg Switchboard A Sup
ply

—

Lamp Co
New England Butt Co
Newgard A Co. Henry
New York Cent Ry
New York Ins. Wire Co

India Rubber A Guita Porcha
Insulating Company
19
[nternational Elec. MeterCo.l5
International Tel. Mfg. Co... 16

Zero Marx Sign Worts

,

13
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MANUFACTURED BY

Motors,
Switches,

ALWAYS
IN

STOCK.

Arc Lamps,
Circuit Breakers,

Etc., Etc.

CHICAGO EDISON COMPANY, 139 Adams

O.

IV.

CHICAGO.

Street.

DIRECT CURRENT

w.

Encased, Protected and Semi°encased

Induction

MOTORS AND GENERATORS

Motors
for all purposes

Single Phase
and

The

Polyphase

S. K. C.

System

typifies

machinery

markedly

points

of engi-

superior

in

neering and manufacture over
ordinary

electrical

apparatus.
IS H. P.

Manu=
facturing Company,

TYPE D MOTOR

Stanley Electric
Pittsfield,

-

Chicago

Office:

=

Western Electric Company

Monadnock

NEW YORK

CHICAGO

Massachusetts,

And Other Large

Block.

WISE OME

IS

Cities

OJSi

The Proverbial
,91

Tarning Over aNewLeaf
OfParticular Sisn/f/cance
to t^e Wise Buyer
New Year — New

Standard.

We all at least have a fleeting thought of the
next year being a better year. How to get it? Is
it not by higher standards?
Higher standards in anything give promise of better results.
"Flexduct" is the higher standard Flexible conduit. The new standards just adopted by
those who know mean endurance, safety, less labor and surer results.
Where is this new standard more faithfully interpreted than in "Flexduct." No questions asked if you use "Flexduct", the known standard.

OSBURN FLEXIBLE CONDUIT

CO.,

IS'^l^^.o'^'^'"-

January

21,

WESTERN EI.ECTRiaAN

k/'S

THE WIRE THAT'S MADE TO LAST
OKONITE WIRES
AND CABLES

>lON/>

OKONITE TAPE
MANSON TAPE

drittml €lrdrir Crtm^faiiij,
ELEGTRIGAL SUPPLIES.

264-266-268-270 HFTH AVENUE, CHIGAGO.

ELECTRICITY FOR ENBINEERS.

424 PAGES.
ILLUSTRATED.
PRICE $2.60.
ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
810 Marquette Building,

•

OMIOAOO

•

STANLEY
INSTRUMENT CO.
GREAT
BARRiNCTON, MASS.,

UNIVERSAL EXPOSITION
ST.

LOUIS
1904

U. S. A.

GOLD MEDALS
?DS AT BOTH EXPOSITIONS FOR
THE HIGHEST AWARDS

IVI

PAN-AMERICAN EXPOSITION

BUFFALO
1901
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HiGH GLASS WORK

YOST SPECIALTIES.

NORTHWESTERN
STORAGE
BATTERY

Weatherproof
Sockets,
Rosettes,
Receptacles,

on

Efficient

Let

-

.

St.,

Matthews

&

A.

&

W.

Bro.,

N.

HeatiMK^,

Kobler Brothers.
Letbeule, Paul
Co., Henry.
Northern Electrical Mfg. Co.

Evans, Almirall

Newgard &

Dondnit and Conduits.
American Circular Loom Co.
American Conduit Company
Osburn Flexible Cond

& Company.

Edwards

Stanley Elec. Mfg. Co.
Stanton, LeRoy W.

uspection

Blectrteal Instrnments.
(Recording and Testing.)

iCo.

Electric Appliance Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.

Wesco Supply

Co.

Co.

Contractors XLnd Electrio Llgrbt Plants.

BlssellCo.,TheF.

Allis-Chalmers Company.
Bullock El. Mfg. Co.
Crocker- Wheeler Co.

Central Electric Co.

Ft.

Butteries and Jars.

Wayne

Wks.

Elec.

A

Co.

Eolders, Inc. Lamps.
Electric Appliance Co.
Incandesent Electric Light
Manipulator Co.
Indicators.
Robertson &. Sons, Jas. L.

::;ond enters. Electric.
Stanley Elec. Mfg Co.

AniiuuclatorB.
Central Electric Co.

Chicago,

-

iusiirance
Hartford Steam Boiler Inspection

&

Insurance Co.

nsulatinK Machinery.

BissellCo., The F.
Central Electric Co.
Diamond Meter Co.
Duncan Elec. Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks. Inc.
General Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.

New England Butt Co.
i^HDluturH and luMulatiae Materials.
Central Electric Co.

"

—

'

Bt^llN.

Wesco Supply

Bnzzers, Etc.

Weston

Belt Dresalng.
Dixon Crucible Co.,

Leather Preserver Mfg. Corp.

,„ ^
Leather Preserver Mfg. Corp.

BloTV Pipes.
Turner Brass Works

Blowers.

Green Fuel Economizer Go.

Dearborn Drug
Boilers.

&fe

Chem. Wks,

Press, The.
Electrician Publishing Co.

CantweU

Farles Mfg. Co.

PunM and Fan Motorm.

Cutter Elee.

&

Mfg. Co.

Ft.

Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.

Cables (See Wires and Cables)
Canopies.
Faries Mfg. Co.

Points and

Plates.
Central Electric Co.

Chicago Edison Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
National Carbon Co.
Reisinger, Hugo.
Speer Carbon Co.
Wesco Supply Co.

Wayne Elec. Wks.

Inc.

General Elec. Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Gregory Electric Co.
Hobart Elec. Mfg. Co.
Mechanical Appliance Co.
National Electric Co.
Northern Electrical Mfg. Co.
Stanley Elec, Mfg. Co.
Stow Manufacturing Go.
Wagner Electric Mfg. Co.
Warren Elec. Mfg. Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Green Fuel Economizer Co.

Farles Mfg. Co.

New England

Butt Co.
National Electric Co.

Electric Heating Appl.
Electric Appliance Co.
Simplex Elec. Heating Co.
Western Electric Co.

Chains.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.

Chandeliers.

Crocker-Wheeler Co.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co.

A Mfg. Co.
Elec. Wks. Inc.
Electric Mfg. Co.

Cutter Elee.

Electrical

Wavne

Union
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Company.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.
Clnsters.
Benjamin Elec. Mfg. Co.

Coal and Anbes "Hand-

a; id

Mecban-

icaX Enc!:lneers.
Arnold Elec. Power Stat'i
Badt, F. B.

Baker &

W.

Co.,

E.

Bryan, Wm. H.
Bvllesby & Co.,H. M.
Evans, Almirall & Co.
Hallberg,

J.

H.

Humphrey, Henry H.
Hunt ACo.,Robt. W.
& W. B.
Kemp, R. W.

Jackson, D. C.

Mfg. Co.

Fibre.
Kartavert Mf^. Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Files.
Barnett Co., G. & H.
Fittings.

Co.

Berthold

Electric

Gen. Incan. Arc Light Co.

Kellogg Switch, & Sup. Co.
Lindsley Bros. Co.
Loud's Sons Co., H. M.
Maltby Cedar Co.
Mueller Company, William.
Pacific Coast Pole Co.
Phelan, D. W.
Pittsburg & L. S. Iron Co.
Porter Cedar Company.
Sterling & Son, W. C.
Torrey Cedar Co.
Valentine-Clark Co., The.
Worcester Co., C. H.

American El. Telephone Co
Automatic Electric Co.
Bissell Co., The F.
Central Electric Co.
Central Tel. & El. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.

International Tel. Mfg.Co.
Kellogg Switchb. A. Sup. Co.

Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Stromberg-CarlsonTel. M.Co
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.

Polish (Metal).
Allen Co., Inc., L. B.
Hoffman, Geo. W.

Tools.

&

Klein

Sons. Mathias.

Western Electric Co.

Transmission
Machinery.

i'o^ver

Jeffrey Mfg. Co.

Crocker- Wheeler Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Works, Inc.

Rail Joints.
Continuous Rail Joint Company of America.

Columbia Incan. Lamp

Co.
& Miniature Lamp Dept.
Electric Appliance Co.
-postoria incand. Lamp Co.
Franklin Electric Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Nernst Lamp Co.
Sawyer-Man Elec. Co.

Amer. Elec. Fuse Co.
BissellCo., The P.
Central Electric Co.
Central Tel. & El. Co.
Chicago Die & Electric Co.

Inc.

Chicago Fuse Wire & Mfg.Co.
Clinton Stamping & Elec. Co.

& W. Fuse Company.

Electric Appliance Co.
Johns-Manville Co., H. W.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Wesco Supply Co.

Western Electric Co.
Governors, Water "Wheel.
Replogle Governor Works.
Graphite Specialties.
Dixon Crucible Co., Jos.
Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co.
s t

Steam>.
Steam Co.

Iiideac of

EL

Lt.

Manipulator Co.

Lamps, Nernst.
Nernst Lamp Co.
Lamps, Vapor.
Cooper, Hewitt Elec. Co,
Leather Specialties.

Bunge, Otto.

Llurbtnine Arresters.

Chicago Edison Co.
Gregory Electric Co.

:

Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse EL & Mfg. Co.

Amer. Electric Fuse Co.
Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co.

Trncks. Electric Car.

General Electric Co.
'

Electric Mfg. Co,
Co.

Wesco Supply

Rheostats.

Gen'l Inc. Arc Lt. Co.
Union Electric Mfg. Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

General Electric Co.

Westinghouse

El.

A

Mfg. Co.

Turbines. Steam.
Allis-Chalmers Co.
General Electric Co.

Westinghouse EL

A

Mfg. Co

Highland Park CoUeg

Second-Han d Macb'y.

Wires

BissellCo., TheF.
Cent. Stat. Improvement Co.
Gregory Electric Co.
Matthews & Bro., W. N.
Walsh's Sons & Co.

Electric Appliance Co.

Wayne

Elec. Wks. Inc.
General Electric Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Stanley Elec. Mfg. Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.

Linemen's Climbers.
Klein & Sons, Mathias.
Lubricating:, Oil, Crrease.
Richardson Lubricating Co.

Magrnet W^lres.
(See Wires

and Cables.)

Mechanical Draft.
Green Fuel Economizer Co.

MIc
Chicago Mica Co.

net

<ft

Cables—Mas^-

'W^lres.

American Electrical Works.
Bissell Co., The F.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Crescent Ins. Wire A Cble Co
Electric Appliance Co.
,

Central Electric Co.
Ft.

and

Fostoria Glass Specialty Co.
Fostoria Incan. Lamp Co.
Holophane Glass Co.

Re-'Windlns— Repairs.

Edison Decorative

Lamps, Incandescent-^
Replacers &. Cleaners.

Fuses and Fuse Wire.

Ii*or A.Xi>l3.a.t:>0"t±o^l

Jennings.

Company.

Chicago Edison Co.

Standard Elee'l Mfg. Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

District

Western Electric Co.

Sivitcbboards.
Bissell Co., The P.

Central Electric Co.

Doxsee Elee'l. Co., A. S.
Reynolds El. Flasher Mfg.Co
Wesco Supply Co.

Amer.

and

Central Electric Co.
Century Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Go.
Manhattan Elect'l Supply Co
Wesco Supply Co.

Telephones, Telepbone
Material and Switchboards.

TheF.

Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.
Ijamp, Coloring.
Day & Co., Jas. P.

Buckeye

TheF.

Heating <E x b a n

&

Electrical Inst. Co.

Bryan-Marsh Company.

Flnsbers.

Globes, Reflectors
Shades.

W^lre

Baker A Company Inc.
Poles and Ties.

BisseUCo., TheF.

Beardslee Chandelier Mfg. Co.
Letheule, Paul.

D.

Hamilton.

Bain, Force.

Lamps, Incandescent.

Western Electric Company.

Electric RallTv^ays.

Paries Mfg. Co.
Letbeule, Paul.

Circuit Breakers.

&

Co.,

I'tioNphor Bronze.
Phosphor Bronze Sm. Co.Ltd.

Hipwell Manufacturing Co
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.

Co.
Western Electric Co.
El.

Speed Indicators.

Stanley Elec. Mfg. Co.

Wesco Supply

BissellCo.,

Economizers, Knel.

CastlnKS*

Central Electric Co.
Crocker-Wheeler Company.
Edison Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.

Westinghouse

&

rnlent Attorneys.

Bossert Elect. Const. Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.

Elec. Wks. Inc.
General Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Lt. Co.
Gregory Electric Co.

We

Sopplles, General Elec.
Bissell Co., The P.

Faries Mfg. Co.

Carhartt

runction Boxes.

Bissell'co.,

Paries Mfg. Co.

Crocker- Wheeler Co.

\ozzles.

Overalls.

Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Co.

Fixtures, Gas and Elec.

Century Electric Co.
CrawfordsviUe Electric Co.

BisseUOo.,B. E.

Macblnery.

Chicago Edison Co.

Central Electric Co.

Cable Haneers.

line.
Allis-Chalmers Company.
Marinette Gas Engine Co.
Woolley Pdy. & Mach. Wks.
Engines, Oil.

& Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Elec. Supply Co.
3 Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.

Edwards

^Stora^^e Batteries.
American Battery Co.
Electric Storage Battery Co.
Gould Storage Battery Go.

Klein A Sons, Mathias.
Novelties, Lighting:.
Letheule, Paul

OkoniteCo.,The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Sterling Varnish Co.

Central Electric Co.

Weston

Motors.)

\ippers and Pliers.

Jeffrey Mfg. Co.

Bossert Elec. Const. Co.
Central Electric Co.

Bullock Elec. Mfg. Co.

Western Electric Company.

Elevators-Conveyors.

American Diesel Engine
EiiKines, Steam,
Allis-Chalmers Company.
BrownellCo.,The

Allis-Chalmers Company.
BisseUCo.,TheP.

Central Electric Co.
Hobart Elee. Mfg. Co.
Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co.
Speer Carbon Co.

Faries Mfg. Co.

Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Company.
Cut-Onta and STrltcbes.
BissellCo., The P.

Dynamos and Motors.

Bmsbes.

Crocker-Wheeler Company.
General Electric Co.

Engines, Gas and Gaso-

Jennings.

Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Brackets.

ling;

&

Hamacek, A. F.
Hart Manufacturing Co.
Hill Elec. Co., W. S.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.

ISooths, Telephone.
Yesbera Mfg. Co.

Jeffrey Mfg. Co.

Brackets.
Berthold

General Electric Co.
General Inc. Are Light Co.

Wilcox Co.

BrownellCcThe
Rooks. Electrical.

Carbons,

and

Pins

CroHH-Arnts,

Electric Appliance Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks. Inc.

Allis-Chalmers Company.

&

Runzel-Lenz Elec. Mfg. Co.

Jos.

Belting.

Boiler

Electrical Inst. Co.

Ele^tro-Platins Macb'y

Electric Appliance Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.

Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.
(See Dynamos and

Sheet.
National India Rubber Co.

Speaklns Tubes.

Manhattan

Motors.

Platinum,

Co.

New York Insulated Wire Co.

Central Electric Co.

Ft.

Co.

Stanley Instrument Co.
Wagner Electric Mfg. Co.

Edwards & Co.

Babcock

5

& Company.

Electric Appliance Co.
Elec. Supply Co.
Tray Plate Battery Co.
wrsco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.

General Electric Co.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.
Wesco Supply Co.

American Electrical Works.
Chicago Edison Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.

Inc.

Manhattan
•

i

Minln;^ Api.arntna.ElecAllis-Chalmers Company.
Crocker- Wheeler Company.

Jt.

Edison Mfg. Co.

Edwards

STANDARD ELECTRICAL MFG.
COMPANY,
:
Niles, Ohio.
$» ¥ »¥»¥ ¥¥¥¥¥¥¥ » ¥ »»¥¥¥¥¥ ¥
I

III,

CLASSIFIED INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
Hot Water.

Incandes. El. Lt. Manip. Co.

Manipulator Co.
Tel.)
(Tel.

HIGHEST EFFICIENCY.

Northwestern Storage Battery Co.,
28S Madison

Crollu:

I.

LONG LIFE
GUARANTEED CANDLEPOWER,

for catalogue.
us figure with

you.

McLaughlij

Bennett,

and

Com/iact,

THE YOST ELECTRIC MFG. CO.
TOLEDO, OHIO.

Inc. El. Lt.

low-tension

all

Send

Cataloffuo far
tho asking.

Anchors

I

Grcai Capacity,
LBgM,

Adjustersm

Adjusters, Inu. Lamps.

LAMPS

work

Cord

tants and Andi-

INCANDESCENT

I

^hen

assured
you use the
is

Sockets, Walt
Sockets,

'QTAR"
O l*n

\

Sheet Brass & Copper.
Plume & Atwood Mfg. Co.
SIcrns. Electric.
Zero Marx Sign Works,

Silks,

Insnlatlnff

Indiana Rub. A Ins. Wire Co
India Rubber A Guttapercha
Insulating Co.

Kellogg Switch.

and

Braiding.
Sauquolt Silk Mfg. Co.

Sockets & Receptacles.
Pass & Seymour.

A

Sup. Co.

Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
National India Rubber Co
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Norlhern Wire A Cable Co.
OkoniteCo., The.
Phillips,

Eugene

P.

Yost Elec. Mfg. Co.

Solderinf? Sticks, Salts
and Paste.
Butler Chemical Works.
Crolius & Son, E. R.
Kester Elec. Mfg. Co.

Western Electric Co.

A.<a."v©irtl»ot3n.eii-ts»

See

r*^g:o 3«

Runzel-Lenz Elec. Mfs Co.
Safety Ins. Wire A Cable Co.
Simples Electrical Co.
Western Electric Company.
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We

manufacture Knife Switcfies

in sizes

up

to

2,000

amperes.

Prompt shipments made from
Special switches

made

stock.

to order.

LET US QUOTE YOU.

Pocss ®. Seymovir, Inc.
Solvay. N. Y.
Chicago

For Immediate Delivery
Gold Medal
Generator Unit
Hamilton Corliss Cross Compound VertiCondensing Engine, 2, 2 50 horsepower.

cal

1,500 K. W. 3 Phase 25 cycles,
600 -Volt National Alternator.
,

6,

Released

at close
For

of St. Louis Exposition.

prices and terms apply to

BOOVEN, OWENS, RENTSCDLER CO.
HAMILTON, OHIO

Company

National Electric
riilwaukee

SUPERIOR PERFORHANCE

MODERN DESIGN

Some Changes

C.-H.

in the

"CARPENTER" CONTROLLER
FOR SMALL MOTORS

We've made some mechanical changes in the C.-H. "Carpenter" type of controller for
motors from J^ to 3 H. P. which have resulted in making it more compact.
For operating printing presses and machine tools this controller has been a great success,
many of the largest printing establishments in the country employing it exclusively. Bulletir.s
88 to 89 yi describe the

new

type for small motors.

THE CUTLER-HAMMER MFG.
NEW YORK

CO.. Milwaukee,

wis.
PITTSBURG

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

NEW

1905

FOR ELECTRICIANS

HOTTEST ON EARTH

TIMES BUILDING

The Turner 4B Gasoline Brazing
Torch

not the least of this 476-foot sky-scraper's wonders.
Lighting the huge presses, 55 feet below ground,
was a serious problem solved by using
is

is

for light

nsed by

work

all

mechanics

in brazing, anneal-

tempering and drawing
temper of small tools, etc. This
torch produces an intensely hot,

ing,

pointed flame of over 3.000° Fahr.
Barns 4 hours from one filling.

Cooper Hewitt

PRICE $4.50 NET

Mercury Vapor Lamps

THE TURNER BRASS WORKS
23 N.Franklin St., Chicago

In the press and stereotype rooms, 26 Cooper Hewitt lamps
take the place of 132 incandescent lamps with separate outlets
and 14 arc lamps, besides saving two-thirds of the current and
obviating the need of drilling 1,600 holes for incandescent
lamps in the press frames.
They light thoroughly all the machines and 17,000 square
feet of floor space with a ceiling 21 feet high.
The composing room is lighted by 12 Cooper Hewitt lamps.
Those who have worked under these for six months consider
The
the light the nearest approach to daylight yet developed.
Casting no shadows, it
light is soft and cool to the eyes.
makes type legible in any position. Eliminating reflections
from bright surfaces, it renders new type easy to read.
In the mailing room, there are 4 Cooper Hewitt lamps,
making 42 in all two in series of 118 volts direct current, each

HENRY NEWGARD &

CO.

ELECTRICAL CONSTRUCTIOH
Power and Light

We

—

consuming

21,

BRAZING TORCH

THE
BEST

LIGHTING THE

January

Plants.

install

Switchboards and Panel Boards.

Municipal and Isolated Electric

Lighting Plants.
manufacture Switchboards, Table boards,
Iron Cutout Boxes and Electrical Specialties.

We

3.5 amperes.

THE LIQHT TO WORK

BY.

We

sell
Dynamos, Motors and Electrical
Supplies.
wire old as well as new Residences, Factory Buildings, School and College Buildings.

COOPER HEWITT ELECTRIC CO.
NEW YORK
220 West 29th Street

We

87 Fifth Avenue,

Chicago,

IIlinoi5.

.

CARBONS

u

I

BATTERIES
I

BRUSHES
PRESERVE YOUR COPIES

THE ONLY TOOL REQUIRED

OFF 'TIXB

Next time you hammer, ream and file a cast-iron
junction box, wasting time, breaking boxes, and
finally fail to produce a round hole, think of

WESTERN ELECTRICrAIM

BOSSERT DRAWN STEEL JUNCTION BOXES.

=BINDERS SI.OO EACH.

They are punched out of one piece of steel and have boles closed
with hermetically sealed plugs which can be removed with one
blow of a hammer. No time wasted. No broken boxes. No filing
or reaming. A clear round hole every time. Write Xor parliculars.
BOSSERT ELECTRIC CONSTRUCTION CO., pace and works. Utica, N.Y.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING
Suite 5

DISTRICT OFFICES.

Xew York

1

Marquette Building,

Direct

-

-

CO.,
-

CI

and Alternating Current

135 Broadway

Philadelphia

1509 Land Title Building

Pittsburg

A.

Chicago

W. Wyckoff Co.

Old Colony Building

Boston and Cincinkati.

GENERATORS
Built in

all

types and capacities.

SALES OFFICES.
Cleveland
Detroit

TRADE MARK.

St.

Loois

Den-ver .... Hendrle

Barton. Stevenson

A

Co.

Miller-Seidon Elec. Co.

320 Chemical Bldg.

& Bolthoff

Mfg.

Seattle

Kilbourne

San Francisco

Kilbourne

&

&
A

Sup. Co.

Clark Co.
Clark Co.

IRational lElectnc CompaniP
MILWAUKEE

Janii.-iry

_'i,

WESTERN EI.FCTRiaAN

kj":

GRAND PRIZE
The Highest Possible Award
Has Boon Civon

to

HIGHEST GRADE NUERNBERG CARBONS
By the International Jury of Awards,

of the

Louisiana Purchase Exposition,

t-tKJOO RE:iSINOE:F9,
MECHANICtl,

Engineering
nd ithort Ci.urfloB.
.nglnoorlDB «lwr...

ELECTRICAL,

STEAM,

In

Blimm

BROADWAY, NEW YORK

ElectricHeatingApparatus

b,-

UDil f. oclrl. nl

SDKlaeurlDR. EiI'uhhuh low. Accumraodfttlonn lli«
bonu^Bcbool »ll your. BLudoDtn mfty ontor any timo.
Correnponiionco «t6«ra and moctrlc«l cournon. Bi^iid
ln'.oro.wd.
fur c.t.loBUO. MiiMlon i-..ur.o In wlilc-n

NiaHlAND PARK CQLLEaE,

11

CIVIL.
TUufouKlily o<i»IpPO'l

Bhop work from the

rlDnlnK. Sliun MurBin

Louis, 1004.

St.

Sole Importer,

DEI MOINES, IOWA.

UNIT" ENAMEIED RHEOSTATS
SIMPLEX ELECTRIC HEATING CO.,
Cambrldgeport, Mass.

SOLDERING PASTE
We

formula for inakin;,'' Soliloring I'astL- or Stick
to corrode or injure the wire or insulation.
Actual cost of making, 15 cents per
Positively the finest thing out.
pound. This formula is worth SiO.OO to anyone using a soldering
tlu.x.
We send it for Si. 00.
liavc

known.

the

btst

Guaranteed not

BUTLER CHEMICAL WORKS

NORTHERN BOOKLET

NO.

2538.

BUTLER, OHIO

^eneial&lectzlc^ompanj/
Edgewise Wound Enclosed Arc Lamps
FOR

IIO-VOLT

Embody
of

Arc

DIRECT CURRENT

SERVICE

the Latest Features

Lamp

JVlanufacture.

INDESTRUCTIBLE.
PERFECT REGULATION.

PERMANENT ADJUSTMENT.
COMPOSED OF FEW PARTS.
SIMPLICITY AND RIGIDITY OF CONNECTIONS.
Write for further information.

GENERAL OFFICES: SCHENECTADY,
Chicago Office: Monadnock Block.

N. Y.

Sales Offices In All Large Cities.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

BRAZING TORCH

THE
BEST

LIGHTING THE NEW

FDR ELECTRICIANS

HOTTEST ON EARTH

TIMES BUILDING

The Turner 4B Gasoline Brazing
Torch

not the least of this 476-foot sky-scraper's wonders.
Lighting the huge presses, 55 feet below ground,
was a serious problem solved b}' using
is

is

for light

used by

work

mechanics

all

in brazing, anneal-

tempering and drawing
temper of small tools, etc. This
torch produces an intensely hot,

ing,

pointed flame of over 3,000° Fahr.
Barns 4 hoars from one filling.

Cooper Hewitt

PRICE $4.50 NET

Mercury Vapor Lamps

THE TURNER BRASS WORKS
23 N. Franklin

In the press and stereotype rooms, 26 Cooper Hewitt lamps
take the place of 132 incandescent lamps with separate outlets
and 14 arc lamps, besides saving two-thirds of the current and
obviating the need of drilling 1,600 holes for incandescent
lamps in the press frames.
They light thoroughly all the machines and 17,000 square
feet of floor space with a ceiling 21 feet high.
The composing room is lighted by 12 Cooper Hewitt lamps.
Those who have worked under these for six months consider
the light the nearest approach to daylight yet developed.
The
Casting no shadows, it
light is soft and cool to the eyes.
position.
Eliminating
reflections
makes type legible in any
from bright surfaces, it renders new type easy to read.
In the mailing room, there are 4 Cooper Hewitt lamps,
making 42 in all two in series of 118 volts direct current,each
consuming 3.5 amperes.

St.,

Chicago

HENRY NEWGARD &

CO.

ELECTRIML CONSTRUCTION
Power and Light

We

—

THE LIGHT TO WORK
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Plants.

install

Switchboards and Panel Boards.

Municipal and Isolated Electric

Lighting Plants.
manufacture Switchboards, Table boards,
Iron Cutout Boxes and Electrical Specialties.

We

BY.

We

sell
Dynamos, Motors and Electrical
Supplies.
wire old as well as new Residences, Factory Buildings, School and College Buildings.

COOPER HEWITT ELECTRIC CO.
NEW YORK
220 West 29th Street

We

87 Fifth Avenue,

Chicago, Illinob.

CARBONS
A.

THEONLYTOOL REQUIRED

U

BRUSHES
PRESERVE YOUR COPIES

Next time you hammer, ream and file a cast-iron
junction box, wasting time, breaking boxes, and
finally fail to produce a round hole, think of

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

BOSSERT DRAWN STEEL JUNCTION BOXES.

=BINDERS $1.00 EACH.

nd have boles closed
Tbey are puncbed c
witb bermetically
blow of a hammer. No time wasted. No broken boxes. No fill
or reaming. A clear rouod hole every time. Write for parliculars.

BOSSERT ELECTRIC CONSTRUCTION

CO..office and works, Ulica.

...
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&
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to
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HIGHEST GRADE NUERNBERG CARBONS
By the International Jury of Awards,
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Engineering
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rlnnlnx. Short
Corretponrfi-for c»l»loBiio.

work

ELECTRICAL,

STEAM,
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Electric Heating Apparatus
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HICHLAID PARK COLLEGE,

Louisiana Purchase Exposition,

DEI MOINES, IOWA.

UNIT" ENAMELED RHEOSTATS
SIMPLEX ELECTRIC HEATING CO.,
Cambrldgeport, Mass.

SOLDERING PASTE
We

tlie Ijest formula for niakinfj Soldering
Paste or Stick
Guaranteed not to corrode or injure tiic wire or insulation.
Positively the finest thing out.
Actual cost of making, 15 cents ])(r
pound. This formula is worth Slo.OO to anyone using a soldering
flux.
We send it for Si. 00.

liave

known.

BUTLER CHEMICAL WORKS

NORTHERN BOOKLET NU

2538.

BUTLER, OHIO

Weneial&lectzicl^empani/
Edgewise Wound Enclosed Arc Lamps
FOR

110-VOLT

Embody
of

Arc

DIRECT CURRENT

SERVICE

the Latest Features

Lamp

Manufacture.

INDESTRUCTIBLE.
PERFECT REGULATION.

PERMANENT ADJUSTMENT.
COMPOSED OF FEW PARTS.
SIMPLICITY AND RIGIDITY OF CONNECTIONS.
Write for further information.

GENERAL OFFICES: SCHENECTADY,
Chicago Office: Monadnocl<

Blocl<.

N. Y.

Sales Offices In All Large Cities.
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BOOKS IN STOCK.

«|s

^

^
The only
books

in

really large stock of electrical

the

West

is

by

carried

Western buyers can save from one

i
i

days' time by ordering here.

us.

to four

4"

Orders given

'^

the promptest attention and letters asking
for information

work

concerning any electrical

cheerfully answered-

We

issue a

c^

book catalogue

in

which are

listed

f#

and

described the important works on electrical
4*

subjects that have appeared to date. Send
for

it.

It

js free for

the asking.
eAT"

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING

CO,

#
•f
4

510 Marquette Building, CHICAGO.
*

W

January

WESTERN

1905

21,

KI.I

<

iklClAK

THE

AMERICAN ELEGTRICAL WORKS,
BARE AND

H.

lO

WII.I. IIOI.K 20.1100 LB<|.. I.f.ooo I.I<|. »H» 10,090 III. It trCCTlrtlT.
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YOU CAH'T DO LESS
•

Al.l. SlII'I'l.V

ECAN, 317

II01ISR5

Austin Ave.,

SOLICITOR OF
u. s. fc

W. N. MATTHEWS
603 Carlcton Building

Ihr
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$5.00 PER

OH

DOZEN

FOREIGN

mi cn
81k..

NEWARK,

OVER
MILES

I

N.

J.

MANUFlCTUIIEaS

20,000
IN

USE

CHICAGO

SINGLE-PHASE
SELF-STARTING MOTORS
ST. LOUIS,

Raven White Core

ALL OUR WIRES

l'is«

LOUIS

ST.

CONTINUOUS RAIL JOINT CO. OF AM. CENTURY ELECTRIC CO.

MECHANICS

IN PATENT CAUSES
DATCIilTC

FOR^E BAIN. 1652-3 Monldnock

& BRO., Manufacturers

CHICAGO

ELECTRICITY

EXPERT

R.I.

FltKK

COMPOUND-

CENTS PER STICK
J. J.

ANCHORS

WILL HOLD

WOGGLE BUG SAY?

•^•^^^'^^'^

60

STOIVIBAUCH GUY

V..11U hToiir,

MAIN OrFICC8*NDF«CTORICS. PHILLIPBOALC.

W HAT

•

REMEMBER

Railway Feeder and Trolley Wire,
AMERICANITE, MAGNET, OFFICE AND
ANNUNCIATOR WIRES.
MoxtiieaMIiianiii, KiiKono

INCH

THi:v ami:
If jf.jii

CMi.MioKTrmr.

l-J

STOMBAUGH GUY ANCHOR

INiLATi ELECTRIC WIRE,

If

Nriv

AND

Inspocllon and carry

tlio

above

TRADE-MARKS on our riBJ.

We

inufacuirc

MO.

Raven Black Core
Crimshaw>"<i Competition Tapes ml SpMolng'Compound*.

NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE COMPANY,
BRANCHES:

^^y Despfainu-s St.

^

^

Architects and Dealers

NATIONAL CODE STANDARD
"0.

L"

Electric Lighting Fixtures

Weatlierprool Wire.

the best decora-

will find

Slow

tive appliances (bronze or

Biirning Weatherprool

cr>-stal)

at cut prices

from the best

and Meal Wire.
Prices

Office

the

and Sannples on Application.

Phillips Insulated

PAUL LETHEULE,

L

R.

best

—

artists

all

and

manufacturers,

I

awarded grand prizes

I

St.

—

Wire Co.

and Factory: PAWTUCKET.

in

at

—

Louis Exposition now
for bargain at low prices,
on immediate application
to

4808 Delmar Bd.,

St.

Louis

Preeminently the Storage Battery
It

It

It

costs no

more than the Cell Type.

has co.T.paratively, considerably more active material and occupies less
space (about half that required by Cell Type).
is

far

less

—

is cleaner and more economical
expensive in cost of maintenance.

more durable

much

in

operation and

Besides, this important fact must not be overlooked: There are no annoying and destructive fumes as with the Cell Type.
The gas does not
esc.ipe, therefore no corrosion of adjacent pipe or iron work or even
the tarnishing of bright metal work.

TRAY PLATE BATTERY CO
Successors Smith Storage Battery Co.
5-1

i

FREDERICK

ST.,

BINCHAMTON,

N. Y.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN
TTAKTEO, FOR

WASiT COlilTSIN advertisements (jo tuords or /ess), $iJo an
similar

additional ijuords ^c each.
advertise^«V
ments [Jo -words or less), $1.00 an insertion; additional zuords 2C each.
insertion;

ANTED

POSITION
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SAI^I! and

U.S. METAL

FOR SALE CHEAP TO QUICK BUYERS.
MUST BE MOVED AT ONCE.

POLISn
I

223 H.

1

660 H.

BUCKEYE

I8x36-in.

P..

GIRDER

FRAME SLOW-SPEED AUTOMATIC ENGINE.
22x42x48

P.,

CROSS COM-

AILIS

POUND CORLISS ENGINE.
I

128 H. P., 14x20-ln.

1

175

ATLAS

LEFT-HAND

ALLIS

LEFT-HAND

HEAVY DUTY AUTOMATIC ENGINE.

POSITION WANTED.
As assistant to superintendent or manager of
railway, construction, or light and
power company; age 28; eight years' experience
with leading firms; graduate of mechanical and
electrical engineering course; A-1 references.
For particulars address BOX 434, care Western Electrician. 610 Marquette Bldg., Chicago.
electric

WANTED.
Practical electrician with at least two years'
experience in electrical worte In and about coal
mines, to taite charge of electric plant at coal
mine, must thoroughly understand electric mining machines. Permanent position to right
man. Reference required. Statesalaryexpecled.
Address BOX 432, care Western Electrician, 510
Marquette Building, Chicago.

Special Bargains for
500-VOLT MOTORS.
H. P. 0.

Soeoltt.!

Spring— Immediate

Delivery.

& C-

&

I6x42-in.

ISO H. P., 72 in. x 18

have a numher of other slightly ut^ed englDes, boilers, heaters and pumps of various malieH and sizes in
stock. Let U8 iinow what j'our requirements are and
get onr quotations before placing yonr order elsewhere, as we can save you considerable money.

D. C.

E. F.

DynaLinos, Boilers, Pvimps, Etc.
Write requirements.
Send for CaLttt-logue.
CENTRAL STATION IMPROVEMENT COMPANY,
938 Mooadnock Block, CHICAGO.

PFANNMUELLER & CO.

733 The Rookery

Chicago,

III,

OTTO BUNGE
NOXALL CUP GREASE.

h.^hTu7l^Tv';"X''?S:c.. I leather "iiriADS, belts.
CO., - Quincy, III. I SAFETY AND CLIMBER STRAPS

RICHARDSON LUBRICATING

WANTED.

P..

ft. TUBULAR BOILERS
COMPLETE WITH FULL FRONTS.
we are very aaxlous to move the above material at
once and to sell eanie at very low prIceB. We also

a20-VOLT MOTORS.

Above Motors fiLre Complete c^nd of Standard Make.
BeLr«BLlns In Engines up to 600 H. P.
Also A. C.

H.

CORLISS ENGINE.
2

"

1130

ST.

PETER STREET,

Draftsmen, immediately, for small alternating
current motors, switchboard appliances and
special tool work.
State references and full
experience. Address BOX 433, care Western
Electrician, 510 Marquette Bldg.. Chicago.

Keys for the Practical

WANTED.

Electrical
By p. J.ROBINSON.

A man to take charge of our chandelier department, must be capable to buy, sell and manage
the department
in all details.
THE SANBORN
„, „
..„
.,
g

^

Market

Worker

Water=Wlieel Governors
Our new mechanical governors
co-operate with the inertia effect of the water and the mothe plant.
cut the cost of good

Electric Light, Power, Street Railway, Telephone,

St.,

mentum of
They have

Telegraph and the every-day tables explained
almost entirely by drawings and diagrams of connections taken from the very latest practice.

FOR SALE.
Forone-third the original cost, two almost new
Duluth stokers suitable for one 400 H. P. boiler
or two 200 H. P. boilers, as they are complete
and can be used separately or both In one furnace. LIMA ELECTRIC RY. A LIGHT CO.
Lima. Ohio.

Nearly 200 pages.

government

in two.

Guaran-

teed in every particular.

REPLOGLE GOVERNOR WORKS
AKRON, OHIO.

Price S2.00.

Prepaid to any address in the world.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE.
One— 14

X 20. 1G7 R. P. M., 175 H. P.
J. T. Noye Automatic Engine.
One— "Manning" Upright Boiler. 66 in. x 16
ft.,

110

in.

lbs.

pressure,

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.
PUBLISHERS OP AND DEALERS

in first-class condition.

One— 5 In. x 16 ft. Jack Shaft with pedestals.
One— 80 H. P. Engine (Gas) with Adjax valve

SIO

IN SCIENTIFIC

MARQUETTE BUILDING,

•

BOOKS
CHICAGO.

gear.

One— Steel
lbs.

Air Reservoir, 40

in.

x 90

In..

150

pressure.

One— Air Pump,

belted.

Various other ap-

d«%«%'%«%%VVV%«%«Vtf««%'««»Vt«««%«%V«'%%«%«VV%«%%%%«V«/«%«%%%««%%%%VVV%«««%lj

WANTED.
One— 100 H. P. High Speed Automatic Enjin
Must,be in first-class condition.
Two— 125 H. P. HoriEontal Boilers, 110
125 lbs. pressure, with feed pumps.

CORRY CITY ELECTRIC LIGHT

CO.

Locations for Industries

Per E. W. Jordan, Secy, and Treas.

Erie Railroad

FOR SALE
1-360

K. W. General

Alternator,

I

1-240

"

Westinghi

2-150

"

Warren

Chicago to

Three Phase
"

Single

1-150

"

Westinghousc

1-150

"

Wood

"
'

1-150

"

Stanley

"

"
"

1-120

"

General Electric
General Electric

"

Three

"

^-OFFICE OF

New

York

.

Towa Clerk

a^

"TriiLT'

The

Erie Railroad Company's IndusDepartment has all the territory
traversed by the railroad districted in retrial

'""""'"'

Single

"
"
"
"
"

120

"

"

"

information address

1-90

"
"

Two

"
"
"

Industrial Commissioner, Brie Railroad

"

1-120

"
Westinghousc
General Electric
"
Westinghousc
75
"
"
I- 75
Westinghousc
"
1- 75
"
Westinghousc
Direct connected to Gates' Engine.
I

1-

Send
plete

for

list

our

'*

Single

Two

Monthly Bargain Sbeet

and net

i.it.KiDFHAi..

lation to resources, adaptability, markets
for manufacturing, and
:an advise with manufacturers in relation
most suitable locations.
For full

and advantages
Summitville Iad.~

to the

LUIS JACKSON
21 Cortlandl Street,

Company

New York

with com-

prices.

GREGORY ELECTRIC
S4^2

.

On receipt of
10 CENTS

CO.

S. Clinton St., Chicago,

III.

we will

DO YOU

KNOW

indicator?

for

Jas. L. Robertson & Sons
-

Electrician

Moonlight Schedule

robertsTn-thompson

198 Fulton St.

send you a

Western

1905.

lighting

man

should have

one.

Every

New York

Electrician Publishing

DO YOU NEED ONE

IN

YOUR BUSINESS?

510 Marquette

Bldg..

Company,
Chicago.

lectrlcian Pub. Co., 610 Marqueiti Bldg., Chicago

EDISON COMPANY
REPAIR SHOPS
CHICACO
TELEPHONE MAIN
76 MARKET STREET, CHICAGO.
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT.
1280.

FIRST-CLASS EQUIPMENT THROUGHOUT.

Jaiui.iry 21.

DUGALD
WILLIAM

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

n/js

C.
B.

JACKSON, C.
JACKSON, M.

ENGINEERS.

E.
E.

EXPERTS.

W.

R.

EVANS & COMPANY

Gerveral
Corvtractors

Electrical,

IllKliGrade Securities
Ao'epleil or Negollaled.

Telephone Muin 3153

Civil

M

Mechanical

Eipeers

Traction Bid;;-. Cincinnati

REPAIRING
RECALIBRATING
ELECTRIC METERS.
INTERNATIONAL ELECTRIC METER CO.
167

S.

C«N»L STREET. CHICAGO.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN'S

BOOK FORM, POCKET SIZE.
Send for it.
10 Cents per Copy.

ARRANGED

IN

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.. '^riZr CHICAGO

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

i6
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THE TELEPHONE HAND-BOOK
NEW AND REVISED

EDITION, WITH A

NEW CHAPTER ON RECENT PROGRESS," BRINGING THE BOOK UP TO
BY HERBERT LAWS WEBB.
«'

Vernier of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers, and of ike Institution of Electrical Engineers, London. Author of
Testing of Insulated Wires and Cables." Joint Author of "Electricity in Daily Life."'

I60 Pas^Sy 133

"A

DATE.

Practical Guide to Ike

lllus-tra-tions, Clo-tH, l-l£.ncl-Boolc Size,

Prioe $I.OO.

Extract fk'om Preface.— "This little book has no pretension to be con! Mered a complete treatise on telephony as it exists in America. The time for such a work Is not yet come. But
felt that there is a demand for a practical book on telephone working and management. And the TELBPHONE HAND-BOOK is an attempt at meeting that demand. AVith the exception of a
chapters dealing with certain forms of transmitters and receivers used in Europe, which af-e given for the information of those who may wish to engage in the manufacture of telephones,
booic is based entirely on standard American practice; and most of the material, apparatus and methods described are peculiar to or have originated in this country."
It

i

ight up to date, intensely practical, and so plain and clear in its lang
se and style to our other Haad-Books which have been so favorably re

OONTENTS

-^^
:

1.

The Invention

2.

Souna

3.

Electric

4.
5.

6.

7.
8.
9.

10.
11.

of the Telephone.
Articulate Speech.
Telephony. The Bell Tele-

CHAPTER

Waves.

phone.
The Microphone.
Current Induction.
Electromagnetic
Induction.
The Induction Coll: Its Use In the
Telephone Transmitter.

'

CHAPTER

Carbon Transmitters.

13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
IS.
19.
20.

The Blake Transmitter.
Long Distance Transmitter.
The
__. _-_.,
The Solid-back Transmitter.
The Berliner Transmitter.
The Cuttrlss Transmitter.
Various

The

European

Efficiency

of

The Complete Telephone Circuit.
Magnet Telephones.
The Bell Telephone Receiver.
Other forms of Magnet Telephonea.
The Gower, Ader and D'Arsonval Re-

2L
2S.
24.

Batteries for Telephone Work.
Open Circuit Batteries.
Closed Circuit Batteries.
The Practical Management of

Mercadler's Bl-Telephone.
The Siemens, Kotyra. Neumayer and
Bttttcher Kecelvers.

25.

Magneto

22.

PnbiKrtied .nd for »sie by

Metallic Circuit.

2S.
29.
30.
31.
32.

Lightning Arresters.
Inside Wiring.
Installatiop
of
Te'.^phoc

Underground Wires

ments-.

Transmitters.

Carbon Transmit-

ters.

Bat-

The Condenser;

Ele^scromy.netic Retardatit

36.

F-^change "Working.

40.

4^

Bell.

Inspection and Maintenanc

33.
34.
3fi.

'd9.

teries.

ceivers,

12.

Long

Its

Use

in

Di!

Duplex Telepho
Simultaneous Telegraphy and Teleph.

ony.
42.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO..

Recent Procro

610 Marquette Building, (snicago

EDISON PRIMARY BATTERIES
FORHERLY EDISON-LALANDE

These batteries require no attention
all

1

the energy of their elements

makes them

ideal

Catalogue No. 7

batteries

will tell

for

or

is

This

heavy current work.

you more about them.

EDISON MFC. CO.
Factory,

inspection until

exhausted.

ORANGE,

N.

J.

NEW YORK 83 Chambers Street
CHICAGO: 304 Wabash Avenue
:

J.-iiiiiary

21,
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STROMBERG-GARLSON

Kellogg Express Switchboard

Cabinet

GENERA TOR-CALL
VISUAL SIGNAL SWITCHBOARDS

*".'

Fiftj-Llil

Appearance
.irr iiii\|iiii .ivc III iiiaiiit.iiii

as

ra|iiil

as a

lamp

sij^nal

Capidt)
OujrTef

comes Irom

anil in-arly

switclibnarcl.

Simple

Sawed Oak

Lines.

(or the entire

Exterior of

the Cabinet
Tliis

Attractive

NO
WORKING
PARTS
EXPOSED

SIGNALS
4^

SELF-

CONTAINED

Design has

Thoroushly

been so

seasoned

popular
It

wood

Ihrtt

has betn

much

copied

by other
manufac-

Finished in
Light or

turers

Golden

Gold Medal

Graod Prizi
Highest

Highest

No. A-1249 cabinet e(|Liipped
with 100 line signals and 10 clearin(r-out signals.
Our standard cabinets have a capacity for 50, 60,
70, 100, 140, 180 and 200 line signals of the above
This illustrates

oui'

type,
Bullmtlnm Mo. 3 and 7 -E doBcHbo fhmmo bomrdm
vary thoroughly. Mailed froo upon roQuemt,

CHICAGO,

N. Y.

A PRACTICAL

Award

Buffalo

St.

Exposition

Exposition

IQ02

igo4

All

CHICAGO

PHILADELPHIA

TELEPHONE

BOOK

"MODERN WIRINe DIAGRAMS AND DESCRIPTIONS

Switchboards made.

CLEVELAND

LOS ANCELES

ILL.

FOR PRACTICAL MEN

Efficient

.v.ojt

Louis

Kellogg Switchboard & Supply Co.
Congress & Creen Streets

CO.,

WESTERN SALES OFFICE,

GENERAL OFFICES,

ROCHESTER,

Award

The Strongest, Longest Lived,
telephone experts will tell you that.

STROMBERG-CARLSON TELEPHOKE MFG.

Oak

AND PRACTICE

PRINCIPLES
A

FOR ELECTRICAL WORKERS."

NEW BOOK

TELEPHONY

IN
By

GEORGE WALKER WILDER, PH.
Pocket

4 x 6. Price, net. 81 60.
A work that not only tells you how to do It, but shows you.
edges.

i

THIS BOOK
flrb

D.

Professor in Telephonv In the Armour
Insiuute of Tecbnology

eize

how to wire for call and al&rm bells. For burgrlar
and
olarm. How to run bellB from dynamo current. How to
Install and mamtpo batteries. How to test batteries. How to teat cirtel'B

nplete

and up-to-date, w^tten by

telephone apparatus,

How to wire for enunclators; for telegraph and gas llghtln;;.
bow to locate "trouble" and •' ring out" (-lrcolt«. Ittelta about
meters and transformem Itcontalna 30 diagrams of electric llgbilng
circuits alono. It exolalns dynamos and motors; alternatlBg and dicuits.
It lollB

It glvos 10 diagrams ot ground detectorR alone.
It glTea
"Compenaalor" and Storage Battery Installation. It gives simple and
cxrllclCexDianatlons of tbe "Whoatatone Bridge" and itn ubob as well
other testing. It gives a newand simple wiring table,

rect current.

th"eir

a

principles

practical

and use

man.

All

II.

III.

Systems

IV.

Construction and ETUIpmei

of

modem

at>out

:

Furkdamental Idea.s
Telephone Apparatus

I.

Communication

I

alll'

ftU-^

IN

32 CHAPTER^, 450 PAGES. 37S ILLUSTRATIONS.

SENT PREPAID ON RECEIPT OF PRICE

ELECTRICIAN
PUBLISHINGaCO.
610 Marquette
Chicago
Building,

PRICE S2.00 POSTPAID.

Send Postal j^loney Order to

THE CANTWELL PRESS

IVIaclison,

Wis.

THE AUTOMATIC
is

the recognized competitive system

of

telephony.

Its

manifold advantages over the manual system, mechanically, financially and

make it so.
Automatic telephone service is more prompt and more accurate and absolutely secret. It can be furnished
at less cost to both company and patrons than any other. Progressive Independent telephone companies all over the country are rapidly
adopting it; the new ones in preference to manual and the old ones to replace manual equipment.
It is a success everywhere.

commercially,

Among

the cities

in

which

it

has been adopted are:

Chicago, III.
Grand Rapids, Allch.

Auburn. N. Y.
Lewlston, Maine

San Diego. Cal.
tiopklnsvllle, Ky,

Columbus, Ohio
Dayton, Ohio

Auburn, Maine

Sioux city, Iowa
Cleburne, Texas

Lincoln, Neb.
Portland, Maine

Dass.
New Bedford, Mass,
Los Angeles, Cal.
Fall River,

Woodstock. N. B.

Van Wert, Ohio

Pentwater. Mich,
Toronto Junction,
Wilmington, Del.

Westerly, R.

Battle Creek, Mich.

Riverside. Cal.

McdIord, Wis.
»t. nary's, Ohio
1.

Princeton, N.J.
Albuquerque. N.

M.

Ci

Traverse City, Mich

Augusta, Qa.

Manchester, low*

AUTOMATIC Morgan
ELECTRIC COMPANY
CHICAGO,
Van Buren and

Streets,

U. S. A.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN
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CEDAR POLES

PRODUCERS

AND

DS
KOSS

SPECIAL PRICES ON SMALL POLES.

WHOLESALERS

Writefora copy of our TELEGRAPH

OF WHITE CEDAR^

t'ANSE
MUNISING

••

CODE FOR CEDAR PRODUCTS

••

ONTONAGON

CO

C.I-I.NVaRCEISTER

PRODUCTS

MICH.

WAGNER. WIS
PESHT160

.

>•

SUITE 1Z06 TRIBUNE BLDG. CHICASO.

Are the Best.

Southern Cedar
NO ROTTEX BUTTS.

POLES

D.W. PHELAN,
277 Broadway, NewYork

ELECTRICAL
AND OTHER
INDUSTRIES
ARE

POLES

W.

C.

STERLING & SON,

MONROE, MICH.

TIES.

Eleven Pole Yards in Michigan
Wholesale Producers for 20 years,

WHITE CEDAR POLES
HALL

52

L.

BROOKS

WISCONSIN AVENUB

TOMAHAWK, WIS.

OFFERED
LOCATIONS

POLES, TIES, POSTS.

SAGINAW,

MICH.

We want your inquiries always.

PRODUCERS.

WITH

THE PORTER CEDAR CO.,

Satisfactory Inducements,

Favorable

Good

Healthful

Our Compounti Stops Sparking and

Rates,

Freight

Labor

^M

Conditions,
f/\nli-CultiTia_CQmpounil

Communities,

ON THE LINES OF

Saves Commutators.
14 Years' Use on Street By., liglit and Power Commutatoi s

Has Proven

THE ILLINOIS CENTRAL

R.

.

&

For

information and descriptive pam-

ihSSISSIPRI VALLEY R.

^ jaS.

R.

WE GUARANTEE RESULTS.

Worth.

l/j Send Your Address

YAZOO
full

its

R.

AND THE

HcLfliJGHLIN & CO.,

Have YOV read the

& JENNINGS,
ST. LOUIS.

WHITE OeOAR.
IDAHO CEDAR up

to

80

fl,

I'^lV.lllf

CROSS

BERTHOLD

POLES.

'

FREE SAMPLE THAT CONVINCES,

for

ARMS.
LONO LEAP

AND

PINE

Chemical Building.

FIR.

NEW DYNAMO TENDERS'
HAND-BOOK
By

F. B.

NOT,

IF

YOUR

BADT?

BOOK ORDERS

WHY NOT?

Will receive

PROMPT

and

attention

Dynamo
out

if

CAREFUL
sent to

tenders cannot get along with-

Electrician Publishing

it.

Sent prepaid on receipt of price, $i.oo.

Company,
BUY YOUR BOOKS FROM THE
ELEGTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

610 Marquette

Building.

-

CHICAGO.

BOOKS

ELECTRICIAN

PUBLISHING

S10 Marquette

BIdg.,

510 Marquette BIdg.,

Chioago.

COMPANY,

CHICAGO.

CENTRAL STATION HEATING
We

are the originators and

Our system

is

used

for

the

250 Plants

for heating

purposes.

facturers

Wooden Water

of

mizing Coils, Separators and

builders

utilization

Pipe,
full

in

of

and

the underground
distribution

successful

operation.

of

system of live and exhaust steam heating.
steam from electric and power plants
have the only Meter System. Also manuTraps, Condensation Meters, Valves, Econo-

exhaust

We

Steam Pipe Casing, Steam
line of Steam Fitters' Supplies.

WRITE FOR PAMPHLET AND PRICE

LIST

Steam Company
Ameeicam Distbict
CHICAGO,
L OCK PORT, N.Y.

^TiDN

Western Electrician.

IlL.

January

IF

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

10^5

21,

YOU

WANT POLES

yon w:mi our pnccH, cKpeci;
on Kcvcnincli, twciily(ive«

;

six-incli, iliiriiefi.

May wc

BRACKETS— X ARMS — PINS
Itnlc tliingi

(|uoteyouon tlicsc for IMMKDIATF. SHIPMENT? Can al»o ([uolc you on any
Wc also have plenty o( tliosc "Trolley" ties yet.
oilier .sues you may need.

MALTBY CEDAR COMPANY, 509 Phoenix

Block, Bay City, Michigan.

PIttsburK ARonts, TIppor & Patton, 009 BonKomor

It is

true, but

they cit a bi^ figure io line cooftnictioa.

OUR.
Pr«mrt ShlDmenl

MOTTO

Quallly

I9i
••IHfurtton

COLUMBIA MFG. CO.

Bulldlnij;.

MICHIGAN WHITE

LARGE STOCK.

KELLOCC SWITCHBOARD

PROMPT SHIPMENTS.

Cedar

Rl«hl Prtoe

A.NTIGO. WIS.

TORREY
CEDAR CO.,
CLINTONVILLE, WIS.
Larga Stock Conttantly on Htnd

St

SUPPLY

CO., Chicago.

PoiesCEDAR

POLES,
POSTS,
TIES,

LOUD'S SONS CO., Au Sable, Mich.

H. M.

rXEDARPOlES
All Lengths ani> sizes

POLE DEALERS ADVERTISING

Your

IN
THE WESTERN ELECTRICIAN OBTAIN MOST EXCELLENT RESULTS BECAUSE IT
PLACES THEM IN TOUCH WITH
ACTUAL BUYERS OF POLES.
TRY A CARD.

BUY

Electrical

Books

of the

Electrician

Publishing Co., Suite 510 Harquette
BIdg., Chicago. You will save TIME and
MONEY by doing so

?eOAR POLE?
ESTABLISHED

1862

WM, MUELLER COMPANY
MARQUETTE BLOG, Chicago
eiSMT DISTRIBUTINa YARDS

1211-12-13

^"g"
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There

is

No Higher-Class India-Rubber

Insulation

H A B RS H A\A/.
For Wires and Cables than

I

Authorized Manufacturers of th*

/V-r-riX
'I

11

F-L.EXIBL.E:

-TUBE

\A/IRE.

The India-Rubber and Cutta-Percha
MAIN OFFICE, Glenwood
Sales Office,
IB Cortlandt St., New York.

Insulating Co.,

YOIMKERS,

>>>><><»<
il iiiiiii
MMMMM
M i iiii
l MWMMM
i iiiiiiiii i—
K.VH:H:::K:::;;;;»;!»»»;»«:;»;
ii

i

Works,

i

;» i i» ^

N. Y.

|:
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The Westinghouse
Single-Phase Railway System

Two Views

of the

Motors

From any
efficient

point of view they are the only
and successful single-phase railway

motors in operation at the present

For particulars address nearest

Westinghouse

time.

office of

&

Electric

Mfg. Co.

Pittsburg, Pa.
New York, Atluiio,

Dallas, Baltimore, Boston, Buffalo, Chicago. Cincinnati, Cleveland, Detroit, Los Angeles, Minneapolis,

New

Orleans, Pblladelphla, Pittsburg, St. Louis.

Salt Lake City, San Pranclsco, Syracuse. Seattle, Denver, Mountain Electric Co.

For Canada:

Canadian Westlnghouse Co.. Limited. Hamilton. Ontario.

Mexico: Q.

&

O. Branlff Co.. City of Mexico.

JaTHi:ii;.

.'i.

\'f'

DUNCAN

TALKING POINTS THAT WORK

WORKING POINTS THAT TALK
Make

DIRECT CURRENT

the

the

K

Type

Popular

Meter

Wattmeter

WATTMETERS
Most Sensitive
Most Accurate
Most Reliable
All

Type

WRITE FOR BULLETIN AND PRICES

are

K

Wattmeters

Popular

because

DUNCAN ELECTRIC MFG.
LAFAYETTE,

CO.

—They look right
2nd— They register right
3rd—They stay right
4th—They are tamper proof
5th—The price
right.

IND.

1st

The Inspector

is

AND

Trouble Man.
By

A. E.

DOBBS.

Full of information and diagrams for the operator,
exchange owner, exchange manager, inspector, trouble
man, lineman.
A complete description of telephones and their
troubles.
How to find and remedy them, together
with working plane for exchange construction, complete
with diagrams of all up-to-date telephones and switchboards.

This is a practical book, written in plain language,
and for anyone interested in telephony.
Mailed anywhere on
receipt of pric*

No

technicalities.

...

ONE DOLLAR.
Substantially bound

M

in cloth.

U

'*^m*4f*<HfAM-g*4 '0* <4f4MHf1MHf4Mf4Mf1MUHI^ 'IflMf'^NMf^MMMM Mf**

K

The Multiphase Type
registers all the
energy in any multiphase circuit all the
time.

It is

easier to install

and

easier to

read than two single phase meters used

ELECTRICIAN PUBUSBINfi
510

MARQUETTE BUILDING, CHICAQO.

CO.,

for the

same purpose.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

KARTAVER:

^^

HARD AHD FIEXIBLE FIBER !N SHEETS. RODS AND TUBimi.

JLAJTDTACTCBED

1

THE KIBWVEIT IHHUFACTUBINe CO.

VULCANIZED

'

Wilmingtw.

FIBRI

Highest grades for electrical iasulation aod mccbantcal putpoett, in sheeti,

-Mark

JFraliP

tubes, rodi

and

Catalogues and samples on application.

special shapes.

VULCANIZED FIBRE
Wmh^-M^tk

©i|iB

Sfljp

Ifart

N«n fork

Mfg.

guarant^fH quality.

(Ha., Ifartford.

SjtHtmj

Wilmington. Del

HAZARD MANUFACTURING
CO.,
New
CmcAooOmox,
YobkOftice.

G«»tBRAiJ?rFicE Aia> Works,
Wiftesbarre. Pa.

Crocker- Wheeler

-

WIRES^ GABLE

(Sonn.
GTnrotitn, ffiitt

ffilfirago

CO.,

^

Perfect Control

—

50 Dey

St.

71 and 73 West Adftowi

indefinite Regulation

No Flashing— No Repairs

Dynamotors

Burnouts Impossible— Last Forever

For Telephone Service

ALLEN-BRADLEY

Are

of Esta>.blished

Excellence

BIIOSUTS
For

All

Purposes of Electric Current Control

Prices Reasonable—Satisfaction Guaranteed

SEND

IN

A TRIAL ORDER

Ask your Engineer or

@

iBIack Diamond
id

48-50 West Jackson Boul.

M&nuf&ctuTers and
Electrlca.! Engineers

Ampere, N.

File

CHICAGO,

Works |{
}»

Tw»lv»
at

international

^f{

JOHN

A.

SONS CO.]

^^^^B

Bare

Wire of

^^^^^H

Copper

All

Kinds

ETERT I.EADIH& BABOWA«E
AHE OK
^ CUB 600DS
STORE IX THE IXITED STATES AND CAXAJ>A.
^J
ISf

ROEBLING'S

Insulated

Exposlllont

SAI.E

ILL.

J.

.Medals

Awardid

it.

AMERICAN ELECTRIC FUSE CC.

Company

Crocker^WI&eeler

Electrician about

,,

H^^P

Wire

4f\

I
1^

G.

&

MAIN OFFICE AND WORICS

H.

BABNETT. COMPANY,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

|
Pf

Rl« Vtrh

Chicago

Ctevol&nd

TRENTON,
flan

Frandie*

N. J.

PhUadelphIt

AHnIi

^

to Ceits I dofi.

N'atiunai

SIMPLEX

N.

WIRES ANOCABLE8.

RUBBER COVERED, WEATHEHPHOOF. UNDERGROUND AND SUBMARINE.

Simplex Electrical

T^^'

"'""R'mxso"'"^
iM«Miini<lnoci> Block. CHICAGO

I

OFFICt AND FACTORY: BRttTOL.

Bnbbcr

Innnlatlon.

Matlanal

THK MTA^'IIAKU FOR

M BARCLArnRfecf.

RUnBEIt INM1IL.ATION.
Sole Manufacturers of

Otonite Wires, Okonite Tape,

Manson Tape, Candee

THE OKONITE

fiSSM ?!:«,•;.

}

WE ORBUY OLD
ANY

Wires.

WE

CLEAN, REPAIR AND RENEW
OLD BELTS.
LEATHER PRESERVER MFQ. CORP.

York.

27 W.

MONROE

ST.,

"•" *"*"

lb

MANUFACTURERS OF

^^ULAR Lo^

Paranite Rubber Covered Wires and Cables,

^^

CO.,

""• ''•e'onr. TREBTO*. a. Il

Mr,!or>. V4 b

i..

IH USE.
V, I'.l n. p.

ir.OY.OlllO.

I-T-E

CHICAGO

INDIINA RUBBER AND INSULATED WIRE CO.,

^

atsBdard.

THOUtANDI

BELTS

SCRAPS,
Size OR
CONUITION.

CO., Ltd.

253 Broadway, New

"•"»•'»•

<'*<1e

CRESCENT INSULATED WIRE AND CABLE

"•;«?'•

I.

WIRES AND CABLES

lN»:{-WorId'H Fair,
9IedaI for

H.

CRESCENT RUBBER INSULATED

1HM»— Parin Exposition,
ITIedal for Bnbker Innnlatlon.

iP"'^

India
Rubbf^r <'•.'

RUBBER COVERED

Co.,

BOSTON, MASS.

10 Stnte Street,

R

).

CIRCUIT BREAKERS
CUTTER ELECTRICAL

PHILADELPHIA

CO..

UNDERGROUND, AERIAL, SUBMARINE AND INSIDE USE.

100

TELEPHONE, TELEORAPH AND PIRB ALARM CABLES.
All

Wires are Uitad

JONESBORO. IMIK

at Fsclory.

ElectricHeatiogApparatus
•CNO ron 02-p

Ud oftifr^uluitAiiCt^iirruobr(Miuir«mou(d. S3 Eaoh.
WAI-SH'S SONS & CO.,
Se4 WaahliiKtou

Street.

Newark, M.

3,

TNiS

AUTOMATIC

Chelsea, Mass.,

New

Series Arc

York. Cblcaio, San Fraoclico.

CUT-OUT
J.J.CGAN'S

ELECTRIC METERS.

'ACMC

COUUUTATOli

I'C Sample.
Der SItck.

AGENTS WASTED.

I)
SINGLE AND POLYPHASE

INTERNATIONAL ELECTRIC METER CO.
S.

lami- loop

American Circular Loom Co.

SIMPLEX ELECTRIC HEATING CO.,
Cambrldgeport, Mass.

REPAIRING
RECALIBRATING
167

DUIMUU
CONDUITS FOR INTCRIOR WIRING.

UNIT" ENAMELED RHEOSTATS

Wa

COMPOUND.

J. J.

CAN>L STREET. CHICAGO.

YOST SPECIALTIES.

•^.00

per dox.

A. F.

3039 Kenmore

STAR"

TRANSFORMERS

Sockets, Wall
Sockets,

KUHLMAN ELECTRIC

HAMAGEK, Chicago,

Efia Sale Mtc., 317 Aoatlo Arc.,Tcl. Polk, 1779 Cblcara

CO.

III.

Ave.

INCANDESCENT
1?

AMPS

Elkhart, Ind.

Weatherproof
Sockets,
Rosettes,
Receptacles,

Cord
Adjustersm
Cmlalogum for
iha amkfng.

SOLDERING PASTE
the best formula for making Soldering Paste or Stick
Guaranteed not to corrode or injure the wire or insulation.
tlie finest thing out.
Actual cost of making, 15 cents per
pound. This foinnila is worth SlO.OO to anyone using a soldering
We send it for Si. 00.
flux.

\\'c

ha\e

known.

BUTLER CHEMICAL WORKS

THE YOST ELECTRIC MFG. CO.
TOLEDO, OHIO.

^JlfESTHH

BUTLER, OHIO

lMm\

Waverly Park,

LONS UFE
GUARANTEED CANDLEPOWER,

Positively

Ingtpnmeiil
NEWARK N. J.

187

HIGHEST EFFICIENCY.

STANDARD ELECTRICAL MPS.
COMPANY,
:
Hlles, Ohio.

*JMW

V^MMMMM^-tot-

fULTOH STREET

Co,

"ROUND PATTERN,"
Type

F.

Voltmeters

and

Ammeters.
These

Instruments

are

particularly

Plants and Feeder

suitable for

Isolated

Circuits

Railway and Power Plants

in

Voltmeters in ranges from

3

to

730

volts.

Ammeters in ranges from 1 to 2,500 ampAU Weston Instruments are unsurpassed
in

excellence o£ workmanship,

racy and

economy

in

accu-

cf operation.

liET^UX-Enropean Woston Kloc:rv..lIns!rumoui CO.. Ri;tc'strasst Xo. bti.
i-nxnox— EUiovt L'ros., Cenuu-y Works, Le-.vis-

For Signs, Letters, Flashers, Dimmers, Timeswitches,
Lamps, Rubberrings and an5'thing pertaining to Signs,
-WRITE DIHECT

Ti.

HALLER MACHINE COMPANY
Designers and Alanufactareri;, of Sheetmotal. Electric and Machinery Specialties.
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ft
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MILWMIEIEIEWIIi

Competitors Scoffed
W riGn

the greatest Engine Building and Mining Machinery makers
in the

/^ricl

country entered the Electrical Field

that there

were rumors

the rest of

it,

1 11611) when we won,
Mining

of buying up, "amalgamating,"

—rumors without

and

a fraction of foundation in

fact.

Louis Exposition, Electrical, Engine, and

at St.

Machinery Grand

and other high awards,

Prizes,

the country took thought, for

Now

these facts are clear

:

there

is

Real Competition at Last
in the Electrical Industry

The

This

market can no longer be controlled by one or two companies

Company

equipped

is

to Build

THE LARGEST GENERATORS
THE MOST POWERFUL MOTORS
THE LARGEST POWER UNITS
We have the Works
We have offices in most
Our

Electrical

The Machinery
large cities

—

Headquarters are

The Men

Six large works

at Cincinnati

aPoQoOb"

V-ii-

Canadian representatives Allis-Chalmers-Bullock, Ltd., Montreal.

—
January

28,

'
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1005

TheElectric Storage
BatteryGo.
PHILADELPHIA
MANUFACTURER OF THE

"Cbloribc Bccumulator
For Central

Power

Stations, Electric Railways, Isolated Lif^liting and
Fire Alarm, Telegraph, Train Lighting, etc., etc.

.SALES O

K

F

I

C KS

Stations,

:

Cakava.
Canadlkn Opq«t«I
nd 19lb

ITatava. Ct-RA.
G. F. fjre«a«ood, Mk^'Acrr

SI

GRAB
Long enough

TIME NOW

Architects and Dealers

AND HOLD

Electric Lighting Fixtures

to write for a

sample

IT

find

appliances (bronze or

I'r.

best

KESTER ELECTRIC MFG.
UNION STREET

—

CO.

PAUL LETHEULE,

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

4808 Delmar Bd.,

ICONTiNUOUS RAIL JOINT CO.

IiVSULATED WIRES

NEWARK,

MAGNET WIRES
NORTHERN WIRE
& CABLE CO.

OVER

South Milwaukee
Wis.

Ul-

St. Louis

AM.

N. J.

20,000 MILES IN USE

niphest Award at Paris Expo'^ltlon. 1000,
IJufTalo, 1901. nnd St. Louis, 1004.

BAKER

PLATINUM

manufacturers,

grand prizes at
M. Louis Exposition now
for bargain at low prices,
on immediate application
.'..irded

CO., R. 1008 Chemical Bld^.. St. Louis. Mo.,

Genera.! Western A^ent

46 N.

prices— all

im the best artists and

u.i-

MAHLER

Ijcsl

at cut

r\stal)

L. F.

decora-

•'.ill

iiv<-

of

Kester Self-Fluxing Solder

the

in

WORKS:

NEW YORK

CO., INC.

Newark, New Jersey

GRAND PRIZE
UNIVERSAL EXPOSITION

20

ST. LOUIS, 1904

«c

OFFICE:

I

Liberty Street

ALPHABETICAL INDEX TO ADVERTISEMENTS.
Adams-BagDall Electric Co..—
Allls-Chalmers

Company

2

American Battery Co
12
Amer. Circular Loom Co
1
American Conduit Co
18
American Diesel Engine Co.. 17
Amer. District Steam Co
7
Amer. Elec. Fuse Co
24
Amer. EL Telepbone Co
18
American Eiecirlcal Works.. 13
1

Arnold Elec. Power Station
Co.

—

Babcock & Wilcox Co
Badt.F. B
10
Bain. For^e
13
Baker & Company
3
Baker A Co., W. E
10
Barnett Company, G. & H....24
Beardslee Chandelier Mfg. Co.—
Benjamin Electric Mfg. Co-

—

L A

10

& Jennings

20

BlssellCo-.Tbe P
Bossert Electric Construction

—

Bennett,
Bertbold

Co
Brooks.

HalfL

BrowneUCcTlie

Central Electric Co

ConL

Bryan,

Wm. H

Bullock Elec. Mfg. Co....

Bunge,Otto
Butler Chemical Works.
r &Co., H. M

12

24
Paries Mfg. Co
"For Sale" Advertisements.. 14

—
Day A Co...Tas. B
—
D. A W. Fuse Company
Dearborn Drug A Chem.Wks.l7
Diamond Meter Company
21
Directory of Engineers
10
Dixon Crucible Co., Joseph.. 17
Doxsee Flec'L Co., A. S
Duncan Elec. Mfg. Co
23

—

Decorative A MiniaDepartm't.
1£

Lamp

Edison Mfg. Company

-

Edwards A Co

2(

Egan.

J.

J

Electric Appliance

14

A Co

Evans ACo., W. R

Crawfordsville Electric Co..—
Crescent Ins. Wire & Cbl. Co. 1
Crocker- Wheeler Co
14
—
Crolius A Son, E. R
Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co
4
Cutter Elec. & Mfg. Company I

ture

Ry

Evans. Almlrall

18

.

i:dison

Erie

14

Chicago Die & Electric Co....—
Ohlcaso Edison Co
4 14
Chic. Fuse Wire A Mfg. Co... 15
Chicago Insulated Wire Co..—
Chicago Mica Co
12
Columbia lacand. Lamp Co..—
Columbia Mfg. 'Co
2t>
Continuous Rail Joint Company of America
3
Cooper-Hewitt Elec. Co
9
Cope, T.J
1

Bryan-Marsh Co

Buckeye Electric Co

5

Improvement Co
A El. Co
Century Electric Co
Slat.

Central Tel.

1

Co

Electric Storage Battery Co..

K
i

Electrical Engineer Institute.—

Electrician Pub. Company... It

10
10

.

India Rubber A Guita Percha
Insulating Company

Jackson. D. C.

A W. B

—

10

Wayne Elec. Works, Inc. .23
—
Fosloria Incand. Lamp Co

Jeffrey Manufacturing

Co

Johns-Manvllle Co.. H.

W

Fowler, John H
Fowler-Jacobs Company
Franklin Elec, Mfg. Co
Fres-Ko Chemical o

Karlaverl Manufacturing Co.
Kellogg Switchboard A Sup
ply Company
19.21

Pt.

21

S

——

Hamacek.

A.

10

Co

1

4

Kemp.R.

W

Kuhlman

Electric

3
13

10

Co

1

—

Leather Preserv. M. Corp
Leffel A Co.. James.
Letheule. Paul
3.
Lindsley Brothers Company..
Loud's Sons Co. H. M

1

Hart Mfg. Co
20
Hartford Steam Boiler Inspection & Insurance Co....—
Hazard Manufacturing Co...—
Highland Park College.
13
.

—

W. S

Hlpwell Mfg. Co
Hobart K lee. Mfg. Co
Hoffman, G. "W

18
1

14

--

Holmes Fibre-Graph. Co
Holophane Glass Co
Humphrey. Henry H

—

Hunt A Co..Robt. W
Illinois Central Ry

20

15

10

Incandescent Electric Light
Manipulator Company
IndianaRub. AIns. W. Co

—
1

Machado A Roller
Mallby Cedar Company
Manhattan El. Supply Co
Manross, F.N
Marinette Gas Engine Co

Matthews*

—
20
19

—

10

Northern Elecfl Mfg. Co.... 12
Northern Wire A Cable Co .. 3
Northwestern Storage Battery

Co

13

Bros.,

W.N

McLaughlin A Co.. Jas
McLennan A Company,

K

Mechanical Appliance Co
Mica Insulator Company
Miscellaneous Advs
Monon Railroad
Mueller Company. WlUiam..
Munsell A Co., Eugene

National Carbon Co
National Electric Co
11,
National India Rubber Co

o:f .A.cl-«rei*tlsei:33.oi:ft-t»

CO

—
Schneider A Co..
Schotl.W. H
10
Simplex Electrical Co., The.. 1
Simplex Elec. Beating Co.... l
—
Speer Carbon Co
Squire Electric Co
Siandard Elec Mfg. Co
l
Standard rnderg. Cable Co....—
Stanley Elec Mfg. Co.. The 5
Stanley Instrument Co
ft

—

Stanton.

LeRoy

W

nt

A Sen, W. C
21
—
Stow Mfg Company
Stromberg-Ctrlson TeL Mfg.
Sterling

10

Kester Elec. Mfg. Co
Klein A Sons, Matbias
Kohler Brothers

,

F

Hill Elec. Co..

17

21

.—

..

General Electric Co
9.12
General Incandescent Arc
—
Light Company
General Incand. Lamp Co
Gould Storage Battery Co.... 6
Green Fuel Economizer Co.. 17
Gregory Electric Company... 14
Hallberg, J. H
Haller Machine

Lamp Co
New England Butt Co
Newgard A Co. Henry
New York Cent Ry
New York Ins. Wire Co
Nc-rnst

—

international Elec. MeterCo. 1
iDternatlonalTeL Mfg. Co. ..18

Pacific Coast Pole

—

Co

Paragon Fan A Motor Co
Pass A Seymour, Inc
Pfannmueller A C0..K. K

W

Phelan, D.
Phillips.

—
—
14

2i

Eugene F
13
Wire Co. ..13

Phillips Insulated

Phoenix Glass Co
Phosphor- Bronze
Pignolet.L. M
Pittsburg

A

—

S.

Co

L. S. Iron

17

12

Co. ...21

Plume A Atwood Mfg. Co.. ..13
Porter Cedar Company
20
Relsinger,

Hugo

9

Replogle Governor Works., .—
Reynolds EL Flasher Mfg.Co.2I
Richardson Lubricating Co. .14
Robert Instrument Co.. The.. 12
Robertson A Sons. Jas. L
Roebling's Sons Co.. J. A
24
Ruebel-Schwedtmann-Wells.. 10
Runzel-Leni Elec. Mfg. Co...—

—

Safety Ins. Wire

A Cable Co. .24

Samson Cordage Works
Sargent A Lundy
Sauquoll Silk Mfg. Co

IS<de

f*^s:e

7

—
14

€%•

Company

19

Torrey Cedar Company
Tray Plate Battery Co
TrumbuU Elec Mnfg. Co

Turner Brass Worts

Union Electric Mfg. Co

21

24

—

—
—

Valentine-Clark Co., The
21
Vulcanized Fibre Company.. 24

Wagner

Electric Mfg. Co...... 8

Walsh's Sons

A Company

Warren Elec Mfg. Co
Wesco Supply Co
Western Display Co

l

13
12

9

Western Electric Company... 4
Westinghouse Electric
A
Manufact aring Co
22
Weston Electrical Inst. Co...
I

WhlteheadMachlnerr Co...

14

Woolley Fdy. A Mach. Wts.—
Worcester Coirpany, C. H .... 30
Yesbera Mfg. Co
Yost Electric Mfg, Co

Zero Marx Sign Works

IB
1

—

—
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If

January

writh

you want Wires or Cables insulated

INSULATIONm
.

.

you

190

^ ^^f

the

HIGHEST CLASS INDIA RUBBER
buy

28,

should

.

Complete stock

H^

of

sizes constantly on hand
for sale at lowest market prices by
all

CHICAGO EDISON COMPAIMY,
WRITE FOR PRICES.

139

Direct-Current

ADAMS STREET, CHICAGO.

NATIONAL ELECTRIC
CODE

Generators and Motors

STANDARD FUSE DEVICES

W.

E. Generator direct
connected to a Fuller
Cornish Cycle Engine
the most silent, compact,

ARE READY

OUR LABEL

efficient unit possible.

250-^/0-'TSend tor Bulletins

TYPE B

(Ferrule Contact).

1-30 Amps.,
31-60 Amps.,

TYPE
61

1

1, 2, 3 Pole,
1, 2,

TYPE

Main Line.

3 Pole, Main Line.

E (Knife Blade Contact).

00 Amps.,

1

,

2, 3 Pole,

Main Line.

E (Knife Blade Contact).

101-200 Amps.,

1

Pole,

201 -400 Amps.,

1

Pole, Main Line.

401-600 Amps.,

1

Pole, Main Line.

Main Line.

600-VOL.-r
TYPE B

(Ferrule Contact).

1-30 Amps.,
31 -60 Amps.,

TYPE

NEW YORK

CHICAQO
And Other Large

1

Pole Main Line.

1

Pole,

201-400 Amps.,

1

Pole, Main Line.

401-600

1

Pole, Main Line.

Amps.,

Mfra.AsbestoianilMatlieila Pipe lid Boiler Coveriats,RooflneiDdPflckiags

100

WILLIAM

Some Changes

C-H.

E (Knife Blade Contact).

101 200 Amps.,

="H.W.JOHNS-MANVILLECO.
OLEVELAND
PITTSBURG

Cities

TYPE

Main Line.

Pole, Main Line.

E (Knife Blade Contact).

61-100 Amps.,

Western Electric Company

Pole,

1
1

ST.,

NEW

YORK.

Main

Line.

=pARIS

Brussels

in the

"CARPENTER" CONTROLLER
FOR SMALL MOTORS

We've made some mechanical changes in the C-H "Carpenter" type of controller for
motors from J^ to 3 H. P. which have resulted in making it more compact.
For operating printing presses and machine tools this controller has been a great success,
many of the largest printing establishments in the country employing it exclusively. Bulletins
88 to 89 K describe the

new

type for small motors.

THE CUTLER-HAMMER MFG.

CO.. Milwaukee,

wis.

January

2R,

WESTERN ELECTRiaAN

i')05

DELTABESTON MAGNET WIRE
ASBESTOS-COVERED WIRE FOR

AN

SIZES NO. 3 TO 18

AND

FIELD
B.

S.

&.

ARMATURE WINDING

GAUGt

ABSOLUTELY MOISTURE-PROOF AND INDESTRUCTIBLE BY TEMPERATURE RISE

(Eriifml

€Irdrir€mu;mu^,
SAICS AOEMTS,

264-266-268-270 HFTH AVENUE, CHIOAGO.

m

^C

:|$Cii

h

S

yy tern

Transformers

B. O.

wor-

are superior lighting transformers and

thy of
tion.

all

m=\

m:

'ST'

K-.

-<iv

em
Induction Motors
h

c

S

Polyphase and Single-Phase.

yy

t

Superior

Central Station men's considera-

The relation between

in points of engineering

efficiency, regulation, heating,

ini

SB

and manufacture

cost, insulation,

copper

losses

and aging

is

a

known

science

with

our

over ordinary induction motors.
Simple, compact and

rigid

Adaptable

wall

for

floor,

construction.
ceiiing

or

use.

transformer
designers.

Bulletins

Bulletins

will be

141 and

sent

upon

request.

142 cover
the subject.

STANLEY ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING COMPANY
PITTSFIELD,

CHICAGO OFFICE: MOXADNOCK BLOCK

MASSACHUSETTS

ELECTRICITY FOR ENGINEERS.

PRICE $2.60.
424 PAGES.
ILLUSTRATED.
ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
510 Marquette

Building,

•

•

OMIOAOO

INSTRUMENT CO.
STANLEY
GREAT
BARRINCTON, MASS.,

UNIVERSAL EXPOSITION
ST.

LOUIS

U. S. A.

GOLD MEDALS
THE HIGHEST AWARDS AT BOTH EXPOSITIONS FOR

TIVIETER

PAN-AMERICAN EXPOSITION

BUFFALO

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

January

Railway Line and Regulating

Complete
Storage

and Train Lighting
Central Lighting and Power
Electric Vehicle and Telephone

Isolated

Battery
Plants
aOULD COUNTER

B.

YORK, 1 W. S-lth Street.
BOSTON, 89 State Street.
CHICAGO, The "Rookery."
SAN FRANCISCO, Century fclectric

Co.

M.

P.

BOOSTER SYSTEMS

WORKS

NEW

tors.
Audit Co. of

Eean.

Illinois

McLaughlin

Incandes. El. Lt. Manip. Co.

Manipulator Co.
Tel.)
(Tel.

Inc. El. Lt,

Anchors
Bennett,

I.

Matthews

&

A.
Bro..

&

J.

FresKo Chemical

AdjoBters. Cord.

Adjusters, Inc. Lamps.

W.

N.

McLennan &

Co.
Jas.
Co., K.

& Co.,

Condennerst Electric.
Mfg Co.

Stanley Elec.

Conduit and Conduits.
American Circular Loom Co.
American Conduit Company
Central Electric Co.

Central Electric Co.

Electric Appliance Co.
Mantiattan Elec. Supply Co.
Wesco Supply Co,
Western Electric Co.

Batteries

Osburn Flexible Conduit

Wesco Supply

Co,

Co.

Contractors luid Electric Llffht Plants.

A 11 is -Chalmers Company.

and Jars.

Bullock El. Mfg. Co.
Crocker-Wheeler Co.

BissellCo-.TheF.
Central Electric Co.

Ft.

Edison Mfg. Co.

General Electric Co.
National Electric Co.
Northern Electrical Mfg. Co.
Wagner Electric Mfg. Co.

Edwards

& Company.

Electric Appliance Co

Elec.

Wks,

Inc.

Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

We.qco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.

Amer.

Central Electric Co.

& Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Co.
Electric
Western
Edwards

Jos.

Leather Preserver Mfg. Corp.

Beltlns.

^
„
Leather Preserver Mfg. Corp-

Cord.
-

Runzel-Lenz Elec. Mfg. Co.
Samson Cordage Wks.

CroHN-Arms,
Brackets.

and

Pins

Berthold & Jennings.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.

Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Company.

Bossert Elec. Const. Co.
Central Electric Go.

Green Fuel Economizer Co.

Boiler Compoonrts.

Chicago Edison Co.

Dearborn Drug&Ghem. Wks.

&

Wilcox Co.
BrownellCo.,Tbe

Rooks. Electrical.
Cantwell Press, The.
Electrician Publishing Co.
Ilooths, Telephone.
Yesbera Mfg. Co.

Central Electric Co.
Hobart Elec. Mfg. Co.
Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co.
Speer Carbon Co,

Company.

The

F.

Bullock Elec. Mfg. Co.
Centtrry Electric Co.
Crawfordsville Electric Co.
Crocker-Wheeler Co.

BissellCo., B. F.

Ft.

Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.

Farles Mfg. Co.

Points and

Plates.
Central Electric Co,

Chicago Edison Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
National Carbon Co.
Reisinger, Hugo.
Speer Carbon Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
CitNtlnirs.
Farles Mfg. Co.
New England Butt Co.
National Electric Co.

Wayne

Elec.

Wks.

Electric Appliance Co.
Simplex Elec. Heating Co,
Western Electric Co.

Jeffrey Mfg. Co.

Chandeliers.
Faries M f g. Co.
Lethenle, Paul.

Electric Railvrays.
Crocker-Wheeler Co.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

rf n 1 1 Breakers.
Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co.

'1

Mfg. Co.

Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks. Inc.
Union Electric Mfg. Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Company.
Westlnghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Electrical and

Mechan-

ical Enftrtneers.
Arnold Elec. Power Stat'n Co.
Badt, F. B.

Baker*

Co.,

W.

E.

Bryan, Wm. H.
Byllesby A Co.,H. M.

Clii

Elec. Mfg. Co.

Farles Mfg. Co.^
llfiK

Inc.

General Elec, Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Gregory Electric Co.
Hobart Elec. Mfg. Co.
Mechanical Appliance Co.
National Electric Co.
Northern Electrical Mfg. Co.
Stanley Elec. Mfg. Co.
Stow Manufacturing Co.
Wagner Electric Mfg. Go.
Warren Elec, Mfg. Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co,

Electric Heatlns Appl.

Chains.

Coi

nd Ashes HandMachinery.

Jeffrey Mfg. Co.

Central Electric Co.

Diamond Meter Co.
Duncan Elec. Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Ft, Wayne Elec. Wks, Inc.

Humphrey, Henry H.
Hunt ACo.,Robt. W.
Jackson. D. C.

Kemp,R. W.

& W.

Steam Boiler

Hartford
spection

&,

In-

Insurance Co.

The

Inst. Co.

Eleotro-l'latlnK Uach*y
Crocker- Wheeler Company.
General Electric Co.

Elevators-Con Tcyors.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.

and Gaso-

Simplex Electrical Co,
Standard Underground
Sterling Varnish Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Wesco Supply Co.

BisseUCo.,The

C, Co.

Electric Appliance Co.

Central Electric Co.

Century Electric Co
Crocker-Wheeler Company,
Edison Mfg. Co.
General Electric
General Inc. Arc
Co.

Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg, Co,

b re.

Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Go.

Wayne

Elec.

Wks.

Inc.

Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Ijamp, Coloring.
The F.
Bryan-Marsh Company.
Buckeye Electric Company,
Blssell Co.,

H.

FittinsTB.
Faries Mfg, Co.

Beardslee Chandelier Mfg. Co.
Letbeule, Paul^

Flashers.
The F.
Elec'l. Co., A. S.

Blssell Co.,

Co.

Reynolds El. Flasher Mfg.Co
Wesco Supply Co.
Flashers, Alotorless.
Schneider & Co., C. O.

Central Electric Co.
Ghi<
)Edis iCo.
Qbia Incan. Lamp Co,
Edison Decorative & Minii
ture Lamp Dept.
Electric Appliance Co.

Postoria Incand. Lamp Co,
Franklin Electric Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Nernst Lamp Co.

Sawyer-Man

Elec. Co.
Standard Elec'l Mfg Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.

Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Cc
Lamps, Incandei
t-*
Replacers & Cleaners,

Flexible Shafts.
Stow Mfg. Co.

Fuses and Fuse Wire.
Amer. Elec. Fuse Co.

Inc. El. Lt. Manipulator Co,
Letters, Metal.
Haller Machine Co.

BissellCo., The F.
Central Electric Co.

Chicago Fuse Wire* Mfg.Co,
Clinton Stamping* Elec. Co.
D. & W. Fuse Company.
Electric Appliance Co.
Johns- Manville Co.. H. W.
Manhattan Elec, Supply Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Company.

Globes, Reflectors
Shades.

and

Fostorla Glass Specialty Co.
Fostoria Incan. Lamp Co.
Haller Machine Co.
Holophane Glass Co.

Western Electric Co.
Governors, "Water 'Wheel.
Replogle Governor Works,

Graphite Specialties.
Dixon Crucible Co., Jos.
Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co.
Heatlnf^ (E s h a n t

of

Weston

Lamps, Nernst
Nernst Lamp Co.
Lamps, Vapor.
Cooper, Hewitt Elec. Co,

Leather Specialties.
Bunge, Otto.

Ll^htnlns Arresteri
Central Electric Co,
Electric Appl
Elec.
Ft. Way

"

Co,

Wks.

Inc.

&

Co.,

Co.
Electric Storage Battery Co
Gould Storage Battery Go.

Hamilton

Supplies, General EIe«
Blssell Co., The F.
Central Electric Co;

Century Electric Co.

Bain, Foree.

Chicago Edison Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Manhattan Elect'l Supply Ct
Wesco Supply Co.

Phosphor Bronze Sm. Co. Ltd.

'Wire

and

Sheet.
Baker & Company Inc.
Poles and Ties.

Western Electric Co.

Svritchboards.
BisseUCo.,TheF.
Gen. Incan. Arc Light

Berthold & Jennings.
Brooks, Hall L,
Columbia Mfg. Co.
Fowler. John H.
Fowler-Jacobs Company.

KeUogg Switch, & Sup.

Co.

Telephones, Telephoui»
Material and Sfvitchi
boards.
American El. Telephone
Automatic Electric Co.

Co,

Lindsley Bros. Co.
Loud's Sons Co., H. M,

Blssell Co.,

The

Cc

F.

Maltby Cedar Co.
Mueller Company, William.
Pacific Coast Pole Co.

Central Electric Co.
Central Tel. & El. Co.

Phelan. D. W.
Pittsburg A. L. S, Iron Co.
Porter Cedar Company.
Sterling & Son, W. C.
Torrey Cedar Co,
Valentine-Clark Co., The.
Worcester Co., C. H.

International Tel. Mfg. Co.
Kellogg Swltchb. & Sup. Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Stromberg-Carlson Tel. M.C/f
Wesco Supply Co.

PollKh (Metal).
Allen Co.. Inc., L.

Electric Appliance Co.

Western Electric Co.

Time Switches.
BisseU Co., The F.

It.

Tools.
Klein

Portables.

&

Sons, Mathlas.

Western Electric Co.

Farles Mfg. Co.

Povrer Transmiaslon

Transformers.
Central Electric Co.

Machinery.

CrawfordsviUe Electric Co.

Jeffrey Mfg, Co.

Crocker- ^Vheeler Co.
Electric Appliance Co,
Ft. Wayne Elec. Works,
General Electric Co.
Gregory Electric Co.

Continuous Rail Joint Company of America.

InC'

Kuhlman

Electric Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
National Electric Co.
Stanley Elec. Mfg Co.
Wagner Electric Mfg. Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co:

Re- Windlne— Repair
Chicago Edison Co.
Gregory Electric Co.

Rheostats.
Amer. Electric Fuse Co.
Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co.

Trucks, Electric Car.

General Electric Co.
Gen'l Inc. Arc Lt. Co.
Union Electric Mfg. Co.

Wesco Supply

General Electric Co.

Westinghouse

&

Mfg. Ca'

AUis-Chalmers Co.
General Electric Co.
Westlnghouse El. & Mfg.

Rods, Conduit.
Cope, T.

El.

Turbines. Steam.

Co.

C(

J,

Schools and Colleges.
Electrical Engineer Inst.

Highland Park College

Second-Han d Mach*y.
BissellCo,, The F.
Cent. Stat. Improvement Co.
Gregory Electric Co.
Matthews & Bro., W. N.
Walsh's Sons & Co.

W^lr
Cables— Maff^
net Wires.
American Electrical Works.
BissellCo., The F.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.

Shades, Lamp.
Faries Mfg. Co.

Sheet Brass & Copper.
Plume &Atwood Mfg. Co.
Sif^ns, Electric.
Haller Machine Co.
Western Display Co.
Zero Marx Sign Works.

Western Electric Co.

Slllcs,

Linemen's Climbers.

Electrical Inst. Co.

American Battery

Farles Mfg, Co.

General Electric Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co,
Stanley Elec, Mfg. Co,
Wesco Supply Co.
Klein & Sons, Mathlas.
Lul>ricating:, Oil, Grease.
Richardson Lubricating Co,

and Designers.!

Storage Batteries.

\ozzlcs.

Inanlatlnff

Manhattan

and

Brnldlns.

Sockets

&

Mica.
Chicago Mi<

JVc3^vex*t:iseix:Leui:s

Ins.

WMre Co

Elec.

Supply Co.

National India Rubber Co
Insulated WIreCc
Northern Wire & Cable Co.

New York

Phillips Insulated Wire Co
Roebline's Sons Co.. J. A.

(See Wires and Cables.)

Green Fuel Economizer Co.

&

Receptacles.

Magnet Wires.

Mechanical Draft.

Indiana Rub.

India Rubber A GuttaPerchi
Insulating Co.
Kellogg Switch. & Sup. Co.

Sauquoit Silk Mfg. Co.

Amer. District Steam Co,

Ixica.e2ic

Mfrs.

Speed Indlcatora.

Klein & Sons, Mathlas.
Novelties, Lighting:.
Letheule, Paul

B,

1^01* i^li3]n^l3e't:io^l

Manhattan Elec. Supply Co
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
Specialties, £lectrical:

Rail Joints.

Co., Jas, P.

Lamps, Incandescent.

Files.

Doxsee

Ft.

General Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Lt. Co,
Gregory Electric Co.
Hipwell Manufacturing Co
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Stanley Elec, Mfg. Co.
Wesco Supply Co.

Day A

HaUer Machine

F.

Central Electric Co.

Alii s-Ch aimers Company.
Brownell Co., The

&

& Co.
Electric Appliance Co.

Edwards

Haller Machine Co.

Nippers and Pliers.

Platinum,

Supply Co,

National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Okonite Co., The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.

Co.

Pans and Fan Motors,

Barnett Co., G.

Mfg. Co.

Manhattan

AUis-Chalmers Company.
Marinette Gas Engiqe Co.
WooUey Fdy. & Mach. Wks,

Wesco Supply

&

Central Electric Co.

Dynamos and

Phosphor Bronse.

line.

Engines, Oil.
American Diesel Engine

El.

(See

Indiana Rub. & Ins. Wire Co.
Johns- Manville Co., H. W.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Elec.

N. Y.

Speaklns Tubes.

Motors.)

Carhartt

Co.

Enf^iues, Gas

DEPEW,

Patent Attorneys.

Stanley Elec, Mfg. Co.
Stanley Instrument Co.
Wagner Electric Mfg. Co.

Wesco Supply

motors.

Overalls.

Roller.

Inst. Co.,

General Electric Co,
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.

Westlnghouse

Jas. L.

luspecUon A Insuraucc

Chicago Edison Co.

Pignolet, L. M.

Robert

Indicators.
Robertson & Sons,

Central Electric Co.

General Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.

Machado &

Minlngr Apparatns.Elec.
A His -Chalmers Company.
Crocker-Wheeler Company.

Co.

Electric Appliance Co.
Incandesent Electric Light
Manipulator Co.

IiiBUlatins Machinery.
New England Butt Co.
lUHulufurH and Insulatlus Materials.
American Electrical Works.

F.

FIxtnrea, Gas and Elec.

Central Electric Co.

Cables (See Wires and Cables)
Canopies.

Benjamin

Electric Appliance Co.
I't. Wayne Elec, Wks, Inc.
General Electric Co,
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Hamacek, A. E.
Hart Manufacturing Co.
Hill Elec. Co., W. S.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co,

BissellCo.,

Cable Hanarers.

&

Mfg. Co.

Allls- Chalmers

Western Electric Company.

Cutter Elec.

&

Dynamos and Motors.

Brushes.

-

Cutter Elec.

Western Electric Co.
Westlnghouse Ei. & Mfg. Co.

Farles Mfg. Co.

(

(Recording and Testing.)

The

&

Evans, Almirall

Electrical Instruments.

I'M

BrneUets.

Carbons,

Holders, Inc. Lamps.

Weston Electrical

Fuse Co.

Elec.

BIOYv Pipes.
Turner Brass Works

Babcocii

Hcatingr,

Newgard & Co., Henry.
Northern Electrical Mfg. Co.
Ruebel, Schwedtman, WeUs,
Sargent & Lundy.
Schott, W. H.
Squire Electric Co.
Stanley Elec. Mfg. Co.
Stanton, LeRoy W.

Controllers, Crane.

Bells, BDEzera, Btc.

Belt DresslnK.
Dixon Crucible Co.,

Wayne

Kohler Brothers.
Letheule, Paul

Blssell Co.,

Electric Appliance Co.

& Company.

Edwards

:

Bulletins.

CLASSIFIED INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
Hot Water.

Accountants and Audi-

28, igc

Runzel-Lenz

and Paste.

Elec.

Mfg

Co.

Butler Chemical Works.
Crollus ASon.E. R.
Kester Elec. Mfg. Go.

Standard Underground
Wesco Supply Co.

Western Electric Co,

Western Electric Company.

C.

Co

(See I^^s^e 3«

I
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SAMSON SPOT CORD

}}

used for hanging Arc Lamps, saves Iteads, lamps and expensive
renewals; BECAUSE:
if

FIRST— The

stitclies

double on

tributing the strain equally over

all

eacli other, giving

freedom

of play

and dis-

the strands.

SECOND— is made of extra quality stock, warranted free from waste.
THIRD— Being warranted free from bad splices and rough braiding,
It

the

smooth surface causes minimum abrasion and maximum wear.
For the same reasons this cord

and

Bell

We

is

much

the most durable for Trolley Cord

Cord.
gladly send tests and samples, with

full

information, to

all

interested.

SAMSON CORDAGE WORKS
BOSTON, MASS.

Light.. Power

CO.'S

DO YOU RUN YOUR ENGINES CONDENSING?

WHY
HOW
SHOW

YOU
TO EFFECT A
NOT LET US
MUCH GREATER SAVING BY INSTALLING AN

UNDERGROUND

EXHAUST STEAM HEATING SYSTEM?

"STORY" of
DISTRICT STEAM DISTRIBUTION
Write For The

American District Steam Co.
WESTERN OFFICE:

CHICAGO,

ILL.

MAIN OFFICE:

LOCKPORT,

N. Y.

FACTORIES:
N.

TONAWANDA,

N. Y.

—
WESTERN ELECTRiaAN

LIGHTING THE

January 28, igoj

NEW

TIMES BUILDING
not the least of this 476-foot sky-scraper's wonders.
Lighting the huge presses, 55 feet below ground,
was a serious problem solved by using
is

FRES-KO

Cooper Hewitt

Fres-ko Soldering Paste

Mercury Vapor Lamps
In the press and stereotype rooms, 26 Cooper Hewitt lamps
take the place of 132 incandescent lamps with separate outlets
and 14 arc lamps, besides saving two-thirds of the current and
obviating the need of drilling 1,600 holes for incandescent
lamps in the press frames.
They light thoroughly all the machines and 17,000 square
feet of floor space with a ceiling 21 feet high.
The composing room is lighted by 12 Cooper Hewitt lamps.
Those who have worked under these for six months consider
the light the nearest approach to daylight yet developed.
The
light is soft and cool to the eyes.
Casting no shadows, it
makes type legible in any position. Eliminating reflections
from bright surfaces, it renders new type easy to read.
In the mailing room, there are 4 Cooper Hewitt lamps,
making 42 in all two in series of 118 volts direct current, each
consuming 3.5 amperes.

Fres-ko Soldering Stick

GUARANTEED TO BE THE BEST
For Prices and Samples
write to

—

FRES-KO CHEMICAL GO.

THE LIOHT TO WORK BY.

COOPER HEWITT ELECTRIC CO.
220 West 29th Street
NEW YORK

FORT WAYNE,

IND.

Gold Med^i

Single -PK^Lse A. C. Motors

Gold Meda.1

Static

Silver Medal

Transformers
Switchboard Instruments

apparatus
THEPurchase

built by this Company received unusual recognition by the International Jury of the Louisiana
Exposition, as above list of awards indicates.
These awards were made after a comprehensive
series of tests which enabled the performance of the apparatus to be gauged as well as its appearance and
mechanical construction. By confining our attention to a limited line of products, we arc able to mantain a high
seek
degree of perfection, this fact being amply evidenced by the constantly widening sphere of our influence.

We

To supply

first-class
saLtisfoLctory to the
business which will

Have you

apparatus. To have its performaLnce entirely
customer. And to employ methods of doing
merit the confidence of our friends.

received our latest Publication

"Answ^ers to some Central Station Q\iestions aboxit Single-Phase Motors?"

A paper read
Bulletin No. 68.
*'
"
69.

before the October Meeting of the

Single-Phase Motors
Motor Generator Sets
Bulletin No. 67.

Kansas

Electric Light Association

Bulletin No. 65.
"
" 64.

Sta-tic

by G. Percy

Cole.

Transformers

Pow^er Tra.nsn\ission TrsLns.

Instruments

Wagrver Electric Man\jfact\iriiAg Comparvy
ST. LOUIS, U. S. A.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

January 2«, 1905

GRAND PRIZE
The Highest Possible Award
Has Been Given

to

HIGHEST GRADE NUERNBERG CARBONS
By the International Jury of Awards,

of the Louisiana

Purchase Exposition,

HUVGO REISINGER.

the onl)- electric sign sold with

is

WESTERN DISPLAY
and

Cope's

I''orel(!n

Patent

CO..
WRITE

Patenti

Rcmcmticr chcsc rods hate no

Quick

Coupling

Conduit

Rod

.1

ST.

Sole Mfrs..
rO-R

PAUL.

BOOKLET
Our Compound Stops Sparking and

lose

Saves Commufators.

CoiiiJinini -irc ol Sled iinij
ire ni4do \a (he best possible raanDcr.

"riioi

14 Years' Use on Street R).,

Has Proven
n

old since May i«>2.
1 1t.Ubd 1 II. leOElbs.
Price. 311. 7JceDls.4ll.»

Palcnled February «.

32*a lorth Flfteanth

BROADWAY, NEW YORK

OiJARAIMTEE

F>OSI~riVE
S.

II

-RErLECTRIC"

JShe

11.

St. Louis, 1904.

Sole Importtr,

T. J. coi=>e:
Struct

its

Worth.

Ugbt aid Powsr Comntulatai

Made

Send Your Address

for

FREE SAMPLE THAT CONVINCES.

190

JAS. McLaughlin & co.,
586 Fuiion

PHILADELPHia, PH.

Street,

-

-

fii'c?.:uvs'

Chicago,

<eneial¥lectucl^empani/
Edgewise Wound Enclosed Arc Lamps
FOR

110-VOLT

Embody
of

Arc

DIRECT CURRENT SERVICE

the Latest Features

Lamp

Manufacture.

INDESTRUCTIBLE.
PERFECT REGULATION.

PERMANENT ADJUSTMENT.
COMPOSED OF FEW PARTS.
SIMPLICITY AND RIGIDITY OF CONNECTIONS.
Write for further information.

GENERAL OFFICES: SCHENECTADY,
Chicago Office: Monadnock

Bloclc.

s

WE GUARANTEE RESULTS

N. Y.

Sales Offices In All Large Cities.

III.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

Seports and

Estimates

Furnisheil.

ENGINEERS.

EXPERTS.

W.

EVANS & COMPANY

R.

Incorporated

General
Contractors

Electrical,

High-Grade Securities
Accepted or Negotiated.

Telephone Main 3153

NEW YORK

1905

Practical Running of Dynamos.
A little booklet on the care and the locatiDg
and remedying of troubles in dynamos and

Civil ani Mechanical

Enpeers

Catalogue of mechanical and electrical bookt
free.

Traction BIdg., Cincinnati

Raven White Core

pass inspection and carry the above

28,

motors.

Crimshaw
ALL OUR WIRES

January

TRADE-MARKS on our tigi.

We

also

minuracture

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY.
510 Marquette Bldf., Chicaga

Raven Black Core

Grimshaw and Competition Tapes and Splicing Compounds.

INSULATED WIRE COMPANY,
RDANrHP'^.
DKAWcncs.

CHICAaO:

BOSTON:

192 Desplalnes St.

7 Otis St.

I

I

TME WISE

O/^E IS O.^
The Proverb/a/

Itirmng Over aNewLeaf
Of Particular Sisnif/cance
to t^e Wise Buyer
New Year — New

Standard.

We

all at least have a fleeting thought of the
next year being a better year. How to get it? Is
it not by higher standards?
Higher standards in an>'thing give promise of better results.
"Flexduct" is the higher standard Flexible conduit. The new standards just adopted by
those who know mean endurance, safety, less labor and surer results.

Where
tions

asked

is
if

this

new standard more

faitlifully

interpreted than in "Flexduct."

No

ques-

you use "Flexduct", the known standard.

OSBURN FLEXIBLE CONDUIT

CO..

^^'^^^'^.„^"-«°

i

January 28,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

irjos

The Lundell

"Universal" Motor

Companv

IRattonal Blectric
General Sales Office and

Works

Milwaukee

SALES OFFICES

DISTRICT OFFICES

New York— 135 Broadway
Philadelphia— 1509 Land Title BIdg.
Pittsburg Farmers' Bank BIdg.
Chicago—Old Colony BIdg.

—

— Empire BIdg.
New. Orleans, La. — liibernia Bank BIdg.

Atlanta, Oa.

Cleveland

— Barton, Stevenson

&

Co.

— Miller, Seldon Electric Co.
St. Louis — 320 Chemical BIdg.
& Sup. Co.
Denver— Hendrie& Bolthoff
Seattle — Kilbourne & Clark Co.
Detroit

ftifg.

San Francisco

— Kilbourne

&

Clark Co.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

January

28, 1905

THE NEW YEAR.

LUIPS

in the Packard Lamp
Steadily maintained candlepo\ver

Finds

600

800 hours guaranteed

to

Economy
Packard

life

Operation.

Get acquainted with the

Them on Your

by Installing

P C C D E C C— MONEY

SAVERS

I

Lamps Are a Good Investment.

New Year

the

of

Begin

MADE RIGHT
PRICED RIGHT

Circuit.

ARE RIGHT

THE WESCO SUPPLY

MO.

CO., 8T. LOUIS,
"EVERYTHING ELECTRICAL"

Electric Appliance Company,
CHICAGO AND SAN FRANCISCO

Gale's
Of

MICA

all

Form

EUGENE MUNSELL AND CO.
NBW YORK

and

Micanite, Linotape,

Cloth and

Paper.

M.

I.

For

That

Years

the

In

good condition ai* prevent euttlng.

McLENNAN &

"PERFECTORS"

the brashti.

a

CO.,

VALPARiAISO, IND.

I

IIMSUL.A-rORS.

oIf-

THE ONLY TOOL REQUIRED

Northern Apparatus

Next time you hammer, ream and file a cast-iron
junction box, wasting time, breaking boxes, and
finally fail to produce a round hole, think of

SUPERIOR DESIGN, WORKMANSHIP AND MATERIAL

modern factories, equipped with all modern motor
driven machine tools and appliances, enabling us to maintain
Built in

BOSSERT DRAWN STEEL JUNCTION BOXES.

Bulletin No. 2S35.

NORTHERN ELECTRICAL MFG. CO.
ENGINEERS

gum

CO..

CHICAGO MICA

Originators

NEW YORK and CHICAGO

a high standard of excellence.

Absolutely will not

dozen Send 50e. foe trial stick.
TOE SiLB BT ALL SUPPLY HOUSES OB

MIOABOIMD

Standard.

CO.,

Commutator

SOc. per Btick. SS.OO per

K.

Is

C. Compound, Empire

MICA INSULATOR

The Only Article That Will Prevent Sparking.
Will keep the

CHICAQO

INSULATION

Com mutator!

Compound.

Qualities, in any
at Lowest Prices

madison, wis.

MANUFACTURERS
U.
425 Monadnock Block.

?i

They are punched out of one piece of steel and have holes closed
with hermeticaily sealed plugs which can be removed with one
blow of a hammer. No time wasted. No broken boxes. No filing
or reaming. A clear round hole every time. Write for particulars.

BOSSERT ELECTRIC CONSTRUCTION

S. A.

CO.,office and works. Utica. N.Y.

Ctiicago:

VOLT -AMMETERS,

Robert

POCKET SIZE.
#f

YOU ARE

iN

NEED OF

Locating Faulta,
etc.
BELIAELK ACCURATE.

Clrcaits,

Grounds,

Single-Phase Self-Starting

MOTORS

Do not

fail to

Volt-Ammeterii

For Testing Batteries and Battery
'

Sena for Circular.
L. M. PICNOLET,
78-80 Cortlsndt

NEW

St.,

I)

get our proposition before placing your order

"AMERICAN
ARE THE BEST.

Send

YOEK,

N. T.

STORAGE
CELLS

lor detcrlptlve CIrcul

AMERICAN BATTERY CO.
EGT-D ias9.

.

171

S. Clinton St.,

Chicago,

RELIABILITY
JW\

'S

the feature of

THE EDISON LAMP
Reliably rated
Reliably made
Reliably supplied

Reliable in brilliancy
Reliable in

life.

YOU CAN DEPEND UPON THE EDISON
Simply a Double-Pole Single-Throw Knife Switch
only device necessary to control! them.

is

the
All

CENTURY ELECTRIC CO,

T.pes and varieties.

Regular Multiple Lamps.

ST. LOUIS, MO., U. S. A.

Main Lamp Sales

Miniature Lamps.

HARRISON,

(4)

mK0

QENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,

Street Series Lamps.

Office,

N.

J.

January 28,

ELECTRICI.

'.VF.STERN

i'

THE

AMERICAN ELECTRIGAL WORKS

^N

10

8,

AND

INCH

12

STOMBAUGH GUY ANCHOR
uiir iiiii.b ;'i>.oi)o LK^ i'^.i><)o IBs \\b ji'i.mxi \k\. Mitr-ir.Tiun
AUt L.Sft.b TO A.MMOH COkll».M«.
KMlH t%» UlUtU BtA\i ftlMAia*.
(liJtini our •utamiintf. oM«r aajr n.jri.'^r on :(o tift^a' iriftL
T««t ib*a jttat mmf.
not wtlafftciury. feturti %\ our ei|>«nu!
w*: itfif) ttmlthi oo Ul«l onlcrm.
.

V ),//

BARE AND liilmlLECTRIC WIRE
ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE,
INCANDESCENT AND FLEXIBLE CORDS,

Railway Feeder and Trolley Wire,
AMERICANITE, MAGNET, OFFICE AND
ANNUNCIATOR WIRES.

bHU

IU1:.V
ir
If

you

REMEMBER

STOMBAUGH GUY ANGHORS

CABLES FOR AERIAL AND UNDERQIOUND UIE.

New Vohk

KToiir,

W.

,t

Uni

.11

'.'1.

(

^^

..n InlMll St.
I;ll^<;l^lr«l

w«rki

MAIN OFFICES AND FACT0RIE:8. PHILLIPSDALC,

^
Engineering
a

ELECTRICITY

EXPERT
SOLICITOR OF

IN

MECHANICS
PATENT CAUSES

.iii.lcto i.nil nbf.rt r.,.ir..'<.

rnKh.n.Tlnn

»li.,i.«.

R.I

&

FOR^ E

BAIN, 1662.3 MonaJnock BIk.,

I

L

MICHANICAL,

sr-

Hhop work from

tli«

l>o-

THIS 13
IS THE
T
and 12
12 INCH

8, 10

Y

Tli.f.iiKlily "iTiIPP"'

PATCMTQ
in Lll

U, S.

FOREIGN

O

WILL HOLE
HOLD

STR
^^^1 HEAVY STRAINS

St.

STYLE

W. N. MATTHEWS
603 Carleton BuildInK

& BRO

ST.

"0.

HinHlAMD PARK COlllOE,

L"

Slot

Dl» M0IIII8, IOWA.

-

Weatherproof Wire.

EXPERIENCED
HANDS point to
TOOLS

KLEIN'S

Baming Weatherproof
and Ideal Wire.

Pricss

^Bi

Climber's Splicing

and Samples on Application.

Clamps,

'Pliers,

Lag Screvj Wrenches, Pulley

Blocks, Wire Grips, Linemen

Phillips Insulated

Wire Co.

and Factory: PAWTUCKET.

Wa^rrerv

's

Leather Goods,

Wire Reels, Shovels, Spoons.

MATHIAS KLEIN 6 SONS, Standard
R.

The swarthy vender

ALL THE ESSENTIALS
of a

good storage

of succulent and toothsome peanuts puts a tin

found

whistle on his roaster.

battery are
in the'

He

NORTH WESTERM

sor

Efficient,

Cotnpact,

To have your
der
ly,

tilled

send

us

and jangles

evei^thing

at

...

Northwestern Storage Battery Co.,
285 Madison

St.,

possible

Chicago,

attracting the attention
of the great army of

III.

has been done for reliability,
durability, ease of management

and

buyers

efficiency: everything to
burnouts, repairs and excessive cost of operation. The

a\-oid

of electrical

goods in the Central
and W^estern States

machine is pleasing in appearance because of good proportions, is massive, strong, of the
highest grade of workmanship
.ind impresses a thoughtful person with its solidity and special
adaptation to the most se\ere,
constant and exacting service, a

blo"ws his own horn
through the columns of

the

machine constructed for the
one sole purpose of EARNING

WESTERN

ELECTRICIAN.

MONEY WITH. AND NOT
TO SPEND MONEY UPON.

He

WE GUARANTEE
WHAT WE SELL
AND
SELL WHAT WE

advertises.

Judicious, continuous
and attractive advertising is the long and

GUAR.ANTEE

Sandusky. O.

a bell.

He advertises.
The wise and shrewd
man who is desirous of

once.

WARREN ALTER-

ubiquitous scissharpener jingles

or-

promptto

advertises.

The

Large CmpacUy,
Ught,

In the

Tools,

I.

Alternator

NATOR

LOUIS

,M'-

CHICAGO

NATIONAL CODE STANDARD

Office

Manufacturer*

,

I

mighty lever that
moves the business

THE PLUME & ATWOOD MFG. CO.
Mew York

HBP satfiBttiii

Bomton

San Franelmco

mrimii

Ohiomgo
1

world.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN
\rAKTED, FOR SATE

January

and

similar

NOXALL CURVE GREASE. -.H..,

insertion;

RICHARDSON LUBITICATINC

WAIVT COlrCMllI advertisements {so -words or /ess), S^jo an
additional tt'ords ^c each.

POSITION WANTED advertise-

CO.,

FOR SALE CHEAP TO QUICK BUYERS.
MUST BE MOVED AT ONCE.

Quinoy,

-

III.

Tnents (50 -words or less), ^1,00 an inseriion: additional words 2C each.

POSITION WANTED.
By a good electrical construction man, who
knows bow to hnstle and handle men. Experienced in long distance transmission work, station and lines, rebuilding lighting service lines
and installing transformers. Satisfaction to emAddress BOX
plovers or no pay demanded.

1

As assistant
electric

to

225 H. P., I8x3«-in. BUCKEYE GIRDER
FRA.ME SLOW-SPEED AUTOMATIC ENGINE
650 H. P.. 22l42.\4S ALLIS CROSS COM^
POUND CORLISS ENGINE.
128 H. P.. 14x20-111. ATLAS LEFT-HAND

Spring— Immediate

Delivery.
220-VOLT MOTORS.
COMPLETE WITH FULL FRONTS.

8—7-K

H. P.

ZH. P.
slightly used eaplne.-.
'

Above Motors
SpeclBLl Ba.rga.lns

Irv

BLre Coinplete a^nd of Standard Make.
EnSir\es up to 600 H. P.
Also A. C.

DynaLmos,

POSITION WANTED.

1

I

Special Bargains for
500-VOLT MOTORS.

Boilers,

D. C.

Pvjmps, Etc.

Write requirements.
Send
CENTRAL STATION IMPROVEMENT COMPANY,

construction,

or

light

PFANNMUELLER &

E. F.

for Ca.ta]ogue.

CO.
Chicago. Ill,

733 The Rookery

938 Monadnock Block, CHICAQO.

FOR SALE

and

360 K. W. General Electric Alternator, Three Phase
"
"
Westinghouse
"
Single
*
"
«
Warren
"
"
Westinghouse

U.S. METAL polish;:

WANTED.

"

Wood

"

Draftsmen, immediately, for small alternating
current motors, switchboard appliances and
State references and full
special tool work.
experience. Address BOX 433, care Western
Electrician, 510 Marquette Bldg., Chicago.

"
"

Stanley
General Electric
General Electric
Westinghouse

"

General Electric

Crocker- Wheeler

WANTED.
An experienced designer of large transformers. In reply state experience and salary
required. Give references. Address BOX 435.
care Western Electrician, 610
Chicago, 111.

FOR SALE.

boll-

various makes and sizes In
.vour requirements are and

&

superintendent or manager oE

railway,

power company; age 28; eight years' experience
with leading firms; graduate of mechanical and
electrical engineering course; A-1 references.
For particulars address BOX 434. care Western Electrician. 510 Marquette Bldg., Chicago.

28, 1905

^^

Dynamotors

"

"
"
"
"

Three

"
"

Single

"

"

"

"
"

"
Westinghouse
"
Two
"
Westinghouse
"
Single
"
Westinghouse
"
Two
Direct connected to Gates' Engine.
Send for our Monthly Bargain Sheet with complete list and net prices,

GREGORY ELECTRIC

CO.

54-62 S. Clinton St., Chicago,

III.

All of the property of the General Gas,

Electric and

Power Company

Con-

of

For TelepKone Service

nersville, Ind., consisting of real estate,

buildings and equipments of coal gas,
electric plant, central station, hot

heating plant, franchises,
offered for public sale

March pth, 1905,

etc,

Are

water

of EstaLblished

Excellence

will be

by Receiver on

at Connersville, Indiana.

Population of city about 9,000; good

Favorable city lighting
Address office of above Com-

proposition.
contract.

pany

for information.

PROPOSALS.
The

city of

Anadarko, Oklahoma,

will

receive bids for an electric-light plant,
said bids to be according to plans and
specifications now on file in the City
Clerk's office. Bids to be opened in open
council January 30, 1905.

B.E.BEEBE,

City Clerk.

Corliss Engines.
)

h. p.,

36x48. Allls Corliss, 1890 heavy

duty.
) h. p.,
i

h. p.,

Form L Dynatnoto:

34x60, International,
32x48, AIII3 Corliss, 1890 heavy

duty,
h. p.,
h. p.,
h. p.,
h. p.,

h. p.,

22x42x48, Hamilton. Tand. Comp.
32x54, Hamilton, 1890 Frame,
30x54, St. Louis, 1890 Frame.
28x60, Philadelphia,
16x32x42, Corliss Cross Comp.,

latest type,

16x30x42, Allis Cross Comp.
h. p., 2314x60, Geo. H. Corliss,
h. p., 24x48, Harris, latest type,
h. p., 24x48, Brown,
h. p., 22x42, Allis, 1890 Frame,
h. p., 22x42, Slater, 1890 Frame,
h. p., 20x48, Harris,
h. p., 20x42, Hamilton,
h. p., 12x22x42. Atlas Tandem Comp.
h, p., 18x42, Hamilton,
h. p., 16x42, Allis.
h. p., 16x36, Sioux, 1902,
h. p., 15x38, Brown,
h. p., 14x42, Allis.
h. p., 14x36, Putnam.
»u h. p., 12x36, Harris.
600 h. p., 28y2x52, Buckeye Automatic.
500h.p., 17y2x30%x27,
Buckeye
Cross
h. p.,

Comp.
450h.

p.,

16%x28%x27,

Buckeye

%

CrocMer-WSsieelep Cosmpaisy
Ma.r\ufa.cturers *
Electrical Englr

Locations for Industries

Ampere, N.

Chicago to

450 h. p., 24x48, Buckeve Automatic.
350 h. p., 16x26x18, Ideal Tandem Comp.
275 h. p., 14x22x16, Ideal Tandem Comp.
250 h. p., 16x27x16, Westinghouse Comp.
150 h. p., 15x24. Cummer.
150h. p., lOVaXlSxlS, Williams
Tandem
Comp.

Whitehead Machinery Company,
DAVENPORT, IOWA.

New York

The

Erie Railroad Company's IndusJ
trial
Department has all the territory
traversed by the railroad districted in re

How to

Telephone Troubles and
A

complete hand-book

for

telephone inspectors, by
A. McManman.

Find

Them.

Wm. H Hyde

and *

NINTH EDITION.

52 PACES.

The

lara;e

book

number

of telephone exchange managers
a great help in locating telephone troubles

PRICE, 25 CENTS.

Considerable

new matter

and employes will find
and remedies tlierefor.

has been added in this edition.

Sent prepaid on receipt of price by the

Electrician Publistiing Co.,

lation to resources, adaptability, market:
for manufacturing, anc
:an advise with manufacturers in relatioc
to the most suitable locations.
For ful

and advantages

information address

J.

Crosa

Comp.

Erie Railroad

J.

this

LUIS JACKSON
Industrial Commissioner, Erie Railroad

21 Cortlandt Street,

Compwv

New York

Book Orders
PROMPT
GIVEN

ATTENTION

510 Marquette Building, Electrician Publishing Co,i

CHICAGO.

Suite

610 Marquette

Bldg..

CHICAGO

EDISON COMPANY
REPAIR SHOPS
CHICAGO
TELEPHONE MAIN
76 MARKET STREET, CHICAGO.
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT.
1280.

FIRST-CLASS EQl'IPMENT THROUGHOUT.

j.iiiii.-iry

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

ujos

28,

HAVE YOU SEEN

UNION" SWITGHBOX?
If

send you a sample.

not, let us

Hox

all Slaiulaiil Switches
and Receptacles and has been approved
by the Underwriters' National Electric

This

will

fit

Association.

Gangs

of

2, 3, 4, 5

and 6 carried

provided with clam|)s

for

in

stock

holding

Jb you u>a»i^

Tandem Hoxes made

Sprague Cable.

a^^wuH

nurt^r

to order.
PAi KN ]s

r\::

CHICAGO FUSE WIRE

<&,

MFC. CO.
NEW YORK

BUFFALO

CHICAGO

DISTRICT OFFICES.
13.'i

....

Ga:
OnLBAKB, La:

.Vti,»nt»,

Nkw

Lundell

Ilroadwaj

Old Colony liulldlng
1609 Land Title UulldlnR
Farmers Hank lliilldlni;
Empire Ilulldlni:
Illbernia Rank building

"Universal"

Motors

SALES OFFICES.
Clevelamd
Dbtroit

Banon, Stevenson i Co.
Mlller-Seldon Elec. Co.

DiKTBB... Bendrle.l Bollholl Mtg. 4 Sup. Co.
St.

LooiB

IRational Electric (Tompan^
MILWAUKEE

320 Ohemlcol Bldg.

Sbattlb

Kll bourne

A

Clark Co.

San Francibco

Kilbourne

A

Clark Co.

We

NOTICE OF SUITS.

beg to inform the trade that we have

started legal proceedings against the fol-

lowing concerns manufacturing and
ing Prismatic

sell-

Hoods and Reflectors which

patents:
The Gilbert Prism Hood Company of New
Hood Company of New Yori< City, and the Illuminating
Engineering Company of New York City. Suits in course of preparation will soon

we claim
York

infringe our

City, the Prismatic

be started against other infringing concerns.

We control fundamental mechanical patents as well as design patents,
which thoroughly protect all prismatic hoods or prism glass reflectors sold
by us under the trade names "PAGODA" and "HOLOPHANE."

We

also

Chicago Offices,
of

wish to announce the consolidation of our
in

the Glackner

West Broadway, New York

Building,

City,

where

227-229 Fulton
all

New York and
street,

corner

orders and correspondence

should be sent.

HOLOPHANE CLASS CO.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

Keep Up With
Everyone engaged in the

electrical

books on the subject.

the Procession.

business should keep posted on the developments in the art by reading the latest

We are headquarters in the West for electrical books and can orders for any work
receipt of price.
We call your special attention to the following standard books:

C—

ALLSOP.

F.
Electrical Bell Construction: Treatise on
the CoDStruetion of Electric Bells, ludicators and simapparatus.
177 illustrations
51-25
of Electric Lighting.
Seventh edition, fully revised, and new matter added.
?1.50
101 lUustratiODS. 260 pages
ATKINSON. PHILIP.— The elements of DyDamic Electricity
:inil Magnetism.
40G pages and 117 illustrations. Sec$2.00
ond edition
AYKTOX, W. E.— Practical Electricity; a Laboratory and
Lecture Course for First-year Students of Electrical
EDgineeriag, Based on tlie PniCtical Definitions of the
With numerous illustrations. Sixth
Electrical Units.
$2.50
ediUon
15ADT. LIEDT F. B.— New Dynamo Tenders" Hand Boob.
BOOK. muL-h
TTiis is. as the name indicates, a
old
one,
with
all
more complete than the
the information, instructions and rules which are required by practical men, as Dynamo Tenders. Linemen. Stationary Engineers and owners and operators of all kinds of
It is the only book of the kind pubElectric Plants.
226 pages, 140 illuslished in the English language.
trations, flexible cloth binding, size of type page S'^xS
$1.00
inches
BADT. LIEDT. F. B.— Incandescent Wiring Hand Book.
A timely book containing full illustrations for incandescent wiring and complete information concerning methods of running wires, location of safety devices, splices,
insulation,
testing for faults, wire gauges, general
electrical data, calculating sizes of wires, wiring fixilar

ATKINSOX. PHILlP.~The Elements

NEW

tures, elevators, buildings, isolated and central station
plants. The only book of the kind published. Type page
5i(.s3 inches, flexible cloth binding, 66 pages. 35 cuts
and 5 tables. 3 of which are 12slS inches
$1.00

BADT, LIEUT.

F. B.— Bell Hangers' Hand Book. Just the
book for people engaged in selling. Installing or
handling electric batteries, electric bells, elevators,
house or hotel annunciators, burglar or fire alarms,
electric
gas lighting apparatus,
electric
heat apparatus.
106 pages. 97 illustrations, flexible cloth
binding. Type page 5^ix3 inches
$1.00
BADT. LIEUT. F. B.— Electric Transmission Hand Book.
First edition. 3,000 copies.
97 pages, 22 illustrations.
27 original tables
$1.00
Gives more Practical information on the subject than
-'
any w^rk published to date.
The book contains all
necessary information for Power Producers, Capitalists.
Agents. Engineers and Motor Inspectors.
With this
t)ook
anybody may make estimates on the cost of
Transmission Plants.

DYER. A.— Induction
Third

How Made

Coils.

How

and

Boards

edition.

Used.
$0.50

FLEMING, J. A.—Short Lectures to
A course of Exi)erimental Lectures
Fourth edition.

tical Audience.

FLEMING,

J.

Electrical Artisans.
delivered to a Prac74 illustrations. .$1.50

A,— The

Alternate' Current Transformer in
Vol. I.
The Induction of Electric
500 pages, fully illustrated and with copious

Theory and Practice.

Currents.
index.
Second edition
$3,00
Synopsis of contents: Chapter 1.
Introductory.
2.
Electro-Magnetic Induction.
3.
The Theory of Simple
Periodic CuiTents.
4.
Mutual and Self Induction. 5.
Dynamical Theory of Current Induction.
Vol. II. Tlie Utilization of Induced Currents. 8vn.
cloth.
London. 1892
$5.00
J. W.— Motorman's Guide. A Practical Treatise
on Street Railway Motors. Illustrations and diagrams.

GAYETTY,
Cloth

$0.50

Sources. Currents. Measurement, Telegraphy. Telephony. Lightning, Electrolysis.
Induction, etc. 262 pages, with 140 illustrations. .$2.00
Electricity.

GORE. G.— The Art
Known Processes

of Electro-Metallurgy,
of Electro Deposition.

including

Fourth

tion

all

edi-

$2.00

GRIER. THOS. G.— Wiring

A

handy
little pamphlet containing tables for wiring and for
motor service, arranged in convenient form for ready
Motor

for

Circuits.

reference

$1.00

C—

HASKINS.

Electricity Made Simple.
233 pages.
C.
108 illustrations.
Paper covers
$0.50
A valuable, non-technical work for those whose opportunities for gaining information on the branches treated

have been limited.

HASKINS.

C. H.— The Galvanometer and
for Electricians and Students.

Manual

Its

Uses.

A

Fourth edition;

revised

$1.50

HASKINS.— Transformers.
Application

HAtVKINS.

Simplified.

C.

ment for Students and Engineers,
illustrations

Second edition, 112
$2.50
of Illumination.
This is
the only book in the language which deals directly with
the scientific and artistic use of modem illuminnnts,
electric and other.
Cloth, 339 pages. 127 illustrations.
Price
$2,50
BONNEY. G, E.— Electro-Plater's Hand Book. A Manual
for Amateurs and Young Students on Electro-Metallurgy. 60 iUustraUons. 20S pages.
12mo. cloth
$1.25
BOTTONE. S. R.— Electrical Instrument Making for Amateurs.
A Practical Hand Book, with 4S illustrations.
Enlarged by a chapter on the TeleFourth edition.
phone
$0.50

BELL. LOUIS. PH, D.— The Art

C.

AND

Their Theory. Construction and
38 illustrations
$1.25
F.

WALLIS.— The Dynamo.

Its

Theory, Design and Manufacture. 190 illustrations. $3.00

HAWKINS. N.— New

Catechism of Electricity.
A Practical Treatise Relating to the Dynamo and Motor.
Wiring, the Electric Railway, Bell Fitting, etc.. etc.
Red leather, pockethook form. 95 illustrations. .. .$2.00

BOTTONE, S. R.— The Dynamo, How Made and How
Used, A Book for Amateurs. Eighth edition, with ad-

BOTTONE,

S.

How Made and How
Book for Amateurs and Practical Men.
$0.50

to

BUCKLEY, W. J.—Electric
and Operation.
275
diagrams.
Paper

CROCKER.

$1.00

K.—Electro-Motors.

A Hand

Used.

Reduced

and 39 illustrations

F. B.

Lighting

pages,

Plants.

many

AND WHEELER.

S.

Their Cost
and

illustrations

S.—The

$1.00
Practical
a special

Management of Dynamos and Motors. With
chapter by H. A. Foster. Illustrated. Second edition,
$1.00
and enlarged
CUSHING. H. C. JR.—Standard Wiring for Electric Light
and Power. A compilation of formulse, rules and requirements from the most modern practice, and in
accordance with the rules and requirements of the
Boston Fire Underwriters' Union, the New England
Insurance Exchange, and as recommended by the Underwriters'
Internatiumil
Electric
Association.
V2mo.
revised

$1.00

leather

DESMOND. CHAS.—Electricity for Engineers,
Constant Current.
A clear and comprehensive

Part

I.

treatise

on the principles, construction and operation of Dynamos, Motors, Lamps, Indicator and Measuring Instruments: also a full explanation of the electrical terms
used iD the work.
Part II.
Alternate Current Apparatus.
Containing an explanation of the principles
governing the generation of, and a description of the
instruments and machinery used in connection with.
Alternate Electric Currents. Illustrated. Revised edition

$2.50
Inspector and Trouble Man.
A practical book, written in plain language.
Full of informatlon and diagrams for the operator, exchange manager,
inspector, trouble man and lineman.
A complete description of telephones, how to find and remedy their
troubles, together with working plans for exchange
construction, complete with diaprams of all up-to-date
telephones and switchboards. 106 pages. Price. .$1.00

DOBBS,
^

A.

E.—The

.

a clear, terse idea of the principles governing the construction, installation, care and management of telephones and their appliances, this book has been compiled.
It has been the aim of the author to make this
the most complete elementaiy book on this subject for
the practical electrician, wireman, lineman and engineer, and it is written in a clear and careful style.

HOPKINS. GEO. M.— Experimental
Practical
tions

and

Experimental

HOPKINSON.— Ori^nal
Allied

Subjects.

Science.
Elementary.
Physics.
650 illustra$4.00

Papers on Dvnamo Machinerv and
$1.00

Illustrated

HOPKINSON. DR. JOHN.—Dynamic

em

Electricity; Its Modin Its Application
$0.50

Use and Measurements. Chiefly
to Electric Lighting and Telegraphy

H. C. AND VICTOR H. TO USLEY.— Modem
Wiring Diagrams and Descriptions. A Hand Book of
Practical
Diagrams and Information for Electrical

HORSTMANN.

Workers.
160 pages, over 200
leather binding, pocket size 4x6

HOSPITALIER,

LYNDON, L.— Storage

Battery Engineering.
A Practical
Treatise for Engineers. This is a practical work, intended
for the electrical engineer who is called on to design
and install storage battery equipments, or who has a
battery
plant
360 pages.

power

under his care.

Cloth.

17S illustrations and diagrams, 4 large folding plates.
Price
$3.00

MEADOWCROFT. W, H.—The
36 illustrations.

12mo,

A.

cloth.

E.

C

of

Electricity.

New York

$0.50

MAVER

AND DAVIS. M. M.—The Qnadruplex. With
Chapters on the Dynamo-Electric Machine in Relation
The

Quadmplex.

the

Practical Working of the
Duplex Telegraph Repeaters and the Wheatstone Automatic Telegraph. 63 illustrations
$1.50
to

MEYER. HENRY. C.

JR..

M. E.—St'eam Power Plants.

Their Design and Construction.
illustrations,

15 folding plates.

Cloth.
Price

165 pages. 63
$2.00

MILLER. KEMPSTER B.—American Telephone

Practice.

-

GORDON.—School

J. E., A. M.—A, B. C OF THE TELEPHONE.
BEDELL. FRED'K AND ALBERT C. CREHORE.— Alter- HOMANS.
Price
$1.00
352 pages. 269 illustrations.
nating Currents; An Analytical and Graphical TreatOwing to the demand for a comprehensive book giving

ditional matter

28,

fill

on

published, promptly

January

E.—Domestic

illustrations.

Electricity

for

Full
$1.50

Amateurs;

Translated from the French, with additions by C. J,
^Taarton.
With illustrations
$2.50

HOUSTON, EDW'lN J.— A

Dictionary of Electrical Words,
Terms and Phrases. Fourth edition, greatly enlarged,
with over 6.000 additional words and definitions.
2
volumes. 1.000 pages
$6.00

KAPP. GISBERT.—Electric Transmission

of Energy and
Its Transformation. Subdivision and Distribution.
A
practical hand book. Fourth edition
$3.00
KAPP. GISBERT.—Alternate Corrent Machinery, niustrated
$0.50
(Vol. 90. Van Nostrand's Science Series.)
KAPP, GISBERT.— Dvnamos, Alternators and Transform$4.00
ers.
138 illustrations.KEMPE, H. E.—A Hand Book of Electrical Testing.
Fifth edition. 200 illustrations. 8vo,
cloth. London
$7.25
1892
In this edition there is a considerable amount of new
matter; the old matter has been thoroughly revised,
ICEMPE, H. R.—The Electrical Engineer's Pocket Boot.
Modem Rules. Formula;. Tables, and Data.
32mo,
leather
$1.75
LOCKWOOD, T. D.—Electricity, Magnetism and Electric
Telegraphy.
A Practical Guide and Hand Book of
General Information for Electrical Students, Operators
$2.50
and Inspectors. 376 pages, 152 illustrations
LOCKWOOD. T. D.— Electrical Measurement and the Galvanometer; Ita Construction and Use.
Second edition
$1.50

51S large octavo pages, 379 illustrations
?:i.00
This book treats of the subject in a simple and comprehensive manner from the practical standpoint, and
almost entirely without the use of mathematics.

NOLL, AUGUSTUS.— How

A manual

to Wire Buildings.
of the art of interior wiring.
Illustrated

$1.50
Practice of the
technical hand book for Electricians, Managers and Operators.
185 Illustrations.
Fourteenth edition, rewritten and enlarged
$1.50
PRINDLE, H. B.— A Popular Treatise on tie Electric Railway of To-day. Fully Ulustrated
$0.25
REED,
American Meter Practice. This is the
only American book dealing with the theory and practice of current metering.
Cloth,
About " 250 paces.
Illustrated.
Price
$2.00
RUSSELL, STUART A.—Electric Light Cables and Distribution of Electricity.
107 illustrations
$2.25
SALOMONS, SIR DAVID.—Electric Light Installations.
Vol. 1. The Management of Accumulators. A Practical
Hand Book. Seventh edition, revised and enlarged.
With illustrations. 12mo. cl. London, 1S93
$1.50
SLOANE. T. O'CONNOR.- Electricity Simplified. The Practice and Theory of Electricity. Including a Popnlar Review of the Theory of Electricity, with Analogies and
Examples of Its Practical Application in everv dav
life.
Illustrated
$1.00
SLOANE, T, O'CONNOR.-The Standard Electrical Dictionary. A popular dictionary of words and terms used
in the practice of electrical engineering, 350 illustrations
$3.00

POPE. FRANKLIN LEONARD.— Modem
Electric

Telegraph.

A

LYMAN C—

SLOANE,

T.

O'CONNOR.-Electric Toy Making

teurs,
including
laneous Toys

SLOANE.

Batteries,

Magnets.

for

Motors.

Ama-

Miscel$1,00

O'CONNOR.-The

Arithmetic of Electricity.
A Manual of Electrical Calculations by Arithmetical
examples and
Methods,
including
numerous rules,
tables in the field of practical electrical engineering
$1.00
and experimenting. Third edition, revised
STEVENS, H. G.—Mechanical Catechism, For Stationary
and Marine Engineers. Firemen. Electricians, Motormen, Ice Slachine Men and Mechanics in General. 336
$1.00
Cloth
pages, over 240 illustrations.
T.

THOMPSON, SYLVANUS P.—DynaliH>'Electric

Machinery.
series of lectures, with an introduction by Franklin
Pope.
16mo,
Numerous illustrations, fancy boards
$0.50
(Van Nostrand's Science Series, No. 66)
THOSIPSON. SYLVANCS P.— Polyphase Electric Currents
and Alternate-Current Motors. Mailed to any address
in the world on receipt of
$3.50
THOMPSON. SYLVANUS P.— Recent Progress in DynamoElectric Machines, being a Supplement to Dynamo16mo.
(Van Nostrand's Science
Electric Machinery.

A

L.

Series,

No.

75)

THOMPSON, SYLVANUS P.— Dynamo-Electric

$0.50

Machinery.

Eighth edition, revised and rewritten. Numerous illus$6.00
Nearly 1.000 pages
trations and 19 plates.
R. H.— Stationary Steam Engines,
Especially Adapted to Electric Lighting Purposes. Treating of the development of Steam Engines, the Principles of Construction and Economy, with description
With many
of Moderate and High Speed Engines.
$2.50
folding plates
TREVERT.—How to Make Electric Batteries at Home,
$0.25
Illustrated
URQUHART.—Electro-Plating. A Practical Hand Book on
the Deposition of Copper, Silver. Nickel, Gold. AlumSecond edition; carefully
inum, Brass. Platinum, etc.
$2.00
revised, witi additions

THURSTON, PROP.

\S'ALKER. F.— Practical Dynamo Building, for Amateurs.
How to wind for any output. With numerous illustraScience
iKiards.
(Van
Nostrand's
tions.
16mo,
$0.50
Series.
No. 98)
WEBB. H. L.— A Practical Guide to the Testing of In$1.00
Illustrated
sulated Wires and Cables.
Illus\^'EBB. HERBEET LAWS.—Telephone Hand Book.
$1.00
trated. 12mo. cloth. Chicago. 1S9.".
The onlv complete work on the Telephone. All possible information for any one interested in Telephones
and how to make and operate them.
WEBER.— The Handv Vest Pocket Electrical Dictionary.
$0.25
Cloth
$0.50
Leather
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DIESEL ENGINES
Operating on

CRUDE or FUEL Oil

Guaranteed Fuel Consumption
on variable load, ranging from

'4

to full load

I2J^ Gals, per 100

Kw. Hours

SUITABLE FOR ALL STATIONARY POWER

THE BROWNELL

For further Information address

CO.. Da^ytotY. O.

AMERICAN DIESEL ENGINE COMPANY

Mnnutacturers o< Boilers. Engines, Heaters and Sheet Iron Work.

NEW YORK

Broadway

II

PRESERVE YOUR COPIES
REG.TRADE MARKS

JhE PHOSPHOR

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN
^BINDERS $1.00 EACH.
Suite

910 Marquette Building,

INGOTS,CASTINGS,WIRE,RODS,SHEETS,ETC.

...

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING

CO.,

— DELTA

.r/iczii>hf-iMnny'-

CHICAGO.

-LT«\

If

buy WALRATH OAS OR OASOLINB ENGINES
and get light on the subject.

tKe InstaLllaLtion

^

produce as good a commercial light as that of an automatic steam engine, either belnd
It will

be

justified in deliberating,

ordinarj- conditions,

or direct-connected generator.
Simple, Economical ind Reliable
Send (or Catalogue

but under
depending largely

upon coal cost, it soon pavs for itself
by utilizing waste gases.
Electric
light and poVer plants tind it a

W

MARINETTE
QAS ENGINE CO.,

paying investment outside of the lo to
20^ saving on coal bill. Ask for ex-

CHICAOO HEianTS, ILL.

AGENCIES

of Bl

\j:i:i;M.tj>i<];i>izrm>

THE WALRATH

!

METAL

CASTINGS, STAMPINGS «no FORGINGS
original and Soue Makers in the U.S.

<?\

ARE YOU LOOKING FORMONEY?
If so,

BRONZE SMELTING CO-llMITED,

2200 WASHINGTON AVE.,PHILADELPHIA.
"ELEPHANT BRAND PHOSPHOR-BRONZE'

planation

through our experts,

also

for booklet, both free.
:

Engineering Co., Farmer's Bank Bldg., Pittsburg. Pa.
Strong, Carlisle & Hammond Co., 61-67 Franlifort St., Cleveland. Otilo
Mackay Engineering Co., 149 Broadway, N. Y.
C. H. Seldenglanz.. 52 When Bldg., Indianapolis. Ind.

M:-

IShe

Greerv Fuel Ecorvomizer Co.
^yote Manxxfaclxirerj in the

Ma.f«eBLwan. N. Y.

1/. J*.

SAMSON TURBINE
In

connection with our turbines
the highest grade of

we

POWER
TRANSMISSION MACHINERY in
build

the way of GEARS, SHAFTS, BRIDGETREES, BEARINGS, etc.

THE JAMES LEFFEL & CO.
307 Lagonda Street

Springfield, Ohio, U. S. A.

,
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PROTECTORS

HIPWELL

THAT PROTECT.

Expanding Wire Guard;

Our patent wrapped

also manufacturer of high-

long

grade,

fuse used

-distance

our pro-

in

tectors are an insurance

policy

against

light-

ning.

TELEPHONES

Sample free by mail to
any Exchange or Toll Line

Switchboards and Cable
Terminals.

CENTRAL TELEPHONE

Hipwell Mfg. Co.

AND ELECTRIC

ALLEGHENY, PA.
',

909 Market

12 Double Line.

ST. LOUIS,

AMERICAN ELECTRIC TELEPHONE

Bituminized Fibre Conduit

CO.

LARGEST MANUFACTURERS

For Underground Construction
This

GOOD FEATURES of other conduits.
ELIMINATES the BAD FEATURES existing many kinds.
HAS VALUABLE FEATURES not found any other duct.

COWIBINES

CO.,

St.,

U. S. A-

Company 5ends Prepaid upon

any

request
following bulletins:

the

of tbe

in

Bulletin No.

in

Switch-

Desks — Toll
Branch

and

18— Magneto Telephones of All Kinds
" 19— Central Energy Switchboards
" 20— Central Energy Telephones

Bulletin No.

"
"

" 21— Protective Apparatus and Termi-

nal Equipment
" 22 Construction of Country Telephone Lines
" 23— Eight-Party Selecti
Ringing

—

Private

Visual Signal and Bell Style
Switchboards
3
Intercommunicating Systems
4 Line Material and Supplies
5— Bell Express Self-Restoring
Switchboards
6— Operator's Set and Accessories
Parts of Apparatus

—
—

AMERICAN CONDUIT COMPANY
Main Offices

7— Combined Telephone and

8— Wall Switchboard
g— Samson Telephone
o— American Express Switchboards

The AmericauCondutt Company has a corps of experts
in iindergronad construction and is prepared to furnish supervision of work if desired.
We would prefer to co-operate with contractors in underground construction, but if desired will submit psiimates and bids
and lake contracts for completed underground sv>tems
in any part of the United States or Canada

Other Offices
170 Broadway, New York
336 Macy Street, Los Angeles

CHICAGO,

TelephoHL.,
Teleph'

— Composite

*

2*

*

25— Four-Party

graph

*

—

26

Id Tele-

Li"*":

Leich"

Selective

Telephone aysiem
Telephone Power and
Equipment

Ringing

ILL., U. S. A.

rHE TELEPHONE HAND-BOOK
NEW AND REVISED

Member of

the

American

EDITION, WITH A

NEW CHAPTER ON ''RECENT PROGRESS," BRINGING THE BOOK UP TO
BY HERBERT LAWS WEBB.

Institute ?f Electrical Engineers,

I60 Pases, 133

DATE.

and of the Institution of Electrical Engineers. London. Author of "A Practical Guide
and Cables." Joint Author of "Electricity in Daily Life."

Testing of Insulated Wires

lllus-trs i-tions, Clo-fcH.

H^nd-I

(ool<«:

Si

:e,

to the

^ri^^ $I.OO.

to be con: Mered a complete treatise on telephony as it exists in America. The time for such a work is not yet come. But It It
^ and management, aad theTELKPHONE HAND-BOOK is an attempt at meetiog that demand. With the exception of a few
forms of transmitters and receivers used in Europe, which a e given for the information of those who may wish to engage in the manufacture of telephones, the
on standard American practice; and most of the mater. al. apparatus and methods described are peculiar to or have originated in this country."

th certain

book

Is

based

«

irely

s

kind.

Iti

t

anyone

c
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15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

Carbon Transmitters.
The Blake Transmitter.
The Long Distance Transmitter.
The Solid-back Transmitter.
The Berliner Transmitter.
The Cuttriss Transmitter.
Various European Transmitters.

The Complete Telephone Circuit.
Magnet Telephones.
The Bell Telephone Receiver.
Other forms of Magnet Telephones.
Tbe Gower, Ader and D'Arsonval Re-

2L

Batteries for Telephone VTork.
Open Circuit Batteries.
Closed Circuit Batteries.
The Practical Management of

Mercadier's Bi-Telephone.
The Siemens, Kotyra, Neumayer and
Botieher Receivers.

25.

Telephony.
phone.

Eleetric

The

Bell

Tele-

The Micropho
Current

Indu

Induction.
Inductioi3

The

Telepho

_

Electromagnetic
Coil:

Use

in

the

Transmitter.

ceivers.

fiaie

Its

by

The

Efficiency

of

Metallic Circuit.

Underground Wires
Lightning Arresters.
Inside Wiring.
Installation
of
Telephone

c?mail

Magneto Bell.
Automatic Switches.

ony.

Recent Proerfas.

Telephone Line Construction.
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Exchanges.

Party Lines: The Bridging Bell.
Long Distance Telephony.
Duplex Telephony.
Simultaneous Telegraphy and Telepb-

Bat-
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27.

<

Ele^cromp-^netic Retardation.
E".ichange Working.
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22.
23.
24.

InBtru-

ments.
Inspection and Maintenance.
The Condenser: Its Use in Telephony.

Carbon Transmit-

A pt'Pndi y

5fO Marauotte Buildiner. bnicago

INTERNATIONAL
Mechanical Self=Restoring

Drop Switchboard.
A PERFECT APPARATUS.
Hade la aay daslrtd capacity.
Sample parts and quotations oa requett.

INTERNATIONAL

TELEPHONE MANDFACTDfiING CO.
CHICAGO, U. S. A.

*
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Kft^

STROMBERG-GARLSON

ELECTRICIAN'

Kellogg Express Swiichboard

Cabinet

GENERA TOR-CALL
VISUAL SIGNAL SWITCHBOARDS

I

K'^'CttuI

iic

Fill|-Llie

Appearance
comes from
Simple

an- iiicx|)i:nsivc to maiiitaiii ami nearly
as rapid as a lamp si^jiial switchboard.

rapiciiy

Ouarier

Sawed Oak

Lines.

for the entire

Exterior of

the Cabinet

This
Attractive

NO
WORKING
PARTS
EXPOSED

SIGNALS
SELF-

CONTAINED

Design has

Thoroughly

been so
popular

seasoned

It

wood

lh.it

has been

much

copied

by other
manufac-

Finished

Golden

Gold Medal

This illustrates our No. A-1249 cabinet equipped
with 100 line signals and 10 clearing-out signals.
Our standard cabinets have a capacity for 50, 60,
70, 100, 140, 180 and 200 line signals of the above
type.

CHICAGO,

N. Y.

Graid Pri23
Highest

Award

Award

Buffalo

St.

Exposition

Exposition

1902

1904

Louis

ILL.

&

All

Supply Co.

Congress & Green Streets
CHICAGO

CO.

WESTERN SALES OFFICE,

GENERAL OFFICES,

Highest

Kellogg Switchboard

STROMBERG-GARLSON TELEPHONE MFG.
ROCHESTER,

Oak

The Strongest, Longest Lived, Most Efficient Switchboards made.
telephone experts will tell you that.

BuUmllnm No, B and 7-EdemcrlbB themo bamfdm
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turers

CLEVELAND

LOS ANGELES

PHILADELPHIA
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A PRACTICAL BOOK
FOR PRACTICAL MEN

HENRY NEWGARD &

CO.

"UOIERN WIRING DIAGRAMS AND DESCRIPTIONS

ELECTHICtL CONSTRUCTION

FOR ELE8TRICAL WORKERS."
red edges.

Pocket size 4x6.

Price, net. 61 50.

A work that not only tells you how to do It, but shows you.
T'HIS BOOK telia how to wire for call and
belle from djnamo current. How to
Install and manage batteries. How

Power and Light

We

It

exulains dy

...

We

ent. ItglToalOdlagn
diagrams of ground deteotors alone It glv
"
'gives elmple
n&ator" and Storage Battery
Installation.
nation. It giv
aod
fxoianatlons of ttiB "Wheatittone Bridge" and 1it-4 ueee as well
nd ntber teritlng. It givee a new and aimple wiring table,
.

.

We

'

^ all voltages a

loBSes or dlat&ucea,

sell
Dynamos, IMotors and Electrical
Supplies.
wire old as well as new Residences, Factory Buildings, School and College Buildings.

i

We

SENT PREPAID ON RECEIPT OF PRICE

ELECTRICIAN
PUBLISHING
CO.
DIG Marquette
Chicago
Building,

Municipal and Isolated Electric

Lighting Plants.
manufacture Switchboards, Table boards.
Iron Cutout Boxes and Electrical Specialties.

lators; Cor telegraph and gas lighting,
ind " ring out"
ojt"' oireulw. It
t el la about
It tella
tains SO diagrams oT electilc lighting

alone.

Switchboards and Panel Boards.

Plants.

install

87 Fifth Avenue,

Chicago,

Illlnoi5.
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THE AUTOMATIC
the recognized competitive system of telephony.
Its manifold advantages over the manual system, mechanically, financially and
commercially, make it so.
Automatic telephone service is more prompt and more accurate and absolutely secret. It can be furnished
at less cost to both company and patrons than any other. Progressive Independent telephone companies all over the country are rapidly
adopting it; the new ones in preference to manual and the old ones to replace manual equipment. It is a success everywhere.
is

Among

the cities

in

which

it

has been adopted are:

Chicago. III.
Qrand Rapids, Mich.

Auburn, N. Y.
Lewlston, Maine

Columbus. Ohio
Dayton. Ohio

Fall River, Mass.

Lincoln, Neb.
Portland. Maine

Auburn, Maine

Medford. Wis,
6t. Hary's, Ohio

Princeton. N.J.
Albuquerque. N.

Woodstock, N. B.
Westerly, R. 1.

Battle Creek, Mich.

Augusta, Oa.

Manchester, Iowa

New

Bedford, Mass.
Los Angeles, Cal.

Pentwater. Mich,

nopklnsvllle. Ky.
Sioux City, Iowa
Cleburne, Texas

Berlin

Germany

M.

Van Wert, Ohio
Clayton,

Toronto Junction, Can.
Wilmington. Del.
Riverside, Cal.

flo.

AUTOMATIC
ELECTRIC COMPANY
CHICAGO,
Van
Morgan
Buren and

Streets,

U. S. A.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN
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CEDAR POLES

PRODUCERS

AND

Writefora copy of our TELEGRAPH

OF WHITE CEDAR,

C.n.NAADRC

PRODUCTS

1905

3

YARDS
KOSS

SPECIAL PRICES ON SMALL POLES.

WHOLESALERS

28,

MICH.

L'ANSE
MUNISING

••

CODE FOR CEDAR PRODUCTS

"

ONTONAGON

ESTER CO

WAGNER. WIS
PESHTIGO

.

"

SUITE rZ06 TRIBUNE BLDG. CHICAGO.

BRACKETS— X ARMS— PINS
littie

things

it is

true, but

they cut a big figure

OVR.
Prompt Shipment

MOTTO

Quality

IS I

COLUMBIA MFG. CO.

ANTIGO, WIS.

Louisville

POLES, TIES, POSTS.

IDAHO CEDAR Dp

to

80

THE PORTER CEDAR CO.,
SA6INAW,

by the quick day and night

MICH.

trains

MDNON ROUTE
e})(HICAGO.|NDlJ»HU'OUSt-|om5VlUj[[AILWAY(f

ELECTRICAL
AND OTHER
INDUSTRIES
ARE
WITH

^

Satisfactory Inducements,

Labor

fiood

HealthtuI

Booklets about the Springs, their wonderful
waters and the fine hotels, sent free.

Jlark

Rates,

Conditions,

Communities,

ON THE LINES OF

CHAS. H. ROCKWELL
FRANK J. REED
Traffic Manager
Gen. Pass, Agt.
202 Custom House Place, Chicago

THE ILLINOIS CENTRAL

©I|t0

©rab?-iiark guarattt^^H quality.

(Sl}t

THE

fart iifg.

Nno fork

tSaxmOa,

Qlljtraga

HALL

L.

ll^lSSISSIPPI

R.

VALLEY

R. R.

®nt

WHITE CEDAR POLES
52

&

(Emin.

(Ha., ^wctforli,

loatnit

R.

AND THE
YAZOO

POLE DEALERS ADVERTISING

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN OBTAIN MOST EXCELLENT RESULTS BECAUSE IT
PLACES THEM IN TOUCH WITH
ACTUAL BUYERS OF POLES.
TRY A CARD.

Frelsht

Favoralile

Also the celebrated health resorts, French
Lick and West Baden Springs, are reached
only by this road.

IN

PINE AND FIR.

OFFERED
LOCATIONS

^#

THE

of

LONQ LEAP

Ohemloal Building.

Chicago
And the places north
And the places south
And the places between are reached

ARMS.

ST. LOUIS.
fl.

We want your Inquiries always.

PRODUCERS.

and

& JENNINGS,

WHITE OEDAR.

Right Price

Catlsfftotian

CROSS

BERTHOLD

POLES.

in line construction.

BINDERS

BROOKS

WISCONSIN AVBNUB

TOMAHAWK, WIS.

Live

men

FOR THE
read the

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

Each Week. Do You

?

$1.00 Each.

?fOARPOLE5
ESTABLISHED

i0.

1662

WM. MUELLER COMPANY
I2II-IE 13

MARQUETTE

BLDG.

CHICAGO.

EISHT OISTRISUTINS YARDS

H. N.

FENNER, President

J. F.

BLAUVELT, Agent

NE\A/ EIMOU,AIMD
IVIachinery for
Brt^lding,
Irt^lding,

MANUFACTURERS OF

Insulja-t^ins

CHICAGO.
RUSSELL W. KNIGHT,

Treasurer

COIVII^AIMY
lec-trical \A/ir<

Taping, Winding, Twin
Twinning, Cabling, Stranding, Polishing and Measuring Machines. Cable Covering Braiders

304 PEARL STREET,

PROVIDENCE,

R.

I.,

U. S. A.

Jnntiary

2ft,

WKSTF-RN

190^

POLES

STERLING & SON,

C.

KLF/nRirTAN*

TIES.

MONROE, MICH.
I'ota Viirdpi la Micl.)(/an

Are t he Best.

Southern Cedar
NO ROTTEN BUTTS.

POLES

D. W. PHELAN,
277 BroBdmaf, NawYork

MICHIGAN WHITE

LARGE STOCK.

KELLOGG SWITCHBOARD

PROMPT SHIPMENTS.
IF
(luiilc

YOU
yMU on

WANT POLES

llii-sc

otiicr sites yciM

111. ly

Inr

IMMI'.DIAI

rutcil.

SI

!•.

1

1

i>n

ficven-incli, twcnly-fivcs

May

six-incti, thirties.

I'M I.N I?

C;,n

;ils., i|iii)lc

:iiiy

\V<- uls.. Ij.uc plciily ol lhi>su "'rrollcy" tics yet.

Sc

Block, Bay City, Michigan.
Patton, BOO Bossemor Building.

DON'T BUY

SUPPLY

CO.. Chicaf^o.

TORREY
CEDAR CO.,

and

wo* not

you on

MALTBY CEDAR COMPANY, 509 Photnix
Pittsburg Agents, Tipper

A.

ynu w.mt our pni.cs, cspci.tlly

Cedar

CUNTONVILLE, WIS.
Lari* Stock ConiUnlly on Hui<

Poles

CEDAR POLES

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
you have seen our
new CateloKue and new
Until

THE

Price List.

VateniinC'Ciark Co.

Free to the trade.

23* Lm Salla Stromt, OHIOAOO
Manbattan

Electrical

UMl

Co.

YAHOSi
nnoonalng,

Ormmm Bmy, WIm.

Itloh,

1

Mmw London,

Wit,

---'-'^-'*

1P53i^/>W^

QM^fu^^^

§>M>(ywvW

^MW 6<(C

^AoAvwCJtW ftMywWoWXiw.

A VALUA BLE NE W WORK.

:f:CEDARPOlES

ELECTRICIANS^HANDY=BOOK

All Lengths ANt> SIZES

OF USEFUL INFORMATION.
Edited by A. E.

WATSON, A. M., Teacher ol Electricity. Brown
Providence, R. I.
Compiled by £. T. BCBIER, Sd.

6^e^VA<^J(xv^^^Xc^v.

University,

ILLUSTRATED.
A Compilation from the works

of Sytvanus P. Thompson, Kapp, Allsop, Munroe and Jamieson,
Watson, Bottone, Bonney, Watt, Poole, Trevert, Hasklns,
rtorrow and Reld, and others.
This book gives a larpe number of receipts for maklDg Battery Fluids, Battery Pastes, Insulating
Materials and Varnishes, Klectro-PlatlDE Solutions, etc. Tells how to make Electric Batteries,
Bells, Telephone, Motors, Dynamos, Induction Colls, Influence and Static Machines, «tc.
Gives
forraukp tor winding Dynamos, Motors, Armatures, Field Magnets, Transformers. Contains many

Rules, Tables, Data, etc. In fact It Is almost a complete cyclop.'edla of Electricity-.
bound and of a convenient size to be carried In the pocket for handy reference.

It Is neatly

Your

PART
1.

History.

2.

Theory.

3.

Measurements,

6.

9.

(Electric

and Magnetic.)

The Telegraph and Telephone.

Electric Lightine.

BUY

Transformers.

10.
11.
12.
13.

Wiring for Electric Power.
Wlrlngfor Bell Fitting and Ca

14.

Miscellaneous.

Electric Hallways.

Useful Tables.
Logarithms,
pages and many

IB.

Contains over four hundred and

PRICE, CLOTH,

fifty

Electrical

510

of the

Electrician

MONEY by doing so

illustrations,

BEST

ONLY $2.50; POSTPAID.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

Books

Publishing Co., Suite 510 Harquette
Bldg., Chicago. You will save TIME and

Marptte BMg,,

IN

THE WORLD

Write for full par.lcnlari
Reynolds Elec. Flishtr y Ig. Co.
221 Fifth Ave., CMcajo,

CHICAGO.

SCHEEFFER INTEGRATING

WATTMETER
Type E for Alternating Current

Type F for Direct Current Circuits

DUST AND BUG PROOF
IMPROVED CONSTRUCTION
MOVING P.ARTS ARE EXTREiMELY LIGHT,
INSURING A HIGHLY SENSITIVE AND ACCURATE METER.
WRITE FOR PRICES AND DESCRIPTIVE
LITERATURE.

DIAMOND METER COMPANY,
ALTERMATIMO CURRENT.

PEORIA,

ILL.,

U.S.A.

DIRECT CURREMT.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

Multiple Alternating Arc

January 28, 1905

Lamp

with Opalescent Outer Globe.

Lamp
Lamp Mechanism,

with Door

Opened

for

Inspection of Mechanism.

The Westinghouse
Lamp

Multiple Alternating Arc
Quiet and steady operation.

and easy of
ment.
to

The

a

access,

—Unexcelled
ground

—

Parts small in

test

insulation.

—Each

number

and adjust-

facilitating inspection

lamp subject

of 7,000 volts before shipment.

to

withstand

any current passing through, with carbons

in contact.

fireproof construction enables

Westinghouse Electric

&

it

Mfg. Co.

Pittsburg, Pa.
Address our nearest sales

New

York,'

Dallas,

Atlanta,

Philadelphia.

Baltimore,
Pittsburg,

St.

Boston,
Louis,

Buffalo,

Salt

Lake

Chicago,
City,

Cincinnati,

San Francisco,

For Canada: Canadian Westinghouse Co.. Limited, Hamilton, Ontario.

}'ou

know we

Incandescent
Lamps and carry
large stocks in

all

important cities?
Write for our new

office

Detroit,
Los Angeles, Minneapolis,
Cleveland,
Sycamore, Seattle, Denver, Mountain Electric Co.
Mexico, G. S: O. Braniff & Co., City of Mexico.

Do
sell

New

Orleans,

Lamp

Catalogue.

lIH.'iry

2S,

\N

If^o:,

]

^

]

in.,

1

J.l.'

1

l.iv.l..'-.-.

No Premiums
Users of Type A

J^

W

Transformers
Pay

\\

no

insurance

A,

premiums

the

for

that goes with

business

every

^^Cf iVa^^^^^^H

Type

because their perfect insulation

is

obtained without a reduction in trans,

former efficiency.

The Inspector
AND

Trouble Man.
By

A. E.

::

DUNCAN
DIRECT CURRENT

DOBBS.

Full of information and diagrams for the operator,
exchange owner, exchange manager, inspector, trouble
man, lineman.
complete description of telephones and their
troubles.
How to find and remedy them, together
with working plans for exchange construction, complete
with diagrams of all up-to-date telephones and switch-

WATTMETERS

A

boards.

This

and

for

is a practical book, written in plain language,
anyone interested in telephony.

Mailed anywhere on
receipt of prica

No

technicalities.

.

.

.

ONE DOLLAR.
Substantially bound

Most Sensitive
Most Accurate
Most Reliable
WRITE FOR BULLETIN AND PRICES

in cloth.

*'S*-tr^'*.*'^itf^f4
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ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING
510

MARQUETTE BUILDING, CHICAGO.

CO.,

DUNCAN ELECTRIC MFG.
LAFAYETTE,

IND.

CO.

-

WESTERiN

ELECTRICIAN

VULCANIZED
iBIack Diamond

File

Works i:

FIBRII

Higlust grades for electrical insulation and mechanical purposes, in sheets,
tubes, rods and special shapes.
Catalogues and samples on application.

VULCANIZED FIBRE

CO.,

-

Wilmington, Dj

" SAFETY

" RUBBER GOVERI
WIRE A IMP CABLE

ABE OS SALE IV EVEBY l/EADENft HLABDWABE
^ OUR eOODS
THE rXlTED STATES A3I» CANADA.
STOBE
lar

4f|

I
^

|
^

PHILAD£UPHIA, PA.

—

.

FOR EVERY ELECTRICAL SERVICE.
«t

J^,

B.

IVI.

G.&H.BARNETT. COMPANY,

Perfect Control

j

THE SAFETY INSUIiATED WIRE & CABL,E
WORKS:

layonne, N.

JOHN
Indefinite

O

AUSTIIM

CHICAGO REPRESENTATIVE.
114-116 I<IB£BTir

I.

ROEBLING'S

A.

Cl

STBEET, mA

SONS

CI

Regulation

No Flashing— No Repairs
Burnouts Impossible

Bare

Insulated

—Last Forever

Wire of
All

ALLEN-BRADLEY

Copptr^

Wire

Kinds

MAINDFFICE AND WORKS

TRENTON,

N. J.

-AGENCIES AND BRANCHES
San FrancISM

Clevtiand

BIHSTiTS
For

All

Purposes of Electric Current Control

FARIES

REFLECTIONS

Prices Reasonable—Satisfaction Guaranteed

any socket

Fit

SEND

IN

A TRIAL ORDER

Quickly attached

Made

Ask your Engineer or Electrician about

or detached.

aluminum or steel.
Very light and will not rack socket

^^^
•t—-!fc

it.

REFLECTORS

,

,

of

to

pieces.

Finish not affected by heat.
IVlade in

AMERICAN ELECTRIC FUSE CO.

styVes

and

finishes.

Catalogue mailed upon application.

48-50 West Jackson Boui.

CHICAGO,

many

FARIES MFC.

ILL.

DECATUR,

CO

ILL.

Preeminently the Storage Battery
It,

It

It

costs no

more than the

Cell Type.

has comparatively, considerably more active material and occupies
space (about half that required by Cell Type).
is

far

more. durable

much

less

—

-is

expensive

less

cleaner and more economical in operation and

in

cost of maintenance.

Besides, this important fact must not be overlooked: There are no annoying and destructive fumes as witli the Cell Type.
The gas does not
escape, therefore no corrosion of adjacent pipe or iron work or even
the tarnishing of bright metal work.

TRAY PLATE BATTERY CO.
Successors Smith Storage Battery Co.
5-1

I

FREDERICK

ST.,

BINCHAMTON,

N.

Y^

ElErtriria

n
Ol.

$3.00

inVI,

Pm Aiiui.

CHICAGO, FEBRUARY

Ki;r,r,il'S;,i'.'„r:

MMDI
CV WIRESINSULATED
AND CABLES.
MlYlr^l.lLA
KUBBEK COVERED, WEATHEHPHOOF. UNDERGROUND AND SUBMARINE.

«Maniilf)ock BiocV.

Simplex Electrical

7-Aic

'""R'mxso"""
CHiciGO

lO State Street,

I

Co..

CHICAGO INSULATED WIRE CO.
CHICAGO

l'>2-r>4 LAKF. ST,
IlOt-IIIO PINE ST.. ST.

*.0N'^

LOUIS. .MO.

Bare and Insulated Wires and Cables
Ga.lvanized Steel Stra..nds

BOSTON, MASS.

CRESCENT RUBBER INSUL

IHHU-Parla Kxponltlon,
Jlcdal for

Ceits a Copy.

10

1905.

4,

WIRES AND CABL

Babber InHulation.

INOS-World'H Fair,
Medal for Bobber Innnlatlon.

Ifatloaal

f'a<le

ntandard.

CRESCENT INSULATED WIRE AND CABLE

THK MTANUAHU FOB

CO.,

a

"»"> O""^ "'' """'onr. treiiton,

taSMcui°n"ia.

a.

BimtBKB IXNIXATION.

""»?" Wires.
Tape, Manson Tape. Candee

THE OKONITE

322 The Roolcnry,

I'ltttburft.

(.'rc^lcy Bldp,.

Rubbtr Covtred WIras and Cablas.

INDIINA RUBBER AND INSULATED WIRE CO.,

THOUSANDS IN USE.
to 100 h. p.
Motors, M n.

MANUFACTURERS OP

1 k.

w. lo 7S k. w.
BuioialiU Trim.

THE HOBARTEIECTRIC MFG. CO.
Xr.OY. OHIO.

UNDERGROUND. AERIAL, SUIHARINE AND INSIDE USE;

TBLEPHONE, TELEORAPH AND FIRB AlJiRM CABLES.
WIrat are leilad

niila<JeJpbla. Pb.

Undarground Cablai

GLASS

JOMESBOBO, mOk

>l Factory.

CO.

lU-.x llldf.,

i-S.|'isr«, ftu.l/j|i.

lor all

Inb
PHOENIX

IP.

Oynamos.

Hlibttt Quilltv.

Paranite Rubber Covered Wires and Cables,

All

lOCo.iom

Knn FrancUco

I22S

BARE AND WEATHERPROOF WIRES AND CABLES.

n'-nXTl:?;'.*'"'

York.

M LIbtrtr St.
S«w York Cll».

WeatlDKhotiio Bld«.,

Chlcjigo.

CO., Ltd.

253 Broadway. New

UNDERGROUND CABLE

STANDARD

Sole Manufacturers of
llonite Wires, Okonite

Purpoa«a.

PitUbarc

New V«k

"'"'»

CO.

Haaursctarars of

SINGLE AND POLYPHASE

Electric Globes aod Shade*, both

Arc and Incandesceat

TRANSFORMERS
KUHLMAN ELECTRIC

CO.,

looer and

SB

'"*"'

B^

Outer (Uobea (or

all

CDclosed arc syatems

CATALOQL'ES

Elkhart, Ind.

SENT ON BEQUEST

OttilMCAU

BEST IN THE WORLD
Write for

Jul! particulars

Raynolds Elec. Flashir MIg. Co.
221 Fifth Ave., Chicago.

CONDUITS FOR INTERIOR WIRING.

THERMOPILES
ForEtortrolytfc »n»Ir»l«. cfa&rettid

American Circular Loom Co.
Chelses, Mtss.,

New

l^^^Us,
'nr*,

iiork*:*' t'»t

MdotIierc«a.t«tcurTTOtrw|mf»n>w.u.

««

Baofl.

WALSH'S SONS A CO..
204 WuhlDCton 8trect.
»w«rk.

York, CbIcaxo> S«a Praidsca.

N.

J.

ESTAULI^II^:D 1S75.

Patent

Cope's

Quick

Coupling

Rod

Conduit

COMBINATION OF

Stow

Flexible Shalt

MUlTI-SPEEb MOTOR
Pnwtlcally doit •nd wati
DrUllncTepplni:. Rt-;imm--.
"Write for Catalogue and Pnc

»««
H. H.

STOW MFG.

cop>e:

FENNER, President

85

BLAUVELT, Agent

J. F.

CO., Binghamton. I. T.

Genl European Afcn!^.

PHIL*DELPHI«, PA.

aarth rirtMnth Str.at

S£j!S.S<-'nn.;niiial
(Oiioen \"l.;lorkiStr.-et. Lond.ic. Kocin.l

RUSSELL W. KNICHT,

.t

Co..

Treasurer

:iMOI»AIMD
COIVIF>AIMV
IVIeicHinory for n sula-ting Electrical NA/lres
MANUFACTURERS OP

I

Bn:ldlng, Taping, Winding, Twinning, Cabling, Stranding, Polishing and Measuring Machines. Cable Covering Braiders

304 PEARL STREET,

PROVIDENCE,

R.

1.,

U. S. A.

%%Vl«%«%««%«««%%««%«.%W»r%^V«««'

JifESTIIN
^^^f

ElecMcal In^tament

Waverly Park,

NEWARK,

Co.,

N. J.

Voltmeters,

Milliioltitters,

Ammeters,

Milammeters,

Groind Detecters

Ohmmeteri,

ud

Voltiinstert,

Circuit Testers,

Portable GalTanonetere.

Our Portable Tnstriiments are recognized as
The Standard the world over. The Seml-Fortabre Laboratory Standards nre stiU belter.

lowest consumption of

Standmrd Portable Direct
Heading nilU-voltmeter.

,

'

CO.

ELECTRICAL COHSTBUCTIOH
Power and Light

We

Plants.

install

Switchboards and Panel Boards.

Municipal and Isolated Electric

Lighting Plants.
manufacture Switchboards, Table boards,
Iroji Cutout Bo.xes and Electrical Specialties.

We

We

€

liros..

VV««toft

HENRY NEWGARD &

Century

France— E. H. Cadiot, 12 Rue

St.

Works,

Georges

YorkOffioo— 74 Cortlandt Street.

sell
Dynamos, Motors and Electrical
Supplies.
wire old as well as new Residences, Factory Buildings, School and College Buildings.

We

87 Fifth Avenue,

Chicago,

Illinois.
I******"

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

LJidJa

February

wmmwm wmm^a
DESIGNERS AND BUILDERS OF

Complete Steam - Electric Units
FOR
Electric Lighting

and Power Purposes

Allis-Cha'mers 5,ooo-Horsepo\ver Engine direct connected to a Bullock 5,000Horsepower Generator.

^*^'3kX>v-Cc^'^«2L

^.sTctc^
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Tma&mnmcSMS'i^^Ml.
^UtoDIldi
©nKKBnisismigx >

®mM
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Canadian representatives, Allis=Chaliners=BulIock, Ltd., Montreal

4,

150

L-hni.nv

I,

I1

1

.

.

!

WESTER N KLECTR I':i AK

I'

BatteryCo.
The Electric Storage
PHILADELPHIA
MANUFACTURER OF THE

"Cbloribe Bccumulator
or

Power

Stations, Electric Railways, Isolated Lighting and
Fire Alarm, Telegraph, Train Lighting, etc., etc.

Central

SALES

O

P

K

I

C E

S

Stations,

:

Cini'llan Grntral

V

Some Changes

2W<%.

C.-H.

in the

"CARPENTER" CONTROLLER
FOR SMALL MOTORS

^/

i

We've made some mechanical changes in the C-H "Carpenter" type of controller for
motors from J^ to 3 H. P. which have resulted in making it more compact.
For operating printing presses and machine tools this controller has been a great success,
many of the largest printing establishments in the country employing it exclusively. Bulletins
88 to 89 % describe the

new

type for small motors.

THE CUTLER-HAMMER MFG.

CO., Milwaukee,

wis.

NEW YORK

NA/HITE: I=>0R0EL-AIN

F-IREf^ROOF*

L.E:-rTE:RS

FOR ELECTRIC SIGNS

AGENTS WANTED WHEREVER THERE ARE CENTRAL STATIONS.
^0U.01MI^M- SIOIM /VIMID IPJ^VJI-^XTOFS OO.,
AKf90N. OJ

PLATINUM

BAKER &
WORKS:

NEW YORK

CO., INC.
New

Newark,

OFFICE:

1

20

GRAND PRIZE
UNIVERSAL EXPOSITION

Jersey

ST. LOUIS, 1904

Liberty Street

ALPHABETICAL INDEX TO ADVERTISEMENTS.
dams-Bagnall Electric Co..—
Ulis-Chalmers Company
American Battery Co
Circular Loom Co

2

—

Conduit Co

1

16

Vmerican Diesel Engine Co. .15
Vmer. District Steam Co
]9
\mer. Elec. Fuse Co
22

EL Telephone Co
16
American Elecirlcal Works.. 11

Power Station

Arnold Elec.
Co.

Central Electric Co
Central Tel.

Colonial Sign A Insulator Co. 3
Columbia Incand. Lamp Co..—
Columbia Mfg. Co
I8
Continuous Kail Joint Com-

pany
-

Co..

Babcock & Wilcox Co
18
Badt,F. B
]4
Bain, Por^e
U
Baker & Company
3
Baker A Co., W. E
14
Barnett Company, G. & H....22
Beardslee Chandelier Mfg. Co. 10
Benjamin Electric Mfg. Co.

—

Bennett,

Benhold

I.

A

8

A Jennings

19

Bls3eUCo..Tlie P....
5
Bossert Electric Construction
Co.,
Brooks. Hall

L

Bro\viieUCo.,The
n-Marsh Co
Bryan,

Wm. H

19

—
—
U

Buckeye Electric Co
BuUock Elec. Mfg. Co
Bunge.Otto
Butler Chemical Works
ByUesby &Co.,H. M

—

Cantwell Press, The
Carhartt & Co., HamiltOT..

—

2
11

—
14

5

Improvement Co 12
—
& El. Co
Century Electric Co
10
Chicago EdlsoQ Co
4, 12
Chic Fuse Wire & Mfg. Co...—
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.. 1
Chicago Mica Co
10

Cent. Stat.

of

America

11

Cooper-Hewitt Elec. Co
Cope, T.J
Crawfordsville Electric Co..
Crescent Ins. Wire A, Cbl. Co.
Crocker- Wheeler Co
Grolius A Son, E. R

1

9
1

23
3

& Mfg. Company-

—
B
—
D. & W. Fuse Company
Dearborn Drug & Chem.Wks.l5
—
Diamond Meter Company
Day

&

Co.,

-Tas.

Directory of Engineers
14
Dixon Crucible Co., Joseph. .15
Doxsee Elec'l. Co. A. S
14
Duncan Elec. Mfg. Co
21
,

.

Edison Decorative & Miniature Lamp Departm't
10
Edison Mfg. Company
16

Edwards & Co
,

13
14

14

-

"ForSale" Advertisements.. 12
Ft. Wayne Elec. Works, Inc.. 21
—
Fostoria Incand. Lamp Co
Fowler, John H
19
Fowler-Jacobs Company
Franklin Elec. Mfg. Co

19

—
—

Fres-Ko Chemical Co

General Electric Co
9, 10
General Incandescent Arc
Light Company
General Incand. Lamp Co
Gould Storage Battery Co....—
Green Fuel Economizer Co..—
Gregory Electric Company. ..12

—
—

12

J. J.

Electric Appliance Co
10
Electric Storage Battery Co.. 3
Electrical Engineerlnstitute. 6
Electrician Pub. Company... 4

India Rubber A Gulta Percha
1
Insulating Company
International Elec. Meter Co.U
International Tel. Mfg. Co. 16
.

Jackson. D. C.

.

A W. B

Jeffrey Manufacturing

Johns-ManvlUe

Co.. H.

14

Co

15

—

W

Kartavert Manufacturing Co.22
Kellogg Switchboard A Sup
ply Company
17. 18

Kemp,

R.

W

14

—

Kester Elec. Mfg. Co
Klein A Sons. Mathias
Kohler Brothers

Kuhlman

Electric

Leflfel

A

Co.,

Machado A Roller

13

Hartford Steam Boiler Inspection & Insurance Co.... 15
Hazard Manufacturing Co. ..22

Maltby Cedar Company
Manhattan El. Supply Co
Manross, F. X.
Marinette Gas Engine Co

Highland Park College.
Hill Elec. Co., W. S

Matthews A Bros., W. N
McLaughlin A Co., Jas

HlpweU Mfg. Co
Hobart Elec. Mfg. Co
Hoffman, G.

W

Holmes Fibre-Graph. Co
Holophane Glass Co
Humphrey, Henry H
Hunt & Co.,Robt.

W

...

6
13

—
1

12

15
-1

—
]4

Illmois Central Ry
IS
Incandescent Electric Light

Manipulator Company
Indiana Rub. Alns. W. Co

I^oar Ol£».{Ssifio<a. larxde^sc

of

'..li
J

McLennan

vt

M

19

6

Company K
,

Mechanical Appliance Co
Mica Insulator Company

—

19

Wabash
Wagner

11

Retii

o

—
lO

Company
Hugo

Xemst Lamp Co

4

.A-d-ver^iserxxe^atx-ts

R

1

Electric Mfg.

Co

-

A Company

A Sons. Jas. L
Roebling's Sons Co.. J. A

Western Electric Company...
West inghouse Electric &
Manufacturing Co
Weston Electrical Inst. Co...

Safety Ins. Wire

10

—
—

R.

Warren Elec Mfg. Co
Wesco Supply Co
Western Display Co

Ins

!Co.

Rcplogle Governor Works.. .1
El. Flasher Mfg.Co.
KichLirdson Lubricating Co..l
Robert Instrument Co.. The..

National Carbon Co

Co

1

1

Reynolds

Robertson

National India Rubber Co

1

-

Valentine-Clark Co-.The....Vulcanlzed Fibre Company. .;

Iron Co....

Plume A Atwood Mfg. Co

Walsh's Sons

i

1

Union Electric Mfg. Co

Porter Cedar

14

1

JIfg.

.

Turner Brass Works

Relsinger,

5

2

Ruebel-Schwedtmann- Wells.. 1
Ranzel-Leni Elec. Mfg. C0...I

A Cable

1

:

. . .

Co..
-

Sargent A Lundy
Sauquoit Silk Mfg. Co

-

Tesbera Mfg.Co
Yost Electric Mfg. Co

1

Zero Marx Sign Works

!F»£i.g:e

1

-

WhiteheadMachlnery Co...
Woolley Fdy. A Mach. Wks..]
Worcester Company, C. H
.

Samson Cordage Works

See

:

1

C

Torrey Cedar Company
Tray Plate Battecy Co
Trumbull Elec Mnfg. Co

W

Eugene F
Wire Co...
Phoenix Glass Co
Phosphor-Bronze S. Co
S.

W

son. W.

Stromberg-C&Tlson Tei.

Phillips Insulated

Miscellaneous Advs
12
-Monon Railroad
Mueller Company, William.. iP
Munsell ACo.,Eugeae
10
Jtational Electric

LeRoy

A

—

10

-

Stow Mfg. Company
Company...

Pignolet.L. M
Pittsburg A L.

Co

Electric

Sterling

Pfannmueller A Co..F„ F....
Phillips.

Sqmre

Siandard Elec Mfg.Co
Standard Tool Co
Standard Cnderg. Cable Co...
Stanley Elec Mfg. Co., The
Stanley Instrument Co
Stanton.

Co

A So

Phelan. D.

Lond'sSonsCo..H.

Co

I

15

10

H

Okonlte Co., The
Osburn Flex. Conduit Co..
Pacific Coast Pole

I

-

1

Northern Elecfl Mfg. Co....
Northern Wire A Cable tJo ..Northwestern Storage tai-

—

14

J.

Haller Machine
Hamacek, A. F
Hart Mfg. Co

Ins.

H

Simpler Elecirlcal Co.. The..
Simplex Elec HeaitDg Co....]
Spec r Carbon Co

-

Wire Co

Perrl

—

Hallberg,

New York

14
1

James

Schott.W.

XewYorkCeni. Ry

10

Co

Leather Preserv. M. Corp

New England Butt Co
Newgard A Co.. Henry

Paragon Fan A Motor Co..
Pass A Seymour, Inc

Letheule, Paul
14
Lindsley Brothers Company.. 19

11

Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co
Cutter Elec.

8

ErieRy
Evans. AlmlrallACo
Evans A Co.. W. R
FariesMfg. Co

0»

-

:

-
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MANUFACTURED BY

Motors,
Switches,

ALWAYS
IN

STOCK.

Arc Lamps,
Circuit Breakers,

Go.

Etc., Etc.

CHICAGO EDISON COMPANY, 139 Adams

Street,

CHICAGO.

r'«4f4f**4^****^f4^f*^f*^<4f*:**4l*:*^€*******^'^!^l4f*^'4!*^

H OLOPHAN F
GLOBES AND REFLECTORS

Just Out!

WESTERN

ELECTRICIAN'S

MOONLIGHT SCHEDULE
FOR 1905.
Dotted line bare
16 c. p. lamp.
Full line same

JO Cents Per CopyDiscount on Large Orders.

lamp with No.
2631 Pagoda

ELECTRICIAN PUB.

Reflector.

CO.,

510 narquette Building, CHICAGO.

HOLOPHANE CLASS CO.
NEW YORK

CLACKNER BUILDING

J>»s»i»!»^»i>^»i»#i»>»»>*^»»^i»:»5>^»»>M^>^:^^

DISTRICT OFFICES.

Nbw York
Chicago
Philadelphia
Pittsburg
Atlanta, Ga:
New Orlbanb. La:

Direct

135 Broadway
Old Colony Building
1509 Land Title Building
Farmers Banli Building
Empire Building
Hlbernia Banlt Building

and Alternating Current

GENERATORS
Built in all types

and

capacities.

SALES OFFICES.
Cleveland
Detroit

-'TRADE MARK.

Barton, Stevenson

St.

Lonis

& Co.

Miller-Seldon Elec. Co.

Denver .... Hendrie & Bolthoff Mfg.

db

Sup. Go.

320 Chemical Bldg.

Seattle

Kilbourne

San Francisco

Kilbourne

& Clark Co.
& Clark Co.

IRational Electric (Tompan^
MILWAUKEE

I

bruary

4,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

k>jS

h^sagmismSm
is

everywhere known as

Milling Cutters

THE STANDARD TOOL COMPANY

"'

LONDON

RONSDOWr

PAWS

YOKOHAMA

MII-AN

S. K. C.

Special Tools.

HOW MUCH?

Induction

Motors
purposes

for all

Single Phase

Controlling
Devices

and

Polyphase

OP ALL KINDS

MOTOR STARTERS
SPEED REQULATORS
FIELD REGULATORS

The

S. K. C.

System

typifies

machinery

superior

points

in

markedly
ot

neering and manufacture over
ordinary

electrical

_j

engi-

Did yon evL-r lose on an order be
cause you were not able to qaot*
the right price on the spot?

apparatus.
Our Handbook. 117 W.. give*
prices on our standardized com-

Stanley Electric

Manu=

facturing Company,
SEND FOR CATALOG

Pittsfield,

-

-

Massachusetts.

.

plete line of blgb-grade switchboards.

The F. BissELL Company
ENGINEERS AND
BUILDERS OF
S W TC H B OA R O S
I

Union Electric Mfg. Go.

Chicago

Office:

Monadnock

Block.

Milwaukee, Wis.

Toledo,

A LAMP
THE COLUMBIA
THAT WILL OIVE YOU THE FULL VALUE OF YOUR MON£Y IN
CANDLE-POWER EFFICIENCY AND LIFE.

ia

Lamps are manufactured under Hceose
is vitally

to use the Chemical Exhaust Process ofexhaustJag lamps.
necessary la the production otthe highest quality of lamp.

GENERAL SALES AGENTS

264=266=268=270 FIFTH

AVENUE, CHICAGO

7

0.

*

February

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN
^*A * * ** A* ** ***** *********** ***** ****

*** ********
*

Engineering

THE

~^

and short
engineering ehope.
ginning. Short C(
Expe:
Engineering.
_ _
_

Ci-Tnplete

"I.P."VirTYPE

STEAM,
Civil.

c
'

Steam and

Electrical

Accommodatlona the
may enter any ttoe.
beBU' School' all year. StadentB
"'
""'""
'
CorreBpondence 6

DIRECT-CURRENT

'%-

igo:

4,

MEGHANICll,
ELEGTRIML,

NSTRUMENTS
Are winners.

Scales are
equally divided, indications
are dead beat, high range ammeters have separate shunts
and the casei are of heavy
polished brass.
Prices are right, the list
figure for the meter illustrated,
for instance, being $16.50.

HOLE FOR YOU
FIVE GENTS A ne^er
stepped to
Perhaps T a ba^

e

l-lBT

Iron junction box you
cents worth of time tthe broken boxes. It c

say nothing of

FREE 81
„
)s of actual e
imples of how our Htudeuts hav.
qualify for advancement and KOOd
Couraea In Electrical Engisalaried positionsneering. Steam Engineering. Mechanical Eiigineering. Telephony. Telegraphy. Electric Light.

.

JUNCTION BOXES
BOSSERT
blow of the hammer removes the

WRITE FOR DISCOUNTS TO

One

Dlam.ofbody.Bln., of bate flange

ealed plug, leaving a
hermetically
sm.ioth round hole. The boxes are made

Bossert Electric ConstrnclioD Co.,

Bennett,

(Tel.
I.

<fc

Co., K.

Condensers, Blectrlc.
Stanley Elec. Mfg Co.

Tel.)

W.

Son, E. R.

.T.

McLennan &

Condnit and Conduits.
American Circular Loom Co.

A.
Bro..

&

Etran. J.

Illinois

Inc. El. Lt. Manipulator Co.

Matthews &

>.

American Conduit Company

Annunciators.

Central Electric Co.

Edwards & Company.

Osburn Flexible Conduit

Electric Appliance Co.
Manliattau Eleo. Supply Co.
Wesco Supply Co.

Wesco Supply

Co.

Co.

Contractors xuid Ellectric lilsht Plants.
AUis-Chalmers Company.

Western Electric Co.

Batteries and Jars.
BlssellCcTheP.

Bullock El. Mfg. Co.
Crocker-Wheeler Co.

Wayne

Wks.

Ft.

General Electric Co.
National Electric Co.
Northern Electrical Mfg. Co.
Wagner Electric Mfg. Co.

& Company.

Electric Appliance Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Tray Plate Battery Co.
We.sco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
Bells, Buzzers, Etc.

Elec.

Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse EL & Mfg. Co.

Controllers* Crane.
Amer. Elec. Fuse Co.

Central Electric Co.
Edwards & Co.
Electric Appliance Co.

Runzel-Lenz Elec. Mfg. Co.
Samson Cordage Wks.

and

Pins

Cr OSS-Arms,
Brackets.

Berthold & Jennings.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Wesco Supply Co.

Jos.

Leather Preserver Mfg. Corp.
Beltlne.
_
,,,
Leather Preserrer Mfg. Corp.

„

Western Electric Company.

Blow Pipes.

Cnt-Outs and Swltcbes.

Turner Brass Works
Blo-svers.
Green Fuel Economizer Co.

BissellCo.,

The

F.

Bossert Elec. Const. Co.
Central Electric Co.

Chicago Edison Co.

Boiler Compounds.
Dearborn Drug & Chem. Wks.

Cutter Elec.

&

Mfg. Co.

Electric Appliance Co.
it. Wayne Elec. Wks. Inc.
General Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Hamacek, A. F.
Hart Manufacturing Co.
Hill Elec. Co., W. S.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.

Boilers.

AUis-Chalmers Company.

& Wilcox Co.
Bro\vnellCo.,The
Babcock

Rooks. Electrical.
CantweU Press, The.
Electrician Publishing Co.
llootlis, Teleplione.
YesDera Mfg. Co.
Farles Mfg. Co.

Dynamos and Motors.

Bruslies.

Allis- Chalmers

Central Electric Co.
Hobart Elec. Mfg. Co.
Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co.

Company.

Speer Carbon Co.

Crawfordsville Electric Co.

Crocker-Wheeler Co.

BlssellCo.,B. F.

Ft.

Wesco Supply

Co.
Electric Co.

Wayne Elec. Wks.

Inc.

General Elec. Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Gregory Electric Co.
Hobart Elec. Mfg. Co.
Mechanical Appliance Co.
National Electric Co.
Northern Electrical Mfg. Co.
Stanley Elec. Mfg. Co.
Stow Manufacturing Co.
Wagner Electric Mfg. Co.
Warren Elec. Mfg. Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Cables (See Wires and Cables)
Canopies.
Faries Mfg. Co.

Points and

Plates.
Central Electric Co.

Chicago Edison Co.
Kleotrlo Appliance Co.
National Carbon Co.
Eelstnger, Hugo.
Speer Carbon Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Castinffs.

Economizers, Fnel.
Green Fuel Economizer Co.

Paries Mfg. Co.

Glectrlc Heatlns Appl.
Electric Appliance Co.

Cbalns.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.

Cbandellers.

Blectrlo RallTvarB*

Farles Mfg. Co.

Letbeule, PauL
Circuit Breakers.

Ft.

Wayne

&

Westinghouse

Mfg. Co.

Elec.

Wks.

Farles Mfg. Co.

Coal and Asbes Handling Macblnery.

M

f

g.

Co.

Colls and Uasnets.
Western-Electric Co.

El.

&

W.

Co.,

obje.

J.

H.

Kemp,R. W.

For

which

inter..Bt6

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING INSTIDep't K, 240A West 23rd St., New York,

& W.

American Electrical Works.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.

^

Jeffrey Mfg. Co.

and Gaso-

line.

Co.

Steam.

Allls-Chahners Company.

BrownellCo.,The

Fans and Fan Motors.
Central Electric Co.

Century Electric CoCrocker-Wheeler Company.
Edison Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.

Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse EL & Mfg. Co.
Fibre.

Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Sterling Varnish Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse EL & Mfg. Co.
Bossert Elect. Const. Co.

General Inc. Arc Light Co.

Lamps, Arc.
Bissau

Co.,

AppUance Co.
Wavne Elec. Wks. Inc.

Electric
Ft.

General Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Lt. Co.
Gregory Electric Co.
HipweU Manufacturing Co
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Stanley Elec. Mfg. Co.
Wesco Supply Co.

& H.

B,

The

S.

Reynolds EL Flasher Mfg. Co
Wesco Supply Co.

Flexible Shafts.
Co.

Fnses and Fnse W^lre.
Fuse Co.
The F.

Bissell Co.,
Central Electric Co.
Central TeL & El. Co.

Westine:house EL & Mfg. Co.
liamp. Coloring.
Day & Co., Jas. P.

Lamps, Incandescent.
Electric

Johns-Man ville Co., H. W.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Company.

Globes, Reflectors
Sbades.

and

ture Lamp Dept.
Electric Appliance Co.
Fostoria Incand. Lamp Co.
Franklin Electric Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Nernst Lamp Co.
Sawyer-Man Elec, Co.
Standard Elec'l Mfg. Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Lamps, Incandescent—'
Replacers & Cleaners.
EL

Lt.

Manipulator Co.

Lamps, Nernst.
Nernst Lamp Co.
Lamps, Vapor.
Cooper, Hewitt Elec, Co.
Leather Specialties.

Bunge, Otto.
Letters, Metal, Sign.

HaUer Machine Go.
Llshtnlns Arresters.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks. Inc.
General Electric Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Stanley Elec. Mfg. Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.

Linemen's Climbers.
Klein & Sons, Mathlas.

Western Electric Co.

Lnbrioating, Oil, Grease.

Magnet Wires.
Graphite Specialties.
Dixon Crucible Co., Jos.
Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co.

Heating (B x h a n

s

Steam).
District

American Battery

Co.
Electric Storage BaitervCo.

Gould Storage Battery

Farles Mfg. Co.

Overalls.
Co., Hamilton.

Central Electric Co.

Patent Attorneys.

Century Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Manhattan Elect'l Supply Co
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.

Eain, Foree,

Baker

Co. Ltd.

Wire

Co.

Supplies, General Slee.
BisseU Co., The F.

and

& Company Inc.

STFltchboards.
BisseU Co., The F.

Poles and Ties.
Berthold & Jennings.
Brooks, Hall L.

Gen. Incan. Arc Light Co.

Telephones, Telephone
Material and STvltohboards.

Columbia Mfg. Co.
Fowler, John H.
Fowler -Jacobs Company.

KeUogg Switch. & Sup.

American EL Telephone Co
Automatic Electric Co.
BisseUCo., TheF.

Co.

Lindsley Bros. Co.
Loud's Sons Co., H. M.
Malt by Cedar Co.

MueUer Company, WUliam.

Central Electric Co.
Central TeL & EL Co.

Pacific Coast Pole Co.
Perrizo \-. Sons.
Phelan, D. W.

International TeL Mfg. Co.
KeUogg Swltchb. & Sup. Ca

Electric Appliance Co,

Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Stromberg-Carlson TeL M.(3o,
Wesco Supply Co.

Pittsburg & L. S. Iron Co.
Porter Cedar Company,
SterUng & Son, W. C.

Western Electric Co.
STrltcbes,

Torrey Cedar Co.
Valentine-Clark Co., The.
Worcester Co., C. H.

Time

BisseU Co., TheF.

Polish (Metal).

Tools.
Klein & Sons. Mathias.
standard Tool Co

Allen Co., Inc., L. B.

Hoffman, Geo. W,

Western Electric Co.

Transformers.
Central Electric Co.
Crawf ordsviUe Electric Co.
Crocker- Wheeler Co.

Jeffrey Mfg. Co.

Electric Appliance Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Worlcs, Inc.
General Electric Co.
Gregory Electric Co.
Electric Co.

Rail Joints.
Continuous Rail Joint Company of America.

Kuhlman

Company.

Columbia Incan. Lamp Co.
Edison Decorative & Minia-

Inc.

Chicago Fuse Wire & Mfg. Co.
Clinton Stamping A Elec. Co.
D. & W. Fuse Company.
Electric Appliance Co.

Amer.

Storage Batteries.

Letheule, Paiu

Nozzles.

&

Electrical Inst. Co.

Manhattan

Elec.

Supply

Co.

Chicago Edison Co.

F.
Doxsee Elec'L Co., A.
Haller Machine Co.

Elec.

Weston

Klein & Sons, Mathias.
Novelties, Lighting'.

Carhartt

and Deslgnsrs.

Speed Indicators.

Central Electric Co.

-

Flaslkers.

Stow Mfg.

Mfrs.

Haller Machine Co.

Motors.)

Western Electric Co.

BisseUCo.,TheF.
Bryan-Marsh Company.

EClec.
Beardslee Chandelier Mfg. Co.
Letheule, PauL
Bissell Co.,

TheF.

Central Electric Co.

Buckeye

Files.
Barnett Co., G.
Fittings.
Faries Mfg. Co.

Amer.

National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Okonite Co., The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.

Junction Boxes,

Company.

Marinette Gas Engine Co.
Woolley Fdy. & Mach. Wks.
Engines, Oil.

American Diesel Engine

Electric Appliance Co.

Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
Specialties, £lectrieal

Sheet.

General Electric Co.

Bnjsrines,

Edwards & Co.

Nippers and Pliers.

Platinum,

Elle'vators-Conveyors.

Allis- Chalmers

speaking Tubes.
Central Electric Co.

Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.
Motors. (See Dynamos and

Phosphor Bronze Sm,

Ellectro-Platlns Macli*y
Crocker-Wheeler Company.

Elnglnes, Gas

AlUs-Chalmers Company.
Crocker-Wheeler Company.
General Electric Co.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.
Wesco Supply Co.

Phosphor Bronze.

Instrument Co.
Robert Inst. Co., The
Stanley Elec. Mfg. Co.
Stanley Instrument Co.
Wagner Electric Mfg. Co.
Wesco Supply Co.

E.

Humphrey. Henry H.
Hunt & Co., Robt W.
Jackson. D. C.

Butt Co.

ing

Richardson Lubricating Co.

Ervan, Wm. H.
Byllesby A Co.,H. M.
Evans, Almlrall & Co.
Hallberg,

Insnlatlne Macblnery.

New England

Electric Appliance Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks. Inc.
General Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.

Badt. F. B.

Baker &

Jas. L.

& Insurance

Hartford Steam Boiler Inspection & Insurance Co.

Insnlators and InsulatMaterials.

Diamond Meter Co.
Duncan Elec. Mfg. Co.

Mfg. Co.

Electrical and 9Ie*:Itanleal Kngrlneers.
Arnold Elec. Power Stafn Co.

Inc.

Western Electric Company.
Westinghouse El.,.t Mfg. Co.
Clusters.
Benjamin Elec. Mfg. Co.

Jeffrey

(Recording and Testing.)

Co.

Electric Appliance Co,
Incandesent Electric Light
Manipulator Co.

Inspection

Blectrical Instrnments.

Fostorla Glass Specialty Co.
Fostoria Incan. Lamp Co.

Crocker- Wheeler Co.
General Electric Co.

Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co.

&

Indicators.
Robertson & Sons,

Flxtares, Gas and

Western Electric Company.

Cable HauECrs.

Cutter Elec.

H.

Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

Brackets.

Carbons,

W.

Squire Electric Co.
Stanley Elec. Mfg. CoStanton, LeKoy W.

Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co
Weston Electrical Inst. Co.

Cord.

Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.

Western

Schott,

Evans, Almlrall

Holders, Inc. Lamps.

Inc.

Central Electric Co.-

Edison MIg. Co.

Belt Dressing.
Dlxou Crucible Co.,

Kohler Brothers.
Letheule, Paul
Newgard & Co., Henry.
Northern Electrical Mfg. Co.
Ruebel. Schwedtman, Wells.
Sargent & Lundy.

Electric Appliance Co.

Central Electric Co.

Edwards

Electric Railways. Electric Motorman'a
Course, Short Electrical Course. Dynamo Tender'.
8 TO-DAT for
Course. Arithmetic, Algebri
ing.

t
J

Or Your Nearest Supply House.

ADVERTISEMENTS.
CLASSIFIED INDEX OFHeatinSt
Mining Apparatns.Elec*
Hot Water.

GroUus

AdJnsteTS. Cord.
iDcandes. EL Lt. Manlp. Co.
Adjusters, Inc. Lamps.

Ancbors

ROLLER,

<&,

CITY, N. v.,

TUTE.

Commutator Compound

Accountants and Auditors.
Audit Co. of

MACHADO
203 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

Utica. N. Y.

*

7M In.

Steam Co.

A.li>la.a^t3etloa.l Irxca^jsE:

of

(See Wires

and Cables.)

Mechanical Draft.
Green Fuel Economizer Co.

Mica.
Chicago Mica Co.

Re- W^lndlng— Repairs.

Wagner Electric Mfg.
Wesco Supply Co.

Co.

Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse EL & Mfg.

Rheostats.
Amer. Electric Fuse Co.
Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co.

Co.

Trucks, Electric Car.
General Electric Co.

General Electric Co.

Westinghouse EL & Mfg.
Turbines. Steam.

Gen'l Inc. Arc Lt. Co,
Union Electric Mfg. Co.
Wesco Supply Co.

Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse EL & Mfg. Co.

-

Co.

AUls-Chalmers Co.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co

Rods, Conduit.
Cope, T.

J,

Schools and Colleges.
Electrical Engineer Inst.

Highland Park CoUege

Wires

Second-Hand Mach'y.
BisseUCo., TheF.
Cent. Stat. Improvement Co.
Gregory Electric Co.
Matthews & Bro., W. N.
Walsh's Sons & Co.

Shades, Lamp.

&

.

Co.

HaUer Machine Co.
Western Display Co.
Zero Marx Sign Works.
Insnlatlna;
Silks,

and

Braiding.
Sauquoit Silk Mfg. Co.

Receptacles.

Pass & Sevmour.
Yost Elec. Mfg. Co.

Soldering Sticks. Salts

and Paste.

Butler Chemical Works.
& Son, E. R.
Kester Elec. Mfg. Co.

CroUus

Western Electric Co.

See

AppUa

I»£ae:e

Indiana Rub. &
India Rubber & Guttapercha
Insulating Co.
KeUogg Switch. & Sup. Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
National India Rubber Co
Ins. Wirt

Slcrns, Ellectrlc.

&

F.

Central Electric Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Crescent Ins.Wh:e & Cble Co

Copper.

Plume & Atwood Mfg.

Sockets

Cables—Mag-

BisseU Co., The

Electric

Faries Mfg. Co.

Sheet Brass

&

net \71res.
American Electrical Works.

3

New York

Insulated Wire Co.
Northern Wire A Cable Co.
Okonite Co., The.
Phillips,

Eugene

F.

PhiUips Insulated Wire Co
Roebline's Sons Co.. J. A.
Runzel-Lenz Elec. Mfg Co.
Safety Ins. Wire & Cable Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Company.,

i

i
I

ibruary

4,
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STANLEY
INSTRUMENT

CO.

GREAT BARRINCTON, MASS.,

U.S.A.

Present their new

Rotary Jewel
Wattmeters

for

Bearing

Alternating Current-Service
by which

Permanent Accuracy
is

Jewel Bearing

at

all

loads

obtained.

is

JEWEL SURFACE
ALWAYS NEW

continuously

Rotated by Train.

ACCURACY PERMANENT

NEW PRINCIPLES

A New Jewel

surface is continuously automatiplaced under disc staff pivot. Pivot cannot touch
same spo.t on Jewel more than once in 1,000 kilowatt-hours.
cally

NEW

IDEAS

NEW METHODS
PERFECTION PROVED

Disc Staff Pivot is Spring Supported.
No increase of bearing friction can occur.

No change

in

Such Result

Accuracy can occur.

is

Self Evident.

ROTATED

The disc

staff pivot in a meter of this construc(lO-ampere capacity) has rotated on the
Jewel bearing upwards of 150,000,000 times;
the equivalent of more than 120,000 kilowatthours; equal at lO cents per kilowatt-hour to a
revenue of $(2,000.00 from a (O-ampere meter,
and no change of accuracy is perceptible at any
load from 25 watts to 50; overload.
tion

JEWEL

BEARING

PATENTED

WATTMETERS

—

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

Fcliruarv
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1905

Kohler Bros. Asked
The Cutler=Bafflmer Mfg.

Co.

What they thought about the Cooper
Hewitt Mercury Vapor Lamp and this
is

what they

said:
Milwaukee, Wis., Jan.

KOHLER

BROS., Contracting Engineers, Cliicagu,
Re Cooper Hewitt Lamps.
Gentlemen

13,

1905

111.

:

We are in receipt of yours of the 12th inst., regarding Cooper Hewitt
Lamps. At present we have our Draughting Room, Cost Department
and one Department of our shop equipped with tlie Cooper Hewitt
Lamps, which we find very satisfactory. We find that the strangeness
ol the light wears oS in a very short time, and the draughtsmen, clerks
and workmen as well pleased to tlie same. The light is very easy on the
eyes, and, owing to the splendid diffusion obtained, no dark shadows are
caused and the ability to see into and under objects by this light is
suprisingly satisfactory.
The current consumption in the departments which are equipped
with these lamps has been halved, and we have just placed our order for
equipping the balance of our plant with these lamps.

Yours very

Dust-Proof Motor
Driving Triplex Pump
by Silent Chain

truly,

The Cutler-Hammer Mfg.

Co.

DIRECT-CURRENT

THE LIGHT TO WORK BY

APPARATUS

For use in Factories, Machine Shops, Warehouses Covered Piers, Draughting Rooms, Offices,
Press and Composing Rooms and for Photographic and Engraving Work and Blue Printing.

POWER

™«

LIGHTING

*"»

Write for List ol Bulletins.

Western Electric Company

Cooper Hewitt Electric Co.
220 West 29th Street, NEW YORK CITY
PHILADELPHIA OFFICE: 1121 Walnut St.

NEW YORK

CHICAGO
AND OTHER LARGE

CiTlES

am in a position to quote very attractive prices on
BRAND" Rubber Covered Wires
high-grade "EAGLE
I

Cables.

I.

1^29

We

A.

sizes

and

BENNETT,

Monadnock

manufacture Knife Switches in

tlie

up

to

Block, Chicago.

2,000

amperes.

Prompt shipments made from

made

Special switches

stock.

to order.

LET US QUOTE YOU.

P^css

(Si

SeyrT\o\ir, Inc.

Solvay. N. Y.
San

Chicago

"Flexduct"

and

economical

non-metallic conduit

flexible,

wiring.

Its

promote ease of application

flexibility,

and

smooth

economical

is

Frak.ncisco

the high standard required

interior,

tough^

tenacious

for safe

use.

H

OSBURN FLEXIBLE CONDUIT COMPANY
Principal Office:

21

Park Row, New York,

Cbicaso

Office:

I

character

529-530 Monadnock Block.

I.

A.

BENNETT, Manager,

.'cbruary 4,

VVF.S'!"ia<N

1005

M.I'"

GRAND PRIZE
The Highest Possible Award
Has Been Given

to

HIGHEST GRADE NUERNBERG CARBONS
By the International Jury of Awards, of the Louisiana Purchase Exposition,

HUGO

REISINGEIIR.

HORNBERGER-IRWIN

Northern Back=

Transformers

Geared Motors

Louis, 1904.

St.

Sole Importer,

II

BROADWAY. NEW YORK

(LARGE AND SMALL)
54K.W. toSOOK. W.

Do work

transformer represents the latest improvetransformer construction
luado In
In
three types; multl-coll construction; ventila'ed
rnres; built for all commercial voltages and fnqucncles; higher efllcienoies together Avith
;

jiirii issiu-.I

explains

Electrical

NORIHEBH
BACK GEARED

construction— Stan-

MOTOR

dard Northern; best.

Mechanical design and execu-

d.:-t;ills.

Manufactured by

/'

less

labor than any

other like device.

leiver temperaturoH tbaa have heretofore been attained are saaranteed.
ratfilociio

required with

bulk, Cost and

Tills

menla

tion insure perfect

alignment of

motor pinion and

countershaft

gear.

NORTHERN ELECTRICAL

MANUFACTURING CO.
Engineers Manuliclure's

Crawfordsville Electric Co.

MADISON.

CRAWFORDSVILLE,

425 Monadnock Block.

INDIANA,

WIS.. U.

S.

A.

Chicago.

U.S.A.

Edgewise Wound Enclosed Arc Lamps
FOR

IIO-VOLT

Embody
of

Arc

DIRECT CURRENT SERVICE

the Latest Features

Lamp

Manufacture.

INDESTRUCTIBLE.
PERFECT REGULATION.

PERMANENT ADJUSTMENT.
COMPOSED OF FEW PARTS.
SIMPLICITY AND RIGIDITY OF CONNECTIONS.
Write for further information.

GENERAL OFFICES: SCHENECTADY,
Chicago Office: Monadnock Block.

^i

N. Y.

Sales Offices In All Large Cities.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN
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THE NEW YEAR.
Finds

in the

Packard

SET A STANDARD
OP

Lamp

/

and

Brilliant

T\ \

Steadily nnaintained candlepo\ver

600

800 hours guaranteed

to

Economy

Operation.

New

Year by Installing

EDISON LAMPS

I

Them on Your

Efficient Lighting

By using

life

Lamps Are a Good Investment.

Packard
the

of

1905

4,

Used

Begin

than

in larger quantities

other American makes

all

combined.

Circuit.

All types and varieties. Regular Multiple Lamps,
Street Series

Electric Appliance Company,

Lamps, Miniature Lamps.

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY

CHICAGO AND SAN FRANCISCO

Main Lamp Sales

HARRISON,

Office,

N.

J.

(5)

BEARDSLEE CHANDELIER MFC CO."^

GAS & ELECTRIC FIXTURES

-

^^^m

Of

MICA

WANTED

PREVENT SPARKING.
1

PKEVKNT CUTTING.

good condition

SOCI:perStlok. SS.ao per Oozbh.
For Sale by

all

Supply Houses, or

FREE, Sample

Stick,

Micanite, Linotape,

Cloth and

put that high gloss on the commutator you
have 60 long sought after.

^^

McLEHMAN &

GlectricfieatingApparatus

I30

Dearborn

St,,

CO.,

SIMPLEX ELECTRIC HEATING CO.,
Cambridgeport, IMass.

and

CHICAQO

I.

That

is

For

Paper.

C. Compound, Empire
Years

the

Standard.

CO.,

Originators

and CHICAGO

ILL.

MICA
BOND CHICAGO MICA CO

CENTURY ELECTRIC

Low onr competitors try gradually to
Cut Mica prices— same thing would occur
mIca If w« were not the

Notice
1

UNIT" ENAMELED RHEOSTATS

M.

NEW YORK

CHICAGO,

*la*>

•END won e2-PAac cataloquc.

NBW YORK

MICA INSULATOR

g^j^ manufacturers

Room 4U Inter Ocean Eldg.,

EUGENE MUNSELL AND CO.

t

Abaoluioly will Mot Cum
Tho Brushes ...
It will

Qualities, in any
at Lowest Prices

INSULATION

You Who are Troubtoti with Sparking and Cutting of Comm^atorm tu Uam
The only article that will
Will keep the

all

Form

SINGLE-PHASE SELF-STARTING

MOTORS AND CEILING FANS

VALPARAISO, IND.

"PERFECTORS-

CO.

MANUFACTURERS OF

1ll^nll^<lot^^eci

IM

ST. LOUIS,

MO.

IVI

THE WARREN ALTERNATING-CURRENT GENERATOR
WITHOUT BRUSHES,

COIVIIVIUTATOR

OR

IVIOVING

SA.IMDVJSKY, OHIO,

KJ

.

WIRE

S.

tfBta
M.KLCIM

&

KLEIN'S
Foi* Eiociricai

TOOLS
Workerm

THE VERY LATEST

and Lino Balldara,
MATHIAS KLEIN & SONS.

SI W. Van Buren

St.,

Chicago,

IN

.

VOLT -AMMETERS,

A RELIABLE PAIR

50N.

Send 2c stamp for new catalogue No, 6 of

A.

POCKET SIZE.
For Testing Batteries and Battery
Circuits,

M ACN ETIC-VAN E INSTRUMENTS

Locating Fault!,

Qrounda, etc

BBLIABLE.

Reliance

III.

J8-80 Cortltndt

Volt-

100

ACCURATE,

Send for Circular.
L. M. PICNOLET,

meters

St.,

NEW YORK,

N. Y.

DON'T BUY

AND

Ampere

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

Meters

Until

you have seen our

new Catalogue and new
Price List.
Free to the trade.
Black enameled finish with raised parti polished nickel.
Face of meter 6H Inches, list price I'rom to 150 volts
"
"
"
Base "
"
"
6?£
to 60 ampere
Write for circulars and special discounts to the trade.
.

A.

F.HAMACEK, Chicago,
2039 Kenmore

Ave.

III.

RELIANCE INSTRUMENT CO.,

Manhattan

B2-68 W. VAN BUREN ST.
.

.

.

CHICAGO

Electrical

Sniijly Co.

^

cbniary

.).

WF.STKRN

'r/'.T

F.LF.CTF<iri

THE

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS,

J^ll//

WILI
TUI.V

ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE,
INCANDESCENT AND FLEXIBLE CORDS,

AUK

2:,.oiKi ll)^
\\b Jo.ooo IBS. KtM-l (Till
COHULHt. liCtb t.SUS t.Sk (ilMtU IKitt OIKtlt*.
limy uimL Tmi ib«iD yu

ll'il.ll

.'0.01)0 LBS..

LHt.b

TO

AMHUK

I

ClIirAcio STOitK, K.

MoNTiiiAl.

i:.

REMEMBER

KiiKnnn

I',

Nt.
i'hljllin' Eloctrlcil

Warkl.
R.I.

-f^

THIS 11 THE
and 2 INCH
STYLE.

MECHANICS

EXPERT IN PATENT CAUSES
DATCKITC

FOREIGN

rH en
I

I

CHICABO

8, lO

rh« fnoandaaoont Lamp R*plao«r mnO
Clonnor ruptaoaa and o loans anyo.p. lamp
vt any holsht or anRlu.

W. N. MATTHEWS
603 Carleton Building

Nicandescont Electric Light Manipulator Co..
I

16 Bedford St.,

& BRO.

CONTINUOUS RAIL JOINT CO. OF AM.

NEWARK,

OVER

RECALIBRATING
ELECTRIC METERS.

MILES

INTERNATIONAL ELECTRIC METER CO.

N.

J.

OUR WIRES

NEW YORK

TRADE-MARKS

nufacturo

c

^

USE

IN

130 IT. PETER fTIIEET.
•

-

INDIANA.

The

Architects and Dealers in
the best decora-

will find

tive appliances (bronze or

crystal)
to

Dealers

the

best

MICH.

—

artists

all

and

manufacturers,

awarded grand

S6 Shelby Street
-

at cut prices

from the best

THE ROBERT
INSTRUMENT CO.

prizes

at

—

Louis E,\position now
for bargain at low prices,

St.

on immediate application

Water=Wheel Governors
Our new mechanical governors
co-operate with the inertia effect of the water and the mothe plant.

PAUL LETHEULE,

4808 Delmar Bd.,

St.

Louis

cut the cost of good
in two.
Guaran-

government
in

1

192 Desplalncs St.

Electric Lighting Fixtures

teed

OTTO BUNGE
LEATHER NAiL HEADS, BELTS,
SAFETY AND CLIMBER STRAP^

Raven Black Core
Crimshaw'nd Competition Tapes and Splicing Compounds.

Roi]ert

Volt-Ammeter

mentum of
They have

LOUIS

INSULATED WIRE COMPANY,
BRANCUBS:

DETROIT

ST.

INDIANAPOLIS,

pi.^ Inspection and carry the above

Discount

Manufacturers

MARprACTUsxa or

20,000

CANAL STREET. CHICAGO.

S.

Raven White Core

ALL

i

Boston. Mass.

REPAIRING

167

ANCHORS

STOIVIBAUCH GUY

Donohoo, H2 huko

lliuNc'ii,

ELECTRICITY

BAIN, 1652-3 Monldnock BIk..

1

VoiiK Ktoui,

MAIN OrriCCSANO FACTORIES, PHILLIPSDALC,

fonic

INCH

12

CABLES FOR AERIAL AND UNDERGROUND UiE.
W. J. Wal«on. 2n Ojrllanill SI.

New

u. s. fc

AMD

STOMBAUGH GUY ANCHOR

BARE ANOlNiLATEOELE'cTBIC WIRE,
Railway Feeder and Trolley Wire,
AMERICANITE, MACNET, OFFICE AND
ANNUNCIATOR WIRES.

SOLICITOR OF

10

8.

every particular.

REPLOGLE GOVERNOR WORKS

AKRON, OHIO

NATIONAL CODE STANDARD
"0.

L"

Slow

-

leatherprool Wire.

traveling man who
his possible customers at rare intervals is
almost or entirely forgotten
bet-ween times.
calls

upon

It is necessary for him to
introduce himself at each

visit.

Little

drops of water will

wear a^way
But

which

away

a stone.

the
speed with
the stone is worn
is in proportion to

the frequency w^ith which
the little drops fall.

The frequent ad produces a clear-cut and indelible impression upon the
mind.
The infrequent ad produces a blurred impression.
The

clear-cut impression

remains.

The blurred impression
Burnliig Weatlerproo! disappears.

An

and Ideal Wire,
Prices

and Samples on Application.

ad in the "Western
Electrician goes 52 times a
year to the possible purchaser of your product.

The
ompounJ; eliminates sparking^ and
utator troubles.
Free sample
request.

E. R.
6419

Phillips Insulated

Wire Go.

CROLIUS & SON

i>eoria Street

-

CHICAGO.

ILL.

Office

and Factory: PAVilTUCKET,

R.

L

chaser

busy, possible pur-

may have

a poor

memory. Your ad greets
him frequently, lest he forget.

WESTERN ELECTRiaAN

WANTED, FOB SAXE
similar

WASIT COIiCKN'

ments (^o zvords or

advertise-

S^S^ «»

/gss),

additional

words jc

each.
advertisements (JO words or less). Si. 00 an insertion.: additional -words ac each.

insertion;

POSITION WANTED

POSITION WANTED.
By a

FOR SALE

'.

ebullding ligbilng

s

Dtioued growth of

POSITION WANTED.
As assistant to superintendent or manager of
electric railway, construction, or light and
power company; age 28: eight years* experience
with leading firms; graduate of mechanical and

100 the chani^e.

:

adapted

speolatly

Alternator, Three

c

Single

Stanley
General Electric
General Electric
Westinghouse
General Electric
Westinghouse
Westinghouse
Westinghouse

)ie

the capacity,
This plant it
hotel or larg

General Eiei
Westinghouse

Wood

WATER TUBE BOILERS

Thi» Dlant

Single

Single

Two

ected to Gates' Engine.

rMonlhly Bargain Sheet
For furtherparticulare, price,

THE M.

etc.,

GREGORY ELECTRIC

CINCINNATI, 0.

Telephone Pirk 83.

i

write

PARRIN LUMBER CO.

B.

1905

Westinghouse

Stack, Duplex Boiler Feed Sleam Pumps, Gauges, etc.

;iood electrical

4,

Warren

Fine Modern Steam Plant
600 H. P.

GEAR.Y

February

FOR SALE

and

CO.

54-63 S. Clinton St., Chicago,

111.

A- 1 references.

electrical engineering course;

For particulars address BOX 434, care Western Electrician. 510 Marquette Bldg., Chicago.

POSITION WANTED.

$1,000,000 Plant of Omaha & Co. Bluffs

Sf. Ry.

Co.

We have juHt purchased the machinery of three power houbes of the Omaha & Council Bluffs
Street Railway Company, and if you are 1n the market for any kind of New or St-cond-hand Power
or Electrical Machinery we will be pleased to send you complete list and submit prlce-^ tha' cannot be duplicated elsewhere.
NEB.
P.
CO., IIIO Dougl&s St.,

ALLEN

ELY &

OMAHA.

Can
drink. Twelve
ason for change.
Western E ectrician,
r

,

Chicago.

WANTED.

U.S. METAL

POLISn

mpffliiiM

An

experienced designer of large trans
formers. In reply state experience and salar.i
required. Give references. Address BOX 435
care Western Electrician, 510 Marquette Bldg.
Chicago, 111.

WANTED.

Special Bargains for Spring -Immeillate Delivery.
500-VOLT MOTORS.
220-VOLT MOTORS.
6— lOH.P.'
9-3 H.

"

8— 7-KH.''p,

"

10-2 H. P.

P.

17—fin.
7-1 H.

5— 10

P.'
P.

4-3

Speoia.1 Ba^rgaLlns

Dyn&TTios, Boilers,

WANTED.
a large electrical wire manufacturer, a
eling salesman familiar with the copper
; and cable business, for Chicago and West-

Pumps,

Write requirements.
Send
CENTRAL STATION IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.

Erie Railroad

p.
H. P.

Cliicago to

j-1 H. P.

Above Motors a.re Complete aLnd of Standard Make.
Ir\ Engines up to 600 H. P.
Also A. C.

a city of 175.000 populate
437, care Western Electrician.
Building, Chicapo,

D. C.

Etc.

Monadnock

Block,

New

York

The

tS.

for Ca.t&logue.
938

Locations for Industries

6— 7M B.

h! p.'
6-6 H. P.
11-2 H. P.

CHICAGO.

r

Erie Railroad Company's IndusDepartment has all the territory
traversed by the railroad districted in retrial

lation to resources, adaptability, markets
for manufacturing, and
:an advise with manufacturers in relation
to the most suitable locations.
For full

and advantages

information address

NOXALL DYNAMO OILS.

WANTED.
dress

Src'H%rL.?r?:oa%"^l§E'

RICHARDSON LUBRICATING

nsformers for 2,300 volts primary,
440. care Western Electrician,

WH AT

BOX

Marquette Building. Chicago.

WANTED.

DID

-

^^B

COM.°0UND.

/

LUIS JACKSON
Indastrial Commissioner, Erie Railroad

ill.

21 Corilandt Street.

Companj

New York

YOU CAH'T DO LESS ^^,r^.,%-^^

SAMPLE

J.

E^ans Acme Commuiator Com-

J.

pound, the only article that will absolutely prevent
unnecessary wear of the
Commutator always bright.

ALL SUPPLY HOUSES OR

J. J.

Quincy,

THE WOGGLE BUG SAY?

':^^i^7^^^;^^\
Atmc QQMMUtfKWH^^^

leading eastern jobODversant with standard"llghtlng supplies'and prices, commaaolng
trade in well-defined territory. Comml-sion
Addres-* BOX 441.
on
all
gross
business.
10%
care Western tlectriclan, 510 Marquette Building. Chicago.

CO.,

ECAN, 317

Austin Ave.,

$5.00 PER DOZEN

CHICAGO

FOR SALE.
All of the property of the General Gas,

Electric and

Power Company

Con-

of

nersville, Ind., consisting of real estate,

buildings and equipments of coal gas,
electric plant, central station, hot

omcE

OF

.

Town Clerk

water
A. a.

KAUFMAN. Clem

^f.i'JsSl,
r v*.

MlIT^ kTxr.

heating plant, franchises, etc, \7ill be
offered for public sale by Receiver on

March 9th, 1905,

at Connersville, Indiana.

Population of city about 9,000; good

,

Summitvlire Inil.LAOV.

S.,1

\Vi3

Favorable city lighting
Address office of above Com-

proposition.
contract.

pany

for information.

FOR SALE CHEAP TO QUICK BUYERS.
MUST BE MOVED AT ONCE.
I

225 H.

I

650 e.

I

128 H. P.. I4x20-ln.

1

125 H.

P..

18x3S-in.

BUCKEYE

GIRDER

FRAME SLOW-SPEED AUTOMATIC ENGINE.
P.,

22i42.\48

ALLIS

^EM/yowK

CROSS COM-

POUND CORLISS ENGINE.

2

ATLAS

HEAVY DUTY AUTOMATIC ENGINE.
P.. I4il4-ln. IDEAL CENTER CRANK
AUTOMATIC ENGINE.
150 H. P.. 72 In. X 18 ft. TUBULAR BOILERS

Western Electrician

Want Ads

have a number of other »llghtl7 used eaglDes, bi
eis. heaters and pumps of various maljesand stzef
8(ock. Let us know what your re<iuIreraeQts are «
pet our ijuiitatlone before placini? jour order e
where, as we can save you considerable money.

E. F.

PFANNMUELLER & CO.

733 The Rookery

H-Y

LEFT-HAND

Chicago.

Irine

I

Resul'ts.

EDISON COMPANY
REPAIR SHOPS
CHICACO
76 MARKET STREET, CHICAGO.
TELEPHONE MAIN
OPEN DAY AND NICHT.
1280.

FIRST-CLASS EQUIPMENT THROUGHOUT.

Fcbntiiiy

WESTERN HLKCTRKI A

I'/K

.|,

GIVES BEST RESULTS\

FOR EL£CTRI-

Storago
Baiiory
t

al.n'.l l.r

BRAZING TORCH

THE
BEST

Morihwoatom

• :

HOTTEST ON EARTH

iqwair.l for

The Turoer
Ormmt Om^molty,

Torch

LIgMnamm mnd

for

Efficiency

LOW TEMSIOM WORK

torch pro«luc«9 an inlenself hoi.
pointed flame of over 3 ooo^ f'ahr.
Burn» 4 hours from one fillioK-

Write for
Omtmlooue.

PRICE $4 SO NET

Northwestern Storage Battery Co.,

....

285 Madison Street,

Chicago,

-ID GatolioiT Ilraiiaf

uicd by til mechioici
work m braziog, aoDoilin({.
(empertoK and drawinK
icmpcr of •mall tooli. etc
Tbii
ii

lit{hi

THE TURNER BRASS WORKS

III.

23 N.Franklin

St.,

Chicago

TRAY PLATE BATTERY COMPANY
IMANUFACTURERS OF THE CELEBRATED

PATENT TRAY PLATE STORAGE BATTERY
Foi;

rKNTKAi, i.iGnriNi;

ALSO AN IIVIPROVED CELL TYPE BATTERY

5-11

i

IN

,

rowi.it

am»

rsoi..\Ti:ij

tlants

ALL GENERAL STYLES FOR ELECTRIC VEHICLES, SPARKING BATTERIES, ETC.

BINCHAMTON,

FREDERICK STREET,

Switchboards, Direct Current

Cords, CabteSf Wires
We

N. Y., U. S. A.

AlternaLting C\irrent

Manufacture

I

Storage Battery and RaLilwaLy

Cords for Telephones and Switchboardsm Cables and Wires for
Switchboards. Cables for Interior
Purposes.

*
I

i
I

Write us concerDing

t

our

No.

100

Switchboard

Cord

Secure Our Priaem-

I

I

RUNZEL-LENZ ELECTRIC MFG. COMPANY
CHICAGO,

97-101 So. Clinton St.

IliMIII

III

III

III

III

II

II

III

III

II

ill.
III

\

|
I

^f

DIR.ECT-CUR.R.ENT

SWITCHBOARD

FOR.

FOt'R.

MACHINES AND STORAGE BATTERY
Etaia

<8>

'Mark
Send Vs Your

Speciflca.tian

Sitia (Jralif-iiark guaratttpfs tiualitg.
®ttp l^art iifg. QIa.. l^artfnrb. Olonii.
Nrui ^iirk

InHtau

(Slfiragn

^/ye

ulnrnnUi.

W.

®nL

S.

New

the only electric

ITIVI
Ij)
S.

and ForeigD Palenti

Bedford, Mass.

**R.EFLECTRIC"
IS-

U-

HILL ELECTRIC CO.

WESTERN DISPLAY

CO..

sie;n

sold with a

OVJA

N

Sole Mfrs.,

ST.

PAUL.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

DUGALD
WILLIAM

C.
B.

JACKSON, C.
JACKSON, M.
•r ELECTHIOAL

ENGINEERS.

It

E.
E.

Reports and

I

EXPERTS.

Can't Be

Estimates

Famished.

W.

R.

Incorporated

Electrical,

High-Grade Securities
Accepted or Negotiated.

Telephone Main 3IS3

motors.

CiT il ana

Mecha nical Engineers

Our Compound Stops Sparking and

Guthrie Flasher
f/ymi-CullinaComnmni

PAT'D DEC.1S1903'

f/rsi.— The Price is lower.
Second.— It has fewer parts and is therefore the
tbe market.
to cause trouble and

''

DOXSEE ELECTRICAL
for

CO.

ST. LOUIS
Vnlted States and Canada

Price

25c

DO YOU NEED ONE IN YOUR BUSINESS?
ELECTRICIAH PUBLISHIHB COMPANY, S10 Marquette Building, Chicago

There

is

SAMPLE THAT CONVINCES,

-

CO.,

V^W.Vi^'^'

Chicago,

-

III.

FOR EVERY ELECTRICAL SERVICE.

A.USTI N &

3.

IS/I

TELEPHONE TROUBLES

Street,

CHICAGO REPRESENTATIVE.

oo

THE SAFETy IWSVLATED WIRE & CABLE
WORKS:

114-116

Rtyonne, N.J.

No Higher-Class India-Rubber

I^IBERTY STREET,

CO.,
H. T.

Insulation

For Wires and Cables than

HABIRSHANA/.
Authorized Manufacturers of th*

iD^T-riX

I
II

I

F-I.EXIBUE

TUOE

'SATIRE.

The India-Rubber and Cutta-Percha
_.
.

.

Insulating Co.,

YONKI

,

N- Y.
(1092B)

lteg^«»!:g^^;::^^^^'^^v ^*??ffffl^^v^vffl^TO^^^^^

I
I"

.

MAIN OFFICE, Glenwood Works,

Sales OfTlce,
IS Cortlandt St., New York.

s

RESULTS.

SAFETY " RUBBER COVERED
WIRE AND CABLE

II08-III0 Ploe St.,

General Agents

Light and Powsr Cominutatoi

WE GUARANTEE

cylinder.

'

Agents Wanted

Ry„

Wortli.

Your Address tor FREE

586 Fulton

CURRENT DN

A. S.

its

^ JiS. HcLflUGHUN &

—

Simplest and best on the market.
Worits on any current.
The disadvantage of a flasher was the motor question.
We have overcome this and are putting out an article
that meets a long felt want.
THE.

Saves Commutators.
14 Years' Use on Street

V) Send

;

Fourtb. It costs nothing to operate this flasher.
PIftb.—lt only occupies a space of 5 x 8 inches.
Sixth.— ll can be regulated to flash any signs or show

window lights in any manner desired.
Any combination of lights, without motor or

^ITH

^M

Has Proven

I-

I

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY.
510 Ma^iuette Bldg., Chicaga

Traction Bldg., Cincinnati

A FEW ADVANTAGES OF THIS
FLASHER OVER ALL OTHERS:

GUTHRIE'S FLASHER

Catalogue of mechanical and electrical booki
free.

A SIQN FLASHER WITHOUT A MOTOR

riiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

1905

4,

Practical Running of Dynamos.
A little booklet on the care and the locatiog
and remedying of troubles in dynamos ana

EVANS & COMPANY

General
Contractors

Beat^The

February

February

4,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

190.1

O L-D
M--il,.„|s

-I

I

il

.,1

ihr W.,rl'r',

ORN DRUPO

» 1 =^ 1 -1

DAI-

IVI E:
.,(

Sl^

l-.iir.

I,

OMEIVIIOAI- \A/ORKl

37-34 RIALTO BUILDINO, OHIOAOO, ILL.

TclMhoiMi Harrlaon S03O and 303 1.

JEFFREY IE CHAINS

DIESEL ENGINES
OperatJnK on

BURGER

CRUDE or FUEL Oil

Guaranteed Fuel Consumption

AUTOMATIC GAS ENGINE

on variable load, ranging from

'^

to full load

The only

Htrlctiv fttitomutlc cut-olT Gax l':nh'lnii
in tho world. Kor ulootrlc work uninrpiiHti-il.
k'lvlnK ruKulallon uucqtmled by any
ni<-aru
i-tiKlno,
Adapted to U4U any fuol with tbo Ix'Ht
MLtinriic-tlon and tho KrcatcHt economy, prndiii->
Inn one II 1' per hour on one lb. of coal, for u
money Hiivor power usoru iihould Investigate.

Kw. Hours

llVi Gals, per 100

SUITABLE FOR ALL STATIONARY POWER

CorroHpondenco lollcUed.

WOOLLEV FOUNDRY AND MACHINE WKS.

For further Information addresi

Anderion, Ind.

AMERICAN DIESEL ENGINE COMPANY
It

IJiX01\*S
» ..
!>•_,-»
^-^'^^P"**^ f ipe

Makes

*-^

Compound

Joint

jllSll'll

free

from

apart easily at

rust and
any time.

REG.TRADE MARKS

<25Dand a sample.
JERSF.V cnV. N.

,

[HE

RhOSPHOR BRONZ E SMELTINGCO-QMITED,

2200 Washington ave.,philadelphia.
"ELEPHANT BRAND PHOSPHOR-BRONZE"

-Write for Booklet

IIIXIIN'

NEW YORK

the lightest joints that

remain

come

Broadway

.1.

'I

1NGOTS,CASTINGS,WIRE,RODS,SHEETS,FTC.

— DELTA

:/''/,r.j/,/u.>.A,njr"

/?\
/bELTrtV

!i\

No

There's
COMMUTATOR k

BRUSH

il

Friction

PlbrcCraphlti Commutator Bniik.
Being 90 per cent, pure graphite, It iottirci lov
rcilttaace,Da iparlclDC under a varying load.aoJ
longer wear.
TLcre U Do eroaiing required.
TheFibrc-Crapbitc ! therefore the moil «».
Domie bnish 00 the marlcct. Send for price Uil.

with

the

HOLMES FIBRE-GRAPHITE MFG.
5155 Wakefield St.,

METAL

CASTINGS, STAMPINGS and FORCINGS
ORIGINAL ANo Sole Makeps IN THE U.S.

BADT'S HAND BOOKS.
ONE

PRICE

CO.

DOLLAR EACH.

Germanlown, P»IUDELPHU.

DYNAMO TENDER

J

BELL HANGER
HAND BOOK.

PLACE YOUR
YOUR

"Want" and "For Sale"
advertisements In the

BOOK ORDERS

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

S

HAND BOOK.
S

ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION
HAND BOOK.

INCANDESCENT WIRING
HAND BOOK.

Immediate Returns.

Will receive

PROMPT

and

attention

if

These IxKtks are of cunveniem pocket size and are

CAREFUL
sent to

known

\%'idely

as authorities

in their respective

Any

Electrician Publishing

sent,

ceipt

Company,
510 Marquette BIdg.,

branches.

of the

above

postage

paid,

i<f

will

be

on

re-

price.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.
510 MARQUETTE BLOG.,

Chioago.

SAMSON TURBINE
We

show below record

of tests of a 45-inch Samson Turbine installed
This turbine was built
the official testing flume at Holyoke.
from the same patterns as those we sell to our customers.
in

THE JAMES LEFFEL & CO.,

Head.
15.00
15.04

R. P.

307 Lagonda

Street,

14+
13S

51.

Cu. Ft. per Sec.

H. P.

173

241
224

155

EfflcieocT.

82.03*
84.65*

SPRINGFIELD, OHIO,

U. S. A.

1

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN
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1905

4,

Burns'
Adjustable

Telephone
For Flat or Roll

^..JL
Compare

Send

PRICE $r.00

Top Desks

Made any

ours to others.

length desired.

us your orders.

MORE THAN REGULAR DESK SETS

AMERICAN ELECTRIC TELEPHONE CO.
CHICAGO

INTERNATIONAl
Mechanical Self=Restoring

Drop Switchboard.
A PERFECT APPARATUS.
Made la any dtsind capacity.
Sample parts and quotations on

request.

INTERNATIONAL

TELEPHONE MANUFACTURINfi CO.
CHICAGO, U. S. A.

rHE TELEPHONE HAND-BOOK
NEW AND REVISED

Member of

the

American

EDITION, WITH A

NEW CHAPTER ON RECENT PROGRESS," BRINGING THE BOOK UP TO
BY HERBERT LAWS WEBB.
<<

and of the Institution of Electrical Enaineers, London. Author of
Testing of Insulated Wires and Gables." Joint Author of "Eleetricity in Daily Life.''

Institute ?f Electrical Engineers,

I60 leases, 133

lllus-tra-bions, Clo-tH.

DATE.

*'A Practical Guide to the

H&ncl-Boolc Size, ^rice $I.OO.

Extract from Preface.— "This little book has no pretension to be cons ^dered a complete treatise on telephony as it exists in America. The time for such a work is not yet come. But It Ii I
felt that there Is a demand for a practical book on telephone working and management, and the TELEPHONE HAND-BOOK is an attempt at meeting that demand. With the exception oC a few J
chapters dealing with certain forms of transmitters and receivers used in Europe, which are given for the information of those who may wish to engage in the maaufaclure of telephones, tbe |
book is based entirely on standard American practice; and most of the material, apparatus and methods described are peculiar to or have originated in this country."
>

plain and clear in its lang
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EDISON PRIMARY DATTERIES
FORHERLY EDISON-LALANDE

These

batteries are convenient in form

cal deposits.

These

Our catalogue No.

and

are but two of the

7 will tell

free

from noxious fumes or chemi-

many good

you more about them.

EDISON MFC. CO.
Factory,

ORANGE,

N.

J.

points of these batteries.

Write

for

it.

NEW YORK:
CHICAGO

:

31

Union Square

304 Wabash Avenue

,

I'VIjiii.-iry

.),

WF.STF.RN

i'/"i

STROMBERG-GARLSON

FLF/.TRIClAr

Kellogg Exp ress Switchboard Cabinet

GENERATOR-CALL
VISUAL SIGNAL SWITCHBOARDS

I

lie

,Ti:n
^^^m

gracclul

Appearance
iiic.\piri^U '

ai'-'

as rapid as a

til

laiii|i

Mi.iint.iiri niiil

signal switchboard.

Fittr-Liii

'

nearly

Cipiciiir

^^H
r^^^lH

Simple
Lines.
1

Ouaner
Sawed Oak
for the entire

^^Bil
^Htf

t>tter1orol

the Cabinet

'

.

^ ISH

This
Attractive

Design has
been so

NO
WORKING
PARTS
EXPOSED

SIGNALS
SELF-

OONTAINED

'

it

^""^

r

tA^IH

by other
manufac-

Finished in
Light or

turers

Oak

Golden

^H
I^^H

'^

Award

V

Buffalo

This illiistralcs our No. A-1249 cabinet equipped
with 100 line signals and 10 clearinp-out signals.
Our standard cabinets have a capacity for 50, 60,
70, 100, 140, iSo and 200 line signals of the above

Highest

Award
St.

Louis

Exposition

V^^

1902

tyjie.

Griitf Prize

^^^^H

Exposition

1904

The Strongest , Longest Lived, Most Efficient Switchboards made.
telephone experts vill tell you that.

BuHmilnm Mo. B and 7-EtiomcrlbB thamm boarda
vary tharaughfym Maliad frea upon raquaat,

STROMBERG-CARLSON TELEPHONE MFG.

CO.,

CHICAGO,

|

All

1

Kellogg Sw tchboard <&. Supply Co.
c ong ress & Green Streets

|

CHICAGO

WESTERN SALES OFFICE,

N. Y.

seasoned

r

copied

Highest

GENERAL OFFICES,

Thoroughly

^
iH

N

has been

much

Gold Medal

ROCHESTER,

--^,

popular th»t

ILL.

CLEVELAND

LOS ANCELES

PHILADELPHIA

IMPORTANT TELEPHONE BOOKS.
TUB

TEI.ICIMION'E

HANDBOOK. By

Ilerlicrt

welib.

Laws

16mo, 15U pp. Prl<-o $1.00,
Tills liandlioDk Is a r(li;il.lo ticatlsi. on telephony, and
a prnetlcal book on tck'i.ln.no uorkiny and management,
based entirely on standiinl .\nHri.iui practice. It Is exiremely usefnl to telephone inspectors and operators.

AMERICAN TELEPHONE PRACTICE. By Kempster

M. E. 610 pp. 3S0 lllnstratlons. Price $3.00.
This is the Hrst complete treatise on telephony In the
English language. The text is profusely illustrated by
cuts of commercial apparatus and carefully prepared
diagrams of circuits. No diagram Is given without a full
explauatloD. The apparatus, circuits and methods of
the American Bell Telephone Company and of the va-wis Independent companies are fully described. The
appar^tas :tu<\ methods used in making all of the tests
required In commercial telephone work are fully treated.
D. Miller.

THE INSPECTOR AND TROUBLE MAN. By

Dohbs.

106 pp.

A.

Price 11.00.
book, written

E.

A practical
In plain language.
Full of
Information and diagrams for the operator, exchange
manager. Inspector, trouble man and lineman. A comItlele description of telephones, how to find .ind reraedv
their tronliies, together with working plans for exchange
•onstruction. complete with diagi-ams of all np-to-date
telephones and switchboards.

TUB

A, B. C, OF
TELEPHONE. By J. E. Ilomans.
A. M. 352 pp. 263 Illustrations. Price $1.00.
Owing to the demand for a coniprehensiye book giving
a clear, terse Idea of the principles governing the construction, iustallation, care and management of telephones and their appliances, this book has been compiled. It has been the aim of the author V> make this
the most complete elementary book on f'Av suitject for
the practical electrician.
wLrenuin. Ii:.-Auan ami engineer, and it Is written in a clear and careful style.

THE PRACTICAL TELEPHONE HANDBOOK.

By

TROIULES

TELEPHONE

THEM. A
Uaskiu
This

J.

l-:ighlh
le

AND

IIUW

KINl

Tii

hundlKH>k fo.- lelepbone liii.i>ectorB.
.McManniaii. i^illleil l.y Pr. '
16mo. 4S pp.
extremely pmcfical wurl for
Q in a popular style and devoid

coniplele

By W. Hyde ami

II.

•

edition.

voiui

employe
telepho
of technic

TELEPHONE LINES AND THEIR PROPERTIES.

By Wm.

J.

Ilopkios.

edition.

Sixtli

272

Illuslnited.

pp.

ge edl-

By W. H.

Pi
333 Illustrations.

F.

K. S,,

SUS

E. E. Second edition, revised and
illustrations. Price $1.50.
In this work the writer has endeavored to produce a
manual of moderate size and cost, but thoroughly practical, and detailing, as far as space will nlli>w, the most

tio

recent methods of telephone wnrkiri};. Wliilr ihe requirements of telephone employes liav.-- lu-ni kept constantly in view It is fully Intended al.^o tb.it tlic l>-)Ok sliall

Allsop, 191 pp. 168 lllnstratlons. iVice 51.25.
PATENTED TELEPHONY. A Review of the l»»tenl« PerPublished
taining to Telephones and Telephunlc A(.[)aratus.
cioib
by the .American Electrical Engineering Association

Joseph Poole.
enlarged.

360

A.

pp.

I.

28S

be of service as a source of information on telephonic
matters to users of the telephone and to the public generally.

PRACTICAL FEATURES OF TELEPHONE WORK.
Bv
A

A. E. Dobbs. 134 pp. Price 75 cents.
simple, plain-speaking handbook for
telephone man.

The Above, or Any Other

Electrical

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHINC

CO..

the

practicnl

Price

$4.50.

TELEPHONES. THEIR CON.STRUCTIOS AND

FITTINC. A Practical .Manual on Ihe Fitting fp and Maintenance of Telephone and Auxiliary Apparalei.. Ity F. C.

bound; fully Illustrated.

Price. «1.5l\

THE ELECTRIC TELEPHONE.
ftnd A. E. Kennelly.
tions. Price SI. 00,

Sc

By

D-; 12ino. cloib.

E. J. Bouslon. Ph. D.,

422

pp.,

142 Uilutn*

HOW TO MAKE AND USE THE TELEPHONE.
Cary.

130 pp.

:

Illustrated.

Work Published, Sent on Receiot

By Geo.

of Price.

510 MARQUETTE BLDC. CHICACO.

THE AUTOMATIC
the recognized competitive system of telephony.
Its manifolJ advantages over the manual system, mechanically, financially and
commercially, make it so.
Automatic telephone service is more prompt and more accurate and absolutely secret. It can be furnished
at less cost to both company and patrons than any other. Progressive Independent teJephone companies all over the country are rapidly
adopting it; the new ones in preference to manual and the old ones to replace manual equipment.
It is a success everywhere.
is

Among

the cities

Chicago. HI.
Grand Rapids. Mich.

Columbus. Ohio
Dayton. Ohio
Lincoln. Neb.
Portland, IVlalne

in

which

it

has been adopted are:

Auburn, N.Y.
Lewlston, Maine

Auburn, Maine
Hass.
New Bedford, Mass.
Los Angeles, Cal.

Medford, Wis.
Hopklnsvllle, Ky.
Sioux City, towa

Fall River,

Columbus, Qa.
Augusta, Qa.

5t. nary's, Ohio

Princeton. N.J.
Albuquerque. N.

M.

Woodstock. N.B.

Van Wert, Ohio

Westerly, R.

Battle Creek. Mich.

Berlin.

1.

Qermany

Clayton,

flo.

Peotwater. Mich.
Toronto Junction. Can
Wilmington. Del.
Riverside, Cal.
Traverse City, Mich.

Manchester. Iowa

AUTOMATIC
ELECTRIC COMPANY
Van
Morgan
CHICACO,
Buren and

H.

l^lceJl.CtO.

Streets,

U, S. A.

'
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CEDAR POLES

PRODUCERS

AND

Writefor a copy of our TELEGRAPH

YARDS
MUNISING

CODE FOR CEDAR PRODUCTS

••

ONTONAGON

C.M.VSAORCESTER CO

PRODUCTS

190;

KOSS MICH.
LANSE "

SPECIAL PRICES ON SMALL POLES.

WHOLESALERS
OF WHITE CEDARj

4,

WAGNER. WIS
PESHTIGO

.

"

SUITE IZ06 TRIBUNE BLDG. CHICAGO.

BRACKETS— X ARMS— PINS
little

things

it is

true, but

they cut a big figure

MOTTO

OVR.
Prompt Shipment

Quality

Catlsfaotion

COLUMBIA MFG. CO.

TORREY
CEDAR CO.,

in line construction.

Cedar

IS)

Right Price

ANTIGO. WIS.

CLINTONVILLE, WIS.
Larg* Stock Constantly on Hand

MICHIGAN WHITE

LARGE STOCK.

KELLOGG SWITCHBOARD & SUPPLY

PROMPT SHIPMENTS.

POLES, TIES, POSTS.

THE PORTER CEDAR
SABiNAW,

CO.,

POLES

W.

STERLING & SON,

C.

MONROE, MICH.

POLES

TIES.

Eleven Pole Yards in Michig
Wholesale Producers for 20 years.

INDUSTRIES
ARE

Healthful

Electrical

Worker

WABASH

ByF. J.ROBINSON.
Electric Light, Power, Street Railway, Telephone,

Telegraph and the every-day tables explained
almost entirely by drawings and diagrams of connections taken from the very latest practice.

Satisfactory Inducements,

Rates,

Freight

Labor

Conditions,

Communities,

Nearly 200 pages.

Feb. 7 and

.

YAZOO
For

full

&

R.

and Marcli

21.

7

and

21,

THE WABASH
will sell special homeseekers' tickets
from Ctiicago to many points in Texas.

Louisiana. Kansas. Indian and Oklahoma Territories, at S20 forthe round trip.
Limit, three weeks from date of sale.

Price §2. DO.

ON THE LINES OF
THE ILLINOIS CENTRAL

VERYtOWRATES
VIA THE

Keys forthe Practical

WITH

6004

Best.i
D.W. PHELAN,

277 Broadway, NewYork

Southwest

OFFERED
LOCATIONS
Favoralile

CO., Chicago.

Are the

Southern Cedar
NO ROTTEN BUTTS.

MICH.

We want your Inquiries always.

PRODUCERS.

Polesi

Prepaid to any address in the world.

R.

AND THE

ihSSISSIFRI VALLEY R.

PUBLISHERS OP AND DBALBRS

iDformation and descriptive pam-

IN SCIENTIFIC

SCOTT, Gen'l

T. P.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.

R.

R,

S.

Agt..

Milwaukee, Wis.

GREENTTOOD, M. P. Agrt.. ChJcagro.
PAiMER, A. G. P. Agt., Chicago.
C. S. CRAXE, G. P. & T. A., St. Louis.

F. &.

B00K5

phlet address

J.

SIO

C. CLAIR,

MARQUETTE BUILDING,

-

-

CHICAGO.
Send your Book Orders

to

Tndustrlal C'^miiie^iaBe''
I

Park Row, Chicago,

<«»%«*«*%«»«*»%%VV»V»W»*V««V»«»*Vt.«»««VV»«%«VVVVVI«V»VVVVV»«««*«VVl/V»%«

HI

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
BIO Marquette Bldg.. Chicago.

Webb's Telephone Hand-Book. A book
expert as well as the novice.

for the
Price $ 1 .00.

IT'S ALL RIGHT. ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
THE BABCOCK &. WILCOX CO., 85 Liberty St., N. Y.
WATER TUBE
STEAM BOILERS

BRANCH OFFICES:
BOSTON,

36 FCOERAL Street.

PHILADELPHIA, 1110-1112 north Au.
SAN FRANCISCO, 63 first street.
PITTSBURG, 1218 FRICK BUILOIN..

blo

NEW ORLEANS, 339 Carondelet street.
CHICAGO, 121s MARQUETTE Bldg.
ATLANTA, empire bloc.
CLEVELAND, 706 New EnaLANo (ldg.
MEXICO CITY, 7
HAVANA, CIJBA,

STEAM
SUPERHEATERS

AVEN»A JUAREZ.
1

16 1-2 Calli de

(,a

haia

Our Book, STEAM, mailed
200 PoQDds Working Pressare

free

on application.

il

"obruary

4,

I-

\'pS

YOU WANT POLES

IF
r|iiotc

yoM im

Dtlier sizes

lMMi:i)IAI

(..,

yi

'

n.fcl.

Wr

ii.uc-

.lis.,

plcnly of

I

[[•':

Fi

I

<

I

[['•I

six-incli, tliirties.

Cm

May we nm

also ipicie you on any

TrolU-y" tics yet.

tli.isi:

IMALTBY CEDAR COMPANY, 509 Phoenix Block, Bay City, Mlehlgan.
Pittsburg Agents, TIppor &. Patton, BO0 Bessemer Building.

.•

'9

W

nn seven-inch, iwcnty-fivcs and

SIIII'MI-.NT?

!;

-

7

•FootTies,/V\ichijfan'sBest
hiteCedar
for Electric Railways, Our Specialty.
ALSO
Write

T/fOLKf-y

POLES

PERRIZO & SONS,

us.

"AOOt^TT. MICH.

The Inspector

?fOARPOl.E§

Trouble Man.
By A.

E.

DOBBS.

ESTABLISHED

and dluRrams for the
exchange owucr. cxclmngc nianascr,

trouble nmii. Ilncniun.
A roniplfic (U'.strl)iilon of telepboncs

iiM|iector.

lielr iroiit«li-K
>i;elli«r wi h
I

How

lu tlnd

and remedy

1862

WM. MUELLER COMPANY

Full of Inrornmtlon
Iterator,

MARQUETTE BLOG. CHICAGO.
EISHT DISTRIBUTINQ YARDS

1211-12-13

and

iheni.

workinj^ pluns for exehango coniHgrams of all iip-toflllK

WHITE CEDAR POLES
HALL

52

L.

POLES.

BR00K5

WISCONSIN AVBNUB

TOMAHAWK,

BERTHOLD
& JENNINQS,
ST. LOUIS.

WHITE OKDAR.

WIS.

IDAHO CEDAR up

ti

80

fl.

CROSS
ARMS.
LONO LEAP
PINE

Chemleal Building.

AND

FIR.

:f:CEDARPOlES
All Lengths ANt>sizES

POLE DEALERS ADVERTISING

IN
THE WESTERN
ELECTRICIAN OBTAIN MOST EXCELLENT RESULTS BECAUSE IT
PLACES THEM IN TOUCH WITH
ACTUAL BUYERS OF POLES.
TRY A CARD.

POLES,
POSTS,

CEDAR
H. M.

TIES,

LOUD'S SONS CO., Au Sable, Mich.
Your

Electrical

Books

of the

Electrician

Publishing Co., Suite 510 flarquette
BIdg., Chicago. You will save TIME and

BUY
CENTRAL STATION HEATING
MONEY by doing so

We

arc the originators and

Our system
for

is

used

heating purposes.

facturers

of

for

the

250 Plants

Wooden Water

mizing Coils, Separators and

builders

utilization

Pipe,
full

in

of

and

the

underground

distribution

successful

operation.

of

system of live and exhaust steam heating.
steam from electric and power plants
have the only Meter System. Also manuTraps, Condensation Meters, Valves, Econo-

exhaust

We

Steam Pipe Casing, Steam
line of Steam Fitters' Supplies.

WRITE FOR PAMPHLET AND PRICE

LIST

Steam Company
Americam DisrmcT
Chicago.,
LOCKPORTN.Y.

Mention Western Electrician.
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Westinghouse Type "F"
Long Scale Indicating Instruments
For Alternating=Current Circuits

Accuracy

— Permanency
These two words epitomise
the qualities

of

these

in-

struments

Perfectly

Dead Beat

Allowing readings to be taken
quickly

and accurately.

Prompt shipment from stock
Our Folder 4000 gives particulars and

Westinghouse

Electric

prices; write for

&

it

Mfg. Co.

Pittsburg, Pa.

Do you know we
sell

Incandescent

Lamps and

carry

large stocks in

Address our nearest sales
New

office

Atlanta, Baltimore, Boston, BuHalo. Chicago, CincionatI, Cleveland, Detroit, Los Angeles, Minneapolis, New Orleans,
Philadelphia, Pittsburg, St. Louis, Salt Lake City, San Francisco, Sycamore, Seattle, Denver, Mountain Electric Co.
Canadian Westinghouse Co.. Limited, Hamilton, Ontario. Mexico, Q. & O. Branlff & Co., City of Mexico.

York', Dallai,

For Canada:

all

important cities ?
Write for our new
Lamp Catalogue.

4.

1905

.

ibruary

4,

W

i</)f,

I-.-,

I

1. 1. 1.'

l',l<.\

I

J<K,1.'

Gold Medal Arc Lighting Systems
Not an Arc Lamp, nor a Transformer, nor a Regulator
Systems
but the Combined "Wood" Arc Lighting
in all their Completeness and Excellence were A warded a

GOLD MEDAL
AT THE

LOUISIANA PURCHASE EXPOSITION.
"Wood" Arc Lighting Systems
Lamps

Dynamo.
550 Volt Circuits.

1.

Direct-Current Series Arc

2.

Direct-Current Multiple Series

3.

"Direct-Current Multiple

4.

Lamps on i04-Volt Circuits.
Alternating-Current Multiple Arc Lamps T»ith Individual Transformers.
Alternating-Current Series Arc Lamps •with Constant-Current Regulator.

5.
6.

tbith Constant-Current

Arc Lamps on 250

Arc Lamps on

J

tO-Volt

or

Circuits.

Alternating-Current Multiple Arc

Complete Information

will be

FORT WAYNE ELECTRIC WORKS,

\A/E

Include

be glad to supply any of
books catalogued below
upon receipt of your order and remittance. We prepay charges.
shall

the

FurnisKed on Request.
=

FORT WAYNE, INDIANA.

DUNCAN
DIRECT CURRENT

THE PRINCIPLES OP THE TRANSFORMER. By Frederick Bedell
$3.
INDUCTION COILS. By G. E. Booney
J.
ELECTRICITY ANI> MAGNETISM. By S. R. Bottone
ELECTltlCITY, ELECTROMETER, MAGNETISM AND ELECTltOLYSIS.
By O. Chrystal and \V. N. Sbaw
1.
THEORY OP ELECTRICITY. Bv L Cummlng
J.
THEORY OP ELECTRICITY AtJD MAGNETISM. By Charles Emerson
Curry
2.
THE ELEMENTS OP ALTERNATING CURRENTS. By W. S. Franklin
and R. B. Williamson
2.
PRACTICAL EXERCISES IN MAGNETISM AND ELECTRICITY. By
H. B. Hadley
MISCELLANBOCS PAPERS. By Helnrlch Hertz
A TEXT-BOOK ON ELECTROMAGNBTISM AND THE CONSTRUCTION
OP DYNAMOS. By Dugald C. Jackson
2.
ALTERNATING CURRENTS AND ALTERNATING CURRENT MACHINERY. Bv D. C. Jackson and John Price Jackson
3.
AN ELEMENTARY BOOK ON ELECTRICITY AND MAGNETISM AND
THEIR APPLICATIONS. Bv D. C. .lackson and John Price Jackson. 1.
A FIR.ST-BOOK OP ELECTRICITY AND MAGNETISM. By W. P. Maycock
ALTERNATING CURRENTS OP ELECTRICITY AND THE THEORY OP
TRANSFORMERS. By Alfred Still
1.
PRACTICAL ELECTRIC LIGHT FITTING. Cv A. C. Allsop
1.
ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTS. Bv G. E. Bonnov
RADIOGRAPHY AND THE "X" RAYS IN PRACTICE AND THEORY. By
S.
R. Bottone
]
THE DYNAMO HOW MADE AND HOW USED. By S. R. Bottone
HOW TO MANAGE THE DYNAMO. Bv S. R. Bottone
A GUIDE TO ELECTRIC LIGHTING. By S. R. Bottone
ELECTRIC LIGHT ARITHMETIC. Bv R. B. D.iv
THE DYNAMO ITS THEORY, DESIGN AND MANUFACTURE. By C. C.
Havi-kins and P. Wallls
3.
THE ALTERNATING CURRENT CIRCUIT. Bv W. P. Mavcock
I.
ELECTRIC WIRING FITTINGS. ETC. Bv W.' P. Maycock
1.
ELECTRIC WIRING TABLE. By W. P. Maycock
1.
A MANTiAL OF TELEPHONY. Bv W. H. Preece and .A. J. Stulilis
4.
PRJCTICAL TELRrilONR HANDBOOK AND GUIDE TO THE TELE.3.

:

WATTMETERS
Most Sensitive
Most Accurate
Most Reliable

:

PHONIC EXOITANOE. Bv Joseph Poole
ELECTRIC WllilXti. r.v Russell Hobh
ELBPTRIC LKillT C.vrU.RS AND THE DISTRIBUTION OF ELECTlilCITY.

Bv

Stli.lrt

\.

Riissoll

ELECTRICITY IN TClW N AND COUNIRY' HOUSES. By
THE STORAGE BATTERY. By Ausustus Treadwell

WRITE FOR BULLETIN AND PRICES

12.

.^

Percy B. Scrutton

1.

1.

DUNCAN ELECTRIC MFG.
Electrician Publishing Company
510 Marquette Building, Chicago

LAFAYETTE,

IND.

CO.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN
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D C C ^^
DLLQ
n L O AND U H D
O

ii
I IT
I
HICH-CRADE, RUBBER-COVERED, WEATHER-PROOF

ff

YOST SPECIALTIES.

t
t

Cord

incandescent
"CTAR"
N
'^
LAM PS']

J

ll

I

MANUFACTURING
HAZARDWOBKS,
CO.,
NbW ToRK

Sookmis, Wall
Sockets,
Sockets,
Rosettes,
Receptacles,

lofej

*** ***** ********* ***** ****

Magnet. Office, Annl:nciatob Wire.

Weatherproof

4,

GENEilAL.-QrPICE

AND

WUkesbarre. Pa.

50 Dey

OFFICE.
CHICAGO OfPIOE.
71 and 73 West AdamfiSt

St.

VULCANIZED FIBRE
Highest grades for electrical iosulatioo and mechanical purposes, in sheetf,
and special shapes. Catalogues and samples on application.

tubes, tods

VULCANIZED FIBRE

CO.,

Wilmington, Pel.

-

KARTAVERT.

Atljustersm
Cataiogum for
tho making.

LONa LIFE
GUARANTEED CANDLfPOWER,
HIGHEST EFFICIENCY.

HARD AND FLEXIBLE FIBER IN SHEETS, RODS AND TUBING.

i STANDARD ELECTRICAL MFG.

THE YOST ELECTRIC MFG. CO.

COMPANY,

TOLEDO, OHIO.

THEKARTAVERT MANUFACTURING

Crocker- Wheeler

^^

CO. Wilmington.

M

Niles, Ohio.

:

I

Control— Indefinite Regulation

Perfect

No Flashing— No Repairs

Dynamotors

Burnouts Impossible— Last Forever

For Telephone Service

ALLEN-BRADLEY

Are

of Estacblished

Excellence

SBEtSIiTS
For

All

Purposes of Electric Current Control

Prices Reasonable—Satisfaction Guaranteed

SEND

IN

A TRIAL ORDER

Ask your Engineer or

m

Mak.r\ufB..cturers

48-50 West Jackson Boul.

andi

dectrica.! Cnglneers

Ampere. N.

iBIack Diamond

File

CHICAGO,

Works ^

at Atlanta,

4f(

I
^

OI7B

_

1895.

^.
(M

^

*i
eOODS ABE ON 8AI.E IN EVERY 1,EAI>IN« HARDWAKE O^
STORE IN TBE ITNITED STATES AND CANADA.
{A

G.&

JOHN

A.

ROEBLING'S

BARNETT COMPANY,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

|
^i

SONS

GO^

Insulated

Bare

Wire of

Copper

All

Wire

Kinds

MAIN OFFICE AND WORKS

H.

ILL.

J.

Gold Madal

^

it..

AMERICAN ELECTRIC FUSE CO.

Company

CrocKeroWliieeler

Electrician about

•

I>8EWCIE»

T«ik

Ctileag*

Clev.lan*

TRENTON,

N. J.

«NI IBANCHH
Ian Fraticttet

PhlliMphIt

|

13.00

IIIVI,

tol.

Ph Aiihi.

CHICAGO, FEBHUAHY

10

11, 1904.

CtlTI « CtPT.

AND CABLES.
SIMPLEX WIRESINSULATED

Rabb«r

HUBBEK COVERED, WEATHEKPROOF. UNDERGROUND AND SUBMARINE.
CHICAGO

II..4 M..njdc<acl. Block,

Simplex Electrical

ft^^'

"'""H''R.''m«'so""''

I

10 Siatc Siroct,

<'•.'•

RUBBER COVERED

Co..

OABI-KS.

NA/I^KS

^k.r>tO
OFFICI AND I^ACTORV: RielltTOL. B

&OSTON, MASS.

•

CRESCENT RUBBER INSULATED

INHU-ParlH Kxpoiiltlon,
Medal for Bnbber Innalatl*!!.

^0N/>

No. 6.

Natloaal
India

WIRESANDCABLES

18»»-n'orId'ii Fair,
Hedal for Robber Inaalatlon.

>atliiriKl

<

o.lr Hlan.lar.1.

CRESCENT INSULATED WIRE AND CABLE CO.

THE STANI>AKD F<>B
RVKBKB INMITLATION.
^lonite Wires, Okonite Tape,

Manson Tape, Candee

THE OKONITE

""o'.?"

SINGLE-PHASE SELF-STARTING
ST. LOUIS,

MANUFACTURERS OF
UNOERGROUNO. AERIAL.'SUIMARINE AND INSIDE USE.

TBLBPHONB, TBLEORAPH AND PIRB ALARM CABLES.

THOUSANDS
Motors,

hi h. p.

Dynanio.s.

1 L.

Hllllesl Quillly.

IN

USE.

to 10(1

li.

p.

w. to ".'> k. w.
Rtuonabl. PrlM,

THE HDBART ELECTRIC MFG. CO.
Tr.OY, OHIO.

" SAFETY

•nd

otJ.tr >:.;n.l...t

,

brukeii bo\es.

It

conts vni

PHILADELPHIA

264 Wuhlustuii

Ktrttet.

•

Elkhart, Ind.

Uaonl

.

4:

-

ElectricHeatingApparatus

\^J?,]:l%e,

urreit v.i,.lrumor.t.."^»8'

WAI.SIi'.S .SONS

CO..

Nonark, N.

J,

UNIT" ENAMELED RHEOSTATS
SIMPLEX ELECTRIC HEATING CO.,
Cambrldgeport, Mas*.

AND CABLE

A.KJ3TI

ilttitl.-

IM

oo..

4

CHICAGO REPRESENTATIVE.
Ctit)

CO..

FOR EVERY ELECTRICAL SERVICE.

CENTS A HOLE FOR YOU

rerlniiit. y..u huve il..v.t titt.|.|io(l t,^
vin> tliat over.v tlim- yon luinmer,

THERMOPILES

CO.,

RUBBER COVERED

"

WIRE
FIVE

CUTTER ELECTRICAL

KUHLMAN ELECTRIC

JOME8BOBO, IMIK

it Factory.

MO.

TRANSFORMERS

Paranita Rubber Covered Wires and Cablesi

Wires are tetled

I.

SINGLE AND POLYPHASE

INDIANA RUBBER AND INSULATED WIRE CO.,

All

N.

CIRCUIT BREAKERS

MOTORS AND CEILING FANS

.Hodclni, Stoy.

York.

TRENTON

I-T-E

MANUFACTURERS OF

Wires.

CO., Ltd.

253 Broadway, New

M.inOtl.ce and Factor,.

aSB.RCUrlilHeEI.

CENTURY ELECTRIC CO.

Sole Manufacturers of

THE SAFETY INSULATED WIRE & CABLE

iiotliliii:

BOSSERT JUNCTION BOXES

WORKi:

114-116

layonne, N.J.

CO.,

LIBERTV STREKT.

H. Y.
CONDUITS FOR INTERIOR WIRING.

BoBsert etactric Cooilrucllon Co.,

J.J.EGAN'S
'ACME' COUmTfiTOn

Utica, N. Y.

I)

COMPOUND.

••Flexduct"

is

that high standard required in

B.II

\^^ll\
Free Sample.
,.e.
SUck.
J. J.

AOENT3 wa:
AUE.NT3
1

Et«o S«kM(x.. 317 Austin Ave..

high-class work.

It

Is

very

Tel. Polk, I77«

flexible,

American Circular Loom Co.

abricsClofi

Cblcaf

high insulsLtlon and indestructible

a.

FLEXIBLE CONDUIT
"Flexduct' the National Code Stcndard.

It

does not deteriora.te, a.Iwakys usBLble

to

highest degree

OSBURN FLEXIBL CONDUIT COMPANY,

NEW YORK

^JlfESTUN

ElecWioal

Waverly Park,

IngtiminEnt
NEWARK, N. J.

Co.,

I
t
I

\kmM

SAN FRANCISCO

CHICAGO

Weston Standard

Dial

I
I

Sheet Brass, mi

Tmmipmrm

J

Brass and Bronze Drill Rods
Brass and Copper Wire
German Silver Sheet and Rod
Brazed and Seamless Tuhing

|
|

|
1

Portable Direct Reading
Voltmeters and MlUivoltineters. Ammeter?
ammeterifi.
at t

W

upon the

s(\mo general

prin-

ciple as our regular
Standard Portable Direct
Current Voltmeters and
Ammeters, but are much
IttrK^^r,

which

effect-

Laboratory

"

ry

-E. H. Cadlot, 12

Weston Standard Illuminated
BBRLtN-European Weetoa:
Dial Station Ammeter,
Style B.

Rue

St.

Georges.

loetrutoeiit Oo.. RicQerstrftt

Xew York

Oftice-y-4 Cortlai

I

Emcutchean

*

I

Brass ana iron Jack Chain, Brass Safety Chain, £tOm

|

Catmlogumm on

I

ue*

Pfnm

g^^^

X

They are

the
ble, absolute s

%

Marrom, Bromd middim,
OMOctCff gJ
nKa44^
Wl 1 9f Demk
m»W-ia»Sg
g^g TltttMid mnd Wttfr OioMmt

Our portable lustrumenta
are recognized ae standards
throuKhout the civilised

still better.

ively ehieldB the inetrnuient8 (rem disturbing influences of external mag-

Feanig* arana
nfS»nH
g-^yg

Ooppmr Rtvotm and Burrm

I

i

iuat-proof

,

I

Circuits.

working

and tae
e

m e ters

and Voltmeters, for Alternating' aoa Direct Current

These Instruments are
Constructed

and Mil-

\
i

Aptfilcatlort

|

THE PLUME & ATWOOD MFG. CO.
Matr York

Boalon

Smn fi-anclmco

j

Chicago

*
j
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Bullock

D-C and A-C Apparatus
Of any

size

Of any

type

For any purpose

There's Everything in a
providing

it is

Dullock

Electrical

Name

on an

Machine

MUEfswm©MSLi'mssm:ji^mssmf

^11

mM®A Mmtato MM. (B®

vi=
Canadian representatives, AIlis-=Chalmers°BulIock, Ltd., Montreal

igog

—

1

Fcbriinry

ir,

WKSTF.RN

if/)5

.

—

:

F.r.r.CTRiriAN

Storage BatteryCo.
The Electric PHILADELPHIA
MANUFACTURER OF THE

Cbloribc Hccumulator
For Central Stations, I'.Uctiu Kailw.iys, Isolated Lighting and I'owcr Stations,
I'^ire Alarm,
rolcgrajih. Train Lighting, etc., etc.

SAMIS

New
Alloiihuny Av«. >nd lotli SI.

liiu

111

Yoiik.

Flir
Ilonro

AU sute

Uroudway

Miir,|uellc

W*lnwrl(bt

lll<I(.

CaDui

»l K|.:.-.flrl'o.

1,1(1..

1.1

NATIONAL

GRAND PRIZE

CARS ON

WORLD'S

COMPANY

FAIR,

LOUIS

ST.

CARBONS BATTERIES-BRUSHES CLEVELAWD, O.

We are making immediate shipments on

WIRES

our High-Grade Eagle Brand Rubber Covered National Code Standa.rd

[.Our Prices.

CsLtaLlogvie

MARION INSULATED^WIRE

^Upon Request

RUBBER. COMPANY

S,

CHICAGO. 529-530 MonaLdnock

MARlION. INDIANA

_
Engineering

CABLES

a.nd

You Buy Get

Before

Ctnnploto Rnd Bbort cnureos.

»"

I.

A. Bennett. Mgr.

REPAIRING
RECALIBRATING

ThorouRh!/ eaylpped
beSteam and Elcctrloal

fflunluR. Short courHea la
KDRlDHortnE. EiponaeB low. AccommodfttlOQfl tno
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Some Changes

C-H.

in the

"CARPENTER" CONTROLLER
FOR SMALL MOTORS

We've made some mechanical changes in the C-H "Carpenter" type of controller for
motors from >^ to 3 H. P. which have resuhed in making it more compact.
For operating printing presses and machine tools this controller has been a great success,
many of the largest printing establishments in the country employing it exclusively. Bulletins
88 to 8934 describe the

new

type for small motors.
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There

is only one
other manufacturer who has made a transformer (;ood
enough to stand a seven years run, and that faet
simple shows that there are two kinds of transformers'
Pittshurf^li and the (jther kind.
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I

Ml

"L 41," "L 22" Arc Lamps.
Catalogue of Tarts of Types "L 11" and "L 21" Arc Lamps
Concentric Arc Llplit Dlffusor Outfits.
...
.Hanger Board for Multiple Arc Lamps.
... Combined Hanger and Absolute CtitoutB.
New TrlmmluK Uevlce for Illgli-tenslon G. I. Arc Lamps.
Carbons for lOnclosed Arc Tramps, "Electra."
f». I. Incandescent Lamps.
"Zodiac" Incandescent Lamps.

and
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Open Bottom Globes.
Automatic Switches.
Ivnifo Switches, Slow and Quick Break.
G. L Type Twoknlfe Switches.
oil Switches and Illgh-tenslon Apparatus.
Stab Switches, for Series Arc or Incandescent Circuits.

G. I.l'ink

Catalogue

Voltmeter and Ammeter Switches.

Under and Over Load.
Special Small Sizes (Type

Clrcnlt-hronkci'.s.
rii-cijltliii\ik<T.s.

I'rntPcHv.' Kiisr
M_' vices.
K. C. Inslriiments.
Portat)le and Smnll Pocket

C. B.).

Switchboard

I

S.

General Incandescent Arc Light Co.

AppHinces

Type Voltmeters and Ammeters,

Hound rattera Voltmeters and Ammeters.
Lightning Arresters.
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Primary Fuse Box. Insulator Type.
Floor Outlet Boxes (Water-tight).
Flush Receptacles and I'lugs.
Flush Wall Pocket Receptacles.
Flush Push Button Switches.
Pendant Push Button.
Snap Switches.
Punched Clip Knife Switches.
Transformer, Type Z.
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I.
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Sample Fan
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Grinding and Buffing Motors.
Rotary Converters and Motor Generators.
D. C. and A. C. Sewing Machine Transmitters.
11. C. Desk. Bracket and Trunnion Fan Motors.
n. C. Ceiling Fans.
Genei'al Instruction Bulletin

Citv

AppHancM

D. C. Motors and Generators.
A. C. Small Motors.

...

New York
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Address

Boards and Fuse Carriers.
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BOOSTER SYSTEMS
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BOSTON, 89 State Street.
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CLASSIFIED INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
Acconntants and
AuditCo. of

Atidl-

Illinois

Adjusters, Cord.
Incandes.

Manlp. Co.

El. Lt.

Adjusters, luv. Lamps.
Manipulator Co.
Tel.)

Inc. El. Lt.

Ancliors (Tel.
Bennett,

I.

&

A.

Matthews &Bro., W.N.

CrolIus& Son, E. R.
Egan. J. J.
Fies-Ko Chemical Co.
McLaughlin & Co., Jas.

McLennan &

Central Electric Co.

Condensers, Klectrlc.
Stanley Elec.

Mfg

Co.

Conduit and Conduits.
American Circular Loom Co.
iCo.
O-sburn Flexible Condulit Co,
Wesco Supply Co.

& Company.

Electric Appliance Co.

Manhattan Elec. Supply
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
Batteries and Jars.

Co.

Conduits, Clay.
McRoy Clay Works.

Contractors a^d Blectric Ijlsht Plants.
AUis-Chalmers Company.
Bullock El. Mfg. Co.

BissellCo-.TheF.
Central Electric Co.

Edison Mfg. Co.

Electric Appliance Co.
Manhattan Elec. f

General Electric Co.
National Electric Co.
Northern Electrical Mfg. Co.
Wagner Electric Mfg. Co.

Tray Plate Battery
Wrsco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
Bells, Buzzers, Etc.

Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mf|

Central Electric Co.

Runzel-Lenz Elec. Mfg. Co.
Samson Cordage Wks.

Cross-Arms,
Brackets.

&

Eerthold

Blow Pipes.

Wesco Supply

Turner Brass Works

&

Western

Jennlngi

Elec. Supply Co.
CoElectric Company.

BissellCo., The F.
Bossert Elec. Const. Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Cutter Elec. & Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
I't. Wayne Elec. Wks. Inc.

Wks.

Wilcox Co.

Co.,

and

Cut-Outs and Sivltcbes.

Green Fuel Economizer Co.

Brownell

Pins

Manhattan

Blotvers.

& Chem.

The

Cantwell Press, The.
Electrician Publishing Co.

Telephone.

Paries Mfg. Co.

BmslieB.
Central Electric Co.
Hobart Elec. Mfg. Co.
Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co.
Speer Carbon Co.

Dynamos and Motors.
Allis-Chalmers Company.
BissellCo., The F.
Bullock Elec. Mfg. Co.
Central Electric Co.
Century Electric Co.
Crawfordsville Electric Co.

Western Electric Company.

Cable Haulers.
BissellCo.,B. F.

Manhattan

Jeffrey Mfg. Co.

HSnerlues, Gas and Gasoline.
Allis-Chalmers Company.
Marinette Gas Engine Co.
Woolley Pdy. & Mach. Wks.
Engrines, Oil.

American Diesel Engine Co.
E:n£!;lnes, Steam.
Allis-Chalmers Company.

The

Fans and Fan Motors.
Central Electric Co.

Century Electric CoCrocker-Wheeler Company.
Edison Mfg. Co.

Mfg. Co.

Fibre.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

Fixtures, Gas

&

Points and

Plates.
Central Electric Co.

Chicago Edison Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
National Carbon Co.
Reisinger, Hugo.
Speer Carbon Co.
Wesco Supply Co.

Castings,

Gregory Electric Co.
Hobart Elec. Mfg. Co.
Mechanical Appliance Co.
National Electric Co.
Northern Electrical Mfg. Co.
Stanley Elec. Mfg. Co.
Slow Manufacturing Co.
Wagner Electric Mfg. Co.
Warren Elec. Mfg. Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse EL & Mfg. Co.

Green Fuel Economizer Co.

Blectrlo Heatlngr Appl.
Electric Appliance Co.
Simples Elec. Heating Co.
Western Electric Co.

Jeffrey Mfg. Co.

Chandeliers.
Faries Mfg. Co.
Letheule, Paul.

Elleetrlo RallTrays.
Crocker-Wheeler Go.

Circuit Breakers.
Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co.

General Electric Co.

Westinghouse

El.

&

Junction Boxes.
Bossert Elect. Const. Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co,

Lamps, Arc.
BissellCo., The F.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks. Inc.
General Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Lt. Co.
Gregory Electric Co.

Hipwell Manufacturing Co
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Stanley Elec. Mfg. Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse EL & Mfg. Co.
Lamp, Colorins'.

Day A Co., Jas. P.
Lamps, Incandescent.

Columbia Incan. Lamp Co.

The P.
Elec'l. Co., A. S.

Wesco Supply Co.
Flexible Shafts.
Stow Mfg. Co.
\l^lre.
Amer. Elec. Fuse Co.
^
BissellCo., The F.
Central Electric Co.
Central TeL & El. Co.
Chicago Fuse Wire & Mfg.Co.

Stamping*

Elec. Co.

Bconomizers, Fuel.

Farles Mfg. Co.
Butt Co.
National Electric Co.

New England
Cliaius.

Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Sterling Varnish Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Wesco Supply Co,
Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse El, & Mfg. Co.

Chicago Edison Co.

Fuses and Fuse

1

Johns-ManvlUe Co., H. W.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Company.

Globes, Reflectors and
Shades.
Fostorla Glass Specialty Co,
Fostorta Incan. Lamp Co.

Mfg. Co.

leal Gnelneers.
Arnold Elec. Power Stat'n Co.
Bryan,

Wm.

Lamps, IncBndesc«nt-'
Replacers & Cleaners,
Inc.

EL

Lamps,

Coal and Ashes Handling; Machinery.

Nernst Lamp Co.
Lamps, Vapor.
Cooper, Hewitt Elec, Co.
Leather Specialties.

Bunge, Otto.
Letters, Metal, Sig'n.

HaUer Machine Co.
LigfhtniuK Arresters.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks. Inc.

General Electric Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Stanley Elec. Mfg. Co.

Jeffrey

M fg.

Co.

Colls and Maenets.
Western Electric Co.

J.

H.

Humphrey, Henry H.
Runt & Co., Robt. W.
Jackson, D. C.

Kemp.R. W.

& W.

B.

Electric Storage Battery

Nozzles.

Gould Storage Battery

Faries Mfg. Co.

Carhartt&

Co., Hamilton.

Central Electric Co.

Patent Attorneys.

Century Electric Co,

Bain, Foree.

Chicago Edison Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Manhattan Elect'lSupplyC
Wesco Supply Co.

Phosphor Bronze.
Phosphor Bronze Sm. Co. Ltd

Platinum,

and

TVire

Western Electric

Berthold & Jennings.
Brooks, Hall L.
Columbia Mfg. Co.
Fowler. John H.
Fowler-Jacobs Company.
Kellogg Switch. & Sup. Co,
Lindsley Bros. Co.
Loud's Sons Co., H. M,
Maltby Cedar Co.
Mueller Company, William.
Pacific Coast Pole Co.
Perrizo

Gen. Incan. Arc Light Co.

&

Son,

W.

Western Electric Co.

Dixon Crucible Co., Jos.
Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co.

American El. Telephone C
Automatic Electric Co.
BisseU Co., TheF,
Central Electric Co.
Central Tel. & El. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
International Tel. Mfg. Co.
Kellogg Switchb, & Sup. Cc
Manhattan Elec. Supply Cc
Stromberg-CarlsonTel. M.C

C.

Torrey Cedar Co.
Valentine-Clark Co., The,
Worcester Co., C. H.

Time

Heating (B X h a n

s t

Steam).
Ii:i<a.^2B:

o«

Klein & Sons. Mathias.
Standard Tool Co

Hoffman, Geo. W.

Western Electric Co.

Transformers.
Central Electric Co.
Crawfordsville Electric Co.
Crocker- Wheeler Co.

Power Transnklssion
Machinery.

Jeffrey Mfg. Co.

Electric Appliance Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Works,
General Electric Co,
Gregory Electric Co.

Rail Joints.
Continuous Rail Joint Company of America.

Electric Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply C(
National Electric Co.
Stanley Elec. Mfg. Co.
Wagner Electric Mfg. Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse EL & Mfg. Q.

Rheostats.

Trucks, Blectrlc Car. j

Amer. Electric Fuse Co.
Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co.

General Electric Co.

Westinghouse

General Electric Co.

El.

&

&

Mfg.

C

Allis-Chalmers Co.
General Electric Co.

Mfg. Co.

Rods, Coudnlt.
Cope, T.

El.

Turbines, Stennt.

Gen'l Inc. Arc Lt, Co.
Union Electric Mfg. Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.

Westinghouse

Ie

Kuhlman

Re -Wind ins:— Repairs.

Westinghouse El. & Mfg. (
Turbine Water Whee)*
Leffel&Co.. Jas.

J,

Schools and Colleges.
Electrical Engineer lust.

Highland Park College

Second-Hand Mach*y.

Wires

BisseU Co., The F.
Cent. Stat. Improvement Co.
Gregory Electric Co.
Matthews & Bro., W. N.
Walsh's Sons & Co.

Shades, Lamp.
Faries Mfg. Co.

Sheet Brass

&

Copper.

Plume A Atwood Mfg. Co.
Slcns. electric.
Haller Machine Co.
AVestern Display Co.

Silks,

Insulatinsr

Braiding.

Sockets

Soldering Sticks, Salts

Sauquoit Silk Mfg. Co.

&

Receptacles.

Pass & Seymour.
Yost Elec. Mfg. Co.

and Paste.

Green Fuel Economiz

Butler Chemical Work.s.
Chicago Solder Co.
Crollus & Son, E. R.

Western Electric Co.

A.<a.xrerti{sencX'e*:»-t®

See

&

Cables—Mfti

net "Wires.
American Electrical Work;
Bissell Co.. The F.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co,
Crescent Ins. Wire A Cble.C
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Hazard Manufacturing Co.
Indiana Rub. A Ins. Wire C
India Rubber & GuttaPercl
Insulating Co.
Kellogg Switch. & Sup. Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply C<
Ins. Wire A Rub. C
National India Rubber Co
New York Insulated WireC
Northern Wire A Cable d
Okonite Co., The.

Marion

and

Mechanical Draft.
Chicago Mica Co.

TheF.

Tools.

Allen Co., Inc., L. B.

Amer, District Steam Co.

I^or >^lr>l:i^t>et:io^^X

STvitchea.

Bissell Co..

Polish (Metal).

Klein A Sons, Mathtas.
Lubricating:, Oil, Grease.
Richardson Lubricating Co.

Mica.

i»

Telephones, Telephont
Material and Sirltoltt
boards.

Phelan, D. W.
Pittsburg & L. S. Iron Co.
Porter Cedar Company.
Sterling

Co.

Strltchboards.
Bissell Co., The F.

Sons.

.fc

a

Co.

Supplies, General Ble
Biseell Co., The F.

Overalls.

Zero Marx Sign Works.

s Climbers.

Graphite Specialties.
Hallberg,

Manipulator Co.
Nernst.
Lt.

H.

Faries Mfg. Co.

Klein & Sons, Mathias.
Novelties, Ll^liting:.
Letheule, Paul

Weston Electrical Inst.Co.
Storage Batteries.
American Battery Co.

Chicago Edison Co.
Gregory Electric Co.
Electric Applii
Fostoria Incand. Lamp Co.
Franklin Electric Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Nernst Lamp Co.
Sawyer-Man Elec. Co.
Standard Elecl Mfg, Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. & M[^. Co.

Electrical and MeghanUnion Electric Mfg. Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Company.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.
Clusters.
Benjamin Elec. Mfg. Co.

Co., The.

and Deslamani

Speed Indicators.

Central Electric Co.

H.

Haller Machine Co.
Reynolds EL Flasher Mfg. Co

Clii

Mfrs.

Haller Machine Co.

Motors.)

and Elec.

BissellCo.,

Farles Mfg. Co.

Supply Co.

Manhattan Elec. Supply C<
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
Specialties, £lectrieali

Nippers and Pliers.

TheF.
Bryan-Marsh Company.
Buckeye Electric Company.

Beardslee Chandelier Mfg. Co.
Letheule, PauL

Doxsee

Elec.

& Co.
Electric Appliance Co.

Edwards

motors.

BissellCo.,

Files.
Barnett Co., G.
Fittings.
Faries Mfg. Co.

Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.
(See Dynamos and

Central Electric Co.

Sheet.

Elevators-ConTeyors.

&

Crocker-Wheeler Company.
General Electric Co.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.
Wesco Supply Co.

Baker & Company Inc.
Poles and Ties.

Crocker- Wheeler Company.
General Electric Co.

El.

Jas. L.

Insurance

Hartford Steam Boiler Inspection & Insurance Co.

Okonite

Co,,

&

Kartavert Mfg. Co.

Flashers.

Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.

Cables (See Wires and Cables)
Canopies.

Inspection

Central Electric Co.

Roller.

Westinghouse

Trumbull Elec. Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

IndicatorH.
Robertson & Sons,

SpeaklnK Tubes.

Mining- Apparatns,E:ie04
Allis-Chalmers Company.

American Electrical Works.

Pigjiolet, L. M.
Reliance Instrument Co.
Robert Inst. Co., The
Stanley Elec. Mfg. Co.
Stanley Instrument Co.
Wagner Electric Mfg. Co.
Wesco Supply Co.

Brownell

Co.

&,

Electric Appliance Co.
Incandesent Electric Light
Manipulator Co.

Chicago Edison Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Indiana Rub. cfe Ins. Wire Co.
Jobns-Manville Co., H. W.

Co.
Western Electric Co.

YesDera Mfg. Co.

Evans, Almirall

Holders, Inc. Lamps.

Insulators and Insulating Materials.

Wesco Supply

Brackets.

Carbons,

&,

Hot 'Water.

Heatlngr,

Insnlatlna; Machinery.
New England Butt Co.

BissellCo., The F.
Central Electric Co.
Diamond Meter Co.
Duncan Elec. Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks. Inc.
General Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.

General Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.

Rooks. Blectrlcal.
ISootlis,

(Recording and Testing.)

Amer. Elec. Fuse Co.

Leather Preserver Mfg. Corp.
Beltiuff.
Leather Preserver Mfg. Corp.

Dearborn Drug

Blectrical Instruments.

Co.

Cord.

Jos.

Boiler Compounds.

Ruebel, Schwedtman, Wells.
Sargent & Lundy.
Schott, W. H.
Squire Electric Co.
Stanley Elec. Mfg. Co.
Stanton, LeRoy W.

Controllers, Crane.

& Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
Edwards

Belt DresBluer.
Dixon Crucible Co.,

Kohler Brothers.
Letheule, Paul
Newgard & Co., Henry.
Northern Electrical Mfg. Co.

Machado

& Company.

Edwards

Babcock

Co., K.

American Conduit Company

AunnuGlators.
Edwards

Commutator Compound

r»£ag;^ S-

Phillips,

Eugene

F.

Phillips Insulated Wire Co

Roebline's Sons Co..

J.

A.

Runzel-Lenz Elec. Mfg C
Safety Ins. Wire & Cable C
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. C
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Company

|ri-lmi.-irv

H,

10^1-

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN
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February

Read What the Butterick
Publishing Co. Think
About the Cooper Hewitt

li,

igo

NATIONAL ELECTRIC
CODE
STANDARD FUSE DEVICES

ARE READY

Mercury Vapor Lamp.
OUR LABEL
'

York, January 17, 1905

COOPER HEWITT ELECTRIC COMPANY,
220 West 29tb Street. New York.

25o-^/'^_-^

Gentlemen
Referring to your request of recent date,
for printing in black, we beg to Eay that a
candescent and Cooper Hewitt mercury vanot
pose, we decided to use your lamps tbere for

sking our opinion as to tbe
ter making an exbaustive
lamps, In our Webb press r
he following reasons

leof the light
of the arc, in;
for this pur-

On account

We

of the excellent quality of the light.
can detect defects in black printing: under your lamps,
which are not noticeable under either the arc or the incan-

descent.
large saving of current

The

used, beinc

a

TYPE B

(Ferrule Contact).

1-30 Amps.,
31-60 Amps.,

TYPE

3 Pole, Main Line.
3 Pole, Main Line.

E (Knife Blade Contact).

100 Amps.,

61

TYPE

1, 2,
1, 2,

1, 2, 3

Pole, Main Line.

E (Knife Blade Contactl.

101-200

Amps.,

1

Pole, Main Line.

201-400

Amps..

1

Pole, Main Line.

401-600

Amps.,

1

Pole, Main Line.

substantial

la the Webb press rooms prefer it because of
softness and steadiness, as It does not affect their eyes
detrimentally.

Our employes
its

ipect sbortly to take up the question of lighting some of our other departments
Yours respectfully,
r lamps.
THE BUTTERICK PUBLISHING CO., Ltd.. Per M. R. OXougblin.

TKe Light To Work By
For
Piers,

and

soo--voi_T-

Machine Shops, Warehouses, Covered
Drafting Rooms, Offices, Press and Composing Rooms

use
for

in

Factories,

Photographic and Engraving

Work and

TYPE B
1

Blue Printing.

'

30 Amps

for Booklet

SATISFACTION ASSURED

Pole, Main Line.

401-600 Amps.,

1

Pole, Main Line.

Pole, Main Una.

•«•»•». .w •••>•• ••B — Bwwi LONDON
H.W.JOHNS-MANVILLECO.f'EMfrs. Asbestos iadMaEoeilaPlpeiBd Boiler Cover]DES,Roofla£ and Packings

lOO

WILLIAM

ST.,

NEW

YORK.

paris

Brussels

4^f

x

^
X
{Js

Prompt delivery

Sfraltf

^

rush or- ***

ders.

<8>
•

•

jUark

*|>

work night

and day,

...

1

^
^

Automobllo
SpapkoFSm

We

Pole Main Line.

1

201-400 Amps.,

nh

Lighting
Bafiorles,

made on

1

(Knife Blade Contact).

101-200 Amps.,

MILWAUKEE
ST. LOUIS

CLEVELAND
PITTSBURG

Every battery
has its own
guarantecm

TYPE E

E (Knife Blade Contact).

CHICAGO

220 West 29th Street, New York
Philadelphia Office, 1121 Walnut Street

^

®I|ts

©rabf-iHark guaranf^fs quality.

{Js

®Ifp f^art

Norfhwesiern Storage Battery Co.,
St.,

Pole, Main line.
Pole, Main Line.

61-100 Amps.,

Cooper Hewitt Electric Co.

285 Madison

1
1

,

31 -60 Amps.,

TYPE
Send

(Ferrule Contact".

Chicago,

III.

Nrm fnrk

Mf^.

(Ha.,

Snston

fartfnrb,

ffiljtragn

(Honn.
ulnrnntn,

ffiitt

*

CEJVTTJAL

STATJOJV MAJVAGE'RS

Don't Be Afraid
of the

Gas

Pla.r\t

WORK UP A MOTOR. LOAD
We

can furnish you

SINGLE PHASE MOTORS
that will start under full load in
sizes ranging from
to 55 H. P.

^

tOagner Electric Mfg. Co.
ST. LO\/IS. MO..

\/.

S. A.

I

iFebnirirv

v,-r;^tf:p:;

ii

fiicirii'ia?:

GRAND PRIZE
The Highest Possible Award
Has Been Civon

•

rnADt

to

MAi'rt

HIGHEST GRADE NUERNBERG CARBONS
By the International Jury of Awards, of the Louisiana Purchase Exposition,

MUGO

REISIIMGER,

St. Louis, 1904.

Sole Imporfer,

BROADWAY. NEW YORK

II

ft* fULTOm STREET

Architects and Dealers

in

Electric Lighting Fixtures
Will

the

rind

ijcst

ck-cora-

tive appliances (bronze or

crystalj

at cut prices

from the best
the

best

— all

artists

and

manufacturers,

grand prizes at
Louis Kxpositlon now
low prices,

.luarded
St.

For Signs, Letters, Flashers, Dimmers, Timeswitches,
Lamps, Rubberrings and anything pertaining to Signs,

on immediate application

WRITE DIRKCT TO

HALLER MACHINE COMPANY
Doslnntrs and Manulacturcrs, of Sheetmetal. Electric and Machinery Specialties.

—

for bargain at

PAUL LETHEULE, 4808 Delmar

Bd., St. Louis

Wenezalmecfuc&ompa/i^
New
Slow Speed Motor
Made

in Sizes

from 20 H. P. to 150 H. P.

General Electric Motors have alvyays

been distinguished by the highest merit.
This one sets the standard

still

higher.

WRITE FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

PRINCIPAL OFFICE: SCHENECTADY,
Chicago Office, Monadnock Block.

N. Y.

Sales Offices In Ail Large Cities.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

FLljiuary

um

THE NEW YEAR.
in the Packard Lamp
Steadily maintained candlepower

Finds

600 to 800 hours guaranteed
Ecoriomy of Operation.
Packard
the

life

by Installing

ic)o-

Get acquainted with the

Lamps Are a Good Invesiment.

New Year

ii,

P g g 1^ ^ g G C— MONEY

Begin

SAVERS

MADE RIGHT

Them on Your

PRICED RIGHT

Circuit.

ARE RIGHT

THE WESCO SUPPLY

CO., ST. LOUIS, MO.
"EVERYTHING ELECTRICAL"

Electric Appliance Company,
CHICAGO AND SAN FRANCISCO

SPARKING
a

Of

all

Form

MICA

NBW YORK

and

BO Cents per

CHICAGO

'

Slick.

M.

K.

Years

MICA INSULATOR

the

Standard.

CO.,

McLENNAW & CO.

Sole MIrs.,

NEW

YORK,

BIdg., 130 Dearborn St..

in:

CHICAGO

•^it-1^^1.

WE BUY

NEWARK, N. J.
20,000 IMILES IN USE

WE

OLD BELTSI

CLEAN, REPAIR AND RENEW

OLD BELTS.
LEATHER PRESERVER JUFQ.

Send for Circular,
L. M. PICNOLET,
78-80 Cortlandl; St,

Ocean

VALPARAISO, IND.

OF-

VOLT -AMMETERS, CONTINUOUS RAIL JOINT CO. OF AM.

OVER

411 Inter

"PERFECTORS"
!

ACCURATE.

»rter.

Room

CO.,

Originators

and CHICAGO

POCKET SIZE.

Brushes.

Ml OA
BOND
CHICAGO MICA

IS

C. Compound, Empire

I.

For

NEW YORK

That

Gom The

S5.00 per Dc

SEND l-OR FREE SAMPLE STICK.
For sale by aU supply houses, or

Paper.

.......

Absolutely Will Not

EUGENE MUNSELL AND CO.

Micanite, Linotape,

BELIABLR

Reduces the working capBcHy of a
motor or tiynamo, wears out the commutator, wastes power and may cause

may be avoided It you use

Qualities, in any
at Lowest Prices

INSULATION
Cloth and

tire. All this

27 W. MONROE

N. Y.

ST.,

COKP.

CHICAGO

TRAY PLATE BATTERY COMPANY
MANUFACTURERS OF THE CELEBRATED

PATENT TRAY PLATE STORAGE BATTERY
FOR CENTRAL LIGHTING POWER AND ISOLATED PLANTS.
,

ALSO AN IMPROVED CELL TYPE BATTERY

5-11

IN

ALL GENERAL STYLES FOR ELECTRIC VEHICLES, SPARKING BATTERIES, ETC.

BINCHAMTON,

FREDERICK STREET,

N. Y., U. S.

A.I

**** *** ********* ** * ** **** *

EDISON

YOST SPECIALTIES.
Sockets, Wall
Sockets,

'''

"STAR" lamps!
1'*'^'^'*''^^'^^''^

CANDELABRA AND
DECORATIVE LAMPS

Weatherproof
Sockets,
Rosettes,
Receptacles,

For ornamental
and decorative

fixtures

and sign

Can be
used in regular Edison sockets
with our candelabra socket adapter

Cora

lighting.

LONG LIFE
GUARANTEED CANDLEPOWER,

Adjusters.
Miniature Lamps,
Telephone Lamps, Battery Lamps

All

Catalogue for
the asking,

kinds

of

HIGHEST EFFICIENCY.
rt'ORKMHN.

)

I STANDARD ELECTRICAL MFG.

i

EDISON DECORATIVE & MINIATURE LAMP DEPARTMENT.

THE YOST ELECTRIC MFG. CO.
TOLEDO, OHIO.

General Electric Company,

liarrison, N. J.

COMPANY,

:

I

FRES'KO

Niles, Ohio.

ABSOLUTELY

NON-CORROSIVE
In addition to this we sell the Fres-Ko Soldering Paste.
This paste flu.x under the heat of the iron, has the
property of creeping into every crevice.

FRES-KO CHEMICAL CO.

-

Fort Wayne, Ind.

'

•cbriiary ii,

WESTIiRN

k/'S

EI.r:r.TRICIAN

THE

AMERICAN ELECTRIGAL WORKS,

10

AND

\

'2

INCH

STOMBAUGH GUY ANCHOR
HOLD 211.000 l.HI -.M.ooo Lis Jo.ooo Its. r.M-E'Tltrit
to ksiudu cokskki. dkid i%t>% a»d ntttu mtti «tk«i<><>

will.

BARE AND INSDUTeTeLSCTRICWIRE,

H.

THKr

Kitr.

I

.

.

<i):d

ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE,
INCANDESCENT AND FLEXIBLE CORDS,

Railway Feeder and Trolley Wire,
AMERICANITE, MAGNET, OFFICE AND
ANNUNCIATOR WIRES.
CABLES FOR
New Vouk .Stumb. W.
CllluAOn Ktdui!.

MiiNTKtAL

I'.

AERIA.',
J.
!:.

stombauch'cuy anchors

AND UNDERQROUNO UIE.

WILL HOLD

W«t«on. 20 Corllindl .SI.
llonohoe, H2 Ijiko Kl.
IvUKODO K. rblUlpi' Eloctrlc*! Work!.

HEAVY STRAINS.

lliiANuii,

MAIN OFFICES *NB FACTORIES, PHILLIPSDALE,

R.I.

Y*

ELECTRICITY

EXPERT

IN

MECHANICS
PATENT CAUSES

"AMERICAN"SfK"

DATIIMTQ

SOLICITOR OF

iH

Lll

U. S.

k

FOr£e

bain, I6B2-3 Monadnock BIk.,

FOREIGN

I

W.

AMERICAN BATTERY CO.,

I

I

2

MCH

STYLE.

MATTHEWS &

003 Carlcton

THE

IS

10 nnri

.

BRO. Manufacturers

BulldlriK

ST.

LOUIS

CHICAGO

NATIONAL CODE STANOARD
"0.

L"
-

Slow

&

Weatlierprool Wire.

Bnriiing Weatherprool

DON'T BE HELD UP
EVERY KNOCK A BOOST
KE8TER SELF-FLUXINC SOLDER

MADE
WORKS

ALL

and Weal Wire,

HnW^^i^

Prices

and Samples on Application.

Phillips Insulated
Office

N.

THIS
8,

L. F.

MAHLER

RIGHT

008 Chemical BIdg., St. Louis,
CO., R. 1008
I
Mo.
General
3l Western Agent.

Wire Go. CHICAGO SOLDER COMPANY,
Formerly Kester Electric Mfg. Co.

and Factory: PAWTUCKET.

R.

L

46 N. UNION STREET,

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS.
There

among

OLOPHAN F
H
GLOBES AND REFLECTORS

no

is

race

suicide

ideas.

Ideas are prolific.

Each idea gives birth

to a

brood.

They multiply and replenish
the earth.

The

electrical

business

is

based on ideas.
A.

F.HAMACEK, Chicago,
2039 Kenmore

The gray matter in electrical
craniums is active gray matter.
But two craniums are better
than one — and a thousand are
better than two.

III.

Ave.

The wide-a^vake man -who

Dotted

line

ban

16 c. p. lamp.

Full line same
lamp with No.
2031 Pagoda

Reflector.

MILLS:
BETHLEHEM, PA.
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
SCRANTON, PA.

a reading

They

intelideas.

puny.

man they become

live

and are

useful.

Each number of the W^estem

St.

St

man he is
man of

a

strong and healthy.

Clarissa St.

BOSTON OFFICE:

is

Some ideas are born too
soon. They are undeveloped,

a thinking

PHILADELPHIA OFFICE:

CHICAGO OFFICE:
210 Monroe

He

In the incubator cranium of

NEW YORK REPRESENTATIVES:

78 Chauncy

As

ligent.

sickly,

WILLIAM RYLE & COMPANY
54 Howard St,

4015

carefully peruses the Western
Electrician acquires the ideas
of others. He is informed of
the progress that is being made
in every branch of electricity.

HOLOPHAIME CLASS CO.
CLACKNER BUILDING

NEW YORK

Electrician contains an installment of the latest and best
electrical ideas.
It

tells

thinkers,

the

story

pf

tb§

2

'

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN
W^AKTED, FOB SAL.E

FOR SALE

ond

similar IVASIT COliIIMN advertisernenls (jo 2Vords or less), ^t.jo an
insertion; additional zuords jc each.

K. W. General Elcctr
"
Westinghousc
•
Warren

POSITION ^WANTED advertise-

ments {JO words or
sertion: additional

less),

words

$ i .00 an

in-

2C each.

POSITION WANTED.

"

Westinghouse

"
"

Wood

c Alterr ator.

Three

General Elcctr
Westinghouse
General Electri

*

Weninghouse

Two

Westinghouse

Single

"

POSITION WANTED.
an experienced meter, arc lamp and repair
man, 2'2 years of age. 5 years' jiractlcal experience around eleclrlc-lighiin"? plant, can
furnish good reference. AddressBOX 443 care
IJy

900
750
G50
600
500

h, p.,
h. p.,
h. p.,

Tliis

450
400
450
450
350
350
son

16x30x42, Allls Cross Comp.
23y.x60. Geo. H. Corliss.
24x48, Harris, latest type.
24x48, Brown.
h. p., 22x42, Allis. 1890 Frame.
h. p., 22x42, Slater, 1890 Frame,
h. p., 20x48, Harris.
h. p., 20x42, Hamilton.
h. p., 12x22x42, Atlas Tandem Comp.
h. p., 18x42, Hamilton.
h, p., 16x42, Allls.
h, p„ 16x36, Sioux, 1902.
h. p., 15x38, Brown.
h. p., 14x42, Allls.
h. p., 14x36, Putnam,
h. p., 12x36, Harris.
h.p,, 28y2x52, Buckeye Automatic.

Two
'

'

GREGORY ELECTRIC

CO.

54-62 S. Clinton St., Chicago,

111.

T«E M.

B.

—

.300

225
225
175

FARRIN LUMBER CO.

165
150
140
125
90

CINCINNATI, 0.

TelfphoneP«rk83.

of Western Eleciriclan, 510 Marquette Building, Chicago.

POSITION WANTED.
and mechanical engineer, associate
E. E. and A. S. M. E,, now holding
position of geneial manager and engineer of
Electrical

member

A.

I.

several consolidaied companies, desires to connect himsf If with new or operating companies:
14 years' experience in the construction and
operation of lighting and street-railroad properties in this country and South America; com-

age same;

NOXALL CRANK CASE

OIL.

RICHARDSON LUBRICATING

CO.,

Special Bargains for
500-VOLT MOTORS.
6-inH. P.
9—3 H. P.

WANTED.
a city of 175.000 popnlation. Addres-i BOX
437, care Western Electrician, 510 Marrjuette
Building. Chicago.

-18 H.P., C&C.
7-K H. P.

10-2 H.

NEVER

Quincy,

450h,

III.]

Delivery.
220-VOLT MOTORS.

7-1 H. P.

6-5 H. P.
It— 2H. P.

iH. P.

h. p.,
h. p.,

Buckeye
p., 17%x30%x27,
Comp.
Buckeye
p., 16V4x28%x27,
Comp.
450 h. p., 24x48. Ruckeye Automatic.

TO PLEASE.
-

h. p.,
h. p.,

000
500h.

FAILS

350 h.p., 16x26x18, Ideal Tandem
275 h. p., 14x22x16, Ideal T.indem
250 h p., 16x27x16, Westinghouse
150 h, p., 15x24. Cummer.
15011, p.. 10y2Xl8xl8,
Williams

Spring— Immediafe

17—6 H. P.

1

IT

22x42x48, Hamilton, Tand. Com
32x54, Hamilton, 1890 Frame.
30x54, St. Louis, 1890 Frame.
28x60. Philadelphia.
16x32x42, Corliss Cross Comi

h. p.,
h. p.,

latest type.

Dlant has boi

I

Sheet with

34x60, International,
32x48, AUls Corliss, 1890 hea'

p.,

li.

duty.

capacity, hence the chani^e.
Thin plant is especially
esp- '-"- adapted
hotel or large oftly of Bpace 1b requirea.
give ^ ffo
posBeBslon in 100 days.
live
For turtherpartlculars, pr

Engin e.

our Monthly Bargain
and net prices.

30x48, Allla Corliss, 1800 hea-

duty.

ftack, Duplex Boiler FeedSleamPunips, Gau{;es,elc.

for

list

h. p.,

Single

Wcslingliouse
ect connected to Gate

nd

h. p..

900
825

GEARY WATEIL TUBE BOILERS

"

•

1000

Fine Modern Steam Plant
600 H. P.

General Electri

ii, 190;

Corliss Engines.

FOR SALE

Three f
Single

Stanley

"

February

Cro!

Croi

Comp
Comp.
Comp.
Tandei-

Comp.

Whitehead Machinery Compan)i
DAVENPORT, IOWA.

Above Motors aLre Complete a.nd of Standard Make.
Specl&l Ba-rga-ins In Engines up to 600 H. P.
Also A. C. & D. C.
Dyna-mos. Boilers, Pvimps, Etc.
Write requirements.
Send for C&ta-logue.
CENTRAL STATION [MPROVEMENT COMPANY,
938 Monadnock Block. CHICAGO.

IN POWER EQUIPMENTJl
CORLISS ENGINES:

BARGAINS

1—650 H. P. 22s42x48-in. ALLIS CROSS COM-'
POUNO.
2-175 H. P. 14x42-in. ALLIS HEAVY DUTY
WITH CONDENSERS AND HEATERS.

P. I6x42-in. L. H. ALLIS. Almost New.
H. P. 20x48-in. L. H. WHEELOCK, Plne^
Condition.

1-175 H.

1-275

WANTED.
U.S. METAL

Second-hand, modern type, 100 K. W. 3-phase
60 cycle, 2,200-von .?eneiator. A ddress BOOK-

POKT WATER WOKKSCO,, Rockpon,

Ind,

AUTOMATIC ENGINES:

1-125 H.
200 H.

POLISn

I

WANTED.

F. E.

H.

L.

BDCKEYE GIRDERI

PFANNMUELLER &

CO.
Chicago, IN.

FOR SALE CHEAP.

11.1'.

tirst-class

IDEAL CENTER CRANK.

From 19th and Nicholas

Machinery as follows:

^ash gas engine, direct-connected 10 15-K W. IJrorker \Vhe,;ler dvnamo;
can he used for 115 or 230 volls
Th s would
be a

I4xl4-in.
18x36-in.

733 The Rookery

FOR SALE.
25

P.

!-175 H. P. IGxlG-in. R. H. RICE, Good aB New.'
I~I28 H.P. I4x20-in. L. H. ATLAS. AlmostNew.*
BOILERS. lUBULAR AND WATER TUBE:
3 150 H. P..~2— too H. P.,— 2-80 H. P.

A 200 to 300 kilowatt rotary
cycles, three phase to 550 volts direct, cc
with transformers for 2,300 volts prima
dress BOX 4+0. care Western Electrlcir
Marquette lUiilding. Chicago.

One

P.

FRAME.

'I

"JjO-b.p. WesUngbouBe Compound engines will
all steam and ezbaust pipe coDiieclions.

LlnesbafcSin. diameler.

outor for automobile charging

5

Stands. 5 Pulleys

m in.

;i2 ft. loog.
dinnjeter.

HOO-h p. Allls Cross-Compound Engice
steam and exhaust pipe conneciione.
Line staf t T io. diameter. 61 ft. long,
T dtaud'-. 7 Pulleys eO in. rt ameter.
1 Belt Tightener fur 60 in belt.
]

FOR SALE.

1

Northerly
15 K.

Eleclric.
id

Dmonlhs. good

as

HOTEL

machine,

WARNER,

Chicigo.

DO YOU

Dynamos

\V.,

KNOW

;^

your while

to get

acquainted by reading Bulletin Ko. 2,530.

NORTHERN ELECTRICAL MFG.

Helts

1

Belt

L

3

H

ft.
ft.
It.

io,.\i;5 ft.

m

W

al

lung.
long.
long.
long.

xTrfft. long.

lluiJer Feed Pump.
Heaters with all steam and

e.vb.iuit connections

From 22nd and ^icholas.
John Moore Boilers lilxiW.

2
3 Allls Boilers HixUU.

CO..

Engineers Manufa^cturers.
425 Monadnock Block. CKlcago, IH.
Madison. Wis., U,

Bblt flU in.xllS
Belts 14 in xi;0
Belts 14 Id xo2

\\

1

Northern Direct Current Apparatus possesses all the characteristics of economical, convenient operation common to excellent electric dynamos and motors and
Many exclusive meritorious features that make It worlh

robertsTnThompson
indicator?

4

wUb

1

S.

Wilson

it

Drake Boiler

ISx73,

with

all

steam pipes/

3Ux48 Allts Corliss Eapln

A.

Jas. L. Robe rlson& Sods
198 Fulton St. - \ew York

Have VOU read the

NEW DYNAMO TENDERS

(Two of above engines

HAND-BOOK
By

NOT,

IF

Dynamo
out

F. B.

;

D.

shaft, pulleys clutches and belts.
are very anxious to sell these goods as quicklj
afford
IS possible before we dismantle tliea
better prices if we do not have to
take them down and store tbem.

We

.

BADT?

ALLEN

WHY NOT?

tenders cannot get along with

Street

ALIBRaRY OF WELL SELECTED ELECTRICAL BOOKS
ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
is of

CHICAGO

,

Inest

mable value

to

electricians.

carefully chn<en purchases.

Sucli a library

is

ELECTRICIAN PUB CO., 51

best formed by occasional and

Marquette Euilding. Chicago

Omaha. Neb.

-

fl.KLEIN

Send 2c stamp (or

-

ELY & CO

^Bi

it.

Buildina,

P.

,

1110 Douglas

Sent prepaid on receipt of price, Si. oo

SIO Marauelle

Armour Packing Co.,

at

Gee erji tors.

i,ine

&

5J3N

nei r cataIo{[ne No.

KLEIN'S

6 of

TOOLS

For- Electrical Warkars
and Line Builders,
MATHIAS KLEIN & SONS.,

81 W. Van Buren

St.,

Chicago,

I

1

EDISON COMPANY
REPAIR SHOPS
CHICAGO
TELEPHONE MAIN
76 M ARKET STREET, CHICAGO.
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT,
1

80.

'"^""

""^^f;rorA?i^^rs""

FIRST-CLASS EQUIPMENT THROUGHOUT.

-

I

February

it,

WF.STF.RN

I'/if;

Crocker-Wheeler raS

20 to 40
Por Oonim

20
Per Oant,

to to

=^n.

iHf);JH:M.^:iH<i:i>)^iH=lit^
laiKui.t

and rnuBt auoce88(ul Klutlilc

Fr.FCTRirrAN*

DyrvaiTiotors
For Telephone Service

Llt:ht an.

In the world hy simply utIllzInK
the waste ffases before entertniir the chimney

Power PlantB

Are

of EstaLblished

Excellence

CATALOGUE EXPLAINS-

THE GREEN FUEL ECONOMIZER CO.,Matfeawan,N.Y.

HENRY NEWGARD &

CO.

ELECTRICAL CONSTBUCTION
Power and Light Plants.

We

install

Switchboards and Panel Boards.

Municipal and Isolated Electric

Lighting Plants.
manufacture Switchboards, Table boards,
Tron Cutout Boxes and Electrical Specialties.

Farm L Dynamotor

We

We

sell
Dynamos, Motors and Electrical
Supplies.
wire old as well as new Residences, Factory Buildings, School and College Buildings.

We

87 Fifth Avenue,

Chicago,

Illinois.

%

Crimshaw
ALL

OUR WIRES

p>33 Inspection and

the

c

above

TRADE-MARKS

CrocKer-'Wlieeler

Company

ric&l Engineers

Chlcsgo Offlc

Ampere,

N. J.

Raven Black Core
Crimshawind Competition Tapes and Splicing Compounds.

c

NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE COMPANY,
Standard Electrical Dictionary,
"Electric

682 Pages, 393

An

Illustrations.

Toy Making,'

PATENTED TELEPHONY
aining to Telophonos and Telephonic Apparatus by the

Ktc.

Handsomely bound

in cloth, 8vo, $3.

American Electrical Engineering Association.

New Edition, Brought Up to Date
COXTF.MT8: Introdu T-— Percentace of Patents Sustain^
-Drawbaughtases.-HiinnlnssTroi.
and Greatly Enlarged.
— Swi chboards.— Law System.— Mann System.— Multiple Board.COMPLETE-CONCISE-CONVENIENT.
Syste 1.— Comparative Advantages. SluUiple and Divided Board Sysf

Entirely

.

F..\i-

Brief Mention.

planation necessary to make the understandioR of it complete
without unnecessary elaboration. In this work, every electrical
word, term, or phrase will be found inteUlgently defined.
A practical handboolc of reference, containing defiLltions of

about

6,000 distinct

The work

Is

words, terms and phrasefs.

absolutely indispensable lo all in

any way

inter-

— .Automatic Switchboards. — Conclusions.— inaex.

Patent of .V. G. Bell, No. 174.465.
Patent of Emile Berliner. No. 233.969. Patent of Emlle
Berliner. No. 463,569. Patents of Emlle Berliner in Parallel Columns. Patent of C. .V. Cbeerer,
No. 208.463. Patent ot H. H. Eldred. No. 303,714. Patent of Thos. A. Watson. No. 256.258.
Patent of L. B. Firman, No. 283.334 Patent of M.G. Kollosc. No. 247.199. Patent olC. E, Scrlbner.
No. 330.058. Patent ot C. E. Scribner.~ No. 300.144. Trunking Principle. Patent of^SbawA
_
..
Cnllds. No. 319,856.
Mann SysK
Switch. Express System. Patent
No. 258,886. Aposloloff System.
Raverot-Hess System. Patent of M. J.
nal.

—

Handsomely Bound

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.. 5tO

Marquette Bldg.. Chicago.

F ARIES

in Cloth.

EIECTRIGIAN PUBLISHINe CO.,

Sent Prepaid on Receipt of Price, $1.50.

510

Marquatte Building,

CHICAGe.

ADJUSTABLE LAMP HOLDERS,
SHADES, PORTABLES,

ELECTRIC and COMBINATION FIXTURES

-ATMLOaUK WILL BE SEKT OM HEOUEST

FARIES MFC. CO.,

DECATUR,

ILL.

14
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EVANS & COMPANY
Inco rpo rated

Electrical,

Civil

Telephone Main 3153

wi

Mcclaiical Eniiieers

Traction BIdg., Cincinnati

ii,

190

The Advertiser
wants to knov
and we want hint fo know
thai you savf Ms ad, in the

Western
Tell

him

so,

Electrician

when you write him

immmmmm}m\\\mmmm\m\mm\mm\mm

NOW READY!
WESTERN ELECTRICIAN'S

MOONLIGHT SCHEDULE
FOR

1905.

TEN ^EN-rS A. COP>Y.
Electrician
5 to

Publishing

Co.,

MARQUETTE BUILDING,

CHICAGO.
-«>s',

WKS'II'.KN

1905

I'cbruary rr,

KI.Kr-II<K-[AN

GOi-D
Awarded

ivie:dal.

iJcarliorn MkIIiocIs of Tre.itint; Boiler
l''i-r-d

Wali-rTri-atnirnt

ARBORN DRUO

Dixon's

In.

^qW^
«-^

,

,

hlXns

InsKI'll

V<-i'<'talil'-

St. I.onis,

OHEIVIIOAI- ^A/ORIC
Talaphenai HarrlMn 3B30 and SOS I.

(

Handy

Bars

l-lb.

cnd^ all slipping, without hardening
or otherwise injuring the leather.
CircularI250and free samples upon request.

Belt LIreSSmg
,

I-'air,

^^^^QQ

JEFFREY ;:!

-

Waters and DiMrlxirn

the World's

BOAN, ^r««ld«n*

37-34 RIALTO BUILDIMO, CHICAGO, ILL.

-,

at

K

I'l

I

|:|.K

in,

]l-.l;sl\'

IIV, \

{

I

DIESEL ENGINES
Operating on

CRUDE or FUEL

The

Ilrownell Dtiecl-Connected Outfll.

THE BROWNELL

Oil

CO.. Da.ytor\. O.
nd Slieet Iron Work.

Manufacturers ot tioMers. Ennlne.. Mc,

Quaranteed Fuel Consumption
on variable load, ranging from

'^

to full load
f^EG.TRADE

12^

Gals, per 100

MARKS

Kw. Hours

jhe Rhosphor

f)

SUITABLE FOR ALL STATIONARY POWER

XV

For further Information address

^>m-

NEW YORK

METAL

CASTINGS, STAMPINGS and FORCINGS
ORIGINAL ANO Sole Makers IN THE U.S.

AMERICAN DIESEL ENGINE COMPANY
Broadway

— DELTA

ING0TS,CASTINGS,WIRE,RODS,SHEETS,ETC.
-..-./.

11

BRONZE SmeltingCo-Iimited.

2200 Washington ave.,philadelphia.
"ELEPHANT BRAND PHOSPHOR-BRONZE'

TheAavertiser „„j ^^ ^,„, ^,„ ,„ ^„„^ Western
wants to know that you maw hia ad. inthm Electrician

READ THE

r^uhin, mo
write

ELECTRICAL PAPER,
Louisville

On

receipt of

and

10

CENTS

Chicago

we

will send

you

And the places north
And the places south
And the places between are reached

a

Western Electrician
Moonlight Schedule

by the quick day and night

fl.',lil!hi:i:lilliit

lighting

man

should have

one.

Electrician Publishing

510 Marquette

Bldg..

trains

THE

of

for 1905.

Every

him

J[|^

you

iiJa>i^

a^^all

n^olor

^m

m^^i^mi^^is,

Company.
Chicago.

CHAS. H. ROCKWELL
Trim.;

FRANK

J.

REED

M.i-^.-ic-r

202 Custom Hcuse

SAMSON TURBINE
In constructing

the

BEST MATERIAL

SAMSON

we use only

the

that can be purchased, further-

more, we employ only skilled labor in their erection.
It is necessary to useHIG-HGRADE MATERIAL
so that all wearing parts will have a LONG LIFE.
The SAMSON operates continuously.

THE JAMES LEFFEL & GO.

307 Lagonda

Street

Springfield, Ohio, U. S. A.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN
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STROMBERG-CARLSON
QUALITY IS STANDARD

February

ii, igo

Kellogg Express Switchboard Cabinet
The

graceful

Fifty-Line

Appearance

We

be your

you

you should

are willing

own

toll

Quarter

Simple

judge of this

get our

will

Capacity

comes from

Sawed Oak

if

Lines.

for the entire

board

Exterior of

bulletin,

you should

still

the apparatus

itself

see

the Cabinet

to fully
This

appreciate
It

it.

Attractive

will please

business-like

you

we

to see

how

take care of

the small details.

Many

Thoroughly

been so

seasoned

popular that

wood

it

of these things

will observe in the

others

Design has

you

Finished

in

Light or

turers

by

see

copied

by other
manufac-

bulletin,

you can only

has been

much

Golden

Oak

examining the apparatus.
If

this,

you are not

why

bulletins

let

interested in

us mail you our

Gold Medal

Grand Prize
Highest

Highest

on some other subject.

Fop the above ask for
BULLETIN NO. 12-E.

Award

Award

Buffalo

St.

Exposition

Exposition

1902

1904

Louis

The Strongest, Longest Lived, Most Efficient Switchboards made.
telephone experts will tell you that.

STROMBERG-CARLSON TELEPHONE MFG.
CHICAGO,

N. Y.

&

Kellogg Switchboard

All

Supply Co.

Congress & Green Streets
CHICAGO

Western Sales Office, p«^~._

General Offlces,

ROCHESTER,

CO.

ILL.

LOS ANGELES

CLEVELAND

PHILADELPHIA

-THE TELEPHONE HAKD-BOOKi
NEW AND REVISED

leo IRases, 133

EDtllON, WITH A

NEW CHAPTER ON " RECENT PROGRESS," BRINGING THE BOOK UP TO
BY HERBERT LAWS WEBB.

lllus-tra-fcions, Clo-tK, IH&ncl-l

:^,

DATE.

^ric^ $1.00.

Extract from Preface-— "This little book

e
it exists in America. The time for such a work is not yet come. But it I
Dplete treatise on telephony as
has no pretension to be coni.ldered a complete
for a practical boolc on telephone woriiing and management, and the
theTELEPHC""
TELEPHONE HAND-BOOK is an attempt at meeting that demand. With the exception of a fe'
chapters dealing with certain forms of transmitters and receivers used in Europe, which are5 given for tbe information of those who may wish to engage in the manufacture of telephones, tb
booli is based entirely on standard American practice; and most of the material, apparatus and methods described are peculiar to or have originated in this country."

felt that there is a

demand

ght up to date, intensely practical, and so plain and clear in its language that e
and style to our other Haud-Boolis which have been so favorably received by t

3

CONTENTS

..

CHAPTER

The Invention

of the Telephone.
Articulate Speech.
Electric Telephony. The Bell Telephone.

Sound

Waves.

The Microphone.
Current

Electromagnetic

Induction.
Induction.

The Induction

Coll:

Its

Use

in

the

13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

CHAPTER

Carbon Transmitters.

The Blake Transmitter.
The Long Distance Transmitter.
The Solid-back Transmitter.
The Berliner Transmitter.
The Cuttriss Transmitter.
Various

The

Telephone Transmitter,

European

Efficiency

of

21.
22.
23.
24.

33.
34.
35.

Batteries for Telephone Work.

Open

Circuit Batteries.
Circuit Batteries.
Practical Management

36.
37.
3>.

Closed

The

of

Bat-

26.
26.
27.

for naie

by

Magneto

Bell.

Instn

Inspection and Maintenance.

The Condenser; Its Use in Telephonj;
Eletiromo^Ptic Retardation.
Exchange Worlting.

41.

42.

Recent Progress.

ony.

Automatic Switches.
Telephone Line Constructiou.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO..

Underground Wires

Small Exchanges.
Party Lines: The Bridging Bell.
Long Distance Telephony.
Duplex Telephony.
Simultaneous Telegraphy and Tel^

S9.
40.

terles.

rnbiuhed and

Metallic Circuit.

Lightning Arresters.
Inside Wiring.
Installatiop
of
Telephone
ments.

Transmitters.

Carbon Transmit-

ters.

The Complete Telephone Circuit.
Magnet Telephones.
The Bell Telephone Receiver.
Other forms of Magnet Telepho

28.
29.
30.
31.
32.

Appendix.

5IO Marquette Building, bnicaeo

TELEPHONE
BOOTHS

INTERNATIONAL
Mechanical Self=Restoring

When

in want of the
Right Kind write us.

Drop Switchboard.
A PERFECT APPARATUS.
Made

Cataloaie Free

any desired capacity.
Sample parts and quotations on
In

requett,

INTERNATIONAL

Yesbera Mfg. Co.
TOLEDO, OHIO.

TELEPHONE MANCFACTURINfi CO.
CHICAGO, U. 8. A.

Fthrimry n,

wi'isTKRN

\'f<-

r.r.i:'-ii'KiA>;

PROTECTORS

Burns'

THAT PROTECT.

Adjustable

Our patent wrapiHil
fuse used

our

in

jiro-

Telephone

tcctors are an insurance-

against

policy

light-

^

nin(,'.

Sample free by mill lo
any Exchinge or Toll Line

Si-iul

PRICE

CENTRAL TELEPHONE

AND ELECTRIC
000 Market
ST. LOUIS,

CO.,

St.,

your onl^

GOOD FEATURES

ni'ili

fl.

in

.!

i

CHICAGO
Patent

Coupling

Quick

KcmcmlK:, thcic lujs ha»c no

Conduit

Rod

loj

Underground Construction
lilt-'

I.

AMERICAN ELECTRIC TELEPHONE CO.
Cope's

COMBINES

aiiv

MORE THAN REGULAR DESK SETS

U. S. A.

Bituminized Fibre Conduit
For

SI. 00

tis

Top Desks

Made

Com|iare ours to others.

For Flat or Roll

il

'•Vrit«(or llii ofpcrtoot otlec tnt%t
roS-jt.oo«>Bol(3iiocelli>igiw. M«Je

u

uf other cumluit.'.

ELIMINATES
BAD FEATURES existing in miinv kinds.
lounO in any uther cinrt.
HAS VALUABLE FEATURES
tlu'

(t.'aod 4

ft.

Icoslbi.

COF>E

T. J.

<>ot

^

3244 lorth Fifteenth Street

PNILIIOELPHia,

Amerlcun Condiiti Company has a corps or experts
iTi iinitcrgroiind
con.strnction and Is prepart-d lo furnish supervision of work ir desired.
\Vc would prefer to co-operale with contractors in underground conKtrucllon, but If desired will suhmli estimates and bids
and lake contracts for completed undertjround systems
In liny part of the United States or Canada.

».

'I'hc

HIPWELL

AMERICAN CONDUIT COMPANY
Main oriicrs
1005-6

Expanding Wire Ouard:

Olher Orflcel

MANHATTAN BUILDINd

also manufacturer of high-

170 Broadway. New York
336 Macy Street. Loa AnBelc

CHICAGO.

long

grade,

-distance

TELEPHONES
Switchboards and Cable

Keys for the Practical Electrical Worker
By F.

J.

Terminals.

ROBINSON.

Hipwell Mfge Co.

Electric Light, Power, Street Railway, Telephone,
Telegraph and the every-day tables e.xplained
almost entirely by drawings and diagrams of connections taken from the very latest practice.

Nearly 200 pages.

ALLEGHENY, PA.

Price S2.00.

Our Compound Stops Sparking and
Prepaid to any address

Saves Commutatorse

in the world.

14 Years' JJse on Street R)., light aid Powsr Coaifnutatai s

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.
PUBLISHERS OF AND DEALERS
SIO

MARQUETTE BUILDING,

IN SCIENTIFIC

•

.

Has Proven

BO0K5

its Wortli.

Send Your Address

CHICAGO.

•

for

WE GUARANTEE RESULTS

FREE SAMPLE THAT CONVINCES.

THE AUTOMATIC
the recognized competitive system of telephony.
Its manifold advantages over the manual system, mechanically, financially and
commercially, make it so.
Automatic telephone service is more prompt and more accurate and absolutely secret. It can be furnished
is

at less cost to both

adopting

it;

the

Among

Portland, Maine

in

other.

Progressive Independent telephone companies

preference to manual and the old ones to replace manual equipment.

the cities in which

Chicago. III.
Qrand Kapids. MIcti.

Columbus. Ohio
Dayton, Ohio
Lincoln. Neb.

company and patrons than any

new ones

it

all

over the country are rapidly

a success everywhere.

has been adopted are:

Auburn. N. Y.
Lewiston, Maine
Auburn, Maine
Fall River,

It is

Hass.

San Oleso Cal
Hopklnsvllie, Kv
Sioux Citv, Iowa
Cleburne. Texas
Columbus, Oa.
Augusta, Qa.

Pentwater, .Mich.

Woodstock. N. B.

Von>

Westerly, R.

Battle Creek. .MIcb.

Berlin,

I.

Germany

Clayton,

rlo.

Manchester. Iowa

AUTOMATIC Morgan
ELECTRIC COMPANY
CHICAGO,
Van Buren and

Streets,

U, S. A.

<
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CEDAR POLES

PRODUCERS

AND

Writefora copy of our TELEGRAPH

MICH.

L'ANSE
MUNISING

••

CODE FOR CEDAR PRODUCTS

••

ONTONAGON

CM. \A^aRC ESTER CO

PRODUCTS

15

DS«
OSS

SPECIAL PRICES ON SMALL POLES.

WHOLESALERS
OF WHITE CEDARi

-ii,

WAGNER. WIS
PESHTIGO

"

SUITE IZ06 TRIBUNE BLDG. CHICAGO.

=FootTies,Alichigan'sBestWhiteCedar
for Electric Railways, Our Specialty.

7

ALSO TROLLEY POLES

PERRIZO & SONS,

Write us.

DAOGETT.MICH.

FENNER, President

H. N.

J. F.

CLINTONVILLE, WIS.

RUSSELL W. KNIGHT,

BUTT

Treasuri

COIVIF»AIMY

MANUFACTURERS OF

acKii nery for

Polei

Largi Stock Conttanlly on Hand

BLAUVELT, Agent

EIMOI^AIMD
IS/I

Cedar

TORREY
CEDAR CO.,

sulatirig Electrical \A/iros

I rt
Brt:iding, Taping, Winding, Twinning, Cabling, Stranding, Polishing and Measuring Machines. Cable Covering Braiders

P-INE ^A,S-ril^<»S

304 PEARL STREET,
HALL

L.

kliP

BROOKS

WISCONSIN AVENUE

TOMAHAWK, WIS.

POLES

W.

C.

SIBBCIA.l.-rV'

~ PROVIDENCE,

-

WHITE CEDAR POLES
52

A.

STERLING & SON,

TIES.

MONROE, MICH.

R.

I.,

U. S.Ai

LOW RATE
ONE-WAY COLONISTS TICKETS

Eleven Pole Yards in Michigan
Wholesale Producers for 20 years,

:SCEDARP01ES NORTHERN
All Lengths
sizes

PACIFIC

ani>

On

LindsleyBros Co.

Sale at

all

MARCH

R. R. Ticket Offices

to

I

MAY

I

5

TO

Locations for Industries
Erie Railroad
Cliicago to

New

Yoric

The

Erie Railroad Company's Industrial
Department has all the territory
traversed by the railroad districted in relation to resources, adaptability, markets
and advantages for manufacturing, and
.an advise with manufacturers in relation
to the most suitable locations.
For full

information address

IS

ALL THAT NEED BE SAID OF

THETELEPHONE HAHD-BOOK
160
The book

Company
New York

Industrial Commissioner, Erie Railroad

MONTANA IDAHO OREGON
WASHINGTON
C. A.

MATTHEWS,

Gen. Agt. Pass.

Regarding Rates and Train Service
A. M. CLELAND, G. P. A.,

By Herbert Laws Weeb.
133 Illustrations,
Cloth, Price $1.00.

Pag:e8,

ST.

Dept.,

208

So.

Clark

St.,

Chicago,

C.W. MOTT,
ST.

PAUL, MINN.

to

G. E. A..

PAUL, MINN.

PUBLISHING

5IO Marquette

CO.,

THE ADVERTISER wants

io

know

f;:^,^SJX.w^'iTJa.t«l:,

WESTERN ELECTRICIANHIM

BIdg.,

TELL HIM SO.

WHEN YOU WRITE

SCHEEFFER INTEGRATING

WATTMETER
Typg E

for Alternating Current

Type F lor Direct Current Circuits

DUST AND BUG PROOF
IMPROVED CONSTRUCTION
MOVING PARTS ARE EXTREMELY LIGHT,
INSURING A HIGHLY SENSITIVE AND ACCURATE METER.
WRITE FOR PRICES AND DESCRIPTIVE
LITERATURE.

DIAMOND METER COMPANY,
ALTERMATIHO CUKREMT.

III.

For Information and Maps wrile

te to

for those interested in telephony.

ELECTRICIAN

LUIS JACKSON
21 Cortlandt Street,

"Practical and to the Poinf

PEORIA,

ILL.,

U. S. A.

DIRECT OURREMT.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN
MICHIGAN WHITE

LARGE STOCK.

KELLOCC SWITCHBOARD A SUPPLY

PROMPT SHIPMENTS.

YOU

IF

WANT POLES

on

ami

scvcn-iiitli, Iwciily (ivcs

May wc

six-incli, lliirticfi.

iidI

BRACKETS— X ARMS— PINS

quoleyou on tliese fur IMMKDIATK SHIPMENT? C.in .ilso .luoie you cm any
Wc alsn li.vc plc-nty i.f tliusu rn.lky" lies yd.
oilier niies ymi may nfcd.

MALTBY CEDAR COMPANY, 509 Phoenix Block, Bay City, IWIcltlgan.
Plttsburn Agents, Tipper &. Patton, B09 Bosaemer Building.

BESTINTHEWORID
Wrll"fr.rtiillr.arll':"li>r«

little

STUDENTS
Wkstern

Will find that the

is true,

but they cijta bi^ figure in line conftruction.

OUR. MOTTO ISi
Qu« lly
• KllsfaoUan

POLES, TIES, POSTS.
We

PRODUCERS.

Rl«hl Price

A.NTIGO. WIS.
THE PORTER CEDAR CO.,
SABINAW, MICH.

want your Inquiries always.

IPaoAvwcaW <wi3y''MvoUM>Uw. Sth&tx^uKWrvAXc^v.

Are t he Best.

Southern Cedar
NO R0TTE9I BUTTS.

Electrician can help them
in the study of
Subscribe now.

^

it

COLUMBIA MFG. CO

KmU

^MW

thingi

Prampt Shipmont

ReynoldsEllic.FlaihirHtg.ro
1>21
Ave, Chicago.

"PiiJiJuWi^ 0M^tjo>t6M §>M>(yvwW

CO., Chicago.

POLES

D. W. PHELAN,
277 Broadway, NawYork

wonderfully

CEDAR POLES

electricity.

{3.00 per year,

atlvance.

in

ELECTRiCIAN PUBLISHiNB CO.,
Sulta

SIO Mlrquelle

CHICAGO,

Bldg..

THE

VaieniinC'Ctark Co.
234- La Salle Stroet,

ELECTRICAL
AND OTHER
INDUSTRIES
ARE

OHIOAOO

TMROSe
nnoonnkig, Mloh.

Mmw London,

Oramn Bmy, WIm.

i

IW*.

iiiiiiiaiaiilifcuii

OFFERED
LOCATIONS

POLES.

BERTHOLD
& JENNINGS,
ST. LOUIS.

WHITE OEDAR.

WITH

IDAHO CEDAR up

to

80

ft.

CROSS
ARMS.
LONO LEAP
PINE

Ohemleal Building.

Healthful

GondltJons,

Cominiinities,

.

THE

7

and

31.

and M^rch

T

THE WABASH

CENTRAL R.R.

AND THE

YAZOO

&

For

informatioQ and descriptive pam-

full

.1

-

ON THE LINES OF
THE ILLINOIS

I

FIR.

WABASH

Rates,

Freieht

Labor

6001I

Southwest
V

AND

Satisfactory Induceinents,

Favorable

VERY LOW RATES

VALLEY

I^ISSISSIPPI

ESTABLISHED

R. R.

ihree weeks from date of sale.

1862

WM. MUELLER COMPANY
MARQUETTE BLOG. CmicaGO.
EIGHT DISTRIBUTINS YARDS

T. P.

I2II-I2-I3

11.

SCOTT. Geo'l Apt. MUw»akee. Wis.
S.

ORKENTVOOD.

F. \-

U. P. ASTt.. Chlca^r".
r.*!.MER, A. C. P. Afrt-. ChlcM^x

CENTRAL STATION HEATING
We

arc the

Our system
for

is

originators

used

heating purposes.

facturers of

for

the

and

250 Plants

Wooden Water

mizing Coils, Separators and

builders

utilization

Pipe,
full

in

of

and

the underground
distribution

successful

operation.

of

system of live and exhaust steam heating.
steam from electric and power plants
have the only Meter System. Also manuTraps, Condensation Meters, Valves, Econo-

exhaust

We

Steam Pipe Casing, Steam
line of Steam Fitters' Supplies.

WRITE FOR PAMPHLET AND PRICE

LIST

Steam Company
Americam Distbict
Chicago^
LOCKPORT,N.Y.

Mention Western Electrician.

III.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

VULCANIZED

HAVE YOU SCEN

UNION" SWITCHBOX?
not, let us

tf

February ii?

VULCANIZED FIBRE

send you a sample.

This Box will fit all Standard Switches
and Receptacles and has been approved
by the Underwriters' National Electric
Association.

Gangs

Robert

Volt-Ammeter

CO.,

Wilmington, Q|

-

DON'T BUY

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

and 6 carried in stock
provided with clamps for holding
Sprague Cable. Tandem Boxes made
of

FIBIHJ

Highest grades (or rlcctrical insulation and msciuoicalpotposes, in shcet%'
and special shapes. Catalogues and samples on application.

tubes, rods

Until

2, 3, 4, 5

you have seen our

new Catalogue and new
Price List.
Free to the trade.

to order.

PATENTS PBNOJ.NG.

CHICAGO FUSE WIRE&MFG.CO.

Ws^rrerv

Sngy

HEW YORK:

NEW YORK

BUFFALO

Electrical

Hanliattaii

32 Cortlandt

Co.

CHICAGO
188 Fifth

St.

A^i.

INTERCHANGEABLE
Control— Indefinite Regulation

Perfect

Alternator

ARC LAMP

No Flashing— No Repairs
Burnouts Impossible

—Last Forever

ALLEN-BRADLEY
E6e Warrerv

ALTER.NATOR.
Needs no garrulous knight
champion its virtues.

to

Simple

statements

NOTHING

and

merit

of

BUT FACTS,

devoid

of

technical \erbiage, are

all

mmm
For

Purposes of Electric Current Control

All

Warren

GUAR-ANTEC

HOURS LIFE

on

Multiple A. C. or on

SEND
Asic your

IN

A TRIAL ORDER

Engineer or Electrician about

The Jandus
iti

Lamp

is

the

Ideal

for Central Station?

and isolated

plants.

AMERICAN ELECTRIC FUSE CO.
The F.Bissell Compaxy

48-50 West Jackson Boul.

CHICAGO,

DISTRIBUTORS

ILL.

S&nduaky. O.

sBlack Diamond

and D. L

Series A. C.

Alternators

WE GUAR.\NrEE
WHAT WE SELL
AND
SELL WHAT WE

on Multiple D. C. Circuit?

150
Prices Reasonable—Satisfaction Guaranteed

that are necessary in sellin<^

200 HOURS LIFE

Toledo, 0.

File

Works I
J*
J*
J*
i»
\»

JOHN

A.

ROEBLING'S

SONS
Bare

Insulated

Wire of
All

GO.

Copper^

Kinds

Wire

ARB OK SAI.E IK EVEBf liEADIWe HAROITAKE OW
^ OVR 600DS
STOKE m THE VKITED STATES AUTD CAKADA.

#(

I
^

f^.

e.

&

IWAIN OFFICE

H.

BARNETT COMPANY,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

|
^ •

AND WORKS

TRENTON,

N. J.

-AGENCIES ANB BRANCHEITiik

Chlcags

Clevdant

tin Frandse*

PhHidslphla

EslEm t'dridan
P» Aiiai.

$3.00

CHICAGO, FEBROARY

?:i;r,'j

SIIVIPLEX WIRES ANDCABLES.
Ulock.

Mort.iitnock

Simplex Electrical

T'I^^

""""r'hixson"'"
CHICAGO

I

10 Stato Sircot,

^ON'-!:

a Co.r.

CHICAGO
MO.

Bare and Insulated Wires and Cables

Co.,

Ga..lvanized Steel Stra.nds

BOSTON, MASS.

CRESCENT RUBBER INSULATED

INMU-PariH Kxpoaitlou,
Sledal for

Cim

IS2-|-)4 LAKF, ST.
IIOS-IIIO IM.NC ST.. ST. LOl/IS.

KUHBER COVEHED, WEATHEHPROOF. UNDERGROUND AND SUBMARINE.

1144

lO

18, 1905,

CHICAGO INSULATED WIRE CO.

WIRESANDCABLES

Bubber InMolatlon.

1893- World'* Fair,
Sledsl for Bobber Innnlation.

KBiloiial

odr Mlandanl.

(

ORESCENT INSULATED WIRE AND CABLE CO.

TIIK MTAXI»AKI» FOR
BUBHKK INNin.ATION.

STANDARD UNDERGROUND

Sola Manufaoturera of

Manson Tape, Candee

DIonite Wires. Okonite Tape,

ltT»i. f "•"•»"••

Wires.

CO., Ltd.

253 Broadwaj, New

Rubber Covered Wires and Cablet.

^B^
Seod 2c tt«Bp for

ww

catalofBe No. i ol

TOOLS

KLEIN'S

UNDERGROUND, AERIAL, SUBMARINE AND INSIDE USE;

TELEPHONB, TELEQRAPH AND FIRB ALARM CABLES.
Wires are letted

THOUSANDS
Motors, S
DynaraOB,

ll»

tl.

JOSESBOBO, IRBt

al Factorr.

WH AT

IN USE.

p. to irH> h. p.

THE

TT.OM. OHIO.

^^B

COM.^OUND.

SONS.
&Chicago.

III.

^

'^J^Z^^?^
Acras Commuiator Cora-

s.\M1-LK J. J. Kkhh-s
pound, tbe only anjclc ttiol win atwolulely prevent
sparklui;.
itlng
unnecessary wear o( the

/

ALL SUPPLY HObSES OR

Whilney Instruments

I

ECAN,

^ J. J.

CHICAGO

A mOTORLESS FLASHER

Puroetet

PitUborc

GLASS

New York
Cblcajo

CO.

Maoufactorera of
Electric Globes and Sbadet, both

Arc and (ncandescent
looer and

Outer Qlo&cs Tor

all

enclosed arc systems

brlRht.

SS.OO PER DOZEN

31 7 Austin Ave.,

lor all

PHOENIX

<

Commutator

i

.

PhilMlrl;.!!!*. P».

om.

I'o-!

Underground Cablet

YO" CAN'T DO LESS

\

A{.NIC.

MATHIAS KLEIN

81 W.VanBuronSt.,

WOGGLE BUG SAY?

DID THE
AcJ'fo^ZLM
COUmjiniUH^^

w. lo 76 k. w.
Rcuonebla Price,
HOBARTELECTRIC MFG. CO.
1 k.

Hlrbiil Qaillly.

lo

THE

H-KLCIN A SOM

IIANUFACTUHER9 OF
Paranite Rubber Covered Wires and Cablet,

1S2S B«'i IIMr

New York CUy.

BARE AND WEATHERPROOF WIRES AND CABLES.

&"'H'Hl5;?";l«r'.'"'^

York.

CABLE CO.

156 Llb»rtjr St.,

Bltff.,

inrlsco.

INDIANA RUBBER AND INSULATED WIRE CO.,

All

Weellnnbouw

322 Thp Rookery

i""ri[.

THE OKONITE
J.1S^„S-

''It^v-

CAfALOaUES SE.NT ON REQUhST

THERMOPILES

I^a^^pII
ERBS
as

aaori.

5

J
£

made

are

1^ have

X
t
«

*
'X

In

many

styles

and types.

We

complete line of switchboard and

a

porlatile

AMMETERS,
WATTMETERS,

VOLTMETERS,

OHMMETERS,
for direcl
of

and

for allernatlng current.

our apparatus

is

J
^

All

)f

thoroughly guaranteed.

?t

Write for Catalogue and discounts to

Machado & Roller

I

M

SOS Broadway,

-^

f
I

MEW YORK CITY,
Or lo your nearest

N. Y.
SUPPLY HOUSE.

)rder.

c. p.

or equivalent of smallfr Inmp!!. on either dh

& Co.,

Patent

Cope's

price $2.00 EACH.

84

Mfrs

E.

Coupling

Quick

ln*teflnltely.
Roriulres no
Write for discount lo the

Adams

St.,

Chicago

Conduit

Rememb'
DQOtiOD.

MECHAIICAU

These Couplings

j

X

i

16

heavy platinum and will wear

^ tion and ha« noUiiog to ge
j C. Oa Schneider

'«

;

Automatically flasliesone

]J[

Engineering
_
Cftnplet^nd ibon
engineering nbopfi.

clnalDR.

*

T. J.

4-

***•****•*•***•••••****

31«a Horth

COPI

Firteeatli Straet

Sliort

cour»e«.

Electrical Ingtament
Waverly Park, NEWARK, N. J.

fistonShdd

Voltmeters,

Millivoltneters,

Ammeters,

Milammeters,

Co.,

STEAM,

Shop work from tho D»-

fojme*

In

Ste»m and

Elccirl*-*!

EosrtnetrmB. Eipen»«« low. Ac^-o^lra^.J»l1oos ttj-?
beUa -Bchool sH ye»r. Sludeats m»y eater uy t.Tii«.
iue»m wd eiectrtcmi ooor»«*. MT.d
CorT«apond«oce
-

--ilnwMctiIn%er«iUl.

PHILaOELPHia, PA.

DCS MOIRES, IOWA.

Wlf^^

III!

IJIfESTIIH

ELECTRICALi

Civil.
Thoroajthly equipped

^_^

HIGH GLASS WGRK

Voltanimetersi

KORTHWESTCKH
STORAGE
BATTERY

Portable Bi

Bround Detectors and Circuit Testers,

on

.ill

low-tension

work
Olimmeters,

Portabie Galvanometers.

Grmmt CapaeHjr,
Ught,
Eftlclmt and

Our portable Instruments are recognlied as
TheStandard tho world over. The Semi-Port*
able Laboratory Standards are stiU better.

Cam^mctM

Our Station Voltmeters and Ammeters are
unsurpassed in point of extreme accuracy and
lowest consumption of energy.

London— Elliott

WMtoH Btaadard Portable Direct
Kea«lBK BU-ABBeter.

P±Ri3.

Xew

Bros.,

Century Works, Lewis-

France— E.H.Cadiot, 12 Rue St. Georges.
York Office-r4 Cortlandt St.

Send
Let

...

(or catalogue.

LIS

figure with

Northwestern Storage Battery Co.,
28S Madison

St.,

OMcago,

Hi.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

Cai^adian representatives, AUis-Chalmers-BuUock, Ltd., Montreal

February

i8,

iqqj

..

iH,

I'Vbiiiarv

Wl-S'l I'KM

\')i>

!'!'

I'lF'-f

t

1

w

Storage BatteryCo.
TheElectric PHILADELPHIA
MANUFACTURER OF THE

"Cbloribc
I'^or

Hccumulator

Central Stations, Electric Railways, Isolated Lighting and Power Stations,
Fire Alarm, Telegraph, Train Lighting, etc., etc.

U.l.^

III

Hc|;,i

PniLADItLrillA,
AllcKlimij' Ave.

nriil

lOlh

Kxi Itrouilway

SI.

Mar<|tii9tU! ll:dg.

San KliANilMc
nudlan ricnvnil

ItluUo llldK

l%%%»l/W*»%%«/%»%^»»»fc»%»»»»^^/%^%%»»\»»t%%%^^/V»%%^»»^*V»%'»%»V>/»\'%<. «»w»t

CO.
.

ELECTBIML CONSTRUCTION

I.Kl..

,

Toron

BRAZING TORCH

THE
BEST

HENRY NEWGARD &

fo

l:i

FOR ELECTRICIANS

HOTTEST ON EARTH
Power and Light Plants.

We

install

Switchboards and Panel Boards.

The Turner 4B Gasoline Brazing
Torch

Municipal and Isolated Electric

aied by

13

for light

Lighting Plants.
We manufacture Switchboards, Table boards,
Iron Cutout Boxes and Electrical Specialties.

work

mil

mechanics

ID brazing, anneal-

tempering and drawing
This
temper of small tools, etc
torch produces an intensely hot,

ing,

We

pointed flame of ove
Barns 4 hoars fro

We

PRICE $4.60 NET

sell
Dynamos, Motors and Electrical
Supplies.
wire old as well as new Residences, Factory Buildings, School and College Buildings.

THE TURNER BRASS WORKS
23 N. Franklin St., Chicago

87 Fifth Avenue,

NAAMITE l=»OROEL.AIIM L-E-TTERS

F^l

RE F^ROOF"

FOR ELECTRIC SIGNS

AGENTS WANTED WHEREVER THERE ARE CENTRAL STATIONS.
CC9L.OIMIA.L. Si^lM

^X IM C3

PLATINUM

I

IMSVJ l_.A-rOR GC^.,

BAKER

-

..

CO., INC.

tc

—

_

GRAND PRIZE
UNIVERSAL EXPOSITION

WORKS: Newark, New Jersey
NEW YORK OFFICE: 20 Liberty Street

ST. LOUIS, 1904

1

ALPHABETICAL INDEX TO ADVERTISEMENTS.
Adams-Bagnall Electric Co..—
AUls-Chalmers Company
2
—
American Battery Co
Amer. Circular Loom Co
1
American Conduit Co
16
American Diesel Engine Co.. 15
Amer. District Steam Co
19
Amer. Elec. Fuse Co
22
Amer. EL Telephone Co
16
American Electrical Works.. 11
Arnold Elec Power Station
Co.,

Automatic Electric Co

17

Babcock & Wilcox Co
Badt.F. B

—
14

Bain, For^e...

Baker
Baker

11

& Company
& Co. W. E

3
14

,

Barnett

Company, G.

& H .... 22

Beardslee Chandelier Mfg.Co.lO

Benjamin Electric Mfg. Co
Bennett,
Berthold

I.

&

Co

El.

—

Century Electric Co
10
Chicago & Alton R. R
18
Chicago Edison Co
4, 12
Chic Fuse Wire & Mfg. Co...—
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.. I
Chicago Mica Co
10
—
Chicago Solder Co
Colonial Sign & Insulator Co. 3
Columbia Incand. Lamp Co..—
Columbia Mfg. Co
19
Continuous Rail Joint Company of America.
10
—
Cooper-Hewitt Elec. Co
Cope, T.J
1
Crawfordsville Electric Co.. 15
Crescent Ins. Wire & CbL Co. I
Crocker- Wheeler Co
14

—
& Son E. R
Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co
b
Cutter Elec & Mfg. Company—
Croli us

,

8
& W. Fuse Company
Dearborn Drug & Chem.Wks. 15
—
Diamond Meter Company
Directory of Engineers
14

D.

A

& Jennings
BlssellCc.The F

4

Bossert Electric Construction

Dixon Crucible Co., Joseph.. 15
DoxseeElec'L Co., A. S
14
Duncan Elec. Mfg. Co
21

Co
Brooks,

Central Tel.

HaUL

Brownell Co. The
Bryan-Marsli Co
Bryan, Wm. H
.

Buckeye Electric Co
Bullock Elec Mfg. Co
Bunge, Otto
Byllesby &Co., H. M
Carhartt & Co. Hamilto n
Central Electric Co
,

Cent

Stat.

Edison Decorative & Miniature Lamp Departm't
10
Edison Mfg. Company
16

,

Edwards & Co

,

Egan,
14

. .

.

Improvement Co

.

J.

12

J

I

Electric Appliance Co
10
Electric Storage Battery Co.. 3

—

Electrical Engineerlnstitute.—

5

Electrician Pub. Company... 13

12

Ely

&

Co. Allen

P

12

ErieR. R
Evans, Almlrall

18

International TeL Mfg. Co.

Newgard A

14

Jackson, D. C. & W. B
Jeffrey ManufacturlngCo...
Johns- M an vllle Co. H. W.

New York

& Co

Evans&Co., W. R
Paries Mfg. Co

14

-

.

"For Sale" Advertisements.. 12
Ft. Waj'neElec. Works, Inc. .21
Fostoria Incand.
Fowler, John H

Lamp Co.. -.—
\S

Fowler-Jacobs Company
Franklin Elec Mfg. Co

IS

—
—

Fres-Ko Chemical Co...

General Electric Co
9, 10
—
Gould Storage Battery Co
Green Fuel Economizer Co..—
Gregory Electric Company. 12
. .

Hallberg, J. H
Haller Machine

H

—

Co

Hamacek, A. F

22

Hart Mfg. Co
18
Hartford Steam Boiler Inspection & Insurance Co
15
Hazard Manufacturing Co... 22
Highland Park College. ... 1

W. S
Hipwell Mfg. Co
Hobart Elec. Mfg. Co

Hill Elec. Co.,

—
—
i

ply Company
Kemp. R. W

Pass A Seymour, Inc
4
r-rklns Elec. Switch Wfg. Co.l3

Co

Leather Preserv. M. Corp
Co.,

James

Machado

&

Roller

Maltby Cedar Company
Manhattan EL Supply Co

——
15

i

S.

Iron Co....

12

R.

lo
9

10

Mueller Company, William.. 19
Illinois Central

Ry

18

Incandescent Electric Light
Manipulator Company
Indiana Rub. & Ins. W. Co
1
India Rubber & Gutta Percha
Insulating Company
22
International Elec. Meter Co. s

—

MunseH &

Co.

,

Eugene

National Carbon Co
National Electric Co....
National India Rubber Co
Nernst Lamp Co
New England Butt Co

Co

10

Hugo

Wabash
Wagner

- -

Schneider*

—

O

R

ig

Electric Mfg.

—

Co

A Company.

l

Warren Elec Mfg. Co
Wesco Supply Co
Western Display Co
Western Electric Company.

. .

Westinghouse

A

Electric

Manuf act aring Co

—

Safety Ins. Wire A Cable Co. .15
Sargent & Lundy
Sauquoit Silk Mfg. Co
22

K.

Walsh's Sons

Reliance Instrument Co
ii
Replogle Governor Works.. .10
Reynolds EL Flasher Mfg.Co. 8
Richardson Lubricating Co. .12
Robert Instrument Co.. The.. 12
Robertson A Sons. Jas. L
Roebling's Sons Co., J. A
14
Ruebel-Schwedtmiiun-WeUs.. 14
Runzel-Leni Elec. Mfg. Co...--

Co., C.

—

Valentine-Clark Co., The....—
Vulcanized Fibre Company. .£2

9

—

S

6

3

Union Electric Mfg. Co

19

22

—
lO

5
20

Weston Electrical Inst. Co... 1
Whitehead Machinery Co... —
Woolley Fdy. A Mach. Wks..l5
Worcester Company, C. H
18

S

—

I9

—

in

Plume A AtwoodMfg. Co....—
Porter Cedar Company
i9
Relsinger.

I7

Torrey Cedar Company
Tray Plate Battery Co
Trumbull Elec MnXg. Co
Turner Brass Works

12

ii

19

—

R

Company

lO
S.

8

Stromberg-C&Tlson Tel. Mfg.

19

F

Phosphor-Bronze

—

Mohon

W

Slow Mfg Company

Phelan, D.
i9
PhlUlps. Eugene P
ii
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.. .11
Phoenix Glass Co
i
Pignolet.L. M
Pittsburg A L.

—

14

A Sons
Pfannmueller A Co.,E.

Perrizo

11

Matthews A Bros., W. N
McLaughlin & Co., Jas
McLennan & Company, K
McRoyClay Works
Mechanical Appliance Co
Mica Insulator Company
Miscellaneous Advs

—

Co

19

Manross, F. K
10
Marinette Gas Engine Co
Marion Ins. Wire \- Rub. Co.. 9

—

W

1

Letheule. Paul
10, 14
Llndsley Brothers Company.. 18
Loud'sSons Co., H. M
19

Holmes Fibre-Graph. Co
Holophane Glass Co
Humphrey, Henry H
Hunt &Co.,Kobt.

u

W

Pacific Coast Pole

1

&

—

Co..

14

Electric

14

Squire Electric Co
Standard Elec Mfg.Co
it
Standard rnderg. Cable Co.... I
Stanley Elec Mfg. Co.. The 4
Stanley Instrument Co
7
Stanton, LeRoy
h
Sterling A Son. W. C.
lb

14

12
15

-

H

Simple* Electrical Co.. The.. I
Simplex Elec. Heating Co.... 8

17. 18

Kuhlman
Leffel

Schott.W.

3
ir

Klein A Sons, Mathias
Kohler Brothers

G.W

Hoffman.

.

Kariavert Manufacturing Co.22
Kellogg Switchboard & Sup

Henry
Wire Co

Co..

Ins.

Northern Elect'l Mtg. Co....I2
Northern Pacific R. R
18
Northern Wire & Cable Co ..—
Northwestern Storage bat-

Yesbera Mfg. Co
Yost Electric Mfg. Co

—

Zero Marx Sign Works

—

i

Ii

!

l^

,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

wfith

you want Wires or Cables insulated

If

February

the

INSULATION
.

.

1905

^ ^^tf

^

HIGHEST CLASS INDIA RUBBER
buy

i8,

should

you

.

Complete stock

H^

of

sizes constantly on hand
for sale at lowest market prices by
all

CHICAGO EDISON COMPANY,
WRITE FOR PRICES.

S. K. C. Singfle

139

ADAMS STREET, CHICAGO.

and
Large Power Switchboard

Polyphase
Induction Motors
are the culmination of years of patient

study and experiment.

They

represent

ihe highest type of motor construction.

Adaptable

floor,

Bearings

struction.

and

for

wall

or

ceiling

Simple, compact and rigid con-

use.

are

self-oiling,

self-aligning.

SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE MATTER

Manu=
facturing Company,
Stanley Electric
Pittsfield,

-

-

-

3uilt

by

The F.BissELL Company. Toledo.O.
Engineers, and Manufacturers of Switchboards
Send

for Booklet

117 W.

Massachusetts.

You Have Heard

"Essentials to Good
HERE ARE TWO OF THEM

:^

P. ®L S.

of

Attachment Plugs

YOUR.

Work."
<flfc,

f-3
^^

ORDERS SOLICITED

Brass Cap.

Patented
Muy:;3. 1H99.

P orcelainC&p.

PASS & SEYMOUR,
SOLVAY.

NEW YORK

Inc.

N. Y.

CHICAGO

SAN FRANCISCO

•ebniarv

iH,

\VF.STF.r<\

n;<)T

i-:i,i.i:nv'i<

i

\:

ANNOUNCEMENT
It
fire

gives us pleasure to announce to our friends and patrons that while the

of

Feb'y

I

Ith completely destroyed our offices and warehouse and temporarily

interfered

with our

not allow

it

We

facilities, it

to interfere

are temporarily established at

now have

everything

supplies.

We have

hope therefore
has at

did not put US out of business and we

with our taking care

all

we

of

will

your orders promptly.

Nos. 209-211 E.Jackson Boulevard, and

— with

a

to take care of

all

running smoothly again

made arrangements

will continue to receive the

full

new

stock

of

orders promptly and

generous support that our trade

times given us.

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
Temporary

Offices:

209 ^-2 1 1

E.

Jackson Boulevard, Chicago

THE SPARKLESS STARTER
FOR LARGE MOTORS
Our experience has taught us that the sliding contact
type of starter is not the best to use on motors above
35 H. P. J JO volts, and 50 H. P. 220 and 500 volts.
For motors of greater H. P. than these we advise our
Multiple Switch type, which doesn't spark, and each
switch of which will carry 250 amperes per square inch

DIRECT-CURRENT

Motors and Generators

of contact surface.
Its

interlocking

mechanism makes

it

necessary to close

switches in their proper order, and a no-voltage

automatically releases switches

when

current

magnet
is

inter-

Arc Lighting Systems

rupted.
Bulletin lO.'^ gives detailed description.

Bulletins on Request.

THE CUTLER-HAMMER MFG.

CO.

MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN
New

York.

Boston.

Western

Electric

Company
NEW YORK

CHICAGO
Chicago.

OTHER LAROE CITIES

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

February

i8, 1905

Preeminently the Storage Battery
costs no

It

more than the Cell Type.

has comparatively, considerably more active material and occupies less
space (about half that required by Cell Type).
is cleaner and more economical in operation and
is far more durable
much less expensive in cost of maintenance.

It

—

It

Besides, this important fact must not be overlooked: There are no annoyThe gas does not
ing and destructive fumes as with the Cell Type.
escape, therefore no corrosion of adjacent pipe or iron work or even
the tarnishing of bright metal work.

TRAY PLATE BATTERY CO.
Successors Smith Storage Battery Co.
5-1

I

FREDERICK

BINCHAMTON,

ST.,

N. Y.

CLASSIFIED INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
Crollus
Effan.

Adjnsters, lac. Lamps.

AAcbors

(Tel.

Bennett.

Matthews

&

&

Bro.,

Central Electric

McLennan &

W.

N.

Stanley Elec. Mfg Co.

American Conduit Company

Manhattan Elec. Supply
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
Batteries and Jara.

Co.

BissellCo.,The F.
Central Electric Co. Edison Mfg. Co.
Electric Applii

Manhattan El
Tray Plate Bal
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
Bells. BQSKers, Etc.

Stanley Elec. Mfg. Co,

(Recording and Testing.)

Osburn Flexible Conduit Co.

Wesco Supply

Co.

Conduits, Clay.
McRoy Clay Works.

Wayne

Elec. Wks. Inc.
General Electric Co.
National Electric Co.
Northern Electrical Mfg. Co.
Wagner Electric Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse EL & Mfg. Co.

Central Electric Co.

Edwards &

Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.

F.

Central Electric Co.

Diamond Meter Co.
Duncan Elec. Mfg. Co.
^.General Electric Co.

Machado &

Roller.

Pigpolet, L. M.

Reliance Instrument Co,
Robert Inst. Co.. The
Stanley Elec. Mfg. Co.
Stanley Instrument Co.
Wagner Electric Mfg. Co.

Wesco Supply

Co.
Western Electric Co.

Westinghouse EL &, Mfg. Co
Weston Electrical Inst. Co.

Eleotro-Platlns Macb*y
Crocker- Wheeler

Company.

Jos.

Leather Preserver Mfg. Corp.

Belttne.

Leather Preserver Mfg. Corp

CrosH-Arma,
Brackets.

Turner Brass

Pins

and

Works

Electric Appliance Co.

BloTvers.
Green Fuel Economizer Co.

Manhattan

Supply Co.

Elec.

Boiler Componnds.
Dearborn Drug
Boilers.

& Chem. Wks.

Allis-Chalmers Company.

Babcock

&

Brownell Co.. The

RoolcH. Electrical.
Cantwell Press, The.
Ele.Rtrician Publishing Co.
Bootlis, Tplephone,
YesDera Mfg. Co.

Central Electric Co.

Electric Appliance Co,
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks. Inc.
General Electric Co.

Hamacek.A.
.

Brackets.

Engines, Oil,
American Diesel Engine Co.
Enfflnes, Steam.
Allis-Chalmers Company.
Brownell Co., The

Fans and Fan Hotorau

Bossert Elec. Const. Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Cutter Elec. & Mfg. Co.

Wilcox Co.

lin

Allis-Chalmers Company.
Marinette Gas Engine Co.
WooUey Fdy. & Mach. Wks.

Berthold & Jennings.
Central Electric Co.

Blow Pipes.

F.

Hart Manufacturing Co.

Century Electric CoCrocker-Wheeler Company.
Edison Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.

Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse EL & Mfg. Co.

Brnnhea.

Perkins Elec. Switch Mfg

Central Electric Co.
Hohart Elec. Mfg. Co.
Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co.
Speer Carbon Co.

Western Electric Company.

Cable Hanffers.

Trumbull Elec. Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse EL & Mfg. Co.

Western Electric Co.
Cables (See Wires and Cables)
Faries Mfg. Co.

Points

Jas. L.

Insurance

Insulating: Alacblnery.
New England Butt Co.
Insulators and Insulat-

Materials.

American Electrical Works.
Central Electric Co.

Chicago Edison Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Indiana Rub. & Ins. Wire Co.
Johns-Manville Co., H. W.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.

Manhattan

Elec.

Supply Co.

Craw fords ville

Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Sterling Varnish Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse EL & Mfg. Co.

J'anctlon Boxes,
Bossert Elect. Const. Co.

Lamps, Arc.
Bissell Co., The F.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks. Inc.
General Electric Co.
Gregory Electric Co.

Hipwell Manufacturing Co
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Stanley Elec. Mfg. Co.

Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse

&

El.

Wagner

The

Bissell Co.,

F.

Bryan-Marsh Company.

Sawyer-Man

Elec. Co.
Standard Elec'l Mfg. Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.

Flanbers.
Bissell Co..

The

F.

Doxsee Elec'L Co.. A. S.
Haller Machine Co.
Reynolds EL Flasher Mfg.Co

Inc.

Economizers,

I^nel.

Green Fuel Economizer Co.

Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co.
Mfp;. Co.

Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks. Inc.
Union Electric Mfg. Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Company.
WestiBghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Clnsiers.
Benjamin Elec.'Mfg. Co.
Faries Mfg. Co.

Coal and Aabes Hand-

Hacblnery.

Jeffrey Mtg. Co.

Colls and Maernets.
Western Electric Co.

Electric Appliance Co.
Simples Elec. Heating Co.
Western Electric Co.

Electric RatlwayB*
Crocker- Wheeler Co.
General Electric Co.

Westinghouse

Electrical

El.

& Mfg

Co.

and Hecban-

Ical Ensrl n eers.
Arnold Elec. Power Stafn Co.
Badt. F. B.

Baker*

Co..

W.

E.

Brvan. Wm. H.
BvllesbT & Co.. H. M.
Evans, Almlrall & Co.
Hallberg,

J.

H.

Humphrey, Henry H.
Hunt & Co., Robt W.
& W. B.
Hemp.R. W.

Jackson, D. C.

Faries Mfg. Co.

Bain, Foree.

Phosphor Bronze.
Phosphor Bronze Sm. Co.Ltd.

and

"Wire

Sheet.
Baker &, Company Inc.
Poles and Ties.
Berthold & Jennings.
Brooks, Hall L.
Columbia Mfg. Co.
Fowler, John H.
Fowler- Jacobs Company.
KeUogg Switch. & Sup. Co.
Lindsley Bros. Co.
Loud's Sons Co., H. M.

Maltby Cedar Co.
Mueller Company, William.
Pacific Coast Pole Co.
Perrizo l^ Sons,
Phelan, D. W.
Pittsburg & L. S. Iron Co.
Porter Cedar Company.
Sterling & Son, W. C.
Torrey Cedar Co.
Valentine-Clark Co., The.
Worcester Co., C. H.

Polish (Metal).

Lt.

Manipulator Co.

MachinerT*.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.

Continuous Rail Joint Company of America.

Ete-'Wln dins— Repairs.
Chicago Edison Co.
Gregory Electric Co.

Rheostats.

Globes, Reflectors and
Shades.
Fostorla Glass Specialty Co.
Fostoria Incan. Lamp Co.
Haller Machine Co.
Holophane Glass Co.
Phoenix Glass Co.

Central Electric Co.
Central TeL & EL Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
International TeL Mfg. Co.
Kellogg Switchb. & Sup. Co.

Time Switches.
BisseU Co., The P.
>

&

Sons. Mathias.
Co.

Wesco Supply
Western

Co.

Electric Appliance Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Works,
General Electric Co.
Gregory Electric Co.
Kuhlman Electric Co.

Inc.

Manhattan Elec Supply Ca
National Electric Co.
Stanlev Elec. Mfg. Co.

Wagner

Electric Mfg. Co.

Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse EL & Mfg.
Westinghouse EL & Mfg.
Turbines, Steam.

General Electric Co.
Union Electric Mfg. Co.

Co.

Co.

Allis-Chalmers Co.
General Electric Co.

Co.
Electric Co.

Westinghouse EL &
Rods, Conduit.

Central Electric Co.
Crawfordsville Electric
Crocker- Wheeler Co.

General Electric Co.

Mfg. Co.

Westinghouse

El.

&

Mfg. Co

Turbine "Water Wbeeli

J,

Wayne Elec Wks.

Walsh's Sons

&

Co.

Leffel&Co.,

Jas.

Wesco'Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.

Sicrns. Electric.
Haller Machine Co.
Western Display Co.
Zero Mars Sign Works.

Insulatiuff

Silks,

and

&

Receptacles.

and Paste.

Chicago Solder Co.
Insulator Co..

MunseU &

Co.,

Eugene.

Central Electric Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Crescent Ins. Wire & Cble . Co

Crolius

&

Son. E. R.

Western Electric Co.

Hazard Manufacturing Co.
Indiana Rub. & Ins. Wh-eCo
India Rubber & Guttapercha

&

Sup. Co.

Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Marion Ins. Wire & Rub. Co.
National India Rubber Co
New York Insulated WlreCo.
Northern Wire & Cable Co.
Okonite

Co., The.

Phillips,

Eugene

F.

Phillips Insulated Wire Oo
JIfg. Co.

Soldering Sticks, Salts

s t

Electrical Works.

BisseU Co., The F.

Insulating Co.

BraldlnsPass & Sevmour.
Perkins Elec. Swltcb
Yost Elec. Mfg. Co.

Dixon Crucible Co., Jos.
Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co.

American

Kelloeg Switch.

Sauquoit Silk Mfg. Co.

Sockets

Graphite Specialties.

Wires <& Cables—H«Cnet Wires.

Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.

Sheet Brass & Copper.
Plume & Atwood Mfg. Co.

Repiogle Governor Works.

Steam Co.

F.

Inc.

Lubricating:, Oil, Grease.
Richardson Lubricating Co.

Co.

Western Electric Co.

The

Cent. Stat. Improvement Co.
Ely & Co., Allen P.
Gregory Electric Co.
Matthews & Bro.. W. N.

General Electric Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Stanlev Elec. Mfg. Co.

Governors, Water TVheel.

I^or A.li>l:i.^t3et:io^X InLCie3«

.

American EL Telephone Co
Automatic Electric Co.
Bissell Co., TheF.

rrucks. Electric Cor.

Amer. Electric Fuse Co.
Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co.

Bissell Co.,

Ft.

li

Gen. Incan. Arc Light Co.

Telephones, Telephone
Material and Sirttohboards.

Western Electric

Power Transmission

Electric Appliance Co.

District

Manhattan Elect'lSupplyCo
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.

Svrltchboards.
Bissell Co., TheF.

Highland Park College

Central Electric Co.

Amer.

General Electric Co.

Klein

Schools and Colleges.

Lightning Arresters.

Heatlnsr (B x
Steam>.

Century Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Electric Appliance Co.

Electrical Engineer Inst.

Electric Appli!

>

Central Electric Co.

Transformers,

Second-Hand Hach'y.

Chicago Fuse Wire & Mfg.Co.
Clinton Stamping A Elec. Co.
D. & W. Fuse Company,

Wesco Supply

Gould Storage Battery Ca
Supplies, General Elee.
BisseU Co., The F.

Tools.

Allen Co., Inc., L. B.
Hoffman, Geo. W.

Cope, T.

Electric Heating Appl.

Circuit Breakers.

EL

Elec. Fuse Co.
Bissell Co., The F.
Central Electric Co.
Central TeL & El. Co.

Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Letbeule, Paul.

Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.
Lamps, Incandescent^
Replacers & Cleaners.

Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
Specialties, £lectric&l
Mfrs. and Deslsasrs.
HaUer Machine Co.
Speed Indicators.
Weston Electrical Inst.Oo.
Storage Batteries,
American Battery Co,
Electric Storage Battery Co.

Nozzles.

Overalls.
CarhantA Co., Hamilton.
Patent Attorneys.

Lamp Co.

Franklin Electric Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.
Nernst Lamp Co.

Amer.

Electric Mfg. Co.

Warren Elec Mfg. Co.
Wesco Supply Co.

Mathias.

Lamps. Incandescent.

Fnses and Fuse Wire.

Stow Manufacturing Co.

& Sons,

Novelties, Lighting.
Letheule, Paul

Mfg. Co.

Stow Mfg. Co.
Stanley Elec. Mfg.

Motors.)

Nippers and Pliers.
Klein

Speaklns Tubes.
Central Electric Co.
Edwards & Co.
Electric Appliance Co.

Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse EL & Mfg. Co.
Motors. (See Dynamos and

Platlnnm*
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Obonite Co., The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.

Fostoria Incand.

Wesco Supply Co,
Flexible Sbafts.

Plates.
Central Electric Co.

Allis-Chalmers Company.
Crocker- Wheeler Company.

General Electric Co.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.
Wesco Supply Co.

Electric Applij

Letheule, PauL

and

Chicago Edison Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
National Carbon Co.
Relsinger, Hugo.
Wesco Supply Co.

llntr

&

Hartford Steam Boiler Inspection & Insurance Co.

Columbia Incan. Lamp Co.

Oy-namos and Motors.

Electric Co.
Crocker-Wbeeler Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks. Inc.

Canopies.

A

Inspection

Minlns ApparatUB,Eleo.

Rail Joints.

Vulcanized Fibre Co.

Allis-Chalmers Company.

BisseUOo., B. F.
Wesco Supply Co.

Cutter Elec.

Co.

Electric Appliance Co.
Incandesent Electric Light
Manipulator Co.

Buckeye Electric Company.

Faries Mfg. Co.

Carbons,

&

Evans, AlmiraU

Holders, Inc. Lamps.

ing:

Electric Appliance Co.
Ft. Wavne Elec. Wks. Inc.

Crocker- Wheeler Co.
Ft.

The

Heatlus, Hot Water.

Indicators.
Roberison & Sons.

Stanton, LeEoy W.
Electrical Instrnmenta.
Bissell Co.,

Co;
f^nd Electric LIsbt Plants.
All is -Chalmers Company.
Bullock El. Mfg. Co.

& Company.

Bell DresslniC.
Dixon Crucible Co.,

Ruebel, Schwedtman, Wells.
Sargent & Lundy.

Jas.
Co., K.

Condnit and Conduits.
American Circular Loom Co.

Ck).

& Company.

Electric Appliance Co.

Edwards

& Co.,

Condenners. Electric.

AnnoDclatorB.
Edwards

Kohler Brothers.
Letheule, Paul
Newgard A Co., Henry.
Northern Electrical Mfg. Co.

Son, E. E.

McLaughlin

Tel.)

A.

I.

A

J. J.

Fres-Ko Chemical Co.

Inc. El. Lt. Manipulator Co.

Roebllng's Sons Co..

J.

A-

Runzel-Lenz Elec Mfg Oo.
Safetv Ins. Wire & Cable Co.
Simples Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C CO
Wesco Supplv Co.
Western Electric Company.

•

ihruary

i«,

i'/j?

Staci\ley Rotocted

Jewel

WaLttmeters
HOtO THEy AP^E MA-DE
A JEWEL
B JEWEL

SETTING. REMOVABLE BY C

JEWEL
JEWEL
r JEWEL
C JEWEL

SETTING STOP SHOULDER
STAFF
STAFF BEARINGS
STAFF STOP COLLAR

C SET SCREW
D
E

H BEVEL GEARS.
I

DISC,

DRIVING JEWEL STAFF
REMOVABLE BY J

SET SCREW
DISC SLEEVE
L DISC STAFF
"

M PIVOT. REMOVABLE BY N
N PIVOT GUIDE SCREW
O PIVOT STOP
P

PIVOT SPRING

S

BRACKET, PREVENTING
DISPLACEMENT OF DISC

Q DISC STAFF WORM
R WORM WHEEL
T UPPER PIVOT
U PIVOT SCREW
V PIVOT SCREW LUG
W
PIVOT SCREW NUT

^\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\KK\\\\\\K\\\\

SHAFT
DRIVEN
BY TRAIN

^^^^s^^^.^V^^^^^^,'^'^'^^^^'^^^<^^^^Vg

KILOWATT-HOURS
REVOLUTION OF JEWEL

I.OOO
I

DETAILS OF SHAFTS &- BEARINGS OF
STANLEY ROIATED JEWEL WATTMETER

Send Your Orders To

STANLEY INSTRUMENT COMPANY
GREAT HARRINGTON

MASS

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN
ESTABLISHED

February

1876.

Write for JuU parttcularB
Reynolds Elec. Flashsr Mfg. Ce.
221 Fifth Ave.. Cblcago.

Flexib[e Shaft

MULTI-SPEED MOTDR
Practically dust and waterproof. For Portable
Drilling. Tapptnc;, Reamint;. Emery Grinding, etc.
"Write for Catalogue and Prices.

STOW MFG.

CO., Binghamton, N. Y.

REPAIRING
RECALIBRATING

Electric Heating Apparatus
BCND FOR eZ-PAOE CATALOdUE.

ELECTRIC METERS.

UNIT" ENAMELED RHEOSTATS

INTERNATIONAL ELECTRIC METER CO.

SIMPLEX ELECTRIC HEATING CO.,
Cambrldgeport, Mass.

fG7

S.

CANSL STREET. CHICAGO.

GRAND PRIZE

NATIONAL
CARB O N

WORLD'S

COMPANY

FAIR,

ST.

LOUIS

CARBONS BATTERIES-BRUSHES CLEVELAND,©.

MONEY-SAVING

Benjamin Drop^ight Sockets

REVOLVING FIELD

1

And Some Reasons "Why"
I.

— By

extending the fiber lining of the cap
through the neck a perfect insulation is
obtained without necessitating the use of a
socket bushing.

!

Belted,
ElNGiNE
OR WATER

Wmeel

2.— Instead of side terminals as are commonly
employed in sockets, the terminals of the

TYPEooo

BENJAMIN DROP-LIGHT SOCKETS
are so placed on the back face of the por-

BUILT IN ALL

celain that the removal of the lower shell
is

not necessary,

making

it

the

most

easily

CAPACITIES

wired socket on the market for drop-light

work.
3.

4.

5.

igot

BEST IN THE WORLD

COMBINATION OF

Stow

i8,

— Our

proposition on Standard Packages of
Will you
250 sockets will interest you.
write for it today?

— We can make prompt deliveries.
— you have not used them we know
If

are losing

money

GENERAL SALES OFFICE &WORKS"
you

daily.

BiBtrirt Wf&csa
;o.

Old Colony

Bldf'.

lelj.hm, 1509 lj,nd

TiUe B
idrie

BENJAMIN ELECTRIC MFG. CO.
CHICAGO SAN FRANCISCO
NEW YORK

&

Bolthoff Mfg. and

San Francisco, Kilbourne

Field a^rvd Armoctxire Tro\ible Eliixvirvacted
Ins\jlaLted

DeltOLbeston

>vitK

Ma^gnet Wire

P\ire Asbestos

Heatproof

No Paper or
Cotton Used

Moistvireproof
AVrite for Circulars KoB. 1 and

;

ASBESTOS INSULATION PREVENTS BREAKDOWN
D. <a W. FUSE COMPANY, Wire Depi, Providence, R. I

|.lHii;irv

|X.

'•

i'("

r^

I

C^I

'
!

I

'

!•!'

I

'V
I

GRAND PRIZE
The Highest Possible Award
Has Been Given

to

HIGHEST GRADE NUERNBERG CARBONS
By the International Jury of Awards, of the Louisiana Purchase Exposition,

IHUGO REISINGER.

St. Louis, 1904.

Sole ImporUr,

II

BROADWAY. MEW YORK

fJ^Koti Conauitsr
Tl00KERy"-Chi«|9
We

are

making immediate shipments on our High-Grade Eagle Brarvd Rubber Covered National Code

WIRES

Ca-taLlogue Upor\ R-equest

Prices.

MARION INSULATED WIRE
^lAR.ION.

&.

RUBBER COMPANY

CHICAGO. 529-530 MonaLdnock

INDIANA

Standev.rd

CABLES

a.rvd

You Buy Get Our

Before

_

Block.

I.

A. Bennett. Mgr.

^eneial&lectzicl^empani/
MANUFACTURES

A Most Complete Line

of

National Electrical Code Standard Enclosed

Fuses and Cut=Outs
From 30

to 600

Amperes,

in

both

tlie

250 and 600 Voltages

% m 4
600 Amp., 600 Volt

GENERAL

30 Amp. 250 Volt

OFFICES: SCHENECTADY,

Chicago Office, Monadnock Block.

N. Y.

Sales Offices In All Large Cities.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

February

THE NEW YEAR

EDISON LAMPS

Finds in the Packard Lamp
Steadily maintained candlepower
600 to 800 hours guaranteed life

Economy

of

i8, 1905

Can

be Obtained Promptly

Extensive Factory Facilities and

Operation.

Large Stocks insure quick and

Lamps Are a Good Investment.

Packard
the

New Year

by Installing

Them on Your

Begin

accurate delivery.

Circuit.

Electric Appliance Company,

All

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY

Typei and Virlctlei

Limps
Limpi
Mlnlitnre Lamps
Regalir Moltlple

CHICAGO AND SAN FRANCISCO

Main Lamp Sales

Office:

HARRISON,

J.

Street Serlea

N.

(7)

Of

MICA

all

Form

EUGENE MUNSELL AND CO.
NEW YORK

and

CHICAQO

INSULATION
Micanite, Linotape,

Cloth and

M.

That

Years

MICA INSULATOR

the

ajajKg

Gale's Commutaton

^i

Compound.
Will kaep the

Originators

high standard required

in

&.!!

Commutaler

In

Article That Will Prevent Sptitlii.

good eondmon la* prevent autllng.

Absolutely will not

gum

Ike braikHJt

COe. per Btlek. SS.OOper dasen Send SOe. fi>E trial atlek.
FOB BALK BT ALL SUPPLY HOUSES OB

K.
is tha.t

i

The Only

NEW YORK and CHICAGO

"Flexduct"

C AGO
TRADE.

I

l^^OU IVE>E>I> IX!

Is

Standard.

CO.,

CO.-

GAS & ELECTRIC FIXTURES

C. Compound, Empire

I.

For

Paper.

BEARD5LEE CHANDELIER MFC

Qualities, In any
at Lowest Prices

McLennan &

high-class work.

It is

vary

co.,

CHicteoi

flexible, a.

high insula.tion and indestructible

FLEXIBLE CONDUIT
"Flexduct" the National Code Standard.

does not da<eriora.te, BLlwaLys us&.ble

It

to

highest degree

OSBURN FLEXIBLE CONDUIT COMPANY,
NEW YOR.K

h^

VOLT

-

MICA
BOND CHICAGO MICA CO
onr competitors try gradually to
Lt UIca prices—eame thing would ooonr
afwctured ml«a If w* were not the
liow

POCKET SIZE
For testing Batteries and
Battery Circuits, Locating
Faults, Grounds, etc.

RELIABLE.

-

ACCURATE.

Send for Circular.
L.
78-80 Cortlandt

St.,

M. PIGNOLET
New

York, N.

SAN FRANCISCO

CHICAGO

AMMETERS

VALPARAISO, IND.

"PERFECTORS"

Y.

CENTURY ELECTRIC

SINGLE-PHASE SELF-STARTING
ST. LOUIS,

MO.

CONTINUOUS RAIL JOINT CO. OF

NEWARK,

OVER

Electric Lighting Fixtures

MILES

20,000
IN

USE

HANROSS'\

tive appliances (bronze or

at cut prices

from the best
the

AH.I

N. J.

the best decora-

will find

best

—

all

and

artists

Water=Wlieel Governors

prizes

co-operate with the inertia effect of the water and the momentum of the plant.
They have cut the cost of good

at

—

Louis Exposition now
for bargain at low prices,
on immediate application

St.

HAIR SPRINGS

Our new mechanical governors

manufacturers,

awarded grand

government

Guaran-

in two.

teed in every particular.

URGEST MANUFACTURER OF
to

PAUL LETHEULE, 4808 Delmar

REPLOGLE GOVERNOR WORKS

Bd., St. Louis

HAIR SPRINGS
F. N.

I

methods. Tha-t the
gUBLratntee.

Send

S.

and Foreign Patents

CONN^

ThoLt electric signs are a. sure
and continual source ot profit to

"REFLECTRIC" is the only electric sign sold with a

written

for booklet.

WESTERN DISPLAY
U.

!

„„«?,,„.

MANROSS,!

JORESTVIllE,

THE FACTS ARE
ST.

CO..

PAUL. MINN.

II

MOTORS AND CEILING FANS

Architects and Dealers in

crystal)

CO.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Sole Manufacturers

Irljru.iry

iK,

WKSTHKiN

i'y>.S

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS,
riu»vii>F.B<'K,

ft. I.

l':i.i:<

I

|/|<

I

W

ANCHORS THAT HOLD"
STOMBAUQH OUY ANCHORS
**

]>

BARE AND INSOLATED ELECTRIC WIRE,
ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE,
INCANDESCENT AND FLEXIBLE CORDS,

Railway Feeder and Trolley Wire,
AMERICANITE, MACNCT, OFFICE AND
ANNUNCIATOR WIRES.

ri-

Tiin ini.K

nr oLK SKW

WII,I, IlK

I'lilllli'l'

EXPERT IN
U. S.

PATPMTQ
k FOREIGN iN LH

FOaf E

BAIN, iee2.3

SOLICITOR OF

I

I

Monidnock

BIk.,

II

Ki J

I

f

KIT

R.I.

nod

r>

H'lLI,

OTTO BUNGE

MECHANICS
PATENT CAUSES

'<N

Kloclrlcal W«rln.

MAIN OFFICES AND FACTORIES, PHILLIP80ALE.

ELECTRICITY

BEST

h'i l.«k.! SI.
I''.

LEATHER ¥aIlTeADS, BELTS,
SAFETY AND CUMBER STRAP^

/.'«

To 111-. i.s.sii;i) .siAi'.cn Kiiwi' and will co.stai*.
.MirH OK lNTl•:ll^>iT TO rno.SK WHO UAVK I'ol.i ~
AND (/niKH THINGS TO ANCHOK

CABLCS FOR AERU' AND UNOEROROUNO UiE.
St.mii:, W. .1. Wat.on. '2(1 C.rlliimll hi.

];. lionohoe,
I',
MoNTiiiAi. iliuMH. KuKono

r.

IS

Nr.w Vnnic

CjucacpijKt.iui;.

i;AT.tL<«.i

W.

MOLD

N.

I-P

tl

Inch StjN.

TO

lA.OOO LBS.BTBAI.V

MATTHEWS &

BRO.

MANUPACTLBEHS
60J Carlcton BuIIiIIok

-••T.

MO

LOLI>i

1130*7. PETER STREET.

CHICAGO

SINGLE AND POLYPHASE
NATIONAL CODE STANDARD

TRANSFORMERS

KUHLMAN ELECTRIC

CO.,

Elkhart, Ind.

"0. K." leatlierprool Wire.

PRICE $10 LIST
Slow

-

Burning Weatoprool

DON'T BUY

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
and Weal Wire.
Prices

Until

you have leen our

new Catalogue and new

and Samples on Application.

Price List.
Free to the trade.

Phillips Insulated

and Factory: PAWTUCKET.

Office

WRITE
FOR
CIRCULARS

Wire Co.
R.

L

Mailattan

Snpply Co.

Electrical

RELIANCE INSTRUMENT CO.
60-68 W. Van Buren

St..

Chicago.

Several years ago

'QTID"
O «n
I

INCANDESCENT

LAMPS

east

H OLOPHAN
E
AND REFLECTORS

one of the ultra-conservative
kind — did not believe in adverHe had an idea that
tising.
belting could be sold in but one
way— through personal calls
by representatives on the road.
The belting was of good
quality — in fact it v^'as and is
one of the best on the market.
Every little while one of his

GLOBES

road
LONO LIFE
GUARANTEED CANDLEPOWER,
HIGHEST EFFICIENCY.

I

<

would

^\\^^^vx;^

Dotted

line

bare

16 c. p. lamp.
Full line same

YOST SPECIALTIES.

lamp with No.
2631 Pagoda
Reflector.

SookBts, Walt
Sockets,

Weatherproof

tell

the

who

heard of
had never seen the belting adand consequently
vertised,
did not know there was such a
belting on the market.
Cases of this kind happened
so frequently as to become
annoyingly monotonous.
The road representatives
finally got their heads together
and drafted a sort of roundrobin, politely demanding that
the home office commence
advertising in the trade papers.

with, and as a result, the sales
during the follov^ang twelve
months increased 75 per cent.
This is a true story and it
has a general application.
Advertising paves the way
for the man on the road.
Advertising in the

—

Cora

THE YOST ELECTRIC MFG. CO.
TOLEDO, OHIO.

enter

him he had never
belting.
He

The demand was complied

Sockets,
Rosettes,
Receptacles,

Cafalogua for
Iho Baking.

men would

office of a belting user

STANDARD ELECTRICAL MFG.
COMPANY,
:
Niles, Ohio.

Adjusters.

down-

a

manufacturer of belting —

Photomeirlc curves from tests made by
The Electrical Testing Laboratories, New York.

HOLOPHAIME CLASS CO.
CLACKNER BUILDING

NEW YORK

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN will
pave the

way

sentatives

in

for

your repre-

the

Central,

Western and Southern

States.

'

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN
•WAKTED, FOB SAXE and
WANT COLiUMN advertise-

similar

$^-50 an
additional Tjuords jc each.

ments (jo Tvords or
insertion;

less),

POSITION WANTED advertisements {JO zuords or less), $1.00 an insertion,- additional ivords 2C each.

POSITION WANTED.

FOR SALE CHEAP.

Pq]

FOR SALE
Westinghouse

Wan-en

Electrical

Wood
General Electric
General Electric
Westinghouse
General Electric
Westinghouse
Westinghouse
Westinghouse

and mechanical engines
E. E. and A. S. M. E., n

'

14 years' experience in
operation of lighting and street-railroad properties in this country and South America; competent to design, construct and manage same;
Mexico preferred. Address BOX 442, care of
Western Electrician, 510 Marquette Building,
Chicago.

r,O0-h,p. Allis

GEARY WATER TUBE BOILERS
"

Belts 14 In.x52 ft. long.
3 Belts
In.x65 ft. long.
1
Belt 14 in. x78 ft. long.

'

:(

U

|

Pump-

1

Boiler Feed

2

Heaters with

4

Boilers lOxW.
Boilers 10x60 with all steam pipe connections.
From 22nd and Nicholas.
John Moore Boilers lO.tfW.
Boilers lextJO.
ivltb ail s
Wils(
iplpBB

2

"

Stanley

I.

(

Fine Modern Steam Plant
600 H. P.

Westinghouse

POSITION WANTED.
gineer of
position of general manager and
several consolidated companies, dei
nect himself with new or operating ompanles:

FOR SALE

^ General Electric Alteri

Lansing. Mich.

member A.

Nicholas

2 2->0-b.p. Westlnghouoe Compound encincB win
alt steam and exhaust pipe connections,

1

Six years with
plied with engine-room tools.
present company; strictly temperate; best of
references. Address H. G. CHILDS. 715 WashSt.,

From 19th and

Machinery as follows:

U.S. METAL polish;;

As engineer and electrician In Ughtln;^' or
power plant. Age 32. Twelve years' experience
with high and low-speed compound-condensing
engines, high and low tensions A. C. and D. C.
systems, water works and water power plants.
Have first-class indicating outfit and well sup-

tenaw

Fel^ruary i8, 190;

2

Stack, Duplex Boiler Feed Steam Pimps, Gauges, etc.

steam and exhaust cODDections

all

;

i

njjilete.

This plant ha» bei

'

nills at

"
"

WInton Mare, Olilo.

Single

-.

jnnected to Gates' Engir

Ice
bulkltDt^s
:
s reiiulred.

our Monthly Bargain
nd net prices.

Could

give

poBSPsaion

in

lOO

28x48 Allis Corlls!

1

continued growth of our
squire more than double
the capacity, hence the ehaoge.
*"
ectally adapted for

AUia Heater with all steai pipe connectioos.
H. Generators.

1

7 D. 02 T. &.

:

Belt40iD.xl22

1

long.

ft.

where
:

days.

iJuHeys, stands and clutclies

,fting,

'

POSITION WANTED.
As manager or superintendent of telephone

Maine man; excellent education,
interests.
and six years' practical experience with one of
the largest companies, especially in ilie execuBest of recommendations
tive department.

and references furnished. Address "T,"
410, Y. M. C. A. Bldg., Portland, Maine.

GREGORY ELECTRIC

CO.

54-62 5. Clinton St., Chicago,

FARRIN LUMBER CO.

winder for

A PKRFECT LUBRICANT.
HIGH
QUALITY, LOW PRICI.
h.^hTJ

RICHARDSON LUBRICATING

CO.,

Quincy,

III.

1— 18

OH.P.,C.<tC.

H.P.,

220-VOLT MOTORS.

1-

C&O.

belts.

We

are very anxious to sell these goods a
as possible before we dismantle them we c
to make much better prices if we do no
take them down and store them.
:

ALLEN

ELY & CO.,

P.

Douglas street

-

-

Om:

-

Delivery.
BARGAINS

POWER EQUIPMENT.

IN

HEATER

P. BiRAGWANATH with Brass Tubes
Absolutely as Good as New.

1-400 H.

CORLISS ENGINES:

Above Motors a.re Complete a^nd of Standard Make.
Engines up to 600 H. P.
Also A. C.

Speola.! Ba.rea.lns In

Dynamos.

S.

D. C.

Pumps,

Boilers.

Write requirements.
Send
CENTRAL STATION IMPROVEMENT COMPANY,

Etc.
for Cata.Iogue.
938

Monadnock

1-650 H. P. 22l42x48-in. ALUS CROSS C0|.
POUND.
2-175 H. P. 14x42-111. ALUS HEAVY BUTT
WITH CONDENSERS AND HEATERS.
1—275 H. P. 20x48-ln. I. H. WHEELOCK. Plae
Condition.

Block,

CHICAGO.

Robert

Volt-Ammeter

AUTOMATIC ENGINES:

1-125 H. P. 14xI4-in. IDEAL CENTER CRANK.
1—175 H. P. 16xl6-ln. R. H. RICE. Good ai Nev.
1-128 H.P. I4x20-in. L. H. ATLAS.AImost Sew.
BOILERS, TUBULAR AND WATER TUBE:
3—150 H. P.,— 2-IOe H. P.,— 2-80 H. P.
Many others. Let us know your wants and
save money.
F. E.
CO.

PFANNMUELLER &

Fuller engine— AVestern Electric. 15 K. W.,
direct-connected unit, used 9 months, good as

machine.

Line shaft, pulleys, clutches and

niO

Spring— Immediate

FOR SALE.
new— must have larger
WARNER, Chicago.

all BteaiB''

D. Generators.

.3

NOXALL GUP GREASE.

Address BOX 444. care Western
510 Marquette Building, Chicago.

can be used for 115 or 230 vol
be a first-class outfit for automobile charging
GRAHAM BROS. CO., 662 Hudson
station.
St., New York City.

conaectiODs,

with

kinds

FOR SALE.

From Council Bluffs.
with all steam pipe

CINCiNNATI, 0.

Telephone P«rk 83.

Hi.

,

Room

WANTED.
'ith all

B.

and e.xhaust pipe connection
(Two of above engines at Armour Pac
South Omaha.)

Special Bargains for
500-VOLT MOTORS.

:

THE M.

733 The Rookery

Chicago.

III.

HOTEL

FOR SALE.
One Erie City Iron Works engine, 14-in. x
16-in. automatic center crank, 200 r.p.m., normal rating 120 h.p. Governor wheel 4 ft. 6 in.
in diameter by 125B-iii- face. Fly wheel 7 ft.
1 in. In diameter by 14?ii-in. face. Engine has
been recently overhauled by maker. Has been
operated but little since and is in perfect
secondhand operative condition. Was superseded by larger engine. Price S350 f.
and
e,

Buffalo. N. Y.

JEdWARDS
Perhaps you have never stopped to

fiii-

that ever
am to g
iDCtioa

nothing (
pou nothing

Y

BOSSCRT JUNCTION BOXES
One blow

FOR SALE.

of the

hammer removes

the

-ealed plug, leaving a
round hole. The boxes are made
steel and never break. This
live cents a hole amounts to a
sum in a year. Write for

hermetically
eni'ioth

— 12x24x36 Allis Tandem eng
1—150-175 H. P. Ball A Wood
1

of

drawn

savluR of

>

oouilderable

engine.

prices.

Bossert Electric CooHtructloo Co.,

1—50 K, W. 133 Cycle

2— A-70 General

Ft.

ah/o

Five cents a hole for you

Book Orders
PROMPT
OIVEN

ELECTROMECHANICAL

ATTENTION

GONG.

Electrician Publisliing Co.,

Utica, N. Y.

Suite

Sl« Marquetle

Bldg.,

CHICAGO

Wa

Electric aU(

L— A-120 General Electric alternator.

CENTRAL CONSTRUCTION

CO., Oshkosh, Wis.

PROPOSALS FOR LIGHTING THE CITY OF
SHREVEPORT, LA.
Is entirely

encased

ndls

In

weatherproof,
very po'

Arc5ighti
less than 2,000 candlepower.
Bids shall
specify the charge for arc lights, and also for
incandescent lights and shall specify the maximum charge to be mado to private consumers
of arc and incandescent lights. Certified check
for Twenty-Five Hundred (S2,,5O0.00) Dollars
Successful bidders
to accompany each bid.
shall he required to give bond for faithful performance. Arc lights for street lighting shall
burn every night. City reserves the right to
re.iect any and all bids.
All bids to be in the
hands of the City Comptroller by 6 p. m., on
April 11th, 1905,
C. G. RIVES. Comptroller,
Shreveport, La.

rful

im Is

and gives 376 blows

subject to be increased to

not

NORTHERN SMALL MOTORS
Compact ....E,fficien-t ....Superior

Electrician Pub. Co..

IN

YOUR BUSINESS?

BIO Marquettt

Bldg., Chicago

CO.

Selling Agents.

(vEw/yoR.^

Hy

High type

of construction.. ..susceptible of good
speed variation....multipolar....form-wound armatures.. ..simple. ...hardy. ...trustworthy.

^ ^

BoaKI"

DO YOU NEED ONE

WESTERN ELECTRIC

ffo-

Western

3325

NORTHERN ELECTRICAL MFG.
^

CO.

Engineers.-.Manufacturers
MaLdison, Wis., U. S. A.
425 Mort&dnock Block, CMcb^<o. IH.

Electrician

Want Ads
Brine

^^^sul'ts.

CHICAGO
EDISON COMPANY
REPAIR SHOPS
76 M ARKET STREET, CHICAGO.
TELEPHONE MAIN
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT.
12 80.

"

-^or„rA?,S"-

°.i-

riRST-CLASS EQUIPMENT THROUGHOUT.

—
i«.

il'fliriiaiy

\m:sti;r.n'

i'X)5

tkk

i;i.i-;(

ia.v

Perkins' Socket Patent Sustained by U. S.
Circuit Court of Appeals.

handed

The U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals in
down an opinion affirming the Court

Philadelphia

below,

has

sustaining

our Socket Patent, No. 626,927, and holding the so-called "Dixon"
Socket, formerly

ment.

The Yost

business

the

made by

of

Mfg. Co.,

Electric

the

Yost-Miller Co., to be an infringe-

the

Toledo, Ohio, succeeded to

of

and defended

Yost-Miller Co.

we

claim

ively

same as

substantially the

is

pushing

the

this

"Dixon"

name "Yost," which

Socket suit and put out a socket under the

We

"Dixon."

are

act-

a suit against the Yost Electric Mfg. Co. for

this

infringement of our patent which has thus been sustained by the
Appellate Court.

THE PERKINS ELECTRIC SWITCH MFG.

CO.,

BRIDQEPORT, CONN.

NEARLY READY

ELECTRICIAN'S HANDY BOOK
By

Prof. T.

Pocket Book
and Edges

O'CONOR SLOANE
Handsomely Bound

Size.

Sloane

PRICE
'HE

in

Leather with Title

About 800 Pages.

in Gold.

500 Illustrations.

$3.50

and most complete book on Electricity, covering the subject of Practical
all its branches written by a well-known author in a manner that can be
readily understood, and intended for the every day working electrician.
'

I

latest, best

Electricity in

PARTIAL LIST OF CHAPTERS

—

—

Ohm's Law and Electric Energy Alternating Curas Applicable to Practical P'lectricity— Electric Currents
rents
Direct-Current Dvnamos Care and Running o{ Dynamos Direct-Current Motors Alternating-Current Generators
Alternating-Current Transformers Alternating-Current Motors —Distribution of Electric Currents Arc Lamps IncanMechanics

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Lamps Electric Railways Primary Batteries -Secondary Batteries Central Station Switchboards Electric Heating and Cooking Lightning Rods
Roentgen or X- Ray Work Electric Elevators Electro-Metallurgy and Electro-Chemistr\'
Electric Measurements, and Instruments used in Station Work
Miscellaneous Data, Formulas and Suggestions, etc., etc

descent

—

—

—

—

—

—

EVERY PROQRESSIVB ELECTRICIAN WHO WISHES TO KEEP UP WITH THE TIMES SHOULD HAVE THIS VALUABLE WORK
Send

all

orders to

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,

510 Marquette Building, Chicago,

111.

,

^^ESTERN ELECTRICIAN

'ARNOLD ELECTRIC]
POWER STATION Co.
srs.
:
,

;

SUITE

Byllesby, H. M.
(Incorporat«d)
ENGINEERS

Constructors for Comple

Robert W. Hunt & Co.
ENGINEERS

Co.

Design, OonstractaudOpera.teBallva7,Llgbtt

Results Guarantee
BLDO., CHICAGO,
OFFICE: 7U TRANSIT BLUG.

1121 The Rookery,
I

MARQUETTE

I
1

I

New York Ufe Bonding,

-

ILL.

Norfolk House, Cannon

]

KEMP,

ALMIRALL

EVANS,

&

CO.,

1057

Monadnock

Blk.,

•

R.

York.

Pittsburg.

LondoiL

St.,

W.

r

Long Distance Phone Central 2443.

SCHOTT,

W. H.,
ENGINEER AND CONTRACTOR,

'lauBflnd Speclflcatlon for complete plants.
i plants overhauled and placed on paying
BlB.
Terrltorr, KansaB, OKlaboma and

,
I

Specialttes

—Central Station HeatlnRPlantfl,

I

Plants, Electric Light, Gas

I

Water Works Steam

Chicago.

KOHLER
I

engineers not represented

department to carry a

SULTISG

STANTON, LE ROY W.

P., engineer

Consulting Telephone Engineer
Plans, Speclacations and Superrlslon of
Installation of Complete Telephone Plants
Special Reports on Telephone
Properties and Apparatus

411 Electrical Bldg.,

C.
B.

JACKSON, C.
JACKSON, M.

E.
E.

Reports and Estimates
Furnished.

MCMBEna
ICAN INSTITUTE sr klcothioal ingin
lOAN ••ICTY or IHCCHANICAL ENGIN

MCRICAN •OCICTV OF

ENGINEERS.

CIVIL

ENQINEER

EXPERTS.

W.

R.

Cleveland, Ohio
]

Practical Running of Dynanios.i

EVANS & COMPANY
In CO rpo rated

General
Contractors

Electrical,

High-Grade Securities
Accepted or Negotiated.

Telephone Main 3IS3

CiT il ani Mecha nical Engineers

Catalogue of mechanical and

electrical bool»

'

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY.
510 Marquette Bldg., Chlcaga

Traction Bldg., Cincinnati

Webb's Telephone Hand-Book. A book
expert as well as the novice-

ALL RIGHT.

IT'S

I

card regularly.

Chief of French Electrical Department Louisiana Purchase Exposition
offers best opportunity for European agencies
" " enses on patents and
" '" '
foreign expositions,

DUGALD

in
j

this

BuUdine,

CHICAGO.

LETHEULE)

WILL PAY

,IT

BROS.,

Contracting Electrical Engineers,
Lighting Power Railways,
iS<H-i8o6-i8o8-i8io-i8i2 Fisher

WILLIAM

1905

RDEBEL SCHWEDTMANNWELLS,

Consulting and Contracting Telephone
Engineer.

I

Central Station Heating,
High Pressure Piping.
I

New

MonongahelaBankBldg.,

cmOAOO,

iS,

66 Broadway,

Chicago,

Power and Hydraulic Pl»nM.
BzuniiiAtlonB uid Reports.

Plants.

1539,

HEW YORK

&

February

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING C0.»
Eio
u
^ulldlr>s. CKIoaeo.
n/l

It

Crocker- Wheeler

for the^

Price $1.00.

Can't

^^
AlternoLtors

a .-a

Be

e-fffeao

Beat^The

Guthrie Flasher

A SIQN FLASHER WITHOUT A MOTOR
A FEW ADVANTAGES OF THIS
FLASHER OVER ALL OTHERS:
F/rsi.— The Price is lower.
Second.— It has fewer parts and is therefore the simplest flasher on the market.
r toe
trouble and consume
rft/rd. -It
1

;

Fourth. —It costs nothing to operate this flasher.
Fifth.— It only occupies a space of 5 x 8 inches.
Sixth.— It can be regulated to flash any signs or show

window lights in any.manner desired.
Any combination of lights, without motor or cylinder.
Simplest and best on the market.

Works on any current.

The disadvantage

We

of a flasher was the motor question.
have overcome this and are putting out an article
that meets a long felt want.

A. S.

DOXSEE ELECTRICAL
1I08-1II0 Pine St.,

Agents Wanted

JOHN
C.-]V. Stdtidurd

loo K.

I'.

A. BcH-Tyte A.

C.

A.

Generator

Insulated

We

e^re

now

building engine, belt,

^vaLter-^vheel aLnd turbo types
aLlternaLting-current generaLtors.

m

CrocRer-Wl&eeler

Wire
All

Kinds

Company

Mabr\uf&.cturers and
ElectTlcB.1 Er\gli\eers

Chicago Office,
Old Colony Bldg.

of

of

.

Ampere,

General Agents for United States and Canada

w

J.

SONS

ROEBLING'S

o

GO.

Bare

>

MAIN OFFICE AND WORKS
»t
IN.

CO.

ST. LOUIS

Copiitr

Wire

TRENT(3N,

N. J.

-AfiENCIES ANB BRANCHES -

•> Ttlk

Chlcag.

Clevtiand

tin FrancliM

rhUidelphI*

AHMll

il)ru:iry

uilS'H'.kn

1905

i8,

i-.i.im

ikh i.w

GOL.D IVIEDAL.
Aw.ircliil iJcirhorii

Methods

of Trcalinn Boiler
.it the

[•".•-<|-\\'.il'r'rr--.itm'-nt

DEARBORN DRLJO

Dearborn Vegetable

anfl

Fair, St

I.o'ii«,

CHEIVIIOAl- \A/ORK8,
KOO^^M, ^r*slden«

37-34 RIALTO BUILDIMC, CHICAGO, ILL.

''

Wafers

WorMS

M*l.

Telephonai Harrtaen asao and

Has a 27 Years' Record
Dixon's
rotoring ind prcKrvine
Traction
clinging priwcr
U^thcr
Belt Dressing Descriptive booklet IZSEindumple upon request.

SAFETY " RUBBER COVERED
WIRE AND CABLE

tb<

in

of

I'/M

I'll

bclti.

ll^

FOR EVERY ELECTRICAL SERVICE.

B.

AM.

A«JSTIN & CO.,

EFFREY^urKri DREDGES.

CHICAGO REPRESENTATIVE.

THE SAFETY INiiULATED WIRE & CABLE
WORK!: Iiyonne,

114-110

N.J.

REG.THADt MARKS

I)

LIURItTY HTKKKT.

CO.,

. Y.

BURGER

Bronze SmeltingCo.Umited,
2200 WASHINGTON AVE.,PHILADELPHIA.
"ELEPHANT BRAND PHOSPHOR-BRONZE"
Jhe Rhosphor

AUTOMATIC GAS ENGINE
Gu

The only strictly ftutomatlc cut-off
Korlne
in tbe world. For electric work uniurpaii^.
kIvIor regulation unequaled by aoj ttcftm
Adapted to uteanj fuel with the t^«at
^utiafactlon and the greateit economy, producing one H. P per bouroDonc lb. of coat. Kor a
money saver power uiera tbould Investigate.

ING0TS,CASTINGS,WIRE,RODS,SHEETS,ETC.
.......

„.W

VX

"^

^

— DELTA

t^'nKtne.

METAL

CASTINGS, STAMPINGS and FORGINGS
ORIGINAL AND SoLeMaKERS IN THE U.S.

Correspondence solicited.

WOOLLEY FOUNDRY AND MACHINE

y*X%.

Anderson, Ind.

HORNBERGER-IRWIN

Transformers

FIBRE-GRAPHITE I

I

<LARCE AND SMALL)

COMMUTATOR

54K.W. toSOOK. W.

k

This transiormer represents the latest improvetransformer construct i'^n: made In
In
multl-coU construction; veniila'.o^.
cores; built for all commercial voltages and frequencies; hig:lier efficiencies together with
Dients

three types;

There's

No

Friction

with tbe PlbiT-Cnphli* Cooiinuutor Bnuk.
Being 90 percent, pire jrapbitcji linret U»
tiiitinee.n© ip«rklDg nndcr » Tirying loii^aai
longer we»r.
TLcrc li no grewinj rtqoirti.
Tb« Flbre-Cnpbite U therefore tkc sett «».
Domic bmih oa the market. Send for price Hat.

HOLMES FIBRE-GRAPHITE

.HfG. CO.

SISSWakcficlJ St..Gerfninlo*n. PfliUDELPHU.

lower temperatares tlian have heretofore been attained are ffoaranteed.
CatalogTie just issued explains details.

Manufactured by

Crawfordsville Electric Co.

DIESEL ENGINES

CRAWFORDSVILLE,
INDIANA,

U.S.A.

Operating on

You will confer a
favor upon the ad'

by telling
him—when you write
him — that you saw
his ad, in the Western

CRUDE

FUEL

or

Oil

ELECTRICAL BOOKS
ilLII

Kinds

Guaranteed Fuel Consumption

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,

Suite 510 itlarauette.

on variable load, ranging from

CHICAGO.

\2V:2

vertiser

to full load

'^

Qals. per 100

Kw. Hours

SUITABLE FOR ALL STATIONARY POWER
For further Inlormatioo address

AMERICAN DIESEL ENGINE COMPANY
NEW YORK

Broadway

11

Electrician.

SAMSON TURBINE
A

gain of

in

each 100 H.

amount
at

all

3%

EFFICIENCY means

in
P.

to at the

gateages

You can soon

3

H. P. additional
what this would

figure out

end of a year. Very HIGH EFFICIENCY
is one of the strong points in a SAMSON

TURBINE,

THE JAMES LEFFEL & CO.
307 Lagonda

Street,

Springfield, Ohio, U. S. A.
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i8, igoi

Burns'

.^^V^

Telephone
For Flat or Roll

Top Desks
Compare

Made any

ours to others.

Send us your

PRICE

SI.OO

length desired.

orders.

MORE THAN REGULAR DESK SETS

AMERICAN ELECTRIC TELEPHONE CO.
CHICAGO

INTERNATIONAL
Mechanical Self=Restoriiig

Drop Switchboard.
A PERFECT APPARATUS.
Made la any desired capacity.
Sample parts and quotations on

requett.

INTERNATIONAL

TELEPHONE MANUFACTURING CO.

CHICAGO, U.

S. A.

THE TELEPHONE HAND-BOOKi
NEW AND REVISED

Meni^er of the American

EDITION, WITH A

Iiistitute

I60 Pagr^s, 133

NEW CHAPTER ON ''RECENT PROGRESS," BRINGING THE BOOK UP TO
BY HERBERT LAWS WEBB.

?/ Electrical Engineers, and of the Institution, of Electrical Engineers. London. Author of
Testing of Insulated Wires and Cables." Joint Author of 'Electricity in Daily Life."

lllus-tra-tions, Cio-bH,

"A

DATE.

Practical Guide to the

H&ncl-Boolc Size, Price $I.OO.

Kxtract from Preface.— "This little book has no pretension to be cons Mered a complete treatise on telephony as it exists in America. The time for such a work is not vet come. But it i
felt that there is a demand for a practical book on telephone working and management, and the TELEPHONE HAND-BOOK is an attempt at meeting that demand.
With the exception of a ti\
chapters dealing with certain forms of transmitters and receivers used in Europe, which are given for the information of those who may wish to engage in the manufacture of telephones, th
book is based entirely on standard American practice; and most of the material, apparatus and methods described are peculiar to or have" originated in this country."
No pains have been spared to make it the best book of its kind. It is right up to date, intensely practical, and so plain and clear in its language that a
everything regarding telephone work and management. It conforms in size and style to our other Hand-Books which have been so favorably received by t

2.
3.
4.

'

Invention of the Telephone.
Waves. Articulate Speech.
Electric Telephony. The Bell Telephone.
The Microphone.
Cnrrent Induction.
Electromagnetic

OONTENTS

-^

.

CHAPTER L The

CHAPTER

Sound

13.
14.
15.
16.

The Induction

Coll:

Its

Use

in

the

20.

Telephone Transmitter.
7.

8.
9.

Metallic Circuit.

Lightning Arresters.
Inside Wiring.
Installatiop
Te!^phone

Various

Induction.
6.

Carbon Transmitters.

The Blake Transmitter.
The Lens Distance Transmitter.
The Solid-back Transmitter.
The Berliner Transmitter.
The Cuttriss Transmitter.

The

Underground Wires

34.

21.
22.
23.
24.

FiChange Working.
Small Exchanges.
Party Lines: The Bridging Bell.
Long Distance Telephony.
Duplex Telephony.
Simultaneous Telegraphy and Teleptt

Batteries for Telephone Work.

Open

Circuit Batteries.
Circuit Batteries.
Practical Management

Closed

The

of

Bat-

teries.

Neumayer and

PnMiaiiad and for e>ie by

25.

Magneto

26.
27.

Automatic Switches.
Telephone Line Construction.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

Inspection and Maintenance.
The Condenser; Its Use in Telephonj'
EIe^trom?i.netic Retardation.

ters.

The Complete Telephone Circuit.
Magnet Telephones.
The Bell Telephone Receiver.
Other forms of Magnet Telepho

Instrur

ments.

European Transmitters.
of Carbon Transmit-

Efficiency

Bell.
42.

Recent Progress.

Appendix

5IO Marquette Building, t^nicaso

EDISON PRIMARY BATTERIES
FORHERLY EDISON-LALANDE

These

batteries are convenient in form

cal deposits.

These are but two

Our catalogue No.

7 will tell

and

of the

free

from noxious fumes or chemi-

many good

you more about them.

EDISON MFC. CO.
Factory,

ORANGE,

N.

J.

points of these batteries.

Write

for

it.

NEW YORK:
CHICAGO

:

31 Union Square

304 Wabash Avenue

lb

M

STROMBERG-CARLSON [S
QUALITY IS STANDARD

Kellogg Express Switchboard

Cabinet

Flltf-Llii

Appearance
Capicll)

come> from

Wc

own judge

willing you should he your

are

Ouarer
Siwed OaW

Simple
Lines.

ol this if

you

will get our toll lioard bulletin,

for the entire

you

still

tiilerkir o(

the Cabinet

apparatus

should sec the

itself

to

fully appreciate

it.

This

please

will

It

you

to

see

how

husiiiess-like

wc

Attractive

take care of the small details.

Many

things you

these

of

will observe

the

in

seasoned

popular tlut

wood

it

can only see by examining the

others you

been

h.TS

much
bulletin,

Thorouthly

Design has
been so

copied

by other
Finished

m.inufac-

apparatus.

Golden

If

you are not interested

in this,

why

let us

in

Light or

turcrs

Oak

mail

you our bulletins on some other subject.
Gold Medal

6riRd Prizi

Highest

For tho abovo ask for
BULLETIN NO. 12-E.

Hiiihcst

Award

Award

Buflalo

St.

Exposition

Exposition

1902

1904

Louis

The Strongest, Longest Lived, Most Efficient Switchboards made.
telephone experts will tell you that.

STROMBERG-CARLSON TELEPHONE MFG.

CO..

Kellogg Switchboard

ROCHESTER, N.Y.

CHICAGO,

ILL.

LOS ANGELES

(LIBRARY OF WELL SELECTED ELECTRICAL BOOKS
>

ol

Inestimable value to

arefullv

Such a library is best formed by occasional and
ELECTRICIAN PUB. CO., 510 IHarquetle Building. Chicago

electricians.

chn^en purchases.

Crimshaw
ALL

OUR WIRES

pass iDspectlon and carry the above

Supply Co.

<&.

Congress & Green Streets
CHICAGO

Western Sales Office,

General Offices,

All

CLEVELAND

PHILADELPHIA

TELEPHONE TROUBLES

Price

25c

DO YOU NEED ONE IN YOUR BUSINESS?
ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHIMG COMPAMY,
510 Marquetto Bulldlna, Chlcmoo

Raven White Core
Raven Blacl< Core
We also manuraciare Crimshaw and Competition Tapes an.; Splicing Compounds.

TRADE-MARKS on our tags.

NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE COMPANY,
RDAMrHP^.
DKAncnts.

CmCAQO:

'

I

,p2 0j5p,a|nes St.

ELECTRICITY FOR ENBINEERS.

BOSTON:
7 OtLs St.

424 PAGES.
ILLUSTRATED.
PRICE $2.60.
ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
BIO Marquette Building,

•

•

OMIOAOO

THE AUTOMATIC
the recognized competitive system of telephony.
Its manifold advantages over the manual system, mechanically, financially and
commercially, make it so.
Automatic telephone service is more prompt and more accurate and absolutely secret. It can be furnished
is

at less cost to

adopting

it;

Among

company and patrons than any other.
new ones in preference to manual and the

both

the

the cities in which

it

Lewlston, Maine

Dayton, Ohio
Lincoln, Neb.
Portland, Maine

Fall River,

,

L

old ones to replace

manual equipment.

It is

all

over the country are rapidly

a success everywhere.

has been adopted are:

Auburn, N.Y.

--— r—
Wlombus.OhIo
.

Progressive Independent telephone companies

Auburn. Maine
nass.
New Bedford, Mass,
Los Angeles, Cal.

San Diego. Cal.
Mopklnsvllle, Ky.
Sioux City. Iowa
Cleburne, Texas
Columbus, Qa.
Augusta. Qa.

Medford, Wis.
»t. flary's, Ohio

Woodstock, N. B.
Westerly R. I.
,

Berlin.

Qermany

Albuquerque. N. M.
Van Wert, Ohio
Battle Creek, Mich.

Clayton, Ho.

Pentwater. .Mich,
Toronto Junction.

WUmlngton.

Manchester, Iowa

AUTOMATIC
ELECTRIC COMPANY
CHICAGO,
Van
Buren and fWorgan

Streets.,

U. S. A.

C;

Del.

Riverside. Cal.
Traverse City. MIcb

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN
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CEDAR POLES

PRODUCERS

AND

YARDS
KOSS

SPECIAL PRICES ON SMALL POLES.

WHOLESALERS

Writefora copy of our TELEGRAPH

PRODUCTS

MICH.

L'ANSE •
MUNI5ING

CODE FOR CEDAR PRODUCTS

^

"

ONTONAGON

C.n.NA^ORCESTER CO

OF WHITE CEDAR,

i8, 1905

WAGNER, WIS
PESHTIGO

.

"

SUITE 1206 TRIBUNE BLDG. CMICASO.

VERY LOW RATES

POLES

Southwest

and Marcb,

7

and

MONROE. MICH.

TIES.

AllLengthsani>sizes

WABASH
21.

STERLING & SON,

C.

:f:CEDARPOlES

VIA THE

Feb. 7 and

W.

Eleven Po}e Yards in Mlchigin
Wholesale Producers for 20 years,

31.

THE WABASH
will sell special homeseekers' tickets
from Cliica&o to many points in Texas,

ceiCAGO -ALTOW

Louisiana, Kansas. Indian and Oklahoma Territories, at $20 for the round trip.
Limit, three weeks from date of sale.

#^
SCOTT. Gen'l

T. P.

R.

S.

Agrt.,

rMfle of mainlinetracR

Milwaukee, Wis.

GREENWOOD, il.

P. Agt., Chicago.

F. A. PALMER, A. G- P. Agt., Chicago.
C. S. CRANE, G. P. & T. A., St. Louis.

STraltt

(TIj? Ifart

Nnn fnrfe

<8>

iifg. (Un.. I|arlfnr&. (Horn.

Sniatmt

clormtto,

QIIfirHgn

®nt

THE CHICAGO e
ALTON'S WORLD'S
FAIR RECORD

WITH
Satisfactory Inducements,

!

Freight

Labor

Healthful

I

a

c

fT

"'"'°>dT

rhPT

Increas ein passenger earnings

LEWIS AND CLARK EXPOSITION

Communities,

THE ILLINOIS CENTRAL

R.

YAZOO

&

For

information and descriptive patn-

*SSISSIFP.I VALLEY R.

uring seve

1

From

R.

CliIaso,S

.

Lunls, Eaniai Cltf

GEO .J. CHARLTON.

ttD<

Gen Pass Agt. CHICAGO

THETELEPHOp HAND-BOOK

St, Paul

HERBERT LAWS WEBB.

pblet address

$

C. CLAIR,

Price $1 00.

A complete

and practical work

handy pocket

Electrician

Moonlight Schedule
Every

lighting

should have
Electrician Publishing

510 Marquette

man

MATTHEWS,

Gen. Agt. Pass. Dept. 208 So. Clark

Send four cents
A.

for

St.,

Chicago,

III,

LEWIS AND CLARK BOOKLET to

M. CLELAND, General Passenger Agent

-

-

-

St. Paul,

Bid;..

Chicago.

Chicago to

York

Erie Railroad Company's IndusDepartment has all the territorj
trial
traversed by the railroad districted in re
lation to resources, adaptability, market'
for manufacturing, anc
'.an advise with manufacturers in relatior
For ful
to the most suitable locations.

Minn.

Low Rates From All Points

information address

LUIS JACKSON
Industrial Commissioner, Erie Railroad

21 Cortlandl Street,

MICHIGAN WHITE

PROMPT SHIPMENTS.

New

The

and advantages

one.
Company,

CO.,

CUcago.'

Erie RaUroad

YELLOWSTONE NATIONAL PARK
C. A.

for 1905.

510 Marquette Building,

Locations for Industrie&

See the

send you a

W^estern

^56.50

CHICAGO

CENTS

Suite

in

size.

THE ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING

On receipt of
we will

and

months of

»1,500.000.

PORTLAND, ORE.

R.

AND THE

10

to

Rates,

Conditions,

ON THE LINES OF

J.

I

tin

Favorable

full

aiidii®!eckiflg swtdies and

i>hiitrl|?a

OFFERED
LOCATIONS

.

praitedby BLOCK SIGNALS

1

crossiina

ELECTRICAL
AND OTHER
INDUSTRIES
ARE

6001I

\

Compu:

New York

LARGE STOCK.

ELLOCC SWITCHBOARD & SUPPLY

CO., Chlca£:o.

WESTERN

IF

y.ii H.iiii

YOU WANT POLES

ficvcn-inch, twcniylivcii

oil

May

•ix-incli, tliirlicii.

n []„-,,

(|unlry
„liiirsi/.cs

y..ii II...

(.,r

y

I

MM

1.

\S

i.. .-.I,

1

A

) I

T

SI

P!

I

Can

II'M l-.NT?

..U.. Ii.hl- |,lci.ly..( ll...-.-

.•

I

U.K. ikm

;ilw. c|ii„ic y.iu

and

wi- no)
<>ii

,,iiy

7

r..ll.> " li... s.-i

;4ALTBY CEDAR COMPANY, 509 Photnix Block, Bay City, Michigan.
Plttsburn Af^onts, Tipper 4, Pntton, 000 Bnsanmor Bulldlnn.

^MW 6«C
BRACKETS— X ARMS— PINS

*K^XaW^
little

things

(Wu^^XoAW

it is

true, but

Prompt Shipment

§A^>^y^^^W

they cut a bin figure

OUR.

MOTTO

Qusllty

IS

i

«9

mil iiricm, rapccially

FootTies.Michi^can'sBcstW hiteCedar
for Electric Railways, Our Specialty.
ALSO moi.Lny ihjles

"Vj\mAkkum/ ftMyXkoWJUr^.

COLUMBIA MFG. CO.

^

Right Price

ANTIGO. WIS.

52

WIS.

BERTHOLD
& JENNINGS,
ST. LOUIS.

80

to

ft.

its

Send Your Address

(or

aii

Pown tiiiilatsi s

WE GUARANTEE RESULTS

Worth.

FREE SAMPLE THAT CONVINCES.

Street,

iiiv.VA\'^

Chicago,

-

-

III.

WISCONSIN AVBNUB

WHITE CEDAR.
IDAHO CEDAR up

Has Proven

386 Fulton

BROOKS

TOMAHAWK,

POLES.

14 Years' Use on Street R)., Liglil

^ JAS. Mclaughlin & co.,

WHITE CEDAR POLES
L.

&Actxrtu>irO/,"VA;Jlv

Saves Commutators.

))\

W

HALL

DAnr.FTT. MICH.

Our Compound Stops Sparking and

in line construction.

I

•Mlsfsotlon

PfERRIZO & SONS,

Wrilcu..

Southern Cedar
NO ROTTEN BUTTS.

CROSS
ARMS.
LONQ LEAF

Chemical Building.

PINEANDFIR.

Cedar

Are the Best.

POLES

D. W. PHELAN,
377 Broadway, NawYork

TORREY
CEDAR CO.,
CLINTONVILLE, WIS.

Lvii

Slock Contltntly on Hand

Poles

?^oARPoue5
ESTABLISHED

1862

WM. MUELLER COMPANY

I

MARQUETTE BLOG. CmiCAQO.
EIGHT DISTRieuTI NG YARDS

1211-12-13

POLE DEALERS ADVERTISING

*

IHE

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN OBTAIN MOST EXCELLENT RESULTS BECAUSE IT
PLACES THEM IN TOUCH WITH
ACTUAL BUYERS OF POLES.
TRY A CARD.
IN

THE PORTER CEDAR CO.,

POLES, TIES, POSTS.'
PRODUCERS.

We

SABINAW,

CEDAR
H. M.

MICH.

want your Inquiries always.

POLES,
POSTS,
TIES,

LOUD'S SONS CO., Au Sable, Mich.

CENTRAL STATION HEATING
We

are the originators and

Our system
for

is

used

heating purposes.

facturers

of

for

the

250 Plants

Wooden Water

mizing Coils, Separators and

builders

utilization

Pipe,
full

in

of

and

the

underground

distribution

successful

operation.

of

system of live and exhaust steam heating.
steam from electric and power plants
have the only Meter System. Also manu'
Traps, Condensation Meters, Valves, Econo-

exhaust

We

Steam Pipe Casing, Steam
line of Steam Fitters' Supplies.

WRITE FOR PAMPHLET AND PRICE LIST

Americam District
Steam Company
Chicago,
LOCKPORTN.Y.

Mention Western Electrician.

111.
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i8, 1905

The Westinghouse
Single=Phase Railway System

The
Catenary
Line
Construction

v^^^

w

Strong and Durable
Especially adapted to high speeds.

and high winds.

The

Will withstand heavy ice or

by means of
hangers every 10 feet, holds the trolley wire 'in an absolutely
horizontal position; also prevents the wire dropping to ground
sleet,

in

supporting cable,

'^"iilF'.

case of a break.

We

i

invite correspondence

Westinghouse

Electric

&

Mfg. Co.

Pittsburg, Pa.
New

York, Atlmta. Dallas, Baltimore, Boston, Buffalo. Chicago, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Detroit, Los Angeles, Minneapolis,
Salt

For Canada:

Lake City, San Francisco, Syracuse,

Canadian Westinghouse Co., Limited, Hamilton, Ontario.

New

Orleans, Philadelphia, Pittsburg, St. Louis

Seattle, Denver,

Mexico: Q.

&

0. Braniff Co., City of Mexico.

DUNCAN
DIRECT CURRENT

WATTMETERS
FROM POLE TO GROUND

Most Sensitive
Most Accurate
Most Reliable

It is

work

but a few mirvutes
to put a^ Type A

tra.rvsforiTier
ice,
it

WRITE FOR BULLETIN AND PRICES

et-nd

into serv-

orvce in pl&.ce

stays there.
— if it is ever neces-

"Bat

sary to remove

it

from

service to test or cKa.nge

DUNCAN ELECTRIC MFG.
LAFAYETTE,

CO.

ca.pa.city.

easily

IND.

it

is

as
from

just

deta.ched

tKe pole. TKe new
patented suspension
hooks require no nuts
\A/E

supply any of
catalogued below
upon receipt of your order and rennittance.
We prepay charges.
shall be glad to

the

books

TUB PRINCIPLES OP THE TRANSFORMER.

B? Frederick Bedell
l.'OU.S.
Bv c, 10. IImuupv
KMOCTlilflTY AN1> MA'lJM/nSM. r.^ S. U. Boltoiie
ELKCTiuciTv, ni.ic^"inn.Mi':'ri:i;. ,mag-\'e;xis.\i and electrolysis.
By <;, ChrysliU ;iihI «'. .\. Shaw
TIIEOUy OF ELHCTKICITV. L.y L Cummlng
TIIEOKV OF ELECTiaCITV AND MAGNETISM, Bv Charles Emerson

INDUCTION

:

:

Curry

!

THE ELEMENTS OF ALTEliNATlNG CURRENTS. Bv ^^^ S. Franklin
ODd R. B. WlUiamsou
PRACTICAL EXERCISES IN MAGNETISM AND ELECTRICITY. By
H. E. Hadlev
MISCELLANEOUS PAPERS. Bv Ilclnricli Hertz
A TEXT-BOOK ON' ELECTRO:MAGNETtSM AND THE CONSTRUCTION
OP DYNAMOS. Bv Dugald C. .Tackson
ALTERNATING CURRENTS AND ALTERNATING CURRENT MACHINERY. Bv D. C. .TacUson and .Tolln Prlee .Tackson
AN ELEMENTARY BOi.lK ON ELECTRICITY AND MAGNETISM AND
THEIR APPLICATIONS. Bv D. C. Jackson and .Tohn Price Jackson.
A FIRST-BOOK OF ELECTRICITY AND MAGNETISM. Bv W. P. Maycock
ALTERNATING CURRENTS OF ELECTRICITY AND THE THEORY OF
TRANSFORMERS. By Alfred Siill
PRACTICAL ELECTRIC LIGHT FITTING. Bv A. C. Alison
ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTS. Bv G. E. Bouiiev
RADIOGRAPHY AND THE "X" I!.\YS IN PRACTICE AND THEORY. Bv
S.
R. Bottone
THE DYNAMO HOW MADE .VND Vm\ USED. Bv S. R. Bottone
HOW TO MANAGE THE DYNAMO. Bv S. R. Bottone
A GUIDE TO ELECTRIC LIGHTING. Bv S. R. Bottone
ELECTRIC LIGHT ARITHMETIC. Bv E.' E. Pav
THE DYNAMO ITS THEORY, DESIGN AND .MANUFACTURE. Bv C. C.
Hawkins and F. Wallls
THE ALTERNATINn CURRENT CIRCUIT. By W. P. Mavcock
ELECTRIC WIRING FITTINGS. ETC. Bv W.' P. Mavcock
ELECTRIC WIRING T.ABLE. Bv W. P. Mavcock
A MANUAL OF TELEPHONY. Bv W. H. Preoce and A. J. Stuhhs
PRACTICAL TELEPHONE HANDBOOK AND GUIDE TO THE TELEPHONIC EXCHANGE. By .Joseph Poole
ELECTRIC WIRING. By Russell RoWi
ELECTRIC LIGHT CABLES AND THE DISTRIBUTION OP ELECTRICITT.
By Stuart A. Russell
„,
ELECTRICITY IN TOWN ANT) COUNT RY HOUSES. Bv Percy E. Scrntton
THE STORAGE BATTERY. By Augustus Treadwell.
'

00

2.50
2,
2,50

60

.'

.3.

2
3,

1.

1,

1.

I

:

:

.

Electrician Publishing
51

I

Company

Marquette Building, Chicago

or bolts to attach to
transformer lugs. It is
all done by locking cams
with a. hanrimer blow.
The man on the pole
need stay there only
long enough to unlock
the can\s and sling the
The boy
transformer.
on the ground to care
for w^renches and cold
chisels is not needed.

3.

Fort Wacyne
ElectricWorks

1.
1,

1.

4.

Manufa-cturers of

1

••WOOD" SYSTEMS

2,

3
1
1

Main

Office

and

Factory:

FORT WAYNE,

IND.

BrancK Offices In Most Large

Cities

130
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KARTAVER'
iBIack Diamond

HARD AND FLEXIBLE FIBER IN SHEETS, RODS AND TUBIIfgL

Works ^

File

For Electrical and Mechanical Parposas, BallwayDast Onardihl^l^l
and Packings. Patent Insulating Cleats.
iTiAJSnrPACTVRBD

BT

''

iK,

THE KABTAVEIIT IMWUFACTUBIlie CO.

VULCANIZED

WHlllitflHii|[

FIBRI

HIglust grades for electrical insalation and mechanical purposes, in sheets,
Catalogues and samples on application.
tabes> rods and special shapes.

ABE OK 8AI-E IN EVERY lEADDIG jaARJDWAJlE
^ OVK eOODS
8XOBE IN THE USIITED STATES AND CANADA.
4f|

G.

I
^

&

H.

BARNETT COMPANY,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

VULCANIZED FIBRE

CO.,

-

Wilmingrton, Del

-

fjf

WIRES ^GABLES

|
g

HIGH-GRADE, RUBBER-COVERED, WEATHER-PROOP
Maghbt, Offics, Anvcmctatob Wzbe.

HAZARD mANUFACTURING
CO.,
NEW TORK
Omc*.

G^NERAIuOSnCB AND W0RK8,

CHICAGO
71 and 73 West AdAms S

OFPIOB,

50 Dey

Wllkesbarre. Pa.

St.

AUTOMATIC

Wa^rren

SERIE!
ARC

Control— Indefinite Regulation

Perfect

Alternaior

No Flashing—No Repairs
Burnouts Impossible— Last Forever
For
Power, St. Ry

ALLEN-BRADLEY

Designed and made

to

EARN MONEYwith
not to

A. F.

,

A. C. snd D. C,
Series Circuits
ILL

HAIMACEK,
CHICAGO,
2039 KENMORE AVE.

mmm
For

All

Purposes of Electric Current Control

Spend Money on
Prices Reasonable—Satisfaction Guaranteed

WE GUARANTEE
WHAT WE SELL

SEND

IN

A TRIAL ORDER

AND
SELL WHAT WE

Ask your Engineer or Electrician about

it.,

GUARANTEE

AMERICAN ELECTRIC FUSE CO.
I^EHl^CTRIcjp.^.

48-50 West Jackson Boul.

CHICAGO,

Sandusky, O.

W

ILL.

M«SSSS — SSS>SS«S MSS» M S> M >S«< M SSSS»M » MMM t MM >
MM t»t»«WS>M t MMMMM>MM8 M
There is No Higher-Class India-Rubber Insulation

SSSSSSSSS« »>SSSSSifgiftfffffffffffffffffffffgffff
gffffffffffffgffff
S»B«BStt»
»

««

'

H A B RS H ANA/.
For Wires and Cables than

I

Authorized Manufacturers of th«

A-r-riX F-L.EXIBI.E
:i

I
m
<>

TUBI

^A/lP{i

The India-Rubber and Cutta-Percha
SalesOfTlea,
ISCortlandtSt., NewYork.

mimiiiuuinmmmt

Insulating Co.,

MAIN OFFICE, Glenwood Works,
^ .^^ ». . _ ^_—_ .^m.
—Y^ ^3 IM I'C
RC ^S • 1^.
.».

E

.

.^^^

Y.

M«»H:::::H:::::H«;H;H^N»»»j»HH»;HHH:HHHHi8;K»^

ir

SIlVIPLEX WIRES AND CABLES.

N.

).

10

Cut*

« Cerr.

R.

Rabber €•.'

HUMHEH COVERED, WEATHEHPROOF. UNDERGROUND AND SUBMARINE.

,1 M.iniitoori. Block.

Simplex Electrical

''''^^'

*'""H.*m'x'soN°""
CHICAGO

I

10 Siato Sircet,

1NH»

RUBBER COVERED

Co.,

BOSTON, MASS.

OFFICI AHO FACTORY: BRISTOL.

Innulation.

Vallciiial (uil.- Hlnn<lar<l.

CRESCENT INSULATED WIRE AND CABLE.CO.

THK MTANOABD FOU
IIV8i;i..ATIOIV.
Sole Manufacturers of

Okonite Tape,

*;.''"::

""•«"•

Oeo. T. Hanton. tfln't tupt.
W. H.HodgInt, Sicy.

KUHLMAN ELECTRIC

THERMOPILES

INDIANA RUBBER AND INSULATED WIRE CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

Wires ire

WAU^U'S SONS

Z6« Wulilncton

CO..

Kevark, N.

J,

AUTOMATIC

DONT BUY
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

SERIES

Until

Sookeis, Wall
Sookats,

Weatherproof
Sockets,
Rosettes,
Reoeptacles,

Cord

I k.

Price List.

Free to the trade.

CUT-

w. to 75 k. w.
Reuooabla Prln,

THE HOBARrELECTRIC MFa.CO.
Tr.OY. OHIO.

Cope's

A. F.

PHILADELPHIA

Patent

Electrical

SopDly Co.

For
Power. Si. Ry..
A. C. and D. C.

CIRCUIT BREAKERS
CO..

MantiattaQ

OUT

I-T-E
CUTTER ELECTRICAL

you have aeen our

new Catatocua and new

ARC

THOUSANDS IN USE.
M b. p. to 100 b. p.

bynamoa,

Hlibtst Quality.

Elkhart, Ind.

•

Motors,

VOST SPECIAITIES.

>.

l^liH^^l^s

is

Street.

JONE^iiBOBO. IND.

tesleil at Factory.

CO.,

For EI«.troly tic aiuljulg. chKrgtnfr BtoraKS t>ftlu.r1«s,
ftndotti.rcuiutAAtourreilt rvqulrvnMaU. SS Baoh.

Paranlte Rubbtr Govtred WIrtt and Cables,
UNDERGROUND. AERIAL, SUBMARINE AND INSIDE USE.
TELBPHONB, TELBORAPH AND FIRE-ALARM CABLES.
All

tnd Faclor,. TRENTON. H

TRANSFORMERS

CO.. Ltd.

253 Broadwiy. New Y«rl

Office

SINGLE AND POLYPHASE

Manson Tape, Candee ""i«r Wires

THE OKONITE
'f.'l£S»Ve

">'"

83B»"RCLi'r u'stET.

BVBBKIt
Jkoniie Wires,

I.

WIRES AND CABLES

IH»:t-Worl<l'M Fiiir,
JOeflal for Itabbcr Iniialation.

TWUJCMARIC

R.

CRESCENT RUBBER INSULATED

I'liriM KxikftMitioii,

lUetlnl fur Itnltltcr

Nl

Matieaal
Indi*

HAMAOEK,
2039

Coupling

Quick

Series ClrculLs.
ILL.

CHICAGO,

KENMORE

AVE.

Rod

Conduit

Adjustersm
OmimloQum tar
thm making,
CONDUITS FOR INTERIOR WIRINC

THE YOST ELECTRIC MFG. CO.
TOLEDO, OHIO.

American

COPI

Circular

Loom

Co.

PMILaOELPHia. PA.

32«« aorth FlftMntk Street

TRAY PLATE BATTERY COMPANY
MANUFACTURERS OF THE CELEBRATED

PATENT TRAY PLATE STORAGE BATTERY
rOK CENTRAL LIGHTING

ALSO AN IMPROVED CELL TYPE BATTERY

J-l

I

IN

POWER AND ISOLATRO

.

PL.VNTS.

ALL GENERAL STYLES FOR ELECTRIC VEHICLES, SPARKING BATTERIES, HC.

BINCHAMTON,

FREDERICK STREET,

WESTUH
** —""^

Electrical InstPDment
NEWARK, N. J.

Co.,

Waverly Park,

The Weston Standard PflrtaWe

Voltmeters and

Bituminized Fibre Conduit
For Underground

Wattmeters

The AmencaaOondui!
in uadereround cons'.

Are the only standard portable instruments of the type deserving this
name. Write for circular and price

nish supervision of -v
fertoco-opera:e-nu:i
structlon, but if de:*;:-and take contracts fo:

lists.

In

LONDON;

Elliott Bros..

FRANCE-E.

Century Worl<s, Lewis-

H. Cadiot.

12

any pan of the Cuiu

instru-

ham.
PARIS.

the

in

Alternating aud Direct Gorrent Clrcalts

BERLIN: European Weston Electrical
ment Co.. No. 88 Ritterstrasse.

Rue

AMERICAN CONDUIT COMPANY

St.

.Hain Offiera

(Jetton tstandard Portable Direct

Beadlnc Wattmeter.

Construction

GOOD FEATURES of other conduits
ELIMINATES the BAD FEATURES existing in many kind..
HAS VALUABLE FEATURES not found any other dua.
COMBINES

Direct Reading

N. Y.. U. S. A.

-74 Cort-

1005-6 M4SH.ITT.\N BlILDISG

CBICAGO.

Other Office*
I7« Broadway. Hew Tork
336 aaey Street. Loi lafelea

"
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25,
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Bullock Electrical Apparatus
Of any

size

up

Bullock 3,500-K.

W.

to

1

0,000 K.

W.

Generator which supplied current

for decorative lighting of

grounds and buildings

of St. Louis Exposition

Complete Direct and Alternating Current Equipments
for Lighting Plants

¥ijQi

and General Power Service

IMkA MmM(&. MM
Canadian representatives, AIIis=Chalmers=Bullock, Ltd., Montreal

505

(Ed)

I'Vhriiary 25,

—

.

.

.

.

.

W

1905

F.S'I" F.

UM

I-

1

.

['

K r A

-I'

N

I

I

.

TheElectric PHILADELPHIA
StorageBatteryCo.
MANUFACTURER OF THE

Hccumulator

Cblorit)C

Central Stations, Electric Railways, Isolated Lighting and Power Stations,
Fire Alarm, Telegraph, Train Lighting, etc., etc.

I-'or

.sALi:s

1)1

NKwVniiK,
AllCKhi'iiy Avu.

und 19lh St.
Kan FiumiHc
Uhilln

1110

CltUcnV

IlliU'

i'ici;s:

llomoN.

no Suitu

llroadway

St,

Hilr<|Uiitlu Illd(.

Csnadlaa

lllil

<ln

i

y.l-iArCn

1,1.1.,

.

Tor-

MAJWAGEHS

CEJST'RAL STATIOJV

Don't Be Afraid
of the

Gas

PlaLrvt

WORK UP A MOTOR LOAD
We

can furnish you

SINGLE PHASE MOTORS
that will start under full load In
sizes ranging from J^ to 35 H. P.

XOagner Electric Mfg. Co.
ST. LOX/IS. MO., V. S. A.

HI

MEGHAN

Engineering
engineering

larSVLrATED WIRFiS

if

KlnnlDf.

Sioam and Electrical

Short
low. Accomtnodatlonfl the
Englnebrlng. Eipei
- -ifty enter
v-— . any time.
be8t.»8cbool ftll year. Btndents .^-,
CorreipondeQce Bteam and electrical coarsee. Send
for ttiiBlopue. Mention course In which Inierested.
c(

Id

—

.

—

.,

DEt MOINES, IOWA.

H-KLElN 1 SON
S«od 2c staiDp lor aew caljjofoe

6 of

Workurm
and Lino BuUdorm*
MATHIAS KLEIN & SONS.
Foe- Elecfricai

South Milwaukee
Wis.

81 W. Van Burer,

CO., INC.

$(

.No.

TOOLS

KLEIN'S

MAGNET WIRES

BAKER

PLATINUM

idBk

Milwaukee, 740-741 Wells Btdg.
Chicago, 1202 Marquette BIdg.

I

NORTHERN WIRE
& CABLE CO.

I

HIQHUND PARK COLLEGE,

:

1

i

,o

OFFICES

COTTON
AND SILK

St.,

Chicago,

III.

:

GRAND PRIZE
UNIVERSAL EXPOSITION

WORKS: Newark, New Jersey
NEW YORK OFFICE: 120 Liberty Street

ST. LOUIS, 1904

ALPHABETICAL INDEX TO ADVERTISEMENTS.
Adams-Bagnail Electric Co.
AUis-Chalmers Company
American liattery Co
U
Amer. Circular Loom Co.
American Conduit Co
American Diesel Engine Co. .15
Amer. District Steam Co.
Amer. Elec. Fuse Co
Amer. EL Telephone Co
American Elecirical Works. .11
Arnold Elec. Power Station
,

Co.,

.14

Automatic Electric Co

17

Babcock A Wilcox Co
Badt,P. B
Bain, Forie

Baker

& Company

H

<& H..
Beardslee Chandelier Mfg.Co.—
Benjamin Electric Mfg. Cc
Bennett. L A
Berihold A Jennings
18

BlssellCo.,The F
Bossert Electric Constructloi
Co..

ASon.

E.

—

K

Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co
Cutter Elec.

A Mfg. Company

4
I

—

A W. Fuse Company
Dearborn Drug A Chem.Wks.l5
Diamond Meter Company
10
Directory of Engineers
14
DlKon Crucible Co., Joseph. .15
—
Doxsee Elec'l. Co., A. S

D.

Elec. Mfg.

Co

—

,

Edison Decorative A Miniature Lamp Departm't
10
Edison Mfg. Company

Bryan-Marsh Co

Wm. H

—

,

Buckeye Electric Co.
Bullock Elec Mfg. Co.
Bunge.Otto
.

&

8
Cooper-Hewitt Elec. Co
Cope, T.J
1
Crescent Ins. Wire A Cbl. Co. 1
Crocker-Wheeler Co
22

Duncan

L
Brownell Co., The
Brooks, Hall

Byllesby

Colonial Sign A Insulator Co.—
Columbia Incand. Lamp Co..
Columbia Mfg. Co
19
Continuous Rail Joint Company of America
10

Crolius

Baker&Co., W. E
Barnelt Company, G.

Bryan,

Century Electric Co
14
Chicago it Alton R.K
13
Chicago Edison Co
4, 12
Chic. Fuse Wire A Mfg. Co... 13
Chicago Insulated Wire Co..—
Chicago Mica Co
10
Chicago Solder Co
9

.

Co., H. M...

Edwards
Egan.
.14

J.

A Co

13

J

Cent

Stat.

Central Tel.

Improvement Co
& El. Co

Co

10

Electrical Eugineerlnstltute.—
5
12

Electrician Pub.

Company.

Ely A Co. Allen P
ErieR. R

For

,ns

ACo.. W.

A Co

International TeL Mfg. Co... 16

,

R

Jackson. D. C.

.

—

General Electric Co
GleasoD. John. L
Gould StorageBatteryCo..
Green Fuel Economizer Co.
Gregory Electric Company.
Hallberg, J.

13

HaUer Machine Co
Hamacek. A. F
Hart Mfg. Co
8
Hartford Steam Boiler Inspection A Insurance Co
Hazard Manufacturing Co...—
Hill Elec. Co.,

.

W. S

Hipwell Mfg. Co
Hobart Elec. Mfg. Co
Hoffman. G.W

Holmes Fibre-Graph. Co...
Holophane Glass Co
Humphrey, Hecry H
Hunt ACo., Robt.

W

Illinois Central

Ry

14

Co

15

Johns-ManvilleCo., H.

W

4

W

14

Klein A Sons. Matbias
Kohler Brothers

14

Kemp,

R.

Electric

Leffel

A

Co.,

Co

1

15

Roller,

Slaltby Cedar

Manhattan

M

i

International Elec. Meter Co. 11

Co

Supply Co..

A Seymour, Inc
Perrlzo ASons
Pfannmueller A Co..E. F
Phelan. D.

W

R

.

Mueller Company, William.

MuUlnsCo., TheW. H
Mnnsell A Co*.. Eugene
National Carbon Co
National Electric Co....
National India Rubber Co.
Nernst Lamp Co

—
—
19

Eugene P
11
PhiUips Insulated Wire Co.. .11
Phcenlx Glass Co
Phosphor-Bronze S. Co
15

—

Ol^-SfSifieci Irxdeas: of -A.ciAreirtisea3:ie»:i.t:s

—

W

m

ASon. W. C
Stow Mfg Company

Company

iS

Hugo
9
Reliance Instrument Co
Replogle Governor Works.. .—
Reynolds EL Flasher Mfg.Co. 11
Richardson Lubricating Co.. 12
Robert Instrument Co., The..—
Robertson A Sons. Jas. L
12
Roebling's Sons Co.. J. A
22

—

Ruebel-Schwedimann- Wells.. 14
Runzel-Leni Elec. Mfg. Co...-Saletylns. Wire A Cable Co. .22
Salient A Lundy
Sauquoit Silk Mfg. Co
10
Schneider A Co., C. O

—

See

19

—

Stromberg-CsTlson TeL Mfg.

Company

i"

Torrey Cedar Company
Tray Plate Battery Co

Trumbull Elec. Jlnfg. Co
Turner Brass Works

Union Electric Mfg. Co

18
I

—
—
—

10

Iron Co.. ..19
Atwood Mfg. Co.. ..22
S.

—

.

—

Squire Electric Co

Standard Elec. Mfg.Co
10
Standard fnderg. Cable Co....—
Stanley Elec. Mfg. Co.. The
Stanley Instrument Co
5

19

12

Phillips.

Reislnger,

I2

Co

Pass

Marion Ins. Wire A Rub. Co.. 13
Matthews A Bros.. W.N...

Mechanical Appliance Co..
Mica Insulator Company. ..
Miscellaneous Advs

14

Simplex Electrical Co.. The.. 1
Simplex Elec Heating Co. ...II

Sterllne
Pacific Coast Pole

Plume A

K..

Schotl.W. H.

Stanton. LeRoy

Porter Cedar

R.

1

1

Manross, F. N.
Marinette Gas Engine Co...

Monon
14

Incandescent Electric Light
Manipulator Company
Indiana Rub. AIns. W. Co
India Rubber A Gutta Percha
Insulating Company

tery

Plgnolet.L. M
Pittsburg A L.

Company

El.

McLennan A Company,
McRoyClay Works
12

15

Letheule. Paul
14
Llndsley Brothers Company.. 18
Loud's Sons Co. H.

Machado A

1

Northern Elecfl Mtg. Co....]
Northern Pacific R. R
Northern Wire A Cable Co..
Northwestern Storage Lat-

3

James

,

Newgard A Co.. Henry
New York Ins. Wire Co

1

Kartavert Manufacturing Co.—
Kellogg Switchboard A Sup
ply Company
17. 18

Leather Preserv. M. Corp
.

H

Highland Park College.

A W. B

Jeffrey Manufacturing

Kuhlman

1

II

Electric Appliance

Electric Storage Battery Co.. 3

Carhartt & Co.. Hamilton.
Central Electric Co

us, Almirall

FariesMfg. Co
8
"ForSale" Advertisements.. 12
Ft. Wayne Elec. Works, Inc. .21
Fostorla Incand. Lamp Co.. .—
Fowler. John H
19
Fowler-Jacobs Company
Franklin Elec. Mfg. Co
Fres-Ko Chemical Co

1E*&l^& e«

Valentine-Clark Co.. The.... 19
Vulcanized Fibre Company.. 22

Wabash
Wagner

R. R.

18

Electric Mfg.

Walsh's Sons

Co

A Company.

Warren Elec Mfg. Co
Wesco Supply Co
Western Display Co

3
1

11

10

—

Western Electric Company... 4
Westinghonse
Electric
A
MannfacturingCo
CO
Weston Electrical InsL Co... 1
Whitehead Machinery Co... 12
WooUey Fdy. A Mach. Wks..—
Worcester Corrpany, C H
18
Yesbera Mfg. Co
Mfg. Co

Y'est Electric

ZeroMarxSlgn Works

16
1

—

—

.
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MANUFACTURED BY

Motors,
Switches,

ALWAYS
IN

STOCK.

Arc Lamps,
Circuit Breakers,

Go.

Etc., Etc.

CHICAGO EDISON COMPANY, 139 Adams
GerverOk^tiiAg Sets
for Isolated Plants

CHICAGO.

Street,

NATIONAL ELECTRIC
CODE
STANDARD FUSE DEVICES

W.

E. Generator direct
connected to a Fuller
Cornish Cycle Engine
the most silent, compact,

ARE READY

OUR LABEL

efficient unit possible.

250-V^L.-r
Send

for Bulletins

TYPE B

(Ferrule Contact).

-30 Amps.,

1

,

2, 3 Pole,

Main Line.

31-60 Amps.,

1

,

2, 3 Pole,

Main Line

1

TYPE
61

TYPE

E (Knife Blade Contact).

100 Amps.,

1, 2,

3 Pole, Main Line.

E (Knife Blade Contact.

101-200 Amps.,

1

Pole, Main Line.

201-400

Amps.,

1

Pole, Main Line.

401-600

Amps.,

1

Pole, Main Line.

600->/'^L.'r
TYPE B

(Ferrule Contact).

1-30 Amps.,
31 -60 Amps.,

TYPE

1

Pole, Main Line.

1

Pole, Main Line.

E (Knife Blade Contact).

61-100 Amps.,

Western Electric Company
NEW YORK

CHICAGO
And Other Large

=
CLEVELAND
PITTSBURG

Cities

TYPE E

1

Pole Main Line.

(Knife Blade Contact).

101-200 Amps.,

1

Pole,

Main

Line.

201-400 Amps.,

1

Pole,

Main

Line.

1

Pole, Main Line.

401-600

Amps.,

H.W.JOHNS-MANVILLECO,
lOO WILLIAM ST., NEW YORK.

=-

AffrB.Aabestoi and Masaeila Pipe •dBolterCoverlaKSiRootlnianiPackliigs

CONSTANT USE OF THE C-H.
REGULATOR HAS PROVEN

PARIS

Brussels

FIELD
.

the material of which its base is made does not allow
that overloads do not disintegrate it; that it
readily radiates and conducts heat, and is a perfect insulator.
Its construction is such that no trouble can exist from small
Bulletin 32 explains in detail.
parts or contacts.

That

grounding;

THE CUTLER-HAMMER MFG.
MILWAUKEE,
NEW YORK

CHICAGO

CO.

WIS.

PITTSBURG

BOSTON

February JS,

TFT":

iij'>5

rr !•'•''

A FULL NEW STOCK OF SUPPLIES
we had placed telegraphic orders with
Through their generous support
these supplies have been coming in with astonishing rapidity, so that today we fiave
an entire new stock and are able to make shipments with promptness and despatch.
Sontt us your or dors and givo us a chanoo to
Before the ruins of our warehouse were cold,
all

new

of the factories for a

stock of material.

oonvlnoo you ot Iho truth ol

this statontont.

EieOTRIOAL SUPPLIES
Temporary

Offices: 207-209-211-21.1 E.

Jackson Boulevard, CI}Icbko

H OLOPHAN E
GLOBES AND REFLECTORS

REVOLVING FIELD

1

%iUTEMAMS
\
|'\

Belted,
ElNGINE
OR WATER

WATTTT//-/ ^

Wmeel
Type 000

<

line bare
16 c. p.'.Iamp.

Full line
^

'

built in all

Dotted

CAPACITIES

same

lamp with No.
2631 Pagoda
Reflector.

GENERAL SALES OFFICE &WORKS

M^immxk^^:,.

II*.

S.

A*

Sifltrirt (^ffirra

Photomelrio curves from tests made by
The Electrical Testing Laboratories. New Yorl<.

Colony Bldg.
1509 lAUd TiUe Bide.
irmvra' B»iik Bidg.
I.

D*Uoit

SL

Louis. S-JOChomic«l Bldf.
Denver, H«ndri« * B<4Uioff Hit. kc-I

HOLOPHANE CLASS CO.
CLACKNER BUILDING

NEW YORK

Webb's Telephone Hand-Book. A book
expert as well as the novice-

ALL RIGHT. ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING
INSTRUMENT CO.
STANLEY
GREAT

IT'S

EIO

IWIai-aue-fc'ts

BARRINGTON, MASS.,

UNIVERSAL EXPOSITION
ST.

LOUIS

for the

Price $1.00.

CO.,

ulldlrKz. ^hlcaeo.

U. S. A.

COLD MEDALS
THE HIGHEST AWARDS AT BOTH EXPOSITIONS FOR

TIVIETER

PAN-AMERICAN EXPOSITION

BUFFALO
I90I

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

February

25, 1905

^^-•^
Railway Line and Regulating

Complete
Storage

and Train Lighting
Central Lighting and Power
Electric Vehicle and Telephone

Isolated

Battery
Plants
OOULD COUNTER
NEW YORK,

W.

1

M.

B.

P.

BOOSTER SYSTEMS

WORKS

34th Street.

BOSTON, 89 State Street.
CHICAGO, The "Rookery."
SAN FRANCISCO, Century

DEPEW,

:

N. Y.

Bulletins.

Co.

Electric

CLASSIFIED INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
Commntator Componnd
Crollus&Son.E.
F.ean. J.

A-dJastera, Inc. Lamps.
Inc. El. Lt. Manipulator Co.
Tel.)
Anchors (Tel.

Kohler Brothers.
Letheule, Paul
Neweard & Co., Henry.
Northern Electrical Mfg. Go.
Ruebel, Schwedtman, Wells.
Sargent & Lundy.

R.

J.

Fres-Ko Chemical Co.

McLennan &

&

Co., K.

Schott,

W.

H.
Squire Electric Co.

Condnit and Condnlts.
American Circular Loom Co.

Central Electric Co.

A

Edwards

American Conduit Company

Company,

Electric Appl'

Co.

Bissell Go.,

Ft.

&

AUis-Chalmers Company.
Bullock El. Mfg. Co.
Crocker-Wheeler Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks. Inc.
General Electric Co.

Electric Appliance Co.
Elec. Supply Co.
Tray Plate Battery Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Go.
Belln. BnzKers, Btc.

Manhattan

National Electric Co.

Northern Electrical Mfg. Co.
Wagner Electric Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Central Electric Co.

Edwards &

Co.

Electric Appliance Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Wesco Supply Co.

Controllers, Crane*

Western Electric Co.
Bell DresBlnsr*
Dixon Crucible Co., Jos.

Elec.

Machado &

Wks.

Central Electric Co.

Chicago Edison Co.
Electric Appliance Go.
Indiana Rub. & Ins. Wire Co.
Johns-ManviUe Co., H. W.

Pignolet, L. M.

Reliance Instrument Co.
Robert Inst. Co., The
Stanley Elec. Mfg. Go.
Stanley Instrument Co.
Wagner Electric Mfg. Co.

Kartavert Mfg. Co.

Wesco Supply Go.
Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse EL & Mfg. Co
Weston Electrical Inst. Co.

Electro-Platlns Mach'y

Jeffrey Mfg. Co.

Bne^lnes,

Cross-Arms,
Brackets.
Berthold

Green Fuel Economizer Co.
Boats.
MulUnsCo., TheW. H.

&

Pins

and

Jennings-

Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Company.

Boiler Componnds.

Cat-Oats and

Wks.

S-vritcbes.

Bissell Co.. The F.
Bossert Elec. Const. Co.

Allis-Chalmers Company.

Central Electric Co.

Babcock A. Wilcox Co.
BrownellCo.,The
Rooks. Electrical.

Chicago Edison Co.
Cutter Elec. & Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Go.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks. Inc.
General Electric Co.

Electrician Publishing Co.

Booths, Telephone,

Hamacek, A.

Yesoera Mfg. Co.

F.

Hart Manufacturing Co.

Brackets.

Gas and Gaso-

line.
Allis-Chalmers Company.
Marinette Gas Engine Go.
Woolley Fdy. & Mach. Wks.
Eng:ines, Oil.

American Diesel Engine

Brownell

Co.,

Co.

The

Fans and Fan Motors.

Farles Mfg. Co.

Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Mica Insulator Co.
Munsell&Co., Eugene.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Go.
OkouiteCo., The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.'
Sterling Varnish Go.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse EL & Mfg. Co.

Janctlon Boxes.
Bossert Elect. Const. Co.

Linnxps, Arc,
Bissell Go., TheF.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks. Inc.
General Electric Co.
Gregory Electric Co.

HipweU Manufacturing Go
Manhattan

Elec.

Supply Co.

Stanley Elec. Mfg. Co.

Century Electric GoCrocker- Wheeler Company.
Edison Mfg. Co.

Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse EL & Mfg. Co.

General Electric Co.

Wesco Supply

Buckeye Electric Company.
Central Electric Co.

Columbia Incan. Lamp

&

Edison Decorative
ture Lamp Dept.
Electric Appli

Go.

Minia-

Cable Hauffera.
Bissell Co., B. F.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.

Sawyer-Man
Crawfordsville Electric Co.

Cables (See Wires and Cables)
Canopies,

Crocker-Wheeler Go.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks. Inc.
General Elec. Co.
Gregory Electric Go.
Hobart Elec. Mfg. Co.
Mechanical Appliance Co.
National Electric Co.
Northern Electrical Mfg. Co.
Stanley Elec. Mfg. Co.
Stow Manufacturing Co.
Wagner Electric Mfg. Go.
Warren Elec. Mfg. Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Faries Mfg. Co.

Points and

Plates.
Central Electric Co.

Chicago Edison Co.
Electric Appliance Go.
National Carbon Co.
Eelsinger,Hugo.
Wesco Supply Go.

Cantlnirs.
Faries Mfg. Co.
National Electric Co.

Flashers,
BtssellCo., TheF.
Doxsee Elec'L Co., A.
Haller Machine Co.

S.

Reynolds EL Flasher Mfg.Co
Wesco Supply Go.

Lamps, Incandescent-^
Replacers &. Cleaners.
Inc.

EL

Lt.

Manipulator Co.

Electric Appliance Co.
Simplex Elec. Heating Co.
Western Electric Go.

Faries Mfg. Co.
Letheule, Paul.

Mfg. Co.

Wayne

Elec. Wks. Inc.
Union Electric Mfg. Co.
Wesco Supply Go.
Western Electric Company.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Go.

Clnsters.
Benjamin Elec. Mfg. Co.
Faries Mfg. Go.

Coal and Ashes Hand*
Maohtnerjr.

Electric Appliance Co.

Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
Specialties, Electrical

Mfrs.

Klein

Fuses and Fuse "Wire.

Speed Indicators,

& Sons,

Weston Electrical
American Battery

Co.
Electric Storage Battery Co.

Gould Storage Battery

Faries Mfg. Co.

Hamilton.

Co.,

Cooper, Hewitt Elec. Co.

Bissell Co., TheF.
Central Electric Co.
Central TeL & EL Co.

Central Electric Co.

Patent Attorneys.

Century Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.

Bain, Foree.

Phosphor Bronze.
Phosphor Bronze Sm. Go.Ltd.

Platinum,

and

"Wire

We

> Supply
....Go.
Western Electric Co.

Sheet.
Baker & Company Ina
Poles and Ties.

Switchboards.
BisseU Co., The F.
Gen. Incan. Arc Light Co.

Berthold & Jennings.
Brooks, Hall L.
Columbia Mfg. Co.

Telephones, Telephone
Material and SwltohAmerican EL Telephone Co
Automatic Electric Co.
Bissell Co., The F.

Kellogg Switch. & Sup. Co.
Lindsley Bros. Co.
Loud's Sons Co., H. M.
Maltby Cedar Co.
Mueller Company, William.
Pacific Goast Pole Co.
&.

Central Electric Co.
Central TeL & EL Co.
Electric Appliance Co.

International TeL Mfg.Co.
Kellogg Switchb. & Sup. Co.

Sons.

Phelan, D. W.
Pittsburg ife L. S. Iron Co.
Porter Cedar Company.
Sterling

&

Son,

W.

Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Stromberg-CarlsonTeL M.Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.

C.

Torrey Cedar Go.
Valentine-Clark Co., The.
Worcester Co., C. H.

Time Switches.
Bissell Co..

Polish (Metal),

Klein

Hoffman, Geo. W.

Ellectrlo RallTT-ays,
Crocker-Wheeler Go.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

E^lectrlcal and mechanical GnKlneers.
Arnold Elec. Power Stat'n Co.
" idt, F. B.

Globes, Reflectors
Shades.

and

Fostoria Glass Specialty Co.
Fostoria Incan. Lamp Co.

Central Electric Co.

GrawfordsriUe Electric Co.
Crocker- Wheeler Go.
Electric Appliance Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Works, Inc.
General Electric Co.
Gregory Electric Co.

Jeffrey Mfg. Co.

Continuous Rail Joint Company of America.

National Electric Co.
Stanley Elec. Mfg Co.
Wagner Electric Mfg. Go.
Wesco Supply Co.

Lin

J.

Tracks. Blectrlo Car.

Amer. Electric Fuse Co.

General Electric Co.

Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co.
General Electric Go.
Union Electric Mfg. Co.

Westinghouse EL & Mfg.
Turbines, Steam.

Wesco Supply

Westinghouse EL

&

Gn

Co.

AUis-Chalmers Co.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse EL A Mfg. Co

Go.
Western Electric Co.

Mfg. Co.

Tarblne Water Wlieels

J,

Electrical Engineer Inst.

Leffel&Co.,

Jas.

Vulcanized Fibre.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

TheF.
Improvement

Co.

W^lres &. Cables—Magnet "Wires.
American Electrical Works.
BisseU Co., The F.
Central Electric Co.

Matthews

A

Bro.,

Walsh's Sons

&

W.

Chicago Insulated Wire Co.

N.

Co.

Shades. Lamp.
Faries Mfg. Co.

Sheet Brass

&

Copper.

Plume & Atwood Mfg.
Signs. Flectrtc.
Haller Machine Co.

Go.

Western Display Co.
Zero Mars Sign Works.
Silks,
Insnlatlng

Indiana Rub. & Ins. Wire Co
India Rubber A Guttapercha
Insulating Co.
KeUogg Switch. A Sup. Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.

and

Braiding.

Richardson LubrLcatii

OkoniteCo.,The.
Pass A Sevmour.
Perkins Elec. Switch Mfg. Co.
Yost Elec. Mfg. Co.

Byllesby & Co., H. M.
Evans, Almirall & Co.
Hallberg,

Chicago Edison Co.
Gregory Electric Co.

Rheostats.

Gent. Stat.

Lubricating, Oil,
Western Electric Co.

P.

Sons, Mathias.

Transformers.
Povrer Transmission
MachlnerT'.

Bissell Co.,

Electric Appliance Go.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks. Inc.
General Electric Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Stanley Elec. Mfg. Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Go.

&

Western Electric Co.

Second-Hand Mach'7.

Central Electric Go.

The

Tools.

Co., Inc., L. B.

Highland Park College

Chicago Fuse Wire & Mfg.Co.

Go.

Supplies, General Bleo.
BisseU Co., The F.

Overalls.
Carhartt&

Inst. Co.

Storage Batteries.

Mathias.

Xozzles.

Schools and Colleges.

Amer. Elec. Fuse Co.

and Deslgnars.

Haller Machine Go.

Motors.)

Cope, T.

Klectric Heating Appl.

Circuit Breakers.
Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co.

Jeffrey Mfg. Co.

Edwards & Co.

Mouldings Boxes.
Gleason, John L.
Nippers and Pliers.

Rods, Conduit,

Lightning Arresters.

Jeffrey Mfg. Co.

llnir

Elec. Go.

Standard Elecl Mfg. Co.
Wesco Supply Go.
Western Electric Go.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Chains,
Chandeliers.

Ft.

Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse EL & Mfg. Co.
Motors. (See Dynamos and

Re- Winding—Repairs.

Western Electric Company.

&

Central Electric Co.

Rail Joints.

Chicago Edison Co.

Kartavert Mfg. Co.

Vulcanized Fibre Co.

Cutter Elec.

Speaking Tubes,

Allis-Chalmers Company.
Crocker- Wheeler Company.
General Electric Co.
Jeffrey Mfg. Go.

Lamps. Incandescent.

Go.

Western Electric Go.
Westinghouse EL & Mfg. Go.

Central Electric Co.
Hobart Elec. Mfg. Co.
Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co.
Speer Carbon Co.

Carbons,

Mining Apparatus, dec*

Perrizo

Central Electric Go.

Fibre.

Brnshes.

Butt Co.

American Electrical Works.
Inc.

Roller.

Ele'vators-ConTeT'ors.

BIOTC Pipes.

& Chem.

Wayne

General Electric Co.

Crocker-Wheeler Company.
General Electric Co.

Amer. Elec. Fuse Co.

Leather Preserver Mfg. Corp.
BeltlngrLeather Preserver Mfg. Corp.

Dearborn Drug
Boilers.

\i,

Hartford Steam Boiler Inspection & Insurance Co.

Insulators and Insulating Alaterials,

Electric Appliance Co.

Contractors cmd Blectrlc Light Plants.

& Sons, Jas. L.
& Insurance

Inspection

New England

Diamond Meter Co.
Duncan Elec. Mfg. Co.

Company.

Co.

Insulating SlachlnerT-.

F.

Central Electric Go.

Central Electric Co.
Edison Mfg. Co.

Edwards

The

Sc

Electric Appliance Co.
Incandesent Electric Light
Manipulator Co.

Robertson

(Recording and Testing.)

Manhattan Elec. Supply
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
Batteries and Jars.
Bissell Co., The F.

Evans, Almirall

Indicators

Stanley Elec. Mfg. Co.
Stanton, LeKoy W.
Electrical Inatrnments.

Co.

Heating, Hot Water,
Holders, Inc. Lamps.

H.

Humphrey. Henry H.
Hunt & Co.. Robt. W.
& W. B,
Kemp, R. W.

Jackson, D. C.

Holmes Fibre-Graphite

Co.

Heating (B x h a a

s t

Soldering Sticks, Salts
Chicago Mica Co.

Steam>.

Amer.

District

Steam Co.

JE^or -A.li>l:ia.t>et:loa^l Indejac:

of

Western Electric Co.

A.cJ-'vejrtisejrxiexit:®

See

l^£k^& 3.

Phillips,

Eugene

F.

Phillips Insulated Wire Go
Roebline's Sons Co.. J. A.

Runzel-Lenz Elec. Mfg Co.
Safety Ins. Wire A Cable Co.
Simples Electrical Co.
Standard Undei^ound C. Co
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Company-
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i

AB ARC UMPS
FOR ALL CIRCUITS

^

THERE

SPECIAL

i?
iW,

IS

FEATURES
A
Accessibility of

greater

number

of

Adams-Bagnall Constant

Mechanism,

Direct Current Series

Ease

of

Removing Inner

Enclosed Arc

and Outer Qlobe,

Lamps

for street lighting

used

through-

out the United States,

Ease of Trimming,

Canada and Mexico than ail
makes of this type of
lamp combined.

other

Weatherproof Construction,

Stamped Copper Cases and
Simplicity of Mechanism.

SEND FOR CATALOaUE

AOBNCIES

AQENCIBS
Doubleday-mil Electric Co. , Pittsburg, Pa.
Electric Appliance Co., Chicago,

The Wesco Supply

111.

Co.. St. Loula,

Mo.

H. C. Roberts Electric Supply Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Pettlngell-Aadrews Co.. Boston, Mass.
Cla. Benbow-Dutton, S. A., City of Mexico, Mex.
Geo. P. Rohn, Milwaukee, Wis.

THE ADAMS
New York

Office: 136 Liberty St.

B-lt Electric Co., Kansas City, Mo.
A. J. MIchell, Atlanta, Qa.
Interstate Electric Co., New Orleans, La.
Post-aiover Electric Co., Cincinnati, O.
Mlller.Seldon Electric Co., Detroit, Mich.
W. a. Nagel Electric Co., Toledo, Ohio.
R. E. T. Pringle Co., Ltd., Montreal Que.

BAGNALL ELECTRIC
CLEVELAND, OHIO

Chicago Office

:

CO.

303 Dearborn St.

1
i

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN
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Cooper Hewitt
Mercflry Vapor

Lamps

are being adopted

where-

Thrice armed

ever wide diffusion of light
is

necessary.

In

the

New York Timcs

TyTeH-6Lamir

these lamps are used in the press

who hath

new

Building

rooms

he

is

just-

his prices
particularly

them

several

jusl

them

below ground and the Butterick Publishing Co. have installed it with great success in

he

if

when

Dealers

sell

has

also

wants

he

our

stories

Security

several departments.

Panel Boards

no consumption of the light-giving
element; no trimming is required.
There

is

because
that's

Twice the

efficiency of the arc

lamp and from 7

all

quote prices on the spot.

Our

direct-current systems.

quick

make

deliveries

friends, too.

The F. Bissell Company

THE LIGHT TO WORK BY

Manufacturers and Jobbers of

ELECTRICAL GOODS

For use in Factories, Machine Shops, Warehouses.Covered Piers, Draughting Rooms.Off icee,
Press and Composing Rooms and for Photographic and Engraving Work and Blue Printing.

Cooper

kind

the

Panel Bulletin enables dealers
to

to 9 times the efficiency of the incandescent.

For use on

are

they

sought and because our

226-228-230 Horon

Street

Toledo. 0.

i

Hewitt Electric Co.

220 West 29th Street,

NEW YORK

PHILADELPHIA OFFICE

:

1121

CITY
Walnut St.

''FRES'KO''

IT

"CREEPS"

CREVICE

ABSOLUTELY NON-CORROSIVE
This flux paste under the heat of the iron

"run" into everyl

will

I

crevice

— around

a

bunch of wires

in

FRES-KO CHEMICAL CO.

a socket for instance.

Wayne,

Fort

Ind.

iiitiiiiitmiiiiiuniimuiiiumtmtiimiuinimiumwiiiim^fmtHliHimHhmm'yiig

ADJUST YOUR LIGHT
by means
of our

f

Wall, Desk, Floor or

I

Celling Adjustable Fixtures

I

TO ANY DESIRED POSITION INSTANTLY,
Many shapes and styles — plain and ornamental — for shop,
factory, store, office, residence — in fact, wherever the incan-

f

descent lamp

is

used.

Catalog mailed upon request.

F-ARIES

IVIPO. CO.,

^
t
F
E

I
I

DECATUR, ILL.
sfTmmnmmnmmnmTTmmTTinTTnTmmTTiTTnnTTnTmTmnnTmnnTfmTnTinTTm*!

GRAND PRIZE
WORLD'S
FAIR,

ST.

LOUIS

^f

%
E

airHJu*

<8>

jiarb

®IjtH (Trah^-ilark guarattt??s qualttg.
Sljf l^art iifg. (Hn..
Njtn lurk

IBoBton

fartfurb.

dlftragn

CHamt.
EaxaxAa,

®nt

NATIONAL

CARBON
COMPANY

CARBONS BATTERIES-BRUSHES CLEVELAND,©.

I'Vbni.'iry

-'5.

i„^i \'M::

"i'>S

r.i.i.i

i

i-M'

GRAND PRIZE
The Highest Possible Award
Has Been Given

to

HIGHEST GRADE NUERNBERG CARBONS
By the International Jury of Awards, of the Louisiana Purchase Exposition,

REISIIMGEIR.

NEXT

I

M

St. Louis, 1904.

Sole Importir,

II

BROADWAY, NEW YORK

E

Gleason's

R Y
H E

Moulding

Kester Self-Fluxing Solder

MADE
WORKS
ALL

L

F.

MAHLER

CO.,

R.

1008

RIGHT
Chemical BIdg.,

St.

Boxes.
Send
A NO. l-REQULAR

Louis, Mo.

SOLDER

price

STREET

and

COMPANY,

list

lo

.^t
yia£iMf eunK'^

JOHN

Formerly Kester Electric Mfg. Co.

46 N. UNION

pam-

phlet

General Western Agent

CHICAGO

postal

for descriptive

L.

GLEASON

290 Soalb St.

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

A NO. 2-RBaULAR

B NO.

2

REQULAR

J«nnlc»

PItlls.

MANUFACTURES

A Most Complete Line

of

National Electrical Code Standard Enclosed

Fuses and Cut=Outs
From 30

to 600

Amperes,

600 Amp., 600 Volt

in botti ttie

250 and 600 Voltages

30 Amp. 350 Volt

GENERAL OFFICES: SCHENECTADY,
Chicago Office, Monadnock Block.

N. Y.

Sales Offices In All Large Cities.

M«S».

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

The Spring

In
There

will

February

be a great

25, 1905

liNPS

many street-lighting contracts

expire.
In figuring

on new contracts you will want prices
on Series Alternating Arc Lamps.
You will want a system that has been tried and not
found wanting.
You will want Adams-Bagnall Arc Lamps.

Get acquainted with the

PEERLESS""""^^ SAVERS
MADE RIGHT
PRICED RIGHT

ARE RIGHT

THE WESCO SUPPLY

ELECTRIC APPLIANCE COMPANY

CO., ST. LOUIS, MO.
"EVERYTHING ELECTRICAL"

Electrical Supplies
Chicago and San Francisco

WANTED

You Who are Troubied with Sparking and Cutting of Commutators to Umo

Of

MICA

all

Form

Cloth and

Paper.

PilEVENT CUTTISQ.

Absolutely Will Mot

EUGENE MUNSELL AND CO.
NBW YORK and

It will

SO

CHICAGO

Cts. per Stick.
For Sale by

INSULATION
Micanite, Linotape,

The only article that will PREVENT SPAHKIXG.
Will keep the cr>mmQtator in good condition and

Qualities, in any
at Lowest Prices

M.

Thatu

Years

MICA INSULATOR

the

Standard.

CO.,

NEWARK,

OVER

Originators

NEW YORK and CHICAGO

I

K.
^

3

Title

Mclennan &

and TmsE

oo.,
CHICAGO,

Eldg.,

ILL.

N.

J.

20,000 MILES IN USE

Hlgbest Award at Paris Exposition, 1900,
Buffalo, 1901,

I iTi

$5,00 per Doien

Supply Houses, or

CONTINUOUS RAIL JOINT CO. OF AM.

C. Compound, Empire

I.

For

all

FREE, Sample Stick,

Gum

put that high plOFs on the cnmmatator yoa

and

St.

Louis, 1904.

r*5L^=I»l »J I •"
CHICAGO MICA

"PERFECTOHS"
:

VOLT

CO.,

AMMETERS

Faults, GrouDds,

RELIABLE.

VALPARAISO, IND.

OF*

-

POCKET SIZE
-

Send for

IIMSUl-A-rORS.

EDISON SIGN LAMPS

L.
Cortlandt

^

St.,

AnCTIRATE.

Circular.

M. PICNOLET
Kew

Yoek, N.

T.

INCANDESCENT
"CTID"
o an LAMPS
I

RELIABLE. LONG
=^=
^A N D
BRILLIANT LIFE.
We
C.P.— 19 watts
3C.P.— !< '
2C.P.-13or9watts
i

supply a number of 2 C.

P. sign

taking only 9 watts and operating
series on 100-130-volt circuits.

Most

Economical

Sign

lamps

two

in

HIGHEST EFFICIENCY.

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY
Main Lamp Sales

Office,

LONB LIFE
GUARANTEED CANDLEPOWER,

Lamp Made.

Harrison, N.

J.

I STANDARD ELECTRICAL MFS.
COMPANY,
i
Niles, Ohio. \
\

I

SCHEEFFER IIMTECRATIIMC

WATTMETER
Tyr« E for Alternating Currant

Type F lor Direct Current Circuits

DUST AND BUG PROOF
IMPROVED CONSTRUCTION
MOVING PARTS ARE EXTREMELY LIGHT,
INSURING A HIGHLY SENSITIVE AND ACCURATE METER.
WRITE FOR PRICES AND DESCRIPTIVE
LITERATURE.

DIAMOND METER COMPANY,
ALTERMATIMB CURREMT.

PEORIA,

ILL.,

U.S.A.

aiREGT CURREHT.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

I'cbruary 25, 1905

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS,

ANCHORS THAT HOLD"
STOMBAUQH GUY ANCHORS
^*

IS

BARE AND lisETfEdIuCTRIC WIRE,
ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE,
INCANDESCENT AND FLEXIBLE CORDS,

IT IS

Railway Feeder and Trolley Wire,
AMERICANITE, MAGNET, OFFICE AND
ANNUNCIATOR WIRES.

To

TIIK IITI.K

liK i.s.sri,u

MLCU

<>1"

.1,

Wiil.r.n.

.!r,

CniCAOo Ktouk. !. !:. Imrioh'K),
MoNTKiAi. lliiA-,.11. !:.]« lie-

(

Ml U .-.KW

.MAi:(

INTKK1--ST

I',

MECHANICS

U. S.

I

FOr£e

bain, 1662-3 Monidliock BIk.,

•.:.<,,'

asd

WILL HOLD

W.

N.

I:p

1

.,.

wii.i. (i,.\t..
J'OLh-S

WHO UAVK

:

ANCHOIi.

REST ON RE<JIE»T.

-^

R.I.
fl

locb Stjle.

to

Ift.ono

LIl.S.

STB.M

MATTHEWS &

BRO.

MANUPACTUREKS

ELECTRIC METERS.

60.1

iT. LOUIS.

Clrlcton BulldlDg

MO

INTERNATIONAL ELECTRIC METER CO.

I

167

CHICAGO

S.

CANAL STREET. CHICAGO.

'ACME' COMMUTATOR
COMPOUND-

Electric Heating Apparatus
• END rOR 02-WAat CATALOaUK.

D

J,

J.

EGAN'8 "ACME " COMMUTATOR COMPOUND
NTH WANTED.

BEST IN THE WORLD
Wrlto for

SIMPLEX ELECTRIC HEATING CO.,
Cambridgeport, Mass.

full r«r'.lciil»ri

Rtynolds Elec. Flashw Mfg. Co.

221 FUth

Crimshaw
Ihe above

TRADE-MARKS on our tags.

We

alsi

THE BEST.

In4

lor

Ooocri^lio Clreolof

AMERICAN BATTERY CO.,
171 S. Clinton SL. CklMso.

Iect-o 1000.

Ave CMcago.

Raven White Core
r,T

i"AMERIGAN"S^r
ME

UNIT" ENAMELED RHEOSTATS

ALL OUR WIRES

I

Work!.
b KDd

EXPERT IN PATENT CAUSES
PATCNTQ
FOREIGN r N
Llll

fiiisr

To lUOSK

Wir.l, PlK

..rtlnii.H si.'
I'ljlllli.i' KlfM-trlcjil

REPAIRING
RECALIBRATING

SOLICITOR OF

,^

h.; I.ukii St.

MAIN OFFICES AND FACTORIES, PHILLIP8DALC,
ELECTRICITY

II

'

AND OTHKK THINOS TO

CABLES FOR AERIA' AND UNDERGDOUND UIE.

Niw VonKSTonr. W.

OK

Raven Black Core

ufacture

Crimshaw ^nd Competition Tapes '>a<i Splicing Compounds.

NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE COMPANY,
I

We^rrerv
Alternator

One billion

HENRY NEWGARD &

CO.

ELECTBIOAL CONSTRUCTIOH
Power and Light

We

Plants.

install

dollars a year
spent in advertising in
The
the United States.
expenditure of this enormous and almost unthinkable sum has contributed
more than all other causes
is

Switchboards and Panel Boards.

Municipal and Isolated Electric

Lighting Plants.
manufacture Switchboards, Table boards,
Iron Cutout Boxes and Electrical Specialties.

combined to the rapid and
phenomenal commercial
growth of the country.

We
We

sell

Dynamos,

The American appreciates the value of public-

Motors and Electrical

We

No

87 Fifth Avenue,

Chicago,

Illinoia.

Collector

He knows,

Rings

too, that

it

is

impossible for him to do
business •without the as-

NATIONAL CODE STANOARD

No

Brushes

"0. K." Weatherprool lire.

WE GUARANTEE
WHAT WE SELL

Slot

-

Bnriiing Weatherprool

AND
SELL WHAT

He kno^vs that money
spent in continuous and
judicious advertising is an
investment that will bring
returns of increasing value.
ity.

Supplies.
wire old as well as new Residences, Factory Buildings, School and College Buildings.

WE

and Meal Wire.

GUARANTEE

Sandusky,

Prices

O.

and Samples on Application.

Phillips Insulated

Wire Co.

sistance of printer's ink.

Most

of the largest

com-

concerns

have

mercial

grown from

small beginnings. Their gro^vth has
been chiefly due— in some
cases w^hoUy due to advertising of the right kind.

—

They told the people that
they had something to
and the people bought.
to

Tell your electrical tale
the readers of the

"Western Electrician.
Office

and Factory: PAWTUCKET.

R.

L

sell;

w^ill_^buy.

They

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

WANTED, FOR

SALiE

WASIT COI^CMN

similar

ments (50 -words or

and

advertise-

S^jo an

less),

or less), S^,oo an
sertion/ additional ivords 2C each.

ments

SPECIAL BARGAINS

{JO -words

in-

WAN TED.

POSITION

engineer and electrician In^lIgStinKrof
Twelve years' experience
r plant. Age 32.

'

.^

'

'

"
"

upound-condensing

works and water power plants.

Haveflrst-clasi indicating ouiflt and well supSix years with
plied with engine-room tools.
present company; strictly temperate; best of
references. Address H. G. CHILDS, 715 Washtenaw St. LansiQK, Mich.
,

ALTERNATING-

ENGINES

additional zuords jc each.

insertion/

POSITION WANTED advertise-

One 650 H.

P.

14%,

Compound.
One 280 II. p. 18x36 Cummer Automatic.
One ]i;ri II. r. i:; and 20x12 Ball Cross
C'i!ii
Ou<? Hill

A
One TU

II

I'.

1-.

323 H. P. Heine Water Tube, 160

lbs.

pressure.

Four 125 H. P. Koot Water Tube, 125

lbs.

FEED WATER HEATERS

Electrical and mechanical engineer, associate
A. I. E. E. and A. S. M. E,. now holding
position of general manager and engineer of
several consolidated companies, desires to connect himself with new or operating companies;
14 years' experience in the construction and
operation of lighting and street-railroad prop-

member

erties in this country and South
petent to design, construct and

Me

Address

preferred.

America; com-

manage

BOX

442,

pressure.

CONDENSERS

FOR SALE.

receiving tank and float controlling a
5i4x4.')4x5 Wortbington Duplex.

One

Fuller ent;ine— Western Electric, 15 K. W.,
direct-connected unit, used 9 months, good as
new—must have larger machine. HOTEL
WARNER, Chicago.

DO YOU
On what

ea^y

KNOW

I

Wo

want

to

tell

you.

Jas. L. Robertsoo&Sons
198 Fulton St.

-

New York

Bids are hereby invited for the electric lighting of the City of Shreveport, La., for a period
of five and 10 years, the number of lights to be
not less than one hundred and fifty ( 150). and

Are lights

subject to be increased to

.candescent lights and shall specify th'
charge to be made to private consumers
of arc and incandescent lights. Certified check
for Twenty- Five Hundred (82.500.00) Dollars
Successful b'dders
to accompany each bid.
shaU be required to give bond for faithful performance. Arc lights for street lighting shall
burn every night. City reserves the right to
reject mny and all bids. All bids to be in the
hands of the City Comptroller by 6 p. m.. on
April 11th, 190B,

imum

Drawn steel. One blow of a hammer grives clean round hole. No filinfir.

1
^

SAVE TIME, BOXES AND MONEY

1
H
|

1

Be up to date.
for bulletin giving

J

Bossert Electric Construction Co., ",I!v.*

Use them.

full

1—400 H.

IN

POWER EQUIPMENT.

I— 6S0

AUls Boilers 16.\60.
Wilson & Drake Boiler ]SxT2 with

I

20x48 Allis CODilss Engine.

all

steam pipes

complete.

"

Warren

Electric Alternator,

"
"

Wood

BeltaJxlUft.

lo

D. Generators-

P.

ELY & CO.,

Street

-

Omaha, Neb.

-

Corliss Engines.
1000

h. p.,

900
825

h. p.,
h. p.,

36x48, Mils Corllsa, 1890 hesTi
34x60, International.
32x48, A1113 CorllBs, 1890 heavy

duty.

900
750
650
600
500

h. p.,
h. p.,
h. p.,
h. p.,
h. p.,

22x42x48, Hamilton, Tand. Comp.
32x54, Hamilton, 1890 Frame.
30x54. St. Louis, 1890 Frame.
28x60, Philadelphia.
16x32x42, Corliss Cross Comp.,

Three Phase

Three

**

Single

*'

Tbla plant has

yearsatourmll

especially

Send
dayw.

plete

for

list

our

Two
Single

Monthly Bargain Sheet

and net

with com-

Comp.

GREGORY ELECTRIC

CO.

54-62 S. Clinton St., Chicas:o,

CINCINNATI, 0.

450 h. p., 24x48, Brown.
350 h. p., 22x42, Allis, 1890 Frame.
360 h. p., 22x42, Slater, 1890 Frame,
300 h. p., 20x48, Harris.
300 h. p., 20x42, Hamilton.
225 h. p., 12x22x42, Atlas Tandem Comp.
225 h. p., 18x42, Hamilton.
175 h. p., 16x42, Allis.
165 h. p., 16x36, Sioux, 1902.
150 h. p., 15x38, Brown.
140 h. p., 14x42, Allis.
125 h. p., 14x36, Putnam.
90 h. p., 12x36, Harris.
600 h. p., 28%x52, Buclieye Automatic.
500h.p., 17%x30%x27,
Buckeye
Crosi
Comp.
450h. p., 16%x28%x27,
Buclieye
Crosf

prices.

particulars,

CO.

111.

450 h.
350 h.
275 h.
250 h
150 h.
150h;.

HIGH QUALITY,

RICHARDSON LUBRICATING

CO.,

-

LOW

PRICI.

Quincy,

III.

p.,

24x48, Buckeye Automatic.

p.,
p.,
p.,
p.,
p.,

14x22x16, Ideal Tandem Comp.
16x27x16, Westinghouse Comp.
15x24, Cummer.

16x26x18, Ideal Tandem Comp.

10%xl8xl8,
Comp.

Williams

Tandem

Whitehead Machinery Company,
DAVENPORT, IOWA.

AS SIMPLE AS ITS NAME.

EARAGWANATU

CORLISS ENGINES:
H. P. 22i42x48-ln.

ALUS CROSS COM-

POUND.

B. P. 14x42-in. ALUS HEAVY DUTY
WITB CONDENSERS AND BEATERS.
H. P. 20x48-ln. I. B. WBEELOCK. Flue

Special Bargains for
500-VOLT MOTORS.

Spring— Immediate

Delivery.
220-VOLT MOTORS.

2— 175
1—275

9—3 H.P.

IH.

-6 H.P.
-S H. P.

P.

Condition.

AUTOMATIC ENGINES:

1-125 H. P. 14il4-ln. IDEAL CENTER CRANK.
1—175 H. P. 16xI6-ln. R. H. RICE, Good al New.
1-128 H.P. 14x20-in. L. H. ATLAS.Almost New.
BOILERS, TUBULAR AND WATER TUBE:
3—150 H. P.,— 2-100 B. P.,— 2— 80 B. P.
Many others. Let us know your wants and
save money.
F. E.
CO.

IH.P.

Above Motors e^re Complete a^nd of Standard Make.
Speol&l Be^rga-lns Ir\ Engines up to 600 H. P.
Also A. C.

&

The Tej^ephone

D. C,

Dyno-mos, Boilers, Pumps, Etc.
Write requirements.
Send for Ca.t&logue.
CENTRAL STATION IMPROVEMENT COMPANY,
938 Monadnock Block, CHICAGO.

By J.E.HOHANS, A. M.
352 pxges.

PFANNMUELLER &

733 The Rookery

Chicago,

Clotht Price $1.00.

III.

Western Electrician

Want Ads

U.S. METAL

An up-to-date, practical treatise on the
installation, care
theory,
construction,
and management of telephones and their

POLISH

appli-ances.

Sent prepaid on receipt of price.

BUY YOUR BOOKS FROM THE
Electrician Publishing Co.,

BOOKS.
EDISON COMPANY
CHICAGO
REPAIR SHOPS
76 M ARKET STREET, CHICAGO.
TELEPHONE MAIN 1280.
;;r.r;r.7.r
OPEN DAY AND NICHT.
Irlne

Resul-lis.

ELECTRICIAN

PUBLISHING

510 MarqueHe

BldQ.,

COMPANY.

CHICAGO.

FIRST-CLASS EQUIPMENT THROUGHOUT.

«

duty.

Westinghouse

Stanley
"
General Electric
•
General Electric
Westinghouse
- 90
"
General Electric
"
Westinghouse
"
"
Westinghouse
1- 75
"
Westinghouse
Direct connected to Gates' Engine,

WATER TUBE BOILERS

LUMBER

.

Westinghouse

Stack, Duplex Boiler Feed Steam Pimps, Ganges, etc.

Telephone Park 83.

From 22nd and Nicholas.
John Moore Boilers' 16xfJ0.

I

1110 Douglas

HEATER

with Brass Tubes
Absolutely as fiood as New.
P.

W. General

:.

Fine Modern Steam Plant
600 H.P.

TriE M. B. FARRIN

2
3

all steam and e.xhaust conDectionB.
Boilers 16x66.
Boilers 16x60 with all steam pipe conDectloQB.

:

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

in 100

Heaters with

ALLEN

>»

MOXALL GUP GREASEi
BARGAINS

Write

particulars,

''

eiv.

Boiler Feed

K

M

Line shaft, pulleys, clutches and belts.
We are very anxious t« sell these goods as quickly
as possible before we dismantle them we can afford
to make much better prices if we do not have to
take them down and store them.

1^
p ox E ^^

ouid

Pomp.

1

2

a

kOSSERT-^M

the capacltj',
This plant'i's

long.

South Omaha.)

DETROIT, MICHIGAN

GEAR-Y
PROPOSALS FOR LIGHTING THE CITY OF
SHREVEPORT, LA.

In. 1118 ft.

high, 9 feet in diameter.

termBjon

robertsTn-thompson
indicator?

t>0

BELTS

One 200 K. W. General Electric, 275 volts.
Four 150 K. W. Edison Bi-polar, 140 volts.
Six 50 K. W. Edison Bi-polar, 125 volts.

^

Bfcit

Two 10x6x10 Smith & Vaile Duplex.
Two 7y.x4iAxlO Worthington Duplex.
One 12x7x10 Smith & Valle Duplex.

D RECT-CURRE N T GENERA TORS

^H
^H

1

i

THE EDISON ILLUMINATING COMPANY
in
As engineer. Thirteen years'
operating and repairing eteam engines, boilers.
pumps, gasoline engine saw mill and other
machinery. Four months' experience in eleclicense.
have
tirst-class
and
trical plant. Sober
Satisfaction to employer or no pay. References
can be had if wanted. Address J. A. THOMPSON, Benson, Minn.

all

One 10x7x12 Smith & Vaile Duplex.

One Dean Jet Condenser, Single Cylinder
Air Pump, 10x14x18.
One Dean Jet Condenser, Single Cylinder
Air Pump, 10x12x12.

POSITION WANTED.
experience

1

BOILER FEED PUMPS

Five 100 H. P. 60x18 Eeturn Tubular, 105
lbs.

Bngine with

Electric.

eral

P. Cochrane Open-feed Water
Heater.
One 1.500 H. P. Warren Webster Open-feed
AVater Heater,
One 500 H. P. Otis Closed-feed Water
Heater.

BOILERS
Two

AUls Cross-Compoond

dtands. 7 PuUeys
Belt Tightener for 60 In belt.

7

inghouse.

One 1,250 H.

Automatic.

tiOO-h p.

1

One 75 K. W. 133-cycle single-phase West-

Armlngton & Rims

ir.i.:vl5

11.1x12 Ball

stiaf t
In. diameter. 32 ft. long.
Stands. 5 Pulleys 00 in. diameter.

5

K. W. 00-cycle three phase General Electric, direct connected to two 10
and 32x30 Mcintosh & Seymour Engines.
Two 120 K. W. 60-cycle single-phase Gen-

iii.'ilir.

II.

Machinery as follows:
From 19th and Nicholas:
250-h.p. WestlDKtiouBe Compound engines with
all steam and ezbaust pipe connect'

2

Two 300

.\iiiniiiatic.

lid

25, 1905

Line

CURRENT GENERATORS

21 9-lG and 33'/,s30

Williams Triple.
One 350 H. P. 11%. 18 5-16 and 28 7-16x
22 Williams Triple.
Two 400 H. P. 17 and 30x30 Noye Tandem

pressure.

POSITION WANTED.

February

FOR SALE CHEAP.

510 MarqueHe

Building,

Chicago,

III.

i|

I'"ebriiary

25,

WKSTERN

1905

"FlexducI"

In ihivl

high Ninndnrd

ro>|VJlred In nil hlilK-claaa

ELF.CrrRICI
work.

Il

U

vary

flaxlblo.

n,

high Iriaulnllon and Indcalrucliblc

FLEXIBLE CONDUIT
Code Sle^ndard.

"Flexdiicl" the National

It

does not dalerlorsit*, e.lwa,va uaaibia

hlfheal drgree

to

OSBURN FLRXIBLE CONDUIT COMPANY,

,

NEW YOKK

CHICAGO

CACO ALTON

SAN FKANCISCO

GREEN'S

•iii;()Ni.YWv^"

JEbWARDS

Pammr PImnIm

A^pC

ECONOMIZER

1(Miriii;rniliiu'lrai-k

l)y|il()(KSI<iN'AI.S

^wililu's.ind
iissiiKjt;.

Lock Gravity
Drop

Smvcm to fo 20< In Fual.
tnormmmmw Ballmf
Clflclmncy 20 to 40'.
Wo

»rc

iloliig

;r

Ihc

in

011-

Annunciator.

xpcru
look

c

r

KaHtH will do

II

plant anil ozpluln
for you.

THE 6REEN FUEL
ECONOMIZER GO.
Malleawan. N. Y.
Eitra heity. well flnlihcd cat«
ornamental detfgn.
The dropt being fetlencd to the
back-board, the cate mai be removed MJthou* dliconnecling »lret.

of

THE CHICAGO &
ALTON'S WORLD'S
FAIR RECORD
so O.VB
IhroRtb

I

I

The

I

KII.I.KII OK INJt'ItKU
BMld^nli of unj kind

In^euel n

from

Louis

St.

pftstcngcr eanilncs during seven

I11.I-.M.,

months of

»1,500.000.
s

Ve are

popular service Is

stilt

Write

in elTect ItebvccQ

Headquarters for

all

latest Electrical

CO.,

Svlline Asants.

Books.

for Catalogue.

fiEw^YowK H-v

making immediate shipments on our High-Grade Eagle Brand Rubber Covered National Code Standa^rd

WIRES
Before

CABLES

a.rvd

You Buy Get Our

Prices.

CaLtaLlogue

MARION INSULATED WIRE

I

WESTERN ELECTRIC

Electrician Publishing Co., 510 Marquette Bldg.,

Chicago.

6^

Upon R.equest

R.UBBER COMPANY

CHICAGO. 529-530 MonaLdnock

1ARION. INDIANA

Block,

I.

A. Bennett. Mgr.

HAVE YOU SEEN

UNION" SWITGHBOX?
If

not, let us

ECONOMICAL ELECTRIC LIGHTING

send you a sample.

This Bo.x will fit all Standard Switches
and Receptacles and has been approved
by the Underwriters' National Electric
Association.

Gangs

of

2, 3, 4, 5

and 6 carried

provided with clamps

Sprague Cable.

for

Tandem

in

stock

holding

Bo.xes

made

to order.

i

NEW YORK

BUFFALO

LIBRARY OF WELL SELECTED ELECTRICAL BOOKS
of

Inestimable value to

arefully

electricians.

chosen purchases.

for direct connection to any type of engine, or to be driven by
Northern Apparatus readily adapted to any service
Bulletin No. 2530

CHICAGO FUSE WIRE & MFC. CO.
CHICAGO

We build them
belt.

PATENl'S TEXUING.

Such a

library

is

best formed by occasional and

ELECTRICIAN PUB CO.. 510 Marquette

Building. Chicago

f1cl?0H

Madison, Wis., U. S. k.
CO.,
Manufacturers
Engineers
425 MONAKNOCK BLOCK. CHICAQO. ILL.

NORTHERN ELECTRICAL MF6.

TELEPHONE TROUBLES
00 YOU NEED ONE

IN

ELECTRICIAN PUBUSHIMG COMPAMY,

Price 25c

YOUR BUSINESS?
BIO MaFQuaMa Building, Chicago

ConduipT _
Tl00KERy"-ChiM§3

—
WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

Februar)' 25,

190;

SINGLE-PHASE SELF-STARTING

MOTORS AND OEILING
ST. LOUIS,

424 PAGES.
ILLUSTRATED.
PRICE
ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

ELECTRICITY FOR EN6INEERS.

S 10 Marquette Building,

•

ELECTRICIAN'S HANDY BOOK
Prof. T.

Pocket Book

and Edges

O'CONOR SLOANE
Handsomely Bound

Size.

About 800 Pages.

in Gold.

Sloane

PRICE
'HE

ia

Leather with Title

500

Illustrations.

$3.50

and most complete book on Electricity, covering the subject of Practical
branches written by a well-known author in a manner that can be
readily understood, and intended for the every day working electrician.

'

I

latest, best

Electricity in

all its

PARTIAL LIST OF CHAPTERS

—

—

—

Electric Currents
Ohm's Law and Electric Energy Alternating Currents
Direct-Current Dynamos Care and Running of Dynamos Direct-Current Motors Alternating-Current Generators
Alternating-Current Transformers Alternating-Current Motors —Distribution of Electric Currents Arc Lamps Incandescent Lamps — Electric Railways Primary Batteries Secondary Batteries Central Station Switchboards Electric Heating and Cooking Lightning Rods— Roentgen or X-Ray Work
Electric Elevators
Electro-Metallurgy and Electro-Chemistry
Electric Measurements, and Instruments used in Station Work
Miscellaneous Data, Formulas and Suggestions, etc., etc.

Mechanics

—

—

as Applicable to Practical Electricity

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

EVERY PROORESSIVB ELECTRICIAN WHO WISHES TO KEEP UP WITH THE TIMES SHOULD HAVE THIS VALUABLE WORK
Send

all

orders to

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,

510 Marquette Building, Chicago,

$2.60

OMIOAOQ

•
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DIESEL ENGINES
Operating on

CRUDE or FUEL

Oil

Guaranteed Fuel Consumption
on variable toad, ranging from

to full load

'^

llVi Gals, per 100

Kw. Hours

SUITABLE FOR ALL STATIONARY POWER

The KrowncU Dlrccl-Connectcil

THE BROWNELL

For further Information address.

Manulocturcrsol

Oullll.

CO.. Da.ytoi\. O.

Bnlltrs. RriKlne.. Henlcrs

and Sheet Iron Wort.

AMERICAN DIESEL ENGINE COMPANY
11

NEW YORK

Broadway

Dixon

S

Milits

ji
^
I'lpe
*^'^"P"*'^ D*->-»
Joint Compound
.

IRtG.TRADE

Bronze Smelting Co. Qmited,
2200 Washington ave.,Philadelphia.
"ELEPHANT BRAND PHOSPHOR-BRONZE"
jHE PHOSPHOR

MARKS

— DELTA

;"Sr.i'H

I'lxijx i.Kfi

and

from

for Booklet

any timt.
'^SUind a sample.
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r,'
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11.11.
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INGOTS,CASTINGS,WIRE,RODS,SHEETS,ETC.
//Kj/mriMtcny"
^

/X

:^

METAL

CASTINGS, STAMPINGS and FORCINGS
ORIGINAL ANo Sole: Makers IN THE U.S.

A PRACTICAL

BOOK

FOR PRACTICAL MEN
"MOBERN WIRINe DIAGRAMS AND DESCRIPTIONS
FOR ELEGTRICAL WORKERS."
Pocket

red edges.

size 4 x 6.

Price, net. J1.50.

j^ you

A work that not only

tells you how to do It, but shows you.
tel'showto wire for call and alarm bells. For burglar
and Are alarm. How to run bella from dynamo currtnc. How to
liiBtall and manapo batteries. How to test batteries.
How to test clrDunclators; for telegraph and gas llKhting.

THIS BOOK

'

Jfoy

ring

a

a^muH

<A;a^i^

^l^ecial "p u )

nurt&r

pose .-^vfrile^ur^

explains dy
gives 10 diagrams
dlaRn
of ground detectorn
nd Storage Battery
Dtery Installation. It gives
Blmpte
g
explicit cxDianatloni
_
heatstone Bridge" and ito uee» ae
as volt meter and other
nd simple wiring ta
;rin^ all voltages
It

;

SENT PREPAID ON RECEIPT OF PRICE

ELECTRICIAN
PUBLISHING.
CO.
SIO Marquette
Chicago
Building,

I BUY OLD BELTS
OR SCRAPS. ANY
OR
SIZE
CONDITION.

CLEAN, REPAIR AND RENEW
OLD BELTS.
ATHBR PRESERVER MFO. CORP.
:

27 W.

MONROE

ST..

CHICAGO

PRESERVE YOUR COPIES

PLACE YOUR

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

"Want" and "For Sale"
advertisements

In

^BINDERS SI.OO EACH.

the

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,
Immediate Returns.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHINC
Suite 5 10 Marquette Building,

-

-

CO.,
-

C

SAMSON TURBINE
NIAGARA desiam, HORIZONTAL SHAFT TURBINES recentlv inTELLUKIDE POWER TRANSMISSION CO. power station, Logan, Utah, tests

Tlie illustration shows the large
stalled by us, for the

conducted by competent engineers developed as follows:

200

ft.

7 ft.

208.9

ft.

GENERATOR

SPEED,

HBAD.
211.5

400 r.p.m
400 r.p.m
400 r.p.m

95.20

103$
1560
1677

EFFl'Cy.
^

TURBI.NE EFFI'CV.
73.80;

9f>.S0«

S3.So.t

96.70

80.57^

4

been equaled bv anv turbine of the Horizontal Sbaft Design, operaiins under equaUv HIGH
was made .\FTER TURBINES WEKE INSTALLED, direct cou •le<l to Generators. Francis' nelts ind foiinulx
for discharge were used. The original test reports on file at our nillces. Theie turbines are all fitted with our oAMsON BALANCED
GATES, note especlalij- tbe UNIFORM SPEED AT ALL GATEAGES.
The-^e results have never

HEADS

The

test

THE JAMES LEFFEL &

CO.,

307 Lasonda

St.,

SPRINGFIELD, OHIO,

U. S. A.
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PROTECTORS

HIPWELL
Expanding Wire Guard;

Our patent wrapped

also man ufacturer of high-

grade,

I

THAT PROTECT.
fuse used

long-distance

our

in

pro-

tectors are an insurance

policy

against

light-

ning.

TELEPHONES

Sample free by
any Exchange or

Switchboards and Cable

tntll

to

Toll Line

Terminals.

CENTRAL TELEPHONl

Hipwell Mfg. Co.

AND ELECTRIC

ALLEGHENY, PA.

909 Market

No. 12 Double Line.

ST. LOUIS,

Chicago

On receipt of
10 CENTS

and

we will

send you a

"Western

Cincinnati

Electrician

i

Moonlight Schedule

are connected by a railroad
route having finely appointed^trains, day and night
Sleepers and Parlors.

Every

man

lighting

should have

H.&J).

Electrician Publishing

510 Marduette

i

1905.

for

—

MONON-C.

CO.,

St.,

U. S. A.

one.
Company.
Chicago.

Bldg..

Ride thisj' way"' |'once and
you'll ride again
we think.

—

IMPORTANT TELEPHONE BOOKS
THE TELEPHONE HANDBOOK. By

Webb. 16mo, 150
This handbook

Herbert

Laws

pp. Price $1.00.
is a reliable treatise on telephony, and
a practical book on telephone working and management,
based entirely on standard American practice. It is extremely useful to telephone inspectors and operators.

AMERICAN TELEPHONE PRACTICE. By Kerapster
510 pp. 3S0 illustrations. Price $3.00.
This is the first complete treatise on telephonv in the
English language. The text is profusely illustrated by
cuts of commercial ai>paratus and carefully prepared
diagrams of circuits. No diagram is given without a full
explanation. The apparatus, circuits and methods of
the American Bell Telephone Company and of the va"^us independent companies are fully described. The
apparsTus ::nd methods used in making all of the tests
required in commercial telephone work are fully treated.
B. Miller, M. E.

THE INSPECTOR AND TROUBLE MAN.

Dobbs.

A

106 pp. Price $1-00.
practical book, written

By

A.

E.

in plain
language. Full of
and diagrams for the operator, exchange
inspector, trouble man and lineman. A complete description of telephones, how to find .and remedy
their troubles, together with working plans for exchange
complete with diagrams of all up-to-date

information

manager,

and switchboards.

THE

A, B, C, OF
TELEPHONE. By J. E. Homans,
A. M. 352 pp. 269 illustrations. Price $1.00.
Owing to the demand for a comprehensive book giving
a clear, terse idea of the principles governing the coninstallation,
struction,
care and management of telephones and their appliances, this book has been compiled. It has been the aim of the author to make this
the most complete elementary book on \%j subject for
the practical
alectrician,
wireman, Iiiv_;TQian and engineer, and it is writteu in a clear and careful style.

THE PRACTICAL TELEPHONE HANDBOOK.

By

E. E. Second edition, revised and
enlarged. 360 pp. 2S8 illustrations. Price $1.50.
In this work the writer has endeavored to produce a
manual of moderate size and cost, but thoroughly practical, and detailing, as far as space will allow, the most
recent methods of telephone working. While the requirements of telephone employes have been kept constantlv in view it is fullv intended also that the book shall
be of service as a source of information on telephonic
matters to users of the telephone and to the public gen-

Joseph Poole, A.

I.

erally.

PRACTICAL FEATURES OF TELEPHONE WORK.
By

A. E, Dobbs. 134 pp. Price 75 cents.
A simple, plain-speaking handbook for
telephone man.

The Above, or Any Other

Electrical

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING

TELEPHONE TROUBLES AND HOW

THEM. A

complete handbook for telephone inspector
J. H. McManm;
edite'd- by -Prof. C. 1
Eighth edition. 16mo,
pp. Price & cents.
little "volume is an extremely practical work fi
telephone emjiloyes, written in a popular style and devo
of technicalities.

By W. Hyde and

TELEPHONE LINES AND THEIR PROPERTIE

By Wm.
Price

practical

J.
$1.50.

Hopkins.

Illustrate

272 pp.

and A.

J.

large
Stubbs.

TELEPHONES, THEIR CONSTRUCTION AND

TING. A

Maaual on the Fitting Up and
tenance of Telephone and Auxiliary Apparatus. By
Practical

136 pp.;

Illustrated.

510 MAROUETTE

ByQeo.Ie

BLDC

CHICAGO!

Burns'

Drop Switchboard.

Telephone
For Flat or

A PERFECT APPARATUS.
Compare
PRICE

'^

Made any length
Send us your orders.

ours to others.

SI.OO

Roll

Top Desks

Ko. 83-87

desired.

MORS THAN REGULAR DESK SETS

TELEPflONEHANDFACTDRINfiCO.

CHICAGO, U.

8. A.

'

Price $1.00.

Adjustable

INTERNATIONAL

F.

of Price.

Mechanical Self=Restoring

request,

5

Price §1.00.

HOW TO MAKE AND USE THE TELEPHONE.
Gary.

INTERNATIONAL

Made In any d0slred capacity.
Sample parts and quotations on

ec

FI'
Mai^i

Allsop. 191 pp. 16S illustrations. Price $1.25.
PATENTED TELEPHONY. A Review of the Patents Pfi
tainiugto Telephones and Telephonic Apparatus. Publish*
by the .-Vmerican Electrical Engineering Association. Clot
bound; fully illustrated. Price, $1.50.
THE ELECTRIC TELEPHONE. By E. J. Houston, Ph. El
»nd A. E. Kennelly, Sc. D.; 12mo, cloih, 422 pp., 142 iUustn

Work Published, Sent on Receiot

CO..

Sixth edition.

A MANUAL OF TELEPHONY. A new and

tion. By W. H. Preece. F. R. S..
pp. 333 illustrations. Price $4.50.

tions.

the

•

Haskins.

AMERICAN ELECTRIC TELEPHONE
CHICAGO

GO.

i

_
Fcbninry 25,

I'l"

QUALITY

^r^,j\

Kellogg Express Switchboard

Cabinet

^;_,^
f*£OOGNIZED AND APPRECIATED l^CIH^

J.'"TL

——

HAS MADE
The

Kf'iccf"!

Stromberg-Carlson Apparatus

Fllty-Llne

Appearance

Capacity

comes from

Quarter

Simple

Sawed Oak

Lines.

First In Sales.
DOES QUALITY OOUMT?

for the entire

Exterior of

the Cabinet

Tills

Attractive

Design has

Thoroughly

been so

seasoned

popular that

wood

it

has been

mvicli

copied

by other
manufac-

Finished

in

Light or
turers

Oak

Golden

V

Ona
Gold Medal

Ono

'~

Price

Quality

Grand Prize
Highest

Highest

Award

Award

Buffalo

St.

Exposition

Exposition

1902

1904

Louis

Our No. 192 TELEPHONE
The Strongest, Longest Lived, Most Efficient Switchboards made.
telephone experts will tell you that.

Kellogg Switchboard

&.

Supply Co.

Congress & Green Streets
CHICAGO
LOS ANGELES

CLEVELAND

Our

All

Bulletin No. 5-E

AsiIsM

In

Pro% Ing Our SUtemcnts.

Can

We

Mall Vou a Copy?

STROMBERG-CARLSON TELEPHONE MFG^O.
rr_.'. -^
Central I

Western Sales

General Offices,

Office,

PHILADELPHIA

£!'-'^

\

p^""^
I

)

ROCHE8TEW.

N. Y.

CHICAGO,

Crntral \

ILL. \£"S'?U

127 fULTOm STREET

^B^^

GHS

I

For Signs, Letters, Flashers, Dimmers, Timeswitches,
Lamps, Rubberrings and anything pertaining to Signs,

...

-WRITE

Northwestern Storage Battery Com,
285 Madison

St.,

Chicago,

III.

DIRi:CT Tl

HALLER MACHINE COMPANY
Designers aad Manula

,

of

Sheetmetal, Etectric and Machinery SpecUIti

THE AUTOMATIC
the recognized competitive system of telephony.
Its manifold advantages over the manual system, mechanically, financially and
commercially, make it so.
Automatic telephone service is more prompt and more accurate and absolutely secret. It can be furnished
at less cost to both company and patrons than any other. Progressive Independent telephone companies all over the country are rapidly
is

adopting

it;

the

Among

Chlcaso. III.
Qrand Rapids. Mich.

Columbus. Ohio
Dayton. Ohio
Llacoln, Neb.
Portland, Maine

new ones

in preference to

the cities in which

Aubum,

it

manual and the

old ones to replace

N. Y.

It is

a success everywhere.

SanDICKo.Cal.

Medford. Wis.
Ohio

Pentwatcr. Mich,
Tor«nto JunctloD, Can.

tt. riary's,

Sioux City. Iowa

Woodstock. N.B.

Albuquerque. N. M.
Van Wert. Ohio

Westerly, R.I.

Battle Creek. Mich.

WUmlngton. Del.
Riverside, C«l.

Clayton. Ho.

Traverse City, MJcta.

Berlin.
Cal.

PHncetoa.N.J.

Hopklnsville. Ky.
Fall River, Hass.

Lob Aogeles.

manual equipment.

has been adopted are:

Augusta. Ga.

Qermany

Manchester, Iowa

ELECTRIC COMPANY
AUTOMATIC
CHICAGO,
Van
Morgan
Buren and

Streets,

U. S. A.
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Westinghouse Fan Motors
Alternating and Direct Current

Season 1905
I2=in.

and

I6=in.

Desk and Bracket Types

Adjustable Speeds

Ceiling Types
Alternating Current, 4 Blades, 65-inch Sweep,
Direct Current, 4 Blades, S8-inch Sweep,

One Speed

Two

Speeds

The Host Air For
Least Current Consumed
Deliver

In the

Desk and Bracket types the blades

are

"constructed on engineering principles, distributing

The

the pressure over entire surface.

fan bodies

mounted on trunions in the exact center of
gravity, and are easily adjusted by one thumb
are

They may be changed

nut.

from desk to

bracket types, and vice versa, without disconnecting leads,

and

all

parts of both types are alike

and

interchangeable, excepting the blades and guards.

A

Written Guarantee Accompanies Each Fan
Write

for our

Westinghouse

Fan Motor Booklets

Electric

&

Mfg. Co.

Pittsburg, Pa.
Address our nearest sales
New York,

office

Atlanta, Baltimore, Boston, Buffalo, Ctilcago, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Detroit, Los Angeles, Minneapolis, New Orleans,
Philadelphia, Pittsburg, it. Louis, Salt Lake City, San prancUco, Sycamore, Seattle, Denver.
Par Canada: Canadian Westinchouse Co., Limited, Hamilton, Ontario. Mexico, 0. & O. Branlff & Co., City of Mexico.
Dallai,

25,

Iclirii.'iry

"j"-i

FORT WAYNE MULTIPLE ARC
ALTERNATING CURRENT STREET LIGHTING SYSTEM

A

Few Advantages

1

.'.

High

of the

Multiple

Arc Lighting System

Street

i.-flTicicncy.

I'-xtrcmc simplicity.

same

v

Efficiency the

I.

Power factor the same

5.

Absolute cut-outs are

for all loads.

for all loads.

not

required

with

the lamps.
6.

Lamps

stalled
7.

on a
8.

of various candle-powers can be in-

on the same

The number
circuit

is

limited only by generator capacity.

Station appliances reduced to a

which reduces
9.

Lamp

in

safe to handle,
to a

circuit.

of lamps that can be installed

first

minimum,

cost of installation.

secondary or low-tension circuit is
and insulation strain is reduced

minimum.

10.
Trouble with one lamp will not interfere
with the operation of any other lamps of the

The Fort Wayne Multiple System
rent enclosed arc street lighting

frequent

demand

for

towns or

ing small

of alternating cur-

was designed

to

fill

a simple, Inexpensive method

a very

of light-

isolated sections of larger places.

It Is a 3-wire single-phase hish-tenEion
transmission system with a 2-wire or 3wire secondary distribution for incan*
descent lighting and a 2-wlre multiple
arc lighting circuit for each lamp.

The arc

lighting circuit consists of one
mains and an addi-

of the incandescent

third wire connected

at the
•witchboard to the other side of the Incandescent lighting circuit through a
tional

system, as they are independent units.

Primary and secondarj' coils separated
II.
from each other by air space obviates chance of
electrical connection between them.
12.
Apparent energy varies directly with the
number of lamps in operation, which always
maintains the consumed generator capacity at a
minimum.

Arc

lamps can be placed in suburban
without extra expense for wiring, as the
transformer and arc lamp can be operated directly
15.

districts

from the incandescent mains.

single-pole switch.

Transformer maintains practically constant
in secondary with wide variations of resistance in secondary circuit.
It can be short14.

In

many

instances

it is

desirable to locate arc

lamps

where arc circuits are not Installed. In such
Type MA transformer with Form C arc lamp is
installed directly on the incandescent primary circuit.

energy

in places

circuited without

cases a

arc light.

special wiring or extension of arc light

lighting and the arc lighting unit connected between the third wire and one

In
In use elsewhere.
Installing this system a third wire Is run
with the two wires for Incandescent

the incandescent wires. The only
extra station equipment Is one switch
controlling the arc circuit.

This requires no extta expense for
circuit

already

damage

to either transformer or

of

There are no regulating devices in the station except
the switch, and nothing to get out of order or cause

any way on the line or in the station. The
lamp transformers furnish the regulation and pro=

trouble in
arc

tection to lamps.
This System

Fort

is

Worth

Wayne

•WOOD" LIQHTINO AND POWER SYSTEMS

Investigating.

Write us.

Electric

Works

FORT WAYNE, INDIANA

MiyLt
General Plan of Multiple Altemaiint
Street

."^rc

Lighting Svsteni,
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VULCANIZED FIBRE
Hlgtiot gnda lor electrical insalation tad mccluuiiakl ptirposu, in sbutt,
tuba, rod* aad (pedal (hapes.
Catalogues and umples oB applicatioo.

VULCANIZED FIBRE

BRASS & BRASS GOODS

AUSTIN

CO.,

THE SAFETY UrSdlliATBD WERE & OABLE
CA/cag

Crocker- Wheeler

Del.

FOR EVERY ELECTRICAL SERVICE.
St

B.

CHICAGO REPRESENTATIVE.

THE PLUME & AT WOOD MFG.
Smn Frmnel^ao

Wilmington,

'RUBBER COVERED
WIRE AIMD CABLE

IVI.
Bomton

-

" SAFETY

ASK FOR CATALOG

Haw York

CO.,

WORKS:

n^

114-lie f.IBEB'rS'

Ityonne, N.J.

Perfect Control

—

Indefinite

CO.,

STREET,

S. f.

Regulation

No Flashing— No Repairs

Altern. actors

Burnouts Impossible— Last Forever

ALLEN-BRADLEY

wmm
For

All

Purposes of Electric Current Control

Prices Reasonable—Satisfaction Guaranteed
C.-iy.

We

Standard 100 K.

!

.

A.

Bj!-Tyft A.

C.

Gioiralor

SEND

now

building engine, belt,
wOkter-wheel aLnd turbo types of
a.re

IN

A TRIAL ORDER

Ask your Engineer or

Electrician about

it,

a-lternaLting-current generaLtors.

AMERICAN ELECTRIC FUSE CO.

®Crocker<>Wl&eeler Company

48-50 West Jaclcson Boul.

Direct and Atterr\atin(.Current M*ot\Inery.

Ampere,

Chicago Office, Old Colony Bldg.

iBIack Diamond

File

CHICAGO,

ILL.

N. J.

Works I
{*

JOHN

A.

ROEBLING'S

SONS

CO.

Insulated

Bare

Wire of

Copper

All

Kinds

Wire

ABB ON SATE IX ETEB-r I^EADrWCi HABDTfABE CV
^ DUB eOODS
BTOBE
THE UKITED STATES AKD CAKADA.

I
^

^

ISr

4f|

G.

&

MAIN OFFICE AND WORKS

H.

BARNETT COMPANY,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

|
^

TRENTON,

N. J.

AGEHCIES «NI tRAWCHtt

*• Tfik

Chletgs

Clev.lind

San Frandie*

Phllittlplils

13.00 Pen Aiiui.

M. IIIVI.

avKiT;;,;;',,!;::-?.!?:';.?

MARCH

,

SIIVIPLEX WIRES ANOCABLES.

LAKK

'"'"h"''r*hix'8on°""
.< M..n,i.inorh Block,

Simplex Electrical

CHICAGO

I

Ga.lvanized Steel Stra^nds

CRESCENT RUBBER INSULATED

IHHD-l'nriM F.KpoMition,

nedal

^^.oN'^:

ItublterliiHulation.

r<ir

WIRESANDCABLES

lH»:t-Worlit'N Fair.
SIcdal for Itabber limulation.

\allciiial

tenmV.''";

"•'>«"•

M

CO., Ltd

VI

INDIANA RUBBER AND INSULATED WIRE CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF
Paranlte Rubbir Covered Wires and Cables,

^V'

Wires are lasted

JO\F.SBOKO. IND.

>t Factory.

THE

1'.".'.'.

lU'/

11!.I|[..

l•l.ll.Jrl^lil». Pi

GLASS

Undarground Cablat

for all Purp«taa.

New York
Chicago

CO.

MaDufacturars of

Electric HeatiagApparatus
!-PAaC

SIMPLEX ELECTRIC HEATING CO.,
Cambrldgeport, Mass.

WHAT

Electric Globes

CATALOaUK

UNIT" ENAMELED RHEOSTATS

DID

lofler

and Shades, both

Arc and Incandesceat
and Outer Qlobca ^or

CONDUITS FOR INTERIOR

all

eoclosed arc systems

«lrlNI_.

American Circular Loam Co.

CArALoauES sent on request

THE WOGGLE BUG SAY?
YOU CAN'T DO LESS

'AcJ-''fc^!ZATORM]
ACME COMklUrATOH^m

^^K

COMPOUND.
60

^^^&y
^^^^^

sparking, cutting c
mutator. Commul

317 Austin

I

"STAR"

INCANDESCEFfT

of the
.n.V!.

ALL SUPPLY HOUSES OR

CENTS PER STICK
J. J. EGAN,

!gf„",/!.7a,.%1fe^^g

S.1,>1I'LK .1. ,]. i^ans .\omc Commalatov Compoimil. the only article llial will otoclutejyprei

/

lirlgl

$5.00 PER DOZEN

CHICAGO

Ave.,

Robert

Volt-Ammeter

Water=WheeI Governors

Dead Beat
Accurate, Durable

Our new meclianical governors

Guaranteed

co-oerate with the inertia effect ct the water and the mo-

mentum of
They have
plelnstni-

Discount to Dealers

THE ROBERT
INSTRUMENT CO.
56 Shelby

NEWARK,
Weston

N.

Co.,

J.

Sta&dd

LONa LIFE
GUARANTEED CANOLEPOWER,

plant.
cost of

tiie

good
Guaran-

HIGHEST EFFICIENCY.

every panicular.

REPLOGLE GOVERNOR WORKS
AKRON, OHIO.

t STANDARD ELECTRICAL MFG.
:
Niles, Ohio.
t COMPANY,

MICtL

ElEDMcal IngtamenJ

Waverly Park,

in

i

in two.

Stmt

DETROir

~^^^

t\'

cut

government
teed

lo
or Jo. 00.

WESTIIN

Portable Birect Reading

It

Can't Be

Beat^The

Guthrie Flasher

A SIQN FLASHER WITHOUT A MOTOR
A FE;W advantages of THIS
FLASHER OVER ALL OTHERS:
First.— Tbc Price is lower.
ba5 fewer parts and is tbarefore the smplest dasher on ttie market.
rA/n/.— It bas no motor to cause trouble and consume

S«ood.— It
Voltmeters,

Miilivoltmeters,

Ammeters,

Miiammeters,

Voitammeters,

Foonft.— It costs nothing to operate

Oiimmeters,

Portable Galvanometers.

able Laboratory Standards are still better
Our Station Voltmeters and Ammeters are
unsurpassed in point of extreiue accuracy and
lowest consumption of energy.
BeBl.rN— European Weston Electrical Instrument Co., Rltterstrasse No. 3S.

Weston Portable nalTanometer for
Bridge IVork,

Bros.,

Century Works,

Piima, Fraxcz-1'. h. Cadlot.

Xew Tork

Office— 74

I'J

Rue

St.

A. S.

Leu'is-

Georges.

Coitlaudt St.

sbow

.vny combination ot llshts, without motor or cylinder.
Simplest and best on tbe market.
Works on any current.
Tbe disadvantage of a tiaaber was the motor qnestion.
We have orercome this and are pnttlng out an article
that meets a long felt want.

Our Portable Instruments are recocniied as
The Standard the world over. Tbe Seml-Port-

LONnox— Elliott

tbii tlasDer.

F/ftft.— It only occupies a space of 5 1 3 Inches.
S/x(A.— It can b« regulated to ilash any signs or
window lights lo any manner desired.

Ground Detectors and Circuit Testers,

'

).

I'o^t Offl'-c S.]iiAr«. fi04loo.

.«ft\lLAB tff

Piltsbnrg

PHOENIX

UNOEROROUND, AERIAL, SUBMARINE AND INSIDE USE.
TELEPHONB, TELGaRAPH AND FIRE-ALARM CABLES.
All

N.

BARE AND WEATHERPROOF WIRES AND CAILES.
Rubbar Covarad WIras and Cablat.

[^

TRENTON.

CABLE CO.

l.,l»Tlv St..
V..rk Clly.

Nuw

253 Broadwiy, New York

I

f^":"*''.

STANDARD UNDERGROUND

Manson Tape, Candee ""-?" Wires

THE OKONITE

I

"*'" O"'" •""

83 bVhclaySIhIet,

Sole Manufacturers of

TRADSMAML

Mlan.lar.l.

.Ml..

I

CRESCENT INSULATED WIRE AND CABLE CO.

THK NTANUAK1> FOIt
UVBHKK INNl NATION.
Okonite Wires, Okonite Tape,

MO.

Bare and Insulated Wires and Cables

Co.,

BOSTON, MASS.

10 Stato Siroot,

CHICAGO

I52-I'>4
ST.
tlOS-IIIO PI.NE ST., ST. LOtflS,

KUHHEK COVERED, WEATHEKPHOOF. UNDERGROUND AND SUBMARINE.
f'f^'^

Cim a Copt.

lO

1905.

4,

CHICAGO INSULATED WIRE CO.

DOXSEE ELECTRICAL CO.
1I«S-1I10 Pine St^

Agents Wanted

General

Atfetils for

ST. LOUIS

United States and Canadk

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

March

'4,

(0)
EILWiffllSElEWIIi

liA

and Sole Builders

Originators, Designers

of

Reynolds Corliss Engines
For

Lighting and

View

in

Power House

o\

Power Purposes

Louisville Street

Railway Co.

in

which are

installed four

Reynolds Vertical Cross-Compound Engines.

fr

Canadian representatives, AUis-Chalmers-Bullock, Ltd., Montreal

ig

—

Manli

—

i

w r.sTF.R

/),

nr .r.rTR ir a

r :

.

n

TheElectric PHILADELPHIA
Storage BatteryGo.
MANUTACTURER OF THE

Hccumulator

"Cbloribc

Central Stations, Electric Railways, Isolated Lighting and l^owcr Stations,
Fire Alarm, Telegraph, Train Li^htin^, etc., etc.

l'"()i-

SALi;.S

(Jl

KICKS:
BOVTON,

Piitf.AnRi.rniA,
AlloKlicMiy Ave. ond lOlh St.

S*S PllANiIK
llluUii

We

HMn

Csnadlnn rjcncral Klccirlc

(:ulz>jn'» IlldK.

TO

HolVC Moved

In our

New

Factory

facilities

and

demand

for

we have

Co., r.id.. Tnrnit

AND WOOD STREETS

22r\d

PHILADELPHIA. PA.

nearly doubled our space and

will be prepared to

meet the constantly increasing

ANNUNCIATORS, BELLS AND A FULL LINE OF
HOUSE-GOODS SUPPLIES.
WE ARE

OF WHICH

EXCLUSIVE MANUFACTURERS

CARTER ®.

PARTRICK,

ESTABLISHED

WILKINS.

1867.

xa/hite: i»oroe:l.aiim

F-|FREF»ROOF-

FOR ELECTRIC SIGNS

AGENTS WANTED WHEREVER THERE ARE CENTRAL STATIONS.
COI_ONIAI_ SIGN A.IMD IMSt-l l-A.-TOR OO.,
AKRON.

BAKER

PLATINUM

WORKS:

NEW YORK

CO., INC.

«c

GRAND PRIZE
UNIVERSAL EXPOSITION

Newark, New Jersey

OFFICE:

^.

120 Liberty Street

ST. LOUIS, 1904

ALPHABETICAL INDEX TO ADVERTISEMENTS.
Adams-Bagnail Electric Co.
Allls-Chalmers

Central Tel.

Company

American Battery Co
Amer. Circular Loom Co.
American Conduit Co
14
American Diesel Engine Co. .15
Amer. District Steam Co
16
Amer. Elec. Fuse Co
22
Amer. EL Telephone Co
16
American Electrical Works.. il
Arnold Elec. Power Station
. .

.

Co.

.14

Automatic Electric Co

17

Babcock & Wilcox Co.
Badt.F. B
Baker
Baker

A Company

&

Co.

,

W.

Bay State

3

Cooper-Hewitt Elec. Co
Cope, T.J
S.

H

Crescent Ins. Wire

&

Co., Inc.,

&

H.

9
Cbl. Co.

1

Crocker-Wheeler Co

14

R

11

ASon.

Cutter Elec.

Lamp Co

Bossert Electric Construction
Co..
.12

E.

HallL

D.

&.

Mfg.

Dison Crucible Co., Joseph. .15
Doxsee Elec'l. Co.. A. S.
Duncan Elec. Mfg. Co
...;
•

ture

Wm. H

Lamp

A

MiniaDepartm't.

Edison Mfg. Company

Edwards
Egan,

A Co

J
Electric Appliance Co

& Co., H. M

—
—

Edison Decorative

Buckeye Electric Co
Bullock Elec Mfg. Co
Bunge.Otto

J.

I7

—
I

10

Electric Storage Battery Co.. 3

Carhartt & Co., Hamilton.
Central Electric Co
Centj Stat.

R

14

tnternatlonal Elec. Meter Co.
International Tel. Mfg. Co.,

—

Jackson, D. C.

19

Evans, Almirall

A Co

Farles Mfg. Co
"For Sale" Advertisements.. 12
Ft. Wayne Elec. Works, Inc. .21
Fostoria Incand. Lamp Co

—

Fowler, John H
Fowler- Jacobs Company
Franklin Elec. Mfg. Co

I9

19

—

—

Fres-Ko Chemical Co

General Electric Co
9. 10
Gleason, John. L
Gould Storage Battery Co
Green Fuel Economizer Co..—
Gregory Electric Company ... 12

Improvement Co

5
12

Electrical Engineer Institute. 11
Electrician Pub. Company... 21

Ely ACo. Allen P

F'otr

12

A W. B

10

14

Jeffrey Manufacturing

Co

Johns-ManvllleCo., H.

W

15

—

Kartaven Manufacturing Co.22
Kellogg Switchboard A Sup

Company
Kemp.R. W
ply

Schneider ACo..
Schoit.W. H,

Northern Elecl'l Mfg. Co....:
Northern Faclflc R. R
Northern Wire A Cable (Jo ..•
Northwestern Storage Bat-

Simplex Electrical Ca.Tbe..
Simplex Elec Heating Co....

tery

Co

:

17. 19

10

Pacific Coast Pole

Kohler Brothers

14

Partrick. Carter

ll

Pass

Electric

Co

Hallberg,

J.

H

14

—

Haller Machine Co

Hamacek,

A.

F

10

spection

A

W

22

Matthews

—
—

McRoyClay Works

12

..22

A Itros., W.N
McLennan A Company, K

Holmes Fibre-Graph. Co
Holophane Glass Co
Humphrey, Henry H
Hunt A Co., Robt.

15

Mechanical Appliance Co
Mica Insulator Company

—
~

Monon

14

Mueller Company, William..

Illtnols Central Ry..

19

12

'

W

Incandescent Electric Light
Manipulator Company
Indiana Rub. Alris. W. Co
India Rubber A Gutta Percha
Insulating Company

OX^ssifieti

Ii3.<a.eac

of

6

14

In-

Insurance Co

Machado A Roller

Maliby Cedar Company
I9
Manhattan EL Supply Co
10
Manross, F. N..
I2
Marinette Gas Engine Co
15
Marlon Ins. Wire A Rub. Co.. 4

9

Hazard Manufacturing Co.
Highland Park College
Hill Elec. Co., W. S
Hlpwell Mfg. Co
Hobart Elec. Mfg. Co
HofTman, G.

—
Leather Preserv. M. Corp
Leffel A Co., James.
15
Letheule. Paul
14
Llndsley Brothers Company.. 19
Loud'sSonsCo., H. M
19

Miscellaneous Advs
R.

10

8

—
lo
I2

R

MulUns Co.. The W. H
Munsell A Co., Eugene
National Carbon Co
National Electric Co
National India Rubber Co
Nernst

ll

18

A

Co

19

A

Wilklns.. 3
Seymour, Inc
4

Perrlz.

.18

Pfannmueller A Co.,E. F....—
Phelan, D.
Phillips,

W

Eugene F
11
Wire Co. ..II

Phillips Insulated

Phoenix Glass Co
Phosphor-Bronie

15

Plume A

lo

Iron Co... .19
Atwood Mfg. Co

—

Porter Cedar
Relslnger,

S.

Company

19

Hugo

9

Reliance Instrument Co
i|
Replogle Governor Works..
i
Reynolds EL Flasher Mfg.Co. 5
Richardson Lubricating Co. .12
Robert Instrument Co., The., l
Robertson & Sons, Jas. L
Roebling's Sons Co. J. A. .... 22
.

—

,

WlreACable
Samson Cordage Works
Sargent A Lundy
SauquoitStlk Mfg. Co
Safety Ins.

—

iVc3L-vei*tisena.erx-ts

14
1

I

—

Squire Electric Co
Standard F.Iec Mfg. Co
I
Standard Underg. Cable Co.... l
Stanley Elec Mfg. Co.. The 5
Stanley Instrument Co
S
Stanton, LeRoy
14
Sterling A Sod. W. C
19
Stow Mfg. Company
IS
Strom berg-C&TlsoD TeL Mfg.

—

See

Company

17

Torrey Cedar Company
19
Tray Plate Battery Co
8
Trumbull Elec Mnfg. Ca....—
Turner Brass Works
7

I

Co

S.

M

Plgnolet, L.
Pittsburg A L.

Ruebel-Schwedtmann- Wells.. 14
Runzel-Leni Elec Mfg. Co... 12

Lamp Co

10

W

14

KlelnASons. Maihlas

Kuhlman

C O

Newgard A Co.. Henry
New York Ins. Wire Co

ti

—

Hart Mfg. Co
Hartford Steam Boiler

Dearborn Drug A Chem.Wks.l5
Diamond Meter Company
Directory of Engineers

.

Bryan-Marsh Co

4

Company—

A W. Fuse Company

Brownell Co. The

Byllesby

8
10

Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co

Bls3eUCo.,The P

Bryan,

U

Erie R.

,

Beardslee Chandelier Mfg.Co.lO
Benjamin Electric Mfg. Co.
Bennett, I. A
Berthold A Jennings

Brooks,

—

Ct

pany of America..

Crollus

E

Barnett Company, G^

El.

—

Couch

Bain, Foree

&

II
Century Electric Co
Chicago Edison Co
4, 12
Chic. Fuse Wire A Mfg. Co...—
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.. 1
10
Chicago Mica Co
Chicago Solder Co
Colonial Sign & Insulator Co. 3
Columbia Incand. Lamp Co..
Columbia Mfg. Co
18
Continuous Rail Joint Com-

I*SLg:^

C0..10

.

0«

Union Electric Mfg. Co..

.11

Valentine-Clark Co.. The....—
Vulcanized Fibre Company, .ss

Wabash
Wagmer

R.

R

12

Electric Mfg. Co.....—
Walsh's Sons A Company
IS
Warren Elec Mfg. Co
10
Wesco Supply Co
Western Display Co
4
Western Electric Company... 8
Wesilnghouse Electric A
Manufacturing Co
20
Weston Electrical InsL Co... 1

—

Whitehead Machinery Co... —
WooUey Fdy. A Mach, Wks..l5
Worcester Company, C H
IS
Yesbera Mfg. Co
Yes: EiectrlcMfg. Co

—

ZeroMarxSign Works

—

U
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MANUFACTURED BY

Motors,
Switches,

ALWAYS
IN

STOCK.

Arc Lamps,
Circuit Breakers,

Etc., Etc.

CHICAGO EDISON COIVIPANYJ39 Adams

CHICAGO.

Street.

The "REFLECTRIC"
is

made

and glass, and

of all metal

will last

a business life-time.
SOLE.

WESTERN DISPLAY COMPANY,
U. S.

ST, PAUL,

AND FOREIGN PATENTS

MINN.

PASS & SEYMOUR,
Is
::

i^%

P.

&

Inc.

the only manufacturer that ever
::

improved on

::

::

Sockets

S. Porcelain

-^1

As now made they

are perfection

PASS & SEYMOUR,
SOLVAV,

Inc.

N. v.
SAN FRANCISCO

We

are

MANUFACTURERS!

September

8,

Patented
1896; October

6,

1896

making immediate shipments on our High-Grade Eagle Brand Rubber Covered National Code Standatrd

WIRES
Before

CABLESl

a.i\d

You Buy Get Our

Prices.

CaLtatlogue

Upon

R.equest

RUBBER. COMPANY

MARION INSULATED WIRE

6;
CHICAGO. 529-530 Mona.dnock Block.

MARION. INDIANA

I.

A. Bennett. Mgr.

%

CONSTANT USE OF THE C-H. FIELD
REGULATOR HAS PROVEN ^—

^—

the material of which its base is made does not allow
that overloads do not disintegrate it; that it
readily radiates and conducts heat, and is a perfect insulator.
Its construction is such that no trouble can exist from small
parts or contacts. Bulletin 32 explains in detail.

That

grounding;

THE CUTLER-HAMMER MFG.
MILWAUKEE,
NEW YORK

CHICAGO

WIS.
PITTSBURG

CO.
BOSTON

i

March

.),

rij-,--f,.Tr-T

f/i;

XVK

'

^VIili> JVIA.I<:i?CC> <7K>(>I>
Our

promises of prompt attention to orders and

way,

every

adequate in

These

attractive.

all

of

alone

facts

are

Our stock is
new and our prices
consideration when

inquiries.

our goods are brand

worth taking

into

placing your order.

S£MO IT TO US

ELEOTRIGAL SUPPLIES
207-209-211 B. Jackson Boulevard, Chicago

Single=Phase and Poly=

phase InductioD Motors
Thrice armed

who hath

he

Is

particularly

them

just

them

he

if

when

Dealers

Simple and substantial con-

just-

his prices

sell

has

also

he

wants

speed

excellent

struction;

perfect ventila-

regulation;

our

tion;

Security

low temperature main-

tained in operation.

::

::

Panel Boards
because
that's

are

they

the

kind

sought and because our

Panel Bulletin enables dealers
to

quote prices on the spot.

Our

quick

deliveries

make

friends, too.

The F. Bissell Company
Manuraciurcrs and Jobbers ot

ELECTRICAL GOODS
226-228-230 Huron

Send

Street

for Bulletins.

Toledo, 0.

Stanley Electric Mfg. Company
Pittsfield,

Mass.

Chicago,

BESTINTHEWORLL
Write for

-c:=:

full partlcularn

Monadnock Block.

Samson Spot Cord

Raynolds Elec. Flastisr lifg. Co
221 Fifth Ave., Chlcajo.

Yau win confer a favor upon the advertiser by telling htm— when you
Urn him - that you saw his ad. In the Western Electrician.

ARC LAMP and
TROLLED CORD
e>.AlVISO?r COISX>A.<SB

WORI-CS,

-

Boston,

JVIas?

INSTRUMENT CO.
STANLEY
GREAT
BARRiNCTON, MASS.,

UNIVERSAL EXPOSITION
ST.

LOUIS
(904

U. S. A.

GOLD MEDALS
THE HIGHEST AWARDS AT BOTH EXPOSITIONS FOR

TIVIETER

PAN-AMERICAN EXPOSITION

BUFFALO
1901

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

March
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»
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Qleason's

T^rTYPE

Moulding

DIRECT-CURRENT

NSTRUMENTS

Boxes.

Are winners.

Scales are
equally divided, indications
are dead beat, bigb range ammeters have separate shunts
and the casei are of heavy
polished brass.
Prices arc right, the list
figure for the meter illustrated,
for instance, being $16.50.

Send

postal

for descrip-

pam-

tive

and

phlet
price

to

list

WRITE FOR DISCOUNTS TO
•¥

i
i

DIam.of body, 6ln.,

of

base flange 7Hin.

MACHADO
203 BROADWAY,

NEW YORK

JOHN

ROLLER,

&,

CITY, N.

L.

GLEASON

290 SoDlh

Or Tour Nearest Supply Housa.

Y.,

A NO. 2—REGULAR

B NO. 2-REaULAR

Jamaica

St.

Plain,

Mast.

CLASSIFIED INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
Commntator Compound
A

Crollus

Adjastera, Inc. Lampa.
Inc. EL Lt. Manipulator Co.

Anchors
Bennett,

(Tel.

Matthews

&

Tel.)

A.

I.

&

McLennan &

Co., K.

Condensers,

Ellectrlc.

Mfg Co.
Condnlt and Condnlts.
American Circular Loom Co.
American Conduit Company
Stanley Elec.

Brc, W. N.

Annanclatora.
Central Electric Co.

Edwards

Son, E. R.

Eean. J. J.
Fres-Ko Chemical Co.

& Company.
Elec. Supply Co.

Partrick. Carter A Wilkins.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.

Edwards

trlc Llf^ht Plants.

& Company.

Electric Appliance

Allis-Chalmers Company.
Bullock El. Mfg. Co.
Crocker- Wheeler Co.

Co

Wayne

Elec. Wks. Inc.
General Electric Co.
National Electric Co.
Northern Electrical Mfg. Co.
Wagner Electric Mfg. Co.
Ft.

Wesco Supply

Co.

Western Electric Co.
Bells, BaEsers, Etc.
Central Electric Co.

Edwards & Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Partrick, carter & Wilkins.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.

Belt Dreaslnff.
Dixon Crucible Co.,

Squire Electric Co.
Stanley Elec. Mfg. Co.
Stanton, LeRoy W.

Electric Appliance Co.
Ft. Wavne Elec. Wks. Inc.
General Electric Co.
Machado & Roller.
Pigpolet. L. M.
Reliance Instrument Co.

The

Inst. Co.,

Stanley Elec. Mfg. Co.
Stanley Instrument Co.
Wagner Electric Mfg. Co.

Blow Pipes.

Turner Brass Works

Manhattan

Supply Co.

Elec.

and Gaso-

line.
Allis-Chalmers Company.
Marinette Gas Engine Co.
Woolley Fdy. & Mach. Wks.
Sngrines, Oil.

American Diesel Engine

Co.

Engines, Steam.
W.

Boiler Compounds.

& Chem.

Dearborn Drug

Cat-Onta and Swltcbes.

H.

Wks.

Boilers.
Allis-Chalmers Company.
Babcock & Wilcox Co.

Bro\vnellCo.,The

Rooks. Blectrlcol.
Electrician Publishing Co.

Bootlis, Telephone.
Yesbera Mfg. Co.

Bissell Co.. The P.
Bossert Elec. Const. Co.
Central Electric Co.

& Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks. Inc.
General Electric Co.
Hamacek, A. F.
Hart Manufacturing Co.
Cutter Elec.

BlsseUCo.,B. F.
Wesco Supply Co.

Cables (See Wires and Cables)
Canopies.
Faries Mfg. Co.

Points

and

Plates.
Central Electric Co.

Chicago Edison Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
National Carbon Co.
Reisbiger, Hugo.
Wesco Supply Co.

Castings.
Faries Mfg. Co.
National Electric Co.

Ft.

Wayne

Elec.

Wks.

Co.

Inc.

Hobart Elec. Mfg. Co.
Mechanical Appliance Co.
National Electric Cp.
Northern Electrical Mfg. Co.
Stanley Elec. Mfg. Co.

Stow Manufacturing Co.

Wagner Electric Mfg. Co.
Warren Elec. Mfg. Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Geo

Cbalns.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.

Ellectrlc Heating Appl.
Electric Appliance Co.
Simples Elec Healing Co.
Western Electric Co.

Chandeliers.
Faries Mfg. Co.
Letheule, Paul.

Circuit Breakers.
Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co.
Mfs- Co.

Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks. Inc.
Union Electric Mfg. Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Company.

Mfg. Co.

El.

&

Co., W. E.
Brya Wm. H.
ByUesby & C0..H. M.
;

,

Coal and Asbes Handling' Haobiuery.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co,

H.

Evans. Almirall
Hallbei^,

J.

&,

Co.

H.

Humphrey, Henry H.

Hunt&Co..Robt W.
& W. B.

Bossert Elect. Const. Co.

Lamps, Arc.
BlsseUCo.,TheF.
Central Electric Co.

AppUance Co.
Elec. Wks. Inc.

Electric

Wavne

General Electric Co.
Gregory Electric Co.
Hipwell Manufacturing Co
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Stanley Elec. Mfg. Co.
Wesco Supply Co.

Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.
Motors. (See Dynamos and
Motors.)

Monlding Boxea.
Gleason, John L.

Nippers and Pliers,
Klein

& Sons,

Mathias.

Faries Mfg. Co.

&

Co., Hamilton.

Century Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.

Bain, Foree.

Phosphor

Brojase.
Phosphor Bronze Sm.. Co.Ltd.

Wire

and

Sheet.

Lamps, Incandesoent.
Bay State Lamp Co.
Bissell Co.,

The

P.

&

The

Reynolds EL Flasher Mfg.Co
Wesco Supply Co.

American EL Telephone Co
Automatic Electric Co.
Bissell Co., TheF.

Perrizo & Sons.
Phelan, D. W.
Pittsburg & L. S. Iron Co.
Porter Cedar Company.

Bissell Co.,

Klein

Elec. Fuse Co.

Bissell Co., The F.
Central Electric Co.
Central TeL & EL Co.

Chicago Fuse Wire

&

Manipulator Co.

Lamps, Nernst.
Lamp Co.
Lamps, Vapor.
Cooper, Hewitt Elec. Co.

Clinton Stamping A Elec. Co.

Globes, Reflectors
Shades.

and

Fostoria Glass Specialty Co.
Fostoria Incan. Lamp Co.

Central Electric

Jeffrey Mfg. Co.

Rail Joints,
Continuous Rail Joint Company of America.

Wagner

juardd, Lamp.
Couch Co.. Inc.,

S.

Westinghouse EL

Steam).

Kemp, R. W.

Amer.

District

&

Mfg. Co.

Turbines, Steam,
ALUs- Chalmers Co.
General Electric Co.

Mfg. Co,

Rods, Condnlt.
J,

Westinghouse EL & Mfg. Co
Turbine Water Wheeli
Leffel

Schools and Colleges.

&

Co., Jas.

Electrical Engineer Inst.

Bissell Co.,

Cent. Stat.

Ligbtnlns; Arresters.
Central Electric Co,
Electric Appliance Co.
Ft. Wavne Elec. Wks. Inc.

General Electric Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Stanlev Elec. Mfg. Co.
Wesco Supply Co.

The F.
Improvement

W^lres

Co.

Ely A Co., AUenP.
Gregory Electric Co.
Matthews & Bro., W. N.
Walsh's Sons & Co.

&

Cables—Mag-

net W^lres.
American Electrical Works.
BisseUCo.,The F.

Shades. Lamp.
Faries Mfg. Co.

Sheet Brass

A

Copper.

Plume & Atwood Mfg. Co.
Sle-ns. Electric.
Haller Machine Co.
Western Display Co.
Zero Mars Sign Works.

Insnlatlng
Braiding.

Sockets

&

Indiana Rub. & Ins. Wire Co
India Rubber A Guttapercha
Insulating Co.
Ins. Wire A Rub. C».
National India Rubber Co
New York Insulated WlreCa
Northern Wire A Cable Co.

Marlon

and

Receptacles.

Pass & Sevmour.
Perkins Elec. Switch Mfg. Go.
Yost Elec Mfg. Co.

OkoniteCo.,The.
PhlUlps, Eugene F.
PhiUips Insulated Wire Co

Soldering Sticks, Salts

H.

HeatinK (B x b a n

Jackson. D. C.

Co.

General Electric Go.

Union Electric Mfg. Co.
Wesco Supplv Co.
Western Electric Co.
Cope, T.

Electric Mfg. Co.

Trucks, Blectrio Car.

Amer. Electric Fuse Co.
Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co.
General Electric Ck).

&

Elec. Works, Inc.
General Electric Co.
Gregory Electric Co.
Kuhlman Electric Go.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
National Electric Co.
Stanley Elec. Mfg. Co.

Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse EL & Mfg.

Chicago Edison Co.
Gregory Electric Co.

Westinghouse EL

Co.

FL Wayne

Sauquoit Silk Mfg. Co.

Dixon Crucible Co., Jos.
Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co.

Co.

(3o.

CrawfordsvlUe Electric
Crocker- Wheeler Co.
Electric Appliance Co.

PoTFCr Transmission
Machinery.

Silks,

Graphite Specialties,

F.

Transformers.

Second-Hand Mach'y.

Western Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.

The

Sons. Mathias.

Highland Park College

Mfg.Co.

D. & W. Fuse Company.
Electric Appliance Co.
Johns-ManviUe Co., H. W.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Company.

&

Western Electric

Rheostats.

Lt.

Electric Appliance Co.
International TeL Mfg. Co.
Kellogg Switchb. & Sup. Ca
Manhattan Elec Supply Oo.
Stromberg-CarlsonTeL M.Co
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.

Tools.

Sawyer-Man Elec. Co.

EL

Central Electric Co.
Central TeL & EL Co.

Time Switches.

Co.,, The.

C. H.

Polish (Metal).

Re- W^inding—Repairs.

Inc.

Co.

Telephones, Telephone
Material and Switchboards.

Maltby Cedar Co.
Mueller Company, William.
Pacific Coast Pole Co.

Fostoria Incand. Lamp Co.
Franklin Electric Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.
Nernst Lamp Co.

Lamps, Incandescent^
Replacers & Cleaners.

and Fnse Wire,

Co.

Gen. Incan. Arc Light Co.

Minia-

Standard Elec'l Mfg. Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse EL & Mfg. Co.

AppUance

STTltchboards.
Bissell Co., TheF.

Brooks, Hall L.
Columbia Mfg. Co.
Fowler. John H.
Fowler-Jacobs Company.
Kellogg Switch. & Sup. Co.
Lindsley Bros. Co.
Loud's Sons Co., H. M.

,

Electric

General Electric Co.
Manhattan Elect'l Supply Co
Wesco Supply Co.

Western Electric

Baker & Company Inc.
Poles and Ties.
Berthold & Jennings.

Worcester Co.

Co.

Western Electric Co.
Specialties, Electrical
Hfrs. and Designsrs.
Haller Machine Co.
Speed Indicators.
Weston Electrical Inst.Co.
Storage Batteries,
American Battery Co.

Central Electric Co.

Patent Attorneys.

Valentine-Clark

Electric Appliance Co.

Manhattan Elec Supply
Wesco Supply Co.

Supplies, General Elee.
Bissell Co., The F.

OTeralls.
Carhant

Speaking Tubes.
Central Electric Co.
Edwards & Co.

Electric Storage Battery Co.
Gould Storage Battery Co.

Nozzles.

ture Lamp Dept,
Electric Appliance Co.

F.
DoxseeElec'L Co., A. S.
Haller Machine Co.

Ftises
Amer.

Crocker-Wheeler Company.
General Electric Co.
JefErey Mfg. Co.
Wesco Supply Co.

Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse EL & Mfg. Co.

Edison Decorative

Mfg. Co.

Badt.F. B.
Faries Mfg. Co.

&

General Electric Co.

Westinghouse

Junction Boxes.

Electric Company.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Columbia Incau. Lamp Co.

E^lectrlo RallvraTS.
Crocker-Wheeler Co.

Electrical and Mechanical Bnirlneera.
Arnold Elec. Power Stafn Co.

Co.

Buckeye

Beardslee Chandelier Mfg.Co.

Craw ford sville Electric
Crocker- Wheeler Co.

Western. Electric Co.

Rubber

New York Insulated Wire Co.

Bryan-Marsh Company.

Fibre.

Bissell Co.,

&

.

Co.

Western Electric Go.
Westinghouse EL & Mfg. Co.

Flashers.

Cable Hansrers.

El.

Wesco Supply

Fixtures, Gas and Bleo.

Western Electric Company.

WestiuKhouse

General Electric Co.

Barnett Co., G.
Fittings.
Faries Mfg. Co.

Central Electric Co.
Hohart Elec. Mfg. Co.
Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co.
Speer Carbon Co.

&

Century Electric CoCrocker-Wheeler Company.
Edison Mfg. Co.

Kariavert Mfg. Co.

Farles Mfg. Co.

Brnsbes.

Cutter Elec.

Fans and Fan Motorsu

Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Files.

Brackets.

Carbons,

BrownellCo., The
Central Electric Co.

Chicago Edison Co.

Supply Co.

OkoniteCo.,The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Sterling Varnish Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse EL & Mfg. Co.

Ft.

Allis-Chalmers Company,

Mullins Co.. The

Elec.

tional India

Western
Westinghouse EL & Mfg. Co
Weston Electrical Inst. Co.

Jeffrey Mfg. Co.

Berthold St Jennings.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.

Chicago Edison Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Indiana Rub. & Ins. Wire Co.
Johns-Manvllle Co., H. W.

Minins* Apparatus (Bleoa
Allis-Chalmers Company.

Platinum,

Co.
Electric Co.

Elnglnes, Gas

and

Central Electric Co.

Wesco Supply

General Electric Co.

Pins

& Insurance

Hartford Steam Boiler Inspection &. Insurance Co.

Insnlatlnar MachlnerT-.
" 7 England Butt Co.
Insulators and Insulating: Materials.
American Electrical Works.

Manhattan

EIlevators-ConTeyors.
Cr OSS-Arms,
Brackets.

Jas. L.

Kartavert Mfg. Co.

E:iectro-Platlng Mach'r
Crocker-Wheeler Company.

Samson Cordage Wks.

Jos.

Leather Preserver Mfg. Corp.
Beltlnff.
Leather Preserver Mfg. Corp.

Hot Water.

Electric Appliance Co.
Incandesent Electric Light
Manipulator Co.

Inspection

Electrical Instrnments.

Robert

Heatlngr,

Evans, Almirall & Co.
Holders, Inc. Lamps.

Indicators.
Robertson & Sons,

Diamond Meter Co.
Duncan Elec Mfg. Co.

Contractors apd Blec-

Central Electric Co.
Edison Mfg. Co.

W. H.

Central Electric Co.

and

Jars.
BisseUCo.,TheF.

Batteries

Schott,

(Recording and Testing.)
BisseUCo.,The F.

Electric Appliance Co.

Manhattan

Kohler Brothers.
Letheule, Paul
Neweard & Co., Henry.
Northern Electrical Mfg. Co.
Ruebel, Schwedtman, WeUs.
Sargent & Lundy.

and Paste.

s t

Chicago Solder Co.
Crollus

Steam Co.

&

Son. E. R.

Western Electric Co.

Seo

lE*£k^G

3

Standard Underground C Co
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Company.
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DO THAT SUM

CAN'T
Why

on payln«

BORIC people wtl

n

Bay 8Uto Renewed Lir

We

we

i/'%

eak for a

an'tn.ureout.

uae the «aRie proce
^fron

He

coat of the bate, bulb, platlnii
of putting tOK^ther.

FIGURE

IT

,

etc.

and labor

OUT YOURSELF.

Bay State Lamp

Co.,

IuHdee IXhivbksalXotors
Bifltrlft (Wfirra

N»»

York. Iffi lir.,.<l«.j.
Chicaeo. Old Colonj Bldl.

Mattonali

I^ittionnl

Vm

Land Tillr Bide
Fbiladelphia.
Pittabanr, Faimera' Bank Bldff.
AllanU. G>.. Empiri' Bide.
New Orleana. La., Hibemia Bank Bids-

^ng

&3lrB

(SffictB

rieTeland, Barton, SlevenMn i Co.
Miller-Soldon Electric Co.
Ili'truil.
.Si.

I,..uis.lMli:i,,..i.ical Bldir.

lt.-n'..r, ll.ri.lri^

A

Sialll.-

rancijco. Kilbourae

m J .San

1

liollhofl

Mle- and fc'upplyt
4 Clark C

Milwauk^^
»'»**%%*»»»'^**»%%%%%»%%%%»\»%%%%%»»%^^»%%»»%%%%%»Wt'»»WW%%t,»

THE
BEST

BENRY NEWGARD &

CO.

BRAZING TORCH
^

FOR ELECTRICIANS

ELECTBIML CONSTRUCTION

HOTTEST ON EARTH
Power and Light Plants.

We

install

Switchboards and Panel Boards.

The Turner 4B Gasoline Brazing
Torch

Municipal and Isolated Electric

sell
Dynamos, Motors and Electrical
Supplies.
wire old as well as new Residences, Factory Buildings, School and College Buildings.

Crimshaw

OUR WIRES

mecbanics

THE TURNER BRASS WORKS

Illinoi5.

23 N. Franklin

ALL

all

in brazing, anneal-

PRICE $4.50 NET

We

Chicago,

ated by

work

tempering and drawing
temper of small tools, etc. This
torch prodnces an intensely hot,
pointed flame of over 3,000** Fahr.
Barns 4 hoars from one filling.
ing,

We

87 Fifth Avenue,

is

for light

Lighting Plants.
We manufacture Switchboards, Table boards,
Iron Cutout Boxes and Electrical Specialties.

St.,

Chicago

Raven Black Core

Raven White Core

pass Inspection and carry the above

TRADE-MARKS on our tags. We also

manufacture

Crimshaw and Competition Tapes and Splicing Compounds.

NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE COMPANY,
BRANCHES:]

CHICAaO:

I

,p2

^."^p-,:,"^^ gt.

NATIONAL

GRAND PRIZE
WORLD'S
FAIR,

ST.

LOUIS

CARS O

N

CARBONS BATTERIES-BRUSHES CLEVELAND,

O.

^__^

I

COMPANY

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

Alarch

W.

Cooper Hewitt
Mercary Vapor Lamps

)

ever wide diffusion of light
necessary.

In

New York Times

the

1905

E.

FAN

are being adopted where-

is

4,

MOTORS

new

All Voltages

Building

All Circuits

these lamps are used in the press rooms several
stories below ground and the Butterick Publishing Co. have installed

with

it

great success in

several departments.

There

no consumption of the light-giving

is

element; no trimming

Twice the

is

required.

efficiency of the arc

lamp and from 7

to 9 times the efficiency of the incandescent.

For use on

all

direct-current systems.

THE LIGHT TO WORK BY
For use in Factories, Macliine Shops, Warehouses.Covered Piers,Draughting Rooms.Officee,
Press and Composing Rooms and for Pliotograpliic and Engraving Work and Blue Printing.

Write

220 West 29th Street,

NEW YORK

is

th&t high standard required in

e^ll

NEW YORK

CHICAQO

CITY
PHILADELPHIA OFFICE: 1121 Walnut St.

"Flexduct"

Our New Fan Motor Catalogue

Western Electric Company

Hewitt Electric Co.

Cooper

for

OTHBR LARGE CITIES

high-class work.

It is

very

flexible,

&

high insulaLtiork and indestructible

FLEXIBLE CONDUIT
"Flexduct" the National Code St&ndard.

It

does not deterioraLte, SLlwaLys usBLble

to highest

degree

OSBURN FLEXIBLE CONDUIT COMPANY,
NEW YOILK

SAN FRANCISCO

CHICAGO

Preeminently the Storage Battery
It costs

no more than the Cell Type.

considerably more active material and occupies less
space (about half that required by Cell Type).

It has comparatively,

It

is

far

less

—

is cleaner and more economical
expensive in cost of maintenance.

more durable

much

in

operation and

Besides, this important fact must not be overlooked: There are no annoyThe gas does not
ing and destructive fumes as with the Cell Type.
escape, therefore no corrosion of adjacent pipe or iron work or even
the tarnishing of bright metal work.

TRAY PLATE BATTERY CO.
Successors Smith Storage Battery Co.
5-1

i

FREDERICK

ST.,

BINCHAMTON,

ROOKERy'LChJW^o

N. Y.

_

Mari-li

1.

VVI'.Sri-kN'

I'AS

!! I(

I

kl(

lAV

GRAND PRIZE
The Highest Possible Award
Has Been Given

to

HIGHEST GRADE NUERNBERG CARBONS
By the International Jury of Awards, of the Louisiana Purchase Exposition,

IHC^GO RCISIIMGER,

The

St. Louis, 1904.

Sol* Importir,

''Spirar'

II

BROADWAY, NEW YORK

Lamp Guard

^f

Etraltf

<8>

SI|ta (Etnht-Mtxvk

PiteDtcd

Maih

.lanuary 31. 1901

©Iff ^tirt Hafg. (Ho., ^wttfarh,

Nwn 5ork

I

SnBtan

DIRECTIONS-Inserl lamp

guarantf^s quality.

(»//..i»»n;.(tr«0

manner shown above, and

"IT'S

between Ihc lorjMj

place the tip of

lamp

In the

SPRINGY ALL OVER"

he simplest and bast guard on the inarkel. Each guard compressed
and put up In a 4x4 In. Manila envelope. 6 gross In a barrel.
Eas) to
handle. Convenient lor slock.
Wrile lor free sample and prices.
1

(Ham.
JJnrnnto,

(flljiragn

helloes In the

eve of ihe guurd

®nt

S. H.

COUCH

CO., Inc., 156 Pearl St., Boston, Mass.
TEL. *bZ6 MAIN

<0neialmectzlcWompanu
MANUFACTURES

A Most Complete Line

of

National Electrical Code Standard Enclosed
Fuses and Cut=Outs
From 30

to 600

Amperes,

000 Amp.. 600 Volt

GENERAL

in

both the 250 and 600 Voltages

30 Amp. 250 Volt

OFFICES: SCHENECTADY,

Chicago Office, Monadnocl< Block.

N. Y.

Sales Offices In All Large Cities.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

be a great

will

4,

1905

INSURE

The Spring

in
There

March

RELIABLE
LIGHTING RE5ULTS

many street-lighting contracts

expire.
In figuring

on new contracts you will want prices
on Series Alternating Arc Lamps.
You will want a system that has been tried and not
found wanting.
You will want Adams-Bagnall Arc Lamps.

BY ORDERING EDISON LAMPS

Exclusively used by most discriminating purchasers

ELECTRIC APPLIANCE COMPANY
Electrical Supplies

General Electric Company

nultiple Lamps
^a^nuitlpTe
Regular
ulnls

nAlN LAMP SALES OFFICE
Harrison, N. J.

Street Series Lamps
Miniature Lamps.

Chicago and San Francisco

(9)

BEARD5LEE CHANDELIER MFG CO.'^

GAS & ELECTRIC FIXTURES

firs. All this

,......•

SB.OO per Dozen.

Stlcls.

SEND FOR FREE SAMPLE STICK
For sale by

K.

all

supply bouses, or

McLennan &C0., Sole Hfrs., Room

VOLT

-

AMMETERS

POCKET SIZE
For testing Batteriee and
Battery Circuits, Locating
Faults, Grounds, etc.

RELIABLE.

ACCURATE.

-

fiend for Circular.

L.
78-80 Cortlandt

M. PIGNOLET
New

St.,

Yobk, K. Y.

Micanite, Linotape,

VENT OnTTINQ.
Absolutely Will

Not

Cloth and

Gom The

Ocean

BIdg., 130

Dearborn

EUGENE MUNSELL AND CO.
NBW YORK

M.

Paper.

and CHICAGO

That

IS

C. Compound, Empire

For Years

NEW YORK

St..

the

Standard.

CO.,

Originators

and CHICAGO

Chicago

LET US HAVE YOUR INQUIRIES WHEN IN
NEED OF MICA OF ANY DESCRIPTION-

WE CAN

I.

MICA INSULATOR

will put that high gloss

after.
411. Inter

Qualities, In any
at Lowest Prices

Brusbei.

on the
Commutator youhavesolongsonght
it

all

Form

INSULATION

SPARKING. "Will keep the Commutator in good conditiOD and PRE-

^^
^™

GO Cents per

MICA

Reduces Ihe working capacity of a
motor or dynamo, wears out the commutator, wastes power and may cause
may be avoided If you use
The only article that will PREVENT

SPARKING
a

Of

-

GIVE YOU

WHAT YOU NEED

QUICK AND AT THE RIGHT PRICES.
VALPARAISO, IND.
CHICAGO MICA CO.,

REPAIRING
RECALIBRATING
ELECTRIC METERS.
INTERNATIONAL ELECTRIC METER

CO.

330 W. RANDOLPH STREET. CHICAGO.

AUTOMATIC

SERIES

Wa^rrerv A MOTORLESS FLASHER

ARC

CUT-

Alternator

OUT
For
Power. St. Ry..
A. C. and D. C.

UliJ

Series Circuits.
ILL.

HAMACEK,
2039

Automatically flashes one, two or three 16 c. p. or equivalent of smaller lamps, on either direct or
alternating current. Contacts are heavy platinum and will wear indefinitely. Requires no attention and has nothing to get out of order, price $2.00 EACH. Write for discount to the trade.

C. O. Schneider

& Co.,

Mfrs.

84

E.

Adams

St.,

CHICAGO,

KENMORE

Chicago

U.KLC1N

&

AVE.

5DH.

Send 2c stamp for new catalogue No, 6 ol

KLEIN'S
Acme

of

Electrical

Perfection,

Cope's

Patent

Quick

Coupling

Conduit

81

Mechanical

Regulation,
32aa north FIfts.nth

T. J.
Strest

OO

SELL WHAT

WE

„
Chicago. III.

:

PHIUDDELPHIB, PO.

you have seen our
Catalogue and new

Until

new

Price List.
Free to the trade.

''

GUARANTEE

St.,

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

WE GUARANTEE
WHAT WE SELL
AND

W. Van Buren

DON'T BUY

Simplicity,

Efficiency.

TOOLS

Fop Bocffieai Workerm
and Lino BuHdBrsm
MATHIAS KLEIN &„SONS.

Rod

SAFETY " RUBBER COVERED
WIRE AND CABLE
FOR EVERY ELECTRICAL SERVICE.

I\/I

.

A.I-ISTIIM St OO.,
B. CHICAGO
REPRESENTATIVE.

THE SAFETY INSriiATED WIRE & CABLE
WORKI:

Ityonne, N.

J.

114-116

lilBERTf STB£ET,

CO.,
H. X.

MaiMttan

Electrical

SiPBly Co.

OTTO BUN GE
LEATHER "NAiriiEADS, BELTS,
SAFETY AND CLIMBER STRAPS

If

arch
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">'.'

\MERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS,
l'U<>VIUKS4'K.

ANCHORS THAT HOLD"
STOMBAUGH GUY ANCHORS
**

It.

ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE,
INCANDESCENT AND FLEXIBLE CORDS,

IT IS

Railway Feeder and Trolley Wire,
AMERICANITE, MAGNET, OFFICE AND
ANNUNCIATOR WIRES.

To UK

MICH

III.

1

CliMAO..

Srr.iiK.

I'.

!:.

IJonohon,

ELECTRICITY

MECHANICS
PATENT CAUSES

SOLICITOR OF

DATCMTQ
iN LH

U. S.

I

f Or£e

bain, 1662-3 Monadnock BIk.,

I

I

CENTURY ELECTRIC

'It

li

.SKW

'

OTHKK
WII.I,

THI.NfiS

UK RENT

AT

\;.<y,i

FII{«T ANI>

INTKUKST TO THf)SK

.\.ND

')!«

..•<

;.

WIKL

WHO HAVE

TO

r<">NTAI.V
I'OI.HS

ANCflOIS.

BEgCCIT.

WILL HOLD CP TO

CO.

W.

SINGLE-PHASE SELF-STARTING

N.

10.000 LUfl. BTBAl.Y

MATTHEWS &

BRO.

MANUFACTUHEKS
5T. LOUIS. MO.

BulMIng:

60.1 Carlcton

MOTORS AND CEILINQ FANS
ST. LOUIS,

•f

R.I.

MANUFACTURERS OF

CHICAGO

'iK

W«rki,

MAIN OFFICC8 AND FACTORIES. PHILLIPBDALE.

IN

1,1.

M'J l.ak.. .M,

Mc.HTjiiAr. DiiiNcli. KiiKono F. I'ljUllpt' Klivtrlcal

EXPERT

n

1S.SI:KD .MAKCII

III'

CABLES FOR AERIA' AND UNOEROiOUND UiE.

^^

FOREIGN

1

;

BAREANDINSULATEDELECTRICWM

MO.

PRICE S10 LIST

MOTOR STARTERS,
SPEED REGULATORS,
FIELD REGULATORS
WITH RENEWABLE SEGMENTS
WITHOUT EXTRA CHARGE

EQUIPPED

THE
TRADE.
neorinff,

Stoam Engincorine. Mcohnnioal Engi

n«erinK. Telephony, Tologruphy. Electric ZiiKhtMotormaTi'a
InK. Elrotrio Railwavi. Eruotrio
Oourar, Bhort Electrical Oourse. Dynamo Tender's
Oounr. Arithmetic. Algirbra. Writ* Tu-DAY for
our fr... l.nok. MontlollI.ul.Jc,•t^^||lohlnte^^^.ty
V...1.

UNION

elbotrioal engineering INBTI-

l-UTE, Dop't K. 240A

Wont 23rd

St.,

Nuw York.

ELECTRIC

MFC.

CO.

RELIANCE INSTRUMENT CO.

Milwaukee, Wis.

SINGLE AND POLYPHASE

60-68 W. Van Buren

CONTINUOUS RAIL JOINT CO. OF AM.

NEWARK,

TRANSFORMERS

KUHLMAN ELECTRIC

CO.,

OVER
MILES

^^yi^'

Elkhart, Ind.

The
Thm IncandsscenV Lamp R«pIaoer and
Meaner replaces and cleans any o. p. lamp
rt any height or angle.

NATIONAL CODE STANDARD

1

6 Bedford

"0. K." Weatkrproo! Wire.

Boston Mass.

St.,

,

DOES THE

Slow

WORK

-

Burning Weatherprool

and Meal Wire.
Pricas

and Samples on Application.

Wire Co.

Phillips Insulated
E. R.
I'eoria

Office

CROLIUS & SON
street

-

CHICAGO,

and Factory: PAWTUCKET.

R.

L

ILL.

^
YOST SPECIALTIES.
Sockets, Wall
Sockets,

ELECTRIC MACHINES IN STOCKREADY FOR IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT

Weatherproof
Sockets,
Rosettes,
Receptacles,

Cord
Adjusters,
CBtaloffuo fof
tho amking.

THE YOST ELECTRIC MFG. CO.
TOLEDO, OHIO.

a

J.

USE

youngster

wooden

is

leg does

conclusively prove that
fought and bled for his
country.
not

The fact that a man buys a
particular headache powder at
the corner pill shop does,
however, conclusively prove
that that particular headache
powder is well advertised.
a

6419

IN

fact that a

born with

N.

20,000

its sire

acandescent Electric Light Manipulator Co.,
1

Chicago.

St.,

"\X7'E carry at our works a comprehensive
' '

and motors

line of new

— standard sizes, voltages and speeds.

sive stocks at principal industrial centers.

Wire

dynamos
Exten-

us your require-

enable us to make prompt
deliveries on apparatus not standard we will hurry your work
with all speed consistent with good, careful work.

ments.

Our manufacturing

facilities

—

Motor Booklet No. 2538

NORTHERN ELECTRICAL MFG. CO. ma5'?.°f'a''c¥u''#ers
Madison, Wis., U.S.A.
425 Monadnock Block, CHICAGO

a

W^hether you want to buy
steam engine, a dynamo, or
cake of soap, you -^^-ill buy

extensively
that which is
It is not necesadvertised.
sarily the best, although advertised most, but as a rule
the best things are advertised
best and most.
If you want to buy. you
will make no mistake in buying that which is extensively
advertised.

If you want to sell — and
have something of merit — advertise it first, last and all the
time — and chuckle as your

business grows. Most pessimists advertise little or not at
all.
Most optimists advertise

much.
Advertising in the ^iVestem
Electrician makes optimists of
pessimists
substitutes
smiles for frowns.

and

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

WAKTED, FOR

March

SAIiE and

WAKT

PROPOSALS FOR LIGHTING THE
SHREVEPORT, U.

COJLlJMSr advtrtisements (/o zvords^ or Uss), S^ Jo an
additional -words ^c each.

S'milar

1905

4,

CITY OF

Bids are hereby invited for the electric lighting of the City of Shreveport. Li., for a period

insertion;

POSITION ^WANTED advertise-

ments (50 -words or less), $i.oo an insertion: additional words 2C each.
Bpecify the charge for arc ligbte, and also for
incandescent lights and shall specify the maximum charge to be mado to private consumers
of arc and incandescent lights. Certified checic
for Twenty- Five Hundred (82,500.00) Dollars
to accompany each bid.
Successful b'dders
shall be required to give bond for faithful performance. Arc lights for street lighting stall
t^urn every night. City reserves the right to
reject any and all bids. All bids to be in ihe
hands of the City Comptroller by 6 p. m., od
Aprilllth, 1905.

POSITION WANTED.
Rineeras

wer

.

plant.

Have Indicator and electric testing instruments,
eight years' practical experience in constructing and operating central stations. Hest references, married, thirty years old. temperate,
reliable. Iinow the business thoroughly and can
put your system on a paying basis. Address
box 446, care of Western Electrician, 510 Marquette Uldg., Chicago.

POSITION WANTED.
Would consider position reading meters, or
uld take charge of plant. No less than $65.00
month considered. Married man, steady and
not drink. Address BOX 4-17, care of West1 Electrician,
510 Marquette Bldg., Chicago.
r

FOR SALE.

Special Bargains for
50O-VOLT MOTORS.

Spring— Immediate

Above Motors o.re Complete at.nd of Standard Make.
Speola.1 Ba-rgaLlns In Er\glr\e9 up to 600 H. P.
Also A. C.
Dyrt&iTios, Boilers, Pumps, Etc.
Write requirements.
Send for Ca.tek.Iogue.
CENTRAL STATION IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.

938

Monadnock

Block.

<S.

RIVES, ComptroUer.

C. G.

Delivery.
220-VOLT MOTORS.

Shreveport, La,

D. C.

CHICAGO.

Electric-light plant in a growing county seat
in eastern Iowa. Good
water power, also steam foremergency. 150 H.P.
Corliss engine; franchise and city contract.
This is worth investigating, as owner must go to
different climate. Address BOX 445, care of
Western Electrician, 610 Marquette Bldg., Chi-

town of 3.000 population

FORSALE CHEAP.
From 19th and Nicholas:

Machinery as follows:

ESTABLISHED

2 2i>(I-h.p. Westlnghouae Compound engines with
all steam and exhaust pipe conoections.
Lilne shaft 5 in. diameter, 32 ft. long.
3 Stands, 5 Pulleys (JO In. diameter.
"
'
[ llOO-h.p.
AUis Cross-Compound
Cross-Corn]
Hnpin
'ith all

Stow

steam and exhaust pipe connections.
c
Line shaft

diameter,

7 in.

(il

ft.

long.

i.xllSft. long.
4 Belts 14 !d.x60
In.x60 ft. long.
3 Belts 14 ln.i52 ft. long.

1

2
4

2

2

3
1

1

1
1

7

Boiler Feed Pump.
Heaters with all steam and exhaust connections.
Boilers 16x66.
Boilers 16x60 with all steam pipe connections.
From 22nd and Nicholas.
John Moore Boilers Uix(H).
Alils Boilers IGxfiO.
Wilson & Drake Boiler ISxTx ivithB
fronts, eratea and fixtures
Boiler Feed Pumps.
20x48 Allfs Corliss Kngine.
28x48 AUis Corliss Engine.
steat pipe connections.
Allis Heater with all steam
D. 62 T. &. H. Generators.

I

Flexible Shaft
AND

Southwest

MULTI-SPEED MOTOR

VIA THE

Practically dust and water proof. For Portable
Drilling, Tapping, Reaming, Emery Grinding, etc.
Write for Catalogue and Prices.

>

2

VERY LOW RATES

1876.

COMBINATION OF

STOW MFG.

CO., Binglianiton, N. Y.

Feb. 7 and

NOXALL CURVE GREASE.
RICHARDSON LUBRICATING

CO.,

21,

and Marcb

7

and

21,

THE WABASH

"".:.

win

Quinoy,

-

III

sell special

homeseekers' tickets

from Chicago to many points in Texas.
Louisiana, Kansas. Indian and Oklaho-

ma

Territories, at $20 for the round
Limit, three weeks from date of

trip.
sale.

For maps, time card and full particulars, address any of the undersigned.

shafting, pulleys, stands

From Council

WABASH

Bluffs.

SCOTT, Gen'l

T. P.

R.

Cords, Cablesf Wires

S.

Agt.,

Milwaukee, Wis.

GREENWOOD, M.

F. A.

P. Agt., Chicago.

PALMER, A. G. P. Agt., Chicago.
S. CRANE, G. P. & T. A., St. Louis.

C.

South Omaha.)
8 D.

Generators.

We

Line shaft, pulleys, clutches and belts.
We are very anxious to sell these goodsa quickly
as possible before we dismantle them; we c
to make much better prices if we do no
take them down and store them.

ALLEN
1110 Douglas

ELY & CO.,

P.

Street
civil

War

Relics and Curios

$1.aO Bach

euNS

or In exhcange for MCi-ap lead,

Write us concerning our

.

No.

loo

Switchboard

Cord

Securo Our PrIcBS

FOR SALE
General Electric Alternator, Three Pha;
'
Westinghouse
Single

'.

Manufacture

Cords for Telephones and SwUohboardsm Cables and Wires for
Swltchboardsm Cables for Interior
Purposesm

Warren

I

\

Mill

Westinghouse

Wood

MFG. COMPANY

- LENZ ELECTRIC
97-10I So. Clinton St.

RUNZEL
II

III

III

OHIOAGO,

ILL.

»

I

Stanley

General Eiectric

You

General Electric
Westinghouse
General Electric

Telephone Troubles and
Two

Westinghouse
Westinghouse
Westinghouse

A

Single

Gates' Engine.

NINTH EDITION.

^

The

GREGORY ELECTRIC

CO.

54-62 S. Clinton St., Chicago,

telephone inspectors, by
A. McManman.

Wm. H Hyde

large

number

52 PACES.

of telephone exchange managers
in locating telephone troubles

book a great help

Considerable

new matter

and employes will find
and remedies therefor.

has been added in this edition.

favor upon the ad'

by telling
him—wlten you write
him — thai you saw
vertiser

this

aA

his
in the
6IO Marquette Building, Electrician^
Electrician Pubiisliing Co..
CHICAGO.
Sent prepaid on receipt of price by the

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
Bldg., Chicago.

will confer a

and

PRICE, 25 CENTS.

III.

to

610 Marquette

for

Find Them.

J.

Monthly Bargain Sheet

Send your Book Orders

complete hand-book

How to

Western

EDISON COMPANY
CHICAGO
REPAIR SHOPS
76 M ARKET STREET, CHICAGO.
TELEPHONE MAIN
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT.
1280^

'

"^^v^^rA^K^r*^^

Correspondence Solici'ed.

°^7.Trt%r."^z;::

FIRST-CLASS EQUIPMENT THROUGHOUT.

-

Fans, In struments.

»

1

CARHARTT OVERALL
FACTORY

Incorporated,) One of the Strongest and Most 7*rosperoas
Institutions, Offers to take into Vartnership in his "Business,
his jlgcnts and the J^len Who Wear his Goods.

Hamilton Carhartt. Manufacturer.

American Industrial
his

Send

MADE COOP-

(

Employees,

for Prospectus

and Option

Certificate.

Stock in Hamilton Carhartt, Maniifactnrer. (Incorporated), of Detroit, Michigan, preferred for
Euiployees, Agents and the raen who wear his goods.

11^'
1

is

ofTcrcd to

hi-,

ilton Carhartt, Mnniifactiircr, (incorporated), is $5ro.ooo.
Of this iwoslock owned by Mr. Carhartt. One-third is preferred stock for 7^- and is now bcniieresk-d parties at par, Sio per share.
Under the hiws governing corporations. Mr. Carhartt cannot receive
di\ iflcnds from the Company until preferred stockholders have been paid their 7^ dividends.

siild to

dollar

^%

111

Reasons.

now

;

desires that

it

the greatest business of its kind
so remain for an indefinite period,

and Mr. Carhartt naturally
has been necessary to incorpor-

the world,
fore,

it

ate the business in order to insure its perpetuation, and at the same time carrj* out Mr. Carhartt's idea of taking into
In this manner the organization will become a
partnership those who have helped him build up his gigantic business.
In this manner the ability, capital and experience of many
stable, corporate entity, unafleciL-d ijy indivKlu.il changes.

—

yet all will be bound together by the common purpose of increasing
Experience has shown that this :s the only method of insuring ibc pcitiaucEty
the power and prestige of this business.
and rapid growth of a commercial institution manufacturing an article of universal consumption..

widely differing classes of people will be available

^^•A—^
'OCCVinXy
—

The

•

more than covering by actual, tangible assets
Leaving the business of the Company altogether out
Company upon which preferred

entire capitalization of the preferred stock is

real estate, plant,

equipment, stock,

etc.

of consideration, the stockholder is absolutely protected against loss by the property of the
stock is by law in the position of a first mortgage after indebtedness is paid.

Dividends.

The

7je dividends upon the preferred stock cam
stringency.
For fifteen years this business has i

capital involved, and the business is increasing and becoming more profitable e
in its position as the merits of the Hamilton Carhartt Overalls become know
hnrtt is willing to share with those. who have helped him.

Large

fail to be paid even in times of financia
failed to pay more than 7^ on the enliri
ery day, becoming stronger and strongc
and this increasing prosperity Mr Car

>t
It

,

We feel this preferred stock IS as safe as any investment in America, but at the
same lime it pays double the dividends of other investments of similar soundness.
ings banks pay but 3 or 3'i/r. Remember that this stock, although offered at par
value.
worth a great deal more, and will increase

Profits.
ual.

m

gs,

T
^i« w^ ^1 ^-k*-^
xXl V CSTl^cLlUjIl*

'^^^ affairs of this Company, its books and records, are open to the investigation of
the prospective purchaser of this stock. Nothing is hidden and nothing is left unexplained.
The investor may satisfy himself thoroughly upon every possible point, and will have the full and cheerful
so doing
assistance of this Company

m

Promptness.
_.^_
Opt lOri.*
=

for

As this stock not only represents safely, but large dividends, it will be very attractive lo
the shrewdest investors, and it is difiicult to say how long the opportunitj' to purchase
The matter should not be deferred.

romptness

is,

By

out the attached coupon, stating the number of shares desired, and giving name and adCompany will grant an option of thirty days and for^vard a certificate to that effect This
No obligation is incurred by the coupon or the certificate

filling

dress, the

therefore, necessary

thought and investigation

Prospectus of the

Company explains
Write for

ters in detail.

it,

all

these inat°

and read

.

it.

COUPON.

DamiltOD Carhartt. Maaafacturcr,
Dtlrotu MkblfBa.

Address for prospectus, option certificate, and full information, and
send subscriptions and certified checRs to

Hamilton Carhartt, Manufacturer,
,

INCORPORATE.D.>

DETROIT, MICHIGAN.

U. S. A.

Monev begins to draw interest the day it is received Dividends are paid JanuIf you do not want to wait for the prospectus, send the
ary 15th and July 15th
money and certificates of stock will be sent you by return mail

1

Inc.

Engineering

w"

Ctinplete and short courses. Thoroughly equlpw
the r
engineering shops. Shop work from '^'
""" ~ and
'"" Electrical
Inning. Short "
In Steam

Correspondence fiteam and electrical conraes. Send
for catalogue. Mention course In which Interested.
OES MOINES, IOWA.
HIGHLAHD PARK COLLEGE,

ELECTRICITY FOR ENGINEERS.
BITUIIIIINIZED FIBER

CONDUIT
FOR UNDERGROUND CONSTRUCTION

424 PAGES.
ILLUSTRATED.
PRICE
ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
S 10 Marquette Building,

•

$2.60.

^HlOi^OO

•

Crocker- Wheeler

^^

Alteri\©Ltors

I^M
nlsh supervision of work if desired. We would prefer
to co-operate with contractors in underground construction, but if desired will submit estimates and bids
and take contracts for completed underground systems
in any part of the United States and Canada.

.

We

a-re

now

wa.ter-wheel

A. Belt-Ty/'e A. C. G>

building engine, belt,
a-nd turbo types of

aLlternaLting-current genera-tors.

American Conduit Com
Main Officas: 1005-6 Manhattan Building, JCthicago

©CrocEseroWlaeeler

Cosnpany

Direct an4 Alternating-Current MaoKlnery.

170 Bi'oadway, Mow York. 336 Macy St., Los Angeles

Chicago Office, Old Colony Bldg.

Ampere,

N. J.

:

March

4,

VVKS'll'iRN

"/':

GO L.D

1

!,

ivi e:

da

Trcatint; lioilrr W.iK-rs :,w\ \h-:u\,',:n
r.;itin<-nt at lh<- Worl'I's I-.nr, St. I..,Mi-,

Aw.ir<l.-.l l).!.irl,..rn M.-lhfj<ls
|-.r,| \\,,|. r'l

l'.I.I<

(,f

ARBORN DRUO

\ .•.. .,!,:.

OMEIVIIOAI. \A/ORIC

27-34 RIALTO BUILDINO, CHICAGO, ILL.

Telephone: Harrison 3930 and 3031.

JEFFREY 11^ CHAINS

BURGER
AUTOMATIC GAS ENGINE
mile cut'OlT Gis RDKlno
;lrlc work unauriiuskt'd,
ritiiiled hy liny

Mvam

si.

ARE YOU LOOKING FORMONEY?

Cora

\iuy

,

;iow»r imorH (ihould Invesllgate.

WALRATH OAS OR QASOLINB
and

pondcnre BollcUrd.

i;ct li^;lit

on

E.NQINES

tJit yS,,y-'.\.

THE WALRATH

WOOLLEY FOUNDRY AND MACHINE WKS.
Anderson, Ind.

It will prodQC« &« ifood ft commercial llgbtfti ttiAt of ao ftuiomfttlc iteam eoKloe. •Kb«r bclt*d
or dlrect-coDDected ganerfttor.

Simple, Economical and BclUblo

««

Dixon's
Solid
«^
,

iSeit

Jn
.

Bend for CftUlogue

l-lb.

Bars

,

lUXlIN CKUCIIU.K ((I. jl'.kM.V 11

M,

N.

W

MARINETTE
GAS ENGINE CO.,

^^^^ '^'^ slipping, without hardening
or otherwise injuring the leather.
circular I250and free samples upon request.

LlreSSing
ICISII'II

Handy

CHICAOO nBiaifTS,

ILL.

J.

A'GENCIES
Keystone Engineering Co., Parmer'B Bank Bldg.. Plltsbarg. Pa.
Strong, Carlisle & Hammond Co., 61-67 Frankfort St., ClcTcland, Ohio
Mackay Engineering Co., 149 Broadway, N. Y.
C. U. Seldenglanz.,

S2 Wbon

Bldg., Indianapolis. Ind.

!i\
I

FIBRE-GRAPHITE

r

\

There's

No

Friction

the PlbTcGrapblti Commntalor Brnib.
Being 90 percent, p'jre graphite, li Iniurci low
realitancc, no apartclng under a varying load^aai
longer wear.
TLcrc la no greasing required.
The Fibrc-Graphttc h therefore the most ecooomlc bnish oa the market. Send for price Uit.

with

COMMUTATOR RJ
BRUSH

m

Bronze Smelting Co. liMiTED.
2200 Washington ave.,Philadelphia.
"ELEPHANT BRAND PHOSPHOR-BRONZE'

REG.TRADE MARKS

Jhe PHOSPHOR

I

SlSSWakefielil

SI.,

Ccrmantown,

PKIUDELPUU.

IN 1904
The Wes TERN

LA RGE

1,066
This

is

words.

book
If

published

pages of readi ng matter.

3, 198 columns or 3,000,000

average $ 2
basi 5

^y

X\

-^mr-

amoiint

technical books.

Operating on

CRUDE or FUEL Oil

Guaranteed Fuel Consumption
on variable load, ranging from

^l

On

the

SUITABLE FOR ALL STATIONARY POWER

s hould be.

For further Information address

AMERICAN DIESEL ENGINE COMPANY
Broadway

NEW YORK

SAMSON TURBINE
We build these turbines in all SIZES and STYLES, on UPRIGHT or HORIZONTAL shafts, BELTED or DIRECT
CONNECTED, SINGLE or in PAIRS. They are suitable for
direct connecting to GENERATORS, AIR-COMPRESSORS.
PUJMPS, or other machinery driven on horizontal shafting.

CO.,

Kw. Hours

23

12J4 Gals, per 100

11

THE JAMES LEFFEL &

to full load

to

^46 worth given or ^3.

YOU are not a subscriber you

METAL

CASTINGS, STAMPINGS «nd FORCINGS
ORIGINAL AND Sole Makers IN THE U.S.

DIESEL ENGINES

Electrician

IEquivalent in

— DELTA

ING0TS,CASTINGS,W1RE,R0DS,SHEETS,ETC.

HOLMES FIBRE-GRAPHITE MFG. CO.

307 Lagonda

St., Springfield, Ohio, U. S. A.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

March

Power
WHY
HOW
SHOW

L1GHT.0

1905

4,

CO.'S

DO YOU RUN YOUR ENGINES CONDENSING?

YOU
TO EFFECT A
NOT LET US
MUCH GREATER SAVING BY INSTALLING AN
UNDERGROUND EXHAUST STEAM HEATING SYSTEM?
"STORY" of
DISTRICT STEAM DISTRIBUTION
Write For The

American District Steam Co.
WESTERN OFFICE:

CHICAGO,

MAIN OFFICE:

LOCKPORT,

ILL.

FACTORIES:
N.

N. Y.

TONAWANDA,

N. Y.

IMPORTANT TELEPHONE BOOKS.
THE TELEPHONE HANDBOOK.

Wehb. 16mo. 150
This handbook

pp.

Price

Bv Herbert Laws

Sl.OO.

is a reliable treatise on telc-phony. and
a practical book on telephone working and management,
based entirely on standard American practice. It is extremely useful to telephone inspectors and operators.

AMERICAN TELEPHONE PRACTICE. By

Kerapster
510 pp. 3S0 illustrations. Price 53.00.
This is the first complete treatise on telephonv in the
English language. The text is profusely illustrated by
cuts of commercial apparatus and carefully prepared
diagrams of circuits. No diagram is given without a full
esplauation. The apparatus, circuits and methods of
the American Bell Telephone Compapv
and of the va'"
'
"'^us independent companies
appa:*?.Tuo ai^'A methods used
required in commercial teleph.
fully treated.
B. Miller, M. E.

THE INSPECTOR AND TROUBLE MAN. By A.
Dobbs. 106 pp. Price Sl.OO.
A practical book, written in plain language. Full

E.

of
and diagrams for the operator, exchange
inspector, trouble man and lineman. A complete description of telephones, how to find .nnd remedv
their troubles, together with working plans for exchange
construction, complete with, diagrams of all up-to-date

information

manager,

telephones and switch boa rds^.

THE

A, E, C, OF
TELEPHONE. Bv J. E. Homans,
A. M. 352 pp. 263 illustrations. Price $1.00.
Owing to the demand for a comprehensive book giving
a clear, terse idea of the principles governing the construction, installation, care and management of telephones and their appliances, this book has been compiled. It has been the aim of the author \o make this
the most complete elementary book on ty.j subject for
the practical electrician, wireman, lii.'Jtnan and engineer, and it is writteu in a clear and careful style.

THE PRACTICAL TELEPHONE HANDBOOK,
Poole, A.
enlarged. 260 pp.

foseph

I.

E.

E.

288

By

Second edition, revised

illustrations.

Price

$1.50.

work the

endeavored to produce a
and cost, but thoroughly pracmanual of moderate
as space will allow, the most
tical, and detailing.
eat methods of telephone working. "While the requirements of telephone employes have been kept constantly in view it is fully intended also that the book shall
*

be of service as a source of information on telephonic
matters to users of the telephone and to the public generally,

PRACTICAL FEATURES OP TELEPHONE WORK.
A. E. Dobbs. 134 pp. Price 75 cents.
A simple, plain-speaking handbook for the practical

Bt

telephone man.

The Above,

or

Any Other

Electrical

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING

TELEPHONE TROUBLES AND HOW TO

complete handbook for telephone iuspectore.
J. H. McManman, edited by Prof. C. H.
Haskins. Eighth edition. 16mo. 4S pp. Price 25 cents.
This little volume is an extremely practical work for
telephone emjjloyes, written in a popular style and devoid

By W. Hyde and

TELEPHONE LINES AND THEIR PROPERTIES.

Bv Wm.
Price

A

J.
$1.50.

Hopkins.

Sixth edition.

tion. Bv W. H. Preece, F. R. S.,
pp. 333 illustrations. Price $4.50.

Illustrated.

272 pp.

MANUAL OF TELEPHONY. A

new and

and A.

large edi-

Stubbs.

J.

FITPractical Maaual on the Fitting Up and Maintenance of T-elephone and Auxiliary Apparatus. By F. C.
Allsop. 191 pp. 168 illustrations. Price $1.25.
PATENTED TELEPHONY. A Review of the Pitents PWPublished
taining to Telephones and Telephonic Apparatus.
Clotti
by the American Electrical Engineering Association.

TING. A

bound; fuUy illustrated.

Price, SI. 50.

THE ELECTRIC TELEPHONE.
»nd A.
tions.

E. Kennelly, Sc. D.
Price Sl.OO.

;

By

E. J. Houston. Ph.

12mo, cloth, 422

pp.,

142

HOW TO MAKE AND USE THE TELEPHONE.
136 pp.

;

Illustrated.

MARQUETTE BLDC. CHICAGO.
Burns'
Adjustable

Drop Switchboard,

Telephone

A PERFECT APPARATUS.

For Flat or Roll

Top Desks
Compare

ours to others.

Send

PRICE

Sl.OO

I

Price 81.00.

Mechanical Self=Restoring

TELEPHONE MANDFACTCRINfi CO.
CHICAGO, U. S. A.

D..

illustra-

By Geo. H

of Price.

INTERNATIONAL

INTERNATIONAL

508

TELEPHONES. THEIR CONSTRUCTION AND

Gary.

/Made la aay desired capacity.
Sample parts and quotations on request,

f

i

(
•

of technicalities,

Work Published, Sent on Receiot

CO.. 510

FINl.

THEM. A

Made any

length desired.

us your orders.

MORS THAN REGULAR DESK SETS

AMERICAN ELECTRIC TELEPHONE
CHICAGO

CO.

I

M.inli

I.

:r.F/-rRtri.'.-:

I'l"

Kellogg Express Switchboard

^m

Cabinet

^"Syp

QUALITY
RECOGNIZED AND APPRECIATED

"~*

The KMCflul

Stromberg-Carlson Apparatus

Fifty-Line

Appearance

First In Sales.
DOES QUALITY OOUMT?

Capacity

comes from

Quarter

Simple

Sawed Oak

Lines.

3
U»*_ :_!_«

HA8 MADE

lor the entire

bxterlor of

the Cabinet

This
Attractive

Thoroughly

Design has
been so

seasoned

popular th

wood

it

it

has bein

much copied
by other
manufac-

Finished

In

Light or

turers

Golden

Oak

Ono

One

Quality

Price
Gold Medal

Grand Prize
Highest

Highest

Award

Award

Buffalo

St.

Exposition

Exposition

1902

1904

Louis

Our No. 192 TELEPHONE
The Strongest, Longest Lived, Most Efficient Switchboards made.
telephone experts will tell you that.

Kellogg Switchboard

<&,

All

Our

Supply Co.

CLEVELAND

Our StitemenLi. C«n We

M«II Vou a Cop>

:-

STROMBERG-CARLSON TELEPHONE MFGJOL.

Congress & Green Streets
CHICAGO
LOS ANGELES

Bulletin No. S-E Asilsts In Proving

r^—---

^

Western Sales Office, r^TI- *n
I Central I

General OfTlces,

I Cenirat 1

Lf-g^l ROCHESTER. N.

PHILADELPHIA

Y.

CHICACO,

ILL.

Lf^]

EDISON PRIMARY RATTERIES
FORHERLY EDISON-LALANDE

These

and free from noxious fumes
These are but two of the many good points of these
Our catalogue No. 7 will tell you more about them. Write for it.
batteries are convenient in form

or chemi-

cal deposits.

EDISON MFC. CO.
Factory,

ORANGE,

You will confer a favor upon the advertiser
by telling hint— when you write him— that you

saw his ad, in the Western Electrician.

N.

batteries.

NEW YORK: 31 Union Square
CHICAGO 304 Wabash Avenue
:

J.

TELEPHONE TROUBLES
DO YOU NEED ONE

IN

ELECTRICIAM PUBUSHIMG COMPAMY,

Price 25c

YOUR BUSINESS?
S10 Marquette Building, ChlcaQO

THE AUTOMATIC
the recognized competitive system of telephony.
Its manifold advantages over the manual system, mechanically, financially and
commercially, make it so.
Automatic telephone service is more prompt and more accurate and absolutely secret. It can be furnished
at less cost to both company and patrons than any other. Progressive Independent telephone companies all over the country are rapidly
adopting it; the new ones in preference to manual and the old ones to replace manual equipment.
It is a success everywhere.
is

Among

the cities

Chicago. III.
Grand Rapids. Mich.

Columbus. Ohio
Dayton. Ohio

in

which

it

has been adopted are:

Aubprn. N. V.
Lewjston, Maine

San Diego. Cal.
Mopklnsvnie, Ky.

Pall River,

Hass.
New Bedford, Mass.
Los Anseles, Cal.

Columbus, Qa.
Augusta, Qa.
I,

»t. nary's. Ohio
Woodstock. N. B.

Prlncatoa.N.J.
Albuquerque, N. M.
Van Wert, Ohio

Peatwater, MIcb.
Toraato JuactioD, Can.
WIImlnEton.Oel.

Westerly. R.I.

Battle Creek. Mich.

Rlverslue, Cal.

Clayton, no.

Traverse City, Mich.

Madford, Wis.

Berlin.

Germany

Alanchester, Iowa
Manchester,

AUTOMATIC
ELECTRIC COMPANY
Van
CHICAGO,
Morgan
Buren and

Streets,

U. S. A.
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March
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Writetoracopy of ourTELECRAPH

BRACKETS— X ARMS— PINS

Foot Ties,iV\ichigan's Best White Cedar
for Electric Railways, Our Specialty.

-

7

little

it is

but they cut a big figure in line construction.

true,

Prompt Shipment

PERRIZO & SONS,

MOTTO

Quality

ISt

Catlsfaotlan

COLUMBIA ME G. CO.

DAGGETT. MICH.

Southern Cedar
NO ROTTEN BUTTS.

?eOARPOU5
ESTABLISHED

things

OVR.

ALSO TROLLEY POLES
Write OS.

SS:

CODE FOR CEDAR PHO0UCT8J

Right Prios

ANTIGO.

Are the

POLES

WIS.

Best.'

D.W. PHELAN,
277 Broadway, NewYork

Mullins Stamped Steel Boats

1862

WM. MUELLER COMPANY
1211-12-13

MARQUETTE

BLOG.

CmCA60.

EISHT DISTRIBUTINQ YARDS

^^^^^^mm^mmsmmmmm^^i^^^mi^^m.

BEST KIND

EASE

Made

IS ft. Torpedo Stent Uuocb, i H. P. Eafloe, $240.00
of rigid steel plates, air chambers each end, safe, reliable, durable, speedy.

R.OW BOATS, AVTO-BOATS, HUNTING AND FISHINGIBOATS
Complete catalogue mailed free on requeBt.

and

THE W.

MULLINS

H.

144

EATING

CO.
The Steel Boat Builders
FRANKLIN STREET, SALEM, OHIO

(Member National Association Engine and Boat Manufacturers)

on the

NORTHERN PACIFIC RY.
POLE DEALERS ADVERTISING

3

CROSS CONTINENT TRAINS

Paul-Minneapolis-Helena- Butte-Spokane -Puget Sound

St.

C. A.

MATTHEWS,

208 So. Clark

Gen. Agt. Pass. Dept.,

Send four cents for LEWIS AND CLARK BOOKLET
A.

IN
THE WESTERN ELECTRICIAN OBTAIN MOST EXCELLENT RESULTS BECAUSE IT
PLACES THEM IN TOUCH WITH
ACTUAL BUYERS OF POLES.
TRY A CARD.

3

M. CLELAND, General Passenger Agent

-
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There

is

St.,

-

-

Chicago,

111.

to

M >**«8>

St. Paul,

w

Minn.

t>»>»

w «»»
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No Higher-Class india-Rubber

»«»»»««»t»tttttt—

\

insulation

For Wires and Cables than

I

HABIRSHANA/.
Authorized Manufacturers of th«

ATTix

f-l.e:xibl.e

tube

\a/iri
I

The India-Rubber and Cutta-Percha

Insulating Co.,

MAIN OFFICE, Crenwood Works,
Sales Ottlca,
IB C«rtlandt St., New York.

YOIMKI

.

IM.

Y.

(ioa2S)
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il

farcli

WESTERN

""AS

/).

Kr.F-/TRir:iAM

ICHICAN WHITE

LARGE STOCK.

KELLOGG SWITCHBOARD A SUPPLY

ROMPT SHIPMENTS.

F YOU

WANT POLES

loteyoiion tlicsc fur

hcr«Msy"ii

MM

I

iii.iy n.-.-.l.

1'".

I

\Vr

)

I

All".

.-.Iso

six-incli, tliirtivft.

snil'MI'.NT?

l,;,ve

Can

also

<|ui)tc

May

POLES.

pk-nly of those Trolley" tirs ypi,

ST. LOUIS.

WHITI OIDAR.

JALTBY CEDAR COMPANY, 509 Phoenix Block, Bay City, Michigan.
Pittsburg Agents, Tipper &, Patton, BOO Bessemer Bui'dlng.

ELECTRICAL
AND OTHER
INDUSTRIES
ARE

BERTHOLD
& JENNINGS,

<

you on any

IDAHO CEDAR op

ti

Ohamloal

80 n.

CO.. Chlcaeo.

CROSS
ARMS.
LONO LtAr
PINE

Bullrilna.

AND

W\H.

THE PORTER CEDAR CO.,
SABINAW, MICH.

POLES, TIES, POSTS.'
We

PRODUCERS.

want your Inquiries always.

SXEDARPOIES

OFFERED
LOCATIONS

All Lengths ANfSiZES

LindsleyBros Co.

WITH
Satisfactory inducements,
Faygralile

Freielit

Labor

6001I

Heaitlifui

Rates,

TORREY
CEDAR CO.,

Conditions,

Communities,

ON THE LINES OF
THE ILLINOIS CENTRAL

R.

Cedar

R.

AND THE
YAZOO

&

ll^iSSISSIPPi

VALLEY

CLINTONViLLE, WIS.
Lari* Slock ConiUnlly on Hind

Locations

for

Industries

Erie Railroad

Poles

R. R.

Chicago to

New

York

The

Erie Railroad Company's IndusDepartment has all tlic territory
traversed by the railroad districted in retrial

lation to resources, adaptability, markets
(or manufacturing, and

and advantages
J.

C.

WHITE CEDAR POLES

CLAIR,

HALL

Indusirlal ComnalBiioBe"I

Park Row, Chicago,

52
III

L.

an advise with manufacturers
to the

BR00K5

most suitable

WISCONSIN AVBNUB

TOMAHAWK,

§M>^>W^W jJMfW 6«C

CEDAR
H.
A

M. LOUD'S

SONS

POLES,
POSTS,

WIS.

Icdastrial Commissioner. Erie Railroad

^AftJUvaW

(VvCyV(WoW>U\V.

POLES

TIES,

For

lull

LUIS JACKSON
2

*lKii)iJuW^ (MiA/fjoJ^

in relation

locations.

information address

W.

C.

CortUodt Street,

1

Compmny

New York

^^eix^voixvrW^XcV^/.

STERLING & SON,

MONROE, MJCH.

TIES.

Eleven Pole Yards In MichlK«n
Wholesale Producers for 20 ycars^

Idaho Cedar Poles

CO., Au Sable, Mich.

LIBRARY OF WELL SELECTED ELECTRICAL BOOKS

Iso) Inestimable value to
carefully

electricians.

chosen purchases.

Such a

library

is

best formed by occasional and

ELECTRICIAN PUB. CO., 510 Marquette

PACIFIC

THE BABCOCK & WILCOX

CO.,

35 FCDCRIL STRCCT.

PHILADELPHIA,

SPOKANE, WASH.

CO.

85

Liberty

St., N. Y.

WATER TUBE
STEAM BOILERS

BRANCH OFFICES:
BOSTON,

COAST POLE

Building, Chicago.

itio-iii2 north am. bloo.
63 FIRST STRtET,

SAN FRANCISCO,

PITTSBURG, i2ta frick buildin..
NEW ORLEANS, 339 carondelet strut.
CHICAGO, 121S MARaUETTC BLBG.
ATLANTA, empire bloc
CLEVELAND, 706 New E^GLAND SLOG.

MEXICO CITY, 7
HAVANA, CUBA,

STEAM
SUPERHEATERS

AVENI.A JUARII.

116I-2 calli oe la ha.ana

Our Book, STEAM, mailed
on application.
200 Pounds Working Pressure

free

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

March

4, igo

Westinghouse Fan Motors
Alternating and Direct Current

Season 1905
I2=in.

and

I6=in. Desic

and Bracket Types

Adjustable Speeds

Ceiling Types
Alternating Current, 4 Blades, 65-inch Sweep, One Speed
Direct Current, 4 Blades, 58=inch Sweep,

Two

Speeds

The Host Air For
Least Current Consumed
Deliver

Desk and Bracket types the blades are

In the

constructed on engineering principles, distributing

The

the pressure over entire surface.
are

mounted on trunnions

in

fan bodies

the exact center

of

thumb

gravit3^

and are

nut.

They may be changed from desk

easil}^

adjusted by one

to

bracket types, and vice versa, without disconnecting leads,

and

all

parts of both types are alike

and

interchangeable, excepting the blades and guards.

A

Written Guarantee Accompanies Eacti Fan
Write

for our

Westinghouse

Fan Motor Booklets

Electric

&

Mfg. Co.

Pittsburg, Pa.
Address our nearest sales
New

office

York. Dallas, Atlanta, Baltimore, Boston. Buffalo. Cbicaso. Cincinnati. Cleveland. Detroit, Los Angeles. Minneapolis, New Orleans.
Philadelphia. Pittsburg. St. Louis, Salt Lake City, San Francisco, Syracuse, Seattle, Denver.
For Canada: Canadian WestinEhouse Co.. Limited, Hanillton, Ontario. Mexico, 0. & O. Branlff Co.. City of Mexico.

li

A.

w

r.j()5

i,.-^

1

f.Ui-i

Wayne

Fort

\^^

1

I

J

I

1

Ki' IAN'

Works

Electric

'WOOD" LIGHTING AND POWER SYSTEMS

Direct

and Alternating Current

Generating Apparatus
No matter what system
electricity

is

planned

by
have a gen-

of lighting

we

will give the current

erator that

re-

Power

requirements are
also fully served by our efficient,
reliable types of D. C. and A. C.
generators and motors of all kinds.
quired.

Detailed
2iH)-Kw.,4lt-Palc, 2,3a»-Volt, Revolviog Field Eagloe

Main

Office:

Wayne,

Fort

Information Ready for

all

Inquiries

Type Mulliphast Alternator

Ind.

Branch

Offices: SJi'Z o™X-:; St^rpire;:.!^^;::.^.''.

STEVENS'

DUNCAN

MECHANICALCATECHISM

DIRECT CURRENT

PRACTICAL KNOWLEDGE

N«w and

All Modern Machinery fully described and explained. Technical
Points inade Clear by Word and Drawing. Qutitlona and Answers
for CItU Herrlce Examinations, etc.

OrlglDal.

WATTMETERS

SUBJECTS TREATED:
WATER. STEAM, COMBUSTION. SMOKE PREVENTION, BOILERS, BOILER
OOKSTRUOTKIH. TESTING AND MANAGEMENT. SAFETY VALVES, INJECTORS, PDMPS AND GOVERNORS. STEAM GAUGES. LDBRICATORS.
KiNOlNBS. COMMON SLIDE VALVE. TANDEM COMPOUND. CROSS COMPOUND. RECEIVER ENGINES. HOT AIK AND COMPRESSED AIR ENGINES. TRACTION ENGINES. ELECTRIC ENGINES. AUTOMATIC AND
CORLISS ENGINES. CONDENSERS. JET AND SURFACE. ECCENTRIC,
BALANCED SLIDE VALVE, LINK MOTION, HORSE POWERS IN DETAIL,
INDICATOR, REFRIGERATION, ABSORPTION AND COMPRESSION METHODS. BRINE AND DIRECT EXPANSION SYSTEMS, PUMPS, VALVES.
TESTS. TABLES. AMMONIA, AMMONIA FITTINGS, LIQUID AIR, MACHINE

Most Sensitive
Most Accurate
Most Reliable

ACCUMULATOR. RHEOSTAT. TRANSFORMER. VARIETIES OF DYNAMOS,
PARALLEL AND SERIES WIRING, THREE-WIRB SYSTEM. MANAGEMENT AND CARE OP ELECTRIC PLANT. REPAIRS. ELECTRICAL MEASUREMENTS. MOTORS. STATIONARY. TROLLEY AND THIRD RAIL SYSTEMS. CONTROLLER. ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVE. ELECTRIC HEATING
AND COOKING. HOUSE WIRING, DIFFERENTIAL GEAR, FRICTION
CLUTCH, COMPOUND CYLINDERS, REVERSING GEAR, THE STACKER.
ALSO, THE ELEMENTS OF ALGEBRA MADE EASY.

WRITE FOR BULLETIM AND PRICES

,6U0P PRACTICE. STANDARD NUMBERS AND RULES. PULLEY SPEED
'CALCULATION. SQUARE ROOT. LEVERAGE. ELECTRICITY. DYNAMOS.

336 Passes.

^"^i V*EI, $1.00.

240 Illustrations.
Sent anywhere prepaid on receipt of price.

Electrician PuBtisHme Company,
510 Marquette

BIdg., Chicago.

DUNCAN ELECTRIC MFG.
LAFAYETTE,

IND.

GO.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

GIVES BEST RESULTS

9

Battery

9
for

HARD AND FLEXIBLE FIBER IN SHEETS, RODS AND TTIBWi^

•)

•

Great Oapaelty,
LiffMneaa and

THE KARTAVERT MANUFACTURING CO.

Highest grades for electrical iosulafion and Duchaoical purpowii in

and

tubes, rods

LOW TENSION WORK

-

«

Chicago,

-

CO.,

-

Wilmington,

Del.

HIGH-GRADE, RUBBER-COVERED, WEATHER-PROOP
Magnet, Ojtioe, Anwdhoiatob Wibb.

"

HAZARD MANUFACTURING
CO.,
New York
Omos.

lllm

Gbnebal..Office and Works,

O'<JO'«CA'-Ot>"OC:'>^C^'<ML^0<JO^4JI&^<4C>X4Ci'<JCA''O»'VJ

WUkesbarre. Pa.

OrpicE.
Chxcaqo
50 Dey St.
71 and 73 West AdtmiBi

Hill Sbifttche^

Gonfrol— Indefinite Regulation

[Perfect

sbeeti,

WIRES il GABLES

Northwestern Storage Battery Co.,
-

M.

Catalogues and samples 00 applicatioo.

special shapes.

VULCANIZED FIBRE

Write for
Catalogue,

StrBet,

Wilmipitoi,

VULCANIZED FIBRE

efficiency

28S Madison

4,

KARTAVERti
I

Northwestern
Storage
Cannot be equaled

March

Are the StaLnda^rd

No Flashing—No Repairs

600v Style C.-lOOOv

Burnouts Impossible— Last Forever

ALLEN-BRADLEY

mmm
For

All

Bulletin 104

Purposes of Elecfric Current Control

UOOv-Stylo D.-aSOOv

Prices Reasonable—Satisfaction Guaranteed

SEND
AsIc your

IN

A TRIAL ORDER

Engineer or Electrician about

it.<

AMERICAN ELECTRIC FUSE CO.
I'liftl'!''

48-50 West Jackson Boul.

CHICAGO,

ILL.

W. S. HILL ELECT'RIC CO.
New

1 Black Diamond

File

Works i;
ss
Special
Prize

'JX
^Vf
4f{

Awarded

Gold Medal

at

International

at Atlanta,

Expositions

1895.

OVJB

^
L^
^
^

JOHN

A.

Bedford. Ma-ss.

ROEBLING'S

SONS

GO.

Insulated

Bare

oV

Wire of

Copper

}»,

All

^

Wire

Kinds

eOODS ABB ON SAIiG IN EVJSRIT IiEADINCt BABOWABE off,
STOBE IN THE ITNITED STATES AND CANADA.
^.

G.

&

MAIN OFFICE AND WORKS

H.

BARNETT COMPANY,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

|
|f

TRENTON,

N. J.

ASENCIES «N> BRANCHEt
r

Tttk

Chlcsgo

Clevaland

tan Frandse*

PhiladslpMl

'f.
I«
'•uuwt,

MoM

l«ri|

^]|„^oa<^aax

^11
$3.00

niTI,

Ph Aiivi.

10

SIIVIPLEi/V

WIRES AND CABLES.

IM.

Cuts

« Cof^

dl»

R.

).

Bobber

HUHBtX COVEHED, WEATHERPROOF. UNDERGROUND AND SUBMARINE.

The Simplex Electrical

•"""Vhixson"'"
„.«M„„..u,ork fliou. CHICAfiO

I

10 State Sircet,

INN]>

KS

BOSTON, MASS.

\alloiial

::"o"taVow";{ "•"«•'•

PUT.
WU

253 Broadwiy, New Y«rk

I

INDIANA RUBBER AND INSULATED WIRE CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

OUT
ror
Power, St. Ry..
A. C. uid O. C.

Paranlte Rubbir Covered Wires and Gables,

All

Wires are listed

CIRCUIT BREAKERS
CHTTER ELECTRICAL

HAMACEK,
2039

DON'T BUY

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

CHICAGO,

KENMORE

Until

ILL.

AVE.

Samson Spot Cord

ITEAM,
CIVIL

Ictmnete and ihort ooursoa. Thoroaghly equipped

Maniiattan

ARC LAMP and
TROLLEY CORD

l>e-

eafloeorlng uliora.
(InnlaK. Bbort cour»o« la Steam and Electrical
KBglAeerlnff. Kxpeaflea low. Accommodatlona the
b«iL»8cliool all year. Sludente may enter any time.
CorreipoDdonce ateam and electrical couraea. 6ena
for oataloBue. Mention course In which Inwreated.

you have acen our

new Catalogue and new
Price List.
Free to the trade.

ELECTRICAL,

Shop work from the

PHIUOELPHU

CO..

I

MECHANIBAl,

Ingineering
.^
^

I.

Sertea CIroulta.

JOXKSBOKO, IKD.

al Factory.

(nd Faclor). TRENTON. N.

l-T-E

ARC

CO., Ltd

UNDERGROUND, AERIAL/SUBMARINE AND INSIDE USE.
TELBPHONB, TBLBQRAPH AND PIRB-ALARM CABLES.

Olfice

AUTOMATIC

SERIES

Manson Tape, Candee "5?^- Wires

THE OKONITE

HlaixUril.

o.lr

Main

Sole Manufacturers of

TRAECMARK.

<

CRESCENT INSULATED WIRE AND CABLE CO.

FOB

RUBHFIt INKI'I.ATION.|
Okonite Wires, Okonite Tape,

I.

WIRES ANDCABLES

IN!>.'(-tVorl«l'N Fair,
9lc<lal fi»r Itoblior Innulation.

TllK NTANUAItU

R.

CRESCENT RUBBER INSULATED

TariM Kxponitioii,

Jleilal for llukherliiniilation.

>lON/>

<'•.'

RUBBER COVERED
4klMC3 OABI_KS.
OFFIca AND FACTORY: BMISTOL.

Co..

«4An.isoi« c:oxso.AOXB woici-es,

•

aton«

:^c

Electrical

Supply Co.

RiS&»ts.

DEt MOINES, IOWA.

HISHIAND PARK COLLEGE,

CENTURY ELECTRIC CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

YOST SPECIALTIES.
Sockets, Wall
Sockets,

''

SAFETY " RUBBER COVERED
WIRE AND CABLE

Cord
Adjustersm
Omtatogum for
the mmkfng,

THE YOST ELECTRIC MFG. CO.
TOLEDO, OHIO.

]j|fESTnN
-^•^

ST. LOUIS,

MO.

B. CHICAGO
ALJS-rilM
& OO.,
REPRESENTATIVE.

IVI.

THE SAFETY INSULATED WIRE & CABLE
WORKS:

114-110

layonna. N.J.

LIBERTV 8TBEET.

CO.,
H. Y.

SINGLE AND POLYPHASE

TRANSFORMERS

KUHLMAN ELECTRIC

NEWARK,

N.

CONDUITS FOR INTERIOR WIRING

American Circular Loom Co.

Elkhart, Ind.

CO.,

ElBcMcal Ingtoment Co.

Waverly Park,

MOTORS AND CEILING FANS

FOR EVERY ELECTRICAL SERVICE.

Weatherproof
Sockets,
Rosettes,
Receptacles,

SINGLE-PHASE SELF-STARTING

f^

J.

hmM M

Weston Standard
Portable

Direct Beading
and Millivolt,
Ammeters and Milammeters, Wattmeters
andVoltmeters, for Alternating and Direct Current

Voltmeters

Station InstrmentSi

meters.

These Inslrumcnts are

upon the
same general prin-

Con&iruciud
ciple

as

our

Olrcuits.

regular

Ourportable Instrument*
arerecoffDized aestaDdardf
the civIIizQd

Standard Portable Direct
Oarrent Voltmeters and
Ammetere, but are much
iMKer, and the working
parts are inoloaed in a

Our Semi-Portable Laboratory Standard VoUmeters and Ammeters are

•eatly designed, duat-prool
OMt-lron oaee which eflectlTel7 shields the instrnnenta from disturbing inIneDoeB of external mac•«tto flelda.

BERI.IN-Europoan
terstraase No.

Paris,

We

uJralif

throughout

still

the moet reliable, absolute standards foi

St.

Qeorg.

Xew York

©Ilts Q^vzihs-Mavk gitarmttfts quality.
OIlip l^art

fH&j.

(£.a., ii^artfnrJi.

Conn.

Laboratory uee.

LONDON-EIUntt

Bros..

Cvn

l

Pajj?cE—E. H. Cadlot, 12 Rue

fflark

better.

They are

Weston 5tandard Illuminated
Dial Station Ammeter,
Style B.
"Flush Type."

<8>

Office— 74 I'ortlandt St.

5f«n ^arh

HasUsn

(Ctftragn

ulanmlo.

©nt

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

'arch

t

K

I

'/Jji

Bullock
EJectrical
Of any

Machinery

Capacity up to

10,000 k.w.

Yoke

The

3.200 k w. Bullock Alleraaloi

Co

Allis-Chalmers
Electrical

ol

Department

Bullock Electric Mfg. Go.
Cincinnati, Ohio.
Canadian

JOHN

A.

representatives:

Allis-Chalmers- Bullock, Ltd., Montreal.

ROEBLING'S

SONS

Qleason's

CO.

Moulding

Boxes.

Insulated

Bare

Wire of

Copiitr
Send

Wire

Kinds

All

postai

for descrip-

pam-

tive

and

phlet
price

MAIN OFFICE ANP WORKS

TRENTON,

JOHN
Ghlus*

Clevdant

tin FrtndiM

to

N. J.

MENCIEt AND •MNeHEt*

*• Villi

list

L.

QLEASON

290 South St.

rhHtdalphI*

A NO. 2—REQULAR

B NO. 2-REauLAR

Jaonlci PUin,

Mas».

ALTERNATORS
ANY TYPE

FOR EVERY SERVICE

Among other A.

C. Generators

we a-re building a^re

Three 4.000 K. V. A.

for CaLlifornia

Gas

Two
One

CrockeroWl&eeler
N&.n\jfaot\irers
C.-IF.

Standard lOO

and

Ampere,
A'.

/
'.

A. Edt-Type A. C. Generator

ChlCBLgo Office,

Old Colony

i^

Electric Corporation.

2.000 K. V. A. for The HuroniaLn CompaLny.
1.200 K. V. A. for Los Angeles Pacific Ry. Company.
SEND FOR. BULLETIN

Machines of This Type From 30 to 300 K. V. A.
SEE BULLETIN NO. 50.

ALL SIZES

Bldit.

NO.

Company

Electrical Engineers

N. J,

50.

®

.

Vlarcli

1

—

.

WF.STF.P N

lO^S

r.

KLECTRiriAN'

Storage BatteryCo.
TheElectric PHILADELPHIA
MANUFACTURER OF THE

Cbloribc Hccumulator
I'or

Ctmtral Stnlions, Electric Railways, Isolated LighlitiK and Power StationFire Alarm, Telegraph, Train Li<;hting, etc., etc.

SAMCS KI'KrcKS:

NRW

YnilK,

IIOffTON,

fiOslaliiNl

lini llrinidwsy

Marr|ii„tiii HldK.
i

t.W.'.nr Co.,

l.l.l,.

To

CONTINUOUS RAIL JOINT CO. OF AM.

REPAIRING

RECALIBRATING

OVER

ELECTRIC METERS.

WE OKBUY

NEWARK, N. J.
20,000 MILES IN USE

NTERNATIONAL ELECTRIC METER CO.

1

OLD BELTS
ANY sl/b
OK

SCBAl'S.

CONDITIOV.

WE

OLD BELTS.
LEATHER fHEi^ERVlik MFO. CORP.

An

Awiir.l at ri

CLEAN, REPAIR AND RENEW
27 W.

330 W. RINDOLPH STREET. CHICAGO

MONROE

ST..

CHICIGO

CONSTANT USE OF THE C-H. FIELD
REGULATOR HAS PROVEN ^^^^
the material of which its base is made does not allow
that it
that overloads do not disintegrate it
;
readily radiates and conducts heat, and is a perfect insulator.
Its construction is such that no trouble can exist from small
Bulletin 32 explains in detail.
parts or contacts.

That

grounding

;

THE CUTLER-HAMMER MFG.
MILWAUKEE,
NEW YORK

PLATINUM

WORKS:

NEW YORK

CO., INC.

«c

BOSTON

PITTSBURG

CHICAGO

BAKER

CO.

WIS.

Newark,

OFFICE:

1

New
20

grand prize
UNIVERSAL EXPOSITION

Jersey

ST. LOUIS, 1904

Liberty Street

ALPHABETICAL INDEX TO ADVERTISEMENTS.
Adams-Bagnail Electric
Allls-Cbalmers

Cell

Compauy

2

American Battery Co

8

Amer. Circular Loom Co
American Conduit Co

1

22

American Diesel Engine Co.. 10
Amer. District Steam Co...,
Amer. Elec. Fuse Co
Amer. EL Telephone Co.
American Electrical Works.. 13
Araold Elec Power Station
Co
Automatic Electric Co
I
. .

1,

Babcocit

&

Wilcox Co

Baker

1

G.

—
]

Co

1

-

Wm. H

1

Buckeye Electric Co
Bullock Elec Mfg. Co
Bunye.Otto

Co.,

Co.

i

Hallberg,

it

-

Hamacek.

D. & W. Fuse Company
Dearborn Drug & Chem.Wks.iO
Diamond Meter Company
Directory of Engineers

-

M

1

Hamllton....-

Oentral Electric Co
Cent, Slat. Improvement

Edison Decorative A Miniature Lamp Deparim't
1
Edison Mfg. Company

Edwards A Co

5

Co

l-l

Egan,

J.

J

J.

H

15

Haller Machine Co
1

1

Bryan-Marsh Co

&

i

Dixon Crucible Co., Joseph.. 10
DoxseeElec'L Co., A. S.Duncan Elec. Mfg. Co

1

Brooks. Hall L
Bro\vnL'llCo..The

8

General Electric Co
9, 12
Gleason, John. L
2
Gould Storage Battery Co
C
16
Great Northern H. R
Green Fuel Economizer Co.. 10
Gregory Electric Company. ..14

—

-

...i

S.

.

Bossert Electric Construction

Carhant

H
Wire A Cbl.
.

Lamp Co....—
Fowler, John H
I9
Fowler-Jacobs Company
19
Franklin Elec. Mfg. Co

2

Electric Appliance Co
l
Electric Storage Battery Co..
Electrical Engineer Institute.Electrician Pub. Company...
Ely ACo. Allen P

[Dternational Elec. MeterCo. 3
International TeL Mfg. Co...

Jackson. D. C.

A W. B

Jeffrey Manufacturing

Co

Johns-Manville Co.. H.

W

A.

2

F

Hart Mfg. Co
Hartford Steam Boiler Inspection A Insurance Co....-

Hazard Manufacturing Co...Highland Park College. ...
Hill Elec Co.. W. S

HipweU Mfg. Co

1

Hobart Elec. Mfg. Co
Hoffman. G.W

-

Holmes Fibre-Graph. Co
Holophane Glass Co
Humphrey, Henry H
Hunt A Co., Robt.

-

W

Illinois Central

Ry

i

i

1

I

i

Incandescent E^eclric Light
Manipulator Cotupany
Indiana Rub. A Ins. W. Co
India Rubber A Gutta Percha
Insulating Company

Newgard A

New York

Henry
Wire Co

Co..

Ins.

8

Northern Elect'l Mfg. Co.... 14
Northern Wire A Cable Co ..12
Northwestern Storage battery

Fosioria Incand,

Fres-Ko Chemical Co

Sod. E. R
Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co....
Cutter Elec & Mfg. Company

Crolius

& H .... 2

Benhold A Jennings
BisseUCo.,The F

ByUesby&Co., H.

.

15

FarlesMfg. Co
9
"For Sale" Advertisements. .14
Ft. Wayne Elec. Works. Inc. .21

]

Continuous Rail Joint Company of America.

Co. Inc.

19

Evans.AlmlrallACo

—

i

Co..

ColumblaMfg. Co

ErleR. R

Crocker-Wheeler Co
1

Bay Stale Lamp Co
Beardslee Chandelier Mfg. Co.—
Beujamia Electric Mfg. Co.
Bennett, L A

Bryan,

A Insulator Co.-

Colorado Midland R. 11
Columbia Incand. Lamp

Crescent Ins.

A Company
t

,

I

Colonial Sign

Couch

1

Baker&Co., W. E
Barnet Company.

& EL Co

Century Electric Co
Chicago Edison Co
4. 1-1
Chic Fuse Wire & Mfg. Co..
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.,—
Chicago Mica Co
12
Chicago Solder Co

Cooper-IIewlit Elec. Co
Cope. T.J

-

Badt, F, B
Bain. For^e

Central TeL

—

Co

Kariavert Manufacturing Co.
Kellogg Switchboard A Sup

Company
Kemp, R. W
ply

17.

Co

Klein

Pacific Coast Polo

Kuhlman

Panrick. Carter A Wilklns..—
Pass A Seymour, Inc

A Sons, Mathias
Kohler Brothers
Electric

Co

Perrizo

Leather Preserv, M. Corp
n
Leffel ACo.. James
10
Letheule, Paul
15
Llndsley Brothers Company.. 18
Loud'sSons Co., H. M

—
—

Machado A Roller
Maliby Cedar Company
Manhattan EL Supply Co

19

A

Bros.,

W.N

—
13

McLennan A Company. K....12
McRoy Clay Works
8
Mechanical Appliance Co
I9
Mica Insulator Company
12
Miscellaneous Advs
14
Monon R. R
19
Mueller Company, William.. 18
Mullins Co., The W. H
IS
Munsell A Co., Eugene
12

National Carbon Co
National Electric Co...
National India Rubber Co
Nernst Lamp Co

ASons

Pfannmueller A
Phelan.

12
S
l

—

F^os^ CM£x:ssifiocl Ixnclo::*:: oJc .A.clvroi*t:isoj:i:ken.t:s

L. S. Iron Co...

Plume A Atwood Mfg. Co
Porter Cedar
Reistnger.

Company

Hugo

SlerllnK

ASon.

W
W C

18

Stow Mfg. Cominny
Strom be rg-CarlsoD TeL Mfg.

Samson Cordage Works
Sargent A Lundy
Sauquolt Silk Mfg. Co

I*£ie:e'

Co..

17
.

..18

Inderhlll.Cbas. R

8

—
—
15

—

—
IS

Wal'ash R. R

9

A Cable

—

Valentine-Clark <>>.. The....l9
Vulcanized Fibre Company.. £2

RoebUng'sSonsCo..J."A
2
Ruebel-Schwedtmann- Wells.. 15
Runzel-Lenx Elec. Mfg. Co...—

Seo

15

Squire Eleclrlc Co
IS
Standard Elec Mfg. Co
19
Standard I'ndcrg. Cable Co....—
Stanley Kiec ilfg. Co.. The
Stanley Instrument Co
5
Stanton. LeRoy
15

Union Electric Mfg. Co

—
Reliance Instrument Co
Eeplogle Governor Works.. .—
Reynolds EL Flasher Mfg.Co. 8
Richardson Lubricating Co.. 14
Robert Instrument Co.. The..—
Robertson A Son?. Jas. L
14

Safety Ins. Wire

—

O

Torrey Cedar Company..
Tray Plato Battery Co
Trumbull Elec Mnfg. Co
Turner Brass Works

Eugene F
PhiUips Insulated Wire Co.
Phoenix Glass Co
Phosphor-Eronze S. Co
PiSnolet.L.M

A

a

Simplex Electrical Co.. Tbe.. 1
Simplex Elec Heating Co. ...IS

Company
Co., E. F...

D.W

Phillips.

Pittsburg
i

Manross. F. N
Marinette Gas Engine Co
lO
Marion Ins. Wire A Rub. Co.. 12

Matthews

IS

—

Schneider A Co.,
Schott.W. H

16

Wagner

Electric Mfg. Co
4
Walsh's Sons A Company
14
Warren Elec Mfg. Co
13
Wesco Supply Co
12
-Western Display Co
Western Electric Company... SI
Westinghouse
Electric
A
Manufacturing Co
20
Weston Electrical InsL Co... I

WblteheadMachinery Co...

u

Woolley Fdy. A Mach.
Worcester Company,

18

Wks..—

CH

I

15

Yesoera Mfg. Co
Yost Electric Mfg. Co

16

Zero Marx Sign Works

I

0«

17
1

—

—
WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

If

you want Wires or Cables insulated

March

INSULATION

you

should

S

.

H

and

^^^^^^

ici

^ ^M

with
rith the

HIGHEST CLASS INDIA RUBBER
buy

II.

Complete stock

of

sizes constantly on hand
for sale at lowest market prices by
all

CHIIICACO EDISON COMPANY,

WRITE FOR PRICES.

139

ADAMS STREET, CHICAGO.

NEARLY READY

ELECTRICIAN'S HANDY BOOK
By

Prof. T.

Pocket Book

and Edges

O'CONOR SLOANE
Handsomely Bound

Size.

Sloane

PRICE
'HE

in

About 800 Pages.

in Gold.

Leather with Title

500

Illustrations.

$3.50

and most complete book on Electricity, covering the subject of Practical
its branches written by a well-known author in a manner that can be
readily understood, and intended for the every day working electrician.
'

I

latest, best

Electricity in all

PARTIAL LIST OF CHAPTERS

—

—

Applicable to Practical Electricity Electric Currents— Ohm's Law and Electric Energy Alternating Currents
Direct-Current Dynamos Care and Running of Dynamos Direct-Current Motors Alternating-Current Generators
Alternating-Current Transformers Alternating-Current Motors— Distribution of Electric Currents Arc Lamps— Incandescent Lamps— Electric Railways Primary Batteries -Secondary Batteries- Central Station Switchboards Electric Heating and Cooking Lightning Rods
Roentgen or X-Ray Work Electric Elevators Electro-Metallurgy and Electro-Chemistry
Electric Measurements, and Instruments used in Station Work
Miscellaneous Data, Formulas and Suggestions, etc., etc.

Mechanics

—

—

as

—

—

—

—

—
—
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

EVERV PROORESSIVE ELECTRICIAN WHO WISHES TO KEEP UP WITH THE TIMES SHOULD HAVE THIS VALUABLE WORK
Send

all

orders to

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,

510 Marquette Building, Chicago,

111.

CEMT'RAL STATIOJV MAJ^AGE'RS

Don't Be Afraid
of the

Gas PleLnt

WORK UP A MOTOR. LOAD
We

can furnish yo\i

SINGLE PHASE MOTORS
that will start under full load in
to 35 H. P.
sizes ranging from

^

XOagner Eleciric Mfg, Co.
ST. LO\/IS. MO., v. S. A.

.

I;irili

/

I.

Vvi-sTFRr:

Ii>ii5

r.r.i-/"ri.:K-r\'

Every Day Shows An Increase
and

In our stock

restored

and

in the

number

of

Normal

shipments made.

conditions are

orders are being taken care of with our usual promptness

all

and dispatch.

SEMO US AM ORDER AMD LET US PROVE THE TRUTH OF THIS STATEMENT

(Erntml €lnlnrdrai)mug,
ELEOTRIOAL SUPPLIES
207-209-211 E. Jackson Boulevard, Chicago

NATIONAL ELECTRIC
CODE
STANDARD FUSE DEVICES
Thrice armed

who hath

particularly

them

he

if

when

just

Dealers

OUR LABEL

just-

his prices
them

ARE READY

is lie

sell

2BO->/^l_-r

has

also

he

wants

TYPE B

our

(Ferrule Contact'.

1-30 Amps.,
31-60 Amps.,

1 ,

2, 3 Pole,

Main Line.

1

2, 3 Pole,

Main Line

,

TYPE

TYPE

Security

6M

E Knife Blade Contact

101-200 Amps..

1

Pole.

201 '400 Amps..

1

Pole. Main Line.

401-600 Amps.,

I

Main Line.

.

E (Knife Blade Contact'.
00 Amps., 1,2,3 Pole, Miln Lint.

Main Line.

Pole.

Panel Boards
because
that's

they

are

the

kind

sought and because our

Panel Bulletin enables dealers
to

quote prices on the spot.

Our

deliveries

quick

make

friends, too.

6oo-v^i--r

The F. BissELL Company
MtnuUcturcn Kod Jobbers

TYPE B

of

ELECTRICAL GOODS
226-228-230 Haron

1 -

30 Amps.,

31 -60 Amps.,

Slreel

TYPE

Toledo. 0.

(Ferrule Contact'.

TYPE E

Pole, Main Line.

1
1

Pole,

Main Line.

E (Knife Blade Contact).

61-100 Amps.,

1

Poll Main Line.

iKnife Blade Contact'.

101-200 Amps..

1

Pole.

201 -400 Amps.,

1

Pole. Main Line.

401 '600 Amps..

1

Pole. Main Line.

Main Line.

=" H.W.JOHNS-MANVILLECO. ='OLEVELANO
PITTSBURS

Mlri.Aibcilol ind

lOO

MtloclU PIlM u<

WILLIAM

B<llerCoverliirs.ei>oll>iI

ST.,

NEW

u' Ptcilnp

YORK.

PtRIS

Brussels

is the magic wand
business into a big business.

Continuous and judicious advertising

which converts

a

little

INSTRUMENT CO.
STANLEY
GREAT
BARRINCTON, MASS.,

UNIVERSAL EXPOSITION
ST.

LOUIS
1904

U. 8. A.

COLD MEDALS
THE HIGHEST AWARDS AT BOTH EXPOSITIONS FOR

TIVIETER

PAN-AMERICAN EXPOSITION

BUFFALO

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

March

II, 1903

Railway Line and Regulating

Complete
Storage

and Train Lighting
Central Lighting and Power
Electric Vehicle and Telephone

Isolated

Battery
Plants
OOULD COUNTER
NEW YORK.

1

W.

M.

B.

P.

BOOSTER SYSTEMS

WORKS

34th Street.

BOSTON, 89 State Street.
CHICAOO, The "Rookery."

SAN FRANCISCO,

Century

:

DEPEW,

N. Y.

Bulletins.

Co.

Etectric

CLASSIFIED INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
Adjaatera, Cord.
Incandes. El. Lt. JIanip. Co.

Adjustera, Inc. Lampa.

Co

Manipulator Co.
(Tel.
Tel.)

Inc. El. Lt.

Bennett.

CroUus

&

Anchora

I.

Matthews

A.
Bro.,

&

W.

Compound

tator

&

Son, E. K.

^ean. J. J.
Fres-Ko Chemical Co.

McLennan &

N.

Co., K.

Annanclatora,
Central Electric Co.

Edwards

& Company.

Conduit and Conduits.
American Circular Loom Co.

Electric Appliance Co.
Elec. SuDPly Co.
Partrick, Carter & Wilkins,
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.

Manhattan

Batteries

American Conduit Company

Contractorn and Blectrie LlKht Plants.

Co.

.

Wr-sco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
Bells, BuKEera, Etc.
Electric Appliance Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Partrick, Carter & Wilkins.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.

Belt Dreaalnff.
Dixon Crucible Co.,

AUis-Chalmers Company.
Bullock El. Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.
National Electric Co.
Northern Electrical Mfg. Co.
Wagner Electric Mfg. Co.

Central Electric Co.
& Co.

Edwards

;.

Co.

Controllers, Crane.
Amer.

Jos.

CroHH-Arms,
Brackets.

and

Pins

Berthold & Jennings.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.

Blowers.
Green Fuel Economizer Co.

Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Company.
Cot-Outa and STritcbes.

MuUius Co., The W. H.
Boiler Compounds.
Dearborn Drug & Chem. Wks.
Boilers.
AUis-Chalmers Company.
Babcock & Wilcox Co.
BrownellCo.,The
Rooks. Blectrlcal.

Bissell Co., The F.
Bossert Elec. Const. Co.
Central Electric Co.

Ft.

ElRctTiclan Publishing Co.

Wayne

Elec.

Wks.

General Electric Co.

YesDera Mfg. Co.
Boxes, .Junction.

Hart Manufacturing Co.

Hamacek.A.

Reliance Instrument Co.
Robert Inst. Co., The
Stanley Elec. Mfg. Co.
Stanley Instrument Co.
Wagner Electric Mfg. Co.

Western Electric Co.
Westlnghouse EL & Mfg. Co.

Brackets.
Farles Mfg. Co.

Enslnes, Gas and Gasoline.
AUis-Chalmers Company.
Marinette Gas Engine Co.
Woolley Fdy. & Mach. Wks.
Xlngines, Oil.
American Diesel Engine Co.

Enfflnes. Steam.
AUis-Chalmers Company.

BrowneUCcThe
Fans and Fan Motors,
j

DTnamoa and Uotors.

Supply Co.

Elec.

OkoniteCo., The.
PhiUips Insula,ted Wire Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Sterling Varnish Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
Westlnghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Lam pa. Arc
BisseU Co., The F.
Central Electric Co.

Branbes.

AUis-Chalmers Company.

Central Electric Co.
Hobart Elec. Mfg. Co.
Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co.
Speer Carbon Co.

Craw fords ville Electric

Co.

Crocker-Wheeler Co.

BlssellCo., B. F.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.

Cables (See Wires and Cables)
Canopies.
Faries Mfg. Co.

Points and

Plates.
Central Electric Co.

Chicago Edison Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
National Carbon Co.
Reisinger, Hugo.
Wesco Supply Co.
Castlnars.
Farles Mfg. Co.
National Electric Co.

Wayne

Elec. Wks. Inc.
General Elec. Co.
Gregory Electric Co.
Hobart Elec. Mfg. Co.
Mechanical Appliance Co.
National Electric Co.
Northern Electrical Mfg. Co.
Stanley Elec. Mfg. Co.
Stow Manufacturing Co.
Wagner Electric Mfg. Co.
Warren Elec. Mfg. Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
Ft.

Westlnghouse

El.

&

Mfg. Co.

Electric Heatins: Appl.
Electric Appliance Co.
Simplex Elec, Heating Co.

Chains.

;

& Mfg. Co.
Electrical and MechanWeslinghouse

CI
It Breakers.
Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co.

&

Badt, F. B.

Baker*

W.

E.

Evans, Almlrall
HaUberg, J. H.

&

Co.,

Mfg. Co.

Flexible Shafta.

Electric

Sawyer-Man

Lamps, Inci
Replacers A Cleaners.
EL

Lt.

Wesco Supply Co,
Western Electric Co.
Bissell Co.,

Hoffman, Geo. W.

Klein

Power Transmission
Machinery,'

Manipulator Co.

Co.

Transformers.
CrawfordsviUe Electric Co.
Crocker- Wheeler Co.
Electric Appliance Co.

Continuous Rail Joint Company of America.

Ft.

Wayne

Elec. Works,

Inc.

National Electric Co.
Stanley Elec. Mfg. Co.

Chicago Edison Co.
Gregory Electric Co.

Wagner Electric Mfg.
Wesco Supply Co.

Rheostats.
General Electric Co.
Union Electric Mfg. Co.

Westlnghouse EL

&

Tracks, Electric

Co.

Car.

General Electric Co.

Westlnghouse EL & Mfg.

Co.

Turbines. Steam.

Mfg. Co.

AUis-Chalmers Co.
General Electric Co.

Rods, Conduit.
Cope, T.

Co.

Western Electric Co.
Westlnghouse EL & Mfg,

Amer. Electric Fuse Co.
Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co.

J,

"Westlnghouse EL

A

Mfg. Co

Tnrhlne "Water Wheels
Leffel & Co., Jas.

Second-Hand Mach*y.
American

Electrical Works.
"BisseU Co., The F.
Central Electric Co.

Electric Appli.

Liebtninsr Arresters.
Co.
Electric Company.

SCO.

Globes, Reflectors and
Shades.

Ft.

Wayne" Elec. Wks. Inc.

General Electric Co.

Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Stanley Elec. Mfg. Co.

Wesco Supply
Western

Co.
Electric Co.

LIti

Western Electric Co.
Governors. Water TTheel.
Replogle Governor Works.
Graphite Specialties.

Chicago Insulated Wire Ca

":o.

Wesco Supply

LnbPirating, Oil, Grea
Richardson Lubricating

Sheet Brass

&

Copper.

Plume & Atwood Mfg.

Co.

Slcrna. Electric.

HaUer Machine Co.
Western Display Co.
Zero Marx Sign Works.
Silka,
InanlatiuK
Braldlngr.

Insulating Co.

and

Sauquolt Silk Mfg. Co.

Sockets

&

ban

Indiana Rub. & Ins. Wire Co
India Rubber & Guttapercha

Kellogg Switch.

Receptacles.

Pass A Sevmour.
Perkins Elec. Switch Mfg. Co.
Yost Elec. Mfg. Co.

Solderins Sticks, Salts

A

Sup. Co.

Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Marlon Ins. Wire & Rub. Co.
National India Rubber Co
New York Insulated WlreCo.
Northern Wire A Cable Co.
OkoniteCo., The.
PhilUps. Eugene F.
PhiU ips Insulated Wire Co
Roebline's Sons Co.. J. A.

Runzel-Lenz Elec. Mfg Co.
Safety Ins. Wire A CableCo.
Simplex Electrical Co.

s

Western Electric Company-

Amer. District Steam Co.

Ii:kca.e:2K:

Sons, Mathla*.

Central Electric Co.

Highland Park CoUeg'

BisseU Co., The F.
Central Electric Co.
Central TeL & El. Co.

Heating: (B x
Steam).

&

Western Electric

Chicago Fuse Wire & Mfg.Co.
Clinton Stamping A Elec. Co.
D. & W. Fuse Company.

I^or JVliJl-k^t>etio^l

TheF.

Tools.

Portables.

Co.

Amer. Elec. Fuse Co.

Western

Co.
Co.

Time Switches.

CoWestern Electric Co.

Inc.

& EL

AppUance

International TeL Mfg. Ca
KeUogg Switchb. & Sup. Ca
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co,
Stroml>erg-CarlsouTeL M.Co.

B.

Funes and Fuse 'Wire.

Co.

Humphrey, Henry H.
nunt&Co.,Robt W.

Central TeL

Wesco Supply

Reynolds EL Flasher Mfg.Co
Schneider A Co.,C. O.
Wesco Supply Co.

El.

ical GJnfplneers.
Arnold Elec. Power Stafn Co.

Mfg. Co.

Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks. Inc.
Union Electric Mfg. Co.
Wesco Supply Co.'
Western Electric Company.

BisseU Co., The P.
Central Electric Co.

Valentine-Clark Co., The.
Worcester Co., C. H.

•

Crocker- Wheeler Co.
General Electric Co.

Farles Mfg. Co.
Letheule, Paul.

Franklin Electric Mfg
General Electric Co.
Nernst Lamp Co.
Elec. Co.
Standard Elec'l Mfg. Co.
) Supply Co.

}

Fostorla Glass Specialty Co.
Fostoria Incan. Lamp Co.

Jeffrey Mfg. Co.

Chandeliers.

American El. Telephone Co
Automatic Electric Co.
Pacific Coast Pole Co.
Perrizo Si Sons.
Phelan, D. W.
Pittsburg &, L. S. Iron Co.

Re-'Windlnff—Repairs.

E^conomlsers, Pnel.
Green Fuel Economizer Co.

Gen. Incan. Arc Light Co.

Telephones, Telephoas
Material and Swltehboards.

Co.

'

S.

Co.

Western
Sn-ltch boards.
BisseU Co., The F.

Rail Joints.

Company.

AppUance

Co.
Electric Co.

Jeffrey Mfg. Co.

H.

.

Blefe.
Beardslee ChandeUer Mfg.Co.

Stow Mfg.

Electric

Wesco Supply

KeUogg Switch. & Sup. Co,

Farles Mfg. Co.

Electric

Century Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
General Electric Co.
Manhattan Elect'l Supply Co

Columbia Mfg. Co.
Fowler. John H.
Fowler-Jacobs Company.

Western Electric Co.
Westlnghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Columbia Incan. Lamp

and

BlssellCo., The F.
Doxsee Elec'L Co., A.
Haller Machine Co.

Central Electric Co.

Baker &. Company Inc.
Poles and Ties.

Polish (Metal).
AUen Co., Inc., L.

Buckeye

Electric Storage Baiierv Co.
Gould Storage Battery 60.

Supplies, General Bles.
BisseU Co., TheF.

Sheet.

Torrey Cedar Co.

Co.

Manhattan Elec. Supply Co
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
Specialties, Electrical
Mfrs. and Desiyaers.
HaUer Machine Co.
Speed Indicators.
Weston Electrical Insi.Co.
Storage Batteries.
American Battery Co.

and

-Wire

Ft.

Lamp

& Co.
Electric Appliance Co.

Edwards

Phosphor Bronze Sm. Co. Ltd.

General Electric Co.
Gregory Electric Co.
HipweU Manufacturing Co
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Stanley Elec. Mfg. Co.
Wesco Supply Co.

State

Central Electric Co.

Phosphor Bronze.

Porter Cedar Company.
SterUng & Son, W. C.

AppUance Co.
Wavne Elec. Wks. Inc.

BisseU Co., TheF.

Flashera.

Company.
Cable Hanicers.
Western Electric

Hamilton.

Co.,

Bain, Foree.

Electric

Bryan-Marsh Company.
Mfg. Co.

Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

&

CarbarttA

Platinum,

Bay

Co.
"Western Electric Co.

Fixtures, Gaa

Mathias.

,Co.

Chicago Edison Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Indiana Rub. & Ins. Wire Co.
Johns-Manville Co., H. W.

Lamps. Incandescent.

Wesco Supply

Barnett Co., G.
Fittings.
Faries Mfg. Co.

& Sons,

Berthold & Jennings.
Brooks, HaU L.

Inst. Co.

*fe

Klein

Nozzles.

Speakluff Tubes.

Overalls.

Patent Attorneys.

Manhattan

Crocker-Wbeeler Company.
General Electric Co.

El.

Western Electric Co.
Westlnghouse El. & Mfg. Co.
(See Dynamos and

Motors.

Central Electric Co.

Kartavert Mfg. Co.

Electro-Plating SIach*y

Westlnghouse

Crocker-Wheeler Company.
General Electric Co.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.
Wesco Supply Co.

Faries Mfg.

Files.

Boxei. Moulding.
Gleason, John L.

El.

Butt Co.

Co.

Weston Electrical

Mining: Apparatus.EleOtf
AUis-Chalmers Company.

Hartford Steam Boiler Inspection & Insurance Co.

Fibre.

Hill Elec. Co., W. S.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.

Bossert Elect. Const Co.

Pignolet, L. M.

General Electric Co.

F.

Insurance

American Electrical Works.

Century Electric CoCrocker-Wheeler Company.
Edison Mfg. Co.

Inc.

Booths, Telephone.

&

Insulators and Inaulatingr Materials.

Central Electric Co.

Chicago Edison Co.
Cutter Elec. A Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.

Co.

Electric Appliance Co.
Incandesent Electric Light
Manipulator Co.
Indicators.
Robertson & Sons, Jas. L.

New England

Machado & RoUer.

Wesco Supply

&

Evans, Almirall

Holders, Inc. Lamps.

Insulating Machinery.

Jeffrey Mfg. Co.

Ruuzel-Lenz Elec. Mfg. Co.
Samson Cordage Wks.

BloTP Pipes.
Turner Brass Works

Westinshouse

(Recording and Testing.)
BisseUCo.,TheF.

Elevators-Con-veyors.

Fuse Co.

Elec.

Cord.

Leather Preserver Mfg. Corp.
Beltlnar.
Leather Preserver Mfg. Corp.

A

Electrical Instruments.

Electric Appliance Go.
Ft. Wayne Elec. ^Vks. Inc.
General Electric Co.

Manhattan Elec. Supply
Tray Plate Battery Co.

Heatins. Hot Water.

Inspection

Diamond Meter Co.
Duncan Elec. Mfg. Co.

and Jara.

Cutter Elec.

Stanley Elec. Mfg. Co.
Stanton. LeRoy W.
Underbill, Chas. R.

Central Electric Co.

BissellCo.,TheF.

Carbons,

Kohler Brothers.
Letheule. Paul
Newgard A Co., Henry.
Northern Electrical Mfg. Co.
Ruebel, Schwedtman, Wells.
Sargent & Lundy.

of
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MOST LIGHT

GIVE

I

Columbia Lamps
stand for

Do not overlook

quality, uniformity

and

all

the fact

other features so

that Columbia

Lamps

.

essential to the
will give greater total

and

satisfactory

candle power

economical operation
of

Electric

(illumination

plants.

light

Place a trial order for a

all

from

angles) than other

case or larger quantity,

lamps on the

subject to our

market, and » ithout any

guarantee, and be

increase in current

convinced that the

Columbia

is all

claim for

that

Licensed Under
Patent No. 5.37,693. April 16.
723.293. April 28.
Patent No. 444,53a .Tan. 13,
Pdlent No. 632.7(>t>. Jan. 22,

nienl Xo.

we

consumption.

'93
'03
'91

THIS

'95

IS

^
j^

^M

1

A FACT

it.

5end

1

Lamps

for our Catalogue of Crystal

(Meridian type).

We

are prepared to furnish a complete line of

Pagoda Reflectors and Holophane Globes.
Write for prices.
Copy

of

our " Wallet Full of NN'isdom
on request.

\ LOOK FOR THE/

LICENSE

LABEL

mailed

'

THE COLUMBIA INCANDESCENT LAMP CO
ST. LOUIS, MO., U. S. A.
NEW YORK:

13 11 Havemeyer BIdg.
CHICAGO Central Electric Co.
SAN FRANCISCO Paul Seller Elec.

PHILADELPHIA:

:

227 Real Estate Trust BIdg
Block
Scimitar BIdg.
Monterey, Van Veorhis Hnos.
I

MINNEAPOLIS 638 Boston

:

:

Works

MEXICO:

MEMPHIS 302
:

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

R^vow-Nc
Field

March

I

I.

1905

Capacities
y^x^^TI/RKATOR^^'™''''^'
BiBtrirl (gffirra
New York. 135 Broadway.
Chicago, Old Colony Bide.
150$)
Land Title Bid?.
Pbiladelpbia.
Pittsburg. Fanners' Bank Bldg.
Atlanta. Ga., Empire Bldg.
New Orleans, La., Hibernia Bank Bldg.

XCattonul

Cleveland, Barton, Stevenson

&

Co.

Detroit, Miller-Seldon Electric Co.

Louis. 320 Chemical Bldg.
Denver, Hendrie & BoltboS Mfg. and Supply Co.
Seattle and San Francisco, Eilboome & Clark Co.

St.

TRAY PLATE BATTERY COMPANY
MANUFACTURERS OF THE CELEBRATED

PATENT TRAY PLATE STORAGE BATTERY
rOR CENTRAL LIGHTING POWER AND ISOLATED PLANTS.
,

ALSO AN IMPROVED CELL TYPE BATTERY

5-1

I

IN

ALL GENERAL STYLES FOR ELECTRIC VEHICLES, SPARKING BATTERIES, HC.

BINCHAMTON,

FREDERICK STREET,

"Flexduct"

is tha.t

high standard required

in

BlII

high-class work.

It is

very

flexible, a.

N. Y., U. S. A.

high insulaLtion and indestructible

FLEXIBLE CONDUIT
"Flexduct" the National Code St&ndard.

It

does not deterior&te, eLlwSLys us&ble to highest degree

OSBURN FLEXIBLE CONDUIT COMPANY,

NEW YORK

SAN FRANCISCO

CHICAGO
,^

lO
i&l
©SJ

"AMERICAN"Sr
ARE THE BEST.

Sind

(or

171 S. CIIMon

SI.,

Chicago.

'

Practical Running of Dynamos.

2aiP«thATe..Chlcaiio

The more money you spend in advertising the more money you have.
The less money you spend in advertising the less money you have.

Crimshaw

ALL OUR WIRES

Write foT (nil parttcolsn
RtynoldsElee.FlishwHlg.ee

delcrlpthe Circular.

AMERICAN BATTERY CO.,
ECT-D i»9.

BESTINTHEWORLLi

pass Inspection

Raven White Core

and carry the above

NEW YORK

Catalogue of mecbanical and electrical books

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPilNY.
510 Marquette Bldg., Chlcaga

Raven Black Core

TRADE-MARKS on our tags. We also manufacture Crimshaw and Competition Tapes and Splicing CompoundE.

INSULATED WIRE COMPANY,
BRANCHES: >

ROOKERy'-ChJ^o

_

l.livll

I

VVESTKRN

I')";

I.

KI.F.CTRK IAN

GRAND PRIZE
The Highest Possible Award
Has Been Given

to

HIGHEST GRADE NUERNBERG CARBONS
By the International Jury of Awards,

of tiie Louisiana

Purchase Exposition,

IHUJGO REISINGEIR,

St. Louis, 1904.

Sole Importtr,

II

BROADWAY, NEW YORK

Shades
Brackets

HENRY NEWGARD &

FARIES

CO.

Clusters
Port».bles

Canopies

ELECTRICAL CONSTRUCTION

FIXTURES

Switchboards and Panel Boards

Power and Lisbt Plants,

Chandeliers
Nozzles
Fittings
Civstings

Wc

install
Municipal and Isolated Electric
Lighting Plants.
Wc manufacture Switchboards, Tablet boards,
Iron Cutout Boxes and Electrical Specialties.
We sell Dynamos, Motors and Electrical

aj-e

Supplies.
wire old as well as new Residences, Factory Buildings, School and College Buildings.

UNIVERSALLY
USED

Wc

225 E. Washington

St.,

Chicago,

FARIES MFG. CO.

Illinois.

DECATUR.

ILL.

MERCURY ARC RECTIFIER
(SINQLE-PHASE)

A

simple device for changing

alternating

current

into

direct current for charging storage batteries.

CHARACTERISTIC FEATURES
Simplicity

— Readily

operated by

user on

his

own

premises.

Economy

in floor space.

—

High efficiency consequent low cost of operation.
Large saving in first cost.
Peculiarly adapted to private or public charging
stations.

AWARDED THE GOLD MEDAL AT THE LOUISIANA
PURCHASE EXPOSITION.
20

Amp.

or

30 Amp. Outfit.

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY
New

Principal Offices: Schenectady, N. Y., U. S. A.
SALES OFFICES IN ALL LAROB CITIES

York

IN V. S.

Office:

44 Broad St,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

OOI-D

II.

I,

E DA

IVI

Awarded Dearborn Methods
Feed-Water

Mnrcli

of Treating Boiler Waters and Dearborn Vegetable
Treatment at the World's Fair, St. Louis.

DEARBORN DRVJO &
27-34 RIALTO BUILDING, CHICAGO, ILL.

OHEIVIICAl- ^AAORKS,

<S^KW9,

F>>-«siden1

Telephone: HarrI

DIESEL ENGINES
Operating on

CRUDE or FUEL Oil

Guaranteed Fuel Consumption
on variable load, ranging from

GREENS ECONOMIZER

}( to full load

12^ Gals, per 100 Kw. Hours

Has accomplished these results in many of the
largest and most successful Electric Light and
Power Plants in the world by simply utilizing
the waste gases before entering the chimney

SUITABLE FOR ALL STATIONARY POWER
For further information address

A/WERICAN DIESEL ENGINE
11

CATALOGUE EXPLAINS—
FREE

COMPANY

THE GREEN FUEL ECONOMIZER CO.,Matteawan,N.Y.

NEW YORK

Broadway

Dixon's

JEFFREY

**
Ptl.T'f* P^l
alt
JVt;
1: J.<*
*i

Gr£tpKite

'^^ ^ Cylinder Lubricant
Makes cylinders^ valves and rods wonderfully smootli
^^^

Reduces friction, saving oil and packing,
BookletJ25C and sample upon request.

bright.

ARE YOU LOOKING FORMONEY?
buy WALRATH OAS OR GASOLINE ENGINES
and get light on the Subject.

If so,

THE WALRATH
II will produce as good a commercial light as tbai of an automatic steam engine, either belled

or direct-connected generator.
Simple, Economical and Reliable
Send for Catalogue

W

MARINETTE
QAS ENGINE CO.,
Tbs Brownell Direct-Connected

THE BROWNELL

CHICAOO HEiaHTS, ILL.

Outfit.

CO.. Da.ytoi\. O.

Manufacturers of Boilers, Engines, Heaters and Sheet Iron Work.

AGE^CIES
Keystone Engineering

Co.,

Strong, Carlisle

Farmer

s

Bank

& Hammond

Bldg., Pittsburg, Pa.

Co.,

Mackay Engineering

61-67 Frankfort St., Cleveland. Ohio
149 Broadway, N. Y.
52 When Bldg., Indianapolis, Ind.

Co.,

C. H. Seldenglanz.,

MECHANICAL
Engineers interested in electricity should send for our complete
Any electrical book pubCatalogue (mailed free to any address).
lished sent prepaid on receipt of price.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO..

•

olQ Marquette

REG.TRADE MARKS

^

Jhe Rhosphor

Bronze Smelting Co. Qmited,

2200 Washington AVE.,PHiLADELPHiA.
"ELEPHANT BRAND PHOSPHOR-BRONZE'

— DELTA

INGOTS,CASTINGS,WIRE,RODS,SHEETS,ETC.

_

„.W

VX

BIdg.. Chicago.

ii.

METAL

CASTINGS, STAMPINGS AND FORGINGS
ORIGINAL AND Sole Makers IN THE U.S.

SAMSON TURBINE
To

insure close speed regulation in a Turbine

necessary to have a gate which

The

gates on our

CO.,

307 Lagonda

Street,

moved with

it

is

easily operated.

SAMSON TURBINES

anced, and consequently

THE JAMES LEFFEL &

is

are bal-

the greatest ease.

SPRINGFIELD, OHIO,

U. S. A.

Mari-li

WKSTF.RN

i')i'.T

1.

1

KF.F.CTRICIAN

RIGAL WORKS,
AMERICAN ELECfKOVIItKIKK.
It. I.

BAREANDINSDLATEDELECTRICWIRE,
ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE,

INCANDESCENT AND FLEXIBLE CORDS,
Railway Feeder and Trolley Wire,
AMERICANITE, MAGNET, OFFICE AND
ANNUNCIATOR WIRES.
Niw

ANCHORS THAT HOLD"
STOMBAUGH (JUY ANCHORS
**

IT IS

TO HK

I.S.SL'KD

CABLES FOR AERIA* AND UNOEROROUNO UIE.
i-.,fr:„n.lt si,
W. .r. « pit-..M,

WILL

W

VnriK .Stcmi!.

Cllli'JiioSTiJUK. ! j;. Donoliiin.
M"MTiiE»i. Ilu»n. II. Kii|,;.iii.i

H-.!

I.uk.. St,

I',

rhillliii' Kliirlrlcul

MAKCII

MAIN OFFICES AND FACTORIES, PHILLIPSDALE.

IN

SOLICITOR OF

DATENTQ
iN CIl

U. S.

k

FOREIGN

I

KLEIN'S

mnd Lino Bulldmrm.
MATHIAS KLEIN & SONS.
81 W. Van Buron

SI.,

^

W.

TOOLS

For Eloclrical Workarm

Chicago,

;

SENT ON BEgUI

.in. I

C Inch St;>.

WIM. HOLD IT TO

I

FOI)£e BAIN, 1862-3 Monldnock BIh., CHICAOO

lie

H.I.
!,

EXPERT

AND WIM.

Worki.

ELECTBICITY

MECHANICS
PATENT CAUSES

FIIUST

Mucri or iNTKiu>iT T(j tho.sk who HAVK
AND frniKK THINGS TO AMIIOK

16,000 I.IM.

N.

"r

RTRAIM

MATTHEWS &

BRO.

MANUI'ACTDKEKS
60.1

Carlrton BullJloe

-I,

LOUIS. MO,

III

NATIONAL CODE STANDARD

The

Lamp Guard

''SpiraF'

"0. K." Weatkrprool Wire.

Slow

-

Burning Weatherprool

and Meal Wire.
Prices

Patented
.lanimry 31. 190;

and Samples on Application.

DIRECTIONS— Insert
hullres In the

eje or

Phillips Insulated
Office

Wire Co.

and Factory: PAWTUCKET.

ii.e

S. H.

R.

lamp

{imall tn'ltrit)ht\i<itt\\hclar'j>it
place the Up of lami" tn the

manner shown above, and

e""rd

"IT'S

SPRINGY ALL OVER"

The simplesi and best stjard on the market. Each guard compresied
EaS) to
and put up In a 4x4 In. Manila envelope. 6 gross In a barrel,
Write for tree sample and prices.
handle. Convenient lor slock.

L

COUGH

CO., Inc., 156 Pearl St., Boston, Mass.
TEL.

*(<lb

MAI.N

A

does not advertise because
business is good.
His
plant is being operated to its
full capacity. He could not fill
additional orders if he had
them.
He believes in advertising when business is poor. as
he then needs the advertising.

**

Wa^rrerv

OLOPHAN E
H
GLOBES AND REFLECTORS

Alternator

^
jTi|iii_

NINETY-NINE
PER GENT
iif

Ihouglit

ing of

ilic

render^

it

does not advertise because
business is so poor that
he cannot afford it. This is his
"off" season. He says he vv'ill
advertise when business improves.
•*—'

ipf 1^^

H

!>ii.^^lH

1

—

—

Altern^itor to

efficient, relial>le

and

fi.ir.

WE GUARANTEE
WHAT WE SELL
AND
SELL WHAT

WE

GUARANTEE

Over l,500 Holophane Globes
"
6,500 Pag-oda Reflectors
will

be used

in this

building.

The Government wants the best.
Therefore they specified Holophane
Globes and Pagoda Reflectors exclusively.

"^BflENj^CTfilcj^t.^.

HOLOPHANE CLASS
Sandusky, O.

CLACKNER BUILDING

—
—

all the time
year in and year out.
when business is poor and

C

advertises

when

Koes iiUu the mak-

Warren

easy to care

TD

CO.

NEW YORK

business is good. W^hen
poor he advertises to
make it good. W^hen it is good
he advertises to keep it good
or make it better. His business
It is never
is generally good.
very poor, although it may
fluctuate in volume.
it

is

never advertises. He does
not believe in it. and
never did believe in it. His
credit is poor. For some time
past his business has been runningat a loss; and it is rumored
that it will soon be in the
hands of a receiver.

D

C'S

ad can be found in each
and every issue of the

Western

£lePtrician,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN
"WANTED, FOR SAIiB and
WAWT COIiPMN advertise-

similar

$1.^0 an
additional -words 3c each.

ments (jo vjords or
insertion;

fess),

POSITION "WANTED advertise-

ijo words or less), ^i.oo an insertion,- additional -words 2C each.

Special Bargains for
500-VOLT MOTORS.

Spring— Immediate

Delivery.
220-VOLT MOTORS.
1-30 H.P.

*-l
17-5

1—18 H.P., O&O.

!.& C.

-10 H. P.

8-7.W H. P,

fi— 10 H. P.

4—1 H.P.

Above Motors a-re Complete a.nd of Standard Make.
Engines up to 600 H. P.
Also A. C.

SpeolBLl BEkrgCLlns In

D. C.

&,

DynetLmos, Boilers, P\jn:\ps, Etc.
Write requirements.
Send for C^ta.logue.

CENTRAL STATION IMPROVEMENT COMPANY,
tion;

3-15 H.P.
6— 7K H. P.
*— 3 H. P.

G-5 H. F.
11-2 H.P.

ments

POSITION WANTED.

March

938

Monadnock

CHICAGO.

I

NOXALL DYNAMO OILSi

WANTED.

high quality,

RICHARDSON LUBRICATING

CO.,

low

price.'

Quincy,

-

III.

epalr shop; must be familiar with all
branches of armature and field windings and
machine work In connection with electrical

repair

work

in general; only thoae qualified

662 Hudson

St.,

New York City.

NortKeriv AppaLractus
For Industrial Work

FOR SALE.
Electric Light Plant, in up-to-date little city in
Just got a new five-year city
Central Illinois.
contract for lighting the streets at $90.00 a
year per lamp. Gross Income over 98,000 a year
and can be easily Increased. A first-class busiGood reasons for selling.
ness proposition.
Address BOX 642, Henry. III.
II

SALE.
FOR
Nish

One 25-H.

Built for service in industrial plants, to operate in isolated industries, etc.
Its simplicity favors Northern
Apparatus for this work, and users and those familiar
with it favor Northern Apparatus also.

Consulting electrical and mechanical engin-

Bulletin No. 2535.

Northeriv Electrical Mf^. Co.
Engineers

MadisOn, Wis., U.

Manufacturers

S.

"

"

"

"

"
"

1-150

"

Westinghouse

1-150

"

Wood

1-150

"

Stanley

"

1-120

"

Three

"

"

Single

"

120

"

General Electric
General Electric
Westinghouse

"

1-120

"

"

"

"

"

Two

"

Single

"
"

"
General Electric
I- 90
"
"
Westinghouse
I- 75
"
"
Westinghouse
I- 75
"
"
Westinghouse
I- 75
Direct connected to Gales' Engine,
"

for

our

Two

425 Monadnock Block, CHICAGO, ILL.

with

GREGORY ELECTRIC
St.,

900
825

h. p.,
h. p.,

900
760
660

h. p.,

flOO

U.S. METAL PDLisn;;
have you seen

UNION

SWITCHBOX?
send you a sample.

This Box will fit all Standard Switches
and Receptacles and has been approved
by the Underwriters' National Electric

CO.

Chicago,

"

not, let us

com

prices.

54-62 5. Clihton

b. p.,

500

If

Monthly Bargain Sheet

and net

1000

h. p.,
h. p.,
h. p.,
h. p.,

450 h.
400 h.
450 h.
450 h.
350 h.
350 h,
SOoh.
300 h.
225 h.
225 h.
175 h.
165 h.
150 h.
140 h.
125 h.
90 h.
600 h.
600h.

Gangs of 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 carried in stock
provided with clamps for holding
Sprague Cable. Tandem Boxes made

FOR SALE CHEAP.

2— 72-In.xl8-ft.

BOILERS.
I— 66-ln.xl6-(t. BOILER.
1-8 H. P. OTTO GAS ENGINE.

to order.

NEW YORK

BUFFALO

CHICAGO

ALSO MANY OTHERS, LET US KNOW YOUR
F. E.

OSSERT

PFANNMUELLER & CO.

ROOKERY BUILDING,

CHICAGO.

DO YOU
On what

ea^y

KNOW

SAVE TIME, BOXES AND MONEY

termByou

Be up to date.
for bulletin giving:

350 h.
275 h.
250 h
150 h.
150 h.

-

^ew York

p.,
p.,

16x26x18, Ideal Tandem Comp.
14x22x16, Ideal Tandem Comp.
16x27x16, Westinghouse Comp.
15x24, Cummer.

p., 10%xl8xl8,
Comp.

Williams

Tandem

Whitehead Machinery Company,
DAVENPORT, IOWA.
PROPOSALS FOR LIGHTING THE CITY OF
SHREVEPORT, LA.
and 10 years, the number of lights to be
not less than one hundred and fifty (150), and
Arc lights to be
subiect to be increased to
Bids sfiaU
not'lessthan 2.000 candlepower.
upecifv the charge for arc lights, and also for
Incandescent lights and shall specify the maximum charge to be madn to private consumera
of arc and incandescent lights. Certified check
for Twenty- Five Hundred (82,500.00) Dollars
Successful b'dders
to accompany each bid.
shall be required to give bond for faithful performance. Arc lights for street ligiiting shall
burn every night. City reserves the right to
reject any and all bids. All bids to be in the
hands of the City Comptroller by 6 p. m,, on
April 11th, 1905.
C G. RIVES, Comptroller,
Shreveport, La.
of five

THE TELEPHONE HAND-BOOK

e:

HERBERT LAWS WEBB.
Price $1.00.

A complete
DON'T STOP!

BUNS

p.,
p.,

particulars.

Bossert Electric Construction Co., ''nIv."

Jas. L. Robertson&Sons
198 Pulton St.

Use them. Write
full

ox

robertsTn-thompson
indicator?

p.,

p.,
p.,
p.,
p.,
p.,
p.,

16x30x42, Allis Cross Comp.
23y2x60, Geo. H. Corliss.
24x48, Harris, latest type.
24x48, Brown.
22x42, Allis, 1890 Frame.
22x42, Slater, 1890 Frame.
20x48, Harris.
20x42, Hamilton.
12x22x42, Atlas Tandem Comp.
18x42, Hamilton.
16x42, Allis.
16x36, Sioux, 1902.
15x38, Brown.
14x42, Allis.
14x36, Putnam.
12x36, Harris.
28M!X52, Buckeye Automatic.

Bids are hereby invited for the electric lighting of the City of Shreveport, La., for a period

PATENTS PENDj.NG.

CHICAGO FUSE WIRE&MFG.CO.

SAVE MONEY.

p.,
p.,
p.,
p.,
p.,
p.,
p.,
p.,
p.,
p.,
p.,

17%x30%x27, Buckeye Cross
Comp.
Buckeye
Cross
p., 16%x28M!x27,
Comp.
450 h. p., 24x48, Buckeye Automatic.

111.

4-200 to 330 H. P. I6x27zie-In. WESTINGHOUSE COMPOUND ENGINES.
1-ISO to 2S0 H. P. I4x24xl4-ln. WESTINGHOUSE COMPOUND ENGINE.
1-400 H. P. BRASS TUBE HEATER.
1-160 H. P. BRASS TUBE BEATER.

No. 733

22x42x48, Hamilton, Tand. Comp,
32x54, Hamilton, 1890 Frame.
30x54, St. Louis, 1890 Frame.
28x60, Philadelphia.
16x32x42, Corliss Cross Comp.,

450h.

Association.

WANTS AND

36x48, Allla Corliss, 1800 heav;
34x60, International.
32x48, AlUs CorllBS, 1890 heavy

latest type.

K, W. General Electric Alternator, Three Phase
"
"
"
Westinghouse
Single

list

:

;

;

duty.

A.

FOR SALE

Send

on the regular
printed forms to be obtained at the office of the
Chief Engineer and must be in strict accordance with Instructions to biddersprinted thereon. All proposals must be enclosed in envelopes furnished for the purpose, properly indorsed, and must be sealed.
All proposals oaust be accompanied by appropriate deposits as hereinafter provided: On
proposals of JIOC or less, 20 per cent. between
$100 and $200. 15 percent.: between $200 and
S500, 10 per cent. between S500 and $2,000,
five per cent.
above S3,000, three per cent.
Deposits must be in the form of cash or certified check, drawn upon some banlclng institution In good standing, doing business In
Chicago, and made payable to the order of the
Board of Education.
No proposal will be received after the hour
specified in this advertisement. Tlie Board reserves the right to reject any or all proposals or
any portion of any proposal submitted.
Committee on Building and Grounds,
Chicago. March 6, 190.3.

duty.

eering Arm of Chicago desires to sell out its established engineering business. Address BOX
448, care of Western Electrician, 510 Marquette
bldg., Chicago.

plete

complete with globes as may be Selected.
WILLIAM McKINLEY HIGH SCHOOL
For furnishing, setting and connecting 2 3.1t,
electroliers with globes.
The above work to be In accordance with
plao.s and specifications prepared bj- the Chief
Engineer, which may be seen at his oflice,
room 710 Tribune Building, southeast corner

Corliss Engines.
Get acquainted through

FOR SALE.

1

WENDELL PHILLIPS HIGH SCHOOL
For furnishing, setting and connecting 2 5-U.
and 2 3-lt, government standard bronze elec-

DIRECT CURRENT DYNAMOS AND MOTORS

New York City.

1-240

TO CONTRACTORS.
Sealed proposals will be received at the office
of the Business Manager of ibe Board of Educalion, room 730 Tribune Building, southeast
corner of Dearborn and Madison streets, up to
tbe hour of 12 o'clock noon sbarp of Friday
March 24tb, 1905, for tbe following school work:

gas engine, direct-con-

P.

nected to 15-K. W. Crocker-wheeler dynamo;
can be used tor 115 or 230 volts. This Would
he a flrst-class outfit for automobile charging
station. GRAHAM BROS. CO., 662 Hudson St.,

1-360

1905

troliers

Block,

1

449, care of Western Electrician,
Bldp., Chicago.

ii,

KEEP ON!

READ!

IMPROVE!

ElEGTRIOIAN PUBLISHING CO., S10 Mart/uoUe Bldg.
Pub I Isher s and Deaiors of Eiectrlcai Books

and practical work

handy pocket

in

size.

THE ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING

CO.,

Suite 510 Marquette Building, Chicago.

EDISON COMPANY
REPAIR SHOPS
CHICAGO
TELEPHONE MAIN
76 MARKET STREET, CHICAGO.
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT.
1280.

FIRST-CLASS EQUIPMENT THROUGHOUT.

—
1

vv('^i!'i/M

OUGALD
I

C.

JACKSON.

E.

The

-rr.-

Mr AN'

PLACE YOUR

Electrician Publishing Co., 510 Marquette Bldg.,

Chicago.

ENGINEERS.

I-

C. E.

WILLIAM B. JACKSON, M.

HKHICAN aOCIKTV OF

I'.i

Headquarters

"Want" and "For Sale"
for all

latest Electrical

Books.

advertisements

In

the

CIVIL CNQINKEf

Write

EXPERTS.

for Catalogue.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,
Immediate Returns.

ELECTRICITY FOR ENGINEERS.
Latest Edition,

Now

Just the

Published in One Complete Volume, 424 Pages, Profusely Illustrated.
Electricians, Dynamo Tenders, etc.

Work for Engineers,

. PAST I. CONTEMTScrCHAPTER I: ElMtrlclty; Positive and Negatlvo: Conductors,
AithConaactorBanainsulalorB; Electro-Motive Force; Volts; Resistance; Ohms; Current; AmjBKa^HAPTER 11: Dynamos; Magnets; Field Colls; Electro MaRnets; Permanent MaRnets —
uHAPTER III: Armatures, Construction of. Different Kinds of; Commutators, How Made andConMoted: HeattoR of Armatures: Eddy Currents.— CHAPTER IV: Tlie Current; How Produced;

Udnctlon; Series Woimd Diuamos; Shunt Wound Dynamos; ExcitinR the Fields; Constant Curaad Constant Potential Dj-namos; Series and ParaUei; Parallel or Multiple Arc System —
Incandescent Lamps; Filaments; Connections: Flashinp: Exliaustinp: Testing;
Oudle Power; Operated in Series; Automatic Cut-Out; In Multiple Arcor Parallel; Multiple Series;
aiaple Series Cutout; Three Wire System.— CHAPTER VI: Tlie Arc LlRht; How Formed:
UMles of Unsteadiness; Remedy; Effect of Shades or Globes: Shape of Carbons Under Different
Conditions of BurninR; Arc l>amps; Regulatlnp and Cut-Out Mechanism: Action of Current; Clutch
r*iBriB; Clockwork Lamps; Double Lamps; Troubles In Lamps.— CHAPTER VII:
Commutators
»nd Brushes; The Brush Commutators: Brushes: Different Stv'les of Brushes: Double Brushes;
Blnrle Brushes; Troubles with Commutators and Brushes: Correct Position of Brushes; SparkiuR

Jjot

wAPTEBV:

U

Brushes; Care of Brushes and Commutators; FiashinR.- CHAPTER VIII:

Current Reculation;

Hand Regulation; By Position of Bruslies; Resistance Box; Resistance Colls.— CHAPTER IX:
American System of Automatic Current Regulation; The Djuamo; Regulator; Action of Regulator.
CIIAI^ER X: Brush System of Automatic Current Regulation; Brush Armature: Diagram of ClrBuita through Dynamo, Regulator and Lamps; Dial or Regulator; Care and Adjustment of Dial:
Dial Controller; Circuits and Connections of No. 8 Brush DjTiamo; Circuits of Compound Wound
Constant Potential Brush Dynamo.—CHAPTER XI: The Edison System; Automatic Regulator;
Ulrcultsof Regulator: Circuits of Dynamo: Action of Regulator; Howell Pressure Indicator; Dtoiram of Circuits; Description of Parts and Operatlon.-CHAPTER XII: Excelsior System of Automatic Current Regulation; Dynamo; Armature: Diagram of Circuits; The Regulator and Motor;

CHAPTER
-CHAPTER

Action of Regulator.XIII: Schuyler System of Automatic Current Regulation;
uynamo; Armature, Commutator and Brushes; Diagram of Circuits In Armattire and Field: Regu»tor; C rcults in Regulator.
XIV: Thomson-Houston System of Automatic Current
Bagulation; Dynamo; Armature; Commutator and Brushes; Controlling Magnet; "Wall Controller;
Diagram of Circuits; Air Blast.-CHAPTER XV: Waterhouse System of Three-Brush Automatic
Bnrrent Regulation; Dynamo: Extra Brush; Resistance Coils and Regulator.
XVI:
Ampere Meters; Tangential Scal3; Solenoid Meters.—
XVII: Voltmeters; Pressure
ttd Potential Indicators.-CHAPTER XVIII: Testing; Galvanometers; Astatic Needle; Dlfler•nflalApparatus.XIX: 'Wheatstone Bridge or Electrical Balance; Diagram of Ciremts and Methods of use: Bridge and Rheostat; Round Form: Square Form.—
XX:
inn Magneto as a TestlnRlnstrument; Armature; Field; Bell; Diagram of Circuits.—
CoupiingDynamos Together; In Series; In Shimt; Series, Shunt and Compound Wound MaSrr

CHAPTER

CHAPTER

CHAPTER

PART

CONTENTS.-CHAPTERI: AUemato

Current Dynamos- Principles oftjM
Armature; winding; Connections; J-amlnatlnn; Dlflerent Types ol Alt«m».
Leading Systems; The Bnish Generators: Magnets; Armature: Principles of I»Dynamos, Continued: Tlie Mordey Alternator; SUllon.ary Armatura*;
Field Magnets; Ferran<l Armature; Field Magnets; Winding; Collectors.—CHAPTER 111: Dynknios Concluded; Siemens r>>-namo: Best Magnetic CirculLs; Stan'ev Constant Current Dynamo;
The Armature; Self Induction: Regulation.— CHAPTER IV: Induction Coll.';; Converters: Tran*.
formers: Economy of Distribution; An Electrical H. P.: Losses in Conductor; Induction Colls; Effect of Induction: Transformers.—CHAPTER V: Transform?rs Couliniied: Induction Colls; Converters; Transforming Up and Down: Design of Traosforiyors: The static Charge: ProtecdoM
Against; Grounding the Secondar\': Other Devices; The Foil I rotector: DlHerent Types of Trao»
formers.—CHAPTER VI: Transformers. Conrlud.d: Kiiws: Kegul.itlon: Wlndlngof Translormen;
Connecting to Circuit; ReguLation; .'iafctv Fiis.-J.— rllAlTER VII: Parallel System: Series Al»
Light System; Diagram of Circuits; Parallel Svsleni: ITiiiKin- Circuit: Secondary Circuit; Platlnj
ir.iiit.—cllAPTEl: VIrt: lines of Fores;
of Transformers: Fuses: Diagram of Scries Arc Ml-iu
Magnetic Penetration; The
Ireuit nf Line.; of Force;
Hysteresis: ^
Exi>erlments with Magnet:
^
"
'"
'
Ilv
;.-iII.\|-TKK IX:
I.amps: In Series; The WestinchouM
h.inlsm: FIct Carbons.—CI1.\^ITER X;
I..amps.
M
inlsm of Lamp: lis Operation.—CHAPArc
In
liuiii
i.l
ents for Use with Alternating Current!
TER XI; Measur
:ers; Voltmeters; Description of Severml
Differ from thos
v-l II.VrTKl; Ml:
-iimeDts. ConllDiie.l: Hot Wire InstmForms of Instniii
I..™- r.iten!i:il V,iUTiieier.-rUAITEB
ments; Tlie l^irdeiv \'oltineter: I>el.iils"l
llAm:ii XIV- Sprilij Met.-rs; Curle4
XIII: Vellmeter-: IviuMe Ceil V..ltiii.>te!
Conne<-tier]> and OpermI>L;i::r.ini oi
Spring Meler.-rll.vrTKK \^: Twisu-.l
>t,inl.>v Meier: (.lustnienen and PrbHon of Instrument.—CHAl-IKK X\ I: l;
II.
Field; Field Current

tors: Regulation:

duction.-CHAPTERII:

i

i

'

I

.:

clples of Operation;
pies of Operation;

i„a,,u.uc3

1,^.

CHAPTER XVIII:

"

l';irr^:

:

^rTKUXVII:

"

Ohm's Law:

Ing Effects of Currents.—

CHAPTER
CHAPTER

Orders for above book, or any

W;it'

v..uti,.,.ui^ iu ^ .......v

!hliies.--CHAITERXXII: Switches and Switchboards: Loop Switch; Plug and Socket: Change
Jver Plug and Socket: Conclusion. CHAPTER XXXIII: Electric Motors; General Principles the
MmeasinDynamos; Types; Shunt and Series Motors Suitable for aU General Purposes; Regula»on o( Shunt Motors; 01 Series Motors: Counter £.
~ "'
- and
" - of•
•;
"
Direction
Direction
of-Kotadon
F M. F.;
OWMot; Stsrtliig Moton; Diagram »f ConnecUon.

"

Dlagnunsof

,.

,

...i-.

>

,..,,.,

i,..,

I

.V, ,,.u^..i..,nt

Strentfli of Current: Formvilas~and

CHAPTER XIX:

of

plion of Parts and PrlBIters in ParaUoi:
s of Circuits »Mi
Machines and Ctrcniti

Examples; Power and He**

Ground Alarms and Leak Detectors.

PRICE, $2.50.

•

electrical

work published promptly

sent «n receipt of price, postage prepaid.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 510 Marquene

Biag.,

CHICAGO.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

Mai'di

II.

ir)oi

PROTECTORS

In

THAT PROTECT.
Our patent wrapped

$

fuse used

our pro-

in

tectors are an insurance

against

policy

and

light-

ning.
Sample free by mail to
any Exchange or Toll Line

CENTRAL TELEPHONE

AND ELECTRIC
909 Market
No. 12 Double Line.

ST. LOUIS,

CO.,

St.,

U. S. A.

Automatic Telephone

the

Exchange effects

manually

saving over the

adds value and

confei*

Villi

a favor upon the advertiser

saw his ad. in the Western Electrician,

stability to

company's

operating

You

by telling him — when you write him — that you

and

exchange

operated

the

b.rge

a

Way"

"The Comfortable

securities.

"TELEPHONE

to the

TROUBLES
I

Chicago,

which

it

ha3 be?n ailopted

o

&

Lewis

HOWTOFIHDTHEIM,'

Grand Rapids, Jllcli. Medford, Wis.
St. Mary's, Ohio
Columbus, Ohio
Dayton, Ohio

Woodstock. N.

Lincoln. Neb.

Westerly, R.

Portland. Maine'

Manchester. Iowa
Princeton. N. J.

N. Y.

I.

Lewlstor. JIaino

Albuquerque. N. M.

Auburn, Maine

Van

Fall River. Mass.

llattle

New

Clayton, Mo.

Bedford.

San Diego.

.Mass

Cal.

Cal.

HopklnsviUe. Ky.

Portland, Oregon

li.

Aubiir

Los Angeles,

Clark Exposition

Augusta, Ga.

111.

W. H. HTDE

UD

J. «,

KcMAmiU,

FORMERLY

Wert. Ohio
Creek. Jllch.

Pentwalef. Mich.

Toronto

J'ct'n,

Wilmington.

Can.

Riverside. Cal.

Cleburne, Tex.

Trav seCily. Mich.

Columbus. Ga.

,

Railway

Del.

Sioux City. Iowa

HASKINS' TELEPHONE

Great Northern

TROUBLES.

their Remedies.

Germany

two transcontinental

Sent Postpaid for 25c.

trains dail3-,with unsur-

passed equipment, affording every comfort

New (eighth)

edition just out. 4S paces.
connections. A coni-

Many diagrams showing

hand-book for telephone inspectors.
Telephone exchange managers and employes
will tlnd this book a great help in locating telephone troubles and remedies therefor.
plete

All this

ideal

prompt,
secret.

besides giving the

telephone

service,

accurate

and

These points are

the meat of the proposition.

LOW ONE=WAY RATES
the

to

Pacific

Coast.

Liberal

On

Sale March

1

to

Publisliing Co.,

510 Marquette Bldg., Chicago.

stop-over

privileges allowed en route.

Consider them.

Electrician

VERY LOW RATES
May

15

Soutiiwest
VIA THE

Send

Automatic

of

North Dakota, Montana and Washington

to

Electric

Company
Van Buren and Morgan Streets

for Descriptive Bulletins

any representative

of

the

Great North-

General Immigration Agent

220

S.

Clark St.

CHICAGO

Feb. 7 and

U. S. A.

and March

7

and

21,

will sell special liomcseekers' tickets
from Chicago to many points in Texas,

F.

I.

WHITNEY

Louisiana. Kansas. Indian and Oklahoma Territories, at 3^20 for the nnind trip.
Limit, three weeks from date of sale.

Gen'l Pass, and Ticket Agent

ST. PAUL, MINN.

T- P.

R.

SCOTT, Gen'l
S.

Agt.,

Milwaukee, Wis.

GREENWOOD, M.

P. Agt., Chicago.

PALMER. A. G. P. Apt., ChlcaffO.
C. S. CRANE, G. P. & T. A., St. Louis.

F. A.

CHICAGO,

21.

THE WABASH

ern Railway, or to

MAX. BASS

WABASH

I

'

T^TFR':

March M, 1005

Kellogg Express Switchboard

Cabinet

firctricia:

QUALITY

ffh,/,.,/{

RECOGNIZED AND APPRECIATED h-')
^
_

fn.-r^
~"

The

Kntcclul

comes

Stromberg-Carlson Apparatus

Fllty-Une

Appearance

Capacity

(roiii

'

HAS MADE

First In Sales.
DOES QUALITY OOUNT?

Quarter

Simple

Sawed Oak

Lines.

fur the entire

Exterior of

the Cabinet

This
Attractive

Thorougliiy

Design has

seasoned

been so
popular
it

wood

th;it

has been

mucli copk-cl

by other
manufac-

Finished

in

Liyht or

turers

Golden

Oak

One

One

Quality

Price
Gold Medal

6rand Prize

Highest

Hi;;hest

Award

Award

Buffalo

St.

Exposition

Exposition

1902

1904

Louis

Our No. 192 TELEPHONE
The Strongest, Longest Lived, Most Efficient Switchboards made.
telephone experts will tell you that.

Kellogg Switchboard

6c

All

Supply Co.

Congress & Green Streets
CHICAGO

LOS ANCELES

CLEVELAND

Our

S-B Asilsts

Uulletin No.

"

PHILADELPHIA

£ncrfft/~

ROCHESTER,

Uur

Stjilcmcnl.i.

Can

Wc

Mall

You

•

Cop>

Western Sales Office,

N. Y.

CHICAGO,

ILL.

-

CO..
'Gmml
£nrrffy

Successful Exchange Managers Count

Sound-Proof Booths

Expanding Wire Guard;
also man ufacturer of high-

long

Provlni;

General Offices,

HIPWELL
grade,

In

STROMBERG-CARLSON TELEPHONE MFG.

One of their best paying invest7hey Are a necessity
ments.

-distance

for long distance talk

and

for

all public telephones.

Illustrations sho<wing our latest designs sent free on request.
You 'will have to come to
booths sooner or later. Better

TELEPHONES

come sooner.

Switchboards and Cable

YESBERA MFC.

Terminals.

CO.

TOLEDO, OHIO

Hlpweli Mfg. Co.
ALLEGHENY, PA.

Burns'

INTERNATIONAL
Mectianical Self=Restoring

Adjustable

Drop Switctiboard.

Telephone

A PERFECT APPARATUS.

For Flat or Roll

Made In any desired capmclty.
Sample parts and quotations on

regueit,

Top Desks
Compare

ours to others.

Jlade any length desired.

Send us your orders.

INTERNATIONAL

TELEPHONE MANUFACTURINfi CO.
CHICAGO, U. S. A.

PRIGE

SI.OO

MORE THAN REGULAR DESK SETS

AMERICAN ELECTRIC TELEPHONE CO.
CHICAGO

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

-March

ii,

igoj

%
:

POLES

W.

C.

Write foracopy of ou

STERLING & SON,

<

^y ?'Wk--14J rglrA-\

OFFERED
LOCATIONS

II 1211-12-13

&

BLOG.CtllCAQO.

POLE DEALERS ADVERTISING

Communities,

WESTERN

ELEG

LENT RESULTS BECAUSE II
PLACES THEM IN TOUCH WITl
ACTUAL BUYERS OF POLE§
TRY A CARD.

::i^CEDARPOLES

R.

R.

All Lengths AN^sizES

AND THE
VALLEY

itlSSISSIPPI

THE

IN

TRICIAN OBTAIN MOST EXCEL
^^^^^^^^^^^^S^^ssi;^^^^^^^^;^^^

Conditions,

THE ILLINOIS CENTRAL
YAZOO

MARQUETTE

EieMT DISTRIBUTING YARDS

ON THE LINES OF
.

1862

Rates,

Freight

HealthtuI

'

ESTABLISHED

WITH

Labor

'

PosTs.™'.r.rir

We want your Inquiries always.

PRODUCERS.

WM. MUELLER COMPANY

Satisfactory Inducements,

Good

CODE FOR CEDAR PRODUCTS]

TIES. POLES, TIES,

MONROE, MICH.

'

Favoralile

I

Eleven Pole Yards in Michigan
Wholesale Producers for 20 years,

ELECTRICAL

,

n

R. R.

LindsleyBros Co.

PRESERVE YOUR
COPIES
TUB

TORREY
CEDAR CO.,

Cedar

OK>

Poles

CLINTONVILLE, WIS.
Lar|« Stock ConsUnily on Hand

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN
=BINDERS Si.OO EACH.=

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING

Idaho Cedar Poles

Suite

510 Marquette Building,

-

-

CO.,
-

CI

WHITE CEDAR POLES
HALL

COAST POLE

SPOKANE, WASH.

CO.

COLORADO

MIDLAND

IMidland

iVRoutBy
LOUIS

BROOKS

TOMAHAWK, WIS.

MuUins Stamped

^^^^H|

Steel Boats

RY.

(MIDLAND ROUTE)
THRO' PULLMAN TOURIST SLEEP-

ERS EVERY DAY FROM

^lA^nJ^
ST.

L.

WISCONSIN AVBNUB

52

PACIFIC

or

CHICAGO

to

CALIFORNIA

Through the Heart of the Rockies Via Salt Lake.
Observation Parlor Cars on all

Day

Trains.

IS

Made

Write

H.

W

for Special

Torpedo Stern Liuacb. 3 H. P. Eaflue, $240.00

chambers each end,

Complete catalogue mailed

CHICAQO, ILL.

THE W.

safe, reliable, durable, speedy.

BOATS, AVTO-BOATS, HUNTING AND FISHING BOATS

Rates and Literature to

JACKSON, General Agent, Colorado Midland Ry.

Or Ask Your Agent

ft.

o£ rigid steel plates, air

ROW

H.

MULLINS

CO.

free

On request.

The

Steel Boat Builders

144 FRANKLIN STREET, SALEM, OHIO
(Member National Association Engine and Boat Manufacturers)

MICHIGAN WHITE

LARGE STOCK.

KELLOCC SWITCHBOARD & SUPPLY

CO., C^uc3£:o

.

VVK.STKRN

\:\.\:('\l<\( l.\:i

iet/Oa)tA^ 'V>^CVUK
WANT POLES

YOU

IF

quote ynii

iin

Kcvcii-im

h,

twclily livis

May

nix-incli, tliirticH.

;iii.l

wi- ik.i

ii

BRACKETS — X ARMS — PINS
little tlilngi It i] true,

IMMI'.DIATI'. SINI'MKNI? Can al»o r|uiilc yn
-.1.
\Vc .ilv, h.ivc piclily ol 111.,-,.- "Tr.. Ilry" ti.

Ihi

other sizcH yiii

<<ri

but they cut a bi^ fijurt In line conitruction.

OUR.

PnmDt

MALTBY CEDAR COMPANY, 509 Phoinix Block, Bay City, Miohlgan.
Pittsburg Agents, TIppor & Patton, 000 Bessemer Bul'dint;.

ahtpmsrtt

MOTTO

Quality

ISi

Rl(hl Prto*

•*(lif*otl*r\

COLUMBIA ME G. CO.

ANTIGO. WIS.

Locations for Industries

^uim ^^tji

Erie Railroad

Chicago to

New

York

The

Kric Rallrond Conripnny'<i IndusDepartment Ims all the territory
trial
travcrseci liy the railroad districted in re-

^usoiQ

i«3SV

immfmamu^

lation to resources, adaptability, markets
and advantages for manufacturinj,', and
an advise with manufacturers in relation

to the

most

For

suitalile locations.

full

information address

LUIS JACKSON

^jfkJrit^OJL

Indottrlal Commissioner, Erio Railroad

21 Corlhndl Street,

CROSS

BERTHOLD

POLES.

& JENNINGS,
ST. LOUIS.

WHITK OIDAR.
IDAHO CEDAR op

to

80

•Ui^^iUj^'J^

Compuij

New York

(I,

ARMS.
LONG LEAr

Ohemloal Building.

PINE

AND

7

ALSO TROLLEV POLES

PERRIZO & SONS,
Are t he Best.

Southern Cedar
NO ROTTEX BUTTS.

Chicago

FIR.

FootTies.Michigan's Best White Cedar
for Electric Railways, Our Specialty.

POLES

It

tit

It It It It It It

it It

It It It

Itiri^

INCANDESCE
INCANDESCENT
"CTID"
W Wn LAMP S

*
J

D. W. PHELAN,
277 Broadway, New York

DAGGETT, MICH.

I

and

Cincinnati
connected by a railroad
route having finely appoint-

are

trains, day and night
Sleepers and Parlors.

ei.1

—
LONfl LIFE

GUARANTEED CANDLEPOWER.
HIGHEST EFFICIENCY.

MONON-G. H.&D.
Riile

way

this

\'ou'n ride atrain

Jb you UJdiit a,^walt nuitoT
Jj'ov asptaal K^urpose .4ifr>?g'U£>

once and

—we

think.

i STANDARD ELECTRICAL MF6. I
Nlles, Ohio, i
i COMPANY,
:

«

35 Cts.
DO YOU NEED ONE
IlMlriclin Pub. Co.,

IN

»

•

5«nd )our Book Ord*r«

YOUR BUSINESS?

to

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

610 Marquetta Bldg.,Chlcigo

610 Marquetio

Uldg-, CbicAgo.

j

ELECTRICITY FOR EN6INEERS.

434 PAGES.
ILLUSTKATED.
PKlCfi *3.5U.
ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.
BIO Marquette

Bulldlns.

^IHI^^kOO

CENTRAL STATION HEATING
We are the originators

ONLY underground system of

and exhaust steam heating. Our
and power plants, for heating
residences, stores, public buildings, etc.
250 plants in successful financial and mechanical operation. We have the
only practical Steam Meter. Also manufacturers of Wooden Water Pipe, Steam Pipe Casing, Steam Traps, Condensation Meters, Valves, Economizing Coils, Separators, and a full line of Steamfitters' Supplies.
system

is

and builders of the

used for the utilization and distribution

Write

for

the

STORY

of

of

exhaust steam from

live

electric-light

DISTRICT STEAM HEATING

Company
District Steam
American
V^ESTERN offices: MONADNOCK
MAIN OFFICES

BLDG.

LOCKPORT,

N.Y.

CHICAGO, IL.I-.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

March

ii, 1905

Westinghouse
>0,

Fan Motors

\*O'

Season 1905

Zi
Alternating

and
Direct

Current

.^;

0°
most air with
Least current consumption
Deliver the

A

S)

Arresters

e?

A

Written
Guarantee
Accompanies

Lightning

.o^
The Standard

Eacli

of the

World

Fan

Designed

i2^

to
all

of

^.
Westinghouse

Electric

Pittsburg,

Mfg. Co.

Pa.

Address our nearest sales

New

&

office

Detroit, Los Angeles. Minneapolis, New Orleans,
Philadelphia, Pltttburg, 3t. Louis, Salt Lake City, San Francisco, Sycamore, Seattle. Denver.
Mexico, 0. &. O. Branilf & Co., City of Mexico.
Par Canada: Canadian Westlngbouse Co., Limited, Hamilton, Ontario.

York, Dallas, Atlanta, Baltimore, Boston. Buffalo, Chicago. Cincinnati, Cleveland,

meet

conditions
service

Do 30U know we
sell

Incandescent

Lamps and

carry

large stocks in

all

important cities?
Write for our new
Lamp Catalogue.

SHIPMENTS OF TYPE A TRANSFORMERS
CAN BE MADE DIRECT FROM STOCK
WiP^Pi ww'Wmmj
Orders received just

advantage

now

of later orders

will

have the

received after

the spring rush has depleted our stock

ORDER

\A/E

I

NOW

1,050=2,100 Volts Primar)

W. E. Fan Motors

shall

THE PRINCIPLES OP THE TRANSFORMER.
INDUCTION COILS.
I

i:.

By Frederick

Bedell

Desk, Bracket and Ceiling Types

S3,

Bv G. E. Bonney
UICITV ANLi MAGXUTlSiM. By S. R. Boltone
.lariTv. i:i,iii;TROMCTER, magnetism an:/ electrolysis.

J.

•]

>

li.

flirvsl;,! .and \V. N.
El.i:< TKICITY.

Shaw
By L Cumming

OF
OF ELliCTiaCITY AND MAGNETISM. By Charles Emerson
THE ELEMENTS OP ALTERNAi'iNG CURRENTS.' By W.' S." Franklin
iiwi:v

i

W.

STANDARD RATIOS

be glad to supply any of
books catalogued below
upon receipt of your order and remittance. We prepay charges.

1

K.

TYPE A TRANSFORMERS

the

t

TO 60

1.,60

2.

.1.1.UU1-

"

'

'

'

and R. B. Williamson

PRACTICAL EXERCISES IN MAGNETISM AND ELECTRICITY.
H.

E.

2

By

Hndlev

MISCELLANEOUS PAPERS. By Helnrich Hertz
A TEXT-BOOK ON ELECTROMAGNETISM AND THE CONSTRUCTION
..OF DYNAMOS. Bv Dugald C. Jackson
ALTERNATING CURRENTS AND ALTKRNATINO CURRENT MACIIINERY. By n. C. .Tiickson anil .T..lm Pri.p .Tatkson
AN ELEMENTARY BOOK ON F.l,K> llcli rTY AND MAGNETISM AND
THEIR APPLICATIONS. Pv D ' .Jark^on .Tn.1 .lohn Price .Tackson.
A FIRST-BOOK OF ELECTRICITY AND MAGNETISM. Bv >V. P. Maycock
ALTERNATING CURRENTS OF ELECTliiciTY AND'tUB THEORY OF
TRANSFORMERS. By Alfred Still
PIIACTICAL ELECTRIC LIGHT KITTING. Bv A. C. Allsop
ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTS. Bv G. E. Boniicv
RADIOGRAPHY AND THE "X" P.AYS IX PRACTICE AND THEORY. By
S.
R Bottone
.^
THE DYNAJIO HOW MADE .iND l!0\r r.i:ED. P,v S. U. Bottone
A GUIDE TO ELECTRIC LIGHTING, r.v S, R. Bottone
SlfgCTRIC LIGHT ARITHMETIC. Bv R,' E Day
THE DYNAMO: ITS THEORY. DESIGN AND MANUFACTURE. By C. C.

.

3.
2,
3.

'

1.

,60

1
1

]

:

Hawkins and F. Wallis
S?E„^'''''ERNATING CURRENT CIRCUIT. Bv W. P. Maycock
f;J-|PTRIC WIRING FITTINGS. ETC. Bv W. P. Maycock
ELECTRIC WIRING TABLE. Bv W. P. Maycock
i.nTXSPA^I' OP TELEPHONY. Bv W. H. Prcoco nnfi A. .T. Stnblis

IRACTICAL TELEPHONE

i-r

HANDBOOK AND GUIDE TO THE TELEEXCHANGE. Bv .Tosoph Poole
By Russell Rohb
LIGHT CABLES AND THE DISTRIBITTION OP ELEC-

r.SS?'''^

fif-^EISIS

"^£J?I?

^IKIN".

3 00
1
1

1
4,

1

2

3
vriM'^^^'^- ^y Stuart A. Russoll
I^' TOWN AND COUNTRY HOUSES. Bv Percy E. Scrutton 1
xuSvjyr'l'^'
THE

STORAGE BATTERY. By

Augustus Treadwell

Electrician Publishing
61

1

Company

Marquette Building, Ciilcago

Have you seen oar new catalogue?

Western Electric Company
NEW YORK

CHICAQO
OTHER LARGE

CITIES

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN
J. J.

J.J.CCAN'S

I)

CQWomy

i Black Diamond

File

Works ^
J*

CGAR'S "ICHE"

COHHUTATQM

abBolately oreventt p&rklQg c
"Acme" Is equal to one gallon of oil "for

'A,CM£' comnuTATon

commotAtora.

lafaMe.r(,

Free Sample. AGB2*T8 WAKTK
»&.00 per dot

60c per Stick.
J. J.

Etu SelcMft., 317 Autla Are.. Td. P«lk. ITTICbkai

VULCANIZED FIBRE
Hlghcit gn.da for electrical insulation uid mcchanickl potpoKt, in
ttibet,

rodi and special iliapes.

? VULCANIZED
Cope's

FIBRE CO.,

Patent

Quick

sbecti^

Catalogues and lamples on application.

-

Wilmington. 0«l

Coupling

Conduit

Rod

J*.

ABE OH SAI.E
ETERV l.EAI>III6 BABDWAJtE OW
^ OCB eOODS
STORE IN THE VAIITED STATES AKD CAHADA.
IIV

^

4fi

I
^

G.

&

H.

BARNETT COMPANY,

|
^

PHILAD£i.PHIA, PA.

Perfect Control

—

J.

'.

COF3E:
PHILRDELPIlia,

32«« Merth Flft.anth Stra.t

ra.

Bituminized Fibre Conduit
Indefinite

Regulation

No Flashing— No Repairs

For Underground

Construction

COMBINES the GOOD FEATURES of other conduits
ELIMINATES the BAD FEATURES existing in many
HAS VALUABLE FEATURESnot found in any other dua.
k

Burnouts Impossible— Last Forever

is

Tbe American Conduit Company has a corps of experts
undergrouna construction and is prepared to furnish supervision of work if desired.
We would prein

ALLEN-BRADLEY

fer to co-operate

with contractors

in

underground con-

struction, but if desired will submit estimates and bids
and lake contracts for completed underground systems
in any part of the United Slates or Canada.

AMERICAN CONDUIT COMPANY
Kain
1005-6

Other Offlcff
170 Broadway, New Vor^^t
336 Haey Street, Loi Aogtln

Offices

HANH4TTAS BDIIDISG
CHICAGO.

OHIOMm

187 FULTOm STREET

For

All

Purposes of Electric Current Control

Prices Reasonable— Satisfaction Guaranteed

SEND
AsIc your

IN

A TRIAL ORDER

Engineer or Electrician about

it..

For Signs, Letters, Flashers, Dimmers, Timeswitches,
Lamps, Rubberrings and anything pertaining to Signs,

AMERICAN ELECTRIC FUSE CO.
48-50 West Jackson Boul.

CHICAGO,

-WEITE DIRECT TO-

HALLER MACHINE COMPANY

ILL.

Designers and Manufacturers, of Sfaeetmetal, Electric and Machinery Specialties.

SCHEEFFER IIMTECRATINC

WATTMETER
Type E

(or Alternating Current

Type F lor Direct Current Circuits

DUST AND BUG PROOF
IMPROVED CONSTRUCTION
MOVING PARTS ARE EXTREMELY LIGHT,
INSURING A HIGHLY SENSITIVE AND ACCURATE METER.
WRITE FOR PRICES AND DESCRIPTIVE
LITERATURE.

DIAMOND METER COMPANY,
ULTEmiATima ouiuxmt.

PEORIA,

ILL.,

U. S. A.

i

MARCH

CHICAGO,

10

18

ii«4Manidnoci> Hlock,

Simplex Electrical

CHICAGO

I

INNW

Nnll'.iinl

itiililter liiMiilatlon.

IH«;i-Worliri«

MiT

BJeV^CLAYMHiEI

-I'ariM KiL|iwMiti<>ii,

nediil fur

Engineering

MtCHAIICll,
{lECTmCAl,
tTIAM,

Fiiif.

TUK MTAXOAKU FOK
Manson Tape, Candee ""IT Wires

THE OKONITE

ffinVo'r,'.?:

!

-"•»°"

;

INTERNATIONAL ELECTRIC METER CO.
9 W RANDOLPH SIREEt CHICAGO

WftMnirlioiiJf B;dg.,

M

I.'U-rly SI

.

.pLi*. !».

ihlCiijj"

CO., Ltd.

o^sluy Hldn.,

""'

253 Broadwiy, New York

N

STANDARD UNDERGROUND CABLE CO.

WealKor-

i

DEt MDIHEt, IOWA.

MIOHIAID PARK ODUfOE,

Sole Manufacturers of

Jkonite Wires, Okonite Tape,

TREHTOH

ind Fjclof,.

ELECTRIC METERS,
i

UIJBBKU INMI'I.ATION.

Office

REPAIRING
RECALIBRATING

Civil.

.Ilcdal fur Itoblirr liiNuliitiuii.

TRACC MARK.

Olnnitard.

.Ml.

I

CRESCENT INSULATED WIRE AND CABLE CO.

Co.,

BOSTON, MASS.

10 State Street,

CoP'

WIRESANDCABLES

HUHBER COVERED, WEATHEHPROOF. UNDERGROUND AND SUBMARINE.
'^f^^

A

CRESCENT RUBBER INSULATED

SIIVIPLEX WIRES ANDCABLES.
"""""r'hixson""

ClITI

Sao Frmnlico

1"

IV.-. Oil'..-

S,

.» e. I'.')it<;n.

BARE AND WEATHERPROOF WIRES AND CABLES.

'^°%\';SSZ:-'.V;:'

Rubber Covered Wires and Cablet.

Ilndrmrnund Cablei

lor all

Purpoiei.

INDIANA RUBBER AND INSULATED WIRE CO. ElectricHeatingApparatus
MANUFACTURERS OF
:-PA«E C*TAL,0«U
Paranlte Rubbtr Covered Wires and Cables,

UNIT' ENAMELED RHEOSTATS

UNDERGROUND. AERIAL, SUBMARINE AND INSIDE USE.

TELEPHONB, TBLBaRAPtI AND PIRB-ALARM CABLES.
All

Wires are lesled

.lOXF.SBORO. IXD.

at Factory.

i_

K o -r

*•

I

SIMPLEX ELECTRIC HEATING CO.,
Cambrldgeport, Mass,

c s

BEST

THE WORLD

IN

i

«

Wrllo for

»

Whitney Instruments

li

i
i

Pittsburg

New York

Our new mechanical

Chicago

CO.

fect

and Shades, both
Arc and Incandescent
Inner and Outer Qlobes tot all
eoctoied arc systems

hive a complete line of

and ty^ies. Wd
switchboard and

VOLTMETERS,

«

OHMMETERS,

¥

for direct

^

of our

AMMETERS,
WATTMETERS,

and for alternating current.

apparatus

Is

i-

thoroughly guaranteed.

^
J

Write for Catalogue and discounts lo

*

Machado & Roller

.)r

J
*

203 Broadway,
M. Y.
SUPPLY HOUSE.

^ESTIIH

Ctlcaic Sai

Fi

0* A* ** * **** * * * * ******«* * *»
INCANDESCENT
'QTID"
O I «n LAMPS

AKRON, OHIO

Stow

HIGHEST EFFICIENCY.

Praelleallv duBt and water proof. For Portable
Tapping. Rt-amln;;. F.nu-rj- GrlBdlDB, etc.
Write tor Catalogui.- anil Pnoes.

STOW MFG.

»

CO., Binghamton, N. Y.

STANDARD ELECTRICAL MFG. It
Niles, Ohio, t
t COMPANY,
:

*

*.

Electrical In^lMcni
NEWARK, N. J.

^

LONS LIFE
GUARANTEED CANDUPOWER.

Flexib[e Sliaft

Drilllni;.

*

Reidiw

1876.

MUITI-SPEED MOTOR

}
*

Co.,

Waverly Park,

jfMlflB Standard PorlaWe Direct

govcrni»rs

tlie inertia ef-

water and the mo-

ESTABLISHED

^^AA A* A+*AA'A*'ArA'f^
^AAAAAA***A
"^

Yoilk,

COMBINATION OF

-tL

MEW YORK OITY.
Or lo your nearest

New

REPLOGLE GOVERNOR WORKS

*
*

All

5

M.IU,.

CaTALOQUES sent on REQUbST

portable

{

tlie

of tlic plant.
They have cut the cost of i;.x>tl
Guaran^'overnnienl in two.
teed in every particular.

Maoufacturers of

styles

on

mentum

Electric Globes

many

WIRIIir.

Water= Wheel fiovernors
co-operate with

In

CONOUITS FOR INTEAIOR

•.

THE
GLASS

made

partlcuUra

American Circular Loam Co.

PHOENIX

>r«

full

Reynolds Elec, Flashef MIg. Co.
231 Fifth Ave,. Chlcaco.

^'"'""""*'

"'"'"'"""'ters,

Ammetars,

Miiammeters,

tSATiSFACTtON ASSURED t
EvBry battary
has its own
gaarantae.

voitammeters,

Ground Detectors and Circuit Testers,

Ohnmetert,

AutomobB9

Portable Galvanometers.

^^ S/tarkmra.

Our PortaMe Ins rumems are iecogni.:.jd at
The Standard Ibe « rUt ov-cr. Tli._- Semi-Portable Laboratory Sta ndardsaru^

st:l! bc^-er.

Our Station Voltrneter? and .\maicter5
o''.

lowest

L'0DS:.;iiU'li01!

BEaLix— European

LONDON

—

Ellioti

V

-,cvi:y.

^\c^

--n

PaBIS,

Bros..

FRiNCE— E.B .Catlioi.

Vork OlHce— 74

delivery-

rush or-

tJers.

We

J.

work night

and dav.

Electrical InstruCeiit'.iry

Works.

Lewisham.

<VsstOB standard Portable Direct
BeadtiiB Ammeter.

Prompt

made on
ar.:

:x:rome acctfe"acyaad

1:: Rue,.'. Georges
t'ortlanrtt St,

4>
4i

NoHhwestern Siorage Battery
285 Madison

St.,

.

.

.

Co.,

Cliicago,

III.

J
'^

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

a

Is'*

gM

March

Co

Allls-Chalmers
Milwaukee, Wis.,

Reynolds

iH,

^^^

U.S.A.

Engines

Corliss
For

Power

Lighting and

Four Reynolds Horizontal Cross-Compound En^nes

Bullock

D-C
of

Canaaan

of Louisville Sfreel

A-C

and

any capacity up

power house

in

to

1

0,000 K.

Ry. Co,

Apparatus
W.

reprewntalivcs. Allis-Chalmers-Bullock, Lid., Montreal

Standard
1905 Fan Motors

tHB;

WSW
WftkS the Pioneer in Polyph&,se

Electrical

S.

Work

K. C. Polyphase ai\d Single-phase

Induction Motors
Simple, compe^ct and

rigfid

construction.

Excellent speed re£(ulation.
Perfect ventilation.

Low

temperature maint2dned in operation.
bulletins

.senl

upon

request.

Stanley Electric Manufacturing'
CATALOQUE AND BOOKLETS ON REQUEST

Company,

-

pittsfield, mass.

—

March

—

ELECTRICIAN

WF.STF.RN

kA'

iS.

TheElectric PHILADELPHIA
StoraceBatteryCo.
MANUFACTURER OF THE

"Cbloribc Hccumulator
l'"i>r

Central Stations, lilectru Kailways, isolated Lifjliting and i'fjwer Stations
Fire Alarm, Tc'leKra|)h, Train Lighting, etc., etc.

SAI.i;s iil'KICKS:

NkwViiiik.
Allcilli'Miy Av<!.

and igth St.
Sam KiusriHc

IIonton,

no sine

I(«> llroailwiy

Clevklanh.

llluUu HhiK

CllKAim

SI.

Miri|u«ll<! Ilid(.

Canada.
Conadlan (Jcnerml Kli-.tric

Clll/.ou'i. lIldK.

CO.

^

FOR ELECTRICIANS

ELECTRICAL CCNSTRUCTION

Toroiil

BRAZING TORCH

THE
BEST

HENRY NEWGARD &

f'o., I.ld..

HOTTEST ON EARTH
Switchboards and Panel Boards

Power and Light Plants.

The Turner

Wi-

install

Torch

Municipal and Isolated Electric

-IB Gasoline Brazing
uied by all mechanics

is

(or light

Lif^htin^ riants.

work

io brazing, anneal-

tempering and drawing
temper of imall (ooli, etc. Tbia
torch prodaces an intensely hot,
ing,

VVc manufacture Switchboards, Tablet boards.
Iron Cutout Bo.ncs and lilectrical Specialties.

We

pointed flame of over 3.000** Fahr.
Barns 4 hours from one fill

We

PRICE $4.60 NET

sell Dynamos,
Motors and Klectrical
Supplies.
wire old as well as new Residences, Factory Buildings, School and College Buildings.

225 E. Washington St.,

Chicago,

THE TURNER BRASS WORKS

Illinois.

23 N.Franklin

St.,

Chicago

.<S><4.<j(»K5,«K^««S><S>«MS><sHS><s)<s><S><J.«><s><s>.jKj><SHSKS><i.<SK$KS><s>^<8H^

MAGNETIC CLUTCHES
l-ECTRIO IVIA.CHIN

\A^IL.I-liD^IVIS

BAKER

PLATINUM

«o.»h p -.»„...«

AKRON,

CO..

CO., INC.

t(

p,

GRAND PRIZE
UNIVERSAL EXPOSITION

WORKS: Newark, New Jersey
NEW YORK OFFICE: 120 Liberty Street

ST. LOUIS, 1904

ALPHABETICAL INDEX TO ADVERTISEMENTS.
Adftms-Bagnall Kleclrlc Co..—
AUls-Chalmers Compauy
2

Cent

American battery Co
Amer. Circular Loom Co
1
American Conduit Co
16
American Diesel Engine Co.. 15
Amer. District Steam Co
19
Amer. Rlec. Fuse Co
22
Araer. Elecfl. Supply Co
7
Amer. EL Telephone Co
Iti
American Electrical Works.. 11
Arnold Elec. Power SUtlon

Century Electric Co
Chicago Edison Co
4, 12
Chic. BMise Wire A Mfg. Co...—
Chicago Mica Co
10
Chicago Solder Co
Colonial Sign Vt Insulator Co.l
Colorado A Southern R. R....12
Colorado Midland R. R
18

—

Co.,

Automatic Electric Co
Babcock
Badi,F.

A

Iti

—

Wilcox Co

B

13

W. C

Bailey. Fred.

13

Bala, Forfie

Baker
Baker

11

A Company
& Co., W. E

Barnett

3
13

Company, Q.
Lamp Co

& H....—

—

Bay State

Stat.

Central Tel.

Improvement Co
A El. Co

12

—
1.'.

—
1

Columbia Incand. Lamp Co..
ColumblaMfg. Co
19
Continuous Rail Joint Company of America
10
—
Cooper-Hewitt Elec. Co
Cope, T.J
10
—
Conch Co.. Inc., S. H
Crescent Ins. Wire A Cbl. Co. 1
..13
Crocker-W heeler Co
Crolius

ASon,

E.

—

R

Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co
Cutter Elec.

7

A Mfg. Company—

Beardslee Chandelier Mfg.Co.lo

Belden

Co

5

Benjamin Electric Mfg. Co.
Benaett.L A
Berthold & Jennings

10

Mfb'.

BlssellCo.,

4
10

The P

23

Bossert Electric Construction
Co..

Brooks,

HallL

—
_

Buckeye Electric Co
Bullock Elec Mfg. Co

—

,

1.1

2

Bunge, Otto

11

Byllesby&Co.,H.

M

13

Carhartt A Co. Hamilton
Central Electric Co
,

.

.

.

.

—
5

A

—

Fostoria Incand.

Fowler, John H
Fowler-Jacobs Company
Franklin Elec. Mfg. Co

—

Fres-Ko Chemical Co

—

19

19

General Electric Co
9. 10
Gieason, John. L
ll
Gould Storage Battery Co....—
Great Northern K. R
Green Fuel Economizer Co..—
Gregory Electric Company... 12

—

Hallberg,

J.

H

13

HaUer Machine Co
Hamacek. A. F
Hart Mfg. Co
Hartford Steam Boiler

A

—
11

12

In-

Insurance Co....

12

Hazard Manufacturing Co... 22
Highland Park College

DoxseeElec'l. Co., A. S.Duncan Elec. Mfg. Co

Hoffman. G.

A W.

4

21

Edison Decorative A Miniature Lamp Departm't
10
Edison Mfg. Company.. .....17
Electric Appliance Co
10
Electric Storage Battery Co.. 3
Electrical Engineer Institute.—
Electrician Pub. Company.. S
—
Ely A Co. Allen r
ErieR. K
18

r^oir

1

W. S
Hipwell Mfg. Co
Hobart Elec. Mfg. Co
Hill Elec. Co.,

W

Holmes Fibre-Graph. Co
Holophane Glass Co
Humphrey. Henry H
Hunt ACo.,Robt.

W

Illinois Central

lonalTeL Mfg. Co...

10

A W. B

Newgard A Co. Hcnrv
New York Ins. Wire Co

13

Northern Elecfl Mfg. Co.... 5
Northern Paclflc R. R
I*
Northern Wire A Cable Co ..—
Northwestern Storage bat-

Jackson, D. C.
Jeffrey

ManufacturlngCo

IS

W

—

Johns-Manville Co.. H.

LampCo....—

—
Fuse Company
Dearborn Drug A Chem.Wks.l5
—
Diamond Meter Company
Directory of Engineers
13
Dixon Crucible Co., Joseph.. 15
D.

.

•

Almirall

spection

18

Brownell Co. The
Bryan-Marsh Co
Bryan. Wm. H

,

FarlesMfg. Co
"For Sale" Advertisements.. 12
Bt. Wayne Elec. Works, Inc. .21

Ry

Kariavert Manufacturing Co.22
Kellogg Switchboard A Sup

Company
Kemp, R. W
ply

Electric

Co

——

Roller.

i

Maltby Cedar Company
19
Manhattan El. Supply Co.... 10
Manross, P.N
12
Marinette Gas Engine Co
15
Marion Ins. Wire A Rub. Co.. 7

Matthews

—
—
12

Mechanical Appliance Co....—
Mica Insulator Company
10

15

5

19

Incandescent Electric Light
—
Manipulator Company
Indiana Rub. A Ins. W. Co
India Rubber A Gutta Percha
1

Insulating Company
9
International Elec. JleterCo. I

A

Company
A Sons
Pfannmueller A Co..
Perrlzo

Phelan. D.

N

l*<

Eugene P
ll
Phillips Insulated Wire Co. ,.11
Phienlx Glass Co
Phosphor-Bronze S. Co
Phillips,

l.'>

Pignolet.L. M
lo
Pittsburg A L. S. Iron Co.. ..18
Porter Cedar Company
19
Relslnger,

Hugo

9

12

RoebUng's Sons Co.. J. A
22
Ruebel-Schwedtmann- Wells.. 13
Runzel-Lenx Elec Mfg. Co...—

MuUins Co. The W. H
Mimsell A Co., Eugene

Safety Ins. Wire

ii

10
13

Miscellaneous Advs

Monon

.

—

18

.

10

A Cable Co..

Samson Cordage Works
National Carbon Co
National Electric Co
National India Rubber Co.
Nernst Lamp Co

7
6
.

.

.—

—

l

13
19
i

Sargent A Lnndy
Sauquoit Silk Mfg.

Co

Schneider A Co., C.
Schott.W. H

17

IS
K. F....12

W

..—
R. R
Moseley A Co.. Geo. Welles. .13
Mueller Company, William.. 19

W.

I

—
I

w

Reliance Instrument Co
lO
Replogle Governor Works..
i
Reynolds EL Flasher Mfg.Co. i
Richardson Lubricating Co. .13
Robert Instrument Co.. The,. 16
Robertson a Sons. Jas, L

Bros.,

Squire Electric Co

Standard Elec Mfg. Co
I
Standard rnderg. Cable Oa..,
Stanley K!ec. Ufg. Co.. The •
Stanley Instrument Co
5

WC

I

Machado A

E. Missouri (\vpr«sa Co... .10

StrombergCsTlsoD TeL Hfg

13

Leather Preserv. M. Corp
Leffel A Co., James.
15
Letheule. Paul
13
Llndsley Brothers Company.. 19
Loud'sSonsCo., H. M
18

.-^

Simplex Electrical Co.. The..
Simplex Elec Heating Co....

Stanton, LeRoy
Sterling A Son,
Stow Mfg. Comp«ny

10

13

McLennan A Company. K
McRoyClay Works

I3

I

13

—

—

Co

17. 18

Klein A Sons, Mathlas
Kohler Brothers

Kuhiman

tery

;i

II

O

5
4

—
11
4

13

Torrey Cedar Company
Tray Plate Battery Co
Trumbull Klec. Mnfg. Co
Turner Brass Works
UnderlUIl.Cbas. K
Electric Mfg. Co

mion

19

4

—
3
13

—

Valentine-Clark Ca. The....—
Vulcanised Fibre Company.. S3

Wabash
Wagner

R.

R

12

Electric Mfg. Co.....

Walsh's Sons

A CompaDy,

1:

•*

Warren Elec Mfg.Co
—
Wesco Supply Co
Western Display Co
4
Western Electric Company;. 17
Westlnghouse
Electric
A
ManufacturlngCo
20
Weston Electrical InsU Co.., 1
Whitehead Machinery Co... —
Wiliiami Elec Machine C-i.. 3
Woolley Fdy. A Msch. Wks..I5
Worcester Company. C H
18
Yesbera Mfg. Co
Yost Electric Mfg. Co
Zero Marx Sign Works

—
id

—
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MANUFACTURED BY

Motors,
Switches,

ALWAYS
IN

STOCK.

Arc Lamps,
Circuit Breakers,

VI

Etc., Etc.

CHICAGO EDISON COM PANYJig Adams

I

Go.

Street.

CHICAGO.

The "REFLECTRIC"
consumes

less current and can be read at a greater distance than any
other electric sign to-day on the marliet. Write for boolclet.

WESTERN DISPLAY COMPANY,
U. S.

It

ST. PAUL,

AND FOREIGN PATENTS

Can't

Be

Beat=The

^.

is

;

Fourth.— It costs nothing

For

ARC LAMP and
TROLLEY CORD

A'~ SIQN FLASHER WITHOUT A MOTOR
A FEW ADVANTAGES OF THIS
FLASHER OVER ALL OTHERS:

Fifth.

^--:i;^=::T^--^r^^;s5=: Samson spot Cord

Guthrie Flasher

First.— The Price is lower.
Second.— It has fewer parts and
ttie market.

;;;:;^p\°c^^7i;^

MINN.

Send for Samples and Prices

s.^]viso]w co-^naA-Gi-B vc-o:rk:®.

therefore tbe sim-

trouble

A MOTORLESS FLASHER

and

to operate this flasher.

.

—It only occupies a space of 5 x 8 inches.

Sixth.— 1% can be regulated to flash any signs or show
window lights in any manner desired.
Any combination of lights, without motor or cylinder.
Simplest and best on the market.
Works on any current.
The disadvantage of a flasher was the motor question.
We have overcome this and are putting out an article
that meets a long felt want.

A. S.

DOXSEE ELECTRICAL

CO.

ST. LOUIS
General Agents for United States and Canada
IIO8-IIIO Pine St.,

Agents Wanted

"Flexduct"

is thoLt

Automatically flashes one, two or three 16 c. p. or equivalent of smaller lamps, on either direct or
alternating current. Contacts'are heavy platinum and will wear indefinitely. Requires no attention and has nothing to get out of order, price $2.00 EACH. Write for discount to the'trado.

C. O. Schneider
high standard required in

ei.ll

high-class work.

It is

very

& Co.,

flexible, a^

Mfrs.
high

84

E.

insula..tioi\

Adams

St.p

Chicago

and indestructible

FLEXIBLE CONDUIT
"Flexduct" the National Code StOLndard.

It

does not deteriora^te, a.Iwa.ys us&ble

to

highest degree

OSBURN FLEXIBLE CONDUIT COMPANY,

NEW YORK

SAN FRANCISCO

CHICAGO

Preeminently the Storage Battery
no more than the Cell Type.
has comparatively, considerably more active material and occupies less
space (about half that required by Cell Type).
is far more durable
is cleaner and more economical in operation and
much less expensive in cost of maintenance.

It costs

It

It

—

Besides, this important fact must not be overlooked: There are no annoyThe gas does not
ing and destructive fumes as with the Cell Type.
escape, therefore no corrosion of adjacent pipe or iron work or even
the tarnishing of bright metal work.

TRAY PLATE BATTERY CO.
Successors Smitli Storage Battery Co.
5-1

I

FREDERICK

ST.,

BINCHAMTON,

N. Y.

l-ll

\X.

WKS-n-I-'N'

ff'-:

l-l

I-'

I

I'l'-!-^"

OKONI

STOCK

IN
TRAOC MARK
I

)iii

Wires

M.,. k nf Ok'.initc

\Vr

liM|„- v.„, will |.ul

OKONITE

IS

ic

:in<J C'.-iblc.

I., til.-

Ml

i

.

i.iri|.li-h

.inil

wr

.HI' shi|,|.ijj

r.fli-rj

.1

with \,v,m\AtiK\'

if. 'I

TRAOC MARK
!
.|,.i

l.st .ih.l

RECOGNIZED EVERYWHERE AS THE STANDARD FOR RUBBER INSULATION

drittml €lrdrirCmuynug,
GENERAL WESTERN AGENTS
Temporary

Offices,

207-209-211

m

/AC
V/CACO

[
" SAFETY

"

WIRE

.

B

E,

Jackson

CHICAGO

BIyd.,

OLOPHAN E
H
GLOBES AND REFLECTORS

RUBBER COVERED

AND CABLE

FOR EVERY ELECTRICAL SERVICE.

Ml.

B. CHICAGO
AUJSTIIM
& OO.,
REPRESENTATIVE.

THE SAFETY INSUIiATED WIRE & CABLE
WORK!: Ityonne,

N.J.

114-110

CO.,

I^IBERTV 8TBEET.

K. Y.

ELECTRIC EMERY GRINDERS
Over l,500 Holophane Globes
"
6,500 Pagoda Reflectors
will

be used

in this

building.

The Government wants the best.
Therefore they specified Holophane
Globes and Pagoda Reflectors exclusively.

HOLOPHANE CLASS
NORTHERN ELECTRICAL MFG. CO.,

gi'„gp'A|R^^%s' Madi.on wis

.

u s a

CLACKNER BUILDING

CO.

NEW YORK

The more money you spend in advertising the more money you have.
The less money you spend in advertising the less money you have.

INSTRUMENT CO.
STANLEY
GREAT
BARRINGTON, MASS.,

UNIVERSAL EXPOSITION
ST.

LOUIS
1904

U. S. A.

COLD MEDALS

TMETER

THE HIGHEST AWARDS AT BOTH EXPOSITIONS FOR

PAN-AMERICAN EXPOSITION

BUFFALO
1901

>

.

.
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iuKDEE U>}IVE11SAlK0T0K5
New

York. 135 Broadway.
Chicago. Old Colony Bldp.
Philadelphia. 1509 Land Title Bldg.
Pittsbure. Farmers' Bank Bldg.
Atlanta. Ga.. Empire Bldg.
New Orleans. La., Hibemia Bank Bldg.
•

#aUs

©ffirtB

Cleveland, Barton. Stevenson

&

Co.

Detroit. Miller-Seldon Electric Co.

Chemical Bldg.
Denver. Hendrie & Bolthoff Mfg. and Supply Co.
Seattle and San Francisco, Kilboume & Clark Co.
St.

Louis.

.320

CLASSIFIED INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
AdJnaterB, Cord.
Incandes. El. Lt. Manlp. Co.

Adjusters, Inc. Lamps.
Inc. EL Lt. Manipulator Co.

Anchors
Bennett,

(Tel,
I.

Tel.)

A.

&

Matthews

A

Commutator Compound
E. R.
Fres-Ko Chemical Co.
McLennan & Co., K.

Conduit and Conduits.
American Circular Loom Co.
American Conduit Company

Co.

and Jars.
lit

BissellCo.,The F.
Central Electric Co.
Edison Mfg. Co.

C^tral Electric

Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.

Belt DressluB'.
Dixon Crucible Co.,

Co.

Co.

Electric Appliance Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Tray Plate Battery Co.
Wp„'!CO Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
Bells, BnsEers, Etc.

Jos.

Leather Preserver Mfg. Corp.

Conduits, Clay.
JIcRoy Clay Works.

Allis-Chalmers Company.
Bullock El. Mfg. Co.

Crocker-Wheeler Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks. Inc.
General Electric Co.
National Electric Co.
Northern Electrical Mfg. Co.
Wagner Electric Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse EL A Mfg. Co.

Runzel-Lenz Elec. Mfg. Co.
Samson Cordage Wks.

Blowers.
Green Fuel Economizer Co.
Boats.
Mulllns Co.. The W. H.
Boiler Compounds.

Dearborn Drug
Boilers.

& Chem.

Wks.

Allis-Chalmers Company.

Babcock

&

Co..

Electrician Publishing Co.

Booths, Telephone.
YesDera Mfg.

CrOHH-Arms,
Brackets.
Berthold

&

and

Pins

Jennings.

Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Wesco Supply CoWestern Electric Company.

Cnt-Outs and Switches.

Wilcox Co.

The
Honks. Blectrleal.
Brownell

Ca

Boxes, Junction.

BisseUCo., The F.
Bossert Elec. Const. Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Cutter Elec. & Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.

Boxea, Moulding:.
Gleason, John L.

Brackets.
Farles Mfg. Co.

Brushes.
Central Electric Co.
Hobart Elee. Mfg. Co.
Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co.
Speer Carbon Co.

Western Electric Company.

Wavne

Elec. Wks. Inc.
General Electric Co.
Haraacek.A. F.
Hart Manufacturing Co.
Hill Elec. Co., W. S.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Trumbull Elec. Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
Ft.

Bossert Elect. Coast. Co.

Westinghouse

El.

&

Mfg. Co.

Dynamos and Motors.

BissellCo., B. P.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.

and

Plates.
Central Elect]

Co.

Chicago Edison
Electric Appliance Co.
National Carbon Co.
Reisinger, Hugo.
Wesco Supply Co.

Castinars.
Farles Mfg. Co.
National Electric Co.

Chains.

Crocker-Wheeler Co.
Ft.

Wayne

Elec.

Wks.

Inc.

General Elec. Co.
Gregory Electric Co.
Hobart Elec. Mfg. Co.
Mechanical Appliance Co.
National Electric Co.
Northern 'Electrical Mfg. Co.
Stanley Elec. Mfg. Co.
Stow Manufacturing Co.
Wagner Electric Mfg. Co.
Warren Elec. Mfg. Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.
E^conomlsers, F*uel.
Green Fuel Economizer Co.

Ellectrio Heatlnff Appl.
Electric Appliance Co.
Simples Elec. Heating Co.

Jeffrey Mfg. Co.

Chandeliers.
Faries Mfg. Co.

& Mfg. Co.
Elec. Wks. Inc.
Union Electric Mfg. Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Company.
Westinghouse EL
Mfg. Co.
Wayne

&

Electrical

Coal and A-shes HaudllnR Machinery.
Co.

lioe.
Allis-Chalmers Company.
Marinette Gas Engine Co.
Woolley Fdy. & Mach. Wks.
fingrines. Oil.

American Diesel Engine

Co.

Engines. Steam.
Allis-Chalmers Company.

BrownellCo..The

Fans and Fan

Motors..

Central Electric Co.

Century Electric CoCrocker-Wheeler Company.
Edison Mfg. Co.

Co.,

W.

E.

General Electric Co.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.
Wesco Supply Co.

Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse EL & Mfg. Co.
(See Dynamos and

Motors.
Klein

& Sons,

Rubber Co.
York Insulated Wire Co.

New

Okonite

&

Lnmpn* Arc.
BisseUCo., The P.
Central Electric Co.
Electric
Ft.

AppUance

Co.
Inc.

Wayne Elec Wks.

General Electric Co.
Gregory Electric Co.
Hipwell Manufacturing Co
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Stanley Elec. Mfg. Co.
Wesco Supply Co.

Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Lamps, Incandescent.
Co.

Supplies. General Blec

Hamilton.

Co.,

Amer. Elecfl Supply
BlsseU Co., The F.

Phosphor Bronze Sm. Co. Ltd
"W^lre

and

Berthold

&

Supplv Co.
Western Electric Co.

S^Tltchboards.
BisseUCo., TheF.

Jennings,

&

KeUogg Switch.

Sup. Co.

Lindsley Bros. Co.
Loud's Sons Co., H. M.

Maltby Cedar Co.

MueUer Company, William.
Pacific Coast Pole Co.
Perrizo ^S Sons.
Phelan, D. W.
Pittsburg & L. S. Iron Co.

Columbia Incan. Lamp

&

H.

BisseUCo., TheF.
Doxsee Elec'l. Co., A.

HaUer Machine

S.

Co.

Reynolds EL Flasher Mfg.Co
Schneider it Co..C. O.
Wesco Supply Co.

Flexible Shafts.
Stow Mfg. Co.

A Miniature Lamp Dept.
Electric Appliance Co.
Fostoria incand. Lamp" Co.
Franklin Electric Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.
Nernst Lamp Co.
Sawyer-Man Elec, Co.
Edison Decorative

Files.
Barnett Co., G.
Fittings.

Co.

Standard Elec'l Mfg. Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Lamps, Incandescent—
Replacers & Cleaners.
inc.

EL

Lt.

Manipulator Co.

Fuses and Fuse "Wire.

Western Electric Co.

Tools.

Hoffman, Geo. W.

Klein

Jeffrey Mfg. Co.

Continuous Rail Joint Company of America.

Re-'Windinsr—Repalrs.

Lierhtnlner Arresters.
"'

"o.

•

3

Westinghouse EL

Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Ft.

Wayne

Elec.

Wks.

Ely A Co.,
Gregory E

Improvement
•
-

Co.

Matthews

&

&

r

Mfg. Cc

Turbines, Steam.
AUis-Chalmers Co.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse EL & Mfg.

O

Co.

Richardson Lubricating Co.

Sitrns. Ellectrlc.
Haller Machine Co.
Western Display Co.
Zero Marx Sign Works.

Insnlatlng^

Braid I ni;.

s t

Mica Insulator Co.
MunseU & Co., Eugene.

American Electrical Works.
Belden Mfg. Co.
BisseU Co., The F.
Central Electric Co.
Crescent Ins.Wire & Cble C<
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Hazard Manufacturing Co.
Indiana Rub. & Ins. Wire C<
India Rubber & Gutta Perch
Insulating Co.

KeUogg

and

Sauquoit Silk Mfg. Co.

SocketH & Receptacles.
Pass A Sevmour.
Yost Elec Mfg. Co.

11.

W^Ires A Cables—Macnet "Wires.

.

Co.

Inc.

General Electric Co.
Manhattan Elec Supply Co.
Stanley Eiec Mfg. Co.

Luhrieating, Oil, Grease.

Iix<3leac

Ca

J,

Walsh's Sons

Co.

Dixon Crucible Co.. Jos.
Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co.

I^or A.lr>l:k^t>etio^l

Electric Mfg.

General Electric Co.

Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.
Union Electric Mfg. Co.

Cent. Stat.

Sraphite Specialties.

han

Wagner

Trucks, Blectrlo Car.

Amer. Electric Fuse Co.
Cutler-Hammer

Silks^

Steam*).
Amer. District Steam Co.

Electric Appliance Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Works, In(
General Electric Co.
Gregorv Electric Co.

Chicago Edison Co.
Gregory Electric Co.

Rheostats.

BisseUCo., TheF.

Western Electric Co.

HeatinsT (B x

Co.

Central Electric Co.
Crocker- Wheeler Co.

Second-Hand Mach'y<

Wesco Supply

Co.. Inc., S.

Sons. Mathlas.

Trans f o rmers.

Schools and Colleses.
Electrical Engir
"-' 'and Park

BisseUCo., The P.
Central Electric Co.
Central TeL & El. Co.
Chicago Fuse Wire A Mfg.Co.

Couch

&

Western Electric
Faries Mfg. Co.

Solderins Sticks, Salts
Humphrey, Henry H.
nunt&Co.,Robt W.
Jackson. D. C. & W. B
Kemp.R. W.

BisseUCo., The F.
Central Electric Co.
Central TeL & EL Co.
International TeL Mfg.Co.

PoliHh (Metal).

Cope, T.

Amer. Elec. Fuse Co.

Globes, I^eflectors and
Shades.

American EL Telephone Cc
Automatic Electric Co.

Rods. Conduit.

.

D. & W. Fuse Company.
Electric Appliance Co.
Johns-ManviUe Co., H. W.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Company.

Gem Lncan. Arc Light Co.
Telephones, Teiephouo
Material and Switch'
boards.

Electric Appliance Co.

Porter Cedar Company.
S. K. Missouri Cypress Co.
SterUng & Son, W. C.
Torrey Cedar Co.

Machinery.

Buckeye Electric Company.

Century Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Electric Appliance Co.

Sheet.
Baker &. Company Inc.
Poles and Ties.

Rail Joints.

Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

Co.

Central Electric Co.

Power Transmission

Fibre.

Co.

Electric Storage "Battery Co
Gould Storage Battery Co.

FaVies Mfg. Co.

Carbartt

Co., The.

Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Sterling Varnish Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse EL & Mfg. Co.

1

Electrical Inst. Co.

American Baiterv

Nozzles.

Platinum.

oal India

Electric Appliance Co.

Manhattan Elec. Supply Co
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
Specialties, £lectrlemlt
Alfrs. and Designers.!
HaUer Machine Co.

Weston

OTCralls.

Kartavert Mfg. Co.

Supply Co.

Central Electric Co.

Storage Batteries.

Mathlas.

Phosphor Bronxe.

Elec.

SpeaklnK Tubes.

Speed Indicators.

Motors.)

Nippers and Pliers.

Central Electric Co.

Co.

Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse EL & Mfg. Co.

Mining' Apparatus^leo.
Allis-Chalmers Company.
Crocker- Wheeler Company.

Chicago Edison Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Indiana Rub. & Ins. Wire Co.
Johns-ManvlUe Co., H. W.

and Mechan-

Kadt. F. B.
Hailev. Fred. W. C.

A

Hartford Steam Boiler Inspection & Insurance Co.

Bay State Lamp

General Electric Co.

Wesco Supply

ical BuKlneers.
Arnold Etec. Power Stafi Co.

Farles Mfg. Co.

Clutches, Magnetic.
Williams Electric Mach. Co.

M Eg.

and Gaso-

Crocker-Wheeler Co.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Baker

Jeffrey

Jeffrey Mfg. Co.

Gntfloen, Gas

Fostorla Glass Specialty Co.
Fostoria Incan. Lamp Co.

Cutter Elec.
Ft.

Blectro-PIatlnfp Mach'r
Crocker-Wheeler Company.

Beardslee Chandelier Mfg. Co.

Crawfordsville Electric Co.

Faries Mfg. Co.
t s

Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co
Weston Electrical Inst. Co.

Jas. L.

& Insurance

Insnlatlnff Machinery.
New England Butt Co.
Insulators and Insulating: Uateriala.
American Electrical Works.

Manhattan

Flashers.

Cables (See Wires and Cables)
Canopies.
L

Pigpolet. L. M.
Reliance Instrument Co.
Robert Inst. Co., The
Stanley Elec. Mfg. Co.
Stanley Instrument Co.
Wagner Electric Mfg. Co.

Allis-Chalmers Company.

Cable Hansers.

Carbons, P

Inc.

Roller.

CI evat ors-Conveyors.

Copd.

Pipes.

Wks.

Elec.

General Electric Co.

General Electric Co.

Leather Preserver Mfg. Corp.

Turner Brass Works

(Recording and Testing.)
BisseUCo.. The F.
Central Electric Co.
Diamond Meter Co.
JJuncan Elec Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.

Wayne

Electric Appliance Co.
Incandesent Electric Light
Manipulator Co.

Inspection

Blectrlcal Instruments.

Machado &

Hot "Water.

Evans, Almirall A Co.
Holders* Inc. Lamps.

Indicators.
Robertson & Sons,

Stanley Elec. Mfg. Co.
Stanton, LeRoy W.
VnderhiU, Chas. R.

Ft.

Contractors uid dectrie Lisht Plants.

Belting.

Blow

Electrical Mfg. Co.

W. N.

Bro..

Central Electric Co.
Illectric AppliE

Batteries

1

OroUus&Son.

Annunciators.
Manhattan Elt
Wesco Supply
Western Electric

Heatlner.

Kohler Brothers.
Letheuie. Paul
Newgard & Co., Henry.

Switch.

&

Sup. Co.

Manhattan Elec Supply Co.
Marlon Ins. Wire & Rub. Co
National India Rubber Co
New York InstUated WlreO
Northern Wire A Cable Co,
Okonite Co., The
PhilUps, Eugene F.
PhiUips Insulated Wire Co
Roebline's Sons Co..

Runzel-Lenz

Elec.

J.

A.

Mfg Co

& Cabled

and Paste.

Safetv Ins. Wire

Chicago Solder Co.
CroUus & Son. E. R.
Moseley A Co.. Geo. Welles
Western Electric Co.

Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. O
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Company.

M;irWi

iH,

WKSTF-RN

\rne,

F! i;r-|r-'r'-IAN

AIMINIOUISICEIIVIEINJX
We

have purchased the Supply Department

HENRY NEWGARD
a>.rvd

Ka.ve

esta>.blisKed

85-85-87 FIFTH
where we ha.rvdle
lirve

of

WE SOLICIT

AMERICAN

2w

of

are

ewt

CHICAGO,

ewnd

complete

Electrica.1

Supplies.

full

YOUR. INQUIRIES

SUPPLY

ELECTRICAL
83-85-87 FIFTH

We

COMPANY

Kea^dquek.rters

AVENUE.

kirvds

ewll

&.

of

COMPANY

AVENUE, CHICAGO

making immecHate shipments on our High-Grade Eagle Brand Rubber Covered National Code StandaLrd

WIRES
Before

CABLES

a.i\d

You Buy Get Our

Prices.

MARION INSULATED WIR.E

CaLta>.logue

6;

Upon Request

RUBBER. COMPANY

CHICAGO. 529-550 MonaLdnock

MARION, INDIANA

Block.

I.

CONSTANT USE OF THE C-H.
REGULATOR HAS PROVEN

A. Bennett. Mgr.

FIELD
.

the material of which its base is made does not allow
grounding ; that overloads do not disintegrate it that it
readily radiates and conducts heat, and is a perfect insulator.
Its construction is such that no trouble can exist from small
Bulletin 32 explains in detail.
parts or contacts.

That

;

THE CUTLER-HAMMER MFG.
MILWAUKEE,
NE\i^

YORK

A FEW REASONS

CHICAGO

CO.

WIS.
PITTSBURG

BOSTON

WHY IT PAYS TO USE

UVE COMMUTATOR COPPER

HON-CUTTINfi

PERMANENTLY LUBRICATIN6

PREVENT SPARKING

LOW

IN

RESISTANCE

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY

OUTWEAR

ALL

OTHERS

CLEVELAND, OHIO

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

Keep Up With
Everyone engaged

March

in the electrical business should keep posted

on the developments in the

art

F.
Electrical Bell Construction: Treatise on
the Construction of Electric Bells, Indicators and simapparatus.
177 Illustrations
$1.25
of Electric Lighting.
Seventh edition, fully revised, and new matter added.
104 illustrations.
260 pages
$1.50
ATKINSON, PHILIP.—ThG elements of Dynamic Electricity
and Magnetism. 406 pages and 117 illustrations. Second edition
$2.00
AYRTON. W. B.— Practical Electricity; a Laboratory and
Lecture Course foi- First-year Students of Electrical
Engineering. Based on the Practical Definitions of the
With numerous illustrations. Sixth
Electrical Units.
$2.50
edition
BADT. LIEUT F. B.—New Dynamo Tenders' Hand Book.
aTjis is. as the name indicates, a
BOOK, much
more complete than the old one, with all the information, instructions and rules which are required by practical men, as Dynamo Tenders. Linemen, Stationary Bnjjineers
and owners and operators of all kinds of
Electric Plants.
It is th-e only book of the kind published in the English language.
226 pages, 140 Dlustrations, flexible cloth binding, size of type page D'/is3
inches
$1.00
BADT, LIEUT. F. B.— Incandescent Wiring Hand Book.
A timely book containing full illustrations for incandescent wiring and complete information concerning metliods of running wires, location of safety devices, splices,
insulation,
testing for faults, wire gauges, general
electrical data, calculating sizes of wires, wiring flstivres, elevators, buildings, isolated and central station
plants. The only book of the kind published. Type page
51/^x3 inches, flexible cloth binding, 66 pages, 35 cuts
and 5 tables, 3 of which are 12xlS inches
$1.00
BADT, LIEUT. F. B.— Bell Hangers' Hand Book. Just the
book for peoi^e engaged in selling, installing or
handling electric batteries, electric bells, elevators,
house or hotel annunciators, burglar or fire alarms,
electric
gas lighting apparatus,
electric
heat apparatus.
106 pages, 97 Illustrations, flexible cloth
binding. Type page SV^xS inches
$1.00
BADT, LIEUT. F. B.— Electric Transmission Hand Book.
First edition. 3,000 copies.
97 pages, 22 illustrations,
27 original tables
$1.00
Gives more Practical Information on the subject than
-^
any work published to date.
The book contains all
necessary information for Power Producers. Capitalists.
Agents, Engineers and Motor Inspectors.
With this
book anybody mav make estimates on the cost of
Transmission Plants.
ilar

NEW

j

DYER. A.— Induction
Third

Colls,

How Made

How

and

Boards

edition.

Used.
$0.50

FLEMING. J. A.— Short lectures to
A course of Experimental Lectures
Audience.

tical

(FLEMING,

Fourth edition.

A.—The

J.

Electrical Artisans.
delivered to a Prac74 illustratlens. .$1.50

Alternate Current Transformer in

Vol. I.
The Induction of Electric
Currents.
500 pages, fully illusti'ated and with copious
index.
Second edition
$3.00
Synopsis of contents: Chapter 1.
Inti-oductory.
2.
Electro-Magnetic Induction.
3.
The Theory of Simple
Periodic Currents.
4.
Mutual an^ Self Induction. 5.
Dynamical Theory of Current Induction.
Vol. II. Tlie Utilization of Induced Currents. Svo.
cloth.
London. 1892
$5.00

Theory and Practice.

GAYETTY.

J.

W.— Motorman's

A Practical Treatise
Illustrations and diagrams.

Guide.

on Street Railway Motors.
Cloth

$0.50

GORDON.— School

Electricity.
Sources, Currents, MeasureTelegraphy. Telephony, Lightning. Electrolvsis,
262 pages, with 340 illustrations. .$2.00

ment,

Induction, etc.

GORE, G.— The Art
Known Processes

of Electro-Metallurgy,
of Electro Deposition.

including

Fourth

tion

all

edi-

$2.00

for Motor Circuits.
A handy
pamphlet containing tables for wiring and for
motor service, arranged in convenient form for readv

GRIER, THOS. G.—Wiring
little

reference

$1,00

HASKINS.

C. C.— Electricity Made Simple.
233 pages,
108 illustrations.
Paper covei-s
$0.50
A valuable, non-technical work for those whose opportunities for gaining Information on the branches treated

have been limited.

A

C. H.—The Galvanometer and Its Uses.
for Electricians and Students.
Fourth edition;
$1.50

HASKINS,
Manual
revised

HASKINS.— Transformers.

Their Theory. Construction and
38 Illustrations
$1.25

Application Simplified.

HAWKINS,

C.

C.

AND

F.

WALLIS.— The Dynamo,

Its

Theory, Design and Manufacture. 190 illustrations. $3. 00

HAWKINS. N.—New

Catechism of Electricity.
A PracTreatise Relating to the Dynamo and Motor,
Wiring, the Electric Railway, Bell Fitting, etc., etc.
leather, pocketbook form.
95 illustrations
$2.00
tical

Red

J. E.. A. M.— A, E, C OP THE TELEPHONE.
BEDELL. FRED'K AND ALBERT C. CREHORE.— Alter- HOMANS,
352 pages, 269 illustrations.
Price
$1.00
nating Currents; An Analytical and Graphical TreatOwing to the demand for a comprehensive book giving

ment for Students
Illustrations

and Engineers. Second edition. 112
$2.50
of Illumination.
This is
the only book In the language which deals directly with
the scientific and artistic use of modem illuminants,
electric and other.
Cloth. 339 pages, 127 illustrations.
Price
$2.50
BONNEY. G. E.— Electro-Plater's Hand Book. A Manual
for Amateurs and Young Students on Electro-Metallurgy. 60 illustrations, 208 pages.
12mo. cloth
$1.25
BOTTONE. S. R.— Electrical Instrument Making for AmaA Practical Hand Book, with 48 illustrations.
teurs.
Fourth edition.
Enlarged by a chapter on the Telephone
$0.50

a clear, terse idea of the principles governing the construction, installation, care and management of telephones and their appliances, this book has been compiled.
It has been the aim of the author to make this
the most complete elementary book on this subject for
the practical electrician, wireman, lineman and engineer, and It is written in a clear and careful style.

BELL, LOUig, PH. D.—The Art

BOTTONE, S. R.— The Dynamo, How Made and How
Used. A Book for Amateurs. Eighth edition, with additional matter

Used.

S.

and 39 illustrations

How Made

R.—Electro-Motors.

A Hand Book

Reduced

for

HOPKINS. GEO. M.— Experimental
Experimental

and

Practical
tions

.-

HOPKINSON.— Original
Allied

Science.
Elementary,
Physics.
650 Illustra$4.00

Subjects.

Papers on

Dynamo Machinery and

Illustrated

$1.00>

HOPKINSON. DR. JOHN.— Dynamic

Electricity;

Its

Mod-

ern Use and Measurements. Chiefly In Its Application
to Electric Lighting and Telegraphy
$0.50

$1.00

and

W.' J.—Electric Lighting Plants, Their Cost
Operation.
275 pages, many illustrations and
diagrams.
Paper
$1.00
F. B. AND WHEELER, S. S.—The Practical
Management of Dynamos and Motors. With a special
Illustrated.
chapter by H. A. Foster.
Second edition,
revised and enlarged
$1.00
GUSHING, H. C. JR.— Standard Wiring for Electric Light
and Power.
A compilation of formulje. rules and requirements from the most modern practice, and in
accordance with the mles and requirements of the
Boston Fire Underwriters' Union, the New England
Insurance Exchange, and as recommended by the Underwritei-s'
International
Electric
Association.
12rao.

HOSPITALIER.

E.— Domestic

Electricity for Amateurs:
with additions by C. J.
illustrations
$2.50

Translated from the French,

CROCKER.

With

Wharton.

HOUSTON, EDWIN J.—A

Dictionary of Electrical Words,
Fourth edition, greatly enlarged,
with over 6,000 additional words and definitions.
2
volumes, 1,000 pages
$6.00

Terms and Phrases.

KAPP, GISBERT.— Electric Transmission
Its

Transformation,

practical

KAPP,

of Energy and
and Distribution.
A
Fourth edition
$3.00
Current Machinery. Illus-

Subdivision

hand book.

GISBERT.—Alternate

trated

.$1.00

for Engineers.
Part I.
Constant Current.
A clear and comprehensive treatise
on the principles, construction and operation of Dynamos. Motors, Lamps. Indicator and Measuring Instruments; also a full explanation of the electrical terms
used in the work.
Part II.
Alternate Current Apparatus.
Containing an explanation of the principles
governing the generation of. and a description of the
instiTiments and machinery used in connection with.
Alternate Electric Currents. Illustrated. Revised edi-

and

Information for Electrical
Workers.
160 pages,
over 200 illustrations.
Full
leather binding, pocket size 4x6
$1.50

BUCKLEY,
and

Diagrams

Practical

$0.50

leather

$0.50

(Vol.

96.

Van Nostrand's Science

Series.)

$2.50

tion

A. E-— The Inspector and Trouble Man.
A pracwritten in plain language. Full of information and diagrams for the operator, exchange manager,
inspector, trouble man and lineman.
A complete deBcriptioQ of telephones, how to find and remedy their
troubles, together with working plans for exchange
construction, complete with diagrams of all up-to-datp
telephones and switchboards. 106 pages. Price. .$1.00
tical book,

.

Battery Engineering.
A Practical
Treatise for Engineers. This is a practical work, iutcniled
for the electrical engineer who is called on to de.siirn
and install storage battery equipments, or who iKisa
battery power plant under his care. Cloth. 300 pages
178 illustrations and diagrams, 4 large folding plates'

^"ce

$3.06

MEADOWCROFT, W. H.—The
36 illustrations.

12mo,

KAPP, GISBERT.—Dynamos.
ers.

KEMPE,

138

H.

illusti-atlons

Alternators

and Transform-

.*

R.—A Hand Book

of

Electrical

$4.00
Testing.

edition. 200
illustrations. 8vo,
cloth. London
$7.25
In this edition there is a considerable amount of new
matter; the old matter has been thoroughly revised.
rCEMPE, H. R.—The Electrical Engineer's Pocket Book.
Modern Rules, Formula?, Tables, and Data.
32mo,
leather
$1.75
LOCKWOOD, T. D.— Electricity. Magnetism and Electric
Telegraphy.
A Practical Guide and Hand Book of
General Information for Electrical Students. Operators
and Inspectors. 376 pages, 152 illustrations
$2.50
LOC'KWOOD, T. D.— Electrical Measurement and the Galv.inometer; Its Construction and Use.
Second edition
$1.50

Fifth
1S92

A,

B.

New

cloth.

C of Electricity
York
$0.56

MAVER

AND DAVIS, M. M.—The Quadruplex. With
Chapters on the Dynamo-Electric Machine in Relation
to the Quadruplex.
The Practical Working of the
Duplex Telegraph Repeaters and the Wheatstone Automatic Telegraph. 63 illustrations
$1.50

MEYER. HENRY. C,

JR..

M. E.— Steam Power

Their Design and Construction.
illustrations, 15 folding p-lates.

Cloth.
Price

Plants.

165 pages 63
$2.00

MILLER, KEMPSTER B.—American Telephone

Practice.
.s:; 00

51S large octavo pages, 379 illustrations
This hook treats of the subject in a simple and comprehensive manner from the practical standpoint, and
almost entirely without the use of mathematics.

NOLL, AUGUSTUS.— How

A

to Wire Buildings.
of the art of interior wiring.
Illustrated

manual

$1.50
Practice of the
technical hand book for Electricians,
Managers and Operators.
1S5 illustrations.
Fourteenth edition, rewritten and enlarged
$1.50
PRINDLE, H. B.— A Popular Treatise on the Electric Railway of To-day. Fully illustrated
$0.25

POPE. FRANKLIN LEONARD.— Modem
Telegraph.

Electric

REED. LYJIAN

A

C—

American Meter Practice. This is the
only American book dealing with the theory and practice of current metering.
Cloth.
About * 250 pages.
Illustrated.
Price
$2.00
RUSSELL, STUART A.—Electric Light Cables and Distribution of Electricity.
lOr illustrations
$2.25
SALOMONS, SIR DAVID.—Electric Light Installations.
Vol. 1. The Management of Accumulators. A Practical
Hand Book.
Seventh edition, revised and enlarged.
With Illustrations. 12mo, cl. London. lSi)3
$1.50
SLOANE, T. O'CONNOR.— Electricity Simplified. The Practice and Theory of Electricity, including a Popular Review of the Theory of Electricity, with Analogies and
Examples of Its Practical Application in every day
.

Illustrated
$1.00
T. O'CONNOR.-The Standard Electrical Dictionary. A popular dictionary of words and terms used
In the practice of electrical engineering. 350 illustr»^
tions
$3.00
life.

SLOANE,

SLOANE.
teurs,

T. O'CONNOR.—Electric Toy
including Batteries, Magnets,

Making

T.

O'CONNOR.-The

tables

in

the

for

Motors,

Toys

laneous

SLOANE,

Ama-

Miscel$1.00

Arithmetic of Electricity.
A Manual of Electrical Calculations by Arithmetical
Methods,
including
numerous rules,
examples and
field

of

practical

engineering

electrical

and experimenting.

$1.00
Third edition, revised
For Stationary
Catechism.
and Marine Engineers, Firemen. Electricians. Motormen, Ice Machine Men and Mechanics in General. 336

STEVENS. H. G.— Mechanical

pages, over 240 illustrations.

$1.00

Cloth

THOJIPSON, SYLVANUS P.—Dynamw-'Electtic Machinery.
A series of lectures, with an introduction by Franklin
Pope.
16mo. Numerous illustrations,
(Van Nostrand's Science Series. No. 66)

L.

in

fancy boards
$0.50

P.^Polyphase Electric Currents
Mailed to any address

Motors.
the world on receipt of

$3.50

THOMPSON. SYLVANUS P.—Recent
Electric
Electric
Series,

Machines, being a
Machinery,
16mo.
No. 75)

Progress in DynamoSupplement to Dynamo(Van Nostrand's Science
$0.50

THOMPSON. SYLVANUS P.— Dynamo-Electric

Machinery.

Eighth edition, revised and rewritten. Numerous Illus$6.00
trations and 19 plates.
Nearly 1,000 pages
THURSTON, PROP. R. H.— Stationary Steam Engines,
Especially Adapted to Electric Lighting Purposes. Treating of the development of Steam Engines, the Principles of Construction and Economy, with description
With many
of Moderate and High Speed Engines.
$2.50
folding plates
TREVERT.—How to Blake Electric Batteries at Home.
Illustrated
$0.25

URQUHART.—Electro-Plating. A

.

DOBBS.

LYNDON, L.— Storage

H. C. AND VICTOR H. TOUSLBT.—Modem THOMPSON, SYLVANUS
How HORSTMANN.
Wiring Diagrams and Descriptions. A Hand Book of
and Alternate-Current

Amateurs and Practical Men.

to

DESMOND. CHAS.— ElflCtricity

the latest

fill

ATKINSON. PHILIP.— Tlie ElemeDts

BOTTONE,

by reading

We are headquarters in the West for electrical books and can orders for any work
on receipt of price. We call your special attention to the following standard books: m

C—

ALLSOP,

19c

the Procession,

books on the subject.
published, promptly

i8

Practical Hand Book on
the Deposition of Copper, Silver. Nickel, Gold. Aluminum. Brass, Platinum, etc.
Second edition; carefully
$2.00
with additions
WALKER, F.— Practical Dynamo Building, for Amateurs.
revised,

How

to
tions.
Series,

'.

wind for any output. With numerous
Nostrand's
16mo,
boards.
(Van
No.

98)

illustra-

Science
$0.50

WEBB.

H. L.— A Practical Guide to the Testing of In$1-00
sulated Wires and Cables.
Illustrated
WTEEB, HERBERT LAWS.—Telephone Hand Book. Illus$l-'-iO
12mo. cloth. Chicago. 1895
The only complete work on the Telephone. All posinformation for any one Interested in Telephones
and how to make and operate them.
WEBER.—The Handy Vest Pocket Electrical Dictionary.

trated.
sible

Cloth

Leather

$0.25
$0.50

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.
,5 JO

Marquette Buildings Chicago.....
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GRAND PRIZE
The Highest Possible Award
Has Been Given

to

HIGHEST GRADE NUERNBERG CARBONS
By the International Jury of Awards, of the Louisiana Purchase Exposition,

IHCPGO REISIIMGER.

There

is

St. Louis, 1904.

Sole Importer,

No Higher-Class India-Rubber

II

BROADWAY, NEW YORK

Insulation

For Wires and Cables than

HABIRSHANA/.
Authorized Manufacturers of th»

JXTTIX. F-UEXIBI-E
I

TUBE

^A/I

The India-Rubber and Cutta-Percha

Insulating Co.,

\]

MAIN OFFICE, Glenwood Works,

YOIMKE

Sates Offlca,
ID Cortlandt St.,

I

New

York.
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Fan Motors

1905
Low

f

current consumption.

No scattering
Adaptable

of oil.

for use

on either

desk or bracket.
16-inch Wall Bracket Fan.

Send

for

our descriptive catalogue.

PRINCIPAL OFFICE:
New York

Office,

44 Broad Street.

Schenectady, N. Y.
Sales Offices in all Large Cities.

»'

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

Merit Marks of the Packard

Lamp

March

i8,

1905

Edison Low Candlepower Lamps
ECONOMICAL LIGHTING

for

HIGH QUALITY OF LIGHT
LOW COST OF OPERATION

RELIABLY LONG AND BRILLIANT LIFE
31 & 36 & 42 Watts
"
25 & 28 & 33
"
24 & 22
21
19
14
13

And it toes these marks all through
A USEFUL LIFE of 600 to 800 hours

"

&

"

9

General Electric Co.
Lamps
ninlature Lamps
Street Series

CHICAGO AND SAN FRANCISCO

VOLT

-

CONTINUOUS RAIL JOINT CO. OF AH.

AMMETERS

NEWARK,

OVER

Faults, Grounds, etc.
-

L.

M. PICNOLET

N.

J.

J.

M.KLCIN & SDN.
Send 2c stamp (or new catalogae No. 6 of

For Electrical Workerm

USE

IN

TOOLS

KLEIN'S

20,000

MILES

ACCURATE,

fiend for Circular.

78-80 Cortlandt

Office

Harrison, N.

(11)

POCKET SIZE
RELIABLE.

Main Lamp Sales

and varieties
Regular IMultlple Lan

All types

ELECTRIC APPLIANCE COMPANY

and Line Bulldarm.
MATHIAS KLEIN & SONS.
81

W. Van Buren

Chicago, IN.

St.,

1

St.,

BEARD5LEE CHANDELIER MFC

Of

all

Form

MICA

Qualities, In any
at Lowest Prices
and

INSULATION
Micanite, Linotape,

Cloth and

Paper.

M.

I.

For

CHICAGO

MICA INSULATOR

the

PREVEST

The Brushes
It will

Cts. gter Stick,
For Sale by

all

$5.00 per Dozen

REPLACES ARC LAMPS.

put that high

K.

Supply Houses, or

tzlofs

on

Gum

. >

tl

Mclennan &

go.,

boieSIaimfat-turers,

FREE, Sample Stick.

BURS

wHI PREVENT SPARKING.

article that

CCTTIN'G.

Absolutely Will Mot

BO

Originators

NEW YORK and CHICAGO

AFRO

The only

is

Standard.

CO.,

^""^^

You Who are Tfoubied with Sparking mod Cutting of Commutatorm to Umm

That

C. Compound, Empire
Years

'^^m

WANTED

EUGENE MUNSELL AND CO.
NBW VORK

CO.

GAS & ELECTRIC FIXTURES

^^

itle

CHICAGO,

and Trust Bldg.

ILL.

The insulation is the most import&nt part of your machine— be sure
you buy only the best Cheap insulation cannot be good insulatioD.

CHICAGO MICA CO.

Valp&rak.iso. Ind

PRICE $10 LIST
DON'T BUY
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

Gives a
Better

Until
Quality

than an

ARC

you have seen our

new Catalogue and new

of light

Price List.
Free to the trade.

THE
TRADE.

LAMP

Manliattan

Electrical

Siiily Co.

CIRCUURS

RELIANCE INSTRUMENT CO.

No

€0-68 W. Van Buren

Flickering

Cope's

Is

St..

Patent

Chicago.

Quick

Coupling

Conduit

Rod

a

Busioess
Getter

J.

COF3E

32aa Morth Flftaanth Str

PHILBDELPHia, P*.

OSSERT"
JUST THE THING FOR LIGHTING

STORES AND PUBLIC BUILDINGS
WRITE FOR CIRCULAR AND PRICES.

BENJAMIN ELECT. MFG.
NEW YORK

CO.,

CHICAGO

SAN FRANCISCO

SAVE TIME, BOXES AND MONEY
Be lip to date. Use thorn. Write
for bulletin Eivin^ full particulars.

OXE

Bossert Electric Construction Co.,",I!"

—
,\I;inli

tLliCTRICIAN

WKSTF.K.M

I.-

WORKS,
AMERICAN ELECTRICAL
I'UUVIItKBCK.
fi
W/ BARE AND INSOLATED ELECTRIC WIRE,

ANCHORS THAT HOLD''
STOMBAUQH GUY ANCHORS
**

It. I.

<

IS

ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE,
INCANDESCENT AND FLEXIBLE CORDS,

IT IS

Railway Faeder and Trolley WIra,
AMERICANITE, MACNIT, OFFICE AND
ANNUNCIATOR WIRES.

TO UK

MICU

THK TITLK oy

l-:.

l)onoli»«.

H'.^

l.ftkMSt.

I'.

I'ljllllpi'

WK.I, HK

r>

MECHANICS

SOLICITOR OF

PITCMTQ
III Lil

U. S.

4

FOD^E

B«IN, 16II2-3 Monidnock BIk.,

FOREIGN

I

I

IT.

pass

nsi.uctlon.

I

')!«

rONTAI.V

HRVT ON RKiii'MT

W.

itnii r.

r

I

-^

Inch Htjlc

TO

it.noo lk«.

strain

MATTHEWS &

N.

P<)M^>;

liRO.

MANUrACTUHfiHS
rin.l

Cannon

St

BiilldlOK

I

OUI-

M'l

PETER (TRECT.

CHICAGO

Crimshaw
ALL OUR WIRES

vvii.i, iroi.ii

LEATHER "nAIlTeADS, BELTS,
SAFETY AND CLIMBER STRAPS
1130

'.ATAUl'.IC

n.t.

OTTO BUNGE

EXPERT IN PATENT CAUSES

KW

Kloctrlral Werkl.

MAIN OFFICES AND FACTORIES. PHILLIPSOALC,
ELECTRICITY

.V

MARCH KIILST AND Wll.r,
TO TUOSK WHO HAVE
AND OTHKK THINGS TO ANCHOU.

CABLES FOR AERIA' AND UNDEROIOUND UiE.
W, J. Walinn. 'Jll (-"rtlancH si,

MoKTriiii. llna'Kii. KiiKnno

H

LS-SCKI)
Ol' INTi;UI--ST

Nliir VoiiK Sr..ii«,

t;itii-A<i<>HT(>i(r, K.

<)'

and carry ih.iabovo

Raven Black Core
Raven White Core
(:ig9.
Wc also manufacture Crimshaw an. Competition Tapes an'i Splicing Compounds.

TRADE-MARKS on our

1

NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE COMPANY,
tHITE

I30RCEL.AIN L-ET-TERS

Rl FRE RROOF*

FOR ELECTRIC SIGNS

ACENT& WANTED WHEREVER THERE ARE CENTRAL STATIONS.
SIGN A.IMD INS«-ll-A.-rOR C30-,
AKRON.
AUTOMATIC

SERIES
ARC

prophets.
possess the

Moulding

judge the future by the past.

sight.

HAMACEK,
2039

feet are

of second

guided by

the lamp of experience.

We

W^e have al^vays been of
opinion that the same causes
under the same conditions
would produce the same
effects.

CHICAGO,

KENMORE

Our

sense

St. Ry..

A. C. and D. C.
Seriss Circuits.
A. F.

as

We do not claim to

Gleason's

Boxes.
Power,

^.

W^e have never posed

Believing in the law of cause
effect, and judging the
future by the past, we are able
accurately to foresee and foretell what will result from an
aggressive and intelligent ad-

Send postal

and

for descrip-

ILL.

pam-

tive

AVE.

and

phlet
price

JOHN

L.

list

ic

GLEASON

290 South St.

A NO. 2— REGULAR

B NO. 2~BEaULAR

Jamaica

Mass.

Plain.

NATIONAL CODE STANOARD
"0. K." Weatherproof lire.

Slot

-

Baming Weatherprool

vertising campaign. W^e know
absolutely that the right kind
of advertising in the right
mediums will bring right
results. W^e know that spasmodic advei^ising of an indifferent character w'tll bring unsatisfactory results. And we
know that in 100 cases out of

100 the man who thinks he
can do business without using
printer's ink will sooner or
later — and generally sooner
be compelled to close his doors
permanently and be numbered

among

the financial failures.

The Western

and Ideal Wire.
Pricas

and Samples on

Phillips Insulated
Office

Application.

Wire Co.

and Factory: PAWTUCKET,

R.

I

Electrician

is

only general electrical
paper published in the W^est.
covers a territhoroughly
It
tory peculiarly and exclusively
its O'wn. Purchasers and possible purchasers of electrical
goods can be reached through
its columns.
the

Do you wish

to reach

them?

'

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

WANTED, FOR
similar

WANT

March

advertise-

COIitTSTBf

ments (50
insertion,-

-words or less), ^f-jo an
additional Tvords jc each.

ments

words or less), Si.oo an
words 2C each.

U.S. METAL

POLISn

POSITION WANTED.
an

elcc

ctiarge of line dei->artment of

Eltclric IndicatlFiitand Record^

in-

sertion; additional

To take

1905

HAIR SPRINGS

POSITION ^VANTED advertise{JO

iS,

SAI^B a^d

trie light and povrer plant; eiL:bi years' practical experience in both alternating and direci

current, installing transformers, meters, mo
Addres:
tors, also am a irood inside wireman.
BOX 452. care of Western Electrician. 51(
Marquette Bldg.. Chicaso.

Special Bargains for Spring -Immediate Delivery.
220-VOLT MOTORS.
500-VOLT MOTORS.
1-20 H. p.,
0—10 H. P.
9-3 H. P.

CSC.

1-18 H.P.. CSC.

8— 7-M

H. P.

10-2 H. P.

Above Motors a.re Complete &.nd of Standard Make.
B&rg&lns Ir\ Engines up to 600 H. P.
Also A. C.

HAIR SPRINGS
S.

Send
CENTRAL STATION IMPROVEMENT COMPANY,

Etc.
for Ca.ta.logue,
938

Monadoock

F. N.
Block,

Uon'^d'Sfates.

D. C.

Pumps,

Boilers,

Write requirements.

shop; must be familiar with all
branches of armature and field windings and
machine work in connection with electrical
repair work in general; only those qualified to
need apply. Address,
fill the above position

iQ^C^^Q

P.

6-;^; H. P.

lAROtST MANUFACTURER OF

SpeclB.!

Dynamos,

WANTED,

3_I5H.

1-30 H. p.
s-10 H. P.

i-15 H. P.
17—6 H. P.
!-I H. P.

MANROSS,!

CHICAQO.

In repair

Graham

stating full particulars, to

662 Hudson

St.,

New

Bros. Co..

Vork City.

NOXALL CRANK CASE

OIL.

'^

RICHARDSON LUBRICATING

CO.,

-

FOR SALE

^^o^Ml.V'^^
Quincy, III.

;6o

K. W. General Electric
"
Westlnghouse
"

WANTED.

Warren

"

Westlnghouse

Chicago corporation of sound financial standng, manufacturing one staple electrical line,

•

Wood

"

Stanley

representation of

Single

"

"
•

"

"

"

"

••

•

"

first-class product.

"

*'

"

'

BOX 450. care Western Electrician,
510 Marquette Building, Chicago.

'

'

Address.

WANTED.
One
to

••

"
"

Genera! Electric
"
Three
General Electric
"
Single
"
Westinghouse
"
"
'*
General Electric
Westinghouse
Two
"
Westinghouse
"
Single '
'
"
Westinghouse
Two
Direct connected to Gates' Engine.
Send for our Monthly Bargain Sheet with

^^

Traveling salesmen.

Alternator, Three Phase

tri

plete

Mexi(
states of Colorado, Arizona and >
and Old Mexico. Two for other
Must be thoroughly acquainted with the elec
trlcal supply business and have a knowledge o
electrical apparatus and telephone supplies

list

and net

com-

prices.

GREGORY ELECTRIC

CO.

54-62 5. Clinton St., Chicago,

nust be accomAddress Box 451. care
Western Electrician, 510 Marquette building

"

III.

^

(FItta

SALE.
FOR
Nash

©raJJ^-iiark ^uarantf P0 ijualttg.

m\i

gas engine, direct*conOne 25-H. P.
lected to 15-K. W. Crocker-wheeler dynamo;
:an be used for 115 or 230 vt Its. This would
first-class outfit for automobile charging

l^art

Nrm ^nrk

Hfg.

I^artfnrli. ©nntt.

(flo..

Snatmt

(flljtragn

®nrmtl0,

©nt

FOR SALE.
Consulting electrical and mechanical engineering firm of Chicago desires to sell out its established engineering business. Address BOX
448. care of Western Electrician, 510 Marquette
bldg., Chicago.

FOR SALE.

TIME REDUCED
AND ONE-HALF

NINETEEN

100 H. P. Engine, highspeed. 35 K.W. Alternator. 1,000 volts. 125 cvcle. 60 K. W. Alternator. 1.000 or 2,000 volt, 125 cycle. Trans-

HOIRS

TO MEXICO.

formers 2.000 lights capacity in transformer:
sry guaranteed.
VINDEX MFG. CO., Aurora, 111.
"

Wabash Line trains make close connection at
Louis with trains via the Iron iloumaln
Railway and Laredo Route, carrving through
St.

FOR SALE.

Palace Sleeping Cars to the (Jity of Mexico.
is less than three davs from St. Louis.

Time

Central
Electric Light and Power Plant.
City of 3.500. Good railroad town.
Long term citv contract, arc and incandescent.
900 private Incandescenis. Net monthly In-

Two trains dailT.
VoucaaJeaveSt. Louis at 2.21 p.m. and arrive
at City of Mexico 10.50 a. m. the third mornins, or vou can leave St. Louis at 8.20 p. m. and
arrive at Citv of Mexico 7.30 p. m. the third ctb-

Illinois.

"She

Portland Exposition

SALE
FORLaunch

ning.

Mexico

is

a delightful

and healthful winter

Your nearest Ticket Agent

in first-class conBuilt by the Electric
Launch Co., Bayonne Citv. N. J. Used at the
Pan-American Exposition. 30 feet long, 6^
foot beam. New Exlde battery. Will go 60
miles on one charge. Price complete, S700.00.
For further information address Mr. R. C. P.

will give

you

full

Electric Passenger
dition, with canopy.

Holmes. 139 Adams

street.

Yellowstone Park

FOR SALE CHEAP.
4-200 to 330 H. P. I6x2-xl6-iii. WESTI\GHOCSE COHP0i:!iD ENGISES.
1—150 to 250 H. P. 14x24xI4-in. WESTINGHOl'SE COMPOUND ENGINE.
1-400 B. P. BRASS TUBE HEATER.
1-150 H. P. BRASS TUBE HEATER.

Both combined in one outing of raLre delight.
Four cents for "Le\vis and Cla^rk Booklet," six
cents for "Wonderland," to A. M. ClelaLnd, G.
Superb
P. A., St. Pa-ul, will tell yo\i how.
service viaL the Northern Patcific.

A

2— 72-in.xl8-ft. BOILERS,
r— 66-ln.il6-ft. BOILER.
1-S H. P. OTTO GAS ENGINE.
ALSO MANY OTHERS. LET US

WANTS AND

Two Iranscontinental
Tacoma and Portland.

KNOW YOUR

SAVE MONEY.

PFANNMUELLER &

F. E.
No. 733 ROOKERY BUILDING.

CO.

Hint

is

d\o\igK

trains flaiiy between St.

Paul and Minn4apolis. and

Seattle.
Tkrcugh Xorthern Pacijic-Burlingtontervicebetween St. Louis
Portland, ria Biltin-gs.

and Kansas City, and
Booklefn — Four cfnts for LewU
to

P.

Over the Far Famed Loop
(Denver to Silver Plume and return)

VIA THE

COLORADO &
SOUTHERN RY.
in the State

.

CHICAGO.

Walsh's Sons & Co^ Newaik.NJ.

In Colorado
Be sure and go

"

anfi Clark Booklet "A.'" six cents for '• Wonderland.
St. Paul.
A. M. Clfland. G. P. A
Information—Address C. A. Mattheics. G. A.
^OS So. Clark Street. Chicago.

T>..

TELEPHONE TROUBLES

QUNS

When

Chicago.

'^over the most marvelous feat of
engineering in theKocky Mountains.
We have maov other fascinating one-

and

Price 25c

DO YOU NEED ONE IN YOUR BUSINESS?
ELECTRIOIAM PUBLISHING COMPANY, BIO Marquette Building. Chicago

T. E.

FISHER. General Passenger Agent
DENVER, COLORADO

EDISON COMPANY
REPAIR SHOPS
CHICAGO
TELEPHONE MAIN
76 MARKET STREET, CHICAGO.
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT.
1280.

FIRST-CLASS EQUIPMEHT THROUCHOUT.

.

,,^,J-,.,J.,,J,..

DUGALD

C.

JACKSON,

ENCINEERS.

SINGLE AND POLYPHASE

C. E.

WILLIAM B. JACKSON, M.

E.

KUHLMAN ELECTRIC

Electrical

Books

of the

CO.,

Electrician

Publishing Co., Suite 510 Harquette

BUY

A PERFECT SOLDERING FLUX

TRANSFORMERS

EXPERTS.

Your

J,J^J,^^PJ^.J_^..

Bldg., Chicago.

You

MONEY by doing so

will save

TIME and

llald,

X In
'

Elkhart, Ind.

i^(r. 'or lUek
Satuisctwn

25 c«nts.

laooant
<4;k

t<>

de^ivr*..

8pcciJ»l

WELLBl UOSCLEV A

When a man's electrical business shows a steady and
healthy growth; when he sees only the bright side of
things and never endeavors to discover a possible dark side;
when he says business conditions are improving, you
will be pretty safe in assuming that he advertises in the
Western Electrician
times a year.

p

ALTER.NATORS
EVERY
SERVICE

FOR.

ANY TYPE

ALL SIZES

Anrvong other A. C. Generators we a.re building'a.re
Four 4,000 K. V. A. for Trustees of Sanitary District of Chicago.
Three 4.000 K. V. A. for CaLlifornia Gas & Electric Corporation.
T-wo 2,000 K. V. A. for The Huronia.n Compo-ny.
One 1,200 K. V. A. for Los Angeles Pacific Ry. Company.
SEND FOR. BULLETIN

NO.

SO.

CrocKer-WKeeler Company
Ma.r\vifsoturers
C.-IK Standard /oo K. I'. A. Bell-Type A. C.
Machines 0/ This Tyfr From 30 to 300 K. V.

SEE BULLETIN

NO.

SO.

snd

Ampere,
A

Chlcts.go Office.

Electrics! Engineers

N. J.
Old Colony Bldg.

%

Wm\ Conauitsr

:

—

.
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NEARLY READY

ELECTRICIAN'S HANDY BOOK
By

Prof. T.

Pocket Book

and Edges

O'CONOR SLOANE

Size.

in Gold.

Sloane

Handsomely Bound

PRICE
'T'HE

latest,

in

About 800 Pages.

Leather with Title

500 lllustratioa3.

$3.50

best and most complete book on Electricity, covering the subject of Practical

Electricity in

all its

branches written by a well-known author

readily understood, and intended for the every

day working

in

a

manner that can be

electrician.

PARTIAL LIST OF CHAPTERS

— Electric Currents — Ohm's Law and Electric Energy — Alternating Cur— Direct-Current Dynamos — Care and Running of Dynamos — Direct-Current Motors —Alternating-Current Generators
Alternating-Current Transformers — Alternating-Current Motors— Distribution of Electric Currents — Arc Lamps — Incandescent Lamps — Electric Railways — Primary Batteries — Secondary Batteries — Central Station — Switchboards — Electric Heating and Cooking — Lightning Rods — Roentgen or X-Ray Work — Electric Elevators — Electro-Metallurgy and Electro-Chemistry
— Electric Measurements, and Instruments used Station Work — Miscellaneous Data, Formulas and Suggestions,
Mechanics

as Applicable to Practical Electricity

rents

etc., etc.

in

EVERY PROQRESSIVB ELECTRICIAN WHO WISHES TO KEEP UP WITH THE TIMES SHOULD HAVE THIS VALUABLE WORK
Send

all

orders to

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,

BARGAINS
You may have been looking

for

List Price

H. Gordon, London, 1801
Electiiicax Applia>-ces of the Present DAT, by Major D. P. Heap, U.
S. A., being a report of the Paris Electrical Exhibition of 1881

Tables and Memoranda fob Electrical
Engineers, by Frederick Walker, C.E.

Magnetism

and

ELECTRicrrr,

by

2.50

.80

1.25

1897
The Telegraphist's Guide

J.

Bald-

50

win, N. Y.,

The New

:

Examinations of Technical TeleGRAPHT, by

Jas. Bell, A,

I.

Simplified, by

1897

2.50

Electric Lighting, translated from the
French of Count du Moncel, bv Robt.
Routledge, B. S. C, London, 13S3...
The Abithmetic or the Steam Engine, by E.

Sherman Gould, N.

Y.,

1897

1.00

Tips to Inventors, by Robt Grimshaw,
Ph. D., N. Y., 1893
Mechanical Graphics, by Geo. Halllday. London, 1889
PnrsiCAL Units, by Magnus Maclean,
D. Sc.

1.00

2.00
1.00

1883
How to Work and Fix a Dynamo-Electric Machine, by W. C. Mountain..
The Indicator Handbook, by Chas. N.
Plckworth
The History and Pkogress of the
Electric Telegraph, by Robt SaCloth...
bine. C. E., London, 1869.
Paper
Distribution
of
Electric
Local
Power in Workshops, by Ernest Kilburn Scott. A. I. E. E
Bearings a.Sd Lubrication, by A. J.
Wallis-Taylor, C.

1.25

E

First Principles of Mechakical Engineering, by Imray & Biggs, London

at a bargain, too.

Sale Price

List Price

Sale Price

Domestic Electricity for Amateurs,
translated from the French of E.
Hospitaller, London,

1.50

Electricity in the Service of SIan,
by It. Wormell. D. Sc, M. A., New
York, 1886
$3.00
Electricity AND AIagnetism, by Watson
& Burbury. London, 1885. Vol I,
Electrostatics

Magnetism

and

2.75

1.65

;.60

1.60

Electrody-

Chapters on Electricity, by Samuel

Sheldon. Ph. D
Electricity, Its Theory, Sources and
Application, by John T. Sprague,

CO.,

sic

80
1.00
2.00

1.20

7.00

4.20

4.00

2.40

3.25

2.00

3.00

1.80

5.00
2.00
2.00

1.20

7.00

4.20

150

1889
Four Lectures on Static Electric Induction, by J. E. H. Gordon, B. A.,
New York, 1881
Construction of Mill Dams, Jas. Leffel & Co., Springfleld, O., 1874
A Practical Treatise on Electric
Lighting, by J. E. H. Gordon, B. A.,
New York, 1884
Gray's Treatise on Magnetism and
Electricity, Vol.
I,
by Andrew
Gray, LL. D., F. R. S., London, 1898
Electricity, by Robt M. Ferguson,
Ph. D., F. R, S. B., London, 1890.
Coil and Current, or the Triumphs
OF Electricity, by Henry Frith,
London, 1897
A Century of Electricity, by T. C.
Mendenhall, Cambridge, 1887
Magn-etism and Electricity, by Arthur
Wm. Poyser, M. A., London, 1890..,
Potential and Its Application Popularly Treated, by Dr. Tumllrz, London, 1889
Continental Electric Light Central
Stations. Kllllngworth Hedges, London, 1892
Theory of Electricity, by Llniueus
Cumming, M. A., London, 18S5
Electbicity Treated Bxpbei mentally,
by Llnnsens Cumming, M. A., London,
1891
Popular Electric Lightii^g, by Capt.
B. Ironside Bai, London. 1892
The Age of Electricity, by Park Benjamin, New York, 1892
The Law Relating to Electric Lighting, by G. Spencer Bower, B. A.,
London, 1889
Mathematical Theory of the Steam
Engine, by T. Baker, C. E., London,
1890
Elementary Treatise on Natural
.

C.

Tarn, M. C. P.. London, 1889
Electricity Up To Date, by John B.
Verity, ML I. E. El, London, 1896..
Telegeapht, by W. H. Preece and J.
Slvewrlght, London, ISSS
Electricity and the Electric Telegraph, In two volumes, by Geo. B.
Prescott New York, 1888
Useful Roles and Tables, relating to
Mensuration, Engineering, Structures
and Machines, by Wm, John Macquom Rankine, London, 1889
Electricity and Magnetism, by Brands Nipher, A. M., St Louis, 1895..
The Action of Lightning, by Arthur
Parnell, London, 1882
Modern American Methods op Copper
SiiEi.TiNQ, by Edw. Dyer Peters, Jr.,
M. B., New York, 1891
The Stbam-Boiler Catechism, by
Robt Grimshaw, M. E
Catechism, by
The Steam-Enginb
Robt Grimshaw, M. E., New York.
1S96
Electrical Papers, Vols. I and II, by
Oliver Ueavlslde. New York, 1894..
A Guide for the Electrical Testing
OF Telegraph Cables, by Cot. V.
Uoskiaer, London. 1889
Solutions of the Questions in Magnetism AND Electricity, set at the
Intermediate Science and Preliminary
Scientific Pass Examinations of the
University of London, 1860 to 1884.
by F. W. Levander. London, 1885.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING

1.10

6.00

Magnetism and Electricity, by H.
50

D. B. Dlson, Chicago,

List Price

51.80

London, 1892

E. E., Lon-

don, 1895

The Mechanical Arts

de Price

II,

R.

Wonnell

Steam ELeating Data, by Wm,

of these

The Mathematical Theory of
2.00

111.

SHELF=WORN BOOKS

volumes for years.
Now you can get them and get them
have only one or two copies of each of the following

some

We
Electeicitt as a Motive Power, by
Count Th. du Moncel, London, 1883.. $3.00
Decorative Electricity, by Mrs. J. B.

IN

510 Marquette Building, Chicago,

2.50

1.00

4.50

2.70

4.50

2.70

1.50

6.00
2.25

1.50

1.00
2.00

1.20

3.00

Philosophy, by A. Prlvat Deschanel.

1.00

Part 3. Electricity and Magnetism,
New York, 1893
Electricity in Modern Life, by G. W.
De Tunzeln
London, 1889.

marquette

bldq.,

1.50

1.25

CHICAGO

1

March

i8,

WESTERN

1^^105

Ol-D

ELECTRICIAN'

E DA

IVI

Awarfli-d l)earl)f)rn Mclhofls of Trcatint;

W.il.rTi

Boikr Waters and Hi-arborn Vc(/ctnblc

It at llu-

WnrlH's

St

F-air.

(.

CMEIVIIOAL. \A/ORK
'MM.

27-34 RIALTO BUILOINO, CHICAGO, ILL.

KOO/^f«, ^r«al^*nl

tH

T«l0phonai HarrI en S030 and 303 1.

EFFREYfJirr DREDGES THtjcffntmrc

BURGER

(»

AUTOMATIC GAS ENGINE
rlclljc cut-olT Gofi KOKlno
orld. l<'or ehictrlc work uniurpusBt-d,
roKiili^tlon unc(|iiak'd by any
Htcam

n^'
liM'.

Adapted to iMt;uny rijcl wltb tbo ricit
und Iho ttroalCHl economy, producP. per hour on ono lb. of coal.
For a
suvor power imerii should Investigate.

ARE YOU LOOKING FORMONEY?

icllon
\i

<

buy WALRATH QAS OR Q^SOLLNB ENOINES
and ncl lii;lit un the sji.jcct.

II.

THE WALRATH

i.rn'spondenco solicited.

WOOLLGY FOUNDRY AND MACHINE WKS.
Mechnnk-nl Perkcllon

Anderson, Ind.
a eoglne. •Whtt belted
dlrccl-conDcct«<l geoentor.

_

mplc, f:coQoralr«l and Rcll»t>lo

Send for Catalogue

New

Light

On

an Old Subject.

AN INTERESTING TREATISE
ON GREASE LUBRICATION.
V,
'>''''

FREE ON REQUEST.

SEND FOR

JOSEPH DIXON CRUCIBLE

CO., Jersey

cHiCAQo nEiarrrs.

IT.

City.

W

MARINETTE
QAS ENGINE CO.,

N.

AGENCIKS

J.

ill.

:

Keystone EDi;lncerIng Co., Farmer's Bank Bldg.. PlttsburR. Pa.
Strong, Carlisle A Hammond Co., 61-67 Frankfort St.. Cleveland. Oblo
Mackay Kngineerlne Co., 149 Broadway, N. Y.
C. II.

Seidenglan/..

."j'2

When

Hldg.. IndlanaI>o!!^

T-

:

W\
Ifibre-qraphiteI

COMMUTATOR

i

There's

No

JhE PHOSPHOR

REG.TRADE MARKS

Friction

XV

SISSWakerield SI.,Gcriiianlawn, PHILADELPHIA.

SINGLE-PHASE

MOTORS
THAT WILL START
UNDER FULL LOAD

phase

coils

METAL

CASTINGS, STAMPINGS and FORGINGS
ORIGINAL AND Sole Makers IN THE U.S.

DIESEL ENGINES
Operating on

CRUDE or FUEL

Oil

Guaranteed Fuel Consumption
on variable load, ranging from

OUR SPECIALTY.

'^

to full load

12^ Gals, per 100 Kw. Hours

No delicate starting devices such as condensers,

— DELTA

ING0TS,CAST1NGS,W1RE,R0DS,SHEETS,ETC.

...,„_W

HOLMES FIBRE-GRAPHITE MFG. CO.

IS

BRONZE SMELTING CO.QMITED.

2200 WASHINGTON AVE.,PHILADELPHIA.
"ELEPHANT BRAND PHOSPHOR-BRONZE"

tbe Flbre-Graphltc Commutator Brush.
Being 90 percent, p-ire graphite, It Iniorci low
feii«tancc, no (parking under a vaiying load, and
longer wear.
TLere 1( no greasing required.
The Fibre-Grapbitc la therefore the moat ceoDomic brush on the market. Send for price Hit.

and

SUITABLE FOR ALL STATIONARY POWER

clutches are used.
For further information address

CENTURY ELECT.
404 N. 4th
ST. LOUIS,

CO..

AMERICAN DIESEL ENGINE COMPANY

St.,

U Broadway

MO.

NEW YORK

SAMSON TURBINE
We
all

construct the gates on the

surface.

As

SAMSON

so that

have a maximum wearing
we use only the best material in their

movable parts

will

we are assured that the life of the
gate will be prolonged and there will be no trouble
construction

from leakage.

THE JAMES LEFFEL &

CO., 307 Lagonda

Street, Springfield, Ohio, U.S.A.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

In

March

18,

1905

Burns'
Adjustable

$

Telephone
For Flat or Roll

and

Top Desks
"^

Ho. 83-87

Compare

ours to others.

Made any

length desired.

Send us your orders.

PRICE

SI.OO

MORE THAN REGULAR DESK SETS

YOST SPECIALTIES.

AMERICAN ELECTRIC TELEPHONE CO.

Sookeis, Wall
Sockets,
Weatherproof
Sockets,
Rosettes,
Receptacles,

CHICAGO
the Automatic Telephone

Exchange

effects

a

large

Cord

manually

saving over the

Adjusters.

and

exchange

operated

adds value and

CataloguB tar
the amklng,

stability to

THE YOST ELECTRIC MFB.

operating

the

company's

securities.
All this

On receipt of

CENTS

10

besides giving the

we will
telephone

ideal

prompt,

service,

and

accurate

These points

secret.

for 1905.

the meat of the proposi-

IT
Chk

CITIES IN

Electrician Publishing

WHICH

HAS BEEN ADOPTED ARE

lighting

should have
510 Marquette

AMONG THE

Electrician

Moonlight Schedule

are

Consider them.

send you a

Western

Every

tion.

CO.

TOLEDO, OHIO.

:

man
one.
Company,
Chicago.

Bldg..

Mechanical

Augusta, Ga.
Grand Rapids, Mich. Medtord. Wis.
0, 111.

Mary's, Ohio
Woodstock, N. B.

Columbus. Ohio
Dayton, Ohio

St.

Lincoln, >'eb.
Portland, Maine
Auburn, N. Y.

Westerly, K, I.
Manchester, Iowa
Princeton, N. J.
Albuquerque, K. M.
Van Wert, Ohio
Battle Creek, Mich.
Clayton, Mo.
Pentwater, Mich.
Toronto J'cfn, Can.

Lewlston, Maine

Auburn, Maine
Fall River, Mass.

New

Bedford, Mass.

Los Angeles, Cal.
San Diego, Cal.
HopkinsviUe, Ky.
Sioux City, Iowa

Engineers
who

are interested in

tricity

elec-

should write for our

Wilmington, Del.
Riverside, Cal.

Cleburne, Tex.

Traverse City, Mich.

Columbus, Ga.

Berlin,

catalogue of

Germany

ELECTRICAL
BOOKS.

Automatic
Electric

Company
Van Bureo and Morgan

Electrician

Publishing

Company.

Streets
Suite 510 Marquette Buildiag.

CHICAQO,

U. S. A.

CHICAGO

iS.

\l;,nli

"/..-

WI'N'I I'RN

(•"ri-'/TRKr.AN

Cabinet

\J^!^2Z1

QUALITY
Kellogg Express Switchboard

The

Knici.-(ui

Stromberg-Carlson Apparatus

Fifty-Line

Appearance

RECOGNIZED AND APPRECIATED / /
— —
^^^ MADE
First In Sales.
DOES QUALITY OOUMT?

Capacity

comes from

Quarter

Simple

Sawed Oak

Lines.

for the entire

Exterior of

the Cabinet

Tills

Attractive

Design has

Thoroughly

been so

seasoned

popular
it

wood

tii.'ct

has been

much

copied

by other
Finished

manufac-

in

Light or

turers

Golden

Oak

One

One

Quality

Price
Gold Medal

Grand Prize
Highest

Highest

Award

Award

Buffalo

St.

Bxpositlon

Exposition

1902

1904

Louis

Our No. 192 TELEPHONE
The Strongest, Longest Lived, Most
you that.

Efficient

Switchboards made.

Our

All

Bulletin No. 5-E Ajsists In Proving

Our

SUUmenU.

Can \Vc Mail Yuu • Cor>

?

teleplione experts will tell

Kellogg Switchboard

6l

STROMBERG-CARLSON TELEPHONE MFGJO..

Supply Co.

Congress & Green Streets
CHICAGO
LOS ANGELES

CLEVELAND

If

Western Sales

General Offices,

Tf^-ll ^--^

Oflflce,

Central 1

\f"erffrl

PHILADELPHIA

ROCHESTER.

CHICACO,

W. Y.

r^S-.*A
I Cmlml \

ILL. \f^l'^^

SPRINGJACR PATENTS SUSTAINED
Puisuant to opinion of the United States Circuit Court of appeals for the Sixth Circuit, rendered January 3.
1905, a final decree was entered February 27, 1905, in the case of Western Electric Company, complainant,
against The North Electric Company of Cleveland, Ohio, and others, defendants, holding Scribner patents
Nos. 357,53s and 552,729, and Scribner & Warner patent No. 488,033 valid and infringed, the defendant
a substantial sum as profits and damages, in addition to court costs.
An injunction has
been issued against the North Electric Company restraining further infringement.
The public is advised that the rights of the Western Electric Company under these patents will be
enforced against infringers.

company paying

Western Electric Company
UIBRARY OF WELL SELECTED ELECTRICAL BOOKS ^<MV'rArop/
Isof Inestimable value to
carefully

Such a library is best formed by occasional and
ELECTRICIAN PUB. CO., 510 Warquetle Building. Chicago-

electricians.

chosen purchases.

Chicago
keep on i

improve*

read:

ELEOTRIGIAN PUBLISHING CO., S10 MarqueUe BIdg.
Publ Ishsrs and Dealers of Electrical Book*

EDISON PRIMARY BATTERIES
FORHERLY EDISON-LALANDE

These

batteries are convenient in form

cal deposits.

These are but two

Our catalogue No.

7 will tell 3'ou

and

of the

free

from noxious fumes or chemi-

many good

more about them.

EDISON MFC. CO.
Factory,

ORANGE,

N.

J.

points of these batteries.

Write

for

it.

NEW YORK:

31

Union Square

CHICACO: 304 Wabash Avenue

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

Are the Best.

Southern Cedar
NO ROTTEN BUTTS.

POLES

POLES,
POSTS,

CEDAR
H. M.

7

for Electric Railways,

Our

PERRIZO & SONS,

Write as.

Specialty.
DAOOETT. MICH.

WHITE CEDAR POLES

TIES,

HALL

52

^MW 6<(C

L.

BROOKS

WISCONSIN AVBNUB

TOMAHAWK, WIS.

^AoA\>wCJtM/ (wXi^iMMiO^AW.

You

Idaho Cedar Poles

will

6i6&a^VXN)i><V,l/^ltftfW.

confer a

favori

upon the advertiser
PACIFIC

COAST POLE

19c

ALSO TROLLEY POLES

LOUD'S SONS CO., Au Sable, Mich.

1PSi?iJu>W^ (WwAr'^R^oMx/ §>M>^>WiW

i8,

Foot Ties,Michigan's Best WhiteCedar

D.W. PHELAN,
277 Broadway, NewYork

March

Irj

SPOKANE, WASH.

CO.

hlmi"Vfhen yoi
write hlm^^that you sa\

telling
Locations for Industries

READ BOOKS

Erie Railroad
Cliicago to

New

York

The Erie Railroad Company's IndusDepartment has all the territory
traversed by the railroad districted in retrial

on Electrical Subjects, and think
Electrical Thoughts.

We

have the books.
Send for a catalogue.

lation to resources, adaptability, markets
for manufacturing, and
can advise witli manufacturers in relation
to the most suitable locations.
For full

and advantages

510 Marquette Bldg.,

LUIS JACKSON

COLORADO
\

Route/;

the

Western

Electrician,

Chicago.

Company
New York

Indnstrial Commissioner, Erie Railroad

Midlandi,

Bdm In

Electrician Publishing Co.

information address

2t Cortlandt Street,

Ms

MIDLAND

Mullins Stamped Steel Boats

RY.

(MIDLAND ROUTE)
THRO' PULLMAN TOURIST SLEEP-

ERS EVERY DAY FROM

ST.

LOUIS

CHICAGO

or

Tlirougti itie

Heart of

tlie

to

CALIFORNIA

Roclcies Via Sait Lalce.

Observation Parlor Cars on all

Day

Trains.

18 ft

Made
fine engraving of
inclies, suitable tor framing.

For 15 cents in stamps will send

Hagerman

Write

H. W.

Pass,

26x40

Cor Special

Complete catalogue mailed free on request.

Rates and Literature to

JACKSON, General Agent, Colorado Midland Ry.

Or Ask Your Agent

Torpedo Stern Liuacb. 3 H. P. Enslne, $240 00
Lhambers each end, safe reliable, durable speedy.

oi rigid steel platen air

R-OW BOATS, AVTO-BOATS. HUNTING AND FISHING BOATS

CHICAQO, ILL.

THE W.

H.

MULLINS
144

The Steel Boat Builders
CO.
FRANKLIN STREET, SALEM, OHIO

(Member National Association Engine and Boat Manufacturers)

LARGE STOCK.

MICHIGAN WHITE

KELLOCC SWITCHBOARD & SUPPLY

CO.. Chfc?

March

IF

I

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

1905

i8,

you want our priced, eapcclally
un seven-inch, twenlyfivcn and

YOU WANT POLES
IMMI'.DIAI

r|il'llc yii

for

oilier nil

n,c:(l,

Wc

six-inch, IhinicH.

SIIII'MICNT?

I'.

..Iv.h.ivc |,lcnIyo(

iIi,,m:

Can

also

(|ii.j|c

"1 rollry"

May wc

ii>ii

BRACKETS— X ARMS— PINS
Uttle things

on any

y<iu

it

Ij true,

but they Cut

Pr*mpt Ihlpmor^l

MALTBY CEDAR COMPANY, 509 Photnix Block, Bay City, Miohlgan.
Pittsburg ARonts, Tipper &, Patton, DOO Bosaamer Bui'dlnK.

ELECTRICAL
AND OTHER
INDUSTRIES
ARE

Cedar

Freieht

Our Specialties

Poles

CLINTONVILLE, WIS.

ESTABLISHED

Rates,

• Hui4

Tolophono

Polett

Electric Ll($ht Polo*
Strout Railway Pole*

S.

E.

MISSOURI CYPRESS CO.
Camphi<;ll,

I21I-IZ-/3

MARQUETTE

Va%X64/

BLOG CHICAGO.

EISMT DISTRIBUTirv/G YARDS

ON THE LINES OF

Mo.

1862

WM. MUELLER COMPANY

Conditions,

Communities,

Healtliful

TORREY
CEDAR CO.,
Lsrft tisck Conitanlly

Rl(hv •rlo*

A.NTI&O. WIS.

?^0ARP0U5

Sitisfactory Intfucements,

Labor

COLUMBIA MFG. CO

OctaKOnal

WITH

6001I

bii figurt In Un* conitructioo.

Hewn Timber* and
Plllnit. Round or

OFFERED
LOCATIONS
Favorable

1

OVR. MOTTO I9i
Qu* Ity
• *UafMtl*n

licH yrl

I

THE ILLINOIS CENTRAL

R.

R.

11(111 riiii

il

[fill niiiii' 111

I

I

AND THE
YAZOO

&

Kor

Information and descriptive pamaddresa

full
plilcl

li^lSSISSIPRI

J.

C.

VALLEY

R. R.

CLAIH,

BERTHOLD
& JENNINGS,

WHITI OIDAB.

iTuluslrlul ("-.niU.i.joe'

Park Row, Chicago,

I

POLES.
IDAHO CEDAR op

III

to

80

ST. LOUIS.
ft.

CROSS
ARMS.
LONO LEAF

Chamloal Building.

PINE

AND

POLES

PIR.

W.

C.

STERLING & SON,

TIES.

MONROE, MICM.

EltTcn Po!« Yards in MlchlRan
Wholesale Producers for 20 year*.

:f:CEDARPOLES
All Lengthsani>sizes
POLE DEALERS ADVERTISING

IN
THE WESiERN
ELECTRICIAN OBTAIN MOST EXCELLENT RESULTS BECAUSE IT
PLACES HEM IN TOUCH WITH
ACTUAL BUYERS OF POLES.
TRY A CARD.
1

THE PORTER CEDAR CO.,

POLES, TIES, POSTS.'

We want your Inqulrl** always.

PRODUCERS.

When

a man's electrical ideas flow freely;

discusses electrical
will

be pretty safe

electrical

in

when he

subjects intelligently and glibly, you

assuming that he keeps in touch with
the Western Electrician

progress by perusing

52 times a year.

CENTRAL STATION HEATING
We arc the originators and builders of the ONLY underground system of live and exhaust steam heating.
system

is

used for the utilization and distribution of exhaust steam from

electric-light

and power

Our

plants, for heating

We

residences, stores, public buildings, etc.
have the
250 plants in successful financial and mechanical operation.
only practical Steam Meter. Also manufacturers of Wooden Water Pipe, Steam Pipe Casing, Steam Traps, Condensation Meters, Valves, Economizing Coils, Separators, and a full line of Steamfitters' Supplies.

Write

for

the

STORY

of

DISTRICT STEAM HEATING

Americam
Distbict Steam
Company
WESTERN offices: MONADNDCK
MAIN aPF-ICES
L.

a C KP O R T., N .Y.

BLDG.

CHICAQa.,11-1-.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

March

i8,

Westinghouse Fan Motors
Alternating and Direct Current

Season 1905
Deliver the Most Air for Least Current
The shape of the blades do it

Consumed

A

Written Guarantee
Accompanies Each Fan

Westinghouse

Electric

&

Mfg. Co.

Pittsburg, Pa.
Address our nearest sales

New

York,

Dallaji,

office

Atlanta. Baltimore, Boston, Buffalo, Chicago, Cdnclnoatl, Cleveland, Detroit, Los Angeles, Mioneapolls,
Salt Lake City,

For Canada:

San Francisco, Syracuse,

Canadian Westinghouse Co., Limited, Hamilton, Ontario.

New

Orleans, Philadelphia, Pittsburg,

Seattle, Denver,

Mexico: Q.

&

O. Brinltl Co., City of Mexko.

St. Louis,

1905

WESTERN

HI.HCTRICIAN

DUNCAN

FORT WAYNE
ELECTRIC WORKS

DIRECT CURRENT

"WOOD"

WATTMETERS

LI6HTIN6 AND

POWER SYSTEMS

High-Grade Arc Lamps
For Street Lighting

Most Sensitive
Most Accurate
Most Reliable

FORM c

WRITE FOR BULLETIN AND PRICES

DUNGAN ELECTRIC MFG.
LAFAYETTE,

CO.

IND.

STEVENS

These LeLinps ma.y be equipped
with either single or double globe
with or without reflector without
any additional parts or changes

MECHANICALCATECHISM
PRACTICAL KNOWLEDGE

"The Best Lamps on

the

rr\a.rket" tersely expresses
Now and

many central
station men who have been
irv a, position to con\pak.re
the verdict of

Original All Modern Machinery fully described and explained. Tecbnlcal
Points made Clear by Word and Drawing. Quvftions and Answers
for Civil Service Examinations, etc.

SUBJECTS TREATED:

these w^ith the others

WATER, STEAM, COMBUSTION. SMOKE PREVENTION, BOILERS, BOILER
CONSTRUCTION. TESTING AND MANAGEMENT. SAFETY VALVES, INJKOTOUS, PUMPS AND GOVEHNOUS. STEAM GAUGES. LUBRICATORS.
ENGINES, COMMON SLIDE VALVE, TANDEM COMPOUND, CROSS COMPOUND, RECEIVER ENGINES. HOT AIR AND COMPRESSED AIR ENGINES. TRACTION ENGINES. ELECTRIC ENGINES. AUTOMATIC AND
CORLISS ENGINES. CONDENSERS, JET AND SURFACE, ECCENTRIC,
BALANOPD SLIDE VALVE, LINK MOTION, HORSE POWERS IN DETAII/,
INDICATOR, REFRIGERATION. ABSORPTION AND COMPRESSION METHODS, BRINE AND DIRECT EXPANSION SYSTEMS, PUMPS, VALVES.
TESTS. TABLES. AMMONIA. AMMONIA FITTINGS. LIQUID AIR. MACHINE
,SUOP PRACTICE. STANDARD NUMBERS AND RULES. PULLEY SPEED
CALCULATION. SQUARE ROOT. LEVERAGE. ELECTRICITY. DYNAMOS.
ACCUMULATOR. RHEOSTAT, TRANSFORMER. VARIETIES OF DYNAMOS.
PARALLEL AND SERIES WIRING. THREE-WIRE SYSTEM. MANAGEMENT AND CARE OF ELECTRIC PLANT. REPAIRS, ELECTRICAL MEASUREMENTS. MOTORS. STATIONARY. TROLLEY AND THIRD RAIL SYSTEMS, CONTROLLER. ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVE. ELECTRIC HEATING
AND COOKING, HOUSE WIRING, DIFFERENTIAL GEAR. FRICTION
CLUTCH. COMPOUND CYLINDERS. REVERSING GEAR, THE STACKER,
ALSO.

^^

For a short time
shipments can be made
direct from stock
merely lt\vestiga.ting, send for Bulletin
1026 for direct current or Bulletin 1052 for
aLlternaLting
current
l&mp descriptions

If

THE ELEMENTS OF ALGEBRA MADE EASY.

"

I

w» f£,

336 Pages.

240 Illustrations.

$1.00.

Sent anywhere prepaid on receipt of price.

Electrician Publishing Company,
510 Marquette

BIdg,, Chicago.

'

I

|

Main Otrice and Faetory-FORT WAYNE, IND.
Branch Offices in BOSTON, NEW YORK, PHILADELPHIA. SYRACUSE, PITTSBURG, CINCIN,NATI, GRAND RAPIDS, CHICAGO, ST. PAUL,
ST. LOUIS, SAN FRANCISCO, YOKOHAMA.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

March

HAZARD
JOHN

SONS GO.

ROEBLING'S

A.

\

ig,

lyos

"•

SfD"'ct;U,*

Rubber Covered, Weatherproof, Magnet
Wires, Office and Annunciator Wires.

HAZARD MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Williesbarre

New

-

Yorl(

Chicago

-

VULCANIZED FIBRE

Insulated

Bars

Wire of

Copptr

Highest grades for electrical insulation and mechanical purposes, in sheets,
and ipectal shapes. Catalogues and samples oo application.

tubes, rods

All

VULCANIZED FIBRE

Wire

Kinds

MAIN OFFICE AND WORKS

TRENTON,

CO.,

-

Wilmington,

0«l.

KARTAVERT.

N. J.

HARD AND FLEXIBLE FIBER IN SHEETS. RODS AND TUBIWa

A6EHCIES ANB BRANCHEt

••

Ttik

Chlcags

Cleveland

tin FrancUo*

Phllailelphli

JtASUFACTDBBU

]

THE KABTAVEIIT BUMUFACTUBIHC

CO.

WilmiBitflll.

U

INTERCHANGEABLE

Wocrrerv
Perfect Control

Alternator

—

Indefinite

ARC LAMP

Regulation

No Flashing— No Repairs
Burnouts Impossible— Last Forever

ALLEN-BRADLEY
IT'S NOT THE
OLDFASHIONED

BiHsms

Kind that revolves a bundle of
copper wire and a mysterious
one or
set
of copper rings
thousand revolutions a
t w o
minute, and takes brushes and
intricate apparatus to collect
tfie current and get it out on the

For

All

200 HOURS LIFE
on Multiple D. C.

Purposes of Electric Currenf Control

150

Prices Reasonable—Satisfaction Guaranteed

circuit wires.

on

Multiple A. C. or on

and D.

Series A. C.

WE GUARANTEE
WHAT WE SELL

SEND

AND
SELL WHAT WE

Circuits.

HOURS LIFE
C.

A TRIAL ORDER

IN

Ask your Engineer or

Electrician about

The Jandus

itj

Lamp

GUARANTEE

is

the

Ideal

for Central Stations

and isolated

plants.

AMERICAN ELECTRIC FUSE CO.
l^JwiENl^CTIilcj^QE

The F.Bissell Company

48-50 West Jackson Boul.

CHICAGO,

S&ndusky. O.

DISTRIBUTORS

ILL.

Toledo,

&

P.

S.

LITTLE

0.

GEM ROSETTES
NEW NET

National

PRICES

Brolien pacliages

Code

Standard

"

{ .07
$

each.

M'/^ "

(A Standard package of each

is

250.)

Palenlcd
.January

400

0.

1S94

CLEAT

Patented
.Tanuary

390

9.

1894.

CONCEALED

PASS & SEYMOUR,

Patented
January 9, 1894.

810

MOULDING

fnc, Solvay, N. Y.
SAN FRANCISCO

:

m^

I

.<nn\oH
.•••

AMi.|'ilil|-'»X

t,

m
$3.00 Pi« AiiM».

IIIVI,

?0l.

CHICAGO,

'.:x,r,;:;

MARCH

10

25, 1905,

""""r'hixsS"""
u

.

H

M,....,ci,.r,ck

Block,

CHICAGO

I

BOSTON, MASS.

10 State Street,

IHlKt-World'i. Fail-.
Jllcdal fur Itabber Innulation.

THE STANDAHU FOR

!ii

!V

1.

R.

ln<ii>t

Rubhitr Co.
RUBBER COVERED
>A/iiRKS ;Ai>4o cs.aeii_k:s.
OFFICE AND FACTORY: BRISTOL, R.

Co..

1HH» I'ariH Kx|iOHiti<>ii,
Medal fur ItubhorliiMulation.

jtON'^:

N.

UNDERGROUND AND SUBMARrNE.

Simplex Electrical

ff^'-'

t Corr.

.\«iiunal

V^LV
AND CABLES.
SIMPLEX WIRESINSULATED
MUHBEII COVERED, WEATHEHPROOF.

Cuts

h

I.

SINGLE AND POLYPHASE

TRANSFORMERS

KUHLMAN ELECTRIC

CO.,

Elkhart, Ind.

1

ItVBBKK INSULATION.

CRESCENT RUBBER INSULATED

Sole Manufacturers of

Okonite Wires, Okonite Tape,

Manson Tape, Candee

THE OKONITE
To'".!'.*'?.".''.";!

"•"•»»'•

CO., Ltd.

\Bllniial

4

oilr Htanilaril.

CRESCENT INSULATED WIRE AND CABLE CO.

253 Broadwiy, New Yirk

INDIANA RUBBER AND INSULATED WIRE CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF
UNDERGROUND, AERIAL, SUBMARINE AND INSIDE USE.
TELBPHONB, TBLBQRAPH AND FIRE-ALARM CABLES.

JOKE8BORO. IMD.

Wires are tested at Factory.

^^

U-KLCIH

& SON

Scad 2c ftuap (or aew ctUlofw No. 6 of

TOOLS

KLEIN'S

Paranlte Rubbir Covered Wires and Cables,

All

WIRES ANDCABLES

Wires

"""o!;;'-

For Elmdrteml Warkmrm
Miul Llam BuUdmrm,
MATHIAS KLEIN ARSONS.,
8t W. Van Burert

Chicago,

St.,

III.

:

YOST SPECIALTIES.
SookBis, Wall
Sockets,

Weatherproof

WE ORBUY

I-T-E

SCRAPS, ANY SIZB OR
CONDITION.

CIRCUIT BREAKERS
CUTTER ELECTRICAL

PHILADELPHIA

CO.,

OLD BELTS

WE CLEAN, REPAIR AND RENEW
OLD BELTS.
LEATHER PRESERVER MFO. CORP.
27 W. MONROE

ST.,

CHICAGO

Sockets,
Rosettes,
Receptacles,

Cord
Adjusters.

Samsoo Spot Cord

OmImloQum tmr
f

A* mmktng.

For

ARC LAMP and
TROLLEY CORD

THE YOST ELECTRIC MFG. CO.
TOLEDO, OHIO.

Bead for SamplOA aDd Prices

SA.IWISOZW OOSCr».A.OB

MILLS:
BETHLEHEM,

''

PHILADELPHIA OFFICE:

SAFETY " RUBBER GOVEREB
WIRE AND CABLE
FOR EVERY ELECTRICAL SERVICE.

St.

78 Chauncy

Office

oo.,

Jli^

CHICAGO REPRESENTATIVE.

SI.

THE SAFETY IXSULATED WIRE & CABLE
WORKS:

VlfESTIIN

AUSXIIM

e.

IVI.

BOSTON OFFICE:

Main

laostoxa., AtXaats.

Clarissa St.

CHICAGO OFFICE:
210 Monroe

"~"™^y

-

PA.

PHIUDELPHIA, PA.
SCRANTON, PA.
NEW YORK REPRESENTATIVES:
WILLIAM RYLE & COMPANY
54 Howard St.

4015

WOHMCS,

Electrical

114-116 I.IBJEKTY

layonne, N.J.

Ingtrnmeiit

and Works, Waverly Park,

NEWARK,

Co.,

N. J.

"ROUND PATTERN,"
Type

Voltmeters

F.

Instruments

are

particularly

and Feeder
Circuits in Railway and Power Plants
Voltmeters in ranges from 3 to 750 volts.
Isolated Plants

.\raraeters in ranges

All

from

i

to

2,500

amp

Weston Instruments are unsurpassed
excellence of workmanship,

in

racy and

economy

in

accu-

of operation.

BERLIX— European Weston Electrical Instrument Co., Kilu-slrasse No. S8.
Bros.. Cenmrj Works, Lewlst

har

Xe

H. Y.

HENRY NEWGARD &

CO.

ELECTRICAL CONSTRUCTION

and

Ammeters.
These

suitable for

STBEET,

CONDUITS FOR JNTERIOR WIRING

American Circular loom Co.

CO.,

Power and Light

We

Plants.

install

Switchboards and Panel Boards

Municipal and Isolated Electri

Lighting Plants.
We manufacture Switchboards. Tablet board'.
Iron Cutout Boxes and Electrical Specialties.
We sell Dynamos, Motors and Electrical
Supplies.
wire old as well as new Residences, Factorj- Buildings, School and College Buildings.

We

225 E. Washington

St.,

KCK-E. n i;uI)ol,12RueSt.Geors

rk OMcc-7-J Cortlandt St.

.i^KiK^^x^^^,S•<i>^.<S>^^K;>^:,^i^5>.5^^^^S<S««3^SHi^^>^>^^

Chicago,

Illinois.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

March

=3.

19c

Experience

Bullock EJedncal Apparatus

Allis-Chalmers

Co

ELECTRICAL DEPARTMENT

The

Bullock Eledric Mfg. Co.
Cincinnati,

Ohio

Canadian represen la lives. Allis-ChaJmers-Bullock. Ltd.. Mootreal

INTERCHANGEABLE

Wacrrerv
Perfect Control

Alternator

—

Indefinite

Regulation

ARC LAMP

No Flashing— No Repairs
Burnouts Impossible— Last Forever

ALLEN-BRADLEY
WARREN
ALTERNATORS
are
profit

producers

and

For

All

200 HOURS LIFE|
on Multiple D.

surplus

WE GUARANTEE
WHAT WE SELL

Prices Reasonable—Satisfaction Guaranteed

on

HOURS LIFE
Multiple A. C. or on

Series A.

SEND

IN

Asit your

and D.

C.

C.

A TRIAL ORDER
The Jandus

WE

C. CircuiteS

Purposes of Electric Current Control

150

swelters.

AND
SELL WHAT

mmm
Engineer or Electrician about

it..

Lamp

is

the

IdeS

for Central Statiott

and isolated plants.

GUARANTEE

AMERICAN ELECTRIC FUSE CO.
"||«iliEHl^TRIc]p.O.

Sandusky, O.

48-50 West Jackson Boul.

CHICAGO,

The F. Bissell Comr*
DISTRIBUTORS

ILL.
Toledo, 0.

-

|

Marrh

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

if^PS

2^,

STORAGE BATTERYCO.
THE ELECTRIC PHILADELPHIA
MANUFACTURER OF THE

Cblori6c Bccumulator
Railways, Isolated Lighting and Power Stati'
Fire Alarm, Telegrapli, Train Lighting, etc., etc.

I'nr C!(.iilr:il Stations, lilectiii:

.SAl.l.s

oll'lUia.

NkwYimik.
AMoKlii'iiy Avo.

and lOlhSt.

1(11)

nusisto.si.

MECHANICtL,
EKCTRICkL,
STEAM,

.„„
Knd tbort

,„.,„„
C>TO[ital«

.orilnetirlng «lio|.i.

Shop

Crimshaw

OUR WIRES

REPAIRING
RECALIBRATING
ELECTRIC METERS.
INTERNATIONAL ELECTRIC

MHER

330 W. RtNOOLPH STREET.

CHIOCO

DEI MOINES, IOWA.

HiaHUID PARK ODLUaE.

Raven White Core

pass Inspection and carry the above

TRADE-MARKS

c

r

tags.

III'

Toronti

NEWARK, N. J.
20,000 MILES IN USE

OVER

Kipomoi low. Ac.;oiuiiiod.tloii» U^i
may onlor any umo.
1,(111, Scbool all joar. BlndonH
Correipondenco •Wiam and oloctrlca ;<>,>';'"•=""'
wriirn ui^oroniuii.
fur cattlonuo. Mention couruo In
HnillMBrlTill.

ALL

I.ld-.

CONTINUOUS RAIL JOINT CO. OF AM.

Civil.

ThoroUBhlr eqlllripocl
work froia the l)<>-

J.

c

WalnwrlKhi

Uar<iuiiit<s uidf.
(,'aH<I>A.

(.'anadlsn Oeueral Klt-r

CllUi-n'-i IIUIK

Engineering
_

CuiiAOO.

llonTim.

iiroudway
CLEVBl.tSK.

We

CO.

Raven Black Core

also maouracture

Crimshaw and Competition Tapes and

Splicing

Compounds.

NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE COMPANY,
JAMES

The

SPARQO WIRE

A.

JAMES

A.

SPARQO.

Prts. and

CO. INSVLATEU

WIRE»«

Qenl Mgr

MAGNET WIRES

lV1anufa,:turt:rsof

BARE AND TINNED COPPER WIRE

NORTHERN WIRE
& CABLE CO.

ROME, N.Y.

FINE SIZES A SPECIALTY

BAKER

PLATINUM

South Milwaukee
Wis.

CO., INC.

«c

GRAND PRIZE
UNIVERSAL EXPOSITION

WORKS: Newark, New Jersey
NEW YORK OFFICE: 20 Liberty Street

ST. LOUIS, 1904

1

ALPHABETICAL INDEX TO ADVERTISEMENTS.
Adams-Bagnail Electric Co..—
Allls-Chalraers

Company

Cent

Improvement Co
& El. Co

Stat.

Central Tel.

2

12

,Aln

1

all

A Co

.

|

M fg. Co

Century Electric Co
13
Chicago Edison Co
4, 12
Chic. Fuse Wire A Mfg. Co.. .21
Chicago Mica Co
10

"ForSale" Advertisements. .12
Pt. Wayne Elec. Works. Inc. .21

Amer. District Steam Co
Amer. Elec. Fuse Co
Amer. Elecfl. Supply Co
Amer. lil. Telephone Co

Clilcago Solder Co
Colonial Sign at Insulator

Fowler, John H
Fowler- Jacobs Company
Franklin Elec. M fa. Co

—

Fres-Ko Chemical Co

13

19

2
10
IH

American Electrical Works. .11
Arnold Co.. 'r tie
Arnold Eleo. Mfg.

7, 13

Co
Automallc Electric Co
Babcock

A

liildl. K.

B

17

—

Wilcox Co

W. C

Continuous Rail Joint Company of America.
3
—
Cooperllewilt Elec. Co
Cope. T. J

22

Crescent Ins. Wire

A

li

Crocker-Wheeler Co

Company

3
13

Lamp

IS

13

h'orfie

Hay Slate

ColumbiaMfg. Co

H

Uaker&Co.. W. E

lialtt^r at

—

Co.....

5

Co.—

Colorado & Southern R. R....12
Colorado Midland R. R
16
Columbia Incand. Lamp Co..—

Co.. Inc., S.

...13

Itulley, I-'red.

Huln,

ii

Couch

A

Mfg.

Cbl. Co.

Co

10

Benjamin Electric Mfg. Co.
Bennett,

I.

—

A

& Jennings
BIssellCo.. The P
Berthold

18

Bossert Electric Constructioo
Co..

HallL
BrownellCo., The
Bryan-Marsh Co
Brooks,

Bryan,

18

Company

Carhant

Co

M

Co

—

Dearborn Drug A Chem.WliS.i5
Denver aV RloCrandeR. K...17
Diamond Meter Company
22
Directory of Engineers
VA

Dixon Crucible Co., Joseph..
Doxsee Elec'L Co.. A. S.
Duncan Elec. M fg. Co

Electrician Pub.
Ely A Co. Allen

& Co.. Hamilton.

Central Electric

l

15

—
—

—

Bunge.Otio
&Co., H.

4

Edison Decorative A Miniature Lamp Departm't
10
Edison Mfg. Company
Electric Appliance Co
lo
Electric Storage Battery Co.. 3
Electrical Engineer Institute.—

Wm. H

7

A W. Fuse Company

—

15
,

Buckeye Electri c Co
Bullock Elec. Mfg.

D.

1

5

Beardslee Chandelier Mfg. Co.—
iielden Mfg.

5

ErieR.

R

Kor

Farles

5

Fostoria Incand.

IT

A W. B

13

Company... 14
—
P
is

Jackson, D. C.

Jeffrey Manufacturing

Johns-ManvUle

Co

l."*

Co.. H. W.... 22

Lamp Co....—
19

19

Kariavert Manufacturing Co.—
Kellogg Switchboard A Sup

Company
Kemp.R. W
ply

Hallberg, J. H
Haller Machine

Hamacek.

13

Co

A. V

21

4

Hartford Steam Boiler Inspection A Insurance Co....—

Hazard Manufacturing Co...—
Highland Park College. ... 3
Hill Elec. Co.,

W. S

Hlpwell Mfg. Co
Hobart Elec Mfg. Co
Hoffman, G.

W

Holmes Fibre-Graph. Co
Holophane Glass Co
Humphrey. Henry H
Hunt A Co,, Robt. W
Illinois Central

Electric

l

13

Co

I

Leather Preserv. M. Corp
1
LeffeKt Co., James
15
Letbeule. Paul
13
Llndsley Brothers Company.. IS
Loud'sSonsCo., H. M

—

10

HartMfg.co

—

Machado

A

—

Roller

Maliby Cedar Company
19
Manhattan El. Supply Co
II
Manross. F. N.
Marinette Gas Engine Co
15
Marlon Ins. Wire at Rub. Co..—

—

—

W. N
McLennan A Company, K..
McRoyClay Works
Mechanical Appliance Co

22

Mica Insulator

—

Miscellaneous Advs

12

13

Monon

17

18

Moseley A Co., Geo. Welles..
Mueller Company, William..

16

—
12

Ry

Incandescent Electric Light
Manipulator Company
Indiana Rub. at Ins. W. Co
India Rubber at Gutla Percha

Matthews

R.

MunseU A

A

Bros..

11

..U'

Company

R

Co.,

Eugene

13
ii

10

1

Northern raclflo R. R
IS
Northern Wire at Cable Co .. 3
Northwestern Storage tati«rv

—

Co

I8

10

National Carbon Co
National Electric Co
National India Rubber Co
Nernst Lamp Co

4

9
1

—

Cla.ssifie<^ Jrxdeix: of .Aa<a^vei^lsei3^ei3.t:»

Simplex Electrical CO., The..
Simplex Elec Heating Co. ...I
Spar^o Wire Co Jav A
.

Sqnlre Electric Co
Standard Elec Mfg. Co
1
Standard t'oderg. Cable Co....
Stanley Klec Mfg. Co.. The Stanley Instrument Oo
Stanion. LeRoy
i
Sterling A sen,

W
W U

Pacltlc Coast Pole

Co

19

—

Pass A Seymour, Inc
Perrlzo ASons
19
Pfannmuellerat co.,E. F....I2
Pbelan, D.
It'

W

Phillips.

Eugene F

11

Phillips Insulated Wire Co. ..II

Phosnlx Glass Co
Pboepbor-BrouzeS. Co

Hugo

9

—

Rellanct Instrument Co
Replogle Governor "Works.. .—
Reynolds £1. Flasher Mfg.Co.S2
Richardson Lubricating Co. .12
Robert Instrument Co., The..—
Robertson A Sons, Jas. L
12
22
Roebllng's Sons Co., J. A

Ruebel-Schwedtmann-WeUs..l3
Runzel-Lenx Elec. Mfg. Co...—
Safety Ins. Wire

A Cable Co

Samson Cordage Works
Sargent at Lundy
SauquoltSllk Mfg. Co
Schneider A Co-.C O
Schott.W. H
S E. Missouri Cypress Co..

See

-

Stromberg-C&Tlson Te!. Mfg.
ComiifiDv

I

Torrey Cedar Company
Tray Plate Battery Co
Trumbull Elec Mnfg. Co

1

1

-

Turner Brass Works

-

15

Plgnolet, L. M
10
Pittsburg at L. S. Iron Co.... 19
Porter Cedar Company
18
Relslnger.

1

Slow Mfg Coroptuy

--

12

—

Insulating Company
International Elec. MeterCo. 3

l

3
12

13

A Sons. Matblas
Kohier Brothers
Kuhlman

NewgardACo., Henry
New York Ins. Wire Co
Northern Elect'l Mfg. Co

16. 16

Klein

General Electric Co
9. lu
Gleason, John. L
4
Gould Storage Battery Co.... 6
Green Fuel Economizer Co.. 15
Gregory Electric Company. ..12

-

CroHus A Son, E. R
Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co
Cutter Elec.

tlonalTeL Mfg. Co...

17

American battery Co
U
Amer. Circular Loom Co
1
American Conduit Co
U
American Diesel Knglne Co^lS"

i*ag:e e.

Valentine-Clark Co.. Tbe....l9
Vulcanized Fibre Company. .22

Wal^sb
Wagner

R.

—

R

M fg. Co
Company
Mfg. Co

Electric

Walsh's Sons

3
is

at

Warren Elec.
Wesco Su pply Co

2
10

Western Display Co
Western Electric Company
Wesilnghouse
Electric
Manufacturing Co

—
..

19

A
SO

Weston Electrical Inst. Co... I
Whitehead Machinery Co... 12
Williams Elec. Machine C1..IO
WooHey Fdy. A Mach. Wts..—
Worcester Cocpany, C H....1S

YesberaMfg.Co
Zero Marx Sign Works

16

.
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MANUFACTURED BY

Motors,
Switches,

Arc Lamps,
Circuit Breakers,

.Co.

Etc., Etc.

CHICAGO EDISON COMPANY,
"Flexduct**

is thett

higK standard required in

&.11

hfgh-cl&ss work.

It is

very

1

39 Adams

flexible,

Ql

Street,

CHICAGO.

high insuiaLtion and indestructible

FLEXIBLE CONDUIT
"Flexduct" the National Code Sta.ndard.

It

does not delerior&te, a.ltv&ys usable

to

highest degree

OSBURN FLEXIBLE CONDUIT COMPANY,

NEW YORK

SAN FRANCISCO

CHICAGO

Qleason's

4^4^

itamnnJi

Moulding

If**

Boxes.
Send

postal

strain

for descriptive

pamand

phlet
price

JOHN

L.

list

©tjt0

to

B

Na

Jamaica

2-REauLAR

Plain,

©rab^-iiark guaranl^^H quality.

®Ijf ^nrt iUfg. (Ha., ^artftsrh, CUnnn.

GLEASON

Npro fork

290 Soutli St.

A NO. 2— REGULAR

<8>

Inatat

iSarmOa, ®«tt

ffil!xrag0

Mass.

CONSTANT USE OF THE C-H.
REGULATOR HAS PROVEN

FIELD

the material of which its base is made does not allow
that overloads do not disintegrate it; that it
readily radiates and conducts heat, and is a perfect insulator.
Its construction is such that no trouble can exist from small
parts or contacts.
Bulletin 32 explains in detail.

That

grounding;

THE CUTLER-HAMMER MFG.
MILWAUKEE,
NEW YORK

CHICAGO

PITTSBURG

DRY CELLS
COLUMBIA
DEMAND THAN ANY OTHER MAKE.
THERE

.S

A

REASON FOR

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY,

.

T.

CO.

WIS.

K.--si^A

BOSTON

n vni n ni VII

fi^^S U P ERl Rl T Y

CLEVELAND, OHIO

M.ircli

25,

VVFSTFr' N

K/)5

HI .I'VTR

['•'T A.

N

& W. MATERIAL

D.

Dm

U.

STOCK

IN

.^,,1. 1>
I,,. ,
1j.>m.,,,1
„1 ^.„,,i,..:,. ,,,>.....„;..
shipments with pnimptncss and dispatch. It is worth taking
our
<ntir<- stock is Uraiid new .irid fresh from the manufacturer.
into consideration also that

•

ind

.li.ek

..1

IJ.

wc arc able

vv

1.11. 1.,,. .1

I

I

to niaU<:

SEND U8 YOUR ORDER
(Uritfral

€lfdrirCmit;mug,

GENERAL WESTERN AGENTS
Temporary Offices, 207-209-2II

NOT

NON-CORROSWE ^

Jackson Blvd., CHICAGO

Work

CO.,

light

Made

aluminum or steel.
and will not rack socket

to

Chomical BIdg.,

many

stytes

and

finishes.

FARIES MFC. CO.

CHICAGO
SI. Louis.

in

Catalogue mailed upon application.

KESTER ELECTRIC MFG. CO.

46 North Union Street

MAHLER

of

Very

Finish not affected by heat.

CHICAGO SOLDER CO.
L. F.

Made

pieces.

Electrical

Formerly

REFLECTORS

Fit any socket
Quickly attached or detached.

FOR

PASTE 7

FARIES

f REFLECTIONS

KE5TER EXCELLED
SOLDERING/

^

E,

DECATUR,

ILL.

Mo.. Gen'l Western Agent

ALTERNATORS
FOR. EVER.Y SERVICE

ANY TYPE
Among other A.

C. Generators

ALL SIZES

we

aLre building atre
Sanitary District.

Four 4,000

K. V. A. for Chicago
for Ca-lifornia Gas & Electric Corporation.
2.000 K. V. A. for The Huroniatn CompeiLny.
1,200 K. V. A. for Los Angeles Pacific Ry. Company.

Three 4,000 K. V. A.

Two
One

SEND FOR. BULLETIN

CrocRer-'WKeeler

NO.

50.

Company

m

Marwifaclvirers ar\d Electrical Engineers

Ampere,

Standard Crocker- Wbeeler Revolving Field
Engine Type Alternator

Chicago

ELECTRICITY FOR ENCINEERS.

Office,

N. J.
Old Colorvy BIdj.

PRICE $2.50.
ILLUSTRATED.
424 PAGES.
ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
810 Marquette

Building,

•

•

OMIOAOO

INSTRUMENT CO.
STANLEY
GREAT
BARRINCTON, MASS.,

UNIVERSAL EXPOSITION
ST.

LOUIS
1904

U. S. A.

GOLD MEDALS

M

?DS AT BOTH EXPOSITIONS FOR
THE HIGHEST AWARDS

PAN-AMERICAN EXPOSITION

BUFFALO
1901

—

.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

Railway Line and Regulating

Complete
Storage
Battery

and Train Lighting
Central Lighting and Power
Electric Vehicle and Telephone

Isolated

Plants
aOVLD COUNTER
Sales

^larcli 25, 1905

NEW YORK, 1 W. 34th Street.
BOSTON, so state Street.
Offices l CHICAaO, The "Rookery."
^ SAN
FRANCISCO, Century electric

M.

B.

P.

BOOSTER SYSTEMS

WORKS

:

DEPEW,

N. Y.

j

Bulletins.

Co.

CLASSIFIED INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
AdJuBtera, Curd.
Manlp. C
Adjusters, Inc. Lnotiin.
Inc. El. Lt. Manipulator C
Anchors (Tel.
Tel.)
Bennett, I. A.
Incandes.

El. Lt.

A

Matthews

&.

W. N.

Bro.,

McLennan A

Co., K.

Mfg

Stanley Elec.

Central Electric Co.
Electric Appli£

Manhattan El*
Wesco Supply
Western Electric

Fres-Ko Chemical Co.

Condensers, Kleotrlc.

Annnnclators.

Batteries

Comtnntator CnmpODnd
Crolius&Son. E R.

Co.

Condoit and Condnlts.
American Circular Loom Co.
American Conduit Company

Co.

:Co.
iCO.

and Jar

Ruebel. Schwedtman,
Sargent A Lundy.
Schott, W. H.
Squire Electric Co.
Stanley Elec. Mfg. Co.
Stanton. LeRoy
Vnderhill, Chas. R.

(Recording and Testing.)

Contractors and RIc
trie Llsht Plants.
Allis-Chalmers Company.
Bullock Rl. Mfg. Co.

Electric Co.

Bells, BazBers, Gto.

General Electric Co.
National Electric Co.
Northern Electrical Mfg. Co.
Wagner Electric Mfg. Co.

Co., Jos.

Leather Preserver Mfg. Corp

Amer.

Elec.

CruHH-Arms,
Brackets.

and

Pins

Berthold & Jennings.
Central Electric Co.

Bnllers.

l-:lectrlc

Allis-Chalmers Company.

Wilcox Co.

Co.,

The

Bonks. Blectrlcal.
Electrician Publishing Co.

YesDera Mfg. Co.
Bossert Elect. Coast. Co.

Brackets.
Farles Mfg. Co.

Brnslies.
Central Electric Co.
Hobart Elec. Mfg. Co.
Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co.
Speer Carbon Co.

Western Electric

CaMe

Company.

[See

Wires and Cables^

Points

and

Plates.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
National Carbon Co.
RelslDger, Hugo.
Wesco Supply Co.

M fg.

Co.

and

American Diesel Engine
Eneliien, Steam.
AlUs-Chalmers Company.
Bro\vnell Co.. The

The

Wayne

F.

Wks.

Elec.

Kans and Pan Motors,
Central Electric Co.

Century Electric Co
Crocker-Wheeler Company.
Edison Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.

Wesco Supply

Co.
Western Electric Co.

Westinghouse

A

El.

M fg.

Mfg. Co.

Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground
Sterling Varnish Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

Bissell Co.,

The

P.

Central Electric Co.
Electric ApplI;

Wayne

Elec.

Co.

Wl

General Electric Co.
Gregory Electric Co.
Hlpwell Manufacturing Co
Manha-ttan Elec. Supply Co.
Stanley Elec. Mfg. Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
Westine;house El. A Mfg. Co.

WeslhigUouse

Edison Decorative

Farles Mfg. Co.

Fostoria Incand.

Beardslee Chandelier
Bissell Co.,

Doxsee

Union Electric Mfg. Co.
Wesco Simply Co.
Western Electric CompanvWestinghouse El. & Mfg. Cc

A

Co.

Minia-

M fg.Co.

Lamp

Co.
Franklin Electric Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.
Nernst Lamp Co.

A.S.

ynolds El. FlasherMfg.Co

Supply t
Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

incandescent
Replacers A Cleaners.

.jQmps,

riexlble Shafts.
Stow Mfg.
PuNi^fl

Am

inc.

Co.

EL

Lt.

Central TeL

A

El.

Co.

Farles Mfg. Co.

Clutches, Mag:netlc.

Conl anil ANhes II
llnic Sinchlnery.
Co.

W. C.
W. E.

Baker A Co..
Bryan, Wm. H.
Bvllesby A Co., H. M.
Evans, Almlrjill & Co.
Itallberg, J. H.

Humphrey, Henry H.
Hunt A CcRobL W.
Jackson, D. C. & W. B.
Kemp.R. W.

American EL Telephone Oo
Arnold Elec. Mfg. Co.
Automatic i;ieculcco.
Bissell Co.,

Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
rinie Sn-llcbes.
BisseU Co.. The F.
Klein

Continuous Rail Joint Company of America.

Kuhlman

Wagner Electric Mfg.
Wesco Supply Co.

lle-AVIndlns—Repalr
Chicago Edison Co.
Gregory Electric Co.

Western Electric

Car.

Westinghouse EL A Mfg.
Turbines. Slenm.

General Electric Co.

Union Electric Mf|
Wesco Supply Co.

Co.

Allis-Chalmers Co.
General Electric Co.

Westinghouse

El.

A

Mfg. Co

Tnrblne W^nter WheeU
Leffel A Co., Jas.

hVlres

.

" Wks.
Wayc iElec

'

Sisrns. Electric.

Insniatlnir
Braldlncr.

Silks.

Brapblte Speclalttes.

Sla»;net Wires.
(See Wires and Cables.)

Richardson Lubricating

O

Mechanical nraft.
Green Fuel Economizer Cc

baa

s t

Insulating Co.

^

Kellogg SwIt«h.-4 Sup.

Haller Machine Co.

Western Display Co.
Zero Marx Sign Works.

Lubricating, Oil, Grease

Amer. District Steam Co.

Works.

.

Electric Co.

H.

Cables— Msa-

Hazard Manufacturing Co.
Indiana Rub. A Ins. Wire Co
India Rubber A Guttapercha

Inc.

iovernors. TVater "Wlieel.
Repiogle Governor Works.

Dlson Crucible Co.. Jos.
Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co,

&

net Wires.
American Electrical
Belden Mfn. Co.
Bissell Co.. The P.

Central Electric Co.
Crescent Ins. Wire & CWe Oo
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.

LIr

I^OX" A.lp>lial>et:ioal 1xx€Xgxl

Mfg. Co

General Electric Co.

Highland Park College

Western Electric Co.

x

(}o.

Co.

Co.

Westinghouse EL A
Trucks, Blectrlo

Electrical Engineer Inst.

General Electric Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply
Stanley Elec. Mfg. Co.
Wesco Supply Co.

(E!

Electric Co.

Manhattan Elec. Supply
National Electric Co.
StanlevElec. Mf^. Co.

$foond-nand Mach'y.

"

Steam).

Co.

Gregory Electric Co.

Central Electric Co.
Electric Appli
Co.

Heatlns

Sons, Mathlas.

Central Electric Co.
Crocker- Wheeler Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Works, lot
General Electric Co.

Schools and Colleses.

Co

S.

A

Western Electric

Transformers.

L.lehtnlue Arre«

3uard«. tamp.
Couch Co.. Inc..

TheF.

Central Electric Co.
Central TeL A EL Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
International TeL Mfg. Co.
Kellogg Switehb. A Sup. Co
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Stromberg-Carlson Tel. M.Co

BisseUCo..The F.
Cent. Stat. Improvement Co.

I

tub boards.

relepbones, Telepliuu«
Material and S\rltohboards.

Hotfman, Geo. W.

Itods. Conduit.

Chicago Fuse Wire A Mfg.Co.

We

I

BisseU Co.. The F.
Gen. Incan. Are Light Co.

Perrizo A Sons.
Phelan, D. W.
Pittsburg A L. S. Iron Co.
Porter Cedar Company.
S. K. Missouri Cypress Co.
Sterling A !>on. W. C.
Torrey Cedar Co.

Manipulator Co.

and Pnsp Wire.

Elec. Fuse Co.
Bissell Co.. The F.
Central Electric Co.
r.

Crocker-Wheeler Co.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Badt, F. B.
Bailev. Fred.

) Supply Co.
Western Electric Cto.

!itv

Berthold A JennlngB.
Brooks, Hall L.
Columbia Mfg. Co.
Fowler, John H.
Fowler-Jacobs Company.
Kellogg Switch. A Sup, Co.
Lindsley Bros. Co.
Loud-sSonsCo.. H. M.
Maltby Cedar Co.
Mueller Company, William.
Pacific Coast Pole Co.

3

Haller Machine Co.

Mfg. Go.

Bleetrlcal and Mechanleal Bnfclneers.
Arnold Oo., The

Phosphor Bronze Sm. Co. Ltd
I'tntinnm. AVIre and
Sheel.
Baker A Company Inc.
Poles and Ties.

TheF.

Elec'l. Co.,

Bleotrlo RallTTays.
Co.

Elect'l Supply Co.
Bissell Co., Thef.
Central Electric Co.
Century Electric Co.

ture Lamp Dept.
Electric Appliance Co.

Electric Appliance Co.
Simplex Elec. Heating Co.
Western Electric Co.

Clrcntt Breakers.

Amer.

Rail Joints.

Columbia lucan. Lamp

Eleotrlo lloatlns Appl.

Jeffrey Mfg. Co.

Clnnters.
Benjamin Elec. Mfg.

&

Hamilton.

TheF.
Bryan-Marsh Company.
Buckeye Electric Company.
Chicago Edison Co.

Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

K.ont>Milz*TH. Knel.
Green Fuel Economizer Co.

Chains.

Cutler-Hammer Mfg.

El.

Co.,

Lntups, Incandescent.
Bay State Lamp Co.

Electri

Co.

Overalls.
CarhantA

C. Co.

Central Electric Co.

Fibre.

Inc.

Co.

Storaife Batteries.
American Battery Co.

Farles Mfg. Co.

Bissell Co.,

b'lnshera.

General Elec. Co.
Gregory Electric Co.
Hobart Elec. Mfg. Co.
Mechanical Appliance Co.
National Electric Co.
Northern Electrical Mfg. Co.
Stanley Elec. Mfg. Co.
Slow iNlanuractiirlng Co.
Elec.

Co.

Mathlas.

\nzzles.

Oa>.i>-

llne.
Allis-Chalmers Company.
Marinette Ga3 Engine Co.
WooUey Fdy. A Mach. Wks.
Engines, Oil.

A Sons,

Co.

Altrs. and Deslvnsrk.
Haller Machine Co.
!ti>eed Indicators.
Weston Electrical Inst. Co.

Motors.)

Nippers and Pliers.
Klein

Ck>.

Western Electric Co.
S^pefialtieSf fleetrlral

Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.
Motors. (See Dynamos and

Jeffrey Mfg. Co.

Gn»;lnes, Cias

Mfs. Co.

Central Electric Co.
Century Electric Co.
Crawfordsville Electric Co.
Crocker- Wheeler Co.

National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Okonile Co., The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.

Supply Co.

Chandeliers.

M fg.

&

Allis-Chalmers Company.

I

National Electric Co.

Jeffrey

El.

Waiiiier Electric Mfg. Co.

CafltlnffS.
i

Elec. Supply Co.
Mica Insulator Co.
Munsell A Co., Eugene.

Electrical Inst. Co.

Dynamos and Motors.

Ft.

Farles Mfg. Co.

Fan

Westinghouse

Bullock Elec. Mfg. Co.

Canoitlcs.

Carbons,

Electric Appliance Co.
Ft. Wavne Elec. Wks. Inc.
General Electric Co.
Hamacek, A. F.
Hart Manufacturing Co.
Hill Elec. Co., W. S.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Trumbull Elec. Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.

Bissell Co.,

llnucrers.

BlssellOo.. B. F.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.

Cables

Appliance Co.

Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Company.
Cnl-OiitM and Sn-ltcbes.
Bissell Co.. The F.
Bossert Elec. Const. Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Cutter Elec. & Mfg. Co.

Bootbs, Teleplione.

Boxes, Junction.

Kartavert Mfg. Co.

Manhattan

KlevalorB-Conve>ora.

Runzel-Lenz Elec. Mfg. Co.
Samson Cordage Wks.

Green Fuel Economizer Co.

Brownell

Pignolet, L. M.
Reliance Instrument Co.
Robert Inst. Co., The

Electric Appliance

Manhattan Elec. Supply
Wesco Supply Co.

Central Electric Co.

Chicago Edison Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Indiana Rub. A Ins. Wire Co.
Johns-Manville Co., H. W.

Roller.

Wagner Electric M fg.
Wesco Supply Co.

spection A Insurance Co.
InNiilntlnic Illachlnerr-.
New England Butt Co.

American Electrical Works.
Inc.

General Electric Co.

Fuse Co.

Ci>rd.

Turner Brass Works

Wks.

Hlef^tro-IMutlnK .Mncb'y
Crocker- Wheeler Company.

Leather Preserver Mfg. Corp.

Beltlns.

&

Machado A

I

Blow Pipes.

Elec.

General Electric Co.

Stanley Elec. Mfg. Co.
Stanley Instrument Co.

Cfintral Electric Co.

Electric Appliance Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
up ply Co.

Wayne

Jas. L.

Insulators and Insulating: Materials.

Electric Ajipliance Co.
Ft.

Babcock

F.

Diamond Meter Co.
Duncan Elec Mfg. Co.

.

Dixon Crucible

The

Central Electric Co.

\Vescn Supply Co.

Insiiecfluu A Insorance
Hartford Steam Boiler in-

Central Electric Co.

Central Electric Co.
Mfg. Co.

1

Manipulator Co.
Endicators
Robertson A Sons.

Insiruments.

E:ii>4>trlcal

Apparntiix.F:!.-!-.
Allis-Chalmers Company.
Crocker-Wheeler Company.
General Electric Co.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.

\\'elis.

W

Bissell Co.,

BlssellCo-.TheF.

Mining

Kohler Brothers.
Leiheule, Paul
Newgard A Co.. Henry.
Northern Electrical Mfg. Co.

and

Sauquolt Silk Mfg. Co.

Sockets 4^ neeeptacles.
Pass A Seymour.
Yost Elec. Mfg. Co.

Solderlns Sticks, Salts

Co.

^-.ational India Rubber Co
New York Insulated WlreCo.

Northern Wire A Cable
OkonlteCo.,The.
Phillips. Eugene F.

Co.

Runzel-Lenz Elec Mfg

Oo-

Phillips Insulated Wire Co
Roeblinc's Sons Co.. J- A.

Safety Ins. Wire

A

C&bie Co.

and Paste.

Simplex Electrical

Chicago Soldi

Standard Underground C U)
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Company.

Chicago Mica Co.

Western Electric Co.

of J^dveM-tisen^ieixts

See

I»«ig:e 3.

Co.

SpargoWireCo.Jaa.A.

WKSTF.kN'
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A SINGLE-PHASE ELEVATOR MOTOR
After

many

years of continuous experimental work and diligent observations of

motor improvements

ment

this

country and abroad,

we

are finally able to

PERFECT SINGLE-PHASE POWER MOTOR

of a

new motor promises
of the

in

all

for Elevator

all

important

announce the develop-

and Hoist Work.

This

the advantageous torque, current and other performance characteristics

best direct-current motors for the

respondence looking to the

installation of

same

class of service, and

we

invite

immediate cor-

such equipments as you may require.

•F"; _J
We

_•em.

are prepared to sup-

^

ply on short notice motors

We

ri

of 10
for

H. P. or
60-cycle

will shortly

deliver

of

25

to

and

be prepared

units

this

less capacity,

service,

to
of

form of motor at once
the

following

kinds of

to

H. P.
^^ra

other frequencies.

ELEVATORS

a

^^^Ikv

(Rope

fcv;.;

^;

I^B^^;
for

prepared

service:

capacity or less for this and

Write

are

undertake the adaptation

circulars

and

'

HOISTS

1
i

^i

prices.

control, direct coupled or
belted.)

of all kinds.

TRAVELING CRANES
VARIABLE SPEED
DRIVE
Where 40 per cent speed
will

regulation

be satisfactory.

WAGNER ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING

CO.

General Offices and Factory

ST. LOUIS, U.

S. A.

DISTRICT OFFICES:
CLEVELAND, OHIO, Nen CnCtand Ride.
DALLAS, TEX.. Duncan-Hobson Elec. Co.
DENVER, COLO., Gilbert WilkeE & Co., 43.; Seventee

ATLANTA, GA., Empire BldC
BOSTON, MASS., Journal Bide.
CHICAGO. ILL., Marquette Bldg.
CINCINNATI, OBIO, 1003 Youne Men's Her.

KANSAS

NEW YORK, N. Y., SI. Panl BIdt!.
NEW ORLEANS, LA., Spranlev & Reed, Hibernia Bank
PHILADELPHIA, PA.. Real Estate Trust BId|>.
PITTSBURG, PA., Farmers' Bank BIdg.

CITY, MO.. E. M. Reed & CO., 717 Delaivor
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL., Wacncr-Bullock Elec. Co. of Cal., 629 Mission St.

Lib. BIdg.

Bldg.

March

25,

WESTERN

1905

II

'

11"

'

'

GRAND PRIZE
The Highest Possible Award
Has Been Given

to

HIGHEST GRADE NUERNBERG CARBONS
By the International Jury of Awards, of the Louisiana Purchase Exposition,

t-flVJGO

REISINCEIR,

St. Louis, 1904.

Sole ImporUr,

II

BROADWAY, NEW YORK

Ji

'~^ ALTERNATORS
.\,..

York.

LL
Built IN All

llJ

Capacities
ISr.

llr...^..,.

ChirMo. Old

(Vilouj Bldr.
I'hiUdc>chi>. l.V« [and Till" HM
riUsWrt. Farnrrs' Rank Bldf.

n<>vi>lind. Btrton. !;li>t*DMn

A

O

IMroil. Unirr-S'lduo Ekrlrir d:
Louis. n-JO Chrmlcal KIdi.
Dtnvvr. Ilrndrii' Jk BoUbi.ll MIc. uid S<ippl; Co.

Si.

Milwaukee.

I

1905
Low
No

Fan Motors
current consumption.

scattering of

Adaptable

oil.

for use

on either

desk or bracket.
10-inch Wsll Bracket Fan.

Send

for our descriptive catalogue.

PRINCIPAL OFFICE:
New York

Office,

44 Broad Street.

Schenectady, N. Y.
Sales Offices in

all

Large

Cities.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

Merit

of the Packard

Marks

March

Lamp

UNPS

HIGH QUALITY OF LIGHT
LOW COST OF OPERATION
And

it

toes

marks

these

A USEFUL LIFE

of

Get acquainted with the

MADE RIGHT

through

all

PRICEP RIGHT

800 hours

600 to

ARE RIGHT

THE WESCO SUPPLY
CHICAGO AND SAN FRANCISCO

all

MICA

NIW YORK

and

M.

Paper.

I.

For

Years

the

........

you uao

Not

Gum The

Brushes.

$n.00 per Dozen.

Stick.

SEND FOR FRBB SAMPLE STICK

CHtCAQO

For sale by

all

after.

sopply houses, or

McLENNAN&CC, Sole Mfrs.. Room

411. Inter

Ocean

BIdg.. 130 Dearborn SI. Chrcago

Thafs
LET US HAVE YOUR INQUIRIES WHEN IN
NEED OF MICA OF ANY DESCRIPtlONWE CAN GIVE YOU WHAT YOU NEED
QUICK AND AT THE RIGHT PRICES.
VALPARAISO, IND.
CHICAGO MICA CO.,

C. Compound, Empire

MICA INSULATOR
NEW YORK

If

AbsolBtely Will

60 Cents per

K.

INSULATION
Cloth and

tMa may be avoided

Qualities, In any
at Lowest Prices

EUGENE MUNSELL AND CO.

Micanite, Linotape,

Rcducem tho working capacity of a
motor or dynamo, weara out the commutator, wraatea power and maycauae

SPARKING
aftrem All

Form

MO.

CO., ST. LOUIS,
"EVERYTHING ELECTRICAL"

ELECTRIC APPLIANCE COMPANY

Of

25, 1905

Standard.

CO.,

Originators

and CHICAGO

TRAY PLATE BATTERY COMPANY
MANUFACTURERS OF THE CELEBRATED

PATENT TRAY PLATE STORAGE BATTERY
FOE CENTRAL LIGHTING POWER AND ISOLATED PLANTS.
,

ALSO AN IMPROVED CELL TYPE BATTERY

IN ALL

GENERAL STYLES FOR ELECTRIC VEHICLES, SPARKING BATTERIES, ETC.

BINGHAMTON,

5-M FREDERICK STREET,

^m^

AUTOMATIC

SERIES

N. Y., U. S. A.

VOLT

-

AMMETERS

POCKET SIZE
For testing BatterieB and
Rattery Circuits. Locating
Faults. Grounds,

1
PUT
TraLnsformers and

Lamps

and against

L.
78-80 Cortlandt

etc.

ACCrRATE.

-

Send for

Circular.

M. PICNOLET
New

Bt.,

Yokk. N.

Y.

Electrical

Supply Conipaiiy
Manufacturers and Wholesale

Against disruptive 'discharge of
current due to sudden opening of
circuits

RELIABLE.
J>

American

EDISON LAMPS

WILL PROTECT

CENERATORS

8 S

IN

local light-

YOUR SOCKETS

Dealers

in all

kinds

of

ning

discharge
Will cutout
ground lamps and broken lamp
loops.
Will regulate circuits to

And

great extent. Will preserve tranquility of the commonwealth
by assuring continuous service.
It is the means ttt success of
series systems.
etor circular sbowli
be sent to prospc
Address

vlll

HAMACEK.

Chica.go, lU.
2039 Kenmore Ave.

maximum

of

Good Lighting

Electrical

Service.

Supplies

General Electric Company

83-85-87

MAIN LAMP SALES OFFICE

00 ipproval.

A. F.

secure the

Miniature Lamps.
Street Series Lamps.
Regular Multiple Lamps.

Harrison, N,

J.

(121

MAGNETIC CLUTCHES

-^^oooh P.<Hwn..^H.p.

IJIk^iri^ -TMEMI

\A/IL.I-IAIVIS

ELECTRIO

FIFTH AVEWrE
CHICAGO

IVIAOHIIME: OO.,

l«i^^A^.

AKROIM,

O.

I

r
March

25,

WMSTERN ELECTRICIAN

lo^.

ntANKN. I'MIU.ICS.Pr

I :.

C IKCtll'ditOS. Jr..S.t.

KOWi.«SDI'lirLI.IP

OUR PROPOSITION.

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL KWORKS,
•..\»

K.

\VK

I.

WILL .sail' i)S M IJAVH TUIAI,
ANY NI-.MBKKOK

STOMBAUGH GUY ANCHORS

BARE AND INSULATED ELECTRIC WIRE,
ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE.

"NF.i; T\SKI>\ K

INCANDESCENT AND FLEXIBLE CORDS,
Railway Feeder and Trolley Wire,
AMERtCANITE, MAGNET, OFFICE AND

IF

SATISFACTORY PAY FOR THEM, nmeRW ISE. VBIVW CHABOES COLLECT.

\VK

IM'.KI'A^' l'I{i;i<;ilT'>.\

IMII

SEND FOB NEWCATAl.nq "A^C^OIS THAI

M«INOFFICES«ND FACTORIES. PHILLIPSO* LE H
.

.

\I,<>I'.I)K;i:s

^

I10L0

I.

A aod 6 iDCb At7l«.

ELECTRICITY

EXPERT IN

PATCNTQ
iNlLllIu

SOLICITOR OF

U.S. fc FOREIGN
FOn^E BAIN, 1662-3 Monidnllcli

BIk.,

CHICAQO

DON'T BUY

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
Until

Electric Heating: Apparatus

MECHANICS
PATENT CAUSES

KND POn aS-PA*C CATALOttUI.

N.

rioi.t)

rp TO

I6,0f)0 i.b-!

MATTHEWS &

BRO.

MANUPACTUHFiBS
60)

Cvklon

BulldlDi

SIMPLEX ELECTRIC HEATINQ CO.,
Cambrldgeport, Mass.

NATIONAL CODE STANOARD

you have seen our

L"

"0.

new Catalogue and new

Electrics!

W.

UNIT" ENAMELED RHEOSTATS

Price List.
Free to the trade.

MaDlattan

wiLi,

Slot

-

J

"STIR"

Weatherprool Wire.

Burning leatkrprool

Snuply Co.

aid Ideal lire.
Prio*s

and Samples on

Application.

LONS LIFE
GUARANTEED CANDLEPOWER,
HIGHEST EFFICIENCY.

"AMERICAN"Sr
JAE THE BEST.

SenO

lor il6icrlptl«e Clrculir.

Phillips Insulated

AMERICAN BATTERY CO.,
171 S. Cllnlon

EGT'D ••9.

SI.,

Office

Chicago,

ARNOLD
TELEPHONE
The

Wire Go.

and Factory: PAWTUCKET.

R.

L

Bituminized Fibre Conduit

{7::r:7^
; STANDARD ELECTRICAL MFG. i
COMPANY,
Nllas, Ohio, i
»¥»¥»»»»» » » ¥» »»»» ¥¥»»»» »;

I

lilt takes the continuous, follow-up pounding of la pile
driver to drive a pole into the

ground.

A
For Underground

Construction

the GOOD FEATURES of other coDduits.
ELIMINATES the BAD FEATURES existing in many kinds.
HAS VALUABLE FEATURES not found in any other duct.

COMBINES

The American Conduit Company has a corrs of experts
in underground construction and la prepared to furnish supervision of work If desired,
^'e would prefer to co-operate with contractors In underground construction, but If desired win submit enilmaiesfcnd hlda
and take contracts for completed underground systems
In any part of the United States or Canada.

man on

the road seldom

gets an order the first time he
calls.
The order comes as the
result of repeated calls.

An

inquiry

is

that the inquirer

and

may

an indication
is

interested,

purchase sooner or

The mere sending

of a
catalog in response to an inlater.

quiry seldom consummates

a

sale.

The inquiry must

be

fol-

lowed up.

AMERICAN CONDUIT COMPANY
Main Oltlcn
1005-6

Other OfflcM
170 BroadniT, New Y«rk
336 Macr Street, Loi ADgeles

MANHATTAN BUIIDIHG
CHICAGO.

Is a handsome steel enclosed telephone.
In
ihe home from room of mistress to kitchen,
library or l.iiindr\'.
Saves hundreds of steps,
saves time. Is a distinct convenience, not a
luxury, bu! a necessity.
Telephone is fitted
UD compleie, ready for installation. Needs no
adjustment.
Steel clad.
Cannot get out of
order.
Lasts forever. Made as illustrated,
designed for separate batteries; also made
complete with batteries mounted directly upon
telephone hack, enclosed In neat bo.v.

Shipped ready for

installation.

Full directions with each telephone.

Price. without batteries,
price, with batteries,

$2. BO

3.2S

Arnold Electric
Manufacturing Co.
MANUFACTURERS
95 Jackson Boulevard, CHICAGO

J(t

tnv

you
n

<jja\\t as^yitill nuittj

.^TnfK^in/

feiii'L^AAi*?

_^irii??"i)f

The concerns

that get the
business follow up inquiries
persistently
and systematically.

Continuous advertising in
the right mediums familiarizes
the possible purchaser with
the name and address and
merits of the product of the
advertiser.
It paves the way for the man
on the road and makes his
work easier and more eflfective. It brings inquiries v^'hich
are or should be followed up
by mail or by personal calls.
In some cases it creates a
demand for an article where
none existed before.
If your first ad fails to secure an inquiry; if your first
letter in reply to an inquiryfails to secure an order; or if
you fail to get it at the time
of the first personal call— try,
try again.
Advertising in the W^estern
Electrician wil} bring the inquiries,

:

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN
W^AHfTED,
similar

WANT

FOB

advertise-

$^.^0 an
additional -words 3c each.

insertion;

/ess),

POSITION 'WANTED advertisements ijo zuords or

FOR SALE

SAIiE and

COliCMN

ments (50 words or

less)^

Electric Passenger Launcli in firBt-class condition, with canopy. Built by tbe Klectric
Launch Co., Bayonne City, N.J. Used at tbe
Pan-imerlcan E.vposition. 30 teel long, e;/,
Will go 60
loot beam. New Exlde battery.

$1.00 an in-

I

charge.

All-around electrician and steam
superlntendeDt of alighting and power plant.
Have indicator and electric testing Instruments,
eight years' practical experience in constructing and operating central stations. Best references, married, thirty years old, temperate,
reliable, know the business thoroughly and can
put your system on a paying basis. Addrei^s
box 446. care of Western Electrician, 510 Marquette Bldg., Chicago.

POSITION WANTED.
By young man with

practical and technical
education in power plant. Satisfactory service
guaranteed. Can give rererences; can also.do
wirlrg, etc Rxoerienced in po'yi'hase work.
Address BOX 453, care Western Electrician, 510
Marfiuetle Itldg Clilcap:p.

P.

FOR SALE.

NEAR CHESTftR, PA WITH DEEP WATER
FRONT ON DELAWARE RIVER, and intersected by three TRUNK LINES and two trolley

POSITION WANTED.

shop, etc., with traveling cranes and machinery,
and well adapted for any kind of heavy business; abundance of cheap labor of all kinds In
the immediate vicinity. Large engines, boilers,
electric plant; good water supply and sewerage.

In p^ant either steam or water power. Several
?ears all around experience. Expert meter readWould consider position reading meters,

,

For

full particulars

apply

NICHOLSON &

Foundry, Machine

to,

CO., Sole Agents,

WANTED.

III.

Chicago rorporatlon of sound financial standmanufacturing <ne staple electrical line,

ing,

desires western representation of one good
eastern manufacturer. We have strong sales
organization, influential connections in the

business for a flrst-class produ
BOX 450, care Western Electricii
510 Marquette Building. Chicago.
..

1

WANTED.
automobile manufactory,
traveling sple>men who have liad technical
Addre-s BOX 456. care
training in electrici'T.
ot Western Eltctrician, 510 Marquette Bldg.,

By

an

p.,

electric

Chic at 0.

WANTED
On or before July 1 next, a second-hand 75 to
100-K. W. 60-cycle 1.100 volt direct connected
unit in first class operating condition. Stale
make, type and age, whether right or left hand,
floor space required and if it can be seen in
Address BOX 45-J, care Western
operation.
Electrician, 510 Marquette Building, Chicago.

h. p.,
h. p.,
h.
h.
h.
h.

450
400
450
450
350
350
300
300
225
225
175
165
150
140
125
90
600
600

h. p.,
h. p.,
h. p.,

WANTED.

34x80, International.
32x48, Allls Corliss, 1890 heavy

22x42x48, Hamilton, Tand. Comp.
32x54, Hamilton, 1890 Frame.
30x54, St. Louis, 1890 Frame.
28x60, Philadelphia.
16x32x42, Corliss Cross Comp.,

latest type.

h. p.,
h. p.,
h. p.,
h. p.,
h. p.,
p.,
p.,
p.,

h.
h.
h.
h.

p.,

h. p.,
h. p.,
h. p.,
h. p.,
h. p.,
h. p.,

16x30x42, Allls Cross Comp.
23M!X60. Geo. H. Corliss.
24x48, Harris, latest type.
24x48, Brown.
22x42, Allls, 1890 Frame.
22x42, Slater, 1890 Frame.
20x48, Harris.
20x42, Hamilton.
12x22x42, Atlas Tandem Comp.
18x42, Hamilton.
16x42, Allls.
16x36, Sioux, 1902.'
15x38, Brown.
14x42, Allls.
14x36, Putnam.
12x36, Harris.
281/2x52, Buckeye Automatic.
17y2X30%x27,
Buckeye
Cross

Williams

Tandem

Whitehead Machinery Company,
DAVENPORT, IdWA.

2-72-in.xl8-tt. BOILERS.
l-66-ln.xl6-ft. BOILER.

3

1-8

H. P.

No. 733

robertsTn-thompson
indicator?
New York

A PERFECT SOLDERING FLUX

3

"

General Electric
General Electric

3

"

3

"

;

"

;

•

"

Three

"

"

Single

"
"

"

"
"

"

Two

"

Single

"

•'

Westinghouse
General Electric
Westinghouse
Westinghouse

.

'

"

*•

"
"
••

West
ed

to

Ga

•

Engir

CO.

54°62 5. Clinton St., Chicago,

NORTHERN

111.

FOR INDUSTRIAL
PLANT SERVICE

BOOKLKT

NO. 2510 contains some illustrations
of Internal Combustion

Engine Generating

NORTHERN

St ts.

ELECTRICAL

MANUFACTURING

CO.

Englneers-Martutaclurers

Madison, Wis., U.S.A.

DYNAMOS

425 Monadnocl( Block
Chicago,

When

Illinois

In Colorado

TO INSTALL A

upon
periods, and are

to be relied

UNDER FULL LOAD.

Over the Far Famed Loop
(Denver to Silver Plume and return)

COLORADO &
SOUTHERN RY.
is the finest one-day
ountvy. Takes you thrc
ae grandest canyons ii
t

.

CENTURY ELECT.
Read!

Wood

Plinsi:

"
"

GREGORY ELECTRIC

SELF-STARTI NC

Liberal d

Keep On!

"

3

CHICAGO.

6UNS

in critical
ackage Soldering t'lu
form prepaid, by mall
)

Don't Stop!

Westinghouse

PFANNMUELLER & CO.

They are

GKORGK WELLES 1103ELEY

D. C.

K. \V. General Electric Alternator, Three
"
"
Westinghouse
Single

>

SAVE MONEY.

^CENTURY"
SINGLE-PHASE
MOTOR

Jss. L. Robertson &San8

Guaranteed.

3

OTTO GAS ENGINE.

ROOKERY BUILDING,

&

FOR SALE
3

THE ONLY WAY

KNOW

-

H. P.

938 Monadaock Block, CHICAGO.

4-200 to 330 H. P. I6x27xl6-in. WiSTlSGHOOSE COMPOUND ENGINES.
1-150 to 250 H. P. 14x24xl4.1n. WESTINGHOUSE COMPOUND ENGINE.
1-400 H. P. BRASS TUBE HEATER.
1-I50.H. P. BRASS TUBE HEATER.

IS

198 Fulton St.

U— 2

Comp.
450h. p., 16%x28yjx27,
Buckeye
Cross
Comp.
450 h. p., 24x48, Buckeye Automatic.
350 h. p., 16x26x18, Ideal Tandem Comp.
275 h. p., 14x22x16, Ideal Tandem Comp.
250 h. p., 16x27x16, Westinghouse Comp.
150 h, p., 15x24, Cummer.
Comp.

City of Boseobel, Wis.
flectrician and a fireman for a
Municipal Lighting Plant. For particulars address CITY CLERK, Boscobel, Wis. Propositions considered April 5th, 1905.

DO YOU

p.,
p.,
p.,
p.,
h. p.,

6-5 H. P.

p.

POLISn

duty.

900
825
900
750
650
600
600

150h.p., 10V4xl8xl8,

Wanted— An

IH.

e^re Complete ak.nd of Standard Make.
SpeclciLl BaLrg&lns Ir\ Er\glr\es up to 600 H. P.
Also A. C.
Dyr\a.mos. Boilers. Pumps, Etc,
Write requirements.
Send for Ca^ta^logue.

36x48, Mils Corliss, 1890 beavy

duty.

WANTED.

_^ _
Address,

Corliss Engines.
ll.

Delivery.

Above Motors

F. E.

1000

2H.

P.

WANTS AND

Real Estate and Factory Brokers.

Ohicapo,

H- P.

ALSO MANY OTHERS, LET US KNOW YOUR

150 Broadway, New York

Traveling salesmen everywhere to sell on
commission the Automatic Series Arc Cut-Out,
same as now adver.ised in the Western Electrician. Satisfactory reference must accompany
each application. Address all communications
to A. P. HAMACEK, 2039 Keomore Avenue,

III.

220-VOLT MOTORS.

FOR SALE CHEAP.

superintendent or electrician for
company. Have had e.vtendtd experience with meters, arc lamp:*, motors, inside
wiring and line wont: can give good references.
Address BOX 45.^. care Western Electrician,
510 Marquette Bldg-. Chicago.

extei^i-ive buildings,

10

3H.

U.S. METAL

FACTORY
FOR SALE
lines;

PRICI.

Quincy,

-

Spring— Immediate

CENTRAL STATION IMPROVEMENT COMPANY,

At a, bargain, electric-light plant,
,000 population, ten-year city contr
Located on tt r
^ight moonlight.
Coal $1.20 at bin. Plenty room
ness; if you want a bargain
reason for selling. If vou mea
F. J. WILSON, Klrksville. Mo.

WANTED.
Position as
electric-light

CO.,

20H.P.,C.d

gae engine, direct-con-

nected to 16-K. W. Crocker-wheeler dynamo;
can be used for 116 or 230 vt Its. This would
be a first-class outfit for automobile charging

,

low

hich quality,

RICHARDSON LUBRICATING
Special Bargains for
500-VOLT MOTORS.

SALE.
FOR
Nash

One 25-H.

NOaALL uUP GllEASEi

25, 1905

Price complete, S700-00.

sertionj additional zuords zc each.

POSITION WANTED.
ecglneeras

March

Iniprove!

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.

404 N. 4th

St.,

ST. LOUIS,

MO.

610 MARQUETTE BLDG.

CO..

We have many other fascinating o
Handsome illustrated
day trips.
literature sent to any address on
receipt of three cents postage.
T. E.

FiSHER, General Passenger Agent
DENVER. COLORADO

Publishers and dealers of electrical books

REPAIR SHOPS
EDISON COMPANY
CHICAGO
TELEPHONE MAIN
76 M ARKET STREET, CHICAGO.
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT.
1280.

°&

'-IRST-CLASS

EQUIPMENT THROUGHOUT.

^tar(•|l

I'S,

\m:stern

1905

DUGALD
WILLIAM

C.
B.

JACKSON, C.
JACKSON, M.

When

C.
E.

a man's electrical ideas flow freely;

ENGINEERS.

will

EXPERTS.

be pretty safe

electrical

when he

subjects intelligently and glibly, you

discusses electrical
NSTITUTC mw

klrctrician

Practical Running of Dynamos.
A IJUle booklal on llii.' care sud ibo localloc
nnd remedying ol Iroublcs lo dyn»m(w and

assuming that he keeps in touch with
the Western Electrician

in

progress by perusing

motors.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING

52 times a year.

"FRES-KO"

OH

SH

IT

SOI-DERIIMG
wr^^^^>.^m^ m

10 CentM.

X>rloe,

Catalogue o! mccbaniol and electrical book!
free.

"CREEPS"

SMEAR

with

the iron— the

wmm^

CENTS

10

we will

send you a

"Western

Electrician

Moonlight Schedule
for

Every

1905.

lighting

should have
Electrician Publishing

510 Marquette

Bide..

man
one.
Company.
Chicajo.

COMPUT.

.Mar.|uet'.e Uld(.,

Cblcac(k

CREVICE

FRES-KO Paste-apply
Paste does

FRES-KO CHEMICAL CO.

On receipt of

^V£V

I

-

Fort

the rest.
Wayne.

Ind.

1

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

i\[nrdi 25, 1905

The Inspector
AND

STEVENS

Trouble Man.
By

A. E.

MECHANICALCATECHISM
PRACTICAL KNOWLEDGE

DOBBS.

FOR
n, Firemen, Electricians, notonnen.
nd Mechanics In Qenerai.

Full of information and diagrams for the operator,
exchange owner, exchange manager, inspector, trouble
man, lineman.
A complete description of telephones and their
troubles.
How to find and remedy them, together
with working plans for exchange construction, complete
with diagrams of all up-to-date telephones and switch-

for ciTll Service ExamlnatloDS, etc.

SUBJECTS TREATED:
WATER. STEAM, COMBUSTION. SMOKE PREVENTION, BOILERS, BOILER
CONSTRUCTION. TESTING AND MANAGEMENT. SAFETY VALVES. INJECTORS. PUMPS AND GOVERNORS. STEAM GAUGES. LUBRICATORS.
ENGINES. COMMON SLIDE VALVE. TANDEM COMPOUND. CROSS COMPOUND. RECEIVER ENGINES. HOT AIR AND COMPRESSED AIR ENGINES. TRACTION ENGINES. ELECTRIC ENGINES. AUTOMATIC AND
CORLISS ENGINES. CONDENSERS. JET AND SURFACE. ECCENTRIC,

BALANCFD SLIDE VALVE. LINK MOTION. HORSE POWERS IN DBTAIIy,
INDICATOR. REFRIGERATION, ABSORPTION AND COMPRESSION METHODS. BRINE AND DIRECT EXPANSION SYSTEMS, PUMPS, VALVES,
TESTS, TABLES, AMMONIA, AMMONIA FITTINGS, LIQUID AIR, MACHINE
SHOP PRACTICE, STANDARD NUMBERS AND RULES, PULLEY SPEED
CALCULATION, SQUARE ROOT, LEVERAGE, ELECTRICITY, DYNAMOS,
ACCUMULATOR, RHEOSTAT, TRANSFORMER, VARIETIES OF DYNAMOS,
PARALLEL AND SERIES WIRING, THREE-WIRE SYSTEM, MANAGEMENT AND CARE OF ELECTRIC PLANT, REPAIRS, ELECTRICAL MEASUREMENTS, MOTORS, STATIONARY, TROLLEY AND THIRD RAIL SYSTEMS, CONTROLLER, ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVE. ELECTRIC HEATING
AND COOKING. HOUSE WIRING, DIFFERENTIAL GEAR. FRICTION
CLUTCH. COMPOUND CYLINDERS. REVERSING GEAR, THE STACKER.
ALSO. THE ELEMENTS OF ALGEBRA MADE EASY.

boards.

This

a practical book, written in plain language,
and for anyone interested in telephony.
is

Mailed anywhere on
receipt of price

No

.

.

.

ONE DOLLAR.
Substantially bound

technicalities.

in cloth.

'f^l^S^Z,

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING
510

Ice

CO.,

336 Pages.

240 Illustrations.

91.00.

Sent anywhere prepaid on receipt of price.

Electrician Publishing Company,

MARQUETTE BUILDING, CHICAGO.

510 Marquette

i

Bldg., Chicago.

»»>>>•>">•>>••••«>« »»»»»»»»**>>*«

Here Are

FAMOUS
SLOANE
BOOKS

U/>e
;

-Top "''A^

New

In
Tenth Edition.

Just Published.

ELECTRICITY
SIMPLIFIED
O'CONOR SLOANE
By PROF.
T.

Fully Illustrated.

15S Pages.

-^

CHAPTER

PRICE, $1.00

Contonts
I.

Tbe Ether;

Electricityj^

Fifteenth Edition.

ELECTRIC TOY MAKING

Would not these
books serve as a nucleus for Y O U R.

DYNAMO BUILDING and
ELECTKIC MOTOR. CONSTR.UCTION

Techf\lcak.l libra.ry7

Force and Energy; Mass and Weight.

By PROF.

Fundamental Units and the Relations Between Electrostatic
and ElectromaRnetic Units; Practical Units; the Volt, Ohm, Coulomb and
Ampere; Electric Force, Work and Enerpry; Chemistry of the Current.
CHAPTER V, The Magnetic Circuit ana Electromagnetic Lines of Force;
Magnet and Ampere's Theory.
CHAPTER VI, Electromagnetic Induction and Action of Currents Upon

T.

O'CONOR SLOANE

Very Fully

185 Pages.

Illustrated.

Electricity

Simplified

PRICE. $1.00.

Contents

CHAPTER

CHAPTER II. Permanent Magnets. CHAPTKU
HI. Electro-Magnets. CHAPTER IV,
Electric Motors.
CHAPTER V.
Electric Bells, CHAPTER VL Miscellaneous Toys. CHAPTER VII. Spark
and Induction Coils, and Allied Subjects. CHAPTER Vlll.
Uand-1'i.wer
Dynamo. CHAPTER IX. Miscellaneous Receipts and Formula?.
I.

Batteries.

Arithmetic of
Electricity $1[

.Sixteenth Edition.

ARITHMETIC
By PROF.

Ho%v

ELECTRICITY
O'CONOR SLOANE

Illustrated.

to

Become

By PROF.

PRICE. £1.00

a.

How

Successful

T.

a

O'CONOR SLOANE

Illustrated.

StaLi\dard Electrica.! DictiorvaLry
By PROF.

A

T.

O'CONOR SLOANE

682 Pages.
393 lllustration.s.
PRICE, $3.00
Ad Entirely New Edilioo, Broujibt I'p To Date and Qreally Eoiarited.
Complete— Concise— CoDvenlcDt.
practical handbook of reference, containing definitions of about 5,000 distinct

The work is absolutely Indispensable to all in anywav Interested in electrical
science, from the higher electrical expert to the everyday electrical workman.
In fact it should be in the possession of all who desire to keep abreast with the
progress of this branch of science. '

to

Become

Successful

m^

Electrician $1

PRICE. $1.00

StaLndaLrd ElectricsLl

Contents

CHAPTER I, Introductory. CHAPTER II, Ohms Law. CHAPTER III.
Resistance and Conductance. CHAPTER IV. Potential Difference. CHAPTER
V. Circular Mills. CHAE*TER VI. Special Systems. CHAPTER VII. Work
and Energy. CHAPTER VIIL Batteries. CHAPTER L\. Electro-Magaets.
Dynamos and Motors. CHAPTER X. Demonstration of Rules. CHAPTJflRXI.
Notation in Power of Ten. Tables.

$1|

Just Published.

ELECTR.ICI AN

Just Published.

of

T.

165 Pages.

Twelfth Edition.

For

Toy

Electric

Making'
phone; Electric Lighting; The
Telegraph; The Dangers of Electricity; Cond
"receiving a

$1
j

CHAPTER IV.

;

Editions

Just Published.

Dictionary
Intruductory.
CUAITEH II. Miltheiuutic-s. L'lIArTKK III.
CHAPTER
ry.
Physics.
CHAPTER IV. Chemistry. CHAPTER V. Elcctricily at Uuiue.
CHAPTER VI. Mechanical Btifineerinf. CHAPTER VII. Drawlnt;. CHAPTER Alll. Teachers. CHAPa'ER IX. Eiectricai Factory Work for Students.
CHAPTER X. College Education. CHAPTER XI. Steam Enirineering
CHAPTER XII. The Manufacturing Enfineor. CHAPTER XIII. The Constructing Engineer. CHAPTER XIV. The Station Engineer. CHAPTER -X
Inventing. CHAPTER XVI. Original Investigation. CHAPTER .Wll Succes
CHAPTERXVIII. Heading. CHAPTER XIX. Ethics.

$3.00

I.

Or These

Five Books
For

.

$5.00

Electrician P\iblisKing Co.
510 MaLrquette Building

ChicaLgo

March

25,

1905

'I

O l-D
MeUujds

IM'

IVI

I

E DAI.

Uoilcr Waters and iJcatburn W-yctabl'I'"ccd-VVal(.T Treatment at the World's I-'air, St. Louis,

Aw.irdiil iJc.irljorn

(j(

Trl•atill^;

DEARBORN DRUO &

CHEIVIIOAI. \A/ORK)

27-34 RIALTO BUILDING, CHICAGO, ILL.

Telephonei Hmnl.on 3930 and 3a3l.

FOH CATALOGUE,

GREEN'S

JEFFREYsLMCHINERY'

Pommr f^mnlm

ECONOMIZER

DIESEL ENGINES

Smwum 10 to 20 In Fuml.
Incrmmmmm Bollmr
'

Operating on

CRUDE or FUEL Oil

eftlclmncy

Guaranteed Fuel Consumption
on variable load, ranging from

J.(

to

uuotry. uud woiii
ortuajty to bav
lok over your pla
llll/&t1onor

to full load

I2J4 Gals, per 100

20

Kw. Hours

40

.

th<

THE GREEN FUEL
ECONOMIZER CO.

SUITABLE FOR ALL STATIONARY POWER
For further Information address

AMERICAN DIESEL ENGINE COMPANY
11

NEW YORK

Broadway

DIXON'S FLAKE GRAPHITE.
Instruclri't:

Pamphlets JnJ

Fkc Samples

JOSEPH DIXON CRUCIBLE

CO..

ai

Jcrwry

/j^f.-.v

..-.

Gij. N.

J.

ARE YOU LOOKING FORMONEY?
If so,

buy WALRATH OAS OR GASOLINB ENGINES
and get light on the subject.

THE WALRATH
It will produce as good a comuerclal light as that of an autonatic steam engine, either belted
)r direct-connected generator.
>liuple, Economioal and Reliable

THE BROWNELL

MARINETTE
QAS ENGINE CO.,
CHICAQO MBianTS.

AGENCIES
!

CO.. Da.ytoi\. O.
,

Heaters and Sheet Iron Work.

W

Send for Catalogue

1ARKS

ILL.

I

Bronze Smelting Co. Qmited.
2200 WASHINGTON AVE.,PH1LADELPHIA.
"ELEPHANT BRAND PHOSPHOR-BRONZE
The Phosphor

INGOTS,CAST1NGS,W1RE,RODS,SHEETS.ETC.

— DELTA

:

Eaglncerlng Co., rarmer'8 Eank Bldg.. PittsbvlTE:. Pa.
Strong, Carlisle & Hammond Co., 61-67 Frankfort St., Cleveland, Ohio
Mackay Engineering Co., 149 liroadway, N. Y.
C, H. Seldenglan?.., 52 When lildg., Indianapolis. Ind.

'^unf

^

;eLt^

METAL

CASTINGS, STAMPINGS AND FORGINGS
ORIGINALanoSoleMakers iNTHE U.S.

SAMSON TURBINE
The

QUICKER

the

LOWER

its

the

SPEED

COST.

GENERATOR
SAMSON has a

of a

The

quicker speed for a given power, than any other
turbine built. If you expect to DIRECT
generator to turbine shaft, we can certainly SA\'E

CONNECT

you considerable

EXPENSE

in

THE JAMES LEFFEL &

your

installation.

CO., 307 Lagonda

street, Springfield, Ohio, U.S. A.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN
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March

Kellogg Express Switchboard Cabinet
The

graceful

HIPWELL
ExpandJag Wire Guard;

Fifty-Line

Appearance

also manufacturer of high-

Capacity

Quarter

Simple

Sawed Oak
for the entire

TELEPHONES

Exterior of

the Cabinet

Switchboards and Cable

This

Terminals.

Attractive

Design has

Thoroughly

been so

seasoned

popular that

wood

it

distance

loag

grade,

conies from
Lines.

25, 1905

HIpwell Mfg. Co.
ALLEGHENY, PA.

has been

much

copied

by other
manufac-

Finished in
Light or

turers

Golden

Gold Mefal

COLORADO

Oak

Highest

Grand Prize
Highest

Award

Award

Buffalo

St.

Exposition

Exposition

1902

1904

&

LOUIS

All

Supply Co.

CLEVELAND

or

CHICAGO

CALIFORNIA

to

Through the Heart of the Rockies Via Salt Lake.
Observation Parlor Cars on all Day Trains.

Congress & Green Streets
CHICAGO

LOS ANGELES

.

THRO' PULLMAN TOURIST SLEEP-

ERS EVERY DAY FROM

ST.

Kellogg Switchboard

RY.

(MIDLAND ROUTE)

Joutey

Louis

The Strongest, Longest Lived, Most Efficient Switchboards made.
telephone experts will tell you that.

MIDLAND

Midland

Write

H. W.

PHILADELPHIA

for Special

Rates and Literature to

JACKSON, General Agent, Colorado Midland Ry.
CHICAQO,

Or Ask Your Agent

ILL.

IMPORTANT TELEPHONE BOOKS.
THE TELEPHONE HANDBOOK.

Webb.

16mo, 150 pp.

Price

By Herbert Laws

$1.00.

This handbook
a reliable treatise
a practical book
telephone working
based entirely on standard Amerii
tremely useful to telephone inspectors and operators.

AMERICAN TELEPHONE PRACTICE. By
B. Miller, M. E.

Kerapster

3S0 illustrations. Price ?3.00.
This is the first complete treatise on telephony in the
English language. The text is profusely illustrated by
510 pp.

cuts of commercial apparatus and careful Iv prepared
dlagr.nms of circuits. No diagram is given without a full
explanation. The apparatus, circuits and methods of
the American Bell Telephone Couipanv and of the va"^tis independent companies are fully descril>ed. The
nethods used in making all of the tests
required in
telepho
vork are fully treated,

THE INSPECTOR AND TROUBLE MAN, By

Dobbs.

106 pp.

A.

Price $1.00.
book, written

practical
in plain language.
informati'
for the operator.
manager, inspector, trouble
plete description of telephones, how to find .ind remed.
their troubles, together with working plans for exchange
construction, complete with diagrams of all up-to-date

Homans,
A, B. C, OF THE TELEPHONE. Bv
A. M. 352 pp. 269 illustrations. Price ?1.00.
Owing to the demand for' a comprehensive boot giving
a clear, terse idea of the iirinciples governing the construction, installation, care and management of telephones and their appliances, this book has been compiled. It has been the aim of the author lo make this
the most complete elementary book on tV-J subject for
wireman. li..'_Aian and enthe practical electrician,
gineer, and it is written in a clear and careful style.
.

THE PRACTICAL TELEPHONE HANDBOOK.
Joseph Poole,

A.

I.

E. Second edition, revised
illustrations. Price $1.50.

R.

enlarged.

360 pp. 2SS
this work the
manual of moderate
tical. and detailing, as far as space

By
and

methods

of

telephone

worl

allow.

While

the

PRACTICAL FEATURES OF TELEPHONE WORK.
A. E. Dobbs. 134 pp. Price 75 cents.
plain-speaking handbook for
*A simple,

The Above, or Any Other

Electrical

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING

TELEPHONE LINES
By Wra.
Price

Hopkins.

J.

strations.

Price

1

A.

large edl-

Stubbs.

J.

FIT-

AIlsop. 191 pp. 16S illustrations. Price $1.25.
PATENTED TELEPHONY. A Review of the Patents PerPublished
taining to Telephones and Telephonic Apparatus.
Cloth
by the .American Electrical Engineering Association

bound; fully illustrated.

Price, $1.50.

THE ELECTRIC TELEPHONE.
»nd

A. E. Kennelly, Sc. D.;
Price 51.00.

By

E. J.

12mo, cloth. 422

Houston. Ph.
pp.,

142

D.,
Illustra-

tions.

the practical

HOW TO MAKE AND USE THE TELEPHONE.
Gary.

136 pp.

;

illustrated.

By

Geo.

MARQUETTE BLDC CHICAGO.
Burns'

Of course,

ments
' iiiii

illli

of

are the

first

Adjustable

require-

good Telephone Booths.

Telephone

But graceful outlines and attractCbe appearance are essential.
They must also be easy to keep
clean.

For Flat or Roll

Long experience

is necessary to
exacting requirements.
We have the experience^,
and our principles of construction
are strictly up to date.
Your name and address <will bring
our catalogue.

meet

all

these

YESBERA MFG.
TOLEDO, OHIO

H

Price $1.00,

of Price.

Sound -Proof Qualities
iiiriiir

508

$4.50.

Practical

Work Published, Sent on Receipt

CO.- 510

Si:

$1.50.

A MANUAL OF TELEPHONY,
K. S.. and
By W. H. Preece.

tion.

Manual on the Fitting Vp and Maintenance of Telephone and Auxiliary Apparatus. By F. C.

telephone man.

telephones and switchboards.

of technicalities.

TING. A

been kept
quirements of telephone eiuployes
that the book shall
stantly in view it is fully intended al;
nformation on telephonic
of the telephone and to the public genmatters to

By

By W. Hyde and

TELEPHONES. THEIR CONSTRUCTION AND

In

recent

HOW

TO FINI
TELEPHONE TROUBLES AND
complete handbook for telephone inspectors.
J. H. McManman. edited by Prof. C. H.
Haskins. Eighth edition. 16mo, 48 pp. Price 2d cents.
work for
is
an
extremely
practical
This little volume
telephone emjiloyes, written in a popular style and devoid

THEM. A

Top Desks
"^

No. 83-87

Compare

ours to others.

Made any

length desired.

Send us your orders.

PRICE SI.OO

MORE THAN REGULAR DESK SETS

CO.

AMERICAN ELECTRIC TELEPHCNE
CHICAGO

CO.

Marrli 25,

,-p,r-.

v/r^'Tpr"

i-'jo';

THE DENVER AND
RIO GRANDE R. R.

QUALITY

Yf"rnir/i/\

In

RECOGNIZED AND APPRECIATED

/'!"-"Zi

HAS MADE

Stromberg-Carlson Apparatus

$

rid.

rcucliiw ull i.olr.l, of 1iiI4t.'.i

II

(Joionido.tnd
II

lltui).

lithuonly lino iwhiIiik IhriMiKli
on roulo 10 ml iroiii
North I'oclllc count.
Ih tha moat altrai'llvo line to llio

Sill l.iiko City
(.'illfornlaanil
II

I'orllsnil

11

Imvn

rnodorn
HorvlcD

Hiipcrl. illiilriK i-nr Horvli'O.

Lnw aummer
League and

I. K.

0,

anclr, A.

Oenvor. Colo.

Epworlh

rates (or the

A. K. Convantlons.

(1.

WflttUrlrce

HOOPER.

I',

and

Rxpoxltlon.

ImH llio hiKlii'tt 0laN«
ri|iil|inionl and tliroiiKh car
It

It

First In Sales.
DOCS QUALITY OOUMT7

Ii,

llliiilraltil

booklcli.

C.NIOHOL,

R

i'omiIAki

242

Clnrli SI

,

Chlcagn.

Ill

Automatic Telephone

the

Mechanical

Ono

Ono

Exchange effects
saving over the

adds value and
are interested in elec-

tricity

Our

Bulletin No. S-B Assists In Proving

Our St

iVe

i^tall

You

a

ELECTRICAL

Western Sales

ROCHESTER, N.Y.

company's

telephone

ideal

Office,

CHICAGO,

beside s giving the

All this

CO.
prompt,

ILL.

PROTECTORS
THAT PROTECT.

service.

and

accurate

These points are

secret.

BOOKS

stability to

Copy?

STROMBERG-CARLSON TELEPHONE MFG.
General Offices,

and

securities.

Our No. 192 TELEPHONE

should write for our

catalogue of

operating

the

manually

exchange

operated

Engineers
who

large

a

Quality

Price

meat of the proposi-

the

Consider them.

tion.

Our patent wrapped

Electrician

Publishing

fuse used

our pro-

in

tectors are an insurance

Company,

policy

against

CHICAGO

Book Orders
PROMPT ATTENTION
Electrician Publishing Co.,
QIVEN

SIO Marquette

BIdg.,

IT

CITIKS IN \YHRU
HAS BEEN AUUPTED ARE:

Chlcofio.

ning.
Suite 510 Marquette Building.

Suite

AMONG THE

light-

Sample Iree by mall to
any Eichangs or Toll Line

CENTRAL TELEPHONE

Augusta. Ga.

111.

Grand Rapids. MIeh. Medrord. Wis.
Columbus. Ohio
St. Mary's. Ohio
Woodstccli. S. B.
Dayton. Ohio
Lincoln. Not),
rortland. Maine

Auburn. X. Y.
Lenlston.SIaInc
Auburn, Maine
Fall River. Mass.

AND ELECTRIC
909 Market
ST. LOUIS.

CO.,

St.;

U. S. A-

CHICAGO

New

Bedford.

.Mass.

Los Angeles. Cat.

San Diego.

Cal.

Westerly. R. L
Manchester. Iowa
Princeton, N. J.
.Albuquerque, N. M.
Van Wert. Oblo
Battle Creek. Mich.
Clayton. Mo.
Pentwater. Mich.
Toronto J'ct'n. Can.

Hopklnsvllle. Ky.

Wllmlnflon,

SlousClly. Iowa
Cleburne. Tex.
Columbus. Ga.

Traverse City. Mich.

D«l.

Riverside. Cal.
Ueriln.

Germany

INTERNATIONAL

Chicago

Mechanical Self=Restoring

and

Drop Switchboard.

Cincinnati
are connectetj by a railroad
route having finely appoint-

ed

day and night
Sleepers and Parlors.
trains,

—

Automatic

A PERFECT APPARATUS.
Made /n aay dtsired capacity.
Sample parts and quotatlotts on

Electric

requeit.

Company

INTERNATIONAL

MONON-G. H.&D.
Ride

this

way

you'll ride again

once and

— we

think.

TELEPHONE MANCFACTUR1N6
CHICAGO, U. S. A.

CO.

Van Buren and Morgan Streets

CHICAGO,

U. S. A.

.
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f^

ot'pr

& JENNINOS,
ST. LOUIS.

WHITI CEDAR.
IDAHO CEDAR op

tt

8D

Uttle things

ARMS.

it

is true,

but they cut a big figure in

MOTTO

OVR.
Pninpt Shipment

LONQ LIAP

Quality

linii

coDstruction.

IS I

Right .^rloe

Catlsfaotien

COLUMBIA ME G. CO.

PINBANDPIR.

Ohamlaat BuHrflng.

ft.

BRACKETS—X ARMS— PINS

CROSS

BERTHOLD

POLES.

ANTIGO. WIS.
Locations for Industries

ELECTRICAL
AND OTHER
INDUSTRIES
ARE

WHITE CEDAR POLES
HALL

L.

Erie Railroad

BROOKS

Chicago to

Iz'wiSCONSIN AVBNUB

^^^^9B

TOMAHAWK, WW.

OFFERED
LOCATIONS

POLES, TIES, POSTS.

MICH.

SAfilNAW,

York

Erie Railroad Company's Industrial Department has all the territory
traversed by the railroad districted in relation to resources, adaptability, markets
and advantages for manufacturing, and
:an advise with manufacturers in relation
For full
to the most suitable locations.
information address

We want your Inquiries always.

PRODUCERS.

WITH

THE PORTER CEDAR CO.,

New

The

LUIS JACKSON
Isdostrial Commissioner, Erie Railroad

Satisfactory Inducements,

Favorable

Healthful

Conditions,

READ BOOKS

Communities,

ON THE LINES OF
THE ILLINOIS CENTRAL
.

R.

on Electrical Subjects, and think
Electrical Thoughts.

R.

AND THE

YAZOO & Mississippi valley

ESTABLISHED
r. r.

We

have the books.
Send for a catalogue.

1862

WM. MUELLER COMPANY

Electrician Publishing Co.

r^ARQUETTE BLOG. CMICAQO. I
EIGHT DISTRIBUTING YARDS

1211-12-13
J.

Companj

New York

Rates,

Freislit

Labor

6001I

21 Cortlandt Street.

C. CLAIR,

510 Marquette Bldg.,

Industrial C^^-.Tiissli

Chicago.

MECHANICAL
Engineers interested In electricity should send for our complete
Any electrical book pubCatalogue (mailed free to any address).
lished sent prepaid on receipt of price.

alO Marquette

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO..

T5he

Portland Kxposition.

POLES

W.

C.

Bldg., Chicago.

STERLING & SON,

MONROE, MICH.

TIES.

Elsren Pole Yards In Michigan
Wholesale Producers for 20

years,

T3he

Yello\vstoi\e

Park

5i:CEDARP0lES

Both combined in one outing of rcLre delight.
Four cents for "LeNvls and Cla-rk Booklet." six
cents for "Worvderlar^d," to A. M. ClelaLnd, G.
Superb
P. A.. St. PqluI. will tell yovi how.
service via. the Northsrn PeLcific.

A

Hint

is

All Lengths anp sizes

£n.ougK

MO transcontinental trains daily betueen St. Paul and ifinneapolis, arid Seatf't.
Through Xorthern Pacijic-Burlington gerciMbsticeen 3t. Louta
and Kansas City, and Portlana. via Billings.
Booklet n^Four cents for LetvU and Clark Booklet "A." six cents for " Wond^land:fo A. M. Cltland. G. P. A., St. Paul.
Information— Address 0. A. Matthews, G. A.
3

Taconia ami Portlaml.

P.

JJ..

-.'OS

So. Clark SCrect. Chicago.

Cedar

TORREY
CEDAR CO.,
CLINTONVILLE, WIS.
Ltrii Slock Constantly en Hind

LARGE STOCK.

MICHIGAN WHITE

PROMPT SHIPMENTS.

Poles

XELLObc SWITCHBOARD & SUPPLY

CO., Chicago.

Marrh

25,

WF.STI-RN

ro')'

CEDAR

KI.I'.'-rRlf-IAN

CHESTNUT

YELLOW MINE

JUNIPER

ASSORTED STOCKS

IMWEDIATn DELIVERY

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY
Our Specialties

MfKK

Nr;\\

OTHER LARGE CITIES

^•JV*

Telephone Poles
Electric Light Poles
Street Railway Poles

Hewn Timbers and
Piling,

Round

or

Octagonal
S,

E.

MISSOURI CYPRESS CO.

Campbell, Mo.

Ir

lUU

WAN

quoteyouon these
Other sizes you

may

for

ULtw

I

'""^'^^''^i-inch,

need.

We

also

twemy-flvesaiid

six-inch, tliirties.

IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT?

Can

May we

have plenty of those "Trolley"

ties yet.

MALTBY CEDAR COMPANY, 509 Phoenix Block, Bay City, Michigan.
Pittsburg Agents, Tipper & Patton, BOO Bessemer Building.

iPJ<>M)U)y^ (M\j^tsjoJ^ §>A\^(ywvW a^JUrw €eC

7

ALSO TROLLEY POLES
Write

us.

^aoAwcjuW

PERRIZO & SONS,

ftMVY(WiUAo>Uw.

-

DAGGETT, MICH.

^Aetv^wJU^rWUcW.

Idaho Cedar Poles

POLE DEALERS ADVERTISING

THE

WES'IERN
ELECTRICIAN OBTAIN MOST EXCELLENT RESULTS BECAUSE IT
PLACES THEM IN TOUCH WITH
IN

"FootTies,iVlichigan'sBest\\ hiteCedar
for Electric Railways, Our Specialty.

not

also quote you on any

SPOKANE, WASH.

PACinC COAST POLE CO.

ACTUAL BUYERS OF POLES.
TRY A CARD.

Southern Cedar
NO ROTTEN BUTTS.

Are the Best.

POLES

D. W. PHCLAN,
277 Broadway, New York

CENTRAL STATION HEATING
We are the originators
system

is

ONLY underground system of live and exhaust steam heating.

and builders of the

used for the utilization and distribution

residences, stores, public buildings, etc.

of

250 plants

exhaust steam from

in successful financial

electric-light

and power

and mechanical

Our

plants, for heating

operation.

We

have the

only practical Steam Meter. Also manufacturers of Wooden Water Pipe, Steam Pipe Casing, Steam Traps, Condensation Meters, Valves, Economizing Coils, Separators, and a full line of Steamfitters' Supplies.

Write

for

the

STORY

of

DISTRICT STEAM HEATING

COMPANY
DlSTBICT STEAM
AMEBICAM
N^ESTERN offices: MONADNOCK
MAIN DFFICES

BL06.

LQCKPORT,

N.Y.

CHICAGO, ILL.
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The Westinghouse Type "B"
Wattmeter

Integrating:
Is

Permanently Accurate

The moving element
The accompanying

illustration

the adjustments (see letters A. B. C. D).

There are no soldered adjustments as

is

the lightest on

the market (15 grams) giving a minimum
amount of weight upon the bearings. In

shows

it is provided with a ball bearing
lower end of the shaft, reducing
friction to the lowest possible degree.

addition
in

at the

other instruments, with danger of

damage

from

sliding,

acid

fumes, they are

all

secured by set screws, which are readily
accessible by removing the cover.

Type B

Integrating Wattmeter,

Adjustments

Is

Easy to Adjust
Write for Folder 4047

Westinghouse

Electric

&

Mfg. Co.

Fan Motors
least
consumed.
the

office.

Write
Atlanta, Baltimore, Boston. Bufialo, Chicago, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Detroit. Los Angeles, Minneapolis, New Orleans,
Philadelphia, Pittsburg, St. Louis, Salt Lake City, San Francisco, Sycamore, Seattle, Denver.
.Vlexico, U. & O. Braniif & Co., City of Mexico.
For Canada: Canadian Westinghouse Co., Limited, Hamilton, Ontario.

New York,

tliat

our season 1905
|

deliver most air for

Pittsburg, Pa.
Address our nearest sales

you kno w

Do

Dallas,

tor

current

t

Motor Bookl

ur

Fan

t.

The Mershon Compensator
Serves to modify the I'cading of the station voltmeter, without using pressure wires, so that the
reading corresponds with the actual voltage at
the point of consumption.
For particulars address

Westingfhouse Electric
Sales Offices

la all

For Canada:

Large Cities.

Canadian Westinghouse Co.,

& Mfg. Co.
Pittsburg, Pa,

Ltd., Hamilton, Ontario.

'^:

March

25.

WESTERN

"/'5

l.l.i:rTK!CIAN

HAVE YOU SEEN

"UNION" SWITGHBOX?
If

not, let us

send you a sample.

This Hox will fil all Staiulanl Swilclics
ami Receptacles and has been approved
by the Underwriters' National Electric
Association.

FORT WAYNE
ELECTRIC WORKS
"WOOD"

LI6HTIII6

AND POWER SYSTEMS

and 6carried in stock
provided with clamps for holding
Sprague Cable. Tandem Hoxcs made

Gangs

of

2, 3, 4, 5

to order.

FORM C "WOOD"
ARC LAMPS

CHICAGO FUSE WIRE&MFG.CO.
NEW YORK

BUFFALO

CHICAGO

\A/E

supply any of
catalogued below
upon receipt of your order and remittance. We prepay charges.
shall be glad to

the

Easy
Easy
Easy
Easy
Easy

books

THB PRINCIPLES OP THE TRANSFORMER. Bj Frederick Bedell
$3.25
INUUf-nON COILS. By O. 13. Bouncy
l.UO
BLKCTUICrry and MAONKTISM. By
R. Bottone
90
EL1!(.TH1C1TY. EI.ECTKOMBTEK. MAGNETISM AND ELECTROLYSIS.
By O. Chrystal and W. N. Shaw
.00
TnEOUV or electricity. By L Climmlng
'.2d
TMHOUY OF ELECTRICITY AND MAGNETISM. By Charles Emerson
("urry
2.50
THE ELEMENTS OP ALTERNATING CURRENTS. By W. S. Franklin
and K. IS. Wllllarasoa
2.50
PRACTICAL EXERCISES IN MAGNETISM AND ELECIKICITY. By
Hadlcy
H. E.
.00
MISCELLANEOUS PAPERS. By Helnilch Hertz
3.25
A TEXTBOOK ON ELECTROMAGNETISM AND THE CONSTRUCTION
OF DYN.\MOS. By DuKald 0. .Taclison
2.;.-.
AI-TEIINATING CURRENTS AND ALTERNATING CURRENT MACIIINEHY'. By D. C. Jaclison and .Tohn Price .laekson
3.50
AN BI.EMRMTARY BOOK ON ELECTRICITY AND MAGNETISM AND
THEIR ArrHCATIONS. By D. C. Jaclcson and .Tohn Price .Tnckson. 1.40A FIRST-BOOK OF BLECTKICI'l'Y AND MAGNETISM. By W. 1'. Maycock
6&
ALTERNATING CURRENTS OF ELECTRICITY AND THE THEORY OF
TRANSFORMERS. By AIlYert Still
l.r,n
PRACTICAL ELECTRIC LIGHT KITTING. By A. C. Alison
1.50
ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTS. liv G. E. Bonney
75
RADIOGRAPHY AND THE X RAYS IN PRACTICE AND THEORY. By
S.
R. Bottone
J.OO
THE DYNAMO HOW MADE AND HOW USED. Bv S. R. Bottone
00
A 0U1I1E TO ELECTRIC LIGHTING. By S. R. B'ottone
75
ELECTRIC LIGHT ARITHMETIC. Bv R. R. Pav
40
THE DYNAMO ITS TIIEOIiY, DESIGN AND MAXUFACTrilR, Bv C. C.
Hawkins and
Wallls
3.00
THE ALTERNATING CURRENT CIRCUIT. By W. P. Mnvcock
1.00
ELECTRIC WIRING FITTINGS. ETC. By W.' P. Maycock
1.75
ELECTRIC WIRING TABLE. Bv W. P. Mnycocl:
1.50
A MANUAL OF TELEPHONY. IBv W. H. Precce and A.
Stuhhs
4.50
PRilCTirAL TELEPHONE HANDBOOK AND GUIDE TO THE TELBPHONIC EXCHANGE. Rv .Tosepli Poole
1.50
_
Kt.ECTRlC WIRING. B^ Riissoll Wol.l.
2.50
ELECTRIC LIGHT C.MU.KS AND THE DISTRIBUTION OF ELEC-

to trim
to adjust
to repair
to sell
to

buy

.S.

1

A

single lifting twist of the
wrist releases globe or case

A

•

'

single shifting

of two clamps
does the adjusting

:

:

'

!•.

.T.

TRICITY.

Bv

ELECTRICITY IX
1

St.iiirt

.\.

3.00

T;u«s.-1I

TOWN AND

HE STORAGE B.\TTERY.

corx-lliY IinT-SKS.

By Augustus Treadwell.

P.v

Repairs

are

rarely

necessary

Percv E. Scnitton l.nn
'.

.

;

1.75

because the lamps are made
years

Electrician Publishing Company
5IO Marquette Building, Chicago

of

service — not

for

for

one

season only.

Their selling qualities begin to
talk as soon as the lamps are seen,

and do not vanish with hard usage.
And to buy them is quite as easy as

mrULTOm STREET

to sell them.

Write the home

office

and learn more.

For Signs, Letters, Flashers, Dimmers, Timeswitches,
Lamps, Rubberrings and anything pertaining to Signs,
-WRITE DIRECT TO-

HALLER MACHINE COMPANY
Designers and Manulacturers, of Sheelmetal. Electric and Machinery Specialties.

Main Office and Factory-FORT WAYNE, IHD.
Branch OfTlces -BOSTON, NEW YORK, PHILADELPHIA, SYRACUSE, PITTSBURG, CINCINNATI, GRAND RAPIDS, CHICAGO, ST. PAUL,
ATLANTA, ST. LOUIS, YOKOHAMA, JAPAN.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN
t_

^larch 2,,^

K^

1* PC

I

e

BESTINTHEWORL
Write for

JOHN

Wire
All

off

Kinds

\

MAIN OFFICE AND WORKS

VULCANIZED FIBRE
Cope's

Wire

TRENTON,

|

FIBRI

Highest grades for electrical icsulation lod mechaaicAl purposes, in sheeti^
Catalogues aad samples oa applicatioa*
tubesr rods aod special shapes.

Bare

^^^H

f nil pwtteohn
ElecFluhwi

221 FUtb AV&, Ctatoica. ^

VULCANIZED

^^^^^B

Insulated

Reynolds

SONS CO.

ROEBLING'S

A.

Patent

Quick

N. J.

CO.,

Wilmington,

-

Coupling

Conduit

Rod

for list oIpersoDs uslof ineie
"
**
'
"
-j.ooo sold since Ma
May (902.
Miidc

i_3it>and4fl. lengihs.

#

Price. 311. 75 cents.

Pateoted February

Chlcag*

T«ft

tan Frandte*

Clev«I«nd

atm

"

3

T. J. COF»i

MiMli

PhUttfttphlt

asrth rift**ptb strMt

pHiuiDELPaia, paj;

OLOPHAN F
H
GLOBES AND REFLECTORS

NATIONAL ELECTRIC
CODE
STANDARD FUSE DEVICES

ARE READY

OUR LABEL

aso-voi_~r
TYPE B
I

(Ferrule Contact).

-30 Amps.,

t, 2,

TYPE
61

TYPE

3 Pole, Main Line.

3 1 - 60 Amps.,

1,2,3 Pole, Main Line
E (Knife Blade Contact).

E (Knife Blade Contact).

101-200 Amps.,

1

Pole, Main Line.

201-400 Amps.,

1

Pole, Main Line.

401-600

1

Pole,

.

100 Amps.,

1, 2,

3 Pole, Main Line.

Amps.,

Main Line.

Over 1,500 Holophane Globes
" 6,500 Pagoda Reflectors
will be used in this buildingThe Government wants the best.
Therefgre they specified Holophane
Globes and Pagoda Reflectors ex-

6oo-^^o-'r
TYPE B

(Ferrule Contact).

t- 30 Amps.,
31-60 Amps.,

TYPE E

1

Pole, Main Line.

1

Pole, Main Line.

TYPE E

(Knife Blade Contact).

61-100 Amps.,

1

Pole Main Line.

(Knife Blade Contact).

101-200 Amps.,

1

Pole,

201-400 Amps.,

1

Pole, Main Line.

401 -600 Amps.,

1

Pole,

Main Line.

Main Line.

clusively.

=' H.W.JOHNS-MANVILLECO. =CLEVELAND
PITTSBURG

AVfrB.AsbestotuilMicaeiliPIpeu4B«IIerCovcriaf5,RoonnE and Packings

lOO

WrUUAM

ST.,

NEW

YORK.

HOLOPHANE CLASS

PARIS

CLACKNER BUILDING

o""''
BRUSSELS

CO.

NEW YORK

SCHEEFFER INTECRATINC
WATTIVIETER
Type E

for Alternating Current

Type F lor Direct Current Circuits

DUST AMD BUG PROOF
IMPROVED CONSTRUCTION
MOVING PARTS ARE EXTREMELY LIGHT,
INSURING A HIGHLY SENSITIVE AND ACCUR.VrE METER.

WRITE FOR PRICES AND DESCRIPTIVE
LITERATURE.

DIAMOND METER COMPANY,
ALTERMATIIIB CUftltCMT.

PEORIA,

ILL.,

U.S.A.

DIRECT CURREtn.

i

$3.00

IIIVI,

SI

Pn Aiiui.

CHICAGO, APRIL

MP LEX

10

1

1,

:1J'J

Th.' Kookorj.
"
lil'a«o

* Muniiinork slocV, CHICAOO.

I

10 Slate Street,

Co.,

BOSTON, MASS.

Full-.

jncdal for Itabbcr InHnlntion.

THE ^iTANOARU FOU
RVBBKK INSULATION.
Sole Manufacturers of

rPACC MARK.

I

]„.

PHOENIX

..:.•

.

..

,,„

CO.

r.*2'. >i»'/ llMr .
Pr.. ;.... ii..*, i>«

H^
IJI!.

i...

I:

:

v

Undiriground

Cabin

lor all Piirp«««t.

Volt-Ammeter

New York
"'"'^°

CO.

Uaoufacturara of

and Shade*, both
Arc and Incandescent
Outer Globes tot all

laoer and

CO., Ltd.

encloied arc syatems

THE ROBERT
INSTRUMENT CO

CaTALOQUES sent on REQUfcST

MSkilt; SlrMl

CRESCENT RUBBER INSULATED

WiRESANDCABLES

Paranlte Rubbtr Covered Wires and Cables,
UNDERGDOUND. AERIAL. SUBMARINE AND INSIDE USE.

\alianul 4'o4r Mlandarri.

TBUBPHONB, TELBORAPH AND FIRE-ALARM CABLES.

CRESCENT INSULATED WIRE AND CABLE CO.

Wires are lasted

JOXESBOKO. JND.

at Factory.

Main

Write for

^^A

MANUFACTURERS OF

J.

fall pirtlculara

SINGLE-PHASE SELF-STARTING

MO.

and Factory. TRENTON. N.

RiynoldsElec.FlasharHlg. Ca
231 Fifth Ave, Chlcttjo.

[®£j

MOTORS AND CEILING FANS

OtTice

BESTIN THE WORLD Electric Heating Apparatus

,^
jO

CENTURY ELECTRIC CO.

ST. LOUIS,

I,ll»nr

.tr

13.

Robert

INDIANA RUBBER AND INSULATED WIRE CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

All

«i.

Electric Globes

253 Broadwiy, New York

!

1

r.<l

Sr. Yuf.

r

Piltabarg

GLASS

Manson Tape, Candee "I'lT Wires

THE OKONITE
TZikdi'J::,: "•"«•"

!.'

]..)-

fr«ri.;l..-.,,

nt

Waalhe

Okonite Wires, Okonite Tape,

mac.

.vntiir,,,,,
1.

Rubbar Covtrad Wires and Cablit.

~l>ariH KxpoHitl
iHedal Tor Itnbbcr Innalation.

INUa-World'H

Copy.

BARE AND WEATHERPROOF WIRES AND CABLES.

IHNU

=^.w^>

'.v.

IllnJlo lli.lv,.

•nn

The Simplex Electrical

k

STANDARD UNDERGROUND CABLE

WIRES AND CABLES.

HU8BEK COVEHEO, WEATHERPROOF. UNDERGROUND AND SUBMARINE.

'"h"r'"hix'so""'^

CtKTi

UNIT" ENAMELED RHEOSTATS

JAMES A. SPARGO WIRE

The

JAMES

A.

SPARQO.

SIMPLEX ELECTRIC HEATING CO.,
Cambrldgeport, Mass.

CO.

Pre5. and Qcn'l Algr

Manufacturers

of

BARE AND TINNED COPPER WIRE
American

Electrical

Supply Company

ROME,

FI^E SIZES A SPECIALTY

Cope's
Remembc

Patent

Quick

these rods have no

Those -Couplines are

Coupling

Conduit

N. Y.

Rod

lo:

ol Steel an

Manulftcturers and Wtioletale

Dealers

in all

kinds

of

Write lot list olpcrsons usiee inese
rods-j6.ooo8old.mcc May ic»3. Made

A.\\J^M^3

ISt\^^V

Electrical
32«« Morth

riftaatith

T. J.
Straat

m 3 lt.taDd «

ft. IcDgtba.
Price. 3 lt.^75 centa. 4

Patented Fcoruary

co^e:

It.

85

Moti.

a4, 190).

PHIUIDEL^Hia, »«.

Supplies
83-8.5-87

REPAIRING
RECALIBRATING

FIFTH AVENUE
CHICAGO

WESTIIH
a^^l^

ELECTRIC METERS.
INTERNATIONAL ELECTRIC METER CO.
330 W RANDOLPH STREET. CHICAGO

In^toment

ElBcWical

Co.,

Main Office and Works. Waverly Park, NEWARK. N.J.
Voltmeters,

Milliioltiiters,

Aminetirs,

Milammstert,

Voltiinitirt,

liiliBStaidd
Ground Detectirs

Ohmmelers,

ud

Circuit Testers,

Portille BalTanonieteri,

Our Portable Tnstrtimettts ore reoo^tiize^ as
The Standard tlie world over. The ieml-Portable Laboratory Standards arc stlU better.

Our Station Voltmeters and Ammeters are
tinsurpassed in polat ot extreme accuracy and
lowest coBsumptlon of energy'.
Bros.,

WeatoK Standud

PortBltle Direct
Beading miu-voltmeter.

Paris,

France— B.

Centtiry

Works,

Rue

Georges

H..Cad!ot, 12

St.

BTew TorkOfllce-r-l Cortloitdt Street.

THE
BEST

BRAZING TORCH

FOR ELECTRICIANS

HOTTEST ON EARTH
The Turner 4B Gaaoline Brating
Torch

is

for light

uted by

work

all

mecbaDics

ia brazing, anneal-

tempering Bod d r • w i a g
temper of imall tools, etc. This
torch produces an intensely hot,
pointed flame of over 3,000° Fahr.
Burns 4 hoars {rom one 5Uiog.

ing,

PRICE $4.50 NET
THE TURNER BRASS WORKS
23 N. Franklin St

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

<^^.

April

I,

igo

Co

Allis-Chalmers
ELECTRICAL DEPARTMENT

The

Bullock Electric Mfg. Co.
Cincinnati,

Ohio

Bullock Motors
For

Machine Tool Drive
MANY MODERN MACHINE SHOPS
are using these motors exclusively
drive

to

their

machine

tools

B ecause
They
They
They
They
iullock

run sparkless at

all

loads

are well designed
are well built
are liberally rated

Motor Drivina Boring Mill
Bulloct Molor Driving Rnijial

Drill.

Builders of Direct and Alternating Current Apparatus
Canadian

representatives, Aliis-Chalmers-Bullock, Ltd.,

W. E. ARC

Montreal

1,500

MORE!

LAMPS
All

important parts inter=

changeable, insuring perfection

in

construction,

quietness and efficiency in
operation.

•

Constant Current Series Alternating

Constant Potential Multiple Alternating
Constant

Current

Series

Direct

Constant Potential Multiple Direct
Write

for Bulletins

That Will Interest You

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY
CHICAQO
OTHER LARGE

NEW YORK
CITIES

THIS

MAKES OVER

9,500

OLOPHAN E
H
GLOBES AND REFLECTORS
Ordered by U. S.

COV'NT

FOR THIS BUILDING.
The Gov'nt must have THE BEST
and has Specified our Globes and
Reflectors.

HOLOPHANE CLASS CO.
CLACKNER BUILDING

NEW YORK

.

April
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I,

Storage BatteryCo.
TheElectric PHILADELPHIA
MANUFACTURER OF THE

Cbloribc Hccumulator
Central Stations, Mlccliic Kailwuys, Isolated Lif^htinj^ and I'Dwer Stations,
l'"irc Alarm, 'rclcgra|)h, Train Lighting, etc., etc.

l'"()r

nWAROKD UrON HCOUf ST.
SALK.S Ol'I'lCKS:

Niw
AllOBhriiy Avo. ond lOlh St.

UoaTo.s,

YoiiK.

60 .Stmc

KN) llruudway

St.

WilnwrlKht

Marriu<;ttu Hide.

IlldK

CLrvri-ANn,

CaniiUlan

Cltb.i'ii'a \IUlK

Qleason's

JOHN

SONS

ROEBLING'S

A.

GO.

Moulding

Box^s.
Send

Insulated

Bare

Wire

Copper

of

postal

fur descrip-

Kinds

All

pam-

tive

Wire

and

phlet
price

l.st

to

TRENTON,

MAIN OFFICE AND WORKS
JOHN

GLBASON

L.

290 South St.

AN0.2-RBaULAR

Jamaica

B NO. 2-ReaULAR

*

Mass.

Plain,

Ttlk

Clevdand

Chlcagt

no%

p -.»„...» p,

AA^E i^fVE BUIU^II«i<» ^KieHM NO>A^.

^Ko
planning
«0 build '^Konr
>K "^O
l-if'^ine

CTRIO IVIAOMINE
BAKER « CO.,

PLATINUM

J.

iin FrinclK

-oooh
MAGNETIC CLUTCHES
m
\A/IL.I-IAIVIS

N.

IRANCMEt-

-AGENCIES *NI

AKRON,

OO.,

INC.

O.

GRAND PRIZE
UNIVERSAL EXPOSITION

WORKS: Newark, New Jersey
NEW YORK OFFICE: 20 Liberty Street

ST. LOUIS, 1904

1

ALPHABETICAL INDEX TO ADVERTISEMENTS.
Adams-Baguail Electric Co..~
AUls-Chalmers Company
2
American Battery Co
—
Amer. Circular Loom Co
1
American Conduit Co
20
American Diesel Engine Co.. 19
Amer. District Steam Co
22
Amer. Elec. Fuse Co
26
Amer. Elecfl. Supply Co
1
Amer. EL Telephone Co
21
American Electrical Works.. 15
Arnold Co.. 'r lie
17
Arnold Elec. Mfg. Co
21
Automatic Electric Co
2i

Babcock

&

Bttdt, F.

B

A Insulator

Co. 8

J7
17

Couch

15

Crescent Ins. Wire A CbL Co. 1
Crocker- Wheeler Co
8
16
Crollus ASon.E. K
Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co
26
Cutter Elec. A Mfg. Company—

8

W. C

Stat.

Central Tel.

Colonial Sign

Bain. For£e

Baker & Company
Baker & Co., W. E
Bay State Lamp Co

3
17

—

Boardslee Chandelier M(g.Co.i4

Belden Mfg. Co

—

Co., Inc..

—

S.H

1

Benjamin Electric Mfg. Co.
Bennett,!. A
Berihold & Jennings
Big Four K. K

—
S3

*BisseUCo.,The F

15

Bossert Electric Construction
Co..

—
A W. Fuse Company
Dearborn Drug A Chem.Wks.l9
Denver A Rio Grande R, R...21
—
Diamond Meter Company
Directory of Engineers
17
Dixon Crucible Co., Joseph 19
Dossee Rlec'l. Co.. A. S.26
D.

.

HallL
Brownell Co. The
Bryan-Marsh Co

Duncan

Brooks,

Elec. Mfg.

Co

.

25

,

Bryan,

Wm. H

,

Buckeye Electric Co
Bullock Elec Mfg. Co
Bunge,Otto

7&Co.,S.

M

2

Edison Decorative A Miniature Lamp Departm't
14
Edison Mfg. Company
20
Electric Appliance Co
14
Electric Storage Battery Co.. 3
Electrical Engineer Institute. 16

Electrician Pub.
Garhartt

&,

Co.,

Hamilton..

Ely

A

Co. Allen

irthern Paollic R. R.

5

Improvement Co —
& El. Co
Century Electric Co
1
Chicago Edison Co
4, 16
Chic Fuse Wire A Mfg. Co...—
Chicago Mica Co
14
.—
Chicago Solder Co
Cent

Colorado A Southern R. R....16
Colorado Midland R. R
22
Columbia Incaod. Lamp Co..—
Columbia Mfg. Co
33
Continuous Rail Joint Company of America.
15
Cooper-Hewitt Elec. Co
Cope, T.J
1

Wilcox Co

Bailey, Fred.

Central Electric Co

Company ... IS
—
P

Eva

s,

Almlrall

A Co

Wayne Elec Works, Inc. .25
Foslorla Incand. Lamp Co.. —

Ft.

.

.

Fowler. John H
Fowler-Jacobs Company
Franklin Elec. Mfg. Co

Hallberg. J. H
Haller Machine Co

—

Hamacek.

29

17

Hart Mfg. Co
6
Hartford Steam Boiler Inspection A Insurance Co.. Hi
Hazard Manufacturing Co. ..26
Highland Park College. .... 15
Hill Elec Co.. W. S
5
Hlpwell Mfg. Co
Hoffman, G.
16
.

—

W

Holmes Fibre-Graph. Co
Holophane Glass Co
Humphrey, Henry H
Hunt A Co., Robt.

W

Illinois Central

17

Kuhlman

—

.

W

10

General Electric Co
9. 14
Gleason, John. L
3
Gould Storage Battery Co
Green Fuel Economizer Co..—
Gregory Electric Company... 16

F

Kemp,R.

Ry

Incandescent Electric Light
Manipulator Company
Indiana Rub. A Ins. W. Co
India Rubber A Gutta Percha

19

2

—
17

23
4
I

Insulating Company
23
[nlernational Elec Meter Co. 1
International TeL Mfg. Co... 21
Jackson, D. C. A W. B
17

Electric

Co

14

Pacific Coast Pole

17

Pass

i

Leather Preserv, M. Corp.... 4
Leffel A Co. James.
19
Letheule. Paul
17
Llndsley Brothers Company.. 23
Loud's Sons Co. H. M
22
,

,

Machado

A

Roller

Malt by Cedar

Manhattan

6

Company

El.

23

Supply Co

26

—

Manross. F.N
Marinette Gas Engine Co
I9
Marion Ins. Wiro A Rub. Co..—

Matthews A Bros.. W.N
McGandless A Co.. H.
McLennan A Company, E
McEoy Clay Works
Mechanical Appliance Co

15

W

21
14

14

—

Mica Insulator Company
Miscellaneous Advs

Monon

E.

14

16

—

R

Moseley A Co.. Geo. Welles,.—
Mueller Company, William. .23
14
Munsell A Co., Eugene
National Carbon Co
NatlQual Electric Co
National India Rubber Co.
Nernst Lamp Co

Newgard A Co.. Henry
New York Ins. Wire Co
Northern

4
S
. .

.—

—
30
8

Elect'l Mfg. Co.. ..16

Simplex F.IeclrIcalCo..The..
Simplex Elec Heatloc Co....
Spargo Wire Co Ja*. A
.

Squire Electric Co

.

Klein A Sons, Malhias
Kohler Brothers

—

A Cable Co ..Storage bat-

Kartavert Manufacturing Co. 26
Kellogg Switchboard A Sup^
ply Company
21 23

23

23

Fres-Ko Chemical Co

A.

c

17

—

Farles Mfg. Co
"For Sale" Advertisements.. 16

Co

22

Standard Elec M fg. Go
Standard Underg. Cable Co....
Stanley F.Iec Mfg. Co., The
Stanley Instrument Co

A Seymour, Inc
4
PerrUo A Sons
22
Pfannmueller A Co..F. E....16

Stanton, LeRoy

Phelan. D.

Strombei^-C&rlsoQ Tel. Mfg.

W

22

Eugene P
15
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.. .15
Phcenii Glass Co
l
Phosphor-Bronze S. Co
19
Phillips,

Plgnolet, L.

M

14

Pillsbury-WatkiDsCo
22
PUtsbui^ A h. S. Iron Co... .23

Plume A Aiwood Mfg. Co.... 30
Porter Cedar Company...
'JS

Hugo
9
Reliance Instrument Co
5
Replogle Governor Works.. .26
Reynolds EL Flasher Mfg.Co. I
Richardson Lubricating Co..—
Robert Instrument Co., The.. 1
Robertson A Sons. Jas. L
Roebling's Sons Co. J. A
3
Reislnger,

—

.

Ruebel-Schwedtmann- Wells.. 17
Runzel-Lenx Elec Mfg. Co...lJ>

WIre&Cable
Samson Cordage Works
Sargent A Lundy
Sauquoit SUk Mfg. Co
Safety Ins.

Schneider A Co.,
Schott.W. H

Schureman

C

Co.. J.

Co..l4
5

—

SiorllnK

W

ASon, W.

C

Stow Mfg. Company

Company
Torrey Cedar Company
Tray Plate BatteryCo
Trumbull Elec Mnfg. Co
Turner Brass Works
UDderhll). Chas. R
Union Electric Mfg. Co

Wabash
Wagner

R.

R

Electric Mfg.

Walsh's Sons

Co

A Company

Warren Elec Mfg. Co
Wesco Supply Co
Western Display Co
Western Electric Company
Westinghouse Electric
Mannfacinring Co

15
17

L

11

.22
S. E. Missouri Cypress Co.
Shelby Electric Co
12, 13

.

A

Weston ElectricAl Inst. Co. ..
Whitehead Machinery Co...
Wiliiaini Elec Machine Co..

U WooUey

O

:

rniversal Co., The.

Valentlne-CIark Co.. The....
Vulcanized Fibre Company..

Fdy. A Mach. Wts..
Worcester Company, C H

Yesbera Mfg. Co
Yftst Electric Mlg. Co

. .

Zero Marx Sign Works

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

writh

you want Wires or Cables insulated

If

April

^ ^k

the

HIGHEST CLASS INDIA RUBBER

INSULATION
buy

.

.

H^
OLD BELTS

SCRAPS. ANY SIZB OR
CONDITION.

WE

CLEAN, REPAIR AND RENEW

OLD BELTS.
LEATHER PRESERVER MFQ. CORP,
27 W.

MONROE

ST.,

1905

fl

should

you

.

^^^

WE ORBUY

I,

CHICAGO

nnimnlAto stock
atnerlr
Complete

t
of

sizes constantly on hand
for sale at lowest market prices by
all

CHICAGO EDISON COMPANY,
WRITE FOR PRICES.

139

ADAMS STREET, CHICAGO.

SINGLE AND POLYPHASE

TRANSFORMERS

KUHLMAN ELECTRIC

CO.,

rh« Incandascenl Lamp Rsplaoer mn4
Cleaner replaces and cleans an; o, p. lamp

Elkhart, Ind.

«t any height or angle.
bicandescent Electric Light Manipulator
I

1

6 Bedford

Co.,

Boston, Mass.

St..

The "REFLECTRIC"
consumes

less current and can be read at a greater distance than any
other electric sign to-day on the market. Write for booklet.

WESTERN DISPLAY COMPAIMY,
U. S.

&

P.

Patented

601.

May

One

2.

S.

PAUL,

ST.

AND FOREIGN PATENTS

FUSELESS ROSETTES
THE

WHY

PRICES

NOT

ARE

USE

RIGHT.

THEM?

patented August 30. 1892

1899

06.

piece

Two

P.tented May

pieces

SOLVAY,

One

602.

PASS ^ SEYMOUR,

i;;:^:;;^^^^^^^;

MINN.

2.

' or

all

Classes of

Electrical

Work

1899

piece

Inc.

N. Y.

604.

San Francisco

Chicago

Two

pieces

For concealed work

Continuous and judicious advertising is the magic wand
which converts a little business into a big business.
"Flexduct"

is thsLt

high standard required

in

a.11

high-class work.

It is

very

flexible,

&

high insulaLtion and indestructible

FLEXIBLE CONDUIT
"Flexduct" the National Code StCLndard.

It

does not delerior&te,

Bi.IwaL.ys

us&ble

to

highest degree

OSBURN FLEXIBLE CONDUIT COMPANY,
NEW YOR.K

CHICAGO

SAN TR-ANCISCO

April

t,

IKK AN*
r

ir/)S

THEY FILL THE BILL
That
Tape

iH

the

pi-rtVct

Thev

wire

an-

joints

V

V

ENERAL
ESTERN

C

Single

and Polyphase,

wall and

ceiling

iiHcd

l>e

OKONITK

ami to make a
)ir-t

with

I'ri, li.,ii

Tai.e.

tapeil

MANS(tN

Wanson Tape

in

EAST JACKSON BOULEVARD
ILL.

CHICAGO,

Hilt Stxfitche>s

for

Adaptable for

i-hoiiM

207-209-211

Are the

Irvduction Motors
purposes.

hiut

No Shoddy or Rags used

GENTS

S. K.

who

thi- H(iin<lar>l><

UiibloT Tape ami seeoml with

Okonite Tape

in

Tape.
all

iiistiliitiiiii.

OKONITK
No Dead or Reclaimed Rubber Used

of every electriciuii

vf^rilict

MANSON

iiml

Stak.ndaLrd

600v Style C.-IOOOv

all

floor,

installation.

Simple, compact and rigid construction.

Bearings self-oiling

and self°aligning.

Send for Descriptive Matter
Bulletin 104
Style

llOOv

D.-2500V

-tHK

^

STANLEY ELECTRIC

MANUFACTURING

iJ*"

JS^
_.

COMPANY

mw

Y.
^-^

S^^l.
^*

Pittsfield. Ma.ss.
Chicago Office:

MONADNOCK BLOCK

W. S. HILL
New

ELECmiC CO,
Bedford. Ma.ss.

Samson Spot Cord

AUTOMOBILE SPARK COILS
and all classes of electrical instruments repaired and
recalibrated. Satisfaction guaranteed. Time and money
saved by having your repairs done by the

RELIANCE INSTRUMENT CO., 60

ft I

to

68 W. Van Buren

Street,

CHICAGO

For

ARC LAMP and
TROLLEY CORD
Send for Samplci

aa-i

PrK-«

Sv^xisoKi coiei3.A.OB wos*i-ce.

INSTRUMENT CO.
STANLEY
GREAT
BARRINGTON, MASS.,

UNIVERSAL EXPOSITION
ST.

LOUIS
1904

U. S. A.

GOLD MEDALS

TMETER

THE HIGHEST AWARDS AT BOTH EXPOSITIONS FOR

PAN-AMERICAN EXPOSITION

BUFFALO
1901

«

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

—

-^

April

I,

1905

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••A ******** **•••••••••••>'*»

New Model

"

|
j

Range, .001 ohm to 11 megohms. Reversing plugs doneaway with. Onlyfour

J
J

plugslobemanlpulatedmrheostat. New
form combination keys. Fitted for Murray and Varley tests. Exteroal batteries
and galvanometer can be used when desired.

J
J
J
J
^
^
J

Batteries self-contained.

THE BEST BRIDGE FOR
ALL AROUND

^^

f

Whitney Bridge

WORK

Send for discounts.

<8>

©raJj-

WHITNEY ELECTRICAL I
INSTRUMENT CO.
|
General Sales Offices:

J

MACHADO & ROLLER

it

203 Broadway, NEW YORK CITY, N.Y.

LIST PRICE, S65.00

®I|? I^art
Nwti^nrfe

Mfg.

Qln.. I|artfnr&, Qlimtt.

Ignston

tfiiago

J

STorntttB, ffint

CLASSIFIED INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
Adjastera, Cord.
Xncandes. El. Lt. Manlp. Co.

Adjusters, Inc. Ijamps.
Manipulator Co.
Ancliors (Tel.
Tel.)
Bennett, I. A.
Inc. El. Lt.

A

Matthews & Brc, W. N.
Aiinniiclators.

CroUus

&

Son, E. R.

Fres-Ko Chemical Co.

McLennan & Co., K.
Condensers, Electric.
Stanley Elec. Mfg Go.

Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.

Batteries

Commutator Compound

Conduit and Conduits.
American Circular Loom Co.
American Conduit Company
3

and Jars.

Co.
3 Co.

BissellCo.,TheF.
Central Electric Co.
Edison Mfg. Co.
_
fuid
.
Elec-'
trie Llffht Plants.

Allis -Chalmers

Company.

Mfg. Co.

El.

Crocker- Wheeler Co.

^itral Electric

Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.

Ft.

Wayne

Elec.

Wks.

Inc.

General Electric Co.
National Electric Co.
Northern Electrical Mfg. Co.
Wagner Electric Mfg. Co.

Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Jos.

Leather Preserver Mfg. Corp.

Controllero.

Beltlne.

& Chem.

Cross-Arms,
Brackets.

Wks.

Berthold

&

Pins

Jennings.

Boilers.
AUis-Chalmers Company.

Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Company.
Cut-Onts and STvltches.
Blssell Co., The F.

The

Rooks. Electrical.
Electrician Publishing Co.

Booths, Telephone.

Bossert Elec. Const. Co.
Central Electric Co.

YesDera Mfg. Co.

Boxes, Junction,

Chicago Edison Co.

Bossert Elect. Const. Co.

Cutter Elec.

Boxes, Moulding.
Gleason, John L.

Mfg. Co.

Hamacek,

Farles Mfg. Co.

Brass, Sheet and Rod,

Plume & Atwood Mfg.

&

Electric Appliance Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks. Inc.
General Electric Co.
A. F.
Hart Manufacturing Co.
Hill Elec. Co., W. S.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Trumbull Elec. Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.

Brackets.
Co.

'.

Brushes.
Central Electric Co.
Holmes "Elbre-Graphite Co.,
'"

Speer Carbon Co.

Westinghouse

Western Electric Company.

El.

&

Mfg. Co.

Dynamos and Motors.

Cable Hansrera.

Allis-Chalmers Company.

Blssell Co., B. F.

Insurance

Insulating Machinery.

Farles Mfg. Co.

Carbons, P o

American

Roller.

Butt Co.

Co.
Western Electric Co.

Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co
Weston Electrical Inst. Co.

Electro-Platlngr Mach*y
Crocker- Wheeler Company.

Engines, Gas and Gasoline.
Allis-Chalmers Company.
Marinette Gas Engine Co.
Woolley Fdy. & Mach. Wks.
Engrines, Oil.

Chicago Edison Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
National Carbon Co.
Reisinger, Hugo.
Wesco Supply Co.
Castinffs.

Co.

Steam,

Enfsrines,

Allis-Chalmers Company.

Brownell

Co.,

The

Fans and Fan Motors.
Central Electric Co.

Century Electric CoCrocker-Wheeler Company.
Edison Mfg. Co.

Co.

Stow Manufacturing Co.

Westinghouse

El.

&

Mfg, Co.

Lamps, Arc.

Hipwell Manufacturing Co
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Stanley Elec. Mfg. Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.
State

Co.

Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.
Fib.re.

Lamp

Co.

TheF.
Bryan-Marsh Company.
Buckeye Electric Company.
Chicago Edison Co.
Edison Decorative

&

Co.

Minia-

ture Lamp Dept.
Electric Appliance Co.

Faries Mfg. Co.

Plume & Atwood Mfg. Co.
Fixtures, Gas and Elec.
Beardslee Chandelier Mfg. Co.

Flashers.

Co., H.

Lamp Co.

S.

Elec. Co.
Shelby Electric Co.
Standard Elec'l Mfg. Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.

& Mfg. Co.
Lamps, Incandescent—
Replacers & Cleaners.
Westinghouse

Inc.

Co.

EL

Lt.

El.

Manipulator Co.

Lamps, Nernst.
Ncrust Lamp Co.
Lamps, Vapor.

Fuses and Fuse 'Wire.
Bissell Co., TheF.
Central Electric Co.

Cooper. Hewitt Elec. Co.

Wagner Electric Mfg. Co.
Warren Elec. Mfg. Co.
Wesco Supply Co.

Farles Mfg. Co.
National Electric Co.

Cbalns.

Letters, Metal, Sign.
Haller Machine Oo.

Economizers* Fuel.

Jeffrey Mfg. Co.

Liehtning; Arresters.

Green Fuel Economizer Co.

Co.

Electric Heatins: Appl.
Electric Appliance Co.
Simplex Elec. Heating Co.

Central Electric Co.

Globes, Reflectors and
Shades.
Fostoria Glass Specialty Co.
Fostoria Incan. Lamp Co.

Circuit Breakers.
Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co.

Wayne

Electrical

and Mechan-

ical EnKlneers.
Arnold Oo., The
Badt, F. B.
Bailev, Fred. W.

Electric Appliance Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks. Inc.
General Electric Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Stanley Elec. Mfg. Co.

Wesco Supply

Crocker-Wheeler Co.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

& Mfg. Co.
Elec. Wks. Inc.
Union Electric Mfg. Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Cutter Elec.

Nippers and Pliers.
Klein

& Sons,

Baker & Co., W. E.
Bryan, Wm. H.
Byllesby & Co.. H. M.

&

Carhartt

Co.,

Electric Storage Battery Co.

Co.

Western Electric Co.

Elect'l Supnly Co.
BisaeU Co., The F.
Central Electric Co.

Phosphor Bronze.
Phosphor Bronze Sm. Co. Ltd.

^Vire

and

Sheet.
Baker & Company Inc.
Poles and Ties.

Sons.

Phelan, D. W.
Pillsbury-Watkins Co.
Pittsburg & L. S. Iron Co.
Porter Ceaar Company.
S. E. Missouri Cypress Co.
Son, W. C.
Torrey Cedar Co.
Valentine-Clark Co., The.
Worcester Co. C. H.
Sterling

ling;

Blaohlnery.

Oafliey Mfg. Co.

Humphrey, Henry H.
Hunt & Co., Robt. W.
Jackson, D. C. & W. B.
Kemp,R. W.

s

Central Electric Co.
Central Tel. & El. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
International TeL Mfg.

Klein

Farles Mfg. Co.

Cki.

Plume & Atwood Mfg.

The

P.
I

&

Sons. Mathlat.

Western Electric Co.
Co.

Pofver Transmission

Tran s formers.

Machinery.

Central Electric Co.
Crocker- Wheeler Co.

Jeffrey Mfg. Co.

Electric Appliance Co.

Wayne

Rail Joints.

Ft.

Continuous Rail Joint Company of America.
Eallvray Supplies.
Wesco Supply Co.

Kuhlman

Chicago Edison Co.
Gregory Electric Co.

Rheostats.

Elec. Works, Inc.

Electric Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Ca
National Electric Co.
Stanley Elec. Mfg. Co.
Wagner Electric Mfg. Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse EL & Mfg. Cto.

Amer. Electric Fuse Co.
Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co.

Trucks, Electric Car.

General Electric Co.

Westinghouse EL & Mfg.
Turbines, Steam.

General Electric Co.

Union Electric Mfg. Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg.

Co.

Rods, Conduit.
Cope, T.

Co.

AUis-Chalmers Co.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co

Turbine Water \Pheels

J,

Leffel&Co.,

Jas.

Schools and Colleges.
Electrical Engineer Inst.

Highland Park College

Macli'y.

Bissell Co., The F.
Cent. Stat. Improvement Co.
Ely & Co., Allen P.
Gregory Electric Co.
Matthews & Bro., W. N.
Walsh's Sons
Co.

&

Sii^ns. Electric.
Haller Machine Co.
Western Display Co.
Zero Marx Sign Works.

Insalatinar

&

W^ires A Cables—Ha«net W^ires.
American Electrical Works.
Belden MfgCrescent Ins. Wire & Cble Co
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Hazard Manufacturing Co.
Indiana Rub. & Ins. Wire Co.
India Rubber A Guttapercha
Insulating Co.
Kellogg Switch. & Sup. Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
.

ai

Receptacle

Pass & Seymour.
Yost Elec. Mfg. Co.

Soldering: Sticks, Sali
and Paste.

New York

Insulated WireCo.
Northern Wire & Cable Co.
Okonite Co., The.

PhiUlps. Eugene F.
Phillips Insulated Wire C!o
Roeblinc's Sons Co.. J. A.
Runzel-Lenz Elec. Mfg- Oo.
Safety Ins. Wire & Cable Co.

Simplex Electrical Co.
Spargo Wire Co.. Jat. A._

1

Western Electric Compaoy.

Amer. District Steam Co.

1^01* A.li>tiaTt>©tioal Iixtaejic

El. Telephone Co
Arnold Elec. Mfg. Co.

Blssell Co..

Portables.

BraidlnS'

han

American

Western Electric Co.

Sauquoit Silk Mfg. Co.

Heating; (E x
Steam).

Gen. Incan. Arc Light Co.

Telephones, Telephons
Material and Swl'tohboards.

Tools.

Chicago Solder Go.

Coal and Ashes Hand-

TheF.

Bissell Co.,

Time Switches.

,

Hotfman, Geo. W.

Silks,

Dixon Crucible Co., Jos.
Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co,

Co.
Co.

Western Electric

Switchboards.

&.

Polish (Metal).

Western Electric Co.

Graphite Specialties,

Century Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Manhattan Elect'l Supply Co

Wesco Supply

Berthold & Jennings.
Brooks, Hall L.
Columbia Mfg. Co.
Fowler, John H.
Fowler-Jacobs Company.
Kellogg Switch. & Sup. Co.
Lindsley Bros. Co.
Loud's Sons Co., H. M.
Maltby Cedar Co.
Mueller Company, William.
Pacific Coast Pole Co.

&

Co.

Supplies, General Etes.
Amer.

Bain, Foree.

Platinum,

Electric Appliance Co.

Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
Specialties, Electriesl
Altrm. and Destirnsrs.
Haller Machine Co.
Si>eed Indicators.
Weston Electrical Inst.Oo.
Storaa;e Batteries.
American Battery Co.
Gould Storage Battery

Hamilton.

Patent Attorneys.

Sockets
C.

Mathias.

Farles Mfg. Co.

Second-Hand

Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Mfg. Co.

Nozzles.

W.

Sawyer-Man

Reynolds El. Flasher Mfg.Co
Schnalder &. Co., C. O.
Wesco Supply Co.

Stow Mfg.

McCandless A

&

Dynamos and

Re- Win diner—Repairs.

General Electric Co.

Nernst

El.

(See

Motors.)

Central Electric Co.

Columbia Incan. Lamp

Kffrtavert Mfg. Co.

Westinghouse

Motors.

Perrizo

Blssell Co., TheF.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks. Inc.
General Electric Co.
Gregory Electric Co.

Bissell Co.,

Amer. Elec. Fuse Co.
Stanley Elec. Mfg. Co.

Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Sterling Varnish Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.

Bay

Flexible Shafts.
3

Co., The.

Lamps, Incandescent.

General Electric Co.

Wesco Supply

Okonite

Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.

Electrical Works,

Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Mica Insulator Co.
Munsell&Co., Eugene.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated WireCo.

Wesco Supply

Central Electric Co.

Overalls.

Kartavert Mfg. Co.

Haller Machine Co.

Grawf ordsville Electric Co.
Crocker-Wheeler Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks. Inc.
General Elec. Co.
Gregory Electric Co.
Mecnanical Applia

Plates.
Central Electric Co.

Plume & Atwood Mfg.

Machado &

Spealclnv Tubes.

Allis-Chalmers Company.
Crocker- Wheeler Company.
General Electric Co.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.

and Insnlat-

ing; Alaterlals.

PigDolet, L. M.
Reliance Instrument Co.
Robert Inst. Co., The
Stanley Elec. Mfg. Co.
Stanley Instrument Co.
Wagner Electric Mfg. Co.

BissellCo.,TheF.
Doxsee Elec'l. Co.. A.

Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.

Cables (See Wires and Cables)
Canopies.

Ft.

&

Chicago Edison Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Indiana Rub. & Ins. Wire Co.
Johns-Manville Co., H. W.

American Diesel Engine

Wilcox Co.

Co.,

Sons, Jas. L.

New England

Jeffrey Mfg. Co.

Runzel-Lenz Elec. Mfg. Co.
Samson Cordage Wks.

Green Fuel Economizer Co.

Brownell

&,

Hartford Steam Boiler Inspection & Insurance Co.

Insulators

Elevators-Conveyors.

Cord.

Boiler Compounds.

&

(Recording and Testing.)
Blssell Co., The F.
Central Electric Co.
Diamond Meter Co.
Duncan Elec. Mfg. Co.

Minins ApparatuB,Elec<

Co.

.

Robertson

Electrical Instraments.

&

Electric Applla,nce Co.
Incandescent Electric Light
Manipulator Co.

Inspection

General Electric Co.

Amer. Elec. Fuse Co.
Schureman Co., J. L.

Leather Preserver Mfg. Corp.

Bloiv Pipes.
Turner Brass Works
BlOTrers.

Babcock

Evans, Almirall

Indicators

General Electric Co.

Contractoi
Bullock

Bells, Bozzers, Sto.

Dearborn Drug

W. H.
Squire Electric Co.
Stanley Elec. Mfg. Co.
Stanton, LeRoy W.
Underbill. Chas. R.
Schott,

Heatlne, Hot "Water.
Holders, Inc. Ijamps.

Central Electric Co.

Electric Appliance Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Tray Plate Battery Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.

Belt DressluK.
Dixon Crucible Co.,

Kohler Brothers.
Letheule, Paul
Newgard & Co., Henry.
Northern Electrical Mfg. Co.
Ruebel, Schwedtman, Wells.
Sargent & Lundy,

o±

A-ca-vertifsexxaiei:!.*®

See. I>&g:^

i

April

I,
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CARHARTT OVERALL
FACTO RY

MADE COOP-

Incorporated,) One 0/ the Strongest and Most Prosperous
Institutions, Offers to take into Partnership in his "Business,
Employees, his jigents and the fien Who Wear his Goods,

Hamlllon Corharll, Manufacturer,

(

American Industrial
his

Send

for

Prospectus and Option Certificate.

Stock in Hamilton Carhartt, Manufacturer, (Incorporated }, of Detroit, Michigan, preferred for •]%
Agents and tlic men who wear his goods.

is olTcrefl

to hi:;

luiiplftycfs,

Hamilton Carhartt, Manufacturer, (incorporated), is $5^0.000. Of this
stock owned by Mr. Carhartt.
Oue-third is preferred stock for 7^ and is no
Under the laws Rovcrning corporations, Mr. Carhartt cannot re
10 per share.
preferred stockholders have been paid their }% dividends.
ion of

thirds
parlies at pat

rcsud
di

Ill

from the

,<l..n.ls

~)i\

Com

Reasons.

iiy until

now

IS

the greatest business of

its

kind in the world, and Mr. Carhartt naturally

that It so remain for an indefinite period.
Therefore, it has been necessary to incorporate the business in order lo insure its perpetuation, and at the same time carry out Mr. Carbarlt's idea of taking into
In this manner the organization will become a
p.irtucrship those who have helped hini build up his gigantic business.
In this manner the ability, capital and experience of many
stalilc, corporate entity, unafTccted by individual changes.
widely diflcnng classes of people will be available yet all will be bound together by the common purpose of incr«_aving
;

—

Experience has shown that this is the only method of insuring the
tlie power and prestige of this business.
and rapid growth of .a commercial institution manufacluring an article of universal consumption..

A
^
OCCVinT
y

The entire capitalization of the preferred stock is
•
real estate, plant, equipment, stock, etc.
Leaving the bi
stockholder is absolutely protected against loss by the property of the
by law in tin,- position of a first mortgage after indebtedness is paid.
•

—

tlic

st'-ck is

TV*

J

J_^

peii;iancui.y

ring by actual, tangible assets
of the Company altogether out
Company upon which preferred

The

7J^ dividends upon the preferred stock cannot fail to be paid even in times of financial
stringency.
For fifteen years this business has not failed to pay more than ]% on the entire
is increasing and becoming more profitable every day, becoming stronger and stronger
in its position as the merits of the Hamilton Carhartt Overalls become known, and this increasing prospcnty Mr Carhiutt is willing to sharc.with those, who have helped him.

•

JJl V iCldlOS*

capital involved,

and the business

Large
TIk'

savmes bank

is

no better, and
,

T
^•-j^A*-___
XXX V CSXl^ctXltjn.
plained.

The

T> j-fc*.vi.-r\4-f%rf>c^o

X^rOmjJXrx"S&»
will

Promptness

remain open.

^"v^.^1

*
J-.

.1^

V^ JJXlC/Xl.*
will i;i\e time for

(]

The

alTairs of this Company, its books and records, are open to the investigation of
ibe prospective purchaser of this stock. Nothing is hidden and nothing is left unexevery possible point, and will have the full and cheerful

may satisfy himself thoroughly upon
Company in so doing

investor

assistance of this

m

We feel this preferred stock is as safe as any investment
America, >)ut at the
same time it pays double the vidends of other investments of similar soundness.
s:i
ings banks pay but 3 or 3,'i^.
Remember that this stock, although offered at par
worth a great deal more, and will i icrease in value.

Profits.

By

filling

dress, the

is,

^^ ^^^^ stock not only represents safely, but large dividends, it will be very attractive lu
the shrewdest investors, and it is difficult to say how long the opportunity to purcli.ibe
The matter should not be deferred.

therefore, necessary

out the attached coupon, stating the number of shares desired, and gi\nng name and adCompany will grant an option of thirty days and forward a certificate to that effect This
No obligation is incurred by the coupon or the certificate

thought and investigation

Prospectus of the

Company explains
Write for

ters in detail.

all

these mat"

and read

it,

it.

1COUPON.1
Hamilloo Carhartt. MamifactDrer. lacj
1

[kiroll. Mkfalfta.

Address for prospectus, opHor^ certificate, and full Information, and
send subscriptions and certified checRs lo

ton Carh.ir«. M.wulacturer. (inconyirAtcd>. nniJ spMial option certificalrcn-

stock ol ihe

Hamilton Carhartt, Manufacturer,
INCORPORATE.D.'

(

DETROIT. MICHIGAN,

Money begm:
15th and July

money and

St the

3th

certificates of

If

yo

day

it

i

U. 5. A,

:d

Dividends are paid janusend the

for the prospectus,

stock will be sent you by return

i

Company

at

SHIOO per

quest incurs no oblieAUoa on

my

part.
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LuNdee UniybrsAlXotorj
Sfelrttl ©ffirfB

Kew

Tori. 135 Broadway.
Chicago. Old Colony Bldp.
Philadelphia. 1509 Land Title Bldg.
Pittsborg. Farmers' Bank Bldg.
Atlanta. Ga., Empire Bldg.
Kew Orleans, Iia., Hibemia Bank Bldg.

htttannl

Baits ®ffirpH
& Co.

Cleveland, Barton, Stevenson

Detroit. Miller-Seldon Electric Co.

S20 Chemical Bldg.
Denver. Hendrie & BolthoS Mfg. and Snpply Co,
Seattle and San 'f rancisco, Eilboame & Clark Co.
8t. Lonis.

Grimshaw

ALL OUR WIRES

Raven White Core

pass inspection and carry the above

NEW YORK

TRADE-MARKS on our tags.

Raven Black Core

Wealso manufacture

CrImShaw and Competition Tapes and Splicing Compounds.

INSULATED WIRE COMPANY,
CHICAaO:
RDAMrHRs. J
DKANkncs.^
192 Desplalnes

BOSTON:
7 OtU St.

St.

ALTERNATORS
ANY TYPE

FOR EVERY SERVICE

Among other A.

C. Generators

rovir 4,000 K. V. A. for Chicago

Three 4.000 K. V. A.

Two
One

ALL SIZES

we

aLre building ak.re
Sanitary District.

for CaLlifornia

Gas

& Electric Corporation.

2.000 K. V. A. for The HuroniaLn CompaLny.
1,200 K. V. A. for Los Angeles Pacific Ry. Company.
SEND FOR. BVLLETIN NO.

Crocker-^Hi&eeler

50.

Company

Mcnufaoturers and Electrical Engineers

Ampere,

standard Crocker- Wbeeler Revolving Field
Engine Type Alternator

N. J.

ChlcB.go Office, Old Colony Bld<.

HITE F>0R0E:L.AIIM I-E-TTERS

F-IREI^ROOF-

FOR ELECTRIC SIGNS

ACENT& WANTED WHEREVER THERE ARE CENTRAL STATIONS.
SIOIM yVIMD

THE BABCOCK & WILCOX

CO.,

36 FCDIRAL STREET.
PHILADELPHIA, 1110-1112 North am. bld

St.,

N.Y.

63 first street.

PITTSBURG, 1218FR.CK BuiLDiN..
NEW ORLEANS, 339 orondclct street.
CHICAGO, 1215 Marquette bldg.
ATLANTA, empire bldg.
CLEVELAND, TO6 new England Sldg.

MEXICO CITY, 7
HAVANA, CUBA,

Liberty

WATER TUBE
STEAM BOILERS

BRANCH OFFICES:
BOSTON,

SAN FRANCISCO,

85

STEAM
SUPERHEATERS

AvENiiA juarei.

116 1-2 calli de i< haia

Our Book, STEAM, mailed
200 Poandf Working Pressure

on application.

frea

April

I,

WKSTF.KM

trp-,

I.FJXTRICIAN'

GRAND PRIZE
The Highest Possible Award
Ha* Be«n Given

to

HIGHEST GRADE NUERNBERG CARBONS
By the International Jury of Awards,

of the Louisiana

Purchase Exposition,

REISINGER. Sou

8t. Louis, 1904.

Importar,

BROADWAY, lEW YORK

II

Preeminently the Storage Battery
It

It

It

costs no

more than the Cell Type.

has comparatively, considerably more active material and occupies less
space (about half that required by Cell Type).
is

—

far more durable
is cleaner and more economical
much less expensive in cost of maintenance.

in

operation and

Besides, this important fact must not be overlooked: There are no annoying and destructive fumes as with the Cell Type.
The gas does not
escape, therefore no corrosion of adjacent pipe or iron work or even
the tarnishing of bright metal work.

TRAY PLATE BATTERY CO.
New York

Office,

39 Cortlandt

St.

Successors Smith Storage Battery Co.
5.
FREDERICK ST., BINCHAMTON, N. Y.

M

New
Slow Speed Motor
Made

in Sizes

from 20 H.

P. to ISO H. P.

General Electric Motors have

always

been distinguished by the highest merit.

This one sets the standard

still

higher.

WRITE FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

PRINCIPAL OFFICE: SCHENECTADY,
Chicago

Office,

Mor\adnock Block

N. V.

Sales Offices in All Large Cities

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

"99" Reasons

why you

April

i,

19.

should use the

"FEMCO"
Incandescent
1.

Lamp

Highest quality.
2. Highest average of candle power.
3.

Intelligent selection of voltages.
4.

Uniform efficiency.
5. Thorough factory tests.
6. Economical consumption

of

current.
7.

e

-

Prompt shipments.
8.

Prices lowest consistent with

standard lamps.

The other ninety-one reasons you will easily discover by a trial of the lamp itself.
Once you use " FEMCO " you will never be satisfied with any other, if you want the best
of everything in a lamp, you must use the "FEMCO."

Our New Catalogue Just Issued

/fEMCoX

Selling Agents

Wanted

in

West=

16

Write for

it

\
The Label

c

/

ern Territory

of Quality

THE FRANKLIN ELECTRIC MFQ.

CO.

Factory and General Office:

New York
I
I

Havemeyer
^

BIdg.

Baltimore, Md.
2314 E. Madison St.

Southwestern Representative
The Sachs Electric Co.
St. Louis, Mo.

^H

I

April

r,

I

wi:^Ti-.p.v

'A);

J. L.

ii.i'.(-ir<rr[.\.-

SCHUREMAN CO.
Beg

The

to

announce

their

Our factory and

offices

fron\

old location at 135-139 South Clinton Street

Larger and more commodious quarters

from our new location.

removal

at

to

70-86 West Jackson Boulevard,

Ten days later we were shipping goods
were almost totally destroyed by fire on February 13, 1905.
are now running both a day and a night force and will soon have filled all back orders.
Our inwe therefore bespeak a continuance of their patronage.

We

creased facilities will enable us to serve our customers better than ever, and

J. L.

Automatic Motor-Controlling Devices

European Agents

GEIPEL
72a

St.

<a

70-86 West Jacksorv Bouleva.rd

LANGE

TKom&s St., London.

SCHUREMAN CO.

E. C.

CHICAGO

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN
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-WASTED LIGHTBy using the ordinary incandescent lamp you

lose at least
per cent, of light delivered through the sides—just where
you don't want it.

50

WHY

INSIST

UPON WASTING HALF YOUR LIGHT?

for light delivered on your work, and we guarantee you
see the things you want to see fully 50 per cent, better
than with any other lamp.

Pay

will

BRANCHES
ALL CITIES

THE SHELBY ELECTRIC CO.
100 PINE STREET,

SHELBY, OHIO

BRANCHES
ALL CITIES

.

WESTERN

Ty>S

April

r.

nUNtN

Illllll'S.I'rci.

I.BOWI

ANIII'IIILIII'S. V.r'.

C.

11.

WAICNSCIL, Tnii. C.l.ienimTOH.

F.I.RCTRICIA^r

'5

Jr.,S<c.

A FIVE-INCH

AMERICAN ELEGTR|CAL WORKS,

Stombaugh Guy Anchor

BAIiMNDliOLATi'ELVcTlllCWIRK,

WILL HOLD

ELECTRIC LICHT LINE WIRE.
INCANDESCENT AND FLEXIBLE CORDS,

Railway Feeder and Trolley Wire,
AMERICANITE, MAGNET, OFFICE AND

'r^-^
"-

ANNUNCIATOR WIRES.

CABLES FOH AEKIAL AND UNDERGROUND USE.

STOMBAuan auY anchors

W

Nr.u v.. nil STciiiK.
.1. VVnl«oii. •.'0 I'.irllniirlt
SI.
Cnic Alio Sri. IlK. K. K. Doiiiili...-. N2 r.IlkllNl.
MiiNTliKAi. lll.ANi II, i;ilui-Mn l-'. I'll II |i,- Klwlrlrnl Wurln.
I

12,500 LBS.

CirtinSi cfnIA iii»t,illc<l, inrliidinif (reiglil, l;il».r, n<. Tli)» leaves* lull inch roil
pri.lrudinK (ri.iii ill'- iM.lirl Kr'.uiKl '. inr lir-n
\ui caul |,iill ii up. It will ch><
give iir skip. Il ii ill iiniliMiirlieil .inli.

ari-

••anchors

THAI HOLD'

^

I

MAIN OFFICES AND FACTORIES, PHILLIPSOALE,

R.

I.

MECHANICAL,

ELECTRICITY

MECHANICS

EXPERT IN PATENT CAUSES

m

piTCIilTQ

SOLICITOR OF

Lil

U. S.

k

FOn^E

BAIN. 1892-3 Monadnock BIk.,

FOREIGN

I

Engineering
I.

ITEAM,
CIVIL.

Tli'jrouKlily eaulPPf"!
(>•-

W.

work from the
rinolnit,

nJ

Kl.iilrl.-.l
i„.d«ll.)in til"

Bllorl roiii

Kniilno.rlim.
Irnul,

I

ELECTRICAL,

Kilmn.i

MATTHEWS &

N.

BRO.

.MANl PACTLHIiUS

603 CAKI.nroN BLOn.

Bcbixil 111 yo«r.

CHICAGO
HIQHLAKD PARK COLIEOE,

LOl

-T.

.MO.

IS,

DEt MOINES, IOWA.

CONTINUOUS RAIL JOINT CO. OF AM.

NEWARK,

YOST SPECIALTIES.

OVER
MILES

Sookats, Wall
Sockets,

Weatherproof
Sockets,
Rosettes,
Reoeptacles,

N.

J.

s

20,000
IN

USE

TlioSt. Loiiln Ripo..lllon. in04.>w>r<li'il uitbo
only Rold modal for rail joint I'rodiiots,

A MOTORLESS FLASHER
V*^^^

Cord

LONG LIFE
GUARANTEED CANOLEPOWER,
HIGHEST EFFICIENCY.

Adjusters.
Cmtmlogum fof

Sr::T

Iba mmhing,

:

THFyOST electric MFG. CO.
TOLEDO, OHIO.

Tuiiically llashei

r
re

tlon

and has nothing to

r

C. O. Schneider

three 16

c. p.

sma

or equivalent of

heavy platinum and will wear
order,

& Co.,

price $2.00 EACH.

84

Mfrs

E.

ReqiilrcH no alienWrite for discount to the trade

iniiellnllely.

Adams

St.,

t

STANDARD ELECTRICAL MFG.
COMPANY,
:
Niles, Ohio.

Distributing

Panels

NATIONAL CODE STANOARD

Are Safe and Handy and Cheap
npHESt; are suitable for
use in

oil

can be placed

exchange

the walls of an

may

or elsewhere, as

They

sired.

used

The

panels

rubber

hard

and Meal Wire.

on

Pricas

which the contacts are mounted.

The

Bnrning Weatherprool

the state for

and Samples on Application.

The connection

sides.

is

made

by a screw, threaded into metal and pro-

This

vided with a washer.

and are connected

which

is

in the

results

screws go into

wood

during the time he occupied
the gubernatorial chair.

What was

pact,

is

name ?

the

nothing

can

made which

make

is

price in the time

he

Cords, Cables, Wires
We

so com-

save in

first

con-

necting the cables, not counting the subseq-uent convenience of

nections, should they

making

Write us concerning

MADE BY

The F. Bissell Compant
TOLEDO, OHIO

our

No.

loo

Switchboard

appropriations could be
terially reduced.

But the average man

He

Cord

ma-

forgets.

I

I

By

RUNZEL-LENZ ELECTRIC MFG. COMPANY
97-10I So. Clinton St.

OHIGAGO,

could not forget

if

he

would.

Secure Our Prices

any amperage from V^
A discount
750ormorecoDcluctor^.

20c per pair.

of

who read ads had
memories, advertising

those

memory.

cross-con-

be desired.

Prices, including fuses of
•

One ad does not constitute
an advertising campaign.

Talking to him on the same
subject 52 times a year \s-ill.
however, burn it into his

Manufacture

Cords for Telephones and Switchboardsm Cables and Wires for
Switchboards. Cables for Interior
Purposes.

.-Vn

a good part of the

will

One swallow does not make
summer.

cir-

return.

convenient nor as economical.

electrician

L

reached

are

common

or

R.

a

If

instead of into metal.

or grounded

There

his

name of his
chief opponent for the office?

better

and where the

These boards can be used for metallic
cuits

PAWTUCKEL

so

not the case in boards where there

are no washers nor solder

and Factory:

same

By

also be soldered.

permanent

doing

Office

The

Wire Co.

rows of

spider wires attach to the outer

way and should

Phillips Insulated

joint should

of course be soldered permanently.

contacts

prior

and frequently

may enter fri)ni

cables

spread to the inner rows of contacts

on both

many weeks

to his election,

below or from above and the copper wires
will

of the immediate

W^hat was

W

are oak, highly finished, with

a front of

-

Slow

be de-

|:

predecessor of the last governor of your state appeared in
every issue of every paper in

generally

are

pairs.

in

"0. K." Weatherprool lire.

any ordinary pole

box, or

\

Chicago

The name
Security Cable

''

"STAR" INCANDESCENT
T AMPS

ILL.

running your ad in every

issue of the Western Electrician you can compel its
readers to remember who you
are, where you are and what

you make.

.
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W^ANTED, FOB
similar

SAI^I! and

WABIT C01.C3IN

E

advertise-

POSITION ^WANTED
ments (JO words or

sertion/ additional

less),

words

TOU WORRIED

be-

cause jour preBent oc.tlon and Balarj are ucfactory) We can change

rnents {jo -words or /ess), ^/.jo an
insertion/ additional words 3c each.
advertise-

W«

condition.

'

point

<o you tberigbt way to
er pay and a better po_^_^eltion,aiidhelp

$r.oo an in-

^U^^HI
PBHHSPHH
I*J|MT|^H

|iU*ll^flH

^^^^^N^H
hV#*\^II

MU^HI

POSITION WANTED.

lurFBUE 80-page book

^|
^lAflMl^l

tells of a.ctual exporienceB,

and men-

examples of how our etudents have

familiar with all modern methods of installing
machinery, construction and interior wiring;
prefer a new system to install; can go at once.
Address BOX '457. care Western Electrician,
510 Manniette Bldg.. Chicago.

and well adapted for any kind of heavy business; abundance of cheap lab*r of all kinds In
the Immediate vicinity. Large engines, boUeri,
electric plant good water supply and sewerage.
For full particulars apply to,
;

Eleotrio Motorman'i
Couree. Dynamo Tender't

Railways,

**"

1

NICHOLSON &

Course, Arittimei

yon.

W.
'

General Electric Alternator, Three Phaic
"
Westinghouse
Single

•

Westinghouse

•

Wood

"

•

Stanley

"

"

"
"
General Electric
'*
Westinghouse
'
"
General Electric
Westinghouse
"
"
Westinghouse
"
Westinghouse
connected
to
Gates'
Engine.
Direct
General Electric

•

Three

"

Single

"

"

<*

**

"

Two

"
"
"

•

'

Send
plete

Real Estate and Factory Brokers.

Mechanical and electrical engineer desires
position as engineer with manufacturer, large
Record of
power user, or mining company.
first class technical training and experience forwarded on application. Age 34; foreign country
Address
good
salary
reqiilrld.
objection;
no
BOX 459. care Western Electrician. 510 Mar-

1905

Warren

Single

Two

•

CO., Sole Agents,

160 Broadway, New York

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING INSTIDep't K, 240A West 23rd St., New York.

TUTE.

t,

FOR SALE

FACTORY
FOR SALE

MMBH^mI

^HTl^^U NEAR CHESTER, PA.. WITH DEEP WATER
^B have
helped HHAbIIHI FRONT ON DELAWARE RIVER, and interkVV
It |t]TS|7iU
thousandB.
LINES and two trolley
W
iBdone by our l*^4^^4ft«H secttd by three TRUNK
' practical mall eys- |f^PVH|^| lines; extensive buildings, Foundry. Machine
em Id your spare time.
^«% ^HH shop, etc.. with traveling cranes and machinery,
^fl^vougetlt.We

2C each.

POSITION WANTED.

April

our

for

list

Monthly Bargain Sheet whh

and net

com-

prices.

GREGORY ELECTRIC

CO.

54-62 5. Clinton St., Chicago,

111.

quette Bldg.. Chicago.

POSITION WANTED.
A graduate electrical engineer of 1895 who
has had nine years' experience, mostly in cenwork, of operation and installation,
desires a position as siperlniendent or some
Married and 33
sucb responsible position.
years old: can give good references from past
employers as to ability and cb»vacier. Addrees
BOX 460, care of Western Electrician.510 Marquette Bldg., Chicago.
tral station

NORTHERN
Vertical Motors

WANTED
On or before July 1 next, a second-hand 75 to
100-K. W. 60-cycle l.lOu volt direct connected
unit in first class operating condition. State
make, type and age, whether rigtit or left hand,
floor space retjutrfd and if it can be seen in
operation.
Address BOX 454, care Western
Electrician, 510 Marquette Building. Chicago.

WANTED.
City of Boscobel, Wis.
electrician and a fireman for a
Municipal Lighting Plant. For particulars address CITY CLERK. Boscobel, Wis. Propositions considered April 5th, 1905.

Wanted— An

FOR SALE.

WE SHOW A NORTHBRN
VERTICAL MOTOR A S
APPLIED TO A DEEP
WELL PUMP.

On receipt of
10 CENTS

NORTHERN ELECTRICAL
MFG. CO
A
MADISON.
Enslneeis,

Manufacturers

5
425 MonSLdnook Block, Chicago,

WIS.. V. S.

III.

A PERFECT SOLDERING FLUX.
Adapted to soldsring Electrical
injury to Insulation, producing

eUNS

V(.

cle

you

a

Electrician

Moonlight Schedule
War

Civil

ConKulIing electrical and mechanical engineering firm of Chicago desires to sell out its established engineeriDg business. .Address BOX
448, care of Western Electrician, 510Marquette
bldg., Chicago.

•we will send

Western
for

Relics and CurloB

or In exchange (or scrap lead,
copper, bras8. iron, paper, etc.

Every

1905.

lighting

should have

man
one.

flDg, leaderii, gutteri

FOR SALE.

Large Dackagein

paste or stick form,
y mail, 25 cents. Satisfaction Guaranteed'
Iscount to dealers. Special prices to those
;o use Flux In large quantity.
THE UNI\'ERfluid,

GRAHAM

new York

Read!

Improve!

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.
610 MARQUETTE BLDG.

can be used for 116 or 230 Ti Its. This
be a flrst-class outfit, for automobile charging
station.

Keep On!

DoD't Stop!

Marquette Bld^.,

1

Chicigo.

DOES THE WORK

BROS. CO., 662 Hudson Si.

The city of Coffeyville.Kansas, has (for sale
the following de&crined machinery, to wit:
2 tubular boilers of 80 horsepower each.
2 Ideal Rogines of SO horsepower each, speed
of s
265
2 Westinghouse alternators, 60 K.W., 60 cycle,
1,100 volt.
All of the above described machinery is in
first-class condition and In use every day. Same
can be bought cheap if taken at once as we are
about to install a new and much larger equipment. Address all comraunlcatloni to E. L.
ROSSITER. Light Commissioner.

i

Company,

Publlfhers and detleri of electrical books

City

FOR SALE.

Electrician Publishing

U.S. METAL POLisn;;

!

HiGH GLASS WGRK
assured

is

Writo

Now

(or Free

Electric lighting plant in

E. R.

MORTH WESTERN
STORAGE
BATTERY

Western

Kentucky, town of 2,000, Business
Increased 35;; last year and still growing; cheap fuel; generators not loaded;
good reasons for wishing to sell; easy
terms. For full particulars address

on

all

Grmmt CapmcHy,
Ughf,
EHIclant mnd

Campmct,
Send

CROLIUS & SON

When

In Colorado
Be sure and go

Over the Far Famed Loop
(Denver to Silver Plume and return)

for catalogue.

VIA THE

Let us figure with

FOR SALE CHEAP.
4-200 to 330 B. P. I6x27sl6-!n. WESTINGHOUSE COMPOUND ENGINES.
1—150 to 250 U. P. I4x24xl4-)n. WESTINGHOUSE COMPOUND ENGINE.
1-400 B. P. BRASS TUBE HEATER.
1-150 H. P. BRASS TUBE HEATER.
2-72-in.xl8-ft. BOILERS.
l-66-ln.xl6-ft. BOILER.

1-8

H. P. OTTO GAS ENGINE
ALSO MANY OTHERS, LET US KNOW YOUR
WANTS AND SAVE MONEY.

PFANNMUELLER

F. E.
No. 733 ROOKERY BUILDING,

&,

CO.

CHICAGO.

above Stick

low-tension

work

BOX 458, care Western Electrician.
510 Marquette Building, Chicago, III.

a\

when

you use the

FOR SALE.

Sample

ConveniEnt-Non-Corrosive-Ettecli"

you.

Northwestern Storage Battery Co.,
28S Matlison

Stm,

-

-

-

Ohicago,

III.

When a man's electrical ideas flow freely; when he
discusses electrical subjects intelligently and glibly, you
will be pretty safe in assuming that he keeps in touch with
electrical

progress

by perusing the Western

Electrician

52 times a year.

COLORADO &
SOUTHERN RY.
It is the finest one-day trip in the
country. Takes you through one of
the grandest canyons in the State
and over the most marvelous feat of
engineering In the Rocky Mountains.
We have many other fascinating one-

day

trips.

Handsome

illustrated

literature Bent to any address
receipt of three cents postage.

T. E.

on

FISHER, General Passenger Agent
DENVER. COLORADO

CHICAGO
EDISON COMPANY
REPAIR SHOPS
76 MARKET STREET, CHICAGO.
TELEPHONE MAIN
OPEN DAY AND NICHT.
1280.

FIRST-CLASS EQUIPMENT THROUGHOUT.

s

1

OTTO BUNGE

READ BOOKS
MCfllCAN aOCICTY

and think Electrical Thouglits. LEATHER
"NAifHEioS, BELTS,
the books. Send for a catalogue.
,SAFETY AND CLIMBER STRAPS
1130 IT. rETER STREET,
ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

on

Electrical

We

liave

ENGINEERS.

Subjects,

510 Marquette Bldg., Chicago.

Here Are
^i\jH^irit

FAMOUS

U/>e

SLOANE
BOOKS
New

In
Tenth Editio

Pllteenth edition.

Just Published.

T.

CHAPTER

DYNAMO BUILDING and

PRICE. $1.00

Fully Illustrated.

158 Pages.

ELECTR.IC MOTOR. CONSTRUCTION

Contonta
The Ether;

I.

Just Published.

ELECTRIC TOY MAKING

SIMPLIFIED
ELECTRICITY
OCONOR SLOANE
By PROF.

Editions

Would not these
books serve as a nucleus for YOUR.
TechnlcBLl llbr&ry?

and Energy; Mass and Weight.

Electricity; Force

By PROF.

T.

OCONOR SLOANE

Very Fully

Illustrated.

PRICE, $1.00.

Hectricity
Simplified

$1

Contents
Ampere; Electric Force, Worli and Energy;
Eleclromatjnetic Lloes of Force;

CHAPTER
III.

I.

CHAPTER II. Permanent Magnets. CHAPTER
CHAPTER IV. Electric Motors. CHAPTER V.

Batteries.

Blectro-Mngnels.

CHAPTER VI. Miscellaneous Toys. CHAPTER VII. Spark
and Induction Coils, and Allied Supjects. CHAPTER VIII. Hand-Power
Dynamo. CHAPTER IX. Miscellaneous Receipts and Formula..

Arithmetic of
Electricity $1[

Electric Bells.

CHAPTER VII.

The Galvanic Battery; The Electrotype and the Locus
Polarization and Local Action DiHeront E.xiimples
its Potential Difference
Batteries; The Arrangement and Action of Batteries; Storage Batteries.
Dymimoi "'
:

:

...

How

The Da

Sixteenth EdiUon.

ARITHMETIC
By PROF.

Just Published.

of
OCONOR SLOANE

By PROF.

PRICE, $1.00

Illustrated.

200 Pages.

Cor\tents

CHAPTER

I.

Introductory.

CHAPTER II.

Ohm's Law

CHAPTER

Become &

Successful

ELECTR.ICIAN

ELECTRICITY

T.

165 Pages.

to

T.

OCONOR SLOANE

Illustrated.

PRICE, $1,00

Contents
HI.

CHAPTER I. Introductory. CHAPTER II. Mathematics. CHAPTER HI.
CHAPTER IV. Chemistry. CHAPTER V. Electricity at Home.
CHAPTER VI. Mechanical Engineering. CHAPTER VII. Drawing. CHAPTER VIII. Teachers. CHAPTER LX. Electrical Factory Work for Students.
CHAPTER X. College Education. CHAPTER XI. Steam Engineering
CHAPTER XII. The Manufacturing Engineer. CHAPTER XIII. The Constructing Engineer. CHAPTER .XIV. The Station Engineer. CHAPTER XV.
Inventing. CHAPTER .XVI. prig'uaUnTestigation. CHAPTER XVH Success,
CHAPTERXVUI. Reading. CHAPTER XIX. Ethics.
Physics.

Sta.ndard

Electrica>.l DictiorvaLry

By PROF.
6S2
An

Pss;es.

Entirely

New

393

T.

O'CONOR SLOANE

lllustratlon.s.

Edition, Brouiht I'p

PRICE, $3.00

T« Date and Greatly Enlarted.

For
$lL

Just Published.

Twelfth Edition.

he Telei
Electric Telegraph;

Toy
Making

Electric

How
a

to

Become |$3-:??

Successful

Electrician $1

StandzLrd EIeclrica.1
Dictionary

Five Books
For

$5.00

Complete— Concise— ConveDle&l.

A practical handbook of reference, containing definitions of about 5,000 distinct
words, terms and phrases.
The work is absolutely indispensable to all in anyway interested in electrical
from the higher electrical expert
the i
iildb
1 the possession or all who desi
the
s branch of
.

Electrician P\iblisKing Co.

I

510 MaLtquette Building

^4'f^'^'l^'l^#'l^4^#^^^^4^#4'4'^####^######4'##

$3.00

Or TKese

ChicOLgo

:

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

Keep Up With
Everyone engaged

April

in the electrical business should keep posted

on the developments

F.
Electrical Bell ConstTiictlon; Treatise od
the Construction of Electric Bells, Indicators and bIddilar apparatus.
177 illustratioas
$1.25
oC Electric LightiDg.
Seventh edition, fully revised, and new matter added.
104 illustratloDB.
260 pages
$1.50
ATKINSON, PHILIP.— The elements of Dynamic Electricity
and Magnetism. 406 pages and 117 illustrations. Sec$2.00
ond edition
AYRTON, W. E.— Practical Electricity; a Laboratory and
Lecture Course for First-year Students of Electrical
Engineering, Based on the Practical Definitions of tbe
With numerous illustrations. Sixth
Electrical Units.
$2.50
edition
BADT. LIEUT P. B.— New Dynamo Tenders' Hand Book,
BOOK, muL-h
fhis is. as the name indicates, a
more complete than the old one, with all the information, instructions and rules which are required by practical men, aa Dynamo Tenders, Linemen, Stationary Engineers and owners and operators of all kinds of
It is the only book of the kind pubEl^ctilc Plants.
226 pages. 140 illuslished in tbe English language.
trations, flexible cloth binding, size of type page HVsxS
$1.00
inches
BADT. LIEUT. F. B.— Incandescent Wiring Hand Book.
A timely book containing full illiit^trations for incandescent wiring and complete information concerning methods of running wires, location of safety devices, splices,
insulation,
testing for faults, wire gauges, general
electrical data, calculating sizes of wires, wiring fixtui-es, elevators, buildings, isolated and central station
plants. The only book of the kind published. Type page
51^x3 Inches, flexible cloth binding, 66 pages, 35 cuts
and 5 tables, 3 of which are 12xlS inches
$1.00
BADT, LIEUT. F. B.— Bell Hangers' Hand Book. ,TuBt the
book for peo{)de engaged In selling, installing or

NEW

haniliing

batterieS.
electric hells,
elevators,
hotel annunciators, burglar or flre alarms,
electric
gas lighting apparatus,
electric
heat apparatus,
106 pages. 97 illustrations, flexible cloth
binding.
Type page 5?^x3 Inches
$1.00
BADT. LIEUT. F. B.— Electric Transmission Hand Book.
First edition. 3,000 copies.
97 pages. 22 illustrations,
27 original tables
$1.00
Gives more Practical i-nformation on the subject than
-*
any work published to date.
The book contains all
necessary Information for Power Producers, Capitalists,
Agents. Engineers and Motor Inspectors.
With this
book anybody may mal£« estimates on the cost of
Transmission Plants.
electric

or

DYER, A.— Induction
Third

How Made

Colls,

How

and

Boards

edition.

Used.
$0.50

FLEMING. J. A.— Short Lectures to
A course of Experimental Lectures
Fourth edition.

tical Audience.

FLEMING,

J.

Electrical Artisans.
delivered to a Prac74 illustratiens. .$1.50

A.— The

Transformer

Alternate Current

in

Vol. I.
The Induction of Electric
Currents.
500 pages, fully Illustrated and with copious
index.
Second edition
$3.00
Synopsis of contents: Chapter 1.
Introductory.
2.
Electro-Magnetic Induction.
3.
The Theory of Simple
Periodic Currents.
4.
Mutual and Self Induction. 5.
Dynamical Theory of Current Induction.
Vol, II. The Utilization of Induced Currents. Svn.
cloth.
London, 1S92
$5.00

Theory and Practice.

GAYETTY,

J.

W.—Motorman's

Guide.

on Street Railway Motors.
Cloth

GORDON.— School

A

Practical Treatise

Illustrations and diagrams.

$0.50

Sources. Currents. Measurement. Telegraphy, Telephony. Lightning, Electrolysis,
Induction, etc.
262 pages, with 140 illustrations. .$2.00
Electricity.

GORE. G.— The Art
Known Processes

of Electro-Metallurgy,
of Electro Deposition.

including

Fourth

all
edi-

$2,00

tion

GRIER, THOS. G.—Wiring

A

handy
little pamphlet containing tables for wiring and for
motor service, arranged in convenient form for ready
for

Motor Circuits.

reference

$1.00

C—

HASKINS.

Electricity Made Simple.
233 pages.
C.
lOS illustrations.
Paper covers
$0.50
A valuable, non-technical work for those whose opportunities for gaining information on the branches treated
have been limited,
C. H.— The Galvanometer and
for Electricians and Students.

HASKINS,
Manual
revised

Its

Uses.

$1.50

'

HASKINS.—Transformers.
Application

Their Theory, Construction and
3S Illustrations
$1.25

Simplified.

ment for Students
illustrations

and Engineers. Second edition. 113
$2.50
of Illumination.
This Is
tbe only book in the language which deals directly with
the seientlflc and artistic use of modem illuminants,
electric and other.
Cloth, 339 pages, 127 illustrations.
Price
$2.50
BONNEY. G. E.— Electro-Plater's Hand Book. A Manual
for Amateurs and Young Students on Electro-Metallurgy. 60 illustrations. 208 pages.
12mo. cloth
$1.25
BOTTONE, S. R.— Electrical Instrument Making for Amateurs.
A Practical Hand Book, with 48 illustrations.
Fourth edition.
Enlarged by a chapter on tbe Telephone
$0.50

BELL, LOUIS. PH. D.— The Art

C. C. AND F. WALLIS.-The Dynamo. Its
Theory, Design and Manufacture. 190 illustrations. $3.00

HAWKINS.

HAWKINS, N.— New

Catechism of Electricity.
A PracTreatise Relating to the Dynamo and Motor,
Wiring, the Electric Railway, Bell Fitting, etc., etc.
Red leather, pocketbook form. 95 illustrations
$2.00
tical

BOTTONE. S. R.— The Dynamo. How Made and How
Used. A Book for Amateurs. Eighth edition, with adand 39 illustrations

a clear, terse idea of the principles governing the construction, installation, care and management of telephones and their appliances, this book has been compiled.
It has been the aim of the author to make this
the most complete elementary book on this subject for
tbe practical electrician, wireman, lineman and engineer, and it is written in a clear and careful style.

HOPKINS, GEO. M.— Experimental
and

Practical
tions

Experimental

HOPKINSON.— Original
Allied

Subjects.

Papers on

Science.
Elementary.
Physics.
650 illustra$4.00

Dynamo Machinery and
$1.00

Illustrated

HOPKINSON. DR. JOHN.— Dynamic

Electricity;

ern Use

and Measurements, Chiefly in
to Electric Lighting and Telegraphy

Its

Its

LYNDON. L.— Storage

Battery Engineering.
A Practical
Treatise for Engineers. This is a practical work. Intended
for the electrical engineer who is called on to design
and install storage battery equipments, or who has a
battery power plant under his care. Cloth. 360 pages
178 illustrations and diagrams, 4 large folding plates
Price
$3.00

ilEADOWCROFT. W. H.—The
36 illustrations.

AND

JIAVER

12mo,

DAVIS.

A.

C

B,

New
M.—The

cloth.

M.

of

York

Electricity
$0.56

Quadruplex.
With
Chapters on the Dynamo-Electric Machine in Relation
to the Quadruplex.
The Practical Working of the
Duplex Telegraph Repeaters and the Wheatstone Automatic Telegraph. 63 illustrations
$1.50

MEYER, HENRY.

JR.,

C.,

M. E.— Steam Power Plants.

Their Design and Construction.
illustrations, 15 folding plates.

Cloth.
Price

165 pages

63

$2.00

MILLER, KEMPSTER B.—American Telephone

Practice

SIS large octavo pages, 379 illustrations
S:j.00
This boob treats of the subject in a simple and comprehensive manner from the practical standpoint, and
almost entirely without the use of mathematics.

NOLL, AUGUSTUS.— How

to Wire Buildings.
of the art of interior wiring.
Illustrated

A

manual

$1.50
Practice of the
technical hand book for Elecand Operators.
185 illustrations.
rewritten and enlarged
$1.50

POPE, FRANKLIN LEONARD.— Modem
Electric

Telegraph.

tricians,

Managers

A

Fourteenth edition,

PRINDLE. H. B.—A Popular Treatise on tbe Electric Railway of To-day. Fully illustrated
$0.25
REED. LY5IAN C— American Meter Practice. This is the

only American book dealing with the theory and practice of current metering.
Cloth.
About 250 pages.
Illustrated.
Price
$2.00
Light Cables and Distribution of Electricity.
107 illustrations
$2.25
SALOMONS. SIR DAVID.—Electric Light Installations.
Vol. 1. The Management of Accumulators. A Practical
Hand Book.
Seventh edlHon, revised and enlarged.
With illustrations. 12mo. cl. London, 1S93
$1.50
SLOANE. T. O'CONNOR.— Electricity Simplified. The Practice and Theory of Electricity, including a Popular Review of the Theory of Electricity, with Analogies and
Examples of Its Practical Application in every day

A RUSSELL, STUART A.—Electric

Fourth edition;

J. E.. A. M.— A, B. C OP THE TELEPHONE.
BEDELL. FRED'K AND ALBERT C. CREHORE.— Alter- nOMANS.
352 pages, 269 illustrations.
Price
$1.00
nating Currents; An Analytical and Graphical TreatOwing to the demand for a comprehensive book giving

ditional matter

the latest

fill

ATKINSON. PHILIP.— Tbe Elements

bouse

by reading

in the art

We are headquarters in the West for electrical books and can orders for any work
on receipt of price. We call your special attention to the following standard books

C—

ALLSOP,

1905

the Processioa

books on the subject.
published, promptly

r,

Mod-

Application
$0.50

$1.00

life.

Illustrated

.

$1.00

T. O'CONNOR.—The Standard Electrical DicA popular dictionary of words and terms used
the practice of electrical engineering. .^50 illustrations
$3.00
SLOANE, T. O'CONNOR.— Electric Toy Making for Amateurs,
including Batteries, Magnets, Motors. Miscellaneous Toys
$1.00
SLOANE. T. O'CONNOR.—Tbe Arithmetic of Electricity.
A Manual of Electrical Calculations by Arithmetical
Methods,
including
numerous rules, examples and
tables in the field of practical electrical engineering
$1.00
and experimenting. Third edition, revised
STEVENS. H. G. —Mechanical Catechism. For Stationary
and Marine Engineers, Firemen, Electricians, Motormen, Ice Machine Men and Mechanics in General. 336
Cloth
$1.00
pages, over 240 illustrations.

SLOANE.

tionary.
in

THOMPSON, SYLVANUS P.—Dynamo-'Electrlc Machinery.
A series of lectures, with an introduction by Franklin
Pope.
16mo.
Numerous Illustrations, fancy boards
$0.50
(Van Nostrand's Science Series, No. 66)

L.

H. C. AND VICTOR H. TO USLET.— Modem THOMPSON, SYLVANUS P.— Polyphase Electric Currents
R.—Electro-Motors. How Made and How HORSTMANN,
Wiring Diagrams and Descriptions. A Hand Book of
and Alternate-Current Motors. Mailed to any address
Used.
A Hand Book for Amateurs and Practical Men.
Practical
Diagrams and Information for Electrical
in the worid on receipt of
$3.50
Reduced to
$0.50
Full THOMPSON, SYLVANUS P.—Recent Progress in DynamoWorkers.
160 pages,
over 200 illustrations.
BUCKLEY. W. J.— Electric Lighting Plants, Their Cost
leather binding, pocket size 4x6
$1.50
Electric Machines, being a Supplement to Dynamo275 pages, many illustrations and
and Operation.
Science
(Van
Nostrand's
Electric
Machinery.
16mo.
E:— Domestic Electricity for Amateurs;
diagrams.
Paper
$1.00 HOSPITALIER.
$0.50
Series, No. 75)
Translated from the French, with additions by C. J.
CROCKER. F. B. AND WHEELER, S. S.— Tbe Practical
Wharton.
With illustraUons
$2.50 TH05IPS0N. SYLVANUS P.— Dynamo-Electric Machinery.
Management of Dynamos and Motors. With a special
Eighth edition, revised and rewritten; Numerous illuschapter by H. A. Foster.
Illustrated.
Second edition, HOUSTON, EDWIN J.— A Dictionary of Electrical Words.
Nearly
1,000
pages
...$6.00
trations
and
19
plates.
revised and enlarged
$1.00
Terms and Phrases. Fourth edition, greatly enlarged,
with over 6.000 additional words and definitions.
2 THURSTON, PROF. R. H.— Stationary Steam Engines,
GUSHING, H. C. .JR.— Standard Wiring for Electric Light

BOTTONE,

S.

and Power. A compilation of formulae, nlles and requirements from the most modern practice, and In
accordance with the rules and requirements of the
Boston Fire Underwriters' Union, the New England
Insurance Exchange, and as recommended by the Under12mo.
writers'
International
Electric
Association.
$1.00

leather

DESMOND.

CHAS.-Electricity

for

Engineers.

Part

I.

Constant Current.
A clear and comprehensive treatise
on the principles, construction and operation of Dynamos, Motors, Lamps, Indicator and Measuring Instruments also a full explanation of the electrical terms
used In tbe workPart II.
Alternate Current Apparatus.
Containing an explanation of the principles
governing the generation of, and a description of the
instruments and machinery used in connection with,
Alternate Electric Currents. Illustrated. Revised edi;

.

tion

DOBBS,

A.

E.— The

Inspector and Trouble Man.

A

$2.50
prac-

tical book, written in plain language.
Full of Information and diagrams for the operator, exchange manager,
inspector, trouble man and lineman.
A complete description of telephones, how to find and remedy their
troubles, together with working plans for exchange
construction, complete with diagrams of all up-to-date
telephones and switchboards. 106 pages.
Price. . .$1.00

volumes,

1.000

pages

$6.00

KAPP, GISBERT.— Electric Transmission
Its

Transformation,

practical

KAPP,

hand boob.

Subdivision

96.

ers.

138 Illustrations.*

H.

A

Illus-

$0.50
Science Series.)
Alternators and Transform$4.00
Book of Electrical Testing.

Van Nostrand's

KAPP. GISBERT.- Dvnamos,

KEMPE,

of Energy and
Distribution.
$3.00

Fourth edition
Current Machinery.

GISBERT.—Alternate

trated
(Vol.

and

R.—A Hand

edition. 200
Illustrations. 8vo.
cloth. London
$7.25
In this edition there is a considerable amount of new
matter; the old matter has been thoroughly revised.
ICEMPE. H. R.—The Electrical Engineer's Pocket Book.
Modem Rules, Formula:, Tables, and Data.
32mo,
leather
$1.75
LOCKWOOD. T. D.— Electricity, Magnetism and Electric
Telegraphy.
A Practical Guide and Hand Book of
General Information for Electrical Students. Operators
and Inspectors. 376 pages, 152 illustrations
$2.50
LOClvWOOD, T. D.— Electrical Measurement and the GalSecond edivanometer; Its Construction and Use,
tion
$1.50

Fifth
1892

Especially Adapted to Electric Lighting Purposes. Treating of the development of Steam Engines, the Principles of Construction and Economy, with description
With many
of Moderate and High Speed Engines.
$2.50
folding plates
TRE VERT.— How to Make Electric Batteries at Home.
$0.25
Illustrated
URQUHART.— Electro-Plating. A Practical Hand Book on
the Deposition of Copper, Silver. Nickel. Gold. Aluminum. Brass. Platinum, etc.
Second edition; carefully
$2.00
revised, with additions
WALKER, F.— Practical Dynamo Building, for Amateurs.
How to wind for any output. With numerous illustraScience
(Van
Nostrand's
tions.
16mo.
boards.
$0.50
Series,
No. 9S)
WEBB, H. L.— A Practical Guide to the TesHng of In$1.00
Illustrated
sulated Wires and Cables.

WEBB, HERBERT LAWS.—Telephone Hand
trated.

12mo.

cloth.

Chicago,

B00&.

Illus-

$1.00

1895

The only complete work on the Telephone.
sible Information for any one Interested
and how to make and operate them.

WEBER.— Tbe Handy
Cloth

Leather

All posIn Telephones

Vest Pocket Electrical Dictionary.
$0.25
$0.60

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
510 Marquette

Building, Chicago,....

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ ^^j^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^^
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ARE YOU LOOKING FORMONEY?

BURGER

WALRATH OAS OR OaSOLINB ENGINES

AUTOMATIC GAS ENGINE

THE WALRATH

Tlioonly Btrlctlvamomiitlc ciit-ofT Gas KOKlno
in ttiu world. For fl(;ctrlc work uniurpiisised,
kIvIqk ruKulatlon une(|Ualc(l hy any HUsam
cnKlno. Adapted to hhi: uny fuel wltb tbo ix-ni
Mitlnfactlon and tho gruatcst economy, produoInK one II. I*, per hour on one lb. of coal. For n
nionisy Hnvcr jiower u9orn should Invi-stlgatt-.
Correspondt'nco iioll<'Hi'(l.

II will producfl a« Kood % comniL-rclallisht AS that of an autooutic it««m enrloc. vliber balitd
or d1rect-connect«d fanermtor.
Mmple. EcoDomlcal and B«ltabl«
&4;nd for Catalogue

WOOLLEY FOUNDRY AND MACHINE WKS.
MecHnnlol

W
MARI.NETTE
GAS ENGINE CO.,

Anderfton. Ind.

Pcrliv

DIXON'S

CHICAGO neiarrrs. lu^
AGKNCIES:

SOLID BELT DRESSING
Prevents

all

Farmer's Bank BldR.. Piltsburg. Pa.
Strong, Carlisle A Hammond Co., 61-G7 J'rankfort 6t., Cleveland, Ohio
Mackay Engincerlnt; Co.. 149 Broadway, N. Y.

Keystone Enptncerlng

Slipping.

SEND FOR A FREE SAMPLE.
JOSEPH DIXON CRUCIBLE CO.. Jersey Giy. N.

Co.,

C. H. Seldenglanz..

^2 Wten

IndlanapoUv

Rldg..

Ind.

J.

OSSERT

"""'

JEFFREYI^CHAINS

SAVE TIME, BOXES AND MONEY
Bo up to date.
for bulletin ffivine

Use them.
full

Write

particulars.

DIESEL ENGINES

OXE

Bossert Electric Construction Co.,".!!"

Operating on

CRUDE or FUEL Oil

Guaranteed Fuel Consumption
on variable load, ranging from

MECHANICAL

12^

Engineers interested in electricity should send for our complete
Any electrical book pubCatalogue (mailed free to any address).
lished sent prepaid on receipt of price.

510 Marquette

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO..

'

to full load

/

Gals, per 100

Kw. Hours

SUITABLE FOR ALL STATIONARY POWER
For further information addresf

eidg., Chicago.

AMERICAN DIESEL ENGINE COMPANY
NEW YORK

U Broadway
FIBRE-GRAPHITE

I
COMMUTATOR

There's
with

I

the

No

Friction

Fibrc-Graphlts Commutaior Bniih,

REG.TRflDE

Being 90 percent, p'lre graphite, It Iniarei low
retlitancc, no iparklng under s varying Ioad,ao4
longer wear.
TLcre la no greasing icqulred.
The Fibre-Graphite h therefore the most economic brush oQ the market. Send for price ll»t.

MARKS

Jhe Rhosphor

f|

— DELTA

INGOTS.CASTINGS, WIRE, RODS,

HOLMES FIBRE-GRAPHITE MFG. CO.
StSS Wakefield St.,

BRONZE SmeltingCo.Qmited.

2200 WASHINGTON AVE.,PHILADELPHIA.
"ELEPHANT BRAND PHOSPHOR-BRONZE'

Cermartown, PHIUDELPBIA.

-.

-.W

/X

SHEETS, ETC.

METAL

CASTINGS, STAMPINGS AND FORCINGS
ORIGINAL AND Sole Makers IN THE U.S.

SAMSON TURBINE
The
and

bearings which carry the gates are

HEAVY,

giving

liberal

made

sequently prolonging the wear of the gates.
gates are carefully

extra

LONG

wearing surfaces and con-

BALANCED

and

fitted

All

SAMSON
STEEL

with

CONNECTIONS.

THE JAMES LEFFEL &

307 LACONDA STREET.
CO., SPRINGFIELD, OHIO,
U.S.A.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

HENRY NEWGARD &

CO.

I
t

We

Plants.

install

t

Switchboards and Panel Boards

I

Eagle Bi-and

Municipal and Isolated Electric

i

Supplies.
wire old as well as new Residences, Factory Buildings, School and College Buildings.

We

225 E. Washington

Chicago,

St.,

lIT,' eLIU'oZL^^:'.

0»##^
Bm»^^^ ^MII**
*"••**

Lighting Plants.
We manufacture Switchboards, Tablet boards,
Iron Cutout Boxes and Electrical Specialties.
We sell Dynamos, Motors and Electrical

I

*

Illinois.

1905

Brass ami Bronxe Drill Roils
Brass and Copper Wire
German Silver Sheet and Rod
Brazed and Seamless Tubing

i

Puwer and Light

I,

Sheet Brass, mi Tempers

I

ELECTRICAL CCNSTRUCTICN

April

|

Deak Marrow, Broad Middle,
B^l Tinned
TlnnBd and Water Closet
eiomel
Ball

X

Brass and iron Jack Chain, Brass Safety Chain, Etc-

i

.

Catalogues on Application

I

THE PLUME & AT WOOD MFG. CO.

\

*
Chicago
Mew York
L»4^4f^— 4M^— 4M4~> 4^^— 44«4—»«4l^»4M«^M44^»4i««<J

t
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They Always Work and Work at Their Bes!
local action or polarization, and a decrease in internal
resistance as the current is used are distinctive features of

Freedom from

I

SON

Primary Batteries

FORHERLY EDISON-LALANDE

The elements

are so proportional that all are equally durable, insuring

uniform strength of current during entire life of
Sure and saving. Write for Catalog 7.

cell.

Require no

attention.

EDISON PRANCE,
MFC. CO.
Factory,

N. J.

NEW YORK:

31 Union Square

CHICAGO: 304 Wabash Avenue

April

WF.STF.RN"

iO"5

I,

j

TELEPHONE DEVELOPMENT
I'.rriM'l or Ciiiiiiirllilon
VliiK.ii A. Hi-orx

r.i.F.rTi<rri.\^:

at

In

Kellogg Express Switchboard Cabinet

Mr«|>r ncHl

Us
11,1.

,1.1

..IIIIOII

KlunVH

lllKl

lll'll

The

(jractful

FItlr-Llne

Appearance

$

Capaclly

comes from

Quarter

Simple

Sawed Oak

Lines.

for the entire

and

Exterior of
the Cabinet

This
Attractive

ARNOLD
TELEPHONE
The

Design has

Thoroughly

been so

seasoned

popular that

wood

it

has been

much

copied

by other
manufac-

Finished

in

Light or

turers

Golden

Oak

Automatic Telephone

the

Exchange

effects

saving over the

Gold Medal

Grand Prize
Highest

Highest

Award

Award

Buffalo

St.

Exposition

Exposition

1902

1Q04

a

large

manually

and

exchange

operated

Louis

adds value and

stability to

the

company's

operating

securities.
The Strongest, Longest Lived, Most Efficient Switchboards made.
telephone experts will tell you that.

Kellogg Switchboard
a handsome steel enclosed telephone.
In
home from room of mistress to kitchen,
Saves hundreds of steps,
suves time. Is a distinct convenience, not a

Supply Co.

Congress & Green Streets
CHICAGO

Is

Ihe

library or hiundr)-.

&,

All

LOS ANGELES

CLEVELAND

Shipped ready for

telephone

ideal

PHILADELPHIA

luxury, but a necessity.
Telephone is fitted
UD complete, ready for Installation. Needs no
adjustment.
Steel clad.
Cannot get out of
order.
Lasts forever. Made as illustrated,
designed for separate batteries; .ilso m.ide
complete with batteries mounted directly upon
telephone back, enclosed In neat box.

besides giving the

All this

prompt,

and
are

meat of the proposi-

the

Burns'

installation.

accurate

These points

secret.

Full directions with each telephone.

service.

tion.

Consider them.

Adjustable

Telephone

Arnold Electric
Manufacturing Go.

IT

For Flat or Roll

MANUFACTURERS

Top Desks
"^

„
,
No. 83-87

95 Jackson Boulevard, CHICAGO

Compare

EMPIRE

MINIATURE

LAMPS

Send

for Circular

H.W.McCANDUSSiCO.
b^

i

Pli»

69 P£ik

ours to others,

Send

PRICE

$1.00

Made any

length desiretl.

us )'our orders.

MORE THAN REGULAR DESK SETS

has more scenic altractlons,

moun*

tain resorts, mineral springs,

hunt-

ing and fishing ground* than

other railroad

In

Low summer

AMERICAN ELECTRIC TELEPHONE CO.
CHICAGO

Write

G. P.

and

Denver, Colo.

Si..

Bedford. .Mass.
Los Angeles. Cal.

Tan Wen. Ohio
Battle Creek. Mlcb.
Clayton, Mo.
Pentwaier. Mich.

Toronto J'ct'n. Can^
Wllmlnpton. Del.
Riverside, Cal.

Traverse City. Mich.
Berlin,

Germany

Agt.

Chicago,

Electric

requett.

TELEPHONE MANUFACTURING
CHICAGO, U. 8. A.

R.O.NICHOL.

242 Clark

New

Automatic

Company

INTERNATIONAL

Epworth

Com!

Westerly. R. I.
Manchester. Iowa
Princeton, y. J.
Albuquerque. N. M.

INTERNATIONAL

,Made In aay dt sired capmclty.
Sample parts and quotations oa

f»r free Illustrated booklets.

T. A.

St. Slarys.

Lincoln, Neb.
Portland, Maine
Auburn. N. Y.

San Diego, Cal.
HopklnsTllle. Ky,
Sioux City. Iowa
Cleburne. Tex.
Columbus. Ga.

A PERFECT APPARATUS.

League and O. A. R. Conventions.

S.K. HOOPER,

Ohio
Woodstock. X. B.

Columbus, Oblo
Dayton, Ohio

Kail River. Mass.

Drop Switchboard.

the world.

rates for the

III.

Meclianical Self=Restoring

California and North Pacific Coast.
1 1 is the most attractive line to the
Portland Exposition.
It has the highest class modern
equipment and through car service.
It has-a superb dining car service.

;,

:

Augusta. Gi.
Graud Rapldti, .Mich. Medrord. Wis.
ChlcaRO.

any

It I
cbes all points ol interest In
Colorado and Utah.
It Is the only line passing tbroiigli
Salt Lake City en route to and irom

!

CITIES IN WHICU
HAS BEEN ADOPTED ARE

Lewlston. Maine
Auburn. Maine

NEW YORK

THE DENVER AND
RIO GRANDE R. R.

AMONG THE

III.

CO.

Van Buren and Morgan Streets

CHICAGO,

U. S. A.

AVF.STERN

ELECTRICIAN

Writefor a copy of our TELEGRAPH

April

i,
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CODE FOR CEDAR PRODUCTS]

PILLSBURY-WATKINS
COMPANY
LUMBERIEXCHANCE.
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
SOUTHERN
OAK TIES.

CEDAR POLES, POSTS, TIES AND SHINGLES.

-Foot TieSjMichigan's Best WhiteCedar
for Electric Railways, Our Specialty.

WHITE CEDAR POLES
HALL

52

L.

BROOKS

7

WISCONSIN AVBNUE

TOMAHAWK, WW.

Are the Best.

Southern Cedar
NO ROTTEN BUTTS.

our Specialties

ALSO TROLLEY POLES

PERRIZO & SONS,

Write us.

POLES

D.W. PHELAN,

Locations for Industries
Erie Railroad

277 Broadway, NewYork

Chicago to

Telephone Poles
Street Railway Poles

Idaho Cedar Poles

or

Octagonal
S. E.

lation to resources, adaptability, markets
for manufacturing, and
-.an advise with manufacturers in relation
to the most suitable locations.
For full

and advantages

information address

MISSOURI CYPRESS CO.

LUIS JACKSON

Campbell, Mo.

PACIFIC

COAST POLE

SPOKANE, WASH.

CO.

Industrial Commissioner. Erie Railroad Compkity

21 Cortlandt Street,

POLES, TIES,

COLORADO
MIDLAND RY.

PRODUCERS.

Midland

(MIDLAND ROUTE)

vRoutB/

THRO' PULLMAN TOURIST
SLEEPERS EVERY DAY FROM

ST.

LOUIS

or

CHICAGO

to

CALIFORNIA

Heart of the Rockies Via Salt Lake.
Observation Parlor Cars on all Day Trains.

W. JACKSON,

Oen. Agt.,

CHICAQO,

You

will

C. H.

SPEERS,

Qen. Pass. A£t.,

New York

POSTS.™JS.'"r

We want your Inqulrisa always.

CEDAR
H. M.

Tiirougli tlie

H.

York

Erie Railroad Company's IndusDepartment has all the territory
traversed by the railroad districted in retrial

Hewn Timbers and
Round

New

The

Electric Light Poles

Piling,

DAOOETT.MICH.

POLES,
POSTS,
TIES,

LOUD'S SONS CO., Au Sable,

DENVER

ILL.

confer a fmvor upon the mdrBi-tlsar by telling htm— when you
aaw him ad. In the Western Electrlolan.

Mich.

POLE DEALERS ADVERTISING
IN
THE WESTERN ELECTRICIAN OBTAIN MOST EXCELLENT RESULTS BECAUSE IT
PLACES THEM IN TOUCH WITH
ACTUAL BUYERS OF POLES.
TRY A CARD.

wrllm hint-that you

CENTRAL STATION HEATING
Wc are the originators and builders of the ONLY underground system of live and exhaust steam heating.
system

is

used for the utilization and distribution of exhaust steam from

electric-light

and power

Our

plants, for heating

Wc

250 plants in successful financial and mechanical operation.
have the
only practical Steam Meter. Also manufacturers of Wooden Water Pipe, Steam Pipe Casing, Steam Traps, Condensation Meters, Valves, Economizing Coils, Separators, and a full line of Steamfitters' Supplies.
residences, stores, public buildings, etc.

Write

for

the

STORY

of

DISTRICT STEAM HEATING

Ameeicam
District Steam
Company
WESTERN OFFICES MONADNOCK
MAIN OFFICES

LQCKPORT,

:

N.Y.

CHICA(3a.,ii-L..

BLDG.

.

April

T,

WF.?;TF,RN
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]-AMC'n<]

23

MICHIGAN WHITE

LARGE bTOCK.

KELLOCC SWITCHBOARD

PROWPT SHIPMENTS.

IF

YOU

WANT POLES

I'M scvcn-iticli,

twtnly

lives

May wu

six-incli, tliirlius.

and
nut

quolcyoiK"! iIk-sc for IMMl'.D: All''. Sill I'M I'.NT? C.in alsu <|U(.lc you on any
other uijcs ynu 111. ly nurd. \Vc alsu Ijavc [jlciily u( those "I'Dllcy" tics yet.

Cedar

MALTBY CEDAR COMPANY, 509 Phoenix Block, Bay City, MIohlgan.
Pittsburg Agents, Tipper & Patton, 009 Bessemer Bul.'dlng.

A,

little

it is

trut, but

Prampt Shipment

they cut a big figure

MOTTO

Quslity

In line constructioB.

Right i?rlo*

ANTIGO. WIS.

Louis,

?eOARPOLEl

Indianapolis,

Columbus,

ESTABLISHED

and

MARQUETTE

1211-12-13

Bp~'^ ui uiu

New

1^

I

York,
Boston
East.

BLDG.

Soot

',;,;!

Lynch, G.

P.

G

(

Jill

i':}>m!„.u„„j,,,„jjj(j

ON THE LINES OF

i.,j,4i

'"ifWi

CROSS

BERTHOLD

POLES.

T. A.

Cincinnati, O.

& JENNINQS,

WHITI OIDAR.
IDAHO CEDAR op

li

80

•T. LOUIS.
tt.

THE ILLINOIS CENTRAL

R.

You will confer a
favor upon the ad'

by telling
Mm— when you write
him — that you saw
his ail. in the Western

\vertiser

Electrician,

is

&

For

inrormation %nA de«cr:ptlTe pio-

rult

aiSSISSIPPI VALLEY R.

ARMS.

J.

C. CLAIR.

PINBANDFIR.

^aoAavcjuW (wv^'WWiUMXt^v.

•

SAea/vwJirtv.,'"WUcW.

i:CEDARPOlES
All Lengths a^ii^ sizes

POLES

W.

0.

STERLING & SON,

MONROE, MICH.

TIES.

Eleven Po>e Yards in Mtchl^n
Wholesale Producer3 for 20 years.

No Higher-Class India-Rubber

Insulation

HABIRSHANA/.
Authorized Manufacturers of the

A.TTIX fuexibi-e:

tube

\a/^ire.

The India-Rubber and Cutta-Percha Insulating Co.,
MAIN OFFICE, Clenwood Works,
Sales Office,
15 Cortlandt St.,

New

York.

R.

pblcl kdJr.>«

For Wires and Cables than

ll

R.

YAZOO

LONG LIAP

Ohamieal BuUtfln^

1Pa)^XaW)v^ (^A^A^'$U>J<U/ §A/\^(ywv^V ^Mrcsj €«C

There

Rites.

ConilJtJois.

Heiimiul eomniiiities,

CHICAGO,

.J

Fielsht

labor

AND THE

Write "Bl^ Four" Agonis (or Information or

i

Favorible

EIGHT DISTHIBUTING YARDS

Buffalo,

J.

WITH
Satisfactory Inducenents,

WM. MUELLER COMPANY

Cleveland,

W.

ELECTRICAL
AND OTHER
INDUSTRIES
ARE

^^^Sm

1862

• Uuti

OFFERED
LOCATIONS

Peoria,

Cincinnati,

Poles

CLINTONVILLE, WIS.

Lull tUtk CiniUntly

IS,

•ktlsfcotlon

COLUMBIA MFG. CO.

The Great Highw&y between

St.

thing!

OVR.

"Big Four"

CO.. Chicago.

TORREY
CEDAR CO.,

BRACKETS — X ARMS — PINS

/?:

SUPPLY

YOINKERS^

M. V.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

April

I,

Westinghouse Fan Motors
Alternating and Direct Current

Season 1905
and 16"
Desk
and
Bracket Types
12"

A
Written
Guarantee

Accompanies
Each Fan

Westinghouse Alternating Current 12-lnch Besk Fan.

Deliver the Most Air for Least Current
The shape of the blades does it

Westinghouse

Electric

Consumed

& Mfg.

Co.

Pittsburg, Pa.
Address our nearest sales

New

office

York, Atlanta, Dallas, Baltimore, Boston, Buffalo, Chicago, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Detroit, Los Angreles, Minneapolis,

New

Orleans, Pliiladelphia, Pittsburg, St. Louis,

Salt Lake City, San Francijco, Syracuse, Seattle, Denver,

For Canada:

Canadian Westinghouse Co., Limited, Hamilton, Ontario.

Mexico: O.

&

O. Branlff Co., City of Mexico.

1905

tf

-

-W
I

'.

\vj;sTEi<N

"PS

i:i.)

;(

tkician

MULTIPLE SERIES FORM C ARC LAMPS
Operate two in series on 220 to 250 volts and
on 500 to 575 volts.

five in series

Have automatic cutout that substitutes an equivalent resistance in place of a lamp in which the carbons have
been consumed, without interference with other lamps
in series with it.
Entirely self-contained, has no separate rheostat

Can be trimmed without

or switch.

interference with other lamps

in

circuit.

And they belong

in

the High Grade

Form C

Class.

Fort Wayne Electric Works
Manufacturers of ''Wood" Systems

Fort

Wayne

=

=

-

Indiana

STEVENS

DUNCAN

MECHANICALCATECHISM

DIRECT CURRENT

PRACTICAL knowledge
FOB
AUtlonary and Harlne Enslneers, Firemen, Electricians, notormen,
Machine Men and Mechanics In Oeneral.

N«w and

Ic«

WATTMETERS

All Modern Machloerr fully described and explained. Technical
made Clear by Word and Drawing, Quaittona and Answers

Original.

Points

(or 1

Ivll

Hervtce Examinations, etc.

SUBJECTS TREATED:
WATER, STEAM, COMBUSTION, SMOKE PREVENTION, BOILERS, BOILER
CONSTRUCTION, TESTING AND MANAGEMENT. SAFETY VALVES, INJKCTORS, PUMPS AND GOVERNORS, STEAM GAUGES, LUBRICATORS,
BNGINES, COMMON SLIDE VALVE, TANDEM COMPOUND. CROSS COMPOUND, RECEIVER ENGINES, HOT AIR AND COMPRESSED AIR ENGINES, TRACTION ENGINES. ELECTRIC ENGINES. AUTOMATIC AND
CORLISS ENGINES. CONDENSERS. JET AND SURFACE. ECCENTRIC,
BALANCED SLIDE VALVE, LINK MOTION, HORSE POWERS IN DETAIL,
INDICATOR, REFRIGERATION, ABSORPTION AND COMPRESSION METHODS, BRINE AND DIRECT EXPANSION SYSTEMS, PUMPS, VALVES.
TBSTS, TABLES, AMMONIA, AMMONIA FITTINGS, LIQUID AIR. MACHINE
SHOP PRACTICE. STANDARD NUMBERS AND RULES. PULLEY SPEED
CALCULATION, SQUARE ROOT, LEVERAGE, ELECTRICITY, DYNAMOS.
ACCUMULATOR. RHEOSTAT. TRANSFORMER. VARIETIES OF DYNAMOS,
PARALLEL AND SERIES WIRING, THREE-WIRE SYSTEM. MANAGEMENT AND CARB OF ELECTRIC PLANT. REPAIRS. ELECTRICAL MBASDRBMENTS. MOTORS. STATIONARY. TROLLEY AND THIRD RAIL SYS-

Most Sensitive
Most Accurate
Most Reliable
WRITE FOR BULLETIN AND PRICES

TEMS, CONTROLLER,

ELECTRIC LOOOMOTIVE. BLBCTBIO HEATING
AND COOKING, HOUSE WIRING, DIFFERENTIAL GEAR, FRICTION
CLUTCH, COMPOUND CYLINDERS, REVERSING GEAR, THE STACKER.
ALSO. THE ELEMENTS OF ALGEBRA MADE EASY.

336 Pages.

^^I^SC, $f.OO.

340 Illustrations.

DUNGAN ELECTRIC MFG.

Sent anywhere prepaid on receipt of price.

LAFAYETTE,

Electrician Publishing Company,
510 Marquette

BIdg., Chicago.

|

IND.

CO.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

It

Can't

Beat=The

Be

HAZARD SSSfellUs"'"

Outhrie Flasher

Rubber Covered, Weatherproof, Magnet
Wires, Office and Annunciator Wires.

A SIQN FLASHER WITHOUT A MOTOR
A FEW ADVANTAGES OF THIS
FLASHER OVER ALL OTHERS:
FlrMi.— The Price is lower.
Second.— It has fewer parts and
plest dasher

is

HAZARD MANUFACTURING COMPANV
Wiil(esbarre
New

on the market.

Tblrd.-U has no

i

trouble and

consume

current.

Fourth.— li costs nothing

to operate this flasher.

VULCANIZED

lights in

any manner desired.

Any combination of

lights, without motor or cylinder.
Simplest and best on the market.

VULCANIZED FIBRE

FIBRE

CO.,

Wilmington, De

-

KARTAVERT

that meets a long felt want.

DOXSEE ELECTRICAL

Chicag

tubes, rod*

Works on any current.
The disadvantage of a flasher was the motor question.
We have overcome this and are pntting out an article

A. S.

-

Highest grades for electrical iosaUtion aad mechanical porpoaes, in shceb^
and special shapes. Catalogues and samples on applicatioa.

Flftb.~l% only occupies a space of 5 x 8 inches.
Slxib.~\i can be regulated to flash any signs or show

window

York

-

therefore the sim-

HARD AND FLEXIBLE FIBER IN SHEETS, RODS AND TUBOn.

CO.

ST. LOUIS
General Agents for Vnlted States and Canada
II08-III0 Pine St.,

Agents Wanted

THE KABUVEiT MtMUFACTUBIMG CO.

Perfect Control

co-operate with the inertia effect on the water and the momentum of the plant.
They have cut the cost of good
government in two. Guaranteed in every particular.

—

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
Indefinite

Regulation
Until

you have seen our

new Catalogue and new

No Flashing— No Repairs

REPLOGLE GOVERNOR WORKS

h

DON'T BUY

Water= Wheel fiovernors
Our new mechanical governors

Wilmlilgrtl.

Price List.
Free to the trade.

Rurnouts Impossible— Last Forever

AKRON, OHIO

ALLEN-BRADLEY

AUTOMATIC

SERIES

For
Power, St.

Ry.,

mmm
For

All

Controlling
Devices
OP ALL KINDS

MOTOK STARTERS

,

SPEED REOULATORS
FIELD REOUIATORS

Purposes of Electric Current Control

A. C. and D. C.
Series Circvjits

WILL PROTECT

GENERATORS
Tra.nsformers and

Lamps

Against disruptive discharge x>i
current due to sudden opening of
circuits and against local lightning discliarge.
Will cutout

Prices Reasonable—Satisfaction Guaranteed

SEND

IN

A TRIAL ORDER

Ask your Engineer or Electrician about

itj

ground lamps and broken lamp
Will regulate circuits to
luL'ps.
great extent. Will preserve tranof the commonwealth
service.
It is the means to success of

quillity

by assuring continuous
series systems.

AMERICAN ELECTRIC FUSE CO.
48-50 West Jackson Boul.

Write lor ciroilar sbowlng bow it's dooe.
Sample cut*
Out wlllbescDt toprospecdve and responsibte purchaser
OD approval. Address

A, F.

HAMACEK.

Chicago.

CHICAGO,

SEND FOR CATALOG

ILL.

Union Electric Mfg. Co.
Milwaukee, Wis.

HI.

2039 Kenmore Ave.

CONSTANT USE OF THE C-H. HELD
REGULATOR HAS PROVEN
-

the material of which its base is made does not allow
that overloads do not disintegrate it; that it
readily radiates and conducts heat, and is a perfect insulator.
Its construction is "such that no trouble can exist from small
Bulletin 32 explains in detail.
parts or contacts.

That

grounding;

THE CUTLER-HAMMER MFG.
MILWAUKEE,
NEV YORK

CHICAGO

CO.

WIS.

PITTSBURG

BOSTON

lUVI, „ $3.00

Pu ktun.

CHICAGO, APRIL

Wk

SIlVIPLEyV WIRES ANDCABLES.

10

1905,

8,

^^B$ft^>S^

N.

CHICARO

n .4Mnr,>dnaci' Block.

Simplex Electrical

^'"^

10 State Sircct,

1

BOSTON, MASS.

THE MTANUAKO FOR
KVBBKK IKSl'LATION.

Xationnl

< uil<-

HlniMlnril.

JO.\EMBOBO. IND.

at Factory.

AUTOMATIC

U.KLCIN

t.

soil

Seod 2c ataJBp (or acw citalofoe
lofoe No. 4 ol

TOOLS
OOLS

KLEIN'S

forkmrm
For Beelrleal Workmrm

and LInm Bulldmrm.
% SONS.
MATHIAS KLEIN &JONS,
Chicago,

ai W. Van BurenSI..

MECHMICAl,

Engineering
_

ELECTIIICAl,

STEAM,

'CTID"
O Jin

SIVIl.

Citnplele sai sliort coar«ei. Tborombly egoIpWKl
enBlneerlDg «liop«. Bhop work from tbe
rlnnlnc:. Sliort couriei In &tei"n »Dd Elcctrlc»l
EoKlQflurlDK. ExpeoBCi low. Accommodation* ibo
besC Bcbool all year. SlQdaDti may enter any timeCorreipondence tteam and electrical coaraea. Send
lor catalogue. Menllun c.jiir»o In vrht. h Inwjreited.

I

M-

UNDERGROUND. AERIAL, SUBMARINE AND INSIDE USE.
TELBPHONB, TBLBORAPH AND PIRE-ALARM CABLES.

ARC

Elkhart, Ind.

CRESCENT INSULATED WIRE AND CABLE CO.

Paranlte Rubbir Covered Wires and Cables,

SERIES

CO.,

WIRES ANDCABLES

CO., Ltd.

253 Broadwiy, New Yerk

Wires are lasted

^k

I

M

^^

III.

HIBHLAiO PARK CDLIEGE,

INCANDESCENT

LAMPS

OEi MOINEt, IOWA.

I-T-E
CIRCUIT BREAKERS
CUTTER ELECTRICAL CO.,

PHIUOELPHU

LONS LIFE
GUARANTEED CANDLEPOWER,
HIGHEST EFFICIENCY.

Power,
~^

" SAFETY

RUBBER COVERED
WIRE AND CABLE

Ry.,

St.

A. C. (and D. C.
Series Circuits

'-'I

WILL PROTECT

GENERATORS
TroLivsformers

.;round

"

IVI.

STANDARD ELECTRICAL MFG.
:

Niles, Ohio.

AIJSTIIM
O. CHICAGO
A OO.,
REPRESENTATIVE.

THE SAFETY INSULATED WIBE & CABLE

lamps and broken lamp

:

: COMPANY,
«

FOR EVERY ELECTRICAL SERVICE.

and Lamps

Against disruptive discharge of
current due to sudden opening of
circuits and against local liglitning discharge.
Will cutout

WORKi:

114-116

t.yonne, N.J.

LIBKRTY 8TBEKT.

CO.,

. Y.

Will regulate circuits to
^reat extent. Will preserve tran-

l'>iips.

of the commonwealth
assuring continuous service.
the means to success of
scries systems,
Write fer drcaUr ahowlns how it's done.
Sample
luillity

•

'V

I

1

t

Samson Spot Cord

is

1

PtilJUMO

ARC LAMP and
TROLLEY CORD

cut-

teal will be acol loprospecilve and responsible purchaser
oB approval. Address
'

HAMACEK.

A, F.

Chic&go.

WESTON
Main

Office

Send tor Samples and

IH.

PrlCL^s

tODDUITS FOR INTERIOR WIRING

American Circular Loom Co.

S.A.IMSOIW COFei>A.GBe woiai-cs.

2039 Kenmore Ave.

ElecWical

H'mmX

and Works, Waverly Park, NE\V.\RK, N,

Co.

J.

^f

itamonJi l|"

Vsston Stamiard
Portable Direct Reading
Voltmeters and MllUvoltmeterB. Ammeter? and Mil-

ammeters, Wattmeters
aodVoItmeters, forAlternatin? and Direct Current

regular

Our portable InstrtimentB

Staodard Portable Direct
Oarraot Voltmeters and
Ammeters, but are much

are recognized as standards
throughout ih© civilised

clple

larger,

parta

as

our

and tbe
are

working
Inclosed in a

Our Seml-Portable Laboratory Standard VoUmetera aod Ammeters are

oeaUy designed, duat-prooi
cut-iron caae which eSeot
Welf shields the Inel
inenta from distnrbing
flnenoes o( oxternal mag""'f'^''^'^

Woj£fE?:.7a«
Paws. Frakce-E.

<3>

•

flark

©IttH (Trabf-iHark guarantees qnalitg.

the mosc reliable, absolute etandards for

They are

Weston Standard
«-«-<^-'-^
12 Rue

Si.

Georges,

®Ije 2^art iHfg. OIn.. Ilarttorii, CComt.

Lt^oratory use.
lllu

tiEa«ctrlc«l

*^'«'

^'^^ijJe
H. Cadlot,

ulralir

still better.

_

b""

InBtrnnwiit o6., Ritt»<*nr«we So.il

Tork

I.

CRESCENT RUBBER INSULATED

INDIANA RUBBER AND INSULATED WIRE CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

All

R.

TRANSFORMERS

KUHLMAN ELECTRIC

Sole Manufacturers of

"•"•»•"
n'.lVc'hV.'.V;:!

C'o.'h

SINGLE AND POLYPHASE

Manson Tape, Candee

THE OKONITE

Iniiiu

Rubber

OFFICE AND FACTORY: BRISTOL,

1NO:I-Worl«r» Fair,
ncdal for Itabber liiMulatiun.

Okonite Wires, Okonite Tape,

<<

I

'ii^KS Arvi^ c:>xeiL.KS.

Medal for

^^^f.

«

Nation

RUBBER COVERED

Co.,

I'uriM FxpoHition,
Itnblter liiMulation.

IHHii

t C«pr.

R

I.

HU8BEK COVEHED, WEATHEHPHOOF. UNOERGROUNO AND SUBMARINE.

*"'""B'mx'soN"'"

Gem

Office— 74 i'ortlandt St

STrro

§ark

SoBton

(Chrraua

uJarcnto,

®nt

AVESTERN ELECTRICIAN

April

The

190;

Co

Allis-Chalmers
Electrical

8,

Department

Bullock Eledric Mfg. Co.
Cincinnati,

Ohio

The Use
Bullock

Type "N" Motors

for driving

Is

of

machine

tools

a profitable Investment.
.

They are very compact
Are mounted to take up

but liule space

Will stand heavy overloads without

ipjury to

windings

Will operate with no more attention than occa-

Bullock

D-C

and

A-C

Apparatus

Canadian

in all Capacities

representatives, Alb's-Chalmers-Bullock, Ltd.,

up

to

1

0,000 kw.

Montreal

Qleason's

"FEMCO"

Moulding

Boxes.

INCANDESCENT LAMPS.

Sen<3 postal

"Why would not to-day be
time to send us a

trial

for descrip-

most excellent
incandescent lamp
a

tive

pamand

phlet

price Kst to

order?

furnish you with anything you
want, lamps of any candlepower voltage,
efficiency desired, perfect lamps in every

"We can

JOHN
A NO. 2— REGULAR

respect.

Our

L.

GLEASON

290 South

guarantee follo'ws our Lamps.

B NO. z-REQULAR

Jamaici

Plata,

St.

Mass.

«97 fULTOm STRBET

Catalogue and prices on application.

"Western
If

you want the

selling agents

best

wanted.

you must buy the

FEMCO.
THE FRANKLIN ELECTRIC MFG.
General Office and Factory,

HARTFORD, CONN.
NEW VORK
Havemeyer BIdg.

CO.,

For Signs, Letters, Flashers, Dimmers, Timeswitches,
Lamps, Rubberrings and anything pertaining to Signs,
-WRITE DIRECT TO-

HALLER MACHINE COMPANY
Designers and Manufacturers, of Sheetmetal, Electric and Machinery Specialties.

—

I

A|.iil

—

FI.ryTRirTAN-

WF.STF.PN'

K,

—

TheElegtric PHILADELPHIA
Storage BatteryCo.
MANUFACTURER OF THE

Cbloribc Hccumulator
Conlral Stations, Electric Ivailways, Isolated Ligiilin^^ and Power Stations,
Kiie Alarm, Tclc{^ra]5h, Train Lighting, etc., etc.

I'cii

.SAl-i;-,

NKW
Alloghoiiy Avu. and lOtta St.
San Ki(»N(i«co

(Jl'KICKS:

HOKTON,

YoitK,

00 KMto

tOU llrouilway

MarqucttM Hide.

SI.

C-'LEVKI.iNrt.

(•Itlzfn'«

Itlallo IlldK.

I'anlulinn 0,.ni>nil

llliln.

1-

"Nature Smiles Through Survbeams"
LOOK roi THE

THE SUNBEAM

LICENSE

LABLL

SvinbeaLiT\ IncaLndescent La.n\p Co.
NEW YOR.K

CHICAGO
DISTRIUCTIXG AGKXTS

WESTERN ELECTR-IC
CHICAGO
ST.
Sr.

CO.
NEW YORK

PHILADELPHIA
PITTSBURG
KANSAS CITY

LOUIS

PAUL

DENVER

SAN TR-ANCISCO

(AmerlcB.r. Electric Co.

(Caullfornie. Electrlcitl

CINCIN.NATI

Worksi

(Ste-ndard Electric Co.

MAGNETIC CLUTCHES -ooo"—
^A^e

are no« planninK *0 build *H» n

AA^E

i

>M«e ^UII-^II^«S ^t^lCMI

-^h

-

riO>A^.

CTRIC IVIACKIINE GO., AKROIM, O.
GRAND
BAKER «e CO., INC. UNIVERSAL
EXPOSITION
PRIZE

PLATINUM

WORKS: Newark, New

NEW YORK

OFFICE:

1

20

Jersey

ST. LOUIS, 1904

Liberty Street

ALPHABETICAL INDEX TO ADVERTISEMENTS.
Adams-Uaguail Electric Co..—
Allis-Chalmers

Company

2

Garhartt A Co.. Hamilton....—
Central Electric Co
5

Improvement Co —
Central Tel. & El. Co
16
Century Electric Co
10
Chicago Edison Co
4, !2
Chic. Fuse Wire & Mfg. Co.. .11
OhlcagoGreat Western R.R.. 16
Chicago House Wrecking Co.l2
Chicago Mica Co
10
Chicago Solder Co
22

American Battery Co
10
Amer. Circular Loom Co
1
American Conduit Co
10
American Diesel Engine Co.. 15
Amer. District Steam Co
19
Amer. Elec. Fuse Co
4
Amer. Elect'l. Supply Co
11
Amer. EL Telephone Co
IG
American Electrical Works. .11
AndiTson A- N'acijman
17

Cent

Arnold (.'0.. The
Arnold Elec. M f g. Co
Automatic Electric Co

Colorado & Southern R. R....12
Colorado Midland R. R
IS

&

Babcock

Wilcox Co

Badi, F. B
Bailey. Fred.

14
1(S

10

—
14

W. C

Bain. For^e

14
11

Baker &. Company
3
Baker A Co., W. E
14
Bay State Lamp Co
—
Beardslee Chandelier Mfg. Co.—
—
Belden M f ^'. Co
Benjamin Electric Mfg. Co. —
Bennett,
Berthold

a
A Jennings
R

—

The F

22

I.

Big Four R.
BlssellCo.,

16
i8

Bossert Electric Construction
Co.,

Brooks,

HaUL

Brownell Co. The
Bryan-Marsh Co
Bryan, Wm. H
.

Buckeye Electric Co
Buckeye Engine Co
BuUock Elec Mfg. Co
Bunge.Otto
Byllesby &Co.,H. M

19
is

~
14

—
u
2

_
14

Stat.

Colonial Sign

A Insulator Co. -

Columbia Incand. Lamp Co.. 7
Columbia Mfg. Co
19
Continuous Rail Joint Com10
pany of America,
Cooper-Hewitt Elec. Co
22
Cope, T.J

—

Couch

—

H
Wire & Cbl.

Co.. Inc.. S.

Crescent Ins.
Co. 1
22
Crocker- Wheeler Co
Crolius A Son. E. R
Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co
5
Cutter Elec. & Mfg. Company I

—

—
D. A W. Fuse Company
Dearborn Drug A Chem.Wk:s.].5
Denver A Rio Grande R. R...17
13
Diamond Meter Company
Directory of Engineers
14
Dixon Crucible Co., Joseph.
Doxsee Elec'l. Co., A. S.
Duncan Elec. Mfg. Co

.

Edison Decorative A Miniature Lamp Departm't
Edison Mfg. Company
Electric Appliance Co
Electric Storage Battery Co..
Electrical Engineer Institute.

15

—
—

Electrician Pub.

Company

. .

,20

—

Ely 4 Co. Allen r
ErieR. R
Evans. Almirall ACo

19
14

"For Sale" Advertisements. .12
Ft. Wayne Elec. Works. Inc.. 21
—
Fostorla Incand. Lamp Co
Fowler, John H
Fowler-Jacobs Company
Franklin Elec. Mfg. Co

19
19

2

Fres-Ko Chemical Co

8

General Electric Co
9. 10
Gleason. John. L
2
Gould Storage Battery Co.... 6
Green Fuel Economizer Co.. 15
Gregory Electric Company. 12
. .

Hallberg.

J.

H

14

Haller Machine Co

2

Hamacek.A. F
Hart Mfg. Co
Hartford Steam Boiler
spection

A

Insurance

l
1

InCo.. .—
.

Hazard Manufacturing Co...
Highland Park College. ... 1
Hill Elec. Co., W. S
Hipwell Mfg. Co
17
Hoffman, G.
12
—
Holmes Fibre-Graph. Co
Holophane Glass Co
22
Humphrey. Henry H
14

—

W

Hunt A

Co., Robt.

W

14

Illinois Central Ry
19
Incandescent Electric Light
Manipulator Company
Indiana Rub. A Ins. W. Co
India Rubber A Gutta Percha
Insulating Company
International Elec. MeterCo. 5
IntemallonalTel. Mfg. Co... 16

—
i

—

Jackson, D. C.

A W. B
Co

15

Johns-ManvlUeCo..H.

W

21

Kartavert Manufacturing Co.—
Kellogg Switchboard A Sup
ply Company
17. IS

W

14

Klein A Sons. Mathias
Kohler Brothers

14

Kemp.R.

Kuhlman

Electric

i

Co

1

—
Leather Preserv. M. Corp
Leffel ACo.. James.
15
Lctheule, Paul
I4
Llndsley Brothers Company.. 18
Locke Insulator Mfi:. Go
8
Loud'sSonsCo., H. M

—
—

Machado A Roller
Maliby Cedar Company
Manhattan El. Supply Co
Marinette Gas Engine Co
Matthews A Bros., W.N
McCandless A Co.. H.
McLennan A Company, K..
McRoy Clay Works
Mechanical Appliance Co
Mica Insulator Company
Miscellaneous Advs

W

Monon

R.

Standard Elec Mfg. Co
1
Standard Underg. Cable Ca...—
Stanley Klec Mfg. Co.. The
Stanley Instrument Co
&

14

Jeffrey Manufacturing

R

Co

19

—

Pass A Seymour, Inc
Perrlzo A Sons

Pfannmueller
Phelan, D.
Phillips,

Phillips

W

19

—

A Co., P. K

IS

Eugene F
ll
Insulated Wire Co.. .11

—

Phoenix Glass Ck)
Phosphor- Bronze S. Co
Piimolet.L. M
Pillsbury-WatkiDsCo

15

10
IS

A L. S. Iron Co
19
Plume A Atwood Mfg. Co....--

Pittsburg

Porter Cedar Comi^any

18

I9
10
15

u
ii

..10

i^
18
lo

12
12

Mueller Company, WlUlam..is
Munsell A Co., Eugene
10

National Carbon Co
4
13
National Electric Co
National India Rubber Co.... 1
Nernst Lamp Co

—

NewgardACo.. Henry
New York Ins. Wire Co

Pacific Coast Pole

13
II

Northern Elect'l Mtg. Co.. .-12
IS
Northern Pacific R. R
Northern Wire A Cable Co ..11

Relsinger.

Hugo

.=»

—

Reliance Instrument Co
Replogle Governor Works..
Reynolds EL Flasher Mfg.C-o.22
Robert Instrument Co.. The..—
Robertson A Sons. Jas. L
12
Roebltng's Sons Co.. J. A.
i:i
Ruebel-Schwedtmann-Wells,.I4
Runzel-Leni Elec. Mfg. Co...—
.

Safety Ins. Wire

A Cable

Samson Cordage Works
Salient A Lxmdy
Sauquoit Silk Mfg. Co

Co..

1
i

I4
II

—

Schneider A Co., C O
Schott.W. H
14
S. E. Missouri Cypress Co....i9
Shelbr EIcL-irlcCo
Simplex Electrical Co., The.. I
Simplex Elec Heating Cb....U
Spargo Wire Co Jas. A
10
Squire Electric Co
14

—

.

W
W

Stanton. LeRoy
H
Sterllne A sen.
18
C.
Stow Mfg. Compiny
Stromberg-C&rlsOD T«l. Mtg.

—

CompUDT...

17

Sunbeam Incan. Lamp Co
Torrey Cedar Company
Tray Plate Battery Co

.

.

3
18
4

Trumbull Elec Mnfg. Co.....—
—
Turner Unss Works
L'nderhlll.Chas.

R

Union Electric Mfg. Co

u
—

Universal Co.. The.
S
Universal Elec. SUge Llehting Co
12

Valentine-Clark Co.. The.... l»
Vulcanized Fibre Company, .s:

Wabash
Wagner

—

R. R.

Co

8

A Company

IS

Electric Mfg.

Walsh's Sons

Warren Elec Mfg. Co
22
Wesco Supply Co
lo
—
Western Display Co
Western Electric Company.. 4
Western Steel Gate Co
19
Westinghouse
Electric
A
Manufacturing Co
20
Weston Electrical InsL Co... I
Whitehead Machinery Co... 12
WiUiami Eiec Machine a-».. 3
Willis, G.

M

14

WooUey Fdy. A Mach. Wts..—
Worcester Company, C. H
18
Yesbera Mfg. Co
Yost Electric Mfg. Co

ZeroMarxSlgn Works

it
10

—

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN
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MANUFACTURED BY

Motors,
Switches,

Arc Lamps,
Co.
Circuit Breakers, Etc., Etc.
CHICAGO EDISON COIVIPANYJ39 Adams Street, CHICAGO.

TRAY PLATE BATTERY COMPANY
MANUFACTURERS OF THE CELEBRATED

PATENT TRAY PLATE STORAGE BATTERY
FOR CENTRAL LIGHTING POWER AND ISOLATED PLANTS.
,

ALSO AN IMPROVED CELL TYPE BATTERY
New York

Office, 39'Gortlanilt

IN

5-1

Street.

ALL GENERAL STYLES FOR ELECTRIC VEHICLES, SPARKING BATTERIES, ETC.
I

FREDERICK STREET, BINCHAMTON.

Allen Bradley Electric Controllers

N. Y., U. S A.

Arc Lamps
All Circuits

Currents

All

Any
Any

Style

Service

Inteichangeability of parts

serves to keep cost of main-

tenance low, insures perfection

in

construction,

efficiency in operation.

standard Controller

Enclosed Controller

Write

HADR

IN

Anterican Electric Fuse Com
New York

Chicago

USED

IN

for Bulletins

ALL SIZES

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY
NEW YORK

CHICAGO
OTHER LARGE

CITIES

OVER 90% OF THE LIGHTING STATIONS IN THE

^^m

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, CLEVELAND,

O.

UNITED
STATES

1

A|)ril

8,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN
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GRAND PRIZE
The Highest Possible Award
Has Been Civon

to

HIGHEST GRADE NUERNBERG CARBONS
By the International Jury of Awards, of the Louisiana Purchase Exposition, St. Louis, 1904.
SoU Importtr, II BROADWAY, HEW YORK

MUGO

REISINGER.

CONSTANT USE OF THE C-H.
REGULATOR HAS PROVEN

^

FIELD

the material of which its base is made does not allow
that it
that overloads do not disintegrate it
;
readily radiates and conducts heat, and is a perfect insulator.
Its construction is such that no trouble can exist from small
parts or contacts.
Bulletin 32 explains in detail.

That

grounding

;

THE CUTLER-HAMMER MFG.
MILWAUKEE,
NEW YORK

A

PERFECT SOLDERING FLUX.

Injury to luRulatloti, proflucliiR clenn, perfect Jolntn

i-roaaeoT^rabUlty of ull sheet metal work. A tlttiefuver
liiuoiiiitpacttou of r')otlfl(r, leaders, KUCtL-r(<, refrlReratuni. ornftiiioiital work, and jtll brdiuTlies uf the cannltiiz
Industry. Larxe nuoku^ l}i Huld. ptmte oreiick form,
i>repftlilby

;

matl,2S cant8> SatufaottonOuaranteed.

i.lt>»ral discount tu dl-aleiH.
special prices to ihn»e
•lutlrlnKtnuseFliixlnlartte.iuantlty. THE UNIVKRHAl, ctv..:.3;wes{ ir.'i), si .Nlv^Y..^k.

BOSTON

PITTSBURG

CHICAGO

When a man's electrical business shows a steady and
healthy growth; when he sees only the bright side of
things and never endeavors to discover a possible dark side;
when he says business conditions are improving, you
will be pretty safe in assuming that he advertises in the
Western EleL-trician 92 times a vear.

MORE

CO.

WIS.

REPAIRING
RECALIBRATING
ELECTRIC METERS.
INTERNATIONAL ELECTRIC METER CO.

LI6HT FOR LESS

330 W. R4N00LPH STREFT [HICACO

MONEY

Almost every customer we have buying COLUMBIA lamps is doing so after looking
thoroughly into the lamp subject for himself and because he has found by actual test
that COLUMBIA lamps radiate most light in most directions for most hours on a
given current consumption and are therefore, the BEST.

LAMPS

IN

CHICAGO STOCK.

SALES AGENTS
207-209-211

E.Jackson Boulevard.

-

-

CHICAQO.

INSTRUMENT CO.
STANLEY
GREAT
BARRINGTON, MASS.,

UNIVERSAL EXPOSITION
ST.

LOUIS
1904

U. S. A.

GOLD MEDALS
riN/IETER
THE HIGHEST AWARDS AT BOTH EXPOSITIONS FOR

PAN-AMERICAN EXPOSITION

BUFFALO
1

90

.

.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN
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S,

Ittt^Mijmgt
Railway Line and Regulating

Complete
Storage
Battery

and Train Lighting
Central Lighting and Power
Electric Vehicle and Telephone

Isolated

Plants
OOULD COUNTER

E.

YORK, I \V. 34th Street.
BOSTON, 89 State Street.
CnlCAQO, The " Rookery."
SAN FRANCISCO, Century Electric

Co.

M.

F.

BOOSTER SYSTEMS

WORKS

NEW

S

j

Offices

1

I

DEPEW,

:

N, Y.

Bulletins.

CLASSIFIED INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
Heatlufi: (B x b a u s
SteaEn>.
Amer. District Steam Co.

Kemp,R. W,

Commutator Compound
CroUusA Son.E-

Ancbora

(Tel.

Bennett,

I.

&

McLennan &

R.

Co., K.

Sargent

A

Conduit and Conduits.
American Circular Loom Co.

Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.

American Conduit Company

Indicators
Willis, G.

Bissell Co.,

Jar».

The

F,

Central Electric Co.

BisseUCcTheF.

Diamond Meter Co.
Duncan Elec. Mfg. Co.

Central Electric Co.
Edison Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Elec. Supply Co.
Tray Plate Battery Co.
Wft.sco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.

Conduit Rods.

Manhattan

Cope, T.

J,

Contractors and Electric Llsbt Plants.
Allis-Chalmers Company.
Bullock El. Mfg. Co.

Rells, Buzzers, Etc.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.

General Electric Co.
National Electric Co.
Northern Electrical Mfg. Co.

Wagner

Electric JIfg. Co.

BloTT Pipes.
Turner Brass Works

Electric Appliance Co.
Ft. Wavne Elec. Wks. Inc.

American Electrical Works.
Chicago Edison Co.

Machado A

Wks.

Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Company.
!

AUis-Chalmers Company.
Babcock & Wilcox Co.
Bro\vnellCo.,The

s,

BissellCo.,The

F.

Engines, Oil.
American Diesel Engine

Bossert Elect. Const. Co.

Dynamos and Motors.

Century Electric CoCrockef- Wheeler Company.
Edison Mfg. Co.

Mfg. Co.

FIbTe.

Haller Machine Co.
Reynolds El. Flasher Mfg.Co

Flexible Sbafts.
Stow Mfg.

Stanley Elec. Mfg. Co.
Co.
Wagner Electric Mfg. Co.
Warren Elec. Mfg. Co.
Wesco Supply Go.
Western Electric Co.
El.

&

Central TeL

Green Fuel Economizer Co.
E^lectrlo Heating Appl.
Electric Appliance Co.
Simplex Elec. Heating Co.

Co.

Crocker- Wheeler Co.
General Electric Co.

A

MfgTCo.
Wayne Elec. Wks. Inc.

Westlnghouse

Union Electric Mfg. Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Company.

A:

Elec. MfK. Co.
.Ytwood Mtg. Co.

El. &,

Glectrlcal and

A'Mfg. Co.

A

El.

Mfg.

1

Co

Chicago Fuse Wire A Mfg.Co.
D. A W. Fuse Company.
Electric Appliance Co.
Johns-Manville Co.. H. W.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Company.

Fostoria Glass Specialty Co.
Fostoria Incan. Lamp Co.

Hecha

leal RuKlneers.
Arnold Co., Tbe
Badt, F. B.
Bailev. Fred.

Baker

A

Co.,

J.

EL

Lt.

Manipulator Co.

H.

Amer. Elect "1 Supply

Patent Attorneys.

Bissell Co.,

Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks. Inc.

General Electric Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Sianlev Elec. Mfg. Co.
Wesco Supply Co.

Western Electric Co.

Manhattan Electl Supply Co

Inc.

Wesco Supply

S ^vlt«hT> oa r d B.
Bissell Co.,

Grapbtte Specialties.

Central Electric Co.
Central TeL A EL Co.
Electric Appliance Co.

International TeL Mfg.Co.
Kellogg Switchb. A Sup. Co
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Strom berg-Carlson TeL M.Co
Wesco Supplv Co.
Western Electric Co.

Porter Ceaar Companv.
S. E. Missouri Cypress Co.
Sterling A Son, W. C.
Torrey Cedar Co.
Valentine-Clark Co., The.
TPorcester Co., C. H.
J»ole Sole X>iggers.

Time Switches.
Bissell Co..

Western Steel Gate Co.

of

The

F.

Tools.
Klein

A

Sons, Mathias.

Western Electric

Co.

Tranaformera.
Central Electric Co.
Crocker- Wheeler Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Works,

Co.

Macblnery.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.

Continuous Rail Joint Company of America.
Railway Supplies.
Wesco Supply Co.

Inc.

onal Electric Co.
Stanley Elec Mfg. Co.
Wagner Electric Mfg. Co.

Re- Winding— Repairs.

Wesco Supply

Chicago Edison Co.
Gregory Electric Co.

Co.

Western Electric Co.
Westlnghouse EL A Mfg.

Rheostats.

Co.

Trucks, Blectric Car.

Amer. Electric Fuse Co.
Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co.

/

General Electric Co.

Westinghouse-EL A Mfg.

Co.

Turbines. Stenm.
AUis-Chalmers Co.
General Electric Co.
Westlnghouse EL A Mfg. Co

Wesco Supply

Co.
Western Electric Co.

Westingbouae El. A Mfg. Go.
Schools and Colleges.
Electrical Engineer Inst.

Highland Park College

Turbine Water 'Wheels
Leffel A Co.. Jas.
Vulcanized .Flbrtt.

Vulcanized Fibre Co.

Serond-Hand Mach*y>
The F.
Cent. Stat. Improvement Co.
Cbicago House Wrecking Co.
Bissell Co.,

& Cables—Macrnet W^lres.
American Electrical Works.
Belden Mfe- Co.

W^lres

Ely A Co.. Allen P.
Gregory Electric Co.

BisseU Co., The F.
Central Electric Co.
Crescentlns.tf ire ACble Co
Electric AppllE
General Electr

Haller Machine Co.
Western Displav Co.

Hazard ManufE
Indiana Rub.

Zero Marx Sign Works.

Silks,
Insulatlns'
Braldlnj;.
Sauquoit Silk Mfg. Co.

au<

Sockets & Receptacles
Pass A Sevmour.
Yost Elec. Mfg. Co.

Western Electric Co.

SpeakluK Tubes.
Central Electric Co.

In.ca.ojs:

.

American EL Telephone Co
Arnold Elec. Mfg. Co
Automatic Electric Co.
BisseUCo.,The F.

Maltby Cedar Co.

MueUer Company, William.

Universal Co., The

Dixon Crucible Co.. Jos.
Holmes Flbre-Graphlte Co,

Ali^lx^^T^etioal

F.

Gen. Incan. Art Light Co.

Chicago Solder Co.
CroUus A Son, E. R.

Anderson

li^or

The

Telephones, Telephone
Material and STrllchboards.

Pacific Coast Pole Co.
Perrizo A Sons.
Phelan, D, W.
Pillsbury-Watkin? Co.
Pittsburg A L. S. Iron Co.

PollHb OletBl).
Hoffman, Geo. W.
Portables.
Plume A Atwood Mfg.

Co.

Western Electric Co.

.

Berthold A Jennings. ^
Brooks, Hall L.
Columbia Mfg. Co.
Fowler. John H.
Fowler- Jacobs Company.
Kellogg Switch. A Sup. Co.
Lindsiey Bros. Co.
Loud's Sons Co.. H. M.

Soldering: Sticks, Salti
and Paste.

Jeffrey Mfg. Co.

The K-'

Central Electric Oo.

Century Electric 06.
Chicago Edison Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co'.

and

TVIre

Co.

.

Ligrbtning: Arresters.

Western Electric Co.

Humphrey. Henry H.

Supplies. Geoerfil Elec

Hamilton.

Sterns. Ellectric.

W. C.
W. E.

Bryan, Wm. H.
Byllesbv A Co.,H. M.
Evans, Almirall A Co.
Hallberg,

Lamp

Cooper, Hewitt Elec. Co.

Globes, Reflectors and
Sbades.

CIr

PluDie

Co.

Lamps, Nernst.
Nernst Lamp Co.
Lamps, Vapor.

Bissell Co., The F.
Central Electric C^.

Mfg. Co.

Co.,

Rail Joints.

Co.
Sawyer-Man Elec. Co.
Shelby Electric Co.
Standard Elecl Mfg. Co.
Sunbeam Incan. Lamp Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
Westlnghouse EL A Mfg. Co.

Inc.

Amer. Elec. Fuse Co.

Economlxers, Fuel.

Clnnters.
Banjamin

Central Electric Co.

Chicago Edison Co.

Lamps, Incandescent-^
Rcplacers <& Cleaners,

Co.

Funes and Fuse Wire.

Stow filanufacturing

Westinghouse

El.

.

Franklin Electric Mfg. Co.

Mechanical Appliance Co.

Points and

Chicago Edison Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
National Carbon Co.
Reisinger, Hugo.
Wesco Supply Co.

Ft.

Mf gr Co Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
Westlnghouse EL A Mfg. Co.

Columbia Incan. Lamp

Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Fittings.
Plume A Atwood Mfg. Co.

Bissell Co., The F.
Doxsee Elec'L'Co., A.'S.

Plates.

Westlnghouse

Bissell Co., The F.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Fi. Wayne Elec. Wks. Inc.
General Electric Co.
Gregory Electric Co.

Nernst

Central Electric Co.

Cutter Elec.

Lamps, Arc.

Buckeye Electric Company.

Electric Co.

&

Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Sterling Varnish Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
Westlnghouse EL A Mfg. Co.

A 11 Is- Chalmers Company.

BlsseUCo..B. F.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
Cables {See Wires and Cables)

A

Sbeet.

Lamps. Incandescent.
Bay Slate Lamp Co.

Western Electric Company.

Cable Hnnners.

Carhartt

Baker A Company

National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
OkoniteCc, The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.

Stanley Elec.

Central Electric Co.

Westlnghouse EL

Overalls.

Bain, Force.

Hipwell Manufacturing Co
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.

"

;Co."

Trumbull Elec. Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
Westlnghouse El. & Mf?. Co.

Central Electric Co.
Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co.
Speer Carbon Co.

Co.

Pans and Fan Motors,

Electric Appliance Co.
Ft. Wavne Elec. Wks. Inc.
General Electric Co.
Hamacek, A. F.
Hart Manufacturing Co. _

rCo.

Klein ASdns, Mathias.

Poles and Ties.

Gas and Gaso

-

-^

Motors.)

NIpperR and Pliers.

PhoNphor Bronze.

Kartavert Mfg. Co.

Western Electric Co.
Westlnghouse El. A Mfg. Co
Weston Electrical Inst. Co.

Cut-Onts and S^Tltcbea.
Bossert Elec. Const. Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Cutter Elec. & Mfg. Co.

Plume A Atwood Mfg.

Haller Machine Co.

Supplv Co.
Western Electric GO.
Westlnghouse EL A llfg. Co.
Motors. (See Dynamos and

Platinum,

Reliance Instrument Co.
Robert Inst. Co., The
Stanley Elec. Mfg. Co.
Stanley Instrument Co.
Wagner Electric Mfg. Co.
Wesco Supply Co.

tin

Boilers.

Carbons,

Co.,

Phosphor Bronze Sm, Co.Ltd

Allis-Chalmers Company.
Marinette Gas Engine Co.
Woolley Fdy. A Mach. Wks.

Green Fuel Economizer Co.

Componndn.
Dearborn Drug & Chem.

A

Eugene
lining Apparatua.E!lee«
Allis-Chalmers Company.
Crocker-Wheeler Company.

Central Electric Co.

Roller.

Pignolet, L. M.

Ensln

Blo^vers.

Insurance

General Electric Co.

Crocker- Wheeler Company.
General Electric Co.

Beltlni;.
Leather Preserver Mfg. Corp.

&

alato
Qd InHuls
ins Materials.

Blentro-Platlns Macb*y

Leather Preserver Mfg. Corp.

Sons, Jas. L.

Hartford Steam Boiler Inspection A Insurance Co.
Insnlatlniir Machlnerr.
England Butt Co.

Instrumenti

1

A

Inspection

M.

(Recording and Testing.)

Western Electric Co.

Boiler

Robertson

Cha

Underbill,
E}1

and

Elec. Supply Co.

Insulator Co.

Munsell

JIanipulator Co.

Annunciator a.

Batteries

Lundy.

W. N.

Ero.,

Manhattan

t

rieating^. Hot Water.
Evans, Almirall A Co.
Holders, Inc. Lamps.
Electric Appliance Co.
Incandescent Electric Light

Fres-Ko Chemical Co.

Tel.)

A.

Matthews &

Kohler Brothers.
Letheule, Paul
Co., Henry.

Newgard A

A Nacbman.

iVclvertisoj:xiei:i.t:s

Electric Applia

See

I»4ig:e 3.

A

_

Ins.

Wire Co

India Rubber A GuttaPercba
Insulating Co.
Kellogg Switch. A Sup. Co.

Manhattan

Elec. Supply Co.

National India Rubber Co
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Northern Wire A Cable Co.
OkoniteCo., The.
PhilUps. Eusene F.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co

Roeblines Sons Co.. J. A.
Runzel-Lenz Elec. Mfg Co.
Safety Ins. Wire

A

Cable Co.

Simplex Electrical Co.
Spareo WireCo-- Jas. A.
Standard Underground C Co

^

April 8,
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GIVE
MOST bIGHT

k

A RECORD OF

15

with least current, uniformly long

have been and always

YEARS

our lamps on a plane
competitors insures the continued

success in maintaining

of

above that of

all

supremacy of Columbia Lamps. CJMost light
Columbia Lamps' characteristics. <|You'll
never regret ordering Columbia Lamps.
Try them next. <JSend for our catalogue of Crystal Lamps
(Meridian type).
Cl[We are prepared to furnish a complete list of Pagoda Reflectors and Holophane Globes.
Write for prices.
Wallet Full of Wisdom" viailed on request.
Co/>y of our
life,

will

be

'

'

HE COLUMBIA INCANDESCENT LAMP CO.
ST.

LOUIS,

ST.

MO.,

LOUIS, MO., U.

U.

S.

A.

S. A.

NEW YORK: 1311 Havemeyer Bldg.
PHILADELPHIA: 1227 Real Estate Trust
CHICAGO: Central Electric Co.
MINNEAPOLIS: 638 Boston Block.
SAN FRANCISCO: Paul Seller Elec. Works. MEMPHIS: 302 Scimitar BIdg.
MEXICO: Monterey. Van Voorhls Hnos.

BIdg.

Columbia Lamps are manufactured under a License to use the Ctiemlcal Exhaust Process ot
extiaustin? lamps. Ttils process is vitally necessary in the production of the highest quality
of lamp. Every package of Columbia Larnps carries a lable reading: Licensed Under

.>^^^J^iS^^D^»i—
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GOLD MEDAL^

VICTOR INSULATORS
Send

for

"mm
It is

Mailed Upon

Request and

This

is

No. 651 Wall

Insulator, a cure for

IV

ages

is

Described
Help Any
"With
Transmission Troubles
"Will

Engineer

made for Volt-

from

U 100,000

5,000

Contents

all

"Wall Entrance Insulation Troubles. This
style

Its

May Help You. The product

to

Volts.
f

TME

LOCKE IHSULATORMFG.CO.
VICTOR, N.Y.
"Flexduct"

is thSLt

high standard required in

blII

high-class work.

It is

very

flexible, sl

high insulaLtiork and indestructible

FLEXIBLE CONDUIT
"Flexduct" the National Code Ste^ndard.

It

does not deterioraLte, a.lwa.y8 usa.ble

to

highest degree

OSBURN FLEXIBLE CONDUIT COMPANY,

NEW YOR-K

SAN FRANCISCO

CHICAGO

CEJVTTiAL STATIOJV MAJVAGE'RS

Dorv't

Be

of the

Afraid

Gas PlsLnt

WORK UP A MOTOR- LOAD
We

single:

can furnish you

phase motors

that will start under full load in
to 35 H. P.
sizes ranging from

^

tOa^fier Rleciric Mfg. Co.
ST. LO\/lS. MO., V. S. A.

April S,

u

I'/'.T

i:sii;k'\

ii.F-:cTRici.\

:

General Electric Company

1905
FAN MOTORS
The thoughtful dealer always
that
on

the

customer

"sterling"
ll.lii. Willi

Are

Bracket Fan

(D.

motor

fan

his

on

his

looks

for

as

just

remembers

he

does

silver.

C).

for

25 and 40 cycles, commuutln^

ty(>*.

Direct=Current

Alternating; Current

Fan Motors

Fan Motors

for operation

230 volt circuits.

on

Are

115 and

They have

for operation on loo/i

1

5

and

lgo/220 volts, and 25, 40, 60 and
125/140 cycle circuits. The finish,

three

speeds. They are finished in black
enamel, and the fan guard and
the

for

guard and trimmings are identical
with those of

trimmings are of lacquered

the direct-current

fans.

brass.

Three-Speed 58-in. Celling Fan (D. C).

A few

of

Electric Desk

many

the

Fan

Bipolar Type.

good points of the Qeneral

:

Extremely low-current consumption.
Continuous operation without overheating.
Oil-catching device to
of

prevent

any scattering

oil.

Adaptability for use on either desk or bracktl.

Ample trunnion adjustment.

A STOCK OF FAN MOTORS
ALL OUR LOCAL STOREROOMS.
If

IS

CARRIED

IN

you are interested in THE BEST in desk, wall
e.\haust and celling fans and ventilating

bracket,
outfits,

why

not write us for our

new

descriptive

catalogue ?
clephone Uooth FaD

PRINCIPAL OFFICES, SCHENECTADY,
New York

Office,

44 Broad Street

N. Y.

Sales Offices in

all
f482'

Large Cities

—
WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

April

WHEN YOU SEE RIBBONS
KNOW
YOU NOT
OK

Get acquainted with the

IS

Pgjgl^l^gCC— MONEY SAVERS
MADE RIGHT

O K Weatherproof will be as
was put up. We carry the largstock of weatherproof wire west of New York.

After ten years' use,

good
est

as the

day

1905

LiNPS

ON LINE WIRE
IT

S,

PRICED RIGHT

ARE RIGHT

it

THE WESCO SUPPLY

CO., ST. LOUIS, MO.
"EVERYTHING ELECTRICAL"

Electric Appliance Company
CONTINUOUS RAIL JOINT CO. OF AM.

CHICAGO AND SAN FRANCISCO

NEWARK,
The insulation is the most important part of your machine— be sure
you buy only the best. Cheap insulation cannot be good insulation.

CHICAGO MICA CO.

Cloth and

Highest Award at Paris Exposition, 1900,
Buffalo. 1901,

and

St.

Louis, 1904.

Bituminized Fibre Conduit
For Underground
all

Form

Qualities, in any
at Lowest Prices

COMBINES

the

Construction

GOOD FEATURES

NBW YORK and CHICAQO

M.

Paper.

I.

For

NEW YORK

That

The American Conduit Company has a corps of experts
in underground construction and is prepared to furnish supervision of work If desired.
We would pre-

Is

fer to co-operate with contractors in underground construction, but if desired will submit estimates and bids
and take contracts for completed underground syatems
in any part of the United States or Canada.

C. Compound, Empire
Years

MICA INSULATOR

the

Standard.

CO.,

AMERICAN CONDUIT COMPANY

Originators

and CHICAGO

Main
IOOS-6

Other Offices

Offices

MANHATTAN BUILDING

170 Broadway, New York
336 Hacy Street, Los Angeles

CHICAGO.

WANTED

OSSERT

You Who are Tfoubied with Sharking Bad Cutting of Commutators to Use

SAVE TIME, BOXES AND MONEY

PREVENT CUTTING.

Be up to dite. Use tbem.
for bulletin ffiving full particula

oX

Absolutely Will Not

The Brushes

Bossert Eleciric Construction Co.,

VOLT

-

AMMETERS

POCKET SIZE

It will

BO

e:

The

JAMES
JAMES

A.
A.

L.
7S-S0 Cortlandt

St.,

ACCURATE.

Circular.

M. PIGNOLET
New

Yojik, N. Y.

FINE SIZES A SPECIALTY

THE YOST ELECTRIC MFG. CO.
TOLEDO, OHIO.

Office, 1501

Gum

. >

Title

McLennan &

and Trust

Bldjj.,

go..
CaiCAGO,

ILL.

CO.

OF

SINGLE-PHASE SELF-STARTING

Monadnock BIdK.

ROME,

MOTORS AND CEILING FANS
ST. LOUIS,

N. Y.

MO.

DON'T BUY

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

..FOR..

Until

NOVELTY DEVICES

Sockets,
Rosettes,
Receptacles,

iho Baking,

Chlogo

Km

^^

.

put that hlph ploea

ELECTRIC
CO. CENTURY
MANUFACTURERS

Edisoo Miniature Lamps

Weatherproof

Catalogua tar

Mgr.

of

BARE AND TINNED COPPER WIRE

Sookots, Wall
Sockets,

Corel

Pres. and Gen'I

Manufacturers

YOST SPECIALTIES.

Adjustersm

$S.OO per Doicn

Supply Houses, or

SPARQO WIRE

SPARQO,

Faults, Grounds,
-

all

FREE, Sample Stick.

Locating

Send for

Cts, step Stick.
For Sale by

testing Hatteriea and

RELIAKLR.

of other conduits.

ELIMINATES the BAD FEATURES existing in many kinds.
HAS VALUABLE FEATURES not found in any other duct.

EUGENE MUNSELL AND CO.

INSULATION
Micanite, Linotape,

N. J.

20,000 MILES IN USE

Valpakrak.Iso, Ind.

Of

MICA

OVER

For use in e'ectric flashlights, candlesticks,
pocket lanterns, carriage and bicycle lamps,
clock lights for bedrooms, ruby lanterns for
photography and for optical, dental and

you have seen our

new Catalogue and new
Price List.
Free to the trade.

Maihattan

Electrical

Snpply Co.

surgical instruments.

Telephone Lamps
Candelabra Lamps
Decorative

Lamps

All types suppliedaccurately rated
carefully selected

'AMERICAN"Sfr

EDISON DECORATIVE A^DIV11MATURE

LAMP DEPARTMENT
General Electric Company, Harrison, N.

J.

lAMERICAN BATTERY CO.,

A|)ril

H,

WESTKUN'

\'i>>

PBANKN. PHIll.lHS,PrM.

E.

ROWLAND PIIIU.ll'S.

V.P.

C.

WAUI

II.

>M IL.

TrMi.

C.K.BFmlNOION,

I'.I.ICCTRICIAN'

Jr..S<t.

OUR PROPOSITION.

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS,

W

i:

Wll.l. .S(lli'<,.\

A.NV

BABE AND li'liLATi ELECTRIC WIBE,

SATISFACTORY PAY FOR THEM. OTHERWISE. RETURN CIUKOES COLLECT.
UK i'i:i;i'A\- ii{i;i(;iiTo.\ jNni.M, ouijkk.s.
SEND ^0«^EWCATAl.00 "ANCHORS THAT HOLD.-

CABLES FOR AERIAL AND UNDERGROUND USE.
Vcpun

U.

.ST.iiiii.

I''

WiiHoji. M;i:„i\\uiii\l

.1.
i;,

M.INTIIKAI. UllAN.

WA'N OFFICTR

»ign

ll(.P..lll...,H-2
II,

KlIK.IM-

I'.

FACTonir"=

MECHANICS

Pi-

iN

CIl

I

FOR^E

BAIN, 1662-3 Monadnocll BIk.,

I

OUR WIRES

W.

II.

6 Inch

TO

Hijrle.

4-

16.000 LHS.

00.1 Carlctan

W.McCANUI.ES.SiCO.

MATTHEWS &

BRO.

Bulldlos

.ST.

LOUIS. MO.

<i7(t6fl I'lik Pi

CHICAGO

pass inspocllon

N.

iinu

IIOI.I) L'P

MANUPACrUHKKS

I

NEW VORk

Crimshaw
ALL

r,

WILL

DATCMTC

U. S.

FOREIGN

WorkH
l-l.iPnDALE. n. I.
Klcclrlcal

LAMPS

EXPERT IN PATENT CAUSES
SOLICITOR OF

SI.

l.ukU.Sl.
l'tlUM|:

EMPIRE
MINIATURE

ELECTRICITY

i.S-li'.l,M,

Ut

K

IF

AMERICANITE, MAGNET, OFFICE AND
ANNUNCIATOR WIRES.

Cllll A.1..M..11B,

A

STOMBAUQH GUY ANCHORS
i<VKKTUKr>\

ELECTRIC LICHT LINE WIRE.

INCANDESCENT AND FLEXIBLE CORDS,
Railway Feeder and Trolley Wire,
Nkw

.n, I,

NIMHKK

Raven Black Core

Raven White Core

and carry the above

TRADE-MARKS

c

our tags.

We

also manufac

Crimshaw ond Competition Tapes

i'"''

Splicing

Compounds.

NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE COMPANY,
ElectricHeatingApparatus

INSUIiATED WIRES
American

Electrical

Supply Company

COTTON
AND SILK

MAGNET WIRES

NORTHERN WIRE
& CABLE CO.

UNIT" ENAMELED RHEOSTATS
SIMPLEX ELECTRIC HEATING CO.,
Cambridgeport, Mass.

South Milwaukee
Wis.

Maniitacturers and Wholesale

Dealers In

all

kinds

ot

Electrical

NATIONAL CODE STANDARO
"0.

Supplies

L"

Slot
83-85-87

FIFTH AVEMllK
CHICAOO

-

Weatherprool lire.

Burning Weatherproo!

and Meal lire.
Pricac

and Samples on Application.

Phillips Insulated
Office

Wire Co.

and Factory: PAWTUCKET.

R.

L

[

The cumulative feature of
advertising is ofttimes overlooked. This is the case more
especially with a man who is
entering upon his first advertising campaign. He frequently
expects immediate and large
returns: and if the returns are
not as prompt and as great as
he thinks they should be he is
tempted to throve' the entire
blame upon the advertising
medium.

Assuming that his ad occupies a reasonable amount of
space, is attractive, and in the
right medium, it will bring
returns later if not earlier.

The

seed is being sown. The
harvest time will come in the
future.
It is necessary to make your
name and your product famil-

"UNION"
SWITCHBOX.

iar to the readers of the

jour-

nal or journals in which you
are advertising. Seeing your

ad repeatedly they gradually
acquire confidence in your
business stability and in the
goods you make.

They memorize your name
unconsciously.

W^hen they

in the market for your
class of goods they ^vill write

are

you, or they will give the
order to your representative

when he

CHICAGO FUSE WIRE & MFG.
NEW YORK.

CO..

calls.

takes time to educate the
buyer.
Advertising in the
W^estern
Electrician
will
educate an army of buyers 3t
one and the game time,
It

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN
WAIHTED, FOK

April

1905

8,

SAJLVi a^d

WAIKT COIiUaiSI advertisements [^o -words or /ess), S^-Jo an
simitar

additional zuords 3c each.

insertion;

ELECTRICAL MATERIAL FROM THE WORLD'S

POSITION -WANTED advertisetjo tvords or less), -$1.00 an insertions additional zuords 2C each.

ments

An opportunity

ha.s

LEAD COVERED CABLES.

POSITION WANTED.

Conductor.

Size.

t-

Weatherproof and Rubber Covered Wire.

100.000

In

l.OuO,

of

lots

ranglDg fron 100 to 110 voltage, 8 and 16
candlepower. General Electric make. Price
each In case lots, 12% cents.
20.000 Colored iDcandescent Lamps.braDd
new, never used. General Electric make.
104 voltage. Edison ba.-e; colors. Ambtr,
Green, Opal and Riibv; put up 20o in a case.

POSITION WANTED.
plant; thorough;

nderstands direct-current dynamos and motor
famlllarwithall klndsof mining machlnei
and modern methods of interior wiring an
construction worn: married; 26 year? old; ca

Am

to 120, Edison T. H. and Westinghouse
base: 8. 10. 15. 20 and 2.5 candlepower; put
Price
up 250 In a case, second !^election. 'price

furnish hest of references In regard to characti

Feet, Size 4'£ x

4Vi.

MISCELLANEOUS

i

300,000 No. 9171 Porcelain. Edison Base
Beceptacles.
50.000 Weatherproof '-Brvant" Sockets.
1.000.000 split glazed B. & D. Wiring

Knobs
300,000 Glazed Porcelain B. & D. Wiring
Knobs, sizes 3^. 4ii and 5W.
20.000 No. S Standard Porcelain Knobs.
200,000 Single \\ ire glazed Porcelain

2.000.000 Uoslazed PorcelaiD Tabes.
40.000 Glass iDS'ilators.
20.000 Porcelain Cleats.
All kiDds of swilohes and Instruments.

Ask

for

our Special Catalogue

No. 567.

CHICAGO HOUSE WRECKING COMPANY,

35th and Iron

Sts.,

CHICAGO.

e 60 or75-kw, second-band

30-kw

3

WOOD CON DUIT.

INCANDESCENT LAMPS
200.000 Lamps, used a sbort time, an

Dd new Incandescent Lamps In
of 200, 250 and 400 Lamps.

WANTED.

This material that we are offering

Voltage.

Ry Hrst-class steam and electrical en^ineei
with 23 years' experience In the operation ol
power plants. Wishes to invest Sl.uOO ana
lake position on official or operating forces 1^
ther lighting, power, manufactory
thoroughly understand
e'hop:
ial and technical part of work.
handling fln

;r

FAIR, ST. LOUIS. 1904

to secure rare bargains in everything used in this line
seen but limited service and is practically as good as new for further use.

dyna

60 cycle; prefer 3-phase,
2^300-Tolt machines: also 100-b. p. automatic
engine. Machinery must be in flrst-cJass condition and a bargain. Give full particulars.
LYONS ELECTRIC & MFG. CO., Lyons, Kan.

Corliss Engines.

NORTHERN SPHERICAL MOTORS

FOR SALE.

Are being standardized by numerous progressive machine manufacturers for equipping
their mechanisms because the motors are

One 25-H. P. Nash gas engine, direct con
nected to IBK. W. Crocker-wheeler dynamo
can be used for 115 or 230 vt Its. This would
be a first-class outfit for automobile charging

1000

h. p.,

900
825

h. p.,
h. p.,

36x48, AlUa Corliss, 1800 heavy

duty.

34x60, International.
32x48, Mils Corliss, 1890 heavy

duty.

900 h.
750 h.
650 h.
600 h.
500 h.

22x42x48, Hamilton, Tand. Comp.
32x54, Hamilton, 1890 Frame.
30x54, St. Louis, 1890 Frame.
28x60, Philadelphia.
16x32x42, Corliss Cross Comp.,

p.,
p.,

p.,
p.,
p.,

latest type.

Compact, Simple, Economical

FOR SALE.

Operation,

The

city of CoffevTille, Kansas, has for sale
the lollowing descrioed macbinery, to wit
2 tubular boilers of 80 horsepower each.

Applied

Readily

Any Apparatus and Merge

in

into

the General Design of Machinery,
Making Efficient, Handsome Unit

2 Ideal engines of 80 horsepower each, speed
of same 265.

2 Westinghouse alternators, 60 K, W., 60 c^ cle
1,100 volt.
All of the above described machinery is in
condition and in use every aay. Same
can be bought cheap if taken at once as we are
about to Install a new and much larger equipment. Address all communications to E. L,
ROSSITEH. Light Commissioner.

We want to

first-class

and users

FOR SALE

discuss this matter with builders

of machines and machine
Motor Bulletin No. 2529

tools

NORTHERN ELECTRICAL MANUFACTURING COMPANY

K. W. General Electric Alternator, Three Phase
"
"
Westinghouse
Single
"
"
"
"
Warren
"
"
"
"
1-150
Westinghouse
"
"
"
"
1-150
Wood
"
1-150
Stanley
"
"
1-120
"
General Electric
Three
" General Electric
1-120
"
"
Single
"
"
"
"
Westinghouse
1 120
"
"
"
"
General Electric
I- 90
"
"
Westinghouse
J- 75
Two
"
"
Westinghouse
"
I- 75
Single
"
Westinghouse
"
Two
I- 75

ENGINEERS

1-360

Madison, Wis., U.

S. A.

manufacturers

425 Monadnock Block, Chicago,

1-240

III.

2-150

Direct connected to Gates' Engine.

Send
plete

for our

list

Monthly Bargain Sheet

and net

with com-

prices.

GREGORY ELECTRIC

CO.

64-62 S. Clinton St., Chicago,

DO YOU
On

111.

KNOW

vrbnt eaoy termB

yon

robertsTn-thompson
indicator?

U.S. METAL POLisn;;

PARKS
W. 38th

p.,
p.,
p.,

Comp.
450h. p., 16%x2814x27.
Buckeye
Crosj
Comp.
450 h. p., 24x48. Buckeve Automatic.
350 h. p., 16x26x18, Ideal Tandem Comp.
275 h. p.. 14x22x16, Ideal Tandem Comp.
250 h. p., 16x27x16, Westinghouse Comp.
150 h. p., 15x24, Cummer.
150h- p., 10%xl8xl8, Williams
Tandem
Comp,

In Colorado

Attends the Traveler

Over the Far Famed Loop

between

Chicago

(Denver to Silver Plume and return)

Who

VIA THE

Indianapolis

Cincinnati

S^.'o%r^
NEW YORK

Street,

p.,
p.,
p.,
p.,
p.,
p.,
p.,
p.,
p.,
p.,
p.,

Whitehead Machinery Conipany,
DAVENPORT, IOWA.

a.rvd Effects

Johnstown, Flood

129

24x48,
22x42, Allls, 1890 Frame.
22x42, Slater, 1890 Frame.
20x48, Harris.
20x42, Hamilton.
12x22x42, Atlas Tandem Comp.
18x42, Hamilton.
16x42, Allis.
16x36, Sioux, 1902.
15x38, Brown.
14x42, Allls.
14x36, Putnam.
12x36, Harris.
28%x52. Buelieye Automatic
171/2x3014x27,
Buckeye
Cross

p.,

Be sure and go

&

Louisville

Travels via the

M.Mil!lil!l:lilliii

KLIEGL BROS., Proprietors

Jas. L. Robertson &Sons
IPS Fulton St. - New York

450 h.
350 h.
350 h.
300 h.
300 h.
225 h.
225 h.
175 h.
165 h.
160 h.
140 h.
125 h.
90 h.
600 h.
600 h.

When

FurnlsKed
Galveston Flood
FblU of Pompeii

UNIVERSAL

16x30x42, Allis Cross Comp.

h. p.,

EVERY COMFORT

EVERYTHING ELECTRICAL
Productions

450

to

COLORADO &
SOUTHERN RY.
It is

^1

ConsultYour Local Ticket Agent

the finest one-day

^^H
engineering in

A VALUABI.E BOOK OF REFERENCE.

GUNS

TELEPHONES-Their
Walsh's Sons & Co., Newark.N J.

A Practical Treatise on the FHtlng-up and Maintenance

BY

PLACE YOUR
"Want" and "For Sale"
advertisements In the

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,
Immediate Returns.

CONSTRUCTION and FITTING.

F.

C,

of

Tsiephones and the Auxiliary Apparatus.

ALLSOP.

CO'TENTS
liters; III.— Magneto Switch-Bells; IV.— Battery SwltchiT— Switches, Switchboards and Eslension Bells; VII.—

We have many other fascinanus uucday

trips.

Handsome

illus-irated

literature Bent to any address
receipt of three cents postage.

on

E. FISHER, General Passenger Agent
DENVER, COLORADO

:

Work; VIII.— Erecting Wires, Instruments, Etc.; IX.— Arranging the
muDicating System; XI.— Testing for and Removing Faults.

J

184 PAGES.

166 ILLUSTRATIONS AND FOLDING PLATES.
Sent prepaid on receipt of price.

PRICE, $1.25.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 510 Marquette BIdg.. Chicago.

Book Orders
GIVEN

PROMPT ATTENTION

Electrician Publishing Co.,
Suite

510 Marquetle Bldg, CHICAGO

CHICAGO
EDISON CHICAGO.
COMPANY
REPAIR SHOPS
76 M ARKET STREET,.CHICAGO.
TELEPHONE MAIN
OPEN DAY AND
A
NIGHT. ^
1280.

FIRST-CLASS EQUIPMENT THROUGHOUT.

M
April

R,

WF.STF.R \'

loo-

Ft P/.TRICI A

SCHEEFFER INTEGRATING
WATTIVIETER
Typt E lor Altirnaling Currtnl

Typ« F

tor Dlr«cl Curr««l CIrcylll

DUST AMD BUG PROOF
IMPROVED COMSTRUCTIOM
Mii\IN(; I'AKTS AKK KXTkKMKI.V I.UiHT.
insi;kin<; a HKitii.v .si.ssrnvi-; and ac-

CLKATK MKTKK.
WRITE FOR PRICES AND DESCRIPTIVE
LITERATURE.

DIAMOND METER COMPANY,
PEORIA,

MLTCRHATIMO OURRENT.

U.S.A.

ILL.,

HENRY NEWGARD &

CO.

TUNDELIyy

ELECTRICtL CONSTRUCTION
Puwer and Light

I

Switchboards and Panel Boards

Plaats.

Universal

Wv

install Municipal and Isolated Electric
Lighting Plants.
\Vc manufacture Switchboards, Tablet boards,
Iron Cutout Ho.xcs and Electrical Specialties.

We

Motors and Electrical
sell Dynamos,
Supplies.
well
as
new Residences, Facwire old as
tory Buildings, School and College Buildings.

MoTORnS

We

225 E. Washington

oiR€OT ouRRemr.

Chicago,

St.,

Illinois.

S.«^«>^<J>^.SKs>«.<5><t><:(J><s.<s><j><S«><S)<S><S><SKS^<SKS><»xS><!><8^

STANDARD VARIABLE

JOHN

ROEBLING'S

A.

5PEED MOTORS HAVE

SONS CO.

ARANGE0F3T01
5Y FIELD CONTROL

Bare

Insulated

Wire of

Copiiir

Kinds

All

Wire

MAIN OFFICE AND WORKS

TRENTON,

AGENCIES AND
I

TirtI

Chlcaga

Clevaland

Kuf tonal
WUtttlt Company

N. J.

BRANCHEI-

tin Francltc*

Salra

Bistrtrt ©ffirrs

New

PRESERVE YOUR
COPIES
THH5
OFP

York. liG Broadway.

ChiL-aco. Old Colony BlJc.

Philadelrhia,
Pittsbure.

l.iiKl

Land

Tills Bide.

FamiTs' Bank Bide.

(Sffitrs

Cleveland. Barton. Stevenson * Co.
Detroit. Miller-Seldon Electric Co.
St. Uuis. 820 Cbemicai Bide.

Denver. Hendrie A

BoUfaofl Mfff.

J

Supply Co.

Atlanta. Ga.. Empire Bide.

Nbw

Orleans, La.. Hibernia Bank Bide

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN
=BINDERS SI.OO EACH.

...

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING
Suite 510 Marquette Building,

DON'T STOP!
CO.,
CHICAGO.

KEEP ON'

READ!

IMPROVEI

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 510 Marquette BIdg.
Publishers and Oeslors of Electrical Books

KoOKERy'LChJWgo

_

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

April

READ BOOKS
on
EXPERTS.

Practical Running of Dynamos.

and think Electrical Thoughts.
have the books. Send for a catalogue.
ELECTRICIAN -PUfiLiSHlNG CO.,
;io Marquette Bldg., Chicago.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY.
510 Marquette Bldg., Chlcaga

^e Buckeye Engine
__=^_^^_.

Hsls No EquaLl For

ECONOMY. REGULATION
Highest

Horizontal, Vertical,

Simple, Tandem,

e.rvd

DURABILITY

Award

Condensing,

Non-Condensing,

Low, Medium and

WORLD'S FAIR

Cross Compound,

St.

HORSEPOWERS FROM

to all classes of work.

High Speeds.

Loui^

-

N^

Adapted

^^^^^—^^—^—^^^

GOLD MEDAL

Horizontal- Vertical,

IN

1905

Subjects,

Electrical

We
ENGINEERS.

8,

J
20

TO

=^===
8.000

Largest line of modern Engine Patterns

in

the United States

BUCKEYE ENGINE COMPANY, SALEM, OHIO
WATCH

THIS AD.

:

VVKSTKRN

April 8, 1905

GOI-D
;,rr|r,l

KI.F.CTRICIAN

IVIEIDAL-

Trciliiit; Itr.iirr W.iI'Ts
I'c.d W.,1,-, 'Irratment at th.! Worl.l's l.nr. Si.

l)r.,rl,.,rn

M.-t|„

if

DEARBORN DRUO A

I.

OMEIVIIOAL. \A/ORKl

27-34 RIALTO BUILDING, CHICAGO, ILL.

T«i«phonei Harrl*on 3030 and 3031.

DIESEL ENGINES
Opcratinu on

r'""'"tirni'p«^^gfiwi

CRUDE or FUEL Oil

TKT

Guaranteed Fuel Consumption
on variable load, ranging from

;.,'

SAMl'I.H hi'hh.

DIXON'S GRAPHITE

COMPOUND.

PIPE JOIN!

to full load

JOSEPH DIXON C3?UCIELE

CO.. Ja

12^ Gals, per 100 Kw. Hours
SUITABLE FOR ALL STATIONARY POWER

ARE YOU LOOKING FORMONEY?

For further Information address

buy WALRATH OAS OR GKSOLINB E.NQINES

If S",

AMERICAN DIESEL ENGINE COMPANY

THE WALRATH

NEW YORK

U Broadway

m«;rclall<Kbt aa tbai of ao auiomatlc steam eaglne. either beliad
or direct-connected geoeraior.
bimplc. EcoDomlcal and Reliable

Send for Cataloeue

W

MARINETTE
QAS ENGINE CO.,
CHiCAQO neianrs, ux.

AGENCIES
Keystone Engineering

Co.,

Slrong, Carlisle

Farmer's Bank Bldg., Pittsburg, Pa.
Co., 61-67 Frankfort St., Cleveland. Ohio

A Eammond

Mackay Engineering
C. B.

Co.,

Jhe Rhosphor

REG.TRADE MARKS

149 Broadway. N. Y.

Seldenglanz,

."^2

Wben

Uldg., Indianapolis. Ind.

BRONZE Smelting Co. liMiTED,

2200 WASHINGTON AVE.,PHILADELPHIA.
"ELEPHANT BRAND PHOSPHOR-BRONZE"
INGOTS,CASTINGS,WIRE,RODS,SHEETS,ETC.

THE BROWNELL

— DELTA

7-'Ac:>/>Ac-vSic.,v»:-

X\
^^

CO.. Da.ytorv. O.

ELTtfNy

Manufacturers oi Boilers, Engines, Heaters and Sheet Iron Work.

METAL

CASTINGS, STAMPINGS AND FORCINGS
ORIGINAL AND SoLEMaKERS IN THE U.S.

M:l:)m^HiKhUM:r

The Inspector

Increases
yv"

Trouble Man.
By A.

E.

^

DOBBS.

Boiler

•<

'

Capacity

20

trouble
A complete description of telephones

to

40

insiiecior.

their troubles.

How

to find

PRESSURE

<l

Jii

an

and remedy tben

toselher with working' plans for exchange

THE GREEN FUEL ECONOMIZER

<

CO., Matteawan, N. Y.

SAMSON TURBINE
We
Holyoke.

show below, leconl of tests of a 56-incli SAMSON TUKBINE
This turbine was built from the same patterns as those we sell
Gateage

Head

R

P. M.

Full

104
101
100
100

10-16

15.12

THE JAMES LEFFEL & CO.

10-2

Cu. Ft. per Sec.

247
235
223
209
189
17+

307 Lagonda Street

installed in the official testing tliime at

to our customers.
H. P.

Efficiency

310
304
296
280
254
239

S4.60*
85.01*
83 56*
81.06*

83.58.«

SPRINGFIELD, OHIO,

U. S. A.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

i6

ARNOLD
TELEPHONE
The

THE AUTOMATIC
Among

the cities in which

it

Chicago,

111.

Grand Rapids,
Mich.

Columbus, Ohio
Dayton, Ohio
Lincoln, Neb.
Portland, Me.
Auburn, N. Y.
Auburn, Me.
Fall River, Mass.
New Bedford,
Mass.
Los Angeles, Cal.
San Diego, Cal.
Hopkinsville, Ky.
Sioux City, la.
Cleburne, Tex.
Columbus, Ga.
South Bend, Ind.
El Paso, Tex.

a handsome steel enclosed telephone.
In
home from room of mistress to kitchen,
library or laundry. Saves hundreds of steps,
saves time, is a distinct convenience, not a
luxury, but a necessity.
Telephone is fitted
up complete, ready for Installation. Needs no
adjustment.
Steel clad.
Cannot get out of
order.
Lasts forever. Made as Illustrated,
designed for separate batteries; also made
complete with batteries mounted directly upon
is

Shipped ready for

In

neat box.

r

its

Clayton, Mo.

Pentwater, Mich.
Toronto Junction,

Riverside, Cal.

Traverse City,
Mich.
Hastings, Neb.
Wausau, Wis.
Berlin,

promptness,

"The Righl Road"
BETWEEN

of operation

To the

telephone
basis,

of its

Chicago,

Dubuque,

economy

St. Paul,

Minneapolis,
Des Moines,
St. Joseph,

and maintenance;

Investor, because
the

places

securitie'^

company on a

of

Kansas

a

Omaha.

firm

and keeps them stable

City,

Council Bluffs,
EQUIPMENT RIGHT
SERVICE RIGHT

Germany

and

Installation,

'

accurac)',

secrecy;

pany, because

it

'

because of

its

To the Operating Com-

Can.
Wilmington, Del.

RAILWAY

all.

To the User,
its

M

Lewiston, Me.

the

Augusta, Ga.
Medford, Wis.
St. Marys, O.
Woodstock, N. B.
Westerly, R. I.
Manchester, la.
Princeton, N. J.
Albuquerque, N.
Van Wert, O.
Battle Creek, Mich,

1905

Great
^Western

has

appeals to

8.

Chicago

the telephone system that

Is

been adopted are:

telephone back, enclosed

April

profitable'.

TIME RIGHT

Full directions with each telephone.

ALL RIGHT"

"IT'S

Ticket Office

Arnold Electric
Manufacturing Go.

Automatic Electric

Company

MANUFACTURERS

Van Buren and Morgan Streets

95 Jackson Boulevard, CHICAGO

CHICAGO, U.S.A.
PROTECTORS

Our patent wrapped

poUcy

This

against

light-

LARGE

is

words.

Sample free by mall to
any Exchange or Toll Line

CHICAGO

The Western
1,066

ning.

Depot

1

our protectors are an insurance
in

ADAMS STREET

Harrison Street and Fifth Avenue

IN 1904

THAT PROTECT.
fuse used

115

3,198 columns

published

or 3,000,000

Equivalent in amount to 23

average $2

book

Electrician

pages of reading matter.

basis

technical books.

^46 worth given

On

the

for ^3.

CENTRAL TELEPHONE

AND ELECTRIC
12 Double Line.

909 Market
ST. LOUIS,

CO.,

If

YOU are not a subscriber you should be.

St.,

U. S. A.

Burns'

INTERNATIONAL
Mechanical Self°Restoring

Adjustable

Drop Switchboard.

Telephone
For Flat or Roll

A PERFECT APPARATUS.
Made la any dtsind capacity.
Sample parts and quotations on

Top Desks

Mo. 83-87

request.

Compare ours

to others.

Made any

Send us your

INTERNATIONAl
TELEPflONE HANDFACTURIN6 CO.

CHICAGO, U.

8. A.

PRICE $1.00

length desired.

orders.

MORE THAN REGULAR DESK SETS

AMERICAN ELECTRIC TELEPHONE CO.
CHICAGO

April

WF.STF.RN

fK'S

R,

Kellogg Express Switchboard
The

Cabinet

Kf"-''"'

QUALITY

ff-^U
*-—

RECOGNIZED AND APPRECIATED

\

(roni

Stromberg-Carlson Apparatus
First In Sales.
DOES QUALITY OOUNT7

Quarter

Sawed Oak

Lines.

fe^

HAS MADE

Capacity

Simple

«7

mm
Fllty-Llne

Appearance

comes

F.I.F.rTRTaAN

lor the entire

Kxterlor ol

the Cabinet

This
Attractive

Design has

Thoroughly

been so

seasoned

popular
it

wood

th.it

has been

mucli copied

by other
manufac-

Finished

in

Light or

turers

Golden Oak

Ono

One

Quality

Price
Gold Medal

Grand Prize
Highest

Highest

Award

Award

Buffalo

St.

Exposition

Exposition

igoz

1904

Louis

Our No. 192 TELEPHONE
The Strongest, Longest Lived, Most Efficient Switchboard:is made.
telephone experts will tell you that.

Kellogg Switchboard

&,

Our

All

Bulletin No. S-E Allhit^ In ProvInK

Supply Co.

Congress & Green Streets
CHICAGO
LOS ANGELES

CLEVELAND

TELEPHONE DEVELOPMENT

Western Sales

General OfHces,

ROCHESTER,

PHILADELPHIA

N. Y.

SIMPLICITY iEi RELIABILITY

Scope and Kflect of Coiupetllioii
By Vinton A. tiears

Wc

Uur Statcmeotl. C<n

Mill You • Cop)?

STROMBERG-CARLSON TELEPHONE MFG.
CHICAGO,

CO.

Office,

ILL.

\^

THE DENVER AND
RIO GRANDE R. R.
has more scenic attracilon!«, mountalo reports, mineral sprtot;«.

ent and succesj;
ivement: lis public ben-

HFTAPiiONE

•nis; Iho Id
of Independent securities, elc. Nine special a
bye.xperts. 121 pages, 7x10, with new
mapof Independent toll lines. "It Is the
best and most complete compilation of
facts and ngiiree vet published.'
Single
c-'Dles.

50

cts.

SUMMER ST.,

postpaid.
Boston.

Address

The

llil

successful

Tiiere

There

When
freely;

a

man's

when he

jects intelligently

pretty safe in

electrical

ideas

There

flow

money

Is

glibly,

you

will be

assuming that he keeps

Is

pleasure

Western

using

the

"METAPHONE."

Low summer

Full Informa^tion B.ddrsss

League and G. A. R. Convaniloos.
Write Ur free illoilraled boeklett.

©

Na.cKman.
CHICAGO

Wille for

The Exclusi'veness of
appeals to all people,

reason

In

installations.

" METAPHONE."
" METAPHONE."

S. K.

356 Daa.rborr\ Street

Electrician 52 times a year.

~f

interior

the

It reaches ati poinis of mtercsi In
Colorado and Utah.
It Is the only Hoe ]>as£lng throtigh
Salt Lake City en route to und from
California and North Paciflc Coasth tsihei
t attractive Un
the
Portland Exposition.
Ii
has the hUho^t class modern
eiiiiipmeni and through car service.
li has. a superb dining car service.

For AltriLctlve Prices B.nd

Arvdersorv

in

touch with electrical progress by perusing
the

for all

handling

in

satisfaction in Installing the

is

discusses electrical sub-

and

talephone

the

Booth

That^s one

'why they are good money-

makers for exchanges,
'Desirable Booths are built on graceful lines

and

buot>

inK and fishlnK grounda tban any
In the world.

other railroad

Ctvtfs.laavje

HOOPER.

C. \\ antl T. A.

Denver. Colo.

HB.rrlsor\

rates (or tbe

R.

Epwortb

O.NICHOL.

ComI
242 Clark

St..

Ap:.

Chicago.

4968

HIPWELL
Expanding Wire Guard;
also manufacturer of bigh-

grade,

long-distance

gi've absolute pri'vacy

The %ise manager
of con'hersation.
installs them generously.
Catalogue on request

YESBERA MFG. GO.
TOLEDO, OHIO

TELEPHONES
Switchboards and Cable
Terminals.

Hlpweil Mfg. Co.
ALLEGHENY, PA.

III.
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COPE FOR CEDAR PRODUCTS]

PILLSBURY-WATKINS
COMPANY
LUMBER EXCHANGE.
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
CEDAR POLES, POSTS, TIES AND SHINGLES.
& JENNINGS,
•T. LOUIS.

WHITE OIDAR.
IDAHO CEDAR d;

to

80

fl.

TORREY
CEDAR CO.,

CROSS

BERTHOLD

POLES.

ARMS.
LONQ LBAr
PINE

Ohemloal Building.

AND

riR.

^^t^s'

Cedar

CLINTONVILLE, WIS.
Larft Stock Consttntly on Hand

Poles
LARGE STOCK.

MICHIGAN WHITE

KELLOGG SWITCHBOARD

PROMPT SHIPMENTS.

THE PORTER CEDAR CO.,

POLES, TIES, POSTS.'

We want your Inquiries always.

PRODUCERS.

St.

SUPPLY

Are the Best'

Southern Cedar
NO ROTTEN BUTTS.

POLES

D.W. PHELAN,
277 Broadway. NewYorl

^fOARPOUe?

Try the Land

ESTABLISHED

of

CO., Chicago.

Sure Crops

1862

WM. MUELLER COMPANY
1211-12-13

MARQUETTE

CHICAGO.

BLOG.

EIGHT DISTRIBUTINQ YARDS

^

The great Northwest oilers rich soil, a pleasant
climate, superior home markets, and opi ortunities f or

Very

-

^^ ..JSi^SS^S^Jgliiagi^^ssg^^

Low Rates West

Colon

St

COLORADO
MIDLAND RY.

E.xcursion fai'es to all points on the

Northern Pacific Railway
West

'

Yau trill confar a fmvor upon the adrertlaor by telling him— when yoi
wrila him that you saw his ad. In the Western Electrician.

the ambitious. Irrigated lands of great productivt-ness. Ask about the Yakima, Palouse and Clearwater
Valleys. See the country this year.

of Billings,

Midland

Mont., to and including the Great

(MIDLAND ROUTE)

Puget Sound Country.

vRoutey

C. II'. A/oft, General Eiiiigrai'on Agent. St Paul
Ra
Miztrheius, Gen, Agt F.iss Dept
208 South C/<trk Street
A. M. Ctelnnd. General Paisenger Agent. N. P. Ry., St. P„y
.

THRO' PULLMAN TOURIST

SLEEPERS EVERY DAY FROM

md
ST.

LOUIS

or

CHICAGO

CALIFORNIA

to

Through the Heart of the Rockies Via Salt Lake.
Observation Parlor Cars on all Day Trains.

For 15 cents

H.

W. JACKSON,

i

Oen. Agt..

CHICAGO,

C. H.

SPEERS,

Oen. Pass. Agt

.DENVER

ILL.

:ir:CEDARPOlES
f^ you

iiaa>it

ai^^>airnu)l6y

AllLengthsanosizes

"ribuneBldg Chicago
,

('

April

R,

WF.STFRV

lOT-

V\.\-rrH]r\.\ S

IPaXKaWiv^ (Va<)vX<x/<W §>WYU;vVg>V (^K^^ (E^

POLES

'VaoiUvcjuW OM^'^iWAwkVvWwV.
W.

C.

^-H^MUi

STERLING & SON,

TIES.

6;ica/<wjb<v, V.'vvcW.

"WESTERN"

POLE HOLE

•J'Vtrara

DIGGER
ELECTRICAL
AND OTHER
INDUSTRIES
ARE

BRACKETS— X ARMS— PINS
little

things

it is

tnie, but they cut

OVR.

OFFERED
LOCATIONS

Prampt Shlpmsnt

a big figura

MOTTO

Quality

In llnr construction.

ISi

Right PtIc»

•atlafuitlsn

COLUMBIA ME G, CO.

ANTIGO, WIS.

WITH
Satisfactory Inducements,

Favorable

Idaho Cedar Poles

Rates,

Fieisht

Labor

fiood

Conditions,

Communities,

Healthful

ON THE LINES OF
THE ILLINOIS CENTRAL
.

YAZOO
For

&

R.

R.

PACIFIC

AND THE

ihlSSISSIPPI

C.

Locations

Write for

SPOKANE, WASH.

CO.

full

description of

.cmstrurtion and

operation

R. R.

and descriptlre pam-

full iQforraation
pblet address

J.

VALLEY

COAST POLE

FootTies,Michigan'sBestWhiteCedar

CLAIR,

7

for Industries

Our

for Electric Railways,

Specialty.

WESTERN STEEL GATE CO

ALSO TROLLEY POLES
Write us.

PERRIZO & SONS,

TWO

DAOGETT.MICH.

RIVERS, WIS.

Erie Railroad

New

Chicago to

York

WHITE CEDAR POLES

The Erie Railroad Company's Indus.

HALL

Department has all the territory
traversed by the railroad districted in retrial

52

markets
and advantages for manufacturing, and
:an advise with manufacturers in relation
to the most suitable locations.
For full
information address
lation to resources, adaptability,

ladostriai

Commissioner, Erie Railroad Company

21 Cortlandt Street,
'

Bind your Book Orders

New York

our Specialties
Telephone Poles

WIS.

YOU WANT POLES

Electric Light Poles

six-inch, thirties.

May we

Piling,

Round

or

Octagonal

not

We

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

Hewn Timbers and

you want our prices, especially
on seven-inch, twenty-fives and

quote you on these for IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT? Can also quote you on any
other sizes you may need.
also have plenty of those "Trolley" ties yet.

to

BIO Marquette

BROOKS

Street Railway Poles

IF

LUIS JACKSON

L.

WISCONSIN AVENUE

TOMAHAWK,

S,

E.

MISSOURI CYPRESS CO.

Campbell, Mo.

MALTBY CEDAR COMPANY, 509 Phoenix
Pittsburg Agents, Tipper

Bldg., Chicago.

&.

Block, Bay City, Michigan.
Patton, BOO Bessemer Bui!ding.

CENTRAL STATION HEATING
We are the originators and builders of the ONLY underground system of live and exhaust steam heating.
system

is

used for the utilization and distribution

of

exhaust steam from

electric-light

and power

Our

plants, for heating

We

have the
250 plants in successful financial and mechanical operation.
only practical Steam Meter. Also manufacturers of Wooden Water Pipe, Steam Pipe Casing, Steam Traps, Condensation Meters, Valves, Economizing Coils, Separators, and a full line of Steamfitters' Supplies.
residences, stores, public buildings, etc.

Write

for

the

STORY

of

DISTRICT STEAM HEATING

Company
District Steam
Amebicah
WESTERN offices: HONADNDCK
MAIN OFFICES

BLDG.

L a C KP O R T, N .Y.

CHIC AGO., ILL.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

April

8,

igog

The Westinghouse Type "B"
Integrating Wattmeter

Permanently

Easy

Accurate

to Adjust
Type B Integrating Wattmeter
Adjustments

Westinghouse

Electric

&

Mfg. Co.

Pittsburg, Pa.
Address nearest sales
New

York, Dallao, Atlanta, Bait)

office

Boston, Buffalo, Chlcaeo, Clnclonatl, Cleveland, Detroit. Los Angeles, Minneapolis,
Salt Lake City. 5an Francisco, Syracuse, Seattle. Denver.
Canadian Westinghouse Co.. Limited. Hamilton. Ontario. Mexico: 0. & O. Branlff

For Canada:

New

&

Orleans, Philadelphia, Pittsburg,' St. Louli,

Co.. City of Mexico.
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Here Are

FAMOUS
SLOANE
BOOKS

MBSeTffH

^/>e

New

In
Tenth Edition.
T.

15S Pages.

Fifteenth Edition.

Just Published.

ELECTRICITY
SIMPLIFIED
By PROF.
O'CONOR SLOANE
Fully Illustrated.

PRICE. $1.00

Contents

CHAPTER I.
CHAPTER II.

Just Published.

ELECTRIC TOY MAKING

Would not these
books serve as a nucleus for YOUR.
Technica.1 libra.ry7

DYNAMO BUILDING a.f\d
ELECTKIC MOTOR. CONSTRUCTION

TheJIther; Electricity; Force and Energy; Mass and Weight.
The Electric Charge; Potential; The Dielectric; Positive and
Negative Electricity; Contact Action; Electrostatic Lines of Force; The

By PROF.

T.

O'CONOR SLOANE

Electricity

Leyden Jar.

CHAPTER IH. The Electric Current and Circuit; Relations of Electromotive Force. Resistance and Current; Velocity of Electricity.
CHAPTER IV. Fundamental Units and the Relations Between Electrostatic
and Electromagnetic Units; Practical Units; the Volt. Ohm, Coulomb and
Ampere: Electric Force, Work and Energy; Chemistry of the Current.
CHAPTBK V. The Magnetic Circuit and Electromagnetic Lines of Force;

Very Fully

185 Pages.

Illustrated.

The Dangers

of Electricity;

Sixteenth Edition.

ARITHMETIC
By PROF.

ELECTRICITY
O'CONOR SLOANE
of

T.

165 Pages.

Just Published.

PRICE, $1.00

Illustrated.

Contents

CHAPTER I. Introductory. CHAPTER U'. Ohm's Law CHAPTER III.
Resistance and Conductance. CHAPTER IV. Potential Difference. CHAPTER
V. Circular Mills. CHAPTER VI. Special Systems. CHAPTER VII. Work
„„j ,.^
Energy. ^v^.nn.,.,r,
CHAPTER """"""
y(jj Batteries. CHAPTER IX. Electro-Magnets,
"" !S. CHAPTERXI.
sand Motors. CHAPTER
"
X. Demonstratit
Notation in Power of Ten. Tables.

Ststrvdard ElectricaLl DictionaLry
By PROF.

6^2 Pages.
An Entirely New

393

T.

O'CONOR SLOANE

Illustration.^.

PRICE, $3.00

Edition, Brought I'p Te Date end Greatly Enlarjied.
Complete— Coacise— CoovenleDt.
of reference, containing definitions of about .5,000 distinct

$1
{

CHAPTER

Arithmetic of

CHAPTER II. Permanent Magnets. CHAPTER
111.
Electro-Magnels. CHAPTER IV.
Electric Motors.
CHAPTER V.
Electric Bells. CHAPTER VI. M scellaneous Toys. CHAPTER VH. Spark
and Induction Coils, and Allied Subjects. CHAPTER VIII.
1-Powe
Dynamo. CHAPTER IX. Miscellaneous Receipts and Formula:
I.

Batteries.

Electricity $ll

Toy
Making

How

Successful

ELECTR.ICIAN
By PROF.

200 Pages.

For

Electric

$11

JustPublished.

How to Become &

Condit

Simplified

PRICB, $1.00.

Contents

Twelfth Edition.
Electric Telegraph;
Fatal 8hocl{.

Editions

T.

a

Become

PRICE. $1.00

S(a.nd2Lrd Electrica.1

Contents

Dictionary

CHAPTER I. Introductory. CHAPTER II. Mathematics, CHAPTER III.
CHAPTER IV. Chemistry. CHAPTER V. Electricity at Home.
Physics.
CHAPTER VI. Mechanical Engineering. CHAPTER VII. Drawing. CHAPTER VUL Teachers. CHAPTER IX. Electrical Factory Work for Students,
CHAPTER X. College Education. CHAPTER XL Steam Engineering
CHAPTER Xll. The Manufacturing Engineer. CHAE*TER XIII. The Constructing Engineer. CHAPTl^ll XIV. The Station Engineer. CHAPTER XV.
Inventing. CHAPTER XVI, Original Investigation. CHAPTER XVll Success.
CHAPTER XVIU. Heading. CHAPTER XIX. Ethics.

clei

Five Books
For

$5.00

E^lectrician P\ibIisKing Co.
510 Ma-rquette Building

-

-

$3.00

Or These

A practical handbook

the everyday

|$3i?

Electrician $1

O'CONOR SLOANE

Illustrated.

to

Successful

-

Chica-go

*

.
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WESTLRN

r./i

Kl.KCIklCIAN

SUSPENDED

GREATEST

REVOLVING

DISTRIBUTION

"WOOD"

OF THE AIR

FAN MOTORS
These automatic
or the
i^

ALL DIRECTIONS

IN

air distributors

wall bracket type

require no

"wood"

candlepower incandescent lamp.

fans,

more energy than the stationary desk type

and

Let us

that

is

YOU

tell

than one-half as

less

much

as a

more.

WRITE FOR FAN MOTOR CATALOGUE TO-DAY

FORT WAYNE,

FORT WAYNE ELECTRIC WORKS,

\A/E

supply any of
catalogued below
upon receipt of your order and remittance. We prepay charges.
shall be glad to

the

INDIANA.

NATIONAL ELECTRIC
CODE

books

STANDARD FUSE DEVICES

ARE READY
THE PRINCIPLES OP THE TRANSFORMER. By PrederlclC Bedeil
f3.!
INDUCTION COILS. By G. E. Bumiey
l.f
ELECTRICITY AND MAGNETISM. By S. R. Boltone
£
ELECTRICITY. ELECTROMETER. MAGNETISM AND ELECTROLYSIS.
By G. Chrystal and \V. N. Shaw
].€
THEORY OP ELECTRICITY. By L Cummlng
2.2
THEORY OF ELECTRICITY AND MAGNETISM. By Charles Emerson
Curry
2.2
THE ELEMENTS OP ALTERNATING CURRENTS. By W. S. Franklin
and R. B. Williamson
2.E
PRACTICAL EXERCISES IN MAGNETISM AND ELECTIUCITY. By
H. E. Hadley
6
MISCELLANEOUS PAPERS. Bv Helnricll Hertz
SS
A TEXT-BOOK ON BLECTROMAGNETISM AND THE CONSTRCCTION
OP DYNAMOS. By Dugald C. Jackson
2.;
ALTERNATING CURRENTS AND ALTERNATING CURRENT MACIIINEKY. By D. C. .lackson and .Tolln Price .Tackson
3.C
AN ELEMENTARY BOOK ON ELECTRICITY AND MAGNETISM AND
THEIR APPLICATIONS. By D. C. Jackson and John Price Jackson. 1.4
A FIRST-BOOK OP ELECTRICITY AND MAGNETISM. By W. P. Maycock
6
ALTERNATING CURRENTS OP ELECTRICITY AND THE THEORY OP
TRANSFORMERS. Bv Alfred Still
1.5
PRACTICAL ELECTRIC LKiHT FITTING. Bv A. C. Allsop
1.5
ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTS. Bv G. E. Bonhev
7
RADIOGRAPHY AND THE "X" RAYS IN PRACTICE AND THEORY. By
S.
R, Bottone
1 .f
THE DYNAMO HOW MADE AND HOW USED. By S. R. Bottone
A GUIDE TO ELECTRIC LIGHTING. By S. R. Bottone
7
ELECTRIC LIGHT ARITHMETIC. Bv R. E. Dav
4
THE DYNAMO ITS THEORY, DESIGN AND MANUFACTURE. Bv C. C.
3.0
„ Hawkins and P. Wallls
THE ALTERNATING CURRENT CIRCUIT. Bv W. P. Mavcock
1.0
ELECTRIC WIRING FITTINGS. ETC. Bv W. P. Mavcock
1.7
ELECTRIC WIRING TABLE. Bv W. P. Mavcock
l..i
A MANUAL OP TELEPHONY. Bv W. H. Proece and A.
4.3
Stubbs
PRACTICAL TELEPHONE HANDBOOK AND GUIDE TO THE TELE1.5
By .Joseph Poole
r,r „£I?ONIC EXCHANGE.
ELECTRIC
WIRING. Bv Russell Robh
2.5
ELECTRIC LIGHT CABLES AND THE DISTRIBUTION OP BLEC3.0
^^ TRICITY. By Stuart A. Russell
ELECTRICITY IN TOWN AND COUNTRY HOUSES. Bv Percy B. Scrutton l.n
THE STORAGE BATTERY. By Augustus Treadwell
1.7

OUR LABEL

aso-voL.-r
TYPE B

(Ferrule Contact).

1-30 Amps.,
31-60 Amps..

TYPE
61

-

1

1, 2, 3 Pole,
1, 2,

TYPE E

Main Line.

E iKnIfe Blade Contact).

00 Amps.,

1

,

2. 3 Pole,

Main Line.

Amps.,

I

Pole,

Main Line.

201-400 Amps..

I

Pole.

Main Line.

401-600 Amps.,

I

Pole. Main Line.

;

:

:

600-A/^t.T
TYPE B

iFerrule Contact).

TYPE E

.T.

.

Electrician Publishing
51

(Knife Blade Contact.

101-200

3 Pole, Main Line

1-30 Amps.,
31 -60 Amps.,

TYPE

1

Pole, Main Line.

1

Pole,

Main Line.

E (Knife Blade Contact).

61-100 Amps..

1

Pole Main Line.

(Knife Blade Contact.).

101-200 Amps.,

i

Pole, Main Line.

201 -400 Amps..

1

Pole.

Main Line.

401-600

I

Pole.

Main Lire.

Amps..

.'.

Company

Marquette Building, Chicago

=" H.WJOHNS-MANVILLECO, =CLEVELAND
PITTSBURG

.HI[s.Asbcsta>>adMit<ieilaP!p<u<B<llerCoTtrlDls,lioo(ta|u4Pickloi>

lOO

WILLIAM

ST.,

NEW

YORK.

paRIS

Brussels
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15

BESTINTHEWORl
Write for full p&rtlcaUm^''' 'i

NOT

NON-CORROSIVE

-.41

KE5TER EXCELLED VULCANIZED FIBRQ^
SOLDERING/
Highest grades for electrical insuhtion and mechanical porpogci , in sheeti^

and

tubes, rods

"

PASTE

FOR

/i

Catalogues and samples on application.

special shapes.

VULCANIZED FIBRE

Electrical

Work

Cope's

CO.,

KESTER ELECTRIC MFC. CO.

Formerly

Panels
Are Safe and Handy and Cheap

T^HESE

are

for

suitable

use in any ordinary pole

St. Louis.

used

may

;

They

aired.

Mo.. Gen't Western Agent
PHIUIDELPillll. PA.

Sti

ANOTHER!

We^rrerv
Alternator

be de-

generally

re

The

pairs.

in

/

panels

are oak, highly finished, with

a front of

rubber

hard

^

on

_^'^i5urfffct*

which the contacts are mountThe cables may enter from

ed.

1

below or from above and the copper wires
will

spread to the inner rows of contacts

on both

by

The connection

sides.

t

'

34.

exchange

the walls of an

or elsewhere,

Conduit

Patented February

box, or can be placed
oil

Wlimingrton, Oei;^

Write for list oCpersoos using
rods->26,ooo sold sioce May 1902.
in 3 lt;>aDd 4 ft. lenetbs.
Price. 3 II. 75 cents; 4

CHiCAGO
32aa North FIftMntb

Security Cable Distributing

-

Coupling

Patent

CHICAGO SOLDER CO.
46 North Union Street
R. C. MILLER, Burlington Building.

a screw, threaded into metal

This

vided with a washer.

made

is

and pro-

1^

i

[Ml|is|llBffig i
b^X£3slCJ fjuS f-i-

1

w
n Hn
1
^w
Iw^m
{[

joint should

Experience

1

The

of course be soldered permanently.

spider wires attach to the outer rows of

and are connected

contacts

way and should
doing

which

is

By

also be soldered.

permanent

results

same

in the

are

so

reached,

not the case in boards where there

are no washers nor solder

screws go into

wood

and where the

instead of into metal.

These boards can be used for metallic ciror common return.
cuits or grounded
There is nothing made which is so compact, convenient nor as economical.

electrician can

make

An

price in the time he will save in

first

Prlc«B, including fuses o£
to

3.

any amperage from

lOcper coaductor, or 20c per pair.

A

%

discount

Discovering their attributes for
safe, economical and efficient

GOVNT.
BESIDES

V. S.

sequent convenience of making cross-con-

operation.

TOLEDO, OHIO

If

you are

to replace

a machine that is too small, or
found
have
one that you
inefficient, investigate the

warren alternator.

8,000 For New Chicago Post Office

MADE BY

The F. BissELL CoMPAivY

on the

Alternators

ORDERED FOR THIS BUILDING BY

con-

light

Warren

Hot-OPHANE
1,230
^
GLOBES AND REFLECTORS

necting the cables, not counting the sub-

nections, should they be desired.

Sheds new

House

Indianapolis Court

a good part of the

"PiBEn]^TH1cM^6.^.

HOLOPHANE GLASS

CO.
New York

Glackner Bldg.

ALTERNATORS
ANY TYPE

FOR. EVER.Y SERVICE

Among other A.
Four 4.000

Two
One

C. Generators

K. V. A. for Chicago

Three 4.000 K. V. A.

ALL SIZES

we

BLre building a-re
Sanitary District.

for CaLlifornia

Gas

& Electric

Corporation.

2,000 K. V. A. for The HuroniaLn CompB.ny.
1.200 K. V. A. for Los Angeles Pacific Ry. Company.
SEND FOR. BULLETIN

Crocker- WHeeler

NO.

Ampere.

SO.

Company

Ma.r>ufaotuKrs and Electrics! Engineers

sadard Crocker- Wheeler Revolving Field
Engine Type Alternator

I

Rtynolds Elec Flashir Hlg. ttfii
221 Fifth Ave.. Ctalcacok t^l I

N. J,

Chlcivgo Office, Old Colorvy BIdg.

@

|

m

estenr
$3.00

IIIVI,

Ph Amui.

CHICAGO, APRIL

15,

10

1905.

Ceit( i Corr.

STANDARD UNDERGROUND CABLE

SIIVIPLEX WIRES ANOCABLES.

CO.

HUBBEH COVERED, WEATHEKPROOF. UNDERGROUND AND SUBMARINE.

Simplex Electrical

'The

"'""""r.'hixSon"'"
ii4tMonaclnach Block, CHICAGO.

I

Co..

BARE AND WEATHERPROOF WIRES AND CABLES.

BOSTON, MASS.

lo Stato Siroet,

|NN!>— I'nriM fApoiitioii,
Mt'ilnl fur ItuhbcrliiMiilatioii.

^ON'-!:

TIIK

and

Okonite Wires, Okonite Tape,

..ivi-fl

CjfsojM.

sour

hy

rep.lirs i\t,n'

to

l!i.

68 W. Van Bur«n Stmt, CHICAGO

WIRES AND CABLES

CO., Ltd.

\llli«nBl

«'"'

«™!!!!!,*"!'J,'!5""™
MANUFACTURERS OF

<

oil<-

Hlniiclanl.

CRESCENT INSULATED WIRE AND CABLE CO.

rH^HJaVir'sVc?:'

"• century electric

Main Offictwd Factor,. TRENTON. N.i.

co.

Robert

MANUFACTURERS OF

Volt-Amtneter

SINGLE-PHASE SELF-STARTING

UNDEROROUNO, AERIAL, SUBMARINE AND INSIDE USE.
TELBPHONB, TBLBORAPH AND PIRB-ALARM CABLES.

MOTORS AND OEILINO FANS

JO.\F.I$BORO. IND.

Wires ire losledtt Factor).

ill

CRESCENT RUBBER INSULATED
Wires

Paranlte Rubbtr Covered Wires and Cables,

All

!'ir

md

ini;

83 aVRC^'r ?rRlET.

""""•

found Cj'.l'l

of electrical Instruments repaircfl and
Satisfaction guaranteed Time
money

RELIANCE INSTRUMENT CO., 60

Manson Tape, Candee

253 eroadwi^, New York

Unll.r.j

classi.'s

by has

"""•

:,"r..Vo*r.V,: ! "•"•«•'•

CjMus

lK!«i:i.ATION.

Solo Manufacturers of
*"-?'•

THE OKONITE

alt

re-calibrated.

MTAKOAUU FOK

KVBBKit
TRADE MARK.

tnil

AUTOMOBILE SPARK COILS

-World 'm

Fair.
31e<lal for Itobber InMiilatiun.

lN1i:t

Wlrn

Rulllur Cov«r«d

ST. LOUIS,

MO.

BEST IN THE WORLD
\

WHITNEY WATCH

}

Pocket Instruments

*

Writo for full panlculari
RaynoldsElec.FlishwHIg. C*.
231 Fifth Ave., Cblcojo.

THE ROBERT
INSTRl'MENTCO

i
i

{

THE

Pittsburg

PHOENIX

GLASS

Water=Wheel fiovernors

New York
Chicago

CO.

MaDufftcturars of

Electric Qlobes

and Shade*, both

Arc and Incandescent
Inner and Outer Globes for
enclosed arc systems

STANDARD RANGES
I
i
* VOLTMETERS
AMMETERS J
I
X
I

010

{

to

*
*

*
*

avolls.

oallbraled.

Invaluable for battery testing.

Send for prices to

^

t
*

^

Olo lEOMIIIIamp

6 Volts.
to 1 Ampere.
to Volts.
to 6 Amperes.
IE Volts.
to 10 Amperes.
All ha\-e carefully aged permanent maynets and jewel bearings and are band
lo
to

MACHADO & ROLLER,
203 Broadway.

New

York, N.Y,

Or your nearest supply dealer.

UNIT" ENAMELED RHEOSTATS
SIMPLEX ELECTRIC HEATINO CO,,
Cambrldgeport, Macs.

REPLOGLE GOVERNOR WORKS

all

AKRON, OHIO

1
Z.

Z.

Patent

Cope's

Quick

Coupling;

Conduit

Rod

^
Jf

3f

*
*
J
I
»

Write (or
persons usio
)r list of person:
ods-26,oooioid»iDccM
00 sold kiDcc Mar tQo3.
I'M M«de
I

^

J.

Electrical

In^tament

Main Office and Works, Waverly Park,

NEWARK.

CONDUIT^ FOR INTERIOR WIRINr.

IcDStbs.
3 lt;>8Dd 4 (t. leastbs.
Price. 3 It. 7) mqis. 4 It.SSc

Pat«D(ed Fvoruary
bruary

a4i 19^3
19^3.

American Circular Loom Co.

GQ>t=»E.

Ctclua. M.iu..

.Ve-f

Vork, Cklca|«, Saa Fraac<>M

PHILIDELITRia. r«.

3laA Rorth FIftaanth Straat

«^qv

Electric Heating Apparatus

co-operate with the inertia effect on the water and the momentum of the plant
Tliey have cut tiie cost of good
government in two. Guaranteed in every particular.

CATALOaueS sent on REQUtST

iHHHMMMMF*#**^MMHMMMMHF**AMF*

WESTIIN
—

Our new mechanical governors

Co.,

N.J.

ALL THE ESSEMTiALS
good

of a

Voltmeters,

Miliivoltmeters,

Ammeters,

Milamnieters,

Voltammetersi

Ijattery

stor.ige

are

found

in tlie

MORTHWCSTERM
Ground Detectors and Circuit Testers,
Otimmeters,

Large CmpmcHy,
Ught,

Portable Galyanometers.

Eftlciant,

Our pLirtable lusiruments are recocoSied as
The SUndardibe world over. The Semi-Port*
able Laboratory Standards are

Compact-

still bcitor.

Ti'
.,

.y,

London-— Elliott

WMtoB

(Standard Portable Direct
R«a4liiK aiU-Ammeter.

P.vBis,

Xew

Bros.,

Century Works, Lewis-

France— E.H. Cadlot, 12 Rue St. Georges.
Yorfc Omje-74: CortlandtSt.

have your

or-

nlled prompc-

send to

at

;is

Norihwesiern Storage Batiery Ocb.
28S Madison

St.,

.

.

.

Chicago,

III.

IP
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Co

Allis-Chalmers
Milwaukee, Wis., U. S. A.

Complete Steam-Eledtric Equipments

For Central

Stations.

Reynolds Vertical Engines and Bulloclc

Reynolds Corliss Engines
of

Bullock

any capacity from 50

D-C

and

in all capacities

Canadian

up

h. p. up.

A-C
to

1

Apparatus

0,000

representatives, Allis-Chalmers-Bullock, Ltd.,

k.

w.

Montreal.

iJrfS^S>^«^^><S-S^»«^<SHSx^SKSKS.«><s>«^.S>.S^<S><SxSxS^^«S^<S><^^

*

American

Electrical

I

HENRY NEWGARD &

Supply Company

INCANDESCENT
'CTIR"
o »n LAMPS

CO.

;:

ELECTRICAL CONSTRUCTION

Manufacturers and Wholesale
Dealers

in all

Power and Light

kinds of

We

Plants.

install

Switchboards and Panel Boards

Municipal and Isolated Electric

Lighting Plants.
We manufacture Switchboards, Tablet boards.
Iron Cutout Boxes and Electrical Specialties.
We sell Dynamos, Motors and Electrical

Electrical

Supplies

LONa LIFE
GUARANTEED CANDLEPOWER,
HIGHEST EFFICIENCY.

Supplies.
wire old as well as new Residences, Factory Buildings, School and College Buildings.

We
SS-SS-S?

FIFTH AVEJfUE
CHICAGO

225 E. Washington

St.,

Chicago,

Illinois.

STANDARD ELECTRICAL MFG.
COMPANY,
:
Niles, Ohio.
\

.J.^^^^^S«S«SK8^><5xS><5xS^K8«^<SKSHS^K5>^^<SK5.«.«^K8^S><S>^«8,<S.<e.<^^

Field QcFwd Armactiare Trouble dimirvQ^ted
DeltaLbeston

Insvilatted
with

Mscgnet Wire

Pure Asbestos
No Paper

Heatproof

or

Cotton Used

Moistvireproof
Write lor Circulars

^fps. 1

and

a.

ASBESTOS INSULATION PREVENTS BREAKDOWN.
D. <a W. FUSE COMPANY, Wire Dept., Providence, R.

I.

:

April

II

\vi-:^'i I'J.'N

I'f:

15,

I

'

i.'h

I

I

\';

Storage BatteryCo.
The Electric PHILADELPHIA
MANUFACTURER OF THE
'

Cbloribc Hccumulator
Railways, Isolated Lighting and Power Stations.
Al.irm, Telegraph, Train Li<;hting, etc., etc.

i'dr CJcnlral Slalions, liltctiic
l'"ir(;

.SALKS OKflCKS:

N>w
AlluKhuny Avo.

unil lOlhSt.

Kill

UoiroN,

YniiK,

(;UI/.c-iiS

(^iiicAan.

noSutnSt.

llroadwty
CtEVKl.tsn.

Minjuotto

llld(.

Canaiia.
Canu.lllin

lll.lt:,

(ii-n.-nil Kl

ri.-

fv,

,

I.v.l

CONSTANT USE OF THE C-H.
REGULATOR HAS PROVEN

FIELD
'

the material of which its base is made does not allow
that overloads do not disintegrate it; that it
readily radiates and conducts heat, and is a perfect insulator.
Its construction is such that no trouble can exist from small
Bulletin 32 explains in detail.
parts or contacts.

That

grounding;

THE CUTLER-HAMMER MFG.
MILWAUKEE,
NEW YORK

CHICAGO

i-ET-TERS

f=>ORCEI-AIIM

\A/IH|-rE

CO.

WIS.
PITTSBURG

BOSTON

F-IFRE PROOF-

FOR ELECTRIC SIGNS mm

AGENTS WANTED WHEREVER THERE ARE CENTRAL STATIONS.

AKRON.

PLATINUM

BAKER ^

CO., INC.

GRAND PRIZE
UNIVERSAL EXPOSITION

WORKS: Newark, New Jersey
NEW YORK OFFICE: 120 Liberty Street

ST. LOUIS, 1904

ALPHABETICAL INDEX TO ADVERTISEMENTS.
Adams-Bagnail Electric Co..—
Allls-Chalmers

Company

2

—

American Battery Co
Amer. Circular Loom Co
l
American Conduit Co
14
American Diesel Engine Co.. lis
Amer. District Steam Co
20
Amer. Elec. Fuse Co
22
Amer. Elect'l. Supply Co
2
Amer. EL Telephone Co
17
American Electrical Works..!!
Anderson A Nacbman
17
'.

. .

Arnold Co.. The
Arnold Elec. Mfg. Co
Automatic Electric Co

Babcock
Badt.P.

A

Baker

Bennett.

L A

Berthold

A Jennings

Big Four R. R.
Bl88eUOo.,The F

HallL
BrownellCo., The
Bry a£-Marsh Co
Bryan,

Wm. H

Buckeye Electric Co
Buckeye Engine Co
Bullock Elec Mfg. Co
Bunge.Otto
r&Co., H. M

H
A

3

—

Cbl. Co.

A

1

8

—

Son, E. R
3
Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co
CutterCo.. Geo
11
Cutter Elec. A Mfg. Company—

Crolius

;

2
A W. Fuse Company
Dearborn Drug A Chem.Wks. !5
Denver A Rto Grande R. R...I5
—
Diamond Meter Company
Directory of Engineers
14

:

D.

13,

Bossert Electric Construction
Co..
Brocks,

Co., Inc.. S.

Crescent Ins. Wire

Crocker-Wheeler Co

]

Beardslee Chandelier M fg. Co.
Belden Mfg. Co
Benjamin Electric Mfg. Co.

A Insulator Co.

Couch

A Company

Baker&Co., W. E
Bay State Lamp Co

Colonial Sign

El.

—

1

Bain.Porfie

Hamilton....—

Co
6
—
Co
Century Electric Co
1
Chicago Edison Co
4. 12
Chic. Fuse Wire A Mfg. Co..-I'blcagoGreat Western R.R.. 14
Chicago House Wrecking Co. 12
Chicago Mica Co
10
—
Chicago Solder Co

&

i

-

W. C

Co.,

Central Tel.

1

17

IG

Wilcox Co

&

Oentrftl Electric

Colorado A Southern R. R.. ..IM
Colorado Midland R. R
17
Columbia Incand. Lamp Co..—
Columbia Mfg. Co
18
Continuous Rail Joint Company of America.
11
Cooper-Hewitt Elec. Co
1
Cope, T.J

14

B

Bailey, Fred.

Carhartt

18

—

—

Dixon Crucible

Co., Joseph.. 15

DoxseeElec'l. Co.. A. S
Duncan Elec. Mfg. Co

17

Edison Decorative A Miniature Lamp Departm't
Edison Mfg. Company
Electric Appliance Co
Electric Storage Battery Co..

14

Electrical Engineerlnstltute.

14

—
—
2

4

2i

Electrician Pub.

Company ... 13

—

Ely A Co. Allen P
ErieR. R
Evans. Almlrall A Co

18

14

"ForSale" Advertisements. .12
Ft. Wayne Elec. Works, Iuc..2i
Fostorla Incand. Lamp Co.. .—
Fowler. John H
19
.

Fowler-Jacobs Company
Franklin Elec. Mfg. Co

19

22

....

—

Fres-Ko Chemical Co

Hamacek.A. F

14

.

W. S

Hlpwell Mfg. Co
Hoffman, G.

Kuhlman

Electric

—
—

Holmes Fibre-Graph. Co
Holophane Glass Co
Humphrey, Henry H
Hunt ACo..Robt.

Manipulator Company
Indiana Rub. A Ins. W. Co
India Rubber A Gutta Percha

—
1

Insulating Company
22
International Elec. MeterCo.l2
International TeL Mfg. Co. ..17

A W. B

14

ASons

Pfannmueller

14

Pbelan, D.

.t

19

A

Co..F. E....—

W

18

Eugene P
Il
Phillips Insulated Wire Co. ..II
Phcenli Glass Co
Phosphor-Bronze S. Co
15
Phillips.

Leather Preserv. M. Corp

A

Co.,

James

lO
15

Letheule, Paul
14
Llndsley Brothers Company.. 19
—
Locke Insulator Mi's;. Co
Loud's Sons Co.". H. M
is
i

Maltby Cedar Company
Manhattan El. Supply Co
Marinette Gas Engine Co
Matthews A Bros.. W.N
McCandless AOo.. H.

W

McLennan A Company.
McRoy Clay Works

19

Monon

R.

Newgard A Co., Henry
New York Ins. Wire Co

M

10

Pillsbury-Watklns Co
18
Pittsburg A L. S. Iron Co.... 18
Plume A Atwood Mfg. C0....22
Porter Cedar Company
is

Hugo

17

.

Vnderhlll. Chas-

..

18

6

—
4

u

R

Union Electric Mfg. Co

—

I"nlversaK'o..Tlie.

12

Inlversal Elec. Stage LightInlversal Elec sior. bat. Co. 7

Retslnger,

Reliance Instrument Co
I
Replogle Governor Works..
1
Reynolds EL Flasher Mfg.Co. 1
Robert Instrument Co.. The-. 1
Robertson A Sons, Jas. L
Roebling's Sons Co., J. A
13

Valentine-Clark Co.. The....—
Vulcanized Fibre Company. .28

Ruebel-Schwedtmann-WeUs..l4
RuDzel-Lenx Elec. Mfg. Co...—

—

U

9

.

12

13

—
12

—

Mueller Company, WiUiam..ui
Munsell A Co., Eugene
10

National CArbon Co
National Electric Co
National India Rubber Co
Nernst Lamp Co

Plgnolet, L.

Company
Sunbeam Incan. Lamp Co
Toirey Cedar Company
Tray Plate Battery Co
Trumbull Elec Mnfg. Co
Turner Brass Works

12

K....IO

R

I

a

15

15

14

A Seymour,

Perrizo

Miscellaneous Advs

—

W

4

Pass

12

lUinols Central Ry
19
Incandescent Electric Light

IS

Pacific Coast Pole

14

Mechanical Appliance Co
Mica Insulator Company
lO
Minneapolis CedarA Lbr.Co.U*

5

W

Co

Inc

18

11

Co

.

W

Jackson, D. C.

Klein A Sons, Mathias
Kohler Brothers

Macbado A Roller
14

—

Co

Hart Mfg. Co
8
Hartford Steam Boiler Inspection A Insurance Co.. 15
Hazard Manufacturing Co. ..22
Highland Park College
15
Hill Elec. Co..

KeUogg Switchboard A Sup
ply Company
IH,
Kemp, R. W

Leffel

General Electric Co
9. 10
Gleason, John. L
s
Gould Storage Battery Co....—
Green Fuel Economizer Co..—
Gregory Electric Company ... 12
Hallberg, J. H
Haller Machine

Kariavert Manufacturing Co,22

Standard Underg. Cable Co.... X
Stanley Flee Mfg. Co., The 8
Stanley Instrument Co
S
Stanton. LeKoy
u
SteritnE A Son, W.
19
Slow Mfg. Company
12
Stromberg-Carlson TvL Mfg.

4

5

—

—
?
11

Northern Elecfl Mfg. Co.. .-12
Northern Pacific R. R
IS
Northern Wire A Cable Co ..—

s

—

Safety Ins. Wire

A

Cable Co.. 11

Samson Cordage Works
Sargent A Lundy
SauquoltSUk Mfg. Co

13

—
12

C

Schneider A Co.,
O
12
Schott.W. H
14
S. E. Missouri Cypress Co... .19
Electric
Shelbv
Co
Simplex Electrical Co.. The.. 1
Simplex Elec. Heating C-o.... l
Spargo Wire Co Jas. A
)4
Squire Electric Co
Standard Elec Mfg. Co
2

—

.

—

See

I*^g:e o«

Wabasb
Wasmer

R.

R

Electric Mfg.

Walsh's Sons

Co

A Company

Warren Elec Mfg. Co
Wesco Supply Co
Western Display Co

—
—
12
11

13

Western Electric Company ..19
Western SceelGateCo
19
Westinghouse Electric A
Manufacturing Co
20
Weston Electrical InsL Co. .. 1
Whitehead Machinery Co... -Williams Elec. Machine a->..IO
Willis. G.

M

14

Woolley Fdy. A Mach. ^Ms.-KS
Worcester Company, C H
IS

TesberaMfg. Co

—

Yost Electric Mfg. Co

14

ZeroMarxSlgn Works

10
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MANUFACTURED BY

Motors,
Switches,

ALWAYS
IN

STOCK.

Arc Lamps,
Circuit Breakers,

^N

Etc., Etc.

Hi

CHICAGO EDISON COMPANY, 139 Adams
"Flexduct"

is thaLt

high standard required

in

blII

high-class work.

is

It

very

flexible, sl

Co.

Street.

CHICAGO.

high insulsLtion and indestructible

FLEXIBLE CONDUIT
"Flexduct" the National Code Stb.ndard.

It

does not dateriorsLte, aLlwOLys us&ble

to

highest degree

OSBURN FLEXIBLE CONDUIT COMPANY,

NEW YORK
It

Be

Can't

6eat^=The

THE
BEST

Guthrie Flasher

A SIGN FLASHER WITHOUT A MOTOR
A FEW ADVANTAGES OF THIS
FLASHER OVER ALL OTHERS:

[^^liiiilllllili
GUTHRIE'S FLASHER
pAT'D DEC.1519D3

The Turner 4B Gasoline Brazing

II08-1II0 Pine St.,

Torch

is

for light

Died by

work

mechanics

all

in brazing, anneal-

tempering and drawing
temper of small tools, etc. This
torch prodnces an intensely hot,
ing,

pointed flame of over 3.000** Fahr.
Burns 4 hours from one filling.

PRICE $4.60 NET

CO.

THE TURNER BRASS WORKS

ST. LOUIS

23 N.Franklin

General Agents for Vnlted States and Canada

Agents Wanted

P. &S.

HOTTEST ON EARTH

Fourth.— II costs nothing to operate this flasher.
Flftb.—ll only occupies a space of 5 x 8 inches.
Sixth.— It can be regulated to flash any signs or show
window lights in any manner desired.
Any combination of lights, without motor or cylinder,
Simplest and best on the marlcet.
Works on any current.
The disadvantage of a flasher was the motor question.
We have overcome this and are putting out an article
that meets a long felt want.

DOXSEE ELECTRICAL

BRAZING TORCH

FOR ELECTRICIANS

First.— The Price is lower.
Second.— It has fewer parts and is therefore the sin
plest dasher on tbe marliet.
Tft/rd.— It has no motor to cause trouble and c

A. S.

SAN FRANCISCO

CHICAGO

St.,

Chicago

WEATHERPROOF RECEPTACLES
INGREDIENTS
P.

&

S.

Porcelain.

Copper Shells.

Rubber Wire.

Your Orders

No. 1161.

Patented Decei

Low

Best Grade

Price.

Soliclteil

PASS ^ SEYMOUR,

Inc.
No.

SOI.VAY, N.

Patented December 23,

190'J

San Francisco

Chicago

M

lltlii.

Y.

AWARDED GRAND PRIZE— ST. LOUIS

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY,

SAVE
COMMUTATORS
CLEVELAND, Q.

April

15,

WESTERN

fp^

MORE
Aliiiiisl

every

lliMiiiii^^hly
lli;it

EI.ECTRICIA?:

ciistoiiicr

wc have

buying;

COLUMBIA

into the iam|i subject for himself

C()I.L'MIUA lamps radiate most

l^iviii ciirreiil

MONEY

LIGHT FOR LESS
lampH

is

doing 50 aUqr iookini;

and because he has founil by actual

light in

most directions

for nio^i

Loonroiin

test

hou^^ on

LICENSE

LABLL

.1

consumption and arc thcnfore, the lU'^ST.

LAMPS

IN

CHICAGO STOCK.

€rniral €lfdrirCImujinup,

SALliS

lOl-lW-lW

I:.

Jaik>on Boulctird

AOHNTS

ANOTHER!

TUNDBLIyy

Universal

Motors
House

Indianapolis Court

STANDARD VARIABLE
SPEED MOTORS HAVE

ARANGE0F3T01

1,250
'^"
^ HafcSESME
GLOBES AND REFLECTORS

BY FIELD CONTROL

ORDERED FOR THIS BUILDING BY

V. S.

GOV'NT.

BESIDES
8,000 For

New Chicago Post Office

HOLOPHANE GLASS

CO.
New York

QIackner Bldg.
Biatritt ©ffirra
I

York. 135 BroaJway.

g'alra ODffirpB

SINGLE AND POLYPHASE

Cleveland. Barton.

laco, Oia Colony Bldg.

150U Land Titlu IMdi;.
Farnwrs' Bank Bide.

Iiulelpliia,
ilniri;.

atlle and

Sao Franciaro.

Kilboi

TRANSFORMERS

KUHLMAN ELECTRIC

CO.,

Elkhart, Ind.

INSTRUMENT CO.
STANLEY
GREAT
BARRINGTON, MASS.,

UNIVERSAL EXPOSITION
ST. LOUIS
1904

U. S. A.

GOLD MEDALS
THE HIGHEST AWARDS AT BOTH EXPOSITIONS FOR

TIVIETER

PAN-AMERICAN EXPOSITION

BUFFALO
I90I

.
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15,
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Preeminently the Storage Battery
no more than the Cell Type.
has comparatively, considerably more active material and occupies less
space (about half that required by Cell Type).
is cleaner and more economical in operation and
It is far more durable
much less expensive in cost of maintenance.
Besides, this important fact must not be overlooked: There are no annoyThe gas does not
ing and destructive fumes as with the Cell Type.
escape, therefore no corrosion of adjacent pipe or iron work or even
the tarnishing of bright metal work.
It costs

It

—

TRAY PLATE BATTERY CO.
Successors Smith Storage Battery Co,
New York

Office,

39 Cortland!

6-

St.

I

FREDERICK

I

ST.,

BINCHAMTON,

N. Y.

CLASSIFIED INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
Commntator Gomponnd
Crollus

Anchors
Bennett,

&

(Tel.
I.

Son, E. R.
Fres-Ko Chemicil Co.
McLennan Co.. K.

Tel.)

&

A.

Matthews &

Condensers, Sllectrlo.

W. N.

Bro.,

Mfg Co.
Condnlt and Condnlts.
Stanley Elec.

AnnanclatorH.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.

Manhattan Elec. Supply
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
Batteries and Jara.

BisseUCc.The

&

Co.

American Circular Loom Co.
American
Conduit Company
„,
.

-o.

e:Co.

Manhattan

Contractors and Blectric LlsTlit Plants.
Allis-Chalmers Company.
Bullock El. Mfg. Co.

Bells. BazEerat Etc.
Cfijtttral

Electric Co._

El5:tric Applit

General Electric Co.
National Electric Co.
Northern Electrical Mfg. Co.
Wagner Electric Mfg. Co.

Leather Preserver Mfg. Corp.

Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse EL & Mfg. Co.
Controllers, Crane.
Amer. Elec. Fuse Co,

Cr OSS-Arms,
Brackets.

and

Pins

Berthold &, Jennings.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Wesco Supply Co.

AUis-Chahaiers Company.
Babccck & Wilcox Co.

BisseUCo.,The

Bossert Elect. Const. Co.

Hamacek.

A. F.

Central EJ£Ctric Co.
Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co.
Speer Carbon Co.

Dynamos and Motors.

American Electrical Works.
Chicago Edison Co.
Electric Appliance Co.

Electric Appliance Co.

Wagner Electric Mfg. Co.
Warren Elec. Mfg. Co.
Wesco Supply Co.

Co.

Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.
Economixers, Ii^el.
Green Fuel Economizer Co.

National Electric Co.

Blectrio Heating Appl.
i

&.

Atwood

Cutter Elec.

&

Electric Appliance Co.
Simplex Elec. Heating Co.

Mf;

Crocker-Wheeler Co.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

MfR. Co.

Electrical

and Oaao-

llne.
Allis-Chalmers Company.
Marinette Gaa Engine Co.
WooUey Fdy. & Mach. Wks.

Engines, Oil.
American Diesel Engine

Co.,

W.

tifl

AnTien

Hand-

Hallberg,

J.

H.

Switchboards.

Central Electric Co.

Central Electric Co.
Ft.

Wavn Elec Wks.
J

General Electric Co.
Gregory Electric Co.
HipweU Manufacturing Co
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Stanley Elec. Mfg. Co.
Wesco Supply Co.

State

Lamp

Co.

General Electric Co.

Buckeye

Electric

Company.

Edison Decorative

&

Minit

ture Lamp Dept.
Electric Appliance Co.

FittingTB.

Plume & Atwood Mfg.

Fostoria Incand. Lamp Co.
Franklin Electric Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.

Co.

,

S.

Pole Hole

Flexible Shafts.

Lamp

Co.

Sunbeam Incan. Lamp
Wesco Supply Co.

Chicago Fuse Wire & Mfg.Co.
D. & W. Fuse Company.
Electric Appliance Co.

Johns-Man vllle Co.. H. W.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Company.

Globes, Reflectors
Shades.

EL Lt Manipulator

Co.

Lamps, Nernst.
Nernst Lamp Co.
Lamps, Vapor.

Blssell Co., The F.
Central Electric Co.
Central TeL & EL Co.

Blssell Co..

Klein

Llebtnlnfp Arresters.
Ft.

Wayne Elec Wks.

Inc.

Machinery.

Electric Appliance Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec Worts,
General FJectric Co.
Gregory Electric Co.

Kuhlman

Chicago Edison Co.
Gregory Electric Co.

Trucks, Blectrio

Westinghouse

Highland Park College
F.

Chicago House Wrecking Co.
Ely ACo., AUeaP.
Gregory Electric Co.
Matthews & Bro., W. N.
Walsh's Sons & Co.

and

Sauquoit Silk Mfg. Co.

Sockets Jt Receptacles.
Pass & Seymour.
Yost Elec Mfg. Co.

Universal Co., The

Western Electric Co.

.

Speaklna: Tnbes.
Central Electric Co.

of

A.ci-vejrtiseJnr».eia.1:s

Electric Appliance Co.

Seo

Mfg. Co

Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Vtrires
Cables—Magnet IBTlres.
American Electrical Works.

Western Display Co.
Zero Marx Sign Works.

A Nachman.

A

Leffel & Co., Jas.
Vulcanised Fibre.

Slens. Kleetrlc.
Haller Machine Co.

Inanlatlnff
Braldinc:.

El-

Turbine 'Water Wbeela

Electrical Engineer Inst.

Silks,

Co.

Allis-Chalmers Co.
General Electric Co.

Westinghouse EL & Mfg. Co.
Schools and Colleges.

The

Car.

General Electric Co.

Westinghouse EL & Mfg.
Turbines. Steam.

General Electric Co.

Union Electric Mfg. Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.

Graphite Specialties.

F*«>r A.lr>ln.^l3etioa^l Xtx€X^:3sl

Elec. Supply Co.

Re-WlndlnsT— Repairs.

Chicago Solder Co.
CrollusA Son. E. R.

1

Inc.

Electric Go.

Manhattan

Solderlnf? Sticks. Salts
nnd Paste.

Dixon Crucible Co., Jos.
Holmes Flbre-Grapblte Co.

Sons, Matbiaa.

Central Electric Co.
Crocker- Wheeler Co.

Continuous Rail Joint Company of America.
Railway Supplies.
Wesco Supply Co.

General Electric Co.

Manhattan Elec Supply Co.
Stanley Elec Mfg. Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.

&

Western Electric Co.

Transformers.

Rail Joints.

Blssell Co..

Lett«rs. Metal. Sign.
Haller Machine Co.

Co.

TheF.

Tools.

Second-Hand Mach*y.

Cooper, Hewitt Elec Co.

and

Fostorla Glass Specialty Co.
Fostoria Incan. Lamp Co.

Western Electric

Time Switches.

I>ig:g:er8.

Amer. Electric Fuse Co.
Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co.

Co.

Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Inc.

Amer. Elec. Fuse Co.

Electric Appliance Co.
International TeL Mfg. Co.

RheoMtafs.

Lamps, Incandescent-^
Replacers A Cleaners.

Stow Mfg. Co.

Central Electric Co.
Central TeL <fe EL Co.

Hotfman, Geo. W.
Portables*
Plume & Atwood Mfg. Co.
PoTrer Transmission

Standard Elec'l Mfg. Co.

Fuses and Fuse 'Wire.

Arnold Elec. Mfg. Co.

Jeffrey Mfg. Co.

Columbia Incan. Lamp Co.

Ksrtavert Mfg. Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

American EL Telephone Co

Western Electric Co.

Bay

Co.

Telephones, Telephone
Material and Swltehbpards.

Porter Ceaar Companv.
S. E. Missouri Cypress Co.
Sterling & Son, W. C.
Torrey Cedar Co.
Valentine-Clark Co., The.
Worcester Co., C. H.

Inc.

"

Westinghouse EL & Mfg. Co.
Lampsi Incandescent.

Century Electric CoCrocker- Wheeler Company.
Edison Mfg. Co.

Wesco Supply

Maltby Ceda
Minneapolis Cedar ALbr. C
Mueller Company, William

BissellCo.,TheF.

TheF.

Gen, Incan. Arc Light Co.
Sup. Co.

Pacific Coast Pole Co.
Perrizo & Sons.
Phelan, D. W.
Pillsbury-Watkins Co.
Pittsburg & L. S. Iron Co.

Lamps, Arc

Western Electric Co.

Humphrey, Henry H.

and

Inc.

BissellCo.,

&

Kellogg Switch.

Vamlsh Co.

C.

.

Wire

Berthold & Jennings.
Brooks, Hall L.

Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse EL & Mfg. Co.

E.

Bryan. Wm. H.
Byllesby & Co., H. M.
Evans, Almlrall & Co.

Amer. Eleet'l Supply Co.
Blssell Co., The F.
Central Electric Co.
Century Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Cutter Co-, Geo.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Manhattan Eleet'l Supply Co
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.

Columbia Mfg. Co.

Electric Appliance Co.'
Co.

Ical ECnirlneers.
Arnold Co., The

Baker &

Supplies, General Bles-

Phosphor Bronze Sm. Co.Ltd

National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.

Sterling

e vntors-ConTeyors.

Gnsrlnes, Gas

and Hc^han-

Badt, F. B.
Bailev. Fred. W.

Gould Storage Battery Co.
Universal Elec Stor. Hal. Co.

Bain, Foree.

Sheet.
Baker & Company

Co.

Electric Storage Batteir Co.

Mathias.

Co., Hamilton-

Patent Attorneys.

Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.

Crocker- Wheeler Company.
General Electric Co.

Reynolds EL Flasber Mfg.Co
Schnaider & Co.. C. O.
Wesco Supply Co.

Stow Manufacturing Co.

&

OkoniteCo.,The.

Haller Machine Co.

Mechanical Applii

& Sons,

Carhartt

Poles and Ties.

Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse EL & Mfg. Co

BlssellCo..TheF.
Doxsee Elec'L Co., A.

National Electric Co.
Northern Electrical Mfg. Co.
Stanley Elec. Mfg. Co.

Wesco Supply

Eieln

Kartavert Mfg. Co.

Flashers.

Wires and Cables)

American Battery

Nippers and Pliers.
Overalls.

Plattnnm,

Reliance Instrument Co.
Robert Inst. Co., The
Stanley Elec. Mfg. Co.
Stanley Instrument Co.
Wagner Electric Mfg. Co.

Universal Elec. Stage Lighting Co.

Storage Batteries.

Motors.)

McCandless J:Co., H. W.

BlssellOo.. B. F.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
(See

Supply Co.

Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse EL & Mfg. Co.
(See Dynamos and

Motors.

Phosphor Bronxe.

PigBolet. L. M.

Allls-Chalmers Company.

Hancera.

Cables

Crocker- Wheeler Company,
il Electric C
Mfg. Co.

Central Electric Co,

& Roller.

Western Electric Company.
Cnlile

A Insurance

Hartford Steam Boiler Inspection & Insurance Co.

Electric Appliance Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks. Inc.

Machado

Co.

Co.

Specialties, Electrical
Mtrs. and Deslmers.
Cutter Co Geo.
Haller Machine Co.
Si>eed Indicators.
Weston Electrical Inst. Co.
Stage Lighting, Electris.

General Electric Co.

Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse EL A Mfg. Co.

Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.
.

Co.

Insnlatlnff Machinery.
New England Butt Co.

Fibre,
BruHlieB.

&

Electric Appliance Co.
Incandescent Electric Light
Manipulator Co.
Indicators.
Robertson & Sons, Jas. L.

Insolators and InsnlatInff Material*.

Pans and Fan Motors.

Hart Manufacturing Co.

Evans, Almlrall

Holders, Inc. Lamps.

Diamond Meter Co.
Duncan Elec Mfg. Co.

F.

Chicago Edison Co.
Cutter Elec. & Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
fl. Wayne Elec. Wks. Inc.
General Electric Co.

Teleplio

Western Electric

Central Electric Co.

Western Electric Company.
Bossert Elec. Const. Co.
Central Electric Co.

Itootlis,

Electrical Instruments.

Cnt-Onts and Svritcbes.

BrowneUCo.,The

Manhattan Elec Supply
Wesco Supply Co.

Inspection

Jeffrey Mfg. Co.

Runzel-Lenz Elec. Mfg. Co.
Samson Cordage Wks.

Green Fuel Economizer Co.

W. H.

Squire Electric Co.
Stanley Elec. Mfg. Co.
Stanton, LeRoy W.
TJnderhill, Chas. R.
Willis, G. M.

c:i

Cord.
Turner Brass Works

Schott.

(Recording and Testing.)
BissellCo.,TheF.

F.

Central Electric Co.
Edison Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Elec. Supply Co.
Tray Plate Battery Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.

Kohler Brothers.
Letbeule, Paul
Newgard & Co., Henry.
Northern Electrical Mfg. Co.
Ruebel, Schwedtman, Wells.
Sargent & Lundy.

I*£ag:e 3.

A

Belden Mfe Co.

BlsseUCcTheF.
Central Electric Co.

General Electric Co.
Hazard Manufacturing Co,
Indiana Rub. & Ins. Wire Co
India Rubber A Guttapercha
Insulating Co.
Kellogg Switch. & Sup. Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
National India Rubber Co
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Northern Wire & Cable Co.
Okonite Co., The.
Phillips,

Eugene

F.

Phillips Insulated Wire Co

Roebline's Sons Co..

J.

A-

Runzel-Lenz Elec Mfg Co.
Safety Ins. Wire A Cable Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Spargo Wire Co Jas. A.
Standard Underground C. Co
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Company.
.

April

15,
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NEW "MORRISON
STORAGE
BATTERY
Just

What the World Has Been Waiting

For.

This plate is so strong
and mechanically that no amount of
electrically

abuse or of
vibration in traction serv-

electrical
ice

can dislodge even the

slightest particle
active material.

of

WMilMifiiiiiWilillli^

MMWMiPMINiiiiiillWJ
iMiiliWiiiiiWIIMM^

its

Wiliiii

wmk

mMmmmmm

The weight efficiency is
conservatively 14 watts

per pound

total weight,

mmm
mmm

and

electrical efficiency unsur-

mt

passed.
THE PLATE

Universal Electric Storage Battery
INCORPORATED

1355 Railway Exchange Building
Factory: 472-478 Carroll Avenue

Office:

Chicago,

Illinois

Co

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

SMALL MOTORS

for

April

15,

1905

SMALL POWER REQUIREMENTS

Tha hne of CrccKtr-Wheelfr Form

L.

MOTOVS Oatpafs H

to

3 H. T.

See Ballelin Ma. 42.

STUR-DY. COMPACT. SERVICEABLE, CONVENIENT.
FOR. WALL OR- CEILING SUSPENSION.

1

CAN BE RENDER.ED DUSTPROOr.

'<

CARRIED IN STOCK IN CHICAGO.

m

Ampere, N.

Sixteen Branch Offices

<J.

Chicago

Office.

u

Old Colony BId£.

On feceipt of

CENTS

10

•we will send

Western

you

a

Electrician

Moonlight Schedule
for

Every

1905.

lighting

should have
Electrician Publishing

510 MarqueRe

Bldif..

man
one.
Company,
Chicago.

4^

I.1HE;.

Single=Phase and Poly=

]||j||j

phase Indttction Motors

struction;

regulation;
tion;

speed

excellent

(Tlje

low temperature main::

•

©tytH (Frabp-iHark

perfect ventila-

tained in operation.

<8>

Sralip

Simple and substantial con-

fart ilfg.

Nem Work

Snaton

guaranty^a quality.

Qln.. ^wctSxsxii,

QUprHgn

©onn.
ETnnmJn, (©nt

::

Qleason's

Moulding

Boxes.
Send

Send

for Bulletins

postal

for descriptive

pamand

phlet

price Kst to

Stanley Electric Mfg. Company
Pittsfield,

Mass.

Chicago,

Monadnock

JOHN

Blocic

L.

QLEASON

290 Sooth St.

A NO. Z-REOULAR

B NO. J-REOUUAR

jAinalca Pliln,

Mass.

A|>ril

i;;.

WF.STF.RN

foo^

Fr.l-rTKir'

GRAND PRIZE
The Highest Possible Award
Has Been Given

to

HIGHEST GRADE NUERNBERG CARBONS
By the International Jury of Awards, of the Louisiana Purchase Exposition,

IHUGO REISIIMGER,

St. Louis, 1904.

Sole Importir,

II

BROADWAY, HEW YORK

"Nature Smiles Through Survbeams"

THE SUNBEAM
TME>

1^A.:XLI*

OFT

OU^Ar^lT^ir

S\inbeak.nf\ IncaLndescervt

LaLinp Co.

CHICAGO

NEW VOR.K
DISTRIBUTING AGENTS

WESTERN ELECTR.IC
CHICAGO
ST.

CO.
NEW YOR.K

PHILADELPHIA
PITTSBURG
KANSAS CITY

LOVIS

DENVER

SAN FR.ANCISCO
(Cis^Ilfornits^ Electrical

CINCINNATI

Works)

(SiKndsrd Eloclrlc Co.

General Electric Company

FAN MOTORS
The General

Electric

Desk Fan

is

very economical

current consumption, operates continuously
heating, has
It

oil.

A

without over-

ample trunnion adjustment, and cannot scatter

may be used on

full

in

stock

is

either desk or bracket.

carried in

all

local storerooms.

Descriptive catalogue mailed on request.

i6-in.

Wall Bracket Fan (D.

NEW York

44

Convertible Swivel and Trunnion Frame Desk Fan (A.C.)

i2-in.

C.)

OPFICE

BROAD STREET

PRINCIPAL OFFICES

SCHENECTADY,

N. Y.

SALE5 OFFICES

ALL LARGE CITIES
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EDISON LAMPS

ON LINE WIRE

YOU KNOW

Do Your Lighting

NOT OK

T IS

They

O K Weatherproof will be as
was put up. We carry the largstock of weatherproof wire west of New York.

After ten

good
est

)'ears' use,

as the

day

1905

LET

WHEN YOU SEE RIBBONS
I

15,

others

cost less than
in

all

the end.

it

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY
Electric Appliance Company
VOLT

-

AMMETERS

EELIAHLE.
6eDd for

WE

Circular.

M. PICNOLET
78-SO Cortlandt

St.,

Nz

Office,

N.

J.
(511)

.,

BELTS

BEARDSLEE CHANDELIER MFC

CO.'^^'r

GAS & ELECTRIC FIXTURES

-<"•-

CLEAN, REPAIR AND RENEW

OLD BELTS.
LEATHER PRESERVER MFQ. CORP.

A<~CURATE.

-

HARRISON.

Miniature Lamps.

WE BUY OLD

POCKET SIZE
For tp&ting Batteries and
Watterj- Circuits. Locating
Faults. Grounds, etc.

Main Lamp Sales

beguiar Multiple Lamps.
Street •'eries Lamps.

CHICAGO AND SAN FRANCISCO

27 W. MONROE

ST.,

CHICAGO

N. T.

Reduces the working capacity of a
motor OP dynamo, wears out the commutator, wastes power and ntay cause
may be avoided if you use

SPARKING
All this

........

Tbe only

article that

willPREVENT

SPARKING.

Of

MICA

all

Form

Cloth and

Paper.

Absolutely Will

60 Cents

NIW YORK

M.

I.

For

and

NEW YORK

For sale by

CHICAGO
K.

That

Years

the

Above cut illustrates a Work of Art.

IS
.

.

With

Originators

GIVEN ANY FIRM THAT
USES AN ARTISTIC

.

.

It

the firm's

snpply bouses, or
Sole Hfrs..

Not

will put that

Qam The

Brashes.

high gloss on tbe

Room

411. Inler

Oc

1

BIdg., 130 Dearborn St.. Chicago

LET US HAVE YOUR INQUIRIES WHEN IN
NEED OF MICA OF ANY DESCRIPTIONWE CAN CIVE YOU WHAT YOU NEED
QUICK AND AT THE RIGHT PRICES.
VALPARAISO, IND.
CHICAGO MICA CO.,

and CHICAGO

PROMINENCE

all

Mclennan & CC.

Jt

Commutator you have so long songht
after.

Is

Standard.

CO.,

sn.OO per Dozen.

per Stick.

SEND FOR FREE SAMPLE STICK

C. Compound, Empire

MICA INSULATOR

name

Is

WRITE US

ZERO

VENT CUTTING.

EUGENE MUNSELL AND CO.

INSULATION
Micanite, Linotape,

Will keep the Commutator in pood conditloD and PRE-

Qualities, In any
at Lowest Prices

.

.

ELECTRICIDISPLAY

forced strongly upon the PUBLIC.

Do likewise— give your firm prominence.

FOR FULL PARTICULARS.

MARX SIGN WORKS,

CHICAGO

MAGNETIC CLUTCHES -»•»—«—
•

\A/II_L.IAIVIS

'F«.ir«e

Wlae'rae'lis,

EUECTRIO IVIACMINE

>'tor ISr-iv^r.

<5i-ii-»cl«

OO., AKROIM,

O.

WKSTHRN
fKANK

N.

I'llll

I.IHS, I'rc.

I

.

UliWI AtlJ

F.LECTRICIAN'

K.llkHlllllUH.Jr..

I'MILI.II'

A

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS,
ii>i:\< r.

I

BAREANDINJiOLATEDELECTRlCWIRE.

WILL MOLD

ELECTRIC LICHT LINE WIRE.
INCANDESCENT ANO FLEXIBLE CORDS,

AMERICANITE, MACNET, OFFICE ANO
ANNUNCIATOR WIRES.

give ur akip,

CABLES FOR AERIAL AND UNDEKGHOUNO USE.
J. Wulxoii. 'J(>i:iirll>ljilt 8L

luc iiioSToiir. y K.
Mi.NTliKAi. IlllANi

KllwMi-

K. I>lillll|i»'

Klocl r Icii 1

ELECTRICITY

BIk..

CHICAGO

THAI

tlOI.D"

I.

D

II

W, Van

Chlr.nn

B.ir..o SI

I

Crimshaw
ALL OUR WIRES

<.-artli.

M.KLtIM & SOX
Seod 2c ilaaip lor new cjUIo|uo Ho.

I

FOr£e BAtN. 1662-3 Monadnock

undimurhcd

Wnrk.

EXPERT IN PATENT CAUSES KLEIN'S TOOLS
SOLICITOR OF
For Elmolrloml Workmrm
DATCMTQ
mnd LInm Bulldmrm,
FOREIGN iH
LH 10 MATHIAS
U.S.
KLEIN & SHNS.
ft

in

lJovii)m-,H'2lMkaM.
11.

OFFICES ANO FACTORIES, PHILL'PSDALE. R

MECHANICS

li \»

STOWnAUQH OUV ANCHORS ARE

.Nkw VoiiiiSTclill. W.
1

12.500 LBS.

Ci«i«Kl ccnid innullcd, includini; (rci|{lil, laliof. etc. Tim IcAveia lul' inch rcjd
priilruding from ilic aulid i^Tounii (> \nt.\m.
Yuu uii't (>ull il up. It «UI not

Railway Feeder and Trolley Wire,

MAN

[MNCM

l-|\

Stombaug^h Guy Anchor

It

pass inspection and carry the abovo

NEW YORK

W.

MATTHEW.s & BRO.

N.

.1

60.?

CARLE! ON

i'a;ti

pips

BLIXJ.

SI.

LOl

IS,

.VIO.

Raven Black Core
Raven White Core
Wo also manufacture Crimshaw and Competition Tapes am Splicing Compounds.

TRADE-MARKS oa our tags.

INSULATED WIRE COMPANY,

CONTINUOUS RAIL JOINT CO. OF AM.

NEWARK,

OVER
:-*?»-*

MILES

N. J.

1^/

20,000
IN

USE

-is^Aircs^E^'^'^

Five=Light Street

We^rrerv

Hoods

selling
COMI'LKTE

liR.Vi'KET

OR SL'SPENSION

GEORGE CUTTER

Alternator

.'-25

''

(

TTl'ITS.

CO.

SOUTH BEND. INDIANA

Notre Diimc Street

SAFETY " RUBBER COVERED
WIRE AND CABLE

ivi.

B. CHICAGO
ALJsnriiM
& oo.,
REPRESENTATIVE.

THE SAFETY INSUIiATED WIRE & CABLE
WOPKS:

114-110

»«,onne, N.).

LIBERTV STREET.

CO.,
K. Y.

WARREN
CENTRAL

NATIONAL CODE STANDARD

STATIONS

"0. K." Weatlierprool Wire.

Running
Today in

Slow

The

ing possible customers through
advertising or otherwise, and
then converting the possible
into actual customers by con-

vincing arguments and proof
that your product has certain
merits peculiar to itself.

Advertising consists in telling your story forcefully and
through the use of

efltectively,

Burning leatherprool

and Meal Wire.

States
Prlcss

num-

ber of possible purchasers.

Trade journal advertising
consists in telling your story
to a special class — to those only
who are interested in the purchase of the article which you
wish to sell.

The manufacturerof machin-'
ery or supplies for electrical
people will naturally advertise
in an electrical journal.
In advertising in an electrical
journal he will desire to reach
at the least expense the greatest number of possible buyers.

He may desire to reach chiefly

the United

it.

selling consists in locat-

printer's ink. to a large

FOR EVERY ELECTRICAL SERVICE.

Ober 600

Every business consists in
having^ something to sell— and

and Samples on Application.

a

certain

section

of the

country.

He will certainly desire to
patronize that publication
of
bringing advertising returns.
the
adverHe will ascertain
tising rates of the WESTERN
which has the reputation

Sandusky, O.

Phillips Insulated
Office

Wire Co.

and Factory: PAWTUCKET.

R.

L

Electrician.

He

will

advertise

in

"Western. Electrician,

the

:

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

WANTED, FOK
WAKT

similar

SAIiE and

COHIMSI

advertise-

$i.jo an
additional -words 3c each.

ments (jo v/ords or
insertion;

/ess),

POSITION WANTED advertisements (JO words or

$t.oo an in-

less),

sertions additional -words 2C each.

ELECTRICAL MATERIAL FROM THE WORLD'S
LEAD COVERED CABLES.
Size.

t.

Conductor-

Weatherproof and Rubber Covered Wire.

100.000 Feet, Size 414

WANTED.
To employ In every city in the United States
and Kurope.a responsible, intelligent, temperatt:
agent for the sale off

FOR SALE.
GRAHAM

station.

BROS. CO.. 662 Hudson

ESTABLISHED

Stow

FOR SALE
**

Westinghouse

"

Wood

i-iao

"

1-120

"

120

"

General Electric
General Electric
Westinghouse

1

"

"

"

Three

'*

Single

"
"

"

"

"

"
"

"

Send
plete

Two

"
"
"

75

I-

for

list

our

"
"

Single

Two

Monthly Bargain Sheet

and net

"
"

**

General Electric
"
Westinghouse
"
Westinghouse
"
1- 75
Westinghouse
Direct connected to Gates' Engine.
90
1-75

I-

Cleats.

15,000 Porcelain Cut-outs.
26.000 Plugs.
2,000.000 Tnglazed Porcelain Tubes,
40.000 Glass Insulators.
20,000 Porcelain Cleats.
All kinds of switches and Instrumcnit^.

Ask

for our Special

Catalogue

No. 567,

1875.

Until

MOTOR

Practically dust and water proof. For Portable
Drilling. Tapping, Reaming. Emery Grinding, etc.
"Write for Catalogue and Prices.

STOW MFG.

K, W. General Electric Alternator. Three Phase
"
'
"
Single
Westinghouse
"
"
"
"
Warren

1-150

Bas

DON'T BUY
Flexib[e Shaft ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

MULTI-$PEE°D

cago.

1-150

Edi.'^on

50,000 Weatherproof "Bryanf Sockef;
1.000.000 split glazed li. A U. Wirin

COMBINATION OF

- 10-year contract for 40 lamps, 12 :00
moonlight schedule. 860.00 a year.
Gross Income now about S7,000 per year, can be
increased to §10,000 per vear. can be bought.
at a bargain if taken at once. BOX 465. care of
Western Electrician, 510 Mar.iueite Bldg.. Chi-

1-240

300,0(10 No. 9171 Porcelain.
Eecepiacles.

35th and Iron Sts., CHICAGO.

CHICAGO HOUSE WRECKING COMPANY,

o'clock

3-150

4H.

St..

FOR SALE.

1-360

x

MISCELLANEOUS

200.000 Lamps, used a short time, and in
good condition for further ser\ice. Have
been tested. They are 104 voltage. Edtfion
base. 8 candlepower.
In lots of I,OuO.
each 5 cents.
150.000 o-and new Incandescent Lamps In
original capes of 200. 250 and 400 Lamps,
ranging from 100 to 110 voltape. Sand 16
candlepower. General Electric make. Price
each In case lots, Xiy. cents.
20,000 Colored Incandescent Lamps.brand
new, never used, General Electric make,
104 voltage. Edison ba^e; colors. Amotr,
Green, Opal and Ruby; put up 200 in a case.
Price each. 22tenis: are worth 35centseach.
20,000 Incandescent Lamps, voltages 100
to 120. Edison. T. H. and Westinghouse
base: 8. 10, 15. 2() and 25 candlepower: put
up 250 in a case, second selection. Price
each in case lots, lOvi cents.

""

ran he used tor 115 or 230 vclts. Thli
be a flrst-class outfit for automobile charging

WOOD CONDUIT.

INCANDESCeNT LAMPS

with 23 years' experience In the operation of
power plants. Wishes to Invest 51,000 and
take position on ofBcial or operaiin}; forces In
either lighting, power, manufactory or electrimachine shop: thoroughly understand
cal
handling tinancial and technical part of work.
""
Strictly

This material that we are offering

Voltage-

steam and electrical engineer

firsl-class

1904

FAIR. ST. LOUIS.

An opportunity to secure rare bargains in everything used in this line.
has seen but limited service and is practically as good as new for further use.

POSITION WANTED.
Bt

April 15, 1905

CO., Binghamton, N. Y.

Manliattan

U.S. METAL

you have seen our

new Catalogue and new
Price List.
Free to the trade.

Electrical

Snuply Co.

PDLISn

A MOTORLESS FLASHER

REPAIRING
RECALIBRATING
ELECTRIC METERS.

with com-

INTERNATIONAL ELECTRIC METER

prices.

CO.

330 W. RANDOLPH STREET. CHICAGO.

GREGORY ELECTRIC

CO.

54-62 5. Clinton St., Chicago, Hi.

Galvanometers
SS.OO EACH
Automatically flashes one. two or three 16 c. p. or equivalent of smallPr lamps, on either direct or
allernatinB current. Contacts are heavy platinum and will wear ini efinitely. Requires no attention and has nothing to get out of order. PR|C£ $2.00 EACH. Write for discount to the trade.

C. O. Schneider

A

Soldering

Perfect

& Co., Mf rs.

84

E.

Adams

St.,

Chicago

FInx

adapted to soldering electrical connections
without injury to insulation, producing clean,
perfect joiutB

on

all

corrode, therefore
soeet metal work.

Will

metals.

abilii

A tl
efrigerators. orna-

of roofing, leadei

mental work, and all branches of the canning
industry. Large package in fluid, paste or stick
form, prepaid by mail, 25c. Satisfaction guaranLiberal discount to dealers. Special pri
rtoi
Flux in large qua :ity.
those desii
!

THE UNIVERSAL
537

weST

CO.,

NEW YORK

149th ST.

EMPIRE

B&ll

As
Good as
The Best—
"And Then

Compound
Engine
Northern

MINIATURE

Some."

Send

Northern Direct Current Apparatus possesses all the characteristics of economical, convenient operation common to excellent electric dynamos and motors and
Many exclusive meritorious features that make It worth

LAMPS

H.

for Circular

W. McCANDLESS 4
67

&

CO.

69 Park Place

NEW YORK

Dynamos

your while to get acquainted by reading Bulletin No. 3,530.

NORTHERN ELECTRICAL MFG.
Ervftineers

ELECTRICAL BOOKS L.
A.\\

onadnock Block. CKlcago.

Kinds

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,

8nlte 510 narqnette,

CHICAeO.

a little

Madison, Wis.. U.

S.

A.

the magic wand
business into a big business.

Continuous and judicious advertising

which converts

CO..

Man\if&.ctureTS.
III.

is

ELECTRICAL BOOKS.
A.\\

l«ir>ds.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,
CHICAGO
Suite 610 Marquette Bldj.,

CHiCACO
EDISON COMPANY
REPAIR SHOPS
76 M ARKET STREET, CHICACO.
TELEPHONE MAIN
-^^xss:"'
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT.
1280.

riRST-CLASS EQUIPMENT THROUGHOUT.

w rs.Tr.K

N'

I'

I

.K'

TR rci a

r

The "REFLECTRIC"
consumes

less current and can bo road at a f<r<^ator distunco than any
other olectrlc sifjn to-day on the markol. Write for booklet.

ElECTRICS
U.

WESTERN DISPLAY COMPANY,
Samson Spot Cord

Marline Cable Hangers

ARC LAMP and
TROLLEY CORD
i>o.Aivii"Oiv

JOHN

wo»*k«

ct>i*r>j^nE

-

"SECURITY" BRAND
f)iir

hwiks

ind

will

niir

Your

Bare

Wire of

Copper

All

TRENTON,

AQENCIE8 AN*
Chlcaga

Vtrti

Electrical

Tc.lkih

o.

Electrician

of the

Publishing Co., Suite 510 Harquette
BIdg., Chicago. You will save TIME and

BUY

MONEY

by doing so

f hlltdalphla

tan Fr«nctte«

Cleveland

N. J.

RANCHEi

ILLLSTKATtJli.
l-KlDfi
424 PAGES.
ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

ELECTRICITY FOR ENfilNEERS.
A VALOAbLE BOOK OF KKFEKENCt,

TELEPHONES-Their

CONSTRUCTION and FITTING.

A Practical Treatise on the FIttlng-up and Maintenance of T9te|>tiones and

BY

ttie

BIO Marquette

Auxiliary Apparatus.

Plan

CONTENTS

of the

9i.fHt.

omioaoO

•

•

NEW CATECHISM

HAWKINS'

ALLSOP.

F. C.

Bulldlns.

OF ELECTRICITY.

Work, Contents,

Etc.

:

I.— Receivers; II.— Transmitters; III.— Magneto Swttoh-Bells; IV.-Battery SwUchBells;
Complete Instruments; VI.— Switches, Switchboards and Extension Bells; VH.—
Batteries for Telephone Work; VIII.— Erectlnn Wires. Instruments, Etc.; IX.— Arranging the
Circuits; X.— Intercommunicating System; XL— Testing tor and Removing Faults.

CHAPTER

V—

184 PAGES.

Books

quanitiy.

Wire

Kinds

MAIN OFFICE AND WORKS

r

ftrty

MADE BY
TiHCF.BiSSKLLCOMP.VNIi'.

SONS GO.

Insulated

lie.nily ;:alv;ini/tr'l

.irc

stand lone rxp^'iiure, and
kind o( Marline will outline
any hook.
Prlc«« very low for

^oaatoii. IVKiMn.

ROEBLING'S

A.

Z^.^^^^.-^,

MINN.

ST. PAUL.

AND FOREIGN PATCMTS

S.

166 ILLUSTRATIONS AND FOLDING PLATES.
Sent prepaid on receipt of price.

The plan upon which

It Is

arraDfred

Is

unique.

The book Is. first of all. Intt^nded to be ptalu and Instructive: some 3uo Illustrations have been introduced,
so that the mere pictures will afTord almost a knowledge
of the subjects.

PRICE, $1.25.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.. 510 Marquette Bld^.. Chicago.

A PRACTICAL BOOK

of capital and time. and. in sliort.
more attractive book has ever been
useful.

FOR PRACTICAL MEN

The subjects treated upon are as

"MODERN WIRING DIAGRAMS AND DESCRIPTIONS

tricit>'

The

Horsimann and Victor H. Tousley. 160
over 200 lliustratlonfl. Full leather Dindlng.
C.

pagos,
red edges.

Pocket

size

4 x

r
-

It
_

.

It
[t

"

'

tf

management:— all

PRICE $2.00

allT

PUBLISHING^CO.
ELECTRICIAN
Chicago
BIO Marquette

plest

the

SENT PREPAID ON RECEIPT OF PRICE

Building,

and MasnetlsL
I>\Tiamo; Conductors

and Non-Conductorsr Sjtn*

Motor: Klectro Flritinp.
The Telephone and Telegraph; The Electric Tllevator;
Accidents and Emergencies, etc.. etc.
The full one-third part of the whole work has been
devoted to the explanation and lUui^trations of the dynamo, and particular dlrecflons relating to its care and

telegraph and gas U|?bting.

-10 dlog
ontains -TO
diagrams of electric llgbitng
alternating' and dlexplains
dynamos
.nnnioB and motors; alternatln
_.
ground deleotors alone. It glTen
gives 10 diagrams of „
'"
'
sitople
"Compeiiaaior"
ir" and Storage Battery Installation, It
I" gives
•
"WbeatBton© Bridge" and its uses as
explicit- expianatioriB
nations of the "WbeatBtone
and other testing. It gives a newand Blmple wiring table,

-

any

Kle«.'tric Liizlitinc: Wiring: The rules and requireof the National Board of Underwriters in ftUl;
Eieoirioal Mea^urenients.
The Electric Kailwav: Line Work: Instruction and
Cautions for Linemen a'nd the Pvnamo Room; Storaife
Batteries; Care and Management of the Stre«t Car

A work that not only tells you how to do It, but shows you.
to wire for call and alarm bells. For burglar
THIS BOOK tel'8 how
and flre alarm. How to run bella from dynamo current. How to
How t<
rietalt and manage batteries.

.

If

ments

Price, net, 81.50.

6.

doubttut

bols. abbreriations and definitions relating to eleotrlcIh; Parts of the Djuamo; The Motor; The Care and
Management of the' DjTiamo and Motor.

FOR ELECTRICAL WORKERS."
By Henrv

It Is

issued—or one more
follows: Dedication

j"also

lu

me

'.achlnes

given with pictorial

Cateclusm no

made

less

than

in different parts of the countrj-,

r'LECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

the directions are cKen in the simto assist rather than confuse
of the various parts of the r

and most kindly way

lea:

lllustratiions of thi
2r> full pacpace Illustrations

have been

gl

and

510

Nlarqiiette

BIdg.,

T^aOKERy'LCittM^o

CHICAGO.

_

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

The

JAMES
JAMES

NSTtTUTC mW

ENGINEERS.

A.
A.

April

SPARQO WIRE

SPARQO,

Pres. and Gen'r

15,

1905

CO.
YOST SPECIALTIES.

Mgr.

Manufacturers of

EXPERTS.

BARE AND TINNED COPPER WIRE
FINE SIZES A SPECIALTY

Chicago Office

1501

Monadnock BIdr.

ROME,

Sockets, Wall
Sockets,

N. Y.

Weatherproof

Chicago

Great
'

(RAILWAY

CONDUIT

Adjuster^m

Cord
Catatopua tow
Ihe Baking.

FOR^UNDERGROUNO CONSTRUCTION

^^Western
^

BITUMINIZED FIBER

Sockets,
Rosettes,
Receptacles,

'

THE YOST ELECTRIC MFG. CO.
TOLEDO, OHIO.

AUTOMATIC

"The Right Road'

SERIES
ARC

BETWEEN
Chicago,

Dubuque,
St. Paul,

Minneapolis,
Des Moines,
St. Joseph,

Kansas

For
Power, S«.

City,

Council Bluffs,

Omaha.

Ry.,

A. C. and D. C.
Series Circviits

WILL PROTECT

GENERATORS
Lamps

Tra.nsformers and

EQUIPMENT RIGHT
SERVICE RIGHT

TIME RIGHT

Against disruptive discharge of
current due to sudden opening of
circuits

and against

local light-

Will cutout
discharge.
ground lamps and broken lamp
Will reeulate circuits to
loops.
ning

"IT'S

ALL RIGHT"

Ticket Office
Ii5

ADAMS STREET
Depot

Harrison Street and Fifth Avenue

CHICAGO

great extent. Will preserve tranquillity of the commonwealth
by assuring continuous service.
It is the means to success of

series systems.
Sample colWrlle for drcnlur sbowin: how It's done.
out will be sent toprospeclive and responsible parcbaser
on approval. Address

A, F.

HAMACEK,

Chicago,

2039 Kenmore Ave.

HI.

:

WESTERN ELECTRICIA;

\|,ril

BURGER

EFFREY?;crT DREDGES-

AUTOMATIC GAS ENGINE
rhoonly nrlcllj'anlo
".luulud

SLIPPING BELTS

by

CONDITIONS, CAUSES
A Book For Bell Users.

Kliie-

per bour od one lb. of coal. Kor u
power uoerB Hbould Inve.stlgute.
Cornispond.-iK'O BOllflU-d.

liiK oni! II P
niiint;y siivor

AND

CURES.

Copies Free.

JOSEPH DIXON CPUCIELE CO..

;ci--<y C.ty.

N.

J.

WOOLLEY FOUNDRY AND MACHINE WKS.
Anderson, Ind.

R£G TRADE MARKS

Jhe Rhosphor

DIESEL ENGINES

Bronze SmeltingCo.Iimited,

2200 Washington ave.,Philadelphia.
"ELEPHANT BRAND PHOSPHOR-BRONZE"

CRUDE or FUEL Oil

Operating on

ING0T3,CASTINGS,WIRE,R0DS,SHEETS,etc.

— DELTA

/y„jijti,>Mn,iY'

y^

^

METAL

Guaranteed Fuel Consumption

CASTINGS, STAMPINGS and FORCINGS
ORIGINAL AND Sole: Makers IN THE U.S.

on variable load, ranging from

J^'

to full load

12'^ Gals, per 100

Kw. Hours

SUITABLE FOR ALL STATIONARY POWER
IFIBRE'GRAPHIJEI

There's
with

COMMUTATOR Ri

the

No

Friction

For further information address

FibrcGnphlte Commutator Braih.

Being gopcrccQt.pure graphite. It Ininrci low
varying load, and
re(lil3DC?, no iparlciog under
longer wear.
TLcre i» no greasing required.
The Flbre-Grmphltc ] therefore ihc most ecoDomlc brush oo the marlcct. Scad for price Hit.

AMERICAN DIESEL ENGINE COMPANY
11

NEW YORK

Broadway

HOLMES FIBRE-GRAPHITE MFG. CO.
SISSWakcrield SI.,Germantawn, PHILADELPIIIA.

The more money you spend in advertisiotf the
The less money you spend in advertising the le

i

Engineering !F"^
Cnnplete and Rhort couraeB.

Ttorouglily equipped

englneerlDg ehopa. Shop work from the beElectrical
SlnnlDff. Short courBeH la Stefttn and
nglneorlng. Expenses low. Accommodations the
besc Bchool all year. Btadents may enter any time.
Corretpondence iteam and electrical conrses. Bend
Inwreeted.
which
in
for catalogue. Mention course

HISHLAND PARK COLLEGE,

ARE YOU LOOKING FORMONEY?
buy WALRATH OAS OR OtSGLlNB ENQINES
and get light on the subject.

If so,

THE WALRATH

DES MOINES, IOWA.

tain reports, mineral sprint;^, hunt-

ing and fishlns ground* than an>
other railroad In the world.

produce as good a commercial light as ibat of an automatic steam engine, either belted
It will

or direct-connected generator.
Simple, Economical and Reliable

Send for Catalogue

W

MARINETTE
QAS ENGINE CO.,
CHICAQOnEiaHTS,
Keystone Engineering

Co.,

Strong, Carlisle
your Book Orders to

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

rates for the

Epworth

Write for free lloftnled tooklets.

Farmer's Bank Bldg., Pittsburg, Pa.
Co., 61-67 Frankfort St., Cleveland, Ohio
Co., 149 Broadway, N. V.

& Hammond

H. Seldenglanz., 53

California and North Pacific Coast.
It Is the most attracilre I'ne to tbe
Ponland Exj>osUion.
has the hiehest class modem
It
CQUipment acd through car service
It has a superb dining car service.

League and Q. A. R. Conventions.

S. K.

Wackay Engineering
C.

It reaches aM pOini» of imert-s; in
Colorado and Utah.
It is tbe on!v line passing throutrb
LakeCiir en route to und roni

Salt

Low summer

ILL.

AGENCIES
I

THE DENVER AND
RIO GRANDE R. R.

When

Bldg., Indianapolis, Ind.

HOOPER.

R.C.NICHOL.
Com'l Ag:.
242 Clark St. Chicago.

610 Marquette Bldg., Chicago.

SAMSON TURBINE
Aside

we

from

TURBINE WATER WHEELS
line of TRANSMISSION

build a complete

^lACHINERY in the way of GEARS, SHAFTS,
BRIDGETREES, BEARING BOXES, PULLEYS,

etc.

THE JAMES LEFFEL &

00.,

307 Lagonda

Street,

SPRINGFIELD, OHIO, U.S.A.

:

WfiStERN ELECTRICIAN

Kellogg Express Swiichboard Cabinet
The

graceful

April

15,

1905

THE AUTOMATIC

Fifty-Line

Appearance

Capacity

comes from

Quarter

Simple

Sawed Oak

Lines.

Among

for the entire

the telephone system that

Is

the cities In which

has

it

appeals to

been adopted are

all.

Exterior of

Qiicago,

the Cabinet

Augusta, Ga.
Medford, Wis.
St. Marys, O.
Woodstock, N. B.
Westerly, R. I.
Manchester, la.

111.

Grand Rapids,
Mich.

This

Columbus, Ohio
Daytun, Ohio
Lincoln, Neb.
Portland, Mc.
Auburn, N. Y.
Lewiston, Me.
Auburn, Me.

Attractive

Thoroughly

Design has
been so

seasoned

popular that

wood

it

has been

much

copied

by other
Finished

manufac-

New

Golden

Gold Medal

Highest

Award

Award

Buffalo

St.

Exposition

Exposition

1902

1904

Louis

The Strongest, Longest Lived, Most Efficient Switchboards made.
telephone experts will tell you that.

Kellogg Switchboard

&,

CLEVELAND

Member of

tht

American

Supply Co.

leo ^aees> 133
Extract fi'om

Traverse City,
Mich.
Hastings, Neb.
Wausau, Wis.
Berlin,

economy

Investor, because
the

places

securities of

company on

telephone

and keeps them

basis,

a

a firm
stable

Germany
profitable.

Automatic Electric Company
Van Buren and Morgan

PHILADELPHIA

EDITION, WITH A

Institute

Riverside, Cal.

of its

and maintenance;

All

Streets

CHICAGO, U.S.A.

<rHE TTELvEPHONE
NEW AND REVISED

To the
it

and

Congress &, Green Streets
CHICAGO
LOS ANGELES

pany, because
of operation

Can.
Wilmington, Del.

Sioux City, la.
Cleburne, Tex.
Columbus, Ga.
South Bend, Ind.
El Paso, Tex.

Grand Prize
Highest

accuracy,

To the Operating Com-

J.

Pentwater, Mich.
Toronto Junction,

Mass.
Los Angeles, Cal.
San Diego, Cal.
Hopkinsville, Ky.

Oak

because of

its

secrecy;

its

Clayton, Mo.

Bedford,

promptness,

its

Albuquerque, N.M.
Van Wert, O.
Battle Creek, Mich

Fall River, Mass.

in

Light or

turers

Princetim, N.

To the User,

HAND-BOOK

NEW CHAPTER ON " RECENT PROGRESS," BRINGING THE BOOK UP TO
BY HERBERT LAWS WEBB.

DATE.

?/ Electrical Engineers, and of the Institution of Electrical En-gineers. London.^ Author of ^'A Practical Guide
Testing of Insulated Wires and Cables." Joint Author of "Mectricity in I}aily Life.'
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Preface.— "This little book has no pretension to be considered a complete treatise on telephony as It exists in America. Tbe time for such a work is not yet come. But It i*
a demand for a practical book oq telephone working and management, and the TEL KPHONE HAND-BOOK is an attempt at meeting that demand. \Vith the exception of a few
chapters dealloe with certain forms of transmitters and receivers used in Europe, which are given for the Information of those who may wish to engage in the manufacture of telephones, tbe
book l8 baaed entirely on standard American practice; and most of the material, apuaratus and methods described are peculiar to or have originated In this country."
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Westinghouse
Lamp

Multiple Alternating Arc
Absolutely

Quiet and steady operation.

Fireproof

— Parts small in number and

easy of access, facilitating inspection and adjustment.

^Unexcelled
ground

insulation.

— Each

of 1,500 volts A.

test

lamp

&

Westinghouse Electric

subject

to

a

before shipment.

C.

Mfg.

Co.

Pittsburg, Pa.
Address nearest sales oface:

New York.

Atlanta, Dallas, Baltimore, Boston, Buffalo, Chicago, CinDetroit, Los Angeles, Minneapolis. New Orleans,
Philadelphia, Pittsburg, St. Louis, Salt Lake City. San Fran-

cinnati, Cleveland

Multiple Alternating Arc Lamp
with Opalescent Outer Globe

,

cisco, Syracuse, Seattle, Denver,
O. & O. Branlff & Co., City of Mexico.
Canadian Westinghouse Co., Limited, Hamilton, Ontario.

Lamp

riexlco:

For Canada:

|*T

with Door
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for
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The Electro-Magnet
TOWNSEND WOLCOTT,

A. E.

KENNELLY,

1

i

;

Keys for the Practical

RICHARD VARLEY.

PI8IOE>9 OIVE> oox^r^^is,

By F.

CONTENTS.

The Importance of Details. Actual Calculations. Working Formulte. Diameter of
Wire to Carry Given Current. Diameter of Wire to Have Given Resistance. Thickness
of Insulation in a Given Coil. Weight of Copper in a Given Coil. Table of Constants
for Insulated Wire. Standard Table of Resistances of Insulated Wires. Table Showing
Percentage of Copper and Insulation in Cotton or Silk Covered Wire. Standard Copper
Wire Table. 17 Problems (Solved) Illustrated. Cuts of 37 Magnets of Standard Dimensions, Lengths Variable. Logarithms and Anti-Logarithms. Decimal Parts of an Inch
Logarithmic Scale.
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MARQUETTE

ROBINSON.
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On the Relative Values of the Windings of Electro-Magnetic Coils. Properties of
Fixed Winding Spaces and a Fixed Size of Wire. Properties of Fixed Winding Space
and Variable Size of Wire. Fixed Winding Space and Fixed Length of Wire or Number
of Turns.
Constant Internal Dimensions, but External Diameter of Coil Variable.
Fixed Internal Radius and Interflange-Flxed Number of Turns of Same Size of Wire.

Co!,"

Worker
>

General Properties. Magnetic Field of Force. MagneticUnits. Induced Magnet,
Reluctance, Permeability.
Discovery of Electro-Magnetism. Iron Ring in the Magnetic Field. Calculation of Magnet Windings. Magnetic Circuit. Given Ampere-Turns
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Insulation, Heating and Otber Limitine Conditions. Winding a Magnet for a Given
Voltage. Hysteresis, Self-induction. Alternating Currents. Traction.
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#
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world.
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electric-light

and power

Our

plants, for heating

We

have the
250 plants in successful financial and mechanical operation.
only practical Steam Meter. Also manufacturers of Wooden Water Pipe, Steam Pipe Casing, Steam Traps, Condensation IWeters, Valves, Economizing Coils, Separators, and a full line of Steamfitters' Supplies.
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STORY
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DISTRICT STEAM HEATING

American
Distbict Steam
Company
WESTERN OFFICES MONADNOCK
MAIN OFFICES
:

LOCKPORT,

N.Y.

(

CHICAGO.

•

5

used for the utilization and distribution of exhaust steam from

1

1

We are the originators and builders of the ONLY underground system of live and exhaust steam heating.
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(

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.
PUBLISHBKS OP AND DEALERS

1
1

in the

CENTRAL STATION HEATING
system

1

Telegraph and the every-day tables explained
almost entirely by drawings and diagrams of connections taken from the very latest practice.

CHICAGOJI-L..

BLDG.

15.

J.I.I
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Elliptical

KM
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Plug

Porcelain

Fuse Blocks
These fuse blocks are the result of years of
experience in circuit guarding devices and contain all that is good and nothing that is poor.

LET us SEND YOU
A LITTLE FLYER THAT

TELLS ALL ABOUT THEM

THESE WE SHIP WITH
TYPE A TRANSFORMERS
AND FOR USE EVERYWHERE

STEVENS

DUNCAN

MECHANIGALCATECHISM

DIRECT CURRENT

PRACTICAL KNOWLEDGE

N«w and

All Modern Macblnery fully described and explained. Technical
made Clear by Word and Drawing, Quaitions and Answers

Original.

Points

(or clTlt Service Examinations, etc.

WATTMETERS

SUBJECTS TREATED:
WATER, STEAM. COMBUSTION. SMOKE PREVENTION. BOILERS. BOILER
CONSTKTJCTION. TESTING AND MANAGEMENT. SAFETY VALVES. INJECTORS, PUMPS AND GOVERNORS. STEAM GAUGES, LUBRICATORS.
ENGINES. COMMON SLIDE VALVE. TANDEM COMPOUND. CROSS COMPOUND. RECEIVER ENGINES. HOT AIR AND COMPRESSED AIR ENGINES. TRACTION ENGINES. ELECTRIC ENGINES. AUTOMATIC AND
CORLISS ENGINES, CONDENSERS, JET AND SURFACE, ECCENTRIC,
BALANCED SLIDE VALVE. LINK MOTION. HORSE POWERS IN DETAIL,
INDICATOR. REFRIGERATION. ABSORPTION AND COMPRESSION METHODS. BRINE AND DIRECT EXPANSION SYSTEMS. PUMPS, VALVES.
TESTS. TABLES. AMMONIA. AMMONIA FITTINGS. LIQUID AIR. MACHINE

Most Sensitive
Most Accurate
Most Reliable

ACCUMULATOR, RHEOSTAT. TRANSFORMER, VARIETIES OP DYNAMOS.
PARALLEL AND SERIES WIRING. THREE-WIRE SYSTEM. MANAGEMENT AND CARE OP ELECTRIC PLANT, REPAIRS, ELECTRICAL MEASUREMENTS, MOTORS. STATIONARY. TROLLEY AND THIRD RAIL SYSTEMS. CONTROLLER. ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVE, ELECTRIC HEATING
AND COOKING. HOUSE WIRING. DIFFERENTIAL GEAR. FRICTION
CLUTCH, COMPOUND CYLINDERS. REVERSING GEAR. THE STACKER.
ALSO. THE ELEMENTS OP ALGEBRA MADE EASY.

WRITE FOR BULLETIN AND PRICES

.SHOP PRACTICE. STANDARD NUMBERS AND RULES. PULLEY SPEED
'CALCULATION. SQUARE ROOT. LEVERAGE. ELECTRICITY. DYNAMOS,

^RICE.

336 Pages.

240 illustrations.

$1.00.

Seat anywbere prepaid on receipt of price.

Electrician Publishing GoMPaNv,
510 Marquette

BIdg., Chicago.
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IND.

CO.
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HAZARD kr
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Rubber Covered, Weatherproof, Magnet
Wires, Office and Annunciator Wires.

HAZARD MANUFACTURING COMPANJ
Wilkesbarre

BRASS

£i

BRASS GOODS

New York

-

Chic

-

VULCANIZED

FIBRI

Highest grades for electrical insulation and mechanical purposei, in sheets
and ipeclal ibapet. Catalogues and samples on applicatioa.

lutxs, rod*

ASK FOR CATALOG

VULCANIZED FIBRE

CO.,

-

Wilmington,

KARTAVER'
HARD AND FLEXIBLE FIBER IN SHEETS, RODS AND TUBD

THE PLUME &ATWOOD MFG. CO.
Chicago

Hew York

THE KARTAVERTMAMUFAGTURING CO.

Allen Bradley Electric Controllers

Make a

WllllliggtOI,i

Profit
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at the
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time.

"FEMCO"
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Incandescent Lampsj
We
Write to-day
printed.
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lamp catalogue
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interesting data for^
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To

standard Controller

Enclosed Controller
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IN

get the best, you

The Franklin

ALL SIZES
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"FEMCO"

Electric Mfg. Co.

General Office

and

Factory

HARTFORD, CONN.

American Electric Fuse Co.
New York

Chicago

There

is

NEW YORK

Soutbwestern Representative;!

iavemeyer Bldg

THE SACHS ELECTRIC CO.-;
ST. LOUIS, MO.

No Higher-Class India-Rubber

Insulation

H A B RS H ANA/.
For Wires and Cables than

I

Authorized Manufacturers of the

j!

ATTIX Ft-EXIBL-E TUBE: \A/II
The India-Rubber and Cutta-Percha Insulating Co.
MAIN OFFICE, Clenwood
Sales Office,
I

5 Cortiandt St.,

l8«-3)9««««««i

New

York,

Worlcs,

IW\.

$3.00 Per Ahrum.

CHICAGO, APRIL

10 Ce«ti « Copy.

22,
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SIIVIPLEX WIRES ANOCABLE8.
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India

KU8BEH COVERED, WEATHEHPROOF. UNDERGROUND AND SUBMARINE.

The Simplex Electrical

"""""B'mxso"""
CHICAOO.

• 4Monailnocl( Block,

I

lO State Street,

UubhiT

F9KS X^IM^ <^XVBI_KS.

BOSTON, MASS.

OFFICE AND FACTORY: BRISTOL.
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for
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The

JAMES

A.
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KIJBUKR INMVI.ATION.

Okonite Wires, Okonite Tape,

Manson Tape, Candee
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A.

SPARQO WIRE

SPAUOO.

Pre*, and (icn'l

ManufKcturrr*

I,

CO.

M|r

of

ChlcKO

.Mllcc

l.idl

M..n..lnock llUj

ROME,

N. Y.

CRESCENT RUBBER INSULATED

"I'l'v Wires

WIRES AND CABLES

CO., Ltd.

National

"•"•»«'•

R.

BARE AND TINNED COPPER WIRE
FINE SWIJS A SPECIALTY

Sole Manufacturers of

TRADE MAHK.

Co.'h

RUBBER COVERED

Co..

253 Broadwiy, New Y»rk

<'<>il<'

MlaiMlnnl.

CRESCENT INSULATED WIRE AND CABLE CO.
Ne« York

C

83BARCUr!

INDIANA RUBBER AND INSULATED WIRE CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

I-T-E

Paranlte Rubbir Covered Wires and Cables,
UNDERGROUND. AERIAL, SUBMARINE AND INSIDE USE.

CIRCUIT BREAKERS

TELePHONB, TBLBaRAPH AND PIRE-ALARM CABLES.
All

Wires are (esled

at Factory.

REPAIRING

JONEIiiBORO. IND. CUHER ELECTRICAL

•

COLOR.

RECALIBRATING

Liquid
ring

YOUR

OWN

ELECTRIC METERS.

LAMPS

(NTERNATIONAL ELECTRIC METER CO.

WITH

SIGNALOID CHEMICAL WORKS
KLIEGL'BROS..

330 W. RANDOLPH STREET, CHICAGO.

Cope's

Patent

Rcoemjicr these rods

Quick

129

Props.

W. 38tK

Rod

Conduit

Coupling

PHILADELPHIA

CO.,

St.,

CONDUITS FOR INTERIOR WIRING.

American Circular Loom Co.

NEW YORK

Marline Cable Hangers

b;

"SECURITY" BRAND
Our hooks
and

If.

»od

ice.

3lt

, II. le

75cenis. 4ll.8Scent!.

MADE

cof^e:

any quantity.

BY

TlIE F. BiSSELL COMP.VNli'.

PHILADELPHIN, Pk.

3t«a aorth FiUtentli Stroat

are lie.i\ily galvani/ed

stand long exposure, and
our kind of Marline will outlive
any hook.
Prices very low for
will

1\)u:uc 0.

TRAY PLATE BATTERY COMPANY
MANUFACTURERS OF THE CELEBRATED

PATENT TRAY PLATE STORAGE BATTERY
FOE CENTRAL LIGHTING POWER AND ISOLATED TLANTS.
.

ALSO AM IMPROVED CELL TYPE BATTERY
New York

Office,

39 Gortlandt

WESTIIN
""^"^^

Main

Ofllce

IN ALL

5-1

Street.

I

GENERAL STYLES FOR ELECTRIC VEHICLES, SPARKING BATTERIES, ETC.

FREDERICK STREET, BINCHAMTON.

hmmui

EleoMcal

and Works, Waverly Park,

NEWARK,

Co.

N. Y., U.S.Jk.

The "Spiral" Lamp Guard

N. J.

The Weston Standard

Portalile

Direct Reading

Voltmeters and Wattmeters
Alternating and Direct Current Circuits

Are the only standard portable instruments of the type deserving this
name. Write for circular and price
lists.

BERLIN: European Weston Electrical
mentCo., No. 88 Ritterstrasse.

LONDON:

Elliott Bros..

Instru'

Century Works, Lewis-

ham.
PARIS.

Weston standard Portable Direct
Reading Wattmeter.

FRANCE-E.

H. Cadiot,

12

Rue

St.

DIRECTIONS- Insert lamp [small enijirtt) between the largelt
SPRINGY ALL OVER"

liellces in the manner shown above, and place the lip of lamp in the
eye of the guard.
"IT'S

The simplest and best guard on the market. Each gua.-d compressed
Easy to
and put up In a 4x4 In. Manila envelope. 6 gross In a barrel.
Write for tree sample and prices.
handle. Convenient tor stock.

S. H.

COUCH

CO., Ino., 156 Pearl St., Boston, Mass.
TEL. 4626 MAIN

—
WESTERN ELECTRICIAN
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Co

Allis -Chalmers

Zl gf

Electrical

The

Department

Bullock Electric Mfg. Co.
CINCINNATI, OHIO
Canadian

reprenentotives, Allis-Chalmers- Bullock, Ltd., Montreal

Bullock Motors for Every Service
Type "B" Motors

Bullock

have been successfully applied

to drive

nearly every kind of machinery.

They Can Be

Direct connected, belted or geared.

Arranged

for operation on floor, ceiling or wall.

Supplied open, enclosed or with gauze covers.
Bullock

A

"FEMCO"

ComLp©>.ct
Efficiervt
UlYit

Type "B", Open Mol

INCANDESCENT LAMPS.

For Isolated Plaint
and Marine Service
/

W Uf

\

for nulleln

^rr^

Regular Type

Reflector Tygte

W^e manufacture

a complete line. Standard, Reflector. Tipless.

Street Series and Miniature,

all

fully guaranteed as to Voltage.

Candlepower. Efficiency and Useful

Write

for catalogue,

If

it

Life.

contains very interesting data for lamp buyers.

you want the

best

you must buy the

FEMCO,
WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY
NEW YORK

CHICAQO
Other Large Cities

THE FRANKLIN ELECTRIC MFG.

CO.,

General Office and Factory,

HARTFORD, CONN.
NEW YORK
Havemeyer Bldg.

BALTIMORE,

MD

2314 B. Madison St.

Southwestern Representative,
Electric Co., St. Louis, Mo.

Tke Sacha

j]

..

.

April

FT.FCTRrriAN'

WF.STF.rJN'

J.',

StorageBatteryGo.
TheElectrig PHILADELPHIA
MANUFACTURER OF THE

"Cbloribc Hccumulator
For Central Stations, Electiic Railways, Isolated Lij^lilin^ and I'cjwcr Stations,
Fire Alarm, Tclegra|ih, Train Lif^liting, etc., etc.

M,i;s

111

Kii;i:s:

AllcBliony Avo. an<l lOlh 81,

Nan

iniANiiiiic
lllullo IIIiIk

CsDudlaD Ooncnl

ntl/on'ii HIilK.

KIl-<

CEJVTHAL STATIOJV MAJWAGE'RS

Don't Be Afraid
of the

Gas

PlaLfvt

WORK UP A MOTOR. LOAD
We

con furrvlsh you

SINGLE PHASE MOTORS
that will start under full load in
sizes ranging from '/^ to 35 H. P.

"^Oagner Electric Mfg. Co,
ST. LO\/IS. MO., V.

A.

J".

MAGNETIC CLUTCHES— —"'^"rko-fc

|9lannine ^^ build

-tK^

L-eCTRIC IVIACMIN

\A/IL-L.IAIVIS

BAKER

PLATINUM

WORKS:

NEW YORK

CO., AICROIM, O.

CO., INC.

Newark, New Jersey

GRAND PRIZE
UNIVERSAL EXPOSITION

ao

ST. LOUIS, 1904

«c

OFFICE:

I

Liberty Street

ALPHABETICAL INDEX TO ADVERTISEMENTS.
AUls-Chalmers Company
American Battery Co
Amer. Circular Loom Co
American Conduit Co

2

U
1

IP

American Diesel Engine Co. .18
Amer. District Steam Co
Amer. Elec. Fuse Co
^
2-2
Amer. Elect'l. Supply Co
Amer. EL Telephone Co
17
American Electrical Works.. 1]
Andorsoa .t Nacbman
11
1.')

Arnold Co., Tlie
Arnold Elec. M f g. Co
Automatic Electric Co

13
17

IG

—

Babcock A Wilcox Co
Badt.F. B
Bailey, Fred.

13

W. C

13

U

Bain, For£e

Baker & Company
3
Baker A Co., W. E
13
Bay State Lamp Co
Beardslee Chandelier Mfg. Co.—
nelden Mfg. Co
Benjamin Electric Mfg. Co.

—
—

—

Bennett. L A
Berthold A Jennings
Big Four R. R

BlssellCo.,The

17
14

—

F

1,

Bossert Electric Construction
Co..
Brooks,

HallL

BrownellCo.,The
Bryan-Marsh Co
Bryan,

Wm. H
Co

Bunge.Otto

ByUesby&Co.,H.

Cliicago

House Wrecking

Co. 12

Chicago Mica Co
Chicago Solder Co
Colonial Sign

10

22

A Insulator Co.—

Colorado A Southern R. R....17
Colorado Midland R. R
14
Columbia Incand. Lamp Co..—
Continuous Rail Joint Com-

pany of America

10

—

Cooper-Hewitt Elec. Co
Cope.T. J

Couch

Co., Inc., S.

Crescent Ins. Wire

H
A Cbl.

Co.

Crocker-Wheeler Co
Orolius

A

Son. E.

Cutter Elec.

7,

& Co.

,

Hamilton

.

Ileal

J.

A

For

.

11

13
2:?

10
19

—

W. S

G.W

12

—
—
—

Holmes Fibre-Graph. Co
Holophane Glass Co
Humphrey, Henry H
Hunt ACo., Robt. W

13

Ry

15

Incandescent Electric Light
Manipulator Company
Indiana Rub. A Ins. W. Co
India Rubber A Gutta Percha

—
1

—

Insulating Company
[nternatlonal Elec. Meter Co. 1
International TeL Mfg. Co. 17
.

Jackson. D. C. A W. B
Jeffrey Manufacturing Co.
Johns-Manvllle Co., H. W..

Ixxdea

A

o*

Sons. Mathias

Kohler Brothers

Kuhlman

Electric

13

Pacific Coast Pole Co.

13

Pass

I3

Co

10

.

A Seymour, Inc.
A Weed
ASons

Parsell
rerrlzo

Pfannmueller
Leather Preserv. M. Corp

A

Co.

,

James

—

Phelan. D.

IS

Phillips,

Letheule, Paul
I3
Lindsley Brothers Company.. 15
—
Locke Insulator Mfg. Co

Loud's Sons Co. H.
,

Machado A

—

M

—

Roller

Maitby Cedar Company
Manhattan El. Supply Co
Marinette Gas Engine Co

15

22

13
Monon K. R
MueUer Company, William.. 15
Munsell A Co. Eugene
10
,

National Carbon Co
National Electric Co
National India Rubber Co
Nernst Lamp Co
Newgard A Co.. Henry......

4

5

——

Ins.

1

.22

Wire Co.r....l6

Ncrthern Elecfl Mfg. Co.... 12
14
Northern Pacific R. R
Northern Wire A Cable Co. .10
Northwestern Storage Bat-

-A.d'veartisei^rxerx-ts
tery

Co

A

W
SierllnK ASon, W a
Stanton. LeRoy

,

,

Co.,F. E....—

W

15

Eugene F
Ii
WlreCo...n

Phillips Insulated

Phcenlx Glass Co
Phosphor- Bronze S. Co.
Plgnolet.L. M
Pillsbury-WatkinsCo
Pittsburg

A

—
IS
10
14

Iron Co.... 16

L. S.

Plume A.Atwood Mfg. Co....—
Porter Cedar

Company

15

IS

Matthews A Bros., W.N
li
McCandless A Co.. H.
t3
McLennan A Company, K
10
McEoy Clay Works
16
Mechanical Appliance Co
17
Mica Insulator Company
lo
Minneapolis CedarALbr.Co.i5
Miscellaneous Advs
12

New York

—

14, 17

W

In-

Insurance Go....—

Hazard Manufacturing Co...Highland Park College. ... 12

Ol£is®ifitici.

Klein

Leffel
9. 10

H

Illinois Central

.

2

I

Co
Hamacek. A. F
HartMfg. Co
Hartford Steam Boiler
spection

ply Company
Kemp.R, W

15

. .

Dixon Crucible Co., Joseph.. 18
—
Dossee Elec'l. Co., A. S.
21
Duncan Elec. Mfg. Co

Ely ACo. AllenP

15

Gould StorageBatteryGo
6
Green Fuel Economizer Co.. 18
Gregory Electric Company. 12

—
Fuse Company
Dearborn Drug A Chem.Wks. IS
Denver A Rio Grande R. R.. .17
13
Diamond Meter Company
Directory of Engineers
13
A W.

Electric Storage Battery Co
Electrician Pub. Company

M

,-KoChe

Hoffman,

D.

Lamp Co....—

General Electric Co
Gleason, John. L

Hill Elec. Co.,

.

Carhartt

1

.

Fowler. John H...
Fowler-Jacobs Company
Franklin Elec. Mfg. Co

Haller Machine

9

ACo

Fostorla Incand.

1
1

5

A Mfg. Company

Almlrall

Hallberg.

—
Co...

.

"For Sale" Advertisements.. 12
Ft. Wayne Elec. Works, Inc. .21

1

19

R

Cutler-Hammer Mfg.
CutterCo., Geo

Eva

SiAndard Elec Mfg. Co
h'
Standard Underg. CAble Co....—
Stanley Elec Mfg. Co.. The
Stanley Instrument Co
5

Kartavert Manufacturing Co.—
Kellogg Switchboard A Sup

5
17

22
Century Electric Co
ChlcaKO Edison Co
4, 12
Chic. Fuse Wire A Mfg. Co... 12

Edison Decorative A Miniature Lamp Departm't
Edison Mfg. Company
Electric Appliance Co

Buckeye Electric Co
Buckeye Engine Co
Bullock Elec. Mfg.

14

Central Electric Co
Central Tel. A El. Co

Reislnger,

Hugo

9

—
Reliance Instrument Co
Replogle Governor Works.. .—
Reynolds EL Flasher Mfg.Ca 12
Robert Instrument Co.. The..—
Robertson A Sons, Jas. L.
12
Roebling's Sons Co. J, A
22
Ruebel-Schwedtmann- Wells.. 13
Runzel-Lenx Elec Mfg. Co...—
,

Safety Ins. Wire

A Cable Co.. 22

Samson Cordage Works
Sargent A Lnndy
SauquoitSilk Mfg. Co

18

—
10

—

Schneider A Co., a O
Schott.W. H
1.3
S. E. Missouri Cypres* Co.... 14
—
Shelby Electric Co
Signalold Chemical Works.. 1
Simplex Electrical Co., The., i
Simplex Elec Heating Co. ...10
Spargo Wire Co Jas, A
1
Squire Electric Co
.

Seo

—

B*^g:© ©•

|3

H

—
Slow Mfg. Company
berg-Carlson TeL Mfg.
Companv..
16
nbt^a

an.

Lamp Co

,

Torrey Cedar Company
h
Tray Plate Battery Co
1
Trumbull Elec Mnfg. Co.....—
Turner Brass Works

—

Underbill. Chas. R
I3
Union Electric Mfg. Co
Universal Co.. The.
12
Universal Elec. Stor. Bau Co. 8

—

Valentine-Clark Co.. The.... 15
Vulcanized Fibre Company. .£2

Wabash
Wagner

R.

—

R

Electric Mfg.

Walsh's Sons

Co

A Company.

Warren Elec Mfg. Co
Wesco Supply Co
Western Display Co

3
13
11

10

—

Western Electric Company .. 3
Western Steel Gate Co
I5
Westinghouse
Electric
&
Manufacturing Co
19. £0
Weston Electrical InsL Co. .. 1

WhiteheadMachlnery Co... 12
Williams Elec Machine C"*.. 3
waiis.G. M
13
Wooltey Fdy. A Mach. Wfcs..—
Worcester Company, C H
14
Yesbera Mfg. Co
Vest Electric Mfg. Co

16

ZeroMarxSlgn Works

--

10
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you want Wires or Cables insulated

If
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writh

^ ^tf

the

HIGHEST CLASS INDIA RUBBER

INSULATION
buy

.

.

should

you

.

Complete stock

H^

of

sizes constantly on hand
for sale at lowest market prices by
all

CHICAGO EDISON COMPANY,
WRITE FOR PRICES.

139

ADAMS STREET, CHICAGO.

3,500
OR MORE WILL ATTEND THE

NATIONAL ELECTRIC LIGHT CONVENTION
To be Held at Denver and Colorado Springs,
June 6th to Nth Inclusive
fully,

This greatest and most important convention in the history of the Association
completely and in a manner befitting the
ELECTRICIAN.

will

be covered

WESTERN

Being a Western convention your advertisement should appear in the only western general electrithe
ELECTRICIAN; and it should correspond in size and importance with
the importance of the convention and of our convention issues of June 3rd, loth and 17th.
cal

journal

—

WESTERN

Write us today reserving space

in

a select location.

Western Electrician, 510 Marquelte BIdg., Chicago
"Flexduct"

is thaLt

higK standard required

in

BlII

high-class work.

Il is

very

flexible, a.

high insula.tion and indestructible

FLEXIBLE CONDUIT
"Flexduct" the National Code StSLndard.

It

does not dateriorsLte, e..IwaLys useable

to highest

degree

OSBURN FLEXIBLE CONDUIT COMPANY,
NEW YOR.K

CHICAGO

SAN FRANCISCO

THE WORLD'S STANDARD"

:;i;^i:lliIH<.J;^IH

SAVE
COMMUTATORS

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, CLEVELAND, OHIO

April 22,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

1905

CORRECT ALL THROUGH
ycirs success of IM TTSIibKGII TRANSFORMERS cannot possibly be due
two or three features however excellent.
Transformers see some pretty rough work
if they are not good all
through they cannot hold their place in the market essentially unchunged, for seven years.
III.- S..V.M1

III

.iiiil

STICK TO PITTSBUROH AND BE ON THE SAFE SIDE.

€r«tral ClfdrirComvauij.
Type K Transformer

OEMERAL WESTEItM AOEMTS

207-209-211 Kast Jackson Boulevard,

CHICAOO

Allen Bradley Electric Controllers

TUNPBLIyy

Universal

Motors
STANDARD VARIABLE
SPEED MOTORS HAVE

ARANGE0F3T01
BY FIELD CONTROL

Enclosed Conttolli

standard Controller

HADE

IN

ALL SIZES

American Electric Fuse Co.
Chicago
Sistritt ©ffitra
New

York, 185 Broadway.
Ohicaso, Old Colony Bids.
Philadelphia, 11509 Land Title Bids.
Piltsbure, Farmers' Bank Bide.
All;mla. Ga.. Empir,. Blik-.
Xtw OrkMii,,, I..1., Iin.Tiua Bank 1:1.

New York

g>alvn ©ffircB
Cleveland. Barton. Stevenson & Co.
Detroit. Hiller.Seldon Electric Co.
St. Louis, 320 Chemical Bldg.
Denver. Hendrie & BolthoS Mfg.
Pupply Co.

Cutter's
and

"Ebony" Wke^ope

George Cutter Co.
525

The

only wire rope reallv pli.ible enough
work freely with stanJ.ird types ol pulleys.

Notre

Dame St„

SOUTH BEND,
INDIANA

INSTRUMENT CO.
STANLEY
GREAT
BARRINCTON, MASS.,

UNIVERSAL EXPOSITION
ST.

LOUIS
1904

U. S. A.

GOLD MEDALS
7DS AT BOTH EXPOSITIONS FOR
THE HIGHEST AWARDS

IVI

PAN-AMERICAN EXPOSITION

BUFFALO
1901

'

'

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

April 22, igoj

Railway Line and Regulating

Complete
Storage

and Train Lighting
Central Lighting and Power
Electric Vehicle and Telephone

Isolated

Battery
Plants
aOULD COUNTER

B.

YORK. I W. 34th Street.
BOSTON, S9 State Street.
CHICAQO, The ' Rookery."
SAN FRANCISCO, Century Electric

Co.

M.

P.

BOOSTER SYSTEMS

WORKS

NEW

:

DEPEW,

N. Y.

Bulletins.

CLASSIFIED INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
Kemp,R. W.

Commntator Compound
Orollus

Anchors
Bennett,

&

(Tel.
I.

&

Son, E. R.

Fres-Ko Chemical Co.

Tel.)

McLennan & Co. K.
Condensers, Ellectrlc.
,

A.

Matthews & Bro., W. N.
Annandators.

Stanley Elec. Mfg Co.

Conduit and Conduits.
American Circular Loom Co.

Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.

America^ Conduit Company

Kohler Brothers.
Letheule, Paul
Newgard & Co., Henry.
Northern Electrical Mfg. Co.
Ruebel, Schwedtman, Wells.
Sargent & Lundy.

W. H.
Squire Electric Co.
Stanley Elec. Mfg. Co.
Stanton, LeRoy W.
Underhill. Chas. R.
Schott,

Willis, G. M.

Electrical Instruments.
i'Co.

Western Electric Co.

BatterleH

and

Conduits, Clay.
McRoy Clay Works.

Central Electric Co.

Edison Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Tray Plate Battery Co.
Wrsco Supply Co.

Cope, T.

J,

Ft.

EiMtrLc Applia:

Wayne

Wks.

Elec.

Inc.

General Electric Co.
National Electric Co.
Northern Electrical Mfg. Co.
Wagner Electric Mfg. Co.

Western Electric Co.

Leather Preserver Mfg. Corp.

Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.
Controllers, Crane.
Amer. Elec. Fuse Co.

Leather Preserver Mfg. Corp.

Cord,
Runzel-Lenz Elec. Mfg. Co.
Samson Cordage Wks.

Cross-Arms,
Brackets.

Pins

and

Eerthold & Jennings.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Wesco Supply Co.

Western Electric Company.
Cnt-Outs and STvltobes.
BissellCo., The F.
Bossert Elec. Const. Go.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Cutter Elec. & Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
I't. Wayne Elec. Wks. Inc.
General Electric Co.

Hamacek,

Bosseri Elect. Const. Co.

A. F.

Hart Manufacturing Co.
Hill Elec. Co., W. S.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Go.
Trumbull Elec. Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.

Brnahea.

Westinghouse

Allis- Chalmers

BissellCo.,

Western Electric Company.

F.

Co.

Central Electric Co.

Northern Electri

Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edit

Parsell & Weed
Stanley Elec. Mfg. Co.
Stow Manufacturing Co.
Wagner Electric M^. Co.
Warren Elec. Mfg. Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.

Co,

National Carbon Co,
Relsinger, Hugo.
Wesco Supply Co.

stlnirs.

Westinghouse

El.

&

Mfg. Co.

Elconomlxers, Fuel.
Plume & Atwood Mfg.

Green Fuel Economizer Go.
Ellectrlo Heatlnff Appl.
Electric Appliance Co.
Simplex Elec. Heating Co.

Co.

Cutter Elec. & Mfg, Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks.* Inc.
"Union Electric Mfg. Co.

Crocker-Wheeler Co.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Go.

Wesco Supply

Co.
Western Electric Company.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Reliance Instrument Co.
Robert Inst. Co., The
Stanley Elec. Mfg. Co.
Stanley Instrument Co.
Wagner Electric Mfg. Co.

Wesco Supply

E^lectro-FIatins SIacb*r
Grocker-Wheeler Company.

Badt, F. B.
Bailev, Fred. W.

E.

&

Co.,

ling;

Mnoblnery.

Jeffrey Mtg. Co.

OoUs and Masnets.
Western Electric Co.

Hallberg,

J.

Co.

H.

Humphrey, Henry H.

For

K Apparatns,E:iec<

AUis-Chalmers Company.

Crocker- Wheeler Company.
General Electric Go.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.

Speed Indicators.

Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Go.

Storage Batteries.

Inspection

Westinghouse

& Insurance

El.

&

Mfg. Co.

Hartford Steam Boiler Inspection & Insurance Co.

Amer. Elect'l Supply Co.
BlsseU Co., The F.
Central Electric Co.

Pbospbor Bronce.
Platinum,

New York

Insulat*

OkonlteCo.,The.
Phillips Insulated

Wire

Co.

Simplex Electrical Co.

Elnglnes^ Gas

and Gaso-

line.
AUis-Chalmers Company.
Marinette Gas Engine Co.
WooUey Fdy. & Mach. Wks;

Sngines, Oil.
American Diesel Engine

Co.

Gnglnes, Steam.
Allls-Chahners Company.

BrownellCo., The

Buckeye Engine Co.

Fans nnd Fan Motors.
Central Electric Co.

Century Electric CoCrocker-Wheeler Company.
Edison Mfg. Co.

Wks.

Inc.

Mfg. Co.

Beardslee Chandelier Mfg.Co.

The

Doxsee
Haller Machine Co.
Reynolds El. Flasher Mfg.Co
Schnalder ACo.,C. O.
Wesco Supply Co.

Stow Mfg.

Co.

Central Electric Co.

BissellCo., The F.
Central Electric Co.
Central TeL & El. Co.

Chicago Edison Co.

Globes, ReHeetors
Sbades.

and

Fostoria Glass Specialty Co.
Fostorla Incan. Lamp Go.

EL

Lt.

Manipulator Co.

Perrizo & Sons.
Phelan, D. W.
Pillsbury-Watkins Co.
Pittsburg & L. S. iron Co.
Porter Cedar Company,
S. E. Missouri Cypress Co.
Sterling & Son, W. C.
Torrey Cedar Co.
Valentine-Clark Co., The.
Worcester Co. C. H,
,

o«

Gen. Incan. Arc Light Co.

Telepbones, telephone
Material and Switchboards.
American El. Telephone Co
Anderson & Nachman.
Arnold Elec. Mfg. Co.
Automatic Electric Co.
BissellCo., The F.
Central Electric Co.
Central Tel. & El. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
International Tel. Mfg. Co.
Kellogg Switchb. & Sup. Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
'

Strom berg-Carlson Tel-M.Co
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.

Time Switches.
BisseUGo.,The

F.

Tools.

&

Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks, Inc.
General Electric Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Go.
Stanley Elec. Mfg. Go.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.

Continuous Rail Joint Company of America.
Railway Supplies.
Wesco Supply Go.

Re-Win din K—Repairs.
Chicago Edison Co.
Gregory Electric Co.

Electric Appliance Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Works, Inc.
General Electric Co,
Gregory Electric Co.

Westinghouse

Amer. Electric Fuse Co.
Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Go.

Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.
SchoolH nnd Collcffes.
Highland Park College
SoooiuNIlanil Macfa'y.
Bissell Co The F.
Cbicago House Wrecking Co.
Ely & Cp.. AllenP.
Gregory Electric Go.
,

Vulcanized Fibre Co.

W^tres

&

Cables—Mac-

net Wires.
American Electrical Works.
Beldeu Mfe. Co.
"

Bissell Co.,

The

P.
.

and

Receptacles.

Speaking Tubes.
Central Electric Go.
Electric Appliance Go.

A.caveirtisen::i.ei:i.ts

Vulcanised Fibre.

Hazard Manufacturing Co.
Indiana Rub. & Ins. Wire Co
India Rubber A Guttapercha

Pass & Seymour.
Yost Elec. Mfg. Co.

See

Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co
Tnrblne Water WTieeU
Leffel & Co., Jas.

Crescent Ins. Wire & Chle Co
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.

Sauquoit Silk Mfg. Co.

&

Mfg. Co.

CentralT^leCtric Co.

Slcrnn. E:iectric.
Haller Machine Go.
Western Display Co.
Zero Marx Sign Works.

Insulatlnff
Braidlnt?.

&

Allis-Chalmers Co.
General Electric Co.

Co.

Silks,

El.

Turbines, Steam.

General Electric Co.

Sockets

Co.

General Electric Co.

Rheostats.

Union Electric Mfg.
Wesco Supply Co.

Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse EL & Mfg.

Trucks, Ejleetrlo Car.

Chicago Solder Co.
CroUus A Son, E. R.
Universal Co., The
Western Electric Co.

UetaplionesAnderson & Nachman.

Central Electric Go.
Crocker- Wheeler Go.

Rail Joints.

Bro., W. N.
Walsh's Sons & Co.

Llsbtnlns: Arresters.

Sons, Mathias.

Transformers.
Portables.
Plume & Atwood Mfg. Go.
PoTver Transmission

Soldering' Sticks, Salts
nnd Paste.

Dixon Crucible Co., Jos.
Holmes Flbre-Graphlte Co.
Guards, Xiamp.

In.«a.e2B:

Berthold & Jennlnga.
Brooks, Hall L.
Fowler. John H.
Fowler-Jacobs Company.
Kellogg Switch. &. Sup. Co.
Lindsley Bros. Co.
Loud's Sous Co., H. M.
Maltby Cedar Go.
Minneapolis Cedar&Lbr. Co.
Mueller Company, William.
Pacific Coast Pole Co.

Matthews*

Grapblte Specialties.

A.li>ixat>e1:ioal

STritcbboarda.
Bissell Co., The F.

Jeffrey Mfg. Go.
Co.

Electric Applii
Fostoria Incand. Lamp Co.
Franklin Electric Mfg. Go.
General Electric Co.
McCandless ACo., H. W.
Nernst Lamp Co.
Sawyer-Man Elec. Go.
Shelby Electric Co.
Standard Elec'l Mfg Co.
Sunbeam Incan. Lamp Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

l.amps, Vapor.
Cooper, Hewitt Elec. Go,

Chicago Fuse Wire & Mfg.Co.
D. A W. Fuse Company.
Electric Appliance Co.
Johns-Manville Co., H. W.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Company.

Western Electric Co.

Sbeet.
Baker & Company Inc.
Poles and Ties.

Macblnery.

T.funpH, Nernst.
Nernst Lamp Co.

Amer. Elec. Fuse Co.

Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Manhattan Elect'l Supply Co
Wesco Supply Go.

Western Electric Go.

Inc.

Fuses and Fuse 'Wire.

and

Wire

Mfg. Co.

Lamps, Incandescent—
Replacers & Cleaners.

Flexible Sbafts.

-

Phosphor Bronze Sm. Co.Ltd.

Klein

&

Kartavert Mfg. Co.

Plume & Atwood Mfg. Co.
Fixtures, Gns nnd Elleo.

Bain, Foree,

WestinEThouse El.

Columbia Incan. Lamp

pn»re.

Cutter Co., Geo.

Western Electric Go.

TheF.
Bryan- Marsh Company.
Buckeye Electric Company.

Co.
Electric Co.

&

Elec.

BissellCo.,

Wesco Supply

El.

Wayne

Lampst Incandescent.
Bay State Lamp Co.

General Electric Co.

Western
Westinghouse

Ft.

General Electric Co.
Gregory Electric Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Stanley Elec. Mfg. Co.
Wesco Supply Co.

Century Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.

Patent Attorneys.

Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Locke Insulator Co.
Go.

Electrical Inst.Co.

Co.
Electric Storage Battery Co.

Gould Storage Battery Co.
Universal Elec. Stor. Bat. Co

Chicago Edison Co.
Electric Appliance Go.
Indiana Rub. & Ins. Wire Co.
Johns-Manville Co., H. W.

Mansell & Co., Eugene.
National India Ru'

Weston

American Battery

Supplies, General Blee.

Materials.

Williams Electric Mach. Co.

Coal and Asbes Hand-

Western Electric Co.

Ml

Electric Appliance Co.
Incandescent Electric Light
Manipulator Go.
Indicators.
Robertson & Sons, Jas. L.

Western Electric Co.

W.

&.

Co.

C.

Evans. Almlrall

Baker

&

General Electric Go.

£:iectrlcal and Mecltanleal Bngrlneers.
Arnold Co., The

Glnsters.
Banjamin Elec. Mfp. Co.
PluDie .t Atwood Mfg. Co.
ClutcheB, Magnetic.

Evans, Almlrall

Manhattan Elec. Supply
Mica Insulator Go.

Co.

Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co
Weston Electrical Inst. Go.

F.
Elec'l. Co., A. S.

National Electri(

Plates.

Pignolet, L. M.

BissellCo.,

General Elec. Co.
Gregory Electric Co.
Mechanical Appliance
Co.
'"

Cables (See Wires and Cables)
Carbons* Points and

s t

Central Electric Co.

Roller.

Plasbers.

Century Electric Co,

BissellCo., B. P.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.

Machado &

Mfg. Co.

STotors.
Company.

The

Bullock Elec. Mf!

Cable Hanffera.

Electric Appli:

&

El.

Dynamos and

Central El£Ctrlc Co.
Holmes ^ibre-Graphite Co.
Speer Carbon Co.

aa

ta

Holders, Inc. Lamps.

Ingr

General Electric Co.

Allis-Chalmers Company.
Bullock El. Mfg. Co.
Crocker- Wheeler Co.

Co._^

X

American Electrical Works.

Contractors fuid Blectrle Llebt Plants.

"Western Electric Co.

(Si

Amer. District Steam Go.
neatlngr. Hot Water.

Insulatlnsr Haoblnerr.
New England Butt Co.
Insulators and Insulat-

Conduit Rods.

Bells, BnxzerB, Cte.
Cfiptral Electric

(Recording and Testing.)
BissellCo., The F.
Central Electric Co.
Diamond Meter Co.
Duncan Elec. Mfg. Co.

Jars.

BlssellCo.,TheF.

Heatluff
Steam).

I»*ae:e

Insulating Co.

Kellogg Switch.

&

Sup. Co.

Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
National India Rubber Co
Insulated Wire Co.
Northern Wire & Cable Co.
OkoniteCo.,The.
Phillips. Eugene F.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co

New York

Roebline's Sons Co..

Runzel-Lenz

Elec.

&

Safety Ins. Wire

J.

A.

Mfg

Co.

Cable Co.

Simplex Electrical Co.

SpargoWireCo

Jas. A.
Standard Underground C.
Wesco Supply Co.
.

Go

Western Electric Company.

April ^2,
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The

C-H Accelercitor
WHAT

IT IS

AND WHAT

DOES

IT

Parts in their proper re-

Beginning from

lation.

Casing, Field

tlie left-Oil

Magnetizing

Back
to

I'late

which

Coil,

with

and
flange

Oil Casing

is

attached.

T

HE

Cutlcr-llammer Accelerator

produced,

for the rea.son

that

is
it

a form of magnetic clutch, but different from any magnetic clutch thus far
will

uniformly accelerate a load from rest to synchronism, run at high speeds,

transmit any H. P., and take hold and release immediately.

It is dependable, durable, simple in construction, compact in size, neat in appearance, has no links nor loose
and runs in oil.
It can be operated from the switchboard, or any other point or points of convenience, bj- push buttons, and can
be applied to almost any form of apparatus or condition of service.
It has ample wearing surfaces and requires no adjustment for that purpose.
It is self -oiling, the only attention required being the occasional renewing of oil in. the casings, and the replacing

parts,

of

worn-out brushes.

The

coil

construction prohibits the possibility of open or short circuits,

being enclosed mechanically and thoroughly insulated electrically.
There is no guesswork in this device. We have experimented, without
stinting e.\pense, for several years, and for nearly that length of time we have
it

had practically the same device we now otfer you
our

own

successful operation in

in

factory.

The C-H Magnetic Couplings
These couplings are extremely simple
of two steel plates, the field
as

shown

in

member

of which

in

construction, being

is

fitted

composed

with the energizing coil,

the illustration.

When

the coil circuit is closed, the plates spring together and arc held
by an enormous pressure. When the current is interrupted they spring apart.
These couplings were designed for use where both shafts are at rest, or where they are running at the same speed. They are
applicable for power station work, for quick release to prevent accidents in mills, and for the automatic protection of machinery. The
magnetizing current is small, in the larger sizes being but a fraction of I per cent, of the power transmitted.
They are made of the best material throughout, and special precaution is taken to guard against grounds and heating.

Send to-day

for our catalogue, describing

both our Accelerators and Couplings.

Cutle r-Hammer Clutch Com pany
MILWAUKEE. WISCONSIN
NEW YORK

BOSTON

CHICAGO

136 Liberty St.

176 Federal St.

Monadnock

PITTSBURG
BIdg.

Farmers Ba k BlJg.

iL
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THE

NEW "MORRISON"
BATTERY
Just

What the World Has Bean Waiting
This plate Is so strong
and mechanically that no amount of
electrically

M

For,

BliM

abuse

or of
vibration in traction serv-

electrical
ice

can dislodge even the

slightest particle
active material.

of

its

Lowest internal resistance of any storage battery in the world.

The weight efficiency is
conservatively 14- v/atts
total weight, and
electrical efficiency unsur-

per pound
passed.

THE PLATE

THE CELL

Universal Electric Storage Battery Co.
INCORPORATED

1355 Railway Exchange Building
Factory: 36-38 Union Park Place

Office:

Chicago,

Illinois

April 22,

WESTERN

Kji'S

EIJ

GRAND PRIZE
The Highest Possible Award
Has Been Given

to

HIGHEST GRADE NUERNBERG CARBONS
By the International Jury of Awards, of the Louisiana Purchase Exposition,

MVJGO REISIIMGER.

St. Louis, 1904.

Sole Importtr,

II

BROADWAY. NEW YORK

CONSTANT USE OF THE C-H.
REGULATOR HAS PROVEN

^

FIELD

the material of which its base is made does not allow
that overloads do not disintegrate it
that it
readily radiates and conducts heat, and is a perfect insulator.
Its construction is such that no trouble can exist from small
Bulletin 32 explains in detail.
parts or contacts.

That

grounding

;

;

THE CUTLER-HAMMER MFG.
MILWAUKEE,
NEW YORK

CHICAGO

CO.

WIS.

PITTSBURG

BOSTON

General Electric Company

FAN MOTORS
The General
a

complete

and

Electria

line in

ceiling fans

Company

furnishes

desk, wall bracket, exhaust

and ventilating

A full stock is carried

outtlts.

in all local

storerooms.

Descriptive catalogue mailed on request.
i6-in.

Wall Bracket Fan (D.

NEW YORK

44

Convertible Swiiel and Trunnion Frame Desk Fan (A. C.)

i2-in.

C.)

OFFICE

BROAD STREET

PRINCIPAL OFFICES

SCHENECTADY,

N. Y.

SALES OFFICES

ALL LARGE CITIES

—
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The Lamp and the Lity

liNPS

The Prismo Zenith Lainp
Easter

lily

a.nd the
are both things of beauty.

But the laLnnp haLS the advaLntatge,
as it will remakin a. joy all summer.

Get acquainted with the

PEE R LE SS^'*""'^^
MADE RIGHT

For a combinaLtion of usefulness and beauty
the PsLckard Prismo Zenith L&mp is IT.

PRICED RIGHT

THE WESCO SUPPLY
ST. LOUIS,

Company

Electric Appliance
CHICAGO

SAN FRANCISCO

-and-

Of

MICA

all

Form

and

Clotli

and

M.

Paper.

CO.,

Years

MICA INSULATOR

the

Thatis

Gale's Commutator

Compound.

Standard.

CO.,

Elkhart, Ind.

-

•

^S'OU IVE>E>I> ITI

CHICAGO

C, Compound, Empire

I.

For

NEW YORK

SINGLE AND POLY PHASE
KUHLMAN ELECTRIC

EUOENE MUNSELL AND CO.
NBW YORK

CO.,

MO.
"EVERYTHING ELECTRICAL'

Worth, Texas.

Ft.

TRANSFORMERS

Qualities, In any
at Lowest Prices

INSULATION
Micanite, Linotape,

Branch Warehouse,

SEVERS

ARE RIGHT

The Only
50c, per stick.

and CHICAGO

Absolutely will not

Send

85.00 per dozen.

That Will Prevent Sptirklng.

Article

Will keep the Commutator in good condition and prevent cutting.

Originators

gum

the brushes.

SOc. for trial stick.

FOB SALE BY ALL SUPPLY HOUSES OR
turers.

CHlCAtJO.

YOST SPECIALTIES.
Sockets, Wall
Sockets,

a a ¥ /^ A

lyT r\ w'" s*^* y"" money in your repair
work as well as in your new maciilnes.
1^ j^ ^^^^ insulation— made out of
the best materials and is sold af reasonable prices.

CHICAGO MICA

Weatherproof

RELIABLE.

Cataiogum fof

78-80 Cortlandt

TOLEDO, OHIO.

ACCURATE.

M. PICNOLET
New

St.,

York. N. Y.

NEWARK,

OVER

N.

"

'

INCANDESCENT

LAMPS

'>

!

• END rOR 02-PAaE C*

UNIT" ENAMELED RHEOSTATS
SIMPLEX ELECTRIC HEATING CO.,
Cambrldgeport, Mass.

LONG LIFE
GUARANTEED CANDLEPOWER,
HIGHEST EFFICIENCY.

CONTINUOUS RAIL JOINT CO. OF AM.

tho making.

THE YOST ELECTRIC MFG. CO.

-

Bend for Circular.

L.

Q Tl*n
AD
O

Electric Heating Apparatus

POCKET SIZE
For testing Batteries and
Battery Circuits. Locating
Faults, Grounds, etc.

Cord

"

VALPARAISO, IND.

CO.

AMMETERS

VOLT

Sockets,
Rosettes,
Receptacles,
Adjustersm

D

f\I ^ I I
Y|lli/\r)l
».*-rv^i
la-r
"**^'^

J.

I STANDARD ELECTRICAL MFG.
COMPANY,
i
Niles, Ohio.

20,000 MILES IN USE

I

AUTOMATIC

SERIES

Edisoo Miniature Lamps

ARC

..FOR..

NOVELTY DEVICES
B'or

use in e'ectric Hashlights, candlesticks,

pocket lanterns, carriage and bicycle lamps,
clock lights for bedrooms, ruby lanterns for
photography and for optical, dental and

Power.

surgical instruments.

A. C. and D. CV

~iiU

Telephone Lamps
Candelabra Lamps
Decorative

For

All types suppliedaccurately rated

Lamps

carefully selected

WILL PROTECT

GENERATORS
arvd Lamps

TraLi\sformers

EDISON DECORATIVE AND MINIATURE

Against disruptive discharge of
current due to sudden opening of

LAMP DEPARTMENT

circuits

General Electric Company, Harrison, N.

J.

& CABLE CO.

local light-

great extent. Will preserve tranof the commonwealth

by assuring continuous
It

NORTHERN WIRE

and against

Will cutout
discharge.
ground lamps and broken lamp
loops. Will regulate circuits to
ning

quillity

IIVSULATED WIRES
COTTON
AND SILK

St. Ry..

Series Circuits

MAGNET WIRES
South Milwaukee
Wis.

is

the

means

to

service.

success of

series systems.
Sample colWrile for circular showing how it's done.
GUI will be sent loprospecilve and responsible pnrchaser
00 approval. Address

A. F.

HAMACEK.

Chicago.

2039 Kenmoro Ave,

111.
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PliANKN.I'lllll.ll'S.I'r

I

Kuwi

H.I(L>^|•«l^l)^.;r.,^^<.

ASin'ini.1.11".

OUR PROPOSITION.

AMERICAN ELEGTR|CAL WORKS,
BARE AND lioLATEOELECTeiCWIRi;,
ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE,

INCANDESCENT AND FLEXIBLE CORDS,
Railway Feeder and Trolley Wire,
AMERICANITE, MAGNET, OFFICE AND
ANNUNCIATOR WIRES.

WK

STOMBAUQH OUY ANCHORS
'

I(=

STorii!. \V. J.
(;inr»lHl StiWI:. V. K

MoSTUKAi. DUAV.

U

111

.nil, •.'ilii.iiliiriiU

lll.li.,!

HJ

,

M. Ijiiin'

I

<\Ki: TWKI/.

I.

SATISFACTORY PAY FOR THEM. urHERWISE. RCTURN CHARUES COLLtCT.
\Vi: I'KKI'AV
HKU;ilT'iN I.S II IM, iHUKICS
SRND fOS NIWCAIAIJjr) AHCHOIS THAI HOI 0.
i

I

CABLES FOR AERIAL AND UNDERGROUND USE.

Ntw YoUK

ON 3r> DAYS TKIAL.
ANY M;.MBKrior

Wll-L SHII'

St.

|.;,1>USI.
I'rillllirH'

I

:||.<:

1

rlral

W.irku

MAIN OFFICES AND FACTORIES, PHILLIPSDALE R
,

I.

"r

6 aod 6 locb Btjie.

ELECTRICITY

Wll.l, IIOI.I)

"AMERIGAN"^^:r

MECHANICS
PATENT CAUSES

EXPERT IN
THE
SOLICITOR OF
DATCMTC AMERICAN BATTERY CO.,
k FOREIGN III lH
ARE

I

U. S.

FOnf E

BAIN,

16623 Monadnock

BEST.

W.

S<ii< lor ditcrl|ill>t Clrculir.

N.

IT TO

I6.WX) LllS

MATTHEWS &

BRO.

MANLiPACTtlHEBS
Carlclon BulldlOK

ST. LOL'IS. .MO.

I

81k.,

CHICAGO

lEIAPHgNE

NATIONAL CODE STANDARD

Irvtercommunlcating Telephone System,

AUTOMATIC and without cross

The

METAPHONE

the eatsiest

MADE

IN

talk.

"0.

^

Slot

-

Weatlierprool Wire.

Burning Weatlierprool

to install.

and Ideal Wire.

DIFFERE;NT FINISHES

The Metaphone
any telephone

L"

is

the best for

Prices

and Sample* on Application.

installation.

GET OVR. CATALOG AND PRICES

Ai\dersorv

©

Phillips Insulated

Na>,cKmarv

Wire Co.

356 Dea.rborrv Street

CHICAGO

Office

and Factory: PAWTUCKET,

R.

L

HBLrrlson 4968

Qleason's

Wa^rrerv

Moulding

Alternator

Boxes.
Send

Not only

strike

while the iron

is

make

it

hot, but

hot

by

striking.

Heat is a mode of

postal

for descrip-

tive

pam-

price

JOHN

L.

molecular motion.

and

phlet

list

to

The molecules

the buyer's brain

290 SoDlh SI.

A Dozen Cities

A NO. 2-REaULAR

Jamaica

B NO. 2-REaULAR

Plain,

Mass.

made to
move if you forcecan

— IN

JAPAN
Are Lighted

BROGKSMITH DYNAMO CASTINGS

FROM THE

Castings, Puncliings, Hateriais

and Blue Prints

structing the

WARREN

Dynamo,

Brocksmith

flotor,

Dynamotor,

ALTERNATOR
^RiiEN]^Cllc]^Q.^.

Sandusky, O.

for

Catalogue No. 26

PARSELL
129-131

$c

WEED

West 31st Street
CITY

NEW YORK

fully

be

and

persist-

ently strike

them

for con-

Hotor-Generator, Single-Phase
Rectifier, A. C. Generator, etc.

Send

of

GLEASON

through

by
your

his

telling

eye

him

advertising

tale in the

weekly

issues of the \^est-

ern Electrician.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

WANTED, FOB SAUS
similar

WAWT

COLUIHN

and

advtrtise-

S^-Jo an
additional ivords 3c each.

ments {50 -words or
insertion;

/ess),

POSITION ^WANTED advertisements ijo Tvords or

less),

S^,oo an in-

sertions additional -words 2C each.

ELECTRICAL MATERIAL FROM THE WORLD'S

POSITION WANTED.

FAIR, ST. LOUIS, 1904

An

This material that we are offering

opportunity to secure rare bargains in everything used in this line.
has seen but limited service and is practically as good as new for further use.

LEAD COVERED CABLES.
Feet.

Size.

Conductor.

WOOD CON DUIT.

Weatherproof and Rubber Covered Wire.

Voltage

All sizes from No. 14 to 600,000 C. M.

of power or
X years' experiQ

100,000 Feet, Size

INCANDESCENT LAMPS

ence witti motors, meters, arc lamp wirlnp.
etc.
Can furnish good reference, no objection
to dlitance. Address BOX 465, care of Western
Electrician, 510 Marquette Bldg., Chicago.

original cases of 200, 250 and 400 Lamps,
ranging from 100 to 110 voltage, 8 and 16
candlepower. General Electric make. Price
each in case lots, 12J4 cents.

By first-class steam and electrical engineer
with 23 years' experience In the operation of
power plants. Wishes to Invest SX.OOO and
take position on official or operating forces In
either lighting, power, manufactory or electrimachine shop; thoroughly understand
cal
handling financial and technical part of work.
Strictly sober and educated. Addrtss BOX 461,
care Western Electrician, 510 Marquette Bldg.,

20,000 Colored Incandescent Lamps, brand
new, never used. General Electric make,
104 voltage, Edison base; colors, Amljer,
Green, Opal and Ruby; put up 200 i
to 120, Edison. T. H. and Westlngh(
base; 8, 10, 16, 20 and 25 candlepower; put
in a case, second selection. Price
in case lots, lOj^ cents.

111.

Man

of 35. thoroughly familiar with the commercial end of the electric light and power
business, wants a position west of the Missouri
River. Seven years in present posit'on and can
furnish A I references. Address
46-J, care
of Western Electric'an, 510 Marquette Building,

each

CHICAGO HOUSE WRECKING COMPANY,

x iy,.

300,000 No. 9171 Porcelain. Edison Base
Receptacles.
50.000 Weatherproof "Brvant" Socliets
1,000,000 split glazed li. & D. Wiring

Knobs, sizes
20.000 No. 8 Standard Porcelain Knobs.
200,000 Single Wire glazed Porcelain
I

15,000 Porcelain Cut-outs.
26.000 Plugs.
2,000.000 Unglazcd Porcelain Tubes.
All kinds of switches and instruments.

Ask

up 250

POSITION WANTED.

W,

MISCELLANEOUS

200,000 Lamps, used a short time, and in
good condition for further service. Have
been tested. They are 104 voltage, Edison
base, 8 candlepower.
In lots of 1,000,
each 5 cents.
150.000 orand new Incandescent Lamps In

POSITION WANTED.

Chicago,

April 22, 1905

for

our Special Catalogue

No. 567.

35th and Iron Sts., CHICAGO.

BOX

FOR SALE

Chicago.

WANTED.

[-360

K. W. General

To employ

in every city in the United States
and Europe, a responsible, intelligent, temperate
man, as agent for the sale of a no-acid, non-cor-

rosive Soldering Flux.

537 West 149th

St.,

New

IZZ

THE UNIVERSAL CO.,
York.

Electrical

engineer

unquestioned
one having expeof

reputation and ability,
rience in power station and lighting inwanted by large corporation
Address
in capacity of sales manager.
ELECTRICAL ENERGY, P. O. Box 44,
Buffalo, N. Y.

stallations,

NORTHERN SMALL MOTORS
Cornpact. ...Efficient. ...Superior

I-J50

"

Westinghouse

I-I50

•

Wood

'

Stanley

construction....susceptible of good
form-wound armspeed variation. ...multipolar
atures.. ..simple. ...hardy. ...trustworthy.

•BooKJ't JVo.
.

BARNEY, Kewanee,

elec-

IN THE WORLD
J- BEST
particulars
Write for

"NON-MAGNETIC WATCHES

i9f^

Factory prices and special inducemenls.

^B,
'(PyJ

F.

DOLL MFG.

CO..

175 Broadway, New York.

lull

Reynolds Elee. Ffashar Mfg. Co.
231 Fifth Ave.. Chlcato.

"UNION"
SWITCHBOX.

H-V

IM

OT

Soldering

& Sods,
New York

Flnx

ibillty

er in constructK
itrigerators, orn

mental work, and all branches of the
Large package in fluid, paste or stick
form, prepaid bymail,2oc. Satisfaction guaranteed- Liberal discount to dealers. Special prices
to those desiring to use Flux in large quantity.
industry.

THE UNIVERSAL
537

WEST

149th ST.,

ijon'tstop!

Keep On!

CHICAGO FUSE WIRE & MFG.

CO.,

NEW YOUK.

Read!

CO.
lU.

ElECTRICAL,

Engineering
.^
_

STEAM)

CIVIL.
equipped
Thott
coureeg, Thoroughly
Ctimolete and short
ghort courses.
Cinnplete
engineering shops. Shop work from the DeBinning. Short courses In Steam and Electrical
the
Accommodations
Engineering. Expenses low.
time.
any
enter
may
Students
year.
besv School all
Correspondence steam and electrical conrses. faenn
Inieresteo.
for catalogue. Mention coarse In which

HIGHLAND PARK COLLEGE,

1000

h. p.,

900
825

h. p.,

h. p.,

p.,
p.,
p.,
p.,
p.,

450
400
450
450
350
350
300
300
225

h.
h.
h.
h.
h.

225

h. p.,
h. p.,
h. p.,

p.,
p.,
p.,
p.,
p.,

h. p.,
h. p.,
h. p.,
h. p.,

175
165
150 h.
140 h.
125 h.
90 h.
600 h.
SOOh.

DES MOINES, IOWA.

ad in the Westei

38x48, Mils Corliss, 1890 heavy

34x60, International.
32x48, Allls Corliss, 1890 heavy

22x42x48, Hamilton, Tand. Comp.
32x54, Hamilton, 1890 Frame.
30x54, St. Louis, 1890 Frame.
28x60. Philadelphia.
16x32x42, Corliss Cross Comp.,

p.,
p.,
p.,
p.,
p.,
p.,

16x30x42, Ailis Cross Comp.
23y.x60, Geo. H. Corliss.
24x48, Harris, latest type.
24x48, Brown.
22x42. Allis, 1890 Frame.
22x42, Slater, 1890 Frame.
20x48, Harris.
20x42, Hamilton.
12x22x42, Atlas Tandem Comp.
18x42, Hamilton.
16x42, Allls.
16x36, Sioux, 1902.
15x38, Brown.
14x42, Allls.
14x36, Putnam.
12x36, Harris.
28%x52. Buckeye Automatic.
lT%x30i4x27,
Cross
Buckeye

Comp.
450h.

p.,

16%x28%x27,

Buckeye

Cross

Comp.

CO.,

NEW YORK

widi com-

latest type.

adapted to soldering electrical connections
without injury to Insulation, produciog clean,
perfect joints on all metals. Will not rust
corrode, therefore
sheet metal work. A tl
of roofing, leaders, gutli

Monthly Bargai 1 Sbeet

duty.

Jos. L. Robertson

Perfect

our

and net pnces.

MECllAillGfIt

900 h.
750 h.
650 h.
600 h.
500 h.

INDICATOR

A

•

for

list

duty.

WILLIS PLANIMETER
VICTOR REDUCING WHEEL

-

"
"

Two

Corliss Engines.

ROBERTSON-THOMPSON

198 Fulton St.,

..

Two
Single

As your

FOR SALE.

^A/

"

.t

'

CO.

trical engineers to sell or take orders for

W.

Single

'
General Electric
'
General Electric
Westinghouse
General Electric
'
Westinghouse
'
1-75
'
*
Westinghouse
I- 75
- 75
Westinghouse
Direct connected to Gates' Eng ne.

120

54-62 5. Clinton St., Chicago,

£ngineers...Manufacturers
M&dison, Wis., U. S. A.
425 Monsdnock Block. Chlca.<o. III.

Salesmen or engineers calling on

Three

"

I

GREGORY ELECTRIC

332S

^

WANTED.

"

I-I20

Send

NORTHERN ELECTRICAL MFG.

IlL

"

I-IZO

pictc

^ ^

WANTED.

"

«

•

•

High type of

Three Phase
Single

Warren

1-150

WANTED.

Electric Alternator,

Westingliouse

'

U.S. METAL PDLisn;;

450 h.
350 h.
275 h.
250 h
150 h.

p.,
p.,
p.,
p.,
p.,

24x48, Buckeye Automatic.
16x26x18, Ideal Tandem Comp.
14x22x10, Ideal Tandem Comp.
16x27x16, Westinghouse Comp.
15x24, Cumme

Improve!

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.
GIO MARQUETTE BLDG.

Publishers and dulert of electrical books

You win confer a favor upon the advertiser by telling him— when you Whitehead Machinery Company,
DAVENPORT, IOWA.
saw his ad. In the Western Electrician,

writm hint -that you

REPAIR SHOPS
EDISON COMPANY
CHICAGO
TELEPHONE MAIN
76 MARKET STREET, CHICAGO.
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT.
1280.

FIRST-CLASS EQUIPMENT THROUGHOUT.

April

-'-',

\VFSTKT<N'

i'i<>.

F.r.FCTRrCIAN

SCHEEFFER IIMTECRATINC

WATTMETER
Typt E (or Alternating Currtni

Type F lor Direct Current Circuits

DUST AND BUG PROOF
IMPROVED CONSTRUCTION
MOVING PARTS ARE EXTREMELY LIGHT,
INSURING A HIGHLY SENSITIVE AND ACCURATE METER.
WRITE FOR PRICES AND DESCRIPTIVE
LITERATURE.

DIAMOND METER COMPANY,
ALTERMATIMO CUKKEMT.

PEORIA,

U.S.A.

ILL.,

''FRES'KO"

IT

"CREEPS"

FRES-KO CHEMICAL CO:

DIRECT CURPEHT.

^v7r°y

-

CREVICE

Fort

Wayne,

Ind.

WESTERN 'ELECTRICIAN

April 22, 1905

%,

0^

^

9-'

'-0

PILLSBURY-WATKINS
COMPANY
LUMBER EXCHANGE.
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
SOUTHERN
OAK TIES.

CEDAR POLES, POSTS, TIES AND SHINGLES.

TORREY
CEDAR CO.,

FootTieSjMichigan'sBestWhiteCedar

7

Our

for Electric Railways,

Specialty.

ALSO TROLLEY POLES

PERRIZO"& SONS,

Write us.

Locations for Industries
Brie Railroad

Chicago to

New

DAOOETT.MICH.

POLES

W.

Cedar
C.

STERLING & SON,

CLINTONVILLE, WIS.
Lari« Stock Conitantly en Hind

TIES.

MONROE, MICH.

ElCTen Pole Yards in Michigan
Wholesale Producers for 20 years.

our Specialties

York

The Erie Railroad Company's IndusDepartment has all the territory
traversed by the railroad districted in re-

Telephone Poles
Electric Light Poles
Street Railway Poles

trial

lation to resources, adaptability, markets
and advantages for manufacturing, and
:an advise with manufacturers in relation
to the most suitable locations.
For full

Idaho Cedar Poles

Hewn Timbers and
Piling,

Round

or

Octagonal

information address

S.

E.

LUIS JACKSON

MISSOURI CYPRESS CO.

Campbell, Mo.

Company
New York

Indnstrial Commissioner, Erie Railroad

21 Cortlandt Street,

Poles

COAST POLE

PACIFIC

u
BERTHOLD

MICHIGAN and

POLES

SPOKANE, WASH.

CO.

POLES.

IDAHO CEDAR

IDAHO CEDAR up

TlIEF.BlSSELLCOrPANY.

TbLEDO.O..

to

TIES.

& JENNINGS,

WHITE CEDAR.

ST. LOUIS.

80

ft.

OAK, CYPRESS and

YELLOW

Chemical Building.

PINE.

POLE DEALERS ADVERTISING

IN
THE WESTERN ELECTRICIAN OBTAIN M0ST"EXCELLENT RESULTS BECAUSE IT
PLACES THEM IN TOUCH WITH
ACTUAL BUYERS OF POLES.
TRY A CARD.

Yakima,
Palouse,

Clearwater

0/

Valleys
Irrigated lands
ties for settlers.

Very

and sure crops. Golden opportuniAsk at once for special information.

Special
From

Coast

$25

IfMidland

Colonist Rates

SLEEPERS EVERY DAY FROM
^XXa^I*^^

Westward Excursions.

Paul and Minneapolis to Billings. Mont., $15: Helena.
$20: Spal<ane,Wash.. $22.e0: every day until May 16. 1905.
Special $6 Settlers' Rates to principal Minnesota and N. Dal<.
points, every Tuesday during March and April.
Travel via
St.

ST.

MM.

Gtn

and Information

froti

IV.

.

.

LOUIS

or

CHICAGO

to

CALIFORNIA

Through the Heart of the Rockies Via Salt Lake.
Observation Parlor Cars on all Day Trains.
Write for Special Rates and Literature and plan your trip througn

iNorthern Pacific Railway
C.

(MIDLAND ROUTE)

THRO' PULLMAN TOURIST

Low

Pacific

COLORADO
MIDLAND RY.

the mountains before yoi

_ _

South Clark St., Chicago, Itl., or write direct
General Passenser .Agent, N. P. Ry., St. Paul.

t

A. M. Cteland,

H.

W. JACKSON,

Oen. Agt.,

CHICAQO.

C. H.

SPEERS,

MICHIGAN WHITE

PROMPT SHIPMENTS.

Oen. Pass. Agt.,

DENVER

ILL.

LARGE STOCK.

KELLOCC SWITCHBOARD & SUPPLY

CO., Chicago.

'

western:

1905

April 22,

!:i

i'''rri''i \':

I

"

'

I

.IB^P^^^^^^ tF^^^^^^^^^'

L

ii

tmn ^

^^^^^^^^^^ ^^WW^^^^^^^B^^^^

e::TAaLiSHED leea

WM. MUELLER COMPANY
1211-12-13
j/

MARQUETTE BLOG.ChlCAGO.

EIGHT DISTRIBUTING YARDo

if&^\

•WESTERN-

POLE HOLE
POLES, TIES, POSTS.

THE PORTER CEDAR
SABINAW,

CO.,

MICH.

We want your Inquiries always.

PRODUCERS.

WHITE CEDAR POLES
HALL

ELECTRICAL
AND OTHER
INDUSTRIES
ARE

OFFERED
LOCATIONS
WITH

tt

L.

For Electric Ligbt

BROOKS

TOMAHAWK, WI9.

IF

YOU WANT POLES

Telegraph Cos.

you \v^nt our prices, especially
on seven-inch, twenty-fives and
six-inch, thirties.

May we

not

quote you on these for IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT? Can also quote you on any
other sizes you may need.
also have plenty of those "Trolley" ties yet.

We

MALTBY CEDAR COMPANY, 509 Phoenix
Pittsburg Agents, Tipper

Sl

6ood

Freight

Labor

Rates,

Block, Bay City, Michigan.

Patton, 000 Bessemer Bul.'dlng.

MICHJGAI^

i:CEDARPOlES

Conditions,

Comraunities,

Healthful

ON THE LINES OF
THE ILLINOIS CENTRAL
.

YAZOO

&

R.

All Lengths ano sizes

R.

band

leve

ma,v be used at a much greater
deptb.
It
will handle stones,
discharge sticky soil and maice
holes of aoy size. On accouni of
Ua driving power and ease ot
handling tt will dig tliroutrb any
60il. from slush to gravel, more
rapidly than any other dl^irer

^=3

made.

The regular dljrger, shown In
the accompanying cut. will dig a
five-foot hole without making It
larij'cr ihao the pole requires.
In
response to requests from prominent telephone companies tn
various sections of the country,
we also have brought out a special

Is

heo

identical ioacticn with

shown
is

AND THE

|}|SSISSIPP.I

t^

Telephone and

WISCONSIN AVBNUB

Satisfactory Inducements,

Favorable

DIGGER

in the cut. except that iij
provided with a longer handle
with
two
hand leversf

and

VALLEY

R. R.

Write for Full Description and
Operation

J.

C.

CLAIR,

Industrial C^^-.mlBiiune'
I

The

Park Row, Chicago,

greater

III

bu

his

Southern Cedar
NO ROTTEH BUTTS.

Are the Best.

POLES

D. W. PHELAN,
277 Broadway, New York

WESTERN STEEL GATE
TWO

CO.

RIVERS. WIS.

CENTRAL STATION HEATING
"We
system

is

are the originators

and builders of the

used for the utilization and distribution

ONLY underground system of live and exhaust steam heating.
of

Our

exhaust steam from electric-light and power plants, for heating

250 plants in successful financial and mechanical operation. We have the
Also manufacturers of Wooden Water Pipe, Steam Pipe Casing, Steam Traps, Condensation Meters, Valves, Economizing Coils, Separators, and a full line of Steamfitters' Supplies.

residences, stores, public buildings, etc.

only practical

Steam Meter.

Write for the

STORY

of

DISTRICT STEAM HEATING

Company
Distbict Steam
Americam
WESTERN offices: MONADNQCK
MAIN OPFICES

BLDG.

LOCKPORT,

N.Y.

CHICAQO^ILL..

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

April 22, 1905

^^

THE AUTOMATIC
the cities in which

it

has

appeals to

111.

Grand Rapids,

First In Sales.
DOES QUALITY COUNT?

all.

Mich.

St.

Columbus, Ohio
Dayton, Ohio
Lincoln, Neb.
Portland,

Me.

Auburn, N. Y.
Lewiston, Me.

Auburn, Me.
Fall River, Mass.
New Bedford,
Mass.
Los Angeles, Cal.
San Diego, Cal.
Hopkinsville, Ky.
Sioux City, la.
Cleburne, Tex.
Columbus, Ga.
South Bend, Ind.
El Paso, Tex.

To the User,

Augusta, Ga.
Medford, Wis.

Marys, O.

promptness,

its

^,

HAS MADE

been adopted are:
Chicago,

.

Stromberg-Carlson Apparatus

telephone system that

Is the

Among

QUALITY

RECOGNIZED AND APPRECIATED [f£^
«.»».<._

[fif^

because of
accuracy,

its

Woodstock, N. B.
Westerly, R. L
Manchester, la.
Princeton, N. J.
Albuquerque, N. M.
Van Wert, O.
Battle Creek, Mich.

Clayton, Mo.

Pentwater, Mich.
Toronto Junction,
Can.
Wilmington, Del.
Riverside, Cal.

Traverse City,
Mich.
Hastings, Neb.
Wausau, Wis.
Berlin,

Germany

its

secrecy;

To the Operating Company, because
of operation

of its

economy

and maintenance;

To the

Investor, because

places

the securities of a

it

telephone

Quality

firm

and keeps them. stable

basis,

and

company on a

One

One
Pploe

profitable.

Our No. 192 TELEPHONE

Automatic Electric
Van Buren and Morgan

Company

Our

Crimshaw

—
[^^ ROCHESTER, N. Y.
r*

NEW YORK
the iDcreasin§; value of Independent securities, etc. Nine special articles
xpens. 121 pagea. 7x10,
'

facts and figures yet published, " Single
cnptes. 50 cts. postpaid.
Address 161
ST., Boston.

SUMMER

sow AM

we

Fact

is,

We

know how

Scope and Effect of Competition
By Vinton A. Sears

efits;

a Copy?

Western Sales Office, ^^=r»S

CHICAGO,

ILL.

l^f^

Raven Black Core

INSULATED WIRE COMPANY,

TELEPHONE DEVELOPMENT

public ben-

We Mail You

TRADE-MARKS on our tags. We also manufacture Crimshaw and Competition Tapes and Splicing Compounds.

BRANCHES:^ 192
,„, S"'S*S?i
Desplalnes

Its

General Ofnces,

-«s

Raven White Core

pas3 Inspection and carry the above

Independent movement;

Our Statements. Can

STROMBERG-CARLSQN TELEPHONE MFG^O.

Streets

CHICAGO, U.S.A.

ALL OUR WIRES

Bulletin No. 5-B A5>lst/> in Proving

St.

don't sidestep for

anybody when it comes to

BOOTHS

perience,

to make them right — know by exand our prices are right.

WRITE AND SEE!
Yesbera Manufacturing Co., Toledo, 0.

AS YE SOW SO SHALL YE REAP
ADVERTISING APPROPRIATION

AND YE SHALL REAP INCREASED BUSINESS

TlOOKERy"-Chi«|o

_

,

April 22,

WF'^TF.PM

iijiiS

F.M"'"Tr'I'~IAN'

International
Kellogg Express Switchboard

Telephone
Mfg. Co.

ARNOLD
TELEPHONE
The

Cabinet

Fiflf-Lliie

Appearance

Capacity

conies from

Quarter

Simple

HIGH GRADE

Sawed Oak

Lines.

Telephone
Apparatus

for the entire

Exterior of

the Cabinet

This
Attractive

Harrison andOllnton Sis-

Design has

Thoroughly

been so

seasoned

popular that

wood

it

CHICAGO

has been

much

copied

by other
Finished

manufac-

AS SIMPLE AS ITS NAME.

in

Liijht or

turers

Golden

Oak
hanJsotnc it«tl ancloMd uWpbooc.

It

the

home from

Gold Medal

Grand Prize
Highest

Highest

By J.E.HOMANS» A. M.

Award

Award

Buffalo

St.

Exposition

Louis
Exposition

1902

1904

atttfm

Id
to kitcbvo.

Uundry.

saves tine.

The Telephone

rooin of

S«vct huDdn^ of itrpf
a dlstloci convenience, nol a
luxury, but a necesMly.
Telephone it tnt4
up complcle, ready for iRStallatioo. Nc*ii no
aJiustmcnt.
Steel clad.
OniMi gel oat of
rjfdfr.
Lasts forever. Made
llluttratrd.
Jr^lgned for (eparale batteries: also made
complete with batteries mounted dlrectl) upon
telephone back, enclosed In neat boi.
library or

Is

u

Shipped ready

for Installation.

Full directions with each telephone.

352 pages.
Clothf Price $1.00.

The Strongest, Longest Lived, Most Efficient Switchboards made.
telephone experts will tell you that.

An

Qp-to-date, practical treatise on the
theory,
installation, care
OODstructioD,
and management o£ telephones and their
appliances.
Sent prepaid on receipt of price.

Electrician
510 Marquette

&, Supply
Green Streets

Kellogg Switchboard

Chicago.

CLEVELAND

LOS ANCELES

has more scenic altractions,

mounhunt-

Ill,

PROTECTORS

Over the Far Famed Loop
(Denver to Silver Plume and return)

fuse used

our protectors are an insurance

It Is the only line passing tbrough
Lake Cltv en route to and from
California and North Pacific Coast.
It is the most attractive line to the
Portland Exposition.
It has the htchest class modern
equipment and through car service.
It has a superb dining car service.

policy

VIA THE

in

against

light-

ning.

COLORADO &
SOUTHERN RY.

Sample free by mall to
any Exchange or Toll Line

It is

Write

G. P.

andT.

CENTRAL TELEPHONE

(or free Illustrated booklets.

R.C.NICHOL,
Com'lAgt.

A.

Denver, Goto.

242 Clark

St.,

AND ELECTRIC

Chicago,

900 Market

No. 12 Double Line.

I

ST. LOUIS,

the finest one-dav trip In the

Takes you through one of
the grandest canyons tn the Slate
and over the most marvelous feai of
enetneering in the Rocky Mountains.
fasclnatingonehave
manvoiher
We
Handsome Illustrated
dar trips.
literature sent to any address on
countrj".

Epworlh

League and G. A. R. Conventions.

S.K. HOOPER,

In Colorado
Ue sure and go

Our patent wrappeci

Salt

rates for the

When

THAT PROTECT.

ing and fishing grounds than any
other railroad in the world.

Low summer

MANUFACTURERS
95 Jackson Bouleyard, CHICAGO

PHILADELPHIA

THE DENVER AND
RIO GRANDE R. R.
tain resorts, mineral sprlng:5,

Arnold Electric
Manufacturing Co.

Co.

Congress &
CHICAGO

Publisliing Co.,

Building.

All

receipt of three cents iKJ^tage,

CO..
T.

St.,

E.

FISHER. General Passenger Agent
DENVER. COLORADO

U. S. A.

Burns'
Adjustable

Telephone
For Flat or Roll

Top Desks

NO. 83-87

Compare

ours to others.

Made any

Send us your

PRICE

$1.00

length ciesired.

orders.

MORE THAN REGULAR DESK SETS

J^ you
Jfo^'

AMERICAN ELECTRIC TELEPHONE CO.
CHICAGO

<jJa\y!C

aSp^acil

a,^^^^aH n^olor

)o u )

pose .^xfritrug^

:

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

i8

CLEAN BOILERS
keeps

it

and foaming.

stops corrosion

off,

April 22, 1905

Dearborn Water Treatment
made

Send gallon

of

to suit the case takes off

thie scale,

water for analysis.

OMEIVIICAL- \A/ORKS,
:oG«Kia, F>i-<.sicien«

27-34 RIALTO BUILDING, CHICAGO, ILL.

Telephone: Harrison 3930 and 3931.

ARE YOU LOOKING FORMONEY?
If so,

buy WALRATH GAS OR GASOLINB ENQINES
and get light on the subject.

THE WALRATH
It will produce as good a commercial light as that of an automatic steam engine, either belted
or direct-connected generator.
Simple, Economical and Reliable
Send for Catalogue

W
MARINETTE
QAS ENGINE CO.,
CHICAQO nBIOHTS, ILU

AGENCIES
i

Farmer's Bank Bldg., Pittsburg, Pa.
Strong, Carlisle & Hammond Co., 61-67 Frankfort St., Cleveland, Ohio
Mackay Engineering Co., 149 Broadway, N. Y.
C. H. Seidenglanz., 52 When Bldg., Indianapolis, Ind.

Engineering

Co.,

The Brownell Direct-Connected

THE BROWNELL

Outfit.

CO.. Da.ytoi\. O.

Manufacturers oi Boilers, Engines, Heaters and Sheet Iron Work.

GiRriElJE:^
Saves
10 to

^S

ELI^
Increases

We

20 9c^

Build

and

Install

Mechanical

BLOWERS

Draft

Plants

PRESSURE
BLOWERS, ETC

FANS

EXHAUSTERS
SEXD FOB CATAXOeUE

in

Boiler

Capacity

20

Fuel

THE GREEN FUEL ECONOMIZER COMPANY, Matteawan,

to

40%

N. Y.

FOR CATALOGUE,

THE MOST EFFECTIVE

JEFFREYs'JACIINBSY

OF ALL BELT DRESSINGS.
Stops Slipping: 'Without FaiL
SEND FOR FREE SAMPLE BAR.

JOSEPH DIXON CRUCIBLE

CO., Jersey City, N. J.

DIESEL ENQINES
Operating on

CRUDE

or

FUEL

Samson Spot Cord

Oil

For

Guaranteed Fuel Consumption
on variable load, ranging from % to full
\2Vi Gals, per 100

ARC LAMP and
TROLLEY CORD
Send for Samplss and Prices

load

S.A.IVISOIV COI2X>.A.GrB VVOISICS,

Kw. Hours
REG.TRADE MARKS

SUITABLE FOR ALL STATIONARY POWER

JhE PHOSPHOR

BRONZE SMELTINGCO.QMITED,

2200 WASHINGTON AVE.,PHILADELPHIA.
"ELEPHANT BRAND PHOSPHOR-BRONZE"

For further Information address

ING0TS,CAST1NGS,WIRE.R0DS,SHEETS,ETC.

AMERICAN DIESEL ENGINE COMPANY
II

Broadway

NEW YORK

y-/Kz>/>/ui.Miai'}c"

/?\

ELTA\

— DELTA

METAL

CASTINGS, STAMPINGS AND FORCINGS
ORIGINAL andSoleMakers INTHE U.S.

SAMSON TURBINE
Almost even' one knows

that for a given amount of
power, the quicker the speed of a turbine, the better.
This is due to the fact that LIGHTER and consequently CHEAPER
TRANSMISSION MACHINERY can be used. The SAMSON has a
QUICKER SPEED than any other turbine of the
same dimensions operating under the same conditions.

THE JAMES
LEFFEL &
307 LACONOA
ST.,

Springfield, Ohio, U. S. A.

CO.

April 'M,

rr/iS

!

ii

TkiriA::

Westinghouse
Type

Motors

^^R" Bi = Polar

Built in Sizes

From

i-6 to

I

3-4 H. P.

Thoroughly Reliable, Simand Durable. Easy to Install, Convenient to Operate.
ple

Every Detail of Construcand Finish Given the
Same Care as With Our Largest Machines.
::
::
::
::
tion

ShowinK Simple Manner of Taking Armature Out

Write Our

of

Front End

Nearest

Starting Max lor Tj pe R .Mo

District

Office

Westinghouse

for

Tliey

Prices,

&

Electric

Will

Interest

You

Mfg. Co.

Pittsburg, Pa.
e,

For Canada:

Boston, Buffalo, Chicago, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Detroit, Los Angeles, ninneapolls, New Orleans. Philadelphia, Pltlsburg, St. Louis,
Silt Lake City, San Francisco, Syracuse, Seattle, Denver.
Canadian VVestlnghouse Co.. Limited, Hamilton, Ontario. Mexico: O. & O. Branlff &. Co.. City of Mexico.

Bituminized Fibre Conduit

^^

For Underground
COMBINES

the

Construction

GOOD FEATURES

of other conduits.

ELIMINATES tie BAD FEATURES existing in many kinds.
HAS VALUABLE FEATURES not found in any other duct.
OJraliP

3II|ts

<8>
•

jiark

Sralip-illark guarattt^fs quality,

Ws\'i ilfart

Njm fork

iifg. Qln.,

lS0Btnn

f artfnrb,

(fll|iragn

for

any part of the United States or Canada

AMERICAN CONDUIT COMPANY

(Umin.
Slnrontn.

SMALL MOTORS

The,

in
t

®nt

SMALL POWER REQUIREMENTS

Ime of CrocKer-Wheeler Form L

MOTOTiS

Oo

J H.

T.

See

-Bullelin JMo.

42.

STURDY. COMPACT. SERVICEABLE. CONVENIENT.
FOR. WALL OR CEILING SUSPENSION.
CAN BE RENDERED DUSTPROOF.

CARRIED IN STOCK IN CHICAGO.

m

?r'
Sixteen

Branch

Offices

AmpCre* N.

vJ.

Chicago

Office,

Old Colony BIdg

u
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WESTINGHOUSE
Alternating Current Motors
of Ne^v Designs
Type
Type
Type
Type
Type
Type

CC, Single PKaLse, ConstdLnt Speed
CX, T^vo dLnd Three PKoLse, Consta-nt Speed
F, Two and Three Phak.se, VatriaLble Speed
H, Two and Three Phase, Constant Speed, 5-50 H, P.
HF,Tu^o and Three Phase, Constant Speed,50-500 H.P.
SC, Single Phase, Variable Speed, for Cranesand Hoists

Ask

informaLtiorv

on SLny

of the aLbove

Westinghouse Electric
avqlS

tKe piorveer

first

motor

and

neaLrest district office for prices

in.

of this

the indxictiorv
type.

It

aLlso

motor

motors

&

field,

Mfg. Co.
halving

bxiilt

the

holds vaLluaLble pa^tents on

staLrting devices for Alterna^ting C\irrent

Motors

All the knowledge acquired during years
of

experience in the n\anufacture of inducmotors is embodied in these new^ types

tion

Westinghouse Electric

61

Mfg. Co.

Pittsburg, Pa.
Address Nearest

New

District Office
York, AtlaLnta., Da^Ila,.s, Ba.Itlinore, Boston, Buffivio, CKlcago, Clr>clnna.tl, ClevoIa,.nd. Detroit, Los Arkgeles, MlrtrkeSLpolls,
PKIIa^delphl^, Pittsburg, St. Louis, Salt Lake City, Sblfv Fra.nclsco, Syr«.c\jse, Seattle, Denver.
Canada, CaLna.dlB.rv WestlngKouse Co., Limited, HBLinlltorv, Ontario. Mexloo, G. S. O. Bra.ntf f & Co., City of Mexico.
:

New Orleans

|/ril

is,

WESTERN KLKCTRICIAN

1905

The Popular
Type

K Wattmeter
OPEN TO INSPECTION
NOTMINO MIDOliN

Every part where It belongs— series colls near
binding posts magnet far from series coils— easy
to get at all adjustments in front— hard to get
Into dustproof case and terminals also tamperproof. Any voltage or frequency.

—

—

—
:

Fort
Main

Wayne

Works.

and

Office

Electric
Fort

:

:

:

:

Works

Wayne.

Ind.

NATIONAL STANDARD
BRANCH BLOCKS...

DUNCAN

2 and 3 Poles
SingtB and Doubte
BRANCH

DIRECT CURRENT

:

260 VOLTS, 3-60 AMPS.

WATTMETERS
Most Sensitive
Most Accurate
Most Reliable

BLOCKS BBLOW

31 AilPS.

WITHOUT LUQS.

'^HE

fuse receiving portion of tlie block is subslantially ihe same as ihc
regular
line block arrangement.
Abutting one end of this portion
of ihe block, liowever, is the main line connecting portion which is provided
with the necessary grooves fitted with clamp contacts for the reception and
connection of the main line wires. The grooves iVr these are depressed below
the surface so that there is ample insurance against cross-connection. The
uniformity of dimension as in the case of tlie main line blocks gives the

mam

"National Standard" branch blocks a decided advantage.

WRITE FOR BULLETIN AND PRICES

NOARK

^t

Bl eieclric

l>evtc«9,

Code »4tandar't
APPRO
VEO

We make and

carry in stock at all our braoc'D stores
ibe InUed States a large and complete line
fill y<
of these goods and

DUNCAN ELECTRIC MFG.
LAFAYETTE,

IND.

GO.

MILWAUKEE
CHICAGO
BOSTON
PHILADELPHIA
ST.

LOS ANSELES

KANSAS
H.W.JOHNS-MANVILLECO, SEATTLE
MKNEAPOLlS

LOUIS

PITTSBURG

CLEVELAND
SAN FRANCISCO

CITY

nanufacturers Electrical insalatlnj ,>l«
Pipe and Boiler Coverings. Packing.

lOO

WILLIAM

ST.

I

and

Roollngs

NEW YORK

LONDON
PARIS

BRUSSELS

i
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VULCANIZED

187 FULTOm UTREET

FIBRI

Highest grades for electrical iosulatioo and mechanical purposei, in ahee<%J
tubes, rods and ipecial shapes.
Catalogues and samples on appUcatioa.
<

VULCANIZED FIBRE

" SAFETY

Wilmington,

-

RUBBER COVEREI

"

AND CABLE

WIRE
For Signs, Letters, Flashers, Dimmers, Timeswitches,
Lamps, Rubberrings and anything pertaining to Signs,

CO.,

FOR EVERY ELECTRICAL SERVICE.

HALLER MACHINE COMPANY
Designers and Manufacturers, of Sheetmetal, Electric and Machinery Specialties.

AVJSTIN A OO.i

B.

BVI

-WRITE DIKECT TO-

CHICAGO REPRESENTATIVE.

THE SAFETY IXSUIwATED WERE & CABI.E
WORK!

:

Itysnna, N.

CO^

STBEET, .

114.116 I.XBKRTS

).

;j^>««S^^HSH5^>^^?>^<g>«^^^^<^^x5><S'^>^v«>^>«^

HENRY NEWGARD &

CO.

ELECTBIML CONSTBUCTIOH
Power and Light

KE5TER1 EXCELLEJ
\ SOLDERING/

Switchboards and Panel Boards

Plants.

PASTE

We install Municipal and Isolated Electric
Lighting Plants.
We manufacture Switchboards, Tablet boards.
Iron Cutout Boxes and Electrical Specialties.
\\'e

sell

Dynamos, Motors and

CHICAGO SOLDER COi

We

KESTER ELECTRIC MFC. CO.

Formerly

46 North Union Street
R. C. MILLER, Burlington Building.

Chicasfo, Illinois.

St.,

FOR

/i

Electrical Worl

Electrical

Supplies.
wire old as well as new Residences, Factor)- Buildings, School and College Buildings.

225 E. Washington

NOT

NON-CORROSIVE N

:

CHICACO|
St. Louis, IHo., Gen'l

—

Western Agen(§<

.S><S«S>4x$<s>«,4hS^^SkS>^«S,^«SxS.,$h$.<$sShSkSh5k8«8><^^

CENTURY ELECTRIC C|
American

Electrical

JOHN

A.

ROEBLING'S

MANUFACTURERS OP

SONS

GO.

Supply Company

SINGLE-PHASE SELF-STARTil

MOTORS AND GEILINO Fi
ST. LOUIS,

Manutacturers and Wholesale
Dealers in

all

kinds

Insulated

Bare

Wire of

Copiier

of

Electrical

All

DON'T BUY

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIESI

Wire

Kinds

Until

Price List.

MAIN OFFICE AND WORKS

FIFTH ATENIJE
CHICA€M>

you have seen our

new Catalogue and new

Supplies
83-85-87

i

MO.

•

TRENTON,

— AGENCIES
Vuk

Chluss

Clevilan4

Free to the trade.

N. J.
m,

ANB BRANCHEt'
(in Franciie*

PhHtdelphlt

"Nature Smiles Through Survbeams*'

immt^m..^mM

.

LOOK FOR THE

THE SUNBEAM

LICENSE

LABEL

SxinbeaLiTi IncaLiidescent LdLixip Co.
NEW YOR.K

CHICAGO
DISTRIBUTING AGENTS

WESTERN ELECTRIC
CHICAGO
ST. LOVIS
ST. PAVL

(Americe^n Electric Co.)

CO.
NEW

PHILADELPHIA

KANSAS CITY

PITTSBVR.G

SAN FR.ANCISCO
(CbLllfornia. Electrical

Works)

YOILK

DENVER
CINCINNATI

(Sta.ndard Electric Co.)

^

/'Ol,

S3.00 Per Aiiui.

inVI,

CHICAGO, APRIL

;:;;t:;;.','

SIlVIPLEX WIRES ANOCABLES.
RUBBER COVERED, WEATHEHPKOOF. UNDERGROUND AND SUBMARINE.

Thf Simplex Electrical

""""b'hixson"'"
i...4Munji<<>Miri( Black,

CHICAGO.

I

10 Statu Street,

Co.,

BOSTON, MASS.

^

CCITt

BARE AID WEATHERPROOF WIRES AND CABLES.
Ruliber Cov«r<d Wirot and Cablet.

Undtrqround Cablet

lor all

Pgr^«t«.

A Motorless

Flasher

lN».'t-Worlfl'M Fait-.
9Icdal Tor Itabber IiiNalatlon.

THK MTANDAKU

\m.

STANDARD UNDERGBjUND CABLE

INH]>- l*ariM FxpoHitioii,
ncdal for KuhbcrliiMalatioii.

*PN'-5

29,

y
(
*

Automatically operates
thrM 16, sls8, iwelte
4 c.-p. lampa or l»>.

FOlt

ItUBBKIt IX!4i:i.ATION.
ICaillv conni.'CI<!d. Flail.

Sole Manufacturers of

TRADE MARK.

Okonile Wires, Okonite Tape,

Manson Tape, Candee

THE OKONITE

can

""io?" Wires

raeulated.

•

It

CO., Ltd.

^^

C. 0.

SCHNEIDER &

-

arc n.-

,i

|.

a-.in

.rij

Biitl

J!..

....:..

-.«:

)

Dlacount to the trada.

CO.. Mioafacturers. 84 E.

Adams

Si..

CHICAOO. ILL.

CRESCENT RUBRER INSULATEB

WIRES ANDCABLES

Paranlte Rubbir Covered Wires and Cables,

All

at-

Price, tach, *2,00.

INDIANA RUBBER AND INSULATED WIRE CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF
.1^

ra

Ii

oo

tontlon aiitl has nothing
to Kfl out or order. The cnn'o.

253 Broadway, New York

M"r,ii\oh"''";>'"9''''

be

»av<;a olocirfcuy.
lUlrci nliaoiuteljr

UNDERGROUND. AERIAL, SUBMARINE AND INSIDE USE.

Xstlonal Cwlr MtanilnrU.

TBLBPHONB, TELBaRAPH AND PIRB-ALARM CABLBS.

CRESCENT INSULATED WIRE AND CABLE CO.
Main

JOSIE8BORO. IMD.

Wires are lasted at Faclory,

SINGLE AND POLYPHASE

TRANSFORMERS

KUHI.MAN ELECTRIC

CO.,

Elkhart, Ind.

•

-

1

Office

and Faclory, TRENTON, N.

nt

PitUbort

PHOENIX

GLASS

New York

CO.

"'"^

Maoufacturara of
Electric Globes

SAFETY " RUBBER COVERED
WIRE AND CABLE

''

AUSTIN

CATALOGUES SENT ON BEQUfcST

OO.,

CHICAGO REPRESENTATIVE.

THE SAFETY OTSUIiATED WIBE A CABLE
114-116 I.IBERTV

lay.nna, N.J.

Cutter's

CO.,

STREET.

Outdoor

S. Y.

Lighting
CONDUITS FOR INTERIOR WIRING

Specialties

CEORCE CUTTER COMPANY
5-25 Notro

V-"~V

WESTIIN
—^i^

Eleotfioal

\n\nm\

I
$

Westos standard Portable Direct Reading

I

t
Voltmeters,

Miilivoltneters,

Amnuters,

Milammeters,

Dame

St.,

South Bend,

American Circular Loom Co.
CbclKi. M.in..

New

YorV, Cblcaco. S*n Fr<>cl'.c<

Ind.

(Jo.,

Main Office and Works, Waverly Park, NEWARK, N.J.

Voitamineters,
I

Sheet Brass, mi

Temoai-a

5

Brass and Bronze Drill Rods
Brass and Copper Wire
German Silver Sheet and Rod
Brazed and Seamless Tubing

I
Ground Detectors and Circuit Testers,
Olnnmeters,

Portable Galvanometers.

Bramm E»cutchmon P/nm
I

BmU
Our Portable I
The Standard the world

over.

LONDOK— Elliott

Brldse Work,

Paris,

Bros.,

Century Works. Le-vis.

France— E. H. Cadiot, 12 Rue St. Georges.
Office— 74 Cortlandt St.

New York

r/ppctf

and Water Close*

The Seml-Pott-

able Laboratory Standards are still better
Our Station Voltmeters and Ammeters are
unsurpassed in point of extreme accuracy and
lowest consumption of energy.
Berlin— European Weston Electrical Instrument Co., Ritterstrasse No. SS.

Beaton PnrtsMe KalTRnometer tat

all

encloied arc systems

FOR EVERY ELECTRICAL SERVICE.
«t

B.

Ml.
WORKS:

and Sbadea, both

Arc and incandesceot
looer and Outer Qlobea for

I

t

Brass and iron Jack Chain, Brass Safety Chain, EtCm
Cataloguem on Ap0/Icailon

MFG. CO.
THE PLUME & ATWOOD Chfcago
Maw York

\
I

s
|

J.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAX
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^"

Allis-Chalmers

Co

Milwaukee, Wis., U. S. A.
Canadian

represenlatives, Allis-Chalmers-BuUock. Ltd..

Everybody Knows

We

Monbeal

build the largest engines
in the

world.

But

D'^
f^\

X

\J

T

r
I

^^1 I
\J W.

^

•

Reynolds Reliance

^^ build- smaller engines in capacI^W
X ^^1.T^^^^yV^
3\J V V ities from 50 horse-power upward

Bullock Electrical Apparatus for

all

Corliss Engin,

"v
•

Purposes.

ALTERNATING CURRENT
CEILING FANS
OUR l-IIME ROR IS05

[Hunter fan with Electroliep
Wired

so that lights

aud fan are inde-

pendent of each other. Two or four lights
can be used. Furnished with two or four
blades.

Eastern
£. £.

Agenu

LATHAli&

39 Vesey

Kew York

CO.

St.

Fulton Altornatinii Ourrent
Defleotop Fan
with electrolier attachment for two, four
or six lights. Fan and lights can be operated independently of each other. Can be
used where large blades are objectionable.

HUNTER FAN 5.M0T0R
FULTON,

City

N.Y.

CO.,

April 20,

—

—

,

WFSTrpv

lO".'

Fr.RrTRirrAN

Storage BatteryGo
TheElectric PHILADELPHIA
MANUFACTURER OF THE

Bccumulator

''Cbloribc
For Central Stations,

Railways, Isolated Li^litin^; and I'ower Stations,
Alarm, 'Icicgraph, Train Li^^hting, etc., etc.

I'"ire

lilcctiic

0.«„Pr.V. .ULL.T.H. rOR.

l.r. .NO

>

.SAl.l.S Ij|-Kl(i;s.

New

Pnti.AnRi.PfiiA,
AIIOKliiiny Avo. unil 10th St.

YnliK,

IIi<»tiih,

ClIICAIlO.

OOHuiloHt.

UK) llrouilwty

ltliiU»

tit.

MarriuolKs Ulil(.

LoBH.

WlluwrlKllt Uldf.

Caxada.

.S*« KllANl'I"

Hid

Clil/.on'ri

<;ana<llaD

IIIii'k.

II (Micrml

Kk-<-trlc f:o

LKl.. Torori

.

"Nature Smiles Through Sun.beams"

THE SUNBEAM
LoLmp Co.

S\jnbea.n\ IncoLndescent

NEW YOR.K

CHICAGO
DISTRIBUTING A0ENT5!

WESTER.N ELECTR.IC CO.
(Amorlc&n

NEW

PHILADELPHIA
KANSAS CITY
PITTSBURG

CHICAGO
ST. LOVIS
ST. PAVL

YOR.K

DENVER

CINCINNATI

SAN FR.ANCISCO.
(C».llforrvla. Electrical

Electric Co.)

(Stivnd«rd Electric Co.

Works)

PORCELAIN PRICES
SPECIAL
*r
GETFOUR
P^M
ON THIS LINE OF WORK.
OUR PRICES
SOUTM /VXRON,

O.

INSUL.A-rOR CO.,
PLATINUM
P L ATJ N U
,D

'n-jTjfclrii

PLATINUM

PLATINUM

M____^^_

Grand Prize
YORK

Universal Exposition
ST. LOUIS, I904.

OKh'K'B:

408-414 N.J.

R.«>

R.

.

NEWARK. N.I.

ALPHABETICAL INDEX TO ADVERTISEMENTS.
Company

Allls-fJlialmers

2

—

.American lialtery Co
Aiiier. Circular Loom

'.

Central Electric Co
Central Tel. A El. Co

Century Electric Co
13
Chic
Edii iCo.
.4. 14
Chic. Fuse Wire A Mfg. Co...—
Chicago House Wrecking Co.l4
Chicago Mica Co
12
Chicago Solder Co

American Eleclrical Works.. 13

Colorado A Southern R. R....19
18
Colorado Midland R. R
Columbia Incand. Lamp Co..—
Continuous Rail Joint Company of America.
12
Cooper-Hewitt Elec. Co

.\iulrrson

A:

Nuchman

9

U

Arnold Co.. The
Arnold Elec. Mfg. Co
Automatic Electric Co

Babcock

A

Badt, F.

B

Hi
17

—

Wilcox Co

11

Italley.Fred.

U

W. C

Baln.For^e
Baker A Company

13
3

U

Baker&Co., W. E
Bay State Lamp Co

—

Beardslee Chandelier Mfg.Co.l2
Ifiilden Mfg. Co
12

Benjamin Electric Mrg. Co.
Bennett,
Berthold

Big

L A

& Jennings
Four R. R

BlssellCo.,

18

-

The P

13, IS

Bossert Electric Construction
Co..
Brooks. HallL

Bro\vnellCo.,The
Bryan-Marsh Co
Bryan,

Wm. H

Buckeye Electric Co.
Buckeye Engine Co...,
.

.

Bullock Elec Mfg. Co..
Bunge. Ott(
Byllesby &Co.,H.

M

Carhartt

&

Co..

8
16

Hamilton.

Fostorla Incand.

—

Couch

H
Wire A Cbl.

Co.. Inc., S.

Crescent Ins.
Crocker- Wheeler Co
Crolius A Sou, E. R

Co.

Bailer Machine

Hamacck,

1

A.

8
1

Hill Elec. Co..

4

A Mfg. Company—

Hoffman.

S;

G.W

W

Illinois Central

Ry

I

I

Company. ..10

C.

A W. B

For

I

Cl^^ssifio*^

Ixaclejs:

of

PerrlzoASons

James

Phillips,

1.5

M

W

H
2

II

——

15

Monon

R.

R

Plgnolet, L.

Newgard A Co.. Henry
New York Ins. Wire C(

—

A

Company
Sunbeam Incan. Lamp Co

1

18

Co....

17
.

.

3

Torrey Cedar Company
18
Troy Plate Battorj- Co
12
Trumbull Elec Mnfg. Co.....—

i

:

Turner Brass Works

.

1

Comimny

IS

Underbill. Chas.

9

R

11

j

Hugo

15

Relstnger,

13

13
Reliance Instrument Co
Replogle Governor Works.. .23
Reynolds EL Flasher Mfg.Co. 12
Robert Instrument Co.. The.. 36
-^
Robertson A Sons. Jas. L.
22
Roebllng's Sons Co. J. A

22
12
4

—
12

Union Electric Mfg. Co
14
14
Universal Ca. The.
VnUersal Elec. Stor. BaLCo. 7

9
j

Valentine-Clark Co.. The....—
Vulcanized Fibre Company. .22

Wabash
Wagner

.

Ruebel-Schwed tmunn- Wells.. U
Runzel-Lenx Elec Mfg. Co...—

14

—

Safety Ins. Wire A Cable Co..

II
.5;
.5

1

\

20
It
I

1

19

C.

.'»

la

Plume A Alwood Mfg.

W

13
Slow Mfg. Company
Strom berg-CarlsoD Te!. Ufg.

L. S. Iron Co.... 19

Porter Cedar

— ——

SWTllncASon.
I

l

Plllsbnry-WatklDsCo
Pittsburg

Northern Elecfl Mfg. Co. ..-14
IS
Northern Pacific R. R
Northern Wire A Cable Co...—
Northwestern Storage EattervCo
5

OUonite Co.^The

13

M

19

Mueller Company, William.. 19
12
Munsell A Co., Eugene

National Cart>on Co
National Electric Co
National India Rubber Co
>'emst Lamp Co

Eugene P

—

Miscellaneous Advs

—
—

I

I

19

ItJ

,

McLennan A Company, K
McRoyClay Works
Mechanical Appliance Co
Mica Insulator Company

I

18

W

Phcenlx Glass Co
Phosphor-Bronze S. Co

19

Roller.

—
—

Phillips Insulated WlreCo...l3

\h

Maltby Cedar Company
Manhattan El. Supply Co
Marinette Gas Engine Co
Matt hews A Bros. W. N
McCandless A Co., H.

Siandard Elec Mfg. Co
16
Standard Undcrg. Cable Ca... 1
Stanley Klec Mfg. Co.. The 8
Stanley Instrument Co
S
II
Stanton. LeRoy W

I

ly

A Weed

Phelan, D.

1

Minneapolis Cedar A Lbr.Co.IS

International Elec. JleterCo.l.T
International Tel. Mfg. Co... 16

Jackson, D.

Parsell

11

15

19

Jeffrey Manufacturing Co
Johns-ManvlUeCo., H. W

It

22

14

Incandescent Electric Light
Manipulator Company
Indiana Rub. A Ins. W. Co
1
India Rubber A Gutta Percba
Insulating Company
20

j

16
II

—

—

Electric Storage Battery Co.. 3

ACo

.

-

Holmes Fibre-Graph. Co
Holophane Glass Co
Humphrey. Henry H
Hunt ACo., Robt.
Hunter Fan A Motor Co

Directory of Engineers
11
Dixon Crucible Co., Joseph.. 15
Doxsee-Barrere Elec'l. Go. ...20
Duncan Elec. Mfg. Co
21

Edison Decorative A Miniature Lamp Departm't
12
Edison Mfg. Company
IG
12
Electric Appliance Co

W.

Co.,

Machado A

12

.

A

Lond'sSonsCo..H.

—

Co

F

Co

nduil

Flex,

Puciac Coast Pole Co
Pass A Seymour, Inc

II
Letheule, Paul
Llndsley Brothers Company.. 18
—
Locke Insulator Mfg. Co

Hart Mfg. Co
15
Hartford Steam Boiler Inspection A Insurance Co.. 18
Hazard Manufacturing Co. -.22
Highland Park College.
13

6

—
A W. Fuse Company
Dearborn Drug A Chem.Wks.lfi
Denver A Rio Grande R. R...HJ
—
Diamond Meter Company

ErieR. R
Evans, Almirall

Leffel

II

17

D.

Electrician Pub.

H

12

—

Cutler-Hammer Clutch Co..
Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co.......
CutterCo., Geo
Cutter Elec.

Hallberg., J.

Electric

Leather Preserv. M. Corp....

General Electric Co
9,
(_:eneral Storage Battery Co.,
Gleason, John. L
Gould Stfirage Battery Co....
Green Fuel Economizer Co.,
Gregory Electric Comimny...

Co. 3

Cope, T.J

Kuhlman

OsDurn

[

16. IS

Klein A Sons. Mathlas
Kohler Brothers

...

Frcs-Ko(Jhemlcal Co

—

A Insulator

Company
Kemp.R. W
ply

Lamp Co..

Fowler. John H
Fowler-Jacobs Comimny
Franklin Elec, Mfg. Co

.

Colonial Sign

Kariavert Manufacturing Co.22
Kellogg Switchboard A Sup-

"For Sale" Advertisements,
Ft. Wayne Elec. Works, Inc

5

—

Co
1
American Conduit Co
17
American Diesel Engine Co.. 15
Amer. District Steam Co
19
Amer. Elec. Fuse Co
13
Amer. Elecfl. Supply Co
14
Amer. El. Telephone Co
17

j

j

—

Simplex Electrical Co., The..
Simples Elec. Healing Co...
Snyder A Hunt Co
spargo Wire Co Jai. A
,

|

.A.c5Lvei*tisoii:xei3.t:s

1

11
Samson Cordage Works
—
Sargent A Landy
I
Sauquolt Silk Mfg. Co
1
Schneider ACo., C,
11
Schott.W.H
19
S. E. Missouri Cypress Co
—
Shelbv Electric Co
Slgnaloid Chemical Works..

!

:

j

I»a.se G.

R

16

Co

Willis.
I

!

!

;

—

—
14

22

—
II

..31

19

A
20

Weston Electrical Inst. Oo... 1
Whitehead Machinery Co... —
Williams Elec. Machine C->..I5

I

,

Squire Electric Co

See

j

R.

Electric Mfg.

Walsh's Sons A Company.
Warren Elec Mfg. Co
Wesco Supply Co
Western Display Co
Western Electric CompaDy
Western Sieel Gate Co
Electric
Westlnghouse
Manufacturing Co

U

G.M

Woolley Fdy. A Mach.
Worcester Company,

Wks..—

CH

Yesbera Mfg. Co
Yost Electric Mfg. Co

IS

—
13

;
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MANUFACTURED BY

Motors,
Switches,

Arc Lamps,
Circuit Breakers,

Co.

Etc., Etc.

CHICAGO EDISON COMPANY,

39 Adams

1

Street,

Our Claims and Our
We

claim for the Cutler-Hammer Accelerator that

smoothly, that

it

will release instantly, that

that all the attention

it

requires

is

it

CHICAGO.

Prool

will start a load gradually an

no adjustments are necessary for wear of

to be kept oiled

and carbons replenished, and that

it

face;

can

t

operated either automatically or by means of push buttons.
Here's evidence of

it:

In the Leetsdale plant of the Riter-Conley Mfg. Co.,

is an accelerator connected
loo-H. P. induction motor used to drive a machine.
The motor is started in the morning and runs continuously all day.

By means

pump from
It

of a pressure regulator the accelerator automatically starts and stops

200 to 250 times a day, using but

2

amperes of current

has been doing this for over three months, which

is

at

no

to

th

volts.

equal to a service under ordinar

conditions of a score of years.

Notwithstanding that the accelerator has been energized over 20,000 times no adjustment
have been necessary for wear of faces, in fact it has been given no attention e.xcept to keep
,

i

supplied with

oil.

Could you ask

for

We

to send

would like

more conclusive evidence than this?
you catalog describing

it.

Cutler-Hammer Clutch Company
WISCONSIN

MILWAUKEE,
"Flexduct"

is

NEW YORK

BOSTON

CHICAGO

136 Liberty St.

176 Federal St.

Monadnock Bldg.

th&t higK standard required in blU high-class work.

It

is

very

PITTSBURG
Farmers Bank Bldg.

flexible,

a.

high insulaLtion and indestructible

FLEXIBLE CONDUIT
"Flexduct" the National Code St&ndard.

It

does not deteriorsLte, BLlwaLys us&ble

to

highest degree

OSBURN FLEXIBLE CONDUIT COMPANY,
NEW YOR.K

CHICAGO

SAN FRANCISCO

J

April 20,

rooq

IN ADDITION TO

OUR MANY LINES

We
in
future,
act as General Western Agents for
HIGH VOLTAGE INSULATORS. About the quality of the
sli.ill,

C.

Knowles

S.

line

unncccs

is

it

sary to say more than lliat these insulators have the un(|ualiliL-d cndorsornent of all
who iiave ever used tliL-m. fJur prices arc attractive and we solicit an opportunit)- of <|uotinf^ )<)u, whenever you arc in the market.

WRITM NOW.

(Entiral

ClrdrirCimtjmug,
GENERAL WESTERU AOEMVa

207-209-211 East Jackson Boulevard,

CHICAGO

Gleason's

Moulding

TUNDELIyy

Boxes.

Universal

Send

postal

for descriptive

pamand

phlet

Motors

price

JOHN

ARANGE0F3T01
BY FIELD CONTROL

tu

OLEASON

290 South SI.

^

STANDARD VARIABLE
SPEED MOTORS HAVE

L.

l,5t

^

A NO. 2— REGULAR

The

B NO.

JAMES
JAMES

Jamalci

REOLLAR

SPARQO.

Pres. and Gen'l

Masi.

Pliio,

SPARGO WIRE

A.
A.

2

CO.

Mgr

iManufacturors of

BARE AND TINNED COPPER WIRE
FINE SIZES A SPECIALTY

.>^

^

ChlciRO

Olfice.

1.501

Monadno,:k BIJe.

ROME,

N. Y.

GIVES BEST RESULTSl
Northwestern y
Storage
i
Battery

y

Cannot be equaled

for

Great Capacity,
Llghtneaa and
Efficiency
iiatritt (Sffins

New

York, 1.35 Broajway.
Chicago, Old Colony BUe.
PbiUaelpliia. 150« Land Title El(

§alrB

(Sffirea
Stevenson &

Co.
Cleveland, Barton,
Detroit, Miller^Seldon Electric Co.
St. Louis, 820 Cliemical Bids.
Denver. Hendrie 4 BolthoS titsSupplv Co.
Sritlle and San Franrisi-o. Kill»>urn

*
^
^
X

Write for
Catalogue,

;

Pittsburp. Farmers'

Bank Bldg.

Northwestern Storage Battery Co.,
^

285 Madison

.

Street,

.

-

-

Chicago,

^
III.

STANLEY INSTRUMENT CO.
GREAT BARRINCTON,

UNIVERSAL EXPOSITION
ST. LOUIS
1904

MASS., U.

S. A.

GOLD MEDAl

1

^1
^^
^^

BUFFALO

'^ATTMETE RS
THE HIGHEST AWARDS AT BOTH EXPOSITIONS FOR

\A/

PAN-AMERICAN EXPOSITION

I90i

t

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

SMALL MOTORS

The

line

for

April 29, 1905

SMALL POWER REQUIREMENTS

of CrocKer-Wheeler Form L

MOTOVS Outpa

3 H. T.

See Bulletin

JVo.

42.

STURDY, COMPACT, SERVICEABLE, CONVENIENT.
FOR. WALL OR. CEILING SUSPENSION.
CAN BE RENDERED DUSTPROOF.
CARRIED IN STOCK IN CHICAGO.

Sixteen

Branch

Ampere, N^

Offices

J.

CKIoago

Office,

Old Colony

Bldfi.

@

ICLASSIFIED INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
Heatlns (B x h a n

Coloring, Ijnmp,
Croilus&Son, E R.
FresKo Chemical Co.

McLennan &
,

Matthews

&

Bro.

,

W.

Amer. District Steam Co.

Stanley Elec.

Annnnclntora.

]

Conduit and Condnita.
American Circular Loom Co.

Central Electric Go.
Electric Appliance

Kohler Brothers.

Co., K.

Condensers,

N.

C3o.

American Conduit Company

Western Electric Co.

Batteries

and Jars.

_ zzem. Etc.

Be

Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.

Bell

Dr

si UK-

AUis-Chalmers Company.
Bullock El. Mfg. Co.
Croc ker-W^ heeler Co.
Ft.

Wayne

Elec.

Wks.

Inc.

General Electric Co.
National Electric Co.
Northern Electrical Mfg. Co.
Wagner Electric Mfg. Co.

Leather Preserver Mfg. Corp

Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.
Controllers, Crane.
Amer. Elec. Fuse Co,

Cord,
Runzel-Lenz Elec. Mfg. Co.

Samson Cordage Wks.
(c.

ilch Co.

Green Fuel Economizer Co.

Central Electric Go.
Electric Appliance Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Company.

Cnt-Outs and Switches.
BisseU Co., The F.
Bossert Elec. Const. Co.
Central Electric Co.

Chicago Edison Co.
Cutter Elec.

Bossert Elect, Const. Co.

Mfg. Co.

Electric Appliance Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks. Inc.
General Electric Co.
Hamacek, A. F.
Hart Manufacturing Co.

Rruss, Sheet and Rod.

Plume A Atwood Mfg

&

Co.

Central Electric Co.
Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co.
Speer Carbon Co.

Western Electric Company.

&

Mfg. Co.

Dynamos and Motors.

Cable HaneerM.

AUis-Chalmers Company.

Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
Cables (See Wires and Cables)

Carbons,

Point*

& Weed

Plume & Atwood Mfg.
Circuit Breakers.

.Western EUectric Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.
Evi
mlzers, Puel.
Green Fuel Economizer Co.
e:i
Ic Heating Appl.

Co.

Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co.
Cutter Elec.

&

Mfg. Co.

Elec.

Wks.

Electric Appliance Co.
Simplex Elec, Heating Co.

Inc.

Union Electric Mfg. Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Company.
Westlnghouse El.

&

Mfg. Co.

Clnsters.
Banjamin Elec. Mfs. Co.
Plume & Atwood Mfg. Co.

Crocker-Wheeler Co.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Blectrlcul

Clutches. Mag:netic.
Cntler-Hamiiier Clutch Co.
Williams Electric Mach. Co.

Coal and Xshes HandllnfT

General Electric Co.

Huuter Pan A Motor Co.
Wesco Supply Go.
Western Electric Go.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Plume A Atwood Mfg. Co.
Fixtures, Gas and Bleo.

Haller Machine Co.
Reynolds El. Flasher Mfg.Co

Schneider A Co., C. O.
Wesco Supply Co.

Badt, F. B.
Bail
Fred.
,

Byllesby

Colls and Masnets.
Western Electric Co.

A

W.

C.

Co., H. M.

Flexible Shafts.

A

BisseU Co., The F.
Central Electric Co.

AppUance

Electric
Ft.

Wayne

Elec.

Co.
Inc.

Wks.

General Electric Co.
Gregory Electric Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Stanley Elec. Mfg. Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse El, A Mfg. Co.

Lnmps. incandescent.
Bay State Lamp Co.
BisseU Co., The F.

Bryan-Marsh Company.

MueUer Company, WUllam.
Perrizo A Sons.
Phelan, D. W.

Buckeye

Electric

Company.

llHh

Globes, Refleetors and
Shades.
Fostorla Glass Specialty Co.
Fostoria Incan, Lamp Co.

A

Minia-

ture Lamp Dept.
Electric Appliance Go.
Fostoria Incand. Lamp Co.
Franklin Electric Mfg. Go.
General Electric Co.
McCandless ACo., H. W.
Nernst Lamp Co.
Sawyer-Man Elec. Co.
Shelby Electric Go.
Standard Elec'l Mfg Go.
Sunbeam Incan. Lamp Go.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Lamps, Nernst.
Nernst Lamp Co.
Lamps, Vapor.
Cooper, Hewitt Elec. Go.

blsseU Co., The F.
Central Electric Co.
Central Tel. A El. Co.

AppUance

Co.

A Sup. Co
Manhattan Eleq. Supply Co,
Stromberg-CarlsonTel. M.Co
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Go.
linif Nwltchea.
Kellogg Switch,b.

ItisseU Co..

The

F.

roou.
Klein

A

Sons. Mathlas.

Western Electric Co.
Central Electric Go.

Co.

Power Transmission

Crocker-Wheeler Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Works,

Inc.

Jeffrey Mfg. Go.

Rnll Joints.
Continuous Rail Joint Company of America.

Electric Mfg. Co.

Wesco Supply Go.
Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse EL A Mfg. Co.
Trucks. Blectrio Car.

Re- Winding— Repair
Chicago Edison Go.
Gregory Electric Co.

General Electric Co.

Westinghouse

El.

A

Mfg. Co.

Turbines, Steam.
AUis-Chalmers Co.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co

General Electric Co.
Union Electric Mfg. Co,

Turbine Water TPheels

"'---, Supply Co.

Leffel
f g.

Co.

Schools and Colleges.
Highland Park College

Second-Hand

Macll'y.

BisseU Co The F.
Chicago House Wrecking Co.
Gregory Electric Co.
.

Specialties.
Otto.

Lightning Arreaters.

Signs, E^Iectric.
Haller Machine Co.

Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks. Inc.

General Electric Go.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Go.
Stanley Elec. Mfg. Co.
Wesco Supply Co.

Western Display Co.

Insnlatlng
Braiding.

Silica*

and

Sauquoit Silk Mfg. Co.

Sockets

&

Receptacles.

Pass A Seymour.
Yost Elec. Mfg. Co.

Western Electric Go.

Lin

of

Telephone Co

Electric Co.

I'rMMHfnrmers.

al).

Manipulator Go.

Soldering Sticks. Salts

Western Electric Co.
Governors, ^Vater Wheel.
Replogle Governor Works.
Graphite Specialties.
Dison Crucible Co., Jos.
Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co.

Iin.<ae2K:

El.

:

ACo.,

Jas.

Vulcanised Fibre.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

Wires

&

Cables—Mag-

net ^Vlres.
American Electrical Works.
Belden Mft;. Co.

BisseU COThe F.
Central Electric Go.
Crescent Ins. Wire & Cble Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General ElectriCCo.
Hazard Manufacturing Co.
Indiana Rub. A Ins. Wire Co
India Rubber A Guttapercha
Insulating Co.
KeUogg Switch. A Sup. Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
National India Rubber Co
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Northern Wire A Cable Co.
OkoniteCo., The.
.

Co.
Western Electric Gomj>any.

-A^lplxatoetioal

American

Machinery.

Columbia Incan. Lamp Go.

r

IVIepboues* Telephone
Alnteriai and Switchboards.

International TeL Mfg.Co.

Hoffman, Geo. W.
Portables.
Plume A Atwood Mfg.

Chicago Edison Co.
Edison Decorative

<Me

Gen. Incan. Arc Light Co.

Electric

sbury-Walkii
Pittsburg A L. S. Iron Co.
Porter Cedar Companv.
S. E. Missouri Cypre;
Co.
SterUng A Son, W. C.
Torrey Cedar Co.
Valentine-Clark Co., The,
Worcester Co., C. H.
Pol
le Dig-gers.
n Rieel Gate Go.

Central Electric Co.

,

Wesco Supply

H.

Western Electric Co.

Pacific Coast Pole Co.

Mfg. Co.

Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Manhattan Elect'l Supply Co
Wesco Supply Co.

Swltchbo^ardal
BisseU Co.', The F.

Berthold A Jennings.
Brooks, HaU L.
Fowler, John H.
Fowler-Jacobs Company.
KeUogg Switch. A Sup. Co.
Lindsley Bros. Go.
Loud's Sons Co., H. M.
Maltbv Cedar Go.
Minneapolis Gedar&Lbr. Co.

Arc.

i.iitiipM,

D. A W. Fuse Company.
Electric Apijli;

S.

and

Wire

Baker A Company Inc.
Poles and Ties.

Sny(?er A Hunt Co.
btaiiuaru Underground C. Co.
Sterling Varnish Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.

Westinghouse EL

Co.

Gutter Co., Geo.

Bain, Foree.

Phosphor Bronze.

OkoniteCo.,The.
PhiUips Insulated Wire Go.
Simplex Electrical Co.

Inc. El. Lt.

BisseU Co., The F.
Central Electric Co.
Central Tel. & El. Co.
Chicago Fuse Wire A Mfg.Co.

Guards, l,anip.
Gouch Co.. Inc.,

I^oi*

Patent Attorneys.

Lamps* Incandescent—
Replacers & Cleaners.

and Mechan-

ical Glniclneers.
Arnold Co., The

Mneblnery.
Mfg. Co.

S.

Amer. Elec. Fuse Co.

Jeffrey Mfg. Co.

.Teffrey

Century Electric CoCrocker-Wheeler Company.
Edison Mfg. Co.

Fuses and Fuse Wire.
Wagner Electric Mfg. Co.
Warren Elec. Mfg. Co.
Wesco Supply Co.

Chains.

Wayne

Central Electric Co.

Stow Mfg. Co.
Stow Manufacturing Co.

Ft.

Engines, Oil.
American Diesel Engine Co.
Gnurines, Sleam.
AlUs-Chalmers Company.
Brownell Co., The
Buckeye Engine Co.
Fanit and Kan Motors.

BisseU Co., The F.
Dossee Elec'l. Co., A.

General Elec. Co.
Gregory Electric Co.
Mechanical Appliance Co.

National Electric Co.
Parsell

General Electric Co.
Bile vat ora-Conveyors.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.
lilut^lues, Gas and Gaso-

Electric Storage Battery Co.
General Storage Battery Oo.
Sto;fii,ge Battery Co.
Universal Elec. Stor. Bat. Co.
Suppliea, Genera] Bleo.

Gould

Central Electric Co.

Sheet.

Western Electric (
Westinghouse El.
Weston Electrical Inst. Co.
b:iectro-Platin|? Mach*y
Crocker- Wheeler Company,

,

Amer. Elect'l Supply
Bi.seeUGo.,TheF.

Platinum*

National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated WireCo.

Manhattan Elec. Supply Co,
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
Specialties, Electrical
Alfrs. and Designers.
Gutter Co Geo.
Haller Machine Co.
Speed Indicators.
Weston Electrical Inst. Co.
Storage Batteries.
American Battery Go.

Century Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Go,

Phosphor Bronze Sm. Co.Ltd.

FlnMhers.

and

Plates.
Central Electric Co.

Chicago Edison Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
National Carbon Co.
Reisinger, Hugo.
Wesco Supply Co.

Dynamos and

(See

New England Butt Go.
rn.4nIatora and InsulatChicago Edison Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Indiana Rub. A Ins. Wire Co.

Electric Appliance Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks. Inc.

General Electric Co.
Machado A RoUer.
Pignolet, L. M.
Reliance Instrument Co.
Robert Inst. Co., The
Stanley Elec. Mfg. Co.
Stanley Instrument Co.
Wagner Electric Mfg. Co.
Wesco Supply Co.

Beardslee Chandelier Mfg.Co.

BisseU Co., B. F.

Motors.

ing Materials.

Kartavert Mfg, Go.

Western Electri<
Westinghouse El.

Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Go.

Jas. L.

A Insurance

Central Electric Co.

Fibre.

BruslieH.

Indicators.
Robertson A Sons,

General Electric Go.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.
Wesco Supply Co.

American Electrical Works.

line.

AUis-Chalmers Company.
Babcoclt & Wilcox Uo.
Bro\vnellCo.,The

AUis-Chalmers Company.
Crocker-Wheeler Company.

Insulating Machinery.

AUis-Chalmers Company.
Marinette Gas Engine Co.
WooUey Fdy. A Mach. Wks.

Wks.

Mining Apparatus,Elec.

Electric Appliance Go.
Incandescent Electric Light
Manipulator Co.

Hartford Steam Boiler Inspection A Insurance Co.

Diamond Meter Co.
Duncan Elec. Mfg. Co.

Contractors i^d dectrie Llsbt Plants.

neating. Hot Water.
Evans, Almirall ACo.
Holders, Inc. Lamps.

Inspection

Stanley Elec. Mfg. Co.
Stanton, LeRoy W.
Underbill, Chas. R.
WiUis, G. M.

BissellCo.,The F.
Central Electric Co.

W-eatern Electric Co.

BoinT ComponnilH.
Dearborn Drug A Chem.

Letheule, Paul
ivgard & Co., Henry.
Northei 1 Electrical Mfg. Co.
Ruebel, Schwedtman, Wells.
Sargent A Lundy.

Ellectrieal Instrnments.
(Recording and Testing.)

BissellCo.,TlieF.
Central Electric Co.

Edison Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Tray Plate Battery Co.
Wrsco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.

s t

Steam).

Signaloid Chemical AVorks

Commntator Compoond

nnd Paste.

Chicago Solder Co.
GroUus A Son, E. R.
Universal Co.,

The

Western Electric Co.

Sn«*aklng Tubes.

A Nachman.

.A<a.voi*tisexx3Lei3.ts

Central Electric Co.
Electric AppUance Co.

See

:E*&s&

Phillips,

Eug

Phillips Insu
Roebline's Sc

Runzel-Lenz Elec. Mfg CO.
Safety Ins. Wire A Gable Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Spargo Wire Co Jas. A.
Standard Underground C. Co
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Company.
,
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THE

NEW "MORRISON
STORAGE
BATTERY

M

Just What the World Has Been Waiting For,
This plate is so strong
and mechanically that no amount of
electrically

abuse or of
vibration in traction serv-

electrical
ice

can dislodge even the

slightest particle
active material.

of

its

Lowest internal resistance of any storage battery in the world.

The weight efficiency is
conservatively 14- watts
total weight, and
electrical efficiency unsur-

per pound
passed.

THE PLATE

Universal Electric Storage Battery Go.
INCORPORATED

1355 Railway Exchange Building
Factory: 36-38 Union Park Place

Office:

Chicago,

Illinois

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

No

Trouble from Loose

Tarts

April 29, 1905

"ARC BURST" CLUSTER
THE POPULAR. STORE LIGHT
A

practical grouping of highest

efficiency

meridian type lamps with

BeDjamln Wireless Clusters made
doubly effective by rellectors, scien-

arranged to radiate and distribute perfectly all available light.
The first cost is much lower and
the cost of operation is 25 to 40 per
cent, less than an ordinary enclosed
arc lamp, while the general efiFect is
a steady, soft light evenly diffused,
which is most agreeable to the eyes
and especially applicable to effective
display of colors.
tifically

'HE current
carrying parts

of the Cutler-HamField Regula-

mer

solidly

tor are

imbedded

by

in the base

itself.

ARC LAMPS

become

part

Economical, Reliaible, Durable

This compound

will

A light particularly adapted for
Stores of all kinds.
Art Galleries,
Restaurants and all public buildings.

nature of which causes

of the base

BEnER AND CHEAPER THAN

compound, the

a

to

it

not separate from the base, no matter to

what degree the wires
wire

hot

STANDARD

CODE

thoroughly demon-

have

tests

strated this facf.

NATIONAL

White

are heated.

By such

a construction the

trouble incident to loose parts

is

BENJAMIN ELECTRIC MFC.

eliminated.

CO.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

The
radiates

base itself

is

BENJAMIN WIRELESS CLUSTERS AND HOHTINQ SPECIALTIES

a perfect insulator;

Address Dept

and conducts heat properly; does

D., 42

West Jacksoa

NEW YORK

Blvd.,

CHICAQO

SAN FRANCISCO

not allow grounds, and will not disintegrate from overloads.

The

handle

not affected by

For
nish

is

jar

easily

moved, but

is

fflE?.

of machinery.

rear of board

Siflgle=Phase and PoIy=

mounting we

fur-

an all-copper hand wheel, polished

and lacquered, and insulated by

j[*g^y phase Induction Motors

single

a

piece of fibre.

Simple and substantial conOur

convertible type

is

speed

excellent

struction;

equipped with

all-copper wheel on one side and a hard

regulation;

rubber handle on the reverse side, and can

tion;

be operated from either front or rear of

tained in operation.

perfect ventila-

low temperature main::

::

board.

LET US SEND YOU BULLETIN
WHICH DESCRIBES IT

32

The Cutler-Hammer Mfg»Co«
MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN
NEW

YORK

136 Liberty Slr«et

B

S

T

176 Federal Str<

P

Monadnock

Farmers Bank Bldg.

Bide.

T T S B

for Bulletins

Stanley Electric Mfg. Company

CHICAGO

1

Send

I'

R

PIttsfield,

Mass.

Chicago,

Monadnock Block

'

Aril 29,

KUXTRICIA

WILSTIvRN

i'/'5

GRAND PRIZE
The Highest Possible Award
Has Been Clvon

to

HIGHEST GRADE NUERNBERG CARBONS
By the International Jury of Awards, of the Louisiana Purchase Exposition,

MUGO

REISINGER,
THE
BEST

-HEIMHQNE
The

^

talk.

METAPHONE

Tlie

Metaphone
teieplione

is tine

BROADWAY, HEW YORK

BRAZING TORCH

HOTTEST ON EARTH
The Turner IB Gasoline Brazing

the eaLsiest to install.
MADE IN DIFFERENT FINISHES

any

II

FOR ELECTRICIANS

Intercomnnunicating Telephone Systenn.

AUTOMATIC and withouf cross

St. Louis, I904.

Sola Importtr,

is aied by all mecbaoics
work in brazing, annealtempering and drawing
temper of small tools, etc This
torch prodnces an intensely' hot.

Torcb

for light
ing,

best for

pointed flame of over 3,000° Fahr.
Burns 4 hours from one 611iDf;.

installation.

GET OUR. CATALOG AND PRICES

PRICE $4.50 NET

Arvderson. ®. Na..cKn\arv
THE TURNER BRASS WORKS

356 Dee^rborrv Street

CHICAGO
Pino. H&rrlson

23 N.Franklin

St.,

Chicago

4968

General Electric Company

FAN MOTORS
The General
a

complete

and

Electric

line in

ceiling fans

A full stock

Company

desk, wall bracket, exhaust

and ventilating

is

furnishes

carried in

all

outfits.

local

storerooms.

Descriptive catalogue mailed on request.
l6-in.

Wall Bracket Fan (D.

NEW YORK OFFICE

44

Convertible Swivel and Trunnion Frame Desk Fan (A. C.)

i2-in.

C.)

BROAD STREET

PRINCIPAL OFFICES

SCHENECTADY,

N. Y.

SALES OFFICES

ALL LARGE CITIES
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The Western
Electric Light

Convention
THE

National Electric Light Convention to be held at Denver^

June 6th, 7th and 8th and at Colorado Springs, June 9th,
J

0th and Hth, will be the largest and the most important

in the history of the association.

The
1

issues of the

Western

Electrician

June 3d,

of

10th and

7th will be of corresponding importance.

The
will

issue of

June 3d

be devoted largely

Colorado Springs.

men, completely
the

plants,

full

It

be distributed at the convention and

will

the electrical

to

Denver and

of

interests

will contain portraits of leading central-station

illustrated articles descriptive of

programme

of

commercial lighting

the convention,

much

and

other

material of especial value to those interested in central-station work.

As

the

coming convention

will

be noteworthy as being the

national electrical gathering to be held so
issue of

June 3d

will describe the electrical interests

manner worthy

State in a

The

issues of

June

first

west as Colorado, the

far

of the Centennial

of the western electrical journal.

10th and

17th

will

contain

the

full

and

complete report of the convention proceedings.

The

consequent value of these three issues to the advertiser

wishes to reach the eyes of the buyers of
supplies

is

machinery and

evident.

Send your order today

As

electrical

who

this

will

for space of liberal size.

be a l^estern convention you should place your

convention announcement in the Western Electrician.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN
510 Ma^rquette Bxiilding

CHICAGO

The Western
Electricscl

Jou rnoLl

-

VVRSTHRN

"/':

April 20.

F.Lr/.TRICIAN'

[lI'lliLlll'S, V.I'.

AMERICAN ELEGTR|GAL WORKS,

A Stombaugh Guy Anchor

BABEANDINmATiEUCTRlCWlRE,
ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE.

INCANDESCENT AND FLEXIBLE CORDS,
Railway Feeder and Trolley Wire,
AMERICANITE, MAGNET, OFFICE AND
ANNUNCIATOR WIRES.
New

•.!r,

CENTURY ELECTRIC

ELECTRICITY

MECHANICS

SOLICITOR OF

FOREIGN

U. S. i,

FOr£e

PATENTQ
Lll
Vn
I

I

bain, 1662-3 Monadnock 81k.,

LBS.

JO,0<XJ

>.STS

WOTIII.HO IK VOi;

ABK

IKtT ^^TI^^'IKI

SCNB rot CATAlOa "ANOMMS TIAT BOLD'

I.

.

IN PATENT CAUSES

MI.HUll.

ill

l>cp«nUlng upoo the *|a«bjr trylDK iitam.

(

MAIN OFFICES «ND FACTORIES, PHILLI PSDALE H

EXPERT

lOlO

Prot« our claim*

CABLES FOR AERIAL AND UNDERGROUND USE.
..iiiiLiiili su
\v, J. u HI .III.

YoiiK Stimie,

HK'<H

I.S

A STonUAlJOM <JUV ANCHOR WILL HOLD iZ.OOO TO

CO.

HoliJi

Ip TO

MANUFACTURERS OF

W.

SINGLE-PHASE SELF-STARTINB

N.

Ifj.fXHi

^T

II.

MATTHEWS & RRO

MOTORS AND CEILING FANS

CHICAGO

ST. LOUIS,

MO.

Marline Cable Hangers

NATIONAL CODE STANOARO

^

are heavily galvanized
will stand lonp; exposure, and
our kind of Marline v^'ill outlive
any hook.
Prices very low for

"0. K." Weatherprool Wire.

Slot

-

lio>k.s

MADE
Burning Weatherprool
ajid

Pricas

Tin:

F.

COMBINATION OF

Stow

PrMtlcallv duit and waterproof.

STOW MFG.

L

CO., Binghamton, I. Y.
A Co..

Gen'l European ARents. Sellg. Sonnenihal

PRICE $10 LIST

i.jueen \'lciorla Street.

LoDdon, England

W^hen you advertise be

sure
sure that you
are in the medium that reaches
most thoroughly and surely
the possible purchasers of

— be VERY

From

to 60
Amperes.

Also made
up lo 400

A mper es.

For PorUble

Drillmi:.Tappln;.'. R'_-amlnk'. Knn;ry Grinding, etc
Write fur Calalogu..: and Price*.

85

forTTc.

Flexible Shaft

MUITI-SPEED MOTOR

Wire Co.
R.

T(HJ-;i)C 0.

F.STVBLIsnED 1^76.

Meal Wire.

and Factory: PAWTUCKET.

any quaniliy.

BY

Bisskll Company.

and Samples on Application.

Phillips Insulated
Office

"SECURITY" BRAND
Our
and

Allen Bradley Electric Controllers

and D. 0.

your product. Then spend
your money as if every dollar
were a leaf, and you \\"ere the

WORK.

[discount
TO
THE

O'wner of boundless forests.

TRADE.
WRITE

Don't spend it grudgingly.
Don't spend it timorously.
Spend it boldly, and with the
absolute knowledge that ad-

RELIANCE INSTRUMENT CO.
60-68 W. Van Buren

St.,

C
Engineering

Chicago.

»

MECHANICAl,
MECHA
ELECTRICAL,

vertising

glnnlnB.
best,

-..

ExpeoBeo i^-.

—

Bchool bU year. Students

may

ui^v.^. .-^j

-

—

CoFTDBpondence ateam and electrical conrsee. bena
for catalogue. Mention course In which inwrested.

HIGHLAND PARK COLLEGE,

an

INVEST-

which svill positively
build up your business by
making your name, your ad-

^,,

.,„

Snglnetirlng.

is

MENT

Ctinplete and flhort courses. Thoronghly equipped
""
engineering ehopa. Shop "^o'^^^^J^

dress

and your product
throughout the \v-orld

known

DES MOIMES, IOWA.

of electrical buyers.

YOST SPECIALTIES.

Remember
competitors

Don't forget that the only
advertising is con-

effective

tinuous advertising.
Enclosed Controller

standard Control]

Bear in mind that

Cord

HADE

IN

ALL SIZES

Adjustersm

I

THE YOST ELECTRIC MFG. GO.
TOLEDO, OHIO.

up and
any

fate.

Weatherproof

Caialoffuo fof
the Baking.

are

doing, with a heart for

Sockets, Wall
Sockets,
Sockets,
Rosettes,
Receptacles,

you have

that

who

American Electric Fuse Co.
Chicago

New York

adver-

"WESTERN
ELECTRICIAN educates the
tising

in

the

buyers of electrical machinery
and supplies, that it brings
direct inquiries, and that it
paves the way for calls by
your road men.

WESTERN' ELECTRICIAN

WAKTED, FOB
WANT

similar

SAIiE o"d

COliCMN

advertise-

less'),
$1.^0 an
additional Tvords 3c each

ments (jo vjords or
insertion;

POSITION 'WANTED advertisements [JO -words or

less),

Sr.oo an

in-

ELECTRICAL MATERIAL FROM THE WORLD'S

Ily

Feet

Size.

All sizes from No. 14 to 600,000 C. M.

200,000 Lamps, used a short time, and in
good condition for further service. Have
been tested. They are 104 voltage, Edison
base. 8 candlepower.
In lots of 1.000,

thoroughly understand

shop:

handling financial and technical part of work
ber and educated. Addrt-ss BOX 461,
Veslern Electrician, 510 Marquette Uldg.,
go.

each 5 cents.
150.000 orand

new Incandescent Lamps in
original cases of 200, 250 and 400 Lamps,
ranging from 100 to 110 voltage, 8 and 16
candlepower. General Electric make. Price
each In case lots, 12^4 cents.

111.

WANTED.

20,000 Colored Incandescent Lamps,brand
new, never used, General Electric make,
104 voltage, Edison base; colors, Amber,
Green, Opal and Ruby put up 200 in a case.
Price each, 22 cents; are worth 35 cents each.
20,000 Incandescent Lamps, voltages 100
to 120. Edison. T. H. and Westinghouse
base: 8, 10, 16, 20 and 25 candlepower; put
up 250 in a case, second selection.
Price
~

To employ in every city in the United States
ind Europe, a responsible, intelligent, temperate
nan, as agent for the sale of a no-acid, non-corUNIVERSAL CO..
o-ive Soldering Flux.
>37 West 149lhSt.,New York.

:

THE

each in case

WANTED.
Man

Lddress C. A.

lots, 10V4 cents.

CHICAGO HOUSE WRECKING COMPANY,

armature winding ai
epair work; permanent positi(
for

4«

x \V,.

300,000 No. 9171 Porcelain. Edison Base
Receptacles.

50.000 Weatherproof "Bryant" Sockets
1.000,000 split glazed B. ^t D. Wiring
Knobs.
300,000 Glazed Porcelain B. & D. Wiring
Knobs, sizes %v., 4'/, and hVi20.000 No. 8 Standard Porcelain Knobs.
200,000 Single Wire glazed Porcelain
15,000 Porcelain Cnt-onts.
26.000 Pltiss.
2,000.000 Unglazed Porcelain Tubes.
40,000 Glass Insulators.
20.000 Porcelain Cleats.
All kinds of switches and instruments.

Ask

for

our Special Catalogue

No. 567.

35th and Iron

WANTED.
Travellns salesman for electrical supplies in
Address
Is established.
466. care Western Electrician, .510 Marf|uette Bldg., Chicago.

KO\

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO

WANTED.

Sfs.,

CHICAGO.

New and well assorted
New and up-to-date

slock.

method

of

handling orders.

New and

WANTED.
or engineers calline

engineers to

sell or

A

Perfect

THE UNIVERSAL

interesting prices.

537

on

Soldering

Flnx

adapted to soldering electrical connections
without injury to insulation, producing clean,
perfect joints on ail metals. Will not rust or
corrode, therefore increases durability of all
sheet metal worii. A time-saver in construction
of roofing, leaders, gutters, refrigerators, ornamental work, and all branches of the canning
industry. Large package in fluid, paste or stick
form, prepaid by mail, 2.5c. Satisfaction guaranteed Liberal discount to dealers. Special prices
to those desiring to use Flux in large quantity.

Chicago's^New Supply House

Good wiremen for single and polyphase work.
Three to four years' experience. Permanent
Apply
positions for reliable and sober men.

trical

Feet, Size

MISCELLANEOUS

IJARNEY, Kewa

territorv wJtiere trade

Salesmen

100,000

INCANDESCENT LAMPS

firit-class steam and electrical engineer
23 years' experience In the operation of

machine

WOOD CONDUIT.

Weatherproof and Rubber Covered Wire.

Voltage

Conductor.

powtr plants. Wishes to invest S1.(>00 ana
ial<e position on official or operating forces in
either lighting, power, manufactory or electrical

This material that we are offering

opportunity to secure rare bargains in everything used in this line.
has seen but limited service and is practically as good as new lor further use.

LEAD COVERED CABLES.

POSITION WANTED.

1904

FAIR, ST. LOUIS,

An

sertions additional zvords 2C each.

-ftith

April 29, 1905

WEST

CO.,

NEW YORK

149th ST.,

elec-

85-85-87 FIFTH AVE CHICAGO

take orders for

NON-MAGNETIC WATCHES
Factory prices and special inducemenis
W.

F.

DOLL MFG.

176 Broadway. New

CO.,

Yorl(.

BUSINESS FOR SALE.

ECONOMICAL ELECTRIC LIGHTING

Well-established electrical specialty business.
Patented articles. Will sell at a bargain
Reason lor selling— compelled to devote all time
Address
to other and much larger business.

SAVES

^M^^^^

be a

be used for 115 or 230 volts. This would
first-class outiit for automnbile charging

station.

GRAHAM

BROS. CO.. 662 Hudson

St.,

New York City.

3
J
J
J
3
a
3

D
D
i
5
5

K. W. General Electric Alternator, Three Phase
"
"
WesliDghouse
Single

"
"
"
"
"

"
"
"
"
"
"

KNOBS.

(

^Wm^

NORTHERN

We build them
belt.

SIMPLE

W^

DYNAMOS

FOR SALE
D

£|i=

I

FOR SALE.

any type of engine, or
Northern Apparatus readily adapted to any service
for direct connection to

COMPACT
to

be driven by

Bulletin No. 2530

Warren
Wcstinghouse

NORTHERN ELECTRICAL MFG.

Madison, Wis., U. S. A.
CO.,
Engineers
Manufacturers
425 MONADNOCK BLOCK, CHICAQO, ILL.

Wood
Stanley
General Electric
General Electric
Wcstinghouse
General Electric
Wcstinghouse
Wcstinghouse
Wcstinghouse

Our No.

1

Insulators.

,

Three

WIRE-NO HALF HITCHNO WRAPPING THE KNOBNO

Single

Single

U.S. METAL polish;;

HERE'S THE SAVING:
s 8 inches and i.ooo knobs
take 8,ooo inches 666 feet or more, depending on
wire used, costing more tham $7.00. The
time spent in cutting and tj-mg the wire costs another S5.00 per thousand at the least.
The slanting screw or nail hole on the side (see

—

Gates' Engine.

Monthly Bargain Sheet

TIE

size of

^

GREGORY ELECTRIC

MOTOR STARTERS
CO.

54-62 S. Clinton St., Chicagro, Hi.

Galvanometers
$5.00 EACH

SPEED REGULATORS
FIELD REGULATORS
WITH RENEWABLE SEGMENTS

EQUIPPED

at least $14.

One

scre^>

knob from

t

Ask your jobber for

it

or write us.

WITHOUT EXTRA CHARGE

ELECTRICAL BOOKS
Sk.\\

iCinds

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,
Bnlte SIO Marquette,
CHICACiO.

And

Special Controlling Devices of all
Send for catalogue and discounts.

kinds.

UNION ELECTRIC MFC. CO.

SNYDER & HUNT
We

BELLE PLAINE,

lA.

ship from either Iowa or

New

CO.
Jersey.

Milwaukee, Wis.

REPAIR SHOPS
EDISON COMPANY
CHICAGO
TELEPHONE MAIN
76 MARKET STREET, CHICAGO.
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT.
li
1280.

FIRST-CLASS EQUIPMENT THROUCHOUT.

•

1

iril

29,

WF.STF.RM

19^5

F.LIXTRICrAX

CLEAN BOILERS
keeps

it off,

stops corrosion and foaming.

Send gallon

CAReORIM DRUO

to suit the case takes

water

o(

New
I

,

Talaphenai Harrlaon 303O and 3031.

Light On an Old Subject.
AN INTERESTING TREATISE
ON GREASE LUBRICATION.

FKEIi

ON

JOSEI'H

SEND hOK

Rl-XiUI-ST.

DIXON CRUCIBLE

off the scale,

analysis.

for

OMEIVIIOAL. \A/ORKl

37-34 RIALTO BUILDINO, OHICACO, ILL.

CO.. J««.y

DIESEL ENGINES

IT.

City.

N.

OperatInK on

CRUDE or FUEL Oil

J.

Guaranteed Fuel Consumption
on variable load, ranf^lne from /

^
There's

jFIBRE-CRmnEl

No

to full load

12^ Gals, per 100 Kw. Hours

Friction

Bniik,
Ih« PlblcCrapllIu Com
Dclnii 90 percent, pnrc grjphi
reiliiBDCc.no iparklng under varying Ioa<l,aa4
la
no
jteailng
reqnirej.
TLere
longer wear.
Tha Fllirc. Graphite la thcrerore the molt eco.

with

COMMlM
BRUSH

'

l§i

DomIc bruah on the market.

Send for price

HOLMES FIBRE-GRAPHITE

(tlFG.

SUITABLE FOR ALL STATIONARY POWER

Uit.

For further inlormatloa address

CO,

AMERICAN DIESEL ENGINE COMPANY

5l5SWakcrldJSI..Gcrmanlown, PIIILADELPHU

J

NEW YORK

Broadway

11

AGNETIC CLUTCHES

««.o«o« p.<..w„..^h.p.

.if^inK IMaene^s, IWIa«

-

BUY OLD BELTS REPAIRING
CONDITION.
RECALIBRATING
W CLEAN, REPAIR AND RENEW
—1:330 W.

O.

ARE YOU LOOKING FORMONEY?

OR SCRAPS, ANY SIZE OR

ELECTRIC METERS.
OLD BELTS.
THER PRESBRVEH MFO. CORP. INTERNATIONAL ELECTRIC METER
27 W. MONROE ST., CHICAGO

^riwrt ^rlna

AKRON,

CT-RIC IVIACMINE CO.,

ll-L-IAIVIS

n
,1

Dearborn Water Treatment
made

If so,

buy WALRATH GAS OR GtSOLLNB ENGINES
and get light on the subject.

THE WALRATH

CO.

RANDOLPH Stoeet rc"iC«GO

EFFREYMCHAINS"Si

II will produce as good & commercfalllghtai \h&\ of an automatic steam engine, either belud
or direct-connected generator.
Simple, Economical and Bella bio
Send for Catalogue

W

MARINETTE
QAS ENGINE CO.,

f^

CHICAGO nBiaiTTS,
Keystone Enfjineering

Farmers

Co.,

Strong, Carlisle

H:.i:-;

A Hammond

Slljts

I--

,

Tittsbtir?. Pa.

G1-G7 Frankfort St., Cleveland, Ohio
149 Broadway. N. Y.
52 Wticn Bldg.. TndlanapoHs. I

Co..

C. H. Seldenglanz.,

^fottrl|fa
SIraltf

i;

\2o.,

Mactay Engineering

ILL.

<8>

REG.TRflDE

MARKS

©ratip-ilark gitaratttffs tutaltty.

1

JHE RHOSPHOR

BRONZE SMELTINGCO-IIMITED.

2200 WASHINGTON AVE..PHILADELPHIA.
'ELEPHANT BRAND PHOSPHOR-BRONZE
ING0TS,CASTINGS,W1RE,R0DS,SHEETS,ETC.

Sftlf

Njto Inrft

l^^xt iifg. (Eo., t^artfnrb. (Uonn.

SoBtnn

(fll|uraga

Sormtfn.

— DELTA

^^j/Z^J'iW-

X\

®nL

/dELT^

METAL

CASTINGS. STAMPINGS AND FORCINGS
ORIGINAL and Sole Makers in the U.S.

SAMSON TURBINE
We show below a record of tests made- in the official testing flume at Holyoke, of a 35-inch
SAMSON TURBINE which was built from the same patterns as those we sell to our customers.
Gateage.
Full
ys

H-

Head.

R. P. M.

15.29
16.56
17.33
17.54

194
]8S
17S
176

.

Cu. Ft. Per Sec.
102
92
84
69

H. P.
143
147
13S
110

Kfficiency
Sl.OS %
84.7S f

83.88?
S0.09 i

THE JAMES LEFFEL & CO.
307

LACONDA

ST.

Springfield, Ohio, U. S. A>

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN
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ARNOLD
TELEPHONE
The

April 29, 1905

Kellogg Express Swiichboard Cabinet

iniernaiionai

Telephone
Co.

Mfg.
The

graceful

Fifty-Line

Appearance

Capacity

comes from

Quarter

Simple

Sawed Oak

Lines.

for the entire

Exterior of

the Cabinet

This

HIGH GRADE

Telephone
Apparatus

Attractive

Thoroughly

Design has
been so
popular that
it has been

much

seasoned

wood

Harrison and Clinton StSm

CHICAGO

copied

by other

Finished in

manufac-

Light or

turers

Golden

Oak
INCANDESCENT
"CTIR"
o wn LAMPS

a handsome steel enclosed telephor
home from room of mistress to kitchen,
Saves hundreds of steps,
library or laundry.
saves time. Is a distinct convenience, not a
Telephone is fitted
luxury, but a necessity.
up complete, ready for Installation. Needs no
Cannot get out of
adjustment.
Steel clad.
order. Lasts forever. Made as Illustrated,
designed for separate batteries; aiso made
complete with batteries mounted directly upon
telephone back, enclosed In neat box.
Is

I

the

Shipped ready for

Installation.

Full directions with

eaph telephone.

Price, without batteries,

Price, with batteries,

Highest

Grand Prize
Highest

Award

Award

Buffalo

St.

Exposition

Exposition

igo2

1904

Gold Medal

Louis

The Strongest, Longest Lived, Most Efficient Switchboards made.
telephone experts will tell you that.

&

Kellogg Switchboard

All

CHICA60

CLEVELAND

LOS ANGELES

LONS LIFE
GUARANTEED CANDLEPOWER,
HIGHEST EFFICIENCY.

Supply Co.

Congress & Green Streets
CHICAGO

MANUFACTURERS
Boulevard,

J:

$2,BO
3.2B

Arnold Electric
Manufacturing Co.
95 Jackson

•

PHILADELPHIA

STANDARD ELECTRICAL MFG.
Niles, Ohio.
COMPANY,
:

THE DENVER AND
RIO GRANDE R. R.
basmore scenic

WABASH
DON'T BUY

Erie Railroad

Book— 1905,

outlining

Chicago to

Tour

Write us about any tour
uui yuu
you

We
.

S.

G. P.

contemplation,
plation.
shall be glad to assist
>ist you.
you

CRANE,
& T.

Agent.

ST. LOUIS,

in

New

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

York

equipment and through car
It

many

The

Erie Railroad Company's Industrial
Department has all the territory
traversed by the railroad districted in re-

very attractive summer vacation trips, with rates, etc.

may have

It reaches all points of interest in
Colorado and Utah.
It is the only line passing through
Salt Lake Citv en route to pnd rom
California and North Pacific Coast.
It is the most attractive line to the
Portland Exposition.
It has the highest class modern
'

Locations for Industries

Write today for a Free copy

WABASH Summer

moun-

other railroad in the world.

Summer Tours
of

attractions,

tain resorts, mineral springs, hunting and fishing grounds than any

U

I
F. A. PALMER
kLMER, I
A. G. P. Agent,
H

lation to resources, adaptability, markets
and advantages for manufacturing, and
.an advise with manufacturers in relation
to the most suitable locations.
For full

information address

you have seen our
new Catalogue and new
Until

Price List.
Free to the trade.

Write (or

S.K. HOOPER.

and

T. A.

Denver, Colo.

Electrical

rates for the Epworth

League and G. A. R. Conventions.

G. P.

Hanlattan

service.

has a superb dining car service.

Low summer

free ll'uBtrated booklets.

R. C.NICHOL,
Com'l Agt.
242 Clark St.. Chicago,

III.

Supply Co.

LUIS JACKSON
Indnstrial Ccnmiissioner. Erie Railroad

21 Cortlandt Street.

Electrical

Compaoj

book buyers buy

electrical

from the Electrician Publishing Co..
quette Bldg.. Chicago.

New York

books

510 Mar-

They Always Work and Work at Their Best
Freedom from

local action or polarization, and a decrease in internal
resistance as the current is used are distinctive features of

EDISON

Primary Batteries

FORHERLY EDISON-LALANDE

The elements are so .proportional that all are equally durable, insuring
uniform strength of current during entire life of cell. Require no
Sure and saving. Write for Catalog 7.

attention.

EDISON ORANGE,
MFC. CO.
Factory,

N.

J.

NEW YORK:

31 Union Square

CHICAGO: 304 Wabash Avenue

April 29,

WESTERN

190S

F.I.r.

QUAUTY

^fmtr^/t

THE AUTOMATIC
Is llic

AmoiiK

which

lliu citlt .H III

hiu

it

been aduptcti arc:
ChicaKo,

III.

Criiiul Knplils,

Mich.
Coluinhns,
D.'iytiMi,

niiii,

Ohhi

Mr.

W.HKlsiock,N.

Priricelcin,

To the User,

1.

V.iti

Auburn, Me.
Fall Kivcr, Mass.

Clayton, Mo.

New

I'entwater, Mich.

S.in

t"al.

UicRu, Cal.

pany, because
of operation

To the

Can.
Wilmington, Del.
•'

Sioux City,

Traverse City,
Mich.

la.

of its

economy

Creek, Mich.

Riverside, Cal.

Columbus, Cla.
South Bend, Ind.
El Paso, Tex.

accuracy,

N.M.

Wert, 0.

Hopkinsville, Ky.

Cleburne, Tex.

its

secrecy;

To the Operating Com-

J.

Alt>ui|uerque,

Hudford,

its

l.i.

N.

Lcwislon, Mc.

Los Ancclcs,

proiiipliKss,

its

because of

It.

Auburn, N. Y.

liatllc

First In Sales.
OOE8 QUALITY OOUMT7

all.

1

Augusta, Ga.
Mcdford, Win.
St. Marys, 0.
Westerly, K.
Manchester,

Linciiln, Nell.

Portland,

appcal.s U>

HAS MAOI

Stromberg-Carlson Apparatus

syslem thai

tL'le|)lioiic

\'-"-

REOOONIZED AMD APPREOIATED

Hastings, Neb.
Wausau, Wis.
lierlin,

Germany

places

it

telephone
basis,

and

and maintenance;

Investor, because
the

securities of

company on

a

Ono
Oumllty

Priao

a firm

and keeps them stable

profitable.

Our No. 192 TELEPHONE

Automatic Electric
Van Buren and Morgan

CHICAGO,

Company
Streets

U. S. A.

No. 83-87

Compare ours

to others.

Made any

Send us your
PRICE $1.00

length desired.

orders.

MORE THAN REGULAR DESK SETS

AMERICAN ELECTRIC TELEPHCNE CO
CHICAGO

Our

Bulletin No. S-B

AailsU

In

Proving Our SUIcments.

Can

Wc

.Mall

You

•

STROMBERG-CARLSON TELEPHONE MFG.

Cop)?

CO.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

i8

April 29, 1905

^''^,
'4'"
Wfltefora copy of our TELEGRAPH

CODE FOR CEPAB PRODUCTSJ

PILLSBURY-WATKINS
COMPANY
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
LUMBER EXCHANGE.
CEDAR POLES, POSTS, TIES AND SHINGLES.

IT'j^^l

TORREY
CEDAR CO.,

Poles
Cedar
w
:SCEDARP01ES
CLINTONVILLE, WIS.

Larit

MICHIGAN and

POLES

SUek CeniUntly

Hand

All Lengths an'>sizes

IDAHO CEDAR

LindsleyBros Co

The F. Bissell Company.

ibLEDo.o.

BERTHOLD

POLES.
WHITE CEDAR.
IDAHO CEDAR up

•

Electrical

book buyers buy

electrical

books

from the Electrician Publisbing Co., 510 Marquette Btdg.. Cbicago.

7

to

80

ft.

TIES.

& JENNINGS,
ST. LOUIS.

OAK, CYPRESS and

YELLOW

Chemical Building.

PINE.

Foot Ties,Michigan's Best White Cedar

Our

for Electric Railways,

Specialty.

ALSO TROLLEY POLES
Write US.

PERRIZO & SONS,

^iilfA^.

DAOOETT.MICH.

POLES, TIES, POSTS.
mrlll

SARINAW,

confar a favor upon the advept/aef by teUIng

writ* hint-lhat you

CO.

MICH.

We want your InqulrUa always.

PRODUOERS.
You

THE PORTER CEDAR

aaw Ma ad.

In the

Mm— when yol

Wostern Electrician.

COLORADO
MIDLAND RY.
Norlhern P&cific

Midland

io the

Yellow^stone Pak,rk
Northern Pacific

(MIDLAND ROUTE)

vRoutB/

io the

THRO' PULLMAN TOURIST

SLEEPERS EVERY DAY FROM

Portland Exposition
Northern

Pa.cific direct to

ST.

Puget Sound Country
The ComloTt
•

Very

"Roalc"

" E-Oery Mile an

Low R.ates West

Booklet!— Four cents for Lewis anri Clarli Booklet:

LOUIS

or

CHICAGO

to

CALIFORNIA

Through the Heart of the Rockies Via Salt Lake.
Observation Parlor Cars on all Day Trains.

EducoHon"

r

trip

throngb

si

to A, M. Clelatfl, C, P. A. St. Paul.
Information— Ai
Agt. Pass. Deft., ZOS South Clark Street, Chieaso III
,

H.

W. JACKSON,

Oen. Agt.,

CHICAQO.

C. H.

SPEERS,

MICHIGAN WHITE

iMk».j'J

PROMPT SHIPMENTS.

Qen. Pass.

Astt..

DENVER

ILL.

LARGE

KELLOCC SWITCHBOARD & SUPPLY

STOCK.

CO., Chicago.

April 20,

When

In Colorado

Idaho Cedar Poles

•

r...„.ltt..

Over the Far Famed Loop
(l.,Mv.Tl,.Snv, r

..n,,.!

COAST POLE

HALL

H. M.

WITH

IF

Pittsburg Agents, Tipper

R.

R.

&

information aad descripttre pam-

VALLEY

it,

POLE HOLE

DIGGER

TIES,

you want our prices, especially
on seven-inch, twenty-fives and
six-inch, thirties.

May we

not

Block, Bay City, Michigan.
Patton, B09 Bessemer Bul.'dlng.

m^^^f<e%z::

^^^
:z:iM^^i'WT^

K&V

''

R. R.

?eOARPOLei

phlet address

C.

POLES
POSTS

MALTBY CEDAR COMPANY, 509 Phoenix

For

J.

•WESTERN"

BR00K5

WISCONSIN AVENUB
TOAIAHAWK, WI8.

YOU WANT POLES

AND THE

itlSSiSSIPP!

Campbell, Mo.

LOUD'S SONS CO., Au Sable, Mich.

Conditions,

Communities,

YAZOO
full

MISSOURI CYPRESS CO.

We

ON THE LINES OF
.

E.

quote you on these for IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT? Can also quote you on any
other sizes you may need.
also have plenty of those "Trolley" ties yet.

Ratas,

THE ILLINOIS CENTRAL

L.

S.

D. W. PHELAN,
277 Broadway, New York

CEDAR

Satisfactory Inducements,

labor

POLES

52

OFFERED
LOCATIONS
Healthlul

OctBKonal

WHITE CEDAR POLES

ELECTRICAL
AND OTHER
INDUSTRIES
ARE

6001I

Mown Timbers and
Round or

PlIInK,

SPOKANE, WASH.

CO.

Are the Best.

Southern Cedar
NO ROTTEX BUTTS.

FISHER, General Passenger Agent
DENVER, COLORADO

Freisht

Telephone Poles
Elecirlc LiKht Pole*
Street RallMay Pole*

PACIFIC

It Ih Iho flnoHt ono-day trip In tho
country. Tnkcs you throu^li ono of
iliu ^raiidust ciiiiyoiiH lii tho Stiito
and ovorlhu niOHi miirvyloim feat of
onKlncorInk' In tliu Itoi'ky Mountulnti.
Wu havo manyothor ruHClnatlnKOno'
day Lrlpu.
Ilandsoinu lUtiHtratud
lltoraiuro Ront to any uddruuH on
reculpt of three cunts postage.

Favorable

our Specialties

r.M.rii)

COLORADO &
SOUTHERN RY.

T. E.

rirrrpviy

T'^TFi":

Tr,.-,

CLAIR,

eSTABLlSHEO

1862

WM. MUELLER COMPANY
POLE DEALERS ADVERTISING
IN

THE

WESTERN

I2II-IZ 13

LENT RESULTS BECAUSE IT
PLACES THEM IN TOUCH WITH
ACTUAL BUYERS OF POLES.
TRY A CARD.

MARQUETTE

BLOG.

Chicago,

EISHT DISTRIBUTING YARDS

ELEC-

TRICIAN OBTAIN MOST EXCEL-

o^

,oj;.^v».'-.i»r-!.,f.'7^.v.>g.,i'Av.SSSK'.iJ.-j-,.,.->.,»>..,.<.....>.^)„-,..../..|--,>|->-.

POLES

W.

C.

STERLING & SON,
Wholesale Producers for 20 years,

CENTRAL STATION HEATING
We are the originators
system

is

ONLY underground system of live and exhaust steam heating.

and builders of the

used for the utilization and distribution

residences, stores, public buildings, etc.

of

250 plants

exhaust steam from

in successful financial

electric-light

and power

and mechanical

Our

plants, for heating

operation.

We

have the

only practical Steam Meter. Also manufacturers of Wooden Water Pipe, Steam Pipe Casing, Steam Traps, Condensation Meters, Valves, Economizing Coils, Separators, and a full line of Steamfitters' Supplies.

Write

for

the

STORY

of

DISTRICT STEAM HEATING

Company
AMERicAMDisTmcT
Steam
WESTERN offices: MONADNQCK
MAIN OFFICES

BLDG.

L a C KP O R T, N .Y.

CHIC AGO, ILL.

WESTi^N ELECTRiaAN

April 29, 1905

WESTINGHOUSE
New

Induction Motors, Type **CX''

Latest Design

Latest Improvements

Highest EfficiencyBest Bearings

Multi-point Starters

New

Highest Po\ver Factor

Prices

Iinmediak.te
Ask

o\ir c\eak.rest district office

Shipments

about them.

Westinghouse Electric (Si Manufacturing Co.
Pittsburg. Pa..
Address Nearest

District Office:

New
New

York, Atlanta., Dallas, Baltimore, Boston, Buffa^Io, Chlc&.gs, Clnclr\r\a.tl, Cleveland, Denver.DetroIt, Los Angeles, Minneapolis.
Orle&ns, Phlla.delpKla., Pittsburg, St. Lovjis, Salt Lake City, San Francisco. Syracuse, Seattle,
Canada., Canadian Westinghouse Co., Limited, Hamilton, Ont&rlo, Mexico. G. <& O. Branlff & Co., City of Mexico.

;>«S^^«S>«K8KS>«^^^<SK8«e>^HS><s^<SH8KS><s>«><3><8«S><S><8^«^^

Can't

It

Be

Beat^=The

Guthrie Flasher

A SIQN FLASHER WITHOUT A MOTOR
A FEW ADVANTAGES OF THIS
FLASHER OVER ALL OTHERS:
First.— The Price is lower.
Second.— It bas fewer parts and
1 the market.

is

:

HENRY NEWGARD &

CO.

ELECTmCftl CONSTRUCTION

therefore the sim-

trouble and

Power and Light

Plants.

Switchboards and Panel Boards

—

Fourth. It costs nothing to operate this flasher.
Fifth.— 11 only occupies a space of 5 x 8 inches.
Sixth.— It can be regulated to flash any signs or show

install

Municipal and Isolated Electric

Any combination

Lighting Plants.
We manufacture Switchboards, Tablet boards,
Iron Cutout Bo.xes and Electrical Specialties.

Works on any current.
The disadvantage of a

We

window

lights in

any manner desired.

of lights, without motor or cylinder.
Simplest and best on the market.
flaaher was the motor question.
this and are putting out an article
that meets a long felt want.

We have overcome

DOXSEE-BARRERE ELECTRIC
1108-1110 Pine St.,

Agents Wanted

We

CO.

ST. LOUIS

Motors and Electrical
sell Dynamos,
Supplies.
wire old as well as new Residences, Factory Buildings, School and College Buildings.

We

225 E. Washington

Chicago,

St.,

Illinois.

General Agents for United States and Ca.ne.da.
^««iK8»S>«^>^>«><sxSxSHSK3«S>^-^><SK8KSxJ-$KS><i><S><i>.SKi^

|«»»

There

is

No Higher-Class India-Rubber

»«0»> w >*»«c»>»»»^ g

Insulation
11

For Wires and Cables than

HABIRSHANA/.
Authorized Manufacturers«f the

A.T-riXlF'I.EXIBI-E

t

TUBE

^A/^IRE.

The India-Rubber fand Cutta-Percha
1

Yorl<.

Insulating Co.,

YOIMKERS,

JA
\l

MAIN OFFICE, Glenwood Works,
Sales Office,
5 Cortlandt St., New

u

IM.

Y.
(0923)

||

If
••

Wayne

Fort

The regulation
formers

is

of

Electric

Works

Type A trans-

such that a change of

fre-

quency from 133 to 35 cycles can be
made without affecting operation.

TRANSFORMERS
having such regulation are better
any circuit and all circuits than

for

poorly

regulating

Type A
known

transformers.

transformers are also

to have core losses low

and

uniform and a low all-day efficiency.
There are reasons —write for them.

FORT WAYNE,

IND.

W.E. Fan Motors
Desk, Bracket and Ceiling Types

DUNCAN
DIRECT CURRENT

WATTMETERS
Most Sensitive
Most Accurate
Most Reliable
WRITE FOR BULLETIN AND PRICES
Have you seea our new catalogue

Western

Electric

?

Company
NEW YORK

CHICAGO
OTHER LARQB

CITIES

DUNCAN ELECTRIC MFG.
LAFAYETTE,

IND.

CO.

;

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

A.

April 29, i9o|||

kartayertI

SONS CO.

ROEBLING'S

HARD AKD FLEXIBLE FIBER

IN SHEETS*

RODS AND TUBINa
'

For Electrical and Mechanical purposes, Railway Dust

Otiards,

and Packings. Patent Insulating Cleats,
HANtrPXCTUBBD BT

THE KARTAVERT MANUFACTURING CO.

Insulated

Bare

Wire of

Copjitr

VULCANIZED
Highest grades for electrical iosuUtion

All

MAIN OFFICE AND WORKS

•

TRENTON,

ACEHCIE8 AHB
Tiik

tubes, rodi

Wire

Kinds

Chlcag*

Clevtiand

and

epectal

ahapo.

VULCANIZED FIBRE

f

>,

Wiliningtoi.

M^^

FIBRI

ud mechanical purposet, in sheeti^

Catalogues and aamples on appUcaUon.

CO.,

HAM ^7 MA Dl\

N. J.

WMbiOf

-

Wilmington, Petj

r> INSULATED WIRES
1^ AND CABLES

Rubber Covered, Weatherproof, Magnet
Wires, Office and Annunciator Wires.

HMICHEt

tin FrindtM

HAZARD MANUFACTURING COMPANY

rhNiOtlplili

Wilkesbarre

New York

-

Chicago

-

EMPIRE

Wa^rrerY

MINIATURE

Maximum

Alternator

Light at

That
get

is

Minimum

LAMPS

Cost

Send

what your customers

when you

sell

for Circular

H.W.McCANDLESS&CO.
67&69 Pirk Pli
NEW YORX

the

Water= Wheel fiovernors

"Femco" Lamps

co-operate with the inertia effect on the water and the momentum of the plant.
They have cut the cost of good
government in two. Guaranteed in every particular.

REPLOGLE GOVERNOR WORKS

TO YOU

To Our Productions

AKRON, OHIO

Apply This Invariable

We

Rule:

guaranteed

offer standard goods, fully

company,

WE GUARANTEE
WHAT WE SELL

Our new mechanical goveraors

by

a

at the

responsible

^S^

lowest prices.

M.KLCIN

&

aUK.

Seod 2c stamp lor new catalo^e No. 6 ol

We

Prompt Shipments

Protect the Dealer

KLEIN'S
For Boclrical

TOOLS
Workorm

and Line Bulldmra.
MATHIAS KLEIN &J,ONS.
Dl

Western Selling Agents Wanted

and

WE
GUARANTEE.

W. Van Burnn

St..

Chlcaoo.

.

Ill

:^

SELL WHAT

THE FRANKLIN
ELECTRIC MFG. CO.
General Office and Factory,

"pWEHl^TlilCJSPE.
Sandusky,

HARTFORD, CONN.
O.

NEW YORK

Southwestern Representative,

Havemeyer BIdg.

Tbe

Saclis Electric Co. St. Louis,
,

Mo.

NOW READY
THE

Pm

a

Sm Decorative

Socket No, 417

You
it

don't have to take it apart to wire
up.
Simply slip the wires in the
and turn in the screw.

slots

Your next order

PASS & SEYMOUR,

solicited.

inc., Solvay, N. Y.
SAM FRUNCiaCO

i!

.\a(loR«l

SIMPLEX

IndU
Rubber

KUBBEH COVERED, WEATHEKPROOF. UNDERGROUND AND SUBMARINE.

« MiixAdnurl. Blarh.

Simplex Electrical

^^'*

"'"r'h'x'so"""
CHICAnn

I

10 StatO Siroot,

1NN»

>A/IF9KS AfoJO <^ABI_KS.

BOSTON, MASS

OFFICE AND FACTORVt URISTOL.

CENTURY ELECTRIC CO.

l>ariM KxixtNilion,

Itlcdnl for ICiiblii'rIiiHnlatlon.

M*KUF«CTUIIEIIS OF

lH»:t-Worl<rH Fnif.
jnedai for Itabbrr Innulutlun.

SINGLE-PHASE SELF-STARTINQ

THE STANOABD FOIt
KVBBKK INMl I.ATION.'

""•»"•

ST. LOUIS,

MO.

l-T-E
CIRCUIT BREAKERS

WIRESANDCABLES

CO., Ltd.

253 Broadway, New York

CRESCENT INSULATED WIRE AND CABLE CO.
Miin

Olfice

and Faclorr. TRENTON, N.

Wires aro tested

SERIES
ARC

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

JONESBORO. AND.

>l Factory.

J.

AUTOMATIC

DONT BUY

Paranlte Rubber Covered Wires and Cables,
UNDERGROUND, AERIAL, SUBMARINE AND INSIDE USE.
TELBPHONB. TELBaRAPH AND PIRE-ALARM CABLES.
All

PHIUOELPHM

CO..

INDIANA RUBBER AND INSULATED WIRE CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

^»

I.

,

CUTTER ELECTRICAL

Ne» York OtTlce.
83 BARCLAY STREET.

^

R.

CRESCENT RUBBER INSULATED

Manson Tape, Candee '""IT Wires

THE OKONITE
Xt^nVohV.";,",:!

MOTORS AND CEILINa FANS

Sole Manufacturers of

TRACE MARK.

Okonite Wires, Okonite Tape,

Ca.'v

RUBBER COVERED

Co..

Until

you have seen our

new Catalogue and new
Price List.
Free to the trade.

Samson Spot Cord
For

ARC LAMP and
TROLLEY CORD

Manliattaii

Electrical

Tor
Power, St Ry..
A. C. uid D. C.

Snpply Co.

Send (or Saniploa and Prlo«0

Serf** Circuit*.

dAAdnoMr coxer>.A.oB woicks.

YOST SPECIALTIES.

The

HAMACEK,

JAMES A. SPARQO WIRE
JAMES

A.

SPARQO,

Sockets,

MtCNANICAU

Chlcuo

Office. 1501

sQd ibort
--"-•hopa.
' ring

Ct'tcpletQ

neln

of

-

ROME,

Monadnock BIdg.

ILCCTilCAU

In 6le.!ii

!>•-

Elertrlcal
ind Lle<-tnc«l

Accommodailooi ibe

maj

enter aaj tlmoConeapondence aieam and olectrtcal eoaraea. 6«n4
for catalogiie. Mention coarae In whicft intereateu.
beat,

N. Y.

CIVIL

the
Shop -work from
'-'
•

Expeate. low.

Kofflseertng.

STUM,

Thoronghir •qolpped

c

Klnnlng. Short cour««i

BARE AND TINNED COPPER WIRE
FINE SIZES A SPECIALTY

ILL.

AVE.

CO. Engineering
_

Pres. *nd Qen'l jMjrr.

Manufacturers

Sffokats, Walt

CHICAGO,

20I4KENMORE

Bcbool

all

joar. Stadeati

DEI

NIBHLAID PARK COlliOE.

OIIO,

IOWA.

Weatherproof
Sockets,
Rosettes,
Reoeptacles,

Why

Not Use the Best

AND THE ONLY GENUINE

Cord

Wrigley

Patented

Steele

Toggle

Bolt

Adjustersm
All other ToRgle Bolls

jil

CmtaloguB for
ifio

amking,

THIyOST electric MFG.

UECd for Hnisbod work, aiiob as Teleubonoa.
and Marble Slabs. Id orderioK- mention If
Nut ortbcplaltj Toggle Roltls iran

s

CO.

American

7^9t

WESTIIH
**. ^"""^^

CONDUITS FOR INTERIOR WIRINr.
,

th Cull

TOLEDO, OHIO.

Electrical

The Thomas Wrigley Co., 300.30$ oearbom

IngtramBiit

Main Office ami Works, Waverly Park,

NEWARK,

IN.

si.,

Chicago

CbclKK.

M;rtf.,

Co.,

Circular
New

loam

Co.

York. Cblcai*. Snb Friiicl«c<r

Gleason's

J.

THE WESTON STANDARD PORTABLE

Moulding

DIRECT READING

Boxes.

Voltmeters and Wattmeters

Send

postal

tor descriptive

Are the only standard portable instruments
the type deserving this name.

of

pam-

phlet

and

price

list to

Write for Circular and Price List.

JOHN
LONDON— Elliott
Re«'dfnir*v"l?'"'"*

luE

''""'"'I/ "''•'"^«-

ana DirecT'cSr^St circntM:

Works, Lewisham.
PARIS, FRANCE-E. H. Cadiol, 12 Rue SI. Georges.

NEW YORK OFFICE-74 Cortlandt St.

L.

GLEASON

290 South St.

Bros., Century

A NO. 2— REGULAR

8 NO. ;— REGULAR

Jamaica

Plalo,

Mass.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

May

Allis-Chalmers

6,

Co

Milwaukee, Wis., U. S. A.

Reynolds Corliss Engines
Lighting and

Power

Four Reynolds Horizontal Cross-Compound Engj

Bullock

D-C
of

A-C

and

any capacity up
Canadian

of Louisville Street

repiesentatives,

to

1

Ry. Co.

Apparatus
W.

0,000 K.

Allis-ChalmeR-BuDock, Ltd.. Montreal

THE SANGAMO
A MERCURY MOTOR TYPE
DIRECT CURRENT WATTMETER
The objectionable features common to commutator type meters
are entirely eliminated, and the following features are notable in

THE SAIMGAMO METER
I.

MINIMUM BEARING FRICTION—The
is less

II.

III.

IV.

V.

thrust of the disc shaft

is

UPWARD

against a flat jewel, and

than one-sixteenth ounce.

MAXIftlUM SENSITIVENESS— All
SERVICE as well as when new.

sizes will start freely

NO COMMUTATOR OR BRUSHES—The armature

is

on one-hundred

full load.

AFTER LONG

a plain copper disc submerged in mercury, and

the load current passes through this and the disc.
powerful shunt field acting upon the armature serves as a damping magnet, without permanent magnets being necessary.
SEALED TYPE, MINinun SIZE AND WEIGHT -The meter is sealed type, but case is easily removable if necessary. Smallest meter made, projects 414 inches, weighs only 10}^ pounds.

NO PERMANENT MAGNETS—The

SEND FOR BULLETIN AND PRICES

SANGAMO ELECTRIC COMPANY
SPRINGFIELD, ILLINOIS

fgo

4

'
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C,

.

WESTERN ELECTRIOAN

ior>S

Storage BatteryCo.
TheElectric PHILADELPHIA
MANUFACTURER OF THE

Bccumulator

Cblorifcc
For Central

St.'ilions,

K'.iilways, iMilalcd

l'-le(liH

Fire Alarm,
miec

LiftTtt

Train

'Iclcfiirapli,

and I'dwct Stations,

Li^jhiiiij^

Li^litini^, etc., etc.
NcaucaT.

I

S.VLH-S llKFICKS:

NiwYnitK,

Plill.Ar>i;i.i'iiiA.

Alli'Klii'iiy

Am.

mill

lOihSt.

no

IIKI llroatlwiy

rim

IIohtiik.
Slalii .si.

tun.

Har'iunUc

Clivklami.

.S<N KuANi'iKcn,
Illullo lllilK.

Rt. I.«i-I«.

Wtlnwrlithi

lllil(.

i.'asaiia.
Kli^.irlc(.'o..

(unadlandciicril

ClllacD'. llldK

II

Mil. Toronlo

MAJ^ACEHS

CEJVT-RAL STATIOJ^

Don't Be Afraid

^^^^^^^HB^^^^H^^^

^^^^HHw' ^^H^'^BB^^^

the

of

Gas PlaLat

WORK UP A MOTOR. LOAD
Wo

jbI^sI k

can furnish you

SINGLE PHASE MOTORS

K^,v
fP^

tKal will start under full load in
sizes ranging from J^ to 35 H. P.

tOagner Electric Mfg, Co.

'»'\r^^^^P^H[|^^^

ST. LOX/IS, MO., V. S. A.

SPECIAL PORCELAIN PIECES
GET OUR PRICES ON THIS LINE OF WORK.
COL.ONIAL. SIGN AND INSOI-A-rOR CO., SOUTM AKRON, O.
PLATINUM
PLATINUM _^^^_^PLATINUM^_^^

PLATINUM

BAKER

YORK OKFIC

'

'&'ch2>yf^^^

408-414 N.J.

R. R.Av..

Grand Prize
Universal Exposition
ST. LOUIS, I904

NEWARK. N.J.

ALPHABETICAL INDEX TO ADVERTISEMENTS.
AUls-Chalmers Company
American Battery Co
Amer. Circular Loom Co
American Conduit Co

2
13
I

2(

American Diesel Engine Co.. 17
Amer, District Steam Co
21
Amer, Elec. Fuse Co
2i
Amer. Elecfl. Supply Co
13
Amer. EL Telephone Co
19
Amer. Elec. & Controller Co. 9
American Electrical Works.. 13
Anderson .v Nacbman
21
Arnold Co., The
10
Arnold Elec. Mfg. Co
is
Automatic Electric Co,,.j-... 19
Babcock it Wilcox Co
Badt.P. B

10

Crescent Ins. Wire ACbl. Co.

13

Crocker-Wheeler Co

P

18

SI
21
13

Bossert Electric Construction

,

Bnnge, Otto
Burlln-tonR.

A

Son. E.

1

24

R

13

Cutler-Hammer Clutch Co. .11
7
Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co
13
Cutter Co.. Geo
Cutter Elec.

A Mfg. Company

i

—
A W. Fuse Company
Dearborn Drug A Chem.Wks.I7
Denver & Rio Grande R. R...1S
Diamond Meter Company ....11
Directory of Engineers
10
D.

Co., Joseph. .17

20

Duluth Leg Co

21

17

Duncan

—
—
2

—

15

M

Crolius

—

H

Co.. Inc., S.

Doxsee-Barrere Elec'l. Co

10

R

Bylle3by&Co.,H,

—

—

—

Buckeye Electric Co
Buckeye Engine Co
Bullock Elec Mfg. Co

—

DlKon Crucible

Co.,

HallL

Co. 3

Couch

Bennett,!. A
Berthold & Jennings
Big Four R. R

Brooks,

& Insulator

10

—
—

Brownetl Co. The
Bryan-Marsh Co
Bryan, Wm. H

Colonial Sign

22

Baker A Co., Tnc
3
Baker A Co., W. E
10
—
Bay State Lamp Co
Beardslee Chandelier Mfg. Co.—
Belden Mfg. Co
Benjamin Electric Mfg. Co.

BIssellCo.,The

Century Electric Co
1
Chlcajro Edison Co
4, 14
Chic. Fuse Wire A Mfg. Co...—
Chicago House Wrecking Co 14
Chicago Mica Co
12
Chicago Solder Co
4
Colorado & Southern R. R....—
Colorado Midland R. R
Columbia Incand. Lamp Co..—
Continuous Rail Joint Company of America.
10
Cooper-Hewttt Elec. Co
14
Cope, T.J

W. C

Bailey. Fred.
Bain, Porfie

Carhartt A Co.. Hamilton....—
Central Electric Co
5
Central Tel. A El. Co
19

10

Elec. Mfg.

Co

23

Edison Decorative A Miniature Lamp Departm't
12
Edison Mfg. Company
12
Electric Appliance Co

—

Electric Storage Battery Co.

.

3

Electrician Pub. Company.. .10
Emmelmann Bros. Mfg. Co. .13

ErieR. R...

I«*ojr

H

Evans. AlmirallACo

Kellogg Switchboard

10

Fowler- Jacobs Company
Franklin Elec. Mfg. Co

....

Fres-Ko Chemical Co

H

Hamacek,

A.

Leff el

Co

W

14

Illinois Central

—

Ry

21

1

—

. .

Jackson, D. C.

A W. B

Jeffrey Manufacturing

10

Co

Johns-Manville Co. H. W.
,

Monon

10

Incandescent Electric Light
Manipulator Company
13
Indiana Rub. A Ins. W. Co
India Rubber A Gutta Percha
Insulating Company
[nternaiional Elec. MeterCo.17
International Tel. Mfg. Co. 18
17
.

.

23

'

Irxc3.e:2K.

o*

pba

W

C

SunlH?am Incan.
17

M

|

R.

R

L. S. Iron

SO

Co. ...20

Plume A Atwood Mfg. Co....—
Porter Cedar
Reislnger,

—

.

Safely Ins. Wire

n
1

Lamp Co
is

New Idea SoKiorJng Pasie Co
New York Central R. R
New York Ins. Wire Co

A

,

I

Ncrthern Elect'l Mfg. Co....
Northern Pacific R, R
Northern Wire A Cable Co
Northwestern Storage Eat-

iVd-veirtisexxi.exa.'ts

I

I

i

I

I*^.g:^ ^»

10

—
—

:

I

t

A
22

Wesion Electrical Inst. Co... l
Whitehead Machinery Co... —
Williams Elec. Machine C.->..I7
Willis.

Slgnaloid Chemical Works.

See

—
—

Co

Wesiinghouse
Electric
ManufactarlngCo

14

.

JO

I'nlversal Elec. Stor. Bat. Co. 8

2

Simples Electrical Co.. The.
Simplex Elec Heating Co...
Snyder vt Hunt Co
Spargo Wire Co Jas. A

——

VanNosirand Ca D
16
Vulcanized Fibre Company.. 24
Wabash E. K
14
Wagner Electric Mfg. Co
3
14
Walsh's Sons A Company
Warren Elec Mfg. Co
12
W^escoSopply Co
12
—
Western Display Co
Western Electric Company .. 5
Western Steel Gate Co
21

10

Schneider A Co.. a O.,
Scholt.W. H.
S. E. Missouri Cypress Co...
Shelby Electric Co

Co. ..11

Valentlne-Clark Co.. The....2l

Cable Co. .13

Samson Cordage Works
Sangamo Electric Co
Sargent A.Lundy
Sauquolt Silk Mfg. Co

4

Newgard ACo., Henry

21

—
—

Hugo

Ruebel-Schwedtmann-WeUs-.lO
Runzel-Leni Elec. Mfg. Co.. .24

..14

National Carbon Co
National Electric Co
National India Rubber Co

Company

Uuderhlll. Cbas. R
Union Electric Mfg.
Unlver^^alCo-.The.

Reliance Instrument Co
Replogle Governor Works.. .—
Reynolds EL Flasher Mfg.Co. 12
RobblusAMyers Co.. The... 7
Robert Instrument Co., The..—
Robertson A Sons. Jas. L.....—
RoebUng's Sons Co.. J. A
7

Mueller Company. William.. 2i
.12
Munsell A Co".. Euge:

St

A

18

Lamp

Torrey Cedar Company..
Tray Plate Battery Co
TrumbuU Elec Mnfg. Co
Turner Brass Works

12

PilLsbury-WatklDsCo

—

Company

Glass Co.

Pittsburg

Kartavert Manufacturing Co.—

d^ssifiecS.

2n

Eugene F
13
Phillips Insulated Wire Co. ..13

.,

.

W

Phillips.

Matthews A Bros.. W. N... ...13
McCandless ACo., H.
13
McLennan A Company. K
12
McRoyClay Worts
19
Mechanical Appliance Co
2:;
Mica Insulator Company
12
Michigan College of Mines.. 10
Minneapolis Cedar A Lbr.Co.20
Miscellaneous Advs
14

—
—
JO

17

—
31

Pignoiet. L.

4

W

James

—

Inc

,

1

G.

Holmes Fibre-Graph. Co
Hoiophane Glass Co
Humphrey. Henry H
Hunt A Ca.Robt. W^
Hunter Fan A Motor Co

,

—

2>'

A Weed
ASons

Pbelan, D.

Mftchado A Roller
Maltby Cedar Company..
Manhattan El. Supply Co.
Marinette Gas Engine Co.

i

Hill Elec. Co., "W. S

Co.

Co

PhosphorBronzeS. Co

13

F

A

& Seymour,

Parsell
Perrizo

—

Letheule, Paul
10
Llndsley Brothers Company.. 20

Hart Mfg. Co
4
Hartford Steam Boiler Inspection A Insurance Co....—
Hazard Manufacturing Co...—
Highland Park College. ...

Hoffman.

Pass

24

Co

19

10

Haller Machine

10

Kuhlman

Leather Preserv. M. Corp

.

J.

Pucltic Coast Pole

—

General Electric Co
9. 12
General Storage Battery Co.. 12
Gleason, John. L
1
Gould Storage Battery Co.... 6
Green Fuel Economizer Co.. 17
Gregory Electric Company. .14
Hallberg,

10
12

Electric

Standard F.lec, Mfg.Co.
13
Standard Underg. Cable Co....—
Stanley Elec Mfg. Co.. The
s
Stanley Instrument Co
Stanton. LeRoy
10
21
SterilnKASon, W.
Slow Mfg. Company
Siromberg-Carlson TeL Mfg.

19. 20

Klein A Sons, Matbias
Kohler Brothers

21

—

Squire Electric Co

A Sup

ply Company
Kemp, R. W

"ForSale" Advertisements..!
Ft. Wayne Elec. Works. Inc.. 2:i
—
Fosiorla Incand. Lamp Co
Fowler, John H
21

G.M

10

Woolley Fdy. A Mach. Wks..—
20
Worcester Company, C. H
1
Wrigley Cc.Thos
Tesbera Mf g. Co
Yost Electric Mfg. Co

18
1
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MANUFACTURED BY

Motors,
Switches,

ALWAYS
IN

STOCK.

Arc Lamps,
Circuit Breakers,

Etc., Etc.

CHICAGO EDISON COMPANY, 139 Adams
"Flexduct"

is thsLt

high standard required

in

a.11

high-class vrork.

It is

very

flexible,

ai.

CHICAGO.

Street.

high insula.tion and indestructible

FLEXIBLE CONDUIT
"Flexduct" the National Code St&ndard.

It

does not deterior&te, BLlwsLys usa.ble

to

highest degree

OSBURN FLEXIBLE CONDUIT COMPANY,

NEW YOR.K

SAN FRANCISCO

CHICAGO
f^

Special Switches

Stamotti i|"

-OF-

< 1-f>
<8>

efraJiB

ilark

Every Description
SIj? I^art

Nem fork

/

Mfg.

(Ea., I^arlfnrh,

InHlmt

NON-CORROSIVE

(Emm.
Snrmtfn,

Ollftrago

ffltit

NOT

\

HESTER EXCELLED
XSOLDERiNG/
FOR

\ PASTE 7

Electrical

W.S. HILL ELECTRIC CO.
NEW

CHICAGO SOLDER CO.
Formerly

BEDFORD, MASS.

Work

KESTER ELECTRIC MFC. CO.

46 North Union Street
R. C. MILLER, Burlington Building.

CHICAGO
St. Louis,

Mo., Gen'l Western Agent

fnv Ck

WK^ITRRM ni.FrTRTaAN

ifp";

<;

D.&W. NEW-CODE FUSES
Arc

listed

price-list

iilly
a

the new

ill

Iso prints

supplcineii

to the 1).

D.

Cv

iS:

W.

W

.

No.

I'rJLc-liit

lo,

—just

i.ssucii.

of old code fuses and is intended
Writg for a cnf<y.
Catalogue No. 9.

revised

;i

list

I

hi:,

as a

^^

dritJral €lrdrir€intt;raug,
OEMERAL W£3TERM AOCHTS

iL^-..^-.','-

ECONOMY

^

^*^m^

CHICAGO

207-209-211 East Jackson Boulevard,

a

TUNDEL,!//

AND

Universal

EFFICIENCY
FOR

Motors

ISOLATED
PLANTS.

STANDARD VARME
SPEED MOTORS HAVE

ARANGE0F3T0]

MULTIPLE CONSTANT
POTENTIAL
ARC LAMPS

BY FIELD CONTROL

Direct and Alternating.

Write

for Bulletins

Western
NEW YORK

7035 and 7040

Electric
OTHER LARQE

Electric

Company

^ompau^

CHICAQO

CITIES

Salts

Siatrtrt (SfTutB
York. 1,1.1 Broa.iway.
Old Colony BIdg.
liladelphia. 1509 Land Title BIdg.
tt^burg. Farmers' Bank BIdg.
lanla.Ga., Empire Eldg.
BK Orleans, La.. Hiberaia Bank Eldg.
>ir

I!VSULATEW WIRES

OFFICES

'
\

)

COTTON
AND SILK

Milwaukee, 740-74t Wells BIdg.
Chicago, 1202 Marquilte BIdg.

MAGNET WIRES

NORTHERN WIRE
& CABLE CO.

licago.

(Dffirrs

Cleveland. Earlon. SteTonson ,^ Co.
Dettoit. Miller.SeIdon Elodric Co.
St. Lonis. aX) CliemicirBlde.
Denter. Hendrie 4 Bollhoa Mlg. »n
Pupplv Co.
Seattle and Sao Francisco. Kilbounie J
Clark Co.

?

i

South Milwaukee
Wis.

INSTRUMENT CO.
STANLEY
GREAT
BARRINCTON, MASS.,

UNIVERSAL EXPOSITION

^^,.°r

g% M^

Vm

uULU

|ii|

U. S. A.

E W% M

I

^^

IVItllALo

THE HIGHEST AWARDS AT BOTH EXPOSITIONS FOR

PAN -AMERICAN EXPOSITION

^r^r

'

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

igoc

6,

^hI5 ftttmgc iiattpr^ Cat^

i>

ik.

May

Railway Line and Regulating

Complete
Storage

and Train Lighting
Central Lighting and Power
Electric Vehicle and Telephone

Isolated

Battery
Plants

#oul^
^^^^B^r—

aOULD COUNTER

M.

B.

P.

BOOSTER SYSTEMS

"f"'--^

WOPKS
WUKR.&

NEW YORK. I W. 34th Street.
BOSTON, 89 State Street.
J
Offices i CHICAGO, The "Rookery."
^ SAN
FRANCISCO, Century Electric Co.
,

Sales

•
.

DFPFW l>.
N V
UEKCW,
Y.

Ri,ll-*in«
DUlICllllS.

CLASSIFIED INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
Adjusters, Cord.
Incandes. El. Lt. Manip. Co.

Coloring-, liamp.
Signaloid Chemical Works

Cotntnotator Compound
CroMus ASon.E- R.
Ancliors (Tel.
Bennett,

I.

Matthews

Fres-Ko Chemical Co.

&

Tel.)

A.

&

Bro.,

W.

N.

Annanolatora.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Co.

Manhattan Elec. Supply
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
Batteries and Jars.

Osburn Flexible Conduit
Wesco Supply Co.
Conduits, Clay.
McRoy Clay Works.
Conduit Bods.

Central Electric Co.
Edison Mfg. Co.
Co.

Manhattan Elec. Supply
Tray Plate Battery Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Go.
Bells, Bnzzers, Btc.

Co.

Cope, T.

Co.

Western Electric Co.
Jos.

Leather Preserver Mfg. Corp.
BelttnfC.
Leather Preserver Mfg. Corp

Blow Torches
Hmmelmann Bros.

J,

Contractors a^d Slectric Lisht Plants.

Ft.

Electric Appliance Co.

Manhattan Elec. Supply
Wesco Supply Co.

Co.

Allis-Chalmers Company,
Bullock El. Mfg. Co.
Crocker-Wheeler Co.

Central Electric Co.

Belt DresBliiK.
Dixon Crucible Co.,

Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.

BissellCo.,TheF.
Electric Applian

McLennan & Co., K,
Condenners. Cleetrlc.
Stanley Elec. Mfg Co.
Condnft and Conduits.
American Circular Loom Co.
American Conduit Company

Mfg. Co.

Turner Brass Wuriis

BlowerM.
Green Fuel Economizer Co.

Boiler Conipoands.
Dearborn Drug & Chem, Wks.
Boilers.
Allis-Chalmers Company.

Babcock & Wilcox Co.
BrownellCo.,The
Bolts. Toggle.
Wrlgley Co.,Tho3.

Huoks, Blectrloal.
ElRCtriclan Publishing Co.
Co., D.

Van Nostrand

Booths, Tfilephone.

Wayne

Elec.

Wks.

Inc.

General Electric Co.
National Electric Co.
Northern Electrical Mfg. Co.
Wagner Electric Mfg. Co.

Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.
Controllers, Crane.
Amer, Elec. & Controller Co.
Amer. Elec. Fuse Co,

Cord.
Runzel-Lenz Elec. Mfg. Co.
Samson Cordage Wks.
Couplines, Magnetic.
(jutler -Hammer

Boxes, Junction.
Bossert Elect. Const. Co.

Boxes, Moulding.
Gleason, John L.
Brass. Sheet and Rod.
Plume A Atwood Mfg Co.

Brashes.

Berthold & JenningsCentral Electric Co.
Rlectric Appliance Co.

Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Company.
Cnl-OntM and SvTltches.
Bissell Co., The F.

Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Cables (See Wires and Cables)
Carbons, Points and
Plates.
Central Electric Co.

Chicago Edison Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
National Carbon Co.
Relsinger.Hugo.
Wesco Supply Co.

A Weed

Cbalns.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.

Plume & Atwood Mfg. Co.
Circuit Breakers.
Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co.
&.

Mfg. Co.

Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks. Inc.
Union Electric Mfg. Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Company,

Westinghouse

El.

&

Mfg. Co.

Cinsters.
Baixiamiu Elec. Mfg. Co.
PluDie & Atwood Mfg. Co.

Clutches, Magnetic.
Cutler-Hammer Clutch Co.
Williams Electric Mach. Co.
Coal and Anties HandllnffT

Machinery.

Jeffrey Mtg. Co.

Cotls^

.t

Stanley Elec. Mfg. Co.

and Masnots.

Western Electric Co.

Co.

Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

BeonoTntzers, Fuel.
Green Fuel Economizer Co.

Electric Heating Appl,
Electric Appliance Co.
Simplex Elec. Heating Co.
Western Electric Co.

RailTrays.

Bl

Crocker-Wheeler Co.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.
Elleetrlcal and HcshanIcal Bnsrlneers.
Arnold Co., The
Badt. F. B.
Baiiev. Fred. W.

Baker

A

Co..

W.

C.

E.

Bryan, Wra. H.
Byllesbv A Co., H. M.
Evans, Almirall A Co.
Hallberg,

J.

H,

Indicators
Robertson

A

Sons, Jas. L.

&

Insurance

New England

Electric Appliance Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks. Inc.

General Electric Co.
Roller.

Insulators and Insulatins: Materials.
Chicago Edison Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Indiana Rub. A Ins. Wire Co.
Johns-Manville Co., H. W.

MunsellACo., Eugene.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.

Electric Co.
Stanley Elec. Mfg. Co.
Stanley Instrument Co.
Wagner Electric Mfg. Co.
Co,

Electrical Inst. Co.

li^lectro-riatlnf^ Mach'y
Crocker- Wheeler Company.

i^nf^lncH, Gas and Gasoline.
Allis-Chalmers Company.
Marinette Gas Engine Co.
Woolley Fdy. A Mach. Wks.
Co.

OkoniteCo.,The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Snyder A Hunt Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Sterling Varnish Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse EI. A Mfg. Co.

Lamps, Arc.
Bissell Co., TheF.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec, Wks. Inc.
General Electric Co.
Gregory Electric Co,
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Stanley Elec. Mfg. Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
.

Westinghouse

A

El.

Mfg. Co.

Lamps, Incandescent.
Lamp

Central Electrjc Co.

Bay

Century Electric CoCrocker-Wheeler Company.
Edison Mfg. Co.

Bissell Co.,

State

The

Co.
F.

Pibre.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.

Plume A Atwood Alfg. Co.
Fixtures, Gan and Elec.
Beardslee Chandelier Mfg.Co.

Flashers.
Bissell Co.,

Doxsee

TheF.

Elec'l. Co., A. S.

ad Fuse Wire.
Bissell Co., TheF.
Central Electric Co.
Central Tel. & El. Co.

Chicago Fuse Wire A Mfg.Co.
D. A W. Fuse Company.
Electric Appliance Co.
Johns-Manville Co., H. W.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Company.

Globes, Reflectors and
Shades.
Fostoria Glass Specialty Co.
Fostoria Incan. l^ampCo.

Overalls.

A

Carhartt

Co.,

Hamilton.

Patent Attorneys.
Bain, Foree.

Phosphor Bronze.
Phosphor Bronze Sm. Co.Ltd.

Platinum,

IVlre

A

Co,

.

and

Inc.

Duhilh Log Co.
Fowler. John H.
Fowler- Jacobs Company.
Kellogg Switch. A Sup. Co.
Lindsley Bros. Co.
Loud's Sons Co., H. M.
Maitbv Cedar Co.
Minneapolis Cedar ALbr. Co.
Mueller Company, William.
Pacitlc Coast Pole Co.
Sons.

Phelan, D. W.
Pillsbury-Watkins Co.
Pittsburg A L. S. Iron Co.
Porter Cedar Company.
S. E. Missouri Cvpress Co.
Sterling A Son, W. C.
Torrey Cedar Co.
Valentine-Clark Co., The.
Worcester Co., C. H.

Pole Hole Diggers.

I'olUh

Columbia Incan. Lamp

A

Edison Decorative

Co.

Minia-

ture Lamp Dept.
Electric Appliance Co.

Fostoria Incand.

Lamp Co.

Franklin Electric Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.
McCandless A C( H. W.
Nernst Lamp Co.
Sawyer- Man Elec. Co.
Shelby Electric Co.
Standard Elec'l Mfg. Co.

Sunbeam Incan. Lamp
Wesco Supply Go.
Western Electric Co.

Manlpulatoi

Lamps, Nernst.
Nernst Lamp Co.
Lamps, Vapor.

4.>letai>.

Hoffman, Geo. W.

Continuous Rail Joint Company of America.
Railn'ay Supplies.
Wesco Supply Co,

Re-\Vlnainf$— Repairs.
Chicago Edison Co.
Gregory Electric Co.
Rhe Mtats

Electric
Ft.

Appl

Wayne

Wks.

Inc.

Wesco Supply

Co.

Linemen*s Climbers.
Eeplogle Governor Works.

Graphite Specialties.
Green Fuel Economizer Co.

Telephone C

A EL

Central Tel.

Co.

Co.

Electric Appliance Co.
International Tel. Mfg. Co.
Kellogg Switchb. & Sup. Co
Manhattan Elec. Supply Cc

Stromberg-Carlson Tel. M.C
Wesco Supply Co.

Western Electric

Co.

Time Switches.
Bissell Co.. The
Toggle Bolts.

Wrlgley

Co.,

F.

Thos

A

Central Electric Co.
Crocker- Wheeler Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Works,
General Electric Co.
Gregory Electric Co.

Ii

Wagner

Electric Mfg. Co.

\

Wesco Supply Co,
Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse EL AMfg. C

Trucks, Glectrlo

Car.n

A Mfg.

C

Turbines, Steam.
Allis-Chalmers Co.

Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co,

Westinghouse EI. A Mfg.
Turbine Water WTiee

Highland Park College
Michigan Collie of Mines.

VnlcanlECd Fibre.

The F.
Chicago House Wrecking Co.

W^lres

Schools and Colleges.

Second-Hand Mach'y.

General Electric Co.

Leffel

ACo.,

Jas.

Vulcanized Fibre Co.

&

Cables—Hai

Gregory Electric Co.

net W^lres,
American Electrical Work

Matthews

Ttelden Mfs- Co.

A

Bro.,'>W. N.

Bissell Co., The F.
Central Electric Co.

&

Crescent Ins. Wire A Cble (
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Hazard Manufacturing Co.
Indiana Rub. A Ins. Wire (
India Rubber A QuttaPerc
Insulating Co.
Kellogg Switch. A Sup. Co
Manhattan Elec. Supply C
National India Rubber Co
.

and

Receptacles.

Pass A Seymour.
Yost Elec. Mfg. Co.

Soldering Sticks. Salts

nnd Paste.

Chicago Solder Co.
Croliu^ A Son, E. R.
New Idea Soldering Paste Co.
Universal Co., The
Western Electric Co.

Solenoids.
Amer. Elec

Western Electric Co.

Governors, Water Wheel.

El.

Automatic Electric

Westinghouse EL

Sockets

Co.

Elec.

General Electric Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co,
Stanley Elec. Mfg. Co.

American

General Electric Co.

Silks.
Insnlatlns
Brnldinf?.
Sauquoit Silk Mfg. Co.

Central Electric Co.

Co.

Telephones, Telephon
Material and Swltcli
boards.

Rail Joints.

Haller Machine Co.
Western Display Co.

Llfrhtnln^ ArrcH

Manhattan Elect'ISupplyC
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.

Transformers.
Co.

Walsh's Sons A Co.
SIsrns. Electric.
Letters, Metal, Sign.
Haller Machine Co.

Elei

Elect'l Supply Co.
Bissell Co., The F.
Central Electric Co.
Century Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Cutter Co., Geo.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.

Sons, Mathias.
Western Electric Co.

Bissell Co..

Cooper, Hewitt Elec. Co.

Supplies, General

Klein

Co.

Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.
Lamps, Incandesce t—
Replaeers & Cleani

Co.

Electric Storage Battery Co
General Storage Battery
Gould Storage Battery Co.
Universal Elec. Stor. Bat. C

Tools.

Western Steel Gate Co.

Portables.
Plume A Atwood Mfg.

Inst.Co.

American Battery

Gen. Incan. Arc Light

Berthold A Jennings.
Brooks, Hall L.

A

Weston Electrical

Storage Batteries.

Svpitcbboards.
Bissell Co.. TheF.

Poles and Ties.

Perrizo

Haller Machine Co.

Speed Indicators.

Amer.

Mathias.

Jeffrey Mfg. Co.

Western Electric Co.

Dixon Crucible Co., Jos.
Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co.

A Sons,

Machinery.

Inc. El. Lt.

Amer. Elec. Fuse Co.

Motors.)

Nippers and Pliers.

Power Transmission

General Electric Co.

Hunter Fan A Motor Co.
Robbins A Myers Co.. The
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.
(See Dynamos and

motors.

Baker

Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Mica Insulator Co.

Sangamo

Chicago Mica Co.
Mica Insulator Co.
Munsell A Co., Eugene.
ftlinins Apparatus, li^lec.
Allis-Chalmers Company.
Crocker-Wheeler Company.
General Electric Co,
Jeffrey Mfg. Co,
Wesco Supply Co,

Sheet.

Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Locke Insulator Co.

Pignolet. L. M.
Reliance Instrument Co.
Robert Inst. Co., The

Mica.

Klein

Butt Co.

Central Electric Co.

Myers Co,

Wagner Electric Mfg. Co.
Warren Elec. Mfg. Co.
Wesco Supply Co.

National Electric Co.

Cutter Elec.

Bobbins

Stow Manufacturing

Castlnes.
Parsell

Bissell Co., The F.
Bullock Elec. Mfg. Co.
Central Electric Co.
Century Electric Co.
Crocker-Wheeler Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks. Inc.
General Elec. Co.
Gregory Electric Co.
Mechanical Appli:
National Electrir
Northern Electri
Parsell & Weed

Electric Appliance Co.
Incandescent Electric Light
Manipulator Co.

American Electrical Works.

FunN and Pan Motors.

& Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks. Inc.
General Electric Co.
Hamacek, A. F.
Hart Manufacturing Co.
Hill Elec. Co., W. S.
ihattan Elec. Supply Co.

Allis-Chalmers Company.

Co.
Western Electric Co.

(Recording and Testing.)
BisseUCo.,The F.

Diamond Meter Co.
Duncan Elec. Mfg. Co.

Weston

Holders, Inc.

Insulating Machinery.

Central Electric Co.

Wesco Supply

8 t

Hartford Steam Boiler Inspection A Insurance Co.

Electrical Instruments.

Machado A

au

A Co.
Lamps.

Evans, Almirall

Inspection

Chicago Edison Co.

Western Electric Company.

Wesco Supply

W. H.

Squire Electric Co.
Stanley Elec. Mfg. Co,
Stanton, LeRoy W.
Underbill, Chas. R.
Willis, G. M.

Bossert Elec. Const. Co.
Central Electric Co.

Dynamos and Motors.

Bissell Co., B. F.

Ruebel, Schwedtman, Wells.
Sargent A Lundy.

Engines, Oil.
American Diesel Engine
Bnurlnes. Steam.
Allis-Chalmera Company.
Brownell Co., The
Buckeye Engine Co.

Central Electric Co.
Holmes Ftbre-Graphite Co.
Speer Carbon Co.

Cahle Haofrers.

Kohler Brothers,
Letbeule, Paul
Newgard A Co., Henry.
Northern Electrical Mfg. Co.
Schott,

li

Steam).
Amer, District Steam Co.
Heatlnf;, Hot "Water.

Clutch Co.

Cutter Elec.

Yesbera Mfg. Co.

Heatlns (E X

Humphrey, Henry H.
Hunt AGO., Robt. W,
C. A W. B.
Kemp,R. W.

Jackson, D.

A Controller Co.
Sitenlclnic Tnhen.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.

New York

Insulated Wire*

Northern AVire A Cable C
OkoniteCo.,The.
Phillips,

Eugene

F.

PhlUips Insulated Wire Cc
Roeblins's Sons Co.. J. A.

Runzel-Lenz

Elec.

Safety Ins. Wire

Mfg

C

& Cable

i

Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
We-i^co Supplv Co.
We-stern Electric Co.

1

Electric Companj

wr.STFRN

ELrrrrnnw

Vo Trouble from Loose OUR NEW "STANDARD"
Tarts
UNIVIiRSAL DESK OR BRACKET FANS
VntH MODI;l.

'~r^

HE

current

carrying parts

of the Cutler-Ham-

mer Field Regula-

nature of

which

of the base
not separate

compound, the

base by a

in tlie

become

part

This compound

will

causes

itself.

solid ly

are

te) r

imbedded

from the

what degree the wires

to

it

base,

no matter

to

White

are heated.

)liiiio,

strated this fact.

By such

nblne* |o a

ih.-n llxcd

111

position

is

eliminated.

base itself

is

a

D«at

IJifore luiylnp soiul fo

9

The

tlniilc.

After beln

1

construction the

a

trouble incident to loose parts

radiates

po»Uton.

tiher the desk or sldo wall,
he illrectlon nf ihu air ciirrei

thoroughly demon-

have

tests

Is our new
oniamcnial stn

This
,nil

wire

hot

OTHER TYPES OP DESK

and CEILING

PANS

THE ROBBINS & MYERS

perfect insulator;

MainOflic

iDd

Works:

SPRINGFIELD, OHIO,

CO.

U. S. A.

;iiBrt.iiaway

and conducts heat properly; does

21

Park Avoiuic

not allow grounds, and will not disintegrate

from overloads.

The

handle

not aftected by

For
nish

jar

is

easily

moved, but

JOHN

is

rear of board

mounting we

fur-

an all-copper hand wheel, polished

and lacquered, and insulated by

a

ROEBUNG'S SONS

GO.

Insulated

Bare

Wire

Copper

All

convertible type

is

of

single

piece of fibre.

Our

A.

of machinery.

Wire

Kinds

equipped with
MAIN OFFICE AND WHRKS

all-copper wheel on one side and a hard

>

rubber handle on the reverse side, and can

TR E NTON

AGENCIES AND BRANCHES

N.J.

.

San Francisco

Cleveland

be operated from either front or rear of
board.
»

*

LET US SEND YOU BULLETIN
WHICH DESCRIBES IT

32

I

For Testing Consumers'

I

Meters
The

WHITNEY

l
I

ponable wattmeters

are

J

are dead beat, have scales lo inches

*
^
»
^

unquestionably the best standards.

They

long, are

soit-calibrating.

MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN
NEW

YORK

136 Liberty Street

Honadnock

B!d|!.

Send

for prices.

IMACHADO & ROLLERlt

BOSTON CHICAGO PITTSBUBG
176 Federal Street

extremely lagged and practically
Moreover, they are
accurate.

ibsolutely

The Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co.

a03 Broadway
YORK, N. Y.

NEW

Farmers Bank Bldg.

i

J

General Agents lor Whitney Electrical Instrument Co.

STiSDiRD RiXQES 300 TO 60,000 Watts

*
J
w

^

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

May
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1905

THE

NEW "MORRISON

»

BATTERY
Just

What the World Has Been Waiting

For.

This plate is so strong
and mechanically that no amount of

electrically

abuse or of
vibration in traction serv-

electrical
ice

can dislodge even the

slightest particle
active material.

of

its

Lowest internal resistance of any storage battery in the world.

The weight efficiency is
conservatively #4 watts
total weight, and
electrical efficiency unsur-

per pound
passed.

mmmmmm
THE PLATE

Universal Electric Storage Battery Co.
INCORPORATED

1355 Railway Exchange Building
Factory: 36-38 Union Park Place

Office:

Chicago,

Illinois

May

d,

WESTERN

1905

EI.ECTRICrAN

& CONTROLLER

AMERICAN ELECTRIC

CO

MODERNIZING ENGINEERS
We

CENTRAL

Equip

SHOPS

STATIONS

MINES

and

With electric con-

With manual, elec-

electrically operat-

trollers for convey-

operated

ed Motor Starters,

ors,

trically

and

With manual

automatic

Speed

Regulators,
Protective Devices

Switches, Motor

for the

Startersand Switchboard appliances.

power-

Ore Crushers,
and Separators,
Pumping and Ventilating Systems.

house.

Solenoids any capacity, any stroke for operating
Breaks, Valves, Switches, Etc.

SEND FOR BULLETINS
REMOVED TO

LIBERTY STREET. NEW YORK

136

General Electric Company

FAN MOTORS
The General
a

complete

and

Electric

line in

ceiling fans

Company

furnishes

desk, wall bracket, exhaust

and ventilating

A full stock is carried

outfits.

in all local

storerooms.

Descriptive catalogue mailed on request.
l6-in.

Wall Bracket Fan (D.

NEW YORK

44

Coniertible Swivel and Trunnion Frame Desk Fan (A. C.)

i2-in.

C.)

OFFICe

BROAD STREET

PRINCIPAL OFFICES

SCHENECTADY,

N. Y.

SALES OFFICES

ALL LARQE CITIES

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

May

3,500
OR MORE WILL ATTEND THE

NATIONAL ELECTRIC LIGHT CONVENTION
To be Held at Denver and Colorado Springs,
June 6th to Ith Inclusive
I

fully,

This greatest and most important convention
completely and in a manner befitting the

in

the

history

of

the

Association

will

be covered

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

Being a Western convention your advertisement should appear in the only western general electrithe
ELECTRICIAN; and it should correspond in size and importance with
the importance of the convention and of our convention issues of June 3rd, loth and 17th.
cal

journal

—

WESTERN

Write us today reserving space

in

a select location.

Western Electrician, 510 NIarquette BIdg., Chicago

6,

1905

May

6,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

KJ05

Nature Smiles Ih rough Sur\beams"

THE SUNBEAM
1*1 Ilv

01^

I^^VJVll

OI^J^VfvITY

SvinbeaLiTi IncoLndescervt LaLirvp Co.
CHICAGO

St.V,

VOKK

WESTER.N ELECTR.IC CO.

Nk"

M:W

PHILADELPHIA

CHICAGO

KANSAS CITY
PITTSBVR.G
SAN FRANCISCO

ST. LOUIS
ST. PAVL
^orloo.r\ Electric Co.)

r

CrLllforr>lr>. CInclrlcal

We

<Slnn<i4rd Electric Co.

claim for the Cutler-Hammer Accelerator that
it

will release instantlv. that

that all the attention

it

requires

is

DCNVCB
CINCINNATI

Works

Our Claims and Our
smoothly, that

YOR.K

it

Proof
will start a load gradually

no adjustments are necessary for wear of

to be kept oiled

and carbons replenished, and that

it

and

faces.

can be

operated either automatically or by means of push buttons.
Here's evidence of

it:

,

Mfg. Co.,

In the Leetsdale plant of the Riter-Conley

loo-H.

P.

is

started in the

morning and runs continuously

all

day.

of a pressure regulator the accelerator automatically starts

from 200 to 250 times a day, using but
It

an accelerator connected to a

induction motor used to drive a machine.

The motor
By means

pump

is

2

amperes of current

has been doing this for over three months, which

is

at

no

and stops the

volts.

equal to a service under ordinary

conditions of a score of years.

Notwithstanding that the accelerator has been energized over 20.000 times.no adjustments
have been necessary for wear of faces, in fact it has been given no attention e.xcept to keep it
supplied with

oil.

Could you ask

We

would

for

more conclusive evidence than this?

like to send

you catalog describing

it.

Cutler-Hammer Clutch Company
MILWAUKEE,
NEW YORK

BOSTON

136 Liberty St.

176 Federal St.

WISCONSIN
CHICAGO

PITTSBURG
Farmers Bank Bldg.

Monadnock Bldg.

SCHEEFFER IIMTECRATINC

WATTMETER
Type E for Alternating Current

Type F lor Direct Current Circuits

DUST AND BUG PROOF
IMPROVED CONSTRUCTION
MOVING PARTS ARE EXTREMELY LIGHT,
INSURING A HIGHLY SENSITIVE AND ACCURATE METER.

DIAMOND METER COMPANY,
ALTERMATIMO CURRENT.

PEORIA,

ILL.,

U.S.A.

DIRECT CURREHT.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

May

6,

1905

The Lamp and the Lily

liNPS

The Prismo Zenith Lamp
Easter

lily

a.nd the
are both things of beauty.

But the iBLinp ha.s the adva.nta.ge,
as

it

will

rema.in

a.

Get acquainted with the

joy all sximiiver.

p E E R L E SS— """"^^ SAVERS

For a combina.tion of usefulness and beauty
the Petckard Prismo Zenith L&mp is IT.

MADE RIGHT

Y

Electric Appliarvce
CHICAGO

ARE RIGHT

PRICED RIGHT

THE WESCO SUPPLY

Company

ST. LOUIS,

Branch Warehouse,

Ft.

CO.,

MO.
"EVERYTHING ELECTRICAL'

Worth, Texas.

SAN FRANCISCO

and

Reducea iho vtofkfng cBpacfty of a
motor or dynamo, wears out the com'
mutator, wastes /tower and tnay cause
ntay be avoided if you use

SPARKING

BEST (N THE WORLD

a

Write for lull particulars

firom Aii this

........

Reynolds Elec.Flashar Mfg. Co.
221 Fiflb Ave, Chicago.

y

iiiSgg77mroyo«p-gfcs;:g=^

Of

MICA

Form

Cloth and

NBW VORK

M.

I.

For

Paper.

NEW YORK

Security

Cable Pole House No.
local carpenter

1

can make just as

a bouse as this if he In smart
enough and has :he tools, but he generally doesn't know how nor what is needed,
and in no case can he compete with our
machinery. These are made In cabinet style,
and equal quality cannot be produced by
hand at our prices. We have sold them for
.seven years, reducing-the 'prices as our
has been found

Gam The

Not

BrushcB,

after.

supply houaes, or

all

McLennan & CO., Sole mtrs.. Room

CHICAGO

and

411. Inter

Ocean

Dearborn

BIdg.. 130

St.,

Chicago

Years

CO.,

Drawn steel. One blow of a hammer gives clean round hole. No filing.

Be up to date. Use them. Write
for bulletin giving: full particulars.

J

Bosseri Electric Construction Co.,";!"

''

e:

s
-^

1

SAVE TIME, BOXES AND MONEY

1

^

«

WoLrrerv

GENERAL STORAGE BATTERY CO.
VOLT

-

KLEIN'S

SON.

TOOLS

and Lino Bulldora.
MATHIAS KLEIN & SONS.

Circular.

M. PICNOLET
New

&

For Eieclficai Worke/>9

ACCURATK

-

M.KLCIM

<end 2c fitamp for aew catalogue No. 6 of

For testing Batteries and
Battery Circuits, Locating
Faults, Grounds, etc.

St.,

Alternaior

AMMETERS ^Bh

POCKET SIZE

Edison

11

York. N. Y.

W. Van Buren

St.,

Chicago.

III.

Low Candlepower Lamps
for

Do not be content

ECONOMICAL LIGHTING

with a tolerably

RELIABLY LONG AND BRILLIANT LIFE
31 & 36 & 42 Watts
"
25 & 28 & 33
'
24&22

throu gh
the bottom,
where the
cable and
and where joints can be

Pole House No. 1

good alternator.

GET THE BEST

21
19
14
13
9

inside space.

At the bottom is an adjustable shoe,
through which the cable passes. The shoe

MADE BY

^M

BtJUR ''HKGH-DUTY''
'^i^^^r'
STORAGE BATTERIES

L.

made.

^M
^M

L^ ox

Originators

and CHICAGO

Cortlandt

We recommend them becauee they are
good, also cheap, and their convenience
saves money, and they are permanent.

R

Standard.

the

Send for

setT

OSSERTif^

Thatis

RELIABLE.

in nlace.
Eight sizes are

For sale by

K.

C. Compound, Empire

MICA INSULATOR

THEgood

Absolutely Will

SB.OO per Dozen.

Stick.

SEND FOR FREE SAMPLE STICK

EUGENE MUNSELL AND GO.

INSULATION
Micanite, Linotape,

BO Cents per

Qualities, in any
at Lowest Prices

all

'

tried

Watts

1

(

in series)

GENERAL ELECTRIC
and varieties
Regular Multiple Lamps

All types

Lamps
Lamps

Street Series

ninlature

When

Main Lamp Sales

you have
the

"WARREN"
CO.

you will be able to judge

We

Office

Harrison, N.

J.

The E Bissell Compapht

Guarantee

What We
Sell What

Sell

We

Guarantee.

LET US HAVE YOUR INQUIRIES WHEN IN
NEED OF MICA OF ANY DESCRIPTIONWE CAN GIVE YOU WHAT YOU NEED
QUICK AND AT THE RIGHT PRICES.
VALPARAISO, IND.
CHICAGO MICA CO.,

"|f|llflEN]^CTIIIc]p.^.

:

May

fMNKN.

WRSTERN

I'/ '5

f>,

I'llll.l.ll'S.l'rei..

I:.

KOWI.ANI) I'HILUI'S, V. f.

C.

II.

WAnlNSCil.. Fxai.

C. «.

HljHIVi lul,

Jr.,

«

I

EI.KCTRICI A
S«.

AMERICAN ELECTRIGAL WORKS,

A Stombaugh Guy Anchor

BABUNDliiiuTEiim'cTBlCWIBE,
A STOHBAUOH aUY ANCHOR WILL HOLD

ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE,

INCANDESCENT AND FLEXIBLE CORDS,
Railway Feeder and Trolley Wire,
AMERICANITE, MAGNET, OFFICE AND
ANNUNCIATOR WIRES.

l>n[,«iiillriit

IT

COSTS SOTIIING

V.M1KKTOI1K.

\V,

,1

\'.

V

ARC XOT

s»Tl.M-|Kl

1^

'M.,vn,Kll.'il,c:i-..
r l-h'ii! ,,''l.1...-,l,r.l u-.,rkt
MAIN OFFICES AND FACTORIES, PHILLIPSOALE, H. I.
,i."i':',',':

i'l,

jff^t^ EMPIRE

llolil. r|.

W.

tArLril IN PATENT CAUSES
SOLICITOR OF
U. S.

&

FOREIGN

1

lO.fXj'l lln.

MATTHEWS &

BRO.

Munul.clufcr,

^P"=?

1

BIk.,

N.

To

Cnrlclon Hull.

PATCMTQ
iN LH

FOr£e bain, 1662-3 Monldnock

TO JO.OOO LUS.

SL

UMl-

.,,,,

IF Vol

U,00<J

.!/•.

trylbic tti«m,

SEND TOKCATAI UO "A^CIinKS TRaT HOI b

CABLES FOR AEKIAL AND UNOEHnHOUND USE.

NKW

upon lbs

Prose our cUlm. by

CHICAGO

CUTTER'S MAST

ARMS

NATIONAL CODE STANDARD
"0.

L"

Slow

-

southVe:'"

fr

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO

Burning Weatherprool

and Ideal fire.
Pricas

"'""

GEORGE CUTTER CO.
Weatherprool Wire.

Chicago's

and Samples on Application.

1

New Supply House

New and well assorted
New and up-to-date

slock.

method

ot

handling orders.

New and

Phillips Insulated
Office

.IRE

THE

BEST..

Sand

Wire Co.

and Factory: PAWTUCKET.

"AMERICAN"Str
lor

R.

85-85-87 FIFTH AVE CHICAGO

L

rh* IncandescenV Lamp R« placer and
Cleaner replaces and cleans any o. p. lamp
mt any height or angle.

dilcrlptUt Circular.

171 S. eilnlon

SI.,

-^

Avitomatic Solderirvg Iron
AND BLOW TORCH

AMERICAN BATTERY CO.,
EcT-o IIB1.

Incandescent Electric Light Manipulator Co.,

Chicago.

I

'CTAR"
O An
I

interesting prices.

1

6 Bedford

St.,

Boston, Mass.

"Will \se be to

meet you

at

convention of the
National Electric Light
the

Association to be held at

Denver and Colorado

INCANDESCENT

LAMPS

Springs,
''

SAFETY
WIRE

RUBBER COVERED
AND CABLE

"

B.

AUSTIN

& OO.,

CHICAGO REPRESENTATIVE.

THE SAFETY IlfSUIiATED WIRE & CABLE
WORKS:

114-116

ttyonne, N.i.

June 6th

The officers

to

of

1

1th.

the

association say it will be
the greatest electric light

convention ever held, and

FOR EVERY ELECTRICAL SERVICE.

IVI.

lONQ LIFE
GUARANTEED CANDLEPOWER,

DE - LIGHT - ED

lilBERTV STBEET.

CO.,
H. Y.

that

the

indications

are

tht 3.500, or more, will
be in attendance.

^We

"wish to lay stress
fact that it will

upon the

HIGHEST EFFICIENCY.

iai fULTOH STKEET

STANDARD ELECTRICAL MFG.
COMPANY,
:
Niles, Ohio.

be a

WESTERN

conven-

tion,

and that the

WEST-

ERN ELECTRICIAN

IGNS
For Signs, Letters, Flashers, Dimmers, Timeswitches,
Lamps, Rubberrings and anything pertaining to Signs,
-WRITE DIRECT TO-

HALLER MACHINE COMPANY
Designers and Manufa

,

of Sheetmetal, Electric

and Machinery

Specialtie:

will devote to the association and to the convention
proceedings its issues of
June 3d, 10th and 1 Zth.

These three

issues will

be of permanent interest.
They will be widely cirThey -will be
culated.
They should
preserved.
contain your convention
announcement. Space
should be reserved now.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

WAKTED, FOR
WANT

similar

additional

insertion;

6,

1905

SAIiE and

COLrimiN

ments (jo words or

May

less),

advertise-

$l,jo

words 3c

an

ELECTRICAL MATERIAL FROM THE WORLD'S

FAIR, ST. LOUIS. 1904

each.

POSITION WAHTTED advertise$r.oo an in-

ments (JO words or less),
sertion,' additional -words 2C each.

An

opportunity to secure rare bargains In everything used in this line.
has seen but limited service and is practically as good as new for further use.

LEAD COVERED CABLES.

POSITION WANTED.

WOOD

All Sizes from No. 14 to 600,000 C. M.

CONDUIT.

100,000 Feet, size 4!4 x

INCANDESCENT LAMPS

Single man, twenty-nine years of age. with
nablts, would like position as operator,
Have six years' expeengineer or assistant.
rlonce in tbe care and operation of engines,
water-wheels. A. O. and D. C. generators.
graduate from I. C. S. in electric and sleam
course. Good reasons for leaving present posiAddress BOX
tion. Middle states preferred.
468, care of Western Electrician, 510 Marquette
Bldg., Chicago.

good

POSITION WANTED.

20,000 Colored Incandescent Lamps,brand

new, never used. General Electric make,
104 voltage, Edison base; colors. Amber,
Green, Opal and Ruby; put up 200 in a case.
Price each. 22 cents; are worth 35 cents each.
20,000 Incandescent Lamps, voltages 100
to 120. Edison. T. H. and Westinghouse
base: 8, 10. 15, 20 and 25 candlepower; put
up 250 in a case, second selection. Price
each

i

;

4"4.

MISCELLANEOUS

200,000 Lamps, used a short time, and In
good condition for further service. Have
been tested. They are 104 voltage, Edison
base, 8 candlepower.
In lots of 1,000,
each 5 cents.
150.000 orand new Incandescent Lamps In
original cases of 200, 250 and 400 Lamps,
ranging from 100 to 110 voltage, 8 and 16
candlepower. General Electric make. Price
each in case lots, 12^ cents.

Am

By first-class steam and electrical engineer
with 23 years' experience In the operation of
power plants. Wishes to Invest $1,000 and
take position on official or operating forces In
either lighting, power, manufactory or electrimachine shop; thoroughly understand
cal
handling financial and technical part of work.
Address BOX 4G1.
Strlctlv sober and educated.
care Western Electrician, 510 Marquette Bldg.,

Weatherproof and Rubber Covered Wire.

Voltage

Conductor.

Size.

t.

This material that we are offering

300,000 No. 9171 Porcelain, Edison Base
Receptacles.
50.000 Weatherproof "Bryant" Sockets
1,000,000 split glazed B. i D. Wiring
Knobs.
300,000 Glazed Porcelain B. & D. Wlrlne
Knobs, sizes 3!4,4i/j and 5>«.
20.000 No. 8 Standard Porcelain Knobs.
200,000 Single Wire glazed Porcelain
15,00(1 Porcelain Cut-outs.

26,000 Plugs.
2.000.000 Unglazed Porcelain Tubes.
40,000 Glass Insulators.
20,000 Porcelain Cleats.
All kinds of switches and instruments.

Ask

for

our Special Catalogue

No. 567.

lots, 10'/^ cents.

CHIOAGO HOUSE WRECKING COMPANY,

35fh and Iron Sts., CHICAGO.

POSITION WANTED.
electric company, by an all around
first- class lleenseas steam engineer.
years' experience with all kinds or steam
electrical apparatus. A-1 references. Address
70. Deer Lodg^, Montana.

With some

man, with a

Ten
and

BOX

WANTED.

"NEW
IDEA" SOLDERING PASTE '%^^^\
M
IDEA SOLDERING PASTE
214

NEW

CO..

Patent

Cope's

Quick

Hibbard Ave.. Detroit.

Coupling

Rod

Conduit

BARNEY, Kewa

Address C. A.

WANTED.
Good wlremen for single and polyphase work.
Three to four years' experience. Permanent
Apply
positions for reliable and sober men.
ELECTRIC SERVICE COMPANY, 208 N. Main
St., South Bend. Ind.

Write (or

list of

persons using tnese

rods— 26,ooo3o]d BJDce May

1902.

Made

injlt: aod 4 ft. lengths.
Price.3lt. 75 cents. 4 (t.SsceotB.

Patented February

34, 1903.

T. J. COI=>l

WANTED.

PHILADELPHia, PO.

3X«« Morth FIftaanth Straat

Traveling salesman for electrical supplies in
where trade Is established. Address
BOX 466. care Western Electrician, 510 Marquette Bldg., Chicago.
territory

WANTED.
Salesmen or engineers calling on

U.S. METAL polish;:

elec-

trical engineers to sell or lake orders for

"NON'MAGNETIG WATCHES
Factory prices and special inducemenis.
W.

F.

DOLL MFG.

CO.,

1

Locations for Industries

EVERY COMFORT

BUSINESS FOR SALE.

between

Indianapolis

Cincinnati

&

K,

W.

Louisville

Travels via the

General Electric Alternator, Three Phase

York

Erie Railroad Company's Industrial Department has all the territory
traversed by the railroad districted in relation to resources, adaptability, markets
for manufacturing, and
:an advise with manufacturers in relation
to the most suitable locations.
For full

and advantages

information address

MONDN ROUTE

FOR SALE
1-360

Who

New

The

Chicago

Well-established electrical specialty business.

ReaPatented articles. Will sell at a bargain.
son for selling— compelled to devote all time
Address
to other and much larger business.
BOX 467, care Western Electrician, 510 Marquette Building, Chicago, 111.

Erie Railroad

Chicago to

Attends the Traveler

75 Broadway, New York.

I

LUIS JACKSON
Industrial Commissioner, Erie Railroad

21 Cortlandt Street.

ConsullYour Local TickelAgentI

Cafvanometers
$5.00 EACH

Company

New York

Wood
Stanley

General Electric
General Electric
Wcstinghouse
General Electric
Westinghouse
Westinghouse
Wcstinghouse
Direct connected to Gates' Engine.

Send
plete

for

list

our

ECONOMICAL
BUFFERS

for

Single

Bench Buffers

light mo^nufactviring

work, hotel, institution &nd
domestic silverware polishing,

Two

Monthly Bargain Sheet

and net

NORTHERN

Two

with com-

WABASH
Summer

Tours

etc.

prices.

GREGORY ELECTRIC

III.

Electric Heating Apparatus
• CND rOR

Specla^Uy designed for
the work; simple.
sturdy a^nd efficient.

CO.

54-62 5. Clinton St., Chicago,

B2-I

UNIT" ENAMELED RHEOSTATS

Booklet No. 2543

Northern Electrica.1
Man\ifacturirvg
Engineers

MADISON,
425

Write today for a Free copy
of

WABASH Summer

very attractive summer vacation trips, witii rates, etc.

Co.

Write us about any tour yoa

Manufacturers
WIS., V. S. A.

Monadnock BlocK,

-

Chicago, IlHools

SIMPLEX ELECTRIC HEATING CO.,
Cambrldgeport, Mass.

Tour

Book — 1905, outlining many

may have

We

in contemplation.
shall be glad to assist you.

.5.

CRANE,

G. P.

& T. Agent,
ST. LOUIS.

.

A.

PALMER.

A. G. P. Agent,

CHICAGO.-

REPAIR SHOPS
EDISON COMPANY
CHICAGO
TELEPHONE MAIN
76 M ARKET STREET, CHICAGO.
^^^'-^^^^^-^
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT.
1280^

FIRST-CLASS EQUIPMENT THROUGHOUT.

May

C,

WESTERN

igo.s

EI.ErTRiriAN"

SPECIAL TRAIN
TO THE
National Electric Light Association Meeting at

DENVER «»° COLORADO SPRINGS
JUNE

6, 7, 8

AND

For the exclusive use

9, 10,

I

I,

1905.

of delegates, supply

and

their friends

men,

ladies, the

"BURUNGTON'RR.,
(C, B.

ti

Q. R.

R.)

Operating in conjunction with the Pennsylvania R. R.
has been designated by the association to run the

''OFFICIAL TRAIN"
RROIVI

CHICAGO

DENVER.

to

It is planned to run a special train out of New York as a second section of the Pennsylvania Limited, leaving
York some time Saturday morning, June 3rd. It is proposed to make this train in every respect a duplicate of
the Pennsylvania Limited, viz., the same beautifully equipped parlor smoker, dining car, sleepers and possibly an
observation car. This Pennsylvania railroad section will run through solid to Denver. At Chicago, however, the
Burlington section or strictly western train, will be coupled on to the Pennsylvania or eastern section of the train, and
both trains thus united will be hauled as a solid train from Chicago direct to Denver over the Burlington route. An
exact schedule has not as yet been made, but it now looks as though this train would certainly arrive in Chicago sometime Sunday morning, June 4th. It is the purpose to allow several hours in Chicago for a " breathing spell." This
combination train will then leave Chicago sometime the same afternoon, and it is the plan to land the entire party from
the combination train in Denver, Monday afternoon, June 5th, in ample time for supper and the evening's amusement.

New

In view of the enthusiasm displayed relative to this western convention and the fact that all berths en the train
are not " lowers," (!) those desiring to join the convention party and go West from Chicago to Denver over the
Burlington should, without delay, early make reservations DIRECT, addressing pi
BELLi CITY
ST.,
; who is handling all inquiries
appertainS.
ing to reservations for Asst. Master of Transportation Frank L. Perry of the National Electric Light Association.

AGENT, BURLINGTON ROUTE, 2n
Reservations for the return

trip

CLARK

over the Burlington

CHICAGO

may

be

made

at

Denver or

PASSENGER

£

at

Colorado Springs.

A rate of $30.00 for the round trip has been authorized for this meeting.
For any additional information address as above, F. E. BELL, City Passenger Agent, Burlington Route,
211 S. Clark

St.,

P. S.

Chicago.

DON'T FORGET, " FIRST COME FIRST SERVED ON THE LOWER BERTHS "

(!)
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May

Van Nostrand Co.'s Recent

D.

l2mo., Cloth,

290 Pages

Price

Fully Illustrated

$2.50 net

8vo, Cloth,

1905

Publications:

675 Pages

Price $5.00 Nat>

..THE..

ELECTRirRAILWAYS
THEORETICALLY AND PRACTICALLY TREATED

6,

Electrical Transmission^

BY

SYDNEY W. ASHE
Dept. of Electrical Engineering, Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn,
Late InslrQCtor Electric Traction. Brooklyn Rapid Transit

AND

IM

KEILEY

D.

J.

Electrical Bngineeriog Dept.

New York Central

Railroad

elcctr
enihodyinjt
The n1>sence of a modern trcntise
;ed the
recent ilevelopments in elect
look. Their
antliors in tlie preparation of tbis
ind practical
from the theoretic
treat tlie snljject exhaustively from
the urgrency
side. Realizinsr the immensity of the traction field
•n this
th
sahject. the
of the demand for information on
nt volume
vc
to the tr
strieted their efforts in the present
chapter, treating mathematically th
stock;, and have added thereti
is their intention, should the recep
speed time and poiver carves
ig-. to follow it hy succeeding volum
tion of this volame be enconr;
ulled from the
has
covering the entire field. Much infor
in an effort to
pnblieatio]
of railiray data, Thi: volame
inclnde in the work the
profusely
urrent apparatus,
treats of both direct and alter
cted entirely to American Rail'tva Practice
illustrated,
all tlie

A MANUAL FOR THE DESIGM OF ELECTRICAL CIRCUITS

'.

CONTEXTS

ARTHUR VAUGHAN ABBOTT,

C. E.

Member American
stitute of

Institute of Electrical Engineers, Member American InMining Engineers, Member American Society of Civil Engineers,
Society of Mechanical Engineers, etc.

Member American

and aieasnring- Instruments.— Mechanical, Electrical. Slide Rule PlanlCurve Plotting.
meter.
Curves. Power Curves. Equipment Calculations.
Indicating and Recording Instruments.
Car Construction.— TroUev and R. R. Tractive Force, Resistance, etc. Journals,
Axles, Gears, Friction. "Car Trucks, Strength, Durability. Lubrication and TestControl of Air. Air Pumps. Governors, etc. Brakes, Brake Apparatus, Ej-ake
ing.
Platforms, Gates, Heating.
Shoes.
Car and Train Control. Hand Control. Trolley, Multiple Unit Control, Sprague
Sprague General Electric. -Westinghouse,
Westinghouse Pneumatic.
System,
Turret or Unit, Switch Control. General Electric Bridge System.
Single Phase Motor.
Electrical Equipment. Series Direct Current Motor.
Single Systems.
Units

Train Performance.— Speed Time

FOURTH EDITION
ENTIRELY REWRITTEN AND ENLARGED

—

—

With 367 Figures. Ten Folding Diagrams
and Sixteen Full=Page Engravings

CIRCULARS

ELABORATE

OF

SEGOND EDITION REVISED
8VO'.,

CLOTH, ILLUSTRATED. 232 PP.

8vo, Cloth, Illustrated,

PRACTICALLY

E. B.

RAYMOND,

Testing Department, General Electric

WITH

101

236

Price

pp.

$2.50 Net

Company

Laboratory and Factory TestsIN ELECTRICAL ENCINEERINC:

DIAGRAMS AND FIGURES

Contents
Magnetism; Unit of Magnetism; Lines of Force; Electromagnet; ProForce; Sine
duction of Flux; Permeability; Saturation; Electromotive
Curve; Phase and Amplitude; Resistance; Ohm's Law, Increase of Resistance by Heat; Self Induction; Impedance; Power in Inductive Circuits;
Wattmeter; Rise and Fall of Current with Suddenly Applied or Withdrawn
Continuous E. M. F.; Lenz's Law; Time Constant of a Circuit; Electromagnetic Energy; Hysteresis; Foucault Currents; Capacity; Capacity Inductance; Variations in Wave Shape Harmonics; Harmonics; Form Factor;
Power Factor; Various Diagrams of Alternating Currents and E. M. F.'s;
Effect of Drop of Volts with Change of Power Factor; Polyphase Transmission and Relative Weights of Copper with Different Systems; ThreePhase Transmission; Six-Phase Transmission; Single Phase from Three
Phase; Splitting of Phase; Surges in Transmission Circuits; Transformer;
Testing Transformers; Design of Transformers; Constant Current Transformer; Series Transformers; Compensator; Various Transformer Connections and Distribution Systems; Distribution Systems; Alternating Current Motors; Maximum Torque; Maximum Horsepower;
Calculation of
Power Factor, Efficiency, etc.; Induction Motors in Single-Phase Circuits;
Testing of Induction Motors; Repulsion Motor; Alternating Current Generator; Testing Alternators;
Saturation; Synchronous Reactance; Rise of
Temperature Under Non-inductive Load, and Under Load of Power Factor
Less than LTnity; Core Losses; Load Losses, Efficiency at A''arious Loads
Power
and
Factors; Regulation at Various Loads and Power Factors; Field
Characteristic; Field Characteristic, Power Factor Less than Unity; Field
Compounding at Unity and Lower Power Factors, Maximum Output at
Various Power Factors; Insulation Resistance When Hot; Ability to Withstand High Potential Strain on Insulation When Hot; Wave Shape of
E. M, F., No Load, and Full Load; Ability to Withstand Short Circuit;
Noise of Operation; Mechanical Defects; Parallel Operation of Alternators;
Synchronous Motor; Index,

CEO.

BV
F.

SEVER

Adjunct Professor of Electrical Engineering, Columbia University

AND

FITZHUCH TOWNSEND
in Electrical Engineering,

Tutor

Columbia Uni^ers!ly

WITH FIGURES, DIAGRAMS AMD EXAMPLES

CONTENTS:
PART I— DIRECT CURRENT TESTS
Preliminary

Me

r

PART

II— ALTERNATING

Operation Eiliciency Tests-

CURRENT TESTS

Elementary Properties of Alternating Current Circuits— Generators- Synchronous Main Parallel— Teits on Transformers— Curve Tracing— Kesonant Rise of PotentialPolyphase Circuits and Transformations-Tests of an Induction Motor— Kotary ConvertersInduction Generator- Frequency Changer.
cliines

PART III-ELECTRICAL MEASUREMENTS

,

D.

PREVIOUSLY PUBLISHED
ELECTRICAL ENCINEERINC

EXPERIMENTS

PROF. G.

64

F,

pp. Illustrated

SEVER
SI.OO Net

ALTERNATING CURRENT
TESTING
FITZHUGH TOWNSEND

32 pp.

Illustrated

75c. Net

VAN NOSTRAND COMPANY

PUBLISHERS AND BOOKSELLERS

t

PRICE S2.S0 NET

ENGINEERING
ALTERNATING CURRENT
TREATED
By

ABOVE SENT ON APPLICATION^

23 Murray and 27 Warren

Streets,

NEW YORK

May

(>,

\Vi'-;-ri-RV

1905

rr

i-t

'f

i/rrr

CLEAN BOILERS
keeps

it

off,

and foaming.

stops corrosion

w
Water Treatment

Dearborn
made

Send gallon

of

to

the

suit

water

case takes off the scale,

for analysis.

GMEIVIIOAlARBORIM DRUG & kooar.

237-234 Postal Telegraph Building, OHIOACO, ILL.

^l»/««.

P»r»»s^»««.

M.

^A/ORIC

Toiephene: Harrl«en asSO and *•*!.

DIESEL ENGINES
Operatlnjc on

CRUDE

or Ht'EL Oil

Guaranteed Fuel Consumption
on variable load, ranging; from

'^^

to full load

Kw. Hours

\2V2 Gals, per 100

SUITABLE FOR ALL STATIONARY POWER
For further Information address

THE BROWNELL

AMERICAN DIESEL ENGINE COMPANY
CO.. D8.ytoi\. O,

IVIanufacturers o< Boilers. EnKlneg. Heaters and Sheet Iron

RLGTRADE MARKS

/>^

NEW YORK

Broadway

JHE PHOSPHOR BRO NZ E SMELTINGCO.QMITED,

2200 WASHINGTON AVE.,PHILADELPHIA.
"ELEPHANT BRAND PHOSPHOR-BRONZE'
INGOTS,CASTINGS,WIRE,RODS, SHEETS, ETC.
.r/i,.jbi,njjim.y"

11

Work.

— DELTA

METAL

JEFFREY
Send your Book Ordert

CASTINGS. STAMPINGS and FORCINGS
ORIGINAL AND Sole Makers IN THE U.S.

REPAIRING

ThaJEFFREV M ANUFACTURINCCO.. Ca

to

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
Bldg., Chlcaso.

THE

FOR BETTER LUBRICATION OF
VALVES AND CYLINbERS TRY

DIXON'S FLAKE GRAPHITE.

RECALIBRATING

Instructive Pamphlets

ELECTRIC METERS.
INTERNATIONAL ELECTRIC METER CO.

1

and Free Samples on Request.

JOSEPH DIXON CRUCIBLE

CO.. Jcucy Gty. N.

OOP

ISLANDS
J.

330 W. RANDOLPH STREET, CHICAGO.

There may be somewhere on the tartb
more dellghtfQ) re^Mon than tbftt of
the Thousand Island!, but If ther« is. It
has not )>ccn discoTored. It is a* line %i
be Ilay of Naplc-*^. with no danger of
b*'iiiB burled In hot ashes.
There are
-2.0O1) plcture.«iuc Islands scattered
aloMc the tw«nty-flve miles of one of the
most beautiful rivers In the world. You
can Hnd out a (creat deal regarding It In
No. 10 of the "Four-Track Serles'"*Tho
Thousand Islands." of the SL Lawrence
Rlrer. Issued by the
a.

M:JJJ.'iHJri,h'J,L/^UJ

I

NEW YORK CENTRAL
r

rELs->fDger

MAGNETIC CLUTCHES
^A^e arcs not: planniriK

\a/ii.l:iaivis

«0 build *K»i «— ' >A^E

ARE

G««>rKv H. Daolrl!>. n«Derml

A^>nt,'Gr&nd

(

«o.oh p.-.w„..«h.p,

aUII.OING -rMCMI

«IO^A^.

ei.ectric iviaomine go., akroim.

o.

SAMSON TURBINE
The

higher

LOWER
if

you

its

the

SPEED of a GENERATOR the
We can SAVE YOU IMONEY

COST.

will use the

SAMSON

to drive the generator,

because there is not another turbine built that will attain as quick a SPEED when operating under the

same conditions.

THE JAMES LEFFEL & CO.
307 Lagonda Street

Springfield, Ohio,

U. S. A.
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ARNOLD
TELEPHONE
The

Tilay 6, 1905

QUALITY
RECOGNIZED AND APPRECIATED

l£neryiA

International

"^^<3

Telephone
Co.

HAS MADE

Mfg,

Stromberg-Carlson Apparatus
First In Sales.
DOES QUALITY COUNT?

HIGH GRADE

Telephone
Apparatus
Harrison and Clinton Sts.

CHICAGO

THE DENVER AND
RIO GRANDE R. R.

One

One

Is a handsome steel enclosed telephor
the home from room of mistress to kitchen,
Saves hundreds of steps,
library or laundrj-.
saves time, is a distinct convenience, not a
Telephone is fitted
luxury, but a necessity.
up complete, ready for Installation. Needs no
Cannot get out of
adjustment.
Steel clad.
order. Lasts forever. Made as Illustrated,
designed for 5eparate batteries; also made
complete with batteries mounted directly upon

Quality

Price

has more scenic attractions, mountain resorts, mineral springs, fauntiog and fishing grounds tban any
other railroad in the world.

telephone back, enclosed In neat box.

Shipped ready

It reaches all points of interest in
Colorado and Utah.
It is ttie only line passing through
Sale Lake City en route to and from
California and JJorth Pacific Coast.

for Installation.

Full directions with each telephone.

It is

Our

Arnold Electric
Manufacturing Go.

Bulletin No.

5-B Assists

Proving Our Statements.

Can

We Alall Vou

a Copy?

Low summer

rates for the Epworth
League and G. A. R. Conventions.

STROMBERG-CARLSON TELEPHONE MFG. CO

Write for

Western Sales

General Offices,

MANUFACTURERS

ROCHESTER, N.Y.

95 Jackson Boulevard, CHICAGO

Crimshaw

ALL OUR WIRES

In

the most attractive line to the

Portland Exposition.
It has the highest class modern
equipment and through car service.
It has a superb diniag car service.

Our No. 192 TELEPHONE

CHICAGO,

ILL.

NEW YORK

TRADE-MARKS on our tags. We also

5. K.

HOOPER.

G. P.

and

T. A.

Denver, Colo.

R. C.NIGHOL.
Com'l Agt.
242 Clark St.. Chicago,

manufacture

Crimshaw and Competition Tapes ^i^d Splicing Compounds.

INSULATED WIRE COMPANY,
CHICAGO:
RDANCHP«.i
BRANCHES, j ,,2 Dcsplalnes

BOSTON:
7 Otis St.

St.

;>k^3>«hShS^xS^x$«Sk8h8^«S~SmSxS>«hS«S«S«S«$>«>«^S>«>«^^

TT

requires

Booth-Making

make Booths

Skill

to

Home made

Right.

ones are expensive and unsatisfactory.

HENRY NEWGARD &

CO.

ELECTHIOL COHSTBUCTION
Years of experience and an intimate
knowledge of the essentials enables us
to

make

Power and Light

We

SATISFACTORY BOOTHS
WHEN YOU WANT THAT KIND.
YOU NEED THEM NOW. WRITE

YESBERA MFC.

IN.

Raven Black Core

Raven White Core

pass inspection and carry the above

free IlluBtrated booklets.

Office,

CO.,

Plants.

install

Switchboards and Panel Boards

Municipal and Isolated Electric

Lighting Plants.
We manufacture Switchboards, Tablet boards,
Iron Cutout Boxes and Electrical Specialties.
We sell Dynamos, Motors and Electrical
Supplies.
wire old as well as new Residences, Factory Buildings, School and College Buildings.

We

TOLEDO,

0.

225 E. Washington

St.,

Chicago,

Illinois.

|W<S«S^^«S><s«S>-5><S><$^S>-s«$«><««S~8«Sks><$^hS><s^^

IT

IS

SAID THAT GLADSTONE SAID:

ONLY A MINT CAN MAKE MONEY WITHOUT ADVERTISING
IT IS

TRUE,

WHETHER GLADSTONE SAID

IT

OR NOT.

:

^fny
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ioo;

(k

Kellogg Express Switchboard
The

Cabinet

graceful

")

THE AUTOMATIC

rifty-LlQi

Appearance

Is llie

Capacity

comes from

Quarter

Simple

Sawed Oak

Lines.

AmoHK

the cities in which

has

It

appeals to

Cl,ic.iK„,

111.

<irand Kapid>,

Mich.

Augusta, Ca.
Mcdford, Wia.

Coluinhus, Ohio

Attractive

Mary«,0.
We»Klsti<k.N.

Dayton, Oiiiu
Lincoln, Neb.

Westerly, K.
Manchester,

Portland, Me.
Auburn, N. Y.
Lcwiston, Mc.
Auburn, Mc.
Fall River, Mass.

Albuquerque, N. M.
Van Wert, O.
Battle Creek, Mich.

Design has

Thoroughly
seasoned

wood

it

has been

much

copied

by other
manufac-

Finished

In

New

Light or

turers

Golden

Oak

St.

Bedford,

Mass.
Los Angeles, Cal.
San Diego, Cal.
Hopkinsville, Ky.
Sioux City,

Gold Medal

Grand Prizi
Highest

Highest

Award

Award

Buffalo

St.

Exposition

Exposition

1902

1904

Louis

&

All

Supply Co.

Congress & Green Streets
CHICAGO
LOS ANGELES

CLEVELAND

Cleburne, Tex.

Columbus, Ga.
.South Iknd, Ind.
V.\ Vaso, Tex.

its

accuracy,

its

secrecy:

la.

Princeton, N.

To the Operating Com-

J.

Clayton, Mo.

pany,

Ijecause

of operation

Pentwatcr, Mich.

Toronto Junction,

To the

ijf

its

iconomy

and maintenance;

lnve.stor, because

Wilmington, Del.

places

Riverside, Cal.

it

Traverse City,
Mich.
Hastings, Neb.
Wausau, Wis.

telephone

P.crlin,

Cermany

basis,

securities of

company on a

Company
Streets

U. S. A.

ABSOLUTELY

^'FRES'KO

NON-CORROSIVE
(
1
I

•

\
(

Solder with

FRES-KO Paste— absolutely

non-corrosive— and later you'll NOT »-ake
up to tind a "skeleton in your switchboard.

FRE8-KO CHEMICAL CO.

-

Fort Wayne, Ind.

PROTECTORS

Burns'
THAT PROTECT.

Adjustable
Our patent wrapped
fuse used

in

our pro-

Telephone

tectors are an insurance

policy

against

light-

For Flat or Roll

ning.

Top Desks

Sample free by mail to
any Exchange or Toll Line

Compare

AND ELECTRIC
No. 12 Double Uoe.

goo Market
ST. LOUIS.

CO.,

St.,

U. S. A.

Made any

Send us your

PRICE

CENTRAL TELEPHONE

ours to others.

$1.00

a

firm

and keeps them stable

Van Buren and Morgan

CHICAGO,

the

profitable.

Automatic Electric

PHILADELPHIA

because of

I!.

I.

and

The Strongest, Longest Lived, Most Efficient Switchboards made.
telephone experts will tell you that.

Kellogg Switchboard

la.

prom|)tncss.

its

Tills

popular that

nil.

To the User,

Exterior of

been so

tliat

been adopted arc

for the entire

the Cabinet

telephone t>ysteni

length desired.

orders.

MORI THAN REGULAR DESK SETS

AMERICAN ELECTRIC TELEPHCNE CO.
CHICAGO

"R00KERy'-Chi«|9

_

May

WESTE-RN ELECTRICIAN

6,

1905

fS

c^
idiJ

5*>
COMPANY
PILLSBURY.WATKINS
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
LUMBER EXCHANGE.
Writefora copy of ourTELECKAPH

cope for cedar phopuctsj

SOUTHERN
OAK TIES.

CEDAR POLES, POSTS, TIES AND SHINGLES.
WHITE CEDAR POLES
HALL

52

L.

BROOKS

WISCONSIN AVBNUB

TOMAHAWK, WIS.

IPjJ^Mami^

ftft\<^XcJ<k/ §ivJ{ywv&V jJMrcJ (EdC

*1pAcdvwcJUv</

ftA^yVtfvoW>Uw.

•

S^eix/AoJbo/rW^kW.

FootTie5,Michigan'sBestWhiteCedar

Idaho Cedar Poles
PACIFIC

COAST POLE

SPOKANE, WASH.

CO.

7

for Electric Railways,

Our

Specialty.

ALSO TROLLEY POLES

PERRIZO'& SONS,

Write us.

KEEP ON!

DON'T STOP!

READ!

DAOGETT.MICH.

IMPROVE!

ELEOTRIOIAN PUBLISHING CO., 510 MarqueUB Bldg.
Publishers and Oealers of Eloctrlcal Books

Time

POLE DEALERS ADVERTISING

IN
THE WESTERN ELECTRICIAN OBTAIN MOST EXCELLENT RESULTS BECAUSE IT
PLACES THEM IN TOUCH WITH
ACTUAL BUYERS OF POLES.
TRY A CARD.

IS

Short
in

:f:CEDARPOLES

which to buy tickets to Montana, Idaho,
Washington and Oregon at

Low One-way

All Lengths ANo SIZES

Colonist Rates
Tickets on sale at
until

railroad Ticket Offices
IP via

May

Are the Best.

Soaihern Cedar
NO ROTTEX BUTTS.

Cedar

all

POLES

D.W. PHELAN,

NORTHERN PACIFIC RAILWAY

277 Broadway, NewYork

TORREY
CEDAR CO.,
CLINTONVILLE, WIS.

Uri* SItek Constantly or Huid

IVrite

C.

Chicago,

Poles

C.

IF.

Matlhczus,

A.
III.,

Mott.

for

Gfii'l

Gen. Agt.

Pass. Deft., 20S Soulh

Clark

For jnafs and further in/ormaCiou
Emigration Agent, St. Paul, .Minn.
rates.

MICHIGAN WHITE

St.,

i^'Hte

LARGE STOCK.

KELLOGG SWITCHBOARD & SUPPLY

CO., Chicago.

May

WF^'ATFRM

'oos

<"<.

FI.F.nf^irjAV

CEDAR POLES
YARDS THROUOHOUT THE NORTHWIST
OOOO STOCK - PROMPT SHIPRNENTS

WANT POLES

YOU

IF
qiinlc

yii on

(itlicr

sizca yiii n

IMMKniAlK

tin

VVc also

•rl.

nn seven-inch, (wcnty-fivcH and

Can

plchly ol IIiom:

also

POLES.

you on any

<|ii.)lc

CO., Duluth, Minn.

BERTHOLD

May wc nm

aix-incli, thirties.

SIIII'MKNT?

li;ive

and TIES

DULUTH LOG

••!>.. Ilry" lies yet.

MILTBY CEDAR COMPANY, 509 Phoenix Block, Bay City, MIehlgan.
Pittsburg Agents, Tipper &. Patton, 009 Bossemor Bui'dln^.

IDAHO CEDAR up

to

80

8T. LOUIS.
Chomlcnl

It.

^

«»W

"Big Four"
Best Route to

California

Texas
all points

OAK, CYPRESS

anc

YELLOW PINE

BullrllriL;

•WESTERN"

POLE HOLE

DIGGER

Colorado
and

TIES.

& JENNINGS,

WHITE CEOAR.

west

POLES

Via

Chicagfo

W.

C.

STERLING & SON,

MONROE, MICH.

EleTcn Pole Yards In MIchlt-tn

TIES.

Wl.ok-^alc Produ

or

Louis

St.

WARREN J.

Our Specialties

LYNCH,

aen'IP»s. &Tkt. At(.

Telephone Poles

CINCINNATI, 0.

Electric Light Poles
Street Railway Poles

Hewn Timbers and
Round or

ELECTRICAL
AND OTHER
INDUSTRIES
ARE

Piling,

Octagonal
S.

E.

MISSOURI CYPRESS CO

Campbell, Mo.

OFFERED
LOCATIONS

'^^^m^^nn^w^^^^

WITH
Satisfactory Inducements,
Freight

Favoralile

Labor

Sooil

Rates,

Conditions,

ESTABLISHED

Communities,

liealtlitui

THE ILLINOIS CENTRAL
.

R.

&

For

informatiOD and deacriptive pam-

I^ISSISSIPRI

VALLEY

R. R.

C.

POLES, TIES, POSTS.

CLAIR,

and we will tell you frow
you can make money
and quickly by
securing subscriptions

easily

pblet address-

J.

ASK US

MARQUETTE BLOG. CHICAGO.
EISHT DISTRieUTING YARDS

1211-12-13

R.

AND THE

YAZOO
full

1862

WM. MUELLER COMPANY

ON THE LINES OF

THE PORTER CEDAR CO.,
SABINAW,

W« want your Inquiries always.

PRODUOEII8.

to

the

MICH.

Western Electrician

CENTRAL STATION HEATING
We are the originators

ONLY underground system of live and exhaust steam heating.

and builders of the

Our

exhaust steam from electric-light and power plants, for heating
residences, stores, public buildings, etc.
have the
250 plants in successful financial and mechanical operation.
only practical Steam Meter. Also manufacturers of Wooden Water Pipe, Steam Pipe Casing, Steam Traps, Con-

system

is

used for the utilization and distribution

of

We

densation Meters, Valves, Economizing Coils, Separators, and a

Write

for

the

STORY

of

full line of Steamfitters' Supplies.

DISTRICT STEAM HEATING

Americam
District Steam
Company
WESTERN offices: monadnqck
MAIN OFFICES

LOCKPORT,

bldg.

N.Y.

CHICAQOili-L.

!

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

T>vo

May

6,

190

New

Westinghouse Motors
ALTERNATING CURRENT

Type

"CX"

Polyphase Induction Motor

Built in capacities from

WitK Multi-Poirvt

\)4,

to 250

H. P.

A\ito-Sta.rters

which hold starting current to a minimum.

DIRECT CURRENT
Type

"R."

Bi- Polar

Motor.

a small motor built with the same care as
our largest machines, in capacities from
J to if H. P. for operation on all standard voltage direct-current circuits.
:

TYPE

R.

:

TYPE CX MOTOR.

MOTOR.

Ask Nearest

District Office for

Our Ne^v

WestinghousePITTSBURG.
Electric
PA.
New

Mfg. Co.

61

Address Nearest District Office:
York, Dallas, Atlanta, Baltimore, Boston. Buffalo, ChlcaKC Cincinnati, Cleveland. Denver, Detroit, Lo5 Angeles, Minneapolis,

For Canada:

Prices.

Salt Lalce City. 5aD Francisco, Syracuse, Seattle.
Canadian Westinghouse Co., Limlied, Hamilton, Ontario. Mexico: O. & O. Branlff

&

New

Orleans, Philadelphia, Pittsburg, St- Louis,

Co., City of Mexico.

ARE YOU LOOKING FORMONEY?
buy WALRATH QAS OR GASOLINE ENGINES
and get light on the subject.

If so,

THE WALRATH
II will produce as good a commercial ligbt as that of an automatic steam engine, either belttd
or direct-connected generator.
Simple, Economical and Reliable

W
MARINETTE
GAS ENGINE CO.,
Send for Catalogue

Jb you toa>^ a^^^^uH

nu>1«>7

CHICAaO HBiailTS, ILL.
AGENCIES
Keystone Engineering

Co.,

Strong, Carlisle

Farmer's Bank Bldg., Plttsljurg. Pa.
Co., 61-67 Frankfort St., Cleveland, Ohio
Co., 149 Broadway, N. Y,

& Hammond

Mackay Engineering

C. H. Seidenglanz.,

THE BABCOCK & WILCOX. CO., 85
BOSTON,

Ind.

Liberty St., N. Y.

WATER TUBE
STEAM BOILERS

BRANCH OFFICES:
35 FIDIR41 STRUT.

PHILADELPHIA, 1110-1112 North Ay.
SAN FRANCISCO, es first strict.
PITTSBURG, 1218 FR.CK BUILDIN..

52 When Bldg., Indianapolis,

Bldo

NEW ORLEANS, 339 carondelct Strut.
CHICAGO, 121s Marquittc BLDO.
ATLANTA, CMPiRr blds.
CLEVELAND, Toe New englakd bids.
MEXICO CITY, 7 AVENIRA JUARII.
HAVANA, CUBA, is 1-2 caiii oe ia harak

STEAM
SUPERHEATERS

t

Our Book, STEAM, mailed
200 Pounds Woridii^ Pressure

on application.

free

Mav

fi,

r<xjs

NATIONAL STANDARD
BRANCH BLOCKS...
2 and 3 Poloa
SInglo and Doublo
BRANCH

:

FORT WAYNE
ELECTRIC WORKS

260 VOLTS, 3 60 AMPS.

"WOOD"

LIGHTING AND

POWER SYSTEMS

Arc Circuit Gut-Outs

BLOCKS bBLUW

Jl

ADPS. WITHOUT LUUS.

'j^HE

fuse receiving portion of the block is substantially the s.iiiic as llic
regular main line block arrangement. Abutting one end of this portion
of the block, however, is the main line connecting [lortion which is provided
with the necessary grooves fitted with clamp contacts for the reception and
connection of the main line wires. The grooves tor these are depressed below
the surface so that there is ample insurance against cross-connection. The
uniformity of dimension as in the case of the main line blocks gives the
" Nalion.il Standard " branch blocks a decided advantage.

ItevlccM,
Wi!

make and

In

tlio

AI*I>KOVKI>

curry [n slock at nil our branch stores
United States a largo and complete lino
and can (111 your orders promptly.

of these goods

MILWAUKEE
CHICAGO
BOSTON
PHILADELPHIA
ST.

LOS ANGELES

SEATTLE
NSAS
H.W.JOHNS-MANVILLECO.If
MINNEAPOLIS
CITY

Hanulacturers Electrical Insulating Materials
Pipe and BoUei
Coverings, Packings and

LOUIS

PITTSBURG

CLEVELAND
SANFRANCISCO

I

OO WILLIAM ST.

Asbestos
Roofings

NEW YORK

LITTLE

ROCK

NEW ORLEANS
LONDON
PARIS

BRUSSELS

DUNCAN
DIRECT CURRENT

These cut-outs are designed for
use on direct or alternating current series circuits of any voltage
to control circuits of not over
2,500 volts.

They are exceptionally durable.
In a

life test

one of these cut-outs

was operated ten hours by a
wheel and crank opening and
closing a 2,500-volt 9.6-ampere
circuit over 60,000 times with
no evidence of injury or depreciation.

WATTMETERS
Most Sensitive
Most Accurate
Most Reliable

During the many years they
have been in use no demand has
been made for repair parts.
These "Wood" arc circuit cutouts were specified by the Insurance Bureau of the Louisiana
Purchase Exposition for all
World's Fair work.

Described In Bulletin No.
10 4 2, sent free on request.

WRITE FOR BULLETIN AND PRICES

DUNCAN ELECTRIC MFG.
LAFAYETTE,

IND.

CO.

Main Office and Factory-FORT WAYNE, IND.
Branch Offices in BOSTON, NEW YORK, PHILADELPHIA, SYRACUSE, PITTSBURG, CINCINNATI, GRAND RAPIDS, CHICAGO, ST. PAUL,
ST. LOUIS, ATLANTA, YOKOHAMA.

'
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VULCANIZED FIBRE
i

Cords, Cables, Wires
We

Manufacture

Highest grades for electrical insulation and mechanic*! potposo, in sheeti,
and special shapes. Catalogues and samples 00 application.

tubes, rods
\

VULCANIZBD FIBRE

Cords for Telephones and Switch'
boardsm Cables and Wires for
SwitchboardSm Cables for Interior
Purposes.
Write us coDcerniog our

100

No.

CO.,

Wilmingrton, Dek^

-

-

LAMPS

SIGNALOID CHEMICAL WORKS

WITH

Switchboard Cord

SBOune Our Prices

KLIEGL BROS.,

Props.

W. 38<K St..

129

NEW YORK

SINGLE AND POLYPHASE

RUNZEL-LENZ ELECTRIC MFC, CCMPANY
CHtCACO,

S7-10I So. Clinton St.

ILL.

TRANSFORMERS

\

|

KUHLMAN ELECTRIC

CO.,

Elkhart, Ind.

IFTAPHONE
Allen BradleyElectricControUers

Intercotnmunicatirvg Telephone System,^

AUTOMATIC and without cross

The

the eaLsiest to

MADE

IN

talk.

METAPHONE
install.

DIPFERKNT FINISHES

The Metaphone
any telephone

Is

the best for
installation.

GET OVR. CATALOG AND PRICES

Arvdersotv (H N&cKnxaii
356 Dea^rbom Street

CHICAGO
HaLrrlson 4968

e,

Bituminized Fibre Conduit
For Underground

Construction

COMBINES the COOP FEATURES of other conduits.
ELIMINATES the BAD FEATURES existing in many kinds.
HAS VALUABLE FEATURES not found in any other duct.
The American Conduit Company has a corps of experts
in underground construction and is prepared to furnish supervision of work if desired.
We would pre-

Enclosed Controller

standard Controlli

HADE

IN

fer to co-operate with contractors in underground construction, but if desired will submit estimates and bids
and take contracts for completed underground systems
in any pan of the United States or Canada.

ALL SIZES

AMERICAN CONDUIT COMPANY

American Electric Fuse Co.
New York

Chicago

Main
IOOS-6

Other Offices
170 Broadway. New York
336 Hacy Street, Los Angeles

Offices

MANHATTAN

BllILDISG

CHICAGO.

PUBLIC BUILDING wlthout
modern.

Our

generators are

and department

own

its

giving

independent lighting and power plant

satisfactory

service

in

numerous

offices,

is

not considered

public

buildings

stores.

NATIONAL BANK

The plant of the FIRST
recent installations and consists of four
for 15,000

drive

16-C. P.

pumps,

fans,

lamps and 400

Building of CHICAGO is one of our
D. C. Generators which furnish current
P. of Crocker- Wheeler motors.
These motors

150-K.

H.

W.

elevators, compressors, etc.

C^
Ampere.
16

Branch

Offices

N. J.
Chicago Office :OId Colony BIdg.

m

Chb&tcni

SIIVII^LEJV WIRES

AND CABLES.

RUBBER COVERED, WEATHERPROOF. UNDERGROUND AND SUBMARINE.

Sail

The Simplex Electrical

""""R.'mx'so"""
ii'KMnnadnoch

Blork,

CHICAGO

I

10 State Street,

INSULATED

n«i...ER

WIRESANDCABLES

Co.,

iial <

<Mlr

'

MOmUril.

CRESCENT INSULATED WIRE AND CABLE CO.

BOSTON, MASS.

Nex Tork Olflca.
83e«RCUirSIflEET.

u
"

Office

1

and Fictor,, TRENTON, N.

J.

1

1NH)>

l>ariH KxpoMitioii.

THE

Sledal fur Itubberlnnalation.

lN»:t-Worl<l'H Fiiir,
jnedal for Itabber loHulation.

*•01'^;

i

Sole Manufacturers of

TRADE MARK.

THE OKONITE
ro'^nVo^h"''.',;

{

"•"«•'•

•

GLASS

'*"°'r Wires

CO., Ltd.

CblMjo

CO.

Bdaoufacturers of

Electric Globes

Weather-

Manson Tape, Candee

PHOENIX

i

TUE MTANDAB0 FOR
KUBBKK INSULATION.
OkonJte Wires, Okonite Tape,

Piltsbarg

New York

and Shadet, botb

Arc and Incandescent
Inner and Outer Olobea (or

American Circular Loom Co.

CaTALOOUES sent on BEQUtST

253 Broadway, New York

INDIANI RUBBER ANB INSULATEB WIRE CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

STANDARD UNDERGROUND CABLE CO.
Rookery,
thk'ano.

RIalto

Electric Heating Apparatus

UNIT" ENAMELED RHEOSTATS
SIMPLEX ELECTRIC HEATING CO.,
Cambrldgeport, Ma««.

10

llldir..

Pliuburv.
oniic s.iu«

Rubber Covered Wires and Cables.

SINGLE AND POLYPHASE

TRANSFORMERS
CO.,

Swurltv

ESTABLISHED

Stow

lUdi-.

.

Elkhart, Ind.

Underground Cables

lor til Purpotei-

REPAIRING
REGALIBRATIN6
ELECTRIC METERS.
INTERNATIONAL ELECTRIC

MHER

1876.

Patent

Cope's

Quick

Coupling

CO.

Conduit

Rod

Flexib[e Shaft

multi-speB motor

ods— ^^oDioid

Pmctlcally dual and water proof. For Portabla
Drilling, Tappln-:. Reaming;, Emery Grinding, etc
Write for Catalogue and Pricea.

STOW MFG.

D

high standard required

In &II high-claas

work.

Is

It

very

flexible,

a^

Maf

iqco.

Made

CC3PE

T. J.

CO., Binghamton, N. Y.

aiacr

1 It: tad 4 (t. leosiha.
Price. 3 It. 7SceDts,4 It.Ssccoii.
Patented Fcbruarjr m, i^i.

at«4 •rtb rift*»tk Stra«t
Is thaLt

llldi;

Lou... Mo.

330 W. R«NOOLPH STREET. CHIOGO.

COMBINATION OP

"Flexdxict"

l?J."j lie-,

riulxirlphi*. Pa

CItv.

BARE AND WEATHERPROOF WIRES AND CABLES.

JONEISBORO, IND.

KUHLMAN ELECTRIC

:

1'o,'.

Sl.

UNDERGROUND. AERIAL, SUBMARINE AND INSIDE USE.
TBLBPHONB, XeLBORAPH AND FIRE-ALARM CABLB*.
Wires are tested at Factory.

•\ s-

.VsllllChOtI,.- ll',d/,,

S-J'JTlif

Paranlte Rubbar Covered Wires anil Cables,

All

COaOUITS FOR INTEtlOII WIIIIIC

all

encloied arc systems

PNiuiDiLPMia, pa.

high insula.tion and Indestructible

FLEXIBLE CONDUIT
"Flexduct" the National Code StSLndard.

It

does not deteriorate. a.Iwakya usaLble

to

highest degree

OSBURN FLEXIBLE CONDUIT COMPANY,

NEW YORK

SAN FRANCISCO

CHICAGO

ELECTRICAL

WESTON INSTRUMENT CO.,
''Main Olfice and Works, Waverly Park,

We

NEWARK

N.

J.

desire to call attention to a line of

THE
BEST

BRAZING TORCH

FOR ELECTRICIANS

low priced but excellent Switchboard Instruments for Direct-Current Circuits,
which we designate as

HOTTEST ON EARTH

"ROUND PATTERN"

The Turner 4B Gasoline Brazing

TYPE

K.

These instruments are particularly suitable
Isolated Plaats and Feeder Circuits in
Railway and Power Plants. All Weston Instruments are unsurpassed in excellence of
workmanship, in accuracy and
for

operation.

Torch

is

for light

nsed by

work

all

mechanics

in brazing, anneal-

tempering and drawing
temper of small tools, etc. This
torch produces an intensely hot,
pointed flame of over 3,000** Fabr.
Barns 4 hours from one filling.

ing,

PRICE $4.50 NET
LoKnoN— Elliott
Paris,

Wetton "Round Pattern" VoUmelar, Type K.

Bros.,

Century Works, Lewis-

FBiNCE— E. H. Cadiot, 12 Rue St. Georges.
Offlc*— 74 Cortlandt St.

Ken Tork

THE TURNER BRASS WORKS
23 N. Franklin St., Chicago

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

May

Co

Allis-Chalmers
Department

Electrical

The

13, 1905

Bullock Electric Mfg. Co.
CINCINNATI,
Canadian

OHIO

representatives, AlUg-Chalroera-BuUock. Ltd.,

Montreal

Bullock Motors for Every Service
Type

Bullock

Motors

**B**

have been successfully applied to drive
nearly every kind of machinery

They Can Be

—

Direct connected, belted or geared.

Arranged

for operation

on

floor, ceiling

or wall.

Supplied open, enclosed or with gauze covers.
Bullock

Wa-rrerv

" SAFETY

Type "B." Open Mol

RUBBER COVERED
WIRE AND CABLE

Alternator

"

FOR EVERY ELECTRICAL SERVICE.

IWI.

B. CHICAGO
AVJSnrilM
A CO..
REPRESENTATIVE.

THE SAFETY ISTSULATED WIRE A CABI^E
WORK!

:

layonna, N.

I14-116 lilBERTT'

J.

CO.,

STREET, K.

Water= Wheel fiovernors
Our new mechanical governors
co-operate with the inertia e£feet on the water and the momentum of the plant.
They have cut the cost of good
government in two. Guaranteed in every particular.

REPLOGLE GOVERNOR WORKS
AKRON, OHIO
WRITB FOR DEBCRIPTIVB

IT.

"UNION" ENCLOSED FUSES

SIMPLE AS A

GRINDSTONE
Sparkless as

O L. D

i

AND

NE\A/

CODE

S "r Y U E S

New Code

WATER WHEEL

Blocks

We Guarantee

What We
and
Sell What

Sell

We

Guarantee.

Catalog No. 16 with Illustrations is ready and is as plain as a primer. You
see what you want at a glance
Our Trade

E^H^r
Sandusky, O.

CHICAGO FUSE WIRE & MFG. CO.

FLVesand

Chloago, BufFalo

Fuse wire

NCW YOtk

-

H
—

1

May

WF.STERN

i.\.

—

EI.F.CTRICIA?:

Storage BatteryCo.
TheElectric PHILADELPHIA
MANUFACTURER OF THE

Cbloribe Hccumulator
I'Or Cc:nlral Staliuns,

Railways, Isolated Lighting and Power Stations.
Train Lighting, etc., etc.

lilcctiir

Alarm,

File;

'l"clcgra])h,

S,\L,KS OI'PICKS:

N>w

Piiti.ADKi,iiiiA,

AllOKhmiy Ave. and 19th8t.

BoaroN,
OOfiuioKt.

YoitK,

imi Hroadwtjr

Br. Loum.
Wdnwrliibl Uldr

CniCAOO.
Marquolte Uldf.

NOW READY
THE

A

P.

Socket No. 417

Sm Decorative
You

don't have to take it apart to wire
Simply slip the wires in the
slots and turn in the screw.
it

up.

Your next order

solicited.

PASS A SEYMOUR,

Inc., Solvay, N.

HEW YORK

Y.

SAM FRANCISCO

SPECIAL PORCELAIN PIECES
GET OUR PRICES ON THIS LINE OF WORK.
COI-ONIAL. SIGN

AND INSUL.A-rOR CO., SOUTM A.K:R0N, O.
PLATINUM
Grand Prize

PLATINUM

PLATINUM

PLATINUM

BAKER &

INC.
CO.,
w. BAKER,

-

-

-

Universal Exposition
ST. LOUIS, 1904

Vice rn-a.

,

NEWARK.

N.

J.

ALPHABETICAL INDEX TO ADVERTISEMENTS.
AUls-Chalmers Company
American Battery Co
Amer. Circular Loom Co
American Conduit Co

Carhartt A Co., Hamilton..
Central Electric Co
Central TeL A El. Co

2

—
1

Century Electric Co
) Edls(
iCo.
.4,
Chic
Chic. Fuse Wire A Mfg. Co... 2Chicago House Wrecking Co.H
Chicago Mica Co
12
Chicago Solder Co

16

American Diesel Engine Co. .18
Amer. District Steam Co
20
Amer. Elec. Fuse Co
23
Amer. Electl, Supply Co
17
Amer. EL Telephone Co
17
Amer. Elec. A Controller Co. 5
American Electrical Works.. 13
17
Anderson .t Xachman
Arnold Co., The
9
Arnold Elec. Mfg. Co
17
16
Automatic Electric Co

&

Babcock

Wilcox Co

Badt. F. B
Bailey, Fred.

—

Colonial Sign

W. C

pany

Couch

Co., Inc., S.

8
1

9

—

H

17

—

—

Fres-Ko Chemical Co

General Electric Co
9. 12
General Storage Baitery Co.. 12
Gleason. John. L
11
Gould Storage Battery Co
Green Fuel Economizer Co..
Gregory Electric Company ... 14

—

Hallberg, J. H
Haller Machine

Hamacek,

A.

9

—

Co

F

o

—
A W. Fuse Company
Dearborn Drug A Chem.Wks.iy
Denver A Rio Grande R. R...17
Diamond Meter Company
9
Directory of Engineers

—

Bossert Electric Constrnctloo

Lamp Co....—
Fowler. John H
20
Fowler-Jacobs Company
20
Franklin Elec. Mfg. Co .... 24
Fostoria Incand.

Holmes Fibre-Graph. Co
Holophane Glass Co
Humphrey, Henry H
Hunt ACo., Robt. W
Hunter Fan A Motor Co

D.

20

9

Hart Mfg. Co
18
Hartford Steam Boiler Inspection A Insurance Co.. 14
Hazard Manufacturing Co. ..21
Highland Park College. ... 13

—

11,19

14

ACo

"For Sale" Advertisements..
P't. Wayne Elec. Works. Inc. .23

Crescent Ins. Wire A Cbl. Co. 1
4
Crocker- Wheeler Co
Crolius ASon, E. R
Cutler- Hammer Clutch Co.. S
11
Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co
Cutter Co.. Geo
Cutter Elec. A Mfg. Company-

—

—

L A

13

9

—

Benhold A Jennings
Big Four R. R

Co. 3

America

9
13

BlssellCcThe F

of

Cooper-Hewitt Elec. Co
Cope, T.J
Cornell, T. S

Baker A Co,. Inc
3
Baker ACo., W. E
9
Bay State Lamp Co
Beardslee Chandelier Mfg.Co.l2
Belden Mfg. Co
13
Benjamin Electric Mfg. Co.
Bennett,

A Insulator

Colorado A Southern R. R....19
18
Colorado Midland R. R
Columbia Incaod. Lamp Co.. 7
Continuous Rail Joint Com-

—

Bain, Forfie

ErieR. R
Evans. Almlrall

.

Hill Elec. Co.,

Hoffman. G.

.

—

W. S

W

Dixon Crucible

HallL
Brownell Co. The
Bryan-Marsh Co

19

—
—

,

Bryan,

Wm. H

Bullock Elec. Mfg. Co
Bun ge, Otto
Burlington R. R
T

&Co.,H.

M

—
—

2
9
15

9
.

Illinois Central

14

Edison Decorative A Minia12
ture Lamp Departm't
14
Edison Mfg. Company
12
Electric Appliance Co
Electric Storage Battery Co.. 3

Jackson, D. C.

Electrician Pub. Company ... 10
Emmelmann Bros. Mfg. Co 14

Jeffrey Manufacturing

DuiuthLog Co
Duncan Elec. Mfg. Co

19

23

.

For

.

—

.

A W. B

CXcissifiocl

Ii:ic3.e:3K:

.

9

Co

——
IS

Johns-Manville Co.. H. W....

of

Electric

3

A

Perrizo

Leather Preserv. M. Corp...,
Leffel A Co., James.
Letheule, Paul
Llndsley Brothers Company.

Eugene F
13
Wire Co. ..13
Phoenix Glass Co
Phosphor- Bronze S. Co
18

—
19

..12

W

M

12

IS

13

9

Pittsburg

A

20

L. S. Iron Co....iy

Plume A Atwood Mfg. Co
Porter Cedar
Reislnger.

19

12

5

Reliance Instrument Co
13
Replogle Governor M'orks..
2
Reynolds EL Flasher Mfg.Co.l4
Bobbins A Myers Co.. The... 5
Robert Instrument Co.. The.. 5
Robertson A Sons. Jas, L
24
Roebling's Sons Co.. J. A
Ruebel-Schwedtmann-Wells.. 9
Runzel-Lens Elec. Mfg. Co...—

20

—

12

—

R

—

Mueller Company, William. .20

Safety Ins. Wire

MunseU A

Samson Cordage Works
Sangamo Electric Co

Co..

Eugene

12

National Carbon Co
4
National Electric Co
....11
National India Rubber Co
Nernsi Lamp Co
New Idea Soldering Paste Co.ll
New York Central R. R

—

—
—

New York

Ins.

Wire Co

22

Company

Hugo
.

McLennan A Company, K
McRoyClay VN'orks
Mechanical Appliance Co
Mica Insulator Company

9

ASon. W, G
20
Stow Mfg. Company
Strom berg-Carlson Te'. Mfg.

CompenT
17
Sunbeam Incan. Lamp Co...—

;t

Plgnolet. L.

Pillsbury-WatkinsCo

Maltby Cedar Company
Manhattan El. Supply Co..
Marinette Gas Engine Co
Matthews A Bros., W.N
McCandless A Co.. H.

W

i

20

Phillips Insulated

Co....

Machado A Roller

R.

20

W

Phillips.

,

Stanton. LeRoy
Sterling

ASons

Phelan, D.

Locke Insulator M fir.
Loud's Sons Co.. H. M

—

,

Co

Monon

9

—

19

Pass

24

—

Ry

Kuhlman

Co

Seymour, Inc
Parsell A Weed...

Pacltlc Coast Pole

Klein A Sons. Mathias
Kohler Brothers

Standard Elec Mfg. Co
12
StandardUnderg. CableCo....
Sianley-G. I. Elec Slfg. Co. s
Stanley Instrument Co
5
i

.16. 19

18

14

Incandescent Electric Light
Manipulator Company
Indiana Rub. A Ins. W. Co
1
India Rubber A Gutta Percha
Insulating Company
24
International Elec, Meter Co. 1
rnternational Tel. Mfg. Co. 17

Doxsee-Barrere Elec'L Co .... 13
,

9

Buckeye Electric Co
Buckeye Engine Co

Co., Joseph.. 18

Company
Kemp. R. W
ply

Michigan College of Mines..—
Minneapolis Cedar A Lbr. Co. 19
Miscellaneous Advs
14

I

Co..
Brooks,

Kartavert Manufacturing Co,24
Kellogg Switchboard

32

Ncrthern Elect'l Mfg. Co.. ..13
16
Northern Pacific R. R
Northern Wire A Cable Co ..—
Northwestern Storage Bat2:J
tery Co

A.c3L^^eirtiserxxo»:x1;s

A Cable Co..

Sargent A Lundy
Sauquolt Silk Mfg. Co..
Schneider A Co., a O

Schott.W.H

2
5

—
—
IS
12

9

E. Missouri Cypress
Shelby Electric Co
S.

Co

—
—

Signaloid Chemical Works. -—
Simples Electrical Co.. The.. 1

Simplex Elec Heating Co.... 1
Snyder A Hunt Co
13
Sparge Wire Co Jas. A
.5

,

See

lE*£ks:&

O.

Torrey Cedar Company..
Tray Plate Battery Co
Trumbull Elec. Mnfg. Co..
Turner Brass Works

,.S0

UnderWll. Chas. R
Union Electric Mfg. Co
Universal Co.. The.
Universal EUec Sior.

9

—
—

BaL

Co.

4

Valentlne-CIark Co.. The....—

VanNostrand

Co.

—

D

Vulcanized Fibre Company.. S4

Waba*hR. B
Wagner Electric Mfg. Co

ly

—

A Company.
14
Warren Elec Mfg. Co
2
^Wesco Supply Co
Westem Display Co
t
Western Electric Company ..21
Western Steel Gaie Co
19
Westinghonse
Electric
A
Manufacturing Co
^
Wesion Electrical Insu Co... i
WbiteheadMachinery Co... —
Williams Elec. Machine C-T..22
Walsh's Sons

Willis. G.

M

9

WooUey Fdy. A Macb. Wks..—
Worcester Company, C.
Wrigley Co;,Tho5

H

20

~

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

If

you want Wires or Cables insulated

writh

^ ^LI

the

HIGHEST CLASS INDIA RUBBER

INSULATION
buy

.

.

should

you

.

Complete stock

H^

of

sizes constantly on hand
for sale at lowest market prices by
all

CHICAGO EDISON COMPANY,
WRITE FOR PRICES.

139

ADAMS STREET, CHICAGO.

The "REFLECTRIC"
less current and can be read at a greater distance than any
other electric sign to-day on the market. Write for booklet.

consumes

SOLE.
WESTERN DISPLAY COMPANY, manufacturers

ST. PAUL,

Just

MINN.

-

What the World Has Been Waiting
Cfi

IVI

For.

I

S TORAGE B ATTERY

IM"

is so strong electrically and mechanically that no
of electrical abuse or of vibration in traction service
can dislodge even the slightest particle of its active material.
Lowest internal resistance of any storage battery in the world.
The weight efTiciency is conservatively 14 watts per pound
total weight, and electrical efficiency unsurpassed .'

This plate

amount

UNIVERSAL ELECTRIC STORAGE BATTERY CO.
OFFICE: 1355

FACTORY: 36-38 UNION PARK PLACE

RAILWAY EXCHANGE BUILDING

-IIMC9IS

THE CELL

PUBLIC BUILDING without
modern.

Our

generators are

and department

own independent

its

giving

satisfactory

THE PLATE

lighting and

service

in

power plant

numerous

offices,

is

not considered

public

Building of CHICAGO is one of our
D. C. Generators which furnish current
These motors
P. of Crocker-Wheeler motors.

NATIONAL BANK

The plant of the FIRST
recent installations and consists of four
for 15,000

drive

Oeiierators

16-C. P.

pumps,

fans,

lamps and 400 H.

150-K.

W.

elevators, compressors, etc.

and Motors.

Ampere, N.
16

BranoK

Office

buildings

stores.

J.

Chicago OKice.-Old Colony BIdg.

May

(3.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

"/'.')

GRAND PRIZE
The Highest Possible Award
Has Been Given

to

HIGHEST GRADE NUERNBERG CARBONS
By the International Jury of Awards,

of the Louisiana

Purchase Exposition,

IHCIGO REISINGER.

St. Louis, 1904.

Sole Itnporttr,

II

BROADWAY, NEW YORK

CENTURY ELECTRIC CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

OUR NEW "STANDARD"

SINGLE-PHASE SELF-STARTING

MOTORS AND CEILIHG FANS

ilOOS

MO.

ST. LOUIS,

SAVES

MODEL;

UNIVERSAL DESK OR BRACKET FANS

'•«"•'""'
SI ^00

Robert

Volt-Ammetei
Dead Beat
Accurate, Durable
nleed

I

Our No

WE ORBUY OLD BELTS
ANY
OR

tn.snla

NO WRAPPING THE KNOB-

WE CLEAN, REPAIR AND RENEW
OLD BELTS.

HERE'S THE SAVING:

LEATHER PRESERVER MFO. CORP.
ST..

1

KNOBS.

NO TIE WIRE- NO HAtF HITCH

SCRAPS,
SIZB
CONDITION.

27 W. MONROE

l^=

CHICAGO

AUTOMATIC

SERIES
ARC

CUT-

OUT
HAMACEK,

CHICAGO,

"»

tools are needed for changing from desk to bracketor lor changing ttie direction of Ihs air current.

knob from turning.

Before buying send for our catalog descriptive of

Ask your jobber

OTHER TYPES OF DESK and CEILING FANS

THE ROBBINS & MYERS
Main
llaltimore'.

Series Circuits.

20I4KENMORE

IIADI C CCATIIDC
nUC UAI
Unt VALUAdLl rtAIUnt
9

For
Power, St. Ry.,
A. C. and D. C.
A. F.

Other S5.00 psr thousand at the least.
The slanting screw or oail hole 00 the side (tee
cui) makes it mere play to atUch knol^ to jotst
or .studding, in one-third of the tioie torToerly required, Saving an additional $2,00 Total SAving
at least Si4.oopcr thousand knobs.
Unc screw does the work, too. and preveots Ihe

either ihe de^k or side wail, running e<|tiallj well !n any posliion. After beini: mounted
llie direcilun nf ibe air current maj' be adjnsied as desired in elthtr a vertical or iiorizonuil
plane, ihfn Hxed In posUion by means of ibumb screws provided for the purpose.

Office

and Works:

-m Pwrtt 4venue
Dallas, 'Jexas. Opera

SPRINGFIELD, OHIO,

Plttsbuiv, 4i"Kight«enth

Uou.e Building

CO.

St. raii'l. lie 'and IS.'S K.'iih
St, I.muis, le N. Elclith St,

s't*!^"

it

or write

SNYDER & HUNT

U. S. A.
^"

St.'

for

'

We

JLL.

BELLE PLAINE,

lA.

ship from eilher lo»a or

Ne»

us.

CO.
lerie,.

AVE.

Samson Spot Cord
For

ARC LAMP and
TROLLEY CORD
Send (or Samples and Prices

SJVI\^SO?f OOXSI>.^OB 'WOESICS*

'

^ostox:&, IWX^ss.

American

Electric

and

Controller

Go.

Automatic Protective Switcltes and Motor Starters
136 Liberty

Sf.,

NEW YORK

STANLEY
INSTRUMENT CO.
GREAT
BARRINGTON, MASS.,

UNIVERSAL EXPOSITION
ST.

LOUIS
1904

U. S. A.

GOLD MEDALS

M

»DS AT BOTH EXPOSITIONS FOR
THE HIGHEST AWARDS

PAN-AMERICAN EXPOSITION

BUFFALO
1901

J

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

May

13, 190;

ECONOMY AND QUALITY

,lON/^

—

OKONITE Wires and Cables They wear
by lime, mortar or cement, and do not deteriorate
when exposed to extreme changes in temperature. The high quality of
OKONITE has been maintained for years; no dead or reclaimed rubber
There

economy

is

in using

longer, are not affected

MARK;

TBADE

enters into

its

manufacture.

::

::

::

::

::

::

::

OKONITE TAPE AND MANSON TAPE

OKONITE WIRES AND CABLES

EAST JACKSON BOULEVARD

207-209-211

GENERAL
WESTERN
AGENTS

CHICAGO,

ILL.

CLASSIFIED INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
Coloring, Lamp.
Signaloid Chemical

Manipulator Co.

Inc. El. Lt.

Ancbors
Bennett,

(Tel.

&

A.
Bro.,

I.

Matthews

&,

I.

Co.,

K..

Co.

Bells, Bnzsera, EQtc.
Electric Appliance Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.

Leather Preserver Mfg. Corp.

BeltingLeather Preserver Mfg. Corp.
Mfg. Co.

Turner brass Worts

Blowers.
Green Fuel Economizer Co.

McKoy Clay Works.
Conduit Rods.
Cope, T.

J.

Contractors c^d Blectrlc Llgrht Plants,
Allis-Chalmers Company.
Bullock El. Mfg. Co.
Crocker- Wheeler Co.

Wayne

Elec.

Wks.

Inc.

General Electric Co.
National Electric Co.
Northern Electrical Mfg. Co.
Wagner Electric Mfg. Co.

Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.
Controllers, Crane.
Amer. El<:;c. & Controller Co.
Amer. Elec. Fuse Co.

Co.,Tho8.

Bonks, electrical.

and

VanNostrandCo., D.
Booths, Telephone.

Chicago Edison Co.

& Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks. Inc.
General Electric Co.
Hamacek, A. F.
Hart Manufacturing Co.
Cutter Elec.

YesDera Mfg. Co.

Boxes, Junction.
Bossert Elect. Const. Co.

Boxes, Moulding.
Gleason, John L.
Brass, Sheet and Rod.
Plume & Atwood Mfg Co.

Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Dynamos and Motors.
Allis-Chalmers Company.

Cable Haneers.
BissellCo.. B. F.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.

Cables
Carbons,

Points

Parsell

& Weed

Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

CliainB.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.
Co.

Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co.
Ft.

Wayne

Mfg. Co.

Elec. Wks. Inc.

tJnioD Electric Mfg. Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Company.
Westlnghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Clnsters.
Benjamin Elec. Mfg. Co.
Plume .^ Atwood Mfg. Co.
Clutches. Magoetlc.
Cutler-Hammer Clutch Co.
Williams Electric Macb. Co.

Coal and Ashes Handllns^ Maoblnerx.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.

Colls and Masnets.
Western Electric Co.

Electric Co.
Stanley— G. I. Elec. Mfg. Co.
Stanley Instrument Co.
Wagner Electric Mfg. Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Go.

Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co
Weston Electrical Inst. Co.
General Electric Co.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.

Gneines* Gas and Gasoline.
Allis-Chalmers Company.
Marinette Gas Engine Co.
Woolley Fdy. & Mach. Wks.

Engines, Oil.
American Diesel Engine

Co.

Engines, Steam.

Elconomlsers, Fuel.
Green Fuel Economizer Co.
Ellectrio Heating Appl.
Electric Appliance Co.
Simplex Elec. Heating Co.
Crocker-Wheeler Co.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

A

Evans, Almirall

Go.

Electric Appliance Co.
Incandescent Electric Light
Manipulator Co.

BrownellCo., The

Buckeye Engine Co.

Fans and Fan Motors.
Central Electric Co.

Insurance

Co.

&

F.

Elec'l. Co., A. S.

Haller Machine Co.

Flasher Mfg.Co

Flexible Shafts.

Wayne

Elec.

Wks.

State

Lamp

Inc.

The

Co.
F.

Electric

Co.

Electric Appl i
Fostoria incand. Lamp Co.
Franklin Electric Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.
McCandless A Co., H. W.
Nernst Lamp Co.
Sawyer-Man Elec. Co.
Shelby Electric Co.
Standard Elec'l Mfg. Co.
Sunbeam Incan. Lamp Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
"'
"'
';o.

Amer. Elec. Fuse Co.
Bissell Co., The F.
Central Electric Co.
Central TeL A El. Co.

Cooper, Hewitt Elec. Co.

and

Bunge, Otto.
Letters, Metal, Sign.
HaUer Machine Co.
Llffhtnlns: Arresters.
Electric Appliance Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks. Inc.

Western Electric Co.
Arnold

Baker A

Co.,

W.

E.

Bryan, Wm. H.
Byllesby A Co.. H. M.
Cornell, T.

Linemen*s Climbers.
Klein A Sons, Mathias.
Mafsnet 'Wtrem.

The

Co.,

Badt. F. B.
Bailey. Fred. W. C.

S.

Evans, Almlrall
HaUberg. J. H.

&

Co.

Western Electric Co.

Governors, Water Wheel.
Replogle Governor Works.

Graphite Specialties.

Dixon Crucible Co., Jos.
Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co.

IJ^or JVXi>la.^t>etio^l XxxCLe:x:

o*

(See Wires and Cables.)

Mechanical Draft.

Telephones, Telephone
Material and Switchboards.
American

El.

Telephone Co

Automatic Electric Co.
BissellCo., The F.
Central Electric Co.
Centra] Tel. A El. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
International Tel. Mfg. Co.
KeUogg Switchb. A Sup. Co.

Manhattan Elec. Supply (3o.
Stromberg-Carlson Tel. M.Co
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.

Time Switches.
Bissell Co.. TheF.
Toggle Bolts.

Wngley

A

Co.,

Thos

Sons, Mathias.

Central Electric Co.
Crocker- Wheeler Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Works, Inc.
General Electric Co.
Gregory Electric Co.

Rail Joints.
Continuous Rail Joint Company of America.

Railway Suppli

Wagner

Electric Mfg. Co.

Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse EL A Mfg. Co.
Vucks. Glectrlc Car.

Rheostats

General Electric Co.

Amer. Electric Fuse Co.
Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co.

Westinghouse

El.

A

Mfg. Co.

^nrbines. Steam,
Allis-Chalmers Co.
General Electric Co.

Weeco Supply
Western

Co.
Electric Co.

Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.
Schools and Oolles-es.
Highland Park CoUeee
Michigan College of Mines.

Seconil-Uand Maeh'y.

Westinghouse

A

El.

Mfg. Co

nrbine W^ater Wheels
Leffel

Vn

A

Co., Jas.

iKed Fibre.

Vulcanized Fibre Co.

Wl

Cables— Mas-

net Wires.

American Electrical Works.
Belden Mfg Co.

Walsh's Sons A Co.
Sicrns. Flevtrlc.

BissellCo.. The F.
Central Electric Co.

Haller Machine Co.
Western Display Co.

Insulatingr
Brnldlnsr.

SillCB,

Crescentlns.WireACble. Co

and

Sauquoit Silk Mfg. Co.

Sockets

«ft

Receptacles.

Soldering: Sticks. Salts
and Paste.
Chicago Solder Co.
Crollus

A

Son, E. R.

New Idea Soldering Paste Co.
Universal Co., The
Western Electric Co.
Solenoids.
Amer. Elec. A Controller Co.
Spenlclnir Tub<>'s.
Central Electric Co.

Green Fuel Economizer Co.

MetaphonesAnderson

Ck).

Transformers.
Mfg. Co.

Power Transmission

Central Electric Co.

General Electric Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Stanley— G. I. Elec. Mfg. Co.
Wesco Supply Co.

Western Electric

Western Electric Co,

Manipulator Co.

Leather Specialties.

Chicago Fuse Wire A Mfg.Co.
D. A W. Fuse Company.
Electric Appliance Co.
Johns-Manville Co., H. W.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Company.

Co.

Supply Co.

Cutter Co.. Geo.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Manhattan Elect'l Supply (3o
Wesco Supply Co.

Klein

Hoffman, Geo. W.

Portables.
Plume A Atwood

.Co.

Lamps, Incandescent—
Replacers «£ Cleaners.

Elect'l

Tools.

Western Sieel Gate Co.

PnllHb (Metal).

Jeffrey Mfg. Co.

Lamps, Nernst.
Nernst Lamp Co.
Lamps, Vapor.

Fuses and Fuse Wire.

Fostoria Glass Specialty Co.
Fostorla Incan. Lamp Co.

Pole Hole Diggers.

M ach i n er y.

Company.

Columbia Incan. Lamp

A Sons.

Phelan, D. W.
Pillsbury-Watkins Co.
Pittsburg A L. S. Iron Co.
Porter Cedar Company.
S. E. Missouri Cypress Co.
Sterling A Son, W. C.
Torrey Cedar Co.
Valentine-Clark Co., The.
Worcester Co., C. H.

BissellCo., The F.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.

inc. El. Lt.

Stow Mfg. Co.

Globes, Reflectors
Shades.

Maltby Cedar Co.
Minneapolis Cedar A Lbr. Co.
Mueller Company, William.
Pacific Coast Pole Co.

Lamps, Arc,

Amer.

Gen. Incan. Arc Light Co.

Kellogg Switch. A Sup. Co.
Lindsley Bros. Co.
Loud'sSons Co., H. M.

Perrizo

Universal Elec. Stor. Bat.

Supplies. General Bleo.

Sn-itchboards.
Bissell Co., The P.

DuluthLogCo.
Fowler, John H.
Fowler-Jacobs Company.

Mfg. Co.

General Electric Co.
Gregory Electric Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Stanley— G. I. Elec. Mfg. Co.
Wesco Supply Co.

and

Co., Inc.

Berthold A Jennings.
Brooks, HaU L.

Co., The.

El.

Wire

Sheet,

Poles and Ties.

Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Snyder A Hunt Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Sterling Varnish Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.

Bissell Co.,

Green Fuol Economizer Co.

The

Phosphor Bronze Sm. Co.Ltd.

A

General Storage Battery Co
Gould Storage Battery Co.

Century Electric Ck).
Chicago Edison Co.

Platinum,
Baker

Electric Storage Battery O).

Co., Hamilton,

Bain, Force.

Locke Insulator Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Mica Insulator Co.
Munsell&Co., Eugene.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.

Westinghouse

A

Weston Electrical Inst. Co.
Storagre Batteries.
American Battery Co.

BisseUCo., The F.
Central Electric Co.

Phosphor Bronze.

Carhartt

Speed Indicators.

Mathias.

A Sons,

American Electrical Works.

Buckeye

Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Fittings.

El.

Klein

Patent Attorneys.

lating.

Uoxsee

Motors.)

Nippers and Pliers.

Bryan-Marsh Company.

The

Wesco Supply

Reynolds

Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.
Motors. (See Dynamos and

Overalls,

Okonite

,

General Electric Co.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.
Wesco Supply Co.

InsulatlnsT MachlnerT^.
New England Butt Co.

Chicago Edison Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Indiana Rub. & Ins. Wire Co,
Johns-Manville Co., H. W.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.

Alfrs. and Designers.
Cutter Co Geo.
Haller Machine Co.

Mining: Apparatus, Elec,
Allis-Chalmers Company.
Crocker-Wheeler Company.

Insulators and Insulating Materials.

Bay

Co.

&

Hartford Steam Boiler Inspection A Insurance Co.

Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.
Lamps, Incandescent.

General Electric Co.
A.

Sons. Jas. L.

Western Electric Co.

Century Electric CoCrocker- Wheeler Company.
Edison Mfg. Co.

Hunter Pan & Motor
Robbins
Myers

&

Inspection

Ft.

Allis-Chalmers Company.

& Weed

Wagner Electric Mfg. Co.
Warren Elec. Mfg. Co.
Wesco Supply Co.

National Electric Co.

&

Sangamo

Bissell Co.,

Bobbins A Myers Co
Stanley— G. 1. Elec. Mfg. Co.
Stow Manufacturing Co.

CastlnKS.

Cutter Elec.

Roller.

Flashers.
Mechanical Appliance Co.
National Electric Co.
Northern Electrical Mfg. Co.

Chicago Edison Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
National Carbon Co.
Reislnger, Hugo.
Wesco Supply Co.

Parsell

Machado &

Pignolet, L. M.
Reliance Instrument Co.
Robert Inst. Co., The

Beardslee Chandelier Mfg. Co.

and

Plates.
Central Electric Co.

Steam Co.

I»pecialtle8, Electrical

Chicago Mica Co.
Mica Insulator Co.
Munsell A Co., Eugene.

B t

Central Electric Co.

Plume A Atwood Mfg. Co.
Fixtures, Gas and Flee.

Wires and Cables)

Plume & Atwood Mfg.
Glrcnlt Breakers.

BtssellGo., The F.
Central Electric Co.
Diamond Meter Co.
Duncan Elec. Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Ft. Wavne Elec. Wks. Inc.
General Electric Co.

Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.
Fans, Fxhaust and Venti-

Western Electric Company.

(See

E<Iectrical Instruments.
(Recording and Testing.)

Co.
Western Electric Co.

Central Electric Co.
Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co.
Speer Carbon Co.

au

neatine. Hot Water.

Robertson

GleTators-Couveyors.

Pins

District

Mica.
H.

S.

li

Indicators

Cord.

Bossert Elec. Const. Co.
Central Electric Co.

Electrician Publishing Co.

Co.

Runzel-Lenz Elec. Mfg. Co.
Samson Cordage Wks.
Couplinfis, Mag:netlc.
Cutler-Hammer Clutch Co.

Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Company.
Cut-Outs and Sfvltobes.
BissellCo., The F.

Co.

W. E.

E^lentro-Plating Blaoh'r
Crocker- Wheeler Company.

Berthold & Jennings.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.

Amer.

(K X

Holders, Inc. Lamps.
Schott,

Willis, G. M.

Cross-Arms*
Brackets.

Compounds.

Dearborn Drug & Chem. Wks.

Kohler Brothers.
Letheule, Paul
Northern Electrical Mfg. Co.

Electric Appliance Co.

Ft.

Central Electric Co.

Steam).

Stanley G. I. Elec. Mfg.
Stanton, LeRoy W.
Underbill, Chas. R.

Osburn Flexible Conduit Co.

Central Electric Co.

Ueatlufjf

Central Electric Co.

Wesco Supply Co.
Conduits, Clay.

Edison Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Tray Plate Battery Co.
Wrsco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.

Guards, liamp.
Couch Co.. Inc.,

Humphrey, Henry H.
Hunt & Co., Robt. W.
& W. B.
Kemp,R. W.

Jackson, D. C.

Elec. Mfg. Co.

American Conduit Company

Electric Appliance Co.

Wrlj,'ley

Pres-Ko Chemical Co.

Stanley— G.

Central Electric Co.

Babcock & Wilcox
BrownellCo..The
Bolts, Tossle.

Son, E. R.

Conduit and Conduits.
American Circular Loom Co.

Manhattan Elec. Supply
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
Batteries and Jars.
BisseUCo.,TheF.

Boiler

&

Condensers. Electrio.
N.

Annunciators.

Blow Torches
Bmmelmann Bros.

Crollus

McLennan &

Tel.)

W.

Works

Commntator Compound

Adjusters* Inc. liamps.

A Nachman.

A.ci-veartiserx:i.eJ:it:s

Rlectrlc Appliance Co.

Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.

See

I*4ag:e 3.

Electric Applifl

Indiana Rub. A Ins. Wire Co
India Rubber A Guttapercha
Insulating Co.
Kellogg Switch. A Sup. Co.

Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
National India Rubber Co
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Northern Wire A Cable Co.
Okonite Co., The.
Phillips,

Eugene

F.

Phillips Insulated

Wire Co

Roebllne's Sons Co.,

J.

A.

Runzel-Lenz Elec. Mfg Co.
Safety Ins. Wire A Cable Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Ppargo Wire Co Jas. A.
Standard Underground C. Co
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Company.
.

*
<
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COLUMBIA

LAMPS
GIVE

MOST
^

i

LIGHT

e^

B^ ^^

^(?^

^
is

what you want to know.
Not what we say — but what

Buyers

does.

it

INCANDESCENT LAMPS

of

desire

THE MOST

LIGHT FOR LEAST CURRENT.
For nearly sixteen years

COLUMBIA
LAMPS
have met every requirement of most exacting station managers, and throughout the
world are acknowledged to be

UNEQUALED
Ask

of our "Wallet Full of
our offices.

of

Wisdom"

mailed on request.
IN STOCK.

LAMPS

Columbia Incandescent Lamp Co.
SAINT LOUIS, MISSOURI,
:Bra.n.ola.

U. S. A.

Offices — L£»MniJs in Stoote:
ST.

LOUIS, MO., U.

S.

A.

PHILADELPHIA: 1227 Real Estate Trust
NEW YORK: 1311 Havemeyer BIdg.
MINNEAPOLIS: 638 Boston Block.
CHICAGO: Central Electric Co.
SAN FRANCISCO: Paul Seller Elec. Works. MEMPHIS: 302 Sclmllar BIdg.
MEXICO: Monterey. Van Voorhls Hnos.

Columbia Lamps are manufactured under
exiiaustinf;
of

lamp.

lamps.

Tills

Every package

process
of

is

BIdg.

a License to use the Cliemlcal Exiiaust Process of
vitally necessary in the production of the highest quality
label reading: Licensed Under

Columbia Lamps carries a

i
i

QUALITY

IN

Copy

for Booklet.

Order from any

i

i
m
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Something New And
Vital Interest In

of

Converters

Mercury Vapor has been applied to another
entirely novel service in the

COOPER HEWITT
Mercury Vapor Converter
for transforming alternating current to direct current.
It

takes the place of the ordinar}' Motor- Generator

Batteries from alternatingSimple and compact, with

set in charging Storage

current supply.

NO MOVING PARTS

When
it

a

concern orders a piece of apparatus, gives

thorough test under the 'most extreme working

a

conditions, orders another like

Simply a glass bulb mounted

in

A

it,

and follows that up

holder together

a

with

with a small switch-board.

Ammeter, a voltmeter, two double-pole
switches and a regulator to give current adjustment,

another order, what does

still

As we

D.-C.

told

you

bought the

Pittsburg,

prove

it

first

Accelerator

complete the apparatus.

go
WRITE FOR DESCRIPTION

months, starting and stopping

COOPER HEWITT ELECTRIC
220 W. 29TH
I

WALNUT

121

ST.,

ST.,

another was

day,

a

CO,

NEW YORK CITY
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

A
else

that

Single=Phase and Poly=

phase Induction Motors

regulation;
tion;

speed

excellent

would not add two more to

it

would

would

::

is

does not buy

is,

had not

its

start a load gradually

equipment.

up

fully lived

to our claims,

and smoothly

instantly release

;

that

;

and that the only attention required was to keep

worn

out,

would

it

it

and new carbons to replace those

_oil_

not

have

proven

a

paying

investment.

perfect ventila-

::

order

its

when deenergized that the
faces would not drag when one member was idle;
that no adjustments had to be made for wear of faces,
it

But

it

There

low temperature main-

tained in operation.

two

2^0 times

to

Accelerator gave results or

first

Its

this device

supplied with

Simple and substantial con-

Now

ordered.

Co., of

allowed to

installed for

it

from 200

progressive firm, such as this

it

If

fflBJ.

it

we

in for a third.

on sentiment.

struction;

company had

After the

out.

?

week, the Riter-Conley

last

ice

has

is

could

— the

some

duplicate orders prove

part of your plant in

be improved by the use of Accelerators,

investigate and find out

Anyway send
the Accelerator
it

may

it.

which the serv-

for

is

suggest

where

it

is.

our catalog, which

constructed and

to

you

a solution

tells

how

how it operates,
of some control

problem.

Send

Cutler-Hammer Clutch Co.

for Bulletins

MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN
Stanley

G.

I.

Electric Mfg.

Company

NEW YORK
136 Liberty St.

Pittsfield,

Mass.

Chicago,

Monadnock Block

BOSTON
176 Federal St.

CHICAGO
Monadnock BIdg-

PITTSBURG
Farmers Bank BIdg.

May

13,

WESTERN

I'j"

EMPIRE

When

MINIATVRE

LAMPS

Send
H.

67

&

freely;

CO.

a

man's

when he

jects intelligently

ideas

electrical

ENGINEERS.

EXPERTS.

it Park Place

OTTO BUNGE

tlow

discusses electrical sub-

and

you

glibly,

will be

pretty safe in assuming that he keeps in

for Circular

W. McCANDLESS 4

EI.ECTRICI.

touch with electrical progress by perusing

LEATHER "NAiriADS, BEITS,
SAFETY AND CLIMBER STRAPS

the Western Electrician 52 times a year.

NEW YORK

M30

tT.

INDIANAPOLIS,

?EIER STREET.
•

-

INDIANA.

General Electric Company
^r"Ftm"T,

Insulated Wires and Cables

Rubber,

Paper,

Varnished

Asbestos,

Cambric,

Weatherproof

Write

for

information concerning Wires and Cables insulated with our special form of Varnished Cambric.
is

equal and in

many

respects

General
Chicago

Office:

Monadnock Block

superior, to high grade rubber Insulation

Office:

SCHENECTADY,

This insulation

and considerably cheaper.

N. Y.

Sales Offices in

all

large Cities

|
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The Western
Electric Light

Convention
THE

National Electric Light Convention to be held at Denver,

June 6th, 7th and 8th and at Colorado Springs, June 9th,
tOth and 11th,

be the largest and the most important

will

in the history of the association.

The

issues of the

Western

of

Electrician

June 3d, tOth and

17th will be of corresponding importance.

The
will

issue of June

3d

be devoted largely

Colorado Springs.

men, completely
the

plants,

full

be distributed at the convention and

will

the electrical

to

It will

Denver and

of

interests

contain portraits of leading central-station

illustrated articles descriptive of

programme

of

commercial lighting

the convention,

much

and

other

material of especial value to those interested in central-station work.

As

the

coming convention

will

be noteworthy as being the

national electrical gathering to be held so
issue of

June 3d

will describe the electrical interests

a manner worthy

State in

The

issues of

June

first

west as Colorado, the

far

of the Centennial

of the western electrical journal.

10th and

17th

will

contain

the

full

and

complete report of the convention proceedings.

The

consequent value of these three issues to the advertiser

wishes to reach the eyes of the buyers of
supplies

is

machinery and

evident.

Send your order today

As

electrical

who

this

will

for space of liberal size.

be a "i^estem convention you should place your

convention announcement

in the

Western

Electrician.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN
510 MacrqMette B\iilding

CHICAGO

The Western
ElectricQcl
JournoLl

—

I

May

1.3.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

"J"?

Security Cable Distributing Panels
Ten centt per wire lett

A New

Elevator

rii€-

VVlicrc can you

n

<

I

Reversing

.<1

in:

five

per cent

tetrn hundred and

for

:i1kjvc priLc in< lu<lc« ihr liuce

our

r.

new

do

wild

c<.(,|.irr

ftttj

mon
moft

*iret
Kprtt or

ii(

liclicr?

f.il.iloi;

No.

1

j;K on our

lull line

IJissi:ll (-ompanv.

iu,C

rlV'(y.li^\.J.lii'ii f^.'i^^^ilm4:^J..^i.'i)',^':.:f.d(V.;^»g1

"NEW
IDEA" SOLDERING PASTE
AveIDEA SOLDERING PASTE CO. 214

NEW

Hibbird

Switch

•tffiJ'
Mich.

Detroit.

Gleason's

Moulding

Boxes.
For Usi Only With Cutler-Hammer Self-Starters
Send

postal

(or descriptive

pamand

phlet
price

JOHN

L.

list

to

CLEASON

290 Soulb SI.

A NO. 2-REOULAR

B NO.

2

REQl'LAR

Jimilc*

Pleln.

Here's a switch that will withstand the wear and tear
of elevator
of

work, due to the constant making and breaking

the circuit.

Universal

Nothingto wear on it except the contacts, and as they are
of hard drawn copper, liberally proportioned, they
When they do wear they can be
will give long service.
easily renewed (attached with screws) without disturbing

made

any

The

drum

iron

carrying parts,
will

Motors

of the connections.

is

is

carefully insulated from the current

not affected by moisture, and consequently

not warp.

This switch can be installed

any convenient place
no matter what the

in

horizontally, vertically or on its side
position
It is

may

be, will

work equally

designed to be used only

self-starters

—

STANDARD VARIABLE

well.

in

and with them make

connection with C-H.
ideal

elevator

SPEED MOTORS HAVE

control

outfits.

ARANGE0F3T01

Large sizes are equipped with powerful magnetic blowouts for disrupting the arc which occurs upon opening the

BY FIELD CONTROL

circuit.

We

also build these switches especially for three-phase

alternating-current motors,

where the motor

is

thrown

directly across the line in starting.

For dimensions and prices send

for Bulletin

72B.

Electric (Hamt^ang
The Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co,
NEW YORK

BOSTON

136 Liberty St.

176 Federal 9t

CHICAGO

?alfs (DffuES

Sistrirt ©ffirra
New York, 135 Broadway.

MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN

Chicago. Old ColoQj- Bldg.
Philadelphia, 1509 Land Title Bldg.
Pittsbore. Farmers" Bank Bldg.
Atlaota. Ga., Empire Bldg.
New Orleans, La., Hibemia Bant Bldg.

PITTSBURG

Monadnock BIdg. Farmers Biok BIdg.

J\,

St.

Loais,

SifO

Chemical Bldg.
Bolthon iUg.

Denver. Hendrie i
SuppLv

(

Masi.

'
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JUST SUPPLIES
In our

new

building, 134 to 140

'AS

the claim

is

When you

'

1905

GOOD AS

made

for all

other lamps.

why

can get the "Edison"

take

"Just as Good?"

Supply Warehouse in the world.
We have no side issues; our whole time
and thought is given to see how quickly
and satisfactorily we can fill orders for

All

Electrical Supplies.

Street series lamps.

Try

13,

THE EDISON"

West

Jackson Boulevard, Chicago, we have
the largest and best equipped Electrical

]May

LARGE STOCKS— PROMPT SHIPMENTS.

types and varieties.

Regular multiple lamps.
Miniature lamps.

us and our methods.

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY

ELECTRIC APPLIANCE COMPANY
134-136-138-140 "West Jackson Boulevard.

Main Lamp Sales

CHICAGO

::

::

Harrison, N.

Office,

J.

(488)

AMf /^
/

k

^" **^* y" money in your repair
D/^lVTr\
1 I I work as well as In your new machines.

f%l 1
Yl 1 1/ /%^*-'^-'

1

^V**^''*

^*^

the best materials and

CHICAGO MICA

is

good insulation— made out

It is

of

sold at reasonable prices.

1

VALPARAISO,

CO.

IND.

^S-OU IVE>E>I3 TTl
Gale's Commutator

Compound.

BIJUR ''HIGH-DUTY''
LS'Atr''
STORAGE BATTERIES

The Only Article Thai Will Prevent Sparking.
Will keep the Commutator In good condition and prevent cutting.

50c. per stick.

So.OO per dozen.

Absolutely will not

Send

gum

the brushes.

50c. for trial stick.

FOB SALE BY ALL SUPPLY HOUSES OK

GENERAL STORAGE BATTERY CO.

Mclennan &

K.

BEARDSLEE CHANDELIER MFG

CO.'^^

GAS & ELECTRIC FIXTURES

CHICAGO.

co.,

DON'T BUY

""

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
you have seen our
Catalogue and new

Until

Of

MICA

all

Form

Cloth and

Paper.

Price List.

Free to the trade.

EUGENE MUNSELL AND CO.
NIW YORK

and

INSULATION
Micanite, Linotape,

new

Qualities, In any
at Lowest Prices

M.

I.

For

Hailiattaii

Electrical

Sijly

Co.

That..

C. Compound, Empire
Years

MICA INSULATOR
NEW YORK

CHICAGO

the

Standard.

CO.,

*

INCANDESCENT^
'QTID"
o *n LAMPS
I

Originators

j:

and CHICAGO

A Motorless

Flasher
Automatically operat

on either director

LONS LIFE
GUARANTEED CANDLEPOWER,

al-

ternating current.

VOLT

-

AMMETERS

POCKET SIZE
For tCBting Batteries and
Battery Circuits, Locating
Faults, Grounds, etc.

RELIABLE.
78-80 Cortlandt

Bt.,

ACCURATE.

-

Bend for

L.

Easily connected. Flaeh
can be regulated.
It
saves electricity.
It r«-

to get out of order.

The contacts are heavy platinum and
Price, eacb, $2.00.

Circular.

M. PICNOLET
New

York. N. T.

HIGHEST EFFICIENCY.

C. 0,

SCHNEIDER &

will

wear indefinitely.

Discount to the trade.

CO.. Manufacturers, 84 E.

Adams

St.,

CHICAGO. ILL.

I STANDARD ELECTRICAL MFG.
I COMPANY, : Niles, Ohio.

TRAY PLATE BATTERY COMPANY
MANUFACTURERS OF THE CELEBRATED

PATENT TRAY PLATE STORAGE BATTERY
FOE CENTRAL LIGHTING., POWER AND ISOLATED PLANTS.

ALSO AN IMPROVED CELL TYPE BATTERY
New York

Office,

39 Cortlandt

Street.

IN ALL

5-1

I

GENERAL STYLES FOR ELECTRIC VEHICLES, SPARKING BATTERIES, ETC.

FREDERICK STREET, BINGHAMTON,

N. Y., U. S. A.

f

May
PMNIiN.

13.

W IISIKRN

"J"

F'lllir.lCS.I'rt..

I

KLl-XTRICI.'.

.KIJWIANUJ'MILi.lPS. V.I',

AMERICAN ELEGTRICAL WORKS,

A Stombaugh Guy Anchor

BAREANDlNiuiilELECTBICWIRE,

ID

ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE,

A

INCANDESCENT AND FLEXIBLE CORDS,
fS: "' Railway Feeder and Trolley Wire,
r>
AMERICANITE, MAGNET, OFFICE AND
"^
ANNUNCIATOR WIRES.
^^

New

VimuST.MiK. u,

.1

',,

,,i

,..,,...

.MnvTiiitAi. iliiAV. M. Ijii-. M.>

...iluri.lt

1

I

.

UNO mCATAlOO "AncaoU
R.

Holda
Send Zc alamp lor acw cjtiJo|u« >». 6

It

Can't

81

i

ds

«TI>Hf:i

TIAT aOLO
iLft

"

M

W.Van BuronSt.,

Chicago.

I'll

To

IfJ.OlO w

ol

I

CHICAGO

to jo.ooo

I.

MECHANICS

BIk..

KOTIIISG IK Vor ARK "COT

IT CtOITS

ELECTRICITY

I

12,000

all*.

l''hllll|.v'i;i.clrl.nl W..rk.-

EXPERT IN PATENT CAUSES KLEIN'S TOOLS
SOLICITOR OF
For Cl9c1ricml Workmrm
DATCIilTC
mnd LInm Bul/dmrm,
t FOREIGN III LH
MATHIAS KLEIN k SONS.
FOr£e bain. 1652-3 Monsdnock

MI-tl-TK.*.

IMptDOlDC upoo lb*

Hi.

MAIN OFFICES AND FACTORIES, PHILLIPSOALE,

U. S.

;

rrote our eUlBu by irjtof th«m.

CABLES FOR AEKIAL AND UNOEROROUND USE.
,

Kj

srunBAUuM auv anchor will mold

Ill

W.

D

<^

Be Beat^=Tlie Guthrie Flasher

N.

MATTHEWS & BkO

Carlclon Bulldlnx

MOTOR DRIVEN

A SIGN FLASHER WITHOUT A MOTOR

FORGE BLOWERS

A FEW ADVANTAGES OF THIS
FLASHER OVER ALL OTHERS:
First.— The Price Is lower.
Srcoorf.— It has fewer pans and is therefore the simplest tlasbcr on the market.
Tblrd.—W. has no motor to causo trouble and coosume

Fourth.— li costs nothtnR to operate ihU

THEY EMBODY
NORTHERN MOTORS

flasher.

Fifth,— H only occupies a space of 5 x H Inches.
S/xt6.— It can be reRuIated to flash any signs or show

window lights in any manner desired.
Any combination of lights, without motor or

factory, convenleot oper-

cylinder.

Sli- Leail.t

Simplest and best on the market.

Works on any current.
The dtsad vantage of a

We

have overcome this
that meets a long

No.

iS.ll.'i.

NORTHERN ELECTRICAL
was the motor question.
and are potting out an article

flasher
felt

MANUFACTURING
.

DOXSEE-BARRERE ELECTRIC

^

General Agents for

.Chicago,

III.

St.,

MECHANICAL,

CONTINUOUS RAIL JOINT CO. OF AH.

ELECTRICAL,

Engineering
,^
_

CO.

U. S. A.

ST. LOUIS
United States and Ce^n&de^

1108-lllOPiDe

AeentS Wanted

CO.

want.

STEAM,

NEWARK,

CIVIL

CiTiiplotTand Bhort courBCS, Ttorongtily ogalpped
enmnoorlng nhopB. Bliop work from the beelDnlnir. Short ooiiraeH In Sloam and Electrical
Englaeorlng. EipeaBCB low. AccommodatlooB tao
tI™obest.' School all year. StadentB may enter any
Correspondence iteam and electrical cooraeB. Bend
for catalogue. Mention course In which Intoreatod.

OVER
..^

,

MILES

^.

N. J.

20,000
IN

USE

But write today
authorizing us to insert your

convention announcement

DES MOINES, IOWA.

HIGHLAND PARK COLLEGE,

Don't Procrastinate

PRICE $10 LIST The

JAMES
JAMES

A.
A.

SPARGO WIRE

SPARao.

Pres. and Gen'l

Manufacturers

Mgr.

of

in

the great Electric Light Convention issues of the W^estern
Electrician of June 3d. 10th
and 17th.
Do not wait for our representative to call upon you.
N. Y. Do not wait for us to write

CO.

BARE AND TINNED COPPER WIRE
FINE SIZES A SPECIALTY

chlc.go Olflce, 1501 Monadnock Bldg.

ROME,

you.
THE
TRADE.
WRITE

NATIONAL CODE STANDARD

RELIANCE INSTRUMENT CO.
60-68 W. Van Buren

St.,

"0. K." Weatlierprool Wire.

Chicago.

Slow

YOST SPECIALTIES.

-

Burning Weatlierprool manent

and Meal lire.

Sookais, Walt
Sockets,

Prlca*

and Sample* on Application.

Weatherproof
Sockets,
Rosettes,
Receptacles,

Cord
Adjusters.
Cataloguo tof
the asking,

THEYOST ELECTRIC MFG.
TOLEDO, OHIO.

CO.

Phillips Insulated
Office

Wire Co.

and Factory: PAWTUCKET.

Wm
W//^ei//^G
WW//
W^t/i/N£^

These
convention issues
will be of extraordinary advertising impoi^ance.
They
will reach practically every
buyer of electrical machinery
or supplies in the United
States. They will be of per-

R.

L

^/i/Yi//^/icri//?//yc.

^9±^^^M^.^yc^<=^o.

interest.

They

will

be richly illustrated.
They
will correspond in importance
with the importance of the
convention itself. The issue
of June 3d will be distributed
atthe convention. The issues
of June 10th and 17 th will
contain the report of the convention proceedings.
Reserve space no^w^.
Send us copy for your announcement, or authorize us
to prepare copy and submit it
for your approval.

Don't Procrastinate

-

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN
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WAKTEO, FOB SATE
WANT

similar

onrf
advertise-

COliCSIN

ELECTRICAL MATERIAL FROM THE WORLD'S

$r.jo an
additional -words jc each,

ments (jo zi/ords or
insertion;

/ess),

POSITION WANTED advertisements

{JO

words or

less),

An

FAIR, ST. LOUIS, 1904

opportunity to secure rare bargains in everything used in this line,
has seen but limited service and is pr actically as good as new for further use.

$1.00 an in-

sertion: additional vjords zc each.

LEAD COVERED CABLES.
t

POSITION WANTfiD.

Size.

Conductor.

This material that we are offering

WOOD CONDUIT.

Weatherproof and Rubber Covered Wire.

Voltage

All sizes from No. 14 to 600,000 C. M.

100,000

Feet, Size 4!4 x 4>4.

INCANDESCENT LAMPS

MISCELLANEOUS

some central station as foreman
ofany branch of eletrical work. Good reference,
also good reasons lor change; cannot consider
under *75 per month. Address BOX 469, care of
Western Electrician, Chicago.

200,000 Lamps, used a short time, and in
good condition for further service. Have
been tested. They are 104 voltage, Edison

300,000 No. 9171 Porcelain, Edison Base
Receptacles.

POSITION WANTED.

original cases of 200, 250 and 400 Lamps,
ranging from 100 to 110 voltage, 8 and 16
candlepower. General Electric make. Price
case lots, XVA cents.
each

electrician, in

idlepower.

In lots

ot

1,000,

ch5c

50.000 Weatherproof "Bryant" Sockets.
1,000,000 split glazed B. & D. Wiring

150,000 orand new Incandescent Lamps in

m

AS superintendent or electrician of lighting
or combined light and water plant;
have had 17 years' experience in managing and
operatlnj? lighting plants, 20 year* with boilers,
engines and water-works; results guaranteed;
now employed as superintendent of light and
Address BOX 472, care
water cDmpany.
Western Electrician, 510 Marquette Building,

company

Chicago,

20,000 Colored Incandescent Lamps, brand
new, never used. General Electric make,
104 voltage, Edison base; colors. Amber,
Green, Opal and Ruby; put up 200 in a case.
Price each. 22 cents are worth 35 cents each.
20.000 Incandescent Lamps, voltages 100
to 120, Edison. T. H. and Westinghouse
base: 8, 10, 16, 20 and 25 candlepower; put
up 250 in a case, second selection. Price
each in case lots. 10^ cents.
;

111.

POSITION WANTED.
unmarried, 25 years
of age, good technical education, 5 years' shop
experience as machinist, 1V^ years' ofBce experience on electrical apparatus and switchboards. Have some experience in testing field.
Address BOX 471, care Western Electrician,
610 Marquette Bldg., Chicago. 111.

Draughtsman

CHICAGO HOUSE WRECKING COMPANY,

(electrical),

U.S. METAL

WANTED.
Experienced draughtsmen in Electrical ApMotors and Generators;
first-class men need apply state experience
and salary expected. Address BOX 470. care of
Western Electrician, 510 Marquette Building,

POLISH

;

GASOLINE SOLDERING IRON

AND BLOW-TORCH

Chicago.

I
•

WANTED.
Good wiremen

for single

Cfi

WANTED

R^eco

ARE YOU LOOKING FORTROUBLE?
IF SO, GET A COPY OF

I TELEPHONETROUBLES
AND HOW TO FIND THEM
S
S

??

I
I
•
S

BOTH MAGNETO AND COMMON BATTERY
SYSTEMS.
9th Edition Just Out.
Electrician

EMUEI.MANN BROS. MFG.

SIO aiBTqnette Bnildias,

"Satisfactory IflducBinents,

Good

Erie Railroad

CHICAGO.

Chicago to

New

Healtlifui

lation to resources, adaptability, markets
and advantages for manufacturing, and
:an advise with manufacturers in relation
For full
to the most suitable locations.

Co.

.

YAZOO

&

information address

FOR SALE
1-240
2-150
1-150
1-150

1-150
1-120
1-120

120

1

1-

90

1-

75

I- 75
1-

21 Cortlandt Street,

Send

for

list

our

Monthly Bargain Sheet

and net

R,

C.

VALLEY

R. R.

CLAIR,

Industrial Ocimlnii

Companj
New York

I

Park Row. Chi

Electrical book buyers buy electrical books
from the Electrician Publishing Co.. 510 Mar-

quette Bld^., Chicago.

fThe Unanimous Endorsement
by leading

railroads, gas engine manufacturers

users in general

75
Direct connected to Gates' Engine.

plete

R.

AND THE

l>iSSISSiPP.I

J.

LUIS JACKSON

K. W, General Electric Alternator, Three Pliase
"
"
Westingliouse
Single
"
"
"
"
Warren
"
"
"
"
Westinghouse
"
Wood
"
"
"
"
"
Stanley
"
"
"
General Electric
Three
" General Electric
"
Single
"
"
"
"
Westinghouse
"
"
*'
"
General Electric
"
"
Westinghouse
"
Two
"
"
Westinghouse
"
Single
"
Westinghouse
Two
"

Comniunities,

THE ILLmOIS CENTRAL

Indnstrial Commissioner. Erie Railroad

x-360

Rates,

Conditions,

ON THE LINES OF

York

The Erie Railroad Company's IndusDepartment has all the territory
traversed by the railroad districted in re-

221 Fifth Ave,, Chicago

Freieht

Labor

trial

Write for particulars to day.

Mfg.

"

CO., Indianapolis, Ind, U. S. A.

Favorable

They are very easy to sell at this season and we pay big commissions.

Flasher

OFFERED
LOCATIONS
WITH

Locations for Industries

Publishing Co.,

and Improved

Electric

our Special Catalogue

ELECTRICAL
AND OTHER
INDUSTRIES
ARE

Price, 25c.

Reynolds Sign FlaLshers

Reynolds

Ask for
lo. 567.

orli.
Nothing complicated. No pump tc
get out of order.
too hot and never too cold.
No wind will b
Can be changed to blow-torch Instantly. Can
In any tool kit or lineman'it belt. Will last
Used hy electriclana, linemen, tinners, plui
painters.
Gnaranteed lo give satisfaction. If your
jobber does not handle them, write us lor illustrated

and polyphase work.

Permanent
to four years' experience.
Apply
positions for reliable and sober men^
Three

15,000 Porcelain Cut-outs.
26.000 Plugs.
2,000.000 Unglazed Porcelain Tubes.
40,000 Glass Insulators.

35th and Iron Sts., CHICAGO.

paratus, Switchboards,

only

Knobs, sizes 314. 4'/, and hVi20,000 No. 8 Standard Porcelain Knobs.
200,000 Single Wire glazed Porcelain

is

and primary battery

due to the sure and constant current delivery

that characterizes
with com-

prices.

GREGORY ELECTRIC

Edison Primary Batteries

CO.

54-62 5. Clinton St., Chicag^o,

III.

This

Galvanometers
$5.00 EACH

from

is

the result of the following distinctive features:

local

resistance during

catalogue

PLACE YOUR
In

Imnnedlate Returns.

of cell.

For further

particulars,

write

for

7.

FACTORY, ORANGE,

«»^

the

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,

life

Freedom

constant decrease of internal

Edison Mfg. Company,

"Want" and "For Sale"
advertisements

action and polarization;

NEW

YORK,

31

UNION SQUARE.

CHICAGO,

N.
304

J.

WABASH AVENUE.

I

EDISON COMPANY
CHICAGO
REPAIR SHOPS
76 MARKET STREET, CHICAGO.
TELEPHONE MAIN
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT.
1280.

FIRST-CLASS EQUIPMENT THROUGHOUT.

t

'

May

13,
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OFFICIAL TRAIN
TO THE
National Electric Light Association Meeting at

DENVER «"° COLORADO SPRINGS
JUNE

6, 7, 8

AND

For the exclusive use

9, 10,

I

I,

1905.

of delegates, supply

and

their friends

men,

ladies, via

BURLINGTON ROUTE
(C, B.

$c

Q. RY.)

Operating in conjunction with the Pennsylvania R, R.
It is planned to run a special train out of New York as a second section of the Pennsylvania Limited, leaving
York sometime Saturday morning, June 3d. It is proposed to make this train in every respect a duplicate of
the Pennsylvania Limited, viz., the same beautifully equipped parlor smoker, dining car, sleepers and possibly an
observation car. This Pennsylvania Railroad section will run through solid to Denver. At Chicago, however, the

New

Burlington section or strictly western train, will be coupled on to the Pennsylvania or eastern section of the train, and
both trains thus united will be hauled as a solid train from Chicago direct to Denver over the Burlington route. An
exact schedule has not as yet been made, but it now looks as though this train would certainly arrive in Chicago sometime Sunday morning, June 4th. It is the purpose to allow several hours in Chicago for a " breathing spell." This
combination train will then leave Chicago sometime the same afternoon, and it is the plan to land the entire party from
the combination train in Denver, Monday afternoon, June 5th, in ample time for supper and the evening's amusement.
In view of the enthusiasm displayed relative to this western convention and the fact that all berths on the train
are not " lowers," (!) those desiring to join the convention party and go West from Chicago to Denver over the

Burlington should, without delay, early

BURLINGTON ROUTE, 2U

make

ST.,

ing to reservations for Asst. Master of Transportation

Frank

Reservations for the return

A

rate of $30.00 for the

trip

round

S.

over the Burlington
trip

DIRECT, addressing F. E. BELL, City
CHICAGO, who is handling all inquiries

reservations

CLARK

Agent,

Passenger

appertainL. Perry of the National Electric Light Association.

may

be

has been authorized for

made

at

Denver or

at

Colorado Springs.

this meeting.

For any additional information address as above
F. E.

BELL, City Passenger Agent, Burlington Route

211 S. Clark St.,

CHICAGO

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

graceful

Fifty-Line

Appearance

Quarter

Simple

Sawed Oak

Lines.

Among

the cities in which

has

it

appeals to

Exterior of

Attractive

Thoroughly

been so
popular that

seasoned

wood

has been
copied

by other
manufac-

Finished in

Golden

Gold Medal

Grand Prize
Highest

Award

Award
Louis

Buffalo

St.

Exposition

Exposition

1902

1904

The Strongest, Longest Lived, Most Efficient Switchboards made.
telephone experts will tell you that.

&

Kellogg Switchboard

Fall River, Mass.

Clayton, Mo.

Bedford,
Mass.
Los Angeles, Cal.
San Diego, Cal.
Hopkinsville, Ky.
Sioux City, la.
Cleburne, Tex.
Columbus, Ga.
South Bend, Ind.
El Paso, Tex.

Oak

Highest

Columbus, Ohio
Dayton, Ohio
Lincoln, Neb.
Portland, Me.
Auburn, N. Y.
Lewiston, Me.
Auburn, Me.

Medford, Wis.
St. Marys, O.
Woodstock, N. B.
Westerly, R. I.
Manchester, la.
Princeton, N. J.
Albuquerque, N. M.
Van Wert, O.
Battle Creek, Mich.

New

Light or
turers

All

of its

economy

and maintenance;

Investor, because

places

the securities of a

City,

telephone

Wausau, Wis.
basis,

Germany

CHICAGO,

company on a

and keeps them

firm

stable

profitable.

Van Buren and Morgan

PHILADELPHIA

accuracy,

To the

Automatic Electric

Supply Co.

CLEVELAND

pany, because

it

Hastings, Neb.
Berlin,

its

Company
Streets

U. S. A.

When a man's electrical business shows a steady and
healthy growth; when he sees only the bright side of
things and never endeavors to discover a possible dark side;
when he says business conditions are improving, you

BITUMINIZED FIBER

be pretty safe
Western Electrician
will

CONDUIT

in

assuming that he advertises

Uncle
away

Sam

in

1

McLean,
Mercer,
at less

the

ACRES OF LAND

has this amount of land to give

60-acre

Stutsman,

in

p times a year.

8,000,000

Kidder,

tracts,

Logan,

in the counties of

Mcintosh,

Wells,

Emmons, Morton, Olive,
Stark and Billings, North Dakota,
Burleigh,

than

20 Cents an Acre
The American Conduit Company has a corps

of experts

underground construction and is prepared to furnish supervision ot work if desired, We would prefer
underground
in

to co-operate with contractors

struction, but if desired \
and take contracts for CGI
in any part of the United States

Lowest of Rates

con-

In

.

and Canada,

NORTHERN PACIFIC
RAILWAY

American Conduit Co.
Main
Manhattan
Offices: 16OS-6

170 Broadway, Hew

Address

C.

los Angeles

— /'or

information, C. W. Molt, Cen-

tral Emigration Agent,

Building, JUiicago

other Olficem:
Yoflr. 336 Macy St.,

of

To the Operating Com-

Can.
Wilmington, Del.
Riverside, Cal.

because

secrecy;

its

of operation

Pentwater, Mich.
Toronto Junction,

Traverse
Mich.

promptness,

its

and

Congress & Green Streets
CHICAGO
LOS ANGELES

To the User,

Augusta, Ga.

Chicago, 111.
Grand Rapids,
Mich.

This

Design has

all.

been adopted are:

for the entire

the Cabinet

much

the telephone system that

Is

Capacity

comes from

it

13, 1905

THE AUTOMATIC

Kellogg Express Switchboard Cabinet
The

May

-

St.

A. Matthews, Gen. .4gl.

South Clark

Paul; for rates,
Pass. Deft., soS

Street, Chicago, III.

May

13,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN
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STROMBERG-GARLSON

ETAPHONE

Generator Call Visual Signal Switchboard.
Has the advantage of beiriK' as rapid
and costs less to maintain than a lannp
board.
small cost.
siprnal

Effective service

Intercommunicating Telephone

at

System

restor-

is

ing on in-

sertion

plug

Automatic

Key shelf

Signals
self

so

No Cross Talk

low,

operator
can use an
ordinary

of

in

Easiest to

Made

chair

jack

install.

in

diflfereiu

finishes.

The METIPHONE
is

the

best

for

rm\-

1101

telephone installation.

This type of cabinet has all the advantages
and none of the disadvantages of many
boards twice its size. Bulletin sent free for

GET OUR OATALOO
A HO PRIOES

the asi<!ng. Write to-day.

Anderson &

STROMBERG-CARLSON

TEL, MFG. CO.

sf cm»Go

BRANCH OFFICE,

GENERAL OFFICE,

ROCHESTER,

CHICAGO,

N. Y.

international
Teiepitone

Burns'

COm

i\fifgm

Nachman

Phone Harrison 4968

ILL.

ARNOLD
TELEPHONE
Tite

Adjustable

Telephone

HIGH GRADE

Teiepitone

Apparatus

For Flat or Roll

Top Desks
"^

Ho. 83-87

Compare

ours to others.

Made any

Send us your

PRICE $1.00

length desired.

orders.

MORE THAN REGULAR DESK SETS

Harplson and Olinton Sts.

AMERICAN ELEGTRIG TELEPHONE GO.

CHICAGO

CHICAGO

THE DENVER AND
RIO GRANDE R. R.

The

Electrician Publishing Co., 510 Marquette Bldg.,

Chicago.

Headquarters

for all

latest Electrical

Books.

Is a handsome st«el encloses telflphone.
In
the home from room of mistress to kitchen.
or laundr>-. Saves hundreds of steps.

librar>-

Write

for Catalogue.

has more scenic attractions, mountain resorts, mineral springs, hunt-

Steel dad.

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL SUPPLYCO
It is

rates for the

Epworih

League and G. A. R. Conventions.

Chicago's
New
New

G. P.

and

T. A.
Denver, Colo.

each telephone.

New Supply House

R.

and up-to-dale
handling orders.

New and

method

of

interesting prices.

St.,

Agt.

Chicago.

Price, with batteries.

S2.SO
3,2B

Arnold Electric
Manufacturing Go.
MANUFACTURERS

C.NICHOL,

Coml
242 Clark

Price, without batteries.

and well assorted slock.

Write for free llIuBtrated booklets.

S.K. HOOPER.

for Installation.

i

Portland Exposition.
It has the hiRhest class modern
equipment and through car service.
It has a superb dining car service.

Low summer

Shipped ready

Full directions with

the only line passing tbrougli

Lake City en route to snd rom
California and North Pacific Coast.
It is the most attractive line to the
Salt

Lasts forever. Made as lllustraied.
designed for separate batteries: also made
complete with batteries mounted directly upon
telephone back, enclosed In neat box.
order.

any

ing and fishing grounds than
in the world.

other railroad

85-85-87 FIFTH AVE CHICAGO

95 Jackson Boulevard, CHICAGO

.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

CLEAN BOILERS
keeps

it

stops corrosion

off,

and foaming.

for analysis.

Tolephone: Harrison 3930 and 3931.

ARE YOU LOOKING FORMONEY?
buy WALRATH OAS OR GASOLINB ENQINES
and get light on the subject.

If so,

Slipping.

SEND FOR A FREE SAMPLE.
JOSEPH DIXON CRUCIBLE CO., Jersey City. N.

case takes off the scale,

suit the

to

:I9CAFZ,

DIXON'S
all

THE WALRATH

J.

It will produce as good a commerctal light as tbat of an auto*
matlc steam engine, either belttd
or direct-connected generator.
Simple, Economical and Reliable
Send for Catalogue

DIESEL ENGINES
Operating on

W
MARINETTE
QAS ENGINE CO..

CRUDE or FUEL Oil

Guaranteed Fuel Consumption
on variable load, ranging from ^ to full

CHICAOO HEiaHTS, ILL.
AGENCIES

load

Keystone Engineering

Co.,

Strong, Carlisle

Kw. Hours

125^ Gals, per 100

1905

\A/ORKS,
A CMEIIVIIOAL.
Preeldsnl

ILL.

SOLID BELT DRESSING
Prevents

13,

Dearborn Water Treatment
made

Send gallon of water

BORN DRUO
227-234 Postal Telegraph Building, OHICACO,

May

Farmer

s

Bank

& Hammond

Bldg., Pittsburg. Pa.
Co., 61-67 Franiifort St., Cleveland,

Mackay Engineering

Co.,

Ohio
149 Broadway, N. Y.
52 When Bldg., Indianapolis, Ind.

C. H. Seidenglanz.,

SUITABLE FOR ALL STATIONARY POWER

JEFFREY gu^Kt^ DREDGES-

For further Information address

AMERICAN DIESEL ENGINE COMPANY
NEW YORK

Broadway

11

ff
Jhe Rhosphor Bro Nz E SmeltingCo.Umited,

REG.TRADE MARKS

2200 WASHINGTON AVE.,PHILADELPHIA.
"ELEPHANT BRAND PHOSPHOR-BRONZE"
ING0TS,CASTINGS,WIRE,RODS,SHEETS,ETC.

— DELTA

r/w-j^npijjiaiK"

/X

^
^.

METAL

CASTINGS, STAMPINGS AND FORCINGS
ORIGINAL AND SoleMakers IN THE U.S.
STralif

COLORADO
MIDLAND RY.
Midland

aFi|ta

ExVih^-Mntk guarantp^s qualttg.

©ifp Ifart iJIfg. (Ha., ^w:tfori,

Nfm Unrk

(MIDLAND ROUTE)

V Route y

<8>

Snaton

Qlotttt.
STtarmtto,

ffilfiragn

®nL

THRO' PULLMAN TOURIST

SLEEPERS EVERY DAY FROM
jJXliVJ^^

ST.

LOUIS

or

CHICAGO

to

CALIFORNIA

ffmE-GRAPHITEP

Through the Heart of the Rockies Via Salt Lake.
Observation Parlor Cars on ail Day Trains.
r

trip

COMMUTATOR

M

There's

Friction

the Flbre-GraphlU Conunatator Bnuh.
Being 90 percent, pyre grapliite,It Iptnreflow
resletaDce, do sparking nnder a varying load, and
TLere la no greasing reqaired.
longer wear.

The

througd

No

whb

Fibre-Graphite

is

therefore the moat ccob
Send for price Uit.

Domic brush on the market.

HOLMES FIBRE-GRAPHITE MFG. CO.
SrSS Wakefield St.,

H.

W. JACKSON,

Qen. Agt.,

C. H.

SPEERS,

Qen. Pass. Agt.,

Germamown, PHILADELPBU.

DENVER

CHICAQO, ILL.

SAMSON TURBINE
The

gates on the

able parts have a

SAMSON
maximum

are so constructed that

material used in their construction

points

insure

a

long

life

all

mov-

wearing surface, furthermore, the

to

the

is

of the finest.

gate,

and

These two

consequently

prevent leakage.

THE JAMES LEFFEL &

CO.,

307 Lagonda

St., Springfield, Ohio, U. S. A.

RI.F.CTRICIA'

May

CEDAR POLES
YARDS THROUOHOUT THE NORTHWIST
GOOD STOCK -PROMPT SHIPMENTS

WANT POLES

YOU

IF

quote ytiu on tliese
other aiies you ni:iy

and TIES

DULUTH LOG

yiiii

<n

CO., Duluth, Mini

w.inl our prices, eupccially

acven-inch, twenty-fives and

(ix-incli, tliirtics.

May wc

IMMEDIATK SiUI'MKNT? Can also quote you
need. Wc also liavc plenty o( those "Trolley" tic« yet.
fi>r

nui

on any

MALTBY CEDAR COMPANY, 509 Phoenix Block, Bay City, MIohlgan.
Pittsburg Agents, TIppor Sc Patton, 000 Bessemer Bul.'dlng.

rXEDARPOlES

POLES
MICHIGAN and IDAHO CEDAR
hii:

r.

His.si:ll ( >(»ii»ANV.

'I(>!.i;i)f).<>.

All Lengths ANt> SIZES

When

In Colorado
IJe

sure

Over the Far

and go

POLES, TIES, POSTS.

THE PORTER CEDAR CO.,
SABINAW, MICH.

Famed Loop

POLE HOLE

(Denver to Silver Plume and return)

VIA THE

WHITE CEDAR POLES
HALL

COLORADO &
SOUTHERN RY.

L. BR00K5
52 WISC0r4SIN AVBNUB

TOMAHAWK, WIS.

trips.

Handsome

T. E.

Its

ii Simple and Aatomfttic
Push Down. Pull Up and L«t Go."

AcilOD

For Electric Light

POLE DEALERS ADVERTISING
IN

on

FISHER, General Passenger Agent
DENVER, COLORADO

T^

Telephone and

THE

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN OBTAIN MOST EXCELLENT RESULTS BECAUSE IT
PLACES THEM IN TOUCH WITH
ACTUAL BUYERS OF POLES.
TRY A CARD.

illustrated

literature eent to any address
receipt of three cents postage.

DIGGER

I^^^^wj

Juit

It l8 the finest one-day trip in the
country. Takes you through one of
the grandest canyons in the State
and over the most marvelous teat of
engineering in the Rocky Mountains.
We have many other fasclnatlngone-

day

"WESTERN"

We want your Inquiries always.

PRODUCERS.

Telef raph Cos.
It

operates easily at anv depth

—It will dig a four-foot hole with
the hand leveraoove ground, but
may be used at a much greater
depth.
It
will handle stones,
disoharie sticky soli and mane
hoIe5 of any size. On account of
Its driving power and ease of
handling it will dig ihroui.-ii any
' '
ihisb to prav

^=>

"

"

Idaho Cedar Poles

WABASH
Summer Tours

Pacific

coast pole

co.

SPOKANE, WASH.

WABASH Summer

C. S.
Q. P.

shall

in

U
I
PALMER, I
G. p. Agent,
I

contemplation.
ntemplation.

be glad

to
to assist you.
y

CRANE,

ft.

&

L.

T.

Agent.

ST. LOUIS.

two

with

hand

levers

instead of one.

Write us about any tour you
y

We

seven and eight-foot holes without Increasi..- their diameter. It
Is identical inaction with ihe one
shown in the cut. except that it
is provided with a lonper handle

Tour

Book— 1905, outlining many
very attractive summer vacation trips, with rates, etc.
may have

The regular dl^er. shown In
the accompanying cut, will dig a
five-foot hole without making It
larger :hau the pole requires. In
response to rcijuests from prominent telephone companies In
various seciloDs of the countr\we aUo have brought out a special
telephone dic-er whlob will dig

and

Write today for a Free copy
of

"

CHICAGO.

B

CEDAR
H. M.

POLES,
POSTS,
TIES,

Write for Full Deicrlptlon and
Operation

WESTERN STEEL GATE
TWO

LOUD'S SONS CO., Au Sable, Mich.
LARGE STOCK.

MICHIGAN WHITE

PROMPT SHIPMENTS.

CO.

RIVERS, WIS.

KELLOGG SWITCHBOARD & SUPPLY

CO., Chlcaero.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

May

C.n.WQRCESTER

13,

190S

CO.

SUITE IZOG TRIBUNE BI.DG. CHICAGO.
^WrlteforacopyofourTELECRAPH CODE FOR CEDAR PRODUCTS J

(>»'

COMPANY
PILLSBURY-WATKINS
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
LUMBER EXCHANGE.
CEDAR POLES, POSTS, TIES AND
-FootTies,Michigan'sBestWhiteCedar

Our

for Electric Railways,

7

Specialty.

ALSO TROLLEY POLES
Write

ns.

PERRIZO'& SONS,

Southern Cedar
NO ROTTEN BUTTS.

Are the Best.

POLES

BERTHOLD

POLES.

D.W. PHELAN,
277 Broadway, NewYork

IDAHO CEDAR

up to 80

ST. LOUIS.
ft.

TIES.

& JENNINGS,

WHITE CEDAR.
DAOGETT, MICH.

SOUTHERN
OAK TIES.

SJHINGLES.

OAK, CYPRESS and

YELLOW

Chemical Building.

POLES

W.

C.

STERLING & SON,

TIES.

MONROE, MICH.
leven Pole Yards in

PINE.

Mlcbi^n

Wholesale Producers for 20 years,

ROBT. FERRIS' BOOK

ON METERS

?eOAR

so SIMPLE THAT ONE WONDERS
AT THE COURAGE OF THE AUTHOR
ITTELLS JUST WHAT SOME
IS

'^;]\SiifBiiiiimSilSil&

ESTABLISHED

1862

^^ss

PEOPLE THINK THEY KNOW.
Written expressly for the men who handle
the pliers.
Sent prepaid on receipt of $1.00. Address

WM. MUELLER COMPANY
MARQUETTE 6L0G. CHICAGO.
EISMT DISTRIBUTINS YARDS
^^^^^^^^S^^^^S^^^^i^^^g^g^^^^^siP;^^
1211-12-13

•aso

ELECTRICIAN PUB. CO.,
SIO Msrquette

CHICAGO.

BIdg.,

W^^Mi*™^Conduits- _
"

Cedar

"RoOKERy"- ChiM|

TORREY
OEDAR CO.,
CLINTONVILLE, WIS.
Larit StfekConttaiiUy tn

READ BOOKS

Poles We
on

Hut

and think Electrical Thoughts.
have the books. Send for a catalogue.
ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

Electrical

Continuous and judicious advertising is the magic wand
which converts a little business into a big business.

Subjects,

510 Marquette BIdg., Chicago.

CENTRAL STATION HEATING
ONLY

We arc the originators

underground system of live and exhaust steam heating. Our
and builders of the
used for the utilization and distribution of exhaust steam from electric-light and power plants, for heating
residences, stores, public buildings, etc.
250 plants in successful financial and mechanical operation.
have the
only practical Steam Meter. Also manufacturers of Wooden Water Pipe, Steam Pipe Casing, Steam Traps, Consystem

is

We

densation Meters, Valves, Economizing Coils, Separators, and a

Write

for

the

STORY

of

full line of Steamfitters' Supplies.

DISTRICT STEAM HEATING

American
District Steam
Company
WESTERN offices: monadnock
MAIN OPFICES

LOCKPORT,

bldg.

N.Y.

CHICAGa.,II.L..

May

13,

Wr.STERN

1905

& CH£STnu
I

ELECTRICIAN'

ULLO
CLP/\T^

^z=

JUMI-PER

Several Yards

IMMEDIATE
SHIPMENT
The Largest Stocks

in

America

Western
Electric

Company
NEW YORK

CHICAGO
OTHER LARGE CITIES

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

May

13,

1905

WESTINGHOUSE
"Type

F''

Automatic Circuit Breaker

An Adjustable Carbon Break

Circuit Breaker

Costs only slightly more than 9^ switch with enclosed fuses
Occupies little space; size of base 8i in.x2f in. for all capacities
M&de

in sizes of 12i, 25, 50 a.nd 75 SLinperes
For 250-volt D. C. a.nd 440-voIt A. C. Circuits
R-BLnge 80^ to 180* o( rivted caLpoLCities
Front connection, overload release, single pole

CaLfi
'

by

be operaLted by haLfid Sls a. s\vitch
knob, which

raLising the insulatting

controls the tripping device

Write for Prices and FurtKer Irvforination

WestingKouse Electric

&

Mfg. Co.

Pittsburg, Pa.
Address Nearest

New

District Office

:

York, Atla.nta., DaLlla.s, Ba^ltlmore, Boston, Buffa.Io, CKlcado, Clnolnrta.tl, Clevela..nd, Denver, Detroit, Los Angeles, Minneapolis,
OrleBLns, PKll&delphla., Pittsburg. St. Louis, Salt Lake City, Sa..n Fr&nclsco, Syra^cuse, Sea.ttle.
Canada. Cai.naLdlaLn WestlngKouse Co., Limited, HaLiT\llton, Ontario. Mexico, G. <& O. Br&nlff & Co City of Mexico.

New

,

Crimshaw

ALU OUR WIRES

Raven White Core

pass Inspectloa and carry the above

NEW YORK

TRADE-MARKS on our tags.

Wealso manufacture

Raven Black Core
Crimshawand Competition Tapes and Splicing Compounds.

INSULATED WIRE COMPANY,
RDAMCHB&.J
BKANCtlES.j

„j

CHICAOO:

BOSTON:

Desplalnes St.

7 Otis St.

Sntall Lighting Plants
requiring a [storage

ba'tte/y

with

a

capacity to supply

lamps

25-16 C. P.
(or less) for 8

hours

(250-Ampereliours)
find all

needs

filled

by the

NORTH VtESTERM.
on

•

your telepb one,
police patrolr and

iI

fire-alarm storage
orage

\

Let

THE PLUME &ATWOOD MFG. CO.
York

Chicago

...

(2,000 H P.

auiL.DiN<s

EiUEOTRIO

battery work

Northwestern Storage Battery Co.,
28S Madison SU,

MAGNETIC CLUTCHES
\A/II.I.IAIVIS

us figuree

IS/lie^OMIIM

.

*ri-iEiwi

Ohicago,

down

to

^liO^A/'.

%

III,

H. P)

May

13.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

'903

23

FORM C ARC LAMPS

Easy to
trim, adjust, Inspect

thoroughly
rtllable, •fflcisnt, durabit

investigate

FORT WAYNE ELECTRIC WORKS

Allen Bradley Electric Controllers

WOOD"
SYSTEMS

Fort

Wayne,

Ind.

DUNCAN
DIRECT CURRENT

WATTMETERS
Most Sensitive
Most Accurate
Most Reliable
WRITE FOR BULLETIN AND PRICES
standard Controller

nADB

Bnclesed Controller

IN

ALL SIZES

American Electric Fuse Co.
Chicago

New York

DUNCAN ELECTRIC MFG.
LAFAYETTE,

IND.

CO.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

JOHN

HARD AND FLEXIBLE FIBER

GO.

IN SHEETS,

JtiKirPACTtTBED

Insulated

Wire

<

of

^^B^m

Bare

^^^H^i

^w*^

^^^H

Kinds

All

MAIN OFFICE ANE WORKS

New York

San Francisco

Cleveland

Chicago

RODS AND TUBD

1

THE KARTAVERT MAHUFACTURINR CO.

VULCANIZED
and

special shapes.

FIBRI

Catalogues and samples on application.

VULCANIZED FIBRE

CO.,

-

Wilmington,

HAZARD kr

N. J.

Philadelphia

Willllillglsi,|

Highest grades for electrical insulation aad meclianical porposes, in sheeti^
tubes, rods

Wire

TRENTON,

13, ig

KARTAVERli

SONS

ROEBLING'S

A.

May

^ctirEs"""

Rubber Covered, Weatherproof, Magnet
Wires, Office and Annunciator Wires.

HAZARD MANUFACTURING COMPAI

Atlanta

Wilkesbarre

New York

-

-

Chic

"FEMCO"
INCANDESCENT LAMPS.
t^

OLOPHAN F

GLOBES AND REFLECTORS
SPECIFIED FOR

CHICAGO POST OFFICE
RoilBCtor

Regular Tygie

Tjftte

"We manufacture

INDIANAPOLIS COURT HOUSE

a complete line. Standard, Reflector. Tipless,

Street Series and Miniature,

all

fuUy guaranteed

as

to Voltage,

Candlepo^'er, Efficiency and Useful Life.
for catalogue, it contains very interesting data for lam.p buyers.

Write

If

you want the

best

you

taust

buy

the

FEMCO.
THE FRANKLIN ELECTRIC MFG.

CO.,

General Office and Factory

HARTFORD, CONN.
NEW YORK
Havemeyer

BIdg.

There

is

No Higher-Class India-Rubber

Insulation

H A B RS H ANA/.
For Wires and Cables than

I

Authorized Manufacturers of the

IX
I

:xiBi.i

TUBE

NATURE.

The IndJa-Rubber and Cutta-Percha
MAIN OFFICE, Glenwood

Insulating Co.,

Worlcs,

IM- Y.
YOIMKI
» •••••••••••••••••••<*••••
WWW MW
^••••••<
W W»WWW —»•••••••••••••••••i
f MM M»»M ttW>
WMM»M»MW MW W
M M»M M»
I

Sales Office,
5 Cortlandt St., New York.

,

(093S)

'•••

»>

>

»B»»

>

»»

>»a

»

> Mi »>

>

>t

>>»»

8

>t»««>

«»t
«>»i
»»»«8»»>l«*i

l^^ll
TOl.

$3.00 Per Airui.

inVI.

CBICABO,

MAY

20, 1905,

10

Cut*

« Corr.

tIMPI
FY
AND CABLES.
HIVI 1^1.11
A WIRESINSULATED

.\atinniil

India

Kabber

RUBBER COVERED, WEATHERPROOF. UNDERGROUND AND SUBMARINE.

The Simplex Electrical

"""r.'hixson""^
t

Monailnoch Blork, CHICAGO

INHO-

l>iiriM

OFFICE AND FACTORY: BRISTOL,

Michigan College of Mines

KxpuNition,

ncdal fur ItubberliiMulation.
lHi»:{

^^1'^.

Ce.'»

RUBBER COVERED

Co.,

BOSTON, MASS.

10 Stato Street,

I

-World 'h Fnir.
Kabber InMulation.

Ilcdal for

P.

W. McNAIR.

A Stalo Inltltutlon

lo «rid mftklOK

ur

CIRCUIT BREAKERS

Kradiiatei, apply to

TUE MTANDABO FOB

I.

l-T-E

Pr«*l<laal

lo<-«t«'l

an active rnloiiiKdlHlrlct. Sunini,-r tcrni
t^Kton June 1-J. For year l>ook bad rt^ora nt

iiftc

R.

PBBSIOENT OK SECReTARY,

Hnfblti, Mid.

!

CUTTER ELECTRICAL CO

PHILADELPHIA

ItVBBKK

lN!>iL'IiATION.
Solo Manufacturers of

TRADE MARK.

CRESCENT RUBBER INSULATED

Wcalh>

Manson Tape, Candee

Okonite Wires, Okonite Tape,

THE OKONITE
H,'oy4nVo '» ,";

\

""•«•'•

""i'?'-

WIRESANDCABLES

Wires

CO., Ltd

253 Broadway, New

CRESCENT INSULATED WIRE AND CABLE CO.

Yirli

Ng»
83

'""'»"*•"''.!!

*!?S'ol"*'"'

Wlre$ are ttsled

Office

and Faclorj. TRENTON, N.

J.

DONT BUY

MANUFtCTURERS OF

SINGLE-PHASE SELF-STARTING

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

MOTORS AND CEILING FANS

JOSiEI^BORO, ISD.

al Factory.

Main

STREET.

"• CEHTURY ELECTRIC CO

Paranlte Rubbir Covered Wires and Cables,
UNDERGROUND, AERIAL, SUBMARINE AND INSIDE USE.
TELBPHONB, TELBORAPH AND PIRB-ALARM CABLES.
All

Yorii Offlco.

B«RCUY

ST. LOUIS,

Until

MO.

you have aeen our

new Catalogue and new
Price List.

Engineering

IF"

For

CiTOrleio iiQd Bhort coureeH. Thoroughly equlpjieil
•DBlncBrlntE Bhopn. Shop work from the be-

ARC LAMP and
TROLLEY CORD

Kloctrlcal
Slonlnfir. Short courflea ia Stofttn and
ogtneorlng. Expenaee low. Accommodations tno
b*»V School tU year. Stadents may enter any time.
Correipondence Bteam and electrical coareea. Bend
for cHlalOBue. Mention cc^urse In which In^ereBtod.

NI6HLAND PARK COLLEGE.

Manliattaii

Electrical

SDDBly Co.

ScDd for SAuipleH »nj Prlcc-

SA.IiXA097 OOX«I>A.OB WOSCICS,

DEt MOINES. IOWA.

SINGLE AND POLYPHASE

The JAMES

TRANSFORMERS

KUHLMAN ELECTRIC

Free to the trade.

Samson Spot Cord

CO.,

-

JAMES

A.

SPARQO WIRE

SPARQO.

Pres. anj Ocn

Manufacturers

I

CO.

Mjr.

of

BARE AND TINNED COPPER WIRE

Elkhart, Ind.

-

A.

FINE SIZES A SPECIALTY

chlcijo Olfic. 1501 .M,,n.dno,:k Bldz.

ROME,

N. Y.

AUTOMATIC

SERIES
ARC

''

CUT-

FOR EVERY ELECTRICAL SERVICE.

OUT
HAMACEK,

B. CHICAGO
AVJS-rilM
St CO.,
REPRESENTATIVE.

IVI.

For
Power. S«. Ry..
A. C. and O. C.
A. F.

SAFETY " RUBBER COVERED
WIRE AND CABLE

Series Circuits.

THE SAFETY INSULATED WIRE & CABLE

CHICAGO,

WORKS:

20I4KENM0RE

ILL.

layo

114-lie

e.N.J.

l.inKRTY STREET.

CO.,
H.

1'.

AVE.

ELECTRICAL

WESTON IIMSTRUMENT CO.,
Main

Oflice

and Works, Waverly Park,

NEWARK, N.

»7 fULTomsmesr

J.

Mil Siasdd Portable Direct Reading
Vollmeters,

Miiiivoltiseters,

Ammeters,

Milammeters,

Voltammeters,

Ground Detectors and Circuit Testers,

Ohmmeters.

Portable Galvanometers.

Our Portable Instruments are recoimized as
The Standard the world over. The 5eml-Portable Laboratory Standards are still better.
Our Station Voltnieter.s and Ammeters are
unsurpassed in point of extreme accuracy aJid
lowest'oonsumplion of energy.
iropean Weston Electrical Instru-

"

iseNo. 88.
,

Century Works, Lewis-

bam.
PARI3,

New

Fkasce— E. H. Cadlot. 12 Rue St. Georges.
Vopfe Oflice— 74 Cortlandt St.

.imers, Timeswitches,
For Signs. Letters, FL.
Lamps, Rubberrings and anychmg pertaining to Signs,
-,

-WRITE DIRECT TO-

HALLER MACHINE COMPANY
Designers and Maaufactarers, of Sbeetmetal, Electric and Machinery Specialties.

May

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

20, 1905

Reynold!
Horizontal -Vertical Engines

Occupies only two-thirds of the floor-space required by
a

horizontal

vertical

mum
With

cross-compound

engine,

and

permits

low pressure cylinder with consequent mini-

wear.

construction

this

there

is

no

liability

of

oil

being

thrown on the generator.
Especially adapted for large powers.

Bullock Electrical Apparatus
for

Allis-Chalmers

all

purposes

Co

Milwaukee, Wis., U. S. A.
Canadian Represenlatives. AUIs-Chalmers-BuUoct, Ltd.. Montreal

3,5 00
OR MORE WILL ATTEND THE

NATIONAL ELECTRIC LIGHT CONVENTION
To be Held at Denver and Colorado Springs,
June 6th to Nth inclusive
fully,

This greatest and most important convention in the
completely and in a manner befitting the

histor}'

of

the Association

will

be covered

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

Being a Western convention your advertisement should appear in the only western general electrithe
ELECTRICIAN; and it should correspond in size and importance with
the importance of the convention and of our convention issues of June 3rd, loth and 17th.
cal

journal

—

WESTERN

Write us today reserving space

Western

in a select

Electrician,

location.

510 Marquette BIdg., Chicago

—

—

May

WESTRRN ELliCTRICIAN

"fi.s

2",

—8

Storage BatteryCo.
The Electric PHILADELPHIA
MANUTACTURER OF THE

Cbloribe Hccumulator
I'^or

Central Stritions, Electric Railways, Isolated Li^^litin^ and
Fire Alarm,
PRKK

Tclcf^r;i|>li,

LItT* *N0

Tr:iin

Power

Stations,

Li;;hting, etc., etc.
UPON NKOUCaT.

I

SALI^LS OFPIC'KB:

N»w
AllORhi^ny Ave. and lOthSt.

uiuLDiNc;

I'LUii.u

Borrow,

YoiiK.

BO Slalc

100 Ilroadwiy

without

its

own

St

independent

ligliting

and power plant

not considered

i.^

modern.

Our

generators are

and department

The

giving

satisfactory

plant of the

FIRST NATIONAL

recent installations and consists of

16-C. P.

for 15,000

drive
villi, IhiII

.W</r,,.X

)'.

public

offices,

fans,

four

lamps and 400

i

Building of CHICAGO is one of our
D. C. Generators which furnish current
These motors
P. of Crocker-Wheeler motors.

H.

W.

elevators, compressors, etc.

Cilii

Ampere,

N. J.
CKicago Office :OId Colony

Offices

Electric Heating Apparatus

KLEIN'S

MAGNET WIRES

NORTHERN WIRE
& CABLE CO.

TOOLS

South Milwaukee
Wis.

PLATINUM

PLATINUM
IgDltloD rnsef

UeBlBtance wlrt

PLATINUM

®

Seod 2c stamp for oew cililojoe No. 6 of

COTTON
AND SILK

SIMPLEX ELECTRIC HEATING CO.,
Cambrldgeport, Mass.

Bldij.

^Bm

INSULATED WISES

UNIT" ENAMELED RHEOSTATS

buildings

BANK

50-K.

and Molont.

Branch

16

numerous

in

c.-n:

:i,i,ii,ji,,/ iri/i,'

initratoni

pumps,

service

stores.

:

PLATINUM

f

aAWERA^'coTriNC.
,

NEWARK.

N.

Grand Prize
versal Exposition
ST. LOUIS, 1004

J.

ALPHABETICAL INDEX TO ADVERTISEMENTS.
AUls-Chalmers Company
American Battery Co
Amer. Circular Loom Co
American Conduit Co

2

U
1

13

American Diesel Engine Co. .14
Amer. District Steam Co
19
Amer. Elec. Fuse Co
8
Amer. Elect'l. Supply Co
8
Amer. EL Telephone Co
17
Amer. Elec. A Controller Co. 7
American Electrical Works.. 11
Anderson & Nacbman
17
Arnold Co.. The
9
Arnold Elec. Mfg. Co
17
Automatic Electric Co
17
Babcock

A

Wilcox Co

Badt, F. B
Bailey, Fred.

—

W. C

Carhartt A Co., Hamilton....—
5
Central Electric Co
16
Central Tel. A El. Co
1
Century Electric Co
Chicago Edison Co
4, 13
Chic. Fuse Wire A Mfg. Co...—
Chicago House Wrecking Co.l2
10
Chicago Mica Co
10
Chicago Solder Co

Colonial Sign

A Insulator Co.—

9

Cornell. T. S

9

Couch

Co., Inc.. S.

19

—
10

Bossert Electric Construction

Co

19

—

Bryan,

Burlington R.

ByUesby

A

R

Co., H.

Dixon Crucible
Duliith

—
—
3

—
15

M

Dearborn Drug A Chem.Wks.14
Denver A Rio Grande R. R...U
Diamond Meter Company.... 4
9
Directory of Engineers

U

9

Buckeye Electric Co
Buckeye Engine Co
Bullock Elec Mfg. Co
Bunge.Otto

—

Co., Joseph.. 14
Doxsee-Barrere EleCl. Co....—

—

Wm. H

—

18

8

HallL
Biownell Co.. The
Bryan-Marsh Co
Brooks,

9

Duncan

Log Co
Elec. Mfg.

19

Co

5

Edison Decorative A Minia10
ture Lamp Departm't
Edison Mfg. Company
10
Electric Appliance Co

—

Electric Storage Battery Co.. 3

Electrician Pub. Company... 3
Emmelmaun Bros. Mfg. Co.—

I^oi*

—
H

James

10

D.

The F

Leffel

Maltby Cedar Company
Manhattan El. Supply Co
Marinette Gas Engine Co

17

,

Leather Preserv. M. Corp

13

Macbado A Roller

Bennett, L A
Berthold A Jennings
Big Four R. R
Blasell Co.

—

Pres-Ko Chemical Co

ly

Co.,

Pass

Hallberg,

J.

H

9

HaUer Machine Co
Hamacek, A. F
Hart Mfg. Co

l
J

11

Hartford Steam Boiler Inspection A Insurance Co....—

Hazard Manufacturing Co...—
Highland Park College. .... l

—

W. S
Hoflfman.G.
Holmes Fibre-Graph. Co
Holophane Glass Co

Hill Elec. Co.,

W

12

—

]

Insulating Company
International Elec. Meter Co. 14
International Tel. Mfg. Co... 17

B
9
Jeffrey Manufacturing Co
14
Johns-ManvUleCo.. H. W.... 23

d^ssifio<a. IndejKi o*

W

11

9
10
13

16

Mica Insulator Company
10
Michigan College of Mines.. 1
Minneapolis CedarA Lbr.Co.l9
Miscellaneous Advs

R

12

Mueller Company, William.. 19
Munsell A Co., Eugene
10

—

—

,

Monon

—

AW.

Matthews A Bros. W. N
McCandless ACo.. H.
McLennan A Company, K
McRoyClay Works
Mechanical Appliance Co

R.

—

Ins.

Wire Co

U

Northern Elect'l Mfg. Co. ...12
Northern Pacific R. R
16
Northern Wire A Cable Co... 3
Northwestern Storage Battery

Co

—
4

Sons

19

W

19

Phelan, D.
Phillips,

Eugene

F

Phillips Insulated
Phoeuii Glass Co

Phosphor- Bronze
Plgnolet, L.

ll

Wire Co. ..U

S.

—

Co

M

10

Pillsbury-WalkinsCo
Pittsburg

A

L. S.

14

18

Iron C0....18

Plume AAtwood Mfg. Co....—

Relsinger.

Company

IS

—
—

Hugo

Reliance Instrument Co
Replogle Governor Works.. .—
Reynolds El. Flasher Mfg.Co.ll
RobblusA Myers Co.. The. ..22
Robert Instrument Co.. The..—
Robertson A Sons. Jas. L. .... 13
Roebling's Sons Co., J. A
22
Euebel-Sch wed tmann- Wells,. 9
Runzel-Lenx Elec. Mfg. Co...—

12

National Carbon Co
4
National Electric Co
13
National India Rubber Co
i
Nernst Lamp Co
New Idea Soldering Paste Co.22
New York Central R. R
19

New York

19

A Weed
tV:

Porter Cedar
13

Co

Seymour, Inc

1

9

—

Illinois Central Ry
12
Incandescent Electric Light
Manipulator Company
Indiana Rub. A Ins. W. Co
India Rubber A Gutta Percha

Jackson, D. C.

—
—

M

o

—

Humphrey, Henry H
Hunt & Co., Robt. W
Hunter Fan A Motor Co

Co.. H.

A

Parsell
Perrlzo

1

Gregory Electric Company ... 12

—

A W. Fuse Company

Co

Fowler-Jacobs Company
Franklin Elec. Mfg. Co

A

3

y

Electric

8

—
—

—

Kuhlman

5

22

Crescent Ins. Wire A Cbl. Co. 1
3
Crocker- Wheeler Co
Crollus A Son, E. R
Cutler-Hammer Clutch Co.. 8
Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co.... ..21
Cutter Co., Geo
CutterElec. A Mfg. Company 1

,

Kohler Brothers

Pacific Coast Pole

Loud'sSons

Baln,For«e
U
Inc
3
Baker A Co., W. E
9
Bay State Lamp Co
Beardslee Chandelier Mfg. Co.—
Belden Mfg. Co
Benjamin Electric Mfg. Co.

BakerA Co

18

9

Gould Storage Battery Co
C
Green Fuel Economizer Co.. 14

9

H

Lamp Co....—

16. 18

Letbeiile, Paul
9
Llndsley Brothers Company.. 19
Locke Insulator Mfi;. Co

—

pany of America

Fostorla Incand.
Fowler, John H

ply Company
Kemp. R. W
KlelnASons, Mathtas

General Electric Co
9, 10
General Storage Battery Co.. 10
Gleason, John. L
4

Colorado A Southern R. R....19
Colorado Midland R. R
Columbia Incand. Lamp Co..
Continuous Rail Joint ComCooper-Hewitt Elec. Co
Cope, T.J

Kartavert Manufacturing Co.—
Kellogg Switchboard A Sup^

"For Sale" Advertisements.. 12
Ft. Wayne Elec. Works. Inc. .21

—

.A.<a--voi.*t:isexan.ei:i.ts

A Cable Co..
Cordage Works

Safety Ins. Wire

Electric

Co

l
1

—
—

—

Company
Sunbeam Incan. I^mp

16

Co...

Torrey Cedar Company
Tray Plate Battery Co
Trumbull Elec. Mnfg. Co
Turner Brass Works

19

S
—
—

Underhlll. Chas. R
9
Union Electric Mfg. Co
Universal Co., The.
Universal Elec Stor. Bat. Co. T

—
—

Valenttne-Clark Co.. The.... 18
VanNostraud Co.. D
Vulcanized Fibre Company.. SS

—

Wabash R. R.
Wagner Electric Mfg. Co
Walsh's Sons A Company
Warren Elec Mfg. Co
Wesco Supply Co
Western Display Co
Western Electric Company
Western Steel Gate Co

18
7
IS
11

10

—

..13
|g

—
—

Willis.

Simplex Elea Heating Co.... 3
Snyder A Hunt Co
Spargo WireCo.. Jas. A
1

—

See

W

Westinghouse
Electric
A
Manufacturing Co
20
Weston Electrical Inst. Co... I
Whitehead Machinery Co...
Williams Elec. Machine Co..—

Sargent A Lundy
SauquoitSllk Mfg. Co
IS
Schneider A Co.,
O
Schoit.W. H
9
S. E. :tUssouri Cypress Co....
Shelby Electric Co
Slgnaloid Chemical Works. .11
Simplex Electrical Co., The.. 1

C

Standard Eloc. Mfg. Co
17
Standard Underg. Cable Ca...—
Stanley— G. I. Elec Mfg. Co.—
Stanley Instrument Co
&
Stanton. LeRoy
9
Sterling A Son, W. C
18
Stow Mfg. Company
Stromberg-Carlson TeL Mfg.

I*^g:e O.

—

G.M

9

Woolley Fdy. A Macb. Wks..—
Worcester Company. C H
1
—
Wrigley Co.. Thos.
. . . .

TesberaMfg. Co.,

—

Yost Electric Mfg. Co

10
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MANUFACTURED BY

Motors,
Switches,

Arc Lamps,
Circuit Breakers,

Co.

Etc., Etc.

CHICAGO EDISON COMPANY,
"Flexduct"

is tha.t

high standard required in &!! high-class work.

It is

very

1

39 Adams

flexible. Sl

Street,

CHICAGO.

high insulaLtion and indestructible

FLEXIBLE CONDUIT
"Flexduct" the National Code SteLndard.

It

does not deteriora.te, n.lwaLys \is8LbIe

to

highest degree

OSBURN FLEXIBLE CONDUIT COMPANY,

NEW YORK

SAN FRANCISCO

CHICAGO

Qleason's

BROGKSMITH DYNAMO CASTINGS

Moulding

Castings, Punchings, flaterials

and Blue Prints

structing the

Dynamo,

for con-

Boxes.

Brocksmith

riotor,

Dynamotor,

Hotor-Qenerator, Single-Phase
Send

Rectifier, A. C. Generator, etc.

postal

for descriptive

Send

for

Catalogue No. 26

price

PARSELL
129-131

West

$(

WEED

JOHN

31 St Street

NEW YORK

pamand

phlet

L.

list

GLEASON

290 South St.

CITY

A NO. 2-ReaULAR

B NO^ 2-REaDLAR

Janislc. Plain,

SCHEEFFER INTEGRATING

WATTMETER
Tyre E for Alternating Current

Type F for Direct Current Circuits

DUST AND BUG PROOF
IMPROVED CONSTRUCTION
MOVING PARTS ARE EXTREMELY LIGHT,
INSURING A HIGHLY SENSITIVE AND ACCURATE METER.
WRITE FOR PRICES AND DESCRIPTIVE
[LITERATURE.

DIAMOND METER COMPANY,
ALTERHATIHB CURRENT.

to

PEORIA,

ILL.,

U.S.A.

DIRECT CURREMT.

Mass.

May

20,

WF.STF.RN

TO"

F.LECTRiriAN'

DELTABESTON MAGNET WIRE
AN ASBESTOS-COVERED WIRE FOR FIELD AND ARMATURE WINDING
No. 3 to

SI20S

18 B.

dL

S.

CauK"

ABSOLUTELY MOISTURE-PROOF AND INDESTRUCTIBLE BY TEMPERATURE RISC
WRITE FOR PRICES

^

OEMERAL WEarTRM AOEMTS
Temporary

Offices,

207-209-211 East Jackson Blvd., CHICAGO

DUNCAN

«>ii»ii«j(|tV

mmmin

DIRECT CURRENT

H OLOPHAN
E
AND REFLECTORS

WATTMETERS

GLOBES

SPECIFIED FOR

CHICAGO POST OFFICE
Most Sensitive
Most Accurate
Most Reliable

INDIANAPOLIS COURT HOUSE

WRITE FOR BULLETIN AND PRICES

DUNCAN ELECTRIC MFG.
LAFAYETTE,
When

CO.

IND.

a man's electrical ideas flow freely; wfien

discusses electrical

subjects intelligently and glibly,

he CONTINUOUS RAIL JOINT CO. OF AM.

you

be pretty safe in assuming that he keeps in touch with
electrical progress by perusing the Western Electrician
52 times a year.

will

OVER

NEWARK, N. J.
20,000 MILES IN USE

STANLEY WATTMETERS
FOR ALTERNATING CURRENT, SINGLE PHASE AND POLYPHASE SERVICE

JEWEL BEARING
ROTATED NEW—

PERMANENT ACCURACY AT ALL LOADS
JEWEL SURFACE ALWAYS
MADEALS0INR0UND,8WITCHB0ARDTYPE,6 IN. DIAMETER, BACK CONNECTED

STANLEY INSTRUMENT COMPANY,

great barrington, mass.

-

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

i

k
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if
Railway Line and Regulating

Complete
Storage

and Train Lighting
Central Lighting and Power
Electric Vehicle and Telephone

Isolated

Battery
Plants

dSouId

aOULD COUNTER

KtiSL

'

1

,

Sales

j

Offices

)

l

M.

B.

F.

BOOSTER SYSTEMS

WOPKS
WUKKS

NEW

YORK. I W. 34th Street.
BOSTON, 89 state street.
CHICAGO, The -Rookery."
SAN FRANCISCO, Century Electric

•
.

IIFPFW
N V¥.
UEKCW, 1>.

Ri,l1-t!n«
DUllCllllS.

Co.

CLASSIFIED INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
Coloring:, Lamp.
Signaloid Chemical Works

Cojnnmtator Componnd

Anchora

(Tel.

Crollus&Son.E. R.
Fres-Ko Chemical Co.

&

Tel.)

McLennan &

Co., K.

CondenserH. Slectrle.
Stanley— G.

Annniiclators.
Central Electric Go.
Electric Appliance Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.

Elec. Mfg. Co.'

I.

Condnit and Conduits.
American Circular Loom Co.
American Conduit Company
Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Osburn Flexible Condu
Wesco Supply Co.
3

Co.

Conduits, Clay.
McRoy Clay Works.
Conduit Kods.

Central Electric Co.
Edison Mfg. Co.

Cope, T.

Electric Appliance Co.

J,

Contractors a^nd Electric Ll^ht Plants.
Bells, BazzerB, Etc,
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.

Belt Dressing.
Dixon Crucible Co.,

Jos.

Leather Preserver Mfg. Corp.

Allis-Chalmers Company.
Bullock El. Mfg. Co.
Crocker- Wheeler Co.
Ft.

Wayne

Elec.

Wks.

Bros. Mfg. Co.

Turner Brass WorKs

Blo^vers.
Green Fuel Economizer Co.

Boiler ComponndM.
Dearborn Drug & Chem. Wks.
Babcock & Wilcox Co.
BrownellCo.,The
Bolts, Togsle.

Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse EL & Mfg. Co.
Controllers, Cr

Electrician Publishing Co.
Co., D.

Van Nostrand

CrosB-Arms,
Brackets.
Berthold

&

nd

Plni

Jennings,

Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Company.

Boxes, Junction.
Bossert Elect. Const. Co.

Boxes, Moulding,
Gleason, John L.
Brass. Sbeet and Kod.
Plume & Aiwood Mfg. Co.
Bruslies.
Central Electric Co.
Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co.
Speer Carbon Co.

Western Electric Company.
Ca1>le Haasrera.
BissellCo.,B. F.

F.

&

Mfg. Co.

Electric Appliance Co.
Ft. Wavne Elec. Wks. Inc.
General Electric Co.

Hamacek, A. F.
Hart Manufacturing Co.
Hill Elec. Co., W. S.
Manhattan Elec. Supply

Co.

Westinghouse

Dy

El.

&

Mfg. Co.

and Motors.

Allis-Chalmers Company.

Co.

Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co.
Cutter Elec.

&

Mfg. Co.

Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks. Inc.
Union Electric Mfg. Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Company.

Westinghouse

El, &. Mfg. Co.

Clusters.
BenjamiQ Elec. Mfg. Co.
PluDie A Aiwood Mfg. Co.
Clutches, Magrnetic.
Cutler-Hammer Clutch Co.
Williams Electric Macb. Co.

Coal and Ashes Handling Macblnery.
.Teffrey

Mtg. Co.

Colls and Ha^nets.
Western Electric Go.

Reliance Instrument Co.
Robert Inst. Co., The

Sangamo Electric Co.
Stanley- G. I. Elec. Mfg. Co.
Stanley Instrument Co,
Wagner Electric Mfg. Co.

&
Inspection
Robertson

Sons, Jas. L.

&

Insurance

Hartford Steam Boiler Inspection & Insurance Co.

Insulating: Machinery.
New England Butt Co.
Insulators and Insnlat\iiK Materials,
American Electrical Works.
Chicago Edison Co.
Electric Appliance Ca
Indiana Rub. & Ins. Wire Co.
Johns-Manville Co.,H. W.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Locke Insulator Co.

Manhattan

Company.

General Electric Co.

Endues, Gas and Gasoline.
Allis-Chalmers Company.
Marinette Gas Engine Co.
Woolley Fdy. & Mach. Wks.

Engines, Oil.
American Diesel Engine

Co.

En^ineB. Steam.
Brownell Co., The

Century Electric CoCrocker-Wheeler Company.
Edison Mfg. Co.

Wayne

Elec.

Green Fuel Economizer Co.

Fibre.
Kartavert Mf^. Co.

Bissell Co.,

Westinghouse EL & Mfg.
BconomlKers, Fnel.

The

F.

Doxsee Elecl. Co., A. S.
Haller Machine Co.
Reynolds EL Flasher Mfg. Co

Schneider A Co., C.
Wesco Supply Co.
Flexible Shafts.

O.

Fuses and Fuse Wire.
Bissell Co., The F.
Central Electric Co.
Central TeL & EL Co.

Chicago Fuse Wire

&

Co.

Buckeye

Electric Company.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
abia Incan. Lamp Co.

Lamps, Incandescent—'
Replacers & Cleaners.
EL

Manipulator Co.

Lt.

Lamps, N<

Baker &

Co.,

W.

C.

Brvan, Wm. H.
Byllesbv A Co.. H. M.
Cornell, T. S.

Telephones, Telephone
3Iaterial

Co.

boards.

&

Son,

W.

Electric Appliance Co.

International TeL Mfg. Co.

Stromberg-CarlsonTel. M.Co

Wesco Supply

BisseU Co.. The F.
Toggle Bolts.
Wrigley Co., Thos

Co., The.
Co., C. H.

Tools.

roiJHh (Metal).
Hoffman, Geo. W.
Portables.
Plume & Atwood Mfg.

Klein

Co.

Electric Appliance Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Works, Inc.
General Electric Co.
Gregory Electric Co.
Kuhlman Electric Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
National Electric Co.
Stanley-G. L Elec. Mfg. Co.
Wagner Electric Mfg. Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse EL & Mfg. Co.

Rail Joints.
Continuous Rail Joint Company of America.
Co.

Re-AVlndlns— Repairs.
Chicago Edison Co.
Gregory Electric Co.

Trucks. Electric Car.

Rheostats.

General Electric Co.

Amer. Electric Fuse Co.
Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co.

Westinghouse EL & Mfg.
Turbines, Steam.

General Electric Co.
Union Electric Mfg. Co.

ALUs -Cb aimers Co.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mf:

Wesco Supply

Co.
Western Electric Co.

Westinghouse EL & Mfg. Co.
Schools and Colleges.
Highland Park College
Michigan College of Mines.

BisseUCo-.The F.
Chicago House Wrecking Co.
Gregory Electric Co.

Sockets

N.

Co.
Electric Company.

Globes, Reflectors and
Shades.

Elec.

Wks.

Inc.

General Electric Co.

and

Receptacles.

Soldering Sticks, Salts

and Paste.
Crollus & Son.

Manhattan Elec. Supply Co,

Chicago Solder Co.

Western Electric Co.

New Idea Soldering Paste Co.
Universal Co., The

Fostorla Glass Specialty Co.
Postoria Incan. Lamp Co.

Western Electric Co.
Governors, "Water "Wheel.
Replogle Governor Works.
Graphite Specialties.

&

3Ia};uet "Wires.
(See Wires and Cables.)

Mechanical Draft.

E. R.

Western Electric Co.
Solenoids
Amer. Elec. & ControUe
pealflnff Tubea.
Central Electric Co.

Green Fuel Economizer Cc

Metapliones.
Anderson A Nachman.

JVljjlialjetioal XrxtXGJs: of ^^dvortiseMrxiearxts

Electric Applia

Western Electric Co.

See

Co

Vulcanized Fibre Co.

W^lres

&

Cables— Mas-

net Wires.
American Electrical Works.
Belden Mfg- Co.
BisseU Co., The P.
Central Electric Co.
Crescent Ins. Wire A Cble, Co

Pass & Seymour.
Yost Elec. Mfg. Co.

Wesco Supply

Co.

Turbine Water WTieeli
Leffel & Co., Jas.
Vulcanized Fibre.

Second-Hand Macb'y.
W.

Sons. Mathias.

Central Electric Co.
Crocker- Wheeler Co.

Railway Supplies,

Bro.,

&

Western Electric Co.

Transformers.

Power Transmission

&

Co.

Western Electric Co.

Time Switches.

C.

Walsh's Sons & Co.
Sif^ns. Electric.

Sn^ltch-

Central Electric Co.
Central TeL & EL Co.

Torrey Cedar Co.
Valentine-Clark

Worcester

and

American EL Telephone Co
Anderson tt Nachman.
Arnold Elec. Mfg. Co.
Automatic Electric Co.
BisseU Co., The F.

PiUsbury-Watkins Co.
Pittsburg & L. S. Iron Co.
Porter Cedar Company.
S. E. Missouri Cypress Co.

Braiding.

Linemen^s Climbers.
Klein & Sons, Mathias.

W. E.

Log

Sauquoit Silk Mfg. Co.

Arnold Co., The
Badt, F. B.
Bailey. Fred.

BisseU Co., The F.
Gen. Incan. Arc Light Co.

HaUer Machine Co.
Western Displav Co.
SilUs,
Insulatins

Bunge, Otto.
Letters, Metal, Sign.

Western
Crocker-Wheeler Co.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg

Switchboards.

Fowler. John H.
Fowler-Jacobs Company.
KeUogg Switch. & Sup. Co.
Liudsley Bros. Co.
Loud's Sons Co., H. M.
Malt by Cedar Co.
Minneapolis Cedar&Lbr. Co.
Mueller Company, William.
Pacific Coast Pole Co.
Perrizo & Sons.
Phelan. D. W.

Matthews

Electric Heating Appl.
Electric Appliance Co.
Simples Elec. Heating Co.

Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.

and

Berthold & Jennings.
Brooks, Hall L.

Wesco Supply

Electric Applii
Fostorla Incand. Lamp Co.
Franklin Electric Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.
McCandless Jc Co, H. W.
Lamp Co.
Sawyer-Man Elec. Co.
Shelby Electric Co.
Standard Elec'l Mfg. Co.
Sunbeam Incan. Lamp Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse EL A Mfg. Co.

Cooper, Hewitt Elec Co.

Green Fuel Economizer Co.

Wire

Co., Inc.

Machinery.

Leather Specialties.
Mfg.Co.

&

Pole Hole Diggers,

Amer. Elec. Fuse Co.
Co.

Electric Appliance Co.

Jeffrey Mfg. Co.

Inc.

Stow Mfg. Co.

Cutter Co., Geo.

WesterQ Steel Gate Co.

Lamp

Co.

'

Century Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.

Poles and Ties.

Inc.

Lamps, Incandescent.

Supplv

Central Electric Co.

Hamilton.

Sheet.
Baker

Sterling

Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse EL & Mfg. Co.

Elect'l

BisseU Co., The F.

Mathias.

Co.,

Platinum,

F.

Wks.

&

Phosphor Bronze Sm. Co.Ltd.

Electric Appliance Co.

General Electric Co.

Hunter Pan & Motor Co.
Bobbins A Myers Co.. The
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse EL & Mfg. Co.
Fans, Exhaust and Venti-

& Sons,

Bain, Force.

Central Electric Co.

General Electric Co.
Gregory Electric Co.

Amer.

Patent Attorneys.

Lamps, Arc.
The

Universal Elec. Stor. Bat. Co.

Supplies, General Elec

Phosphor Bronze.

Simplex Electrical Co.
Snyder.^ Hunt Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Sterling Varnish Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse EL & Mfg. Co.

Ft.

Allis-Chalmers Company.

Flashers.

For

Klein

Carhartt

Dulutli

Bissell Co.,

General Storage Battefv Co.
Gould Storage Battery c5o.

Overalls.

Westinghouse EL & Mfg. Co
Weston Electrical Inst. Co.

Jeffrey Mfg. Co.

Co.
Electric Storage Battery Co.

Motors.)

Co.
Western Electric Co.

Elevators-Con-veyors.

American Battery

Nippers and Pliers.

Supply Co.

Elec.

Storage Batteries.

Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse EL & Mfg. Co.
Motors. (See Dynamos and

Wesco Supply

Beardslee Chandelier Mfg. Co.

Western Electric Co.

Plume A Atwood Mfg.
CI re nit Brealcers,

Indicators

,

Crocker-Wheeler Company.
General Electric Co.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.
Wesco Supply Co.

Co.

Electric Appliance Co.
Incandescent Electric Light
Manipulator Co.

,

Wagner Electric Mfg. Co.
Warren Elec. Mfg. Co.
Wesco Supply Co.

Jeffrey Mfg. Co.

& Roller.

BissellCo-.TheF.
Bullock Elec. Mfg. Co.

ParseU & Weed
Bobbins & Myers Co.
Stanley— G. I. Elec. Mfg. Co.
Stow Manufacturing Co.

Cbalns.

&

Evans, Almirall

Cutter Co Geo.
Haller Machine Co.

Mlnins' Apparatns,EleCa
Allis-Chalmers Company.

Holders, Inc. Lamps.

lating.

Electric Co.

Mechanical Appliance Co.

Chicago Edison Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Kational Carbon Co.
Relsinger, Hugo.
Wesco Supply Co.
CnstlnffS.
National Electric Co.
ParseU & Weed

neatln^. Hot "Water.

Central Electric Co.

Central Electric Co.

Point* and

Plates.
Central Electric Co.

Inc.

Fans and Fan Motors.

Chicago Edison Co.

Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
Cables (See Wires and Cables)

Carbons,

Wks.

Elec.

Amer. District Steam Co.

Buckeye Engine Co.

Bossert Elec. Const. Co.
Central Electric Co.

Cutter Elec.

Bootlis, Telephone,
YesDera Mfg. Co.

Wayne

General Electric Co.

Crocker- Wheeler

BisseUCo..The

Rooks. Electrical.

(Recording and Testing.)
BissellCo..The F.
Central Electric Co.
Diamond Meter Co.
Duncan Elec. Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.

Mica Insulator Co.
MunseU & Co., Eugene.

t

Steam),

Electro-Plating Macb'y

Runzel-Lenz Elec. Mfg. Co.
Samson Cordage Wks.
CouplinKs, Magnetic.
Cutler-Hammer Clutch Co.

Cnt-Onts and Switches.

Wrlgley Co..Tho8.

Electrical Instruments.

Pignolet. L. M.

Inc.

General Electric Co.
National Electric Co.
Northern Electrical Mfg. Co.
Wagner Electric Mfg. Co.

Boilers.
Allis-Chalmers Company.

Ruebel, Schwedtman, Wells.
Sargent & Lundy.
Schott, W. H.
Stanley G. I. Elec. Mfg. Co.
Stanton, LeRoy W.
UnderhiU, Chas. R.
Willis, G. M.

Ft.

{Specialties, Electrical
Mfrs. and Desififners.

Couch Co..Inc.,S. H.

Ueatins (E x h a n

Kohler Brothers.
Letheule, Paul
Northern Electrical Mfg. Co.

Machado

Copd.

Emmelmann

Humphrey, Henry H.
Hunt & Co., Robt. W.
Jackson, D. C. & W. B.
Kemp,R. W.

I*ae:e 3.

Electric AppUa:

Indiana Rub. & Ins. Wire Co
India Rubber & Gutta Percha
Insulating Co.

KeUogs

Switch.

&

Sup. Co.

Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
National India Rubber Co
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Northern Wire A Cable Co.
PhiUips Insulated Wire Co
Roebline's Sons Co.. J. A.
Runzel-Lenz Elec. JIfg Co.

Safety Ins. Wire & Cable Co.
Simples Electrical Co.
Spargo Wire Co.. Jas. A.
Standard Underground C. Co
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Company.

'

Mav

-"'.

VVF.STF.P

")"

AMERICAN ELECTRIC

:

:

r:r

.F.rTR icr a 'j

M CONTROLLER COMPANY

MODERNIZING ENGINEERS
136

LIBERTY STREET

NEW YORK

-Z^A

Automatic Controllers and Starters
For all types and sizes of Induction Motors
For any phase and any voltage
For all classes and conditions of service
For control front remote points
For control by pressure gauge
For control by float switches
For control by Thermostats
Also manually operated Controllers and Startopen and drum type.

ers,

Solenoids, Solenoid

Switches and protective

devices.

Send

for Bulletins

Just

describing what you want.

What the World Has Been Waiting

For.

"IVIORRISOIM"

S TORAGE

B ATTERY

i

This plate is so strong electrically and mechanically that no
amount of electrical abuse or of vibration in traction service
can dislodge even the slightest particle of its active material.
Lowest internal resistance of any storage battery in the world.
The weight efficiency is conservatively 14 watts per pound
total

weight, and electrical efficiency unsurpassed

.*

UNIVERSAL ELECTRIC STORAGE BATTERY CO.
OFFICE: 1355

RAILWAY EXCHANGE BUILDING

FACTORY; 36-38 UNION PARK PLACE

THE CELL

CEJ^T'RAL STATIOJV

MAJVAGE^S

Don't Be Afraid
of the

Gas Pla-nt

WORK UP A MOTOR. LOAD
We

can furnish you

SINGLE PHASE MOTORS
that will start under full load in
sizes ranging from J^ to 35 H. P.

*QDcLgner Efleciric
ST. LO\/IS. MO., V.

Mfg. Co.
J".

A.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

May

20, 1903

For Charging
Storage Batteries
from
rent

alternating cursources and for

work

of this nature the

Cooper=Hewitt
Mercury Vapor

One

has inaugurated a

new

Accelerator

Saving
$960 a Year In This Plant

Converter
electrical era.

Is

This is intended to take the place of the ordinary
A. C.-D. C. Motor Generator Set in converting
alternating
current.

No moving

to

direct

parts.

Simple and compact.
Send for desciiplion of this

and

also of the

Cooper=Hewitt Mercury

Vapor Lamp
"The Light

to

Work By"

Cooper=Hewitt Electric Co.
220

W.

New York

29th St.
Philadelphia Oflice, 1121

Walnut

In the plant

City

Street.

AUea Bradley Electric Controllers

a year in current

shown above the Cutler-Hammer Accelerator has saved Sq6c.oo
and four-fifths of wear and tear to the apparatus to which it is

connected.
Previous to the installation of the Accelerator, the apparatus was run at fuP
speed all day, but only one-fifth of that time was it doing actually necessary' work
During tliis idle load of eight hours a day, the motor used 25 K. W. or 200 K. W.

hours per day.
Since the installation of the Accelerator it has automatically started and stopped
the apparatus as required, the latter remaining idle eight hours a day. While
running idle the motor uses but ^ K. W. or 40 K. W. hours per day.
The saving is 20 K. W., or 160 K. W. hours per day. Figuring at the minimum
rate of 2C a K. W. the saving effected is S3. 20 a day, or S960 for a year of 300 days.
The Accelerator cost but S350, and has saved nearly three times its cost.
This is only one instance of the saving that can be effected by the use of this
device. If you have any problem of automatic control, which under the present
conditions show a waste of power, submit to us what you wish to accomplish and
we will figure out a way for doing it.
The Accelerator is applicable for any work where it is desired to start a load
smoothly and gradually, either automatically or by push buttons.
It has no parts to get out of order and requires no attention beyond being kept
supplied with oil and the replacing of old carbons.

Our catalog

fully describes

it.

Send

for

it.

Cutler-Hammer Clutch Co.
MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN
NEW YORK
136 Liberty St.

CHICAGO

BOSTON

Monadnock Bldg.

176 Federal St.

PITTSBURG
Farmers Bank Bldg.

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO
standard Controller

Enclosed Controller

Chicago's

HADE

IN

ALU SIZES

American Electric Fuse Co.
Chicago

New York

New
New

New Supply Honse

and well assorted stock.
and

up-to-date

mettiod

ot

liandling orders.

New and

interesting prices.

85-85-87 FIFTH AVE CHICAGO

Ma^

20,

WF.STF.F:: :

1905

n r.rTP

irr.-.

EMPIRE
A V E

READ BOOKS

M N
I

on

We
EXPERTS.

ENGINEERS.

1

T

R

and .think Electrical Thoughts.
have the books. Send for a catalogue.
ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

Electrical

Subjects,

510 Marquette Bldg., Chicago.

General Electric Company
Manufactures
all

Forms

of

Insulated Wires and Cables

Rubber,

Paper,

Varnished

Asbestos,

Cambric,

Weatherproof

Write

for

information concerning Wires and Cables insulated with our special form of Varnished Cambric.
is

equal and in

many

respects

General
Chicago

Office:

Monadnock Block

superior,

Office:

to

This insulation

high grade rubber insulation and considerably cheaper.

SCHENECTADY,

N. Y.

Sales Offices in

all

large Cities

:

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

May

20, 1905

JUST SUPPLIES
new

In our

building, 134 to 140

LiNPS

West

Jackson Boulevard, Chicago, we have
the largest and best equipped Electrical

Supply Warehouse in the world.
We have no side issues; our whole time
and thought is given to see how quickly
and satisfactorily we can fill orders for

Get acquainted with the

P £ £ P L E SS—""'"'^^ SAVERS
MADE RIGHT

Electrical Supplies.

Try

ARE RIGHT

PRICED RIGHT

THE WESCO SUPPLY
ST. LOUIS,

us and our methods.

Branch Warehouse,

Fl.

CO.,

MO.
"EVERYTHING ELECTRICAL'

Worth, Texas.

ELECTRIC APPLIANCE COMPANY
134-136-138-140 West Jackson Boulevard,

CHICAGO

::

::

WANTED

You yHho are Tfoubtod wUh Sparking mad Cutting oi Contntutatora to Umm

Of

MICA

all

Form

Micanite, Linotape,

Absolutely Will Mot

EUGENE MUNSELL AND CO.
NBW YORK

and

M.

Paper.

I.

For

BO

For Sale by

MICA INSULATOR

the

-

AMMETERS

POCKET SIZE
For testing Batteriea and
Battery Circuits, Locating
Faults, Grounds, etc.

RELIABLE.

-

Bend for

L.
78-80 Cortlandt

ACCURATE.

Title

MgLCNNAN &

and

New

GO.,
CHICAGO,

Bldg.,

ILL.

Originators

CHICAGO MICA CO.

Valp&,rak.iso. Ind.

BUUR ''mGH'DUTY"
LS'Ars""'

K.

«»

YOST SPECIALTIES.

STORAGE BATTERIES

Sockets, Wall
Sockets,

Circular.

M. PIGNOLET

St.,

SS.OO per Doxen

Supply Houses, or

The insulation is the most important part of your machine— be sure
you buy only the best. Cheap insulation cannot be good insulation.

NEW YORK and CHICAGO

VOLT

t after.

IS

Standard.

CO.,

all

FREE, Sample Stick,

C. Compound, Empire
Years

Cts. per Stick.

CHICAQO

That

Gum

Tho Brushea ...
win pat that high gloES

It

INSULATION
Cloth and

The only article that will PREVENT SPARKING.
Will keep the commutator in good coadltlon and

PREVENT CUTTING.

Qualities, In any
at Lowest Prices

GENERAL STORAGE BATTERY CO.

York. N. Y.

Weatherproof

TDE SECURITY FUSE

S
It has been urged that "Carbon
Arresters" are a necessity, are
better than our mica fuses and
ground strips, that they are better understood and "the trade is

educated

to

them,"

etc.,

EDISON LAMPS

Sockets,
Rosettes,
Receptacles,

Can be Obtained Promptly

Adjusters.

Cord
Omtalaguo tor
tho amktng,

Factory Facilities
and Large Stocks insure quick
Extensive

THE YOST ELECTRIC MFB. CO.

and accurate delivery.

TOLEDO, OHIO.

etc.

None

of these are true unless it
be the last, and if true it is perhaps our fault in not sooner
calling attention to the plain
fact that the line and the ground
are separated, in both cases, by

—

a mica sheet nothing more nor
less. In our design the lightning
jumps from the fuse through the
mica to the brass ground, and in
the carbon design it jumps from
one carbon through the mica to
a carbon ground. Our fuse opens
the circuit and must be renewed.
The carbon device grounds the
line

Types and Varieties

All

with

Security

Distributing

NON-CORROSWE

/

Office

HARRISON,

J.

N.

Panels.

x PASTE

purcliased a.lone, $1.00 per hundred,

less ten per cent for orders of five hundred.

FOR

devices.

FOR

/.

Toledo.

Work

CHICAGO SOLDER CO.
Formerly

The E Bissell Company

KESTER ELECTRIC MFC. CO.

46 North Union Street
R C MILLER, Burlington Building.
.

.

ISOLATED

\
WORK,

PLANT

NOT

\

Electrical
Write for free sample
and complete catalogue
No. 125 E, on Pole Line

AN INSTRUMENT

I

HESTER^ EXCELLED
XSOLDERING/

essary addition, and therefore
objectionable.

If

Main Lamp Sales

permanently and must be

cleaned out. We claim greater
safety and convenience. A fuse
is always used with the carbon,
making it, the carbon, an unnec-

Free

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY

Limps
Street Series Lamps
Miniature Lamps
Regular Multiple

CHICAGO
St. Louis,

Mo., Gen'l Western Agent

This popular type of WHITNEY instrument has a polished all-brass case
permanent magnet movement
eiving equally divided scales and dead

and a
l)eat

indications.

capacltv are
shunts.

Send for complete price
attractive discounts to

list

and our

ELECTRIC APPLIANCE CO., Chrcaso, III.
WESTERN ELEC'L SUPPLY CO., Sl.lo«is,Mo,
ELECTRICAL ENQINEERINQ CO., Mlaneapolls.
STANDARD ELECTRIC CO., CIncIonall, 0.

J
J
J
?
*
*

i«.

*

OR

MACHADO

J

3
The ammeters of larpe 3
with separate 3

supplied

& ROLLER,N.» York.N.Y.

>^

fAHMMMMMf

VVF.STF.RN
PRANK

PHILLIPS, Prei.

N.

E.

ROWLAND PHILLIPS,

V.P.

C.

WAOIiNStlL.Trm. C.B. IMINdTON.

II.

F.I.F.CTRICIAN

Jf..'l«.

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS,
ii<>iii>i:v<

i:,

i(

A Stombaugh Guy

1.

Anclior

BARE AND INSOLATED ELECTRIC WIRE.
ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE,

A STOnBAUOM OUY ANCHOR WILL MOLD

INCANDESCENT AND FLEXIBLE CORDS,
Railway Feeder and Trolley Wire,

lM)p«n(llnR

upon th«

rfOv9 our elAliD* by

AMERICANITE, MAGNET, OFFICE AND

IT

I2,(KH*

TO 30.000 LBS.

«1/«.

ibam.

irylDfi

COSTS MOTHI!«0 IP YOU ABK MOT HATUtFICl).
SeXD FOR CATAIOO "A-ICBOU THAT aOLO'

i;jClc:».|.lM..llK,

MoNTiiKAi.

I',

i:

ll..l..,r,.,.

lliL«.-

,

i:«'.;.,i-

|.„k«M.

M'J
I-.

I'hillli.,,'

KI..clrl.«l W(.rk«.

MAIN OFFICES AND FACTORIES. PHILLIPSOALE.

R.

ELECTRICITY

EXPERT

MECHANICS

IN PATENT CAUSES

"AMERIGAN"S^:r

DATCMTQ
m
cn

AMERICAN BATTERY CO.

SOLICITOR OF

&

u. s.

FOREIGN

FORf E BAIN, 1652-3

I

I

Monadiioclc BIk.,

OUR WIRES

t and n Inch 8l)la
Hnlilt

W.

i;i>

N.

To

Ih.Odfl

1

iVlATTHEWS & BRO.

CHICAGO

Crimshaw
ALL

-^

I.

Raven White Core

pass iDspooilon and carry thonbovo

NEW YORK

TRADE-MARKS on our toga.

Wo

also

Raven Black Core

manufacturo

CrImshaw and Competition Tapes and Splicing Compounds.

INSULATED WIRE COMPANY,
BRANCHES:) ,„g^",'CAaO:^^

COLOR.

Liquid
Coloring

YOUR

OWN

I

FPAVCISCO:

YOUR. CITY

IN

There Is a fine opening for you to sell U'co and Reynold^ Fla^hyrs.
Every merchant
operates an clfctric sIkh can be IntertsU'd. They make an clecirlc <»lKn 10 tJaic«'A«
ractlve and save 404. of me ciirrtjnt
We'll pav you a liberal »'nmnii-M'--n and te'l \ nii juv. how to sell Ibem. Write u* to-day
:
particulars.
CO..
lo

LAMPS

SIGNALOID CHEMICAL WORKS

WITH

KLIEGL BROS..

Props.

129

W. 381h

St..

REYNOLDS ELECTRIC FLASHER MFG.
221 FiftK

NEW YORK

Avenue. CHICAGO.

Advertising

Wocrrerv

ff

them.

seizes

An

Alternator
Sralif

SlrtB

<s>
•

exceptional opportunity
to place yourself and your
product prominently before
the world of electrical buyers
will be afforded in the three
great Electric Light Convention issues of the
ELECTRICIAN of June 3d.
10th and 17th.

WESTERN

diark

(Emht-Mtxrk guarantfps qualttg.

W^ill
(Ftfp

Nrm fork
it's
tiiat

OLD-FASHiONED

nottiie

revoives a bundle

of

^att Mf^.
Sostott

Qllitrago

Snrmtfn, fflnL

l<lnd

copper

two ttiousand revoiu-

rings one or

minute— taites

bruslies

and

intricate apparatus to coilect the

current and get

it

out on

tiie

circuit

you

neglect this oppor-

tunity or utilize

Qlmtn.

(Hn.. ll^artforii,

wire and a mysterious set of copper

lions a

opporcunities

come and go.
The wise advertiser is the
one who recognizes them and

NATIONAL CODE STANDARD

it ?

The

issue of June 3d w^ill
be distributed among the delegates at Denver. Copies will
also be distributed on the convention special train which
will leave Chicago June 4th.
The issues of June 10th and
1

7th

-will

contain the

com-

plete report of the convention

wires.

"0, K." Weatlierprooi fire.

We Guarantee
What We Sell
and
Sell What We

Slow

-

Burning Weatlierproo!

wide circulation among buyers
of electrical machinery and
supplies in every state in the

Guarantee.

and Ideal lire.
Prices

and Samples on

Application.

THiWEHl^TiilcSp.^.
Sandusky, O.

proceedings.
All three issues will have a

Phillips Insulated
Office

Wire Go.

and Factory: PAWTUCKET.

R.

L

union.
If

you

-wish

to seize

and

opportunity to obtain unlimited publicity reserve space to-day. and send
utilize this

copy for your announcement
to-day or to-morro^w.
ThCj opportunity is going,
going— and will soon be. gone.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN
irANTED,
similar

WANT

FOK

SATX!

COI^BMN

ments (jo words or

advertise-

S' Jo ""

/ess),

PONITION ^WANTED advertisements

(JO

words or less), $t.oo an
words ic tack.

in-

sertion; additional

ELECTRICAL MATERIAL FROM THE WORLD'S

POSITION WANTED.

FAIR, ST. LOUIS, 1904

opportunity to secure rare bargains in everything used in this line.
has seen but limited service and is practically as good as new for further use.

An

LEAD COVERED CABLES.
t

Conductor.

Size.

Weatherproof and Rubber Covered Wire.

This material that we are ofEering

WOOD

All sizes from Ko. 14 to 600,000 C. M.

.

100,000 Feet, Size

INCANDESCENT LAMPS

POSITION WANTED.
A young experienced chemist who has developed a new process of producing the very
refractory metals In a carbon, nitrogen and
oxygen free form, desires to connect himself
with an electrical firm or individual capitalist
Interested In conducting research worlc on
metallic incandescent lamp fllamentg. Address
BOX 475. In care Western Electrician, 610 Marquette Bldg., Chicago, 111.

Light and power solicitor in a city

40,000

of
West A man of good address,
possessing tact, judgment and ambition. An
excellent opportunity is afforded with a liberal
broad-gauged concern. Write fully concerning
experience. Address BOX 473, care Western
Electrician, 510 Marquette Bldg., Chicago.

;

CHICAGO HOUSE WRECKING COMPANY,

4^

x

VA.

MISCELLANEOUS

200,000 Lamps, used a short time, and In
good condition for further service. Have
been tested. They are 104 voltage, Edison
base, 8 candlepower.
In lots of 1,000,
each 5 cents.
150,000 orand new Incandescent Lamps in
original cases of 200, 250 and 400 Lamps,
ranging from 100 to 110 voltage, 8 and 16
candlepower, General Electric make. Price
each In case lots, Vl^ cents.
20,000 Colored Incandescent Lamps.brand
new, never used. General Electric make,
104 voltage, Edison base; colors. Amber,
Green, Opal and Ruby put up 200 in a case.
Price each, 22 cents; are worth 35 centseach.
20.000 Incandescent Lamps, voltages 100
to 120, Edison. T. H. and Westinghouse
base; 8, 10, 16, 20 and 25 candlepower; put
up 250 in a case, second selection. Price
each Id case lots, 10^^ cents.

111.

WANTED.

CONDUIT.

Voltage

have had 17 vears' experience In managing and
operating lighting plants. 20 yeari with boilers,
engines and water-works; results guaranteed;
now employed as superintendent of light and
Address BOX 472, care
water company.
Western Electrician, 510 Marquette Building,
Cbicago,

20, 1905

and

additional -words jc each.

insertion;

May

800,000 No. 9171 Porcelain, Edison Base
Receptacles.
50.000 Weatherproof "Bryant" Sockets.
1,000,000 split glazed B. & D. Wiring
Knobs.
300,000 Glazed Porcelain B. & B. Wiring
Knobs, sizes 3 '/s,4'/« and 5!^.
20,000 No. 8 Standard Porcelain Knobs.
200,000 Single Wire glazed Porcelain
15.000 Porcelain Cut-outs.
26,000 Plugs.
2,000.000 Unglazed Porcelain Tubes.
40,000 Glass Insulators.

Ask

for

our Special Catalogue

No. 567.

35th' and Iron Sts., CHICAGO.

In the Middle

WANTED.
Experienced draughtsmen in Electrical Apand Generators;
first-class men need apply stateexperience
and salary expected. Address BOX 470. care of
Western Electrician, 510 Marquette Building,

paratus, Switchboards, iMotors

only

;

NOTICE OF PROPOSAL.
devices for tabulating purposes, with a view to
contracting for the use o( such tabulating apparatus fcr the work of the Bureau ot the
Census for the fiscal year beginning July 1,
1905. All parties owning or controlling any
Buch devices are Invited to participate in this
competition, the rules and regulations governing which may be obtained upon application to

SALESMAN;
1543 Monadnock

CO.,

I.

U.S. METAL

1 less than four months on a light load,
60 cycle, 7,200 alternations. Address BOX 474,
care Western Electrician, 610 Marquette Bldg.

MOTORS

OT adaptions of
y
'" frames, but specially
ill-fitted

designed Box Type Motors

ALTERNATINQ-CURRENT nOTORS.
SINGLE-PHASE.

Stanley, 100-110 v

1

1^ Wagner,

1
1

2
5

125-133

forCraneand Hoist Service.

CTCLES.

"

DUST'PROOF
LONG LIVED

RUGGED
SIMPLE

104 volts.

See Bulletin Ho. ZS32
WE SHOW A NORTHERN BOX TYPE

81NGI/E-PHASB.
Wagner,
Wagner,

POLISn

TRUE HOISTING

F'OR SAUE.
J^

city reserves the right to reject any or
proposals.
W. D. EMRBSON,
City Clerk.

The

Block, Chicago.

FOR SALE

1. P.

tion.
all

WANTED.
STANLE Y-G.

Proposals fo"- an electric-light franchise to
furnish the lights for the streets, commercial
houses and residences will be received by the
Electric Light Committee of the City Council
of the City of Aledo, III., a city of 2,500 inhabitants. Said proposals must be sealed and
filed with the City Clerk on or before the
1st day of June, 1905, at 10 o'clock A. M
"
will be furnished on applicaSpt jificatlons

OPERiTING A NORTHERN
ENGINEERING WORKS TROLLEY

MOTOR

220 volts, E
220 volts.

ELECTRICAL
AND OTHER
INDUSTRIES
ARE

HOIST.

NORTHERN ELECTRICAL MFG. CO.

THREE-PHASE.
2
1
1

1

2
2

1
IV.
1 15

130
2 10

ENGINEERS— MANUFACTURERS

Gen. Elec, 110 volts.
Gen. Elec, 110 volts.
Gen. Elec., 220 volts.
Westinghouse, 220 volts, type C.
Gen. Elec. 110 volts, form L.
Gen. Elec, no volts, form A.
Gen. Elec, 220 volts, form L.

MADISON, WIS.,

U. S. A.

MONADNOCK BLOCK,

425

CHICAGO,

ILL.

CHnlon St

54-62

S.
GREGORY ELECTRIC CO. cmaoo.Tu

"Practical and to the Point"
Get our easy terms on

IS

EVERY COMFORT

ALL THAT NEED BE SAID OF

Jos. L. Robertson

198 Pulton St.,

-

&

Copper, Brass, Iron Machineiy
Purchased by

WALSH'S SONS &

CO.,

Newaik, N.

J.

-Satisfactory Inducements,

THETELEPHONE HAND-BOOK
By Hhrbeet Laws Webb.

Favoraljle

Chicago

Indianapolis

160 Pages, 133 Illustrations,

Soos,

New York

WITH

Attends the Traveler

ROBERTSON-THOMPSON
INDICATOR
WILLIS PLANIMETER
VICTOR REDUCING WHEEL

OFFERED
LOCATIONS

Cloth,

The book

Price

$1.00.

Cincinnati

Who

for those Interested In telephony.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
SIO Marquette Bldg.,

&

Good

Healtliful

Louisville

Freight

Labor

Rates,

Conditions,

Communities,

ON THE LINES OF

Travels via the

THE ILLINOIS CENTRAL

MDNDN ROUTE

CHICAGO.
I

Consult Your Local Ticket Agent |

.

R.

R.

AND THE

YAZOO

&

For

information and descriptive pam-

full

ihlSSISSIPRI

VALLEY

R. R.

phlet address

Oon't Stop!

Keep On!

Read!

Improve!

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.
610 MARQUETTE BLDG.
Publishers and dealers of electrical bookt

J.

The more money you spend in advertising the more money you have.
The less money you spend in advertising the less money you have.

C.

CLAIR,

Industrial C'^::TOi»'iune'
I

Park Row, Chicago,

III

EDISON COMPANY
REPAIR SHOPS
CHICAGO
76 M ARKET STREET, CHICAGO.
TELEPHONE MAIN
.;oV;^rA?srOPEN DAY AND NIGHT.
I

280l

rrs^^^Ta^Ts?-

FIRST-CLASS EQUIPMENT THROUGHOUT.

:

May

\vf."tf.r::

1905

20,

'TRES'KC

elfctrician

IT

n

"CREEPS"

RC8-KO CHEMICAL CO;

ARE YOU LOOKING FORMONEY?
If S", l.ijy

WALRATII OAS OR OASOLINB ENUINES
ami ^'tt li,;lit oTi llic Miiijnl.

THE WALRATH

^.S.

-

CR EVICE
Fort

Wayn*.

Ii

ALL DAY LONG
DAY AFTER DAY

MARINETTE
QAS ENGINE CO.,
cHiCAQO neianTs,

ill.

AQENCIIiS
Koyslono RnBlncerlng Co., Fnrnioi s Hunk lildK., I'lllsburi;. I'a.
Strong, Carllslo A. Ilamr Qond Co., 01-07 Kranktort St., Clovoland, Ohio
Mackay V.n^\ nccrlni! Co., 1-19 Broadway, N. Y.
II. Soldenglanz., 52 Whon llldg.. IndlanapollH. In

Bituminized Fibre Conduit
For Underground

Construction

GOOD FEATURES of other conduits.
ELIMINATES
BAD FEATURES existing inany kinds.
HAS VALUABLE FEATURES not found any other duct.
COMBINES

the

tlie

in

in

The American Conduit Company has

a corps of experts
in underground construction and Is prepared to furnish supervision of work if desired.
We would prefer to co-operate with contractors In underground construction, but If desired will submit CBilmates and bids
and take contracts for completed underground systems
in any part of the United States or Canada.

AMERICAN CONDUIT COMPANY
Main
1005-6

Offices

MANHATTAN BUILDING
CHICAGO.

Other Office!
170 Broadway, New York
336 Hacy Street, Lou Angelei

Our Endurance Record

WESTERN ELECTRIC
NEW YORK

CO.
CHICAGO

other Large Cities

Direct SLnd Alternating

Current

ElectricoLl

Machinery
Built In

a.11

Cspaolties

and Types

NATIONAL
ELECTRIC COMPANY
MILWAUKEE

l?00KERy"-ChiM|3

_

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

CLEAN BOILERS
keeps

BORN DRUO
237-234 Postal Telegraph Building, OHICACO, ILL.

ir)o;

Dearborn Water Treatment
made

suit the

to

Send gallon of water

stops corrosion and foaming.

off,

it

20,

case takes off the scale,

for analysis.

OMEIVIIOAI- \A/ORKS,
& E^C:AF>,
F'reeldeni

¥*.

.

Telephone: Harrison 3930 and 3931.

DIESEL ENGINES
Operating on

CRUDE or FUEL Oil

Guaranteed Fuel Consumption
on variable load, ranging from

}^ to full load

Kw. Hours

12J^ Gals, per 100

SUITABLE FOR ALL STATIONARY POWER
For further Information address
The Brownell Direct-Connected

THE BROWNELL

AMERICAN DIESEL ENGINE COMPANY

Outfll.

CO.. Da.ytoi\. O.

NEW YORK

Broadway

11

Manufacturers oi Boilers, Engines, Heaters and Sheet Iron Work.

CmW9

JELJ^

rf-rfM-*-

^

ife
Saves
10 to
in

We

Build

and

BLOWERS

Increases

Mechanical

Install

Draft

Plants
Boiler

PRESSURE
BLOWERS, ETC

FANS

20/

EXHAUSTERS

Capacity

SEND FOR CATALOGCE

Fuel

20

to

THE GREEN FUEL ECONOMIZER COMPANY, Matteawan,

PLACE YOUR

REPAIRING
RECALIBRATING

^

advertisements

ELECTRIC METERS.

In

the

Locations for Industries

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

New

Chicago to
request

we viU =end

JOSEPH DIXON CRUCIBLE

Cit>-,

ing and fishing grounds than any
other railroad in the world.

lation to resources, adaptability, markets
for manufacturing, and
;an advise with manufacturers in relation
to the most suitable locations.
For full

COMPOUND.
CO.. Jersey

has more scenic attractions, mountain resorts, mineral springs, hunt-

trial

a free f^molc of

DIXON'S GRAPHITE
PIPE JOINT

York

The Erie Railroad Company's IndusDepartment has all the territory
traversed by the railroad districted in re-

TEST SAMPLE FREE.
Upon

THE DENVER AND
RIO GRANDE R. R.

Brie Railroad

Immediate Returns.

330 W. RANDOLPH STREET, CHICAGO.

and advantages

N. J.

It reaches all points of interest In
Colorado and Utah.
It is the only line passing through
Lake City en route to and Horn

information address

Salt

California and North Pacific Coast.
It is the most attractive line to the

LUIS JACKSON
REG.TRADE MARKS

.-

W
/?K
^

BRONZE SmeltingCo.[imited,
2200 WASHINGTON AVE.,PH1LADELPHIA.
"ELEPHANT BRAND PHOSPHOR-BRONZE"
ING0TS,CASTINGS,WIRE,RODS,SHEETS,ETC.

METAL

CASTINGS, STAMPINGS «nd
ORIGINAL AND SoLeMaKERS

21 Cortlandt Street,

When
freely;

a man's

when he

jects intelligently

FORGINGS
IN

Portland Exposition.
It has the highest class modern
equipment and through car service.
It has a superb dining car service.

Compu,7
New York

lodastrial Commissioner, Erie Railroad

Jhe Rhosphor

— DELTA

FOR CATALOGUE,

JEFFREYrSiliCHIlEY

"Want" and "For Sale"

INTERNATIONAL ELECTRIC METER CO.

40%

N. Y.

THE U.S.

electrical

ideas

flow

Low summer

rates for the Epworth
League and G. A. R. Conventions.

discusses electrical sub-

and

glibly,

you

will be

Write

pretty safe in assuming that he keeps in

touch with

electrical

for free Illustrated booklets.

S.K. HOOPER,
G. P.

and

T. A.
Denver, Colo.

progress by perusing

R.C.NICHOL.
Com'l Agt.
242 Clark St., Chicago.

111.

the Western Electrician 52 times a year.

SAMSON TURBINE

i

i

If

the

turbine

SPEED

of the

turbine

should be of such

is

to

capacity

be controlled by a
that

it

GOVERNOR, the
the JIAXIMUM

will develop

POWER required,

when operating at j/J to Js gate, then when an overload is
thrown on the governor can open the gates wider and allow an increase in
power. The EFFICIENCY of the SAMSON between % and }s gate is over 84%.
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LACONDA

ST.,

CO.

&,
Springfield, Ohio, U. S. A.

May

20,

1905

.'.

111'.

I

I'.I.F.CTRICIAN

OFFICIAL TRAIN
TO THE

National Electric Light Association Meeting at

DENVER >"° COLORADO SPRINGS
JUNE

6, 7,

8

AND

For the exclusive use

9, 10,

I

1905.

I,

of delegates, supply

their friends

and

men,

ladies, via

BURLINGTON ROUTE
(C, B. ^ Q. RY.)
Operating

with the Pennsylvania R. R,

in conjunction

A

special train will leave New York as a second section of the Pennsylvania Limited, Saturday morning,
June 3d. This train will be in every respect a duplicate of the Pennsylvania Limited, viz., the same beautifully
equipped parlor smoker, dining car, sleepers and an observation car. This Pennsylvania Railroad section will run
through solid to Denver. At Chicago, however, the Burlington section or strictly western train, will be coupled on
to the Pennsylvania or eastern section of the train, and both trains thus united will be hauled as a solid train from
Chicago direct to Denver over the Burlington Route.

THb Proposed Schedule Follows:
Y
10:25 A. M., (Eastern Timel
Saturday, June

Lv, New York. N.
" Philadelphia, Pa
"

Harrisburg.

12:40

Pa

"

Washington, D.

"

Baltimore,

Md

"

Pittiburg,

Pa

C

Ar. Chicago, III
"
"
Lv.
Ar. McCoofc,

Neb

"

Lv.

"

Ar. Denver, Colo
It

"

"

3:05 P. M.,

"

10:50

A.M.,

"

"
"

12:00

Noon,

"

"

8:15 P. M.. iCentral

A. M.,
1I:15A,M.,
8i25

8:10
7:10

"

"

" 3

"
"

" 3

Time)

-

Sunday,

-

"

-

M..

"

"

3

"
"

A.M.,
Monday,
"
A.M., (Mountain Time)

2i30 P.

will be noted that the special train arrives in

and evening's amusement

Noon,

"

" 3
3

"3
'<

4

"4
" 5

"5
"5

Denver Monday afternoon, June

5th, in

ample time

for dinner

in addition to giving opportunity to arrange for hotel accomodations.

Those desiring to join the convention party and go West from Chicago to Denver over the Burlington
should, without delay, early make reservations DIRECT, addressing F. E. BELL, City Passenger Agent,
ST., CHICAGO, who is handling all inquiries appertaining to
S.
reservations for Asst- Master of Transportation Frank L. Perry of the National Electric Light Association,

BURLINGTON ROUTE, 2U
Reservations for the return

trip

A rate of $30.00 for the round

CLARK

over the Burlington

may

be

made

at

Denver or

at

Colorado Springs.

has been authorized for this meeting and the tickets will be good not only to
Denver but to Colorado Springs and Pueblo.
trip

For any additional information address as above
F.

E.

BELL, City Passenger Agent, Burlington Route

211 S. Clark St.,

CHICAGO
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Kellogg Express Switchboard Cabinei

May

20, tgo;

STROMBERG-GARLSON
Generator Gall Visual Signal Switchboard.

The

graceful

Fifty-Line

Appearance
comes from
Simple

Has the advantage of being as rapid
and costs less to maintain than a lamp

Capacity

Quarter

Sawed Oak

Lines.

board.
small cost.
signal

for the entire

Exterior of

Effective service

at

the Cabinet

This
Attractive

Design has

Thoroughly

been so
popular that

seasoned

it

wood

Key

has been

much

copied

is

by other
Light or

turers

Golden

lovi^,

operator
can use an
ordinary

Finished in

manufac-

shelf

so

Oak

chair
Gold Medal

Highest

Grand Prize
Highest

Award

Award

Buffalo

St.

Exposition

Exposition

1902

1904

Louis
1101

The Strongest, Longest Lived, Most Efficient Switchboards made.
telephone experts will tell you that.

Kellogg Switchboard

&

All

Supply Co.

Congress & Green Streets
CHICAGO
LOS ANGELES

CLEVELAND

This type of cabinet has all the advantages
and none of the disadvantages of many
boards twice Its size. Bulletin sent free for
the asking. Write to-day.

STROMBERG-GARLSON TEL. MFG.

PHILADELPHIA

PROTECTORS
THAT PROTECT.

ROCHESTER,

OFFICE,
CHICAGO, ILL.

N. Y.

When a man's electrical business shows a steady and
healthy growth; when he sees only the bright side of
things and never endeavors to discover a possible dark side;
when he says business conditions are improving, you
will

be pretty safe

in

assuming that he advertises

Our patent wrapped Western Electrician 52 times a year.
fuse used

in

our pro-

tectors are an insurance

policy

against

light-

ning.
Sample tree by mill

to

any Exctiange or Tolt Line

CENTRAL TELEPHONE

AND ELECTRIC
No. 12 Double Line.

goo Market
ST. LOUIS,

CO.,

St.,

U. S. A.

Spy Out
the Land
Round-Trip Homeseekers' Tickets on
sale every Tuesday to and including
October, to Minnesota, North Dakota
and Canadian Points.

One Fare Plus $2
Tickets on sale to points In Montana,
Idaho, Washington, Oregon and British

Columbia first and
May and June,
,

Jb you iuaiit a^^^^all nuittj

CO.

BRANCH

GENERAL OFFICE,

third

Tuesdays

In

Northern Pacific Ry.
jRcgarding rates and train sernce, lorite to C. A. Mattheirs, Gen.
Agt. Pass. Sept., SOS S. Clark St., Chicago, 111. For maps and
further information regarding land, write to C. TV. Mott, Oen'l
Emigraiion Agt., St. Paul, Minn.

in the

May

20,

WK.STPPM

lOo.-;

r.r.F.CTRicr

THE AUTOMATIC
the IcleiJlioiie system

Ls

AmonK

the cUIck In which

been adopted are
Cl,i.:..«n, III.

Uapids,
Midi.

C.n.iKl

Colunihus, Oliio
Uaytiiii,

Ohio

Portland,

Me.

I'".ill

New

Mu.

River, M.iss.

Hopliinsvillc,

Sioux City,

Ky.

1.1.

Cleburne, Tex.

Columbus,

C.-i.

South licud, lud.
El I'aso, Tex.

its

I.

System

accuracy,

secrecy;

To the Operating Com-

J.

pany, because

Clayton, Mu.

Automatic

economy

of its

No Cross Talk

operation antl maintenance:
Easiest to

loronto Junction,
Can.
WilminKton, Del.

To the

Riverside, Cal.

it

Traverse City,
Mich.

basis,

Germany

and

Investor, because
the

places

telephone

Mastings, Neb.
Wausau, Wis.
Berlin,

its

of

la.

I'entwater, Mich.

S.innieKo, Cal.

liecausc

li.

)f

Bedford,

Intercommunicating Telephone

pi'dmptne.ss,

its

Marys, O.

W.wdstock.N.

Albuquerque, N. M.
Van Wert, O.
Battle Creek, Mich.

Lfwiston, Mc.
Aulnirn,

St.

tf) all.

To the User,

Augusta, Ga.
Mcdford, Wis.

Princeton, N.

Auburn, N. Y.

appeals

tliat

:

Westerly, R.
Manchester,

Lincoln, Nell.

has

It

ETAPHOjjE

H

securities of

company on a

Made

a

install.

different

in

finishes.

firm

Ti

and keeps them stable

is

c

the

METAPHONE
best

telephone

for

an)

installation.

profitable.

OCT OUR CATALOG

AND PRIOC8

Company

Automatic Electric
Van Buren and Morgan

CHICAGO,

Iniernaiionai

Anderson &

Streets

i.'%°mc*°Go

U. S. A.

PRACTICAL FEATURES
OF TELEPHONE WORK.

Telephone
Mfg. Co.

By A.
TbyS

Cloth,

HIGH GRADE

Nachman

Phone Harrison 4968

l'4lnchis.

E.

The ARNOLD

TELEPHONE

DOBBS.
I34pagts.

lilustratel.

Appendli.

75

Cents.

THIS

work is designed as a simple, plain-speaking handbook for tbe practical telephone man.
Its author, Mr. Dobbs, has been eminently fitted
by fourteen years' experience in telephony to deal with the subject in a thoroughly competent manner. This he has done, and the result is a mine of information, clearly and concisely presented, and invaluable to the manager,
The appendix contains reliable data regarding
operator and lineman alike.

Telephone
Apparatus

wires, resistance, inductive capacity, etc.

ritl»

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING

Harrison and Clinton Stsm

INCANDESCENT

L A

CO.,

DIO MARQUETTE BUILDING, CHICAGO.

CHICAGO

'QTtD"
^ '*"

ar ^ny other book on telephony or electricity sent to any
address, postpaid, on receipt of price.

IWI

PS

Burns'

J

Adjustable

Telephone

Is a bandsome steel enclosed telephone,
the home from room o1 mistress to kitchen,
library or l.iundrv-. Saves hundreds of steps,
Is a distinct convenience, not a

saves time.

Telephone is fitted
luxury, but a necessity.
up comptete. ready for Installation. Needs no
Cannot pet out of
Steel clad.
adjustment.
order.
Lasts forever. Made as Illustrated,
designed for separate batteries; also made
complete with batteries mounted directly upon
telephone t>ack. enclosed In neat box.

Shipped ready for

For Flat or Roll
Bo. 83-87

LONa LIFE
GUARANTEED CANDLEPOWER,
HIGHEST EFFICIENCY.

STANDARD ELECTRICAL MFG.
COMPANY,
:
Nlles, Ohio. I

Compare

ours to others.

Made any

Send us your

PRICE

$1.00

Installation.

Full directions with each telephone.

Top
"^ Desks
length desired.

orders.

MORB THAN REGULAR DESK SETS

Arnold Electric
Manufacturing Co.

AMERICAN ELECTRIC TELEPHONE 60.

MANUFACTURERS

CHICAGO

95 Jackson Boylevard, GHIGAGO
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CODE FOR CEDAR PRODUCT8J

PILLSBURY-WATKINS
COMPANY
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
LUMBER EXCHANGE.
SOUTHERN
OAK TIES.

CEDAR POLES, POSTS, TIES AND SHINGLES.
POLES, TIES, POSTS.

THE PORTER CEDAR CO.,
SARIHAW,

MICH.

We want your Inquiries always.

PRODUCERS.

IPaXMamv^ (Ww^Xo^VU/

"WESTERN"

§>A\^^tWVftV ft^jurw

POLES

W.

C.

STERLING & SON,

MONROE, MICH.

1PawXvwc<a</ cK^cyVrtvoWXt^v.

€fi(C

TIES.

Eleven Pole Yards in Michigan
Wholesale Producers for 20 years,

^AexxM^WrW^XcL.

•

«*"

POLE HOLE

DIGGER
WHITE CEDAR POLES
HALL

SZ

L.

BROOKS

WISCONSIN AVBNUB

TOMAHAWK, WW.

WABASH
Summer
POLE DEALERS ADVERTISING

IN
THE WESTERN ELECTRICIAN OBTAIN MOST EXCELLENT RESULTS BECAUSE IT
PLACES THEM IN TOUCH WITH
ACTUAL BUYERS OF POLES.
TRY A CARD.

Tours

Write today for a Free copy
of

WABASH Summer

Tour

Book— 1905,

outlining many
very attractive summer vacation trips, with rates, etc.
Write us about any tour you

may have

We

in contemplation.
shall be glad to assist you.

C.S.CRANE,
G. P.

& T.

Agent,
ST. LOUIS.

F. A.

PALMER.

:

A. G. P. Agent.

CHICAGO,

/

AS YE SOW SO SHALL YE REAP
sow AN ADVERTISING APPROPRIATION AND YE

.'SHALL

REAP INCREASED BUSINESS

LARGE STOCK.

MICHIGAN WHITE

PROMPT SHIPMENTS.

KELLOCC SWITCHBOARD & SUPPLY

CO., Chicago.

ri.F/'TFiriAr

May

'9

CEDAR POLES
YARDS THROUOHOUT THE NORTNWIST
GOOD STOCK - PROMPT SHIPMENTS

IF

YOU WANT POLES

(|u,,trynMoii llusr (nr

I

MM

olln-r si/L-s y."i lu.iy ncc.l.

P.

1

Wc

)

1

AT

<ii

Kcv'cn-inch, iwcnly livm

lix-incli, tliirticH.

Can

SIIIl'MI-iNT?

I'',

also

i|ii.,lc

May we

iiut

you en any

Pittsburg Agents, Tipper

Sl

Cedar

Poles

CLINTONVILLE, WIS.

Urii

ll*ck Coniluttlj

• Um4

Blook, Bay City, Miohlgan.

Patton, BOO Bessemer

Bui.'dlriK-

''

V'.-!!^i;-|.-'JtVJ'"^^

i'/.V

Are t he Best.

Southern Cedar
NO ROTTEN BUTTS.

^eOARPOtt?
ESTABLISHED

CO., Duluth, Minn.

TORREY
CEDAR CO.,

.md

also have plclily of Ihosi: "•IrollL-y" lies yd.

MALTBY CEDAR COMPANY, 509 Photnix

and TIES

DULUTH LOG

POLES

D. W. PHCLAN,
377 Broadway, New York

:SCEDARP01ES
All Lencths^ni.sizes

1862

WM. MUELLER COMPANY

LindsleyBros Co.

MARQUETTE BLOG. CMICAQO.
EISHT DISTRieUTINQ YARDS

1211-12-13

WEm

hmmmm^MmimmmMmmi-^'
|-FootTies,Michigan'sBestWhiteCedar
for Electric Railways, Our Specialty.

7

ALSO TROLLEY POLES
Write

When

U8.

PERRIZO

SONS,

«Sc

paoqett.

mo.

BERTHOLD

In Colorado

POLES.

Be sure and go

WHITE CEDAR.
Over the Far Famed Loop

IDAHO CEDAR up

(Denver to Silver Plume and return)

to

80

OAK, CYPRESS and

ST. LOUIS.

YELLOW

Chemical Building.

ft.

ADIRONDACK
MOUNTAINS.

COLORADO &
SOUTHERN RY.

Idaho Cedar Poles

Handsome

PRESERVE YOUR COPIES
WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

ELECTRICAL BOOKS

and

restful.

If

you

visit this

region once, you will go there again.

An answer

almost any question
in regard to the Adirondacks will be
found in No. 20 of the "Four-Track
Series," "The Adirondack Moun
tains and How to Reach Them.''
issued by the
to

NEW YORK CENTRAL

^BINDERS SI.OO EACH.

ftCinds

b7 Q«oive H. D&nlffls Oenerkl
H-tMenger Agenl. Grand CentruJ SUtlon. New

two-cflot sUiup.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,

Suite 510 aiarqnette,

SPOKANE, WASH.

CO.

on

FISHER, General Passenger Agent
DENVER, COLORADO

Jkll

COAST POLE

illustrated

literature Bent to any address
receipt of three cents postage.
T. E.

cool

PACIFIC

have many other fasclnatlngonetrips.

The lakes and streams in the Adi.
rondack Mountains are full of fish:
the woods are inviting, the air is
filled with health, and the nights are

tbe finest one-day trip ia, the
country. Takes you througn one of
the grandest canyons in the State
It is

i

THE

PINE.

VIA THE

day

ID BENStrrr hill.

TIES.

& JENNINGS,

CHICAGO. Suite 510 Marquette

Building,

-

-

CO.,
-

CHICAGO.

CENTRAL STATION HEATING
We are the originators and builders of the ONLY underground system of

and exhaust steam heating. Our
and power plants, for heating
250 plants in successful financial and mechanical operation. We have the
residences, stores, public buildings, etc.
only practical Steam Meter. Also manufacturers of Wooden Water Pipe, Steam Pipe Casing, Steam Traps, Condensation Meters, Valves, Economizing Coils, Separators, and a full line of Steamfitters' Supplies.
system

is

used for the utilization and distribution

Write

for

the

STORY

of

of

exhaust steam from

live

electric-light

DISTRICT STEAM HEATING

Company
District Steam
Americam
WESTERN offices: MONADNQCK
MAIN OFFICES

BLDG.

LQCKPORT,

N.V.

CHI CAS a,, ILL.

—

—
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Notice to the Public.
THE ATTENTION OF THE WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC AND
MANUFACTURING COMPANY HAS BEEN CALLED TO THE FACT
THAT CERTAIN OF ITS COMPETITORS ARE OFFERING TO
SUPPLY POLYPHASE INDUCTION AND SYNCHRONOUS MOTORS.
1905.
AND APPARATUS FOR USE THEREWITH. AFTER MAY
BECAUSE CEHTAIJV OF THE TESLA MOTO'R TATEJWTS EXPIRE ON THAT DATE.
1.

Irvtervding purcKasers of PolypKase Apparatus are hereby notified that the Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Compatny owns numerous other patents
relaLtive to these subjects, aLnd the public is waLrned aLga-inst infringement
thereof. The WestingKo\ise Company Nvill ta>.ke energetic steps aLga^inst makers
aLnd users of infringing devices, a>.fter Ma.y 1, 1903, at.s it Kats in the pat-st.
Its
it is

rights

its own paLtents.
must be respected.

under

licensed,

Attention
systems

is

or those

called to the following patents,

w^Kich

it

controls or \inder w^hich
-

among

others, relating to alternating-current motors

and

:

No. 416,194, to Tesla, granted December 3, 1889, induction motors.
No. 459,772, to Tesla, granted ^September 22, 1891, for use of induction motor as starting device for
synchronous motor.
No. 487,796, to Tesla, granted Ddcember 13, 1892, for relation between number of poles on generator
and on motor.
No. 445,207, to Tesla, granted January 27, 1891, for split-phase motor, sustained against Scott and
Janney Electric and Manufacturing Company opinion filed, Circuit Court, September 27, 1899.
No. 508,188, to Stanley, granted November 7, 1893, for compensated field for alternating-current motor.
No. 511,559, to Tesla, granted December 26, 1893, for split-phase method of operating motors. This
patent has been sustained against the Dayton Fan and Motor Company opinion filed. Circuit Court, February 6, 1901, and opinion filed. Circuit Court of Appeals, November 5, 1902; against Hiram C. Roberts and
the Sangamo Electric Company opinion filed. Circuit Court, September 10, 1903; against the Mutual Life
Insurance Company, et al
opinion filed. Circuit Court, February 9, 1904, against the Electric Appliance
Company opinion filed, Circuit Court, March 26, 1904; against the Jefferson Electric Light Heat, and Power
opinion
filed.
Circuit
Company
Court, March 28, 1904; and against the Stanley Instrument Company
opinion filed. Circuit Court of Appeals, September 9, 1904.
No. 511,560, to Tesla, granted December 26, 1893, for split-phase means for operating motors. Sustained
conjointly with 511,559 in each case.
No. 511,915, to Tesla, granted January 2, 1894, for split-phase method of operating motors.
Sustained
against Scott and Janney Electric and Manufacturing Company opinion fi.led. Circuit Court, September

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

27, 1899.

&

No. 529,272, to Hutin
Leblanc, granted November 13, 1894, for damping device for alternating-current motors.
This patent is now in suit against the Bullock Electric Manufacturing Company.
No. 553,469, to Hutin
Leblanc, granted January 21, 1896, for variable speed induction motor.
No. 469,809, to Stanley, granted March 1, 1892, for self-regulating transformer.
Sustained against the
Saranac Lake Electric Light Company opinion filed, Circuit Court, April 26. 1901, opinion filed. Circuit
Court of Appeals, January 14, 1902; and against the Montgomery Electric Light and Power Company
opinion filed, Circuit Court, June 18, 1904.
No. 582,132, to Lamme, granted May 4, 1897, induction motor.
No. 599,940, to Lamme, granted March 1, 1898, induction motors.
No. 609,990, to Lamme, granted August 30, 1898, starting arrangement 'for induction motors.
No. 609,991, to Lamme, granted August 30, 1898, starting arrangement for induction motors.
No. 610,067, to Lamme, granted August 30, 1898, induction motors.
No. 633,856, to Lamme &, Mallett, granted September 26, 1899, induction motors.
No. 644,865, to Lamme, granted March 6, 1900, starting arrangement for induction motors.
No. 582,481, to Nolan, granted May 11, 1897, armature core construction.
This patent is now in suit
against the Bullock Electric Manufacturing Company.
No. 519,862, to Lamme, granted May 15, 1894, for starting arrangement for synchronous motors. This
patent is now in suit against the Indianapolis, Shelliyville and Southeastern Traction Company.
No. 763,547, to Dusinberre, granted June 28, 1904, induction motors.
No. 763,379, to Dusinberre, granted June 28, 1904, induction motors.
No. 759,183, to Lamme, granted May 3, 1904, alternating-current motor.
Re-issue 12,223, to Hutin and Leblanc, granted May 24, 1904, for alternating -current transformation.
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WESTEk.S

f'jos

A New

KLECfRICIAN

TALKING POINTS THAT WORK
WORKING POINTS THAT TALK

Elevator

Make

Reversing

the

the

Type

Popular

K

Meter

Wattmeter

Switch
For Use Only With Cutler-Hammer Self-Starters

All

Type

K

Wattmeters

are Popular

because

—They look right
2d —They register right
3d — They stay right
4th—^They are tamper proof
5th—The price
right
1st

Here's a switch that
of elevator

will withstand the wear and tear
work, due to the constant making and breaking

of the circuit.

Nothingto wear on it except the contacts, and as they are
of hard drawn copper, liberally proportioned, they

made

is

When they do wear they can be
renewed (attached with screws) without disturbing

will give long service.

easily

any

of the connections.

The

drum

iron

carrying parts,
will

is

is

carefully insulated from the current

not affected by moisture, and consequently

not warp.

This switch can be installed

any convenient place
no matter what the

in

horizontally, vertically or on its side
position
It is

may

be, will

work equally

designed to be used only

self-starters

—

well.

in

and with them make

connection with C-H.
ideal

elevator

control

outfits.

Large sizes are equipped with powerful magnetic blowupon opening the

outs for disrupting the arc which occurs
circuit.

We

also build these switches especially for three-phase

alternating-current motors,

where the motor

is

thrown

directly across the line in starting.

For dimensions and prices send for Bulletin 72B.

Multiphase Type K registers all the
energy in any multiphase circuit all the
time.
It is easier to install and easier to
read than two single-phase meters used

The Cutler-Hammer Mfg,Co,

The

MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN

NEVYORK

BOSTON

136 Liberty St.

J76 Federal St.

CHICAGO

PITTSBURG

Monadnocfc BIdg. Farmers Bank BIdg.

for the

1/

same purpose.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

JOHN

VULCANIZED

SONS

ROEBLING'S

A.

May

GO.

^Hfe

Wire
All

of
'

Kinds

mp

CO.,

-

Wilmington, Del

Bare

'

^^^^1

MAINOFFICE AND WORKS

FIBRI

Highest grades for electrioil iasulatioo and meciunical purpoKS, in abteU,
and special shapes. Catalogues and samples oo application.

tubes, rods

VULCANIZED FIBRE
Insulated

20, ig(^

IDEA" SOLDERING PASTE
"NEW
1
214
IDEA SOLDERING PASTE

NEW

Copper

Y REN TON,

Patent

Cope's

Wire

r

TPTJ SAMPLI
Jl
FREE
Hibbard Ave., Detrc
Detroit. Mich

CO..

Coupling

Quick

N. J.

Conduit

Rod

Write for Ust of persons usioe these
)ds— 26,ooosold sinceMay 1902. Made
i_3lt,.and4 (t. lengths.
Price. 3 It. 75cents.4(t.85ceoti.

Patented Feoroary

New York

Chicago

Philadelphia

San Francisco

Cleveland

Atlanta

PHILBDELPHia. PB,

32A4 North Fifteenth Street

NATIONAL STANDARD
BRANCH BLOCKS...

OUR NEW "STANDARD"
:1905

3+, 1903.

OOI

J.

T".

MODEL:

2 ana 3 Poles

UNIVERSAL DESK OR BRACKET FANS

Single anti Double

BRANCH: 250 VOLTS, 3-60 AMPS.

BLOCKS BBLOW

31

AHPS. WITHOUT l-UQS.

T^HE

fuse receiving portion of the bloclc is substantially tlie same as tlie
regular main line block arrangement. Abutting one end of tliis portion
of tlie blocic, fiowever, is the main line connecting portion wliicli is provided
with the necessary grooves fitted with clamp contacts for the reception and
connection of the main line wires. The grooves for these are depressed below
the surface so that there is ample insurance against cross-connection. The
uniformity of dimension as in the case of the main line blocks gives the
" National Standard " branch blocks a decided advantage.

This is our new "Standard'" Universal Desk or Bracket Fan. Combines in a single, neat
and ornamental structure the desirable features of both types, as it may be mounted on
either the desk or side wall, runnine; equally well In any position. After being mounted
the direction of the air current.may be adjusted as desired in either a vertical or horizontal
plane, thtn lixed in position by means of thumb screws provided for the purpose.

Fuse Bevices, APPROVED
We make and carry in slock at all our brancti stores

ONE VALUABLE FEATURE
Before buying send for our catalog descriptive of
9

OTHER TYPES OP DESK

and CEiLINQ

FANS
MILWAUKEE

THE ROBBINS & MYERS
Main
Now York.
Baltimure,

17(i

aSl

Office

Broadway
Park Avenue

and Works;
Boaton,

SPRINGFIELD, OHIO,
Congress
Eighteenth

385^2:)7

Plttsljurt;, 43

St.
St.

LOS ANGELES

CHICAGO
BOSTON
PHILADELPHIA

CO.

U. S, A.

KANSAS
H.W.JOHNS-MANVILLECO. SEATTLE
MINNEAPOLIS

Philadelphia, 730 Witherapoon
and 135 E. Bth St.

BMg,

PITTSBURG
CLEVELAND

St. Paul,_l.t3

CITY

nanufacturers Electrical Insulating Materials, Asbestos
Pipe and Boiler Coverings, Packings and Roolings

ST. LOUIS

SAN FRANCISCO

I

OO Wl LLIAM ST.

-

NEW YORK

^Jl^^D^cfuK
LONDON
PARIS

BRUSSELS

Preeminently the Storage Battery
It costs

It

It

no more than the Cell Type.

has comparatively, considerably more active material and occupies iess
space (about half that required by Cell Type).
far

is

more durable

much

less

—

is cleaner and more economical in operation and
expensive in cost of maintenance.

Besides, this important fact must not be overlooked; There are no annoyThe gas does not
ing and destructive fumes as with the Cell Type.
escape, therefore no corrosion of adjacent pipe or iron work or even
the tarnishing of bright metal work.

TRAY PLATF BATTERY CO.
Successors Smi'c
New York

Office,

39

Corllandt St.

B-

I

I

t

~torage Battery Co.

FRE- .-RICK

ST.,

BINCHAMTON,

N. Y.

^

Vol.

Pn AiiH.

$3.00

inVI,

MAY

CHICAGO,

27,

1905.

WIRESANDCABLES

HUBBER COVERED. WEATHEKPROOF. UNDERGROUND AND SUBMARINE.

«

The Simplex Electrical

Monadnock Blork. CHICAGO

I

Katlunni

Hmn.lsr.l

CRESCENT INSULATED WIRE AND CABLE CO.

Co.,

BOSTON, MASS.

10 Stato Siroot,

21.

Ni^.

CRESCENT RUBBER INSULATED

AND CABLES.
SIMPLEX WIRESINSULATED
"""R.'mxsoN""'

lOutal.aCe^.

H.-;'::

"""

aaBa'wcurUAtET.

Cope's

INMO riiriHKspoMUion,

Patent

Quick

'"O '•"^""7. TRENTON. ».

O""^''

Coupling

J.

Rod

Conduit

lledal for ItultherliiHulation.

IH»:t-Worl<|-N Fnir.
Medal for Ituhbcr InMulntion.

THK MTAKDARU FOK
KUBBKK IX!«i:i.AT10Br.
Sole Manufacturers of

TRADE MARK.

Okonite Wires, Okonite Tape,

Manson Tape, Candee

THE OKONITE
ToVlVo ".«":

i

"•"•«"•

253 Broadwiy, New

""i'?'"

Wires

CO., Ltd

STANDARD UNDERGROUND CABLE CO.

Y9rli

322 The

INDIANA RUBBER AND INSULATED WIRE CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF
Paranlte Rubbir Covered Wires and Cables,
UNDERGROUND. AERIAL, SUBMARINE AND INSIDE USE.
TELBPHONB, TBLBORAPM AND PIRB-ALARM CABLEi.

/

:\

All

Wires ire tested

JOKK8BORO, IND.

at Factory.

I<o.<kcr>-.

Wt^lliii:hoM.i. IIIUK

REPAIRING
RECALIBRATING

1

ELECTRIC METERS.

Controlling
Devices
OP ALL KINDS

l-.mf.i

s-

••

.

BARE AND WEATHERPROOF WIRES AND CABLES.
Underground Csbles

Rubber Covered Wires and Cables.

INTERNATIONAL ELECTRIC

THE

f.f.

.

MHER

lor all Purpofts.

Electric Heating: Apparatus
t

VOM •t'PAt C«T*i.O«UC

UNIT" ENAMELED RHEOSTATS
SIMPLEX ELECTRIC HEATING CO.,
Cambrldgeport, Maaa.

CO.

330 W. RANDOLPH STREET. CHlC«Gn
Piltsbnrj

PHOENIX

GLASS

New York

"'"«"

CO.

M.Duf.ctar.rs of

MOTOR STARTBRS

SPEED REQVLATORS
FIELD REGULATORS

and Shadet, both

Electric Qlobes

looer

Arc and Incandescent
and Outer Olobes for

NOVELTY POT HEADS AND SLEEVES
WriU

Samples on Approval.

all

fur

Catalog No.

USE.

Made by

enclosed arc systems

The F. Bissell Co>n>A?«r4'

CATALOGUES SENT ON KEQUIiST

.

Toledo.O.

m.:.

A Hotorless

Flasher
Automatically operates
three 16. six S, twelve
4 c.-p. Iamp5 or less,

on either direct or

al-

ternating current.

SEND FOR CATALOa

Union Electric Mfg. Go.

Easily connected. Flash
can be regulated.
It
saves electricity.
It ra(juires absolutely no attention and has nothing
to get out of order. The contacts are heavy platinum

Milwaukee, Wis.

Price, each, $2.00.

C. 0.

SCHNEIDER &

CONDUITS FOR INTERIOR WIRINf,
and

will

wear inaetlnltely.

Amerjcari

Discount to the trade.

CO.. Maaufacturers. 84 E.

Adams

St..

CHICAGO. ILL.

CbclMa,

Circular

Loam

Co.

M.iss,, .New York, Cbtcaio. Sjin Frxiicl<tco

ELECTRICAL

WESTON INSTRUMENT CO., HIGH CLASS WORK
''Mala Office and Works, Waverly Park,

NEWARK, N.

J.

\

in

_^^^^i
L

Portable Direct Beading
Voltmeters and MilUvoltmetere. Ammeters and Sill-

UatioD Instrme&tS'

ammeters. Wattmeters
and Voltmeters, for Alternating ana Direct Current

These Instruments are
constructed

upon the

Circuits.

as our regular
Standard Portable Direct
Omxent Voltmeters and
AmmeterB, but are much
larger, and the working
parta are iuclosed in a
ciple

Foance-E.

^

police

^^^^^^^^1

i

^^^I^^^H
^^^^^^^H

^^^^^^1

InBtmimeiit Oo., KlttM^trxsee No.sa.
I

Xew Tork omce-y4

patrol stor-

.

'

<

J
.

i

4
'

"
'

age battery work,
Let as quote on

above

of

class

i

,

ivork.

mosi; relia-

LN-Earopean Weeton ElectrJcftl

Century

H. Cadlot, 12

P
W

ase battery not to
exceed 250 ampere
hours (25-16 C. P
lamps for S hours
is needed.
Also in leleplione,
fire aJarm and

\

They are the

standards for
Laboratory use.
ble, absolute

Works, L6wlsbam
Paris.

k

'

Weston Standard Illuminated
Broa.,

1

Our Semi-Portable Laboratory Standard VoU-

aetio 6elds.

U)NDON— ElUott

k

Our portable ioetrumeiits
are recognized aestamiarda
throughout the civilized

neatly deeigoed, duet-prooE
CBSb'Iron case wliich effectively shields the Instrnmente from disturbing ln>
flaences of oxternai mag-

BIH^^H

_^^|^^^^^^B

i

liahtini;

Dl.mts whereasior-

H

.^rfS^^^I

Weston Standard

IWrnM Bial

small

^k

t'ortlandt St.

Northwestern Storage Battery Co,,
28S Madison

St.,

.

.

.

Chicago,

III.

1
A

May
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Ideal

Reynolds

Central Station Unit

Horizontal -Vertical Engines

Occupies only two-thirds of the floor-space required by
a

horizontal

vertical

mum
With

cross-compound

engine,

and

permits

low pressure cylinder with consequent

mini-

wear.
there

construction

this

is

no

liability

of

oil

being

thrown on the generator.
Especially adapted -for large powers.

Smjlt-Ciank "Manhatlan" Type. 5,000 Hor«-power Engine
Direcl-connecled to a 3,500 K. W. Bullock Geneialor

Grand

Bullock Electrical Apparatus

Prize, St. Louis,

for all

1904

Allis-Chalmers

purposes

Co

Milwaukee, Wis., U. S. A.
Canadian Representatives, AlUs-Chalmers- Bullock, Ltd.. Montreal

OUR NEW "STANDARD"
=

1905

Allen Bradley Electric Controllers

MODEL:

UNIVERSAL DESK OR BRACKET FANS

This Is our new "Standard" Universal Desit or Urackei Fan. Combines in a single, neat
and ornamenial structure tbe desirable features of both types, as it may be mounted on
either the desk or side wall, running equally well in any position. After being mounted

Enclosed Controller

standard Controller

HADE

Before buying send tor our catalog descriptive of
9

OTHER TYPES OF DESK

and CEILING

THE ROBBINS & MYERS
Main Office and Works:
Ne-w York'. 170 Bron.dway

SPRINGFIELD, OHIO,

Boston. SSiVS.-!? Congress
Park Avenue
PIttabiirK. i:i Eighteenth
Dalian, Texas, Opera Kou.'e Building

BiiltlmMi-e, ^21

St.
St.

CO.

U. S. A.

Pliiladfliihln., Tsn wttlier^ooon BIdir
Paul, I.t; ntid \X, E. Bth'St.
St. Luuia. 12 N. lilt'hMi ^;t.
St.

IN

ALL SIZES

PANS

American Etectrio Fuse Co.
Chicago

New York

May

—

.

,

WKSTF.RN FI.KCTRIcrAN

tOoi;

27,

—

-

.

TheElectric PHILADELPHIA
Storage BatteryCo.
MANUFACTURER OF THE

Cbloribc Hccumulator
For Central Stations, I'Jiriiii iCiilways, Isolated Ligliliii;^ and I'ower Station>
I''ire Alarm,
r(-lofi;ra|)li, Tr.iin Li.;litin^, etc., etc.
fiwAnoKO UPON ncaucST.

SALKS OKKICKS:
Nicw ViiiiK,
UX> Ifroadway

rilir.ADBM-iiiA.
Ave. unil 10th St.

AlloK>i<*iiy

S<H

Engineering
CimpUlo «nd nhort
,o,lii«orln« .l,Mp,.

men,

Frix.si

Illallo

BW«m

«iiJ hlo.lrli;«l
A.;c..,.inn.a.tl..nil llu>

INIW Sobool >ll your. Btadsntii m»y onlor •o» tlino.
Correipondimco team and oloctrlciil cournnfl. benii
li.wriiiiwJ.
for c.t.lomio. Montltm c...ir«« In wlilcll

.

St. Lnlii..

WftliiwrlKbt HIUk

Ltd.. Toroiilo

Rr'^'g

DEI MOINES, IOWA.

NiOHlAVD PARK COLLCOE,

(.'0

"UNION" ENCLOSED FUSES

Hhop work from the ••-

iDDlnir. Hliort cour.in In
Sn»lo.»rlIllt. mi.on.c. low.

Ciiic.iio,
Mar(|(ii,ttr lIldE.

CAii>t>t.
Ctnailliia fionerml Kli'<'irlr

»°"

TlloroURtllr equlpPOd

cour.,>i.

Hour..!..
stfttu .St.

00

(:levi:i.i?ii>.

CItl/co'a llldK

lllilk'.

AND

O L. D

YOST SPECIALTIES.

CODE

rME:>A/

Sookais, Wall
Sockets,

New Code

Weatherproof

Blocks

Sockets,
Rosettes,
Receptacles,

S T Y l_ E

Catalog No. 16 with illustrations is ready and Is as plain as a primer, You
see what you want at a glance

Cord
Our Trade
Mark stands

Adjustersm

good
goods In

CHICAGO FUSE WIRE & MFG. GO.

for

Cmtalogum for
tha mmking,

all

Electrical

Chicag:o, BufTalo

Fuses and
Fuse Wire

THE YOST ELECTRIC MFG. CO.
TOLEDO, OHIO.

New York

PLATINUM

PLATINUM

BAKER A^coTINC.

Craiid Prize

PLATINUM

PLATINUM

408-414 N.J.

R.

R.tv

.

NEWARK.

N.

Universal Exposition
ST. LOUIS, 1004

i.

ALPHABETICAL INDEX TO ADVERTISEMENTS.
AUts-Chalmers

Company

.

.

Carhartt A Co., Hamilton....—
Central Electric Co
6
Central Tel. A El. Co

.

American Uatterj' Co
Amer. Circular Loom Co.
American Conduit Co
American Diesel Engine Co
Amer. District Steam Co
Amer. Elec. Fuse Co
Amer. Elect'l. Supply Co....
Amer. EL Telephone Co
Amer. Elec. A Ooniroll
Co.
American Electrical Works
Anderson A Nacbman
. .

—

.

10
Century Electric Co
Chicago Edison Co
4. 12
Chic. Fuse WlreAMfg. Co... 3
Chicago House Wrecking Co.l2
10
Chicago Mica Co
Chicago Solder Co

—

Colonial Sign

Arnold Co. The
Arnold Elec. Mfg. Co
vutomatlc Electric Co
,

—

llabcockA Wilcox Co
Hadt. F. B
alley. Fred. W. C

9

9

.aln, For4e
11
Baker A Co.. Inc
3
Baker A Co.. W. E
9
—
Bay State Lamp Co
Beardslee Chandelier M f g. Co. 10
Belden Mfg. Co
11
Benjamin Electric Mfg. Co.

—

Bennett, L

A

17

Benhold A Jennings
Big Pour R. R
BUsellCo., The

18

—

F

19

1,

Bossert Electric ConslructioD

Co

.U

L
Btownell Co., The
Brooks, Hall

,

A Insulator

Co.lO

A Southern R. R....14
Columbia Incand. Lamp Co..
Continuous Rail Joint Com8
pany of America
4
Cooper-Hewitt Elec. Co
Colorado

Cope, T.J

1

Cornell, T. S
Couch Co. Inc.
,

9

,

S.

H

—

Crescent Ins. Wire A Cbl. Co. 1
20
Croclier-Wheeler Co
Crolius A Son. E. R
Cutler-Hammer Clutch Co.- S
S
Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co
Cutter Elec. A Mfg. Company—

—

—

A W. Fuse Company
Dearborn Drug A Chem.Wks.i4
Denver A Rio Grande R. R... 14
—
Diamond Meter Company
9
Directory of Engineers

D.

Co., Joseph.. 14
Doxsee-Barrere Elec'l. Co.... 13

Duluth Log Co
Elec. Mfg.

Edison Decorative

Buckeye Electric Co.

BuUock

.

ire

.

Elec. Mfg. Co.,

Bunge, Otto
Burlington R,
Kylleaby

Campbell

,

R

ACo-.H.
liros

.,

M..'.

A Co

9

"For Sale" Advertisements.. 12
Ft. Wayne Elec. Works, Inc. .21

Lamp Co....—
Fowler. John H
U>
Fowler-Jacobs Company
19
Franklin Elec. Mfg. Co
Fostorla Incand.

—
—

Fres-Ko Chemical Co

General Electric Co
9, 10
General Storage Buttery Co.. 10
Gleason. John. L
4
Gould Storage Battery Co. ... —
Great Northern R. K
13
Green Fuel Economizer Co..—
Gregory Electric Company. ..12

Hallberg.J.H
Haller Machine Co

"

9

—

Hamacek.A. F
Hart Mfg. Co
Hartford Steam Boiler
spection

A

ii

16

In-

Insurance Co....

Hazard Manufacturing Co...:
Highland Park College.
HUl Elec. Co., W. S
Hoffman. G.
Holmes Fibre-Graph. Co
Holopbane Glass Co
Humphrey, Henry H
.

W

:

Hunt A Co.,Robt.

W

Dixon Crucible

Duncan

Wm. H

Evans. Almlrall

'

.

19

Co

21

Bryan-Marsh Co
Bryan,

i

Lamp

son Mfg.

A

MiniaDepartm't.
10

Company

17

Co

10

Electric Appliance

Illinois Central Ry
Incandescent Electric Light
Manipulator Company
Indiana Rub. A Ins. W. Co
India Rubber A Gutta Percba
Insulating Company
International Elec. Meter Co.
International Tel. Mfg. Co...]

]

-

;

A W. B

Electric Storage Battery Co.. 3

Jackson, D.

Electrician Pub. Company...

Jeffrey Manufacturing

ErieR.

R

r,

17

C.

Co
Johns-ManvlUe Co. H. W.

For Ol^ssified

,

IncaLejx:

of

—
.

.

]

.

Spargo Wire Co

Kartavert Manufacturing Co.22
Kellogg Switchboard A Sup^
ply

Company

vemp.

R.

17, 18

W

9

Klein A Sons. Mathias
Kohler Brothers

Kuhlmau

Electric

Il

9

Co

II

Leather Preserv. M. Corp
LefTel

A

Co.,

11

James

14

Letbeule, Paul
9
Llndsley Brothers Company.. J8

Loud'sSonsCo..H.

M

19

22

—

A Weed
ASons

Phelan, D.

IS

W

19

Eugene F
11
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.. .11
Phoenix Glass Co
1
Phosphor-Bronxe S. Co
.14

Phillips.

Plgnolet.L.

M

10

I9

Plume A Atwood Mfg.

A

U
II

..10

12

—

R

Mueller Company, William.. 19
Mvnsell A Co.,Eugene. ...7. ic

National Carbon Co
National Electric Co
13
National India Rubber Co
Nernst Lamp Co
New Idea Soldering Paste Co.
New York Central R. R
,

New York

Ins.

Nonhern

Elect'l Mtg. Co...-

Wire Co

Northern Pacific R. R
Northern Wire A Cable Co...
Northwestern Storage Bat-

Co

.A.<3L-v-oirtiserxi.erit:s

Relstnger.

18

L. S. Iron Co.... 18

Porter Cedar

U

Miscellaneous Advs

tery

A Seymour, Inc

Parsell
Perrizo

Pittsburg

McRoy Clay tVorks
i3
—
Mechanical Appliance Co
Mica Insulator Company.. .7. lO
Michigan College of Mines..
Minneapolis Cedar A Lbr.Co.I8
R.

Pass

—
..II

Matthews A Bros., W.N
McCandless A Co.. II. W
McLennan A Company. K..

Monon

19

Plllsbury-WatklnsCo

Machado A Roller
Maliby Cedar Company
Manhattan El. Supply Co..
Marinette Gas Engine Co

Co

Paclflc Coast Pole

Co....

Company

Hugo

11

19
.5

Reliance Instrument Co
11
Replogle Governor Works.. .10
Reynolds EL Flasher Mfg.Co. S
RobblusA Myers Co.. The... 2
Robert Instrument Co.. The.. 10
Robertson A Sons. Jas^ L
Roebling's Sons Co.. J. A
22
Uose Polytechnle In>t
12

—

Buebel-Schwedtmann-WeUs.. 9
Runzel-Leni Elec. Mfg. Co...—
Safety Ins. Wire

A Cable Co. .18

Samson Cordage Works
Electric Co

Sangamo

Sargent A Lundy
Sauquolt Silk Mfg.Co

SatnerCo..G.F

14

—
—
10
9

C

Schneider A Co.,
O
1
Schott.W. H
9
19
S- E. Missouri Cypress Co
Signaloid Chemical Works..
Simplex Electrical Co., The.. 1
Simplex Elec Heating Co....

.

Jas.

A

13

Sundard Elec. Mfg. Co
i:
'Standard Underg. Cable Ca... 1
Stanley- G. 1. Elec. Mfg. Co. 4
Stanley Instrument Co
5
Sianlon. LeRoy
9
Sterling A son, W,
19
Stow Mfg. OompaDj.10
StTomberg-CarlsoD TeL Mfg.

W

C

Company
10
Sunbeam Incan. Lamp Co...—
Toledo Stor. Bat. A Eleo. Co. 13
Torrey Cedar Company
19
Tray Plate Battery Co
4
TnimbuU Elec JInfg. Co
Turner Brass Works

—
—

rnderhiJl.Chas. R
9
Union Electric Mfg. Co
l
Inlversal Elec Stor. EaL Co.l3
Valentine-Clark Co.. The....—

VanNostrand

Co..

—

D

Vulcanized Fibre Company

Wagner

Walsh's Sons

.

.S3

Co

—

A Company

IS

Electric Mfg.

Warren Elec Mfg. Co
C
—
Wesco Supply Co
Western Display Co
JO
Western Electric Company ..SI
Western Steel Gate Co
19
Westinghouse
Electric
A
Manufacturing Co
20
Weston Electrical Inst Co... 1
Whitehead Machinery Co... —
Williams Elec Machine Co..—
Willis. G.

M

9

WooUey Fdy. A Mach. Wks..—
Worcester CoEpany,
Wrigley Co., Thos

C H....-1S
—

I

Snyder A Hunt Co

See

23

i*^g:e e.

Yost Electric Mfg.

Co

3
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REMEMBER THE NAME AND BUY THE BEST

PARAGON
FAN MOTORS
STANDARD FOR YEARS
CALL AND SEE THEM OR WRITE FOR^PRICES

CHICAGO EDISON COMPANY,
ADAMS

139

ST.,

CHICAGO.

ft..

TRAY PLATE BATTERY COMPANY
MANUFACTURERS OF THE CELEBRATED

PATENT TRAY PLATE STORAGE BATTERY
FOR CENTRAL LIGHTING., POWER AND ISOLATED PLANTS.

ALSO AN IMPROVED CELL TYPE BATTERY
New York

Office,

39 Gortlandl

ALL CENERAL STYLES FOR ELECTRIC VEHICLES, SPARKING BATTERIES, ETC.

IN

5-1

Street.

FREDERICK STREET, BINGHAMTON.

i

N. Y., U. S. A.

Qleason's
\it'

V:^

PITTSFIELD MASSACHUSETTS

Our New

B. 0.

Moulding

\^~^nUD

Boxes.

Transformers

Send

postal

for descrip-

are .unequaled

tive

pamand

phlet
price

for high

all

list

to

day
JOHN

efficiency.

L.

GLEASON

290 South St.

A NO. 2—REGULAR

B NO. 2-REauLAR

Janul"

Pl«ta,

Mass.

They are superior

in

COOPER-HEWITT MERCURY

points

VAPOR LAMPS
of

insulation

COOPER-HEWITT

and regulation
over

Vapor Converter

ordinary

For charging storage batteries
from alternating currents

transformers.

T

Write for Bulletins and Prices

Western Sales

Office,

Monadnock Block,

Chicago,

111.

COOPER- HEWITT ELECTRIC

TYPE

P A

CONVERTER

220 West

29tli St.,

CO.

NEW YORK

WF< H "^T-Jjlh^jl'ij IINJVES-riVIEIMX .^CH^
ffORLD'^

N^ZB^

JiVl^l

ll

JEMMM Mi*
"J
X^S^

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY,

-

CLEVELAND,

0.

1

1

.May

27,

WESTF.RN

iici.S

F.LECIRICFAN

GRAND PRIZE
The Highest Possible Award
Has Been Civon

to

HIGHEST GRADE NUERNBERG CARBONS
By the International Jury of Awards,

Purchase Exposition,

of the Louisiana

HUGO

REISINGEIR.

St. Louis, 1904.

Sole ImporUr,

II

BROADWAY, NEW YORK

Send in your order and copy for the Western Electrician's
National Electric Light Convention Issues it's your last

—

chance.
Issue of June

Wednesday,
Issues

3d (distributed

May

at

the convention) goes to press

31st.

of June loth and 17th will contain the

full

report of

the proceedings.

As this will be a Western convention your convention announcement should appear in the Western Electru ian's convention numbers.

Forward Copy To-Day.

STANLEY WATTMETERS
FOR ALTERNATING CURRENT, SINGLE PHASE AND POLYPHASE SERVICE

ROTATED JEWEL BEARING
JEWEL SURFACE ALWAYS NEW— PERMANENT ACCURACY AT ALL LOADS
MADEALSOIN ROU N D, SWITCH BOARD T Y PE, 6 IN. DIAMETER, BACKCONNECTED
3

STANLEY INSTRUMENT COMPANY,

great barrington, mass.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

May

27, 1905

DELTABESTON MAGNET WIRE
AN ASBESTOS-COVERED WIRE FOR FIELD AND ARMATURE WINDING
Sizes No. 3 to

18 B.

&

Gauge

S.

ABSOLUTELY MOISTURE-PROOF AND INDESTRUCTIBLE BY TEMPERATURE RISE
WRITE FOR PRICES

(kvitd €lwJrir€it»t|mug,
GENERAL WESTERN AGENTS
Temporary

Offices, 207-209-211 East

Jackson Blvd., CHICAGO

CLASSIFIED INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
Adjuttters. Cord.
Incandes. El. Lt. Manlp. Co.

Coloring, Lamp.

AdjnMters, Inc. Lamps.

Commutator <:itmpuand

Inci:!. Lt, Manipulator Co.

Anchors

&

(Tel.

Bennett,

Tel.)

A.

I.

&

Matthews

Bro.,

W.

N.

Electric Appliance Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.

and Jars.

Bells. BaEsers, Bto.

Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
Jos.

Leather Preserver Mfg. Corp.

Beltlnff.

^

,

Leatlier Preserver Mfg. Corp.

Green Fuel Economizer Co.

Boilers.
Allis-Chalmers Company.

& Wilcox Co.
BrownellCo., The
Babcock

Elec. Mfg. Co.

Osburn Flexible Conduit

Wesco Supply

Bonks, electrical.
Electrician Publishing Co.
Co., D.

Van Nostrand

Brasbes.
Central Electric Co.
Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co.

Western Electric Company.

Wayne

Elec. Wks. Inc.
General Electric Co.
National Electric Co.
Northern Electrical Mfg. Co.
Wagner Electric Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Westlnghouse EL & Mfg. Co.

Controllers, Crane.
Amer. Elec. & Controller Co.
Amer. Elec. Fuse Co,

Runzel-Len2 Elec. Mfg. Co.
Samson Cordage Wks.
Couplings, Magaetic.
Cutler-Hammer Clutch Co.

Ptns

and

Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Company.

Chicago Edison Co.

& Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Ft. Wavne Elec. Wks. Inc.
General Electric Co.
Cutter Elec.

F.

Western Electric Co.
Westlnghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Dynamos and Motors.
AUis-Chalmers Company.

Plates.

& Weed

Jeffrey Mfg. Co.

Co.

Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co.
Mfg. Co.

Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks. Inc.
Union Electric Mfg. Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Company.
El. &. Mfg. Co.

Clusters,
Benjamin

PluDie A
ClutclieB. nia^aetic.

Cutler-Hammer Clutch Co.
WlUlams -Electric Mach. Co.

Coal and Ashes HandllnK Machinery.
Oolls and Masnets.
Western Electric Co.

Inst. Co.,

Sangamo

Co.

Westlnghouse

El.

&

Mtg. Co.

Baker &

Co.,

W,

Cornell. T. S.
Evans, Almlrall
Hallberg, J. H.

E.

&

Co.

Klein

General Storage Battery Co.

Gould Storage Battery Co.
Toledo Stor. Bat. <V Elec. Co.

Universal Elec. Stor. Bat. Co.

SuppUen, General Elee.
Bissell Co.,

Mathias.

Carhartt

&

Co.,

I'litiMpbur

Hamilton.

Brunze.

Phosphor Bronze Sm.

Platinnm,
Sheet.
Baker & Co.

Poles and

.

and

Inc.

Western Electric Co.
Westlnghouse EL & Mfg. Co.
Bissell Co.,

Ft.

Wayne

The

F,

Elec.

Wks.

Inc.

General Electric Co.
Gregorj' Electric Co.

Brownell

Co.,

The

Fans and Fan Motors.
Central Electric Co.

Century Electric CoCrocker-Wheeler Company.
Edison Mfg. Co.

Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Stanley— G. I. Elec. Mfg. Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
Westlnghouse El, & Mfg, Co.

Lamps. incandeMcent.

lating.

Perrizo

Central Electric Co,

Chicago Edison Co.

Columbia Incan. Lamp

&

Co.

Co.

Sawyer-Man

Elec. Co.

Sunbeam Incan. Lamp
Wesco Supply Co.

Co.

Western Electric Co.
Westlnghouse EL & Mfg. Co,

&

EL

Lt.

Mfg.Co.

Cooper, Hewitt Elec, Co.
Leatlier Specialties.
Bunge, Otto.
Letters, Metal. Sign.
Haller Machine Co.

LlKbtnlnt; Arresters.
Central Electric Co.

Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Company,

Globes, Reflectors
Shades.

and

Fostorla Glass Specialty Co,
Fostoria Incan. Lamp Co,

Western Electric Co.
SovernoFB, Water Wheel.
Repiogle Governor Works.
[Graphite SpeolaltleM.
Dixon Crucible Co.. Jos.
Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co.

B^OJr .A.lf>l3.^l3etxo^l Irxdess:

of

Electric Appliance Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks. Inc.
General Electric Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Stanley— G I. Elec. Mfg. Co,
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.

Linemen's Climbers.
Klein & Sons. Mathias.
Masrnet Wires.
(See Wires and Cables.)

Mf^chnnlonl nrnfl.
Green Fuel Economizer Co.

Metaplw
Ande

1

Co.

F.

.

Toggle BolU.

Wngley

Co.,

Thos

Tools.
Klein

&

Sons, Mathias.

Western Electric Co.

Transformers.
Central Electric Co.
Crocker- Wheeler Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Works,
General Electric Co.
Gregory Electric Co.

Inc.

Kuhlman

Electric Co.
Elec. Supply Co.
National Electric Co.
Stanley-G. I. Elec. Mfg. Co.
Wagner Electric Mfg. Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.

Continuous Rail Joint Company of America.
Railway Supplies.
Supply Co,

Manhattan

andluB— Repairs.

Westlnghouse EL

tats.

&

Mfg. Co.

Amer. Electric Fuse Co.

Trucks. Blectric Car.

Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.
Union Electric Mfg. Co,

& Mfg.
Turbines, Steam.

Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
Westlnghouse EL & Mfg. Co.
Schools and Coliegres.
Highland Park College
Michigan College of Mines.
Rose polvtechnlc Inst.
[>iid-Uaiiil

General Electric Co.

Westlnghouse EL

Westlnghouse EL & Mfg. Co
Turbine "Water Wlieels

Mach'y.

Leffel & Co., Jas.
VulcanlEed Fibre.

Vulcanized Fibre Co.

Wires
Gregory Electric Co.
Matthews & Bro., W. N.
Walsh's Sons & Co.
iltrn».

Electric.

Haller Machine Co.
Western Display Co.
Silks,
Insniatlnff and
Braid Ins.
Sauquoit Silk Mfg. Co.
tiicketM & Receptacles.
Pass & Seymour.

SauterCo.. G. F.
Yost Elec. Mfg. Co.

Soldering Sticks, Salts

and Paste.

Chicago Solder Co.
Crolius

New

A

Son. E. R.

Idea Soldering Paste Co.

Western Electric Co.
Solenoirls.

Amer. Elec. & Controller Co.

SlteaklnK Tabes.

Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.

A Nachn

A-ci-vei:-tiserxx€;j3.t;s

Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.

Se©

Co.

Allis-Chalmers Co,
General Electric Co.

Manipulator Co.

Lamps, Nernst.
Nernst Lamp Co,
Lamps. Vapor.

Amer. Elec. Fuse Co.
BisseUCo.,TheF.

Co The
Campbell Bros.
Bissell

Chicago Edison Co,
Gregory Electric Co.

General Electric Co.
McCandlesscfeCo., H. W.
Nernst Lamp Co.

Inc.

Fanes and Fnse Wire.

Western Electric

Time Switches.

Portables.
Plume & Atwood Mfg. Co,
Poorer Transmission

Rh

Lamps. Incandescent—
Replacers & Cleaners.

Flexible Shafts.

International TeL Mfg. Co.

Kellogg Switchb. & Sup. Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Stromberg-Carlson TeL M.Co
Wesco Supply Co.

Sons,

Pbelan, D. W.
Pillsbury-Walkins Co.
Pittsburg & L. S. Iron Co.
Porter Ceflar Company.
S. E. Missouri Cypress Co.
Sterling & Son, W. C.
Torrey Cedar Co.
Valentine-Clark Co., The.
Worcester Co., C. H,
Pole Hole Diggrera.
Western .Steei Gate Co.
PoliNh i^letal).
Hoffman, Geo. W.

Minia-

Standard Elec'l Mfg. Co.

Uoxsee Elec'l. Co., A. S.
Haller Machine Co.
Reynolds EL Flasher Mfg.Co

Stow Mfg.

Buckeye Electric Company,

TheF.

Electric Appliance Co.

Rail Joints.

ture Lamp Dept.
Electric Applii

and dec.

&

Bissell Co.,

Central Electric Co.
Central TeL & EL Co.

ftlaciilnery.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co,

Edison Decorative

Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Fittings.
Plume & Atwood Mfg. Co.

American EL Telephone Co
Anderson A Nachman.
Arnold Elec. Mfg. Co.
Automatic Electric Co.

Bros. Co.

General Electric Co.

Bobbins A Mvers Co., The
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
Westlnghouse EL & Mfg. Co.
Fans, Kxbaust and Venti-

Gen. Incan. Arc Light Co.

Telephones, Telephuue
Material and Switchboards.

DuluthLogCo.

Loud's Sons Co.. H. M.
Maltby Cedar Co.
Minneapolis Cedar ALbr. Co.
Mueller Company, William,
Pacific Coast Pole Co.

Lamps, Arc.

S«Tltchboards.
Bissell Co., The F.

Tl«-s.

OkODiteCo.,The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Snyder A Hunt Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Sterling Varnish Co.

line.
AUis-Chalmers Company.
Marinette Gas Engine Co.
Woolley Fdy. & Mach. Wks.

Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
^^'esco

Co. Ltd.

AVire

Berthold Sc Jennings.
Brooks, Hall L.

Co.

and Gaso-

Century Electric Co.

riiteiil Att«i
Bain, Force.

General Electric Co.

Bneriues, Gas

Co.

TheF.

Central Electric Co.

Overalls.

Kartavert Mfg. Co.

Manhattan Elec, Supply
Mica Insulator Co.

& Sons,

Amer. Elecfl Supply

Pliers.

Fowler. John H.
Fowler-Jacobs Company.
Kellogg Switch. & Sup. Co.
Llndsiey

Arnold Co.. The
Badt, F. B.
Bailev. Fred. W. C.

Chicago Edison Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Indiana Rub. & Ins. Wire Co.
Johns-Manville Co.,H. W.

Mppers and

Munsell & Co., Eugene.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.

UeatluK Appl.

Crocker- Wheeler Co.
General Electric Co.

Electric Storage Battery Co.

Western Electric Co.
Westlnghouse El, & Mfg, Co,
illotors. (See Dynamos and

Western Electric Co.
Westlnghouse El. & Mfg. Co
Weston Electrical Inst. Co.

Chicago Fuse Wire

Bleetric RallTrars.

Butt Co.

Central Electric Co.

The

Central Electric Co.
Central TeL & EL Co.

Electric Appliance Co.
Simplex Elec. Heating Co,
Western Electric Co.

insurance

American Electrical Works.

Elecirlc Co.

Wagner Electric Mfg.
Wesco Supply Co.

&

New England

Green Fuel Economizer Co.

Elec. Mfg. Co.
At wood Mfg. Co.

Mtg. Co.

Robert

Western Electric Co.
Westlnghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Ic

,

Electric Appliance Co.
Incandescent Electric Light
Manipulator Co.

Weston Electrical Inst. Co.
Storasre Batteries.
American Battery C;o,

Allis-Chalmers Company.
Crocker-Wheeler Company,
General Electric Co,
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.
Wesco Supply Co.

AlmiraU & Co,
Holders, Inc. Lamps.

In»alators and IuhuIuIIne MaterlHln.

Stanley— G. 1. Elec. Mfg. Co.
Stanley Instrument Co.

Iconumlsern, Fuel.
Bl

Slfrs. and Designers.
Haller Machine Co.

Speed Indicators.

MluiuK ApparatuSfBlec.

Insnlatins Machinery.

Electric Appliance Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. WTiS. Inc.
General Electric Co.
Machado «fe Roller.
Pignolet. L. M.
Reliance Instrument Co.

BisseUCo..TheP.

Wagner Electric Mfg. Co.
Warren Elec. Mfg. Co.
Wesco Supply Co.

Specialties, Electrical

Chicago Mica Co.
Mica Insulator CoMunsell & Co., Eugene.

H.

Hartford Steam BoUer Inspection & Insurance Co.

FlOHhers.

Stanley— G. 1. Elec. Mfg. Co.
Stow Manufacturing Co.

Chains.

S.

Motors.)

Beardslee Chandelier Mfg. Co.

Mechanical Appliance Co.

Central Electric Co.

Chicago Edison CoElectric Appliance Co.
National Carbon Co.
Reislnger, Hugo.
Wesco Supply Co.
castinar**
National Electric Co.

.Teffrey

H.

Fixtures, Gas

Cables (See Wires and Cables)
Carbons, Points and

'

W.

Stanley G. I. Elec. Mfg. Co.
Sianion, LeRoy W.

Cord.

BlsBeUCo..B. F.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.

Westlnghouse

Schott,

Diamond Sleter Co.
Duncan Elec. Mfg. Co.

Pli
Allis-Chalmers Company.
Bullock El. Mfg. Co.
Crocker- Wheeler Co.

Cable Hauffers,

&

Ruebel, Schwedtman, Wells.
Sargent & Lundy.

BisseUCo.,TheF.

J,

CroMs-Arms,

Co.. Inc.,

Kohler Brothers.
Letheule, Paul
Northern Electrical Mfg. Co.

Central Electric Co.

Hart Manufacturing Co,

Cutter Elec.

Couch

B.

Inspection

Llsbt

Hamacek.A.

Parsell

& W.

Kemp.R. W.

Co.

Bissell Co., The F.
Bossert Elec. Const. Co.
Central Electric Co.

Thos.

Plume A Alwood Mfg.
Ctrcnlt Breakers.

Jackson, U. C.

Co.

rontracto
trie

Mica,

Humphrey, Henry H.
Hunt & Co., Kobt. W.

Cut-OntH and Switches.

Bolts. TOGS^e.
.

I.

American Conduit Company

Ft.

Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.

Co.

McLennan & Co., K.
Condensers. Blectrio.

Cope, T.

Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Tray Plate Battery Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.

Wngley

Fres-Ko Chemical Co.

Conduits, Clay.
McRoy Clay Works.
Conduit Rods.

F.

Central Electric Co.
Edison Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.

Belt DresslDK.
Dixon Crucible Co.,

Works

Son. E- R.

Condnlt and Conduits.
American Circular Loom Co.

Central Electric Co.

BisseUCo..Tlie

*fe

Stanley— G.

AnnnnclatorB.

Batteries

Signaloid Chemical
Crolius

I*4ag:e 3.

&

Cables—Mas-

net "Wires.
American Electrical Works.
Belden Mfg. Co.
BlsseUCo., The F.
Central Electric Co.
Crescent Ins. Wire & Cble Co
.

Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.

Hazard Manufacturing Co.
Indiana Rub. & Ins. Wire Co

India Rubber A Gutta Percha
Insulating Co.
A Sup. Co,

Kellogg Switch.

Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
National India Rubber Co
Insulated Wire Co.
Northern Wire A Cable Co.
OkoniteCo.,The.

New York
Phillips,

Eugene

F,

Phillips Insulated Wire Co
Roebllne's Sons Co.. J. A.

Runzel-Lenz Elec. Mfg Co.
Safety Ins. Wire A Cable Co.
Simples Electrical Co.
Spargo Wire Co Jas. A.
Standard Underground C. Co
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Company.
.

1

:
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The Mica Insulator Company's Basic
Patent for Manufacturing

Micanite Sustained
'T^HE Mica

Insulator

New

District of

sides, the
filed

Kenyon,

After submission of

Lay.

New Jersey

Union Mica Company, a

Jersey against the

M.

and John

tion,

&

Company, through Messrs. Kenyon

brought suit in equity in the United States Circuit Court

solicitors,

full

its

for the

corpora-

^1

proofs and arguments on both

i(

Honorable George Gray, of Delaware, U. S. Circuit Judge, has

just

|p

an opinion holding that

B

The Union Mica Company and John M. Lay have infringed upon the rights of the Mica
Company under the Dyer United States Patent No. 483,646, and that this patent
introduced a new and valuable raw material to the art.

S

Insulator

H
1

Copies of the complete opinion of Judge Gray will be mailed to anyone interested upon application to
j

the

Mica Insulator Company.

The
"

,j

following are quoted from Judge Gray's opinion

The

on both

expert testimony

sides

show

j

new

that a substantially

the patent in suit been supplied to the electrical art."

*

*

"The

*

material has, by the process of

trade

name

\

'Micanite,' given to this
>J

material by the patentee, has established for

Speaking

"The
utilizing

"

of the

Dyer

itself

Gray

process. Judge

a recognized place in the electrical art."

refers to

it

\t

as:

process that has so completely solved the difficulties in the

way

of

economically and

efficiently

Mica."

The

process

"I have no

is

thus characterized by a product unique and admittedly of the greatest

difficulty in finding that the process of the

Dyer

patent in suit

is

utility."

unanticipated, and that

it

involves patentable invention."

"I
of

am

claims

J

satisfied

and 2

The Mica

Insulator

ing mica products

made

long and expensive
patent against

*

of the

all

"

||

that

Dyer

*

*

the defendant

patent, as charged in the

Company

company has been

way

guilty of

the

Micanite

is

Mica

made.

insulating material to avoid

The

purchasbeen sustained after
rights under the Dyer

patent has

and the Mica Insulator Co. proposes to enforce its
and against all who aid and abet unauthorized manufacturers

The Dyer

by
which a
being molded can be made.
to

infringe

patent covers broadly the only process by

material having the valuable characteristics of Micanite or a

Mica product capable

of

MICA INSULATOR COMPANY
CHICAGO, 358 Dearborn

St.

>|

iH

litigation

purchasing the product of the infringement.

infringement

bill."

advises dealers and users of

in substantially the

infringers,

|<

218

Water

St.,
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BEST IN THE WORLD
Write for <nll ptrtlcnltn
Rsynolds Elec. Flashtr Hfg. Ca,
231 FUtb Ave., Cblcaio.

engineering depart ment devotes its irhole lime lo solving frohof electric motor control. Tell us iv/iat you wish to accomflish
zve

II

flail the zvay.

CAIVIPBELL

TIME SWITCH

Well-made, reliable,
easy to install,

Self Starters

cheap

in

quality

the

Have one

price,
best.

in stock.

Order now.
Manufacturers of Electrical Apparatus

for Large Motors

CAMPBELL BROS.,

Lynn, Mass.

CONTINUOUS RAIL JOINT GO. OF AH.

NEWARK,

OVER
,,^^

The

MILES

;w

N.

J.

20,000

USE

IN

Starting Torque of the

Accelerator
The
what

Accelerator does automatically

attempted manually

is

in starting

a load with a friction clutch.

There

No other form

of starter for the automatic conmotors will operate so effectively as

trol of large

is

made with

a snap

know what

not

the Cutler-Hammer Multiple Solenoid.

Every contact

bound

is

to

be jerking with

the friction clutch as the operator does
tension to apply until

machine gives him warning.

his

and with-

bound

also

to

There

be considerable wear

out arcing.

is

Steps of resistance are cut out by solenoid
switches, each switch being energized in turn by
a master solenoid, the latter's action being gov-

of faces,

erned by a dash pot. This arrangement gives a
smooth and easy start to the motor.

torque from a magnetic drag, due

The

The

arc.

motors can be automatically
and stopped by this system with a switch
carrying not over one ampere of current, and
largest size

by a float switch, or small pressure
by any kind of small switch operated

attains speed,

to the

elevators, cranes, hoists etc.

Send

for bulletin 70

D

for full description.

up

its

in the

when

As

idle).

is

starting
to

armature

there

the driven

this turning effort falls off,

is

the

and mechanical

member

and when the two

same speed

faces are revolving nearly at the

by hand

or automatic devices.

set

strongest power

its

when one member

start

entirely

can be used with either reversing or nonreversing motors for operating pumps, electric

will re-

greatest difference in speed between the two faces (at the

regulator, or

It

consequence

member.
This drag exerts

started

controlled

in

Accelerator gets

eddy currents

The opening of the main circuit is accomplished
by a solenoid circuit maker and breaker, equipped
with powerful blowouts for disrupting the

which

quire repeated adjusting.

it

friction brings the driven

disappears

member up

speed of the driving member.

smooth and the acceleration gradual. The
guarded against by a film of oil on the surfaces of the plates, which also helps to dissipate any heat.
If you are obtaining indifferent results from the use of
friction clutches, let us know under what conditions they are
being used and and we'll demonstrate how much better the

The

wear

start

of faces

is

is

Accelerator will serve your purpose.

Anyway send

The Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co.
BOSTON

136 Liberty St.

176 Federal St

CHICAGO

is

built

for our catalog,

and how

it

which describes how the

operates.

Cuttler-Hammer Clutch Co.

MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN

NEWORK

Accelerator

MILWAUKEE, WIS.

PITTSBURG

Monadaock Bldg. Farmers Bmfc Bldg.

NEW YORK
136 Liberty St.

BOSTON

CHICAGO

PITTSBURG

176 Federal St.

Monadnock Bldg.

Farmers Bank Bldg-

May

27,

WKSTKKN 1U.ECTRICIAN

rr^iq

SOCKETS

American

and

Controller Go.
Automatic ProtBCtive Switches and Motor Starters

ENGINEERS.

136 Liberty

Elecfric

St.,

BRASS SHELL
I5':C.

SAUTER

COl|

Ul Fl

NEW YORK

::

NO STRKVS'S
SMALL .rANTITY

IS SBKI.I..
Or.ler

liOiv.

COHTRtCTORS

Segel BIdg-, Cor Stale and La(a)enc Sis

SCHENECTADY,

N. Y.

General Electric Company
Lightning Arresters

No moving
ways ready.

minimum
blow-out

line

parts

cCrrenTcircuus

—al-

Direct patli-

gap.

— no

current

Magnetic
danger

of

following

discharge.

Porcelain

box-strong,

inconspicuous, safe.

Type

M

Form D2 Lightning

Type

Arrester for Indoor Use

M Form

D2 Lightning Arrester

PRINCIPAL OFFICES: SCHENECTADY,
SALES OFFICES

IN

for

Outdoor Us

N. Y.

LARGEST CITIES

IN

UNITED STATES

.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

to

May

JUST SUPPLIES

Edison

Lamps

Ifliaiature

Over 500,000 Annually Shipped

In our

new

building, 134 to 140

27, 1905

to Users

West

lackson Poulevard, Chicago, we have
the largest and best equipped Electrical

All types, every variety.
In any quantity.

Prompt sbipmeat

Candelabra Lamps

Supply Warehouse in the world.
have no side issues; our whole time
and thought is given to see how quickly
and satisfactorily we can fill orders for

We

Decorative

Lamps

Telephone Lamps

Lamps

Battery

Electrical Supplies.

Try

EDISON DECORATIVE AND HINIATURE

us and our methods.

LAnP DEPARTMENT

ELECTRIC APPLIANCE COMPANY
134-136-138-140 West Jackson Boulevard,

::

General Electric Company, Harrison, N.J.

CHICAGO

::

ESTABLISHED

187S.

Stow

All thla

Flexible Shaft
•

Reducea ihe working cagtBcity of a
motoF OP dynatno, wears out tho commutator, Mfasf es power and may cause
may be avoided If you use

SPARKING

COMBINATION OF

........

AND

in

MULTI-SPEED MOTOR

good condition and PRE-

VENT CUTTING.

Practically dust and water proof. For Portable
Drilling, Tappln-r. Reaming, Emery Grinding, etc.
"Write for Caialotjue und Prices.

Absolately Will

BO Cents per

$B.OO per Dozen.

Stick.

SEND FOR FREE SAMPLE STICK

STOW MFG. CO., Binghamton, N. Y.
Gen'l European Agents, Selig, Sonnentbal A Co.,

For sale by

85 Queen Victoria Street, London. England

K.

all

supply houses, or

McLENNAN&CO., Sole Mfrs., Room

n

^m

Not

Gam The

Brushes.

put that high gloss on tbe
r you have so long sought

alter.
411. Inter

Ocean

Bldg., 130

Dearborn

St..

Chicago

The "REFLECTRIC"'
consumes

less current and can be read at a greater distance than any
other electric sign to-day on the market. Write for booklet.

SOLE.
WESTERN DISPLAY COMPANY, manupacturhrs

ST. PAUL,
VOLT

-

AMMETERS

POCKET SIZE
P'or testing Batteries

/'i_«*eE?atj|

\^.^^^^^^
I

and

MINN.

BEARD5LEE CHANDELIER MFG

ffiO^^a
C0.-1

GAS & ELECTRIC FIXTURES -

Water= Wheel Governors

Battery Circuits. Locating
Faults, Grounds, etc.

jJm

RELIABLE.

-

Bend for

L.
78-80 Cortlandt

flt..

ACCURATE.

Circular.

Ournew mechanical

governors
co-operate with the inertia effect on the water and the mo-

BI.JSHMESS

BVJIU.T F'^FR

M. PIGNOLET
New Yoke.

N. Y.

BIJUR 'HIGH DUTY' STORAGE BATTERIES

GENERAL STORAGE BATTERY
42 BROADWAY,

-

-

CO.,
NEW YORK.

-

mentum of tlie plant.
They have cut the cost

of good
in two.
Guaranevery particular.

government
teed

in

REPLOGLE GOVERNOR WORKS
AKRON, OHIO

LET US HAVE YOUR INQUIRIES WHEN IN
NEED OF MICA OF ANY DESCRIPTION-

WE CAN GIVE YOU WHAT YOU NEED CENTURY ELECTRIC CO.]
QUICK AND AT THE RIGHT PRICES.
MANUFACTURERS OF
VALPARAISO, IND. SINGLE-PHASE SELF-STARTING
CHICAGO MICA CO.,
I

MOTORS AND CEILING FANS
ST. LOUIS,

Of

MICA

all

Form

Qualities, In any
at Lowest Prices

EUGENE MUNSELL AND CO.
NMW YORK

and

INSULATION
Micanite, Linotape,

Cloth and

Paper.

M.

I.

For

CHICAQO

MICA INSULATOR

the

Dead Beat
Accurate. Durable

IS
Seal

for Cataloca:-

Standard.

CO.,

NEW YORK and CHICAGO

Robert
Volt-AmiTieter

Guaranteed

That

C. Compound, Empire
Years

MO.

Originafors

iHEkOBfcRT
INSTRUMENT C(

SPECIAL PORCELAIN PIECES
GET OUR PRICES ON THIS LINE OF WORK.
OOL.ONIAL. SIGN AND IIMSUl-A-rOR! OO.. SOUTM AKRON,

O.

I

May

WFSTF.RN

1005

27,

PBANIiN.

I'lllcl.h'l^.l'f

.

I'im.l II".. V.

F.r.F.rTRIClAV

Ul Ml-iiirnv. Jr,,"l«c

I'.

AMERICAN ELECTRIGAL WORKS,

A Stombaugh Guy Anchor

BARMNDlioLmilELVcTRlCWISE,
ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE.

INCANDESCENT AND FLEXIBLE CORDS,
Railway Feeder and Trolley Wire,

A sronBAUUM (lUV ANCHOR WILL HOLD

YollK

StmIII!. \V, J. V,

1,1

Mill.

III

C1I

&

FOr£e

bain, 1662-3 Monadnock BIh.,

FOREIGN

I

JO.OOO LBS.

AKl:

SOT SATIhflKI

SEND F0« CATAi 00 "ANCaOtS TIAT ItLO'

EMPIKE

ELECTRICITY

if

6 ind
Inch SlyU
Bold! Op To 16.000 IbL

MINIATURE

MECHANICS

EXPERT IN PATENT CAUSES
SOLICITOR OF
DATCMTQ
U. S.

SL

.•!. .r,l|„l,.U

SiiTIIISO IK Vol

,

CABLES FOR AERIAL ANO UNDEHGROUNO USE.

NrW

TO

IZ.OOfl

lMp«n<l

AMERICANITE. MAGNET, OFFICE AND
ANNUNCIATOR WIRES.

W.
1.1

I

MATTHEWS &

N.

BKO.

Carlclon nulldinK

CHICAGO

NATIONAL CODE STANDARO

SIMPLE

"0. K." Weatherprool Wire.

Slot

-

DYNAMOS

BDrniflg Weatherprool

and isolated
smpact.roadared for. and

Economical

and Meal Wire.
Pricas

In

Operation

and Samples on Application.

NORTHERN ELECTRICAL
MANUFACTURING CO.

Phillips Insulated
OfficB

Wire Co.

and Factory: PAWTUCKET.

ENGINEERS-- MANUFACTURERS

We show • Norlhern Dynamo
conneclFd lo a Charter
Kerosene Engine.

MADISON. WIS.. U. S. A.
425 Monadnock Block. CHICAGO.

direct

AUTOMATIC

SERIES
ARC

TRANSFORMERS
KUHLMAN ELECTRIC

mill'
A. F.

HAMACEK,

Tot
Power, St. Ry..
A. C. and D. C.
Series Circuits.
ILL.

CHICACO,

20I4KENMORE

WE ORBUY

^SSm

OLD BELTS

CLEAN, REPAIR AND
27 W. MONROE

ST.,

"^^^^^

V 1 SON

Send Zc stamp for new caujo^e
opic No. 6 ol

^k

OOLS
TOO
RENEW KLEIN'S
arkora
^o^ Eloctrical Workor.

MI

OLD BELTS.
LEATHER PRESERVER MFO. CORP.

AVE.

and Lino Build:
SCNS.
MATHIAS KLEIN & SCNS,

«1 W. Van Buren

Chicaao.

St..

If not,

You

not?
business
are seek-

a

W^e mean business
say that you

when we

send us copy
and authorize us to
insert your announce-

should

Price List.
Free to the trade.

g— iii»

Suly

Co.

I
t

III

III

III

Sheet Brass,

AII

i-»ft<

Tempers

Brass and Bronze Drill Rotis
Brass and Copper Wire
German Silver Sheet and Rod
Brazed and Seamless Tubing

I

±

PRICE $10 LIST

i

ment

Brass and Iron Jack Chain, Brass Safety Chain,
(Catalogues
t

Etc.

on Application

WRITE
FOR
CIRCULARS

RELIANCE INSTRUMENT CO,
St.,

Chlcajo,

;
Z

if
I

^M

Chicago

Netv York
II II

»»

III

i^

III

I

I"

III

!

I

III

^«

III Jill

III

»

llllilll

these

three

you wish

to attract

the attention of electri-

buyers in

every

state in the

j

i
I

THE PLUME & ATWOOD MFG. CO.

in

important special issues

cal
Brass Escutcheon Pins
Om^^^^ «»I#II»»
Bmit4^ Desk Narrow, Broad Middle,
**'^*'**
Bsii Tipped
TioB„d and
M„a Water
W:«i^, Closet
ni,.»„i
Ball

60-68 W, Van Purpn

why

are

man; and you

W/^S

you have seen our
new Catalogue and new
Until

Electrical

your

ing business.

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

Manliattaii

for

Convention issues of
June 3d, 1 0th and 1 7th?

I

M

DON'T BUY

copy

sent us

^^^

,

CHICAGO

HAVE YOU
HAVE YOU NOT

or

ELKHART, IND. announcement in our
National Electric Li^ht

CO.

SCRAPS. A^Y SIZB OR
CONDITION.

WE

ILL

L

R.

|
t

llll»J

country.
If you send copy today we can insert your
ad in a good location.
In a few days it will
be too late.

PO

IT

NOW,

May
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WASTED, FOB
similar

WAKT

SAIiE and
COliUMJ* advertise$t .jo an
less),

ments (jo words or

additional -words 3c each.

insertion;

POSITION WA:VTED advertisements

words or less), $t.oo an
additional words ac each.

in-

{JO

sertions

ELECTRICAL MATERIAL FROM THE WORLD'S
LEAD COVERED CABLES.

POSITION WANTED.
Practical electrician of twelv

-

t.

Bize.

Weatherproof and Rubber Covered Wire.

WOOD CONDUIT.

All Sizes from No. 14 to 600,000 C. M.

each 5 cents.
150,000 orand new Incandescent Lamps In
original cases of 200, 250 and 400 Lamps,
ranging from 100 to 110 voltage, 8 and 16
candlepower. General Electric make. Price
each In case lots, \'2^A cents.

POSITION WANTED.
Have had charge

of a
As telephone lineman.
100 drop switchboard with seventy-Hve private
phones and twenty parly .Ines. Installed for
two years. Address liOX 477. care of Western
Electrician, 610 Marquette Bldg., Chicago.

20,000 Colored Incandescent Lamps.brand
new, never used. General Electric make,
104 voltage, Edison base; colors. Amber,
Green, Opal and Ruby put up 200 in a case.
Price each, 22 cents; are worth 35 cents each.
20,000 Incandescent Lamps, voltages 100
to 120, Edison. T. H. and Westlnghouse
base: 8. 10, 16, 20 and 25 candlepower; put
up 250 in a case, second selection. Price
each in case lots, 101^ cents.
;

POSITION WANTED.

WANTED
Electrical

For power plant work.
graduate preferred.
Must have some experience in design of piping,
machinery, layouts, etc., and b« capable of working independently. Permanent position and
future for the right man. Address BOX 478,
care of Western Electrician, 510 Marquette
Bldg., Chicago.

WANTED

CHICAGO HOUSE WRECKING COMPANY,

(THE "X-CELL")

Complete Battery Plants for Any Purpose
Telephone Power Plants a Specialty
TOLEDO STORAGE BATTERY & ELECTRIC CO., Ill Ottawa St., Toledo, 0.

WANTED.
Light and power solicitor In a city of 40,000
A man of good address,
In the Middle West
possessing tact, judgment and ambition. An
excellent opportunity is afforded with a liberal
broad-gauged concern. Write fully concerning
BOX 473, care Western
Address
experience.
Electrician, 510 Marquette Bldg., Chicago.

Proposals for an electric-light franchise to
furnish the lights for the streets, commercial
houses and residences will be received by the
Electric Light Committee of the City Council
of the City of Aledo, 111., a city of 2,500 inhabitants. Said proposals must he sealed and
filed with the City Clerk on or before the
1st day of June, 1905, at 10 o'clock A. M.
Specifications will be furnished on appllcathe right to reject any or

^^.

x

No. 9171 Porcelain. Edison Base

300,000 Glazed Porcelain B. & D. Wiring
Knobs, sizes 3!^, 4'/a and 5H20.000 No. 8 Standard Porcelain Knobs.
200,000 Single Wire glazed Porcelain
15.000 Porcelain Cut-outs.
26.000 Plugs.
2,000.000 tiDglazed Porcelain Tubes.
40.000 Glass Insulators.
20.000 Porcelain Cleats.
All kinds of switches and instruments.

Ask

for

our Special Catalogue

No. 567.

35th and Iron Sfs., CHICAGO.

STORAGE BATTERIES!
NOTICE OF PROPOSAL.

State age and experience.
all around man.
Address BOX 479, care of Western Electrician,
510 Marquette Bidp., Chicago.

good

W^

MISCELLANEOUS

200,000 Lamps, used a short time, and In
good condition for further service. Have
been tested. They are 104 voltage, Edi6on
In lots of 1,000,
base, 8 candlepower.

BOX

Single young man with good habits and six
years' practical experience with meters, arc
lamps, motors and wiring desires a position in
central station; would consider position as
meter inspector; can furnish good reference.
Address BOX 481. care of Western Electrician,
510 Marquette Bldg., Chicago.

100,000 Feet, Size

INCANDESCENT LAMPS

•

Al^D ENGINEER.

This material that we are offering

Voltaee

Conductor.

experl-

D. C.
electriclan, In
Any branch of electrical work itnd eleciric
cranes. Cannot consider under 3^75 per month.
476, care of Wefitern Electrician,
Address
510 Marquette Bldg., Ohlcago.

DRAFTSMAN

FAIR. ST. LOUIS. 1904

opportunity to secure rare bargains in everything used in this line.
has seen but limited service and is practically as good as new for further use.

An

ROSE POLYTECHNIC INSTITOTE

A College_..of Engineering. MechanTerre"'Haute, Ind. .-,...
Engineering.
.[ng Ch'^mlBtry and
.Electrical and Civil ^
Laboratory enuipir Catalogue and f roessC. L.MEES.Fres.
-

'^

C T wn
1D
o

"

INCANDESCENT

LAMPS

3-

j:

COMPETITIVE TEST OF TABULATING
MACHINERY.— Beginning June 10. 1905, the
Director of the Census will proceed to have a
practical test made of electrical and mecbanical
devices for tabulating purposes, with a view to
contracting for the use of such tabulating apparatus for the work of the Bureau of tbe
Census for the fiscal year beginning July 1.
1905. All parties owning or controlling any
such devices are invited to participate in this
competition, the rules and regulations governing which may be obtained upon application to
S. N. D. North. Director of the Census. Depart-

ment of Commerce and Labor, Washington.
D. C.

LONfl LIFE

GUARANTEED CANDLEPOWER,

WANTED.

HIGHEST EFFICIENCY.

U.S. METAL

thor
t

have

actual road experience. Those posted in territory west of Pittsburg preferred. Address BOX
480, care of Western Electrician, 510 Marquette
Bldg., Chicago.

FOR SALE.
100 second-hand 110

12-inch »nd 16Columbus Public

V., D. C.

inch fans in good condition.
Service Co,, Columbus, O.

ALTERNATING-CURRENT nOTORSH. P. SINGLE-PHASE,
1

125-133

% Stanley. 100-llU volts, new.

8
1

Emerson,

H. P.

60

4

Beauty Spots
A7AIL

YOURSELF OF STOPOVER PRIVILEGES
WHILE ON TOUR WAY TO THE

Lewis

CYCLE.

STANDARD ELECTRICAL MFG.
COMPANY,
:
Niles, Ohio.

MINNESOTA LAKE PARK REGION
LAKE MACDONALD, MONTANA
LAKE CHELAN, WASHINGTON
BEAUTIFUL PUGET SOUND

CYCLES.

llOv.. self-starting.

SlNGJiB-PHASE.

POLISH

8z:

Clark Exposition
VIA THE

Great Northern Railway
Wagner.

"THE COMFORTABLE WAY."

104 volt-

TWO-PHi

stinghouse.
2
1
1

1
1
1

2

Have VOU read the

t;

THREE-PHASE.

GO

CYCLE.

Gen. Elec, 110 volts.
3
Gen. Elec, 110 volts.
2
Gen. Elec. 220 volts.
IM Westlnghouse, 220 volts, type C.
15
Gen. Elec, 110 volts, form L.
30
Geo. Elec. 110 volts, form A.
40
Goo. Elec, 220 volts, form L.
1

NEW DYNAMO TENDERS'
HAND-BOOK
By

GREGORY ELECTRIC

CO,

54-62 S. CllolOD

NOT,

IF
Copper, Brass, Iron Machinery

Dynamo
out

Purchased by

WALSH'S SONS &
Don't stop!

CO.,

Keep On!

Newark, N.

Read!

Sia

MARQUETTE BLDG.
ol electrical

BADT?

WHY NOT?

tenders cannot get along with-

it.

Sent prepaid on receipt of price, $1.00.
J.

Improte!

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.
Publishers and dealers

F. B.

St

chTcaoo. ill?

The more money you spend
The less money you spend in

i

\

advertising the

i

advertisingf the le

money you have.
money you have.

ore
!

books

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
510 MarguetteBuildlno,

•

CHICAGO,

EDISON COMPANY
REPAIR SHOPS
CHICAGO
TELEPHONE MAIN
76 MARKET STREET, CHICAGO.
J
nro?r
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT.
12 80.

""'-

^K%os"-

FIRST-CLASS EQUIPMENT THROUCHOUT.

May

27,

VVKSTKk.M

I'jos

"Flexducl"

U

ihKl hIgK alandftrd required In

a.11

I.I.IirTRIC IAS'

hliiK-cUea work.

Il

la

very (lotlMo. n Kigh Inaulnllon and Indeeiruclibia

FLEXIBLE CONDUIT
"Flexducl" Ihn NallonnI Code Sltvndnrd.

Il

doea nol dolerlnrivle. Klwivya vjarvble

Kl^heat deircc

lo

OSBURN FLEXIBLE CONDUIT COMPANY,

NEW YORK

SAN FRANCISCO

CHICAGO

Direct eLnd Alternating

Current

Electric^Ll

Machinery
Bulll

lr>

ell Csp«olllc>s

and Tvpai

NATIONAL
ELECTRIC COMPANY
MILWAUKEE

The
It

Can't Be

Beat^=The

A SIGN FLASHER WITHOUT A MOTOR
A FEW ADVANTAGES OF THIS
FLASHER OVER ALL OTHERS:

General Agents for

Just

SPARao.

Pres. and Oen'l

Manufacturers

CO.

Mjr.

of

chlc.go Qlfke.

1.101

M,m»dnock BIdg.

ROME,

N. Y.

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO
Chicago's
New
New

New Supply Honse

and well assorted stock.

and up-to-dale
handling orders.

New and

method

of

Interesting prices.

CO.

ST. LOUIS
Vnlted States and Co^ne^dB.

1108-IIIOPine

A.

BARE AND TINNED COPPER WIRE

Fourth.-li costs nothing to operate this flasher.
Fifth.— H only occupies a space of 5 x 8 Inches.
S/xtft.— It can be regulated to flash any signs or show
window lights in any manner desired.
Any combination of lights, without motor or cylinder.
Simplest and best on the market.
Works on any current.
The disadvantage of a flaaher was the motor question.
We have overcome this and are patting out an article
thai meets a long felt want.

DOXSEE-BARRERB ELECTRIC

SPARGO WIRE

A.

JAMES

PI^E SIZES A SPECIALTY

F/rs(.— The Trice Is lower.
Second.— It has fewer parts and is therefore the simplest flasher on the market.
Third.— It has no motor to cause trouble and c

Agents Wanted

JAMES

Guthrie Flasher

St.,

85-85-87 FIFTH AVE CHICAGO

What the World Has Been Waiting

For.

ENA^ "IN/IORRISOINI"
S TORAGE B ATTERY
This plate is so strong electrically and mechanically that no
of electrical abuse or of vibration in traction service
can dislodge even the slightest particle of its active material.
Lowest internal resistance of any storage battery in the world.
The weight efficiency is conservatively 14 watts per pound

amount

total

weight, and electrical efficiency unsurpassed

.'

UNIVERSAL ELECTRIC STORAGE BATTERY CO.
OFFICE: 1355

RAILWAY EXCHANGE BUILDING

FACTORY: 36-38 UNION PARK PLACE

--IIMOIS

THE PLATE

"R00KERy"-Cht«|d

_

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

CLEAN BOILERS
keeps

it

stops corrosion

off,

arbo^n oruc
227-234 Postal Telegraph Building, CHICAGO,

P>re6:clent

IH.

Tolephone: Harrison 3930 and 393i.

THE MOST EFFECTIVE

ARE YOU LOOKING FORMONEY?

OF ALL BELT DRESSINGS.

buy WALRATH OAS OR 0\SOLINB ENGINES
and get light on the subject.

If so,

case takes off the scale,

suit the

to

of water for analysis.

cmeiviioai- \a/ork:s,
a EDCAF*,

V^MI.

ILL.

Stops Slipping Without Fail.
SEND FOB FREE SAMPLE BAR.
JOSEPH DIXON CRUCIBLE CO., Jersey City, N.

THE WALRATH

There's

/FIBHE-CRAPHITE

W
MARINETTE
GAS ENGINE CO.,
Send for Catalogue

I

No

Friction

wltb the Pibre-Gnphlte Commotator Bnuh.
Being 90perceQt. pure graphite. It binirci low
reilitaDce, no sparlclng under i varying load, and
TLere ii no treating required.
longer wear.
The Fibre-Graphite is therefore the most ec(v
nomtc brush on the market. Send for price llit.

COMMUTATOR ;k

CHICAOO HBianTS, ILL.
AGENCIES

J.

^

It win produce as good a commercfal light ai that of an automatic steam engine, either belted
or direct-connected generator.
Simple, Economical and Reliable

BOLMES FIBRE-GRAPHITE MFG.

:

Parmer's Bank Bldg., Pittsburg, Pa.
Strong, Carlisle & Hammond Co., 61-67 Franltfort St., Cleveland. Ohio
Mackay Engineering Co., 149 Broadway, N. Y.
C. H. Seidenglanz., 52 When Bldg., Indianapolis, Ind.

Keystone Engineering

27, 1905

Dearborn Water Treatment
made

Send gallon

and foaming.

May

Co.,

SlSSWalcerleld St., Gerinantown,

CO.

PHIUDELPBIA.

Samsoa Spot Cord

JEFFREYI^CHAINS

For

ARC LAMP and
TROLLEY CORD
Send for samples and Prices

s.^2WII90?b: coiei:>A.c>B

DIESEL ENGINES
Operating on

The Phosphor

RADE MARIAS

')

X\

}( to full load

In Colorado
Be sure and go

For further Information address

AMERICAN DIESEL ENGINE COMPANY
Broadway

COLORADO &
SOUTHERN RY.
It 18 the finest one-day trip in the
country. Takes you through one of
the grandest canyons In the State
and over the most marvelous feat of
engineering In the Rocky Mountains.
We have many other fascinating one-

SAVE TIME, BOXES AND MONEY
to dnte.

(Denver to Silver Plume and return)

VIA THE

OSSERT
Be UD

Over the Far Famed Loop

NEW YORK

Use them.

Write

for bulletin eiving full particulars.

Handsome illustrated
day trips.
literature sent to any address on
receipt of three cents postage.

OXE

Bossert Electric Construction Co.,",!!'

T. E.

METAL

CASTINGS, STAMPINGS AND FORCINGS
ORIGINAL AND SoUeMaKERS IN THE U.S.

ELTtf^v

When

— DELTA

7«/

Kw. Hours

SUITABLE FOR ALL STATIONARY POWER

11

Bronze SmeltingCo.[imited,

ING0TS,CASTINGS,W1RE,R0DS,SHEETS,ETC.

Guaranteed Fuel Consumption
12J^ Gals, per 100

iBos-toxi, Aiaas.

-

2200 WASHINGTON AVE.,PHILADELPHIA.
"ELEPHANT BRAND PHOSPHOR-BRONZE'

CRUDE or FUEL Oil

on variable load, ranginf from

-woieK:®,

FISHER, General Passenger Agent
DENVER, COLORADO

THE DENVER AND
RIO GRANDE R. R.
b as more scenic attractions, mountain resorts, mineral springs, hunting and fishluK grounds than any
other railroad in tbe world.
It reaches all points of interest in
Colorado and Utah.
It is the only line passing tbrough
Lake City en route to nnd irom
California and North Pacific Coast.
It is the most attractive Kne to the
Portland Exposition.
It has the highest class modern

Salt

equipment and through car service
It

has a superb dining car service.

Low summer rates for the Gpwor<h
League and Q. A. R. Conventions.
Write for

free Illustrated bookleU.

S.K. HOOPER.
G. P.

and

R. C.NICHOL,
Com'l Agt.
242 Clark St., Chicago.

T. A.

Denver, Colo.

SAMSON TURBINE
The lUuitratlon shows the laree NIAGARA design, HORIZONTAL SHAFT TURBINES
NIAGARA FALLS HYDRAULIC POWER & MANUFACTURING CO., Niagara Falls, N. Y.
engineers, developed as follows-.

Head
213 ft.
213 ft.
213 fl.
These resu
HI!ADS. Thet
for discharge

we

4NCED GATES.

Gateage
y,

\
Full

Speed
257 r. p. m.
257 r. p. m.
257 r. p. m.

H.
17!
30(
35(

Turbine Efficiency
73.0n per cent
85.60 per cent
81.50 per cent

have never been equaled bv anv Ittrbine of the Ho jzontal Shaft Design, operating under equally HIGH
was made AFTER TURBINES WERE INSTALLED, dl ect coupled to generators. Francis' weirs and formula'
3 used,
'rbe original test reports on tile at our offices. These turbines are all fitted wltb our SAMSON BALNote especially the UNIFORM SPEED
ALL GATEAGES.
i

THE JAMES LEFFEL & CO.
307 Lagonda

Street,

Sprinsrfield, Ohio, U. S. A.

III.

May

27,
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190S

IS

OFFICIAL TRAIN
TO THE
National Electric Light Association Meeting at

DENVER >"° COLORADO SPRINGS
JUNE

6, 7,

8

AND

For the exclusive use

9, 10, II,

1905.

of delegates, supply

and

their friends

men,

ladies, via

BURLINGTON ROUTE
(C, B.

$c

Q. RY.)

Operating in conjunction with the Pennsylvania R. R.
A

special train will leave New York as a second section of the Pennsylvania Limited, Saturday morning,
June 3d. This train will b^ in every respect a duplicate of the Pennsylvania Limited, viz., the same beautifully
equipped parlor smoker, dining car, sleepers and an obsetvation car. This Pennsylvania Railroad section will run
through solid to Denver. At Chicago, however, the Burlington section or strictly western train, will be coupled on
to the Pennsylvania or eastern section of the train, and both trains thus united will be hauled as a solid train from
Chicago direct to Denver over the Burlington Route.

The Proposed Scheduie Follows:
New York. N. Y

Lv.

"

Philadelphia,

"

Hirrisburg. Pa.

"

Washington, D. C.

Pa

"

Baltimore,

Md

"

Pittiburg,

Pa

Ar. Chicago,
"
Lv.

111
•'

Ar. McCook, Neb
"
"
Lv.
Ar. Denver, Colo
It

10:25
12:40

10:50
12'.00

8: 15

in addition to

A. M.,
Noon,

Saturday, June 3
"
3

"

3

"

" 3

"

" 3

P. M., (Central

A. M.,
JI:15A.M.,
8:25

"

T

-

-

-

-

...."

Sunday,

8:10

A.M.,

7:10

A. M., (Mountain Time)

Monday,

-

"

2i30 P. M.,

will be noted that the special train arrives in

and evening's amusement

A. M., (Eastern Ti me)
Noon,

3:05 P. M.,

"

3
4

4

" 5

"

" 5

"

"5

Denver Monday afternoon, June

5th, in

ample time

for dinner

giving opportunity to arrange for hotel accommodations.

Those desiring to join the convention party and go West from Chicago to Denver over the Burlington
should, without delay, early make reservations DIRECT, addressing F. E. BELL, City Passenger Agent,
211 S.
ST., CHICAGO, who is handling all inquiries appertaining to
reservations for Asst. Master of Transportation Frank L. Perry of the National Electric Light Association.

BURLINGTON ROUTE,

Reservations for the return

A

rate of

Denver but

to

CLARK

trip

over the Burlington

may

$30 00 for the round trip has been authorized
Colorado Springs and Pueblo.

be

made

for this

at

Denver or

at

Colorado Springs.

meeting and the tickets will be good not only to

For any additional information address as above
F. E.

BELL, City Passenger Agent, Burlington Route

2fl S. Giaric St.,

CHICAGO

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN
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STROMBERG-GARLSON
Generator Gall Visual Signal Switchboard.

The Automatic Electric Company

Has the advantage of being as rapid
and costs less to maintain tiian a lamp
signal board.
small cost.

Effective service

WILI. BE "AT

at

HOME" AT

SUITE 622, THE AUDITORIUM HOTEL,
AND AT THEIH

Signals

Key

self restor-

is

ing on in-

operator
can use an
ordinary

sertion of

plug

in

jack

shelf

FACTORY. VAN BUREN AND MORGAN

STS.,

so low,

chair

DTJHINO THE

National-Interstate Independent
Telephone Association Convention
AT CHICAGO
JUNE

and

20th, 21st

32nd,

lira

AND WII.I. BE PLEASED TO KECEIVE AT EITHER
PLACE THE DELEGATES AND TISITOES TO THE
CONVENTION POR THE PUHPOSE OF DEMONSTRATING THE AUTOMATIC TELEPHONE SYSTEM.

This type of cabinet has all the advantages
and none of the disadvantages of many
boards twice its size. Bulletin sent free for
the asliing. Write to-day.

-

STROMBERG-CARLSONJEL, MFG.
GENERAL OFFICE,

ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

CO,

BRANCH OFFICE,

CHICAGO,

ILL.

^nia

®I|iB

<8>

©ra&p-iiark guarantf^a

®If? fart

mfg.

QIo..

qitalttg.

fartforb. (Hann.
WsamOa, ®nt

Burns'
Adjustable

Telephone
For Flat or Roll

Top
"^ Desks

No. 83-87

Compare

ours to others.

Made any

Send us your

PRICE SI.OO

length desired.

orders.

MORE THAN REGULAR DESK SETS

AMERICAN ELECTRIC TELEPHONE CO.
CHICAGO

May

27,

WKSTKKN ELECTRICIAN

irx).^

tniema iionai
Telephone
Mfg. Co,

«7

The

(graceful

Fitty-Llii

Appearance

Capiclt;

comes from

Quarter

Simple

HIGH

The ARNOLD
TELEPHONE

Kellogg Express Switchboard Cabinet

Sawed Oak

Lines.

O R A O C

for the entire

Exterior of

Telephone
Apparatus

the Cabinet

This
Attractive

Harrison and Ollnton Stsm

Design has

Thoroughly

been so

seasoned

popular that

wood

it

has been

CHICAGO

much

by other
manufac-

Finished

OTTO BUNGE

turers

Liehtor
Golden Oak

IT.

Gold Medal

PETER STREET,

Brie Railroad

New

luxury, but a necetdly.
TatapboM ii 6nc4
up compleie, re^dy for InstallatioB. Nacds no
iJ|usim«nl.
Steel Clad.
CcnDOi nf o«t of
•jrder.
Laili forever. Mad« as IMustraietf.
drsl^ed for leparaic batiertei; also mad*
complete with batteries rsounttd dir«c(ly upo«
telephone back, enclosed In ntat box.

Grind Prize
Highest

Highest

Locations for Industries
Chicago to

in

li a bandsotae tutl •aclo»«d i«l«pbo*«.
la
ihe hone froin rooB of Blitrvu 10 kiicb«D.
library or laundrySaves fauodraA* of tMp*.
Mves Ills*, la a dittlnci co«r«ol«oc«. not a

LEATHER "NAiLlEADS, BEITS,
SAFETY AND CLIMBER STRAPS
1130

copied

Award

Award

Buffalo

St.

Exposition

Exposition

Shipped ready

1902

1904

Full directions wltb

Louis

York

Erie Railroad Company's IndusDepartment has all the territory
traversed by the railroad districted in re-

The

Strongest, Longest Lived, Most Efficient Switchboards made.
telephone experts will tell you that.

lation to resources, adaptability, marltets
for manufacturing, and
:an advise with manufacturers in relation
to the most suitable locations.
For full

and advantages

&

Kellogg Switchboard

All

LUIS JACKSON

CLEVELAND

LOS ANCELE8

Company

MANUFACTURERS

PHILADELPHIA

Raven White Core

pass inspection and carry the above

NEW YORK

TRADE-MARKS on our tags.

Wo also

Raven Black Core

manufacture

CrImshaw and Competition Tapes and

CHICAQO:

BOSTON:

,p2 o„p,,|n„ St.

7 Otis St.

25 Cts.
DO YOU NEED ONE

ELECTRICAL
AND OTHER
INDUSTRIES
ARE

Ilactrlclin Pub. Co..

IN

YOUR BUSINESS?

EIO Marquetti

from

ON THE LINES OF
R.

AND THE
For

JnformBtion aad descriptive patu-

VALLEY

due

to the

and primary battery

sure and constant current delivery

action and polarization;

"^
NEW

CLAIR,

Indiiairlal C--:!.T>>'ii'"Be-

Park Row, Chicago.

Ill

life

of cell.

Freedom

constant decrease of internal

For further

particulars, write

for

7.

Edison Mfg. Company,

R. R.

phle* address

I

is

the result of the following distinctive features:

local

resistance during

&

C.

is

catalogue

R.

YAZOO

J.

railroads, gas engine manufacturers

Edison Primary Batteries
This

;THE ILLINOIS CENTRAL

full

AHO TIN

Rates,

Conditions,

iJiSSISSIPRI

IK COLLAPBIBLI TUBES

that characterizes

Comniunities,

labor

IT.

J.

YORK,

FACTORY, ORANGE,
31

'

Detroit

users in general

Satisfactory Inducements,

HealttituI

BIdg., Chicago

UT

IDEA" SOLDERING PASTE
'"NEW
NEW IDEA SOLDERING PASTE CO.. 214 Hibbard Ave

by leading

WITH

Good

Compounds.

fThe Unanimous Endorsement

OFFERED
LOCATIONS
FieJght

Splicing

INSULATED WIRE COMPANY,
RDAN(-HP<;.J
OKAnil-nc:,.j

Favoralile

95 Jackson Boulevard, CHICAGO

New York

Crimshaw

r-

Arnold Electric
Manufacturing Go.

Supply Co.

Congress & Green Streets
CHICAGO

information address

lodustrlal CommisEioner, Erio Railroad

$S.BO

Price. «ltb baitertcs.

The

ALL OUR WIRES

aach ttlephoac.

Price, without baiterlas,

trial

2t Cortlandt Street,

for Installation.

UNION SQUARE.

CHICAGO,

N.
304

J.

WABASH AVENUE.
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CODE FOR CEDAR PRODUCTS]

PILLSBURY-WATKINS
COMPANY
LUMBER EXCHANGE.
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

7

FootTies,Michigan's Best White Cedar
for Electric Railways, Our Specialty.
ALSO TROLLEY POLES
Write us.

PERRIZO & SONS,

IPJ^J^aWv^ 0>a\^XcAW

§iv^^^ywvftV

BERTHOLD

POLES.

DAOOETT.MICH.

a^MfW €eC

IDAHO CEDAR up

to

80

TIES.

& JENNINGS,

WHITE CEDAR.

ST. LOUIS.

OAK, CYPRESS and

Chemical Building.

ft.

^JvoJlv»c;uW cwCyViWoUMwUw.

•

YELLOW

PINE.

St^iieiwwJWrw^Xc^.

:sr:CEDARPOlES
All Lengths ANt" SIZES

Minneapolis Cedar
Vanis in Minnesota ind WIsconaln.

& Lumbe

PRODUCBRS

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

LindsleyBros Co.
POLE DE.\LERS ADVERTISING

IN
THE WESTERN ELECTRICIAN OBTAIN MOST EXCELLENT RESULTS BECAUSE IT
PLACES THEM IN TOUCH WITH
ACTUAL BUYERS OF POLES.
TRY A CARD.

"Sign of the Best"

WHITE CEDAR POLES

Alaska

HALL

52

Puget Sound
Columbia River
Yellowstone Park
Portland Exposition

''

VIA

Northern Pacific! Ry.
and information luritc C. A. Matthews, Cen. Agt. Pass.
2oS South Clark Street. Chicago. III. Send six cents for

y^or rates

Deft.,

L.

BR00K5

WISCONSIN AVBNUB

TOMAHAWK, WW.

Yfondeplantl 1905, and four cents for Lewis anil Otark
Booklet, to A. M. Cleland. General Pass. Agent, St. Paul.

i^BmI

SAFETY " RUBBER COVERED
WIRE AND CABLE
FOR EVERY ELECTRICAL SERVICE.

Ml.

B. CHICAGO
Aus-riiM
& 00.,
REPRESENTATIVE.

THE SAFETY INSUIiATED WIRE & CABLE
WORKI:

layonne, N.l.

114-116 f^EBEBTIT

MICHIGAN WHITE

STBEET.

CO.,
H. X.

LARGE STOCK.

KELLOCC SWITCHBOARD & SUPPLY

CO., Chicago.

CEDAR POLES
YARDS THROUGHOUT THE NORTHWIST
COOO STOCK - PROMPT SHIPMENTS

CEDAR
H.

POLES,
POSTS,

POLES, TIES, POSTS.
W«

CO., Duluth, Mini

POLES

TIES,

MICHIGAN and IDAHO CEDAR

M, LOUP'S SONS CO., Au Sable, Mich.

PRODUCERS.

and TIES

DULUTH LOG

HiK

THE PORTER CEDAR CO.,
SAGINAW, MICH.

want your Inquiries always.
[

l\

I$is.si:ll

(

POLES

;<>mi»vnv.

W.

C.

'l'(ti,i:i)().().

STERLING & SON,

TIES.

Are t he Best.

Southern Cedar
NO ROTTEN BUTTS.

POLES

D. W. PHELAN,
277 Broadway, NswYorK

•WESTERN"

POLE HOLE

?fOARPOUeS
ESTABLISHED

1

DIGGER

1662

WM. MUELLER COMPANY
MARQUETTE 6LDG. CMICAGO.
EISHT DISTRIBUTING YARDS

l2ll-iZ-l3

our Specialties
Telephone Poles
Electric Light Poles
Street Railway Poles

IF

Hewn Timbers and
Piling,

Round

lu
I

want our pnces, especially

seven-inch, twenty-fives and

(-inch, tliirties.

May we

nut

quote you on these for IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT? Can also quote you on any
other sizes you may need.
also have plenty of tliose "Trolley" ties yet.

or

We

Octagonal
S. E.

YOU WANT POLES

MALTBY CEDAR COMPANY, 509 Phoenix

MISSOURI CYPRESS CO.

Pittsburg Agents, Tipper

Campbell, Mo.

II

Patton,

Block, Bay City, Michigan.
009 Bessemer Building.

Idaho Cedar Poles

AREYOU LOOKING F0RTR0UBLE7 |
•
GET COPY OF
A

IF SO,

TELEPflONETROUBLES \
AND HOW TO FIND THEM
Z
9th EdItJOD Just Out.
Electrician

PACIFIC

I
#

BOTH MAGNETO itllD COMMON BATTERY
SYSTEMS.

COAST POLE

Price, 25c.

Publishing Co.,

SIO Merqnette BnUdlBS,

Cedar

CHICAGO.

I

CO.

SPOKANE, WASH.

TORREY
CEDAR CO.,
CLINTONVILLE, WIS.
Lari. SIteli ConiUnlly tn Hind

Poles

CENTRAL STATION HEATING
Wc are the originators and builders of the ONLY underground system of live and exhaust steam heating.
system

is

used for the utilization and distribution

residences, stores, public buildings, etc.

of

exhaust steam from

electric-light

and power

Our

plants, for heating

250 plants in successful financial and mechanical operation.

We

have the

only practical Steam Meter. Also manufacturers of Wooden Water Pipe, Steam Pipe Casing, Steam Traps, Condensation Meters, Valves, Economizing Coils, Separators, and a full line of Steamfitters' Supplies.

Write

for

the

STORY

of

DISTRICT STEAM HEATING

Amebicam
DisimcT Steam
Company
WESTERN offices: MONADNDCK
MAIN OFFICES

BLDG.

L.

a C KP a R T,

IM .Y.

CHICAGO^H-L..

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN
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Westinghouse Protective Apparatus
Low

Equivalent Lightning Arresters
For Alternating=Current Circuits
2,500 Volts and Upwards

from

The illustrations show
some high voltage Low
Equivalent Lightning Ar-

and some typical
methods of mounting.

resters,

These

differ

with various

plants and voltages, yet

are

simple and easily

all

The framework does not form part

constructed.

the

of

equipment,

will be provided

if

but

desired.

12,500 to 18,000 Volts

*,500 to 12,500 Volt

25.000 to 29,000 Volts

Westinghouse

Electric

&

37,000 to 47,000 Volts

Mfg. CO.

Pittsburg, Pa.
Address nearest
New

York, Atlanta

district office

Dallas, Baltimore, Boston, Buffalo, CblcaEO, Cbictanatl, Cleveland, Denver, Detroit, Los Angeles, Minneapolis, New Orleans. Philadelphia, Pittsburg, St. Louis,
Salt Lake City, San Francisco, Syracuse, Seattle.
Canada: Canadian Westinghouse Co., Limited, Hamilton, Ontario. Mexico: Q.
O. Braniff & Co., City of Mexico.

&

PUBLIC BUILDING without
modern.

Our generators
and department

are

own

its

giving

independent lighting and power plant

satisfactory

service

in

numerous

offices,

is

not considered

public

buildings

stores.

Building of CHICAGO is one of our
150-K. W. D. C. Generators which furnish current
for 15,000 16-C. P. lamps and 400 H. P. of Crocker-Wheeler motors.
These motors
drive pumps, fans, elevators, compressors, etc.

NATIONAL BANK

The plant of the FIRST
recent installations and consists of four

Ampere,
16

N. J.
Chicago Office :OIcl Colony Bldg.

BraivoK Offices

m

^•••••••••••i
|l
^

There

is

No Higher-Class India-Rubber

Insulation

For Wires and Cables than

HABIRSHANA/.
Authorized Manufacturers of the

i!

A,T"rix f-i-e::xibi-e: -tube: ^a/ire.

The India-Rubber and Cutta-Percha
MAIN OFFICE, Glenwood Works,

Insulating Co.,

May

27,

WESTIiKN

KJ05

Type A

KLIiClklCJAN

Insvirarvce

The superior insulation
of Type A transformers
is

merely

A

matter

of

insurance.

Every Type

A

user

is

the holder of an insur=

ance policy that costs
nothing and

is

as good

as a gold bond.

RECOGNIZED
BY ALL UNBIASED METER EXPERTS TO
BE THE MOST RELIABLE DIRECT CUR-

RENT

WATTMETER

IN

THE WORLD

E

XHAUST FAN

s

Bulletin

Western
DUNCAN ELECTRIC MFC.
LAFAYETTE

INDIANA,

CO.
U. S. A.

CHICAGO

Electric Co.
NEW YORK

OTHER LARGE

CITIES

\atlonnl
ndi»
Itakbfr C'o.'a
RUBBER COVERED

^IIVIPLEX WIRES ANDCABLES.
RUBBER COVERED, WEATHERPROOF. UNDERGROUND AND SUBMARINE.

The Simplex Electrical

"'""R.'mx'soN""^
1

4 Monadnock Block.

CHICAGO.

I

10 StBto Street,

Co.,

BOSTON, MASS.

OFFICE AND FACTORY: BRISTOL,

R.

I.

mS]>~l>ariN Kxiiimition.
.TlGdnl fur Itnltlx-r Insulation,

18«:»-Worl<rN Fair.
Ilcdal tor Itabber InMnlntlon

^tON'-i

THE iiiTANDAUD FOR
UVBUKR IK»!il'I..ATION.
Sole Manufacturers of

TRADEMARK.

THE OKONITE
i

,^«*~'^^^
.

"•"««'•

DON'T BUY

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
Until

you have aeen our

new Cataloeue and new
Price List.
Free to the trade.

Manson Tape, Candee ""-r Wires

Okonite Wires, Okonite Tape,

""o'u'rl.Vo":.".','.^:

i

Manliattaii

CO., Ltd.

Snpply Co.

Electrical

253 Broadwiy, New York

INDIANA RUBBER AND INSULATED WIRE CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

JAMES

The

JAMES

A.

.^'^v

UNDERGROUND. AERIAL, SUBMARINE AND INSIDE USE.

FINE SIZES A SPECIALTV

chlct|[0 OlMce

1501

ROME,

Mon.clnKk BIdz.

N. Y.

CRESCENT RUBBER INSULATED

I-T-E

WIRES ANDCABLES

Thm
kmp R«plao«r «n«
CIOKner replaces &nd cloan* ^ny a. p. lamp

CRESCENT INSULATED WIRE AND CABLE CO.

vt anj holffht or ansle.
lacandescenl Electric Light Manipulator Co.,

National Code Standard.

CIRCUIT BREAKERS
CUTTER ELECTRICAL CO.,

CO.

Mgr

of

BARE AND TINNED COPPER WIRE

JOKESBOBO, IHD.

Wires are tested at Factory.'

Prts. and Oen'l

Manufacturers

TELEPHONE, TELBQRAPH AND PIRB-ALARM CABLES.
All

SPARQO WIRE

SPARQO,

A.

Paranlte Rubbtr Covered Wires and Cables,

PHILADELPHIA

Main

Office

and Factory, TRENTON, N. J.

I

16 Bedford St.,

Boston, Masa.

*************** ** A* »*** *»H
(i

YOST SPECIALTIES.

" SAFETY

" RUBBER COVERED
WIRE AlVP CABLE

Sookats, Wall
Sockets,

A V n INCANDESCENT
STAR
LAMPS
n

FOR EVERY ELECTRICAL SERVICE.

Weatherproof
Sockets,
Rosettes,
Receptacles,

AI^STIIM
O. CHICAGO
A OO.,
REPRESENTATIVE.

I\/I.

THE SAFETY INSIJIiATED WIBE & CABLE
WORK.:

Cord

114-116

»l>onne, N.J.

LIBERTV STBEET.

CO.,
W. Y.

LONS LIFE
GUARANTEED CANDLEPOWER,

Adjustersm

HIGHEST EFFICIENCY.

Samson Spot Cord

Omlaloaum tar
the mmklag.

For

ARC LAMP and
TROLLEY CORD

THE YOST ELECTRIC MFG. CO.
TOLEDO, OHIO.

send lor Samples and Pilc«8

SA.IVISOPS coiar>A.o» v^ro^isre.

{ STANDARD ELECTRICAL MFG. |

I

COMPANY,

:

Nlles, Ohio.

|

ELECTRICAL

WESTON INSTRUMENT CO.,
Main

Office

and Works. Waverly Park,

NEWARK, N.

Voltmeters,

Miilivoltneters,

Ammeters,

Milammeters,

"LP." 'V"u";^"TYPE

J.

Portaiile 6alvanonieteis.

Our portable Insmiraents

.

The Semi-PortOur Station Voltmeters and Ammeters

are

extreme accuracy and
consumption of energy.

nsiirpflssed in iioint of

iwest

Electrical Instru-

0.88.

London— Elliott

Bros.,

I
|

INSTRUMENTS

I

Century Works, Lewis-

Scales are
eqaally divided, indications
are dead best, high range ammeEers have separate shunts
and the cases are of heavy
polished brass.
Prices are right, the list
fignre for the meter illustrated,
for ins:ance, being $16.50.

J
J
4.
*
*
^
*
J

WRITE FOR DISCOUNTS TO

»

Are winners.

Ground Detectors and Circuit Testers,
Olimmeters,

DIRECT-CURRENT
Voltamnietersi

j^

Diam.ofbody, 61n.. of bateflanga7HIn.

MACHADO & ROLLER,
Or Your Nearest Supply
203 BROADWAY, NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.,
»-|fH¥-»»»**-»**^¥¥»»***** * *¥¥¥¥¥»¥¥-»»**<M^-¥-<'

I
Housa.

4.
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Visitors to

June

3,

N. E. L. A. Convention
Denver, Colo., June 6-11,

1905

Should Not Fail
to visit

the largefl

Electric Generating Plant

between the Missouri River and the

Denver Gas

&

Pacific

CoaS,

—

that of the

Co

Electric

This Plant Contains

W. 3-phase, 60 cycle, BULLOCK Alternators.
W. 3-phase, BULLOCK Belted Alternators.
Two 400 K. W. BULLOCK Belted Direct Current Generators.
An Aggregate of 6,200 Kilowatts
Two

1

,500 K.

Four 600 K.

Allis-Chalmers

Co

Milwaukee, Wis., U. S. A.
Canadian

representatives, AUis-Chalmers-Bullock, Ltd.,

Montreal

THE SANGAMO
A MERCURY MOTOR TYPE
DIRECT CURRENT WATTMETER
The objectionable features common to commutator type meters
are entirely eliminated, and the following; features are notable in

THE SANCAMO METER
I.

MINIMUM BEARING FRICTION— The
is less

H.
III.

IV.

V.

thrust of the disc shaft

is

UPWARD

against a flat jewel, and

than one-sixteenth ounce.

MAXIMUM

SENSITIVENESS-All

sizes will start freely

SERVICE as well as when new.
NO COMMUTATOR OR BRUSHES— The armature

on one-hundred

full load.

a plain copper disc submerged

AFTER LONG

mercury, and
the load current passes through this and the disc.
powerful shunt field acting upon the armature .serves as a damping magnet, -without permanent magnets being necessary.
SEALED TYPE, MINIMUM SIZE AND WEIGHT—The meter is sealed type, but case Is easily removable if necessary. Smallest meter made, projects 4^ inches, weighs only 10^ pounds.
is

in

NO PERMANENT MAONETS—The

SEND FOR BULLETIN AND PRICES

SANCAMO ELECTRIC COMPANY
SPRINGFIELD, ILLINOIS

1905

,

June

WI'^TKI''^;

1905

3,

—

!

,

!f

[rfAM

[•/•'! I'

CENTRAL STATION HEATING
THE EVANS-ALMIRALL SYSTEM
GET THE BEST AND MOST ECONOMICAL

BEOAUSE
Exhaust Steam From Condensing Engines or Turbines

CAN BE USED
EXHAUST STEAM from non-condensing engines used with NO BACK PRESSURE
Only one line of pipe needed
condensation saved at station
Temperature of entire system variable
No extra boilers required
Best Construction

Ail

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE

EVANS-ALMIRALL & CO.

CM OAOO

MONADNOCK BLOCK

1057-58

WATER

281

ST.,

I

NEW YORK

14 13 C ST. N. W.,

WASHINGTON,

D. C.

PLATINUM

PLATINUM

PLATINUM

IgDltlon fuien for torp«do and hiIqIdi: opfrationi'.

PLATINUM

BAKER &

CO., INC.
-ER. Vlc« 1 re..
IRK, N.J.

All form.- of cl'Ctn,^'il

G Ur a

11

:

r.L*. i*

Pr

d

I

ze

IVOrSBl ExpOSi 1 10 R
ST. LOUIS, 1904

fl

ALPHABETICAL INDEX TO ADVERTISEMENTS.
AUis-Chalmers Company
American Battery Co
Amer. Circular Loom Co.
American Conduit Co

. .

. .

.

Century Electric Co
TO
Chicago Edison Co
4, 12,28
Chic. Fuse Wire & Mfg. Co. .38
Chicago House Wrecking Co.28
Chicago Mica Co
.26
Chicago Solder Co
36

.

1

American Diesel Engine Co.
Amer. District Steam Go
Amer. Elec. Fuse Co
Amer. Elect'l, Supply Co
Amer. EL Telephone Co
Amer. Elec. & OonlroUerCo
American Electrical Works.
Anderson & Nacbman
Arnold Co., The
Automatic Electric Co
Babcock

&

Wilcox Co

Badt, F. B
Bailey, Fred.
Bain, For^e

Baker
Baker

&
&

W. G

Colonial Sign A Insulator Co.—
Columbia Incaud. Lamp Co.. 18
Continuous Rail Joint Company of America
21

Cornell. T. S

46

Co., Inc.. S.

H

24

Crescent Ins. Wire

&

Cbl. Co.

I

Crocker-Wheeler Co

37

Crollus

R

27

3

W, E

i.^

Son, E.

Cutler-Hammer Clutch Co. .24
Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co
24
Cutter Elec.

& Mfg. Company

l

46

—

Belden Mfg. Co....:

Co. ..—

Bennett, I. A
Berthold A Jennings
Big Four R. R

30
49
48

BlsseUCo.,The W
Blakely Printing Co

3fi

47

Co.,

HallL
Btownell Co., The

41

—
& W. Fuse Company
Dearborn Drug & Chem.Wks.42
Denver A Rio Grande R. R...46
5";
Diamond Meter Company
Directory of Engineers
46
Dixon Crucible Co., Joseph. .42
Doxsee-Barrere Elec'l. Co....—
Drake Co.. Fred'k J
36
Duluth Log Co
49
D.

Duncan

Elec. Mfg.

Co

13

4!

Brunswick Refrigerating
Bryan-Marsh Co

Co.3;
y,

Wm. H

-

Buckeye Electric Co
Bullock Elec Mfg. Co

—

Bunge, Otto

-

M

.

49
49

Fres-Ko Chemical Co

4

General Electric Co
9, 26
General Storage Battery Co.. 26
Gleason, John L

4^

Goodrich Steamship Line
48
Gould Storage Battery Co.... 6
Green Fuel Economizer Co. .42
Gregory Electric Company. .28

Kellogg Switchboard

A Sup

ply Company
Kemp.R. W

46

Klein A Sons, Mathiaa..
Kohler Brothers

Kuhlman

Electric

..27,

A

Co..

Pacific Coast Pole

46

Pardridge Shade

46

Parsell

Go

James

—
42

Letheule, Paul
46
Llndsley Brothers Company.. 49

Loud'sSonsCo..H.

Hallberg. J.

H

M

spection

&

30
27

Marl nette Gas Engine Go

46

HaUer Machine Co
Hamacek, A. F
Hart Mfg. Co
Hartford Steam Boiler

16

In-

Insurance Co....—

Hazard Manufacturing Co...—
Highland Park College.
37
Hill Elec. Co.,

Hoffman. G.

W. S

W

52

—

Holmes Fibre-Graph. Co
Holophane Glass Co
Humphrey. Henry H
Hunt & Co., Robt.

46

M Iscellaneous

W

.46

Economical Elec. Lamp Co. .21
Edison Decorative A Miniature

Lamp

Departm't

26

—

Edison Mfg. Company

4f

Electric Appliance Co
8
Electric Storage Battery Co. .11
Electrician Pub. Company. ..34

—

ErieR. R
Evans. Almirall

i

Campbell Bros
Carhartt & Co., Hamilton....—
Central Electric Co
5
Central Tel. & El. Co
44

& Co

3,

Monon

R.

Ry

—

Insulating Company
International Elec. Meter Co.2T
International TeL Mfg. Co...45-

& W. B

42

Jackson, D. C.

46

Jundus Electric Co., The
15Jeffrey Manufacturing Go... .4'>
Johns-ManvUle Co.. H. \^
4
Kartavert Manufacturlnj'^

4&

Co.—

45

C0...S6

Toledo Sior. Bat. A Elec. Co.M
49
Torrey Cedar Company
Trumbull Elec Mnfg. Ca....:«
23
Turner Brass Works

26

Veb Ing-Deoker Co

3D

rnderhin. Chas. R
46
Union Electric Mfg. Co
Universal Elec Stor. BaL Co.40

—

4

—

Hugo

Reliance Instrument Co
36
Replogle Governor Wc rks.. .—
Reynolds EL Flasher Mfg. Co.62
RobblusA Myers Co., The,. .23
Robert Instrument Co., The,.—
Robertson A Sons, Jaa. L
Roche.
21
Roebllng's Sons Co. J. A
53
Rose Polytechnic Inst
Buebel-Schwedtmftnn-WeUs..46
Runzel-Lenx Elec. Mfg. C5...30

Valentine-Clark Co.. The... .49

—
VanNostrand Co.. D
YulcanUed Fibre Company. ..=a

Ins.

Wire Co

Wagner

Wm

,

14

45

Northern Elect'l Mfg. Co. ...28
Northern Pacific R. K
28
Northern Wire A Cable Co. .21
Northwestern Storage Bat-

Co

M

—

Company
Sunbeam Incan. Lamp

—

R

Xaiional Cable A Wire Co... 26
National Carbon Co
23
National Electric Co
30
National India Rubber Co
1
New Idea Soldering Paste Co.36
New York Central R. R
44

tery

W

49

1

Advs

.National Battery Co..

New York

39

W

Phelan, D.
48
Phelps Co.. The
38
PhiUlps, Eugene F
27
Phillips Insulated Wire Oo... 27
Phoenix Glass Co
..—
Phosphor- Bronze S. Co
.42

Relalnger,

28

Incandescent Electric Light
Manipulator Company
, I
Indiana Rub. A Ins. W. Co..]. 25
India Rubber & Gutta Percha

Standard rnderg. Cable Co....—
Stanley— G. I. Elec Mfg. Co.37
31
Stanley Instrument Co
Stanton. LeRoy
-W
Sterling A Son, W. G,
48
Stow Mfg. Company
Stromberg-Carlson TeL Mfg.

—

Reed EleclLCordageCo.. The

,

Illinois Central

Inc

Perrizo

48

Co28

-18
PUlsbury-WalkinsCo..
A L. S. Iron Co. ...49
Plume A Atwood Mfg. Co.. ..39
Porter Cedar Company
4S

Morrison Lumber Co.. J. W..
Mueller Company, William..
Munsell A Co. Eugene

Ide.'

A Weed
A Seymour,
A Sons

Co

A Raflec

Pittsburg

,

21i

—

Pass

Plgnolet, L.

Matthews A Bros. W. N
McCandless A Co., H. W
McLennan A Company, K
McRoy Clay Works
Mechanical Appliance Go
Mica Insulator Company
Miclilgan College of Mines..
Mlltvaukee Engineering Co..
Minneapolis Cedar A Lbr.Co.

38

.

28

Leather Preserv. M. Corp
Leffel

simplex Elec. Heating Co. ...11
44
Scyder A Hunt Co
Spargo Wire Co Jas. A.
1
1
Standard Elec. M f g. Co

45, 48

Machado A Roller
Maltby Cedar Company
Manhattan El. Supply Co

.<:

Bossert Electric Construction

Brooks,

Lamp Co.. .—

Company

—

46
27

Bylleaby &Co.,H.

23

43

46

Benjamin Electric Mfg.

Fowler-Jacobs

.

Beardslee Chandelier Mfg. Co.—

Bryan,

Cooper-Hewitt Elec. Co
Cope, T. J

Couch

Co., Inc
Co.,

Fostorla Incand.
Fowler. John H

.

—

Walsh

—

I

Safety Ins. Wire

A Cable Co 1,(9

Samson Cordage Works
Sangamo Electric Co

I

U3^
3

j

Co

33

A Company

28

Electric Mfg.

Co..

John F

Walsh's Sons

Warren Elec. Mfg. Co
Wesco Supply Co
Western Display Co
Western Electric Company

4

5S
26

—

..34

Western Lumber A Pole Co. .47
Western Steel Gate Co
48
Westinghouse Electric A

-46
Sargent A Lundy
50
;32 iMantjfactnring Co
Sauquoit Silk Mfg. Co.,
-26
Weston Electrical InsL Co... 1
Sauter Ca^.G- F
_
-Willis. G. M
46
Schneider A Co., C. O
Z,46 Worcester Company, C. H....4S
Schott.W. H
52
Wrlgley Co..Tbos
S. E. Missouri Cypress Co.,..^9
Slgnaloid Chemical Wo rks. -26
1, 3fi
Simplex Electrical Co./ Che-. 1 1 Yost Electric Mfg. Co
[

See

f*^g:e

<^*

_
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REMEMBER THE NAME AND BUY THE BEST

PARAGON
FAN MOTORS
STANDARD FOR YEARS
CALL AND SEE THEM OR WRITE FOR PRICES

CHICAGO EDISON COMPANY,
139

ADAMS

CHICAGO.

ST.,

IMPORTANT TO CENTRAL STATION MANAGERS
YOUR TROUBLES ARE OVER WITH BAD JOINTS ff YOU USE

"NOCOROSO" SOLDERING
"K

&.

JOHN

(AGENTS WANTED)

ifi

STICK

STICK THAT
STICK'
"THE
"THE SnCir
THKT MAKES THE SOLDER STICK"
PASTE AND SALTS ALSO
W" COMPOSITEE DYNAMO BRUSHES, COMMUTATOR LUBRICATING
LUBRICJ
COMPOUND

F.

WALSH

(SUCCESSORS TO

NATIONAL STANDARD"

FUSE

PLUG

250 VOLTS

3-60

AMPS.

K.

CO,

PITTSFIELD, MASS.

& W. CO.)

THOMAS

S.

ROBERT

REED, President

E.

BENJAMIN, Secretary

The Reed
Electrical Cordage

Company

(incorporated)

MANUFACTURERS OF-

INSULATED CORDS
637

SYRACUSE,

University Building

N. Y.

FACTORY, 419 TRACY STREET

The make up of the "National Standard" fuse plug consists of a cylindrical brass shell
on one end of whicti the Edison Standard screw thread Is formed. The other end of the
shell is iirovided with Inwardly projecting clip contacts, and on the outside of this upper
end of the pluy a cornigated porcelain cap Is fitted and lirmly secured. The screw thread
end of the plug shell forms one contact. Inside of the screw thread portion is a porcelain
button having annular hole. The plug Is now made complete by simply Inserting through
the hole In the porcelain button a" National Standard " fuse of the desired capacity which
is pushed directly into the clips on the inside of the upper portion of the shell.
The other
end of the fuse projects slightly from the porcelain button and forma the other terminal
of the plug. When blown the fuse may be ejected from the plug shell by simply pushing
through the small hole throu^^h the top of the porcelain cap.

H. W.

JOHNS-MANVILLE CO.
Manufacturers of Asbestos and Magnesia
Pipe and Boiler Coverings,
Asbeatos Packings,
Roofings, Etc.

Cleveland
San Praaclsco

Los Angeles

100 William

Street,

York

''FRES'KO''

the following

test:

SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY
Syracuse, N. Y., March 6th, 1905.
Electrical Cordage Co.
Syracuse. N. Y.
Gentlemen:— I have tested the insulation of the samples of lamp cord which you
furnished me and And that both of them exceed the Underwriters' requirements of 50
Both samples gave an insulation resistance of over 70 megohms

The Reed

hours In a saturated solution of

salt.

Yours very

truly,

(Signed)

Seattle

W.

P.

GRAHAM.

Department of Electrical Engineering.

Kansas City
Minneapolis
Little

New

New

ELECTRICIANS PLEASE READ

Rock

To Increase

1

1

:

Orleans

$25.00 per sha

:

London

particulars.

are offering a (ew shares of treasury stock at
Please address secretary for further
only.

Paris
Brussels

ABSOLUTELY

NON-CORROSIVE
Do you

realize

ROSIVE

Telephonlques

!

\

what an absolutely "NON-CORPASTE" means? It

SOLDERING

leans there's no '"slow poison" eating out the
life" of your mechanism your switchboard.

FRES-KO CHEMICAL CO.

-

—
Fort Wayne, Ind.

luiic

.5,

VVKSTI'.KN

i</'S

KI.KcJTklCIAN

YOUR NEXT ORDER
for

and construction

supplies

in position to

ship

receipt by us.

Our

is

turer

is

what

With our Complete New Stock, we

we want.

item

material

orders

on the day

prices are attractive

of

are

their

and every

brand-new and fresh from the manufac-

— all of which are points worth considering.

It will

be worth your while also to let us

about the several specialties

for

which we

tell

you

are sales

agents, namely;

OKONITE WIRES AND GABLES
D.

L X.

&

W. ENCLOSED FDSES

L WEATHERPRDOF WIRE

DKONITE TAPE AND MANSDN TAPE

DELTABESTDN MAGNET WIRE
PITTSBURGH TRANSFORMERS

COLUMBIA LAMPS

KNOWLES HIGH-VOLTAGE
INSULATORS

Electrical Supplies
207-209-211

East Jackson Bid.

CHICAGO

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN
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i
Railway Line and Regulating

Complete
Storage

and Train Lighting
Central Lighting and Power
Electric Vehicle and Telephone

Isolated

Battery
Plants

(Houltr

aOULD COUNTER

F.

BOOSTER SYSTEMS

WOPICS
WUKR.&

NEW

YORK, 1 W. 34th Street.
BOSTON. 89 State Street.
CHICAGO, The "Rookery."
SAN FRANCISCO, Century Electric

,

Sales
J

Offices

M.

E.

)

>

I

•
.

DFPFW N
IX. V
UCKCW,
Y.

R.i11»tir»«
DUIICIIUO.

Co.

i

^^^

CLASSIFIED INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
Commntator Compoand
Crollus

A

Son, E. R.

Fres-Ko Chemical Co.

McLennan &

Anchors

(Tel.

Bennett,

&

CondenserK. Blectrtc.
Stanley-G. L Elec. Mfg. Co.

Tel.)

Condnit and Conduits.
American Circular Loom Co.

A.

I.

Matthews

&

Bro..

Co., K.

W. N.

American Conduit Company
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.

Electric Appliance Co.

Osburn Flexible Conduit Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Conduits, Clav.

Elec. Supply Co.
VVesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.

Manhattan

McRoy Clay AVorks.
Conduit Rods.

Batteries and Jars.
BissellCcTbe F.

Cope, T.

Central Electric Co.
Edison Mfg. Co.

tric Llgrht Plants.
AUis-Chalmers Company.
Bullock El. Mfg. Co.

Wm.

Roche.

J,

Contractors cuid Elec-

Electric Appliance Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.

we.sco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.

General Electric Co.
National Electric Co.
Northern Electrical Mfg. Co.
Wagner Electric Mfg. Co.

BellSt BuKxera^ Etc.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.

Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse EL & Mfg. Co.
Ilontrollers, Crane.

Western Electric Co.

Cord.
Runzel-Lenz Elec. Mfg. Co.
Samson Cordage Wks.
Cords, Insulated.
Keed Elecfl Cordage Co.,The
Couplings, Magfnetic.
: Clutch Co.
CrosB-ArniB, Pins
,nd

Leather Preserver Mfg. Corp.

Green Fuel Economizer Co.

Brackets.
Berthold & Jennings.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.

Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Company.
Bissell Co.,

Co

,

Fredk.

The

Chicago Edison Co.

.7.

& Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks. Inc.
General Electric Co.

Electrician Publishing Co.

Cutter Elec.

VanNostrandCo., D.
Boxes, Junction,
Bossert Elect. Const. Co.

Hamacek,A.

Boxes, Moulding.
Gleason, John L.
Brass. Sheet and Rod.
Plume A Atwood Mfg. Co.

F.

Hart JIanufacturing Co.
Hill Elec. Co.,

W.

S.

Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Trumbull Elec. Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse EL & Mfg. Co.

Brnshes.
Central Electric Co.
Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co.

Dynamos and Motors.

Western Electric Company.

Allis- Chalmers

Cable BanKers.

Company.

BissellCo.,B. F.

Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
Cables (See Wires and Cables)

OarbouH,

Points and

Plates.

General Elec. Co.
Gregory Electric Co.
Mechanical Appliance Co.

Chicago Edison Co.
Electric AppliJ
"
nal Carbc
D

Hug

Parsell

National Electric Co.

Wagner Electric Mfg. Co.
Warren Elec, Mfg. Co.
Wesco Supply Co.

& Weed

Cbalns.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co,

Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse EL & Mfg. Co.

Plume & Atwood Mfg. Co.
It Breakers.
Cl
Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co.

Eeonomlsers, Fuel.

& Mfg. Co.
Elec. Wits. Inc.
Union Electric Mfg. Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Company.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.
Cutter Elec.
Ft.

Wayne

Clusters.
Benjamin Eiec.>Mf5. Co.
PluDie A Atwood Mfg. Co.
Clutches. Magnetic.
Cutler-Hammer Clutch Co.

Coal and Ashes Haud11

n IT Ma<^lllner y.

Jeffrey Mfg. Co.

Colls and MafTxiets.
Western Electric Co.
Coloring;, Tjamp.
Slgnalold Chemical Works

& Weed

Robblns A: Mvers Co.
Stanley-G. 1. Elec. Mfg. Co.
Stow Manufacturing Co.

Supply Co.

Castings.
Parsell

Heating. Hot "Water.

Ruebel, Schwedtman, Wells.
Sargent & Lundy.
Schott, W. H.
Stanley G. I. Elec. Mfg. Co.
Stanton, LeRoy W.

Ellectrical Instraments.
(Recording and Testing.)
BisseUCo.,TheF.
Central Electric Co.

Inst. Co.,

Sangamo

Green Fuel Economizer Co.

Electric UeatlnK Appl.
Electric Appliance Co.
Simplex Elec. Heating Co.

Crocker-Wheeler Co.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.
E^lectrlcal and Mechanical Gnjclneers.
Arnold Co., The
Badt. F. B.
liailev. Fred.

Baker &
Brran,

W. C.
W. E.

Co.,

Wm.

H.

BvUeshv A

Co., H.

Cornell. T.

S.

Evans. Almlrall
Hallberg, J. H.

For

M.

& Co.

Butt Co.

American Electrical Works.
Central Electric Co.

The

Motors.

Mppern and
Klein

and Gaso-

line.
Allis-Chalmers Company.
Marinette Gas EngineCo.

Carhant

Co.,

Hamilton.

Bain, Foree.

Berthold

A

Ide

A

Sons, A. L.

FanH and Fan Motors.
Central Electric Co.

Century Electric CoCrocker- Wheeler Company.
Edison Mfg. Co.

Co.

Perrizo

A

Sons,

Phelan, D, W,
Pilisbury-Walkins Co.
Pittsburg A L. S. Iron Co.
Porter Ceaar Company,
S. E. Missouri Cvp:
;Co.
Sterling A Son, W. G.
Torrey Cedar Co.

F.

Robbins A Myers Co.. The
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse EL & Mfg. Co.
Fans, Exhaust and Venlilatiog.

Green Fuel Economizer Co.

Fibre.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.

Bea rdslee Chandelier

M f g. Co.

Flashers.
Bissell Co..

The

F.
Uoxsee Elec'L Co.. A. S.
Haller Machine Co.
Reynolds El. Flasher Mfg.Co
Schneider A Co., C. O.
Wesco Supply Co.

Flexible Shafts.
Stow Mfg. Co.

TheF.

Bryan-Marsh Company.

Buckeye

Electric

Company,

Central Electric Co.

Chicago Edison Co.

Columbia Incan. Lamp Co.
Edison Decorative

&

Lamps, Incandescent^
Replacers & Cleaners.
Inc.

EL

Lt,

Manipulator Co,

Lamps. Turn-down.
Economical Elec. Lamp

Co.

Lamps, Vapor.

Amer. Elec. Fuse Co.

Leather Specialties.

&

Chicago Fuse Wire A Mfg.Co.
D. A W. Fuse Company.
Electric Appliance Co.
Johns-Manville Co., H. W.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Company.

Globes, Reflectors and
Shades.
Fostoria Incan. Lamp Go.
"
Co.

sCo.

Western Electric Co.
Governors. Water "Wheel.
Repiogle Governor Works.
Graphite Specialties.
Dison Crucible Co., Jos.

Holmes Fibre-Graphite

Co.

o*

Bunge, Otto.
Letters, Metal. Sign.
Haller Machine Co.
Lii^htninf? Arresters.
Central Electric Co.

American El. Telephone
Anderson A Nachman,
Automatic Electric Co.
Bissell Co., The F.

Cc

Central Electric Co.
Central TeL & EL Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
International TeL Mfg. Co.
Kellogg Switchb. A Sup. Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Stromberg-Carlson TeL M.Cc

Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.

Time Switches.
Bissell Co.- TheF.
Campbell Bros.

Wrigley

Wayne Elec Wks,

Western Electric Co.

Linemen's Climbers.
Klein A Sons, Mathias.
Masnet Wires.
(See Wires and Cables.)

Mechanical Draft.

Thos

Co.,

Sons. Mathias.

Transformers.

Hoffman, Geo. W.

Portables.
Plume A Atwood

Mfg. Co.

Power Transmission

Central Electric Co.
Crocker- Wheeler Co.

Rail Joints.

Electric Appliance Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Works, Inc
General Electric Co.
Gregory Electric Co,

Continuous Rail Joint Company of America.
Railivay Supplies,
Wesco Supplv Co.

Stanley-G.

Machinery.

Jeffrey Mfg.

CJo.

Re- Winding— Repairs.
Amer. Electric Fuse Co.
Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co.

General Electric Co.

Co.

Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse EL A Mfg. Co.
Schools and Colleffes.

Highland Park College
Michigan College of Mines.
Rose Polviechnic Insi.

Seeoiiil-kand Mach'y.
Bissell Co.. The P.
Chicago House Wreckins Co.
Gregory Electric Co,
Matthews A Bro., W. N.
Walsh's Sons A Co.
Haller Machine Co.
Western Display Co.
Silks,
InaalatlnflT
Braid in f;.

Co.

Westinghouse EL A Mfg. Co
Turbines, Steam.

General Electric Co.

Union Electric Mfg.
Wesco Supply Co.

National Electric Co.
I. Elec. Mfg. Co.

Wagner Electric Mfg.
Wesco Supply Co.

Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse EL A Mfg. Co
Trncks. Blectrlo Car.

Rheostats,

Allis-Chalmers Co.
General Electric Co,

Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Cc
Turbine Water Wlieeli
Leffel A Co., Jas.
Vulcanised Fibre.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

Wires

&

Cables—Hac-

net Wires.
American Electrical Worts.
Belden Mfe Co.
Bissell Co., The F.
Central Electric Co.

and

Sauquoit Silk Mfg. Co.

Indiana Rub. A Ins. Wire Co
India Rubber A GuttaPercb£
Insulating Co.

San

Kellogg Switch. A Sup. Co.
Jlanhattan Elec. Supply Go.
National Cable A Wire Co.
National India Rubber Co
New York Insulated Wire Co
Northern Wire A Cable Co.
OkoniteCo,, The.

Sockets & Receptacles.
& Seymour.
.

G. F.

Elec. Mfg. Co.
Inc.

General Electric Co.
Manhattan Elec Supply Co.
"- .Co.
" ' "•

A

Western Electric Co.

Electric Appliance Co.
Ft.

Manhattan Elect'lSuppljrCc
) Supply Co,
Western Electric Co.

W

Klein

Sii^ns. Flectrlo.

Cooper, Hewitt Elec. Co.

Bissell Co., The F.
Central Electric Co.
EL Co.
Central TeL

Electric Appliance Ck).
General Electric Co.

Tools.

Minia-

ture Lamp Dept.
Electric Appliance Co.
Fostoria Incand. Lamp Co.
General Electric Co.
McCandless A Co., H. W.
Nernst Lamp Co.
Standard Elec'l Mfg. Co.
Sunbeam Incan. Lamp Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse EL A Mfg. Co.

Phelps Co.. The.

Fnses and Fuse 'Wire.

.ALlx>li0il3etio»l Ixxdeac:

Bissell Co.,

F.
Central Electric Co,
Century Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.

Toggle Bolts.

Electric Appliance Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks. Inc.
General Electric Co.
Gregory Electric Co.
Jandus Electric Co., The
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Stanley— G. I. Elec, Mfg. Co.
Wesco Supply Co,
Western Electric Co.

Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.
Lamps. Incandescent.

General Electric Co.

(J>

The

Telephones, Telephoni
Material and Switchboards.

Central Electric Co.

BrownellCo., The

Universal Elec. Stor. Bat,

Jennings.

Kellogg Switch. & Sup. Co.
Lindsiey Bros. Co.
Loud's Sons Co., H, M,
Maltbv Cedar Co.
Minneapolis CedarALbr. Co.
Morrison Lumber Co., J. W.
Mueller Company, WlUlam,
Pacific Coast Pole Co.

Lamps, Arc
The

A

tional Battery Co.
Stor. Bai. A: Elec. Cc

Toledo

Bissell Co.,

Pliuspliur Bronze.
Phosphor Bronze Sm. Co.Ltd,
Plutiunm. W^lre and
Sheet.
Baker A Co., Inc.
PuleH uud Ties.

National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
OkoniteCo., The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Simples Electrical Co.
Snyder A Hunt Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
WestLnghouse EL & Mfg. Co.
Bissell Co.,

•

Pliers.
Mathias.

Puieut Atturueys.

MunseU&Co., Eugene,
Inst.'Co.

& Sons,

Overalls.

Chicago Edison Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Indiana Rub, & Ins. Wire Co.
Johns-Mauville Co., H. W.

Manhattan Elec. Supply
Mica Insulator Co.

Dynamos and

(See

Motors.)

Kartavert Mfg. Co.

Co.

General Electric Co.

Bngrlnes^ Gas

& Insurance

Inspection

Speeialtles, Electrical
Mfrs. and Deslgiiers.
Haller Machine Co.
Speed Indicators.
Weston Electrical Insl.Co.
Storaere Batteries.
American Battery Co.
Electric Storage Battery Co.

Ice Mal£in§: Machinery.
Brunswick Refrigerating Co.
Indicators.
Robertson & Sons. Jas. L.

New England

Electric Co.

Western Electric
Westinghouse EL
Weston Electrical

Crocker-Wheeler Company,

Electric Appliance Co.
Incandescent Electric Light
Manipulator Co.

Insalaturs and Insulatins- Materials.

Stanley— G. I. Elec. Mfg. Co.
Stanley Instrument Co.

Wagner Electric Mfg.
Wesco Supply Co.

Holders, Inc.

& Co.
Lamps.

Insulatins Machinery,

Electric Appliance Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks. Inc.
General Electric Co.
Machado & Roller.
Pignolet, L. M.
Reliance Instrument Co.

Robert

Minlns^ Apparatns.Blec
Allis-Chalmers Company.

Amer. District Steam Co.
Evans, Almirall

Mica Insulator Co.
MunseU & Co., Eugene.

t

Steamy.

Hartford Steam Boiler Inspection ife Insurance Co.

Diamond Meter Co.
Duncan Elec Mfg. Co.

Plume A Atwood Mfg. Co.
Fixtures, Gas and Blec.

Central Electric Co.

iger,

Heatins (S X h a n

Kohler Brothers.
Letheule, Paul
Milwaukee Engineering Co.
Northern Electrical Mfg. Co.

F.

Bossert Elec. Const. Co.
Central Electric Co.

Bonks. Bleetrlcal.
.t

Kemp, R. W.

Cat-Onts and Switches.

Bolts, Toperle.
Wrlgley Co..Thos.

Drake

Humphrey, Henry H.

Hunt & Co., Robt. W.
Jackson, D. C. & W. B.

Soldering: Stiuks, Salts
and Paste.
Chicago Solder Co.

A Son. E. R,
New Idea Soldering Paste Co.

Crollus

Walsh Co.. John F.
Western Electric Co.
Solenoids.
Amer. Elec. A Controller Co.
Spealclnir Tubes.
Central Electric Co.

Green Fuel Economizer Co.

Metaphones.
Anderson A Nachman.

A.<3.veirtisei3:aeia.t:s

Electric Appliance Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.

Seo

I»«as^ S»

Phillips,

Eugene

F,

Phillips Insulated Wire Co
Roebline's Sons Co.. J. A.

Runzel-Lenz

Elec.

Mfg

Co,

A Cable Co
Simples Electrical Co.
Spargo Wire Co. Jas. A.
Standard Underground C. Co
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Company.

Safety Ins. Wire

.

Jiiii'-

,i.

Wf-^TI'PV
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SCHOTT
ENGINEER

1218-1222

MARQUETTE BUILDING
CHICAGO
j^

CONSULTING

^

DESIGNING

^

CONSTRUCTING

CENTRAL STATION
HEATING — GAS — WATER WORKS— ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANTS

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS

DESIGNER and BUILDER

THE SCHOTT BALANCED COLUMN SYSTEM
NO BACK PICESSUR-E
NO NOISE
GR.EATEST CAPACITY
PER.FECT R.EGULATION

THE SCHOTT REGULATED STEAM SYSTEM
AUTOMATIC VACUUM CIR.CULATION
LEAST BACK PR.ESSURE

GREATEST PIPE

LINE CAPACITY

PERFECT REGULATION

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

€kctricllppliance

Companp's
NEW BUILDING

i$44$6°i$$M40

me$t Jackson Boulevard
Chicago

jliiierica's

Cargest electrical Supply marcbousc

June

3,

1905

JiiMc

.3,

WESTERN ELECFRICIAN
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General Electric Company
Arc Lamps with Diffuser Ceiling

Give an agreeable white light equal
to

strong daylight in

show
The

which

their true values.

diffuser ceiling utilizes the

in the

colors

scheme
IF

of

lamp

decoration.

INTERESTED, WRITE FOR HORE INFORHATION

PRINCIPAL OFFICE: Schenectady,
Chicago Office:

iVlonadnock Block

Sales Offices in

N. Y.
all

Large

Cities

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

June

They
Won't
Up

Figure

the Salving

That would result if you could eliminate the cost of time spent
in reaming and filing and the value of the boxes broken in
producing a round hole in cast iron junction boxes. You can
save this

Bossert

money

by using

Drawn Steel Junction Boxes

They have holes with hermetically sealed plugs that can be
The result is a
removed with a single blow of a hammer.
clean round hole without any filing or reaming. And the boxes
Use them and you will be in a better position
won't break.
We also make a superior grade of
to meet competition.

DRAWN STEEL BUSHINGS

KNIFE SWITCHES
PANEL BOARDS

SWITCH BOARDS

PANEL BOARD BOXES
Our

BOSSERT
Office and
R. B.

Electric Construction Co.,

Works,

COREY,

Havemeyer Building, Na» York.

Write for them.

bulletins give further information.

F. B.

170 Summer

W.

SMITH,
St.,

Boston, Mats.

UTICA.

BRANCH OFFICES:
166

S.

P.

THE JOHN

CROCKETT,

Canal

St.,

Chicago,

III,

BBS Mlislon

R.

St.,

COLE

CO.,

San Francisco,

C.
Cat.,

N. Y.

W. BONGARD & CO.,

130 Bay

St.,

Toronto, Ont„ Canada.

3,

1905

June

3,

WESTERN

KJOS

KlJ'-.f

I

I'l'

I

The Electric Storage BatteryGo.
PHILADELPHIA
Manufacturer

of

Zhc "Cbloribe Hccumulator"
123 Installations

In

Central Station Service

SALES OFFICES:
Philadelphia,

New York

Boston,

Chicago,

St. Louis,

Cleveland,

San Francisco,

Toronto, Canada,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

Greetings
from
^^^M^IZsM

m
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Chicago Edison

Company

Edison Building

Chicago

June

3,

1905

June

3,

wi'.sii.kx

190S

i-.i.i-.i

1

1']<

i.\:;

«3

ON TOP AND IS GOING TO REMAIN THERE.
IT'S THE STANDARD OF AMERICA.
THE ONE THAT EVERYBODY SPEAKS WELL OF.

IT'S

IT'S
IT'S

THE ONLY ONE HAVING FIRE-PROOF BINDING POSTS.
IT'S THE ONLY RELIABLE ONE MADE.
ITS

GREAT SUPERIORITY HAS BEEN PROVEN.
IT'S

THE DUNCAN.

MADE
FOR
ALL

PRESSURES

IN

USE BY 963 CENTRAL STATIONS.

HAS GREATER TORQUE THAN ANY OTHER METER

IN USE.

THE ONLY ONE THAT REGISTERS ON A "HYLO" LAMP.
DON'T FORGET IT IN YOUR NEXT ORDER.
AGAIN WE SAY: IT'S THE DUNCAN.

DUNCAN ELECTRIC MFG.
LAFAYETTE,

IND., U. S. A.

CO.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN
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June
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MnU

National V .rrumulatof
Battierjg ffiompanu
]£lectric

POSITIVE

^StoraGc^JBatteriee

PI_.A-rE

-h

Rigldiiy

IMEOA.-riVE
Higli

Has an antlmoniated lead frame.

Capacity and

Being of Faure type.

As ample room for expansion Is made
between each unit and conducting

Retention of Capacity

frame.

The shape

Large Contact Surface
Resulting

in

Low

Bacif Pressure

Ho Buckling

charge

PI_A.-rE

high capacity at high dis-

Great Conductivity

rates.

peculiar rib and pin construction; also resulting in high potential ai high discharge rates.

Through

Retention of Capacity
Because ample reserve lead

is

of grid holds active material

in place.

provided.

EQUALS
A UNIT

COMBINING THE
FEATURE80F

HIGH POTENTIAL

WATf EFFICIENCY
l/ONG LIFE

Descriptive Catalogue and Prices
furnished upon application

General Offices,

Laboratory

CHICAGO

and Works

BUFFALO,

N..Y.

5ales Offices

NEW YORK

Suffalo.M.l.

BOSTON
PROVIDENCE

[line 3,

WESTERN ELECTRiaAN

1905

JANDUS
INTERCHANGEABLE

ARC LAMP
SAVES
HALF
CARBON

SAVES
HALF
TRIMMING
EXPENSE

BILLS

200

HOURS

OH CONSTANT POTENTIAL

ON CONSTANT POTENTIAL

CIRCUITS

ISO

The

HOURS

Guaranteed

O. C.

A

150

Guaranteed

Ideal

A. C.

HOURS GUARANTEED ON

Lamp

6.6-AMP.

A.

C.

AND

D.

C.

for Central Stations

CIRCUITS

SERIES CIRCUITS

and Isolated Plants

The case, glassware and general structure
Every part accessible for quick replacement or repair.
perfect burning lamp In every respect.
are alike for all circuits. The same lamp is available for use on direct or alternating-current circuits, series or multiple, by
of
the main structure.
very simple substitutions of mechanism without disturbing any part

THE JANDUS ELECTRIC COMPANY
MIHUFACTURERS OF ENCLOSED IRO LAMPS, ELECTRIC FANS, ELECTRIC MOTORS, ETC.

CLEVELAND
New

York; Monadnock BIdg., Chicago; Real Estate Trust Bldg., Philadelphia; Ewing-Herkle Electric Co., St. Louis;
Robbins Electric Co., Pittsburg; Electrical Engineering Co., Minneapolis; Albert Smith, flilwaukee; Henry L. Walker Co., Detroit; The
D. A. Tompkins Co., Charlotte; The F. Bissell Co., Toledo Fobes Supply Co., Seattle; J. H. Cramphorn, Boston flcCarthy Bros. & Ford,
CANADIAN AGENTS The Packard Electric Co., St. Catharines,
Buffalo; B. & C. Electric Co., Utica; Bishop Wilbur Co., San Francisco.
Ont. ORIENTAL AGENTS—The China & Japan Trading Co,, Yokohama and New York.

114 Liberty Street,

;

;

—

.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

June

3,

1905

AND

RECEPTACLES
GIVE

COMPLETE SATISFACTION

Made from the best material only
and assembled with perfect
accuracy.

Sheet mica insulation throughout.

I

VV
No. 322.

20 -Mnp.

D. P.

Spring Phosphor=Bronze contacts.
Hardened steel mechanism.
An examination will convince you
that they are the best switches
made.
We also make a complete line of
wall appliances which are un=
equaled for

^^"===^5^

STRENGTH and DURABILITY
AND ARE NATIONAL ELECT. CODE STANDARD

Write our nearest

office for cataSwitches, Receptacles
and Wall Appliances.

logue

of

MANUFACTURED BY

THE MART iVVFQ.CO.
>

HARTFORD
'CONN

Jnii''

,'„

W

I'K'T

I'^l

Mr.

I

l,i-;(TI<|(IA:

STRAWBERRIES
AND
INCANDESCENT

LAMPS!
„

LOOK FOR IHE

LICENSE,

Patent 637,693, April 6, '9B
Patent 726,203, April 28, '03
I

Patent 444,580, Jan. 13, '9
Patent 532,760, Jan 22, '93
I

LABEL

mention incandescent lamps and strawit is all perfectly consistent because
strawberries are bought by the box and incandescent lamps are
bought by the box. You know how disappointed you are or your
wife or your sweetheart is when she upsets the berries out of the
box into the bowl and finds the only real good ripe ones were all on
top of the box common sense would tell you that this is the case
with some lamp manufacturers, not that they put a good layer of
lamps on top of the box not at all but they do mix 'em in and
that you know very well. They take chances on your picking out of the
box a good lamp for your photometric test.
We challenge you to test any box of
Bryan-Marsh Imperial Lamps and you will
find them marvelous in uniformity of life
and lighting power.
Rather peculiar

berries in the

isn't

it

to

same breath? But

—

—

—

—

—

TO ILLUSTRATE THIS SCIENTIFICALLY BY FACTS: A very prominent lamp buyer
instituted a competitive test of incandescent lamps at the Electrical Testing Laboratories In New York; five hundred imperial Lamps were submitted.
Without going into details, the Imperial Lamps not only won the order, but the tests
made at the laboratory disclosed A MARVELOUS UNIFORMITY IN THEIR LIFE AND
LIGHTING POWER. The accompanying diagram Is a reproduction of the test sheet as
made out by the laboratory. Reference to the cut will show the remarkably uniform
candle-hour performance.
It Is needless to point out that this feature is an exceedingly valuable one
buyers either large or small. IT MEANS RELIABILITY,
Have you ever used Imperial Lamps? NOW IS THE TIME.

for

lamp

THE BRYAN-MARSH
COMPANY
New
227-29 Fulton

315 Dearborn

DENVER
McPhee Building
fiC

St.,
York
St., Chicago

CINCINNATI

MINNEAPOLIS

Perin Buildins

Lumber Exchange

MOST LIGHT FOR CENT
I

SAN FRANCISCO
Crossley Building

9J

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

June

COLUMBIA
LiAMPS

3,

190S

I

^%

Make comparative tests
during the Summer months
in order to determine the
best lamp for your require^
ments during the Fall and
Winter monthsm

Are you entirely satisfied
witit tlie lamp in use on
your circuits at the present
time?

spherical

Investigate

values of the Columbia as
compared with other lantpsm

We

We carry a complete stock of Crystal
(Meridian type).

^
1^*^*

solicit

a

trial

order.

Lamps

Send for prices, etc., on Holophane glassware, also Inner Globes and Turn Down Lamps.

The Columbia Incandescant
Lamp
mine

Co.

\^

i
9«((;-«7-«o Locust
fn»..c/ St.,
_c#_
cr. LOUIS, MO,
min
^*^*^H
2115-17-19
ST.
CHICAGO: Central Electric Co.
SAN FRANCISCO: Paul Seller Electrical Works
>HIA: 1227 Real Estate Trust BIdg
MINNEAPOLIS: 638 Boston Bloc
lAEMPHIS: 302 Scimitar BIdg.
MEXICO: Monterey, Van Voorhis Hnos.
OFFICE:

1311

Havemeyer BIdg.

i

Iin,.-

,1

wr.STF.RN'

I.

rr.i:fTr.M''r

19

AT LAST

01

i^^

After years of experiment, and the ex-

penditure of a large

we

amount

of

money

offer to the engineering profession, for

Electric Light

Underground,

and Power Cables, a

HIGH INSULATION
combining
of

all

RUBBER,

of

the desirable qualities

as well as being absolutely

Acid, Alkali and Waterproof
This dielectric has none of the defects of paper
insulation

and

is

not affected by electrolysis and

damp-

ness, yet can be sold in

COMPETITION WITH PAPER
"SAFTRON"

is

made by

underground cable

the pioneer manufacturers of
in

America, and

is

FULLY GUARANTEED
WRITE FOR QUOTATIONS

g®

THE SAFETY INSULATED WIRE &CABLE

CO.

^|
2^

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

June
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MASTER
OF THE CURRENT

c^

THE

STANDARD^o«

RUBBER INSULATION
^.OKONITE COMPANY^
Jlanufadureis ofInsulated Mres and Cadles
253 BROADVAY NEW YORK CITY.
^^^y^^

c?^'^

c^^-c^pj^gie*:*:-'

'?^^
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line

3.
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"TURN DOWN LAMP"

Turn Ip the
IF

YOU WANT A BRIGHT LIGHT
DOWN

TURN IT
if you -want a
For bright or dim pull the string.

light thai is soft

Use Saves 80% of Current

lis

Burn the

"Dim"

in parlor, hall,

bedroom, bathroom and

the sickroom tvhen a bright light

The

in

unnecessary.

is

TURN DOWN LAHP
//

and dim.

See the small filament.

IS

ECONOHICAL

received the highest and only litourd

at the St. Louts Exposition, 1904.

Our booklet

illustrates

Inhere the

TURN DOWN LAMP

a

places

femt

can be applied.

We

furnish

it

their imprint,

monthly

to

Central Stations luith

to

be mailed ivlth their

bills.

Write for booklet and price

•

list.

SOLD THROUGHOVT THE UNIVERSE

3: THE ECONOMICAL ELECTRIC LAMP

fiaw Standard

>UTOGAS"
DRY BATTERY.

CO., 227-229 Fulton Street,

NEW YORK

WM. ROCHE
52 and 54 Park Place,

NEW YORK

DRY BATTERIES FOR ALL OPEN CIRCUIT WORK
Our
Service.

'•

New Standard

"

Dry

Cells

will bear competition

with any others of

like size

on the market for Telephone and Bell

DURABILITY. EFFICIENCY and RECUPERATING QUALITIES

Our "Auto Oas" Batteries and "Fireball" Spark
Ignition Outfit

Coils,

are the points

of

recommendation.

with the Roche Improved "Mica Por" Plug, constitute the Perfect

and the kind you want for your car or boat. Send for Catalogue and learn something
Qas Lighters and other Electric Novelties.

to

your advantage.

Flashlights, Cigar Lighters,

Electric Heating Apparatus

IWSlIIiATED

WIRES

Michigan College of Mines

• END ron e2-»JI«E CATALOtUC.

F.

MAGNET WIRES

UNIT" ENAMELED RHEOSTATS
SIMPLEX ELECTRIC HEATING CO^
Cambrldgeport, Mass.

NORTHERN WIRE
& CABLE CO.

South Milwaukee
Wis.

W. McNAIR,

President

A State Institution located Id and msklnp
use of an active mining district. Summer term
begins June 12- For year book and record of
graduates, apply to

PRESIDENT OR SECRETARY.

HootbtsB.

MIdu

STANLEY WATTMETERS
FOR ALTERNATINC CURRENT, SINGLE PHASE AND POLYPHASE SERVICE

ROTATED JEWEL BEARING
JEWEL SURFACE ALWAYS NEW-PERMANENT ACCURACY AT ALL LOADS. MADE ALSO
ROUND, SWITCHBOARD TYPE 6?s IN. DIAMETER, BACK CONNECTED.

STANLEY INSTRUMENT COMPANY,

IN

GREAT BARRINCTON^
MASS.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

Tune

CENTRAL STATION
CONTROLLING DEVICES
T

BULLETIN

No. 3

Describes Solenoid Switch es for the] c ontrol

and HghtingJ^ circuits.

of transformers

Throwing

reserve

feeders

service

in

in

cases of break downs.

Also

and

stopping

small

of

starting

motors.

BULLETIN

No. 4

Describes automatic starters for the control

of

motors

rotary
in

sets

service including tool

pumping and

BULLETIN

and

all

of

cranes,
valves,

electric

and machine

BULLETIN
for the operation of

brakes on hoists,

mill

of

netic gripping devices.

Any

given

stroke, iron
for

any

pull,

clad

open

machinery,

9

Controller

machine

printing

cranes,

hoists, elevators

veyors,

transfer

tables

tools,

presses,

and con-

and draw

bridges.

long or short

and

No.

Drum Type

Describes

magnets and mag-

lifting

drives,
etc.

No. 7

For the operation

etc.

classes of

ventilating systems,

Describes Solenoids for the operation

induction

large

with

connection

starting

Plain

type

and

speed reg-

ulating.

service.

All

apparatus

design,

the simplest possible

of

is

accessible

capacity,

capable

Equipped

with

for

repairs,

of

ample

standing

no-voltage

and

in

abuse.

over-

load SAFETY DEVICES.

WE ARE MODERNIZING
ENGINEERS
Send us a

We

American
J36

full

statement of an}' problem.

shall be glad to help

you solve

it.

Electric and Controller Co.
LIBERTY STREET, NEW YORK

3,

1905

June

3,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

1905

ii

23

THE STANDARD"
FANS
TEN MODELS
THE BEST
power

station

running

all

is its

PAYINC;

day and

in

Never varying, and
on

LOAD for any

ELECTRIC FAN
in

many

cases

really consti-

It

Every well-

tutes the ideal station business.

knows

them have not

load-

night.

most cases running

the lighting meters.

posted manager

all

this.

What some of

yet learned, however,

is

that

the most profitable and satisfied customers

can be had by permanently adopting

Standard" line for direct

with

its

every

M
66 Oortl«ndt Street.

BOSTON:

PITTSBUKQ; 126 Seventh
ST.

LOUIS:

and

"The

circuits,

to select from, to suit

need

of the

trade.

.OBBIIM3 & IVIYEIR
Main

NEW YORK:

models

ten

class

current

Office

and Works: SPRINGFIELD, OHIO
BALTIMORE: 221 I'Mk Avenue.
PHILADELPHIA: 780 Witherspoon Bldg.
DALLAS, TEXAS; Opera House Bulldlnf.
PAUL: 183 and 136 E. Bth Street.
SAN FRANCISCO: 16-lB Second Street.
LOS ANGELES: 278 S. Main Street.

Zaii-aST Congress Street.
Street.

12 N. Eight Street.

ST.

COOPER-HEWITT MERCURY

VAPOR LAMPS

THE
BEST

BRAZING TORCH

FOR ELECTRICIANS

COOPER-HEWITT

HOTTEST ON EARTH
Vapor Converter
For charging storage batteries
from alternating c

The Turner 4B Gasoline Brazing
Torch

is

for light

aied by

work

all

mechanics

in brazing,

anneal-

tempering and drawing
temper of small tools, etc. This
torch prodaces an intensely hot,

ing,

Write for Bulletins and Prlc

pointed flame of over 3,000° Fahr.
Burns 4 boars from one filling.

PRICE $4.50 NET
COOPER- HEWITT ELECTRIC CO.

TYPE P A CONVERTER

220 West 291h

St.,

NEW YORK

THE TURNER BRASS WORKS
23 N.Franklin

St.,

Chicago

CONVENTIONISTS
DON'T

MISS
THIS

Small Doses Under
Our "Columbia Brands" will be Distributed
by Our SaleS'Manager, Mr. N. C, Ootabish

Electricity Bottled in

DON'T

MISS
THIS

BE SURE TO HUNT HIM UP

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY,

-

Cleveland

,

0.

^

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

June

1905

3,

STORAGE BATTERIES!
(THE "X-CELL"<

Our engineering department devotes
Urns of electric motor control.

and

-we

II

Tell

us what you

Complete Battery Plants for Any Purpose
Telephone Power Plants a Specialty

to solving probz ish to accomplish

its zvhole tin

t

plan the ifay.

TOLEDO STORAGE BATTERY & ELECTBIC CO..

Cope's
(Diier

Patent
itiese;ods

Quick

Ill

Coupling

Ottawa

St., Toledo, 0.

Conduit

Rod

b;

Self Starters
Patented February

for Large Motors

3

COP>l
PHiLiDELPHia. ra.

SiaA Borth FIftaenth Strsat

CONTINUOUS RAIL JOINT CO. OF AM.

NEWARK,

OVER

N.

J.

20,000 MILES IN USE

Highest Award at Paris Exposition, 1900,
Kuffalo, 1901, and St. -Louis, 1904.

COST

ITS FIRST

A Secondary Consideration
The

first

cost of an Accelerator

it

more than a

costs

number

No

other form of starter for the automatic con-

trol of large

motors will operate so effectively as

Every contact

is

made with

a snap

friction clutch, a
it's

worth

lasts

a 100

of times more, but

100 times more because

times longer,

the Cutler-Hammer Multiple Solenoid.

and

is

Of course

a secondary consideration.

is

it

100 times less

trouble.

and with-

In a certain factory in Wisconsin

is

Once

a

out arcing.

a

Steps of resistance are cut out by solenoid
switches, each switch being energized in turn by

week the wooden blocks have to be
renewed.
In a month or two the cost
of these renewals amount to as much as
and
the first cost of an Accelerator,
then the trouble and delay.

master solenoid, the latter's action being governed by a dash pot. This arrangement gives a
smooth and easy start to the motor.

la

The opening of the main circuit is accomplished
by a solenoid circuit maker and breaker, equipped
with powerful blowouts for disrupting the

The

arc.

motors can be automatically
and stopped by this system with a switch
carrying not over one ampere of current, and
largest size

started

controlled

by a float switch, or small pressure
by any kind of small switch operated

regulator, or

by hand

or automatic devices.
can be used with either reversing or nonreversing motors for operating pumps, electric
It

elevators, cranes, hoists etc.

Send

for bulletin 70

D

for full description.

lOD-H.P.

friction

clutch.

—

An

Accelerator in place of that friction clutch would last

years and years.

It would not have to be adjusted; it would
no expense except the cost of oil and new carbons, a
cost so small that it is hardly worth considering; and it would
start the machinery every time without any jerking, simply
by pushing a button.
If you have a similar case, don't figure on the first cost.
Take your pad and pencil and figure out the cost of repairs,
the cost, bother and annoyance of delays, and estimate the
saving to your machinery by proper and gradual starting.
We're anxious for an opportunity to prove to you that
the Accelerator is the ideal clutch; that it is the only one on
the market that has the proper principle of starting; that its
construction is such that it gives no trouble, causes no delays,
works equally well whether started by push buttons or automatic devices, and that when the current is turned off instantly

entail

releases.

The Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co.
J36 Liberty St.

BOSTON
176 Federal

St.

CHICAGO

will

give

you an idea

of its construction

Cutler-Hammer Clutch Co.

MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN
NEW YORK

Our catalogue
and operation.

MILWAUKEE, WIS.

PITTSBURG

Monadoock Bldg. Farmers Bank Bldg.

NEW YORK
136 Liberty St.

BOSTON

CHICAGO

PITTSBURG

176 Federal St.

Monadnock Bldg.

Farmers Bank Bldg-

—
JmM.FRANK

.^

W ISIKKN

M
M:

N.PIIILI.II-S.l>r

U. I'lllLilF's, V.I'.

u

i;i.i:(TUir|,\N

tVMisinnH,ii.,Uc

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS,

THE DENVER CITY TRAMWAY

CO.

AM) TMH

BAeEANDliuLAraELBCTBICWIRK,

COLORADO SPRINGS ELECTRIC

ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE.

INCANDESCENT AND FLEXIBLE CORDS,
Railway Feeder and Trolley Wire,
AMERICANITE, MAGNET, OFFICE AND
ANNUNCIATOR WIRES.

STOMBAUGH GUY ANCHORS

CABLES FOR AERIAL AND UNDERGROUND USE.

Nkw Youk

Stmiik.

J. WiiNoii. '.iflC.illiili.U bL
I'm. AIM! ori-R-ii. I', v.. D.i.K.ho.'. llir, AilaniH St.
MciNTriBAi. IIkanui, i:iiKi-nc, K. I'lmil|.»' Kliiclrlcul \Vork«.

BAIN, I8B2-3 Monldliock BIk.,

Your

W.

ELECTRIC METERS.

MATTHEWS &

BRO.

5THEET

330:w. RANDOLPH STREET. CHICAGO.

Lights Will
IF

N. 2d

20.1

INTERNATIONAL ELECTRIC METER CO.

CHICAOO

N.

Manulsclurcr.

I

I

FOr£e

I.

REPAIRING
RECALIBRATING

ELECTRICITY

MECHANICS

EXPERT IN PATENT CAUSES
SOLICITOR OF
DITCMTC
k FOREIGN ill LH U
U. S.

R.

4

E.Xri-NSIVHI.Y

W.

MAIN OFFICES ANO FACTORIES, PHILLIPSDALE.

CO.

use

Burn Brighter

NATIONAL CODE STANDARD

YOU USE

"0. K." Weatherprool Wire.
IN

YOUR CONSTRUCTION WORK

THEY WERE THE BEST WHEN FIRST INTRODUCED IN
THEY HAVE BEEN THE BEST EVER SINCE.

-

Slow

1857.

Burning Weatherprool

YOUR LINEMAN.

ASK

and Ideal Wire.
<^Sm

Climber's Splicing

Clamps,

Prie««

and Sample* on Application.

Lag Screw Wrenches,'^ Pulley

'Fliers,

Blocks, Wire Grips, Linemen's Leather Goods,

Phillips Insulated

Wire Reels, Shovels, Spoons.

MATHIAS KLEIN 6 SONS, Standard

"AMERICAN"Sr
.tRE

THE BEST,

Send

Office

ill

AMERICAN BATTERY CO.,

New

AUTOMATIC

R.

L

DO YOU
Prices

THINK

SERIES
ARC

Wire Co.

and Factory: PAWTUCKET.

New Methods

datcrlpllvt Circular.

lor

Tools, ^^^i^^oo.

your announcement

Owing

new machinery we
greatly reduce the prices of Paper

to the introduction of

are enabled to

should appear in the
issues of the "West-

Insulators.
Paper sleeves used for the insulation of cables are
packed no in a box and are furnished in any desired

ern

Electrician

of

June 10th and 17th?

diameter.

WIRE
CHICAGO, SLL.
No. 12

A. F.

HAMACEK,

The standard

length

is

three inches, but any de-

IF

sired length can be furnished.

20I4KENMORE AVE.

H
Engineering

MECHANICAl,

IF

Thoroughly equipped

Complete and ehort coureeH.

eLglneering shops. Shop worh from the beglnnlne. Short coureeB ia Steam and Electrical
the
ngljiettrlng. EipenBee low. Ac com mo dat ions
time.
beflV. School all year. Stndente may enter any

All tubes are

made

of strong,

tough paper, spirally

rolled.

Electric Light

DOES THE WORK

^

11

star SoWerlnj Stick.

for

E. R.

Sample of above

-

Big convention; big

CHICAGO,

tion.
Paper Insulators

in box

They

circula-

should

ready for shipment.

contain

American Electric Fuse Co.
— New York=^
Chicago

Atlanta

ILL.

big

issues:

.Stick

CROLIUS d SON

1» Peoria Street

Con-

vention at Denver.

III

M\
^111

issues

port of the National

DES MOINES. IOWA.

1

two

These

will contain the re-

Correspondence steam and electrical coarses. bend
lor catalogue. Mention couree in which Inioreated.

HIGHLAND PARK COLLEGE,

YOU DO

MAIL COPY TO DAY

your

an-

nouncement

WE THINK

\\'ESTERX

WAirr£D, FOB SAIiE
WAJST COIiimN

similar

insertion;

June

and

Uss),

POSITION WANTED advertise.
$1.00 an

jnents {jo -words or less),
sertion: additional -words 2C each.

in-'

ab superintendent or manager of an

ELECTRICAL MATERIAL FROM THE WORLD'S

t

Size.

Conductor.

Weatherproof and Rubber Covered Wire.

WOOD CONDUIT.

All sizes from No. 14 to 600,000 C. M.

100,000 Feet, Size 4-4 x 4>4.

Voltage.

INCANDESCENT LAMPS

Have

had years of experience, handling all types of
machinesand am a practical electrical mechanic
familiar with all modern methods of conslructloo. Interior wiring and installing machinery
Address
maintenance and I can go at once.
Box 482, care of Western Electrician. 510 Mar-

MISCELLANEOUS

200,000 Lamps, used a short time, and in
good condition for further service. Have
been tested. They are 104 voltage. Edison
In lots of 1,000,
base, 8 candlepower.
each 5 cents.
150,000 orand new Incandescent Lamps in
original cases of 200, 250 and 400 Lamps,
ranging from 100 to 110 voltage, 8 and 16
candlepower. General Electric make. Price
each in case lots, 12!4 cents.
20,000 Colored Incandescent Lamps, brand
new, never used, General Electric make,
104 voltage, Edison base; colors. Amber,
Green, Opal and Kuby; put up 200 in a case.
Price each, 22 cents: are worth 35 ceniseach.
20.000 incandescent Lamps, voltages 100
to 120, Edison. T. H. and Westingbouse
base: 8, 10, 16, 20 and 25 candlepower; put
up 250 in a case, second selection. Price
each in case lots, lOVi cents.

quette Building, Chicago.

POSITION WANTED.
Independent field. Fully competent to take
charge of any construction work. Past four years
spent as exchange manager In their most Important cities in a western state where they have
strongest opposit'.on. Address Box 483 care of
Western Electrician, 510 Marquette Building,
Chicago, 111.

WANTED.

This material that we are offering

opportunity to secure rare bargains in everything used in this line.
has seen but limited serrice and is practically as good as new for further use.

electric

light plant, btg contracting firm or mill.

FAIR, ST. LOUIS. 1904

An

LEAD COVERED CABLES.

POSITION WANTED.

CHICAGO HOUSE WRECKING COMPANY,

300.000 No. 9171 Porcelain. Edison Base
Receptacles.
50.000 Weatherproof "Brvant" Sockets.
1,000,000 split glazed B. & D. Wiring

Knobs, sizes 3/., 4Vs and 5H.
20,000 No. 8 Standard Porcelam Knobs.
200,000 Single Wire glazed Porcelain
Cleats.

15.000 Porcelain Cut-outs.

26.000
2,000.000 Unglazed Porcelain Tabes.
40,000 Glass Insulators.
PluRS.

Ask

for

WANTED
in factory

making gas and

electrical

glassware; requires the services of a flrst-class
man accustomed to calling upon central stations,
electrical supply and gas fixture trade. Good
State previous exsalary to satisfactory man.
Address
perience, age and salary expected.
BOX 484, care of Western Electrician, 510
Marquette Building, Chicago.

35th and Iron Sfs., CHICAGO.

rOR
DESIGNED FOR
Industrial Plant

Service

12-lnch»nd 16Columbus Public

APPLIED

in

** plants

FOR SALE

LEAFLET

li

of the entire stock issue of three hundred shares
and the present owners of same wishing to retire
from this line of business. Will sell for $3,500
on easy terms as follows: $2,500 cash, and
balance secured by the stock as collateral. The
actual cost of the plant is 820,000 with a bonded
Inspection of plant
indebtedness of $12,000
invited at any time. Address STEWARD BROS.
BANK. Piano. 111.

construction of

.

No.

stamps or coin

1

&

Reflector Co.
St., Chicago

They are new, roomy, well ventilated,

For

WITH

buled and electric-lighted.
Completely equipped with mattresses, pillows,
blankets, bed linen, curtains and cooking
ranges. Toilet rooms contain wash stands,
towels, soap, combs, brushes, etc.
Two persons comfortably accommodated In a
double berth in these cars. Rates are only onehalf those charged in the standard Pullman
sleeping cars. Each car is In charge of a uniformed colored porter, whose sole duty it is to
care for the comfort of its occupants.

5J3U.

TOOLS
Eloctficat Workerm

and Lino BuUdormm
MATHtAS KLEIN & SONS.
BurenSt..

Chicaso.

Want Ads

ON THE

Northern Pacific Railway
C. A. Matthezus. Gen. Agt Pass. Dept.. 2oS S. Clark St., Cliicago. III.
Send six cents for U'oyiderland igos. to A. M. Cleland, Gen. Pass. Agt..

S/.

\nst

Good

Paul.

Minn

vR^sui-ts.

Freight

Labor

Healthlul

Rates,

Conditions,

Communities,

ON THE LINES OF
THE ILLINOIS CENTRAL
Alio

R.

R.

THE

YAZOO

&

For

information and descriptive paai-

full

Mississippi VALLEY

R. R.

phlet address

J.

C. CLAIR,

Indusinal C-t^.TioinoeI

III.

Western E lectrician

^Satisfactory Inducements,
Favoralile

cool, leath-

er-upholstered, void of dust-catching devices,
strongly built, steelplatformed, broad-vesti-

CO.,

CO. nucAaofttu"

OFFERED
LOCATIONS
^-

KLEIN'S
W.Van

Electric, M. P.
O. Multipolar.

ELECTRICAL
AND OTHER
INDUSTRIES
ARE

Cars

to

Send 2c stamp lor Dew catalogne No. 6 of

81

&

425 MONADNGGK BLOCK

Largest
Tourist

Copper, Brass, Iron Machinery

H.KLEIN &

new.

Western

OREGORY ELECTRIC
CHICAGO OFFICE:

I63-I86't87 Dearborn

WALSH'S SONS &

E.

50 Am. Engine Co., M. P.
60 C. iSC., self-oiler.
60 Maine, M. P.
70 Fuller, multipolar.
150 Eddy. JI. P.
200 National, M. P.

2

THE
Pardrldge Shade

.50

P..

Send tor oQr MODtlily B&rg&in Sheet witli complete
Uet and net prices.

50 Pardrldge Easy Cord Adjuitert

F

1

2
1
1
1

the

overhead and underground work have been
prepared and placed in the hands of contractors.
Parties wishing to bid who have not received
specificationswl21 _notl_fy_ the WISCONSIN
Wii
LIGHT A POWER CO., LaCn

15c in

Wesfern Elec. M. P.
Edison, self-oilers.
Crescent, M. P.
Westlnghouie, M. P.
Bernard, JJ. P.

2

20
25
30
30
40
40

1

NOTICE

Send

_

2

output.

the

BH'Crocker- Wheeler, M.
10 C. & C, H. P.
10 Keystone, M. P.
10 Bernard, M. P.
15 Eddy.
15 Keystone, M. P.

1
1

progressive

to reduce operating costs and to increase

^corporated under the laws of Illinois and situated in a city of 2,500 inhabitants. The plant
is thoroughly up to date, with complete dupli
cate equipment, is on a well-paying basis and
constantly increasing its list of customers. This
stock is a controlling interest, being two-thirds

for

1
1
1
1
1
1

C.

Service Co., Columbus, O.

SpecificaSK

SA.L.K

220 To 2S0 Volt Motors
H. P.
1 7K Towli, M. P. , new.
Holtzer-Cabot.
8
1
1
8 Crocker-Wheeler, series.
8 Western Klectric M. P., direct connected
1
to Eaton A- Prince elevator, complete
with controller and drnm.

EQUIPMENT

ELECTRICAL

FOR SALE.
100 second-hand 110 V., D.
inch fans in good condition.

our Special Catalogue

No. 567.

Salesmen to sell Rock Island Dry Batteries.
Commission basis only. Apply at once in writing to the Rock Islatid Battery Company, Rock

Salesman

1905

3,

advirtise-

^.r.jo an
additional -words 3c each.

words or

aienCt {Jo

ELECTRICIAN

Park Row, Chlcano,

III

PLACE YOUR
"Want" and "For Sale"
advertisements In the

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
Immediate Returns.

CHICAGO
EDISON COMPANY
REPAIR SHOPS
TELEPHONE MAIN
76 MARKET STREET, CHICAGO.
OPEN DAY AND NICHT.
1280.

FIRST-CLASS EQUIPMENT THROUGHOUT.

\VI"?T|-k-;

IKK IAN

ll,l-,i

HOLOPHANE GLASS CO
WINS SUIT
Prismatic Reflector Patent Declared Valid.

Decree in favor
Glass

of

O. A. Mygatt. President

of

Holophane

Company witK PERMANENT INJUNCTION a.nd AC-

COUNTING

a.g&inst E. L. Ze^Iirvski. zwrvd the lUumirvewting

Engineering Connpany.
Following are extracts from the opinion

handed down by

Circuit Court of the United States, Southern District of

"The
and

ifbidence

New

York,

Ray

Judge

May

17,

of

the

1905:

fulh sustains the claim of the patent, * * * The defendant is making
what the complainant is making and selling or is authorized by his

selling substantially

patent to

make and sell. True in some, if not all, the angle is changed; the edge is curved
and in some there are other slight changes, but these changes are evidently made

or beaded,
to

be used in justifying the infringement

are

BALD APPROPRIATIONS

which add nothing

to the

of

if

possible.

The defendemts' shades or

ornamentation, but rather detract therefrom.

enable the defendants to say 'our shade or reflector
not infringe.' * * * This cannot be so

if

is

different

any design patent

is

reflectors

Slight changes are

the complainant's patent.

made

These, however,

from yours, therefore we do

to

be held valid.

" The Court is of the opinion tha.t the pa.tent is valid and
that the defendants infringe. There will be a. decree for an
injunction and an accounting."

We

are the owners of

numerous mechanical and design patents, covering our

differ-

made on the prismatic principle, and it
manufacturers and dealers who make or sell prismatic shades

ent forms and shapes of transparent glass reflectors
is

our intention to prosecute

all

or reflectors infringing these patents.

HOLOPHANE GLASS
227 Fulton Street

CO.
New York

—
WESTERN ELECTRICIAN
»7 fULTOM MTREET

It

M

Is

June

For You

to
But

if

3,

1905

Decide
you want

QUALITY

investigate the

SIGNS

Century Single

Phase Motor
and you

For Signs, Letters, Flashers, Dimmers, Timeswitches,
Lamps, Rubberrings and anything pertaining to Signs,

will find

starting

They

it.

under

are self

full load.

-WRITE DIRECT TO-

HALLER MACHINE COMPANY
Designers aod Manufacturers, of Sheetmetal, Electric and Machinery Specialties.

CENTUR-Y ELECTRIC

CO,

ST. LOUIS, MISSOUR.I

Wo

6uil8
Direct &Allcpnatin^
Cuppcnt Apparatus^
in all capacities ©-^

types fop

Powep &
5epvice

Li^htinS,/:)

Railw^^
<=-'^-^!D
1

DISTRICT

000

Kw

Motor Generator Sets Ready

Ill

BROADWAY

LAND TITLE
PITTSB
FARMERS BANK
OLD COLOHY
ATLANTA. OA..
EMPIRE
riEW ORLEANS. LA. -HIBERMIA BAMK

BLDQ.
BLDO.
BLDO,

BLDO
BLDO

CLEVELAND, BARTOli STEyENSON £

GENERAL SALES OFFICeS
1020 OLD COLONY &LDG.

DENVER, HENPRIEf

CHICAGO

(ILBOURMEECLARKC

SEND

Cords, CaMes, Wires
Manufacture

our

No.

Sooure Our
I

i

100

Switchboard

A

pocket flashlight with greater
power, more light, more life
indestructible and no higher in

Cord

price.

Pficea-

RUNZEL-LENZ ELECTRIC MFG. COMPANY
GHIOAGO,

B7-10I So. Clinton St.

Lai n

III

III

III

I

III

II

CATALOGUE ON

THE NEW ALUMINUM ENCASED FOCUSING FLASHLIGHT

boardsm Cables and Wires for
Switchboards. Cables for Interior
Purposes.
concerning

DESCRIPTIVE

.

Cords for Telephones ami Switch-

Write

FOR SPECIAL

RAXFLEX }}

\

We

'^hipmenl

SALES OFFICES

OFFICES

HE.WYORK.

fo

^1

II

III.

Ill

ILL.

^ai'^m^."'^.'"?:

UEHLING-DECKER CO.

I

;0,429.

|

iinl

May

Sustained

2!l.

1.-J94.

by

United

States

Court of Appeals.

I.

A. Bennett.

Manager, Wejiern

Office

141 South Clinton St.

CHICAGO

June

3.

WESTERN KLKCTKIf
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•

"CIRCULAR LOOM"
" ELECTRODUCT "
Patented July 21

,

1801.

The PIONEER and IDEAL Conduits
For Interior Wiring

Approved
Fire

by

All

Boards

Underwriters

United States.

in

of

the

Endorsed and

Used by Architects, Electrical
Engineers and Contractors.

American Circular Loom Company
CHELSEA, MASSACHUSETTS
NEW YORK:

R. B. Corey,

26 Cortlandt

CHICAGO:

Street

Thos. C. Crier, 128 W. Jackson Boulevard

SAN FRANCISCO:

J. R.

Cole,

660 Mission

Street.
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BE YOUR OWN ICE MAN

Switches

MAKE ICE BY MECHANICAL REFRIGERATION

That Satisfy

|Y attaching our combined ice-making and
refrigerating machine to your refrigerator
box you can secure a low and even temperature,
dry air, sanitary refrigeration, and

B^

sterilized, hygienic ice
all slop and
old way.

Ask

drip.
::

—while

It
::

you

Trumbull Type A switches are absolutely the highTheir satisfyest grade it is possible to produce.
ing quality lies not in the superiority of any single
feature, but is due to the general excellence of the
entire switch.
You need them. Send for catalogue
" B," containing complete description and prices.

avoid
cheaper than the

is
::

will

::

::

::

us for a copy of our illustrated attd

descriptive booklet.

TRUMBULL ELECTRIC

The Brunswick Refrigeriting Co.
NEW BRUNSWICK^

=

PLAINVILLE, CONN.

New

MFG.

CO.

York, 136 Liberty St.

NEW JERSEY

Continuous and judicious advertising

which converts

is

the magic wand

a little business into a big business.

"UNION" ENCLOSED FUSES
N

N

\A^

code: styu

New Code
Blocks
Catalog No. 16 with illustrations is ready and is as plain as a primer. You
see what you want at a glance
Our Trade
Mark stands
good
goods In

for
5

all

CHICAGO FUSE WIRE & MFG. CO.
Chicago, Buffalo
New York

\

1905

J

line 3,

Wi: STKRN

1905
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A SINGLE-PHASE ELEVATOR MOTOR
After

many

years of continuous experimental work and diligent observations of

motor improvements

ment

in this

we

for

motors

respondence looking to the

for the

installation of

Elevator and Hoist Work.

same

class of service,

and we

H. P. or

will shortly

this

and

to

be prepared to

deliver units

of

25

are

prepared

to

undertake the adaptation of

less capacity,

service,

immediate cor-

invite

We

are prepared to sup-

60-cycle

This

such equipments as you may require.

ply on short notice motors

for

important

the advantageous torque, current and other performance characteristics

all

of the best direct-current

of 10

all

announce the develop-

are finally able to

PERFECT SINGLE-PHASE POWER MOTOR

of a

new motor promises

We

country and abroad,

form of motor at once
following

the

kinds

of

service:

H. P.

ELEVATORS

capacity or less for this and

(Rope

control, direct coupled or
belted.)

other frequencies.

HOISTS
of

all

kinds.

TRAVELINX. CRANES

Write

for

circulars

VARIABLE SPEED
DRIVE

and

Where
prices.

40 per cent speed
will

regulation

be satisfactory.

WAGNER ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING

CO.

General Offices and Factory

ST. LOUIS, U.

S. A.

DISTRICT OFFICES:
ATLANTA. GA., Empire Bldg.
BOSTON. MASS., Journal Bldg.
CHICAGO. HI.. Marquette Bldg.
CINCINNATI, OHIO. 1003 Voung Men's Mer.

lib.

CLEVELAND. OHIO. New England Bldg.
NEW YORK. N. Y.. St. Paul Bldg.
DALLAS, TEX.. Duncan-Hobson Elee. Co.
NEW ORLEANS. LA.. SpranleyS Reed. Hlbernla Bank Bldg.
DENVER. COLO.. GllbertWilkesiCo.. 435 Seven! nth Si. PBILADELPBIA, PA.. Real Esute Trust Bldg.
Bldg.
KANSAS CITY. MO.. E. M. Reed i Co.. 717 Delav re St.
PITTSBURG. PA.. Farmers' Bank Bldg.
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL., Wagner-Bullock Elec. Co. of Cal.. 629 Mission St.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN
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WESTERN ELECTRIC
ARC LAMPS
Made
and Guaranteed

FOR ANY SERVICE

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY
NEW YORK

CHICAGO
OTHER LARQE CITIES

:5'

Send

in

your order and copy for an attractive advertising an-

nouncement for the Western Electrician's National Electric Light Convention Report Issues, to be dated June loth
and 17th.

The meeting
portant

will

ever held

undoubtedly be the largest and most im-

and

the

proceedings, therefore, will be

or

unusual interest.

As this will be a Western convention your convention announcement should appear in the Western Electrician's convention numbers.

Forward Copy To-Day.

Juno

3,

WESTERN Er.ECTRICIAK

((/)5

^^^^gg^^fe^

^^B
^

WE

CANi
SHOW YOU

Some Matters
AND GOOD
WE SELL }

of Interest in the

Electrical Supply Line

A FEW OF

New

Prices

New

Material

^^
HB
)

SOME OF OUR

THESE ARE

New Way

3S

SPECIALTIES
Fosforia Incandescent

Lamps
Newgard Receptacles
Blake

Insulating Staples

of
Westinghouse Arcs

Effecting Prompt
Transformers and Meters

Sliipments

Duncan D.C. Meters

There are Other Reasons and Other Specialties
iV.tCTR/C4^

AND GOOD 1
V WE SELL /«

TRY US

^V.tCTR/C4^

i^

AND GOOD
WE SELL >

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN
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IDEA" SOLDERING PASTE
"NEW
214
IDEA SOLDERING PASTE

3,

NEW
make

Write

for

''^f^.'-'l

Hibbird Ave., Detroit. >

CO..

a good joint ia lead

NOVELTY POT HEaOS AND SLEEVES
Samples on Approval.

190S

Bituminized Fibre Conduit

Catalog No. I25E.

Made by

The E Bissell Company,

Toledo.O.

Mark

For Underground

Construction

GOOD FEATURES of other conduits.
ELIMINATES the BAD FEATURES existing many kinds.
HAS VALUABLE FEATURES not found any other duct.
COMBINES

the

in

NON-CORROSWE

/

NOT

n

in

HESTER EXCELLED
\ SOLDERING/
FOR

PASTE 7

Electrical

Work

The American Conduit Company has a corps of experts
in underground construction and is prepared to furnish supervision of work if desired.
We would prefer to co-operate with contractors in underground construction, but if desired will submit estimates and bids
and take contracts for completed underground systems
In any part of the United States or Canada.

AMERICAN CONDUIT COMPANY
Main
1008-6

Offices

Other Office!
170 Broadway. New York
336 Macy Street, Lol Angel

MANHATTAN BUILDING
CBICIGO.

CHICAGO SOLDER CO.
Formerly

KESTER ELECTRIC MFC. CO.

46 North Union Street
R C MILLER, Burlington Building,
,

.

CHICAGO
Mo., Gen'l Western Agent

St. Louis,

U.S. METAL POLisn;:

PRICE $10 LIST
EVERY COMFORT
Attends the Traveler

Marline Cable Hangers

between

"SECURITY" BRAND

Chicago

Indianapolis

Our hooks

are heavily galvanized <
stand long exposure, and
our kind of Marline will outlive
any hook.
Prices very low for a.ny qua.ntlty.

\^'

and

"

n AD

THE

Who

TRADE.
WRITE
FOR

BY

E

Toledo.O.

RELIANCE INSTRUMENT CO.
60-68 W. Van Buren

Yost Wins
Electric instituted suit against

Electric for infringement of the

ing

Fibre

Linings

declared void in the

now

'

Chicago.

The Yost

By

Electrical Construction

HENRY

C.

HORSTMAN & VICTOR
This book

ss*

It

uses the '*rules

and

how

the best class of electrical

work

is in-

stalled.

a perfect guide for the beginning electriciao and gives him all the theory needed

Co.,

It is

in practical work in addition to full practical
instructions.
For the Journeyman electrician
it is no less valuable, because it elaborates and
explains safety rules in vogue throughout the
United States. It is also of especial value to
electrical inspectors, as it points out many of

1

FOUR NEW ROSETTES

1

WALL SOCKETS WITH SUB-BASE
FIBRELITE SHADES

OOUBLE FALCON WRENCHES
ELECTROGRIP

the tricks practiced by unscrupulous persons
in the trade.
The book also contains a number of tables
giving dimensions and trade numbers of
screws^ nails, insulators and other material in
general use, which will be found of great

value in practice.
There is also given a method by which the
diameter of conduit necessary for any number
of wires of any size can be at once determined.
The motto of the authors, "to omit nothing
that is needed, and include nothing that is

no^ ncerfecf, " that has made *• Wiring Diagrams and Descriptions" so successful,
has been followed in this work. No book of greater value to the man who does the
work has ever been published.
Pocket Size VA x 6}i, 250 Pages, JOO Illustrations.
Full Seal Leather, Round Comers, Red Edges.

PORCELAIN CLEAT RECEPTACLES

new catalogue

TOUSLEY

requirements of the National Board of Fire
Underwriters" as a text, and explains by numerous cuts and detailed explanations iust

and improved

our

H.

treats almost entirely of prac-

tical electrical -work.

Toledo, Ohio.

Do you want

for Electricians

BY THE AUTHORS OF

affirmed by the Circuit Court of Appeals.

have increased
our line by adding

Consult Your Local Ticket Agent I

MODERN WIRING DIAGRAMS AND DESCRIPTIONS.

'Painter Patent" cover-

The Yost Electric Mfg.

ttie

ADY

Another Important Book

for Sockets.
The patent was
Lower Court and the decision is

We

I

JUS
Modern

The General

St.,

Louisville

Travels via

MDNDN ROUTE

CIRCULARS

The F. Bissell. Company.

&

Cincinnati

will

—

PRICE

NET

$1.50

?

Sold by Booksellers and Electrical Supply Houses generally» or sent
Postpaid to any address upon receipt of price*

THE YOST ELECTRIC MFG.
TOLEDO, OHIO

GO.

FREDERICK

J.

DRAKE

$(

CO.

PUBLISHERS
21 1-213 E. Madison Street,

Chicago, U.S.A.

June

3,
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Central Station Generactors
Alternating and Direct Currervt.

Any

All Types

Size
There are many valua^ble

em-

feoctvires

bodied in ovjr gerver&.-

which

tors

Otre

not

fovind elsewhere and
w^hich help in ma-k-

ing
ioo

our mcLchines

K. V. A. Enf/tne Tijpe Alternating Current Oenerattng Set

The Ideocl

'

K.

V. Kii'jint Tyiit

Mrect Current OownKln? *'

Centr^Ll StOLtion Generators

Crocllleir-Whieelle.r Commpa^mi'^

U^#

Sixteen

Ampere,

BroLnch Offices

N. J. ^^jM

»-«.a«^™''™^nraNc(coi^:
PITTSFIELD MASSACHUSETTS

NEW
Are

B. 0.

Ud

TRANSFORMERS

all day
They are superior in
insulation and regula=

unequaled for high

efficiency.

points of
tion

over ordinary transformers

INVITING PRICES WILL BE QUOTED
BY THB NEAREST SALliS OFFICE
ATLANTA. QA. Empire Building
BOSTON, MASS. Oliver BulldlDg
TOP VIEW OF

B. 0.

TRANSFORMER SHOnlNG^UIL.OUCTS.

CHICAQO,

ILL.

iMonadnock Blocli

CINC1^NATI, OHIO

First National Banli Building

NEW

29 Broadway

YORK,

N. V.

PHILADELPHIA, PA. North
ST. LOUIS, no.

Building

Century Building

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL. 69-75 New Montgomerr St.
SEATTLE. WASH. Pioneer BuUding

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN
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THE ONLY SUCCESSFUL "TURN DOWN" LAMP
SAVES

s/e

OF CURRENT

TURN BULB
A slight turn

to right or left turns the light

high or low from 16

ii

to

1

candle power.

LONG DISTANCE
PULL STRING
Light regulated by cord — high, low

The
or out.

lazy man's lampl

Regulated by pendant

switch from any distance.

SKEDOODLE" SPECIALTIES

SKEDOODLE A
May

WYNK
EYE HOLDING

SIGN

FRAME

EYE COMPELLING

This sign is 16 inches in diameter inside and 22
inches outside. The sockets are full size. Bulbs
to fit can be purchased anywhere. A single skedoodle on the back of the sign winks the 8 bulbs
altogether.
The bulbs are 2 candle power, and
no larger ones can be used unless specially
ordered at extra price.
Suitable for cardboard
sign which can he changed as often as desired.
Wonderful eye catching qualities.
Appeals to
an advertiser. Price complete

be connected in series with any sign and
flash it off and on eight to twelve times per
minute as adjusted.
Maximum capacity three 16 candle power
lamps or the equivalent in smaller candle power

THE TURNIP ADVERTISING
BULB

lamps.

This does the work of a $40 wheel flasher.
Price

It is

$2.00

a complete electric sign.
It Is a flasliing sign.

Has a skedoodle comthe lamp base and a spring which
possible to turn the reading right side

3i inches in diameter.

plete

in

makes

it

up in any socket. Can be lettered or finished
with any design or trade mark, as ordered. The
newest and most catchy advertising novelty.

$12.00

The Phelps Company
DETROIT, MICHIGAN

June

3,

1

WESTERN

90s
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SAMSON SPOT CORD

fP

usod for hanging Arc Lamps, saves heads, lantps and expensive
renewals; BECAUSE:

If

FIRST— The

double on each other, giving freedom of play and

stitches

distributing the strain equally over

SECOND —

It

made

is

all

the strands.

of extra quality stock, warranted free from waste.

—

THIRD Being warranted free from bad splices and rough
smooth surface causes minimum abrasion and maximum wear.
and

For the same reasons this cord
Bell Cord.

We

much

is

braiding,

the

the most durable for Trolley Cord

gladly send tests and samples, with

full

information, to

all

interested.

SAMSON CORDAGE WORKS
BOSTON, MASS.

m

IN 1904
The Wes TERN Electrician published

LA RGE

1,066
This

is

words.

IEquivalent

average $ 2

book
If

pages of readi ng matter.

198 columns or

3,

basi>

5

in

5,000,000

amovint"

technical books.

to

23

On

the

^46 worth given or ^3.
:

YOU are not a subscriber you s hould be.
_

USE P

$c

S

TUBES AND CLEATS
And Save Time and
Breakage

PASS ^ SEYMOUR,
SOLVAY,
NEW YORK

CHICAGO

Inc.

N. Y.
SAN FRANCISCO

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN
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THE

NEW "MORRISON"
BATTERY
Just

What the World Has Been Waiting

For.

This plate is so strong
and mechanically that no amount of
electrically

abuse or of
vibration in traction serv-

electrical
ice

can dislodge even the

slightest particle
active material.

of

its

Lowest internal resistance of any storage battery in the world.

The weight efficiency is
conservatively 14 watts
total weight, and
electrical efficiency unsur-

per pound
passed.

THE PLATE

Universal Electric Storage Battery Co,
INGORPORATED

1355 Railway Exchange Building
Factory: 36-38 Union Park Place

Office:

Chicago

Illinois

—

—

—
WiiSTICRN

I'll.MCTklCIAN

WASTED POWER
You Are A Funny Man!

How

Inconsistent You Are!

You go down

into the cellar

the whiskey barrel leaking

and you

— leaking ever so

find the cider barrel, the molasses barrel, or
little.

You go up

stairs

and you

raise a

even

row with

the cook

Look At All That Waste Of Your
Good Money, Etc., Etc.
And Then!
You go down to your lighting plant feeling fine. "Guess a man ought to know how to
his own house," (how careless and thoughtless of his wife too!)
You light a cigar
you are feeling real good. You lean back in your office chair and through the open window
comes the "puff, puflf" of the exhaust from your engine. You watch the beautiful white
manage

and YOU DON'T REALIZE
FOR A MOMENT — at least that is the way of the average business man THAT
EVERY "PUFF" OF STEAM (AND THERE ARE MANY THOUSAND PER
DAY— MANY, MANY, MANY THOUSAND PER DAY), EACH IS WORTH HORE
TO YOU PERHAPS THAN ALHOST THE WHOLE BARREL OF MOLASSES—

clouds of steam as they are projected up against the blue sky,

STOP THE LEAK!
Write

us,

we

will

show you how

to

do

it;

and what

is

more, we

will

PROFIT out of every single puff of steam that now goes
MOISTENS THE ATMOSPHERE AT YOUR EXPENSE.

splendid

up

show you how
into the

to

make a

sky and merely

Amebicam District Steam Company
EXECUTIVE OFFICES

LQCKPORT,

EASTERN FACTORIES

WESTERN OFFICES

N.Y. LOCKPORT SNO.TONAWANDA.N.Y monadmock bldg. CMlCAC3D,il_L

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN
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CLEAN BOILERS
keeps

it

off,

stops corrosion

3,

1905

Dearborn Water Treatment
made

Send gallon

and foaming.

June

suit the

to

case takes off the scale,

of water for analysis.

OHEIVIICAL- \A/ORKS,
A^BORISI Oi^UC & EDC
AR,

237-234 Postal Telegraph Building, OHICACO,

New

/t^

Light On an Old Subject.
AN INTERESTE^TG TREATISE
ON GREASE LUBRICATION.

FREE ON REQUEST.

M
•^^-

SEND FOR

JOSEPH DIXON CRUCIBLE

REG.TRADE MARKS

^^^^

BB^^B^c^^

ii^M

'^

IT.

CO., Jersey Gly, N.

J.

BRONZE SmeltingCo.Qmited,
2200 Washington AVE.,PHiLADELPHiA.
"ELEPHANT BRAND PHOSPHOR-BRONZE'
Jhe Rhosphor

ING0TS,CASTINGS,WIRE,RODS,SHEETS,ETC.

— DELTA

jv/cM/Act.jjtmw"

-'^V

^

The Brownell Direct-Connected

THE BROWNELL

Tolephone: Harrison 3930 and 393i.

F»res:dor.t:.

'\AXIWI. iH.

lUL.

METAL

CASTINGS, STAMPINGS and FORCINGS
ORIGINAL AND Soi-E Makers IN THE U.S.

Outfit.

CO.. Da.ytoi\. O.

ARE YOU LOOKING FORMONEY?

Manufacturers o< Boilers. Engines, Heaters and Sheet Iron Work.

If so,

buy WALRATH OAS OR OASOLINB ENGINES
and get light on the subject.

THE WALRATH

DIESEL ENGINES
Operating on

It will produce as good a commercial light as tbat of an automatic steam engine, either belted
or direct-connected generator.
Simple, Economical »nd Reliable
Send for Catalogue

CRUDE or FUEL Oil

W
MARINETTE
QAS ENGINE CO.,

Guaranteed Fuel Consumption
on variable load, rangine from

}( to full load

llVi Gals, per 100

-^-^

Kw. Hours

CHICAQO nBIOHTS, ILL.

AGENCIES
Keystone Engineering

:

Farmer's Banlc Bldg. Plttsbnrg. Pa.
Strong, Carlisle & Hammond Co., 61-67 Frankfort St., Cleveland, Ohio
Mackay Engineering Co., 149 Broadway, N. Y.

SUITABLE FOR ALL STATIONARY POWER

Co.,

,

C. H. Seidenglanz.,

52

When

Bldg., Indianapolis,

I

For further information address

AMERICAN DIESEL ENGINE COMPANY
11

NEW YORK

Broadway

JEFFREY

J

GREENS ECONOMIZER
Capacity
to

40%

U.S.

Brie Railroad

Increases

20

O.,

Locations for Industries
FANS-^-^?*#;,..-

Boiler

RING CO., Columbus,

Cliicago to

EkHAUStERll

PRESSURE

New

Yoric

The

Erie Railroad Company's IndusDepartment has all the territory
traversed by the railroad districted in retrial

lation to resources, adaptability, markets
for manufacturing, and
:an advise with manufacturers in relation
For full
to the most suitable locations.

and advantages

information address

LUIS JACKSON

THE GREEN FUEL ECONOMIZER

CO., Matteawan, N. Y.

Indnstrial Commissioner, Erie Railroad

21 Cortlandt Street,

Company

New York

SAMSON TURBINE
HIGH EFFICIENCY at ANY GATEAGE, QUICK
SPEED and GREAT POWER are the three essential points
demanded

of a turbine driving generator.

No

other turbine

maintains these three points to such a high degree of perfection as the

SAMSON.

THE JAMES LEFFEL &

CO.,

307 Lagonda

St., Springfield, Ohio, U. S. A.

JllMC

.i,
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IDEAL ENGINES

TKe Choice
The Marv

of

the Throttle

e^t

I

I

D
E
A

D

E
A

L

L

E
N
G

E
N

G

I

I

N

rboto takon

E

fron)

one uf a

pair of imglna-' In ililimuDS

Deparlmont

N

Stort, Chlcii^o

E

IDEAL ENGINES

S

S

Write for "TKere are Re».sorvs"

& Sons

A. L. Ide

New York
Chicago

BroBLdwaLy
1204 MaLrquette Bviildlng
Works and Genera.! Office
11

Springfield, Illinois

IDEAL ENGINES
Qleason's

Moulding

Boxes.
Send

postal

(or descriptive

Jb you

<Aja>it a,^^^^all nurtor

pamand

phlet
price

JOHN

L.

list

to

GLEASON

290 Soath St.

A NO. 2— RBQULAR

THE BABCOCK & WILCOX
3S FCDri14L STREET.

PHILADELPHIA,

85

Jamalc*

Priln.

Mass.

Liberty St., N. Y.

WATER TUBE
STEAM BOILERS

BRANCH OFFICES:
BOSTON,

CO.,

BNor2-REauLAR

itio-iii2 north hu. bli
63 FIRST STREET.

SAN FRANCISCO,

PITTSBURG, 1218 FRICK BUILDIN*.
NEW ORLEANS, 339 c»rondelet street.
CHICAGO, 121s MARQUETTE BLDG.
ATLANTA, empire bldg.
CLEVELAND, 70s new CNSLtNo bldg.

MEXICO CITY, 7
HAVANA, CUBA,

STEAM

SUPERHEATERS

AVENI>« JUAREZ.

ti« t-2

oiii

oc i> har<

Our Book, STEAM, mailed

free

on application.
200 PoondsWorklni;

1

•>>*!-ssnB>!9i-pnia
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WILL BE "AT HOME" AT

Intercommunicating

Telephone
System

SUITE 623, THE AUDITORIUM HOTEL,
AND AT THEIR

FACTORY VAN BUREN AND MORGAN

STS.,

Automatic

No Cross Talk

DUHINO THE

Easiest to

National-Interstate Independent
Telephone Association Convention

Made

and

in

install.

different

finishes.

AT CHICAGO
20th. 21st

1905

nAPHONE

The Automatic Electric Company

JUNE

3,

The METAPHONE
22nd.

is

the

best

for

any

telephone installation.

AND WILL BE PLEASED TO HECEIVE AT EITHER
PLACE THE DELEGATES AND VISITORS TO THE
CONVENTION FOR THE PURPOSE OF DEMONSTRATING THE AUTOMATIC TELEPHONE SYSTEM.

S£T OUR CA1ALOG

AMO PRICES

ANDERSON «c NACHMAN
356 DEARBORN STREET, CHICAGO
Phone Harrison 4968

Suite 208

ROBT. FERRIS' BOOK

PROTECTORS

ON METERS

THAT PROTECT.

so SIMPLE THAT ONE WONDERS
AT THE COURAGE OF THE AUTHOR
ITTELLS JUST WHAT SOME
PEOPLE THINK THEY KNOW.
IS

Our patent Wrapped
fuse used

our protectors are an insurance
policy against
light-

Written expressly Cor the men who handle
the pliers.
Sent prepaid on receipt of $1.00. Address

in

SAVES
$4

^OOPerl.OOO

C^=

ning.

I

ELECTRICIAN PUB. CO.,
SIO Marquette

Sample free by mill

CHICAGO,

BIdg.,

KNOBS.

to

any Exctiange or Toll Line

CENTRAL TELEPHONE

AND ELECTRIC

THE

900 Market

No. 12 Double Line.

ST. LOUIS.

CO.,

St.,

U. S. A.

RIDEAU
Our No.

LAKES.
The Rideau
a

Burns'

River, Lakes and canal,

unique region, comparatively

un-

known, but affording the most novel
experience of any trip in America. An

Adjustable

waterway between the St
Lawrence River at Kingston and the
Ottawa River at Ottawa; every mile

Telephone

new

described in

experience.

It is briefly

No. 34 of the

Track-Series,"

"To

Via the Rideau Lakes and
issued

'

Ottawa,

Ont.,

River,''

B

mailed free
?

Compare

ours to others.

Made any

iches and 1,000 knobs
take 8,000 inches 666 feet or more, depending on
size of wire used, costing more than S7.ooThe
time spent in cutting and tying the wire costs another S5.00 pef thousand at the l
The slanting sere
1 hole on the side {see
cut) makes i
: play
attach knobs to joist
:-third of thi
formerly re-

PRICE

$1.00

ing an additional S2.00 Total
00 per thousand knobs.
V does the work, too, and prevents

thi

length desired.

orders.

Ask your jobber for

It

or write as.

MORI THAN REGULAR DESK SETS

SNYDER & HUNT

1

H. UaoicU,

HERE'S THE SAVING:

Top Desks

BO. 83-87

Send us your

NEW YORK CENTRAL

Insulators.

I

For Flat or Roll

'Four-

by the

1

WIRE- NO HALF HITCHNO WRAPPING THE KNOBTIE

—

inland

affords a

NO

Genen

AMERICAN ELECTRIC TELEPHONE CO.
CHICAGO

We

BELLE PLAINE,

lA.

ship from either Iowa or

New

CO.
Jersey.

:

June

Wt-STKRN'

iQfjs

3,

I'.I.r.rTRiriAS'

STROMBERG-GARLSON

Kellogg Express Switchboard Cabinet

Generator Gall Visual Signal Switchboard.
The

graceful

rifty-Llii

Appearance
comes from
Simple

Has the advantage of being as rapid
and costs less to maintain than a lannp

Capacity
'.Jiiarter

Sawed Oak

Lines.

board.
small cost.

Effective service

siprnal

for the entire

Exterior of

at

the Cabinet

Tills

Attractive

Thoroughly

Design has
been so

seasoned

popular that

wood

it

Key shelf

has been

much

copied

is

by other

Finished

manufacturers

Oak

Golden

so

low,

operator
can use an
ordinary

in

Lighter

chair
Gold Medal

Grand Prize
Highest

Highest

Award

Award

Buffalo

St.

Exposition

Exposition

IQ02

1904

Louis
1101

The Strongest, Longest Lived, Most Efficient Switchboards made.
telephone experts will tell you that.

This type of cabinet has all the advantages
and none of the disadvantages of many
boards twice Its size. Bulletin sent free for
the asking. Write to-day.

All

Kellogg Switchboard &, Supply Co.
Congress & Creen Streets

STROMBERG-CARLSON

CHICAGO

CLEVELAND

LOS ANGELES

ROCHESTER,

PHILADELPHIA

Grimshaw

ALL OUR WIRES

TRADE-MARKS on our tags.

We

When

Raven Black Core

also manutacture

a man's

jects intelligently

electrical

ideas

Grimshaw and Competition Tapes and Splicing Compounds.

BOSTON:

CHIC.<aO:
192 Desplalnes St.

Subscription

when he

flow

7 Otis St.

Blank— Foreign.

discusses electrical sub-

and

glibly,

you

will

be

.1905.

pretty safe in assuming that he keeps in

touch with

ILL.

INSULATED WIRE COMPANY,
RDANrHPs.J
DKAni.ncs.^

freely;

BRANCH OFFICE,

CHICAGO,

N. Y.

Raven White Core

piss Inspection and carry the above

NEW YORK

TEL, MFC, CO.

GENERAL OFFICE,

electrical

progress by perusing

the Western Electrician 52 times a year.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING

CO.,

6 10 Marquette BIdg., Chicago, U.S.A.

iniernaiionai

Telephone
Mfg. Co,

Gentlemen
Inclosed find |5;°°, for which please send THE

weekly

HIGH GRADE

address

to the following

for

^

months;

with current number.

Telephone
Apparatus

Name.
Address.
$5.00

Harrison and Clinton Sts.

CHICAGO

a Year

(52 Numbers)

$2.50 6 Months (26

"

)

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

this order to

go

into effect

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

46

DUGALD
WILLIAM

C.
B.

JACKSON, C.
JACKSON, M.

3,

1905

EMPIRE

C.
E.

MINIATVRE

LAMPS

TRANSFORMERS

INSTITUTE mr

ENGINEERS.

June

EXPERTS.

KUHLMAN ELECTRIC

Send

for Circular

H.W.McCBANDLESS&CO.

ELKHART, IND.

CO.

AS YE SOW SO SHALL YE REAP
sow AN ADVERTISING APPROPRIATION AND YE SHALL REAP INCREASED BUSINESS

ASK US

Subscription Blank— Domestic.

and we will tell you how
you can make money
subscriptions

securing
to the

2k

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING

"i

CO.,

Western Electrician

5IO Marquette BIdg., Chicago.

cc

>

ELECTRICIAN

Gentlemen:

u
z
Inclosed find |3;°°. for

SATURDAY...

which please send THE WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

weekly to the following address
....EVERY

for ^^

months

this order to

go

into effect

has more scenic attractions, mountain resorts, mineral springs, hunting and fishing grounds than any
other railroad in the world.
It reaches all points of interest in
Colorado and Utah.
It is tbe only line passing tbrough
Lake City en route to and from
California and North Pacific Coast.
It is the most attractive line to the
Portland Exposition.
It has the highest class modern

m

OH

;

THE DENVER AND
RIO GRANDE R. R.

with current number.

Salt

WESTERN

Name

equipment and through car
It

ftonress...
<.

$3.00

I

$1.50 6 Months (26

a Year

(52 Numbers)

ratesfor the Bpworth
League and G. A. R. Conventions.
Write ior free

"

)

service.

has a superb dining car service.

Low summer

S.K. HOOPER,
G. P.

and

T. A.

Denver, Colo.

illuBtraled booklets.

R.C.NICHOL,
Com'I Agt.
242 Clark St., Chicago,

111.

June

3,

WESTERN ELECTRICTAN

1905

47

\A/I

michigan
Wisconsin

IDAHO

MONTANA

WRITE US FOR DELIVERED PRICES ON

CEDiyt POLES
We

Ship More Idaho Cedar Poles Than All Other Dealers Combined

THE WESTERN LUMBER
MAIN OFFICE, 1025

&

17th Street,

POLE COMPANY
DENVER, COLO.

ORIGINALITY

REFINEMENT
PROMPTNESS
Characterize the imprint on ever>'
job that leaves our office.
is

modern and

take pride in our work
it

Our plant

We

fully equipped.

— whether

be the printing of a business

card, a booklet, catalogue,

do either equally

well.

maga-

we can

zine or a daily newspaper;
::

::

::

THIS PUBLICATION
IS A SPECIMEN OF
THE EXCELLENCE WE
HAVE ATTAINED

pDJNilNQ.iC

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

Wrltetora copy of our TELECRAPM

June

3,

1905

CODE FOR CEDAR PHOPUCTSJ

PILLSBURY-WATKINS
COMPANY
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
LUMBER EXCHANGE.
CEDAR POLES, POSTS, TIES AND SHINGLES.
Are the Best.

Southern Cedar
NO ROTTEN BUTTS.

POLES

D. W. PHELAN,
277 Broadway, New York

Idaho Cedar Poles
PACIFIC

ST'ifE's"

COAST POLE

CO.

POLES

W.

0.

STERLING & SON,

f 3i _
"^^^l

MONROE, MICH.

I I

Eleren Pole Tarda 1» Mich lg»n
Wholesale Producers for 20 years.

SPOKANE, WASH.

WHITE CEDAR POLES
HALL

BUY YOUR BOOKS

12

Eltotrlelin Pnb. Co., B 1

L.

BROOKS

WISCONSIN AVBNUB

TOMAHAWK, WW.

FBOM THB

^MB^^Bj

Marquette Bl<|., Chleig*.

"WESTERN"

POLES, TIES,

POLE HOLE

DIGGER
The

only satis-

factory

Pole

Hole Digger.
Because it will
work at the bottom of a deep
hole.

^

POSTS.'"a'rr

We want your Inquiries always.

YOUR

BOOK ORDERS
Will receive

POLE DEALERS ADVERTISING
IN
THE WESTERN ELECTRICIAN OBTAIN MOST EXCELLENT RESULTS BECAUSE IT
PLACES THEM IN TOUCH WITH
ACTUAL BUYERS OF POLES.
TRY A CARD.

PROMPT

For

it

sale

Lake Trips

Guting

i

sent to

Chicago.

"Big Four"
Best Route to

meets.

California

all

the best suppl)'

Colorado

e

houses.

Texas

Western Steel

4 Days Lake

Manufacturers

of

"Western" Railroad Gates.

RIVERS,

Trip

$I3

Chicago to Escanaba or Green Bay & Ret

Gate Go.

TWO

CAREFUL

Gompany,

and

by

if

Electrician Publishing

bring out anything

and

attention

510 Marquette BIdg.,

It will

loosen

PRODUCERS.

Including Bertli

GOODRICH

Llne
steamers

and Meals.

8 Days Lake Trip

$20

Chicago to Mackinac liland & ReL
Including Berth and Meali.

Muskegon

or

And Return
From Chicago

Grand Haven
IC
«9
a^ilO

MILWAUKEE
And Return
From Chicago
Write

DAVIS, C.

goodrich

Line
steamers

C| En
fpi.ww

tor

s Folder.

P. A.,

Chiloago,

III,

MICHin^N WHITE

PROMPT SHIPMENTS.

LARGE STOCK.

KELLOCC SWITCHBOARD

&.

SUPPLY

CO., Chicago.

Junr.-

WESTERN

\i/>S

,3,

\

\\'"\ ]<<- r-''

CEDAR POLES
YARDS THROUOHOUT THE NORTHWIST
OOOO STOCK -PROMPT SHIPMENTS

YOU WANT POLES

IF

ym

qiKitc

un seven-inch, twcnty-livcH
six-incli, tliirtien.

Cm

IMMI'.DIATh; SlIII'Ml'.NT?

I

not

\Vu also h.ue plcnly oi

a,

siics

tliosc

Ir.ilk-y"

lies ycl.

MALTBY CEDAR COMPANY, 509 Phoinix
Pittsburg Agents, Tipper

&,

Block, Bay City, Mlohlgan.
Patton, BOO Bosasmor Building.

C^^Vg^

CO., Duluth, Mini

TORREY
CEDAR CO.,

;itid

May wc

I

also quote you on any
]

otliL-r

and TIES

DULUTH LOG

Cedar

Poles

CLINTONVILLE, WIS.
Larii

lUek

Ceniluillj •« Htii<

''mSSmmtm

'X6<1/

Our Specialties
Te'ephonc Poles
Electric Llc^t Poles

aWHia

Street Rall«vay Poles

j<a!iai»^riiiii>iiMn

Hewn

Tjrnbers and

Priine,

Round

or

Octagonal
E.

S.

MISSOURI CYPRESS CO.

Campbell, Mo.

"FootTies.Michigan'sBestWhiteCedar

7

for Electric Railways,

Our

Specialty.

ALSO mOLLBV POLES

PRPPIZn & SONS,

Write US.

BERTHOLD

POLES.

DAOOETT.MICH.

:f:CEDARPOLES
All Lengths ANosiZES

IDAHO CEDAR up

THE HANDY ELECTRICAL DICTIONARY
L.

WEBER. M.

225 PACES, SIZE

Price =

{

2!4 x

S INCHES.

Cloth Binding, - - - - 25c.
Flexible Leather Binding, 50c.

all.

Promptly Mailed on Receipt

Electrician PuBLISHINO Co.,

^1

YELLOW

Chemical Building

ft.

PINE.

2,000

4

in.

-

20

5,000

5

in.

-

5,000

5

in.

-

6,000

6

in.

-

2,000

7 in.

-

20
25
25
25

500

6 in.

-

30

1,500

7

in.

-

1,500

7

in.

-

500
500
300
100

8

in.

-

7

in.

-

30
35
35
45
45
50
55
60

E.

This is a practical boolc in a conveoient vest pocket size; alike suitable for workman, student or anyone employed or interested in the electrical science. It contains
clear, concise definitions of every used electrical term or phrase and is sold at a price
within the reach of

80

have the following poles ready for immediate shipment

l-OMO-REl-nr \A/AIMT.
BY W.

OAK, CYPRESS and

ST. LOUIS.

BIG POLES
We

A

to

TIES.

& JENNINGS,

WHITE CEDAR.

of Price.

SIO Marquette BIdg., Chicago.

8

in.

-

6

in..

7 in., 8 in.

50

6

in.,

7

15

7

in.

and 8

in.,

8

in.

in.

fe«i#*^«:'^^^^y«iMitt
These poles are located

in Minnesota, so our natural
west of the Mississippi river.
Quotations on application.

territory

ESTABLISHED

1862

WM. MUELLER COMPANY
1211-12-/3

MARQUETTE BLOG.ChlCAQO.

EISHT DISTRIBUTINQ YARDS

J.

is

W. MORRISON LUMBER GO.
91S°19 liumbei* Exchange
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

5°

June

-3,

1905

Westin^house Transformers
—
sl

Shell Type. Front

View

Shell

Shell Types

Core Type, Front View

Type Without Case

Shell Type,

Rear View

"N" and "OD"

Core Type, Without Case

Core Type, Rear Vie«

Core Type "C"
Each Type Leader

Westinghouse

in its Class

Electric

&

Mfg. Co.

Pittsburg, Pa.
Address Nearest District Office:
New York, Atlanta, Baltimore. Boston, Buffalo, Chicago,

Cincinnati, Cleveland, Denver, Detroit, Los Angeles. Minneapolis.
Philadelphia. Pittsburg, St. Louis, Salt Lake City, San Francisco, Syracuse, Seattle
& O. Braniff & Co.. City of Mexico

Canada, Canadian VVestingbouse Co.. Limited, Hamilton, Ontario, Mexico, Q.

New

Orleans

(IIIK-

.j,

\'\

1IJ"5

r,.-.

I

r.].

.

1.1

I

<

I

THE NEW
"WOOD" PREPAYMENT WATTMETERS
ABSOLUTELY ACCURATE ON
ANY POWER FACTOR AT
60 AND 140 CYCLES
::

CAN BE ADJUSTED FOR ANY

RATE PER

K.

W.

HOUR

JUST WHAT EVERY CENTRAL STATION MUST HAVE

TYPE K nETER

/

'

They
They
They
They
They

Save Poor Debts.
Save Fault-finding.
Save Bookkeeping.

Save Postage.

Save Collecting.

L
TYPE

W METl R

Write for Bulletins 1065 and 1066

BOSTON, MASS.,

518 Exchange BIdg.

CINCINNATI, OHIO,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

llOOPenn.Sq. BIdg.

GRAND RAPIDS,

NEW

YORK,

N. Y.,

SYRACUSE,

N. Y..

PITTSBURG. PA.

ATLANTA, G A.,

40

New

Street

CHICAGO,

623 Alarquette BIdg.

ILL.,

717 Dillaye BIdg.

ST. LOUIS, MO.,

902 Empire BIdg.

ST. PAUL, MINN.,

1013 Empire Building

402 Neave BIdg.
222 Houseman BIdg.

MICH.,

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.,

3 23 Lincoln Trust BIdg.

615 Germania Life BIdg.

oo

New Montgomery

St.

a

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

JOHN

SONS

ROEBLING'S

A.

GO.

June

1905

3,

VULCANIZED FIBRE
Highest grades for electrical iostilation and mechaoical purposes, in sheets
and special shapes. Catalogues and samples od application.

tubes, rods

VULCANIZED FIBRE
Insulated

Bare

Wire

Copper

of

Why

CO.,

Wilmington, Del.

-

No! Use the Best

AND THE ONLY GENUINE

All

Wire

Kinds

Wrigley

Patented

Toggle

Steele

Bolt

The Tr
Hex, for wrench or round lor screwdriver, plain or
and can be taken off after the bolt has been Inserted, to
place on the fixture The bole screws through the toggle plate
the full length. Used for finished work, such as Teleohones.
Jtric Fixtures and Marble Slabs. la ordering, mention if
nnlon Nut with Cap Nut or the plain Toggle Bolt is wanted.
the end.

MAIN OFFICE AND WORKS

TRENTOM

plaled.

N. J.

J

'

AGENCIES AND BRANCHES

>

NsaYork

Chicago

Cleveland

•

San Francisco

Phlladslphra

Atlanta

Ttie
Pat. April 7.

Wocrren
Alternator

1891

Thomas Wrigley

Co., aoo-soe Dearborn

Ctiicago

At the

Switches

Hill

st..

Convention
Are Always Up To Date. Get
Our Prices on SWITCHES

and

FU5E BLOCKS

In

Denver

Look up the

IMPROVED

REYNOLDS AND

RECO

ELECTRIC SIGN FLiSHER

Arrange for
In the

NATOR
has

NEW CODE

FUSES

Exhibit.

Brown's

WARREN ALTEReverything

{or reliability,
durability, ease of management
and efficiency; everything to

in

in

the electrical

Every Central Station Man
attending

the

convention

shouldseethis Flasher Exhibit.

These Flashers will flash
from one to a thousand lamps.

No
Ba.ck Connection.

Electric sign

is

too large

and no work too heavy for a
simple little Reco Flasher to
control perfectly.

W.

S.

HILL ELECTRIC CO.

NEW

You should see
It will

this exhibit.

be well worth while.

BEDFORD, MASS.

WESTERN SELLING AGENCIES— Central
111.

Electric Co., Chicago,

Western Electric Co., Kansas, City, no. California
Works, San Francisco, Cal. American Electric

Electrical

Reynolds Electric Flasher
Manufacturing Co.
221 Fifth Ave.. Chicago, U.S.A.

Co,. St. Paul, ninn.

SCHEEFFER INTEGRATING

WATTMETER
Type E

for Alternating Current

Type F

for Direct Current Circuits

OUST AND BUG PROOF
IMPROVED CONSTRUCTION
MOVING PARTS ARE EXTREMELY LIGHT
INSURING A HIGHLY SENSITIVE AND ACCURATE METER.
WRITE FOR PRICES AND DESCRIPTIVE
LITERATURE

DIAMOND METER COMPANY
ALTERNATING OUKItEMT

The

simplicity.

EARNING
MONEY WITH, AND NOT
TO SPEND IVIONEV.UPON.

Sandusky, O.

in

Hotel,

world by their efficiency and

one sole purpose of

ISlBliENEsCllcJSfc.^.

be

These Flashers are creating
a sensation

avoid burnouts, repairs and excessive cost of operation. The
machine is pleasing in appearance because of good proportions, is massive, strong, of the
highest grade of workmanship
and impresses a thoughtful person with its soldity and special
adaptation to the most severe,
constant and exacting service,
machine constructed' for the

GUARANTEE

will

Palace

charge of Mr. I. A. Bennett.

possible

been done

WE GUARANTEE
WHAT WE SELL
AND
SELL WHAT WE

It

PEORIA,

ILL.,

U. S. A.

DIRECT CURRENT.

|

.

'uuiDAGOJDNElO'lSflS.

:.;

10

CRESCENT RUBBER INSULATEI^;

SlmPLEX WIRES ANDCABLES.

WIRES AND CABLES.-:

RUBBER COVERED, WEATHERPROOF. UNDERGROUND AND SUBMARINE.

(Mofiadnock

Block.

Simplex Elect rica/

T-Zjc

"""""r.'h.xson""^
CHICAGO

I

lo State Street,

.\atl»nsl

Co.,

"*"" O"''"

83 eVllCUlT SIREET.

EIectricHeatingApparatu8|
• INK rOR ••PA»C C*T«LO«Uf

KleUal for ItahberlnMulation.

INUS-World'M Fair,
medal for Kabbcr Inanlation.

THE MTAN»AK1> FOR
RVBBKB INSIIL,ATION.
Manson Tape, Candee

THE OKONITE
Ti'Jil^iiZ'Z. \ ""•«"•

TRENTON,

•"'' f'ClOrr.

N. J.

CENTURY ELECTRIC CO.
MANUFACTURERS Of

single-phase SEiF-suiiTiNa

UNIT" ENAMELED RHEOSTATS
SIMPLEX ELECTRIC HEATINQ CO.,
Cambrtdgeport, Maa*.

I

MOTORS AND GEILIN8 FANS
ST. LOUIS,

MO.

STANDARD UNDERGROUND CABLE CO.

Sole Manufacturers of

TRADE MARK.

Okonite Wires, Okonite Tape,

HIan'liiril.

('u'li-

CRESCENT INSULATED WIRE AND CABLE CO.

BOSTON, MASS.

lH8»-rariN KxpoHition,

^^I't

CfiTi A CeFT.

""iSf- Wires

3i2Thc

Itooktrj,

We«tlll^•ho^.f lUdK..

<:hloiiito.

CO., Ltd.

Hi

RIalln IllJf..
Siin Francisco.

r,C I.IVr-.v SI.
1 22.M1«U B1<1([,
Pit',c,iirkNi;» VoikClly.
PlilUJ<?llihl«,
l-o-t llll:c.:.'i|u.ri;,
S'-curll) llMt.
Ilo.ioii
si. Loui.. Mo.

P*

BARE AND WEATHERPROOF WIRES AND CABLES.

253 Broadway, Niw Yark

Rubber Covered Wires and Cables.

Underground Cables

for all

Purpotct.

IMDIANA RUBBER AND INSULATED WIRE CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

^

TRANSFORMERS

Paranlte Rubbir Covered Wires and Cables,

^s

UNDERGROUND, AERIAL, SUBMARINE AND INSIDE USE.

TELBPHONB, TeLBaRA.PH AND FIRE-ALARM CABLES.
All

Wires ire l«sted

tl

JONESBORO.

Fictwr.

UIID.

EMPIRE

MINIATURE

KUHLMAN ELECTRIC

SOCKETS

::

BRASS SHELL

NO SCREWS
SMALL QUANTITY

Ui Fi

ELKHART, IND.

CO.

SAUTER

THE

N SHELL.
I

Order now.

5'.iC.

COi|

contractors

Segel BIdg.. Cor. Slate and Lalayelle SIs.,

SCHENECTADY,

Pittsbvc

PHOENIX

GLASS

N. Y.

Ntw York
Chicago

CO.

Haoufactarars of

PRICE $10 LIST

aod Shade*, both
Arc and Incandesceet
Outer Olobes for all

Electric Globes

Water=Wheelfiovernors

Inner and

Our new mechanical go\ emors

eocloied arc sjriteais

co-operate with the inertia effect on tlie water and the momentum of the plant.
They have cut the cost of good
government in two. Guaranteed in every particular.

CaTALOQUES sent on REQUtST

REPLOGLE GOVERNOR WORKS
AKRON, OHIO

RELIANCE INSTRUMENT CO.
60 68 W. Van Bu'en

St..

Chicago.

CONOUITS FOR INTERIOR WIRING

1

ELECTRICAL

WESTON IIMSTRUIVIENT CO.,
Mala Office and Works, Waverly Park,

NEWARK, N.

Your

MiiliioltiaterOolfaMatart.

Aminetars,

Mllammaters,

Cbcls,;ti, .«|;iu,.

Lights Will

J.

voltmeters.

American Circular Loom Co.

IF-

New

Yoric,

Chkifo. Snu ft^nO^^c

Burn Brighter

YOU USE

f8ll0l!lMdwdP0rlalllBBipectE«dillg

^

6roiMd Detectart

Ohmmeters,

IN

aiil Circuit

Testers,

Portable Galianometera.

YOUR CONSTRUCTION WORK

THEY WERE THE BEST WHEN FIRST INTRODUCED IN
THEY HAVE BEEN THE BEST EVER SINCE.
ASK YOUR LINEMAN.

185?.

Our Portable Instruments are recognized as
The Standard the world over. The Semi-Portable Laboratory Standards are

still better.

Our Station Voltmeters and Ammeters
unsuriiassed in point of extreme accuracy
lowest consumption of energy.
Century

BBRLIIf— Buicpean Weston

ai*e

Clamps,

Works,

Electrical

Climber's Splicing

and

In-

'Pliers,

Lag

^^^^^^^Sffli^^^
Scre<w

Wrenches,

Pulley

Blocks, Wire Grips, Linemen's Leather Goods,

Wire Reels, Shovels, Spoons.

strument Co., Bltterstrasee Ko. 88.

WestoK Standard Portable Direct
Beadlne MilUvoltmetep.

Paris,

France— E. H. Cadioi, 12 Hue

St.

Georges

Sew TorkOfllce— 74 Cortlondt Street.

CHICAGO.

ILL.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

June

Two

700 H. P. Reynolds Horizontal Heavy Duty
Corliss Ejigines at City of Hannibal,

Our Standard Type

Built in Capacities from

Direct Connected

Corliss Engines

Mo., Power Plant

of Corliss

Lighting and General

.•^^.

1905

Heavy Duty

Reynolds
Horizontal

10,

Engine

for Electric

Power Purposes

300 up

to

3,000 Horse-power

Allis-Chalmers
Milwaukee, Wis., U. S. A.
Canadian

representatives. Allis-ChBlmers-Btilloclcr Ltd.,

Montreal

Co

4

Illlr

\:\v.r"[u\n/

wi';sM'i-;i<;.\'

II

III,

—

.

TheElegtric PHILADELPHIA
Storage BatteryGo.
MANUFACTURER OF THE

CblorifceHccumulator
^

Ifl
'™

Electric Railways, Isolated Lighting and Power Stations.
Fire Alarm, Tolcgra[)h, Train Lii^hting, etc., etc.

"' ^^"'^''^' Stations,

SALKS OCriCf.S:

Nkw

ROKTON,

YnitK,

SO Ntsto

100 llronawty

PROTECT YOUR EYES.

PATENTS

No patent, no

&

Co.,

CONTINUOUS RAIL JOINT CO. OF AM.

fee,

NEWARK,

Ettabllshod 1864.

Consullallon froe.

Mllo B. Stevens

St.

848

I4tli St,,

OVER

Washington.

N.

J.

20,000

MILES

USE

IN

Kt

" SAFETY

RUBBER COVERED
WIRE AND CABLE
"

NOVELTY POT HEADS AND SLEEVES

FOR EVERY ELECTRICAL SERVICE.

AiJS-rilM & oo.,

3.

IVI

CHICAGO REPRESENTATIVE.

5ample8 on Approval.

THE SAFETY INSULATED WIBE & CABLE
WORKt:

Write

CO.,

L,IBERTY STREET,

114-lie

(lyonna, N.J.

(or

CaUlo; No. I25E.

.Made bv

H. T.

The F. Rissell CorPANY,

TOLEDO.O-

SPECIAL PORCELAIN PIECES
GET OUR PRICES ON THIS LINE OF WORK.

AND INSCIL-ATOR CO.. SOUTM AKRON, O.

COL.ONIAI- SIGN

PLATINUM

PLATINUM
Century Electric Co
1
Chicago Edison Co...
1, 16
Chic. Fuse Wire A Mfg. Co...Chicago House Wrecking Co.]6
Chicago Mica Co
14
Chicago Solder Co
19

American Diesel Engine Co..
Amer. District Steam Co
Amer. Elec. Fuse Co
Amer. Elect'l. Supply Co
Amer. El. Telephone Co
Amer. Elec. A. OoutroUcr Co.
American Electrical Works..
Amer. Platinum Works
Anderson &. Nachman
Arnold Co., The
Automatic Electric Co

Colonial Sign A Insulator Co. 3
Columbia Incand. Lamp Co..—
Continuous Rail Joint Company of America
3

Cooper-Hewitt Elec. Co
Cope. T.J

Couch

—

B

22

W. C

Baker*

Inc

Baker

Co.,

4

22
15

3

A Co., W. E

22

Beardslee Chandelier Mfg. Co. 1
Belden Mfg. Co
]

22

Co.. Inc.. S.

—

H

Crescent Ins. Wire & Cbl. Co. 1
Crocker- Wheeler Co
30
Crolius A Son, E. R
Cutler-Hammer Clutch Co.. 12
Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co
12
Cutter Elec. A Mfg. Company—

—
Fuse Company
Dearborn Drug A Chem.Wks.21
Denver A Rio Grande R. K .2b
—
Diamond Meter Company
Directory of Engineers
23
D.

A W.

.

.

Benjamin Electric

SIfg. Co.

,

.—

Bennett, I. A
Berthold & Jennings
Big Four R. R

BissellCcThe F

4
27

—
3.

5

Bossert Electric Construction

Co
Brooks,

Dixon Crucible

.

. . .

Co., Josep'i..2l

Doxsee-Barrere Elec'i. Co.

Drake A Co..Fri?d'k J
DuUith Log Co
Duncan Elec. Mfg. Co

26

—

Biownell Co., The
Brunswick Refrigerating Co.]9
Bryan-Marsh Co

Buckeye Electric Co
Bullock Elec Mfg. Co
Bunge.Otto
Byllesby &Co.,H.

M

Oampbell Bros
Carhartt & Co., Hamilton
Central Electric Co
Central Tel. & El. Co

BAKER &

OFFICE:

NEWARK,

-

t

CO., INC.
,

—
—

2
15

22

Kemp.R.

Kuhlman
General Electric Co
9. l-l
General Storage Baltery Co.. 14
Gleason, John L
25
—
Goodrich Steamship Line
—
Gould Storage Battery Co
Green Fuel Economizer Co..Gregory Electric Company.. .16
-

ture Lamp Departm't
Edison Mfg. Company
Co

Electric Appliance

—

Hamacek, A. F

30

Han

N.

Universal Exposition
ST. LOUIS, 1904

J.

Hoffman, G.

W

...

14

—

W. S

12

Holmes Fibre-Graph. Co
Holophane Glass Co
Humphrey, Henry H
Hunt A Co., Robt.W

31

22

A

Jackson, D.

C.

Ry

A W. B

W

31

—

5

—

Fostoria Incand.

I5*or

LampCo

——

Kartavert Manufacturing Co.30
Kellogg Switchboard A Supply Company
25, 27

Cl^ssifi^ci

IsrkciejK:

i

27

Phillips.

26

—

Eugene F

15

1

Maltby Cedar Company
Manhattan El. Supply Co..
Marinette Gas Engine Co

Plgnolet, L.

,

R.

Relslnger,

—

Wm

—
—

New York

I,

Ruebel-Schwedtmann- Wells.. 22
Runzel-Lenz Elec Mfg. Co...—
Safety Ins. Wire

A Cable Co

..

3

24

.

W

Stanton, LeRoy
tS
Sterling A Son, W.
27
Stevens A Co.. .MiloB
3
Stow Mfg. Company
u
Stromberg-Carlson Tel. Mfg.

a

Company
24
Sunbeam Incan. Lamp Co...—
Toledo Stor. Bai. A Elec.
Torrey Cedar Company
Trumbull Elec SInfg. Co
Turner Brass Works

Co.M
27
16

—

rehUng-DeckerCo

4

UnderWlI. Chas. R....
22
Union Electric Mfg. Co
Universal Elec Stor. Bat. Co. 8

—

5

—
—

13
17

Simplex Elec Heating

5

o£ A-d^^eartiserxietix-ts

i

.

See

Valenilne-Clark Co., The....—

Van Nostrand

Co..

—

D

Vulcanized Fibre Company.. 30

Wabash
Wagner
Walsh

K.

R

34

Electric Mfg.

Co..

Co

10

—

John F

Walsh's Sons

A Company

14

Warren Elec Mfg. Co
Wesco Supply Co
Western Display Co

l"

—
n

Western Electric Company .29
Western Lumber A Pole Co..—
Western Steel Gate Co
26
Westinghonse Electric A
Manufacturing Co
28
Weston Electrical Inst. Co... 1
White Marble Lime Co.. .....28
.

Samson Cordage Works
Sangamo Electric Co
Sargent A Lundy

Sauquoit Silk Mfg. Co
SauterCo.. G. F
1
Schneider A Co.. C. O
..15
Schott.W. H
22
26
S. E. Missouri Cypress C^.
Signaloid Chemical Works..
Simples Electrical Co., The.. 1

Ins. Wire Co
19
Northern Elecfl Mfg. C0....I6
—
Northern Pacific R. R
Northern Wire A Cable Co,..—
Northwestern Storage Bat-

Okonite Co., The
Osburn Flex. Conduit Co

11

Snyder A Hunt Co

Spargo Wire Co Jas. A
15
SiAndard Elec Mfg. Co
15
Standard Underg. Cable Co.... 1
Sianley-G. I. Elec. Mfg. Co.lI
Stanley Instrument Co
5

.

National Batter>- Co
fi
National Cable & Wire Co...—
National Carbon Co
U
National Electric Co
2
National India Rubber Co
New Idea Soldorin? Paste (.o.l4
New York Central R. R

....

Hugo

Reliance Instrument Co
i
Replogle Governor Works..
1
Reynolds El. Flasher Mfg.Co.30
RobblusA Myers Co.. The... 9
Robert Instrument Co., The.. 30
Robertson A Sons, Jas. L
Roche.
12
Roebllng'sSonsCo.. J. A
30
Rose Polytechnic Inst
14

R

Co

U

Reed Elecfl. CordageCo-.Thell

,

terv

M

Pillsbury-Watkins Co
26
Pittsburg A L. S. Iron Co.... 27
Plume A Alwood Mfg. Co.... 19
Porter Cedar Company
26

..

Morrison Lumber Co.. J. ^V..
Mueller Company, William..
Munsell A Co. Eugene

—

Inc

K. K,

A Sons

PhiUips Insulated Wire Co. ..15
Phoenix Glass Co
Phosphor-Bronze S. Co
2i

22

22

—

Phelan, D.
Pholpsco.. The

M

le

Jiindu^ Electric Co., The
Jeffrey Manufacturing Co

26

Reftec. C0I6

W

James

Monon

—

^ons. A. L

Johns-Manville Co., H.

"For Sale" Advertisements.. 16
Ft. Wayne Elec. Works. Inc. .29

,

Miscellaneous Advs

14

—

Co.

Loud's Sons Co., H.

22

Incandescent Electric Light
—
Manipulator Company
Indiana Rub. & Ins. W. Co
1
India Rubber A Gutta Percha
Insulating Company
17
International Elec. Meter Co.—
International TeL Mfg. Co.. .25

21

A

Letheule. Paul
Llndsley Brothers Company..

--

29

14

I

Leffel

Co

A

A Weed

A Seymour,

Perrizo

Mica Insulator Company
Michigan College of Mines..
Milwaukee Engineering Co..
Minneapolis Cedar ALbr.Co.

Hill Elec. Co..

Parsell

Pass

Highland Park College.

Ide

14

Co

Leather Preserv. M. Corp

Matthews A Bros. W. N
MeCandless ACo., H. W
McLennan A Company, K
McRoy Clay Works
Mechanical Appliance Co

'.

Pacific Coast Pole

Pardridge Shade

1

2:

Mfg. Co
21
Hartford Steam Boiler Inspection & Insurance Co.. ..21
Hazard Manufacturing Co. ..30
Hemlugray Glass Co., The... 7

Illinois Central

24

Electric

1.

Machado A Roller
22

Co

27

Electric Storage Battery Co.. 3
Electrician Pub. Company... 18

A Co

Hallberg, J. H
Haller Machine

2:

KleinASons, Mathias
Kohler Brothers

Fres-Ko Chemical Lo....

—

Economical Elec Lamp Co..—
Edison Decorative A Minia-

ErieR. K
Evans, Almirall

Fowler, John H
Fowler-Jacobs Company

...17

i

HallL

NEW YORK

4

Cornell, T. S

BaDcock& Wilcox Co
Bailey. Fred.
Bain, For^e

PLATINUM
^^
^^
Grand
Prize

ALPHABETICAL INDEX TO W ADVERTISEMENTS.

AlUs-Chalmers Company
American Battery Co
Amer. Circular Loom Co
American Conduit Co

Badt.F.

PLATINUM
Special rorma for wireleea teleyraphj-.

.

.

Co....

1

I*^g:o G.

Willis, G.

M

Worcester Company,
Wrigley Co., Thos

SZ

C H....28

Yost Electric Mfg. Co..

—

.15. 17
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REMEMBER THE NAME AND BUY THE BEST

PARAGON
FAN MOTORS
STANDARD FOR YEARS
CALL AND SEE THEM OR WRITE FOR PRICES

CHICAGO EDISON COMPANY,
139

t

ADAMS

CHICAGO.

ST.,

<0
Cope's

COOPER-HEWITT MERCURY

Patent

Quick

Coupling

Conduit

Rod

VAPOR LAMPS

COOPER-HEWITT

Vapor Converter

PHILADELPHia, Pa.

For charging storage batteries
from alternating currents

SEND

COOPER- HEWITT ELECTRIC CO.
220 West

29111 St.,

DESCRIPTIVE

CATALOGUE ON

RAXFLEX M

Write for Builstlns and Prices

TYPE P A CONVERTER

FOR SPECIAL

NEW YORK

THE NEW ALUMINUM ENCASED FOCUSING FLASHLIGHT

A

pocket flashlight with greater
power, more lignt, more life
indestructible and no higher in

—

price.

UEHLINC-DECKER CO.

Beware of infringements.
Made under
patent 520,429, May
Sustained
29, 1894.
by United States
Court of Appeals.

P
-^^^w*-

I.

A. Bennett,

141

Manager. Western

South Clinton

CHICAGO

& S PENDANT SOCKET

W%:

The opening

in

socket bushing

time and

is

the cap

is

required.

money by

13-32,

and no

You can save

using this

socket for

pendant work.

No.

157 Edison Key

PASS ^ SEYMOUR,

Key
1S8 T. B.
No. 0,IS7 Edison Keyless
No.

No. 0,158 T. H.

Keyless

SOLVAY,
NEW YORK

Inc.

N. Y.
SAN FRANCISCO

f|cRoi| Conduits:
"RoOKERy'-Chtw^o -

Oflice

St.

I
Jlliii-

lO,

WK.STKRN

ll/lC,

F.r.F/TKiriAN

a

??

THERE'S NO DOUBT

ABOUT IT

OKONITE

OKONITE

WIRES

AND

AND

MANSON

CABLES

TAPE
TRADE.

MARK

WHEN YOU WANT RUBBER-COVERED WIRE
YOU WANT OKONITE IT'S THE STANDARD

—

GENERAL WESTERM AOEMTS
207-209-211 East Jackson Blvd., CHICAGO

GiVES BEST RESULTS
Specially adapted
for small lighting
plants not to exceed
25-16 C. P. lamps
for 8 hours
Let us

quote you on telephone, fire alarm

and

police patrol
battery work.

Cannot be equaled
Great Capacity.
Lightness and
Efficiency

...

Northwestern Storage Battery Com,
285 Madison Stm,
«^<^0<3t^'OL>'<^t^<AO<30 -*t-<JI

Chicago,

Security

Panel Boards
Send for Bulletin 20E. which
shows dimensions and prices of all
the Standard Panels and Cabinets
ordinarilv demanded by Electrical
Engineers and Contractors.
Also remember that we build
excellent Switchboards and that
we print the only catalog. Bulletin
Xo. 19, which gives dimensions
and prices bj- which you can make
quotations on the spot.

///-

The F.BissELL CoMP.vrr

Samson Spot Cord

Toledo, 0..

For

ARC LAMP and
TROLLEY CORD
Send for Samplea and Prices

SIA.IkISO?7 COI«I>A.Gi«

VVO^ICS,

STANLEY WATTMETERS
FOR ALTERNATING CURRENT, SINGLE PHASE AND POLYPHASE SERVICE

ROTATED JEWEL BEARING
JEWEL SURFACE ALWAYS NEW-PERMANENT ACCURACY AT ALL LOADS. MADE ALSO
ROUND, SWITCHBOARD TYPE 678 IN. DIAMETER, BACK CONNECTED.

STANLEY INSTRUMENT COMPANY, *=""

IN

rsl""=""

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

June

10,

1905

Company

flational JSatteriP

"mnit accumulator"
PATENT ALLOWED JANUARY

General Offices

1905

11,

Sales Offices

FOR CENTRAL STATION, STREET RAILWAY, TELEPHONE WORK, ETC., ETC.

Laboratory

NEW YORK
CHICAGO

and Works

BUFFALO,

BOSTON
PROVIDENCE

Electric Storage Batteries

N. Y.

CLASSIFIED INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
Commutator Compound

Adjnatera. Cord.
Incandes. El. Lt. Manip. Co.

Ancbors
Bennett,

(Tel,
I.

Matthews

&

Bro.,

Stanley— G.

Elec. Mfg. Co.

Ruebel, Schwedtman, Wells.
Sargent & Lundy,
Schott, W. H.
Stanley G. I. Elec. Mfg. Co.
Stanton, LeRoy W.
Underbill, Chas. R.

Central Electric Co.

Central Electric Co.

Electric Appliance Co.

Electric Appliance Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Wesco Supply Co.

Osburn Flexible Conduit Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Conduits, Clay.
McRoy Clay Works.
Conduit Rods.

Western Electric Co.

and Jam.

BissellCo.,TheF.
Central Electnc Co.
Edison Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Roche. Wm.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.

Cope, T.

(Recording and Testing.)
EisseUCo., TheF.
Central Electric Co.
Diamond Meter Co.
Duncan Elec. Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance .Co.

J,

Allis -Chalmers

Company.

Bullock El. Mfg. Co.
Crocker-Wheeler Co.

Ft.

Wayne

Elec. Wks. Inc.
General Electric Co.
National Electric Co,
Northern Electrical Mfg. Co.
Wagner Electric Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse EL & Mfg. Co.
Ft.

Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
Jos.

Leather Preserver Mfg. Corp.

Turner Brass Works

BloTvera.

Crosa-Arms,

Green Fuel Economizer Co.

Pins

Brack eta.
Berthold &, Jennings.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.

Bolts. Toserle.
Wrlgiey Co.,Th08.

& Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Ft. Wavne Elec. Wks. Inc.
General Electric Co.
Hamacek, A. F.
Hart Manufacturing Co.

Bossert Elect. Const. Co.

Boxes, Moulding:.
Gleason, John L.
Brass. Sheet and Rod.
Plume & Atwood Mfg. Co.

Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Central Electric Co,
Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co.

Dynamos and Motors.

Western Electric Company.

Allis- Chalmers

Company.
BisseUCo.,TheF.

Cable HaniEera.
BissellCo.,B. P.

Elevators-ConTeyors.

Co.
Western Electric Co.

Engines, Gas and Gasoline.

AUis-Chalmers Company.
Marinette Gas Engine Co.
Engines, Oil.
American Diesel Engine Co.
Enf^ines, Steam.
Allis-Chalmers Company.
BrownellCo.,The
Ide

A

General Electric Co.

Bobbins A: Mvers Co*, The
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse EL & Mfg. Co.
Fans, Exhaust and Venti-

Green Fuel Economizer Co.
Fl l>re.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Fittings.

Plume &. Atwood Mfg. Co.
Fixtures, Gas and Elec.

Flashers.
Bissell Co.,

Jeffrey Mfg. Co.

Plume & Atwood Mfg.
Clrcnlt Breatera,

Mfg. Co.

Coal and Ashes Handlinsr Maotiinerr.
Jeffrey Mfg.- Co.

Colls and Maemets.
Western Electric Co.

Electric Heating Appl.
Electric Appliance Co.
Simplex Elec. Heating Co.
Western Electric Co.

Electric RallTvays.
Crocker- Wheeler Co.
General Electric Co.

Westinghouse EL

&

Amer. Elec. Fuse Co.
BisseUCo., The F.
Central Electric Co.
Central TeL & EL Co.
Chicago Fuse Wire & Mfg.Co.

Johns-ManviU
Manhattan El
Wesco Supply Co,
Western Electric Company.

.

Globes. Reflectors
Shades.
Fostoria Incan.

Baker &

Co.,

W.

E.

Bryan, Wm. H.
Byllesbv & Co.. H. M.

and

Lamp Co,

I^or

Western Electric Co.
Governors, Water "Wheel.
Replogle Governor Works.
Graphite Specialties.
Dixon Crucible Co., Jos.
Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co.

A.li>ix».t>ot;ic5&.X Iirxdesic:

Bissell Co., The F.
Central Electric Co.
Century Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Manhattan Elect'l Supply

Wire

and

Sheet.
Amer. Platinum Works
Baker & Co., Inc.

Duluth Log Co.
Fowler. John H.
Fowler-Jacobs Company.
Kellogg Switch. & Sup. Co.
Llndsiey Bros. Co.
Loud's Sons Co., H. M.
Maltbv Cedar Co.
Minneapolis Cedar A Lbr. Co.
Morrison Lumber Co., J. W.
Mueller Company, William.
Pacific Coast Pole Co.

Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Snyder & Hunt Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.

Perrizo

&.

American EL Telephone Co
Anderson A Nachman.
Automatic Electric Co.
BisseUCo., The F.
Central Electric Co.
Central TeL & EL Co.
Electric Appliance Co.

International TeL Mfg. Co.
KeUogg Switchb. &. Sup. Co,

Sons.

Phelan, D. W.

Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Stromberg-CarlsonTeL M.Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.

Pills bury- Wat kins Co.
Pittsburg
L, S. Iron Co.

&

Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse EL & Mfg. Co.

Porter Cedar Company.
S. E. Missouri Cypress Co.
Sterling & Son, W. C.
Torrey Cedar Co.

Lamps, Arc.
Bissell Co., The F.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec, Wks. Inc.
General Electric Co.
Gregory Electric Co.

Time Switches.
Bissell Co.. The P.
CampbeU Bros.
Toggle Bolts.

Valentine-Clark Co., The.
Lumber i Pole Co.
iCo.
I

'

Wrlgiey

Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse EL & Mfg. Co.

Lamps, Incandescent.

Klein

Columbia Incan. Lamp Co.
Edison Decorative & Minia-

ture Lamp Dept.
Electric Appliance Co.
Fostoria Incand. Lamp Co.
General Electric Co.
McCandless& Co., H. W.
Nernst Lamp Co.
Standard Elec'l Mfg. Co.
Sunbeam Incan. Lamp Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. &. Mfg. Co.

Lamps, Incandescent—
Replacers & Cleaners.
EL

Central Electric Co.
Crocker- Wheeler Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Works, Inc.
General Electric Co.
Gregory Electric Co.
Kuhlman Electric Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
National Electric Co.
Stanley-G. L Elec. Mfg. Co.
Wagner Electric Mfg. Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse EL &. Mfg. Co.

Jeffrey Mfg. Co.

Rail Joints.

Continuous Bail Joint Company of America.

Railway Supplies.
Wesco Supply

Co.

Re- Winding?— Repairs.
Chicago Edison Co.
Gregory Electric Co.

Rheostats.

Trucks, Electric Car.

Amer. Electric Fuse Co,

Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.
Union Electric Mfg. Co.
Wesco Supply Co-

General Electric Co.

Westinghouse EL & Mfg.
Turbines, Steam.

Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Schools and Colleses.

Highland Park College
Michigan College of Mines.
Rose polytecbuic Inst.

Manipulator Co.

Lt.

Cooper, Hewitt Elec. Co.
Leather Specialties.

Bunge, Otto.

Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co
Turbine Water Wlieels
Leffel & Co., Jas.
Vulcanized Fibre.

BisseUCo.. TheF.
Chicago House Wrecking Co.
Gregory Electric Co.
Matthews & Bro., W. N.
Walsh's Sons & Co.

Si^ns. Electric.

HaUer Machine Co.
Western Display Co.
Silks,
InanlatiuK
Braiding:.

Letters, Metal, Sign.

3

Ft.

Wayne

Elec.

Co.

Wks.

Inc.

Manhattan

Elec. Supply Co.
Stanley— G. I. Elec. Mfg. Co,
Wesco Supply Co,
Western Electric Co.

(See Wires

and Cables.)

Mechanical Draft.

Sockets & Receptacles.
Pass & Seymour.
SauterOo.. G. P.
Yost Elec. Mfg, Co,

Solderlns Sticks, Salts

and Paste.

Chicago Solder Co.

& Son. E. R.
New Idea Soldering Paste Co.
Crolius

Green Fuel Economizer Co,

Metaphones-

Walsh

Co.,

John

F.

Western Electric Co.
Solenoids.
Amer. Elec. A. Controller Co.

SpeakluK Tubes.

Anderson & Nachman.

Central Electric Co.

Chicago Mica Co.

Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.

Ml

H.

o« A.aL-veartisearxierxts

Electric Appliance Co.

See

^''ulcanized Fibre Co.

&

W^lrea

Cables— Mas-

net Wires.

American Electrical Works.
Belden Mfe Co.
BisseUCo., The F.
Central Electric Co.
Crescent Ins. Wire & Cble Co
Electric Appliance Co.
.

and

Sauquoit Silk Mfg. Co.

General Electric Co,

Co.

Allis-Chalmers Co.
General Electric Co.

Second-Uand Mach'y.
Co.

Lamps, Vapor.

Thos

Sons, Mathias.

Transformers.

Machinery.

Central Electric Co.

Chicago Edison Co.

&

Western Electric Co.

Hoffman, Geo. W.
Portables.
Plume & Atwood Mfg. Co.
Ponder Transmlsalon

BisseUCo., TheF.

Bryan-Marsh Company.
Buckeye Electric Company.

Co.,

Tools.

PollHh (Metal>.

Inc.

Co

Berthold & Jennings.
Brooks, HaU L.

Linemen*B Climbers.
Klein A Sons. Mathias.

Guards, Lamp.
Couch Co..Inc.,S.

Works

Hamilton.

Phosphor Bronze Sm. Co.Ltd.

Platluam,

Masrnet "Wires.
C.

Co.,

PhuHpiiur Bruuzc.

Co., The.

D. & W. Fuse Company.
Electric Appli

Mfg. Co.

Arnold Co., The
Badt. F. B.
Baiiev, Fred. W.

Coloring Lamp.
Signaloid Chemical

Fuses and Fuse Wire.

Green Fuel Economizer Co.

&

Carhartt

i'u tent Attorneys.
Bain, Poree.
-Stevens A Co., MiloB.

National India Rubber Co.

Phelps Co., The.

Stow Mfg. Co.

Economizers, Fnel.

Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks. Inc.
Union Electric Mfg. Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Company.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.
Clnaters.
Benjamin Elec. Mfg. Co.
Plume A Atwood Mfg. Co.
Clutches, Magnetic.
Cutler-Hammer Clutch Co.

Overalls.

New York Insulated Wire Co.

Lamps. Turn-down.
Economical Elec. Lamp

Flexible Shafts.

Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Co.

Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co.

&

& Weed

Wagner Electric Mfg. Co.
Warren Elec. Mfg. Co.
Wesco Supply Co.

Parsell & Weed
Chaina.

S.

Reynolds EL Flasher Mfg.Co

Bobbins ifc Myers Co.
Stanley— G. 1. Elec. Mfg. Co.
Stow Manufacturing Co.

National Electric Co.

TheF.

Doxsee Elec'L Co., A.
Haller Machine Co.

Mechanical Appliance Co.
National Electric Co.
Northern Electrical Mfg. Co.

General Storage Battery Co.
Gould Storage Battery Co.
National Batten,- Co.
Toledo Stor. Bat A Elec. Co.
Universal Elec. Stor. Bat, Co.

Steele

Century Electric CoCrocker-Wheeler Company.
Edison Mfg. Co.

Plates.

Electric Storage Battery Go.

Pliers.

Klein &Sons, Mathias.

The

Central Electric Co.

Central Electric Co.

Castinffs.

Mppers and

Indiana Rub. & Ins. Wire Co.
Johns-Manville Co., H. W.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.

Okonite

Co,

Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse EL & Mfg. Co.
JUotors. (See Dynamos and

Poles and Ties.

Sons, A. L.

Beardslee Chandelier Mfg.Co.

Parsell

luHulatlnff Machinery.
New England Butt Co.
Insulators and Insulating Materials.
American Electrical Works.

FanH and Fan Motors.

Cables (See Wires and Cables)
Carboua, P o i n t a and
Chicago Edison Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
National Carbon Co.
Relsinger, Hugo.
Wesco Supply Co.

Sons, Jas. L.
&. Insurance

Hartford Steam BoUer Inspection & Insurance Co.

Co.,

Wesco Supply

Jeffrey Mfg. Co.

Bullock Elec. Mfg. Co.

Wesco Supply

&

Specialties, fUectrical
Mfrs. and Deslsnera.
Haller Machine Co.
Speed Indicators.
Weston Electrical Inst. Co.
Storage Batteries.
American Battery Co.

Allis-Chalmers Company.
Crocker- Wheeler Company.
General Electric Co.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.

Co.

lating.

Bmsbes.

Cutter Elec.

Co.

Crocker-Wheeler Company.
General Electric Co.

Cutter Elec.

Boxea, Junction.

Robertson

Hemingray Glass

Eleciric Co.

Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse EL & Mfg. Co

Chicago Edison Co.

,

Electrician Publishing Co.
Co., D.

Van Nostrand

Brunswick Refrigerating Co.
Indicators

Inspection

Mining Appa.ratnB,EleCri

Motors.)

Making Machinery.

Ice

Chicago Edison Co.
Eleciric Appliance Co.

Roller.

t

Electric Appliance Co.
Incandescent Electric Light
Manipulator Co.

Machado &

Wagner Electric Mfg.
Wesco Supply Co.

Bossert Elec. Const. Co.
Central Electric Co.

Hooka. Blectrlcal.
Drake & Co Fred'k. J.

Inc.

haua

Steam Co.

Central Electric Co.

Sangamo

and

Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Company.
Cnt-Onta and S-wltcbea.
Bissell Co., The F.

Wks,

Reliance Instrument Co.
Robert Inst. Co., The

Runzel-Lenz Elec. Mfg. Co.
Samson Cordage Wks.
Cords, Insulated.
Reed Elecll Cordage Co., The
Couplings, Magnetic.
Cutler-Hammer Clutch Co.

Belting.

Elec.

Stanley— G. I. Elec. Mfg.
Stanley Instrument Co.

Cord.

Blow Torches

Wavne

District

Heatins. Hot "Water.
Evans, Almirall & Co.
Holders, Inc. Lamps.

General Electric Co.
Pignolet. L. M.

Controllers, Crane.
Amer. Elec. & Controller Co.
Amer. Elec. Fuse Co.

Leather Preserver Mfg. Corp.

M.

Willis, G.

Electrical Instrnments.

Contractors ajad Electric Llsbt Plants.

Bells, BazEera, Btc.

Belt DreasinK*
Dixon Crucible Co.,

I.

Amer.

Kohler Brothers,
Letheule, Paul
Milwaukee Engineering Co.
Northern Electrical Mfg. Co.

American Conduit Company

Annnnclatora.

Batteries

Co., K.

Condnit and Condnlts.
American Circular Loom Co.

W. N.

Heatins: (E x
Steam).

Humphrey, Henry H.
Hunt & Co., Eobt. W.
Jackson, D. C. & W. B.
Kemp, R. W.

Son, E. R.

Condensern. Electric.

Tel.)

A.

&

&

McLennan &

Manipulator Co.

Inc. El. Lt.

CroUus

Fres-Ko Chemical Co.

Adjnsters, Inc. LampB.

I>fag:e 3.

I

Rub.

&

Ins.

Wi

India Rubber & Guttapercha
Insulating Co.
& Sup. Co.

Kellogg Switch.

Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
National Cable & Wire Co.
National India Rubber Co
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Northern Wire & Cable Co.
Okonite Co., The.
Phillips,

Eugene

F.

PhiUlps Insulated Wire Co

&

Safety Ins. Wire

Cable Co.

Simples Electrical Co.
Spargo Wire Co Jas. A.
Standard Underground C. Co
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Company.
.

Jlllii-

lO,

II
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SOMETHING NEW

"WWWW

The Hemingray Glass Co.
Established 1848.

Office:

Covington, Ky.

Factories: Muncie, Ind.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

June

10,

1905

THE

NEW "MORRISON"
BATTERY
Just

What the World Has Been Wailing

For,

This plate is so strong
and mechanically that no amount of
electrically

abuse or of
vibration in traction servelectrical
ice

can dislodge even the

slightest particle
active material.

of

its

Lowest internal resistance of any storage battery in the world.

The weight efficiency is
conservatively 14 watts
total weight, and
electrical efficiency unsur-

per pound
passed.

THE PLATE

Universal Electric Storage Battery Co
IHOORPORATED

1355 Railway Exchange Building
Factory; 36-38 Union Park Place

Office:

Chicago,

Illinois

June

lo,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

1905

ii

FANS
THE STANDARD"
TEN MODELS
THE BEST
power

station

running

all

is its

PAYL\(; I.OAD

day and

many

in

Never varying, and
on

in

cases

the lighting meters.

them have not

knows

all

any

load-

night.

most cases running
It

this.

consti-

really

Every well-

tutes the idea! station business.

posted manager

for

ELECTRIC FAN

What some

yet learned, however,

is

of

that

the most profitable and satisfied customers

can be had by permanently adopting

Standard" line for direct

with
every

M
B6

Corliariill .Slreel.

PITTSHURQ:
ST.

LOUIS:

ten

class

models
and

"The

circuits,

to select from, to suit

need

of the

trade.

BIIM3 & IVIYE:IR3
Main

NEW YORK:

its

current

Office

BON L'ON '235 237 Cougress Street.
PHILADELPHIA:
ST. PAUL: 133 and 136 E. Btti Street.
126 Seventh Street.
;

LOS AKGELES: 278

12 N. Elgbth Street.

CO

and Works: SPRINGFIELD, OHIO
S..

Main

Street.

730 Witlierspooti Bldg.
BALTIMORB: 221 Park Avenue.
DALLAS, TE.X AS: Opera House Building.
SAN FRANCISCO: 16-18 Second Slreel.

General Electric Company

Arc Lamp and Concentric Diffuser.

Arc Lamps with Concentric Diffuser
Gives the closest imitation of daylight.

Best for stores, shops and

largfe halls.

PRINCIPAL OFFICES: SCHENECTADY,
NEW YORK

OFFICE

44

BROAD STREET.

N. Y.

SALES OFFICES IN ALL LARQE

CITIES.
1+36)
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Transformer Decision Reversed
On May

3rd the United States Court of Appeals for the Southern District of New York
Mfg. Co. vs. the
a decision in the case of the Westinghouse Electric

&

handed down

Montgomery Light & Power Company involving Stanley Patent No. 469,809,
a decision of the Lower Court favorable to the Westinghouse Company.

REVERSING

&

Appeals favorable to the Montgomery Light
long line of litigation having for its object a monoply of the
manufacture, sale and use of standard transformers such as used by all central station lighting
and power companies.
This decision of the Court of

Power Company

is

one step

in a

Considerable publicity has been given the earlier decision by the Lower Court favorable to
announcement of the reversal by the Court of Appeals will therefore

the plaintiffs, and this

dispel any misapprehension of the true merits

minds

Users of Wagner apparatus
patents of other companies.
investigate

design

of this litigation which

may have

arisen in the

of central station people.

its

all

It

may
is

rest assured that this apparatus does not infringe the valid

the policy of the

Wagner Company

the United States letters patent bearing upon

its

apparatus that the patents belonging to others, valid

invariably to

carefully

manufacture, and to so
the opinion of our attorneys,

lines of
in

no sense infringed. The wisdom of this policy is evidenced by the fact that after thirteen
years of continuous manufacture of all its standard lines, there has been no patent decision against
this Company or its apparatus which has stopped the manufacture of a single line of product, or
inconvenienced a single customer in any way.
are in

The Montgomery Light

& Power Company Is

using types

"M" and "Mtl"

transformers manufactured by this Company.

Wagner

Electric

Manufacturing Co.

ST. LOUIS, U. S. A.
i!a^^ns

1905

•;STERN

F.LECTRICIAN

GRAND PRIZE
The Highest Possible Award
Has Been CIvon

to

HIGHEST GRADE NUERNBERG CARBONS
By the International Jury of Awards, of the Louisiana Purchase Exposition,

IHUGO REISINGER,

St. Louis, 1904.

Sole Importir,

II

BROADWAY, NEW YORK

The "REFLECTRIC"
less current and can be read at a greater distance than any
other electric sign to-day on the martlet. Write for booVdet.

consumes

SOLE.
WESTERN DISPLAY COMPANY, ;;;i;rorACTUR.Rs

MINN.

ST. PAUL,
THOMAS

S.

ROBERT

REED, President

E.

BENJAMIN, Secretary

iiEV-GJEl^^™''"^Wt"WC(cSNfl

<5^^ PITTSFIELD MASSACHUSETTS

The Reed

Our New
Electrical Cordage

B. 0.

.CLC
Lc

Transformers

Compaay

(INCORPORATED)

are

unequaled

MANUFACTURERS OFfor high

INSULATED CORDS

all

day

efficiency.

631

SVRICUSE,

University Bulldlns

N. Y.

They are supe-

FACTORY, 419 TRACY STREET
rior

of

ELECTRICIANS PLEASE READ
the following

test:

in

points

insulation

and regulation

SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY
Syracuse, N. Y.. March 6ib, 1905.

The Reed

over

Electrical Cordage Co.

ordinary'

Syracuse. N. Y.

Gentlemen: — I liavf letted the insulation of tbe samviles of lamp cord which you
furnished rae and And ihat both of tbeoi exceed tbe Underwriters' requirements of 5ii
megohms per mile. Both samples gave an Insulation resistance of over 70 megohms
per mile, 70 megohms being the limit which the sensibility of mv instruments wou'd
allow mo to specify. Tbe tests were made after tbe cord bad soaked for twenty-fcnr
hours In a saturated solution of salt.
Yours very truly,
(Signed)

\V. P.

transformers.

GRAHAM.

Western Sales

Department of Electrical Engineering.

To Increase our working
$25 00 per share

for

capital

q limited

'

tii

nly.

few shares

trea5Ufy stock at
Please address secretary for further

e offerlne a

particulars.

Monadnock

90 X OF Tf.

CfNTRAL

kj STATIONS,
NATIONAL CARBON

CO.,

Office,

of

//v

rti^ u. s.

Block,

Chicago,

111.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

June
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POLISn
iifjw.ia-jrjm«i.w«

engiiieering department devotes its -whole time to solviyig problems of electric motor control. Tell us zuhat you wish to accomplish
and we'll pla7i the -way.

Our

"NEW STANDARD"

THE "AUTOGAS" DRY
BATTERY

DRY BATTERIES

For Portable Service

Self Starters

Are the Standard

UR
I

for Large Motors

I

it is

the Best

is

Made

of

NAVY AND
WORLD.

THE

of many years
in dry battery manufacture lias
given tiiis battery the supremacy It holds over ail others,

An experience

the best dry ceil ever made.

They are made

in

all

standard

and

For Automobiles, Launches, and

all

Ignitk

special sizes.

work where compactness

WM. ROCHE,

INVENTOR AND SOLE MANUFACTURER

52-54

is

a requisite.

PARK PLACE, NEW YORK

COST

ITS FIRST

A Secondary Consideration
The

first

cost of an Accelerator

it

No other form

motors

trol of large

more than a

costs

number

of starter for the automatic con-

friction clutch, a

times longer,

the Cutler-Hammer Multiple Solenoid.

it's

worth

lasts

a roo

of times more, but

IOC times more because

will operate so effectively as

and

is

is

Of course

a secondary consideration.

it

loo times less

trouble.

Every contact

is

made wiih

a

snap and with-

out arcing.

a

Steps of resistance are cut out by solenoid
switches, each switch being energized in turn by

week the wooden blocks have to be
renewed.
In a month or two the cost
of these renewals amount to as mut h as
the first cost of an Accelerator,
and
then the trouble and delay.

a master solenoid, the latter's action being gov-

erned by a dash pot. This arrangement gives
smooth and easy start to the motor.

—

a

An

Accelerator in place of that friction clutch would last

The opening of the main circuit is accomplished
by a solenoid circuit maker and breaker, equipped

years and years.

with powerful blowouts for disrupting the

entail

The

arc.

motors can be automatically
and stopped by this system with a switch
carrying not over one ampere of current, and
largest size

started

controlled

by a float switch, or small pressure
by any kind of small switch operated

regulator, or

by hand

or automatic devices.

can be used with either reversing or nonreversing motors for operating pumps, electric
It

elevators, cranes, hoists etc.

Send for bulletin 70

D

for full description.

In a certain factory in Wisconsin is
lOT-H.P. friction clutch.
Once a

It would not have to be adjusted; it would
no expense except the cost of oil and new carbons, a
cost so small that it is hardly worth considering; and it would
start the machinery every time without any jerking, simply
by pushing a button.
If you have a similar case, don't figure on the first cost.
Take your pad and pencil and figure out the cost of repairs,
the cost, bother and annoyance of delays, and estimate the
saving to your machinery by proper and gradual starting.
We're anxious for an opportunity to prove to you that
the Accelerator is the ideal clutch; that it is the only one on
the market that has the proper principle of starting; that its
construction is such that it gives no trouble, causes no delays,
works equally well whether started by push buttons or automatic devices, and that when the current is turned off instantly

releases.

The Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co.
136 Liberty St.

BOSTON
J

76 Federal St

CHICAGO

will

give

you an idea

of its construction

Cutler-Hammer Clutch Co.

MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN
NEW YORK

Our catalogue
and operation.

MILWAUKEE, WIS.

PITTSBURG

Monadoock Bldg. Farmers

Binfc BIdg.

NEW YORK
136 Liberty St.

BOSTON

CHICAGO

PITTSBURG

176 Federal St.

Monadnock BIdg.

Farmers Bank Bldg

WF.STKRN
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RUBBER INSULATION
aOKONITE COMPANY^
Jlanufadurers ofInsulated ¥ires a/id Cadles
253 BROADWAY NEW YORK CITY.
^L

'F.^i-

^^^2^2^

yi'S"
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JUST SUPPLIES
In our

new

RELIABLE
LIGHTING RESULTS

Tackson Boulevard, Chicago, we have
the largest and best equipped Electrical

Supply Warehouse

in the world.

We have no side issues;

our whole time
and thought is given to see how quickly
and satisfactorily we can fill orders for

BY ORDERINQ EDISON tAMPS

Exclusively used by most discriminating
purchasers

Electrical Supplies.

Try

us and our methods.
Riffi^nlifipT/il'In'^s
street Series Lamps
Miniature Lamps.

ELECTRIC APPLIANCE COMPANY
134-136-138-140 West Jackson Boulevard,

VOLT

AMMETERS

-

-

Bend for

ACCURATE.

Circular.

M. PICNOLET

L.
78-80 Cortlandt

New

St.,

»"

CompletB and short conraes. Tboronelilr equipped
enelneering ebops. Shop work 'rom the beelnnlng. SHort courses In Steam and Electrical
Engineering. ExpeneeB low. Accommodations ttie
besv School all year. Students may enter any time.
Correspondence steam and electrical courses, send
lor catalogue. Mention course In which Interested.

Faults, Grounds, etc.

York. N. T.

HIGHLAND PARK COLLEGE,

DES MOINES, IOWA.

:

;

nAlN lamp sales office
Harrison, N. J.

"NEW
IDEA" SOLDERING PASTE
IDEA SOLDERING PASTE
214

NEW

ST.,

CHICAGO

Eor Electrical Workers

and Line Builders.
MATHIAS KLEIN & SONS.
W. Van Buren

St.,

Chicaao.

ESTABLISHED

Ill

187B.

COMBINATION OF

Stow

Fiexi|i[e Shaft

MULTI-SPEfo MDTOR
Prftctlcally duet and water proof. For Portable
Drilling, Tapping, Reaming, Emery Grinding, etc.
"Write for Catalogue and Prices.

You Who are TrouMod with Sparking and CutUng of Commuiaiors to Uso
article that

TOOLS

KLEIN'S
SI

WANTED
The only

M.KLeiN & 50N.

CLEAN, REPAIR AND RENEW
27 W. MONROE

M

Send 2c stamp for new catalogue No. 6 ol

OLD BELTS.
LEATHER PRESERVER MFO. CORP.

Valp&riwiso. Ind.

:

'^^i-"Hibbard Ave.. Detroit.

CO..

WE BUY OLD BELTS
WE

The insulation is the most important part of your machine— be sure
you buy only the best. Cheap insulation cannot be good insulation.
IF IT-S MICABOND YOU CAN BE SURE YOU
HAVE THE BEST—OUR. GUAR.'VNTEE IS BEHIND IT

CHICAGO MICA CO.

General Electric Company

CHICAGO

::

::

Engineering

POCKET SIZE
For testinp Batteriee and
Battery Circuits, Locating

RELIABLE.

T905

INSURE

West

building, 134 to 140

10,

STOW MFG.

T SPARKING.

ti

CO., Binghamion, N. Y.

PREVENT CUTTING.

Absolutely WiH Mot

Gum

The Brushes ...
n will put that high

Copper, Brass, Iron Machinery

1

SO

o long

Ota. iter

Stic/e-

For Sale by

all

$5.00

/per

Doxon

K.

Supply Houses, or

^

FREE, Sample Stick.

Title

and

ROSE POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE

Purchased

GO.,

Maiiufucturcrs,
Trust Dldg.
CHICAGO, ILL.

WALSH'S SONS &

1

.V.

J.

I,

MICA

Form

EUGENE MUNSELL AND CO.
NBW YORK

Cloth and

Paper.

M.

and

CHICAGO

That

For

ro« the

Years

MICA INSULATOR

the

cheap

in

price,
best.

Have one in stock.
Order now.

Standard.

CO.,

NEW YORK and CHICAGO

CAMPBELL TIME SWITCH

quality the

Originators
Manufacturers of Electrical Apparatus

CAMPBELL BROS.,

Lynn, Mass.

General Storage Battery Company
MANUFACTURERS OF

Bijur'High Duty' Storage Batteries
and Auxiliary Ap/tllances
CONTRACTORS FOR COMPLETE
WORKS:
BOONTON,

N. J.

INSTALLATIONS

Pres-

TRADE.

Well-made, reliable,
easy to install,

Is

C. Compound, Empire

I.

MEES,

Qualities, in any
at Lowest Prices

INSULATION
Micanite, Linotape,

address G. L.

CO. '^^Mr^^I'^^^^^

GAS & ELECTRIC FIXTURES

all

Laboratory equipFor Catalogue and t*ro-

hop-j.

Newark, N.

CO.,

BEARDSLEE CHANDELIER MFG

Of

Enplne.

:

sought alter.

McLENNAH
&
sole

GENERAL SALES OFFICE:
42 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

<

I

III-.' •II''l' lA.';

l-,KN'

«7

lO IVIRO. OO.

\A/AFRRIBIM

THE WARREN ALTERNATING-CURRENT GENERATOR
WITHOUT BRUSHES, COMMUTATOR OR MOVING WIRE

S.ANOOSKY,
It

Beat^=The

Be

Can't

Guthrie Flasher

A FEW ADVANTAGES OF THIS
FLASHER OVER ALL OTHERS
i

Tho

I'ric-o 1«

lower.

Stfconrf.-Il hfts fcwiT parts knd
plt'Ht llunhur ON tlHi markut.

Third.

GUTHRIE'S FLASHER
PAT'D DEC. 15 1903

~M

hiiH

no motor

in

tbercforo tho 8lm-

to cause troubl*

Wo

hav.> ovrrcom.' this

thai meets a

and arc

loujs' felt

The General

an

ing

now affirmed by

The Yost

Sockets.

for

The

Lower Court and

patent

was

the decision

is

the Circuit Court of Appeals.

article

The Yost Electric Mhj.

want.

Co.,

Toledo, Ohio.

CO.

ST. LOUIS

We

LA RGE

and improved

increased

FOUR NEW ROSETTES

published

WALL SOCKETS WITH SUB-BASE
FIBRELITE SHAOES
DOUBLE FALCON WRENCHES
ELECTROGRIP

pages of readi ng matter.

198 columns or

3,

have

our line by adding

The Wes TERN Electrician
is

Linings

Fibre

declared void in the

IN 1904

This

Electric instituted suit against

General Agents for United States and Ce,n&.d&.

Agents Wanted

i,o66

S. A.

Electric for infringement of the "Painter Patent" cover-

the motor question.

patting' out

DOXSEE-BARRERE ELECTRIC
1108-1110 Pine St.,

.

and coDiiumo

fourth. -It costs nothing \o operate tbia flasher.
ruth. — ll only occupies a space of fix h Inches.
Sixth. -It can bo reiculaied to ila.sh any sIk'ns or Nhow
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CHAPTERXVIII. Reading. CHAPTER XIX. Ethics.

$3.00

I.

Or These

Five Books
For

$5.00

Complete— Concise— CoDveoieDt.

A practical handbook of reference, cent
deflnitions of about 5,000 distinct
words, terms and phrases.
The work Is absolutely indispensable ti
science, from tho higher electrical experi
In fact it should be in the posagssion of all wtio
stre tQ keep abreast with ttie
progress of this branch of scieace.

Electrician Publishing Co.
310 MsLrqviette Building

-

°

-

Chicatgo

-u

•i*

44•^

4i*
4•^
4^
444*
44*-

$1

AritKmetic of

Making'

Just Published.

of

T.

Simplified

PRICB, Sl.OO.

Batteries.

Batteries; Storage Batteries.

Sixteenth EdiUon.

165 Pas:es.

lllastrated.

Blectricity

CHAPTER II. Permanont Magnets. CHAPTER
III.
Electro-Magnets. CHAPTER IV.
Electric Motors.
CHAPTER V.
Electric Bells. CHAPTER TI. Miscellaneous Toys. CHAPTER Til. Spark
and Induction Coils, and Allied Subjects. CHAPTER Vlll. Hand-Power
D.vnamo. CHAPTER IX. Miscellaneous Receipts and Formula'.
I.

Fatal Shock.

ARITHMETIC
By PROF.

Technic&l libroLry?

OCONOR SLOANE

Contents

:Detlc Units;

Batteries;

books serve as a nucleus for YOUR.

ELECTR-IC MOTOR. CONSTRUCTION
Very Fully

CHAPTER

Would not these

DYNAMO BUILDING and

PRICE. $1.00

Editions

Just Published.

i.

4*
4*
4*
4*
4*
44*
4.
4*
4*
4*
4>
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STROMBERG-GARLSON

June

Has the advantage of being- as rapid
and costs less to maintain than a lamp
board.
small cost.

Effective service

1905

FTAPHONE

Generator Gall Visual Signal Switchboarcl.

signal

10,

Intergommunigating

at

Telephgne
System
Key shelf
is

Automatic

so low,

No Gross Talk

operator
can use an
ordinary

Easiest to

Made

chair

in

install.

different

finishes.

The METAPHONE
is

This type of cabinet has all the advantages
and none of the disadvantages of many
boards twice its size. Bulletin sent free for

ANDERSON

GO,

CHICAGO,

Phone Harrison 4968

ILL.

WORK

Knob on

(TIE
'

WIRE

H A R H rr
I

I

[Saves

EXCURSION

its

little

more than the

5J^

Knob.

Cost.

The SNYDER-HUNT CO..

Or Any Jobber

Belle Plaine. la.

::^\\S

Ashury Park, N. J.
Oia the

Wabash
On Account of

the

National Educational Association,
Leaving Chicago June 29 to July 2
Lonf rates, long limits, iiberal stop-ooer
privileges, t^'ith the option of Lake Steamers
betufeen Detroit and Buffalo, Hudson RiOer

Day

Steamers from Albany to NeiV
and Ocean trip from Nen? York to

Line

Yor/c,

Atlantic Highlands.
The only line running Free Chair Cars bett^een Chicago and New York.
_Write for free copy of Wabash N.E.A.

C. S.
F.

12^

One
They are

—Fca^e£^'^^:£diSHr=^Trf>!am1eCl

of their distinctive

features

is

the

sure and

so constructed that internal resistance

grows

constant current delivery.
less

with use, polarization

completely obviated, and they work at full strength until all the energy of every
element is exhausted. It will pay you to investigate their other points of superiority.
Write for booklet No. 7.
is

CRANE. G. P. <S- T. A.. St. Louis.
PALMER, A. G. P. A.. Chicago.

A.

the greater his busi-

The

greater

his^

LllluUll IflrUi UUi New

York;

3! Union Sq,

Chicago;

304 Wabash

Ave.

bu

IT IS

SAID THAT GLADSTONE SAID:

"ONLY A MINT CAN MAKE MONEY WITHOUT ADVERTISING"
IT IS

TRUE,

208

Money

Costs only a

the Market.

Saves Twice
Use

Suite

MADE EASY

IS
No

Safest and Strongest

NACHMAN

$c

356 DEARBORH STREET, CHICAGO

BRANCH OFFICE,

GENERAL OFFICE,

ROCHESTER, N.Y.

Irtsulators In

any

for

AMD PRICES

STROMBERG-CARLSON TEL. MFG.

1

best

0£T OUR CATALOG

the asliing. Write to-day.

Our No.

the

telephone installation.

1101

WHETHER GLADSTONE SAID

IT

OR NOT.

:

I

line

WESTERN

1905

10,

F'.LECTRICIAN
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Kellogg Express Switchboard Cabinet
The

graceful

TlIK

FIttr-LIni

Appearance
comes from
Simple

.\

ICLECTRIC

ro.MA'lK

I

<

'(>.^I I'.V

.N

^

Capacity

Quarter

WIM. UK "AT IKIUC" AT

Sawed Oak

Lines.

for

the entire

Exterior of

.suiTi;

the Cabinet

nii; ai

<n;:i.

nnown

m hotkl.

Tliis

ANI> AT TIIEIII

Attractive

Thoroughly

Design has
been so

seasoned

popular that

wood

I

ACTOKV VAN BUKE.N AMi

.MOKCiA.V STS.,

has been

it

much

copied

by other
manufac-

DIIIilNO TIIK

Finished In
Light or

turers

Oak

Golden

Gold Medal

Highest

Grand Prize
Highest

Award

Award
Louis

St.

Exposition

Exposition

1902

1904

The Strongest, Longest Lived, Most Efficient Switchboards made.
telephone experts will tell you that.
<&,

CHIC AGO

A'l'

JL'.N'K aoTii.

Buffalo

Kellogg Switchboard

National-Intekstate Txdepexdext
Telephone Associatio.n Coweation

All

aisT

AND

a;iNi>.

AND WILI. BE PLEASED TO KECEIVE AT EITHER
PLACE THE DELEGATES AND TISITOBS TO THE
CONVENTION FOR THE PURPOSE OF DEMONSTRATING THE AUTOMATIC TELEPHONE SYSTEM.

Supply Co.

Congress & Green Streets
CHICAGO
CLEVELAND

LOS ANGELES

PHILADELPHIA

THE DENVER AND
RIO GRANDE R. R.

Adjustable

has more scenic attractions, mountain resorts, mineral spr)ng:s, hunting and fishing grounds than any
other railroad In the world.

It

For Flat or Roll
Compare

service.

rates for the

PRICE

and

R.C.NIGHOL,

Com! Agt.

T. A.

Denver, Colo.

MORE THAN REGULAR DESK SETS

for free llluBlrated booklets.

S.K. HOOPER,
G. P.

SI.OO

HIGH GRADE

Telephone
Apparatus

Made any length desired.
Send us your orders.

ours to others.

Epworth

League and Q. A. R. Conventions.
Write

Top
"^ Desks

Bo. 83-87

has a superb dining car service.

Low summer

Telephone
Mfg. Co.

Telephone

It reaches all points of Interest In
Colorado and Utah.
It Is tbe only line passing through
Lake City en route to and irom
California and North Pacific Coast.
1 1 is the most attractive line to the
Portland Exposition.
It has the highest class modern

Salt

equipment and through car

international

Burns'

242 Clark

St.,

Chicago,

AMERICAN ELECTRIC TELEPHONE CO.

Harrison and Clinton Sts.

CHICAGO

CHICAGO

III.

Subscription

Blank — Foreigr

Gleason's
ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING

Moulding

Boxes.

Gentlemen
Enclosed find fSlso, for which

ELECTRICIAN weekly

Send

postal

pamand

phlet
price

JOHN

L.

list

to

QLEASON

290 South St.

A NO. 2-REaULAR

B NO.

2

REGULAR

Jamaica

Plain,

please

Mass.

$5 00 a Year
i52 Numborsl

$2.50 6 Months
(26 Numbers)

send

THE

to the following address for ^i

order to go into effect with current number.

for descriptive

CO.,

510 Marquette BIdg., Chicago, U. S. A.

WESTERN

months; this

:

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

26
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PILLSBURY-WATKINS
COMPANY
LUMBER EXCHANGE.
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
SOUTHERN
OAK TIES.

CEDAR POLES, POSTS, TIES AND SHINGLES.
THE PORTER CEDAR

POLES, TIES, POSTS.
•WESTERN"

WHITE CEDAR POLES
HALL

St

BR00K5

^^^^9B

Pole

&?n^a^uM.
•ago

Are the Best.

Southern Gedar
NO ROTTEN BUTTS.

only satis-

factory

L.

WISCONSIN AVBNUB

TOMAHAWK, WIS.

DIGGER
The

CO.,

MICH.

We want your Inquiries always.

PRODUCERS.

POLE BOLE

SAeiHAW,

POLES

D.W. PHELAN,
277 Broadway, NewYork

Hole Digger.

our Specialties

Because it will
work at the bottom of a deep
hole.

Telephone Poles
Electric Light Poles
Street Railway Poles

Hewn Timbers and
Round or

It will

loosen

Piling,

Octagonal

and

bring out anything

For

S.

sale

by

MISSOURI CYPRESS CO.

all

k OBTAIN

the best supply
houses.

ON

Practical Running of

of

Dynamos.

A Utile booklet on tbe care and the locatili|
and remedying of troubles in dynamos and

"Westero" Railroad Gates.

motors.

I»rlc5e,

RIVERS,

Book Orders
aiVCN PROMPT ATTENTION

TIES

THE WHITE MARBLE LIME

Gate Go.
Manufacturers

OUR PRICES

ELECTRIC RAILWAY

WHITE CEDAR

Western Steel

TWO

E.

Campbell, Mo.

meets.

it

Electrician Publishing Co.,

CO., Manistique, Mich.

Suite Slfl Marquette BIdg.,

CHICAGO

fs^^^^k^mw^^^-^^^^^^m^m^^^

10 Cents.

Catalogue of mechanical and electrical books
free.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY.
510 Marquette Bldg., CblcaBO.

^g ^J

rnTli-'%ri rii\

ESTABLISHED

Subscription Blank— Domestic.

1662

WM. MUELLER COMPANY
MARQUETTE BLDG. CHICAGO.
EieMT DISTRIBUTINQ YARDS

1211-12-13

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING

CO.,

5 10 Marquette BIdg., Chicago, U. S. A.

'^@i

The

Electrician Publishing Co., 510 Marquette Bldg.,

Gentlemen

Chicago.
Inclosedfind |i?g, for

ELECTRICIAN weekly

which

please

send

to the following address f or

Headquarters

for all

latest Electrical Books.

THE WESTERN

Write
g^

for Catalogue.

months, this

order to go into effect with current number.

Idaho Cedar Poles
$3.00

a Year

(52 Numbers!

$1.50

6 Months

(26 Numbers'

PAQFIC COAST POLE CO.

SPOKANE, WASH.

June

WESTERN

1905

lo,

ELECrr:"

27

CEDAR POLES

and TIES
Minm

DULUTH LOG

YARDS THROUOHOUT THE NORTHWIST
COOO STOCK -PROMPT SHIPMENTS

May wc

flix-incli, thirties.

CO., Duluth,

nut

quote ymi on llicse lor IMMF-DIATK. SHIPMENT? Can also quote you on any
other sizes you may need. Wc also have plenty of those "Trolley" ties yet.

MALTBY CEDAR COMPANY, 509 Phoinix
Pittsburg Agents, Tipper

POLES

Block, Bay City, MIehlgan.
Patton, BOO Bossemer BuKding.

Sl

W.

C.

STERLING & SON,

TIES.

MONROE, MICH.
Kl.Tvri I'oHj Yurds In MIcIiIk

Wholf^ult; ProduciTrt fur 20 year:

CEDAR

-FootTies,iV\ichigan'sBestWhiteCedar
for Electric Railways, Our Specialty.

7

ALSO TROLLEY POLES

PERRIZO & SONS,

Write us.

H. M.

DAOQETT.MICH.

TIES,

LOUD'S SONS CO., Au Sable, Mich.

MICHIGAN WHITE

LARGE STOCK.

KELl OCC SWITCHBOARD & SUPPLY CO..

PROWPT SHIPMENTS.

Cedar

POLES,
POSTS,

TORREY
CEDAR CO.,
CLINTONVILLE, WIS.
Lsrg. Stock Constantly on Huid

Chlcai^o.

BERTHOLD

Poles

IN

DE.-\LERS

THE

WHITE CEDAR.
IDAHO CEDAR up

to

80

TIES.

& JENNINGS,
ST. LOUIS.

ft.

OAK, CYPRESS and

Chemical Building.

YELLOW

PINE.

'VAsUJy:

iBJL^^AiJv^
POLE

POLES.

.'\DVERTISING
ELEC-

WESTERN

TRICIAN OBTAIN MOST EXCEL-

LENT RESULTS BECAUSE IT
PLACES THEM IN TOUCH WITH
ACTUAL BUYERS OF POLES.
TRY A CARD.

CENTRAL STATION HEATING
We are the originators and builders of the ONLY underground system of live and exhaust steam heating.
system

is

used for the utilization and distribution

of

exhaust steam from

electric-light

and power

Our

plants, for heating

We

residences, stores, public buildings, etc.
250 plants in successful financial and mechanical operation.
have the
only practical Steam Meter. Also manufacturers of Wooden Water Pipe, Steam Pipe Casing, Steam Traps, Condensation Meters, Valves, Economizing Coils, Separators, and a full line of Steamfitters' Supplies.

Write

for

the

STORY

of

DISTRICT STEAM HEATING

AMEi3ICAM
DlSTBICT STEAM
COMPANY
WESTERN OTFICES: MONADNOCK BLDG.
MAIN OFFICES

LOCKPORT,

N.Y.

CHICAGO, ILL..
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Westinghouse
Type "B"

Wattmeter

Inte§:rating

With Glass Cover.

With Metal Cover.
Adjustments:
A. Friction Adjustment.
B. and C. Frequency Adjustment.

D.

Easy to
The

fact that the

meter

makes

meters

require

element

easy

before

The mechanism

Easy to Adjust

Install

Type B Meter

it

Permanent Magnet Adjustment.

to

a sealed

is

the

moving

being

placed

in

service.

of the

Type B

is

adjusted

releasing

of

If

by any accident the calibration

Type B Meter

Other

install.

is

inspector.

it

will

give

proper connections, and take

reading,

letters
all

desired.

The

ABC

D).

It

will

be noted

mechanical sliding adjustments,

reached by removing the cover.

There are

no soldered adjustments,

danger

damage from

can place the meter in service.

We

adjustment

secured by set screws, which can be easily

can make

initial

the

placed

leaves the hands of the

Any lineman who

of the

can readily

center illustration shows these adjustments

they are
in service just as

it

be readjusted by moving the slide which

(see

and

at the factory ready for use,

destroyed

is

Have Some Interesting Wattmeter

Westinghouse

&

of

acid fumes.

Literature; Write for

Electric

with

it.

Mig. CO.

Pittsburg, Pa.
'

Address nearest district office
York, Atlanta. Dallas, Baltimore, &oston, Buffalo, Chicago, Ckichtn^tl, Cleveland, Denver, Detroit, Los Angeles, Minneapolis. New Orleans, Philadelphia, Pittsburg, St. Louis.
5alt Lake City, San Francisco. Syracuse, Seattle.
Canada: Canadian Westlnghouse Co., Limited, namilton, Ontario. Mexico; Q. & O. Branlff & Co., City of Mexico.

June

10,

WESTKKN

1905
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YOU INSERT THE COIN
aLnd the

"WOOD" PREPAYMENT WATTMETER
DOES THE REST
IT

CAN BE

Adjusted for any rate.
Supplied for any frequency.
Furnished for two or three wire
IT

circuit.

CANNOT BE

Cheated without evidence.

Tampered with.
Opened without breaking the

seal.

Write for Bulletin No. 1066D.

TYPE K METER

FORT WAYNE ELECTRIC WORKS
FORT WAYNE.

MADE FOR

HEAVY OVERLOADS

IND.

RECOGNIZED
BY ALL UNBIASED METER EXPERTS TO
BE THE MOST RELIABLE DIRECT CUR-

RENT WATTMETER

IN

THE WORLD

I^BB^^^BI 11

IBM

ll

m
J

r ^^'•mEmflK':^

Western Electric Co.

1

NEW YORK

CHICAGO
OTHER LARQB

CITIES

DUNCAN ELECTRIC MFC.
LAFAYETTE

INDIANA,

CO.
U. 8. A.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

30

'

June

HAZARD
JOHN

ROEBLING'S

A.

SONS

GO.

New York

-

Chicago

-

VULCANIZED FIBRE

Bare

Wire

Copper

Hlgbet grades for clectricml insulation mad mechanical putpoact, in shcettf
and special shapes. Catalogues and samples oa applicatioa.

tubes, rods

VULCANIZED FIBRE

Wire

Kinds

>

Wilmingrton, Dei.^

-

HARD AND FLEXIBLE FIBER IN SHEETS, RODS AND TUBmO.

N. J.

AGENCIES AND BRANCHES
San Francisco

Cleveland

Chlcigo

CO.,

KARTAVERT.i

TRENTON,

MAIN OFFICE AND WORKS

Hen York

JSfD^feVeUe""""

HAZARD MANUFACTURING COMPANY

Insulated

All

1905

Rubber Covered, Weatherproof, Magnet
Wires, Office and Annunciator Wires.
Willtesbarre

of

10,

MASTJPACTTJBED ET

Atlanta

Philadelphia

THE lURTAVERT MANUFACTURING CO.

WIlDltlgtOI.

Hr-

Robert

Volt-Ammeter
Dead Beat
Accurate, Durable

Economy and

Guaranteed
List Price. $6.00
Including leather

Efficiency

case.

Send (or Cafalorue.

3 Volts.

Demand

30 Ampert

THE RUBERT
INSTRUMENT CO

The

We

nection.

DON'T BUY

lengths

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

and

Until

you have seen our

in

make

all

copper,

sizes

tinned

Everyone who saw the Reco and
Improved Reynolds Flashers at the
Denver convention
pronounced

iron.

why

not,

Price LUt.

and

copper

Are you using American joints?

new Catalogue and new

IDE CONVENTION
IS OVER

use of a joint on every line con-

them

If

perfect.

Everyone was surprised to know

not?

that such perfect running Flashers

Free to the trade.

could be built with so

few working

parts.

Manlattan Electrical

SabbIj Co.

There

AUoint Before Twisting

fragile

is
nothing delicate
about these Flashers.

They

or

made heavy and strong
and handle their work with absolute

THIS

A Jointi After

AUTOMATIC

Twisting

are

certainty.

Those who saw this exhibit
know why we make and sell more

SERIES

Flashers than

Write for Samples and Prices

There

is

all

others combined.

a reason.

Let us send you our illustrated
They are free.

folders.

American

Electric Fuse

Conr^any

Has resistance equal

No. 12
A. F.

HAMACEK,

CHICAGO,

2014KENMORE

Chicago,

WIRE

New

Reynolds Electric Flasher
Manufacturing Co.

York, Atlanta-

221 Fifth Ave.. Chicago, U. S. A.
ILL.

AVE.

PUBLIC BUILDING without
modern.

Our

generators are

and department

own

its

giving

independent lighting and power plant

satisfactory

service

in^

numerous

offices,

is

not considered

public

buildings

stores.

NATIONAL BANK

The plant of the FIRST
recent installations and consists of four
for 15,000

drive

Branch

Offices

W.

16-C. P. lamps and 400 H. P.
fans, elevators, compressors, etc.

pumps,

Ampere,
!6

Building of CHICAGO is one of our
D. C. Generators which furnish current
These motors
of Crocker-Wheeler motors.

150-K.

N. J.
Chicago Office :01d Colony BIdg.

®

CHICAGO, JUNE

$3.00 PiR Aiiua.

17, 1905.

INSULATED

SIMPLEX

RUBBER COVERED, WEATHEHPROOF. UNOERGflOUNO AND SUBMARINE.

The Simplex Electrical

"""""R'mxsoN""^'
I

Monadnock Blorh. CHICAGO.

I

I

O StatO

Sircet,

RUBBER COVERED

Co.,

BOSTON, MASS

OFFICE AND FACTORY: BRISTOL,

INMU-l>ariM KxpoMition,
nedal for KnkbcrlnNulatlon.

^^^t

Jlledal for

"•"««'•

SPABOO.

Pre*. «nd Oca'l

chlcigo Olllcc.

1.101

F.

W. McNAIK.

Xatlonal <'odr Htandarfl.

Paranlte Rubbir Covered Wires and Cables,

I-T-E

UNDERGROUND, AERIAL, SUBMARINE AND INSIDE USE.
TELEPHONB, TBLBQRAPH AND FIRE-ALARM CABLES.

CIRCUIT BREAKERS

JOKE^BORO, IKD.

at Factory.

;OLOR.

/*!-'/

A State inBtltutlon located Id and making
of an active mining district. SummiT term
begins Juno \'2. For yearbook and record of
graduates, apply to

PRESIDENT OR SBCRBTARV,

OW"!?

LAMPS

^iV"

WITH

KLIEGL BROS..

PROTECT YOUR IDEAS.

No patent, no

Props.

848

Mile B. Stevens &, Co.,

I4tli St.,

"Oj,

CONOt/ITS FOR INTERIOR WIRINr.

American Circular Loom Co.

NEW YORK

St..

r\i^CUL(/,

I

Liquid
Coloring

W. S8tK

elltBLE o_''(

Cbclxa. M.iu.,

Ncf

York. Cbk<|«. Saa

Frmclut

fee.

Cope's

Established 1864.

Consultation free.

129

and Factory. TREMTON, N. J.

.

SIGNALOID CHEMICAL WORKS

Houibton, MIcb.

PATENTS

^.a^^T

Office

,«-•

PHILADELPHIA

CUTTER ELECTRICAL CO..

SlQUalOlO

Preildtnt

jisu

N. Y.

CRESCENT INSULATED WIRE AND CABLE CO.
Main

Michigan College of Mines

ROME,

>v,n.dn»ck KIJi.

WIRES ANDCABLES

CO., Ltd.

253 Broadway, New York

Wires arelested

CO.

Mcr.

of

CRESCENT RUBBER INSULATED

INDIANA RUBBER AND INSULATED WIRE CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

All

Washington.

Remember

Patent

Conduit

Rod

^MH|^pLL^M'i.Bi^

of Steel an.

possible »..,„„-.

Samson Spot Cord

vjlS^SdlB^ roS^'a!,Sio«,id.r»«H.,,«L- h«i<

igSitflsTM^i^^

For

Coupling

Quick

these rods have ao \o*

Tbeie Coupling? are

ARC LAMP and
TROLLEY CORD

Ptkt. 3 ll.^n ctnli, < (1. 15 ccnii.
Paleated FeOTDary x. 1993.

Send for Sftmplos and Prices

SAJViaOlK OORI3.A.OB -WORICS,

rMILAOILMU. rc

3t«« Bartk rirtuatk Straat

AITON MACHINE CO.
INSULATING, CABLING,

OFFICE:

RUBBER AND HYDRAULIC

126

MACHINERY.

WESTON

NEW YORK

LIBERTY

ST.,
WORKS: HARRISON,

N. J.

ELECTRICAL
INSTRUMENT

'"Main Office and Works, Waverly Park,

CO.,

NEWARK, N.

Voltmeters,

Milliioltmeters,

Aniineters,

Milammeters,

BROOKSMITH DYNAMO CASTINGS

J.

Castings, Punchings, riaterials and Blue Prints for con-

Voltammeters.

structing the

Dynamo,

Ground Detectors and Circuit Testers,

Brocksmith

flotor,

Dynamotor,

notor.Qenerator, 5ingle-Pbase
Rectifier, A. C. Qenerator, etc.

Portable Galvanometeri,

Our Poi'table Instruments are recog-nized as
The Standard the world o\-er. The Seml-Portable Laboratory Standards are

si ill

better.

Our Station Voltmeters and Amin«ters are
unsurpassed in [iolnt of extreme accuracy and
lowest consumpUon of energ^y.

Berltn— European Weston Electrical
ment Co., K^t^e^stras:^e. Xo. 88.

LONDON —

Elliott

Bros.,

Century

Instru-

Works,

Lewisham.

WestOB StBBdard Portable Direct
Beadinff Ammeter.

Paris,

France— E.

New Vork

I.

BARE AND TINNED COPPER WIRE
FINE SIZES A SPECIALTY

Manson Tape, Candee

THE OKONITE

A.

Manufacturer*

Sole Manufacturers of

Okonite Wires, Okonite Tape,

I

JAMES A. SPARQO WIRE
JAMES

Uabber InHulution.

THE STANDARD FOR
RVBBKR INSL'lvATION.

TRADE MARIC

r'oV-lnVoh"?.";

The

18»:t-Worl<r« Fair.

R.

H. Cadiot. l:! Rue St. Georges
Oflice-5'4 Cortlandt St,
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Bullock Engine-Type Generators
The

Ideal

Electric

Form

of

Generator

Less Space

More Power

No

We

Belting

build complete equipments for Hectric

Lighting and Street Railway Plants.

Allis-Chalmers
Electrical

The

Bullock Electric Mfg. Co.
Cincinnati.

Yost Wins
The General

Electric instituted suit against

Ohio.

THE "STANDARD" FANS
"ENTIRE SATISFACTION"
Money cannot buy
more than that, and that
is what goes with every
one of the ten Models

The Yost

Electric for infringement of the "Painter Patent" cover-

ing

Fibre

Linings

declared void in the

now

Co

Department

for Sockets.
The patent was
Lower Court and the decision is

of "Standard" Fans.

affirmed by the Circuit Court of Appeals.

The Yost Electric Mfg.

We illustrate this
week the 16-inch 1904
Model Desk Fan, a

Co.,

Toledo, Ohio.

quiet, powerful, efficient
air

We

have increased
our line by adding

and improved

mover,

finished,

FOUR NEW ROSETTES

superbly

built

a lifetime.

The

be adjusted

as to

angle

WALL SOCKETS WITH SUB-BASE

tion,

FIBRELITE SHADES

at will.

or

to

last

air

can

direc-

volume

DOUBLE FALCON WRENCHES
ELECTROGRIP

THE ROBBINS & MYERS CO.

PORCELAIN CLEAT RECEPTACLES

Do

you want our new catalogue

Main Office and Works, SPRINGFIELD, OHIO.
?

Krw Yons.
66 Cortlandt

THE YOST ELECTRIC MFG.
TOLEDO, OHIO.

CO.
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"UNION" ENCLOSED FUSES
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ime: \a^

^Y-i New

Whitney Instruments

:

:

STYI-ES

c^ocse:

Code

Blocks

arc

made

tn

many

styles

ind

tti*ei

have a complete llae of saltchboard and
portable

VOLTMHERS,

Catalog No. 16 with illustrations is ready and is as plain as a primer. You
see what you want at a glance

OHMIVIETERS,
for direct

Wr

E^K r

CHICAGO FUSE WIRE & MFG. GO.

Electrical
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20
Chicago Edison Co
.4, 22
Chic. Fuse Wire & Mfg. Co... 3
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20
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A
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Cutler-Hammer Clutch Co..iS
Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co
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27
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Beardslee Chandelier Mfg.Co.30
Belden Mfg. Co
5
Benjamin Electric Mfg. Co.

—

.
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.

Bennett,
Berthold A Jennings
33
Big FourR. R
BlssellCo.,The F
28, 32
Bossert Electric Construction
37

Co.,

Brooks, HallL
BrowneUCo..The
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Bryan-Marsh Co
Buckeye Electric Co
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Bullock Elec. Mfg. Co
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Liberty Street.
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27

D.

Fowler, John
Fowler-Jacobs

Company

Fres-Ko Chemical Co

,

& W. Fuse Company
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Dearborn Drug A Chem.Wks,31
Denver A Rio Grande R. R ... 37
Diamond Meter Company
30
Directory of Engineers
27

R.
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Kuhlman

Gleason, John

L

34

Goodrich Steamship Line
22
Gould Storage Battery Co....
Green Fuel Economizer Co.. 31
tSregory Electric

Company ... 22

Haller Machine Co
Hamacek, A. F
Hart Mfg. Co

40
21

27

Hartford Steam Boiler Inspection A Insurance Co

—

Hazard Manufacturing Co...
Bemingray Glass Co., The...—
Highland Park College. ,. 22
Hill Elec. Co..

W.

—
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W

Hoflfman, G.
Holmes Fibre-Graph.
Holophane Glass Co
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DuluthLog Co
Duncan Elec. Mfg. Co
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Leffel
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Lindsley Brothers Company.. 33
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Universal Exposition
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Edison Decorative A Miniature Lamp Departm't
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Edison Mfg. Company
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Electric Appliance Co
Electric Storage Battery Co.. 3
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Incandescent Electric Light
Manipulator Company
Indiana Rub. A Ins. W. Co. 1, 19
India Rubber A Gutla Percha

—

Insulating Company
International TeL Mfg. Co.

Electrician Pub.

Company... 30
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Evans. Almlrall

34

Jackson, D. C.
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Jeffrey Manufacturing
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—

.

A

Roller

3

Maltby Cedar Company
Manhattan El. Supply Co
Marinette Gas Engine Co
Matthews A Bros.. W.N
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W

McLennan A Company, K
McRoyClay Works
Mechanical Appliance Co
Mica Insulator Company
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"For Sale" Advertisements. .22
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Central Electric Co
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—
Northern Pacific R. R
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National Battery Co
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National Carbon Co
4
National Electric Co
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22
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Wire Co
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Mueller Company, William. .32
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i
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Milwaukee Engineering Co.. 27
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Machado
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—
Campbell Bros
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Kohler Brothers
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Kemp.

33

General Electric Co
9, 20
General Elec, Securities Co. .27
General Storage Battery Co.. 20

Humphrey, Henry H
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Dlson Crucible
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Crocker-Wheeler Co
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Cornell, T. S

Crescent Ins. Wire

—
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for alternating current.
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:

Machado &

«

«
J

Chicago, Buffalo
New York

Fuses and
Fuse Wire

and

apparatus

of our

Our Trade

AMMHERS,
WATTMnERS,

—
l
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^\.ca.^'en:iser*xetn.t:s

—

Hugo

Reliance Instrument Co
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Replogle Governor Works.. .—
Reynolds EL Flasher Mfg.Co.40
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Robert Instrument Co., The..—
Robertson A Sons, Jas, L
22
Roche.
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40
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Runzel-Lenz Elec Mfg. Co...—
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—

.
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A Cable Co
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Electric
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Sargent A Lundy
SauqnoitSIlk Mfg. Co

SauterCo..G.F

-

40
i

—
—
21
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—

Schneider A Co., C O
Schott.W. H...
7, 27
33
S. E. Missouri Cypress Co
Signaloid Chemical Works., l
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Simples Elec. Heating Co. ...27

Snyder A Hunt Co

See

4

I*^g:e e.
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Stanley Instrument Co
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-

Stanton,

LeRoy

W
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A Son, W.
Stevens A Co.. MHoB
Stow Mfg. Company
Stromberg-Carlson TeL Ufg.

S
—

Company
Sunbeam Incan. Lamp Co
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C

Sterling

.

.—
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Torrey Cedar Company
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Turner Brass Works

—
^
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—
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—

D

Vulcanized Fibre Company. .40
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Wagner

R.

R
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Electric Mfg.

Walsh's Sons
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—

A Company

Warren Elec Mfg. Co
Wesco Supply Co
Western Display Co

40
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—

Western Electric Company ..39
Western Lumber A Pole Co. .32
Western Steel Gate Co
33
Westinghouse Electric A
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Weston Electrical Inst Co... 1
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REMEMBER THE NAME AND BUY THE BEST

PARAGON
FAN MOTORS
STANDARD FOR YEARS
CALL AND SEE THEM OR WRITE FOR PRICES

CHICAGO EDISON COMPANY,
ADAMS

139

WORK

ST.,

CHICAGO.

MADE EASY

IS
No]S""'*="

Safest and Strongest

Knob on

[Saves

Saves Twice
Our No.

1

its

more than the 5^ Knob.

Belle Plaine. la.

'CTIR"
O INn

YOST SPECIALTIES.
Sookets, Wall
Sockets,

little

Cost.

The SNYDER-HUNT CO..

Or Any Jobber

Insulators In Use

Money

Costs only a

the Market.

INCANDESCENT

L A

OF INTEREST TO YOU

Weatherproof

H OLOPHAN
f
AND REFLECTORS

Sockets,
Rosettes,
Receptacles,

GLOBES

Cord

SPECIFIED

Adjustersm

ALL

BUILDINGS

Cmialoguu for
Iho mmklng,

U. S.

THROUGHOUT
CONTROLLED

LONQ LIFE
GUARANTEED CANDLEPOWER,

BY

HIGHEST EFFICIENCY.
W0BK2IXH.

TREASURY DEPT.

TOLEDO, OHIO.

flational Battery

Company

"mnit accumulator"
PATENT ALLOWED JANUARY

Laboratory

11,

1905

FOR CENTRAL STATION, STREET RAILWAY, TELEPHONE WORK, ETC., ETC.

and Works

BUFFALO,

N. Y.

Electric Storage Batteries

AWARDCO "GRAND PRIZE-"

US^D //V

90X OF)
CfA/TPAL
STATIONS,
NATIONAL CARBOIS

CO.,

/A/

rti^ u. s.

>

STANDARD ELECTRICAL MFG.
COMPANY,
:
Niles, Ohio.
»* ¥»»» » » ¥¥»¥¥VVV¥ » ¥¥¥¥¥¥ »3-

THE YOST ELECTRIC MFG. CO.

General Offices

V-

M P6

Sales Offices

NEW YORK
CHICAGO
BOSTON
PROVIDENCE

/r'-ri-i'':

!-M:'-;-r'y-'

THE CHEAPEST TO OPERATE
IS THE CHEAPEST TO BUY

THE COLUMBIA
THE MOST LIGHT
FOR THE LEAST CURRENT
GIVES

Lamps Shipped From Chicago Stock

(Mtd €lttJtir€mtt|rati5,
BEMERAL SALES ABEMTS
207-209-211 East Jackson Blvd., CHICAGO
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Railway Line and Regulating

Complete
Storage
Battery

(Bmlh

and Train Lighting
Central Lighting and Power
Electric Vehicle and Telephone

Isolated

Plants
aOULD COUNTER

E.

NEW YORK, 1 W. 34th Street.
j BOSTON, 89 state street.
Offices i CHICAGO, The 'Rookery."
SAN FRANCISCO, Century electric

Co.

M.

P.

BOOSTER SYSTEMS

WOPK^S
WUKKS

,

Sales

(^

•
.

FIFPFW FN.
N V
UCKKW,
Y.

R„IU*iti«
DUIlCllllB.

CLASSIFIED INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
Commntator Compoand

Jackson, D. C.

Kemp,R. W.

Manipulator Co.

Inc. El. Lt.

A.ncliors (Tel.
Bennett,

&

Matthews & Bro., W.
Ammnclators.

I.

Elec. Mfg. Co.

Condnit and Condnlts.
American Circular Loom Co.

N.

Co.

Electric Appliance Co.
Elec. Supply Co.

Manhattan

Wm,

Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.

Manhattan Elec. Supply
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
Belt Dressinff.
Dixon Crucible Co., Jos.

Co.

Leather Preserver Mfg. Corp.

Co.

Allis-Chalmers Company.
Bullock El. Mfg. Co.
Crocker-Wheeler Co.

Wayne

Elec.

Wks.

Inc.

General Electric Co.
National Electric Co.
Northern Electrical Mfg. Co.
Wagner Electric Mfg. Co.

Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse EL & Mfg. Co.
Controllers, Crane.
Amer. Elec. & Controller Co.
Amer. Elec. Fuse Co.

CroBs-Arms,
Brackets.

Green Fuel Economizer Co.

Componnds.
Dearborn Drug & Chem.

Boiler

Wks.

Boilers.
Allis-Chalmers Company.

Pins

and

Wrigley Co.,Thos.

Berthold & Jennings.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.

Bossert Elec. Const. Co.
Central Electric Co.

Bonks. Electrical.
Electrician Publishing Co.
D.

Ft.

Boxes, Moulding:.
Gleason, John L.
Brass, Sheet and Bod,
Plume &. Atwood Mfg. Co.

Brashes.
Central Electric Co.
Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co.

Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.
Drying; Machinery.
Alton Machine Co.

Western Electric Company.
BisseUCo.,B. F.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.

Dynamos and Motors.
ALUs-Chalmers Company.

Ellectrlcal Instrnments,
(Recording and Testing.)

Diamond Meter Co.
Duncan Elec Mfg. Co.
Electric Applii
3 Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks. Inc.
General Electric Co.
Machado & Roller.
Pignolet, L. M.
Reliance Instrument Co.

Robert

Inst. Co.,

Cables (See
Carbons, Points and
Plates.
Central Electric Co.

Mechanical Appliance Co.

Electric Co.
Stanley— G. I. Elec. Mfg. Co.
Stanley Instrument Co.
Wagner Electric Mfg. Co.
Wesco Supply Co.

Weston Electrical

Inst. Co.

Eleetro-Platlns Mach'y
Crocker- Wheeler Company.
General Electric Co.

GlcvatorB -Conveyors.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.

Engines, Oil.
American Diesel Engine

Westinghouse EL & Mfg.
EIcoQomisers, Pnel.

Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co.

Co.

Green Fuel Economizer Co.

& Mfg. Co.
Elec. Wits. Inc.

Cutler Elec.

Ic

Heating Appl.

Union Electric Mfg. Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Company.
Mfg. Co.

Clnsters.
Benjamin Elec. Mfg. Co.
PlUDie & Atwood Mfg. Co.

Westinghouse

Clutches, Magnetic.
Cutler-Hammer Clutch Co.

Coils and Maornels.
Western Electric Co.
Colorlng't Lamp
Slgnalold Chemical Works

&

Elec.

Amer. Platinum Works.
Baker & Co., inc.

Century Electric CoCrocker-Wheeler Company.
Edison Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.

Robbins A Myers Co., The
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse EL & Mfg. Co.
Fans, Exhaust and Venti-

Green Fuel Economi:

Co.

Fibre.

Wavne Elec Wks.

Maltby Cedar Co.
Minneapolis Cedar A Lbr. Co.
Mueller Company, William.
Pacific Coast Pole Co.

Perrizo & Sons.
Phelan, D. W.

Inc.

General Electric Co.
Gregory Electric Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.

Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Lamps, incandescent.
Banner Elec. Co.
BisseUCo.,TheF.
Bryan-Marsh Company.
Buckeye Electric Company.
Central Electric Co.

Pittsburg & L. a. iron Co.
Porter Cedar Company.
S. E. Missouri Cypress Co.
Sterling & Son, W. C.

Torrey Cedar Co.
Valentine-Clark Co., The.
Western Lumber Jt Pole Co.
White Marble Lime Co.
Worcester Co. c. H.
Pole Hole Dig:gers.
Westero Steel Gate Co.

Co.

Fnses and Fase 'Wire.
Amer. Elec. Fuse Co.
BisseUCo.,TheF.

McCandless

.t

Hoffman, Geo. W.

Portables.
Plume & Atwood Mfg.

Pov

Chicago Edison Co.
Gregory Electric CoSouthwestern Elec. Co,

Fostoria Glass Specialty Co.
Fostorla Incan. Lamp Co.

Mfg. Co.

Elec.

Wks.

Wesco Supply
Western

Co.
Electric Co.

Linemen's Climbers.
Klein & Sons, Mathlas.
Masnet Wires.
and Cables.)
Mechanical Draft.
Green Fuel Economizer Co.

Arnold

Co..

The

Badt, F. B.
Eaiiev, Fred. W. C.

Baker &

Co.,

W.

Wm. H.
BvUesbv A Co.,

E.

Repiogle Governor Works.

Graphite Specialties.

Brvan,

Cornell'. T. S.

Western Electric Co.
Governors, Water Wheel.

H. M.

Evans. Almirall & Co.
General Elec. Securities Co.

Dixon Crucible

Co., Jos.
Co.

Holmes Fibre-Graphite
Guards, Uaxnp,

I'^or A-lp>l3.a.t>etloaX Ixkcaeac:

Metaphones.
Anderson & Nachman.

Mica.

Wrigley

Co.,

Thos

Central Electric Co.
Crocker- Wheeler Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Works, Inc.
General Electric Co.
Gregory Electric Co.

Kuhlman

Electric Co.
Elec. Supply Co.

National Electric Co.

Stanley-G. L Elec Mfg. Co.
Electric Mfg. Co.

General Electric Co.
Co.

Allis-Chalmers Co.
General Electric Co.

Western Electric Co.
Co.

Highland Park College
Michigan College of Mines.

Westinghouse EL & Mfg. Co
Tnrbine Water Wlieels
Leffel

& Co.. Jas.

Vnlcanixed Fibre.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

Wire Rope Machinery.
net Wires.
American Electrical Works.

Gregory Electric Co.
Southwestern Elec. Co.
Matthews & Bro., W. N.
Walsh's Sons & Co.

Inc.

Campbell Bros.

Westinghouse EL & Mfg.
Tnrblnen, Steam.

Co.

J Co.

Western Display Co.
Silks,
Insnlatins

and

Braiding.
Sauquoit Silk Mfg. Co.

Sockets

&

Receptacles.

Pass A Seymour.
SauterCo.. G. F.
Yost Elec Mfg. Co.

Soldering Sticks. Salts

and Paste.

o« JVcivei-tisearxieirits

&

Sup. Co.

Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
National Cable & Wire Co.
National India Rubber Co

New York

Insulated Wire Co.
Northern Wire & Cable Co.
OkonIteCo.,The.

Eueene

Phillips.

Roebline's Sons Co..

Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Elec. Supply Co.

Manhattan

Se©

I*ag:^

Co

Insulatine Co.

Kellogg Switch.

New Idea Soldering Paste Co.
Speakinor Tnbes.

.

Hazard Manufacturing Co.
Indiana Rub. A Ins. Wire Co
India Rubber & Guttapercha

Chicago Solder Co.
CrollusA Son. E. R,

Western Electric Co.
Solenoids.
Amer. Elec. A Controller Co.

Chicago Mica Co.

Belden Mf?. Co.
Bissell Co., The F.
Central Electric Co.
Crescent Ins. Wire A Cble
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.

Siens. Electric.
Haller Machine Co.

Wayne

BisseU Co.. The F.

Toggle Bolts.

Wagner

Alton Machine Co.'
Schools and Coilesres.

Bunge, Otto.
Letters, Metal, Sig^n.

Ft.

Supply Co.

Elec.

Western Electric Co.
STTitcbe*.

Wesco Supplv Co.
Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse EL & Mfg. Co.

Westinghouse EL & Mfg.
Rubber Machinerr.

Co.

General Electric Co.
Manhattan Elec Supply Co.
Sianlev—G. I. Elec. Mfg. Co.

Manhattan

Time

Fostoria Glass Specialtv Co.

Cooper. Hewitt Elec. Co.
Leather Specialties.

Fuse Company.

Electric Appliance Co.
Johns-Manville Co., H. W.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Wesco Supply Co.

International TeL Mfg. Co.
Kellogg Swltchb. & Sup. Co,

Trucks, Electric Car.

General Electric Co.

Co.

Inc. EL Lt. Manipulator
Lamps, Vapor.

BisseUCo., TheF.
Central Electric Co.
Central TeL & EL Co.

Amer. Electric Fuse Co.
Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co.

Union Electric Mfg.
Wesco Supply Co.

Lamps, Incandescent—
Replacers <& Cleaners.

American EL Telephone Co

Manhattan

Re- W^lndins— Repairs.

W.

Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse EL & Mfg. Co.

Svrltchboards.
BisseUCo., TheF.

Telephones, Telephone
Material and Sn-ltchboards.

Transformers.
Co.

loa

Continuous Rail Joint Company of America.

Nernst Lamp Co.
Standard Elec'l Mfg. Co.

Sunbeam Incan. Lamp
Wesco Supply Co.

Amer. Elect '1 Supply Co.
Bissell Co., The F.
Central Electric Co.
Century Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Manhattan Elect'l Supply Co
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.

Western Electric Co.

Rail Joints.

C

Co., H.

.'^

PoiiBb tMecal>.

Chicago Edison Co.
Columbia Incan. Lamp Co.

General Electric

National Batten" Co.
Toledo Stor. Bat.
Etec Co.

Electric Appliance Co.

PiUsbury-Watkins Co.

Rheostats.

BlssellCo-.TheP.
UoxseeElec'L Co.. A. S.
Haller Machine Co.
Reynolds EL Flasher Mfg. Co
Schneider & Co., C. O.
Wesco Supply Co.

& W.

Jennings.

,

Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Fittings.

D.

&

Fowler, John H.
Fowler- Jacobs Company.
KeUogg Switch. & sup. Co.
Lindsley Bros. Co.
Loud's Sons Co., H. M.

OkoniteCo.,The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Snyder A Hunt Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.

Ft.

and

Poles and Ties.

Supply Co.

Central Electric Co.

Wire

Sheet.

National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.

Electric Appliance Co.

AlUs-Chalmers Company.
Brownell Co., The

American Battery Co.

Universal Elec. Stor. Bat. Co.

Phosphor Bronze Sm. Co. Ltd.

Platlunm,

Kartavert Mfg. Co.

Manhattan

Electrical Inst. Co.

Storage Batteries.

Supplies, General Elec.

A CcMiloB.
Phunplior UruuxK.

(See Wires

Coal and Ashes Handling Machiner?-Jeffrey Mfg. Co.

El.

Johns-ManviUe

Hamilton

Stevens

Co.. The
Ins. Wire Co.
Co., H. W.

BissellCo.,TheF.

Western Electric Company.
Globes. Reflectors and
Shades.
Crocker- Wheeler Co.
General Electric Co.

&

Weston

General Storage Battery Co.
Gould Storage Battery Co.

Mathlas.

Co.,

Bain, Force.

Berthold

Lamps, Are.
Co.

Central Electric Co.
Central TeL & EL Co.
Chicago Fuse Wire & Mfg.Co.

Western Electric Co.

Co.

Electrical Works.

Central Electric Co.

.&

Puceut Attorneys.

Chicago Edison Co.
Electric Appliance Co.

Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse EL & Mfg. Co.

BuKlnes, Steam.

Stow Mfg.

Warren Elec. Mfg. Co.
Wesco Supply Co.

Jeffrey Mfg. Co.

Carhartt

Insulators and Insnlating Materials.

Indiana Rub.

Speed Indicators.

Electric Storage Battery Co.

& Sons,

Overalls.

Bn^nes, Gas and Gaso-

Flexible Shafts.

& Weed

Robblns .t Mvers Co.
Stanley— G. 1. Elec. Mfg. Co.

& Weed

Plume & Atwood Mfg.
Circuit Breakers.

Haller Machine Co.

Co.

Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse EL & Mfg. Co.
motors. (See Dynamos and
Klein

Sons, Jas. L.
Inspection <& Insurance
Hartford Steam Boiler Inspection & Insurance Co.

American

Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
^Specialties, Electrical

Mfrs. and Deslfpners.

Wesco Supply

Hemingrav Glass

The

Sangamo

Flashers.

Wires and Cables)

Chains.

Mining: Apparatns.Elec
Allis-Chalmers Company.
Crocker- Wheeler Company.

& Co.

insulatingr HaclilnerT-.
Alton Machjne Co.
New England Butt Co.

Central Electric Co.

Beardslee Chandelier Mfg. Co.

Parsell

t

&

Robertson

Plume A Atwood Mfg. Co.
Fixtnres, Gas and Slec.

Cable Machinery.
Alton Machine Co.

Chicago Edison Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
National Carbon Co.
Relslnger, Hugo.
Wesco Supply Co.
Castinffs.
National Electric Co.

aa

Alton Machine Co.
Indicators

LeRoy W.

Underhill.Chas. R.
Willis. G. M.

lating.

Cable Hauffers.

&

Stanton,

Central Electric Co.

Wayne

Elec. Wks. Inc.
General Electric Co.
Hamacek, A. F.
Hart Manufacturing Co.

Bossert Elect. Const. Co.

El.

Evans, AlmlraU

Fans and Fan Motors.

Chicago Edison Co.
Cutter Elec. & Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.

Van NostrandCo.,
Boxes, Junction.

Ii

Steam Co.

Electric Appliance Co.
Incandescent Electric Light
Manipulator Co.

line.
Allis-Chalmers Company.
Marinette Gas Engine Co.

Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Company.
Cnt-Uats and STFltobes.
EisseUCo.,The F.

Co.

District

Holders, Inc. Lamps.

Cord.
Runzel-Lenz Elec. Mfg. Co.
Samson Cordage Wks.
Cords, Insulated.
Reed Elect! Cordage Co., The
Coaplings, Mag'netlc.
Cutler-Hammer Clutch Co.

Westlnghouse

Kohler Brothers.
Letheule, Paul

Milwaukee EngineerinL
Northern Electrical Mfg.

BissellCo.,The F.

J,

Contractors luid Electric LiKht Plants.

Ft.

Bells, BnBxers, Bto.

Wayne

Amer.

neatins. Hot "Water.

Hydraulic Machinery.

Osburn Flexible Conduit
Wesco Supply Co.
Conduits, Clay.
McRoy Clay Works.
CfXPduit Rods.
Cope, T.

Central Electric Co.
Edison Mfg. Co.

Ft.

Robu W.
& W. B.

Electric Appliance Co.

Electric Appliance Co.

Parsell

Co.,

Central Electric Co.

Manhattan Elec. Supply
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
BatterleN and Jara.
Bissau Co., The F.

Babcock & WUcox
BrownellCo.,The
Bolts. Tooele.

Hunt A

American Conduit Company

Central Electric Co.

Roche,

Condensers. Blectrle.
Stanley— G.

Tel.>

A.

I.

Co., K.

Heatins: (S x
Steam).

Humptirev, Henry H.

& Son, E. R.
Fres-Ko Chemical Co.

McLennan &

Crollas

Adjusters, Inc. Lamps.

F.

Phillips Insulated

Wire Co
J.

A.

Runzel-Lenz Elec. Mfg Co.
Safety Ins. Wire & Cable Co.
Simples Electrical Co.
Spargo Wire Co. Jas. A.
Standard Underground C. Co
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Company.
.

liiTic-

17,

WI-.STKKN'

r./)

ll.i:ci Riri \'

SCHOTT

W. H.

ENGINEER
1218-1222

MARQUETTE BUILDING
CHICAGO
£1

CONSULTING

^

DESIGNING

^

CONSTRUCTING

CENTRAL STATION
HEATING — GAS— WATER WORKS— ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANTS

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS

DESIGNER and BUILDER

THE SCHOTT BALANCED COLUMN SYSTEM
NO BACK PRESSUR-E
NO NOISE

GREATEST CAPACITY
PERFECT REGULATION

THE SCHOTT REGULATED STEAM SYSTEM
AUTOMATIC VACUUM CIRCULATION
LEAST BACK PRESSURE
GREATEST PIPE LINE CAPACITY

PERFECT REGULATION

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN
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WE CAN
^k Some Matters
^

^^^S^^^^^g
S5J<^^^^5^^S
fc^JfcgeiiTZ

^^^B
r

of Interest in the

^V,iCTR/C4^,

AND GOOD
WE SELL /

Electrical Supply Line

^^.ssSsi-^

A FEW OF

SOME OF OUR

THESE ARE
New

Prices

New

Material

New Way

SPECIALTIES
Fostorla Incandescent

Lamps
Newgard Receptacles
Blake

Insulating Staples

of
Westinghouse Arcs

Effecting Prompt
Transformers and Meters

Shipments

Duncan D.C. Meters

There are Other Reasons and Other Specialties
-"^fSSs.

tV.iCTR/C4^

AND GOOD
WE SELL

TRY US

1905

"

SHOW YOU
AND GOOD
WE SELL

17,

!.

AND GOOD
WE SELL i

Junr

17,
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General Electric Company
Arc Lamps with Diffuser Ceiling

Give an agreeable white light equal
to

strong daylight in

show
The

which

their true values.

diffuser ceiling utilizes the

in the

colors

scheme
IP

of

lamp

decoration.

INTERESTED. WRITE FOR nORE INFORHATION

PRINCIPAL OFFICE: Schenectady,
Chicago

Office:

Monadnock Block

Sales Offices in

N. Y.
all

Large

Cities

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN
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17,

1905

Hle^it ji|ija)«(ittcc ^wifan«

Jimc

17,

/
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Your

NOT

NON-CORROSIVL

IN

YOUR CONSTRUCTION WORK
ASK YOUR UNEMA.N.

Work

^^^^"^^IS^^S^^^^

Climber's Splicing

CHICAGO SOLDER CO.
Formerly

.^«fc..>.

^ ..lu.

-.

Notice
--^i^s^

Clamps, Vliers, Lag Scre<w Wrenches, Pulley
Blocks, Wire Grips, Linemen 's Leather Goods,
Wire Reels, Shovels, Spoons.

KESTER ELECTRIC MFC. CO.

46 North Union Street
R. C. MILLER, Burlington Building,

CHICACO

MATHIAS KLEIN G SONS, Standard

Mo., Gen'l Western Agent

St. Louis,

^ .A-.^^-Ya

iiifiiii

,,-.. ^,*.^..-A..>^^^.—.

We

What

Burn Brighter

Uir.

THEY WERE THE BEST WHEN FIRST INTRODUCED IN fir.
THEY HAVE BEEN THE BE5T EVER SINCE.

FOR

Electrical

roo

ir

KE5TER1 EXCELLED
XSOLDERINO/
PASTE 7

Lights Will

Claim

...

for

..

^-a.^^^

]
I

^^

Tools, "c^.croo'',.'

..-^..^^a.^..*.

...

..

»-^t^^>^

our Automatic

Controller for Induction Motors

....

Absolute control of motor by temperature
changes, pressure variations, time movements
or water

level float switches.

unsolved.

It

This device

many problems

offers a solution to

heretofore

increases production, decreases

Apparatus protected by

operating expenses.

overload and no voltage release devices.

We

manufacture

also

trollers, Solenoids,

Our Solenoid Switch
current

switch

Drum Type

Solenoid Switches,

on

is

the

Conetc.

the only alternating

market that

both

opens and closes automatically.
H.

r.

AUTO-TRAXSFOKMEK STARTER

American

136 Liberty
Licensees under patents to H.

j999gf§mm

w

tt

and Controller Co,

Electric

ip»ipwpir-iir>^^ww'
In

Ward

Street,

y w w nt m>'P"H" H
i

i

Sheet or

Wire

NEW YORK

Leonard, covering no voltage and overload protective devices.

for all

Purposes.

i>pi^^

Platinum

251 lo 255

NEWARK,

PLATINUM WORKS

Ntw Jerjey

R. R.

Ave, Newark. N.

"^VVVIPV^II

«

I

i

If

*

li

I

i«p*^pv«^

CONTINUOUS RAIL JOINT CO. OF AM.

SCRAP PURCHASED.

AMERICAN

f w pi

OVER

N. J.

20,000 MILES IN USE

J.

•'^2?55l,,4;SV^

STANLEY WATTMETERS
FOR ALTERNAT.NC CURRENT, SINGLE PHASE AND POLYPHASE SERVICE

ROTATED JEWEL BEARING
JEWEL SURFACE ALWAYS NEW-PERMANENT ACCURACY AT ALL LOADS. MADE ALSO
ROUND, SWITCHBOARD TYPE 6's IN. DIAMETER, BACK CONNECTED.

IN

STANLEY INSTRUMENT COMPANY, °"" ^4-""°"
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IT IS

RATHER ODD

To

Lamp and "This"

Place This

Side by Side!

—

you that "THIS" is not a "freak" picture on the conhuman body and serves well to remind us that
when you look at a thing outside you cannot tell about its insides. "A man's a man," is all right, and "a
lamp's a lamp" ivouid be ai\ right if 'twasn't all wrong.
You must test both men and lamps — get into them,
asitwere and then in the case of the lamp you'll find out what "THIS"No. 2 really means and THIS ("too") 3

But

really

trary

it

it

will

not seem

when we

so strange

tell

represents the ramifications of the nerve system of the

—

"Banner Betterness"
means

if

you look into the 'nerves" or
'

that big type expression above

you

to test

—because

if

you

'

'lamp insides" with a photometer you'll see

— "Banner Betterness"

why we

'

'play" so strong

simply means we court your photometric

test

test

You'll

Buy Our

''BB" Lamps==See?

THE BANNER ELECTRIC
YOUNQSTOWN,
St., St. Louis,

WATTS & UTHOFF,
Complete

Assortment

of

CO.

OHIO.

Southwestern Office
310 Market

on

—we beg

Northwestern Office

Mo.

541

Managers

Lamps

in

Stock.

Lumber Exchange, Minneapolis, Minn.

T. V.

CARNEY, Manager

Complete Assortment

of

Lamps

in

Stock.

I

'1

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

ne 17, 1905

'3

lOST LIGIIT^°-1 CENT!
WHAT

THAT'S

this:

YOU
THIS

MEANS!
A
BRYAN-MARSH

IN

DOUBLE
FILAMENTI

NOT
TMIS-

FOR
1CENT

THE
BRYAN-MARSH
|227-29 Fulton St.,
DENVER
ncPhee Building

New York

315 Dearborn

CINCINNATI

MINNEAPOLIS

Perln Building

Lumber Exchange

CO.
St.,

Chicago

i^-^N

FRANCISCO

Crossley Building

LAMP

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN
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iNSPEeriON
j. tj;m.ijr.v.i-»j.ij.iii.niji^

Every

JyOBUAC

Inner Globe that reaches the buyer of inner globes has
army of testers and inspectors employed by us.
These men are not hired for their short""^
sightedness nor inexperience.

successfully got past a small

We

look

at

it

this

way

—

imperfect globes

money; imper-

that go into the cull barrel cost

fect globes that reach jyou cost customers.

We

don't

mind

losing a

little

money we do
;

strenuously

object to losing customers.

We
is

The

are inclined to think that our care in these matters

not misspent energy.

fact that three-fourths

of the inner globes
used in this country
are NobLa^ Inner

Globes

/

is,

our

in

minds, partly due to

our system of

rigid

inspections.
Our
NoBLAC
longer-

Heat

Resisting
so per cent
than ordinary

gives

life

globes.

Have you our
catalog?
If not,

Ihe

write for

it

today.

tosTORiA Glass
Specialty Co.

Makers

of Electrical, Gas. Railway

Special Glasswares,

toswiuA OHIO.

and

17,

1905

Mine 17, 1905
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ON TOP AND IS GOING TO REMAIN THERE.
IT'S THE STANDARD OF AMERICA.
IT'S THE ONE THAT EVERYBODY SPEAKS WELL OF.
IT'S THE ONLY ONE HAVING FIRE-PROOF BINDING POSTS.
IT'S THE ONLY RELIABLE ONE MADE.
IT'S

ITS

GREAT SUPERIORITY HAS BEEN PROVEN.
IT'S

iy^

THE DUNCAN.

MADE

Rg^jg^
J^^H
^
B
j^^H^^^^B
V
^^^B^^^^m
:,,

TO
AMPERES

IN

Hi^^^i^^^^^^^^l

^^^
ALL

PRESSURES

USE BY 963 CENTRAL STATIONS.

HAS GREATER TORQUE THAN ANY OTHER METER

IN USE.

THE ONLY ONE THAT REGISTERS ON A "HYLO" LAMP.
DON'T FORGET IT IN YOUR NEXT ORDER.
AGAIN WE SAY: IT'S THE DUNCAN.

DUNCAN ELECTRIC MFG, CO
LAFAYETTE,

IND., U. S. A.

1905

Jimi;

17,

igo.S

WKSTI'.KN

KI.rXTKICIA:

r/?e

S/s^
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terns

of electric motor control.

and ivellplati

the

1905

17,

NATIONAL STANDARD"

ii
time to solving prohTell us vuhat you vjish to accomplish

Our engineering department devotes

June

its zuhole

way.

FUSE

PLUG

250 VOLTS

Self Starters

3-60

AMPS.

for Large Motors

The make up of the "Katlonal Standard" fuse plug consists of a cj'lindrical brass shell
on one end of which the Edison Standard screw thread Is formed. The other end of the
shell is provided with inwardly projecting clip contacts, and on the outside of this upper
end of the plug a corrugated porcelain cap is fitted and firmly secured. The screw thread
eudof the p]ug shell forms one contact. Inside of the screw thread portion is a porcelain
button having annular hoie. The plug is now made complete by simply in.serting through
the hole in the porcelain button a" National Standard * fuse of the dc-sired capacity which
is pushed directly into the clips on the inside of the upper portion of the shell.
The other
end of the fuse projects slightly from the porcelain button and forms the other terminal
of the plug. When blown fhe fuse may be ejected from the plug shell by simply pushing
through he small hole through the top of the porcelain cap.
I

W. JOHNS-MANVILLE CO.

H.

Seattle

Manufacturers of Asbestos and Magnesia
Pipe

and

Kansas City
Minneapolis

Boiler Coverings,

Asbestos Packings,

No other form

Roofings, Etc.

of starter for the automatic conCleveland
San Francisco

motors will operate so effectively as

trol of large

Little Rock
<Iew Orleans

100 William

Los Ange'es

Street,

New

Paris
Brussels

York

the Cutler-Hammer Multiple Solenoid.

Every contact

is

made with a snap and with-

out arcing.

Steps of resistance are cut out by solenoid
switches, each switch being energized in turn by
a master solenoid, the latter's action being gov-

erned by a dash pot. This arrangement gives a
smooth and easy start to the motor.

The Accelerator
the Sole Exception

is

The opening of the main circuit is accomplished
by a solenoid circuit maker and breaker, equipped

the

with powerful blowouts for disrupting the

starting torque.

The

arc.

motors can be automatically
and stopped by this system with a switch
carrying not over one ampere of current, and

Every clutch ever made with the

The

largest size

started

controlled

by a float switch, or small pressure
by any kind of small switch operated

sole exception of

depends entirely on

Accelerator

Accelerator gets

friction

,

a

most of Jts starting torque

from indu ction —a magnetic drag that exerts
strength at the start

for

its

thus using the least

greatest

friction at

the point where every other clutch experiences the

most friction and consequently receives the most wear.

regulator, or

There

by hand

or automatic devices.
can be used with either reversing or nonreversing motors for operating pumps, electric

give to

is

to

it

an

elasticity to this drag.

make

Just enough

a smooth, easy start.

It

The wearing

is

Send

for bulletin 70

D

surfaces of the Accelerator consist of a face of cast iron against a

composite face of steel and babbitt.

elevators, cranes, hoists etc.
for full description.

until the

These are the reasons

Bool<
clutch.

MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN

faces are entirely
off.

Wearing

immersed

friction

in oil

which

does not set

in,

two faces are revolving at almost the same speed.

any adjustment

The Gutler-Hammer Mfg. Co.

These

not squeezed out until induction has fallen

One

why the

Accelerator will last for years and years without

of faces.

tells of

the other qualities of the Accelerator which

Why not send for

it

make

it

the ideal

today?

Cutler-Hammer Clutch Co.
MILWAUKEE, WIS.

NEW YORK
S36 Liberty St.

BOSTON
176 Federal

St.

CHICAGO

PITTSBURG

Mooadoocic Bldg. Farmers Bank BIdg.

NEW YORK
136 Liberty St.

BOSTON

CHICAGO

PITTSBURG

176 Federal St.

Monadnock Bldg.

Farmers Bank Bldg.

June

17,

U

1905
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THE PEER OF ALL
RUBBER COVERED WIRES
INDIANA RUBBERS INSULATED WIRE CO.

JONESBORa,mD.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

EDISON SIGN LAMPS

June

QUICK SHIPMENTS
WORTH OR ST. LOUIS

FROM

FT.

W E8 C O

We

Bupply a number of 2 C. P. sign
lamps taking only 9 watts and operating two in series on 100-130 volt

ALTERNATING

CEILING

*[[

j

STOCK,

PEERLESS

AND DESK.

(

»>RECT CURRENT

?„™.-ES.

j

CEILING AND DESK.

K Kes'"

Send Urn Your RUSH Ordmrm.

circuits.

Most Economical Sign

THE WESCOi SUPPLY

Lamp Made.

Branch Warehouse:
FT. WORTH, TEX.

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY
Main Lamp Sales

CO.,
MO.

ST. LOUIS,

Office, Harrison, N. J.

ReducBm the working capacity of a
motor or dynamo, woara out the com'
mutator, vwamtem power and maycauao
may be avoidad If you use
The only article that will PREVENT

SPARKING
ttrmm Ait thim

1905

FANS- FANS-FANS

RELIABLY LONG
^A N D=
BRILLIANT LIFE.

a

17,

...•>-«>

Will keep the Commutator In good condition and PRE-

SPARKING.

LET US HAVE YOUR INQUIRIES WHEN IN
NEED OF MICA OF ANY DESCRIPTIONWE CAN GIVE YOU WHAT YOU NEED
QUICK AND AT THE RIGHT PRICES.
CHICAGO MICA CO.,
VALPARAISO, IND.

VENT CDTTINQ.

Absolately Will Not

60 Cents

$».00 per Dozen.

pir Stick.

SEND FOR FREE SAMPLE STICK
For sale by

K.

all

Qam The

Brushei.

n ^m put ,hat high bIosb on the
Commutator you hare so long sought

CENTURY ELECTRIC CO.
DON'T BUY

MANUFACTURERS OF

after.

supply houies, or

McLennan a, CO., Sela MIfs.. Room

411, Inter

Ocean

BIdg.. 130

Dearborn

St..

Chlcieo

SINGLE-PHASE SELF-STARTINO

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

MOTORS AND GEILINO FANS
ST. LOUIS,

inijVV

NEW

ii^x:,a\.

iJV-ziji-'XirN.ii-Nu i-'rvvjiij
free
CO., 314 Hibbard Ave.. Detroit. Mich.

VOLT

IDEA SOLDERING PASTE

-

AMMETERS

J^ ^

RELIABLE.

MICA

all

EUQENE MUNSELL AND CO.
NBW YORK and CHICAQO

INSULATION
Micanite, Linotapc,

Cloth and

Paper.

M.

I.

For

L.
78-80 CortUndt

Bt.,

New

Years

the

and Wire Co.

TELEPHONE
TELEGRAPH
Office

and Factory!

SHOUSETOWN, PA,

Standard.

CO.,

Sapply Co.

York. N. Y.

Naiionat Cable

Is

Electrical

M. PICNOLET

Originators

U.S. METAL

and CHICAGO

POLISN

WANT
YOU 1llfAlk.IT
Battery That's Properly Made
An Equipment That's Properly Designed
Work That's Properly Executed
IF
IF \/<^ll

A

lanliattan

ACCURi.TB.

Circular.

C. Compound, Empire

MICA INSULATOR
NEW YORK

That

-

tend for

QualitleSf In any

Form at Lowest Prices

Free to the trade.

For tcGting Batteries and
Battery Circuits, Locating
FanltB, Grounds, etc.

l>^^i((Wl

you have seen our

new Catalofue and new
Price List.

POCKET SIZE
I

Of

Until

MO.

-

-..

GENERAL STORAGE BATTERY COMPANY
OF

NEW YORK

42

BROADWAY

We
fUnPTnTPIlT
DUPATBIWP
IbIiIi
1
llil ll n n IiIT
JUiJJUU X IIIUIIJJ

IIJJI 111111.11

U

Guarantee All Work
INSTRinvlENTS.
dynamos, armatures, motors, arc lamps,
,.»w.n.,...
Correspondence SoUcited.
GENERAL REPAIRING.
NEW AND SECOND-HAND MACHINERY FOR SALE

SOUTHWESTERM ELECTRIC

CO.,

ST. LOUIS.

17,

lllTll-

FRANK

WKSTKRN ELECTRICIAN

I(/J;

N.PIKLI.ICS.I'r

I;IJI)I.N1I

U. I'HILI.IP'S. V.l'.

C. M. Wac1I:NSI:II.. Ircti.

CB.BRtllNdTOI. Jf..S«.

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS,
ll<»\ lltOt'K.

THE DENVER CITY TRAMWAY

CO.

COLORADO SPRINGS ELECTRIC

CO.

It

BARE AND INSULATED ELECTRIC WIRE,
ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE,

l.Sh

INCANDESCENT AND FLEXIBLE CORDS,
Railway Feeder and Trolley Wire,
AMERICANITE, MAGNET, OFFICE AND
ANNUNCIATOR WIRES.

STOMBAUGH GUY ANCHORS
EXTENSIVELV

CABLES FOR AERIAL AND UNOEROROUNO USE.
J. WoUon, '26 (;ortl«nilt 8L
CllKjA.io Orwwi. K. K, l)OllnllO.^ UO Ailum« SI.

Nbw

YoiiK Ktoub, W.
MoNTiiiAi,

lliiiHcii, i:iiKimii K. I'hilllim' Kloctrli-al

Work«.
R. I.

*^

MAIN OFFICES AND FACTORIES, PHILLIPSDALE.
ELECTRICITY

I)

MECHANICS

'AMERICAN

EXPERTIN PATENT CAUSES
SOLICITOR OF
U. S. fc

FOr£e

FOREIGN

DITCIilTC

iN Cn
I

bain, 18B2-a Monadioek BIh.,

I

CHICAOO

STORAGE
CELLS

sl>

W.

AMERICAN BATTERY CO.,
EUT'D ia».

171

S. Clinton St.,

STANDARD" THE'AUTOGAS"

Are the Standard

Bnrning Weatherprool

NAVY AND
WORLD.

UR

iuid Ideal Wire,

I

DRY

BAHERY

DRY BATTERIES

"0. K." Weatherprool lire.
-

BRO.

Manutaclumi

Chicago.

NATIONAL CODE STANDARD "NEW
Slot

INl.ll fiTYI

MATTHEWS &

N.

STHEBT

20J N. 2d

ir

For Portable Service

Best

Ihe

is

Made

of

THE

^Ew Standard
•/UTOCAS'

of many years
dry battery manufacture has
given thi; battery llie suprem-

An experienca
la

PriMs and Samples on Application.

I

acy
II Is

liolds

It

Phillips Insulated
Office

R.

In

all

others.

made.

standard

all

and

WM. ROCHE,

L

AUTOMATIC

SERIES
ARC

TRANSFORMERS
KUHLMAN ELECTRIC

ELKHART,

CO.

PRICE $10 LIST

SOCKETS

to 15

HAMACEK,

20I4KENM0RE AVE.

SAUTER

Ga Fa

COai

SCHENECTADY,

N. Y;

Send 2c attinp for new cilalotno
Dtoo No. 6

WRITE
FOR
CIRCULARS

KLEIN'S

60-68 W. Van Buren

St.,

Chicago.

of

TOOLS
OOLS

orkmrm
For Bactrlcal Woi-ken
mnd LhtB BuUdi
MATHIAS KLEIN & SONS.

RELIANCE INSTRUMENT CO.

W. Van Buren

June 20th. 21st and 22d
is the time when, and the
Auditorium Hotel, Chicago,

Chicago.

St.,

annual

This w^ill be the first convention of the consolidated
associations, and 15 states
^^
I will be represented.

M

issue of the

W^estem

Ill

Electrician of

STORAGE BATTERIES!
(THE "X-CELL")

its

convention.

^^^ The

'.

81

PARK PLACE, NEW YORK

CONTRACTORS

Sege\ BIdg.. Cor. Stale and Lafayette Sis..

ILL.

INVENTOR AND SOLE MANUFACTURER

S2-54

ciation w^ill hold

I

WIRE

CHICAGO,

Isnltlei

all

Is a requlslta.

BRASS SHELL pendent Telephone Asso-

feel of

No. 12

A. F.

::

where compaetnest

is
the place where the
IND. National-Interstate Inde-

NO SCREWS IN SHELL.
SMALL QUANTITY 5Mc. Order now.

Has rcslsliDce equal

For Automobiles. Launches, and

ork

special sizes.

Wire Co.

and Factory: PAWTUCKET.

over

tha bast dry cell ever

They are made

will contain

June 24th

much

matter

of practical value to those

Complete Battery Plants for Any Purpose
interested in
telephony,
Telephone Power Plants a Specialty
and will be distributed at
TOLEDO STORAGE BATTERY & ELECTRIC CO., Ill Ottawa St., Toledo, 0.
the convention.

Wh y Not Use the Best
AND THE ONLY GENUINE
Wrigley

Patented

Steele

Toggle

port.

Hex. for vrrench or round for screwdriver, plain
plated, and can be taken off after the bolt has been Inserted,
place on the fixture. The bolt screws through the toggle plate
the full length. Used for finished work, such as Telephones.
Electric Fixtures and Marble Slabs. In ordering, mention
Trunnion Nut with Cap Nut or the plain Toggle Bolt is want4

the end.

st.,

issue of July 1st will

contain the convefttion re-

Bolt

double flange sides and rigid back lor secuilng brackets
es to Hollow tiling, marble slabs and steel ceilings.
Toggle Bolts pivoted like cuts are infringements.
The Trunnion Nat Toggle Bolt has a flnished brass cap not on

The Thomas Wriglty Co., 300-306 oearbom

The

Both

issues -will

be of more

than ordinary advertising
value to manufacturers of
telephone

Chicago

supplies.

apparatus

and

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

FOB

UrANTED,
similar

WASX

COLiimW advertiseiess),
$r.jo an
additional zuords jc each.

ments (jo zfords or
insertion;

POSITION WANTED advertiseor less), $1.00 an
sertion; additional words ac each.

ments

{$0 -words

in-

WANTED

POSITION

ELECTRICAL MATERIAL FROM THE WORLD'S

17,

1905

LEAD COVERED CABLES.
Size.

t.

Conductor.

This material that we are offering

WOOD CONDUIT.

Weatherproof and Rubber Covered Wire.

Yoltaei

All sizes from No. 14 to 600.000 C. M.

100,000

INCANDESCENT LAMPS

but central itation operation preferred. Employed at present but could coniider good posl

By an electrician well experienced in all kinds
of electrical woric, modern construction and repair work. etc.
Ten years as an electrical
engineer, haying been licensed I will engage
with some electric lighting company or power
plant. I will bte open for steady position most
any time. Address BOX 489, Care Western
Electrician, 610 Marquette Bldg., Chicago, III

WANTED

CHICAGO HOUSE WRECKING COMPANY,

Feet, Size 4!4 x

4H-

MISCELLANEOUS

200,000 Lamps, used a short time, and in
good condition for further service. Have
been tested. They are 104 voltage, Edleon
base, 8 candlepower.
In lots of 1,000,
each 5 cents.
150.000 orand new Incandescent Lamps In
original cases of 200, 250 and 400 Lamps,
ranging from 100 to 110 voltage, 8 and 16
candlepower. General Electric make. Price
each in case lots, 12H cents.
20,000 Colored Incandescent Lamps.brand
new, never used, General Electric make,
104 voltage, Edison base; colors. Amber,
Green, Opal and Ruby; put up 200 in a case.
Price each. 22 cents; are worth 35 cents each.
20,000 Incandescent Lamps, voltages 100
to 120, Edison. T. H. and Westlnghouse
base; 8. 10, 16. 20 and 25candlepo^-.
up 250 in a case, second selection. Price
each In case lots, lOj^i cents.

WANTED

A good inside wireman and must be able to
calibrate and read meters.
Steadv position.
State salary expected. Address BOX 490. care
Western Electrician, 510 Marquette Building.

FAIR, ST. LOUIS, 1904

An opportunity to secure rare bargains in everything used in this line.
has seen but limited service and is practically as good as new for further use.

Good all around electric light and railway
man. Would accept position In construction

POSITION

June

SAL.K and

300,000 No. 9171 Porcelain. Edison Base
Receptacles.
50.000 Weatherproof "Bryant" Sockets
1,000,000 split glazed B. & D. Wlrlne

Enobs.
800,000 Glazed Porcelain B. &, D. Wlrlne
Knobs, sizes 3H. 41/: and B«.
20.000 No. 8 Standard Porcelain Knobs.
200,000 Single Wire glazed Porcelain
Cleats.

15,000 Porcelain Cut-outs.
26.000 Plugs.
2,000.000 Doglazed Porcelain Tubes.
40.000 Glass Insulators.
20.000 Porcelain Cleats.
All kinds of switches and instrumentB.

Ask

for our Special

Catalogue

No. S67.

35fh and Iron

Sts.,

CHICAGO.

WANTED
In an Iowa electric light plant, competent
•ngineer for station work. Must furnish referlary expected, experience, etc

ELECTRICAL
AND OTHER
INDUSTRIES
ARE

WANTED

NORTHERN

OFFERED
LOCATIONS

Vertical Motors

WANTED
Two draftsmen experienced on telephone
apparatus. State age, education or experience
or call in person. WESTERN ELECTRIC
COMPANY, 242 South Jefferson Street, Chicago

FOR SALE
An electric light plant in central New York.
Street lighting contract and good busineps established.
For particulars address M. C. E.,
No. 602 So. WairenSt., Syracuse, N. Y.

FOR SALE

balance secured by the stock as collateral,
actual cost of the plant is $20,000 with a bonded
Indebtedness of 112,000
Inspection of plant

BANK.

Piano.

STEWARD BROS.

Ill

P'^R SA.I_K

1
1

2
1

2
1

3
1

1
1
1

2

NORTHERN ELECTRICAL MFG. CO.
MADISON.
Engirxeeis.

Manufacturers
5
425 Mor\n.dnook Block, CKlcago,

HI
Engineering

MEniANIUl,

iHF

freely;

Complete and nhort coarsei. TboroiiKhl7 equipped
eoKlneerlng shops. Shop wc»rk from the b«Elnnlng. Short courBes In Bteam and Electrical
En^lfieerlng. ExpeDsee low. Accommodations the
besW fichool ftU year. Btndente ma; enter any time.
Correspondence steam and electrical courBos. Bend
for catalogue. Mention couree In which InSereBted.

Lake Trips

When

DES MOIMES. IOWA.

WIS.. U. S. A.

when he

jects intelligently

R.

ideas

electrical

flow

YAZOO

&

For

informalioD and descriptive pam-

full

dlSSISSIPP! VALLEY R.

R.

pblel address

discusses electrical sub-

and

glibly,

you

will be

J.

C.

CLAIR,

pretty safe in assuming that he keeps in

touch with electrical progress by perusing
the Western Electrician 52 times a year.

JTjor Your Summeiv|

Outing

"THE
FOUR-TRACK

NEW YORK CENTRAL LINES

4 Days Lake Trip
irttti

HJtt

These small books are filled with
information regarding the best
mode of travel and the education
that can best be obtained by travel.
They relate specifically to the
great resorts of America— to trips
to the islands of the sea and around
the world.

^U^l

lU.

Get our easy termi on

INDICATOR
WILLIS PUNIHETER
VICTOR REDUCING WHEEL

Robertson & Sons,
198 Pulton St., New York

|I3

Chicago to Eicantba or Green Bay A ReL

complete

Including Berth and Heaii.

S. Clinton St.

ROBERTtON-THOMPSON

Jos." L.

R.

AND THE

P.

CO.

ON THE LINES OF

This is the title of a series of
books of travel and education issued
by the Passenger Department of the

net prices.

OREOORY ELECTRIC

Rates,

Conditions,

Communities,

THE ILLINOIS CENTRAL

III.

a man's

Freisht

Labor

SERIES"

Monthly Bargain Sheet
tint ftDd

Satisfactory Imlucements,
Favorjiile

15 Eddy.
15 Keystone, M. P.
16 Western Elec, M. P.
20 Sprague.
20 Western Elec. M. P.
26 Edison. seir-oUers.
30 Crescent, M. P.
30 Westlnghouse, M. P.
40 Bernard, M. P.
40 Western Electric, M. P.

ha E. & C. Multipolar.
50 Am. Engine Co., M.
60 C. AC, self-oiler.
60 Maine, M. P.
70 Fuller, multipolar.
160 Eddy, M. P.
200 National, M. P.

-

Good

HIGHLAND PARK COLLEGE,

H. P.
220 To 2S0 Volt Motors
1 7)4 Towle, M. P., new.
1
8 Holtzer-Cabot.
1
8
Crocker-Wheeler, series.
1 8 Western Electric M. P.. direct connected
'" Eaton
A Prince elevator, complete
with controller and drun
9H Crocker- Wheeler, M. P., ne
10 C. & C, M. P.
1
1
1
1
1

-

Itealttifiil

incorporated under the laws of Illinois and _..
uated in a city ol" 2,500 inhabitants. The plant
is thorougbly up to date, with complete duplicate equipment, is on a well- paying basis and is
constantly increasing its list of customers. This
stock is a controlling interest, being two-thirds

Address

WITH

WB SHOW A NORTHERN
VERTICAL MOTOR AS
APPLIED TO A DEEP
WELL PUMP.

GOODRICH

Line
steamers

B Days Lake Trip

|20

Chicag* to Macliinac liland & RcL
Including Berth and Meaia.

Muskegon
And Return
Front Chicago

or

Orand Haven
CO IR
•tiiB

MILWAUKEE

goodrich

Line

i

!

steamers!

Kn
I.OU

And Return
tl
From Chicago
Write taw • raider.

They also contain numerous illustrations and new and accurate maps
of the country described.
"A copy of the 52-page illuetnted
Cftt&logue of tbe "Four-Track Series"
will be sent free upon receipt ot postage
stamp by Georga H. Daniels, General
Passenger Agent, New York Central Sl

R. C. DAVIS. C. P. A..

EDISON COMPANY
REPAIR SHOPS
CHICACO
TELEPHONE MAIN
76 MARKET STREET, CHICAGO.
o;^—;t^:^
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT. rrr-t^—
1280^

FIRST-CLASS EQUIPMENT THROUGHOUT.

June

17,

RN

jc/ie,

F.J.RCTRICIAN

23

PHCENIX GLOBES possess all the
POINTS OF MERIT NECESSARY IN THEIR
WE SPEND

THE
DESIGNING AND MAKING OF THESE GLOBES
AND GUARANTEE THEM TO BE OF THE
HIGHEST STANDARD OF EXCELLENCE AND
USE.

INFINITE CARE IN

SUPERIORITY.

ONE CENTRAL STATION REPORTS THAT
DURING THE MONTH OF DECEMBER. A
MOST SEVERE MONTH. ONLY 22 "PHOENIX"
INNER GLOBES RENEWALS FOR ALL CAUSES
OUT OF 500 IN CONSTANT USE-THIS IS
WHAT WE MEAN WHEN WE SAY "PHOENIX
QUALITY."
The

Standard

of

Excellence

and

Superiority

INNER GLOBES
LICENSED UNDER PATENT 74-5,677

YEARS OF EXPERIENCE, CAREFUL AND INTELLIGENT ATTENTION TO EVERY DETAIL
IN THEIR MANUFACTURE HAS RESULTED
IN OUR PRODUCING'

INNER AND OUTER GLOBES
FOR ALL ENCLOSED ARC SYSTEMS THAT
ARE PERFECT IN EVERY RESPECT.
CATALOGUE OF INNER GLOBES SENT ON REQUEST.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE HO. 16, ILLUSTRATING NEW DESIGNS
IN ELECTRIC INCANDESCENT GLOBES AND SHADES.

r

*f
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2
IN

ONE
Fres-ko Soldering Paste

WAGNER
TRANS-

Fres-ko Soldering Stick

FORMERS

GUARANTEED TO BE THE BEST

SERVE TWO
PU RPOSES
THEY CAN BE
USED FOR EITHER

For Prices and Samples

LIGHTING OR POWER

write to

service, and sive the same high efficiency as the best of transformers designed for either service alone.
They show practically the same regulation on unbalanced three-wire
loads as on two-wire loads.
These transformers are interchangeable on motor and lighting loaHg.
They have the same voltage ratio for motor work as for lighting. IJulletin No. 65 tells more. Write for a copy. AUo Motor-Generator seis,
Hiilletm No. 69; Indicating Meters, Bulletin No. 67; and A C. Motois,
Bulletin No. 68.

FRES-KO CHEMICAL CO.
FORT WAYNE,

IND.

WAGNER ELEGTRIQ MANUFACTURING
ST.

CO.

LOUIS

On receipt of
10 CENTS
we will

send you a

Western

Electrician

Moonlight Schedule
for

1905.

Every lighting man
should have one.
Electrician Publishing

&10 Marquette

Bldg..

Company,
Chicago.

Qleason's

Moulding

Boxes.
Send

postal

for descriptive

Jb you

iA5Ci\\t

a^mall

pamand

phlet

YiMitoT

price

JOHN

L.

list

to

GLBASON

290 South St.

A NO. 2—RBQULAR

B NO.

2

REGULAR

Jamaica

Plata,

Mass.

I

JiiiiL'

U'F.STI-.IrV

if)o5

17,

I-.n/'l IM'

IAN

PITTSFIELD MASSACHUSETTS
have recently perfected and are now

NEW TYPE

OF

IoUd

selling a

INDUCTION MOTOR

embodying many improvements and

The

modifications.

parts are

judiciously proportioned so that in addition to other advantages a

considerable reduction

in

A

weight has been effected.

perfect circu-

where most needed insures the maintenance of low temperature
The motor is arranged for mounting on an iron base, in such a way that it

lation of air through parts
in

operation.

can be operated on the
ing of

oi!

floor, wall,

A

reservoirs.

or ceiling without any adjustment other than the chang-

single screw in the iron base serves to tighten or loosen the belt

For further information send

the pulley.

for

on

our Bulletin No. 146.

BRANCH OFFICES:
ATLANTA, OA.
BOSTON, MASS.

Eraiiire

CHICAGO,

Monadncck Hlock

ILL.

CINCINNATI. OHIO.

Building

Keys for the Practical
J.

Nlllonal Bank BnlldlnK

YORK. N. Y. 211 liroaiKvay
PHILADELPHIA, PA. North American
MBXICO CITY, MEXICO, V.

Oliver llullding

By F.

I'irst

ST. LOUrs.

NEW

Electrical

Worker

Ccnlurj- Building
SI.

The "R-F" Soldering' Copper
(

ROBINSON.

MO.

SAN PRANCISCO. CAL. 69-75 New Monlgomery
SEATTLE. WASH. Plontcr llullding

Hullding
M. Ilroshi

Pa.tented J>n.

17,

1905

)

an entirely new device of sreal merit and usetulne&s lo ElecTelephone Repair Men and Mechanics who have use tor a small
1(7 roiinpr
n few
ro..- ...t........
soldering
copper
,.,.^. Ihni
that cnti
...«.
^.... hf
be hontoH
heated in
In a
mlnuten i,^.
bv the
me iiSP ftf h»
ii|i which Is shown raised in operation
in iUustrillon
all
of alcohol will heat the copper >o that anj ordinary job
be
the
••--- -.ting a plumber s are iH)t. gasoline
-u.u, the use of a gas jet. ThU handy Utile tool Is entlrelv
self-conleci and ooniplele In ilsell. the hanulc b,-lng so made
that ic' holds the
per upnirht while heating, and when in use alcohol cup may
be set
k out of the way. The Soldering Co|iper Is about four times as Isnre
he il ustraiion. It stands complete seven and one-half Inches high
a table and weighs about four ounces.
There Is no other soldering
per like this unniue device which has now for the tlrst time been
:cd on the market.
s is
i.

Electric Light, Power, Street Railway, Telephone,
Telegraph and the every-day tables explained
almost entirely by drawings and diagrams of connections taken from the very latest practice.

Nearly 200 pages.

Price S2.00.

Prepaid to any address

i

.

in the world.

Price each (by mail postpaid) SI.OO
Discounts to the trade on application

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.
PUBLISHERS OF AND DEALERS
510

MARQUETTE BUILDING,

IN SCIENTIFIC

-

-

-

I

t

I

Manufactured only by

B00K5
CHICAGO.

U/?e

TURNER BRASS WORKS

25 North Fra.nklirv Street

CHICAGO.

U. S.

%«%%%%%%w»%%%«%%«%«%%«%w%v%««wv%%%%ii

Field

a^iAcL Arrxva^tTare
BY USING

Tro\ible Elimir\ai.ted

DeltOLbeston

Ins\il acted
with

MoLgnet Wire

Pure Asbestos
No Paper

Heatproof

or

Cotton Used

Moistvireproof
Write tor C

ASBESTOS INSULATION PREVENTS BREAKDOWN.
D. <a W. FUSE COMPANY, Wire Dept., Providence, R.

I.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN
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June

Revolving Field

Alternators
Built in all Capacities

75

and

and Types

100 K. IV. Altertiaiing Current Generators Installed for the Tibbc Electric Co., Washington,

Mo.

National Direct and Alternating Current Machinery embodies
features that have been found advantageous in previous
experience,
flay we send you our new publication "Plants

all

and Types?"

National Electric

Company

nilwaulcee
DISTRICT OFFICES

NEW

YORK,
PHILADELPHIA,
.
PITTSBURG,
CHICAGO,
ATLANTA, GA.,
.
NEW ORLEANS, LA.,

Ill Broadway
Land Title BId'g.
Farmers Bank BId'g.

Old Colony BId'g.

SALES OFFICES
DETROIT,
ST. L0UIS«

DENVER,

Miller, Seldoa Elect. Co.

•
•

&

Hendrie

Empire BId'g.

SEATTLE &

Hiberoia Bank BId'g.

San Francisco,

Bolthoff Mfg.
„.„.

(
=
J

Chemical BId'g.

•

Kilbourne

&

S. Co.

^r.
Clark

&

,

r
Co.

17,

1905

vvi:sTr-:RN

DUGALD
WILLIAM

C.
B.

JACKSON, C.
JACKSON, M.

C.
C.

INTSULATfiD

WIRES

F.r.ECTRicrA-

OFFICES

:

27

Milwaukee, 740-741 Wells Bldg.
1202 Marquette Bldg.

i

Chicago,

1

MAGNET WIRES
NORTHERN WIRE
& CABUE CO.

EXPERTS.

ENGINEERS.

MADISOR, WIS.

South Milwaukee
Wis.

ElectricHeatiagApparatus
I

UNIT" ENAMELED RHEOSTATS
SIMPLEX ELECTRIC HEATING CO,
Cambjrldgepoit, Maaa.

Continuous and judicious advertising is the magic wand
which converts a little business into a big business.

The

Lamp Guard

''Spiral"

^^

Patented
January 31, 190;

DIRECTIONS— Insert lamp

helices In the manner
eye of the guard

(,smaU end firet)

shown above, and

"IT'S

between

l\ielargest

place the tip of lam]) In the

Each guard compressed

Easy to
and put up In a 4x4 In, Manila envelope. 6 gross In a barrel.
Write for tree sample and prices.
handle. Convenient lor stock.

S. H.

COUCH

SFIits

©ra&?-ilark guarantrf s

qualtttj.

SPRINGY ALL OVER"

1he simplest and best guard on the market.

®ljf l^art

Nrm fnrk

Mf0.

Sostim

Co.. I|artfnrli, (Ermtt.
dljtrago

iTnnnttn.

®nL

CO., Inc., 156 Pearl St., Boston, Mass.
TEL. 4626

MAIN

W^^ Conduitsr
TloOKERy"-Chifti|o

_

:
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COOPER-HEWITT MERCURY

VAPOR LAMPS

COOPER-HEWITT
Write

Samples on Approval.

for

Catalog No. 12SE.

Mark

Made by

The F. BissELL Company,

R
LJ

For charging storage batteries
from alternating currents

lOSSERT.^»«
^1
^m

^

Drawn steel. One blow of a ham- 1
mer gives clean round hole. No filinff. K^

SAVE TIME, BOXES AND

money!

1

Be up to dale.
for bulletin giving

1

Bosseri Electric Construction Co.,".;!"

Use tbem. Write
full

particulars.

XE

'^

BARGAINS
You may have been looking

List Price

$1.80
1.50

bum

Scott, A.

I.

Wallis- Taylor, C.

E.

List Price

and

translated from the French
Hospitaller, London, 1889

2.75

1.65

2.60

1.60

1.25

1.00
1.00

2.00
1.00

by

80
1.00
2.00

1.20

7.00

4.20

4.00

2.40

J.

First Principles of Mechanical Engineering, by Imray & Biggs, London

3.25

2.00

3.00

1.80

5.00

Robt Grlmshaw, M. E., New York,
1896
Electrical Papers, Vols. I and II, by

2.00

1.20

Oliver Heaviside, New York, 1894..
A Guide fob the Electrical Testing

7.00

4.20

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING
PUBLIC BUILDING without
modern.
generators are

and department

CO.,

own

its

giving

InB. H. Gordon, B. A.,

duction, by

J.

New

1881

York,

&

80

1.50

1.00

sio

O.,

Theory of Electricity, by

16-C. P.

pumps,

marquette

u-ith

Gcfierutors

service

in

numerous

offices,

is

BrancK

Offices

1.25
1.25
.80

1.50

6.00

S.60

2.25

1.S5

1.50
1.00

2.00

6.00

75

1.50
1.25

public

buildings

Building of CHICAGO is one of our
D. C. Generators which furnish current
These motors
of Crocker-Wheeler motors.

fans,

lamps and 400

elevators,

150-K.

H.

P.

W.

compressors, etc.

Cro€'Iler==WIhieel(
Ampere,

16

2.70

1.50

not considered

C.-W.

and Motors.

2.70

4.50

CHICAGO

bldg..

WhitfhaU Sldg.,N. Y. City
Egiiippfd

4.50

Linnaeus

Cumming, M. A., London, 1885
Electricity Treated Expbeimbntally,
by LlniiEeus Cumming, M. A., London,
1891
Popular Elbcteic Lighting, by Capt.
E. Ironside Bax, London, 1892
The Age of Electricity, by Park Benjamin, New York, 1892
The Law Relating to Elbcteic LightiNO, by G. Spencer Bower, B, A.,
London, 1889
Mathematical Thboey of thd Steam
Engine, by T. Baker, C. E., London,
1890
Elementaey Teeatise on Natueal
Philosophy, by A. Privat Deachane!,
Part 3, Electricity and Magnetism,
New York, 1893
Electricity in Modern Life, by O. W.
De Tunzelmann, London, 1889

NATIONAL BANK

drive

1.00

stores.

The plant of the FIRST
recent in.stallations and consists of four
for 15,000

.

2.50

Stations, Klllingworth Hedges, Lon-

independent lighting and power plant

satisfactory

Jas. Lef-

1874
A Practical Teeatisb on Electric
Lighting, by J. E. H. Gordon, B. A.,
New York, 1884
Gray's Treatise on Magnetism and
Electricity, Vol.
I,
by Andrew
Gray, LL. D., P. R. S., London, 1898
Electricity, by Robt M. Ferguson,
Ph. D., F, R. S. E., London, 1890.
Coil and Current, or the Triumphs
OF Electricity, by Henry Frith,
London, 1897
A Century of Electricity, by T. C.
Mendeuhall, Cambridge, 1887
Magnetism and Electricity, by Arthur
Wm. Poyaer, M. A., London, 1890...
Potential and Its Application Popularly Treated, by Dr. Tumllrz, London, 1889
Co., Springfield,

don, 1892

OF Telegraph Cables, by Col. V.
Hoskiaer, London, 1889
Solutions of the Questions in Magnetism AND Electricity, set at the
Intermediate Science and Preliminary
Scientific Pass Examinations of the
University of London. 1860 to 1884,
by F. W. Levander, London, 1885

E

$2.50

Continental Electric Light Central

2.00

E

Our

C.

Tarn, M, C. P., London, 1889
Electricity Up To Date, by John B.
Verity, M. I. E. B., London, 1896..
Tblegeapht, by W, H. Preece and J.
Sivewrlght, London, 1888
Electricity and tee Electric Telegraph, In two volumes, by Geo. B.
Prescott, New York, 1888
Useful Rules and Tables, relating to
Mensuration, Engineering, Structures
and Machines, by Wm. John. Macquom Bankine, London, 1889
Electricity and Magnetism, by B^ancia Nlpher, A. M., St I^ouls, 1895..
The Action op Lightning, by Arthur
Parnell. London, 1882
Modern American Methods of Copper
Smelting, by Edw. Dyer Peters, Jr.,
M. E., New York, 1891
The Steam-Boiler Catechism, by

B.

.

6.00

Magnetism and Electricity, by H.

of

Four Lectures on Static Electric
CoNSTEUCTiON OF Miix Dams,

l.lO

London, 1892

Price

Domestic Electeicity fob Amateurs,

Electrody-

Sheldon, Ph. D
Electricity, Its Theory, Sources and
Application, by John T. Sprague,

50

Ust

Sale PriCi

fel

namies

2.50

NEW YORK

can get them and get them at a bargain, too.

Chapters on Electricity, by Samuel

Thos. J. Main, M. A., Philadelphia,
1883
The Indicatoe Handbook, by Chas. N.
Plckworth
The History and Progress of the
Electric Telegraph, by Robt Sabine, C. B., London, 1869.
Cloth...
Paper
Local
Distribution
of
Electric
Power in Workshops, by Ernest KIl-

Bearings and Lubrication, by A.

Now you

Electricity in our Homes and Workshops, by Sidney P. Walker, London,
1889
1.50
Electricity in the Service of Man,
by R- Wormell, D. Sc, M. A.. New
York, 1886
$3.00
The Mathematical Theory of ElecElectrostatics
Vol. II, Magnetism

:

St.,

of each of the following

tricity and Magnetism, by Watson
& Burbury, London, 1885.
Vol I,

50

220 West 29lh

SHELF=WORN BOOKS

volumes for years.
have only one or two copies

.80

win, N. Y.,

D. Sc
The Indicator and Dynamometer,

COOPER- HEWITT ELECTRIC CO.

TYPE P A CONVERTER

of these

2.00

Tables and Memoranda foe Electrical
Engineers, by Frederick Walker, C.E.
Magnetism and Electricity, by R.
Wormell
Steam Heating Data, by Wm. J. Bald1897
The Telegraphist's Guidb The New
Examinations of Technical Telegraphy, by Jas. Bell, A. I. E. E., London, 1895
The Mechanical Arts Simplified, by
D. B. Dixon, Chicago, 1897
Electric Lighting, translated from the
French of Count du Moncel, by Robt.
Routledge, B. S. C, London, 1883...
The Aeithmetic of the Steam Engine, by E. Sherman Gould, N. Y.,
1S97
Tips to Inventoes, by Robt Grlmshaw,
Ph. D., N. Y., 1893
Mechanical Geaphics, by Geo. Halllday, London, 1889
Physical Units, by Magnus Maclean,

>

1^
^m^

Sale Price

Elbctbicitt as a Motive Powbe, by
Count Th. du Moncel, London, 1883.. $3.00
Dbcoeativb Electricitt, by Mra. J. E.
2.50
H. Gordon, London, 1891
Electeical Appliances of the PeesBNT Day, by Major D. P. Heap, U.
being a report of the Paris ElecExhibition of 1881

1

Write for Bulletins and Prices

IN

some

for

We

S. A.,
trical

Vapor Converter

TOLEDO.O.

N. J.
Chicago Office :01d Colony Bldg.

iiic

17
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THE

NEW "MORRISON
STORAGE
BATTERY
Just

What the World Has Been Waiting

n

For.

This plate is so strong
and mechanically that no amount of
electrically

abuse or of
vibration in traction serv-

electrical
ice

can dislodge even the

slightest particle
active material.

of

its

Lowest internal resistance of any storage battery in the world.

The weight efficiency is
conservatively 14 watts
total weight, and
electrical efficiency unsur-

per pound
passed.
THE CELL

THE PLATE

Universal Electric Storage Battery Co
INCORPORATED

1355 Railway Exchange Building
Factory: 36-38 Union Park Place

Office:

Chicago,

Illinois
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"Flexduct"

Is

th&t hitfh standard required In

BlII

high-class work.

It is

June

very

flexible, a. hltfh

17,

1905

Insul&tlon and indestructible

FLEXIBLE CONDUIT
"Flexduct" the National Code StSLndard.

does not

it

us&ble

deteriorBi.te, BlIwblVS

to

highest degree

OSBURN FLEXIBLE CONDUIT COMPANY,

NEW YORK

CHICAGO

SAN FR-ANCISCO

SCHEEFFER ilMTECRATINC

WATTMETER
Type E

for Allernating

Type F

Current

for Direct

Current Circuits

DUST AND BUG PROOF
IMPROVED CONSTRUCTION
MOVING PARTS ARE EXTREMELY LIGHT
INSURING A HIGHLY SENSITIVE AND ACCURATE METER.
WRITE FOR PRICES AND DESCRIPTIVE
LITERATURE

DIAMOND METER COMPANY
PEORIA,

ALTERMATIMB CURRENT

LATEST DESIGNS

U.S. A.

ILL.,

of well

DIRECT CURRENT.

made and ARTISTIC LIGHTING FIXTURES

Our Catalogue NO. 9 conbains ELECTRIC FIXTURES only
Our No. 10 has COMBINATION, ELECTRIC and GAS FIXTURES
Which will you have? Your request will bring it
Sent

free,

express prepaid, to dealers only.

BEARDSLEE CHANDELIER MFG.

253=254 S. Canal

CO.,

CHICAGO.

St.

fMI^

ELECTRICAL BOOKS
Make
I

from the only large stock of electrical books earned in the
Prompt shipments guaranteed. If you do not find what you want in the
following list, write for complete and up=to-date book catalogue.

your, book purchases

West.

Price.

Price.

Booli, cloth binding
$1.00
Badt's New Dynamo Tender's Hand Boolj, cloth binding. .. 1.00
1.00
Badt's Incandescent Wiring Hand Book, cloth binding
Badt's Bell Hanger's Hand Booli, cloth binding
1.00
Badt's Electric Transmission Hand Book, cloth binding.
1.00
Dobb's The Inspector and Trouble Man, cloth binding
1.00
Steven's Mechanical Catechism, cloth binding
1.00
Hawkins' Catechism of Eleetiicity, leather binding
2.00
2.00
Practical Electricity, leather binding
Thompson's Polyphase Electric Currents, cloth binding. . . 3.50
1.00
Variey's Electro-Magnet, cloth binding
Buckley's Electric Lighting Plants, cloth binding
2.00
1.00
Haskins' Electricity Made Simple, cloth binding
1.25
Haskins' Transformer, cloth binding
Houston's 2-volume Electrical Dictionary, half leather, very
cheap, half price
6.0O
Watson's Electrician's Handy Book, cloth binding
2.50
Trevert's Armature and Magnet Winding, cloth binding. . 1.50
Trevert's How to Build Dynamo Electric
Machinery, cloth
binding
2.50
Trevert's Experimental Electricity, cloth binding
1.00
Trevert's Electricity for Students, cloth binding
1.00
Trevert's Electric Railway Engineering, cloth binding
2.00
Alisop's Bell Construction, cloth binding
1.25

Trevert's Electrical Measurements for Amateurs, cloth binding
$1.00
Alisop's Telephones, Their Construction and Fitting, cloth

Webb's Telephone Hand

.

.

.

.-

binding
Alisop's Bell Fitting, cloth binding
Alisop's Induction Coils, cloth binding
Bell's Electric Power Transmission, cloth binding
Bell's Distribution for Electric Railroads, cloth binding
Cushing's Standard Wiring for Electric Light and Power,
leather binding
Hanchett's Modem Electric Railway Motors, cloth binding.
Houston
Kennelly's Electric Transmission of Intelligence,
cloth binding
Houston
Kennelly's Electrical Measurements, cloth bind-

1.25
1.25
1.25
3.00
2.50

1.00
2.00

&

1.00

&

ing

1.00
Houston
Kennelly's Electric Heating, cloth binding
l.OO
Houston
Kennelly's Electric Arc Lighting, cloth binding. 1.00
Houston
Kennelly's Electric Motor, cloth binding
1.00
Houston
Kennelly's Electric Street Railways, cloth binding
1.00
Houston
Kennelly's Electric Telegraphy, cloth binding. . 1.00
Houston
Kennelly's Electro Therapeutics, cloth binding. . 1.00
Houston
Kennelly's Electricity Made Easy, cloth binding. 1.50
Merill's Electric Light Specifications, cloth binding
1.50
Wiener's Dynamo Electric Machines, cloth binding
3.00

&
&
&
&

&
&
&

ANY OF THE ABOVE B^OKS SENT PREPAID ON RECEIPT OF

PRICE.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO
SUITE 510
^^MMMMMMMmWAai

'

MARQUETTE

BUILDING, CHICAGO.
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CLEAN BOILERS
keeps

it

off,

Send gallon

stops corrosion and foaming.

BORN DRUO
aa7-234 Postal Tclegroph Building, OHICACO, ILL.

CRUDE

or

FUEL

of

case takes off the scale,

suit the

to

water

for analysis.

\A/ORKS,
A OMEIVIIOAL_
..

"'

'

^

^

WALRAThlCAS^ENClNES

DIESEL ENGINES
Operating on

Water Treatment

Dearborn
made

Especially adapted to Eltclric Service, either belted or direct connected to generalort

Oil

Guaranteed Fuel Consumption
on variabie load, ranging from

If

COMPLETE

}^ to full load

12^ Qa!s. per 100 Kw. Hours

able,

cheap

power known,

PLANTS

write for

FURNISHED

SUITABLE FOR ALL STATIONARY POWER

you Mini

Ihe moil reli-

POWER

Catalog

"W."

For further Information addres*

AMERICAN DIESEL ENGINE COMPANY
11

Cm W^

tEL JEL tS^i

in

We Build and
FANS
BLOWERS

20/

Mechanical

Draft

Plants
Boiler

PRESSURE
BLOWERS, ETC

EXHAUSTERS

Capacity

SEM> FOR CATALOG IE

Fuel

20

DIXON'S

SOLID BELT DRESSING
Prevents

all

The Phosphor

J

t r r nt

I

to

407c

N. Y.

tr7Ss,o^ lUllbllliiDn

I '"'iiiiiwro'

Slipping.

SEND FOR A FREE SAMPLE.
JOSEPH DIXON CRUCIBLE CO.. Jersey City. N.

MARKS

ILL., U. S. A.

increases
Install

THE GREEN FUEL ECONOMIZER COMPANY, Matteawan,

RtG.TRflDE

CAS ENCINE CO.

CHICAGO HEIGHTS,

rTm*ir<iKaai

^

Saves
10 to

IVIARIIMETTE

NEW YORK

Broadway

J.

Bronze Smelting Co. Qmited,

2200 Washington ave.,Philadelphia.
"ELEPHANT BRAND PHOSPHOR-BRONZE'
INGOTS,CASTiNGS,WIRE,RODS,SHEETS,ETC.

— DELTA

METAL

CASTINGS, STAMPINGS rnd FORCINGS
ORIGINAL AND SoUeMakERS IN THE U.S.

When

a man's electrical ideas flow freely;

will

be pretty safe

electrical

when he

subjects intelligently and glibly,

you
assuming that he keeps in touch with
progress by perusing the Western Electrician

(discusses electrical

in

Tbe Hrownell Direci-Connected

THE BROWNELL

Outlit.

CO.. Da^yton. O.

Manufacturers oi Boilers. Engines. Heaters and Sheet Iron Work.

52 times a year.

SAMSON TURBINE
In

connection

build

the

with

highest

our
grade

turbines

we

POWER
MACHINERY in
of

TR.ANSMISSIOX
way of GEARS. SHAFTS. BRIDGETREES, BEARIXGS, etc.
the

•^-^^

THE JAMES LEFFEL & CO.
307 Lagonda Street

Springfield, Ohio, U. S A.
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PILLSBURY-WATKINS
COMPANY
LUMBER EXCHANGE.
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
CEDAR POLES, POSTS, TIES AND SHINGLES.

SOUTHERN
OAK TIES.

IDAHO"REO" MICHIGAN "WHITE*

CEDAR POLES

We

ship more Idaho Poles than

all

WESTERN LUMBER and POLE

other dealers combined

CO., Denver, Oolo.

TORREY
CEDAR CO.,

Cedar

Poles

CLINTONVILLE, WIS.
Lars* Stock ConiUntly on Hand

»A.
ft*^^^»>^V'

^'.^Sjfek4i.-3A^sA4^

LARGE STOCK.

MICHIGAN WHITE

KELLOGG SWITCHBOARD & SUPPLY

PROWPT SHIPMENTS.
Southern Cedar
NO ROTTEN BUTTS.

i

Are the Best.

POLES

D.W. PHELAN,

CO., Chicago.

rTSi:^w^:^^zri:^^^^^sm

277 Broadway, New York

^fOARPOUe?

POLES

ESTABLISHED

MICHIGAN and IDAHO CEDAR

The F. Bisseix Company.

1PA^^aW)\^ (M^^SjoJ^ $A\^{ywvfeV

1862

.*f.

WM. MUELLER COMPANY

1^'

MARQUETTE BLDG. Chicago.
EIGHT DISTRIBUTING YARDS

I2II-IZ 13

Toledo. 0.

ftl^Jverw

^

L

..c."

..

.

>.,..

......

^..r. ti.-<L,,.

>.;^.,jjilifes5?:gs$a'avias5fcfeaaKi;^^

^jvaiXv»CA\V (MC^r^^M^MfiXxrJirr 6AeiXM.(NW,lA/^Xckf.

CENTRAL STATION HEATING
We arc the originators and builders of the ONLY underground system of live and exhaust steam heating.
system

is

used for the utilization and distribution of exhaust steam from

electric-light

and power

Our

plants, for heating

We

residences, stores, public buildings, etc.
have the
250 plants in successful financial and mechanical operation.
only practical Steam Meter. Also manufacturers of Wooden Water Pipe, Steam Pipe Casing, Steam Traps, Condensation Meters, Valves, Economizing Coils, Separators, and a full line of Steamfitters' Supplies.

Write

for

the

STORY

of

DISTRICT STEAM HEATING

Americam
District Steam
Company
MAIN OFF-ICES
WESTERN OFFICES MONADNOCK
:

L Q C KP O R T, N .Y.

CHICAGOvlL.!--

BLDG.

'

:

WESTKRX

KI.F.fTRICIAN

CEDAR POLES

and
TIES
duluth log

go., Duiuth, niinn.

2^s°oS;^"c^"-%%%";priH7?:;it:?i''

IF

;iiit

YOU WANT POLES

quote yim on

(or

llicse

other sizes you

may

IMMl'.DIA

en-incli,

twenty

9ix-incli, tliirtica.

SIIII'MKNT?

Can

OBTAIN OUR PRICES

cHpcrially

niir prices,

fivcii

May wc

and
nut

quote you on any
VVc also h.ivc plenty of those "Trolley" tics ycl.

need.

11'.

nliiu

ON

Plttsburn; Agents, TIppor

&.

ELECTRIC RAILWAY

WHITE CEDAR

MALTBY CEDAR COMPANY, 509 Phosnh

Block, Bay City, Michigan.
Patton, BOO Bosssmor Building-

THE WHITE MARBLE LIME

TIES
CO., Manistique, Mich.

BERTHOLD

POLES.
IDAHO CEDAR up

SILVER ANNIVERSARY

Just Bougnt

W.

MonmMlcli.

80

ST. LOUIS.
Chemical

ft.

OAK, CYPRESS and

YELLOW

Bulldlni;

PINE.

POLE BUSINESS

CEDAR
COMPANY.a
Out-MALTBYMlohlpari
Whit.- c.thir

Tofjotlior wllh our ou n ar^'O slofk we art- prt;imrc'd to Mil iinv size Polo Or.lor.nlonci-. sorlliiu
niiiNhlpnhiKvnrda all ihrt
Principal Olllcc:

IN

to

TIES.

& JENNINGS,

WHITE CEDAR.

C. Sterling

P'.j.

Wc make n
4,

s|M.lnlt

Son Co.

r,r

,

Mr

.n;'.,:tst
. Jar.

rHi:;,ii

Prlnclpil Vird.

i

B.y

Clly

"WESTERN"

tod Omei

(Ml

SXEDARPOIES

POLE HOLE

All Lencthsan-'Sizes

DIGGER

LindsleyBros Co.

The

only satis-

Pole

factory

Hole Digger.
Because it will
work at the bot-

FootTies,Michigan'sBestWhiteCedar

7

for Electric Railways,

Our

Specialty.

tom

ALSO TROLLEY POLES

PERRIZO & SONS,

Write as.

THE

WESTERN

and

bring out anything

For

ELEC-

TRICIAN OBTAIN MOST E.VCEL

LENT RESULTS BECAUSE IT
PLACES THEM IN TOUCH WITH
ACTUAL BUYERS OF POLES
TRY A CARD.

deep

It will

loosen

DAOOETT. MICH.

POLE DEALERS ADVERTISING
IN

of a

hole.

it

sale

meets.

by

all

i

the best supply

Idaho Cedar Poles

houses.

Western Steel
PACIFIC

COAST POLE

CO.

Gate Co.

SPOKANE, WASH.

Manufacturers

of

"Western" Railroad Gates.

POLES, TIES, POSTS.
PRODUOEII8.

THE PORTER CEDAR CO.,
SABINAW,

TWO

MICH.

RIVERS,

We want your Inquiries always.
Subscription Blank— Domestic

WHITE CEDAR POLES
HALL

L.

BROOKS

WISCONSIN AVBNUB

51

TOMAHAWK,

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING

WIS.

CO.,

5 10 Marquette BIdg., Chicago, U. S. A.
Gentlemen

our Specialties

EVERY COMFORT

Telephone Poles

Attends the Traveler

between

Electric Light Poles

Street Railway Poles

Hewn Timbers and
Piling,

Round

or

Octagonal

Chicago

E.

which

&

order to go into effect with current number.

Name

Louisville

Travels via the

$3.00 a Year
(52 Numbers!

MISSOURI CYPRESS CO.

$1.50 6 Months

Campbell, Mo.

(26 Numbers)

^^H Consult Your Local Ticket Agent ^Hi

please

send

to the following address for

Indianapolis

Cincinnati

Who
S.

Inclosed find |^;?g, for

ELECTRICIAN weekly

Address.

THE WESTERN
e"

months, this

:

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

June

17,

1905

STROMBERG-GARLSON
"Central Energy" Multiple Switchboarcls

We

The Automatic Electric Company

Have Built Seven Multiple Switchboards
WILI. BE "AT

SUITE

633,

HOME" AT

THE AUDITORIUM HOTEL,
AND AT THEIH

FACTORY VAN BUREN AND MORGAN

STS.,

DUBING THE

National-Interstate Independent
Telephone Association Convention
AT CHICAGO
during the past few months,

six

the same type as the above.
lines each.

The board shown was

Dixon,

Visit

III.

floor Auditorium

and

rooms

26

will

see

JUNE

and

1

28
2

1

,

22

apparatus.

STROMBERG-CARLSON TEL. MFG.
Rochester, N. Y.

32nd,

AND WILL. BE PLEASED TO HECEIVE AT EITHEB
PLACE THE DELEGATES AND VISITORS TO THE
CONVENTION FOH THE PUKPOSE OF DEMONSTHATING THE AUTOMATIC TELEPHONE STSTEM.

parlor

why telephone men

STROMBERG-CARLSON

and

30th, 21st

installed at

Hotel, Chicago, June

23 and you

prefer

1

were

of which

Capacity 3,000

CO.

Chicago,

III.

EMPIR.E

tniernaiionai

PROTECTORS

Telephone
Mfg, Co.

THAT PROTECT.

MINIATVRE

LAMPS

Send

for Circular

B.W.McCBANDLESSiCO,
Licensed Manufacturers
67 & 69 Park Place

NEW YOBK

Our patent wrapped
our protectors are an insurance

fuse used

HIGH GRADE

in

against

policy

Locations for Industries

light-

Erie RaUroad

ning.

Telephone
Apparatus

Chicago to

New

York

The Erie

Railroad Company's IndusDepartment has all the territory
traversed by the railroad districted in re-

Sample free by mill to
any Exchange or Toll Line

trial

lation to resources, adaptability, markets
for manufacturing, and
;an advise with manufacturers in relation
to the most suitable locations.
For full

and advantages

CENTRAL TELEPHONE

AND ELECTRIC

Harrison and Olinton Sts.

CHICAGO

909 Market

No. 12 Double Line,

ST. LOUIS.

CO.,

information address

LUIS JACKSON

St.,

U. S. A-

Indnstrial Cominissioner, Erie

21 Cortland! Street,

Subscription

<
U
e
H
O

510 Marquette BIdg., Chicago, U. S. A.

^

this

more

on your desk.
broken

111

(0

>

desk

Made any

Telephones.
::

::

::

Gentlemen
Enclosed find ||gg, for which

c

<

III

Use

No

length.

-J

a

Blank— Foreign.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

<

RaUroad Compaiiy

New York

please

send

ELECTRICIAN weekly to the following address
order to go into effect with current number.

for

THE
g"

WESTERN

Burn's Adjustable

months; this

Desk Telephone

°

AMERICAN ELECTRIC TELEPHONE
»5

$5.00 a Year
(52 Numbers)

$2.50 6 Months
(26 Numbers)

We

have

Streets,

just

moved

Eoglewood

into our

new

factory

Station, Chicago,

which we

erected at 64th

CO.
and State

111.

Ve

manufacture Telephones and Telephone Switchboards of all styles.
We
have installed many of the largest exchanges.
26 Bulletins describe our apparatus.

They

are sent postpaid

upon

request.

WESTERN

ELfiCTRICIAN

35

KELLOGG
TELEPHONE APPARATUS
Kellogg Harmonic
Four'Party System

Kellogg Intercom"
municating Systems
Everything that's best
in Telephones

Highest Award at the
St. Louis Exposition

Kellocc Switchboard
AND Supply Company
CREEN AND CONGRESS STREETS

CHICAGO
Kellogg Privalo Branch Exchange In Government Building
at Washington.

IN 1904

The American

The Wes TERN Electrician

LA RGE

i,o66
This

is

198 columns or

3,

If

basi 3

^,000,000

amoiint

technical books.

average $ 2

book

in

^46 worth given

For

to

23

On

the

CLEVELAND
BIdtf.

Electric

LOS IS'GELCS

BU(.

Electric Fuse

Srymoar

BI4(.

Company

s^rs

published

pages of readi ng matter.

Iequivalent

words.

FHILADELPBIA
Keystone Telephone

CUT

IT

OUT

$2-

YOU are not a subscriber you s hould be.

^

'd^

Bituminized Fibre Conduit
For Underground
COMBINES

the

Construction

GOOD FEATURES

of other conduits.

ELIMINATES the BAD FEATURES existing in many kinds.
HAS VALUABLE FEATURES not found in any other duct.
The American Conduit Company has a corps of experts
In underground construction and is prepared to furWe would prenish supervision of work if desired.
fer to co-operate with contractors in underground construction, but If desired will submit estimates and bids
and lake contracts for completed underground systems
in any part of the United States or Canada.

AMERICAN CONDUIT COMPANY
Main
1003-6

Offices

MANHATTAN BUILDING
CHICAGO.

Other Offices
170 Broadway, New York
336 Hacy Street. Lot Angeles

No. SOI Cut Oat

THEY ARE THE LOWEST PRICED INSURANXE
POLICY YOU EVER PURCHASED

Rooms

611=613

AUDITORIUM. June

20. 21,

22

ALL THE YEAR AROUND

CHICAGO

NEW YORK ATLANTA

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

3G

June

THE

PENNSYLVANIA
SPECIAL
THE PIONEER
18-

Chicago

HOUR TRAIN
and

New York

Leaves Chicago Daily At 2:45
Arrives

Leaves

New Yorl^
New Yorl^

P.

M.

Daily At 9:45 A. M.
Daily At 3:55 P. M.

Arrives Chicago Daily At 8:55 A. M.

EXTRA FARE

Through Compartment
For

full

$10.00

Observation

information as to time of other trains address

C. L.

KIMBALL

Assistant General Passenger Agent
No. 2

SHERMAN STREET
CHICAGO

Car

17,

1905

—
W

I
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Kr,KCTRICIAN

Westinghouse Revolving

37

Field Alternators

EspeciaHy adapted
to hij^h voltajife or

large current output.

Westinghouse

&

Electric

Mfg. Co.

Pittsburg, Pa.
New

York. Atlanta. Dalla

Address nearest district office
Bufialo. Chicago. Cknckinjitl, Cleveland. Denver. Detroit. Los Angeles. Minneapolis. New Orleans. Philadelphia. Pittsburg.
fait Lake City. San Francisco. Syracuse. 5eattle.
Canadian Westlnghouse Co., Limited, namllton. Ontario. Mexico: Q. & O. Branllf & Co., City of Mexico.

Itimore. Boston.

Canada:

Crimshiaw

ALL OU R Wl RES

Raven White Core

pass Inspection and carry the above

NEW YORK

TRADE-MARKS on

afacturo

c

EXCURSION

SEND

Asbury Park, N.J.

Wabash

A

Steamers from Albany

to

M

CRANE. G. P. <S- T. A., St. L
PALMER, A. G. P. A.. Chic

THE DENVER AND
RIO GRANDE R. R.
has more scenic altractlons, mountain re.sorts, mineral sprlnj;s, buntIn^ and fishing grounds than any
other railroad in the world.

THE NEW ALUMINUM ENCASED FOCUSING FLASHLI6HT

price.

New

York, and Ocean trip from New York to
Atlantic Highlands.
The only line running Free Chair Cars between Ch
id New York.
Write foi
opy of Wabash N. E. A.
Illustrated Folde.
ining maps, time
ards and full details
S.

CATALOGUE ON

pocket flashlight with greater
power, more light, more life
indestructible and no higher in

between Detroit and Sultalo, Hudson Rioer

F.

DESCRIPTIVE

A

LoH> rates, long limits, liberal stop-ooer
prioileges, With the option of Lake Steamers

:.

FOR SPECIAL

St.

the

National Educational Association,
Leaving Chicago June 29 to July 2

Line

Raven Black Core
Crimshawand Competition Tapes ^°d Splicing Compounds.

RAXFLEX

via the

Day

Louli

INSULATED WIRE COMPANY,
BRANCHES:] ,,2 Sesplaln«

On Account of

St.

It reaches all i>oints of Interest in
Colorado and C.ah.
It Is the only line passing throush
Lake City en route to «nd trdm

Salt

Caltfornla and Xonh Pacific CoasL
It Is the most attractive line to the

Portland Exi>osiiion.
It has the hlchest class modern
equipment and through car serrlce.
It has a superb dining car service.

Low summer rate5 for the
Beware of Infringe-

UEHLING-DECKER GO.

ments.
Made nnder
patent 520,429, May
29. 1894.
Sustained
by United States
Court of Appeals.

A. Bennett,

141

Manager. Weslern

South Clinton

CHICAGO

Epworlfa

League and G. A. R. Conventions.
Write

I.

for free illnstrfiled booklets.

Office

S. K.

St.

G. P.

HOOPER.
and T. A.

Denver, Colo.

R.C.NICHOL.
Cotn'l Agt.

242 Clark

St..

Chicago.

A.

IT IS

"ONLY A

IVIINT

SAID THAT GLADSTONE SAID:

CAN MAKE MONEY WITHOUT ADVERTISING"
IT

IS

TRUE,

WHETHER GLADSTONE SAID

IT

OH NOT.

Ml.

:
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Westinghouse Arc Lamps

Mechanism

Multiple Direct Current

uf

Multiple Alternating Current

Lamp

Some
Multiple A. C.

Lamp

Mechanism

Sliowing Mechanism

of

Series Alternating Current

Lamp

Features of the Three Leaders Follow

Lamp

Multiple D. C.

Lamp

Single Coil.

Stricth- Fireproof.

No

Phosphate Bronze Spring Mounting.

Adjustable for 3 Amperages.

Inner Reflector.

20 Coils on Reactive Devices.

Well Ventilated.

Counterbalanced Armature.

Average Life

Insect Proof.

Few

:

Lamp

Series A. C.

Iron Parts E.xposed to Weather.

Solid Copper Case.

150 Hours.

Substantial Construction.

Non-Sticking Dash Pot.

Parts.

Adjustable for 3 Amperages.
Fire-proof

Uninjured by Short Cir-

Snap Hook on Globe Chain Holder.

Cut-Out

Unaffected by Short Circuit.

Insulation Unequalled.

:

Heavy Coin

Silver.

No Moving Leads Attached To Lamp Switches

Westinghouse

Electric

&

Mfg. Co.

Do you know we
also

Pittsburg, Pa.

Write

Address Our Nearest District Office:
New

York, AtlanU, Baltimore, Boston, Buffalo, Chicago, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Denver. Dallas, Detroit, Los Angeles, Minneapolis,
Orleans, Philadelphia, Pittsburg, St. Louis, Salt Lake City, 5an Francisco, Syracuse. Seattle.
For Canada: C«nadlaa Westinghouse Co., Limited, Hamilton, Ontario; Mexico; O. & O. Braniff & Co., City of Mexico.

sell

descent

New

Incan-

Lamps?

for

logue.

Cata-

•

June

17.

••
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^

yf-

n

ii

m————————

"Wood"
Prepayment Wattmeters
Ha^ve

Come
LoLst

Stay

to

Week We SKowed You
TKis Week

Ovjr Type

You See Our Type

K

W

Write for
Bulletins
1063

&nd

BOTH MCTER.S AR.E

1066

ABSOLUTELY
ACCURATE,

TAMPER-PROOF.
LONG LIVED.

Wayne

Fort

Electric

Works

Fort Wayne. Indiana

The Inspector
AND

Trouble Man.
By

A. E.

HITCH YOUR WAGON
TO A STAR
AND

DOBBS.

<^M^f004fi0^f4fW4f4f4:*4f*<*****4f^f***'«^*SS4'tl^^

Full of information and diagrams for the operator,
exchange owner, exchange manager, inspector, trouble
man, lineman.
A complete description of telephones and their
troubles.
How to find and remedy them, together
with working plans for exchange construction, complete
with diagrams of all up-to-date telephones and switch-

YOUR MACHINE
TO A

boards.

This

and

is

a practical book, written in plain language,

for anyone interested in telephony.

Mailed anywhere on
receipt of prica

No

technicalities.

.

.

.

Substantially bound

E.

ELECTRICIAN PUBUSBING
MARQUETTE BUILDING, CHICAGO.

MOTOR

in cloth.

<0ti:4f*^f**i4f*****0^f4 <r*;«i«(#.»<(«^<«^«y.»#y< '**4f*4f***^'***'4r*'4

510

W.

ONE DOLLAR.

CO.,

WESTERN ELECTRIC
CHICAGO

CO.

NEW YORK

OTHER LARGE

CITIES

\VESTERN ELECTRICIAN

40
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EtMCTRIC SIGNS VULCANIZED FIBRE
Highest grades for rUctric*! insulation and mcciiaiiical purposes, in sheeti^

invited.

129

FULTON

=

ST.,

Wa^rreiY

THOMAS

S.

Wilmington, Dei.

-

AUSnriN

WORKS:

Isysnne, N.

ROBERT

REED, President

E.

114-lia I^XBEBTir

i.

BENJAMIN, Secretary

Central Stations

The Reed
Electrical Cordage Company
(incorporated!

Simple
merit

statements

and

N. Y.

FACTORY, 419 TRACY STREET

the following test:

that are'necessary in sell-

Now

SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY

Warren Alternators,

who

could

March

Electrical Cordage Co.

the TIME

to

sell

6th, 1905.

May we

Syracuse. N. Y.

Gentlemen:— I have tested the insulation of the samples of lamp cord which you
me and find that both of them exceed the Underwriters" requirements of 50
megohms per mile. Both samples gave an insulation resistance of over 70 megohms
per mile, 70 megohms being the limit which the sensibllitv of my instruments would
allow me to specify. The tests were made after the cord had soaked for twenty-four

furnished

hours in a saturated solution of

is

Signs and Flashers.

Syracuse, N- Y.,

The Reed

GUAR.ANTEE

can be interested

and at the same time makj
the sign 10 times as attractive.

ELECTRICIANS PLEASE READ

all

WE GUARANTEE
WHAT WE SELL
AND
SELL WHAT WE

By selling Race or Improved
Reynolds Flashers with electric signs, many merchants

cause these Flashers reduce
the expense of current 40%

of

devoid of

technical verbiage, are

merchants
signs but the

not be interested before, be-

NOTHING

BUT FACTS,
ing

SYMGUSE,

Univeislly Buildlns

of

electric

cost of current SCARES them.

ALTERNATOR
637

Signs mean
CONSUMED.

Electric

current

More current consumed
means MORE MONEY to you.
WANT

INSULATED CORDS

Needs no garrulous knight
to champion its virtues.

MORE

Hundreds

MANUFACTURERS OF-

Warren.

€0.,
STREET, . IT.

Of Interest to

More

U/>e

CO.,

CHICAGO REPRESENTATIVE.

THE SAFETY OTSIJIiATED WIRE & €ABI.E

CHICAGO

Alternator

CO.,

FOR EVERY ELECTRICAL SERVICE.
Jk

B.

A/l.

HALLER MACHINE CO.

Catalogues and samples on appIicatJon.

SAFETY " RUBBER GOVEREB
WIRE AND CABLE

Raised letter, Crttoved Letter, Hat Letter-Signs.
Transparent Signs, Glass Jewel Signs.
Arc Lamp Globe Signs.
Correspondence

special shapes.

VULCANIZED FIBRE

''

Agents wanted.

and

tubes, rods

This sign is made of
Raised Metal Letters on Metal Background

send full particuand price about RECO
and Reynolds Flashers ?
lars

Write us to-day.

salt.

Yours very

truly,

W. P. GRAHAM.
Department of Electrical Engineering.

(Signed)

Reynolds Electric Flasher
Sandusky.

O,

To increase our working capital we are offerlnf a lew shares oi treasury stock at
$25.00 per share for a Hmtted time only.
Pleas* address secretary for further
particulars.

JOHN

ELECTRIC

PORTABLES

ASK FOR CATALOG

A.

MevfYork

CHICAGO

ROEBUNG'S SONS

& ATWOOD MFG.
Chicago

GO!

Insulated

Bare

Wire

Copper

All

of

Wire

Kinds

MAIN OFFICE AND WORKS

THE PLUME

Mfg. Co.
221 Fifth Avenu«

JR E NTAN

- AGENCIES AND BRANCHES
Cfeveland

Sin Francisco

-

,

N. J.

L

.

CfiTt < Copt.

10

WIRES ANDCABLES

RUBBER COVERED, WEATHERPROOF. UNDERGhOUNO AND SUBMARINE.

* iWonartnock Block.

The Simplex Elect rical

CHICAGO

I

lO State Sircot,

25.

CRESCENT RUBBER INSULATED

>llVIPLEX WIRES AND CABLES.
"""n.'mxsoN"'"

NO.

Kallonal

Co.,

<

odr niaiidard.

CRESCENT INSULATED WIRE AND CABLE CO.
"*»" '^" •'"' f «'»nr. THENTOX, H. I.
83 bVpcuy uilir

BOSTON, MASS.

INNO-Parin

KxpwMitioii,
Kledal for ItobltcrlnHalation.

^ON'-!:

CAIVIPBELL

lN»»-Worl«l'« Fair,
Medal for Itabbcr InHuIation.

easy

THK MTANDABU FOB
KVBBKR INSi;i>ATIOIV.
Sole Manufacturers of

Okonite Wires, Okonite Tape,

Manson Tape, Candee

THE OKONITE

Wialho
prod

install,

to

cheap

in

quality

the

CO., Ltd.

Minufadurert

price,
best.

of Electrical Apparatua

CAMPBELL BROS.,

INDIANA RUBBER AND INSULATED WIRE CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

:V.;2

Tlic

Rooken,

^,^;
\Vcs',ini;h(iM,c IDUi;..
Plu-l.uri.New
lOl'o^l oniii;S.|iiure.

(;lil.;iico.

Rlulto iildK..

Uosion

San FraucUco.

UNDERGROUND, AEKIAL, SUBMARINE AND INSIDE USE.
TELBPHONB. TeLGQRAPH AND FIRE-ALARM CABLE*.

Rubber Covered Wires and Cables.

Electric Heating Apparatus

UNIT" ENAMELED RHEOSTATS
SIMPLEX ELECTRIC HEATINO CO.,
Cambrldseport. Maas.

THE
GLASS

TRANSFORMERS
KUHLMAN ELECTRIC

Chicago

Maaufacturers of
Electric Globes

B1<1«,

Underground Cables lor

all

PurpoaM.

MANUrACTUREAS OF

SINGLE-PHASE SELF-STARTING

MOTORS AND GEILINO FANS
ST. LOUIS,

ELKHART, IND.

CO.,

MO.

MOTOR STARTERS
SPEED REGULATORS
FIELD REGULATORS

New York

CO.

Ia2.'> Iteti

S;.

Voni CUT. Hliil»u).-lplii». F»
Swurlt) ll,dii..
Si. Loul», Mo.

CENTURY ELECTRIC CO.

Pittsbnrg

PHOENIX

LlVrv

BARE AND WEATHERPROOF WIRES AND CABLES.

JONE8BOBO. lAID.

Wires irt Itsttd tl Ftctotf

Lynn, Mass.

STANDARD UNDERGROUND CABLE CO.

Paranlte Rubbir Covered Wires and Cables,

All

SWITCH

rcliabli:,

Have one in stock.
Order now.

Wires

253 Broadwiy, Niw Yirk

•

TIIVIE

Wcll-m.Kic,

EQUIPPED WITH RENEWABLE SEGMENTS

and Sbadea, both

Arc and incaadesceot
Inner and Outer Qlobes for
encloaed arc systems

WITHOUT EXTRA CHARGE
And

all

Special Controlling Devices of

kluds. Send for eaialogue

all

CONOUITS FOR INTERIOR WIRING

and discount

UNION ELECTRIC MFC. CO.

CATALOGUES SENT ON REQUEST

American
CkdK..

«.,.»„

Circular
New

Loom

Co.

Tor*. Cblcaio. S«n Franclwi

Milwaukee, Wis.

Engineering
^.

MECIIkNICfl,
ELECTRIGAl,

STEAM,

in

Sheet or

Platinum

WESTON INSTRUMENT CO.,
'Main Office and Worlis, Waverty

AMERICAN
251 10 2SS

Parl<,

NEWARK, N.

J.

It

Can't

R. R. Are., Mtwarli, N. J.

Be

CLEAN, REPAIR AND RENEW
OLD BELTS.
LEATHER PRESERVER MFO. CORP.
27 W.

Beat^The

MONROE

ST..

CHICAGO

Guthrie Flasher

current.
this flasher.

/=/«*.— It only occupies 3 space or 5x3 inches.
Sixth.— Ix can be reeu:a-.ed :o flash any signs or show

principle as our r e e; u 1 a r
Standard Portable Direct
Current Voltmetera and
Ammeters, but are much
lar'^er, and the working

any manner desired.
Any comblnaitoQ of lights, withou: motor or cylinder.
Simplest and best on the market.
Works on any current.
The disadvantage of a flaater was the motor question.
We have overcome this and are patting oat an artlcl*
that meets a long feit want.

window

Onrportable instruments
are recognized as standards
throughout the civilized

Our Semi- Port able Laboratory Standard Voltmeters and Ammeters are

effect-

ively ahielda the Inatratnente from disturbing laflnencee of external mag-

still better.

They are the most
ble,

Weston Standard Illamlnated
France—E.

WE

Fourth.— li costs nothing to operate

same general

Paris.

OLD BELTS

F/rs(.—The Trice Is lower.
Secoad.—lx has fewer pans »nd is therefore Ihc simplest [lasher on the market.
Third,— It. has do motor to cause troubl* ftnd consome

Portable Direct Eeadlna
Voltmeters and V'-IilUvoltmetere. Ammeters and Mll-

Station Instrments.

Electrical Instrument Co., Rlt-

WE BUY

A SIGN FLASHER WITHOUT A MOTOR
A FEW ADVANTAGES OF THIS
FLASHER OVER ALL OTHERS:

Weston Standard

Dial

which

Purposes.

PLATINUM WORKS

N«w Jer«y

These Inslrumeats are
consirucled upon the

t-iron case

all

SCRAP PURCHASED.

ELECTRICAL

llloM&iei

Wire for

Civil.

eqalpped
Thoronghly
imiiuuHuijr =;*-'»>"
course.. ThoK
ComolBta
and nnors
nhort courses.
CempletQ ana
Cempleto
enelnoorlng Bliop>. Sliop work from the be
Blinlng. snort oonrso. In Steam and Electrical
Bnglneermg. ExpenoeB low. Accommodatlona tbe
time.
any
enter
may
Stndenta
all
yaar.
testTscbool
Correapondence ateam and electrical courBea. send
Interested,
tor catalogue. Mention c
IOWA.
MOINES,
OES
COLLEGE,
HIBHUID PARI

Dial Potential Indicator,
Style B.

H. Cadlot, 12 Rue

St.

George:

Xew York

relia-

DOXSEE-BARRERE ELECTRIC

absolute Btandards /or

Laboratory use.

Agents Wanted

General Agents for

CO.

ST. lloUIS
Vnlted States and Ca.na.da.

1108-1110 Pine St.,

N'— Elliott Bros.. Cen-

Office-7J: Cortlandt St.

lights in
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Bullock Engine-Type Generators
The

Form

Ideal

of

Generator

Electric

Less Space

More Power

No

We

Belting

build complete equipments for Electric

Lighting and Street Railway Plants.

Allis-Chalmers
Electrical

The

Co

Department

Bullock Electric Mfg. Co.

For All of This Season

"THE STANDARD" FANS
A

Confidential Talk About Prices.

and
From

A Good Many More

the very beginning,

'
'

The Standard " Fans were

designed for quality, and then the selling prices were
based on the carefully studied costs.

This policy has resulted in reductions in price from
time to time, as our increased output decreased the cost
of production; but neither the price or the quality of
'The Standard " Fans has ever been or ever will be cut,
we rely on our magnificent facilities rather than on
enormous stocks for prompt delivery, and we never have
'

as

to unload.
'
'

The Standard " prices are always low and
"The Standard" Fans gets a bargain.

every

purchaser of

We

make

ten models of fans, covering practically every

requirement of the trade.

Ask

Their

many

qualities of merit

for catalogues.

THE ROBBINS

have proven them standard.

MYERS

<&.

CO.

MAIN OFFICE AND WORKS, SPRINGFIELD, OHIO.
66 Cortlandt

ESTERN ELECTRIC
CHICAGO

OTHER LARGE CITIES

CO.

NEW YORK

St.

Boston,
235-237 Congress
St. Louis,

12 N. Eighth

St.

!

'

J(inc

WESTERN

io'js

:;|,

KI.ErrrRirTAN

Storage BatteryCo.
TheElectrig PHILADELPHIA
MANUFACTURER OF THE

Cbloribc Hccumulator
I'or

Central Stations, Electric Railways, Isolated Lighting and Power Stations,
Kire Alarm, Telegraph, Train Lij^hting, etc., etc.

R5.

SALIi-S OKI'lOKS:

Niw
IIXJ

I'UBLic

Bon-ON,

YniiK.

00 Stale

llroudway

BUILDING without

owH

its

St.

independent lighting and power plant

not considered

is

modern.

Our

generators are

and department

The

giving

plant of the

FIRST

pumps,

WhililinU Md(j..N. Y.

public

ottices,

fans,

H.

W.

elevators, compressors, etc.

Vilij

Annpere, N. J.
16

BranoK

Chicago Office :Old Colony BIdg.

Office

CONTINUOUS RAIL JOINT CO. OF Ai.

NEWARK,

^

,,^

'•JSS^m^00^SJiii4^-^

OVER
MILES
The

^-'•"^'WfS-ri'ySl'

buildings

Building of CHICAGO is one of our
D. C. Generators which furnish current
These motors
P. of Crocker-Wheeler motors.

150-K.

four

15,000 16-C. P. lamps and 400

for

numerous

in

NATIONAL BANK

recent installations and consists of
drive

service

satisfactory

stores.

N. J.

Louis Eiposlllon, 1904, swarded us the
only cold medal for rail iolm products.
St.

protective devices.

PLATINUM

PLATINUM

PLATINUM

Ignition fuien for torpedo
Special forciB for wire Ii.an telL^,-raphj.

Keslatance wires to speoillcatlone.

PLATINUM

CO.

NEW YORK

Manufacturers of Automatic Starters and protective devices.
Licensees uoder patents to H. Ward Leonard, covering novollage acd overload

USE

IN

AMERICAN ELECTRIC AND CONTROLLER
136 LIBERTr STREET,

20,000

%

BAKER &

CO., INC.
,

^^

«

hk

•

Grand Prize
Universal Exposition
ST. LOUIS, 1904

NEWARK, N.l.

ALPHABETICAL INDEX TO ADVERTISEMENTS.
Century Electric Co
1
Chicago Edison Co
4, 14
Chic. Fuse Wire & Mfg. Co...—
Chicago House Wrecking Co. 14
Chicago Mica Co
12
—
Chicago Solder Co

Addison Glass Co
Alton MacblneCo
Alli3-Cbalmers Company
American Battery Co
Amer. Circular Loom Co

American Conduit Co
American Diesel Engine Co..
Amer. District Steam Co
Amer. Elec. Fuse Co
Amer. Elect'l. Supply Co
Amer. El. Telephone Co
Amer. Elec. & Controller Co.
American Electrical Works..
Amer. Platinum Works

Colonial Sign A Insulator Co. 13
Columbia Incand. Lamp Co..—
Continuous Rail Joint Company of America
3

Cooper-Hewitt Elec. Co
Cope, T.J

&

Wilcox Co

Badt, F. B
Bain, Forfie

BakerA
Baker

&

9
13

Co., Inc
Co.,

A

—
Cbl. Co.

1

3

Crollus A Son, E. R
Cutler- Hammer Clutch Co.. 8
Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co
8
Cutler Elec. A Mfg. Company—

20
Berthold & Jennings
Big Four R. R
5.21
BissellCo-.The F
Bossert Electric Construction

—

Co.,

HallL
Brownell Co. The
Bryan-Marsh Co
Buckeye Electric Co
Bullock Elec Mfg. Co
Brooks,

,

—

A W. Fuse Company

Dearborn Drug A Chem. Wks. 10
Denver A Rio Grande R. R...10
Diamond Meter Company
Directory of Engineers
9

—

Dixon Crucible

Doxsee-Barrere Eiec'l. Co....

Duluth Log Co

Duncan

—
—
—
2

9

1

Carbartt & Co., Hamilton....—
5
Central Electric Co
Central Tel. & El. Co

—

21

Fres-Ko Chemical Co

21

—

Elec. Mfg.

1

21

Co

23

Edison DecoratiTe A Miniature Lamp Departm't
12
Edison Mfg. Company
15
Electric Appliance Co
12

Kemp,

R.

W

Klein A Sons, Mathias..
Kohler Brothers
Kuhlman Electric Co..

General Electric Co
9, 12
General Elec. Securities Co.. 9
General Storage Battery Co.. 12

—

Gleason, John L
Gould Storage Battery Co....—

PttClflc

Green Fuel Economizer Co..—
Gregory Electric Company... 14

—

Haller Machine Co...

Hamacek.

A.

F

13

Hart Mfg. Co
24
Hartford Steam Boiler Inspection A Insurance Co.... 10
Hazard Manufacturing Co. ..24

Highland Park CoUege
Hotfman, G.

1

—

W. S

W

14

Holmes Fibre-Graph. Co
Holophane Glass Co
Humphrey, Henry H
Hunt A Co., Robt.W

10

—
9
9

20Illinois Central Ry
Incandescent Electric Light
Manipulator Company
Indiana Rub. & Ins. W. Co.... I
India Rubber A Gutta Percha

—

Insulating Company
7
International TeL Mfg. Co.. .18

A W. B

Leather Preserv. M. Corp
Leffel

A

Co.,

James

1

^....10

Letheule. Paul
9
Llndsley Brothers Company. .20
Loud'sSons Co.. H. M
21

—

Machado ARoller.
Maltby Cedar Company
Manhattan El. Supply Co..
Marinette Gas Engine Co
Matthews A Bros., W.N

20
..

4

10
13

McCandlessA Co., H. W
9
McLennan A Company, K
12
McRoyClay Works
4
—
Mechanical Appliance Co
Mica Insulator Company
12
Michigan College of Mines..—
Milwaukee Engineering Co.. 9
Minneapolis Cedar&Lbr.Co.20
Miscellaneous Adrs
14

Monon

R.

—

R

W

Morrison Lbr. Co., J.
21
Mueller Company, William.. 21
Munsell A Co., Eugene
12
National BatteryCo
11
National Cable A Wire Co.. .12
National Carbon Co
12
National Electric Co
4
National India Rubber Co. .. ,—
New Idea Soldering Paste Co.lO
Now York Central R. R

New York

Jotins-ManvilleCo.. H.

Northern Elect'l Mfg. Co.. ..14
Northern Paciflc R, R
Northern Wire A C^ble Co,..—
Northwestern Storage Bat-

W

—

9

Kartavert Manufacturing Co.24

"For Sale" Advertisements.. 14
Ft. Wayne Elec. Works, Inc. .23

KeUogg Switchboard A Sup
ply Company
17, 20

f^oir Ol£iLSjsi.fiec3. IxridojTs:

tery

Co

Ins.

Wire Co

Pass A
Perrizo ASons
Phelan, D.

W

21

—

M

PilLsbury-WalkinsCo

A

Sunbeam Incan. Lamp Co...—

L. S. Iron Co....2i

Plume A Atwood Mfg.
Porter Cedar
Relslnger,

Company

Hugo

Co.... 15
21

T

Reliance Instrument Co
4
Replogle Governor Works.. .|3
Reynolds EL Flasher Mfg.Co.—
RobblusAMyers Co.. The... 2
Robert Instrument Co.. The.. 13
Robertson A Sons, Jas. L
Roebling'sSonsCo.,J. A
24
Rose Polytechnic Inst
14
Ruebel-Schwedtmann-Wells.. 9
Runzel-Lenz Elec. Mfg. Co...—

—

Wlre&CableCo.. 5
Samson Cordage Works
13
—
Sargent A Lundy

Safety Ins.

9

—

E. Missouri Cypress Co
21
Signalold Chemical Worics. .—

8

Simples Electrical Co., Tlie.. i
Simplex Elec Heating Co.... l
Slusser Bros
5

o£ JVd'vojrtisexxxexi.-ts

S.

See

4

12

20
21

Eugene F
13
Phillips Insulated Wire Co. ..13
Phoenix Glass Co
1
Phosphor- Bronze S. Co
10

Pittsburg

IS

&4

20

24

Phillips,

Pignolet, L.

34

Standard Underg. Cable Ca... ]
SUnley-G. I. Klec Mfg. Ca 8
Stanley Instrument Co
5
Stanton, LeRoy
B
Sterling A Son, W. C.
SO
Stevens A Co.. MIloB
5
Stow Mfg. Company
5
StromtKrg-Carlson Tel. llfg.
Com pan V
IS

Schott.W.H

Jeffrey Manufacturing Co... .10

14

Weed...
Seymour, Inc

13

Electrician Pub. Company..
ErIeR. R
Evans. Almirall A Co

.16

A

Sauquoit Silk Mfg. Co
14
Sauler CO..G.F
12
Sclineider A Co.,C. O. ....... .10

Jackson, D.

9

Coast Pole Co

—

Electric Storage Battery Co.. 3

C.

Snyder A Hunt Co
Southwestern Elec. Co
Sparno WlreCo Jas. A
Standard Elec Mfg. Co
.

Parsell

Co., Josep*i..lO

20

i;l

M

D.

Lamp Co....—

Company

Hill Elec. Co..

9

Beardslee Chandelier Mfg.Co.12
9
Belden Mfg. Co
Benjamin Electric Mfg. Co...—

Campbell Bros

H

3

W. E

Bunge, Otto
Byllesby &Co., H.

Co., Inc., S.

Crocker-Wheeler Co

—

Fowler-Jacobs

9

Crescent Ins. Wire

Couch

Arnold Co., The
Automatic Electric Co

Babcock

8
12

Cornell, T. S

Fosiorla Incand.
Fowler, John H

f*^g;o 6«

W

Toledo Sior. \U\. A Elec, Co, 4
Torn<iui>t Elect!. Mfg. Co. ..18
Torrey Cedar Company
Trumbull Elec Mnfg. Co.
Turner Brass Works

20

—
--

Underhlll. Chas. R
9
Union Electric Mfg. Co
1
Universal Elec Stor. Bat Co. 6
Valentine-Clark Co.. The....—

YanNoslrand

Co..

D

—

Vulcanized Fibre Company. .at

Wabash R. R
Wagner Electric Mfg. Co
Wesco Supply Co
Western Display Co

lo

7

—
4

Western Electric Company ., 2
Western Lumber A Pole Co. .21
Western Steel Gate Co
21
Westinghouse
Electric
A
MannfacturingCo
22
Weston Electrical Inst. Co... 1
While Marble Lime Co
20
Willis,

G.M

Worcester Company,
Wrigley Co.,Thos

9

C H .... 30
—~

Yost Electric Mtg. Co

24
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^

REMEMBER THE NAME AND BUY THE BEST

PARAGON
FAN MOTORS
STANDARD FOR YEARS
CALL AND SEE THEM OR WRITE FOR PRICES

CHICAGO EDISON COMPANY,
139

ADAMS

ST.,

^BI^v^^BI^L

CHICAGO.

c

r3

The "REFLEOTRIO"
consumes

less current and can be read at a greater distance than any
other electric sign to-day on the market. Write for booklet.

WESTERN DISPLAY COMPANY,
ST. PAUL,

PRICE $10 LIST

STORAGE BATTERIES!

DON'T BUY

;;;I;:;;p\°c^^7;^

MINN.

-

(THE "X-CELL">

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
you have leen our
new Catalogue and new

Complete Battery Plants for Any Purpose
Telephone Power Plants a Specialty

Until

TOLEDO STOHAGE BATTERY & ELECTRIC

CO., Ml Ottawa St., Toledo, 0.

Price List.

The

Free to the trade.

JAMES A. SPARQO WIRE
JAMES

Mailattan

Electrical

Siply

A.

SPARGO.

Co.

Pres. and Gen'I

CO.

THE
TRADE.
WRITE

Mgr.

Manufacturers of

BARE AND TINNED COPPER WIRE
FINE SIZES

A SPECIALTY

chicgo

Olfice, 1501

Monadnock BIdg.

ROME,

RELIANCE INSTRUMENT CO.
60-68 W. Van Buren

N. Y.

St.,

Chicago.

Direct aLnd Alternating

Current

ElectricoLl

Machinery
Built

Irv a.11

Cspssltles

and Types

NATIONAL
ELECTRIC COMPANY
MILWAUKEE
View

In

ready for shipment.

Our Erecting Bay

Continuous and judicious advertising

which converts

is

the magic

wand

a little business into a big business.

f|cl?oi|

Conduitsr
ROOKERy"-Ch'«|o -

fllllf

WESTra<N

1905

24,

ELF'

1

I'll

!

Telephone

Telephone Parts,

Telephone Wire,

Batteries,

Cables, Insulators and Supplies of

WE RECOMMEND OKONITE WIRE

kinds.

all

FOR TELEPHONE WORK

€r«tKtl €lfdtir€iraqRui§,
207-20g-2tl

YOUR

have charge

you

of

JACK80

'

BLVD.,

CHICAGO

FREE

WICK STICK
COMMUTATOR LUBRICATOR

NAME

If

E.

a

dynamo or motor you can
make good money with our

A r«0u/«r SO cent mitck

open
charge
Is

j

goods and not Interfere with

stops Sparking, Prevents Heating and Gutting
Mfrs. ELECTRICAL

your present job.

WE WAMT AGENTS
WRITE TO-DAY

74-80 Bradford BIdg
PROTECT YOUR IDEAS.

PATENTS

&

Co.,

Charleston, West Va

No patent, no

848

I4tli St.,

to
of

you

if

you have

a

MOTOR OR GENERATOR
Write for particulars.

fee.

Established 1864.

Consultation free.

Milo B. Stevens

,

50c Per Stick
$5.00 Per Dozen

Security

Washington.

EST.iBLISHED 1875.

COMBINATION OF

Stow

PanellBoards

Flexible Shaft

Send for Bulletin 2oE, which
shows dimensions and prices of all
the Standard Panels and Cabinets
ordinarily demanded by Electrical
Engineers and Contractors.
Also remember that we build
excellent Switchboards and that
we print the only catalog, Bulletin
Xo. 19, which gives dimensions
and prices by which you can make
quotations on the spot.

MUITI-SPEED MOTDR
Practically dust and water proof. For Portable
Driltlng.Tappln-. Reamln- Emery Grinding, etc.
"Write for Catalogue and Prices.

STOW MFG.

" SAFETY

"

WIRE

CO., Binghamton, N. Y.

RUBBER COVERED

AND CABLE

The F. Bissell Com p.v>y
Toledo. 0.,

FOR EVERY ELECTRICAL SERVICE.
n/l

.

B. CHICAGO
A.LJSTIIM
REPRESENTATIVE.

Jit

OO.,

THE SAFETY INSUIiATED WIBE & CABLE
WORKS:

114-116

llyonne, N.I.

LIBERTV STBEET.

CO.,
H. T.

AITON MACHINE CO.
INSULATING, CABLING,

RUBBER AND HYDRAULIC
MACHINERY.

OFFICE:

126

LIBERTY

NEW YORK

ST.,
WORKS: HARRISON,

N.J.

STANLEY WATTMETERS
FOR ALTERNATING CURRENT, SINGLE PHASE AND POLYPHASE SERVICE

ROTATED JEWEL BEARING
JEWEL SURFACE ALWAYS NEW-PERMANENT ACCURACY AT ALL LOADS. MADE ALSO
ROUND, SWITCHBOARD TYPE eii IN. DIAMETER, BACK CONNECTED.

STANLEY INSTRUMENT COMPANY,

""'"

IN

%ZV:'"°"-

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

June

What the World Has Been Waiting

Just

24, 1905

For.

ENA/ "IVIORRISOIM"
S TORAGE B ATTERY
so strong electrically and mechanically that no
abuse or of vibration in traction service
can dislodge even the slightest particle of its active material.
Lowest internal resistance of any storage battery in the world.
The weight eflficiency is conservatively 14 watts per pound
total weight, and electrical efficiency unsurpassed .'
This plate

is

amount of

electrical

UNIVERSAL ELECTRIC STORAGE BATTERY
RAILWAY EXCHANGE BUILDING

OFFICE; 1355

GO,
Hfmmmmmmimimmt

FACTORY: 36-38 UNION PARK PLACE

THE CELL

THE PLATE

CLASSIFIED INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
Commntator Compound
Crollus

&

McLennan &

Co., K.

han

Heating; (B x
Steam).

Humphrey, Henry H.
Hunt&Co.,Eobt. W.
Jackson, D. C. & W. B.
Kemp, R. W.

Son, E. K.

Fres-Ko Chemical Co.

Amer.

District

s

Steam Co.

Mining: Apparatus,Blec
Allis-Chalmers Company.
Crocker- Wheeler Company.

Manhattan Elec. Supply
Wesco Supply Co.

Co.

Western Electric Co.

Slusser Bros.

AncIiorB (Tel.
Bennett,

I.

Matthews

&

Tel.)

Condensers, Blectrle.
Stanley— G.

A.

A

Bro.,

W. N.

I.

Annnnclatora.

American Conduit Company

Central Electric Co.

Schott,

Central Electric Co.

Electric Appliance Co.

Manhattan Elec. Supply
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
Batteries and Jar*.

Co.

BlssellCo-.TheF.

Co.

Cope, T.

Ft.

Jos.

Leather Preserver Mfg. Corp.

Western Electric Co.
Westlnghouse El. & Mfg. Go.
Controllers, Crane.
Amer. Elec. & Controller Co.
Amer. Elec. Fuse Co.

Runzel-Lenz Elec. Mfg. Go.
Samson Cordage Wks.
Couplings, Magnetic.
Cutler-Hammer Clutch Co.

Cross -Arms,
Brackets.

and

Pins

Berthold & Jennings,
Central Electric Go.
Electric Appliance Go.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Company.

&

Wilcox Cc
BrownellGo., The
Bolts, Tossle.
Wrlgley Co-.Thos.

Cnt-Onts and Switches.
BlssellCo.,

The

F.

Bossert Elec. Const. Qo.
Central Electric Co.

Bonks. Blectrlcal.
Electrician Publishing Co.

Chicago Edison Co.

Van Nostrand

Cutter Elec.

Co., D.

Boxes, Junction.
Bossert Elect. Const. Co.

Boxes, Moulding.
Gleason, John L.
Brass. Sheet and Bod.
Plume A Atwood Mfg. Co.

Elec.

Machado &

Cord.

Babcock

Wayne

& Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Ft. Wavne Elec. Wks. Inc.
General Electric Co.

Hamacek,

A. F.

Hart Manufacturing Co.

Wts.

Inc.

General Electric Co.

.

Inspection

& Insurance

Hartford Steam Boiler Inspection & Insurance Co,

Insulators and Insulating Materials.
Central Electric Co.

Stanley— G. I. Elec. Mfg.
Stanley Instrument Co.

Chicago Edison Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Indiana Rub. & Ins. Wire Co.
Jobns-Manville Go., H. W.

Co.

Manhattan

Elec.

Western Electric Company.

Cable HaaverB.

Western Electric Co.
Westlnghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Drying Machinery,

Crocker-Wheeler Company.
General Electric Co.

Blevators-Gonveyors.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.

tlnelnes,

Gas and Gaso-

line.
Allis-Chalmers Company.
Marinette Gas Engine Co.

Engines, Oil.
American Diesel Engine
Ensflnea, Steam.
Allis-Chalmers Company.
Brownell Co., The

Westlnghouse

El.

The

&

BlssellCc, B. P.

Dynamos and Motors.

Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.

Allls-Chalmers Company.

Central Electric Go.

Century Electric CoCrocker-Wheeler Company.
Edison Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.

Robbing & Myers Co., The
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
Westlnghouse El. & Mfg. Co.
Fans, Exhaust and Venti-

Green Fuel Economizer Co.

Fibre.

Plume & Atwood Mfg. Co.
Fixtures, Gas and Blec.

Flashers.
BissellGo.,TheP.
Doxsee Elec'l. Co., A.

S.

Parsell

Mechanical Appliance Go.
National Electric Co.
Northern Electrical Mfg. Co.

Stanley— G. 1. Elec. Mfg. Co.
Stow Manufacturing Co.

Manhattan Elec. Supply Go.
Stanley— G. I. Elec. Mfg. Go.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
Westlnghouse El. & Mfg. Go.

Lamps, Incandescent.
Bissell Co.,

The

& Weed

Wagner Electric Mfg.
Wesco Supply Co.

Chains.
JefTrey Mfg. Co.

Plume & Atwood Mfg.
Circuit Breakers.

Co.

Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co.
Cutter Elec.

&

Mfg. Co.

Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks. Inc.
Union Electric Mfg. Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Company.

Westlnghouse

El.

&

Coal and Asbes Handling Mncblnery.

M fg.

Western Electric Go.
Westlnghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Gconomtsers, Fuel.
Green Fuel Economizer Co.

Glectrlo HeatinK Appl.
Electric Appliance Co.
Simplex Elec. Heating Co.

Co.

Co.

Oolls and Magnets.
Western Electric Co.

and

E^lectrical and Mechanical Elnsrlneers.
Arnold Co.. The

Baker

&

Co.,

W.

E.

Bryan, Wm. H.
Byllesby A Co.,H. M.
Cornell, T.

S.

Evans. Almlrall & Go.
General Elec. Securities Co.

Co.

Manipulator Co.

Laiups, Vapor.
Cooper, Hewitt Elec. Co.

Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Go.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks. Inc.
General Electric Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Stanley— G. I. Elec. Mfg. Co.
Tornquist Elecfl. Mfg. Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.

Linemen's Climbers.
Klein

&,

Sons, Mathlas,

Mag;net Wires.

Co.

Co.

Western Electric Co.
Replogle Governor Works.

Graphite Specialties.
Dixon Crucible Co., Jos.
Holmes Fibre-Graphite Go.
Guards, Lamp.
Couch Co- inc., S. H.

Bissell Co.. The P.
Campbell Bros.

Toggle Bolts.
Wrigley

C. H,

Co.,

Thos

Tools.
Klein

Western Steel Gate Co.

&

Sons, Mathlas.

Western Electric Co.

Polish (dletalj.

Transformers.

Hoffman, Geo. W.

Portables.
Plume & Atwood Mfg.

Co.

Power Tranamlsalon
Machinery.

Central Electric Co.
Crocker- Wheeler Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Works, Inc.

Continuous Rail Joint Company of America.

Wesco Supply

Co.

Re- Winding— Repairs.

Westlnghouse

General Electric Co.
Co.

Co.

Alton Machine Co.

Schools and Collesres.
Highland Park College
Michigan College of Mines.
Rose polytechnic Inst.

Second-Uand Mach'y.
The

P.

Chicago House Wrecking Co.
Gregory Electric Co.
Southwestern Elec. Co.
Matthews & Bro., W. N.
Slf^ns, Fleetrlc.
Haller Machine Co.
Western Display Co.

Silks,

Insulatlngr

and

Sockets & Receptacles.
Pass & Seymour.
SauterCo., G. P.
Yost Elec. Mfg. Co.

Soldering; Sticks, Salts

and Cables.)
Mechanical Draft.
Green Fuel Economizer Go.

Metaph
Anderson

& Nachman.

Mica.
Chicago Mica Co.

El.

&

Allis-Chalmers Go.
General Electric Co.
Leffel

ACo..

Jas.

Vulcanized Fibre.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

Rope Machinery.
Alton Machine Co.
W^ires *fe Cables—MaeVire

net Wires.

American Electrical Works.
Belden Mfg. Co.
Bissell Co.,

The

P.

Central Electric Co.
Crescent Ins. Wire A Cble

7

York Insulated Wire Co.

Northern Wire A Cable Co.
OkoniteCo., The.

Eugene

P.

Wire Go

Roebllne's Sons Co.,

Elec.

ct

Controller Co.

Speaklna Tubes.

r^or JVl]pl3.0.t>et:io0Ll Indejx: of A-ti-v-ei^isexxient:®

Central Electric Go.
Electric Appliance Co.

See

I»«ag:^ ^*

Go

Indiana Rub. A Ins. Wire Co
India Rubber A Guttapercha
Insulating Co.
Kellogg Switch. A Sup. Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.

Phillips Insulated

Western Electric Co.
Solenoids.

.

Electric Applla

Phillips,

.

Mfg. Co.

Turbines. Steam.
Westlnghouse El. & Mfg. Co
Turbine W^ater W^heels

Western Electric Co.

Westlnghouse El. & Mfg.
Rubber Machinery.

Bissell Co..

Electric Mfg. Co.

General Electric Co.

Fostoria Glass Specialty Co.

Union Electric Mfg.
Wesco Supply Go.

Wagner

Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
Westlnghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Trucks, Electric Car.

Amer. Electric Fuse Co.
Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Go.

(See Wires

GoTernors, Water Wheel.

Badt, P. B.

rime Switches.
-

Rheostats.
Nernst Lamp Co.
Standard Elec'l Mfg. Co.

Bunge, Otto.
Letters, Metal, Sign.

Crocker-Wheeler Co.
General Electric Co.
Westlnghouse El. &. Mfg. Co.

Western Electric Co.

C.

Chicago Edison Co.
Gregory Electric Co.
Southwestern Elec. Co.

Leather Specialties.

Johns-Man ville Co., H. W.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Company.
Glassware, Electric.
Addison Glass Co.

Central Electric Co.

Railway Supplies.
Columbia Incan. Lamp

Bissell Co., The P.
Central Electric Co.
Central Tel. & El. Co.

Chicago Fuse Wire & Mfg.Co.
D. & W. Fuse Company.
Electric Appliance Co.

Worcester Co.,

P.

American El. Telephone Co
Automatic Electric Go.
BlssellCo., The P.

Rail Joints.

Buckeye Electric Company.

Amer. Elec. Fuse Co.

Globes, Redectors

Mfg. Co.

Clusters.
Benjamin Elec. Mfg. Co.
PlUDie &, Atwood Mfg. Co.
Clutches, Magnetic.
Cutler-Hammer Clutch Go.
Jeffrey

Go.

W.

Son,

Torrey Cedar Go.
Valentine-Clark Co., The.
Western
Pole

Lumber A:
White Marble Lime

The

Bissell Co.,

International Tel. Mfg.Co.
Kellogg Switchb. & Sup. Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Stromberg-Carlson Tel. M.Ck>.
Wesco Supply Co.

PUlsbury-Watkins Co.
Pittsburg & L. S. Iron Co.
Porter Cedar Company.
S. E. Missouri Cypress Co.

&

Switchboards.

Telephones, Telephone
Material and Switchboards.

Jeffrey Mfg. Co.

F.

Bryan-Marsh Company.

Inc. El. Lt.

Fuses and Fuse 'Wire.

Western Electric Co.

Perrizo & Sons.
Phelan, D. W.

Sterling

Elect'l Supuly Co.
Bissell Co., The F.
Central Electric Co.

Century Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Go.
Manhattan Elect'l Supply Go
Wesco Supply Co.

Pole Hole Diggers.

Westlnghouse El. & Mfg. Co.
Lamps, Incandescent—
Replacers A Cleaners.
Eible Shafts.
Stow Mfg. Co.

Works

Maltby Cedar Co.
Minneapolis Cedar &Lbr. Co.
Morrison Lbr. Co., J. W.
Mueller Company, William.
Paciflc Coast Pole Co.

Electric Appliance Go.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks. InC.

Western Electric Co.

Plates.
Chicago Edison Go.
Electric Appliance Co.
National Carbon Co.
Reislnger, Hugo.
Wesco Supply Co.
Castinffs.
National Electric Go.

1

Fowler, John H.
Fowler- Jacobs Company.
Kellogg Switch. & Sup. Co.
Lindsley Bros. Go.
Loud's Sons Co., H. M.

Mfg. Co.

Sunbeam Incan. Lamp
Wesco Supply Co.

Central Electric Co.

Plati

Duluth Log Go.

F.

Kartavert Mfg. Go.

Beardslee Chandelier Mfg. Co.

Cables (See Wires and Gables)
Carbons, Points and

.

Central Electric Go.

Fans and Fan Motors.

Electrical Inst. Go.

Amer.

and

Berthold & Jennings.
Brooks, Hall L.

OkoniteCo., The.

Bissell Co.,

Weston

Storage Batteries.

Supplies, General Blec.

MiloE.

Co.,

Baker & Co., Inc.
Pules and Ties.

Lamps, Arc.
Co.

ct

Phosphor Bronze Sm. Co.Ltd.

Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Snyder A Hunt Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Wesco Supply Go.
Western Electric Co.

Alton Machine Co.

Cable Uachlns ry.
Alton Machine Co.

Stevens

Supply Co.

lating.
Central Electric Go.
Holmes Plbre-Graphlte Go.

Bain, Foree.

Western Electric Go.
Westlnghouse El. & Mfg. Co
Weston Electrical Inst. Co.

Eleetro-Platins Maoh'y

Speed Indicators.
Go.
Electric Storage Battery Co.
General Storage Battery Co.
Gould Storage ilattery Co.
National Battery Co.
Toledo Stor. Bat. A Elec. Co.
Universal Elec. Stor. Bat. Co.

Phosphor Bronze.

Kartavert Mfg. Co.

Co.

Haller Machine Co.

Mfg. Co.

Wire

Pignolet. L. M.

Wagner Electric Mfg.
Wesco Supply Co.

&

Dynamos and

Alton Machine Co.
Indicators.
Robertson A Sons, Jas. L.

American Electrical Works.

Roller.

EI.

(See

American Battery

Alton Machine Co.
New England Butt Co.

Electric Appliance Co.

Allis-Chalmers Company,
Bullock El. Mfg. Co.

Westlnghouse

motors.

Hydraulic Maoliinery.

Insulating Machinery.

Diamond Meter Co.
Duncan Elec. Mfg. Co.

Contractors fuid Blectrlc LlKbt Plants.

General Electric Co.
National Electric Co.
Northern Electrical Mfg. Co.
Wagner Electric Mfg. Co.

Western Electric Co.

H.

Central Electric Co.

J,

Bells, BnzEers, Bto.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.

W.

CClectrlcal Instrnments.
(Recording and Testing.)
BisseUCo.,TheP.

Conduit Rods.

Central Electric Go.

Edison Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Go.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Wrsco Supply Go.
Western Electric Go.

Belt DreMslnsr.
Dixon Crucible Co.,

Electric Appliance Co.
Incandescent Electric Light
Manipulator Co.

Stanley G. I. Elec. Mfg. Co.
Stanton, LeRoy W.
Underhill, Chas. R.
Willis. G. M.

Electric Appliance Co.

Osburn Flexible Conduit
Wesco Supply Co.
Conduits, Clay.
McRoy Clay Works.

Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Go.

Holders, Inc. Lamps.

Elec. Mfg. Co.

Condnit and Conduits.
American Circular Loom Co.

J.

A.

Runzel-Lenz Elec. Mfg Co.
Safety Ins. Wire A Cable Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Spargo Wire Co., Jas. A,
Standard Underground G. Co
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Company.

June

24,
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GRAND PRIZE
The Highest Possible Award
Has Been Given

to

1^^)
HIGHEST GRADE NUERNBERG CARBONS
By the International Jury of Awards, of the Louisiana Purchase Exposition, St. Louis, I904.
SoU Importtr, II BROADWAY, lEW YORK

HCfGO REISINGER,

Variable Speed Single Phase Alternating Current

VENTILATING FANS
WITH AUTO TRANSFORMER CONTROL

Regulation from

The

w

pp

y

iil

l!

attachment of single phase motors to ventiCAPABLE OF WIDE SPEED RANGE has been effected

in the following sizes

:

1

^

60

11
L

Rev. per mln,
Cj-cle

WAGNER
Single Phase Motors

maximum

J^HP
'ARP

Ca. fl. Air
per minute

speed

1165
1165
1105
1165

IHP
2HP
3HP

14()0

18(X)

lOOOn
15000
20000

175.0

The use of our Auto-transformer

^-^fl^^^H

thus eliminating the
controller
controller

m

FuU Speed

direct

lating fans

by us

to

I.

ELECTRIC MFG,
Static

is

dead

of

loss

an excellent feature.

for speed regulation

the

resistance

of

this

illustrated herewith.

is

MO.

CO., ST. LOUIS,

Transformers

usual

The construction

Motor Generator

Instruments

iG^^:

iG^^i

^••••m»»»»»»»t

There

is

No Higher-Class India-Rubber

^

Sets

Insulation

For Wires and Cables than

HABIRSHANA/.
Authorized Manufacturers

A.-r-rix^
\i

f'ue:x:ibi_e:

of

the

tube

\a/ire.

The India-Rubber and Cutta-Percha
OFFICE AND

if
i

t ss

YONKERS,
YONI

—

WORKS

NEW YORK

Si

SSSSSSSSSSSfS'

Insulating Co.,
SALES DEPARTMENT

13-15

CORTLANDT

ST.,

NEW YORK

CITY

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

SATISFACTION ASSURED ±

required.

^
^
^
"T
^
*F

Also for telephone,

"^

small

In

lighting

where

plants

^

storage battery for

not to exceed 25-

lamps

16 C. P.

hours

is

alarm

fire

for

^

Prompt delivery

«|s

rush or-

«|»

Northwestern Storage Battery Co.,
2»S Madison

.

.

St.,

Chicago,

.

III.

Every clutch ever made with the
entirely

The

Accelerator gets

from nduction

a

for

most of Jts starting torque

,

its

thus using the least

great est

friction at

the point where every other clutch experiences the

^
T

most

and consequently receives the most wear.

friction

it

is

to

an

elasticity to this drag.

make

The wearing

a smooth, easy

is

Just enough

start.

surfaces of the Accelerator consist of a face of cast iron against a

composite face of steel and babbitt.

These faces are

not squeezed out until induction has fallen

until the

off.

entirely

Wearing

immersed

friction

in oil

which

does not set

in,

two faces are revolving at almost the same speed.

These are the reasons

"Universal'

friction

—a magnetic drag that exerts

strength at the start

give to

H

sole exception of

on

starting torque.

There

C

1905

the Sole Exception

is

i

t^

ders.

24,

The Accelerator

and Jt the Accelerator depends

police patrol work.

made on

June

any adjustment

Book One

why the

Accelerator will last for years and years without

of faces.

tells of

make

the other qualities of the Accelerator which

Why not send for

it

the ideal

today?

Motor Speed

clutch.

Regulator

Cutler-Hammer Clutch Co.

it

MILWAUKEE, WIS.
NEW YORK
Both the Motor and Regulator are
the use of the
It also

fully

protected by

Cutler-Hammer "Universal" speed

136 Liberty St.

BOSTON

CHICAGO

PITTSBURG

176 Federal St.

Monadnock BIdg.

Farmers Bank Bldg.

regulator.

comprises every necessary device for the complete

installation of

a

no voltage

being equipped with

motor,

and overload release magnets, fuses and knife switch.
In case of cessation of current the operation of the no

magnet will allow the lever to return to "off"
The overload magnet will act in the same manner for overloads up to 50 per cent increase of th^ normal
voltage

position.

current.

In case of heavier overloads, such as produced by short
circuits,

the fuses

can

be

absolutely

depended to blow

The Type "1=4" Enclosed Short Arc Lamp

without any arcing whatever.

Lever

is

Automatic

held squarely over each segment.

from any segment.
Bulletin No. 42 gives prices and

is

release

designed to operate in
on lOO to 125

multiple

full description.

volts

MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN
136 Liberty St.

BOSTON
176 Federal

St.

CHICAGO

current

-

cir-

Every portion of
the lamp is carefully made
and gives efficient service

The Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co.
NEVYORK

direct

cuits.

with a

PITTSBURG

minimum

of atten-

tion.
The resistance is
composed of small units,

Monadnock Bldg. Farmers Biofc BIdg.

any of which may be

re-

moved should occasion

re-

quire, without taking apart
the frame or mechanism
It has a
of the lamps.
length of 15 inches over
all
and is particularly
adapted for low studded
ceilings.

COOPER-HEWITT MERCURY

VAPOR LAMPS

COOPER-HEWITT

Vapor Converter

Write for further Details to our Nearest Branch

For cbarping storage batteries
from aiternatlng currents

HRANCH OFFICES:

Write for Bulletins and Prices

ATLANTA,

GA., Empire Building

CINCINNATI,

COOPER- HEWITT ELECTRIC CO.
220 West 29th

St.,

NEW YORK

0., First

National Bank Building

PHILADELPHIA, PA., North American Building
SAN FRANCISCO. CAL., 69-75 New Montgomery St.

MEXICO CITY,

V. M. Braschi

Si

Co.

CHICAGO. ILL., Monadnoclc Block
BOSTON, MASS., Oliver BulldiDg
KEW YOBK, N. V., 29 Broadway
ST.

LOUIS, MO., Century Building

SEATTLE. WASH Pioneer
,

Building

Jiini-

2^.

WKSTRKN

uj(>s

F-:i.F.Crr<ir[A';

EMPIRE

MINIATVRE

LAMPS

Servd for Cirovilai
H.W.McCHANDLESS&CO.

WW/J9 ^Z

Licensed Maiiufactiirera
67 & 69 Park Hlacc

COMJ^AMY

\

NEW VOBK

ENGINEERS.

EXPERTS.

General Electric Company
New

Porcelain Ceiling Board

FOR ARC LAMPS
1.

Ratchet and chain save wiring to connect with a switch.

2.

Every lamp

in

the circuit

made independent

of

the others

by Edison

plug cut-outs.
3.

Lamp

hook mounted by a spring protects lamp from jarring and reduces

vibration of support.

Particularly Adapted for use in Railway Stations, Wharves,

Factories and Hills.

PRINCIPAL OFFICE: Schenectady,
CHICAGO OFFICE: Honadnock

Block.

N. Y.

Sales Offices in

all

Large

Cities.
(554)

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

CLEAN BOILERS
keeps

it

off,

stops corrosion

A^^ORN

and foaming.

&i

\A/MI. IH.

ILL.

24, 1905

Dearborn Water Treatment
made

Send gallon

DI9UC

237-334 Postal Telegraph Building, CHICAGO,

June

suit the

to

case takes off the scale,

of water for analysis.

CHEIVIIOAI- \A/ORKS,
CDCAFl,

F>re6:cJenl

Telephone: Harrison 3930 and 3931.

TEST SAMPLE FREE.
Upon

request

wc

will send

a free sample

"^

of

DIXON'S GRAPHITE

COMPOUND.

PIPE JOINT

FIBRE- GRAPHITE

I
JOSEPH DIXON CRUCIBLE

RLG.TRADEMAf?KS

JHE PHOSPHOR

CO., Jersey City, N. J.

I

COMMUTATOF,

There's

No

Friction

wltb the PIbrcGnpblte Commatator Brotb,
Belog 90 percent, pare grapliltef It Umret lov
re«Utancc^iu>iparIclDE under k varying load, mad
longer wear.
TLere la no greaaiag required.
The Fibre- Graphite Is tbererore Ibe most eco.
Domle bmsh oa the market. Send for price Un.

k

BRONZE SMELTINGCO.tjMITED,

HOLMES FIBRE-GRAPHITE MFG. CO.

2200 WASHINGTON AVE.,PHILADELPHIA.
"ELEPHANT BRAND PHOSPHOR-BRONZE'

SlSSWakefield

St.,

Germanlown, PHIUDELPBU.

J

1NG0TS,CASTINGS,WIRE,R0DS,SHEETS,ETC.
,,

— DELTA

„„.W'

X\

^

METAL

CASTINGS, STAMPINGS «nd FORCINGS
ORIGINAL AND SouE Makers IN THE U.S.

JEFFREY IS CHAINS

WALRATH GAS ENGINES

A Motorless
Flasher

Especially adapted to Electric Service, either belted or direct connected to generators

Automatically operates
three 16, six 8. twelve
4 c.-p. Iamp5 or less,
on either direct or alternating current.

COMPLETE

POWER

Easily connected. Flash
can be regulated. It

PLANTS

saves electricity.
It raquires absolutely no attention and has nothlnf
to get out of order. The contacts are heavy platinum

FURNISHED

Price, each, $2.00.

C. 0.

SCHNEIDER &

and will

v

Discount to the trade.

CO.. Manufacturers. 84 E.

Adams

St.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

MARINETTE CAS ENGINE CO.
CHICAGO HEIGHTS,

ILL.,

U.S.A.

NEW

IDEA SOLDERING PASTE

THE DENVER AND
RIO GRANDE R. R.

DIESEL ENGINES
Operating on

CO., 214 Hibbara Ave., Detroit, Micli.

CRUDE or FUEL Oil

has more scenic attractions, mountain resorts, mineral springs, hunting and fishing grounds than any
other railroad In the world.

Guaranteed Fuel Consumption
on variable load, ranging from % to full load

It reaches all points of interest In
Colorado and Utah.
It Is the only line passing through
Lake City en route to and from
California and North Pacific Coast.
It is the most attractive line to the
Portland Exposition.
It has the highest class modern

Salt

When a man's electrical business
shows a steady and healthy growth;
when he sees only
of things

125^ Ga!s. per 100

SUITABLE FOR ALL STATIONARY POWER

the bright side

and never endeavors

discover a possible dark side;

Kw. Hours

equipment and through car
It

to

when

he says business conditions are improving, you will be pretty safe in

service.

has a superb dining car service.

Low summer rates for the Epworth
For further information address

League and Q. A. R. Conventions.

AMERICAN DIESEL ENGINE COMPANY
NEW YORK

U Broadway

assuming that he advertises in the
Western Electrician 52 times a year.

Write for

free Illustrated booklets.

S.K. HOOPER.
G. P. and T. A.
Denver, Colo.

I

R.C.NICHOL,
Com'l Agt.
242 Clark St.. Chicago,

Ml.

SAMSON TURBINE
We

show below record

of tests of a 45 -inch

Samson Turbine

installed

flume at Holyoke.
This turbine was
from the same patterns as those we sell to our customers.
in the official testing

Head.
15.00
1.5.04

15.11
15.88

THE JAMES LEFFEL &

00.,

307 Lagonda

R. P. M.

Gu. Ft. per Sec.

H. P.

144
138
128

173
155
133
113

241
224
191
163

131

Street,

built

Efficiency

82.0394

84-55%
83.63",,

80.26%

SPRINGFIELD, OHIO,

U. S. A.

Juno

24,

\Vi:STEI<N

1905

flattonal

ELECTRICIAN

:fi5atter^

Company

Electric StocacK Battciics

BUFFALO,
''Xrinit

N. Y.

HccunuUator"

POSITIVE PLATE

NEGATIVE PLATE

H-

GREAT CONDUCTIVITY

RIGIDITY

BECAUSE THE GRID HAS GREAT CONTACT WITH THE ACTIVE
LEAD THROUGH PECULIARLY SHAPED RIBS AND PIN CONSTRUCTION

HAS AN ANTIMONIATEn LEAD FRAME

NO BUCKLING
AMPLE ROOM FOR EXPANSION IS ALLOWED BETWEEN
EACH UNIT AND CONDUCTING FRAME

AS

RETENTION OF CAPACITY
BECAUSE AMPLE ACTIVE RESERVE LEAD

IS

PROVIDED

LARGE RESERVE CAPACITY
BECAUSE OF THE LARGE AMOUNT OF RESERVE ACTIVE LEAD
PROVIDED

LONG LIFE
THE BEVEL SHAPE RIBS HOLD ACTIVE MATERIAL
THROUGHOUT THE LIFE OF THE I'LATE

LOW INTERNAL RESISTANCE
BECAUSE OF LARGE CONTACT SURFACE PROVIDED THROUGH
THE USE OF FINELY RIBBED UNITS OF PLANTl'-: FORMATION.
THE UNITS ARE LEAD BURNED TO CONDUCTING FRAME, THUS
MAKING ABSOLUTE CONTACT.

IN

PLACE

LOW INTERNAL RESISTANCE
THE ACTIVE LEAD HAS CLOSE CONTACT WITH CONDUCTING
FRAME THROUGH THE NUMEROUS PINS AND RIBS PROVIDED

EQUALS
A UNIT COMBINING
HIGH CAPACITY, LONG LIFE, LOW INTERNAL RESISTANCE
ASK FOR BULLETIN ON "A MODERN TELEPHONE EXCHANGE"
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE AND PRICES SENT UPON APPLICATION

SALES OFFICES:

NEW YORK. CHICAGO. BOSTON. PROVIDENCE

,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

June

EDISON

FOR the ELECTRICAL CONTRACTOR

CANDELABRA AND
DECORATIVE LAMPS

Paranite Rubber-Covered Wire

"OK." Slow-BurniDg W- P. Wire
P. C. & W. Annunciators

(Ideal)

Daisy Floor Treads
Brunt Porcelain
Circular

24, 1905

For ornamental fixtures and sign
and decorative lighting. Can be
used in regular Edison sockets with

Loom

Electro-Galvanized Conduit

Toler Conduit Boxes
Bossert Conduit Boxes
Chicago Floor Boxes
Eaco Intefcommunicatiog Telephones
Conduit Fittings

""

our candelabra socket adapter.

We

make all kinds of Miniature
Telephone, and Battery Lamps
EDISON DECORATIVE & MINIATURE LAMP DEPARTMENT.

ELECTRIC APPLIANCE COMPANY
CHICAGO AND SAN FRANCISCO

General Electric Company,

Harrison, N. J.
(475)

Y^OXJ IVE>E>r> IT!

National Cable

Compound.

and Wire Co.

g^JgOg ITO
%^M*BEmCm^

TELEPHONE
TELEGRAPH

Gale's Commutator
Will keep the Commutator

in

good condition and prevent cutting.

Absolutely will not

85.00 per dozen.
Send SOc. for
FOR SALE BY ALL SUPPLY HOUSES OR

50c, per stick.

gum

ttie

SHOUSETOWH, PA.

brusties.

trial stick.

VOLT

MICA

all

Form

RELIABLE.
L.

-»

78-80 Cortlandt

Qualities, in any
at Lowest Prices

EUGENE MUNSELL AND CO.
NBW YORK

and

Cloth and

Paper.

M.

I.

For

-

ACCURATE.

fiend for Circular.
St.,

the best materials and

CHICAGO MICA

is

I

Hi Fi

SAUTER

C0||

SCHENECTADY,

N. Y.

» « ¥ /^ A ¥J f\ KT ¥\
I
I I
/Y||lj/\rjl
i»m*w.»
>.&^v^j.^-»a-r

BRASS SHELL

contractors

Segel BIdg., Cor. State end Lafayette Sts.

M. PICNOLET
New York.

::

KO SCREWS IN SHELL.
SMALL QUANTITY S»/4c. Ordernow.

N. Y.

you money in your repair
work as well as in your new machines.
j^ j^ ^^^ insulation— made out of

will save

sold at reasonable prices.

CO.

VALPARAISO, IND.

CHICAGO

INSULATION
Micanite, Linotape,

AMMETERS SOCKETS

For testing Batteriee and
Battery Circuits, Locating
Faults, Grounds, etc.

CO.-"l

GAS & ELECTRIC FIXTURES
Of

-

POCKET SIZE

CHICAUO.

BEARD5LEE CHANDELIER MFC

and Factory:

Office

The Only Article That Will Prevent Sparking.

That

Cope's

Patent

Quick

Coupling

Conduit

Rod

is

C. Compound, Empire
Years

MICA INSULATOR

the

Standard.

CO.,

Originators

NEW YORK and CHICAGO

T. J. CC3F>I
32«ft aartll FIft.enth street

MADE RIGHT

DESIGNED RIGHT

WORK
LOW CHARGING
VOLTAGE

iViOST

RIGHT

PROOF AGAINST
"SULPHATING"

RELIABLE and SATISFACTORY

BATTERY FOR TELEPHONE WORK
EVER CONSTRUCTED

GENERAL STORAGE BATTERY GO.
42 BROADWAY, IVEW YORK

90 Z OF rf/F
CfNTRAL

STAT/ONS^
NATIONAL CARBON

CO.,

/A/

TtiE^ U. S.

PHILAOELPHm,

PA.

—
June
PRANK

24,

WESTERN

lf)().T

PUnf.NR

N.PIIILl.lPS.Prci.

». PMILI.IPS. V. P.

C.

II.

EI.ECTRiriAN

WAnnNSrM.,Tten. C.B. BfMIIIiTON. Jr.,5«c

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS,

THE DENVER CITY TRAMWAY

CO.

AM> TMK

BAREiNDliouraELECTBICWieB,

COLORADO

ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE,

INCANDESCENT AND FLEXIBLE CORDS,
Railway Feeder and Trolley Wire,
AMERICANITE, MAGNET, OFFICE AND
ANNUNCIATOR WIRES.

SL^RINGS ELECTRIC CO.
USE

STOMBAUGH GUY ANCHORS

CABLES FOR AERIAL AND UNDERGROUND USE.

New

YoiiK

W. ,J. WhI-.m..
OrruK. V. K. t>

STiiiir,

CllicAiio

:r,

i

1:1:.

1

M.i.NTiiKAi. IlKA-..

Ink.

II.

..riluiHll

im

k

Work«.
PHILLIPSDALE. H. I.

MECHANICS

FOR^E

t

rii

LH

I

BAIN, 1662-3 Monadaock BIk.,

I

1130

CHICAGO

IT.

INDIANAPOLIS,

l.M'

W.

1.

NEW YORK

TRADE-MARKS OQ our ugi.

BRO.

ManufBclureri

Raven White Core

pass laspcctlon and carry the above

-^

I.M.Il STVl.l.

MATTHEWS &

N.

203 N. 2d -STWRET

PETER STREET,
INDIAI

Crlmshaw

ALL OUR WIRES

ilw: I rl.'ol

LEATHER "NAirHEADS, BELTS,
SAFETY AND CUMBER STRAPS

DITCIilTQ

FOREIGN

I

OTTO BUNGE

ELECTRICITY

EXPERT IN PATENT CAUSES
u. s.

Ai]ani« si.

lliilll],,'

MAIN OFFICES AND FACTORIES.

SOLICITOR OF

EXTENSIVELY

SL

Wcabo

Raven Black Core

manuracturo

Crimshaw and Competition Tapes and Splicing Compounds.

INSULATED WIRE COMPANY,
HDiiur-HPS.
DKANuncA.

I

BOSTON:

CHICAQO:

)

,p2 U55p|a|„„ St.

7 Otlj St.

SPECIAL PORCELAIN PIECES
GET OUR PRICES ON THIS LINE OF WORK.
.,

SOUTM AICRON, O.
We

Robert

Samson Spot Cord

VGlt-Ammeter

ARC LAMP and
TROLLEY CORD
Send tor Samplea and Prices

j».A.>XI90]^

COI«I>A.Gta "WOieiCS,

»

pat

ourselves on the
in a sort of

back and chuckle
self-satisfied

For

:Bost:o«3.. AJ:eiSS.

way

NATIONAL CODE STANDARD

26 Shelby Slr.-I

"0. K." Weatherprool Wire.

Slot

-

we

think we are pretty smart
and perhaps we are.

With
eration

a feeling of commismixed with pity we

our plodding

fore-

fathers, who were satisfied
Burning Weatlierprool with the stage coach and the

Our new mechanical governors

tallow dip.

co-operate with the inertia effect on the water and the momentum of the plant.
They have cut the cost of good
government in two. Guaranteed in every particular.

and
Prices

Ideal Wire.

and Samples on

Application.

Perhaps

our

forefathers

entertained the same feeling

when they

looked back upon

their forefathers.

When

REPLOGLE GOVERNOR WORKS

Phillips Insulated

AKRON, OHIO

con-

we

consider

Water=Wheel Governors

we

ress which
have made in
electric lighting, electric transportation and the utilization
of water pow^er in the generating of electricity for commercial purposes
and
call this
the age of electricity.
W^e

—

THE ROBERT
INSTRUMENT CO

as

template the recent rapid prog-

Office

Wire Co.

and Factory: PAWTUCKET.

R.

L

-we

are

forefathers

perhaps our descendants will
smile as they consider our slow
and old fogy ways.
Possibly they will with difiFiculty understand how -we
managed to get along with our
present methods of transportation, lighting, etc.

The world

is

changing and

The ne^v supprogessing.
plants the old. The startling
invention of today is superseded and made valueless by
that of tomorrow^.
But while you are here keep
your mind awake, think hard,
progress, and advertise your
A. F.

HAMACEK,

CHICAGO, ILL

20I4KENM0RE

AVE.

product in the W^estern Electrician,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN
WAHTTEO, FOB SAIiK and
WAWT COI.IT3Ilir advcrtist-
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similar

/ass),
^/-jo an
additional zuords jc each,

ments {50 -words or
insertion ;

POSITION WANTED advertiseor

(jo zvords

ments

less),

S^.oo an in-

^ertionj additional -words sc each.

ELECTRICAL MATERIAL FROM THE WORLD'S
An

LEAD COVERED CABLES.

WANTED
man

Feet.

Conductor.

Size.

Weatherproof and Rubber Covered Wire.

100,000

INCANDESCENT LAMPS

each 5 cents.
150.000 orand

new Incandescent Lamps

in

250 and 400 Lamps,

ranging from 100 to 110 voltage, 8 and 16
candlepower. General Electric make. Price
each In case lots, \'2.% cents.
20,000 Colored Incandescent Lamps, brand
new, never used, General Electric make,
104 voltage, Edison base; colors. Amber,
Green, Opal and Ruby put up 200 in a case.
Price each, 22 cents: are worth 35 cents each.
20.000 Incandescent Lamps, voltages 100
to 120, Edison. T. H. and Westinghouse
base." 8. 10, 16, 20 and 25candlepower; put
up 250 in a case, second selection. Price
each in case lots, 10^ cents.

WANTED
electric light plant, competent
for station work. Must furnish refer-

Iowa

salary expected, experience,

;

FOR SALE
An electric light plant in
Street lighting contract and
tabllshed.
For particulars
No. 602 So. Warren

St.,

Feet, Size iY, x

4H.

MISCELLANEOUS

200.000 Lamps, used a short time, and in
good condition for further service. Have
been tested. They are 104 voltage, Edison
base, 8 candlepower.
In lots of 1,000,

box 491. care ot Western
510 Margueite Building, Chicago,

original cases of 200,

r

WOOD CONDUIT.

All sizes from No. 14 to 600.000 C. M.

Address

Electrician,

This material that we are offering'

Voltage.

as engineer and celeA good all-arouod
trician In a direct current plant in a good town
of 1.200 people iQ Central Jillnois. Must tiave
enough teebnical eaucatton to be able to care
connection.
Good hours,
battery
in
for a storage
good wages, and a steady position to the right

man.

FAIR, ST. LOUIS, 1904

opportunity to secure rare bargains in everything used in this line.
has seen but limited service and is practically as good as new for further use.

SOO.OOONo. 9171 Porcelain. Edison Base
Keceplacle.s.

50.000 Weaiberproof "Brvant" Sockets.
1,000,000 split glazed li. & D. Wiring
Knobs.
300,000 Glazed Porcelain B. i D. Wiring
Knobs, sizes 3 '/i, 41/S aad 5!^.

15,000 Porcelain Cnt-outs.
26.000 Plugs.
2,000.000 Unglazed Porcelain Tubes.
40,000 Glass Insulators.
20,000 Porcelain Cleats.
All kinds of switches and Instruments.

Ask

for

our Special Catalogue

No. 567.

.

CHICAGO HOUSE WRECKING COMPANY,

Syrac

35fh and Iron Sts., CHICAGO.

FOR SALE
;in?

businei

only a V
required to purchase this e
Address box 414, Greei

thousand dolla

U.S. METAL

POLISn

FOR SALE
Two hundred shares in a completely
electric light plant, heating

equipped

and power

plant,

incorporated under the laws of Illinois and situated in a city of 2,500 inhabitants. The plant
is thoroughly up to date, with complete duplicate equipment, is on a well-paying basis and is
constantly increasing its list of customers. This
stocli is-a controlling interest, being two-thirds
of the entire stocli issue of three hundred shares
and the present owners of same wishing to retire
from this line of business, will sell for 83,500
on easy terms as follows: $2,500 cash, and
balance secured by toe stock as collateral. The
actual cost of the plant isS20,000 with a bonded
indebtedness of $12,000
Inspection of plat.t
it.vi'erl at anytime.
Address STEWARD BEOS.
BANK, Piano. 111.

F-OR
1

7i4Towle,

1

8
8
8

1

Are being standardized by numerous progressive machine manufacturers (or equipping
their mechanisms because the motors are

Compact, Simple, Economical
Operation,

51.

1-

1
1
1
1

in

to
into

Making Efficient, Handsome Unit

P., neiv.

Iloltzer- Cabot.
Crocker-Wheeler, series.
Western Electric M. P., direct connected
to Eaton A Prince elevator, complete

We want to discuss this matter with builders
and users

9VS Crocker- Wheeler, M. P.. new.

10 C. A C, M. P.
10 Keystone, M. P.
10 Bernard, M. P.
15 Eddy.
15 Keystone. M. P.
15 Western Elec., M.
20 Spraguc.

30 Crescent, M.

of machines and machine
Motor Bulletin No. 2535

tools

NORTHERN ELECTRICAL MANUFACTURING COMPANY
ENGINEERS
P.

P.

MANUFACTURERS
S. A.
Block, Chicago. Hi.

Madlson, Wis., U.

425 Monadnock

OSSERT

30 Westlnghouse, M. P.
40 Bernard, M. p.
40 Western Electric. M.
.nO E.iC. Multipolar.
.50 Am. Englr eCo., M. F
60 C. iCself-oUer.
1

Applied

Any Apparatus and Merge

with controller and drum.
1
1
1

Readily

the General Design of Machinery,

Sia.i_r:

220 To 2S0 Volt Motors

H. p.

1

NORTHERN SPHERICAL MOTORS

SAVE TIME, BOXES AND MONEY
Be up to date.
for bulletin givinff

OREQORV ELECTRIC CO

Use them. Wi
full

OXE

Bossert Electric Construction Co.,",[

^'^

oi," oofiu°°

ROSE POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE
rical

and

Chemistry and
Laboratory equip-

Civil EnglneerJuK.
'lop'*.

MO-I

sC. L.MEES.Pres.

Cliicago to

New

\A/AIMT,

Erie Railroad Company's IndusDepartment has all the territory
trial
traversed by the railroad districted in relation to resources, adaptability, markets
and advantages for manufacturing, and
-.an advise with manufacturers in relation
For full
to the most suitable locations.

information address

LUIS JACKSON
Icdnstrial Ccuunissioner. Erie Railroad

21 Cortlandt Street,

The Inspector

THE HANDY ELECTRICAL DICTIONARY
BY W.

L.

WEBER, M.

225 PACES, SIZE

Trouble Man.
By A.
Pull

(

r

opera to

E.

DOBBS

Information and diagrams for the
xchange manager,

Inspector
of telephi

Price =

{

2!^ X

READ BOOKS

E.

Cloth Binding, - - - - 25c.
Flexible Leather Binding, 50c.

all.

Promptly Mailed on Receipt

Electrician Publishing Co.,

Compuiy

New York

6 INCHES.

This is a practical book in a convenient vest pocke, size; alike suitable for workman, student or anyone employed or interested in the electrical science. It contains
clear, concise definitions of every used electrical term or phrase and is sold at a price
within the reach of

York

The

particulars.

Terre Haute. Ind.

fesaional Register of

Locations for Industries
Erie Railroad

60 Maine, II. P.
70 Fuller, multipolar.
150 Eddy, M. P.

on Electrical Subjects, and think
Electrical Thoughts.

We

have the books.
Send for a catalogue.
Electrician Publishing Co.

of Price.

510 Marquette Bldg.,
Chicago.

sio Marquette eidg., Chicago.

CHICAGO
REPAIR SHOPS
EDISON COMPANY
76 MARKET STREET, CHICAGO.
TELEPHONE MAIN
OPEN DAY AND NICHT.
1280.

FIRST-CLASS EQUIPMENT THROUCHOUT.

I

I

lull.'

::i

WESTERN ELECTRFCIA

!<)•>

We
Guarantee All Work
VnaWM,

GniML

AMUTVUt,

SOMTHWESTUI

MTumm.

uim,

UrAUUNC.
NIN «I0 IICMMIIM

UUTIN

MMMUT fN UU
M.,

ADDISON GLASS

CO.

Addison, N. V.
MANUFACTURRRS OP

Open and Enclosed

ARC GLOBES

On receipt of
10 CENTS
we will

Opal Incandescent Shades and Reflectors

send you a

Western

Electrician

Moonlight Schedule
for 1905.

lighting

man

should have

one.

Every

Electrician Publishing

MO

Marquette

Bldtf..

Company.
Chicago.

THE PLUME & AT WOOD MFG. CO.
Mew York

^

Chlcaffo
S|l|,lU.y.:.i>s^ !

MI

Electrical book buyers buy electrical booka
from the Electrician Publishing Co.. 510 Mar-

quette Bldg.. Chicago.

EXGVRSION
Asbury Park, n. j.
Oia the

Wabash
On Account o{ the
national Educational Association,
Leaving Chicago June 29 to July 2
Low

rales, long limits, liberal stop-ooer
prioileges. with the option of Lake Steamers
between Detroit and Buffalo. Hudson RiOer
Day Line Steamers from Albany to New
York, and Ocean trip from New York to

Atlantic Highlands.
The only line running Free Chair Cars between Chicago and New York.
Write for Jree copy of Wabash N. E. A.
"
ntaining maps, time
•

CRANE. G. P. <S- T. A., St. Louis,
A. PALMER. A. G. P. A.. Chicago.

C. S.
F.

•

^crirHFQlSerfj'^xJEdiSim^^^t.fidanaeC
One
They are

of their distinctive

features

is

the

sure and

so constructed that internal resistance

grows

constant current delivery.
less

with use, polarization

completely obviated, and they work at full strength until all the energy of everj'
element is exhausted. It will pay you to investigate their other points of superiority.
Write for booklet No. ~.
is

"^

EDISON MFG. CO. hm3\ IL^^
IT IS

^

^
"

Chicago:

n

e

J.

,

304 Wabash

Ave,

SAID THAT GLADSTONE SAID:

"ONLY A MINT CAN MAKE MONEY WITHOUT ADVERTISING"
IT IS

TRUE,

WHETHER GLADSTONE SAID

IT

OR NOT.

—

1
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NEARLY READY

ELECTRICIAN'S HANDY BOOK
By

O'CONOR SLOANE

Prof. T.

Pocket Book

and Edges

tiaadsomely Bound

Size,

Sloane

PRICE
'HE

in

Leather with Title

About 800 Pages.

in Gold.

500

Illustrations.

$3.50

book on Electricity, covering the subject of Practical
branches written by a well-known author in a manner that can be
readily understood, and intended for the every day working electrician.
'

I

latest,

best and most complete

Electricity in all

its

PARTIAL LIST OF CHAPTERS

— Electric Currents — Ohm's Law and Electric Energy—Alternating Cur— Direct-Current Dj'namos — Care and Running of Dynamos — Direct-Current Motors —Alternating-Current Generators
Alternating-Current Transformers — Alternating-Current Motors— Distribution of Electric Currents — Arc Lamps — Incandescent Lamps — Electric Railways — Primary Batteries — Secondary Batteries — Central Station — Switchboards — Electric Heating and Cooking— Lightning Rods — Roentgen or X-Ray Work — Electric Elevators — Electro-Metallurgy and Electro-Chemistry
— Electric Measurements, and Instruments used in Station Work — Miscellaneous Data, Formulas and Suggestions,
Mechanics

as Applicable to Practical Electricity

rents

etc., etc.

EVERY PROORBSSIVB ELECTRICIAN WHO WISHES TO KEEP UP WITH THE TIMES SHOULD HAVE THIS VALUABLE WORK
Send

orders to

all

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,

510 Marquette Building, Chicago,

111.

*

FAMOUS

U/,e
iiilMFUFlfD

SLOANE
BOOKS

EjXCTRieiAN

New

In
Tenth Edition.

Fifteenth Edition.

Just Publlsbed.

ELECTRICITY
SIMPLIFIED
By PROF.
O'CONOR SLOANE
T.

158 Pa^es.

CHAPTER

Fully Illuitrated.

PRICE, $1.00

Contonta
I.

The Ether;

Electricity; Force

and Energy; Mass and Weight.

DYNAMO BUILDING and
ELECTRIC MOTOR. CONSTRUCTION
By PROF.

CHAPTER IV. Fundamental Units and the Relations Between Electrostatic
and Electromagnetic Units; Practical Units; the Volt. Ohm, Coulomb and
Ampere; Electric Force. Worfe and Energy: Chemistry of the Current.
CHAPTER V. The Magnetic Circnlt and Electromagnetic Lines ol Force;
Magnet and Ampere's
Theory.
'"
..--...
"

I

of Cnrrents

Upon

CHAPTER vn.

The Galvanic Battery'; 'The Electrotype and the Locus of
Potential DltTerence; Polarization and Local Action: Different Examples of
The Arrangement and Action of Batteries; Storage Batteries.
CHAPTER VIU. Dynamos; Motors; Transmission of Power.
CHAPTER IX. The Telephone and Microphone: Electric Lighting: The

its

Just Published.

ELECTRIC TOY MAKING
T.

O'CONOR SLOANE

Very Fully

18S Pages.

motive Force. Reslstan

Illustrated.

PRICB, $1.00.

CHAPTER

Batteries.

Twelfth Edition.

165 Pages.

ELECTRICITY

Illustrated.

By PROF.

PRICE, $1.00

ZOO Pages.

Contents

CHAPTER

I.

Mills.
-c-uuFEV.

Dyna

CHAPTER U. Ohm's Law CHAPTER HI.
CHAPTER IV. Potential Difference. CHAPTER
\l. Special Systems. CHAPTER VII. Work
— "

CHAE*TER

CHAPTER

VIII.

Ra

Notation in Power of Ten. Tables.

Statr\dai*d Electrica^l DictionaLry
By PROF.

682 Pages.
An Entirely New

T.

O'CONOR SLOANE

393 IllustratJoiw.
Edition, BreDRhl

PRICE, $3.00

Up ^^ Date and Greatly Enlarged.

Successful

T.

O'CONOR SLOANE

Illuitrated.

PRICE, SLOO

Contents

Introrluctory.

Resistance and Conductance-

Electricity

Simplified $1

Arithmetic of
Electricity Jl[

Toy
Making

For

Electric

CHAPTER I. Introductory. CHAPTER II. Mathematics. CHAPTBB III.
CHAPTER IV. Chemistry. CHAPTER V. Electricity at Home.
CHAPTER VL Mechanical Engineering. CHAPTER VII. Drawing. CHAPTER VIII. Teachers. CHAPTER LX. Electrical Factory Work for Students,
CHAPTER X. College Education. CHAPTER XI. Steam Engineering
CHAPTER XII. The Manufacturing Enpneer. CHAPTER XIII. The Constructing Engineer. CHAPTER XIV. The Station Engineer. CHAPTER XV.
Inventing. CHAPTER XVI. Original Investigation. CHAPTER XVH Success.
CHAPTER XVIII. Reading. CHAPTER XIX. Ethics.
Physics.

How

to

Become |$3i??

a Successful
Electrician $1

StaLnda.rd ElectricBLl

Dictionary

Five Books
For

$5.00

electrician PviblisKing Co.
510 M&rquette Building

$3.00

Or These

Complete— Concise— Convenient.

A practical handbook of reference, containing definitions of abont 5,000 distinct
words, terms and phrases.
The work is absolutely Indispensable to all in anyway interested In electrical
science, from the higher electrical expert to the evervday electrical wortman.
In fact it should be in the possession of all who desire to keep abreast with the
progress of this branch of science.

^

$ll

Just Published.
bl

ELECTRICIAN

Just Published.

of

O'CONOR SLOANK

T.

books serve as a nucleus for YOUR.
Technica.1 Ilbra.ry7

«**•

CHAPTER II. PermaBent Magnets. CHAPTER
III.
Bleclro-Magnets. CHAPTER IT.
Electric Motors.
CHAPTER V.
Electric Bells. CHAPTER YI. MisceUaoeous Toys. CHAPTER VII. Bpark
and Indaction Coils, and Allied Subjects. CHAPTER VIII. Hand-Power
Dynamo. CHAPTER IX. Miscellaneous Receipts and Fonnula:.
I.

How to Become
Sixteenth Edition.

Would not these

Contents

Batteries:

ARITHMETIC
By PROF.

Editions

ChicaLgo

Iiinc

24.

WESTERN

1905

Ki';i.i.(Hi(,

I'liii.i LSI

ELECTRICFAN-

ivwv

4-11-44
THE 4- PARTY HARMONIC SYSTEM OF THE
KELLOGG SWITCHBOARD & SUPPLY CO. HAS
DISTINCT AND VALUABLE FEATURES AND
THERE WILL BE AT LEAST 44 MORE EXCHANGES USING THE SYSTEM WHEN THEY
FIND OUT ITS MANY POINTS OF SUPERIORITY.
I

I

I'lK.ST:—

NO GROUND CONNECTIONS AT THE SUBSCRIBERS' .STATIONS. GROUNDS ARE EXPENSIVE
TO INSTALL AND MAINTAIN AND ARE APT TO INTRODUCE BAD INDUCTIVE DISTURB.A.NCES.
SECOND:—
FREEDOM FROM INTERFERENCE. IN FOUR-PARTY SYSTEMS WHICH CONNECT BELLS TO THE
EARTH, IF A SUBSCRIBER REMOVES HIS RECEIVER WHILE RINGING CURRENT IS ON THE
LINE, THE PARTY OF LIKE POL.A.RITY OR FREQUENCY ON THE OTHER SIDE OF THE LINE
IS RUNG. NOTHING OF THIS SORT CAN HAPPEN WITH THE KELLOGG SYSTEM.
THIRD:—
THE RINGING IS NOT APPRECI.\BLY AFFECTED BY THE RESISTANCE OR CAPACITY OF THE
LINE. THIS IS OF IMPORTANCE IN CITY EXCHANGES \N'HERE THE LINES ARE OFTEN
LONG AND WHERE CABLE IS SO LARGELY USED.
FOURTH :—
THERE ARE NO ADJUSTABLE SPRINGS OR WEIGHTS.
FIFTH :—

THERE ARE NO RELAYS OR ADJUSTABLE RETARDATION COILS

IX

THE SUBSCRIBER'S

STATION EQUIPMENT.
SIXTH :—
THE INSTRUMENTS FOR THE FOUR SUB-STATIONS M.\Y BE EASILY INTERCHANGED. ALL
THAT IS NECESSARY TO CONVERT AN INSTRU.MENT FOR USE AT ANY STATION IS TO
CHANGE THE RINGER ARMATURE. THIS FE.\TURE MAKES IT UNNECESSARY TO CARRY A
STOCK OF FOUR DIFFERENT KINDS OF INSTRUMENTS.

SEVENTH :—
WITH THE SAME EQUIPMENT TWO AND THREE PARTY SERVICE ]\IAY BE GIVEN.
EIGHTH :—
THERE IS NO SMALL BUT CONSTANT BATTERY LOSS AS IN SOME FOUR-PARTY SYSTE.MS.
THE CONDENSER IN THE RINGER CIRCUIT STOPS THE B.ATTERY FLOW.
NINTH:—
A SPECIAL KEY FOR RINGING INDIVIDUAL LINE SUBSCRIBERS IS NOT REQUIRED, ONE OF
THE FOUR-PARTY BUTTONS BEING USED FOR THIS PURPOSE.
TENTH :—
THIS SYSTEM CAN EASILY BE .\DAPTED TO ANY TYPE OF SWITCHBOARD NOW ON THE
MARKET.

ELEVENTH :—
THE HARMONIC RINGER IS SUBSTANTIAL IX CONSTRUCTION AND AS EASY TO MAINTAIN
AND AS INEXPENSIVE AS THE ORDINARY POLARIZED RINGER.
SEND FOR BULLETIN NO.

lo.

&

THE KELLOGG SWITCHBOARD
COR. CONGRESS AND GREEN STS
IiR.\NCH OFFICES

KEYSTONE

BLDG.,
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

ELECTRIC BLDG.,
CLEVELAND, OHIO,

116

,

SOPPLY CO.

CHICAGO,

ILL.

:

NASSAU

NE\\'

YORK

ST.,

CITY.

SEYMOUR

BLDG..

LOS ANGELES. CAL.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN
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Ha^e a

Don't

INTERNATIONAL

TELEPHONE
With

a

24, 1905

Mechanical Self=Restoring

poor protector!

Drop Switchboard.

Better

Have a ^^TORNQUiST''

A PERFECT APPARATUS.
Made In any dtslrtd capacity.
Sample parts and quotations on

King of Protectors
Order Now
Before
without one.

Dangerous
a storm deIt's the greatest success in the telestroys your property.
phone field and the only safe device to use.
We make a full line of High Grade Knife Switches. None better.

request,

1

1

INTERNATIONAL

TELEPHONE MANUFACTDRINfi CO.
CHICAGO, U. 8. A.

Tornquist Electrical Mfg. Co., Davenport, Iowa

IMPORTANT TELEPHONE BOOKS.
THE TELEPHONE HANDBOOK. By

Webb. 16mo, 150
This hnndbdok

pp.

Price

Herbert

LaAvs

A, B, C, OF THE TELEPHONE. By J. E. Homans,
U. 352 pp. 269 illustrations. Price $1.00.
Owing to the demand for a comprehensive book giving
a clear, terse idea of the principles governing the construction, installation, care and management of telephones and their appliances, this book has been compiled. It has been the aim of the author lo make this
the most complete elementary book on t^J subject for
the practical electrician, wireman, li>J5man and engineer, and it is written in a clear and careful style.

A.

$1.00.

Is a reliable treatise on telephony, and
a practical boot on telephone worliing and management,
based entirely on standard American practice. It is extremely useful to telephone inspectors aud operators.

AMERICAN TELEPHONE PRACTICE. By

Kempster

B. Miller, M. E.

510 pp. 380 illustrations. Price $3.00.
This !s the first complete treatise on telephony in the
English language. The text is profusely illustrated by
cuts of commercial apparatus and carefully prepared
diagrams of circuits. No diagram is given without a full
explanation. The apparatus, circuits and methods of
the American Bell Telephone Company and of the var'^ius independent companies
are fully descrilied. The
apparatos azi'X methods used in mailing all of the tests
required In commercial telephone work are fully treated.

THE INSPECTOR AND TROUBLE MAN. By

A.

THE PRACTICAL TELEPHONE HANDBOOK.
Joseph Poole,
enlarged.
In this

A.

360

E.

E.

I.

2S8

pp.

106 pp. Price Sl.OO.
practical book, written

Second edition, revised and

illustrations.

Price

"

'

employes have been kept conintended also that the book shall
of information on telephonic
telephone and to the public gon-

'

E.

je

plain

language. Full of
Information and diagrams for the operator, exchange
manager, inspector, trouble man and lineman. A complete description of telephones, how to find .ind remedy
their troubles, together with working plans for exchange
construction, complete with diagrams of all up-to-date
telephones and switchboards.
in

TELEPHONE LINES AND THEIR PROPERTIES.
By

Wm.

Price

J.

Hopkins.

Sixth edition.

By W. H.

tion.

333

large ediPreece, F. R. S., and A. J. Stubbs. 508
Price $4.50.

illustrations.

FITTING. A Practical Manual on the Fitting Up and Maintenance of T-eiephone and Auxiliary Apparatus. By F. C.
191 pp. 16S illustrations. Price $1.25.
PATENTED TELEPHONY. A Review of the Patents Pertaining to Telephones and Telephonic Apparatus.
Published
by the American Electrical Engineering Association.
Cloth

Allsop.

bound

;

fully illustrated

.

Price, $1.50.

THE ELECTRIC TELEPHONE.
A. E. Kennelly, Sc. D.;
tions. Price gl.OO.

handbook

for

the

practical

Electrical

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING

By

E.

J.

12mo, cloth, 422

Houston, Ph. D.,
pp.,

142

HOW TO MAKE AND USE THE TELEPHONE.
Gary.

The Above, or Any Other

Illustrated.

pp.

new and

TELEPHONES, THEIR CONSTRUCTION AND

and
speaking

272

$1.50.

MANUAL OF TELEPHONY. A

A
pp.

$1.50.

work the writer has endeavored to produce a
manual of moderate size and cost, but thoroughly practical, and detailing, as far as space will allow, the most
recent methods of telephone working. While the re-

Dobbs.

A

By

By W. Hyde and J. H. McManman. edited by Prof,
llaskius. Eighth edition. 16mo, 4S pp. Price 25 cents.
This little volume is an extremely practical work for
telephone employes, written in a popular style and devoid
of technicalities.

136 pp.

;

Illustrated.

Work Published, Sent on ReceiDt

Illustra-

By

BLOCK that CAME

CONDUIT
FOR UNDERGROUND CONSTRUCTION

The American Conduit Company has a corps ot experts
underground construction and is prepared to furnish supervision of work if desired. We would prefer
to co-operate with contractors in underground construction, but if desired will submit estimates and bids
and take contracts tor completed underground systems
in any part of the United States and Canada.
in

No.

404 Block

An Arrester That Arrests

ASK THE MAN

American Conduit Com
Main
Manhattan
t70 Bfoadway, Ne w

Building, jOhicago

other Olficex:
Yorlr. 336 Macy St.,

Los Angeles

H

of Price.

510 MAROUETTE BLDC. CHICAGO.

CO..

BITUMINIZED FIBER

Officas : 16OS-6

Geo.

Price $1.00.

American Electric Fuse Go.
-

CHICACO

NEW YORK

ATLANTA

;

June

Wi-S'IT.IO;

if)o5

24,

.nCTRICIA.'.

THE AUTOMATIC
the telephone system that

Is
AnioiiK the cities in which

haa

It

appeals to

«9

STROMBERG-GARLSON
"Central Energy" Multiple Switchboards

We

Have Built Seven Multiple Switchboards

all.

been ailopteU arc:

Cr.ind l<;ipids,

Mich.

St.

Coluinbiis, Oliio

Marys, 0.

Lincoln, Nfb.

Westerly, K.I.
Manchester, la.

Portland, Mc.

Princeton, N.

Auburn, N. Y.
I.L-wision, Me.
Auburn, Me.
Kail River, Mass.

its

Sfcrccy

pany, because

Clayton, Mo.
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Automatic Electric

tiie

same type as the above. Capacity 3,000
lines each.
The board shown was installed at

and keeps them stable
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STROMBERG-CARLSON

prefer

men

see why telephone

apparatus.

STROMBERG-CARLSON TEL, MFG,

CO,
Chicago, III.

Rochester, N. Y.

U. S. A.

PHE TELEPHONR HAKD-BOOK
NEW AND REVISED

leo JRagos, 133

EDITION, WITH A

NEW CHAPTER ON "RECENT PROGRESS," BRINGING THE BOOK UP TO
BY HERBERT LAWS WEBB.

lllus-fcra'fcions, Clo-tK,

DATE.

H&nci-I (ool« Sis

91.00.

:>&

Extract
fjTom Preface.— "This little book has
_
The time for sucb a v ork IS not yet come. But It II
„„ „„
a complete
... America.
,..^.^.....^.. to be
w coni'dered
^
treatise on telephony
,
no pretension
,
J e-^ ..
felt that there la a demand for a practical boolt on telephone working and management, and the TELEPHONE HAND-BOOK Is an attempt at meeting that demand,
^Vltb the exception of a few
chaptera dealing with certain forms of transmitters and receivers used In Europe, which are given for the information of those who may wish to engage in the mi Qufacture of telephooea, tbe
book Is based entirely on standard American practice; and most of the material, apparatus and methods described are peculiar to or have originated In this country.'
.
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COMPANY
PILLSBURY-WATKINS
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
LUMBER EXCHANGE.
SOUTHERN
OAK TIES.

CEDAR POLES, POSTS, TIES AND SHINGLES.
it

TROLLEY" TIES
on band

yet,

ATTRACTIVE PRICES

and can make

MALTBY CEDAR COMPANY, 509

Phoenix Block, BAY CITY, MICH.

WHITE CEDAR POLES
HALL

L.

BR00K5

WISCONSIN AVBNUB

51

TOMAHAWK,
SILVER ANNIVERSARY

Just Bought

OutW.

IN

C. Sterling

Hwd

rXEDARPOLES

We make a specialty of Michigan Cedar. We also
produce Ties and Posts in large quantities.

&

Poles

CLINTONVILLE, WIS.
Largi Stock Conttanlly on

POLE BUSINESS

CEDAR
COMPANY.
MALTBYMichigan
White Cedar Poles outlast any wood,

Together with our own large stock we are prepared to fill any size Pole Order, at once. Sorting
and shipping yards all through Michigan.
Priaclpal Office: Monroe Mich.

Cedar

WIS.

TORREY
CEDAR CO.,

SOil Co.

Principal Yards

Bay

City

and Omer

OBTAIN OUR PRICES

All Lengths ani> sizes

ON

ELECTRIC RAILWAY
"WHITE CEDAR TIES

THE WHITE MARBLE LIME

CO., Manistlque, Mich.

ELECTRICAL
AND OTHER
INDUSTRIES
ARE

Only 10 Cents Each

Practical

Electricity.

OFFERED
LOCATIONS
-

i

1

POLE DEALERS ADVERTISING

Good

Freight

labor

Healthful

i

THE

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN OBTAIN MOST EXCELLENT RESULTS BECAUSE IT
PLACES THEM IN TOUCH WITH
ACTUAL BUYERS OF POLES
IN

Satislactory Inducements,

Favorable

How to make dynamo,
How to make telephone.
How to make n electric motor.
How to make storage battery.
How to make Wlmhurst electric machine
How ^o make magneto machine.
How to make medical Induction coil,
How to make pocket accumulatorHow to make a plunge battery,
How to make a voltmeter,
How to make galvanometer,
How to make band dynamo,
How to make talking machine.
How to make a H H. P. dynamo
How to make a toy motor,
How to make ain electric bell,
How to make a telegraph instrument.
i

WITH
-

Rates,

Conditions,

i

I

i

TRY A CARD.

Comniunities,

ON THE LINES OF
THE ILLINOIS CENTRAL
.

R.

R.

AND THE

YAZOO

&,

For

information and descriptive pam-

full

t^lSSISSIPRI

VALLEY

Books

ON

These book

R. R.

illustrated

and will be

sent prepaid on receipt ol price.

phlet address

J.

C.

Electrician

CLAIR.

I

Park Row. Chlcaso.lll

-FootTies,Michigan'sBestWhitcCedar

7

for Electric Railways,

Our

Specialty.

ALSO TROLLEY POLES
Write us.

Pubi'g Co.

610 Marquette Building,
CHICAGO.

Industrial C-'rr.HMSH'.ioe-

PERRIZO & SONS,

DAOOETT.MICH.

POLES.

BERTHOLD
& JENNINGS,

TIES.

WHITE CEDAR.

ST. LOUIS.

OAK, CYPRESS and

IDAHO CEDAR up

to

80

ft.

Chemical Building.

MICHIGAN WHITE

YELLOW

PINE.

LARGE STOCK.

KELLOCC SWITCHBOARD & SUPPLY

CO., Chicago.

.,,

(m,,,.

\vi-s-ii-:r":

,.

\

(

\.]

t\(\( i\'

CEDAR POLES

and
TIES
DULUTH log
go., Duluth, Minn.

£2^°D%;£"o^"-%".;.pV*lH';?£rN?s'''

Southern Cedar
NO ROTTEX BUTTS.

Are the Best.

POLES

D. W. PHCLAN,
277 Broadway, NawYork

CEDAR
H. M.

""
'^
POLES,

^ibv
TIES,

the porter cedar
unwTV
posts; SAIIIAW, MICH.

W«

FWODUOEW8.

co.,

want your InqulrUa alwaya.

POLES,
POSTS,

POLES

TIES,

MICHIGAN and IDAHO CEDAR

HlK K HlSSKIX COMPANV.

LOUD'S SONS CO., Au Sable, Mich.

Tolkdo.O.

\'t^:^y-:!m^ki

our Specialties

?eOARPOtE5

Telephone Poles
Electric Lii;ht Poles

Street Railway Poles

Hewn Timbers and

ESTABLISHED

Piling,

1862

Round

or

Octagonal

WM. MUELLER COMPANY
MARQUETTE BLOG. ChICAQO.
EISMT DISTRIBUTING YARDS

S.

1211-12-13

E.

MISSOURI CYPRESS CO.

Campbell, Mo.

'-'^^'

'^•^-

IPjiJ^XaWa^ ftAftAXu^tU/ §A^\ywwftV fc^MfW 6«C

^Aodvwc^W

ftA\^'V(^voWAMV.

•

^AetvvwJtrtvrW^AA/.

IDAHO"RED" MICHIGAN "WHITE*'

CEDAR POLES

We ship more

Idaho Polns than

We

ha've the

2,000
5.000
5.000
6.000
2,000
500
J, 000

foUo^ng

CO., Denver, Colo.

POLES

BIG

1.000

Sin
6 in

500
500
ZOO

7

in

100

6 in

50
15

7

POLE HOLE OIGBER
Greatest Assistance to Construction

Crews

poles ready for immediate shipment:

4 in

5

WESTERN

other dealers combined

all

WESTERN LUMBER and POLE

in

in.

These poles are located

in

7 in.
Sin.

7 in.
Sin.

:

:

:

:

:

:

!

:

6 in., 7 in.. Sin.
6 in., 7 in.. Sin.

7

in.

and S

35
d5
45
45
50
55

Soil,

Any Depth, Rapid,

Unbreakable, Simple

60

in.

Minnesota, so our natural territory

Any

^

is <ajest

ALL USERS ENTHUSIASTIC

of

the Mississippi river.

Quotations on application.

J.

W. MORRISON

LUMBER

So inexpensive that each one pays

CO.

918-19 Lumber Exchange, MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

i

each day.
Handled by

3

gH

B
Idaho Cedar Poles
COAST POLE

CO.

SPOKANE, WASH.

all

supply houses.

Circulars

on application.

SEND TWO DOLLARS FOR SAMPLE

WESTERN STEEL GATE

CO.

MANUFACTURERS OF

"WESTERN" RAILROAD GATES
WISCONSIN
RIVERS,

TWO
PACIFIC

for

itself
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Westinghouse
Switchboard Indicating Instruments
Ammeters
Voltmeters

Wattmeters
Frequency Meters

Power Factor Meters
Static

Ground Detectors

Syncroscopes
Etc., Etc.,

Regulating Transformer Panel tor 25 to 50

Lamp Arc

Circuits.

We

manufacture 12 different types of instrumients, and all
standard panels for lighting, power and railway service.

Westinghouse

Electric

&

Mfg. Co.

Do you know we
sell

Pittsburg, Pa.

Incandescent Lamps?

Address Our Nearest District Of (ice:
New

Write for our
New

York, Atlanta, Baltimore, Boston. Buffalo, Chicago, Cincinnati. Cleveland, Dallas, Denver, Detroit, Los Angeles,* Allnneapolls,
Orleans, Philadelphia, Pittsburg, St. Louis, Salt Lake City, 5an Francisco, Syracuse, Seattle.
For Canada; Canadian Westinghouse Co., Limited, Hamilton, Ontario. Mexico; O. & O. Braniff & Co., City of Mexico.

IN 1904

Keys forthe Practical
By F.

The Wes TERN Electrician published

LA RGE

i,o66
This

is

words.

IEquivalent

in

5,000,000

amovint

average $ 2 technical books.

book
If

basi

5

to

23

On

the

^46 worth given or ^3.

J.

Electrical

Worker

ROBINSON.

Electric Light, Power, Street Railway, Telephone,
Telegraph and the every-day tables explained
almost entirely by drawings and diagrams of connections taken from the very latest practice.

pages of readi ng matter.

198 columns or

3,

catalogue

Nearly 200 pages.

Price

fo.cx).

Prepaid to any address in the world.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHINQ CO.

:

PUBLISHERS OP AND DBALBRS

YOU are not a subscriber you sboutd be.
SIO

MARQUETTE BUILDING,

•

IN SCIBNTIPIC

BOOKS

-

•

CHICAGO.

CENTRAL STATION HEATING
We arc the originators and builders of the ONLY underground system of live and exhaust steam heating.
system

is

used for the utilization and distribution of exhaust steam from

electric-light

and power

Our

plants, for heating

We

have the
residences, stores, public buildings, etc.
250 plants in successful financial and mechanical operation.
only practical Steam Meter. Also manufacturers of Wooden Water Pipe, Steam Pipe Casing, Steam Traps, Condensation Meters, Valves, Economizing Coils, Separators, and a full line of Steamfittcrs' Supplies.

Write

for

the

STORY

of

DISTRICT STEAM HEATING

Company
AMERicAh
District Steam
WESTERN OFFICES MONADNQCK
MAIN QifFICES
:

LQCKPpRT,

iN.Y.

CHICAGO,! LL.

BLD6.

nc

24,
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THE FORT WAYNE ELECTRIC WORKS
Install

Complete

"Wood" Systems
for

Lighting and Power

The many plants where these have
been

installed

speak

riain Olfice

Revolving Field Alternator

Type

\A/E

T. R. B.

Fort

12-200-600

themselves

and Faclory

Wayne, Indiana

RECOGNIZED

supply any of
catalogued below
upon receipt of your order and remittance. We prepay charges.
shall be glad to

the

for

books

BY ALL UNBIASED METER EXPERTS TO
BE THE MOST RELIABLE DIRECT CURRENT WATTMETER IN THE WORLD

THE PRINCIPLES OF THE TRANSFORMER. By Frederick Bedell
{3.25
INDUCTION COILS. By G. E. Bonney
1.00
ELECTRICITY AND MAGNETISM. By S. K. Boltone
90
ELECTRICITY, ELECTRO.MBTEU, MAGNETISJI AND ELECTROLYSIS.
By G. Chrystal and W. N. Shaw
.GO
THEORY OF ELECTRICITY. By L Cummlng
2.25
THEORY OF ELECTRICITY AND MAGNETISM. By Charles Emerson
Curry
2.50
THE ELEMENTS OP ALTERNATING CURRENTS. By W. S. Franklin
and R. B. Williamson
2.50
PRACTICAL EXERCISES IN MAGNETISM AND ELECTRICITY. By
1

H.

E.

Hadley

MISCELLANEOUS PAPERS. By Helnrich Hertz
A TEXT-BOOK ON ELECTROMAGNETIS.M AND THE CONSTRUCTION
OF DYNAMOS. By Dugald C. Jackson
ALTERNATING CURRfeNTS AND ALTERNATING CURRENT MACHINERY. Br D. C. .Tackson and .lobn Price .Jackson
AN ELEMENTARY BOOK ON ELECTRICITY AND MAGNETISM AND
THEIR APPLICATIONS. By D. C. Jackson and John Price Jackson.
A FIRST-BOOK OP ELECTRICITY AND MAGNETISM. By W. P. Maycock
ALTERNATING CURRENTS OP ELECTRICITY AND THE THEORY OF
TRANSFORMER.?. By Alfred Still
PRACTICAL ELECTRIC LIGHT FITTING. Bv A. C. Allsop
ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTS. Bv G. E. Bonnev
RADIOGRAPHY AND THE ''X" RAYS IN PRACTICE AND THEORY. By
'.

S.

R.

Bottone

THE DYNAMO HOW MADE AND HOW USED. By S. R. Bottone
A GUIDE TO ELECTRIC LIGHTING. By S. R. Bottone
ELECTRIC LIGHT ARITHMETIC. Bv R. E. Day
THE DYNAMO ITS THEORY, DESIGN AND MANUFACTURE. Bv
Hawkins and F. WalUs
THE ALTERNATING CURRENT CIRCUIT. Bv W. P. Mavcock

By Stuart

Electrician Publishing
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1.50
1.50
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00
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40
3.00
1. 00

1.75
L.IO
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1.50
2.50
3.00

A. Russell

ELECTRICITY IN TOWN .AND COUNTRY HOUSES. By
THE STORAGE BATTERY. By Augustus Treadwell

3.50

C. C.

ELECTRIC WIRING FITTINGS. ETC. Bv W. P. Mavcock
ELECTRIC WIRING TABLE. Bv W. P. Mavcock
A MANUAL OP TELEPHONY. Bv W. H. Preece and A. J. Stubhs
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NSULATED WIRES
HAZARD!AND
CABLES

JOHN

SONS

ROEBLING'S

A.

Rubber Covered, Weatherproof, Magnet
Wires, Office and Annunciator Wires.

GO.

HAZARD MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Wilkesbarre

Bare

Wire

Copptr

MAINOFFICE AND WORKS
'

Nsa York

Chlcigo

TREWT^^M,

AGENCIES ANB BRANCHES

Clevtianil

and

Catalogues and samples on application.

special shapes.

VULCANIZED FIBRE

Wire

Kinds

CO.,

-

Wilmington, Pel.

KARTAVERT.

N. J.

HARD AND FLEXIBLE FIBER IN SHEBTS, RODS AND TUBINa

<

Sin Francisco

Phlladtlphia

JIAinTFACTCBED

Atlanta

]

THE lURTAVEIT MANUFACTURiHB CO.

WORK

Knob on

[Saves

the Market.

YOST SPECIALTIES.

its

little

more than the

55^

Knob.

Cost.

The SNYDER-HUNT CO..

Or Any Jobber

Insulators in Use

M.

Money

Costs only a

Saves Twice
1

Wilningtoi,

MADE EASY

IS
NoISh'^^c"

Safest and Strongest

Our No.

Chicago

Highest grades for electrical icsulation aod mechaalcal purpose*, in shecl%
tubes, rods

All

-

VULCANIZED FIBRE

hsulated
of

New York

-

Belle Plaine. la.

'QTID"
O I Hn

^f

INCANDESCENT

LAMPS

i-

Sookots, Wall
Sockets,

Weatherproof
Sockets,
Rosettes,
Receptacles,

©raJtf

Cord

<8> Maxk
•

LONa LIFE
GUARANTEED CANDLEPOWER,

Adjustersm

HIGHEST EFFICIENCY.

Omfalogum tor
thB amklag,

THE YOST ELECTRIC MFG. CO.

©ije l|art

Hem

^nrfe

Mfg.

S0Ht0ti

(Ha.,

^uxtfatb, (Ham.
JSatmOa.

ffllfttagn

I STANDARD ELECTRICAL MFG.
I COMPANY, : Niles, Oiiio. I

®Ht

TOLEDO, OHIO.

»»»»¥»¥¥ ¥¥¥»¥¥» ¥» ¥¥» V»¥ ->a"FlexdMct"

is tha.t

high standard required in o.U high-class

vvorlt.

It is

very

flexible,

a

high insulation and indestructible

FLEXIBLE CONDUIT
"Flexduct" the National Code Sta-ndard.

It

does not deteriorate,

always usable

to

highest degree

OSBURN FLEXIBLE CONDUIT COMPANY,

NEW YORK

WE

CHICAGO

SAN FR.ANCISCO

ARE NOW PREPARED TO FURNISH
STANDARD WALL SOCKETS
mounted on interchangeable
and symmetrically designed porcelain.

Tliese consist of our standard sockets

bases of highly glazed

PRICES RIGHT— LET VS QUOTE YOU

PASS

<a

SEYMOUR.

SOLVAY.
NEW YORK

Inc.

N. Y.

CHICAGO

SAN FRANCISCO

0387 Bdlson Key

